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Yumi Soeshima

Proletarian Turn: The Problems of Class and Gender in Miyamoto Yuriko’s
“The Breasts”
As Katō Shūichi accurately states, 1 Yuriko’s stay in the Soviet Union from1927
until 1930 was a crucial turning point in her life. The experience provided her with
enough principles, methods, and passion to support a life-long career as a Marxist.
Though she was already a recognized writer prior to her trip with her celebrated
publications of “A Flock of the Poor” (1918) and Nobuko (1928), she was still more or
less viewed as a naïve humanist who deeply sympathized with the oppressed yet did not
have any theoretical knowledge to understand them in a larger social context. Her
transformation into a Marxist writer and critic was publicly avowed when she joined
NAPF 2 (All Japan Federation of Proletarian Arts) upon her return to Japan. Though a
newcomer, she became one of the most important figures in NAPF. By writing
extensively on the newly constructed Soviet society and culture that she had closely
observed, 3 she actively participated in the NAPF proletarian literary movement. When
KOPF 4 (Japan Proletarian Culture Federation) was established in 1931, 5 she became a
member of its Central Council and was responsible for its Women’s Affairs. As a chief
editor of its women’s journal called Hataraku Fujin (Working Women), 6 she was
instrumental in encouraging working women in rural areas to develop their literary
abilities.
As her literary, cultural, and political activities clearly demonstrate, she was
strongly committed to proletarian literature and its resistance to fascism at the beginning
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of the Fifteen-Year War. 7 She wrote a series of proletarian fiction; 8 however, as she
admits, most of them are failures because of their didacticism and archetypal patterns and
characterizations. “Chibusa” (“The Breasts,” 1935) 9 is exempted from the usual pitfalls
of proletarian fiction. Along with her “Koiwai no Ikka” (“A Family of Koiwai,” 1934), 10
this is Yuriko’s most accomplished work of proletarian fiction. It concerns her semiautobiographical female protagonist Fukagawa Hiroko’s struggle as a nurse at a
proletarian day-care center which supports a streetcar labor dispute. It is considered one
of the author’s finest works, however, as a novella, it is less well-known than her such
major novels as Nobuko, The Banshū Plain, The Weathervane Plant, The Two Gardens,
and Signpost.
In spite of its relatively high status among the author’s works, “The Breasts” has
not yet received enough critical attention. Except for a handful of scholarly assessments,
it has not been closely examined within the context of proletarian literature nor even with
reference to the author’s autobiographical fiction.
In this respect Iwabuchi Hiroko is correct in pointing out the critics’ negligence of
close analysis and proper assessment of the work. She states that the work is largely
divided into two differing evaluations. 11 Miyamoto Kenji exemplifies one by considering
“The Breasts” a serious proletarian work; Itagaki Naoko’s represents the opposite view,
criticizing the work as common left-wing propaganda. Besides these critics, Ōmori Sueko,
Iwabuchi Hiroko, Kurahara Korehito, and Yoshio Iwamoto present their respective
readings, 12 and their overall assessments of the text are generally favorable. Female
critics (Ōmori and Iwabuchi) tend to focus on the female protagonist Hiroko’s
characterization and the issues of gender and sexuality; on the other hand, male critics
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(Kurahara and Iwamoto) read the text within the proletarian literary and cultural
movement.
Especially in the context of the problem of a so-called “housekeeper” among the
communist party organizations, Ōmori claims that Hiroko with her strong sense of
independence is, unlike women depicted by notably male proletarian writers, is a new
female figure in proletarian literature. 13 The definition of “housekeeper” within the
communist party is that female communists or sympathizers were assigned to live with
male activists by giving them legitimacy as part of a married couple and that those
women would often engage in paid works to support the male communists and often be
expected to sleep with him. This gender problem within the party organizations was not
surfaced till after the war. 14 Similarly, Iwabuchi reads the text from the perspective of
gender and sexuality to argue that it is a work to deconstruct the ordinary framework of
proletarian fiction. 15 Kurahara particularly mentions that Yuriko’s objective perspective
toward the proletarian cultural organization is notable. He states that she candidly writes
about such problems “housekeeper” and the ways to support the union’s labor dispute as
the important issues for the proletarian activists and the communists to think about. 16 In
his overarching argument of the relationship between literature and politics during 1931 1945, Iwamoto situates the work among the most representative proletarian literature
after 1934. Although his discussion of “The Breasts” is brief, he rightly says that Yuriko
“followed most closely in the proletarian literary tradition of circa 1929 – 1931 in the
years 1934 and 1937” based on proletarian literature’s ideas of revolution and class
struggle. 17
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As these comments show, earlier scholarships on the text leave many unanswered
questions. In my analysis, I intend to examine Yuriko’s proletarian turn from the
perspectives of class and gender. None of the critics inquire into the author’s sense of
class in relation to gender, but their inter-relation is a crucial to the text. What does
“becoming a proletarian” mean to Yuriko, an upper middle class woman? In the
autobiographical fictional world of “The Breasts,” the author projects herself into Hiroko,
a proletarian nurse. But in this intent are there not any contradictions or tensions? If there
are, how are these represented in the text?
Hiroko’s characterization as a proletarian nurse should be also critically assessed in
relation to the problem of “housekeeper” in the communist organizations. The problems
of class and gender are subtly implied in Hiroko’s being a nurse, traditionally regarded as
a typical female occupation. Being a proletarian nurse not only demonstrates Yuriko’s
Marxist ideal of proletarian revolution but also implies her feminine 18 gesture in her
relation to her husband. True, Hiroko has a strong sense of independence and critically
views female communists and sympathizers who often subject themselves as
“housekeepers”; however, her being a nurse along with her unfulfilled maternal desire
suggests Yuriko’s subordination to her husband because she appears to adjust her to a
normative female image as a nurturing figure. The seeds of her retrogressed feminist
consciousness in The Banshū Plain and most notably in The Weathervane Plant’s Hiroko
already exist here. To Yuriko, becoming a proletarian is not only in terms of class but
also in terms of gender. In other words, class transformation drastically affects her gender
reconfiguration.
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In this context of “authenticity” and “invention,” the text in a way can be seen as a
kind of fiction representing the author’s class shift 19 from her upper middle class to the
proletarian class. As is true with any shift in terms of class, sexuality, or race, there is an
authentic identity which is consciously suppressed in order to invent a desired identity.
The tension in this double identity in terms of class (Hiroko as a proletarian) exists. It is
intriguing to explore where the tensions and contradictions come from and what they
signify in the text.
Before discussing the text, the brief history of Japanese proletarian literary
movement should be provided for readers in order to have them familiar with the
historical, social and cultural background of The Breasts. Proletarian literature was very
popular between 1921 and 1933, and its effect on the Japanese literary world was
overwhelming around 1928-1930. Although the genesis of the proletarian literary
movement goes back to the late Meiji period (1900s-1910s) when working-class texts
first appeared, proletarian literature officially began in 1921 with the inaugural issue
of Tanemaku Hito (The Seeder). 20 A year later in 1922, the Japanese Communist Party
was established despite the law which prohibited this. Soon the Communist Party was
intervening in the proletarian literary movement. Though proletarian literature initially
aimed for the liberation of the socially and economically oppressed, it soon became
dominated by the Party as to promote socialism and communism based on strong class
and political consciousness. The Japanese Communist Party’s scientific socialist theory
was a factor in this.
A series of debates and struggles among several proletarian literary factions took
place, leading a split into two major sects: the communist “Senki” (“Battle Banner”) sect
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of “NAPF” 21 and the social democratic “Bungei Sensen” (“Literary Front”) sect of “the
Worker-Farmer-Artists League.” 22 Eventually, NAPF became central and played a major
role in the proletarian literary movement after 1928. 23
Within this NAPF organization, Kurahara Korehito (1902-1991) 24 played several
crucial roles, including the formulation of NAPF’s proletarian literary theory. His essay
“Puroretaria Riarizumu e no Michi” (“A Path to Proletarian Realism,” 1928) 25
established his status as a leading Marxist literary theorist. He declares that writers
describe the real world from the proletariat’s perspective, which corresponds to the
Marxist world view of dialectical materialism. What he basically advocates here is the
political use of literature. 26 Later in his “Nappu Geijutsuka no Atarashii Ninmu” (“A
New Task of NAPF Artists,” 1930), 27 he pushed his political view of literature further
and rigorously promoted a communist oriented art theory. The communist perspective is
clearly distinguished from that of the social democracy, and Kurahara aimed for the
development of art that would promote the Japanese proletariat and its party.
When Yuriko returned to Japan from the Soviet Union in 1930, the proletarian
literary movement was at its pinnacle. It was NAPF that was most influential in the
Japanese literary circles. She was greatly influenced by it and she also extensively
contributed to it. 28 Miyamoto Kenji, whom she married soon after joining NAPF, was
also a member of the organization, a communist and the most promising leftist literary
critic. Within the NAPF organization, she was under his direct supervision.
When KOPF 29 was established in November of 1931, Kurahara was once again
instrumental. He further advanced his Bolshevization and organized the proletarian art
movement in order to expand the communist membership, which clearly designates a
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new stage of development beyond NAPF. He attended the “Fifth International” held in
Moscow on August, 1930 as an interpreter, and the KOPF establishment was a direct
influence from it. Yoshio Iwamoto asserts: “The base for the change was the thesis
concerning ‘the role and mission of proletarian cultural and educational organization’
which was settled upon in the Agit-Prop Council at the Fifth General Meeting of the
Profintern in Moscow in August 1930.” 30 Regarding the radical view that art and
literature are an instrument of political propaganda, Hayashi Fusao (1903-1975), who
was once a proletarian writer but later rejected communism, was accurately to foresaw
that “the subordination of art to politics was not merely a theoretical issue concerning the
relationship of superstructure to base but was also designed to bring the Japanese
proletarian movement to the position adopted by the Comintern and, eventually, with the
foreign policies of the Soviet Union.” 31 Kurahara’s essay entitled “Puroretaria Geijutsu
Undo no Soshiki Mondai” (“The Organizational Problem of the Proletarian Art
Movement,” 1931) 32 illustrates his clear and ambitious political vision to transform from
NAPF to KOPF. As mentioned earlier, Yuriko was one of the twenty-seven members of
the Central Council 33 within the KOPF organization and was in charge of Women’s
Affairs. She was an editor of its women’s journal Working Women.
The proletarian literary movement developed a certain theoretical sharpness
because of its subordination to the Party. However, the extreme political rigor of the
communist thinking led eventually to the demise of proletarian literature. History too
played a role in this. Because the imperial government oppressed and arrested the
communists and the proletarian writers under the Peace Preservation Law, the proletarian
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literary movement had weakened by late 1933; finally it declared its dissolution in
February 1934.
However, it is nonetheless a notable fact that proletarian literary movement had
flourished and made a dramatic impact despite repeated acts of government oppression
since 1920. Even after the massive arrests of communists in 1928, the proletarian literary
movement synthesized the then dispersed and fragmented literary factions and
established NAPF and then KOPF. Without a significant reference to proletarian
literature, modern Japanese literature cannot be discussed substantially.
Yuriko mentions that “The Breasts” is based on fact. 34 The text’s motif is,
according to Iwabuchi Hiroko, taken from the labor dispute of the Tokyo Transportation
Labor Union 35 of 1932, when the employer, in order to restructure the company,
announced the dismissal of one hundred thirty workers. The union workers tried to
oppose this action by strike; however, the labor dispute was controlled by the compulsory
arbitration of those dismissals. 36
According to Iwabuchi, the actual proletarian day-care center was established in
November 1931. It was based on a socialist vision that children should be a part of
society, that proletarian women should be liberated from being both laborer and mother,
and that men should cooperate with them. The day-care center was the first of its kind,
and several more were built in the following year. However, because they were a part of
the movement for working-class liberation and affiliated with communism, the
government cracked down on these facilities and arrested most proletarian nurses. All
proletarian day-care centers were forced to be shut down between August 1933 and
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February 1934. 37 The proletarian day-care centers’ coming into existence and its
cessation are closely related to the KOPF proletarian cultural movement.
Long before writing “The Breasts,” Yuriko was interested in the institution of the
day-care center. It is natural for her to have paid attention to it as a woman who was
deeply concerned about women’s liberation and independence. While in the Soviet Union,
she closely observed their day-care centers as an instance of women’s liberated social
conditions. In her several essays on the Soviet Union written between 1931 and 1933, 38
she repeatedly writes of the omnipresence of day-care centers at factories and offices
where women work. She asserts that women’s activities in society would be impossible
without such facilities. 39 The existence of the Soviet’s day-care centers was a part of the
“Five-Year Plan” 40 to improve the proletariat’s culture for the higher political purpose of
increasing productivity. That is why children were protected as members of society.
Yuriko saw the Soviet’s advanced social facilities to remove women’s burdens in sharp
contrast to the situation in Japan, where few such facilities existed in the late 1920s.
“The Breasts” is based in part on Yuriko’s personal experience of seeing her
husband, Miyamoto Kenji, locked in prison due to his underground communist activities.
The story also reflects her deep sympathy for the working class. In the place of her
protagonist Fukagawa Hiroko, Yuriko shifts her own class identity from upper middle
class to proletarian.
Yuriko’s autobiographical fiction portray two distinctive heroines, “Nobuko” and
“Hiroko.” Nobuko, an upper middle-class woman who is in Nobuko, embodies Yuriko’s
class identity. Hiroko, who first appears in “The Breasts,” reflects the author’s adoption
of Marxist ideology.
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The name “Hiroko” also appears in Yuriko’s postwar autobiographical fiction such
as The Banshū Plain and The Weathervane Plant; however, the woman in question is
called “Ishida Hiroko,” not “Fukagawa Hiroko.” 41 As their family names differ, there is a
clear distinction between these two “Hirokos.” Although they are both designated as
Marxist, “Ishida Hiroko” is an intellectual and writer; on the other hand, “Fukagawa
Hiroko” is a proletarian nurse, and not particularly an intellectual. Although “Fukagawa
Hiroko” is more fully different from the author than in Ishida Hiroko, yet former surely
embodies Yuriko’s ideological position in support of the proletarian revolution during the
mid-1930s. The fact that “Fukagawa Hiroko” appears only once in Yuriko’s works may,
however, indirectly suggest the ephemeral nature of the NAPF/KOPF proletarian literary
and cultural movement as a historical phenomenon.
“The Breasts” was written in March 1935 and published the following month in the
April issue of Chūō Kōron (The Central Review). 42 In order to prepare for writing this
piece, Yuriko extensively researched the proletarian day-care center located in the
working-class neighborhood 43 in the Shinagawa district of Tokyo, visiting it several
times in the summer of 1933. According to Takayama Chieko, then a nurse at this
proletarian day-care center, Yuriko visited her in order to learn in detail about its
activities 44 and started writing and wrote nearly one hundred pages; however, she was
unable to successfully complete the piece and temporarily abandoned her attempt. 45
What she actually wrote instead in the late fall of 1933 was a short story entitled
“A Family of Koiwai,” 46 whose material and theme are completely different from “The
Breasts” that she initially intended to complete. “A Family of Koiwai” concerns a
proletarian poet and underground communist named Tsutomu, his supportive wife, their
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children, and his working-class family. Konno Dairiki (1904-1935), 47 a revolutionary
lyrical poet, is Tsutomu’s model. 48 Yuriko wrote this piece in recognition of Konno’s
contribution to the proletarian cause. These two proletarian works, “The Breasts” and
“The Family of Koiwai,” written approximately at the same time, convey different
messages in terms of proletarian ideal. “A Family of Koiwai” is still very hopeful; on the
other hand, “The Breasts” represents an undeniable sense of defeat while still
demonstrating the female protagonist’s enthusiasm for proletarian revolution. The
difference perhaps is related to the official dissolution of the proletarian literary
movement.
During this period, Yuriko was often arrested or detained by the police. 49 Her
husband also was arrested by a Thought Police spy on December 1933. In the meantime
the proletarian cultural movement was officially dissolved in February 1934 after a
period of governmental oppressions.
1935 the year “The Breasts” was published, is characterized by the strong
nationalistic mood in the Japanese literary world. The exclusively nationalistic “Nihon
Romanha” (“The Japan Romantic School”) 50 was on the rise, and the controversial
“tenkō” (ideological conversion) 51 literature was sweeping the literary circles. Yokomitsu
Riichi 52 and Kobayashi Hideo 53 advocated literary theories in support of nationalism. 54
“The Breasts” was the last proletarian fiction that Yuriko was able to write in this cultural
atmosphere.
As a proletarian writer, Yuriko seriously contemplated how intellectuals should
relate to the masses in an increasingly capitalistic society, a problem going back to the
early 20th Century in Japan. In this respect, “The Breasts” is a fine exemplification of her
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thinking. Earlier she had written two autobiographical fiction, 55 entitled “1932 Nen no
Haru” (“The Spring of 1932,” 1932) and “Kokkoku” (“Minute by Minute,” 1951) 56 in
order to represent her efforts to reach the masses. However, her autobiographical
protagonist 57 in both works is an intellectual who goes into the working-class
communities. Though connecting with working-class people, this protagonist can only
enlighten them, not join them. In other words Yuriko is a proletarian in theory. “The
Breasts” differs from these works as the protagonist is actually a member of the
proletariat. The story is consciously constructed in order to integrate a proletarian ideal
with practice. By imagining herself as a proletarian nurse, Yuriko attempts to become one
with working-class people who struggle daily under Japanese capitalism.
Most of the story’s six chapters focus on a streetcar union’s labor dispute supported
by Hiroko’s day-care center. Chapter one describes her situation and her relation to her
husband Jukichi’s confidant, Ōtani, an underground male communist, as well as her
friendship with younger female co-worker named Tamino; chapter two discusses the
disorganized labor union meeting which Hiroko observes with skepticism; chapter three
describes Jūkichi, who is in prison and her complex feelings about him; chapter four
depicts the day-care center’s financial difficulties due to its involvement in the labor
dispute; chapter five treats Hiroko’s sense of defeat as a caregiver and describe a gender
problem within the communist organization, and the final chapter gives an account of the
dissolution of the day-care center along with Ōtani’s final arrest by the Thought Police
and the termination of the streetcar labor dispute.
The story delineates the difficulty of the labor struggle as seen through the eyes of
Hiroko. She basically plays two roles, one that of a revolutionary and the other of a nurse.
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Problems of class and gender entangled in these two roles demonstrate the difficulty of
being a revolutionary and a nurse.
The opening chapter sketches Hiroko’s complicated and uneasy situation as a
proletarian day-care center nurse. Sound asleep from a hard day’s work, she is suddenly
awakened by an unidentified sound. Tamino, who sleeps beside her in their small six-mat
room, is also awakened by the sound. Hiroko, uneasy because of her day-to-day life as a
left-wing activist, frets over the sound. It is too loud to be the cat which sometimes walks
on a tin roof. A thief too would be quieter. She suspects it could be the Thought Police
keeping watch on the labor dispute. Since a veteran nurse and co-worker, apparently a
communist, got arrested, the Thought Police come to the day-care center at any time.
Though Hiroko’s ideological stance is not yet very clearly designated as a communist in
the narrative, the Thought Police seem to have some good reasons to suspect that she and
Tamino are connected to the communist organization.
Hiroko wonders if the landlord Fujii has come. She is behind on her rent, and he is
notorious for evicting such tenants. Indeed, he came just a few days before to threaten her
and Tamino. In addition to his threat to evict them, he gave each an openly lustful look.
To further harass them for supporting the strike, he tossed the sign marking their
proletarian day-care center into the gutter. Clearly, he is the sort of a landlord who
opposes any proletarian revolution.
After all, the intruder turns out to be Ōtani, the underground communist who ought
to be quiet as a cat or thief. Since Hiroko is in charge of supporting the streetcar union
members, Ōtani asks her to give a talk at the Yanagishima depot’s branch union meeting
to demonstrate her support. According to him, the union workers are dissatisfied with the
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compulsory arbitration, and he notes that the announcement of a large number of
dismissals has caused unrest. As an activist, she perfectly understands his request and
sympathizes with it; however, as a day-care center nurse, she feels at the same time
somewhat troubled by it because she is deeply concerned about compromising the
children in her care. Day-care center nurses are in short supply, and this has resulted in
neglect of an eye problem affecting the children. She is thus in dilemma between her two
responsibilities and commitments, one as a leftist supporting the union members and the
other as a nurse taking care of children. Ōtani, an outsider, does not fully understand the
latter responsibility. In addition to being responsible for the children, Hiroko is also in a
position to view the situation through the eyes of the mothers who need to leave their
children in her care.
Especially because Ōtani is Jūkichi’s confidant and replaces him during his
absence to give her ideological direction and guidance, Hiroko feels somewhat reserved
towards him. The narration refers to the sties affecting the children and lays out the
dilemma that creates for her: “It is obvious to Hiroko that a special consideration to help
cure the children’s sties is especially important now for the mothers’ feelings toward the
day-care center. She understands that Ōtani does not notice it because he is occupied with
his activities. Generally speaking, the various kinds of difficulties which have occurred
daily at the day-care center since it started supporting the streetcar labor dispute cannot
be solved by personal talks” (10). Because the day-care center is for the working-class, its
support of the streetcar union members appears politically justified; nevertheless, Hiroko
and the other nurses feel themselves in a dilemma.
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The first chapter introduces Usui, a young man of unknown background and career.
A minor character, he is later identified as a spy who plays a role in helping the Thought
Police arrest communists involved in the day-care center. He has somehow gotten
involved in the day-care center and the union activities before the nurses and the union
members are aware of it. His lingering around at the day-care center without any clear
purpose makes Hiroko highly suspicious of him. Although his true identity as a spy is not
disclosed until the final chapter, she already strongly senses an eeriness in his character
and behavior. Ōtani is less prudent, and does not investigate Usui soon enough.
Eventually he is arrested through Usui’s trickery.
According to Beckmann and Ōkubo, the state used spies to sow “seeds of suspicion
and dissension in communist organizations” and thus weaken them. 58 Miyamoto Kenji
mentions that Yuriko’s interest in spies who infiltrate communist organizations is unusual
among proletarian writers. 59 Since Kenji’s arrest was owing to a Thought Police spy,
Yuriko was especially sensitive to their activity. In his characterization, Ōtani does
appear Jūkichi’s double.
The purpose of the meeting is to decide what course the union workers should take
in the face of the dismissal of one hundred thirty workers. Although the slogan posters
proclaim: “Absolutely Against the 130 Dismissals!,” “Oppose the Issue of Bus Transfer!
Demand Supporting Conductors!,” or “Oppose Cutting Labor Costs of 1,213,270 yen!,”
Hiroko detects a lack of focus in the restlessness of the union members. One man
explains something while constantly moving his toes inside his socks; another sits on the
mat with his head between his drawn-up knees. A third shakes his knee extremely
nervously while restlessly watching people coming and going (14). Hiroko speaks in
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favor of a general strike, giving her unshakable support to these workers. Referring to the
workers’ wives’ interests in the labor dispute, she encourages the union workers to fight
for their welfare. Opening a moving day-care center is, she declares, a concrete way to
support the union members’ families. Although her speech, along with her intention, is
well received, she soon discovers that she is merely a guest at the meeting and that the
participating union members are uncertain, confused, and even at odds with one another.
The union of the Yanagishima depot consists of several groups, each of which
brings its own resolution to the meeting. One group declares their decision to go on a
strike even if other groups do not join. Another group declares that they are for the strike
as long as all other groups join. The workers who support the former group believe that a
partial strike is possible and that other groups will be strongly motivated by their efforts
and eventually join the strike. Their resolution is in accordance with the union
headquarters’ order that the members should absolutely not compromise their opposition
to the dismissal of one hundred thirty workers and that they should be ready to go on a
strike unless their demand to reverse the dismissal is met. The supporters of the latter
group are cautious of the capitalists’ dominant power over the workers whereas those of
the former group feel that an aggressive attitude is necessary in the capitalistic society.
These men claim that the power relation between the capitalists and the workers is
relative, and the workers must forcefully present their demands to the employers. Hiroko
favors a strike regardless of which groups join.
Ex-government officials 60 make up the committee, and this weakens the union. In
fact union headquarters has made a secret list of the workers who would be dismissed and
given it to management. The workers who are dismissed are those most actively involved
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in leftist organizations and activities. More than sixty such workers have already been
arrested. Clearly, the managers removed the rigorously committed left-wing union
members so as to hurt unionization. With these arrests there is no longer a strong leader
to organize the union member and direct their energies (20).
The workers at the meeting become more and more confused. One questioner asks
Yamagishi, the local chairman, about National Socialism. Hiroko expects that Yamagishi
will clearly say that National Socialism requires the state ultimately to protect the
capitalists’ profits by force and, therefore, that it is completely opposite to the welfares of
the workers. However, all he gives is a vague response which totally ignores the opposing
relation between the classes.
From the beginning of the meeting, Yamagishi’s indifference toward the union, the
union members, and labor dispute is strongly hinted at. In spite of his opening speech
where he says that he is with the union as chairman, that he is strongly determined to
struggle and that he welcomes frank opinions on how to pursue a strike concretely,
Yamagishi deliberately ignores the idea that the union members should go on a strike.
His vague and politically rhetorical interpretation of National Socialism reveals his progovernment position; and his indifference toward the chaotic atmosphere of the union
meeting comes through in such passages as the following: “Yamagishi keeps putting his
hand in his pocket and rests his cheek in his hand on the edge of a small desk. It is
unclear whether he is awake or dozing with his heavy eyelid closed. He appears to let the
meeting become utterly chaotic.” (22) The meeting ends in the odd resolution that if only
other unions initiate a strike, the Yanagishima depot will immediately join it. Later, their
labor dispute is eventually terminated.
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The labor union described here seems typical in terms of its particularism.
According to Beckmann and Okubo, Japanese unions are never strong. They note: “The
Japanese Communists and the socialists alike were handicapped by the lack of a strong
unified labor movement. The Japanese labor movement was deeply divided by personal
and ideological rivalries; moreover, it was characterized by local particularism. Nor was
the labor movement ever able to secure large-scale mass support and participation; only a
small segment of the industrial force entered unions.” 61 They state that at this period only
some six per cent of Japan’s industrial and mining workers were in unions. 62 Kurahara
Korehito and Ron Napier make similar claims. 63 In general, union activities were
controlled by absolutist state power.
Because of its support of the streetcar labor dispute, several children stopped
coming to the day-care center. Hiroko herself realizes that some parents are concerned
about the day-care center’s supporting the streetcar labor dispute and its uncertain
outcome; they may also be worried about being dismissed from their own jobs. Such
parents might well think of withdrawing their children from the day-care center before
they are asked to be involved in the labor dispute. At first, some parents who supported
the streetcar workers even donated money to their effort – partly in response to the
streetcar workers’ earlier purchase of several beds for the center. However, the parents
hesitate to make a further donation.
Although the day-care center’s financial situation worsens because of its support of
the streetcar labor dispute, Hiroko, Tamino, and other nurses nevertheless maintain their
fighting spirit. They even decide to look after children almost free of charge. Moreover,
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in order to popularize the day-care center, they decide to expand the number of
supporters among the progressive-minded housewives.
Hiroko is disturbed that Usui, the union headquarters’ new secretary, appears to
exploit the naïve Tamino. Tamino had worked for an electric factory before being
dismissed because of her union activities, and she is temporarily helping out at the daycare center. Hiroko plays the role of Tamino’s mentor to give her a proper guidance as a
nurse but also as an activist and independent woman. The steadfast male friendship
between Jūkichi and Ōtani has a female equivalent in this sympathetic tie between
Hiroko and Tamino.
One evening, Tamino abruptly declares that she may leave, but does not say what
her new job will be. The entangled threads that she awkwardly manages in darning her
socks symbolize the confused state of her mind, and her fragmentary speech indicates
that she is not her own agent. Hiroko realizes that the innocent Tamino is being
manipulated by Usui, who apparently urges her to become a “housekeeper or secretary”
(30) within the communist party. Hiroko declares to Tamino that it is considered wrong
in the Soviet Union for the male party members to make the female members live with
them and have physical relations under the pretext of a housekeeper or a secretary.
Yuriko the author knows this from having lived in the Soviet Unin; her surrogate Hiroko
can only say that she has read this somewhere.
Hiroko’s casual but sincere warning to Tamino that she should not ruin her future
(42) is derived from her strong sense of solidarity with this younger co-worker as a
proletarian woman. Hiroko stresses the importance of serious work for women’s
independence. While looking at Tamino, she is at the same time examining her own self.
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To be a woman who holds to the proletarian cause is often complicated and contradictory.
There is joy but also pain and suffering. Hiroko suffers because her husband is in prison
and her wish to become a mother thus remains unfulfilled.
The story ends abruptly with Ōtani’s arrest. Soon afterward Tamino and one other
day-care center nurse also get arrested. In the meantime the streetcar labor dispute is
finally terminated. Hiroko has not been arrested yet, but she cannot predict how long she
will remain free. In the midst of her comrades’ arrests and the failed streetcar labor
dispute, she remains committed. After the Thought Police have taken Tamino away,
“Hiroko goes upstairs alone to clear up the disordered room by the invasion of the
Thought Police. She quietly removes the penholder which was thrust into the mat.” (50)
Hiroko’s faithfulness to her duty as a nurse and her deep care for her husband as his wife
are also carefully delineated. She plans a meeting with the parents when they come to
pick up their children. Unsure of what will happen to her, she leaves to her assistant
nurse’s care a packet, inside of which is a jacket for Jūkichi.
Yuriko was arrested in May 1935, 64 the month following the publication of this
novella. She was prosecuted and sent to the Ichigaya prison in October on the ground that
“The Breasts” endorsed the communist party. In her trial in June of the following year,
she was sentenced to two years in prison and given a suspended sentence of four years.
She states that during the pretrial and trial hearings she was unable to defend class
consciousness in literature. 65
Although “The Breasts” is superior to her other proletarian fiction, it still echoes
the KOPF agenda a year after the organization’s dissolution. 66 The work’s strong
political element is far from surprising because most of its materials were prepared before
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KOPF’s dissolution. Prior to initially attempting to write, Yuriko outlined the story in her
“Note” 67 in 1933, and this “Note” undeniably demonstrates the fact that the story was
largely created along the line of the KOPF proletarian organizational agenda that
Kurahara Korehito advocated in 1931. KOPF’s ultimate aim was to expand the
communist party by popularizing cultural organizations. As noted earlier, her first
attempt to write the story in 1933 was aborted, and after two year hiatus she rewrote the
story for publication. She tells Kenji in her letter of March 25, 1935 that she completely
rewrote the story she had written two years before and created a different one 68 with a
focus on Hiroko. The manuscript of her first attempt does not survive. But her statement
that she completely rewrote the story is misleading, for the “Note” and the novella are not
totally different. Nonetheless, as she specifically remarks, the novella’s focus is Hiroko
primarily due to Jūkichi’s appearance in it.
In comparisons between the “Note” and the novella, one finds differences, and they
can be clues to understand the politics of the author’s intention behind the story. The
major difference between the literary text and the “Note” is that Hiroko and Jūkichi do
not appear in the “Note” and no clear protagonist is designated. In her initial attempt
Yuriko presumably wrote a story similar to Hayama Yoshiki’s Umi ni Ikuru Hitobito
(Life on the Sea, 1926) or Kobayashi Takiji’s Kani Kōsen (The Factory Ship, 1928), 69 in
which there is not a definite protagonist but rather a group of workers who play that
role. 70 Also the novella is consciously constructed as a semi-autobiographical fiction
while the “Note” is not. The initial story was, therefore, perhaps not autobiographically
framed. And in terms of politics, the “Note” emphasizes the day-care center’s role of the
“agitprop” 71 for the streetcar strike. Such politically provocative language is suppressed
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in the novella although the day-care center’s support of the streetcar union workers’ labor
dispute is clearly stated. Because it was still before KOPF’s dissolution when she
prepared the “Note,” Yuriko perhaps actively utilized such a term as “agitprop.” In
general, the characters in the “Note” are rough in their speech although its nature as
memo should be taken into account. Still such rough speech was ordinarily employed in
proletarian literature, and Yuriko’s proletarian works in the early 1930s reflects that
practice.
Kenji’s arrest in December of 1933 was a major motivation, prompting Yuriko to
redo her failed story of several months before and bring to close to her own life.
Immediacy is important for Yuriko, essentially an autobiographical writer. “The Breasts”
is in line with this. Moreover, the novella’s success is also clue to Hiroko’s
characterization. Unlike most characters who are simply created as foils of proletarian
propaganda, as is the case in Yuriko’s proletarian fiction of the early 1930s, 72 Hiroko is
not stereotypical. Rather, she is a realistic, plausible figure. Her care for her day-care
center’s children and their parents and her support of the troubled streetcar union workers
are well delineated.
Why, one might ask, does Yuriko give the revolutionary-minded Hiroko the
traditional female role of a nurse? Is the author not trapped by the then culturally
normative image of woman as a maternal, nurturing figure? It is important to note that
Hiroko is characterized as a woman who has a maternal desire. Here, class and gender are
closely interrelated in Yuriko’s mind. In her turn to a proletarian, her female protagonist
Hiroko’s being a nurse should be taken critically. In her characterization, the problem of
class and gender is fused to illustrate Yuriko’s transformation in terms of gender politics.
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This issue is especially illuminating in comparison to Yuriko’s Nobuko era, when she
was fiercely feminist and maternal desire was unthinkable to her. Hiroko appears totally
opposite to Nobuko. How did this happen?
The title “The Breasts” 73 is suggestive. It is unique among Yuriko’s novels as the
only title which explicitly suggests the body. Breast generally can symbolize the female
body and its nurturing function. In the novella the nurse is doubly symbolic. As a nurse at
the day-care center, Hiroko is characterized as a woman who genuinely nurtures children;
at the same time, the breast represents Yuriko’s unfulfilled desire to be maternal. When
she was married to Araki Shigeru in her early twenties, she strongly resisted motherhood.
Because she was determined to be an artist, she thought that rearing a child would be a
major hindrance, exhausting her time and energy. Nobuko represents Yuriko’s strong
feminist stance at that time. But when she was married Miyamoto Kenji in her thirties,
she somehow changed her mind and wished to have a child. Due to his prolonged
incarceration as a political dissident, however, her desire was not realized. Among her
autobiographical fiction, “The Breasts” is the only work, 74 which explores the female
protagonist’s maternal desire, and in this sense it is as unique as its title.
In this regard Yoshio Iwamoto states that “Taking care of other people’s infants in
her work, she [Hiroko] is reminded constantly of her husband’s imprisonment that will
long deprive her of her yearning to become a mother” (171). The truth is, however,
precisely opposite in the context of autobiographical fiction. Because Yuriko is deprived
of her becoming a mother due to Kenji’s imprisonment, the autobiographical female
protagonist Hiroko is constructed as a maternal figure in order to compensate for
Yuriko’s unrealized yearning. Yet, at least in one scene, this conventional symbol of
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maternal desire and care-giving comes up short. Hiroko tries to soothe a fiercely crying
infant by offering him her breast, but she is unable to soothe him because she is not a
mother. 75
Hiroko’s motivation to become a proletarian day-care center nurse and how she is
alienated from that position are symbolically depicted in two episodes, both narrated as
flashbacks. One episode begins when her husband is already arrested and she too is
detained at the police station. From the second floor of the police station, she sees a
mother sparrow making a nest on a branch. This seems a precarious place for a nest. A
policeman, however, telling her the nest is safe. Because he knows that she is unable to
have a child due to her husband’s imprisonment, he sarcastically declares to her: “You
should have your own child. I can imagine very well how much you will love it” (40).
Her protest “Please return my husband” (ibid.) silences him.
The other episode refers to an incident at the day-care center after Hiroko returns
from her detention. Though the narrative is not explicit on the subject, Hiroko apparently
becomes a proletarian day-care center nurse as a compensation for her unrealized
maternal desire. One evening at the end of the summer when she is taking care of OHana’s ten-month old infant boy nicknamed Chībō. 76 When awakened from his nap, he
starts crying. Because he cries so hard, Hiroko thinks of soothing him by offering her
breast. He takes it for a moment, but soon strongly rejects it and starts crying even harder.
She offers her breast several times in vain and finally gives up, telling him “That’s too
bad, but it’s not my fault” (41). One hour later, his mother comes back and offers him her
breast, which he immediately begins sucking enthusiastically. On Hiroko’s failed
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attempts, O-Hana nonchalantly comments: “Of course, he won’t suck it because you’re
not his mother. Unless it’s my breast, he won’t take it.” (42)
The narrator describes Hiroko’s reflection on this painful lesson resulting from her
ignorance: “She understands that she is unable to nurse because she never had a child. OHana appears to have an admirable body. She is his mother, and her child is breastfeeding,
but he has not grown enough due to malnutrition. His small legs exposed from a diaper
are pale. The incident impresses Hiroko as if there were two pictures of women’s sadness
and indignation in this society” (42). The sadness is that Hiroko cannot have a child due
to Jūkichi’s imprisonment, and the indignation is that O-Hana, apparently a single mother,
is unable to provide her infant enough nutrition because of her insufficient wage as a
construction worker. The breasts the text refers to provoke completely barren images.
These two women are thrown into the merciless capitalistic and imperialistic social
structure, and their breasts both symbolize their oppressed, alienated being in society.
As mentioned earlier, critics such as Ōmori, Iwabuchi, and Kurahara regard the
“housekeepers” as subject to men in communist organization. Iwabuchi points out that
the communist party dichotomized the female revolutionists stereotypically as
“nurturing” and “wicked.” 77 This communist sexist dichotomy is reflected in “The
Breasts.” In the figure of Hiroko, Yuriko regards her sense of subordination to Kenji, her
direct communist mentor. In effect, Yuriko offers up her female being to his male desire
for a woman as a maternal and nurturing figure.
The problem of “housekeeper” is a deep-seated one in the patriarchal culture of the
Japanese Communist Party. Police referred to female communists or sympathizers at that
time as “housekeeper” and journalists treated their activities as love-affairs between men
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and women. 78 According to Iwabuchi, such terms as “mistress” or “common-law wife”
were used before the term “housekeeper” became fixed around 1933. 79 She mentions
that it was not until after WWII that this problem of the non-humane aspect of
“housekeeper” was openly discussed in the context of the controversy between literature
and politics. Similarly, Vera Mackie states that the problem was not discussed in the leftwing press of the time and it was in the post-war discussions that this “shocking evidence
of the masculinism of men in the Communist party has been revealed.” 80
In her Nihon Fasizumu to Josei (Japanese Fascism and Women), Yoshimi Kaneko
discusses the problem of “housekeeper” in the context of Kobayashi Takiji’s novel
entitled Tōseikatsusha (An Underground Communist, 1933), which is based on his own
life during the spring of 1932. In the novel his underground activities are told in relation
to the workers’ lives and class struggle. It is true that in spite of the government’s severe
oppression toward communist party, many women participated in the underground
communists’ activities either as party member or sympathizers; after they worked for the
underground male communists, with whom they lived as “housekeepers.” In addition to
Kobayashi Takiji, Kataoka Teppei and Nakamoto Takako write about this “housekeeper”
problem within the communist party organizations. Yuriko’s “The Family of Koiwai” in
fact indirectly refers to this problem. In that story a woman named Otome serves as a
“housekeeper” although she is married to Tsutomu, an underground communist. In order
to support her family, she becomes a waitress at a café where she becomes a victim of
sexual harassment. The focus of the story is how the family of Koiwai gradually comes to
understand Tsutomu’s communist ideal and Yuriko’s reference to Otome is not the
central issue. However, from the gender standpoint, Otome’s “housekeeper”-like female
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representation should be critically assessed within the author’s gender construction in
communism.
Kondo Hiroko states that communist men tend to disregard the existence of women
activists and dismantle their politically oriented organizations. Based on Fukunaga
Misao’s Aru Onna Kyōsanshugisha no Kaisō (A Memoir of a Female Communist, 1982),
Kondo states that the Japanese Communist Party’s discrimination against women is
historically proven and she explains the situation as follows: In March 1928, the Women
Suffrage League led by Ichikawa Fusae (1893-1981), appealed to other women’s leagues
(the leftist Kanto Women’s League, the moderate Social Democratic League, and the
centrist National League) to form a joint committee for the purpose of obtaining the vote.
They agreed and decided to struggle together; however, members of the Japanese
Communist Party’s Central Committee, Watanabe Masanosuke (1899-1928) and Sano
Manabu (1892-1953), ordered the Kantō Women’s League to “voluntarily” dissolve.
After its dissolution the other leagues left the joint committee, which eventually dissolved
in late 1929. 81
In order to defend the party’s strict order, Ichikawa Shōichi (1892-1945), a head of
the party, wrote an article entitled “Rōdō Fujin no Chii to sono Soshiki Mondai – Fujin
Dōmei wa Ikani Kaihensarubekika” (“The Status of Working Women and the
Organizational Problem – How to Modify the Women’s Leagues,” 1928). 82 He argues
that establishing women’s leagues is a mistake in the class struggle and that women
should trust men to do the job because they themselves cannot join the party. 83 Ichikawa
considers it a serious problem that women neither can join the party nor have the right to
vote.
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However, the situation was worse than that. The party even prohibited women
supportive of the cause from forming their own groups. 84 Such progressive idea as
women’s rights and gender equality were also denied. The party evidently believed that
the primary social contradiction was class antagonism and that gender discrimination
would be solved by revolution. Though the progressive ideas were considered less
significant than social revolution, the real object of the communist party’s view toward
women was to suppress them. Gender equality was the ideal, but gender inequality was
the reality. Kondo declares that it was the Soviet Communist Party line to regard social
democracy as capitalist ideology. The Japanese Communist Party simply followed suit. 85
In the context of this deep-seated conventional gender inequality in the culture of
the communist party, Yuriko’s husband Kenji’s strong suggestion that she should change
her pen name from “Chūjō Yuriko” to “Miyamoto Yuriko” is easily understood. She
adopted his family name on his birthday October 17, 1934 and this change was entered in
his family register on December 28 of the same year. 86
Although she adopted his family name, she continued to publish her works as
“Chūjō Yuriko.” Later in February 1937, however, Kenji strongly suggested that she
change her pen name as well. She was at first extremely reluctant; however, she
eventually accepted his demand on October 17, 1937, again making reference to his
birthday. She published her works thereafter as “Miyamoto Yuriko.”
Their letters exchanged between February and November 1937 explain the
circumstances. According to her letters, her resistance to him sounds totally logical and
justifiable. Her own name “Chūjō Yuriko” is a proof of her independence as an
individual and artist. She loves her name and is proud of it; more importantly it is closely
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connected to her artistic accomplishments. She emphasizes her strong sense of
independence before being his wife and declares that her independence especially makes
her his peerless wife. Kenji’s sense of superiority as her political leader, however, seems
to have subdued her. He self-righteously regards her changing her pen name as a part of
her political development as a writer. 87
Her professional life as well as her private life are inevitably affected and
controlled by this man, who represents the communist party’s male dominant culture.
“The Breasts” seems to well exemplify her gender politics in Hiroko’s dual role as a
proletarian and nurse. She thus embodies not only revolution but also femininity, and this
appears ideal to Kenji. But she is also depicted as a failed maternal caregiver, evident in
her inability to soothe an infant with her breast. Despite her best intentions, she fails to
contribute to the streetcar labor dispute as well. She is thus an alienated female figure for
both causes. There seems a gulf between theory and practice, and her dual role embodies
this contradiction.
The text’s last scene, which shows Hiroko pulling the penholder from the mat and
leaving a jacket for Jūkichi to an assistant nurse’s care, can be taken figuratively. Though
critics such as Ōmori and Iwabuchi interpret the penholder as a symbol of the oppressive
state power, the penholder seems to represent Hiroko’s unconscious desire for writing,
suppressed by her role as a proletarian nurse. In other words, the author’s authentic
identity as a writer and intellectual, which is consciously suppressed by her surrogate
identity as a proletarian nurse, is awakened and restored by Hiroko’s practical failure.
Because Hiroko is a failed maternal figure, she desires to compensate by at least
faithfully remaining Jūkichi’s wife. In this context, the jacket becomes a metaphor of her
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maternal desire to embrace him as his wife. This represents Yuriko’s feminine gesture to
Kenji. This embracing image curiously corresponds to Hiroko’s embracing an infant to
soothe him as his pseudo-mother. Her maternal role as a revolutionist’s wife is strongly
intended behind “The Breasts.”
Imagining Hiroko as mother and wife might remind readers of the modern Meiji
state’s patriarchal “good wife/wise mother” ideology, one which Hiroko’s predecessor
Nobuko absolutely resists. In contrast to Nobuko, Hiroko seems to live up to this
ideology despite being an activist. “The Breasts” thus shows that, with respect to
women’s rights, the government and the Communist Party were at one in spite of their
deep antagonism in other areas.
Is Nobuko’s feminism then superseded by Hiroko? Is Yuriko’s feminism all gone?
In the female figures represented in her both autobiographical and fictional stories from
1934 to 1941, one finds a distinction, i.e. autobiographical female figures are much less
feminist than the fictional ones. The autobiographical protagonists such as Hiroko in
“Hibi no Haeri” (“The Day-to-Day Reflections,” 1939) and Sayo in “Asa no Kaze” (“The
Morning’s Breeze,” 1940) are both emotionally dependent upon their incarcerated
husbands. Partly because Yuriko was prohibited from writing for publication prior to
“The Day-to-Day Reflections,” her sense of selfhood seems reflected in Hiroko’s
depiction as a lonely and lost woman without her husband. In order to fill this sense of
loss, she searches for something tangible. Like her, Sayo is equally lonely and lost
without her husband. Her sense of being lost is perhaps partially due to Yuriko’s political
circumstances. The story was written in October 1940 during the interval of her two
prohibitions for publication. 88 Sayo is deprived of her writing. Because of her deprivation,
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she learns painting as a means to express the state of her mind. The only consolation for
her lonely life is the birth of a niece, which she imagines as the birth of her own child.
In contrast to these figures, such women as Michiko in “Tsukigi Kagan” (“Tsukiji
River Bank,” 1937), Takiko in “Kagami no naka no Tsuki” (“The Moon on the Mirror,”
1937), and Tokiko and Mineko in “Kesa no Yuki” (“This Morning’s Snow,” 1941) are
strong, individualistic, and independent. Michiko, an editor of a medical facility journal,
is described as a woman with a strong sense of independence. She firmly refuses her
brother-in-law’s request to live with his aged parents while her husband is gone. She
regards her brother-in-law as taking advantage of her vulnerable position. Likewise,
Takiko, a school teacher, is portrayed as a woman with strong selfhood, which is sharply
contrasted to the majority of women in wartime. When a director of a local educational
institution, afraid that he will be drafted, asks her to marry him and care for his children,
Takiko flatly refuses. She turns down his proposal because she does not wish to be
exploited by a man’s abusing a woman’s so called “maternal love.” Her refusal stands
out in the narrative because many women in the village agree to marry men who are
drafted. Takiko demonstrates that she is not only anti-war but also anti-patriarchy. “The
Moon on the Mirror” draws a similar picture. Tokiko and Mineko, both office workers,
are equally strong female figures. In spite of wartime difficulties, they have a clear
objective of becoming financially secure by establishing a multi-language typing service
business. The strength of all these women in Yuriko’s fictional stories is demonstrated by
their clear sense of independence and un-stereotypical images during the wartime.
Yuriko’s authorship of proletarian literature was a major turning point in her life.
The change was political in general term and very specific with respect to gender. These
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class and gender issues are closely interrelated and affect her life and literature.
Especially in the context of autobiographical fiction, her relation to her communist
husband, Miyamoto Kenji, inevitably influences her politics of gender. There is a major
difference between Yuriko’s “Nobuko” era and “Hiroko” era. As examined above, in the
text written during the war, the fictional female characters appear by far more feminist
than the autobiographical female figures. This needs further study, but perhaps because
Yuriko can no longer hold feminism in her autobiographical fictions primarily due to
Kenji and the patriarchal and authoritative communist culture that the couple belong to, it
does seem that Yuriko desires to transfer her repressed sense of feminism into fictional
writings, perhaps to recover it. Intriguingly enough, a form of fiction in a way
authenticates her feminism. She now needs to readjust her gender politics as she needed
to remodel her class consciousness. Her proletarian turn during the 1930s is the most
contradictory period in her life and literature, and “The Breasts” represents this
contradiction by illustrating the problematic nexus between class and gender in
proletarian literature and in the movement. Creating such female figures as Michiko in
“Tsukiji River Bank” and Takiko in “The Moon on the Mirror,” who both firmly refuse
the family institution, seems to represent Yuriko’s effort to negotiate the contradiction
between class and gender, for they embody the proletarian literary tradition of anti-war
sentiments while being strongly antithetical to Hiroko’s conventional state of mind. Thus,
reading “The Breasts” in the limited context of proletarian literature and its legacy is to
realize its ideological fallacy.
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of the party.”
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“WITH JUST A LITTLE MUSIC THEORY, YOU, TOO, CAN TURN ANY TUNE
INTO A JAZZ STANDARD!”
This entire practice began for me when a student and I were discussing the relative
boredom we felt with the lack of variance found in the worship songs that fill the chapel
services on many Christian college campuses. We realized this did not seem to come
from an unwillingness to try different things but from a limited understanding of music
fundamentals that lie beneath and beyond the constructs of a typical praise and worship
chorus or its numerous recorded versions. This student and I began to list songs that we
enjoyed, in terms of melody, lyric, and message, but were tired of, in terms of musical,
specifically harmonic, interest. We decided to take one song, rework it overnight and
then compare our outcomes. His response to my arrangement was the beginning of a
domino effect that has impacted my approach to a number of pre-existing tunes over the
past several years.
This approach is simply looking at any tune through three different theoretical lenses –
although I am sure there are more in existence and more that I will both discover and
apply in the future – then combining and applying those findings into a “new” version of
the tune that contains a unique, personal stamp on it. In no particular order, the three
lenses I look through are: Application of Jazz Theory; Style; and Transposition.
-

Application of Jazz Theory:
o As I tell some of my composition and arranging students, “You cannot
manipulate that which you do not own.” Therefore, in applying Jazz
Theory to tune manipulation one is limited to one’s pool of knowledge.
Within this application are things commonly found in “typical” jazz music
– common chord progressions such as “ii-V-I” and “iv-bVII-I;” tri-tone
substitutions; secondary function chords (leading tone, dominant,
subdominant, etc…), #iv half-diminished, altered and extended chords,
etc… I realize that this is only a beginning glimpse of the long list of
common jazz practices but these few have served me in creating new turns
on a number of tunes.

-

Style:
o It is obvious that harmony, and, therefore RE-harmony, affects the style of
any music. However, style contains so many other fundamentals of music,
and various combinations thereof, that must be taken into account as one
approaches a “new” arrangement. We also must realize that “style” is as
limitless as musicians and there are countless recordings to draw from in
order to define a style and, more deeply, the specifics of the style one is
wanting to approach. But with style, as with application of theory above,
one cannot expect to represent a style s/he has not investigated.
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-

Transposition:
o Upon hearing the word “transposition” we are quick to think of “change of
key.” However, in my approach to transposition and how it impacts my
arrangements, I try to transpose WITHIN a key. An example would be a
tune where the first note of the melody is F# - serving as the 3rd of the
tonic chord in D. What if I use that note as the 9th of minor supertonic?
How does that influence the tune from the very beginning? One can also
transpose the mode of any tune…from the basic major to relative minor or
from major to Lydian, etc… With any of these one can preserve much of
the original melody and allow the other factors to color it as they will.

As mentioned above, I look through these three musical lenses but do so in the hope that I
will be able to combine the discoveries of each within each new arrangement. This
allows for numerous choices in my manipulation of the given material. Even though the
precursor to any of this manipulation is the understanding, or the BEGINNING of
understanding of various theoretical and stylistic practices, I believe that it is possible for
anyone to apply their knowledge and create an arrangement that satisfies one’s craving
for “that certain sound.” With the combination of “a jazz ear,” some basic theory, a desire
for something different and time to tinker, yes, you, too, can turn any tune…into
whatever you want it to be.
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Cultural Power: The Power of Symbols
The Peace Wall or “Joined Hands”
Abstract:
How do symbols, words, movements, signs and artistic expressions transform
people, places and events in ways that bring about social change? In what ways does an
understanding of such engagement depend on one's position as an artist, community
activist, congregations of different faiths, and social justice advocate and community
member? In this paper, I would like to discuss how a mural called The Peace Wall, or
Joined Hands as it came to be known, helped to enhance a neighborhood by bringing
people together to help heal societal wounds. The project of The Peace Wall engages
schools, community groups, and congregations of different faiths in responding to needs
for peace and/or justice in their community through art making and spiritual expression
so that an attitude of mutual respect and reciprocal learning can then proceed into a
valued experience. The subject will encompass areas of social life which will include
political and religious connotations.

In this paper I will explore initiatives as well as

some long-standing issues surrounding socio-cultural expressions that can be displayed
through mural expression representing many sources such as ethnographic interviewing
with local community residents to gather beliefs, traditions, and a way of life so that ideas
can be accumulated and later expressed through a cross cultural display of joining
together while maintaining a balance of healthy expression of life.
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Introduction and Method:
In the article, “The Truth of Material Culture,” Jules David Prown wrote, “The
study of material culture is the study of material to understand culture, to discover the
beliefs, the values, ideas, attitudes, and assumptions of a particular community or society
at a given time.” i

Based on this statement I have investigated a case study in the

medium of mural making which demonstrates the joining of spiritual and material culture
in the West Philadelphia community. I will visualize the spiritual realm within the
horizons of the relationship within and outside of ethnic communities as they involve
their relations within their own community and the geographical and cultural
communities that border each other, which still exist in West Philadelphia, culminating in
rich culturally mixed communities.
The assumptions of my paper will be the exploration of a platform in which
cultural influences can be expressed along with strong outlooks on faith and how
organized religious affiliations compliment and blend with one another by way of
community interactions. These interactions will be built by mutual activities which are
principled on bringing out respect and acknowledgment of where the community has
come historically through situations of strife and how communicating continuously
develops by nature of American cultural development. This project will not only explore
the physical aspects of providing respectable artwork to be enjoyed, but will also serve as
a way of understanding community history through folklore and local historical events.
The result of Interviews of individuals and groups that were participating within the
experience of realizing cultural tradition, including religious beliefs as it becomes present
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day reality will also influence the project. This awareness’s came through interaction by
way of meetings and planning the project.

Historical background:
Racial turmoil and unrest were becoming a “normal” part of living in the troubled
neighborhood of Grays Ferry during the 1990s in West Philadelphia. The neighborhood
was characterized by crime, abandoned buildings and poverty. In February of 1997 a
group of white men were leaving a beef-and-beer party at St. Gabriel’s Roman Catholic
Church when the white men got into a fight with three black men. The breaking of
windows and doors led to racial slurs. Three weeks later in a separate incident two
African-American men were arrested and charged in the shooting death of a white
teenager during a robbery at a pharmacy in Grays Ferry. The brawl and the shooting
became national news while chaos and hate prevailed. A protest march was scheduled.
A day before the march a woman, Lillian Ray, called out to all of the smaller community
groups in the area. Eight small groups united and created a group called “Grays Ferry
United.” This collaborative effort yielded a mission to bring the neighborhood back
together, especially in the area of race relations.
Simultaneously, the Philadelphia Mural Art Project had attracted the attention of
local and distant artists and community activists who were interested in community,
family, and heritage. The theme of "community" had become very popular among
educators and students. Perhaps they agreed with cultural analyst, Dr. Marimba Ani who
offered that, "The source of human morality must necessarily be in the interaction of
human beings. It must be communal, more than 'social,' implies a joining of persons.” ii

3
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Based on this recognition of human morality there has been a development in
formal programs of artistic expression such as the Philadelphia Mural Art Program,
which was founded in 1984 and is still surviving in enriching the Philadelphia
community. The program’s original goal was to rid graffiti and clean up eye sores
throughout the city. If we look at graffiti in an educational sense the Philadelphia Mural
Art Program has organized “play/graffiti expression” for secondary and high school
students providing direction from trained artists and adults. The Philadelphia Mural Art
Program was conceived in June of 1984 by Jane Golden, muralist, educator, and
community activist. Golden recalls the essence of her activism:
Taking a closer look at the Philadelphia Mural Art Program you
realize it is a source because this community based organization is
local, dynamic in its relationship to the surrounding community, and
rich in multi-disciplinary content. iii
Public art, such as monuments, sculptures, and mural art, is crucial for interactive
involvement in a social service. It encourages conversations about issues rather than
calling attention to the negative aspects. It works towards a realization for actual change
in the environment. It builds collaborations between artists and the communities outside.
Public artist Jack Becker takes this approach:
As a combination of the artist's vision and the community's values,
public art should resonate in some way. It is as much about the
dialogue that occurs among those engaged in a process as it is
about any finished product. The process often resembles
theater, in which individuals assume roles and responsibilities with
a common goal in mind. Planning, negotiating and navigating
bureaucracy is critical; indeed, bureaucracy is an art form - like
found-object sculpture - in which people, places and things are all
raw materials. While these complexities can confound and discourage
newcomers, public art efforts offer many rewards and give meaning
to art that reaches the hearts and minds of people where they live,
work or play. iv
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When we put the situation of Grays Ferry and the above statement into
perspective we see the area of Grays Ferry as a fractured neighborhood, thus what better
way to involve the Mural Community than with this broken community. The plan is
easily stated, but rather difficult in the reality of accomplishing a goal that is not even
clearly defined. The first step in accumulating information for a mural is research.
Simply saying black and white does not give much background. What white nationalities
are represented in the community? What is the background of the black community?
Are they all African-American or are other countries represented?
Jane Golden contacted Lillian Ray after reading about her new organization,
“Grays Ferry United.”

They discovered they had a shared vision in making the

community stronger and realized that there was no sense in the project without both white
and black participation. Some (residents) thought the idea ridiculous or hypocritical.
Some said that it a waste of time in not only trying to organize “white and black” but
different nationalities such as Russian, Puerto Rican, Haitian, and even Ethiopia as well
as generations of African-Americans and Caucasian residents.
immediate healing they held their first community meeting.

With no signs of
Few people attended.

Golden and Ray decided to go into the streets for observation and questioning. They
stopped children on the streets and asked them to bring out their parents.
Jane Golden and Lillian Ray’s initial task now became one of obtaining an
audience and helping them arrive at an awareness and realization that a direction of
attempting something new could lead to a positive direction as told by sociologist
Professor Jeff Ferrell from Southern Methodist University.
Because these cultural spaces are meaningful, because they matter so
much in the public construction of identity, perception, and
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community – because they are worth fighting for – they emerge as
essential zones of conflict and control. It is not by accident that public
officials and corporate developers so often encase cultural space
controversies in the language of restored community and reclaimed
quality-of-life, and it is not surprising that many of the harshest new
forms of social and legal control are exercised in and around these
spaces. v

Experiencing neighborhood transformation:
How do you communicate to the local community? Designing a method of
finding out the needs of the community is essential. Gathering natural leaders within the
community at large was a good place to begin. Explaining how symbols are powerful in
representing and communicating beliefs and values communicate and how this is
expressed and seen most clearly can be through the visual arts, where even a single
symbol can have tremendous power.
Throughout the neighborhood this community has individuals who have been
struggling with drug dealers and violence and they saw this mural project, as explained, a
means of cleaning up abandoned lots and properties. Also, the community with its multidemographic makeup of faiths and backgrounds the community wanted to use in the
medium of mural art to recall their positive attitude for the future as well as connecting to
the next generation of their culture and faiths that are within the boundaries of their
neighborhoods.
After talking with several residents during the initial stages Jane and Lillian were
somewhat frustrated. Based at the Lighthouse Christian Church and after their first
attempt at going through the neighborhood Jane Golden began to doubt for the first time
that a mural project would be a success in this particular neighborhood. White people
literally slammed the door in her face and black residents just were not moved enough to
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participate.

There was a scheduled meeting and slowly people began arriving.

Eventually twenty volunteers had arrived.
Golden and Ray were not sure what to do and the volunteers didn’t know why
they had actually come, perhaps curiosity.

Jane’s husband, Anthony Heriza,

spontaneously climbed up a ladder with his camera and encouraged everyone to form a
circle. Citing a team huddled in a circle he had everyone place their hands one by one on
top of each other. The mural was born. All of a sudden everyone was reaching for the
other and even if this was not chasing racism and prejudices away it was a very important
moment. The community was there to “lend a hand” literally, and the artists were there
to offer perspective, talent, and direction.
As education philosopher, Maxine Greene, points out in her book Releasing the
Imagination, "Community is not a question of which social contracts are the most
reasonable for individuals to enter. It is a question of what might contribution to the
pursuit of shared goods: what ways of being together, or attaining mutuality, or reaching
toward some common world.” vi Art on any level is there to convey experience or a way
of expressing that experience, possibly with a vision of fantasy or dream of the future.
In many of the most successful mural projects where the community is brought
together in experiencing multiple contributions one realizes that they have become
landmarks in the community. They reflect the community’s vision and values and are
shared in public spaces that beautify the neighborhood with meaningful public art
characteristic of the individuals who have created them. However, the finished mural is
only half of the goal. Much of the value of the mural comes from the planning process
itself as it engages the community to think collaboratively. It creates an opportunity for
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problem solving. So the first goal for finding a purpose was organizing and introducing a
plan at a production meeting. The beginning stages of planning involved much footwork
in the way of individual interviews and community involvement.
Realizing the importance of the project Jane Golden invited another mural artist,
Don Gensler, to speak to the group:
I first approached mural painting by working with kids that were in
gangs. I started in the early 90s in the mid-south. One of the models
that we used was the Mural Arts Program.
Murals can create something in a city. I think it’s happening all over
the country. Actually, I know it’s happening all over the country,
where people want to create spaces and places for people to go. And so
murals create this outdoor gallery then automatically you have
something to see and talk about. You hear people say, “Hey, let me
show you this mural that’s around this corner…Let me show you this
mural and let me know what you think.” People may not like a
particular mural or they may love it. But having the opportunity to
have art in front of you all the time can just create a healthy attitude.
No one lives alone without some means of human contact. vii
Art is influenced by the world around us. It can be a landscape or people as part
of a landscape. The nature of art is to communicate by sharing the objects of art for
people to witness and take from the art detail the artist has created and then add their own
experience. Thus, communication is the reality of creativity. It is part of our nature as
human beings to be drawn to others, either individually or within a group. Technology
now exists and may have taken away much personal social exchange but people are still
addicted to email, text messaging, and cell phones. People are still communicating.
There is still a need for human contact even if it has moved beyond traditional means.
Joining together as a group in a traditional format of human to human is the goal of this
entire project. Breaking down barriers of race, religion, and cultural differences so that
awareness rather than assumption can be experienced is the overall goal.

Good
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communication allows people to unite to either improve or correct a human situation by
simply clarifying differences enabling a knowledge of internal morality of human beings
that is displayed and experienced through such community events and occasions that help
society display and experience life and its involvement within society.

Power of the Symbol:
The Peace Wall or “the Joining of Hands” mural is a symbol. Symbols are the
language of art. The symbols of art have an artistic expression of cultural power through
their ability to be and to provide concrete symbols of culture. These symbols become
banners of a culture. Relating to culture with the arts provides social power by informing
and influencing the social mores of a society. They provide the identity and cohesiveness
but also act as barriers to cross ethnic collaboration.
They (mural artists) engage you, stir questions, make you see
things in a new way…Murals work on a symbolic level,
providing opportunities for communities to express important
concerns, values, and aspirations: their yearning to be free of
violence and fear…The murals’ images and themes reflect
aspects of ourselves…They are our dreams manifest. viii

Overall reflection and summary:
I believe that people are more respected when they bring their original ideas to the
community in general, whether that is through community groups or the involvement of
churches, both of which happened during the execution of this mural. Culturally, no one
knows the personal richness a neighborhood has but the people who have been part of
and contributed to certain geographical areas.

At some point the "multicultural

movement" has become an excuse to import certain norms that may be more generally
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understood by the general population. Yet local cultural resources achieve a sense of
multiple cultural worth. Understanding how people think will generate interest to new
artists trying to express themselves as part of a certain community, as happened in West
Philadelphia. This does not simply happen. Drawing out the assets of people within a
particular community is a challenge that will eventually develop awareness of the
community in general and in particular the people who have contributed by making an
effort to understand problems and deal with them in a positive way by participating in a
project such as the Peace Mural.
Through “Grays Ferry United” community meetings and workshops that this
mural undertaking took, it was realized that people involved that by sharing their own
stories about the impact of drugs, gun violence and other crimes that victims and
community members are exposed to and how it affects everyone. Relationships develop
within such a project and the divide can be crossed over with a sharing of humanity.
Participants did more than just make themselves aware of boundaries that could be
naturally crossed, they developed a work of art that the entire community could see and
think about.

When awareness comes through firsthand experience by firsthand

participation or by observation strength develops within a community. A simple first
gathering and a quickly taken picture showed that in the end powerful symbols carry
great strength and a powerful message. While attending the National Mural Conference
on art I heard Jane Golden say,
It’s really a process. And that is really what I want people to know,
that every mural has stories, people are engaged and challenged. And
people are learning. It’s not just “this painting.” ix
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The Peace Wall was a beginning. Today there are more than ten murals in the
immediate neighborhood of Grays Ferry. Grays Ferry continues to be in economic
decline yet Lillian Ray amazingly points out that The Peace Wall has never been attacked
with graffiti or vandalized. A garden and benches have been added to the space, which
has become a welcoming area for reflection and relaxation. To the right of the original
mural a second mural has been added with a scroll design on a lower building. It reads:
Blessed are The Peacemakers: for they shall be called children of God
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What Does the Student of a Director of Forensics Expect from Their Mentor?

Forensics, the minute the word comes to mind most people, including
Communication scholars think of hit shows like CSI or Law and Order. It does not
register to them that Forensics students are not out there cutting up bodies-metaphorically
perhaps when they “kill” an opponent in a round, but definitely not physically-but
practicing the art and practice of speech and debate. Forensics goes back as far as one can
imagine, with many of the ancient worlds most prominent scholars participating in this
art form. Even today, Forensics is still alive and well. In fact, several of you in this room
probably were, or know someone affiliated with Forensics. That is why I feel like
teaching the next generation how to coach Forensics is so important, especially when you
look at research that all points to the general statement, in my words, “That Forensics
fosters some of the best critical thinking skills out there and is incredibly valuable in the
real world.”

As a current Master’s student, and former National Parliamentary Debate Association
(NPDA) debater who is attempting to “learn the ropes” of becoming a Director of
Forensics (DOF) my paper will focus on what I expect from my DOF as a mentor,
because I feel that it is always important to get both sides of the story, both what a DOF
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thinks they should be giving us and what we expect-it must be the debater in me, always
wanting to know all the sides to an issue-however, we typically only hear from the DOF
on such matters, and not the students, which is where my paper comes into play.

Making the transition from debater to potential assistant DOF is somewhat
difficult. It is one thing to debate, but it is another thing to teach debate. What I look for
from my DOF is not someone who is simply telling me how to teach and coach debate
but who will show me HOW to teach and coach debate. It reminds me of the old adage,
“Give a man [sic] fish, and he'll eat for a day. Teach a man [sic] to fish, and he can eat for
life.” I believe that this is what a good DOF does for his or her mentee. I am looking for
a more hands on DOF, someone who will let me make my own mistakes coaching and
not just assign me a book to read about debate (I do however believe in assigning reading
material as a supplement to hands on learning). Teach me HOW to coach so I can coach
for life, and not just while I am under your guidance, no matter how great it might be I
need to learn how to fly on my own.

“It's never too early to involve alumni in forensics education. If possible, the alumni
perspective of the value of the undergraduate forensic experience should be related at the
time of recruitment. This may be accomplished through alumni testimonials in brochures,
alumni recruiting, and incorporating alumni into the early orientation and training of new
team members. Others ways to involve alumni include inviting active alumni into the
coaching process, sharing letters and testimonials from alumni, inviting alumni to travel
and judge, and networking undergraduate students with alumni employer”(Shannon Dyer
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2004). As Dyer has pointed out, forensics alumni, especially those who are attempting to
learn from the DOF are a valuable resource, please acknowledge and use that. Make sure
that we see the value of coaching debate early on, it is important for us to see how
friendships can be formed between former debaters and coaches and how this can only
assist us in our lives and not hinder us, because it is inevitable that we will dwell on the
pitfalls of coaching because the bad is more likely to happen in the beginning then the
good, so keeping us positive is key. Additionally, we are a generation that thrives on the
benefits of networking; let us know the benefits of coaching various personalities and
how by enriching their lives we can enrich our own.

As a student of the DOF I desire availability from the DOF, availability to meet with
me to discuss my concerns with not only the program but myself as an active component
of the program. I feel as though I should be included in the scheduling of the debates, the
active coaching of the debaters and never be left out of the loop, which actually occurs
more often then not at most programs. I believe that open and honest communication is
key to a healthy and successful relationship between the DOF and student mentee.
Without this open and honest communication nothing can get done, at least not the best
of its ability and when it comes to Forensics only the BEST will do; bullshit wins rounds
but brilliance wins tournaments.

After speaking with and discussing problems that other student’s of DOF’s encounter
something that I would desire from my DOF is to never have unreasonable demands
placed on me. I think that it is important for DOF’s to realize that many of the student’s
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in training are also full time Master’s or Undergraduate students who are leading busy
and complicated lives. I feel that it is most important for DOF’s to realize that we can not
make every tournament, especially if they require out of state travel and still complete
our degrees in a timely fashion and we need that degree because as everyone knows, they
do not pay assistant graduate coaches much of anything, although the free travel is
always nice. We do not receive the same courtesy that DOF’s receive when it comes to
teaching less in exchange for coaching, we are teaching the classes we need for
experience, taking classes, and coaching all at the same time, and that is just the bare
minimum if we are lucky. Reasonable demands are what we are looking for and as I
stated before that best way to accomplish this is through open and honest communication
with the DOF.

Setting up weekly meeting times and agreeing on a set participation schedule well
ahead of the debate season is something else that I feel is crucial when it comes to what a
student in trainings desires. Almost everyone likes to be able to plan in advance their
schedule for the quarter or semester and student mentee’s should be granted the same
courtesy. Keep us in the loop and not out of it, we perform better that way.

While it is not the DOF’s job to become “best friends” with us, we do want to make
sure that we develop a rapport with our DOF. Rapport is one of the key elements to
ensuring that open and honest communication occurs between the mentee and DOF.
Remember that we are people too, we have lives outside of debate, we have demands
placed on us that you may or may not be aware of, ask us about our day, about how we
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are doing in the program, make us feel like we are more then just another body to do the
paperwork for the team, even if that is what we end up doing most of the time. It is
important for the DOF to realize that we engage in emotion labor and that at times the
DOF maybe the only one we can confide in because the demands of this emotion labor is
too great on us. “Emotion labor is a communication phenomenon introduced by
sociologist Arlie Russell Hochschild (1983) in her seminal book The Managed Heart:
Commercialization of Human Feeling. Hoschschild defines emotion labor as the
management of emotion to ‘create a publicly observable facial and bodily display’ as a
job requirement (p.7). She argues that it ‘requires one to induce or suppress feeling in
order to sustain the outward countenance that produces the proper state of mind in others’
(p.7).” (Curt A. Gilstrap and Cristina M. Gilstrap ) Let us have the time off that we need
to combat this emotion labor; it all goes back to not placing unreasonable demands us and
remembering that we are people too.

In addition to this, remember that we like to be acknowledged for we have done right
with the program. We understand that more often then not we are going to reprimanded
for the mistakes that we make, that is just life, but also do not forget to mentor us when
we are doing well. Positive reinforcement has been shown to lead to better performance
in all areas of life, and learning how to coach debate is no exception. We are not
expecting a parade and banner made in our honor for a job well done, but a simple pat on
the back (in an appropriate manner of course), an email of appreciation, or if you are
feeling really generous, a Starbucks gift card because we all know we can always use an
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extra caffeine boost when we are up late at night working on the latest debate brief.
I have been lucky enough to find a DOF who has shown me what the ideal
mentoring relationship between a DOF and student should look like and I am thankful for
that. Dr Terry West has been an excellent example of what a great and influential DOF
should be; however I realize that not everyone is so lucky. I hope that by sharing my
concerns and my desires with others that future DOF’s and students, and even mentors
and their mentee’s in other disciplines, will have a healthier relationship with one
another, because I believe that what I have highlighted as to what a DOF’s mentee is
looking for in a healthy and positive mentorship can be applied and tweaked to fit various
cross disciplinary subject matters Because as I have learned from my DOF, “If debate
ain’t fun, you ain’t doin’ it right” just as with many things in our lives.
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Abstract: Critics generally agree that the concept of “mimicry” that Homi Bhabha discusses in “Of
Mimicry and Man” (1984) is crucial in his postcolonial theory. However, Bhabha’s ambiguous
writing style and his theoretical eclecticism make his “mimicry” both complicated and elusive.
The present paper attempts to explore the meaning of mimicry first by identifying “ambivalence”
and “resistance” as two major ideas in Bhabha’s theorization of mimicry. Different from Thomas
Macauley who regards mimicry merely as a strategy of colonial dominance, Bhabha sees mimicry
as ambivalent. For Bhabha, this ambivalence lies in the fact that mimicry both consolidates and
disrupts colonial power—“mimicry is at once resemblance and menace” (Bhadha, 86). Resistance
is, therefore, inherent in mimicry. I argue, however, that Bhabha’s resistance should be understood
not as a revolution against the colonizers but as a theoretical possibility that exists mainly in the
discourse.
In order to better understand the two concepts, I attempt to situate Bhabha’s
conceptualization of mimicry in relation to other literary theories in the next part of my paper. I
propose that the ambivalence that Bhabha identifies in mimicry develops from two different
attitudes that Greek philosophers hold towards mimesis. Many Greek philosophers hold a low
opinion of mimesis. For example, Plato believes that the imitators are always inferior to what they
imitate. However, some other philosophers, in particular Aristotle, hold a different opinion.
Aristiotle argues that the imitators are not necessarily inferior. On the contrary, they are as real as,
if not more real than, what they imitate. In that sense, the ambivalence of Bhabha’s concept of
mimicry derives from his theoretical ecleticism and the unresolved contradiction between Plato’s
and Aristotle’s notions of mimicry.
I further argue that the resistance that Bhabha talks about has two main theoretical sources.
One is Frantz Fanon’s view of mimicry. Fanon regards mimicry as a strategy that the colonized
uses in the anti-colonial movement. For example, by mimicking the Europeans, the Algerian
nationalist female militants could “carry concealed guns, grenades, ammunition, money, papers,
and even explosives“ (Diana Fuss 27) in order to advance the independence movement in Algeria.
Apparently, Bhabha agrees with Fanon that mimicry is a form of resistance. However, there is
another and probably more important theoretical source: Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalysis. Heavily
influnced by Lacan’s idea that the functions of mimicry are unconscious, Bhabha suggests that
mimicry is not a conscious, revolutionary strategy as Fanon claims, but an unconscious possibility
that mainly exists in discourse.
The paper concludes that ambivalence and resistance, two key ideas in Bhabha’s concept of
mimicry, are heavily indebted to other literary theories. Therefore, we should situate Bhabha’s
mimicry within the critical tradition in order to achieve a better understanding of this concept.
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Critics generally agree that the concept of “mimicry” that Homi Bhabha
discusses in “Of Mimicry and Man” (1984) is crucial in his postcolonial theory 1 .
However, Bhabha’s theoretical eclecticism and his ambiguous writing style make this
“mimicry” a very complicated and elusive concept. The present paper attempts to
explore the meaning of mimicry first by identifying “ambivalence” and “resistance”
as two major ideas in Bhabha’s theorization of mimicry. In order to better understand
the two ideas, I attempt to situate Bhabha’s conceptualization of mimicry in relation to
other literary theories in the next part of my paper. I propose that the ambivalence that
Bhabha identifies in mimicry develops from two different attitudes that Greek
philosophers hold towards mimesis. I further argue that the resistance that Bhabha
talks about has two main theoretical sources. One is Frantz Fanon’s view of mimicry
and the other is Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalysis.

The meaning of Bhabha’s “mimicry”: ambivalence and resistance
In Oxford English Dictionary, the word “mimic” is defined as “to imitate or copy
minutely, uncritically, or servilely, usually so as to emulate or aspire to parity with,
and freq. with ridiculous effect”(http://dictionary.oed.com, emphasis mine). According
to the same dictionary, “mimic” is used in the sentences like “The Buffoon
Ape..mimick'd all Sects, and had his own to chuse” and “The rest only mimicked the
hero [sc. Alexander the Great]..in their demeanour, and in the trappings and state of
royalty”(http://dictionary.oed.com). Apparently, the word “mimic” indicates a power
relationship between the mimic person and what he mimics. Therefore, by using
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“mimicry”, the noun form of the verb “mimic”, to describe the process in which the
colonial power works, Bhabha shows a power relationship between the colonizer (the
person who is mimicked) and the colonized (the mimic person). In fact, the study of
the power relationship between the colonizer and the colonized is where Bhabha
begins his analysis of mimicry. In the first part of “Of Mimicry and Man”, Bhabha
argues that mimicry justifies the existence of the power relationship between the
colonizer and the colonized. According to Bhabha, the colonizers force the colonized
to mimic them because they claim that they represent a higher civilization and culture.
Only by imitating them could the colonized be enlightened and civilized. However,
despite the colonizer’s proclaimed intention to civilize and enlighten the colonized,
the very act of “mimicking” determines that the colonized can only be similar to the
colonizer but can never be the same—“that is almost the same, but not quite” (86), as
Bhabha emphasizes. In other words, there is always a difference between the
colonizer and the colonized. It is that difference and the possibility for the colonized
to be the same as the colonizer (the possibility can never be realized though) that
justify the existence of the colonial power—in other words, “the success of colonial
appropriation depends on a proliferation of inappropriate objects that ensure its
strategic failure” (86). Moreover, that difference also constructs the colonized to be
the Other against which the colonizers can reinforce their identity and strengthen the
colonial power. In that sense, “mimicry emerges as one of the most elusive and
effective strategies of colonial power and knowledge” (85).
However, different from Thomas Macauley who regards mimicry merely as a
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strategy of colonial dominance 2 , Bhabha sees the ambivalence in “mimicry”.
According to Bhabha, while it is true that mimicry emerges as “a complex strategy of
reform, regulation and discipline” (86), the colonized, by mimicking the colonizers,
also threatens the colonial authority, because the differences between the colonized
and the colonizers enable the colonized to gaze back: “I want to turn to this process by
which the look of surveillance returns as the displacing gaze of the disciplined, where
the observer becomes the observed and "partial" representation rearticulates the whole
notion of identity and alienates it from essence” (89, emphasis mine). The gaze, which
represents power, is now no longer the monopoly of the colonizer. The authority of
the colonial power is thus threatened. This is the ambivalence in mimicry: it
consolidates and disrupts the power relationship between the colonizers and the
colonized at the same time—to use Bhabha’s words, “mimicry is at once resemblance
and menace” (86).
The ambivalence in mimicry, according to Bhabha, gives birth to a new writing:
“What emerges between mimesis and mimicry is a writing, a mode of representation,
that marginalizes the monumentality of history, quite simply mocks its power to be a
model, that power which supposedly makes it imitable” (87-8). Since the colonized
can only mimic the colonizer, that writing is no longer a representation which shows
the essence of what it represents, but a repetition. Therefore, in that writing, mimesis,
which embodies the Western humanistic tradition, turns out to be mimicry. It is the
mimicry in that writing that makes the resistance possible because the repetition
becomes a mockery in which the colonizer sees “a grotesquely displaced image of
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himself” (Young 147).
But what is the nature of that writing after all? According to Bhabha, that writing
is both colonial and post-colonial at the same time because the post-colonial writing
cannot be really differentiated from the colonial writing. The colonial writing gives
birth to the post-colonial writing and that is when the resistance begins to take place.
In that sense, from Bhabha’s point of view, the resistance does not come from outside,
but occurs within the colonial discourse.
The resistance not only exists within the colonial discourse, it is also inherent in
mimicry. As Bhabha comments, “The ambivalence of colonial authority repeatedly
turns from mimicry—a difference that is almost nothing but not quite—to menace—a
difference that is almost total but not quite” (91). The resistance is inherent in mimicry,
as mimicry continues to create an identity similar to but at the same time different
from the colonizer, and thus threatens the colonial power (Young, 141). Therefore,
this resistance is initiated not so much by the colonized than by the colonizers who
employ mimicry as a colonial strategy.
Finally, we also should understand that the resistance that Bhabha talks about is
quite different from its ordinary meaning. This resistance does not mean a revolution
against the colonizer. In his analysis of the ambivalence in mimicry, what Bhabha
intends to show is a form of resistance which exists mainly unconsciously. Bhabha’s
major concern is not how to launch a revolution to eradicate colonialism, but to
produce a literary theory that explores the theoretical possibility of resistance. I will
go back to this point later.
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Mimesis and the Ambivalence of Mimicry
Critics generally agree that Bhabha’s post-colonial theory is in fact a carnival of
theories. Mimicry is no exception. Much research has already been done to show the
relationship of Bhabha’s mimicry to other literary theories 3 . However, few critics
have studied the concept of mimicry within a larger context—that is, in the Western
literary tradition.
I propose that the ambivalence that Bhabha identifies in mimicry develops from
two different attitudes that Greek philosophers hold towards mimesis. Many Greek
philosophers hold a low opinion of mimesis. Plato believes that poetry, as a form of
mimesis, is far away from the reality which, according to him, is the transcendental
form of many “particulars” in our world. Plato uses “bed” as an example to show
what he means by “reality”: “God, whether from choice or from necessity, made one
bed in nature and only one; two or more such ideal beds neither ever have been nor
ever will be made by God” (301). Although there are many beds in our world, there
only exists one real bed, a transcendental ideal of all beds. So do the chairs, the sofas
and the cups. In this sense, individual things and persons as wells as all our human
activities are copies of the real and hence are subordinate to this real. An imitation of
the human world, poetry is therefore “a copy of something which in turn is itself a
mere shadow of the real thing”(Staden). As Plato himself put it, “[a]nd the tragic poet
is an imitator, and, therefore, like all other imitators, he is thrice removed from the
king and from the truth” (302). Therefore the tragic poet is just an imitator who stays
far away from the truth. The power relationship is thus established: as imitators, the
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tragic poets are always inferior to what they imitate.
Bhabha’s analysis of mimicry and Plato’s attitude share some similarities in that
like Plato’s mimesis which suggests a power relationship, Bhabha’s mimicry, as a
strategy used by colonial power, also consolidates the superiority of the colonizer.
Similar to the tragic poet in Plato’s study of mimesis, the colonized, as the mimic man,
is only a partial copy of the colonizer and is therefore always inferior.
However, in Western literary tradition also exists a positive attitude towards
mimesis. This attitude is best exemplified in Poetics by Aristotle, a student of Plato.
Different from Plato, Aristotle believes that the truth or the real exists in every
individual “particulars”. Our world is not a copy of some transcendental ideals and is
real. In this sense, poetry, as a form of mimesis, is not necessarily removed from the
truth and the real. Aristotle makes a very bold statement:
It is for this reason that poetry is both more philosophical and more
serious than history, since poetry speaks more of universals, history of
particulars. A “universal” comprises the kind of speech or action
which belongs by probability or necessity to a certain kind of
character—something which poetry aims despite its addition of
particular names (41, emphasis mine)
So does Aristotle here suggest that poetry which is generally regarded as an imitation
of history is more real than the history itself? Even if Aristotle does not go that far, he
at least problematizes the power relationship between the imitator and what it imitates.
Homi Bhabha’s theorization of mimicry is very close to Aristotle’s analysis of
mimesis at this point. Like Aristotle, Bhabha shows that mimicry poses a threat to the
colonial power. According to Bhabha, the colonized, who is regarded as the mimic
man, is not necessarily a mere copy of the colonizer. There are still differences
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between the colonized and the colonizer—as Bhabha puts it, the colonized is “a
subject of difference that is almost the same, but not quite” (86). Because the
colonized is not merely a copy of the colonizer, the colonized could be as real as, if
not more real than, the colonizer. Here both Bhabha and Aristotle go in the same
direction: the imitator could be as real as what s/he imitates.
We could therefore argue that the ambivalence of Bhabha’s concept of
mimicry—mimicry both consolidates and disrupts colonial power—derives from the
unsolved contradiction between Plato’s and Aristotle’s notions of mimicry. However,
there are still differences between Bhabha and the two Greek philosophers. The most
conspicuous is the different focuses of Bhabha and the two Greek philosophers. What
Plato and Aristotle have in common is their emphasis on how the real can be best
imitated and represented through mimesis. But what Bhabha stresses is how the
superiority of the real—for Bhabha, of the colonizers—could be strengthened and
threatened at the same time. In other words, the two Greeks are mainly concerned
with the goal of mimesis—to represent reality, whereas Bhabha’s main concern is the
process, the process in which mimicry works.

Resistance: Frantz Fanon and Jacques Lacan
Another important concept in Bhabha’s theorization of mimicry is resistance.
This resistance, I argue, comes from two theoretical sources. One is Frantz Fanon’s
view of mimicry. In the conclusion of his The Wretched of the Earth (1961), Fanon
says, “Let us waste no time in the sterile litanies and nauseating mimicry. Leave the
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Europe where they are never done talking of Man, yet murder men everywhere they
find them, at the corner of every one of their own streets, in all the corners of the
globe” (311). The derogative adjective “nauseating” that Fanon uses to modify
“mimicry” indicates that Fanon’s attitude towards mimicry is negative. Fanon further
argues that African people should try to create a culture of their own instead of
imitating Europe: “So, comrades, let us not pay tribute to Europe by creating states,
institutions, and societies which draw their inspiration from her. Humanity is waiting
for something from us other than such an imitation, which would be almost an
obscene caricature” (315). Obviously, Fanon believes that mimicry is the obstacle to
the anti-colonial movement because mimicry helps colonial power.
However, Fanon also looks at mimicry as a strategy of resistance. For example,
in Studies in A Dying Colonialism, the Algerian nationalist female militant, by
mimicking the Europeans, “radically transformed into a European woman, poised and
unconstrained, whom no one would suspect…” (57). So those women who pass as
Europeanized subjects, could “carry concealed guns, grenades, ammunition, money,
papers, and even explosives” (Fuss 27) in order to advance the independence
movement of Algeria. 11 4
Despite the fact that both Fanon and Bhabha regard mimicry both as a strategy of
colonial dominance and as a form of resistance, there are still sgnificant differences
between the two. For Fanon, the resistance comes from outside: it is the colonized,
such as those Algerian women, that consciously use mimicry as a strategy to achieve
their anti-colonial goal. But Bhabha’s resistance comes from within: it is unconscious,
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and inherent in mimicry.
The unconscious nature of Bhabha’s mimicry has so much to do with the influence
that Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalytic theory has on him. In fact, Bhabha quotes Lacan
at the beginning of “Of Mimicry and Man”, and Lacan’s “unconscious” plays a very
important role in Bhabha’s analysis of mimicry because Bhabha’s mimicry works in a
way which can be best described as “the colonial unconscious” (Young 148). In The
Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, Lacan suggests that the functions of
mimicry, such as travesty, camouflage and intimidation are unconscious. As Lacan
says, “Let us see how the unconscious function as such tells us, in so far as it is the
field which, for us, offers itself to the conquest of the subject” (100). Following
Lacan’s logic, Bhabha claims that mimicry is not a conscious strategy of resistance,
but “unconscious”. Therefore, the colonized does not need to take actions to initiate
resistance. The ambivalence of mimicry automatically poses a menace and a
resistance to the colonial authority (Bhabha 91). In a word, Bhabha’s resistance
functions mainly on an unconscious level.
Elusive and complicated as Bhabha’s concept “mimicry” is, this paper is very
likely to be a mimicry—“almost the same, but not quite”. However, just as Bhabha
points out, mimicry also contains possibilities of being different—being different
from the original and from the authority. It is those differences that make my
exploration of Bhabha’s mimicry meaningful. Probably that is the ultimate
significance of Bhabha’s theorization of mimicry.
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Notes
1

Those critics include, to name just a few, Robert Young, Bart Moore-Gilbert, Bill Ashcroft, and
Benita Parry.

2

In his well-known “Minute on Indian Education”, Macauley argues:
We must at present do our best to form a class who may be interpreters between us and
the millions whom we govern; a class of persons, Indian in blood and colour, but
English in taste, in opinions, in morals, and in intellect. To that class we may leave it
to refine the vernacular dialects of the country, to enrich those dialects with terms of
science borrowed from the Western nomenclature, and to render them by degrees fit
vehicles for conveying knowledge to the great mass of the population. (49)

3

For example, the reader is referred to Robert Young’s White Mythologies pp. 141-156 and Bart
Moore-Gilbert’s Postcolonial Theory: Contexts, Practices, Politics pp. 114-151.

4

For an extended discussion of this topic, see Diana Fuss’s “Interior Colonies: Frantz Fanon and
the Politics of Identification”.

11
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Plot is not an essential structure in narratives
Abstract: In the 20th century plot has been given renewed attention as an important and
essential structure in narrative fiction. Yet as postmodern art has shown time and again,
plot structure can be abandoned without disturbing the audience’s perception of having
witnessed a good story. This fact calls for a better theoretical analysis of how stories
work. As long as we consider narratives as objects on paper or in pictures regardless of
their function as communicative transactions between human beings, we are unable to
explain why some stories work fine without a traditional plot, and to what end plot is
really a means. In this article, I propose a transactional analysis of stories that allows us
to understand plot as a non-essential structure in narratives, and displays a constraint any
structure that makes a good story will have to meet.

Today, the concept of plot perceived as a certain organization on the level of the actions
or events that unifies a meaningful narrative, receives revived interest as an important
structure of narrative fiction. Recently the attention centrally held by literary, theatrical
and film critics has been shared also by interactive media students who make use of
narrative in video games and interactive interfaces on the web. Though historically plot
has gone through an era of being considered as a very plain part of literature, leading art
critics have in the 20th century sought to rebuild its esteem and in doing so they come
back to the Aristotelian claim that the plot is an essential structure of narrative art: In the
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3rd century B.C.E Aristotle wrote: ”The plot ... is the first principle, and ... the soul of a
tragedy” (Aristotle, 350 B.C.E, section VI) and in 1984 Peter Brooks confirmed: ”plot ...
is the very organizing line, the thread of design, that makes narrative possible because
finite and comprehensible.”(Brooks, 1984, p. 4). That there must exist some criteria for
narrative structure that creates a satisfying story is obvious: Only few of us do not carry
the memory of a social gathering when someone with the happy desire to share,
meticulously recounted a seemingly endless series of events conveying absolutely no
sense of point. A story is not just any arbitrary gathering of events. It must observe some
kind of structural constraint. Thus the fact that modern and postmodern art has introduced
us again and again to very satisfying pieces of narrative art that do not carry traditional
plot structure, ought in addition to the valuable discussions of an era’s rejection and
subversion of plot that this has brought forth, to inspire a strengthening of the art critic’s
theoretical framework through a reconsideration of narrative structure and story operation
in general.

The conceptualization of narratives
Progressive definitions of plot within 20th century literary theory are often dynamic rather
than static, in that they integrate the audience’s experience of the narrative at the time of
reading. Ronald S. Crane the leading figure in the Chicago School of critics, described
plot as the author’s administration of the reader’s emotional response during the reading
experience 1 . Drawing on Roland Barthes’ inventive definitions from S/Z (Barthes, 1990)
of the strings or codes that literary narratives are interwoven with, Peter Brooks later in
the century suggested that plot arises when the structure of action in the narrated world
(the proairetic code) is constrained by the reader’s progression from lack of knowledge to
knowledge (the hermeneutical code) (Brooks, 1984). Thomas M. Leitch, in his
immensely insightful account of narrative “What stories are – Narrative Theory and
Interpretation”, directly suggested that the virtual structure of plot is: “the hermeneutical
progression the reader makes from ignorance (or more pointedly from inadequate or
1

see for example "The Concept of Plot and the Plot of Tom Jones," in Crane, 1952, pp. 616-47.
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misleading knowledge) to knowledge” (Leitch, 1986, p. 48) during his or her reading of a
story.
By integrating the audience’s experience in their definitions of plot, these critics
move their concept of narrative into what linguists would call the pragmatic realm: the
study not of language as a formal system, but of language in use. By doing so the
definitions depart from the static definitions of narrative structure found in the different
formalist movements of the 20th century, notably Russian formalism and structuralism
proper, whose nomothetic efforts seek to describe structures within “the text” seen as an
autonomous, stable unit of meaning.
I believe it would be beneficial for us as critics to follow Barthes’, Crane’s,
Leitch’s and Brooks’ lead, and take the full step into the pragmatics of the situation in
which the narrative unfolds, by changing our conceptualization of narratives from
‘textual objects’ to ‘acts of communication’. In doing so we would first of all move
criticism to more solid philosophical grounds by a final disposal of the ontologically
invalid concept of ‘the text’ as an autonomous unit of meaning, and be able to base our
descriptions of narrative on phenomenologically more acceptable categories such as
people, writings, interpretational acts and understandings. A transactional perspective
would also free us from a debilitating limit of perspective: As long as we retain the
concept of ‘the text’ as our study object per se, an inner structural analysis is the highest
goal that we can hope to obtain. Yet there may be much more to discover about narrative
art that will become visible only if we do not cut narratives out of their natural
environment: For one thing, narratives are functional units, they are human interaction,
and this, as I will show, affects their structure. As Mary Louise Pratt argued already in
1977: “Far from being autonomous, self-contained, self-motivating, context-free objects
which exist independently from the “pragmatic” concerns of “everyday” discourse,
literary works take place in a context, and like any other utterance they cannot be
described apart from that context. Whether or not literary critics wish to acknowledge
this fact – and they sometimes have not – a theory of literary discourse must do
so.”(Pratt, 1977, p. 115)
The reasons that literary criticism has not traditionally studied narratives in a
transactional frame, are probably of varied nature. To start out with, the concept of the
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text as an autonomous and self-sufficient unit of meaning may well be the innocent result
of the fact that both in the study of literature as well as in our everyday acquaintance with
literary narratives we are dealing with texts as products on paper separated from the
situation in which they were created. We thus depend on these products to give meaning
without any reference to their productional circumstance. Linguists have recently pointed
out that writing for this reason is “responsible for propagating the idea that words have
an intrinsic and self-sufficient semiotic ‘content’.” (Joseph et al., 2001, pp. 91-92). The
same claim is likely to hold true for texts.
The reasons that this concept of the text as an autonomous unit of meaning has
kept such a strong hold on critics for the larger part of the 20th century, are likely to be
socioscientific: The great critical schools of new criticism and structuralism maintained a
quest of a scientific study of literature that arose in the positivist criticisms of the late
nineteenth century, and the concept of an autonomous text as an independent distilled
textual object of study surely was an obvious advantage in this respect: It provided the
philosophical grounds for a detailed examination of inherent ‘objective’ meaning, syntax
and grammar, presentable in objective accounts. It should not be forgotten either that
both new critics and structuralists carried the assumption that human language contained
two distinct categories: the poetic language in which literature was crafted, and a nonpoetic language in which all other kinds of discourse were created. Thus studying the two
categories in the same theoretical frame would seem simply inappropriate, and to some
critics probably even blasphemous. The belief in a poetic language was not scientifically
challenged before the end of the 1960es, where studies by sociolinguists William Labov
& Joshua Waletzky (Labov and Waletzky, 1967) soon followed by studies by the
historian Hayden White (White, 1973) started to show that the narrative form and stylistic
figures thought to be exclusive to poetic language, were equally found in other kinds of
discourse.
Around the same time poststructuralist thought was starting to deconstruct the
ontological autonomy of ‘the text’, and this spawned new reader-based ways of criticism
alongside established methods. Yet the concept of literature as a form of communication
that underlay these new ways of criticism - reception theory is a good example - is still
lacking from the study of narrative structure. In the following pages I will try to show
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how a transactional analysis of narrative fiction based on a concept of narratives as
communication can shed new light on narrative structure.

A transactional analysis of narrative fiction

A transactional analysis of narrative fiction can benefit from the fact that theory from the
field of linguistic pragmatics – the study of language use - presents already established
frameworks for explaining how communication works. The ideas that I will build on in
particular come from fields of research called ‘Speech Act Theory’ and ‘Relevance
Theory’.

Acts of communication carry a guarantee of relevance
Relevance theory (e.g. Sperber & Wilson 1995, 2005) aims to explain how
communication between human beings works. A central assumption is that intentional
communication always conveys a presumption of its own relevance (Sperber & Wilson,
2005, p. 6-7) Any act of intentional communication is thus thought to carry a “guarantee
of relevance” (Sperber & Wilson, 1995, p. 50) to the addressee, and the receiver of the
communication will accordingly make his interpretation so that the communication seems
relevant to him. This principle, absolute and rigid, is argued to be enough to explain how
addressees are able to understand the speaker’s intentions correctly - even when it comes
to what is said ‘between the lines’ during communication. Please consider the following
example:
A: I have a terrible headache.
B: I have some aspirin in my purse.
In order for A to interpret B’s utterance as a relevant reply, she will have to make the
inference that B wants A to know that A is allowed to take an aspirin from B’s purse.
Note that this is not directly said in B’s utterance. It is the expectation of relevance that
leads A, and everyone else reading the statement, to do their part in arriving at a meaning
that is relevant to A.
The narrative, seen as an intentional act of communication, will according to this
account carry a guarantee of relevance to the receiver. Relevance Theory has more to say
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about how an act of communication is relevant to a receiver, yet in order to get the full
picture of how narratives can be relevant, an eye-opening analysis of verbal utterances
called Speech Act Theory proposed by the philosopher of language J. L. Austin, is first to
be considered.

Narratives are human acts performed through language
John Langshaw Austin was, in opposition to traditional formal studies of language,
concerned with showing how language is essentially a form of human behavior; how
utterances are actions - performed through language - by individuals to influence the
social world around us. Austin claims that to say something is always also to do
something. He calls the act of saying something the locutionary act and states: “to
perform a locutionary act is in general, we may say, also and eo ipso to perform an
illocutionary act, as I propose to call it. Thus in performing a locutionary act we shall
also be performing such an act as:
asking or answering a question,
giving some information or an assurance or a warning,
announcing a verdict or an intention,
pronouncing sentence,
making an appointment or an appeal or a criticism,
making an identification or giving a description,
and the numerous like.” (Austin, 1975, pp. 98-99)
Thus through the locutionary act of recounting a series of events begun by the words:
“Once upon a time…”, one could very possibly be performing the illocutionary act of
telling a story. 2 In the act of saying, the act of doing is contained. Now actions are rarely
performed without the intention of achieving a certain effect. Austin goes on by stating
that: “Saying something will often, or even normally, produce certain consequential
2

Successfully performing an illocutionary act ultimately involves the audience, who must perceive the illocutionary force (e.g.: I can

not tell you a story unless you perceive of it as a story). Austin is aware of this. In the context of written fiction the audience is
guided to the illocutionary force of the speech act primarily through means outside of the narrative utterance itself: Genre definitions
on the cover of a published book as well as placement of the book in a library or bookstore are just two of the factors that help us
determine what kind of illocution will take place when we read it.
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effects upon the feelings, thoughts, or actions of the audience, or of the speaker, or of
other persons: and it may be done with the design, intention, or purpose of producing
them …We shall call the performance of an act of this kind the performance of a
‘perlocutionary’ act.” (Austin,1975, p. 101) The perlocution describes what is done
through the illocutionary act. Saying “be careful” (locution) to warn someone (illocution)
can for example have the effect of making the recipient of the utterance alert to
something (perlocution). Austin in this way suggests an analytical framework in which
three levels of action can be found within a single utterance: to say something is to do
something, and normally also to effect something.
In Relevance Theory relevance is in fact defined in terms of the effect that the
utterance has on the audience. Sperber and Wilson describe relevance of an utterance as a
cognitive effect, meaning that the assumptions that an act of communication makes, must
always give new knowledge to the receiver, or strengthen her existing knowledge. Seen
in the light of Austin’s Speech Act Theory, I would argue that this thought is somehow
bound in the long linguistic tradition of thinking of all language as declarative. People are
not just cognitive beings. Looking at the traditional originally Greek definition of the
conscious mind as consisting of cognition, conation and emotion, an act performed as a
social interaction certainly must be able to affect emotion and conation too. That a speech
act can affect all parts of the human psyche must be exactly what Austin is aiming at
when he says that an utterance will “normally produce certain consequential effects upon
the feelings, thoughts, or actions of the audience” (my emphasis) in the quotation given
above. Hence a speech act, not least a narrative speech act, should potentially be able to
effect its audience emotionally, cognitively and conatively.

We can thus conclude that seen through the optics of these pragmatic theories a narrative
speech act, being an act of intentional communication, will carry a guarantee of relevance
to its audience. It can provide relevance through having a cognitive, emotional or
conative perlocutionary effect (or a mixture of the effects) on its audience. That a
narrative must have at least one of these effects as an act of communication, is thus an
essential constraint of a fictitious narrative. And it is determinant of story composition: It
entails that a piece of narrative art must always be so constructed that either a cognitive,
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emotional or conative effect (or a combination of these) can be experienced by the
audience through interpretation. The narrative must be so configured that the
hermeneutical course of its reading will deliver the audience with either new knowledge,
strengthened knowledge, emotional affect, motivation to act, or a combination of these.
How narrative fiction can be composed to obtain effect and thereby relevance, I
will proceed to show next, and through this I will show how plot is a structure that is
effect-delivering. As stories traditionally tend to either entertain us or inform us, I will
limit my analysis to a specific focus on how these exact effects are obtained.

How is relevance obtained in narrative fiction?

To start with the question of how stories can be informative, it really seems rather
paradoxical that a story about fictitious events should be able to inform us of anything
relevant to existence in our own world: How can it have any personal relevance for us to
know what someone who never lived, did in a world that never existed? Stories can have
informative effect of relevance in the reader’s own world, if they can make the reader
transcend the perspective that he is normally bound to in time and space. Relevant
insights into life of other times are for example offered in historical novels, and fictitious
stories quite often incorporate truthful accounts of cultural patterns that can be foreign to
the reader, in which case the narrative teaches the reader something new about the current
world. This happened in recent years to a lot of people in Western society when reading
about life in modern Afghanistan in Khaled Hoseinni’s: “The Kite Runner” and “A
Thousand Splendid Suns”. In the above examples the plot is thus not the very part of the
story constitution that is responsible for the cognitive effect of information 3 , but a story
definitely can have a cognitive effect through a plot. This is for example seen in stories in
which the plot displays a culturally accepted moral, such as “crime leads to punishment”,
“pride goes before a fall” or “you reap as you sow”. Through the vicarious experience of
life the narrative offers, the reader will gather the knowledge present in the moral and this

3

In both Hoseinni’s and in many historical novels there is a plot that carries an entertaining effect, thus the
relevance here seems to be secured in more than one way.
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may inform or strengthen her preexisting belief system. The most obvious examples of
this are perhaps found in fables, fairy tales and children’s books in general.
Also unplotted literature has been interpreted to convey relevant information;
statements that are thought to apply to the world the reader and the author share. An
example is found in Virginia Woolf’s “Kew Gardens” that have often been interpreted as
a statement of the meaninglessness of life. (Oakland, 1987) What basically is necessary
for a story to be considered informative, is that its composition allows the reader to draw
from her reading a general statement that is applicable to her own world. The structure in
a traditional plot in this respect seems to provide a quite secure way for the author to see
his message through, and ensure that the narrative lives up to the guarantee of relevance.
The unplotted story that is perceived to convey information in comparison leaves much
more room for the reader’s creativity in arriving at information, and so the interpretations
of a plotless work can vary to extremes. (“Kew Gardens” for example has also received
the direct opposite interpretation of the one mentioned (Oakland, 1987).

Turning to the question of how a story can be entertaining, the plot seems to be an
eminent instrument. The plot is, as far as I can see, primarily a means of delivering
narrative fiction with an emotional effect that is entertaining. Aristotle said a long time
ago that plot is a means of affecting the audience emotionally. He explains that the effect
of the tragedy is an awakening and purgation of emotions, and the plot as the very means
through which the emotional effect should arise: “Fear and pity may be aroused by
spectacular means; but they may also result from the inner structure of the piece, which
is the better way, and indicates a superior poet. For the plot ought to be so constructed
that, even without the aid of the eye, he who hears the tale told will thrill with horror and
melt to pity at what takes Place. This is the impression we should receive from hearing
the story of the Oedipus.” (Aristotle, 350 B.C.E, section XIV)
Looking closer at how an emotional effect can be obtained, we find that the
traditional Aristotelian curve of complication and resolution so well known from
Freytag’s illustration, must create a corresponding emotional curve in the reader as
tension during the increasing complication of the events is followed by relief when the
resolution is reached. The reader ‘lives’ the vicarious experience that the narrative
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provides, and thus his emotions as well as his cognitive faculties are involved during his
reading. When reading “The adventure of the speckled band” by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
the plot provides us with an experience first of increasing tension when we learn about
the murder, the threatened girl and proceed to (vicariously) enter the room where a killing
is supposed to take place! We are relieved only when Holmes turns out to be on top of the
situation knowing exactly how to revert the danger.
That this emotional curve of tension followed by relief is a common way of
attaining an entertaining effect, can be seen from the fact that the shortest entertaining
speech act; the joke, is claimed to create exactly this same emotional course of tension
(Koestler, 2007). Take for example the following exchange of words:
A says to B: “I did not sleep with my wife before we were married, did you?”
B says to A: “I don’t know, what was her maiden name?”
Here the reader is supposed to initially be disorientated because B interprets the reference
to “my wife” differently than expected. The disorientation will dissolve as soon as the
reader realizes that B does give a fully reasonable answer to A’s question, and the tense
emotion following from the disorientation which in case of the joke is abruptly
superfluous, can then be relieved through the physiological response of laughter. Arthur
Koestler in his article on humour in Encyclopedia Britannica writes that the “abrupt
transfer of his [the reader’s] train of thought from one context to another put a sudden
end to his “tense expectations”; [and then] the accumulated emotion, deprived of its
object, is left hanging in the air and is discharged in laughter.” (Koestler, 2007). The
physiological response of laughter is thought to be needed only when the reason for
tension is very suddenly removed. This is not the case in plotted narratives, so laughter is
not usually the result of a completed comprehension of them, yet the emotional dynamic
of tension and relief is the same.
Stories can also be entertaining without a traditional plot. Interestingly we here see that
the same curve of complication followed by resolution that we see in regular plots can be
used to create tension in the reading experience, without being bound to events in the
diegetic world: For an example - short enough to be placed here - please consider a story
presented as a legend by Zacharias in “The Fall of the King” by Johannes V. Jensen.
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"Zacharias recounted a legend. It was about a monk who was taking a shortcut to
Jerusalem. First he came by two sparkling lakes, then over a little hill, and then around a
hollow. After a long journey up hill and down dale, he came to two great white
mountains, and there he rested. Then he traveled for miles over a domed plateau, up one
side and down the other. From the top he had glimpsed the Garden of Gethsemane. Then
he came to Jerusalem". (Jensen, 1995, p. 175)

According to a traditional plot structure, we would say that this story lacks both conflict
and resolution in the diegetic world, or rather that the story is plotless. Yet most readers
do experience a conflict during their reception of this narrative, only it is placed in the
hermeneutical course and it arises from the fact that the story seems irrelevant, and
pointless. As communicators we intuitively know that as an act of communication a story
is guaranteed to have a point, a relevant emotional or cognitive (or conative) effect.
Interpretation of the narrative must answer the question: “why is Zacharias saying this,
what is the point?” So what puzzles us here is that ‘the guarantee of relevance’ is not
fulfilled. At least not initially: according to Relevance Theory the solid expectation of
relevance should lead the receiver to do his part in making sure that the utterance has a
relevant effect on him. And I would claim that it is this expectation of relevance that will
lead the reader of a seemingly plotless story to return again and again to his reading until
he experiences a point (a cognitive, emotional, or conative effect). In the case of the
legend: If we on a subsequent reading recognize that the story’s description of the
landscape can be read as an allegory describing a woman’s body, then the hermeneutical
progression we go through in trying to comprehend the story discloses not only a conflict
but also a resolution to that cognitive conflict, by producing the point that the goal of the
pilgrimmage is to be found in carne rather than in spiritus. The tension arriving from
disorientation is thus relieved, and an emotional effect has been experienced.
I am not suggesting that stories with an entertaining effect have to follow the
described hermeneutical progression through complication and resolution to be
entertaining – and thus emotionally stimulating. Some stories – horror stories for example
or erotic stories, can create a lot of tension but are able to work fine without providing the
relief: they oftentimes will provoke the emotional tension within the reader without
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dissolving it again. With or without the relief – the relevance of the narrative speech act
is secured if the reader is emotionally affected.

Concluding remarks:

Based on pragmatic theory I have suggested in this article that narratives as acts of
communication carry a guarantee of relevance to their audience, and that relevance is
provided through the narrative’s effect – which can potentially be emotional, cognitive or
conative. The need for relevance through effect is an essential constraint on narratives
that it is determinative of their composition. I have shown how plot can be used to arrive
at an informing (cognitive) and entertaining (emotional) effect, but also that both effects
can be arrived at without the use of plot. Thus plot is not an essential structure, but a
device in meeting an essential constraint on narratives. I hope to have shown that a
transactional perspective on narratives is fruitful and to have inspired further discussion
of how the constitution of stories is related to their function as communication.
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Combination of Rock Art and Architecture
at
Kailasanatha Mandir (temple), Cave #16,
Ellora, Maharashtra, India
(Early Medieval Period, c. 760 - 800)
Rashtrakuta dynasty’s Raja (king) Krishna I, (ruled c. 756- 773) who had
patronized the most impressive, hard, volcanic, kati-ghati (live-rock) royal monument; is
quoted as saying the following upon completion of the project. “How is it possible that I
built this other than by magic?” Successive Rajas also patronized the mandir complex.
Rock-cut from a mountain side during the years c. 757-790, the mandir is dedicated to
Lord Shiva, the ascetic, among the Great Hindu Trinity of Brahma (the creator), Vishnu
(the preserver), and Shiva (the destroyer). It is a monolithic monument based, perhaps
on the structural plan of the early Chalukyan Virupaksha mandir at Pattadakal. It is
dedicated to Shiva, as the Lord of mount Kailasha, the snow capped peak in western
Tibet; where his gadi (throne) is said to have existed. In earlier times, the temple’s
shikhara (central topmost dome) was whitewashed with lime to simulate the snowcovered mountain.

The temple plan is an early semi-dravidian style. The excavated complex has a
square courtyard which roughly measures 276 x 154 feet. The shikhara of the mandir is
96 feet high; compared to the surrounding 120 feet high precipice of the mountain.
There are two levels to the main complex (named cave #16 Kailasa), at Ellora. The
ground level is entered through a gopura (entrance gateway) in a diwar (wall) highly
embellished with Dikpalas (guardians of the directions) and river goddesses; to a mandir
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facing west. The interior right diwar of the gopura depicts goddess Durga while Ganesh
is on the left diwar. Laxmi or Gajalaxmi (goddess of wealth and prosperity) faces the
entrance koksa (court) diwar. Seated on a lotus, in a lotus pond, she is accompanied by
elephants, her vahana (vehicle), one on either side. The elephants are shown pouring
water in ritual devotion. Mahishashuramardini (goddess Durga slaying the buffalo
demon Mahishashura), Lord Krishna lifting Mount Govardhana, Madana (god of love)
with his consort Rati, and Vishnu riding his vahana Garuda (mythical goose), are
depicted on the alinda (corridor) diwars. On either side of a free standing Nandi
mandapa (pavilion), are 56 feet high dhvajastambhas (flag pillars). Next to each of them
are an elephant as dwarapala (door-guardian). At the lower level, just past the sidhis
(staircases) leading to the main mandapa, are diwars portraying chapters from the
religious Hindu texts. On the northern diwar, are muktakas (reliefs) from the epic
Mahabharata; and Lord Krishna’s youthful events. While on the southern diwar are
muktakas depicting the epic Ramayana; and battle scenes with the monkey lashkars
(armies) led by Lord Hanuman (a minister in the epic Ramayana).

On the upper level, the mandir is reached by sidhis (staircases) on either sides. A
sixteen stambha (column)ed sabhamandapa (assembly pavilion) with three osras (porch)es
stands on a lower, totally solid, pitha (base). It is divided into three receding levels with
large scale phalakas (panels) covering its sides. An ardhamandapa (antechamber) leads to
the pujalaya (prayer sanctum) in the rear eastern area. Within the iwan (arched) end of
its ardhamandapa, is a seated image of a well garlanded Shiva surrounded by ganas
(dwarfish minor godlings, followers of Shiva). On three sides of the garbhagriha (inner
sanctum), around the main vimana (shrine proper); five small mandirs surround the
pujalaya with an external open vedika (terrace). The total height from the lower kaksa
(court) level to the topmost part of the shikhara is 107 feet. Lord Shiva is enshrined by
his lingum (phallus, manifestation of Shiva) in the, garbhagriha. A dravidian vimana
rises above with a shikhara representing a live rock. The Nandi (vahana of Shiva)
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mandapa is connected to the main mandir by bridges. It has a flat chhat (roof) with a
central lotus and four fully carved simhas (lions). Simhas also adorn the main
mandir’s chhat.

Several smaller mandirs and mandapas have been chiseled at different elevations
into the northern, eastern, and southern mountain diwars that form the sides of the
court. On the northern diwars are a shrine to Sarasvati, Ganga, and Yamuna, (the three
river goddesses). Shiva with his consort Parvati or vahana Nandi are also chiseled on
various northern dilhas (panels). Shiva’s avatars (incarnations) as Bhairava (the terrifying
one), Virabhadra (the demon), and Nataraja (the Lord of dance), occupy many dilhas on
the eastern diwar along with dilhas of Shiva with Parvati. Vishnu with his consort
Laxmi, including his avatars as Varaha (the boar), Vamana (the dwarf), and Narsimha
(the lion), are chiseled on the southern diwar. There is also a dilha of Brahma, and a
‘hall of sacrifice’ along the southern diwars.

It is stated that Kailasanatha Mandir in its dimensions exceeds the great
Pantheon at Athens, Greece, and calls in question the terrestrial world of the Buddhist
cosmos at Borobudur in Java, Indonesia.
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Abhas Kumar Ganguly
(Kishore Kumar)

Sampoorna Kalakar (overall artist)
of Indian Entertainment Industry
India’s most famous playback singer, Lata Mangeshkar, in an
introductory tribute to Kishore Kumar’s “Legends” recordings of songs is quoted as
saying:

“Kishore Da (brother), what can I say about him? A Sampoorna Kalakar
(overall artist). I call him Bharat’s (India’s) Danny Kaye. What he was not? He was a
producer, director, writer, composer, actor and singer.”

Born in 1929, Abhas Kumar Ganguly (Kishore Kumar) left an unparalled
mark in the Indian film industry. This Khandwa born Madhya Pradeshi was not a
trained actor or singer. However, he sang with color and heart. In 1948, he began his
career as a playback singer for the film Ziddi. In the style of late Kundan Lal Saigal, he
sang the song ‘Marne ki Duayen Kyon Mangu’ for actor Dev Anand. He had little interest
in acting. But to respect his older brother, actor Ashok Kumar’s wish; he plunged in.
Soon after, he was acclaimed as a comic hero in films.

Director Satyen Bose’s 1958 film Chalti ka Naam Gadi is one such example.
Joined by his real two brothers, Ashok Kumar and Chikku (Anoop Kumar), the three
brothers of Mohan Brothers Motor Garage boisterously romp around Mumbai in their
car (CPV 65) -the 1928 CHAMPION. Brijmohan (Ashok Kumar), the inventor of the
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“kick and run the car”idea had always held a view that every trouble was caused by
girls. Thus when the Champion stalls in the middle of a busy thoroughfare, and one
finds nothing wrong with it, but a girl is staring at the car, there is only one remedy.
Kick and run the car. Per Brijmohan’s orders, no girl’s car was to be ever serviced at the
Mohan Brothers Motor Garage.

One rainy night, Renu (Madhubala) the daughter of Seth Kishan Chand
knocked at the garage door. Late at night, Kishore Kumar (Manmohan) had no choice
but to repair her car. Somehow, she left without paying. Manu (Manmohan) had to
undergo a lot of trouble to retrieve the payment. And the drama ensued. The meetings
between Renu and Manu were disliked by both Brijmohan and Kumar Prakash Chand Renu’s so called fiance. However, the meetings between Renu and Manu continued.
Eventually, Brijmohan consented to have three girls be seated in the Champion. How
this happens? How the three girls are found? What made Brijmohan consent to the
idea? And, what was the true identity of Kumar Prakash Chand? The story finally
unravels these questions in this fine comedy.

In real life Kishore Kumar married Madhubala after his first marriage to
Runa Devi broke down.

In Half Ticket (1962), Vijay (Kishore Kumar) is the son of Nav Chand, a
wealthy factories owner. He gets suspended from college during his first year, when he
lead a students strike against the college administrators. The reason behind the strike
was the suspension of Sandra Prasad Pandey, who had been delinquent in paying his
college fees for six months. When Vijay began to organize strikes by workers at his
father’s factories, the widowed father gave him an ultimatum to leave the house. With
small trinkets of his late mother and a handful of change, he arrives at the train station;
only to find out that he did not have enough money for a third class adult ticket to the
big city of Mumbai. Standing aside, he observes a fat lady buying a ticket for her and a
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ticket at half price for her young son, Munna. Counting what money he had, Vijay
returns, dressed like Munna. He acquires a ticket at half price. Raja Babu (Pran), a jewel
theif had stolen diamonds. While at the ticket counter, he notices that he is followed by
the authorities. Since Munna is ahead of him at the ticket counter, he places the
diamonds in Munna’s back pocket. On boarding the train, the plot evolves. Munna gets
entangled in various incidents. Attempts by Raja Babu (Cha Cha) to retrieve the
diamonds, fail. At one point Raja Babu, while recruiting his daughter Lilly (Helen), to
dance with Munna, only gets chocolate from Munna’s back pocket.

There is a song in the film where a back to back male and female voices
were required. The female voice was supposed to be for a character who is gay. Salil
Choudhry, the music director for the film was in search for such a singer; when Kishore
Kumar came to his rescue. By providing his voice to both his and the other character, he
sang

uninterrupted.

Padosan (1968) is perhaps the most well known film for Kishore Kumar in
which he plays the part of Guru, a friend of Bhola (Sunil Dutt). Bhola, after a row with
his uncle, left a village in the country side to live his aunt in the city. He falls madly in
love with Bindu, a padosan (neighbor) who lives right across from his aunt. Bindu’s
music teacher (Mehmood) is more interested in marrying her than in giving her the
dancing lessons he is hired for. Guru, with his singing helps Bhola win the admiration
of Bindu.

In an interview just before his death in 1987, Kishore Kumar is quoted as
saying the following. The interview was for Filmfare magazine’s special issue (Nov. 1 15, 1987).

“In Padosan, I mimicked my mama (mother’s brother) -- long hair, kajal
(black make-up) in the eyes, constant paan (beetal-nut leaf) chewing and the words. My
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performance was so perfect that shooting was halted after two days. Both Mehmood
and Sunil felt that I was stealing every scene from them, and they got down to working
on their get-ups. That’s how Mehmood and Sunil got to wearing wigs etc...”

Kishore Kumar passed away in Mumbai in October 1987, on the day of his
older brother Ashok Kumar’s birthday.
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Forgiveness-Is It That Simple?
We are taught at an early age that when we do something wrong or hurt someone that
we are supposed to apologize to them and that all is forgiven, and that works fine when
we are three (3) and the worst thing we can do to someone is steal their cookie, but how
does this pattern of forgiveness affect us later in life?

While it is noble for us to learn as young children that we should say “I’m sorry”
when we have done wrong is this enough? Are we simply allowing them to just use a fall
back phrase to get out of (or lessen) the trouble that they are in? Do they really have a
concept of what they have done? No they do not. We have not taught them that there are
consequences to negative behaviors and that they can be forgiven because we make sure
that the child that is apologized to says, “I forgive you”, but what happens when they do
not understand what it means to say this? As children grow up it is important to teach
them about the various types of forgiveness and always reassure them that they do not
have to forgive someone just because they say that they are “sorry”, while at the same
time. This paper will discuss three of the various types of forgiveness found in
friendships and dating relationships and how these affect the overall relationship between
the two people involved, along with what happens when someone does not want our
forgiveness, but we want to give it.
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In his article, “Communicating Forgiveness in Friendships and Dating
Relationships”, Andy J. Merolla discusses the three (3) types of forgiveness that one can
grant. “The first form is direct forgiveness in which forgivers clearly and plainly tell
offenders they are forgiven…The second form of forgiveness is indirect forgiveness,
whereby individuals do not explicitly tell others they are forgiven; rather, forgiveness is
‘just understood’…The third way individuals forgive is with conditions”(Andy Merolla
2008). These three forms of forgiveness are learned throughout the lifetime with direct
forgiveness being learned first.

As young children, as mentioned previously, we are taught that when someone hurts
us (emotionally or physically) and apologizes for it that we are to tell them, “I forgive
them”-direct forgiveness. While this is the initial way we teach young children about
forgiveness in friendships it not necessarily the best way to do this. We must take the
necessary measures to teach our children that they should understand why they are
forgiving someone and that they should only forgive someone if they mean it, because if
they do not what Merolla refers to as “Ongoing Negative Affect” can occur. “The study
of ONA acknowledges that forgiveness can be expressed with varying degrees of
sincerity. Victims can tell their transgressors that they are forgiven even if the victims’
have not fully experienced forgiveness and the concomitant abandonment of negative
affect (Enright &Fitzgibbons, 2000). Thompson et al. (2005) suggest forgiveness requires
cognitive (i.e., reappraising a transgression), emotion (i.e., replacing negative with
positive affect), and behavioral (i.e., communicating forgiveness) activity” (Merolla
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2008). It is important to learn that in order to forgive someone we must make sure that we
feel like forgiving them. Simply telling someone that we forgive is not enough, the ONA
onset by this can be deeply detrimental to the victim and thus the victim may suffer even
greater pains then those initially onset by the transgression.

As we grow older we begin to learn about how to engage in indirect forgiveness
which is categorized as such when the victim uses, “humor, nonverbal displays (e.g. hug,
eye contact), or acting ‘back to normal’ around transgressor” (Merolla 2008). As we learn
through out our socialization in society, people who are typecast as being more
“masculine” tend to utilize indirect forgiveness more often then those who are
“feminine”. We can see this by observing a group of young boys socializing on the
playground. When one hits the other and a brawl starts on the playground you do not
typically see the victim approach the transgressor and say, “I forgive you, let’s talk about
why you hit me” instead the victim will typically allow some time to pass and then by
lunch time if he has chosen to forgive the transgressor, chose him first for his basketball
team. Young girls on the hand are more apt to discuss their act of forgiveness with words
and not as many nonverbals, however this is a hasty generalization as research on
forgiveness is typically inconsistent across the board, and nonetheless, these are examples
of simple differences among genders.

That being said, while men more typically enact indirect forgiveness and women
direct, when it comes to friendships, same sex or opposite sex, where there is no romance
involved, both engage in indirect forgiveness more often. “Due to their inclination
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towards conflict avoidance, friends should be more likely than daters to enact indirect
forgiveness following transgressions because indirect forgiveness in indicative of conflict
minimization (Waldron & Kelley, 2005)” (Merolla 2008). This issue of conflict
engagement and the differences between forgiveness in friendships and romantic
relationships is something I am looking to research more closely as I develop in my
graduate program.

Once we have mastered the art of indirect forgiveness we learn how to engage in
conditional forgiveness. Conditional forgiveness is a slippery slope in that while it may
make us feel as though justice has been served if not enacted properly can lead to ONA.
When we conditionally forgive someone we must be sure that the conditions that we have
set are going to heal us from the pain that was inflicted upon us. It is ultimately pointless
to ask our transgressor to jump through hoops for our forgiveness if we feel as though the
wound will never be healed, that will not only allow our wounds to fester but begins to
push our transgressor which can lead extreme disdain toward the victim and ultimately
lead the transgressor to engage in the hurtful behavior again. That being said, conditional
forgiveness can be beneficial to the victim if the feels as though it will truly heal the
wound, and if the wound is not too deep. Conditional forgiveness is acceptable if for
instance your partner forgot to pick up your dry cleaning and you say the only way you
can forgive them is if they pick up your dry cleaning for a week, it is not optimal if your
partner cheats on you and you say the only way you can forgive them is for them to take
you on a cruise, if you know deep down that you can never forgive that person. The other
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side of the double edged sword lies in conditions that lie unfulfilled. “…chronic
conditional forgiveness, whereby transgressors are conditionally forgiven repeatedly for
offenses, such as infidelity or substance abuse” (Merolla 2008). If a victim ever wants an
undesirable behavior to stop they must make sure that they do not continually offer
conditional forgiveness because that is just viewed a yellow light on the roadway, the
transgressor considered what the conditions of forgiveness will be if they engage in a
certain behavior and if they feel that this condition is worth it they will continually
engage in the undesirable behavior. Conditional forgiveness is okay in moderation, just as
anything else is.

Once we learn about the various types of forgiveness we can be offered and can
offer we can begin to put these into practice. As we grow up we begin to develop a style
for forgiveness that we become accustomed to, especially if it is warmly received by
others. However, there will come a time in our life when we will be thrown for a loop,
and that loop usually comes when we offer someone else forgiveness and they tell us that
they do not want it.

How can we forgive someone who does not want our forgiveness? How do we
learn to handle the damage caused by our transgressor when they feel absolutely no
remorse for the pain that they have caused us? What do we do to make ourselves hurt
less? How do we cope with the pain that will forever go unacknowledged?
When someone does not want us to forgive them it is difficult for us to fathom.
How can someone live with the guilt of knowing that they have hurt us? This is
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something most people with an even slightly strong conscience cannot fully grasp. How
can someone not feel guilty for hurting another, whether it be physically or emotionally.
We are typically raised to believe that even the coldest of people have to feel some sort of
remorse for causing another pain, after all, is that not the way it always happens in the
movies? When we first find out that this, “all people are genuinely good” myth is
shattered, whether we are six (6) and on the playground or twenty-five (25) and in the
crux of our lives, this realization is still extremely difficult to process and hurts us to the
core. We genuinely want to believe that all people are good at heart and that no one
would ever intentionally hurt another, so when this utopian ideal is demolished, so is a
little part of us. I personally feel that it is best for this utopian ideal to be demystified at
an earlier age because then at least we will not go through our life with an unrealistic
ideal of all people. This is not to say that I think that we should grow up as cynics who
see no good in people, but to say that we will be better off in the long run if we learn
earlier rather than later that world isn’t all just rainbows and butterflies, because this
lesson is harder to accept as we get older, especially if we have been sheltered from the
cold hard truth of the world for a long time. This is just my humble opinion and I have
yet to generate any solid research on such a hypothesis, however I would love to do this
as I begin my Master’s program.
Once this glass wall has come shattering down on us we have to now not only
deal with the pain caused by our transgressor but also have to figure out how to forgive in
a way that is foreign to us. As I have mentioned previously we are taught to utilize direct
forgiveness most readily and now we cannot, because we cannot directly or even
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indirectly or conditionally forgive someone who does not want our forgiveness. The
harder we try to offer our forgives and the more and more strongly it is declined the
harder it is going to be for us to get over the pain that we are suffering because we will
continuously be focused on it and I have seen throughout my life, the more we are told
we cannot do something the harder and harder we will try. However, when we are
dealing with someone else’s conscience and emotions, we must realize that the harder
and harder we try to change someone else’s feelings the more we hurt ourselves. A
feeling of self pity begins to occur because we are not sure why it is someone would want
to hurt us, so we begin to doubt ourselves and this is where a very self destructive cycle
can begin to occur if we are not careful.
We must realize that just because someone does not want us to forgive them does
not mean that we were in any shape or form deserving of the transgression, it has nothing
to do with us and so much to do with them. This, at any stage in life, is extremely
difficult for us to process mainly because as I have mentioned previously, we have been
socialized to think this way-which is probably why the Self-Help industry makes so much
money. Just because someone does not want our forgiveness-whether we attempt to offer
it directly, indirectly or conditionally-doesn’t mean that there is anything wrong with us
or that we are incapable of ever escaping the hurt.
This segways into the question of is there a proper or right way to forgive
someone? Since research on forgiveness is so broad and seemingly uncategorical, the
answer to this question is NO, there is not. That being said, of course there is “right” way
to forgive for each individual person that works best for them based on their emotional
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needs but not one size fits all, universal standard since forgiveness must occur on a
person to person basis. Forgiveness works best when it is what we need to heal ourselves
and on one research conclusion or theory can us what is best for us all the time in terms
of forgiveness because as we all know there are various ways we can be hurt and various
ways to attempt to heal and forgive.
We can find ways to forgive our transgressors in way that help us. We can “kill”
them with kindness, we can vow to ourselves to never stoop to the level of our
transgressors, we can decide that we will participate in role plays where someone else
with more compassion then our original transgressor-stands in for the transgressor and we
“forgive” them. These cathartic releases can wonders for us, if we do them with an open
mind. We can also realize that we do not necessarily need the acknowledgment of our act
of forgiveness from our transgressor, that sometimes all we need is just for someone to
give us acknowledgement, be it someone related to our transgressor or someone in
support system, or even a complete stranger, because after all, is not the act of
forgiveness a non altruistic phenomenon?
Do we not publicly forgive someone, or even privately for that matter, to get some
sort of personal gain and social validation? While we ultimately want to heal the pain,
there is that little part of us that wants to gratification of being acknowledged as the
bigger person; America’s individualistic competitiveness at its finest.
So that leads me to end of my paper, and the newest area of interest I have when it
comes to forgiveness and my question to you is this: “Is forgiveness ever truly about
forgiving others and never about ourselves? Is it possible to have acts of forgiveness that
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are completely altruistic? And seeing that the act of forgiveness is such a fluid
phenomenon as discussed previously, can we ever come up with a definite answer to why
and how this phenomenon occurs? Is forgiveness ever really as simple as saying, “I
forgive you”?
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ABSTRACT
The 6 Bagatelles, op. 126 of Beethoven occupy a singular position in the
composer’s oeuvre. Completed in 1824 just three years before his death, they postdate
the five monumental sonatas of his late period and follow directly on the heels of the first
performance of the ninth symphony. Unlike the Bagatelles op. 33 and op. 119, which
were collections of short, experimental pieces of varying mood and heterogeneous origin,
the op. 126 Bagatelles were designed to be performed together as a cycle, a Ciclus von
Kleinigkeiten. Linked by an overriding tonal plan of descending major thirds, a web of
motivic connections, and musical reminiscences of previously heard material, the six
movements succeed in conveying a sense of architectural coherence that transcends
fragmentations of structure, ambiguities of phrase and rhythm, and dislocations and
reinterpretations of form. This lecture-performance will argue that the Bagatelles, far
from being negligible works, show how Beethoven succeeded in co-opting strategies he
developed for use in his late piano sonatas to an entirely new and “Romantic” purpose,
the creation of character piece cycles. Indeed, there are numerous connections between
this work and Beethoven’s last five piano sonatas. These include restricting the musical
language to the basic chords and building blocks of tonality, exploiting third relationships
as dominant substitutes, using descending third modulations to create overall tonal plans,
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setting up layers of rhythmic dissonance, and creating unique textural effects. However,
as James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy have amply demonstrated in their path-breaking
tome on sonata theory, the sonata is a preeminently teleological form, a “linear journey of
tonal realization…(of) a generically predetermined goal.” Beethoven’s Bagatelle cycle,
by contrast, is non-teleological. Its modernism can be found in its fragmentary surface,
its non-linear ordering, its seemingly artificial and discontinuous key scheme that doesn’t
end where it started, as well as in the way it invites extra-musical interpretation.
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Normally, when speaking about contemporary literature, no one quotes
literature on line, i.e. electronic literature. If contemporary art makes one think
about multi-media, contemporary literature evokes generally only the recent
production of traditional publishers. Poetry is probably even in a more frustrated
condition, since it tends usually to remind of an old and passed genre. However,
communication and information technology, ICT, has imposed and continue to
impose transformations and new unforeseeable mutations also to literature, as it
has happened to certain objects of daily use. The meeting between poetry and
informatics, nevertheless, pushed poetry further than a simple transposition from
one medium to another. For the novelty of its characteristics, the electronic text
seems to be bearer of deep changes.
These new forms emerging from the meeting between poetry and informatics
are called Digital Poetry. Digital poetry - also referred to as E-poetry, short for
electronic poetry - refers to a wide range of approaches to poetry that all have in
common prominent and crucial use of computers or digital technologies and other
devices. Digital poetry does not concern any merely digitalization of printed
works but it relates to digital texts.
This paper will have as its main research object the study of digital poetics
practices: creative practice and “lecture” practice. Reading is always reading,
i.e. this action consists always in perceiving and picking up signs derived by the
work of an “author”, however, the attention’s level demanded by the reading of
electronic texts, ambiguous, instable, fluid texts, is different.
Computer and internet offer a new field to the creative game of writing:
computer finds out the reticular nature of writing and the web space multiplies
and disperses the dimensions. We will try then to identify the strategic elements
which constitute the poetics of digital text - the infographic images, the poeticity
of the elements, theirs [il]legibility, the pluri-signification of the relation imagetext, the flow of the reading process in the textual rearrangement - to establish
if and how this emergent creative practice creates new styles and new
aesthetics.
The instability of such a creation that permits, for instance, a collaborative
writing, where other users can decompose the author’s work, seems to impose
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another approach to the text. Other kinds of digital poetry, moreover, focus on
the decomposition of visual and sonorous aspect of words, corrupting the genres,
pushing poetry to web-art.
By considering the relation between poetry (verbal text) and images (audiovisual) we shall be analyzing digital poems which exemplify the structures and
styles of this kind of new avant-garde genre.
Main Questions
• How can poetry be understood in conjunction with such media
technologies?
• Do specific digital poetry’s tropes and figures exist in the same way as we
know them in poetry? How does the medium affect the existent figures and
tropes?
• Does a digital poetic aesthetic exist?
Methodology
As for as the methodology used to develop the project, it refers especially to:
• Semiotics, Rhetoric and Media Literacy;
• Critical Theory (R. Barthes, post-modern theory); Literary Theory in a
broader sense;
• Post-structuralist models of text analysis, formalist models and discursive
analysis.
Objectives
The aim of this paper will be to observe if, how and in what measure, the
medium computer and especially the medium internet are modifying the poems
structures, the aesthetic sense, corrupting the genres, other forms of creativity
in the net or with a major use of digital technology.

2
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The prevailing narrative in the scandal over biochemical enhancements, namely the use of anabolic steroids
and human growth hormone (HGH) — so-called performance-enhancing drugs (PEDs) -- by athletes can
be synopsized as follows: there is a direct, immutable relationship between the use of such drugs and
success on the field of play. Individual accomplishments lose their legitimacy because of an unfair
competitive advantage, the proverbial “unlevel playing field.” Society has a compelling interest in the
issue, such that grand juries are empanelled, congressional hearings are held, and PEDs have become a
preferred sports topic for the chattering classes both inside and outside the world of athletics.

In a February 2007 commentary, sports columnist Frank Deford remarked that using PEDs is the same as
point-shaving. Surely Mr. Deford is aware that there are enormous differences between (a) being on the
(for now) wrong side of the enhancement issue and (b) deliberately failing on the field, either to cause
one’s own team to lose, or to affect the point spread (which influences pay-outs in both legal and illegal
gambling). That he would make such a claim, caparisoned in veritably seething outrage, suggests an agenda
apart from moral reasoning or critical thinking.

There is a surprising amount of ideological legerdemain to explain, for instance, why sports is unique as
the only arena in which biochemical enhancement indicates moral turpitude. If a compelling interest to
society is the standard by which such activities are measured, then this issue alone is enough to occupy the
keenest of minds for quite some time. As the President’s Council on Bioethics posits in Beyond Therapy,
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the line between therapy and enhancement is not as obvious as some would argue; likewise the line
between acceptable and unacceptable enhancement.

The health concerns regarding the use of anabolic steroids are, of course, real. They are no more real,
however, than the fact that a professional football team neglected to diagnose a star player’s broken ankle
until after the game was over; or that a player sustained a ruptured spleen during a game, and was only
minutes ahead of the point of no return when he collapsed at the end of the game and was rushed to the
hospital for emergency surgery. Neither of these nor many other such events typical of an NFL season has
been the subject of ethical or moral analysis, or even of outrage.

The role of the stakeholders in the gatekeepers’ cohort suggest a counter-narrative that is rarely if ever an
aspect of the sports ethics dialogue:
athletes are little more than commodities to many if not most of those who claim a financial (e.g. the
gambling and merchandizing industries associated with both professional and “revenue sports” in
intercollegiate athletics) or ideological (e.g. the sports commentariat and its various subsets, including
sports talk radio) stake in their performances. Are athletes disproportionately burdened with the
responsibility to promulgate idealized social and moral norms, or even to adhere to norms that apply to
them and no one else? This paper argues by case examples that it is instructive to identify and examine the
sources of the ethical pressures that are brought to bear upon athletes; and to consider such pressures in
light of the resultant counter-narrative of power and commodification represented by regulatory and
adjudicative bodies in the world of athletics, which control not only the rules that govern their respective
sports, but the lives and careers of the athletes and the opinions of the public.
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Some musical traditions have long-standing historical, cultural and/or religious associations with physical
conditioning as an integral part of artistic discipline. Training in Taiko drumming (ancient Japanese temple
music), for example, requires specific exercise protocols as the nexus of the spiritual and intellectual
components of the music. Yoga, likewise, is essential to some courses of training in the classical music of
India. In the West, marching band is the only musical discipline that by definition regards athleticism as
inextricably bound to its identity. Certain American music cultures (e.g. rock and roll, jazz, blues) take
perspectives on physical musicianship that range from indifference to avoidance to disdain. As the body of
evidence continues to grow, however, on both the long- and short-term benefits of a fitness-oriented
lifestyle, it stands to reason that musicians (and musicianship) can benefit at least as much as any other
cohort, if not more.

Most of the attention that is currently being paid to musicians’ fitness and wellness issues is concentrated
on therapies and correctives for problems that musicians exhibit in abundance. Performing arts medicine is
now a bona fide multidisciplinary medical specialty, and joins massage therapy, yoga, Pilates and
Alexander Technique as means of addressing orthopaedic, neuro-muscular, musculo-skeletal and other
health matters that trouble musicians and other performing artists.

This three-part workshop addresses musicians’ fitness from the preventive -- rather than the corrective or
therapeutic – perspective; and in so doing argues that certain kinds of training (principally, core, strength
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and flexibility) typical to athletes are invaluable assets to a life of musicianship, especially for professionals
who spend long hours on the road or in the practice studio. PART ONE extrapolates from the current body
of knowledge about the benefits of a good fitness program for anyone, irrespective of age or profession, to
the ways in which a fitness program can be especially beneficial to musicians. This includes which
problems can – and cannot – be addressed by this approach. PART TWO gives advice on how to decide
what sort of program to follow, and includes: the pros and cons of joining a fitness club; whether or not to
contract with -- and what to look for in -- a personal trainer; how to evaluate and choose home fitness
equipment; and how it is possible to maintain a regimen during busy periods, especially when touring.
PART THREE includes a survey of instrument-specific fitness concerns (e.g., neck, shoulder and back
annoyances common to string players, pianists and guitarists) and some strategies for addressing them.
Each PART concludes with Q & A. Although the subject is fitness, attendees will not be required to do
anything more strenuous than raising a hand to pose a question.
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The Worldwide Appeal of Manga and Anime
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This presentation studies the worldwide appeal of Japanese popular culture, focusing on
Japanese Manga (cartoons) and Anime (animation), and argues that both of these art forms have
become an integral part of global culture. I will show how Japanese pop culture has thrived
thanks to globalization. First, I will give a brief history of Japanese popular culture, focusing
especially on the evolution of Japanese Manga and Anime in the post-World War II period.
Then, I will study the impact of Japanese pop culture on global culture.

The Worldwide Appeal of Manga and Anime
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Dr. Ikuko Torimoto
When the polemical book entitled Japan as Number One: Lessons for America by Ezra F.
Vogel was published in 1980, many Americans decided to study Japanese in order not to be left
hopelessly behind in the world labor market as Japan consolidated its position as an economic
superpower. However, that was then; as everyone remembers, the “bubble” burst and the
Japanese economy took a nosedive. Today, American students typically come to Japanese
through manga, Japanese comic strips, and anime, animation films (cartoons), which have made
Japanese popular culture a worldwide phenomenon and inspired followers everywhere in a
variety of media.
The Americanization of the globe began with entertainment and fast food, and young
people everywhere are growing up with Star Wars and McDonald’s. However, perhaps without
realizing it, they are also being exposed to Japanese pop culture. Hello Kitty, Pokémon, Play
Station, the Final Fantasy series, Inuyasha, and “EGL-Elegant Gothic Lolita” (a style of
clothing) are quite popular everywhere. Bennett Richardson, a correspondent for the Christian
Science Monitor, notes, “Japan’s pop culture exports started with Hello Kitty.” As previously
mentioned, Japanese manga and anime have a strong appeal to global audiences, especially
young people. As one finds Sushi restaurants on virtually every street corner of some big cities
(at least on the American West Coast), so too one finds manga on the shelves of Barnes & Noble
and Fnac, a leading French bookstore. Similarly, Japanese animation can be found in video
stores everywhere and even inspires filmmakers in the West. Witness the huge success of the
Hollywood film Kill Bill, which pays homage to Japanese pop art in clever but not always subtle
ways. According to some scholars, the significance of Japan’s global entertainment industry is a
way for Japan to regain its status as a superpower. As Douglas McGray, a contributing writer of
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Foreign Policy magazine, has suggested, Japan looks more like a cultural superpower today than
it did in the 1980s, when it was an economic one.
This presentation studies the influence of Japanese pop culture on the West and how it
has thrived thanks to globalization. First, I will give a brief overview of Japanese popular culture,
focusing especially on the history of manga and anime. Then, I will study the significance of
Japanese pop culture and show how it has influenced global culture and given it what I call “a
new twist.”
Understanding the popularity of manga and anime as prime examples of popular culture
in Japan helps one understand not only similar phenomena of global culture and their
manifestations but also how culture works. Can Japanese manga and anime be considered
cultural artifacts that are representative of contemporary Japanese art? Will they be recognized
in the future as valid art forms in their own right, the way Ukiyo-e (woodprints), Noh, Kabuki,
and Bunraku today are considered “high culture” but used to be thought of as typical “low
culture ” or “popular culture” products not such a long time ago?
Historically speaking, manga and anime did not develop out of the blue and can be
traced back to traditional Japanese art forms, such as the woodcuts known as Ukiyo-e (pictures
of the floating world). These became popular in the Edo Period and were considered a popular
art form, in which artists drew scenes from everyday life, depicting ordinary people, city streets,
bathhouses, or ladies of pleasure waiting outside a bordello. As Douglas Mannering writes,
“Ukiyo-e might equally well be translated as ‘the passing show,’ since it described the
glamorous, ever-changing world of city pleasures and fashions”(p. 7). Hokusai (1760-1849)
published a collection of drawings, designed for amateur artists, and used the word manga as his
title, creating a new art form. Hokusai’s Manga, or Random Sketches, first appeared in 1815
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(followed by fourteen volumes) and, as its title suggests, it featured random drawings of people
in motion or in a variety of poses.
To provide a comprehensive understanding of manga and anime, I will give a definition
of culture, which possibly will answer the questions asked by many scholars of Japan concerning
the function of popular Japanese culture. The notion of culture is complex and confusing because
culture by definition is a composite of varying and overlapping subcultures, which may be
regional, economic, professional, occupational, or interpersonal (cliques, groups)--or varying
combinations of all of these. In 1978 Kroeber and Kluckhohn conducted a thorough literature
search and came up with 164 definitions of culture. By noting many recurring elements in all this
material, they then formulated a core definition of culture:

Culture consists of behavior acquired and transmitted by symbols,
constituting the distinctive achievement of human groups, including
their embodiments in artifacts; the essential core of culture consists of
traditional (i.e., historically derived and selected) ideas and especially
their attached values; culture systems may, on the one hand, be considered
as products of action, on the other as conditioning elements of furtherer
action. (p. 181)
An approach to Japanese popular culture focusing on Japanese manga and anime as
cultural products becomes more comprehensible and predictable when the concept of culture is
applied. Manga and anime are embodiments of artifacts, which are produced and exchanged by
individuals and are products of a group; culture is an intervening variable between the human
“organism” and the “environment.” Furthermore, culture is created by individual organisms and
by organisms operating as a group.
In this sense, given the notion of culture provided above, Japanese manga and anime offer
a popular cultural experience that is internalized by individuals and becomes part of their
environment through the medium of other individuals and through a variety of cultural products.
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Moreover, to a great extent, manga and anime have focused on behavioral norms, a segment or
reflection of Japanese culture and thus have reinforced recognition of Japan’s cultural heritage.
However, both manga and anime emphasize and appeal to human nature, which is universal;
consequently, they can be experienced by a global audience and, through the process of
globalization, can create a global culture. These cultural acts take place in real time, between real
persons, in a real place, in an environment made up in part of other persons. Since cultural acts
take place in real time, it is apparent that the past will continue to influence the present and the
future, reinforcing trends toward future globalization. Thus, Japan’s manga and anime could be
thought of as Japan’s Ukiyo-e, which were once regarded merely as a part of popular culture in
Japan yet influenced Impressionist painters such as Monet, Degas, and Van Gogh. Perhaps one
day manga and anime will be considered examples of Japanese high culture.
Japan has been a pioneer in the field and has become the leading animation-producing
country in the world. As Susan Napier, the author of a book entitled Anime, notes, “unlike
cartoons in the West, anime in Japan truly is a mainstream pop cultural phenomenon” (p. 7).
Further, Napier states that “anime is a fascinating contemporary Japanese art form with a
distinctive narrative and visual aesthetic that both harks back to traditional Japanese culture and
moves forward to the cutting edge of art and media” (p. 8).
Manga and anime are recognized as Japanese cultural artifacts, i.e., artistic products
derived from the mainstream culture’s values and norms, reflecting, encompassing, and
transmitting them. Teachers of Japanese language and culture in the U.S. cannot deny that
manga and anime have motivated many students to take Japanese in the 21st century. Here now
is a brief history of manga and anime.
To put it very simply: Japan is a manga kingdom; the Japanese are fanatic about manga,
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which are very popular among readers of all ages, from kindergarten through high school, from
university students to businessmen. On commuter trains, students and businessmen can often be
seen reading manga, sometimes even the same ones. One wonders how manga can appeal to so
many different intellectual levels. The number of manga lovers in Japan is estimated in the tens
of millions. Each year many manga are produced and about 2,260,000,000 manga books and
magazines are purchased, about 40 % of the total number of books and magazines sold in Japan.
And many of those popular manga have been made into TV cartoons and/or animated films.
(What’s Cool in Japan, p.1) When did manga and anime become so popular in Japan?
Frederick Schodt, a writer and manga scholar, and Fred Pattern, have written an article
entitled A Capsule History of Anime, explaining the significant role that Osamu Tezuka played in
the history of manga and anime. The Japan Foundation published an interview with Schodt on
May 23, 2005, in which he said: “Tezuka was a real pioneer. He was trying to use the comic
book medium to tell stories…. As a result, his stories are very thought-provoking. There’s
always something that children can enjoy, but actually adults can enjoy them too because they
have many layers of meaning. There is a superficial layer which is just entertainment, but there
is often a very philosophical layer, just like in a good movie or novel” (p. 1). Fred Pattern states:
“Tezuka has drawn on just about every medium available, including children’s picture books,
romantic comic-book soap operas for women’s magazines, risqué humor in men’s magazines,
and political cartoons in newspapers.” Unlike in the West, Japanese children grew up with
manga, in an environment where manga were easy to access; there has always been Kashihonya
(a chain of rental book stores) everywhere in Tokyo, as far as anyone can remember. Even today,
Book Off, a book store specializing in manga and anime, is everywhere, as are manga kissaten
(coffee houses) and noodle shops that lend their customers an abundance of used comics not on
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the menu.
Many books and articles have been written about Osamu Tezuka (1926-1989), who is
considered “the God of Manga: the father of Japanese comics,” and one of the most important
manga-ka (cartoonists) of the postwar years, and even the “Walt Disney of Japan” (p. 2). I will
use Tezuka’s book entitled I am a Manga-ka, (a cartoonist) as a main source to trace the rise of
Japanese manga. In 1946 Tezuka’s first comic, entitled Mâchan no Nikki-chô, appeared in
Shôkokumin Shinbun, a famous children’s newspaper first published in 1936; its name later
changed to Shôgakusei Shinbun. He describes the excitement he felt when he bought the issue of
Shôgakusei Shinbun in which his manga appeared. He says he was destined to walk very far
down the road of a successful manga-ka (cartoonist) (p. 52). He published his well-known
manga entitled Shin Takarajima in 1947. Tezuka mentions in I am a Manga-ka that when he
created Shin Takarajima, there was a preconception among the public that manga were intended
for “good” children, that children’s manga should be pleasant and funny and generally speaking
satisfy educators and parents (p. 75). This public perception of manga was especially strong
during the postwar period, when Japan was recovering from defeat. Parents, among them
Kyôiku Mama (a mother who was overly concerned about her children’s education), and
educational circles recognized that children were interested in manga but did not want them
exposed to graphic violence or even pictures of weapons. At that time many well-known
cartoonists who were members of Manga Shûdan (a Comic group) published Kodomo Manga
Shinbu specifically for children. Tezuka mentions that cartoonists creating manga for children
felt they should give the younger generation hope for the future.
In 1947, when Tezuka produced Shin Takarajima (New Treasure Island), he adopted
several cinematic techniques--using close-ups, sharp angles and scenes depicting delicate action
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and facial movements--so as to increase visual appeal; in this respect he helped create a look that
would become typical of contemporary manga. Further, he mentions that he originally intended
Shin Takarajima for a general audience; however, he was asked to write for “good” children, and
it became just a simple children’s adventure story. It sold between 300,000 and 400,000 copies.
It also ushered in the Akahon (red-covered manga book) age; these manga usually had a red
cover and were inexpensive so that children could easily buy them (pp. 76-77).
Tezuka mentions that he was very fortunate to meet Kenichi Kato, who became interested
in publishing his comic Jungle Taitei (Kimba, the White Lion). It was in the 1950s that Jungle
Taitei was published by Gakudô-sha in two small volumes. Kenichi Kato was chief editor of the
comic magazine entitled Manga Shônen, and he expressed his enthusiasm for it in his
introductory remarks: “Children of Japan: Read Manga Shônen and grow up with pure and
cheerful hearts, so that you will be just (p. 61). Gakudô-sha was the publisher of Manga hônen,
which not only produced many famous cartoonists but also created the foundation of the presentday children’s manga boom. In 1952, Tezuka published Tetsuwan Atomu (Astro Boy), his most
popular comic strip. He established the notion that manga were an acceptable form of
storytelling, mainly for children.
In the same year, Eiichi Fukui published Igakuri-kun, a story of a young boy who
practices judo, in the magazine Bokeno. In 1954, he released Akado Suzunosuke. Tezuka notes
that Fukui introduced a new genre which was full of passion and included Tezuka’s movie
techniques; small wonder that Fukui’s work instantly became very popular among children.
Tezuka later found out that Fukui had collected all Tezuka’s manga and had studied his drawing
techniques. Regrettably, Fukui died soon after he had released Akado Suzunosuke, and
Tsunayoshi Takeuchi succeeded him.
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As Tezuka says, Japan’s postwar manga boom began in 1954, thanks to the
Bungeishunjyu, a well-known literary magazine, whose publisher decided to bring out a separate
issue made up entirely of manga. He published 170,000 copies and sold out in a few days. One
month later, he published another edition, and it also sold out. He then created an independent
monthly entitled Manga Dokuhon. Since then, other publishing companies have followed suit.
The Shûkan Yomiuri published Manga Yomiuri, the Shûkan Sankei published Manga Tokushûgo,
and Iwanami’s Sekai published Tôzai Manga Gassen. The manga boom quickly escalated as
the monthly manga magazines began to be published weekly. It is interesting to note how
Tezuka values humor in manga and how his notion of humor reflects the changing culture of
Japan. For him, humor should not be based on teasing, gossip, or sex. As he observes, certain
countries with an advanced civilization have a better understanding than others of the humor in
cartoons and love it. Now that our nation is twelve and a half years old (counting from the end
of WW II), he says, people finally have a better understanding of what is funny in manga. He felt
that as the popularity of manga increased, culture, too, would advance. Of course, Japan had
some famous manga created by Kitazawa Rakuten and Okamoto Ittpei, which were circulated
only among intellectuals and residents of cities. Tezuka believed that manga should appeal to
anyone, even those who had never been exposed to humor in manga (p. 142). Around this time,
Tezuka was changing direction, trying to make his manga appeal not only to children but also to
adults.
In 1959, Tezuka received a letter announcing that seven cartoonists had decided to branch
out from the children’s manga group and organize their own group, called Gekigakôbô. They
said that the quality of manga should change as society changes. They were ready to create
comics with a realistic narrative that would appeal more to adult readers. They named their
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manga “Gekiga” (p. 166) and, as they had predicted, Gekiga also came to influence children’s
manga.
Tezuka mentions that when Sampei Shirato released his “Gekiga,” entitled Ninja
Bugeichô in 1957, it radically altered the character of manga. Ninja Bugeichô was not a simple
storytelling manga; it was a sophisticated drama full of realism and also ideology. Once NHK
made it into a television drama in 1961, the 18 published volumes of Ninja Bugeichô became
highly sought after, as though they were the Bible for manga fans, who emptied the entire stock
of them in the Sanyôsha (publisher’s warehouse). University students could be seen reading
manga with one hand and Lenin with the other.
The history of anime developed when manga were made into television anime and then
feature film anime. Thanks to the popularity of his comic books, Tezuka concluded that he could
produce animation from comics for a wider audience, including television viewers and
moviegoers.
Japan’s production of professional animation began in 1958 when Tôei Dôga made the
film Hakuja Den (The White Snake Enchantress), which related a famous ancient Chinese legend
and which many Japanese still remember as a sensation. Tezuka was asked to work for Tôei
Dôga and made an animated version of a long story, Saiyûki, which was followed by Sindobaado
no Bôken. Later, Tezuka established his own animation studio, Mushi Productions. Their first
film was based on his popular comic strip Tetsuwan Atomu (Astro Boy) and was released for
television in January 1963. Tezuka remembers feeling as though he was watching one of his kids
make his television debut (p. 190). Later, in 1963, a certain Japanese promotion company signed
a distribution contract with NBC. They changed the film’s name, Tetsuwan Atomu, to Astro Boy
and dubbed it into English for release in the U.S. Tezuka visited the NBC Studios in New York
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City and was pleased to discover that many American kids knew Astro Boy. In 1964, thanks to
the success of Tetsuwan Atomu, many comics, such as Zerosen Hayato, Shônen Ninja Kaze no
Fujimaru, and Big X, were made into anime and aired on TV. Others were made into movie
versions, for example, Tetsuwan Atomu Uchû no Yûsha from the TV series. Other anime also
were released on American TV, including Mitsuteru Yokoyama’s (1935-2004) Tetsujin 28-go
(Gigantor), which inspired a new age of robot films, the so-called “Robot Anime.” The Eighth
Man (Tobor) and Mach Go-Go-Go ! (Speed Racer) soon followed.
In 1965 color television was not yet common in Japan, so television movies were not
typically produced in color. Nonetheless, Tezuka decided to create color versions of his previous
comics and to show them on Japanese TV. They were the first color anime made for TV. Also,
Tezuka’s Mushi Productions decided to produce a two-hour-long sophisticated adult anime for
the movie theater, in which he emphasized storytelling. He called this type of anime
“Animerama,” the first of which was his 1969 feature film A Thousand and One Nights, which
included the eroticism of the original Arabian Nights. The second film was Cleopatra (1970).
Tezuka felt that he was a pioneer and that he and his Mushi Productions had single-handedly
invented this new genre, even though producing it had been an uphill battle. Nonetheless,
animation continued to prosper in Japan, and it is clear that its success, in large part, was due to
Tezuka.
By the 1970s, TV animation studios such as Mushi Productions, Tôei Dôga, Tatsunoko
Production Co., TCJ (Television Corporation of Japan), and Nihon Hôsô Eigasha became
Japan’s leading anime producers. Since then, many manga have been made into anime, which
laid the foundation for Japan’s present success in the animated film market. In the 1970s, anime
developed more complex narrative forms and consequently improved in terms of its overall
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quality. Then, in the 1980s, some other feature films appeared such as Mori Masaki’s Barefoot
Gen (1983) and Katsuhiro Ootomo’s film version of his graphic manga series, Akira (1988).
When Akira opened in the U.S., critics enthusiastically called it one of the finest and best
Japanese anime ever exported to the West. Since entering the global marketplace, anime has
been the most visible and influential medium of Japan.
In the late 1980s, Mayazaki’s feature film anime started appearing and received global
attention.

In 1983, Hayao Miyazaki (1941-) directed Kazeno Nausica (Nausica of the Valley of

the Wind), which was a success. Miyazaki and his friend Isao Takahata established Studio
Ghibli and produced anime films. Miyazaki’s anime have won worldwide acclaim, and his
oeuvre includes Laputa: The Castle in the Sky (1986), Totoro (My Neighbor Totoro)(1988),
Kinki’s Delivery Service (1989), The Crimson Pig (1992), Mononoke Hime (The Princess
Mononoke)(1997), and Spirited Away (2001), which won an Academy Award for best animated
film. Miyazaki’s most recent work is How’s Moving Castle (2004). Takahata’s notable anime
include Grave of the Fireflies (1988), Only Yesterday (1991), and Pom Poko (1994). In a 2001
interview Miyazaki confides that he seeks to make viewers happy and that he derives great
satisfaction from knowing that his films bring pleasure to the public. His anime use many
characters that appeal to children but also to a variety of audiences, including adults and
non-Japanese. Although he often uses a Japanese cultural setting, the themes and stories are not
culturally specific. For example, he typically explores “themes of human optimism in the face of
adversity and that ever-important strong sense of character and motivation” (p. 3). Thirty years
after Tezuka’s Astro Boy reached American shores, thanks to Ootomo and Miyazaki, anime had
become a global phenomenon.
Now let me address Japanese anime and manga’s contribution to globalization. Manga
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and anime have become a genuinely global phenomenon, as both a commercial and a cultural
force. As Susan Napier notes, commercially, they have come to play a significant role in the
transnational entertainment economy (p. 42).
Manga and anime are an economic force. Anthony Faiola of The Washington Post states
unambiguously: “Japan is reinventing itself after a long economic slump in the 1990s”--this time
as the coolest nation on earth. Japan’s explosion of cultural exports is nothing short of
astounding, and many marvel at the speed and extent to which the world has embraced Japan’s
pop culture, film, food, fashion, style, and arts. “Revenues… soared to $12.5 billion in 2002, up
300 percent from 1992” (p. 1). According to a report by the Japanese External Trade
Organization cited by Terada, “the U.S. market for Japanese animation was worth an estimated
$4.3 billion in 2002” (p. 1).
Napier studies manga and anime as cultural forces and states that her work “brings
insight into the wider issues of the relationship between global and local cultures at the
beginning of the twenty-first century. Anime is a unique artistic product, a local form of popular
culture that shows clear indications of its Japanese roots, but at the same time exerts an
increasingly wide influence beyond its native shores” (p. 9).
Globalization has escalated the pace at which many Japanese manga are translated into
local languages and made into anime, subtitled and dubbed, and aired on TV and in movie
theaters, with an appeal catering to a mainstream international audience. They have been
exported to many different Asian countries such as Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea, Thailand,
Indonesia, and Malaysia. They have also spread to many European countries, such as Spain,
Italy, France, and Germany, where they quickly became very popular. Many Americans who
are discovering anime think that it is a new phenomenon, but they are mistaken. Anime has been
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around in the U.S. at least since Tezuka’s Astro Boy.
Tezuka made cartoons an acceptable form of storytelling, not only for children but also
for adults; this is in sharp contrast to the United States, where the prevalent attitude has been and
still is that cartoons and comic books are only for children. It is interesting to note that many
people in the U.S. who are hooked on anime seem to think that the anime revolution began with
Ootomo’s Akira and Miyazaki’s Totoro, which were released in 1988. However, in their
childhoods they had probably already been exposed to Japanese animation, including Astro Boy,
Speed Racer, Gigantor, and Star Blazer, just as the younger generation today is exposed to many
of Miyazaki’s and Takahata’s anime, such as Ranma 1/2, Bubblegum Crisis, Pokémon, Vampire,
Inuyasha, and Evangelion and many other anime, not knowing that they are they originally were
from Japan. In America, there is a program on TV called “Adult Swim,” which shows anime at
night. It is interesting to note that it shows many popular Japanese anime, for example
Pockeman, Inuyashahas, and Cowboy Bebop (1998), which children probably were watching as
they were growing up. However, when Japanese anime are being shown, viewers sometimes
don’t realize what they are watching because the voices are dubbed and are in English.
In his article entitled “5 Top Anime Movies on DVD: Like Animation? Try Anime, With
Classics Guaranteed to Mesmerize,” Richard Corliss mentions that “anime boasts a graphic
artistry as potent as Disney’s or Pixar’s--or Goya’s or Bosch’s.” He lists Perfect Blue, Spirited
Away, Barefoot Gen, Stamboy, and Akira as the top five popular anime movies on DVD in the
U.S.
This is where globalization comes into the picture: Manga and anime are a cultural force
around the world thanks to globalization. There are American versions of many Japanese manga
and anime. For example, The Lion King, which was a Disney production, was definitely
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influenced by Tezuka’s Jungle Taitei. Similarly, Lone Wolf 2100: Shadows on Saplings was
inspired by the 1970 comic created by writer Kazuo Koike and artist Goseki Kojima, Kozure
Ookami (The Lone Wolf and Cub). In his foreword to Mike Kennedy’s book Lone Wolf 2100,
Randy Stradley mentions that the comic Kozure Ookami’s influence extended beyond the printed
page and also inspired feature films (popularly known as “the babycart films”) and a television
series in Japan, as well as a graphic novel that was turned into the recent American film The
Road to Perdition.
The manga and anime craze has even inspired fans to hold competitions around the
world. An article in the July 7, 2005 issue of the Mainichi Daily News mentioned that the “World
Cosplay Summit” would be held on August 7, 2005, at the Aichi Expo. Fans of Anime and
comics would dress up as their favorite characters and compete in this international contest. A
preliminary round for “World Cosplay Fest 2005” was held in Tokyo to select a representative
from eastern Japan. The team, named Wan Wan, dressed up as characters in Inuyasha. On July
9, there was a contest for western Japan and on July 10, for central Japan and for online entries.
The four finalist teams represented Japan in the August contest at the “World Cosplay Summit.”
Everyone, from business leaders and government officials to educators and scholars, now
refer to manga and anime as a growing cultural force; they have also become a powerful global
force that no one can ignore any longer.
Manga and anime have also led to an increase in the number of people studying Japanese.
According to the Japan Foundation’s 2003 survey of overseas organizations involved in
Japanese-language education, 2.35 million people in 12,222 institutions in 127 countries
currently study Japanese. By comparison, in 1979, the number of people studying Japanese was
a mere 127,167 in 1145 institutions. Thus, the number of institutions increased 10.7 times in less
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than 25 years, the number of teachers 8.1 times, and the number of students 18.5 times (Present
Condition of Overseas Japanese-Language Education: Survey Report on Japanese-Language
Education Abroad; 2003 summary p. 1). It is interesting to note that the 10 countries with the
largest number of students in the year 2003 were Korea (37.9%), followed by China (16.5%),
Australia (16,2%), U.S. (5.9%), Taiwan (5.5%), Indonesia (3.6%), Thailand (2.3%), New
Zealand (1.2%), Canada (0.9%), and Brazil (0.8%). With 140,200 people studying Japanese,
the U.S. ranked fourth in the world (Present Condition of Overseas Japanese-Language
Education: Survey Report on Japanese-Language Education Abroad; 2003 summary, p.5). I
wonder if the Japan Foundation has surveyed students’ motivation for learning Japanese.
Therefore, I am not sure that the increase in the number of students learning Japanese worldwide
correlates with the increase in interest in anime as a global phenomenon. I can only say,
however, that as a Japanese language teacher in the American Midwest, where new cultural
influences take a long time to penetrate, I always ask my students at the beginning of the
semester why they are studying Japanese; 80 % respond that it was their interest in manga and
anime that attracted them. This new student profile reflects a major change since Pokémon,
Inuyasha, and a series of Miyazaki’s anime were released in the U.S. Last year our language
students even proposed the creation of an anime club at St. Norbert College, which is rather slow
in adapting to national trends, so this must mean that anime really is hot on American campuses
nationwide.
The growth of Japanese and the popularity of manga and anime among the younger
generation cannot be ignored. Professor Eric Rabkin, who teaches English at the University of
Michigan, has created a course entitled “Multimedia Explorations in the Humanities.” His
students designed a Website that “reflects a serious and creative approach to a well-defined
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humanities topic by using appropriate scholarly resources to address the topic, taking advantage
of today’s available presentational technologies, present the results in a compelling way that is
appropriate to the matter, purpose, and audience for the product.” His students happened to
choose manga and anime and developed a Website on anime.
Many Japanese textbooks use manga and anime. The text by professional translator and
interpreter Marc Bernabe, a native of Barcelona, Spain, and a graduate of Kyoto University, is
not your run-of-the-mill class text. Nor is it a self-sufficient alternative to a language text,
because it lacks the pedagogical apparatus needed to give students a solid foundation in the
language. As the author writes: “it brings fresh air to the area of Japanese language teaching” (6).
Learners can master functional Japanese, as it appears in comics or manga, by following a
step-by-step approach. What is original here is not so much the material covered, which is quite
traditional in terms of grammar topics and the order in which they are presented, as the concept
of using manga to teach Japanese with a systematic approach. As Bernabe acknowledges, the
text builds on the “famous lessons in the no-longer existing American magazine Mangajin,
where every month a linguistic subject was explained using manga panels as examples” (8). This
magazine became very popular with Japanese language learners because of its innovative
approach and its close ties to popular culture. Actually, the lessons that make up this course were
originally published in a well-known Japanese comic book and animation magazine in Spain.
The magazine’s co-editor had asked Bernabe to produce monthly Japanese lessons. Each one is
wellconceived and integrates manga that are admirably suited to teach a particular grammar
topic. All the lessons follow the same model: first, a short section on theory presents vocabulary
and grammar; then, a second part with examples taken from Japanese manga illustrates the
theory just presented; finally, a short comprehension exercise featuring both language and
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culture provides students with an opportunity to practice the material studied. Not many would
see any pedagogical potential in manga or anime, and the author deserves credit for finding a
way in which to involve young learners raised on a diet of popular culture. The text is
conceptually imaginative and sets a new standard for language learning.
Conclusion
I am not an otaku (fanatic, or hard-core fan) of anime, and I had not done much
research on manga and anime until I wrote this paper. I am a Japanese language teacher in the
American Midwest. However, I grew up with the manga and anime generation in Japan; as my
definition of culture above suggests, if you are living in a culture, its uniqueness and strength
also operate on a subconscious level and are eventually taken for granted, so much so that no one
thinks twice about it (p. 35). Currently, the influence of manga and anime is visible among the
younger generation in the U.S. and around the world; living outside Japan, I have been able to
observe the strength of Japanese popular culture and thought that it was a worthwhile topic to
investigate. An awareness of the strength of culture--in this case manga and anime--challenges
us to observe them from an international perspective by introducing a way of looking at the
totality of global phenomena. Further, this perspective challenges Japan to reexamine its
responsibility in the cultural domain as it evolves into a cultural superpower in the years to come.
Hoy and Misket (1987) state that “the most penetrating definitions of culture emphasize
the deepest level of human nature” (p. 27). Manga and anime are Japan’s cultural artifacts;
literature on the subject suggests that the success of manga and anime depends on people who
have both a high degree of sensitivity and an awareness of a nation’s existing culture and can use
them to appeal to a global audience. Much work, however, needs to be done in order to
understand, develop, change, and perfect a subject matter to suit a global audience. Manga and
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anime will be recognized as high culture if in the future they continue to express the basic norms
of culture and can connect with a global audience and adequately reflect its needs.
Today Japanese manga and anime truly have become a mainstream pop cultural
phenomenon; Japan is the number one producer of anime, which is Japan’s main cultural export.
American movies still are a major force in globalization, but I would say that Japanese manga
and anime have developed into a rival force of cultural globalization, which may well become
even stronger in the years ahead.
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Can Cases Have Meanings?
Towards a Semantically-Oriented Account of Quirky Subjects in Russian
Oksana Laleko
University of Minnesota

Russian is a language which exhibits the phenomenon of so-called quirky case
assignment, whereby logical subjects may appear in a non-nominative case. Consider, for
example, the following Dative-subject constructions in Russian:
(1)

a1.

Mne
Me.Dat
“I am cold”

b.

Nam
bylo
strashno.
We.Dat was3.Sg.
scary
“We were scared”

xolodno.
cold

Non-nominative subjects of the type illustrated above are called “quirky” because typically
Russian subjects appear in the nominative case, and verbs agree with these subjects in person,
number, and gender (in the past tense), e.g.:
(2)

Ona
chitala
She.Nom
read.Past.3.Sg.Fem
“She read a/the book”

knigu.
bookAcc

Constructions shown in (1) are often referred to as “impersonal,” since the dative subjects in
these sentences occur with so-called “impersonal” predicates, or “category-of-state” predicates
(kategorija sostojanija) in the Russian linguistic tradition (see discussion in Franks, 1995: 270272; Greenberg and Franks, 1991:71). The dative case in such sentences seems to violate the
structural principle of case assignment; furthermore, (1b) appears to violate the principle of
subject-verb agreement, since the third person singular form of the copula does not agree in
person or number with the subject of the sentence. That the preverbal arguments are in fact the
1

Note that Russian is a „null-copula‟ language in the present tense.

1
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surface subjects in (1) follows from a number of diagnostics, including reflexive binding, among
other factors2. The following example (from Moore and Perlmutter, 2000) illustrates this fact for
Russian:
(3)

Borisu
zhal‟ sebja i svoju semju.
Boris.Dat
sorry self and self‟s family
“Boris feels sorry for himself and his family”

It is already a well established fact in the literature on Russian reflexives that only subjects can
be antecedents for reflexives in Russian (cf. Klenin, 1974), unlike in other languages, e.g.
English. In example (3) above, the dative noun Borisu is the antecedent of both the reflexive
pronoun sebja and the possessive reflexive pronoun svoju, which makes it a likely candidate for
subjecthood3.
In addition to “impersonal” or “category-of-state” predicate constructions, Russian has a
number of other dative-subject structures, e.g. infinitive clauses:
(4)

Mne
sedognja ne spat‟.
Me.Dat today not sleep.Inf
“It is not [in the cards4] for me to sleep today” or “There is no sleeping for me today”
a.

b.

Borisu
zavtra
idti
na rabotu.
Boris.Dat
tomorrow
go.Inf to work
“Boris [must] go to work tomorrow”

Another type of dative-subject constructions includes cases where the subject may occur either in
the nominative (in which case the verb agrees with the subject) or the dative (in which case the
verb is marked for third person and also carries the impersonal reflexive suffix -sja), for
example:

2

Ouirky subjects tend to behave like nominative subjects with respect to various syntactic phenomena, such as
raising, control, ECM, and conjunction reduction (cf. an overview of „subjecthood tests‟ in Sigurδsson, 2002).
3
Some authors do not take these tests as “incontrovertible proof” of subjecthood, see Greenberg and Franks 1991.
4
The “in the cards” translation is used for similar Russian constructions by Moore and Perlmutter (2000); I find it
very effective for most of my examples, although English “there” also seems to do the job in some cases.

2
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(5)

a.

Ja
ne splju.
I.Nom not sleep1.Sg.Pres
“I am not asleep” or “I don‟t sleep”

b.

Nam
ne
spitsja.
We.Dat
not sleep.3.Sg.Pres.Refl
“We don‟t feel like sleeping” / “We cannot fall asleep”

The quirky subject case in Russian is not limited to the dative; some logical subjects
occur in the accusative as well:
(6)

a.

Ego
toshnit.
Him.Acc
nauseate.3Sg
“He is nauseated”

b.

Menya
trjaset
/ shataet
Me.Acc
tremble3.Sg shake3.Sg
“I am trembling/shaking”

Just like with the dative case examples, it is not clear where the subjects get the accusative case,
and a problem of subject-verb agreement also arises in these sentences.
Although the issue of quirky case has received much attention in the literature
(particularly for languages like Icelandic and German, but also Russian), there still seems to be a
lot of disagreement about the status of these constructions, and no unified solution to the
problems of quirky case has been proposed. Some confusion stems from the fact that the study
of case in general tends to be conducted from two different angles: Brecht and Levine (1986)
refer to them as semantic and syntactic approaches to case.
The idea that case (just like other grammatical categories) may have its own semantic
meaning finds a great deal of support in the work of the Prague school of linguistics. In the
words of Roman Jakobson, “there is no meaning without a form (meanings are not abstract
categories), and no form without a meaning (form is the means by which meaning is carried and
can be conveyed from speaker to addressee)” (qtd. in Brecht and Levine, 1986:20). Semantic

3
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approach to studying case has been particularly prevalent for languages which exhibit rich
inflectional morphology for marking case (i.e., case languages). The proponents of a semantic
approach to studying case argue that cases have meanings and that, to use the words of
Wierzbicka (1986), “all the meanings of a case – like all other meanings – can be stated in
intuitively understandable and intuitively verifiable paraphrases in a semantic metalanguage
based on natural language” (386).
From a syntactic point of view, on the other hand, assignment of case to an NP is seen as
a formal licensing mechanism; it is determined by some other category and does not influence
the semantic interpretation of a sentence. According to this approach, case morphemes are
meaningless (i.e., they don‟t have a conceptual structure of their own), as “morphological case is
dictated by the structure of the sentence itself or by the governing case-assigning verb or
preposition” (Brecht and Levine, 1986:21). This view is expressed by Chomsky (1981) when he
writes that “case is strictly determined by syntactic structure [and] … makes no contribution to
the semantic interpretation of sentences” (qtd. in Brecht and Levine, 1986:23). This approach to
studying Russian quirky dative, for example, is applied in Franks (1990), where he proposes that
“quirky” dative is a structural case that is assigned to a particular position (sister of V).
Interpreting quirky cases as structural does not, however, provide a satisfactory solution
to the problem of quirky case for various reasons. Thus, Schoorlemmer (1994) shows that
Frank‟s approach to Russian dative is “untenable” not only because it does not take into account
the fact that other cases may be assigned to a given position (e.g., accusative NPs can be sisters
of V as well), but also because Franks, among others, does not address the semantics of dative,
and “the fact that it is possible to generalize over almost all instances of dative case using terms

4
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like experiencer, recipient or goal” is not accounted for from a structuralist syntactic perspective
(p. 134-35).
An alternative way of explaining irregular, non-predictable, or “defective”5 constructions
(e.g., Russian impersonal sentences with dative or accusative subjects) from a syntactic
perspective is based on proposing a separate strategy of case assignment – “Inherent Case
Assignment” – whereby certain governing categories are argued to be subcategorized to occur
with a particular case (Chomsky, 1981). Thus, a lexical entry for each verb in Russian would
contain, first, the verb‟s basic stem, and second, its subcategorization feature, which would
include “nonpredictable information about the verb‟s selectional contextual possibilities,”
including the quirky case it assigns to an NP (Babby, 1975:185). Thus, because quirky case
cannot be completely explained or predicted syntactically, the assignment of a quirky case is said
to be a lexical property of the verb‟s stem, and a particular quirky case is stipulated in a verb‟s
lexical entry. Still, [the meaning of] case essentially makes no contribution to the interpretation
of sentences.
One question that can be raised with respect to this approach, however, is how a
particular case gets into the verb‟s lexical entry if, for instance, the verb has been borrowed from
a non-case-marking language. For example, Svenonius (2002b) cites studies that reveal an
interesting observation: a quarter of transitive verbs borrowed by Icelandic from languages that
do not have morphological dative case, like English or Danish, end up assigning dative case in
Icelandic (p. 10).

5

I am using the term “defective” with reference to Babby‟s (1975) article on Russian datives, where in providing a
syntactic explanation of quirky cases occurring with Russian impersonal constructions, he uses the terms “defects”
and “structural gaps” to refer to certain facts of the language, e.g., inability of impersonal verbs to form active
participles or gerunds.
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Another problem with this analysis, as I see it, is that it seems to imply that not only is
the semantic case unpredictable, but also that it is accidental and random, i.e. there is no
semantic motivation to case selection and we cannot intuitively explain why certain verbs are
specified in the lexicon as assigning the dative case and some are not. However, it is generally
recognized that certain “semantic generalizations … can be made about which verbs will assign
inherent dative, not only within but across languages” (McFadden, 2002:2).
Such generalizations can be accounted for by a relatively new approach to studying
quirky case, a cognitive grammar (CG) approach6, which assumes that case morphemes are
inherently meaningful (although polysemous), and that their meanings cluster around “central
prototypical senses” (Smith, 1997:122). Instead of presupposing that grammatical relations and
semantic roles are “all-or-nothing notions with clear-cut conceptual boundaries,” the CG
framework accepts the possibility that, “depending on semantic circumstances, nominals might
have different degrees of subjecthood, objecthood, or semantic role,” and that semantic cases
“might also reflect this kind of variation” (Smith, 1997:121).
Although justifying (or even merely evaluating) the tenets of the CG framework and
responding to potential criticism is well beyond the scope of this paper, a very brief discussion of
at least one major criticism of the framework and a response to it does not seem to be completely
out of place, as it may provide the reader with at least a glimpse of the current debate around CG.
One of the most common criticisms of CG can be summarized as follows. Given the hypothesis
of the theory of universal grammar, all semantic structures of all human languages should be
basically the same. If cases are semantically meaningful, why, then, do different languages often
use different cases on the arguments of synonymous verbs? To illustrate this argument, I will use

6

The reader is referred to Langacker, R. 1991. Foundations of Cognitive Grammar. Vol. 2, Descriptive Application.
Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press. See also a comprehensive overview in Smith 1997.
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an example cited in Smith (1997): while in the Icelandic expression for “brandish a sword” the
object appears in the dative case, an equivalent German expression requires the accusative case
on the object (p. 129).
The explanation for this fact from a CG perspective follows from the assumption that
even though the same essential cognitive and conceptual abilities are shared by all humans,
meaning is “a conceptual phenomenon” that is “shaped by construal,” and for that reason is not
necessarily universally coded across languages. Each structure is semantically distinct and
symbolizes a particular construal of a given objective situation. Thus, the assignment of different
cases to arguments of synonymous verbs in different languages symbolizes “different kinds of
[semantically motivated] imagery7 which are conventionalized … in each language,” and each
case evokes a “slightly different kind of [situation] construal.” More specifically, the accusative
case on the noun in “brandish a sword” in German emphasizes the patient-like qualities of the
sword, whereas the dative case in Icelandic accentuates both its patient-like nature and its
association with human experiencers (Smith, 1997: 128-30).
In Langacker‟s theory of CG, the conceptualizing of interactions among participants in
typical situations depends on our prelinguistic notion of the following role archetypes: agent,
instrument, experiencer, and theme. A typical transitive event, for example, is described as an
action chain that occurs within a setting. In this action chain “an energetic agent participant
instigates an action which flows through an instrument and ends up at a theme … The
experiencer participant typically exhibits mental activity in response to the activity along the

7

The notion of imagery seems to be a particularly important theoretical concept in CG. It is defined as “the ability
of speakers to construe an objective event or situation in different ways for purposes of grammatical coding” (Smith,
1997: 122). Situation construal is another important notion: the cross-linguistic differences lie not in objective
situations, but in construals of these situations. Cognitive operations such as metaphor and metonymy also play a
central role in CG. See, for instance, the discussion in Taylor, J. 1995. Linguistic Categorization: Prototypes in
Linguistic Theory. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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chain. … The agent and experiencer are both active participants in their respective domains …
while the instrument and theme entities are generally construed as passive participants” (qtd. in
Smith, 1997:124-25).
Based on the CG framework, Smith provides an interesting account of quirky case in
Icelandic and shows that quirky cases are meaningful (although polysemous, some senses being
more central than others), and that “the conceptual content of 3SG agreement [cf. the Russian
example in (1b) above] is a semantic extension of ordinary agreement” as the agreement occurs
with the setting rather than with an action participant (Smith, 1997: 125-26). The quirky cases in
Icelandic (nominative, dative, and accusative) are shown to evoke different construals “of a
relationship in which the nominal referent participates” (p. 130). Thus,
…nominative signifies that the entity it marks is the head of the profiled portion of the
action chain, typically agents; dative marks experiencers (indirect objects, i.e. entities that
are bilaterally involved, in that they are simultaneously construed as affected by an action
and as actual or potential actors or loci of mental energy in their own right); and
accusative marks the tail of the profiled portion of the action chain, typically
patients/themes (direct objects), which are construed as maximally affected (or changed)
by the action… (pp. 130-31).
Smith‟s (1997) analysis of Icelandic dative shows that “the conceptual content of prototypical
dative case explicitly marks the experiencer nominal as having both agent-like and patient-like
properties (bilateral involvement),” and that “the conceptual content of prototypical accusative
centers around its use to mark direct objects (entities conceived as strongly affected by energy
directed toward them…)” (p. 125).
Because participant roles are gradual (i.e., there can be different degrees of agenthood,
patienthood, etc.), and because there is usually a finite number of case markers in any given
language, case markers are polysemous, and languages can be expected to set their own
boundaries to accommodate the gradual range of role values. In the next part of the paper I will
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compare the meanings of the dative and accusative quirky cases in Russian against conclusions
drawn by Smith (1997) for Icelandic. The data have been collected from two Russian
contemporary novels: My („We’) by Evgenij Zamjatin (indicated as EZ) and Sobachje Serdce
(„The Dog’s Heart’) by Mihkail Bulgakov (indicated as MB)8.
In order to account for the nominative/dative/accusative morphology on Icelandic
experiencer-subjects, Smith (1997) proposes that nominative accentuates the experiencer‟s
agentive properties (i.e., the experiencer is construed as the head of the action chain which exerts
mental contact toward another entity), whereas the dative and accusative cases are perceived as
“nonagentive” (134). Accusative in Icelandic is found more with “verbs denoting physiological
states” and dative, on the other hand, with verbs “denoting psychological states” (134).
Furthermore, experiencers coded with the dative case are construed as bilaterally involved, i.e.
they are affected by some action or force, but are also in turn reacting to it in some way. With the
accusative case, in contrast, the experiencers‟ participation in the event is construed as
completely involuntary; they are coded as passive recipients of the energy directed toward them
(Smith, 1997:154-55).
Based on my data, most of Smith‟s predictions seem to be borne out for Russian as well.
First, let‟s consider the accusative experiencer-subject sentences, presented in (7) and (8):
(7)

From EZ

a.

Menja vzorvalo.
Me.Acc explode.3.Sg.Neuter
“I exploded”

8

Found through the online library of Russian literary prose (“The Russian Virtual Library”) available at
<www.lib.ru>. The search was limited to personal pronouns and resulted in a total of 32 constructions, presented in
(7)-(10).
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b.

Mne9 nado,
menja
neuderzhimo tjanet
– chtoby rjadom s nej
Me.Dat necessary me.Acc irresistibly pull.3.Sg.Neut in order to near with her
“I need to… [some irresistible force] is pulling me… to be near her”

c.

Kak molniej … razrjad:
menja pronzilo,
skrutilo
v uzel.
Like lightning strike.Masc me.Acc pierce.3Sg.Neut twist.3Sg.Neut in knot
“Like a lightning strike… I was pierced, twisted in a knot”

(8)

From MB

a.

No vdrug ego
jarostnuju mysl’
but suddenly his.Acc furious.Acc thought.Acc
“Suddenly his furious thought got interrupted”

b.

Potrudites‟
nakormit‟ ego,
kogda ego
perestanet
toshnit‟
Labor.Imper feed.Inf him.Acc when him.Acc stop.3.Sg.Neut vomit.Inf
“Be sure to feed him when he stops vomiting”

c.

Kakogo zhe
leshego,
sprashivaetsja, nosilo
ego
v kooperativ..?
What.Gen particle devil.Mas.Gen (one) asks carry.3.Sg.Neut him.Acc to cooperative
“Why in the world, one might ask, would he go to a private store?”

d.

Nakloniv
golovu,
brosilas‟
baryshnja v ataku, prorvalas‟
Tilt.Participle head.Acc rushed3.Sg.Fem lady.Nom in attack broke through.3.Sg.Fem
v vorota, i na ulitse nachalo
to gate and on street began3.Sg.Neut

perebilo
break/interrupt.3.Sg.Neuter

ee
vertet‟,
her.Acc spin.Inf

raskidyvat‟,
throw around.Inf

potom zavintilo
snezhnym vintom, i
ona
propala.
then rotate.3.Sg.Neut snowy.Instr twirl and she.Nom disappeared.3.Sg.Fem
“Having tilted her head, the lady rushed in attack, broke through the gate and into the
street, and [some force] began to spin her, throw around, then [it] started rotating her in a snowy
twirl, and then she disappeared.”
What can be inferred from these examples is that, first, all accusative subjects are indeed nonagentive. The experiencers in all examples are being directly affected by actions taking place and
are going through a physical change (mostly unpleasant) as a result of some force applied to
them (as Smith writes for Icelandic, they are “involuntary participants in the profiled situation, in
9

Note that this sentence contains both the dative and the accusative subjects. The dative case on the subject in the
first clause corresponds to a situation where the subject is construed as only mentally involved/affected by the
situation, whereas the accusative in the second clause marks the subject as physically affected by some force.
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which an abstract setting is conceived to act upon them, so that their subject-like (i.e. reactive)
potential is low, thus motivating the use of the accusative)” (141). The subjects are being blown
up, pulled, pierced, twisted, broken, nauseated, carried, thrown around, rotated – in other words,
undergoing a certain physical change as a result of the application of some force, which is
perceived to be stronger than they are.
Now let‟s compare these examples to the following set of data in (9) and (10),
representing the dative quirky subjects:
(9)

From EZ

a.

Mne
vdrug vspomnilas‟
kartina v muzee
Me.Dat suddenly remembered3.Sg.Neut.Refl
painting in museum
“I suddenly remembered the painting in the museum.”

b.

Mne kazhetsja …
menja sotvorili vy…
Mne ochen‟ lestno…
Me.Dat seem3.Sg.Neut.Refl meAcc created.2 you.Nom. Me.Dat very please3.Sg.Neut
“It seems to me … You created me… I am very pleased”

c.

Na uglu
ei
bylo
napravo, mne – nalevo.
On corner her.Dat
was3.Sg.Neut right
me.Dat left
“At the corner, she was to go right, and I was to go left”

d.

Mne smeshno
i v to zhe vremja ochen‟ trudno
gororit‟ ob .. etom.
Me.Dat funny3.Sg.Neut and at the same time very hard.3.Sg.Neut speak.Inf of this
“It is funny and at the same time very difficult for me to talk about this.”

e.

Mne
xochetsja
slagat‟
Me.Dat
want.3.Sg.Neut.Refl create.Inf
“I want to write poems or prayers.”

f.

Mne
sluchalos‟
vidat‟ ego vyxodjashim iz
Buro Khranitelei
Me.Dat happened.3.Sg.Neut.Refl see.Inf him leaving.Acc from Bureau Keepers
“I from time to time happened to see him leaving the Bureau of the Keepers”

g.

Mne
xotelos‟
sporit‟
s nej, krichat‟ na nee no prixodilos‟ soglashatsja
Me.Dat wanted.3.Sg.Neut argue.Inf with her yell.Inf at her but must.3.Sg.Neut agree.Inf
“I wanted to argue with her, yell at her, but I had to agree”

h.

Mne
bylo
jasno vidno…
Me.Dat was3.Sg.Neut clearly seen

stixi ili molitvy.
poems or prayers
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“I could clearly see…”
i.

Mne strashno lubopytno:
vy poidete
v Buro ili net?
Me.Dat very curious3.Sg.Neut
you go.2Fut to Bureau or not?
“I am very curious: Are you going to the Bureau?”

j.

Mne bylo
zhutko ostatsja
Me.Dat was3.Sg.Neut scary remain.Inf
“I was afraid to be [alone] with myself”

k.

Mne zhal‟ vas,
esli vy ne znaete…
Me.Dat sorry you.Acc if you not know.2.Pl
“I feel sorry for you if you don‟ know…”

l.

Razve
emu
malo
oxotnogo rjada?
Quest. Particle him.Acc
lack3.Sg.Neut “Okhotny Rjad” (type of a store)
“Is Okhotnyi Rjad not good enough for him?”

s samim
soboj
wih own.Masc self.Masc.Instr

(10) From MB
a.

Zhal‟ mne ee,
zhal‟! No samogo sebja
mne eshe bolshe zhal‟
Sorry me.Dat her.Acc sorry But own.Acc self.Acc me.Dat even more sorry
“I do feel sorry for her. But I feel even more sorry for myself”

b.

Ej-to
xot‟ doma teplo, nu a mne,
a mne?
Her.Dat(+particle) at least home warmly but me.Dat but me.Dat
“At least she is warm in her home, but am I warm? Am I?”

c.

…tebja-to
mne
i
nado
you.Acc(+particle) me.Dat emph. need.Sg.Neut
“It‟s you that I need”

d.

Shto zhe
mne
teper‟ delat‟ , professor?
What (particle) me.Dat now do.Inf professor
“What do I do now, professor?”

e.

Mne samomu ochen‟ neprijatno
Me.Dat self.Dat very unpleasantly
“I myself feel unpleasant”

f.

Kl‟janus‟ vam,
mne smeshno!
Swear1.Sg. you.Dat me.Dat funny
“I swear to you, [it/something] makes me laugh!”
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g.

Ne nravitsja
mne, ne nravitsja!
Not like.3.Sg.Neut.Refl
meDat not like.3.Sg.Neut.Refl
“I don‟t like it, I really don‟t!”

h.

Otchego mne
tak mutno
i strashno? – podumal
pes…
Why me.Dat so confusing and scary
thought.3.Sg.Masc dog.Nom
“Why [do I feel] so confused and scared? – the dog thought”

i.

Mne 60 let.
Me.Dat 60 years.Gen
“I am sixty years old”

j.

Mne po matushke nel‟zja.
Plevat‟ nel‟zja.
Me.Dat by mother not allowed.Neut
spit.Inf not allowed.Neut
“I am not allowed to swear… Not allowed to spit”

k.

Kak zhe
mne
ne vmeshivat‟sja?
How particle me.Dat not interfere.Inf.Refl
“How can I not interfere?” or “How is it possible for me not to interfere?”

l.

…mne nadoelo
delat‟
zamechanija.
Me.Dat tiring.Neut make.Inf comments.Acc
“I am sick and tired of making [corrective] comments”

m.

“Mozhno
mne
ujti?” – sprosila ona.
May/possible.Neut me.Dat leave.Inf asked.Fem she.Nom
“May I leave? [or „Is it possible for me to leave?]– she asked.”

The dative case seems to be used with verbs and predicates of obligation („necessary,‟ „possible‟)
perception („seem‟), feelings, emotions, and various psychological states. All of these
constructions are stative: there is little or no action going on, no apparent physical change taking
place. All of the examples in (9) and (10) above include constructions with impersonal (or
“category-of-state”) predicates or 3.Sg verbs, a fact also noted by Smith for Icelandic. Smith
(1987) takes it as evidence to argue that “the setting” is semantically relevant for this type of
constructions: the situation in each case is construed in such a way that “some kind of impersonal
force is … influencing the experiencer, which then induces a reaction from the experiencer” (p.
138). Thus, „something‟ makes a person remember the picture or laugh, „something‟ prevents
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him/her from interfering, „something‟ requires him/her to go left or right or makes him/her feel
certain things. What these examples seem to have in common with the accusative examples in
(8) or (9) is that the experiencer, once again, is always perceived as affected in some way by
some force. What‟s unique about the dative constructions is, first, that this effect is psychological
or mental rather than physical, and second, that the experiencers at the same time perform (or are
perceived as capable or performing) some mental activity in response to the force, i.e., they are a
little more “agentlike” and less “patientlike” (figuratively speaking) than subjects in the
accusative. The dative experiencers do not undergo any notable physical change (unlike their
accusative counterparts), and they are not viewed as completely powerless, i.e. they are only
somewhat affected by the force acting upon them. In most cases they can be said to be semivoluntary (but not completely involuntary or passive) participants of an event or a situation.
These conclusions also seem to corroborate the findings of Levine (1986), who in his
analysis of the “inalienable dative” constructions in Russian writes that the dative usually marks
the “peripherally affected object”; in other words, it indicates that “the action is directed at” and
“affects” its referent (pp. 440-41). However, unlike with the accusative-subject constructions, the
consequences of such an effect (i.e., whether or not it induces serious change in the experiencer)
are downplayed (or, to use one of Smith‟s terms, “not in profile”).
Interestingly, Russian has a dative reflexive particle sebe, which, to the best of my
knowledge, has not been discussed in the literature in relation to the semantics of quirky dative
subjects in Russian. The dative particle sebe occurs with a variety of verbs, many of which are
action verbs with performer subjects, and the information it conveys is “that the action or
behavior of the subject is completely self-directed, without regard for the outside world” (Klenin,
p. 194). Consider, for example, sentences in (11) and (12) below:
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(11)

On sidit
sebe i
pojot
He sit.3.Sg „sebe‟ and sing.3.Sg
“He is just sitting there and singing”

(12)

Net, uzh ty luchshe ostav‟ menja, poezzhaj
No but you better leave meDat go.2.Sg.Imper
“No, you better leave me; go ahead, go alone”10

sebe odin
„sebe‟ alone

If we compare the Russian sentences „On pojot‟ and „On sebe pojot‟ (both translated as “He is
singing”), it seems that while subject of the former sentence is construed as merely the agent of
singing, the latter sentence represents the agent as also the experiencer of this action (i.e., the
“hearer”).
The Russian particle sebe is commonly used in colloquial speech with the phrase na
zdorovje – „to [one‟s] benefit/satisfaction‟ (lit. „to [one‟s] health‟), for example:
(13)

Pust‟ sebe igraet
(na zdorovje).
Let sebe play.3.Sg to health
“Let him/her play [as he/she pleases, to his/her benefit, etc.]

(14)

Esh
/ pei
sebe (na zdorovje).
Eat2.Sg. /drink2.Sg.
„sebe‟ to health
“Eat/drink to your satisfaction”

What the na zdorovje-test reveals is that the particle sebe is used precisely in contexts where the
action is supposed to have some direct effect on the agent, e.g. fulfilling the agent‟s needs or
desires. For instance, the agent is expected to receive some mental satisfaction or enjoyment
from playing in example (13), or some physical satisfaction from eating or drinking in example
(14). In contrast, sentences without the dative particle reveal nothing about a potential effect of
the action on the participant:

10

While it is difficult (if not impossible) to translate sebe into English, it has been pointed out by Jeanette Gundel
(personal conversation) that the English “go ahead” construction is at least somewhat helpful in conveying the
meaning of Russian sebe (although it seems that the “go ahead”-translation only works in imperative contexts).
Thus, it would be strange to tell someone to “go ahead and do X” if we don‟t assume first that the possibility of
doing X is already on the person‟s mind, i.e., that a certain action or behavior is to a large extent self-directed or
self-motivated.
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(15)

Pust‟ on
igraet.
Let heNom. play.3.Sg
“Let him/her play”

(16)

Esh
/ pei.
Eat2.Sg / drink.2.Sg
„Eat! / Drink!”
In light of the above discussion, it seems that it is no accident that sebe is a Dative

particle (it cannot be used in any other case with this meaning). The meaning of the Dative
reflexive particle sebe is actually very close to the meaning of the Dative subjects, where the
Dative case marks a bilaterally involved experiencer – one who is affected by a situation and
also exhibits some degree of personal mental reaction to it.
This paper presented a discussion of the issue of quirky case assignment from the
semantic and syntactic points of view and further provided an attempt of applying the theory of
cognitive grammar (essentially, a semantic approach) to interpreting the meaning of quirky
subjects in Russian. I have extended Smith‟s (1997) explanation of accusative and dative quirky
subjects in Icelandic to the Russian data. Smith‟s (1997) observations for Icelandic turned out to
hold true for the Russian accusative/dative distinction, where the accusative case was found to
mark passively-construed experiencers (i.e., involuntary participants in a situation, often affected
physically by some force) and the dative occurred primarily on experiencers whose involvement
in a situation was meant to be perceived as bilateral (i.e., they were construed as affected by
some force and in turn reacting mentally to it). These conclusions, if on the right track, point to
the idea that the so-called “quirky” cases in Russian are not simply “defective” or “accidental”;
rather, they have distinct sets of meanings, which can be studied systematically both in the
context of future linguistic work on Russian case and in second language classrooms.
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Ger Districts: Chronicles, Explorations and Considerations of
Mongolia’s Informal Settlements
Professor Brian R. Sinclair, FRAIC AIA (Intl)
Environmental Design, University of Calgary, Canada
Human Environmental Sciences, University of Missouri, USA

“A slum is defined as a group of individuals living under the same roof lacking one or
more of the following conditions: access to improved water; access to improved
sanitation facilities; sufficient living area, not overcrowded; structural quality|durability
of dwellings; and security of tenure. This is an operational definition that reflects
conditions that characterize slums in the world.” United Nations Habitat (2003) 1
Informal settlements, in many cases characterized as slums, are home to a significant
portion of the planet’s population. With little formal land planning and limited quality
from an architecture & construction perspective, such informal settlements routinely
develop as unhygienic, chaotic, under‐managed and often unsafe environments. In
many instances densities are very high, infrastructure is weak or absent, and living
conditions are sub‐standard. Drawn to urban centers for an array of reasons, including
most commonly the lure of employment, slum dwellers quickly become caught in an
inescapable cycle where money is scarce, demands are high and difficult housing and
lifestyles become accepted. While conditions are often problematic, there are many
aspects of community that surface and prove to introduce some order and routine into
daily lives. For example, the presence of a water station proves a rally point for member
of a given community. The range of conditions and types of informal settlements is
wide and intensive, varying based on such factors as geography, culture, climate,
resources and economy.
The current research focuses on the ger districts, or informal settlements of Mongolia
with a focus on said districts within the capital city of Ulaan Baatar. Mongolia is a
mysterious isolated country in|tensely locked between the past super‐power of Russia
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and the current global force of China. With a population of approximately 2.5 million
and a land area (17th largest country in the world) larger than Western Europe,
Mongolia stands as one of the least dense nations on the planet. It also is undeniably
one of the poorest, with over a third of the population living below the poverty line (one
half of these people residing in urban areas). Mongolia is ranked 118th in the world with
respect to the Human Development Indicator. While there are small settlements
dotting the landscape, the country is largely comprised of communal land inhabited by
nomadic families. Standing in stark contrast to the rural landscape is the capital city of
Urga (now Ulaan Bataar). With a burgeoning population, Ulaan Baatar (UB) is a city rich
in complexity, diverse in culture, yet rife with challenges. Leading the pack in terms of
urban problems are the informal ger settlements which wrap the city proper. Recent
accounts place the ger settlement population at almost 60% of the urban count. These
sprawling settlements are informally planned, lack infrastructure, and present massive
dilemmas from a quality of life/health perspective.
Over recent years the author, the only foreign member of the Union of Mongolian
Architects, has ethnographically researched and extensively documented the lives of
both the urban ger district dwellers and the rural traditional nomadic herdsmen. This
work has been a fundamental aspect of, and necessary complement to, ongoing design
and planning work aimed at improving quality of life in Mongolia including and urgently
within Ulaan Baatar’s remarkable ger districts. The present paper presents compelling
narratives documenting life in these informal settlements, considers the immense
challenges of the status quo and explores ideas, innovations and opportunities for
moving in new and promising directions.
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CONTEXT + CIRCUMSTANCES
“In the center of the ger, directly underneath the roof ring, is the cooking fire. In the
early twentieth century, a type of iron hearth called tulga was used. A large cauldron is
placed on top of the tulga, and the smoke from the fire rises through the roof ring. The
tulga is the symbol of the home, and many aspects of fire worship, with which it is
closely associated, survive today.” Bikales (2001) 2
Our human journey, and human condition, proves richly colored and deeply varied. A
major objective of the present research work was to ‘paint a picture’ of life in Mongolia.
While the focus of this research is in urban areas, most notably the ger districts of Ulaan
Baatar, it was nonetheless deemed essential by the author to concurrently explore and
delineate the more traditional, rurally‐based nomadic lifestyle. It is important to
understand that many, though not certainly all, of the ger district residents come
directly from herding backgrounds. Many residents of these slum areas have arrived to
Ulaan Baatar from the countryside following years, if not generations, of nomadic
existence. As these newcomers arrive to the city they are commonly ill‐prepared and
inadequately equipped to succeed. With novel circumstances, unclear regulations, and
an atmosphere of chaos, disorder and at times corruption, adaptation to urban life is
often difficult and turbulent.
Over several years of research the author spent extensive field time with both urban
and rural dwellers. Equipped with a set of ‘city’ and country’ base questions, the
researcher observed, queried, explored and examined a broad spectrum of issues that
together illustrate key Mongolian lifestyles. Deploying ethnographic methods and
aiming to collect and generate ‘thick’ descriptions, the researcher often expanded and
navigated beyond the base questions in order to gain clarity and to build better
awareness around activities, values and traditions. As a part of the immersive
experiences the researcher often participated in national pursuits (such as horse riding),
partook in local cuisine (such as chanasan makh; boiled meat and innards), and lived
within the communities (such as sleeping in gers on the steppes). While this approach
in no way placed the author into a position of authority on Mongolian life, it did serve to
enrich understanding of same so as to better inform thinking around the development
of a more appropriate, sensitive and meaningful design and planning framework for the
Mongolian context. This direct immersive experience also served to build respect and
appreciation for other ways of seeing the world, of interacting with fellow beings, and of
valuing life and our place in the ecosystem.
It is important to understand how attitudes and approaches relate and vary between
country and city dwellers. In many cases concerns are shared, yet in many ways
behaviors were seen to vary dramatically. It can be argued that much changes, and
indeed much is lost, in the transition from country to city living. Many aspects of life
that are clearly valued in rural existence seem to be discounted or abandoned through
3
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taking root in the urban fabric. Reasons underlying these differences are many and
complex. While the present paper does not aim to fully explain (e.g., sociologically or
psychologically) the reasons for and nature of such differences and losses, the
ethnographic portraits certainly convey rich and colorful information shedding light on
the issues. The researcher crafted concise ‘vignettes’ that attempt to characterize ways
of life, values and traditions, etc. These vignettes are not cast as universal or definitive,
but rather aim to provide a limited and albeit somewhat personal glimpse into the
researcher’s experiences, thoughts and interpretations gained through the culturally
immersive field component of the present work. Following each vignette (i.e., country
and city) excerpts from actual interviews are presented to provide further color, context
and ‘personal’ aspects of the ethnographic endeavors.

COUNTRY VIGNETTE

For thousands of years Mongolian people have lived as nomads on the Asia steppe.
Living in gers and moving around in response to available grazing lands, the herdsman’s
way of life proves highly connected to nature with a deep respect for the land. They live
off their herds, wasting nothing. They burn dung as fuel. In some cases modern
herdsman experiment with new technologies such as solar panels, micro‐wind turbines,
televisions and cellular phones. Often their transportation is provided by their animals,
although with increasing frequency one finds herdsmen with cars, trucks and
motorcycles. They accumulate only what they can carry, knowing that the nomadic
lifestyles requires common movement in search of feeding lands. Through the present
research, and the ethnographic efforts therein, a picture was shaped of the present day
Mongolian herdsman. Primary aspects of the lifestyle center on the ger, or tent, that
pragmatically provides shelter and symbolically represents the cosmos. The ger sits
gently on the landscape with its door always directed to the south. At the north of the
ger resides a Buddhist shrine, a constant reminder of the crucial place of spirituality in
the culture. The ger is organized internally with sleeping, cooking and living areas. Food
is ritualistically prepared and stored. The ger as a living machine is readily adjusted in
response to climate and circumstances. As winter approaches additional layers of felt
are added to ensure protection from the severe chilling winds. As a people the
herdsmen are welcoming and open. That said, they have clear social order and well
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developed skills for survival on the harsh steppe. Over the period of the present field
studies the researcher was impressed with the remarkable connections of the herdsmen
to the environment, of their understanding of their role in the ecosystem, of their
respect for nature and life, of their joy of family and respect for others, of their
commitment to a life of hard work and honest living, and of their happiness and
pleasure. Seldom was a herdsman heard to say that s/he wanted to abandon nomadic
life to move to the city. Rather, comments were commonly voiced expressing the
hardships and difficulties of rural living yet underscoring its undeniable benefits and rich
rewards.

EXCERPTS FROM A COUNTRY INTERVIEW:
Countryside east of UB
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Man age 59 years old.
Originally from western Mongolia.
How long in this area? Approximately eight years. Why did you move here?
Western Mongolia is too far from big markets. Also wanted children to attend
university in UB.
Three people live in ger. Husband, wife and a son (with job in UB).
The family visits UB quite often, perhaps two‐three times per month. Why?
Father owns a wooden house and yard in UB. Youngest son works for the
railway and lives in the father’s UB house.
He has five children all together. Four of them live together in his UB house. Son
with railway. Daughter with railway. Daughter a university teacher. Daughter
who does sewing.
Animals? Total herd is about 350. 270 sheep. 70 goats. Then horses.
How is life in the countryside? He cares greatly about his animals. Likes freedom
of being a herdsman.
Sells meat. Making some profit. It’s important to support his children.
He moves his ger a minimum of four times per year. When does he move?
Seasonally. He checks lunar calendar to decide right date and time. Follows
lunar calendar for many decisions.
He owns a quite new truck.
Uses the truck for moving the ger. Also sometimes uses it to go to the city.
Each day he wakes at 5am then goes to sleep around 11pm. Summer days are
very long.
At present he does not own a TV although he had one before.
Has a small solar panel that powers a light in the ger.
Has a mobile phone. Charges the phone using the cigarette lighter in his truck.
Ger? He has two gers. Uses the smaller one for more mobile travel. He has had
his large ger for about 37 years. The smaller one is over 60 years old – he
received it from his grandparents.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Small ger includes a Buddhist shrine.
Democracy versus socialist period? Not a lot of change for herdsmen. But today
prices for goods are increasing. University fees are very high. One million T
(Mongolian Tugrik is the currency in Mongolia). This is very hard.
More people are building fences today in Mongolia. And creating plantations.
Such actions are taking away valuable herding land. This is a real problem.
People are also digging around and ruining streams. It seems there is less good
water today in Mongolia. Worsening water quality. This is hard on animals.
Future? When he is older it will become more difficult to care for the animals.
Perhaps then he would consider a move to the city.
Will a move to the city be hard? Yes, for sure. He is not looking forward to this
possibility. He knows there is bad air and a poor life in the city.

CITY VIGNETTE

Many of the residents in the ger districts come from rural nomadic backgrounds. As is
the case with slums areas around the planet, many arrived to the city in search of work
and a better life. Despite such dreams the conditions of the city, and life in the ger
districts, proves demanding, difficult and often depressingly disappointing. Homes in
the many ger districts of Ulaan Baatar are varied in size, organization and definition.
Many yards have one or more gers as the primary residence. In some cases, usually
where dwellers are more established and with some means, yards contain so‐called
wooden houses (in some cases they might be constructed with concrete, bricks and|or
metal). Most yards display ambiguity and disorder as regards positioning of the fence
and size of the property contained. In some cases local governmental administration
and policy plays a role, often closer to the urban core. At the peri‐urban edges policy
and order assume a background role as the city attempts to informally accommodate an
influx of migrants. Typically many individuals live within a ger district dwelling. In some
cases multiple families live within a yard (khashaa), and commonly multiple generations
of a given family dwell together. Yards are routinely protected with high wooden
and|or metal fences, with doors, dogs and locks providing a heightened level of security.
Pit latrines are dug nearby yet downwind of gers as migrants arrive to the city. Once a
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given pit is filled a new pit is dug in the yard, often adjacent to the initial pit. In some
areas of the city, most notably the inner areas, some yards are so replete with spent
latrines there is no more available land and the full extent of the property is
contaminated. Typically electrical wires are dropped into ger districts (or unofficially
spliced in) with residents paying the government for services. Beyond electricity few
services are available. Infrastructure is desperately lacking. Wooden slats are burned in
open stoves inside dwellings in the summer. In winter dirty coal is burned, resulting in
unimaginable air pollution. Seldom in the city is use of alternative energy witnessed –
such as solar panels, wind turbines or biofuels. Water is a major issue in the ger districts,
with clean water purchased at local kiosks (water is trucked to these kiosks by the
government). Often ger district residents need to travel significant distances to fetch
water. In some cases wheeled carts are used to move the water yet in other cases (and
commonly) the researcher saw very heavy canisters being moved manually (and often
by young children). In the transition from the country life to the city herds are sold off,
resulting in the need for food, fuel, and other goods to be purchased or traded in Ulaan
Baatar. Garbage is a major problem in the ger districts, with trash piled in leftover
spaces, collected by the city in some cases (in best case scenarios once or twice a
month), left to rot in many instances and in other circumstances set afire. Public space
is scarce in the ger districts and where found is often ill kept and unmanaged. In
numerous instances the researcher witnessed ger district residents urinating and|or
defecating on the streets of these communities. Public toilets are non‐existent.
Throughout the interviews conducted in the ger districts of Ulaan Baatar a strong and
overwhelming sense of hopelessness was expressed. Concerns about health, safety,
isolation, fear and disconnection were commonly voiced. In very few cases in the city
interviews did the researcher note happiness expressed about the present situation nor
optimism raised about the future. More often than not there was serious concern
about a very poor quality of life, a desperation regarding chaos and disorder, and a real
apathy about individual ability to make any positive difference.

EXCERPTS FROM A CITY INTERVIEW:
UB northeastern area
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Woman age 53 years old.
Lives with three of four children – boy (19), girl (18), girl (14) ‐ and her father
(age 90). Older boy lives in South Gobi.
She retired one year ago. Was in telecommunications in rural town for over 30
years.
Moved to UB one year ago. Why? To have children closer to schools.
UB. She likes living here – a lot of work opportunities.
Big yard is owned by relatives. She lives on property in exchange for helping to
guard yard.
Ger areas. Too many street children. High unemployment. High alcoholism.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University fees are too high in Mongolia.
Many people in UB don’t seem to care about things.
Her father was a herdsman.
In Mongolia today the high ranking people are taking all the money. Very hard
for poor people to survive.
It is much harder now than in the socialist era.
Too much unemployment now. Limits of age are a problem – government is
forcing people to retire too early. Then very hard to live.
Water supply is very far away.
Fuel is expensive. Very far away.
Democracy has meant wide range of treatment of people. Varied quality and
often unfair.
Need state supplied water delivered directly to houses.
Mother and daughter (14) collect water – approximately one bus station away
(800m). Fetch water every day.
Buy fuel from the landowner.
Electricity fees are expensive and increasing.
Food. Mostly buy in downtown area. Buy meat from the countryside.
Usually have to take the bus to get places, such as downtown.
Public transportation is very poor.
14 year old daughter – stays at home and helps mother. Likes to attend some
activities with friends, but often quite far away.
Making food to sell in city center every day.
Safety. Not so safe outside the fence.
Medical treatment. She has not visited yet. It is quite far away.
Ger. Quite good to live in, but would prefer a two‐three room house.
Currently they live in a ger without a full floor (only partial) – problem.
She wanted to live in UB for quite a long time.
Her father (very elderly) doesn’t care where he lives. Too old. Just happy to be
alive.
Sleeping in ger: father on east side. Mother and daughter on west side.

FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN + PLANNING
“Each time she returns to North America or Europe from Ladakh, Norberg‐Hodge
watches in dismay as people rush to make a living and struggle to find meaning in a
civilization that measures the value of everything by its price tag. As the globalization of
the economy marches on things grow harsher for people everywhere: less economic
security, less free time, less community and connections to natural rhythms, more stress,
more microwave dinners, more feelings of inadequacy about our income and our
physical attractiveness.” Walljsper & Spayde (2001) 3
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The challenges of design + planning for and in informal settlements are many, difficult
and perplexing. Often there are particular agencies and organizations involved that, by
necessity and efficiency as driving rationale, tend to have specific agendas and their own
approaches to problem solving. This situation, while understandable, is insufficient.
Such approaches, due to pressures of managing complexity, are commonly narrow and
usually uni‐disciplinary. A good example might be the need for a medical clinic where
the main goal becomes building a physical structure as opposed to more fully
considering an array of environmental conditions that seriously, and negatively, impact
public health. While it is undeniable that many problems must be tackled using quite
circumscribed procedures and manageable methods (i.e., there is a definite need and
place for focused expertise and specializations), it is also true that such constraints
should be coupled with a solid understanding of the ‘bigger picture’. The author’s
approach arguably deviates from more conventional approaches in its attention to this
broader ‘umbrella’ scale, in its focus on interdisciplinary thinking, and in its proposed
framework which by intention and invention assume an overarching and holistic posture.

A significant, extensive and long‐running research effort by the author has been
directed at the conception and construction of a model, or FRAMEWORK, with which to
9
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approach design + planning writ large. In the case of the present research the
immediate challenge is, of course, concerned with Ulaan Baatar’s extensive and
troubling ger districts and improvements to the milieu contained therein. Said
framework includes an underlying knowledge base, cast as Foundational Tactics, and
comprising the topical areas of PLACE‐MAKING, SUSTAINABILITY, CULTURE, DESIGN and
GUIDELINES. This knowledge, taken collectively, provides a firm base with which to
better analyze, understand and hopefully more productively impact design + planning
efforts in the ger districts (and by extension urban settlements more broadly).
While the aforesaid knowledge categories are foundational and underpinning, the
GUIDELINES are crafted to be overarching, inspiring and suggestive. The model or
FRAMEWORK proposed within this paper assumes that decision makers and
environmental design professionals will necessarily be equipped with this base
knowledge (such as functional knowledge of sustainability) as part of their preparation
for very demanding design + planning activities. This base knowledge should be seen as
requisite for the severe urban‐oriented work in question. The Holistic Guidelines, on the
other hand, point these folks in important directions for critical inquiry relative to local
conditions and specific needs. Said guidelines prove relevant to particular cases through
their ability, at the sub‐category level, to be tailored and customized. The Holistic
Guideline subjects, namely AGILITY, FITNESS, DIVERSITY and DELIGHT, are seen by the
researcher as common to most urban environments and yet highly relevant and
applicable to particular case in point of the informal settlements of Mongolia. While the
present paper considers the unique instance of ger districts, these four Holistic
Guidelines prove germane to urban improvements beyond the developing world – for
example in urban areas of global cities like New York or New Delhi, Toronto or Turin.
Where the fine‐tuning and customization comes into play is at the next level of detail –
that is, within the sub‐categories or Action Areas sitting under the Guideline subjects of
AGILITY, FITNESS, DIVERSITY and DELIGHT. It is at this Action Area level where local
traditions, values, knowledge, policies and politics prove most apropos and meaningful.
Such work is unapologetically subjective and imperfect – arising through the
interpretation of variables in place and at play, considering the aforesaid knowledge
areas (e.g., PLACE‐MAKING), and both informed and inspired by the rich ethnographic
stories told by Mongolians themselves (including ger district residents, herdsmen,
architects, planners, scientists, politicians, civil servants, etc.). While the crafting of
Holistic Guidelines and the associated Action Areas is influenced by evidence, the
exercise is undoubtedly a mélange of both art and science. Like design + planning more
generally, the enterprise of conceiving and constructing the present model or
framework is a marriage of telos and techne – it is an inexact exercise that explicitly
acknowledges the complications, contradictions and complexity inherent in human
habitation. This goal, when all is said and done, of the proposed framework, is to
positively impact thinking and by extension improve the ger districts in ways that
respect culture, protect the environment, and enhance quality of life.
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The Holistic Guidelines should be applied in a cooperative and collaborative manner,
understanding all hold equal value and significance. The Action Areas underlying the
guidelines of AGILITY, FITNESS, DIVERSITY and DELIGHT are seen as having great
flexibility and capacity for customization. These Action Areas are case specific and as
such are subject to change and modification as conditions suggest and context dictates.
For example, some ger districts are close to the urban core and as such gain benefit
through striking distance to established infrastructure (e.g., district heating). Outlying
edge districts, on the other hand, are entirely disconnected and therefore must look to
other solutions. Openness to a range of options, and open‐mindedness, are essential to
the success of the model and vital for the crafting of pertinent and potent Action Areas.
For each Guideline the researcher has proposed and developed four Action Areas.
These specific Action Areas are not definitive but rather should be seen as explicatory.
A developed list of Action Items for a given problem or project, such as a particular ger
district, could be larger and|or different from the proposed sets depending on funding,
personnel and|or perspective.
As this Framework sees actual application in the field much greater attention must be
paid to details, data and conditions. When developing and crafting more finite
guidelines careful attention will be required as pertains the appropriate level of detail,
the appropriate use of language, and the most appropriate means of communication to
ensure most effective awareness, application and implementation. Further, and
critically, each of the Action Areas needs to be cross‐referenced with concerns about
place‐making, sustainability (including triple bottom line thinking), culture and design.
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The four Holistic Guidelines, and their associated Action Areas, should be seen as an
interrelated set – a rich system of give and take where classification is less important
than consideration. In developing this approach the researcher viewed the four
guidelines as intensely connected and entirely complementary. Further, it is the
contention of the researcher that successful design + planning interventions, and
successful environments (e.g., interiors, buildings, landscapes, spaces and places)
thereafter, most regularly arise when attention is given to both poetics and pragmatics.
The trilogy of ‘firmness, function and beauty’ needs to be imagined as a three legged
stool – to weaken or remove one leg serves to destabilize or destroy the system. While
many argue that informal settlements should be tackled with a pragmatic approach only,
it is the researcher’s belief that even the poorest of the poor deserve joy, respect and
dignity in their lives. The fact that someone lives in a slum does not discount the need
for beauty, balance and happiness in their lives. It is perhaps these very individuals and
their communities that need even more attention therein by the decision makers,
politicians, architects and planners vested with the creation and management of
buildings, streets, parks and neighborhoods that comprise cities. The present
Framework, comprising the nested or layered components of Foundational Tactics,
Holistic Guidelines, and Action Areas, proves unconventional and in many ways
indeterminate and discretionary. That said, the real value of this set of knowledge bases,
guideline topics, and action areas, comes via looking at the world, and problems, in new
ways. For an engineer to consider delight is a good step. For a politician to imagine
agility is helpful. For an architect to embrace diversity is beneficial. And for all players
to critically envision and ensure fitness of environments and people is vital to the
realization of communities that are healthier, more livable and more successful. No
small charge for sure, yet necessary and important nonetheless.

SYNOPSIS + MOVING FORWARD

“Already there are conflicts between communities and nations over land, water, oil, fish,
‘pollution rights’, acid rain, genetic resources, forests and many other resources. And
such conflicts can be expected to intensify and to exacerbate already frayed relationships
12
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between women and men, between peoples of differing cultures, races, and faiths.
Some of the conflict will be motivated by greed, some by extreme poverty, and some by
despair.” Barney, Blewett & Barney (1999) 4
Mongolia is at a critical crossroads where it confronts desperate poverty and massive
slums at the same time looking to optimize development (with international partners) of
its vast natural resources and mineral reserves. Despite being one of the world’s
poorest countries Mongolia has a remarkably rich history, an impressive land ethic with
regard to nomadic life, and a genuine desire to move more fully onto the global stage.
To reach towards and begin to realize its aspirations, Mongolia will need new ways of
seeing, thinking and acting. Mongolians will need to innovatively and potently partner,
among key stakeholders within the country and between the country and a plethora of
professionals, aid agencies and non‐governmental organizations beyond its borders.
The present model developed by the author over the past few years is intended in a
more holistic manner to tackle design + planning with cultural sensitivity and a serious
push to greater sustainability. It takes an overarching view of a complex ethos and,
through an integrative method, aims to develop solutions and generate opportunities
that are more appropriate for the context and conditions arising in the informal
settlements of Mongolia. No small task and yet one which affords hope and promise at
the current juncture.
Keywords: ger districts, Ulaan Baatar, Mongolia, framework, architecture, planning,
environmental design, development, ethnography.
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Culture, Context and the Pursuit of Sustainability:
Contemplating Problems, Parameters + Possibilities
in an Increasingly Complex World
Professor Brian R. Sinclair, FRAIC AIA (Intl)
Environmental Design, University of Calgary, Canada
Human Environmental Sciences, University of Missouri, USA

“In the city of Brahman is a secret dwelling, the lotus of the heart. Within this dwelling is
a space, and within that space is the fulfillment of our desires. What is within that
space should be longed for and realized.” (Chandogya Upanishad)
Design and planning in our modern ethos is often confounded by serious and endemic
conditions of deep fragmentation, rampant bureaucratization and ineffective regulation.
Such barriers commonly hamper or cripple the ability of environmental designers to
realize success in the execution of responsive, responsible, and superb projects. Adding
to the impressive mix of challenges are cost escalation, outdated technologies|
techniques, conservative posturing and the ever‐daunting threat of value‐engineering.
In such a milieu it becomes extremely difficult for designers to move from concept
through construction with clarity, continuity and even integrity. Left on the editing
room floor are all too commonly the inspiring, enduring and magical qualities that
elevate projects from building to architecture.
Over the past decade the author has assumed a broad range of positions, roles and
responsibilities connected closely to the conception, design, development and
construction of many large, complicated and multi‐faceted building projects in the
developed world. He has also worked on an array of intensely challenging initiatives in
the developing world, including efforts in a spectrum of informal settlements or slums.
Through effecting this broad portfolio of work, including intensive research into and
comprehensive review of both process and product, it has become evident that the
1
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need for reform proves both urgent and imperative. New mindsets and innovative
methods must be developed and enacted in our efforts to improve the quality of our
built environments, especially in our complex contemporary ethos where resources are
limited, expectations are soaring, and the need for change is non‐negotiable.
The present paper looks at a wide range of issues surrounding the pursuit of more
successful and sustainable design + planning. A unique approach of HOLISTIC
GUIDELINES is delineated. This approach was developed through the author’s work in
environmental design across a plethora of projects in both rich and poor nations.
Included to illustrate ideas and propositions are considerations of assorted parameters,
processes and products. Exceptional design is best cultivated when certain characters
and conditions are primed and aligned, including enlightened clients, talented architects,
and sympathetic authorities with jurisdiction. Modern times, in order to produce
effective and efficient solutions to wicked problems, demand more innovative, creative
and experimental approaches. Novel notions pertaining to materiality, constructability,
affordability, durability, adaptability, modularity, and accountability loom large in
equations for ingenuity in contemporary design and planning. These vital dimensions of
practice, architecture and the city significantly cross cut culture, context and the pursuit
of sustainability. The following HOLISTIC GUIDELINES present a vehicle with which to
address this complex milieu and through which to promote more culturally‐sensitive
sustainability‐focused design + planning.

HOLISTIC GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN + PLANNING

“As you know, development is sustainable only if the beneficiaries become, gradually,
masters of the process. This means that initiatives cannot be contemplated exclusively
in terms of economics but must be seen as an integrated program that encompasses
social and cultural dimensions. Education and skills training, health and public services,
conservation of cultural heritage, infrastructure development, urban planning and
rehabilitation, rural development, water and energy management, environmental
control and even policy and legislative development are among the various aspects that
must be taken into account.” His Highness the Aga Khan 1
2
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In our contemporary context it is vital to look intensely at the big picture – looking from
above through an integrative lens is a necessary precursor to more detailed evidence
based intervention. The present Holistic Guidelines have been developed to be applied
in a cooperative and collaborative manner, understanding all hold equal value and
significance. The Action Areas underlying these guidelines of AGILITY, FITNESS,
DIVERSITY and DELIGHT are seen as having great flexibility and capacity for
customization. These Action Areas are case specific and as such are subject to change
and modification as conditions suggest and context dictates. Openness to a range of
options, and open‐mindedness, are essential to the success of the model and vital for
the crafting of pertinent and potent Action Areas. For each Guideline the author has
proposed and developed four Action Areas. These specific Action Areas are not
definitive but rather should be seen as explicatory. A developed list of Action Items for
a given problem or project could be larger and|or different from the proposed sets
depending on funding, personnel and|or perspective. It should be emphasized and
understood that, for reasons on manageability within the present paper, each of the
Holistic Guidelines and underlying Action Items is presented at a somewhat schematic
and conceptual level. As this model sees actual application in the field much greater
attention must be paid to details, data and conditions. When developing and crafting
more finite guidelines careful attention will be required as pertains the appropriate level
of detail, the appropriate use of language, and the most appropriate means of
communication to ensure most effective awareness, application and implementation.
Further, and critically, each of the Action Areas needs to be cross‐referenced with
concerns about place‐making, sustainability (including triple bottom line thinking),
culture and design.
The Holistic Guidelines, and their associated Action Areas, should be seen as an
interrelated set – a rich system of give and take where classification is less important
than consideration. In developing this approach the author viewed the four guidelines
as intensely connected and entirely complementary. Further, it is the contention of the
author that successful design + planning interventions, and successful environments
(e.g., interiors, buildings, landscapes, spaces and places) thereafter, most regularly arise
when attention is given to both poetics and pragmatics. The trilogy of ‘firmness,
function and beauty’ needs to be imagined as a three legged stool – to weaken or
remove one leg serves to destabilize or destroy the system. The present Holistic
Guidelines, and Action Areas, proves unconventional and in many ways indeterminate
and discretionary. That said, the real value of this set of guidelines and action areas
comes via looking at the world, and problems, in new ways. For an engineer to consider
delight is a good step. For a politician to imagine agility is helpful. For an architect to
embrace diversity is beneficial. And for all players to critically envision and ensure
fitness of environments and people is vital to the realization of communities that are
healthier, more livable and more successful. No small charge for sure, yet necessary
and important nonetheless.

3
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1. AGILITY

Guideline: In the design and planning of urban environments it is essential to pursue,
create and realize greater agility, better interrelationship of components and more open
systems.
Elaboration
“Flexible buildings are intended to respond to changing situations in their use, operation
or location. This is architecture that adapts, rather than stagnates; transforms rather
than restricts; is motive rather than static; interacts with its users, rather than inhibits. It
is a design form that is, by its very essence, cross‐disciplinary and multi‐functional;
4
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consequently it is frequently innovative and expressive of contemporary design issues.”
Kronenburg (2007) 2
A typical approach to design and construction in most jurisdictions globally is to erect
purpose‐built structures, such as a school, or an office building, or housing. Even within
a given building type, the structure itself tends to be very fixed and static – not easily
modified or adjusted despite the fact that needs and uses may and do change over time.
One result of this approach is that such buildings often cannot readily adapt to changing
demands. Another outcome is that buildings cannot easily be reconfigured, expanded
or contracted as activities shift. Further, if said buildings can be retrofit the costs
involved are often significant. In many cases the math demonstrates it is far easier, and
more justifiable on the accounting ledger, to tear down the old and build anew. In an
era of climate change, rising pollution, growing population and dwindling resources such
strategies no longer meet muster. One can and must extend the arguments beyond the
building itself to include critical aspects of landscape design and of city planning,
including such matters as infrastructure and social systems.
Agility calls for thinking (designing + planning) and acting (constructing) that is far more
open, malleable, responsive to needs, responsible to society, systems oriented. Rather
that fixed in time, agile solutions are nimble. Rather than static in form and substance,
agile solutions are dynamic. Such approaches, while applicable to large scale
commercial buildings (e.g., office towers) are equally germane in the realms of
residential housing, informal settlements and even refugee shelter.

• MUTABILITY|ADAPTABILITY
Action: Pursue maximum mutability and adaptability of construction systems,
infrastructure and environments.

• DURABILITY
Action: Pursue durability and robustness of buildings and environments,
including materials, components and assemblies.

• CONSTRUCTABILITY
Action: Pursue ease of constructability of buildings and environments, including
critically the rapid and easy deployment of housing solutions.

• MATERIALITY
Action: Select materials for interiors, buildings, and environments that respect
matters of adaptability, durability and constructability while concurrently
responding to regional resources and celebrating local traditions.

5
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2. FITNESS

Guideline: In the design and planning of urban environments it is essential to foster,
invent and implement spaces, buildings and neighborhoods that are truly appropriate
for the needs of people, the nuances of culture and the demands of context.
Elaboration
“We are the product of an environment that is disconnected from the natural world,
disconnected from the very world that we were evolved to be part of, and we are
suffering from a collective post‐traumatic stress. That doesn’t mean my next door
neighbor has post‐traumatic stress in the same way I do – but he has grown up in a
culture that does not allow him to experience connection to people, animals, stars and
the tides as he was meant to.” Glendinning (1994) 3
The notion of fitness implies a natural relationship between object and subject, good
suitability between building and inhabitant, and above all the correctness of that which
is supplied to that which is demanded. In many cities, and indeed in many
circumstances within the environment, there are glaring conflicts between the
requirements of a given community and the solutions developed to meet the apparent
needs. The reasons for the mismatches are many, including the frequent disconnect
between building owners and users, between designers and builders, between
politicians and citizens, and between the empowered and the disempowered. The
overwhelming authority afforded by money, privilege and power routinely translates
into the creation of environments that serve one agenda while discounting or denying
others.
The notion of fitness, and the guideline addressing same, serves to underscore the great
need for listening well to the array of stakeholders and then executing professional
responsibilities and talents with fairness, skill and grace. While on one hand this is
common sense, often efforts miss targets. To meet users’ needs fairly, competently and
professionally demands intense diligence, prudence, clarity and equity. It is vital to
highlight the value in seeing through the eyes of the ‘other’. For example, in the
exercise of designing a project in another country an architect should be able to
envision and understand the ways in which the project might be seen and received –

6
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both on the upside and on the downside. Such connection demands a more immersive
role and empathetic awareness than is typically afforded or realized under such
scenarios. The arms‐length distance that is commonly established contributes to
disconnections in the design + planning enterprise. Potent mechanisms to counter such
disconnects include community‐based design, collaborative planning and the integrated
design process.

• SCALE|DETAIL
Action: Ensure consistent, careful and thoughtful attention to human scale,
ergonomics and anthropometrics in order to promote more comfortable and
meaningful environments.

• AFFORDABILITY
Action: Realize housing, building and environmental solutions, including through
economies of scale and standardized systems, which prove more affordable to a
much broader base of people.

• BALANCE NATURAL|BUILT
Action: Encourage the inclusion, balance, harmony and synergy of and between
both natural and built aspects of environments in the design, planning and
construction of urban areas.

• RESOURCES
Action: Act to optimize efficiency, reduce consumption and maximize
conservation of resources, including innovative utilization of appropriate
technologies, tools and techniques.

3. DIVERSITY

Guideline: In the design and planning of urban environments it is essential to consider,
cultivate, and ensure a compatible array of land uses, a complementary collection of
building types and synergistic community of stakeholders.

7
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Elaboration
“Opportunity and imagination should be encouraged by a diverse and densely settled
urban structure. This structure also should create a setting that is more meaningful to
the individual inhabitant and small group than the giant environments now being
produced. There is no guarantee that this urban structure will be a more just one than
those presently existing. In supporting the small against the large, however, more
justice for the powerless may be encouraged.” Jacobs & Appleyard (1987) 4
Designers and planners over the past century became enamored, and at times obsessed,
with clinical zoning. Under such zoning regimes uses were highly separated and
segregated with, for example, residential and commercial far removed from one
another. The world of clinical zoning was best understood through two dimensional
maps and plans. Lines of demarcation on a diagram ensured that home and work were
separated, that white collar offices were contained away from manufacturing concerns,
that health care was bundled together, shopping was aggregated, and education
carefully bounded. Today environmental designers, real estate developers, politicians
and citizens alike are realizing that something is seriously lost when uses and users are
arbitrarily divided and estranged. Through history many types of people, doing many
types of activities, were tied together in close proximity. Higher density, greater
convenience, and richer more fulsome environments were the order of the day. While
there were problems, such concerns were eclipsed by the tangible benefits of
propinquity and community. In recent years forward thinking environmental designers
have called for a reconsideration of such distinct zoning and in its place rally for a
mosaic of activities and the proffering of messy vitality. Messy vitality is seen as the
complex urban milieu that arises when folks from different backgrounds come together,
when activities in various realms transpire under a common roof, when live‐work‐play is
the accepted recipe for land use, and when opportunities are provided for serendipity
and spontaneity.

• MIX OF USES
Action: Ensure a wide array of activities and land uses within given city districts
and neighborhoods.

• MIX OF USERS
Action: Ensure a broad base of residents, visitors and stakeholders within given
city districts and neighborhoods.

• LANDSCAPE
Action: Encourage an assorted range of landscapes within given city districts and
neighborhoods including the provision of natural areas, urban agriculture, and
recreational & park lands.
8
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• AMENTITIES|SERVICES
Action: Encourage a broad spectrum of complementary amenities and services
within given city districts and neighborhoods including the provision of
healthcare, educational, cultural, commercial and spiritual resources.

4. DELIGHT

Guideline: In the design and planning of urban environments it is essential to emphasize,
envision and make spaces and places that contribute meaning, comfort and
contentment into the lives of people.
Elaboration
“Good artists are people who can stick things together so that they stay stuck. They
know how to gather things into formal arrangements that are intelligible, memorable
and lasting. Good forms confer health upon the things that they gather together. Farms,
families and communities are forms of art just as are poems, paintings or symphonies.
None of these things would exist if we did not make them. We can make them either
well or poorly; this choice is another thing we make.” W. Berry (2000) 5
Too commonly today we are willing to separate function (pragmatics) from aesthetics
(poetics). In many instances, under the guise of value engineering or cost cutting, we
aim to strip out from buildings, landscapes and communities those features judged to
be frivolous, luxurious or simply unnecessary. However, the decisions about what might
be required in our lives, including in this case in our built environments, are commonly
in the hands of folks ill‐informed and inadequately equipped to render such judgments.
For example, often sustainability aspects of projects are removed after being
determined to be ancillary to a building’s core purpose. Or artistic aspects of a project,
such as a tile mosaic of a stained glass window, are stripped out after being judged as
irrelevant to a building’s function. What is missed in this thinking, and left out of the
equations used in evaluation, are the significant roles that beauty, delight, meaning and
satisfaction play in our lives. The notion of environmental determinism, whereby
environments can be deemed as influential in our thinking and behavior, is often denied.

9
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In the view of the present researcher, whose background is in both architecture and
psychology, it is often these more intangible qualities such as beauty and delight that
matter most. In crafting the present Holistic Guidelines the ethos of Delight was
deemed central and essential. Too often our environments are conceived with a
mindset that favors science + technology at the expense of humanities + arts. And too
often our environments are evaluated with metrics that advantage quantitative values
at the expense of qualitative aspects. For environments to be truly successful they must
respect the Vitruvian trilogy of ‘strength, function and beauty’. In a world where money,
greed and consumption have been at the pinnacle, a change in direction is seriously
warranted. Akin with a triple bottom line approach to sustainability, where economics,
environment and equity are afforded equal stake, the current Holistic Guidelines aim to
place Agility, Fitness, Diversity and Delight on equal footing.

• HEALTH|WELLNESS
Action: Encourage the promotion of residents’ good health and wellness,
including and especially through careful attention to environmental and social
determinants.

• BEAUTY|ATTRACTIVENESS
Action: Foster attention to environments, including interiors, buildings, streets
and landscapes, that are beautiful to the eye and attractive to experience.

• SAFETY|SECURITY
Action: Pursue environments, including through the use of crime prevention
through environmental design (CPTED), that provide safety and security to
residents, visitors and other stakeholders in city districts and neighborhoods.

• LIVABILITY|WALKABILITY
Action: Promote and realize, through innovative architectural and urban design,
environments that are satisfying to live in, comfortable to walk in, and enjoyable
for all to experience.

10
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SYNOPSIS + MOVING FORWARD:

“We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.”
(T.S. Eliot, 1943)
Modern nations, cities and society confront unprecedented challenges. From economic
meltdown and global warming to escalating conflict and rapid urbanization,
contemporary civilization grapples with finding a way forward. Concerns about a
widening gap between rich and poor loom large, as does the daunting struggle to meet
the Millennium Development Goals and other international compacts targeting a more
just, balanced and sustainable world. Environmental designers have both undeniable
obligations and remarkable opportunities. The present paper delineated HOLISTIC
GUIDELINES for approaching complex design + planning challenges. The proposed
integrative model, embracing together cultural sensitivity and the pursuit of
sustainability, proves relevant and applicable over a breath of project types, contexts
and conditions. In many instances the conventional approach to design + planning is
fraught with deep fragmentation, poor communication and endemic dysfunction.
Through the deployment of a much more encompassing system of mindset and method,
the author’s proposed HOLISTIC GUIDELINES proffers an alternative to the narrow,
agenda specific manner in which many environmental design projects are routinely
executed in our modern world. Considering our modern maladies, it is argued that
‘business as usual’ and the status quo prove inappropriate and unacceptable. More
innovative, responsive and responsible ways of addressing design + planning is in need
and in order. The stakes are high, the risks are many, and the imperative most urgent.

Keywords: HOLISTIC GUIDELINES, architecture, planning, environmental design, culture,
context, sustainability
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Narrative in Intergenerational Transmission of Life Learning among
Women in African American and Jamaican Communities
Binta Masani 1

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to examine the use of narrative in intergenerational
transmission of life learning among global communities of women, specifically African
American and Jamaican. Regardless of their socio-economic status, geographic location,
ethnicity or other social identifiers, women share common challenges and triumphs with
voice experiences. In the context of informal learning, this body of work reflects personal
transformation, collective empowerment, and community sustainability through the voice
of African American and Jamaican women, both young and old. Guided by an
ethnography research tradition, this qualitative study explores narrative as an educational
conduit in the passing on socialization process that enables mature group members to
transfer knowledge of cultural customs to younger members of their communities. The
visual media used in this presentation illuminates the lived experiences of African
American and Jamaican women, age 16 to 96 years old from cultural-sharing groups that
foster the renewal of life by way of voice and intergenerationality. In cultural-sharing
groups, it is the power of narrative that moves social change from theory to community
sustainability. Therefore, this presentation strives to show the power that narrative
learning offers multi-generations of women who desire to transform and sustain their
communities, in simple but meaningful ways.

Introduction
Through the voice of women who gathered in village marketplaces, plantation fields,
quilting circles, on front porches, and under shade trees, stories of struggle and triumph
come to life as they travel to and from, with no ending in site. In African culture,
storytelling has mostly been an oral tradition, passed down from one generation to the
next. The oral tradition of storytelling has sustained communities of women for
generations. This presentation, Narrative in the Intergenerational Transmission of Life
Learning among Women in African American and Jamaican Communities uses multimedia (photographs and segments from the film entitled Our Voices Speak, which was
created by the presenter) to profile the life stories of ordinary women, ages 16 to 96 from
diverse backgrounds. The purpose of the presentation is to explore and discuss the role of
narrative learning as an educational conduit in the passing on process. From a theoretical
1
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perspective, this study uses the ethnography tradition to help understand the learning,
socialization, and human development that occurs within cultural-sharing groups of
women in African American and Jamaican communities.
The primary goal of this presentation is to examine the social interaction of women
basket makers who live in Charleston, South Carolina and St. Elizabeth Parish Jamaica,
and how indigenous art can produce a medium for social networking and informal
learning in intergenerational relationships. A central aspect of this work emphasizes the
way in which generations of women learn from each other in a valid and what should be
an acknowledged way. This presentation is an educational tool not just for African
American and Jamaican women but also for any person who is using narrative to
transform and sustain multi-generational communities. Bringing together communities of
women, regardless of their ethnic background, age, economic status or sexual orientation
is intended to reach young women and connect them to long-standing cultural tradition of
intergenerational narratives. Understanding the voice of women transitioning toward
personal growth and self-empowerment through informal educational practices, and
listening to their individual and collective narratives is one approach to transforming
communities with the goal of creating a mechanism for social change.
A Theoretical Perspective
The purpose of this study is to investigate narrative learning as a means for mature
women to educate younger females about culutral traditions not taught in formal learning
environments. Theoretically speaking, this work reflects principles of human
development nestled in the philosophies of Dewey (1916/1966), Mezirow (1991), and
Bruner (1996). Creating a framework for community and practice, this work emphasizes
Zora Neale Hurston’s (1937/1987) approach to collecting story and capturing the voice of
her own community. It further builds on the later work of women’s empowerment
through narrative as suggested by Belenkey, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986). The
approach to narrative (story) as a vehicle for personal and social transformation comes
from the work of Atkinson (1995), among others. Finally, viewing voice and community
through an interactive lens, a multi-media presentation will bridge traditional ways of
social interaction, indigenous folk art, multi-generations of women, and modern forms of
telecommunications.
The passing on socialization process rooted in intergenerationality, serves as the basis for
ethnographical research among African American and Jamaican women who continue to
practice art forms indigenous to African culture. To create a more pragmatic view of the
cultural influences embedded in the socialization process, the study will use sociocultural indicators to assess the passing on of lived experiences in African American and
Jamaican communities of women. Data from a pilot study conducted by the presenter in
the Sweetgrass basket making community of Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina, will provide
the foundation for proposed dissertation research with basket makers in Jamaica, West
Indies. Narrative learning is the theoretical approach for this research because “it begins
with the experiences as expressed in lived and told stories of individuals” (Creswell,
2007, p. 53). By integrating the oral tradition of storytelling with modern technology, a
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visual presentation was produced that addresses contemporary learning needs. With
visual medium as an instructional aid it becomes possible for many people to participate
by sharing their ideas outside a traditional learning environment. Hearing the stories of
other women allows time for self-examination and critical reflection, which could lead to
a change in their perspectives. Therefore, this research based multi-media presentation,
resulting from the author’s pilot study and proposed dissertation research, strives to offer
an educational tool that can assist African American and Jamaican girls and women with
alternative approaches to strengthening their intergenerational relationships.
Sankofa: Go Back to Move Forward
During the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, many free African people were forcibly taken
from their native homeland and transported as slaves throughout the Caribbean, South
America, and the United States. It took roughly five to twelve weeks for the infamous
Middle Passage voyage to complete the transportation of raw materials, supplies, and
human cargo to and from Europe and the Americas. The vast majority of human cargo
was Africans that came from the Ashanti, Mandingo, and Yoruba villages located in
West Africa. In 1527, a Spanish expedition arrived in the United States with the first free
Africans as crewmembers abroad slave ships (Rogers, 1974). By 1619, European
colonialists began transporting enslaved blacks from Africa and the Caribbean. Although
most enslaved Africans were taken to Latin American and the Caribbean, a large number
of African people were eventually dispersed throughout the Southern region of the United
States. Scholars such as Klein, Engerman, Haines, and Shlomowitz (2001) noted that the
Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade conducted over 27,000 voyages with the primary aim of
providing free labor to plantation owners in the Caribbean and the Americas.
The undocumented number of African people who died during the 15th and 19th century
slave trade, due to sickness, suicide, torture, and other inhumane treatment is estimated at
between one to two million. Although not confirmed, tracing the 2 million human lives
lost in the Atlantic Slave Trade was the basis for a study conducted using mitochondrial
DNA. The purpose of the mitochondrial DNA study was to establish the lineage for
contemporary African descents that may have had ancestors who died in the Middle
Passage (Salas, Richards, Lareu, Scozzari, Coppa, Torroni, Macaulay, & Carracedo,
2004). Whether or not the numbers accurately confirm the Africans who died or survived
as result of their movement through the Middle Passage, the fact remains that once
enslaved Africans arrived on foreign land, their traditional way of life was changed
forever. Being uprooted from their homeland and disconnected from family and
community life, enslaved Africans struggled to hold on to traditions, even under the most
arduous and perilous circumstances. Since practicing language, naming customs, spiritual
rituals, and other African traditions carried harsh penalties (i.e. beatings, family
separation, physical disfigurement, rape or death) many enslaved Africans felt they had
no choice but to abandon those practices that would result in harm to themselves or
family members. Nonetheless, there were still those enslaved African men and women
living on plantations who risk their physical and mental well-being in order to carry on
African traditions that had been passed down for hundreds of years.
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Even when enslaved Africans were subjected to and controlled by systems of dominance
and oppression, some men and women found ways to separate from the larger population
to form smaller groups where their cultural heritage could be practiced. It was this
yearning for freedom that moved many enslaved Africans to revolt and create selfimposed secret societies. These individuals believed that by supporting each other and
secretly continuing to perform rituals used to signify birth, coming of age, marriage, and
death, they could protect and preserve African culture. As a result of their persistence in
upholding and honoring customs from different regions in Africa, as well as their need to
maintain a sense of national identity and feeling of community, new cultures emerged as
a means of survival for enslaved and freed African people. Motivated to keep communal
life intact, traditional African customs became the foundation for the establishment of
communities like the Gullah in South Carolina, Accompong Maroons in Jamaica, and
Palmares in Brazil as well as other African cultural groups throughout the Diaspora
(Ores, 1996). The birth of new cultural practices, mostly African customs integrated with
European social influences, sustained communal structures for both enslaved and freed
African people, and kept alive a sense of oneness and connection to their motherland.
African Roots in African American and Jamaican Communities
For the purpose of maintaining their African roots, men and women who belonged to
cultural groups formed during slavery, continued to flourish because they stayed
connected to the traditions left behind by their African ancestors. Although many slaves
formed secret societies on plantations, small and large groups of escaped slaves started
settlements in remote areas located in the wilderness and mountains. One of the most
well known African cultural groups in the U.S. is the Gullah people (also known as
Geechee); mostly found in South Carolina and Georgia. Gullah culture began with the
purpose of practicing, protecting, and preserving the same African traditions brought over
to America during the trafficking of enslaved Africans. In the same way that Gullah
people set up communities where they could practice their African heritage, so did the
Jamaican slaves that fled plantations in search of land for establishing free societies.
Maroon settlements in the Caribbean were started by runaway African slaves who
escaped plantations and created their own governmental entities located in the mountains
(Franklin, 1947). The longest surviving maroon settlement in Jamaica is Accompong
Town located in the rural township of St. Elizabeth Parish.
It is estimated that some 50 maroon settlements existed between 1672 and 1864
throughout the Caribbean and Americas. “In many ways the maroon experience is
emblematic of broader processes that helped shape the Western Hemisphere” (Bilby and
N’Diaye, 1992, ¶). Even today, maroon communities still exist among the Aluku in
French Guiana, Palenqueros of Columbia, Seminole Maroons of Texas, Oklahoma,
Mexico, Bahamas, and so on. After slavery ended, it was not unusual for emancipated
slaves in the U.S. and Caribbean to join communities established by runaway slaves like
the Gullah and Accompong Maroons. In fact, some African descents felt that assimilation
into U.S. society would negate the importance of their cultural heritage (Guy, 2002).
These individuals did not see rejecting their nationality and culture as an acceptable
trade-off for social acceptance, economic prosperity or participation in a Eurocentric life-
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style. Instead, freed African men and women saw the cohesiveness experienced by people
who shared their common interest and values as an important social aspect that was
necessary for future posterity. To provide for the sustainability of cultural traditions,
newly formed communities were centered in African political and social practices, with
family as the primary social organization (Franklin, 1947).
The Birth of African-Centered Communities
Within the context of socio-cultural life, the birth of new communities allowed enslaved
and freed Africans in the Americas and Caribbean to keep outsiders at a distance, thus,
reducing the possibility of government takeover or wars. Building new communities did
not come without its challenges. Restructuring for many of the newly founded
communities meant the inhabitants had to sever economic and social ties with European
governments. Hence, the birth of new African American and Jamaican communities
required that its members revisit their traditional African customs to find guidance on
establishing a renewed sense of social and economic order. Franklin (1947) wrote that
“Despite the heterogeneity characteristic of many aspects of African life, the Negroes still
had sufficient common experiences to enable them to cooperate in the New World in
fashioning new customs and traditions which reflected their African background” (p. 28).
As with any social structuring, each society functions by way of smaller more cohesive
entities known as communities. Individuals establish these communities based on
commonalities in their shared standards and customs. The reshaping and renewing that
societies undergo is a natural process for extending the traditions, customs, language, and
beliefs of its members. To maintain close ties to their homeland, many Africans chose to
live in communities with people who shared their ethnic background and who practiced
the same cultural beliefs. Dewey believed that group members live, work, and learn
together by possessing things in common. He defends his position with this statement,
“What they must have in common in order to form a community or society are aims,
beliefs, aspirations, knowledge -- a common understanding -- like mindedness as the
sociologists say” (Dewey, 1916, p. 4).
With the passage of time, original African traditions became so enmeshed with
Eurocentric customs that it became increasingly difficult to identify which rituals and
cultural practices were exclusively tied to African heritage. Some African American
Scholars like E. Franklin Frazier argued that there was no concrete evidence to support
the transfer and practice of African culture in the lives of contemporary African
Americans. He believed any evidence of African culture had vanished during the Middle
Passage. But other scholars such as J. A. Rogers, Carter G. Woodson, and Lorenzo
Turner unequivocally dispute claims that African cultural heritage had become extinct in
the American experience. Their argument is supported by Franklin (1947) who defends
the acculturation process of African heritage in America by citing commonly used
African words like yam, mama, goober, canoe, and banjo. He goes further to illustrate
acculturation with examples of popular children’s literature taken from the African Brer
Rabbit and Ananse folktales; brought over during slavery and widely used in the southern
United States and Caribbean.
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This is not to suggest that the blending of cultures negated their original value. On the
contrary, the integration of diverse cultures continues to be the centerpiece of the melting
pot theory. In reality, the melting pot theory is historically heralded as the national
welcome slogan for new immigrants arriving into the United States. For many ethnic
groups, the melting pot concept is seen as an attempt to marginalize the identities of
minorities. Waldinger asserts that today’s immigrant newcomers face different problems
than their European predecessors, mainly in the area of social adjustment and economic
mobility. He offers this explanation, “Today’s low-skilled immigrants, visibly
identifiable and coming from everywhere but Europe, enter a mainly white society still
not cured of its racist afflictions. Changes in the structure of the economy make matters
still worse…” (Waldinger, 2002, p. 1-2).
The idea of assimilation among some ethnic communities is met with resistance by those
foreign nationals who desire to maintain their ethnic identity and culture. Even in today’s
society, this mindset continues to exist among black Caribbean people who may aspire to
achieve an improved standard of living by coming to United States but are not willing to
sacrifice their cultural identity for the economic security. Guy (2002) shares his thoughts
on this issue, “Unlike immigrants from Europe in the earlier part of the 20th century, the
experience of these immigrants from the Caribbean suggests that they do not wish to
become assimilated into the American melting pot” (p. 19). Alfred (2001/2002) also talks
about the need for some immigrants to stay connected to both their homeland and host
country. Hence, the cohesiveness experienced by people who have common interest and
values is an important social aspect in ethnic communities. Social order among people
who share daily activities and have similar cultural identities is what brings them together
to create sustainability in their communities.
Socialization through Informal Learning
According to some social scientists, socialization through informal learning seems to
have the greatest impact on acquired knowledge regardless of age. During the early
developmental stages of life, socialization is the primary apparatus used to aid individuals
with making meaning of the world around them. The cognitive process helps people
construct meaning of their experiences. Bruner’s thoughts about making meaning of lived
experiences are reflected in this statement, “Although meanings are “in the mind”, they
have their origins and significance in the culture in which they are created” (1996, p. 3).
When members of society align themselves with common goals and shared interest,
human growth and community revitalization continue to have a place in preserving the
culture for future generations. One way to protect and preserve cultural traditions is
through informal learning that occurs through socialization. For this reason, learning
through socialization (social networking) must not be overlooked because it is carries the
same importance as cognitive learning.
Younger members of society construct their meaning of beliefs, values, and social norms
based on the knowledge transmitted to them by parents and other adults in their
communities (Dewey, 1916; Bowers, 1984). In fact, Bruner (1996) considered cognitive
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development of major importance to what he calls culturalism. He explained the
connection culture has to human development by suggesting that culturalism, “Takes its
inspiration from the evolutionary fact that mind could not exist save for culture” (p. 3).
Therefore, culture is not only essential to the social training of community members but
culture is equally as important to developing their cognitive skills. Through language,
culture, and beliefs, people develop their views about the world based on established
social standards passed on from one generation to the next.
An individual’s frame of reference (meaning structures) will “mirror the way our culture
and those individuals responsible for our socialization happen to have defined various
situations” (Mezirow, 1991a, p. 131). Socialization plays a major role in the transmission
of knowledge and communication transmits cultural ideologies from one group member
to another. In spite of its good points, socialization has some drawbacks when it comes
down to those who know, and those who need or want to know (Freire, 1970). What this
means is, most people make decisions and function throughout life based on the social
norms learned from the society where they live and grow-up. Social practices passed
down from generation to generation influence the way people think and behave; even if
the customs produce an imbalanced system. Cropley (1989) calls this social function
framework conditions. He describes these conditions as,
Largely a function of the circumstances in which people live, especially factors
such as values, attitudes, habits, and the like of the social groups to which they
belong, the economic structure of their society , even features in the education
system itself (Cropley as cited in Merriam & Brockett, 1997).
In a social context, interaction between society’s youth and authority figures (i.e. parents,
teachers, and other adults) means that young children learn to formulate their views about
the world mainly from the opinions of adults (Dewey, 1916; Mezirow, 1991). Many
adults view passing on knowledge to youth as a serious commitment that is accepted and
practiced by mature--responsible members of society. People from around the world look
to the wisdom and experience of their older community members to support and
encourage youth. As such, there are cultures that bestow titles of respect and recognition
on those adults who step into this social obligation. Even with the prestige that some
older members of society receive from accepting responsibility for raising youth, there
are those adults who for whatever reasons make the decision to have little or no social
involvement with young people. When this occurs, there are limited numbers of positive
adult figures actively participating in children’s lives. Mezirow (1991) asserts that,
“Socialization involves inherent inequality” (p. 2).
As a result, many young people may choose as role models those influences within their
environments that do not offer them the best guidance for reaching their fullest human
potential. The truth is most of the socialization or adulthood training for today’s youth is
communicated through media sources, which do not always show a positive or realistic
view of life (Milkie, 1999). Dewey (1916) wrote, “The environment consists of those
conditions that promote or hinder, stimulate or inhibit, the characteristic activities of a
living being” (p.11). He believed that everyday occurrences, both positive and negative
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add to a person’s character, while simultaneously establishing their purpose as
independent beings and interdependent members of the group. Fiske and Perlin (1984)
consider the cultural setting a dominate force in human development. They believe
socialization, whether inclusive or exclusive of psychosocial and psychological domains,
generates positive and negative experiences that define a person’s purpose as independent
beings and interdependent members of his or her community. From their perspective,
“…change results from cultural contact rather than development to a higher stage” (as
cited in Mezirow, 1991, p. 151). In this sense, learning becomes a cooperative endeavor
among members of society with culture acting as the common denominator. Knowledge
transmitted from generation to generation by means of informal learning, illustrates the
importance of renewal of life by transmission (Dewey, 1916).
Communities of women, despite their social positioning, geographic location, ethnic
background, age and so on, can find commonality in their lived experiences through the
sharing of voice and story. Robert Atkinson (1995) said it best when he wrote, “A story
told well carries a power that can pull blinders off our eyes. It can teach us something
important about life” (p. 5). From the standpoint of storytelling, narrative learning
happens among multi-generations of women, when they become the transmitters for
passing on knowledge from one community member to another. To facilitate the social
learning and cognitive development of adolescent girls, many cultures practice formal or
informal womanhood training taught by mature women in the community. In
contemporary cultures, these formal rites of passage, much less informal or tacit ones,
seem to be missing. Whether information sharing occurs in formal or informal ways does
not seem to be a major concern for many women and adolescent girls who engage in
intergenerational dialogue; especially when talking with non-family members (Bartlett,
2001).
Weaving Life Experience through Intergenrationality Narratives
The intergenerational passing on process enables older community members to
communicate customs, thoughts, aspirations, and behaviors to young people (Harwood,
1998). It is this passing on of knowledge between mature and immature members of
society that perpetuates human development and continuous renewal within communities.
Spindler (1974) spoke about social systems and community members as connecting
pieces for cultural transmission when he wrote, “Belief systems of the culture support
linkages, and the educational institutions and processes (schools, churches, initiation
ceremonies, families) teach children” (p. 4). The social and moral aspects of initiation
and puberty rites help children transition from being passive members to participatory
members of their communities. Thus, social customs that involve youth initiation rites are
customary practices among people from different countries.
Storytelling is an ancient method that has always served to bring people together and to
stimulate creativity, wisdom, and compassion. Every human culture (African, African
American, Asian, Greek, Native American, and others) seems to create stories,
sometimes using metaphors and parables, as a way of explaining and understanding the
world. One of the greatest benefits of stories is that they give people places to feel
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intimate and means for connecting to the human experience. When people use story to
build global communities, they speak a universal language that defies space and time and
has the ability to unite human spirits (Atkinson, 1995). Story has incredible healing
powers that seep into the souls of people who need to hear the voices of individuals who
live outside their immediate environments. Robert McAfee Brown wrote, “Storytelling is
the most powerful way to put ideas into the world today” (Priebe, 2007, ¶ 6). Finding a
common thread such as storytelling provides women from diverse backgrounds with a
global platform, which can facilitate the transformation and sustainability of communities
worldwide.
Storytelling has the potential to teach, heal, transform, and empower. We become more
intimate by sharing ourselves through stories because “A life story is really the story of
the soul of a person. The most powerful life story expresses the struggle of a soul”
(Atkinson, 1995, p. 4). Writing from the soul connects stories to the human experience.
This is true for writer and anthropologist, Zora Neale Hurston (1937/1987), who
discovered voice when she developed her own unique form of storytelling. Hurston
(1987) believed that all things had a time and place. She expressed her need to be free of
unresolved story endings in this quote, “There are years that ask questions and years that
answer” (p. 38). Similarly, the 96-year-old Jamaican great-grandmother in Our Voices
Speak enthusiastically shares about her youth but at the same time she finds resolve in
gracefully accepting and surrendering the past with her statement, “When I was young, I
use to like to dance most times. I’m all finish with that now” (O. Walford, personal
communication, March 18, 2006).
Once a community of people has established standards for their members, then education
as a social function can assist in the renewal process or transformation of society. Using
the community as a springboard for learning gives ethnic groups opportunities to
experience education relevant to their particular needs. Dewey wrote extensively about
the connection community has to educating its members. His philosophy on education as
a social function in communities is found in the following passage,
We have seen that a community or social group sustains itself through continuous
self-renewal, and that this renewal takes place by means of the educational growth
of the immature members of the group…Education is thus a fostering, a nurturing,
a cultivating, process (1916, p.10)
From childhood to adulthood, stages of human growth take place in natural ways; with
individual personalities adjusting to both internal and external stimuli. Through the
ordinary process of living, humans learn to adapt and grow through various stages of
development or life cycles. As a method for informal learning, intergenerational
communication enables mature responsible group members to transfer their knowledge of
traditions, cultural customs, social behaviors, and folklore to youth (Mbiti, 1969/1970). It
is this transfer of knowledge among group members that perpetuates human development
and continuous renewal within societies. In this way, Dewey (1916) believed education to
be “The continuity of any experience, through renewing of the social group, is a literal
fact. Education, in its broadest sense, is the means of this social continuity of life” (p.2).
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With regards to renewal of life by transmission, voice acts as a transmitter of knowledge
in human interaction. Using narrative to transmit across generations can help overcome
obstacles created by age, time and physical distance (Barlett, 2001).
For some women, life represents a continuation of narratives, past and present that
become endearing traditions handed down from generation to generation. By sharing
their personal stories, women in this multi-media presentation bring to life the simple
importance of narrative learning in promoting the renewal and continuation of life byway of intergenerationality. As a result of re-living their experiences through story, these
women continue to function productively with a shared philosophy for passing on
knowledge from generation to generation. Social activities built around informal
gatherings, often provide groups of women (such as the women featured in this
presentation) with the outlets needed to receive and cultivate knowledge about their
culture, social expectations, and what it means to be a woman (Belenky, Clinchy,
Goldberger, and Tarule, 1986).
Following the tradition of Women’s Ways of Knowing (1986), voice no longer remains
silent (Belenky, et al., 1986). Instead, voice as shared through the narrative process serves
as an instrument for bridging the cultural and generational gaps between adolescent girls
and women. Using personal narratives, women in transition can construct and reconstruct
beliefs, ideas, and other social standards. Atkinson (1995) expanded the realm of
storytelling to include community life through spiritual connections when he said,
“Stories—those that have been told across generations, as well as our own—inform,
inspire, teach, maintain moral codes, record events that become history…and clarify all
aspects of life while healing and transforming” (p. 3). As younger and older women are
given more opportunities to tell their stories honestly and openly, they learn valuable life
skills (Barlett, 2001). Part of the challenge with getting multi-generations of women
talking to each other, is what Pilcher (2001) argues is a fast-paced society where minimal
opportunities exist for people to share their daily living experiences with each other
intimately. She claims that contemporary societies do little if anything to encourage
“honest talk” in human interactions; especially with those encounters involving opposite
genders.
When intergenerational conversations do take place between adolescent girls and women,
there must be “real talk” (Belenky et al.). Storytelling and story sharing provide an
informal communication mechanism to help bridge relationships between multigenerations of women. In this way, the use of narrative links generations of women
together by providing a gateway for passing on personal and collective knowledge,
empowerment, and sustainability. In their coming together, certain activities stimulate
conversations and fellowship for women in communities where young and old may not
always depend on each other for physical and psychology support. One such activity that
brings women together for social and economic gain is the art of basket making (Johnson,
1997). Nowadays, it is less common to find elders using such daily tasks as opportunities
to teach young people their role as autonomous and mutually supporting members of
society. However, there are still cultural-sharing groups of women basket makers who
continue to provide informal support systems for rearing youth. For example, women
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basket makers living in the township of Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina continue to pass on
the African tradition of Sweetgrass coil basket making to youth through community
sponsored festivals and summer camp programs. Keeping the African tradition of basket
making alive in Mt. Pleasant can be heard in one local resident’s commitment, “To
preserving the Gullah Geechee peoples culture, heritage, history, legacy, and continue the
tradition of passing on the Sweetgrass basket making art form to the next generation” (T.
Stokes-Marshall, personal communication, October 10, 2008).
Basket Making: Keeping the Roots Alive
A basket for most people represents a container that is used for transporting materials.
Nevertheless, for those individuals who understand the African tradition of oral narrative,
the basket symbolizes more than the obvious utilitarian function and artistic appeal. In a
more meaningful and spiritual sense, baskets serve as the storekeeper of life’s most
intimidate and cherished treasures, those moments that will only come through the lived
experiences of ourselves and others. Using basket making as a means for bringing groups
of women together is not new form of social networking. Even when the primary focus
for producing baskets was related to labor, groups gathered to share and support one
another as they harvested materials and weaved baskets. This form of networking took
place in the homes of basket makers and at roadside stands (Rosengarten, 1986).
In the case of enslaved Africans who harvested rice on South Carolina plantations and
picked fruit from orchards in Jamaica, baskets were used and viewed as essential to the
production of crops. Their utilitarian function overshadowed the exquisiteness illustrated
in the intricately woven handmade palm and sweetgrass baskets. It was not until long
after slavery ended that baskets became less utilitarian and begin to acquire a more
aesthetic appeal, and eventually assumed the title of America’s most enduring Africaninspired art form (Rosengarten, Rosengarten, & Schildkrout, 2008). Both men and
women made baskets as tools to assist with their work responsibilities. In fact, making
baskets was not considered a pleasurable activity for those who labored under the
direction of land owners. Yet, there were enslaved and freed Africans who consciously
and unconsciously, while making baskets stayed connected to the African tradition of
kinship and community. For those who understand the African tradition of storytelling,
baskets became more than tools for transporting food and other materials, instead they
serve as vessels for storing and carrying stories, from generation to generation.
In her book, Enduring Visions: Women Artistic Heritage Around the World (2001), Abby
Remer mentioned the West African influence on Gullah basketry in the U.S. She
explained that both during and after slavery, sweet grass coil--basket makers in South
Carolina used this art form to educate and preserve African heritage from one generation
to the next. For this reason, the stories and customs brought over from Africa to the U. S.
remained a vital part of the oral history of Gullah people (Pollitzer, 1999). The examples
just mentioned, show the connection between the African storytelling tradition and basket
making, and how these activities enable social networks to exist among multi-generations
of women. Johnson (1997) studied women basket makers in the Lower Morass
community of Black River, St. Elizabeth. Among the 69 households surveyed, she found
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that young girls as young as five and six years old learned basket weaving skills from
their mothers and other women. Most of the women who engaged in basket making did
so primarily for economic reasons, although, some forms of socialization may have
occurred during and after making baskets.
In the same way that young Jamaican girls learn their basket making skills from elderly
women in their communities, girls in Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina acquire Sweetgrass
basket sewing techniques from their mothers, grandmothers, aunts or other community
members. Rosengarten (1986), renowned researcher and lecturer on the social aspects of
sea grass basket making in South Carolina’s Lowcountry, interviewed basket makers in
an effort to document their experiences with the role of family in the transmission of
cultural practices. The continuity of family and respect for traditions comes through as
Rosengarten shares stories from South Carolina basket makers about their role in
assisting their families with basket making tasks. Another example of intergenerational
transmission of culture is apparent in the testimony of a Jamaican basket maker, as she
recalls her childhood experiences with building baskets, “Mum used to leave me home to
build baskets for her. Then, she come home after working, she finish what I started.
Doing something to help my mum made me feel good” (S. Smith, personal
communication, June 10, 2008).
For many African American and Jamaican women, storytelling and craftwork like basket
making represent the closest connections to original African traditions. Basket making as
well as other indigenous art forms have a rich socio-cultural history grounded in the
narrative tradition of storytelling and story-sharing. Social activities such as basket
making are built around informal gatherings, and they often provide groups of women
(such as the women featured in this presentation) with the outlets needed to receive and
cultivate knowledge about their culture, social expectations, and what it means to be a
woman (Belenky, et al., 1986). Why is social networking important for communities of
women? Because intergenerationality as a psycho-social custom promotes “Healthy
development for adolescents and older adults can be enhanced by relationships that
connect across age groups and challenge the isolation that often occurs within peer
groups or generations of people” (Bartlett, 2001, p. 46). In its truest context, voice
through narrative makes life real and accessible to both the sender and receiver. Stories,
whether told in one-on-one relationships or in large social groups can help educate people
by opening the hearts and minds of those involved in the narrative process (Atkinson,
1995). Therefore, recognizing that communities of women show a natural affinity to
storytelling and narrative learning could signal a breakthrough for using informal
techniques to address social problems.
Conclusion
Using voice and story as tools for empowerment can transform the perspectives and
behaviors of women of all ages. In an educational context, multi-media is the ideal
medium to show the transforming qualities associated with narrative learning. From a
socio-cultural standpoint, basket making groups provide a stimulus for bringing together
women, young and old. The narrative in intergenerational transmission of life learning
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clears the way for women from different walks of life and different countries to
experience an alternate view of womanhood; one far different and more complex than
what the media propagates. Through the voice of intergenerationailty, diverse
communities of women have the opportunity to experience up close the power and
strength of narratives. As Coates (1996) so aptly expresses, “With their emphasis on
people and places, women’s stories function to ground us in the everyday world and
allow us to reflect on our everyday experiences” (p. 264). Nontraditional learning
approaches such as mentoring and rites of passage programs for girls, could encourage
women, of all ages, and all nationalities and, where possible, to take into their own hands
time-honored traditions of intergenerational storytelling and folk art as a means for
transforming and sustaining communities of women. The power of this work lies in its
capacity to leave for future generations a legacy of ourselves as women and friends but
more importantly, to provide a sustained and continuing community rooted in the
tradition of narrative in intergenerational transmission of life learning.
.
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Every human, however reserved or quiet, whether at rest or in overt
movement, is always engaged in motion. This rhythmic motility or “dancing”
as it has sometimes been called is a direct means of expression. It is often
more direct than verbalization, for its origin quite often stems from an
unconscious spontaneous reaction to how the person perceives his
environment (Bernstein 1).
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Central to traumatic experience, are the dimensions of helplessness,
powerlessness, and threat to one’s sense of security. The terrifying,
immobilizing emotions associated with traumatic experience may cause an
individual to become disjointed, or psychologically “stuck” reliving the
traumatic emotions. The disjointed individual may cease to experience the
world in a healthy, adaptive balance incorporating mind, body and spirit.
The reconnection of mind, body spirit through meaningful, physical action,
in particular, dance, is the focus of this paper. Through examination of
research in the field of science and post-traumatic stress disorder, I aim to
explore the necessity for non-verbal therapies. Through my choreographic
work, the translation of traumatic experience into artistic expression will be
investigated. My choreographic approach to dance/movement therapy was the
presentation of my original works, exploring this translation.
Analyzing deeply how dance/movement therapy may be used in the
recovery of trauma, through choreography and performance, may encourage
another mode of therapy that is empirically based in artistic expression. I hope
this paper may continue to encourage choreographers to explore the traumatic
experiences that they may have encountered through their own particular style
of artistic expression and dance creation.
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How can a choreographer translate a traumatic experience into artistic expression
in a way that leads toward health?
Trauma i can create feelings of helplessness, lack of control, sadness, loss, and
disassociation from one’s self and body. Helplessness may be seen as a response to
the absence of an individual's core strength, a feeling of disengagement from the body
and the core center. The debilitating effects of trauma derive from their ability to
overwhelm a person emotionally while driving out any rational understanding of what
is happening psychologically. By consciously creating a narrative structure for the
trauma, in psychotherapy, personal journaling, dance therapy, choreography, and in
other meaningful physical actions, an individual may dispel the illusion that the
traumatic event has control over one’s life. Healthy adaptation to the trauma therefore
involves refocusing one’s perceptions about their existence and purpose in the world.
The creative process provides a tool for the individual in changing his or her
perspective and becoming a whole and healthy person.
Choreography, as meaningful physical action ii , can provide valuable contributions to
the study and treatment of traumatic experiences. Dance creation provides the
traumatized individual with a means of learning new physical sensations through the
body that may have been blocked due to a trauma experience. The act of creating dance
may allow an individual to regain his or her sense of physical power and control, which
contributes to a sense of wholeness. The human desire to surpass traumatic experiences,
to find new connections in the face of pain is the essence of healing.
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CHAPTER II
Stance Of The Researcher
Beginning in 1993 I was the victim of a stalker. The feelings of helplessness, fear,
anger, sadness, and despair were prevalent in my life at this time. Throughout the years of
stalking that I endured, spanning 17 years, my practice in dance was the one constant
activity that helped me deal with the trauma experience. When choreographing, I felt a
sense of release and power through movement and began to understand dance as
“meaningful physical action”. I found that choreography was an incredible tool for
translating my trauma into artistic expression. It was clear through the movement motifs
which I was creating, that there was a sense of anger and despair. The process of creating
movement that reflected my feelings provided healing far beyond any amount of talking
to a therapist. In creatively translating the traumatic experience, I was able to create
works with depth. In other words, movement motifs were symbolic and allowed me to
“say” what was causing me pain and gave these feelings a “voice“. This “voice” was the
catalyst that transformed my feelings into something that I had control over.
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CHAPTER III
Scientific Research
Dennis McCarthy is a licensed art therapist, as well as the director of Metamorfos
Institute located in New York State. He trained initially as a dancer, and weaves the
body and its innate urge to move in to all his work” (Metamorfos Institute website
2006). McCarthy states:
“Trauma is, after all, first and foremost a physical
phenomenon. Whether the trauma is the result of physical
or sexual abuse, medical intervention, or neglect, it is the
body that experiences the trauma. The psychological effects
and defensive reactions which arise are a result of this“
(McCarthy 165).

McCarthy makes a clear connection between dance as a source for therapy and
healing. I can relate to the positive physical experience that I had with dance and the
ability for dance to transform my trauma responses. McCarthy states,
“In all dance forms, movement is the language of
communication and the body is the vessel of expression. A
victim of trauma myself as a child, I found in dance a
means of slowly reclaiming my body, separating the
positive sensations of moving freely in the dance from the
embedded negative memories of abuse and neglect. This
was a very long process that continues to this day, but from
the moment I began to have a positive physical experience
via movement, something fundamental shifted: the
possibility of pleasure was reintroduced” (McCarthy 165).

The fundamental shift from traumatic experience to creative expression is the key
to understanding the healing capabilities of dance creation.
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Through Bessel Van der Kolk’s iii , work with neuroimaging, it is clear that the
body experiences the trauma event in a very specific way. Van der Kolk’s research
has fascinating implications for the understanding and treatment of trauma:
Van der Kolk makes clear that he believes talking through
the trauma experience is important. He explains that talk is
relevant, and, in fact, essential for traumatized patients who
don’t really know what happened to them, who were too
young to understand what happened, whom no one listened
to or believed, or who need help in making sense of what
happened. Even though he describes his own therapy as
still very verbal, he maintains that words can’t integrate the
disorganized sensations and actions that have become
stuck. Van der Kolk explains how neuroimaging scans have
shown that when people remember a traumatic event, the
left frontal cortex shuts down--in particular the Broca’s
area, the center of speech and language. In contrast, the
areas of the right hemisphere associated with emotional
states and autonomic arousal, especially the amygdala,
which is the center for detecting threat, light up. These
neuroimaging techniques reveal that when people are
recounting traumatic events, the frontal lobes become
impaired, and consequently, they have trouble thinking and
speaking (Crenshaw 24-25).

The discovery that the frontal cortex shuts down, impairing access to the speech
and language centers, allows for the inference that the use of meaningful physical
action, i.e. dance creation, may provide the traumatized individual with a means of
communication otherwise lost. Van der Kolk continues,
“Our recent positron emission tomography (PET) scan
study of people with PTSD [Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder] (Rauch et al., in press) showed that when people
with PTSD are exposed to stimuli reminiscent of their
trauma, there is an increase in perfusion of the areas in the
right hemisphere associated with emotional states and
autonomic arousal. Moreover, there is a simultaneous
decrease in oxygen utilization in Broca’s area—the region
in the left inferior frontal cortex responsible for generating
words to attach to internal experience. These findings may
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account for the observation that trauma may lead to
“speechless terror,” which in some individuals interferes
with the ability to put feelings into words, leaving emotions
to be mutely expressed by dysfunction of the body” (Van
der Kolk 193).

This is important in regarding choreographic expression as therapy.
The individual that has difficulty in articulating the trauma response
through speech may use choreographic expression as an alternative.
Physical choices stemming from the individual’s own impulse provides
the basis for using choreography to translate traumatic experience.
In the book Dance Therapy Redefined, “the multi-sensory physicality of dance is
the primary vehicle of therapy . . . Although words may be exchanged to question,
reinforce, and conceptualize experience, it is in the act of dancing that therapy is
realized” (Exiner and Kelynack x). As Dr. Karen Bond iv states, ”We work with dance
as the therapeutic material. Dance is the main vehicle of the therapy and it is in the act
of dancing that the therapy is realized. As dance is the therapy and the instrument of
dance is the body, it is the physicality of dance on which we focus” (Exiner and
Kelynack xiii).
Traumatic experience may result in a feeling of physical
helplessness. In Neuroscience and Trauma Treatment
Implications for Creative Arts Therapists, Van der Kolk,
“has emphasized that physical helplessness is at the core of
trauma, and that the inability to take effective action under
the immobilizing emotions of the trauma conditions plays a
role in development of long term PTSD” and that, “Van der
Kolk has referred to this as ‘frozen inaction‘. Furthermore,
he [Van der Kolk] has argued that meaningful, physical
action may be a prerequisite for recovery from PTSD.
According to Van der Kolk, the trauma survivor needs to
be empowered to take effective physical action that was
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originally blocked due to the terrifying, immobilizing
circumstances of the trauma events” (Crenshaw 33-34).

Movement and gesture can be interpreted across cultures. According to Daria
Halprin, a dance therapist,
”Movement is a complex language which contains all the
sensations, feelings, emotional states, thoughts and
memories we have experienced in our lives. By using this
language consciously, we are able somatically (through the
physical body), emotionally and symbolically to re-access a
range of life-responses and reactivate feelings and images
associated with certain life experiences. For instance,
kicking and stomping movements initiated with the legs are
likely to evoke aggressive feelings. Reaching out or up with
the arms is likely to evoke feelings associated with longing.
Movements such as rotating and rocking the pelvis may
trigger sensual or sexual feelings. A gentle, consistent
shaking of the whole body often gives the feeling of
release, especially when the breath is let out with the
movement. Pulling the shoulders and arm back and
extending the rib cage forward may bring up the image and
feeling of opening up to” (Halprin 136).
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CHAPTER IV
Exploring The Struggle
To Survive
At the time of the traumatic experience, I don’t think I completely
understood how much dance and choreography could transform my mood and
allow me to feel free from the stress of what was happening, I just knew that
after I moved, I felt better and freer. It wasn’t until later in my life that I
learned of dance therapy. It was as if all that I had felt and believed
unconsciously was revealed to me in a therapeutic form. I had always known
on some level that my artistic practice was an outlet for those parts of myself
that I had difficulty verbalizing. The act of choreographing healed me when
nothing else could.
A multitude of experiences such as –involvement in war, physical and
psychological abuse, neglect, violence, illness, and poverty can trigger a sense of
trauma. A trauma may happen suddenly or violently, and often has lasting
psychological effects. Lois Carey, an arts therapist, states; “Trauma covers any
situation where one’s psyche is overwhelmed to the point that the person is unable to
use his or her usual psychological defenses, or to function in the usual fashion”
(Carey 15). In the face of a traumatic event, especially one that is repeated over a long
period of time, impairment of rational thought could be the result. The feelings of
helplessness associated with the trauma experience may linger long after the trauma
event has subsided.
As catalysts for healthy adaptation from traumatic experience, creative approaches
to mental, spiritual, and physical health may enrich people’s lives. According to Van
der Kolk, “patients need to regain control over their emotional responses and place
the trauma in the larger perspectives of their lives—as a historical event (or series of
events) that occurred at a particular time and in a particular place, and that can be
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expected not to recur if the individual take charge of his or her lives” (Van der Kolk
419). This observation speaks directly to the idea that through the act of dance
creation, an individual may take a traumatic experience and, by abstracting that
experience through artistic expression, may put it in the larger perspective of an entire
life. For people that practice dance, it can become both a means of expression and
release. Through choreography, I recognize the healing aspects of body movement
and understand through personal experience that dance may be a catalyst toward
healing.
Reactions to a trauma event may include a lack of understanding about the
subsequent traumatic responses. The traumatic responses may be expressed in
unhealthy ways such as anger, depression, withdrawal, and chaotic thoughts, to name
a few. According to Professor Irma Dosamantes-Beaudry, at The University of
California, Los Angeles, “body movement is a medium through which an individual
may experience, express and communicate elements of experience not readily
communicable through verbal means (this experience is usually less conscious in
nature)” (Dosamantes-Beaudry 247). Judith Rubin, an arts therapist and scholar,
states "A massive shock to the system, whether physical, psychological or both,
elicits powerful feelings for which words can be inadequate, yet image, sound,
movement, and story can offer a welcome release. The arts [dance] help both to
express and contain otherwise overwhelming emotions" (Rubin 10). I believe that
many emotional and cognitive responses to external events in an environment may be
stored in the human nervous system, muscles and organs. Therefore, one may say that
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all reactions to life are held in the physical body and then released through expression
in movement, body posture or gesture.
Within a traumatic event there may be pain, both physical and psychological. In
the presence of psychological pain there is also a physiological component in the
body. For example, anxiety is a psychological state that is accompanied by clear
physiological responses in the body such as rapid heartbeat, sweating and chaotic
thinking. Although the body and mind can be studied separately, I think that a holistic
approach (body-mind connection) to therapy is important in the success of
transforming traumatic experience into a source of strength and growth. Van der Kolk
says, “ Brain, body, and mind are inextricably linked, and it is only for heuristic
reasons that we can still speak of them as if they constitute separate entities.
Alterations in any one of these three will intimately affect the other two”(Van der
Kolk 216). It is necessary to approach any recovery treatment in a holistic way
because psychological complications may have physiological responses and vice
versa.
A means for dealing with this pain, creativity and expression may become outlets
for translating a trauma experience. Given a creative outlet, the traumatic emotional
response can be abstracted using choreography and may release inner psychological
torment. This process may allow an individual to understand the feelings that
developed, due to the trauma event. Thus, creating a space where productive work
and creativity facilitates for new responses and feelings and promotes the chance of
recovery. Choreography requires and creates connections between the mind and body,
which may have been damaged due to the trauma experience. The traumatic event
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may be the catalyst to start creative expression and the process of recovery through
growth and change v .
According to choreographer Anna Halprin, “Movement experienced and explored
with awareness, where the creative process and self-discovery are the intention,
allows the three levels through which we experience and form our lives (physical,
emotional and mental) to become consciously reconnected with each other” (Halprin
136). Healing begins when an individual translates traumatic experience into a
language of his or her own. According to Halprin,
“The fulfillment of experiencing one’s own creativity
through art making lends courage and motivation to the
task of confronting and releasing destructive life
experiences. Tapping into our creative abilities restores a
sense of appreciation for life” (Halprin 137). “The art,
which arises from our inner landscape, which reflects the
real issues and tensions in our lives, illuminates the
darkness and heals the soul” (Halprin 148).
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CHAPTER V
The Choreographic Process
Of Two Works
Lifting, spinning, throwing, falling, these things are happening to me, I
have no control. I am suspended in the air, held by a single force. I am
hollow, like it is happening to someone else. I am an outside observer in the
trauma of the stalking. Disjointed, disconnected, disembodied, broken, numb,
and passive. Constant fear, helpless, and hopeless, I fall.

Recognition of traumatic response was the first step in my creative process. Selfreflection brought understanding and analysis of the trauma event and allowed me to
interpret and translate the traumatic experience into choreography. This translation
process symbolically abstracts the trauma experience, both event and psychological
response, empowering an individual to release it. The act of structuring dance into
choreography is a meaningful physical action in that choreography provides the
individual with a sense of control that may have been blocked at the time of the
trauma event.
The exploration of traumatic experience through movement happens through
sensitivity and empathy. Through empathy, a dancer may be able to breathe life into a
traumatic experience and bring it to the performance stage in a way that is effective to
the performer and moving for the audience. Investment in translating traumatic
experience into movement comes from discussion and dialogue about the emotional
responses. The exploration of this translation is to create choreography that represents
a traumatic experience. This symbolic representation promotes continued healing,
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growth and change, which can provide an individual with new connections between
mind, body and soul.
In 2006-07, I choreographed two works that focused on “translation of trauma”,
“Desplazamiento Fragil” and “Apt.5 Ocean Avenue”. These two different
explorations involve meaningful physical action and artistic expression.
Method Of Choreography
•

Identification of trigger words associated with each trauma experience
and their perceived emotional qualities.

•

Improvisation to create choreography (using trigger words to explore
movement).

•

Discussion of traumatic emotions and experiences for the dancers to
embody and for the chorographer to create.

•

Selection of movement for public viewing in performance.

•

Music and audio.

•

Analysis and self-reflection.

Some movement motifs that I incorporated, along with the emotional qualities that
these represent, are presented in the following chart.
Emotional quality

Movement motifs

Vulnerability

exposing the throat and/or
wrists

Chaos, exhaustion

perpetual turning, spinning,
flipping

Protection, avoidance

hands covering the eyes
and/or head
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Needing emotional and physical connection

reaching with the arms in all
directions

Lost, vacant, unemotional

blank stares, unnerving
focus

Anguish, guarded, fear, isolation

contractions

These movements in themselves are not unique, many dances before have used
similar motifs. What differentiate them are the emotional intentions behind the
movement. These simple, yet powerful gestures revealed deeply felt emotion, pain,
persistence, grief, questioning, vulnerability, and exhaustion. A movement may have
meaning, but the extent to which it communicates to another individual lies in the
intention of the person moving.
I choreographed “Desplazamiento Fragil” and “Apt.5 Ocean Avenue” for five
dancers. Over a two-month time period, we met for four hours per week,
incorporating journaling, dialogue, and self-reflection. I choreographically
investigated “Desplazamiento Fragil” which begins to incorporate ethnographic
methods, and “Apt.5 Ocean Avenue” which was an auto-ethnographic process. My
design for each rehearsal was discussion of the issues of each traumatic experience,
using trigger words to explore movement, and having a dancer and myself journal and
reflect after each rehearsal. Different facets of the trauma experience would be
explored in each rehearsal. For example, in a single rehearsal of “Apt.5 Ocean
Avenue”, we would explore aggressive emotions and movement. I also spent time
alone in the studio evoking those traumatic emotions and allowing them to fuel my
movements. I memorized the movements (as opposed to videotaping myself and
having the dancers watch me on videotape). I would then bring the movement I
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choreographed into the rehearsal and explain and demonstrate the intention behind
each movement. In some rehearsals, the dancers and I improvised with movement
that had a specific emotional intention. Translation of trauma response through
movement became the main focus of these choreographic investigations.
Most choreographers identify with natural phenomena in the world as inspiration
for their creative voice. McCarthy talks about the work of William Reich,
“…Who was a psychiatrist and a student of Freud’s who
forged his own (to western thinking) unique form of
therapy, which was energy-focused“. Reich states, “ The
word energy is synonymous with aliveness and vitality. If
we think of energy as the manifestation of one’s aliveness,
then the movement of it through the organism, the amount
and availability of it to the individual is essential. This
energy governs the entire organism; it is expressed in the
emotions as well as the purely biophysical movements of
the organs (Reich 1945). According to McCarthy, “Reich
saw this energy a “pulsatory,” an expansion and
contraction, as evident in respiration. A simple experiment
with an amoeba demonstrates pulsation and its
essentialness to life, observable through a microscope.
Energy builds up in the amoeba, creating a “charged” state.
This energy is discharged and the amoeba relaxes. The
cycle begins again, the amoeba is never still. Normal
expansion is exaggerated when the amoeba reaches out for
food. The reverse action, or contraction, occurs when the
amoeba is attacked by the environment. If it is attacked
repeatedly, the amoeba expands more cautiously, in a state
of defense. If the attack persists beyond this point, the
amoeba will lose energy, shrivel up and die” (Baker 1967).
McCarthy continues to state, that we can “see the basis of
emotional health and emotional disorders via this simple
yet profound experiment” . . ..”Because expansion is
synonymous with pleasure and contraction with anxiety . .
.”(McCarthy 166).

Translating these findings into the world of choreography and performance allows
the observer to decipher what a choreographer is trying to convey through the chosen
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movement vocabulary. The human organism is in a continuous state of expansion and
contraction to the smallest of our cells. In dance and gesture when a person sees
another person expanding, reaching out, it is generally accepted that there is a
wanting, needing for contact, whether emotional or physical. The reaching gesture is
obvious and easy to interpret. When a dancer expands we can infer that they are open,
revealing themselves. We can infer that they are content, confident and free. When a
dancer contracts, closes in on the self, they convey a sense of fear, and isolation. A
contraction can, but does not only start at the core, but when we curve around our
core, there is a sense of protecting ourselves. The tightness of the body in that
contracted position creates a sense of tension and anxiety. Even though a movement
may have no personal or emotional intention, if those movements or positions are of a
“certain kind” (contractions, reaching out), then the audience perceives something
that they often translate into an experience that they may have had.
Core strength vi is important in the ability to overcome trauma; there are certain
phases to the recovery of core strength. One method in working choreographically in
the dance process is the understanding for the dancers that there was something
broken and that the individual must recall this connectedness through movement.
Physical connectedness to our bodies happens through meaningful physical action, or
any action that connects the individual to the pleasant feelings associated with
physicality. In my personal experience that connectedness happens through the act of
choreography. As Exiner states, “on reflection, I gradually realized that it was the
quality of the dance arising from this experience which makes dance effective as
therapy” (Exiner and Kelynack, xx).
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“Desplazamiento Fragil”
In Bogotá, Colombia I was invited to participate in a music and dance research
project titled “Desplazamiento” vii . I participated in a different culture that has issues
of displacement viii due to the constant threat of civil unrest. Upon returning to the
USA, I translated the traumatic responses into a choreographic exploration called
“Desplazamiento Fragil” (meaning: fragile displacement). The process of interpreting
a traumatic experience that is outside of myself involved recognition, understanding
the situation, and dealing with the emotional qualities of the trauma experience. I
accomplished this by interviewing and working with the people in Bogotá, journaling,
dialogue with Colombian artists, self-reflection, and exploring how they dealt with
the trauma experience through their choreography and art.
Displacement comes in many forms; it could be physical, emotional,
psychological, or geographical. I choose to look at displacement from the standpoint
of physical/psychological. When I think about physical displacement, I imagine it
consists of movement motifs that are loose and out of control, chaotic, sporadic or
sharp with contrasting release. Loss of control may sometimes come without any
knowledge that this is happening. Choreographically, my aim was to show movement
that creates a sense of loss of control. For example, the elbow moves and the rest of
the body must follow, sometimes called “sympathetic movement ix ”.
The translation of a displacement of people had certain processes, (1) definition
and identification of displacement as traumatic experience, (2) interviewing (oral), (3)
improvisation to create choreography, (4) observation of artistic work associated with
displacement. These are results, which consist of recognition, understanding, and
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action or response. Recognition involves being exposed to the trauma situation in all
aspects: history, emotional quality, and limitations of control over the event.
Understanding happens through dialogue, capturing the spirit of the trauma situation,
and reflection. Response to the trauma situation happens when an individual shares
their experience with others. Recognition, understanding, and response may be
interpreted and refined by the act of choreography.
Impulse is a way of initiating movement. That impulse can be from inside,
internally/psychologically/physically, or that impulse can be from an outside source,
such as, another person. “Desplazamiento Fragil” is my exploration of psychology
and movement, and of what certain types of movements portray both physically and
emotionally.
The music, “Five Pieces for Percussion” by composer Ron Mazurek, was
complicated, chaotic, jarring and difficult to count. The more I contemplated the
music, and watched my choreography develop; I arrived at the realization that the
disjointed quality between music and movement was effective, another type of
displacement. Hearing a beat and a tempo does not mean that one needs to adhere to
that rhythm, when one is displaced it is not always easy to walk to the beat of
everyday life. The music and dance could create a very circular feeling of trying and
failing.
At the start of creating “Desplazamiento Fragil”, I described my experience and
the experience of the Colombian artists that I had worked with to my dancers. I also
conveyed the choices I made for movement motifs by investigating what
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displacement meant to me. Through open dialogue and discussion, we contemplated
how the word displacement might translate into movement.
“Apt.5 Ocean Avenue”
“Apt.5 Ocean Avenue”, was an auto-ethnographical exploration of the traumatic
experiences of the stalking situation that I endured. Within the language of my own
choreography, I incorporated movement motifs that expressed those traumatic
responses and emotions. Motifs include hands over the mouth and stomach, which
twisted and clenched, dynamic shifts between soft and sharp, contractions of the
torso, constant movement and motion, continuous lifting, spinning and flipping of the
body. These movement motifs represent feelings of constantly being in a state of
chaos, feeling as though the situation would never stop, which created feelings of
helplessness, being on edge, lack of control and fear.
A central aspect to the success of “Apt.5 Ocean Avenue” was getting the male
dancers to embody the presence of the stalker. I accomplished this through open
dialogue and discussion about the central issues relating to the stalking situation, as
well as my emotional states throughout the rehearsal process. I asked them to
consider what they imagined the mindset of a stalker could be and the mindset of a
victim. Openness and honesty about the situation enabled the dancers to consider
many points of view relating to the trauma experience. Through empathy, the dancers
were able to emotionally connect with my personal experience, as well as draw upon
their own experiences with traumatic response.
Through the use of video, I aimed to portray certain qualities such as uneasiness,
and anxiousness. Creating the video in black and white set a mood of a bleak,
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ominous world. The image of the fence on the desolate beach went by slowly,
creating a feeling of anxious anticipation. Through the use of light, the bars on the
fence flickered, creating a dizzying effect. I sped up the sequence of running toward
the lighthouse, which served as a transition into that nightmare world where
everything is happening too fast and there is a feeling of no control. In my nightmares
about the stalking there were moments of surreal slowness followed by quick
choppiness. The retreat from the lighthouse represented a retreat from that fear and
pain, although everything is in reverse signifying a continuous cycle, without an
escape.
“Pickup!” x the composition for “Apt.5 Ocean Avenue” was an exploration of
trigger sounds associated with the stalking experience. The ringing of the phone was
prevalent in my life at this time, due to the fact that the stalker would call me up to
one hundred times per day. Alan Terricciano and I spoke about the emotional quality
that I was exploring and key moments in the trauma experience. The jarring, and
distorted sound of the phone ringing and the busy signal tapped into those deeply
embedded emotions. The continuous underlying beat created a sense of anxiety,
which matched the emotional content of my choreography.
Through the choreographic investigations of “Desplazamiento Fragil” and “Apt.5
Ocean Avenue” I realized that each work affected me differently “Desplazamiento
Fragil” was an exploration of psychological and physical displacement. The
manifestation of the work focused mostly on physical displacement, although certain
emotional qualities were portrayed due to the physicality of the movement. On a
whole “Desplazamiento Fragil” was an exploration in physical displacement with
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emotional displacement as a secondary exploration. “Apt.5 Ocean Avenue” had a
deeper emotional impact on me because of the personal quality of the exploration.
“Apt.5 Ocean Avenue” was an exploration of the core emotions associated with the
trauma experience, the traumatic responses were portrayed through the physicality of
the dance. I would say that I discovered that I am an expressionist, and that the
majority of the emotional intent comes across in the form of intense physicality. The
emotional response to the trauma event was investigated and within that investigation
the choreography developed. Some of the choreography was based on my emotional
response and some was a more literal interpretation of the physicality of the trauma
event.
The resulting discovery of these two choreographic investigations is in the
understanding that it is possible to create work that translates traumatic experience
that is not personal as well as an experience that is personal. The tools that are
implemented work with both types of exploration, but the personal connection to the
work creates an experience for the choreographer that is emotionally deeper and
ultimately aids in the process of healing. The creation of each work brings the
choreographer closer to the understanding of all traumatic experiences and how to
effectively decipher what should be expressed in order to convey the emotional
quality of the artistic work. It is in the expression of these deep seeded emotions that
the traumatized individual gains release and distance
The exploration of the trauma response through choreography requires an
individual that has a certain level of deep understanding and acceptance of the trauma
experience. Through this insight the recognition of emotions associated with the
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trauma experience can be deciphered and identified. Once identification occurs, these
emotions and trigger words can then be catalysts for creating and fueling movement.
Therapy happens both through the creation of the movement and in the aesthetic
choices required to create a choreographic work. The main phase of the therapy is in
the creation and identification of the symbolic representation of the trauma
experience. There is an additional phase of therapy in the viewing of the aesthetic
body of work. One phase is in the creating; the other is in the observing. The creating
is the meaningful physical action that is a guiding force to recovery and the observing
is the symbolic representation that creates a space for the traumatized individual to
separate themselves from the experience.
All cultures use gestures. Emotions are universal through all cultures. So, in
essence, human beings have a common ground that meets through movement and
emotion. This common level may also be the level of dance. It is necessary to point
out that not all dance practices are emotion-based, although since all people can relate
and respond to movement on a human and personal level, then all people may benefit
from the healing art of dance. We are all capable of movement. Whether it is
choreographed, organic, impulsive, confined, minute, or expansive, all movement
may lead to recognition of the self.
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CHAPTER VI
Conclusion
Although I felt successful with the movement aspect of the choreography, I
hadn’t felt like I had brought myself to that truly terrifying emotional place in
the dance. Not reaching that state of ‘breakdown’ emotionally in my
choreography was a defense mechanism that I also employed during the
stalking experience. I wanted to find emotional release, and I needed to find
the deep emotion in my choreography. I was nervous to dredge up those
feelings again, because even with the emotional distance and healing that has
happened over these years, it is still a hard place to explore. I began to move,
I thought about what it felt like in that place of helplessness, fear, anger, and
powerlessness. Through the physical movement that expressed those emotions,
the floodgates were opened, I felt those feelings again clearly. This “free”
dancing was healing and cleansing, and through the movement that was
generated from those feelings I found the deep expression in my
choreography. It took the movement to release those buried feelings and it
took the movement to heal me from that experience.

By pushing forward through the process of choreography the individual confronts
the overwhelming emotions surrounding the trauma experience, thereby gaining a
sense of mastery over the trauma experience through this release.
In Apt.5 Ocean Avenue, I made a creative choice to dance the role myself,
although it was difficult being objective as both the choreographer and the dancer.
There has been sufficient time and emotional distance from the most terrifying
circumstances of the stalking, and I was ready to artistically explore the trauma
experience and to create something moving, emotional and beautiful through
choreography and performance. With the goal that in doing so the meaningful
physical action would help transform the trauma experience into a catalyst for
continued growth and change. The ferocious physicality of “Apt.5 Ocean Avenue”
was indicative of how I felt in the midst of the trauma itself.
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The stalking, although extremely emotional was also a physical experience. The
traumatic response was physical in a sense that all of my emotions and fears were
expressed through my body, for example, my posture changed and I was physically
closed off from others in order to feel protected. Verbalizing my feelings and
helplessness was difficult for me at that time. My nightmares were so realistic and
repetitive that I felt physically drained each morning. Within each nightmare, almost
every night for years on end, I was put through a physical world of fighting, running,
hiding, slashing, and spinning. There was a continuous feeling of physical motion and
chaos. This feeling was what I tried to portray in my choreography. The stalking
experience and the choreography has been so physical, and through that physicality I
was able to tap into those immobilizing, terrifying emotions.
I see “Apt.5 Ocean Avenue” as the start of a larger group of dance works that I
would like to continue to explore. I stand by my choice to dance this role myself, and
I know that I have gained a new sense of freedom from having explored this
physically and creatively. However, I do recognize that if I had chosen another dancer
to dance my role, the emotional impact may have been significantly different. To
watch this metaphoric “me” go through the ferociousness of this dance and the
intensity of the performance would have resonated with me on a different level. I
found healing in reliving and exploring the physicality of the dance, which gave me a
sense of mastery and control over a traumatic event that I had no control of at the
time
“Desplazamiento Fragil” was a wonderful experience, an intense and physically
demanding piece. I feel that I accomplished the sense of disjointed and displaced
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bodies and minds. The dance had a creepy and chaotic feel to it. Through the use of
sharp, jerking movements contrasted with soft suspensions, I portrayed the dichotomy
of feeling displaced. When I think of displacement, I feel that it involves moments of
interaction with others and moments of isolation. Through the use of cannon, I
conveyed a sense of constant motion, representing a level of displacement. The
lighting for “Desplazamiento Fragil” created a world of rich reds and blues, which
helped with the feeling of edginess.
According to Irma Dosamantes-Beaudry, a dance therapist,
“First generation DMT pioneers . . . were strong and
creative modern dancers who intuitively understood the
value of embodied experience in altering human
consciousness (Dosamantes-Beaudry, 1997a). They
recognized that the creative and healing elements of
modern
dance—bodily
awareness,
individual
expressiveness, spontaneity, and creativity—could be made
accessible to ordinary people who were not trained as
dance performers, as well as to those who were
institutionalized with emotional disorders
(Levy 1988).
The difference between dance therapy and choreography as therapy is in the
aesthetic choices made for public viewing. In the investigation stages of exploring the
emotional responses to the trauma event, both dance therapy and choreography are
linked. Although after the improvisation associated with the trigger words is
explored, the distinction of certain movements/motifs that are selected for
choreography creates focus due to repetition.
I would tell a choreographer to creatively explore all aspects of the trauma
experience, then decide which is the most important message, feeling, and emotion
that they want to get across to the audience. What is it that they most want to express?
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More specifically, what would be the most important thing for you to express in order
to heal from this experience? And in the expression of that voice what do they wish to
accomplish? In implementing my design method the choreographer would have
sufficient tools to creatively explore the traumatic experience. For me, the experience
was far beyond anything that I could describe in verbal means. I felt as though people
did not and could not understand the intense emotions associated with the stalking
experience. The sense of fear, helplessness, vulnerability, chaos, confusion, and
anxiety were the most important elements for me to portray. The creation of
choreography served two purposes: (1) the ability to give my feelings a “voice”, (2)
creating an opportunity for others to understand the experience. By abstracting the
trauma response into choreography it created a tangible experience that an outsider
could relate to. In order to convey my trauma response, I chose to have continuous
movement and ferocious physicality.
What is it about choreography that may be a catalyst for growth and change?
Choreography has a unique expressive force; when words cannot convey what an
individual wishes to express, then dance may. Choreography is healing; it is a vehicle
for expression. The individual is not obligated to give an explanation for the dance, it
just exists. Choreography can be expression at its purest. For me, the true beauty of
choreography is that it means something so powerful to the person expressing it.
When the choreographer feels the release of that emotion or experience then the
dance is successful. What is important is that at the end of the journey, the subject
feels that their experience was given a voice. It is a chance for the victim to take
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control over the trauma experience and turn it into something powerful that heals
them on a personal and meaningful level.
Most people may gain from some form of creative expression/therapy. The human
soul needs to have a way of communicating the deepest feelings outside of the spoken
word: sometimes words are too difficult. The mind often censors words as not to
offend, or expose the deepest emotions. Very rarely does an individual reveal what is
inside the mind with complete and utter honesty, or has the ability to access those
emotions verbally. Some people who experience a traumatic event come away from
the experience as “changed” and with a new sense of purpose in life.
Dance creation is holistic. Mind, body and spirit are interconnected in movement,
thoughts and expression. Muscles move, contract and release, and with those
contractions the anguish is felt, and with the release the heart lightens. It is a journey
of emotion and physicality, a journey of exploration and expression. Dance creation is
my journey.
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i

Psychiatric definition of trauma: ‘a painful emotional experience, or shock, often producing a
lasting psychic effect and sometimes, a neurosis‘.
ii

Any physical action that produces a physical and psychological response that symbolically,
physically and emotionally empowers the individual to move beyond the traumatic experience. By
meaningful physical action I refer primarily to movement that is developed with the goal of
expressing the deeply felt emotions resulting from a traumatic experience.
iii

. Since the 1970’s Bessel Van der Kolk M.D., a leading clinician, researcher and teacher in the
field of post-traumatic stress disorder at the trauma center in Boston, Massachusetts (The Trauma
Center website 1998-2007).
iv

Senior Lecturer in Dance Education, The University of Melbourne, Australia

v

The understanding and awareness of the individual’s emotional and psychological states.
Core strength can be defined as: the balanced development of the muscles that stabilize and
move the trunk of the body, including the abdominals and muscles of the back. The goal is to
develop the deep internal muscles of the trunk so that all the muscles are moving in the most
efficient relation to each other. (http://pilates.about.com/od/pilatesterms/g/CoreStrength.htm)

vi

Core strength is defined in the context of this thesis, as an ability to recognize, understand, and
deal, at some point in the process of recovery, with the circumstances that arise in an individual’s
life experiences, on the spiritual and emotional level. As well as, the ability to transform a
traumatic experience into a catalyst for growth and change.
vii

Stipend recipient from University of California, Irvine to travel to Bogotá, Colombia. Invited by
Dr. Lisa Naugle, Ron Mazurek and Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, 2006.
viii

In May 2004, the UN announced that Colombia's 39-year-long drug war had created the worst
humanitarian crisis in the Western Hemisphere. More than 2 million people have been forced to
leave their homes and several Indian tribes are close to extinction. Colombia now houses the thirdlargest displaced population in the world. The violence from the leftist guerrillas, right-wing
paramilitaries, drug traffickers, and common criminals has created more than 100,000 refugees,
while 2 million Colombians have fled the country in recent years.
ix
x

A term I have heard in dance classes with instructors that teach Release Technique.
Composed by, Alan Terricciano, University of California, Irvine
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Feminists Undergoing Cosmetic Surgery:
The Ambivalence toward Feminism observed in Western and Eastern Texts
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According to Imelda Whelehan’s The Feminist Bestseller (2005), contemporary
British popular fiction, which is loosely known as “chick lit,” as well as women’s
bestsellers in the 1960s and 1970s, should be read in relation to the second wave of
feminism, as they are “directly” or “obliquely” (5) influenced by it. One of the
representative works Whelehan lists is Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary (1996).
Whelehan argues that this is a novel in which one can observe the heroine’s
ambivalent attitudes toward feminism: while the heroine profitis from the activism
of feminists, she is also lamenting an excess of freedom (4-5).
In this context, it might not be irrelevant to focus on the depiction of the bodies
of female characters’ in this type of contemporary fiction, since women’s bodies were
one of the issues on the political agenda in the second wave of feminism. Listing
Boston Women’s Health Book Collective’s Our Bodies, Ourselves (1969) as one of
their major texts, feminists developed the movement linking “the struggle for
women’s rights and the reclaiming of the female body” (Yarlom 242). One of the
targets of their criticism, as is typically demonstrated in their attack on beauty
pageants, was the question of women’s physical appearance and their various bodily
practices for its enhancement. Given this background, this present essay first
examines the book Stitch in Time (2005), written by Kathy Lette Whelehan briefly
mentions as a successor of Fielding. The heroine’s attitude to modern beauty
practices, particularly cosmetic surgery in this novel seems to ambivalently suggest
both sympathy toward and criticism of feminist teachings on women’s bodies.
Next, this essay shifts attention to Japanese literary and visual texts dealing
with cosmetic surgery, that is, Mieko Kawakami’s award-winning novel Chihi to Ran
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[Breasts and eggs] (2008) and Kumi Kanatsu’s popular manga series OL Vijuaru-kei
[Good-looking office clerks] (1999–2004). In fact, owing to the variety of themes dealt
with in manga and its wide readerships, like literature, manga is now considered to
be a separate genre (Shodt 12-16). The historical background of Japan proves that it
has been under considerable influence from the West, and feminist thought is no
exception to this trend. Thus, examining these texts with reference to feminism will
not only reveal similar ambivalence toward feminism on the part of female
characters but also demonstrate the international impact of feminist thought.

1.
Kathy Lette’s Stitch in Time starts with a self-introduction by the heroine
Lizzie McPhee, a BBC’s news presenter and a housewife. She begins, “Let me
introduce myselves. First there’s the me who …” and then proceeds to disclose how
indifferent she is to her own appearance and beauty practices in general. In her
opinion, beauty is “a case of mind over matter – if you don’t mind, it don’t matter,”
and beautification products are “ammunition in the sex war” (Lette 1-2).
Immediately after these descriptions, however, she continues as follows: “But then
there’s that Other Me,” who is “backstroking up and down the pool of Narcissus” and
is “on the hamster wheel of self-improvement” (Lette 3-4). To the question she then
asks herself, “why the schizophrenia?” she replies, “Because I’m thirty-nine.” These
statements not only suggest the problem of aging, as indicated by the reference to
“the terrible, incurable disease afflicting females – age” (Lette 5), but also reflect the
critical standpoint of her generation.
Lizzie’s negative views about women’s beauty and beauty practices are in
keeping with her portrayal as a “feminist” (Lette 182). These problems have long
been discussed from the viewpoint of the asymmetrical gender structure in society,
one of the central examples os such discussions being Mary Wollstonecraft’s A

Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792). i However, it was during the second wave
of feminism, as the slogan “personal is political” demonstrates, that women’s bodies
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were again politically focalized as the factor responsible for and the result of their
oppression. As is obvious from the fact that the Miss America contest was one of the
targets of the protests by feminists, women’s beauty and beauty practices, which
often entailed physical suffering and pain, were criticized. The negative attitudes
towards beauty practices remained unchanged even after the introduction of
Foucault’s power theory, in which women’s pursuit of beauty is understood as a
normalizing effect of the workings of power, and women, as subjects who are
embedded in the power system. In this context, there has been some uncertainty
with regard to the propriety of cosmetic surgery in this context, because the body on
which it is performed unresistingly reproduces the oppressive norms of beauty and
the social structure that demands a particular form of woman. Theorists such as
Susan Bordo have adopted Foucault’s paradigm of power as a framework for the
negative analysis of women’s bodily practices. In this sense, the anger of Lette’s
heroine, represented as “It’s not racial but facial prejudice – a discrimination only
suffered by women” (6), and her disdain for women’s wholehearted devotion to their
appearance echo the feminist treatment of women’s bodies.
Considering that Lizzie sympathized with the second wave of feminism and its
criticism of women’s beauty practices, her decision to undergo a face-lift, breast
augmentation, and liposuction, although motivated by her husband’s affair with her
beautiful younger sister and the loss of her job, appears to be unexpected. However,
in reality, this part of the novel reflects the theoretical shift in the discussion of
women’s beauty in the later period of the second wave. In order to overcome the
impossibility of women’s resistance in the framework of discussion based on the
Foucauldian paradigm of power, the more positive aspect of power began to be
explored in the 1990s. In such discussions, women’s beauty and beauty practices
have been redefined. These redefinitions are based on the viewpoint that the body is
the site in which not only complicity with but also resistance to norms is possible,
adopting such conceptions as agency, as their active commitment to norms and
structure. It thus became possible for Kathy Davis, for example, to perceive cosmetic
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surgery as a procedure that offered, to some extent, a possible means for women’s
“empowerment” (2003: 11-13). Accordingly, the portrayal of Lette’s heroine as a
“schizophrenic” (although done with a seemingly light and positive tone) suggests
the ambivalence of contemporary women towards the feminist treatment of women’s
beauty. This is why when Lizzie’s sister has her face injected with botox, Lizzie
remarks, “Call me old-fashioned, but I have never really thought there’s much point
in being beautiful” (Lette 105). Nevertheless, acting on the guidance provided by her
sister, Lizzie quickly changes her beliefs and decides to have her body “nipped,
tucked, sucked, plucked, bobbed, boobed, peeled, and pilled” (Lette 193).
Lizzie’s ambivalent attitude toward cosmetic surgery appears to be integrated
when she restores her body to its former state and divorces her husband after
undergoing cosmetic surgery and regaining her husband. When she cries “Women
who have implants are always bleating on about how they did it for themselves. Well,
it’s bullshit! We do it for men” (204), she seems to deny the later discourse of women’s
empowerment, which is now often used to support cosmetic surgery, and returns to
the old discourse of male oppression. Nevertheless, Lizzie, who has abandoned her
newly enhanced appearance and her husband as if these actions an expression of her
flat denial of gender norms and structures, eventually finds love again with her
young boyfriend. Thus, Lizzie replaces her husband with a new one, and enters into
another heterosexual relationship, which preserves the existent gender order or
rather reinforces it.
The “schizophrenia” or suspension of Lette’s heroin partly results from the
theoretical impasse on women’s beauty practices. Since the early 1990s, the conflict
between the abovementioned perspectives has inspired a continual argument
between the critics supporting the two views --- namely, Bordo and Davis. The main
contention of their argument can be roughly summarized as follows: in the
discussion on the consruction of the body, should more importance be attached to the
normalizing power of the dominant discourse or the individuals’ active commitment
to this discourse? As summarized by Rosemary Gillespie, when more emphasis is
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laied on the former aspect, as Bordo does, women’s actions to improve their physical
appearance may “help to reinforce oppressive images of female beauty” (82). On the
other hand, when the latter aspect is emphasized, as in the case of Davis, women
may be “empower[ed]” (Gillespie 82). Nevertheless, although both these critics are
held in high esteem, they have failed to reach a consensus. (Davis 1995: 164-172;
2003: 9-11). Thus, the attitude toward women’s cosmetic surgery is ambivalent,
because within the personal context, for instance, acquiring predominance in a
career or in a heterosexual relationship does not destabilize the social norms and
structures; rather, it reinforces them.
The ambivalence of Lette’s heroine, which is suggested in the novel is also
interpreted in the context of the genre of chick lit. According to Whelehan’s survey of
the situation of contemporary women, although women are profiting from the
improvement of their social status (partly thanks to the rise of feminism) they are
burdened with the necessity of achievement in both public and private spheres
(141-142). In her view, this scenario is clearly reflected in chick lit fiction, whose
characters are “faced with the burden of Having It All,” that is, “career and home
life” (Whelehan 177). In this manner, the genre is “in dialogue with feminism”
(Whelehan 5). However, this dialogue does not take place “directly”: rather, it occurs
“obliquely by the way its heroines often seem to be wrestling with a nascent feminist
consciousness set against their quest for The One” (Whelehan 5).

2.
Considering that the development of feminism in Japan more or less followed
that in the West --- that is, the women’s movement reached its peak in the 1970s,
followed by the backlash phenomena from the 1980s onward --- it seems appropriate
to read contemporary Japanese contemporary representational texts with reference
to feminism. With respect to the popularization of cosmetic surgery, although the
development of cosmetic surgery was comparatively slower in Japan (whereas the
period from the 1980s onward is termed as a “Surgical Age” (Wolf 220) in the West),
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in the 1990s, the number of cosmetic surgery clinics doubled in Japan (Ishii 151;
Yamashita 262) and cosmetic surgery began to be dealt with as a subject in various
fields of representation.
Mieko Kawakami’s Chichi to Ran, the topical, Akutagawa Prize-winning novel
of 2007, which depicts the life of a thirty-nine-year-old female character who is going
to undergo breast augmentation, is one of the examples of works that deal with
cosmetic surgery. In contrast to the woman who is positive with the surgery, the
narrator, her sister, cannot decide whether or not to approve of it. The prior feminist
treatment of cosmetic surgery as a form of male oppression floats through the
narrator’s mind --- a view that she vaguely denies as obsolete and ineffective. This
suggests the confusion among the Japanese about how cosmetic surgery should be
considered: as women’s beauty has not become a significant topic of discussion, the
critical attitude toward beauty pageants in the second wave of feminism has been, to
some extent, preserved until today. Accordingly, although the narrator’s inner
conflict does not reach a resolution, a positive attitude toward cosmetic surgery is
subtly explored inKawakami’s novel.
A positive stance toward cosmetic surgery is more actively presented in Kumi
Kanatsu’s widely read manga. Although it is a relatively new medium, manga treats
a wide variety of themes and reaches a large audience: therefore, it is considered to
be a genre like literature (Shodt 12-16). Further, as a medium that immediately
responds to current issues, manga began to treat cosmetic surgery as a theme in the
1990s –the decade in which it became a common procedure. As in the case of novels,
manga can employ the technique of fantasy; moreover, as a visual medium, it can
easily depict the body and changes in it. Kanatsu’s long series OL Vijuaru-kei, which
was republished as a twenty-volume book and was also dramatized on television in
2001, depicts three female characters. All of the three characters are OLs --- a
Japanese term used to describe young women office workers who are usually in a
subordinate position and who have altered their appearances beyond recognition by
undergoing cosmetic surgery.
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The character who displays ambivalence toward cosmetic surgery, much like
Lette’s heroine, is one of these OL’s, Mieko Horikiri. She is presented as a second
wave feminist who opposes all beauty practices performed by women, and at first
appears to display resistance. However, on facing the reality that not only skills in
office work but also good looks are required of women workers, Mieko decides to
undergo cosmetic surgery. She even reinforces the practice of cosmetic surgery by
announcing a “Naru-feminisuto” protest. This term is her coinage and refers to a
woman who is “both a feminist and narcissist” --- one who “knows the pleasure of
femininity” and aims to, because “gender discrimination will remain up to the
twenty-third century,” “protect ourselves[herself] by improving our[her] appearance
armored by feminist-narcissism” (Kanatsu 79-80, vol. 3).
Thus, Mieko’s decision to undergo cosmetic surgery appears to have been made
out of a desire to empower herself and move ahead in her career. Wolf ’s term “PBQ”
(professional beauty qualification) indicates that the physical attractiveness greatly
influences women’s employment opportunities. However, it gradually becomes clear
that it is her quest for love that underlies her decision. By saying that “becoming
pretty is an expression of my love [for him]” (Kanatsu 132, vol. 13), she devotes
herself to beauty practices. Moreover, she is willing to play the women’s domestic
roles of women that she would earlier object to. Thus, in the end, Mieko, like the
other two characters in the novel, finds love, gets married, and has a baby. According
to Kathryn Pauly Morgan, although women’s decisions are often “camouflaged by the
language of ... liberation,” they are nothing but “conformity to norms of beauty,”
particularly the norm of “compulsory heterosexuality” (172-173). In this sense,
Mieko, who intends to empower herself by undergoing cosmetic surgery, also
conforms to the social norms of beauty and heterosexual love, which are reinforced in
the dominant discourses in society.
Furthermore, Mieko’s cosmetic surgery reinforces not only the gender but also
the racial norms of beauty: her narrow eyes have now become as round as those of
Westerners. Certain events in the history of Japan, such as its exposure to the West
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in the mid-nineteenth century and its defeat in World War II in the twentieth,
allowed the West to make a significant impact in every Japanese field. Such
influence includes that on the notion of beauty, which the Japanese have, consciously
or unconsciously, internalized. ii According to Murasawa’s historical analysis, the
racial features of the Japanese, which were represented by their small eyes, began to
be regarded as “defects” by the Japanese themselves, and by 2000, the Japanese
ideal centered on round, double-eyelid eyes, a prominent nose, and white skin (151,
227). Operations to create double-eyelid folds are particularly popular and the most
frequently performed surgical procedure in Japan (Suzuki 88-89). Therefore, by
undergoing cosmetic surgery, Kanatsu’s character reproduces not only the gender
but also the racial norms of society.
Further, besides the theoretical impasse mentioned in the previous section,
Mieko’s ambivalent attitude toward cosmetic surgery stems from the conditions
faced by working women in contemporary Japan. In order to break the inequality
between genders at working places, in Japan, the law on equal employment
opportunities and promotions for men and women came into effect in 1886 and was
revised in 1997. This law, in principle, has made it possible for women, if they so
desire, to be promoted in the same way as men and to participate in administration.
In reality, however, it has only placed a double burden on women in the form of
public and private duties, and in generating the dropped-out. iii Thus, it is not very
astonishing to find that some Japanese women choose to remain in subordinate
positions and to find life partners by enhancing their physical attractiveness --- a
practice that might make their lives simpler. In fact, soon after Mieko enters into a
relationship with her boyfriend, she makes the following confession: “I was going to
work very hard, even without romance and, needless to say, marriage, but now I
don’t know if I really wanted that” (Kanatsu 78, vol. 18). Mieko’s confession suggests
that she is partly dispirited partly by the structural problem in Japanese workplaces.
This scenario also suggests that no matter how much effort women invest their in
their careers, the structural problems pose certain tough choices that dishearten
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them, forcing them to find fulfillment in romance and beauty. In addition, like chick
lit, the genre of manga for women, whose major theme has long been and still is
romance, influences Kanatsu’s plot.
Although Mieko’s cosmetic surgery reproduces gender and racial norms and
structures in society, a possibility of subverting these norms and structures might be
found in the fact that the work problematizes the appearance of male characters. For
instance, Mieko’s boyfriend pays attention to grooming, fashion, and masculine
behavior. Considering that these types of practices have been, as in the West (Davis
1995: 40; Gilman 36), gendered feminine in Japan, it might be possible to say that
Kanatsu’s work suggests the potential to destabilize cultural norms that have linked
beauty with femininity for a long time. Further, an analysis of this work could also
conclude that it hints at the predominance of male patients in cosmetic surgery. iv To
begin with, the idea of narcissism that Mieko adopts for her protest is derived from a
figure in Greek myth --- namely the story of Narcissus, a male beauty who falls in
love with his reflection in a pool.
It is clear that cosmetic surgery will become increasingly popular; hence
related theories and the texts should be given greater focus, in the West or in the
East.

NOTES
Unless otherwise indicated, all translations from Japanese are my own.
i

Noting the “baneful concequences” of instilling “artificial notions of beauty”,

Wollstonecraft problematized the control of women’s bodies through beauty practices
(49).
ii

In her study which finds that the cosmetic surgery performed by Asian Americans

is “motivated by a racial ideology”, Kaw observes that the beauty norms in the
United States spread to Southeast and East Asia through films and magazines.
Further, she notes that in Asia, cosmetic surgery has become a means of acquiring
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“racial features considered more prestigious” (189-191).
iii

The Western notion of a “glass ceiling”, which refers to the invisible barriers that

women administrators face when aiming for the top positions does not apply here, as
there are so few women administrators, so that they are not yet recognized as a
collective in Japan (Inoue 147).
iv Some critics believe that it is a matter of time before male cosmetic surgery
patients, who currently account for ten to thirty per cent of all patients, exceed
female patients (Wolf 7-8).
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Invitation to the Dance(drama), First Steps:
Adapting Japanese Noh and Indian Sanskrit Drama
for Middle-Brow Non-Asian Audiences
Raison d’etre: Many college students read about traditional Asian drama and perhaps a script or
two and even view documentary film clips. But the experience of the dramas and their
originary cultures remain foreign to their lived experience. These adaptations allowed students
and audiences to take a first step into the worlds of these plays. We tried to lower some of the
barriers of classical technique and exclusionary language, without extracting just the most
entertaining bits, the story or the virtuoso turns, from their religious and social contexts.
I have coined the term “respectful quotation” to describe the methods by which one finds
performative and textual keys, and indeed, “permission” within traditional Asian dramas for
adapting them in a US college setting (such as the University of Southern Maine).
Our audiences are curious, well-meaning, middle-brow college students and community
members in “the whitest state” in the union. We have only a modest production budget, and yet
I believe that we produced – among cast and crew as well as audience – more than a simple
suspension of disbelief in an entertaining fictive world. We were able to inspire a kind of
reverence for the religious and cultural worldviews presented in the plays and to engage a range
of viewers from infrequent theatre-goers to Asian theatre scholars. Our productions were
Shakuntala and the Ring of Recognition by Kalidasa and The Rokujo Lady’s Passion compiled
from Yugao, Aoi no Uye, and The Shrine in the Fields with supplemental text drawn from
Kanawa and Lady Murasaki’s The Tale of Genji.
I have discerned four keys that guided our introductory encounters with these rich, if daunting,
traditional scripts and their performance traditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Adaptation of scripts intended to welcome novices,
Use of traditional, as well as newly composed, Music,
“Respectful Quotation” of recognizable basic gestures and movement, and
Use of Intermediaries, advanced students and semi-professional performers, willing to
guide us during rehearsal and performance, knowing our limited time and lack of
traditional training.

I adapted the scripts to preserve and to foreground the moral and cultural codes embedded in
these parables while allowing novices to take first steps into experiencing them theatrically.
For example, in the Aoi no Uye section of Rokujo, I pointed up the differences in spiritual power
and influence of the Shinto shaman and the Buddhist saint in facing the demon-spirit of
Rokujo’s humiliation and vengefulness. Each section of our production opened with a line
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chanted in the original Japanese by the Shite and echoed by the chorus and then glossed in
English. While following a more or less cohesive and chronological story of Rokujo’s passion,
we moved through the seasons from the late winter of Rokujo’s mourning her dead husband
through to the first snowfall and her release from the Wheel of Reincarnation.
In both productions, we used both traditional and newly composed music as well as some
religious chants in appropriate scenes to draw us into the spiritual and aural worlds of the plays.
We began Shakuntala with the traditional invocation to Shiva sung by our tabla player, and
returned from intermission with his devotional song to Meenakshi, setting up a scene of the
disconsolate King’s mourning for his misrecognized and rejected wife, Shakuntala. During the
battle between the Buddhist saint and the Rokujo demon in the Aoi section of our Noh drama, the
Chorus prayed (in corrupt Sanskrit and Japanese) to the five great deities, calling out their ritual
names, followed by their attributes in English.
“Respectful Quotation” of performance styles. We chose to use selected and very
recognizable Noh kata and Indian abhinaya, rather than make an unrealistic attempt (given our
resources) to fully recreate “authentic” versions of traditional forms of dance and movement. In
Rokujo, we used basic Noh kata (such as kamae (at ready posture), suri ashi (gliding walk),
kazashi (fan movement), and shiori (weeping) as speaking postures and as starting points and
touchstones for newly created interpretative dance. For Shakuntala, we used simplified
abhinaya (gestural language derived from the Natyasastra) used in Bharata Natyam and
Cambodian classical dance to augment spoken dialogue and as the impetus for character
movement and full dance.
Use of Intermediaries. We made use of local Euro-American devotees of Asian performance
to lead local performers and audience members into the world of traditional forms. In rehearsal,
we worked together to select key elements and to introduce performers to them. In
performance, our guides provided the kind of expert support to the performers that one hopes for
in an excellent accompanist and mentor, as they also invited audiences to experience accessible
samples of the tradition, drawing them into the world of the play one measure, one drum beat at
a time.
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The Narrative of Time and Space of a Seashore
Abstract
What is it about narrative that always fascinates the mind of a space creator? Is it
because through narrative he can see his creation comes to life? How important story is
for the creation of a space? Schools of architecture around the world have used literary
forms to formulate design problems in their studios, and some of the pioneers of this
method, such Hedjuk and Machado, have become known as the ‘sphinx’ of architectural
writing in their time (Antoniades, 1992). The approach to link literature and architecture
can take the form of a direct or indirect link, but for those who have tried to use any of the
links would have realized that it actually takes both forms and the links have to occur in
many layers and dimension, just as what narrative does to our imagination.
And what is it about seashore that always attracts the presence of a writer? Some
would go for inspirations and solitude in quietness, others for energy and vivacity in the
liveliness of the place.
Bakhtin’s spatio-temporal matrix, chronotope, provides an approach to analyze
the base condition for all narratives and other linguistic acts, and Alexander (2007) has
used this matrix to evaluate the chronotope and the narrative logic on screen using
Fellini’s, Antonioni’s and Tarkovsky’s works for her study.
This paper will look at how Bakhtin’s chronotope could be utilized to study the
narrative of a landscape and how it can operate in the process of designing a space within
the context of that landscape, thus writing a new narrative on the already existing
narrative. The study will use a studio’s projects in our school, a Writer’s Beach House, to
examine how the students ‘read’ the seashore landscape as narrative(s) and how the
narrative(s) will be used in the design process. The site for this project will be at Carita
beach, a coastal area in the west of Java island. The process of the studio will be
conducted in a way that the form of the studio itself will take on the narrative form, where
there is a reader and a writer, and where each part is actually simultaneously acting as the
reader and the writer.
The study of the studio projects will be complimented and compared to a study of
the works of a local prominent architect, an architect whose works have been birthed by
the collaborations with many artists and writers.
In the conclusion of this paper, we will see how Bakhtin’s chronotope could be
used to read the landscape of a seashore, to continue the narrative of that seashore with a
new spatio-temporal narrative (that is, the writer’s beach house), and how the overall
time-space narrative is experienced three dimensionally.
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The Beginning
In the beginning there is.
So the story starts. Can the mind ever begin with tabula rasa? It may wish to be
able to do so, but it never does. The moment the eye perceives, there is. The moment
the mind thinks, there is. The eye sees what other eyes have seen, the mind thinks of
what other minds have thought. So let’s start from there.
Antoniades1 categorized poetry and literary approach in architecture as one that
is intangible, as opposed to those approaches that are based on what have existed
before figuratively and physically. It is an approach that is based on incorporeal
matters, words. Within this approach, Antoniades classified it further into static direct,
dynamic direct and composite method, hierarching them from the most conscious
approach to the most subliminal one respectively. But what started this approach in
the first place? Has it been there from the beginning?
Poetry and literature have their way in teasing architecture. They tease
architecture with their imaginative world, they tease architecture with their ability to
create new things and they tease architecture with their power to name a new creation.
As with other forms of narrative arts, poetry and literature give architecture
reflections on how spaces are used and perceived in their world. People would make
love in such banal spaces as staircases, or a barn can have a solemn atmosphere as if it
were inhabited by a devoted nation. Many times the tease becomes a mock when the
narrative does not simply paints a picture from the real world, but it actually opens a
window to it. Even so, narrative can still graciously inscribe the space, thus giving it
the value of a remark.
The face of the water, in time, became a wonderful book – a book that was a dead
language to the uneducated passenger, but which told its mind to me without reserve,
delivering its most cherished secrets as clearly as if it uttered them with a voice. And
it was not a book to be read once and thrown aside, for it had a new story to tell every
day.
Life on the Mississippi - Mark Twain
The spatial setting in Twain’s narrative was set near a body of water that sat still
and silent, and it is only in the course of time that it would willingly tell its story to
those whose imagination can read through stillness and deafening silent. For bodies of
water reflect any that has the nerve to come near them. Any daring soul who would
bold enough to merge into it will be in awe to meet the richness it secretly holds.
When rays of light in their biographical time meet and interact with these bodies of
water, the theatrical play they produce will cover all genres of story human mind can
imagine and beyond, for as Twain said, it is a new story to tell everyday.

1
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Landscape and language share the same structure in that they have a nested
construction; words in sentences, sentences in grammar, grammar in paragraph just as
leaves on larks, larks on branches, and branches on trees (Spirn, 1998). When we try
to read landscape and poke our heads into the nature’s narrative, the drama is already
there, and time is already on the move. How do we position ourselves in the middle of
it?
Norberg- Schulz defines the act of positioning ourselves in the world as
dwelling and settling where a meaningful relationship between men and a given
environment is established2. Landscape is our original dwelling (Spirn, 1998), thus we
are not just the observer or the reader in landscape’s narrative, but we are also the
actors, verifying what Norberg-Schulz calls as homo viator, man as wanderer, that
man is always on the way and thus is always given choices.
As we cannot disentangle the identity of self from our being, the self we call ‘I’
and the subject we use to describe who we are and what we do (I see, I live, I dwell),
then each of us carries in our nature the 1st person character in an ongoing story of a
landscape. The subject ‘I’ in landscape narrative is not the same as ‘I’ of the reader of
a novel or the audience of a film. Within the literature or film, the 1st person ‘I’ in the
story can be the narrator who unfolds the drama to the reader, but in both literature
and film, narrator exists only in the world of the story and there only, thus when
reader reads ‘I’ in the narrative he does not enliven the character in himself though the
real world can be the same as the one in the story.
Studio Projects
To see the connection between the first person character and its time-space and
how architecture as a designed space relates to the narrative of landscape we will look
at a studio’s projects in our school. The project was conducted for 2nd year students in
which we asked them to design a Writer’s Beach House. The location for the project
was at Carita beach, located in the west of Java island. It is a resort area near a state of
conservation area in the province of Banten . Its setting makes this seaside the transit
point to the legendary volcano of Krakatoa.
The site visit took on two days of searching, reading, and contemplating the area
while working on a small project of designing and building a space out of recycled
materials. After the site visit we asked the students to write a narrative based on what
they experience on the site. This assignment was aimed to get the students read the
landscape as a formal language and not simply as inert objects scattered by chance on
a piece of land. The result was that most of the students (6 out of 9) took on the 1st
person narrative, though the character they chose was not always in the form of a
human person; their first person character was manifested in the forms of a coconut
tree, a clam, the wind, the wave, or other element they found at the beach. In all of the
students’ narratives, all elements of the seaside that came into the scene were made
alive and animated. A coconut tree could feel tickled by a group of youngsters playing
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around it, the water ripples were dialoging, waves ran one to another, or the sand
would feel relieved after a long soak in salty water.
In the next stage of the studio, we gave the students a second writing assignment
where we asked them to make another narrative based on the first writing but with an
addition of a character which has to be manifested in the form of a space. The result
was half of the group created their space character as invisible, in solitude and silent;
and the other half created theirs as almost the opposite, a space that is vivant,
animated and articulated.
Within the period of writing assignments, we invited writers who were to be the
clients of this project to speak about their works in the studio. The students were
given an assignment to make a three dimensional abstraction from the works of the
writers.

Fig. 1. A student’s abstraction of writer’s work

The next step of the project was to create the space that each student has
visualized in their second narrative, forming the character they invented in the
landscape narrative.

Fig. 2. Student’s visualization of her narrative space

When the time for designing the writer’s beach house came, the students were
faced with a situation where several time-spaces merged into an architectonic form.
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There were more than one first person character and the students had to decide which
narrative was to be the main plot and which were to be the sub-plots.
Architectonic, Scenographic, and Chronotope
When discussions about architecture, literature and film cross one another, some
terminologies inevitably will need to be further clarified. Terminologies such as
architectonic, scenographic and chronotope, though by themselves possess their own
definition, would generate specific meanings when they are used exclusively within a
field.
Kant in his Critique of Reason invented cognitive architectonic by defining the
term architectonic as the art of constructing a system,
“... Reason cannot permit our knowledge to remain in an unconnected and
rhapsodistic state, but requires that the sum of our cognitions should constitute a
system.”
The understanding of the term architectonic as stated by Kant thus overarches
its definition in any exclusive field. So that when Bakhtin used the term architectonic
in his essay discussing the chronotope of novel,
“Quite frequently in literature the chronotope of meeting fulfills the
architectonic functions: it can serve as an opening, sometimes as a culmination, even
as a denouement (a finale) in of the plot.”
the term architectonic was meant for the narrative structure of a novel.
When Alexander3 uses the term architectonic in her writing using Bakhtin’s
chronotope, architectonic was used to delineate the spatial organization of the film’s
semantic, dramatic, visual and narrative structures.
In Place, Form, and Cultural Identity Frampton defines the generic term of
architectonic as an expression that refers not only to the technical means of supporting
the building, but also to the myth and the reality of this structural achievement. He
distinguishes it further by contrasting it with scenography, from Latin word scena,
which is essentially representational in nature.4
Scenography on the other hand, while mostly used by representational arts, does
from time to time capture the object alive without any transformational process, as
frequently done in filmmaking. Carita beach, being a resort area is scenic, is not a
representation of nature, it is nature. When scena becomes the nature itself, it thus
becomes architectonic in its own terms.
Alexander in her paper has used a derivative of Bakhtin’s chronotope, which she
coined the chronotope of rise and fall, to analyze the narratives of three films by
Fellini, Antonioni, and Tchakovsky – Nights of Cabiria, Outcry, and Andrei Roublev.
3

4
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Alexander recognizes two axis of movement in defining the matrix of time-space in
those three works, one is the vertical axis of rise and fall of the hero’s drama, the
other is the horizontal axis of moving forward to the end of the movie. Furthermore,
she characterized the elements of film architectonic as symbolical, dramatical,
psychological, and cinematographical, although the four do not necessarily stand
alone as independent elements and most likely possess in each of their nature the
character of the other three.
Alexander’s analysis on the three films emphasizes more on the spatio-narrative
of those works, which consequently complimented the original idea of Bakhtin’s
chronotope that speaks more of the tempo-narrative. While Alexander connects the
spatial and architecture elements presented in the drama with films’ narrative, Bakhtin
discusses more about the importance of time-related elements in literary structure
such as suddenness, chance and fate.
The Rippling Chronotope
In his Architectonic Theatric Inquiry Method, Bakhtin develops a dramaturgical
architectonic method defined as the interplay of the Authors, Beholders (active
spectators), Characters (not someone who expresses, but someone who is expressed),
and Directors; where each part wears two or more hats.
If we are to use Bakhtin’s definitions of Author, Beholder, Character and
Director to portray the process of the studio mentioned before, then the role of
Beholder was played first by the students as they went to the seashore and experience
the landscape. Bakhtin’s astute decision to choose to name this particular role as
Beholder instead of Reader or Spectator give the role a substantial weight to execute
his part, as a Beholder not only sees his objects but he regards and comprehends them.
The insight that the students gained from the seashore’s narrative as Beholder was
later manifested in their first writing. In the second writing assignment, the students
changed hats and became the Author by developing a new narrative based on the first
writing, adding a new spatial form i.e a new Character in the seashore’s narrative.
Within the whole process, the students were never the sole Author nor the sole
Director, their role as Author/Director was always in coexistence with the Other
Author/Director. As a consequence, as they acted as Author/Director they
simultaneously became a Character in the Other Author/Director’s narrative.
Throughout the process there is always a double role of Reader/Author,
Author/Actor, and Reader/Actor. The writer-client hence was wearing multiple hats as
he becomes a Character in three intertwining narratives; the landscape narrative, the
students-Author/Director’s narrative, and the writer-client’s own work which had
been abstracted into a three dimensional space configuration.
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Thus the diagram for the process of studio project becomes:

Fig. 3. Diagram of students’ project

Eko Prawoto, a renowned local architect whose works have repeatedly been
celebrated by the national as well as the international art community, has produced a
recent work in which the process of making the project rippled further than those of
the students’.
A house which Prawoto has designed for a well-known writer in Yogyakarta
was made in a dialogue with the surrounding nature. The land is parched and dry
nearly throughout the year but the frequent breeze softens and lax the area, giving it a
spiritual orchestra as it rushes and jostles the falling dry leaves. Prawoto’s design
continues that particular language of nature by fragmenting the house into several
pavilions, following the terrain of the site, using brittle materials and earthen colors.
Prawoto did not intend to make his architecture a mere fleeting impression to its
spectator, but he intended to make it at least as an opening dialogue that can
communicate to the soul and enhance the spiritual experience of the surrounding
environment.

Fig. 4. Prawoto’s design of a writer’s house
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The process of designing the writer’s house was similar to that of the studio
project that he first read the narrative of the landscape and then collaborated with a
writer-client to design the compound. The process was repeated later in an installation
art exhibition where Prawoto reread the whole site (the original landscape and the
built structures of the writer’s house) and found the positive-negative relation within
the space to continue the ongoing narrative.

Fig. 5. Positive-negative relation of space

The exhibition was opened by series of talks between writers, architects, artists
and educators, and the event was later culminated with a play by a local theater. The
play used Prawoto’s bamboo installation as their space to perform the narrative of life
- birth, journey of life and celebration; crowning the whole narrative-events while
solidifying Prawoto’s description of the language of architecture that it should be a
celebration of togetherness.

Fig. 6. Prawoto’s bamboo installation used for theatre space (photo by Yenny Gunawan)
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The diagram for the narrative events in Prawoto’s works can be illustrated as below:

Fig. 7. Diagram of narrative events in Prawoto’s works

Conclusion
The creation of a narrative calls for the elements of space, time and event. When
the process of creation is repeated, the space and time continuum demands the events
to establish and construct a system and correlate themselves and thus creating a new
layer of a narrative.
Some cultures understand time as a linear process, while others perceive it as a
cyclical course. The world of a novel or a film captures the element of time as either
or both because of the medium they use. The lens of a camera cannot take the whole
but parts that the mind chooses to give its attention to, and these are the parts which
the author/director puts together to make a narrative. In a novel, it is the frame of page
that gives boundaries to what it can capture from the whole. Nevertheless, a space
creator whether using the medium of a screen, or a piece of paper, or three
dimensional structures, would acknowledge that there is a continuation to the space he
creates.
The understanding that space is first created to accommodate a narrative would
recognize that there are roles to play within it and each is hardly restricted to one
exclusive part. Every time the players in the narrative change their role, they created a
new ripple to the narrative, thus adding a new story.
Bakhtin said that chronotope is a concept that engages reality, it is not just timespace created in the imaginary world. As has been demonstrated by the process of the
studio and more by Prawoto’s works, the ripples of time-space from the imaginary to
the real can run seamlessly, meshing one another into a grander narrative.
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When we see multiple time-spaces interact with one another, we see that time is
not running forwardly nor is it running in circles. An element is dripped and it ripples
the mesh of time and space. There is a new story to tell everyday.

Fig. 8. The rippling chronotope (photo by an artist)
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This could be a paper but perhaps would better be part
of a panel discussion
At the Heart of the Liberal Arts
as a Cultural History Course

Teaching Intro to Drama

This is a call for theatre departments to re-consider
what seems to be a trend to diminish the history
component of Intro to Theatre/Drama courses
I have
14 years of student comments that support my contention
that by maintaining Intro as a cultural history course
Theatre remains central to the liberal arts and even
sciences B taking its place among the many disciplines
that have tried and continue to attempt addressing the
Big Questions Why are we here Where do we come from
Where do we go after this life
Why do bad things
happen to good people
Why does evil often seem to
thrive
How can one effect one=s fate
How indeed does
the universe work
I believe that reducing Intro to Theatre courses to the
more Ajob-based@ set of topics directing designing
acting playwriting B runs the risk of relegating to
Theatre to a dying form of entertainment losing the
competition with film and digital media C rather than
the primal worldwide phenomena of conscious
performance that seems to arise in nearly every culture
I support my observations with many student comments
that illustrate the insights connections and
awakenings that students report in their response to
a history- based lecture/discussion Intro course that
serves beginning Theatre majors and more non-majors
Student comments range from connections they make with
their own disciplines to new pride in their own heritage
and new-found interest and respect for other cultures
through heightened awareness about news politics
sociology psychology etc as well as other
Aentertainment @
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Abstract
We have a tendency to assume that there is an essential link between race and culture, that one’s
race requires one to adopt a particular culture, or that the culture one is born into is the culture that
one should adhere to for life. A pragmatic perspective counters this view by arguing that cultural
and racial relationships are better understood as historical contingences, that there are no such
necessary connections between how we are born and raised and how we turn out as we develop.
Using ideas from Stanley Fish, Richard Rorty, and Robert Brandom, we can better understand how
it is that humans often stray from there given culture and end up preferring other cultural values.
Rorty and Brandom particularly give well formulated accounts as to how humans develop with this
respect in an individual and group situation. Thus, what we are left with is a constantly changing
complexity of values, and this pragmatic account allows us to see such change as a progression in
human thought as we become more creative in our intertwining of various cultural values. In other
words, loss of certain cultural values should not necessarily be viewed as the loss of something
essential, but the gaining of a new vocabulary and new way of viewing the world and how we
should act with respect to it.

1
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Too often, it seems that race and culture are viewed as being intrinsically linked. We often expect
(and speak of) that if one is born a particular race, that s/he should have certain cultural behaviors
and activities. For example, we assume that someone who is Mexican must be Catholic; they must
eat Mexican food, and perhaps speak Spanish. But this is not always the case. This may sound like a
paper that will be attempting to dispel stereotypes, but it is a paper that I wish to take in a different
direction. I do not wish to claim that stereotypes aren’t true (In fact, in many cases they are). But
rather, what I wish to argue is that we shouldn’t necessarily link culture with race (or a related and
in many cases interchangeable idea, that one’s birth culture is the correct culture for that individual
and that a change in cultural identity is a betrayal of one’s true culture). This is an argument not
only against individuals that wish to criticize a particular race/culture, but it goes as well for those
that wish to say something positive about their particular race/culture and put down (by labeling
them a sell‐out or something of the sort) those that do not necessarily follow in their footsteps
(those that do not share the same race/culture combination). There is no inherent reason why we
should expect certain races to adopt certain cultures; or another way of putting it, there is no
reason to assume that there is something essential to being a particular race such that one should
adopt a specific culture.
Much of this argument comes from, and is developed through, a pragmatic perspective that
argues that humans do not have essential natures and furthermore, if humans have such and such
views on one topic, there is no reason to think that they will have such and such views on another
topic. By this I mean that just because someone happens to have a particular cultural belief is no
reason to think that s/he will necessarily have another belief that is expected to be related to the
former belief. I will develop this further in a moment. But for now I will leave it at that, only
wishing to add that this pragmatic insight frees us from the burden of having to adopt a certain set

2
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of cultural practices simply because of our physical attributes (our biological race or place/time of
birth).
One of the hopes of this paper is that it will help relieve individuals of the burden of feeling
obligated to belong to a particular culture; one shouldn’t feel that one’s biology inevitable links one
to a particular culture. The hope is that individuals realize that they are free to choose whatever
culture they wish to associate with without having to feel guilty for having done so (or at least not
guilty for being part of another culture. It of course doesn’t free one from being guilty for adopting
certain cultural values, such as those associated with genocide). It may seem from the tone of the
paper that I am attempting to get involved in the debate between essential and nonessential
properties of human or the debate between deciding if there even are essential properties that we
can speak about. I wish to engage in neither of these debates. I do mention that I wish to suggest
that there is no essential connection between race and culture but in saying this, what I am trying to
point out is that there is no reason to make essentiality‐based distinctions. That is, I am suggesting
that based on the forthcoming argument, we can get along fine speaking about race and culture
connections without essentialist talk and will actually have a better understanding of such a
relationship if we leave all such talk out of the conversation. Looking at the relationship from a
pragmatic perspective allows a more creative and better formulated understanding. It rids us of the
unnecessary metaphysics of essentialist talk 1 .
Let me begin by first articulating how I am defining culture. Are there any hard and fast lines
that can be drawn to distinguish one culture from another? No, the understanding of culture that I
Metaphysics can act as a burden on the flexibility of a theory to adjust as new ways of speaking come to
light, for we often end up holding onto the metaphysics for metaphysics sake. In other words, when better
ways of speaking come along, we are often so reluctant to hold onto our metaphysics that we try to hold onto
them despite evidence to the contrary. We often feel that certain metaphysical values can only lead to certain
conclusions and that if the metaphysics are sacred (which they never should be treated as being), then we
have to also hold onto the resulting conclusions. But questioning our conclusions should also result in our
questioning our metaphysics. If a theory can be reformulated and offers a better explanation without a
metaphysics‐based argument, we may end up taking the ill‐advised path of instead trying to make the theory
fit the metaphysics. It leads us to hold onto things that may no longer be relevant and attempt at all costs to
make them be relevant.
1
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am discussing is not something that we can sharply define and say here is a culture and here are all
of its members. We can see individuals as being a part of many different cultures. One can think of
the same individual as belonging to a particular scientific practice, a particular religious order, a
large racial community, and see all of those as being separate cultures with differing beliefs. Yet
they are united and governed by this one individual. S/he happens to be a member of these many
identified cultures even if the cultures themselves do not have much communication with one
another expect in select situations (this individual may become a participant in such interactions).
Let me clarify further. I simply take culture to be a particular set of values and practices that have
been identified and recognized (and in some cases not recognized), and that have at least a
substantial number of members who would, if asked, agree with the given values and ideas. Thus,
one can be identified by a particular region of the country in which one lives; an individual of one
race in Northern Russia may be labeled as belonging to a different culture than a Russian of the
same race in Southern Russia, for example.
Our biological circumstances place us in one culture or another. We are not free to choose when
and where we are born. It is these cultural experiences that initially shape how we view and
interact with the world around us (including other humans, whom happen to be of any given
culture).Often this initial culture is seen as the one that we ought to be linked to the rest of our
lives; it is the loss of this culture that saddens or angers our elders because they feel something
fundamental, and worth keeping, is being lost. And yet, we often find that growing up in a
particular culture does not guarantee that you will be a part of that culture as you grow older. In
fact, in many cases, you may completely abandon your childhood culture and join another. How to
explain such an abandoning of one’s culture and how to put it in context is the purpose of the
following discussion.
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Let’s begin with Stanley Fish. Fish mentions the lack of the necessary link between race and
culture when discussing pragmatists. In fact, his argument complicates the matter, or at least
appears to initially, and may seem at odds with the view I am putting forth. Fish writes,
“[Pragmatism] has nothing to say to us; no politics follows from it nor is blocked
by it; no morality attaches to it or is enjoined to it. If you know that someone has a
pragmatist account of belief, you know nothing about what he or she will do in a
moment of crisis or decision.” (Fish, pg.295)
“ It is true that [a love of poetry, democracy, a mode of doing history] come
together in the lives of some, who call themselves pragmatists… but it is a
sociohistorical fact about a bunch of white guys, mostly eastern, who went to the
same schools, were published in the same magazines, read the same books, taught in
the same universities, where they produced a generation of students who followed
pretty much the same path (except that these days some of them are Jews).” (Fish,
pg. 304)
He argues that individuals that are that are labeled as pragmatists are not necessarily bound to
all have the same beliefs. That is, not all pragmatists are politically liberal or have certain views of
science (in other words, not all pragmatists reach the same conclusions or have the same beliefs
even if they are thinking pragmatically; there is no one way to be pragmatic, no pragmatic method).
The fact that they do share some similarities is due more to the institutions that they attended and
the culture in which they matured; they leaned towards a pragmatic way of thinking due to the
education that they received and they just happened to be white and/or Jewish. In other words,
what it appears Fish is arguing is that it may be a sociohistorical fact that all people that grow up in
a certain culture all have similar beliefs. However, notice that what Fish is giving leeway for is the
idea that not all individuals of a particular mindset share all the same other beliefs. That is, beliefs
are not necessarily connected with one another and that because you believe certain things it does
not mean that you believe certain other things. There are not necessary connections between ideas.
Based on the historical understanding at a given time, we may feel that certain ideas need to be
connected, but new ways of speaking and viewing the world allow us to formulate new connections
and discard others originally thought to be necessary (an elaboration on this later).This gives us the
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ability to talk about how it is that not all members of a culture will share the same beliefs, but it also
gives us a better understating as to how this difference in beliefs allows for exploration of other
ideas that are a part of other cultures 2 .
Just to mention briefly, about the connection Fish appears to be making between race and
culture, in stating that Jewish individuals of a specific culture and time are sharing similar views, it
doesn’t conflict in any way with what I am putting forth. All it simply says is that a few individuals
happen to have such and such characteristics. Note that not all Jewish males at this time in the same
geographical proximity are pragmatists, nor are all the ones that are pragmatists sharers of all the
same beliefs. That is, being Jewish does not incline one towards being a pragmatist. However, this
does allude to a point that will be mentioned again – the culture that you are a part of will help
shape how you perceive and incorporate the ideas of other cultures.
We can build from Fish’s argument by taking Richard Rorty’s view into consideration. Rorty’s
account of experience helps us better understand how it is that individuals in similar cultures can
grow to have vastly differing beliefs. Rorty takes his ideas of experience partly from Freud; the
latter mentions how any sort of experience can have a profound effect on our development and how
we interact with and view the world. Rorty argues that we can think of this on a grander scale. As
we develop, we come to experience any number of people and other objects such as books, the
internet, and many different events. Each of these influences plays a role in how we continue to
develop and how we subsequently will interact with future places, people, and events. Some of

This idea of beliefs and ideas not necessarily being connected has implications in a number of fields, in
which it could be (and I am sure fiercely so) argued that certain ideas and beliefs have to necessarily be
connected. For example in the sciences, it would be argues that certain ideas and beliefs have to be connected,
such as the general and special theories of relativity. For the purposes of this paper, I will not elaborate on
such a claim; it is a subject for another paper. I will only say this, that there are differences between the ideas
that you hold on a regular basis, and the ones you nay operate within a given practice. For instance a biology
teacher that may teach evolution and realize how fit with larger scientific theory that he feels is legitimate,
but then personally support a creationist story that counters the evolutionary account and also doesn’t fit
very well within the larger scientific picture that he does in fact support. What I mean to say is that people can
hold beliefs that don’t necessarily connect or are accepted to be connected according to a given practice.

2
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these will have minimal influence, while others may make a profound difference in one’s life. Part of
the power of these influences will be due to the past experiences of one’s life. Or as Rorty puts,
“Anything from the sound of a word through the color of a leaf to the feel of a
piece of skin can, as Freud showed us, serve to dramatize and crystallize a human
being’s sense of self‐identity. For any such thing can play the role in an individual
life… any seemingly random constellation of things can set the tone of a life….
Something which seems pointless or ridiculous or vile to society can become the
crucial element in the individual’s sense of who she is.” (Rorty, CIS, pg. 37)
To take a rather simplified example, one not quite as delicate as what Rorty mentions above, (for
such a process can be quite complex once we begin thinking about how such influences will interact
and relate to one another), consider an individual that has grown up immersed in various sciences
related studies. She may have parents that have careers in the sciences and such science related talk
is a common part of her life. Given such a background, she may come to have a profound respect for
the sciences and what they have abilities to accomplish (she may also rebel against her parents
views and move in another direction, but for the moment let’s stick with the former). If she were to
encounter Kuhn’s account of the sciences, she may take it in a number of ways; she may dismiss it
as inaccurate dribble, she may take it seriously and begin questioning her own views, or she may
just ignore it altogether. Much of how she reacts will be due to other experiences in her life as well –
was she exposed to opposing viewpoints of science; was she open to opposing views? On the other
hand, her brother, raised in the same household may react differently from her based upon specific
experiences in his background that are unique to his system of beliefs. Additionally, another
individual, with an entirely different background, may not react in any sort of way to Kuhn’s
account because he simply may not understand it; he has no experience with such notions or
terminology. Again, here I am being simplistic. In this example, none of the factors mentioned may a
huge role in the reaction to such a text; it may end up being that influences that we may not
consider immediately relevant may be the deciding factor in an acceptance or rejection of Kuhn.
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But how does this play into the larger picture I am attempting to advance? What Rorty’s account
gives us is the idea that individuals are unique, that they will not have the same experiences even if
raised in the same environment, and that such variation can help us account for how individuals
raised in the same culture may be part of entirely different cultures as they grow older. As the
experiences accumulate, so to speak, they can influence one another in rather complex ways, such
that one can be lead entirely away from one’s childhood culture. Of course, this isn’t to say that
there is no residue from the original culture; it after all has helped to shape the individual to the
current point in her/his life. It’s just that now, those residual beliefs and values may not be entirely
evident, but they may still play a background role in the continual shaping of the individual.
Whereas Rorty gives an understanding of the individual in such a process, Robert Brandom can
help us fit in some of the details at a larger group setting. For Brandom, any social or cultural group
one may find his/herself part of has their own specific rules. By rules I am referring to the spoken
and unspoken rules of discourse. Certain things are acceptable to say and others not so acceptable.
But these rules are not steadfast, but are constantly changing as individuals have new experiences
and try out new ways of talking and continue to challenge the status quo. As individuals participate
in this particular language game, they, in general, act and speak according to such rules. It is those
restrictions that allow for what ideas are and are not possible. That is, the current culture(s) help(s)
determine the types of new ideas that a person may come up with; a person is not likely to come up
with ideas that are completely unrelated to the cultures that one is in some way participating in 3 .
However, there is some wiggle room and the participants are constantly pushing those boundaries,
seeing what works and will meet with approval and what will be rejected and how it will be so. For

To expand slightly on this idea, someone who has no exposure to scientific culture will not suddenly come
up with new ways of speaking about electrons, for example. The idea of an electron is part of a specific culture
and those that participate in such a culture will know what limitations they can reasonable exceed in creating
new ways of speaking about such a concept. However, those that have no such exposure will not even have
the notion to think of any new ways of speaking about electrons. To put it simply, your limitations determine
your freedoms.
3
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instance in a culture that does not commonly discuss sexual matters, certain individuals may notice
and attempt to make such discourse more prevalent. If they go too far with such initial steps, they
may overstep their bounds and will be reprimanded accordingly (such as an angry backlash or
words). However, if they more carefully pick their spots they can more subtly introduce new ways
of speaking and over time such vocabulary may become the norm. Not all ideas will be readily
accepted, if at all, but given the rules at a particular time, some way of talking may beadopted and
change the culture in a certain way, or evolve the culture (if the term “change” is seen as potentially
diminishing the culture).
Thus, what we have from Brandom is not only the idea of how individuals continue to change a
culture as they participate in it, but also the idea of culture as something that can’t be easily fixed or
identified. As such, notions that individuals hold onto such as a culture being deteriorated, or
“losing a culture” become less powerful ideas because it makes it harder to determine what culture
one is losing. At best, we may say that such and such are the ideals that one defines his/her culture
by and that the loss of those ideals means a loss of the culture.
The aforementioned three philosophers (not to mention countless others) have given us many
aspects as to how individuals develop within a given culture and how they can also come to leave
that culture. This has some implications for the idea that was mentioned at the beginning of the
paper ‐ that there is no reason to think that one should necessarily be tied to the culture within
which one is raised and that one’s race does not automatically tie one to adopting a specific culture.
In part what this way of looking at cultures seems to indicate that cultural interaction and change is
inevitable; whether we like it or not, cultures will interact and shape one another such that certain
cultures may die out over generations, but it isn’t to say that any culture will survive in a fixed form
even over a single generation. However, I don’t wish to be seen as claiming that somehow we do not
have control over this constant change as if cultures keep changing without our input; we are the
tools of cultural change. We (by “we” I mean any individuals engaging in a particular culture) help
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determine what the values of a particular culture are and how those cultures will continue to
change. It is just that at that time we may not actively be aware of or pay attention to how certain
values of a culture may change over time. A particular culture, for example, that may have once
heavily valued its practice of living off the land and may find a slow change occurring with its
members relying more on markets for meeting its sustenance needs. Yet, members may not realize
or pay attention to such a drastic change (in some sense believing it not be a problem or issue) until
a specific member brings it up, or the change becomes so obvious that it is noticed by many
members of that culture. Another way of looking at it is that only when cherished values of a culture
are under attack, or the culture as a whole is seen as being threatened (it notices it’s potential
demise) does cultural change become a problem. Minor values of a culture may change without
many blinking an eye, because at the time, those values may not matter all too much.
What all this means to the relationship between race and culture is that there is not a fixed
relationship between those two. That is race and culture are constantly changing their relationship
to one another, in due to a complex array of factors. In other words, we should quit thinking that a
specific race has to have particular cultural belief. We should instead speak of and understand race
and culture as notions that are both changing both in how they are defined and in what counts as
being a specific race and culture 4 . Essentiality loses all merit, because there is nothing essential to
hold onto. No race has an essential culture, and there are no essential cultural values that must be
retained for all time at all costs. What this idea also implies is that cultures (and as an extension,
races) are not inherently superior to one another. Certain cultural values may be better suited for
certain situations and purposes, but those same superior values may find themselves obsolete as

One may ask then are not “race” and “culture” just momentary ideas that only make sense in given contexts,
that perhaps I am universalizing by speaking of race and culture across all cultures? I am using race and
culture to describe notions that most of us are familiar with (those of us that participate in the larger Western
academic culture) simply because such terms are most convenient for getting across the ideas that I wish to
express. I do not wish to make any sort of claim that universalizes the notions of race and culture as though
all cultures speak about the same sort of thing in the same sort of way.
4
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different issues come to the forefront. Values, and thus, cultures only become necessary to hold
onto if they are useful for some purpose. Whatever values we are dealing with at a given time are
better seen as contingencies of history and they will come and go as vocabularies continue to
progress. Thus, we shouldn’t necessarily fear cultural change or the idea that subsequent
generations are not adopting a particular culture. It is something that will happen regardless of how
much we fight it.
Plus, and this is a point that Rorty may well advocate, cultural change can be seen as an increase
in progress. That is to say that it can be seen as increasing our imagination and creativity. For Rorty,
progress is not the realization of the true way of thinking about certain matters, but finding new
ways of talking and looking at the world; we become more imaginative. By this constant interaction
of values and ideas and mixing of cultures, we begin to understand differences and commonalities
between various cultures, but we also introduce one another to new ways of thinking and such
integration into each other’s systems helps create subsequently different vocabularies and new
ways of speaking. Perhaps this may mean that eventually we begin to see cultures that do not fear
their potential demise, but rather view it as an increase in creativity and progress. Perhaps they will
see it as a change that is bound to happen but one in which they can participate in shaping.
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Vancouver’s ‘Koreatown’: Complementing and Contesting Discourses of
Race, Space, and Nation in ‘Multicultural’ Canada
Narratives of colonization, racism, and exclusion by European and Canadian colonizers
towards First Nations, Chinese, Japanese, and South Asian communities have been well
documented by scholars in order to challenge the hegemonic narrative of Canadian history as a
white settler nation. These counter narratives, in conjunction with recent attention to
globalization, immigration, and transnationalism, have led to critical debates on notions of
identity, community, diaspora, and multiculturalism in Canada.
Despite these developments, there is still limited research on Korean communities in
Canada, which has seen a steady growth in population in metropolitan areas, particularly in
Vancouver. According to Statistics Canada, there are an estimated 146,000 ethnic Koreans in
Canada of which just over 46,000 are in Vancouver (“Ethnocultural Portrait of Canada”).
Globally, Vancouver has become a key destination city for immigrants with its proportion of
foreign-born outnumbering those in Miami, Los Angeles, Sydney, and Melbourne (Statistics
Canada, “Immigration in Canada”). In addition to growth in numbers, there has also been a
recent change in the social and cultural imaginary as the editors of one of the premier texts on
Koreans in Canada note:
Representations of Koreans in North America have shifted dramatically over the past few
decades... for example ... American television programs such as M*A*S*H depict Koreans as
inferior and needing to be saved by the West – the Americans in particular. More recently ...
cultural signifiers of Korean food such as kimchee, products such as Hyundai cars, cultural
icons like Korean American actor and comedian Margaret Cho, and top-ranked golf players Se
Ri Park, Grace Park, and 17-year old Michelle Wie, as well as ... discourses about North Korean
leader Kim-Jong Il, are increasingly recognized and consumed by the Canadian mainstream.
Additionally ... U.S. media reports of the 1992 Los Angeles riots ... may still resonate with
Canadian audiences.
Han Kŭt: Critical Art and Writing by Korean Canadian Women.
The Korean Canadian Women’s Anthology Collective 4

For scholars struggling to create a frame of reference on Korean Canadians within global
movements and multi-ethnic contexts, the emergence of these representations is useful as they
“appear to possess a certain kind of cultural currency” (KCWAC 4) and signification to the
cultural imaginary. At the same time, they also provide challenges to scholars whose task
involves exploring more critical positions on how these movements are complicated by
discourses of power. This parallels Han Kut’s aim to be “wary of any overly-celebratory
presentations of cultural difference that are integral to the Canadian project of nation-building in
global economic contexts” (KCWAC 4).
To address the gap in critical research on Koreans in Canada, this paper will examine the
emerging geographical space of ‘Koreatown’ 1 located in Metro Vancouver, Canada by exploring
how the social act of place making (Massey 1994) is embedded in social discourses and complex
power relations all of which are represented, contested, and negotiated at both local and global
levels. ‘Koreatown’ has become a symbolic and material space for ethnic Koreans in Vancouver
as well as Canada as a whole, seeming to represent and celebrate the nation’s commitment and
international reputation as one of few countries to implement national multicultural policies of
1
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inclusion, respect, and equality. However, in October 2006, an incident regarding a leasing
disagreement between a local Korean strip mall (H-Mart) and a few of its non-ethnic Korean
tenants sparked controversy and debate in local and national media as to the meaning and
effectiveness of multiculturalism in Canada. Using the case of the October 2006 H-Mart
incident, this paper will examine how ‘Koreatown’ acts as a social and material space in which
local articulations of Canada’s multicultural policies are not only complemented, but also
contested. While discourses of diversity, tolerance, and equality are seemingly evident in
‘Koreatown,’ anxieties or ruptures occurring in this space also need critical analysis to explore
how complex power relations of race, space, and nation are embedded under the guise of
Canada’s benevolent practices of multiculturalism.
Mapping and Re-Mapping ‘Koreatown’: Knowledge Production at the Local Level
Currently, Metro Vancouver does not officially designate or recognize a civic space
referred to as ‘Koreatown’ and is not represented in any academic literature. The question
becomes: Does ‘Koreatown’ in Metro Vancouver actually exist? Answering this question
involves a critical engagement with notions of space which requires re-thinking traditional ways
of mapping place. Massey (1994) challenges masculinist forms of conceptualizing space as static,
concrete, and descriptive and argues to see space as dynamic and embedded with social relations
and meaning (3). This understanding of the local in the process of place-making creates a
foundation to map an existing ‘Koreatown’ in Metro Vancouver.
In a physical sense, there is evidence of a number of areas in Metro Vancouver which
could be identified as Korean districts based on the signage in both Korean and English and
services they offer. These areas include the older district of Broadway and Fraser Street which
consists today of a grocery store, a few restaurants, and a gift shop (Figure 1). A more well
known area is located on Robson Street in downtown Vancouver, which consists mainly of
Korean restaurants and English language institutes (Figure 2) catering primarily to Korean
international students and tourists. Another larger area is located around the intersection of North
Road and Lougheed Highway in Coquitlam (Figure 3). This area has various commercial
buildings which offer a range of services such as medical services, financial institutions, and
local newspapers. Currently, there are three main corners that I have mapped according to the
main commercial landmarks in this space: Hannam, Hanareum, and Insadong (Figure 4). This
space can be argued to constitute ‘Koreatown’ in Metro Vancouver because of the larger
geographical space it encompasses and the wider range of services and clientele it gears towards,
when compared to other Korean districts.
In a social sense, there is also evidence that supports a local understanding of a space
called ‘Koreatown.’ According to Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia, “Koreatown,
Vancouver” was defined on October 17, 2008 as the following:
When used in Vancouver's Korean-language media, ‘Koreatown’ generally refers to the area around the
intersection of North Road and Lougheed Highway on the Burnaby-Coquitlam border. The neighbourhood
serves immigrants, new citizens, and longer-term residents - as opposed to the visiting students who
congregate on Robson Street…and features a diversity of retail and service businesses catering to the
Korean community. The area…is anchored by two large Korean-themed supermarkets: locally owned
Hannam Supermarket, and an outlet of the Korean American Han Ah Reum chain. A string of Korean
businesses extends north from those two stores along North and Clarke Roads to the Port Moody border.
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“Koreatown, Vancouver.” Wikipedia, Updated October 17, 2006.

Although this online site is perceived as a non-academic resource, it is a crucial cultural resource
because of the way it contributes to recent, local, everyday knowledge production by allowing
registered users to update definitions, albeit limited to those who have access to online networks.
In addition to this website, the size and range of services offered as well as informal knowledge
of this area by the local Korean community appear to provide evidence that ‘Koreatown’ in
Vancouver is a defined geographical space and commercial district with social meaning and
consciousness. It was, until August 2008, the only place where specific documentation on
‘Koreatown’ in Vancouver existed in English.
Wikipedia provides a portal to facilitate a dynamic process of local level knowledge
production which could be used to argue for the existence of ‘Koreatown’ in Metro Vancouver.
However, due to the rapidly dynamic rate of knowledge production by “netizens” (Hauben 1996),
it also has the power and potential to erase definitions and meaning 2 . On August 19, 2008,
“Koreatown, Vancouver” was deleted thereby erasing any literature on this space. According to
the deletion log, which archived the debate that led to the subsequent deletion, reliability of
sources around civic boundaries became the main criteria for why, as one user Dionix states,
““Koreatown, Vancouver” just does not exist” (“Articles for Deletion/Koreatown, Vancouver”).
Despite having 25,000 Google hits (“Articles for Deletion/Koreatown, Vancouver”), additional
comments supporting deletion included the lack of historical profile compared to Japantown as
well as the accusation of self interest by the Korean business community in posting the site when
it was “unreal, a fantasy, a make-believe promotional scam” (“Articles for Deletion/Koreatown,
Vancouver”)! However, whether or not civic boundaries or definitions are corroborated and
recognized by Wikipedia is not as critical in the overall process of mapping or unmapping this
space. As Massey (1994) argues, space must be seen as a “simultaneous multiplicity of spaces:
crosscutting, intersection, aligning with one another, or existing in relations of paradox of
antagonism. The significance of this is how social relations of space are experienced differently,
and variously interpreted, by those holding different positions as part of it” (Massey 3). In this
way, space is mandatorily dynamic, always in existence, and in a constant state of what Massey
refers to as Beingness, rather than entrenched in either the Being or Becoming of space (119).
The fact that ‘Koreatown’ in Metro Vancouver emerges in a physical and social sense and is
contested and negotiated by local actors reveals the way in which power and discourse are
embedded in that space, therefore supporting the existence of that space.
Moments of Rupture: The October 2006 H-Mart Incident
To further explore how discourse of power and social relations are embedded in the place
making of ‘Koreatown’ in Metro Vancouver, it is useful to examine a specific incident that
became contested in local media. In October 2006, local newspapers began to cover a story about
a ‘Korean’ strip mall that had allegedly refused to renew the leases to a few of non-Korean
business owners, which seemed to support the agenda of a Korean only mall. Immediately,
accusations of racism, reverse racism, the discussion of multiculturalism, and the definition of
being ‘Canadian’ began to be heatedly debated in Vancouver and other national newspaper
articles and editorials. The following quotes highlight examples of how this was articulated:
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If a group of white supremacists bought a shopping mall and ordered out all the Asian tenants, the
politicians would be screaming, along with the public, right across Canada. Why is it then, when a group of
Asian businessmen does the same thing and evicts white tenants, as at the West Willow Plaza on the
Surrey-Langley border, the politicians say, “Oh well, that’s something the Human Rights Tribunal should
eventually look into ... It’s a pity I was naive enough to believe that we’re equals, rather than skin color and
eye shape still playing a part in what we can get away with.
Stephan Kolper, Letter, C3
Absolutely disgusting, this is pure racism ... I have to laugh every time I see the country patting itself on the
back as to its “cultural diversity.” I see races heavily segregated and sticking to themselves in their own
communities (i.e. Asian in Richmond, East Indians in Surrey, whites in Langley/Cloverdale). Asian putting
up a mall for Asians is yet another example. I am ashamed that this type of racial discrimination is legal in
Canada.
Dave Shearer. Letter. A27
Clearly there seems to be some kind of discrimination taking place…I think the Attorney General need to
look into this to see if people have been treated fairly. We’re a multicultural society that is supposed to be
building bridges, not walls. This runs against the grain of what our society is all about.
Mark Farnsworth, “Not Korean-Canadian? Can’t Be a Mall Tenant.” Editorial, A20)

Eventually, the BC Attorney General was asked to intervene “before things get really ugly”
(Mason A6), but he declined their request and suggested the disgruntled tenants appeal to the BC
human rights tribunal if they wanted to pursue the issue (Claxton 11).
In fact, Stanford Plaza Inc. was the new owner of the mall located in Langley, and had
leased the largest vacant space in the building to H-Mart, a US Korean international grocer, in an
effort to increase lagging sales in the strip mall by attracting more Asian clientele (Claxton 1).
Based on membership information collected from their other H-Mart stores, H-mart’s intentions
were to service the number of Koreans who were commuting up to an hour to shop at their
Coquitlam location (i.e. ‘Koreatown’). The leases of the three business owners were not renewed
due to various factors such as habitual late rental payments and stipulations in lease agreements
that did not coincide with the plaza’s business plans (Mason A6).
Despite the miscommunication and fragmented coverage of this incident in the media, it
is important to recognize the way in which this incident was represented, the controversy it
created, and the language that was used. The debate was evidence of “…a fascinating case
unfolding in suburban Vancouver that, in its own way, is testing the strength, limits and
definition of multiculturalism in Canada” (Mason A6). More significantly, in the case of the HMart incident reveals a moment of rupture when discourses are accidently but inevitable
disclosed, destroyed, and reconfigured. The rupture revealed the extent of anxiety and
entitlement within discourses of race (i.e. Korean versus non-Korean), space (i.e. Korean-only
spaces; who is entitled to space), and nation (i.e. multicultural Canada) that were being
articulated and contested at the local everyday level.
Ruptures of Discourse: Anxieties of ‘Race’, Space, and Nation
Media coverage and editorials from the public on the October H-Mart incident focussed
on the issue of ‘race’, specifically on the Korean and non-Korean dichotomy. This discourse is
embedded in the concept of ‘difference’ which remains rooted in positivist essentialism that has
long been refuted for being reified constructs that have served political rather than scientific aims.
4
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To better understand the anxieties that presented themselves, it is useful to examine how the
concept of ‘race,’ as a descriptive category, was embedded in processes of racialization. Asians
in Canada, and more specifically in British Columbia, have a long history of being excluded
based on ‘race’ but it was how the term was articulated with power and meaning that legitimized
the racialization and marginalization of early Chinese and Japanese communities in BC. These
forms of racialization were heavily influenced by “Orientalism” (Said 1979), which constructed
Asians as the essentialized ‘Other’ which led to anti-Asian sentiments to flourish not just at the
local level but also by multiple levels of government. This historical and contextual backdrop, in
conjunction with discourses of transnationalism and globalization, complicates the reading
of ’race’ in the H-Mart incident. Brah (1996) and Ang (2001) have noted how contemporary
global and postcolonial contexts have led to the emergence of new diasporic and hybrid identities
which challenge essentialist readings of the ‘Other.’ An example of this is the Hong Kong
“transmigrant elites” (Mitchell 2004) who had the education and capital to invest in countries of
their choice (15). Therefore, the anxieties of ‘race’ that emerged during the H-Mart incident were
rather processes that racialized Koreans as a homogenized group, without differences in history,
class or gender, while also expressing local anxieties towards this new group of Korean
transmigrant elite in Vancouver.
The H-Mart incident also revealed the local articulations of anxiety and entitlement
around the issue of space. Scholars have recently shifted attention to the dimensions of the local,
where global forces become present, enacted, and contested. This spatial component is critical to
engage with how difference is racially marked and articulated within local power relations which
often create notions of boundaries, identities of ‘us’ and ‘them’, and desires for home and
belonging in pluralist societies. Social geographers conceptualize space in this context as a
dynamic process where multiple systems of power relations are embedded. In a descriptive sense,
the case of the H-Mart incident was a dispute over commercial space, but in a social sense, it was
about more complicated anxieties about Korean spaces. Due to global economics and migration
flows, local spaces have become sites where these systems are experienced. In Canada, and more
specifically in Metro Vancouver, scholars such as Anderson (1991) have noted how these urban
spaces such as Chinatown have become contested sites by which political and racial anxieties
become articulated. More recently, as a result of the influx of Asian immigrants in the 1990’s,
these spatial tensions have been directed wealthy Hong Kong immigrants who purchased
“Monster Houses” (Mitchell 1997, 2004, Ley 1995, Rose 2001) in traditionally upper-class
homogenous white neighbourhoods. While the H-Mart incident reveals similar anxieties around
racial spatial entitlement, it also seems to implicate a specific anxiety around entitlement to
modes of production. Traditionally, immigration policies were aimed to address labour concerns,
but changes to immigration policies in the 1990’s (e.g. Business Immigration Program) produced
a wealthy and educated business class of immigrants who were able to purchase companies and
employ local labour. The H-Mart incident ruptured traditional notions of immigrant labour and
revealed local level articulations of anxiety and entitlement not just towards ethnic Koreans not
only as ‘creators’ of Korean only spaces but also as owners of modes of production.
Lastly, the H-Mart incident revealed anxieties around discourses of nation specific to the
multicultural context of Canada. Canada originally implemented an official policy of
multiculturalism (1970s) for purposes of nation-building and to manage plural identities within
its borders. Recently, trends in globalization, transnationalism, and neoliberalism have
fundamentally challenged the traditional multicultural discourses as mass migration and global
5
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movements of capital and culture create multiple and complex identities. Academics have noted
how “flexible citizenship” (Ong 1999), transnationalism, and “transmigrant elites” (Mitchell
2004) rupture these traditional discourses most significantly in the local sphere where tensions
have articulated around racial and spatial anxieties between ‘hosts’ (e.g. Anglo-white) and new
Asian elite (e.g. Chinese, Hong Kong transnationals). Multicultural policies remain central to this
discussion as the state is continually challenged to manage and contain these complex and
multiple identities while also reconfiguring multicultural discourse to actively attract new
transmigrant elites and compete in global markets. Mitchell (2004) refers to this as “neoliberal
multiculturalism” (121) and it is this context in which the H-Mart incident occurred. The
anxieties that emerged reflected local level articulations toward newer Korean business
immigrants and expressed how traditional understandings of liberal multiculturalism, capitalism,
and citizenship were being ruptured within complex global contexts.
Multiculturalism in Canada has been a celebrated identity that has of Canada’s position
on for plural identities. Academics have noted the growth of ethnic communities within these
multicultural contexts but there is still limited work on Korean communities, particularly in
Vancouver. Due to the increase in ethnic Korean populations, there has been a growth in
meaning and significance in the space of ‘Koreatown’ in Metro Vancouver. Using critical social
space theory, which acknowledges local level knowledge production and social relations, it is
possible to map this space using cultural sites such as Wikipedia. This mapping of space
provides a foundation to situate Koreans in Metro Vancouver and to begin critical discussions on
how they are positioned within multicultural Canada. In October 2006, media coverage of a
leasing agreement created strong reactions from the public on issues of ‘race’ and
multiculturalism, revealing local level articulations of anxieties about entitlement to space and
citizenship that were embedded in larger social discourses of globalization and neoliberalism. It
is in the arena of social space where these intersections of discourse become represented,
contested, and negotiated by local actors and requires critical engagement to better understand
Canada’s move to situate itself in the global markets under the guise of multiculturalism.

6
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Figure 1: Old Korean District (Broadway and Fraser Street)

Figure 2: Downtown Vancouver Korean District (Robson Street)
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Figure 3: Hannam: ‘Koreatown’

Figure 4: ‘Koreatown’ (Google Earth)
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Protector Parker: Aboriginal advocate or self serving businessman? A
biographical case study of the Port Philip Protectorate, Australia, 1837-57
Michael F Christie
mich@chalmers.se
Abstract
When the British government outlawed slavery in 1833 the lobbyists who had worked so hard
for this reform turned their attention to improving the condition of indigenous people in
British colonies worldwide. In Australia they managed to introduce a protectorate in the Port
Philip District (the state of Victoria today). One of the most successful protectors was a man
called Edward Stone Parker. This paper looks at his life and his contribution to the
amelioration of Aboriginal conditions in Port Philip. During and after his life people have
both praised and maligned him. Some depict him as an effective advocate of Aboriginal
interests while others have defamed him as a self serving businessman. This paper makes the
point that it was perhaps his flair for business and for ‘getting on’ that in fact made him one
of the most effective of the protectors. Despite considerable opposition Parker managed to
locate the Aborigines in his district at a place where they were shielded from some of the
worst aspects of colonial brutality. He also provided schooling and material necessities to a
group that had been deprived of their land and their livelihood by the rapid expansion of
pastoralism and gold mining.
Introduction
In 1833 the British House of commons passed a law that abolished slavery within its
jurisdiction. Those who had worked so hard for this reform were know collectively as the
‘Exeter hall’ lobby since most of their meetings were held at that place in the Strand. Buoyed
by their success they turned their attention to improving the condition of all indigenous
people in British colonies. They had been shocked by the recent massacre of Kaffirs at Cape
Colony and the attempted genocide of Van Diemen's Land Aborigines and in early 1836
formed the Aborigines Protection Society. The Society had important connections, including
the parliamentarian, Thomas Fowell Buxton, and it was through his agency that a Select
Committee Inquiry into the condition of Aboriginal peoples had been set up some months
earlier. A preliminary report was published on 5 August 1836 but it took almost a year before
the final report was tabled in June 1837. The minutes of evidence were shocking and Buxton,
who drove the process, urged the adoption of key recommendations, including the formation
of Aboriginal Protectorates. 1
His advocacy was successful and in the second half of 1837 the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, Lord Glenelg, introduced a Protectorate scheme for the recently colonized Port
Phillip District of NSW. A Chief Protector, Augustus Robinson, and four Assistant Protectors
were chosen. 2 Only Robinson had colonial experience. The other Protectors were signed on
in London and had little idea of what to expect when they arrived in Melbourne at the
beginning of 1839. One of them was Edward Stone Parke (1802-1865). According to the
Australian Dictionary of Biography, volume 5, Parker was born in London and apprenticed
to a printer. He became a Wesleyan Sunday school teacher and a candidate for the Methodist
ministry but in 1828 married Mary Cook Woolmer and in doing so broke the conditions of his
probation. He was in suspended from the ministry and turned to teaching. He ran a Methodist
day school in Greater Queen Street, London but applied for and was successful in being
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chosen as one of the four assistant Protectors for the Port Phillip District. The Protectors’
brief was to prevent conflict between black and white, teach the Aboriginals to cultivate the
soil, promote their ‘moral and religious improvement’ and build ‘suitable habitations’. In
Parker’s case his orders were to proceed to the north west or Loddon district and travel with
local Aborigines in order to learn their language and customs and carry out his prescribed
duties..
The arrival of the Protectors
None of the Protectors were well received by the Port Phillip press and Parker in particular
was criticized for delaying his journey to his assigned district. The Port Phillip Gazette said
this delay was due to his being more interested in his own commercial activities than those of
the Protectorate. 3 As the months dragged by Robinson also queried his inactivity. Parker
cited sickness as an excuse, blinding his superior with medical science. ‘I fear, it will be
several days before I can hope to recover, my complaint being inflammation of erysipetalous
[erysipelas] character, supervened by the formation of several large abscesses in my right
leg’. 4 His fellow Protector, James Dredge, had another explanation.
Mr. P. did not attend any of these (prayer) meetings, stating himself ill. It appears
that on Friday last he spent the day on a shooting party with the officers, &c., and
spent the evening at the mess room. It was with some difficulty it appears that he
reached home, having nearly upset the boat in crossing the river, and actually fell
into a pit in the brickfield. Such conduct is abominable. He has been ill ever
since. 5
When Robinson arrived in Melbourne in mid March 1839 he found a disgruntled set of
Assistant Protectors ‘encamped in tents on the banks of the Yarra Yarra’. Inactivity and lack
of direction was one problem. Intrigue was another. Parker and Dredge were both school
teachers and lay missionaries; William Thomas was also a school teacher but the fourth
assistant protector, Charles Sievewright, was an ex army Fusilier and it seems a bad influence
on the Parkers. Robinson wrote to his wife on 16 march 1839: ‘Mrs. Sievewright has written
complaints to me about her husband's conduct...Mr. Sievwright and the wife of another
assistant it is said have been on too intimate terms, but these are matters with which I do not
intermeddle’. 6
Dredge gives us a little more insight into the situation when he complains in his diary that
Mr. Parker was half an hour late starting the prayer service for local Wesleyans ‘and then
hurried though the service, after which he went, accompanied by Mrs. P. and Sievwright, to
supper with the officers at the military mess room’. He was scandalized when Ensign
Cormack, ‘an avowedly ungodly young man’, told him the next day that Parker was the
‘parson’ for them because he had ‘spent the evening with them, drank brandy and water
before preaching, and drank brandy and water after preaching, and smoked his pipe with the
best of them’. 7
It was not until August of that year that Parker made the move north and even then he got no
further than Jackson's Creek at Sunbury, 40 kilometers from Melbourne. He built a two
roomed wattle and daub hut for his family. The initial instructions for the protectors required
them to travel with the Aborigines in their district but the fact that they were saddled with
large families discouraged this. Parker’s excuse was that he had not recovered from his illness
and his wife was due to give birth soon. He argued, that given these circumstances, proximity
to Melbourne and doctors was advisable. Another reason for their reluctance to commit
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themselves to a nomadic lifestyle was that as the Protectors gradually learnt more about
Aboriginal culture they realized that, apart from ceremonial occasions, most Aboriginal clans
moved in small groups. It was more logical, they argued, to build an Aboriginal station and
by means of provisions attract the various clans to settle there. Within the first few years of
the Protectorate's operation the government agreed to the formation of such Aboriginal
stations. This arrangement suited the protectors, and except for when labor was short, also
suited the squatters. Conflict between them and the local Aboriginal people was caused in the
first place by squatters’ seizure of Aboriginal land, particularly land along creeks and
waterholes, where bush food and game was available, or at sacred sites which had been
inadvertently occupied. Such trouble was maintained as Aborigines helped themselves to
sheep or cattle that had replaced their former food source, or as liaisons between white
workers and Aboriginal women, whether forced or agreed to in exchange for food or other
favors, led to misunderstandings, maltreatment and violence.
Parker’s activities at the Loddon station, Franklinford.
While at Sunbury Parker made a number of exploratory journeys further north to check
possible sites for an Aboriginal station in the Loddon district. In June 1840 he chose a site on
the Loddon River, land that had already been squatted on by Darlot and Dutton. It was
September by the time that Parker had got permission to displace the squatters and move his
equipment and stores there, but within a few months he decided the area was unsuitable for
agriculture. In January 1841 he moved again, once more displacing squatters. The new site
was called Lalgambook by the Aborigines and Franklinford by the colonists. By June 1841 he
had established a station that was frequented mainly by the Jaara people and within a few
months he had built a house and planted 35 acres of crops.
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Figure 1. Map of the Aboriginal Protectorate station, Franklinford, Victoria, Australia
There were about 127 Aborigines who chose to camp on or near the site, although their
numbers waxed and waned depending on hunting, ceremonional duties and other traditional
nomadic patterns. Of all the various stations it could be said, that in material terms, Parker’s
was the most successful. He helped the Aborigines build rudimentary accommodation for
their families as well as erecting a chapel and school house. As a magistrate he acted on
behalf of the aborigines in conflicts with the squatters and enquired into alleged atrocities.
Despite his earlier health problems Parker was also one of the most resilient of the Protectors,
remaining in the job until the abandonment of the scheme on the 31st December 1848. Dredge
had resigned not long after reaching Melbourne in 1838 and Sievewright was suspended
in1842 pending an inquiry into his official and moral conduct. 8 Parker formally relinquished
his position in March 1850 informing LaTrobe that he still had certain duties to discharge, in
particular ‘the induction of the Schoolmaster into the mode of keeping and making out the
accounts, returns etc’. 9 The fourth of the Protectors, William Thomas was kept on and
although his instructions were very similar to those outlined in 1838, LaTrobe made it clear
in private that his main job was to keep the Áborigines out of Melbourne. One thing that
Thomas argued for was a number of Aboriginal schools in the interior that could supply
pupils to the Merri Creek school in Melbourne. LaTrobe did not approve the plan but he did
sanction the continuation of Parker’s Franklinford school.
On 1st May 1850 Parker wrote to LaTrobe asking for certain items to be supplied to the
teacher, Charles Judkins, who would carry on the work at the old Protectorate school. In this
letter to LaTrobe there is an interesting insight into Parker's approach to bilingual education:
With reference to the selection of suitable lesson books I beg respectfully to
suggest that though it is most desirable that the pupils should be taught to read
and understand English, yet unquestionably great facilities will be obtained by the
Teacher, even for the attainment of this object, if he could teach the first
principles of spelling and reading through the medium of the native dialect.
Should your Honor deem advisable the appropriation of a small sum from the
proceeds of the last year’s wool sales for the printing of such a manual, I beg
respectfully to state that I will immediately prepare it, and with your Honors
approbation superintend the printing. A tract of from eight to twelve pages will be
sufficient. 10
Parker continued to act as a ‘visitor’ to the station 11 after 1850 and as a local magistrate was
an important advocate for Aboriginal rights in conflicts over resources and access to land.
Conclusions
Parker's character needs to be placed in perspective. He was maligned by the press, the
squattocracy, his superiors and his fellow Assistant Protector, James Dredge, but in each case
the criticism focused on actions that challenged or threatened his detractors. James Dredge,
for example, was easily scandalized. His diary entries reveal a man beset with religious and
moral scruples, a person of poor health and nervous disposition and an employee who
wrestled with the decision whether or not to quit his post even before he had started his real
work. The press, and the squattocracy it supported, had been against the Protectorate from its
inception and had more to fear from active, forceful men like Parker than from the tentative
Dredge. Parker's superiors were frustrated by his persistence in pressing for what he saw as
his official entitlements and were at times suspicious when he proposed initiatives that
seemed to benefit him personally as well as the Aborigines in his charge.
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He held that the Aboriginals had a right to the ‘soil and its indigenous production’ and
demonstrated that with his help they could produce successful crops. His well articulated
pleas on behalf of the Aborigines were to prove useful at the end of the twentieth century
when in the case of Eddie Mabo versus the Crown the High Court of Australia ruled that
Aborigines had always had a right to their land. The ruling set in motion a legal process for
claiming back lost land. The fact that Parker was an earlier advocate of such rights
strengthened his position in building up a properous farm at Franklinford, a farm that he
himself benefited from. As labour shortages increased during the gold rush and Aborigines
left the station to find work with the squatters or camp on the outskirts of mining towns
Parker continued to farm the land with the help of a few of the more settled tribespeople. He
was also able acquire part of the former station for himself. He was already an important
figure in the district during the Protectorate days and continued to exert his influence. As a
magistrate in a thriving gold field district he had much to do. He was also a leading Methodist
lay preacher and served on the Council of the University of Melbourne in 1853. In the
following year he was nominated a member of the Legislative Council and served in that
capacity in 1854-55 and again in 1857-62. He was also a inspector for the Denominational
Schools Board (ADB, volume 5).
Although contemporaries and colleagues criticised his flair for business and for ‘getting on’ I
would argue that these characteristics made him one of the most effective of the protectors.
His reports, which always cast himself in a good light, nevertheless espoused important
principles of justice and argued for indigenous rights at a time when papers like the Sydney
Herald urged colonists to take the law into their own hands. The paper was incensed by a
NSW Legislative Select Committee report that had condemned white atrocities and urged
greater protection for Aboriginal groups. On 5 October 1838 the paper declared that ‘the
whole gang of black animals’ were not worth the money spent on printing the report. In the
14 November 1838 edition it ranted ‘...if the ferocious savages endeavor to plunder and
destroy your property, or to murder yourselves, your families or your servants, do to them as
you would do to any white robbers or murderers...SHOOT THEM DEAD, if you can’. While
Parker himself became a landowner and a member of the establishment during his term as a
Protector he was willing to stand up to squatters, take them to court if necessary and displace
them from the land they had squatted on if he considered that it was best suited to an
Aboriginal station. Parker may have created a comfortable homestead for himself and his
family and used his position as a Protector to ‘make his way in society’ but in doing so he
was also able to locate a number of Aborigines under his charge in a place where they were
shielded from some of the worst aspects of colonial brutality. Parker was a successful farmer
and businessman but he was also an effective advocate for Aboriginal rights at a time when
such a position was scorned.
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INTRODUCTION & RATIONALE; For the past five years, I have participated in this unique Hawaii
International Conference on Arts & Humanities and enjoyed the opportunities to experience cross-disciplinary
and other areas of study. On my part, I have offered exclusively verbal presentations in my specialized fields
of Literature and Writing. In the proposal I submit here, however, I wish to expand my range of presenting to
include a slide show as the vehicle for organizing my 20-minute session on British Romantic nature poets. I
wish to demonstrate how teaching strategies in the humanities could employ an approach from Art History, for
example, to use multi-modal presentations and assignments to engage the new media-absorbed students.
ABSTRACT: During the years from 1795 through 1815, the poetry and prose of William Wordsworth and
Samuel Taylor Coleridge pioneered the British Romantic movement in literature. The symbiotic creative
relationship of these two young writers was further enriched by the life-long presence of William’s younger
sister, Dorothy, and by their residence in the rural environment of the northwestern Lake District, which
borders Scotland, where the Wordsworths were born and grew up. The tenets of their revolutionary Romantic
aesthetics, which changed permanently the way poetry would be written in English, are grounded in the
natural landscapes and the rural lives that these three experienced.
To look at these natural environments visually, not just reading about them, I will project about 25-30 slides
for what could be considered the introduction to a class on British Romanticism. The content of the slides will
include: maps, portraits of the authors, views of their residences, and scenes of the English Lake District
landscapes that influenced their writings. Short explanations, commentaries, and excerpts of their poetry and
prose will be read.
BACKGROUND & DISCUSSION: The lives and writings of William, Dorothy, and STC present a rich and
revealing opportunity to study the new Romantic aesthetic and the way literary creativity is fostered by natural
environments. Coleridge was born in 1772 and grew up in London, as he wrote: “reared in the great city, pent
‘mid cloisters dim, and saw nought lovely but the sky and stars.” In contrast, the Wordsworths were born and
raised in the Lake District. William was born in 1770, Dorothy 18 months later. They were orphaned as
children; Dorothy sent to live with relatives. After William’s college years at Cambridge, and a residence in
France, in 1795 he moved to southwestern England, Dorset, to be near his fellow aspiring poet, Coleridge.
Dorothy soon followed, with her goal of keeping house for William. The three of them visited Germany, in
1798-99, where Coleridge studied German Romantic theory and literature, which he subsequently
communicated in England through his translations and his own philosophizing.
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Returning from Germany, William and Dorothy settled in their beloved Lake District, renting Dove Cottage,
Grasmere, in December 1799. STC settled in Keswick, about 12 miles north, with his family, along with his
brother-in-law, the poet Southey and family. Prodigious walkers, as walking fed their poetic creativity and
nurtured their transcendent imaginations, all three would frequently walk miles to visit friends on a regular
routine. In a letter, STC described a day when he was caught in a rain squall while walking over Kirkstone
Pass from Keswick to Grasmere. “You ask, in God’s name, why I did not return when I saw the state of the
weather? . . . In simple earnest, I never find myself alone within the embracement of rocks & hills, . . . but my
spirit courses, drives, and eddies, like a leaf in autumn: a wild activity of thoughts, imaginations, feelings, and
impulses that rises up within me -- . . . the greater becomes in me the intensity of the feeling of life; life seems
to me then a universal spirit . . . . ”
The fact that Dorothy walked at all was an unusual, unfeminine, indecorous act. But she had her custom-made
lady’s walking boots and, more than just serving as William’s scribe in copying his poems as his recorder, she
wrote what has come to be known as her Grasmere Journals from May 1800 to January 1803. Not just her
descriptions of their daily life, but her exquisite, natural, sensitive descriptions of her observations of nature
and people are now judged as rivaling William’s more poeticized language and style. Contrast this remark
Jane Austen offers early in Pride and Prejudice as a proper young lady of society reacts to Elizabeth Bennet’s
hike to visit her ill sister. “To walk three miles, or four miles, or five miles, or whatever it is, above her ankles
in dirt, and alone, quite alone! What could she mean by it? It seems to show an abominable sort of conceited
independence, a most country town indifference to decorum.”
The fundamental principles of William’s revolutionary poetics were presented in several versions of his
Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, the book of his and Coleridge’s poems first published in 1798. William was
not the theorist that Coleridge was, and not interested in philosophizing about the nature of the poetic
imagination, other than as a working poet concerned with the practice of his craft. William sought to free
poetry from the artifice and conventions of established traditions, which no longer evoked genuine feelings.
Rather he selected what he considered simple, permanent language and subject matter to convey sincere,
universal emotions and values. Accordingly, his subjects were descriptions and situations from humble and
rustic life in the Lakeland environment. His language, an even more controversial choice, was what he called
“the real language of men,” that is, how people really spoke, rather than the elevated, artificial diction fitting
the historical standards for poetry as high art. Of course, William acknowledged that for poetry, the language
of ordinary life had to be “purified” and meter added to distinguish it from prose. However, he asserted that,
except for meter, there should be no difference between the language of poetry and prose -- a revolutionary
idea that has become commonplace since his time – as both poetry and prose can employ the same linguistic
and rhetorical structures for similar ends. Finally, William insisted that each of his poems had a “worthy
purpose.” This is reflected in the poetic text’s statements and narrative outcomes, as well as the role of the
natural landscape itself, which serves to “enlighten and purify” those people in the environment, especially the
poet, himself. Moreover, there are sensitive concerns for the poor and struggling folk evident in both William
and Dorothy’s writings, although not to the extent of articulating a revolutionary social or political program
equivalent to his assertive poetic manifesto and practices.
Topographically, as others have written over the years, the center of the Lake District can be compared to a
wheel with lakes and valleys radiating like spokes from the hub of mountains around the town of Ambleside,
close to where the Wordsworths lived. This area of about 900 square miles is made up of ancient volcanic
rock – some solid, some soft and crumbly – with valleys carved out by rivers, and marshes, woods, and
pastures often filled with cows and sheep. Many of its unique topographic terms for landscape features come
from Old Norse, as the Vikings followed the Romans, who built roads and forts in the area. Pike is used for a
pointed summit – as in Scafell Pike, the highest in England at 3210 feet (Mt. Snowdon, Wales, is the highest
in Great Britain at 3560 feet). Scar or scaur is a steep rock face or cliff. Fell is a rocky hill or mountain.
How is a hill or hillock. Rigg is a ridge top. Gill or ghyll (an archaic-looking spelling invented by William for
his poem, Michael) is a ravine, usually wooded, forming a stream course. Force is a waterfall. Two terms
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common beyond the area are scree, which is loose rock debris, and tarn, which is a small mountain lake with
no tributaries.
The rugged yet accessible landscape has attracted tourists, trekkers, rock climbers, and painters for centuries.
Constable and Turner painted there. William eventually complained that there were so many painters that they
were becoming part of the landscape. A number of scholars have made connections between Constable’s
aesthetics and William’s in their focusing on simple, natural-looking scenes which also suggest a permanence
of nature and feelings of transcendence from the human perspective. Constable wrote: “Painting is with me
but another word for feeling. . . . The sound of water escaping from mill-dams, willows, old rotten planks,
slimy posts and brickwork, I love such things. . . . I associate my ‘careless boyhood’ with all that lies on the
banks of the Stour; those scenes made me a painter, and I am grateful.”
Similarly, William’s formative years growing up in the Lake District landscape was a perpetual theme in his
poetry. He often wrote from the perspective of looking back at scenes and experiences from childhood or
youth and reflecting on changes in his thoughts and feelings. His longer lyrics, like “Tintern Abbey,” “Ode:
Intimations of Immortality,” and his long autobiographical “The Prelude” contain prime examples of
William’s retrospective focus. For my purposes here, we can compare William’s double perspective in his
familiar poem on the daffodils with Dorothy’s description of the same scene in her Grasmere Journals (April
1802). William’s best known statement about poetry is usually remembered and quoted as: "all good poetry is
the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings." However, this statement is usually cut off from his extended
explanation in his 1800 Preface.
“I have said that Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings: it takes its origin from emotion
recollected in tranquillity: the emotion is contemplated till by a species of reaction the tranquillity gradually
disappears, and an emotion, kindred to that which was before the subject of contemplation, is gradually
produced, and does itself actually exist in the mind. In this mood successful composition generally begins,
and in a mood similar to this it is carried on . . . . ”
This theoretical description is poetically rendered in Wordsworth's often anthologized poem about the
daffodils, “I wandered lonely as a cloud.” It can be regarded as the paradigm of Wordsworth's romantic
integration of visual, mental, and verbal imagery. The poem directly claims that, from a specific incident of
viewing daffodils, Wordsworth at a later “tranquil” time reflected on the happy emotion and reexperienced
something of the original emotion. Then he could write down a verbal equivalent of his states of mind,
emotions, and images. Of course, those images and emotions would become something new in their verbal
constructions.
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o'er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bay:
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
The waves beside them danced; but they
Outdid the sparkling waves in glee;
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A poet could not but be gay,
In such a jocund company;
I gazed -- and gazed -- but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought:
For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.
Except for the second stanza, which he added for publication in 1815, William wrote the poem in 1804,
probably not much sooner than two years after his sister, Dorothy, recorded the original experience in her
journal, dated April 15, 1802. Note the striking differences between the two versions, especially in the images
and emotional effects. William's dominant image of the daffodils dancing is in contrast to the waves and the
poet's lonely detachment, which is likened to a distant cloud. To Dorothy the dominant image of daffodils is
the same, but described more fully, plus she has other images filling out the scene in a different narrative.
“When we were in the woods beyond Gowbarrow park we saw a few daffodils close to the water side. . . . But
as we went along there were more and yet more and at last under the boughs of the trees, we saw that there
was a long belt of them along the shore, about the breadth of a country turnpike road. I never saw daffodils so
beautiful they grew among the mossy stones about and about them, some rested their heads upon these stones
as on a pillow for weariness and the rest tossed and reeled and danced and seemed as if they verily laughed
with the wind that blew upon them over the lake, they looked so gay, ever glancing, ever changing. . . . There
was here and there a little knot and few stragglers a few yards higher up but they were so few as not to disturb
the simplicity and unity and life of that one busy highway.”
When students compare and contrast the two texts, almost unanimously they find Dorothy's simple, natural
language and immediately accessible images forming a more refreshing and genuine description than
William's. Even though she uses personification, it produces a more tender and cozy image – the fresh and
charming contrast of the flowers that “rested their heads” on the “mossy stones” for “a pillow” – than
William's hyperbole of the added second stanza. Moreover, Dorothy's vivid and elaborated description of the
“road” of lively daffodils creates the immediacy of a happy scene of social unity on the road of life. She took
the perspective of an unselfconscious reporter, in contrast to William's abstracted, self-reflexive, and analytical
standpoint.
LIST OF SLIDES – available on request.
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An Analysis on the NIMBY Conflict of Locating Funerary Facilities
Based on the Viewpoint of Transaction Costs theory

By
Kuo-Chu Yang∗ 、Ai-Ching Yen∗∗

Abstract
The public facilities for funerary service are often in short supply owing to the NIMBY
(Not In My Backyard) conflict of locating funerary facilities. It is necessary to break
through the obstacle of NIMBY conflict to provide enough funerary facilities. The transaction
costs arose from resisting funerary facilities sited in one’s own back yard is the crucial point
for institutional arrangement. The purpose of this paper is trying to investigate the
“transaction cost of resistance” from the point view of new institutional doctrine and access
its amount in order to find out the defects of existing administrative institution. There are
three cases, including Tou Fen Township Bao En columbarium, Da Li City Shihjioujia
columbarium, and Liou Ying Township crematory, to be selected for positive estimation.
The transaction cost of resistance is rather high among these cases. The high transaction
cost implicates inequilibrium problems of institution, such as contractual uncertainty,
information asymmetries, deficiencies of internalizing the externalities, and rent-seeking
behavior. In order to decrease the transaction cost of resistance to achieve the equilibrium of
supply and demand for funerary facilities, we make the suggestions for institution adjustments,
including re-identifying and re-allocating the property rights, and permitting the negotiation
among the concerned parties.
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I.

Introduction

With limited natural supply of land and increasing population, it is inevitable that
consumers or industries compete with each other for land use location in the process of
economic development. Life experiences made funerary facilities locate mostly at nearby
villages or communities in Taiwan’s early stages because transportation was accomplished by
manual labor. Later on, as the city development progressed, the need of industrial, business
and residential lands have increased. Much of funerary lands were altered to be
non-funerary land. However, the number of death has gradually increased every year,
leading to growing pressure from the needs to explore new funerary land.
During the past decade, non-funerary lands pushed their borders towards funerary areas
with even faster pace as cities continued to develop and expand in size and scale. Since
residents still regard funerals as a disturbance on amenity of their living environment and real
estate owners became more sensitive to the land profit after the two real estate raves in the
70’s and 80’s, it is getting more difficult to provide funerary land and renew funerary facilities
for public and private sections under people’s “not-in-my-backyard” (NIMBY) sentiment.
From the viewpoint of Pigouan welfare economics, a protest on the location of funerary
facilities based upon a NIMBY syndrome is a typical issue of market failure, which provides
the government a justification to intervene. But Coase argues it is still possible to reach an
agreement through voluntary trade, forming a win-win game as classic economics claim (Yu,
1989：645-649).
Practical experience tells us that market transaction of funerary facilities is very hard to
complete. The negotiation of locating funerary facilities usually ended up with violence and
conflicts and caused social instability.
In the long run, under the circumstances of
insufficient funerary facilities supply and unsatisfied demand, there would develop more and
more illegal private funerary facilities, placing the last straw on the already disordered land
allocation and use. In the view of Coase theorem, high transaction costs, the major source of
market failure stated above, come from NIMBY syndrome of market transaction of funerary
facilities and unclear identification of environmental and property rights. Meanwhile, the
government responds to the urge requests and attempts to correct the failure by its jurisdiction.
However, government intervention increased residents’ awareness of being victims and push
them to form a self-helping organization, resulting in elevated violence and confrontation.
Usually it leads to governmental and policy failure eventually.
NIMBY syndrome must be resolved first in order to install sufficient funerary facilities.
The key to handle NIMBY syndrome is to shed a light on the crux of institutional problem
by the amount of transaction cost of resistance. New institutional economics revealls that
transaction cost would decrease by improving institution problem. Therefore, when
transaction cost is considerably low, it will not significantly affect the efficiency of resource
use no matter the property right belongs to the developers or the neighbors. This paper
attempts to capture some ideas on funerary service management and policy from the
perspective of transaction costs theory by investigating 3 cases including Tou Fen Township
Bao En columbarium, Da Li City Shihjioujia columbarium, and Liou Ying Township
crematory and by estimating their transaction cost for conflicts. The paper is broken down
into 8 sections: preface, definition, literature reviews, theories, estimation of transaction
costs for funerary facility with NIMBY conflict, meaning of institution with high transaction
costs, the analysis and suggestion of the provisions of funerary management and conclusion.
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II.

Definition

A. Funerary Facilities
The abolished section 2 and 26 of “Cemetery Management Provisions” state that funerary
facilities include public and private cemetery, personal tomb, funeral home, crematory and
ash containing tower and the like. Government passed section 2-1 of “Funerary
Management Provisions” defines funerary facilities as “public cemetery, funeral home,
crematory or ash/remain containing facility” on June 14, 2002. Funerary facilities in this
paper refer to these established lawfully, excluding non-profit private tomb.
B. NIMBY conflict
NIMBY, Not-in-my-back-yard, a syndrome expressed by individual or community who
claim to object to any kind of hazardous activity or facility.（A.E.Luloff, Stan L.Albrecht,
1998：82） Some call it Locally Undesirable Land Uses, or “LULUs”. （Armour 1984, Brion
1991, Portney 1991） It is necessary to allocate many urban service facilities to fulfill
resident needs for amenity. However, it is also inevitable to accompany with NIMBY
syndrome for these facilities. （Weiberg, 1993） Those facilities with significant NIMBY
effect are called NIMBY facilities. A conflict which comes from the resistance or objection
to those facilities is called NIMBY conflict. (Yarzebinski, 1992:36)
III.

Literature Reviews

In “Exhuming the funeral homes cases：Proposing a private nuisance action based on the
mental anguish caused by pollution”, Riseberg (1994) argues court cases that do not involve
actual but only area-wide environmental contamination in the United States. He suggests
that “a physical invasion of the plaintiff’s land has traditionally been considered a tacit
requirement of a nuisance action by the U.S. courts” (Riseberg, 1994:562-564). However, in
the mid 20th century courts often stopped funeral home establishments adjacent to residential
areas based on the nuisance doctrine. For instance, in Tureman v. Ketterlin, the Missouri
Supreme Court held that a funeral home constituted a private nuisance because it created a
constant reminder of death that had a weakening effect on a person’s physical resistance to
disease. After the establishment of a funeral home was enjoined, in Powell v. Taylor, the
Arkansas Supreme Court’s decision rested on the premise that the funeral home presented a
“continuous suggestion of death and dead bodies to destroy the comfort and repose sought in
home ownership.” (Riseberg,1994：565).
Although there are a number of obstacles to be overcome before a court is willing to
recognize mental annoyance or psychological nuisance besides physical inconvenience1 ,
based on psychological nuisance the funeral home and prostitution house cases have not been
overturned and have been cited in recent decisions. Riseberg’s discussion in “exhuming the
funeral homes cases” inspired this study in NIMBY conflict with a concern of time-space
context of range and content of environmental rights or property rights.

1

An early example of this was McCaw v. Harrison, where the Kentucky Court of Appeals affirmed a
lower courts’ decision refusing to enjoin the defendants from using their property for the location of a
commercial cemetery. According to the McCaw Court, “a cemetery does not constitute a nuisance
merely because it is a constant reminder of death and has a depressing influence on the minds of
persons who observe it.” The MaCaw Court further reasoned that a cemetery would be a nuisance
only if it endangered the public health by contaminating the area’s drinking water. (Riseberg,1994:
566-567)
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Concerning the residents’ attitude to funerary service facilities, Ho (1995) in “A study on
NIMBY effect of urban service facilities” surveyed Taipei metropolitan’s willingness and
attitudes to different kinds of urban service facilities based on central place hierarchy. She
classified Taipei metropolis into four layers of hierarchy. The survey revealed that funeral
parlor and crematory, funeral home, and cemetery are the most unwelcome facilities in urban
hierarchy I, II, and III. Also, cemetery is significantly more unwelcome than other facilities
in urban hierarchy IV. Lee (1997) surveyed Taipei residents’ NIMBY image, environmental
attitude, and cognition to NIMBY facility by stratified sampling. In respondents’
self-describing NIMBY image, there are about 45.7% of responses regarding funerary service
facilities as NIMBY facilities.
As for the main factors to NIMBY image in Ho’s paper (1995), most respondents
pointed out psychological unhappiness as the first attribute. Following are landscape destroy,
noise, air pollution, and real estate value falling. Lee (1997) supported the results with a
similar conclusion; i.e. psychological unhappiness, real estate value, landscape, noise, air,
garbage, and water pollution etc are the main factors that influence residents’ NIMBY
cognition. Notably, many respondents mentioned the “fairness” issue. In other words,
urban residents concerned about their quality of life and rights more as their environmental
awareness wakened. Therefore, government should pay more attention to communicate and
negotiate with local residents, hence increasing the feasibility of setting up facilities by
relieving the resistance from them.
Li (1997) classified the solutions to NIMBY conflict into risk reduction project and
compensation project according to relevant practice and experience on establishment of
NIMBY public facilities. His empirical results suggest that government should take
appropriate risk reduction or compensation projects for different types of funerary service
facilities to increase the acceptance of funerary facilities (Li, 1997). Lee (1998) argues civil
participation is another critical way in addition to the two projects above. (Lee, 1998:38-40)
In “A solution to NIMBY conflict of Da Ping Ding funeral parlor and crematory “, Yang
(2001) argues that funerary service facilities involve complex folk customs, taboos and
conflicts out of subjective mindsets and superstitions; therefore government, funerary
servicers, and residents were often unable to reach consensus and in this case held opposite
stands till now. Yang tried to find a novel solution to such NIMBY conflict from FengShui
and culture opposing to the traditional approach of policy instruments. He proposed several
doctrines of funerary service facility location selection and reviewed the feasibility of Da Ping
Ding funeral parlor and crematory. However, FengShui and culture approach works only on
people with deep-belief in FengShui, therefore hard to institutionalize.
Other studies related to NIMBY conflict include Tang’s (1999) “The institution and
strategy for NIMBY environmental conflict management”. He used transaction costs theory
to analyze NIMBY conflict situation and strategy of No. 6 Naphtha Cracker Project in I-Lan
County invested by Formosa Plastics Group, and the Bayer project in TaiChung Harbor
invested by Bayer Group. He found the failure of these two investment projects can be
attributed to the overly high transaction costs. (Tang, 1999:369) However, since Tang did
not quantify the transaction costs and ignored the attitude of County mayors, his conclusion
might be biased.
Chen and Lin estimated the transaction costs of the negotiation on change of land use
among Carrrefour, Bowling Alley, and residents. (Chen, 1999, Lin and Chen, 1999:21-46)
Chen and Lin’s greatest contribution is to quantify transaction costs and to reach two
conclusions: transaction cost is the responsibility of the active parties in the deal, and the
main transaction cost is decision cost. However, their study is based on simulations of
negotiation process under relevant community participation regulations of Taipei city and
4
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KaoHsiung city rather than actual cases. The researchers played arbitrators in the simulation
and estimate the transaction costs. In other words, the estimation transaction cost is only
based on an “artificial” case or “visual” case.
IV.

Theories

Transaction costs generally refer to the costs for economic or social system operations.
Other than the overhead costs for system operations, it also includes those for setting up,
maintaining and changing a system’s basic structure. It consists of two parameters: 1. fixed
transaction costs, a special investment for institutional arrangement; and 2. variable
transaction costs, determined by the number or the quantity of the deals. Typical examples
of transaction cost are the costs of using market and the costs of delivering order and
exercising rights within firms; that is, the costs of exercising the rights for establishing order.
The former is called market transaction costs and the latter managerial transaction costs.
Moreover, there are political transaction costs which are associated with running and
adjusting the political institutional structure. (Furubotn and Richter,2000:42-49).
Speaking transaction costs, we have to mention Coase’s famous quote:
In order to carry out a market transaction it is necessary to discover who it is that one
wishes to deal with, to inform people that one wishes to deal with and to what terms, to
conduct negotiations leading up to a bargain, to draw up the contract, to undertake the
inspection needed to make sure that the terms of the contract are being observed, and so on.
(1960:15)
Dahlman categorized market transaction costs further based on different stages in the
transaction process: 1. search and information costs or the costs of preparing contracts; 2.
Bargaining and decision costs, or the costs of concluding contracts; and 3. supervision and
enforcement contracts. (Dahlman,1979:148) In terms of management transaction costs,
Furubton and Richter summed up Williamson’s ideas, classifying them into: 1. the costs of
setting up, maintaining or changing an organizational design; and 2. the costs of running an
organization, which fall largely into two subcategories: information costs and the costs
associated with the physical transfer of goods and services across a separate interface.
Political transaction costs includes: 1. the costs of setting up, maintaining and changing a
system’s formal and informal political organization; 2. the costs of running a polity. Su (1994)
approached from the perspective of property rights structural adjustment and categorized
transaction costs into: 1.acknowledge costs, 2.negotiation costs, 3. regulation costs, 4. risk
reduction costs, 5. dispute costs. (Su, 1994:29-30) With finer classification, Su’s
categorizing method is similar to Dahlman’s. To investigate the negotiation cases of the
establishment of Carrefour supermarket and Bowling Alley, Chen (1999) comprehended
Coase’s and Dahlman’s ideas and defined transaction costs to be search costs, information
costs, decision costs, bargaining costs, supervision costs and enforcement costs. (Chen,
1999:23-24) Furthermore, Lin (1999) also took the same categorizing method as Chen did.
On the other hand, Ostrom, Schreder and Wynne (1993) quoted Williamsom’s words
and categorized contracting costs as ex ante and ex post transaction costs. Ex ante
transaction costs are largely coordination costs existing in a greater or smaller extent
whenever individuals engage in long-term relationships, even when they have the same
objectives and refrain from all opportunistic behaviors2. Ostrom et al. argued that
transaction costs consisted of time-value and resource-value of certain activities, and that
2

Coordination costs exist not only in ex ante transaction cost, but also in ex post transaction cost if
the original agreement could not solve the practical problem and needed to be revised by
renegotiating. (Ostrom, Schroeder and Wynne,1993：48)
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“making side-payments to obtain agreement from those opposing to a particular undertaking”
belongs to ex ante transaction costs. (Ostrom, Schroeder and Wynne, 1993:47-48)
Transaction costs often reduce economic efficiency. To save transaction expense and realize
high efficient resource allocation, people have been seeking various formal or informal
transaction patterns and rules.
In establishing funerary facilities, by accessing the purpose and content of the protest,
we believe the opponents mainly worry about negative externalities brought about by
funerary facilities, thereby harming their environmental rights and property rights. Since the
transaction of environmental rights or property rights is the solution to the conflict, the nature
of such costs can be regarded as market transaction costs. In terms of the attributes and
contents of production, the provision of public goods such as legislation, national defense,
justice, transportation and education also involves the costs for running polities. These are
current expense for former affairs set up by sovereignty’s obligations. (Smith[1776]
1976:689、709、723、814) The nature of government-provided funerary facilities belongs
to the merits, being part of the social administration operation with a property of political
transaction costs.
V.

A.

Transaction Cost Estimation for Funerary Facility Establishment with NIMBY
Confliction
The Indicator for Transaction Cost Estimation

Typical transaction cost occurs when property rights are involved in market business
activities (Kasper and Streit, 1998：197) Furubotn and Richter made a more general
explanation and categorization for transaction costs, but they did not touch transaction costs
of resistance induced by NIMBY facilities. Therefore, Tang (1999), Chen (1999), and this
paper would have expanded the applications of transaction costs. As the analysis in Section
IV stated, transaction costs of resistance on public funerary facility establishment has the
nature of market transaction costs, managerial transaction costs, and similar political
transaction costs providing merits. This paper believes any costs used to pay for conflicts
and their resolutions are transaction costs.
As a result, besides the six costs taken by Chen,
in terms of developer’s costs or conflict-resolution costs, this paper is going to add on four
more costs: feedback, compensation, risk-reducing measures, and the unclassifiable. Below
are the explanations of each cost:
(a) Search costs: The costs to investigate and realize the number of protestants and their
backgrounds.
(b) Information costs: The costs to deliver opinions, communicate on negotiations details,
and notify the time and location of meetings.
(c) Decision costs: The costs of meetings, research and analysis work required to reach
consensus within the offices in charge.
(d) Bargaining costs: The costs to hold official and non-official meetings between the
offices and protestants, including inspecting-and-learning visits by community
representatives.
(e) Feedback costs: The costs to reimburse community construction fees, provide the
welfare to community members such as free access to medical health checks,
community activities, and discounts to funerary facility utilizations, provide work
opportunities including human resource selections and annual salary payments, and
6
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construct public facilities for community usage, such as park, swimming pool, activity
center, etc, including the fees for planning, design, and construction.
(f) Compensation costs: The costs to compensate loss in real estate value or business
operation.
(g) Risk-reduction costs: The costs required to alleviate noise, drinking water and air
pollution, build facilities such as landscape, and change the planning or design.
(h) Enforcement costs: The costs to work on negotiations about exercising feedback,
compensation or risk reduction measures.
(i) Supervision costs: The costs to supervise protestants to follow the agreements.
(j) Other costs: such as the increase in construction costs due to construction delay,
destruction of the construction sites by protestants, or the costs for locating the office
in charge.

B. The result of Transaction Cost Estimation
(a) Bao-En columbarium

Private Bao En columbarium is located at Tou-Fen Township in Tou-Fen
Township, Miao-Li County, a mile from south bordering Yong He Shan Reservoir and
north Zhong Gang River, less than 3 miles from Tou-Fen cloverleaf. About 5 hundred
meters away of it there be an elementary school and villa community. Its land
registration is at Tou-Fen Township, 2,145 meters away from Tou-Fen Township
administration in a straight line, about 0.9543 hectare in area, belonging to newly
developed funerary land. From 1995 to 2000 suffered conflicts and resistance from
the downhill community and villa residents. Currently most operational obstacles
have been removed except that the delayed construction works causing an excess
budget and prohibition of columbarium pre-sale causing the fund turnover to be out of
order, leaving 1/10 works remained unfinished. During the conflicting period in this case,
the developer paid for transaction costs including search costs, information costs, decision
costs, bargaining costs, supervision costs, exercising costs, and other costs, summing up to be
44,472,400 NT dollars in total (table 1)。
Table1: List of transaction costs of conflict resolution for Tou-Fen Township
Bao-En columbarium
transaction
costs items

Work detail or quantity, and fees
Work detail or quantity

estimated fee

7

Total of each cost

notes
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Search
costs

57,600

Partial payment for
Video camera

×1

videotape × 8

40,000
1,600

The employing local people
salary loss
1（person） × 8（times） 16,000
×2000

information partial payment for attorney 250,000
fee
costs
paperwork handling
computer equipment
phone bill and

850,000

salary loss for an
office clerk

500,000
30,000
20,000

40,000 (per month)
× 26 months
(including an
annual bonus)

decision
costs

partial payment for attorney 750,000

1,276,000

fee
paperwork handling
computer equipment
phone bill and

Bargaining Coordination with
government and
costs
administration

500,000
20,000
6,000
5（persons）×8
（times）×1000

2,040,000

1,500,000

representatives
salary loss
partial payment for attorney 500,000
fee

exercising partial payment for
paperwork handling
costs
computer equipment
phone bill and

170,000
120,000
30,000
20,000

supervision partial payment for
costs

employing security guards

5,000,000
5（years）×1,000,000
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other costs Outbound roads restoration 2,000,000

35,128,800

1.Outbound roads

fee

destroyed by

public relationship cost

15,000,000

protesters

Delayed project interest

300,000×5（years）×12

2. A loan for

loss

（months）＝18,000,000

40,000,000, with

Transportation fee for

10（times）× 2（persons）

300,000 interest

meetings in court and

× 400＋3（times）× 2

per month

Control Yuan

（persons） × 800＝

3. Presentation in

12,800

court and Control

5（times）× 2（persons）

Yuan

Transportation fee for

meetings in Ministry of the × 800＝8,000
Interior and Legislative
Yuan
Salary loss

2（persons）× 18 ×
3000＝108,000

overall total

44,472,400

(c) Shihjioujia-columbarium

Private Shihjioujia columbarium is located at Shihjioujia cemetery in Da-Li City,
Tai-Zhong County, east-west bordering Tai-Ping City, south-west antiquated
communities. Its land registration is at Da-Li City, 3,439 meters away from Da-Li
City administration in a straight line, about 1.6782 hectare in area, belonging to newly
expanded establishing funerary land. Fail to register within one year after the
enforcement of “Ordinance of Cemetery Installation and Management,” the exclusive
regulations whether or not applied to five hundred meters away from kindergarten has
remained to be discussed. Since the developing plan has been permitted in 2000, the
residents protested for it, while follows the enhanced conflicts with the interventions
of public representatives. During the conflicting period in this case, the developer paid for
transaction costs including search costs, information costs, decision costs, bargaining costs,
feed-back costs, supervision costs and exercising costs, summing up to be 5,415,000 NT
dollars in total (table 2)。

Table2: List of transaction costs of conflict resolution for Da-Li City
Shihjioujia columbarium
transaction
costs items

Work detail or quantity, and fees
Work detail or quantity

estimated fee
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Total of each
cost

notes
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Search
costs

individual visit salary cost

468,000

supervisors and 3

×500

assistants handling

individual visit to protest

conflicts for 1/3

participants salary cost

working hours in

18,000

Ci Huei Co. Ltd.

×2,000

Company, with an

partial payment of

overall salary

documentary officials’ salary

payment of

50,000 × 18（months）× 1/3 300,000

650,000.

information individual visit salary cost

150,000

489,000

10（persons）×30（days）
×500
Advertising copy
10,000 × 3（kinds）

30,000

Advertising poster
3,000 × 3（times）

9,000

partial payment of
documentary officials’ salary
50,000 × 18（months）× 1/3 300,000

decision
costs

There are 4

10（persons）×30（days）

3（persons）×3（times）

costs

150,000

2,400,000

partial payment of
documentary officials’ salary
400,000 × 18（months）× 1/3 2,400,000

Bargaining Coordination with County
Government in handling
costs

458,000

protest and resistance salary
cost
100（persons）× 1,500

150,000

lunch money
100（persons）× 80

8,000

documentary officials’ salary
50,000 × 18（months）× 1/3 300,000

Feed-back Feed-back costs

1,000,000

1,000,000

2,000 × 500（families）

exercising partial payment of
documentary officials’ salary
costs

300,000

50,000 × 18（months）× 1/3 300,000
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supervision partial payment of
costs

300,000

documentary officials’ salary
50,000 × 18（months）× 1/3 300,000

overall total

5,415,000

(c) Liou-Ying Township crematory

Liou Ying Township crematory (Lu Yuan) is located at Liou Ying Township in
Tai-Nan County, west bordering provincial highway, south Lou-Jia Township,
belonging to newly expanded establishing funeral facility in Liou-Ying Township
First Cemetery, with several factories and unoccupied assemble community nearby.
The controversial schools and diary areas are located at 500 meters to one mile away.
The land is 1,848 meters away from Liou-Ying Township administration in a straight
line, about 5.995 hectare in area. From 1996 to 2001 suffered conflicts and resistance
form the diary workers, factories owners and township representatives. Currently
most operational obstacles have been removed. During the conflicting period in this case,
the developer paid for transaction costs including information costs, decision costs,
bargaining costs, feed-back costs, and other costs, summing up to be 5,828,820 NT dollars in
total (table 3)。

Table3: List of transaction costs of conflict resolution for Liou Ying
Township crematory
transaction
costs items

Work detail or quantity, and fees
Work detail or quantity

information Partial payment for
costs

Total of each

notes

estimated fee cost

20,000

20,000

1. Presentation at

Advertising videotapes making

assemblies,

50 (pieces) × 400

symposiums.
2. 3 times Cable
TV free
propaganda in
community.

decision
costs

1,320,000

abroad investigation 8 days
20（persons）×50,000

1,000,000

Salary loss
20（persons）× 8 × 2,000

320,000
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Bargaining 2 days leisure activities
260（persons）× 5000 × 1
costs
Investigating delegation in

3,828,980

Local

1,300,000

representatives

2,500,000

declined to attend

Australia including village

abroad

heads、township

investigation.

administrators、and local
personalities.
Salary loss
5（persons）× 1500

7,500

Local representatives protested
in township administration
Salary loss
4（persons）× 1500

6,000

3 meetings with Ministry of
the Interior and Council of
Agriculture
Salary loss
2（persons）× 3 × 2000

12,000

Lunch money
2（persons）× 3 × 80

480

Transportation fee
2（persons）× 3 × 500

3,000

Feed-back Without payment in cremation 640,000
32（persons）×5000×12/3

12

640,000

1. Liou Ying
Township and Liou
Jia Town ship
citizens without
paying cremation
fee, with 32
citizens have
enjoyed the
privilege from
Dec. 2001 to Feb.
2002.
2. The annual
budget will
appropriate funds
for permanent feed
back.
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other costs Township administrator had

19,840

presented in Control Yuan and
Investigation Bureau for 4
times
Salary loss
2（persons）× 4 × 2000

16,000

Lunch money
2（persons）× 4 × 80

640

1. Destroyed
construction site
has lost up to
60,000 without
estimation.
2. The township
administrator set a
monitor in
self-owned house
without estimation.

Transportation fee
2（persons）× 4 × 400

3,200

Overall Total

VI.

5,828,820

Institutional meaning of High Transaction Cost of Resistance

The investigations of those projects stated before suggest the total transaction cost of
resistance is considerably huge for the developers in each case. The estimated results
showed private funerary facilities: Bao En columbarium of 44,472,400 dollars, Shihjioujia
columbarium of 5,415,000 dollars, and Liou-Ying Township crematory of 5,828,820 dollars.
No matter these cases succeeded or failed, the transaction costs paid are a loss to the total
economic efficiency in society as a whole3. From the view point of neo-institutional
economics, the high transaction costs of resistance imply institutional meanings as
following:
A.Transaction cost is associated with contractual uncertainty
Contract itself is an agreement, a set of valuable activity or goods exchanged through
contracts directly or indirectly by inter-individuals. (Ostrom, Schroeder and Wynne,
1993:47) When it comes to the relationship between the government and citizens,
government exchanges a set of service for income with protection, order and justice,
including government legislation. Funerary facility developers are constrained and
protected by the funerary management law which is an institution arranging property rights.
Contracts become uncertain when government withdraws legitimately-given license for
installation under the pressure of residents’ resistance, when government ought to lawfully
grant permits or license but does not (for example Shihjioujia columbarium lost its
construction license because the government hesitated considering the resistance in the
neighborhood), or when the officials in charge request the developer to proceed negotiations
not required by law in order to avoid pressure, such as government requests developers to
obtain agreed consents from over half of all residents. However, the legitimacy of such
negotiated agreement is not clear and the opponents often change mind after negotiation
reached unity. Uncertain contract boosts the opponents’ expectation of the potential
3

Some funerary facilities can stimulate local employment rate, for example, Fuh Guei shan cemetery
hired 2 local people and Yuan Shan Fuyuan hired 13 local people to work. However, during the
resistance, the main commission of employees is to understand the background of opponents and
persuade them by using their networks. The employees also had to monitor the cemetery. Because
they were not hired in a free market mechanism, it is reasonable to regard their salary payment as an
economic loss.
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benefit from resistance and catalyzes the motivation and emotion for protests; on the other
hand it also increases the transaction cost for developers to obey regulations and resolve
resistance.
B.Contract Uncertainty originates from information asymmetries.
Information asymmetries happen when the intern quality and quantity of individuals or
objects vary greatly and such characteristics are difficult to measure if not taking a
significant amount of time and resources. These asymmetries evoke opportunism
activities: individuals can benefit themselves and harm others by their hidden knowledge
which is unknown to others. If there is no counteractive institution designed to handle
such information asymmetry, adverse selection and moral hazard problems could happen
(Ostrom, Schroeder and Wynne, 1993:57-58), thereby it will raise transaction costs greatly.
According to the cases this paper investigated, there is no consistent attitude about whether
funerary service facilities pollute the community environment between opponents and
supporters.
The distribution in science and technology information about the effect of crematory
on health among a group of folks is asymmetric. This is the reason the resistance to
funerary facility occurs. In order to improve asymmetric information and reduce
transaction costs, it is necessary to provide professional warrant for quality and transparent
monitoring information.
C.Externalities are not internalized
When private costs and benefits differ from all the costs and benefits to society
（externalities）,this is frequently the consequence of transaction costs. If it is too expensive
to measure and assign all the consequences of private property uses to the owners, people are
unable to negotiate a market price to compensate everyone for all the costs they cause and to
charge them for all the benefits.(Kasper and Streit, 1998: 198) The nature of environmental
rights declared by those opposed to funerary facility installation is in fact common goods.
When individual objects compete with each other for environmental resources, it results in
externalities between them. In recent years environmental assets are no longer free of lunch
in the already crowded Taiwan. Moreover, by economists’ concept of “the polluter pays”,
polluters’ activity ought to be rationed by price - for instance to purchase auctioned pollution
rights - or regulations, making externalities internalized. This requires not only the premise
that pollution is measurable and the responsibility of producing it attributable, but also
effective measures that prevent other potential polluters from exacerbating environmental
problems. Nevertheless funerary facility installation involves both physical pollution
problems and intangible cultural taboo problems, such as difficulty of measuring degree of
pollution. The fact that the techniques and measures to apply ‘the polluter pays’ are difficult
to obtain suggests the better way to lower transaction cost should be permitting the
negotiation among the concerned parties, internalizing externalities via satisfying pollution
alleviation, feedback, compensation, and the like. Notably the first thing to do is to
determine who owns the priority -usually by legislations- among this many environmental
resource users.
Among the cases we investigated, Liou-Ying Township crematory which implements
the policy of feedbacks, including reimbursement to local constructions, employment of
local residents and free access to the funerary facilities is a successful one, revealing
providing side-payments practically wins over more support of the opponents. Only that
in this example the negotiation process and legitimacy is not stated in the law; therefore
developers usually agree to participate in negotiation only when forced by the opponents.
On the other hand, there are a few cases when opponents regretted soon after unanimity was
14
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reached. Consequently even though negotiations between concerned parties could
overcome the difficulty of obtaining techniques and measures for implementing “the
polluter pays”, the resultant contract could easily become uncertain if there lacks
compulsory formal regulations to manage such process and legitimacy, leading to raise
transaction cost.
D.Rent Seeking increases transaction cost.
Basically rent seeking involves changing existing laws or other restrictions to acquire
and monopolize the scarce resource output of rents. Economics theory defines rent to be
the revenue except opportunity return captured by owners of resource via various
measurements. Government action often makes renting possible; especially government
can limit certain objects from entering certain market, or can grant particular patent by
regulations, thereby creating artificial scarcity. Such scarcity allows profits been made,
and rent-seeking individuals also have incentives to compete for governmental institution
and gain profits. Yet competing for government favor includes non-productive activities
such as lobbyism, bribery, legal fees. From the perspective of the society, these behaviors
are a waste of resource (Furubton and Richter，2000：104、479). Simply speaking,
rent-seeking often leads people to utilize scarce resources, attempting to shift payment
rather than creating wealth.
Back to the case of Fuh Guei shan cemetery, although it is considered a successful
example of resolving conflicts, it encountered protests from the neighborhood down to the
hillside and procedure interference from the local government-such as postponing the
approval of the burial permit-when lawfully applying the permit to develop and manage
funerary facilities. To release resistance and earn support, the development had no
alternative but to sponsor local senior officials, representative election fees and give
associated officials gifts or cash gifts in weddings and funerals, spending 1,574,600 NT
dollars in total, making up 54.36% of the total transaction cost of 2,896,520 dollars. Such
tremendous spending of scarce resources by rent-seeking behavior reflects the funerary
management institution is unhealthy. A sound funerary management institution should be
able to decrease rent-seeking behaviors induced by NIMBY conflict.

VII. Review and Improvement of Funerary Management Provisions
A. Design bugs of the provisions of funerary management
Under current management institution, whether funerary facility installation would
succeed or not totally depends on a single document by the government. There are no
channels for communication or regulations for negotiation to follow between developers and
opponents (community residents), virtually increasing information asymmetries between
protestants and anti-protestants and keeping transaction cost hanging up high. Although on
February 3rd 1999, Procedure Law of Administration was announced and implemented on
January first, 2001, and administration held hearings were provided as a channel for opinion
expression, Act 107 of this law stated that hearings were only to be held when “the hearing is
required by law” or “administrative office recognizes the necessity of holding the hearing”.
That is, if funerary management law does not make hearings compulsory, whether to hold it
or not still leaves to individual approval offices to decide. Besides, the announcement or
notice of such hearing stated in Act 55 and the determination of its lawful effect stated in Act
108 was to be ruled arbitrarily by administrative offices or handled by special law, making it
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not truly suitable to solve NIMBY conflict in funerary facility installation4.
On the other side, although current funerary regulations does not authorize community
members the rights to declare environmental or property rights, once the funerary facility
installation case faces resistance and protests, the government often does not act according to
regulations but ask or tacitly approve developers to persuade opponents. Hence contractual
uncertainty and rent-seeking results from the ambiguity in property right determination.
The planning permission of UK asks the development project which may influence the
neighborhood environment likes cemetery to belong to the special development ruled by
Town and Country Planning Act. Act 65 stated the application of the permission should be
depend on the given format and announced on the local newspapers to provide an opportunity
of submitting demur for community residents and interest groups. Generally speaking, the
date of announcement should be 7 days earlier than that of the application, and be held not
less than 21 days. (Lin, 1993: 28-29) There are different development permission under
traditional zoning regulation for every state and local government in USA. For instance,
Neighborhood Meeting based on Land Development Guidance System of Fort Collins City
should be held for developers and residents. People can make an agreement about the size
of development, the content of design, and the degree of land mix use. (Lin, 1993:107-108)
It is worthy for us to learn the mechanism which provide the opportunity for negotiation and
respect the local participation and option.
B. Proposal for Funerary Management Regulations Improvement
The stronger humans’ characteristics of bounded rationality and opportunism, the larger
the transaction cost. To lower transaction cost of conflict, Taiwan Government should allow
more negotiation mechanisms for funerary facility developers and residents to reduce their
information asymmetry, enhance their rationality, avoid developers’ opportunity activity
intention by communication and bargain frequently. Then individual decision makers can
make self-selection and externalities internalized under utility maximum, the least
government intervenes and rent-seeking opportunity. According to the review above, this
paper is to give some suggestions including:
(a) Add a hearing for funerary facility approval procedure by Government to Funerary
Management Provisions. The range and authority of interest groups in the hearing is
identified by the Government. Unless new evidence and reason showing up, the
approval of development project by the hearing can not be canceled.
(b) Cancel the restraints of locating place and distance, redefining and reallocating property
rights, empower the residents the rights to resist on pollution, noise, and landscape
4

According to provisions of Section 55 of Administrative Procedure Act,” The administrative
authority, before holding the hearing, shall record the following matters in written form, notify
parties and other interested parties who had already known, and announce the matters
publicly in case of necessity…”: The funeral competent authority, while verifying application for
funeral and interment facilities, would probably not notify unknown parties or interested parties
to participated in the hearing, and cause discontented and resistance. If the interested
parties exclude the owners whose land plots or land improvements are located next to
development plan enforcement areas, according to our case study, it is obviously irrelevant to
solve the problem of resistance. Another provision stipulated in accordance with the first
paragraph of the Section 108,” The administrative authority, except that in accordance with the
regulation of article 43(principle of evidence adoption), shall consider the result of all hearings
in deciding the disciplinary sanction of the hearing…” Whether the result of all hearings have
constraint to the administrative authority, it is necessary to regulate in the related acts about
funeral and interment management.
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destroy; otherwise, the developers must pay appropriate compensation for approval of
development permission and the residents have the rights to choose taking the
compensation and standing the nuisance or using the compensation to improve the
nuisance. However, the obligation to improve the nuisance can be assigned to the
developers if they do efficiently. Furthermore, the court or committee can make
judgment by application if negotiation fails5. Also, unless providing new evidence and
reason, the approval of development project by the judgment can not be canceled.

VIII. Conclusion
Each policy has its best timing and space for the most appropriate application. During
the era when people were not aware of community environmental rights, government
supported public facilities did not generate NIMBY problems. But in the late 80s and after
the 90s, such awareness raised and the government is no longer able to satisfactorily stop or
resolve conflicts raised from funerary facility installations. Therefore the design of funerary
facility installation management institution has to be adjusted according to the time and the
environment. To probe the key to the problem of institution design, we forwent discussing
economical behavior from resource and technical factors in the neo-classical prospect.
Instead, we approached from the neo-institutional economics prospect, stressing on the
limited rationality factor in human activities and the transaction cost factor which is heavily
influenced by institutional operations. This approach has great pragmatic implications.
High transaction costs from conflicts imply institutional problems such as contractual
uncertainty, information asymmetries, un-internalized externalities, and rent-seeking
behaviors. Too high of the transaction cost from institution operation suggests external
profits have already happen in the current institution, but institution renovation or supply
from the new institution is having a hard time catching up, causing external profits to be
wasted. Hence, the purpose of implementing new institution is to lower institution
-operational transaction cost and harvest external profits. The powerful resistance against
funerary facility installations or the extremely high transaction cost developers spent on it
shows the unbalance and supply deficiency from the management regulations; that is, the
regulations do not provide developers and opponents an autonomous negotiation space.
To minimize the transaction cost of resistance and balance the supply and demand of
funerary facilities, this article proposed ideas for institution improvement, including
redefining and reallocating property rights and granting more autonomous negotiation space
between the resisted and the resistant. The new institution is believed to be able to
internalize externalities, lower contractual uncertainties and information asymmetries, and put
a full stop to the intervention of rent-seeking behaviors. Yet, this new institution requires the
bureaus to significantly change their traditional mindsets of the stratified, top to bottom type
of management. Besides, in the early stage upon implementation of the new institution, the
society has to pay for trying-and-fitting during the negotiation process. As a result, whether
enforcement is feasible or not is a test that questions the resolution of legislative organizations
and administrative authorities.
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Travel as pilgrimage in the Cantigas of Alfonso X el Sabio
Malgorzata Anna Hans Lee, PhD

The idea of travel as pilgrimage, and especially a
pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela, is clearly visible in the
Cantigas of Alfonso X el Sabio.

Of particular importance are the

nine specific cantigas 1 that represent pilgrimage as a way to
obtain not only forgiveness of individual sins but also spiritual
salvation.
I.

The Popularity of the Image of the Road
In the beginning was the road (Au commencement était la

route) wrote Joseph Bédier in his study of the origin of chansons
de geste in France.

With this quote, which seems like a twist to

the beginning of John’s Gospel (In principio erat Verbum), we
could assume that travel considered as a geographical
displacement of an individual or groups of people has always been
one of the main sources of human experience, and has become a
symbol of the interior journey, demonstrated through Dante’s
journey, one of the most famous voyages of medieval literature:
“cammin di nostra vita” (Inf. I, 1).

Travel could also be used

as a metaphor for life, a pilgrimage on which each human being
embarks.
1

Biblical readings also provide fascinating travel

Out of 427 Cantigas, Alfonso makes specific reference to the pilgrimage to Santiago in nine of

them:

26 (1, 21); 175 (7,45); 184 (9); 218 (21, 31, 35); 253 (1, 24, 81); 268 (21); 278 (4, 20,

40, 44); 367 (17); and 386 (17) (Mettmann IV; 275).
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terminology often emulated in allegorical reference to the
biblical text.
II.

Travel and Pilgrimage: The Judeo-Christian World
“The path of our human experience is addressed in the

Vulgate as a peregrinatio.

In the Judeo-Christian world, the

semantic field implied by the voyage is built around the verb
peregrinari, which has the general meaning of ‘traveling’ (Gen.
17:8; 28:4; 36:7; Ex. 6:4; Rt. 1: 22).

This verb comes from per

+ agrare, which carries the meaning of ‘going far away.’

The

Biblical man is peregrinus and advena (stranger, from ad +
venire), an adjective describing the social status of the
individual who happens to be far away from home, and is therefore
protected by the middle-eastern laws of hospitality, a deeply
rooted social custom in the Old Testament.

Peregrinus is the

person traveling abroad or living in a foreign land, the
foreigner, or a human who is only a temporary guest on this
earth.” (Monga 10)
III.

The Pilrimage to Compostela
The expression of “peregrino” has had many vast meanings,

often referring to a stranger.

With a pilgrimage to Santiago de

Compostela it took a whole new meaning.

Dante in “Vita Nuova”

(40) defines “peregrino” specifically as a person who goes to
Santiago (those who travel to Jerusalem and the Holy Land are
referred to as “palmeros” and those who travel to Rome
“romeros”).

In the “Divina Comedia”, in Paradise, pointing to

the Apostle Santiago Dante says: “ecco il varone per cui laggiu
si visita Galizia” (Divina Comedia 25, 15).

Thus, to be a
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pilgrim means to visit the Tomb of Santiago de Compostela with a
“pietatis causa” or religious intent.

Most pilgrims are

motivated to travel to Compostela in order to visit the Tomb of
the Apostle who was responsible for transmitting the original
faith of Jesus Christ.

The pilgrims’ motivations are best

summarized in their own words:
Senor Santiago, caminando hemos experimentado más
profundamente como nuestra vida es una peregrinación a la
luz de la eternidad” (Peregrinos belgas en 1997)
And it is this motivation that makes one a true pilgrim.

Each

pilgrim usually receives the blessing of God before he starts off
on his journey.

The Codex Calixtinus explains this process in

detail:
En nombre de nuestro Senor Jesucristo, recibe este morral
Habito de tu peregrinación, para que castigado y enmendado
te apresures en llegar a los pies de Santiago, a donde
ansias llegar, y para que después de haber hecho el viaje,
vuelvas al lado nuestro con gozo, con la ayuda de Díos, que
vive y reina por los siglos de los siglos.

Amen.- Recibe

este Báculo que sea como sustento de la marcha y del
trabajo, para el camino de tu peregrinacion, para que puedas
vencer las catervas del enemigo y llegar seguro a los pies
de Santiago, y después de hecho el viaje, volver junto a nos
con alegría, con la anuncia del mismo Díos, que vive y reina
por los siglos de los siglos.
IV.

Amen.

(L.I, cap.17)

The importance of Santiago de Compostela in the context

of the Middle Ages
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In the most westerly tip of Europe (Finisterre), in the
green land of Galicia, lies the sanctuary called Santiago de
Compostela.

It is famous for its sepulcher of St. James brought

from Palestine to Galicia by his disciples.
first discovered in the ninth century.

The sepulcher was

In 818, under the reign

of Alfonso II el Casto, a basilica was built on the burial site
of Saint James after Pelayo the hermit had an angelic revelation
regarding the discovery of the Apostle’s corpse.
A few days, later shepherds noted a strange luminosity radiating
from a star.

The news of the events spread quickly all over

Europe and in the tenth century, the first pilgrims began to
arrive from France to this Locus Sanctus, the Field of the Star
(“campus stellae” - Compostela) (Fernández Arenas 22-24).

At the

end of the tenth century, the town of Santiago de Compostela was
destroyed by Muslims.
In 1164, the military and religious order of Saint James of
the Sword was initiated to protect the pilgrims (Tate 25-29).
Where these early churches stood, the famous sanctuary was
founded and grew in its fame.

Fervent pilgrims worshipped the

Apostle’s body and changed the face of Europe. The pilgrimages
caused an enormous number of travelers to cross the continent,
influencing thought, art, culture, economy and demography of the
Middle Ages.

In other words, Santiago became a melting pot of

distant cultures and civilizations.

The basilica became the

symbol of Christian faith and Reconquest, because Santiago had
become known as Santiago Matamoros (St. James the Slayer of
Moors) (Constable 137).

St. James presided over the most
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important battles of the Reconquest and the Christians converted
Compostela into a principal center of spiritual attraction, later
to compete with Rome and Jerusalem and finally become the most
important pilgrimage destination in the entire world until the
18th century (Myers 42-46).
Some of the biographical information about the Apostle St.
James comes from the Gospel.

James was the son of Zebedee and

Salome and the brother of John the Evangelist.

He was chosen as

one of the first four disciples by Jesus, and soon became one of
Christ’s favorite disciples, belonging to the group of intimates.
James assisted Jesus in the Tabor of the Transfiguration, he also
accompanied Christ in the Garden of Gethsemane and was a witness
to the resurrection of the daughter of Jairo.
Santiago is portrayed in the Bible as a man with a
passionate and impulsive character (references to his impetuosity
are found in his conversation with Jesus when James requests a
privileged place in heaven and when he demands to punish the
hostile Samaritans with fire).

Christ himself gives James the

nickname Bonaerge “Son of Thunder.”

In the Codice Calixtino from

the twelfth century, James is described as “a saint of admirable
power, blessed for his way of life, astonishing for his virtues,
of distinguished talent, of eloquent brilliance” (Neillands 1415).

His eagerness and perseverance as a preacher is also

mentioned.
After the crucifixion of Jesus, St. James became the
principal leader of the community of believers in Jerusalem and
he was admired for the sincerity of his preaching.

Since the
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transport of various minerals such as: gold, copper, iron and
pewter, from Galicia to Palestine had become common practice at
the time, it is believed that St. James made the trip from
Palestine to Spain on one of the ships.

In the Apostle’s

Breviary (dated towards the end of Sixth century), there is
mention of his preaching the Gospel in Spain and in the western
regions, and the fact of his burial in Arca Marmarica is also
recorded.

Around 42-44 AD, St. James returned to Palestine and

with twelve others formed the Primitive Church of Jerusalem,
playing an important role in the Christian community of the Holy
City.

In a climate of great religious anxiety, the Apostles had

been forbidden to preach to the Jews.

St. James ignored the

warning and became sentenced to death by beheading in 44 AD
(Perez de Urbel 71-74).
Two of St. James disciples, Theodosius and Anastasius
transported his body ship from Jerusalem to Galicia.

According

to the legend, a rich and influential pagan gentlewoman named
Lupa offered the disciples a wild oxen and a cart to transport
the remains of St. James to Santiago.

The oxen continued the

journey until they reached the piece of land that Lupa had
donated for the construction of the tomb.

Centuries later a

cathedral would be built in the same location (Stokstad 5-8).
V.

Alfonso’s Cantigas
Alfonso X, el Sabio, is considered the most prolific

troubadour of the Virgin Mary.

He is the author of the most

extensive and artistic repository of brief sacred poems in the
form of Cantigas in the Middle Ages.

What events in Alfonso’s
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life had inspired him to create so many Cantigas and why such a
strong devotion to Virgin Mary?

To date there exists no

satisfactory explanation.
The most important influence on Alfonso’s creation of
Cantigas most likely involves his upbringing.

His best teachers

were historians, musicians, scholars, theologians, rhetoricians,
family members and tutors.

From early childhood he was probably

exposed to many family legends.

He also heard many pious stories

and learned of diverse miracles since he was in part educated by
the clergy.

However, the most important influence on his

upbringing had his “ayo” or tutor-guide, who was a nobleman named
don García Fernández.

Together with his wife, Dona Mayor Arias,

they raised Alfonso, who was sent to rural Galicia to live far
from the court and his parents (Keller 80).
Since at the time, Galicia was the home of the troubadours,
Alfonso was probably exposed quite frequently to their lyric
poetry as well as to the Galician language.

These critical early

years spent in a land famous for its legends, superstitions and
troubadours, must have left an imprint in Alfonso’s mind.

It is

probably because of this exposure that the Cantigas are written
in the Galician-Portuguese language and not in Castilian.

The

Cantigas composed by the king were written to be sung publicly in
court and in churches and were directed to a variety of
audiences.

They were also set to music and illustrated by the

most lavish miniatures (Bagby 27-29).

Alfonso himself was so

proud of his Cantigas that in his will he ordered the Books of
Songs in Praise of Holy Mary to be stored in the same church
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where his body would eventually lie, and to be sung on the days
of Mary’s holidays.

The Cantigas were stored in Seville’s

cathedral according to Alfonso’s wishes until Philip II had them
placed in the library of the Escorial, where they may be found
even today (Keller 84).
A fairly large influence on Alfonso’s devotion to the Virgin
Mary involved his parents, his father Fernando III, el Santo, who
supported the Christian faith against Islam, and his mother,
Queen Beatriz, who considered the Virgin Mary the advocate of the
needy, the troubled, and the weak.

The Cantigas themselves also

reveal that the king had traveled to places where many miracles
had taken place (Montoya Martínez 73-99).

He probably visited

those places to verify the authenticity of the miracles and he
wanted to study their background in order to include them in his
creations (Keller 81).

Berceo’s Milagros may have also

influenced Alfonso, for the simple reason that some of Berceo’s
miracles are included in the Cantigas (for example, Berceo’s
Milagro number 8 that is seen in Cantiga 26 which will be
discussed later on).
VI.

Pilgrimage in the Cantigas
Out of 427 Cantigas, Alfonso makes specific reference to the

pilgrimage to Santiago in nine of them: 26 (1, 21); 175 (7,45);
184 (9); 218 (21, 31, 35); 253 (1, 24, 81); 268 (21); 278 (4, 20,
40, 44); 367 (17); and 386 (17) (Mettmann IV; 275).
Cantiga number 26 includes the first and perhaps the most
famous reference to this type of romería.

This Cantiga is

presented as if it were of the oral tradition and is one of the
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best known stories associated with the Camino de Santiago (“com’
oi’ contar”).

In the twelfth century this story was known as “el

gran milagro” and it had a special holiday in the Compostela
cathedral (Filgueira Valverde 57-58).
The first few lines of each Cantiga provide the foundation
for the entire work.

The first few quatrains set the scene and

give the name of the place where the action occurs.

The

protagonist’s character is then quickly outlined so that the
reader is prepared for the sin he commits.

If the idea of going

on a pilgrimage to Santiago seems pious, his sin, lust, is made
clear in the very next quatrain.

Once Alfonso establishes the

character’s sin, he then shows us how the sin destroys the
romero:
No se confesó, el mezquino, y el demonio presuroso se lo
presentó, más blanco que el carmino, para más pronto
enganarlo.
The devil in the Cantiga 26 is presented as the antagonist.

He

assumes the form of Saint James and approaches the pilgrim on the
road.

The devil in disguise is indeed pretending to be Santiago

and he emphasizes this point through a brief introspective speech
that offers a quick and rather macabre solution, a penance that
could certainly catch and hold the reader’s attention:
Aunque yo estoy descontento de ti, te traigo la salvación de
lo que has errado, para que no caígas, indefectiblemente, en
el infierno.//

Pero antes harás esto que te digo: si deseas

ser amigo mío, córtate lo que traes contigo que te echó en
poder del enemigo, y deguellate.
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In the original version the speech is as follows:
Macar m’eu de ti despago,
a salvacon eu cha trago
do que fust’ errar,’
por que non caias [no] lago
d’infierno, sen dultar.
No e gran cousa se sabe/ bon joizo dar...
Mas ante faras esto que te digo,
se sabor as de seer meu amigo:
talla o que tragas tigo
que te foi deytar en poder do eemigo,
e vai-te degolar. (26; 35-46)
When the shocked pilgrims who had traveled with the
protagonist return to find him lying dead, they can not imagine
how the tragedy had come to pass and they leave him, lest they
be accused of murder.

The devils try to carry the soul of to

hell, but Saint James tries to retrieve the soul since the poor
man had been his pilgrim.

Santiago argues his case and finally

approaches the Blessed Virgin to enlist her aid.

Her decision is

final: the sinful romero should be restored to life because the
devil had deceived him into believing that the saint had ordered
his self-emasculation.
The ending to the Cantiga appears as a medieval clinical
ending.

The miracle ends with a physical restoration of the

pilgrim’s life tempered by the divine decision not to engage him
into further temptation:
el romero muerto fue rescucitado[...]; pero nunca pudo
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recobrar aquello de que se privara y con lo que fuera a
pecar.
In reading the Cantigas, especially this one, we must
realize that these miracles were carefully planned with a
threefold media of presentations in mind: poetic (the cantigas
are brief narratives in verse), melodic, and visual (to attract
and maintain attention) (Snow 84-89).

Because of the threefold

presentational style, the Cantigas are great masterpieces of
literary and artistic activity.
Focusing for a moment on the truly gorgeous miniature in the
form of a six panel, which illustrates Cantiga 26, one sees, in
the first panel, that the Virgin Mary is depicted as an icon
figure.

She is placed in the center of the picture solemnly

sitting among the angels who serve as her chambelans.

She is

breast-feeding her Son and her breasts are clearly visible.
vision of her is clearly one of a mother and a nurturer.

This

In this

Cantiga the Virgin is also presented as the principal
representative of Heaven.
as Mother of Christ.

The source of power lies in her status

And because of this she is also a pure

spirit who holds an unassailable power to the extent that she is
even capable of ordering a life restored, as seen in the
miraculous resurrection of the pilgrim to Santiago (MacDonald
317).

The paintings that accompany some of the Cantigas are

extremely important, for they give the reader additional
information about the medieval folklore, customs, daily life and
beliefs as depicted in the panel for Cantiga 26.
The same miracle that Alfonso describes in his Cantiga 26,
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also appeared in Liber Beati Jacobi, in the version attributed to
San Anselmo of Canterbery and was widely circulated during the
Middle Ages (Filgueira Valverde 57).

Another version of the

story appears in Berceo in Milagro VII entitled: “El romero
enganado por el diablo.”

A comparison between the two shows a

certain sobriety in Alfonso’s depiction of the miracle versus an
emphasis on details and abundance of particulars in Berceo.
Berceo provides the reader with the pilgrim’s name, Guiralt, as
well as a narration of the details of Guiralt’s life after the
miraculous resurrection.

In this story we learn that Guiralt

took religious orders and entered the Monastery of Cluny.

We

also learn that it was Saint Hugo of Cluny who recorded Guiralt’s
remarkable story:
Guirald fino en orden, vida buena faciendo,
en dichos e en fechos al Criador sirviendo,
en bien perseverando, del mal se ripindiendo:
el enemigo malo non se fo d’el ridiendo” (Berceo VII).
This miracle in Berceo is a well-rounded story, presented with
empathy, and enriched by conversations and concise and detailed
descriptions (Keller 33-34).

In Alfonso, on the other hand, the

miracle is presented with sobriety and with very few details.
A second Cantiga of Alfonso that illustrates the idea of
romería to Santiago de Compostela is Cantiga number 175.

In this

Cantiga the main character is a German pilgrim who, together with
his son, sets off on a pilgrimage to Santiago.

The pilgrim prays

to the Virgin Mary and asks her to protect them from danger.
During the pilgrimage the two stop in Tolosa, and against the
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advice of many, find lodging at an inn owned by a heretic.
Alfonso’s story basically takes place in the line “de la
traición del posader”, because it is here that Alfonso justifies
the crime by the fact that the inn-keeper was not only a heretic
but also a villainous man.

The evil heretic, known for

committing continuous crimes, decides to harm the pilgrims.

He

hides one of his silver vases in the boy’s sack and accuses him
of stealing it.

The father and the son are stopped and the boy’s

sack is searched.

Once the search reveals that the boy does

possess the heretic’s vase, he is sentenced by a judge to be
hanged in the gallows.

Despite the desperate pleas of the

unfortunate father the sentence is carried out and the boy is
hung.

The afflicted father, after praying for his son, continues

his pilgrimage to Santiago.

On the way back, the religious

pilgrim stops by the gallows to collect the body of his deceased
son but to his surprise, the boy is still alive and well.

To

prove the boy’s innocence and the evidence of the miracle, the
father runs to Tolosa and brings with him the same judge that
ordered the boy hanged.

Astounded by the miracle, the judge

releases the boy and founds out how the Virgin Mary saved the
boy’s life by holding up his feet (for three months!):
Y cuando hubieron callado, el les conto todo lo sucedido:
como habia estado en la horca tres meses seguidos, donde la
Virgen lo habia guardado...” (Alfonso 175).
After hearing the truth, the judge orders the heretic to be hung
for his wickedness.
Cantiga 175 not only talks about a miracle contributed to
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Santiago but also gives us an interesting account of the customs
during the Middle Ages.

In the Cantiga we read that the boy’s

body was left on the gallows for three months.
practice of the time.
exposed.

This was a common

The bodies of those executed were left

Such a gruesome practice, which was meant as a

deterrent to crime, was widely practiced in Spain.

In Seville,

for example, the bodies of criminals executed by hanging were
exposed for seven days.

In the event that they fell from the

gallows to the ground, they were left unburied and to be devoured
by scavengers (Presilla 408-409).
Alfonso’s Cantiga 175 renders tribute to one of the best
known miracles of Santiago.

The miracle, narrated in Liber Beati

Jacobi (II, V), was recorded by Calixto II and occurred in
Toulouse in 1090.

In the Liber Beati Jacobi, however, the

miracle also includes the skepticism of the judge when he sees
the hung pilgrim still alive.

In Alfonso’s story, on the other

hand, this detail is omitted.

In addition to Liber Beati Jacobi

the story of the “ahorcado descolgado” was also told by Cesareo
de Heisterbach in Dialogus Miraculorum, in the Speculum of
Vincent of Beauvais and in the Leyenda Aurea of Jacobo de
Voragine (Filgueira Valverde 285-288).
In Cantiga 184, Alfonso also mentions Santiago but in a very
subtle way.

In this particular Cantiga, the miracle occurs in

the “tierras de Santiago”, but the main characters of the poem do
not participate in a pilgrimage to Santiago perhaps because they
are already there.

Cantiga 184 narrates a story of a woman who

was frequently pregnant by her husband but never able to keep her
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children alive.

Because of the sins that she committed (Alfonso

never specifies the nature of her sins), her children were
destined to die soon after they were born.

The desperate woman,

once again pregnant prays to the Virgin Mary and asks her for
help:
Dame a mi hijo, que me ayude a bien vivir.
Unfortunately, the devil, full of envy, stirs up a fight
during which, the woman’s husband is hurt.

The woman, seeing her

husband facing mortal danger, throws herself on him in order to
protect him and is severely wounded on her side.

She dies soon

after, but her baby escapes through the wound and is saved.
Because of his mother’s prayers to the Virgin Mary, the child
does not die but lives with a imprint of the slit on his face,
the same one that killed his mother (Scarborough 85-87).

He will

be the living proof of the miracle and the reminder to the others
that they should also praise the Virgin Mary.

This Cantiga of

Alfonso is from “the tierra de Santiago” and it seems to belong
as well to the oral tradition, much like the previous cantigas 26
and 175 (Filgueira Valverde 299-300).
Cantiga 218 also includes the idea of a pilgrimage to
Santiago.

In this one a rich and well-connected merchant is the

protagonist.

After some time, he develops serious health

problems in his arms and legs, and he is unable to walk by
himself.

Because of his illness he also loses his wealth.

With

no hope left, he discovers that many people are going on a
pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela and he asks to join them.
The pilgrims take him despite the fact that he is poor and unable
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to move.

Despite the pilgrimage, the merchant is not cured and

the pilgrims leave him in Vila-Sirga, a place known for miracles
conducted by the Holy Mary.

The merchant begins to pray to the

Virgin Mary, his last hope, and soon becomes cured and is able to
return home by himself.

This Cantiga underlines the fact that

the Virgin Mary has a stronger healing power than Santiago.
Santiago seems to be the first step in the process of healing not
only from physical ailments, but also from moral ones.
Cantiga 253 talks about a French pilgrim, who after a
confession, is ordered by a priest to go to Santiago de
Compostela in order to redeem himself.

Before he can set off on

a pilgrimage he must carry with him a heavy cane “bordón de ferro
de livras viint’ e quatro.”
On the way to Santiago, the pilgrim stops in Vila-Sirga, a place
known for miracles.

Since the pilgrim was very dedicated to the

Virgin Mary, he prayed to her and asked her for the forgiveness
of his sins.

A miracle is soon to occur for the “bordón”

(apparently a symbol of his sins) breaks in half and the Virgin
releases the pilgrim from his sins and his heavy load.

He then

continues his trip to Santiago in order to complete his
pilgrimage, and when he returns to his homeland, he continues to
praise the Virgin for saving his soul.
In Cantiga 268, the protagonist is a French woman who is
paralyzed, unable to move her arms and legs.

She hears about the

miracles that the Virgin conducted in Vila-Sirga from the
pilgrims who went to Santiago.

She goes to Vila-Sirga and prays

to the Virgin, promising to go to Santiago.

Because of her
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prayers she is cured and is able to return home.

In this

cantiga, a continuous invitation to give grace and eulogy to the
Holy Mary is present.

Everyone praises the Glorious Virgin:

Pois esta dona guarida / foi da coita que. avia
tornou-sse pera ssa terra / e foi de Santa Maria
servidor mentre foi viva. / E poren nos todavia
por tan fremoso milagre / sirvamo-la e loemos. (268; 55-58)
In Cantiga 278, the main protagonist is a blind French
woman.

The Cantiga takes place at the time when, in Vila-Sirga,

the Virgin Mary had just begun to perform her miracles.
blind woman sets off on a pilgrimage to Santiago.

The

During her

return from the pilgrimage a heavy rain begins to fall and she
enters a church and prays to the Virgin Mary.
result of her prayers.

She is cured as a

She tells her story to a blind man and

advises him to go to Santa Maria de Vila-Sirga for help.
The last two hundred cantigas of Alfonso, written during the
latter part of his life, concentrate mainly on miraculous cures
and episodes of an autobiographical character, as seen in Cantiga
367 which talks about the physical health of the king.

It is one

of the cantigas that contains factual references to historical
persons and events in Castile-León.

The events of Cantiga’s 367

chronologically follow those of Cantiga 366.

The action of

Cantiga 366 takes place in Granada between 1265 and 1278, which
would be the time of Alfonso’s illnesses.

The king’s illnesses

are linked to his failures at Beaucaire (the invasion of the
Muslims) and the deaths of his loved ones.

Those events had

overwhelming effects, not only on his spirit, but also his body
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(MacDonald 323-324).
In this cantiga we also find information that supports the
idea that Alfonso held a vigil on “vernes” to pray for his
recovery from an illness.

In the Middle Ages, for those who were

particularly devoted to the Virgin Mary, Friday, considered the
eve of Her day, was a time for vigils.

It is also on that

particular day that miracles sometimes occurred (Kulp-Hill 290).
This Cantiga is interesting because it not only recounts the
Virgin Mary’s actions, but it also dwells on the theme of lawful
conduct.

A good Christian must steadfastly maintain his hope and

faith in the Holy Mary and his love for her.
In the Cantiga 367, there are references to the shrine of
Santa Maria del Puerto, built by Alfonso X in around 1264 and
gaining popularity as a center of pilgrimages in the 1270’s.
This shrine, unlike the one in Compostela, was not perceived by
the kings of Castile as an antagonistic center of power, but as
the point of contact between the people and the monarchy
(Presilla 431).

This shrine, placed in the strategic location of

Andalucía, was important because it gave legitimacy to the
Reconquest and attracted new Christian settlers.

The miracles

that took place in the shrine of Santa Maria del Puerto also
attracted new settlers because of the popular appeal of these
miracles.

Most of them describe salvation from imminent death.

Even Alfonso el Sabio receives a miraculous cure from the Virgin.
In Cantiga 367, the monarch is cured of an unidentified
illness that had caused a severe swelling and infection in his
legs.

A similar miracle is narrated in Cantiga 209, where the
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king refuses the hot towels offered him by his physicians and
asks for the book of cantigas to be placed on his body.
the intervention of the Virgin, he is cured.

Due to

The cantiga even

makes reference to a discharge and redness that accompanied the
illness (Presilla 4320).
The curing of an illness in the Middle Ages was almost
always believed to be an escape from immanent death perhaps due
to a scarcity of cures. The importance of the Cantiga 367 and
others similar to this one is that they shed light on Alfonso’s
attitudes toward life, death and salvation, as well as provide
historians with important information on the king’s health and
maybe even the probable causes of his death, which have been
confirmed by more recent forensic findings (Presilla 433-434).
Cantiga 367 makes a reference to the purulent discharge:
Ca ja de tal guisa inchad’ aviam
que enas osas caber non podiaam;
demais os coiros delas se fedian
e agua amarela en saya. (367; 46-49)
From the evidence found through forensic examinations and in
the narratives of his Cantigas, historians have concluded that
the monarch probably suffered from squamous cell carcinomas of
the maxillary antrum, which can also produce purulent discharges
through the nose at a fairly early stage and great deformities in
the face as it advances.

Like most tumors, squamous cell

carcinomas, causes high fevers and infections.

These tumors are

also slow growing and have episodes of remission.

Episodes of

remission were probably interpreted by the king as miraculous
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cures (Presilla 434-436).

If Alfonso’s disease was indeed this

type of cancer, it would explain his violent and bitter behavior
during the last years of his life.

It most likely caused

physical and mental deterioration.
When we look at the characters of the Cantigas and how they
react in the face of death, we realize that people in the Middle
Ages associated physical pain and diseases with imminent death.
They often turned to religion and especially to the Holy Mary to
relieve anxiety and fear.

In the case of Alfonso it could be

that he felt the need to recollect the events of his life.

In

writing the Cantigas he composes a plea for spiritual support.
Like the other characters in his Cantigas, he displays a fear of
death and pain and his hope of physical recovery through the
intervention of Virgin Mary.

The references in the Cantigas to

Alfonso’s miraculous cures performed by the Virgin on his behalf
and the dedication of the Cantigas to her could be a way to
secure the salvation of his own soul (Presilla 440).
The last Cantiga which mentions Santiago de Compostela is
Cantiga number 386.

This cantiga recounts a

miracle that took

place in Seville, where Alfonso el Sabio, after returning from
Granada, assembled his parliament - “muy gran corte.” This
Cantiga is very unique, for it offers the reader Alfonso’s
personal description of a cortes.

This parliamentary assembly

was attended by nobles and representatives of the cities and
towns of the kingdoms of Castile and León.

Alfonso emphasizes

the large numbers that attended, men from Tuy to Ocana and from
Toledo to Santiago to Arnedo.

He also underlines the fact that
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his summons to the cortes could not be ignored.

The monarch

opened the cortes with an address explaining his reasons for the
assembly and the assembly responded well, declaring that they
would be at peace with the monarch so that they would not have to
fear “enquisas de mascarade”.
After the cortes accepted his proposals and condemned anyone
who refused to obey the king, el Sabio attended to the petitions.
Satisfied with the assembly, Alfonso X granted them their
requests, provided that they were acceptable.

The royal chancery

concluded the meeting by preparing cuadernos, where the petitions
and replies were recorded.

The representatives of each town

received a copy of the cuaderno to take back with them, for each
cuaderno served as a principal record of the assembly
(O’Callaghan 393-394).
Afterwards, the king invited everyone to a banquet.

The day

was a “sábado”, which can be translated as either “Sabbath” or
Saturday in English.

In the twelfth century, sábado was

synonymous with “Sabbath” and it was a day connected with rituals
suggestive of Sabbath observations.
abstained from work or commerce.

People prayed, fasted and

Around the eighth century,

Saturday came to belong to the Virgin Mary and in 1229, the
Council of Toledo decreed that church attendance on Saturday
evening in her honor was mandatory (Kulp-Hill 290).
It is because of this decree that Alfonso and his men can
not buy fish on Saturday.

Since there were many people attending

the banquet, the royal stewards were fearful that there would not
be enough fish to feed all the guests.

Alfonso el Sabio told
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them to place their hopes in the Virgin Mary and to go to the
royal canals.

There they found four ships loaded with fish.

As

a result of this miracle all guests were fed in abundance, to
Alfonso’s great delight.
In conclusion, we may ask a simple question.

How did

Alfonso X find time to compose his 427 Cantigas, considering how
busy he was with his political struggles?

Maybe he just made

time for them since the famous historian from the sixteenth
century, padre Marian, accurately summed up Alfonso’s character
in one sentence:
Dumque caelum considerat observatque astra, terram amisitcontemplador de estrellas y desdenoso de la tierra.
On the other hand he might have been a genius, who made time
for whatever he wished to do and for whatever interested him.

It

is also quite possible that the writing of Cantigas was a form of
relief and relaxation from more tedious tasks such as ruling his
country, for example.
Throughout history many rulers have found time to write
books or their autobiographies.

The sources of Alfonso’s

inspiration may have been many.

He wanted to escape from

disappointments from his political failures (even with his own
son Sancho), or he wished to lessen his physical pain.
Since Alfonso was, at least in the regards to the soul an
entirely medieval man, he probably believed that if he proved
devoted to the Virgin Mary and Santiago de Compostela, they would
not only assist him in his pilgrimage on earth but would also
lead him safely to the kingdom of eternal life.
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Abstract:
My aim in this paper is to provide an account of the source of the explanatory gap that is
consistent with the view that qualia are physical and causally efficacious. This needs
doing because many think the explanatory gap has metaphysical implications. That is,
proponents of the explanatory gap often think that taking the gap seriously undermines
physicalism and supports some form of property dualism. My central task is to show that
this move is illegitimate because the explanatory gap will exist even if qualia are
physical. The secondary aim of this paper is to address proponents of the explanatory gap
who do not think it has metaphysical implications. By identifying the source of the
explanatory gap I hope to show that the problem is actually quite innocuous.
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It has become orthodox to say that the contemporary mind-body problem is really two
problems: the problem of mental causation and the problem of consciousness. Each of
these issues concerns difficulties with reconciling certain phenomena with the prevailing
view that the world is ontologically physical and causally closed. Work in mental
causation struggles with finding a way to ensure that our thoughts and intentions have
genuine causal efficacy in the physical world, while work on the so called “hard
problem” of consciousness attempts to explain how we can close the “explanatory gap”
between qualia and our physical theories. Although there is some optimism about our
ability to solve the first problem, it is fair to say that the second seems just as intractable
as it did when David Chalmers (1995) coined the phrase “the hard problem” ten years
ago. As evidence, I offer Jaegwon Kim’s recent book Physicalism, or Something Near
Enough. In his closing chapter Kim claims that although his own brand of reductionism
preserves mental causation, “Qualia are the ‘mental residue’ that cannot be
accommodated within the physical domain.” Given this, Kim concludes that “global
physicalism is untenable” (2005, p. 170).
I agree that the hard problem of consciousness is, well ... hard, but I also think
there is reason for more optimism about this problem than Kim and others have
suggested. My rather modest aim in this paper is to provide an account of the source of
the explanatory gap that is consistent with the view that qualia are physical and causally
efficacious. This needs doing because many think the explanatory gap has metaphysical
implications. That is, proponents of the explanatory gap often think, as Kim does, that
taking the gap seriously undermines physicalism and supports some form of property
dualism. My central task, then, is to show that this move is illegitimate because the
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explanatory gap will exist even if qualia are physical. The secondary aim of this paper is
to address proponents of the explanatory gap who do not think it has metaphysical
implications. By identifying the source of the explanatory gap I hope to show that the
problem is actually quite innocuous.
There are a variety of ways to formulate the explanatory gap or the hard problem
of consciousness. Nagel (1974) framed the issue in terms of the apparent impossibility of
combining the third person perspective of science with the first person perspective of the
conscious subject. Levine (1983; 2001), following Kripke (1980) devised the problem in
terms of dissimilarities between reductive claims like “water is H2O” and psychophysical
identities such as “pain is C-fibre stimulation.” Jackson (1982; 1986) cast the issue in
terms of the apparent incompleteness of physicalism in his knowledge argument, and
Chalmers (1995; 1996) and Kim (2005) have argued that since qualia are not functions or
abilities, we cannot capture or explain them by using the concept of physical
implementation.
Not only do these authors differ in the way they formulate and sustain the idea of
an explanatory gap, but they also differ with respect to the implications they think this
gap has for physicalism. Nagel adopts a cautiously optimistic agnosticism about the truth
or falsity of physicalism and contents himself with identifying the epistemic obstacle to
our ability to understand how physicalism could be true. Levine also carefully formulates
the issue in epistemic rather than metaphysical terms, but his tone is considerably less
optimistic than Nagel’s. Jackson, Chalmers and Kim agree that qualia are non-physical
properties, though Kim claims this should not bother physicalists because “this isn’t
losing much” (2005, p. 174). 1 Since the central aim of this paper is to show that the
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explanatory gap should not lead us to reject physicalism, the main targets of my
discussion are Jackson, Kim and Chalmers. However, my proposal about the source of
the explanatory gap should also sooth some of the anxieties of Nagel and Levine.
Given the variety of arguments and conclusions described above, it is difficult to
identify any single formulation of the problem which we can call the explanatory gap or
the hard problem of consciousness. Nevertheless, what these views seem to share is a
belief that causal accounts of experience do not capture or explain qualia. This is most
clear in the case of Jackson’s knowledge argument. Jackson asks us to imagine Mary, a
brilliant neurologist, who can explain in complete physical detail how retinal stimulation
by light reflected from the sky eventually causes a subject to utter, “The sky is blue.”
Despite her ability to grasp this causal story, Mary does not understand what it is like to
see blue since she has never experienced colours first-hand. To the extent that the causal
accounts of our scientific theories involve the adoption of the third person perspective,
Nagel also seems to think that causal explanations of experience aren’t up to the task of
explaining qualia. Levine denies that qualia are among the causal properties explained by
identifying pain with C-fibre stimulation, and Kim’s functional analysis denies qualia are
captured by the causal roles implemented by physical systems. Thus, the common thread
among these prominent advocates of the explanatory gap is the claim that qualia escape
capture and explanation in causal terms. This should hardly be surprising since many who
take the explanatory gap seriously also think that qualia are epiphenomenal. If qualia
didn’t seem to be missing from causal accounts of experience qualia epiphenomenalism
could hardly be a genuine philosophical concern.
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Current debates on the explanatory gap seem to have reached an impasse.
Materialists like Hardcastle (1996) and Hardin (1988; 1987) claim that the source of the
appearance of an explanatory gap is the immature status of neurology, and that if we are
patient neuroscience will one day furnish us with the answers we seek and render
psychophysical identities fully explanatory. The sceptics like Chalmers (1995; 1996)
claim that current work on the neural basis of experience doesn’t even come close to
answering the hard problem of consciousness, in which case faith in the scientific
approach is unjustified and blind to the philosophical nature of the problem. Because we
cannot adjudicate this disagreement in advance of the scientific progress anticipated by
the likes of Hardcastle, a different approach seems necessary.
David Chalmers has also proposed that a radically new approach is required, but
my suggestion is quite different. Chalmers claimed that since unsuccessful attempts to
address the hard problem are reductive, we should instead adopt a non-reductive
approach, which leads him to treat phenomenal properties as fundamental parts of the
universe. In my view the culprit is not reductionism, but causal explanation. In order to
make my concerns clear, we must first make some observations about causation, about
explanation in general, and then about causal explanation in particular. There is obviously
insufficient time to go into these complex matters in any significant detail, but my
argument will rely on a few very general observations which I hope are relatively
uncontroversial.
For the purposes of this discussion I will assume a Davidsonian model of
causality according to which causation is a two-place extensional relation. According to
this account, events cause what they do regardless of how we describe them. 2
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Explanation, however, is clearly a different matter; it is an intensional relation. The way
we describe an object or event can have a tremendous impact on whether a claim is
explanatory. For example, saying to Oedipus, “You slept with Jocasta” although true,
won’t explain to him why he should feel awkward at family reunions, whereas the claim
“You slept with your mother” does. It is also important to note that a singular causal
claim can be true without being explanatory. Davidson’s (1963) classic example “The
event reported on page 5 of Tuesday’s Times caused the event reported on page 13 of
Wednesday’s Tribune” is a case in point. In order for this claim to be explanatory we
need to re-describe the events in question.
These simple observations suggest that when we try to explain one event a in
terms of another b, at least two elements are necessary for a successful explanation. The
first is metaphysical: there must be a genuine relation, R, between the identified events.
This is often a causal relation, but other relations are also possible. The second element is
epistemic. Explanations serve the purpose of improving one’s epistemic situation and so
a claim can be explanatory only if it provides some sort of epistemic satisfaction.
Whether an explanation succeeds at this depends on at least two things: the background
knowledge of the person trying to grasp the explanation and the way the events or objects
mentioned in the explanation are described. These are related in a crucial way, for we can
bring background knowledge to bear on any given explanation only to the extent that the
explanation trades in familiar terms and concepts that render the background knowledge
relevant. We can say, then, that one reason Davidson’s singular causal claim fails to
explain is that the descriptions of the related events are too obscure for anyone to bring
their background knowledge to bear on the case at hand.
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If we re-describe the events in Davidson’s causal claim using the terms
“hurricane” and “bridge-collapse” respectively, the situation changes dramatically. By
and large, people know that hurricanes are destructive and they can bring this knowledge
to bear on the particular case. But the causal claim is not explanatory just in virtue of the
fact that the related events have more familiar descriptions that allow the incorporation of
relevant background knowledge; the background knowledge bears on the particular case
in a specific way. The knowledge that hurricanes tend to be destructive is a causal
generalization. It therefore seems that the reason the causal claim under its new
description provides epistemic satisfaction (and is therefore explanatory) is that it allows
one to subsume the related events under a true causal generalization. 3 This elevates the
humble singular causal claim with which we started to a full-fledged causal explanation.
There is undoubtedly much more to say about the nature of causal explanation than this.
These brief remarks are not intended to provide a complete account of causal explanation,
but instead represent very general parameters or basic requirements for such
explanations.
Assuming that causal explanation takes roughly the form described above, it is
natural to wonder if this is the only way to achieve epistemic satisfaction in an
explanatory context. I think it is clear that it is not. I have argued elsewhere (2005) that
although reasons for action are causes, identifying A’s reason does not provide a causal
explanation of A’s action. There is obviously insufficient space here to give this claim the
elaboration and support it requires, but I’ll briefly sketch out my reasons for holding it.
What seems to provide epistemic satisfaction in such explanations is the rationalization of
the action (and of the agent), whereas in causal explanations it is the subsumption of the
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events in question under a true causal generalization. For example, if we want to know
why Peter is wearing aluminium foil on his head and we are told that he thinks aliens
have implanted a mind-reading device in his skull and believes the foil will block the
transmission of his brain waves, we will find this explanatory in virtue of the way it
renders Peter’s action rational, given his other beliefs (and note that this is so no matter
how absurd those other beliefs might be). It seems very implausible to say that we find
this explanatory because there is a true causal generalization about people who think
aliens have implanted mind-reading devices in their skulls and what they tend to do when
they have such beliefs. Often, of course, there are true causal generalizations under which
we can subsume the behaviour of our fellows (Churchland 1970, 1981, 1991), in which
case it might seem as though there is no significant difference between reason-giving and
causal explanation. However, since there is no such generalization in the above case (and
with a little imagination we could construct similar cases) only the rationalizing feature is
common to all reason explanations. This means the rationalization of the explanandum
must be the feature that provides epistemic satisfaction. 4 It seems, then, that we can
distinguish between different species of explanation on the basis of the way they provide
epistemic satisfaction. Causal explanations provide this by subsuming singular causal
claims under true causal generalizations, while reason explanations provide epistemic
satisfaction by rendering an action (and the agent performing it) rational.
As I pointed out earlier, whether or not a claim is explanatory depends on the
descriptions of the objects and events involved. The kind of description employed
determines the way in which we derive epistemic satisfaction, and this in turn determines
the kind of explanation we encounter. Since reason explanations explain by rationalizing
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the explanandum, they must employ mental vocabulary, for there can be no rationality
without reference to mental states of some kind. It therefore seems that the alternative
type of explanation (causal explanation) employs exclusively physical vocabulary. 5 This
is bound to seem an implausibly strong claim, for it breaks with a long tradition, renewed
by Davidson (1963), of treating reason-giving as a species of causal explanation. I
maintain, however, that if we take the epistemology of explanation seriously, this
distinction is hard to deny. This is not to say that there won’t be borderline cases. “Jill ate
because she felt hungry” explains by rationalizing her action, but there also seems to be a
true causal generalization about people who are hungry and what they tend to do about it.
I am not concerned with how to handle such cases and I do not necessarily see them as a
challenge to the distinction I am drawing. It is enough to support the distinction between
reason explanation and causal explanation to have clear cases of each. When drawing any
distinction, borderline cases are inevitable. 6 Instead of focussing our attention on these,
we should remember that simply because a reason causes an action, it does not follow
that identifying the reason causally explains the action. To suggest otherwise is to ignore
the epistemology of explanation.
The fact we have used one type of explanation for a given event does not
necessarily preclude the possibility of formulating alternatives. Let’s return to our
example of Peter and his aluminium foil hat. Suppose we describe Peter’s action and
reason in physiological terms. 7 The rational dimension of the action will obviously drop
out, in which case we no longer have a reason explanation, but the new description might
be one that we can subsume under a causal generalization, in which case we now have a
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causal explanation. Thus, the very same events can generate alternative types of
explanation depending on how we describe them.
The relations just outlined between causation, causal explanation, and
rationalization, can give rise to an illusion of epiphenomenalism. Since reasons, under
their mental descriptions, do not figure in causal explanations, it can seem as though
reasons are causally inert. This is only an illusion, however, because reasons cause
regardless of how we describe them. 8 The kind of description we employ can make a
difference only to the species of explanation we have at our disposal, not to the
metaphysical relations between the events in question.
Now let’s return to our discussion of the explanatory gap. When I said that I
thought the culprit in the explanatory gap was causal explanation, what I had in mind is
that qualia fall prey to the same illusion of epiphenomenalism as reasons. As we saw,
formulations of the explanatory gap claim that qualia are conspicuously absent from
causal accounts of experience. The discussion above offers a way to explain this fact.
Let’s assume qualia are ontologically physical (in humans they are brain processes or
physical properties of brain processes). This means that qualia have physical descriptions
in addition to the mental descriptions by which we know them best. According to the
above account of causal explanation, qualia will not figure in causal explanations under
their mental descriptions. Thus, mental terms or phrases such as “what it’s like to feel
pain,” “phenomenal pain,” “a pain quale” and the like will never be part of a causal
explanation of experience. 9 This makes it seem as though qualia escape capture in
physical terms and makes it appear as though qualia are epiphenomenal. Both of these are
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illusions, however, since qualia are physical and causally efficacious. Like reasons,
qualia cause what they do regardless of how we describe them.
We now have an alternative account of how the explanatory gap is generated. The
explanatory gap amounts to the claim that causal analyses of experience do not capture or
explain qualia. We have seen, though, that there is a perfectly innocuous reason for this.
Qualia appear to escape causal accounts of experience because of features of our
explanatory practices. Causal explanations employ physical descriptions of events. Since
qualia cannot appear in causal explanations under their mental descriptions, it seems as
though they are missing from causal accounts of experience. Metaphysically speaking,
the qualia are there but they can play a role in causal explanation only under their
physical descriptions. This does not mean that qualia lack causal efficacy or that there
cannot be true singular causal claims involving qualia. Since qualia are physical, they
have causal powers, and since they have causal powers there can be true singular causal
claims about them. However, if we wish to elevate such claims to the level of
explanation--causal explanation--we must abide by the epistemology of explanation and
use only physical descriptions of qualia. Thus, qualia will always seem to escape capture
and explanation in physical terms. This is not a problem for physicalism, however, since
this is so even if we assume qualia are physical.
We now have an alternative account of the source of the explanatory gap, and one
that is consistent with the view that qualia are physical. This means that the explanatory
gap cannot entail the falsity of physicalism, as some have claimed. Furthermore, locating
the source of the explanatory gap in our explanatory practices renders the problem
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innocuous, for there is no longer any mystery about why the explanatory gap is such a
stubborn philosophical problem. 10
At this point I suspect I will seem to be guilty of using some sleight of hand. One
might object that I have dealt only with a tangential aspect of the explanatory gap and
have left the core of the problem untouched. My approach might very well explain why
qualia (under their mental descriptions) do not figure in causal explanations, but surely
the explanatory gap is really about the idea that no causal story can explain why being in
a certain type of brain state feels the way it does. Thus, it is all very well to explain why
our mental descriptions of qualia don’t turn up in causal explanations of experience, but
this is beside the point.
I believe this objection is misguided for two reasons. First, it should be clear from
my arguments above that causal accounts of experience do explain qualia, but as I have
pointed out, they can only explain them under their physical descriptions. Of course, what
the above criticism demands is a causal explanation of qualia under their mental
descriptions. I believe I have shown that our causal stories cannot provide us with this
kind of explanation. To insist that such an explanation is required to make physicalism
palatable strikes me as unreasonable, for it completely ignores the epistemology of
explanation. In the light of how causal explanation functions, the appropriate reaction to
the above demand is to stop expecting the impossible from physicalism. It should be
sufficient to satisfy our physicalist intuitions to understand how the explanatory gap
arises in a way that is consistent with the claim that qualia are physical.
Second, to explain why qualia seem so elusive from the point of view of various
causal accounts of experience is hardly tangential. As I have already pointed out, one of
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the major concerns about the apparent elusiveness of qualia is a fear that they may be
epiphenomenal. My approach provides a clear explanation of what generates the
appearance of epiphenomenalism and does so in a way that is consistent with the causal
efficacy of qualia. This is hardly beside the point, but deals squarely with one of the
central aspects of the problem.
The explanatory gap is a difficult problem indeed, and for good reason. Not only
is this issue tied to the metaphysics of mind, but it is intimately connected to the
epistemology of explanation. The latter is a dimension of the issue that has received little
attention, and I hope to have shown that giving the epistemology of explanation its fair
due provides a promising way to deal with the problem. By locating the source of the
explanatory gap in the epistemology of explanation, and by doing so in a way that is
consistent with physicalism, we can appreciate that the mere existence of the explanatory
gap cannot be used to undermine physicalism. Furthermore, by understanding how the
explanatory gap is generated, the problem seems philosophically innocuous, for it now
lacks the metaphysical bite Kim and others have attributed to it. There are, of course,
many qualia-based arguments against physicalism, of which the explanatory gap is but
one. I think the best one can do in defence of physicalism is to show that these arguments
do not have the metaphysical implications their authors claim they do. I hope this paper
has contributed in some small way to this endeavour.
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1

My list of authors above is not meant to be exhaustive. Among others, Keith Campbell (1970), Ned Block

(1980a; 1980b; 1990), Leibniz (1988) and Locke (1975) are notable philosophers who have also expressed
this intuition.
2

This is by no means an uncontroversial assumption since many (Horgan 1989; Kim 1993) have argued

that causation is a four-place relation between events and their properties. I have argued elsewhere (2003;
2005) that Davidson (1995) is correct when he claims that advocates of the alternative account have
confused causation with causal explanation.
3

I suspect it is also the case that subsuming a singular causal claim under a true causal generalization

explains because we have some idea of what makes such generalizations true. For instance, in the case of
the hurricane and catastrophe we have some idea (no matter how primitive) of the mechanics of how the
former could cause the latter. My argument, however, does not depend on the finer details of how
subsumption under a true causal generalization explains.
4

Unless, of course, we wish to say that some reason explanations are causal and others are not, which

seems implausible and undesirable.
5

If causal explanations employed mental vocabulary and explained by rationalizing, they would be reason

explanations. The claim that reason explanations are couched in mental vocabulary, while causal
explanations employ physical descriptions of events, does not preclude the possibility that there may be
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other species of explanation, aside from reason explanations, that also employ mental vocabulary and other
species of explanation, aside from causal explanations, that also employ physical descriptions.
6

I suspect this is also due to the lack of a truly rigorous criterion to distinguish mental and physical

vocabulary.
7

I disagree with Kim’s “principle of explanatory exclusion” though he formulates the principle in such a

way that it only rules out competing causal explanations. Since I have argued that the reason explanation
for Peter’s behaviour is not a causal explanation, I don’t see how the principle would apply to this case,
even if I did accept it.
8

This claim has also been made by Davidson (1993) and has come under attack, most notably by Kim

(1993). I have argued (2003; 2005) that Davidson is correct and that Kim’s objection misfires.
9

Though, like reasons, they may figure in true singular causal claims.

10

Insofar as my strategy has been to show that the existence of the explanatory gap is consistent with the

view that qualia are physical, my approach bears a strong resemblance to McGinn’s (1989) except that I do
not rely on anything like his concept of cognitive closure.
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Summary : A discourse analysis of early modern histories of philosophy tracing
the exclusion of non-western philosophy that went along with the formation of the
historiography of philosophy as a discipline. The idea of philosophy being an
inherently European motion, which was later consolidated by 19th century
philosophy of history, will prove to be the result of a movement of „inner“ and
„outer“ colonizationii, the vehicle of which was, following Martin Bernal, the
introduction of the Aryan Model of historyiii.
First Approach
This question takes part in the rather marginal field of philosophy of the history of
philosophy. I undertake a close reading of old histories of philosophy, leaning
quite heavily on discourse theory. I am interested in how the narrative of the
history of European philosophy was constructed, which is revealed by inner
semantics and incoherences, rather than trying to find out who actually invented
philosophy. As a philosopher of intercultural orientation, I strive to incorporate a
rich diversity of sources and challenge the idea of a western supremacy of thought.
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Introduction
The synthesis „European Philosophy“ was once considered to be a tautology, for
example by Martin Heideggeriv. Upon being challenged by postcolonial
humanities, this eurocentric approach has started to falter. But being put to a close
analalysis, this narrativ proves to having been invented only about 230 years ago.
This archeology intends to trace the discoursive restructuring of the historiography
of philososophy that covered up noneuropean accopmlishments either by declaring
them European, or, more commonly, by ignoring them.
The historiography of the history of philosophy
The writing of the history of philosophy as we know it now is considered to have
fromed as a discipline in 18th century Europev. Both the approaches of Greek
antiquity (Aristotle) and Hellenism (Diogenes Laertius) differ from modern
historiography insofar as their aim was to write a history of philosophers rather
than philosophy. Johann Jacob Brucker’s Historia critica philosophiae a mundi
incunabulis ad nostram usque aetatem deducta is held as the first history of
philosophy as such. He was the first to tell the tale of a self identic subject
„philosophy“ moving through history, and the last who aimed to collect everything
about anyone in philosophy. This new „critical“ approach however already
resulted in exclusions in the next generation: His successor Dietrich Tiedemann
already doubts the philosophical quality of Hebraic and Chaldean schools. „In this
way,[history of philosophy] provides an implicit definition of philosophy,
indicating that being a philosopher means being a successor to Plato, Aristotle and
the rest and perpetuating the practices which –according to the History of
Philosophy- these Great Men have bequeathed.vi“ This tendency will became
predominant in the following century; its peak being Hegels philosophy of history,
which claims „oriental“ peoples to be incapable of philosophizing.
This process can be described as a movement of „inner“ and „outer“ colonization,
as Raul Fornet-Betancourt. puts itvii. One of the examples of Europeans that have
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been excluded is Aspasia of Milet, a Greek women philosopher that Socrates has
named as his teacher. However, the Exclusion of Non-european philosophy will be
much more rigid, declaring Europeans to be the only ones capable of
philosophy.viii
Where did philosophy start?
One of the most important topoi of this reformation is the question of the
beginning of philosophy. In the Renaissance, and early Modern writing, it is often
Adam who is considered to be the first philosopher and geographically, the Eastix
Greek supremacist claims in antiquity are even rejected, as can be impressively
documented in Thomas Stanley, possibly the most popular history of philosophy
in 17th century Europe: „„Although some Grecians have challenged to their
Nation the Originall of Philosophy, yet the more learned of them have
acknowledged it derived from the East.x“
On the contrary, towards end of this transition, at the beginning of the 19th
century, Wilhelm Gottfried Tennenmann will find it necessary to explain himself
for even mentioning Eastern thought: After stating in the main text that it certainly
is not to be considered philosophy, he adds in a footnote that the ongoing debate
on wether this is necessarily a part of the history of philosophy had not been
decided so far, and thus it is still permissible to document Eastern wisdom.xi
So what happened? A possible explanation is furnished by Martin Bernalxii: The
Ancient Model of History is replaced by the Aryan Model, declaring the
Meditarranian to be an entirely Indo-german culture, and thus concealing the
success of Oriental and Northern African Culture. To trace this is the object of my
presentation. „The History of Philosophy is perhaps less important for what it says
than for what it conceals.“xiii
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Spoken Grammar Activities to Promote Written English

In today's world it is important that non-native speakers of English be able to speak and
write both fluently and accurately. Through improv activities (Johnstone 1981), teachers
can provide spoken grammar activities to help students with their writing. By using these
appealing activities, teachers can empower their students to be more daring about
speaking and to participate more actively in English both in class and out in the world. In
addition, students will have correct grammar in their heads that they can access when
they need it for writing.
The presentation will first examine improv activities which promote oral fluency and
accuracy and can be used to make students speak in a spontaneous and at the same time
grammatically correct way. Then examples will be given to show how these activities
can carry over to students writing. Using standard grammatical structures (e.g. articles,
count and non-count nouns, and verb tenses) the presenter will show activities which
participants can use to teach other grammatical points as well. Handouts will be provided.
Reference:
Johnstone, K. Impro (1981: Routledge)
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Abstract
How should learners and teachers approach normative ethics? It is clear that a valueneutral approach, in which any particular value judgements are kept detached from
the course, is not possible. Any method of teaching ethics involves conduct of
teachers and learners that already expresses views about values in learning and the
value of learning. Thus, for example, even a value-neutral approach to ethics
expresses a judgment about the value of detachment from values. In addition, it can
readily be seen that teaching and learning practices are informed by value judgements
about what sorts of practices are virtuous in the teaching and learning environment.
For example, teachers may encourage learners to respect the views of others in
discussion, or to be fair to views that differ from their own. They may hope to
develop moderation and tolerance in the exchange of ideas. Other teachers may
encourage learners to speak openly about their own values and beliefs. All teachers,
presumably, attempt to foster an environment in which understanding prevails. This
paper will present a view of normative ethics teaching that attempts to integrate the
values of teaching practice with teaching content. I argue that philosophical teachinglearning contexts necessarily promote the development of 'pedagogic values', which
are analogous to traditional cardinal virtues. Moreover, it is an expectation of good
teaching practice that teachers should exemplify and model the pedagogic values.
Thus, it makes sense for teachers of normative ethics to be explicit about the
connection between their teaching and learning values and their disposition towards
course content. In view of this connection it appears impossible to maintain a
consistent value-neutral stance towards the teaching of normative ethics. A better
approach is to model those values central to pedagogy as being conducive to the
discovery of normative values.
1. Normative Ethics and Value-Neutral Ethics Teaching
Historically, normative ethics teaching has been motivated by a different aim
than it is today. Ancient Greek philosophers had few qualms about teaching ethics
with the aim of improving the learner.2 Clearly this was the attitude of teachers like
Protagoras, who claimed he could make people better by teaching them virtue, and his
learners, who paid good money in the expectation.3 Socrates was apparently skeptical
1

I would like to acknowledge support for this paper through receipt of an Australian Learning and
Teaching Council Citation, 2008. For more information about the ALTC Citations, see the website
at: http://www.altc.edu.au/carrick/go
2
It is likely that this perspective reflected, at least initially, a culturally received view of education and
its purposes. Before the philosophers, the poets were considered to be the chief educators, and their
aim was “to make people better in the cities” (See Aristophanes, Frogs, 1008).
3
See Plato's Protagoras, in particular note Protagoras' promise to Hippocrates that “every day you will
get better and better” (318b), and his explicit claim “to make men good citizens” (319a).
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about the possibility of teaching virtue, but he constantly expressed dedication to
learning about virtue and exhorted others to do the same.4 Plato's view that education
inculcates and perfects good values is nowhere more clear than in the Laws where he
writes:
By education, then, I mean goodness in the form in which it is first acquired by a child. In
fact, if pleasure and liking, pain and dislike, are formed in the soul on right lines before the
age of understanding is reached, and when that age is attained, these feelings are in concord
with understanding, thanks to early discipline in appropriate habits--this concord, regarded
as a whole, is virtue. But if you consider the one factor in it, the rightly disciplined state of
pleasures and pains whereby a man, from his first beginnings on, will abhor what he should
abhor and relish what he should relish--if you isolate this factor and call it education, you
will be giving it its true name.5

And Aristotle makes a passionate protest against the mere theoretical investigation of
ethics in the Nicomachean Ethics, where he writes:
It is well said, then, that it is by doing just acts that the just man is produced, and by doing
temperate acts the temperate man; without doing these no one would have even a prospect
of becoming good. But most people do not do these, but take refuge in theory and think
they are being philosophers and will become good in this way, behaving somewhat like
patients who listen attentively to their doctors, but do none of the things they are ordered to
do. As the latter will not be made well in body by such a course of treatment, the former
will not be made well in soul by such a course of philosophy. 6

The aim of a philosophical course in ethics, says Aristotle more than once, is "to
become good".7
The situation is very different in Western universities nowadays. We might
expect that in a typical philosophy department, a student hoping to learn about ethics
would be able to choose either from courses in meta-ethics—in which she would learn
"the metaphysical, epistemological, semantic, and psychological, presuppositions and
commitments of moral thought, talk, and practice"8—or from courses in normative
ethics—in which she would consider the question "how ought one act?"9 In practice,
however, most courses that deal with normative questions, such as general ethics
courses, courses that review normative ethical theories, and even 'applied' or
'practical' ethics courses, have very little normative content. Such courses, as they are
generally taught today, are actually meta-ethical in another sense (the sense of being
merely descriptive or logically critical of normative views),10 and not normative at all
in the Classical sense (the sense of discovering and endorsing norms, values or
virtues). I will call the descriptive, logically critical approach to the teaching of
normative ethics 'value-neutral', and I shall argue that value-neutral approaches to
ethics teaching are inconsistent with the positive values expressed in actual teaching
4

See Plato, Apology 29d, Euthyphro 5a, Gorgias 521a, Laches 186b, Meno 81e. I shall have more to
say about Socrates' apparent skepticism in section four.
5
Plato, Laws II.653c, Saunders translation.
6
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics II.4.1105b, Ross Translation.
7
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, II.2.1103b, cf. I.2.1094a, X.9.1179b.
8
See Geoff Sayre-McCord, "Metaethics", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, available at:
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/metaethics/
9
See Wikipedia, "Normative Ethics," at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normative_ethics The fact that
the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy has no entry on normative ethics reflects current bias.
10
See, for example, the description of Intro to Ethics at UNC Chapel Hill: "[W]e will focus on three
fundamental, but slightly more specific, questions: (i) What does morality demand? (ii) Under what
conditions are we responsible for our success or failure in living up to these demands? and (iii)
What connection is there between our being moral and our living a good (satisfying, fulfilling)
life?" These are all straightforwardly meta-ethical questions.
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practices, including practices of assessment, conduct of class lectures and discussions,
and expected value of learning outcomes. Moreover, recent studies suggest that valueneutral approaches are not even effective as a means of teaching about normative
ethics, ethical decision making or ethical practice.11 The connection between
pedagogic values and moral virtues outlined in this paper may help to explain why.
2. The Centrality of Values in Teaching and Learning
All teaching and learning activities involve conduct. At a college or university,
most of this conduct occurs in a course of study (hereafter just 'course'). The
parameters of a course are designed to promote desired conduct (e.g. attendance) and
discourage undesired conduct (e.g. plagiarism). Different types and episodes of
conduct in a course are not isolated or occasional; they converge upon explicit goals.
(If they did not, then we could say that the course was poorly designed.) There are
guidelines, more or less formally spelled out in the course outline, that specify
expected forms of participation and correlate them with goals. Teachers and learners
bring to the classroom habits and abilities that give the expected forms of
participation unique expression. In many cases these habits and abilities enrich the
teaching and learning experience for all; in some cases they present an obstacle or a
distraction. Clearly, at the heart of teaching and learning practice lie value judgments
about forms of conduct including individual preparation, interaction, participation,
commitment, and contribution.
A recent journal article points out that, "[t]here is a consensus in the classic
sociology literature that the processes of education are suffused with values and moral
purpose."12 According to Campbell et. al., there are two related positions in the
consensus, "referring to the social functions of schooling and the personal and
professional values expected of teachers."13 These positions are based on a broader
view of educative processes than I am able to consider here. Nevertheless, since some
of their features are relevant to our interest in normative ethics teaching at the tertiary
level, it will be useful to review them briefly.
The social functions position is based primarily on Émile Durkheim's view of
the classroom as a locus of socialisation.14 Campbell et. al. present, without
distinguishing, two different aspects of this position. According to the first, "the
education system functions for society as an apparatus for the formation, the
reproduction, or the reinforcement, of moral identity and moral order."15 Without
disputing this aspect, we may say that it is primarily concerned with early childhood
and primary education, which are not our concern here. The second aspect is found in
Durkheim's view that "[t]he class is a small society" which has "its own morality
corresponding to its size, the character of its elements, and its function."16 Campbell
et. al. seem not to have appreciated the distinctness of this aspect from the first. The
11

See William Y. Penn Jr, "Teaching Ethics: A Direct Approach," Journal of Moral Education, 19
(1990),124-138.
12
See R. J. Campbell, L. Kyriakides, R. D. Muijs, W. Robinson, "Effective Teaching and Values:
Some Implications for Research and Teacher Appraisal." Oxford Review of Education, 30 (2004),
451-465, p. 451
13
Campbell (2004), 451, italics in the original.
14
See Émile Durkheim, Moral Education, (L'education morale, Paris 1902/3) trans. E. K. Wilson and
H. Schnurer. New York: Free Press of Glencoe, Inc, 1961.
15
Campbell (2004), 453.
16
Durkheim (1961), 149.
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first aspect treats the classroom as the place where society's values are imparted. The
second treats the classroom as a complex organisation analogous to the society, with
analogous moral structures. Durkheim thought of these structures as both "natural
and necessary" to organised human interactions.17 They include the structures that
support the kind of value judgments I described at the beginning of this section.
Faced with these structures, a reflective, self-motivated student will address the
question "how should I participate in this course?" just as she addresses the question
"how should I live?" If the course is considering normative ethics, the relation of the
two questions must be plain. I shall return to the special connection between
classroom norms and normative ethics courses in section four.
The second position of consensus in the sociology literature is the professional
values position. It is based on the moral example set, or supposed to be set by
teachers. The professional values position has tended to focus on codes of ethics or
conduct for teachers. Thus, Campbell et. al. point to the expectation that "teachers, by
virtue of their professional responsibilities," should "embody in their personal life a
society's, or a community's, moral ideals."18 Such expectations continue to be
enforced, formally and informally, and play a significant role in society's and students'
evaluation of effective teaching, but I am interested here in a different way that the
teacher serves as a moral example, namely the way in which the teacher models the
virtues and values appropriate to the internal moral structures of the course, as
outlined above. A teacher will need to exemplify the attributes promoted by a course
in the highest degree, or risk undermining the perceived value of those attributes. For
example, a teacher who habitually shows up late for class, or who is unprepared, or
who does not consider the views of anyone else, will have little hope of instilling the
values of attendance, preparation, and listening in learners. In a course on normative
ethics, even greater attention is placed on the teacher's conduct and normative stance.
A teacher who is perceived to be unfair or arbitrary in the assignment of marks, or
who is overly dogmatic, or who runs rule over class discussions may undermine not
just the values of justice, open-mindedness, and toleration, but the perceived value of
normative inquiry itself. Arguably, even a neutral disposition towards normative
value is not sufficient for normative ethics teaching. I shall consider the reasons for
this in section four.
So far, we have seen that teaching and learning contexts in general presuppose
structures that incorporate value judgments. We have also seen that the more or less
explicit awareness of these value judgments (as stated or implied in the course
outline) impose requirements on teachers to model central teaching and learning
values. I have suggested that special value judgments and modelling requirements are
identifiable in normative ethics courses, and I shall now examine that suggestion in
more detail.
3. The Pedagogic Values
Among the values promoted in teaching and learning context generally, and
philosophy teaching contexts in particular, are habits of character that resemble
traditional cardinal virtues, including: respect, fairness, understanding, moderation,
and openness (where these habits of character resemble, respectively, piety, justice,

17
18

Durkheim (1961), 149.
Campbell (2004), 454.
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wisdom, temperance, and courage). In this section I introduce these 'pedagogic'
values, and then discuss their special application to normative ethics teaching.
Respect would seem to be required in virtually all teaching and learning
contexts. This includes principally the respect accorded to a teacher in virtue of her
presumed competence to direct learners (from which follow expectations of concern
and commitment on the part of the teacher).19 But it also includes the teacher's respect
for learners, their respect towards each other, and even in principle respect for any
views put forward for consideration. Unless an attitude of respect is present, there is
little hope of accomplishing any learning at all.
Along with respect comes the value of fairness. Respect cannot be maintained
if fairness is not observed, whereas if fairness is observed, respect can often be
maintained even in the face of criticism. In virtue of accepting final responsibility for
the assignment of marks in a course, the teacher incurs a commitment to fairness not
unlike that of a judge: conditions of impartiality and parity apply to judgments of
absolute and relative merit, appraisal of excuses, and assessment of penalties. The
value of fairness is extended to and expected of learners in all sorts of ways. For
example, peer assessment is a common practice in group exercises as part of large,
under-resourced classes. And always, in less formal contexts, learners must make fair
appraisals of the strength of their peers' arguments.20
Understanding incorporates values of listening, discerning, interpreting,
representing and articulating. Although these are mostly intellectual as opposed to
interpersonal values, they are in practice interrelated. Skill in understanding what a
student says is fundamental to making a fair judgment about it. Adopting an attitude
of respect towards a student is fundamental to understanding what he is trying to say.
In general we may say that in appreciating an idea fairness and understanding
inextricable.
By moderation in pedagogical contexts, I mean the appropriate tempering of
one's contribution to a course. This can be, and most commonly is a value for
learners, who are expected to curtail their own contributions in order to allow for
contribution by others. Looked at this way, moderation might seem like the least
necessary of all the pedagogic values. For why should the learner be expected to
make a contribution at all?21 The familiar picture of the teacher as authoritative
instructor and the student as the merely receptive auditor was already well-established
in ancient times,22 and in many disciplines at the tertiary level even today education
may take the form of instruction, where contributions of others are limited or actively
discouraged, perhaps with good reason. Nevertheless, moderation, as I have described
it generally here, remains essential to effective teaching and learning in ethics, for
three reasons. First, studies have shown that students who are actively engaged in the
19

20

21

22

See Meryl Thompson, Professional Ethics and the Teacher: Towards a General Teaching Council.
London: Trentham Books Limited, 1997, pp. 24-42.
Respect and fairness are not identical in informal contexts. Respect requires that teachers and
learners adopt a non-prejudicial stance to the views of others. Fairness requires that they judge
other's views fairly. Thus is would not be uncommon for a learner to respect a classmate while
judging (fairly) against his view.
See Aristotle Sophistical Refutations, 2.165a "for the learner must be convinced" (PickardCambridge trans.)
See Aristotle, Sophistical Refutations, 32.184a "For the training given by the paid professors of
contentious arguments was like the practice of Gorgias. For he used to hand out rhetorical speeches
to be learned by heart" (Pickard-Cambridge trans.); cf. Plato, Republic 518e, "what [professional
teachers] aver is that they can put true knowledge into a soul that does not possess it, as if they were
inserting vision into blind eyes" (Shorey trans.).
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learning process retain what they have learned for longer periods and apply what they
have learned more readily and easily to new circumstances. 23 Second, it is essential
for teachers to employ moderation when they determine how much discussion to
allow and how much information to impart. Finally, and most importantly, at some
point or other in the progress of education, the distinction between teacher and learner
begins to disappear. This is the point at which education becomes philosophical
rather than instructional. At such a point, a teacher must appreciate that he stands to
learn as well, and this cannot take place without moderating his own contribution.
For philosophical education, then, moderation remains a necessary value.
Finally there is the value of openness, which I took earlier to be analogous to
the virtue of courage. Courage is a virtue that involves a practical mastery over fear
in matters of importance and danger. Few, perhaps, would argue that the classroom
presents a significant danger to teachers and learners, except those of a delicate
temperament.24 But the situation in which persons might be expected to express their
own ideas openly is fraught with the fear of exposing one's ignorance, naivety,
stupidity, parochialism, prejudices, and so on. Teachers as well as students experience
this fear. There are, of course, many effective mechanisms to distance a person from
these fears, but unless a person can examine their own ideas by means of them (which
requires that they be at least open to themselves), the learning they acquire is
intellectual only. It cannot have practical importance except in connection with what
is genuinely relevant to a person. Thus, in normative ethics courses at least, the value
of openness is a practical necessity.
The pedagogic values of respect, fairness, understanding, moderation, and
openness should all be familiar to educators in Arts and Humanities in general, and
philosophy in particular. More specifically, it seems to me that few normative ethics
teachers would deny that these values are central to their teaching practice. With that
in mind I should now like to examine the special significance of pedagogic values for
normative ethics teaching.
4. The Special Significance of Pedagogic Values in Normative Ethics Teaching
Imagine a university student who is thinking about taking a course on normative
ethics. Let it be that she is intellectually curious but not practically interested (or
disinterested) in normative ethics; she merely needs some credit points to meet a
distribution requirement. In shopping around for a course, she finds one with the
following description:
This course will begin with brief consideration of key questions about the nature of
morality, such as whether there are any moral standards that apply to people in all cultures,
and, if so, how we might come to know these standards. Next will be a brief overview of
the major normative moral theories, those theories that provide us with a general criterion
for determining our moral obligations. With some understanding of these major approaches
to finding answers to concrete moral issues, we will turn our focus to many of the specific
23

In the context of Business Ethics Teaching these claims have been supported by M. Hemmasi, and L.
A. Graf, "Managerial Skills Acquisition: A Case for Using Business Policy Simulations,"
Simulation & Gaming, 23 (1992) 298–310 (longer retention times), and also R. N. Sanyal,
"Teaching Business Ethics in International Business," Teaching Business Ethics, 4 (200), 137–149
(facility of application).
24
But see Ronald R. Simms, "Business Ethics Teaching for Effective Learning," Teaching Business
Ethics, 6 (2002), 393–410. Simms maintains that "[a] safe environment needs to be developed and
fostered so students can feel trusting enough to relate to others on a personal level" (p. 400, my
italics; see pp. 400-403 for the section, "Creating a Safe Classroom Environment").
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moral issues and controversies that are a part of current public debate. Topics will likely
include euthanasia, abortion, our obligations to take care of the environment, whether we
have obligations to non-human animals, the extent of our obligations to the poor, and the
use of torture (students will have an opportunity to influence the choice of a topic or two).
While we will focus on becoming familiar with key positions on these issues, we will also
discuss matters such as the extent to which the normative theory one accepts has significant
implications for the views one holds on the specific issues we discuss, and to what extent
the moral conclusions that we come to should influence our political policies related to the
issues studied.25

"This looks like a value-neutral description," thinks our student. "It does not say that
there are any moral standards, or that we can know them if there are. It does not say
we shall choose between any of the major normative theories, or that we will try to
resolve any current moral controversies. It only says we will become familiar with
key positions, and see the connections between, say, normative theory a and key
position x. It's not even partial about which current controversies are worthy of
discussion, since students will have the opportunity to influence that." She then sees
the following assessment requirements:
Frequent 1-2 pg. papers about key arguments in assigned readings, two 5-7 pg. papers,
occasional pop-quizzes on readings, a midterm, and a final.26

"Hmm ... I wonder," she muses, "will I have to show respect for normative issues qua
normative in any way in this course? Can I receive a fair mark while denying that
there are any moral standards at all? In the papers, will I be required to display an
understanding of the probity of key arguments? Can I adopt any position I please,
arguendo, and thereby conceal what I really believe? Would it go better or worse for
me if I do that? And what if students unduly influence the choice of a topic, picking
one that isn't congenial to me? Does the teacher really have a right to give me a popquiz? In sum, will there be any moral standards applied to me in this course and if so,
are there any that I must accept? What would that show about the apparently valueneutral position of the course description?"
Suppose our student puts these questions directly to her professor. Does he have
any way of defending his attempt to present the appearance of a value-neutral position
himself? If he is an effective teacher, I think it will soon be obvious that the
appearance is inconsistent with his practice of treating students fairly, considerately,
temperately, and so on. Why should someone with these commitments to pedagogic
values not openly admit to them? And why should these values not serve as an
opening for normative ethics, normatively taught?
One answer that is sometimes given is that taking a positive normative position
will cramp independent thinking. Quite apart from the irony that independent thinking
is yet another normative value,27 there is no reason why taking the sort of position I
describe should cramp independent thinking in any meaningful way. Of course,
starting from the assumption that there is such a thing as normative value, and treating
the pedagogic values as exemplars will block some questions. But all courses block
some questions, even questions on which, one might suppose, the absolute value of
the course depends. For example, a course on quantum mechanics blocks questions
25

This is an actual description of the course "Moral Problems" taught in undergraduate philosophy at
the University of Notre Dame. See http://philosophy.nd.edu/courses/undergrad/ The descriptions is
typical of a contemporary normative or applied ethics course.
26
From the same course description in n. 25.
27
It is worth noting that independent thinking is another normative value. For discussion of
"independent learning" as a value in teaching practice, see Campbell (2004), 456-458
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about whether there is a material world. But that does not cramp independent
thinking. There are strong arguments promoting skepticism about the material world,
but the place to consider them is in meta-physics. There are strong arguments
promoting skepticism about normative value, but the place to consider them is in
meta-ethics. Within the parameters of a normative ethics course, as within the
parameters of a physics course, there remains wide liberty for independent thinking.
Independent thinking does not require suspension of judgment about matters, it only
requires autonomous consideration of them.
A second reason commonly given for teacher neutrality is that the teacher
stands in a position of perceived authority, from which she might influence students
not through any morally compelling reasons, but rhetorically, ad verecundiam. As an
example of the need for moral educators to withhold their own judgments, we might
consider no less an authority than Socrates. Socrates, it is sometimes said, was ironic
in his disavowal of moral knowledge; he merely needed the pretence of ignorance to
make his interlocutor do the required work. So a normative ethics teacher must keep
her values to herself, if she wants her students to do their own thinking.
This argument too is unsatisfactory, for several reasons. First, it misconstrues
the Socratic position. Socrates claimed ignorance about the content of moral
concepts, but he never maintained ignorance about whether there are any moral
standards, nor about whether there are any virtues, nor about whether virtues were
good, nor even about whether piety, justice, wisdom, moderation and courage were
virtues. Not only was it obvious to him that there were these moral standards, he
never tired of exhorting people to inquire about them. Indeed, Socrates sometimes
appealed directly to pedagogic values as conducive to the discovery of moral virtue.
In the Laches he speaks of the need to "endure and persevere in the inquiry," so that
"courage will not laugh at our faintheartedness in searching for courage, which after
all may frequently be endurance."28 This is hardly the statement of someone keen to
present an appearance of moral neutrality.
Secondly, the position that a teacher must maintain normative neutrality in the
best interests of her students is itself a positive normative position. Thus, as soon as
this position is appreciated, it is undermined: the teacher has been outed as an altruist!
To escape the possibility of influencing students in even this indirect way, then, the
teacher would have to appear not to be concerned about the best interests of the
students; to be aloof, say, or amoral. But this too is not a neutral position; it is (or
appears as) the position of one who flatlines moral value.
Third, the possibility that a teacher might influence students by virtue of her
position of authority is not a reason to disguise her normative commitments. On the
contrary, it is a reason to disclose and examine them. As we saw in section two, one
reason why teachers are held to high personal and professional standards is precisely
because it is expected that they will exert an influence over the character of learners.
A disingenuous ethics teacher will naturally be looked upon with suspicion. Thus, as
Campbell et. al. point out, "meeting moral requirements ... might take priority over
teaching effectiveness" in certain circumstances.29
Fourth, there are points on which the appearance of neutrality simply cannot be
maintained. For example, it would be strange for a normative ethics teacher to deny
that his assignment of grades had anything to do with judgments of better and worse,
but merely reflected a normatively arbitrary institutional custom. It would be difficult
28
29

See Plato, Laches 194a, Lamb trans.
Campbell (2004), 454.
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to explain the respect, fairness, understanding, moderation and openness shown to
students as anything other than values that are conducive to learning, and even more
difficult to portray the goal of learning as neutral, rather than as a good thing in its
own right.
5. Modelling Pedagogic Values
For the reasons described in the previous section, it seems both impossible and
imprudent to disguise one's commitment to pedagogic values when teaching
normative ethics. A more effective approach, I believe, is for the teacher openly to
acknowledge a commitment to pedagogic values. Students should be encouraged to
consider that they share in this commitment in virtue of their willingness to participate
in the class. This sets the table for an exploration of values, virtues, moral dilemmas,
and political issues that is critical without being skeptical. It makes possible the
consideration of normative ethics from within a context in which a good life matters,
which is the way, I suppose, even a skeptic would say it ought to be considered,
according to the principle of charity. If a position is to be rejected, we should at least
appreciate what it is we are rejecting.
In such an approach to normative ethics, the social functions and professional
values positions described in section two are integrated with teaching content. In such
a class, above all, the display of pedagogic values by the teacher is relevant to course
content; failure to display them could be deemed hypocritical or cynical. A teacher of
normative ethics should not merely have exemplary behaviour, however; she should
actively model her understanding of the pedagogic values to the students as part of the
learning experience: This is what it is like to have these values. This is what it means
to live this way. We need not say, with Durkheim, that in so doing a teacher is
attempting to impart the values. We can say that modelling them is a way of helping
students to appreciate more deeply the practical reasons that support normative ethics.
This approach to normative ethics teaching is anything but novel. It is, I think,
consistent with the Socratic approach, and the approach of Plato and Aristotle. It is
the approach in which assuming there is a target is essential to learning how to let the
arrow go.
Eugenio Benitez
The University of Sydney
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This research paper discusses current findings and continuing investigations arising
from my doctoral research, which examines the ways by which colour can be
manipulated and juxtaposed to create the illusion of spatial depth and graphic
movement across and within a predominately two-dimensional porcelain ceramic
surface.
Literature within the field is primarily concerned with a technological and chemical
understanding of the creation of specific colours (Hopper 1984, Cooper, 2004, Kingery,
1986), and fails to address the spatial and graphic effects of colour and value.
Therefore there is a paucity of debate, discussion and literature regarding the sensorial
experience of the illusory properties of colour in ceramics, as highlighted by Claudia
Clare in Ceramic Review (Jan/ Feb 2007) and Mary Barringer in The Studio Potter
(Dec 2006).
Many artists working with colour in ceramics see themselves primarily as painters,
presumably due to their expressive, direct, and gestural approach to the application of
colour and surface quality. Robin Welch and Jun Kaneko are key examples, and others
taking a similar approach include Sandy Brown, Craig Underhill and Betty Woodman.
However, there is a fundamental difference between painting and ceramics with regard
to colour; the coloured surface only reveals itself after it is removed from the kiln,
therefore an artist working with clay cannot respond and reflect on visual properties of
colour and surface in the same way as a painter. (George Woodman, The Studio
Potter, 1986).
Key principles of relevant theories of colour, psychology and physiology relating to the
creation and perception of spatial and dynamic effects; specifically the visual effects of
contrast, the gradation of value, the degree of transparency and opacity of the coloured
medium, the level of perceived translucency and the physiognomic process of
perception, are examined and discussed in relation to studio-based investigations.
Drawing on specific examples of key artists including Mark Rothko and J.M.W Turner,
this paper discusses the ways by which an understanding of the manipulation and
juxtaposition of colour in painting, can be applied to the application and aesthetic
evaluation of colour and glaze to the surface of ceramic artworks.
The aim of this paper is to encourage further debate, discussion and research
regarding the potential of ceramic colour to create, negate or enhance visual effects
through its manipulation and juxtaposition, and to demonstrate the ways in which
doctoral research is having a positive impact on my professional practice as an artist.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the topical question of the position and role of women in
secular and religious spheres of life from the perspectives of Christian Feminist
Theology. It follows the progress made in the development of the process of
emancipation, which extends to the spheres of theology and the Roman Catholic Church,
as well. The paper argues that the discriminatory androcentristic patriarchal model, which
forces women of all major world religions to assume a subordinate position, mantains
itself by prejudices and negative gender stereotypes disseminated and transmitted through
thoughts, words and actions of the global world. The paper has two main objectives.
First, it attempts to trace the issue of the negative influence of gender stereotypes and
prejudices, which are extremely frequent in both secular and religious spheres, constitutes
a thread that winds through the identification of traditionally determined stereotyped
male and female images, gender roles and division of labour, which is gaining new
contents. Second, the analysis of the tensions inherent in contemporary gender religious
policy are discussed. The centerpiece here is focussed on women's religious experience
and the logic of patriarchal domination, wether in language, in culture, in political and
earth scieces, in religion and in psychology, in policy-making and allocation of resources.
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The Missing Rib: Religion and Gender Stereotypes

Every cultural-historical period is marked with burning questions which are a
challenge for the people of that time and looking from theological point of view we
understand them as »a sign of time«. In this global world, which is striving more and
more for parity and equality not regarding gender, race, religion or political affiliation, it
seems that the question of woman's equality in the secular and religious life is becoming
more and more present and unavoidable. The belief that men are superior to women,
which is characteristic of all great world religions including Christianity, is slowly
beginning to search for equality. The world's feminism in the sense of emancipation
which humanizes the world is, for a post-modern person, not a question anymore but the
path, which he/she is walking on. The question of a woman, of her role and the role of the
Church in the society is still inexhaustible and more and more present subject of different
psychological, sociological, social and other scientific researches and debates. The whole
society is faced with new view of a woman and also of a man. The world is in the middle
of the important place of transformation or new valuation and formation of gender's
identity.
At that point the instutionized religion plays an important role, as a meaningful
system for producing the meaning is (so)responsable for (non)ethical behaveour of
society and vice-versa. The culture and religion are not just the area of passive influences
but also a meaningful system for producing the meaning. The culture and religion give
the notions, the beliefs which become unnoticed and non-rectified patterns by which the
people live by. That is why in the sphere of cultural society beside the positive life
phenomena also negative gender stereotypes and prejudices are formed and we absorb
them non critically. The important role here have the religions which, according to M.
Franzmann, are the main key which in a individual social-political structures open the
door to harmful gender stereotypes and prejudices and consecutively to a patriarchal
mentality (Franzmann 2000, 60). Stereotypical conceptions which are linked mostly to
gender stereotypes have a very important role here. These stereotypes have a destroying
influence on the comprehension and notion of oneself, of the other gender and
consecutively of all relations. They are creating a distance between a man and a woman
and the ideal of »symbiosis of gender differences« and »respectful-harmonious relation
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between sexes«. Negative gender stereotypes and prejudices encourage, preserve and
tolerate patriarchal hierarchical marks of human relations and spread class hierarchy of
power on every field of life. »Innocent patriarchy's parasites« live and transfer through
the language, images and thoughts. Negative gender stereotypes and prejudices paraliyse
and prevent healthy mutual relations. These are »heart and health« of a person, of partner
and family relations and also of the whole net of relations and society. Healthy relations
mean healthy society and vice versa.
The question of parity and equality of women and men in a view of the impact of
negative gender stereotypes, is one of the basic and complex questions which our era has
to think about. Because the more we non critically accept the norms around us, the more
we become limited: victims of our environment, less capable to doubt about the beliefs
which were unconsciously taken from our environment. That is why it is important to
find a liberation from life's captivity in which the people live as passive products of this
culture.

Gender stereotypes and prejudices, types and their influence on gender
Prejudices were first termed by Lippmann, who called a stereotype »a picture in
our heads«, a picture that an individual forms of himself and of others. Typical of a
stereotype is that it is based on unverified facts and messages about an event, person,
object, etc. »In the great blooming, buzzing confusion of the outer world we pick out
what our culture has already defined for us, and we tend to perceive that which we have
picked out in the form stereotyped for us by our culture (Lippmann 2007, 50)«. For
Lippmann, prejudices are emotionally charged negative stereotypes. It holds that both
prejudices and stereotypes can be either negative or positive. Typically, negative
prejudices are ascribed by a »superior group« to other groups, whereas positive
prejudices are only ascribed to members of a »superior group«. Due to the interests of a
»superior group« prejudices are turned into an object of plain and open ideology. The
prejudices that are advantageous to this group are taken for the truth. Men have as
members of the »superior group« formed numerous prejudices about women’s inferiority
throughout history, substantiating them by gender stereotypes. However, the anomalies
are not only ascribed negative prejudices by members of the »superior group« but also by
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members of the very group that these prejudices refer to. Studies of gender differences,
for instance, have shown that both sexes ascribe to women characteristics such as
tenderness, tactfulness, and considerateness, while men are seen as independent,
objective, active, logical, and having both leadership abilities and ambition. We should
keep in mind that one determinate group may not necessarily be discriminated against by
other groups, but may well be discriminating against itself due to the recalcitrance of the
prejudices. The expression that »it is easier to split the atom than to break a prejudice« is
a nice illustration of how deeply certain prejudices are rooted in people and society.
Prejudices can thus be found everywhere; we all create, restore or preserve them, and we
are all exposed to them. The only immunity against prejudices is critical thinking and
willingness to judge and face them, seeing that their irrational, non-objective nature
makes them difficult to pin down and consequently hard to refute.
In the diversity and variety of gender stereotypes it is possible to distinguish
various types of gender stereotypes. The main and most rough discrimination criteria are
those of quality and contents. Aside from discriminating gender stereotypes by quality
into positive and negative, it is also possible to classify or distinguish them according to
their contents. Deaux and Lawis have established that the contents of gender stereotypes
refer to: appearance, behavioural roles, personal traits and occupational roles. The
masculine forms of these components are more characteristic of men, the feminine ones
of women - though not exclusively. The authors have found that familiarity with one
component of the gender stereotype implies the existence of other components in
accordance with gender stereotypes, with appearance having the greatest influence of all
(Deaux, Lawis 1984). Similarly, Ashmore and Del Boca analysed the contents of gender
stereotypes and identified three categories of characteristics: the defining (primary sexual
characteristics), the identifying (secondary sexual characteristics – appearance) and the
ascribed (personality traits). Moving from the defining attributes to the ascribed, the
overlapping between a stereotypical woman and stereotypical man increases (Ashmore,
Del Boca 1979). The most powerful component of gender stereotypes, however, refers to
personality traits. Also, in today’s increasingly media-defined society, which is perhaps
already obsessed with the body and appearance, identifying gender stereotypes should not
be overlooked either.
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Gender stereotypes are thus a phenomenon by means of which we form
judgements of ourselves and others. Gender and other stereotypes allow us to have a
slightly better opinion of ourselves and a slightly worse opinion of others, or vice versa;
either way, stereotypes always successfully cloud our real image of ourselves and others.
In a very simplified way we thus evaluate people according to their biological gender.
In descriptions of feminine traits attributes, such as tender, emotional, warm,
considerate, and talkative., still prevail, whereas in descriptions of masculine traits the
most frequently mentioned attributes are rational, influential, dominant, cold, and brave.
Gender stereotypes originate in the social context or social reality surrounding an
individual. Stereotypes colour the incoming information and exceedingly counterfeit
them by creating so called social injustice. Recalling the differences between the sexes, it
can be concluded that gender stereotypes create an unreal and unfair representation of
men and women. It goes without saying, in fact, that not all men are brave, self-sufficient,
independent, etc., and that not all women are tender, sensitive, shy, etc. Studies from the
field of personality psychology have shown that people do not just make stereotypical
judgments about other people, be it children or adults, but frequently about themselves as
well.

Gender stereotypes about masculine and feminine personality traits
Sensitivity, ambition, accuracy, diligence …Which of these traits could be
considered as typically masculine? And which more characteristically feminine? With
regard to this problem it should be underlined that prejudices and stereotypes in
connection to this topic are socially undesirable and that when we consciously think
about this our standpoints are those of equality. But when our attention is turned
elsewhere, which is practically all the time, the totality of our information about the
world forms and guides our perception and action automatically without us realising it. In
each individual this general information about the world also contains all old gender
stereotypes as implicit knowledge (Geis 1993). Although none of the above listed
personality components is exclusively characteristic of one gender, the masculine forms
are more typical of men and the feminine forms of women. The ecclesiastical document
On the Collaboration of Men and Women in the Church and in the World also speaks
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about this: »It is appropriate however to recall that the feminine values mentioned here
are above all human values: the human condition of man and woman created in the image
of God is one and indivisible. It is only because women are more immediately attuned to
these values that they are the reminder and the privileged sign of such values. But, in the
final analysis, every human being, man or woman, is destined to be ‘for the other.’ In this
perspective, that which is called femininity is more than simply an attribute of the female
sex…Therefore, the promotion of women within society must be understood and desired
as a humanization accomplished through those values, rediscovered thanks to women
(Kongregacija za verski nauk, 2004)«.
The document thus, with man and woman’s »likeness to God« completes the
narrowness of the belief that feminine values are only a reflection of femininity or a
feminine trait, reaching in this sense beyond the stereotypical images of femininity and
masculinity; in fact, by defining »the feminine values« as »above all human values« it
emphasises the ethical claim for a humanisation of the world in the sense of ethical
feminization.
Nevertheless, gender stereotypes about masculine and feminine personality traits
are still very much present in the everyday world. Personality traits more
characteristically masculine can in terms of contents be denoted as agency traits or traits
referring to action and thus be related to power. 1 The agency dimension comprises
controlling tendencies (e.g., aggressiveness, ambition, dominance, efficiency, leadership
behaviour) and independence from other people (independence, self-reliance, selfsufficiency, individualism). Some additional agency attributes refer to personal efficiency
(e.g., self-confidence, feeling of superiority, decisiveness) and aspects of personal style
(e.g., straightforwardness, adventurousness, perseverance).
Personality traits more characteristically feminine can be in terms of contents to
which they refer defined as communions. 2 The communion dimension primarily refers to
the concern for the well-being of others (devotion, complete dedication to others, desire
to appease, willingness to help, kindness, compassion, love of children). Some of the
typically feminine traits refer to personal sensitivity and emotional expressivity as well as
aspects of personal style (e.g., tender, soft-spoken).
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Stereotypical Religion - Determined Pattern of Femininity and Masculinity
In the endeavours for better interpersonal relations and a revival of Christ’s
revolutionary contribution to gender equality, which marked humanity in a unique and
universal way, recognising the harmful nature of the strict stereotypically-defined gender
polarity represents an imperative of the Christian commandment of love. Negative
stereotypical gender definitions of the woman as »an imperfect man«, »devil’s
temptress«, unchaste adulteress and sinner, inferior servant or »forth-bringing uterus«
have aggravated the position of women throughout history. At the same time, men have
been frequently burdened by numerous notions of male domination and imperious
superiority. Many negative gender stereotypes and prejudices have left a strong impact on
the social sphere as well the Catholic Church and Christianity. Given the close interaction
of culture and religion, that is, the society and the Catholic Church, it is understandable
that the gender stereotypes and prejudices present in the society transferred into the life of
the Catholic Church and vice versa.
With regard to the origin of gender stereotypes and prejudices, a single answer,
among experts, does not exist. Some argue the thesis that religions are the key that
opened the door to patriarchal mentality in culture, letting in numerous gender
stereotypes and leading to the polarization of gender roles. Others presume it was society
that provided »the fundamental and main training ground for the development of
prejudices and gender stereotypes«. 3
The belief that the world in which we live was created primarily according to the
male principle is today an outmoded myth trying its utmost to survive. Despite the fact
that even the Church itself strives more and more towards gender equality, it is still
possible to perceive among its ranks the presence of numerous prejudices and gender
stereotypes that are trying to live on. Prejudices against women have been taken as a truth
both by men and women since the beginning of times, while tradition, society and
religion helped keep them alive. It is no wonder, therefore, that many people
unknowingly yet efficiently spread gender-typified forms of prejudices. We say that old
habits die hard; the same is true of gender stereotypes - once they are formed, they are
very difficult to get rid of. Throughout history, in fact, negative representations of women
have been piling up and have created an image that does not suit today’s women. Or,
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better, in the course of history, the exclusively unilateral interpretations of Biblical texts
and accentuation of the wrong elements of determinate Christian truths have allowed
certain negative stereotypical views of gender roles to form, especially stereotypes about
women.
The emphasising of the following Biblical text, for instance: »And the rib, which
the Lord God had taken from man, made he a woman, and brought her unto the man«
(Gen 2:22), led to extremely patriarchal patterns of women’s roles. The woman was for
this reason marked as a second-class being, made from man and as such completely
obedient and subordinate to him. This prejudice was further consolidated by Aristotle’s
idea that the female is a »female by virtue of a certain lack of qualities« and that »we
should regard the female nature as afflicted with a natural defectiveness«. In relation to
this, Thomas Aquinas proclaimed the woman to be »hommo manque – an imperfect
man«. The negative connotation of the woman’s position was further strengthened by the
representation of woman as a temptress, which had in the history of Christianity a crucial
influence on the views and oppression of women. For this reason, the disdain for women
was especially present in the ascetic lives of monks. All carnal things in fact had the seal
of the Kingdom of Darkness. St. Augustine, for instance, connected original sin to the sex
drive, and together with St. Ambrose placed evil-bearing Eve in opposition to Mary, the
bearer of life and salvation. St. Augustine respected Mary as the Mother of God, his own
mother St. Monica, and Mary Magdalene, who announced the resurrection to the
apostles, but all other women were to him a symbol of weakness and inclination to sin
(Riedel-Spangenberger 1988). On the other hand, the accentuation of the unattainable
ideal of the Virgin Mary only underlined Eve’s lack of chastity and the sinful nature of
average women. The more patriarchal society and the Church became, the more stress
was laid on the weak nature of women. Sentences taken out context, such as »She should
be submissive!« and »Wives, be in subjection to your own husbands!« strengthened the
patriarchal perspective of male supremacy and female subordination.
Excessive emphasis on the exclusively familiar role of women, of woman as a
mother, substantiated and justified the »division of labour myth« and kept the woman in
the private, domestic sphere. The stress on the importance of her ability to give birth
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made many feminists accuse the Church of confining and reducing women to the merely
reproductive role.
Throughout history, each period separately borrowed from Christianity what
suited it most. The image of women was marked by the negative power of prejudices and
second-class rank, which was reflected in the unimportance and, in places, utter absence
of the female element in the Bible as well as in the life of the Church. On the other hand,
the image of Mary set before women an ideal that reminded them of their power and the
noble female nature branded with carnality and weakness.

Contemporary gender religious policy
Christian feminist theology, feminist hermeneutics to be precise, put into question
the negative interpretations of Genesis and passages referring to women elsewhere in the
Bible. Once women began studying female Biblical characters professionally and put the
female experience into the focus of Biblical accounts, the prejudices and gender
stereotypes began dissolving. More and more women are now trying to revive and restore
the concept and importance of the women’s share in Christian history, as they are aware
that Christianity, through its example of respect for gender equality can contribute
considerably to the formation of a better co-existence in today’s world. Numerous
women in Christianity are waking up, experiencing a transformation and looking for the
new image that would free them of all patriarchal forms of entrapment in prejudices and
stereotypical gender representations that have long threatened and oppressed women and
their potential. By painting a different picture of femininity, dissolving the prejudices and
tearing down stereotypical representations, women are liberating themselves and growing
into free subjects, proud of their gender identity. In this sense we can say that social
gender is retreating before »theological gender«, which is an expression of men and
women’s likeness to God, and which in its transcendence surpasses the merely biological
and social conditionality of the sexes.
While women are slowly freeing themselves of the negative gender stereotypes
and prejudices of which they were prisoners for so long, men within the Church are
facing the consequences of these changes. While the fortresses of prejudices are slowly
tumbling down and a new concept of femininity is rising, a new image of masculinity is
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forming as well. In fact, one of the results of women’s liberation is also men’s liberation
from the rigid hold of patriarchal stereotypes and prejudices. The patriarchally tinted
religious image of the man as a superior master is gradually losing its force and effect; in
the light of the Christian ethos of gender equality it appears as a half-demolished wall
that does not comport with the newly constructed building. Women and men are once
again confronted with the imperative of service, but this time in the spirit of equality.
Some may take these changes as an alarm against the newly formed situation. Since the
transformation of the view of the other sex in the spirit of equality entails radical changes,
it is necessary for both women and men to first of all face the transformation in
themselves. For the majority of people, regardless of their sex, however, this appears to
be too difficult a task; so they prefer going back to the old, seemingly safer and tested
patterns, escalating them for even greater safety to the extreme point of fundamentalism.
The changing of the old, traditional stereotyped views of gender roles is thus a
new challenge that nowadays the whole global society, and therefore the Church, must
meet. The Christian call for equality in diversity of the children of God invites us to
recognise and abandon those prejudices which harm interpersonal relations and our views
of the other. In the process of transformation of traditional gender-related stereotypes,
Pope John Paul II speaks about the path that women had to cover to reach their liberation:
»Unfortunately, we are heirs to a history which has conditioned us to a remarkable extent.
In every time and place, this conditioning has been an obstacle to the progress of women.
Women's dignity has often been unacknowledged and their prerogatives misrepresented;
they have often been relegated to the margins of society and even reduced to servitude.
This has prevented women from truly being themselves and it has resulted in a spiritual
impoverishment of humanity. Certainly it is no easy task to assign the blame for this,
considering the many kinds of cultural conditioning which down the centuries have
shaped ways of thinking and acting. And if objective blame, especially in particular
historical contexts, has belonged to not just a few members of the Church, for this I am
truly sorry« (John Paul II. 1995). The Pope John Paul II. also appealed to the whole
Church to transform this regret into a renewed commitment of fidelity to the Gospel
vision. When it comes to setting women free from every kind of exploitation and
domination, the Gospel contains an ever relevant message which goes back to the attitude
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of Jesus Christ himself. Transcending the established norms of his own culture, Jesus
treated women with openness, respect, acceptance and tenderness. In this way he
honoured the dignity which women have always possessed according to God's plan and
in his love. As we look to Christ at the end of this Second Millennium, it is natural to ask
ourselves: how much of his message has been heard and acted upon? (John Paul II.
1995).

Conclussion
Nowadays, with the global culture facing radical changes concerning the
conception of gender as a biological, social and psychological category, as well as a
transformation of gender roles and representations occurring in the ethos of gender
equality and in the light of likeness to God and fundamental human dignity, the
feminisation of culture has become an all-cultural phenomenon. The traditional views of
woman as subordinate to man, once representing the major European stereotype or
prejudice hindering womankind in their private as well as public lives, are retreating
against new concepts of the woman and her identity in light of the feminisation of the
world. The vision and image interpreted and understood through the eyes of machismo,
chauvinism and sexism is, at least in theory, slowly becoming a sign of the past and its
errors. Therewith, femininity and masculinity are taking a much more complete shape,
breaking free of the partial, strictly polarised traditional stereotypical definition. Women
and femininity have found themselves in a unique moment in history, marked by a high
appreciation of the body, corporeality and at the same time of the humanity and likeness
to God in both sexes. Our era is that of images, imagination. A corporeality expressing
concreteness has become the central element of society, lending a new meaning to
sexuality or the concrete, corporeal expressiveness of man and woman.
The body is thus of fundamental importance in the determination and formation of
an individual’s identity. Women and men are standing at a turning point in terms of
flexibility and definition of their roles and concepts. In the process of globalisation,
women and men are more and more intensely faced with numerous media and social
influences, which at times inflict on them images of corporeality as well as new
definitions of masculinity and femininity. Due to the mass of influences forcing on him
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various images and notions, man is befogged or blinded by the search for the ideal
representation, corporeality and image. At the same time, he/she is blinded by many
stereotypical gender-related images which hinder his freedom of expressivity. The weight
of

negative stereotypes and prejudices thus represents a burden for the modern

man/woman, who is looking for and re-creating both his/her image and his/her attitude
towards the other. Although much has changed with regard to prejudices that in the past
used to define and restrict women and men in their activities even more severely, it is
possible even today - although women receive the same kind of education as men and
have, at least theoretically, equal opportunities in employment and participation in the
public sphere of life - to recognise a covert influence on interpersonal relations and the
views of masculinity and femininity.
Though the Church and society have in theory already accepted the equality of
men and women, the harmful and influential nature of traditional negative stereotypes
and prejudices is growing increasingly evident in ever more frequent manifestations. The
changes in the image of woman in the secular world are consequently modifying her
image in religion as well; the more vehemently women are stepping from behind the
scenes of passivity onto a stage of activity, the more their religious image changes. With
many women striving for an active integration in the dialogue and life of the Church, past
prejudices that influenced the conception of gender equality and diversity are revealing
themselves.
In the past the difference between the sexes was an element exploited for proving and
justifying men’s superiority over women, and allowed the development of numerous
gender stereotypes and prejudices, which presented this difference in the form of
hierarchical classification or distribution of power. The prejudices emphasised the
diversity, seeing in it and promoting with it gender inequality. This is in conflict with the
fundamental Christian teaching, or Jesus’ example, which stresses the importance of the
equality of the sexes, which are equal in their likeness to God, yet different from one
another. The prejudices used the different potential of the sexes as a sort of springboard
for justifying male supremacy and elevation to the detriment of gender equality.
Currently, the Church and society are being confronted again with the fundamental
evangelical message of living according to the principle of love and a markedly
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egalitarian inspiration of gender equality on the one hand, as well as the strong
imperative for gender equality in the light of human dignity expressed in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (1948), on the other.

Notes
1

Andreja Avsec has conducted a study in Slovenia among young adults of 19 years of
age on average, by means of the translated international questionnaire BSRI, which
includes stereotypical traits of men and women in the US of that time (in 1974). The
results of the study indicate that the most typical traits of an average man were:
masculinity, competitiveness, power, pugnacity, arrogance, courage, determination,
feeling of superiority. (See: A. Avsec, Stereotipi o moških in ženskih osebnostnih
lastnostih, in: Psihološka obzorja 11 (2002) 2, 26)
2
According to the results of the study by A. Avsec, the most marked traits in an average
woman appeared to be: femininity, tenderness, emotionality, warmth, care, curiosity,
compassion, kindness (See: A. Avsec, Stereotipi o moških in ženskih osebnostnih
lastnostih, op. cit., 29)
3
Since the issue of the »origin« of stereotypical gender-related representations, images
and prejudices is very closely connected to that of patriarchal ideology and authority,
they need to be treated jointly.
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7. My presentation will make a comparative analysis of Chester Himes’s For Love of

Imabelle (1957, originally published in Paris, France) and A Rage in Harlem (1965)
and in so doing, I will discuss that the crime novel is an outcome of Himes’s
deliberate effort to present African American plight in the dawn of Civil Rights
movement in the 1960s.
Though the two has often been considered as one and identical text, Himes revised
the original text and and made various changes before he presented it to the
American readership under the new title.

Of the changes Himes made in

transforming For Love of Imabelle to A Rage in Harlem, what is notable is Himes’s
addition of Harlem cityscape from sociological point of view. With this addition,
social status of Black America, that of being marginalized through sheer racism, is
brought to the fore, thereby making Himes7s text from a crime novel to a book that
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tells the social status of African Americans.

In other words, the original text focus

solely on violence, deception and crimes in the Harlem underworld without any
explicit reference to the social root of these criminal acts of African American
Harlemytes.

The conventional appraisal of Himes’s Harlem series concludes that it

is because Himes, who was then under severe financial condition, wrote the Harlem
series in order to appeal to a popular commercial market, abandoning his “high
literary ambitions” of protesting against racism through writing.

Although it is

true that the crime fiction format was given to Himes from his publisher who tried
to help Himes out, I will not agree with the idea that Himes gave up his literary goal
for his financial difficulties
In my presentation. I will analyze the characters and cityscape of Harlem in For

Love of Imabelle and point out that Himes chose to write Harlem underworld in
order to show what has been made invisible through racism. Due to the racial
discrimination in the United States and lack of interracial interactions, African
Americans have often been seen either as a subject of discrimination or as a tragic
victim of it. Such Manichaean view of African Americans often misses the fact that
African Americans establish autonomous sphere beneath the color line, which I
believe Himes eloquently depicts in his Harlem stories.

I will bring my discussion
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further by pointing out that the autonomy in Harlem which Himes describes in his
Harlem series help Harlem becomes a political and social force in the civil rights era
as a center of Black nationalism.
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Abstract.
This article describes a system for interactive performance that generates live musical accompaniment to an
instrumental performer, using a Neural Network model and granular synthesis controlled by the gestures and breath of
the performer. More broadly, the technologies for gesture-tracking can be applied to various interactive environments
for real-time music augmentation. The use of pitch-tracking and musical parameters derived from the performer’s
output seed a generative computing model that procreates new material and perpetuates musical fragments over time to
produce a contextual yet create response to the live performer. Electronic music and live visualisation of gesture
augment the scope of an analogue traditional instrument, in this case a bamboo Japanese flute, shakuhachi, hence the
title of the interactive music environment, HyperShaku. The design issues of relevance to inter-domain implementation
include: integration of A.I. modules (Artificial Life, biologically-inspired and Evolutionary processes) in a system for
real-time computational data processing; using A.I. modules for sonifying data – for automated and interactive
generation of sound; and considerations for mapping gesture and other data to auditory display. The data mapping
principles of this approach are applicable to a range of sonification contexts, using generative processes to synthesise
and perpetuate sound in real-time, mediating between designer/user/interaction and representation.
Hyper-Shaku uses Evolutionary Looming to scale frequency as a consequence of input loudness and noisiness, a Neural
Oscillator Network to perpetuate sounds with concordant pitch (frequency) derived from the live performer’s auditory
input, and gestural interaction to adjust parameters of granular synthesis and the generative processes.
Auditory display is an emerging modality for data representation, both for use alone in visually heavy contexts, where
sonification presents an effective alternative to visualisation, and in bi-modal audio-visual display environments where
sonification can reinforce other modalities, enhancing fidelity of representation and reasoning based on it. Due to the
interplay of auditory cognition, memory and the inherently time-based representation of sound, sonification can
provide superior recognition to visualisation for certain types of features, such as periodicity, discrete irregularities,
subtle shifts over time, stream segregation and very fine increments of data represented using frequency. This example
explores a creative-context application of data (motion and breath) sonification.
Keywords: generative design, interactive sonification, interactive music, multi-modal display, electronic music, gestural
interaction

1.

INTRODUCTION

The gestural data-capture and generative processes for automated computational sonification (or auditory display) that follow
have been implemented in art installation contexts and music performance interactive environments. Hyper-Shaku: BorderCrossing is a gestural interaction environment (hyper-instrument) for creating real-time audio-visual augmentation of musical
performance on the traditional Japanese shakuhachi (bamboo 5-holed, end-blown flute). The computational structures support a
hyper-instrument performance environment whose purpose is to augment the human performer’s delivery with electronic audio
and visual display in real-time. This paper looks at processes of automated generative sound production, moderated by user
interaction.
The performance context is pertinent in that immediacy, minimal latency and real-time responsiveness of the system are critical
to its reception and usability. These features of real-time data representation are usefully applicable to other contexts where
immediate response is important, such as live data analysis, data monitoring, diagnostics, manufacture of medical instruments
and designing. The system transforms the modality of movement/gesture and physical/auditory input into an integrated auditory
and visual output, thus considering issues of mapping kinaesthetic modality to audio-visual representation and interaction
between the representational modalities resulting from a shared generative A.I. system for production of both sonification and
visualisation. In addition, relevant criteria in making original music include creativity or inventiveness and aesthetic sound
qualities.
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2.

RELATED WORKS AND BACKGROUND

The Hyper-Shaku environment brings together technologies applied in previous works involving intelligent sensor environments
(sensate spaces) and computer vision. In Emergent Energies (by Kirsty Beilharz, Andrew Vande Moere, and Amanda Scott),
sensor technologies were embedded in a responsive, sensate room that tracked mobility and activity over time. Ambient displays
in architectural spaces have the potential to provide interesting information about the inhabitants and activities of a location in a
socially reflective display. People can monitor information such as popular pedestrian paths, times of peak activity, locations of
congestion, socially popular convergence points, response to environmental conditions such as temperature, noise and so forth,
contributing to our understanding of social behaviour and environmental influences. Finding engaging and effective display
modalities for the ever-increasing data collected by pervasive sensing and computing systems is especially poignant for the
general public.
Biologically inspired generative algorithmic structures produce the representation with a consistent mapping relationship to data
yet with a transforming, evolving display that is intended to enhance sustainable participation and perpetuate interest, without
repetition. The residual, cumulative nature of the visual Lindenmeyer System employed in Emergent Energies (as compared with
the ephemeral nature of transient audio-only display), allowed users to observe the history of interaction. Other works by the
author using similar technology integration (wireless gesture-controllers, computer-vision motion triggering and real-time
generative displays in Max/MSP and Jitter software) include SensorCow (a motion sonification system), The Music Without
(gesture sonification while performing music), Sonic Kung Fu (a gestural interactive soundscape), Fluid Velocity (responsive
visualization and sonification of sensor data captured from a physical bicycle interface) and Sonic Tai Chi (an Artificial Life
visual colony and audio synthesis modified by spatial interaction).

Figure 1. Sonic Tai Chi (BetaSpace, Sydney Powerhouse Museum, installation 2005-2006 developed with Joanne Jakovich) uses
computer vision to capture movement data producing the visualisation and sonification. Generative Cellular Automata rules
propagate particles and sonic grains in response to users’ lateral motion.

Figure 2. Fluid Velocity (Tin Sheds Gallery, installation 2006 developed with Sam Ferguson and Hong Jun Song) using motion
sensors on the physical bicycle to modify the tentacle curviness, diameter, number, motion and angularity, as well as auditory
filtering of the soundtrack, in response to the rider’s activity.
These works utilise either gesture/motion data or social data captured through a range of sensing technologies. With the current
ubiquity of computing and sensing devices and increasing integration of such information-gathering technologies in the
workplace, manufacturing processes, recreational and entertainment contexts and designing or performing creative contexts, the
importance of understanding the interplay between representational modalities and mapping real-time responsive information
displays to data are crucial to giving meaning to our technical capabilities. Interactive and automated representation processes,
like the sonification and visualisation in this system, provide methods for coupling structural activities and representation.
Designers, musicians and artists have long used manual and computational methods of transforming data into a multitude of
representations, hence some techniques for rapid representation developed in those spheres can be useful to other domains where
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information representation and deciphering are critical, either to enhance aesthetic information dissemination and comprehension,
or to augment and reinforce data communication in strategic situations. Thus, sonification ranges in usefulness from augmenting
artistic practice to the elaborate hierarchical systems of auditory alerts used in air-traffic control systems or for monitoring
medical information in hospitals. An early instance of sonification for diagnostic purposes was the audification of the first
University of Sydney computer, Silliac, whose boot sequence and correct functionality was ascertained by its technicians
listening to the processing audification.
Sonification is a discipline that has arisen recently comparatively with visualisation, especially helpful in the representation of
complex data, to assist recognition of trends (gesture) and afford optimised interpretation using an alternate sensory domain.
Traditional applications of sonification range from representing medical, seismic, meteorological data to diagnostic,
programming debugging and warning systems. Many of these advantages for using sonification to interpret abstract, numerical or
text-based data (Bly 1982) also translate to auditory graphing of gesture input data. Principles for mapping, understanding
auditory perception and cognition in the sonification field inform the process of auditory interpretation and representation used in
the hyper-instrument model.
Some examples of information sonification for informative and aesthetic purposes include: Jon McCormack’s Eden using
Cellular Automata in response to audience interaction; Andrea Polli’s Atmospherics gallery installation sonifying meteorological
captured at different altitudes of the atmosphere during a cyclone; Fabio Cifariello Ciardi’s sMax: A Toolkit for Stock Market
Data Sonification; and Garth Paine’s PLantA sonification of meteorological data captured live from a portable weather station.
3.

TRANSFERABILITY / SCALABILITY

The system described here takes an interactive approach to autonomous creativity, using attributes of user interaction to modify
the generative and responsive modules in the system because it is a collaborative environment. This idea of user intervention or
affect could also be applied to autonomous systems of generativity or automated display for design domains. Many interactive
feedback loop models are forms of action/reaction. An environment that transforms representation simply from one modality to
another could be construed as a translation tool. There is already much to be learned by re-examining processes and structures in
different modalities but interaction and modification sympathetic to the user adds an extra layer of control and subtlety. The
significance of generative processes in an interactive music system are their capability of producing both a responsive, strict
relationship between gesture and its auditory mapping while developing an evolving artefact that is neither repetitive nor
predictable, harnessing the creative potential of emergent structures. The visualisation module expands conventional musical
performance presentation. The use of a bi-modal representation can serve to reinforce and clarify. The different modalities can
operate independently or, as here, activated by common A.I. processes and gestural triggers.

Figure 3. The modular approach to hyper instrument design using biologically inspired generative computation for real time
gestural interaction that allows for individually customised and scalable performance scenarios.
The model presented in this paper is intended to be transferable and modular (figure 3). The interaction model and processing
modules (technological method) can be applied in various performance situations, ranging from the performance of fixed, notated
music, to improvisation or predominantly gesture-driven installation situations. A modular approach also allows different
generative engines to be interchanged to varying effect and according to the aesthetic goals of the situation. The generative rules
of the individual modules, such as the Cellular Automata rules, Lindenmayer System variables or Neural Oscillator Network
thresholds, can be adjusted to significantly affect the action/reaction consequences and resulting artefact (Burraston & Edmonds
2005). Different modes of sensing and motion capture are appropriate for single or multi-user scenarios. Types of sensors
(gyroscopic, acceleration, binary, proximity, etc.) and their calibration can be fine-tuned to suit the activity of the particular
motion input or user collaboration involved. While this system uses sound attributes as input (loudness, noisiness and pitch) and
visual tracking of motion for streams of input data, the generative modules may be triggered and affected by a different input
configuration arising from motion, data streams or design activities.
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4.

THE GENERATIVE INTERACTION FEEDBACK LOOP

The modular framework is a system for sonifying gesture data. This section looks at the symbolic nature of the biologically
inspired models for generation and the modularity of the generative systems forming variable interactions in the system.

4.1. Gesture and Breath Data as Sonification
Sonification is the automated process of transforming data into an auditory representation. Mapping of gesture to visual and
auditory display is considered as a type of sonification in which the contiguous data stream comes from coordinates of camera
tracking, the rate of movement and distance/scope. Further gestural detail can be captured with more sensor types: gyroscopic,
accelerometer and binary wireless sensing captors, for example, such as the WiSeBox (Flety 2005) that was used in the bicycleactivated 3D visual and auditory display, Fluid Velocity. Fluid Velocity for physical bicycle interface, visual projection and stereo
audio production in the Tin Sheds Gallery, University of Sydney (Beilharz et al. 2006) used IRCAM WiSeBox WiFi
transmission of data from captors located on the bicycle frame and handlebars to transform the 3D “creature” on screen and
variable filtering and panning of the electronic sound (figure 2). The programming environment was Max/MSP and Jitter
(Puckette & Zicarelli 1990-2005). Benefits of this approach are the scalability of generative modules and capture methods to
broader sonification contexts, such as intelligent spaces.
Auditory representation of information has particular benefits. An obvious benefit is as an alternative to visualisation for people
with visual disabilities (Wuensche & Lesser 1992) and it has specific attributes for general users. The ear is capable of gathering
data from all directions and ranges without instantaneous re-adjustment or focus, i.e. “within an instant”. Auditory perception and
cognition are capable of segregating complex sounds comprised of superimposed inputs, deciphering layers of concurrent
meaning. Identifying individual instruments in orchestral contexts or isolating conversation in a crowded room (so-called
“cocktail party effect”) are examples of this ability (Volpe 2002; Arons 1992). Potentially, for example, a multi-channel output of
the granular synthesis process in Max/MSP from Hyper-Shaku could be spatialised to further emphasize the gestural spatial
impact on the generative processes.
Sound is a very useful information carrier over time, i.e. our temporal acuity or resolution is finely honed, ranging from the
ability to discern events with durations less than 30 microseconds (Wuensche & Lesser 1992) to perceiving very gradual
transitions of pitch increment over long periods of time. Spectrum and pitch are based on acoustic sounds played by the
shakuhachi in Hyper-Shaku with lasting influence over nodal dispersions in the Neural Oscillator Network. Auditory memory of
related pitch is integral to understanding perpetuated signals stemming from one event and newly pitched relations emanating
from a subsequent trigger-event. Cognitive pitch grouping occurs as similar pitches and sounds are related to a single interaction.
Volpe’s Algorithms for Aural Representation and Presentation of Quantitative Data to Complement and Enhance Data
Visualisation (Wuensche & Lesser 1992) contributes to the exploration of ways that using generic algorithms can transform
various forms of data into effective aural representations.
Lodha and Wilson’s Listen Toolkit (Lodha & Wilson 1996; Spieth et al. 1954) is an effective portable information sonification
system, allowing users to map arbitrary data onto sound parameters in a variety of ways. The model described in this paper
provides an equivalent portable solution for mapping interchangeable gestural (interaction) data from a variety of sensing
mechanisms to interchangeable generative sound processes. In the comparatively mature field of visualisation, for example, the
freely distributed VTK Visualisation Toolkit is a software library of visualisation applications. Synthesis of sound by using data to
control various independent parameters of the generative process leads to performer-controlled parameters of the auditory
representation, such as timbre, through fine controls of granularity, grain length, regularity, distribution,
pitch, durations and amplitude.
As well as converting numerical data into rational, direct mappings, the player’s loudness influences psycho-acoustic phenomena
by scaling intensity based on an interpretation of looming auditory motion, borrowed from Ecological Psychology. This
sensation, caused by sound intensity rising steadily, naturally increases the perceptual significance of a gesture. In Hyper-Shaku,
when such a gesture is found in the shakuhachi performance, pitch transposition and loudness are used to magnify this climax.
The naturalness of this effect augments the performance in a plausible way as it substantiates the semantics of the performer’s
gestures, reiterated in a typical “leaf-shaped” note-shape and phrase-shape, that increases then decreases in intensity. This shape
or gesture is inherent at many levels of traditional Japanese music, from the envelope of individual note dynamics, to phraseshapes and the formal structure of whole pieces. Jo-ha-kyu or jo-ha-kyu-zanshin, as it is called in Japanese (start slowly,
intensify, finish off/fade to infinity, “leaving the heart behind”), is also to be found as an aesthetic shape informing many
traditional Japanese Zen art forms, such as body, music and vocal movement in kabuki theatre, dance, shodo (calligraphy), taiko
(drumming) and in the chado (Tea Ceremony) (Kerr 1996; Kirkpatrick 2004). The eruption and subsidence gesture shape of the
Neural Oscillator Network further reiterates this form as it magnifies, proliferates, then dissipates sonic events.

4.2. Gestural Modification of Generative and Biologically Inspired Design
In order to move away from an action-reaction predictable and repetitious response, integration of Artificial Life and biologically
inspired models for procreating, populating, interpolating and generating endless new material create mediation between input
(action) and output (reaction) in the interaction feedback loop (“soft” biomimicry).
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Mapping retains a fixed relationship between stimulus and algorithmic process but non-linear and generative functions serve to
create an unpredictable layer of interpretation between the performer (stimulus) and the outcome (representation). It is with this
insertion of generative creativity (in the extra fabric of creative interpretation) that installation art works and creative
performance environments are differentiated from directly-mapped data sonification.
The vast majority of the algorithms used for aural representation of data today consist of mapping scalar values onto a single
sound parameter (Wuensche & Lesser 1992). Multivariate data representation by performing several mappings simultaneously is
used for the data features extracted from the shakuhachi sound input. Its amplitude, pitch and noisiness, using Jehan’s “noisiness”
spectral flatness detector (Jehan 2001), are captured from the acoustic instrumental input. Amplitude is passed into the Looming
detector that transposes pitch upwards when a crescendo (loudness increase) is detected exceeding a time threshold, giving the
impression of sound approaching or “looming”. Thus the Looming detector also affects all subsequent processes in the granular
synthesis and Neural Oscillator Network that use pitch-transforming algorithms. Both pitch and noisiness attributes scale values
in the granular synthesiser grain length and density (see figure 4). This multivariate approach maps several aspects of the input
data to different processes.

Figure 4. Gestural modification of the generative processes: sound, computer vision and motion sensor input detect gestural
effects, used to send messages and input values to generator modules. Microphone acoustic input is used to control Looming
(with loudness) and the granular synthesis (with loudness and noisiness measures). These gesture attributes also send messages
to the Neural Oscillator Network and visualisation.

Other inputs also mesh with variable controls of these processes: the motion-tracked chin position (head movement while playing
shakuhachi) from the web-cam changes Neural Oscillator Network and visual display scaling settings and optional motion captor
data from wireless sensors can be used to transform additional controls in the granular synthesis (grain length and amplitude). It
is intended that the interwoven gestural subtleties, mappings and representation processes provided by a multivariate technique
should increase the intricacy of the relationship between the performer’s gesture and computation.
Jon McCormack “On the Evolution of Sonic Ecosystems” (Adamatzky & Komosinski 2005) uses a multi-agent system that
creates and hears sound to populate his virtual environment, Eden. While many Multi-Agent and Artificial Life systems are
autonomously procreating, populating communities, Eden, like Hyper-Shaku, is a reactive Artificial Life artwork that modifies its
processing in response to human user (even multi-user) interaction. In a hyper-instrument, the user plays a more dominant role
than the user/interactor/audience in a public installation context. For the hyper-instrument, the user’s influence and ability to
intuitively and idiomatically control the artificial biological system is integral to its efficacy as a performative instrument (or
tool). The notion of a musical instrument is arguably more finely honed than a general-purpose tool. We have associations of
idiomatic gestures, refined technical competence, expertise and intimate rapport between the performer and instrument.
It is a goal of Hyper-Shaku to preserve the naturalness of this performer-to-instrument conduit. Thus gestural modification of the
generative design aims to shape it in a way consistent with the semantic expression underlying the gesture. This requires some
understanding of the physiology of performing and the physicality of playing the shakuhachi. Head motions are critical gestural
attributes. Breath, intensity (velocity) and duration are also significant attributes that the listener observes and the performer
aims to master. It is physically impossible, for example, to play loud notes without increased air velocity, which in turn changes
the “airiness” or spectral distribution of the sound. These spectral (or noisiness) and pitch register changes are detected by the
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Max/MSP patch to capture these breath attributes and further interpret them in the “hyper” augmentation through transposition
and adjustment of granular synthesis parameters (such as grain length, distribution, number).
The modification of the generative systems is determined by three capture mechanisms in this example: visual gesture capture
motion tracking using web-cam; computer listening and auditory analytical filters; and motion capture using wireless sensors
(gyroscopic, acceleration, binary directional motion and others are available commercially). In this example, visual gesture
capture and motion tracking is performed using Jean-Marc Pelletier’s cv.jit algorithms (Pelletier 2005); microphone data is
interpreted using Jehan’s algorithms; and wireless sensor data captured, using Emmanuel Flety’s WiSeBox and captors (Flety
2005). The sensing chosen for this example is selected for its portability, accessibility and unobtrusiveness.
4.3. Symbolic Representation in the A.I. Computation
When designers use models inspired by biological or Evolutionary phenomena, it is not simulation but constructive
implementation of productive, creative organisms or methods that are sought. The representation is symbolic, metaphorical. This
is important because scale, speed, and adaptation are “inspired” but not realistic. Scale and latency mean that biological
inspirations like Neural Oscillator Networks are dramatically more extensive than computational implementations. Of more
importance than the number of nodes and scale of the network for example, are the varying phasing and auditory outcomes that
can arise from different configurations of nodal interoperation. Matsuoka’s work on Sustained oscillations generated by mutually
inhibiting neurons with adaptation (Matsuoka 1985) shows that oscillations generated by cyclic inhibition networks consisting of
between 2 and 5 neurons receiving the same input, all exhibit oscillation, mostly periodic. Thus the main observable change in
the output are the periodicity and phasing intervals (imagine sonic periodicity or pulsing and overlap/phasing). The significant
principle is the modus operandi nodes, dispersing energy, distributed, perpetuating and stabilising, regulating activity. Thus our
Neural Network is a “miniature”.
If these implemented models are so unrealistic in scale, proportion, speed and latency, why are they suitable structures for
Evolutionary art and biologically inspired design computation? Perhaps the usefulness and validity of biologically inspired
processes lies in the variety of behavioral characteristics they demonstrate as well as the potential of their structure to produce
innovative and novel outcomes that address unanticipated situations and non-programmable solutions.
The temporal and aesthetic reasons for using A.I. in a sonification system, rather than direct mapping, are the potential for
generative systems to perpetuate and populate auditory (and visual) content and to combine elements of unpredictability, novelty,
curiosity, engagement that come from new material concurrently with a regulated system of mapping input to display, thereby
retaining informative representation.

4.4. Modular Generative Processes
The modular interlocking of different generative processes allows distinct generative systems to interact with each other. In order
to avoid the audience “mastering” and understanding the systems at work too quickly, thus losing their engagement, the emergent
characteristics obtained by combining interacting generative systems circumvents boredom with a second level of life-like
complexity. “Decision-making” networks (derived from physics, biology, cognition with social and economic organisation
strategies) are idealised models in the study of complexity and emergence, and in the behaviour of networks themselves
(Adamatzky & Komosinski 2005; Harris et al. 1997; Kauffman 1993; Volpe 2002).

Used in isolation, for example, Cellular Automata “produce trivial repeated patterns or plain “chaotic” randomness” (Wuensche
1999, p.54). In rare cases, Cellular Automata do exhibit emergent behaviours, often only realized in large data spaces or in
manipulations such as Christopher Ariza’s Automata Bending: Applications of Dynamic Mutation and Dynamic Rules in
Modular One-Dimensional Cellular Automata (Ariza 2007) methods of random cell-state mutation and dynamic, probabilistic
rule-sets. Similarly to Sonic Tai Chi (by Jakovich & Beilharz 2005), Ariza applies Cellular Automata values to musical
parameters by extracting one-dimensional value sequences”. One of the intentions behind a modular “plug-in” generative
structure is to bring the unpredictability and emergence of A.I. systems to performance. The other is to observe and develop an
understanding of ways in which different systems can interact and co-exist to produce new and unanticipated effects.

5.

THE HYPER-SHAKU GENERATIVE ENVIRONMENT

Hyper-Shaku (Border-Crossing) is both a digital audio-visual creative environment and compositional outcome (artefact). Using
gesture-data, it is a sonfication system, motivated by the design efficiency that a modular system affords future applications. The
objective is two-fold: to develop a system of computer vision and sensors producing an augmented sound-scope and derivative
visual projection for concert performance.
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5.1. Design Motivation
The selection of input gesture and sound capture devices for Hyper-Shaku environment are motivated partly by pragmatic
mobility, i.e. the necessity of a portable performable system that can be transferred easily to different venues with simple
configuration, ubiquitous accessibility using available hardware and an unobtrusive, non-invasive interface that will not inhibit
natural performance or require change in technique. Another design motivation was to create a generative responsive system that
could accommodate and react to the sensitivity of the Japanese shakuhachi. It is renowned for the softness of its tone, yet exhibits
versatility and pitch subtlety that the fine-tuning of the noisiness and loudness thresholds utilise. Finally, re-usable generative
interaction for variable performance scenarios is a design motivation arising from the construction of various generative
responsive interaction systems with overlapping technologies and computational processes. It seems efficient to re-use code and
modular Max/MSP patches adaptable to different situations by adjustment for the instrument, sensor type and generative system
variables. The wide variety of points of adjustment in this model enable it to produce a broad array of auditory and visual
outcomes: related but differentiated.
5.2. Mapping Gesture (Motion Tracking) to Neural Oscillator Network Weightings
The technological problem of latency in real time generative systems (which are computationally complex) is addressed in the
real time application, Max/MSP that can handle sonification and video effects efficiently for live rendition. Hyper-Shaku uses
the homeostatic process of a Neural Oscillator Network. Within the Neural Oscillator Network, triggers in individual “neurons”
(Max/MSP software model, Figure 7) instigate moments of excitement that infect other neurons. Over time, the effect of one
neuron in the network influencing another develops stabilising homogeneity, as gradually the neurons resemble and emulate one
another. The combination of the chaotic and vigorous process of the Cellular Automata and the stabilising, homeostatic nature of
the Neural Oscillator Network provides a suitable “excitement versus stasis” balancing structure for the production of long
background transitions, behind a foreground of dynamic activity responding to the live performance (agile responses to the
wireless captors). Algorithmically, the output of each neuron in the network is determined by the weighted outputs of every
other neuron. The critical threshold of perturbation (beyond which reorganisation is triggered) is an adjustable parameter in the
Max/MSP model. The fundamental units of an artificial Neural Network (units/nodes/neurodes) are modelled after biologically
inspired individual neurons: its dendritic tree collects excitatory and inhibitory inputs from other neurons (the “receives” in the
Max/MSP model, figure 6), and passes these messages, as voltages, on to the cell body (soma) (figure 7). These voltages are
added to the current voltage if excitatory and subtracted if inhibitory. When the threshold is exceeded, a signal is transmitted (the
“sends” in the Max/MSP model) down an axon to synapses that connect the tree to dendrites of other neurons (Eldridge 2005;
Franklin 1999). Neurons (also called a linear threshold device or a threshold logic unit) can be modelled formally
(mathematically) for computational purposes (figure 5 and equation 1).

Figure 5. A symbolic simplification of a neuron with a formal model of threshold, see equation 1 following.
xi -- the inputs
wi -- the weights (synaptic strengths)
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y -- the output
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Figure 6. Neural Oscillator Network model using four synapse nodes to disperse sounds, audibly dissipating but rhythmic and
energetic. Irregularity is controlled by head motion tracked through the computer vision. Transposition and pitch class arrives via
the granular synthesis from pitch analysis of the acoustic shakuhachi and Looming intensity as a multiplier (transposition upward
with greater intensity of gesture).

Figure 7. The Max/MSP Neural Oscillator Network patch (figure 6) is used as a stabilizing influence affected by large cameratracked gestures. It is modelled on individual neurons: dendrites receive impulses and when the critical threshold is reached in the
cell body (soma), output is sent to other nodes in the Neural Network. The “impulses” in the musical system derive from the
granular synthesis pitch output.

The NOSC pre-sets (determinants of irregularity) especially of rhythm and range, are controlled by head motion tracked through
the computer vision. Transposition and pitch class arrives via the granular synthesis following pitch analysis of the acoustic
shakuhachi and Looming intensity as a multiplier (transposition upward with greater intensity of gesture). Different weights are
influenced by registration (frequency) in the shakuhachi. Its natural pitch range has been divided into the lower octave, low upper
octave and high upper octave (and upwards) to trigger different weighting thresholds in the NOSC. When a weight is “full” the
impulse is passed on to another node. The audible outcome is the variety of agitation, pitch and conformity depending on the
gestural and dynamic intensity of the musical input.
In the NOSC module, the calibration of the input affect on parameters of weight, float, node numbers, connections and feedback
patterns are adjustable to fine-tune the network behaviour and aesthetic result (i.e. gestural modification of the generative
processes). The network connections and directionality of transfer between nodes can significantly impact on the phasing effects
and periodicity audible in the network, e.g. whether connections are mono-directional, bi-directional and the number of nodes can
produce varying phased outcomes. As Williamson (1999) states, “Neural Oscillators offer simple and robust solutions to
problems such as … dynamic manipulation … [but] the parameters are notoriously difficult to tune”. His paper, Designing
rhythmic motions using neural oscillators (Williamson 1999) offers an analysis technique that alleviates the difficulty of tuning.

5.3. Mapping Loudness to Looming Effects
In Ecological Psychology (sometimes called Evolutionary Psychology), auditory Looming refers to a phenomenon in which the
magnitude estimation of rising intensity in ascending tones is more often over-estimated than equivalent reduction in intensity in
falling tones indicating the greater importance that our cognition attributes to rising intensity (Neuhoff 2001; Neuhoff & Heckel
2004). This is thought to be founded in a primordial awareness that approaching or Looming pitches rise (Neuhoff 1998), similar
to the physical phenomenon of the Doppler Effect, indicating something significant or dangerous is approaching. From an
Evolutionary perspective, the perception of changing acoustic intensity is an important task (Neuhoff 1998). Rapidly approaching
objects can produce increases in intensity and receding objects produce corresponding decreases.
Looming perception is a multimodal process that can be carried out by the visual system, the auditory system, or both (Lee et
al.1992). From the shakuhachi acoustic input (captured with condenser microphone), the measure of loudness is sent to the
Looming sub-patch in which change over time, i.e. intensity change mapped across time to evaluate increase or decrease in
intensity, provides the multiplier for the Looming effect. Significantly, increasing intensities are used to generate a nonlinear
upwards pitch transposition that exaggerates perceived looming. As this effect, emulating looming danger, is a pitch-distorted
transformation, an aberration, it is used sparingly for maximum effect, only when dramatic dynamic events occur. This threshold
is an adjustable parameter of customisation in the sub-patch. It needs to be adjusted depending on the natural loudness of the base
instrument in the hyper-instrument environment and resulting signal range.
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5.4. Tracking Pitch and Mapping Noisiness (Breathiness) to Granular Synthesis
Pitch is gathered from the shakuhachi (see programming architecture, figure 8). If it is combined with a significant increase in
loudness over time, it is transposed by the Looming effect, otherwise its pitch is retained. This data passes into the multiplier of
pitch, or pitch controller of grains in the granular synthesis engine. Registration affects grain density to produce a variety of
sound qualities ranging from “grainy” or “pixilated”, fragmentary-sounding to “globular” and recognisably pitched clusters
(Roads 2001; Xenakis 1971; Xenakis 1990). Amplitude and noisiness are multivariate controls that, along with Looming-induced
pitch transposition, affect feedback-like distortion through to percussive sounds in the granular synthesis to reinforce and
substantiate intensely noisy moments in the shakuhachi performance such as the explosive attacks or breathy outbursts (muraiki)
occasionally required in traditional Japanese solo shakuhachi music (honkyoku) or specified by contemporary composers. These
are violent, forceful musical gestures that correspond with textural aberrations in the synthesis.

Figure 8. This diagram shows the programming architecture: data flows from input gesture and sound and affects the Looming
and granular synthesis engine. The synthesized sound is fed through the Oscillator to perpetuate and generate new material that
derives its pitch origins from the real time shakuhachi pitch analysis and oscillator weights from computer vision-sensed motion
(gesture). Loudness and noisiness are used in the scaling of the Ecological Looming effect and to control variables in the grain
density and transposition in the granular synthesis.
6.

VISUALISATION

One of the differentiating features of Hyper-Shaku in the genre of hyper-instruments, is that it augments the musical performance
with automatically generated real time visualisation. While this process is comparatively low priority alongside the auditory
generation and performance, visual display adds to the multimedia projectable scope of the work and adds a layer of
representation to the gestural interaction, changing focus from conventional instrumental performance on the performer alone to
performer and machine. The visualisation can operate in two modes. The simplest involves a live video filter interpolated image
of the performer processed immediately on the web cam input (figure 9). For this purpose an abstract Jitter filter that divides the
image into rectangular shapes with dynamic colour mapping is implemented. Precise scale, size and dimension of these shapes
can be adjusted in the object properties to achieve different appearances. The intention of this method is an ambient visualisation
that clearly connects with the performer, likely to be recognised by an audience relating motion and colour to the source. It does
not require much imagination to understand how the image is produced and it is extremely kinetic, sensitive to even the slightest
motion but has the advantage of retaining a sense of “visibility” of the performer. Amount of head movement is used to scale the
grid size of the video filter resulting in appearance changes that resemble changing “resolution” or clarity/abstraction according
to amount of motion (y-distance). This is a simple bi-modal reinforcement in which the visualisation utilizes a visual input of the
gesture directly, the same gesture capture that sends data metrics to the sound processing and A.I. modules of the system. Thus it
is not independent or generative.

Figure 9. Visualisation using a real-time video filter in Jitter. Amount of motion scales the “resolution” or grid-size of the
pattern.
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A contrasting approach to visualisation takes the output following all generative processing and uses these values to map onto an
abstract visualisation system. It is far more discreet and hence, perhaps, engaging or mysterious, than the first method, though its
connection to the performer is more obscure or removed. Choice of method must depend on the implementation context. The
latter method highlights obvious parallels between particle systems and granular systems, for example, by mapping granular
characteristics to particle system flow characteristics, such as density, distribution, speed (rate of motion) and particle size to
granular synthesis. This second approach is bi-modal using different data to activate the auditory processing and visual
processing (though working from the same capture source). This second approach results in visualisation that closely matches the
auditory outcome whereas the previous method results in visualisation that matches the visual input. Depending on the magnitude
of effect of the generative modules, those states can be quite different.

7.

INTERACTION MODULES (INFORMATION CAPTURE)

Following is an overview of the technologies used for computer vision gesture capture, computer listening audio capture and the
on-stage hardware configuration minimum requirements for performance.
7.1. Computer Vision – Gesture Capture
The physical nature of playing the shakuhachi makes it especially suitable for motion triggering since pitch inflection is achieved
by moving the head and angling the chin relative to the instrument, in addition to fingering and upper body movement typical
when performing an instrument. Traditional live music-processing approaches analyse and synthesise real time musical response
from the musical (audio) content of a performer. The approach of this project, in contrast, focuses on the gestural/spatial and
theatrical nature of shakuhachi performance. Jean-Marc Pelletier’s (Pelletier 2005) “cv.jit” objects (computer vision externals
library for Max/MSP + Jitter software) include optical flow tracking, statistical calculators, image transformations and image
analysis tools, all drawing data from video such as the simple web-cam used in this interface. When a region from the cameraview is selected, the optical flow tracking follows the coordinates of that region within the frame. The y value is extracted to
track up and down head motion of bend, “head-shake” and vibrato actions. Only vertical gesture data is extracted, not affected by
the player’s movement from side to side.
7.2. Computer Listening — Audio Analysis
Audio input from the performer is captured using a condenser microphone positioned close to the player. The ratio of breathiness
or noisiness to sound and of overtone spectrum in the sound contributes to the noisiness analysis filter object (Jehan 2001). Thus
the positioning of the microphone and performer’s distance from it can influence the results. In the prototype (figure 10), an
alternative input mechanism for playing sound files allows any sound file to be loaded and played through the responsive
generative system for the purpose of testing, calibration, fine-tuning and choosing pre-sets on manual controls. The “adc” object
is where the user selects and configures the DSP (Digital Signal Processing – audio handling hardware). An external microphone,
built-in microphone or input from external sound interface can be used in preference to the computer’s inbuilt sound card. Output
destination (e.g. to external speakers) is also selected in the DSP options in Max/MSP.

Figure 10. Microphone input for the integrated biologically inspired generative systems triggered by gestural interaction
(computer vision and listening). Its loudness and noisiness values are extracted for processing.
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8.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented a contextual example of a computational creative system in order to illustrate ways in which gestural data
can be mapped onto a Neural Oscillator Network system, utilising audio and gesture input data to trigger and scale values in
granular synthesis and Looming processes to produce immediate multi-modal representation. Although the implementation here
is targeted towards musical performance, the versatility of generative sonification and the ubiquity of gestural source data are
widely applicable in other contexts. The system described is modular in design, in which different generative processes; different
gesture, sound and data input capture methods; can be substituted in order to apply the real-time generative mechanism to other
situations.
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ABSTRACT

1.2 Analytical Representation Purposes

This paper presents a new approach to aesthetic sonification
framework to enable user-interface customisation, aesthetic
control and interaction with datasets. In particular it provides
tools for real-time interaction with data in a number of
configurations of pitch, modality, timbre, focusing on
ergonomics of listening, aesthetics of sonification, and
techniques of sound production for data analysis. Firstly, we
look at the role of the system and ways of thinking about
information; secondly, we review existing sonification
frameworks to position our approach; and finally, we explain
our method.

Sonification is the use of non-speech audio to convey
information, and therefore general principles of analytic
thinking and analytic design are essential to its understanding.
Tufte argues that analytical design principles are universal and
generic, and stem from analytic thinking principles [2]. He
outlines some principles of analytic thinking:
Show Comparison, Contrast, Difference: the information
regarding change is usually found through a difference being
detected. Show Causality, Mechanism: Simply presenting the
contrast or difference does not often describe the cause, which
is essential to understanding. Multivariate Data: By presenting
more than one or two streams of data, many more inferences
can be drawn. Integrate Words, Numbers, Diagrams: These
assist in providing context and information regarding the
important parts of the data. Thoroughly Describe the Evidence:
Representations should include a title, describe the sources of
the data and sponsors, use scales and point out other issues. To
support these rules, Tufte uses the multivariate graphic of
Napoleon’s march into Russia and subsequent retreat by
Minard.

Keywords
Sonification, Auditory Display, Aesthetics, Data Analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Sonification and Auditory Display
Auditory Display is a broad term referring to any use of sound
to provide information to a listener. Walker and Kramer define
various categories of auditory presentation within this broad
field; Alerts and notifications are the simplest type of auditory
display. Auditory icons are the auditory equivalent of the visual
icon (eg. rainy weather could be represented by the sound of
rain on a roof). Earcons are sounds in an interface that do not
have such a direct relationship to their object, but instead
substitute a hierarchical musical language, and result in the
necessity to learn the meanings of each earcon. Audification is
the transformation of a fluctuating data source (like a
seismogram) directly to an audio waveform. Process
Monitoring refers to displays that represent processes that allow
the user to monitor the multiple streams of data in a manner that
would be difficult to do with visual displays. And finally,
Sonification is the use of non-speech audio to convey
information such as that used in the interpretation of scientific
results [1].

1.3 Computational Information Design
Similarly, Fry has described the synthesis of fields such as data
mining, statistics, graphic design and information visualization
into a practice he describes as ‘Computational Information
Design’ [3]. It is a design process that involves 7 steps. A
simple data representation example (from Fry) may be
described using these steps as – data about the postcode system
is acquired from a website, parsed into fields representing
latitude and longitude, filtered for a particular region's
postcodes, mined to work out how large a representation grid
should be, represented as points on a longitude/latitude grid,
refined by altering contrast and colour attributes, and interacted
with by using zoom and label actions. Similar processes can be
design patterns that occur in sonification.

1.4 Aesthetic Sonification Toolkit Aim
Firstly, we will summarise the aims of the aesthetic sonification
toolkit design presented here. The following section will review
some of the existing sonification toolkits and frameworks, to
illustrate the distinctions and to delineate why we believe it is
necessary to develop another, explaining how ours is distinctive
in its functionality and goals and how it may be applied
pervasively to a versatile array of datasets.

Of all of these categories, Sonification is the only one that
requires a software framework for it to occur. All the other
categories are generally sounds that are designed and then
incorporated into a larger project. Audification is the exception,
but this is still a straightforward process, simply requiring data
normalisation, time domain synchronisation and conversion to
audio format. The possible methods for sonification, however,
are not bounded in such specific manners. Indeed, the
sonification software employed often forms the boundaries.

Visualization is widely becoming recognised both as a
functional, communicative way to convey information and as a
medium that can be aesthetic, persuasive and attractive in its
delivery. Visualization methods encode datasets through
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their sustainability or occupant behaviour, channelling
surveillance and sensor data, building intelligence into socially
meaningful reflections of activity, resource usage, greenhouse
and energy efficiency, and so on. Many ubiquitous computing
devices like handheld PDAS, mobile phones and in-car devices
give us regional, geographical, topographical, climate, traffic
and other relevant reporting on mobile contexts. Driving a car,
for example, mobile phone usage is linked to distraction and
incidents of accidents or near-miss scenarios. Devices that can
convey useful information without averting our eyes from a task
at hand serve a very useful purpose, established already in work
environments such as air traffic control, air-pilot cockpits and
for peripheral and ambient observation of information. For
reasons of ergonomics, aesthetic listenability and variability are
useful controls for sustained workplace information monitoring.
For reasons of individuality, expression and choice, aesthetic
individualisation and customisation are essential to e-fashion
and the living and working environments we inhabit.
Sonification can often co-exist in a bi-modal display or support
and reinforce a temporal, ambient visualization in such
everyday contexts but we all know the vital necessity of
appealing, changeable and meaningful sounds in contrast to the
rapid annoyance and irritation provoked by un-aesthetic alerts,
alarms and monitoring devices, of which sonification is perhaps
a more protracted and continuous example.

graphic representation, while sonification uses a variety of
auditory encodings to produce an auditory representation. Tufte
[4], Fry [3] and others have argued that visualization can learn
from principles of good graphic design – notions such as colour
hierarchy, affects of scaling, semantics of certain signifiers,
contextual relevance, the necessity to differentiate competing
streams of information occurring in the same space – perhaps
sonification may equally learn from music and good sound
design. One of the problems that can arise from automated
practices of transforming data streams into digital audio signals
is that often the computational representative process can
dominate, leading to a limited scope of auditory dimensions
which eventually produce a boring, unattractive or even
confounding result. Above all, we view it as extremely
important to convey information in an efficient and aesthetic
way if it is to be ergonomic, i.e. listenable over a period of time,
and not too repetitious or annoying.
Naturally, aesthetics is subjective and individual, so there are
two approaches we employ to tackle this problem. At a gross
level, one can generalise about ideas like consonance vs.
dissonance, tonality or modality, avoiding harmonic and pitch
clashes for reasons of distaste and confusion of messages. One
can also generalise, based on musical and sound design
experience, about the use of spatialisation and timbre (tone
colour / tonal quality) to distinguish between different streams
of information heard at the same time to aid concurrent
deciphering. Furthermore, background in auditory cognition and
perception informs decisions about the optimal range for
audibility and the contextual and orthogonal influences of
loudness, approaches, to avoid temporal and spectral masking
[5, 6]. Therefore, there are some established listening guidelines
informed by psychology and music that can already frame
parameter choices and their scope for sonification. These have
been carefully investigated by authors such as Walker [7] and
Neuhoff [8] among others as to their applicability in
sonification.

One way in which we attempt to augment the aesthetic scope of
the sonification is to employ some auditory dimensions
typically given low priority. Most sonification mapping
schemes focus on graphing linear temporal spacing to a form of
meter or periodicity. However, time can be used to represent
time-series data – periodicity can naturally encode feelings of
urgency, concurrence or stasis. Hence, we also use rhythmic
pulses to represent facets of the data, but allow flexibility of
tempo to reveal trends and points at different tempos. The
majority of sonifications use frequency or pitch on one axis of
the data graph. While we also believe pitch is an important
criteria, we look to alternative modalities and scaling or spacing
to again elucidate different levels of attention or minutiae and
adjustable smoothing that optimises or highlights key data
points. Changing mode and harmony is also an easy way to
eliminate boredom and repetitiveness. In addition, we give
considerable attention to some parameters not widely utilised
that can offer helpful benefits in combination with other
dimensions, such as spatialisation, reverberation (producing a
spatial dimensionality for distributing information in virtual
auditory space) and timbre (tone colour) to reinforce the
message of other dimensions and highlight events occurring
beyond certain thresholds and bring to the foreground events of
informational significance.

However, at the individual, subtle level, the way in which we
aim to make our sonification toolkit aesthetic is to open several
parameters of each dimension to user-customisation and
contextual scaling. This means that the user can adapt the
scale/scope to suit the data in a preparatory grooming stage and
then, using real-time controls, adjust the playback experience
according to preference. Interaction can also tap into a key
objective of sonification – that is to realise more interesting and
revealing features of the dataset. Sometimes, playing an episode
repeatedly but using different approaches such as changing
direction, faster or slower tempo, removing single features,
highlighting or emphasising certain streams can elucidate
trends, anomalies and patterns in the data that are otherwise
more difficult to discover.

In summary, the priorities of this Aesthetic Sonification Toolkit
are:

Other reasons for aesthetic sonification include the diversifying
contexts for auditory and visual display enabled by pervasive
computing. Increasingly, we are seeing the integration of
auditory and visual or bi-modal information display systems in
wearable computing (e-fashion, smart-wear), e-jewellery or
other body-mounted information displays representing personal
and public data about the user. Such information may include
abstract rendering of bio-data, feedback from bio-, motion- and
geographical sensors worn by individuals for an array of
functions from medical, fashion to socially interactive and
provocative. Information is graphed and displayed increasingly
in our environments, such as eco-aware buildings reporting on

• aesthetics
• interactivity
• adjustability/customisability
• applicability to simple time-series and multivariate datasets
• real-time data processing
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To modify the template requires significant programming
understanding, and it seems that such sonification is often
undertaken in a collaborative research context, such as in the
‘Science by Ear’ Workshop [15]. It benefits from a wide userbase, and a well-organised website and is interesting in the
diversity of data that it has been applied to [16].

1.5 Sonification Frameworks
In designing our toolkit we reviewed other sonification software
frameworks as reference points that describe the methods and
systems for creating sonifications.

1.5.1 Listen, Muse, Musart

1.5.4 SoniPy

Some of the earliest frameworks, the Listen, Muse and
MUSART frameworks overseen by Lodha [9-11] are research
sonification platforms that developed many of the basic patterns
for sonification frameworks. ‘Listen’ mapped data to
parameters of MIDI synthesis – pitch, duration, volume, and
location. ‘Muse’ extended this model and added many more
musical elements as mapping options – it used CSound for
synthesis, and its purpose was to produce sonifications of a
more musical nature. Finally MUSART extends this idea using
‘audio transfer functions’, and adds still more mapping
possibilities. They are notable for their early experimentations –
and a lot of the ideas they put forward have been incorporated
into later frameworks, such as the Sonification Sandbox.

http://www.avatar.com.au/sonipy/
David Worrall’s SoniPy, as the name suggests, uses the Python
programming language as its foundation [17, 18]. He
characterises the development purpose as a need to balance the
data processing and sonification capabilities within one piece of
software. His premise is that others will embrace the
development of new modules and add-ins using this modular
programming platform. However, he acknowledges the quality
of the modules available can vary significantly, and the
installation of each of these tools can increase the complexity of
the process. At this stage no downloads seem available from the
repository.

1.5.2 Sonification Sandbox

1.5.5 Monalisa

http://sonify.psych.gatech.edu/research/auditorygraphs/sandbox.php

http://www.monalisa-au.org/

The Sonification Sandbox is a project of the School of
Psychology at the Georgia Institute of Technology, overseen by
Bruce N. Walker [12, 13]. It is motivated to provide a multiplatform, multi-purpose sonification toolkit. It enables the user
to map datasets to any dimensions from timbre, pitch, volume
and pan. The toolkit also provides some tools for modifying the
way the data is analysed, for example examining mean,
maximum, minimum or providing notification in relation to the
data mean and direction changes or trends. It works with
universal file formats such as Microsoft’s Excel, .CSV and
exports MIDI or QuickTime play files.
The Sonification Sandbox is a mature framework that allows a
particular type of auditory graph to be produced with the
minimum of effort. It works with tabular datasets, and produces
both visual graphs and auditory graphs, in a similar way to
Excel. Vickers has discussed the Sonification Sandbox, and has
pointed out some of the problems inherent in the reliance upon
the MIDI protocol [14], and indeed Davison and Walker do as
well [13] – however they argue that the sandbox is not meant to
produce every possible sonification design, but rather is
positioned as a simple general-purpose tool to build auditory
graphs. It remains a well-maintained piece of software, and
many of the options for sonification it provides have been
supported by the author’s research (for instance Walker [7]).

Monalisa by Norihisa Nagano (IAMAS) and Kazuhiro Jo (uTokyo RCAST), is a sonification toolkit that transforms image
filtering and textual information (respectively) into data
sonification of files on your computer’s hard drive. While a
serious sonification tool, its purpose might also be construed as
exploratory and investigative or curious and fun, more than for
information analysis. It reinforces correlation between visual
images and auditory timbre by an immediate “translation” or
“transliteration” of visual into auditory images. It operates in a
few different modes: in the Monalisa Application, it enables the
user to “see the sound, hear the image”; it also has an Audio
Unit and Image Unit mode (whereby audio effects are applied
as image effects or vice versa), as well as an incarnation as an
installation performed with video. It operates by converting
image data into audio data or conversely audio data into image
representation. At the conversion stage, the image or audio
filters are applied, altering the resulting audio or image in a
fairly unpredictable manner. A single parse of the file data
produces a single rendering as sound or vision (depending on
the direction in which it is applied). While its outcomes are
quite diverse and feature a range of aesthetic results, its
intention is not to provide a tool for analysing and rendering
datasets – it is specifically interested in the crossover between
sound and image.

1.5.3 SonEnvir

1.5.6 SonART

http://sonenvir.at/

http://www-ccrma.stanford.edu/~woony/software/sonart/

Developed by four Universities in Graz, Austria (Karl Franzens
University, The University of Technology, the Medical
University, and the University for Music and Dramatic Arts),
SonEnvir is built on SuperCollider synthesizer/programming
environment. It specifically targets the demands of fields with
complex, multi-dimensional data for analysis, hence the
affiliation of its collaborators. One of its drawbacks is the
significant amount of knowledge required to use its
implementation in SuperCollider. It is quite technically
ambitious, and also seems specifically designed for the IEM
Cube spatial playback system.

SonART is a flexible framework for real-time sonification
implemented using Java and OSC by Woon Seung Yeo,
Joanthan Berger and R.Scott Wilson at the Centre for Computer
Research in Music and Acoustics, Stanford University [19, 20].
The OSC network communication facilitates a variety of realtime synthesis and distributed synthesis options; currently
implemented as a Cocoa-based OSX application. The current
version builds on a mapping framework described by Ben-Tal
et al. in 2002 [21]. Their stated aims focus on network
transmission of data, real-time sound generation, distributed
synthesis and cross platform, and modular design. This part is
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Sonification Sandbox) tend to provide particular user interfaces
associated with controlling particular sonification styles.

intended for multi-user (network shared) collaborations or data
sharing and conceivably mixing data from more than one
locality source. In recent incarnations the emphasis seems to
have shifted towards more performative and graphic-centred
sonification, using the image data and layering effects to
generate new images and sound. The data sonification is
specifically from images or data linked to images. In this
regard, it is closer to the Monalisa approach, both parsing image
data for sonification. Its developers view SonART’s potential
industry application in connection to image sonification and
analysis (such as for medical imaging diagnostics, security and
cell structures [in imaging]).

MIDI vs. Audio Synthesis: Some of the simplest mapping
possibilities are afforded by those systems that use MIDI
(Sonification Sandbox, LISTEN); by restricting themselves to
the MIDI protocol they avoid the confusing array of options
provided by current digital audio synthesis whilst achieving a
perceptually relevant range of audio parameters for
representation. Those frameworks that are designed around
audio synthesis are commonly more complex, and require more
knowledge of audio synthesis techniques to explore them.
Open Source vs. Closed Source, Platform Dependency: Many of
the sonification frameworks reviewed see open-source release
of their software as useful for future research. Many are also
built using cross-platform techniques – sadly some that haven’t
have been eclipsed by their target platform’s demise (e.g.
Listen, MUSE, Musart – all built on the SGI platform). Only a
few frameworks seem to have active download pages available,
however, and a number of these are source control repositories
that require specific client software to connect to them.

1.5.7 Interactive Sonification Toolkit
Sandra Pauletto and Andy Hunt’s Interactive sonification
Toolkit was developed in the Media Engineering Group at the
University of York. They describe an environment in which
datasets are scaled and then may be sonified in a variety of
ways and navigated with the mouse (with future plans for other
interface controllers) [22]. Their toolkit principally deals with
non-real-time datasets of pre-gathered information (although an
on-the-fly theory is posited) and the aim lies in applying various
sonification algorithmic processes to the same dataset to
produce various auditory outcomes. It is cross-platform and
uses Pure Data (PD) as its programming foundation. Part of the
interaction involves the user choosing the maximum and
minimum data points and scaling and stretching factors. A
separate and subsequent process converts the data to sonic
representation. They propose a number of different ways of
listening to sounds, ranging from distinct data dimensions
mapped onto distinct auditory dimensions, to generating a
complex timbral effect whose single-sound complexity reflects
data structure. They also explore a number of different methods
for data mapping, like note duration mapping, audification,
pitch mapping, noise filtering and additive synthesis. The
system seems designed around a static user interface that
presents the sonification options that are currently built into the
system, than using the modularity that some of the other
frameworks seem to favour. Pauletto and Hunt’s is intended to
be a generic system applicable to a range of data types.

Aesthetics – an extra level of complexity. Many of the simpler
frameworks provide few controls over sound quality. Few think
about aspects such as chordal momentum or synthesis aesthetics
as the user interface complexities are immense – when dealing
with unknown datasets, it seems a common approach is to have
a data parsing stage, a mapping stage, and an output stage. A
further imposition of a set of musical and aesthetic priorities has
seemingly not been attempted, except in environments such as
SonEnvir, where the entire sonification process is developed
using SuperCollider classes. We aim to provide more
formalised tools to deal with the interaction between
representation mapping and aesthetic concerns, hopefully
developing patterns of design that can be exploited.

2.1 Platform: Max/MSP and FTM
Max/MSP is a flexible software platform for prototyping, and
development of audio/visual programs. However, the data
structures and mapping options available in Max/MSP are
generally quite limited, especially for the statistical type of data
structures necessary for sonification purposes. FTM is a shared
library add-on to Max/MSP that provides flexible data
structures, as well as commands for dealing with matrix
calculations, thus avoiding most of the main limitations of
Max/MSP, while still retaining much of the usefulness of the
flow-based programming metaphor [24-26]. It provides data
structures extending from matrices of floating point numbers to
full SQL database functionality, significantly increasing the
ease with which data can be manipulated.

1.5.8 Personify
Barrass discusses Personify in the context of a number of
sonifications built using the TaDa design template [23], the
topic of his Ph.D. The tool is divided into two parts. The
requirements part sets up the data according to the TaDa
method, as well as configuring a default representation.
Histograms are computed and mapping extremes can be
configured, as well as data types. The representation part has a
number of methods for representation and a number of output
audio devices.

The most useful aspect of Max/MSP is the flow-based
programming metaphor. This is a common method for
developing audio programs for other purposes, and allows a
huge amount of flexibility, while avoiding the specificity of
text-based languages. Not all categories of programs are easily
implemented using the flow-based paradigm, and modern
programming often use object-oriented techniques for various
reasons, however, musicians and sound designers are often
more comfortable with a flow-based metaphor due to similar
flow-based experiences using music studios. Users typically
find the metaphors in flow-based programming simpler to
understand than they do complex ideas used in text-based
object-oriented languages, and this is one reason we chose this

2. IMPLEMENTATION DESIGN
In planning the implementation of our framework, there are a
few tradeoffs that can be described regarding the
aforementioned toolkits.
Flexibility vs. Usability: Outstanding flexibility of a
sonification framework is usually afforded by the use of
modular object oriented languages, such as Python or
SuperCollider, and by providing a set of interlocking ‘classes’
to develop sonification programs with. Other systems (Musart,
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These data structures are passed to each object, and commands
within each object select the appropriate element from the data
structure, perform the mapping, and output the results. There
are other dataset objects that attempt to support the main data
structures, through summarising the size and shape of the data,
and providing control of the manner in which the data is
stepped through.

language. Furthermore, flow-based programming in this
environment maintains little distinction between the user
interface to the program, and the program itself, interactive
updates of mappings and experimentation between various
options are all possible while the program is running. Other
languages may require the relationship between the mapping
and the user interaction to be defined as a user interface control
before the program is recompiled and re-executed.

The use of FTM also means that data is passed by reference; by
altering the original data, all the objects that are associated with
that data are updated automatically. The benefit is that this
allows real-time data sources and static data sources to be dealt
with in very similar ways, and to be swapped at will.

3. OBJECT CATEGORIES
This framework exists as a set of Max/MSP objects, the
building blocks used in Max/MSP. The framework is built
around a core of these objects, and user interface elements are
‘bolted on’ last. There are five types of category for the objects
in this framework. Dataset objects deal with acquisition,
parsing and annotation of data. Mapping objects transform data
to other types of data, but do not create sound – they do not map
data to sound in one step. Synthesis objects create sound, and
usually output audio rate signals. Manipulate objects use data to
alter an audio rate signal in some manner. Interface objects
perform interface tasks, such as taking in user input and
displaying visual feedback to assist users to choose
configuration parameters (see Figure 1). A typical sonification
program would involve Dataset category objects, connected to
Mapping category objects, connected to Synthesis category
objects, connected to Manipulate category objects, finally
connected to built-in audio output objects. Interface category
objects may be attached to any of the other four category
objects to allow user interaction.

3.2 Mapping objects
Mapping objects take input data from the Dataset objects and
output control data. Essentially they contain a mathematical
equation, which takes in data points of one range and shape and
maps it to another range and shape (eg. normalisation,
logarithmic transformation, deviation calculation, or
quantisation). They may affect the entire data shape, using its
attributes as inputs to the mapping algorithm, or may function
on only the currently rendering data point. Their output is
either control data (such as triggers for manipulate objects or
pitches for synthesis objects) or altered data structures to be sent
on to further objects.

3.3 Synthesis objects
As this framework is designed to be flexible, the synthesis
options are not strictly defined. Therefore, the outputs of the
mapping objects as easily used in typical MSP synthesis
methods. Simple synthesis techniques, such as frequency
modulation, additive or subtractive synthesis are included as
Synthesis objects to work with the outputs of the mapping
objects directly. Networks of these objects can be built to create
more complex auditory possibilities. These objects do not
require any input from the dataset – control data created at the
mapping stage is sufficient.

3.4 Manipulate objects
Manipulate objects map data to an alteration of an existing
audio signal, produced by a synthesis object of some type. The
simplest example is that of a gain control – it may amplify or
attenuate a signal according to incoming data values. Other
methods that fall into this category include filters, envelope
functions, compressors and reverberation algorithms. At the
more obscure end of the possibilities for these objects we can
find granulation and time-stretching objects.

3.5 Interface objects

Figure 1. Relationship between object categories in the
Sonification Framework.

Interface objects provide ways of accepting user interaction
information to control aspects of the sonification, and providing
visual feedback. They have outputs that can be again scaled and
mapped to be inputs that are used by other objects in the
framework.

3.1 Dataset objects
One of the benefits of using FTM as an extension to Max/MSP
is that there are built-in data structures that are much more
appropriate for dealing with large, complex datasets. They also
include matrix calculation commands that are very helpful in a
flow-based language such as Max/MSP. Therefore the dataset is
dealt with as a set of FTM data structures, which are passed as
references to the remainder of the objects.

An example of an interface object is the Wii transport control
object. The Nintendo Wii remote is a well-known sensor device
that contains a number of accelerometers. Using an internal
inertia calculation the tilt of the device can be used to control
the speed at which the data points are presented, utilising a
balance metaphor.
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4. SONIFICATION OPTIONS

Various scales have various characteristics of course, based in
the inherent relationships that pitch perception exhibits. Pitch
quantisation sets such as the chromatic scale, augmented scale
or diminished scale have no clear octave boundary, whilst
major, minor and pentatonic scales, and choices of notes that
form chords, do include this boundary. In some situations it
may be attractive to use a pitch quantisation set such as the
augmented scale, to achieve a sonification without clear octave
boundaries. Furthermore, the pitch quantisation set is not
limited to equal tempered (MIDI note) numbers, and fractional
values may be used as well.

The new methods we define in this sonification toolkit are
presented below, and their basis in musical aesthetics is
discussed.

4.1 Timeline
The time axis is a fundamental auditory parameter - without it
no sound could exist, and no auditory representations could be
varied. Usually it is used in a completely linear, flat manner,
with data points presented one after the other until the dataset is
exhausted. This is in contrast to typical musical forms, which
have several levels of time division. It could be seen that these
levels are useful in providing context and rhythmical vitality to
the auditory presentation, and certainly they appear in most
western musical styles, even extending over into other art forms
such as poetry.

Finally, the quantisation set may be changed at any point
throughout the sonification. Initially, this may seem irrelevant
and unnecessary. However, when the data points are presented
rapidly, and the quantisation set are pitches that form a triad of
some type, the result is likely to be perceived as a chord. If the
quantisation set is changed to notes that are within a similar
pitch range, but are a triad from a different chord, then
harmonic momentum may be built. These quantisation set
changes may be attached to particular points in the timeline, or
they may be used as mappings of a categorical nature, denoting
a different category of data is being listened to.

The rhythmical levels could usefully divide time at levels
analogous to the beat, the bar, and the stanza. The fundamental
time unit is the beat, which is configured in milliseconds. In
most situations a single data point will be presented per beat.
The bar is a multiple of the beat, and can be used to group data
points. This may be arbitrary, but in most instances there are
data attributes that can be used to find a multiple that is
appropriate. For instance, a dataset of monthly totals over a
number of years can be presented with a ‘bar’ of 6 or 12 to
group the data into half-yearly or yearly groups. The stanza is a
less important division that is configured as a number of bars.

4.3 Harmony
Harmony has not often been investigated for use within data
sonification. Sonification generally maps data to attributes of
single streams of sound, and therefore the interaction between
the pitch attribute of two independent streams – harmony – is a
difficult target for mapping. Rather than using pitch as the
mapping for two separate streams, if it is used only for one, and
the second stream is based on a harmony being added to the
original pitch, the harmony may be used for a categorical
marker. Simple quantisation sets of harmonies, such as three
intervals, are likely to be more successful aesthetically. Using
several iterations of design it is possible to build harmonic
mappings that form unexpected relationships or meanings. In a
similar manner to pitch, harmony quantisation sets may be
changed dynamically, leading to harmonic momentum, and
building musical forms.

Of course, the timeline is used to determine the rate at which
the data points are presented. However, it is also used to trigger
short rhythmical samples at each bar, to trigger longer soundbed samples at each stanza, and to trigger changes in parameter
mappings at particular points in the progression of the
sonification.

4.2 Pitch
Pitch mapping commonly occurs as a simple mapping to
exponential frequency. Linear data is transformed to frequency
values that are then synthesised directly. The use of a 12-tone
per octave logarithmic scale (a chromatic scale) for
representation of numerical data is common and simple, but
perhaps not an ideal choice in terms of aesthetic considerations.
If two sets of data are played at the same time, it is impossible
to control the harmonic interrelations between the two, and
arbitrary dissonance or consonance may occur. If the aesthetics
of the sonification are important, more options for quantisation
of pitches to particular scales are necessary.

4.4 Rhythm
Adding rhythmical interest to sonification helps to build
diversity into the sonification result. Some methods for
achieving rhythmic interest include offsetting separate streams,
rhythmically dividing particular notes to be repeated and
sounding the bar lines. ‘Muse’ [10] defined several rhythmical
levels based on dance styles, where emphases were altered. At
this stage we use simple divisions of the beat into 2s, 3s and
further multiples of the beat.

Our method defines two sets of parameters for the mapping.
The output pitch range to be mapped to is defined, and is
associated to statistical aspects of the data. The most convenient
method is to associate the maximum and minimum to the
maximum and minimum of the output pitch range, although for
other situations it may be useful to use other statistical
characteristics of the data, such as the inter-quartile range, or
the 1st and 99th percentiles. The default we use in this case is to
associate the range of the data to the output pitch range.

Emphases can also be controlled by a Manipulate category
object that uses bar lengths, beat lengths and gain values to
create a gain function that can be applied to a signal.

4.5 Spatiality
Single (mono) auditory images are simple, but probably not
ideal for presenting multivariate information. Of course, spatial
separation is very important for aesthetic purposes, with much
research investigating spatial presentation in audio
reproduction. However, Song et al. also finds that separating
two streams of sonified data increases their comprehensibility
[27]. Furthermore, sonification projects with aesthetic

The input data is transformed and then quantised to the set of
pitches we define. The pitch quantisation set is defined in
relation to the octave, so that the set can be extended over large
ranges as well as small. This pitch quantisation set can be set to
be the chromatic scale, or perhaps major or minor scales.
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Figure 2. An example of the framework used to sonify Global Temperature Anomaly Data and CO2 Concentration Data.

unusual parts of the graphic. Similarly, sonification can benefit
from the use of speech annotation in auditory representations.

dimensions, such as Juggling Sounds [28] also commonly make
use of spatial playback methods to improve aesthetic results.
Spatial methods include simple panning, vector basedamplitude panning [29], altering source spectral content to
control height perception [30] and controlling room size or
distance through reverberation control [31].

5. APPLICATION
To demonstrate the applicability of the toolkit we will discuss
an example that sonifies global surface temperature anomaly
data and CO2 concentration data.

4.6 Sampling

The program in Figure 2 sonifies temperature deviation as
either a ‘hot’ or ‘cold’ speech sample, using varying level.
Simultaneously, the CO2 data is mapped to the pitch of a tone,
using a quantisation to a number of pitches that present a chord.
Each decade this quantisation set is changed, so that the chord
progresses and harmonic momentum is established. This also
serves an analytic function, helping to denote each decade as a
different category. The example seems somewhat complex, but
it is a one page visual program that describes the process of
sonification in a relatively ordered fashion. It can be reordered
arbitrarily, and allows extensive experimentation with aesthetic
sonification techniques.

Many sonification methods do not seem to make much mention
of sample usage, despite their popularity in other auditory
display fields such as auditory icons, and their ubiquity in many
forms of music. Sonification for aesthetic purposes obviously
benefits from having a wide range of sound production methods
at its disposal, and thus integration of sampling methods seems
appropriate.
There are several sample triggering methods that are relevant.
For stream monitoring purposes a sample may be triggered
when a data stream passes a particular threshold, either in the
negative or positive direction. This process is obviously useful
for alerts etc., but may also be important for contextual
information, such as presenting a sample associated with a
particular time marker for instance.

6. CONCLUSION & RESEARCH
AGENDA

Alternatively, by making use of the information contained in the
bar and beat length controls used to control the timeline. With
this information we can calculate the length of a bar and timestretch a bar-long sample to fit within this bar. A rhythmical
sample of some type can be used in this mode in exactly the
same way as a sample.

We have presented a toolkit for sonification that incorporates
new methods geared towards aesthetics in auditory
representation. A review of the literature describing such
frameworks elucidated some of the tradeoffs that are inherent in
these designs, but it also shows that few attempt to incorporate
aesthetic purposes in their design.

The use of samples also invites the use of speech samples,
seemingly prohibited by the definition of sonification
mentioned in Section 1. However, an analogy with visual
representations is useful in determining the place of speech in
sonification. Many visual graphs succeed at representing large
amounts of numerical data, where a tabular set of numbers
would fail – but numbers and words are still included on the
visual graph to provide context, or to annotate important or

Further research is underway to develop user interface objects
that extend the framework with a touch-screen based user
interface, featuring a spatial display mixer design, to allow
interactive spatial mixing. Application to real-time data is
planned, as are improvements in the data handling. Thorough
experimentation and testing will assist in developing the
framework and in developing new sonification techniques.
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Mitología precolombina en “Piedra de sol” de Octavio Paz
L. ILIANA UNDERWOOD-HOLBROOK
California State University, East Bay

“Piedra de sol" apareció inicialmente en 1957; se incorporó más tarde como el poema que
cierra La estación violenta (1958). El consenso de la crítica literaria coloca "Piedra de sol”
entre los poemas trascendentales de la literatura hispanoamericana contemporánea. Su enorme
popularidad, siempre vigente, resulta de la riqueza semántica del texto: punto de encuentro
donde se reconcilian lo precolombino y lo occidental, la imaginación y la realidad, el presente y
el pasado, lo inividual y lo colectivo.
Este estudio realza la huella mitológica mexica que surge a lo largo de este gran poema
cuya estructura cíclica evoca monolitos y mitos precortesianos a lo largo de sus 584 versos.
“Piedra de sol” es una metáfora cosmológica en la que desempeña una función central la noción
del tiempo cíclico: “El universo es tiempo, el tiempo es movimiento. . . creación y destrucción de
los mundos y los hombres” (Paz, Los privilegios 48).
La mitología ocupa un lugar prominente en la obra poética de Octavio Paz. La
utilización de símbolos y temas mitológicos como medio de expresión poética es inherente a su
poesía. Para Paz, la importancia de los mitos no radica sólo en su naturaleza sagrada sino en el
hecho de que a través de ellos el hombre transfigura el mundo y la realidad: "Por obra de la
imaginación el hombre sacia su infinito deseo y se convierte él mismo en ser infinito. El hombre
es una imagen, pero una imagen en la que él mismo encarna. . . la verdadera historia del hombre
es la de sus imágenes: la mitología" (Paz, El arco 237-38).
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El título del poema señala su íntima relación con el monolito azteca del mismo nombre,
la Piedra del Sol o Calendario Azteca. En la primera edición de “Piedra de sol” apareció la
siguiente nota:
En la portada de este libro aparece la cifra 584 escrita con el sistema maya de
numeración; asimismo, los signos mexicanos correspondientes al día 4 Olín
(Movimiento) y al día 4 Ehécatl (Viento) figuran al principio y al fin del poema. Quizá
no es inútil señalar que „Piedra de sol‟ está compuesto por 584 endecasílabos (los seis
últimos no cuentan porque son idénticos a los seis primeros). Este número de versos es
igual al de la revolución sinódica del planeta Venus, que es de 584 días. Los antiguos
mexicanos llevaban la cuenta del ciclo venusino a partir del día 4 Olín; el día 4 Ehécatl,
584 días después, señalaba la conjunción de Venus y el Sol, fin de un ciclo y comienzo
de otro. (Paz, Poemas 674)
El poema evoca nociones mitológicas vinculadas a los principales monolitos aztecas,
el tiempo cíclico del Calendario Azteca y deidades primigenias precortesianas:
Quetzalcóatl y Coatlicue, entre otros. Estos dioses, manifestaciones de los mitos
fundadores de Mesoamérica, surgen en los pasajes de “Piedra de sol” y subrayan su
relación con los los glifos, monolitos y nociones calendáricas de la mitología
mesoamericana.
A su vez, “Piedra de sol” es el resultado de la confluencia de dos tradiciones: la mexica y
la occidental; búsqueda de una identidad individual que llega a ser colectiva. El poema se inicia
con un epígrafe de Gérard de Nerval que alude a la hora trece y a un tiempo circular, marcado
por su regreso en el tiempo y por la dualidad en la unidad: “La trezième revient. . .c'est encore la
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première / et c'est toujours la seule-ou c'est le seul moment,” para invocar, inmediatamente, por
medio de un apóstrofe a dos presencias, una femenina y una masculina:
La trezième revient. . . c‟est encore la première
et c‟est toujours la seule--ou c‟est le seul moment;
car es-tu reine, ô toi, la première ou dernière?
es-tu roi, toi le seul ou le dernier amant?
(“Arthémis” de Gérard de Nerval, citado en Paz, Collected Poems 1)
El epígrafe postula la fusión del presente y el pasado, expresada como el período indefinible
entre la última hora (decimotercera) y la primera. Subraya la continuación y la renovación, la
dualidad en la unidad. Estas líneas evocan también el tiempo cíclico precolombino y a la vez a
una figura mitológica, Ometéotl, dios dual, la divina pareja, cuya morada es el decimotercer cielo
y cuya presencia precede todo principio creador:
Al principio está la divina pareja, "Señor y Señora de Nuestra Carne", cuyo origen y
morada están en el decimotercero y más alto cielo," de cuyos orígenes nunca nadie ha
sabido nada". Son los dioses creadores primarios; son también conocidos como "Señor y
Señora de Dos", un término que supuestamente significa "amos de la dualidad
generadora". Ellos tienen el primer lugar en el calendario porque son la cualidad
creadora del principio y de la era primordial; la parte masculina se define por el cielo y el
fuego; la femenina por la tierra y el agua. (traducción mía, Neumann 181-82)
Los primeros versos del poema se inician con imágenes de elementos naturales que evocan
movimiento: “Un sauce de cristal, un chopo de agua, / un alto surtidor que el viento arquea, / un
árbol bien plantado mas danzante, / un caminar de río que se curva, / avanza, retrocede, da un
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rodeo / y llega siempre” y, por lo mismo, nos recuerdan el símbolo central (punto focal) de la
Piedra del Sol o Calendario Azteca: Olín, que en náhuatl significa movimiento (Paz, Collected
Poems 1). Movimiento que en el poema surge como impulso creador, evocando el nacimiento
de los dioses en algunos mitos y el de los hombres en otros.

Fig. 1. Olín, reimpresión modificada de Laurette Séjourné, Burning Water (Berkeley, 1976) 93.
Esta representación del símbolo Olín, muestra (en los cuadrantes) las cuatro eras o “soles” que
precedieron al Quinto Sol, representado por el rostro de Tonatiuh, dios solar. En los extremos
superior e inferior se encuentran los cuatro puntos cardinales.
La abundancia del agua en los primeros cinco versos del poema, nos hace pensar en el
fluido amniótico y refuerza la idea de un nacimiento. El poema es una metáfora del mito del
origen. El poema, como el monolito del mismo nombre, nos recuerda la Leyenda de los Soles o
épocas cósmicas de los antiguos mexicanos cuyos ciclos de vida se iniciaban cada 52 años: sol
de agua, sol de tierra, sol de fuego, sol de viento. Estas edades precedieron la época presente que
se inicia con el Quinto Sol, durante la época azteca, sol de movimiento. El poema intenta
reflejar los factores que rigen a los soles, vida y muerte, tiempo cíclico: “oh vida por vivir y ya
vivida, / tiempo que vuelve en una marejada / y se retira sin volver el rostro, / lo que pasó no fue
pero está siendo / y silenciosamente desemboca / en otro instante que se desvanece” (Paz,
Collected Poems 12).
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“Piedra de sol” está compuesto por 584 líneas, el mismo número de días que toma al
planeta Venus completar su ciclo sinódico. El poema, como el Calendario Azteca, busca
también ser cíclico: las seis primeras líneas son idénticas a las seis últimas y refuerzan su
estructura gramatical circular: “un sauce de cristal, un chopo de agua / un alto surtidor que el
viento arquea, / un árbol bien plantado mas danzante, / un caminar de río que se curva, / avanza,
retrocede, da un rodeo / y llega siempre:” (Paz, Collected Poems 2). De hecho, el poema por su
puntuación sólo comas y dos puntos en el verso final, revela que fue escrito como una
ininterrumpida oración cíclica.

Alí Chumacero y Judith Bernard señalan la forma urobórica del poema y su subyacente
referencia simbólica a la unión de los opuestos (Bernard; Chumacero). La estructura circular del
poema nos recuerda la imagen urobórica del anillo exterior del Calendario Azteca (visible
también en otros calendarios precortesianos donde una serpiente se muerde la cola); los cuerpos
de dos serpientes circundan la piedra solar. A la derecha, y representando a Quetzalcóatl, está
Tonatiuth (el sol), mientras que a la izquierda se encuentra Tezcatlipoca, personificado como
Xiuhtecutli (dios de la noche). Los rostros de ambas deidades, se proyectan desde las
mandíbulas de las serpientes y están unidos por sus lenguas para simbolizar la fusión de los
opuestos y la continuidad del tiempo:
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Fig. 2. Tercer anillo de la Piedra del Sol o Calendario Azteca, reimpresión modificada de
Laurette Séjourné, Burning Water (Berkeley, 1976) 93.

La importancia del movimiento como tema a lo largo del poema se refuerza al iniciar las
siguientes dos estrofas con un recorrido o peregrinaje de la voz poética: “un caminar tranquilo de
estrella o primavera sin premura”, “un caminar entre las espesuras / de los días futuros y el
aciago fulgor de la desdicha” (Paz, Collected Poems 2). Este peregrinaje continúa por el cuerpo
de la amada: “voy por tu cuerpo como por el mundo / tu vientre es una plaza soleada”, “voy por
tus ojos como por el agua”, “voy por tu talle como por un río / voy por tu cuerpo como por un
bosque” (Paz, Collected Poems 4). Los verbos de movimiento, la puntuación del poema, sólo
comas y dos puntos, subrayan nuevamente la asociación con el símbolo Olín (movimiento), que
evoca específicamente la última de las edades cósmicas o épocas del mundo precolombino: “El
Quinto Sol: / 4 Movimiento su signo. / Se llama Sol de Movimiento / porque se mueve, sigue su
camino” (“Los cinco soles” en León-Portilla, Los antiguos 16).
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El recorrido o viaje de la voz poética en “Piedra de sol” está relacionado
diacrónicamente a los contextos biográficos e históricos que observamos en el poema:
sigo mi desvarío, cuartos, calles,
camino a tientas por los corredores
del tiempo y subo y bajo sus peldaños
y sus paredes palpo y no me muevo,
vuelvo adonde empecé, busco tu rostro,
camino por las calles de mí mismo
bajo un sol sin edad, y tú a mi lado
caminas como un árbol, como un río
(Paz, Collected Poems 24)
a la vez, este recorrido funde historia y mito; es decir, se relaciona también sincrónicamente con
los elementos mitológicos del poema asociados a Quetzalcóatl. El recorrido de la voz póetica y
el viaje al inframundo de esta deidad se fusionan: “En la cosmogonía nahua, Quetzalcóatl es uno
de los dioses que intervienen en la creación del cosmos y del sol, y es al mismo tiempo el dios
que desciende al inframundo, rescata los huesos de la humanidad y forma con ellos a las mujeres
y a los hombres del Quinto Sol” (Florescano 150). La búsqueda de lo esencial femenino en el
poema, da paso a la figura de la Diosa Madre cuyas manifestaciones abundan en la mitología
prehispánica. En el poema surge el arquetipo del eterno femenino, diosa o doncella, que en la
mitología azteca se presenta con máscaras y nombres variados: Coatlicue, Xochiquetzal,
Citlalinicue, Itzpapálotl, Cintéotl, entre otras: “tu falda de maíz hondula y canta, / tu falda de
cristal, tu falda de agua, / tus labios, tus cabellos, tus miradas, / toda la noche llueves, todo el día
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/ abres mi pecho con tus dedos de agua, / cierras mis ojos con tu boca de agua, / sobre mis huesos
llueves, en mi pecho / hunde raíces de agua un árbol líquido,” (Paz, Collected Poems 4).
Las presencias femeninas en el poema—aludidas explícita e implícitamente—son
variantes del concepto del eterno femenino, cuya primera manifestación se introduce en el
epígrafe del poema: “car es-tu reine, ô toi, la première ou dernière?”. La alusión al número 13,
se relaciona con los 13 nombres de Isis, “De gran significación. . . para la múltiple identidad de
la diosa. . .” diosa polimorfa, la diosa de los mil nombres y de los mil rostros (Fein 15). Isis es
una forma del arquetipo de “la Gran Madre”:
La trezième revient. . . c‟est encore la première
et c‟est toujours la seule—ou c‟est le seul moment;
car es-tu reine, ô toi, la première ou dernière?
es-tu roi, toi le seul ou le dernier amant?
(“Arthémis” de Gérard de Nerval, citado en Paz, Collected Poems 1)
A través del texto, las figuras femeninas expanden el espacio poético con alusiones
mitológicas, religiosas y poéticas: “Melusina como maga y serpiente; Perséfone como diáfana
juventud, primavera (Kora) y reina del Hades; María- esposa de carpintero y reina de los cielos.
Mitos, leyendas y poesía; poesía de amor encarnada en Laura de Noves (amada de Petrarca) e
Isabel Freyre (amada de Garcilaso)” (traducción mía, Gullón 193).
A lo largo del tiempo, las distintas culturas han evocado, cada una a su manera, la
realización de lo inalcanzable con rostro de mujer. En “Piedra de sol”, la Gran Madre se
manifiesta en una infinita variedad de formas. Los nombres de mujer en este poema, y sus
identificaciones cambiantes, no son simplemente símbolos literarios; el poema alude a una
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experiencia mística. La búsqueda del eterno femenino se reitera en el poema; oscila en un juego
de opuestos: la mujer es “santa o maga” y aparece bajo muchos nombres y formas en constante
permutación. Asimila tanto la tradición occidental—Melusina, Laura, Isabel, Perséfone, María—
como la precortesiana al aludir a Coatlicue, la señora de la falda de serpientes y de cuya cabeza
decapitada, surgen—en uno de los principales monolitos de la cultura azteca, la Coatlicue
Mayor—dos enormes serpientes:
he olvidado tu nombre, Melusina,
Laura, Isabel, Perséfone, María,
tienes todos los rostros y ninguno,
eres todas las horas y ninguna,
te pareces al árbol y a la nube,
eres todos los pájaros y un astro,
te pareces al filo de la espada
y a la copa de sangre del verdugo,
yedra que avanza, envuelve y desarraiga
al alma y la divide de sí misma,
escritura de fuego sobre el jade,
grieta en la roca, reina de serpientes”
(Paz, Collected Poems 8)
Esta dualidad, dadora de vida, “te pareces al árbol y a la nube” y simultáneamente de
muerte, “te pareces al filo de la espada / y a la copa de sangre del verdugo,” alude a los
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atributos de la diosa madre, Coatlicue y, por extensión, a otras deidades femeninas aztecas:
“vida y muerte / pactan en ti, señora de la noche, / torre de claridad, reina del alba,virgen lunar,
madre del agua madre, / cuerpo del mundo, casa de la muerte,” (Paz, Collected Poems 30).
Ricardo Gullón vio a las mujeres del poema como auténticos arquetipos y como
personajes de una transformación derivada de las múltiples versiones de las alusiones
intertextuales de un mito—Melusina, Laura, Isabel, Perséfone y María—haciendo más denso el
espacio semántico del poema: “leyenda, mito, historia, aparecen súbitamente para agregar
complejidad al mensaje del texto. . . . Inmortalizada de esta manera, no es extraño que el poeta
tenga que recurrir a formas de expresión matizadas de religiosidad” para dirigirse a la presencia
femenina (traducción mía, 193).
La elección y ubicación de estos nombres no es accidental. El último nombre—María—
precede una estrofa cuyo ritmo imita la letanía católica (Pacheco 176). Es a la vez una referencia
a la diosa azteca Coatlicue, “Señora del manto de serpientes, madre de todas las deidades
aztecas. . . . Ella produjo toda la vida sobre la tierra y recibió a los muertos de vuelta en su
cuerpo” (traducción mía, Walker 172).
En el pasaje que se presenta posteriormente, el hablante lírico invoca la ayuda de la
mujer/diosa con el objeto de restaurar la unidad original: “abre la mano / señora de semillas que
son días / el día es inmortal, asciende, crece‟‟ (Paz, Collected Poems 30). Los versos siguientes
avisan una transformación, el “salto mortal”: “Pocos realizan la experiencia del salto, a pesar de
que el bautismo, la comunión, los sacramentos y otros ritos de iniciación. . . están destinados a
prepararnos para esta experiencia. Todos ellos tienen en común el cambiarnos, el hacernos
„otros‟” (Paz, El arco 122):
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puerta del ser despiértame, amanece,
déjame ver el rostro de este día,
dejame ver el rostro de esta noche,
.............................
llévame al otro lado de esta noche
adonde yo soy tú somos nosotros,
al reino de pronombres enlazados,
(Paz, Collected Poems 32)
La angustia de la voz poética, que implora la ayuda de la mujer hacia el final del poema,
adquiere, como señalamos anteriormente, un ritmo de letanía y simula una oración ritual. Si
vemos este pasaje a la luz de la mitología, la voz poética invoca la ayuda de la Gran Madre:
puerta del ser: abre tu ser, despierta
aprende a ser también
trabaja tus facciones, ten un rostro
para mirar tu rostro y que te mire,
para mirar la vida hasta la muerte,
(Paz, Collected Poems 32)
La voz poética en “Piedra de sol” transmite un sentimiento de nostalgia por la unidad perdida;
la cual se logra en el poema a través de un encuentro amoroso. Esta añoranza es el eco de una
antigua tradición mexicana: “la nostalgia de la unidad perdida es el tema de la mayor parte de la
poesía náhuatl” (traducción mía, Séjourné 63).
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El poema llega a su fin con el verso 584, estableciendo una relación interartística con el
monolito azteca. El calendario comienza, como el poema, a partir del día 4 Olín y finaliza con
el día 4 Ehécatl, divinidad del viento, y una de las encarnaciones de Quetzalcóatl, la serpiente
emplumada: “Los antiguos mexicanos llevaban la cuenta del ciclo venusino a partir del día 4
Olín; el día 4 Ehécatl, 584 días después, señalaba la conjunción de Venus y el Sol, fin de un ciclo
y comienzo de otro” (Paz, Poemas 674).
La estructura cíclica de este poema, como se ha señalado anteriormente, está dispuesta
conforme a la revolución sinódica del planeta Venus, tal como se inscribe en el monolito azteca
del mismo nombre. Venus es el nombre romano de la Gran Diosa del amor. En "Piedra de sol"
esta figura arquetípica tiene características duales: vida y muerte, noche y amanecer, santa y
maga, virgen y madre. El planeta Venus es también una manifestación del arquetipo masculino:
"pues entre los aztecas, contrariamente a la mayoría de las mitologías del mundo, el dios
asociado con Venus es Ehécatl, o la serpiente emplumada, Quetzalcóatl bajo su aspecto de
viento" (traducción mía, Bernard 12). La estructura de "Piedra de sol" incorpora tanto el
arquetipo femenino matriarcal, la Gran Madre, ya sea María, Venus o Coatlicue como el
arquetipo patriarcal, Quetzalcóatl.
El poema abunda en figuras a la vez opuestas y complementarias. Quetzacóatl es
también un dios matriarcal ya que en la mitología adquiere propiedades andróginas al dar
nacimiento a la raza del Quinto Sol. El último verso del poema (584) corresponde a la fecha 4
Ehécatl, divinidad del viento, y una de las encarnaciones de Quetzalcóatl, la serpiente
emplumada: “Los antiguos mexicanos llevaban la cuenta del ciclo venusino a partir del día 4
Olín; el día 4 Ehécatl, 584 días después, señalaba la conjunción de Venus y el Sol, fin de un ciclo
y comienzo de otro” (Paz, Poemas 674). Regresamos al tiempo original y al principio de los
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tiempos, antes aún de la creación de los dioses, Ometéotl, “la cualidad creadora del principio y
de la era primordial” (traducción mía, Neumann 182).
Los puntos cardinales que bordean el rostro del sol (Tonatiuh) en el símbolo Olín,
símbolo central del Calendario Azteca (figura 1), encuentran un paralelo en el poema a través del
simbolismo precolombino atribuido a las distintas regiones: norte, sur, este y oeste.
Quetzalcóatl es una deidad que combina "el aspecto mortal del oeste y el aspecto vital
del este. . . la estrella de la tarde y la estrella de la mañana. . .él es la fuerza en ascenso
perteneciente al aspecto masculino-espiritual del cielo y del sol. Por esta razón, se le asocia con
el símbolo del este. . ." (traducción mía, Neumann 203). La Gran Madre, también relacionada
con cualidades duales—fertilidad, agua, vida contrastadas con muerte y aridez—está vinculada a
una orientación cardinal. Para los aztecas y los pueblos relacionados con ellos, "el oeste. . . es el
'lugar de la mujer', el hogar primitivo en donde alguna vez la raza humana se arrastró desde el
hoyo primordial de la tierra" (traducción mía, Neumann 184).
Quetzalcóatl y la Gran Madre aluden no sólo a orientaciones cardinales en el monolito
azteca—este y oeste respectivamente—sino también a las nociones mitológicas de nacimiento
(vinculadas a la Gran Madre y al oeste) y de renacimiento espiritual (vinculadas a Quetzalcóatl y
al este). Los aspectos espirituales y carnales reflejados en los elementos mitológicos del poema
están también relacionados con las nociones de vida y muerte:
En efecto, se pensaba en la existencia humana como en una
preparación para la muerte, que representaba el verdadero
nacimiento logrado al liberarse del sí mismo finito y mortal . . ."la
hora del parto . . . es llamada la hora de la muerte . . ." porque el recién
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nacido debe representar la tumba del espíritu que es abierta sólo en el
momento de la disolución del cuerpo (traducción mía, Séjourné 67):
La estrofa final del poema refleja una antigua creencia azteca: “los sabios aztecas. . .
contaban que no morían sino que despertaban de un sueño que habían vivido . . . y se volvían de
nuevo espíritus de dios . . . Decían también que algunos se transformaban en el sol, otros en la
luna y otros en diferentes planetas . . ." (traducción mía, Séjourné 67):
dormí sueños de piedra que no sueña
y al cabo de los años como piedras
oí cantar mi sangre encarcelada
con un rumor de luz el mar cantaba,
una a una cedían las murallas,
todas las puertas se desmoronaban
y el sol entraba a saco por mi frente,
despegaba mis parpados cerrados,
desprendía mi ser de su envoltura,
me arrancaba de mí, me separaba
de mi bruto dormir siglos de piedra
y su magia de espejos revivía
un sauce de cristal, un chopo de agua,
un alto surtidor que el viento arquea,
un árbol bien plantado mas danzante,
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un caminar de río que se curva,
avanza, retrocede, da un rodeo
y llega siempre:
(Paz, Collected Poems 32-34)
En México, las relaciones entre la mitología de las culturas indígenas y la literatura han
sido múltiples, constantes. Octavio Paz incopora la mitología y los símbolos precolombinos a su
poema y nos revela una visión del mundo que suma las revoluciones de los astros, la vida de los
hombres, la naturaleza y la religión al ritmo del universo. La imaginación y la realidad se
abrazan en “Piedra de sol”. Paz muestra la seducción que ejercen los motivos indígenas en las
artes plásticas y temporales: monolitos, cantos, poemas y mitos. Su sensibilidad artística
transmite imágenes que revelan la historia y la profunda identidad cultural indígena de los
mexicanos. Con “Piedra de sol”, Octavio Paz nos entrega uno de los poemas trascendentales de
la literatura contemporánea; merecidamente, por este poema y por muchos logros extraordinarios
en la prosa y en la poesía, se le otorgó en 1990 el premio Nóbel de Literatura.
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Religious rumor and the state in Africa

Unlike many advanced and modern societies, information in most African countries is not often
vigorously controlled and verified before their public release through the media. Public diffusion
of information in Africa is usually not done with the same care and professionalism deployed in
most Western countries when it comes to news broadcasting.
The circulation of unreliable and unverified information is a cultural phenomenon in several
African countries. Media structures expected to discard and to control the flow of information
presented to the public fails to do so. More, they give credit to rumor. Official authorities,
because of their educational experience, are expected to adopt some reserve about rumor but fail
to do so also in many cases. This negligent and passive treatment of information has conferred to
rumor a prominence and importance that makes of it a cultural reality, and also a relevant
indicator of the nature of political power in most African countries. Rumor, mostly religious
rumor – I will focus mostly on religious rumor – tells about the strength and nature of political
institutions in several African countries. In my attempt to validate my argument I will raise and
analyze the following questions:What is rumor? What differentiates religious rumor from secular
rumor? How do politics and political institutions interfere with religious rumor in Africa? How
does religious rumor provide information on the nature of political institutions in Africa?
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Elimination and Functional Reduction

History is replete with examples of both conservative reductions and outright eliminations.
Water was conservatively reduced to H2O while Phlogiston was eliminated in favour of the
oxidation theory of combustion. Genes were reduced to DNA, while Ptolemaic astronomy was
eliminated in favour of the Copernican theory. But what exactly is the litmus test which decides
when a property or theory will be reduced and when it will be eliminated? Seemingly it would
be a significant advantage for any reductive model to be able to accurately sift targeted entities
into piles ripe for elimination and those fit for a more conservative reduction. In this paper I
argue that one popular model of reduction, namely Jaegwon Kim’s model of functional
reduction, does not have such a sorting mechanism. I then suggest three different criteria which
could help to distinguish reducible entities from eliminable entities.
Jaegwon Kim’s model of functional reduction begins by first defining the property to be
reduced in terms of its causal role.1 Secondly, one must find another property that realizes the
specific causal role. Finally, one must identify the causal role property with the realizing
property. Thus the desire for a hamburger is re-defined as being whatever state in an organism
that causes hamburger-seeking behaviour to occur. Perhaps, as it turns out, the release of
dopamine in the dorsal stream causes hamburger-seeking behaviour to occur. Therefore, the
desire for a hamburger is the release of dopamine in the dorsal stream. On this method a mental
property is conservatively reduced to its underlying realizer in virtue of an ontological identity,
and the mental explanation is reductively explained in terms of the base theory alone in virtue of
definitional re-write rules. On both fronts the mental is conservatively reduced, rather than
eliminated.

1

See Kim (1998), Pg. 19 and Pg. 97; Kim (2005), Pg. 101; and Kim (2006), Pg. 280.
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Now, as a token example of one theory that should obviously be eliminated, consider
inserting the following story into Kim’s reductive apparatus: little Johnny is in denial after
learning that there is no Santa Claus. His explanation for the appearance of presents under the
tree at Christmas is that Santa rides in from the North Pole on Reindeer, slides down the
chimney, and places the presents under the tree. Johnny’s mother has just explained to him that
the actual explanation is that she buys gifts from the toy store, drives home, and places them
under the tree in the middle of the night. Johnny, unwilling to let go of his fairy tale, retorts:
“But ‘Santa’ just is ‘Mommy’, and ‘driving the reindeer’ just is ‘driving home in the car’, so
Santa does still exist, it’s all true!” On Kim’s functional model, if Johnny were this
sophisticated, he could say that ‘Santa’ is defined as whatever causes gifts to arrive under the
tree on Christmas morning. In this particular case, Johnny’s mother realizes this functional role,
and thus Santa is Johnny’s mother. An ontological reduction is achieved by identifying Santa
with Johnny’s mother, and a reductive explanation is achieved by re-writing the Santa theory
into a base theory involving mothers and automobiles.
Other than telling Johnny to stand in the corner for bad behaviour, what can Kim do to
stop Johnny’s antics? First, it is important to note that Kim does think there is a difference
between fictitious theories or properties which ought to be eliminated, and cases of genuine
reduction. He argues:
Some will say that the reductionist option is hardly distinguishable from eliminativism ...
there is an honest difference between elimination and conservative reduction. Phlogiston
was eliminated, not reduced; temperature and heat were reduced, not eliminated (2005,
Pg. 160; See also 2006, Pg. 276).

Kim says that there is an ‘honest difference’ between conservative reduction and elimination, but
does not give specifics. However, specifics are needed. For Johnny seemingly thinks he is being
honest in making the identification. More importantly, in the context of the citation, Kim is
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referring to the lively debate about whether the mental can be reduced to the neurophysiological,
or whether this would eliminate it. The fact that these disputants are still arguing about the
matter demonstrates that there is no obvious difference between the two. If Kim wants to prove
that the mental ought to be reduced rather than eliminated, and that Santa ought to be eliminated
rather than reduced, he has to offer more than an assumption that people will intuitively grasp the
difference, for people have not done so.
Several criteria can be offered up to distinguish cases of reduction from elimination.
First of all, one could posit ontological existence as the criterion. There are no witches, there
never were, and so they can be eliminated. On the contrary, there is water, and there always has
been, so it is preserved in the reduction. The word ‘water’ refers to something, while witches
are an empty kind. Christian Schwartz, for example, uses the ontological identity between water
and H2O to secure a conservative reduction rather than elimination:
Now if Lavoisier established that water is identical to H2O, then H2O will have all and
only the properties of water. This is rather far from saying that there is no water!
Showing that water is not just correlated with H2O but is identical to it eliminates the
separateness of water but not its existence (Schwartz 1991, Pg. 209-210. See also Sachse
2007, Pg. 7).

Water exists because it is ontologically identical to H2O, which exists. On the contrary,
presumably witches do not really exist, and so they can be eliminated. Therefore, the criterion of
existence seems to sort out reduced items from eliminated items.
The matter, however, is not so simple. Recall that Johnny has also posited an ontological
identity between Santa and his mother. Using the same logic, since Johnny’s mother exists, and
Santa actually is Johnny’s mother, Santa is conservatively reduced rather than eliminated.
Simply stating that a reducible property is identical to something that exists fails since there is
nothing in place to stop Johnny, or anyone else, from positing random identities between any two
properties. As advocates of the Ptolemaic view of the universe sought to fit and reduce their
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views to the Copernican model, so could anyone attempt to conservatively reduce rather than
eliminate their preferred theory.2
Perhaps the addition of a stringent criterion of concept or property identification can
block Johnny’s gratuitous assertion that Santa is mother. After all, Santa is a white haired old
man, and presumably Johnny’s mother is not. Can such seemingly divergent concepts really be
identified? Revealing a similar intuition, Paul Churchland argues that temperature can be
conservatively reduced to mean kinetic energy because the way they cut up the world matches
(1998, Pg. 68). However, phlogiston chemistry says that the world is doing something radically
different than oxidation chemistry, so it must be eliminated:
Phlogiston emerged, not as an incomplete description of what was going on, but as a
radical misdescription. Phlogiston was therefore not suitable for reduction to or
identification with some notion from within the new oxygen chemistry, and it was simply
eliminated from science” (1988, Pg. 44).

The assumption that incongruent identities cannot simply be asserted is quite common (Popper
1957, Pg. 29; Hooker 1981, Pg. 49; Poirier 2006, Pg. 478). Indeed, a thrown pebble follows a
parabolic trajectory for Galileo, while the path is elliptical for Newton. The pebble cannot travel
in both a parabolic and an elliptical manner at the same time. Since both concepts say the world
is doing divergent things, an identity cannot be posited, and so Galileo’s theory has to be
eliminated.
There are numerous reductive models that invoke a similar criterion to discern when a
property ought to be eliminated. For example, Hooker (1979, 1981), followed by Bickle (1998,
Pg. 29), suggests that potentially reducible items fall into a spectrum. When only minor

2

Putnam raises a similar concern when he poses the following question: “[Cyril Smith] once jokingly expressed this
by saying ‘Phlogiston does exist; it’s valence electrons!’ We don’t say that, however. We say instead, ‘That’s a
nice joke but there really isn’t any such substance as phlogiston’. The question I want to ask is ‘Why doesn’t
Phlogiston denote valence electrons?’” (1994, Pg. 15). Patricia Churchland also muses: “We do not identify
phlogiston with oxygen … presumably we could do so, inasmuch as there is no strictly formal (logical) reason not
to, but there is no theoretical utility in these identifications (1986, Pg. 282).
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revisions between theories are necessary, the mapping is smooth and thus a conservative
reduction is possible via identification. However, on the other end of the spectrum, where there
are radical differences between the reducible item and the base property, there would be such a
bumpy conversion that no identification can be made. Similarly, Paul Churchland suggests that
identity statements are allowable based on the smoothness of the potential reduction (Churchland
1989, Pg. 50). If this stringent identity criterion is added, then Johnny’s story can be eliminated
on the grounds that he erroneously identifies disparate entities.
It is not clear, however, that Jaegwon Kim’s model of functional reduction has such a
method for banning arbitrary identities. At times Kim does acknowledge a desire to show
restraint on what can be identified:
Distinct properties are just distinct, and we can't pretend they are the same. I don't think
its good philosophy to say, as some materialists used to say, "But why can't we just say
that they are one and the same? (Kim 1998, Pg. 98).

Applying this rule to Johnny, it does seem that Kim is able to bar Johnny’s gratuitous
identification of Santa with the seemingly distinct entity known as his mother. However, Kim
does not seem to retain his purity of conviction for long. Kim is mindful of the seemingly
disparate nature between mental properties and their physical realizers: “how could M be
identical with P? Isn't it incoherent to think that a property could be both first-order and secondorder, both extrinsic/relational and intrinsic, both a role and its occupier” (1998, Pg. 103)?
However, this does not stop him from identifying the mental with the physical: “M is the
property of having some property that meets specification H, and P is the property that meets H.
So M is the property of having P. But in general the property of having property Q = property Q.
It follows then that M is P” (1998, Pg. 98-99). Since Kim uses his functional model to indulge in
identifying these seemingly disparate properties, he cannot stop Johnny from using the functional
model to identify the seemingly disparate notions of Santa and mother.
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The reason that Kim allows the identification of seemingly disparate entities is that he
wishes to conservatively reduce the mental, rather than eliminate it. Numerous people have
noted that mental theories and properties are so different than their base theories that they may
not pass the stringent identity criterion.3 According to these people, folk psychology does not
smoothly map onto neurophysiology, and so identities are unlikely, and elimination is
forthcoming. In order to conserve the mental, some license needs to be given to identity claims.
It is here that Johnny uses this license and preserves the existence of his beloved Santa Claus.
Therefore, although the strict identity constraint which some other models of reduction offer up
would successfully bar Johnny’s story, Kim’s functional model cannot.
Perhaps an instrumental criterion for discerning between reduction and elimination would
have more success. Using this criterion, it is desirable to eliminate such theories as witchcraft
and ether, but it is not desirable to get rid of classical mechanics or folk psychology. Schwartz
argues along a similar vein when he contends “we may not need [classical mechanics] …We
nonetheless have [classical mechanics] whether we need it or not” (1991, Pg. 208). Without any
reason to eliminate the partially incorrect theory, the threat of elimination becomes “an idle
bugaboo” (1991, Pg. 219), for both theories can be used.
There are several problems with this method. First of all, who decides when a theory
should only be reduced, rather than eliminated? Seemingly a witch or a psychic would use the
instrumental criterion to refrain from eliminating their cherished beliefs. Or, to return to the
main example, surely Johnny will say that he simply wants to keep his heartwarming theory
about Santa. Beyond this, if the underlying theory offers a complete explanation of a
phenomenon, Ockham’s razor may suggest that the clutter of the old theory ought to be removed.

3

See, for example, Feyerabend 1981; Stich 1983; Nosek 1995 and Churchland 1998. Kim is aware of this
possibility as well (1992, Pg. 334).
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Moreover, Kim’s principle of causal/explanatory exclusion may bar the old theory from staying
around on the same grounds as well (Kim 1989, Pg. 101).
To summarize, in an attempt to discern a sorting mechanism between entities fit for
reduction and elimination I plugged the obviously eliminable story of Santa Claus into Kim’s
model of Functional Reduction. Rather than eliminating the story, however, Kim’s model only
succeeded in conservatively reducing it. I therefore suggested three criteria which could ensure
the elimination. These criteria, namely the criteria of ontological existence, strict identity and
instrumentality had more success, but only at the expense of simultaneously jeopardizing the
existence of the mental. Seemingly, eliminativism or some other form of reductionism has an
advantage over Kim’s model of functional reduction.
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Aristotle, Aquinas and Individual Minds
Plenty of ink has been spilt over the question of whether there is immortality for
individual minds in Aristotle’s philosophical system. On the one side stands Aquinas,
with other like-minded philosophers, who claim that Aristotle does provide immortality
for individual minds.1 On the other side stands an equally impressive collection of
philosophers who claim the opposite.2 In this paper I side with the latter group,
suggesting three reasons why immortality for individual minds is not an Aristotelian
doctrine. I then go on to diagram Aquinas’ interpretation to the contrary, and offer a
rebuttal.

1 - Aristotle and Individual Minds
There are at least three reasons why Aristotle teaches that the mind does not have
individual immortality. Beginning some distance away, in Metaphysics 13.4 Aristotle
explains:
the supporters of the ideal theory were led to it because on the question about the
truth of things they accepted the Heraclitean sayings which describe all sensible
things as ever passing away, so that if knowledge or thought is to have an object,
there must be some other and permanent entities, apart from those which are
sensible; for there could be no knowledge of things which were in a state of flux”
(1078b14-18).

Since matter was in a constant state of flux, Aristotle’s philosophical ancestors turned
toward a permanent realm of Ideas in order to ground truth. By very definition, therefore,
these ideas had to be eternal and separated from matter in order to avoid the exact
constant change that they were worried about.

1
2

For example, Franz Brentano, Francisco Suarez and John Philoponus.
For example, Averroes, Avicenna and Alexander Aphrodisiensis.
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One immediately wants to object by pointing out that Aristotle rejected Plato’s
theory of the Forms. Indeed, he did reject Plato’s doctrine of the Forms (Metaphysics
13.4), but there is an important part that he did not abandon. Immediately after Aristotle
points out that the notion of the Ideas had come into being to preserve truth, he follows
up by saying: “But Socrates did not make the universals or the definitions exist apart;
they, however, gave them separate existence, and this was the kind of thing they called
Ideas” (1078b30-31). Aristotle was noticing that the original intuition of having
universals to preserve truth did not necessarily entail the existence of separate forms; the
full-fledged doctrine of the forms was added on later. This being the case, when Aristotle
then goes on to reject the doctrine of the separated forms, he was not rejecting the
original intuition that caused the necessity of universals.
Indeed, throughout the rest of his body of work, it is clear that Aristotle embraced
the supposition that universals were needed in order to attain knowledge. As he explains,
If there is nothing apart from individuals, there will be no object of thought, but
all things will be objects of sense, and there will not be knowledge of anything,
unless we say that sensation is knowledge. Further, nothing will be eternal or
unmovable; for all perceptible things perish and are in movement.3

Therefore, Aristotle still turned to universals in order to ground truth. This being the
case, it is important to recall that universals, in order to solve the problem of grounding
truth, were eternal and not entirely material. If they weren’t eternal, then truth wouldn’t
be certain or lasting. If they were entirely material, then they would be subject to the
change that matter goes through, thus truth would be alterable. As Aristotle explains,
“There is neither definition of nor demonstration about sensible individual substances,
because they have matter whose nature is such that they are capable both of being and of
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not being; for which reason all the individual instances of them are destructible”.4
Therefore, although Aristotle abandoned parts of the doctrine of the Forms, he still
retained the belief that universals were eternal and not entirely material in order to have
truth. Not surprisingly, then, universals were said to be the object of thought. Aristotle
says that in the case of things that “have the nature of individuals, they will not be
knowable; for the knowledge of anything is universal”.5 Since, then, universals were
eternal and immaterial, and universals were the object of thought, it follows that the
object of thought was eternal and immaterial.
At this point, it is important to note that a central assumption of the ancient
Greeks was that like was known by like. As Aristotle recounts,
thus Empedocles declares that it is formed out of all his elements, each of them
also being soul; his words are; ‘for ‘tis by earth we see earth, by water water, by
ether ether divine, by fire destructive fire, by love love, and hate by cruel hate. In
the same way Plato in the Timaeus fashions the soul out of his elements; for like,
he holds is known by like, and things are formed out of the principles or
elements, so that soul must be so too (404a14-18).

Aristotle, on numerous occasions, demonstrates his faithfulness to this tradition.6 Since
the object of thought is eternal and immaterial, and only like things will know each other,
it follows that the thinker will be immaterial and eternal (429a14-18; 429b27). To further
solidify this point, the immateriality of the mind also leads to the eternality of the mind.
For, on Aristotle’s view, only material things are generated in time, so to posit an
immaterial mind is at the same time to suppose that this mind was not generated in time.
3

999b2-5, See also 999a28 and 1027a19-23. See also 1036a8-9 where he rejects his suggestion that matter
could be the source of knowledge.
4
1039b27-30. See also Metaphysics 12.8, 12.15, 1027a19, 1040a2.
5
1003a14-15. See also 1031b2-7. Aristotle says “Matter is unknowable in itself” 1036a8-9, “Every
formula, and every science is of universals and not of particulars” 1059b25-26, “Definition is of the
universal and of the form” 1036a28-29, “Definition and essence in the primary and simple sense belong to
substances” 1030b5-6, “Only the parts of the form are parts of the formula, and the formula is of the
universal” 1035b32. See also Metaphysics Z. 11, 15 and 1031b2-7.
6
For example, 427a25-28, 323b18ff, 416b35, 10000b5-9.
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As Fernand Van Steenberghen explains, “hence if the nous is an immaterial substance,
how could it begin to exist at the moment when an individual human begins his earthly
career as the result of a biological process of procreation?” (1980, 61).
Since, then, the mind is immaterial and eternal, it is not possible that each human
has its own individual mind. The reason for this is that if the mind existed before the
individual was born, it is hardly the individuals own possession. Aristotle explains “It
remains, then, for the reason alone so to enter from without and alone to be divine, for no
bodily activity has any connection with the activity of reason” (736b27). Aristotle
frequently repeats this assumption that mind was alive long before the individual human
was, and hence it is essentially separated from individuating matter.7 In place of
individual minds, then, is some sort of universal and eternal mind.
By looking to the nature of this separate universal mind, we can find two
additional reasons why Aristotle does not endorse individual immortality. Namely,
Aristotle splits the mind up into two categories, the active mind and the passive mind,
and both of them demonstrate my thesis in their own ways. First of all, the active mind is
certainly immaterial and eternal. Since matter is potentiality, but the active mind is act, it
stands to reason that there will be no material element to this mind. Indeed, Aristotle
says as much himself: “Mind in this sense of it is separable, impassible, unmixed”
(430a17). Moreover, Aristotle’s suggestion that mind is impassive also suggests that the
mind is immaterial, for matter is subject to change, corruption and alteration (408b29).
Again, Aristotle points out that the active mind is “an independent substance implanted
within the soul and to be incapable of being destroyed” (408b18). The ramifications of
the mind being implanted within the soul have already been noted, but the fact that the
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mind is here said to be incapable of destruction again demonstrates that it is not material,
for matter is subject to destruction.
Not only does Aristotle agree that the mind is immaterial, but he also suggests
that it is eternal. He says that the active mind is “immortal and eternal” (403a23), and
that it is “something more divine” (408b29). Moreover, he suggests that everything
eternal in the future is eternal in the past (282b1-5; 283b17-19), and that the intellect is
eternal in the future (413b26-27), so the intellect has always been eternal. Finally, he
suggests that “anything ungenerated is eternal” (282a30-b1). Since, as has been noted,
the intellect is implanted within the soul from outside, the intellect is not generated, so it
is eternal. For these reasons, then, the active mind is equated with immateriality and
eternality, and so it is clear that Aristotle is not speaking of individual minds,
individuated by matter, created at birth.
The second part of the mind was called the passive mind, and it also shows a lack
of individual immortality. The reasons for this are two-fold. First of all, at birth the
passive mind is a blank slate. Aristotle says that before the mind thinks it is “not actually
any real thing” (429a22-24) and that it is “nothing until it has thought” (429b31). The
reason for this is that the passive intellect must have no quality of its own, or this quality
would hinder the passive intellect from purely receiving all intelligible form (429a19-26).
This means two things. First of all, there is no individuality yet, for there is nothing there
yet. Secondly, everyone possesses the same blank slate, so everyone starts with the same
blank shape to fill up, so this doesn’t individuate it either.
Perhaps, however, the blank slate takes on some individuality over time, as it has
different sensations and memories? Within Aristotle’s system, this is not the case. The
7

738b28, 737a10, 656a8, 686a28, 505a31, 408b28, 415a28, 1179a26, 1179b22
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blank slate does not become individuated in each person, but the blank slate turns into the
active mind, which has already been shown to be universal. There are at least three
reasons for believing this. First of all, Aristotle’s occasional mention of the connection
with divinity that occurs during contemplation demonstrates that the passive mind
becomes the active mind. In Book 10.7-9 of the Nichomachean Ethics, Aristotle
mentions the divinity within (1179b22) and the act of contemplation as being divine
(1177b25-28). A passage in the Metaphysics clarifies what is happening:
Thought thinks on itself because it shares the nature of thought; for it becomes an
object of thought in coming into contact with and thinking its objects, so that
thought and object of thought are the same. For that which is capable of
receiving the object of thought, i.e. the essence, is thought. But it is active when
it possesses this object. Therefore the possession rather than the receptivity is the
divine element which thought seems to contain, and the act of contemplation is
what is most pleasant and best (1072b20-24).

Since it has been shown that the active mind is divine, it seems as though Aristotle is
suggesting that the passive mind is coming into contact with the active mind in
contemplation. In other words, thoughts become what they are thinking, namely the
active mind.8 And this is evidenced by Aristotle’s suggestion that people become divine
or at least come in contact with divinity during contemplation.
Secondly, the suggestion that the passive mind becomes the active mind resolves
the impassibility problem that Aristotle was faced with. Aristotle articulates the
impassibility problem in De Anima 3.4 where he wonders, “the problem might be
suggested: if thinking is a passive affection, then if mind is simple and impassible and has
nothing in common with anything else…how can it come to think at all” (429b24-25)?
Since thinking seems to involve change, but since eternal things cannot change, yet the
mind has been said to be eternal and hence unchanging, how can this be possible?
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Aristotle goes on to answer his question by pointing out that the passive intellect is, in a
sense, united with the active intellect, so there is no changing going on. Nothing new has
come about, because the active mind was already one with the passive mind. Aristotle
explains:
Have not we already disposed of the difficulty about interaction involving a
common element, when we said that mind is in a sense potentially whatever is
thinkable, though actually it is nothing until it has thought? What it thinks must
be in it just as characters may be said to be on a writing-tabled on which as yet
nothing actually stands written (429b29-32).

The underlying assumption of this solution is that the active mind is already inside, or
already is potentially, the active mind. It is not thinking new and unique thoughts; rather
it is coming back to the same thoughts that were always there in the first place.
The problem of self-knowledge also implies that the passive mind becomes the
active mind as well. Again, in De Anima 3.4, Aristotle wonders “is mind a possible
object of thought to itself” (429b23). If, as Aristotle has been suggesting, the object of
thought is the universal out there, mind does not seem to be able to know itself. Aristotle
solves this problem by claiming that self-knowledge is possible because the mind knows
objects, but the mind is that object, so the mind is able to know itself.9 He explains that
“knowledge and sense perception and opinion and thought seem always to be of
something else, and of themselves only secondarily”10. The mind, therefore, knows the
object directly and then indirectly comes to know itself, because it is the object. The
same solution is employed in giving the divine knowledge of itself as well (1075a1-5).

8

417a19, 430a20, 431a1, 429a15-16, 431a1, b17, 701b19-23, 407a7
For his explanation in De Anima see 430a2-9. Also, not 429b5, 9: “once the mind has become each set of
its possible objects, as a man of science has…the mind too is able to think itself”. See also 1253a7-18,
1139b17, 1141a5, 89a1, 89b7, 100b8
10
1074b36
9
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The divine knows itself because it knows objects and it is that object. This boomerangstyle form of self-knowledge proves again that the passive intellect is the active intellect.
As these three reasons attest, the suggestion that the passive mind becomes the
active mind is well grounded in Aristotelian philosophy. Of course, Aristotle said as
much himself in De Anima 3.5, where he pointed out that “mind as we have described it
is what it is by virtue of becoming all things” (430a14). Moreover, his doctrine of
potentiality and actuality asserts that potential things can or will become the actual things,
as he supposes that the passive mind and the actual mind will do.11 This being the case, it
is clear that each individual passive mind does not take on a unique shape and character
of its own, but instead the passive mind transforms into the common active mind which is
the same for all people. This doctrine, coupled together with the previous reasons for
why there is no individual immortality for minds makes it safe to conclude along with
Kahn that “there seems to be no corresponding notion of personal or individual
subjectivity in the self-awareness of nous as such, no place for a noetic ego, no personal
‘I’ as the proper subject of noesis. That is excluded by the formal, generic, and timeless
content of ta noeta, the noetic forms with which every act of noesis is identified” (1995,
375).

2 - Aquinas on Aristotle and Individual Minds
Thomas Aquinas, contrary to the interpretation just cited, interprets Aristotle as saying
individual immortality for human minds is possible. His argument begins with the

11

It is important to note that the only place where he splits up the active and the passive intellects is in 3.5,
which begins with his suggestion that the mind will be split into potential and actual as the rest of the world
is. This seems to indicate that the is equating the passive and active minds with potentiality and actuality.
And, if this is the case, he is again pointing out that the passive mind becomes the active mind.
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seemingly safe suggestion that thinking is a power of the soul. For evidence, Aquinas
goes to Aristotle’s words in De Anima 2.3 which state that “Those we have mentioned are
the nutritive, the appetitive, the sensory, the locomotive, and the power of thinking”
(414a30-31). According to Aquinas, therefore, Aristotle “means that intellect is a power
of the soul, which is the act of the body” (On the Unity of the Intellect, 1.12). This seems
to follow fairly straightforwardly, for the soul is said to be found in bodies. However, at
this point Aquinas points out that there are numerous passages which suggest that
thinking doesn’t have an organ. He concludes, as has been done already, “from this it is
clear that it is not mixed with a body” (On the Unity of the Intellect, 1.23).
At first blush, there seems to be a contradiction here. How can intellection be a
part of the body and not a part of the body at the same time? Rather than this being a
problem for Aquinas, this leads him to his solution. Namely, he suggests that intellection
is a power “proper to the soul” (430a10), so it could be separated from the body. In other
words, though intellection is a power of the soul, and hence it belongs to the body, it is
also not physically realized in the body, so it belongs to the soul itself, rather than to the
body-form combination that each human is. Thus, it is possible for intellection to have
individuality, for it is connected with individual souls. But at the same time, it is possible
for intellection to be immortal, for it is connected to the soul and can therefore carry on
after the body dies. He concludes “It is clear therefore that [Aristotle] says that nothing
hinders the soul which is a form, from remaining after the body” (On the Unity of the
Intellect, 1.34). For support he turns to a passage in the Metaphysics which says:
Whether indeed, there remains something afterwards (that is, after the matter)
must be considered. For in certain cases nothing would prevent this, as for
example if the soul is of this kind, not all the soul, but the intellect, for perhaps it
is impossible for all the soul (1070a24-27).
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For Aquinas, therefore, intellection is connected to the individual soul, which gives it the
necessary individuality and the necessary immortality.
There are at least three problems with this interpretation. First of all, several
absurdities seem to arise when taking Aquinas’ interpretation to its logical conclusion.
First of all, since the active intellect teaches people, it must first of all know. So, if the
active intellect begins in individuals at birth, then it must in effect know everything at the
moment of birth. This seems impossible, since it has had no time to acquire knowledge.
Moreover, it seems as though it would be difficult for the active intellect to teach the
passive intellect, for they both began to exist at the same time, hence they should be as
knowledgeable as each other. Additionally, this picture implies that the active intellect in
the individual mind fully knows everything already, but this knowledge is veiled and
hidden sub-consciously within the mind, out of the reach of the maturing infant. People
are, in essence, veiled from themselves. These improbable situations are the logical
extensions of Aquinas’ argument, and as such they provide reason to question Aquinas’
interpretation.
Second, on Aquinas’ interpretation, perception and memory would still perish.
Aristotle maintained that perception (436b6) and memory (450a15-16; 488b24-28) were
definitely faculties of the body, thus when the body dies, at least these faculties would die
with it. Hence, the individual mind could perhaps continue after death, but it would be a
mind free of such crucial individuating factors as memory and perception. As Wilkes
summarizes:
If indeed this is what Aristotle says to be immortal and eternal, it is difficult to
get personally engaged in, or excited by, its immortality: it would be nothing like
me that survives bodily death. Perhaps the best comparison here would be with
Heraclitus: the ‘fiery psyche, after the death of the body, joins the cosmic bonfire,
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and enjoys the eternal circuit described in his cosmology; but the bit of flame or
ether that was Heraclitus’ psyche is no longer Heraclitus” (1995, 125).

If the individual mind endures for Aristotle, as Aquinas suggests, then it is an individual
mind devoid of much individuality, which is tantamount to concluding that the mind is
not individuated in eternity.
Thirdly, as already noted, Aristotle taught that anything that exists eternally in the
future also existed eternally in the past. Therefore, if Aquinas wants to conclude that the
mind exists eternally in the future, he has to suggest that it existed eternally in the past as
well. Yet, if the mind exists eternally in the past, it is certainly not individuated because
it existed before the individual did, and it was free of the particular matter which could
individuate it. Siger of Brabant, one of Aquinas’ contemporaries, pointed out this
problem. He says, “but the intellect is eternal in the future; therefore likewise in the past,
and so it is not made anew” (Questiones in Tertium De Anima, 5).
In summary, for at least the three reasons mentioned, Aristotle did not suggest
that individual immortality for minds was possible. Many commentators agree with this
interpretation, but Aquinas does not. Despite Aquinas’ innovative interpretation of
Aristotle, his view suffers from numerous shortcomings. It is, therefore, safe to rest in
the assumption that the enduring individuality of human minds is not an Aristotelian
doctrine.
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Summarising Proust, Poisoning Aristotle, and Losing Montaigne:
Reading, Not-Reading and Being Read in the Modern World

J.J. Haldane

Introduction
As academics we spend a large amount of our time reading, from great works by great thinkers, to far more
humble review articles in obscure journals. We read because we have to, we read because we ought to and,
in the last category, we read because we want to. But for every book we have read there are countless
books that we have not. It is this truism that is at the centre of Pierre Bayard’s provocatively irreverent
study of our interaction with the printed word. In Comment parler des livres que l'on n'a pas lus? [How to
Talk About Books You Haven't Read], Bayard’s prima facie central thesis is that we cannot hope to read
every book and that we should instead content ourselves with the knowledge that most reading is highly
irrelevant, and a waste of time and energy: far better to ignore the 800-odd pages comprising The Pickwick
Papers in preference to a condensed, summarised, and wikified Pickwick Paper.

Bayard, a French literature professor, delightfully exposes reasons for not reading and admits himself to
having at best skim-read works with which his colleagues might expect him to be intimate. He takes a
phenomenological approach to his subject and use heuristic examples taken from anecdotes and literature
to make his successive points. Much is made of the ridiculous and nonsensical situations in which both
readers and non-readers find themselves. This little book offers a large number of mises-en-abyme: one of
its central theses is that, after all, we do not have to have read a book to proffer an opinion on, or to discuss
any wider points it may raise. As I opened the book I had a hunch I would be reviewing it, but the Oscar
Wilde epigraph warned me to think again: 'I never read a book I must review; it prejudices you so.'
However, I persevered for reasons varied and multiple, some touching the very heart of my being. So, if
you are still reading, which I can only assume you are, then please read on…
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It is interesting that a literature professor should have written this tome as it is in many respects a socioanthropological study of that breed of person to whom culture is genuinely more important than money,
and who would rather have a book published by OUP than win the lottery. That breed of 'professional
reader' (i.e. us) is certainly targeted here, as are its foibles and weaknesses.

Although in many respects an extremely clever tome, it leaves us somewhat unsatisfied (as does speaking
about a book you have not read). It is, after all a somewhat pithy exercise by a professor steeped in the
heavy intellectual tradition of the French who 'deconstructs' what it is to read, but its apparent confessional
truthfulness is ironic enough to refuse to be taken as a genuine declaration of ignorance. If a Spice Girl
were to have written this book then we would be in no doubt that the author was genuine when she said that
she had not read the works in question (although we may doubt she actually authored the book) but Bayard
is secure enough to confidently expect most people to refuse to believe his admissions. Indeed this exercise
might reasonably be expected to bolster his reputation for wit and erudition. Read on yet another of its
myriad levels, for the book’s premise, serious or not, is irresistible in terms of discursive fodder, is not
Bayard undertaking a clever and engaging reductio ad absurdum defence of reading and of those who read,
and poking fun at those who do not?

Bayard divides the many books he refers to into four categories; UB, SB, HB and FB. These denote books
unknown to the author, books skimmed by the author, books the author has heard about, and books that the
author has forgotten about, respectively. There are a further four symbols that judge the book in the
following terms; ++ (extremely positive opinion), + (positive opinion), - negative opinion, and, -extremely negative opinion. 1

The book is divided into three parts (the argumentum in tres partum being the only way to do things in
France) and the first deals with these four categories of non-reading. The first key idea advanced uses a
secondary character from Musil’s The Man Without Qualities, a certain General Stumm (‘mute’ in
German), to explicate how the decision to reject books is ironically an important way to embrace them. For
1

It should be noted that there is no category of book that covers books positively and properly read. Works
are either skimmed or forgotten.
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reason of vanity, and in order to impress a lady, the General decides to read his way to enlightenment at the
Austro-Hungarian Imperial library in Vienna, but is surprised at the sheer number of tomes he might be
expected to read. The librarian reveals that the secret to knowing about the content of the works (there are
roughly three and a half million) is to make a wilful pact with oneself to desist from reading individual
books and to instead concentrate on the catalogues. The point here is that any choice to read is in itself a
decision not to read, as Bayard argues: ‘Reading is first and foremost non-reading. Even in the case of the
most passionate lifelong readers, the act of picking up and opening a book masks the countergesture that
occurs at the same time: the involuntary act of not picking up and not opening all the other books in the
universe.’ (p. 6) The second chapter looks at the art of skimming works and discusses how this practice can
give us a good idea about the style and content of a novel. It also relates to the first idea of economy of
time. In the case of Proust, one does not have to have read the whole opus to get some idea of what makes
his way of writing so unique, particularly the technique of exploring associations from the smallest detail or
fleeting moment, most famously the madeleines episode (and conveniently I might add, this occurs in the
early part of Du côté de chez Swann). But this technique can be witnessed and appreciated at any point in
the oeuvre and one example can serve as a reference point for an episode of which you may be in complete
ignorance, yet still appreciate. Equally, one can rely on the trusted judgment and opinions of friends and
dispense with reading altogether. On Proust’s death Paul Valéry wrote an NRF tribute in which he mourned
the loss of such a great author while simultaneously confessing to be relying on the opinions of others,
having never read ‘a single tome’ himself.

The next chapter (3) extends and amplifies the concept of non-reading by evidencing the work of Umberto
Eco, whose Name of the Rose shows that it is enough to rely on what other people say and write about a
given work, to form an opinion. In this highbrow medieval whodunit, William of Baskerville, an English
monk is sent to investigate mysterious deaths in a north Italian monastery. After the usual suspects are
eliminated, and the red herrings avoided, Baskerville identifies the labyrinthine library as the scene of the
murders, as he believes that monks are being killed for their desire to read a certain book, and deduces that
the murderer is therefore its guardian. The book, it transpires, is the lost second volume of Aristotle’s
Poetics and the murderer, an old monk named Jorge, has simply laced the area at the top of the offending
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work’s pages with poison, where the holy men’s fingers would turn the leaves. The motive for murdering
the monks was quite simply a desire to deny them access to this work, which purportedly explored the
theme of laughter: ‘Rather than condemning laughter, the book dignifies it as an object worthy of study–
and to Jorge, laughter is antithetical to faith.’ (p. 37) Baskerville arrives at the truth not by knowing the title
nor the contents of the book concerned, and having never read it, but is able to get a fairly accurate sense of
its contents by other means; not least the empirical observational information of the effect and strong
feeling and reactions the work has inspired and provoked in those around him. He suppositions are largely
confirmed by the old monk but, of course back in the ‘real’ world, hypotheses and academic theories are
what inform our own knowledge of the philosopher’s treatise. For Eco is in much the same position as his
fictional hero: he can only guess, or rely on the informed opinions of others. In this case however, the
reliance on the opinions and judgements of others is all we have (not a conscious decision to read or not
read) for those upon whom we rely are not in the privileged position of Jorge as a ‘real’ reader (albeit
fictional), and might be hopelessly off target in our opinions.

The last of Bayard’s reading categories concerns books that have been read and forgotten; as well as those
that the reader (or non-reader) is in genuine ignorance of ever having read. All reading, Bayard argues, is
not only the acquiring of knowledge, but the inevitable and unavoidable process of forgetting. Even the
greatest of geniuses are victims of this process, having read the most and therefore logically forgotten the
most. To take one of those eminently forgetful eminent minds, Montaigne was notably concerned with his
faultiness of memory, a recurring theme in his Essais: ‘And if I am a man of some reading, I am a man of
no retentiveness.’ (Montaigne, p. 296). Reading would enrich and contribute to his wisdom as it entered the
cranial knowledge reserves, but once possessed of the words, one sentence or passage would be as
subsequently identifiable as the proverbial drop in the ocean. For Montaigne forgetfulness does not have
particularly negative connotations however, but is an inescapable flipside of self-improvement. For
whatever the reader preserves of the books, is at best fragments and often-unreliable impressions that
recede with time, as works once read retreat into the deepest recesses of our mind.
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Expressing Knowledge in Ignorance and Ignorance in Nothing: Being Read and Reading Others
The second part of Bayard’s work is in many ways the most interesting as it deals with the ‘Literary
Confrontations’ that the individual reader (or non-reader) may encounter as he navigates his way through
society, hoping for occasions where his wit, alacrity and culture will be showcased and admired, and
dreading those moments where he will be publicly humiliated as fraudulently shallow—the intellectual
equivalent of slipping on the banana skin and falling head first into the cream pie in front of the girl you
fancy. The most vexing times are obviously those moments when the conversation moves onto the
dangerous ground of a book that one has not read, but because of human vanity one decides not to express
the truth in the hope of getting away with it. It is at these moments of weakness and foolishness that the
reader is at his most vulnerable. The character of Rollo Martins in The Third Man evidences this ill
preparedness taken to extremes as Graham Greene’s protagonist masquerades as another author (with
whom he shares the same nom de plume, Dexter) in order to receive board and lodging, and finds himself in
the unenviable position of facing an audience of informed admirers of the other Dexter. The quiproquos are
used to great literary effect and in the end the arrogant and nonsensical replies are taken to be charming
character traits of the madcap artist.

When I say that this part of the book is the most interesting I mean that this is the part that raises the
questions, ‘why do we read?’ and ‘why do we read?’ For we are academics and reading is the only way in
which we can accede to the aspired category of cultured individual, although expectations of just what that
might mean, and comportment relating thereto differ from country to country. In the Parisian university
world, the spiritual home of the public intellectual, conversations often stray into the realms of pretension
bordering on caricature, and yet somehow manage to remain within acceptable boundaries. They are fun
exercises in mental gymnastics that bewilder and enthral at their best, and yet at their worst became
dreadfully contrived and formulaic. Of course, public debate and discussion has always had its element of
showmanship and Socrates himself provides us pretenders with a model. For the rank and file of the
academy, for whom Bentleys, diamonds and wads of cash will forever be consigned to the imagination, this
is the closest we get to putting on our furs, jewels and medals, and showing off. Some are certainly better at
it than others but the key to being able to play, your entrance ticket at the very least is a cursory knowledge
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of history, politics, philosophy, art and literature that is be worn as a profound but nonchalant omniscience:
in Europe the key to being cultivated is being cultivated (one either is or one is not), and this must
necessarily involve a fair degree of knowledge and a fair degree of bluff.

Such a charade is a risky business (or at least as risky as a life spent in complete absence of any danger can
be). You cannot be totally ignorant in order to play the game, and you must at least have index cards in
your head that contain key points in the genre of Monty Python's summarizing Proust competition. Your
cards for Flaubert, for example, might plausibly contain the following information '19th c. French writer,
Madame Bovary (books and suicide), Education sentimentale, realist(y).' When a Flaubert specialist (or at
least someone with similar index cards upstairs) proffers a mundane opinion on something related to the
Frenchman, you can take the game to a whole new level of ignorance with the production of an innocuous
new index card and retort with another truistic gem. And so the game continues in an infinite regression of
over trumping. Now of course the better you are at playing the game, and the longer you spend on earth, the
greater your knowledge becomes until, in the end, you may actually find yourself in the surprising position
of genuine knowledgeability on a given topic, although this is very rare. At least your advanced years will
lend your blasé claims to forgetfulness a convincing patina. Still, while the young academic may feel
terribly fraudulent to begin with, he or she will soon perceive some of the rules of the game (as industry
and integrity are revealed to be the preserve of the naïve and the foolish) and might even risk exposure with
a bit of date throwing (the art of remembering otherwise unimportant dates), name dropping, did-youknowing and, the great evergreen, quoting from texts with a knowing grin of self-satisfaction. The quote
does not necessarily have to have anything to do with the general gist of the conversation, as the witnesses
will be so panicked by the possibility of their non-recognition of the quote that they will assume that any
relevance not detected reveals their ignorance. You can follow this up with those dreaded words 'comme
disait le poète' (as the poet says) which assumes your audience will know the author (unlikely), and allows
you a moment of glory, a good twenty seconds of knowing eyebrow raising, winking, and other signs of a
non-existent collusion, as you survey the audience's attempts (some better than others) to look as though
what you have just said was so enlightening as to warrant the pregnant reflection. They may force a laugh
and shake their heads as they rack their brains for a come-back (much like trying to remember a joke)
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before going on. In football terminology you have scored a goal, and providing you do not put your studded
foot in your mouth before the game is over, your teammates will applaud you.

In Britain the game has somewhat different rules. You are not allowed to play unless you are deemed
worthy, which requires the appearance of uncommitted insouciance. Discussion will first revolve around
routine topics such as troublesome drains and leaves on the line. You must appear to be in humble and
bumbling ignorance of most things and blissfully (but not too) inaccurate when it comes to names, dates
and places. Earnest discussions are embarrassing and will be met with quiet disapprobation. 'Sparkling'
displays of intellect are taken to be the height of bad taste and somewhat tedious (the importance of not
being earnest is paramount, for one cannot be earnest and cultured). Gaudy showbiz is left to the
undergraduates, but beware, you are being watched, and for things that no wikipage will help you with: the
following example is extreme but exemplary. The entrance procedures at what is surely the world’s most
elite academic institution, All Souls, asks that candidates in the final stages for fellowship undergo a ‘knife
and fork’ test where cherry pie is served to see ‘what one does’ with the stones.

Now do not mistake what I am saying, not any joker can play at this game of knowledge, it is after all a
very serious game of bluff. Our very professional identities and reputations are at stake. You cannot be
caught thinking that Louis XIV was before Henry VIII, that Franklin and Shakespeare went on country
walks together, that Zola influenced Rousseau (before playing for Chelsea), that de la Tour was an
Impressionist, that Fra Lippi was a Cubist, that Hobbes was German, or that Ovid was from Melbourne.
You must have some sort of idea of the grand scheme of things, like a delicate carapace that allows
references to make sense... like a encyclopaedia built into your brain that permits easy access to names,
dates and concepts.

University Professing Professionals
To return to Bayard’s example of Martins, the situation in which he finds himself makes for particularly
uncomfortable reading for the academic, as awkward literary encounters are fairly frequent for those who
work in the university world, as I have shown above. For if we are shielded from these difficult encounters
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in high school, thanks to its being generally more shameful to admit to reading and swotting than the
opposite, by the time we are at university the confluence of time and events conspire to arrange some of the
most discomforting ones.

As undergraduates we have all been in a similar position: in a small tutorial we sit, poised to discuss a work
which we had every intention of reading the previous week (for the week before we were in a not dissimilar
spot) and yet some social event seemed to ensure that Clarissa's thirty-eight thousand pages were again not
disturbed. We sweat through the tutorial and yet somehow manage to make reasonable, pertinent points
based on a more general knowledge of the work, or epistolary exchanges with a girlfriend that can
somehow be transposed to fit a reading (or rather non-reading) of Richardson's gargantuan doorstop. When
we emerge from the office aware of having pulled the wool over our tutor's eyes the feeling is one of guilty
pleasure at having got away with it. What we do not realize at the time is that it is often not the students
who have got away with this 'grande déception’ but rather the professor who may be the real culprit after
all. And yet the whole tutorial could have been immensely rewarding, perhaps far more so for not having
devoted whole months to Richardson. Bayard makes this point in the opening paragraph of Chapter 6,
Encounters with Professors, and confesses that he is often obligated to speak about books he has never read
(or forgotten about) to an audience more often than not in a similar position, and has found this to be totally
unproblematic: ‘I have observed over the years that this situation in no way unsettles my students, who
often comment about books they haven’t read in ways that are not only relevant, but indeed quite accurate,
by relying on elements of the text that I have, involuntarily or not, conveyed to them.’ (pp. 75-76)

Overcoming Inadequacy and Shame and Imposing Your Opinions
The final part of Bayard’s thesis concentrates on reading’s associated emotions and first underlines the
importance of genuinely refusing to be ashamed of a lack of knowledge. The first part of the book
underlined the impossibility of reading all but a tiny percentage of that which we feel we should, and
therefore established that there should be little shame associated with admissions of nescience. We have
already noted that it is not the lack of knowledge that is likely to trip you up in a literary encounter, and
because it is socially acceptable to give a certain amount of leeway to your fellows in conversation.
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Admitting that you have not read a particular tome will automatically get you out of a sticky situation and
is liberating, and we need liberating, Bayard argues, to ‘free ourselves of the oppressive image of cultural
literacy without gaps, as transmitted and imposed by family and school, for we can strive toward this image
for a lifetime without managing to coincide with it.’ (pp. 129-130).

But once we have overcome the genuine fear of public failure and associated shame, what is there left for
us? Bayard argues that we should have the courage to declare that we have not read a given work and, what
is more, that we should not feel the need to abstain from any comment or reflection. The key here is the art
of imposing your ideas and opinions on others for the work is mobile and not the possession of any given
person. Again, Bayard uses perhaps the most notorious category of non-reader, the reviewer, to evidence
this view, and the fictional example of Balzac’s Lousteau in Lost Illusions, as a fine example of the
reviewer who does not bother reading the books, relying instead on the skim-reading of a few passages and
the opinion of his girlfriend, a voracious reader (her rare disapproval is the gold seal for Lousteau and he
actually reads and lauds those works she declares bad). The book’s main character, Lucien Chardon is an
aspiring poet and friend of Lousteau, and is appalled by his friend’s attitude. Having been disabused of the
fallacy that critics read the books they review, the disillusioned Chardon decides to devise a test for
Dauriat, the reviewer of his new collection of poems—using a ink stained piece of string that holds the
book shut—to see whether the work has been opened, let alone read. Chardon is incandescent with rage
when he sees that the string has been undisturbed as Dauriat rejects the work despite praising it highly in
generalities and clichés. At the suggestion of Lousteau, Chardon takes his revenge by penning a bad review
of an writer Dauriat champions. With the preconceived idea of rubbishing the book, Chardon is faced with
the problem that it is evidently brilliant, but the wily Lousteau reminds him that its worth is quite irrelevant
and that anything can be ripped apart by the resolution to take the evident qualities as symptomatic and
demonstrative of real weaknesses. Thus does Chardon pen an acerbic destruction of the work for
everything it is not. Dauriat later buys Chardon’s silence by agreeing to publish the previously rejected, and
still unread, poems. In these two examples of not reading Balzac gives a good and cynical illustration of the
irrelevance of the content of a book to the reputation it may come to enjoy. Bayard’s argument is that we
should be constantly aware that opinions and politics are of a primary but constantly evolving significance,
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so we should not be afraid that our opinion is any more or less valid for not having read, as the content is
secondary and often immaterial. For we in the academic world this realisation is often a painful one.

However, as reading is the most personal of activities, it should not surprise that our reactions and
interactions with books are often far less about the content (let alone the author) and more about our
personal circumstances of opinion, belief and situation, as well as those who surround us. If a work
ostensibly undermines all that we hold to be true, despite any literary merits it may have, then is it not
enough for us to discard it out of hand, as might be the case with a Jew’s refusal to read Mein Kampf? It is
often sufficient to simply know enough about a book to refuse to open it, established on prejudices
themselves based on our own conception of what and who we are. Bayard’s last chapter underlines the role
of the book as primarily an aid to self-discovery with the assistance of Oscar Wilde’s elucidations on the
role of the critic. Wilde argues that when a critic writes, he is not concerned primarily with the work at all,
but instead about himself. Self-reflection is the main purpose of critical activity and it is only when the
critic is fully aware of this that he will reach heights that may allow his review to be described as art,
through a process of literary phagocytes: the absorbing and destroying that allows life.

Conclusion
If there is one aspect for which Bayard’s work deserves respect, it is that it asks that we look at ourselves
and the way in which we interact with books: to many of us the most cherished of objects, both tangible
and conceptual. Bayard’s mirror may not reflect what we want it to, but so be it. If we have forgotten why
it is important to read then this tome asks us to remember. If we have become complacent in our literary
cocoons then this work goads us to ask more of ourselves than blind reliance on the safe clichés offered by
the shallow sanctuaries of the abstract. It asks us to reject the superficially profound and profoundly
superficial in preference for original thought. It asks us to reflect upon how and why we actively decide to
enrich ourselves. In saying we should not read, it reminds us just why we should.

All philosophy, it is often argued, is about coming to terms with death, and Montaigne, as a philosopher,
was naturally concerned with our own last pages before those terminal words, ‘The End’. Montaigne’s
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concept of a trade-off between the enrichment of ones knowledge and the sure prospect of loss can be
extended as an allegory for life itself. Death is an integral part of life just as forgetting is an integral part of
memory. The loss of a given phrase or stanza as it becomes a part of us is an essential part of the
ephemeral, just as our lives may touch and enrich before disappearing into the collective memory of those
around us. In that sense every last bit of knowledge we possess will disappear within us before
disappearing with us. In this way, reading is about coming to terms with life.

Reading is pointless, just as life is pointless, but then you knew you that anyway…

THE END
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Relevant musical analysis and thoughtful historical enquiry can provide a
performer with valuable insight in shaping one’s interpretative decision. In this paper, I
will affirm the recent appraisal of the significance of integrating musical analysis into the
practice of performance (Cone 1989, Rink 1994, Rothstein 1995), as well as expand the
argument to include analysis on a larger scale ---- of formal design and tonal relations, in
addition to examining the unique historical circumstances surrounding the composition of
the work.
Using the F Minor Piano Concerto, Op. 21, I will discuss Chopin’s unorthodox
key schemes in creating a distinctive tonal drama in the first movement in a sonata form
paradigm. Through performance and analysis, I will demonstrate how and where tonal
opposition, harmonic polarization, thematic contrast, and textural differentiation are
generated. Awareness of the tonal idiosyncrasies in the recapitulation (truncated theme 1,
theme 2 not in tonic, theme 3 in tonic) as well as the designated proportions in the
respective sections and golden ratio can inspire a performer in expressing the momentum
and individuality of the work.
In the Larghetto movement, I will illustrate how the musical form is propelled
primarily by a dramatic narrative based on a hidden program (intense infatuation)
surrounding the provenance of the work. I will also examine Chopin’s own performance
aesthetics and teaching methods in aspects of performance such as bel canto lyricism,
fioriture, l’art du toucher, and tempo rubato that will prove useful in guiding a
performer’s interpretation, both formal and expressive.
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Home Staging in Twenty-First Century America:
Dreams of Everyday Life
Ellen Avitts, Ph.D.

My work explores the methods and meanings of house merchandising in the United
States in order to illustrate how family mythologies are created, communicated and received in
constructed narratives of everyday life in the home. It explores how these spaces are used as
symbols that reinforce ideas of a dominant cultural norm and the ways in which artifacts shape,
and are shaped by, communally driven perceptions of cultural values.
Americans today expect a lot from a house. Encompassing complex and contradictory
ideas regarding family, self, and lifestyle, the house is considered a physical manifestation of
personal identity, an expression of values through which a family image is made known.
People’s homes tell us something about them; interests, priorities, affiliations, family structures,
social structures. We adapt our lived spaces to accommodate us, to function in accordance with
our lifestyle. Fantasies of life in the home, based on images supplied by television, film, and the
plethora of popular literature devoted to housing and lifestyle, vaguely resemble reality, yet play
a central role in the creation of desires and expectations.
The professionally furnished model home has been a marketing tool of the housing
industry in America since the 1940s. And now the resale housing market is increasingly relying
on a similar form of house merchandising provided by a relatively new category of Interior
Designers, referred to as Home Stagers, who prepare a resale house for market. The presentation
of everyday life within these homes is the focus of this paper. My interest is in the story they tell;
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how the rhetoric of these displays assist in establishing and maintaining culturally perceived
norms while denying social, cultural, and economic realities.
The home stager first assesses how appealing your home is and then they begin.
Sometimes the home is vacant, but usually a house on the market for resale is lived-in. By
removing furniture and objects and bringing in alternate furniture and decorative objects, the
Home Stager creates vignettes of everyday life. Through them an identity and a lifestyle is
created; a story is told that resonates within the target market as they are immersed in a world of
physical evidence of the perceived true or desired self. As an Home Stager wrote, “I want
buyers to look at a home and get a feeling of how their life would improve if they lived in that
house.” It is “about illusions…It’s about perfecting the art of creating moods. Staging makes
your house look bigger, brighter, cleaner, warmer, more loving.” Selling the house has less to
do with the house than with creating visions of what an American home and American family
should and could be. So, what does everyday life in a staged home look like? Certainly not like
everyday life in a lived-in home.
Home stagers (and status merchants, as decorators of vacant model homes are known)
construct elaborate narratives to which the visitor feels they belong, or deserve to belong, as
selected objects are utilized to bridge the gap between the actual and desired self. This is the key
to understanding these presentations. The goal is to stir a sense of longing and dissatisfaction
and offer the promise of wish-fulfillment – the possibility of living the life seen in the staged
home. These fantasies are based on images supplied by popular media forms that shape ideas of
“correct” living. Viewing the staged home is an interactive performance of house and visitor, as
the prospective buyer tries on the particular identity of the house.
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The staged narrative begins before the prospective buyer enters the house. The
relationship of homeowner and community is strongly articulated in the view of the home from
the street. Exterior staging must offer the assurance of a homogeneous community.
Social scientists have demonstrated that attention to exterior landscaping of one’s home
increases with socio-economic status. The view of the house from the street also speaks to one’s
level of conformity to community expectations, and the staged home articulates those
expectations. The land surrounding the house is not for utilitarian use; its function is to create a
picturesque setting that frames the house and creates a pleasing vista. The front lawn also serves
as a barrier between homeowner and others, privatizing the house and creating a sense of
security.
The front elevation provides the initial presentation of the house to the potential buyer.
As one Home Stager writes, “All grass areas must be green and free of bare spots” and remember
“Sometimes weeds can be watered and mowed to look like grass.” And “Two or three containers
of instant color flowerpots by the front door will really turn on the charm.” Or my favorite, “A
window box is like a smile beneath a window.” These storytelling accessories are used to evoke
a sense of homeyness, a difficult to define, but much sought after element in housing. They also
serve to make a public statement regarding lifestyle, status and skill of the homeowner.
One of the most effective elements in the creation of these experiential spaces are these
story-telling accessories; strategically placed, symbolically charged objects that help viewers
project themselves into the narrative and establish associations with particular lifestyles. They
are objects of daily living, such as flowerpots and window boxes, which offer a narrative
description of the owner of the home.
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The foyer is the place of first, and perhaps last, impressions and so artifacts within this
space are utilized to manipulate the initial emotional impact upon entering the house. According
to Home Staging literature, coat racks should be left empty, shoes, books, umbrellas, briefcases
and bookbags must not be near the door. In the staged home, the foyer serves a ceremonial,
rather than a utilitarian, purpose and one must also remove family photos…and any modern,
ethnic, or religious art. Objects can be symbols of exclusion as clearly as they can define
inclusion and staging demands that the home be neutral. According to staging literature the entry
should be cleared of all but a hall table and perhaps a mirror, but they too must remain clear.
This is the remaining vestige of the Victorian hallstand, but no longer functioning in a utilitarian
capacity it is a symbolic retainer of the past.

There is a longstanding contradictory nature between high culture gentility and the
concept of comfort, both desired expressions in the staged home. This leads to the attempt to
infuse more public, formal spaces with ‘casual elegance’, a term often used in merchandising
literature. According to home stagers the formal living room is one of the most important rooms
in convincing a buyer to purchase a home. I find this interesting since the primary function of
this space, even in lived-in homes that are not on the market, is ceremonial. Very little living is
done in this space. It is used primarily for the presentation of the ideal self to the outsider.
Artifacts here are for social display. To this end, materials in the living room are those generally
considered more fragile or costly. It is this symbolic value, rather than use value, that cultivates
desire in the potential buyer. In the staged home it is a value of distinction, taste, and a particular
style of life. The fact that one possesses fine objects and materials to fill such a room is a
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statement of status, one that encompasses concepts of respect and envy. Home stagers
sometimes recommend storing your furniture and renting high end living room furniture.
According to one stager, the coffee table should be set with two wine or champagne glasses, a
decanter, two cloth napkins, a vase of fresh flowers and a candle.” Just one or three magazines
on the coffee table, one high end vase or sculpture may be placed on a side table. Remove all
ashtrays, all but one or three pillows. No stereo equipment or personal photos.
This space serves as an emblem of public identity, where status is conferred not only by
the artifacts placed in the room but by the deportment required to live in such a space. Such
artifacts speak to ideas of refinement, class affiliation and traditional family values.

Dining tables in staged homes are always set for a meal and serve as display for
fine china and crystal making statements of refinement. The set table also presents the possessor
of the home as competent formal host, suggesting the possibilities of entertaining. “Dining room
place settings should include water, wine and champagne glasses…you want it to look like a fun
and festive dinner party is in progress.” The potential buyer doesn’t see just a set table, they see
friends and family gathered around, enjoying good company, laughing, admiring the host’s
ability to entertain – something many long for but something that rarely takes place in the house
they live in now.
Popular media presents an image of the American family as entertaining at home a great
deal, though there does not appear to be a correlation to the realities of American life. In fact,
evidence indicates that entertaining in the home has declined since the mid-twentieth century.
But in the staged home we are not dealing with reality of everyday life. This is a fact sometimes
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made clear in the process itself. One home stagers writes, “In the dining room, I prefer to have
six place settings with only four chairs. This lends a less crowded yet elegant and festive look.”

Kitchens must be clean and sparse. According to home staging literature, no – dishes in
the sink, shelves packed with cookbooks, small appliances, or collectibles (too personal).
Utensils, and oils must be off the countertops. Dog and cat dishes must remain out of site and it
is best if trashcans are not visible. “Hide the wastebaskets. I really don’t like seeing
wastebaskets. After all, they have garbage in them.” Nothing is to be displayed on the
refrigerator, nothing on top of the refrigerator. “Food items should be grouped together.” “If
there is too little space – eat the excess. One home stager states, “I know a family who bought a
house because the only thing inside the spotless refrigerator was a jug of chilled white wine, a
wedge of Brie, and a plate of fresh strawberries. It suited their fantasy of how they were going to
live in the new house.”
Also, “Hanging pots need to go. So do dish towels, paper towels and paper towel
holders.” No microwave, toaster, blender, coffee pot, napkin holder, salt/pepper, rice cooker,
bread maker, or dish rack. This creates the impression of more counter space and a sparkling
clean kitchen.” I dare say it is sparkling clean - because it can’t be used! As a trade journal
article states, “It might not be as easy to cook while your home is on the market, but your tidy
and ideal kitchen will appeal to the masses.” Story-telling accessories in the kitchen are often
displays of the home owner’s culinary abilities while associations in the kitchen combine with a
sense of effortlessness of life. If only this were your kitchen.
The kitchen table of a staged house is always set. It offers a more casual fare than that
presented in the formal dining room and often references a social event such as an invitational
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tea. Such presentations are allusions to a particular style of life; the owner of this home has time
to host teas and time to acquire the skills to do so. In these more informal areas of the house, the
most often created visions are of more intimate gatherings of friends and family.

While the objects in the formal areas of the house signify the ideal self, the objects in the
family room tend to be more personal, speaking more to the perception of the actual self, but still
an idealized image of homeowner and family. The family room remains the locale for socially
interactive activities signified by a “set coffee table with tea cups and saucers, two napkins, a
small bowl of five or so lemons, a vase of fresh flowers, and a pedestal type cake or cookie plate

arranged with tea cookies or petit fours,” games are always good.
Furniture is casual, but must be new and fresh – recliners have to go. One home stager
suggests that if you don’t own a large screen TV you may want to rent one ”since this is a must
for many buyers.” But, you need to pack up all DVDs and videos. Such items are too personal
and so potentially exclusive. And, don’t have too many books on the shelves. Those that are
there should be organized by color. One large book on the coffee table is okay, IF the book’s
cover is the correct color. As stagers often say, “staging isn’t practical, but it’s profitable.”
The family room should express the concept of ‘cozy sophistication’, a popular term in
housing literature. A sense of homeyness is created with the use of pillows, candles, and fresh
cut flowers, games and iced drinks. As it was explained to me, these rooms are how housewives
would like their family rooms to look.

A staged home office, whether in reality you need or use a home office, is a must. If you
have a home office you must, for staging, move items from on top of desk into a drawer. All
papers need to be put away. “All you need on the top of the desk is the computer and a nice
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pencil cup with some matching pens or pencils. Stylish eyeglasses complete the look.” A small
bouquet of flowers or a desk pad is also okay. Remove all chairs except desk chair. Store office
equipment. Bookshelves should be half empty, and of course, books arranged according to
color.
Remove most items from bulletin board – especially comics, political humor, certain
drawings that a potential buyer might feel in poor taste. “It is always wise to remove any items
in your home that might give a buyer negative thoughts – remove all items associated with a
specific group – diplomas, certificates, awards, photos of you with politicians, awards from
organizations, hunting trophies, mugs or plaques with logos.” The home office makes a
statement of power and prestige. The message must be one of wisdom, stability, and status.

The practice of contriving narratives continues in the most private sectors of the home,
which offer retreat and personal fulfillment through selective artifacts. Children’s rooms are
bright, clean and orderly. “Remove all posters, toys, pictures, trophies, and crafts. One or two
attractive stuffed animals may be used to decorate.”
“Changing tables should be completely emptied of supplies, clothes, toys, decorations”
Hide alarm clocks and phones under the bed. Take all items off night stands except lamps. This
includes Kleenex boxes and glasses. No computer. No refrigerators or televisions.
These staged rooms articulate the value of adherence to sanctioned activities and family
cohesiveness. These children are not spoiled or self-absorbed. And since, in the staged bedroom
there are no personal photos, no growth charts, kids’ art, or posters, they offer the possibility that
those kids back at your house that are driving you nuts, may indeed live up to the expectations
of the life presented in the staged space.
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References to leisure, relaxation, romance, and self-fulfillment are prominent throughout
the private areas of the home. Master bedrooms are formal and the constellation of objects
placed in them signifies privacy, relaxation and romance. Bedding is sumptuous, often regal,
creating a veritable homage to marriage. Home stagers give the bed the look of a showroom
floor bed – comforters turned back, bed skirts, layers of pillows. The image of the master
bedroom as a refuge for husband and wife is furthered by the presence of an open magazine,
plates of fruit, and drinks on trays. By far, the most common story-telling accessory in home
staging is alcohol, in a variety of presentations, followed closely by an abundance of bed trays,
often as bearers of alcohol. When is the last time you used your bed tray? Story-telling
accessories placed here symbolize fulfillment of the most personal needs and desires. To quote
the literature “Who lives in the Master Suite? A couple who loves each other, that’s who.”
Romantic illusions abound. They symbolize a happy marriage and by extension a happy home.
The potential buyer transfers meaning to the house itself. Life here is good.
Even closets are staged. “Your closet should look like a rack at Nordstroms. – organize
by pants, shirts, skirts, and dresses – then by color. Get shoes off the floor. Use pretty hangers.”
If a single woman lives in the home she should bring in some men’s clothing to be placed in the
closet of the master bedroom. Staged homes maintain a view of the American home as one in
which resides a married woman and man with two children. The husband has a job outside the
home. What the wife does is left a bit unclear.
But back to the master bedroom - Alarm clocks, tissue boxes, telephones, glasses – store
them under the bed. The homebuyer desires time to relax, away from the kids and other
anxieties of life and the staged home promises fulfillment. The image must be one of refuge.
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Let me read from a book, written by a Home Stager and directed at homeowners who
wish to sell their home. “Picture this: John and Joanne Pre-qualified pull up to your house that
has just gone on the market. A freshly painted mailbox in the front and some blooming annuals
make a warm and welcoming entrance. …Windows sparkle. … The hopeful couple walks
inside. Something smells delicious, maybe homemade cookies or freshly made cinnamon rolls.
The table in the dining room shines with crystal and china set for an intimate and elegant dinner
party. The kitchen table is brightly set for a picture perfect meal. The living room ottoman is
ready for tea for two with an interesting book and a basket of fresh fruit. The beds are stacked
with pillows, comforters fluffed and sheets folded back like the beds in Macy’s linen department.
Fresh cut flowers in vases are placed throughout the house …. The hallways are cleared of
family pictures and the walls are uncluttered. Everywhere they look says bright, comfy and
spacious.”
So, this paper is really about architecture and desire and how domestic architecture
embodies culturally driven ideas of life in the home. What is crucial in the consideration of the
staged home is the realization that meaning is determined in the house as commodity, not in the
house as lived experience. The staged home, its furnishings and decorative details, are
constellations of culturally specific narratives that situate identity; community, familial, and
individual. And it is because staged homes are fictions, that the stories they tell offer insight into
cultural ideals and anxieties. For, while these staged houses create desire and a sense of
belonging, they are places of denial.
Most of us lead cluttered, hurried, complex lives. We do not dine on strawberries, wine
and brie on a regular occasion. Our desks are cluttered and our beds sometimes left unmade.
The staged home denies these realities of our actual everyday life. They eliminate the inherent
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complexities that exist between a house and its varied inhabitants, or dissonance that exists
between inhabitants themselves. These are places of hope and promise, places of wish
fulfillment. They are carefully constructed stories of idealized worlds, which the potential
homebuyer can experience. Merchandising demands something soothing – more comfortable,
more promising and more secure than reality. These staged presentations play a central role in
the creation of desires and expectations. They are prime examples of simulacra, copies without
originals, that define and establish a mythic vision rather than reflect realities of domestic life in
the United States. In them, dreams are created, marketed and sold to the public as attainable
realities.
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“Jesu meine Freude: The Prodigal’s Roundtrip Journey”
Dr. C. Leonard Raybon, Author
Assistant Professor of Music and Director Choirs, Tulane University
2931 Ponce de Leon, New Orleans, LA 70119
lraybon@tulane.edu

ABSTRACT
Performing J.S. Bach’s choral works is a daunting task in that the conductor must
accomplish a thorough analysis of the music by not only identifying all the hypercomplex musical elements, but also interpreting why they are there, and how they might
underscore the all-important text. Bach’s Jesu, meine Freude, BWV 227, has been
known for centuries for its scrupulous symmetry. When preparing for a presentation on
the motet in graduate school, this writer, concerned mainly with a purely musical
analysis, discovered compelling structural consistencies (as well as telling and perhaps
intentional “discrepancies”) that may offer a possible impetus for the palindromic
structure for this particular motet and its particular text. Approaching this new premise
with knowledge of Bach’s penchant for symbolism and numerology, this writer asserts
that the motet is a kind of spatial allegory for the journey of the Prodigal Son. Of all the
scholarship that exists on this motet, perhaps none has expressed this theory. As in this
study, without a composer’s expressed “confession” on the subject, any attempt to
highlight possible symbolism is conjectural. However, definitely proving the symbolism
is not ultimately important; even in works that have no text at all, each conductor has to
come to grips with what a composer is trying to communicate, and perform accordingly.
In this case, the prodigal’s “trip” might affect tempi, straight tone versus vibrato, and tone
quality, and may be a tool for others performing the same work, or at least food for
thought for other conductors as they approach new pieces.
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Abstract
This paper is part of an ongoing project with a social-psychological focus
whose motif is to contribute to knowledge as to the whys of human play. It will
discuss, a key selected leitmotif of fashion that interweaves within a why of
play perspective. First though, the paper asks we view and we think of human
play methectically that is, as complexes of consocial action (be they noumenal
or phenomenal) that help out other actions. Second, in this methectic vein and
in contrast to human play and its relationship to the normative institutional
orders the paper will try instead to view human play and its relationship to the
value order of human institutions. We will example play and fashions
relationships to status, class and power and attempt, particularly in relation to
power to shed light on the conflict centred dialectic of self and societal self. To
this end and suggesting in conclusion, that a methectic view of human play
may enhance our knowledge of human play as a totality in fact as a Concept
Play with a preliminary and theoretically different definition of human play
proposed. (keywords: consocial, noumenal, methectic)
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Galumph One - A Spirited leap (glancing sociologically) across the
Commonly Shared Societal Constructs of human Play
Now, working within a framework for discourse on these leitmotifs an
important point of departure is the existence of a common ground in the study
of human play. A mention to readers whose background is not in the social
sciences Sociology to no small extent deals with what Weber termed in the
days before sophisticated statistics as ideal types this paper also employs this
view. Now too we must understand that modern empirical sociology has
grown enormously and enabled us to confirm that irrespective of the cultural
differences of human societies there are in fact six major complex societal
institutions common to our humanity. In sharing these common institutional
complexes it has been empirically confirmed that each of these institutions
have within themselves complex orders of dialectic actions realted their
particular institutions.
For instance we will very briefly delineate on our newest human Institution of
Science and Technology. We do not need much imagination to apprehend
that this institution is made up of a complex of sub orders they being of
institutional status, role sets, grouping patterns, normative and value
complexes. At the centre of the value complex in this institution is the value of
truth via the scientific method the value of objectivity, rational thought
deductive reasoning etc. Equally the normative orders of this institution entail
some acquired expertise, focused objectivity, conformity to research styles,
presentation objective data gathering and analysis of etc. This Institution has
equally grouping patterns the physicists are of a different order than
neurologists who are in a different order from the genetic engineers or
different groups of say molecular or marine biologists. Equally we can see
easily enough that each different group though Scientific and or Technical
have different status orientations both to each other and to and with their
other scientific colleagues. The physicists of a different status to the chemist
the astronomer and again the biologist.
Each of the institutions we as human create have in turn these same general
configurations. The institution of Politics has its status orientations, role sets,
grouping patterns, normative practices and value complexes. It is the same
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for the other human institutions of the Family, Economics, Education and
Religion with each having their own sub orders complexes of organisation.

Galumph Two - Human Play in the Societal Normative Orders
Now in our interest of trying to dissect the whys of human play the empirical
data has imparted a great deal of undersstanding as to the hows of human
play. In other words we now have a definitive data base of the behavioural
structural and functional ‘molecules’ of human play within the normative
orders of our human institutions. (Burch ’65,Cheek’76) But as this paper
indicates, it seeks to venture beyond these empirical configurations, to
galumph over our understanding of the hows of human play to a different
level, to contribute to a deeper knowledge of human play by delving into the
whys of human play into value orders of human institutions.
Still the best example of examining the value orders of our institutions remains
Webers Protestant Ethic and the spirit of Capitalism where he employs
material and historical examples to the institutions of Religion and Economics
asserting that there is a spirit a geist that acts, to motivate an interplay
between particular religious beliefs and modern forms of capitalism. Weber of
course never lived to fully explore this ‘geist’ proposition but again from our
perspective it is not difficult that this spirit geist existent in the capitalistic
economic order is might indeed be a play spirit what Webers contemporary,
Simmel referred to as ‘shadowy forms or bodies’ that form a part of all social
interaction.(Simmel:’50) Amorphus, charismatic yet always present we can
see that the Capitalist economic order is sensitive to unpredictable
fluctuations in its operation. Marx of course first wrote of this ‘boom and bust’
intrinsic feature and indeed within the economic order the ‘bull and bear’
analogies are fully accepted as part its makeup.
The existence of a play spirit within the modern economic order infers then a
third acknowledged but unexplored quality. In other words we are sapient
reasoning beings in the distribution of goods and services and we are also
and most obviously beings that fabricate and produce to the point of
massification of goods but crucially in this exact instance Weber asserted we
fabricate a particular type of economic institution (modern capitalism) in inter
and counterplay with a utilitarian yet religious set of values, and moreover
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these values are influenced by a spirit, a shadow like body that permeates
and influences modern capitalist economies. In other words homo sapien and
homo faber interact with another condition of our humanity.
The proponent of this third way or condition of our cognitive makeup was
Johan Huizinga who put forward the thesis in agreement in part with Weber
that humans are sapient and are fabricators but equally he argued there is a
third side to the human condition -- that being homo ludens - man the player.
Huizinga equally as radical as Weber and using similar comparative historical
methods proposed that there is a spirit or more precisely in his words an
element of play that counterplays and interplays with all of our human
actions. His findings of the play element of human culture found play resonant
in poetry, war, politics, mythopoesis knowledge, art etc. Following Huizinga’s
theoretical assertions of this tripartite view is Caillois’ extensive comparative
cultural anthropology Man Play and Games wherein Caillois determines, there
are four principal normative behavioural orders of human play forms imbued
in our social structures. First and dominant in every way is Competitive play
that is, play forms that are in their core meaning their cental motive, agonal
involving conflict based exploitation of natural and or human resources a
competition for something be it status class or power. Second Caillois’
findings found clustering forms of play that are chance centred involving risk,
and what Caillois terms as alea; next play behavioural forms have a imitative
or mimetic category and fourth, behavioural forms of play that involve
deliberate altering of consciousness or that we as humans seek states of
ilinix - various forms vertigo.(Caillois’61,Lange’60)
These behavioural normative forms of play being thus established within and
a part of our behavioural norms of social institutions it is now then our attempt
to explore the value order of our institutions and its relationship with human
play.

Galumph Three - Human Play in the Value order in our institutions –
The case of Fashion and the factors of social status, class and power

Having established a commonality in both the structural forms of human
societal institutions and behavioural forms of human play (our two initial
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galumphs) we now purport that human social fashion (as we are not by any
means the first to suggest,) is a highly visible and influential form of human
play. Yet little is understood about fashions societal and psychological
dynamic or more formally, little discourse has emerged in the review of the
literature with regard to human play and human fashion and their socialpsychological relations to production and consumption, the relations of
production and consumption to those of status class and power are in need of
further examination. (Finklestein’91, Simmel’97Veblen’68)
We suggesting in this paper and within the social-psychological
dimension, that fashion and play have particular common configurations. Play
and Fashion both possess meaning (historical content) and form in interplay
and counterplay with the human social order. Our interest then is crucially in
the value oriented social-psychological relations of noumenal value oriented
acts of creative production and how these self constructs become consocial
self constructs and finally how these consociations then display into
consciousness. (Weber:’78:24 Marx:’77:50)
Where then might we in the first instance, attempt for initial orientation,
categorise fashion as part of the human social structure? Simmel and early
and important contributor to understanding fashion suggests that we could on
one hand abjure to our biological heritage where the presentation, the display
contributes to the biological survival of the species or, on the other hand
consider our social - psychological need in the initial construct, of some type
or functional appropriation to the institution of the family. (Simmel: ’49:163)
Our common sense tells us that fashion is both biological and playfully
attached to one or more of our social institutions. Fashion and the
innumerable ways it plays with and adapts to a bewildering array of forms –
supports the underlying premise that it, fashion, as one of many
manifestations of human culture, possesses in its makeup a range of
dialectical actions.
Fashion like human play has both meaning and form, it acts within us
and acts outside human social structures, fashions base dialectic is
then the material contents versus the forms that go to make up social
life - a competition for something or a representation of something.
(Simmel’49:157 Huizinga’55:7) Fashion has an important parallel with
human play; we play with fashion and we play with society and equally
we play at fashion as again equally we play at society. (Simmel’49:159)
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A more concrete empirical view of fashion can too ally it quite easily to
the human institution of Economics for clearly in our everyday lives when it
comes to fashion there are capital relations of production and consumption
operating. We could easily example normative forms of behaviour, emergent
grouping patterns within the organizations of fashion themselves whether it be
prestige or status variables and again variant orders of role sets attached to
the production of the fashionable item. We refer here to the oikos Webers
term for the structural form of an economic ‘house’.

Fashion and Social Status
All of these common sociological correlates are or can be affected by
fashion.

All manner of things in our metropolitan material world can be both

subject to and commoditised by fashion. We only have for a moment to look
at a simple accoutrement of shoes for an example of how fashion is what we
more than just what we walk in, cycle, boat, work or play in - fashion dictates
in some circles, the style of shoe to dance in what occasion to wear certain
styles etc.. Huizinga, in similar vein of an earlier work traced the evolution of
the wig as a fashionable item of the Middle Ages to today; and later
Finkelstein, give us an intriguing interpretation of the fashion of the neck tie.
Recognizing that fashion like so many other factors that comprise the modern
social structure has a multi-causal nature it is part of at least two important
social institutions (family and economics) yet has developed equally or
unequally in fact its own particular grouping patterns, status situations and
power bases. (Huizinga:’59, Finkelstein:’91, Kalberg’03)
We should then, if we really wish to extend our knowledge, try to look
behind this material economic exterior, the external consciousness oriented
phenomena, step as it were, into the anterior noumenal or the interiorly
oriented dimension of our creative production. Venture, as it were, into the
creative side of fashion and play to see fashion, in and to view the deeper
motives, meanings or in short, the meaningful value spheres of fashion. To
better understand the creative aspects of the fashion motive and as our stated
leitmotif in better understanding Concept Play Simmel suggests to us that the
human being is ‘…in our very nature a dualistic creature from the very
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beginning,’. Indeed our manner of apprehending the phenomena of life
causes us to feel a number of forces at every point of our existence a
multiplicity of factors go to contribute to our construction of our social world.’
And fashion is a vital part of this construction. (Simmel’97:189) Simmel writes
regarding the social phenomena of fashion that:
‘On one hand are the factors of adaptation, we adapt our behaviours to the
groups generality in fact we strive for this generality for this general striving
provides our mind with rest. On the other hand we have a need to grasp the
particular this particular causes our mind to move from case to case; this
particularising is a productive receptive force. In this dialectic, we seek both
to adapt to the group and well as be elevated from it. The whole history of
society is reflected in the compromise, the reconciliations, slowly won and
quickly lost, that appear between adaptation to our social group and individual
elevation from it’.(Simmel’97:187)
This then is Simmel’s first suggestion, not only are we dualistic
creatures apprehending a number of forces at a number of points in our
existent reality but that this duality at least in part, is a construction of the
need to both adapt to the social group but equally elevate ourself above or
apart from the group.(Simmel’97:187) Furthermore, fashion like human play
is also a conscious creation of an otherness, a distancing of oneself from the
collective societal whole, fashion is in essence one of many forms of
conscious self deception.(Lange.60) Fashion as Simmel sees it, is an ideal
way in which to achieve both adaptation to and elevation from affiliations in
the social order. This behavioural complex of otherness, of distance indeed of
conscious self deception in fashion has direct parallels to human play. For
example we as humans are all expert at play we know to play is at least on
one hand is to adapt to what the group considers as normal but we also can
and often do in the ‘play of fashion’ set a distance between us and other
players to create however briefly an otherness making ourselves as it were a
fashionable item that is to be a part of a group yet set apart, in separate
forms of time and equally in separate forms of space from that of the
everyday- we consciously seek in other words to create an otherness for a
successive set of moments; in fashion and in play similar complexes of action
seem to be at play and at counterplay. The cut of a gown, the preciseness of
or material that makes a tie can both include and separate an individual from
a group.
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For a concrete example amongst a particular group in a general society
there is a society and within this society a group of particular members
arrange a festive gathering a soiree. The group determines it is to be a ‘black
tie’ formal affair and attendance is by invitation only, the dress specification of
a lounge suit (to match the black tie is assumed and further a ‘little touch of
France’ is specified). Our participant in this concrete example is at interplay
with his group, at interplay and in fact equally at counterplay with fashion. A
participant arrives fashionably late and furthermore is dressed in a dinner suit
with a white bow tie. In addition to these distinctions being made by the player
in this group, within this society, is yet another matter of accoutrement our
participant playfully sports a colourful, exotic yet tasteful cumber bun. Both
(as we are trying to illustrate Simmel’s theory) a likeness for the group a
conformity, and a distinction of separateness is being made by our group
player. In this instance one is a part of the group but not totally conforming to
the group, equally our participant in this concrete instance our player is also
separate and elevated from the group. When, on the evening of this festive
event the participant when queried about his differences his apartness
interplays and counterplays with the other participants. He ‘playfully’ states:
“Is this not a formal affair? My understanding of such events is that it is the
waiters and musicians who wear the lounge suits and black ties.” This
demonstrates then not only a constructed otherness a constructed desire to
be above and apart from the group but also crucially the equally ‘playful’ factor
of a conscious self deception.

Fashion and social Class
The next important distinction Simmel identifies in the philosophy of
fashion is that fashion is stratified, not only is fashion a social product but in
many cases a scarce social product and this scarcity is reflected by the
wishes of the upper classes of society a for desire for control of this resource.
Placing himself at the centre of Marxist thought in this regard Simmel states:
…‘it is the social forms, the clothes, the aesthetic judgements, the whole style
in which human beings express themselves are concerned, are conceived in
the constant transformation through fashion, so fashion – the latest fashion –
in all these things affect only the upper strata. (Simmel’97:188).
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Simmel further in this line of speculation states that the upper classes
in a society consciously create a demarcation from the rest of the society and
if that demarcation shows signs of being breached – the other classes
commence to imitate the fashion of the higher status group, if classes further
from the centre of the means of production and consumption commence to
appropriate the fashion or the style, then the higher classes turn away from
that fashion and adopt another one.
This complex set of actions of turning away from the appropriation of
the particular fashion and adoption and appropriation of a new one will act to
re-establish these petit bourgeoisie classes in their perceived place in the
social order, and seemingly lifts them above and apart from the rest of the
general society. In other words in fashion, in part of its sociological construct,
there is a constant tension of not only conforming to the group but equally
separating oneself from the group.
‘... with this action process in motion there develops types of imitation
from other status levels in the society, this is always groups that are further
from the means of production and as soon as this imitation is apprehended by
those who are closest to the means of production they immediately flee
towards another new fashion, a flight towards novelty to recapture their place
in the social hierarchy.’ (Simmel’97:189)
An interview of a Parisian house of fashion confirmed this stratification
tension, this class distinction whereby it was reported by this houses’ market
analysts ‘…that the fashion industry is set to go beyond the trillion dollar mark
by 2010.’ Further the article quotes ‘The wealthy do not like commoditisation
of their wear’, particularly in light of the rapid rise of thousands of new
millionaires across the globe.’ The analyst reports indicate the Parisian
houses of fashion are in the enviable position of having their own exclusive
outlets with no more than three of any one item and further, the houses will
be adding without fear of losing market share, even more ‘0’s to their price
tags.(1)
Simmel writes that in addition to this visible activity of ‘play at current
fashion and current fashion at play, this dualistic activity by a social class for
the flight to be novel and to maintain its elevation, its elitist position from the
rest of society, often develops a predilection for importing fashions from
outside and such foreign fashions assume a greater value within the particular
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social circle. (Simmel’97:189) The play of fashion in other words for an elitist
group in order to stay in fashion to maintain it fashionable ‘edge’ can and does
adopt styles from exotic places. Simmel cites the example of the fashions
created in Paris which are produced with the sole intention of them being
fashionable elsewhere. (Simmel’97:191)
Simmel places emphasis too on the societal group’s norms in that
being fashionable within the group the ‘Individual appearance never clashes
with the general style but always stands out from it. (Simmel’97:189) Fashion
cannot exist cannot be played out unless two social tendencies are present,
as essential to its establishment, namely the need for integration on one hand
and the need for separation on the other. Fashion cannot develop if either is
absent. If these social status, class and power suppositions are correct then
this can be confirmed by the very fact that the ‘lower strata’ of a society
possess very few fashions and those they have are never specific.
(Simmel’97:189)
Simmel observes that these initial factors (of otherness distance,
separation, status, class distinction) go to create a social situation whereby
fashion is a ‘…genuine playground for individuals with dependant natures, but
whose self-consciousness, however, at the same time requires a certain
amount of prominence, attention, and singularity.’(Simmel’97) We are looking
at in a socil-psychological manner the essential or in effect the quintessential
interplay of fashion that being an interplay between meaning and form, a
counterplay between a symbolic representation of something and a
competition for something. (Huizinga’55) In the context of what we see the
fashionable or chic dresser is an embodiment of two spirits one who is socially
obedient yet at the same time one who is challenging the norms of fashion by
displaying different values to the group achieved through fashions adornment
and style.
Fashion and Social Power Social-psychological Coercion
Remember that the definition of power is the ability to control another’s
actions even against their will, Simmel sought ideally typifies such an
outwardly fashioned self Simmel coined the term Modenarren or a slave to
fashion:
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‘In describing slaves to fashion the social demands of the fashion appear
exaggerated to such a high degree that they completely acquire a semblance
of individuality and particularity. It is characteristic of the slave to fashion that
he carries the tendency of a particular fashion beyond the otherwise self
contained limits. If pointed shoes are in style, then he wears shoes that
resemble spear tips; if pointed collars are all the rage, he wears collars that
reach up to his ears; if it is fashionable to attend scholarly lectures, then he is
never seen anywhere else, and so on. (Simmel’97:192)
Thus the Modenarren is representative of embodies a spirit of something
totally individual, yet s/he is competitive for rights to another spirit, for the
winning of the qualitative elements that are common property of the given
circle. He leads the way but all travel the same road. (Simmel’97:202)
Fashion then is both destructive and constructive; its immediate creatively
constructed content comes at the loss the destruction of an earlier form.
(Simmel’97:201) But in paradox fashion is able to achieve however
temporarily a genuine state of equilibrium between the social and
individualising impulses. Again quoting Simmel directly:

’The conceit of the slave to fashion is thus the caricature of a democratically
fostered constellation of relations between the individual and totality. The
slave to fashion is furnished with a combination of relations to things and
human beings that, under ordinary circumstances, tend to appear separately.
What is at work here in fashion is not only the mixture of individual
distinctiveness and social equality, but more practically as it was; it is the
mingling of the sensations of domination and subordination.’ (Simmel’97:194)
This is then the intriguing social psychological dimension of fashion it is a flux
of sensations seeking both to dominate and be suppressed as the same time.
The essence we see in this social psychological perspective is in the seeking.
The Fashionista the Modarrnen is a mix of senses aesthetic senses (which
have their types of visual order) and the need to be part of the social whole.
This mix or flux if it is a successful one combines both styles with adornment
to create a balance of the individual and collective self. Simmel’97:206) One
try’s on the ‘affect’ an affect of conformity more correctly to our focus the self
seeks the collective selves assent. In fashion as the umbrella the stays of the
umbrella are the adornments and the style the fashion conveys to the
collective approving or conditional ‘eye’ of the collective whole.
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For Huizinga Simmel’s Modenarren is a player engaged in what h/she
sees as a complex of material meaningful acts to distance oneself to stand
apart yet be part of the representation of something more whole. H/she the
Modenarren is involved in what Huizinga termed the ‘ationing’ of an image the
construction of a self that in interplay and counterplay with concrete forms or
shapes of certain types of action that fabricates a whole. The imagination,
when the image is fabricated then ‘tries on the affect’ - to judge its effect
before the final display to the group of the newly constructed fashioned self.
We see then, in fashion a mixing of the spirit of play, part of the nebulae of
Concept Play as embodied in the individual, who though seemingly
temporarily entwined with the social, seeks otherness not only from the group
but otherness in currently existent forms of the current self, from the self of
subordinated others.
Still in this social - psychological perspective the Modnarren seeks the
distance of phenomenal reality and at the same time displays another self that
seeks a noumena distance of fashion in the fashioning fashion. If successful,
this self is distanced and becomes objectified as an item of fashion. The
successful ‘Fashionista’ creates noumenally then seeks to successfully
display into the phenomenal world of society in a smart in a chic manner. Not
only then is the displayed fashion an exhibition, it is a noumenally calculated
act, or set of actions to purposively be out of the ordinary, to arouse
admiration or to highlight a displayed fashioned self to the group. So not only
is the Fashionista seeking in this mix and flux of senses but h/she is seeking
arousals to both conform and differentiate and these noumenal actions which
are methectic and at the core of the play motive.(Ellis’73)
As we have seen fashion, in relation to the proximity to the means of
production is a distinct element of elite social classes; secondly not only is
fashion distinct in this regard but it also possesses a status or prestige factor
that is equally attached to such class stratifications. Thirdly then as in the
case of the ‘Fashionista’ or the ‘Modarnnen’s’ a Simmel termed them is the
relations of power and fashion. Power in this instance of fashion operates in
an least two distinct ways first as an economic power engaged in what Weber
termed the ‘oikos’ or house of economic action engaged in capitalist
enterprise. Secondly though is the power of coercion in that the ‘slave’ of
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fashion is as implied by the term slave- the Modarrnen is a malleable object,
controlled by social forces beyond otherness and distance in fact socialpsychologically by a need to stay fashionable. The conscious self deception
becomes a stronger factor in each change of fashion; fashion vies for the
control of behaviour of the Modarrnen with or without the Modarrnen consent.
This too is a coercive power holding the slave of fashion as a slave of modern
metropolitan life.
In Huizinga’s view these dialectic compositions, the creative
productions of a fashioned self allow for the crucial functions in the creative
production, in the playful fabrication toward conforming to societal norms.
The presentation of a fashioned self to the norms of the society and then
further into a consciousness or displayed state unite. Human play, and in the
instance of this paper, fashion as a social-psychological entity, combine in a
potential multiplicity of ways as a competition for something and a
representation of something. (Huizinga) The fashioned self as a valued
meaningful creative production competes to be fashionable in the values of
the group, yet by so doing seeks to represent something that is apart from the
group. I suggest then a theoretical perspective that Concept Play and social
fashion can be viewed as methectic as actions that help out actions, as
actions that interplay and counterplay with fashion. Play and fashion act in
concert to assist us to visualize the ‘ationing’ process of the image for
affecting the visual construction of the fashioned image, the image, playfully
created and acted out to the phenomenal world. (Huizinga’55:5, 14;
Shea:’08:4)
There are a number of other under explored ways that can help us
shed more light on play and fashion through a threshold for example of
Concept Play and the social entity of the secret. We cite in particular Simmel
and his writing on the sociology of the secret.(Simmel’50:336) Though there is
not the space in this paper to completely set out Simmel’s sociology in this
regard, nonetheless his view gives us a way of looking at the sociology of
fashion and play from a different perspective. Simmel in this secret context
would present perhaps the sociology of fashion as a ‘play world’ of fashion
most importantly as a secretive a play-pretend world, it is play world, a secret
world at least in one important way - that being of the secret of fashion can be
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a guarded jealously amongst those closest within the select group to the
means of production and consumption of that group. Fashion in its material
content can represent can be a display form of a highly symbolic sign or
series of significant symbolic systems. (Bourdieu’79:77)
Fashion, viewed in Simmel’s secret society is a display among those
within the society of items or things for conspicuous consumption a display of
a ‘thing’ or range of things; things distinct and things apart from the more
general society. Such creative products as secrets cannot be from the
realms, according to Simmel of the nouveau riche the petite bourgeoisie or
other aspiring classes. Such secret ‘things’ can only be displayed from within
by elite more precisely - by an aristocratic sub group of general society. In
other words elite secret societies fashion a group ego, wherein there is a
fascination for betrayal, the lie, and again, separateness and a creation of
otherness that we have mentioned above. Secret societies are creative
producers of their exclusive fashion; they use their play pretend world, for
protection and confidence, for silence and special sociations that sometimes
but not always are based on written communication. Secret societies
fashionably fabricate differing degrees of initiation and actively promote
seclusion from the outside. Often items and things of creative production and
development within the society move to being conspicuously displayed within
that society. (Simmel’50:352)
The best example still of the most valuable, conspicuously
consumptive item in the relation of production and consumption relationships
in secret societies is in fact not a ‘thing’ at all but according to Veblens study
of patriarchal societies is a person; that being - a woman.(Veblen’68:54) This
one aspect of Simmel work in this light of the sociologies of secret and of
fashion has to some degree then been outlined and empirically validated
through the formative structures of collective movements. Secret collective
societies all adhere to their accepted fashions, but some collectivities shroud
their actions as Huizinga demonstrates in the play forms of societal sacred
rites. Huizinga examples the rites of puberty where the events are fashioned
and these fashions are staged in conjunction with expected responses of all
those involved. (Huiizinga’55:15)
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Moving to another focus Simmel makes the very important sociological
observation that this fashion is a universal phenomenon existent in the history
of all human societies. Fashion is in Weberian terms, an ideal type of human
activity, and a statistically verifiable normative category – an ideal type of
human behaviour attached within and to the value and normative structures of
the human institutions:
Fashion as a player on the battleground of social life is in conflict and
tension with the desire, the need, the social force to conform, to be one of the
group and imitate; fashion is both in paradox an irreconcilable enemy to
those striving to new and different forms of life, social life appears to be the
battleground upon which every inch is stubbornly contested by both sides,
and social institutions may be seen as the never permanent – reconciliations,
in which the continuing antagonism of both principles are forever at struggle.
(Simmel’97:190)
We have attempted to show in this paper that it is play both in an inter
and counter sense that human play methectically encourages fashion, it
helps in the ‘actioning’ process or to continue, in Simmel’s current metaphor,
play helps fashion onto the ‘battleground’ of modern individual and collective
life. ‘Fashion is a product of class division and operates like a number of other
social forms that have a double function of both holding a given social circle
together and at the same time closing it off from others. (Simmel’97:191)
Fashion is too, as we have inferred above is also a matter of differing
gradation, depending on the circumstances counter played and interplayed
with status in the class divisions and finally, fashion is both and instrument
and an co-initiator with play in motivating forms of power in the selected
societal construct we have been examining.
Play and fashion are dualistic actions inculcated methectically in counter and
inter play with our collective and individual self’s. Better understanding this
interaction can help us better know some of the whys of human play, better
see human play as Concept Play imbued in the creative production, in the
societal regulation and the final move into consciousness as historical and
material facts of culture.

Galumph - Four A Preliminary Contribution to Defining Concept Play
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The essay has in a metaphorical sense and a historical and material
theoretical view, sought to gain a better knowledge as to the whys of human play.
The first galumph or leap outlined the essential forms of human institutions with the
next galumph again outlining the behavioural forms of human play in the normative
order of these institutions. The third leap sought in contrast to explore human play
in the value order of our human institutions, employing as a guide Simmels’
Philosophy of Fashion with the suggestion that fashion and play are in a socialpsychological manner, intertwined and interwoven (yet still identifiably distinct)
within our human institutions. Furthermore in the particular example of fashion and
human play, play methectically helps out fashion to the display-consciousness
forms and stages of historical and material life. These displayed consciousness
forms (be they material or symbolic) are the end product of value ordered selected
self and consocial self constructs, are the end products of combinations of
competitions for and or representations of things. (Huizinga’55)
Human play can be defined as Concept Play and is a continuity of dialectic
psychosomatic conditions that both methectically assist in the construct the self
and contribute again methectically, help in the construct of the societal self. Play is
a reflexive complex of actions which if viewed methectically that is (as reflexive
actions helping out other actions) and has a number of bases in both traditional
and affective action spheres of societal consociation. (Weber’78) Play actions
principally have a noumenal material content (meanings of value) that are in
continual tension with a dominantly agonal competition for scarce (symbolic and
otherwise) resource forms. The displayed forms of this competitive conflict are
most often perceived as then manifest representations of the material content
again, which are in themselves most visible in the normative orders of societal
institutions.
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Abstract. This modest paper is excerpted from a longer, more ambitious work in
progress. With any luck, it is a project that will culminate in a book – perhaps more than
one – within the next year or so. As a whole, the project explores the experience and
representation of death, the development of concepts and images concerning the afterlife
(including the notion that there is one), and – perhaps most challenging of all – the critical
assessment, interpretation, and implications of this rich tapestry of human experience and
image for a multicultural, technologically and scientifically dependent society. For this
presentation, I will focus on visions of death associated with what Raymond Moody
termed “near-death experiences.”
In brief summary, the presentation will explore the experiences, images, and
interpretations of people from different walks of life, immersed in different cultures,
representing different religious practices and traditions, throughout the period known as
the Middle Ages. Specifically, I will present, compare, and contrast the stories of Chao
T’ai (3rd century China), Ch’eng Tao-hui (4thcentury China), Drythelm (7th century
Northumbria), Genshin (10th century Japan), Tundale (12th century Ireland), and T’ingsheng (12th century China and Japan). Special attention will be given to: (i) illuminating
similarities as well as differences between the various accounts, (ii) exploring ways in
which experiences are colored and informed by cultural and historical expectation, and
(iii) discussing the process by which exchange and interaction between cultures and
religious traditions can change not only the interpretation of an experience, but the
phenomenology of the experience itself.

1

© October, 2008 by Douglas W. Shrader. This paper has been accepted for presentation at the Seventh
Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, January 2009, and for publication in the
conference proceedings. My analysis is indebted to research conducted while I was a visiting scholar at the
East-West Center in Honolulu, during a sabbatical from SUNY Oneonta (Spring 2006). Participation in the
conference is supported in part by a Faculty Development Award. Sincere appreciation is extended to: (i)
SUNY Oneonta, especially President Nancy Kleniewski, Provost F. Daniel Larkin, and Dean Michael Merilan, and (ii) the East-West Center, especially Elizabeth Buck, Peter Hershok, and Grant Otoshi.
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n 1975, Dr. Raymond Moody published a small book titled Life After Life in which he
discussed the results of clinical interviews with approximately 150 people. Some of his
subjects had suffered cardiac arrest, some had awakened from comatose states, and still
others had “merely” experienced a close brush with death (such as narrowly missed head-on
collision). Because he found no marked phenomenological characteristics to distinguish
stories told by people in any one group from those of the other two, and because he wished
to forestall the question of whether any of the patients had “really” died, he coined a new
term to refer to the whole, undifferentiated set: Near-Death Experiences.
The phenomenon that Moody reported was not new, having been observed and
documented for millennia. It was not however widely known and certainly was not taken
seriously by either the medical or academic communities. Yet something about Moody’s
book caught people’s attention and imagination. It became not only a popular topic for the
emerging New Age philosophy, but the subject of research and speculation by other
physicians, psychologists, sociologists, et al.
Dr. Moody’s subjects reported extraordinary, even bizarre experiences that seemed
to have a marked and positive effect on their attitudes toward life and death. On the basis of
his case studies, Moody identified fourteen common characteristics:
Ineffability
Hearing the News
Feelings of Peace and Quiet
Noise
Dark Tunnel
Out-of-Body Experience
Meeting Others
Being of Light
Review of One’s Life
A Border or Limit
Coming Back
Difficulty in Telling Others
Effects on Lives
New Views of Death
No one reported an experience that embodied all fourteen characteristics and many
subjects reported only a hazy, ill-defined experience that exhibited two or three of the
characteristics. Still, Moody was struck by what he regarded as a remarkable degree of
uniformity and prefaced his presentation of anecdotes with the following composite:
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A man … hears himself pronounced dead by his doctor. He begins to hear an
uncomfortable noise, a loud ringing or buzzing, and at the same time feels himself
moving very rapidly through a long dark tunnel. After this, he suddenly finds
himself outside of his own physical body, but still in the immediate physical
environment, and he sees his own body from a distance, as though he is a spectator.
…
After a while, he collects himself and becomes more accustomed to his odd
condition. He notices that he still has a “body,” but one of a very different nature
and with very different powers… Others come to meet and to help him. He
glimpses the spirits of relatives and friends who have already died, and a loving,
warm spirit of a kind he has never encountered before – a being of light – appears
before him. This being asks him a question, nonverbally, to make him evaluate his
life and helps him along by showing him a panoramic, instantaneous playback of
the major events of his life. At some point he finds himself approaching some sort
of barrier or border, apparently representing the limit between earthly life and the
next life. Yet, he finds that he must go back to the earth, that the time for his death
has not yet come. At this point he resists, for by now he is taken up with his
experiences in the afterlife and does not want to return. He is overwhelmed by
intense feelings of joy, love, and peace. Despite his attitude, though, he somehow
reunites with his physical body and lives.
Later he tries to tell others, but he has trouble doing so… Still, the experience
affects his life profoundly, especially his views about death and its relationship to
life.2

For comparison, the following is a genuine case reported in the person’s own words
(from a 1984 study by Glen Gabbard and Stuart Twemlow). The individual had taken a
mixture of drugs and alcohol. After a few days in intensive care, the person’s heart stopped.
As I began to lose consciousness, I saw my life flash in front of me like an old
movie with incredibly speeded-up action.
As soon as I died, I still had a mind as a matter of speaking. I did not have a
physical body. It was more or less a soul or spirit. …I felt I was being lifted into
the air. I was being transported through a strange atmosphere when all of a sudden
I remember hearing the most beautiful heavenly music that I have ever heard. …
Then I was standing in front of a long, dark tunnel and began to worry how I would
find my way out of it. Above and ahead of me, I noticed some light and an
opening. I thought of going toward it, but very soon I noticed the opening coming
closer and getting larger.
I looked again and felt my name being called out. There was a spirit form standing
in the opening. To me it was some kind of angel or perhaps God. There was a
2

Life After Life, pp. 21-23.
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white transparent type of robe or garb with a radiant gold belt around his waist.
Where the face, hands and feet would normally appear, was a radiant light shining
and glowing. This being gave me a very comforting feeling… It was as though he
was transmitting a message into my brain... He said … it was not time for me to
go. … I was to tell the people of the world that there is life after death and that
there are higher beings and a God so they could be comforted by this information.
I came back to life after this being spoke with me and found myself in my body. ...
The nurses told me I kept repeating over and over again, “It’s so beautiful.” I have
never been the same since. I will never again fear death, and I now have a purpose
and meaning to my life that I never had before.3

Many studies, like Moody’s, are largely anecdotal: unabashedly unscientific reports
of bits and pieces of various people’s experiences that happen to strike the author as
important, interesting, or intriguing. Having taught a class titled “Philosophy of Life and
Death” for thirty years, having worked closely with training programs for nurses and
hospice volunteers, and having given conference presentations concerning near-death
experiences in various venues throughout the past twenty-five years, I have personally
spoken with a broad assortment of people who felt compelled to share their experiences
with me.
One question with which I have wrestled repeatedly concerns the extent to which
personal, social, and cultural expectations affect not only the interpretation of an experience,
but the phenomenology of the experience itself. To develop a clearer picture of this
influence, I find it useful to compare experiences of people from different walks of life,
immersed in different cultures, representing different religious practices and traditions. For
the current paper, I have chosen six cases from the 3rd through the 12th centuries A.D. Two
are from Europe, two from China, and two from Japan. The two European cases are seeped
in Christian doctrine while those from Asia represent Confucian, Daoist, and Buddhist
commitments. Unlike most modern experiences, each of the six includes descriptions of the
sorts of torment that one may experience after death if he or she has been less than righteous
in life. Although each of these experiences was chronicled centuries before Dante’s
publication of The Divine Comedy (early 14th century), they are apt to remind a modern
reader of his graphic and gruesome descriptions of layers and levels of hells with tortures
and punishments uniquely suited to specific sins.

(0
Drythelm, a Northumbrian, was pronounced dead in 699 A.D. When he apparently
arose from the dead the following morning, the mourners fled in fear. He spoke of a spirit

3

With the Eyes of the Mind, pp. 126-127.
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guide with a “shining countenance and a bright garment”4 who led him to a valley of
infinite length. The left side of the valley was filled with flames, the right with hail and
snow. Human souls were being tossed about within the valley “as if by a violent storm”5
and Drythelm thought at first that this must be the valley of hell. But hell was still to come.
When he reached the far end of the valley, darkness “grew so thick that I could see nothing
except the darkness and the shape and garment of my guide.”6 There he encountered black
flames full of human souls and others being tormented by evil spirits.
From this place of darkness, fire, stench, and noise, the guide “conducted me into an
atmosphere of clear light.”7 They approached a wall of seemingly infinite extension.
Drythelm worried about finding a way past this great wall.
I began to wonder why we went up to the wall, since I saw no door, window or
path through it. When we came to the wall, all of a sudden — I don’t know how
— we were on top of it. Within it there was a vast and delightful field, so full of
fragrant flowers that the odor of its delightful sweetness immediately dispelled the
stink of the dark furnace that had pierced me through and through. So great was
the light … that it seemed to exceed the brightness of day or the sun in its meridian
height. In this field were innumerable assemblies of men and women in white and
many groups seated together rejoicing.8

Drythelm assumed this was heaven, but again he was wrong:
…I discovered before me a much more beautiful light and there heard the sweet
voices of people singing, and so wonderful a fragrance proceeded from the place
that the other place, which I had thought before most delicious, then seems to me
only very indifferent...9

Drythelm hoped to enter that final realm, but the guide turned and led him back. Along the
way he explained:
That valley you saw so dreadful because of the consuming flames and cutting cold
is the place to try and punish the souls of those who delay to confess and amend
their sins, but eventually have recourse to repentance at the point of death, and so
4

Eileen Gardiner (ed.), Visions of Heaven and Hell Before Dante, p. 58. Drythelm’s experience was
recorded by the monk Bede in Ecclesiastical History of the English Nation (Book V, Chapter XII), completed
in 731. Bede’s History is available on the web as part of the Medieval Internet Sourcebook, edited by Paul
Halsall: <http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/basis/bede-book5.html> (accessed 10/22/208). It is also available
from Christian Classics Ethereal Library <http://www.ccel.org/ccel/bede/history.html> in three different
formats: html, pdf, and plain text (UTF-8) (accessed 10/22/2008).
5
Ibid.
6
Ibid.
7
Ibid, p. 60.
8
Ibid.
9
Ibid, pp. 60-61.
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depart from this life. Nevertheless, because they finally confessed and repented at
death, they will all be received into the kingdom of heaven at the Day of
Judgment...
That fiery and stinking pit that you saw is the mouth of hell, and whoever falls into
it shall never be delivered for all eternity. This flowery place, in which you see
these most beautiful young people, so bright and merry, is the reception place for
the souls of those who depart from the body after doing good works, but who are
not so perfect as to deserve to be admitted immediately into the kingdom of
heaven. ... [T]hose who are perfect in thought, word and deed immediately enter
the kingdom of heaven as soon as they depart from their bodies. That is in the
place with the fragrant odor and bright light where you heard the sound of sweet
singing.10

When the guide informed him that he was to return to the realm of the living,
Drythelm reported: “I much abhorred returning to my body, being delighted with the
sweetness and beauty of the place I beheld, and with the company of those I saw in it.”11
Upon his return to the mortal realm, Drythelm divided his belongings into three parts: one
for his wife, one for his children, and the third for the poor. He entered the monastery of
Melrose and remained there in near seclusion, telling his story only to those he believed
might thereby benefit in their own quest for spiritual excellence.12

1
Our excursion through time and space takes us from Northumbria to China. Chao
T’ai, a 35 year-old bureaucratic official in the Chin dynasty (265-420 A.D.), collapsed and
was pronounced dead. After ten days, he revived from whatever state he may have been in,
and told “of being carried to the east by two horsemen, arriving at a large city wall, [and]
passing through the city gate ...”13 There, along with several thousand men and women, he
was presented to a magistrate and ordered to describe his sins. Chao T’ai proclaimed
innocence, denying having committed any evil. Perhaps he was believed; perhaps the
scarlet-clothed magistrate simply found use for a man with administrative experience. At
any rate, Chao T’ai was appointed Inspector of Waterworks and later promoted to
10

Ibid.
Bede, Ecclesiastical History of the English Nation, Book V. Op cit.
12
Bede’s History is filled with stories of visions and miracles. For our purposes it will suffice to note just
one. In 676 a dying nun “began to tell, that a certain man of God, who had died that same year, had appeared to her, telling her that at the break of day she should depart to the heavenly light. The truth of which
vision was made out by the virgin’s dying as soon as the day appeared” (Book IV, Chapter VIII). The experience is an example of what is generally called a “death-bed vision.” The content (being led to the heavenly
light by a guide) could just as easily have been reported by someone who had a near-death experience
(whether then or now).
13
James McClenon, “Near-Death Folklore in Medieval China and Japan,” p. 328.
11
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Supervisor. In this capacity, overseeing soldiers whose mission was to inspect the various
hells to which sinners had been sent, Chao T’ai witnessed a variety of harsh punishments:
“some were poked through with needles, some were ... boiled in large caldrons, others ...
[impaled] themselves on trees made from swords, severing their own bodies and heads.”14
Beyond these frightful places of punishment, Chao T’ai witnessed the City of
Transformation, where those who had accepted Buddhist teaching could receive a new birth
assignment in accord with their past karma. Within this area,
…there were several hundred bureau officials who were examining and collating
documents, saying that those who had engaged in killing were to become mayflies
which are born in the morning and die in the evening; those who engaged in
stealing and robbery were to become pigs and sheep, to be butchered and cut up by
others; those who engaged in sexual wantonness were to become cranes, ducks,
and deer; the double-tongued were to become owls; those who did not repay their
debts were to become donkeys, mules, oxen, and horses.15

In what is perhaps the ultimate ironic twist, it was eventually discovered that Chao T’ai was
not supposed to be there at all: he had been summoned prematurely due to a bureaucratic
error. Thus he was ordered to return to the living, to tell people that which he had learned,
and to instruct them to honor the Dharma.

1

'

In 391 A.D. a Daoist native of Wu-ch’ang, China – Ch’eng Tao-hui – was believed
to have died. A few days later, he “returned to life” and described an experience of being
tied up by ten or more people, who later released him and led him along a road with dense
brambles on both sides. Along the way, sinners were punished by driving them through the
brambles.
Ch’eng was taken to an audience hall in a large city and was told he had been
treated with kindness since he had been a devout Buddhist in a previous life. A
magistrate listened to arguments regarding Ch’eng’s past deeds. His past-life
virtues were considered sufficient, and he was sent on a tour of the hells so that he
might inform the living of the nature of Buddhist Dharma.16

Apparently, Chao T’ai’s experience had become fairly well known in China. Rather
than providing detail concerning the various hells, the narrative simply states that what
Ch’eng Tao-hui observed was “more or less the same” as Chao T’ai.17

14

Christopher Key Chapple, Nonviolence to Animals, Earth, and Self in Asian Traditions, p. 34.
Ibid, p. 34 -- quoting Karl S.Y. Kao, editor, Classical Chinese Tales of the Supernatural and the
Fantastic: Selections from the Third to the Tenth Century, pp. 166-171.
16
McClenon (1991), p. 328.
17
Ibid, pp. 328-329 -- quoting Kao, pp. 173-174.
15
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For a similar tale, with similar influence, we return to medieval Europe. Tundale’s
Vision, written in 1149 A.D. by an Irish monk, was translated into at least thirteen languages
and circulated widely.
Tundale was an Irish knight
– described as “a true
sinner”18 – who was struck
dead but not buried because
his friends detected a little
warmth on his left side. He
was met by a guardian spirit
and provided a grand tour
of Hell.
In his visit to Hell,
Tundale encountered a
complex
system
with
individualized tortures for
specific sins (beginning
with murder). There is a pit
that represents eternal
damnation, but a great
many souls were still
awaiting final judgment. It
appears that much of the
torment is designed to
purge the soul of its
particular
evil
in
preparation for that final
judgment.
From Hell, Tundale
was led along a gradually
rising path where he saw
souls in meadows and
pavilions, passed over walls and eventually through heavenly gates. Throughout the
journey, Tundale and his guide conversed about the nature of divine mercy and justice. A
fifteenth century painting titled Vision of Tundale provides a vivid and graphic
representation of the torments which await the unrighteous (Très riches heures du Duc de
Berry, Burgundy).
18

Ibid, p. 253.
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Ascension to the Empyrean, a
fifteenth
century
painting
by
Hieronymus Bosch, looks as though it
might just as easily have been painted
by one of Raymond Moody’s
subjects. Souls are shown ascending
toward a tunnel of light. Close to the
earth, the souls are assisted by several
angelic guides. As they approach the
tunnel, the number of guides
decreases. Although a solitary guide
appears with a soul at the entrance to
the tunnel, a figure at the far end
appears unaccompanied.
Ascension is one of four
panels that may have originally
composed a single triptych.19
Consistent with the experiences of
Drythelm and Tundale, the other three
panels are The Fall of the Damned,
Hell, and The Earthly Paradise. In
the latter, souls relax and converse
with angelic guides in a beautiful
garden. The viewer’s gaze is drawn
in an upward direction, perhaps to
suggest that the heavenly ascension is
but a continuation of the earthly
paradise.
Another fifteenth century
painting, Paradise by Dieric [Dirck]
Bouts (overleaf), captures clearly the
continuum suggested by Bosch’s
panels. The foreground is dominated
by souls escorted by an angelic spirit
across a rich field of flowers. They
are being led toward a small building
adorned with ornate spires, and
beyond that to a grassy knoll where
other souls are continuing their
19

Cinotti, p. 98. Also see Tolnay, p. 111.
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heavenly climb. Above the knoll is a tunnel in the clouds. Assisted by their angelic guides,
souls enter the tunnel and merge into the white light which radiates from beyond.
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In Japan, some of the most beautiful and captivating paintings are based on the
visions and images of Genshin (born 942 A.D. in the Yamato Province). Genshin’s

monumental essay, Ojo yoshu (Essentials of Rebirth – completed in 954 A.D.) “contains
vivid descriptions of the corruptions of human life, the incredible horrors of the hells, and
the eternal light and bliss of the Western Paradise.”20 The first section, “Leaving the
Unclean World” is like a guided tour of the six realms of rebirth: hells, hungry ghosts,
beasts, angry demons, human beings, and heavenly beings.
20

Joji Okazaki, Pure Land Buddhist Painting, p. 100.
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The realm of hells is comprised of eight great hells, each with its own sixteen
minor hells, which become progressively more frightening and disgusting as one
sinks lower and lower. In one hell, sinners are forced to eat dung while worms
crawl over them gnawing at their bodies; in another, prisoners are cut up,
disemboweled, slashed into slices and hung up to view – only to be instantly
reassembled so that they may be cut apart again. In other hells, sinners are
continually boiled alive, or their eyes are gouged out, or they are skinned alive,
their bodies roasted, and molten iron poured over them. In the Avici Hell (J. abi),
the lowest limit of the realm of passions, sinners must devour their own flesh, and
they flounder in a vile mass of dead bodies, dung, and insects.21

Many of the so-called “hungry ghosts” were “cruel, covetous, jealous human
beings.”22 Their insatiable cravings in life have led to an even worse hunger in death.
Others were people who were not properly cared for by their descendants at household
altars.
The hungry ghosts eat anything they can – pus, dung, phlegm – but still they are
unsatisfied. They try to drink water but it turns to flames, they eat dead bodies in
cemeteries, they give birth to children and then eat their offspring; but still there is
no relief from the gnawing hunger. ...

In sharp contrast to these two realms, Genshin’s vision of paradise is filled with sublime
beauty, understanding, and spiritual perfection:
…fantastic and gorgeous palaces, lotus ponds, pools, mountains with cooling
streams, bridges, pavilions, groves of trees, and colorful, sweetly singing birds. All
the beings in the Western Paradise live together in harmony, mutually glorifying
one another. No inhabitant feels the bewilderment of passion, but leads a joyful,
fulfilled existence in accordance with Amida’s teachings. All beings can see and
comprehend their previous lives, and they understand the riddles of existence. The
entire realm is an extremely sensual one, a feast of color, musical sounds,
imparting a delicious sense of well-being, yet this is sensuality uplifted to pure
spirituality. Beings love one another because they see the glory of Amida reflected
in one another, and each day they grow more spiritually perfect through the grace
and guidance of the Lord of Light.23

1

'

Our final tale is taken from the Konjaku monogatari shu (compiled in Japan in 1120
A.D.). It is the tale of T’ing-sheng, a Chinese monk, who
21

Ibid, p. 100.
Ibid, p. 100.
23
Ibid, pp. 100-101.

22
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…strongly desired to go to the Lotus-Matrix heaven but failed to keep the precepts.
After death, he was sent to the Red Lotus Hell, which he mistook for the
Lotus-Matrix World. Rapt in contemplation, he exclaimed, “Homage to the
Lotus-Matrix World,” a statement which miraculously caused the hell to be
transformed into a heaven and T’ing-sheng to be returned to life in order to recount
what he had observed.24

24

McClenon (1991), p. 335.
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If the foregoing experiences are representative, people in medieval times appear to
have had near-death experiences that resemble those of modern counterparts in some
respects, but differ markedly as well.25 Most striking, the medieval focus on punishment for
a misspent life stands in stark contrast to contemporary messages of abiding peace and allembracing love. The source of this difference, in large part, may be nothing less than a shift
in human perspective: a shift that I like to think is akin to the vision presented by T’ingsheng. If we approach death expecting hell to pay, we just might find it waiting to
accommodate our expectations. If, on the other hand, we approach death with an open heart
and positive mind-set, we might well find something fairly close to abiding peace,
unconditional love, and infinite bliss. In death, as in life, attitude matters.
The phenomenology of our experience will reflect our expectations in other ways as
well. Chao T’ai, a Confucian bureaucrat, experienced death as he experienced life: “more
of the same.” As a Christian, Drythelm experienced death in terms of an uncertain path
toward one of two eternal destinies: heaven or hell. As a Buddhist, Genshin experienced
death in terms of a manifold of opportunities for reincarnation, including the possibility of
rebirth into the Pure Land of Amida Buddha. Combining Daoism, Buddhism, and
Confucianism – as has been the case for many Chinese over the ages – Ch’eng Tao-hui
experienced death as a road with dense brambles on both sides, leading to an audience with
a fair magistrate willing to consider the merit he had accrued during past lives. As our lives
differ, so too will our deaths.
Differences notwithstanding, there is a natural human temptation to emphasize
common elements and/or to create a quantifiable catalog of the “most important”
phenomenal elements. In fact, much modern research has traveled that path. However,
given attitudinal and cultural components as well as differences over time, the search for a
universal near-death experience is both unwise and misguided. By giving undue priority to
obvious similarities we run the risk of missing subtle differences that may be far more
important.
As we contemplate this potentially perplexing and paradoxical blend of similarity
and difference, it may be best to remember that the most important lessons of humanity are
often the simplest ones that – while we are engaged in intense intellectual struggle – pass
quietly beneath the radar of conceptual analysis.

25

Unfortunately, it may be impossible to determine the extent to which these experiences were or were
not representative of their time and culture. Religious authorities who chronicled the experiences surely
exercised a substantial measure of selectivity. They recorded experiences that accorded with their beliefs
about the afterlife and ignored others. Moreover, it is reasonable to expect that they emphasized some aspects of the experience over others.
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Three Laughing Men by the Tiger Stream is a delightful Song painting in the Litang
style. It depicts scholars from three Chinese traditions: Daoist Lu Xiujing (left), Confucian
official Tao Hongjing (right) and Buddhist monk Huiyuan (center, founder of Pure Land
Buddhism). The stream they have just crossed borders a zone infested by tigers. Engrossed
as they were in their discussion, whether searching for common ground or debating the
differences between their traditions, they have crossed without fear or trepidation. Realizing
the circumstances and manner of their crossing, they laugh together.

Whatever our differences, whatever culture we have inherited or century in which we live,
the stories presented in this paper have much to teach us about ourselves. Will we cross the
tiger stream with laughter – in the company of others – or will we regret the lives we have
lived and project our fear and guilt onto that distant shore?
Douglas W. Shrader
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Abstract: In the early 1980s, the Louisiana State Legislature passed a law titled

the “Balanced Treatment for Creation-Science and Evolution-Science in Public
School Instruction Act” (a.k.a. “The Creationism Act”). The law did not require
either creationism or evolution to be taught in public schools, but under the
banners of academic freedom and balanced treatment, it did require that the
teaching of either be “balanced” by the teaching of its alternative. In a split
decision, the Supreme Court ruled against the Creationism Act, but upheld the
concept of “teaching a variety of scientific theories about the origins of
humankind” (Edwards v. Aguillard, June 1987).
In October 2004, the School Board of Dover, Pennsylvania decided to test the
social and judicial waters concerning the teaching of Intelligent Design. This
presentation considers the actions of the school board, the controversy that
erupted within the community, the ensuing legal battle (Kitzmiller v. Dover,
December 2005), and the consequences for science education

1

©October, 2008 by Douglas W. Shrader. This paper has been accepted for presentation at the Seventh
Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, January 2009, and for publication in the
conference proceedings. Participation in the conference is supported in part by a Faculty Development
Award. Sincere appreciation is extended to SUNY Oneonta, especially President Nancy Kleniewski,
Provost F. Daniel Larkin, and Dean Michael Merilan.
My analysis of these cases has been shaped by exchanges with colleagues at previous venues in which I
have also addressed the topic of Intelligent Design. As always, I am grateful to those who challenged my
assumptions and interpretations, for they have forced me to think more clearly and deeply than might
otherwise have been the case. Those previous venues were: (1) “Stirring the Pot,” an interdisciplinary
forum sponsored by the Center for Continuing Adult Learning, October 2006, (2) the Fifth Annual Hawaii
International Conference on Arts and Humanities, January 2007, and (3) the Fourth Annual Oneonta
Celebration of Teaching, October 2007. The latter two resulted in publications: (1) “Religion in America:
The Intelligent Design Controversy,” Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Hawaii International Conference on
Arts and Humanities. Honolulu, HI: January 2007: pp. 4797-4834 and (2) “Intelligent Design and the
Public School Curriculum,” Proceedings for the Fourth Annual Celebration of Teaching: Engaging
Students. Richard Couch, editor. Oneonta, NY: 2008: pp. 13-15
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Recent surveys conducted by the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life2 demonstrate
that Americans exhibit a generally positive attitude toward science, but retain a decidedly
religious conviction about the origins of life and remain deeply distrustful of the theory of
evolution by means of natural selection. According to a report issued August 30, 2005:
Most Americans believe that God
was responsible for the creation of
life on earth but divide on the
question of whether and how life has
changed since the creation. Overall,
78% say God created life on earth,
while 5% think a universal spirit or
higher power was responsible for the
creation.
Despite this broad agreement
regarding the origins of life, the
public is deeply divided on precisely
how life developed. A plurality of
Americans (48%) say that humans
and other living things have evolved
over time, but nearly as many (42%)
say that humans and other living
things have existed in their present
form since the beginning of time. …

Beliefs about Evolution
100
80
60
40
20
0

2005
Life Evolved Over Time
Life Always Existed in the Present Form

There is further division among those who agree that life has evolved over time. Of
those who say that living things have evolved over time, roughly half (26% of the
public overall) accept the Darwinian account of evolution, saying that evolution has
occurred through natural processes such as natural selection. But nearly four-in-ten of
those who believe in evolution (18% of the public as a whole) say that evolution was
2

According to their website (<http://pewforum.org/about/>, accessed November 10, 2006):
The Pew Forum on Religion & Public Life, launched in 2001, seeks to promote a deeper
understanding of issues at the intersection of religion and public affairs.
The Forum pursues its mission by delivering timely, impartial information to national opinion
leaders, including government officials and journalists. As a nonpartisan, non-advocacy
organization, the Forum does not take positions on policy debates.
The Forum functions as both a clearinghouse and a town hall. As a clearinghouse, it gathers and
disseminates objective information through polls and reports. As a town hall, it provides a
neutral venue through its various issue roundtables and briefings for discussions of important
issues where religion and domestic and international politics intersect.

The Director of the Institute, Luis E. Largo, holds a Ph.D. in Political Science from the University of
Chicago. His publications include an edited volume titled: Religion, Public Life and the American Polity
(University of Tennessee Press, July 1994).
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guided by a supreme being for the purpose of creating humans and other life in the form
it exists today, a view that is consistent with some aspects of what has been called
“intelligent design.”3

A follow-up survey, reported a year later, provides confirmation of the overall statistical
portrait, important context and detail that were not addressed in the 2005 study, and even
a few hints concerning the direction in which opinion is shifting:
Solid majorities in every major religious group say that scientific advances help rather
than harm mankind. The view that science is helping mankind varies from 63% among
mainline Protestants to 72% among white Catholics.
But the issue of evolution and the
origins of life remains highly
divisive. Specifically, the views of
white evangelical Protestants are
very different from those of other
groups, with a majority (65%)
rejecting the notion that humans
and other living things have
evolved over time, and espousing
the view that life has existed in its
present form since the beginning of
time. Just 28% of evangelicals
believe in evolution, and only 6%
think evolution occurred through
natural selection.

Percentages of Americans who
accept some form of Evolution
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2006

Secular Respondents
White Catholics

Among seculars and most other
religious groups, majorities believe
in evolution: this includes 59% of
white Catholics, 62% of white
mainline Protestants and 83% of seculars.4

White Mainstream Protestants
White Evangelicals
African Americans (2005 only)

In 2005, only 25% of African American Protestants accepted the idea that species evolve
over time, with about half (13% overall) believing in natural selection and about half
(12%) opting for the idea that evolution is guided by a supreme being.5
3

“Public Divided on Origins of Life: Religion a Strength and Weakness for Both Parties.”
<http://pewforum.org/docs/index.php?DocID=115>.
Issued August 30, 2005. Accessed November 10, 2006.
4
“Many Americans Uneasy with Mix of Religion and Politics.”
<http://pewforum.org/docs/index.php?DocID=153>.
Issued August 24, 2006. Accessed November 10, 2006.
5
1644 (82.2%) of the 2005 respondents identified themselves as “White.” 224 (11.2%) selected “Black.”
Only 126 (6.3%) were Hispanic. Data tables provide partitions for White Catholic, White Mainstream
Protestant, and White Evangelical, but no parallel subdivisions for Blacks or Hispanics.
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As had been the case in 2005, the 2006 study found that:
…mainline Protestants and Catholics who believe in evolution are themselves divided
over the question of whether evolution occurred through natural selection or was guided
by a supreme being for the purpose of creating human life in its present form. … Only
among seculars does a majority accept natural selection: 69% of respondents with no
religious affiliation believe that life evolved through natural selection.6

In 2005, 24% of mainline Protestants reported a belief that evolution occurred under
divine guidance (vs. 26% in 2006), but the percentage who accept a process of natural
selection was unchanged from one year to the next (31%). For Catholics, figures shifted
slightly more, but not enough to constitute a trend or challenge the reliability of the
overall statistical portrait: in 2005, 28% accepted natural selection (vs. 25% in 2006)
while an identical 28% opted for guided evolution (vs. 31% in 2006).
Mechanism of Evolution (2006)

Mechanism of Evolution (2005)
80
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0
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Natural Selection

Divine Guidance

Natural Selection

Divine Guidance

Secular Respondents

Secular Respondents

White Catholics

White Catholics

White Mainstream Protestants

White Mainstream Protestants

White Evangelicals

White Evangelicals

African Americans

After summarizing the differences that divide Americans in their beliefs concerning
evolution, the 2005 study (though unfortunately not the 2006 one) provided a tantalizing
glimpse of American opinion concerning the public school science curriculum:

6

Ibid.
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Overall, about half the public (48%) says that humans and other living things have
evolved over time, while 42% say that living things have existed in their present form
since the beginning of time. Fully 70% of white evangelical Protestants say that life has
existed in its present form since
the beginning of time; fewer
What should be taught in school?
than half as many white
(2005 data - by belief)
mainline Protestants (32%) and
80
white Catholics (31%) agree.
Despite
these
fundamental
60
differences, most Americans
(64%) say they are open to the
40
idea of teaching creationism
along with evolution in the
20
public schools, and a substantial
minority (38%) favors replacing
0
evolution with creationism in
Teach Creationism Teach Both
public school curricula. While
Only
Creationism &
Evolution
much of this support comes
from religious conservatives,
Believe in Creationism
these ideas – particularly the
Believe in some form of Evolution
idea
of
teaching
both
Believe in Guided Evolution
perspectives – have a broader
Believe in Natural Selection
appeal. Even many who are
politically liberal and who
believe in evolution favor expanding the scope of public school education to include
teaching creationism. But an analysis of the poll also reveals that there are considerable
inconsistencies between people’s beliefs and what they want taught in the schools,
suggesting some confusion about the meaning of terms such as “creationism” and
“evolution.”7

While it may not come as a surprise to learn that Americans who believe in creationism
would like to have creationism as well as evolution taught in the public schools (65% pro
vs. 26% con), two companion statistics are especially worthy of note. First, their
responses to this question were virtually identical to the responses of those who hold
opposite views concerning the development of life: Americans who believe in evolution
also overwhelmingly favor teaching creationism as well as evolution (66% pro vs. 27%
con). In fact, even 62% of those who believe in natural selection favor teaching both
views (with only 33% in opposition). Second, people who are committed to creationism
were more inclined to favor an educational system that taught both creationism and
evolution (65% pro vs. 26% con) than one that only taught creationism (56% pro vs. 32%
con).

7

“Public Divided on Origins of Life: Religion a Strength and Weakness for Both Parties.” Op. cit.
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Finally, as should be fairly evident from
what has already been written, Americans
are not especially happy with our public
school curriculum concerning the origins
and evolution of human life. Only 5% of
parents of school-age children rate their
schools’ handling of evolution as
“excellent.” Another 26% provide a
rating of “good,” for a combined positive
rating of 31% (less than one third). 33%
rate the schools’ handling of the topic as
“only fair” while 20% assign a score of
“poor,” for a combined negative rating of
53% (over half). A disappointing 16% of
parents admit that they simply do not
know what rating to assign.

Grading Public Schools on
Education about Evolution (2005)

0

*

Only Fair

#
As demonstrated by the preceding section of this paper: (i) public opinion concerning the
origin and evolution of life varies widely, (ii) about two-thirds of the American public are
open to teaching creationism along with evolution in the public schools, and (iii) many
Americans remain deeply dissatisfied with the quality of instruction our schools have
provided on these topics. For these reasons, our courts are periodically besieged by cases
designed to change the public school science curriculum. In terms of the present
discussion, two cases are especially worth of note: Edwards v. Aguillard (June 1987) and
Kitzmiller v. Dover (December 2005).

.-
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In the early 1980s, the Louisiana State Legislature passed a law titled the “Balanced
Treatment for Creation-Science and Evolution-Science in Public School Instruction Act”
(a.k.a. “The Creationism Act”).8 The law did not require either creationism or evolution
to be taught in public schools, but under the banners of academic freedom and balanced
treatment, it did require that the teaching of either be “balanced” by the teaching of its
alternative.
The constitutionality of the Creationism Act was challenged in Federal Court by parents,
religious leaders, and teachers: including a biology teacher (Don Aguillard) whose name
will forever be associated with the case. The District Court granted a summary
8

La.Rev.Stat.Ann. §§ 17:286.1-17:286.7.
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injunction, ruling that the Act violated the Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment.9 Specifically:
The court held that there can be no valid secular reason for prohibiting the teaching of
evolution, a theory historically opposed by some religious denominations. The court
further concluded that “the teaching of ‘creation-science’ and ‘creationism,’ as
contemplated by the statute, involves teaching ‘tailored to the principles’ of a particular
religious sect or group of sects.” The District Court therefore held that the Creationism
Act violated the Establishment Clause either because it prohibited the teaching of
evolution or because it required the teaching of creation science with the purpose of
advancing a particular religious doctrine.10

The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the
District Court ruling in 1985.11 On December
10, 1986, the case was argued before the
United States Supreme Court. Summarizing the
Appellate decision, the Supreme Court noted:
The court observed that the statute’s avowed
purpose of protecting academic freedom was
inconsistent with requiring, upon risk of
sanction, the teaching of creation science
whenever evolution is taught. The court found
that the Louisiana Legislature’s actual intent
was “to discredit evolution by counterbalancing its teaching at every turn with the
teaching of creationism, a religious belief.”12

In a split decision issued June 19, 1987, the
Supreme Court upheld the rulings of both
lower courts.13 They based much of their
analysis on the so-called “Lemon Test.”
The Establishment Clause forbids the enactment of any law “respecting an
establishment of religion.” The Court has applied a three-pronged test to determine
whether legislation comports with the Establishment Clause. First, the legislature must
9

Aguillard v. Treen, 634 F. Supp. 426 (ED La. 1985).
Edwards v. Aguillard (482 U.S. 578, 583 (June 1987)) <http://supreme.justia.com/us/482/578/case.html>
Accessed October 24, 2008: omitting citations and references to other cases.
11
765 F.2d 1251 (CA5 1985).
12
Edwards v. Aguillard. (482 U.S. 578, 583 (June 1987)). Op. cit.
13
The majority opinion, authored by Justice Brennan, was joined by Justices Marshall, Blackmun, Powell,
and Stevens. Justice O’Connor joined in all but Part I of the opinion. Justice White concurred with the
judgment, but not the opinion of the court. Justice Scalia authored a dissenting opinion, in which he was
joined by Justice Rehnquist.
10
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have adopted the law with a secular purpose. Second, the statute’s principal or primary
effect must be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion. Third, the statute must not
result in an excessive entanglement of government with religion. State action violates
the Establishment Clause if it fails to satisfy any of these prongs.14

Concerning the first prong of the test (purpose), the Court challenged the stated purposes
of the legislation (academic freedom and balanced education):
While the Court is normally deferential to a State’s articulation of a secular purpose, it
is required that the statement of such purpose be sincere, and not a sham. …

It is clear from the legislative history that the purpose of the legislative sponsor, Senator
Bill Keith, was to narrow the science curriculum. During the legislative hearings,
Senator Keith stated: “My preference would be that neither [creationism nor evolution]
be taught.” Such a ban on teaching does not promote – indeed, it undermines – the
provision of a comprehensive scientific education.15

To examine the possibility that the Creationism Act concealed a religious agenda, they
began by citing legal precedent:

14

Ibid. citing Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-613 (1971) [footnotes omitted]. The Lemon Test has
become a source of substantial disagreement and considerable tension between justices on the Supreme
Court. In a separate paper published earlier this year, I argue that the test has become a judicial liability
(failing to provide guidance and, perhaps, even adding to the murkiness of the waters it was intended to
clarify): Douglas W. Shrader, “Thou Shalt Not: Supreme Court Rulings Concerning Public Displays of
Religious Symbols.” Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and
Humanities. Honolulu, HI: 2006: pp. 5564-5608.
15
Edwards v. Aguillard. (482 U.S. 578, 583 (June 1987)). Op. cit. Omitting footnotes and citations.
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As in Stone and Abington, we need not be blind in this case to the legislature’s
preeminent religious purpose in enacting this statute. There is a historic and
contemporaneous link between the teachings of certain religious denominations and the
teaching of evolution. It was this link that concerned the Court in Epperson v. Arkansas,
393 U.S. 97 (1968), which also involved a facial challenge to a statute regulating the
teaching of evolution. In that case, the Court reviewed an Arkansas statute that made it
unlawful for an instructor to teach evolution or to use a textbook that referred to this
scientific theory. Although the Arkansas anti-evolution law did not explicitly state its
predominate religious purpose, the Court could not ignore that “[t]he statute was a
product of the upsurge of ‘fundamentalist’ religious fervor” that has long viewed this
particular scientific theory as contradicting the literal interpretation of the Bible. After
reviewing the history of anti-evolution statutes, the Court determined that “there can be
no doubt that the motivation for the [Arkansas] law was the same [as other antievolution statutes]: to suppress the teaching of a theory which, it was thought, “denied”
the divine creation of man.”16

Turning to the specifics of the Louisiana legislation, the court concluded:
These same historic and contemporaneous antagonisms between the teachings of certain
religious denominations and the teaching of evolution are present in this case. The
preeminent purpose of the Louisiana Legislature was clearly to advance the religious
viewpoint that a supernatural being created humankind. The term “creation science”
was defined as embracing this particular religious doctrine by those responsible for the
passage of the Creationism Act. Senator Keith’s leading expert on creation science,
Edward Boudreaux, testified at the legislative hearings that the theory of creation
science included belief in the existence of a supernatural creator. Senator Keith also
cited testimony from other experts to support the creation-science view that “a creator
[was] responsible for the universe and everything in it.” The legislative history
therefore reveals that the term “creation science,” as contemplated by the legislature
that adopted this Act, embodies the religious belief that a supernatural creator was
responsible for the creation of humankind.17

Because they could not rule out the prima facie possibility that a scientific theory might,
in principle, support belief in the existence of a supernatural creator, the Court examined
the legislative record to determine the “true intents” of the Act’s sponsor:
Furthermore, it is not happenstance that the legislature required the teaching of a theory
that coincided with this religious view. The legislative history documents that the Act’s
primary purpose was to change the science curriculum of public schools in order to
provide persuasive advantage to a particular religious doctrine that rejects the factual
basis of evolution in its entirety. The sponsor of the Creationism Act, Senator Keith,
explained during the legislative hearings that his disdain for the theory of evolution

16
17

Ibid. Omitting footnotes and citations.
Ibid. Omitting footnotes and citations.
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resulted from the support that evolution supplied to views contrary to his own religious
beliefs.18

It was a high-stakes, high-profile case. An Amicus Curiae brief filed by seventy-two
Nobel Laureates, seventeen State Academies of Science, and seven other scientific
organizations provided abundant support:
The Louisiana Balanced Treatment for Creation-Science and Evolution-Science Act
(the “Act”) violates the Establishment Clause, as incorporated in the Fourteenth
Amendment. The Act’s illegitimate bias toward the outlook of a particular religious sect
is reflected in two separate provisions. One calls for the presentation of the religious
tenets of “creation-science” in public-school science classes. The other singles out the
domain of evolutionary science for special pejorative treatment.

The Act mandates “balanced treatment” of evolution and “creation-science,” but
contains no definition of “creation-science” beyond a tautological reference to
“scientific evidences of creation.” Orthodox “creation-science” has traditionally
18

Ibid. Omitting footnotes and citations.
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embraced religious tenets, most notably: divine creation “from nothing,” distinct
“kinds” of plants and animals, a worldwide flood, and a relatively recent inception of
the universe. …
In sum, all relevant guides to the Act’s
meaning confirm that it calls for the religious
tenets of orthodox creation-science to be
taught in the public schools.19

The ruling may have sent a chill through the
halls of organizations hoping to incorporate
creation science into the public school
curriculum, but it did little to satisfy concerns
or clarify confusions for citizens of Louisiana.
Moreover, it seems to have had a fairly
negligible impact on the way evolution is
actually taught in that state. Twelve years later,
in his Ph.D. thesis at Louisiana State
University, Don Aguillard reported that:
1. 41% of LA public school biology teachers
indicated either that creationism has a
scientific foundation (24%) or they were
not sure (17%).
2. There is a statistically significant
correlation between instructional time
devoted to evolution and beliefs regarding
the validity of creationism.
3. More that 75% of LA public school
biology teachers judged their academic
training in evolution as inadequate.
4. Most biology teachers report spending
fewer than 5 hours (of about 180) dealing
with evolution throughout the school
year.20

In this light, the responses of Americans to the survey questions considered in the first
part of this paper no longer seem quite so surprising. If biology teachers spend fewer than
five hours per year on a controversial topic about which they feel uncertain and ill19

<http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/edwards-v-aguillard/amicus1.html> Accessed November 17, 2006.
Ron Good, “Evolution and Creationism: One Long Argument” – citing Don Aguillard. An Analysis of
Factors Influencing the Teaching of Biological Evolution in Louisiana Public Secondary Schools
(Dissertation, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA, 1998).
<http://nosha.secularhumanism.net/essays/good2.html> Accessed November 17, 2006.
20
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equipped to teach, the public’s widespread disagreement and dissatisfaction concerning
the quality of instruction about the origins and evolution of life seem quite reasonable.
In short, the Supreme Court ruling did nothing to alleviate the social conditions or rectify
the pedagogic problems that gave rise to the conflict in the first place. As such, everyone
knew that it would just be a matter of time before the issue resurfaced in somewhat
different clothes. The Court acknowledged, at least at an individual level, the possibility
of a compromise or synthesis between creationism and evolution:
While the belief in the instantaneous creation of humankind by a supernatural creator
may require the rejection of every aspect of the theory of evolution, an individual
instead may choose to accept some or all of this scientific theory as compatible with his
or her spiritual outlook.21

Furthermore, if proponents of creation science were looking for an open door, the
following passage in the majority opinion must have seemed like a godsend:
We do not imply that a legislature could never require that scientific critiques of
prevailing scientific theories be taught. Indeed, the Court acknowledged in Stone that its
decision forbidding the posting of the Ten Commandments did not mean that no use
21

Edwards v. Aguillard. (482 U.S. 578, 583 (June 1987)). Op. cit. (Note 11.)
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could ever be made of the Ten Commandments, or that the Ten Commandments played
an exclusively religious role in the history of Western Civilization. In a similar way,
teaching a variety of scientific theories about the origins of humankind to
schoolchildren might be validly done with the clear secular intent of enhancing the
effectiveness of science instruction.22

In Dover, Pennsylvania, the School Board decided to test that open door.

7 8

.-# . /

5 9 9

2:

- 0 . ;116

On October 18, 2004, the Dover Area School Board of Directors passed the following
resolution (by a vote of 6-3):
Students will be made aware of gaps/problems in Darwin’s theory and of other theories
of evolution including, but not limited to, intelligent design.
Note: Origins of Life is not taught.23

On November 19th, the District issued a press release announcing that teachers would
henceforth be required to read the following statement to students in the ninth grade
biology class at Dover High School
(effective January 2005):
The
Pennsylvania
Academic
Standards require students to learn
about
Darwin’s
Theory
of
Evolution and eventually to take a
standardized test of which evolution
is a part.
Because Darwin’s Theory is a
theory, it continues to be tested as
new evidence is discovered. The
Theory is not a fact. Gaps in the
Theory exist for which there is no
evidence. A theory is defined as a
well-tested explanation that unifies
a broad range of observations.
Intelligent Design is an explanation
of the origin of life that differs from
Darwin’s view. The reference book,
Of Pandas and People, is available
22

Ibid. Omitting references and citations.
Kitzmiller v. Dover (PA: 12/20/2005 - Case No. 04cv2688).
<http://www.pamd.uscourts.gov/kitzmiller/kitzmiller_342.pdf> Accessed October 14, 2006.
23
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for students who might be interested in gaining an understanding of what Intelligent
Design actually involves.
With respect to any theory, students are encouraged to keep an open mind. The school
leaves the discussion of the Origins of Life to individual students and their families. As
a Standards-driven district, class instruction focuses upon preparing students to achieve
proficiency on Standards-based assessments.24

Less than one month later, on December 14th, Tammy Kitzmiller et al. filed suit,
challenging the resolution as well as the press release (collectively known as “the ID
Policy”) as a violation of the First Amendment Establishment Clause. The District Court
Judge before whom the case was tried, John E. Jones III, had been appointed by President
George W. Bush in 2002.25 If proponents of intelligent design believed their chances of
winning were enhanced by having a conservative judge, they were soon disappointed.
Regardless of what his personal
sentiments may have been, Judge
Jones had little choice but to apply
judicial precedent as established by
the Supreme Court: the “Lemon
Test,” the “Endorsement Test,”
Edwards v. Aguillard (1987), and
McCreary County et al. v.
American Civil Liberties Union of
KY (545 U.S. (2005)).26
Judge Jones explained that the
endorsement test “recognizes that
when government transgresses the
limits of neutrality and acts in ways
that show religious favoritism or
sponsorship,
it
violates
the
27
Establishment Clause.” He then
cited, with approval, an opinion
issued by Supreme Court Justice
O’Connor that the endorsement test
24

Ibid.
Readers interested in this dimension of jurisprudence will find helpful biographies online at the following
sites: <http://www.pamd.uscourts.gov/bios/jones.htm> and
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_E._Jones_III>. Accessed November 17, 2006.
26
McCreary County et al. v. American Civil Liberties Union of KY (545 U.S. (2005)) focuses on an
unsuccessful bid by McCreary and Pulaski Counties in Kentucky to post copies of the Ten Commandments
in courthouses. See Shrader 2006 (Op. cit.) for details concerning the case as well its relationship to a
concurrent ruling with opposite results: Van Orden v. Perry (545 U.S. (2005)).
27
Kitzmiller v. Dover (PA: 12/20/2005 - Case No. 04cv2688). Op. cit. (Page 14).
25
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is “a gloss on Lemon that encompassed both the purpose and effect prongs.”
The central issue in this case is whether [the government] has endorsed [religion] by its
[actions].
To answer that question, we must examine both what [the government] intended to
communicate ... and what message [its conduct] actually conveyed. The purpose and
effect prongs of the Lemon test represent these two aspects of the meaning of the
[government’s] action.28

Reversing the order of these two components, Judge Jones addressed first the question of
message (effect). How had residents of the school district interpreted the actions of the
board’s ID Policy? Despite “strenuous objection” from the defendants, he admitted into
evidence numerous letters to the editor and editorials from the York Daily Record and the
York Dispatch. He explained:
The letters and editorials are not offered for the truth of what is contained therein, but
they are probative of the perception of the community at large. They reveal that the
entire community has consistently and unwaveringly understood the controversy to
concern whether a religious view should be taught as science in the Dover public school
system.

28

Ibid. (Page 15): quoting O’Connor’s concurring opinion in Lynch v. Donnelly (465 U.S. 668 (1984)).
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...hundreds

of individuals in this small community felt it necessary to publish their
views on the issues presented in this case for the community to see. Moreover, a review
of the letters and editorials at issue reveals that in letter after letter and editorial after
editorial, community members postulated that ID is an inherently religious concept, that
the writers viewed the decision of whether to incorporate it into the high school biology
curriculum as one which implicated a religious concept, and therefore that the
curriculum change has the effect of placing the government’s imprimatur on the
Board’s preferred religious viewpoint.29

Following an extended discussion of whether intelligent design is a scientific theory,30
Judge Jones returned to the intended purpose of Dover’s ID Policy (per the Lemon Test
as well as the first component of the Establishment Test, above). Based in part on a
chronology that included statements by board members concerning the importance of
teaching creationism (not simply
intelligent design) and a desire to
bring “prayer and faith back into the
schools,”31 he concluded:
The disclaimer’s plain language,
the legislative history, and the
historical context in which the ID
Policy arose, all inevitably lead to
the conclusion that Defendants
consciously chose to change
Dover’s biology curriculum to
advance religion. We have been
presented with a wealth of
evidence which reveals that the
District’s purpose was to advance
creationism,
an
inherently
religious
view,
both
by
introducing it directly under the
label ID and by disparaging the
scientific theory of evolution, so
that creationism would gain
credence by default as the only
apparent
alternative
to
evolution…32

29

Kitzmiller v. Dover (PA: 12/20/2005 - Case No. 04cv2688). Op. cit. (Pages 58-59, 61).
He concluded: “a reasonable, objective observer would, after reviewing both the voluminous record in
this case, and our narrative, reach the inescapable conclusion that ID is an interesting theological argument,
but that it is not science.” Ibid. (Page 89).
31
Ibid. (Page 94: note 21).
32
Ibid. (Page 93).
30
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In retrospect, the Dover Area School Board of Directors may wish that they had left well
enough alone: that they had not been quite so eager to test the judicial waters concerning
such a divisive and controversial subject. Judge Jones’ admonition in Kitzmiller v. Dover
is scathing, but not without warrant:
…this case came to us as the result of the activism of an ill-informed faction on a
school board, aided by a national public interest law firm eager to find a constitutional
test case on ID…. The breathtaking inanity of the Board’s decision is evident when
considered against the factual backdrop which has now been fully revealed…. The
students, parents, and teachers of the Dover Area School District deserved better than to
be dragged into this legal maelstrom, with its resulting utter waste of monetary and
personal resources.33

33

Ibid. (Pages.137-138).
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Clearly, the problem has not been resolved. The American public remains confused and
divided over a set of issues that many consider a matter of fundamental importance. The
introduction of intelligent design, whatever the motives, seems to have done little more
than add to the confusion. In an August 2005 article in the New York Times Magazine,
William Safire described the changing linguistic landscape concerning creationism and
intelligent design:
The marketing genius within the phrase – and the reason it now drives many scientists
and educators up the walls of academe – is in its use of the adjective intelligent, which
intrinsically refutes the longstanding accusation of anti-intellectualism. Although the
intelligent agent referred to is Divine with a capital D, the word’s meaning also rubs off
on the proponent or believer. That’s why intelligent design appeals to not only the
DNA-driven Discovery Institute complexity theorists but also the traditional God’shandiwork faithful.
This banner floating over two disparate armies challenging evolutionary theory has the
Darwinist scientific establishment going ape. Prof. Leonard Krishtalka of the University
of Kansas lumped the armies together … in a widely quoted definition of the I.D.
movement as “nothing more than creationism in a cheap tuxedo.” …[He] added: “It’s a
sophisticated camouflage of Genesis-driven creationism. Intelligent design sounds
scientific, and they couch it as science instead of religion. It’s frighteningly Orwellian.”
Alan Leshner, C.E.O. of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
says: “Whether or not there is or was an intelligent designer is not a scientific question.
It’s not an alternative to evolution. What they are trying to do is get religion in the
science classroom.” 34

As we have seen, U.S. District Court Judge Jones agreed with Krishtalka and Leshner:
intelligent design is not science and thus has no place in the science curriculum of public
schools. Even so, in the process of ruling against intelligent design, Judge Jones stressed
a perspective that Americans who want both science and religion should find
encouraging:
…many of the leading proponents of ID make a bedrock assumption which is utterly
false. Their presupposition is that evolutionary theory is antithetical to a belief in the
existence of a supreme being and to religion in general. Repeatedly in this trial, …
scientific experts testified that the theory of evolution represents good science, is
overwhelmingly accepted by the scientific community, and that it in no way conflicts
with, nor does it deny, the existence of a divine creator.35

34

William Safire, “Neo-Creo.” New York Times Magazine (August 21, 2005).
<http://www.nytimes.com/2005/08/21/magazine/21ONLANGUAGE.html?position=&ei=5090&en=f2de0d
764cc7e0e8&ex=1282276800&adxnnl=1&partner=rssuserland&emc=rss&pagewanted=print&adxnnlx=11
32902202-gyP0H4EZfG7IeNHPMWlcBw> Accessed November 12, 2006.
35
Kitzmiller v. Dover (PA: 12/20/2005 - Case No. 04cv2688). Op. cit. (Page 136).
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In the final analysis, there are no easy answers; but a few points do seem clear. First, we
need to listen to the American public, especially the parents of school-age children: our
public schools are simply not doing enough in this area. Second, we need to pay serious
attention to statistics such as those presented by Don Aguillard in his 1998 Ph.D. thesis.
If biology teachers spend fewer than five hours per year on a critical but controversial
topic about which they feel uncertain and ill-equipped to teach, we need to find ways to
improve their education, supply appropriate resources, and restructure the curriculum to
provide a more appropriate measure of time. Third, if Americans want their children to
learn about God – including but not limited to concepts like creation and intelligent
design – we need to be more diligent about taking them to religious services, providing
high quality instructional programs designed to teach rather than entertain or indoctrinate,
and perpetually reinforcing the lessons at home.
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Judging Art:
The makings of a socially engaged art show
Abstract
The arts have a long history of taking on social and political issues -- the Dadaists
challenged the class system that started World War One; the Bauhaus took on the Nazi
party which labeled much of the Bauhaus art as degenerate; the Guerillas Girls are
waging war on art museums, where women are more likely to be displayed as nudes than
as artists. In short, not all art is given its time in the public limelight. Many pieces must
go through a series of gatekeepers before being hung on a wall. This paper investigates
how work submitted for a socially engaged art show in a small Midwestern market was
judged by a panel of experts, and how audience members then judged the work of these
experts. Observations of the jury processes were collected in May of 2008, while surveys
of gallery visitors were collected during the show in June 2008. The findings point to
both similarities and differences between expert and lay opinions with regards to what
constitutes art that challenges social boundaries, as well as the censoring role played by
art show panelists.
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Introduction
The relationship between Indigenous peoples and colonizing powers has been a
troubled one from its very beginnings in the outward expansion of Western European
nations. While there are common patterns of abuse and mistreatment, which can easily be
read in the history of the colonized, critical differences are evident in places where settler
populations came to dominate and to overwhelm Indigenous people. Thus while postcolonial theory has become the primary lens through which scholars examine former
colonies, it is less useful when we turn to nations such as Canada. The primary reason for
this resides both in the denial by settler populations that they are colonizers and in claims
by Indigenous people that they are still colonized (Battiste, 2000; King, 2005).
First Nations people in Canada continue to struggle for cultural and political
autonomy, not by overthrowing the colonial state but rather through restructuring the
settler nation. In Canada they seek a form of self-rule and insist on working from a
nation-to-nation relationship. Gaining recognition from the Federal government
represents one of their greatest obstacles. In 2008, after years of negotiation, one critical
step was achieved. On June 11, 2008 Prime Minister Stephen Harper made an official
apology to the victims of the Residential School system. This paper critically examines
the apology and attempts to locate it in the larger dynamic that reflects the long-term
policies that will shape the future of relations between Indigenous people and the settler
population that has come to dominate their traditional homelands. 1

1

Throughout this paper I refer to Indigenous or Aboriginal people and First Nations people. The first two
term includes all non-settler peoples while the third generally refers to peoples traditionally describes as
Indian, a contested descriptive I prefer to avoid. Indigenous people also include the Inuit who are not
included in First Nations, which is associated with the Assembly of First Nations, a political body made up
of tribal chiefs from across Canada.
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Before we can begin to examine how the apology may be understood in relation
to the long-term political process within Canada we must determine what the apology
represents. This means we must explore the events that made it both necessary and
possible. But just as critically we have to determine just what form the apology actually
takes. This is necessary because the apology cannot possibly be understood in isolation or
even simply in relation to the past. It must be contextualized. It must be situated in
relation to the future.
The Residential School System
The Residential School System was formally established by an Act of the
Canadian Parliament in 1928. The last school closed in Saskatchewan in 1996. The
Residential School System must not be regarded simply as an aberrant act that distorts the
history of Canada as a nation. A simple examination of the longer pattern of legislative
action reveals it to be an expected outcome from a determined effort by settlers to
assimilate the Indigenous people. One precursor to Residential Schools was the Gradual
Civilization Act of 1857 (Assembly of First Nations, 2008). While that act predates the
official beginning of Canada as an independent nation, it helped to determine the official
policy of the Government of Canada towards all Indigenous peoples within its borders.
The official website for the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs reports:
Although it stopped short of endorsing forced assimilation, which would
come later, there can be no question that the Bagot Commission 2 recommended a
far-reaching and ambitious program that is still in operation today. Many of the

2

“Established by Governor General Sir Charles Bagot, the commission reported in 1844.28 Generally, the
commissioners found that there were serious problems with squatters on Indian lands, poor records of land
sales or leases, and inept official administration of band funds; that the wildlife necessary for subsistence
was fast disappearing from settled areas; and that Indians generally were suffering from alcohol abuse.”
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development website. Accessed October 11, 2008.
http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/ch/rcap/sg/sg23_e.html
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current provisions in the Indian Act can trace their origins to these early
recommendations. (Canada, 2008)
Canadian history is replete with attempts to alienate Indigenous people from their
traditional ways and especially from the land and the Residential School Act of 1928 can
be understood as the almost inevitable culmination of the oppression of First Nations
people by the settler population through their government. The major churches in
Canada, Roman Catholic, Anglican and United were enlisted in the drive to assimilate
entire peoples by subsuming generations of their children into the settler lifeworld. Had
the methods been limited to cultural brutality alone the outcomes would still have been
terrible enough but instead many of the children we subject to physical and sexual abuse
at the hands of their wards. In a perverse representation of the religious values that were
purportedly being taught to Indigenous children: “sexually abused children were made to
pray after the abuse for the abusers’ ‘lost souls’.” (Aboriginal Healing Foundation
(Canada), 2005)
Over time the school system did change and Aboriginal people began to fill
positions both as teachers and administrators but the damage was already done. Still it
was abuse of settler children in a province that did not even have residential schools that
opened up the possibility of justice for native children. Young boys had been physically
and sexually abused at the notorious Mount Cashel orphanage in St. John’s,
Newfoundland and when their stories were made public in 1986, the victims of the
Residential Schools began to speak out publicly (CBC, 2008). Delivery of the formal
apology did not take place for another twenty-two years. It is the implications of this
apology that are the focus of the balance of this paper.
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The Nature of Apology
The apology is a common social device that must surely exist in some form in
every human society. It is a critical device for making amends, for admitting wrong and
for resolving tensions that may escalate if not addressed. In some measure Canada is
framed as the nation of apologizers – polite people who accept blame even when they are
the wronged party. But this is a superficial even banal understanding of the apology. We
have to establish a far more rigorous understanding if we are to resolve just how the
formal apology for the abuses of the Residential Schools is to be fully understood. We
can begin by recognizing that there are two foundational models for the apology. The first
is the Socratic, which emerges from Plato’s dialogue (Plato & Burnet, 1924). The second
is the apology more commonly used today. I will describe this one as the confessional
apology in that it emerges from the Judaeo-Christian teachings of Augustine (Augustine,
1746; Kotzâe & ebrary Inc., 2004; Mann, 2006; Starnes, 1990). Profound differences
exist between these two forms not only in how they are delivered but also more crucially
both in their purpose and their intended outcome. However, I also want to add a third
form of apology and I will return to that a little later.
The Socratic apology is available to us through Plato’s work (Plato, 1937). The
intent of this form of apology is clear. McCoy writes: “Socrates makes clear that he is
defending his whole life against the accusations made by Athens and not only by the
named accusers.” (McCoy, 2008) The desired outcome here is the absolute vindication of
the accused, in this case Socrates. It is an unconditional apology in that Socrates fully
recognizes that he is in fact offering up his life to his accusers to demonstrate to them the
truth of his words. What is at stake for Socrates is not his own life but justice. If this is
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not made explicit in the Apology it is unequivocal in the Crito when he asks: “Do we
suppose that principle, whatever it may be in man, which has to do with justice and
injustice, to be inferior to the body?” This typically leading Socratic question leaves room
for only one answer. For Socrates justice must be served above all else, even life itself.
He is unwilling to live a life won by injustice.
The question of justice is strongly present in the confessional form of the apology.
However, in the confessional form the speaker is offering justice rather than demanding
it. This form includes an act of contrition and the intent to undergo a transformation.
According to Nick Smith: “The person apologizing accepts blame for our injury and she
explains why her actions were wrong. This validates the victim’s beliefs and she can
begin or resume a relationship based on these shared values. ” (Smith, 2008) Of course
this alone is not a sufficient explanation and Smith adds: “The offender also treats us
differently at the most fundamental level when she apologizes to us: instead of viewing
us as an obstacle to her self-interests we become a person with dignity.” (Smith, 10) Thus
the confessional form of the apology represents a far more complex set of actions and
outcomes than does the Socratic. While both are important to the maintenance of justice,
the Socratic provides the possibility that justice will be preserved within a society and
that a wrong will be prevented. The confessional apology not only acts to preserve justice
it seeks to restore the life of the victim. The Socratic apology acts within the moment and
if successful is complete. The confessional apology creates an obligation that extends
forever for the confessor must choose to transform their ways and to restore and preserve
justice unconditionally and in perpetuity. There must be what I will describe as an
ontological shift.
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In his essay The Ambiguity of Contemporary Ontology Levinas demonstrates that
we need not be prisoners of an ontology that would limit our humanity. “Ontology is
accomplished not in the triumph of man over his condition, but in the very tension in
which that condition is assumed.” (Levinas, 1998, 2) He insists that: “The abstract
question of the meaning of being qua being and contemporary issues coalesce
spontaneously.” While these insights into how we achieve ontology are critical, it is his
argument for our relationship with the other that helps us to understand how ontology can
be achieved in the particular circumstance of the confessional apology. “The other is not
first an object of understanding and then the interlocutor. The two relations are merged.
In other words, addressing the other is inseparable from understanding the other.”
(Levinas, 1998, 6) We must then engage the other not on our terms but within a
reconstituted ontology that makes a place for the other.
Now it is time to return to my suggestion that there is a third form of the apology.
This I describe as the corrupt form. It can be a version of the Socratic apology used by
those who do not seek to defend some truth at any cost but instead who deny truth and
seek to replace it with falsehood. Holocaust deniers comprise the most dramatic example
of the apologist yet they are not alone. Less dramatic though still insidious apologists also
seek to defend the reprehensible against the scrutiny of the critical gaze. Those who long
supported apartheid in South Africa or who resisted civil rights in the United States fall
into this category.
The corrupt apology may also emerge from the confessional form. The least
insidious version here is the confessional apology that is clearly given under duress or is
contains no true admission of responsibility. It is conditional and attempts to constrain
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itself. “We are sorry your child hurt himself playing with our toy” is not the same as “we
regret that we made a defective product and that your child was injured while playing
with it.” The difference is evident here and the recipient can reject the apology as
insufficient. The far more insidious apology is one that cannot be rejected as incomplete.
It is corrupted not in the moment but in the future. It is debased when the confessor does
not commit to the concomitant ontological shift or having initially done so, later defaults
on that commitment. The justice offered in the act of a confessional apology is dissipated
and the recipients of the apology are returned to their state as victim.
The Official Apology
Prime Minister Stephen Harper delivered the official apology for the Residential
Schools on June 11, 2008. While the apology is detailed and seemingly unequivocal there
is a small but perhaps critical caveat embedded in the third sentence. “In the 1870s, the
federal government, partly in order to meet our obligation to educate aboriginal
children, began to play a role in the development and administration of those schools.”
(Harper, 2008) This notion of obligation is troubling in that it hints at the paternalistic
attitude that may not only inform the Government – it may underpin its entire relationship
with Indigenous people. The notion that the Government of Canada is responsible for
Indigenous people rather than to them denotes a relationship based on a power imbalance
– one that led to the Gradual Civilization Act of 1857 and the Residential Schools Act of
1928. Thus the apology alone cannot be imagined to be sufficient.
Initially, it did appear as if the government grasped the necessity for a
transformative act that would redefine their relationship with Indigenous people in
Canada. Immediately following the apology the government announced that they would
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along with Indigenous leaders establish a Truth and Reconciliation Commission, modeled
on a similar body in South Africa. (Canada, 2008) Its mandate is to establish a space in
which the victims of residential schools can finally begin to heal. While this is a worthy
and necessary endeavour, it is insufficient even in conjunction with the apology. Instead
both of these endeavours must be understood to be precursors to the ontological shift that
I described above. An ontological shift in the stance of Government of Canada in its
relationship with Indigenous people would ensure that the justice extended through the
apology and through the Truth and Reconciliation Commission is not dissipated. It is the
only way to avoid the corruption of the apology and the undoing of the reconciliation.
Remaking the Landscape
The ontological shift that I am proposing is not an easy task. Levinas argues that
and “‘authentic’ ontology coincides with the facticity of temporal existence.” (Levinas,
1998, 2) How then can we accept an ontology that excludes the facticity of the
lifeworld(s) of Indigenous people? The facticity of the Indian Act means that Indigenous
people in Canada are still colonized (Battiste, 2004; King, 2005; Turner, 2006). Any
ontological shift must be one that emerges from the reshaping of the temporal existence
in which Indigenous people are denied the ability to fully realize their lives in accordance
with lifeworlds constructed out of their ways of knowing. What is needed here is a
project to decolonize Canada, to remake its temporal existence so that the promises
hinted at in the Residential School apology may be realized.
The project to decolonize Canada is not political, though it must bring political
change. The project to decolonize Canada is not simply the repeal of the Indian Act,
though that is a desired outcome. Rather this is a philosophic project for its aim is to alter
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and to remake our essential notion of who we are as a people and how we came to be
Canada. Our national mythology, one that remains problematic, speaks of two founding
nations – one English, the other French. It remains problematic because it is premised on
the notion of conquest of one colonial power by another. It is problematic because
Canada simultaneously desires to imagine itself as a nation built on compromise and
negotiation. Northrop Frye writes: “we might call it a quest for a peaceable kingdom.”
(Frye, 2004) It is problematic because it leaves no place for Indigenous people, other than
in tragic stories such as the Residential Schools.
What I am proposing here then is a retelling of our national story so that we both
acknowledge and embrace our complete heritage. This is not a task than can be
undertaken by government. Governments work in the short reactive cycle of politics.
Governments seek short-term goals that offer some minimal public good but ensure the
maximum political value. It is not that governments have not attempted such projects in
the past. Anishnabi scholar Dale Turner, Associate Professor of Government and Native
American Studies at Dartmouth College offers a critical analysis of governments efforts
to address Indigenous issues in Canada. Turner describes this work as “white paper
liberalism.” He writes: “The White paper avoids [thinking about justice] by making
individual citizenship the unit of political allegiance; thus the problem of recognizing
special group rights does not arise.” (Turner, 2006, 31) There has been little substantive
progress since the Statement of the Government of Canada on Indian Policy tabled in
1969.
We should not be surprised by such a failure to enact change in that we have not
really understood what the nature of that change must be. Without that understanding it
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remains impossible for governments to formulate policies that can affect change. It
remains the task and perhaps the larger purpose of the Academy to facilitate the
decolonization project. This is where the ontological shift must happen. At its most
fundamental level it has to begin with a new understanding of Indigenous ways of
knowing. If we cannot value the lifeworlds of Indigenous peoples how can we begin to
open up a place of equality for them in our national mythology?
Turner proposes a collaborative approach in which Indigenous scholars, well
schooled in European philosophy, introduce non-Indigenous scholars to an expanded
worldview, one that values and respects Indigenous ways of being without resorting to a
scalar comparison against the European canon. Turner calls for “an investigation of the
meaning and praxis of colonialism.” Turner cautions Indigenous scholars “any hopes for
a rich dialogue must be articulated in the language of the dominant culture.” (Turner
2006, 101) His goal is clear: “In the context of Aboriginal-European newcomer political
relationship, mutual recognition means to recognize and accommodate the fact that
Aboriginal peoples constitute equal and self-governing nations.” (Turner, 85)
Turner is sanguine about the nature of this project. “It must be remembered that
the need to explain ourselves to the dominant culture arises primarily for political reasons
and only secondarily from a desire to attain some kind of rich cross-cultural
understanding of indigenous philosophies.” (Turner, 73) This pragmatic stance should not
trouble us in that our goals must be the same. Cross-cultural understanding must be a
vehicle for political change.
Such a reshaping of the academic landscape must an ongoing and permanent
project since it has to reach into the must fundamental assumptions that shape our
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institutions. Even without Turner’s proposal the need should have been obvious in the
experiences of those Aboriginal scholars already present in the Academy. Mohawk
scholar Patricia Monture speaks of one area where there is significant opportunity for
change:
A body of Canadian law has developed over the past hundred years, and
especially since 1982, that is called "Aboriginal Rights." Even First Nations
people are talking about our "Aboriginal Rights." What we have to remember is
that the legally recognized source of this kind of right is in fact the Canadian legal
and political systems. "Aboriginal Rights" are not the traditional First Nations
way of doing things or understanding law. Canadian law has not yet successfully
embraced our ideas of tradition— what is often called natural law. This is in spite
of the fact that the 1982 constitutional provisions clearly provide room for such an
opportunity. (Monture-Angus & Conroy, 1995)

In our modern democratic society we define ourselves at least in part through our
legal system, which of course includes our constitution. Imagine then if you will how
Aboriginal people are to define themselves when our legal system does not really provide
a distinct space for them outside of the strictures of the Indian Act. Monture’s frustration
with the Canadian legal system led her to abandon her tenured position at the University
of Ottawa Faculty of Law. She no longer believes that the Canadian legal system has
anything to offer her in living her life fully. (Monture-Angus, 1998)
I am not suggesting that we begin with reforming our legal system first. I believe
that attempt would be premature. I simply want to describe the law as a product of our
ontology. What we have to remember at this point is that in our liberal-democratic model
of government people make laws. Our legal system then reflects somewhat imperfectly
how we imagine the world is supposed to function within our model of governance. More
critically our legal system has changed significantly over the past several hundred years.
In large measure these changes reflect our most fundamental understanding of our own
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humanity and how we are to realize it within our lifeworld. Thus our legal system is our
attempt to mechanize our ontology – to enact it within our system of being.
I am also not trying to claim that the Academy must work in isolation from other
institutions to transform the overall relationship between Indigenous people and the
dominant settler population. What is critical to remember is that the Academy holds the
unique distinction of primarily being a place of ideas, - a place that can facilitate
transformative thinking. And the Academy also maintains relationships with many other
social institutions including governments. What I am trying to illustrate here is that we
have to begin to rethink our world within the Academy so that others may build upon the
ideas we create and to use those ideas to first imagine and then to realize a different
relationship between Indigenous peoples and the settler population. We must re-imagine
this relationship so as to accommodate our First peoples. Only then can the Indigenous
peoples of Canada be free of the shadow of assimilation.
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Reforming the English literature teaching in Bangladesh: A Proposal based on
literary theory and research on reading and reader response
Abstract
In Bangladesh, as a legacy of British rule, officially all instruction is in English,
but a great deal is carried on in Bangla language. Attachment to English language and
literature is still strong among the educated elite. This contrasts with the attitudes of some
sections of the middle and professional classes who resent the use of English and the
continuing British legacy. If English is to survive in Bangladesh, other than as the
language of the elite, it is essential that the standards of English teaching in the schools
be raised by changing the curriculum, providing well trained and skilled English
language teachers and facilitating the students with enriched facilities.

Introduction
Over the last decade or so, thinking about the teaching of literature has been in
considerable flux. Both literary theory and research on reading and reader response have
provided new understandings of how people read and respond to literature,
understandings that suggest a major reconsideration of the ways we use literature in the
classroom and design literature curricula (Beach, 1993; Bonnycastle, 1991; Bogdan &
Staw, 1990; Corcoran & Evans, 1987; Dias & Hayhoe, 1988; Thomson, 1987; Eagleton,
1983; Reid, 1984). In Bangladesh, the teaching of English literature has largely been a
neglected topic, whether it is taught in translation or in original language. Is this because
the subject is of minor importance or does the topic offer little for academic as well as
pedagogical discussion? This paper explains the education systems in Bangladesh and
within these systems how English literature is taught in Bangladeshi high schools. A
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proposal for reforming the English literature teaching in Bangladesh is also included in
this paper.
Context
Bangladesh emerged as an independent nation in December 1971. People's
Republic of Bangladesh, is a republic of southern Asia, situated in the north-eastern
portion of the Indian subcontinent. It is bordered on the west, north, and east by India, on
the south-east by Myanmar (Burma), and on the south by the Bay of Bengal. The area of
the nation is 143,998 sq km. The capital and largest city of Bangladesh is Dhaka.
Population of Bangladesh is 131,300,000, making Bangladesh one of the ten most
populous countries. Bangladesh is famous for the remarkable ethnic and cultural
homogeneity of its population. Bangladesh is overwhelmingly agricultural, with some
three-fifths of the population engaged in farming. Family and kinship are the core of
social life in Bangladesh. The official languages of Bangladesh are Bangla and English.
(History of Bangladesh, n.d.).
Education Systems in Bangladesh
Through out history, Bangladesh has gone through various phases of education
systems. From the time of the English rule (1757-1947) to the Pakistani regime (19471971) and finally Bangladeshi system, education has evolved not only in methods but
also in fundamental aspects like language and governance. According to Khandker
(1996), presently, the Bangladeshi system of education is divided into three mainly
language delineated branches. These branches are: a) The English Medium, b) The
Bengali Medium, and c) The Religious Branch. Students are free to choose among those,
provided that they have the means.
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The English Medium

Students in Bangladesh have the right to attend schools in the English medium
where courses are all taught in English using English books, with the exception of the
Bengali courses and the Religious course which are offered in Bengali and Arabic
respectively. However, English medium schools are mainly private and thus reserved for
the wealthy class. After three years of pre-school, students must successfully pass
through ten grades to be eligible for writing the Ordinary Level Exams, also called the OLevels. Then after one more year of studies, students can write the Advanced Level (ALevel) Exams. Both these routines are offered for Arts students and to Science students.
The O-Level and A-Level Examinations are both prepared in England and students world
wide write the same exam at the same time (Khandker, 1996).

The Bengali Medium

Alternative to the English Medium is the Bengali Medium, which is offered by
the government. In the Bengali Medium, all the courses are offered in Bengali with the
exception of English courses and the Religious course. After three years of pre-school,
students in the Bengali medium do five years of primary school. Then they move to high
school for grade five to grade ten. At the end of the tenth grade, students must write the
Matriculation Examination, which is common to everybody graduating the same year in
Bangladesh. These examinations are divided in regional boards to be administered and
students write the examinations in different schools as indicated by their respective
boards (Khandker, 1996).
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The Religious Branch

Bangladesh is a very poor country with millions of homeless children. To educate
these children, there are religious institutions called "Madrashas" where these children
are sheltered, fed and taught the ways of Islam by priests. These children learn the scripts
from the Koran and the regular prayers. Madrashas are generally linked to Mosques and
the children usually serve the Mosque (Khandker, 1996).

English Literature Teaching in Bangladesh

In Bangladesh, English language teaching starts from grade level 1 (age 5-6).
Language teaching continues to grade level 3 (age 8-9). In grade level 4, students start
reading different short stories and poems. In junior high schools, starting from grade level
6, students are taught two lessons of English language and two lessons of English
literature every week. The length of a lesson is approximately 40 minutes. The gradual
complexity of English language and literature is imposed according to the grade level and
it continues up to the grade level 12 (age 17-18). The lessons are mainly teacher centered,
where teachers talk and students only listen. There is a small degree of student-teacher
interaction but no student- student interaction.

At the end of the every year, a formal examination takes place for the promotion
to the next grade. The length of these examinations is approximately 3 hours and students
are required to write both short and broad descriptive answers of the literary questions
based on all the readings of the whole year. Due to this factor, students make notes of
their readings and memorize them for the final exams. In the market students can find out
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the note books with the answers to the possible questions. In my view, this is the worst
case of literary teaching and learning. There is no scope for the students’ critical thinking
and participation. Because of the inappropriate examination system, students’ real literary
development is not justified or evaluated.

Steps to Improve English Literature Teaching in Bangladesh

The condition of English literature teaching in Bangladesh is not good. If English
is to survive in Bangladesh, other than as the language of the elite, it is essential that the
standards of English teaching in the schools be raised by changing the curriculum,
providing well trained and skilled English language teachers and facilitating the students
with enriched library facilities.

Making Changes in the Curriculum

The Ministry of Education and Culture is responsible for planning, financing, and
managing education at all levels in Bangladesh. (Ministry of Education, Govt. of
Bangladesh, 2005). While changing the English literature curriculum, the National
Education Commission needs to consider the following items.

Adaptation of Reader-Response Approach. Our curriculum developers should
develop approaches to literature teaching that are based upon informed concepts of
reading and response rather than upon conventional inherited ideas of comprehension and
criticism. Teaching methods based on reader-response approaches should engage and
motivate students. According to reader response literary theories, readers bring a wealth
of experiences and knowledge with them to the reading event in order to construct
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meaning in transaction with a piece of literature (Beach, 1993; Hunsberger & Labercane,
2002; Marshall, 2000; Rosenblatt, 1978).

Initiating Literature Study Discussion. In the literature teaching curriculum the
idea of literature study discussion should be included. In a quality literature study
discussion, readers are deeply engaged with the books they read and are eager to
generate, share and negotiate meanings with the other members of their group (Peterson
& Eeds, 1990).

Selection of Texts. While selecting the texts the members of the National
Education Commission should keep in the mind that students learn more effectively in a
program which integrates reading, writing, speaking, listening, and viewing within a
context which applies these components to authentic situations.
Change in Assessment and Evaluation System. In Bangladesh, we need to
change our assessment and evaluation system and adopt an authentic assessment and
evaluation system especially for the literature teaching. Instead of taking only one long
descriptive examination we need to use verities of test techniques like, quizzes, essay
exams, portfolios, assignments or ask students to work in small groups on questions
(Courtland & Gambell, 1994).
Initiating Journal Writing. It is important that students write their feelings and
opinions about a given piece, not merely a summary of what happened in the piece
(Browning, 1986).
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Proper Training for the Teachers
In Bangladesh there are several institutes and courses for the teachers of different
educational levels. Bangladeshi literature teachers are not properly trained by attending
these training and courses. They need proper training to facilitate their professional
development.
Development of Professional Expertise. Two areas of expertise seem especially
important in implementing thoughtful literature-based instruction. First, familiarity with
children’s literature and second, the expertise needed to organize instruction to meet the
diverse needs of the children. If teachers get extensive professional development
opportunities, then maybe they will consider themselves more experts in children’s
literature (Sherry & Richard 1994).
Awareness of Positive Beliefs. Recently, researchers have increasingly attended to
the complexities of teacher knowledge and beliefs (Carter, 1990) and have suggested that
effective teachers are those who move beyond simple routines by leaving to reflect … by
learning to articulate and explore their own beliefs about teaching and learning and to
examine their own practices critically and search continually for ways to improve.
Curriculum and Program Assessment. By using the results of the assessment
practices teachers need to plan, modify and create new lessons for their classes
(Courtland & Gambell, 1994).

Adaptation of Various Strategies. Literature teaching should not be boring or dull. I
originally came from Rajshahi, Bangladesh, where I completed my K-12 studies in
different schools. After finishing the high school in Bangladesh, I received admission in
the Middle East Technical University in the Department of Foreign Language Education,
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Ankara, Turkey. Upon graduation, I started working in a college as an English teacher in
Bangladesh. To broaden my knowledge and experience regarding the social reform and
educational change I came to Canada to pursue my Masters of Education degree in
Educational Administration. After completing M.Ed., now I am doing my PhD in
Educational Administration in University of Saskatchewan, Canada. Based on my
background and knowledge of the cultural and educational context and language I like to
suggest Bangladeshi teachers that they should use various methods to encourage
students’ participation. These include

Teaching Vocabulary-

1. Teachers select words, look up definitions and write simple sentences.
2. A test at the end of the week.
3. Vocabulary workbooks.

Writing:

1. Character sketches.
2. Personal version of the ends of stories.
3. Answering questions in an anthology.
4. Keeping a journal.

Reading Aloud Activities:

1. Memorization of a poem
2. Acting out a scene from a play or a novel.
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3. Students read their own writing aloud to class.
4. Reading outside of class.
5. Library research about an author or time period.
6. Oral presentation.
7. Guest speaker.

Teaching Scenarios:

1. Individual student research.
2. Mini-lecture by the teacher.
3. Small-group work.
4. Acting out the scenes.
5. Showing a video of the play.
6. Comparison of different productions.
7. A test on the plot, themes and symbols.
8. An assignment to write a new final act.

Using Media:

1. Watching videos of the plays or narrative stories or novels.

Teacher Input:

1. Review plot of story.
2. Lecture.
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Increase Access to Books
Generally, in Bangladesh the children who attend schools have severely restricted
access to books, school library facilities should be improved in Bangladesh.
Conclusion
In conclusion, in my opinion, in Bangladesh we need to change the school
curriculum, especially the language and literature curriculum. In our curriculum we need
to adopt the reader-response approach, initiate literature study discussion and journal
writing. Instead of traditional approach in assessment and evaluation system we should
introduce the authentic assessment and evaluation system. Selection of texts is another
important component, which must be changed in our curriculum development. In
Bangladesh, we need more trained and skilled literature teachers. More libraries with
contemporary literature books and modern facilities can give our students increase access
to the books.
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School Improvement Needs in Bangladeshi Secondary Public Schools: Implications
for System Change
Background
The Bangladesh Government (2005), Asian Development Bank (ADB) (2003),
UNICEF (2000), and World Bank (2004) have indicated that Bangladesh has made
significant progress in school improvement efforts, especially in terms of increasing
access and gender equity, at both the primary and secondary levels. Though access to
primary and secondary education has increased over the past decade, its quality and
relevance remains a major concern. The Bangladeshi Government has recently devoted
attention to the alleviation of problems associated with management and quality of
education. Improving the quality of education is a complex process of planning,
persuasion, implementation, monitoring, evaluating, and adjusting (ADB, 2003).
Moreover, many educational researchers (Harber, 1997a; Harber and Davis, 1997;
Reynolds, 1998; Hamilton, 1998; Harber and Muthukrishna, 2000; Hopkins and
Reynolds, 2001) noted that there is great difficulty associated with applying a set of
school improvement strategies across contexts. Those concerned with school
improvement have been advised to pay attention to the unique features of the individual
school situation and to build strategies on the basis of an audit of that particular context.
To improve the quality of education in Bangladeshi schools, it is most appropriate to
identify the specific school improvement needs relevant to Bangladeshi schools and their
stakeholders.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to identify school improvement needs and related
strategies for Bangladeshi secondary public schools utilizing the correlates of school
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effectiveness and based upon the perceptions of school board administrators, in-school
professionals, parents and students in two purposefully selected secondary public schools
from Rajshahi School Board, Bangladesh.
Research Questions
Several key research questions will guide the research. According to school board
administrators, in-school professionals, parents and students in selected two secondary
public schools from Rajshahi School Board:
1. What are the perceptions of school improvement needs for each school?
2. What specific strategies or initiatives are needed to improve school
effectiveness for each school, according to study participants?
3. What are the perceived priorities for strategies that will bring about desired
improvements?
4. What are the challenges or barriers to implementing key improvement
strategies and how might these challenges or barriers be overcome?
Significance of the Study
Many contemporary educational researchers (Harber and Muthukrishna, 2000;
Hopkins and Reynolds, 2001) noted that we have learned a great deal about educational
change and about specific improvements, however, we still lack a very clear
understanding of contextual influences on educational change and practice
improvements. The findings of this study will contribute knowledge to the existing
literature on school improvement. The significance of this study will be found in its
ability to inform policy makers in their understanding of how schools will be improved in
Bangladeshi secondary public schools. This study will also provide policy makers with a
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source of reference for planning reform policies related to system change. Furthermore,
the information from this study can be applied in school improvement efforts crossculturally in other similar socio-economic contexts.
Conceptual Framework
During the last two-and-a-half decades, researchers have identified numerous
characteristics that depict successful schools. The school effectiveness correlates
developed by Renihan and Sackney (1992), updated in September 2005, will be used as a
guide and the basic framework for this study.
Assumptions. It will be assumed that: participants will be aware of the education
system of Bangladesh and their own school circumstances; respondents will be honest
and accurate in their responses; the participants engaged in this research represent a
diversity of school cultures within the school; participants will be able to relate to the
correlates and language of school effectiveness in meaningful ways; and the data
gathering procedures will adequately and accurately investigate the factors that affect the
school improvement efforts.
Delimitations. The study will be based upon the perceptions of school board
administrators, in-school professionals, parents and students of two purposefully selected
secondary public schools from Rajshahi School Board, Bangladesh. The time-line for
data collection will be from October 1, 2008 to November 30, 2008. Data will be
collected using document analysis, individual interviews and focus group interviews.
This study will also be delimited to the perceptions of the school improvement needs only
in Bangladeshi context.
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Limitations. The participants’ responses will be translated from Bangla into
English by the researcher. The study will have the limitations involved in translation such
as clarity of wording and respondent understanding of terminology; and generalizability
of this study will be limited by the fact that research will be conducted in the schools in
and around one city in Bangladesh.
Research Methodology
An interpretive approach (Gall, Borg, & Gall, 2003) will guide this study, which
will employ qualitative methods of inquiry. The data collection techniques, document
analysis, focus group interviews and individual semi-structured interviews will be
utilized in this study.
Selection of participants. The participants in this study will be school board
administrators, in-school professionals, parents and students from two selected secondary
public schools of Rajshahi School Board. These schools will be purposefully selected.
Initially, I will organize six focus group interviews. From each school one teacher focus
group, one parent focus group and one student focus group will be organized. Each focus
group will consist of eight to 10 teachers, parents or students. After the completion of
focus group interviews, one participant will be randomly selected from each focus group
for individual interview. Individual interview participants will be chosen purposefully out
of the focus group sample to provide a balanced representation of gender. I will also
interview two headmasters from the selected schools and two school board
administrators.
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Process of data collection. Data collection for this study will be conducted in two
phases. In the first phase, focus group interviews will be organized with the following
stakeholders: teaches, parents and students. The main purpose of these focus group
interviews is to gather information about the essential needs for Bangladeshi secondary
schools to be more effective. By using Nominal Focus Group Technique, priorities for
accomplishing these needs will be listed. To obtain additional information regarding the
needs assessment and explanation of the strategies, in the second phase, individual
interviews will be conducted with two school board administrators, two principals, two
teachers (one from each school), two parents (one from each school), and two students
(one from each school).
Data analysis and interpretation. The data in this study will be analyzed in three
phases. First, the data collected from document analysis will be reviewed and analyzed.
Data will be coded and emerging issues will serve as a supplementary guide for focus
group and individual interview questions. Second, transcripts will be generated from the
audio recording of the focus group discussion. The focus group transcripts will be coded,
indexed, and classified in order to find patterns and themes in the data (Rubin & Rubin,
1995). The emergent themes and categories will partly prompt individual interview
questions. And finally, all audio records of participant interviews will be transcribed and
broken into manageable pieces of data based upon themes or trends that inductively
emerged through a process of repeated reading, listening, and reviewing by the researcher
(Seidman, 1998).
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Abstract:
As a minority writer, Toni Morrison fulfilled her social duties by exploring issues that have
long influenced African American women in her novels. Morrison’s changeful narrative
strategies serve as fragments of a mirror, reflecting and disclosing the influence of slavery on
each individual’s fate. She has also successfully addressed issues of race and identity in
post-slavery America. The main protagonists’ monologues indicate that the internal and
external scars which slavery has left on the minds of African Americans are irreparable. But
the self-assertive powers of blacks are formidable. At the end of this work, Morrison includes
three internal monologues followed by a disjointed entanglement of the three voices. Each
reveals crucial and clarifying details about its narrator and also serves to support Morrison’s
ultimate theme—exposure of the cruelty of slavery, the collective power of community and the
importance of self-identity, which is an effective means to fight against racism. Beloved
provides an arena for scholars to work out the bonds between African-American folk cultural
tradition and her works. Her works reproduce the voices of the minority that is muted in the
world of the dominating group. This is where the meaning of her works lies.

I. Antagonizing racism and self-identity

In the Afro-American folk culture, telling stories serves as a significant remedy of pacifying
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the injured mind. The methods of narrating stories for African Americans are different from
conventional Western Literature: they aim at solidifying members into a group rather than
obtaining a satisfactory ending. By way of narrating the sufferings of life, the group members
bond together with similar beliefs that amalgamate national specified cultural beliefs.
Accordingly, as a successor of traditional culture, Morrison displays national specified cultural
characteristics by way of symbolization, apparition, hallucination, and other literary devices in
her works to represent the distressful history that African Americans have experienced. African
Americans are characterized by living in communities after hundreds of years of being
oppressed. Only through communities, can blacks survive and develop their personalities. But on
the other side, when a member of a certain community is brought up, his moral standard and
behavior are influenced by the community which he belongs to. The Black people encountered a
dilemma: conserving their cultural conventions, or being assimilated by the mainstream culture,
even being marginalized. By accounting for various fates of characters, Morrison aims at
suggesting that the only strategy for the Black people to survive and get their personalities fully
developed is to obtain a cultural consciousness. Cultural beliefs play a key role in self-identity
for the Black people, which are represented in the text as exertion of myths, understandings of
women’s bodies and the ghost, and the nominated manners of figures.

The figure Beloved is dependent upon traditional African belief in the spiritual world.
Scholar Linden Peach’s assertion that “In African ontology, through recognition of the
importance of ancestors and through ancestor worship, the living and the dead are intimately
connected and the ancestors themselves believed to be involved in the affairs of the living.”
( Linden Peach, 2000, p. 104) illustrates this point: “Female slave narratives planted the seed of
contemporary Black feminist and ‘womanist’ writing early in the Black literary
tradition.”(Elaine Showalter, 1991, p.302)

Myths derive from the original beliefs and values of a nation, which utilize supernatural
powers to explain natural things, and are a kind of expression of people’s experience in a
metaphorical manner. Take the figure Beloved, for example. As a dead child who comes back to
haunt her mother, Beloved has multiple symbolic meanings. She represents many African
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women whose stories are veiled, and who were removed from their homeland to be enslaved,
disdained, raped, and denied an identity by white people. She is also the haunting symbol of
generations of mothers and daughters that are vended overseas, away from their homeland. The
myth about “Sweet Home” is fabricated by the White people, which avails themselves of their
peremptory government. Therefore, Morrison explores myths that accords with the existence of
the Black community in her novels. Another reason that Morrison adopts myths to express the
Black people’s sufferings is that, only by such a surrealistic narrative method, can their thorny
experience fade out. Moreover, Morrison’s understanding of women’s bodies breaks through the
fixed status of traditional Afro-America culture. Sethe’s action of slaying the baby girl is
appalling to the whole Black group. In Sethe’s own words, she says “I took and put my babies
where they’d be safe.”(p.164) To Sethe, heaven is the only haven where slavery can be avoided,
therefore, her deed is out of mother love. She would rather shoulder an imputation of inhumane
murderer than allow her daughter to be exposed to the insult and outrage from the “school
teacher”. Under such circumstance, compelled by outward pressure, Sethe antagonizes the
violence through violence. Surely, her deed also confirms the understandings of the Black group
toward women’s bodies: women’s bodies are both what is capitalized on for alluring others and
the evil source of evoking malfeasances; females can both give pleasure to others and can
destroy everything, therefore, the African folk-custom describes females as frightening
enchantresses. Sethe and her daughter Beloved who is revived from death are regarded as the
synonyms of devils. Sethe’s deed makes the Black community estrange her during a certain
period of time, but when Sethe is tolerated by the ghost Beloved, the Black community accepts
Sethe as one of their members, which indicates that the Black community shares a tremendous
comprehensive power.
As scholar Setefanus Suprajitno writes, as a Black woman writer,
Toni Morrison’s works are deeply rooted in the Black cultural tradition. In her works
Morrison tries to give a picture of the cultural values of her society, that is, Afro-American
society, and the way Afro-Americans preserve and maintain their identity. She admits that
black self-determination motivates her in writing. (Setefanus Suprajitno, 2000, p. 60)
In her book “Memory, Creation, and Writing.”, Toni Morrison expresses her opinion about
reality and life:
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If my work is to confront a reality unlike that received reality of the West, it must
centralize and animate information discredited by the West — discredited not because it
is not true or useful or even of some racial value, but because it is information held by
discredited people, information dismissed as ‘lore’ or ‘gossip’ or sentiment. (1984, p.
388)

Du Bois states that the Afro-Americans have “double consciousness,” under the pressure of
racist discrimination, in The Souls of Black Folk. Through describing these characters that have
double consciousness, Morrison suggests that the Afro-Americans are confronted with the
danger of assimilation because of this very condition: that they have double consciousness.
Because the Afro-Americans are both Americans and Black people, two different value
viewpoints and two different thoughts coexistent in one body.

Therefore, it remains a

disturbing but urgent question for the Black People, that is, how to keep the national
characteristics independent in a baaskaap society. Morrison’s novels play a role in exploring the
remedy for such questions.

In The Souls of Black Folk, Du Bois addresses what would become and still remains the
fundamental dilemma of the Black people’s existence as a people:

… the Negro is sort of a seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted with second-sight
in this American world – a world which yields him no true self-consciousness, but only
lets him see himself through the revelation of the other world. It is a peculiar sensation,
this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes of
others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks in amused contempt and
pity. One ever feels his twoness – an American, a Negro; two warring souls, two thoughts,
two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength
alone keeps it from being torn asunder. (1989, p.1)

The dual role of the Black’s existence in America is still a mission they must take up. As Du
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Bois writes in The Souls of Black Folk:

The worlds within and without the Veil of Color are changing, and changing rapidly,
but not at the same rate, not in the same way; and this must produce a peculiar
wrenching of the soul, a peculiar sense of doubt and bewilderment. Such a double life,
with double thoughts, double duties, and double social classes, must give rise to double
words and double ideals, and tempt the mind to pretense or revolt, to hypocrisy or to
radicalism. (1989, p.1)

All of these issues are tied to the Black’s identity, how they have been defined by a power
structure that despises them, how they have defined themselves in ways that resist some
hegemonic culture and ideology.

As Setefanus Suprajitno points out, the status of Afro-Americans is often regarded as
humble. They are second-class citizens in American society in the eyes of the White. They are
often discriminated against and marginalized. (2000, p. 60) Sydney Willhelm (1983) writes that
Afro-Americans are now moving out of their historical state of oppressive slavery. Racism and
marginalization that they confront are attributed to their position of joblessness and futility in the
economic structure.

There are several aspects that embody the African Cultural characteristics, such as narrative
methods (for instance, folklore, myths, and tales), characters’ nominating and shaping that
convey the individual identity and African Cultural Convention. Names are significant for
Afro-Americans, because the Black people believe that their sufferings as slaves began when
their names were stripped from them by slave owners and the European names took the place of
their original names. As a result, they lost their selfhoods. In their opinions, one does not exist
until he/she is gifted with a proper name in a certain stage of life. A felicitous name bears a
transcendental magic and has an ineluctable influence over one’s destiny. Hence, rarely do they
alter their names. They have acknowledged that since the history of enslavement began, the
doom of being tramped randomly also commenced. Their appellations were equal to those of
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animals.
While losing the symbols of their identities by being imposed upon with false names that
are not their inherited names, the Black people were deprived of the most simple and direct
symbols—their original names. Their names branded with the hints of slavery are witnesses that
the Black People have been discriminatorily treated and insulted. Those names are deprived,
which gives a lasting sense of loss, neither can the Black people obtain the cultural and
psychological identities from the White people, likewise neither did their own cultural bonds
exist any longer.

In the novel, the nomination of slaves, (such as Paul A to F) embodies the result of loss of
identities leading to the maze of egos. In brief, based on the understanding of nomination in
African Culture, the characters’ status and temperaments are reflected through their names and
thereby the injustice of racialism is disclosed clearly. Another strategy disclosing racialism is the
the figure of the schoolteacher, who stands for the White culture, and adopts a sort of colonial
cultural logic, colonial anthropology and vulgar interpretations of Darwinism to grant rationality
to the existence of racialism. He studies Sethe, and regards her as something to be measured and
observed with scientific instruments. His interest in anthropological theories is so strong that he
writes dissertations concerning slaves. In Beloved, a paragraph discloses the consciousness of
how the White regards the Black and indicates the colonial structure. It is the byproduct of White
culture hegemony and has formed a stereotype with the evolution of history.

White people believed that whatever the manners, under every dark skin was a
jungle. Swift unnavigatable waters, swinging screaming baboons, sleeping snakes, red
gums ready for their sweet white blood…But it wasn’t the jungle blacks brought with
them to this place from the other place. It was the jungle whitefolks planted in them. And
it grew. It spread. In, through and after life, it spread, until it invaded the whites who had
made it. Touched them every one. Changed and altered them. Made them bloody, silly,
worse than even they wanted to be, so scared were they of the jungle they had made. The
screaming baboon lived under their own white skin; the red gums were their own. (pp.
198-199)
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It is exactly in the nineteenth century that the ideology of white supremacy and its religion
are most profoundly and durably articulated in a social institution. And it is in slave struggles to
survive and combat such a religiously-sanctioned racial violence that a different relationship
between racial identity and religious symbolism is practically elaborated. Modern racial
definitions have their roots in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Enlightenment efforts to
categorize and rank human groups as a part of the project of cataloging the natural world. These
projects typically placed whites at the top and blacks at the bottom of hierarchies, and people
with vested interests built on such ideas to support and justify European imperialist objectives.
The individual physical body eventually symbolized in various ways one’s membership in a
particular social body or body politic. All the terms devised to designate and denigrate the dark
peoples of African descent (such as black, noir, Negro, darkie, colored, and so on) became
signifiers of discredited characteristics and objectified individuals behind a wall of essentialism
within categorical ghettos. The physical characteristics of people of African descent and the
objectifying terms given them became equivalent markers in racial discourse; certain derogatory
images evoked the same concepts as “darkie”. The point is that definitions and visual indicators
of race were used to form a black-white hierarchical dialectic and that each was dependent on
the other to support the whole; but in racial discourse black is the discredited signifier. (Michael
D Harris, 2003, introduction)

Undoubtedly, Sethe is a woman with rebellious consciousness. She says,
Why was there nothing it refused? No misery, no regret, no hateful picture too rotten
to accept? Like a greedy child it snatched up everything. Just once, could it say, No thank
you? I just ate and can’t hold another bite? I am full God damn it of two boys with mossy
teeth, one suckling on my breast the other holding me down, their book-reading teacher
writing it up. I am full of that, God damn it, I can’t go back and add more. (p. 70)
Telling her story and previous experience is a means to explain the motivation of her
action, a plea for people’s forgiveness, and it is also a path to eliminate her sense of guilt for
killing her new-born daughter. Sethe’s voice in the text constructs individual identity and female
consciousness.
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Spiritual identity can be constituted in collective commitments that maintain a clear
practical distinction between the absolute wholeness towards which they aspire and the
contingent approximations they achieve in history. An individual’s and a group’s identity is not
just determined by the name given or taken by that group. It is also determined by the meaning
that group gives its name as its members exist and come to be known by themselves and others.
A person’s identity is determined by the behavior of the group he belongs to and how he uses his
name in the real world. In other words, the appellation of African American is defined by the
behavior of the people who claim that name. Tony Morrison realized this issue pithily when she
stated, “ Deep within the word ‘American’ is its association with race…American means white,
and Africanist people struggle to make the term applicable to themselves with ethnicity and
hyphen after hyphen after hyphen..” (Toni Morrison, Playing in the Dark, 1992, P.47)

In the context of postmodernism, we are allowed to see race not as an essentialist category
that determines character but rather as a title or description that sometimes be summoned by a
people to describe themselves but more often is determined by one people in reference to another,
and so often an attempt of a group in power to designate the proper position of another group in
relationship to themselves. And it allows us to see ethnicity as a more “native” category – but
one that like so many others may well be subject to subversion by hegemonic forces.

At the end of this work, Morrison includes three internal monologues followed by a
disjointed entanglement of the three voices. Each reveals crucial and clarifying details about its
narrator and also serves to support Morrison’s ultimate theme—the cruelty of slavery, the
collective power of community and the importance of self-identity in the crackdown on racism,
which in other words is an effective means to fight back against racism. In Denver’s monologue,
she says “Nobody will ever”. This indicates the Afro-American’s reconciliation with the slavery
institution and how they are to deal with the fact of racism in contemporary society, as well as
their old memories of slavery.

Morrison reminds us that oppression is destructive both for the oppressor and for the people
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being oppressed, as she writes: “The trauma of racism is, for the racist and the victim, the severe
fragmentation of the self, and has always seemed to me a cause (not a sympton) of psychosis.”
(Toni Morrison, “Unspeakable Things Unspoken: The Afro-American Presence in American
Literature”, 1989, p.16). Morrison’s works, to some extent, fill up the gap of African Americans
from the founding works of canonic nineteenth-century American literature and show how
deeply in fact the “presence of Afro-Americans has shaped the choices, the languages, the
structure-the meaning of so much American literature” (Morrison, “Unspeakable Things”, p.11).
Her concept of the “unspeakable things unspoken” and the “invisible things (that) are not
necessarily ‘not-there’” (Morrison, “Unspeakable Things”, p.11) are crucial to understand the
Afro-American’s folk culture and the dominant cultural ideologies that shape them. In brief, her
works reproduce the voices of people of color that are muted in the world of the dominant group.
This is where the meaning of her works lies.

II. Folkloric cultural tradition and narrative strategies: tension and shifting perspectives

Morrison’s narrative arts go beyond the legacy of African-American folklore. (Fiction and
Folklore, 1991, Arnold Rampersad, review of the book) Morrison seeks to construct a wider
range of texts than the traditional slave narration in Beloved. Her novel narration challenges
authoritative versions of slavery. She narrates alternative historical events, such as personal,
social, political and racial incidents, which replace traditional ones. Sethe’s murder of her
daughter involves issues concerning the public and the private, and the White American and
African-American histories. As Linden Peach argues,
Initially, Sethe blames herself for the murder of her child until her mother-in-law,
Baby Suggs, points out to her that the real responsibility lies with white people and the
inhumane system that they have imposed upon blacks. ‘Those white things have taken all
I had or dreamed,’ she (Baby Suggs) said, ‘and broken my heart strings too. (p. 89)’
(2000, p. 110)

In this novel, the community is closely related to the ideas of African-American folklore
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culture and serves the following functions: first, the community functions as a haven yet initially
betrays Sethe, although it comes together at the end of the novel and rescues Sethe from killing
Edward Bodwin. What the Black have experienced, and their shared sufferings, serve to
consolidate the Black community. Therefore, as Linden Peach points out, “The fragmentary
structure of the novel reflects the disunity of recent African-American history and the chaos
which slavery created in the lives of black people.”(Linden Peach, 2000, p. 112) The second
function of the Black community is to strengthen the bond of the Black people. In the Black
community, a place to hold religious meetings, the Black people gain their sense of history.
Linden Peach describes the tough situations African-Americans have experienced and their
formation of communities: “Religious meetings provide an opportunity for African-Americans to
come together since plantation practices prevented them from having meetings, relationships or
even speaking together.”(2000, p. 113) In the third place, the Black community could act as a
refuge and source of strength. The Black community encourages the slaves to confront the
mundane brutality of enslaved life more optimistically and adopt passive attitudes toward their
situations.

When it comes to the narrative analysis of the novel, as a collection of story segments,
Morrison’s seemingly random narrative style enables her to create a structural effect that evokes
the process of oral narration. (1991, p. 172) Morrison’s narration follows multiple levels of
allusion and transformations—ones that unfold both forwards and backwards—rather than an
ascending slope—one that heads for a climax. However, in spite of the constant movement in
time (chronology of events is not observed), fragmentation and physical separation of stories by
blank pages, we are able to experience a continuous narrative. The continuity of the narrative is
achieved by allowing the story to evolve and develop through numerous digressions and
sub-plots, such as displaying dissimilar protagonists’ monologues to enrich the whole story.
Since all story fragments are in fact extensions of the whole story, they are all connected by the
same common thread. Some are more direct and appear to have a closer link to the theme.

Morrison establishes a tension between the narrators who know about Sethe’s rough choice
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and the readers, who only get partial, indirect, and veiled information. This tension creates an
aura of mystery, for each reference increases the readers’ desire to resolve the tension. The
strategy of deferral creates suspension for the readers to wonder what drives Sethe to conduct
those deeds. Through the serpentine revelation of the middle, readers come to be aware that
slavery is not just an abstract evil thing but one that since 1873 has continued and has caused
rather negative influences on the African American people, such as Sethe, Paul D, Denver, etc.
Actually, we recognize the historical validity of the statement that “There is no bad luck in the
world but white folks” (Baby Suggs) from Morrison’s representation. While establishing this
text, Morrison reveals the tension in this novel by conveying enough information about the year
1855 for us to understand the perilous situation for Sethe when the schoolteacher arrived at 124.
The novelist managed to compel her readers to experience the events in person.

There is an inner tension in the line of narration in Beloved. Sethe lives in the interstice of a
sense of guilt and the painful memory of killing Beloved as a neonatal baby, and when Beloved
revives, Sethe regards it as a chance to wipe the slate clean by renewing her devotion to Beloved
which is based on her destructive love as well as her sense of guilt. The source of guilt that had
enslaved Sethe’s soul develops into the ghost. The following is a case in point in illustrating the
narrative inner tensions in the novel.

Beloved bending over Sethe looked the mother, Sethe the teething child, for other
than those times when Beloved needed her, Sethe confined herself to a corner chair. The
bigger Beloved got, the smaller Sethe became; the brighter Beloved's eyes, the more
those eyes that used never to look away became slits of sleeplessness. Sethe no longer
combed her hair or splashed her face with water. She sat in the chair licking her lips like
a chastised child while Beloved ate up her life, took it, swelled up with it, grew taller on
it. And the older woman yielded it up without a murmur. (250)

Sethe’s extreme action is compelled by the limits of human being—endurance which is
trampled in an outrageous way. Therefore, Sethe’s choice is, if not fully defensible, at least
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understandable. This narrative turns readers’ judgment to the institution of slavery. By
unraveling the mystery this way, Morrison offers an imaginary challenge to such experience:
when facing an urgent situation, maternal love may become cruel: that can even lead to the
murder of a baby.

Like the narrative method in William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury, there are different
versions of stories and diverse voices in Beloved. But these two novels are different in that the
former consists of four separated narratives from four perspectives provided by four narrators.
While in Beloved the voices are mixed and the perspectives are shifted among different
characters. The text contains not only Sethe’s past undergoing, but also those of others that have
ever been enslaved. The different versions of the story are told from various angels. For instance,
from baby Beloved’s viewpoint, the horrified White people are “men without skin”. She does not
justify her mother’s deeds and strives to get what she lacks and aspires to. Her tone of narrative
is full of bitterness and discontentment. Like Beloved, Stamp Paid witnesses Sethe from outside.
He compares Sethe to a hawk on the wing, when confronted with tough situations; Sethe would
realize the danger and react instinctively, though fiercely, to shield her children. A bloody scene
emerges through Stamp Paid’s narrative. However, his perspective lays emphasis on Sethe’s
instinctive reaction.

Moreover, Sethe’s version is the reverse standing of the two characters mentioned above.
Her purpose is not to kill her baby daughter, but to protect her from the ravages of the
treacherous real world. The above two fragments amplify or modify Sethe’s narrative. In fact,
the fragments constitute voices that speak and comment on one another. Thus, the progression of
the story gives us a series of possibilities for ethical judgment: Sethe has committed an
inhumane crime; Sethe has done an evil thing which contravenes basic human nature. The
succession of the narrative perspectives is conducted from outside to inside, from Stamp Paid to
Sethe and is a progression toward increasingly sympathetic views, so we might tend to discover
that Sethe’s version has become more and more acceptable. If we stay only inside Sethe’s story,
her account would be very compelling. But the complexity of all the stories indicates that
Morrison’s way of shaping the figure of Sethe is all-rounded and leaves enough room for the
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readers to create a more enriched artistic world. Other characters’ accounts make up for what
Sethe omitted.

Paul D serves as a character that provides an internal counter to Sethe’s perspective. He is
the most sympathetic audience Sethe could find within the whole novel, someone who knows
first-hand the evils of slavery and who holds real love for her. In the very first chapter of the
novel, Sethe tells Paul about how she got the “tree” on her back (16-17). But Paul D fails to
understand that Sethe felt more violated by the white men’s taking of her milk than by their
whipping her back, which illuminates that he makes little of Sethe’s deeds by saying “Your love
is too thick”. However, though Paul D failed to understand Sethe’s motivation, his judgment cast
light on her choice, since any single narrative or perspective may be too subjective to be
authentic.

The most remarkable shifted perspectives of the characters in this novel are in the most
poetic passages of the text, Section two to five in Part Two (200-217). In these passages, the
readers witness a series of interior monologues that consist of dialogues among the three central
female characters, Sethe, Denver and Beloved. The last monologue of Beloved is also one of the
most intriguing and one of the most complex of all the monologues, for her text of monologue
contains no punctuation. Instead, there are literal spaces between groups of words that signal the
timelessness of her presence and the unlived spaces of her life. In the last interior dialogue, the
voices of Sethe, Denver and Beloved blend to suggest that the past, the present and the future are
integrated.
Therefore, Morrison shifts among different characters’ perspectives so that the reader can
come to a more personal judgment on Sethe’s seemingly ferocious but helpless choice and the
institution of slavery. What Morrison wants to express in essence at the end of the novel, is that
Beloved is not just about individuals who suffered in slavery or individual experiences, but the
experience of a race and the rescuing power of the Black community.

III. Conclusion
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In the novel Beloved, Morrison employs a variety of literary techniques to convey her
theme that the past never really perishes; rather it lives within everyone it affects. At the end of
the work, Morrison includes three internal monologues followed by a disjointed entanglement of
the three voices. Each reveals crucial and clarifying details about its narrator and also serves to
support Morrison’s ultimate theme—the cruelty of the slavery, the collective power of
community and the importance of self-identity under the brunt of racism, which are effective
means to fight against racism. The monologues themselves take on an interior form, a style
which sacrifices sequence for profundity, to convey the idea that time sequence is negligible
when determining the significance of memories. Sethe narrates the first monologue, hastily
justifying her reasons for killing Beloved. The account takes the form of interior monologue as
Sethe recounts numerous anecdotes from her colorful past. And later is restated in Denver’s
monologue “Nobody will ever”, which indicates the Afro-American’s reconciliation with the
institution of slavery and how they are to deal with the fact of racism in contemporary society, as
well as their old memories of slavery. In this sense, I claim that Beloved is a novel with a hopeful
ending; it explores the negotiation of history which makes changes in institutions possible. In the
end, we witness that Sethe has exorcised the guilt and grief, and is on her way to recovery and
stepping into a new life.

In Beloved, though the background is the nineteenth century, Beloved helps to define both
black and white cultural identity in the twentieth century: the need for contemporary America to
reclaim a narrative of slavery, especially the suffering of black women; the need for white
Americans to understand the injustice of slavery in human evolution, which is a potential issue
for social and anthropological research; and the need for all potentially-dominant cultures to
appreciate that the brutality and racism of slavery has extended beyond the emancipation of
slaves in the nineteenth century into contemporary America.(2000, pp.124-125)
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Through participant observation and within the context of the theory postulated by
Giles and Johnson (1987), the ethnolinguistic identity of a Swahili-speaking minority
in Oman is examined.

The paper identifies factors governing the minority’s

accentuation of ingroup characteristics in interethnic situations, their attenuation, as
well as the adoption of the outgroup’s charactersitics in order to achieve a more
positively viewed ethnolinguistic identity.

These processes are largely achieved

through language choice and in this case either the rejection of Swahili and the
adoption of Arabic or the maintenance of the former in all or some contexts.
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Conference Paper Abstract
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Don DeLillo and Drama
Don DeLillo criticism is an industry. Assessment of his work features in tens of
books and hundreds of critical articles. Missing from these analyses, however, is a
sustained look at DeLillo’s work as a dramatist. Though he habitually highlights his
predilection for the theatrical—he includes dramatic conventions in his novels, he
engineers the movements of his limited public life, he writes plays—less than five
percent of DeLillo criticism takes his plays, nor his penchant for the performative,
into account. His drama includes The Engineer of Moonlight (1979), The Day Room
(1986), Valparaiso (1999), and, most recently, Love-Lies-Bleeding (2006), which he
himself directed.
Moreover, and most compelling, all of DeLillo’s post-Underworld (1997)
publications emphasize his longstanding preoccupation with drama. Although The
Body Artist (2001) is not a play, it develops by virtue of the events prompting Lauren
(who is modeled on performance artist Orlan) to prepare and present “Body Time,” a
piece virtually ignored in DeLillo criticism. Released in 2003, but occurring over a
single day in April 2000, the novel Cosmopolis preserves the unities of time, space,
and action while acting as a coda to Underworld and Valparaiso. Finally, his latest
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work, the difficult, traumatic post-9/11 reflection Falling Man (2007), in many
ways—oblique and unsubtle—centers on the half-forgotten men and women who
plunged from the flaming Twin Towers, as represented by the novel’s titular character,
the eponymous street-performer.
Not exclusively a novelist, DeLillo has devoted more than half of his literary
career to the medium of drama. This conference paper will begin to do justice to
DeLillo as novelist and a playwright by examining his novelistic and dialogic
representations of spatiality and its complex interrelations with control. Though I will
focus primarily on his post-Underworld works (in the interests of time), I hope to
encourage renewed readings of his entire oeuvre.
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Title:

Camel Identity Reflected in the Arabic Lexicon

Camels have long played an important role in the life of nomads. This
importance is reflected in the presence of numerous terms for camel in the
Arab Bedouin dialects. These terms, however, are not synonyms but in fact
each one refers to a distinct type of camel. This paper will present the
different lexical items used by Arab Bedouins to refer to their camels, and
will shed light on the various physical and behavioral characteristics that
contribute towards the formation of this lexicon.
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Rituals as occult currencies in The Famished Road and Forest of a Thousand Daemons
For reasons that I have not fully identified yet, people usually place traditional ritual practices in
Africa under the umbrella of religion. The complexity and sacredness that pervade traditional
ritual practices in Africa, it seems to me, have greatly participated in maintaining and
perpetuating the reduction of African traditional rituals to religious practices. A major
consequence of this intellectual disposition is the negation of an important aspect of traditional
ritual practices in Africa: its pragmatic dimension. The undertones of the casting of traditional
ritual practices in Africa as religious practices people is that people involved in ritual practices
do not attempt to have any agency over their fate; that they sit and wait for a deity to intervene in
their favor. My contention is that the passivity and fatalistic attributed to people involved in
these traditional ritual practices is misleading. By looking at African traditional in this way one
fails to perceive the fact that these ritual practices are used as currencies to inflict on unfavorable
situations the outcome that one desires; one fails to perceive that these traditional ritual practices
are existential acts purported toward imposing one’s design on things, and life. Accordingly, one
fails to regard these traditional ritualistic practices as existential acts that could be equated with
gestures that one accomplishes on an everyday basis to survive, to cope with life as it presents
itself. Several narrative moments in Ben Okri’s The Famished Road and Fagunwa’s Forest of a
Thousand Daemons support my argument. I will use the ritual performances presented in these
novels to support my argument. First, I will define the major phrases around which this paper is
built: traditional ritual practice, existential and religious acts.

Adrien Pouille- Indiana University of Bloomington
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Redbud Hill 804-Bloomington, Indiana 47405
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Symbol, Image, and Value:
A Case Study of the adaptive reuse of old Shikumen houses at Xintiandi
in Taipingqiao Redevelopment Project
Lu Zhang
Faculty of Architecture Building and Planning, The University of Melbourne
Abstract:
Taipingqiao area in former French concession of Shanghai has been converted
from a traditional residential zone into an international modern complex since 1999.
As the most brilliant component in this project, Xintiandi remained the symbols with
unique traditional elements in forming the iconic image. Despite it is a scene which is
constructed by segments of image, it has gradually become the economic and cultural
core in surrounding areas and even the whole city. Symbolic capitals brought by
potential value, contribute to considerable benefits from society, culture, economy
and policy, also enlightened people on consideration and exploration for reuse of
historical residential buildings as an effective and positive way to motivate urban life
based on a clear understanding of urban context and city character.

1. Background of Xintiandi: An Introduction
History of Shikumen
Shikumen house, witnessing the vicissitudes of time, it gradually became a symbol
of Shanghai history. Seventy percent of local residents had lived in such traditional
houses, which was born in the colonial era one hundred and fifty years ago. In 1860,
Taiping Rebel forced a large number of residents from Shanghai and its neighbouring
Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces to take refuge in the city’s foreign concessions. In
order to meet the needs of the rapidly increasing population and use the limited land
more efficiently, rows of shikumen houses were built in the foreign concessions to
accommodate these refugees.
At that moment, most of refugees were well-to-do families. Though this kind of
house was very compact in layout, it still included most functions, such as courtyard,
dooryard, living room, the right and left wing rooms, kitchen, bedroom, and even
garret. Designed by western architects, it not only concentrated the character of
eastern traditional residential culture, but also assimilated the concept of western
townhouse. To maximize the efficiency of land, shikumen houses were connected by
narrow lanes, which are no more than four meters wide. 1
After establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, due to the rapid rise
of population and redistribution to ownership of the house by government, one
shikumen house was divided into several occupiers. However, the service equipments
originally designed for single-family can not be supplied to so many residents.
Families shared common kitchens and bathrooms, overcrowding became a general
problem for shikumen neighbourhoods. As a result, because of the lack of repair and
maintenance chronically, most shikumen houses deteriorated quickly into densely
populated slums with poor sanitary conditions. Serving for more than a century, this
residential style is no longer suitable for modern urban living and even restricted the
redevelopment of central city. Nowadays, these particular architectural clusters,
which took up sixty percent of the total housing space of the city and formed unique
urban texture of old shanghai, are experiencing a new reform.

1
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Taipingqiao Redevelopment Project
Since economic reform in1990, central government announced to develop Pudong,
the land development market was opened up to domestic and international capitals on
the basis of market transition mechanism. Urban redevelopment mode in China has
been greatly changed by property development on account of huge commercial and
political profits.
Taipingqiao area is circled by Xing’an Road and Chongde Road in the north, Hefei
Road in the south, Madang Road in the west, and Xizang Nan Road in the east. The
project has a site area of 52 hectares and a gross building area of 1,300,000 square
meters. 2 It is one block south of Huaihai Zhong Road in the Luwan District, located
in the former French concession, heart of the city. Because of the advantage of
location and history, it became a focus of redevelopment. In the meantime, Luwan
district government was looking for a chance to extend the old alleys, implementing
the accomplishment of the ‘365 scheme’ 3 .
In 1996, Shui On Group, a real estate company from Hong Kong, obtained the land
use rights of Taipingqiao area from Luwan district government through negotiation. 4
Because the site of the First National congress of Chinese Communist Party is in the
block, which was listed as national historic heritage and required to be conserved
strictly by Shanghai municipality. Moreover, the reconstruction of surrounding area
was also restricted by the height 5 , volume, facade, materials and colour of new
construction, and the width of the road between urban planning red lines. In 1999,
Luwan district government coordinated by Shui On Group, entrusted Skidmore,
Owings and Merrill LLP.(SOM), an international well-known architectural firm from
America, with the master plan of Taipingqiao Redevelopment Project. Under the
compulsory preservation requirement, SOM, the design consultant, remained the two
blocks around the first CCP Congress Hall as historic heritage, and planed to convert
the Taipingqiao traditional residential zone into an international modern complex,
consisting of office, residential, commercial, retail, entertainment and cultural
properties. Among those, the main
components are Shanghai Xintiandi,
Taipingqiao
Lake
and
Park,
Corporate Avenue and up-market
residential zone.
Figure 1: Former model of
Taipiangqiao redevelopment project
planned by SOM.
Source: Balfour, Alan and Zheng
Shiling, Shanghai, London: WileyAcademy, 2002. p137
Naissance of Xintiandi
In 1997, owing to the Asian economic crisis, Shui On Group decided to delay the
construction of office buildings and luxury apartments, and take the project of
Xintiandi and the construction of Taipingqiao Lake and Park as the beginning. The
fact proved the decision was correct and full of foresights. Xintiandi, the most
brilliant component of Taipingqiao redevelopment project, only accounts for six
percent of site area in the whole project, 6 but has gradually become the economic and
cultural core of surrounding environments and even the whole city.

2
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Xintiandi is located in the centre of cosmopolitan Shanghai. It is close to Huaihai
Zhong Road, bordering upon South Huangpi Road, Madang Road, Zizhong Road and
Taicang Road. As the first stage of development in the whole project, it is designed
by Wood and Zapata Inc., an architectural firm also from America specialised in
renovation and adaptive reuse of old buildings, and the Singapore office of Nikken
Sekkei International Ltd with eastern culture background. The Shanghai Tongji
University Urban Planning Design and Research Institute was invited as the
architectural consultant. 7 The new project has a site area of 29,706 square meters, a
gross building area of 55,660 square metres, and floor area ratio of 1.87. 8
Considering the importance of preserving historical buildings, the demand for
urban development, and function of the buildings, designers spelt over the texture of
former laneways and reorganized their spatial relationship. Based on old design
drawings, designers remained a majority of shikumen houses in north block,
complemented by some appropriate modern buildings in the west, which are also a
transition from historical shikumen to adjoining high-rise apartments. At the same
time, south block is mainly made up of new modern architecture in a contemporary
style, mixed with a small number of shikumen buildings. The project put in practice
after the ratification of Shanghai municipal urban planning administration bureau in
1998. North block of Xintiandi as the first stage was completed in 2001, and south
block as the second stage opened to public in 2002. The two blocks are connected by
a central pedestrian path. Walking through it from north block to south block, visitors
would have felt that they were taking a trip from the past to the present and future,
which properly indicated
the theme of ‘yesterdaymeet-tomorrow’.
Figure 2(top): Aerial
view of former site of
Xintiandi.
Source:
Architectural
Journal, no. 03, 2001.
Figure 3(bottom): Aerial
view of present site of
Xintiandi. In the foremost
part of picture, it is the
North Block of Xintiandi.
At the upper right corner,
it is the South Block. To
the left is the Taipingqiao
Lake and Park.
Source: Luo, xiaowei
(ed.), Shanghai Xintiandi:
jiu qu gai zao de jian zhu
li shi, ren wen li shi yu kai
fa mo shi de yan jiu,
Nanjing: Dongnan
University Press, 2002,
Fig.5.52, p.89.

3
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2. Space, Form and Social Activity of Xintiandi: An Empirical
Analysis

Figure 4 (left): Satellite photos of former site of Xintiandi.
Source: Online posting available at HTTP: <http://bp2.blogger.com> (accessed 9 Aug,
2008)
Figure 5(right): Satellite photos of present site of Xintiandi.
Source: Online posting available at HTTP: <http://maps.google.com> (accessed 20
May, 2008)

4
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Comparison with old and new
The original site of Xintiandi is a typical cluster of shikumen houses constructed
from 1910s to 1930s. 9 Before redevelopment, there were 1,950 residents living
there. 10 The two adjoining blocks were densely packed with about fifteen lanes of
shikumen houses. The rows of shikumen buildings formed the fishbone-shaped fabric.
Labyrinthic lanes could lead to all directions. This is distinct characteristic of urban
texture in old French concession. In this old neighbourhood, shikumen houses facing
the streets were generally used for all kinds of shop fronts, the back part and upstairs
are used for private living space. This pattern of residence still exists diffusely in the
residual shikumen clusters nowadays. These shops were multifarious, including cloth
stores, shoes and hats shops, tailor stores, cleaners, bakery, food markets, rice stores,
even tavern, theatre, school and so on, which were service for the residence nearby.
Considering inhabitants’ interests, the shops were within walkable distance about one
to two hundred meters. Those were constructed collectively a particular urban space
of old Shanghai.
In the new planning, to create a more open space, designers took away many of the
crumbling houses. Only about 100 shikumen houses were kept in their primary
positions. The north block preserved a more intact group of shikumen houses. The
new structures were added only where the old couldn’t be well adapted. A string of
narrow linong alleys, distributed in the eastern periphery of block, were retained in
good condition. Only two small-scale modern-style office buildings were set along
the Madang Road.
However, the structures of the south block, in poorer condition, were almost
demolished, only remained a small group around northern entrance, which could be
an interlinkage to the north block, continuing the historical context. As main
component in south block, the new modern building, a shopping, entertainment and
leisure complex of 25,000 square metres, is leading figure replaced those old
buildings.
It is worth mentioning that, a central path opened up as a wider pedestrian precinct
connected with small squares, linking up all branched laneways. This path in south
block is widened as a public square, corresponding to modern keynotes. The main
path is formed by demolishing old shikumen houses; thereby it is not straight, but
with different width, which provided the appropriate position for outdoor restaurants
and cafes.
In order to correspond to correlative policy, the site of the First Congress Hall of
the Chinese Communist Party located on Xingye Road, occupying the south-east
corner of north block, was entirely conserved. It is also the dividing line between the
two blocks, and kept the appearance of Shikumen buildings intact along the sides of
the street, continuing the cultural and historic features of the city.
From Open House-Shikumen Museum located in North Block, there are three
levels of preservation embodied in Xintiandi. The first level is “total preservation”
with reinforcement of the building. “One Xintiandi”, a three-story mansion from
1930s, is only one building preserved intactly. The second level is “partial
preservation”, only surfaces were kept. Most of buildings in north block are
implemented by this way. Finally, the third level is “total reconstruction”, almost
embodied in south block of Xintiandi. 11
Except for “One Xintiandi”, used for a private clubhouse at the moment, all of the
shikumen buildings in Xintiandi have been rebuilt. After renovation, the building still
had its original shape and structure, while the internal spaces have been redesigned
and entirely changed to accommodate new commercial functions. 12 The old
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Shikumen buildings have no sewerage and gas outlets, so during the renovation
which were added to the old elegant buildings for the commercial use. Although some
glass walls with modern style were attached to the historic structure, designers paid
more attention to harmony with scale, colour and peaceful coexistence between old
and new. A balance between functionality and aesthetics has been achieved.

Figure 6(left): Original conditions in site of Xintiandi.
Source: Online available HTTP: <http://www.abbs.com.cn/bbs > (accessed 30 July,
2008)
Figure 7(middle): Present site schematic plan of Xintiandi.
Source: Luo, xiaowei (ed.), Shanghai Xintiandi: jiu qu gai zao de jian zhu li shi, ren
wen li shi yu kai fa mo shi de yan jiu, Nanjing: Dongnan University Press, 2002,
Fig.5.1, p.78.
Figure 8(right): Nestification of plans and pedestrian flow analysis
Xintiandi ultimately preserved only two blocks of three hectares, 13 accounting for
six percents or less of the whole Tiaopingqiao area. In total approximately 52 hectares
area, it is made up of 23 residential blocks. Before redevelopment, there were more
than 200 lanes of shikumen houses with 70,000 residents and over 800 work units,
built between the 1900s and 1930s. Except for a very few improved residential blocks
and staff dwellings, the building types for the most part are old residential blocks. 14
The heart of this area after alteration is a man-made lake and park, with the site of
the First National congress of Chinese Communist Party and restoration landmark
Shanghai Xintiandi at the west, Corporate Avenue comprised grade one office towers,
two six-stars hotels and other commercial facilities to the north, high-end residential
zones in the south, a comprehensive commercial and recreational complex occupying
the east. Taipingqiao lake and park, which covers an area of 44,000 square meters,
linked with the surrounding blocks harmoniously, mapping historic image of water
net interleaving in Taipingqiao area one hundred years ago, which meet the needs of
social development and renewal of the historical context as well.
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Current Taipingqiao area is entirely different from the former, whether physical
appearance or urban fabric. Except the two blocks in the west, it hasn’t left historical
trail in new urban planning.

Figure 9(left): Original site plan of Taipingqiao area.
Source: Luo, xiaowei (ed.), Shanghai Xintiandi: jiu qu gai zao de jian zhu li shi, ren
wen li shi yu kai fa mo shi de yan jiu, Nanjing: Dongnan University Press, 2002,
Fig.2.35, p.23.
Figure 10(right): Master plan in Taipingqiao Redevelopment Project.
Source: Shanghai cheng shi gui hua (Shanghai urban planning), Shanghai, 2006, no.4,
p.31.

Figure 11: Model of Taipingqiao redevelopment project (photo by author).
7
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Form / Symbol
Originally designed by European architects in colonial past, shikumen buildings
blend European architectural elements such as western columns, rococo carved
curlicues, and French windows into Chinese features such as courtyards and stone
gates. These symbols indicate the particularities of linong as places. In order to
continue historical soul, original bricks, tiles, stones, and decorations from old
residences, as featured symbols, were decidedly preserved for new constructions.
Entrance is a prelude to enter in a new domain. It directly leads people to another
space. Every archway is featured with the linong’s signature including name and year
of establishment. Professional could also identify the time according to the sculpting
and pattern of door lintel. It is efficacious partition for streets, main lanes and sub
lanes, which is also the boundary between public and private space. As a visible
symbol, it is popularly preserved in Xintiandi.

Figure 12: Entrance of lane in north block of Xintiandi (photos by author).

Figure 13: Linong’s signature with name and building age (photos by author)
Stone gate in original shikumen was composed of two black wooden planks
wrapped by a stylish stone frame, with a set of bronze or iron knockers attached onto
the door and a lintel decorated with a fusion of western architectural elements and
traditional Chinese characters. After restoration for modern restaurants and shops, the
wooden planks are replaced by glass doors in order to grasp people’s attention as
advertisement effect. Just like lively shopwindow, internal retail displays and
restaurants activities can be viewed from the outside.
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Figure 14(left) and figure 15(middle): Prime symbol of Shikumen: Lacquered doors
and Baroque doorframes (photo by author).
Figure 16(right): Memorial for the site of the First National Congress of Chinese
Communist Party, located at 374, Huangpi Nan Road, Luwan District, Shanghai
(photo by author).

Figure 17(left): Courtyard in Luna restaurant.
Source: Luo, xiaowei (ed.), Shanghai Xintiandi: jiu qu gai zao de jian zhu li shi, ren
wen li shi yu kai fa mo shi de yan jiu, Nanjing: Dongnan University Press, 2002,
Fig.5.20, p.83.
Figure 18(right): Paving in Xintiandi (photo by author).
Besides stone gate, the courtyard may be the most representative element of
shikumen. All traditional Chinese dwellings had a courtyard, and shikumen houses
were no exception. The courtyard in the form of dooryard and backyard allowed
sunlight and adequate ventilation into the rooms in the hot humid summers of
Shanghai. It also serves as the transition room from the public alley to the private
home, meanwhile insulating the home from outside noise. After adaptive reuse of
Xintiandi, these elements still could be found in new constructions. Different from
former courtyard of shikumen, Luna restaurant (see Figure 17) ingeniously used the
alley included into its inter space as patio restaurant. Just like courtyard in Chinese
traditional residence protected by a high brick wall, this inner space is also
surrounded by an exterior wall in original Shikumen. 15
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Furthermore, the paving in Xintaindi is designed significantly. The slate-gray tiles
in sub lanes are removed from demolished external walls. Those in main lanes and
squares are granite tiles imitated nostalgic scene. They all kept old appearance, dating
back to 1930s, and ensuring a reminiscent walk down the memory lane with the
materials used.
In the progress of adaptive reuse of historical buildings, material consideration is
prime importance, followed by the principle that the usage of new materials can not
compete with the existing architectural elements. Furthermore, in order to keep the
appearance as intactly as possible, original bricks and tiles of exterior walls in the
cluster have been preserved as rebuilding materials appended with waterproof and
heat-resistant function by injecting a costly moisture proof chemical fluid, though the
cost is much higher than that of building a new one.
Unlike popular variable shopwindows in shopping centre, those displays in
Xintiandi are classical constant. They express the spirit of nobleness, elegance, and
reminiscence, which coordinate the historical theme, corresponding with the whole
keynotes. In the course of time, these concretionary images become a specifically
symbol for Xintiandi rather than for primary restaurants or shops.

Figure 19: Shopwindow display in T8 bar and TMSK restaurant (photos by author).
In addition, outdoor seatings, extended balcony, amphibolous lighting, and
other accessories, such as sign, doorplates, billboard, are also play an important role
in forming the iconic scene. All of these symbols composed the foremost impression
of Xintiandi.
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Figure 20(left one): Outdoor seatings of TMSK restaurant (photo by author).
Figure 21(left two): Balcony in Xintiandi (photo by author).
Figure 22(right two): Doorplate of DR bar (photo by author).
Figure 23(right one): Billboard in Xintiandi (photo by author).

Figure 24(left): Sign of main entrance in north block. A modern stone and glass
fountain gurgles (photo by author).
Figure 25(right): Signboard hanging on the wall (photo by author).
Business
Commercial tenants in Xintiandi are selected carefully by Shui On Group. The
orientation of business is high-end upscale shops. By the end of May, 2008, there are
totally 40 restaurants, 11 bars and entertainments, 46 fashion and gift shops, 12
art/culture and others. Among them, there are well-known restaurants and bars with
international fame like T8, TMSK, Luna, ARK, an exquisite boutique hotel named 88
Xintiandi, Alexander city club, expanded from Taiwan, and Vidal Sassoon salon &
academy, the first and only Vidal Sassoon salon and academy in Asia. Furthermore,
One Xintiandi, a clubhouse of Shui On Group, is best preserved of the original houses
in Xintiandi. The club is frequently used by Vincent Lo to host Shanghai city officials
as well as foreign guests. They all carry on the east-meets-west, yesterday-meetstomorrow style and concept that are symbolized by Shanghai Xintiandi.
Apart from those, some art galleries, museums and exhibition halls are set up for
lower-middle groups in income and social status and intelligentsia. A Shikumen
Museum, Open House Exhibition Hall in a renovated Shikumen house built in the
1920s, recounted to visitors the story of Shikumen. Xintiandi Postal Station, unique
post office which doubles as a museum, is located on the corner of Huangpi Nan
Road and Xingye Road. An international cinema complex, located in the Xintiandi
entertainment complex, is accorded with popular consumption. Moreover, Shanghai
information centre for international visitors and the central academy of fine arts
gallery are also provided for visitors and academic community.
From the two graphs, business hours concentrate on the period between 11:00 to
23:00. Opening time on weekend is very similar to those on weekday. And at 24:00,
there still are more than 40 percent of stores in North Block opening. So it can be
concluded that stores in Xintiandi is busy at nights as well as daylights, on weekdays
as well as weekends.
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Business Hour Analysis in Xintiandi
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Graph 1: Business Hours Analysis in Xintiandi.
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Observation Location: Southern Entrance of North Block in Xintiandi

Observer: Lu Zhang

Observation Time 1 (Weekday): May 29th 2008, Thursday.
Weather: 19°C ~ 28°C, cloudy, northeasterly wind (gentle/moderate breeze)

Observation Time 2 (Weekend): May 31th 2008, Saturday.
Weather: 20°C ~ 29°C, sunny to cloudy southeasterly wind (gentle/moderate breeze)

Graph 2: Analysis of Pedestrian Flow in Xintiandi.
Behaviour
According to my observation in fieldwork, there are several main social groups of
frequentation in Xintiandi: local elites in the form of white-collar professionals,
expatriates from foreign invested enterprises, domestic and foreign visitors, and
faddish young people for appointment or klatch.
Before 9:00, only some servicemen and office workers pass by Xintiandi as a short
cut. Then, slumbering alleys waked up by the clamour from tourist groups, who are
hanging out in souvenir stores and taking photos. They are obviously attracted by the
unique scenes of the blending the old shikumen houses with new fashionable design.
Foreign expatriates and local elites in business suits visit Xintiandi for lunch between
12:00 to 14:00. In the afternoon, the users of space are domestic and foreign visitors,
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fine ladies, and business men. After work, from about 19:00, there is an increasing
trend to people for klatch and dinner. Young people for casual evening with friends
are having their meal at outdoor cafés. Business men invited officials or workmates to
dinner. A sharp growth of population appears after 20:00, at that moment, the
nightlife in Xintiandi is just getting start. According to Shui On group’s estimates,
about 70 percent of the visitors are Chinese, and 30 percent are foreign tourists and
expatriates. 16 In 2003, it received national and international leaders, and honoured
guests of 535 groups and 7922 people in total. The average passenger flow volume
per day is about 20,000 people, and the number could reach 30,000 on weekends and
holidays. 17
In addition, the diversification of building function in surrounding areas is
accorded with the demands of people in all ages, which also contribute to the
prosperous popularity.

Figure 26(left): Tourist Groups in the daylight (photo by author).
Figure 27(right): Crowded condition at night (photo by author).
Nightlife
‘Ye Shanghai, ye Shanghai, ni shi yi zuo bu ye cheng. Hua deng qi, che sheng
xiang, ge wu sheng ping (Nightful Shanghai, nightful Shanghai, you are an everbright city. Bright lamps lighted, traffic whistle sounded, put on a false show of peace
and prosperity).’ This is a very popular song named ‘ye shanghai (night in Shanghai)’,
represented nightlife of old Shanghai in 1930s.
The colourful elements of Shanghai society contributed to the development of a
lively, sophisticated nightlife that surpassed any other cities in China. In 1930s,
Paramount Dancehall was symbol of night in shanghai. It is a place of entertainment
for high-society people, providing dazzling singing and dancing show. However, in
contemporary life, to some extend, bars and nightclubs are the symbol of the nightlife.
Before Xintiandi, the hottest consumptive place for nightlife in Shanghai was
Hengshan Road, which is also located in the French concession area and with many
consulates near by. European style buildings used as bars, restaurants, night clubs,
and entertainments, are along this road one after another. But now it seems that it is
losing its attraction. It is replaced by Xintiandi, which has transformed nightlife and
entertainment in Shanghai and become the preference for nightlife.
When the dark falls down, Xintiandi will be bright immediately and all the lights
are amphibolous, nostalgic, sentimental, which foiled the theme of reminiscence. At
this time faddish young people are strolling in ease in squares to unwind, kick back,
and leave the day behind, every where the outdoor seats is packed of various people.
The crowds at Xintiandi (Figure 4.25) provide a firm vindication that the living show
at Xintiandi is getting start while the city is going to fall asleep.
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Figure 28: Paramount Dancehall in 1934.
Source: Shanghai Urban Planning Exhibition Centre

Figure 29(upper left), Figure 30(upper right), Figure 31(lower left), Figure 32(lower
right): Nightlife in Xintiandi (photo by author).
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3. Social Cost: A Preliminary Discussion
Transformarion of dwelling space
The area of Xintiandi, only approximately 30,000 square meters, previously lived
about 2,300 families, amounting to more than 8,000 people. In the urban
redevelopment, it abnegated the residential function of Shikumen, and transformed its
role from residence to commercial properties. Shikumen buildings normally
contained the courtyard, entrance lobby, front wing-room, back wing-room, first floor
front wing-room, first floor front room, first floor back room, kitchen, and
tingzijian. 18 To some degree, these spaces were reduced greatly that made the spaces
compact. But each room has their special positions. Living rooms are located after the
front yard with bedrooms located on the upper floors. Backyards are normally used
for kitchens or garrets. These internal courtyards can be overlooked for rooms in the
first floor, allowing sunlight to filter into the spaces. This layout always adopts well
because it saves space and is economically efficient.
Lanes in shikumen, including main lanes and sub lanes, contributed to an increased
social interaction and communal activities between neighbours. The main lane is the
major path for all the residents living there, and is a public square with daily social
communication as well. In comparison with outside streets, the main lanes are
regarded as the inner space, but to the sub lanes, is more open to its neighbours as
well as residents. Stepping into a sub lane, people can see an absolute change in terms
of spatial function. It creates less and less public and more and more private space.
The private and public spaces are separated from main lanes and sub lanes as well as
thick high walls and internal courtyards of each individual house unit. Moreover, in
the main lane, there are overhead attics and arches separating the lane into different
parts, presenting more attractive space. Thereby, in a sense, linong community
formed by the Shikumen houses overlapped private spheres with public spaces. All
these elements create a physical and psychological barrier, bringing a rich sequential
spatial experience.
Xintiandi, transformed from shikumen, converted the private dwelling space into
public entertainment place. From interior space, the original partition walls were
broken through, so now it presents a capacious room for commercial function. From
exterior space, it retained lingering charm of linong, especially north block,
developed characteristic features of lane complex, creating public outdoor space.
Main lane actually turned into a sequential public square placed outdoor cafe tables
and benches for social activities. Sub lanes are passages to the entrance of bars,
restaurants, and shops. Designers had tried their best to continue the soul of linong; be
that as it may, that is not for residents and there is no denying that dwelling space has
been entirely transformed.
Destruction of original urban texture
From the airscape in downtown Shanghai, rows of linong neighbourhoods with
high density made up of central metropolis background, and formed urban impression.
The urban fabric brought up architectural character and cultural heritage of old
Shanghai. The buildings lining the streets are constructed on a human scale and
concerned with how they fit in with their neighbourhoods. When walking in an older
street, everyone feels a sense of warmth and safety from the surrounding architecture.
But in redeveloped Taipingqiao area, the architectural urban fabric was disrupted
by new construction. At the cost of demolishing four residential neighbourhoods,
Taipingqiao Lake and Park has uprooted part of the existing urban fabric and present
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culture. Other redevelopment projects in Taipingqiao area, by contrast, also seem to
care much less for the pedestrian and the surrounding environments and more for
their impact on a skyline. Consequently, there is a rupture appearing on the urban
texture.

Figure 33(left): Aerial view of linong in Shanghai.
Source: Luo, xiaowei (ed.), Shanghai Xintiandi: jiu qu gai zao de jian zhu li shi, ren
wen li shi yu kai fa mo shi de yan jiu, Nanjing: Dongnan University Press, 2002,
Fig.3.11, p.31.
Figure 34(right): Satellite photos of present site of Taipingqiao area.
Source: Online posting available at HTTP: <http://maps.google.com> (accessed 20
May, 2008)
Disappearance of traditional life
In the history of shikumen, it is close link between dwelling space and social
behaviour. After 1949, massive population increases in Shanghai led many shikumen
hosues to be heavily subdivided. One well-fitting room was often divided into several
rooms, each lent out to one family. As the density of the community rose, some
family activities were compelled to move to public spaces. Children played games;
the aged people played chess; household members chatted and did some housework.
All the activities happened in lanes. In a sense, these inhabitants’ living has formed
basic rhythm of Shanghai urban life.
The layout of “outside shops and inside neighbourhoods” (wai pu nei li) was also
unique characteristic in linong. At the entrance of almost every alley there was
usually a grocer, which sold cigarettes, tissues, wine and other daily necessities. All
other kinds of shops were also set up in walking distance according to requirements
of nearby residents, and their scales and levels were accorded with real standard of
local living. In addition, some tranters such as knickknack sellers, cobblers, barbers,
fortune tellers and other door-to-door vendors all came to earn a living. Meanwhile,
factories, hotels, workshops, and even newspaper offices were sometimes parts of
shikumen neighbourhoods. There was, as it were, an interdependent relationship
between trades and inhabitants, which made up the fantastic phenomena of Shanghai
of that time. 19
In Taipingqiao redevelopment project, surrounding areas of Xintiandi were all
destroyed by development and former residents rooted in these old neighbourhoods
were relocated to the urban fringes. This caused all kinds of social-spatial
transformations, accompanying disappearing of traditional life. Traditional tea houses
are replaced by cafes; luxury shops substitute tranters making a living; there is no
laundry hanging, which is replaced by modern life. Disappearance of traditional life
16
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predicates that status of traditional culture has been wavering. Traditional life
concedes to international community in the end.
Xintiandi only retained bright appearance, cleaning away the messy conditions.
Actually, shikumen without traditional life is not real shikumen. After Xintiandi, local
architects and planners experimented with alternative preservation models, trying to
preserve more features of historical architecture than just the facades, as well as
improve living conditions for the residents without much displacement. At a walking
distance of Xintiandi, there is another historical cluster named Tianzi Fang, located in
Taikang Road, which was originally faced with the condition of demolition, but the
decision has been timely revised. Under the appeals of specialists, government agree
with preservation of this neighbourhood. 20 Different from Xintiandi, it combined
harmoniously with old and new coexisting in community, expanding from the
original alleyway into a sprawling collection of labyrinthine lanes populated by
galleries, arty shops, and some great restaurants. On the premise of unaltered
residential functions, historical shikumen houses were restored and protected, giving
a new lease of life with creative and commercial elements.
The presence of local residents was a major attraction, and was more genuine than
that of Xintiandi. All traditional life style, like grocer, tranter, tailor, and laundry
hanging, could be found in the cluster, which is not affected by new commercial
properties. It was awarded as 2006 China’s best creative industry park. Meanwhile, it
was also extolled as Shanghai’s SOHO, visual creative “silicon valley”, and cradle of
Shanghai creative industry.
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Figure 35(upper left one): Grocer in the entrance of linong remained in Tianzi Fang
Workshop (photo by author)
Figure 36(upper left two): Tailor in Tianzi Fang Workshop (photo by author)
Figure 37(upper right one): Overhead attic in Tianzi Fang Workshop (photo by
author)
Figure 38(upper right two): Tranter in Tianzi Fang Workshop (photo by author)
Figure 39(lower left one), Figure 40(lower left two), Figure 41(lower right two),
Figure 42(lower right one): Combination with commercial elements and old
neighbourhood (photo by author).
Compared with Xianzi Fang, Xintiandi can not be an ideal model for the renewal
of historical residential areas, because it abandoned messy but genuine traditional life,
and reconstructed a shining appearance. For traditional shikumen, it is artificial scene,
providing visitors a translunary imagination with perception, intuition and knowledge.
Social separation
In Shanghai dialect, good neighbourhoods are called Shangzhijiao (upper corner)
and bad ones are called Xiazhijiao (lower corner). 21 Before redevelopment,
dilapidated Taipingqiao area was a typical “lower corner”, although located in former
French concession, the city centre. Residents here were mostly “lower-middle”
groups in income and social status.
In the area of Xintiandi, most of the earlier residents were relocated to outer city.
Instead, the local elites, overseas visitors and high end consumers, who seek to
experience the nostalgic atmosphere of old Shanghai, have been the leading actors. In
order to click with high end consumers, the products with international brand are
pouring into Xintiandi. As a result, the prices of commodities in this area are too high
to affordable for normal urbanites. On one hand, high consumption virtually excludes
customers with lesser purchasing power. On the other hand, as an international
community, people who want to come in must be “well dressed”, and those shabbylooking peoples are not permitted to enter in by security officers 22 . This imposes
hierarchical spatial label between the exterior spaces and interior spaces, and results
in social separation.
Extolled as Shanghai’s living room, Xintiandi is more like a space for meeting
friends. Living-room culture is continued and emphasized again on Xintiandi. 23
Superficially, it is open for all public, but in fact, the groups with different status
respectively play various personae in consumptive activities. In Xintaindi, the
laneways are public, and the buildings are private. Most people are passing travellers.
High consumption disconnects lower-middle groups in income and status from
interior spaces of commercial properties. Only high end consumers can regale
themselves on the entire Xintiandi. Here consumption is substantive characteristics
regarding as a status symbol, and economic benefit is ultimate objective for developer.
From this point of view, public-private space, the intangible fence obstructs
infiltration of relationship and aggravates distinction of social status.

4. Symbolic Capital Gained: A Preliminary Observation
“In sociology and anthropology, symbolic capital can be referred to as the
resources available to an individual on the basis of honor, prestige or recognition,
and functions as an authoritative embodiment of cultural value.
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Symbolic capital may be embedded in the built environment or urban form of a city
as the portion of its exchange value which can be attributed to its symbolic
content.” 24
In this chapter, symbolic capital can be defined as resources which have potential
value and inestimable profit based on urban historic context and future redevelopment.
Economic benefit
Taipingqiao area is located in the centre of inner city. Most of its former residential
buildings are Shikumen houses in poor conditions or shanties and garbage yards.
After the birth of Xintiandi, its popularity has helped to push up the property values in
the area significantly and turned the surrounding area into the most expensive
properties in the city.
In the southern side of Taipingqiao Lake and Park, an up-market residential zone,
including the Lakeville, Lakeville Regency, Casa Lakeville, has been developed by
Shui On Group from 2003 to 2008. According to an official website 25 in Shanghai
tracking property prices, Casa Lakeville had sold 115 units at an average price of
85,710 yuan per square meter in the first month after being launched, with the highest
price hitting more than 120,000 yuan per square meter. It is considerably expensive,
compared with the average price of new housing, 16,988 yuan a square meter on June,
2008, in Shanghai 26 .
According to Shanghai Statistical Yearbook, in 2007, average per capita disposable
income is 23,623 yuan; average per capita consumption expenditure is 17,255 yuan. 27
Relative to the living standard of local residents, the price fairly exceeds the bearable
ability of an ordinary people. Taipingqiao area has entirely turned into one of most
expensive real estates in Shanghai.
In the sales advertisement of Casa Lakeville, there is a paragraph describing as
follows: “Set just adjacent to Shanghai Xintiandi, Casa Lakeville places you within
easy access to a wealth of uniquely international venues. Xintiandi also plays host to
numerous fashionable events year-round, making it one of the most vibrant and
colourful settings in all of Shanghai…… The unique Taipingqiao district, with its
historical richness and former French Concession flaver, is rich in fashion and
international ambience. This makes Casa Lakeville’s exclusive, second-to-none
location a dream come true.” Xintiandi, as symbolic capital, has been quoted with
high frequency in sales brochures of real estates in Taipingqiao area and surrounding
areas. Xintaindi has become the iconic brand in Shanghai, representing downtown
location, flourishing fashion, supreme quality and luxurious life. It consequently
increased the reputation and property price of surrounding areas, attracted investment
and promoted place development, bringing huge economic profits beyond thought.
Policy effect
On the other hand, Xintiandi as a new model of urban development caused great
attention by government. Before 2001, only one regional regulation concerning
historic protection which is “shang hai shi you xiu jin dai jian zhu bao hu guan li ban
fa” (Regulations of Shanghai municipality on the protection of excellent historical
buildings). 28 Triggered by Xintiandi, a new awareness among architects, developers,
and government officials in China concerning the potential values of historical
buildings has been generated. In 2002, “Regulations of Shanghai Municipality on the
Protection of the Areas with Historical Cultural Features and the Excellent Historical
Buildings” 29 was approved by Shanghai Municipal People’s Government. Then
followed by “Some Suggestions on the Administration of Planning Work for
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Preservation-of-Historical-Look Streets (Alleys/Lanes) in This Municipality”, which
expanded the definition of historical protection to all the land area used by the streetfacing architecture and green plots on both sides. 30
In the short time, these regulations came into existence in progression, which
shows government concerns and determinations to historical buildings and urban
areas, and even details for the preservation of linong building facades. After Xintiandi,
strict guidelines for reuse of historical buildings became the norm for any ongoing
proposed projects.
Image-raising
Linong’s value lies in the expression of Shanghai history. As most popular
residence in old Shanghai, they were places where famous people lived in and
revolutionary events happened in. In the nature of things, it has become a symbol of
Shanghai. In the project of Xintiandi, at first, historical buildings are preserved for
their value as cultural heritage, but later unexpectedly get the potential economic
return. The cultural value of Shikumen buildings is transformed into economic and
political capital by various actors. On the one hand, the developer has used the unique
Shikumen setting to market their properties and further accumulate political capital to
have access to other development projects. On the other hand, local government has
also used Xintiandi as a new icon to promote Shanghai as a global city.
Furthermore, Xintiandi was extolled as Shanghai’s living room. In Shanghai’s
culture, living room, which comes into sight first when enter in the door, is an image
of the city. Since the birth of Xintiandi, a large number of fashion exhibitions and
festivals, even government activities have been held in Xintiandi, even the annual
countdown party for New Year had also been celebrated there. Xintiandi has become
important venue for fashion and cultural activities with celebrated images in Shanghai.
Consumption in this area is gradually regarded as a status symbol by local residents.
In a short time, Xintiandi turned Taipingqiao area from slum to city’s living room
which proves that reuse of historical buildings is also a positive way for image-raising
through physical and functional transformation.
Referential example
Xintiandi has transformed and reused shikumen as a “building typology” and
“cultural archetype”. Owing to huge economic and political influence, it is fast being
copied as an example for historical redevelopment across China. Shui On Group has
been besieged by offers to replicate Xintiandi around China. Some similar projects,
Xihu Tiandi in Hangzhou, Zhejiang province, Chongqing Tiandi in Chongqing,
Wuhan Tiandi in Wuhan, Hubei province, have been done or are in a process. Similar
to Shanghai Xintiandi, some projects preserve local traditional buildings within a
modern and convenient setting and try to become a new landmark.
It is inevitable that Xintiandi is approved widely as referential example for other
cities in China. However, these mimetic projects are difficult to exceed Xintiandi.
Shanghai, the international metropolis, gestated a large number of groups in high
income and social status with open mind, which is important capital resource.
Moreover, it is non-replicable with distinctive particularity because of profound
cultural deposits and advantaged geographic position in an especial era background.
Nevertheless, as symbolic capital, “Xintiandi” has become the term adopted
frequently by developers for the purpose of setting new life in old neighbourhood.
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Development of local tourism
Many international metropolises have their unique landmark buildings set in
historic urban area. Just as SOHO in NewYork, Faneuil Hall Market in Boston, the
Rock in Sydney, they are all renovated into famous tourist spots. Xintiandi is no
exception. Nowadays, it has become the best place for domestic and overseas tourists
to appreciate the historical culture and modern life of the city, and is also a meeting
place for local elites and foreign visitors. According to my observation in Xintiandi,
tourist groups occupied a considerable part of proportion of daily pedestrian flow. It
is not denying that the Site of the First National Congress of the Communist Party of
China is one of the reasons attracting those tourists, but Xintiandi has become hot
spot looking back to the humanist history and embracing modern nightlife. As one of
the new attractions in Shanghai, Xintiandi is emphatically recommended in Luwan
tourist guide handbook. Shanghai information center for international visitors, a
window to help the visitors learn about Shanghai, established by Shanghai tourism
management bureau, Shanghai Luwan government and Information Office of
Shanghai Municipality, is also established in Xintiandi.
Although Xintiandi is no longer the only preservation model in Shanghai, the
project has marked a turning point in Shanghai's urban development processes by
generating an awareness of the economic potential of historical reuse.

5. Conclusion
The charm of Shanghai lies in the intersection of the past and future. Actually,
Xintiandi is a wrapped exquisite fake provided to scene or stage recurred to its
impressive historical ambience. Historical symbols scrabble up nostalgic memory,
initiating visitors’ imagination. Xintiandi erased from messy facilities, as a result, it
did seem a bit too sanitized to be historical. Moreover, it cleaned out traditional life
experience, so it could not tell that it was really historic. What Xintiandi presented to
all is just illusive brilliance. Ironically, this historic district’s rebirth is just as a
consumable of capitalistic splendour with kaleidoscope characteristic.
Anyway, symbolic capital brought up by social, culture, economy, and polity is
worth concerning. Although Xintiandi is a scene which is constructed by segments of
memory, it is undeniable that Xintiandi is a positive example about adaptive reuse of
historical buildings in old urban neighbourhood under the present era background in
Shanghai.
Memory or dream for old Shanghai of 1930s will piece together stay longer in
people’s hearts. For foreigners, the atmosphere, lifestyle, and consumption quality are
similar to those in historic blocks of their cities. At the same time, they can learn
about traditional eastern culture through symbols from shikumen houses. For local
residents, although it has not been former shikumen, it still retains signs and symbols
as segments of nostalgia. Combined with modern facilities, it can provide another
laneway life experience. Xintiandi re-imaged cultural value in historical clusters of
Shanghai, establishing a new benchmark for cultural appreciation as well as
commercial success. Symbolic capital from Xintiandi responds to their existing
context and inspirit for the urban development of this area. With the development of
society, we can not preserve any historic buildings like museums or memorial halls.
Most of old buildings need to be both endowed with new life for enhancing the area’s
energy on the basis of contextual continuance.
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Appendix
Table 1:
Data in Taipingqiao redevelopment project
construction
year

Project
Extension of the
site of the First
National congress
of Chinese
Communist Party

site area
(sq.m)

1997

building
area (sq.m)

1,785

FAR
(floor
area
ratio)

Relocation
and
Displacement
70 residential
units, 3 work
units

about 2,300
residential
Xintiandi
1998-2002
29,706
55,660
1.87 units, about
8,000
residents
3,800
Taiping Lake and
residential
2000
41,600
87,000
Park
units, 156
work units
23 residential
blocks, about
70,000
Taipingqiao Area
since 1997 520,000
1,300,000
residents,
over 800
work units
Source: Qi, Weiming (ed.), Luwan Qu zhi: 1994-2003, Shanghai: Shanghai ren min
chu ban she, 2008.
Table 2:
Distribution of parts of residential buildings in Luwan district
unit: 10,000 sq.m
Year

Residential
buildings

Villas Apartments

1999 580
16
30
2000 589
16
30
2001 604
15
30
2002 658
15
30
2003 688
16
186
2004 707.94
15.55 217.44
2005 716
15
233
2006 744.00
14.70 263.40
2007 745
16
272
Source: Shanghai Statistical Yearbook

Improved
Residential
Blocks
82
78
78
76
76
75.26
74
73.20
72

Old
Residential
Blocks
1st
2nd
Class
Class
105
23
101
18
98
15
91
13
85
10
79.46
9.17
79
9
78.00
8.50
64
17
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Table:3
Buildings over eight storeys in main years
Types
Unit
Total
building
10000 sq.m
building
8～10 Storeys
10000 sq.m
building
11～15 Storeys
10000 sq.m
building
16～19 Storeys

20～29 Storeys

1980
121
127
78
68
33
42
7

10000 sq.m

12

building

3

10000 sq.m

4

Over 30 Storeys
building
Source: Shanghai Statistical Yearbook (2006)

1990 2000
748 3529
914 6180
207
536
170
451
244
684
242
875
145
831
1
182
100
1
137
266
2
229
695
15
212

2004
8 470
11 374
1 225
750
3 151
2 406
1 671

2005
10 045
13 100
1 394
871
3 889
2 936
2 020

2 085

2 553

1 850

2 090

3 952

4 343

573

652

Table 4:
Buildings resettlement (1995～2005)
Number of
of which
Floor Space Resettled
of which
Year Resettlements
Residence (10000 sq.m)
Residence
(unit)
1995 75777
73695
322.77
253.9
1996 89132
86481
342.95
258.86
1997 79857
77388
479.67
363.16
1998 78205
75157
452.22
343.94
1999 75185
73709
342.5
248.17
2000 70606
68293
365.77
288.35
2001 73728
71909
515.65
386.66
2002 101097
98714
644.53
485
2003 80858
79077
584.93
475.47
2004 42415
41552
308.4
232.52
2005 75857
74483
1222.53
851.85
Note: 1. Data are provided by Shanghai Municipal Building and Land
Administration Bureau.
2. The scope of statistics in this table is 10 central urban districts.
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Table 5:
Investment in residential housing and floor space of buildings completed
（1978-2005）
As Percentage Floor Space Dwelling
Housing
Investment in
of
of Residence
Area
Area
Residential
Total
Building
per
Year
per Capita
Housing
Investment
Completed
Capita
(100 million
Completed
in Fixed Asset
(sq.m)
(sq.m)
yuan)
(10000 sq.m)
1978 1.79
7.4
199.61
4.5
1979 2.23
6.9
215.99
4.3
1980 4.24
10.4
304.32
4.4
1981 9.87
18.1
1380.7
4.5
1982 10.95
15.3
1363.63
4.7
1983 11.16
14.7
1347.79
4.9
1984 15.72
17
1788.44
5
1985 25.18
21.2
2112.04
5.4
7.5
1986 28.03
19.1
1790.01
6
8.3
1987 35.79
19.2
1874.9
6.2
8.6
1988 44.73
18.2
1758.29
6.3
8.7
1989 34.67
16.1
1246.58
6.4
8.9
1990 42.94
18.9
1339.02
6.6
9.1
1991 48.92
18.9
1160.61
6.7
9.3
1992 61.23
17.1
1379.18
6.9
9.6
1993 77.14
11.8
1017.54
7.3
10.1
1994 300.65
26.8
1349.24
7.5
10.4
1995 433.76
27.1
1746.82
8
11.1
1996 466.99
23.9
1872.65
8.7
12
1997 458.22
23.2
2179.68
9.3
12.9
1998 404.96
20.6
1963.51
9.7
13.4
1999 378.82
20.4
1731.55
10.9
15.1
2000 443.9
23.7
1724.02
11.8
16.3
2001 466.71
23.4
1743.9
12.5
17.3
2002 584.51
26.7
1880.5
13.1
18.1
2003 694.3
28.3
2280.79
13.8
19
2004 922.61
29.9
3270.43
14.8
20.4
2005 936.36
26.4
2819.35
15.5
21.3
Source: Shanghai Statistical Yearbook (2006)
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“Suffrage is the Key”
- History of Women’s Suffrage and Development of Gender Equality in Japan -

Introduction
In 1945, Japanese women gained the right to vote under the Allied occupation. According
to Katsuko Kodama, Japanese people believed and many of them still believe that the suffrage
was “a gift from MacArthur,” which implies their passive recognition of this subject. Not many
people are aware of the facts that the cabinet under Prime Minister Shidehara Kijyuuro ratified
women’s suffrage by a unanimous vote on October 10th 1945, a day before MacArthur’s
proposal for universal suffrage (13) or women’s rights activists and suffragists had demanded
suffrage since the early 1900. My personal experience also confirms Kodama’s claim that I
cannot recall learning anything about women’s suffrage or the women’s rights movement in my
16 years of formal education in Japan. I always assumed that the suffrage was something
automatically granted by the government through the course of its post-war democratization
effort, and my experience and perception probably were not so different from that of Japanese
women in general. My initial intention for writing this paper, therefore, was to investigate
contemporary Japanese women’s perceptions of this historical event.
As my research advanced, however, I noticed intriguing ideological differences between
two prominent women’s rights activists, Fusae Ichikawa and Raicho Hiratsuka. A quote by
Fusae Ichikawa, “Suffrage is the Key” was a popular slogan used for the suffrage movement, and
it represented Ichikawa’s high expectations for suffrage. Ichikawa viewed suffrage as a steppingstone to break the tradition of gender inequality in Japanese society. She strongly believed in
natural rights of human and so it became the center of her belief. Another prominent women’s
rights activist, Raicho Hiratsuka, also fought for suffrage and gender equality, but for a different
reason. Hiratsuka viewed women’s traditional gender role as divine duty and believed that
gender equality is necessarily to further fulfill their duty as a mother and wife.
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Traditional gender role was a source of women’s rights for Hiratsuka; however, for
Ichikawa it was a symbol of gender inequality. Their ideological differences represent the two
prevailing thoughts among Japanese women about gender equality. National survey results and
many scholars suggest that Japanese women’s difference of opinions on this issue is still
conspicuous among contemporary Japanese women. For some women, ‘gender equality’ literally
means abolition of gender roles and gender spheres as Ichikawa claimed. However, for others
like Hiratsuka, ‘gender equality’ means achieving respect and understanding for women’s roles
and their spheres. These ideological differences directly influence Japanese society’s
development towards gender equality.
The aim of this paper is to investigate two major questions by focusing on the suffrage
movement and the ideologies of the two prominent activists, Raicho Hiratsuka and Fusae
Ichikawa:
1) How contemporary Japanese women perceive suffrage and the suffrage movement;
and
2) How suffrage movement contributed to Japanese women’s recognitions of gender
equality
Part I briefly introduces the historical background of women’s suffrage and ideologies of
Hiratsuka and Ichikawa. Many of the available survey results on this subject are outdated or do
not match my objectives; therefore, I have conducted a survey to compensate for unavailable
data. Survey results along with sampling procedure, subject demographics and questions will be
presented in Part II, and Part III discusses Japanese women’s perception of gender equality.

Part I
i.

History of Women’s Suffrage
In Japanese society, women’s inferior status had been reinforced by a patriarchal tradition.

Joyce Libra et al find the root of such tradition within the teaching of Buddhism, Confucianism,
and the Samurai ethics. There was a historical period when women exercised equal power as
men, but once the age of war (1467- 1600) started, women’s status was lowered and placed
under men, and in the Tokugawa Shogutate Period (1600-1868) women’s inferior status was
finally defined (1). A rigid class system controlled people’s everyday lives, in which Samurai
(Warriors) occupied the highest rank, Hyakuso (Farmers) the second, Shounin (Merchants) the
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third, and the slave class called Eta/Hinin (Male/Female slave) was placed under everyone.
Katsuo Koyama explains:
Each class developed its own more or less distinct way of life, and reflected a
particular mode of living. Consequently , as the common people were expected in
a measure to pattern their lives after the samurai culture, the samurai centered
norms-particularly the one having to do with the conduct of men and women –
came to govern - in various degrees, to be sure - the conduct of all people in the
society. (9)
In this period, people were expected and willing to follow the samurai norms in which head of
the household (kacho), the father (or oldest male in the family), held all legal rights and
privileges of the individuals in the household.
After the fall of Tokugawa Shogunate in 1868, new government conducted a major social
and political reform called “the Meiji Restoration.” The new government adopted various
western liberal principles, which resulted decrease in some of the legal gender discriminations.
For example, gender division in compulsory education was removed so that women could
receive equal education as men; the revised marital law granted women the right to divorce; and
the new electoral law enabled women to exercise political freedom at village and town levels.
The Meiji Restoration was the period when democratic values and civil rights movement
prospered; however, the national government seized the liberal climate in no time as Japan’s
imperial aggression grew. Schools were again divided by gender; regional autonomy was taken
away; and the new election law of 1889 prohibited women’s suffrage. In addition, the Emperor’s
Order of 1890 (Kyouiku Chokugo) and enactments of the Meiji Civil Code and the Maintenance
of the Public Order Act [MPOA] of 1898 further restricted women’s freedom. The Emperor’s
Order officially defined women’s role as “a good wife and wise mother (Ryousai Kenbo),”and
the Civil Code revived the patriarchal household system (Ie) which granted no legal capacity for
women, and the MPOA prohibited women’s political activity. Women lost their freedom in and
outside of their homes.
Despite all the obstacles, the first women’s activism started at this time. According to
Kodama, a group of socialist women petitioned for the revision of the MPOA after they were
refused to participate in political meetings because of its restriction (22). Following the Socialist
women’s path, Raicho Hiratsuka and Fusae Ichikawa founded the New Women’s Association
(Shin Fujin Kyokai) in 1915. The Association’s initial goal, revision of the MPOA, was
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succeeded in 1922 1 , and this success in addition to women’s enfranchisement in Britain (1918)
and the United States (1920) encouraged them to pursue the next goal, women’s suffrage (23).
Women’s rights movement became popular and many suffrage organizations were
created in this period (1919-1924), but there was no collective effort among the groups.
According to Kumiko Shindo, Ichikawa believed that collective effort among women’s groups
was necessary to achieve suffrage. Ichikawa came to such conclusion by observing the suffrage
movement in the United States. For her, the reason for the late accomplishment of women’s
suffrage in the United States was the absence of collective effort among class, race and ideology
(59). Upon returning to Japan from a research trip in the US, Ichikawa founded the League of
the Realization of Women’s Suffrage (the name was changed later to the Women’s Suffrage
League) in 1924 aiming to unite women’s groups.
In 1925, male universal suffrage was achieved, and it brought a few proletarian parties
into the Parliament. Cooperating with the proletarian parties, the League and suffrage movement
gained great attention. As a result, a significant advancement for women’s suffrage occurred in
this period that the House of Counselors passed the women’s suffrage bill twice (although it was
later rejected in the House of Commons) (Kodama 25). Despite the significant advancement
towards women’s suffrage in this period, however, war climate did not allow the movement to
expand any further. The outbreak of the Manchurian Incident in 1931 put the country into
totalized war and restricted any political movement including the suffrage movement. Yasuko Ito
calls this period (1931-40), “the era of compromise” because the suffrage movement had to
change its direction to less controversial goals to avoid prosecution by the government.
Consequently, the leading suffrage organization, the Women’s Suffrage League, was dissolved
in 1940.
In addition, another significant change for women’s movement occurred in this period.
The leading suffragist, Fusae Ichikawa, switched her policy from anti-war to cooperation with
the imperial government. Some scholars, like Yasuko Ito, view Ichikawa’s action positively. She
states, “by cooperating with the government, Ichikawa believed that the government would
recognize women’s importance to the society” (30). Surely, the government offered Ichikawa
official posts in government agencies after she swithced her policy. Patricia Morley also supports

1

However, the revision was made partially. Only on the section in which prohibited women’s participation in
political meetings that women’s participation in political parties was still prohibited.
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Ichikawa’s action, because her existence in the state agencies had made some impact on
women’s political status: “[Ichikawa’s] unprecedented access to government appeared to many
as a step forward, despite the minimal influence … on policy making” (20). On the other hand,
other scholars, like Kazuko Sugawara, are critical about Ichikawa’s compromise: “although
some records show that Ichikawa was reluctant to switch her policy, she openly and actively
supported government’s imperial propaganda in the end. On this part, she should not be credited”
(84-5).
On August 25th 1945, ten days after the Japan’s defeat, Ichikawa and other activists got
together to create a new organization aimed to achieve women’s suffrage and to support other
women’s issues in the post-war period. In September, they submitted a petition for women’s
suffrage. The government under Prime Minister Shidehara Kijyuuro ratified women’s suffrage
by a unanimous vote on October 10th that was a day before MacArthur’s proposal 2 for universal
suffrage. This fact implies the possibility of suffrage movement’s contribution to the Cabinet
members’ decision. On December 17th 1945, the government enacted a new electoral law which
included women’s suffrage. In the following April, the first post-war election was held, and
thirty-nine female representatives were elected. The thirty-nine female representatives
participated in the deliberation of new constitution, and it was enacted on November 3rd of the
same year.
The following section discusses the lives and beliefs of the two most recognized
women’s rights activists, Raicho Hiratsuka and Fusae Ichikawa. Not only are their achievements
important for the history of women’s movement in Japan, but also are their ideological
differences, because they represent the two prevailing thoughts among Japanese women about
gender equality.

ii.

Activists and Ideologies
The suffrage movement united women from various classes and ideologies (Ito 77);

however, those women did not necessarily agree on the issues of women’s roles and gender

2

On October 11th Newly appointed Prime Minister Shidehara and General MacArthur had a meeting. In this
meeting General MacArthur proposed a democratic reform in five areas (1) Liberation of women by granting
suffrage; (2) promotion of workers’ union; (3) establishment of democratic school system; (4) abolishment of secret
police; and (5) Promotion of democratic freedom in economy. (National Diet library)
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equality. The ideologies of Raicho Hiratsuka and Fusae Ichikawa provide a prevailing example
of differences among women.
Raicho Hiratsuka was born in 1886. She was a famous journalist and women’s rights
activist who founded Seito-sha (Bluestocking Party) and Seito, Japan’s first all-women literary
magazine. In the first issue of the magazine, she wrote an article, “In the Beginning, Woman was
the Sun” which became a well-known slogan for women’s rights movement. According to
Hiroko Tomida, Seito provided a medium for women to advance their talent as well as
introducing some Western feminist theories. The magazine also provided an ideal opportunity
for women to discuss their problems such as marriage, divorce, (husbands’) adultery,
childbearing and rearing, birth control and abortion. Seito-sha was an organization, which laid
the foundation for the women’s movement in Japan. Its activism, however, did not go further
than publications of books and magazines that it did not demand legal reform or suffrage (50).
In 1920, Hiratsuka along with Ichikawa and Oku Mumeo founded the Association of
New Women to improve women’s social and legal status (52). In her speech upon founding the
Association, Hiratsuka addressed the importance of gender equality and gender roles: “we
demand women’s rights from the standpoint of wife and mother; to fulfill our duty as a wife and
mother, it is necessary for us to attain equal rights as men” (60). Hiratsuka did not intend to
change traditional gender roles; she rather saw traditional gender roles as the source of women’s
rights. During a debate with Akiko Yosano 3 , Hiratsuka stated, “by marrying and giving birth to
a child, woman will become a vital part of the country and society (through her influence on
husband and children).”
According to Ryoko Kurihara, Hiratsuka was originally hesitant about women’s suffrage.
She eventually changed her opinion on suffrage, but in her belief, gaining political agency was
not the way to improve women’s status. Hiratsuka viewed women first and foremost as mothers
and wives. She respected the idea of gender roles, because women’s role and their biological
function are the reason why women deserve the same status as men (Kurihara). Some people
may find Hiratsuka’s belief “conservative” or “old-fashioned,” but it also represents women’s
diverse views on what they considered “equality.”
3

Yosano Akiko was a noted poet and pioneer feminist who advocated women’s economic independence as the way
to improve their status. Yosano and Hiratsuka had a public debate known as “Motherhood Protection Debate
(Boken Hogo Ronsou)” in 1918-9 in which they debated on how women should improve their societal and
economical status.
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Fusae Ichikawa was born in 1893. She was an elementary school teacher and later
became a journalist. She met Hiratsuka in 1918, and cofounded the Association of New Women
in the following year. According to Shindo, Ichikawa did not have a firm ideology about
women’s rights in the early years that she was just following Hiratsuka’s initiative. After
working as a core member of the Association, she left for the United States (1921-23) to research
women’s and worker’s movement. This experience in the United States shaped her belief in
women’s rights based on liberal democracy and natural rights (60).
Upon returning to Japan, she founded the League of the Realization of Women’s Suffrage
(the name was changed later to The Women’s Suffrage League). Ichikawa set the following
goals in the League’s declaration speech: 1) to abolish laws and regulations which disadvantage
women and children and to increase the welfare of women and children; 2) to increase freedom
and happiness of citizens and to create a close-bond between politics and family; 3) to sweep
corruptions and to create fair politics for citizens; and 4) to increase happiness of all mankind by
creating and protecting world peace (Sugawara 82-3). These goals show Ichikawa’s high
expectation for women’s suffrage and gender equality based on liberal democracy. According to
Kurihara, Ichikawa felt that Hiratsuka’s motherhood ideology had a potential danger of
encouraging the patriarchal tradition (Kurihara). Ichikawa believed that suffrage was not a mare
tool to send women to political office. She rather believed that it was a tool to break the tradition
of gender inequality; therefore, when women’s suffrage was achieved in 1945, Ichikawa
switched her focus to a next goal, improving women’s societal status. She served in the post-war
parliament for 17 years.
In present Japan, women have the suffrage and the constitution ensures gender equality.
Surely, women’s status and condition has improved drastically; however, traditional gender
inequality has far from been eradicated. The difference of opinion between Hiratsuka and
Ichikawa imply the reality that not all women saw traditional gender roles/spheres discriminating.
I believe that these ideological differences may become an obstacle to the further advancement
of gender equality in Japan. The following section discusses how contemporary Japanese women
perceive the idea of gender equality, and intends to find out if there is any development in
opinions on this issue. Many of the available survey results on this subject are outdated or do not
match my objectives; therefore, I have conducted a survey to compensate for unavailable data.
Part II provides sampling procedure, subject demographics, questions and survey results.
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Part II
i.

Sampling Procedure
A sample of Japanese women (n = 59) was collected between October and December of

2007 using direct and online survey. Initially, the survey subject was limited to Japanese women
who reside in Japan; however, collecting a sufficient number of respondents from Japan was
difficult because of the geographical restriction. As a result, respondents from Japan counted
about a half (n = 23) of total number. Another half of respondents (n=27) were collected with
the assistance of the Japanese School in Guam. The internet survey was advertised through a
Japanese social networking site, Mixi, and a few number of women responded (n = 9).
Consequently, a majority of the responses (61%) was collected from Japanese women who do
not reside in Japan; on that point, this survey results may need a special consideration.

ii.

Sampling Description
Age Distribution

Educational Background
46%

41%

32%

30%

19%
15%
12%
3%
2%

0%
High School

56+

46-55

36-45

23-35

19-22

15-18

Occupation

A.A. or Technical
School

Bachelor's Degree

Graduate Degree

Voting Behavior
56%

48%

34%

24%

10%

Housewife

Full-time
Worker

Part-time
Worker

10%
5%

3%

Student

Unemployed

Fig 1: Demographics of the respondents

10%

Other
Vote Regularly

Vote Occasionally

Don't Vote
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Ages of the respondents at the time of data collection ranged from 19 to over 56 years old, and
about 70% of them were over 35 years old. Educational background matched with the age
distribution that high school diploma was the highest of all. About a half of the respondents’
occupation was housewife (48%). 90% of them answered that they vote regularly and
occasionally. This high voter turnout may imply their interest in politics.

iii.

Survey Questions
The survey questions were designed to yield primarily quantitative data about the

respondents’ general knowledge of the suffrage movement and their perception of gender
equality. A closed question format was used for all the questions except one open-ended
question at the end. There were three sections in this questionnaire. The first section asked
demographics of the respondent, such as age, educational level, occupation and voting behavior,
and basic questions about the timeline of women’s suffrage and the movement, such as the year
of enactment and the period of suffrage movement.
The second section asked the respondent’s opinion about the suffrage and the movement:
•

•

•

By attaining the right to vote, Japanese women’s lives
a) Have improved significantly
b) Have improved but not much
c) Have deteriorated
d) Have not changed (Suffrage has no influence)
Women’s suffrage movement had contributed to women’s suffrage
a) Greatly contributed
b) Contributed
c) Not so much
d) Not at all
e) No idea
Women’s suffrage has contributed to improve women’s status
a) in work field
b) at home
c) at school
d) in politics
e) other _______________
f) suffrage did not contribute to improve women’s status

The third section asked the respondent’s opinion about gender equality
•

Does gender inequality or discrimination exist in Japanese society?
a) Yes, it exists in all parts of the society
b) Yes, it exists in some fields, but not all
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•

c) Maybe, but I am not aware/ not enough to realize
d) No, it does not exist
In what field you think gender inequality or discrimination exists?
a) School
b) Work
c) Home/family
d) Media
e) There is no gender inequality or discrimination

At the end, an open-ended question was asked: “It has been 62 years since Japanese women
gained the right to vote. In your opinion, what kinds of benefits have Japanese society gained
from women participating in politics?” This question was adapted from a survey conducted by
the Fusae Ichikawa Memorial Foundation in 1975. Results from the 1975 and my survey will be
compared to analyze the changes in women’s perception over the generations.

Part III
i.

Women’s Perception of Suffrage and Gender Equality
According to Kodama and others, many Japanese people believe that women’s suffrage

was granted by the Allied powers (13). The Allied powers led various democratic reforms in the
post-war period and so such confusion seems reasonable. Sumiko Iwao argues that such passive
recognition of this historical event has contributed to Japanese women’s tendency of political
apathy (218). In my survey, 10% chose “the Allied powers” as an answer to the question: “how
women’s suffrage was achieved” and a majority of the respondents, 45%, chose the answer:
“[women’s suffrage was] stipulated in the new Constitution.” Although the answer, “stipulated in
the new Constitution” is incorrect 4 , this result may suggest an improvement in women’s
knowledge of this event. However, it also supports Iwao’s claim that Japanese women still hold
passive recognition of this event. The 45 % of them knew that the suffrage was not given by the
allied powers, but they perceived it was granted “from above” (Constitution). It suggests
Japanese women’s low awareness and passive recognition on this subject.
Their low awareness and lack of interest were also seen in the true or false question about
the timeline of suffrage movement 5 . Only 13% of the respondents gave a correct answer, and a

4

Women’s suffrage was included in the new electoral law in December, 1945, and the Constitution was ratified in
November, 1946. Details see page 5.
5
Translation of the question: “True or False: Women’s suffrage movement started after WWII.”
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question about the movement’s contribution to the suffrage enactment, 37% answered
“somewhat contributed” and 34% was “uncertain.” Two conclusions can be drawn from these
results: either the majority of respondents does not credit the suffrage movement’s contribution,
or does not have any idea about this event.
Upon founding the Women’s Suffrage League, Ichikawa had high expectations for
women’s suffrage. Ichikawa later stated that the primal goals of her activism were to liberate
women and to achieve liberal democracy in Japan (91). In Ichikawa’s opinion, Japan had gained
democracy in political structure by losing the war; yet the question of true democracy remained.
My survey showed women’s high participation in voting (90%) and other sources confirm
women’s high voter turnout as well; however, the high voter turnout does not reflect the number
of female representatives in national politics. Currently female representatives in both the House
of Representatives and the House of Councilors are remained marginal 6 . It indicates the
discrepancy between the system and reality.
According to Iwao there are two factors to answer this discrepancy: 1) “Japanese men see
the arena of national politics as one of the most important territories for action and selfactualization” that they firmly have resisted for women’s participation and do not acknowledge
the capacities of female politicians other than in the areas of traditional women’s issues – the
household affairs, childcare, and health and welfare; and 2) for women, politics is generally seen
as a filthy occupation surrounded by a mongering, peddling, and corruption that it has no relation
to their lives and values (214-215). Iwao further explains how Japanese women view politics:
Japanese women have exercised influence and power mainly in their personal and
local spheres, through providing services that assure them a measure of control of
economic resources and community or emotional attachments, totally outside of
the formal apparatuses of national politics. It does not, therefore, occur to them
that the best spokesperson for their concerns would be a member of the national
Diet. (215)
Iwao’s opinion is based on a premise that Japanese women are satisfied with their current
condition and with the fulfillment attained within the domestic sphere. In her opinion, the small
number of female representatives is a result of women’s choice that women do not have the
desire to be nor believe in the importance of female politicians. Her analysis may sound
6

7.11% of the House of Councilors and 3.6% of the House of Representatives are female representatives which
placed Japan 98th in the 2005 world ranking. The survey was conducted by IPU (Inter-Parliamentary Union) and
DAW (United Nations Division for the Advancement of Women) (http://www.jcp.or.jp/akahata/aik4/2005-0305/06_01.html).
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reasonable only when women’s high voter turnout and the number of female representatives are
compared. However, her analysis fails to consider a simple fact that generally the number of
women who run for political office is significantly less, which would give women far less choice
to choose female representatives. Moreover, my survey results do not support Iwao’s premise
that the majority of women (54 %) credited women’s participation in politics (as representatives)
contributed to improve their lives, and 27% acknowledged at least a partial contribution. Thus
40% of them showed high expectations for female representatives. It has only been 63 years
since the universal suffrage was achieved. Considering Japan’s long tradition of patriarchal
social order, it seems premature to conclude that the small participation of women in national
politics as a result of women’s lack of desire and lack of confidence in their capacity.
Iwao’s opinion is similar to Hiratsuka’s motherhood ideology that ‘gender equality’ does
not necessarily mean assimilation of gender spheres and gender roles. Iwao claims that Japanese
and Western women have different views on gender equality:
On the level of law, institution, rights and responsibilities, citizens should be
treated as equivalent entities …But on the level of the human animal, no one
human being is as equally endowed as another. Debate over whether gender
differences are inherent or environmental, swayed by each new set of scientific
findings, has pulled the thinking of Americans…Japanese thinking, whatever the
scientists are saying, is based on the belief that even though men and women are
different in disposition, behavior, and biology, they can be equal as humans,
although that equality consists of a balance of advantage, opportunity, and
responsibility (3).
In her opinion, Japanese people are aware of the fact that man and woman are different so that
differences in treatment based on gender is considered “reasonable” or “privileged” whereas the
Americans consider it as “discrimination.”
Iwao explains the “privilege” by using an example of typical middle-class homemakers.
She claims that although women’s “existence and voices have been pretty much ignored by men
in formal arenas; there has been some advantage in the state of ‘inequality.’” Women are well
respected in their homes as wife and mother in Japanese society, thus traditional practice grants
them the sole power to control financial matters in the family, and so they have financial
freedom (4). She also claims that the harsh reality of Japanese men at work also reinforces
women’s feeling of being privileged (7). Patricia Morley affirms Iwao’s opinion that the harsh
reality of Japanese men is one of the reasons for women’s reluctance to change their condition:
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“Men are expected to provide their families with financial support … They are largely absentee
husbands and fathers, since obligations to employers and co-workers absorb most of their time,
strength, and even emotions” (2-3). In my survey, 7% of the respondents answered, “there is no
gender inequality and discrimination in Japanese society,” and 20% answered “there might be,
but never considered seriously.” These respondents would probably agree with Iwao’s claim that
what exists in the society is not “inequality” but “reasonable difference in treatment.” If so, there
will be no need for Japanese society to achieve ‘American sense’ of gender equality.
It is true that the democratization of the society has liberated women more than men who
are still constrained by the old established norms and codes of traditional hierarchical society. In
Iwao’s argument, however, women’s fulfillment is only measured by their material satisfaction
and it fails to consider other complex issues surrounding Japanese women. Why did 27% of my
survey respondents believe gender inequality does not exist? Is it simply because women are
satisfied with their condition? There maybe correlated societal factors which contribute to such
perception.
Morley describes the characteristics of Japanese society using a famous proverb: “the nail
that sticks up gets hammered down” (2). Japanese society is and has always been conservative as
far as individual liberty is concerned. Despite the profound democratic improvements within last
few decades, “the cost of belonging to Japanese society is very high” because of the strong mood
of self-restraint, social constraint and a deep-seated reluctance to contradict others (5). Although
liberal democracy was adopted after the country’s defeat in World War II, the idea of individual
liberty has not been well adopted in Japan. Such societal factor may explain women’s reluctance
to discuss the issue of women’s rights and gender equality.
In Japan, gender equality is ensured in the Article 14 of the Constitution: “All of the
people are equal under the law and there shall be no discrimination in political, economic or
social relations based on race, creed, sex, social status or family origin.” thus the Equal
Employment Opportunity Law of 1986 ensures further equality. At least on the surface, there is
no legal restriction or discrimination against women. However, in reality, traditional gender roles
along with the norm of self-restraint still strongly pressure women. Many women are pressured
to get married and have children especially after the declining fertility rate has become a national
issue. According to Nancy Rosenberger, unmarried women are “under the national microscope”
that they are not only pressured by their family but also by the society to fulfill women’s duty.
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Thus, women themselves perceive the issue of fertility, as national, not personal problem (216).
Such opinion also implies Japanese women’s strong commitment to the social harmony.
Ichikawa’s opinion as well as Yosano’s also cast a great doubt over Iwao’s generalization
about Japanese women’s view on gender equality. Hiratsuka was publicly criticized for her
opinion when Yosano 7 blamed traditional gender norms as the reason for women’s inferior status
in Women’s Opinion. In Yosano’s opinion, traditional gender norms give women the justification
to be financially dependent to their husband. Yosano believed that women would never attain a
true liberty unless they are financially independent by given equal work and opportunity as men.
Moreover, in my survey, 48% of respondents answered that the gender discrimination and
inequality “exist in all parts of the society,” and 25% of them chose “exist in certain areas.”
Three times more women (73%) answered that gender inequality greatly exists in the society
whereas 27% of them chose otherwise. On a question about the areas where gender
discrimination and inequality exist the most, their opinion was divided between “workplace” and
“family and marriage.” These results clearly suggest women’s dissatisfaction with their condition
at home and in the society contrary to Iwao’s opinion.
My research and other resources suggest that there is no consensus as to what women
consider “equality.” However, the idea of gender role and gender sphere does not seem as
dominant as what Iwao claims. On the other hand, women’s dissatisfaction seems more evident
than satisfaction with their current condition. In the next section, results from the 1976 survey
and my survey will be compared to analyze the changes in women’s perceptions over the
generations.

iii.

Changes in Women’s Perceptions over the Generations
In 1976 Ichikawa Fusae Memorial Foundation conducted a survey among women (n =

439) on their perceptions of women’s suffrage: “It has been 30 years since women gained the
suffrage. Please name any improvements or contributions which you think as a result of
women’s enfranchisement.”
1.
2.
3.
4.
7

Details on page 6.

women’s status in the society 23.9%
women’s political awareness 8.9%
social welfare 8.2 %
educational system 5.7%
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5. sweep corruption 0.7%
6. peacekeeping 0.5%
7. uncertain” 40.8%
About 33% of the respondents found women’s suffrage as empowering to women, and about
15 % recognized improvements in governmental policies (welfare, education, corruption and
peacekeeping). However, the biggest percentage of the respondents (40%) answered “uncertain”
that they did not recognize women’s suffrage’s contribution. Sugawara analyzes this result:
“either their answer is a result of deep consideration or simple apathy; these women show the
partial reality of Japanese women” (96). I added the same question to my survey to see if there is
any difference in women’s perceptions over the generations.
I have included this question at the end of the survey as a voluntary question. 36% (21
out of 59 respondents) answered and found its contributions in the following:
1. social welfare 24%
2. political power 19%
3. workplace 14%
Other opinions:
•
•
•
•
•

women’s opinions are treated equally and not been ignored
women became more confident to openly discuss their opinions
women are less confined
women are more accepted to do things which were not accepted before (i.e., work,
drive cars, drink alcohol publicly)
societal understanding for women to pursue their professional career has improved

There are three significant differences in women’s perception between the two survey results;
first, the opinions have become less political; second, my result showed overall satisfaction with
their condition; and third, women in the category of “uncertain” has increased, 40% to 64% (this
percentage is the people who did not answer to this question).
The majority of the respondents recognized overall improvement in women’s status;
however, there is only one respondent who could name a specific law, the Domestic Violence
Prevention Law (DV Boushi Hou) as a contribution. The rest of the respondents who saw
improvement in “women’s political power” could not name specific governmental policies or
legal changes. Moreover, the answer, “women’s status in the society,” was highest of all in 1976,
but the percentage decreased in my survey. These results may relate to the next finding:
respondents’ overall satisfaction with their current condition. 24% of the respondents in my
survey found improvements in “welfare” especially in the field of public daycare systems and
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motherhood support. Other perspectives, for example “women’s opinions are not ignored” and
“women are less confined” also suggest respondents’ satisfaction with their current condition.
A former member of the Liberal Democratic Party 8 and a member of the House of
Councilors, Moriyama Miyuki, has commented on women’s influence in the decision-making
process: “The LDP knows the power of women as part of the voting-getting mechanism, its
strategy on women is directed at attracting them as voters. They see women only as object of
policy, not as partners in the policy-making process” (qtd in Iwao 223). Her opinion suggests
that women are still underestimated as politicians and their importance to the government is only
as voters. Although the LDP’s view is problematic, it also connotes a positive aspect that
women are influencing governmental policies by exercising suffrage. Because of women’s high
voter turnout, the government cannot ignore their opinion.
Many respondents, moreover, showed satisfaction with changes in gender norms:
“women became more confident to openly discuss their opinions,” “women are less confined,”
“women are more accepted to do things which were not accepted before (i.e., work, drive cars,
drink alcohol publicly).” The age demography (41% are in the age range of 56 years old and
above) of this survey may explain respondents’ high satisfaction with their current condition.
These women were born in the pre-war or right after the war period that they were the ones who
experienced development of women’s status firsthand. Although many of them expressed
satisfaction, most of their responses included the word “more” or “less” which connotes the
meaning of “not totally.” It suggests their underlying feeling of discontent. For them, women’s
condition now is “better” than before, but not “good enough.”
Most striking difference of all is the increasing number of respondents who chose
“uncertain.” In the 1976 survey, 40.8% of women answered “uncertain” whereas in my survey,
the number was increased to 67%. Considering the scale of my survey (which involved smaller
subjects than that of 1976 survey) that the percentage (65%) may need a special consideration.
Nevertheless, it seems evident that contemporary women continue to be or even more apathetic
about political issues.

8

Except for a brief stretch of Socialist Party government in 1947, the Liberal Democratic Party and its predecessors
controlled all postwar governments until it lost a vote of confidence in 1993 and lost the following elections. It came
back to power in 1996 but required coalition with other parties. The LDP became less powerful yet it still dominates
Japanese politics (Simone 161-2).
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The Gender-Equality Bureau at the Cabinet’s Office conducted a consciousness survey in
2007 (n = 1706). The result suggests some differences in contemporary women’s perception of
gender equality from that of suffragists. On a question, “what is needed to be done in order to
achieve gender equality?” the highest percentage, 25.7% of them answered, “women have to
become economically independent and attain proper knowledge.” Surprisingly, this number was
slightly greater than that of “abolishment of gender discrimination in society” (22.9%). This
perception differs from that of pre-war suffragists that legal and societal change was the way to
achieve gender equality. Contemporary Japanese women believe that gender equality can be
achieved by their own effort.
The contribution of suffrage is evident especially in the area of women’s empowerment.
Thus, the legal and societal improvements in the last few decades have contributed to Japanese
women’s positive perceptions and overall satisfaction of their lives. However, many of them
used comparative words, such as “less” and “more,” before mentioning the improvement, which
implies women’s partial satisfaction with their condition. It does not necessarily suggest that
women are fully satisfied or the society has achieved gender equality.

Conclusion
The suffragists demanded the suffrage, governmental awareness and equal opportunity
for women. Those goals, for the most part, have been achieved. The constitution stipulates
gender equality, and the Basic Law for a Gender-Equal Society of 1999 stipulates the national
and local governments’ responsibility to implement gender-equal policies 9 . In addition, the
Gender-Equality Bureau was established in 2001 at the Cabinet’s Office to further promote
gender equality in Japan. The Bureau supervises the national and local governments’
commitment on this issue. In the preface of its 2007 report, current condition of women and the
importance of gender-equal society are stated:
Women remain under-represented in Japan’s decision-making process and
percentage of women in the labor force drops for women in their early 30s, which
is the primary marriage and child-raising period. This would suggest that
opportunities for women to fulfill their potential and contribute to society remain
insufficient…. The declining birthrate, the aging of the population, and the
9

Gender Information Site. The Gender-Equality Bureau at Cabinet Office.
<http://www.gender.go.jp/english_contents/index.html.> 2007/12/5.
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maturation of the domestic economy, it is now of urgent importance that a genderequal society in which men and women respect each other’s rights and share
responsibilities equitably is achieved.
This preface proves the existence of persistent gender tradition in Japan. Although all the
possible legal changes were been made, traditional gender norms still restrict women from
making free choices. The group-oriented nature of Japanese culture also restricts Japanese
women from initiating and recognizing changes.
In addition, as the society advances towards gender equality, women have started to
wonder what equality really means. Iwao claimed Japanese and American women view gender
equality differently: American idea of gender equality is assimilation of gender roles/spheres
whereas Japanese idea of gender equality is accepting the inequality as “reasonable difference”
rather than “discrimination.” Such generalization, however, does not accurately describe
Japanese women’s view of this issue. Ichikawa, Yosano and my survey results confirmed that
there is no consensus as to what women consider “equality.” However, women’s dissatisfaction
seems more evident than satisfaction with their current condition.
Sugawara stated that many women have avoided facing politics and other national issues
because of their apathy and ignorance (97). If her analysis is true, further advancement of gender
equality may not be possible. In the Gender-Equality Bureau’s consciousness survey 15.9% of
women answered that the society is “gender-equal.” For these women, the issue of gender
inequality may not be important anymore. However, we must also be aware of the rest of women
(84%) who answered that the society is not gender-equal. This number is still too high to be
disregarded. The suffrage movement has taught us that being submissive will not bring changes
and the importance of women’s collective effort. Improvements have been slow, but the idea of
gender equality has been steadily ingrained in Japanese society. Japanese women gained the
suffrage and finally attained the governmental policies to further improve their status. Now it is
the duty of Japanese women to be united and preserve what their predecessor has achieved, and
advances it to the next level.
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Creators of History or History's Creation: A Case Study on the PIP Cultural Industry
Abstract

The research aims at discussing whether Hong Kong’s theatre workers have the power to
make history or is merely a product of Hong Kong’s history.

With all the talk

surrounding the West Kowloon Cultural District, art has been placed on the hot seat, and
theatre, in particular, has received a lot of limelight. Previous researches on theatre
development are mostly historical accounts of events within the arts field. This research
will place theatre development in the bigger context of Hong Kong’s history. Through
documenting the factors influencing the evolution of theatre in Hong Kong, we would
have a better idea of what roles different parties should take in assisting and promoting a
healthy growth of art in Hong Kong.

A local theatre company, PIP Cultural Enterprise, would be interviewed. It is predicted that social
organization, economy, government policies and the workers’ past efforts are the main factors
affecting theatre development in Hong Kong.
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The Elders In Between: Ancestral Lands/Generational Conflicts in Weep Not, Child, Mama
Day, and The Whale Rider
Virginia Whatley Smith, Ph.D.
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Homi Bhabha, in his seminal work The Location of Culture, examines the “contact
space” that brings people, places, or things together at various conjunctions of Time and Space.
He also debunks the notion of binarisms as the only means to examine social relations, and
suggests that a third interstice arises whenever two entities come into contact. This is the third
space of difference, “admixture,” or “hybridity” which some scholars associate with
modernism and the impetus of social groups and objects to undergo flux and change—perhaps
owing to travel, migration, or warfare (2). Such are the conditions of cultural admixture or
change now being witnessed by the Elder figure in Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s 1964 novel Weep
Not, Child, Gloria Naylor’s 1988 novel Mama Day, and Witi Ihimaera’s 1987 novel The
Whale Rider. Each Elder member becomes alarmed when the “pure” customs of the Ancients
seem to be on the verge of extinction. Ngotho in Kenya, West Africa; Mama Day on the island
of Willow Springs off the sea coasts of Georgia and South Carolina, the United States; and
Koro Apirana in the coastal village of Whangara, New Zealand, are the gatekeepers and
protectors of the ancestral lands and ancient traditions. These three ethnically-different cultural
griot/historians assume double-consciousness roles in society: on the one hand, they stand as
Bhabha’s mediate “in between” the space separating the Ancient Dead of the Past and the
Living Present generations of children and grandchildren. On the other hand, they are the polar
opposites to their Present Time second- and third, generationally-distanced children whose
memory losses and/or failures to “love the land” of their ancestors spark conflict situations that
impel these Elders to embark upon disparate missions of cultural salvation.
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Passing on Knowledge about the Ancients: the Role of the Omniscient
Narrator/Central Intelligence in Relationship to the Elder
In the novels Weep Not, Child, Mama Day, and The Whale Rider, all three authors
position different casts of characters which include an Elder figure although the latter is not
necessarily the omniscient narrator in the works. Moreover, all three writers problematize how
their Elder figures protect and disseminate gnostic knowledge to their cultures by interjecting
omniscient narrators who do not necessarily function as a character in the storyworld. Both the
Elder and the omniscient narrator have common functions of dispensing oral history, and
specifically, sacred knowledge of the ancestors. John Mbiti, author of African Religions and
Philosophy published in 1989, makes some cogent points about how sacred, ancestral
traditions continue to shape one’s identity in African culture. This particular cultural approach
to defining the ontological beliefs of Africans helps to explain the actions of the omniscient
narrators and Elders in governing how and when sacrosanct epistemological codes are “passed
on” to the next generations in Weep Not, Child, Mama Day, and The Whale Rider. For
instance, Mbiti emphasizes that an African child at birth automatically acquires a corporate
identity because every individual experience affects the community as a whole (204). They
especially believe in a tripartite connection between the Dead of the Past, the Living Present,
and the Future Unborn. In elaborating upon these points, Mbiti also corrects several
misconceptions about the spiritual and religious beliefs of Africans. The Dead are not just the
Ancients who died in the Far Past or the Elders who may have died in the Recent Past. Often
ignored in this category of the Dead are the very young—perhaps infants unborn who
prematurely died, those who birthed but then died, or those who lived but then died within a
year. In addition, youth and young adults often have been glossed, especially mothers who
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have expired during or after childbirth (81). The point is that the Dead remain spiritually alive
in the minds of four-to-five generations which is the normative time period for relatives and
friends to grieve and to call out their names. This is why the term “Living Dead” is frequently
used as well, for it pertains to the “Living” recalling the “Dead.” After this period when all
living persons have expired, the forgotten Dead person should then depart for the netherworld
of the dead where he/she rests for eternity. However, there are some spirits who refuse to “die”
under any circumstances, and remain active entities in ghostly or human forms in the earthly
world of the living. While Mbiti calls this other world African spirit an“ITs,” Zora Neale
Hurston in Tell My Horse says that Jamaicans call it a “duppy” (Mbiti 78, 83; Hurston 47). The
correlation is not surprising since African slaves were most often removed to the Caribbean as
the first juncture in their dispersions to the New World and specifically the American South.
However, cultural beliefs in ancestral spirits, connections of the living to the dead,
notions of a futurity, and even concepts of good and evil all differ in Maori culture located in
the Pacific Islands, and these distinctions from African and African American traditions need
to be noted. The early Maori also held beliefs in the “deification of ancestors” who long ago
existed in the world of the Ancients and Gods. As far as ordinary people, however, their
concepts of “Rewards or punishments in a future state were not known”; this changed with
“the coming of the white man” (Hiroa 516). On the other hand, some notions of evil existed
but varied according to cultural practices. Some groups, according to author Te Rangi Hiroa,
believed in a treacherous spirit called “Miru, who dwelt in a house named Te Tatau o te Po
(The Portal-to-the Underworld)” (516). He also says that “There were good and evil spirits,
and evil spirits reflected the character that they had been burdened with on earth” (516-17).
These often would be regarded as “malignant spirits” associated with sickness and death. The
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subsector group known as “familiar spirits” also would include those ghosts resurrected from
the “spirits of the dead” or “underworld” which had been recalled by a sorcerer (404). These
Maori cultural beliefs are especially significant because of their correlations to similar notions
about evil spirits and ghosts in African culture. Also notes Hiroa: “Living people [the Maori]
were greatly afraid of the ghosts of the dead, particularly at sunset and the first night after
death. People were apprehensive that the spirit of the deceased might linger about for awhile
before departing on its last journey. A tardy ghost was liable to attack a relative or anyone who
went out alone at night” (517). Overall, the Elders in African, African American, and Maori
cultures perform similar functions as griots, historians, and protectors of customs dating to
Ancient times.
As far as the Future Unborn, Mbiti also quickly corrects scholars who believe that
Future Time in African culture is unqualified. This is where African and Maori cultures
converge in similar beliefs. Says Mbiti, Africans do not believe in a far distant future as do
members from the West. Mbiti states that in African culture, Future Time is couched in terms
of Relative Future Time--an event looming perhaps six months away. They believe in a “long
past” and a “present,” and generally “no future” (16). Most often, the Future relates to an
occasion, so Future Time is based upon some projected event such as the birth of a child, a
ceremony for the Dead, a wedding, a harvest event, etc. Some scholars refer to this triad of the
Living Dead of the Past, the Living of the Present, and the limited, Future Unborn as the
Sankofaic Trinity because, in African culture, one is always looking backwards to the long or
Ancient Past in an effort to understand the Present and the Future. There is no such thing as
individualism in African culture; the adage “I AM because WE are” succinctly sums up this
“I/We” conjoined meaning of the African collective identity (Mbiti 204). A similar concept of
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collective identity occurs in African American as well as in Maori cultures as far as kinship
descent from genealogical and tribal affiliations.
In essence, a “spirit discourse,” to use my term, connects the Living Dead of the Past,
the Living Present, and the Future Unborn, and this triadic connection is variously reflected in
the cultural values of the people described by the omniscient narrators of the several novels.
Noting these spiritual correspondences helps readers to understand the distinctive functions and
mindsets of the Elder figures. In Weep Not, Child, for example, an outside, unidentified
omniscient narrator and a “Living Present” figure is the central intelligence who is conveying
historical information about the spiritual levels of the characters as either the Living Dead, the
Living Present, or the Future Unborn. It is uncertain if the figure is a character within the text,
but it does not appear to be Ngotho the Elder. This is because the setting in West Africa, and
specifically the nation-state of Kenya, has a storytime length that ranges from unspecified
Ancient Time--the period of the Elders preceding Ngotho’s life—on to the Far Past, Recent
Past, and Present Times that encapsulate the eras of World War I (1914-1918), World War II
(1939-1945), and the Mau Mau uprising of the 1950s, respectively. This latter Present Time
particularly affects Ngotho’s life since two of his older sons join the revolution.
At the approximate age of sixty, Ngotho is the Elder figure among the Living Present in
the 1950s time period of the Mau Mau uprisings in Kenya, East Africa. He is the cultural
historian and guardian of his ancestral spirits. In the early part of the novel, the reader surmises
that Ngotho is a traditionalist when he orally passes down a tribal myth about how the “land”
came to be allotted as a gift to Kenyan Africans after Murungu the Creator had peopled the
earth. Reports Ngotho: “And the Creator who is also called Murungu took Gikuyu [man] and
Mumbi [woman] from his holy mountain. He took them to the country of ridges near Siriana
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and there stood them on a big ridge before he finally took them to Mukuruwe wa Gathanga
about which you have heard so much. But he had shown them all the land – yes, children, God
showed Gikuyu and Mumbi all the land and told them,
‘This land I hand over to you, O Man and woman
It’s yours to rule and till in serenity sacrificing
Only to me, your God, under my sacred tree [Mukuyu] . . . ‘” (23-24)
The story is both rewarding and shocking to Ngotho’s family and visiting neighbors, for it
illuminates the stark shifts in land ownership which have taken place in Kenya during the Far
and Recent Past Times versus the Ancient Times of the Creator.
This shift from African to British possession of ancestral properties places Ngotho in an
unmanly position. He has failed his duty to reclaim the land of his ancestors. He explains to his
family that the conquering British colonizers conscripted black African males into serving as
soldiers and road builders for them during World War I, which, during their absences, resulted
in their families being moved off ancestral lands onto reserves. Ngotho went away to serve a
subjugating, foreign power; when he returned home, he discovered the horror of British
colonization which had taken place. Says Ngotho: “the land was gone. My father and many
others had been moved from our ancestral lands. He died lonely, a poor man waiting for the
white man to go. Mugo had said that this would come to be. The white man did not go and he
died a Muhoi on this very land” (24-25). Ngotho learned that his parcel of sacred land had
passed out of his tribal family first to Chahira, the former overseer, and then into the hands of
Jacobo, a mulatto overseer, who now, ironically, works for Mr. Howlands, the wealthy British
landowner and Ngotho’s boss as well. Ngotho is adhering to ancient traditions by “passing on”
knowledge to his wives and sons so that their history remains alive from one generation to the
next. By uttering this story and calling out names, Ngotho is also showing reverence for the
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customs of the Ancients who, from the beginning of Time, held onto the territory given to
them by Murungu. At the same time, Ngotho is spinning a cautionary tale about never trusting
foreigners. He, himself, feels especially impotent and ashamed because he has not wrested the
sacred land of his family from the British. Their strength as an empire is too vast as opposed to
the small size of the Kikuyu tribespeople. Thus, like his father Mugo, Ngotho has failed the
manly act of waging a land war against the oppressive colonizers for the sake of his children.
The omniscient narrator in this sequence and in all scenes conveys the wholesome or unhealthy
conditions inspiriting everyone into action throughout the novel, even when Ngotho is off
stage.
In Mama Day, the narrator is also omniscient and very difficult to identify. She does
not appear to be Mama Day although she has many speaking parts and is greatly
knowledgeable about the history of Willow Springs, the novel’s setting. On the other hand, the
voicings or speech patterns differ from that of Mama Day’s expressions. This human or spirit
narrator has a youthful, hipster mode of expression contemporaneous with the 1999 latest
Present Time date remarked in the Prologue, but the individual, too, is fully cognizant of the
Ancient Past. She regresses to the time period of African slavery and Sapphira Wade’s
birthing in 1799; her enslavement in 1819; murderous revolt in 1823, and then canonizing to
legendary status from that latter date onward. Sapphira, the Wade-Day foremother and “pure”
African slave, arrived in America and by 1819, had become the multiple, childbearing
concubine of Bascombe Wade, an immigrant Norwegian slaveholder. The omniscient
narrator’s full historical account about the Wade-Day legacy spans two-hundred years from
1799-1999 but also pauses in synchronous Time to illuminate specifically the 1980-85 Present
Time periods of Cocoa’s courtship and marriage to George Andrews, her first husband. With
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these shifting temporal frames, the Presentness of Future Time then leaps ahead to 1999 when
the novel concludes.
The Ancient Past integrates with the Living Present in Mama Day because Mama Day’s
heritage is a community-shared event in the stead of the African “I/We” corporate identity.
Sapphira Wade is the African model although her specific tribal allegiance has been lost to the
Black Atlantic holocaust that altered the mental and physical traits of the former African
Wholistic Personality from any nation (Gilroy 1-5; 11-17). Sapphira Wade of the Ancient Past
was the young transplanted victim of European-American slavery who was uprooted from
Africa and transported to America in 1819. She is revered by all Willow Springs inhabitants in
the Living Present who invoke their ritualistic tributes to her particular Dead Spirit; in essence,
Sapphira Wade is not just an icon solely revered by the Wade-Day clan. In the Prologue to the
novel, the omniscient narrator remarks about Sapphira Wade’s Present-Time fame which is
sometimes spoken by indirect references to a number. Members of the community routinely
signify upon the year of “1823” when Sapphira Wade rose up like an African warrior woman
and either poisoned or bludgeoned Bascombe Wade to death. The community members have
taken this date to mean anyone’s inordinate or revolutionary action that merits attention. They,
too, own Sapphira Wade when they call out “18 and 23” separately or in some variant forms
of the year when Sapphira Wade revolted. The omniscient narrator even notes how an
ethnographer came to the island and attempted to learn the meaning of “1823,” but he
discovered that it had many connotations and went away befuddled. Eventually, he had to
fabricate a meaning in his book (7). However, Mama Day knows the real truth. She is the Elder
figure who is eighty and then ninety-five years old, respectively, who functions as the family
griot/historian and spiritual caretaker of the ancestral land. Willow Springs is an island forty-
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nine square miles in size which is located off the coasts of Georgia and South Carolina, and
connected to the mainland by a man-made bridge. Mama Day’s plight is to pass on the WadeDay “real” history to her upstart twenty-five-year old niece Cocoa, who, by the 1980s, has
been encamped in New York City for the past seven years.
In The Whale Rider, Maori people believe that an animistic or “spiritual oneness”
connects humans and “beasts and creatures of the sea,” even though ethnic tribal differences
may vary in expression (31). Like Africans who also believe in “animism,” the Maori believe
that there is a natural interdependence between humans and whales and the land and the sea
which dates back to the customs inaugurated by Kahutia Te Rhangi, the mythical founding
father of Rawiri’s Maori tribe still located on the East Coast of New Zealand (31). The Elder
figure Koro Apirana is culture’s griot, historian, and tehunga priest in the 1980s but not the
narrator of the novel (Hiria 404). In fact, two double-conscious narrators conjoin into one
mindset so that a combined, human-whale omniscient point of view emerges. Rawiri is the
human intelligence and grandson of Elder Koro Apirana, who also presides as the chief of the
Maori living in Whangara Village. However, despite an ambiance of ancestral reverence,
Rawiri, by age sixteen, had become a tattooed, leather-attired, motorcycle-riding, Europeanized
Maori who was spiritually whimsical about his ancestral heritage. Eventually, he even left his
village and migrated North first to Sydney, Australia, and then later further North to Papua,
New Guinea, for a total of four years. Technically as both narrator and character, his offsite
removal imposes a rupture in the oral history that he, the Present-Time, twenty-year-old, is
weaving together in retrospect in order connect the emergence eight-years before of a genderdifferent, spiritually-gifted female child-chieftain Kahu.
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However, there is a filler narrative to seal the interstice left by Rawiri’s offsite narrative
rupture. An Ancient bull whale is also a principal character. He, too, has the spiritual memory
of the “eponymous ancestor” of the Whangara Maori tribe because the bull whale in his youth
lived the history (Hiroa 334). He remembers the bonding of human and fish when the young
bull whale transported Kahutia Te Rhangi from far-away Hawaiki to Ahuahu, the landsite near
Whangara. In Present Time, this same bull whale is Ancient but, nonetheless, still trapped in
the historical moment of the Ancient Past and thus still pining for his Ancient master. A
conundrum for the reader develops because Rawiri possesses limited capabilities. He is a
hybridized, modern Maori youth who has been corrupted by British colonial influences. He
does not speak whale language and, thus, does not possess the special gift of animistic
intuitiveness to fathom the inner spirit or thought processes that only a whale could know.
However, there is an explanation for the reader. Since the storytelling sequences indicate that
the lives of “land and sea” creatures are spiritually interdependent in Maori culture and the
practice essential for survival of the tribe, Witi Ihimaera the author has managed to capture the
complexities and complications of this animistic bonding by devising the double-conscioused
narrators of Rawiri and Kahu.
The whole novel The Whale Rider is about spirit discourse and especially the Elder’s
remembrance of the Ancient Past. However, how the “history” is recalled becomes
complicated. The novel itself fully illustrates admixture and how it takes two consciousnesses
to tell one story. The number one, however, is a sacred number that symbolizes the “oneness”
of spirit infusing Maori culture. Rawiri provides the narrative points of view of the humans, the
Maori creatures, and Kahu, the gifted child and destined tribal chieftain who can speak whale
language, serves as the third-person central intelligence of the whale’s thoughts. This double
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voicing is evident from the narrative structure of the novel and the positions of the Prologue
Chapter One and the Spring part division, Chapter Two. Chapter One appears in boldfaced
type, which suggests that the creation story about the migration of Kahutia Te Rhangi from
Hawaiki to New Zealand is being told by a knowledgeable human being. Certainly, Elder Koro
Apirana is qualified for this task. But then Chapter Three opens also in boldfaced type and the
narrative voice of Rawiri emerges. Meantime, Chapter Two in between is presented in stream
of consciousness or italicized type. It suggests being recalled in memory but the tale is being
presented in third person. It focuses on the Present Time experience of the Ancient bull whale
who is recalling his birthing, his mother’s death from a savage shark attack, his being lonely as
an orphan, and then one day, his being called to service by a human with a magical flute. This
Ancient bull whale is stuck in Time. He travels with his family but languishes in reverie of the
Ancient Past and the time of his service to his master. Even now in Present Time he waits for
another call. Kahu seems to be the most likely candidate who would understand whale
language, its sensitivities, and its mission, according to Rawiri’s narrative about Kahu’s
character. Her intuitiveness to sense the plight of the whales is Kahu’s special gift, which
accounts for the italics. It symbolizes stream of consciousness or memory voicing in Chapter
Two that provides the perspective of the Ancient bull whale. Even though Koro Apirana is the
current Elder figure and griot, he lacks sensitivity. He is too blindsighted by his own gender
bias of never accepting a female as chieftain, and thus too “bullheaded” “to know” or to intuit
how and why the Ancient bull whale leads his whale family to land on Wainui Beach later in
the story.
Geography Discourse: The Elders’ Love of Ancestral Spirits
and Sacred Lands
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To comprehend the controversial position of the Elder figure as the link between the
Dead of the Past and the Living Present, one has to understand the significance of the
sacredness of the ancestral “land” to the inhabitants driving the actions. This requires an
understanding of what “gnosis” or “ancient knowledge” means to each tribal culture in
conflict. Athough hemispherically separated, these temporally- and spatially-different novels
all have common themes relating to the Elders’s drives to preserve his/her sacred land and the
cultural knowledge indigenous to it. Each work of literature belongs to a grouping which I call
“Land and Freedom Narratives” that illuminate how one’s identity is shaped by cultural values
relating to ancestral properties. Furthermore, the sacred land is not just any plot but a particular
place that codifies the characters’ identities—whether it be by accident or fortuity of birth, by
reason of migration, or by foreign occupation of a homeland. In his chapter on “The
Geography of a Discourse,” V. Y. Mudime in The Invention of Africa: Gnosis, Philosophy, and
the Order of Knowledge, reprises and upgrades Michel Foucault’s theories of discontinuous
history. Mudimbe, too, interrogates systems to explain what constitutes knowledge and how it
is defined. He, too, examines many linguistic, anthropological, and historical models in order
to formulate his philosophical theory of African “gnosis.” This “secret knowledge,” says
Mudimbe, resides at the structural base of Ancient African cultures, but, owing to the West’s
colonial power over African peoples, it has become subjugated knowledge redefined, distorted,
or dismissed as invaluable information (186-7). Such submerged knowledge is not easily
excavated.
For it to be recovered, contends Mudimbe, it must be examined, differentiated, and
isolated from the customs invented by the West. In another stage of locating and identifying
gnostic knowledge, the recovered traditions must additionally be codified and classified again
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according to the multinational regions and multicultural peoples inhabiting the empires,
kingdoms, provinces, towns, or villages of continental black Africa. In essence, gnostic
Ancient African traditions, as Mudimbe points out, are not monolithic but heterogeneous
owing to the contours of their specific geographic regions. He also objects to the West’s
stereotyping of continental Africa as being a one-dimensional space and the people as being as
statically homogenous. These stereotypes of “African Negroes” as being inferior to “white
Caucasians” or Europeans and “yellow Mongolians” or Asians were promoted by eighteenthcentury naturalists, scientists, and theologians to justify slavery. The racist propaganda
published by David Hume of England (50); Immanuel Kant of Germany (52-53); Georges
Leopold Cuvier of France (54), and Thomas Jefferson of the United States (44-45) was
disseminated globally. To dismantle such fabrications, Mudimbe turns to the philosophy of
Jose′ y Gasset in order to define the contours and meanings of spatial language: “Each
geographic space, insofar as it is a space for a possible history, is … a function of many
variables’” (qtd in Mudimbe 188). This tendency of areas to undergo spatial transformations
remarks upon modernist and postmodernist impulses of fluxes and changes that occur as
normal or abnormal transformations at land sites. In other words, Mudimbe’s theory of gnosis
takes into account that the vast nation-states, regions, savannahs, and desert plains of Africa
produced different kinds of Africanist people—even within small spaces of contact.
The Elder figure in each work is defined by these geographic contours, and those
alterations over Time within their particular spaces. These places must be demarcated by
hemisphere, then by nation-state, and next by specific local region in order for the reader to
grasp why the Elder figure reacts vehemently and sometimes violently. The language to
describe these land variations also relates to geography discourse and the various open or
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occupied spaces. In Weep Not, Child, the omniscient narrator provides no visual map of the
East African terrain and specifically of Kenya other than by means of verbal descriptions
scattered in bits and pieces throughout the various testimonies or statements of the characters.
A prominent theme in Present Time is the changed ownership of Ngotho’s sacred land. For
example, the reader learns that Ngotho’s family lives in a rural village of Mahua that contains
many tea or pyrethrum plantations. Unlike Ancient Times of open spaces, British colonizers
have introduced racially-divisive rules to section off business enterprises and living spaces
separating whites from blacks. The most prominent emblem of segregation is the road
remarked in the opening pages of the novel. To Ngotho and the villagers, it is the only “road”
that runs “across the land. It [is] long and broad and [shines] with black tar, and when you [are
travelling] along it on hot days you [can see] little lakes ahead of you” (5). Because of the sun
and heat, it also seems to project optical illusions on and around the road because of the
sunrays tending to produce a glass-like patina on the earth or tarmac, which the natives
ultimately have named “devil’s waters” that make “one thirsty” (5). But there is a mystique to
this road built by white men. To non-travelling villagers, the road seems to run “across the land
and [is] long and broad [and] has no beginning and no end” (5). Few people appear to know of
its origin or its length because of the limited abilities of the villagers to travel to the “big city”
of Nairobi.
Once the narrator ties the road to village gossip and the coming of the “white men,” the
geography discourse broadens in terms of hegemony and how power and knowledge are
distributed. The British occupation of East Africa owing to their colonial rule has expanded the
geographical knowledge for some Kenyan Africans and specifically that of Ngotho and his
family, but not necessarily in a positive way. The British conquest of East Africa in the
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nineteenth century has led Kenyan Africans in the twentieth century to become involved in the
British global wars of World War I, the period assigned to modernism, and of World War II,
the period assigned to postmodernism. These foreign war-related fluctuations and devastations
at home have transformed Ngotho’s tribal family. He and his sons Boro and Mwandi all
honored demands of the British conquerors and served in their two world wars. The real
horrors of these wars and the costs to their family have eluded Ngotho’s non-military sons
Njoroge and Kamau. Their limited knowledge as non-travellers is evident in their opening
conversation when Njoroge, the child hero, announces to his brother Kamau, an apprentice
carpenter, that he “shall go to school” (4). The boy’s joy remarks upon the family’s economic
sacrifices. This is the costly British colonizer’s school, which symbolizes how Njoroge
recognizes his privileged status in terms of tribal culture. He already has become hybridized
and receptive to British ideas. Already his Eurocentricized, Kenyan African model of success
is the British-educated young son of Jacobo, the rich mulatto overseer who works for the white
plantation owner Mr. Howlands. As Njoroge and Kamau continue to banter, they bring up the
countries and cities of “England and Burma and Bombay and India”—seemingly unfathomable
places to ordinary villagers—but which have arisen in their conversations about warfare and
the roles played by Kenyan Africans. The Germans still remain fearsome enemies to the
Kikuyus owing to the “first war” because the Germans “had threatened to attack and reduce
the black people to slavery” (5). The brothers also distinguish between the first and second war
because of what they have been told: “there were no bombs, and black people did not go to
Egypt and Burma” (5). Yet, this is a contradiction to the actual experience of older brother
Boro. In his interior monologue, Boro recalls that “He, too, had gone to war, against Hitler. He
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had gone to Egypt, Jerusalem and Burma. He had seen things. He had often escaped death
narrowly” (26).
Such differences of perception arise between the romanticized and realistic accounts of
the stay-home brothers Njoroge and Kamau, and the actual war veteran Boro. The British, in
all instances, had a potent arsenal of weapons that enabled them to win both wars. They even
defeated Hitler’s Italian ally Mussolini. The British brought their Italian prisoners to East
Africa and forced them specifically to build the tarmac road now dividing Kikuyuland (5).
Whether travelled or not, the Kenyan natives are conscious of foreign occupation of East
Africa and the encroachments of British settlers onto their ancestral lands.
The narrator also indicates that Kikuyuland is inundated with ridges, valleys, plains,
and villages such as Ngotho’s Mahua, and towns such as Kipanga. But nature has been
overpowered by nurture, or man-made boundaries which signify upon the racial divides
imposed by the British. No longer is Ngotho’s world purely “black” as was the case in Ancient
Times. Jacobo’s description as a “mulatto” signifies upon the voluntary or involuntary sexual
unions having taken place between whites and blacks, and Jacobo’s light skin coloring has
placed him in the privileged class allotted to bi-racial children. Says the narrator: “The first two
valleys [go] into the Country of the Black People. The other two divided the land of the Black
People from the land of the White People” (7). Even health and prosperity are associated with
these land divisions. The narrator remarks: “You [can] tell the land of Black People because it
[is]red, rough and sickly, while the land of the white settlers [is] green and [is] not lacerated
into small strips” (7). Clearly, any economic prosperity and growth yielded from the land
always arises from the fertile, European side.
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However, Ngotho’s white British dictators are not the only racially-dominant group
empowered over Kenyan Africans—whether they be mulatto or pure black or rural or urban.
The narrator identifies other kinds of land sites that differentiate Ngotho’s Mahua Village from
Kipanga town and the latter place from that of the big city of Nairobi. Kipanga is associated
with industry, and specifically a big shoe factory. It also thrives with big, “well-stocked” shops
owned by “rich Indian traders” who employ “black boys” whom they treat like “nothing” (7).
Hence, there exists a chain of race-based economic laws which keep black African
businessmen at the bottom of the economic ladder. They even operate in a segregated area
within the Indian shopping district, and still cannot compete against the rich Indians. The latter
group buys in bulk quantity and can afford to cut prices whereas the black businessmen must
overprice their limited stocks in order to turn a profit. Overall, they are in a losing battle
between the rich Indians and the black clientele who invariably take their earning power to the
Indian stores that sell items at a lower rate.
For Njoroge, Ngotho’s six-year-old son at the novel’s opening, there is a point of
solace. It is the secret land sites within his black world. High up on one of the ridges is the
sacred place Mukuyu ridge named after the ancient tree. Njoroge begins very early to meet
Mwihaki, his classmate and Jacobo’s daughter at this location. She is a grade higher, and a
social class higher as well. Yet, in this secret place that overlooks the forest, pyrethrum fields,
and plantations below, they meet on common ground in a class-tabooed friendship. But in
anticipation of their first secret meeting, Njoroge is frustrated. He must adhere to the covenant
that he struck with his mother which requires Njoroge to change his expensive school uniform
once he arrives at home. He feels ashamed of his tribal “calico” wrap, for it symbolizes his
indigenous class status. The boy even entertains not meeting Mwihaki because of his non-
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European attire, for even Njoroge at this young age understands the decline in class status that
his family has endured owing to Ngotho’s loss of their family’s ancestral lands—lands now
occupied and worked by Jacobo. Njoroge thinks: “Any man who had land was considered rich.
If a man had plenty of money, many motor cars, but no land, he could never be counted as rich.
A man who went with tattered clothes but had at least an acre of red earth was better off than
the man with money” (19). Not Ngotho but Nganga the carpenter and employer of Kamau is
such a status figure in Njoroge’s estimation.
In Mama Day, the author Gloria Naylor provides her readers with a visual map of
Mama Day’s Willow Springs that is predominantly owner-occupied by herself and her sister
that dates back six generations. Descendants of other slaves emancipated by Sapphira Wade
live there as well. Like the tarmac in Ngotho’s Kikuyuland, one main road travels from North
to South that splits the island in half. And then the forty-nine square miles are only sectioned
into three parts: East Woods, South Woods, and West Woods. There is no North Woods
because Mama Day’s trailer that rests at the upper level of the West Woods functions as an
blockade to the northern region or “The Other Place” where the Wade-Day ancestral grounds
are located. There appears to be foreigners who have invaded this sacred island, but the
inhabitants are generationally-distanced relatives of the Ancient slaves. Similar to the tribal
peoples of Kikuyuland in Weep Not, Child, these residents of Willow Springs reflect the
remnants of African village life, but now modern technology has wrought changes. A few clan
connections seem to remain, but Sapphira Wade’s descendants are the most popular as well as
the burial grounds and the original Bascombe Wade estate maintained by Mama Day.
Otherwise, Mama Day’s trailer speaks to changing times. Below Mama Day’s trailer, for
instance, is a collection of stores located close to the bridge that brings traffic to and from
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Georgia or South Carolina. The land in the South Woods also now has houses filled with
unidentified occupants in contrast to the sections East of the Main Road that still belongs to
familiar, long-time and/or known descendants of the original settlers: Ruby, a neighbor;
Abigail, Mama Day’s sister; and the couple Bernice and Ambush. Dr. Buzzard also has rights
to land occupancy as a distant relative of the original landowners.
Like the experiences of exploited Africans and specifically that of Ngotho in Weep Not,
Child, Mama Day’s ancestral history is tied to European-American imperialism and
enslavement of Africans. Both her paternal and maternal heritage lines reflect the fractured
psyches and devastating effects experienced by the Black Atlantic captives uprooted and
dispersed out of Africa to destinations in the New World diaspora (Gilroy 1-5; 11-17). The
African American holocaust is reflected in Mama Day’s family tree. Naylor the author
provides a stemma or genealogical tree of the Wade-Day family lineage of which Mama Day is
the ancestral griot. The chart begins with the birth of the African matriarch Sapphira Wade in
1799, next follows the matrilineal tree naming the seven sons whom she birthed, and then
continues in the flow chart to account for the next four generations of Sapphira Wade’s
descendants that concludes with the birth of the last female heir of Cocoa Day in 1953. Absent
from the family tree is the name of the forefather that adheres to the strict covenants of the
Virginia Law of 1662 which prohibited sexual relations between white men and black women
(12). It protected the identity of the white father involved in a sexual relationship with a slave;
in addition, it altered forever the structure of the African patriarchal family, the type which
Ngotho operates, and which dictates that the polygamous family unit always functions under
patriarchal rulership. Ngotho, himself, has two co-wives Njeri, the elder, and Nyokabi, the
younger mother of Njoroge. In early nineteenth-century America, the Norwegian slavemaster
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Bascombe Wade kept the Virginia Law of 1662 in operation. Even though the legend of
Sapphira Wade is known to the late twentieth-century inhabitants of Willow Springs and that
Bascombe Wade fathered Sapphira’s children, the genealogical chart does not reflect his name.
It is an omission in written history, but a factual knowledge in oral history. And Sapphira
Wade’s heirs reflect the certitude of the legal maneuvering behind the 1662 law that changed
the African patriarchal family into a matriarchal structure, thereby guaranteeing that rarelyfreed and predominantly-enslaved children would follow the conditions of their mothers (12).
The secondary Virginia Law of 1669 also informs Mama Day’s Wade-Day legacy. It
allowed any master with impunity to “kill off” any rebellious slave, for it rationalized that no
knowing slave owner would deliberately destroy his “estate” (12). And this is the second
certitude known to the Wade-Day heirs. Legend has it that Sapphira Wade either poisoned or
bludgeoned to death Bascombe Wade in “1823” –possibly after Wade had willed the land to
her. Sapphira Wade died as a consequence of her deed; however, her children became
emancipated by her death and proceeded to become landed heirs that the United States
government could not touch. The old homestead of “The Other Place” where both Mama Day
and Abigail were born and reared is the scene of the crime as well as the signature of the Day’s
emancipation. Unlike Ngotho who has lost his ancestral lands, Mama Day’s present-day
ancestral heritage from age eighty in 1984 to age ninety-five in 1999 is a legacy of freedom.
Thus, the Wade-Day family’s births and deaths are tied to the ancestral lands. However,
unlike Ngotho, who condescends to work as a houseboy in Howland’s house and walks the tea
plantation just to be able to be close to the spirits of his ancestors, Mama Day is able daily to
walk freely with the spirits of her dead kin owing to Sapphira Wade’s bravery and slave wit
that have kept Mama Day a landowner. Mama Day, too, has Sapphira Wade’s ingenuity and
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bravery. Following tradition, she has kept the island free from the encumbrances of the manmade tax laws of Georgia and South Carolina, both of which at different times have attempted
to annex the island but without success. Mama Day and the other owners of Willow Springs
properties have remained extraordinarily fortunate. The land itself has a history, and that
history is signified by Mama Day’s name. Similar to her other six children by Bascombe
Wade, Sapphira Wade gave each child a biblical name; however, one received a second,
unhyphenated symbolical name of “Jonah Day” because, as the author notes by an asterisk:
“God rested on the seventh day and so would she [meaning Sapphira Wade].” And the author
also appends the line, “Hence, the family’s last name,” to explain how Wade became linked to
Day (genealogical page). All of the name differences and their mazes of confusions have their
origins in Black Atlantic slavery and its perverse laws meant to protect the identity of white
fathers.
Mama Day is not the narrator of Mama Day but she does have a double consciousness
role as a Living Present spokesperson for/about the Dead Spirits of the Ancient, Far, and
Recent Pasts. The unknown narrator and central intelligence of the text brings into play the
many variables and contradictions of oral history just by reporting the day and night moves of
the residents as they trek over the lushness and density of the land. Mama Day routinely goes
back to the old home place at daytime or nighttime, and in the process, steps back two hundred
years into history. On the way, she passes the family graves of Bascombe Wade, Sapphira
Wade, her father Jean-Paul, her mother Ophelia, and all of the other sons, wives, and children.
Their voices arise from the grave in African tradition, for the spirits of the dead remain alive as
long as they are remembered by the Living Present—in this case, Mama Day’s, the omniscient
narrator’s, and eventually Cocoa’s (see Mbiti 204). And the Past regenerates the Present and
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inspirits the Future. Mama Day’s profession is that of a healer like that of Sapphira Wade. She
grows her special herbs at “The Other Place,” which Mama Day uses for her cures. The old
family landsite has positivistic meanings; it symbolizes fecundity owing to the fertile land and
its lush growths such as the fruits. It also portends life; it is the place where Mama Day takes
Bernice when it is time to begin fertility treatments to enable Bernice’s impregnation. On a
walking tour with Mama Day, George, Cocoa’s first husband and die-hard city boy, is both
enthralled by and fearful of Willow Springs and its many contradictions born from the
degenerative and regenerative impulses of slavery. There is the lush beauty, natural forestry,
and healthiness of the island counteracted by the mystification of the Sound where Jean-Paul’s
wife and Mama Day’s mother committed suicide. Birds find a natural abode, but George
instinctively fears Mama Day’s home raised fighting rooster. Similarly, Dr. Buzzard the quack
nor Ruby the jealous wife is wanting for a home or lacking in knowledge about their legitimate
places in Willow Spring’s limited geographical space.
Like Weep Not, Child and Mama Day, Witi Ihimaera’s novel The Whale Rider
interrogates the different transformations of geographical space that have affected the spatial
identity of Maori peoples. Rawiri-Kahu’s narration begins on hemispheric discourse: it opens
on a creation story and then shifts to a migration narrative in order to account for why and how
the Maori peoples settled in New Zealand. The Prologue introduces a chronotope of Ancient
Past Time that collapses into the Timeless Present. The land in the Pacific Islands has evolved
over time into richly forested spaces and abundantly engorged seas with fish and fowl. Like
Ngotho’s creation myth, this Maori creation myth paints nature at first at being happy but still
lacking one essential part—human kind. However, suddenly in a Timeless Present there is the
sound of breaking waves and the appearance of a monstrous-sized whale with a “dark brown”
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man atop its back (29-30). Both seem infinitely fused together, but cohesively fulfilling a
spiritual destiny. Rawiri’s narratives throughout The Whale Rider continually fluctuate in and
out of Past, Present, and Future Times that are symptomatic of modernist impulses and
transformations. Further in at Chapter Six, he provides the reader with a more cohesive, “oral
register” of his family’s genealogical tree (Hiroa 338). Says Rawiri:
Our genealogy, of course, is the genealogy of the people of Te Tai
Rawhiti, the people in the East Coast; Te Tai Rawhiti actually means
“the place washed by the eastern tide.” Far away beyond the horizon is
Hawaiki, our ancestral island homeland, the place of the Ancients
and Gods, and the other side of the world. In between is the huge
seamless marine continent that we call Te Moana Nui a Kiwa, the Great
Ocean of Kiwa.
The first of the Ancients and ancestors had come from the east,
following the pathways in the ocean made by the morning sun. In our
case, our ancestor was Kahutia Te Rangi, who was a high chief in
Hawaiki. In those days man had power over the creatures of the land and
sea, and it was Kahutia Te Rangi who traveled here on the back of a
whale. This is why our meetinghouse has a carving of Kahutia Te
Rangi on a whale at the apex. It announces our pride in our ancestor
and acknowledges his importance to us. (Ihimaera 29-30)
Now by switching back to Chapter Two, the reader is better able to comprehend how the
unified bonding of a human with an orphan whale into a “oneness” foreshadows the events of
Chapter Three, the birthing of Kahu, the child heroine of the novel. Presented in italics, this
Chapter Two whale story about an orphaned bull whale that is discovered, loved, protected,
and nurtured by the founding father Kahutia Te Rangi is the mythic oral history that spells out
the “Whironui” or traditions of the ancestor held to be sacred by grandfather Koro Apirana
(Glossary 152).
However, from Koro Apirana’s perspective, the animistic relationship of the Maori
peoples with the land, the sea, and the whales cannot be altered, for it had been foreordained by
the many Ancient “high chiefs and priests” who arrived in “Aoteoaroa” as New Zealand
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originally was called. They founded the disparate “tribal territories” and then bestowed each
tribe with the “life-giving forces” of the four spears brought from the “House of Learning” in
Ancient Hawaiki. These spears enabled the tribespeople to bond as “one” with the “beasts and
creatures of the sea” (30-31). Therefore, these special gnostic creeds which Kahutia Te Rangi
dispensed to the Whangara tribe are sacrosanct to Koro Apirana. The only way they can be
consecrated and immortalized, however, is through the process of regeneration. But that can
only be achieved by the ritual ascendancy of a male chieftain. While Ancient Maoris did not
believe in a future world, there is obviously a hybridization of Ancient tradition in the Living
Present. Everyone’s thoughts are about the Futurity of the tribe in this opening birthing scene
that has inspired Rawiri to recount the creation-migration story in Chapter One as his family
awaits news in Whangara about the anticipated birth of a chieftain-son. His purpose also is to
celebrate genealogy but, like the situations with Ngotho and Mama Day, there is a generational
gap in the kinship line of descent. During his narratives in the entire novel, Rawiri never
explains what has happened to his father and mother, the second generation missing link
between Koro Apirana, the first generation, and himself, a third generation grandson. They,
like others, have made a healthy journey to the sacred land of the human dead and remained
there. Thus, much like the gaps in the extended family trees of Ngotho’s African and Mama
Day’s African American family histories, Rawiri’s verbal “Whakapapa” or genealogical tree
has historical breaks between the first and third generations (Glossary 152).
One technological advantage of the Present is that rapid transmission of news from
ocean-distant places is now possible via the telephone versus the limited range of village
gossip. Rawiri, Koro Apirana, and his wife Nanny Flowers are at home in Whangara Village
on New Zealand’s North Island while Porourangi is at a hospital on New Zealand’s South
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Island. And, while modern technology has made communication quicker, the news about the
baby’s female gender is not an improvement; in fact, it is disappointing news to the Elder Koro
Apirana. A male child, in the eyes of the Elder chief and grandparent, would have salvaged the
destiny of his people and protected the ancestral lands and traditions. This anticipated male
child would eventually have taken over the role of tribal leader, a position abandoned by his
eldest grandson--now an adult and whose child is being born--and his second grandson, the
novel’s narrator Rawiri. The continuation of a patriarchal tradition borne in Ancient Times
when humans and whales bonded together now rests upon this child-chief of the Future just
born.
Like Weep Not, Child and Mama Day, The Whale Rider opens in Present Time of the
1980s on the subject of cultural survival and its immortality as resting upon the shoulders of a
child, youth, or young adult. Very early, the binarisms of “purity” and “hybridity” are at odds,
but they are not racially-born or primary concerns. Elder Koro Apirana is more fixated on
gender traditions. The birthing is at South Island, the other sacred location founded by Tahu
Potiki, the brother of Kahutia Te Rangi. Koro Apirana’s grandson has married inter-tribally to
Rehua, who also happens to be from Nanny Flowers royal tribe that has been led by “Muriwai,
a female chieftain” (20). In the larger, genealogical scheme, both parents belong to one Maori
nation, although sectionally, like Rawiri, Porourangi descends from Te Tai Rawhiti, the
“people of the East Coast” of New Zealand (29-30). This is why Rawiri uses the term
“confederacy” to distinguish how members of the same clan may reside at different South or
North Island locations, but still be commonly tied by kinship. Rawiri’s language reflects the
importance of biology or “blood descent” to Maori culture when he declares that Porourangi
and Rehua have just brought forth the “first great grandchild of our extended family” (13;
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Hiroa 338). He is alluding to kinship links being preserved through blood lineage from Kahutia
Te Rangi. To Rawiri, the child’s birth is a joyous occasion and a good reason to recall the
founding story. Koro Apirana, however, feels differently. The different location of the birthing
or the tribal intermixings are not relevant, because they are fundamental themes of tribal
mixing intrinsic to the thousand-year-old gnostic traditions cited in the unified creationmigration story. The anxieties of the natural world in the Ancient Past and its anticipation of a
human leader are collapsed into Present Time as the recursive tensions felt by the Whangara
household also awaiting the coming of another human leader. Kahutia Te Rhangi saved the life
of the Ancient bull whale--then an orphan--who brought the founding chieftain also called
“Paikea” thousands of miles across the great ocean Kiwa to New Zealand where he landed at
“Ahuahu just outside of our village, Whangara.” There, he eventually married the daughter of
“Te Whironui” with whom he commenced to sire bi-cultural children. Thus, tribal intermixings
between and among the Maori is normal, but gender differentiation of the chieftaincy is not.
According to Rawiri, one of Kahutia Te Rangi’s sons eventually inherited the chief’s title. But
like the gaps in Ngotho’s and Mama Day’s stories, Rawiri’s orally-transmitted family tree has
historical omissions. He can still recall lineages traceable to the chieftaincy closer in the Far
and Recent Past Times that are important enough to remember for the sake of the child just
being born. Porourangi eventually inherited the chief’s title four generations after the founder’s
son, which then passed centuries later to Koro Apirana. In Recent Times, it was destined to
pass onward to Rawiri’s brother Porourangi but he has failed to accept the call (Ihimaera 2930). Elder Koro Apirana illuminates through his demeanor that he opposes change—not so
much because of geography or because of intertribal mixings. For him, patriarchy is
sancrosanct and above anything else.
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By contrast, such rigid tenets for patriarchal rulership changed for slaves in the African
American diaspora. In Weep Not, Child, for instance, Ngotho’s African family, too, operates
under tribal, patriarchal principals. At the novel’s opening, he is defined as the center of his
household. In tradition, Ngotho practices polygamy; he has two co-wives and two sets of
children by different birth mothers.Yet, Ancient traditions did not recognize biological
distinctions between children, but Boro here uses the European corruption “stepbrother” to
refer to Mwandi. The British have introduced the language of division into the African
language that reflects how Ngotho’s once unified family is eroding under foreign rule. In fact,
Ngugi’s novel is about the disintegration of African family life and its ancient traditions owing
to colonization. Ngotho’s children start out collectively unified owing to patrilineal traditions,
but by the novel’s conclusion, that patriarchal line is on the verge of extinction—the very fear
gripping Koro Apirana’s heart.
In Mama Day, this African patriarchal tradition has also been destroyed owing to
millions of captive Africans being involuntarily transported across the vast Atlantic Ocean in
an unromantic, realistic holocaust ship of no return to New World sites of labor. They became
the psychologically-damaged Black Atlantic slaves all unified by the ocean crossing in the
bottom of a slave ship (Gilroy15). Moreover, few female slaves experienced any romanticized,
voluntary sexual bondings with their brutal slavemasters who raped their bodies for selfgratifications and economic expansions of their coffers because of the chattel borne of such
violent liasions. The Wade-Day genealogical tree provides a realistic glimpse into such racial
interminglings. Sapphira Wade had no choice; she became the concubine of Bascombe Wade
in 1819 and then proceeded to birth seven bi-racial sons, despite the Virginia Law of 1662 that
prohibited white men from engaging in interracial sexual unions with free or slave black
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women. The resulting mixed-race children of the seven mulatto sons are not all identified as
being “pure” Africans like that of Sapphira Wade or even mixed-race African Americans like
that of Jean-Paul. The omniscient narrator of Mama Day does not make these finite
distinctions; Sapphira Wade’s bill of sale that declares her to be of “pure African stock” is the
only clue to her dark skin coloring and place in the racial caste system (Sale slip). Unlike
Ngotho’s Kenya where whites, then Indians, and next mulattoes, and then “pure Africans” are
racially ranked in descending order, no East Indians complicate the racial, slave scale in
Willow Springs. The point is that Cocoa reflects that mixed raced strain and its fluctuations.
Her color hues change according to the omniscient narrator’s descriptions, but the reader
discerns by her nickname that she is dark-skinned like Sapphira Wade. As for Mama Day, she
carries on Sapphira Wade’s legacy of a matriarchal tradition. Thus, her drive to pass on the
legacy of maternal culture to Cocoa is borne out of New World, African American traditions.
Cross culturally, however, Mama Day is a counterpart to Nanny Flowers. According to
Rawiri, there has been tribal intermixings on both sides of the maternal and paternal lines.
Nanny Flowers consistently reminds Koro Apirana that she also is a royal and “a descendant of
old Muriwai, and she was the greatest chief of my tribe” (16-17). However, Koro Apirana will
only accept the traditional ruling in the Kahutia Te Rhangi tribal line that a chief must be a
male which has been the custom for hundreds of years. Rawiri observes: “The trouble was that
Koro Apirana could not reconcile his traditional beliefs about Maori leadership and rights with
Kahu’s birth. By Maori custom, leadership was hereditary, and normally the mantle of prestige
fell from the eldest son to the eldest son. Except that in this case, there was an eldest daughter”
(15-16). The newborn girl child does not meet Koro Apirana’s chieftaincy criteria, starting
with birthrite rituals. Kahu’s umbilical cord must be buried on the ancestral land “of her
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father’s people” since she bears a sacred name (20). And because of such established rules,
Rawiri indicates that there must be some physical transference of the body part to another
location.
To Elder Koro Apirana, the culture’s adherence to patriarchal-governed traditions is
just as important as its obedience to the natural balances between the land and the sea. At this
point of Kahu’s birth, Rawiri’s narrative expands finally to provide the reader with some
geographical demarcations of the land around Whangara that contrasts this simple village to
the urban technological changes. For instance, Rawiri and Porourangi have vehicles, but Koro
Apirana does not. The new generation has availed itself of popular technology—cars,
motorcycles—while Elder Koro Apirana can barely tolerate a telephone. To illustrate, Rawiri
takes Nanny Flowers locally to Gisborne Airport on his motorcycle. First, they travel along
Wainui Beach, which pinpoints the family’s location on the East Coast of New Zealand. Other
bikers call out to Rawiri when they see that he is transporting his elderly grandmother. Then
they arrive in town that reflects how the colonizers have sectioned off and modernized
formerly non-industrialized land, for Rawiri says that they “had to stop at the lights at Peel
Street” (21). Some of Nanny’s elderly friends even appear shocked at seeing her being so
risqué by riding on a motorcycle. Then they proceed to the airport that puts the villagers and
townspeople in contact with the rest of the Pacific Islands and other parts of the world. All of
the levity stops but not because of another means of modern travel. Nanny Flowers becomes
sorrowful once she meets her sister and picks up Kahu’s birth cord. This is when she requests
that Rawiri take her back to Whangara by way of a quiet route since she has to meditate. Koro
Apirana will not cooperate; he is like the Ancient bull whale stuck in Time. He will not help
them so Nanny Flowers makes Rawiri and his friends assist her in burying Kahu’s birth cord
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near the community meetinghouse. It is an appropriate place, since Kahu, at her mother
Rahua’s insistence, has been named after the male founding father Kahutia Te Rangi. But Koro
Apirana is enraged at Rehua’s effrontery and Nanny Flower’s echoe of female support by
breaching masculinist tradition and bestowing a sacred chieftain’s name upon this girl child.
He remains stubbornly resolute in contrast to the other members who remain adamantly
enthusiastic about Kahu’s birth, gender, and naming. She still has royal blood, and Rawiri
learns from Nanny Flowers that the burial site of her birth cord in front of the meeting house
must remain “secret” knowledge in accordance with gnostic traditions (23). This also is the
reason that Nanny Flowers buries Kahu’s birth cord under the protective gaze of her
namesake—the sculpture of Kahutia Te Rangi nearby.
Away from Home: Ignoring the Elders/Embracing the Foreign
Evil Spirits
A significant theme that eventually impacts the spiritual endeavors of the Elders in all
three novels concerns the foreign influences which cause hybridizations or major
transformations of the ancestral lands and its native occupants. Two factors in the Living
Present that compound the Past corruptions caused by onsite colonial landstealers are the
innocent actions of the second- and/or third-generation children who often unknowingly
exacerbate the systems of oppression. They frequently go “away from home” to the lands of
the foreign enemy in search of a better life because of the limited, economic opportunities at
the tribal site. These children then eventually return home with foreign ideas learned from
European or American cultures, and then further exacerbate problems for the Elders. These are
the double doses of foreign contaminations from the outside powers themselves and then from
the native children which the Elders see as corrupting Ancient traditions. The “away”
sequences in each novel reflect some of these negative tensions caused by foreign pollutions at
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the external locations and then at home sites. These unnatural things are variously called “bad
spirits” according to African ex-slave Olaudah Equiano (38), the “ITs” spirits or
depersonalized “things” according to John Mbiti (78), the “duppy” spirits according to Zora
Neale Hurston (47), and the “malignant, familiar” ghosts according to Te Rangi Hiroa (404;
516). Whichever name one chooses to apply, these evil spirits refuse to die off.
The culture’s clashes with these fearful entities crop up in the language of conquest that
is associated with the religious and/or spiritual beliefs of Africans, African Americans, and
Maori peoples in their conflicting relations with European or American conquerors. On the
continent of Africa, one can turn to the remarks of the slave narrativist Olaudah Equiano to
gauge how Ancient Africans themselves defined normalities and abnormalities of racial purity
within culture. In his 1789 Narrative, the author’s purpose in Chapter I is to recall Ancient
African gnostic traditions by illustrating the advanced development of his Ibo culture in Benin
at the time of his birth in 1745. He makes two important observations about their pride in their
race as well as concepts of difference. First, he describes the normative skin coloring of his
people as being dark, for only the rare “tawny” or “albino” white persons would be deemed
“deformed” and unacceptable to the tribe (25 ). Then, after eleven-year-old Olaudah is
eventually captured by local Africans and sold to European slavers, Equiano records in
Chapter II the boy’s fear at seeing red-bearded, white men for the first time when he finally
reaches the slave ship on the coast. Olaudah literally faints because the boy believes that he has
fallen into the hands of “bad spirits.” These are the ghastly white spirits of the dead who have
remained above ground to haunt the living, and which must be exorcised by a sorcerer in the
tribe (38).
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In Weep Not, Child, the omniscient narrator describes similar beliefs held by Kenyan
Africans about haunting spirits. However, in the novel’s Present Time period of the 1950s, the
British conquerors or their values and allurements symbolize transcendent “ITs-type bad
spirits” that have brought evil into the world of Kenyan Africans since World War I. The
British introduced rigid eighteenth-century racist language to remind the Kikuyus of their
inferiority to them. This is illustrated when Ngotho addresses his white boss Mr. Howlands by
the title of “Bwana” to show his deference (29). Yet, Ngotho thinks like other Africans in
terms of finding ways to overturn these European invaders. He decides that the only way he
can counteract the power of the “ITs bad-spirits” and robbers of his ancestral land is to train
one of his five sons to become a combative intellectual. He approves of Njoroge’s educational
endeavors under the British system because this strategy for Africans colonized by Europeans
since the sixteenth century seems to be the only logical solution—that is, to fight fire with fire
by dedicating one son to learn the ways of the white colonizers in order to rid his ancestral land
of his enemy or to advance his family. In the end, neither ploy works for Ngotho.
Little does Ngotho realize that Njoroge’s passion is to become like the ITs British. He
sets his aim, with his family’s approbation, and becomes fully immersed into succeeding in the
British educational system. Njoroge successfully competes at every grade level, and even
succeeds in attending secondary school far away in Siriana for several years. Njoroge feels
certain that his mastering of British values will make him successful like Jacobo’s son. Little is
nineteen-year-old Njoroge prepared when the Mau Mau revolution breaks out in the 1950s, his
brothers and father are killed, tortured, or imprisoned, and then he, too, becomes a target. He
has a mindboggling epiphany that he has been educated out of Ancient traditions, has become a
misfit son and brother of Mau Mau revolutionaries, and has no longer a Future towards which
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to direct his Present-Time life. As a result, Njoroge has a mental breakdown because he has
become a hybrid, misfit, and even “ITs-type bad spirit” incapable of fitting into either the
Kenyan African or British worlds. His is an on-site representation of the Black Atlantic
fractured psyche that is normally attributed to transplanted slaves suddenly uprooted and
rerouted into a foreign world full of “bad spirits.” But Njoroge has a translocating experience
on land in Kenya as he witnesses both Howlands and Jacobo disparately destroy his once
unified family. Njoroge did not involuntarily walk in chains onto a slave ship. Yet, at the hands
of the British whom he has unavowedly trusted, Njoroge experiences the same ontological
stripping and psychological warping of his identity as did the slaves sent to the New World.
Njoroge becomes not only traumatized but also suicidal like other Black Atlantics. He picks
the familiar ancestral ridge of Murungu to attempt hanging himself because Njoroge realizes
that he has betrayed the ancestors, his father, and other family members. But Mother Africa
saves him from the ITs false illusions of the British world because the spirits of the ancestors
become Njoroge’s salvation. Both mothers realize that should Njoroge succeed in selfdestruction, he, in one swing of the noose, would wipe out the male lineage, Ngotho’s dynasty,
the ancestors, and thousand-year old gnostic traditions. Even worse, he would have enabled the
British colonizers to proclaim victory from having totally destroyed Ngotho’s patrilineage.
Similarly, an away journey takes place in Mama Day but in context of the novel’s main
focus on the Elder Mama Day’s granddaughter Cocoa. The city of allure or Hurston’s “duppy”
evil spirit here is New York City, the archetypal Babylon personification of urban corruption
that robs Cocoa of her respect for Ancient gnostic traditions. The city’s artificial enticements
and forms of conjuration work against Mama Day’s gnostic tribal mandates of showing respect
for others or knowing how to intuit danger. On the surface, it appears that Cocoa has invoked
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safeguards against New York City’s corruptive elements—but that is her defense mechanism
or false illusion which she has fabricated. Her narrative sequences, relayed as verbal exchanges
between Cocoa the widow of George Andrews and George the ghost, occur in the Living
Present Time of 1999 as Cocoa, now remarried, is passing down ancestral knowledge about
George to her son George by a second marriage. Back in the Far and Recent Past Times of the
1970s when Cocoa first had migrated to New York City, stayed seven years, and then met
George in 1980, her New York sequences depict her as having become hard edged. Cocoa’s
language is sarcastic as she describes the city people in terms of insulting allusions to food that
sound racist. When she meets and marries George Andrews, he teaches her to appreciate the
city as a concrete landscape of beautiful architecture since that is his professional training.
While Cocoa becomes modestly sophisticated by living in the North, she never learns to
overcome her fears of the unnatural city.
On the other hand, she never abandons habit—whether single or married—to return
home to the South every August for her yearly visit to Willow Springs in order to regenerate
herself. And consistently, she acts like an unfamiliar “duppy” bad spirit by having a running
battle with Mama Day who harangues Cocoa to be respectful to her Elders. Cocoa becomes so
disrespectful and cynical from waging battles with the evil city that she fails to heed warnings
from Mama Day about practicing country manners in Willow Springs. In the third year of her
marriage, Cocoa comes home alone to visit, and thinks nothing of setting a date to meet Ruby’s
new husband Junior and Dr. Buzzard for a night out at the clubs. But Mama Day sabotages
those plans because she knows about Ruby’s maniacal jealousy of any woman who even looks
at her very young husband whom she, herself, had stolen from another wife (69). Ruby’s coopting of Junior has no moral basis like death sentences accorded to adulterous women in
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African polygamous societies. It also would seem that Ruby’s previous jealousy of Cocoa
would have dissipated after a year, but it does not. After completion of her degree in the fourth
year of her marriage, Cocoa finally brings George to Willow Springs to meet her family. This
sequence of 1985 is what spurs Mama Day into action to use all of her African powers of
healing and voodoo skills to exorcise Cocoa of Ruby’s evil spell.
The major away sequence in The Whale Rider concerns Rawiri’s travels and also his
encounters with the bad spirits of British colonizers. However, recognizing Hiroa’s point “That
the Maori concept did not include the reward or punishment of the soul in the next world for
what its body had done in this world, “ this statement complicates ways of describing concepts
of “good” and “evil” spirits in Ihimaera’s novel (Hiroa 516). For example, Rehua dies after
three protracted months of illness from birthing Kahu, and her husband Porourangi mourns
four years before he remarries. However, Koro Apirana feels no compassion for Rehua since
she defied him in naming Kahu after a sacred ancestor. Maori culture recognizes individualism
and Rehua dies as such. Her soul does not appear to be in jeopardy of going to purgatory or
perhaps lingering on earth. Consistent with sacred traditions, she is not mentioned again.
However, the “soul” or “ghost” of the Ancient, mythic ancestor Kahutia Te Rangi is
consistently repeated as a positive spirit who is recognized as the Whangara Maori’s “deified
ancestor,” and he is recalled both by the humans and the aggrieved Ancient bull whale in the
work. So what representations of an ITs, duppy, or malignant spirit appears in Rawiri’s
discourse about his encounters abroad with the British? Certainly evil exists in his world, and it
is most frequently associated with colonization. Hiroa does remark that generally malignant
spirits are ghostly figures conjured up by sorcerers, and these entities most often appear as
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“familiar spirits” of the dead or underworld to the victims who fall ill (404). He also remarks
that that “Living people [the Maori] were greatly afraid of the ghost of the dead” (516).
There are varying indirect or direct references to concepts of the Ancient Dead, Living
Present, and Future Unborn in The Whale Rider. In terms of equivocating Equiano’s term of
“bad spirits” to define the white European slavers in his Narrative, I am applying the Maori
concept of the “malignant spirit” to define the negative images of Europeans which are
described in The Whale Rider. Such evil forms of racism occur in Rawiri’s descriptions of his
“away-from-home” scenes that bring him into close contact with the British colonizers outside
of New Zealand. According to his remarks, he seems to equate the white Europeans with the
“malignant, familiar spirits” defined by Hiroa (404; 516). At the time of Kahu’s birth, he, at
age sixteen, self-assesses that he has become culturally irresponsible. By the time that Kahu
turns four, twenty-year-old Rawiri decides to journey to the outer world across Kiwa the ocean
in order to better himself. He soon discovers the kinship bonding which Maori, whether close
or distant relatives, practice in foreign or urban spaces. He first relocates North to Sydney,
Australia, and gradually learns the potency of the British colonial power—the “ghost” or “evil
spirit” capable of spiritually castrating Pacific Islanders and making them feel unwanted,
isolated, different, and nonhuman. This is evident by the pattern of group clustering for safety
which Rawiri discovers that the Maoris have adopted. Sydney, he learns, is urban and teaming
with Maori friends and tribal family members (61). He also discovers that ancient kinship and
blood-descent family traditions have become rekindled among them as a positive
reinforcement to keep them morally and mentally sound. They have discovered that the British,
ironically, perceive them as being “malignant spirits”—interlopers--even though the Pacific
Islands were inhabited by indigenous people long before the onset of European explorers.
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Rawiri also learns that these Maori urban tribal members have re-adopted gnostic creeds of
self-love and vowed to maintain high levels of self-respect between and amongst themselves—
no matter what types of work that they may acquire which could cause class conflicts. Rawiri
takes a job in construction, which leads to his friendship with a wealthy British youth Jeff with
whom he spends time playing rugby or surfing.
It is also because of Jeff’s friendship that Rawiri goes further North above Sydney to
Papua, New Guinea, that provides him a broader view of British racism which is meant,
psychologically, to warp the self-respect of the natives by means of cultural messagings. After
he accepts an invitation to work for Jeff’s family, Rawiri has an epiphany about European
racial prejudice against native Pacific Islanders as a whole. There in New Guinea, he feels the
wrathe of the “bad spirits” as the British had expressed towards Ngotho’s tribe in Weep Not,
Child. For one, Rawiri learns that New Guinea is composed of hundreds of “tribal groups with
thousands of different tongues” (70). On a different note, he sees the clashes between New
Guineans and Europeans. The latter has conjured the natives with modern allurements of “new
technology” to mesmerize New Guineans into changing their lifestyles and the demographics
of their ancestral lands. But, in return for their investments, the British have demanded that the
now hybridized New Guineans must drop their tribal ways and assimilate to accepted levels of
sophistication according to European standards (70).
Rawiri’s eyewitnessing of British forms of degradation finally assists him in breaking
the evil spell of foreign assimilation. In fact, the British attacks on various tribal cultures in
New Guinea eventually galvanize his sense of pride in his own Maori heritage. He sees the
hypocrisy of foreign rule that is supposed to elevate the native people but actually subordinates
and destroys the gnostic core of New Guinean ancestral beliefs. Rawiri acquires first-hand
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knowledge by which to gauge comparisons of the land struggles between the Maori of New
Zealand with the British that dates back to 1854 (Miller 8). He finally appreciates the
nationalist movements currently taking place at home and specifically being guided by Koro
Apirana’s group that is calling for “one Maori nation” (70). Their clamors for independence are
similar to the revolutionary activities of the Mau Mau in Ngotho’s Kenya of the 1950s,
technically some forty years in the Past. The turning point for Rawiri occurs when his friend
Jeff accidentally strikes and kills a native in an automobile accident. Rawiri witnesses the
family’s open condescension towards the injured New Guinean, and indirectly, their contempt
for him as a non-European, evil spirit encroaching on their seized colonial lands. Their overt
callous prejudice convinces Rawiri after four years to return home to New Zealand. However,
familial struggles at home and tragic consequences affecting the whales become the real tests
of Maori nationalism that crystallizes Rawiri’s appreciation for Kahu.
Exorcising Evil within the Tribe: The Elder’s Revenge or
Own Salvation
In these geographical sites, the “bad spirits”—the human or abstract corruptive forms
from the outside world--affect the Elders on site at their ancestral turfs. Their struggles are
great; however, they still have to contend with unhealthy spiritual forces within their tribal
communities. And this is where Mudime’s additional theories on the conditions which cause
the variabilities of history within a particular geographic space further exemplifies the complex
meanings of African “gnosis. He even refutes Gasset: “Yet common sense indicates a
paradox—the very concept of history is not transparent” (188). In other words, gnostic truths
are not easily reduced to a simple statement. Accounting for transformations of beliefs
becomes problematic. To illustrate, Mudimbe, ironically, cites an adage in Maori cultural
traditions to make a point. “The problem of a history that can be thought of as a question mark
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or, to put it in a maore optimistic manner, as a project, is thus directly linked to both the subject
and the object of history” (188). This means that history is shaped by two objects or groups not
necessarily agreeable. Continues Mudimbe: “History is both a discourse of knowledge and a
discourse of power. To use Foucault’s language, history, as well as all human science has the
‘project of bringing man’s consciousness back to its real condition, of restoring it to the
contents and forms that brought it into being, and elude us within it’” (188). To illustrate this
point theoretically, Mudimbe again stresses the difficulties of maintaining and even
interpreting gnostic truths once they do become recoverable. He states:
Let us pause to clarify the difficulties brought about by [. . .] two main
questions of African gnosis. First, there is the thesis of a transhistorical
thought, which constitutes a challenge of all external determinations,
including the historical. . . . Second, the thesis of history as a dynamic of
variables (Ortega y Gasset), or as a theoretical model combining multi-level
diachronic rhythm (Braudel), explicitly or implicitly posits thought as a
major factor in the evolution of cultures, understood as different historical
characters. To perceive the silently supposed importance of critical
thought’s initiatives, one has only to refer to the three criteria that according
to Braudel [. . .] should be retained for “one good definition” of a civilization.
These are: a cultural area or locus with its characteristics and its particular
coherence, the borrowing of cultural goods as sign of positive exchanges
or traffic that never stops, and, finally, refusals, the contrary of diffusion, in
which ‘each civilization makes its decisive choice through which it asserts
and reveals itself.’” (188-89)
The particular locations at which “civilizations” define themselves also reveal themselves to be
Ngotho’s Mahua Village, Mama Day’s Willow Springs, and Koro Apirana’s Whangara
Village. There, the Elders fight off “negative” exchanges—internal “bad spirits” masquerading
in human forms. These forces are antithetical to Mudime’s positive meanings. These negative
concepts arise because the three authors show that these “bad spirits” are engaging in antitribal “trafficking” and “diffusing” of evil practices that finally “assert” and “reveal”
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themselves to the Elder freedom fighter. These evil spirits, whom the Elder targets as real or
imagined, surprisingly prove to be regular members of the community or tribe.
These same “bad spirit” figures are also associated with the theme of Death in these
several works. Death emerges as a personification setting out to wreak havoc upon traditional
life, and the Dead Spirits or Things for whom or which they serve split into the two
classifications of “Good” or “Evil.” The Elder figures become involved in waging wars to
exorcise the evil spirits, and either are vindicated for their efforts or are redeemed from their
own “malignant spirits.” For example, the “Good” Spirits of the Dead are easily identifiable in
Weep Not, Child. In the novel’s opening, Ngotho is the reigning patriarch and Elder gatekeeper
over ancestral land that he once owned. Now he performs effeminate work as a houseboy for
Mr. Howlands the current British landholder. The colonist’s World War I caused Ngotho to
leave home, family, and his ancestral land, and World War II also sent two of his sons also
away to war. In the Living Present of the 1950s, Ngotho is aware that colonialism has
destroyed two of his ancestors: his father Mugo, who first lost the ancestral lands, and his son
Mwandi, who died fighting in World War II for the very British.
The incident which spurs Ngotho to act against the “bad spirit” British landstealers has
cause-effect consequences which lead Ngotho to rise up like a man and ancient warrior. First,
Ngotho’s son Boro returned home from World War II quite disillusioned over the state of
affairs. He along with his brother Kori eventually decide to join the Mau Mau revolution to rid
Kenya of British occupation. Their rebellious, violent actions unleash a chain reaction of
Death. Boro had listened intensely to Ngotho’s creation story about how Murungu had
bestowed land upon the Kenyan Africans, and then learned that the British had stolen the
family’s parcel from his grandfather. This story had left Boro continually unsettled. He,
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especially, had begun to lose respect for Ngotho, which Ngotho had sensed and felt ashamed.
A second wave of Death occurs because Ngotho has his manhood tested. As the two African
nationalist parties plan an economic strike against the British to loosen economic control,
somehow Ngotho becomes fired up—inspirited by some ancestral spirit to attack Jacobo at the
first public rally, which had been mandated to be peaceable. His action garners the wrathe of
the British “ITs spirits.” Ngotho suffers physical impairments from Howland’s severe beatings
and also loses his rental home on Jacobo’s properties which all rapidly reduce Ngotho’s family
to poverty level. Still, in attempting to earn Boro’s respect, Ngotho ends up putting his family
in danger for the next five years. Both Howlands and Jacobo continually attack and/or imprison
Ngotho and his sons as suspected members of Mau Mau. Even his wife Njeri and Kori are
detained in prison for violating curfew, but Kori never returns home. He is sent to detention
camp for life. Boro, on the other hand, grows more distasteful towards Ngotho for being
cowardly and actually kills both Jacobo and then Howlands. But the most manly act which
Ngotho does is to take credit for killing Jacobo—first to save Boro, and also to redeem his
flagging manhood. Nonetheless, the police brutality continues as they kill off or imprison
Boro, Kamau, and Njoroge. When two disappear and never return after Ngotho’s death,
Ngotho’s dynasty is left in the hands of his weak-willed, confused son Njoroge who has
become educated out of his tribal traditions. The hope is that Ngotho’s wives prevent Njoroge
from committing suicide. As a young male who should practice co-wifery, he has the potential
of regenerating sons in a new postcolonial Kenya emboldened to freedom by the sacrifices of
his father Ngotho and his brothers.
Similarly, the “Good” Spirits of the Dead are easily identifiable in Mama Day. Death
has wrought tragedy upon the Wade-Day maternal line owing to the pernicious “duppy bad
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spirits” of slavery, but ironically and positively, the evil entity has enabled Mama Day, her
sister Abigail, and her granddaughter Cocoa to exist as free landowners. Sapphira Wade had
been the fighting foremother who also was dubbed an African “conjurer” and a “witch”
according to her bill of sale. That conjuring link accounts for Mama Day’s skills in the healing
arts as well as capabilities at exorcising “duppy-type” evil spirits. And, like Ngotho’s
experience, Mama Day’s gender-different matriarchal line is threatened with extinction when
Cocoa returns to Willow Springs in the fourth year of her marriage. However, the “duppy bad
spirit” is not a member of white culture this time but a black member of the Willow Springs
community. Just like inter- and intra-tribal wars in African culture, Mama Day and Ruby, the
“duppy evil spirit,” engage in a Mau Mau war over Cocoa. Little does Cocoa recognize that
Ruby is her enemy as she and George feast with family and friends. Cocoa had kept up her
guard against the city, but naively drops her guard once safely at home in the country because
the human forms look familiar. Yet, Ruby has not dropped her perception of Cocoa as a “badspirit” enemy within their group, particularly following one night when they had been playing
cards and Junior had paid too much attention to Cocoa. Ruby remembers last year and her
jealousy re-ignites. She lays her plot of death by suggesting to wash and braid Cocoa’s hair. In
the process of oiling Cocoa’s scalp, she rubs in a poisoned-laced potion that transforms Cocoa
into a hallucinating, putrefying, shapeshifting “duppy spirit” that begins to die right before the
eyes of Mama Day and George.
Mama Day has to call upon all of her exorcist knowledge of rootworking to combat
Ruby’s lethal poison. She tries herbal potions but none work, and Mama Day has only one
option. Like Ngotho’s self-sacrifice for nationhood in the stead of his sons, Mama Day realizes
that a human sacrifice is the only way to save Cocoa. She, thus, knowingly puts George to the
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ultimate test, even though he has a heart condition, takes daily medications, and must never be
overexcited. She tells George that he must go into her chicken coop where the rooster resides
over the chickens, proceed to the setting hen, and then bring back whatever he finds. But
George is too hybridized, rationale, cynical, and urban-oriented to believe in African
conjuration and exorcism. His only fear is the rooster. In some respects, George is a victim of
the Black Atlantic—a product of a nullified family history in which he only knows the identity
of his mother, a prostitute, and never the identity of her patron donor, his biological father.
Also, having grown up in an unnatural world of concrete in an urban orphanage under the strict
guidance of the headmistress who taught all her boys to believe only in the Present-now,
George is totally anti-African and a disbeliever in the Sankofaic trinity connecting the Living
Dead of the Past, the Living Present, and the Future Unborn. This is why Mama Day can make
her callous decision to choose George as the human sacrifice to save Cocoa. He is a
disbeliever. On the other hand, Mama Day’s African rootworking skills work like magic.
George’s death from a heart attack has an immediate purifying effect upon Cocoa. She arises
healthfully reborn into a true believer of her Wade-Day African ancestral legacy. Another
purifying ritual which Mama Day performs relates to exorcising Ruby. Mama Day simply
walks to Ruby’s house, laces the foundation with a chemical, stomps her cane to create an
electrical charge, and in effect, blows up Ruby in her house. The land is thus cleansed of a
“duppy evil spirit.” In the concluding scene some fifteen years later in 1999, Cocoa is passing
on the novel Mama Day to her son George. She has turned into an African priestess and
guardian of her matrilineal heritage, now once again gender transformed because of the
birthing of her male child. Like Ngotho in Weep Not, Child, the Future bodes promise for
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Cocoa and Mama Day for the Wade-Day ancestral heritage is protected and will not die out
since it has been regenerated by the birth of Cocoa’s son.
A female child carrying on the Future chieftaincy of the Maori tribe of Whangara is not
an acceptable resolution for the Elder Koro Apirana, who sees Kahu as a “familiar,” but
“malignant-type” evil spirit. And like the instances for Ngotho and Mama Day, it takes the
occasion of a near death on the land site for the blindsighted Elder to recognize and accept a
transformation of Ancient gnostic truths. All along since Kahu’s birth, Koro Apirana has been
inordinately negative and cruel to the child in her rare forays to the patriarchal household. At
first, since he cannot stand Kahu, Koro Apirana commands that Kahu must live away from her
paternal ancestral lands on South Island with her maternal grandparents. On the other hand,
Rawiri continually reports the progress of Kahu as she ages and as he moves in, around, and
out of the Whangara community. By age two, he reports some of Kahu’s strange animistic
actions. For instance, one of the signs of respect for the Elder chief is for the next one to bite
his big toe. Rawiri reports the circumstances of that exact ritual being performed when Elder
Koro Apirana suddenly felt a pain to his big toe. It turns out that Kahu had been hiding under
the table and listening to the story; she then had skillfully performed the ritual. However, the
Elder only perceived her action as the work of a “malignant spirit,” so to speak. On another
occasion as a child, Rawiri reports that Kahu had heard a story about how the whales benefitted
the Maori peoples by supplyiing them with meat and oil. But this bloody story of killing the
whales had only upset Kahu; she cried ceaselessly for hours. Additionally, as Koro Apirana
began a training school for boys to learn traditional ways, he banned Kahu from participation
because she was a girl. Yet, by the time that she had turned eight years old, she had not only
become skilled at the rituals owing to self-teaching or from some formal classes at school, but
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she also had become knowledgeable about some of the boy’s initiation rites. For instance, a big
disappointment to Elder Koro Apirana had occurred because of the sea-test when he had
dropped his sacred stone talisman of the chieftain’s authority to the bottom of the ocean. The
boy who succeeded in retrieving it, supposedly, would become the next chief. They all failed.
A little later, Rawiri had taken Kahu out to the exact spot where Elder Apirana had dropped his
sacred stone. She retrieved it from Kiwa the ocean and Rawiri then returned it to Nanny
Flowers for safekeeping. Nanny Flowers decided to wait for the right occasion to tell Elder
Apirana who, meantime, had fallen ill owing to his students’s disappointing performances. He
had become so distraught, in fact, that he missed Kahu’s premiere school recital performed in
Maori tribal tongue which she had dedicated to him.
The turning point at which Elder Koro Apirana himself becomes exorcised of his own
“malignant spirit” and thus finally able to see Kahu as the tribe’s foreordained, gifted child
chief instead of a “bad spirit” occurs when Kahu, by accident, calls the whales back to land.
She has the animistic gift and can mimic the cries of the whales. But in her innocence and lack
of sophistication at whale calling, she accidentally causes them to beach twice. The first group
hears her call, searches her out, and lands at Wainui Beach. Rawiri and others hear about the
strange event, but do not attach its significance to Kahu, even though Koro Apirana sees it as a
bad omen or act of an “evil spirit.” Rawiri reports how the local citizens all turn out to send the
whales back to sea. However, on the second occasion when the Ancient bull with the sacred
marking lands with his family on Wainui Beach, Elder Koro Apirana definitely believes that an
“evil spirit” has conjured them off their path and thus to die. This is when he raises the
question, “Where lies the blame?” His question is a typical belief among Maori people that,
when a victim is conjured by an evil spirit, the person has committed some sort of “error” to
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attract the spirit (Hiroa 404). Koro Apirana does not call out Kahu’s name, but by indirection,
he blames her. She, in turn, internalizes her grandfather’s censure as being the source of the
whales’ misdirections (Ihimaera 110). She offers herself as a human sacrifice to save the
whales, and thus the tribe, by riding the Ancient bull out to sea along with his whale family.
This repetition of whale riding history threatens Kahu’s own possibililty of dying by drowning.
Death, the “malignant spirit,” now threatens the well being of Maori culture and its
ancestral practices. Finally, Elder Koro Apirana’s eyewitnessing of Kahu’s self-sacrificial act
of death is a revelation to him. At last, he recognizes who is the real Future leader of the Maori
people and modern antidote to invasive British traditions that have contaminated the land. The
“good spirit” of salvation—Kahu--has been living under his nose for eight long years, and
Elder Koro Apirana has refused to recognize a newer, gender definition of gnostic truth. Only
now does he see and accept that the world has changed: Maori culture is no longer living in the
purist days of the Ancients. New Zealand has become colonized, and outside foreign forces
owing to British colonization have transformed his precious land. This is why Elder Koro
Apirana finally has an awakening when Nanny Flowers at last returns his chief’s sacred stone
and makes him guess who had retrieved it from the bottom of the ocean. He feels so ashamed
and so repentant, especially since he had witnessed Kahu riding the Ancient bull out to sea. It
is he who hovers near her hospital bed and begs forgiveness. It is he who apologizes for not
knowing. There is a need to purify the lands, and Kahu is that “good spirit” of regeneration.
Out of near-tragic circumstances, a bullheaded chief has a chance at cultural renewal. For Elder
Koro Apirana, himself, has been exorcised of his own “malignant spirit” of gender bias. Like
Weep Not, Child and Mama Day, The Whale Rider ends on a promise of hope and the
anticipation of Future regeneration of the Maori tribe. Drastic near-death circumstances have
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driven the Elder figure to reassess, upgrade, and recodify the ancestral gender traditions of the
Ancients according to contemporary times of the Living Present.
To conclude, the Elder figures in Weep Not, Child, Mama Day, and The Whale Rider
have struggled with generational conflicts in order to protect the spirits of the ancestors and to
retain control of ancestral lands. Owing to European colonization or slavery, however, the
Elders have had to wage wars against both foreign and “familiar” bad spirits from within their
own communities as well. All three texts reveal the interlocking cultural and tribal practices
that have kept the lands in Kenyan African, African American, and New Zealand Maori
cultures free, even if sometimes only briefly, owing to the actions of the Elder figures Ngotho,
Mama Day, and Koro Apirana. They have resiliently stood between the Ancient Dead of the
Past and the Living Present. But the Ancient world which they have strived to keep pure is no
longer protected owing to modern and postmodern transformations imposed upon the land
from foreigners or unknowing children or grandchildren. The family strifes which have arisen
do so owing to the rebellious Elders who have insisted that the Present Time legal or surrogate
heir must fully understand the gnostic principals that connect the Ancient Dead of the Past, the
Living Present, and the Future Unborn. At the end of each novel, the warring Elder has been
the agent of change whether rightfully or wrongfully in order to insure regeneration of the
tribal family. Ultimately, it is the Elder figures, according to the omniscient narrators, who
defeat the “bad spirits” haunting his/her lands and, therefore, who ultimately prove that cultural
survival is dependent upon safeguarding ancestral traditions and passing on the gnostic truths
of the Ancients who must never be forgotten.
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MASTER OF TWO SERVANTS: THE SCRIPT VS. THE COMMUNITY
By Miriam Mills
Rider University
2083 Lawrenceville Road
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
millsm@rider.edu
During a plenary session in Denver at the last Association for Theater in Higher
Education Conference on “Manifestos on Subjects We Don’t Want to Talk About,” Jill
Dolan of Princeton University eloquently questioned casting choices in many of our
undergraduate theater institutions. Professor Dolan implied that “color‐blind”
casting is a simple task and our cultural climate is such that ignoring this practice is
unacceptable and even ridiculous (Dolan). On returning home from Denver, I
received a rider to our contract from Dramatists Play Service, which holds the rights
to “The Pillowman,” informing us that, under no circumstances, may we change the
sex of any character in our production of the play (personal communication, 2008).
These two events began a thought process on casting in educational theater and the
legal, moral and ethical implications implicit in our directorial and artistic decisions.
What is the potential clash between the director and the community within which
she operates? I started to question what types of accommodations are acceptable as
well as which, if any, non‐traditional casting choices are suitable in our educational
community.
When considering religious accommodation, it occurred to me that the
political demands of the educational environment are often in direct opposition to
the artistic demands of the script. Many examples come to mind. What if an
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orthodox Jewish student auditions for a role in a university’s upcoming musical and
the young man clearly states on his audition form that he is unable to rehearse on
Friday evenings and Saturday during the day? The young man further states that he
is unwilling to perform on Friday nights and is asking for an accommodation. Is the
university required to grant him this? The effect of this accommodation is not
minor. The student will miss at least 20% of all rehearsals and the cast would be
required to adjust to a different actor for every Friday night performance. A young
Muslim woman shows up at an audition for “Sweet Charity” wearing a Hijab on her
head. The director is concerned about the willingness of this young woman to wear
a skimpy, revealing costume. Does the director even have the right to ask about her
willingness? If she refuses to wear a designed costume, are we required to
accommodate her religious values? A conservative Christian student attending a
university in Texas is cast in a show and is refusing to utter certain “offensive”
words written in the script. Is the director’s first obligation to maintain the integrity
of the script or to accommodate the student’s religious sensibilities?
Casting dilemmas are not limited to religion. For example, let us imagine that
a university in Massachusetts has decided to stage Sean O’Casey’s “Plough And the
Stars.” At the same time, a college in South Carolina is planning to mount Ed Bullins’
“In the Wine Time.” In the first instance, is casting students of color acceptable or
even appropriate? Clearly, integrating casting in Ed Bullins’ play would distort Mr.
Bullins’ intent. Is race‐appropriate casting acceptable under the above
circumstances? When “color‐blind” casting defies historic credibility should it even
matter in an educational environment and will fear of litigation force public
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educational institutions to forgo even producing these scripts?
Some might suggest that researching how these issues are handled in the
professional world is the first step in deciding on a path towards appropriate action.
It is well known in theater circles that last year Broadway mounted a successful
production of William Inge’s “Come Back Little Sheba” with the famous African‐
American actress S. Epatha Merkerson in the traditionally white role of Lola. This
play was first produced in 1950 and is supposed to take place in a “mid‐western
city” (Inge; original program). It is historically accurate that, during this time
period, an inter‐racial couple in a mid‐western city would never be tolerated, and
yet audiences and critics were willing to “suspend their disbelief.” While doing
research on this topic, I was struck by how few reviewers even brought up the race
issue at all. For example, Associated Press, Variety and the New Yorker never even
mentioned the unorthodox casting. New York’s two major papers did, but only in
passing. “That Ms. Merkerson is an African‐American in a predominantly white cast
only underscores the sense of Lola’s enforced passivity,” said Ben Brantley of the
New York Times (Brantley, January 25, 2008). Joe Dziemianowicz of the Daily News
had a similar reaction. “Though never overtly referenced, the fact that Merkerson is
black and Anderson is white adds dimension to the Manhattan Theater Club’s
presentation and suggests why Doc and Lola are so isolated (Dziemianowicz,
January 25, 2008).” The implication here is that it does not matter what may have
been historically relevant 60 years ago; today is a new day and our values have
changed.
The issue of casting outside of historical or realistic boundaries could easily
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come up when dealing with students who have disabilities. Can we cast the talented
student as Lemmings in “Take Me Out” if that student happens to be in a
wheelchair? Is creating reality our first obligation as educators? What about equal
opportunity? Is everyone guaranteed equal casting rights? Most educators would
agree that the more stage time a student has, the greater the growth. If this is the
case, is it fair to reject the student who cannot commit to the demands of the script
based on his religious beliefs or physical limitations when other, more appropriate,
students are available to fill the roles? How do we evaluate our obligations as
educators seeking to promote racial and ethnic blindness and general equality with
our artistic obligations to the text and to the playwright’s intent? On the other hand,
what community risks do we encounter if we strictly adhere to the playwright’s
wishes?
To further complicate this issue, the next logical question may be: Should
ugly or overweight be treated as a disability? It is common among colleges to cast
the tall, slender, attractive (and often white) student, male or female, as the lead.
The less attractive, heavier albeit equally talented student is often relegated to
playing the older characters – mother, father, etc. We, as directors, are so often
driven by superficial, television inspired ideals of beauty that we continue this
practice into educational theater casting decisions. Many of us seem unwilling to
accept the traditionally less attractive for leads, perhaps afraid of really daring to be
different or of being judged harshly ourselves. Professor Dolan asked “Why should a
university acting program conform to the most egregious racial and body‐type
profiling practices of the mainstream profession (Dolan)?” I can imagine that the
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question of whether ugly is a disability will soon become moot because it is a
foregone conclusion that universities will soon have to legally deal with the wealthy,
irate father who is threatening to sue the school unless his less attractive daughter
is cast in a lead. “I demand an equal education for my child, and I pay $30,000 a
year, just like the father of the thin, attractive student.” Is there a moral imperative
at play here? Are our casting decisions completely text driven or are they more
often culturally based? If we offer college credit for participation in our
productions, as many of us do, are we, therefore, obligated to cast based on talent
and nothing more? If a faculty member’s production serves as the basis for
promotion and tenure, will that faculty member be willing to take casting risks?
The first line of defense for some directors might be that we cast all those
students who are accepted in our programs and it just so happens that all the
students that we choose are white, slender and attractive. The quick answer here
might be the “we only admit students who fulfill certain standards” but isn’t this a
dangerous and clearly illegal practice? Also, even if schools do not discriminate
against students of color or certain body types in their admissions practices, what
are their behaviors when the students are accepted? I decided to research this and
contacted numerous well‐known theater institutions that offer undergraduate
degrees from across the country. I contacted faculty from SUNY Oswego, Brigham
Young, U. Of Missouri, U of Colorado and Rutgers University, Mason Gross School of
the Arts among others. The first place I searched for answers was in the process an
educational institution undergoes in choosing their theatrical season. How are
repertory choices made? The process for picking a theatrical season varies from
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college to college. In some smaller institutions, the choice is based on the individual
interests and talents of the director/faculty member. In most major schools though,
a committee meets and attempts to create a season that takes into account the
abilities of the students with the intellectual, artistic and educational wishes of the
institution. For example, a committee will have a basic framework for choosing
their season (one classic, one musical, one contemporary play and one BFA was
typically cited). Once the framework is established, the committee takes requests
from the directors and balances that with the demands of the community. These
committees then evaluate what has been done recently and assess if it is again time
to, for example, “produce another Greek tragedy.” (personal telephone
communications, October 13‐17, 2008)
A number of faculty cited huge differences between the desires of the PhD
faculty and the MFA faculty. The battle to balance the scholarly needs of the
community with the talents of the students was mentioned numerous times.
Another concern discussed was the need to balance what the community wanted vs.
the desires of the artistic staff. Because so many schools are not totally funded by
the university and must count on ticket sales to make budget, being audience driven
was an important factor. What was most comforting to me in talking to the various
faculties was the number one cited reason for making repertory choices. That factor
was the ability, resources and time constraints of the technical staff. In every
instance, and in every school contacted, the designers and technical director had
veto power over play selection (personal telephone conversations, Oct. 13‐17,
2008).
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My next question involved accommodation for religious purposes. I gave
each faculty the three examples of the Orthodox Jew, the modest Muslim and the
Conservative Christian mentioned in page one. I was surprised to learn that
religious accommodation was considered routine. Most schools said that in the
instance of the Orthodox Jew, an accommodation would be made for rehearsals but
not for performances or tech rehearsals. But one university even said that they
would welcome the chance to double cast and have a different actor for Friday
evening performances. As for the modest Muslim example, the schools said that
they would be willing to revisit a costume choice for the student and try to
accommodate her religious concerns, if at all possible. The faculty had the most
trouble with the third example of the conservative Christian (personal telephone
communication, Oct. 13‐17, 2008).
The issue of altering the text to accommodate language concerns was an
uncomfortable topic for many. “Never!” “Never came up.” “It depends.” “Is the
language part of the character of is it a casual reference?” “I don’t change scripts.”
“We sign a contract that says we cannot change scripts.” “If I don’t notice, then I
don’t care.” “Probably not.” “Is my answer going to be published?” One faculty
reminded me that they have an “as‐cast” policy that reflects how casting is done in
professional theater. In an “as‐cast” contract, the student has to do it, as long as they
are told, upon acceptance to the institution, that this is university policy. Clearly, the
conservative Christian is not easily accommodated at many of the institutions
interviewed (personal telephone communications, Oct. 13‐17, 2008).
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The question of how schools deal with “color‐blind” casting was also
surprising. In 100% of the schools contacted, all stated that casting non‐
traditionally was routine and completely acceptable. One faculty spoke about her
willingness to cast a student of color in “The Diary of Anne Frank.” None seemed
concerned that the production might not be historically accurate. Every school gave
me examples of how students of color were given parts based on their talent rather
then the color of their skin. The only issue that remains unclear is how large of a
role students of color receive. Dr. Dolan stated “I rarely saw graduate students in
our program color‐blind cast in comparably meaty theatre‐historical roles. The
undergrads fared far worse, as the very few students of color routinely turned up as
servants or backdrops, in productions that conformed to conventional casting and
staging practices (Dolan).” The schools contacted would strongly disagree with Dr.
Dolan’s concerns. All vowed that they cast based on talent, not color (personal
telephone communications, Oct. 13‐17).
The one area that showed some indifference to the playwright’s intent was in
regard to the changing the gender of a character. Most schools admitted to doing
this routinely and were comfortable with the practice as long as it didn’t get in the
way of appropriately telling the story.
Casting a wheelchair bound actor had the most disagreements. “Under the
right circumstances.” “Sure, we cast handicapped students all the time.” “It depends
on the play.” “Nope, it doesn’t make any sense.” “Only if it makes sense with the
text.” “Not for a contemporary play.” “Maybe, but the circumstances would have to
be right (personal telephone communication, Oct. 13‐17, 2008).”
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Given these practices, what opinions and rights do playwrights have? The
law clearly upholds the rights of the playwright to insist that his or her artistic
property be untouched. The fear that lack of adherence to the script can dilute it to
the point where it becomes unrecognizable is an understandable concern. And
directors are taught in graduate school that the first job of the director is to respect
and adhere to the intentions of the playwright. I thought it might be useful to ask
two playwrights their opinions of the clash between the script and the community in
regards to casting. I interviewed two nationally recognized playwrights for this
article. William Masrosimone is an Emmy Award winning writer whose works
include “Woolgatherer”,” Extremities”, “Shivaree” and “Bang Bang You’re Dead” to
name a few. Rebecca Basham is the Sundance Award and Michael Kanin National
Playwrighting Award winner of Lot’s Daughters and Wrinkles. Mastrosimone
derides the audition process in general. He does not believe that the limited time
given an actor to ‘strut their stuff’ is sufficient to make an intelligent casting choice.
He also views casting to studying chemistry. He reminded me that if I remembered
the periodic table, I would recall that chemicals, when combined with other
chemicals, interact and become something else entirely. When asked if an
accommodation was acceptable for the conservative Christian, Mastrosimone
responded with “I would not allow anyone to change the language of my play. I
would welcome a conversation but I would not allow it (Mastrosimone personal
interview, Oct. 9, 2008).” Basham was a bit more flexible and noted that if the
character spoke a curse word casually, than she might consider some minor
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adaptations. “For “Wrinkles”, I would make no accommodation for language but for
“Lots Daughters”, I might consider it (Basham personal interview, Oct. 3, 2008).”
The question of non‐traditional casting in regards to ‘color‐blind’ choices was
similar. “Some choices can be left open to the director, sometimes it must be
considered when realizing the text. For a play like “Trojan Women,” type and race
are perhaps less relevant than in “Lots Daughters,” claimed Basham (Basham).
When Mastrosimone was specifically asked if Marjorie, the lead in “Extremities,”
could be played by a women of color, he responded with “absolutely” and told me
that when Karen Allen was playing the part in New York and was injured, the
producers asked if a very famous African‐American actress could replace her. He
was very comfortable with that choice. This particular actress eventually declined
the offer. Mastrosimone was much more concerned with type then with color when
his plays are cast. He told me that, for example, “Raul must not be too large. He has
to appear non‐threatening, charming. Shivaree can be a woman of color but she
must be southern (Mastrosimone).” Both playwrights were adamant that sometime
the script requirements were such that non‐traditional casting would alter the
intention of the play. Mastrosimone said that in “The Stone Carver” for instance, the
father must look Italian (Mastrosimone) and Basham noted that the preacher in
“Lots Daughters” should reflect the ethnicity of rural Kentucky. “Body type is
mostly irrelevant to me. But, if, for instance, the actor is obese, he has to be so good
that to not cast him would be unconscionable (Basham).” Both playwrights
consider audience response to typecasting and are concerned with what the
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audience will accept. Basham said that audiences were much more willing to accept
change and non‐traditional choices then audiences 20 years ago.
The question of casting disabled actors in traditional roles had an interesting
response from Dr. Basham. “”My younger sister is in a wheelchair, so I really don’t
want to discriminate. But if you bring a wheelchair bound person onto the stage and
it is not, in any way, acknowledged in the script, that can be a big problem of
believability (Basham).” Mastrosimone agreed and said “I don’t think Marjorie can
be effective if she is in a wheelchair, but perhaps some brilliant director can make
me believe (Mastrosimone).”
The irony of this dialogue came when discussing gender‐changes for the
characters they create. You may recall that when I interviewed faculty from around
the country for this article, all admitted to a willingness to change the gender of a
character if necessary to create equal opportunities for the female students. This is
the one area where both Basham and Mastrosimone were clear in their dislike of
this practice. “It defeats the purpose of the play to change the sex. In “Bang, Bang,”
to change the sex of the killer defeats the intention of the play (Mastrosimone).” For
Basham, she was even more adamant. “Cross‐gender casting is for me, a non‐
negotiable issue. I would not allow it (Basham).”
Philosophically, both writers were concerned with how freedom for
playwrights will be viewed in 20 years. “I think freedom as a writer is diminishing
all over the world,” states Basham. “Good taste should be a consideration but there
is a great danger in catering to the community. It will eventually destroy theater
(Basham).” Mastrosimone quoted a director from Carnegie Mellon Mladen Kiselov
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who said, “The stage is a battlefield of ideas and it is up to the playwright to see that
it is a fair fight (qtd in Mastrosimone interview).”
To help guide us to an intelligent, thoughtful approach to these dilemmas, the
governing boards of the Educational Theatre Association (ETA), the Association of
Theatre in Higher Education (ATHE) and the American Alliance of Theatre and
Education created a document entitled “Statement on Freedom of Expression, to set
the stage for a “best‐practices” policy. As part of the text this document suggests
that scripts “should be selected for their capacity to inform, educate, enlighten and
engage the interest of the school theater community” and that no material should
“be excluded on the basis of the race, gender, nationality or sexual orientation of the
author or another creative participant (CFTE Statement).” And yet the third
statement of the policy clearly deals with the issue of accommodation in regards to
the Christian student who does not wish to utter certain “offensive” words. “The
right of free expression does not encompass a right to make changes in another
artist’s work without permission,” warning that to do otherwise is a violation of
copyright laws (CFTE). Alas, the document does not venture into enough detail to
answer the questions of the young man in the wheelchair or the Muslim woman
refusing to wear a certain costume. The text does say, “The right of free expression
includes the right to refrain from speech or performance that is contrary to one’s
personal values. Theatre educators should be prepared to offer alternative
performance opportunities, where practical, to accommodate students who have
sincere and conscientious objections to performing specific material in a production
(CFTE).” This allows the student to refuse without being penalized but does not
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spell out what type of alternative performance opportunities might be acceptable.
The ATHA document also does not give the reader a great deal of guidance in
respect to casting concerns. In item 7 of the Guidelines for theatre faculty and staff,
the board states that a goal for educators should encompass the “Consideration of
community expectations and attitudes in the selection of study and performance
materials (CFTE).” I take this to mean that it is up to the individual director to make
choices that are sensitive to the needs of the community. But the concern for
maintaining the author’s intention is not mentioned and must be taken into account.
The question that needs to be asked is if the artistic decision is based on the needs of
the play, the cultural climate of the community, or the prejudices of the individual
director. Is adherence to historical reality vital to maintaining the integrity of the
script or, as in the case of “Come Back Little Sheba,” unnecessary and even unwise?
Granted, common sense must come into play here. Ed Bullins and Sean O’Casey
need text driven casting choices but many plays do not. This author cast an African‐
American as the prosecuting attorney of Oscar Wilde in “Gross Indecency.” It was
not historically realistic but the needs of the educational community were greater
than the need for historical accuracy. We need, as Dr. Dolan suggested, to analyze
our choices. The 600‐pound gorilla is not leaving so easily.
In my opinion, common sense and a basic fairness must be equal partners
when making artistic decisions. Audiences are clearly changing and young people
are often willing to accept what is offered. If an audience can accept a stage ‘freeze’
why wouldn’t they be willing to accept non‐traditional casting? But we serve the
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play. Sometimes boldly, sometimes, reverentially, but we must never forget our
obligations to tell the story as the playwright intended.
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Title of paper: The Story of Berlin: From Unification to Reunification
Abstract:
This presentation will share the challenges of developing, implementing, and assessing
an undergraduate learning experience at a small, private, religiously affiliated college in
Cincinnati, OH, that includes a ten day immersion travel experience to Berlin, Germany.
The seminar was developed under the premise that any people or culture, whether on a
local or national level, can only be truly understood when involving an interdisciplinary,
or at the very least, a multidisciplinary approach. Initiated and headed by Prof.
Brinksmeier, an interdisciplinary arts and humanities instructor at the host institution of
the College of Mount St. Joseph with additional presentations by art and music
professors from Ohio and Texas, the course featured lectures on numerous topics
centered on Berlin past and present.
Ever since the founding of Berlin, residents of this city have perceived themselves as
"Berliner" first and Germans second. To begin to understand this phenomenon and
answer the underlying question for the course: "What can we learn from the
accomplishments, ideas, and values of the people of Berlin in today's global world?"
students were asked to explore the complex and often contentious background of this
European capital from the perspectives of architecture, art, communications, history,
music, religion, and political science.
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Paper: The Story of Berlin: From Unification to Reunification: Development,
Implementation and Assessment of an Undergraduate Interdisciplinary Seminar with an
International Travel Experience
Introduction
The College of Mount St. Joseph is a small, private, catholic institution with a strong
interdisciplinary liberal arts core curriculum. It is located on the west side of Cincinnati,
OH and sponsored by the Sisters of Charity. The majority of its traditional student body
has grown up in the immediate tri-state area, Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky. 60% of the
students are first generation college attendees and few have had any foreign travel
experience. Ever since the year 2000 faculty had discussed the need and importance
for a study abroad program for traditional students. How else could one expect
graduates to define their responsibilities in a global society as demanded by one of the
bacelaureate learning outcomes? Surveys indicated that most students would not be
able to financially afford a full semester of study in a foreign country. Therefore, with full
support of the administration, faculty members from disciplines across the curriculum
began to design interdisciplinary courses which would include a 10-14 day
international/immersion travel component. Today, several courses that include trips to
Italy, Greece, Egypt, Ghana, Japan, and Germany have become fully established in the
core. Most are team-taught; all are very popular with students, traditional and nontraditional alike.
Born and raised in West Germany during the Cold War, with family in both Germanys,
divided by minefields, wire, walls and ideology, this author’s fascination with the city of
Berlin and all its implications proliferated the the inception of IDS 385, The Story of
Berlin: From Unification to Reunification.
Where else can one study the schism between two ideologies, socialism on one side
and capitalism supported by democracy on the other, within the same city, divided by a
wall? How could it come to this? What was/is the effect on Berlin’s inhabitants? Can the
deeply embedded disparity between Ossis and Wessis ever be fully overcome? Yet,
most important of all, what can we learn from Berlin’s contemptuous history, from the
values and accomplishments of its people in today’s global world with its very own
uncertainties?
It quickly became apparent that this topic would easily lend itself to an interdisciplinary
approach of study. History by itself cannot provide the answers. Yet combining its
methodology with those of art, architecture, religion, music and political science might
provide students with some insights into the intricate phenomenon that is Berlin, at
times one of the most derisive capitals in Europe.
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Planning the Seminar
Brian Ladd’s The Ghosts of Berlin: Confronting German History in the Urban
Landscape, would become one of the seminars main textbooks. Ladd offers an analysis
of Berlin’s (Germany’s) history through the study of the city’s buildings and monuments.
He claims that these structures do not only give us glimpses of the past from a historical
and architectural perspective, but offer insights into the “collective identity” of its people.
Throughout its history, Berlin has suffered through numerous destruction. To this day
the discussions about what buildings to preserve and which to replace in both the city
and the national government bare witness to the fact that the struggle for a national
identity continues, almost nineteen years after reunification.
After months of reading and preparation, the author decided to rent an apartment and
spend a month in Berlin to immerse and reacquaint herself with the city’s people and
daily life. More than twenty five years had past since the last visit and the changes in a
now united city deemed overwhelming. The ability to walk through the Brandenburg
gate was at once accelerating and daunting. Walking through the city, it was apparent
that Berlin had done an admirable job of not only accepting but also preserving its
history. The choices of sites to cover and for students to visit were baffling.
Staying in an apartment in a residential neighborhood with its restaurants, shops, and
local bars versus a hotel, proved to be extremely valuable. Unlike Germans in other
parts of the country, Berliners are by nature very outgoing and worldly. For the most
part very informed about world events, history, and international politics, they are never
shy to express themselves and offer an opinion on almost everything. Even a complete
stranger is effortlessly drawn into conversation with locals. After revealing the trip’s
purpose, the author found several everyday people, who had lived in Berlin all their lives
and were more than willing to share their stories with prospective students from the
United States; a grocer, whose store was sold out within hours of unification; a former
GDR official, who had worked for the Stasi; a bar owner, whose house was adjacent to
the Wall and who had witnessed escapes from the East; a musician from the West, now
employed by an orchestra from the former East; to name but a few. The opportunity to
hear these Zeitzeugen’s accounts of history, promised to be invaluable for students
attending the class.
The help from these new acquaintances enabled the author to locate a bed and
breakfast that would be able to accommodate approximately ten students and three
faculty members, while providing amenities appealing to young Americans. Rooms with
their own individual bathrooms and internet access in a common area are not
necessarily the norm in Berlin, even today.
A month of visiting sights, buildings, museums, talking to people, while living as they do,
using public transportation, shopping, cooking, doing laundry, quickly drew to a close,
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while the question on how and when to start the actual course still remained in question.
Multiple tour guide books have been written about Berlin since the fall of the Wall. While
helpful for most tourists, this trip was meant to design a College seminar. Students
would have a certain mount of free time to explore their personal interests, but they
would hopefully decide on more sights to visit, rather than spending time on yet another
shopping spree.
While walking down Kurfuerstendamm (Ku-damm), a major boulevard and shopping
center, the author discovered a fairly new museum, not yet mentioned in any of the tour
guides. Its English title The Story of Berlin immediately caught interest, but would
eventually provide the title for the seminar. The Story of Berlin, while providing a
chronological exhibition of 800 years of the history of the city, does not do so by the
means of the usual history museum; it concentrates on those years by focusing on the
life style of its inhabitants, providing artifacts of the lifestyle at any given time. Upon
walking into the lobby of the museum, one first sees a Trabbi, one of two cars ever
developed and produced by the East German government for its people. The museum
offers a multimedia interactive exhibition consisting of 23 theme rooms with animation
technology, which will force the visitor to feel present at any particular time of the city’s
history. One might see slaps of the former Berlin Wall; objects to support the
understanding of history such as Erich Honecker’s state coach; mechanical and pictorial
examples of the industrialization of Berlin; a bombed house during WWII shown with
cloth covering the broken windows and covers used to keep out the cold while people
were still inhabiting it; a display of living room furniture used in the 1960-ties by
inhabitants of the west and the east; a display of body odor exhibits (cloths in a glass
jar) used by the Stasi to identify “enemies of the State”; to name but a few. As many
Berlin ventures do, the museum offers guided tours in several languages, including
English. While this is plenty to attract many teachers’ interest, tours also include the visit
of the only surviving nuclear shelter in Berlin, way underneath Ku’-damm’s shopping
center. Fortunately, it never needed to be used, but it still remains a horrifying symbol of
the once fiercely fought and feared cold war. This exciting museum appeared to be the
ideal starting point for the seminar’s visit to Berlin.
Faculty decided to begin the study of Berlin with the first German unification in 1871, the
year that Berlin became the capital of the new nation. Compared to other German cities,
Berlin was “young”, known as a military bastion, and hardly exhibited any of the cultural,
artistic, and scientific leadership offered by cities such as Munich and expected from a
European capital. The seminar would be co-taught by two faculty members, with guest
lectures as appropriate. The course description and objectives/learning outcomes are
as follows:
Course Description:
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Through an exciting field trip to Berlin we will explore the complex and often contentious
role of this influential European capital and the life of its people from the perspectives of
history, politics, culture, religion, art and architecture.
Our journey will take us from the sleepy residential town of Berlin to capitol of the Reich,
Berlin under Hitler, Berlin the divided city during the cold war, to reunification in 1990,
and finally to the Berlin of today, one of the most vibrant multi-cultural capitals in
Europe.
Course Objectives/Learning Outcomes: at the conclusion of this course, the student
will be able to:
Demonstrate an understanding of the diversity of cultural and religious life in
contemporary Berlin as demonstrated by architecture, ethnic cuisine, music and art in
multi-cultural neighborhoods. (journal entries, final project) (LO A., PI 2-4, LO C., PI 1-3,
LO E., PI 1-2)
Demonstrate an understanding of the resistance movement and its consequences
under the Nazi regime in Berlin, as expressed in art, music and writings. (journal entries
after visits to concentration camp Sachsenhausen, the Jewish Museum, and the Kaethe
Kollwitz Museum, final project) (LO B.,PI 2-4; LO C., PI 1-4, LO E., PI 1-3)
Demonstrate an understanding of the political, social, economic, artistic, religious
conditions under communist rule in East Berlin, i.e. life under the Stasi. (journal entries
after visiting the Stasi Museum, the Stasi Prison and the meeting with Gerhard Ehlert,
final project) (LO D. PI 4, LO E., PI 1-3, LO F., PI 3)
Demonstrate an understanding of the political, social, psychological, and artistic
repercussions of living in a city divided by a wall, barb wire and mine fields. (journal
entries after visiting Check point Charlie Museum and the meeting with Werner Herbert,
final project)(LO B., PI 3-4, LO C., PI 1,2,4, LO D., PI 4, LO E., PI 1-3, LO F., PI 3-4)
The means of assessment are indicated in parenthesis, followed by learning outcomes
(LO) and performance indicators (PI) from the baccalaureate core curriculum. The
College mandates that the relationship between both course and core outcomes be
clearly indicated. (For the list of the baccalaureate outcomes, please refer to Appendix
I.)
The seminar was designed to be taught in the accelerated format, with six 3 1/2 hour
meetings before the trip, and one following the visit to Berlin. This format required the
students to fulfill a pre-assignment before the first class meetings. They were asked to
choose one of the following four topics, write an eight to ten page paper, and be
prepared to present their work at the appropriate class session.
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Berlin Under Bismarck
At the time of German unification in 1872 Berlin, a residential city, over night
becomes the new capital of the German Reich. Compare Berlin to other
important European capitals at the time. Aside from housing the government,
what role does a capital play regarding the development/representation of
science, art, architecture, music and religious diversity? What are the
implications for the city of Berlin and what steps are taken to assure
competitiveness? How does this compare to the Berlin of today?
Berlin Under Hitler
By the time Hitler came to power in 1933, Berlin exhibited a leadership position in
the visual arts, film making, music, and science. What was the Third Reich’s
philosophy on the arts? How did it affect painters, sculptors, musicians, and
writers? What were the implications for the thriving and previously highly
influential Jewish community in Berlin? How strong was the resistance movement
in Berlin?
Berlin, Divided City
In August 1945, the allies divided Berlin into four zones: American, British,
French and Russian. On August 13th, 1961 the East German government erected
the Berlin Wall, which would divide the city for more than 28 years. What was the
purpose of this wall? What was the effect on the citizens of Berlin? Compare life
in the divided city from the political, artistic, cultural and religious perspectives
during the cold war.
Berlin, Reunification
On November 9th, 1989, the Berlin Wall fell, which led to German reunification on
October 3rd, 1990. What were the movements leading up to the fall of the wall?
What was the US involvement? What was the reasoning for declaring Berlin
as capital of Germany once again? How did reunification affect artistic/cultural,
religious, and political life in the city?
Faculty decided on the following evaluation process as indicated in the syllabus::
Evaluation:
Pre-assignment
Journal
Critical Reflection

25%
30%
15%
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on Readings
Final Project

30%

You will be expected to turn in a two page critical reflection on the assigned readings for
each class. You will be required to submit a journal reflecting upon your experiences
and insights while in Berlin. The entries should assess the impact of the trip on your
understanding of Berlin as it relates to the learning outcomes listed above. Your critical
reflections on the class readings and your journal entries will form the basis for your
final project. The final project should reflect about 20 hours of work. It could be a 10-15
page paper with illustrations and bibliography, a musical composition or an artwork. For
additional project possibilities, please contact the instructors. The project needs to cover
two of the course learning outcomes in detail. These learning outcomes are directly
related to the topics covered in class. Any musical composition or artwork needs to be
accompanied by a 3-5 page paper identifying how the project addresses the learning
outcomes.

Berlin under the Weimar Republic
Each class session was carefully designed around sights, exhibits and pre-arranged
tours while visiting Berlin. The first sessions focused on Berlin under Bismarck, Wilhelm
I, Wilhelm II, and the Weimar Republic. Students learned that at the time of unification
Berlin was catapulted into a position it was not prepared for; namely a rapid
transformation from a relatively small town to a major European capital. It experienced a
rapid economical expansion coupled with a vast growth in population. In 1871
approximately 865,000 people inhabited the city. By 1905 this number had grown to
over 2,000,000. During the same time the number of the Jewish population increased
from 18,900 to 53,900, (Large, p.48, 2000) marking the true beginning of Jewish culture
in Berlin. While barred from owning land, serving in the government and military by
German law, Jewish people became experts in the commerce and finance industry,
journalism, the arts, and sciences. They were first in building and running major
department stores and publishing houses. Students would see representations of their
work, lifestyle, and culture in the Jewish Museum in Berlin.
The rapid expansion of the city resulted in a severe housing shortage to which the
government responded by building a proliferation of Mietskasernen (rental barracks),
five story apartment buildings so named because of their similarity to military quarters,
with little privacy due to over crowding, communal bathrooms and kitchens. Remnants
of these early apartments were rebuilt and refurbished after WWII and are today much
sought after living spaces for Berlin’s middle class.
Despicable working and living conditions caused a social response, led by the rise of
the SPD (social democratic party) and its leaders in Berlin. Physical attacks on the
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Kaiser and increasing revolts in the streets forced a political response from Bismarck.
As a result, Berlin workers would be the first to enjoy fringe benefits: illness and
accident insurance, old age benefits, and a ten hour workday. (Large, p.44, 2000)
To be able to compete with established European capitals such as london and Paris,
Berlin was in desperate need of renovation. A city-wide sewer system had to be built.
The city needed public buildings, hotels, impressive monuments, churches, and shops.
The architect Karl Friedrich Schinkel and his neo-classical designs would leave a
permanent imprint on the city, visible even today. Students would visit the Neue Wache
(New Guard House), one of his most exquisite works.
Kaiser Wilhelm II had his own plans for Berlin when he ascended to the throne in 1888.
Under his watch, Berlin was to become the most modern of all European capitals. One
might sense a certain inferiority complex when looking at the structures he
commissioned; bigger appears to be better. The Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church, the
Berlin Dome, the Hotel Adlon, the first hotel with private bathrooms, and the Ka-De-We
(Kaufhaus des Westens), an enormous department store, all serve as examples of that
philosophy; all have been rebuilt, or as is the case with the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial
Church, have been left standing in ruins as an admonition to WWII.
By the 1890ies Berlin had become a center for the arts. Art, music and theatre were
thriving in the city and attracted painters, writers, actors and musicians from all over
Germany and later Europe. The archeologist Heinrich Schliemann led excavations in
the Mediterranean and the Near East. He discovered Homer’s Troy and eventually
willed his findings to Berlin’s Ethnographic Museum. In 1912 Wilhelm II ordered the
construction of the famous Pergamum Museum to hold the Pergamum Alter, a major
attraction for any visitor to Berlin.
Additionally, students were introduced to Berlin’s successes in the sciences and its lead
in urban transportation. A replica of Europe’s first traffic light can once again be seen at
Potdamer Platz, its original location. By the turn of the century Berlin was known not
only as a very modern metropolis, but also as one of the most liberal. Nightlife attracted
tourists from all over the world, with many establishments open 24/7. Along with
prostitution, visitors had access to morphine and cocaine clubs. Although forbidden by
paragraph 175 of the Prussian Penal Code, homosexuality was openly accepted. From
the perspective of a student in the 21st century, Berlin represented decadence at its
best.
The instructors briefly introduced students to the results of WWI and its effects on the
city. More importantly, they focused on the Weimar Republic, Germany’s first attempt at
democracy. Doomed to fail from the start, it was a period of total political and economic
instability. Inflationary rates were easily seen when comparing the fall of the German
mark to the US dollar in 1923; in May of that year the dollar was worth 42,000 marks; in
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November of the same year it was worth 4,210,500,000 000. (Large.p.173, 2000) To put
it in simpler terms, the cost of a glass of beer was 150 billion marks; a loaf of bread cost
the consumer 80 billion marks. In 2008, not even the rising gasoline costs can compare
to such figures of inflation, a concept difficult to grasp by most students. While the rest
of Germany suffered greatly, paradoxically Berlin thrived as an artistic community. True,
goods were expensive, but the city’s black market, already in place during WWI,
expanded. In 1925 Berlin was able to secure extensive loans from the United States
which were used for further modernization and building projects. With its relatively low
costs of living, the city attracted approximately 100,000 new residents per year,
hundreds of them artists from all over the world. In a time of general misery, the arts
offered badly needed distraction. The new genre of cabaret flourished. Berlin developed
a fascination with American music, namely Jazz and the “negro” culture. Josephine
Baker and her famous banana skirt were quite the rage of the time. Jazz became more
than just a temporary fad. In 1926, Deutsche Grammophon, the leading record label in
Germany started a special subdivision to promote this American genre.
Additionally, Berlin could compare itself to New York and London in the world of
classical music, with 20 orchestras, three major opera companies, and academic
institutions such as the Prussian Academy of Fine Arts directed by Arnold Schoenberg
and the Academy of music under the leadership of Paul Hindemith.
Students were introduced to the first truly German artistic movements of Expressionism
and studied paintings by its founder Ernst Ludwig, Emil Nolde and Otto Dix, all
members of the movement Die Bruecke. All works chosen clearly represented social
conditions of the time. To prepare students for the visit at Berlin’s New National Gallery,
the instructors chose works by Vassili Kandinsky, a representative of Die Blaue Bruecke
movement, and Max Ernst and Rudolf Schlichter from the school of Dadaism. Equally
important seemed the study of the teachings by Walter Gropius, founder of the
Bauhaus, a German school combining architecture with interior, graphic, and industrial
design which started in Weimar and opened an important center in Berlin. Students
would see an exhibition in the Bauhaus Museum, while visiting Berlin. Even with today’s
eyes, the work in this educational center appears incredibly futuristic while practical at
the same time.
Berlin under Nazi Rule
Since all students had studied aspects of the holocaust at one point in their secondary
education, the instructors chose to expose them to the A&E documentary by Steven
Spielberg and his Shoah Foundation The Lost Children of Berlin. The film focuses on
the fates of several holocaust survivors, mainly former students at the Grosse
Hamburgerstrasse School, an all Jewish educational institution which was closed by the
Nazis in April of 1942. Upon the school’s reopening in April of 1996, fifty former students
attended a reunion, many of them returning to Berlin for the very first time.
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As Zeitzeugen (time witnesses) several of them shared their stories and experiences
under the Nazi regime through the eyes of children.
Most of their families had lived in Berlin for four generations or longer. With a population
of more than 50,000 in 1934, Berlin was a thriving center for Jewish culture and
commerce. Jewish families operated the major department stores, such as the Ka De
We (Kaufhaus des Westens), still in operation today. They controlled major financial
institutions and most publishing houses. Not surprisingly, the survivors in the
documentary understood themselves as Berliners and Germans first and of the Jewish
religion second. To them and their families, the Nazis were the intruders into a longly
existing tradition which had survived many political rulers. Surely, their rule would seize
to exist in just a matter of time.
The Jewish children watched the growth of the Nazi youth movement with confusion
and were surprised when they experienced assault by that group. When fighting back,
some were exposed to parental reprimands, most likely based on fear. Slogans such as
Juden raus, Juden nach Palestina (Jews out, Jews to Palestine) added to the children’s
uncertainty, causing feelings of anger, despair, and a sense of insecurity in some,
particularly since in many families the parents would discuss matters behind closed
doors, excluding their sons and daughters.
Through the eyes of these time witnesses, the American students learned that the
German process of Jewish prosecution was indeed a gradual one. 1934 marked the
enactment of the Nueremberg laws. Jewish children were no longer allowed to attend
German public schools. As a result, the student body at Grosse Hamburgerstrasse
School grew from 700 to about 2,000 students. (Spielberg, 1996) Additionally, German
children were forbidden to associate and play with their Jewish friends. One of the
witnesses in the documentary recalled the sad moment when her German girlfriend
came to her home to inform her personally that she still considered her to be her best
friend, yet that her parents forbade her to have any contact with her. For many Jewish
children this resulted in pains of separation and extreme loneliness. The latter
intensified when Jewish families lost the privilege to own pets of any kind. Additionally,
phone services to Jewish homes were disconnected and when the Nazis imposed a
curfew on all Jews, Jewish children could no longer play on the streets with their friends.
The Nazis intended for life to be as difficult and inconvenient as possible in hopes of
forcing the Jewish population to leave Berlin and Germany as a whole.
Time witnesses expressed their confusion and pain when in 1938 every Jewish girl had
to adopt the middle names Sarah and every Jewish boy the name Israel. Carrying
traditional German names, this process marked the children as Jewish on any public
record. One witness in the documentary recalled feeling unequal to her German
counterparts and described her situation as being imprisoned in her own home.
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By 1938 more and more teachers at the Grosse Hamburgerstrasse School
disappeared. They were sent to Sachsenhausen, still a work-camp at this time. Some
would return with broken spirits, surrounded by a sense of secrecy, others were never
seen again. Fathers were taken away from home during the dark of the night,
sometimes by people the children knew, the local policeman for instance, who would
sometime admit that he did not necessarily want to obey his orders. During Kristallnacht
in 1938, the children witnessed the smashing of their family shops’ windows, thinking at
first that it had to be an accident.
From that point on, the focus of their education at Grosse Hamburgerstrasse School
shifted. Students were instructed in metalwork, cooking and other survival skills. More
and more students did not return to school. Where were they? Were they still alive?
Who would be next? Fear, anger , and pain became a constant companion in the
children’s lives. By this time, most Jewish families wanting to leave Berlin were no
longer able to do so. Not only was it close to impossible to leave, but most foreign
countries restricted Jews from entering. The few students left at Grosse
Hamburgerstrasse School in 1939, spent as much time there as possible. It was the
only place where where escapism from reality was possible fro a few hours. After the
Final Solution meeting in Berlin Wilmersdorf in 1942, the Nazis closed Grosse
Hamburgerstrasse School and the remaining Jewish families in Berlin were sent to
Ausschwitz and other concentration camps. One witness in the documentary recalled
surviving for a while by hiding in freshly prepared graves in a local cemetery.
The Spielberg documentary left a powerful and lasting impression on the American
students in the class. This was important, since they would see Grosse
Hamburgerstrasse School, and tour the now reviving Jewish neighborhood and
synagogue where the witnesses in the film had studied, lived, and worshipped.
In addition to the life and fate of Berlin’s Jewish population, students studied the effect
of Nazi ideology on the arts, namely the visual arts, literature, and music. Faced with
being blacklisted and censored, many artists, writers, and composers left Berlin and
found a new home in Switzerland, England, and the United States. Berlin students and
storm troopers organized the largest book burning on May 10th, 1933, protesting
against what they determined to be decadence and moral decay amidst
German/European writers. Students would visit the commemorative site in the middle of
Opernplatz during their stay in Berlin.
As an example of the importance of propaganda film during the Third Reich, students
watched scenes from Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph of the Will and Olympia in preparation
for the visit of the Olympic Stadium, built for the Games in Berlin in 1936.
Additionally, students were introduced to samples from the 730 paintings of the
infamous Exhibition of Degenerate Art in Berlin, in 1936. However, the seminar focused
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on the works of Max Liebermann and particularly the life and works of Kaethe Kollwitz,
since a visit to the Kaethe Kollwitz Museum was on the agenda for Berlin.
Similar to art music is to serve a social function, to be clearly defined in subordination to
the general aims of National Socialism, and to be denied traditional autonomy..(Peter
Raabe, 2nd president of the Reichsmusikkammer; Large, p. 283, 2000.) In other words,
in order to be accepted by the Nazi party, music had to be understood by and reach the
average citizen. Melodies were supposed to be singable; harmony and rhythm were
simple; march-like compositions were preferred. Accepted Classical composers
included Beethoven, Wagner, and Bruckner, composers who had lived prior to the 20th
century and had no connection to the decadent Weimar Republic. Students learned
about the fate of Nazi contemporary composers such as Arnold Schoenberg, Paul
Hindemith, and Kurt Weill.
Berlin Divided
In July of 1945 Harry Truman, Josef Stalin, and Clement Attlee met in Potsdam, just
outside of Berlin, to discuss Berlin’s and Germany’s future. Both the city and the country
were divided into four occupational zones, controlled by the United States, England,
France and the Soviet Union. Berlin’s Russian zone was by far the largest, due to the
fact that Russian troops arrived in Berlin long before the Allies did. West Berlin and what
would become West Germany were rebuilt under the influence of humanistic and
democratic values and would evolve with an economy based on western capitalism. For
the purpose of the course, the instructors focused on the political and socio-economic
developments in East Berlin and East Germany, an area students appeared to be least
knowledgeable of.
Both sides had to confront the most recent past and the crimes of the Nazi regime. The
people in the East aspired to build a new humane society, which would support equality,
social justice, with the rule of law. This was not to be. What emerged was yet another
dictatorship which would last for forty years. To help students understand how this was
possible and how it effected the city of Berlin, the instructors chose to show the
documentary The Burning Wall: Dissent and Opposition behind the Berlin Wall, a film by
Hava Kohav Beller.
A central figure in the documentary who would have consequential influence in forming
the new East German government and later in the resistance movement, was Robert
Havemann. Havemann, a physical chemist joined the communist party in Berlin in 1932.
He started a secret resistance movement against the Nazis, which was betrayed in
1943. Consequentially, Havemann was brought to trial and sentenced to death for
conspiracy to treason the same year. He managed to survive the war and was freed by
the Russian army in 1945. Already a convinced communist, Havemann believed in
Stalin and the Soviet cause. In 1945 Berlin was in rubble and faced extreme hunger and
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poverty. On one side, the country had just been completely defeated; on the other
people felt liberated from a terrible time of crime. Havemann and others like him
believed that in a politically and morally bankrupt country, democracy would be
impossible to achieve and communism would offer the answers to an anti-facist society.i
German communists who had fled to Russia during the Nazi rule, returned to East
Berlin and assisted the Soviet occupants in building a new government and society.
Havemann was offered a distinguished professorship at Humboldt University and would
eventually hold a seat in the new East German government.
In an attempt to deal with the Nazi past, Soviet occupying forces rounded up 200,000 so
called former Nazis, some innocent. They were either shot on the spot, shipped to the
Soviet gulag, or sent to former concentration camps such as Sachsenhausen. Students
in the course would visit Sachsenhausen and see remnants of this camp’s use, first by
Nazis and then Soviets.
In 1946, after the Berlin Blockade and successful Allied AIrlift, the western occupied
zone became the country of West Germany, officially known as the Federal Republic of
Germany, with its new capital in Bonn. Shortly following this event, the Soviet sector
declared itself an independent country, namely the German Democratic Republic, with
East Berlin as its capital and the communist Walter Ulbricht as head of government.
The new government began immediately with a successful indoctrination of its youth,
forming the communist youth organization Young Pioneers. Students in the class
rightfully asked the question why Germans were so easily persuaded to once again
wear uniforms; switching from the brown of just a few years prior to the new blue.
Instructors had difficulty answering the question. However, Juergen Fuchs, a writer and
witness of the time describes the situation in the documentary. Fascism was the primary
enemy of the State; the government continuously described anything “west” as fascist.
Students were taken to concentration camps such as Buchenwald to learn the results of
fascism. Fuchs remembers thinking that this can never happen again and learning that
communism offered the only solution. All children had to pledge to the high ideals of the
communistic cause. The government misrepresented the Berlin Airlift as a fascist
attempt to spray chemicals on East Germany’s potato plants in an attempt to destroy
the harvest. This may serve as one of many indoctrination processes.
Meanwhile, factories were nationalized and farms collectivized to build a workers and
farmers state. While the west enjoyed a flourishing economy due to the help of the US
Marshall Plan, the East German economy barely provided enough food for its citizens.
When construction workers in East Berlin demonstrated against the worker’s state for
more pay in 1953, Russian tanks were called in to help re-establish order. This event
prompted Walter Ulbricht to initiate the Stasi, the largest state security force ever. The
entire population would be classified as either good or bad for the state. In its heyday
the Stasi would employ more than 100,000 agents, 400,000 volunteer informants,
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including children, and would collect files on 5 1/2 million of its citizens, approximately
1/3 of the entire population. All phone calls and mail from the west were monitored and
social organizations/clubs and work places infiltrated. (Beller, 2003)
Continuing poverty, the promise of a better life in the west, and increasing
disillusionment with the socialist government led people to mass exit the GDR. In 1961
alone, three million East Germans escaped to the west (Beller, 2003). To stop this
bleeding of its population, the government constructed the Berlin Wall (August 13th,
1961), and eventually a demarcation border between all of East and West Germany. It
presented this to its citizens as the anti fascistic, protective wall, with the purpose of
keeping fascists out of the GDR. WItnesses in the documentary described how families
were separated by this wall in Berlin, would wave to each other across the wall, would
jump out of windows into the west until all windows were either bricked shut or buildings
torn down to create a “protective “ area. This area would eventually consist of minefields
and eleven integrated barriers, including tank barriers. There were twelve miles of anti
tank obstacles in Berlin alone. The once busiest and most thriving European city center,
Potdamer Platz, was barren and turned into no-man’s-land. Telephone lines to West
Berlin were cut, electric fences installed in sewer lines, and all subway traffic between
east and west came to a halt. On official East German maps of Berlin the west
appeared as a grey zone.
Students learned from the documentary how intellectuals such as the photographer
Harald Hauswald began to realize that the socialistic state they were living in was just
another dictatorship, with all power owned by very few at the top; that the border
installations were aimed at the state’s own population; the enemy of the GDR lived
within the GDR. Still believing in the value of a socialistic society, Robert Havemann
used his power to start an open lecture series against GDR leadership at Humboldt
University, offering alternatives to government dogma and demanding socialism to be
built from the bottom up. Too powerful to be imprisoned, the government released him
from his position, expelled him from the party, and placed him under constant
surveillance until his death in 1981.
However small in the beginning, a resistance movement had started. Song writers such
as Rolf Biermann and Bettina Wegner showed no fear and demanded free speech for
all in their compositions. When Erich Honegger replaced Walter Ulbricht in 1971, he
began to systematically persecute anyone whom he considered an enemy of the
socialistic state. Biermann received permission to give a concert in the West. East
Berlin took this opportunity to revoke his passport, which meant that he could not return
to the East. Bettina Wegner described her experiences of imprisonment in the Stasi
penitentiary Hohenschoenhausen, today preserved as a museum, which students would
tour upon their visit. Students learned from Bettina’s testimony about the tortures used
on inmates, intended to lead to the complete psychological destruction of the mind. The
use of floodlights prohibiting darkness at night and constant surveillance allowed the
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inmates no privacy. She described the use of radiation equipment such as x-ray
machines, water-torture, and sleep deprivation. Additionally, the Stasi administered
mind-altering drugs. Inmates were led to showers without water, which would cause an
instant fear of death. To the instructors’ delight, students immediately drew parallels to
the prisoner abuse and torture in Abu Ghraib.
When the young Lutheran minister Oskar Bruesewitz set himself on fire to protest
against the churches collaboration with the state in 1976, the resistance movement
mobilized the church. Churches in Berlin and Leipzig became centers for meetings of
human rights and freedom supporters in the 1980s. These meetings would grow in
numbers, and lead to powerful, peaceful mass demonstrations organized by clergy in
1989. Shortly after the 40th anniversary of the founding of the GDR, Hungry and the
Czech Republic opened its borders to the west, and on November 9th, 1989 the East
German government gave travel permission to its citizens. East Berliners went to the
Wall and climbed it with Volkspolizei (state police) standing by and watching, not
permitted to use force to retain the people.
It seemed important to spend this amount of time on the subject of the East German
socialistic state for students to understand the mind set of East Berliners at the time of
unification. For the intellectual leadership in the GDR the fall of the Wall signified the
end of a totalitarian government, not the first step to unification with the west. They still
yearned for a socialistic society by the people and for the people and did not believe in
a capitalistic economy. Even in 2008 students would encounter Berliners who share this
vision.
Berlin, Re-Unified
At the time of re-unification on October 3rd, 1990, Berliners of east and west had lived
apart for more than forty years under completely opposite forms of government with
vastly different ideologies. The process of unification would prove to be a long and
difficult one. Once it was decided that Berlin would become the united Germany’s
capital, decisions had to be made on how to bridge the differences of mind set and how
to rebuild its center, mainly the barren area of Potsdamer Platz. The scope of the
seminar did not allow for an intensive political and psychological analysis of the new
Berlin’s inhabitants; rather, instructors would focus on the architectural design of the
new capital, which clearly reflected the differences of world view and ideology of its
newly united citizens.
Once the Stasi records became public domain, East Berliners understood the extent of
the surveillance they had suffered under the socialistic government. The records
revealed life’s most intimate details spied upon and reported by co-workers, neighbors,
friends, and often family members. Fundamental human values such as trust,
friendship, and love had been destroyed by the system, resulting in a deep distrust of
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any sort of government and for many, people in general.
It comes as no surprise that the discussion of what buildings and statures to keep and
which ones to destroy was a heated one. For the west, East Berlin’s monumental
communist statures such as the 63 foot Lenin monument were an embarrassment in
need of destruction. For East Berliners they had become part of their neighborhoods
and part of their history. How far would East Berliners go when choosing between
assimilation into western society and insisting on their own separate identity? Many
younger people had no problem identifying themselves with western ideology; however,
the generation of what the west would call baby boomers looked for an identity based in
their past. Thus the identities of “Ossi” (Easterner) and “Wessi” (Westerner) were born.
Even in 2008 the students in the seminar would encounter the profound differences
between the two.
Should monuments in both east and west be judged for their historical or political
values? Should this assessment be the basis for destruction or preservation? If
buildings erected by the communists must go, should the same not apply for former
Nazi structures in the west, now used by city government? Should Prussian places and
other structures destroyed in WWII be rebuild? While many of these discussions still
take place in Berlin today, practicality based on financial resources and the lack thereof
appears to win in several cases. The Ernst Thaelmann memorial in the former east
might serve as an example. Thaelmann, a Stalin supporting communist, who opposed
the Nazis and died in Buchenwald in 1944, was a celebrated hero in East Berlin and so
honored by the city’s single largest monument on Wilhelmstrasse. Upon unification it
was placed on the list of those to be destructed. As it turned out, the process to do so
would be horrendously expensive and the money was never found. Students would
admire the stature for its size and political message during their visit to Berlin.
In addition to monuments and buildings, street names became the object of heated
political discussions. As in many cities, street names in Berlin were part of each side’s
historical identity. In 1993 a commission was formed to search for a solution that would
respect both citizens from the former west and the former east. It issued the following
recommendation: “..the second German democracy has no reason to honor politicians
who actively contributed to the destruction of the first German democracy. The same
goes for politicians who, after 1933. opposed one totalitarian dictatorship, that of the
National Socialists, in order to replace it with another totalitarian dictatorship, that of the
Communists.” (Ladd, p.210, 1997) As a result, street names with notable communists
who had died before Hitler’s or Ulbricht’s rise to power, such as Karl Marx and Rosa
Luxemburg remained.
While in Berlin students commented on memorials commemorating the humanity of the
combined east and west society, such as the enlarged bronze statue of Kaethe
Kollwitz’s Pieta in the Neue Wache. Additionally, they enjoyed the fact that differences
in traffic lights between east and west had been preserved, making it easy to follow
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where the wall had once divided the city.
In the new city’s architectural planning, the resurrection of Potzdamer Platz as a diverse
center which balanced residential living with office space, retail and entertainment,
became priority number one. Along with this mixed use requirement, came the demand
for the preservation of historical structures. The Sony Center might serve as a leading
example of such preservation. This huge complex which holds restaurants, cinemas
and shops is completely constructed out of glass. On its grounds once stood the Grand
Hotel Esplanade with its Kaisersaal, the only surviving part of the hotel. Sony was
challenged to move the Kaisersaal seventy-five meters to the west in order to save it
and incorporate it into the Center. Students were amazed at this technical achievement
documented by a video display just outside the Center. The old structure has been fully
refurbished to its former function, a gourmet restaurant.
While the new Berlin can proudly claim to be the home of Europe’s most modern
architectural buildings and city centers, students visiting the city quickly realized its
continuous struggle with its history and national identity. Brian Ladd states it best in the
following paragraph:”Germany has been called the first postmodern nation and the first
postnational society. Those labels refer to the tendency of German intellectuals to reject
any unselfconscious German identity and to insists on questioning its nature and
genesis. As they well know, however, their questions attract attention only because
national identity still matters and must be fought, promoted , or reformed, according to
one’s belief about it. German architecture and urban design cannot escape the crisis of
German national identity. All cities’ buildings display their cultural traditions, but the
sandy soil of the German capital conceals the traces of a history so fiercely contested
that no site, however vacant, is safe from controversy. Each proposal for construction,
demolition, preservation, or renovation ignites a battle over symbols of Berlin and
Germany. None of the pieces of the new Berlin will present an unambiguous statement
about Berlin’s traditions or meaning, but most will nevertheless be attacked for doing so.
Berlin faces the impossible task of reconciling the parochial and the cosmopolitan,
expression of pride and of humility, the demand to look forward and the appeal to never
forget. A building or monument might be able to display the wounds of Berlin’s past, but
it can do little to heal or even hide them”. (Ladd, p.235, 1997)
Berlin Trip
For a complete outline of museums and places of interest visited while in Berlin, please
refer to Appendix II. This paper will focus on the most successful sites as indicated by
student journals and course evaluations. All tours were conducted in English, by guides
with doctoral degrees or candidates for those in history or political science.
The tour most often mentioned by students was the one through the former
concentration camp Sachsenhausen. Students were asked to walk from the train station
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in Oranienburg to the actual camp, following in the footsteps of the former prisoners.The
tour-guide explained her personal connection to the camp as the granddaughter of a
gipsy who was incarcerated in the camp and lost his life there. For two hours the
students attentively followed every explanation given, from the courtyard, sight of daily
executions, to the barracks, to the medical experimental sites, and the community
kitchens. Upon visiting the final site of the crematorium, remnants of the ovens with
human ashes left few eyes dry.
Another highlight of the trip appeared to be the visit of the former Stasi prison
Hohenschoenhausen. The tour guide was extremely knowledgeable about its history of
torture and the very different interrogation methods used to achieve the most
confessions of inmates, innocent or not. Appearing to be little older than the Americans,
she easily related to them, adding to the success of the visit. Students were appalled to
realize the kind of cruelty humans are able to impose on others and commented on the
fact that we seem to not have learned from history. They easily made connections to the
recent tortures in Abu Ghraib and were surprised to realize how little has changed since
the 1970s and 80s.
Students expressed their admiration for the tour at the Jewish Museum, designed by the
Jewish-American architect Daniel Libeskind, and opened in 2001. Familiar with the
architect’s work due to a newly developed condominium complex in Northern Kentucky,
just across the river from Cincinnati, they were deeply impressed by the unprecedented
and unconventional floor plan of this museum. It is made up of three distinct axes. The
tour began on the Axis of Continuity, representing centuries of Jewish life in Berlin. It
continued on the Axis of Emigration which led to the Garden of Exile. 49 slabs of
concrete rise from the ground on a twelve degree gradient, designed to completely
disorient visitors making them feel the insecurities suffered by emigrating Jews. Walking
through the garden, students expressed feeling displaced as if walking through a maze.
Olive plants have been planted on top of the slabs to symbolize hope. From here
students followed the Axis of the Holocaust, leading to the Holocaust Tower, made out
of solid concrete, with a height of 24 meters. This tower is neither heated nor airconditioned. Its only source of light is a small slit in the concrete at the very top.
Students interpreted this as hope that they could feel, yet appeared to be unreachable
from where they stood. It represented to them the hopelessness Berlin Jews must have
experienced in the various concentration camps.
Most students commented positively on the tour through the museum Haus am
Checkpoint Charlie. The tour guide, a time witness himself, explained about one
hundred pictures and remnants of artifacts used by East Berlin citizens to escape. They
varied from reconstructed car trunks, seats, and gasoline tanks to home made hot air
balloons, floats, and adapted suitcases, to name but a few. Students were amazed at
the imagination displayed by those who tried to come to the west, whether successful or
not. Having lived through this time period, the tour guide was able to point out the
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different ways personal friends had used to try their escape. More memorable than the
tour itself was the hour following it. Erich sat down with the students and shared his
personal story. Born in a Stasi prison to an unwed mother incarcerated there, he spent
years in the facility. His only playmates were other children sharing his fate. All were
given a number for identification, rather than a first name. For years he was known as
number 86. Food was scarce and Erich remembered always feeling hungry. There were
no toys, so the children depended on their imagination for play. SInce contact with the
mothers was mostly prohibited, the children grew up with virtually no family, completely
reliant upon themselves. Upon reaching school age, Erich was placed with a foster
family and given a first name. He remembered the difficulties adjusting to life outside of
the prison, being moved from one foster family to the next and finally placed in an
orphanage. By the time his mother was released from prison in 1989, Erich was a
grown man. He cared for his mother who was in bad health, although she was a
complete stranger to him. All his life he had been told that his father was deceased.
Erich built a network of people sharing his fate throughout East Germany and through
this network was able to find out that his father had been an officer in the Soviet army.
After years of searching Erich found out that his father was alive in the Soviet Union. No
one in the group could miss the joyous expression on his face when he told the students
how he finally met his father on his own 50th birthday. The personal account of this
courageous man overwhelmed the students, who were left speechless when it was time
to ask further questions.
The tour of the Centrum Judaicum located in the partially rebuilt Jewish Synagogue and
the old Jewish neighborhood was another highlight of the trip. Students enjoyed seeing
in person what had so impressed them in the Spielberg documentary. Walking past the
Grosse Hamburgerstrasse School, the Jewish cemetery, and the old Jewish
neighborhoods, once again inhabited by Jews helped to enhance the learning
experienced in the classroom back home. Students were impressed with the small goldleafed bricks placed in the sidewalk in front of buildings commemorating the names of
the people who once lived there and stating the concentration camps where they had
lost their lives. Small banners placed on traffic signs and trees throughout the
neighborhood denoted the dates and the infringements placed on the Jewish population
in Berlin, for example, the date when Jews had to give up their pets. The students
commented on the fact that Berliners had done a “good job” in facing their “horrific”
history.
Course Assessment
The assessment of the seminar needs to be understood as a work in progress, with
data still mostly qualitative versus quantitative. As already demonstrated in the section
above, students were highly engaged in the learning process, particularly in the trip part
of the course. They were able to connect Berlin history with current events in the United
States. Ninety percent of the students remarked in their course evaluations that this had
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been a trip of a life-time and an eye-opening experience. Ten percent of the participants
admitted in their journals that they had viewed the class as an opportunity for a vacation
abroad when signing up, not realizing the amount of work expected nor knowing how
much there was to learn.
Journal entries further revealed how many students suffered from home sickness, never
having been separated from their families for this length of time. Some missed being
without their computers and video games for ten days. Others hesitated to try new
foods, rather gravitating to the familiar McDonald’s, Starbucks, and Subway. Students
felt proud of themselves being able to maneuver the multiple public transportation
systems in Berlin on their own during free time. Having grown up in the midwest, mainly
in Cincinnati, most had never used public transportation and were completely
dependent on their cars. They expressed admiration for the fluidity of the transportation
system in Berlin and the honor system in place regarding ticket ownership. Furthermore,
students commented on the cleanliness of the city and the many ways of recycling
apparent even in subway and train stations. Additionally, students commented positively
on the amount of free time, allowing them to go clubbing among other things and
making connections with young Berliners of their own age.
Instructors were impressed with and proud of the way students represented themselves
as responsible, respectful American citizens. With seventy percent of participating
students considered to be under age in the US, all were able to consume alcohol in
public places under German law; not one abused this privilege. On the other hand,
instructors experienced disappointment in the student’s difficulty with walking. Although
they stressed the fact that students needed to be able to walk between three to five
miles a day and asked them to practice this at home from the very beginning of class
time, it quickly became apparent that the concept of walking as a means of
transportation was completely foreign to at least eighty percent of the student body
enrolled in the class. This called for a constant adjustment in the schedule while in
Berlin.
The final student projects did not fulfill the instructors’ expectations. Only ten percent of
the enrolled students managed to address the learning outcomes as explained in the
syllabus and repeatedly stressed in class. However, all demonstrated that learning had
indeed occurred, some more deeply than others. May the following poem stand as an
example for all. The author is using it with permission of the learner, now a second year
student in the College’s nursing program. The poem was accompanied by a three page
paper explaining the authors reaction to the visit of the Sachsenhausen concentration
camp, but it clearly speaks for itself.
Countrymen Are Supposed To Be Brothers
by
Marc George Jr.
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As I walked through Berlin,
It occurred to me where I had been.
A city filled with mystery,
That is moving on from dark history.
All the sights to see,
With palaces I would not want to be.
All the places to be,
With sights I did not want to see.
I could not believe what I saw,
A place surrounded by a wall.
People standing all around,
I could not hear a single sound.
As I walked toward the gate,
I could not imagine all the hate.
I owed it to the vicim,
To see how punishers tricked him.
These prisons determined fates,
For innocent people on uncertain dates.
These events took place,
As the punishers performed in haste.
The prisoners had walked,
The civilians never talked.
They claimed they were naive,
But they all had to grieve.
It took me a while to take it in,
That I was in a place of sin.
How can one treat others,
Countrymen are supposed to be brothers.
I walked through the camp,
My eyes became damp.
Blockhouses and guard towers stood tall,
My heart began to fall.
I witnessed a place of death,
That took away my breath.
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It was hard to believe,
How much hatred can achieve.
Readings in a book,
Do not compare to the look.
You have to see it,
To believe it!
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Appendix I
Baccalaureate Learning Outcomes and Performance Indicators
A. Communication
Write and speak effectively
Speak using language appropriate to the audience
Write using language appropriate to the audience
Document sources properly
Construct a message that is relevant to its purpose
B. Critical Thinking
Develop an appropriate response to a problem or question
Describe the ambiguous nature of an issue
Distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information
Utilize data to evaluate a problem or question
Support a position with appropriate evidence
C. Sociocultural Relationships
Understand the nature of human cultures
Describe the influence of cultural diversity within a society
Identify bias within a culture
Explain how religious values influence a society
Describe causes of cultural change
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D. Ethics
Understand ethical responsibility from the perspective of duty, consequences, or virtue
Define your personal ethical responsibilities
Describe your professional ethical responsibilities
Explain how Catholic teaching emphasizes social justice and social responsibility
Illustrate how values inform your ethical decisions

E. Interdisciplinarity
Solve a problem by integrating the perspectives of multiple disciplines
State the views of multiple disciplines on an issue
Compare views from multiple disciplines
Create a solution to a problem by integrating the perspectives of multiple disciplines

F. Citizenship
Recognize your responsibility to the community and the world
Define your responsibilities as a citizen of the local community
Define your responsibilities as a citizen of the global community
Describe the relationship between community and world issues
Evaluate your own involvement as a citizen
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Appendix II

Berlin Schedule 2008
Monday, July 7th
Meet at CVG at 10:30am
Depart 1:10pm Delta flight 5331L
Arrive JFK 3:30pm
Depart JFK 7:00pm Delta flight 78L

Tuesday, July 8th
Arrive Berlin 9:40am
Check into hotel
Lunch
4:00-6:00pm Story of Berlin Museum tour
Dinner
7:30pm Concert Gendarmenmarkt
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Wednesday, July 9th
9:00am Checkpoint Charlie Museum tour
2:00pm Centrum Judaicum tour Synagoge and Jewish quarters

Thursday, July 10th
Morning free
Meet at 12:00pm for modern architecture tour
6:00-10:00pm Pergamon Museum, New National Galery

Friday, July 11th
10:00am Jewish Museum tour (be there 9:30; security clearance)
Open Turkish Market

Saturday, July 12th
1:00pm Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp tour
Evening free
Sunday, July 13th
Morning free
Olympic Stadium
Musical Instrument Museum
Dinner @ Hard Rock Café
Monday, July 14th
Leave hotel at 7:30
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9:00-11:00 Stasi Prison tour

Tuesday, July 15th
8:00 am Reichstag Cupola
Brandenburg Gate
Holocaust Memorial
Berlin Dome
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How does one communicate an ideal that all are to become or embody, an ideal
that cannot be fully attained, at least in this life? The nineteenth century Danish
philosopher, Søren Kierkegaard, faced the challenge of writing about becoming a
Christian and a self-giving lover in such a way that he did not present himself as having
reached the ideal and in such a way that he awakens his reader, who most likely identifies
herself as a Christian and self-giving lover, to the task of becoming that which she
already believes herself to be. The four goals of this paper are: 1.) Provide an overview
of how Kierkegaard writes indirectly, 2.) Analyze his use of irony and humor, 3.)
Address how the particular literary forms allow Kierkegaard to communicate indirectly,
and 4.) Determine why Kierkegaard holds that “indirect communication” is not a choice
but a requirement when writing on “becoming” or embodying an ideal.
The Communicative Forms of Kierkegaard
The communicative forms of Kierkegaard are considered to fall under one of the
following categories: “aesthetic” works, “edifying” or “upbuilding” discourses
(opbyggelige), 1 explanatory texts, “deliberations” or “reflections” (overveielser), and the
“lived presence” of Kierkegaard himself. Before defining these categories, it is important
to note what happened to Kierkegaard in 1846 that explains why his works are generally
1

Both “edifying” and “upbuiliding” are translations of the Danish term “opbyggelige.” Poole labels the
signed works before 1846 as “edifying” discourses, whereas Walsh refers to the signed works after 1846 as
“upbuilding” discourses. I will use the terms interchangeably throughout the chapter, since the Danish
allows for both translations.
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2
divided between his “early” (1843 – 1846) and “later” authorship (1847 – 1851). 2 In
1846, Kierkegaard brought his pseudonymous authorship to near completion with the
Concluding Unscientific Postscript and the "First and Last Explanation," which was
appended to it. Kierkegaard was ready to stop writing and take up a position as the pastor
of a country parish. However, after over fifteen derogatory references and accompanying
cartoons were printed in the The Corsair newspaper, Kierkegaard gave up the idea of
being a pastor and continued his career as a writer. 3 The Corsair attacked Kierkegaard’s
relationship to Regine, a young woman he was engaged to for about a year, putting into
question not only his literary mission but also his personal character. As Robert Perkins
notes, standard biographies interpret the Corsair affair as that which spurred Kierkegaard
on to continue writing. 4 Joakim Garff, in Soren Kiekregaard: A Biography, writes
“Kierkegaard’s dearly bought lessons in the ‘school of abuse’ meant that his eyes had
been opened to an aspect of Christianity to which he previously had had only an
academic relation.” Garff cites one of Kierkegaard’s journal entries from June 1848, in
which Kierkegaard attributes the effects of his abuse to his “developed…literary
productivity.” 5 We will investigate the distinction between the “early” and “later”
authorship throughout this paper and it will ultimately be shown that it is inaccurate to
label the “later” authorship as “direct.” Rather than use the language of “indirect” and
“direct” to divide Kierkegaard’s authorship, I will refer to Kierkegaard’s works written
2

Kierkegaard’s own distinction in Point of View is between his “aesthetic” and “religious” works, an issue
I take up later in the chapter.
3
Perkins, Robert. “Introduction.” International Kierkegaard Commentary. The Corsair Affair: Volume
13. Ed. by Robert L. Perkins. Mercer University Press, 1990, p. xv. Recommended biographies on
Kierkegaard, include Walter Lowrie’s A Short Life of Kierkegaard, Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1965, Alasdair Hannay’s Kierkegaard: A Biography, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003, and
Joakim Garff’s Søren Kierkegaard: A Biography, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007.
4
Ibid., xiv.
5
Garff, Joakim. Søren Kierkegaard: A Biography, p. 418.
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3
before 1847 as his “early authorship” and those written after 1846 as his “later
authorship.”
Kierkegaard’s pseudonymous works written before 1847 are the “aesthetic”
works. He writes in Point of View that his authorship begins with “aesthetic” works,
because most people live their lives in the “aesthetic” category, and his aim is to appeal
to those from within this category. Kierkegaard understands the “aesthete” to be one who
follows the crowd, lives for momentary pleasure, and has not yet cultivated an inner life
qualified by spirit. The pseudonymous writers of the “aesthetic” works, however, are not
all aesthetes; the authors include a judge, a priest, and a philosopher. Similarly, the
“aesthetic” works are not limited to aesthetic themes, but include ethical and religious
themes as well. The “aesthetic” works, therefore, are formally aesthetic; they are literary
works, novels with characters written by Kierkegaard, the “poetic Experimentator.”
Howard and Edna Hong, in their “Historical Introduction” to Repetition, write:
Kierkegaard is therefore the poetic Experimentator who makes or fashions the
various pseudonymous, poetic, imaginative constructors, who in turn
imaginatively shape characters, scenes, situations, and relations expressive in
various ways of the hypothesis(es) informing the work. Experimentere is
therefore a transitive verb: imaginatively and reflectively to construct a hypothesis
and imaginatively to cast it and its implications in the constructed poetic illusion
of experiential actuality. 6
The “aesthetic” works exemplify Kierkegaard’s preference for a more poetic form than
that of traditional philosophy. The novel deals with possibilities and shapes possibilities
into “ideal actuality,” and since Kierkegaard believes most people relate to ideality
through imagination, the choice of form is significant to how the reader responds to the

6

Hong, Howard and Edna Hong. “Historical Introduction” to Kierkegaard’s Repetition. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1983, p. xxv.
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4
work. The poetic mode of relating to ideality is contrasted to a “historical-actual”
approach, the didactic mode of traditional philosophy, science, and history. Roger Poole
in Kierkegaard: The Indirect Communication defines Kierkegaard’s “aesthetic” works as
pseudonymous works written before 1847 that are “directed toward an academic or at
least a literary public.” 7 Some of the works included in this category are: Either/Or
(1843), Repetition (1843), Fear and Trembling (1843), Philosophical Fragments (1844),
Concept of Anxiety (1844), Stages On Life’s Way (1845), and Concluding Unscientific
Postscript (1846).
In contrast to the “aesthetic works,” the “edifying” or “upbuilding” works
(opbyggelige) are signed by Kierkegaard and tend to cover religious themes. Despite
their theme, the discourses are not sermons, and Kierkegaard clarifies the distinction
between a discourse and a sermon in his Journal. While the “edifying” or “upbuilding”
discourse is written with doubt and without the authority of the church, the Christian
sermon is written without doubt and with the authority of the church. 8 Kierkegaard
describes his early “upbuilding” discourses as works that “pose” religious themes and
give the “gleam” of the religious category. 9 Poole describes Kierkegaard’s “edifying”
works as veronymous works written before 1847 that are “directed to a plain bourgeois
public that would have had little or no claim to literary expertise.” 10 Poole labels the
edifying works a “low grade of the religious,” noting that the later works of Kierkegaard
take the reader closer to appropriating a new or renewed existential and religious
7

Poole, Roger. Kierkegaard: The Indirect Communication. University Press of Virginia, 1993, p. 4.
Kierkegaard, Søren. Journals and Papers. Trans. Howard and Edna Hong. Indiana University Press,
1978, VIII, A6 (638).
9
Kierkegaard, Søren. Point of View. Trans. Howard and Edna Hong. Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1998, p. 8.
10
Poole. The Indirect Communication, 4.
8
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5
understanding. 11 The works included in this category before 1847 are the eighteen
Upbuilding Discourses (1843-1844) and Three Discourses on Imagined Occasions
(1845).
As opposed to the early “upbuilding” discourses, Kierkegaard understands the
later “upbuilding” discourses following 1846 to be more overtly religious. 12 Sylvia
Walsh in Living Christianly: Kierkegaard’s Dialectic of Christian Existence includes
both Kierkgaard’s three pseudonymous and eleven veronymous works following 1846
under the category “upbuilding” discourse. Walsh defines the “upbuilding” discourse as
“instructive or polemical works for the purpose of elucidating, wholly or in part, the
distinguishing characteristics of Christian existence,” which holds for both the
pseudonymous and veronymous works after 1846. 13 According to Poole and Walsh, the
distinction between the early and later “upbuilding” discourses is that, although both are
associated with the religious, the former are more preliminary texts that build the reader
up to bear the specific task of “living Christianly,” which is the subject of the later
“upbuilding” discourses. Some of the works included in this category following 1846
are: Works of Love (1847), Christian Discourses (1848), The Sickness Unto Death
[pseudonymous] (1849), Practice in Christianity [pseudonymous] (1850), An Upbuilding
Discourse (1850), For Self-Examination (1851), and Judge for Yourself! (1851),
The explanatory works are those works written by Kierkegaard that explain his
intentions for his authorship to the reader. Walsh defines the explanatory works as “those
directly or indirectly providing or supporting Kierkegaard’s own explanation of the
11

Ibid., 5.
Kierkegaard. Point of View, p. 8.
13
Walsh, Sylvia. Living Christianly: Kierkegaard’s Dialectic of Christian Existence. Pennsylvania State
University Press, 2005, p. 1.
12
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nature and purpose of his authorship and his personal relation to it.” 14 These are the texts
written following the Corsair Affair in 1846, which can be interpreted as attempts to
prevent continued misinterpretation of Kierkegaard’s authorship. Some of the works
included in this category are: The Crisis and a Crisis in the Life of an Actress (1848), The
Point of View for My Work as an Author (1848), and On My Work as an Author (1851).
Neither Poole nor Walsh highlight the distinction between the “edifying” or
“upbuilding” discourse and the “deliberation” or “reflection” (overveielser); however,
Kierkegaard himself distinguishes these terms in his Journal. He writes:
A deliberation does not presuppose that the conceptual criteria are given and
understood. It must therefore not so much evoke sympathy, assuage, comfort,
persuade as arouse and vex people and sharpen their thoughts. So, too, the time
for deliberation is before action and is a question, therefore, of putting all the
factors properly in motion. … An edifying discourse on love presupposes that
people really know what love is and then seeks to win them for it, to move them.
But that, indeed, is not the case. So the 'deliberation' must first fetch them up the
narrow cellar stairs, call upon them, and with truth's dialectic turn their
convenient ways of thought upside down. 15
According to Kierkegaard, an “edifying” or “upbuilding” discourse, although written
without authority, presupposes that one has certain knowledge or understanding of a
subject, whereas a “deliberation” makes no presuppositions and aims at provoking the
reader to consider the subject for the first time or in a new way. The only text that is
specifically referred to as a deliberation is Works of Love.
Finally, Poole adds to these categorized forms of written communication a form
of physical communication, which is Kierkegaard’s “lived presence.” Kierkegaard’s
presentation of himself to the people of Copenhagen is a part of his literary scheme. He

14
15

Ibid., 2.
Kierkegaard. Journals and Papers, VIII, A293 (641).
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presents himself in such a way as to keep his own personal worldview and his position on
his writings hidden from the public before 1847. His actions are not those he would have
undertaken, if he had not become an author. Before 1847, Kierkegaard lived in such a
way that he communicated to the people of Denmark that he was both a “philosopher …
and a free-floating, unengaged spirit,” through his daily walks and carefree presentation
of himself. 16 Kierkegaard did not shout aloud his intentions of re-introducing
Christianity to Denmark, for that would have worked against his careful literary
preparation and production.
The Concept of Irony and Humor in Kierkegaard’s Authorship
It is important to analyze the use of both irony and humor in Kierkegaard’s
authorship, as they are tools Kierkegaard uses to indirectly communicate. Kierkegaard’s
pseudonym, Johannes Climacus, gives the most often cited description of irony and
humor in Concluding Unscientific Postscript. Irony and humor, according to Climacus,
are to be understood in terms of how one lives ironically or humorously. They are not
primarily treated as ways of speaking or writing but rather as ways of existing. Climacus
writes, “There are three existence-spheres: the esthetic, the ethical, the religious. To
these there is a respectively corresponding confinium [border territory]: irony is the
confinium between the esthetic and the ethical; humor is the confinium between the
ethical and the religious” (CUP, 503-4). Climacus is presenting irony and humor as ways
of existing. This is a distinctively wider conception of irony and humor than that of
many contemporary philosophers. Irony and humor allow one to indirectly communicate
through the way she lives her life; therefore, one who is an ironist or a humorist does not
16

Poole. The Indirect Communication, 15.
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merely use irony and humor in her writing, she maintains the persona of an ironist or
humorist in all that she does.
In regards to Kierkegaard’s understanding of irony and humor, I refer to Andrew
Cross’ article, “Neither either nor or: The Perils of Reflexive Irony” and John Lippitt’s
Humor and Irony in Kierkegaard’s Thought. Cross is interested in how the concept of
living ironically or “existential irony” is not only treated in Concluding Unscientific
Postscript but also in On the Concept of Irony with Continual Reference to Socrates, and
he views the Postscript as offering a revision to the original conception of “existential
irony” presented in Kierkegaard’s university thesis. 17 In The Concept of Irony,
Kierkegaard describes the person who lives ironically, the “ironist,” as distinct from the
person who speaks ironically. The ironist, Kierkegaard elucidates, is motivated by a
desire to be free from a life of determinism. Kierkegaard writes, “If, for example, the
ironist appears as someone other than he actually is, his purpose might indeed seem to be
to get others to believe this; but his actual purpose still is to feel free, but this he is
precisely by means of irony.” 18 While the ironist still goes along with the norms and
customs of his community, he goes about these tasks in a different way. While others
may fulfill routine duties with earnestness, the ironist does so as one who sees the
triviality in such acts. Cross provides an example of a modern day ironist, writing, “The
person who lives, as opposed to merely speaking, converses, takes part in social life, pays
taxes, goes to work, and attends PTA meetings. But for him, it’s all a game; he does not

17
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take his participation in these practices, nor these practices themselves, seriously.” 19 In
freeing himself from the others and their conventions, the ironist also becomes
disassociated from himself. Because of the ironist’s self-disengagement, Cross writes:
This [self-disengagement] is why, as Kierkegaard repeatedly says, the ironist’s
freedom is merely ‘negative’: it is a freedom from the constraints of immediacy,
but not the positive freedom that would consist in realizing a life that is genuinely
his own, a life shaped in accordance with a substantive ideal that he embraces in
freedom, as contrasted with an ideal merely given over to him in virtue of his
immediacy. 20
While the ironist breaks with a life of immediacy, freeing himself from the determinism
of physical desires, social norms, and fate, the ironist does not embrace any ideal of his
own choosing. Without knowing the way out of his self-disengagement, the ironist, in
Concept of Irony, is in a tragic relationship to himself.
In Concluding Unscientific Postscript, Climacus offers an alternative to the tragic
interpretation of the ironist in Concept of Irony. According to Cross, the ironist in
Concept of Irony, moves away from the aesthetic sphere of immediacy, but does not
make the movement to will or choose oneself ethically. Climacus’ ironist is able to “see
that and how [the ethical movement] can be done.” 21 This ability to see a way out makes
Climacus’ ironist comic. Cross describes Climacus’ ironist as able to “to laugh without
the bitterness shared by the defeated aesthete and the ironist of The Concept of Irony – at
himself.” 22 The ironist who has a comic relationship to herself reserves the possibility of
making the movement to embrace a positive ideal.

19
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While ultimately Cross reads Climacus’ ironist as not yet having made the
movement to will herself ethically, Lippitt interprets both irony and humor to be serving
as “incognitos” for the ethicist and religious individual, which is my own understanding
of the purpose of irony and humor in Kierkegaard’s writing. It is the way that irony and
humor hide the true position of the author that makes these “incognitos” relevant to an
analysis of “indirect communication” in Kierkegaard. Lippitt interprets Climacus to be
saying that the observer cannot distinguish whether the ironist is merely an ironist or an
ethicist in disguise; similarly, the observer cannot tell whether or not the humorist is
actually a religious individual. Lippitt first takes up the position of the ironical ethicist
and cites Climacus, who writes:
Most people live in the opposite way … They are busy with being something
when someone is watching them. If possible, they are something in their own
eyes as soon as others are watching them, but inwardly, where the absolute
requirement is watching them, they have no taste for accentuating the personal I.
…the ethicist places the comic between himself and the world and thereby makes
sure that he himself does not become comic through a naïve misunderstanding of
his ethical passion … The ethicist … is ironical enough to be well aware that what
engages him absolutely [that is, his distinctively ethical commitment] does not
engage the others absolutely. He himself grasps this misrelation and places the
comic in between in order to be able more inwardly to hold fast to the ethical
within himself (CUP, 503-5).
While the ethicist disguised as an ironist may appear to some as simply a mere ironist, the
“incognito” of irony serves to both protect “the ethical within” and indirectly
communicate “ethical passion.” Lippitt fills out Climacus’ explanation of why the
ethicist would take on an “incognito” when she is likely to be misunderstood. Lippitt
describes that irony is both “a sort of shield by which the ethicist protects the integrity of
his self by creating a private space for the continual renewal of his commitment to the
demands of the ethical” and that with which “the ethicist may be able to show – to some,
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at least – what he cannot say.” 23 The ethicist can only communicate indirectly what it
means to live ethically, and through an “incognito” live in such a way that “those
progressing towards the ethical, and sufficiently tuned into ethical concerns [will] be able
to pick up on such cues, the need to create this ‘private space.’” 24
As the ethicist uses the “incognito” of irony to protect a private space for her
ethical commitment and indirectly communicate an ethical existence, so the religious
individual uses humor to protect a private space for a relationship with the eternal. The
religious person who uses humor as an “incognito” does so because of her understanding
that one’s relationship with the eternal “must have such overwhelming importance in a
religious person’s life that anything, by comparison, would be incongruous.” 25 The
merely humorous individual does not relate herself to the eternal in inwardness, but the
religious individual, who makes the complete commitment to the eternal, can still come
across to others as a mere humorist. Lippitt describes that the distinction between the
religious individual and the humorist cannot be made by an external observation, for the
distinction lies in inwardness. Humor, for the religious individual, both protects her
inward suffering and relationship with the eternal by guarding it against others, and it
allows her to indirectly communicate religious inwardness to those who are again able to
“pick up on such cues.” Lippitt writes, “I suggest that both irony and humor as
incognitos both protect the appropriate form of inwardness in the ethical or religious
person, and enable something of the nature of this inwardness to be indirectly
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communicated (to some).” 26 The difference between the religious individual, who
appears to be a humorist, and the ethical individual, who appears to be an ironist,
according to Lippitt’s read of Climacus, is that the humorist “has a conception of
suffering as essential to human existence” and a “sympathy” towards humanity, which
the ironist does not have. 27 However, although this distinction is made between irony
and humor by Climacus, the point of emphasis is that both allow for “indirect
communication” in the same way, for both irony and humor disguises the writer or
interlocutor, showing rather than telling the other what it means to live ethically or
religiously.
Since irony and humor serve as “incognitos,” allowing the ethical-religious
individual to communicate indirectly, it would not be wrong to view irony and humor in
Kierkegaard’s signed texts as possibly maintaining Kierkegaard’s “incognito” used to
disguise his own ethical-religious commitments. If one reads the irony or humor in
Kierkegaard’s texts as merely verbal irony and humor, then one misses out on how the
“incognitos” may permit Kierkegaard to indirectly communicate how one is to live
ethically or religiously. While pseudonyms act in an obvious way as “incognitos” for
Kierkegaard, irony and humor are more subtle and more important “incognitos” of the
veronymous texts. This will be particularly important when we analyze irony in Works of
Love in Chapter Four.
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What the Forms Allow Kierkegaard as an Author
As to how the particular forms work together in Kierkegaard’s authorship,
multiple interpretations have been offered, but Kierkegaard’s own explanation is that his
“authorship, regarded as a totality, is religious from first to last, something anyone can
see, if he wants to see, must also see.” 28 In regards to the mode of communication
chosen for his authorship, as a whole, Kierkegaard writes in his Journal in 1850:
It is not true that direct communication is superior to indirect communication.
No, no. But the fact is that no man has ever been born who could use the indirect
method even fairly well, to say nothing of using it all his life. For we human
beings need each other, and in that there is already a directness. … I have
frequently felt impelled to use direct communication (it must be remembered, of
course, that even when I did, it was far from being carried through completely
and, indeed, it was only for a short time), but it seemed to me as if I wanted to be
lenient with myself and that I could achieve more by holding out. 29
Although Kierkegaard admits to the difficulty of living one’s entire life using an “indirect
method,” he is clear in his preference and choice of “indirect communication” for his
authorship. Most scholarship does not focus on the “totality” of Kierkegaard’s works,
but instead often focuses on the “aesthetic” works or the “edifying” or “upbuilding”
discourses or on one particular text. Thus, an overarching claim about Kierkegaard’s
“indirect communication” is not always offered in the secondary literature. However,
noted exceptions to this include the work of Mackey, Walsh, and Poole, as they examine
Kierkegaard’s “indirect communication” throughout his authorship.
The indirection of Kierkegaard’s communication lies in the deflection of meaning
from any single work to the “aesthetic” and “edifying” works as a process of seduction.
The “aesthetic” works serve as a primer to prepare the reader for further self-reflection
28
29
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and for the religious concepts found in the “edifying” works. According to Poole,
“Kierkegaard reflects at several points in his Journal that ‘seduction’ is a necessary
moment in inveigling a reader into a more important encounter with himself. So, seduced
by the aesthetic works, a reader might have been led to a reading of the edifying works,
and the trap would have sprung shut.” 30 Kierkegaard understands seductive
communication to be necessary for awakening those under illusion from their habitual
way of thinking.
While I agree with Poole that seductive communication is necessary for
Kierkegaard, I believe that Kierkegaard employs seductive communication
acknowledging its inherent problems and, as Walsh highlights, for a specific purpose, to
express a religious goal. One of the problems with seductive communication is that the
ultimate purpose of the author remains hidden, and so authorial intention remains open to
misinterpretation and misappropriation. Seductive communication involves the author’s
deception of the reader, which may not be seem justifiable, if the reader fails to move
with Kierkegaard through both the aesthetic and the religious. Kierkegaard writes in
Point of View:
What, then, does it mean ‘to deceive’? It means that one does not begin directly
with what one wishes to communicate but begins by taking the other’s delusion at
face value. Thus one does not begin (to hold to what essentially is the theme of
this book) in this way: I am Christian, you are not a Christian –but this way: You
are a Christian, I am not Christian. Or one does not begin in this way: It is
Christianity that I am proclaiming, and you are living purely by esthetic
categories. No, one begins this way: Let us talk about the esthetic. The deception
consists in one’s speaking this way in order to arrive at the religious. 31
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Kierkegaard’s decision to “take the delusion at face value,” to investigate the motivations
of the aesthetic understanding from the inside, is an approach that “ever so many pastors
will find … indefensible,” if they fail to understand his mission. 32 From the beginning,
Kierkegaard writes from within multiple perspectives, because he believes that it is
necessary for the reader to become aware or take notice of her own position, in order to
be able to appropriate “truth” herself. The mature individual cannot naively accept the
worldview of a pseudonymous character as “truth,” rather she is to discover what is true
for her own life. Kierkegaard writes in his Journal:
It seems to be my destiny to discourse on truth, insofar as I discover it, in such a
way that all possible authority is simultaneously demolished. Since I am
incompetent and extremely undependable in men’s eyes, I speak the truth and
thereby place them in the contradiction from which they can be extricated only by
appropriating the truth themselves. A man’s personality is matured only when he
appropriates the truth, whether it is spoken by Balaam’s ass or a sniggering wag
or an apostle or an angel. 33
Through a reading of Kierkegaard’s “aesthetic” and “upbuilding” works, the mature
person wins through to truth independently. Kierkegaard’s authorship does not force the
reader to accept either a certain truth, but it does force the reader to discover truth for
herself.
In order to maintain a seductive communication in his authorship, Kierkegaard’s
“lived presence,” succinctly phrased by Poole, is also obscured, and his personal
existence is open to the same misinterpretation as his authorship. In his article, “The
Unknown Kierkegaard: Twentieth-century Receptions,” Poole writes that Kierkegaard
strategically lived in such a way that he would “dialectically inflect or subvert the
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expectations about him personally that had been set up by his works, both edifying and
aesthetic.” 34 Mackey interprets Kierkegaard’s relationship to his contemporaries as a
means of maintaining poetic distance from the reader of his pseudonymous texts. He
writes, “By refusing to answer for his writings he detached them from his personality so
as to let their form protect the freedom that was their theme.” 35 Kierkegaard’s actual
ideas and existence before 1847 were kept hidden from the public in order to allow the
works to have their intended affect. Kierkegaard writes throughout his journals:
1. However important or unimportant my life as an author, this much is certain:
because of my dialectical relation, I am the only Danish author who is so situated
that it can serve his idea to have every possible lie and distortion and nonsense
and gossip come out, confusing the reader and thus helping him to self-activity
and preventing a direct relationship.36
2. The artistry in my whole undergirding life was not merely my not talking
about what totally concerned me, or about the books into which I step by step put
my whole effort, but it was especially that I was always ready to talk about
everything else, crack jokes, banter, etc., just like a loafer having a thoroughly
good time. 37
3. This is how I actually am treated in Copenhagen. I am regarded as a kind of
Englishman, a half-mad eccentric, with whom we jolly well all, society people
and street urchins, think to have their fun. My literary activity, that enormous
productivity, so intense that it seems it must move stones, portions of which not a
single contemporary is able to compete with, to say nothing of its totality, that
literary activity is regarded as a kind of hobby ad modum fishing and such. 38
Not only did Kierkegaard remain silent while the Corsair journalists lambasted him, he
went out of his way to appear frivolous, reinforcing the lies being spread about him. All
this was done so that Kierkegaard’s reader would be required to think independently. If
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the reader did not know or could not trust Kierkegaard or the characters as authorities on
matters of faith and love, then she had to think for herself. Therefore, from what
Kierkegaard writes in his journals, we can deduce that although the deception involved in
seductive communication allows for the immature person to misinterpret and
misappropriate Kierkegaard’s authorship, the deception is necessary in order to allow the
mature person to win through to the truth on her own. The indirections of the works and
Kierkegaard’s “lived presence” before 1847 point the reader inward; the works are not
meant to cause the reader to reflect primarily upon the life and decisions of the
pseudonymous characters or on the life of Kierkegaard. The meaning of the works
before 1847 is found in the diversion of meaning away from the pseudonymous
characters and the text toward the reader.
Kierkegaard’s task is both to describe and represent Christian existence in and
through his authorship, so that the reader will be shown what it is to be a true Christian.
Kierkegaard, in his explanatory works, identifies himself as striving towards the ideal,
and it is his own spiritual striving that, he believes, qualifies him to present Christianity
as “becoming the truth rather than just knowing the truth.” 39 Therefore, Walsh explains
the meaning and significance of the “upbuilding” discourses in relationship to
Kierkegaard’s own confessed commitment to becoming a Christian in his explanatory
works. The explanatory works affirm Kierkegaard’s capacity to describe the task of
Christian existence in his “upbuilding” discourses, since the explanatory works evidence
Kierkegaard’s continuous struggle to live out the ideal.
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Based on Kierkegaard’s journals and the scholarship of Mackey, Walsh, and
Poole, I affirm the conclusion that the meaning of the forms of Kierkegaard’s works are
interconnected and related, and that their ultimate meaning is best understood when
viewed as a totality. Each form indirectly leads the reader to her own appropriation of
the truth through Kierkegaard’s poetic and seductive methods. With Poole and Walsh, I
understand the pseudonymous and signed works in relationship to a seductive method of
communication. Although Walsh assesses the later authorship as no longer requiring
seductive communication, she recognizes the later authorship as the culmination of a
seductive and poetic process, and, therefore, still very much a part of the process itself.
Walsh, in Living Christianly, holds that Kierkegaard does away with authorial deception
and so discontinues indirect communication in this way, however, she describes the
“direct communication” of the later authorship as paradoxically requiring an
acknowledgement of one’s essential inability to directly communicate Christianity. My
thesis is that Kierkegaard, in the later authorship, does, in fact, maintain a certain
deception as author and that because of this and the inexpressibility of Christianity
through direct communication, the later authorship cannot be “direct communication.”
Those who consider the later authorship to be “direct communication” fail to notice
Kierkegaard’s attempt to obscure his authorial intentions and do not place the authorship
in the context of Kierkegaard’s mission to express that which is essentially indescribable.
Kierkegaard’s Choice of Indirect Communication
As opposed to those who view the later authorship as “direct communication,” I
argue that Kierkegaard communicates indirectly throughout the entire authorship as a
result of his maintained commitment to certain philosophic and religious principles.
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These principles include: 1. The superiority of ancient philosophy over modern
philosophy, 2. The subjectivity of thought and truth, 3. The reduplication of knowledge,
4. Man’s inverted relationship to the eternal, and 5. The doctrine of creation. On
Kierkegaard’s choice of “indirect communication,” Mackey writes, “Kierkegaard was –
to the extent that his powers and his situation permitted – reconverting [philosophy] to its
ancient form. … His own writings offer not ideas about the thing – certainly not clear and
distinct ideas – but, through the resplendence of images and the refractions of indirect
communication, a way to the thing itself.” 40 According to Mackey, Kierkegaard’s mode
of “indirect communication” moves away from modern philosophy’s demand for logic
and returns to the activity of the ancient philosophers, who encouraged the reader to
“tend to his own soul.” 41
Kierkegaard’s indebtedness to the ancient philosophers is evidenced in his
dissertation, The Concept of Irony with Continual Reference to Socrates, as well as in his
Journal. Kierkegaard, in Concept of Irony, applauds Socrates for his concern with the
individual. Kierkegaard writes, “But Socrates did not stop with a philosophical
consideration of mankind; he addressed himself to each one individually, wrested
everything away from him, and sent him away empty-handed.” 42 What Socrates robs his
interlocutor of is “opinions, conceptions, [and] time-honored traditions,” so that he
discovers his ignorance and must continue searching for the truth. 43 Herman L. Sinaiko
in Love, Knowledge, and Discourse in Plato makes an excellent argument in favor of the
dialogue form of ancient philosophy. Sinaiko holds that the form of the dialogues
40
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corresponds to the understanding that philosophy is an activity, one that is important to
the individual in her daily life. 44 Sinaiko writes:
True philosophical discourse, as represented in the dialogues, can take place only
among real men living in an actual society, men who are discussing issues which
are of serious concern to them. The truth, the understanding, or the wisdom an
individual can attain in such a discussion is not expressible in the form of an
abstract proposition that can be demonstrated once and for all to all men
everywhere; it is rather the perception of a concrete and personal solution to the
specific, existential problem faced by that individual. 45
According to both Plato and Kierkegaard, philosophical discourse should be significant to
one’s life. If philosophical discourse remains abstract, then it will not aid a person in the
midst of confusion and strife.
“Indirect communication” is the form of communication suitable to subjective
thinking. In Concluding Unscientific Postscript, Johannes Climacus elaborates on the
distinction between subjective and objective thought and explains why subjective thinking
cannot be directly communicated. Climacus writes:
Whereas objective thinking is indifferent to the thinking subject and his existence, the
subjective thinker as existing is essentially interested in his own thinking, is existing
in it … The difference between subjective and objective thinking must also manifest
itself in the form of communication. This means that the subjective thinker must
promptly become aware that the form of communication must artistically possess just
as much reflection as he himself, existing in his thinking, possesses (CUP, 73-4).
The subjective thinker is in the process of becoming increasingly inward, and so she
continuously moves away from being able to communicate her thoughts in an objective
manner. The more inward she becomes, the less finished, complete, and certain are her
thoughts. Kierkegaard must communicate indirectly, in order to represent both his
inwardness and the inwardness of his reader. Arnold Come, in his article, “Kierkegaard’s
44
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Ontology of Love,” purports that “a continuing concern throughout the authorship is an
exploration of the nature of indirect communication, because it is the only medium through
which human beings can communicate as subjective beings. And indirect communication as
a distinct medium implies that the pursuit of truth in the realm of human spirit (self) …
requires subjective reflection rather than objective reflection.” 46 Direct communication is
suitable for objective thinking, which is oriented towards the object and not concerned with
the individual. “Indirect communication” is the necessary mode of communication when
pursuing “truth” in regards to the subjective thinker.
Kierkegaard is concerned with “truth” as that which holds true for the individual. For
Kierkegaard, “truth” should not be a matter of indifference or else it will not do the
individual any good. He writes in his Journal:
What I really need is to get clear about what I must do, not what I must know, except
insofar as knowledge must precede every act. What matters is to find a purpose, to
see what it really is that God wills that I shall do; the crucial thing is to find a truth
which is truth for me, to find the idea for which I am willing to live and die. Of what
use would it be to me to discover a so-called objective truth, to work through the
philosophical systems so that I could, if asked, make critical judgments about them,
could point out the fallacies in each system; of what use would it be to me to be able
to develop a theory of the state, getting details from various sources and combing
them into a whole, and constructing a world I did not live in but merely held up for
others to see; of what use would it be for me to be able to formulate the meaning of
Christianity, to be able to explain many specific points – if it had no deeper meaning
for me and my life? ... Of what use would it be to me for truth to stand before me, cold
and naked, not caring whether or not I acknowledged it, making me uneasy rather
than trustingly receptive. I certainly do not deny that I still accept an imperative of
knowledge and that through it men may be influenced, but then it must come alive in
me, and this is what I now recognize as the most important of all. 47
Kierkegaard, while recognizing the need for objective knowledge, argues that the
individual must know how to embody knowledge, in a way that it becomes meaningful.
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Kierkegaard wants to ensure that truth does not lose subjective value. Objective
knowledge, which lacks a passionate response from the individual, will not lead to the
“reduplication” of understanding within one’s life.
Kierkegaard’s choice of “indirect communication” is a “reduplication” of his own
understanding that the individual must appropriate “truth” independently. Kierkegaard
defines “reduplication” in his Journal, writing, “Basically to exist therein, to express [the
ideal] in one’s existence etc. – this is what it means to reduplicate.” 48 Walsh supplements
this definition, explaining that “reduplication means to exist in what one thinks, to express
the content of one’s understanding in one’s actions in order to realize a fusion of thought and
being in existence, not merely conceptually or abstractly but actually.” 49 Kierkegaard
“reduplicates” his understanding of inwardness by writing in an indirect manner, which
allows for the communication of subjective thought. “Reduplication” applies also to the
activity of the reader, who attempts to live out her understanding of the ideal. The tension
generally involved in “reduplication” is caused by the attempt to “live out” an “ideal,” which
is often thought of as impossible. Therefore, “reduplication” is a task, a dialectical process,
for both Kierkegaard and the reader.
Kierkegaard’s use of “inverse dialectics” in his authorship can be understood as a
reflection of the essentially inverted relationship man and the eternal. Walsh writes,
“Briefly stated, in inverse dialectic the positive is known and expressed through the
negative, what appears to be negative may be indirectly positive (and vice versa), and the
positive and negative, Christianly understood, are always the inverse of the natural,
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human, worldly, and pagan understandings of these terms.” 50 An example of “inverse
dialectics” given by Walsh is the positive activity of turning inward, which leads to the
negative discovery of “one’s distance from the eternal.” 51 Once one becomes conscious
of herself before the eternal, then sin is revealed to her as her willful disobedience.
Walsh understands the Christian’s relationship to the eternal as inverted, for when man
becomes nothing before the eternal, then the eternal becomes greater and man becomes
closer to the eternal in worship. Walsh claims that it is distinctively Christian to view
everything in an indirect manner. She writes, “[t]he world’s procedure is to understand
everything in a direct manner, while Christianity views everything inversely and
indirectly.” 52 Kierkegaard is specifically “reduplicating” his understanding of “inverse
dialectics” in his “indirect communication.” Kierkegaard’s indirect communication
causes the reader to turn inward, but, upon turning inward, she realizes just how far she is
from true self-understanding and self-actualization.
Kierkegaard’s choice of “indirect communication” is not only the reduplication of
“inverse dialectics,” it is also a reduplication of the “doctrine of creation.” Mackey,
citing Niels Thulstrp, writes that the “doctrine of creation” includes the Kierkegaardian
elements of “the omnipotence of God, the freedom of man, and a stress upon the ethicalpractical aspects of life rather than the cognitive-theoretical.” 53 The relationship of the
“doctrine of creation” to Kierkegaard’s “indirect communication” is based on the
similarity of purpose in both the eternal and Kierkegaard’s creations. The purpose of
creation is to cause the individual to turn inward; the purpose is not for the individual to
50
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search for the eternal in creation itself, as the eternal is not directly in creation, according
to the monotheistic tradition. Once the individual turns inward and decides, without
coercion, to commit to the eternal, the emphasis of the eternal’s communication with man
is on living within creation. The purpose of Kierkegaard’s texts is similarly for the
individual to turn inward rather than remain focused on the text itself, and Kierkegaard
accentuates living out one’s knowledge as opposed to speculating about existence.
Works from the early and later authorships of Kierkegaard, both signed and unsigned,
evidence the philosophic and religious principles that motivate Kierkegaard’s choice of
“indirect communication.”
Conclusion
It seems odd to describe Kierkegaard’s “indirect communication” as a choice,
since the content Kierkegaard communicates requires the form of “indirect
communication.” That certain modes of communication are required for the expression
of particular truths is the position defended by Martha Nussbaum in Love’s Knowledge.
On the relationship of form and content, Nussbaum makes two claims: 1. “Any style
makes, itself, a statement … about what is important and what is not, about what faculties
of the reader are important for knowing and what are not,” and 2. “Only the style of a
certain sort of narrative artist (and not, for example, the style associated with the abstract
theoretical treatise) can adequately state certain important truths about the world,
embodying them in its shape and setting up in the reader the activities that are appropriate
for grasping them.” 54 According to Nussbaum, traditional Anglo-American philosophy

54

Nussbaum, Martha. Love’s Knowledge: Essays on Philosophy and Literature. Oxford University Press,
1990, p. 7, 6.
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predominantly ignores form or deems it “decorative,” while ancient Greek philosophy
understood that “form was itself a statement, a content.” 55 Kierkegaard’s authorship
reflects the understanding of the ancients, for he does not merely present his ideas, he
represents them through his “indirect communication.”
Kierkegaard communicates indirectly, because the content of his authorship
cannot be expressed directly. Kierkegaard is not merely trying to impart objective
knowledge in a unique way through his indirect authorship; he is calling the reader to a
task – to become increasingly self-aware, aware of oneself in one’s existence, through her
reading. Kierkegaard’s “indirect communication” engages the reader at both an
emotional and intellectual level, in order that her life, not just her mind, may be affected.
The various aspects of “indirect communication” seduce the reader to ultimately
appropriate and embody truth independently. The deception of the pseudonyms and the
author’s “lived presence” maintains a distance between the author and reader, so that she
does not passively accept but wins through to the ideal, not in theory but in practice. The
interconnectedness of the forms suggests to the careful reader that the meaning of the
works is best understood as a totality, from looking backward over her journey through
the authorship. Kierkegaard overcomes the difficulties involved in communicating an
ideal that one is to embody, by communicating in such a way that the reader begins to
embody the ideal of inwardness as she moves through the authorship.

55

Ibid., 8, 15.
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Spanish Flowers, Asian Roots: Flamenco theatre in Asia
Flamenco—the music, song, and dance of the gypsies in Andalusia, Spain—is a
unique combination of Byzantine, Jewish (Sephardic), Indian, Arabic, Latin American
and Spanish, religious, folk, and classical rhythms and melodies. The gypsies, the Roma
people, emerged from the Sind, north India in the 10th century, traveling with their own
music and dance traditions as well as incorporating those of the peoples whose lands they
entered. Though an amalgam of many influences, the Spanish gypsies were the sole
practitioners of flamenco during the 18th and 19th centuries. Its raw singing, pentatonic
modes, and complex counter rhythms distinguished it from the regional folk music and
dance. In the 20th century, however, with the touring of famous gypsy performers to the
capitals of Europe, North and South America, flamenco began to take on an international
dimension. It became popular among non-gypsies around the world, not merely to watch
but to learn.
Although the Philippines was a Spanish colony for 350 years and adapted many
Spanish dances, Japan was probably the first Asian country to have serious students of
flamenco, who studied in Spain and reached a high level of competency in the 1970s and
1980s. In the 1990s, however, flamenco also became popular in Taiwan and Korea as
more female dancers traveled to Spain to learn the art and teach it in their home countries.
Flamenco, though a hybrid European art, has several similarities with Asian dance/music
forms. It is the only Western dance that pays particular attention to articulation of fingers,
the movements of which are called flores, flowers, just as they are in Cambodian, Thai,
and Laotian dance. The music is built around rhythm cycles, usually of 8 or 12 beats, as
are of the bols of Indian classical music and dance. In addition, flamenco dance which
accompanies the song (cante) is determined by rasas—particular emotional states, again
making it similar to Indian music and dance. Because a performance of a dancer and
singer expresses a rasa, flamenco has an unusual dramatic potential built into its style.
This presentation explores two aspects of contemporary flamenco: firstly, its
manifestation in Asia, in Taiwan in particular; its attractions for Asian dancers and
musicians, and secondly, its potential as a theatrical medium by focusing on a recent
performance—a flamenco dance-drama adaptation of Federico Garcia Lorca’s The House
of Bernarda Alba. Although the Spanish director Carlos Saura has produced flamenco
dramatic films such as Carmen and Bodas de Sangre, and Japanese choreographers have
also created dance dramas, this was the first Taiwanese/Chinese full-length flamenco
dance-drama. It used no language but conveyed the plot through guitar, cante and baile
(dance).
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Abstract:
The image represented in artworks of Iranian female artists, reflects the way
their society and culture consideration of women, also displays the inner
meanings that they themselves think of women through their lives in society.
I will look through these artworks with feminism as my point of view.
Besides, I will clarify why their representative image of women is also
patriarchal. Two works from two Iranian video artists: Ghazale Hedayat and
Simin Keramati will be my case studies.

Key Words: women's image, Iranian video art.

The necessity for studying women image:
Women image of each society carries different cultural, historical, and
political meanings, one society consider of womanhood. These beliefs and
credence defines women role in contrast with other sex. In this way one
approach for demystifying subsidence of culture, is studying women
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image.it‘s necessary to explain, studying women images doesn’t mean to
accept “feminine art” or kind of art which women in that create artworks in
relation to their sex and physiology .in this study I am not essentially look up
to find common signs in women artworks and gather them under the
category of “feminine art”. With essential look through artworks we
marginalized half of them, gropingly. The margin which is recently, with
increase in number of women artists , necessity of revision in cultural and
sociological structure and needfulness of contacting other part of the world,
made undeniable presence in the art world.
Among different artistic Medias in Iran, video is scarcely known for public.
In fact video like other technological mediums with delay of some years
arrived in Iran. Various reflections of the artists toward it can be seen. In
spite of that some artists experiences are worthy and known in international
exhibitions.
Women images:
In recent century studying, criticizing, analyzing women image, with effort
of feminists became the foundation of their critics toward male-dominated
sociological and cultural structure. The image that women show as
themselves carries the way they represent their character and also guides
other to approach them .John Berger, critic and author in bright paper titled “
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ways of seeing women” states : “a woman ‘s presence expresses her own
attitude to herself , and defines what can be done to her .her presence is
manifest in her gestures, voice, opinions, expressions, clothes, chosen
surroundings, taste - indeed there is nothing she can do which does not
contribute to her presence…a woman must continually watch herself ,she is
almost continually accompanied by her own image of herself .whilst she is
walking or weeping at the death of her father, she can scarcely avoid
envisaging herself walking or weeping . From earliest childhood she has
been taught and persuaded to survey herself continually. And so she comes
to consider the surveyor and the surveyed within her as the two constituent
yet always distinct elements of her identity as a woman.”(Berger: 1985, 250
from Philosophy Of Visual Arts)
As a matter of fact studying the image that Iranian female artist represent in
their works, will guide us through demystification of cultural layers that they
accustomed with. Below I will explain history of Iranian video art’s
formation.
History of Iranian video art‘s formation:
The first video camera entered Iran in 1910. This phenomenon coincided
with expansion of this media across Europe and America. But acceptance
and developing trend for this media in Iran couldn’t be the same as west.
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Therefore when in 1960s video introduced itself as artistic medium in west,
in the late 1970s video arrived in Iranian houses. In the beginning cases of
use wasn’t more than home theater, and this was because of governmental
restrictions against using foreigners’ cultural production. Artistic utilization
of this media in Iran delayed until mid 1990s.Simin Keramati the video artist
in an interview with the author states:”the first representation of video art in
Iran was happened near 10 years ago by Ghazal Raadpey and it was
accompanied by happening and installation for only a day somewhere near
Karaj with a few spectators, the serious artistic brought up of this media was
with first Conceptual Art exhibition in museum of contemporary art of
Tehran in 2000”. (Keramati: 2007)
In the mid 1990s along with reformations in sociological and cultural
structures, Conceptual Art became a trend for artistic creation of young
artists mostly. Therefore, video is a newly established medium for making
art in Iran. Its pioneers have generally turned to this medium from other
artistic fields, like painting, photography, sculpture or professional
filmmaking. Full range of expressive possibilities, remarkable impact on the
viewer and reasonable costs have made video a preferred medium in making
art. The product also can be shown almost everywhere: private galleries,
artistic gatherings, even artist’s studios or residences.
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Artists not living in Iran, have different type of view from the ones who are.
One of the most well-known Iranian video artists in the world is Shirin
Neshat; in this paper I will discuss artists who are residents of Iran.
Except the TREIBSAND project which was generally about new art in Iran,
any other researches that focused on new art and specifically on video art in
Iran is not exist.
Artworks of Iranian female video artists:
At the time, number of women artists who choose video as their specific
media to work with, are more than male artists, this can be considered as
critical and expressive capabilities of this media. Miscellaneous themes and
approaches can be seen in these art works. Main common point of these
works can be analyzed in the light of challenges of a nation whose transition
to modernity goes on through intricate network of archaic ideas and values
as well as constraints of the authorities. These common experiences reflected
as apprehension of preserving, modifying old credos and customs, in the
artworks of some artists such as: “Dream of Color” from Faride
Shahsavarani, “Beautician” by Mahshid Moosavinia, “Mahroo” by Samira
Eskandarfar and …. Others may represent their autobiographical experiences
and personal narratives this scheme can be seen in: “What I have in common
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with Roodabe and Orelia by “Afshan Ketabchi”, “Self Portrait” by Simin
Keramati…
Other approaches toward socio-political issues are about intellectual
criticizing the structure and context of social and cultural Iranian life.
Artworks such as “Falling down or rising up” by Simin Keramati, “A
generation which cannot speak” by Soghra Zare Anaghezi, “Monolgue
under the white light” by Samira Eskndarfar can be put in this category. It is
obvious that so many of these works and also artists’ approaches can’t be
categorized like this, and this studying is not claiming to do so. In choosing
artists and artworks I was looking for some factors which seem important to
me: first I was collecting the artworks of female artists who work
continually and known as professional artists, secondly I was looking for the
ones whose works are important and debatable in artistic atmosphere.
Ghazale Hedayat and Simin Keramati both are active in art academies in
Iran. Simin Keramati is the winner of Grand prize of international Dhaka
biennial in 2004 and also she is well-known as an Iranian video artist. These
two have intellectual video arts, that I will discuss them in this paper.
Simin Keramati:
Simin Keramati was born 1970 in Tehran .she was graduated in master of
fine arts from Art University in 1996. Keramati is the artist that established
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with her video arts although she had experienced other Medias too. There
are various themes that her works conclude but the common place in her
artworks is simple language, also dominance of idea over form. In some of
her works such as “falling down or rising up” She presents her sociopolitical apprehensions by using metaphors and occasionally she use
personal and autobiographical language in her works such as “self-portrait”.
The work I will discuss about entitled “earth” which is a part of “The Four
Elements” that include four videos that each of them has its own title
“earth”, “wind”, “water” and “fire”. Each of the videos can be exhibited
separately.

1)

2)

3)

4)
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5)

6)

7)

8)

Earth
The “Earth” is about 14 minutes and in the beginning we can see a woman
with black clothing sitting in a glassy case and looking into camera while
from top of the picture, soft soil pour down on her. The woman stands still,
and some times looks into camera while soil covers her slowly, until she is
invisible. Keramati considers the woman’s appearance the same as Iranian
intellectual woman also the black color of the clothing signifies the prevailed
black color in Iranian female clothing.
Soil has different meanings and references in Iranian culture. It refers us to
ancestors, passed away people, race … it happen to say with this contents
soil can be considered as old cultural customs which placed in every persons
unconscious. Finally these patriarchal aspects of culture (soil) transmuted
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the woman, she covers with it and she loses her visibility and character. In
this art work the transmutation of the woman can be analyzed in two aspects:
first woman’s abjection by putting her at the bottom of the picture and
pouring down the soil from top to bottom on her and secondly completely
covering the woman by soil and overcoming the patriarchy (soil) upon the
woman.
In the first approach the woman who rise in the male-dominated culture
accept to be marginalized and being second sex, and in the second approach
this marginalization seems that much natural to woman that she accept this
classification. Maybe in a historical approach this artwork refers us to the
weak action of Arabs to their daughters. (Before emerging Islam Arabs were
ashamed of their daughters so they buried them while they were alive).also
this work can be considered as criticize over Iranian female intellectuals act
in contemporary Iranian society. An intellectual is a person who is active in
renovating her knowledge and idea, not stick to the old traditional believes.
the intellectual does not stand still in a frame. In contrast the intellectual
woman in this artwork stands still in the glassy case, and does nothing for
changing her situation, she looks feeble and flimsy, and she does not even
move to survive. She is depressed. Depression is a disease which number of
female sufferers’ are more than male ones. As Sara Mills declared in
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Discourse Feminist theorists’ state; there is a general tendency toward
representing woman as mentally ill subjects, and this approved numerically,
the number of depressed women is more than men. Admitting women in
psychotherapy institutions are easier than admitting men.
The woman does not gazing, She looks tired and exhausted .from her
appearance the author can get that she belongs to a high social class, and
some how this social class works as the glassy case for her, it makes
limitations for her. She is the example of intellectual women in patriarchal
societies, claiming to be democrat. Such societies put their intellectual
women in glassy cases of their democratic mottos. In the beginning the
woman settles in this place but after some times she transforms from
intellectual to a depressed woman who is aware of her obliged Identity as an
Iranian intellectual woman. So she becomes passive and depressed. During
history Passivity always belongs to women, in contrast men were always
considered as actives.
The woman in this artwork reproduces the passivity of women. Doing
nothing by the woman can be considered as suicide. Having no reaction, the
woman buried in soil. Because of ability of fertility, soil/nature and woman
were always following each other. In this regard woman/nature stands in
contrast with man/culture, because culture is sublime matter which formed
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by men, and it is superior to primitive woman/nature. Companionship of the
woman and soil/nature in this artwork can be considered as an allegory for
such classifications.
Meanwhile this video is a part of series entitled “Four Elements” and among
all these four elements the woman subject only accompanied by the element
“earth”. In some religions and beliefs fire is accompanied by woman and
represents the evil aspect of woman’s nature, as in old popular Iranian
culture using compound “Atish Pare” (piece of fire) was used specifically
for women. The thing Keramati mentioned while she is describing her
artwork is emphasizing on demolishing quality of four elements. (There is
credence in ancient beliefs in that world is formed by different amount of
four elements and alteration in their quantity cause devastation). Also she
states about presence of woman as the subject of this work: “because I am
woman, I myself become the subject in this artwork, the woman’s presence
in this work is not a motto, being female is part of my identity, my past and
personal experiences.” She said the subject in here beyond gender
classifications is a human being. There can be even more interpretations that
can spring to the mind of audiences, and these are not the only ones.
GHAZALE HEDAYAT:
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Ghazale Hedayat was born 1979 in Tehran. She took her MFA in New
Genres from San Francisco Art Institute in 2005.she is experienced in
several Medias such as: photography, video and installation. She can be
considered as one of successful artists in having theoretical issues included
in her artistic creation. The thing attract my attention in first glance to most
of her artworks is, use of her own body as subject. While Hedayat describing
her artworks she states: “I do not consider my gender something separated
from my identity, perhaps I represent my gender in my artworks as a part of
my identity, and I am woman so I can not create separately from my
femininity.”(Hedayat: 2007, personal interview with author)
In fact she is describing a feminine self and for this she uses her own body.

(1)

(2)

Artwork I am going to discuss is a video which is untitled, and it is 7
minutes. In this work in unusual close up of Hedayat, she stairs in camera,
and continues this action till tears come down from her eyes.
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Head in this artwork as a part of body represents self and feminine identity
of the artist. So this artwork can be considered as Body Art that recorded by
video camera. In the “second sex”, Simone de Beauvoir explains that
otherness is a fundamental category of human thought and that no group
ever sets itself up as the one with out at once setting up the other over
against itself.
Within this context, woman is the other, who by her sexual difference,
serves to define the male as the universal subject. Speaking of those systems
of belief that structure western philosophy and religion, de Bouvoir explains
that: humanity is male and man defines woman not in herself but as relative
to him; she is not regarded as an autonomous being.
In theoretical studies of western history and culture the idea of Otherness not
only used for gender differentiation - women - but also for cultural
classifications -people of color. Meanwhile in each bilateral opposition one
placed in center and in contrast others are marginalized, in fact the items
which are placed in center can be referred to men. Within this context Gaze
is associated with men during history of culture, and also it is partly subject
of feminists criticize over male dominated culture.
In this artwork, Hedayat’s feminine self with the black veil made me
consider her as an eastern woman, therefore she is subject of both
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otherness’, gendered otherness and cultural otherness. Being other negated
her from gazing. However as in the work, she insists on gazing. Her
insistence on doing the action which does not associated with her, in regard
to her culture made her cry and annoyed.
In other hand this artwork is a self-portrait, and basically self-portrait is a
separated face or other part of artist’s body. Each self-portrait is
fundamentally a double featured image. In each self-portrait two individual
selves represented simultaneously, accessible and external one which is
distinguished by face and other apparent forms, the other is internal, hidden
self which is hinted by face.
Within this context in the process of making self-portrait, artist’s self
transforms to something that created, faked, simulated and always distorted.
In this artwork also Hedayat represented other than herself. By making this
self-portrait, she tries to represent other feasible aspect of hers; however she
can not escape her compulsory gendered identity. I consider her tears as
complaint against the gendered identity obliged to her by her culture and
society.
This artwork should be represented by small television, and it must be
placed in front of audience’s head. Hedayat describes her works
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representation:” main goal of representing this work with television is
pointing to the gaze of this media and it’s hegemony upon audience.
Suppose Hedayat is going to show the hegemony of television; in this case,
we encounter a paradox. The paradox is that the dominant structure of each
and every media is patriarchal (in this case in Iran); in contrast, she
represents a feminine media. So in this way she shows the viability of
feminine hegemony. In her influential article “visual pleasure and narrative
cinema”, Laura Mulvey, based on Freudian psychoanalysis draws a model of
fetishism: “in a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has
been split between active/male and passive/female. The determining male
gaze projects its fantasy onto the female figure. In their traditional
exhibitionist role women are simultaneously looked at and displayed … so
that they can be said to connote to-be-looked-at-ness.”(Mulvey: 2003, 48)
In this artwork Hedayat doesn’t represent a woman to be looked at; in
contrast, she exhibits a woman, returns all gazes toward viewer.
In Islamic pedagogy all the Muslims are condemned of gazing to the
opposite sex. It considers as a sinful act. The spectator of this artwork is
inevitably gazing to the face of a woman, which can be an allegory of
Lacan’s notion of the Screen .It’s notion is based on a subject who might
look but is also always gazed at.
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In Conclusion:
The image represented in women artists affected by their personal life and
experiences .Ghazale Hedayat and Simin Keramati both in two artworks
discussed heretofore , exhibiting a feminine self of their personal life. Image
depicted by these two do not stands as prevalent stereotypes of women
images. Most of women artists try to explore their personal life to their
artworks. Some extend theirs to other Iranian women, other just reveal it as a
private narration. As it said before Berger believes the way women looked at
themselves conforming to the dominant patriarchal gaze, is also patriarchal.
From authors point of view large number of women artists who aware of
their compelled identity, are trying to build a personal and feminine image
of their own ,in contrast with the dominant picture. The Hedayat’s artwork is
a proper example of this group. Criticizing power however seem to be
impossible for some, but women are tying their best although they live a
patriarchal society.
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Title:

Anthropomorphic, Zoomorphic and Hyper-Real Skeletons in Contemporary
Art.

Abstract:

Contemporary artists have created skeletons of cartoon characters, skeletons of
life sized mythological creatures, and quirky zoomorphic skeletons of hybrid
tool-animals. This paper is looking at artworks that depict or represent
skeletons of anthropomorphic and zoomorphic forms and the multiple readings
inherent within those artworks. The readings range from questioning the
unheimlic within the individual skeletal artworks, analysing the human/
animal/tool hybridisation in relation to today’s culture, exploring the use of
animal bone in conjunction with human forms to invoke primitive and
apocalyptic connotations, as well as employing Baudrillard's theories of the
hyper-real simulacra and the privileging of the artificial over the real. The
creation of a skeletal structure for a cartoon character moves the cartoon closer
to the “real” reinforcing the suspension of disbelief and upholding culturally
constructed veracity of the artificial over the real. Curiosity cabinets
historically exhibited rare life forms that the general public was unfamiliar
with, as well as deformed or reconstructed animals like the “Fiji Monkey” a
part monkey part shark creation, designed to shock and amaze the public.
Today the anthropomorphic and zoomorphic skeletons populate the curiosity
cabinet. Rather than being regarded as grotesque or a curiosity they have
breached the boundaries of the cabinet and integrated themselves into everyday
life, replacing the real.
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Abstract
Research on L2 learning strategies has indicated a significant relationship
between strategy use and language performance. Some lexical researchers have
stressed that stimulating the cognitive processes involved in learning may enhance
learners’ vocabulary acquisition. However, research findings regarding the
effectiveness of vocabulary learning strategies used by EFL learners seem to be rather
conflicting and inconclusive. This empirical study investigated the most and least
frequently used vocabulary learning strategies for EFL college learners and the
differences in vocabulary strategy use between proficient and less proficient learners.
The participants in this study were 202 EFL college learners.

Instruments of

this study included a Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT) and a Vocabulary Learning
Strategies Questionnaire. Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to
analyze the collected data. Further discussion of the results of this empirical study and
its implications for EFL vocabulary acquisition and instruction will be presented.
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Participants attending this session will have the opportunity to explore the
instrumentation used to investigate students’ vocabulary learning strategies use, as
well as the vocabulary teaching and learning approaches which you may find useful in
your classroom settings.
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The Teddy Boys: Britain’s First Countercultural Movement

The Teddy Boys were Britain’s first countercultural movement. They initially
appeared in the early 1950s, just as Britain was experiencing the benefits of postwar
prosperity. Taking advantage of their new-found affluence, young working class men
adopted Edwardian attire as their preferred evening dress. While working at unskilled
and semiskilled jobs during the day, in the evening, these young men put on their Teddy
Boy suits to go out on the town. Preferring cafes, coffee houses and dance halls, they
also became known as Juke-box boys. Like most young men, they also cruised for girls.
The Teddy Boys – and their Teddy Girls – soon became the acknowledged leaders of
Britain’s emerging youth rebellion. On the other hand, the Teddy Boys also gained a
reputation for violence. At first, they attacked isolated individuals of all ages and
genders, but in time, Teddy Boy gangs developed leading to gang violence at various
public venues. The public did not respond until rock ‘n’ roll riots occurred when the film
Rock Around the Clock appeared in British theatres. The Teddy Boys grand finale
occurred in 1958 with the Notting Hill riots. For five consecutive days, Teddy Boys
invaded this slum neighborhood in the West Side of London brutally attacking West
Indian immigrants and burning their homes. These riots largely brought the Teddy Boy
movement to a close. The Teddy Boys, though, did not disappear. On the contrary, in
time they evolved into more popular countercultural groups – the Mods and the Rockers.
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As Italian comparatists have moved beyond strictly language-oriented and purely literary
analyses to larger theoretical, cultural, and postmodern concerns, our profession has been
simultaneously challenged and enriched. Scholars have focused considerable attention
on Italian cinema and its relationship to far-reaching topics as politics, law, religion, and
philosophy. Art historians have delved heavily into the relationship between artists and
their patrons. Historians of the stage and opera house have illuminated our understanding
of theatrical and musical productions by examining court life and political institutions
that sponsored such spectacles. Largely overlooked in such broader multi-disciplinary
approaches to Italian culture has been the rich relationship (particularly in Italy) between
dance and poetry. Yet the roots of such a connection are ancient, extending backwards to
the apex of Greek culture when music, poetry, and dance were essentially interdependent
forms of art. This paper focuses on the Italian Ottocento in the context of European
Romanticism and, much more specifically, on the cultural phenomenon of Italian
Romantic poets who composed an extraordinary body of occasional poetry for specific
dancers. Questions to be addressed include these: Why and for whom were these poems
created? What forms were privileged and why? How did poetry and dance interrelate in
the arena of Italian artistic illustrations? What theories stand behind the praxis of "la
poesia della danza"?
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At its official premiere at the Edinburgh International Film Festival (EIFF) in June 2008,
Stone of Destiny was billed both as a nationalist film and “an uplifting account of the theft in the
1950s of the Scottish coronation stone from Westminster Abbey.” 1 It is certainly a different kind
of “political film” than many audiences are used to seeing and, indeed, writer/director Charles
Martin Smith denied that the film’s initial raison d’etre was to become a political statement. In
an interview before the Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF), he emphasized that “[w]hat I
didn't realize when we first started this was the politics of it. I sort of thought of it as a movie
about young people overcoming big obstacles, sticking together and pulling something off . . .
Not only that, I always was making the film for an international audience."2 Timing is
everything, however, and Stone of Destiny came on the scene at a time when Scottish
nationalism was heating up again. Smith noted that "There was a lot of objection to the politics
of the movie, which I'm sorry about. I didn't intend it to be a political statement. But it is. . .

1

Tim Cornwell, “Move Proves a Blockbuster Success for Film Festival,” The Scotsman, June 28, 2008,
http://thescotsman.scotsman.com/entertainment/Move-proves-a-blockbuster-.4232653.jp
2
Bradley, Lara. “Scottish Tale Loved by Critics, Not Scots.” The Sudbury Star. September 11, 2008.
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=1195018
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There's a lot about Scottish politics in it. A lot about Scottish culture that to them was overly
obvious. I felt I had to do that for audiences that didn't know Scotland." 3
Unlike the dramatic and highly politicized The Kite Runner (2007), a film about
friendship that put the lives of its child actors at risk in Afghanistan; any Michael Moore film
critical of the U.S. or Bush administration, such as 2007’s Sicko; or Oliver Stone’s meant-to-beheart-wrenching World Trade Center (2006) or clearly political W (2008), Stone of Destiny takes
a different tack. Even the much earlier Braveheart, revealed during the week Stone of Destiny
premiered at the EIFF to be Scots’ all-time favorite Scottish film, 4 made a political statement
about a series of historic events; its bloody battles and graphic martyrdom, however, place it in a
very different entertainment context than the kinder, gentler Stone of Destiny.
The premise is straightforward: University student Ian Hamilton, disgruntled by
Scotland’s continuing slide into British political obscurity, plans to drive to London, remove the
Stone of Destiny from Westminster Abbey on Christmas Eve 1950, and repatriate the Stone to
Scotland. In this endeavor he is aided by three equally fervent accomplices: Kay Matheson,
Gavin Vernon, and Alan Stuart. Their daring, if inexpertly planned deed gains national notoriety
and helps unify Scots by revitalizing national pride. Although unwilling to participate in the
event itself, Bill Craig assisted in the planning and, later, in moving the Stone where authorities
could find it when the time was deemed right. The film shows the five “conspirators” being
hauled away by police, although none was sentenced.
At a pivotal time when many Scots believe independence looms nearer, the release of this
film (October 10, 2008 in Scotland; October 12 in the rest of the U.K.; February 2009 in Canada)

3

Bradley, Lara. “Scottish Tale Loved by Critics, Not Scots.” The Sudbury Star. September 11, 2008.
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=1195018
4
Claire Smith, “Braveheart Wins Battle to be Top Scots Movie of All Time,” The Scotsman, June 24, 2008,
http://thescotsman.scotsman.com/scotland/Braveheart-wins-battle-to-be.4214373.jp
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increases public interest not only in what happened in 1950 but in 1999, with devolution and the
Scottish parliament; 2007, with the rising power of the Scottish National Party (SNP) and its plan
for an independence referendum; and possibly what will yet happen politically within author Ian
Hamilton’s lifetime. Hamilton’s memoir, detailing his planning and execution of taking the
Stone, became the basis for this film.
Instead of being an incendiary or revolutionary film about a symbol of independence and
nationhood, Stone of Destiny is a gentle reminder of what can happen when people, particularly
the young, decide to take a stand to protect their freedom. Nevertheless, the film gathered quite a
bit of attention (especially before its EIFF reviews) about its potential use as a “nationalist” film.
Advance publicity in the U.K. included articles claiming that “nationalists may try to hijack new
film Stone of Destiny as a rallying cry for Scottish independence . . . but the producer claims it's
bigger than that . . . Everybody will come out of this film very proud to be Scottish. But you
don't have to be a Scottish nationalist to enjoy this movie. It's David v Goliath - the little guy
overcoming the big guy. The movie doesn't knock England. It is completely feel-good. It'll make
you laugh. It'll make you cry." 5
Highly critical reviews by the conclusion of the EIFF might have made the producers
want to cry. One reviewer caustically summarized the critical reception: “American actor-turneddirector Charles Martin Smith’s feeble caper about the Scottish nationalist students who stole the
coronation stone back from Westminster Abbey was by far the worst film of the festival: a
thoroughly embarrassing and badly out-of-date slice of tartan tweeness, which served only to
demonstrate that the otherwise noble impulse to showcase national product shouldn’t come at the

5

Fulton, Rick. “New Film ‘Stone of Destiny’ Will ‘Make You Proud to Be Scottish.’” Daily Record. June 18, 2008.
http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/entertainment/entertainment-news/2008/06/18/new-film-stone-of-destiny-will-makeyou-proud-to-be-scottish-86908-20611288/
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expense of all quality control.” 6 Reviews like this contradicted the public’s perception of the
film, which was “much preferred” by audiences during its two EIFF screenings. After the first 10
days of the festival and based on 18 of 21 films for which audiences could vote for their favorite,
Stone of Destiny was ranked seventh. 7 After all votes had been tallied at the end of the festival,
Stone of Destiny was ranked 8 out of 21 films, and 48% of the audience attending either
screening awarded it 4 stars, or “unmissable.” 8
The SNP seemed to have no qualms about the critical reception, either before or after the
film’s official premiere at EIFF. They homed in on the film’s topic: the theft or return
(depending on one’s point of view) of the Scottish coronation stone. Taking this symbol of
nationalism was a patriotic act for the four students in 1950. Taking the film as a political
touchtone is the SNP’s act to encourage public sentiment for independence. Culture Minister
Linda Fabiani proposed—and led the discussion several times—to have Stone of Destiny shown
in the Holyrood debating chamber. Scottish Parliament vetoed her petition because the film has
“political overtones” and its message is considered as more than political history. The Scotsman
quoted a confidential report to the bipartisan Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body
summarizing the reasoning behind the veto: “Even though the film is being considered as a
comedy, we are advised it will have political overtones which the agreed criteria for events
exclude it from being screened in the debating chamber.” 9 The SNP’s next option was to screen
the film at Holyrood during August’s Festival of Politics, but the screening wouldn’t be allowed

6

Harkness, Alistair. “A Reel Mixed Bag.” The Scotsman., June 30, 2008.
http://news.scotsman.com/entertainment/A-reel-mixed-bag.4234542.jp
7
Pendreigh, Brian. “Audience of Edge of Hate for ‘Boring’ Film.” The Scotsman. June 30, 2008.
http://news.scotsman.com/scotland/Audience-on-edge-of-hate.42339838.jp
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McKinlay, Sadie. Edinburgh International Film Festival. Personal email. July 3, 2008.
9
Swanson, Ian. “Bid to Show Stone of Destiny Film in Holyrood Thrown Out.” The Scotsman. June 29, 2008.
http://news.scotsman.com/politics/Bid-to-show-Stone-of.4206526.jp
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to take place in an arena of formal political debate. During the festival, however, no notice of the
film appeared in the schedule, and the SNP must have decided against this option for a screening.
Months later, in early October 2008, the press surrounding the Scottish general release of
Stone of Destiny generated equally emotional commentary, much of it political. Cancer-stricken
Sir Neil MacCormack, whose father John was one of the founders of the SNP (portrayed in the
film by Robert Carlyle), watched the film in a private screening at home. He and his wife saw the
film with the director and Ian Hamilton and his wife. In anticipation of the event, MacCormack
told Scotland on Sunday that he planned to watch the film “’in context. I won't be saying: 'Oh,
here's a film about my dad and there's the Stone in it as well.' More the other way round – here's
the film of this remarkable event . . . I am interested in the whole story. I was quite tied up in it
as a child at the time.’" 10 MacCormack’s childhood recollections of gathering around the radio to
hear the news and the resultant cheering sound much like the director’s scenes of the aftermath,
and such a poignant news article on the weekend of the film’s general release in Scotland was
sure to generate not only interest in the film but remind readers of the SNP’s history.
Other articles promoting the film in Scotland described it as much more than a heist caper
or comedy. A few days before the MacCormack story was published, another article described
the film this way: “Frustrated by political apathy and Scotland’s diminishing sense of
nationhood, Hamilton sought to reawaken Scottish national pride and spur his generation into
action. For hundreds of years, the English had jealously guarded the Scottish coronation stone,
the Stone of Destiny – an ancient block of sandstone symbolically used in coronation ceremonies

10

Pendreigh, Brian. “Premiere Brings Stone of Destiny Home to Dying Son of ‘King John.’” Scotland on Sunday,
October 5, 2008. http://scotlandonsunday.scotsman.com/scotland/Premiere-brings-Stone-of-Destiny.4559844.jp
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which Edward I took from Perth in the 13th century. Hamilton led a group of university friends
to London to make a dramatic gesture to reinstate Scotland’s place on the political map.” 11
The film—and media coverage of it—prompted emotional responses in local newspapers
shared online around the world. One Edinburgh resident protested the use of “thieves” to
describe the students who took the Stone: “Bearing in mind the stone was taken by King Edward
I in 1296 from Scone Abbey, maybe ‘reclaimed’ or ‘repatriated’ is a more appropriate
description.” 12 Editorials such as this one indicate that the film, and critics’ reviews, are being
carefully read and considered, at least in Scotland. Future Movies’ EIFF report noted that “It’s
doubtful that the event had quite the national impact that this flag-waving (and at points
unbearably cheesy) comedy drama portrays, but it still seems a story worthy of big screen
treatment.” 13 On the day after the film’s EIFF premiere, the Sunday Post headline (albeit on page
5) announced “Story of the Stone Destined to be a Big-Screen Blockbuster” and added that even
rain “couldn’t dampen Scottish ardour at the world premiere of the eagerly awaited film.” 14
Whatever the reviewer’s or filmgoer’s personal response to Stone of Destiny, it seems to generate
plenty of commentary.
Politics naturally came up when the actors were interviewed prior to the EIFF premiere in
June, as well as the film’s opening across Scotland in October. Robert Carlyle (John
MacCormick) wanted the audience to be as moved by the story as he was, but he stopped short
of making a stand for or against independence. He, like fellow Glaswegian Billy Boyd, prefers to
live and often work in Scotland, although his career could take him anywhere in the world,
11

“Stone of Destiny Set to Cause a Stir.” Aberdeen Press and Journal, October 4, 2008.
http://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/Article.aspx/868351?UserKey=
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Gallagher, Paul. “Edinburgh International Film Festival—Monday.” Future Movies. June 23, 2008.
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which may make him want to avoid making overt political statements. 15 (At the conclusion of
the 2008 EIFF, Carlyle was recruited as a patron of the festival, thus becoming “a key factor in
maintaining the event’s profile and network of contacts, drawing new films, stars, and filmmakers to the city.” 16 )
Boyd frequently talked with the press as part of the film’s publicity, but he, too, kept
safely away from expressing his own opinions for or against independence. Instead, he explained
the students’ motivation for taking the Stone as a desperate act by people being ignored. He
believes in the importance of telling local stories, not just making big Hollywood films, and the
story of the Stone is indeed an important “local” story. When asked in general about his political
ideals, however, he focused on global issues like climate change. 17 A few days before the film
went into wide release in Scotland, Boyd elaborated that the story should fire up national pride
but noted that Hamilton, who was on set every day, would think the Stone itself wasn’t the issue.
Rather, it “was doing something that mattered. He just wanted Scotland’s voice to be heard. He
just felt he had to do something. At the time he felt taking the stone was the biggest thing he
could do.” 18
Shortly before the film’s October release in Scotland, Charlie Cox (Ian Hamilton)
admitted that “he knew nothing of the story beforehand, [but] having learned it, . . . feels it
contributed to the movement for Scottish independence. ‘Although it didn’t have a direct impact
into the Scottish government, it was certainly a huge catalyst towards all of that.’” Like Smith,

15

“This Slice of History Has Sense of Destiny.” Sunday Express. June 22, 2008, pp. 56-57.
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18
Reid, Georgina. “Billy Boyd on Destiny Mystery.” The Scottish Sun. October 7, 2008.
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Cox didn’t think he was making a political film, adding that “’a lot of this is by chance; filming it
now is interesting because the nationalist party are in power.’” 19
Promotion of Stone of Destiny gave the actors a chance to espouse their political
concerns, whether narrowed to Scotland or broadened to the entire world, but they didn’t make a
case for or against nationalism as the focus of their remarks. Instead, they pinned their hopes on
Stone of Destiny attracting attention because of its history and the quality of the human story
behind it, rather than the film gaining notoriety because of current political controversy.
In the 2008 reissue of Ian Hamilton’s memoir about taking the Stone (now retitled Stone
of Destiny to coincide with the film’s title), he emphasizes that the event occurred long ago and
seems to him to have taken place in another lifetime. Nearly 60 years after Hamilton’s daring act,
watching scenes being filmed in the Abbey is more memorable to him than the real event. The
film’s recent publicity and “glittering premiere” brought then-82-year-old Hamilton back into the
public spotlight and made him something of a local hero in Argyllshire. 20 The memory may fade,
but the ramifications of that fateful night remain. During festival week in Edinburgh, Hamilton
frequently found himself at the center of attention for being what he claims is a “footnote” in
Scottish history, but he is still glad to be remembered for that daring act, even if he is happier to
be better known for his long legal career.
True to the producers’ description of a “feel-good film,” Stone of Destiny as an
entertainment doesn’t seem like the type of film to generate so much political commentary or
potentially to be remembered as more than a pleasant cinematic diversion. It has a relaxed pace
and linear plot, which give it an old-fashioned feel appropriate for its 1950 setting. The director

19
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looks back nostalgically to a simpler era when Westminster Abbey was guarded by a single night
watchman, when snogging in the front seat, even if only as a way to fool the police about the
students’ true actions at the cathedral, was a breach of conspirator Kay Matheson’s moral code.
Even the political act of taking and then returning the Stone to Scotland seems more of a uni
prank during the Christmas holiday than the jumpstart of nationalist sentiment. Although the film
automatically attracts political commentary, its aim is clearly to entertain, even if it also ends up
making a statement.
Stone of Destiny struggles under the weight of so many divergent groups’ expectations
and, more than other recent Scottish films, carries the responsibility of illuminating the world
about Scotland’s history and future. Its varied reception, exemplified by premieres at film
festivals in Scotland and Canada, raises several questions for those who study film: How
effective is Stone of Destiny as a film—as entertainment—as well as an opportunity to make a
political statement? How will it hold up in world cinema or when compared with other recent
Scottish films? Is Smith’s approach as writer or director the correct one to make the story of the
Stone understood and remembered not only in Scotland but internationally? Does it matter if a
film isn’t a blockbuster as long as it has political value? Ultimately, will Stone of Destiny be
important not as a film but as yet another footnote to history that instigated greater events? Or is
it even fair to put so much weight on what, after all, is a “feel-good film”?
A look at the film’s publicity surrounding two film festivals, the Edinburgh International
Film Festival (Scotland) in June 2008 and the Toronto International Film Festival (Canada) in
September 2008, presents two very different ways to consider the film: as political history or a
comedic caper for pure entertainment. The publicity and commentary surrounding the film’s
reception in two countries underscore the way that political press can “reinvent” a film for mass
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consumption and highlight elements that audiences less familiar with the history portrayed on
screen might otherwise miss.

Events Surrounding the Film’s Edinburgh Premiere

In April 2008, Stone of Destiny quietly debuted at Cannes. Hoping to attract the interest
of distributors, the producers showed the film on “Scotland day,” away from the main festival
venue, and Rob Merilees from Infinity Films participated in a panel discussion about Scottish
films. 21 Stone of Destiny generated a fair amount of publicity and some good reviews, but
Arclight Films, handling international sales, didn’t secure an international distributor. The film
already had been scheduled for U.K.-Canadian release, as befitting the joint production efforts of
Canadian Infinity Films and Scottish Screen. Canada’s Alliance Films handled distribution in
Canada. 22 Scottish Screen found the film beneficial to showcase Scottish talent and locations, by
which they hoped to attract more filmmakers to Scotland. Promotion of Stone of Destiny
emphasized its entertaining story, but critics saved any political commentary until the film’s
premiere in Edinburgh.
Simply the way the film was heralded by the government and given media attention
before the EIFF marks Stone of Destiny as more than mere entertainment, no matter how well it
ultimately succeeds or fails as such in the marketplace. In the press surrounding the EIFF’s red
carpet premiere on June 21, the actors frequently expressed how proud they are of this film, and
the director—at both screenings—prefaced the presentation by explaining how long it had taken
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to bring the story to screen and how pleased he was to debut the film in Edinburgh. He expressed
his gratitude to Ian Hamilton, who received applause as he stood before the audience and later
shook hands with the actors; Hamilton, Smith praised, had become a friend as well as a
collaborator on the film. Alan Stuart, another one of the four nationalists who appropriated the
Stone, also received a warm welcome to the premiere.
Between June 21 and 23, when the film received a second screening, the government
feted Hamilton, the cast, and director at a gala dinner, and Hamilton once again viewed the
Stone, now “on loan” in Edinburgh Castle—an act he once vowed would not happen until
Scotland received its independence. In the new edition of his book, which publisher Birlinn
released during festival week, Hamilton explains that the nation is close enough now to
independence that he felt all right about seeing the Stone again. It didn’t hurt that First Minister
of Scotland Alex Salmond wrote an introduction to Hamilton’s book or publicly commented in
many articles about the Stone’s questionable authenticity, further helping to keep the film in the
public eye.
Although, according to Hamilton’s book, the government-sponsored events had been
planned by late 2007 in accordance with the film’s premiere, other events surrounding its debut
seemed to be confirmed only at the last minute. The official EIFF list of red carpet premieres
didn’t include Stone of Destiny; only a press release about a week before the premiere indicated
that the film would receive the red carpet treatment, and even then, the announcement listed it as
“tbc” (to be confirmed). On the day of the premiere, I inquired about the red carpet’s scheduled
time, talking with representatives at both the Cineworld cinema where the event would be held
and Film House, the festival’s official headquarters, but no one seemed to know exactly when
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the red carpet would take place or if there would be a Q&A session following either the Saturday
or Monday screening.
It turned out that the red carpet began about 6:15, with the film’s scheduled start time of
6:45 pushed back to 7:15 to give the audience time to find their seats. Although the event took
place during a deluge, fans and press gamely stood outside to see the cast. In particular,
Scotland’s own Robert Carlyle charmed the crowd as he worked the line, and Billy Boyd stayed
outside longer than his fellow actors to sign autographs and pose for pictures. They gave the
press—and fan websites—plenty to publicize about the film. The director and some cast
members attended both screenings, where they were introduced to the audience, and Smith
briefly spoke about the film.
If anything, the amount of press surrounding the film may have surprised festival officials
and attendees. Interviews with the film’s leads, some (such as Boyd’s Herald interview) taking
place when the movie was shot the preceding summer, were published in the days leading up to
the premiere. Sir Sean Connery also helped boost the film’s profile when the ardent nationalist
announced that he (a festival patron) would attend the premiere. More press, however,
surrounded the continuing question of whether the Stone resting in Edinburgh Castle is a fake.
In what seemed to have been an oversight, no promotional materials accompanied the
film to its Edinburgh premiere. Unlike other movies hyped by brochures, posters, or banners,
Stone of Destiny offered only itself, but, to be fair, the film wasn’t scheduled for wide release
until October 2008. News media, both print and television, swarmed the red carpet; a press
conference held earlier in the day brought out more reporters. Although critical reviews of the
film were mixed, red carpet coverage ensured that the cast and its director made a big splash
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across the Sunday papers and TV entertainment segments. Not only the film’s subject matter but
its treatment by the press promoted Stone of Destiny as a truly Scottish film.

Scottish Fans’ and Critics’ Reviews

The audience readily received it as such. On June 23, after fan votes for the first days’
films were tallied, Stone of Destiny was in third place as favorite film, well ahead of then-tenth
place Edge of Love, the Keira Knightly/Sienna Miller film that opened the festival and received a
huge amount of publicity. During Stone’s second screening on June 23—again sold out—the
older generation in the audience seemed particularly moved. (The two ladies seated to my left
sang along as “Flower of Scotland” played over closing credits.) The audience also reacted out
loud, chuckling at the film’s gentle humor—and the irony of the Stone’s current “on loan” status
in Scotland, a reaction that would be repeated in Toronto a few months later.
Although the premiere brought in more than Edinburgh residents—the group of Billy
Boyd fans alone came from Scotland, England, Germany, Italy, and the U.S.—the number of
critics, cast, friends, and family, as well as regular festival-goers, meant that the 550-member
audience was primarily Scottish. In the week before the festival, Variety predicted that the film
would “be sure to please the local crowd.” 23 Although that national acceptance is crucial for a
film making a political statement to gain momentum at home, Stone of Destiny must also
entertain audiences worldwide. That the film received a warm public reception at the EIFF isn’t
unexpected; the true test of its box office appeal will come later, when the film receives a much
wider release and possible distribution in the U.S. and other large markets beyond the U.K. and
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Canada. The film has universally appealing characters, but non-Scots may not understand just
why the Stone as a symbol is so important to nationalists. (One character does explain to another,
as well as to the audience, how a symbol can unify a people, but details about why this particular
stone can do so are hazy.)
Many critics, however, were less kind to the film, which made some reporters wonder
whether less favorable reviews carried unionist sympathies. In The Scotsman, Margo MacDonald
openly asked that question. Four people with whom she spoke about the film “agreed it to be
really enjoyable and amusing. All were supporters of different political parties, two being unsure
about independence, but all agreeing that The Stone was a Scottish icon that transcends politics.
Yet do I detect the whiff of unionism on the defensive in the panning the film's taken from the
critics?” 24 Clearly this movie portrays the Stone’s return (not typically called “theft” but
considered the return of previously stolen property) in a sympathetic light; one of the four who
brought the Stone home explains in a pivotal scene that what the students did was right, even if it
was illegal.
Whether politics has a bearing on the film’s critical reception is hard to discern,
especially by an American unfamiliar with Scottish or English press. Unlike a controversial
Michael Moore film guaranteed to generate a media blitz and widely divergent comments, Stone
of Destiny is a mild film far removed from any whiff of terrorism or scandal so common in
American political dramas/re-enactments of more recent events. This character dramedy (with
emphasis on comedic elements as the students’ plans for the heist go haywire) portrays lovable,
inexperienced youths determined to take a stand for their country. That the act succeeded is
remarkable—that this film can motivate a nation remains questionable. The film certainly isn’t
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controversial to a non-Scottish audience, who likely will recognize the flag-waving premise as
mildly political without understanding the current controversy about Scottish independence.
Some critics, however, are already anticipating that Stone of Destiny will become a
national “classic” for portraying such an important moment in recent Scottish history. In that
light, they perhaps more harshly judged the cast than they might had the film been merely a
sweet little independent fiction.
The critics’ comments centered on two aspects of casting: the actor’s nationality (and
ability to pull off a Scottish accent) and age. Lead (English) actor Charlie Cox (Ian Hamilton)
caught most of the flak for his “painfully bad Scottish accent,” but even Glaswegian Carlyle was
faulted for “inexplicably doing an accent that rivals Cox’s in the grating stakes.” 25 American
Kate Mara (Kay Matheson) largely escaped accent assessment but was frequently referred to by
nationality, and critics questioned why an English or American actor was cast in a Scottish role.
(This isn’t a fair criticism, although it’s a common argument for casting “real” [insert nationality,
race, or sexual orientation] in a particular role. I don’t recall critics that week saying Scottish
James McAvoy shouldn’t be playing a Chicagoan in Wanted.) Because the film may come to
represent Scottish history not only during the film’s theatrical release but in cinematic history,
some critics and filmgoers questioned the long-term credibility of these casting choices.
Billy Boyd and Stephen McCole bore the brunt of another criticism—age. Although
Boyd (Bill Craig) couldn’t be faulted for his accent, he was deemed just this side of too old to
play a university student, even one just finishing his second degree. The same problem was noted
of casting McCole as student muscle man Gavin Vernon; the actor received the uncharitable
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comment that he had to “dye his hair from grey to ginger” 26 to play the role. Boyd handsomely
fits author Hamilton’s description of his friend Bill Craig: “He had charm and ability . . . Indeed
in the fun and frolic of a rectorial election he led me into much temptation . . . , and together we
got into all sorts of trouble, which was not real trouble because he had the useful facility of
knowing how not to be caught . . . [H]e was small in stature, but he had a commanding
presence.” 27 Although the actors failed to look like students in their early 20s, their performances
were nonetheless effective, and they fit Hamilton’s description of the real people behind the
story.
Whether an English, American, and Scottish cast guided by a Canadian/American
director can adequately portray a now-romanticized event in a film suitable not only for local but
international audiences, not only in 2008 but for all time, seems a highly debatable point in most
reviews. Even if Smith intended that his film primarily be an enjoyable caper, Scottish
audiences’ expectations for this film forced it to meet a higher standard than escapist
entertainment.

Controversy Surrounding the Film

As if politics and poor reviews weren’t enough, Stone of Destiny generated still more
controversy over the authenticity of the real Stone of Destiny. In June 2008 dozens of articles
published in U.K. newspapers questioned whether the icon sitting in Edinburgh Castle is indeed
the official coronation stone, or if that one is a fake switched more than 700 years ago during the
initial removal of the stone to England. Other articles quoted children of the stonemason who
26
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repaired the damaged stone following its 1950 “liberation.” In this version, the stonemason
replaced the Stone with a fake during the repair process. 28 Still other articles emphasized that the
Stone originally was of Roman origin and carried off to what would become the U.K., thus
technically making the Stone Roman property. 29 That article was especially timely because
Historic Scotland had just petitioned UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee to declare a section
of Antonine’s Wall as a national historic site. 30 Merely the mention of a film about the Stone led
to all kinds of tangential stories about the artifact’s past and present, giving the film much more
publicity by association, even if the resulting tangents seemed far-fetched or had nothing
specifically to do with the film.
Although Stone of Destiny may not go down in cinematic history as a great Scottish film,
it may well be remembered as an important footnote in history because it instigated further
political changes. Perhaps fittingly enough, that’s how Ian Hamilton sees his role in 1950—as a
footnote to history for an act that prompted much greater historic events.

The Closing Night Gala at the Toronto International Film Festival

Interest in Stone of Destiny lessened only briefly between film festivals. In August,
Sudbury, Ontario’s Cinefest first announced Stone of Destiny as a festival selection, but the
Toronto festival actually screened the film for the first time in North America. It was chosen for
the prestigious closing night gala, and in a press release announcing TIFF’s schedule, Cameron
28
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Bailey, TIFF’s co-director, enthused "We’re thrilled to have Stone of Destiny close this year’s
Festival . . . This is a movie that wills you over with its charm, its sense of mischief and its pure
Scottishness.” 31
On the evening of the gala, the crowd stood outside Roy Thomson Hall for nearly an hour
despite the rain—Stone of Destiny seemed destined for a rainy premiere on whatever continent it
debuted. A smaller crowd of unticketed fans waited for a glimpse of the stars. The rain failed to
dampen the audience’s enthusiasm for the event, and introductory comments to the screening
played well to the crowd. Touting TIFF’s diversity in a summary of the festival’s many Canadian
or international films, the program director noted the cultural presence of Scots in Canada,
adding that Scottish weather had been imported for the gala. (A few gentlemen even wore kilts to
the premiere.)
Technically, the film’s premiere took place two hours earlier at the Elgin Theatre a few
blocks away, a venue that also drew large crowds willing to wait in long lines for a good seat.
The Rush line of people hoping to secure a last-minute ticket extended down Yonge Street and
around the corner, despite the film’s previously announced “sold out” status.
Smith introduced Stone of Destiny before the gala screening on September 13, calling it a
“passion project” for those involved in making the film. The exuberant writer/director mentioned
Ian Hamilton’s friendship during the film’s production and noted the gala fell on Hamilton’s 83rd
birthday. Several cast members (ironically only one Scot) attended the North American premiere,
and Smith introduced Charlie Cox, Kate Mara, Ciaron Kelly, and Stephen McCole. Although
Robert Carlyle was in Toronto earlier in the festival, he was absent from the gala, as was Billy
Boyd.

31
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Even more than the EIFF’s audience, the Toronto crowd enthusiastically enjoyed the
film. At three points—including when Hamilton and crew finally succeeded in getting both parts
of the Stone in their cars—the audience’s applause drowned out the next few seconds of the film.
They also laughed loudly (in all the appropriate places) and at the conclusion again cheered and
applauded, some giving the director, cast, and film a standing ovation. Without any political or,
most likely, historic preconceptions or expectations for the film, the audience sat back and
enjoyed the comedy/adventure.
Three women (two American, one Canadian) who viewed the film with me in Toronto
came primarily as Billy Boyd fans. They knew little about this event in Scottish history but came
away moved by the film and very pro-Scotland. The Canadian commented that Smith’s Stone of
Destiny might be considered a point of national pride similar to feelings audiences expressed for
Paul Gross’ Passendaele, TIFF’s opening gala presentation; this film, a love story/history,
chronicled Canadian leadership and loss in the famous World War I battle. Although these
women felt Stone of Destiny should inspire Scottish audiences’ national pride, they also expected
the film to do better than most Scottish imports in Canadian or U.S. theatres. Its entertainment
value and larger issues of family and friendship should make the film appeal to more people than
other festival films from Scotland that eventually received a limited release in North America,
such as family drama On a Clear Day or the biographical Flying Scotsman.
Smith had reason to be happy at the film’s Canadian reception. The actor/writer/director
now calls Vancouver home and at TIFF received acclaim as a noteworthy Canadian director.
Here, of course, the press praised Smith as a native talent. (His 2003 film directorial debut, The
Snow Walker, also premiered at TIFF.) Being the Canadian director of an international cast
wasn’t viewed as a problem by the TIFF critics, and no one in the audience or press seemed
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worried about the quality of Mara’s or Cox’s accents. Articles published in the Toronto Star
featured Smith the director more than Stone of Destiny the film, and no one added political
commentary to the reviews. Nevertheless, the critics rated the film with 2.5 stars out of 4.
Being chosen as the closing gala was the proverbial blessing and curse for Stone of
Destiny. As a gala, it received plenty of advertisement in newspapers, posters, online adverts,
TIFF’s daily newspaper, and other TIFF-related marketing tools. It held a prominent place in the
official film guide in the gala section. However, some critics wondered why such a mild (i.e., not
controversial—at least to Canadians) film had been selected for closing-night honors.
In addition, Stone of Destiny’s scheduling was problematic for people who wanted to see
the film twice (as I did) or who missed getting a ticket to the first screening and wanted to try the
Rush line for the second. Unlike other films, whose screenings were held on different days, Stone
of Destiny’s practically overlapped, with only 20 minutes from the conclusion at the Elgin before
the red carpet event started at Roy Thomson.
Because Stone of Destiny closed the festival, many journalists opted to watch the film at a
private screening a few days earlier, writing reviews which might be published later. As the
festival wound down, many journalists not from Toronto had returned home by the time of the
final gala, and the morning-after articles in the Toronto newspapers Sun and Star included
general comments/complaints about the festival rather than Stone of Destiny reviews or elaborate
descriptions of the closing gala. The Star published only a few photos taken on the red carpet: a
beaming Smith posing with his daughter, Kate Mara blowing a kiss to fans, Charlie Cox on the
red carpet.
Nevertheless, prior TIFF publicity and selection as the closing gala undoubtedly helped
the film gain wider North American attention. Its next gala presentation at Cinefest took place
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less than a week after TIFF. In the wake of these festivals, the Vancouver Film Festival and the
Long Island (New York) Film Festival (both in October) also highlighted Stone of Destiny on
their schedules. For Vancouver-resident Smith, showcasing Stone of Destiny at home
undoubtedly would help Infinity Films and North American distributor Alliance Films (based in
Toronto) gain a wider film release in Canada and the U.S., where they could bill the film as a
“caper,” “feel-good film,” or “comedy” without any cultural or political baggage.

Stone of Destiny within the Context of Recent Scottish Films

In international release beyond film festivals, Stone of Destiny will largely have to rely on
the story, not actor name recognition or nationalism to get audiences into the theatre. As one
young Canadian seated in front of me commented shortly before the TIFF screening, Stone of
Destiny doesn’t have easily recognized actors, at least to North American audiences. Robert
Carlyle, best known outside the U.K. for The Full Monty, probably has the greatest name
recognition, although U.S. audiences might remember Kate Mara’s brief role in the controversial
Brokeback Mountain. Charlie Cox, Stephen McCole, and Ciaron Kelly aren’t household names
(although Cox’s roles in Cassanova and Stardust gave him more international exposure), and
Scottish favorite (and tourism spokesman) Billy Boyd primarily is known for his role in Lord of
the Rings.
In this non-political context outside Scotland, the film’s success rests on marketing it as a
comedy that just happens to be based on a true story and to represent a pivotal moment in
Scottish nationalism. Industry-staple Variety doubted that the film would have international
appeal, claiming “this unabashedly sentimental and outright anti-English pic is stodgy as a cheap
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haggis with nationalistic sentimentality. That will endear it to auds north of Hadrian's Wall, but
ravage the pic's theatrical prospects in England. Offshore, ‘Stone’ may stir the hearts of kiltcarrying expats and descendents in ancillary.” 32
If Variety’s dire prediction can be believed, then many of those kilt-carrying expats and
descendents must have been in the Toronto audience for the closing gala. The audience became
caught up in the story to the point that they loudly cheered the characters and laughed at the “on
loan” line denoting the Stone’s current status in Scotland. However, they might wonder why,
more than 50 years after events portrayed on screen, Scotland has not yet achieved
independence. What happened to the stirring words and revised national sentiment indicated in
the film’s most joyous scenes? If TIFF audiences are any reliable measure of a wider audience
appeal, the non-Scots may not think long on modern politics but simply leave the theatre with a
smile. Stone of Destiny isn’t going to have much long-term impact on the rest of the world, but it
provides family-friendly entertainment.
Of course, any time a Scottish film is deemed political, it is immediately compared with
Braveheart, an Academy Award-winning movie starring and produced by Mel Gibson, a
megawatt Hollywood star with a huge budget and easier access to international film distribution.
Braveheart won the hearts of not only Scots but international filmgoers. Although it was released
way back in 1995, its presence is still felt in the Edinburgh tourist districts. During festival week
2008, a blue-faced Gibson-as-William-Wallace impersonator entertained the crowd just outside
the entrance to Edinburgh Castle, not far from a statue of the real Wallace. Tourists from around
the world, as well as Scots, embrace Gibson’s version of Wallace as a symbol of Scottish
identity.
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Stone of Destiny will never be in that league. It can’t truly be compared with Braveheart
in more than an apples-and-oranges way because of its budget ($13 million U.S.), name
recognition of cast, and genre. It is more of a small independent feature than an epic studio
production, and, as such, it faces different challenges in finding distributors, appealing to a wide
audience, and becoming recognized in its own right as an important Scottish film.
Instead of fitting more easily with the political epic Braveheart, Stone of Destiny follows
in the cinematic footsteps of recent “feel-good” small films shedding light on smaller events or
segments of Scottish culture. Many of these films include the familiar faces of Scottish actors
who may be recognized around the world for roles in larger films. A glance at the cast lists of
such EIFF entries from recent years as The Flying Scotsman (2006) or On a Clear Day (2005), as
well as Stone of Destiny, reveals repeated names like Billy Boyd (Lord of the Rings, Master and
Commander), Robert Carlyle (Trainspotting, The Full Monty), Brian Cox (Troy, The Bourne
Supremacy, The Water Horse), and Peter Mullan (Trainspotting, The Magdalene Sisters, Young
Adam). Although these actors also play roles in non-U.K. films as well as more typical “dark”
Scottish fare, they increasingly are called upon to lend their talents to this newer generation of
“uplifting” films, most set in modern times. These lighter films also namedrop problems like job
redundancy, depression, and a general Scottish sense of feeling left out or slighted, but the
characters overcome these and other challenges to find success, as well as love and happiness, by
the end of the film.
The move away from darker themes to promote Scotland as a happier place to live (or
visit) is welcomed by many who work in the industry as well as see film as a main way for
potential tourists to get their first impressions of the country. The curator of Arbroath Abbey in
Paisley publicly hoped that Stone of Destiny would bring more cinematic tourists to the former
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filming site. During my stay in Glasgow in June 2008, several people were curious about my
reasons for studying Scottish film because so many offerings are downright depressing. Even
films claiming to be lighter fare, such as Dungeons and Dragons-themed Gamerz (2005) or
American goodfellas-getting-to-know-Scotland American Cousins (2003), include scenes of
bullying, fighting, drug use, and gunplay. Stone of Destiny’s Stephen McCole succinctly summed
up the need for less grittier depictions of Scotland on film: “[Stone of Destiny is] a really
important film, and I hope people get behind it. We need another big film in Scotland that's not
about junkies." 33
Expecting Stone of Destiny to be a future “classic,” a political statement, and lighter
entertainment may be too heavy a burden for the film to carry. Without the weight of
dramatizing history or potentially being evaluated as a political film, how does the film fare?
The cast does a credible job, with some actors shining in specific scenes. Charlie Cox
plays the man behind the plot as an idealist determined to prod his fellow Scots into more
forcefully expressing their national pride. Cox easily captures Hamilton’s self-confidence, even
when his scheme seems sure to fail. As usual, Robert Carlyle takes charge of his role, this time
with a knowing wink at the foibles of youth and the pragmatics of politics. Stephen McCole
doesn’t have all that much to do but act jolly and throw his (or others’) weight around. Although
his chemistry with Ciaron Kelly (Alan Stuart) makes the unlikely friendship between an
outgoing pub crawler and shy outsider seem plausible, the film doesn’t dwell on interpersonal
relationships. That’s why the abortive love story between Mara’s Matheson and Cox’s Hamilton
seems realistic. As author Hamilton reveals in his book, the four who took the Stone joined
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forces for only that one goal; until the premiere, he hadn’t run into either of the two surviving
collaborators (Matheson and Stuart) in more than 50 years.
For Billy Boyd, this film, like Flying Scotsman, marks a likely watershed in his career.
Many of his films to date have required his talent for comedy to provide much-needed moments
of comic relief by a young or innocent character. However, Boyd’s talent for drama is sometimes
only hinted at in films like On a Clear Day. His maturity is welcomed in Stone of Destiny as the
responsible Bill Craig, whose second thoughts about the planned caper force him to reconsider
his part, and whose decision not to go to Westminster Abbey later haunts him. Boyd’s
performance is finely nuanced—a meaningful pause before raising a toast to those who took the
Stone, a determined concentration when he struggles to clasp the linked hands of his friends as
the authorities haul them away. He likely will remain a go-to actor for future roles in Scotland;
his presence in a film guarantees a wider audience, if only his personal fan base supports a film.
Perhaps the best cast surprise is Ciaron Kelly as Alan Stuart. His age and longish hair
make him look more typically like a student, but in one scene he easily surpasses any shy-guy
stereotype. He convinces a hulking bulk of a drifter to give the students back the Stone they’d
thought well hidden in a field. Kelly’s easy grace not only in identifying with a man so
physically his opposite but poetically explaining the Stone’s importance helps the audience
understand just why the Stone—and its return to Scotland—is significant. Kelly well represents
the next generation of Scottish actors but doesn’t yet have global name recognition.
The performances are enjoyable; the scenery, superb. Filmed in part on the University of
Glasgow campus, the stone walls, vast courtyards, cozy side streets, and winding staircase
remind the audience that a university should be a vaunted academic institution, a place where
students should argue politics and feel the call to do something great with their lives. The
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camaraderie of pub buddies and the closeness of community also come across strongly—and
help foster the necessary allegiance of Scots of all ages. The production even enjoyed a twonight shoot within the scene of the crime, Westminster Abbey. The right tone is set with 1950s’
costumes. Seeing a vintage car roll along a lonely stretch of road makes the film come alive (on a
surprisingly green Christmas Day for a drive, a scene many critics faulted as evidence of the
film’s continuity problems). The vehicles, borrowed from an automobile club, help set mood as
well as scene.
My criticisms with the film as an entertainment lie with telegraphed payoffs and some
scenes’ pace. Of course, the Stone is the title “character,” and its removal should be the key to
the film. Whereas the pace established in scenes showing Hamilton’s preparation are quick and
interesting—a series of intercut, mostly dialogue-free scenes of research and planning—the
taking of the Stone becomes bogged down with a series of near-captures and an interminable
game of “who has the car keys?” Every setup—such as Hamilton wishing for his father’s
approval—neatly but obviously pays off in a later scene. This pattern isn’t necessarily bad—it
does fulfill audience expectations—but the execution doesn’t provide any surprises.
The film succeeds in showing how the past 50+ years’ gradual move toward
independence began with an unexpected event that captured public imagination and made many
Scots resolve to remain Scottish, not be subsumed as British. Stone of Destiny makes audiences
long for simpler days when a landmark like Westminster Abbey was guarded by a person instead
of electronics, when idealistic young men (and woman) united behind a cause and didn’t feel
compelled to resort to violence, when such a notorious act ended without a lengthy media trial or
perpetrators’ confessions on late-night talk shows.
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Smith does offer a slightly revisionist history, but movie audiences may not immediately
turn to Hamilton’s newly updated and reissued book to learn the real reasons why the Stone
wasn’t immediately returned or ransomed or how it ultimately was returned to authorities. A film
based on real people and events, especially such a bloodless coup long romanticized as the
cornerstone of an independence movement, suffers because much of the (Scottish, at least)
audience already knows at least something of the characters and plot. There aren’t surprises for
them in this film, but it documents and keeps alive an important moment in history. That reason,
more than the good but not great storytelling, makes Stone of Destiny an important Scottish film.
What would make it great international cinema would be its ability to surpass history, a la
Braveheart, in order to make the events portrayed in the film memorable and relevant to
audiences around the world. Even with a much smaller budget and less epic subject, however,
Stone of Destiny should win fans internationally as an interesting film showcasing a little-known
(at least outside of Scotland) event that could end up changing the course of nationalist history.
Stone of Destiny reminds instead of revolutionizes audiences. It lets them identify with
lovable idealists rather than be troubled by incendiary martyrs. It also reminds us all that one
person—or four, or five—can often make a difference. Stone of Destiny gently, often
humorously, makes that point in a way audiences of all ages can enjoy. As an EIFF- and TIFFhyped film, it is adequate. As a Scottish film trying both to capture history while promoting
nationalism and following the trend to lighten up, it struggles to do everything well but still ends
up being a pleasant little film.
The problem with making a Scottish movie for the ages while still attracting large
audiences is that it is in competition for attention with bigger, faster, visually cutting-edge films
like Wanted, a movie that premiered during the week of the EIFF. This high-profile film features
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rising star James McAvoy and is based on the gritty but popular comic book series of Glasgow’s
Mark Millar (although the action takes place in the American Midwest). Stone of Destiny is
closer in tone to 2007’s The Water Horse, but that film (with Scottish staple Brian Cox)
benefited from Disney’s international distribution and deeper pockets. Although representing
Scotland near the close of World War II, Water Horse’s many beautiful backdrops actually were
New Zealand lakes and mountains, thus making the movie more Kiwi than Scottish. In trying to
position itself in such a global market while trying to be successful as so many different “types”
of film, Stone of Destiny’s reach exceeds its grasp. Nevertheless, it is a useful transitional film
that indicates where Scottish film would like to go, and it provides a measure of what is right
about Scottish films as well as what needs to be improved if EIFF entries are truly going to make
their financial and cinematic mark outside of Edinburgh. Stone of Destiny’s publicity and public
reception make it a worthwhile study in effective cinematic ways to make the world aware of
political history, or the need for political change. Whether it moves Scots to independence is
another matter.
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Abstract
An increasing number of developments in web-based technology appears to be
changing the nature of use of the Internet. Second Life is an Internet-based 3D virtual
world that allows users from all over the world to interact, communicate, play, and
engage in a vast array of activities, including entertainment, education, and business,
individually and in groups. Second Life has become a new social network due to the
growth of broadband both nationally and internationally, combined with increasing
availability of Wi-Fi.
About five million registered users worldwide have become part of this 3D virtual
world, and the number of users joining Second Life continues to go up. Second Life has
significant educational and commercial potential. In addition, users worldwide also use
Second Life as a channel to communicate with others.
What relationship is there between individual personality characteristics and style
of communication on the Internet? Are those personality traits related to styles of Internet
communication? A general taxonomy of personality traits has emerged within the field
of Psychology, described as the ‘Big Five’ personality dimensions. The ‘Big Five’
dimensions of personality traits are described as follows: extraversion, agreeableness,
conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness.
Using the ‘Big Five Index,’ the research objective of this study is to determine if
there is a relationship between college student personality characteristics and style of
communication. In addition, this study analyzes the results of a survey of about 200
college students on their perception of how Second Life affects their communication
experience.
A questionnaire was guided by the following hypotheses. The first hypothesis is
that the Big Five Index is positively related to using Second Life as a communication tool
for college students. This hypothesis suggests that an individual student’s personality
trait, based on the Big Five Index, is a predictor of using Second Life as a communication
tool. The second hypothesis is that college students respond to the use of Second Life as a
communication medium positively. This hypothesis suggests that college students have
positive experience of using Second Life to communicate with other users.
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IMAGINING IN THE FOREST
―AN INVESTIGATION OF MODERN
JAPANESE ILLUSTRATED BOOKS―
Naokata Okajima
Minami Kyusyu University
Landscape Architecture Department
okajima@nankyudai.ac.jp
Introduction
In the field of landscape architecture, we often select and utilize groupings of
trees. Trees found living in such a collective state in nature are known as the
forest. In Japanese gardens, however, we have used trees to replicate these
natural places. Even when these places appear natural, however, garden
trees have been artificially arranged. These trees are an important element
in landscaping and gardening.
We humans live as if we have always known what is real and what is
imaginary. In the landscape architecture program, we often try to work with
reality. Nonetheless, when working with illustrations, we cannot be sure
whether there is actually a type of space known as three-dimensional reality.
The question after all is who is to say what reality is and what it is not.
This paper examines “forest” imagery as expressed in illustrated books. In
the world of illustrated books, many images found are not believed to exist in
the real, or three-dimensional, world. We then verify those images and
conversely confirm what our reality is.
Purpose
If we can broaden the image of what a “forest” is, we will be able to obtain
more information from similar scenes that have already existed. This will
also prove useful when artists design or builders construct actual spaces.
This paper creates more referential images relating to the collective states of
trees.
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Methods
Although there are many books about forests, for this study we have used
illustrated books. We followed certain procedures in conducting our research:
・We input the word “森” (translated into “forest”) along with the phrase
“illustrated books” into the library computer and searched the database.
・We designated “open access” and “children’s library” to specify location.
The books identified and made the subject of this study were housed at the
local library of Miyazaki prefecture.
Twenty-eight Japanese illustrated books were chosen as our subject. They
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The illustrated books that are the subject of this survey.
N um ber
Title of Illustrated B ook (Japanese)
1
いちばんすてきなひ
2
いっしょにいかない？（森のえほん）
3
狼森と笊森、盗森
4
おつきみパーティー
5
キャロリンとジョンへんてこ森へいく
6
こぐまの森
7
ごちそうがいっぱい あ－あ－森のはりねずみ一家
8
魚をよぶ森
9
ツーティーのうんちはどこいった？（ハナグマの森の…）
10
ツーティーのちいさなぼうけん
11
つきよの森
12
なつのぼうけん
13
のんびり森のかいすいよく
14
のんびり森はおおゆきです
15
ふくろうの森
16
ふゆごもりのひまで
17
魔女と森の友だち
18
森の絵本
19
森のかんづめ
20
森の木
21
森のクリスマス
22
森のささやき
23
森のはるなつあきふゆ
24
森は、どこにあるの？
25
森はたのしいことだらけ
26
やんばるの森がざわめく
27
ようこそ森へ
28
よみがえれ、えりもの森

A uthor
わたり むつこ
香山 美子
宮沢 賢治
わたり むつこ
m arini★m onteauy
本田 ちえこ
つちだ よしはる
斉藤 きみ子
松岡 達英
松岡 達英
福永 真由美
わたり むつこ
かわきた りょうじ
かわきた りょうじ
金子 童
わたり むつこ
湯本香樹実
長田 弘
中條 聖子
川端 誠
きむら だいすけ
葉 祥明
岸田 子
バン・チハル
田島 征三
本木 洋子
村山 康成
本木洋子

Illustrator
本庄 ひさ子
つちだ よしはる
三谷 籾彦
本庄 ひさ子
〃
本田 哲也

Year of P ublication
2002
1997
1992
2002
2006
2005
1996
1994
越智 典子
2001
越智 典子
1999
渡辺 あきお
1997
本庄 ひさ子
2002
みやざき ひろかず
2002
みやざき ひろかず
2000
土田 義晴
2001
本庄 ひさ子
2002
ささめや ゆき
2007
荒井 良治
1993
みうら みよこ
1997
1997
1994
〃
1999
古矢 一穂
1994
〃
2001
〃
1995
高田 三郎
2001
1998
高田 三郎
2003

Using these books, we asked the following questions:
1) What takes place within the “forest” in illustrated books?
2) Which events would never be seen in our real, three-dimensional world?
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We began by reading each book in its entirety. Next, we scanned relevant
illustrations depicting seemingly irrational scenes.
Results
1) Figure 1 shows the results of our book survey. In all the illustrated stories,
protagonists experience an event in the forest. The topics explored can be
roughly divided into play, work, survival, exploration, dating, and
celebration. Most characters were capable of talking with other animals.
Nevertheless, in the books examined, living creatures seldom speak to
inanimate objects, such as rocks.
(Scale of change)
16

Feelings

Experiences

・
Loneliness
・
Solitude
・
A ppreciation for nature's beauty
・
Fleeting joy
11,13,26

Play

17, 21

Survival
・Obtaining food
・Eating
・Adapting to changes in the weather
6, 7, 12, 19

Self-Discovery

Exploration

17

4

23, 27

Work

・
W ith plants
・
C atching living things
・
W ith hide-and-seek
・
C hasing each other
・
D ancing
・
P arty
4, 7, 12, 14, 16, 25

Dating

Merely depicting the forest
through observation

Celebration
1

・G o out
・B ecom e lost
・G et out of
・Find something
2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 13, 19, 24, 25, 26

The story of destruction and
restoration about the forest

・C utting down trees
・Tam pering w ith nature
・Leaving uncut
・P lanting trees
・Take care of the planted trees
・O btaining optimum results
6, 15, 16, 22, 28

To do so they can make themselves
understood by other creatures

Associations with other creatures (friendly)
To accomplish
something
4,14,21

Cooperation
2, 22

Speak or be spoken to
・
A nimals ・R ocks
・
Forest
・P lants
2, 3, 4, 17, 18, 25

Encounters with unknown
entities (hostile)

・U nknown animals
・Eat or be eaten
9, 10

※Each num ber corresponds to a book num ber in Table 1.
※A yellow line indicates a story com bining these three factors.

Fig. 1.

Events occurring in the “forest” of the illustrated books.

Protagonists were found to be both human beings and animals. In some
instances, the scale of the protagonists changes or the protagonists are
dwarfs (Nos. 1, 4, 11, and 12). This allows those characters to have different
experiences. In other instances, various communications take place inside
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the forest. These include both friendly and not-so-friendly communications.
In our samples, friendly communications are quite common.
As shown in Fig. 1, however, there is another level of story that works with
the “destruction and restoration of the forest.” In these stories, the forest is
either created or recreated.
Inside the forest, protagonists also experience their feelings. They feel
loneliness, solitude, and the joy of viewing the forest’s scenic beauty.
2) Table 2 illustrates the seemingly irrational things that happen in the
forest. Figure 2 shows the illustrations that correspond with Table 2.
Table 2. Irrational things that happen in the forest.
Type

Contents

1. Irrationality of scale

1) Change lifestyle
2) Change way of playing
3) Change observations

2. Irrationality of time

1) Simultaneous events

3. Irrationality of activity

1) One can communicate with others in their language
2) Four-footed animals can stand on two legs
3) Animals wear clothes, including fancy dress
4) Many animals simultaneously flee in the same direct
5) Story is inconsistent
6) Impossible movements becomes possible
7) Change colors all at the same time
8) Impossible things can happen
9) One sees only the things one pays attention to
10) Change figure

Discussion
The forest is the place where these stories’ subjects can have interesting
experiences unfold. In the forest, the possibility of the existence of many
animals increases. Authors can incorporate many animals and show them
communicating in the stories. These illustrations are quite picturesque and
allow for great variety in appearance because animals have their own unique
shapes and characters. Even when protagonists are animals, an author can
still choose to express human relationships through the animal characters.
The forest offers an appealing background for authors, illustrators, and
editors.
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On the stage of the forest, many stories draw upon their characters’ good
relationships with one another. Because the potential for biodiversity
increases in the forest, this eases author access to the realm of fantasy. That
is, if the forest is chosen as the setting for a story, the location permits many
creatures to exist and makes likely the occurrence of fantastical things.
Figure 2 offers some insights about observing scenery. We can leap into the
world of our imagination, even while looking at a seemingly real and fixed
scene.
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1-2)

A girl swings on a

morning glory vine.

1-1)

People live in the

bases of trees.

1-3)

Ground cover plants

are taller than people.

2-1) The experience of mountain

3-1)

climbing is solitary.

protagonist to enter.

3-2), 3)

The forest invites the

Four-footed animals can

walk as bipeds.

3-4)

Animals

simultaneously

flee in the same direction.

3-5) In the previous scene, characters received
acorns to eat, but they are not having them in
this dinner. Why not?
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3-6)

Can mice swing like Tarzan?

Does their physiology allow this?

3-8)

The scene illustrator

focuses attention upon this
close up drawing, while the
surrounding

scene

“whites

out.”

3-7) The forest suddenly turns blue.

3-9) On the following page,
the surroundings in the scene
become clear.

3-8) A pig rides on a fish.
3-10)

One forest becomes a

human

shadow,

allowing

forest to move.

Fig. 2.

Pictures illustrate seemingly irrational events.

that
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Being able to use our imagination and doing so without limits enhances the
human experience and provides enormous richness of experience.
Conclusion
This paper has examined forest imagery as drawn in Japanese illustrated
books. Although illustrated books are created for children, adults are also
encouraged to read and benefit from them.
Unlike children’s book writers and artists, professional landscape designers
and architects must manage in the real three-dimensional world. This real
three-dimensional world has strict rules, and designers have use of only
restricted elements.
When we are children, we think using more flexible images. As human
beings gradually become adults, however, we lose such flexibility in our
thinking. Through using fantasy, we can again tap into a fluid way of looking
at things.
I am not sure what we can use among our discoveries in this survey. However,
we are able to draw the following conclusions:
1) In illustrated books, the forest is an environment where characters can
have experiences.
2) In the forest, characters can talk with each other.
3) Three types of seemingly irrational behavior occur in the forests of
illustrated books, and fourteen types of content are found.
4) Because many creatures are thought to exist, the forest is one place
where authors can create unique characters. Various animals make
different appearances for illustrators.
5) In the forest of illustrated books, the nonsensical often occurs. Each
seemingly irrational thing could give some insight to people working in
the three-dimensional world of reality.
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Note
In Japanese, a single tree is expressed as “木 ki.” The forest is expressed as
“森 mori.” Three “木” are used to show a collective state of trees in “森.”

9
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6. Expanded abstract for proceedings:
Yiddish is a hybrid language, combining German and Hebrew, with some Slavic elements. It
belongs to the Indo-European language family and is closer to German than to any of the
other Germanic languages. Yiddish originated in the Rhineland region of Germany and has
been spoken primarily by Central and Eastern European Jews since the Middle Ages. Today,
Yiddish is spoken by about 5 million Jews all over the world: in Argentina, Canada, France,
Israel, Mexico, Romania, the United States, and the republics of the former USSR.
Interestingly, it is not a national language.
Phonetically, Yiddish is closer to Middle High German than is modern German. Although
the vocabulary of Yiddish is basically Germanic, it has been enlarged by borrowings from
Hebrew, Aramaic, some Slavic and Romance languages, and English. Written from right to
left like Hebrew, Yiddish uses the Hebrew alphabet with certain modifications.
It is easy to see the closeness of German and Yiddish relative to the each other: Yiddish
absorbed the German language but also contributed some of the most colorful words to the
German language spoken today. Indeed, Yiddish has also contributed to the color of
American English with expressions such as schlep, kvetch, chutzpah and countless others.
A personal journey with Yiddish
My grandmother and grandfather, like many Eastern European immigrants, spoke Yiddish as
their native tongue. My father, born in a relocation camp in Germany after World War II,
inherited Yiddish as his native language as well. Daily conversations between my father,
aunt, grandmother and grandfather took place in Yiddish. My mother, sister, and I did not
understand a word. But, for me, the sounds of Yiddish still ring in my ears. Yiddish is an
expressive language with guttural sounds that can make almost anything sound interesting.
.As a child, Yiddish was something that surrounded me, without my understanding its
significance. As an adult, Yiddish is something that makes me laugh and cry all at once: its
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expressive nature brings a smile to the face merely upon hearing it. And yet, all at the same
time, its correlation with what my grandparents survived and what a language without a
border represents wets the eyes with emotion. That is Yiddish. That is my heritage.
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Kevin Kane
CLST 302: Field Research in Cultural Studies
December 7, 2008

“Everything in Ballet is Hard”: An L.A. Scholarship Student at a
Suburban Dance Studio
In Traveling Cultures, James Clifford asks: “What components of identity are ‘deep’
and what ‘superficial’? What ‘central’ and what ‘peripheral’? What elements are good
for traveling, what for dwelling? What will be articulated within the ‘community’?”
(Clifford, 1996:116) A number of pressing questions regarding identity – specifically
how various social constructions such as race, gender, and class, as well as geographic
location and social positionality affect identity – guide my overarching curiosity about if,
and how, an urban scholarship student from Los Angeles benefits from attending his
weekly ballet classes, and how the practice relates to his growing sense of selfhood.
Throughout the fall 2008 semester, I spent time with 18-year-old Byron, as he trained in
ballet and hip-hop dance at the Jonette Swider Dance Studio in Sherman Oaks, CA. In
my role as participant-observer, I observed both his ballet and hip-hop classes, paying
particular attention to how Byron’s skill levels and attitude might differ in each setting,
mindful of his prior experience and self-assurance in hip-hop dance compared to his
virtual lack of ballet training prior to receiving the scholarship approximately one year
ago.
As a former professional dancer/performer, who currently makes his living as a dance
theater maker and professor of performing arts, I am very familiar with the setting of
dance studios and arts training sites, especially those geared to teenage students. For
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many years, I have understood the arts to be a powerful vehicle for emotional and
intellectual expression and a rich site for communitas and solidarity, especially for young
and developing student artists. But I also recognize the complexities inherent in training
minds, bodies and spirits to engage creatively in, compose, and present “performances”
that reflect and comment on such loaded realms as race, gender, class, and culture.
Additionally, my work as an arts and cultural activist involves my position as the
Executive Director of The Flourish Foundation, a not-for-profit organization that funds
arts and educational programs for teens in the Los Angeles area. Our foundation’s vision
involves a multi-pronged approach to provide widespread access to the arts for young
people from all kinds of backgrounds, regardless of their family’s economic standing or
financial ability. This includes providing scholarship money for youth to train in various
art forms, and the foundation provides the scholarship funds for Byron’s lessons. In fact,
Byron had known me in this capacity for approximately one year before the study began.
With this in mind, I assured him prior to the study that his participation in this project
would not affect his standing as a current or future scholarship student. In addition, I
informed him that I held no specific hope or desire for certain kinds of responses nor did
I make any claim or predictions in regard to the outcome of the final report, either in tone
or content. I feel confident that this conversation alleviated the anxiety he might have felt
regarding my personal expectations in regard to his behavior and eliminated the sense
that he needed to answer questions in a manner that pleased me (or the foundation) and
allowed the study to proceed.

Methodology and Theory
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Throughout the study, I observed many hours of class time and interviewed all the
Flourish scholarship students, including two female scholarship students, Lily and
Chanty, individually and in various combinations. My interest in the scholarship program
and its students was at first broad, but because of his personal openness and availability, I
eventually decided to pay particular attention to Byron as a my primary subject. I also
had conversations with both teachers at the studio: Jonette, the ballet teacher and her son
Leigh, in his early twenties, a professional hip-hop dancer teaching the hip-hop classes at
this studio and others in the Los Angeles area. In addition, I interviewed one scholarship
parent in relation to the study.
Despite my prior relationship with Byron and the other scholarship students and my
professional knowledge of the performing arts, I attempted to observe and study in
several ways. First, as an untrained observer might: observing the structure of the class,
the overall spirit and interaction of all the participants, and how the scholarship students
engaged in the practice, took in the information and techniques, and how they appeared to
fit in or not fit in with the rest of the class. Conversely, at times I relied on my
background knowledge and experience in dance and performance and paid more attention
to how the students were able to gather and understand specific information, respond to
individual coaching and instruction, and successfully embody their practice and training.
With both perspectives in mind (the knowing arts professional looking out for skill and
potential, and the untrained viewer observing personal behavior and class rituals), I
attempted to gain a deeper understanding of how the practice, culture, and location of
dance was making or could eventually make a change in the lives of the students.
In particular, and somewhat more practically, I paid attention to how the scholarship
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program could be laying a possible career foundation for Byron. I wondered if the
experience was providing life skills that could make a positive, and perhaps practical,
impact on his professional and financial situation, in the immediate or near future. With
this in mind, I not only remained curious about the ephemeral process of self-exploration
through an arts practice, but I also remained on the look out for how Byron’s aptitude and
personal drive might one day translate into his actually becoming part of a professional
dance community. In other words: I wondered just how talented and committed he is and
if he could possibly create a career or make a living out of his engagement in this arts
training … and if not, why do it?

Identity and Identification
According to Jonette, the studio’s owner and primary ballet instructor, the
overwhelming majority of her students are girls from white, upper or upper-middle class
family backgrounds. However, Byron, the only boy in his ballet class, is a first generation
Latino-American from a lower economic, immigrant family background; his mother
(with whom he lives with in a small one bedroom apartment) is from Honduras, his father
(whom he rarely sees) from El Salvador. In nearly all ways, Byron is atypical in this
setting.
To start, one can imagine Byron leaving the Hollywood/ Silver Lake neighborhood in
which he lives, a neighborhood he unwaveringly calls “the ghetto,” traveling by his usedused car (if it is working) or by a combination of foot, bus, and metro (if it is not). The
studio is located on the second level of a bustling and ubiquitous L.A. Valley suburban
strip mall complex. He walks past the ground floor hair salon, organic food market, and
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nail/foot spa, continuing up the stairs to the second floor, immediately around the corner,
past the children’s learning center and the “Mommy and Me” gym. Twice a week, Byron
enters the rarified boundaries of the suburban ballet studio space where he will be the
only boy; where he will be among a small handful of minority students (Chanty and Lily,
both Latinas, are the other two students in the studio’s scholarship program); where he
will consistently be reminded in overt and subliminal ways that he is the poorest person
in the room; and where he will attempt to train in a fixed European dance form several
centuries old (and historically and culturally hierarchal and inherently classist) 1 . In fact,
the entire practice and exercise can be seen as a prompt to explore what is most likely the
biggest question of our time, of any time: “who am I?”
Often recognized under the performing arts umbrella, theories of “performance” have
helped describe the “practices, events, and behaviors” (Schechner, 2006:2) of all
peoples, and can be interpreted as a depiction of personal individuality situated on a
larger social canvas (not only on a stage). Subsequently, the field of performance studies
ensures that this performed representation can contain more colors, shades, forms, and
styles than had previously been valued from a Eurocentric lens. Richard Schechner, one
of the pioneers of the performance studies discipline, describes the field as being
“sympathetic to the avant-garde, the marginal, the offbeat, the minoritarian, the
subversive, the twisted, the queer, people of color, the formally colonized.” (Schechner,
2006:4) In the moments when the minoritarian enters the majoritarian’s space, the
presentation and representation of “self” can become subversive, an opportunity for

1
Ballet, as we most easily recognize it today, began as a highly stylized royal court dance, formulating in Europe during the late 17th
and early 18th century; the practice was most prominently developed in France, Italy, England, and Russia. It was during the reign of
French King Louis XIV that ballet was established as an independent theater art and the king is credited with founding the first
school of ballet dance in 1713, under the auspices of the Paris Opera.
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liberation, resistance, and illumination. I believe that Byron’s bi-weekly voyage from
scrappy Silver Lake across the city to upscale Sherman Oaks is one of these moments.
As a natural extension to concepts of identity, theories of identification explore
slightly divergent questions like: “who do I want to be, who do I want to know, who do I
want to be like, and with whom and where do I belong?” In her book Identification
Papers, Diana Fuss points out that “while we tend to experience our identities as part of
our public personas − the most exposed part of our self’s surface collisions with a world
of other selves − we experience our identifications as more private, guarded, evasive.”
(Fuss, 1995:2) In this way, our identifications are more about our understanding of
ourselves, and what we tell ourselves about ourselves, and then our contact with the
Other, which can be a daunting and risky test. And yet, the risk is ultimately unavoidable
as none of us are able to construct an identity without the presence of another / others.
How we relate to others and how they then respond back to us is a process repeating
again and again, over and over, in situation upon situation.
In the context of the ballet class, this interplay of identity and identification is most
likely an ongoing and fluid exercise for all the students, not just Byron. But, his more
unique situation most clearly substantiates the inevitable nature of Clifford’s questions
regarding the ever-changing nature and perception of identity. With bodies and
movement reflected off mirrored walls, providing specific and constant reminders of self
and “otherness”, these inquiries become even more profound and urgent; in the dance
studio, the mirrors are fixed, unavoidable reminders of what we appear to be and the
ways that we are signified: our different shades, shapes, sizes, genders, classes and
proficiencies.
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Since by all accounts, Byron is most passionate and skilled in the hip-hop dance
forms, why even bother taking ballet classes? What is he identifying with when he makes
that criss-crossing trip across a large city, to stand at a ballet barre, surrounded by a group
of young women, all so different from him, and he begins his opening plié stretches?
Certainly, logic suggests that he is identifying with something, or the promise of
something, in that studio; otherwise, it is appears to be too difficult and complex an
endeavor to undertake. In fact, to my eye, Byron is physically perhaps the least supple
and refined dancer in the class, most noticeably the least flexible. As other bodies easily
stretch over to the floor or to the side, his body − his tight lower and mid back and tense
hamstrings − allow him only a limited range of movement. This is not easy for Byron,
and, in fact, during one of our conversations, he confesses to me that “everything about
ballet is hard” for him – yet he continues attending class, his attendance is excellent. He
continues progressing, adapting, and changing – in ways subtle and less so.
Performance studies scholar José Esteban Muñoz adds more nuance to the discussion
of identification via his theory of “disidentifications.” In Disidentifications: Queers of
Color and the Performance of Politics, Muñoz states: “Disidentification is meant to be
descriptive of the survival strategies the minority subject practices in order to negotiate a
phobic majoritarian public sphere that continuously elides or punishes the existence of
subjects who do not conform to the phantasm of normative citizenship.” (Muñoz, 1999:4)
Included in this theory are the ways that artists reformulate a performed practice so that it
appears to be the practice, but is actually subverted and resisted in some way. The
process of disidentification is a constantly varying confrontation, a challenge to both be
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like something and, at the same time, to not be like something. Furthermore, the challenge
involves not getting caught in that act of conflict and ambivalence.
Muñoz clarifies that while disidentification is not always an adequate strategy for
long-term resistance or survival, it is often a useful path for minority subjects to survive
“a hostile public sphere.” (Muñoz, 1999:5) Without a doubt, Jonette’s ballet studio
appears to be a very welcoming environment; the teachers and other students are all
seemingly friendly to Byron, some very friendly. Yet, Muñoz suggests a hostility that
lurks in public situations dominated by centered individuals, such as the culture of a
ballet class in this particular studio. I wonder if Byron feels or internalizes that hostility,
either consciously or subconsciously? Does he encounter or recognize antagonism from
the neighborhood, from the other participants or their parents, or from the ballet form
itself (a body colonizer in its own way)? It is at this intersection of public and private, in
the spaces that minority subjects are required to “interface with different subcultural
fields,” (Muñoz, 1999:5) where Muñoz recognizes the self-activation process beginning
to take place.
For Byron, and his two fellow scholarship friends, Lily and Chanty, the weekly
Saturday morning advanced beginners teen-level ballet class is where this self-activation
process might be occurring. Alternately, in their Friday evening hip-hop classes, the
scholarship students are noticeably more loose, relaxed and confident; Byron describes it
quickly and naturally by saying that “I am more myself” in the hip hop classes. And, in
fact, all three students claim the front row center spots in these classes, the space
customarily reserved for the lead dancers in the class, the most skilled and experienced –
this dynamic phenomenon could be referred to as the “hierarchy of rows” in a dance
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class. In the rare case of the delusional, overly confident, or socially naïve student, who
mistakenly and prematurely grabs a spot in the front row or in a location too centered, the
class culture soon makes it clear that a mistake has been made, and the offending student
soon grasps that she or he needs to move to a row further back or be placed more to the
periphery. For Byron and the two scholarship girls, their privileged spot front and center
in the hip-hop class is nearly reversed in the ballet class. In the ballet class, they are most
often in the back and on the borders. Who we are sometimes depends on where we are
allowed to stand and how that positionality makes us feel about ourselves.
On my Saturday morning visits, it is usually the friendly faces of Lily and Chanty,
with sincere expressions that always feel authentic, who first notice and attempt to make
me feel welcome. The two girls are both 16 years old and in the 11th grade at the same
San Fernando Valley charter high school. Latinas of Mexican-descent, they are both
fluent in Spanish and often use combinations of Spanish and English when speaking to
each other. Nearly life-long friends, they live only three doors away from each other. In
addition, their parents are also quite close and together they all arrange the daily car pool
schedules to get the girls from school to their dance classes and then home again. Both
girls do very well in school; Chanty reveals that she cares a lot about her academic
grades, and Lily possesses extraordinary talent and focus in dance. Both imagine
themselves attending college, studying dance and the arts. They describe themselves as
popular, but not overly so. They are both are extremely hard workers, very respectful to
their teachers and all elders. They regularly pass looks back and forth to each other that
suggest that they have secrets that they share only with each other. They refer to
themselves as “like cousins”, or “like sisters.” They are dressed quite typically for a ballet
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class: black leotards (though, unlike the other girls in class, they prefer to wear the two
piece lycra shorts style leotard, rather than the one-piece tank/swim trunk style) and pale
pink colored tights. Their long brown hair pulled back tightly in buns. Our chats before
class are always very brief, but the girls usually express excitement that I am there and
they almost always remind me that they are happy (and perhaps grateful) to be studying
dance at the studio.
Jonette, the studio’s director, usually greets me very warmly as well. My guess is that
she is in her early fifties, but dressed in ballet-style warm up clothes, her hair back in a
ponytail, she appears younger. Most mornings before class, I find her in her office tidying
up, working on her books and notes, or arranging her music for class. She and I often find
a few minutes for short discussions about various topics while the students enter the
studio and prepare themselves. On my first morning there, she shares with me how she
originally took ownership of the studio ten years earlier from an elderly ballet teacher
friend of hers, a woman who desperately wanted to retire but was uncertain how to go
about it. Jonette humorously describes how the previous owner was very “old-fashioned,
old-school”, she taught with a stick in one hand and a cigarette in the other.
The next week, Jonette confesses that very soon after taking over the studio she
realized just how badly the previous owner had been running the business, how she had
not kept up with the regular building maintenance, how she had been three months
behind in rent and had lost most of her regular students, etc. Unfortunately, Jonette
realized she had bought in on a losing proposition. Up to that point in her teaching career,
she had taught only professional adults, but she soon discovered that teaching kids was
the best way to get the studio back on track and start making some money. Since that
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time, the majority of her studio’s classes have been geared towards children and teens.
Later, I heard from Jonette how this business strategy was a mixed success. While it
certainly helps pay the rent and keep the studio alive, it has also been the source of great
fatigue and frustration. In fact, Jonette admits that the hardest part of running a studio
with so many children’s classes is dealing with parents.
One morning in particular, she is in a foul mood that she attributes to several
frustrating conversations with pushy parents raising kids with “a sense of entitlement,
always wanting things to go their way”. Worse yet, she complains that the parents “feel
free to give me advice about how I am running my business, and it is always at their
convenience. And worse yet, they are passing all of this on to their kids – a sense that
they can have whatever they want, when they want it, ... I feel like telling them to go fuck
themselves.”
It appears that Jonette has a much better opinion of the scholarship program and those
students: “Oh, those kids are a pleasure, and their parents too, always polite and
respectful. They’re all doing so well. When they started, they knew nothing. Nothing!
And it’s amazing to see their progress. Last summer, I saw the click, the click of
understanding, as a teacher you see the click, when they’re getting it on a deep level, and
they all have.”
Byron is very often the last to enter the studio, sometimes rushing in at the last
moment. His trip to the studio takes him about an hour and a half, and he often faces a
variety of obstacles (regular transportation and financial problems, plus ongoing
obligations with his mother, with whom he lives alone in a small apartment) prior to
arriving. Even so, he rarely misses a class. Unlike the other students, he skips the rest
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room or the changing room, opting to stand in the back of the room to change his clothes.
He only needs to take off his sneakers and jeans; his workout sweats are underneath the
jeans. He slips on his ballet slippers, quickly takes off his gray hoodie sweat shirt,
revealing the same type of plain white T (size XL, or maybe even XXL) that he wears in
all his classes. He is usually ready to start in approximately 15 seconds. He is the oldest
student in the class, several months past high school (he says he “barely graduated”), and
the only student in the class who gets himself to class; there is no car pool, no parent to
drop him off. There are usually approximately 18 – 20 students in the class, between the
ages 13 and 18 years old. The students all girls except for Byron, and all Anglo-appearing
except for Lily and Chanty, who have medium to dark brown skin tones. He is medium
tall, wiry, and fair skinned. He stands out not only because he is the only boy in class, but
also because he avoids the traditional ballet class attire for males.
Because good ballet technique relies so much on the exact positioning of the body
parts, tight-fitting clothing that specifically display what the body looks like is customary
for both female and male students. The intention is to expose clearly the corporeal
placement and alignment. But, that style of dress can be a deal breaker for many young
males entering the world of ballet, and so, instead of tights, Byron wears baggy blue
Marshall High School sweat pants (his alma mater, a Los Angeles Unified high school,
located near the Griffith Park area), with an oversized plain white T-shirt, and always a
black beanie on his head. He does wear black socks and black ballet shoes. In one of our
conversations, Byron speaks to the initial negotiation he had with Jonette regarding his
attire:
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“I was kinda, you know, like, scared at first cause I thought she was gonna make me wear some tights
and stuff, and I was like ‘oh, ok, I’ll do it but I don’t want to wear those little tights and stuff,’ but then
she told me I can wear my sweats and I felt comfortable and I was okay, you know, … because I don’t
know, the most uncomfortable thing would just be if they laughed at me, cause I have these real skinny
legs too, and I was kinda like, “oh no, I don’t want them to look at me,” …

Byron doesn’t refer to it precisely, but I wonder if it is possible for him not to
have noticed and have had conflicting feelings about the feminizing aspects of wearing
tights. They appear and fit similarly to panty hose – stretchy material clinging to the legs,
pelvis, crotch area, and most revealingly, the butt. It would be a radical public statement
for him to wear them, an extraordinary identity signifier, completely at odds with the
extremely baggy attire that current L.A. hip-hop culture deems mandatory for its young
males. He also avoids mentioning the prospect that wearing tights might be perceived as
gender-bending or might rouse questions regarding his sexual orientation – anxietyprovoking notions that are very likely somehow part of his decision making process in
terms of what to wear to ballet class. Instead, in conversation with me, he prefers to
narrow in on the fact that wearing tights might accentuate his skinny legs. 2
Of course, there might be some truth in this explanation, his body consciousness,
but as Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick clarifies in the introduction to her book The Epistemology
of the Closet, the process of identification “always includes multiple processes of
identifying with. It also involves identification as against.” (Kosofsky Sedgwick, 1990:
61) Therefore, I imagine that self-consciousness alone does not entirely explain why he
prefers to wear such unusual clothes in his ballet class. In actuality, if he wanted to blend
2

Later in the fall, Jonette loses her patience completely with Byron regarding his baggy sweatpants. “I can NOT see
what’s going on with those legs!! I’m going to make you wear tights,” she screams. “I can’t see your passé, your feet,
your placement! You’re doing yourself a huge disservice and I can’t help you!” She insists that in the future he wear
shorts; at the next class Byron brings and wears long basketball style shorts.
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in better with the studio environment, truly immerse himself in the culture, simulate the
form, better perform his role as a student wanting to act like a ballet dancer, his choice of
“costume” would be an easy place to begin that identification process. Yet, it is here
where Byron very likely lets slip his disidentification with ballet.
As a minority artist in a nearly homogenous Euro-American environment, training
and participating in a rigid and static movement form, it is quite possible that his
preference regarding his saggy and oversized clothes indicates an opportunity for him to
faintly, yet strategically, subvert the performed practice so as to hold on to a part of his
previously constructed identity. Rather than submit or succumb entirely, Byron chooses
to participate in certain parts of the practice, but not entirely. It is also likely that this
resistance, similar to his developing dance technique, his shifting personal consciousness,
and his changeable sense of selfhood, is not a fixed state, and probably, over time, will
further adapt and alter in certain ways. Some day, Byron might just wear a traditional
ballet uniform, maybe even tights; however, Muñoz understands that “subjects who are
outside the purview of dominant public spheres encounter obstacles in enacting
identifications,” and that, in fact, identifying with an object, person, lifestyle, or practice,
means “also simultaneously and partially counteridentifying, as well as only partially
identifying.” (Muñoz, 1999: 8)
The morning ballet class usually begins when Jonette asks the students to set up
the portable ballet barres 3 , which they do by dragging them from the back of the room to
the center. It is a fairly large dance area, designated by a black marley floor, with enough
space for three separate metal barre apparatuses to be spread out across the room. There
3

Ballet barres are most often mounted on the wall of studios, but can be free-standing as well. They are made of metal
or of wood and stand approximately at waist-height and are over an inch and a half in diameter.
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is sufficient space for three students to stand on each side of the barre, six students per
barre. In the studio, there is also a small side office space, a small side changing area
separated from the space by a curtain, one bathroom (door closed), several dance posters
hung on the clean white side walls, a sound system set up front in the corner shelf, and a
wide front wall covered entirely with a row of mirrors reflecting back on all who enter
into the space.
The students stand on either side of the barres and face the front of the room
towards the mirrors. Chanty, Lily, and Byron always stand near the back, across from
each other at the center or side barres, the last three students on either side of the barre.
Ballet classes traditionally start at the barre with an extended warm-up, warming up all
parts of the body – the feet, legs, back, arms, etc. Barre exercises are often done slowly
and methodically, and are intended to help the dancer build strength while teaching the
body correct placement. The barre sequences make up a significant portion of the
beginning dancer's class and they usually begin with pliés. Jonette starts each class by
asking the question: “Who knows what a plié is?” There are always a few girls who raise
their hands. The first day observing the class, Jonette calls on a girl named Olivia. Olivia
answers in a rote tone: “a plié means to bend, a bending of the knees, the bending
movement should be gradual and free from jerks.” I find myself both impressed and a bit
alarmed by the robotic nature of Olivia’s answer. Jonette confirms Olivia’s definition,
walks to the sound system and presses the CD player. Classical music begins to play and
the students begin their plié sequence, one hand delicately placed on the wooden bar
while they go through their many repetitions of plies, or controlled bends. Jonette
coaches and calls out instructions throughout the whole sequence: “standing very tall,
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eyes up, lifting up, demi-plié, point the outside foot, 4th position, square it off, stretch it
out, relevé, hands in front of belly button, …”
As expected, the better-trained, more experienced students usually stand at the
front of the barres, facing the front of the room, closest to the mirrored walls. These girls
have very erect postures, demonstrate extraordinary confidence and concentration, and
are obviously at a higher level of form articulation and physical engagement than most of
the other students. But when Jonette finishes coaching the sequence and loudly instructs
the students to do “the other side”, all the students turn to face the other direction, the
back of the room. This means that the students initially standing at the back of the barre,
including Chanty, Lily and Byron, are now turned around and placed in the front; they
have become the leaders of the sequence on the second side. At this point, I often
perceive some signs of tension in their faces, sometimes noticing side-glances to each
other as they proceed throughout the sequence. They are able to complete the sequence
without incident but it is usually apparent that they would prefer to be the followers in
this class. This is especially noticeable in opposition to how easily and self-assuredly they
take on the leadership role in their hip-hop classes.
For the second barre exercise, Jonette always asks: “Tendu? What does that
mean?” One morning, a girl named Fiona answers: “Tendu means to stretch.” The music
plays again, and the students go through the tendu sequences. I notice now that the
sequences are already learned and there is no specific instruction on the order or details
of the sequences. Jonette coaches consistently throughout the sequence but the students
have obviously already learned the structure and mechanics of each sequence. The nature
of ballet training is repetition, the same sequences over and over and over, creating more
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balance, flexibility, nuance, control, articulation, grace, and ultimately a muscle memory
that can recreate a form that is over several hundred years old. Individual interpretation is
neither required nor encouraged.
At an early class observation, during the pique section (piqué means “to point”), I
notice Byron. While he demonstrates moments of grace, during certain poses where he
looks especially lengthened and aligned, there are other moments where he appears very
rigid. In particular, his arms and hands are very stiff and tense, especially compared to the
more experienced girls in the front of the room, whose arms are rounded gently and curve
gracefully. This is called a ballet port de bras, a dancer’s "carriage of the arms" − it is the
way the arms gently move to different positions. The basic port de bras exercise requires
the dancer to move the first arm position in front of the body, to a second arm position to
the side of the body, to the fifth position overhead and then back down. I consistently
notice Byron during this section, subconsciously wanting him to correct himself, to see
how he is different than the others and make his own adjustment. As if reading my mind,
Jonette approaches Byron and physically manipulates his body positions, pushing and
pulling his upper back and torso up and straight (from a stiff hunched over position), in
order to achieve more flexibility. His body complies. She then takes a finger and lifts his
chin so he is looking up and out, rather than downward. He smiles meekly and takes the
correction.
That same morning, Jonette asks: “Who knows what a dégagé is?” As usual, a
few girls raise their hands. It has been a few weeks of observations, and I have yet to see
Chanty or Lily raise their hands to answer one of these definition exercises. I have
wondered if they know the definitions to these terms; have they not learned them or are
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they more reluctant or shy in answering than other girls in the room? Jonette instead calls
on Byron. “Byron?” He stutters a bit, mumbles, “… uhhh”. He seems to have no answer.
Jonette repeats: “A degage? What is that?” He stalls: “… umm, a degage?” Jonette
replies, “Yes.” One more pause and then he answers timidly: “um, … disengage?”
Jonette responds excitedly: “Yes, to detach or disengage. It means to point the foot from
a closed position to an open position, with the heel raised and the instep stretched. Good
Byron!” To me, it is clear that Byron has not captured the meaning in its entirety but he is
more or less given credit for being “correct”. I assume it a confidence boosting strategy
from Jonette to build Byron up a bit. She is often extremely harsh with Byron.
One day in particular, she appears bothered by everything Byron does, relentlessly
correcting him. She extends her criticisms into imitating him as well, something I never
witness her do with any of the girls in the class. On this particular day, while practicing
the tours en l'air (literally a "turn in the air", a jump in the air with a full rotation, a typical
move for a male in ballet) she also refers to his masculinity. “Byron,” she yells, “I’m
going to get the stick out! You’re the man in the room. What is this?” She then imitates
Byron by sticking her butt out and attempting the jump turn. Her move is good for a
laugh, and she makes him repeat several times until his tours improve. Byron sometimes
appears not to understand Jonette’s corrections at all, but at times, he seems determined
in his ongoing attempts to simulate a movement or position correctly. He describes
working very hard as,
“… getting everything down, like the moves, and trying to do it as best as Miss Jonette does,
which is very, very hard because she is very good, … to see her do it and try to imitate her as
best as I can, … but the easiest part is when she jumps, … I feel like that’s the easiest cause
I’m already used to it from basketball and football and jumping around all the time.”
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He also notices and describes how different he is than the rest of his ballet class, but
not exactly in the way I have noticed or thought that he might. For instance, he does not
disclose any private or conflicted thoughts or feelings about being the only Latino boy in
the class. It is only when I specifically ask about those issues that he has a comment
regarding these social constructions; and even then, he pauses and considers the concept a
bit before knowing how to respond. As unlikely as it seems, it appears in these exchanges
as if he had never before thought about that phenomenon – that he is the only boy and
one of only three people of color in the class.
Indeed, I get the idea that his responses to these types of questions are most likely an
attempt to help me out, in my understanding, rather than help himself clarify a pressing or
complex issue. The possibility occurs to me that growing up in such a multi-cultural,
mixed race city as Los Angeles, residing in an neighborhood area like Hollywood/ Silver
Lake (known for its broad racial demographic), and having attended one of the most
diverse high schools in the city 4 , might have made issues of race much less relevant or
urgent for young people like Byron than I had imagined.
As for gender concerns, (besides his earlier apprehension about wearing tights), it is
clear that Byron notices that he is the only boy in the room and does confess that at first it
made him a little bit “uncomfortable.” In my mind, how could it not initiate some kind of
awareness regarding self and identity? But perhaps that is my own projection. As for his
early uneasy feelings about being the only male, he claims to understand that initial
anxiety to be more about the fear of the unknown rather than being the only male. In fact,

4

John Marshall High School is a year round public school with an enrollment of approximately 4,700 students.
According to the MuniNetGuide, the student demographics are approximately: 60% Latino, 20% Asian and Pacific
Islander, 14% White (including a sizeable Armenian population), 5% Black, and 1% Native American.
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he now views being the only guy in the class as a kind of plus for him. It is a way of
being “different” and of getting more attention, something he seems to enjoy. He states,
“At first, yeah, I was uncomfortable, … well, a little bit, because I’m like, I’m the only boy and all
these girls and I thought they were all better than me, which they are, they are better than me, because
they’re all very talented and good, … but now, I’m pretty much confident, and I feel like I’m pretty
much lucky to be the only guy, … cause probably Leigh and Miss Jonette can probably see what I’m
doing wrong or what I’m doing different, and since I’m the only boy, they probably pay attention to
me all the time, …”

On the other hand, he is much more open and expressive, and often without prompts
or follow-up questioning, when it comes to discussing issues of class. Specifically, he
seems very self-aware and self-conscious about his level in society, his poverty,
compared to the other students in the class. Aside from Chanty and Lily, whom he
considers to be like “family”, he thinks most the girls in class are very nice to him, but at
the same time doubts whether any of them could or would ever be real friends with him.
One of our interview sessions explored this topic quite directly.
K: How do you get along with the other girls in ballet class?
B: Well the coolest girl is probably Olivia, she’s always, you know, calling me like “Byron-ette” from
the summer, cause we all had to have like little nicknames from the summer, to me she’s like the
coolest one out of all of them from ballet class. From her it’s probably like Leeza, little Alex, probably
Paige, and Capriana, um, … but they’re different than me cause well, first of all they are way younger,
but they’re still like way sweet, they’re still pretty much like innocent, so they’re very nice … but
they’re different too, …
K: How are they different than you?
B: Oh well, another way is that that’s what they do, that’s who they are, … they’re like ballerinas. Like
Lauren, for example, she doesn’t like hip hop, … she told me like “oh, you know, I don’t like hip hop,
it’s just not my thing, you know, I don’t feel comfortable doing it.” So, I was like, “oh you just like
ballet?” and she was like “yeah”, and I was like “that’s good.” So, in a way we have different styles
and we like different things, but when we’re in ballet, we’re like all one.
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K: Do you think you could be friends with these girls outside your class? Would they fit into your life?
Would your friends like them?
B: I highly doubt it that they would like where I live. First of all, because where I live is pretty much a
whole different lifestyle from what they live in. Cause over here, when people come to my house, even
someone like friends from like around Eagle Rock or, you know, Echo Park or somewhere, they’re like
“oh man Byron, you live in the ghetto, this is crazy here.” And it is pretty ghetto because about a
month ago there was a drive-by by my house, to the point where I was in my bed, and I got scared
cause the gunshots sounded so close to my house, that I kinda like jumped off my bed and I hid behind
a counter, … so I think they would pretty much feel scared and feel uncomfortable with my group of
friends cause first of all, we’re probably total opposites, through the way we dress and talk and who we
are and where we live, compared to their lifestyle, where they’re pretty much raised by people who do
stuff for them and people who take care of them, and for us, it’s just like, we got to watch our own
backs for example, …
K: I’m getting the idea that you think maybe the other students in your class are from wealthier
neighborhoods or more stable families?
B: Yeah.
K: Do you guess that or do you know that?
B: No, I pretty much know that; first of all, most of them have the money to pay for their own ballet
classes and that’s, like, a lot of money just right there. And they all talk about, like, “oh yeah, my
house has eight rooms and it’s so big” and the other girl talks about, like, “oh, yeah, I just got my room
done”. And, recently we just went to Olivia’s house, and her house is very, very big. We went for the
summer, in ballet, for a pool party, and she has a very nice house, she has like a chauffeur, a chef, …
you know, she pretty much has it made. She has what I call, you know, a dream life, … like that’s a
good life, …
K: Do you feel intimidated by that? (he pauses) … Or do you feel equal to her but just different?
B: No, I never feel like that puts me down, … I don’t feel any less, … because in a way, it’s like I can
take care of myself, I can make my own food, I can take myself here, like I don’t need anyone to cook
for me or pick me up or take me here, … I’m pretty much independent. Even though sometimes
they’re like, you know, “Yo man, Byron, like, you live in the ghetto, like you’re ghetto” or whatnot.
But it’s like okay, for example, like the same as what I would say if one of my friends was talking to
me, like, “Yo Byron, you suck in ballet”, … like, that stuff don’t phase me, it’s like okay, you know,
…
K: Would it feel different if one of your buddies from the neighborhood says you live in the ghetto
compared to one of the girls in the class saying you live in the ghetto?
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B: No, it’s pretty much the same, … um, but it’s a little different because they’re kinda right, and they
have more, … they do live in bigger houses and have nice cars and everything, and they are kind of
right, I do live in the ghetto, especially like compared to them, so they’re just telling the truth, … I live
a little less than them, well, even more, … like, I live way less than them, but if one of my friends is
telling me that, it’s not so much difference cause probably he lives in the ghetto too, …

There seem to be other class-based social disconnects between Byron and the others
in his ballet class as well. Some moments in class point strongly to, and call into
question, issues of equity and value, in particular how one learns, understands, and
represents an artistic and creative practice. Many complex realities are revealed in these
moments: the benefits of a solid educational foundation, varying levels of literacy, and
certain privileges associated with one’s previous exposure to literature, wide-ranging
vocabulary, translation, critical thinking, and metaphorical expression. In addition, social
justices and injustices, located within the characteristics and range of experiences in
which certain people get to engage compared to others, and the points of reference that
those experiences provide, are also soon exposed. These variances can play out quite
differently from situation to situation, and can function as a benefit or a detriment
depending upon that setting, but most often the social power and reward is given to those
with more, rather than those with less.
One morning, Jonette transitions into the rond de jambe section (literally “circle of
the leg", half-circles made by the pointed foot) of the barre work by suggesting they do a
sensory exercise. “Should we choose a color shade or a scent?” she asks. Byron speaks
up: “a scent!” The comment makes the students and Jonette laugh. “Okay we will do
scents, everyone think of a scent that you will share with the rest of the class,” Jonette
instructs. Then proceeding around the room, one at a time, Jonette has the students share
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aloud the scent they are thinking of. Some answers are: “fresh laundry,” “tuber rose,”
“sandalwood”. When it comes to Byron’s turn to respond, he says: “voyage?” There is a
pronounced pause. Jonette asks: “What do you mean voyage?” Byron points behind him,
toward the front desk near the studio entrance, “Like that sign,” he says, “… voyage.”
Jonette reacts: “Oh no, that’s not a scent, that’s the name of a company, Voyáge! That’s
Amanda’s mother’s company, it’s a company that makes decorative items.” 5 A few girls
giggle, though not in a way that feels mocking, but more like giggles coming out of an
awkward moment. Byron appears to blush. “Oh,” he says, “I thought I had a good one.
It’s the first thing I saw.” Jonette repeats: “No, that’s not a scent, a scent is something you
can smell.” Byron pauses a bit, then responds: “Oh, ok, … um, strawberry?” Jonette
responds: “Good, strawberry can be a scent.” The moment passes, other students share
their scents (Chanty, perhaps taking a cue from Byron, says “peach”), but the moment
still feels a bit uncomfortable, and the uneasiness lingers a bit in the air. The students
finish sharing their scents and Jonette instructs them to try to capture the essence of that
scent as they attempt their rond de jambs − now they attempt to “dance” their scents; they
dance fresh laundry, tuber rose, sandalwood, peach, … and strawberry.
Many of us learn new concepts or ideas by surrounding ourselves, or being
surrounded by, people with different perspectives, experiences, and backgrounds. We
also learn from problematical moments in which we get things very wrong. This
“incorrect” moment need not be seminal but to have a public experience that points out
one’s different aptitudes and perceptions so clearly is, at the very least, a reminder of
what is at stake in the development of self in a disidentifying environment. In fact,
5

I later discover that the name Voyáge was the name on the label of a candle sitting on the front desk. Voyáge is a line
of all natural soy candles carried in high-end hotels such at The Peninsula Beverly Hills, The Montage Beverly Hills,
The Four Seasons Westlake and others.
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despite the potential of expanding knowledge and growth, which can be considered a
gain, there is also great risk in taking on the endeavor, and always some sense of loss –
loss of confidence and anonymity, and the loss of pieces of self that can amount to great
and essential components of whom we consider ourselves to be.
Although we build alliances and feel intrinsically a part of (or apart from) various
groups and social formations, including families and neighborhoods, including
classmates, it is equally evident that none of us are carbon copies of anyone, families and
communities included. To varying degrees, and depending upon the situation, we are all
somewhat and somehow dissimilar; in one respect or another, we are all the Other to
someone else. In fact, as participant-observer in this study, I consistently recognized my
own “otherness” and experienced the self-consciousness that goes along with that
realization. And though there is truth in the view that some “Others” are further or nearer
ourselves than other “Others”, it is also true that this delineation relies upon a clear
recognition and understanding of our individual psychic processes of defining who we
are, along with the social and cultural constructions that define us all.
And, as Clifford implies, there are certain identification wounds and scars that are
deep and others that are far more superficial. Only Byron can determine what damage
that moment of confusion might have caused him – perhaps it was a brief moment of
embarrassment that he easily brushed away; or perhaps it pointed out a much more
profound sense of isolation, a reminder of a kind of inferiority that he has already
professed to feel when he is around the others in his class. Regardless, it is clear that this
complicated ongoing investigation (a chess game, a kaleidoscope, … a dance) is integral
to how we view ourselves and place ourselves in society, and how we are seen or unseen.
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This figure of the Other emerges in this conversation and becomes a large part of how we
understand and present our own selfhood. Also within this conversation, we appreciate
that in a certain view, we are both subject and object in all situations in which we
intersect with others.
Like the dance form itself, there is a constant positioning, flow, and
transitioning of identities and behavior on display at all times in the ballet class. Along
with theater scholar Richard Schechner, the anthropologist Victor Turner was a
influential figure in the development of performance studies as a discipline and a process,
and his understanding of “liminality” is widely viewed as one of its most important
overarching concepts. 6 Turner and Schechner first met in 1977 at a conference called
“Ritual, Drama, and Spectacle” and their subsequent partnership, which mixed an
anthropological viewpoint with a theater perspective, clarified and synthesized the
investigations, discourse, theories and practices that came to be known as performance
studies. It was Turner who recognized that “performance is declarative of our shared
humanity, yet it utters the uniqueness of particular cultures.” (Turner, 1990:1) Perhaps
most importantly though, Turner’s theory of “liminality” is key to his legacy within the
field. Turner defines liminal entities as “being neither here nor there; they are betwixt and
between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial.”
(Turner, 1969:1) Turner also explains the liminal as being “between successive
participations in social milieu” (1974: 52) Liminal transitions are often understood to
have three phases: separation (from a fixed point in the social structure), the margin (or
6

Victor Turner was a Scottish-born anthropologist who collaborated with his wife Edith Turner as well as Richard
Schechner on theorized notions of liminality and social drama. He died in 1983 before his theories could be
implemented in countless universities, in various disciplines including performance studies, across the nation and
internationally.
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threshold), and aggregation (the stable other side). This structure lends itself well to
understanding the process of youth becoming adults, as well as the route of a neophyte
learning and mastering any technique. In this context, Byron, and in fact all the dancers in
the ballet class, can be thought to be liminal. They are neither complete beginners nor
professional level dancers, they are neither children nor adult, they are, as Turner
suggests, neither here nor there. However, because the “liminal position is often
understood as a space for transgression or resistance (ideas and acts that go against the
mainstream), many performance studies scholars have come to consider social activism a
defining characteristic of the field.” (Bial, 2004:5) With this added fine distinction, it is
certainly possible that Byron is the most liminal person within the studio. His lack of
status and the ambiguity and instability of his current threshold positioning could make
him more “betwixt and between” than any of the others.
Identities are not static things for they change and alter and modify. But, to what
extent? Aren’t there parts of us that can never change? And though identifications can be
subconscious inclinations, and sometimes even conscious choices − are they, after all is
said and done, somewhat definitively positioned? Psychoanalytic theorists Jean
Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis describe identifications as “a psychological
process whereby the subject assimilates an aspect, property, or attribute of the other and
is transformed, wholly or partially, after the model the other provides.” (Laplanche &
Pontalis, 1973:206) It is the “wholly” or the “partially” component of their description of
transformation that interests me in regard to Byron’s journey of self through dance
(ballet).
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More specifically I wonder: up against the mighty constructions of society, culture,
gender, race, and class, how much social mobility is possible? As Muñoz understands it:
“A disidentifying subject is unable to fully identify or to form what Sigmund Freud called
that ‘just-as-if’ relationship, … what stops identification from happening is always the
ideological restrictions implicit in an identifactory site.” (Muñoz, 1999:7) Yet, for some
kids born into immigration and poverty, as unlikely as the odds are, the arts (like sports)
feel like a way out, a way up. For Byron, this also means being able to one day help his
mother get out of their dangerous neighborhood. He shares: “Even when I was little, I
was like: “Mom, I’m gonna buy you a house someday”. I’ve always told her that and I
still think like that, …You know, I would practically do pretty much anything I have to
do, you know, to make it happen.” I also ask him specifically how dance has changed
him and is sense of the future since he has begun practicing it seriously:
B: Dance has changed pretty much everything about me, like, before I never thought I would ever
dance, but ever since I started just doing it as a hobby, like, I fell in love with it, and everything now
pretty much revolves around dance. I hear music, I think about dancing to it. I hear, like, a beat and I
want to throw other stuff into it. I see people walking and I’m like “oh, you know, how can I mix
that?” So it’s changed my whole world, … and ever since then, you know, I’ve just been getting stuff
related to dance, like dance clothes, dance shoes, … you know, just trying to fit the part, just trying to
look and be, as well as, to represent myself as a dancer.
K: How do you think dance can help change your future?
B: Well, dance has pretty much already saved my life but now it’s like a dream of mine that I want to
do this professionally, and I want to do this until I practically, you know, can’t dance no more. In the
next year, I see myself still dancing, improving, getting better, hopefully like teaching little kids or
something; and in five years I really, really want to at least tour, or be on a show, or expose myself
more and put myself out there as who I am and what I really want to do, … Some people tell me, like,
I’m really good or whatnot, but I tell them, trust me, I’m not, … it takes a long time, a lot of practice, a
lot of work, … but like something in me keeps giving me the strength to just keep going, cause this is
what I love so as soon as I hear the music my body just starts reacting and my blood starts to flow
again, …
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I am pleased that Byron feels so driven and hopeful. However, I am also well aware
that a professional career in the performing arts (again, similar to professional sports) is
filled with enormous competition and rejection, loaded with variables. Loving to do it,
wanting it more than anything, and even being very good at it, is simply not enough to be
able to actually do it professionally. In order to achieve that status, the moniker of the
professional, one must be chosen, one must be determined to be “good enough” by the
Other; in this case, the Other is the one with the power to hire an individual, to regard
them as professional. To be recognized, to be chosen, to be validated by association,
might be the reason (in the form of a conscious or subconscious strategy) behind Byron’s
decision to attend his ballet class.
In fact, Byron confesses that he never would have imagined himself in a ballet class,
even as recently as a little more than a year ago – hip-hop dance (and culture) was, and is,
his main source of interest and identification. But, he began to watch a few popular
television shows featuring young dance talents, in particular a program called “So, You
Think You Can Dance” (a highly-rated Fox network competition show that has a crop of
young dancers learn different routines each week, in a number of forms, and then
compete for the viewer’s votes – throughout the season, there are eliminations each week
until the #1 dancer in America is crowned). He has noticed that the professional judges
consistently value the contestants who are most “versatile”. Even among the few hip-hop
dancers who have appeared on the program, the ones who have had the most success and
made it the furthest in the competition, are those who can demonstrate at least some
finesse and authority in such dance forms such as ballroom, modern contemporary, and,
yes, lyrical ballet.
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Byron understands versatile to mean being “good at more than one thing” (being
more than you already are). He sees his ongoing ballet training and developing technique
as perhaps giving him enough skill so that one day soon he may have the chance to be a
contestant on one of these shows or to be hired for a professional tour. For Byron, ballet
is a strategy to make himself “better” and “more”, to add on to his identity, so that the
dominant cultural force (and, in this case, those that do the teaching, casting, and hiring)
will see him as more than “just one thing.”
Which leads me to my ultimate question: If a kid is gifted and talented, is given
enough opportunities, if she or he desires it enough and is willing to work tirelessly for it,
could an identification become an identity, could a “that” become a “me”? Furthermore,
could the final liminal phase of aggregation actually be an opening into “communitas”,
with full rights and privileges (status, rank, privileges, equality) as Turner explains it?
Byron sees it this way, at least in terms of his concept of self as a dancer. And yet Turner
also clarifies that “liminality is frequently likened to death, … to darkness, … and to an
eclipse of the sun or moon.” (Turner, 1990:2) For, in transitioning from one identity to
another, while something new emerges, inevitably something else is lost or hidden,
perhaps never to be seen exactly the same way again. And, when this happens, who
exactly are we then?
Finally, …
After the barre section of class, Jonette asks her students to clear the apparatuses and
return to the space. This is the beginning of the next section of class called “the center”.
During these sequences the dancers let go of the helpful support of the barre and are
expected to utilize the warm-up exercises self-sufficiently in combination with each
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other. This is the point in the class where the ballet dancers are expected to “dance”.
After giving the students a combination of steps, Jonette encourages them to “let yourself
go. Find it inside of you. That’s what makes you the artist, that’s what’s called creative
interpretation. Use the steps I have given you, and express it your way.” It is now that
Byron is allowed to do what he most loves in his ballet class, what he thinks he is best at,
it is now that Byron gets to leap and jump and do it his way, from one end of the floor,
past the center, landing on the other side.

Concluding Follow-Up:
With the assistance of my organization The Flourish Foundation, which provides the
scholarship funding for his classes, Byron recently secured a paid position with Los Angeles
Parks and Recreation Department, paying 20 dollars an hour (The Flourish Foundation matches
The LA Parks and Recreation Department salary of $10 an hour), to teach several dance classes a
week to elementary school kids. The teaching assignment will begin in early 2009. In addition, in
early December, he auditioned and was accepted as a freelance client at a Los Angeles area talent
agency. They offered to represent him as a freestyle hip-hop dancer, encouraged him to continue
studying both ballet and hip-hop, in the hope that he could soon transition into a full level dance
client, represented in all categories. He has started saving money to try to afford a photographer
to take his professional headshot photos.
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ABSTRACT
Thai Tsunami Memorialization:
Relationships between Event-Temporal-Space and Spontaneous Sacred Place
Narongpon Laiprakobsup, Ph.D.

The study of Thai Tsunami memorialization concentrates on spontaneous shrine
phenomena and memorializing processes—including place sanctification—for the
Tsunami disaster victims in Thai cultural context. While many scholars have studied and
examined spontaneous shrine phenomena in the contexts of Christianity: American,
European, and Australian regions, the research of spontaneous shrine phenomena in
Buddhist context and in Asia has not yet been conducted, especially in Thailand.
Therefore, this study is to explore spontaneous shrine phenomena in Thailand after the
Tsunami disaster and ascertain connections between event-temporal-space and sacred
place in Thai Tsunami memorializing processes.
The study is carried out by gathering data from the media coverage—newspaper,
magazines, and electronic sources—of the Tsunami disaster and mourning events
focusing in Thailand and employing authoritative voices from related literature:
anthropology, architecture, philosophy, and Thai cultural studies to interpret raw
documents.
Thai memorials for grieving the Tsunami victims have been created in two
categories: spontaneous shrines and local monuments. Spontaneous shrines, typically
white flowers and lighted candles, took place both in the sites related to the deceased
such as obliterated dwelling locations and the disaster: beaches and in communal place:
a local outdoor stadium. Spontaneous shrines and sanctification of local monuments
involve the temporal dimensions: temporariness and annuals. In Thai cultural belief,
local monuments: a spiritual pavilion and respected natural objects as sanctities need to
be annually sanctified to protect well-being of place and locals from tragedies, remaining
landscapes of fear due to uncertainty.
In Thai Tsunami memorialization, spontaneous shrines and sanctified local
monuments setting apart from landscape create sacred spaces. Participating in shrine
making and consecrating the place through rituals allows humans as “being-in-place” or
locations to interact with the sacred environment, thereby leading meanings of
spontaneous sacred place to tangibly and visibly emerge.
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Consequently, in Thai Tsunami memorialization, expressions for grief and
specific beliefs in Thai culture encourage people to create spontaneous shrines and
perform place sanctification. Spontaneous shrine phenomena and consecration of
sanctities are relevant to relationships between event-temporal-space and spontaneous
sacred place.
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Thai Tsunami Memorialization: Relationships between
Event-Temporal-Space and Spontaneous Sacred Place
Introduction
In contemporary culture, humans create distinguished places to express their
grief and commemoration to the loved, deceased at the tragic sites other than burial
sites or cemeteries: it is called spontaneous shrines. Spontaneous shrines are
considered as the in-between or the liminal state between the tragic death sites and
burials. Spontaneous shrine phenomena are not new emerging but contemporary
worldwide. As many scholars have observed, memorabilia left at “The Wall” of the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial and “The Fence” at Oklahoma City, erected crosses after
Columbine High School massacre, flowers and offerings in the street scenes of London
after the death of Princess Diana witness that spontaneous shrines are contemporary
public response to tragedies and disasters. Roadside crosses and memorials, an
important kind of spontaneous shrines, are also evidences of spontaneous
memorialization that has been long historical in American Southwest regions, and
existed in Europe and Australia. Both spontaneous shrines at or nearby tragic sites and
roadside crosses and memorials created along the roads convey symbolic meanings of
expression, of human dimensions for grief in tragedies and disasters in contemporary
grieving rituals.
After December 26th, 2004, the world witnessed Tsunamis, giant waves that killed
more than 120,000 victims in Southeast and South Asia, including some countries in
Africa facing the Indian Ocean, and memorialization was arranged and occurred
throughout the world. Many scholars have investigated particular topics on relations
between spontaneous shrine phenomena and tragedy and disaster: the nature and
characteristics of spontaneous shrines and roadside memorials and comparative
ethnographic studies in American, European, and Australian regions. However,
contemporary studies of spontaneous shrine phenomena in Asian regions—not Christian
communities—lie in questions. After Tsunami disaster, memorializing processes have
taken place in impacted regions. In Thailand, tremendous losses from Tsunami disaster
caused local inhabitants, Thais, and foreigners to mourn and memorialize a number of
lost lives. Tsunami memorialization in Thailand became government sponsored and
personally responded for temporal memorials and spontaneous shrines.
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This study is to explore relationships between Thai Tsunami memorialization:
spontaneous shrine phenomena and the concept of sacred place in Thai culture. The
memorial rituals in place and spatial qualities created by spontaneous shrines make
space become unique and sacred. Commemorating Tsunami victims and sanctifying
impacted places and sanctuaries leads spontaneous sacred space to be related to event
(Tsunami disaster, spontaneous shrines and activities) and the temporal (temporariness,
and annuals) dimensions. Therefore, sacred place, involving sensible qualities toward
space, in Thai Tsunami memorialization encompasses relationships between eventtemporal and significance of space which contribute to symbolically civic and personal
meanings. A better understanding of relationships between Thai Tsunami
memorialization and spontaneous shrine phenomena will offer an insightful perspective
of the idea of event-temporal and space connecting to process of spontaneous sacred
place-making in Thai culture and for making further meaningful Thai Tsunami
memorialization.

Literature Review: Spontaneous Shrines and Sacred Space and Place
The Tsunami disaster memorialization is not the first memorialized event for
victims from natural disasters. According to Kenneth Foote in Shadowed Ground, the
Johnstown flood disaster in 1889, Pennsylvania, one of the largest disasters in the
nineteenth century, killed 755 lives unidentified, and “The Monument to the Unknown
Dead” was erected at the Grandview Cemetery at the valley of Conemaugh, “the place
where the victims would never again be touched by flood”.1 Moreover, Foote analyzes
four important categories: sanctification, designation, rectification, and obliteration
emerging out of patterns of many places which violence and tragedy occurred.
Sanctification take place when events are apparently holding positive connotation that
people or a community desire to remember, a memorial and monument is created. On
the opposite extreme to sanctification, obliteration leads all evidences linking to stories to
be completely destroyed, resulting from especially shameful events that people would
not keep them in remembrance. Designation, marking at the sites, denotes that
something significant has occurred in locations. Rectification is rebuilding of the sites
which there are no signs of violence or tragedy associating to the present uses of place:
the sites reintegrate into activities of everyday-life situation.2
It is crucial to define what the spontaneous shrine is. According to Haney,
Leimer, and Lowey, spontaneous memorialization is a public response to unanticipated
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violent death for individual acts of mourning in public space, often occurring at the site of
the death.3 Furthermore, Sylvia Grider proposes that spontaneous shrines are deepest
expressions of human being, combining ritual, pilgrimage, performance art, popular
culture, and traditional material culture. Spontaneous shrines are created as
unmediated material assemblages in landscape with no official guidelines or restrictions.
The sites of spontaneous shrines function as sites of ritual pilgrimage, often constructed
a few hours after the events. They hold dual purposes: “a place to leave ritual offerings
and a place of pilgrimage to come to and see what others have left.”4
Offerings, memorabilia, and other objects left at the tragic sites not only serve as
human expressive symbols but also set the death sites apart from their settings or
landscape, leading locations to be sacred. In other words, spontaneous shrines
including roadside memorials create space to be sacred. Sacred space, opposed to the
secular experience of space, constitutes “a break in the homogeneity of space,” offering
qualitative differences, orientation, and directions out of geometrical space.5 Sacred
space is a particular compound consisting of the center, the boundary, and the
threshold. The center, as a fixed point, serves as the communicative form of “the center
of the world” through the image of a universal axis.6 To define a sacred precinct, the
boundary encloses special spaces apart from the profane world or homogeneous space;
a church shares different space from the street in which it rises. The threshold or the
passage is the in-between state of shifting from one space to another: the sacred and
the profane. At the threshold, rituals are usually performed.7 Belden Lane also
proposes four axioms for understanding sacred space:
1. the place, vested with numinous power, “choose” the seeker;
2. the place can be ordinary, only recognized as sacred through ritual actions
performed there;
3. the place is existentially discovered by the way of a concording state of
consciousness;
4. the place is both local and universal as god is there and everywhere.8
In addition, as Yi Fu Tuan adds, at experiential level, sacred phenomena signify “those
that stand out from the common place and interrupt routine.” The sacred integrates the
ideas of apartness, order, wholeness, power, and polarized characteristics: light and
darkness, structure and anti-structure, power and purity.9
Tuan moreover addresses that “the sacred landscape was, in important sense, a
landscape of fear:” progressive knowledge explaining how nature works has reduced
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much of fear.10 Modern knowledge might remove fear from psychological and
physiological reactions to external forces, but in many cultures including Thai fear is also
understood as cultural accounts. According to Nuttinee Karnchanaporn in the study of
Fear in the Contemporary Thai in Domestic Space, the Thai concept of fear
concentrates on “the spiritual world, the world of fearful beings such as ghosts, unseen
forces and evil spirits.” Even though belief of superstitious supernatural power was
excluded from formal Buddhist doctrine and practices, it becomes integral part of
everyday-life rituals.11 In Landscapes of Fear, Tuan proposes that rituals, as public acts
and expressions of faith in the world’s orderly processes, possibly take place when life
and livelihood are apparently uncertain. Regarding natural disasters viewed as
departures from nature’s essential harmony, human rituals play significant roles to
maintain and restore harmony of nature and life. As Tuan points out,
“Ritual has this in common with scientific procedure or effective practical action: it follows
definite and predictable rules. In times of uncertainty, the performance of set of gestures
can be reassuring in itself; and the sense of assurance is greatly increased when the
gestures individually and together are believed to transmit supernatural power.”12

Therefore, rituals are significant for constituting and consecrating spaces or landscapes
to turn into the sacred. Ritual occasions transcending ordinary life lead humans to be
aware of space around them.13
Ritual actions performed in spaces furthermore consecrate sacred place;14 ritual
is one of the most fundamental components contributing to sacred place. Sacred place
becoming tangible, visible and sensible also depends on interactions between human
sensible body and spatial qualities of the sacred. The terms “space” and “place” are
intertwined each other; in theory and philosophy they are often used interchangeably.
Tuan metaphorically notes relationships between space and place: “if we think of space
as that which allows movement, then place is pause; each pause in movement makes it
possible for location to be transformed into place.”15 In The Fate of Place, Edward
Casey intends to separate issues of place from space, by employing the body as the
critical turning point of place. Space conveys abstract, homogeneous, and infinite
distances in Euclidean geometry and determines measurability of “the purity of spatial
dimensionality” (xyz coordinates).16 The term space has also been used to describe the
built environment as we live in and through it. Kant points out that to have a place is to
exist as a sensible body.17 According to Casey, the measure of place or location arises
from body as the crucial distinction through which “qualities of directionality, fit, density,
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contiguity, and interstice” are defined and understood. In addition to body, Heidegger
indicates place in relation to “being-in-place;” “to be near a thing is to share in its
location”18 or juxtaposition. Being in a place conveys the relationships between sensible
and conscious body and the environment occupied by the body. As being in a particular
place, body also connects to—being far or next to—other places. Place is therefore
interrelated to relationships between a location in which allows bodies to inhabit and
sensible bodies which experience, interact with, attach to, and participate in the
environment.
In spontaneous shrine phenomena, the shrines set themselves apart from the
settings by its characteristics: offerings, notes, and flowers, and ritual performances,
including activities of shrine creation consecrating spaces. Similarly to Kenneth Foote,
sanctification dedicated to the memory of an event or person involves the creation of
sacred place.19 Distinctive sacred qualities and locations allow humans to be in place
and the sacred environment. This is the dynamic moment in which sacred place is
developed and emerging out of interactive experiences of sacred spatial qualities of
locations. For instance, Tony Walter states that when visiting “The Wall” at the Vietnam
Veteran Memorial, he himself experiences the shift from a tourist to a mourner;
participants become observant participants.20 This means that characteristics of “The
Wall” are so powerful that pilgrims can perceive and experience the significance of the
place: it is the sacred place.
As Phillip Tabb proposes typologies of sacred place, in Sacred Place; The
Presence of Archetypal Patterns in Place Creation, following selected functions of
sacred place fit into those of spontaneous shrine for disasters: purification places,
healing places, ceremonial sites, sacred monuments, and historical sites.21 All these
functions of sacred place serve spontaneous shrines as the places for human
dimensions of expressive and symbolic forms for grief, meditation, relief, and
remembrance.

Study Methods
Data gathering of the events and authority voices from literatures in related topics
are integrated to explore and ascertain relationships between event-temporal-space and
spontaneous sacred place in Thai Tsunami Memorialization. Data gathering is carried
out through the archival media coverage: newspaper, magazines, and electronic
websites as secondary raw data. Authority voices from related literatures: spontaneous
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shrines, sacred space, place making, human geography, and Thai cultural studies will be
employed to analyze and interpret the data.
Since spontaneous shrine phenomena and memorialization in Thailand have
been initially significant emerging in Tsunami disaster, there have been no literatures
directly focusing on these issues. Emerging spontaneous memorials attract international
and Thai media attentions to cover. However, the media has not provided great details,
except enticing documentation of shrines and rituals images and their brief descriptions.
Therefore, if it is possible, I will further perform observation to gather more ethnographic
data in what will be taking place in next Tsunami annual memorials and how people
interact with shrine creation and memorial sanctification. First hand, in situ participation
will help collect in-depth data which allow for interpretation and confirming conclusion.

Thai Tsunami Memorialization: Event-temporal-Space and Spontaneous Sacred
Place
In this section, Thai Tsunami memorialization data and discussion are integrated
and presented in four episodes: the events, the temporal, space, and spontaneous
sacred place. The “events” section presents Tsunami disaster, its effects, spontaneity of
individual and public responses for grief: spontaneous shrine creation and phenomena in
Thailand. The “temporal” section discusses on nature of temporariness of spontaneous
shrines and annual shrine anniversary and sanctification. The “space” section is
analysis of how spontaneous shrines define sacred space. Finally, the “spontaneous
sacred place” section links relationships of three previous sections interrelated to sacred
place-making which is possibly developed to be memorable place and healing place.

1. The Events: Tsunami Disaster, Spontaneous Activities: Spontaneous
Shrine Creation and Phenomena
Around 7.58 am of December 26th, 2004, the earthquake, that registered 9.0 on
the Richter scale, originated six miles deep at the junction of two tectonic plates off the
island of Sumatra.22 The earthquake caused enormous Tsunamis hitting beaches,
shores, islands, and provinces locating in and facing the Andaman Sea and the Indian
Ocean. One of the history’s greatest natural disasters, giant waves killed more than
160,000 dead people in Southeast and South Asia: Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
Burma, India, and Sri Lanka including some countries in Africa: Somalia, Tanzania,
Kenya and South Africa. Around 8.30 am, Tsunami began to hit the Northwest of the
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Sumatra Island, the nearest location to the center of the earthquake.23
Around 9.30 am of December 26th, 2004, tidal waves crashed onto shorelines of
southern-Andaman areas of Thailand and wiped out dwellings, fisherman villages,
communities, beaches, islands and tourist places in six provinces: Phuket, Pungn-ga,
Ranong, Krabi, Trung, and Satule. This disaster killed more than 5,300 people and hurt
more than 8,000 people including Thai local inhabitants, Thai tourists and foreign
tourists.24 Tsunami’s consequences designated not only natural and physical
devastations: beaches, dwellings, villages, hotels and resorts but also overwhelmingly
mental and psychological pains and impacts on a number of lives. Impacted people lost
the place to live and the place to work: they are the place for life. They lost their family
members: fathers and mothers, sons and daughters, and bothers and sisters: family life
has been broken down.

Figure 1. People stand for silence tribute in front
of the EU Council building in Brussels, Wednesday
Jan. 5, 2205. Stock exchanges, workers, and
businesses held a silent tribute across much of
Europe to remember the Tsunami victims in
Southeast and South Asia. (Tsunami; Hopes,
Heroes, and Incredible Stories of Survival, p. 55)
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Figure 2. Jutta Mass prays during three minutes
of silence in Humberg. (AP Photo/ Christof Stache,
retrieved from CBC News Photo Gallery, http://
www.cbc.ca/news/photogalleries/quake_europe/
images/06_germany.jpg)

Figure 3. The Thai national flag on the roof top
of the Thai Government Administration House
is brought to half staff. (http:// www.matichon.
co.th/tsunami/showgallery.php, April, 2005)
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Figure 4. Phuket Association and private organizations
sponsor Tsunami victim commemoration at Sapanhin
stadium, Phuket. More than 10,000 people participate
in the memorial, including students, monks, and locals.
(Matichon Weekly, Vol. 1273, 2005, p. 7)

The tremendous losses from Tsunamis were reported and broadcast worldwide.
Images of losses have encouraged people to grieve the victims in several levels: the
world community, impacted nations, local communities, and personal expressions.
People around the world expressed their grief—as stemming from fundamental human
dimensions—for the Tsunami victims as the world was in mourning (Figure 1 and 2).
In Thailand, Thai government, on Dec. 28, 2004, declared cancellation all formalnew-year cerebrations and taking the national flag to half staff in order to honor Tsunami
victims (Figure 3). Moreover, Thai government and local authorities sponsored and
supported memorials to Thai Tsunami victims. Thai Tsunami memorials were held in
impacted areas and throughout the country.
In impacted locations, commemorative services took place both in communal
places such as a provincial outdoor stadium (Figure 4) and at the sites related to the
death and the disaster: missing persons’ images posted on boards, beaches, and
locations of obliterated dwellings (Figure 5, 6, and 7). Memorialization for the deceased
held in those places is similar to Kenneth Foote’s analysis; public memorials for the
disaster are consecrated either at the disaster sites or at civic places.25
The Tsunami losses encouraged locals, Thais, and foreigners to memorialize
victims as spontaneous responses for grief in forms of spontaneous shines and rituals.
Some survivals commemorated their lost family members in vernacular forms. Some
located left images of the deceased and performed ritual actions at the sites of
destroyed houses where the last places they found the deceased (Figure 7 and 8).
Rituals become the ways survivors communicate and keep in touch with the deceased.
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Other consecrated the sites of the death through rituals because they believed that the
deceased’s spirits were still existed there (Figure 9). Ritual performance at the site of
the death is to control chaotic forces; therefore, the locations of the death are
landscapes of fear as “manifestations of forces for chaos, natural, and human”, including
any forms of human construction—mental and physical—to prevent inchoate experience
and dangers and to allow for rest.26
Even though spontaneous shrine creation is idiosyncratic activities, white flowers,
especially white roses and candles, became common forms for Thai Tsunami
spontaneous shrines (Figure 10). Lighted candles might be interpreted as lives and
death, as Tuan proposes that light manifests life and not darkness, light is possible to
signify death.27 Furthermore, white color means many things in diverse cultures: it
symbolizes meanings both in the positive: light, purity, spirituality, timelessness, and
divine and in the negative: death and mourning.28 In Thai Tsunami spontaneous shrine
phenomena, white roses might embody purity, spirituality and mourning.
In addition to spontaneous shrines for grief, drawings are another form of
supports—after grieving processes have been carried out—sending healing messages
to survivors. On Jan. 10, 2005, Thai National Children Day held on Saturday of the first
week of every January, children participated in healing processes for survivors, by
drawing pictures and writing supporting messages which are hung nearby the impacted
areas, especially in local villages (Figure 11).

Figure 5. Yellow rose is placed upon the missing
images. (http:// www.matichon.co.th/tsunami/
showgallery.php, April, 2005)
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Figure 6. A local man performs rituals to commemorate
the deceased at the location of the destroyed dwelling
where the last place he found the deceased. (Matichon
Weekly, Tsunami; Mahawibat-Andaman edition, 2005,
p. 36)

Figure 7. People light candles and place them in the hole
on the beach. (Nation Weekly, Vol.658, p. 37, 2005)

Figure 8. A picture of the deceased is located at the ruined
site of her house, Bann Nam Kem, Pung-nga. (http:// www.
matichon.co.th/ tsunami/showgallery.php, April, 2005)
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Figure 9. Buddhist monks and the deceased’s families
performed rituals of the beach. (http:// www.matichon.
co.th/tsunami/showgallery. php, April, 2005)

Figure 10. White flowers and lighted candles are
common forms in Thai spontaneous shrines for
commemorate Tsunami victims. (Nation Weekly,
Vol.658, 2005)
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Figure 11. Children’ drawings hung nearby impacted
areas show messages to support survivors; drawing
took place on National Children Day, Jan. 10, 2005.
(http://topicstock.pantip.com/blueplanet/topicstock/
E3222825/E3222825.html)

2. The Temporal: Temporariness and Annual Anniversary
The nature of spontaneous shrines is temporary, not planned or organized to be
permanent creation. Unlike memorials that is officially analyzed and designed to stand
in place for commemoration, spontaneous shrine phenomena lie in immediate
spontaneity—that occurs after disasters or great losses—initially responding for grieving
expressions. On the one hand, offerings, flowers, and memorabilia are temporary
objects. On the other hand, spontaneous shrines are removed to let life and everyday
events move on: it is the intrinsic character of spontaneous shrines. For example,
flowers left on the beach for commemoration return to the nature (Figure 12) and the
beach is used to comfort and relax people. When shrines are gone, spaces return to
everyday-life and mundane uses.
Profane spaces reappear tangible, sacred by spontaneous shrine re-creation.
Since the December 26th Tsunami disaster is the largest disaster that Thais have ever
encountered, the events and Tsunami victims lie in national and Thais’ remembrance.
Consequently, it is possibly that Thai Tsunami memorials would re-happen on December
26th Tsunami anniversaries. Tsunami victims’ remembrance would lead spontaneous
shrine phenomena to be re-created for commemorating the deceased and the event.
This is a speculation as a working hypothesis waiting for time and events to take place in
order to observe.
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Figure 12. People leave flowers on the beach at Khao
Lak, Pung-nga, Thailand, during a ceremony for
Tsunami victims. (Tsunami; Hopes, Heroes, and
Incredible Stories of Survival, p. 6)

Figure 13. The natural stone, on the Bann-Khao-Lak,
adorned with colorful chiffon cloths becomes a
sanctified place which is respected by BanKhao-Lak locals. (Nateeweekrit Tsunami, p. 122)

While we are waiting for observing whether Thai Tsunami anniversaries,
memorailization, especially spontaneous shrines would take place on December 26th,
relations between the temporal and events can be drawn from local sanctification
events. From data reviewed from Nateeweekrit Tsunami, on the Bann-Khao-Lak beach,
where is one of the most extremely impacted areas in Thailand, the natural fourteenfeet-high conspicuous stone post, adorned with vividly-colorful-chiffon strip cloths and
piled of offerings such as food and cigarettes, is respected and so called “Sao Hin PortaKhao-Lak”.29 The function of Soa Hin Porta-Khao-Lak, which becomes a dwelling place
of ser bann: spirits protecting people’s wealth in a house and preventing life from
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dangers and evil powers30, is to, in this context, protect well-living of Bann-Khao-Lak
people and local sanctuaries. The belief leads fishermen in the Bann-Khao-Lak district
to annually sanctify Sao Hin Parta-Khao-Lak as a landscape of fear on the first day of
the forth month of Thai calendar.31
From a sample of Sao Hin Porta-Khao-Lak, sanctification events for sanctuaries
and the temporal are interrelated in that significant events and phenomena will take
place in specific time of the years. More importantly, if Thai Tsunami memorials and
spontaneous shrine phenomena re-happen on December 26th, the relationship between
events and the temporal will be affirmative in Thai Tsunami memorialization.

3. Space: Analysis of Spontaneous Shrines and Sacred Qualities
Defining Sacred Space
Annually, when specific time comes back, events: sanctification, offerings, and
ritual performance tangibly re-appear in specific place. In terms of geography, Tuan’s
definition of the sacred is an area that stands apart from its landscape and has limited
access, considered as sacred space.32 In spontaneous shrine phenomena, the shrines
set themselves apart from the settings by its characteristics: offerings, notes, and
flowers, and ritual performances including activities of shrine creation consecrate spaces
as the sacred. Sacred space as a particular precinct comprising of the center, the
boundary, and the passage is distinguished from the profane.33
In a shrine created by Thai royal members, a pillar was set on the beach as the
center, and floral chains were hung on it (Figure 14). The pillar identifying a spot of the
location communicates an axis of connection between floral tributes to the deceased and
the ground where was the last place the deceased was alive.
In addition to the center, Tsunami memorialization constructed particular sacred
boundaries by processions: ritual actions and shrine-creation processes. Ritual
performance consecrates profane spaces to be sacred by setting up sacred boundaries
through processes of shrine creation. Tuan states that “where physical boundaries are
inconspicuous or absent, processions serve to establish apartness.”34 In other words,
ritual actions such as praying and human behavior in processes of spontaneous shrine
creation construct sacred domains. Furthermore, sacred boundaries in Thai Tsunami
memorialization are indicated by employing lanterns. Floating lanterns- commonly used
in new-year celebrations in Northern Thailand symbolically- means taking burdens or
bad things away from the bodies. In this context, lanterns applied to memorialize the
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victims were metaphorically taking victims’ spirits to future worlds: havens. Floating
lanterns released at edges of space not only encloses a space but also defines a sacred
space or domain discrete from the profane (Figure15). Moreover, contrasting between
lanterns, in front of people positioning in lines, that are arranged in orders and free
floating lanterns conveys polarized qualities of the sacred. Mass participation in Tsunami
memorials expresses the power of the wholeness. These characteristics respond to
Tuan’s propositions in Sacred Space: Explorations of an Idea that the sacred manifests
order, power, wholeness, structure and anti-structure: freedom.35
While boundaries separate sacred domains from profane spaces, thresholds
provide accesses connecting between two different domains. Thresholds which are
passages communicating between two domains make people aware of critical
transitions; therefore, rituals are noticeable at thresholds and passages. For Thai
Tsunami memorials, streets became “spontaneous passages” where people shared the
same attitudes: grief for Tsunami victims and prepared themselves before getting to the
shrines. Parading on the street to shrines, people silently performed rituals, calmly
walking and holding candles and white roses (Figure 16 and 17). In turn, ritual actions
transformed the chaotic, mundane street to be the sacred spontaneous passage.

Figure 14. Thai Royal members visit an impacted site
from Tsunami, Khao-Lak, Pung-nga (Matichon Weekly,
Vol. 1274, p. 7)
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Figure 15. Thai student look on lanterns rising up in a
Tsunami victims memorial on Jan 5, 2005. (http://www.
matichon.co.th/tsunami/showgallery. php, April, 2005)

Figure 16. Participants in spontaneous shrine creation
holding candles and white roses were parading on the
street to the shrines. (Matichon Weekly, Tsunami;
Mahawibat-Andaman edition, 2005, p. 104)
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Figure 17. A Thai Muslim woman holding a lantern
participates in grieving Tsunami victims, parading on
the local street to the shrines. (Matichon Weekly,
Tsunami;Mahawibat-Andaman edition, 2005, p. 103)

4. Spontaneous Sacred Place: Sanctification and Designation of
Sacred Place
Shrines conspicuously standing in landscape set themselves apart from the
settings. In terms of geography, as Foote states in Shadowed Ground, shrines
dedicated to memorialize events or people are considered as sacred place.36 On the
other hand, place can not be meaningful unless body senses spatial characteristics of
the landscapes through a sense of place. Philosophically, as Edward Casey separates
the terms “space” and “place” in The Fate of Place, place emerges when sensible bodies
“being-in-place’ or occupying a location embody in the environment.37 Place has a
location which allows human bodies to insert as embodied occupiers to sense,
experience, participate in and attach to the environment.
Experiences of spontaneous shrines might be different than that of formal sacred
places such as churches and temples. In religious sacred places, people experience
established sacred formal and spatial qualities. On the other hand, for spontaneous
shrine phenomena, people arranging pilgrimages to the sites as creators and participant
observers participate in shrine making and phenomena, constructing sacred place by
themselves. People experience processes of sacred making: ritualizing performance,
arranging offerings, and embodying sacred atmosphere and environment, without
expectation of experiences. These sacred-making experiences contribute “spontaneous
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sacred place” to tangibly appear. As a result, spontaneous sacred place stems from
interactive processes between making sacred spatial qualities in specific locations or
landscapes, consecrated through rituals, which set themselves apart from surroundings
and humans as embodied beings in place to experience, participate in, and interact with
the sacred making and environment. In other words, spontaneous sacred place lies in a
sacred location—which is transformed through sacred-making processes—allowing
humans to be in place and embody the sacred context.
Sanctification, a durable construction dedicated to the memory of an event or
people geographically involves the creation of sacred place.38 For a Thai Tsunami
memorial in a local scale, a group of people plans to sanctify their place by constructing
a pavilion housing a Buddhist statue, as Kun Saran, a Bann Khao-Lak resort owner
whose resort was wiped out in Tsunami disaster stated:
“My family and I plan to bring a two-meter-high Buddhist statue from Chaing Mai to be a
memorial. I ask the Authority of Khao-Lak National Park to get a plot of land to build a
monument. The monument serves not only for my family but also everyone in Khao-Lak
to come for respect. Like a spiritual pavilion, it will be built nearby Sao Hin Porta KhaoLak, for which locals exceedingly respect.”39

As sanctification for Thai Tsunami victims and event, a Buddhist pavilion also
connotes consecration of sacred place to protect well-being for locals and place from
natural disasters. Like Sao Hin Porta Khao-Lak, everyone in the Bann Khao-Lak district
respects for it and annually maintains sanctification. Sanctification of sanctities makes
sacred place become purification and healing places to drive out disharmony of life and
nature and re-install health.40 Locals believed that Tsunami disaster occurred because
they did not sanctify Sao Hin Porta Khao-Lak in last year. Therefore, sacred place in
Thai culture still remains as a landscape of fear.
In addition to sanctification in permanent form, there is a symbol of designation of
sacred place in Tsunami event. Around a big tree that a married couple stayed on as
Tsunamis were hitting the area, chiffon stripes have been tied (Figure 18). Mr. Pitak and
Ms. Kanlaya, a husband and wife, thought of sanctifying the huge tree to express
gratitude.41 In other words, they believe that the spirit dwelling in the tree helps them to
survive from Tsunamis. The belief of decorating chiffon colorful strips around a tree lies
in one of the common forms of sanctification in Thai culture. Similarly to Pimviriyakul
stating in her dissertation, “visiting Thailand, one might observe a tree adorned with
vividly colored chiffon stripes and around it piles of offerings of food, water, and flowers:
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this tree may be a dwelling place of cho por: powerful spirits.”42
Processions of remarking sacred place by chiffon stripes around a tree,
sanctifying memorials, and creating spontaneous shrines construct interactions between
humans and sacred making and locations, thereby leading to meanings of spontaneous
sacred place. Experiences of sacred-making processions allow humans to signify these
experiential places as memorable places which are connection of unique experiences,
places, and events. 43 When the time annually comes to periods related to events, event
memorialization and consecration define particular spaces or locations- as the sacred
discrete from profane surroundings—which allow humans to embody and experience the
sacred environment: it is sacred place interrelated to event-temporal and space.

Figure 18. Mr. Pitak and Ms. Kanlaya, a married couple,
tie chiffon stripes around a tree for consecration.
(Nateeweekrit Tsunami, p. 122)

Conclusion
Thai Tsunami memorialization: spontaneous shrines, a local monument, and
sanctification take place due to human dimensions for grief and Thai cultural beliefs.
Thais, locals, and foreigners participate in spontaneous shrine creation in both public
memorials sponsored by government and local authorities and personal counterparts:
lighting candles in sand hollows on beaches. Thai Tsunami memorials are constructed
in two kinds of places: first, places related to the sites of the death or tragedy: beaches
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and destroyed dwelling locations, and second, communal places such as a provincial
outdoor stadium and commercial districts. White flowers and candles are typical forms
of grieving offerings for these memorializing events. White flowers might convey
tranquility, spirituality, and mourning and lighted candles might present life. Floating
lanterns, which are originally from new-year cerebrations in Northern Thailand, in this
context, are possible to metaphorically represent launching Tsunami victims’ spirits to
another world: haven.
Thai Tsunami memorialization especially a spontaneous shrine phenomenon is
pertinent to temporal dimensions: temporariness as a result of the fact that shrines stem
from spontaneity for grieving expressions. After spontaneous shrines, another form of
memorialization will be constructed, that is, a local spiritual pavilion. Traditionally, a local
spiritual pavilion and a respected-natural-object sanctity are annually sanctified to
protect well-being of locals and place from evil spirits and tragedies and to harmonize
the nature, thereby constituting as purification place to send away the disharmony and
re-install life and nature. Due to the belief of uncertainty and chaos, a spiritual pavilion
and a natural sanctity as sacred spaces still connotes a symbol of a landscape of fear in
Thai culture. Local annual sanctification of monuments and Thai Tsunami victim
anniversaries—if Tsunami memorials and spontaneous shrines are re-created on
December 26th annual anniversaries—entail relations between events and the temporal
dimensions.
When periods of time related to events come to annual anniversaries, local
monuments are consecrated by ritual actions and spontaneous shrines would be recreated. Consecration of monuments and spontaneous shrines creation standing apart
from mundane landscape considered as sacred spaces. Memorials, offerings, and
rituals construct sacred boundaries. Streets become spontaneous passages which link
between two different domains: the sacred and the profane. Spontaneous shrines
temporarily define sacred spaces. Meanwhile, a spiritual pavilion occupies a location as
a permanent sacred space.
As sanctifying a sacred space and creating spontaneous shrines, people
experience interactive processes of sacred making, sensing sacred characteristics and
spaces. In other words, they as embodied beings and “being-in-place” connect to the
sacred environment. These experiential interactions lead spontaneous sacred place to
tangibly emerge.
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In conclusion, in Thai Tsunami memorialization, events: spontaneous shrine
phenomena and sanctification are interrelated to the temporal dimensions:
temporariness and annual anniversaries and space defined by shrines and consecrating
processions. Spontaneous sacred place emerges out of the context of event-temporalspace which allows humans to be and attach to the particular sacred context.
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On the “recognizable original” in Russian-English
translations of poetry
Tetyana Sayenko
Abstract
It is generally recognized that translation of poetry is the most difficult form of
translation. Furthermore, both translators and poets believe that the original poetic
content and form are lost in translation. They argue that it is impossible to convey all
the features of the original in a language and form acceptable to the target language,
culture, and tradition. For example, the modern translators of Russian poetry into
English commonly use these arguments. One of the possible reasons for such claims
may be the fact that most of the “translators” of Russian poetry into English are not
“professional” poets. As a result, “much rhymed verse is translated as blank verse
nowadays”. The English speaking public, therefore, can hardly appreciate the beauty,
emotion, and meaning of the poetic sound form of the Russian verse. In spite of the
challenges in the field, however, the importance of rhythm, rhyme, and sound for the
final effect of poetic art forms has never been underestimated in the theory of
translation.
This article discusses the translation of what is considered untranslatable in
poetry. It mainly focuses on the comparative study of the communicative-pragmatic
structure, rhythm, and sound of poetic genre texts in their original and translation
variants. The author argues that one of the criteria for a “good” translation of poetry is
the reproduction of the sound pattern and inner rhythm, or musical mode of the
original text, which allows highlighting the foci of the communicative-pragmatic
structure of the original.
The study includes communicative-pragmatic and experimental-phonetic
analysis of three poems in Russian by Tyutchev and their translations into English by
Nabokov, Jude, and Bonver. A native speaker of Russian and a native speaker of
English made the recordings of the Russian originals and English translations.
The research results support the hypothesis that “professional” translations
approximate the original in rhythm and sound form, and can de delivered in similar
musical mode, preserving the artistic function and form of the original.
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Abstract
The present study explores preschool children’s language use during
lunchtime. The methodological approaches were participant observation and
time sampling. The children were visited several times a week during
lunchtime. A time sampling period of 5 minutes was employed for each
table and both nonverbal and verbal behaviors were recorded. Findings
revealed that children engage in a variety of activities that are framed in part
by the fact that they take place during mealtime and away from an
omnipresent adult authority figure. Conversational topics ranged from food,
everyday life experiences, humorous anecdotes, requests for playmates,
party invitations, current movies and games, jokes, and playing with food.
How children use language to control both the conversation, convey their
status, and comment upon their own and the adult social world will also be
discussed.
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ABSTRACT:
Singing as an Altered State of Speech:
Questions of Contemporary Prosody and Text Handling through the Prism of
French Post-Modern Thought
(a Continuation of a Conversation with György Kurtág)
by Gyula Csapó Ph.D., Dr. Habil
Full Professor, Composition and Music Theory
Department of Music
University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada
The idea of this essay was born out of a conversation (Spring, 2008) with
renowned Hungarian composer György Kurtág. Kurtág pointed out what he perceived as
problems (“solutions that are quite foreign to me”) of prosody and text handling in a
variety of cases within my own opera, Phaedra. While this paper is partly a response to
those concerns, it is also an attempt at an overview of evidences of wholly different
approaches (presumably equally “foreign” at the moment to many) to text handling in
contemporary music. Specifically, these instances owe their existence, the paper claims,
to phenomena that gave rise to and was best encapsulated in the living reality and
actuality of French Post-modern thought all the way from the 1930-es (Antonin Artaud,
Georges Bataille) to the current day (Lyotard, Derrida, Baudrillard, Deleuze et al.)
After a discussion of examples from The Sayings of Péter Bornemisza, a cantata by
György Kurtág that brought with it approaches to text treatment that were justly
perceived as revolutionary in its time, the paper cites further examples from works of
Kurtág and others (Berio, Jeney, Ligeti, Sáry, Saariaho, Sciarrino, etc.), discussing each
in light of the origin and discernible purpose of their respective text handling vis-à-vis a
framework emerging from the reference mentioned above. Finally, it concludes with
citations from Artaud, Bataille and others (Barthes, Derrida, Deleuze, Guattari, etc) and
demonstrates what the author believes is at least a confluence, if not influence, of their
thinking on text handling in a range of contemporary works, including the author’s own
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(for instance, the cantata Huacas, the opera Phaedra). The ideas of “damaged text” and
“affected text” will be dealt with as useful metaphors in achieving a clear distinction
between a modern versus a post-modern approach to the question. The paper claims that
the Kurtág approach (alongside with Berio, Ligeti et al., despite all their differences)
represents a congruity fundamentally different from newer developments that were in
more than one way touched by the influences referred to as French “post-modern”
literature in that “text” in them is a suffering body (upon which events and meaning are
inscribed much as an accident is on a damaged car) instead of a tool of expression. Thus,
despite the seeming blurring of such distinction in the critical reception – deeply rooted in
modernist practices and fundamentally unaffected by even the possibility of admitting
“damaged” and “affected text” in the Post-modern sense of the word – Kurtág’s
perception will become fully understandable and contextualized as inhabiting the old
domain of modern expressionism. In conclusion, examples from the new domain thus
defined will highlight novel possibilities in the area of interaction between linguistics and
composition, text and music.
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Slogans and Speeches: Using Rhetorical Strategies to Win
By Parker K. Mangum (parkermangum@gmail.com)
Faculty Sponsor: Madison U. Sowell (madison.sowell@gmail.com)
Brigham Young University
In any sport, coaches can dramatically influence—for good and for bad—the
performance of their players. The written and the spoken word convey power, and coaches who
successfully master the tongue can often gain a competitive advantage. In particular, collegiate
football coaches are perhaps the most publicly visible when it comes to their motivational
speeches, press conferences, and pep talks. Most collegiate football athletes will admit that
harsh, offensive, four-letter-word lingo constitutes the typical language of choice for coaches.
However, for Brigham Young University’s Bronco Mendenhall, uplifting and positive
communication has significantly altered the way his players play the game. As a current member
of the BYU football team, I can attest that Coach Mendenhall, with his affirmative
communication and speech, instills in his players confidence and inspires us to realize our
potential. Since I joined the team, I have never been more motivated to aspire to higher goals,
and not just in the realm of football; I am driven to excel academically as well. In my
presentation I shall detail and analyze how Coach Mendenhall motivates his players through a
variety of rhetorical strategies.
Once a perennial power, BYU suffered three straight losing seasons before Coach
Mendenhall was hired in 2005 to resurrect the football program and return it to glory. However,
after consulting with a specialist in organizational behavior, Coach Mendenhall realized that he
needed to change radically the way he communicated his unique vision to the team. While some
coaches scream obscenities at and degrade their players, Coach Mendenhall chooses a more
elevated, communicative approach: “It became clear to me that I was to make the football
program as distinct and different as possible,” says Mendenhall, “because this institution and its
purpose are distinct and different and unique” (Peter Gardner, BYU Magazine).
Coach Mendenhall, who subscribes to the Harvard Business Review to enhance his
knowledge of organizational management, has developed a meaningful program mission
statement, has created annual team slogans, which I shall analyze, and has implemented a
leadership council consisting of team leaders through whom the lines of communication are kept
open. My presentation will demonstrate, from personal first-hand experience in addition to
secondary research, how Coach Mendenhall has implemented innovative and positive
communication strategies that have given BYU an empowering, competitive edge in areas
extending beyond the playing field.

Parker Knight Mangum
In care of Honors Program, Brigham Young University, 350 MSRB, Provo, UT 84602-2600
parkermangum@gmail.com
(208) 866-8905
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Abstract:
With a particular emphasis on the themes of trauma and healing, this paper examines
Harry Mulisch’s The Assault, a 1982 novel about the post-bellum effects of Nazi
aggression in Holland during the last days of World War Two. Through an investigation
of the necessarily abyssal nature of trauma and its relation to the protagonist’s repeated
attempts to recover a traumatic incident that is, in some important way, forever lost to
him, the paper posits that Mulisch expands the idea of this unrecoverable experiential
void to make a larger statement concerning the conceptual inaccessibility of war itself.
More specifically, Mulisch suggests that in order to overcome this inaccessibility, to give
art purchase on the truth of war, it is necessary for the artist to strategically deploy
metaphor and symbolism while at the same time paradoxically accepting that war’s truth
remains ineluctably concealed. . I move in my paper to link Dominick LaCapra’s
distinction between absence and loss with Martin Heidegger’s notion of the “nothing” to
which Being (Dasein) owes its existence, thereby travelling from an investigation of the
way in which contemporary theorists understand trauma to an explanation of how
Mulisch’s protagonist’s continued search for truth about his past (which entails his
inability to live in the present and foresee a hopeful future) allows the author to comment
on war’s reverberations and effects not only on individual consciousnesses, but on
humanity as a whole. I argue that until we understand what Jean Améry refers to “the
void of [our] negation”, the abyss into which the horrors of war fall, we will never
understand, and thus be able to work toward preventing, war.

Full Paper:
Living “Next Door to Nothing, and With Art”: Anton’s Search for Truth in Harry
Mulisch’s The Assault
Second rule of the road
any wound will stop bleeding
if you press down hard enough.
Audre Lorde – “The Evening News”
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In reference to Jean Améry’s thoughts on World War Two, W.B. Sebald writes
that there was a “way in which human beings fell through the trapdoor opened by Hitler
‘into the void of their negation’” (165). While it is true that the horrors of the Nazi regime
and its uniquely unspeakable reign of terror remain somehow fundamentally inaccessible
to contemporary historians and philosophers, there is a way in which war in general and
its necessarily traumatic effects create a conceptual opening into what Martin Heidegger
refers to as “the nothing”, the abyss to which Being owes its existence (84). Just as the
traumatized victim of war can never fully gain access to the traumatic event and therefore
experience the recurrence of, as Cathy Caruth articulates, “partially unassimilated or
‘missed’ experiences,” so too can war never be fully assimilated into social or political
consciousness (Wasserman 159). The gap that remains, the conceptual negation that is
necessary to conceive of what war is not (namely, peace), is always present because its
destruction would mean the destruction of its opposite.
The acknowledgement of the acute incomprehensibility of war and its effects is
fundamental, therefore, to an understanding of war itself. In his 1982 novel The Assault,
author Harry Mulisch comments on this incomprehensibility through his use of
metaphorical and symbolic language. The protagonist, Anton, undergoes the process of
acknowledging that which can never fully be acknowledged, coming to terms with the
abyss of his own experience of trauma, and, in the end, is portrayed as forever yoked to
that absence and importantly determined by its intrusion upon his reality.
The key reason why Anton can never fully reach his childhood self who
witnessed the destruction of his parents’ house is because the young Anton was never
fully present in the original experience. He was, in some fundamental way, quite absent
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from it: “There was no further sound. Anton saw and heard everything, but somehow he
was no longer quite there. One part of him was already somewhere else, or nowhere at
all” (Mulisch 22). Because Mulisch’s narrative is about a story that can never fully be
accessed by its protagonist, the moments leading up to the day Anton’s parents were
killed are overdetermined by his psychological absence from participating in them. This
draws the reader’s attention to the way in which “massive trauma precludes its initial
psychic registration at the moment it occurs. As a defence mechanism for selfpreservation, the mind literally blocks the traumatized subject from actually experiencing
the event at the time it occurs” (Guerin 10). The entire novel, then, is about remembering
a lost incident, one that will, paradoxically, continue to impinge itself upon Anton’s adult
life.
As Dominick LaCapra discusses in his book Writing History, Writing Trauma,
one must be careful to make a distinction between absence and loss (44). An absence is
only a gap in relation to a presence; a loss, however, is marked by a distinct trace of
something that is no longer there. And so, “in converting absence into loss, one assumes
that there was (or at least could be) some original unity, wholeness, security, or identity
that others have ruined, polluted, or contaminated and thus made ‘us’ lose” (58).
Mulisch’s narrative resists this movement from absence to loss because it refuses to
conflate the two from its very outset.
In the opening page of the novel, the reader learns that “even before the
catastrophe occurred, Anton used to think that Carefree meant a place where cares
entered freely, not a place free from cares; just as someone could think priceless meant
without cost, rather than beyond price” (3). Mulisch begins from a conceptual space that
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signals a protagonist who instinctively privileges absence, not loss: a space into which
cares may flow rather than one defined by the loss of them, “beyond price” rather than
lacking cost. Furthermore, because these are the names given to Anton’s home and the
community he lives in, any attempt to suture his past together will ultimately circle back
to this original sense of an absence marked not by a lack, but by a space conceptually
beyond the have/have not binary.
The epigraph, too, signals this complication between absence and loss: “‘By then
day had broken everywhere, but here it was still night—no, more than night’”. Here,
night becomes not just the absence of the day or light, but something else, something like
Heidegger’s “nothing”. In “What Is Metaphysics?”, Heidegger stresses that the nothing to
which being owes its existence cannot be understood as merely a lack :
No matter how much or in how many ways negation, expressed or implied,
permeates all thought, it is by no means the sole authoritative witness of the
manifestness of the nothing belonging essentially to Dasein. For negation cannot
claim to be either the sole of the leading kind of nihilative comportment in which
Dasein remains shaken by the nihilation of the nothing. Unyielding antagonism
and stinging rebuke have a more abysmal source than the measured negation of
thought (92).
The nothing must be more than the mere absence of being itself, otherwise it remains
dependent on being for its definition and becomes impossible to understand outside of
being, which is precisely where it is located. Just as Anton cannot fully grasp the trauma
of his childhood by placing it in relation to the rest of his life, so too can the nothing not
be understood merely in relation to what it is not. If that were possible, the nothing would
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not be “more than night”, it would merely be the absence of the day. And it is this
darkness, the psychological chasm of Anton’s experience, to which he must continually
return.
Moreover, Anton is not only followed by this absence, but also lives with the
knowledge that it precedes him as well: “nothing exists in the future; it is empty; one
might die at any minute. Therefore such a person has his face turned towards the void,
whereas it is the past behind him that is visible, stored in the memory” (Mulisch 151). For
the victims of trauma, however, memory is never such a stable, visual notion. LaCapra
supports the claim that the traumatized experience an “undecidability [that threatens to]
disarticulate relations […] and collapse all distinctions, including that between present
and past. […] the past returns and the future is blocked or fatalistically caught up in a
melancholic feedback loop” (21). Mulisch constructs a narrative that not only feeds back
on itself through repeated instances that bear slight alterations, but also encloses its
protagonist in parentheses of absence. Whether Anton faces backward or forward,
therefore, he inevitably encounters a void.
Having determined that absence is what drives this novel rather than mere lack or
loss, it is useful to examine the ways in which the plot supports this thrust. Consistently,
it is a sense of anxiety that brings the adult Anton back to his childhood trauma, a
psychological unmooring from the present moment that unsettles and disrupts his
everyday life. When he is lying on the beach after watching Saskia and Sandra walk
away, for example, he is immediately pulled from the present into the past:
Gradually the sounds of the beach withdrew to the outer rim of a bowl as wide as
heaven. He himself was floating like a dot at its centre, in an empty, rose-coloured
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space that was rapidly receding from the world. Something was beginning to
pulse underground somewhere, and yet there was no ground (127).
This silencing leading to a feeling of ungroundedness is characteristic of the anxiety that
Heidegger believes brings us closest to the nothing. As Michael Harr explains in
“Attunement and Thinking”, “the fundamental mood of anxiety, in producing a distance
from being as a whole, in suspending the significant involvement of Dasein in the world,
makes Dasein temporarily mute, unable to utter the least discourse on being, and thus
incapable of thought!” (160). Anton must be unmoored from his present self, silenced by
this anxiety, in order to come in contact with his childhood self.
Of course, this childhood self remains somehow fundamentally unreachable. His
memories of that day are fragmented; if the reader returns to the beginning of the novel,
as the cyclical narrative invites us to do, s/he is similarly thwarted by an original
fragmentation in the experience itself: “This moment […] became eternal, detached itself
from all that had come before and all that would follow. It became part of him and began
its journey through the rest of his life, until finally it would explode like a soap bubble,
after which it might as well never have happened” (22). The traumatic memory lodges
itself in Anton’s consciousness as that which he can never locate because it leaves no
trace. It is, like a signifier without a signified, “singled out but eclipsed” (Hsieh 21).
Mulisch underscores the abyssal nature of the traumatic through his characters’ anxiety,
the way in which Anton feels his mother “stood at the edge of something she could not
master,” and how Truus confesses to being “‘scared […] perhaps even more by the
silence than by the darkness […] The world stopped at my skin” (24, 36). It is in the
constant gesture toward that which cannot be known that Mulisch turns our attention; it
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precludes Anton from ever fully ‘healing’ because the wound can never truly be
accessed.
Perhaps Mulisch is suggesting, then, that healing in the conventional sense is not
the ultimate goal of this narrative. As LaCapra articulates, “anxiety—the elusive
experience or affect related to absence—is a fear that has no thing (nothing) as its object.
A crucial way of attempting to allay anxiety is to locate a particular or specific thing that
could be feared and thus enable one to find ways of eliminating or mastering that fear”
(57). By refusing to convert absence into loss and denying any original “particular or
specific thing that could be feared”, Mulisch prevents Anton from becoming whole again
and suggests to his readers that war leaves an irreducible void that can never, and should
never, be filled.
What does this suggest about our ability to prevent war? In her essay “The Book
As One of Its Own Characters”, Helen Cixous writes,
at issue is the deficiency in our soul, our acquired taste for the definite, the
situated. […] one does not recognize this thing that springs forth, unspeakable,
through a crack. Unspeakable: captivating. Like beauty. There is scarcely any
distance between the thing of horror and the thing of beauty. There is war, the
cause of the instantaneous and totally unforeseeable mutation of species. At the
edge of the abyss one needs to rush into keeping a diary of the inconceivable, so
as not to fall into madness (407).
The implication here is that war is madness, but that conceiving of it as anything else is a
dangerous game of misrecognition. What is instead more useful in trying to conceive of
something which can never truly be located is a language that allows for this conceptual
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gap and those important absences: the language of comparative leaps, the stuff of
symbolism and metaphor.
The importance of understanding arising through metaphor displays itself early in
Mulisch’s text. When Steenwijk is helping Peter study Homer, he says of the author:
“It’s as if he wanted to say that all of existence is a metaphor for another reality,
and that the whole point is to grasp that other reality.”
“Then that other reality must be the War,” said Peter.
Steewijk pretended not to have heard.
“Very well translated, my boy. Except for one mistake. They are not rivers, plural,
that come together, but two rivers.”
“Where does it say that?”
“Here: symballeton, that’s a duality, the coming together of two things, two. Now
the two armies also make sense. This is a form you find only in Homer.
Remember the word ‘symbol,’ which comes from symballo, ‘to bring together,’
‘to meet.’” (14).
Steenwijk is drawing Peter’s attention to the maintenance of the distinction between two
autonomous categories that are nonetheless attached through symbolic language. When
the conceptual gap between the rivers and the armies is bridged through symbolism, the
two are not conflated; they are merely in dialogue. They are mutually illuminating.
While metaphorical language can certainly shed light on a conceptual object, it
remains fundamentally impossible to fully grasp that object. As Elena Tapia observes in
“Beyond Comparison of Two Distinct Things; or, What Students of Literature Gain from
a Cognitive Linguistic Approach to Metaphor”, “Close analysis of metaphor consistently
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shows that only certain aspects of source and target domains are used or highlighted,
while others will be hidden. […] no matter what the metaphor—the mappings are always
partial in nature” (138). Metaphor, in other words, leaves room for the gaps and absences
because they are necessary for its success; this literary device proves well-suited to an
investigation of war, then, as “it can reach us only with its metaphors, as metaphor”
(Cixous 416).
A crucial metaphor at work in the novel is that of the crossword puzzle. The adult
Anton, plagued by a toothache that will not subside and a certain unease about the
contemporary political discourse surrounding atomic weapons, attempts
to pass the time by doing one of those pun-and-anagram crossword puzzles. Can’t
the Sun God give you a more precise definition of this heap of ruins? Six Letters.
It was as if being unable to bite made him incapable of thinking. He stared at the
sentence. Though it looked as if it ought to be easy, he found no solution (165).
This passage in the text is marked by an epistemological frustration: Anton cannot find
the answer to fit the question, and he is unnerved. As the narrative progresses toward the
end of the novel and his participation in the peace rally, Anton moves forward toward the
correct answer to the puzzle.
As Susan Haack discusses in “Staying For An Answer: The Untidy Process of
Groping for Truth”, a crossword puzzle provides an appropriate metaphor for the search
for truth because “How reasonable a crossword entry is depends on how well it is
supported by its clue and any already-completed intersecting entries […] How justified a
belief is, similarly, depends on how well it is supported by experiential evidence and by
reasons, i.e., background beliefs” (554). It would make sense, then, that Anton’s struggle
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to discover the truth of his past will lead to the truth about himself, just as his struggle to
find the correct word will lead to a solved crossword puzzle. The difference is that this
puzzle depends upon pun and anagram for its completion, two linguistic tropes that
trouble the idea of a direct, conceptually linear correspondence between the clue and the
answer. It is also significant that Anton’s truth is contingent upon “experiential evidence”
that can never fully be interrogated.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, a pun is “The use of a word in such
a way as to suggest two or more meanings or different associations,” and an anagram is
“a transposition of the letters of a word, name or phrase, whereby a new word or phrase is
formed […] a mutation” (OED). Both of these tropes require a certain amount of nonlinear connectivity, a leap that remains tethered loosely to, yet still bound within, the
rules of language. This facilitates the creation of some new meaning. It is no coincidence
that just as Anton is attempting to piece together the puzzle of his experience as it fits in
with what he understands of morality and the war, he realizes that this is an impossible
task and produces the correct answer for the crossword:
[…] those three people had unknowingly saved themselves and the lives of two
others, and instead of them, his own father and mother and Peter had died, all
because of some lizards… […] “Peter,” he said, but when the boy smiled up at
him he shook his head and laughed, while Peter laughed back. At the same time
he thought: ravage, of course, ravage. That would be the Sun God Ra’s vague
definition, giving away the U (184).
Anton can no more figure out the checks and balances of what happened to him and its
place within a larger scheme than he can distinguish individual voices in the “howl of
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fear, the primal scream of mankind rising from all of them” (185). More importantly, he
realizes that it is useless to try. He must be satisfied with vagueness, and with the
ultimately unsatisfying truth that he must “give away” the young Anton, the small child
who had no chance of comprehending the horror that befell him.
Paradoxically, Anton must acknowledge that an important part of himself remains
hidden from view, yet will always have an impact on his present moment. In this way, he
will remain importantly wounded. As Amery pessimistically writes, “In God all
contradictions are resolved, claim the theologians […]. But on this miserable earth they
are by no means resolved. They tear apart the individual and society” (109). Although the
community and solidarity implied by the peace rally is hopeful, there is an equally
weighted possibility that hope will be extinguished by the atomic bomb. The peace rally
and the bomb are tied up in a narrative that, for Mulisch writing in 1982, has yet to offer
the promise of a future, and “the fact that the human voice could be amplified so much
was itself related to the existence of the atomic bombs. […] Perhaps what was happening
in the world was even more terrifying and insoluble than anyone imagined” (Mulisch
169). Through this sense of unease about the future and the way in which it is tied to
Anton’s forward movement, Mulisch expresses the importance of continued attention to
that which escapes both our knowledge and our imagination.
It is on this note and by way of metaphor that Mulisch ends The Assault. Anton
takes his leave of the reader “dragging his feet a bit, as if each step raised clouds of ashes,
although there are no ashes in sight” (185). Instead of determined by a memory of his
childhood house ablaze, Anton’s progression is, and will remain, burdened by ash, that
insubstantial and ephemeral remnant of destruction, emphasizing that “history will never,
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as Saul Friedlander notes, ‘surrender a fully comprehensible text’” (Wasserman 163).
Here metaphor is the perfect narrative vehicle with which to suggest this fundamental
incomprehensibility.
As Bernard Harrison suggests, “the detour by way of language which alone can
lead us to a definitive meaning for any individual expression is an infinite, or at least an
indefinitely long, detour. The argosies of metaphor will never return laden with new
riches of literal, proper meaning because they will never return” (532). Mulisch’s
metaphorical ending leaves the reader not with a sense that things will necessarily
improve, but that the possibility of improvement remains inextricably linked to an
acknowledgement that Anton’s experience, and war in general, creates a wound that can
never be sutured. Cixous writes, “At any moment writing can produce these magical
slippages (it has a hundred means of making things melt and link together) […].
Willingly or not we are the subject of lapsus. What a text performs, if we let it, if we do
not take it back, is setting the stage for the failure of the idea of the last word” (432).
Mulisch asks not that we accept a traumatized future, but that we work toward the
possibility that this future is not the only option. What language performs for the author is
an acknowledgement of its failure to capture the truth of war.
As Amery reminds us as a survivor of the Holocaust, it is paramount that we do
not imbue language with the unencumbered ability to accurately reflect the world:
I would like to cite the words that Karl Kraus pronounced in the first years of the
Third Reich: “The word fell into a sleep, when that world awoke.” Certainly, he
said that as a defender of this metaphysical “word,” while we former camp
inmates borrow the formulation from him and repeat it skeptically as an argument
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against this “word.” The word always dies where the claim of some reality is
total. It died for us a long time ago. And we were not even left with the feeling
that we must regret its departure (At the Mind’s Limits, 20).
It is with caution and care that one must embark on a pursuit of the truth which language
can reveal; all the wordplay and metaphorical meandering in the world certainly cannot
replace the physical immediacy of action. What Mulisch’s narrative offers, though, is a
warning not to reverse the equation. Through his use of metaphor and symbolism that
emphasize the abyssal nature of war and its trauma, Mulisch offers Anton’s journey as an
invitation to learn “how to mix / the mysticism with the ash and live / next door to
nothing, / and with art” (McKay 19-22).
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ABSTRACT
Language and language practices are important tools for the construction of knowledge in
the field of cultural studies and communication research. Language helps contextualize cultural
experiences and the appropriation of culture occurs, at least partially, through language. I look at
language as going beyond its role as a vehicle for communicating content meaning, to serving a
symbolic social function and contributing to identity formation. In this paper, I examine the
layering of semiotics and language in the development of a tertiary identity for Algerian youths
residing in France by analyzing the lyrics of a contemporary rap song written and performed by a
second-generation Algerian. I argue that this rap song’s lyrics evoke and violate elements of
French culture while incorporating Algerian and Arabic markers to claim a third realm of
identification—one that engrosses Frenchness, nostalgically alludes to a presumed simpler past
in Algeria, and congruently affirms a new space for itself. In these lyrics, we can see a denial of
classical French structuralism and the use of textual practices of Qu’ranic origin that provide
layers of meaning not based on dichotomies found in French tradition, but based on a build up of
meaning that implies something greater than words alone can express. A brief historical
overview contextualizes the project and illuminates the current social climate in which FrenchAlgerian youth reside and the congruent creation of a tertiary cultural identity concentrated on
local experience. This research examines how literary techniques work in bi-cultural contexts to
portray, maintain, and transcend the hegemonic realms of cultural and national identity.
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Before the French Revolution there was little interest in defining who was a “foreigner” in the
French nation. Immigration was simply a facet of society and not a topic of contestation. With
the formation of the republic came the need to define which members of society were “citizens”
and thereby entitled to full state rights and privileges. The term “immigrant” was integrated into
the lexicon of the Third Republic (1840-1940), which marked the era when France acquired most
of its colonial possessions and during which revolutionary change in the construction of national
identity occurred (Noiriel, 1996). In the late 1800s, as Italian criminologist Cesare Lombroso
advocated race and heredity theories 1 , “ethnicity” (paralleled with “immigrant”) entered the
political realm and cultural rhetoric establishing a new understanding of national identity. This
period established an inextricable link between the state and civil society, which led to the
implementation of identity papers and identity checkpoints. “Immigrant” came to denote a
specific category, most notably that of being “not-French,” both in legal terminology and
behavior. The French Revolution called for integration, unity, and harboring difference while
cultivating resemblance. Thereafter, newcomers to France were expected to subdue their cultural
differences and absorb French values. These historically-bound sentiments and informal cultural
requirements still have contemporary prominence in relation to the construction of a French
national identity.
The wave of immigration originating from the former French colonies in North Africa—
Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia (the Maghreb)—brought forth the multiple facets of this
historicized and politicized national identity. Algeria remained a French colony for 132 years 2 ,
until 1962 after a brutal eight-year battle for independence. The war generated strong feelings of
1

Through biological determinism, Cesare Lombroso held that crime was an inherited trait that
could be identified through physical traits.
2
In comparison, Tunisia remained a French colony for 75 years and Morocco for 44 years
(Charrad, 2001).
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resentment and hostility against Algerian immigrants already residing in France, many of whom
were brought into the country as a result of high labor demands during and after World War II. A
number of Algerians also fled to France to escape the war, creating an in flux of immigration
during this period. This time period, according to Abdelmalek Sayad (2004), coincides with the
‘third age’ of emigration, which marked the establishment of an informal Algerian colony in
France 3 . In the third age, persons with foreign origins find themselves torn between two ‘times’,
two countries, two conditions, causing them to continuously live as though ‘in transit’. These
immigrants belong to neither their country of origin nor the host country. The living quarters
accorded to the Maghreb immigrants further perpetuated the sentiment of constant transit and
condition of “non-belongingness”. The government placed the newcomers in “transit cities,” as
they were commonly called (Amara & Zappi, 2006), offering living spaces and accommodations
(i.e., depleted “hotels”) that negated a sense of wanted permanence. It was not until family
reunification measures began 4 that more stable housing started taking shape in the form of
bidonvilles (shantytowns) on the outskirts of Paris, many of which were eventually demolished
and replaced by cités (low-income housing projects). To alleviate the hardships of this transitory
condition of living, the Algerian immigrants created micro-societies within these delimited

3

Briefly, the first age of emigration took place immediately after World War II and was
characterized by delimited missions to France by exceptional peasant workers who were to
financially sustain their families. These missions lasted several weeks and the emigrants
established no strong roots while they stayed in France. The second age was marked by
“depeasantification” and the intensification of individual experience. “Depeasantification” refers
to the emigrants’ disillusionment with agricultural work, the old conditions of existence, and
rural patterns of life. Helping the community was no longer the goal of emigration, which
became a way to escape the constraints or rural life and establish stability and a future in France.
Money took precedence over family. This led to the third age, in which strong ties were created
among a community of emigrant compatriots who mediated each other’s relations with French
society.
4
Family reunification began in the 1960s and sought to bring Algerian workers’ families to live
with them in France. This created a rapid surplus of people and a shortage of housing.
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spaces that feature aspects of their countries of origin and incorporate components of the host
society. However, the feeling of social rejection was never effaced.
During the 1960s, France saw immigration from Algeria as being a flow of temporary
workers camping out on the margins of society (banlieues). With their still existent presence
during the 1970’s economic crisis resulting from rising oil prices, immigrant workers were
blamed for the growing unemployment rate. Social exclusion and anti-Arab racism then became
the norm (Begag, 2007). Second generation immigrants were viewed as illegitimate children of
France and this sentiment carries over to next generations. In relation to their identities, many
French citizens of North African descent are torn between identifying as French and identifying
with their country of origin. This complicated condition leads many young ethnics, a term coined
by Azouz Begag denoting youth of visible immigrant origins, to construct a tertiary identity—not
French, not Algerian, but an identity all their own. An identity that engrosses Frenchness,
nostalgically alludes to a presumed simpler past in the country of origin, and affirms a new space
for itself.
Ridan, a contemporary French hip-hop artist and urban poet of Algerian descent,
exemplifies this tertiary identity in his rap Le Quotidien 5 (see Appendix A for the song lyrics).
An analysis of the lyrics of this song allows for a deeper and more nuanced examination of this
tertiary identity constructed by young ethnics of Algerian descent. I argue that this rap evokes
and violates elements of French culture while incorporating Algerian and Arabic markers to
claim a third realm of identification. In this rap, we can see a denial of classical French
structuralism and the use of textual practices of Qur’anic origin that provide layers of meaning

5

This song is from the album Le Rêve, 2004, Sony/BMG.
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not based on dichotomies found in French tradition, but on a build up of meaning that implies
something greater than words alone can express.
This kind of communication study is valuable for cultural analysis. Language and
language practices act as mediators for everyday social practices and experiences. Language and
culture, as symbolically construed meaning systems, work reciprocally. Just as language helps
contextualize cultural experiences, the acquisition of culture occurs at least partially through
language. Language goes beyond its role as the vehicle of communication for content meaning to
serve a symbolic function (Hoffman, 1989). Language also has a particularly political
significance in France. Language has been regulated by the state since Richelieu and served as an
important vehicle for national solidarity in and after the French Revolution (Noiriel, 1996). The
French language of the Ile de France is the root of commonality among the nation.
Understanding connotated expressions in popular media, particularly forms that give voice to
minority populations as do rap and hip hop, allows us to gain insight on people, issues, ideas, etc
that are often listlessly labeled “Other” and congruently misunderstood by dominant society.
This type of study helps us realize what is at stake in the conveyance of meaning.
Though he is not one of the most well-known hip hop artists in France, Ridan won a
Victoire de la Musique award (the equilvalent to a Grammy in the United States) for his album
Le Rêve in 2004 (ridan.com). This record came close to hitting gold and was successful with the
public—he subsequently performed 150 concerts that year. The song I analyze, Le Quotidien,
was his first hit off the album and exemplifies the formation of a tertiary identity that fringes
upon, while negating, both a sense of French-ness and Algerian-ness. This rap speaks of the
hardships and challenges facing young ethnics of Maghreb origin living in contemporary France.
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Le Quotidien employs flow, layering, and rupture, techniques often employed in hip hop (Rose,
1994), to create meaning and enter a realm of tertiary identity deployment.
This rap transcends classical structuralism while engaging with some of its principles.
Though structuralism does not recognize the diachronic nature of language or meaning—a
common criticism of this paradigm—its principles diachronically symbolize French culture. The
tenets of structuralism--binaries, layering of meaning, and oppositions--play into historically
constructed French social codes 6 . Classical structuralism, often referred to as French
structuralism, examines contradictions and nuances of meaning conveyed by a text, and views
meaning as being the essential dimension of language (Greimas, 1989) According to Saussure,
the father of structural linguistics in Europe, parts of language acquire meaning only in relation
to the structure of the whole (Maryanski & Turner, 1991). Language is deemed as being the
product of the collective mind of linguistic groups. The underlying parts of language (langue)
can only be revealed in reference to surface phenomena (parole) and in relation to the networks
that unite the parts to the whole. For Saussure, a signified (i.e., a concept) combined with a
signifier (i.e., a sound-image) creates a sign and “whatever distinguishes one sign from the others
constitutes it” (Hawkes, 1977, p. 16). This distinctive oppositional mode, in which linguistic
structures are cast, functions through ‘relative’ positions and forms the dual aspect of language-associative (vertical) and syntagmatic (horizontal) networks.
The way French is used in this rap has political significance for distancing Ridan and his
fans from French society, while using the fundamental tool of French identity, its language. He
uses the French language to convey his message while shifting the forms of layering and

6

In structuralism, codes are types of socially employed systems of communication with
particular lexicons and all social activities constitute languages with codes (Lanes, 1970).
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dualities typically found in the French culture and structuralism. He treats the dualities and
reversals in his rap as multi-faceted layers of meaning, rather than as opposites and
contradictions. For instance, the rap Le Quotidien begins,
I was such a kid, I didn’t pay attention to the damned stupidity of all these grown-ups/ Now
that I’m older, I’m so damned stupid that I press my time/Like an orange/I would have
liked to see grandfather again so he could tell me a beautiful story
[J’étais si môme, j’ai pas fait gaffe à la connerie de tous ces grands /Maintenant qu’j’le
suis, j’suis tellement con que j’presse mon temps/ Comme une orange/ J’aurais voulu
revoir Grand-père pour qu’il m’raconte une belle histoire.]
This segment exemplifies the insertion of a third level of meaning that transcends the structural
approach to language. While there is a duality in these lines that recalls French structuralism and
suggests identification with France (i.e., by using the French language to write these lyrics), the
layering of meaning cannot be contained by the rigid model proposed by structuralism. Ridan
solidifies his French identity with his Maghreb identity by transposing a third layer of meaning
that is traditionally apparent in Arabic writings into the text.
The semiotic codes found in the Qu’ranic tradition are layered in a different way. This is
clear in Arabic calligraphy where the writing itself can vary with aesthetic style and
correspondingly inscribe multiple meanings into the text. The visual structure and the value of
the written word work semiotically within the same object (J. R. Osborn). Meaning goes beyond
the written word and vertical depths of connotation and is encompassed by a tertiary component
embedded in a visual space. The letters of the Arabic alphabet are drawn using three brush
strokes: vertical, horizontal, and diagonal. Osborn writes, “As the display of written signs, it
[calligraphy] explores visual design via the forms and characters of language. Shifting between
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foreground, background, image and text, it complicates processes of viewing and reading” (Ch.
3, p. 10) and is implanted into ways of thinking. Though Osborn writes in relation to the divine
Islamic text, the Qu’ran, the principles behind this mechanism of writing and emitting meaning
through language traverse to secular renditions of meaning in the Arabic culture. As part of a
cultural heritage, this approach to language carries over generations.
Adding to the connotation but not changing the denotation, Ridan employs this Arabic
tradition into the lyrics of Le Quotidien, thus fusing his Maghreb identity with his French
identity. He says, “I would have liked to see grandfather again so he could tell me a beautiful
story”. He encapsulates two kinds of memories in this statement: his own and his grandfather’s,
invoking a duality of structure. He juxtaposes his experience as a second-generation immigrant
involuntarily brought into French society, with his grandfather’s experience. He imagines that his
grandfather’s tales would recall happier times than the current social and political condition he
experiences that continually oppress him. In this same denotation, he alludes to a tradition of oral
storytelling (“so he could tell me a beautiful story”), which was a prominent aspect of communal
life in Algeria, and hence, he affixes a third component in the layer of meaning. He does not just
refer to the past experience of a Maghreb in France but also to the past life of a Maghreb in
Algeria. The rich oral tradition from this region would presumably make the grandfather a
vibrant storyteller, so a beautiful story would not only be beautiful in content by beautifully
executed as well. Thus, he nostalgically wants to be reunited with his grandfather to vicariously
relive a less complicated time. His memories do not contradict and are not opposed to his
grandfather’s memories, as dualities in structuralism presume, but are simply different due to the
shifting social climate. He places layers within and alongside other layers, to foreground and
background semiotic meaning within and beyond the French language.
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The following lyrics further exemplify this trend:
All of a sudden I hear the shift worker who interpellates (shouts at) me like I’m an old bag
(sac)/ Back to the wall, I am stuck, it was the Corsican, boss of the SAC (Service d’action
civique)/ He says to me, “hand everything over!” I say, “Hand what over?”/ He says to
me, “Everything!”, I tell him I have nothing/ He says to me, “Bougnoul” I say to him
“fon-bou!” and what, I have nothing, I’m Algerian.
[D’un coup j’entends le brigadier qui m’interpelle comme un vieux sac/ Le dos au mur,
j’étai bloqué, c’était le corse, patron du SAC/ Il m’dit : « Passes-tout ! » J’lui dit passesquoi ?/ Il m’dit « Le tout ! » J’lui dit qu’j’ai rien/ Il m’dit « Bougnoul ! » J’lui dit fon-bou !
et j’lui dit qu’l’Algérien.]
Several interesting forms of layering appear here. Using a Corsican as the SAC boss allows
Ridan to layer and transpose a Maghreb’s identity onto an apparently prejudice adversary, thus
displaying the irony and unjustness of his social position. Acquired by the French in the 18th
century, Corsica lost its sovereignty and former official language, Italian, and became one of the
26 régions of metropolitan France. France claimed Corsica, as it did Algeria; yet unlike with
Algeria, France recognized Corsica as part of the French metropole. Still, many Corsicans
maintain strong territorial nationalist sentiments and seek autonomy from France (Crumley,
2008). Both forced into becoming part of France, it is somewhat ironic that a Corsican
reprimands Ridan in the song when they have a somewhat similar historical past. The Service
D’action Civique (SAC), established during the 1960s and dissolved in the 1980s, was an
assemblage of De Gaulle supporters. It functioned similarly to an unofficial police force meant to
enforce De Gaulle’s policies. Its members mainly included militants and some gangsters. The
SAC was known for being corrupt and militant, qualities the media contemporarily use to
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characterize the Algerian youth in the banlieues. In this sense, Ridan could be the Corsican
boss—who represents steadfast Frenchness yet has other territorial loyalities. Rather than simply
setting his identity in opposition to his adversary’s, he piles the identities atop one another. He,
like the Corsican, is treated as a colonial subject in a postcolonial state and labeled as corrupt and
violent, as the SAC came to be known. However, one huge difference lies between them: Ridan
is a man of color, an Algerian 7 .
The Corsican demands that he “hand everything over” and then calls him a bougnoul when he
responds that he doe not have anything. Ridan employs layering techniques while deploying
elements of the French language in this segment by piling historical narratives with his own.
Bougnoul denotes a person from Brittany and is part of the Breton language, but has multiple
other meanings. It stems from the first wave of Breton prisoner-emigrants that were sent to
invade/colonize Algeria and was also an insult Germans used to call the French during WWII. In
addition, it means “black” in Wolof (Senegalese) and is now used as a derogatory term to denote
Arabs. Ridan then reverses this slander by calling him a fou-bon, the verlan 8 equivalent to
buffoon. Several interesting things happen here: firstly, a Corse man calling an Algerian man a
bougnoul recalls a colonial past and the importance of language. It evokes a role reversal--just as
the Bretons colonized Algeria for France while prisoners of the French, now Algerians are seen
as colonizing France from within while social prisoners within bounded spaces (i.e., the
banlieues)—atop a negative label used towards North Africans stemming from an African
language. The coupling of the Corse with a Breton slander in this statement also alludes to the

7

Later in the rap he says, “I don’t of the profile of a president, for them, I am born to be a thief
[J’ai pas l’profil d’un président, pour eux, j’suis né pour être brigand].” His complexion and
physical appearance also play a part in the formation of his identity as subjected by others.
8
Verlan is a form of urban slang that reverses syllables in the French language.
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uniting nature of the French language among its many diverse departments 9 and its importance
to a sense of nationality. Ridan then reclaims the French language and distances himself from it
simultaneously by using verlan to disparage the boss. Again, he addresses his French and
Algerian identities while formally recognizing neither. Instead, he deploys a tertiary identity
more closely knit to his local urban environment. This is seen again when he responds, “and
what, I have nothing, I’m Algerian [et j’lui dit qu’l’Algérien]”. In French, “qu’l’Algérien”
sounds like both “what? I have nothing” and “nothing, I’m Algerian”. He layers his Algerian
identity with that of not having anything: to have nothing is to be Algerian and to be Algerian is
to have nothing. They are not in opposition, but in conversation. He refers to the lack of
belongings and a sense of belongingness the French accord him; this not only alludes to material
possessions, but social and cultural voids as well. He cannot have anything because he is
Algerian and that serves as the greatest obstacle in his quotidian life.
Ridan utilizes French literary techniques in accordance with Algerian literary 10 traditions
to negotiate an identity within a bi-cultural context. He maintains his Maghreb identity while
becoming “French” by deploying these literary techniques and writing in a language that is
technically French while diverging stylistically. This analysis extends semiotics beyond being
the study of signs as means of communication to considering them as modes of thought and
interpretive idioms (Geertz, 1983). Language contains symbolic power and has the ability to
form and re-form mental structures and modes of thought within communities. It transcends
beings a medium of communication to being a form of authority and a representation of the
social world it conveys (Bourdieu, 1991). Ridan, by imposing his own elements of layering and

9

Brittany and Corsica are annexed departments of France.

10

By “literary” I am not referring solely to written forms of expression, by oral as well.
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Algerian tradition onto the French language, disempowers the official state sanctioned French
language and creates a space for his own, and by extension his fans, voice and identity. Though I
examined only a small portion of this piece by Ridan, it is apparent that it opens a space for the
negotiation of a bi-cultural identity in a xenophobic environment. It opens an avenue for
rethinking semiotic investigation in multicultural milieus to better understand social climates.
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Appendix A
“Le Quotidien” by Ridan
Translated by Camille Campion
J’étais si môme, j’ai pas fait gaffe à la connerie de tous ces grands/
I was such a kid, I didn’t pay attention to the damned stupidity of all these grown-ups
Maintenant qu’j’le suis, j’suis tellement con que j’presse mon temps/
Now that I’m older, I’m so damned stupid that I press my time
Comme une orange/
Like an orange
J’aurais voulu revoir Grand-père pour qu’il m’raconte une belle histoire/
I would have liked to see grandfather again so he could tell me a beautiful story
J’aurais voulu revoir Grand-père, y a plus de lumière et j’suis dans l’noir/
I would have liked to see grandfather again, and there is no more light and I’m in the dark
D’un coup j’entends le brigadier qui m’interpelle comme un vieux sac/
All of a sudden I hear the shift worker who interpellates (shouts at) me like I’m an old bag (sac)
Le dos au mur, j’étais bloqué, c’était le corse, patron du SAC/
Back to the wall, I am stuck, it was the Corsican, boss of the SAC (Service d’action civique)
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Il m’dit : « Passes-tout ! » J’lui dit passes-quoi ?/
He says to me, “hand everything over!” I say, “Hand what over?”
Il m’dit « Le tout ! » J’lui dit qu’j’ai rien/
He says to me, “Everything!”, I tell me I have nothing
Il m’dit « Bougnoul ! » J’lui dit fon-bou ! et j’lui dit qu’l’Algérien/
He says to me, “Bougnoul” I say to him “Buffoon!” and what, I have nothing, I’m Algerian
.
Il m’dit « Au poste ! » J’lui dit pourquoi ils m’ont frappé comme un maquereau/
He says to me, “To the station!” I asked him why he slapped me like a mackerel
J’ai fait des yeux de merlan fris et j’ai filet/
I made eyes like a fried marlin and I bounced
Comme un hareng…/
Like a herring…
Refrain : Tu veux qu’j’te dise, le quotidien, d’un maghrébin, quand t’as vingt ans ? (x5)
Refrain : You want me to tell you, the quotidian, of a maghrebin, when you are twenty? (x5)
Tu veux savoir le quotidien d’un maghrébin quand t’as vingt ans/
You want to know the quotidian of a maghrebin when you are twenty
La Douce France m’adore tellement qu’elle m’interpelle à chaque tournant!/
Sweet France adores me so much that she interpellates me at every corner
J’ai pas l’profil d’un président, pour eux, j’suis né pour être brigand/
I don’t of the profile of a president, for them, I am born to be a thief
Demande à Jacques le Fataliste si j’ai le cran d’être aussi grand/
Ask Jacques the Fatalist if I have the ability to be so successful
Ici le rêve s’est fait trahir par une monnaie qu’est pas la mienne/
Here the dream was betrayed by a money that is not my own
Ici le rêve s’est fait bannir par des pensées industrielles!/
Here the dream was banished by industrial thoughts!
Que ça te plaise, en fait j’m’en fous, on voudrait tant qu’je joue de la truelle/
As long as it pleases you, in fact, I don’t give damn, they want me labor so badly
J’ai fait mon choix et c’est ainsi, j’serais un deuxième… Patrick Bruel…/
I made my choice and this is why I will be a second…Patrick Bruel…
Refrain
Tu veux savoir pourquoi les mômes restent tous en bas de cet immeuble?/
You want to know why the kids all hang out by the bottom of this building?
Tu veux savoir pourquoi l’voisin me regarde « chelou » à chaque matin!/
You want to know why the neighbor looks at me strangely every morning!
Tu veux savoir pourquoi l’école a fait de moi quelqu’un d’aigri?/
You want to know why school made me a bitter person?
Tu veux savoir pourquoi ici j’manque de confiance… la justice ?!!!!????!! /
You want to know why I lack confidence here…justice??!!??!
Tu veux savoir pourquoi au fond, j’m’en fous un peu de tout ce qu’ils m’disent?/
You want to know why deep down I don’t given a damn about anything they say to me?
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Le quotidien c’est moi qui le vit, le plus souvent c’est moi qu’ils visent… /
I live the quotidian, more often, I am the one at who they aim.
Refrain

15
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BoA as a Trans-Asian Pop Star in SM Entertainment:
Female Stardom, Cultural Identity, and the Star System in the Korean Wave

Yoon-Dol Youm
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to elucidate further complex webs of female stardom, and
cultural identity of BoA as a trans-Asian pop star in the star system by exploring the
overlap and gap between production and consumption: (1) I examine SM
Entertainment’s management strategy in the logic of capital from a political economy
approach within Korean popular music industry. (2) I elucidate how SM Entertainment
has produced transnationally cultural identity of BoA as star-making process in the
relationship between the star system and female stardom. (3) I investigate further how
cultural identity of BoA has consumed by discourses of the Korean pop music and the
Korean Wave. Ultimately, I argue that the blurred and mixed identity of BoA can be
explained as the interrelationship between the loss of the Koreanness, the logic of
audience maximization, and local translatability in the Korean Wave discourse. The
methodology of this study is primarily based on a cultural studies approach with a
critical political economy to BoA’s female stardom, cultural identity, and star-making
process in relation to SM Entertainment. As a result, this study shows that BoA’s female
stardom and cultural identity has a significant implication for ambivalent identity as not
only a trans-Asian pop star but also a multi-entertainer in order to expand her
marketability in the Asian market under impacts of SM Entertainment’s management
strategy and the Korean Wave discourse. The multiple production of BoA as a star text
is linked to the polysemous consumption of BoA as female stardom and cultural identity
within the mechanism of stereotypes and mainstream systems. This paper contributes to
evoke little academic attention on an in-depth analysis of BoA in the Korean Wave in
contrast to her popularity in an East Asian market and a lot of fragmented information in
non-academic field.
* Format of Presentation: Panel sessions or paper session.
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Abstract
In 2007, the National Chiao Tung University (NCTU) in Taiwan, one of the
participating universities of the “Pursuing Excellence Project” for the goal of
“striving toward the top 100 universities in the world” set by the Ministry of
Education, submitted an art proposal to “Kulturamt der Stadt Köln (Cultural
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Office of Cologne City)” and “Kölner Gesellschaft für Neue Musik (Cologne
Association for New Music)” in Germany. In the proposal, a multimedia
interactive project “S_Chatten”, which means “chatting with light and shadow,”
was proposed for consideration. After a few revisions, the proposal was
accepted and the opening date and location were finalized on September 6th,
2008 at Deutzer Bridge , Köln , Germany . A budget proposal was then written
up for applying university funding, albeit partial funding was guaranteed by the
Cultural Office of Köln City. A cross-disciplinary team consisting of 4 faculty
and 9 graduate students from art, music, and architecture areas was formed
after the university funding was secured.
Project S_Chatten is an interactive installation interwoven with live music and
performing arts held in a tunnel-like space of 500-meter-long by
10–meter-wide under Deutzer Bridge . To accomplish this large-scale project
within a year and under a total budget of 73,500 US dollars, the university
faculty and students have had to work closely and creatively to fulfill the project
goal. The goal was to achieve an idiosyncratic interpretation and artistic
expression of light and shadow within the geographical and cultural contexts of
the Rhine River in Köln City , and the island of Taiwan located on the Pacific
Ocean .
This project imparts many dimensions of innovative teaching and learning
experiences, which include a full range of concerns from budget management,
team coordination, technological integration, publicity, to intrapersonal and
interpersonal relationship development. All of the above teaching and learning
opportunities are manifested in a unique context of an interdisciplinary and
transnational art project. The faculty and students have learned
communication skills and knowledge from other team members with
specialties as diverse as musical composing, performing arts, architecture,
psychology, design and visual arts.
The aim of our proposed presentation is to share and disseminate the
innovative teaching and learning experiences that have occurred in a
non-classroom-setting. While executing this transnational multimedia project
has provided sustenance for our growth, it has also posed many challenges for
the faculty and students. For example, the organizational plan required to
execute this project has involved intricate coordination of practicing artists and
musicians from Germany and Taiwan .
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A documentary film of the project will be shared with the audience and the
following questions will be addressed in this presentation: What key steps
need to be taken to allow the project coordinator, faculty, and students to work
together seamlessly? How does a transnational project keep communication
venues open and effective among three disciplinary areas and project
sponsors from two countries? What things can be done when unexpected
spending occurs and the budget is not adequate? Besides gaining more
professional experience and knowledge, what does innovative teaching and
learning mean in a multimedia interactive project?
Reference
Gardner, H, “Multiple Intelligences as a Partner in School Improvement,
Educational Leadership/September, (1997)
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Racial Discrimination and Labor Unions with a Focus on the Youngstown Steel Industry
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There has been a history of racial discrimination throughout labor unions in the United
States. From the beginning of the founding of labor unions African American workers have been
discriminated against in a multitude of ways. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
black workers were often used to break a strike. The willingness of these workers to break
strikes was fueled by the unions’ refusal to grant African Americans union membership. By
1925 less than one percent of the five million African American workers in the United States
were organized in unions. 1 Black strikebreaking compromised the effectiveness of unionization
while union discrimination towards black workers made them effective tools for employers in
breaking a strike. The prejudice shown by unions hurt their success because it gave black
workers incentive to break strikes in order to obtain jobs and move up the ladder to higher
positions that were not normally available for them.
African American workers within the steel industry faced many obstacles to union
membership. In some cases black workers were barred outright from union membership. 2 Even
when unions did not exclude African Americans by constitutional provision many locals often
consisted of prejudiced workers that prevented African Americans from obtaining union
membership. The AFL began accepting racially segregated locals after 1900. 3 While African
American workers did make progress in gaining membership to unions in some parts of the
country, they often could not make the same progress everywhere. In the early twentieth century
strikebreaking by African American workers was often the only strategy they possessed in the
battle to gain equality in the workplace. In a letter to the AFL in 1924 the NAACP addressed the

1

Cliff Brown, “Racial Conflict and Split Labor Markets: The AFL Campaign to Organize Steel Workers, 19181919,” Social Science History 22, no.3 (1998): 327.
2
Phillip W. Nyden, “Evolution of Black Political Influence in American Trade Unions,” Journal of Black Studies
13, no. 4 (1983): 382.
3
Warren C Whatley, “African-American Strikebreaking from the Civil War to the New Deal,” Social Science
History 17, no. 4 (1993): 538.
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issue of union discrimination and strikebreaking:
black labor has ceased to beg admission to the union ranks because of its increasing value
and efficiency outside of unions. The continued race prejudice of white labor is giving black
labor tremendous advantage. The Negro is entering the ranks of semi-skilled and skilled
labor and he is entering mainly and necessarily as a “scab.” He will soon be in a position to
break any strike when he can gain economic advantage for himself. 4

Youngstown, Ohio was no stranger to discrimination against African American workers,
especially within the steel mills. The U.S. Department of Labor estimated that 37,500 blacks
entered Ohio between 1916 and 1917 in search of employment. Organized labor was less than
enthusiastic about the influx of African American workers. In a 1916 convention the Ohio AFL
addressed the concern that union wage levels may be undercut due to the migration of black
workers to the area. The resolution at this meeting called for the organization of black workers
but no actions were taken to carry out this task. By 1918 unions in Youngstown and several
other Ohio cities recognized what they referred to as their “negro problem” but unionization of
African Americans remained very few in number. 5 African American participation within Ohio
unions remained minimal for several decades and when numbers did increase black union
members still lacked involvement in positions of power within the unions.
Discrimination continued within organized labor through the Civil Rights movement.
Unions singled out black workers in a number of ways including creating racially segregated
locals, segregating the workforce through different jobs and pay scales, denying blacks
opportunities for apprenticeship training, maintaining seniority systems that left black workers as
the first to be fired and least powerful and by excluding black workers from leadership

4

Warren C Whatley, 537.
Raymond Boryczka and Lorin Lee Cary, No Strength Without Union: An Illustrated History of Ohio Workers
1803-1980 (Ohio Historical Society, 1982), 142.
5
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positions. 6 African American workers sometimes made headway with unions despite this
discrimination but these victories proved to be few and far between. Once black workers were
accepted into a union they faced the challenge of being heard within that union. Much of the
time black workers were only accepted into the unions in larger numbers because the union itself
desperately needed additional membership. Black union members stood a chance of gaining
influence only when union organization was unstable and required voluntary cooperation from
its supporters or when external pressure on the union was strong enough to influence internal
politics, such as during the Civil Rights movement. 7
According to Ed Mann, former president of AFL-CIO local 1462 in Youngstown, blacks
got the worst jobs and few had jobs in skilled trades. “Black workers worked in the coke plants,
blast furnaces and scarfing yards. Even in the black departments the top job was held by a white
man. Blacks were not put in any jobs where there was a chance for promotion.”8 Mann recalled
that in Youngstown plants “blacks had their place and whites had theirs, nothing was done to
discourage this by the managers or by the unions. It reflected the community, a very ethnic
community.” 9 Mann stated that the union was not aggressive in upgrading blacks. “They’d give
them [black union members] a meeting and let them blow off steam.” 10 When asked about black
workers’ opportunities to move into a skilled position Mann replied, “It was the responsibility of
the foreman to train a new worker. They said ‘he’s got to have the ability to do the job.’ Well,
who determines the ability? The company. And who’s supposed to train them? The company.
The company wouldn’t train black guys or wouldn’t train them properly.” 11 According to
6

Paul Frymer, “Race, Labor, and the Twentieth-Century American State,” Politics & Society 32, no. 4 (2004):478.
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13, no. 4 (1983): 380.
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Mann’s experiences within the union, he felt that union practices were often built upon the
expectations of white workers. 12
African American members of the unions were only effective in making progress for their
cause when the unions needed their cooperation for its own agenda. The racially exclusive
nature of labor policy in the early 1900s led to government action to promote civil rights within
the labor movement. Government action did not occur until it was motivated to do so by the
larger-scale national Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s. Although many national unions were
important supporters of civil rights and the passage of the Civil Rights Act, many of these unions
underestimated or denied their internal discriminatory problems throughout their history and
were slow to address these issues. 13 It took until the mid-1960s for government to acknowledge
that national labor unions had major race problems and that they were not being dealt with
appropriately.
James C. Davis, an African American who began working at United States Steel
Corporation in Youngstown, Ohio in 1945 recalls that “in 1952 in the mason department 85% of
the helpers were black, but out of more than 80 bricklayers only five were black.” 14 Eventually
due to the efforts and protests of black workers, between the Brier Hill and Campbell plants
about twenty-two blacks were elevated to the bricklayer position. Nowhere in the nation was
there the amount of black bricklayers as at Youngstown Sheet and Tube. This feat was
accomplished because black workers had finally been able to organize within the unions. Davis
recalls that blacks in the masonry department were sparked to become active because of unfair
treatment by Italian foremen who were part of the union. The black workers within the
12
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department realized that they outnumbered the white workers so they ran Davis for chair of the
department and he won. His local 1462 was so bitter about his victory that they would not help
black workers write grievances.
Davis claims that blacks were motivated to join the union because of the racism within
the plant but that blacks within the union worked hard to recruit fellow workers to join. “If the
union had not been corrupt there would be no need for us [black workers] to organize.” 15 Davis
felt that black workers were not fairly represented in the unions in the 1950s. When he first
became involved with the union there was so much division that there were separate facilities for
blacks and whites.
Once James Davis was established within the union he said it was difficult to form
coalitions because most whites were not ready to share power and see blacks move into
meaningful positions. According to Davis, most African Americans distrusted the union. Most
of the organization of black workers thus had to be done outside the union through dances and
picnics. Davis believed that black workers in the steel plants faced two struggles: equity in the
union and equity in the workplace. He felt that the Civil Rights Act of the 1960s was little help
for steel workers because plants closed before any real action took place.
African Americans did not constitute a majority of members in any industrialized area,
which made coordinated action within the labor unions difficult. Even at the local level blacks
were still a minority of union membership so their influence over policy was limited. African
American members of labor unions made small advancements within the unions and this was
almost always a result of the union requiring their support for its own plan. Eventually the use of
black workers in strikebreaking caused some unions to realize the importance of black workers’
support to the union cause. Although this realization occurred almost immediately unions were
15
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slow to implement any policies to organize African Americans. It was not until the 1930s that
the Steel and Metal Workers’ Industrial Union (SMWIU) and the Steel Workers Organizing
Committee (SWOC) made any effort to involve African Americans in membership. 16 The plan
to involve African Americans in these unions proved a difficult one to carry out because most
African Americans did not trust unions as they had little or no membership in them. More
progressive unions such as SWOC began to build interracial alliances in order to bring about a
period of union growth in the mid-1930s. 17
It would be decades later when unions as a whole addressed African American
membership as an official goal of organized labor. Even then, this agenda was part of a solution
to fix the problem of declining union participation throughout the nation. Between 1935 and
1985 African American labor union membership increased from about fifty thousand to more
than three million. 18 The elimination of racism within unions was addressed as a major goal
within organized labor as early as 1955 at the convention when the American Federation of
Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations merged. According to records from an
NAACP meeting in 1961 the AFL-CIO was yet to effectively take action regarding this goal.
The NAACP felt that efforts to eliminate discriminatory practices within unions were inadequate
and when they were successful, it was, as a result of protest by civil rights agencies and not
action taken within the union itself. The NAACP report found that the problems of
discrimination within the AFL-CIO included, “outright exclusion of Negroes, segregated locals,

16
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separate racial seniority lines in collective bargaining agreements and exclusion of Negroes from
apprenticeship training programs controlled by labor unions.” 19
A major problem within the AFL-CIO was the fact that the Ku Klux Klan had moved into
many local unions, especially in the south. This reality made these locals practical extensions of
segregationist organizations. Newspapers printed reports of union officials speaking at Klan
meetings which were held in union halls. The NAACP determined that the union could not have
active participants in these types of organizations whose main purpose was to prevent African
Americans from basic civil rights. 20 Not only was the AFL-CIO not helping African American
workers obtain equal status, some members and locals were actively fighting to prevent them
from achieving basic citizenship rights. The discriminatory practices of the AFL-CIO in 1950s
limited the size of some unions because they denied qualified blacks equal access to available
jobs in skilled crafts. 21
In 1961 the NAACP filed a report regarding racism within organized labor. It was found
that thousands of Negro workers who were members of the AFL-CIO unions in steel plants
experienced disadvantages in separate lines of progression for them and their white counterparts
in union contracts. The AFL-CIO claimed to be against the practice of segregation within their
organization yet many locals remained segregated until well into the 1960s. “The practice of
segregation is so well institutionalized in this union that the designation of the Negro lodges all
over the country begins with the numeral ‘6.’” 22 As long as union membership remained a
condition of employment then black workers who were refused by the unions had no means of
19
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obtaining a job within certain trades. The end of discrimination within unions would prove to be
essential to establishing an even playing field for black workers within many industries such as
steel.
The conditions of black workers within the mills in Youngstown can be seen through the
eyes of black laborers. John T. Smith was born in Youngstown on January 9, 1932 and first hired
at Youngstown Sheet and Tube Rod and Wire in Struthers in October 1948. Smith worked his
way up in the grievance department of the union and was eventually elected to Secretary of the
Grievance Committee. At Youngstown Rod and Wire his job as a laborer was to clean up scrap
around the machines. Smith was laid-off and went to Republic Steel in 1950 where he was hired
as a laborer in the blast furnace department. “These jobs were the hottest and dirtiest jobs in any
mill. I knew that at that particular time the blast and coke plants were 99% black workers. You
were unable to take your seniority to another department so if you went to another department
you’d be the first go to, even if you’d been there longer.” 23
Although unions would play a role in civil rights successes, obtaining equal rights for
black workers was not their main priority. Some unions were progressive in obtaining civil
rights for African Americans. By the 1970s most unions had realized the unjust discrimination
against African Americans within the steel industry and supported African American
organization to stop these practices. A newsletter of the National Steelworkers Rank and File
Committee from the spring of 1971 dealt with the issue of racism within the workplace. The
letter stated that no worker profited from racism because it was a tool for employers to use to
separate black workers and white workers so that they were not united against company
schemes. The newsletter warned that when a black worker was victimized by the company the
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white worker would be next. 24 Even though this newsletter addressed the issue of racism, it was
not the act of racism that it regarded as the problem, but rather the fact that racism was used by
employers to split cooperation between white and black members of the union. The National
Steelworkers Rank and File Committee may have been concerned with the issue of racism, but
their main concern seemed to be with the idea that employers used this issue to divide the
union’s cohesiveness.
Inequality within the labor unions was not the only issue faced by African American
workers throughout the twentieth century. Within the steel industry black workers experienced
continual prejudice regarding the types of jobs they could obtain along with several other
discriminatory techniques which were practiced against them. African Americans held a
disproportionate number of unskilled, dangerous and strenuous jobs associated with steel
production. In 1920, 54.4% of African American steelworkers in Pittsburgh held unskilled jobs,
but only 13.6% of native whites held unskilled positions. 25 Prejudices of superintendents and
managers kept blacks from advancing into better classes of work within the steel industry.
Advancement depended on work performance and recommendation from superiors who were all
white. Racist supervisors were not uncommon, therefore black workers were rarely
recommended for advancement into a higher position. The unequal number of black workers
who held unskilled jobs compared to their white counterparts could easily be seen. For example,
in 1930, 84.7% of all blacks working in the U.S. steel industry were operative laborers compared
to 44% of all whites. 26
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In addition to holding the worst jobs, African Americans in the steel industry were
subject to many other types of discriminatory practices. James C. Davis was born in
Youngstown in 1929 and was still in high school in 1945 when he “obtained a job as a mason
helper where I made the same amount of money as my father” 27 The fact that Davis earned the
same wage as his father shows the amount of racism within Youngstown’s steel mills at the time.
His father was stuck in an entry level job regardless of his seniority. According to Davis, when
he entered the plant in 1945 only three departments were open to blacks: masonry, labor gang
and coke plant. All positions were entry level jobs that required great physical labor. There
were “no skilled trades for blacks in the 1940s.” 28 In 1948 an apprentice training test was
designed that a worker was required to pass in order to obtain apprenticeship for a bricklayer
position. “The producers of the test later admitted that it was really designed to see if a worker
was prepared for college. It was used as a way to keep blacks out of the position.” 29
In the south black workers were paid lower wages than white workers who held the
same jobs. In the north African Americans held the same pay scale as whites who worked the
same positions, but they experienced implicit differentials in wages because they were excluded
from preferred jobs like skilled and white-collar jobs that were reserved for white workers.
Black workers in the steel industry were not compensated through wage premiums even though
they were forced to take the least desirable jobs under the worst conditions. 30 Throughout the
decades of the 1900s black workers experienced various biased actions against them within the
steel industry. Black workers were hired in high numbers during the Second World War to keep
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up with the rising need for steel production. However, in 1945 blacks experienced
discriminatory layoffs in order to make room for the returning white servicemen. 31
Arlette Gatewood, an African American who was born in Youngstown, graduated from
East High in 1947 and went to work for Youngstown Sheet and Tube’s Campbell plant. “The
company never bothered to justify discrimination, if you complained they would give you the
worst job or fire you.” 32 Gatewood recalls racism throughout his time in the plant, even when
blacks began to achieve integration. He said the white workers would not call blacks who
reached the foreman position by their title but rather only as “pushers.” Gatewood claimed that
the union did little to help minorities because leadership was white except for representatives in
black departments. Arlette became active in the union only because his father had belonged to
the union.
African Americans were also exploited by steel companies in the early 1900s when they
were used as strikebreakers. Employers used black workers to fuel racial tensions. Strikes were
more likely to turn violent and require police intervention when they were laced with racial
tensions between white strikers and black strikebreakers. For this reason, employers would use
African Americans to break a strike because the required police intervention would result in free
protection of the company’s strikebreakers and serve to strengthen the employer’s hand. 33
Without racial tensions, strikes were not as likely to turn violent and strikebreakers might be
convinced to return home without the protection of the police against striking workers outside
the plants.
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Unions did not openly accept African Americans at the time, so strikebreaking served as
one of their only means to obtaining jobs in the steel industry. Many black workers were stuck
between a rock and a hard place in regards to breaking strikes. Perhaps African Americans
wished to side with their fellow workers, but their exclusion from unions gave them an incentive
to break strikes, as it afforded them job opportunities that they were generally denied. In 1935
the Wagner-Connery Act was passed requiring employers to rehire all striking employees after a
labor dispute was settled. African American workers then lost their ability to gain employment,
even through strikebreaking. The Wagner Act was protested against by the NAACP and the
National Urban League because it took away the black workers’ weapon against certain
organized labor groups who discriminated against them, but these efforts opposing the passage of
the act failed. 34
Before 1930, African American workers could use strikebreaking as a method to openly
oppose unions and their discriminatory policies. After the passage of the Wagner Act black
workers were left with joining unions as their only option to gain opportunities to move up in the
work environment of the steel mills. For African American workers, the fight for rights within
the workplace would have to start in the union halls. Because labor unions resisted civil rights
reform it would take until the civil rights movement and require the activism of courts and
lawyers to finally enforce the integration of blacks within the labor unions. 35
The accounts mentioned by African American members of the union in Youngstown such
as James C. Davis, John T. Smith and Arlette Gatewood give some insight to the conditions of
black workers within the steel mills and the union halls during the 1950s and 60s. The
conditions in Youngstown are similar to those throughout the United States during the Civil
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Rights Era. Black workers faced many struggles both inside and outside of the labor union halls.
African Americans had to overcome prejudices and discrimination against them on all fronts of
the labor movement. Although the civil rights movement brought much needed change to the
labor unions, it proved to occur too late for black workers in Youngstown as the mills closed
shortly after their major victories regarding equal employment opportunities.
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A Multimedia Performance of Selected Piano Works by
Contemporary Chinese Composers Doming Lam, Tan Dun, and Alexina Louie
Susan Chan, DMus.
Department of Music
Portland State University
PO Box 751
Portland, OR 97207-0751
USA
chanss@pdx.edu
In this lecture recital, selected piano works written by contemporary Chinese composers Doming
Lam (b. 1926), Tan Dun (b. 1957) and Alexina Louie (b. 1949) were discussed and performed as
a multimedia presentation that involves a simultaneous Powerpoint slideshow of works of art
from the 1200s to the present day. Specifically these works were Mr. Doming Lam’s Moonlight
over Spring River, Mr. Tan Dun’s Eight Memories in Watercolor, and Ms. Alexina Louie’s
Music for Piano.

The presenter has previously done similar multimedia performances of piano works by Chopin
and Bach, in which western paintings that are reflective of the nature of the music are projected
as Powerpoint slides at the same time the music is performed. Namely these works are Chopin’s
Twenty-Four Preludes, Op. 28 and Busoni’s transcription of Bach’s Chaconne in D Minor.
Although the music itself is undoubtedly complete and does not need to be enhanced in any way,
the presenter hopes that such multimedia presentations could enrich the aesthetic experience of
the audience, who may be inspired to contemplate the extra-musical ideas that the composers
possibly had in mind when writing the pieces. From a pedagogical perspective, the presenter
hopes that the experience would present another angle of approaching the music that would
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stimulate the imagination, connect the visual and aural senses, and provide some alternative
ideas for interpreting and performing the music.

In the research process that involved consultation with art historians, the presenter chose works
of art that closely match the character and title of each piece of music. Such works of art include
paintings and photographs by artists of Asian origin as well as western artists who were
influenced by Asian culture or who worked with Asian subjects. Selection criteria included
character, color, texture, title, and the author’s personal response to their emotional content. The
images were prepared in Powerpoint format for simultaneous presentation when the music is
being performed.

Doming Lam’s Moonlight over Spring River, Op. 12 (1971)
Doming Lam was born in Macau and spent a large part of his life in Hong Kong. He was a
graduate of the Royal Conservatory of Music in Toronto and University of Southern California
in Los Angeles. He served on the faculty of University of Hong Kong as part of his teaching
career. His compositional output includes scores for films, orchestral works, chamber music,
piano music, songs, and electronic music. Having made more than thirty pieces of arrangements
from Chinese folk materials, he devoted a large part of his creative efforts to the modern
interpretation of traditional Chinese music. Through such an endeavor, he aims at using
traditional Chinese music as a foundation for re-interpretation and personal expression by the
modern musician. He also hopes that through using musical instruments that are played
internationally, such as the piano and other western instruments, the younger Chinese generation
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can easily enjoy and perform such music as well as help to disseminate the best of Chinese music
overseas.

Written in 1971, Moonlight over Spring River is the first of two pieces from the suite Gu-Chu: A
Transcription for Piano after the Fashion of Chin and Pipa. This piece is based on a pentatonic
“Gu-Chu”, or an ancient Chinese melody, which is first stated and then varied throughout the
work. Lam uses the piano to imitate the sound qualities of Chinese instruments chin and pipa.
The original very popular Chinese melody had various titles, namely “The Flutes and Drums at
Sunset”, “The Pipa of Shin-Yang”, and “Moonlight at Shin-Yang”, and consisted of ten sections
in its structure. Lam chose six of them for this piano piece, namely “The Chiming Bells of River
Tower”, “Moon over East Mountain”, “Flowery Shadows”, “The Distant Chirps of Dawn”, “The
Returning Waves” (Fantasia), and “The Homeward Boat”.

This fascinating composition is very effectively and cleverly constructed in many ways. Having
a strong Chinese flavor its musical language, style and notation are rather distinct from that of
western music. It is basically pentatonic, with the melody played on the black keys of the piano.
Instead of using conventional key signatures throughout, Lam uses a large flat and a large sharp
as key signature in the movements which call for the use of all the flat or sharp black keys on the
piano. To imitate certain idiomatic sounds from the Chinese instruments chin and pipa, there is
constant use of repeated notes and figures, tremolos and trills, as well as broken chords and
glissandi. There is even an instant that calls for tapping on the wood of the piano with
fingernails. Of particular interest is the use of palm clusters and elbow clusters in the movement
“The Returning Waves.”
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A Japanese painting from the nineteenth century and six Chinese paintings from the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries were chosen to accompany the traditional sounding music. The
painters are namely Katsushika Hokusai from Japan, Ren Xiong and Wu Qingrun from the Qing
Dynasty in China, and modern Chinese painters Jin Cheng, Gao Jianfu and Pu Xingyu. These
paintings depict nature, animals, as well as the harmonious relationship between man and nature.

Tan Dun’s Eight Memories in Watercolor, Op. 1 (1978-9)
Tan Dun is a very prolific and prominent composer known for his “creative repertoire that spans
the boundaries of classical, multimedia, Eastern and Western musical traditions.” 1 He was born
in 1957 in rural Hunan province, China and underwent the Cultural Revolution of 1966-76,
during which time traditional music and western music were banned. Shortly after this period,
the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing was reopened and various forms of music could be
taught, performed, and enjoyed freely. Tan was admitted into the conservatory where he
graduated with bachelor’s and master’s degrees in composition. In 1986 he received a
scholarship from Columbia University and moved to New York City, where he currently resides.
He completed his Doctor of Musical Arts degree in 1993.

The broad range of genres of his compositions includes his instrumental works and operas, many
of which are infused with Chinese folk and shamanistic elements as well as multimedia
elements. A prominent example is The Map: Concerto for Cello, Video and Orchestra
premiered by the Boston Symphony Orchestra and Yo-Yo Ma in 1999. This stunning work
features folk materials that Tan gathered from his home province, including folk songs,

1

See “Tan Dun.”
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traditional costumes, as well as a shaman. In the multimedia performance, video images of the
village are shown simultaneously while the music is being played by the cello soloist and the
orchestra. Tan aims at combining technology and tradition in this work. Among his most recent
works are his opera The First Emperor, premiered in 2006, and his Piano Concerto, premiered in
2008. Many of his compositions have received world-wide recognition and awards. His music
to Ang Lee’s film Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon received an Oscar Award. Other
recognitions include receiving Japan’s Recording Academy Awards 2003 for Best Contemporary
Music CD and the BBC’s Best Orchestral Album Award.

Tan admitted that many elements from his childhood helped to shape his music. They include
the ghost stories that his grandmother used to tell him, the traditional folk music, and the
shamanistic culture. Such influence is clearly evident in his Eight Memories in Watercolor, the
first set of piano pieces he wrote in 1978-9 when he was a student at the Beijing Conservatory of
Music. While he was studying western classical and modern music, he was homesick and wrote
this music as “a diary of longing.” In a way, the pieces are like sound sketches of his memories
of childhood, which are reminiscent of Robert Schumann’s Scenes from Childhood. The titles
for the eight pieces are namely: Missing Moon; Staccato Beans; Herdboy’s Song; Blue Nun; Red
Wilderness; Ancient Burial; Floating Clouds; and Sunrain. The second, third, fourth and eighth
pieces are based on Tan’s favorite folksongs from his childhood in Hunan while the melodies of
the other four pieces were composed by Tan himself. The complete set was premiered by Lang
Lang in 2003 and published in the following year.
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Totalling about fifteen minutes in duration the eight pieces are short and charming sketches.
They seem to express the composer’s feelings of homesickness and memories of his childhood,
including lively folk dances, folk songs, nature, and ceremonies. Each piece has its distinct
character expressed by a musical theme and/or motif. The music is simple and yet powerfully
evocative.

Entitled Missing Moon the first piece is reminiscent of a poem Jing Ye Si (Quiet Night Thoughts)
by famous poet Li Bai (701-62 AD) of the Tang Dynasty. It aptly expresses the poet’s longing
for home through watching the moon. Here is a translation by Arthur Cooper:
Before my bed
There is bright-lit moonlight
So that it seems
Like frost on the ground:
Lifting my head
I watch the bright moon
Lowering my head
I dream that I'm home. 2

A painting by Ma Yuan (active in c.1190-1225), a court painter from the Southern Song
Dynasty, was chosen to accompany the music. This painting is entitled Moments of the
Flowering Plum: A Fine Moon. The second piece - Staccato Beans - is lively, playful and
dance-like. A photograph of traditional Chinese dancing by Keren Su was selected. The third
piece - Herdboy’s Song - is a slow pastoral song. Photographs of shepherds in Kirghistan and
Mongolia by Gavin Hellier and Bruno Morandi were chosen. Simple and graceful, the fourth
piece - Blue Nun - resembles nuns singing in counterpoint to each other. Photographs of nuns by
Rob T. and Shmuel Thaler were selected. The fifth piece – Red Wilderness – paints a bleak,
2

See “Introduction to New Poetry.”
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lonely and yet passionate picture of a vast piece of land with red soil. A photograph of deserts at
Turfan, Xinjiang Province, was chosen. The sixth piece – Ancient Burial – is a cortege with a
song of grief that bears great emotional weight. A photograph of a sky burial site in Tibet by
Anthony Waltham was selected. The seventh piece – Floating Clouds – paints a picture of light
clouds constantly changing their shapes. A photograph of blue sky and clouds by Justin
Guariglia was chosen. The final piece – Sunrain – is a jubilant and energetic dance.
Photographs of the lion dance by Nadia Hughes and Keren Su were selected.

Alexina Louie’s Music for Piano (1993)
Alexina Louie is Chinese-Canadian composer born in Vancouver, Canada. She received her
undergraduate musical training at University of British Columbia, holds a master’s degree in
composition from University of California at San Diego, and was awarded an honorary doctorate
degree from University of Calgary. She taught piano, theory and electronic composition at the
City Colleges of Pasadena and Los Angeles. Currently she lives in Toronto where she works as
a freelance composer. Her compositions have been highly recognized and widely performed in
Canada and internationally. Among the many awards and recognitions she has received includes
being named Composer of the Year by the Canadian Music Council in 1986. Her works have
been performed by major Canadian and international orchestras and soloists.

Music for Piano is a set of four short works commissioned by The Alliance for Canadian New
Music Projects, who requested the use of some contemporary notation. These short character
pieces are entitled The Enchanted Bells, Changes, Distant Memories, and Once Upon a Time.
Louie stated in the Performance Notes of the score that the pieces are rather mystical in nature.
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They seem to have a deep spiritual quality and are extremely evocative in character. The work
was published in 1993.

Marked “Misterioso” at the beginning, The Enchanted Bells uses some unconventional notation.
As found in some of Claude Debussy’s piano music three staves are used in parts of the piece –
the top staff is designated for the right and the lower two for the left hand. The middle section
uses an oversized natural key signature for the right hand, indicating that all notes in the right
hand are natural. An oversized flat key signature for the left hand indicates that all notes in the
left hand are flat. Despite the precise notation used throughout the piece, including indications
of tempo and meter changes, the overall effect is rather free and at times almost improvisational,
evoking the sounds of ringing bells. A photograph of bells in Thailand by Heil Emmerson was
chosen.

Changes is a minimalist piece based on a small amount of music material that undergoes
repetition and minute transformation. The first part of the music flows smoothly like waves.
Then it changes to incorporate shifting accent patterns on a recurring motive. At the end of the
piece the music fades away as quietly as it began. A painting by twentieth-century American
painter Mark Tobey was selected. Being a truly cosmopolitan artist, Tobey described his works
as follows: “Mine are the Orient, the Occident, science, religion, cities, space, and writing a
picture." 3

3

See One Country.
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Distant Memories is a piece with a strong sense of nostalgia. While the lullaby in the middle
section uses standard notation with shifting meters the outer sections are notated with
proportional notation without meters and barlines. An indication of duration in terms of seconds
is used. The piece is marked “without measure” at the opening, and the first group of notes are
to be played from slow to as fast as possible with the una corda pedal used at the performer’s
discretion. The performer is given much freedom in the interpretation and execution of the
piece. A photograph of a Chinese female farmer holding her baby (taken by Ryan Ross) as well
as a picture of Chinese fritter vendors were chosen.

Once Upon a Time is to be played rather freely and somewhat wistfully. The gently flowing
motion in the first part of the music is transformed to a chordal and majestic ending. Two
paintings by twentieth-century Chinese painter Chen Yifei were selected.

Conclusion
The notion of employing multimedia elements in music is no stranger to these three
contemporary Chinese composers, who have all successfully linked their music with other art
forms in one way or another with amazing results. Doming Lam has written scores for films, set
music to poems by Li Bai, a well-known poet from the Tang Dynasty, and made more than thirty
arrangements from Chinese folk materials. At the time when the author visited with him in
2006, he was working on his Mozart multimedia project, in which he was searching for
photographs to accompany Mozart’s music. As described above, Tan Dun is constantly reaching
across boundaries in his creative process, whether they are cultural, classical, or multimedia
musical traditions. Alexina Louie has also been active in writing music to film, television, opera
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and ballet, and has received numerous awards for such works. In a recent conversation with her,
she expressed approval of this multimedia project that the author is conducting, and was open to
the use of works of art deemed appropriate for her Music for Piano.

With the inclusion of multimedia elements in the performance of these piano works, both the
performer and the audience alike are challenged to reach across traditional boundaries and gain a
deeper and richer artistic experience.
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What Triggers Hypercorrection in Japanese and English Is it a social dialect or a regional dialect?
In this study, we will examine hypercorrection in Japanese, and compare it with that of
English. We will illustrate how it occurs and, further, account for what causes it to
happen. The scopes of examination we tackle with are morphological structures of the
sentence in Japanese, and politeness and social factors of the speaker with strong
emphasis on the context in which hypercorrection occurs.
Hypercorrection usually results from over-generalization of a particular feature of a
language. For example, an English language learner may make a mistake and say goed
when attempting to pronounce the past tense form of verb go. Those concerned in this
study are ones produced not by language learners but by adult native speakers of
Japanese and English.
Long ago, it was accounted for that the social stratification is responsible in English for
the speaker of lower-middle social class to produce overcorrected forms, and pointed
out that they are by-products of self-consciousness of those speakers (Labov 1966,
1972; Trudgill 1974) and others.
Over-corrected forms in Japanese we are, specifically, examining are double-causative
constructions. See examples below – utterances to one’s customer at a work-place:
a. ??Yar-imasu.
do-Pol/Prs

b. Yar-asete mora-imasu.
do-Cau/ing receive-Pol/Prs

c. *Yar-as-asete mora-imasu.
do-Cau-Cau/ing receive-Pol/Prs

‘I’ll do (For (b) and (c), literally, I humbly receive your allowing me to do).’
Of those utterances, (a) seems marginally acceptable, (c) is awkward, but only
(b) sounds just right. It is because (a) lacks modesty while (c) shows over humility of
the speaker. When you want to appear disrespectful, you can use (a), but you cannot,
syntactically, say (b) even if you want to be very polite to someone. However, now, we
can see more people making utterances like (c).
Unlike English, such Japanese hyper-corrected forms are politeness-oriented, and they
are produced by speakers of upper social class (Sano 2008). So, what triggers
hypercorrection in Japanese seems to differ from that in English.
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We argue that a social dialect does not trigger Japanese hypercorrection, like
English, but regional dialects of the language are necessarily involved. We will show
this further in detail with consideration to the context in which it occurs.
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The Double-Sided Construct of the Feminine Other in Primitivist Literature
In Gone Primitive, Marianna Torgovnik contends that "connections between Western conceptions of the
primitive and issues of gender and sexuality are utterly crucial" (18). Her claim springs from a conviction that tropes
for the category of the "primitive" are also used for that of "woman." These tropes, she argues, form a terminology
of "Otherness" and are coexistent with human ways of knowing the world:
They go back to our earliest sense of ourselves among others, to the roots of all our actions and
reactions, to the ways the conceptions of "self" and "other," "male" and "female," "subject" and
"object," "dominant" and "subordinate" first took shape for us and how they subsequently
developed. (157)
By exploring, in Torgovnik's words, "the association of gender issues and sexuality with primitives" (37), I propose
to demonstrate that the Other most often described in primitivist literature has been characterized as feminine.
Moreover, my project looks at the primitivist urge as an effort to locate a desirable Other—one that is generally
depicted as purer, simpler, more primeval, and/or more beautiful in its rawness than the primitivizer's perception of
Others in Western civilization.
In Primitivism in Modern Art, Robert Goldwater supports Torgovnik's insights as well as my claims.
"Primitivism," he says, "presupposes the primitive" (252). The primitivist view, he attests, depends upon the
premise that simple things are "more profound, more important, and more valuable" (251). Arthur O. Lovejoy, in
Primitivism and Related Ideas in Antiquity, adds that primitivism personifies nature as a "Mother" who has both
will and intentionality, and who is "the guide and teacher of man" (252). In its earliest manifestations, continues
Lovejoy, this mother can perhaps be related to Demeter, the law-giving Earth goddess (134). Although some forms
of primitivism express a sense of estrangement from nature, says Lovejoy, depicting nature as an alienated
stepmother figure rather than a nurturing mother figure, the portrayal of nature as a "feminine" entity remains
uniform throughout most primitivist thought (245).
Concordant with the connections between feminine entities and nature, he says, the primitivist view
ultimately finds its roots in an implicit acceptance of some doctrine of humanity's Fall from grace. In other words,
primitivism often relies upon the notion that a time once existed when humans lived in harmony with nature and all
it encompasses, and that something disastrous occurred to destroy irrevocably the conditions of that harmony (1718). The narratives retelling this Fall most often speak of humanity in masculine terms, while the agent responsible
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for humankind's separation from its original harmony with nature is described in feminine terms. From these
narratives spring female Others, such as Pandora and Eve, who continue to bear the onus of original sin.
The research of scholars such as Torgovnik, Goldwater, and Lovejoy discloses a paradoxical double
movement in the way that primitivist discourse constructs the feminine Other. On the one hand, primitivist literature
employs negative tropes of woman as a disobedient helpmeet or wicked stepmother, and, on the other, positive ones
of a loving partner or nurturing mother. The psychological origins of this movement in primitivist thought can be
revealed through a brief foray into psychoanalytic theory. For instance, in The Interpretation of Dreams Sigmund
Freud selects the moment of separation from the mother as the beginning of nostalgia for a "pastness" unalienated
from the feminine world. So, from the perspective of Freudian theory—which calls woman "the dark continent"—
primitivist thought rewrites the female into a position of alterity from which she cannot recover; she must become a
hallucination, forever unattainable. In addition to Freudian theory, the psychoanalytic methodologies of Carl Jung
contribute to the development of the primitive ideal as both Other and feminine (11). In Jungian theory, says Erich
Neumann in The Fear of the Feminine, the feminine symbols of Earth and Nature are ineluctably intertwined, as are
the masculine symbols of Heaven and Spirit. According to Neumann, the more patriarchal the society, the more
primitive its anima, or feminine Other, will be. In "The Signification of the Phallus," Jacques Lacan expands upon
the theories of Freud and Jung and proposes that the male psyche desires an impossible feminine Other, one that
embraces the contraries of virgin/courtesan (44). The conclusions of Lacanian theory suggest that primitivism posits
a symbolic Other of Love that can never be realized. Karen Horney's argument, along the same lines as Lacan's,
contends that men both desire and envy the powers of the female body. Specifically, in "The Distrust Between the
Sexes," Horney asserts that males, out of fear and jealousy, compensate for their lack of reproductive ability by
"giving birth" to civilization and all its effects. Julia Kristéva's work in "The Semiotic and the Symbolic" succeeds
Horney's, and theorizes that all discourse reflects a longing for permanent access to the interior of the mother's
body. All of these psychoanalytic theories agree in at least one point: The feminization of the primitive Other
functions as a projection of Western desire.
This projection is steeped in masculine melancholy, that is to say, by a feeling of being separated from vital
feminine origins. To overcome this melancholy, Western patriarchy, motivated by a need to either confirm or
repudiate its cultural identity, constructs a female Other. Often, this confirmation or repudiation is accompanied by
manifestations of anxiety, fear, and jealousy. These conclusions should be demonstrable through an investigation of
discursive tropes used by primitivist literatures to construct the feminine Other. The central texts for this part of my
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investigation include Alejo Carpentier's The Lost Steps, François-René de Chateaubriand's Atala, Joseph Conrad's
Heart of Darkness, William Faulkner's The Bear, and D. H. Lawrence's The Plumed Serpent. The tropes I am
looking for in these texts fall under four major rubrics—children, animals, nature, and the female body. In my
estimation, an encounter with one of these tropes within primitivist discourse is, generally speaking, an encounter
with a feminine Other.
Concerning tropes for children, my first category, Goldwater states that such images are positive, like
"innocence" and "beginnings" (252). This view of children is apparent in Chateaubriand's Atala. In this Romantic
narrative, children as well as women are idealized, for the priest who baptizes the child believes that "motherhood
confers a kind of priesthood" (56). Goldwater's view of women and children gains credence with Chateaubriand's
optimistic primitivism, and concurs more closely with Freud's and Kristéva's emphasis on a masculine nostalgia for
a return to feminine origins.
In contrast, Torgovnik argues that tropes suggestive of children, like "immature" and "mischievous," are
often applied in derogatory ways to women (10). She believes that these terms project women as inferior and
"lacking," in the same way that Lacanian theory posits the feminine Other as lacking. We can see this view of
children in Lawrence's Serpent; for the mischievous child who refuses to abide by Kate's desire to save a struggling
fish obviously lacks respect for nature. Kate is upset with both child and fish; so, Torgovnik is somewhat justified in
saying that both children and women are associated with a negative kind of respect for the natural environment.
Torgovnik declares further that primitivist literatures have used tropes for animality, my second category,
to describe women in a demeaning fashion (18-21). Perhaps Torgovnik is thinking about exotic primitivist passages
like this one from Carpentier's Steps, which relates the protagonist's trip by canoe into the mysterious feminine
jungle:
A kind of thick, opalescent gauze hung over the opening of a rock teeming with life. A silent war
was going on in those depths bristling with talons, where everything seemed a slimy tangle of
snakes. Strange clicking noises, sudden ripples, the plash of waters told of the rush of invisible
beings leaving behind them a wake of murky decay. (160)
Torgovnik might resent the implication that the jungle, as feminine Other, is populated with "slimy snakes" and
other threatening creatures, a literary representation that agrees with Horney's view that female sexuality is
threatening to the male psyche.
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Goldwater, in opposition to Torgovnik, believes that tropes for animals and women are those of serenity
and identification. Chateaubriand's "Prologue" to Atala contains passages that support this point of view for, as the
traveler enjoys the lush landscape around him, he sees a "host of animals" that "radiate gladness and life" (19).
These creatures, bears and caribou and squirrels and doves, are pleased to submit to the laws of primeval nature.
This kind of narrative reflects the Jungian assertion that primitivist discourse attempts to confirm a masculine
identity by affirming particular traits, like serenity and submissiveness, in its feminine Other.
Lovejoy concurs with both Torgovnik and Goldwater that animalistic tropes dominate at least two forms of
primitivist discourse. One form privileges animal life, with its simplicity and closeness to nature, over human life.
Faulkner's The Bear comes close to this kind of primitivism for, although Ike and his clansmen want to hunt and kill
the bear, they simultaneously fear and respect the creature for its "immortality" and cunning knowledge of the
wilderness. Lovejoy mentions another form of primitivism that subjugates animal life to the needs of humans.
Lawrence's Serpent approximates this kind of primitivism for, in the Quetzlcoatl religion, proud eagles, ingenious
serpents, and mythical creatures comply neatly with Ramón's interpretation of the world. The first metaphorical
description falls in line with Horney's version of male anxiety about identity, the second with Jung's view of the
masculine triumph in establishing that identity.
Like tropes for animals, those for nature, my third category, often show up in the form of metaphors.
Neumann states that these metaphors can be of two kinds, darkness or light. For instance, metaphors of light refer to
the Earth Mother, who reveals herself as "the transparent and transfigured earth" (225). This transparency can be
seen in Lawrence's vision of the Earth Mother in The Plumed Serpent:
Sunlight lay in a rich gleam on the mountains, and shadows were deep and velvety. The green
almost covered the rocks and the pinkish land. Bright green the sugar cane, red the ploughed
earth, dark the trees with white specks of villages here and there... And always the day seemed to
be pausing and unfolding again to the greater mystery. The universe seemed to have opened vast
and soft and delicate with life. (467)
Chateaubriand's prose also follows this pattern in Atala for, whether by day or night, the wilderness "pleases"
Chactas with its beauty and providence. The moonlight allows him to admire the silvery moss of Floridian cedar
trees, while the daylight permits him to marvel at the colorful birds. For the most part, the Earth Mother freely
yields her goods to Chactas, and the abundance of wild game and May apples cause him to "bless Providence" (3940).
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In contrast to Atala, other primitivist narratives employ metaphors of darkness. Indeed, according to
Torgovnik, feminine nature is most commonly described in primitivist literature by tropes like "dark," "dangerous,"
and "unknown" (10). The landscapes of Conrad's Heart of Darkness fit this pattern. Conrad's African vistas are
shadowy and full of danger; here, at "the very end of the world," on "a sea the color of lead," under "a sky the color
of smoke," the "impenetrable" jungle is less than inviting, as though "Nature herself had tried to ward off intruders"
(68, 79). These examples seem to support Torgovnik’s point that primitivism portrays the feminine Other in tropes
of alienation. From Neumann's perspective, Jungian theory would also support her thesis, on the basis that Conrad's
hard primitivism describes, not the Earth Mother, but the "Terrible Mother" who threatens to castrate, in Freud's
terminology, her male children.
Faulkner's wilderness, like Conrad's Africa, is similarly described in terms of darkness, yet this kind of
darkness does not seem to be that of the Terrible Mother. Instead, this darkness seems to be the comforting
Otherness of the maternal womb, a hypothesis that the theories of Freud, Horney, and Kristéva would support. The
"thick great gloom" of these woods gives Ike a "sense of his own fragility and impotence" against their timelessness
(335); nevertheless, he determines that this wilderness is already "the mother who had shaped him," and that it will
always remain both "his mistress and his wife" (444). In Faulkner's natural primitivism, the feminine Other is
constructed along the lines of nostalgia for a return to the mother's body.
Carpentier's nature scenes demonstrate yet another attitude toward the mother's body, for his protagonist is
profoundly ambivalent toward the feminine Other. In a South American jungle of "impenetrable greenness," what
amazes the central character is "the inexhaustible mimetism of virgin nature." For the most part, the nature mother
in The Lost Steps cannot be trusted, for the "multiplicity of dangers" in the jungle fill the adventurer with terror
(169). Still, at times the beauty of the jungle brings him "the pride of feeling himself the master of the world, the
supreme heir of creation" (163). Carpentier's primitivism constructs a feminine Other who is all at once a virgin and
mother, lover and courtesan, siren and murderess, like the impossible construct spoken of by Lacan and Horney.
The tropes of nature in The Lost Steps both fear and praise the female body for its creative power in giving birth.
The conceptual connections between primitivistic ways of knowing the world and the female body, my
fourth category, have been articulated not only by psychoanalysts such as Horney and Kristéva, but also by
anthropologists like Margaret Mead. For example, in her essay "Women, Sex, and Sin," Mead demonstrates that
female sexuality is ineluctably interwoven with the idea of original sin, a conclusion with which Horney agrees. In
other words, the feminine Other is constituted as the consummate Seductress, as postulated by Jungian theory. It
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should be noted that giving in to the seduction of the Other, according to much primitivist literature, always implies
some kind of death.
Torgovnik works out this interpretation in her reading of Conrad's Heart of Darkness. She finds the ideal of
the primitive Other in the "magnificent black woman" who paces the African riverbank as Kurtz leaves Africa
(146). According to Torgovnik, the woman is represented as "all body and inchoate emotion"; her sorrow is "wild"
and her pain is "dumb" (147). This native woman mirrors African nature in that she is "fecund and mysterious"
(155). Torgovnik's interpretation criticizes Conrad for killing off the woman as Marlowe's boat pulls away from the
shore. Heart of Darkness, she alleges, constructs a feminine Other associated with visions of nature, death, and the
female body. The danger of this kind of narrative, asserts Torgovnik, lies in its presumptive description of women
as "seductive, dangerous, [and] deadly" (156).
Certainly Torgovnik's interpretation is one way of looking at Heart of Darkness. In accordance with my
theory of a double-sided feminine Other, however, a variant reading is possible. My reading questions Torgovnik's
assertion that the woman dies; after all, the text does not mention her death, and it is possible that Conrad leaves her
alive and well, vibrant and compelling, so that Africa's Heart will continue to pulse for his readers. Let's have
another look at Marlowe's description of her:
From left to right along the lighted shore moved a wild and gorgeous apparition of a woman. She
walked with measured steps, draped in striped and fringed cloths, treading the earth proudly, with
a slight jingle and flash of barbarous ornaments. She carried her head high; her hair was done in
the shape of a helmet; she had brass leggings to the knee, brass wire gauntlets to the elbow, a
crimson spot on her tawny cheek, immeasurable necklaces of glass beads on her neck; bizarre
things, charms, gifts of witch-men, that hung about her, glittered and trembled at every step.... She
was savage and superb, wild-eyed and magnificent; there was something ominous and stately in
her deliberate progress. (137)
The body and gestures of this woman provide the height, depth, and width of this pivotal scene in the novel. She
embodies the antithesis of English civilization; in short, she is the archetype of a primal woman. Horney speaks of
this type of feminine Other who, if an Eve, makes one understand why Adam agreed to eat of the forbidden fruit.
The tropes used to describe this native woman’s appearance do not, however, affix to her the "horror" of the
transgression that occurred in Eden; instead, Kurtz' fiancée seems to carry that onus. Seen in this way, Conrad, like
Carpentier, has constructed a double-sided feminine Other. One side is the African woman, dark and barbaric and
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glorious; the other side is the Anglo woman, pale and civilized and horrible. The more primordial engenders a sense
of life, the more modern a sense of death.
Faulkner's depiction of the feminine Other is also double-sided. One side is represented by the
"immemorial" woods, the other side by Ike's temporary wife. The flesh-and-blood woman offers Ike a moment of
sensual pleasure in exchange for his birthright of land. Ike responds to his wife's nakedness with fascination; yet,
even as he gives in to her, he feels revulsion for her—her flesh "knows more" than other flesh (433-34). This
feminine Other of flesh is less authentic than that of the wilderness, in the same way that Mead's and Jung's
Seductress is less authentic than the Earth Mother. In the narratives of both Faulkner and Conrad, we can see that
the concept of sin is integrally linked with images of the female body.
Now that we have reviewed common literary tropes for children, animals, nature, and the female body, we
are ready to summarize our findings about the double-sided construct of the feminine Other in primitivism.
Torgovnik presents this construct as something negative, as "a story that ends in psychological maiming and death"
(14). Goldwater differs from Torgovnik in his belief that the primitivist construct is characterized by "a real love of
the savage" (255). What one notices in this debate is the double-sided nature of the feminine Other. In other words,
both Torgovnik and Goldwater are correct in their assertions; the former discerns the dominated Other in Western
primitivism, while the latter observes the Other of Love. It is perhaps no accident that they see what they want to
see—or what, because of the construct of their own psyches, they are compelled to see.
Our findings are more comprehensive than either Torgovnik's or Goldwater's. On the one hand, we
conclude that there is a positive side of the primitivist urge that casts the feminine ideal as the Other of Love. This
entity is innocent, simple, serene, pure, radiant, supportive, submissive, transparent, nurturing, bountiful, chaste, and
glorious. There are variants of this favorable ideal that posit an Other that is exuberantly barbaric, elemental, lifegiving, sweetly beautiful, and characterized by a pleasing wildness. On the other hand, there is a negative side to
this feminine ideal, one that the primitivist urge describes as seductive, faceless, hypnotic, promiscuous, breeding,
cunning, dark, terrifying, dangerous, alienating, castrating, and deceitful. Variants of this model would posit an
Other that is passively civilized, as well as mute, life-destroying, cruelly beautiful, and endowed with a devastating
immortality.
Some might argue that these apparently oppositional modes of discourse act like the two sides of a coin,
collapsing into a single value. I maintain, however, that the separation between these sides opens itself up as a space
for the mediation of desire. In other words, the primitivist urge manifests itself as a mediatory discourse between the
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competing discourses of love and domination. Perhaps the best way to pursue this kind of mediation is to encourage
female writers to produce primitivist literatures. Women writers can counter the account that has been given of them
and invent an Other that balances what we have of the feminine. Women writers are free to reject the categorization
of their bodies according to demeaning tropes and to take into consideration uplifting tropes of Otherness. Working
within the aims of psychoanalytic theory, the purpose of this project has been to reveal some of the terms of that
Otherness.
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‘RIGHTING’ THE RECORD: WHALES, WARES, AND WAYFARING IN THE
NEW WORLD DOWN UNDER-- CHARLES SEAL (1801-1852) AND THE
PIONEERING OF VAN DIEMEN’S LAND (TASMANIA)*
By Robert B. Kebric
History Department
University of Louisville
Third Street
Louisville, Ky. 40292
robert.kebric@louisville.edu

Charles Seal of Hobart Town, Van Diemen’s Land, was a remarkable individual. The
Hobarton Guardian may have come as close as any to recapturing what his life had
meant when it honored him upon his death at age 50, November 9, 1852,

Possibly the colony could not have sustained a loss more irreparable….Of this
lamented gentleman we can only remark, that he was of kind disposition, charitable
in every sense of the word, a man of the strictest honour and integrity, a kind
father, and a sincere husband, and though last, not least, a thorough man of
business. His loss will be severely felt if whaling is again carried on to any extent
in this island, in which pursuits he had (independent of other mercantile avocations)
amassed a large fortune to be enjoyed (as best they can) by a widow and large family,
without his fatherly protection. (November 17, 1852)

Other encomiums, the following appearing in the Hobart Colonial Times, echo the
same sentiments:

In private life, Mr. Seal was universally esteemed, and in business his integrity was
unimpeachable. One of the most extensive shipowners in the colony, and therefore
possessing deep interest in its welfare, he cordially sympathized in and aided the
efforts made for its moral and social advancement. (November 9, 1852)

Tributes such as these demonstrate why Charles Seal has earned a place in the
Australian Dictionary of Biography. Simply put, in a new world thousands of miles from
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England that was not always sure of its next step, Charles was among those willing to
take that step— aggressively. He seldom failed to recognize new opportunities when
they presented themselves and, in the process, demonstrated an almost uncanny knack for
business. Few at the time embodied such a “Wall Street” mentality and work ethic.
Already a successful purveyor of multiple wares, Charles Seal made himself a king
among whalers when whaling was king of industries. He owned and operated what was
probably at one time or another, the largest whaling fleet in Australia. Ultimately,
hundreds, if not thousands of people, in this developing land directly profited from his
many endeavors, whether local or international, mercantile or civic. In a world which
was then dependent upon whale oil and whalebone, countless others were affected by his
activities. 1 Charles Seal unavoidably became a leading “personality” of his day, though,
clearly, he never sought attention. Indeed, his wealth and position literally came through
“minding his own business.” 2
In a comprehensive study I am writing about Charles’ equally remarkable spouse of
over two decades, Phillis (née Goggs), a Victorian woman of heretofore scarcely noticed
achievements, 3 his accomplishments and subsequent influence have become even more
conspicuous. His contributions to early Australian and especially Tasmanian history
have been noted in the Australian Dictionary of Biography, but unintended errors (it was
composed by his great-granddaughter, Francis Foster) plague what is arguably an
undersized biography about a more substantial figure—a “Seal,” as it were, born on
English shores but tempered, then steeled, in the colonial waters of a developing giant,
Australia. A fresh and more thorough look at the evidence results in a number of
corrections to the record.
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The most recent entry for Charles Seal from the online version of the Dictionary of
Biography, mistakenly gives his origins as, “…born at Whissonsett, Norfolk, England.”
While there is no question that Charles’ wife, Phillis, was born in Whissonsett, there is
nothing to support the assertion that he, too, was born there. In fact, no Seals lived in
Whisssonsett, Norfolk, at any time during this period, and the will of Richard Seal,
Charles’ father, probated in 1817, firmly establishes that the family resided in London. 4
Richard Seal, described in the will (and elsewhere) as a “salesman” but also a
“Gentleman,” was formerly of Sparrow Corner, Rosemary Lane, which was the heart of
the used clothing district in London. 5 He had apparently thrived there as a clothing
merchant 6 and had become a very wealthy man. His success afforded him the
opportunity to move his family to a more desirable greater London neighborhood, where
they took up residence on Church Street, Hackney, in Middlesex. While north of
Richard’s business on Rosemary Lane, it was not a taxing distance, probably within half
an hour on major thoroughfares.
Religious records also place Richard Seal’s marriage and four of his children’s
baptisms in London. 7 Both he and his wife, Sarah Pressley, were registered as members
of the parish of St. Botolph’s without Aldgate, where they were married on February 9,
1786. 8 St. Botolph’s Church, on the corner of Houndsditch and Aldgate High, is only a
few blocks north of Rosemary Lane. 9 However, while the Seals were married at St.
Botolph’s, their first child, William Aldington, 10 was not baptized there. He was instead
taken to Wycliffe Independent Chapel, which was to the east in the neighboring parish of
Stepney. Subsequently, three more children, two boys and a girl, were also baptized at
Wycliffe’s. Moreover, while the baptisms took place in Stepney, Richard and Sarah were
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both still listed on the baptismal record as members of the parish of St. Botolph’s. There
can be only one explanation: The Seals, like so many others of the day who had become
disillusioned with the Church of England, had joined the ranks of religious “dissenters.”
While still accepting an officially-recognized marriage at their Parish Church, they
wanted their children baptized at a non-conformist chapel. They chose Wycliffe
Independent Chapel in Stepney, whose situation on Philpot Street was somewhat
inconvenient but not a great distance from Rosemary Lane. 11
Clearly, the same general vicinity of London served as center for all the Seal’s needs.
Business in London was good, Richard Seal was attentive to the needs of his young
family, and there is no compelling reason to believe that Charles was born anywhere
else. 12 The mistake in assigning him a Whissonsett birth does, however, seem a natural
one. When he first arrived in Van Diemen’s Land in late December, 1822, Charles gave
his previous residence as the “County of Norfolk, England.” 13 Nothing more specific is
given, for it seems the practice was to list only one’s former county of residence with the
Colonial Secretary’s Office; but even if he had mentioned Whissonsett, it would not have
meant he was born there. 14 Since later generations of the Seal family had no idea about
Charles’ specific origins (Seal Family History, p.1), 15 they probably just assumed that
since he had declared himself a former resident of Norfolk and later sailed half way
around the world to marry Phillis Goggs of Whissonsett, the two had known each other
all their lives-- and that Charles, too, must have been born at Whissonsett. Without any
evidence to the contrary, it was a romantically appropriate, though entirely erroneous,
deduction. 16
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The Australian Dictionary of Biography also goes on to say, incorrectly, that Charles
was “the second son of Richard Seal and his wife, Sarah….” Actually, Richard Seal’s
will lists Charles, in order of inheritance, as the fifth and youngest of his sons. He was
preceded by the aforementioned William Aldington Seal (b.1787), Richard (1788),
George (1797), and Samuel (1799?). Charles was not born until 1801, and he was not yet
sixteen when his father died in 1817 17 He also had five sisters, Mary (1791), Sarah, Ann,
Maria, and Eliza. The last four are mentioned in the will and were all under age 24.
Mary must already have died since she, like her mother, who also appears have been
deceased, was not acknowledged in an otherwise very complete family will. 18
The will also clears up another matter mentioned in The Seal Family History, which
relates to a William Rolfe Seal, who was in partnership with Charles Seal as
Tobacconists in Hobart, probably before 1841. The History (p.4, n.23) notes, but rightly
dismisses, the suggestion by an earlier “unknown source” that this William was possibly
the younger brother of Charles. Richard Seal’s will eliminates that possibility altogether
since Charles had no younger brother and his oldest brother was William Aldington Seal
-- not William Rolfe Seal. The probability that William Rolfe Seal was somehow related
to Charles Seal, however, remains strong since William was a popular name among the
Seal family (one of Richard Seal’s brothers, mentioned in his will, was also named
William), and the two men ended up doing business together in Hobart.
One other interesting point related to family names is the fact that Charles returned to
Hobart from one of his sojourns to England (April 8, 1828) aboard a barque called the
Eliza. 19 As we now know, Eliza was also the name of his youngest sister. Earlier, he had
arrived in England on the outward journey from Hobart on the Henry, which was the
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given name of his future wife’s grandfather, father, and oldest brother. Perhaps Charles’
choice of ships was not entirely coincidental.
Finally, the Australian Dictionary of Biography identifies Charles’ wife, Phillis Seal,
as the “tenth child of Henry Goggs” and his wife, Martha. The statement is not false but
is somewhat misleading. She was the tenth child only if one numbers the five Goggs
children, including one set of twins, who were born and died between 1798 and 1802-before Phillis was even conceived. In fact, only one of Martha Goggs’ first six children
survived, Henry (b.1798), who would go on to graduate from Cambridge University,
become Vicar of South Creake, Norfolk, a short distance northwest of Whissonsett, and
preside at the marriage of his younger sister Phillis to Charles Seal at his church in
December of 1830. Beginning in 1804, the next seven Goggs children, including Phillis
who was born in 1807, all survived. Consequently, it is not unimportant to stress that in
Phillis’ understanding of her position among her siblings, she was the fifth of eight
children—not the tenth of thirteen. 20
The last misstatement about Charles Seal in the Australian Dictionary of Biography to
be corrected here regards not his family but an aspect of his business practices. The entry
states that he, “in partnership with Edward Rand…took general cargo to Mauritius by
way of the Swan River settlement in 1830.” Swan River was in Western Australia and
Charles and his partner did go to the newly-established colony on this reported trip-- but
they could not have gone on to Mauritius under any circumstances simply because there
was not enough time to do so. Charles and Edward Rand left Hobart on The Lady of the
Lake January 4, 1830 and they returned home on the Wanstead on April 11. 21 From start
to finish, they were gone 97 days. The roundtrip between Hobart and Swan River
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(approximately 4,625 miles) 22 by itself took 48 days, which means that Charles would
have to have completed the voyage to Mauritius and back, a distance of some 7,350
miles, 23 between his arrival at Swan River on January 28 24 and his departure from same
for Hobart on March 18 25 — or within 49 days’ time. It would have been virtually
impossible to complete both roundtrips, totaling almost 12,000 miles, within the
prescribed number of days. In fact, at the same rate of speed, it would have taken Charles
about 77 days just to complete a roundtrip voyage between Swan River and Mauritius—
or, a total of 125 days at sea for both roundtrips. 26 Again, the total time Charles was
absent from Hobart was 97 days. 27 Adding to the pressure of his wanting to return to
Hobart quicker rather than later— thereby further eliminating any desire to proceed on to
Mauritius-- was the fact that exactly one week after Charles arrived home on April 18
(notwithstanding a dangerous moment during the return voyage from Swan River 28 ), he
was off on his third voyage back to England. This was the one on which he would marry
Phillis Goggs of Whissonsett, Norfolk, in December of 1830. 29
Conversely, the length of time Charles spent away from Hobart on this trip was more
than enough to carry out any business at the new Swan River colony, which was
experiencing great difficulties and sorely in need of immediate assistance. 30 “Swan River
Mania,” as it was called, was prompted in England by highly-publicized Downing Street
promises of the kind one usually associates with “Never-Never-Land.” Untold wealth
and prosperity as well as inexhaustible natural resources were supposedly waiting there.
Unrealistic expectations were generated by the British press, eager speculators, ship
owners and agents. Mostly inexperienced, young settlers were prompted to come
swarming to the unprepared outpost before the “generous land grant conditions” expired
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at the end of 1830. 31 It was too much, too fast, and the problems multiplied so quickly
that no one was prepared to deal with them. 32 What made matters even worse was that a
downturn in trade, described by some as a “recession,” had hit Australia at this very time
(1829-1832). 33 Word reached England in January, 1830, the same month Charles had
sailed for Swan River, that the colony, which had been officially proclaimed only the
previous June, was on the point of failure-- and many settlers were facing starvation. 34
As one modern source states, “Espirit de corps at the Fremantle camp [the
disembarkation place, or port, for passengers and cargo at Swan River 35 ] was probably at
its lowest ebb during January 1830.” 36 The statement may be applied generally to the
entire colony.
Hobart Town, though over 2,300 miles away, was the closest “big city” to Swan River
and similar discouraging reports about the declining situation there reached its wharves
sooner 37 -- particularly from disgruntled colonists who had left Swan River and sailed on
to Van Diemen’s Land. 38 Ships’ crews, too, after dropping passengers and goods at
Swan River, could provide more objective accounts of what was happening there.
However, when all the stories, exaggerated or otherwise, were distilled, the only realistic
conclusion one could draw was that the colony was in dire straits. Most settlers at Swan
River saw only a future of uninterrupted decline or stagnation.
Consequently, it appears that the main reason Charles and his partner, Edward Rand,
traveled to Swan River from Hobart in January, 1830, was to personally oversee the
delivery of a shipload of needed cargo and stock 39 to the suffering colonists—not to
engage in any extended trade with Mauritius. 40 And it is likely that “Messrs. Rand, Seal
and Co.” had previously been contracted to do so in what had become a badly
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exacerbated trade atmosphere in Australia. 41 By all accounts, Charles-- who judging by
the company’s title was the junior partner in the venture 42 -- and Rand arrived at Swan
River when the combination of summer heat, ankle deep and oft blowing sand (which
affected the eyes of many), illness, mosquitoes, fears of “a scarcity of provisions,” 43 and
the “inadequacy” of a great number of settlers had come dangerously close to confirming
the rumors about the colony’s failure. 44 Relations with the local Aborigine population,
inevitably awkward from the start, were also on the decline. 45
The importance of the Lady of the Lake’s voyage to the Swan River colony at this
particular juncture also may be underscored by the fact that listed among the passengers
accompanying Charles and Edward Rand was John Bell. There was a John Bell of
Hobart Town who was a director of the Bank of Van Diemen’s Land in 1830 (Charles
Seal, interestingly, would later be nominated as the Director of the same bank in 1850 46 )
and, coincidentally, a Far Eastern and Mauritius trader. 47 Both interests make it almost
certain that this is the same John Bell, who was probably looking to establish both Hobart
and Mauritius as supply links with the now struggling colony-- not wishing it to
disappear within the folds of the current economic “recession” and taking seriously the
positive hype about Swan River potentially becoming a “Singapore of the antipodes.” 48
Something along these same lines was apparently also being considered by Charles’
partner, Edward Rand, who initially “was granted an allotment in Fremantle on which to
build a house.” 49 Whatever the case, the physical presence of a substantial Hobart
citizen such as John Bell likely suggests a sense of urgency about the colony’s sagging
prospects which went beyond only immediate economic interests. Such sympathies
would also fit well with what we know about Charles Seal’s supportive disposition. The
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colonists at Swan River were in desperate need of help, 50 and it is likely that Charles also
went there personally to lend whatever “neighborly assistance” 51 he could. There is no
other obvious reason why he had to make the difficult trip since Edward Rand could have
handled everything at the business end (which he did, as far as we know, even with
Charles present 52 ). After all, Charles not only had other business interests at Hobart to
attend to, but he was also planning on sailing to England on April 18. 53 Obviously, he
wanted to be at Swan River. It was an uncertain time in a newly-developing country
when mutual support benefited all. Hobart Town, itself, had suffered similar adverse
conditions during the early stages of its colonization, 54 and memories of those trying days
were probably still fresh 26 years later. While Charles had not arrived at Hobart until
1822, he was not ignorant of those difficulties, and his life-long sympathetic disposition
toward the less fortunate would suggest that he went to Swan River as much to provide
assistance to the colonists there as to profit from them during an economic down swing. 55
A traveler from London named Jane Roberts happened to be at the Swan River colony
at the precise time Charles, Edward, and the others from Van Diemen’s Land were there.
She was fully aware of the “Swan River mania” still pervading London and was
distressed at seeing firsthand the unfortunate results of its lure. She was also a
disinterested observer of the “Van Diemen’s Land visitors,” whom she came to know but
mentions only as a group (naming no individuals). Since she also sailed on the
Wanstead with the same Van Diemen’s Land visitors on their return to Hobart Town, she
had opportunity to interact with them all, including Charles Seal, during the 24 day
voyage 56 and to know everything about their reasons for going to Swan River. She
concluded, at least, that their major interest was not especially commercial but to evaluate
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the situation and ascertain how they might help-- attributing to them only motives of
“observation” and “curiosity.”
It would appear, then, that the main mission of The Lady of the Lake (before it sailed
on to Mauritius) and most of its passengers was one of relief and reconnoitering at Swan
River. It may also have had some official sanction. 57 This is certainly a more
compelling scenario than Charles Seal and Edward Rand simply making a stop at Swan
River on their way to do business in Mauritius. 58 Swan River was their destination from
the onset, and they did not leave until they departed for Hobart 49 days after their
arrival. 59
While there is nothing specific in the existing literature about the activities of Charles
and those with him at Swan River, their efforts, nonetheless, probably helped ensure the
survival of the colony—more so, because of the generally poor economic situation in
Australia at the time. Since the colony did survive, these few months of anxious
desperation passed and were viewed by later generations as little more than a minor
setback in the unfolding of a grander, more positive history of the area which would
become the most prominent in Western Australia. Arguably, things could have been
different. Certainly, Swan River’s physical location was so advantageous that even if this
initial colony had failed, there would have been future attempts at resettlement. 60 It
became increasingly apparent that the problems had been more the result of lack of
organization and preparedness, unreasonable expectations, and the poor economic
atmosphere than the physical difficulties of the land. Nonetheless, the immediate action
of people such as Charles Seal helped guarantee that the nascent colony never failed. 61
Even if Charles’ only involvement at Swan River was playing a contemporary “Arthur”
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coming to the aid of the colony in his Lady of the Lake with a few others from Van
Diemen’s Land, it was crucial enough in January, 1830, that the city of Perth-- which
grew from the colonial capital of Swan River (officially designated as Western Australia
in 1832) into the fourth largest city in Australia-- probably owes him at least a nod of
gratitude.
If the significance of Charles Seal’s life is to be fully appreciated, it is important to
remind ourselves what “Australia” was like when he first stepped off a ship from England
at Hobart Town, Van Diemen’s Land, in late December, 1822. Four of the five most
populous cities in modern Australia—Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth, and Adelaide—did not
exist. Australia had not yet officially received its name, and less than twenty years had
passed since it had first been circumnavigated. New South Wales was the sole British
colony, and it included Van Diemen’s Land. Hobart was but eighteen years old, and it
and Sydney, some distance away by sea, were the main centers of arrival and commerce
for the colony. As late as 1830, ads for departures to Australia, “Hitherto, a country as
large as Europe…represented on…maps nearly as a blank,” 62 in the London Times still
read, “For Hobart Town and Sydney” or “For Van Diemen’s Land and Sydney”—and
this was probably the idea most of the British had about Australia at the time, if they
thought about it at all.
Today, Sydney is the country’s largest metropolis and remains paramount in the
world’s view of Australia. Few, however, hear much about Hobart anymore. It was
replaced long ago by Melbourne, Australia’s second urban giant, as a hub of activity.
The mainland developed and grew, the focus shifted away from Van Diemen’s Land, and
the latter slipped from a leadership role to one of less importance. 63 Ironically, this began
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to happen just at the time when Charles Seal died in 1852. Tasmania literally became an
Australian “footnote.” What once took place there and the individuals from Van
Diemen’s Land who made their mark on early Australian history are often undervalued or
largely forgotten. Charles Seal falls into this category.
Charles Seal arrived in Van Diemen’s Land already a “Gentleman,” a man of wealth
far past his youthful age of 21. 64 He was not a Crown servant either politically or
militarily, pursuits which might have guaranteed him a more enduring memory in the
annals of an emerging nation. What did result from his lifetime “Down Under” was a
consequence of his own doing—not application to any prescribed formula for success in
conventional employment. From the start, he was more fortunate than most who were
tossed up on Australia’s shores, but he did not spend his time idly nor waste his resources
as many in similar situations often did. Though a colonial, he never forgot that, as the
Gilbert and Sullivan song goes, he was “an Englishman” 65 -- though like his more
belligerent brethren in America, there were times when his patience was tested by the
home government (the same might be said about many Australians today). It has been
primarily Charles’ interests as a captain of commerce which has attracted modern
attention—attention which has stopped mainly at the obvious. Charles was important to
early Australia for much more than his immediate business interests because his
entrepreneurialism in all its forms unavoidably helped lay and develop the economic
infrastructure for the emerging country and helped guarantee its growth. In any new
order of things, some few have to establish the successful patterns for others to follow, to
impose order on chaos—and while any colony is an extension of its mother city or nation,
that colony must still, ultimately, establish an identity for itself and learn to “walk” on its
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own. On the other side of the world, Australia needed strong and independent people to
determine what it was going to be. Charles Seal was among that small group of
Australian pioneers. 66 If a need arose, he was at the forefront, usually in person, to
address it. Ultimately, his life touched upon all the aspects—economic, political, social,
religious, and cultural, that go into forming the core of a great nation. He was, of course,
not alone in this. There were many others who are included with him in the Australian
Dictionary of Biography, a surprising number of them within Charles’ own circle of
activity and acquaintance. 67 But he, his wife, Phillis, and their children would spread the
Seal name, wealth, and influence through various pursuits, including international
whaling and commerce and mining gold at Ballarat, across Van Diemen’s Land, New
South Wales, Victoria, Western Australia, Japan, the ports of the Pacific, San Francisco,
London—and back to Whissonsett in Norfolk, England. It is a family which demands
remembrance in a modern Australia which has not fully comprehended the Seals’
imposing and unusually vibrant contributions to its beginnings. 68

*The author would like to thank Ann English, in particular, Archivist of Whissonsett, Norfolk, England,
and Carol Schnadhorst of Thorpe, Norwich, Norfolk, for their invaluable assistance with the English
material presented here; Margaret Harman, Librarian, Tasmanian Archives and Heritage Office, State
Library of Tasmania, Hobart, Tasmania, for similar assistance with that part of the world; Joan Hunter,
Archivist of Ballarat, Victoria; and Cate Ackland of Hobart, co-author of the Seal Family History, 18011991 and descendant of Charles and Phillis Seal, who graciously made the Seal family papers and her
personal knowledge available for use in this study.
1

Charles Seal’s career coincided with the “Golden Age” of whaling, though the whales survived it and he
did not. Whales, however, might easily have become extinct if not for the start of the petroleum industry in
the late 1850s when demand for their products subsided. Ironically, another native inhabitant of the region
was not so fortunate. The Aborigines of Van Diemen’s Land did “disappear” because of the European
presence, at about the same time Charles engaged in whaling. By 1835, a single aboriginal family lived in
Tasmania. We know that some Australian Aborigines were shore based whalers, ironically creating a
situation where one rapidly declining population was contributing to the end of another; but even evidence
of that aboriginal involvement in whaling is scant. The “mixed treatment” of any natives (e.g. Maori men
of New Zealand) in the colony on whaling ships indicates too many racial problems for many of them ever
to have become involved in the industry-- though there are a few later well known examples of whalers of
mixed race (e.g. descended from white convicts or ex-convicts and aboriginal women). About the only
native who served as a whaler and did find acceptance from Europeans was William Lanney, the last “full
blood” male aboriginal in Tasmania. He became known as “King Billy.” However, his whaling career
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began after Charles Seal’s death in 1852 when the industry was fading, although he did serve on the
Aladdin, which was owned by Phillis Seal, Charles’ wife, until 1864. Lanney died in 1868.
We know of no specific relations Charles had with the native population, though conflict with white
settlers had began immediately upon the latter’s first arrival at Van Diemen’s Land-- and Hobart
newspapers are full of stories about raids and attacks on both sides (see also note 45 below). The problem
of murders and reprisals prompted the so-called “Black War,” a dragnet across Van Diemen’s Land, to
round up remaining Aborigines in 1830; but it proved futile as the natives learned to evade the 5,000 man
sweep. This took place while Charles was away in England. Generally, from what we can learn about
Charles’ dealings with people of various backgrounds, however, he was more kind and charitable than most
of his English counterparts. An obituary in the Hobart Town Advertiser (November 11, 1852), for
example, describes him as “the liberal benefactor of the poor” and states, “In politics we differed from
him,” which perhaps also indicates a more tolerant disposition. His own upbringing with all sorts of
individuals on the streets of London may have been one of the reasons for his success in life. However,
Aborigines were not Europeans, and it has always been the case that it is easier to eradicate those different
from oneself-- especially when they are perceived as a threat to one’s person and livelihood. (Charles’
brother-in-law, Matthew Buscall Goggs, did have serious troubles with the native population at his
homestead in the Chinchilla district of New South Wales in 1849 and traditionally, at least, was involved in
revenge action [http://www.chinchilla.org.au]. See also, NSW Colonial Secretary’s file [A2.22/198].
Unlike Charles, Matthew was apparently notorious for his arrogant and abrasive personality.).
2

There is, for example, little specific information about Charles during his first nine years at Hobart Town,
though we know he was active as a merchant. Much of the reason was probably due to the fact that on
three separate occasions, he was on the sea or in England for long periods of time, totaling almost four
years. More locally, a visit to Swan River in 1830 lasted four months, and he was back and forth to Port
Jackson (Sydney) at least twice, once in his own ship, Liberty. In other words, he was very often away,
and, apparently, a single itinerant businessman in his twenties did not attract more than the necessary
official attention and newspaper notices that accompany such comings and goings and descriptions of
cargoes. Someone, of course, had to look after his land (the holding of which had requirements he had to
meet) and business interests while he was gone, but it seems fair to say that he still considered England as
much his home as he did Hobart in the early days. At any rate, it is difficult to discover personal details.
We do know that he had at least one business establishment on Collins Street in Hobart adjacent to the
Green Gate Inn. The latter was next door to the Ship Inn on the northwest corner of the more prestigious
Elizabeth Street. Being close to two inns may have served Charles’ purposes at the time, attracting a
particular sort of customer to particular kinds of goods.
It is not until he brought back his new wife, Phillis (née Goggs), from his third trip to England in 1831
that more becomes known. He applied for and received a “first class allotment” (November, 1831: LSD
[Lands and Surveys Department] 1/105 p.119) to build a residence in a coveted block on Macquarie Street,
just up from the harbor and across from the Government House. A “first class allotment,” according to the
“Colonial Regulations” listed in the Van Diemen’s Land Almanak of 1832 (p.175), consists of 1-3 acres of
property, has footage, material, and completion time restrictions, and must cost at least £1,000. In
contemporary terms, only someone of “Gentleman” status could afford such an amount, and the Seals’ new
home was among the finest in town. Also, for the first time, Charles is listed in the directory of the
aforementioned Almanak (p.260) as a Hobart Town merchant, identified as a “linen draper”—a shirt maker
and dealer in linens (and probably, also, dry goods) on Elizabeth Street. In this respect, at least, it appears
that he, like his brothers (see note 14), was following the family’s clothing profession. It seems clear, then,
that until Charles married, he preferred to keep himself and his profitable pursuits out of the public eye as
much as possible.
3

After the death of her husband, Charles, Phillis Seal owned and operated as many as twelve whaling ships
(one with/through her son, Matthew) between 1853 and 1864 (Susan Chamberlain, The Hobart Whaling
Industry 1830-1900, Unpublished dissertation, 1988, p.309. History Department. La Trobe University,
Bundoora, Victoria). Phillis holds the distinction, in the view of M. and C. Kerr, Australia’s Early
Whalemen (Sydney: Rigby Publisher Limited, 1980), p.50, as probably “the only woman to own a whaling
fleet.” That makes her, in the words of a display in the Hobart Mariner’s Museum, something of “a
feminists’ dream.” She certainly does not conform to the general idea of the day that it “is ridiculous to
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suppose that women could engage in the rougher duties of the world,” and other activities reserved for men
(from a sympathetic essay on the social condition of women in Australia which appeared in Argus,
Melbourne, September 9, 1859, and is included in F. Crowley’s A Documentary History Australia:
Colonial Australia 1841-1874 (West Melbourne: Thomas Nelson Australia P/L, 1980), 2, pp.396-398).
William Crowther, an owner himself, whose grandson would later marry Joyce Nevitt Mitchell,
granddaughter of Charles and Phillis Seal, wrote about her as one, “who having for some years since
succeeded to the whaling business of her late husband and subsequently conducted it with consummate
skill and it is gratifying to add with commensurate success.” (Dr. W.L. Crowther, “Whale Fishery” in the
pamphlet, Products and Resources of Tasmania (Hobart, 1862). Crowther scrapbooks: quoted from
Chamberlain, p.316). The W.L. Crowther Library in Hobart (now part of the newly-formed [2008]
Tasmanian Archives and Heritage Office, State Library of Tasmania) was named after Crowther’s
aforementioned grandson, Sir William Crowther and holds his collection of Tasmaniana. Cate Ackland,
the great, great-granddaughter of Charles Seal, relates that Sir William used to bid, and successfully so,
against her mother whenever personal items of Charles Seal came up at auction in Hobart.
4

As for Seals at Whissonsett, Ann English, who has made a thorough search of the Whissonsett Archives,
concludes there were none. Richard Seal’s will was obtained from the Public Records Office (The National
Archives) in London. I ultimately depend on Ann English’s transcription of the will, which was written in
a very difficult hand, and her considerable experience in deciphering such documents.

5

Coincidentally, it was also not far from the action later described by Charles Dickens in Oliver Twist
(1846); see note 16. Jack the Ripper would also commit one of his infamous murders nearby, though long
after Charles was gone.

6

Two other “clothes salesmen” who apparently were associates, one living on the same Sparrow Corner
and the other, Rosemary Lane, are referred to in negative terms in Richard’s will. One of them is a
“Thomas Swan,” whose family name is the same as Charles Seal’s closest friend in distant Hobart Town,
John Swan. It seems almost inevitable to conclude that both were of the same London Swan family (see
note 16). Interestingly, Phillis’ father, Henry Goggs, while a Norfolk man, was also a partner in a clothes
dealership on Sparrow Corner (see note 14).

7

Marriage: Guildhall Library, London, Parish register St. Botolph’s without Aldgate; Baptisms: Family
Records Centre, London, registers for the Wycliffe Independent Chapel, Philpot St. off Commercial Road,
Stepney, London (1786-1810).

8

Transcript: “Parish register St. Boltoph without Aldgate, London. The marriage of Richard Seal, bachelor
of this parish, and Sarah Pressley, spinster, minor [under 21] of this parish and with the consent of Mary
James, widow, the natural and lawful mother of Sarah Pressley. By license 9th Feb. 1786.” The marriage
would produce ten children, all of whom, with the exception of Mary, the eldest daughter (b.1791), are
mentioned in Richard’s 1817 will. Sarah is also not mentioned. Perhaps she died in childbirth. Richard
lived 31 years after his marriage. He was certainly older than Sarah, who was a minor when he married
her. Judging by the marriage age of other men in the families studied here, the late 20s was not atypical.
That would make Richard around sixty when he died. His two brothers, mentioned in his will, survived
him but not by much. William died in 1820 and Josiah in 1822. Consequently, the late 50s, early 60s
seems a reasonable estimate of length of life for the Seal men (Charles Seal married at 29 and died when he
was 50). Sarah’s mother apparently had remarried since her name was James, not Pressley, at the time of
the marriage, and she was widowed. That seems a better explanation than that Sarah was illegitimate, since
if Richard were in his late twenties, obviously ambitious, and already probably somewhat prosperous, he
would not be looking for a “poor match.” The fact that he, himself, is aware of the dangers of “fortune
hunters” seeking his daughters and suggests as much in his will, may be revealing. At any rate, one would
think that because the couple was married at St. Boltoph’s, everything was proper, and they were already
prosperous enough to be married in the parish church. While one would like to think that all parishioners
were eligible to be married there, reality would suggest that scheduling and cost would ultimately dictate
who was married at the parish church.
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9

In identifying streets, churches, and other landmarks, and in making calculations of distances, I refer to
the Cruchley London map of 1827: http://archivemaps.com/mapco/cruchley/images/cruch14a.jpg.

10

William was born February 16, 1787, almost a year to the date of his parent’s marriage; baptized March
9, 1787.
11

The National Gazetteer of Great Britain and Ireland 1868, at least, still listed Wycliffe’s as one of twelve
dissenter chapels in Stepney. It also mentions Stepney had at that time, 1868, 40 day schools, a number of
which were charity-based in a parish with many poor and working class residents. Wycliffe’s chapel
school was partially endowed, which probably implied the boarding and clothing of students, as well as
instruction. Stepney also had a Drapers’ hospital and Drapers’ almshouses. Since Richard became a
Draper (in general, a dealer in cloth or clothing and dry goods), it is not improbable that his father was,
also. If the situation in Stepney during Richard’s day were anywhere near what was described by the
Gazetteer in 1868, he may well have been born and grown up near Wycliffe’s Chapel and attended school
there. When the time came to baptize his own children, he singled out Wycliffe’s from a goodly number of
possibilities. There must have been a reason: perhaps Wycliffe’s Chapel and Richard already had a long
history together. The 1868 Gazetteer was originally published by Virtue & Co., London. Reproduced by
GENUKI at http://homepages.gold.ac.uk /genuki /MDX/Stepney/StepneyHistory.html.
12

Unfortunately, neither birth nor baptismal records cannot be located for Charles, his brother, Samuel, and
four of his sisters. If they were also baptized at Wycliffe’s, the record is not available—or, perhaps, as nonconformists came under increased pressures, the children were baptized at a “lower profile” independent
chapel or “meeting house” which did not keep regular records. Richard’s move to Church Street, a greater
distance from Wycliffe’s, might have some bearing on the matter, but it is not known when that took place
and all ten of Richard and Sarah’s children may already have been born. In regard to Charles, one must
concede that a birth while his pregnant mother was traveling, in this case at Whissonsett, is possible—but
highly improbable.
13

“Charles Seal late of the County of Norfolk, England,” Colonial Secretary’s Office (CSO) 1/187/4495).

14

Exactly where Charles had lived in Norfolk before arriving in Van Diemen’s Land is unknown, but it may
be that the reason he is listed as a member of the parish of South Creake, Norfolk, England on his marriage
license in 1830 is because it is a statement of fact. South Creake is less than fifteen miles to the northwest
of Whissonsett. Since Phillis Seal’s brother, Henry Goggs, was Vicar of South Creake and a powerful man
locally, it might be suggested that he conveniently listed Charles as a member of his own parish to avoid
“red tape” in facilitating a marriage between his sister and a man who had been in Van Diemen’s Land for
almost a decade. Henry is known to have so facilitated other marriages of his siblings. However, it might
just as easily be the actual situation—that South Creake had at one time been Charles’ parish. Since both
the Seals and the Goggs had a long history of being “dissenters” and Henry Goggs, as Vicar of South
Creake, was in an official position to deal with the problems within the Church of England, he was the
natural choice of many of the dissatisfied to bring about the reforms they desired. Also, Charles might still
have had holdings in South Creake, nominally or otherwise, which would continue to qualify him as a
parishioner. Charles did, in fact, return to England for extended stays on two occasions before his 1830
trip—and he did, in fact, marry a Norfolk woman. Personal and business reasons are certainly logical
reasons for a Norfolk man to continually return to Norfolk. Obviously, he knew people there— and they
included the Goggs. This is made clear by a notice in the London Gazette, March 17, 1821 (Issue 17689),
regarding the partnership in a clothing business of Phillis’ father, Henry Goggs, on no.10 Sparrow Corner,
Rosemary Lane, London. This is the same small street on which Charles’ father, Richard Seal, had a
clothing business and had formerly lived. In fact, directories and land tax records between 1815 and 1825
indicate that not only Richard Seal but four of his five sons (Charles excluded) conducted business on
Sparrow Corner. Consequently, it is unavoidable that the Goggs knew the Seals—and they had for some
time.
The Goggs also would have been aware that Charles Seal was in Norfolk. Perhaps, as the youngest son,
Charles had been sent there by his four older brothers, agreeably or not (it could have been to “protect” him
from the influence of members of the families Richard Seal had spoken of negatively, including the Swans,
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in his will [see note 16]-- in respect to their relations with any of his daughters), to live with relatives
following their father’s death in 1817. More attention, then, might be directed to a Seale family of Holt,
Norfolk, which is mentioned several times in an extensive diary kept by Mary Hardy, Phillis Seal’s great
aunt. While Mary’s spelling of the name “Seale” in her diary is slightly different, it is a frequent variant of
“Seal.” For example, Charles Seal’s name is spelled “Seale” in the official document (June 30, 1823) for
his Land Grant (LSD 8/p.151; see LSD 1/73/p.37 for the earlier informal grant of land on January 25) of
600 acres in Van Diemen’s Land. Also, Mary Hardy’s own spelling, as observed by the editor of her diary
(B. Cozens-Hardy, Mary Hardy’s Diary, “Introduction,” Norfolk Record Society, 1968), “is variable and
generally phonetic. Now and then Norfolk expressions and words appear.” It cannot be dismissed, then,
that this is the same Seal family-- and Charles’ moving to Norfolk to live with relatives after his father’s
death when he was sixteen is not unlikely. Holt is only a few miles further distance from Whissonsett than
South Creake, though to the northeast. Charles might also even have lived with the Goggs, a situation
which would definitely have fostered the idea he was born in Whissonsett.
It is also likely that Henry Goggs, Phillis’ father, had known Richard Seal, at least, for some time
before Henry set up business on Sparrow Corner. Both were long time religious dissenters, and Henry, as
well as Phillis’ mother, Martha, are known to have lived in or been frequent visitors to the vicinity of
Rosemary Lane since the 1790s. They can be placed quite close to where Richard Seal and other Seal
families, perhaps related to Richard, were active in London. Phillis’ brother, Henry, who was close in age
to Charles Seal, also married a woman from this same general area of London. Furthermore, Phillis’
brother, Matthew Buscall Goggs, followed her and Charles to Van Diemen’s Land and was not only
Charles’ partner there, but was also named as a prime inheritor in Charles’ 1840 will. They may have been
involved in some manner even before Phillis and Charles were married, though Matthew was somewhat
younger than Charles. There are just too many connections, both business and geographic, for the paths of
the Goggs and Seals not to have crossed in London many years previous to the Norfolk marriage of Charles
and Phillis.
A letter written by a Whissonsett resident named William Skinner to his brother-in-law, R.G. Rudd, in
Michigan, U.S.A., dated March, 1849, mentions a visit Charles had made to the village two months earlier
and may also be revealing. The letter is full of information related to the Goggs. William was passing on
details he had recently received in a letter from George Rudd in Tasmania. George Rudd had been a
“witness” at the marriage of Charles and Phillis at South Creake in 1830 (South Creake Marriage Register)
and later married Phillis’ sister, Martha Goggs (also a wedding witness for Phillis). They would follow
Phillis and Charles to Van Diemen’s Land in 1843. Skinner’s sister had married Robert Rudd, George’s
brother, to whom he was addressing the letter in the U.S. Obviously, everybody knew one another, so he
mentions in the letter that he had recently seen Charles Seal, who, he writes, had been on his “fifth” visit
back to England-- and that he did not think he would ever see him (Charles) again. Obviously, William
Skinner was familiar enough with Charles’ movements to know exactly how many times he had come back
to England from Van Diemen’s Land. It was probably because Skinner had seen Charles in Whissonsett, a
small village, each time he had returned since 1826, four years before Charles married Phillis. (Information
from Skinner’s letter was graciously provided for this study by Rudd descendant, Gordon Birdsey, who
holds the original document.)
15
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However, the tradition could have started as early as the Seal’s residency in Hobart Town. Once Charles
became prominent, it may have been “convenient” to let people think that he, like Phillis, had been born in
Whissonsett rather than London, where his family’s Rosemary Lane origins may have been somewhat of an
embarrassment. It was a London neighborhood not unknown to other residents of Hobart Town, some of
whom had first arrived as convicts-- and Charles Dickens had set the action for some of his novels in the
same questionable area of London. Four years before Charles died, for example, Oliver Twist had found
himself (perhaps too close for Charles’s comfort) at Whitechapel Road and on Jacobs Island, both in the
general vicinity of Rosemary Lane. There was a Book Society in Hobart Town (Australia’s first novel was
published there in 1830-31 [3 vols.] demonstrating the colony’s keen interest in literary pursuits [Crowley,
Documentary History 1, pp.407-409]) which certainly would have read and discussed these popular novels.
On the other hand, people knew that Charles openly associated with Jews at Hobart— and was even at one
time in business with Judah Solomon, who, trading with his brother, Joseph (as J.& J. Solomon), had early
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brushes with the law. There was a “Mr. Solomon” among the passengers accompanying Charles and his
new bride Phillis back to Hobart from London on the Surr(e)y who must have been Judah since the ship
was also carrying goods for the house of J & J Solomon, where Charles had set up business (CUS [Customs
Department] 30, p.47; the Hobart Town Courier, August 20, 1831. Cf. also, Seal Family History, p.3).
Charles must also have known Ikey (Isaac) Solomon, the notorious individual upon whom many believe
Dickens modeled his character of Fagan. He was an off and on “resident” in Hobart and Tasmania after
1828, as well as a one time “neighbor” of the Seals in London. Others like John Swan, though later a
highly regarded Hobart merchant, was thought to have had a shady past in London. He was likely one of
the Swans the Seals had known on Rosemary Lane, and a relative of Thomas Swan, one of those whom
Richard Seal had referred to unfavorably in his 1817 will (see notes 8 and 14). If so, Richard’s efforts to
segregate his family from the “bad influence” of the Swans had not worked. Charles had John Swan as a
“guarantor”on his request for his house allotment in 1831 and also made Swan a primary inheritor in his
1840 will.
There are also mentions in the contemporary record of convicts in Van Diemen’s Land with the name
“Seal” or “Seale”, and it is not impossible that some were relations. It does not appear, then, that Charles,
though perhaps something of a little “Dickens” himself in his younger days, was trying to (or could) hide
anything about his background. His was not an atypical story in Van Diemen’s Land. Charles’ death
certificate, unfortunately, is silent on the matter of his birthplace. Most of this, of course, is speculation,
and the most realistic explanation for the idea that Charles was born at Whissonsett is that it was a mistake
made by curious descendants looking for unobtainable answers: “just someone’s opinion handed on early
on,” concludes Cate Ackland, Charles’ great, great-granddaughter (personal email of March 30, 2008).
17

Charles was born in 1801 and his age at death is universally given as 51. However, the inscription on his
tomb at Hobart’s Cornelian Bay Cemetery, his final resting place, records that he was 50 when he died on
November 9, 1852. Since he was reburied twice, there is the possibility that this may be a mistake made by
the stonecutter. However, because only the year and not the precise month and day of Charles’ birth is
known, it is more likely that the idea he was 51 is simply the result of adding that number to 1801 and
coming up with 1852. It is more likely that the final tomb inscription is the more accurate calculation and
that his age was correctly copied from successive tombstones. Hence, he would have been born later in
November or in December of 1801.
18

The birth or baptism records have been located thus far for only four Seal children-- William, Richard,
Mary, and George-- so the date of birth of the other six (with the exception of Charles, whose birth year is
known from other records) cannot be precisely known. We would presume that if any of the others had
been born before 1797, their baptisms, too, would have been recorded in the Wycliffe Chapel records.
However, the gap of years between the birth of Mary in 1791 and George in 1797 in what appears to be a
rather steady stream of births seems a glaring one. It is unlikely that these six children were not also
baptized since it was such an obvious concern to the Seals. Carol Schnadhorst, a private genealogist of
Thorpe, Norwich, Norfolk, England who has greatly assisted in the gathering of information about the
Seals in London, is probably correct in saying that Charles and the other children were baptized at another
of the Nonconformist churches of London. Whatever the case, George, Samuel, and Charles are all still
listed as “minor sons” in Richard Seal’s will, and the four girls are not yet of legal age. The Seal Family
History, p.1, is incorrect in saying that Charles’ had only three younger sisters, though the names Sarah,
Maria, and Eliza are correct.
19

See also on the Eliza, note 66.
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Such numbers of births and losses were not unusual. Phillis’ father, Henry, for example, was, with his
brother Robert (who would have twenty children), the only survivors of eight children, six sisters having
died in infancy. Phillis and Charles would have nine children, two of whom died in infancy and a third
before his tenth birthday. Another daughter would die at sixteen, long after Charles’ death.
21

Lady of the Lake departure, January 4, 1830: CUS 33/1/1, p.170; return on the Wanstead, CUS 30, p.12,
which had earlier arrived at Swan River on January 30 with 66 passengers (“Passenger Ships Arriving in
Western Australia 1829-89”: http://members.iinet.net.au), two days after Charles’ arrival. The Wanstead
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was captained by Matthew Curling Friend. Why the Wanstead remained at Swan Lake for almost fifty
days before sailing on to Hobart appears troubling at first, especially since Captain Friend had his wife and
three brothers on board and originally had planned to take up residence in Hobart (“William Curling
Friend” in Australian Dictionary of Biography—Online Edition). However, the matter is clarified by Jane
Roberts, a London woman who was a passenger on the Wanstead (see discussion in note 27 below) and
later wrote a book entitled, Two Years at Sea: Being the Narrative of a Voyage to the Swan River and Van
Dieman’s Land, During the Years 1829, 30, 31 (London: Richard Bentley, New Burlington Street, 1834).
She writes (pp.48-49): “The captain…promised to do his best to get away as soon as possible, which he
thought would be in about a fortnight. He, I believe, did his best, but we were there seven weeks [cf., also,
Roberts, p.65, for the seven week time span]. Why we were so long detained can only be understood by
considering the detail of the circumstances that followed, relative to the difficulties of unloading and
landing heavy freight, and establishing even temporary abodes.” “Unloading and landing heavy freight”
obviously required more boats than the Wanstead could provide. “Other vessels,” she goes on, “lying there
equally required their own, and a single boat could not be hired under the enormous sum of five guineas a
day.” Boats were also frequently caught up on sandbanks in the shallows of the river. Roberts was
undoubtedly including the Lady of the Lake in the number of other ships “lying there” since it had just
arrived two days earlier, and Charles Seal and his partner had cargo and stock to unload.
Ships had also frequently suffered damage because of the rough sailing from Cape Town to Swan River,
and even anchoring there could be dangerous. The Marquis of Anglesea had been wrecked, and its
prominent hulk unavoidably remained to greet anxious newcomers and remind them of the dangers of
landing. Repairs, however, were not a problem for the Wanstead since Jane Roberts states (pp.41-42) that,
“The Captain was informed at the Cape that every ship destined for the Swan River Settlement had been
more or less injured off the Australian shores, besides two which had been wrecked.” Consequently, he
was especially careful and “at two o’clock the same day [January 30] we were, without the least injury,
safely at anchor, and nearer the shore than any other vessel had before ventured.” Roberts also mentions no
weather delays, which was fortunate since they were apparently common and could further hinder
unloading of ships at Swan River (e.g. R.T. Appleyard and T. Manford, The Beginning: European
Discovery and Early Settlement of Swan River Western Australia [Nedlands, University of Western
Australia Press, 1980], p.151). Captain Friend may also have been delaying his departure from Swan River
in the hopes of picking up a cargo to take on to Hobart. Shipping is, after all, a business interested in profit.
Swan River, however, had little to provide at the time (e.g. Appleyard, pp.168, 199), and it may have been
the final realization of this situation that finally made up Friend’s mind to sail. No ship is mentioned on the
Fremantle shipping list as going on to Hobart from Swan River before October, 1830, but we know that the
Wanstead did sail in March (arriving at Hobart in April), so the listing is obviously incomplete. It is also
probable that the main reason Charles Seal only returned to Hobart Town a week before he left for England
was that the Wanstead was the first ship to sail back to Hobart from Swan River since he had there arrived
in January. Edward Rand was also on the Wanstead. Jane Roberts had arrived on the Wanstead and now,
seven weeks later, she, too, was on her way to Hobart with Charles and Edward. At any rate, Charles,
formerly a ship-owner, and Captain Friend would certainly have gotten to know each other on the 24 day
voyage. Since Jane Roberts speaks of accompanying the Captain and his wife while at Swan River, she
obviously now knew them personally, so she probably also got to know Charles socially during the voyage
to Hobart Town. Captain Friend later went on to distinguish himself at Launceston in Van Diemen’s Land
and like Charles, earned himself an entry in the Australia Dictionary of Biography.
22

Using air miles between Hobart and Perth, the capital of the early Swan River Colony, as a reference, the
roundtrip distance (3,720 km each way) is 7,440 km or about 4,625 miles.

23

The distance between Perth and Mauritius is, according to Geobytes (www.geobytes.com), at least (there
are, inexplicably, a number of differing online reckonings for the distance), 3,671miles, or about 7,350
miles roundtrip.
24

Arrival and departure dates recorded in the Western Australian Colonial Secretary’s Office, as per letter
from Mollie Lukis, Librarian, Battye Library of West Australian History, dated September 19, 1963. Seal
Family papers.
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Ibid. However, Jane Roberts, Two Years at Sea, p.111, who was on the ship, says that the Wanstead
sailed on March 19, rather than the 18th mentioned in the Lukis letter in note 24.
26

Using the figure of 4,625 miles for the roundtrip between Hobart and Perth (Swan River), Charles’ ship,
Lady of the Lake, sailed an average of about 96 miles in a 24 hour period over 48 days. At that same rate, it
would have taken the Lady about 77 days to go the 7,350 to Mauritius and back to Swan River. This is an
impossible figure since, as indicated in the text, Charles was gone from Hobart a total of 97 days—not 125.
These calculations also do not consider additional time for conducting business, schedule delays, weather
problems, or possible vessel repairs—all of which could add significantly to the total number of days.
27

The aforementioned Jane Roberts, who was in transit to Hobart from London, was, like Charles Seal, at
Swan River from January to March. Her book (see note 21 above) contains invaluable details about what
was going on at the new settlement. In it, Jane writes (p.99), “There were several settlers from Van
Dieman’s Land, who came to the Swan River merely to make observations on the first formation of the
colony….” For some unknown reason, Jane purposely avoids giving specific names of persons she
encounters throughout her trip. Indeed, she will not even name her ship or captain— but we can be certain
that she is including Charles and others who had arrived at Swan River on the Lady of the Lake among the
“several settlers from Van Diemen’s Land.” When she continues her voyage to Hobart Town, she states
(p.111) that with her on the ship were also, “those settlers from Van Diemen’s Land, whose curiosity had
led them to see the first formation of the colony, as I have before stated.” In other words, these are the
same people from Van Diemen’s Land she had already mentioned, and they were now with her on the trip
back to Hobart.
As a traveler from London who was temporarily “stuck” at the colony, Jane was apparently not
informed enough to know everything about what the Van Diemen’s Land group was doing at Swan River.
She attributes the reason for their presence only to “observation” and “curiosity,” though it is difficult to
believe she knew nothing about any of their business transactions. Perhaps she was just being tactful, as
she is consistently reticent about giving more detail than is necessary about people she mentions in her
book. That Charles Seal and Edward Rand were among this group of Van Diemen’s Land “settlers”
traveling with Jane is confirmed by the fact that they are included with her, “Miss Roberts” [Tasmania
Passenger Lists: http://www.hotkey.net.au/~jwilliams4/pass30.htm], on the Wanstead’s passenger list
going back to Hobart Town. Jane obviously interacted with the Van Diemen’s Land people while on board
the ship because she talks about their confidence in returning to the home they knew, whereas her own
trepidations reflected those of the other London passengers on the ship who had seen Swan River and now
were not sure what they could expect next at Hobart.
An argument (“trifling,” is how Jane describes it) arose on board the ship concerning a purse to be
presented to Captain Friend for his expert handling of the voyage to Hobart. It was first suggested by the
Van Diemen’s Land people but was challenged by passengers, who like Jane, had sailed all the way from
England and, having endured the longer voyage, felt they should have the privilege to honor the captain.
Ultimately, Jane says that one of the Van Diemen’s Land people was deputed by the others to explain their
position, and he resolved the matter equitably for all the passengers. This mediator sounds like it may have
been Charles Seal-- both because of his amicable nature and his substantial wealth and influence. If so,
Jane’s quote (pp.118-119) of what she heard him say provides us with an example of Charles’ own words.
We know for certain that Charles was on the ship, had been a ship-owner, and he may even have been
previously acquainted with Captain Friend. Charles also needed to get home as quickly as possible to make
his ship for England and was, therefore, certainly the most likely person to suggest a “reward” for the
captain’s fast, expert sailing. That he was leaving for England almost immediately also may have made
him an attractive “mediator” to the English passengers since Charles could have assured them he would
take personal messages to deliver when he arrived in London. For all these reasons, Charles was the most
likely mediator of this “dispute.” Jane mentions (p.119) that an account of the episode appeared in the
Hobart Town Gazette immediately after the ship’s arrival, but, unfortunately, it supplies no information
about a dispute. The April 17 issue of the paper merely contains a complimentary letter to Captain Friend
by the passengers and his reply to it. The same paper mentions the arrival of the Wanstead and lists
Charles and Edward Rand as passengers along with William Gellibrand, Mr. and Mrs. William Wise and
Miss Wise, and Mr. Sams, describing them all as “formerly of this place [Hobart].” This seems a strange
manner in which to describe these residents and certainly cannot be taken as indication that,
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notwithstanding the length of time Charles and Edward were gone, they were viewed as having moved
from Hobart to Swan River. Certainly, others of the some three dozen adult passengers aboard the
Wanstead were also Hobart residents since Jane Roberts’ observation about a Van Diemen’s Land group
would be rather meaningless if it referred only to these seven people. However, the Gazette probably
named only the best known of the lot, thereby further increasing the chances that it was Charles who was
the mediator on board the ship. Interestingly, there are no other Lady of the Lake passengers specifically
listed as returning on the Wanstead with Charles and Edward.
It is also clear that, even though she never names her ship, Jane Roberts had arrived at Swan Lake on the
same vessel, the Wanstead, January 30, 1830-- only two days after Charles and Edward arrived on the Lady
of the Lake. We can know this because, although three other ships are listed as previously arriving at Swan
Lake from London in January, only one is listed in “Passenger Ships Arriving in Western Australia 182989” (http://members.iinet.net.au/~perthdps/shipping/) as following the precise route that Jane herself
describes for her ship-- from Madeira to Bahia, and from the Cape of Good Hope to Swan River-- and that
ship was the Wanstead (owned, incidentally, by William Langdon who first came to Hobart Town in
October, 1821. He moved to Van Diemen’s Land in September, 1834, where he lived until 1838 and most
probably would have been known to Charles Seal [Australian Dictionary of Biography- Online Edition]).
Also, Jane tells us twice in her book that she had to stay at Swan River “seven weeks,” the equivalent of the
49 days we have already calculated for Charles’ extended stay there. Obviously, both Jane and Charles
were delayed by the Wanstead’s previously discussed problems in landing its freight and seeing to the
safety of its Swan River passengers. Furthermore, Jane writes (p.111) that her ship finally sailed from
Swan River on March 19th, which is probably more accurate than March 18th, the date on which the
Wanstead is officially listed as leaving for Hobart (see note 24). There are frequently discrepancies of a
day or more in both port and newspaper records of ship movements. Be that as it may, the arrival date Jane
gives for her ship at Hobart is the precise date by all accounts for the arrival of the Wanstead at Hobart
Town—April 11, 1830 (p.119). Jane also states (p.134) that she left Hobart Town on June 28th. CUS
33/1/1, p.240 lists her as a passenger on the Wanstead bound for Calcutta on June 28th, 1830, with Captain
Friend as Master. Consequently, there is no doubt that the Wanstead was her vessel of transportation from
London to Hobart (and back to London), and her captain was Matthew Curling Friend (see also note 21).
28

The almost calamitous incident was described by fellow passenger, Jane Roberts, Two Years at Sea,
p.116, who notes that the otherwise calm trip was disrupted by an unexpected rogue wave, or “breaking of
a heavy sea over the ship,” covering “the little bark by a sheet of water…as if it would sink her by its
weight.” Fortunately, the craft “recovered [from] the blow” and continued, the crew praising her strength.
29

Charles’ third voyage to England must have been planned well in advance. It could, however, be argued
that when he arrived back at Hobart, he discovered the Chatham ready to sail to England in a week,
spontaneously decided to go, loaded up as much cargo as he could at the moment, and headed off in haste.
Once arrived, he could also profit from his recently-acquired knowledge about what was happening at
Swan River by assembling cargoes in England to send off to the colony before others found out about its
specific needs. Such a scenario, however, is most unlikely, if only because Charles would not have had
time to load up a local cargo at Hobart (as he routinely did on his English ventures), which was not an easy
thing to do. For instance, Jane Robert’s stay at Hobart was prolonged by Captain Friend’s understandable
desire to return to England with a lucrative cargo—but, ultimately, he was unable to assemble one for
various reasons. In the end, he was forced to choose a longer return route through Singapore “to fill his
ship with a profitable cargo” (p.134), which was disappointing to Jane, who had already had enough of sea
travel. She says she was the only cabin passenger, though CUS 33/1/1, p.240, lists at least two other
passengers besides the captain’s wife and a crew of at least 19 (two other individuals are not identified as
crew or passenger). Consequently, it is clear that cargos could not be quickly gathered at Hobart in 1830,
and Charles must have had his agents carefully preparing the most profitable cargo to sell in England
before he went to Swan River. The Chatham departed Hobart while it was still Fall “Down Under,” a
typical voyage to England lasted about four months (depending on weather), and it was more advantageous
for Charles if it were known in advance when he was coming to England-- especially if wedding plans for
his marriage to Phillis Goggs, which, it appears, was also not a spur of the moment affair, had been set for
December. We can be sure, then, that Charles had previously planned to sail on the Chatham (only six
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passengers are listed on the Chatham’s manifest [CUS 33/1/1, p.217], plus the captain’s wife, Mrs. Bragg;
none of them have any obvious connection to Charles).
Whatever the case, Charles certainly cut it close-- and another lengthy voyage was before him. What is
even more remarkable about Charles’ endurance is that only four months before he had left for Swan River,
he had arrived back at Hobart from England (on September, 4, 1829) after a fifteen month absence
(CSO1/20/9429). He then departed for Swan River in January, stayed seven weeks, returned in April, and
left for England again a week later! He certainly embodies Jane Robert’s statement that, “The powers of
the human frame are much beyond our conception…,” which she made concerning her own extended
voyaging in Two Years at Sea, vi.
30

John Septimus Roe, who became the Surveyor-General of Western Australia and would serve the Swan
River Colony for forty years, was personally involved with the problems there. Many years later, on March
22, 1861, he would comment before the House of Commons Select Committee on Transportation that so
many settlers had arrived during the first few months of the colony that they could not be accommodated,
and “it was insufficient to place the people on their lands in time to prevent their sustaining very great
loses.” He, too, is in the Australian Dictionary of Biography. Roe was apparently out exploring in
January, 1830, which was within his purpose “to place the people on their lands,” when Charles arrived
(although, as Appleyard and Manford, Beginning, observe [p.149; see also, p.151], “Roe simply had to give
top priority to surveying anchorages and dangerous channels, [so] it was inevitable that settlers aboard the
three vessels, and aboard those which followed during the next few months [beginning August, 1829],
would face chaotic conditions”). However, considering all the circumstances, there probably would have
been opportunity for Roe and Charles to have met sometime during the latter’s 49 day stay at Swan River.
31

See discussion in Appleyard and Manford, pp.143ff.
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From the onset, the British government had decided it was not going to incur any unnecessary expense at
Swan River. Consequently, it washed its hands of any financial obligation in getting settlers to the colony;
made the latter responsible “for provisions and other necessaries”; and, if anyone did not like what they
found when they arrived, they could quit the new settlement only at their own expense, cf. Appleyard,
p.144.
33

F. Broeze, Mr. Brooks and the Australian Trade: Imperial Business in the Nineteenth Century
(Melbourne University Press, 1993), pp.38ff., follows W.A. Sinclair’s use of the term “recession,” as
discussed in the latter’s Process of Economic Development in Australia (Melbourne, 1976), pp.60-65, and
in S.J. Butlin, Foundations of the Australian Monetary System, 1788-1851 (Melbourne, 1953), chapter 7.
Such a loaded word, however, may imply too much in today’s financial atmosphere, but the bottom line is
that there was a downturn or stagnation in the Australian trade at this time. Many of the speculators who
rushed to exploit Swan River as a potential market may have overextended themselves—and little but
disappointment greeted many of them. There was also a cash shortage.

34

Worries about further supplies arriving at Swan River were exacerbated by the loss of the Marquis of
Anglesea in August, 1829, driven to the rocks and sunk within view of horrified colonists watching from
the shore. This wreck and other “near-losses” caught the attention of Lloyds of London, and it was feared
such problems would place Swan River “at the very bottom” of Lloyd’s list (Appleyard, pp.167-169). Ship
arrivals did decrease. The wreck of the Marquis would also have greeted Charles Seal when he arrived.
35

Fremantle was described by Jane Roberts, Two Years at Sea (p.47), in January, 1830, as consisting only
of “well erected tents and wooden houses near the shore.”
36

Appleyard, p.151. Jane Robert’s eyewitness accounts in her previously cited Two Years at Sea, leave no
doubt about the desperate situation at Swan Lake during her stay there from January to March. Her ship,
the Wanstead, was carrying emigrants to the Swan River Colony, so portions of Jane’s narrative (especially
Chapters 5-11) describe her interaction with them on the voyage and during her seven week stay at the
colony. It is a most detailed account of what the settlers were enduring and is invaluable as a resource.
When Jane left, she writes (pp.64-65), “As our stay drew towards a close, we each felt an increasing
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interest and anxiety as to the welfare and success of those to be left behind…” Jane was particularly
concerned about one family to which she had became close, but later observes, “Since my return to
England, I have heard they have settled on their grant; and I most sincerely trust that all their former
sanguine expectations have been fully realized.” Finally, she concludes (p.66) about the Swan River
colonists, “Meanwhile, the consideration of the difficulties they have had to encounter and overcome may
lead us to reflect on the daily and hourly blessings we enjoy; and to be more thankful for the conveniences,
comforts, and luxuries, by which we are surrounded in this our favoured country [England].” See also a
depressing contemporary account in The Times, London, June 30, 1830, based on a report from Swan River
of January 30, 1830; and “A Swan River Eclogue” published in the Sydney Gazette. December 10, 1829.
Both excerpts are catalogued in F. Crowley, A Documentary History of Australia: Colonial Australia
1788-1840 (West Melbourne, Thomas Nelson Australia Pty Ltd, 1980), 1, pp.398-400.
37

Even as late as Jane Roberts’ arrival at Hobart Town in April, 1830, she states (p.130) that “various
reports from the Swan River Settlement,” were a topic of conversation at a dinner party she attended at the
Government-house.
38

An 1852 History of Tasmania (J. West, published by Henry Dowling, Launceston, Vol.1, p.150),
observes that many former Swan River colonists “were brought to Van Diemen’s Land, as to a city of
refuge,” during these struggling days of the settlement.
39

The livestock, in particular, at Swan River must have been dwindling rapidly due to lack of fresh water,
grass, and the slow allocation of land to the colonists. Otherwise, there would have been no reason for
Charles and Edward Rand to bring “stock” with them.
40

One other point of interest should at least be mentioned in regard to the presence of a group of
“dissenters” at Swan River, who had staked their futures in the new colony to practice their religion as they
saw fit. Jane Roberts, who was at Swan River when Charles was, mentions the group-- called the “Tranby
people” from the name of the ship that had brought them. They had established themselves at Fremantle,
Swan River’s port. Since Charles’ father was a dissenter and Charles had grown up in the religious
atmosphere of “dissenters,” it is not impossible that Charles was also interested in assisting that group from
“northern England” (apparently Yorkshire) while at the colony. Cf. Roberts, Two Years at Sea, pp.81-84.
Ships from England continued to arrive while Charles and his party were at Swan River. In fact, four
ships had arrived since January 9th and, after Charles got there on the 28th, six more came before he left.
(Jane Roberts, p.105, mentions one arriving from London not long before her ship left for Van Diemen’s
Land on March 19th. According to existing records, it must have been the Warrior, which had arrived on
March 12. Its arrival may have hastened the Wanstead’s departure for two reasons: there were now too
many ships anchored off Fremantle, and the Warrior’s cargo and passengers may have made Captain
Friend feel he had done as much as he could at Swan River and it was time to leave; see, also, note 21, on
the difficulties of obtaining a “return” cargo at Swan River). Ultimately, the Warrior’s arrival was
probably more of a hindrance than help at the colony since its passengers increased the already swollen list
of claimants faster than the land could be surveyed and mapped.
An ad appearing in the Norwich Mercury of February 27, 1830 (in Immigrant Ships Transcribers Guild:
Maritime Newspaper Articles- 1830, contributed by Barbara Andresen, www.immigrantships.net/
newsarticles/1830_newsarticles.html) is also of interest. Since Norwich, the largest city in Norfolk, is
about twenty miles from where Phillis Goggs and her family lived at Whissonsett (and they did read the
Norwich papers), the ad must have particularly attracted their attention because, even though they could not
have known about Charles’ presence there, it indicated a problem in his part of the world— that Swan
River was struggling. It advertises that the fine Teak ship Resource, 500 tons, and “a first rate passenger
vessel between London and Calcutta” would be sailing from St. Katherine’s Dock in London in April for
Van Diemen’s Land and Swan River-- but it warns that any passengers who will be proceeding to Swan
River will need to stock up first in Van Diemen’s Land. Obviously, then, the problems at Swan river were
already well known in England and Hobart was regarded as the center of resources in the general area,
reinforcing what we have already said about Charles bringing goods and stock from there to the new
colony. Interestingly, the Resource, which “offers a desirable opportunity for persons wishing to visit the
New Colonies on their passage out” is not listed among those ships arriving at Swan River later in 1830 (it
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“never called at Swan River,” Appleyard and Manford, p.171), though it did make the voyage because over
sixty passengers are named as disembarking in Tasmania (“Tasmania 1830 Passenger Lists” at
http://www.hotkey.net.au/~jwilliams4/pas30.htm). The Resource apparently had attracted no settlers for
Swan River. Although the Resource proceeded on without stopping at Swan River, six more ships did
arrive there from England or Ireland between May and October. This was after a hiatus of about two
months when no ships are listed as arriving at the colony.
41

See note 33. Indicated more substantially, perhaps, by the fact that only four days after Charles and
Edward Rand arrived, hardly enough time for them even to have unloaded their cargo, the Swan River
colonial government authorized Edward Rand of Messrs. Rand, Seal & Co. “to supply flour, barley, yokes
and chains and a whale boat to the colonial government. The storekeeper [?] was authorized to purchase 4
tons of flour and 3 pairs of bullock yokes and chains from him” (The Colonial Secretary’s Office Records,
as quoted by Western Australian Librarian Mollie Lukis in her letter of September 19, 1963 [see note 24]).
By January, 1830, many Swan Lake colonists were already short of cash, and simply transporting goods
and stock to Swan Lake without any previous guarantee of purchase would have been disastrous. As
indicated in note 33, there was something of a general “recession” in Australian trade going on at the time.
West, History of Tasmania (1852), p.150, for instance, indicates that merchants in Van Diemen’s Land at
first saw Swan River as “a desirable market” and mentions them dispatching ships “with provisions and
cattle,” sounding something like the venture of Charles and Edward Rand. West also states that although
great profits were sometimes realized, it was not generally the case, and, ultimately (the span of time is
unclear), such speculation “injured” Van Diemen’s Land. However, we are talking about a very specific
time period when the colony was suffering most and a contract such as the one we suggest for Charles and
Edward had earlier been attempted with merchants at Cape Town, which initially had appeared to be the
best source of supplies since so many British ships stopped there on the way to Australia. Jane Roberts,
Two Years at Sea, p.7, for example, reports that many of the horses, cows, and sheep on her ship “were
bruised to death” by “a boisterous sea” before they had even lost sight of England. They had tried
unsuccessfully to restock at Bahia “on the Brazilian shore” because it was “deemed absolutely
necessary…for the Swan River Settlers” (pp.18, 22-23), and were, ultimately, forced “to touch at the
Cape.” There, they heard stories about the failure of the colony and paucity of everything at Swan River, so
the ship took on all the livestock and supplies it could carry at Cape Town (pp.38-39). “And what did they
see?” when the ship arrived at the colony: “A fine river, the verdant banks of which refreshed their anxious
gaze? No! sand! In every direction, as far as the eye could reach, a brilliant white sand….” (p.43).
The previously mentioned attempt at organizing trade between Swan Lake and Cape Town was
unsuccessful and did not result in a contract (Appleyard, p.168). More sober heads, however, already
viewed Van Diemen’s Land as the cheaper supplier for the new colony (e.g. Appleyard and Manford,
p.133). It was also closer and the voyage quicker. It is most probable that the partnership of “Messrs.
Rand, Seal and Co,” was expressly formed for this purpose. A major reason why the earlier supply contract
with Cape Town had failed was that much of the livestock had died in transit. As contractors, Charles and
his partner may have personally accompanied their cargo to Swan River to guarantee its safe arrival. Also,
if this was a contracted cargo and there were to be future shipments, the partners needed to establish
“offices” at Swan River. This may be the reason why Edward Rand had initially acquired property there
(see note 49 below). The most convincing evidence that subsequent trade between Swan River and Hobart
was successful, however, is the fact that speculators would not have continued trying if, early on, there had
not been (as West puts it) “great profits” to be made. Contracts would be the only guarantee of such
profits.
42

That Edward Rand and Charles Seal had gone into partnership at this juncture may be indication of the
economic difficulties in Australia in 1830. Partnerships guaranteed less risk. Rand certainly would have
chosen Charles because the young man had sufficient resources; he would not have gone into a risky
venture with a junior partner with little capital. Charles, who was an astute man from the start, could not
have foreseen all that would happen at Swan River, but must have felt good enough about the prospects of
the venture’s success to believe he could profit from it. The fact that he would almost immediately set off
to England with a cargo upon his return to Hobart would seem to demonstrate that he was not incapacitated
financially by the Swan River venture. Hobart generally weathered the financial downturn better than other
places in Australia, and, apparently, Charles, who appears to have kept all his business dealings within his
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immediate hands, does not seem to have suffered during these years. Indeed, he would marry Phillis Goggs
during his upcoming stay in England, and unite her wealth, which could not have been insubstantial, with
his own. The Goggs family, if not already Charles’ business allies, would soon become such when Phillis’
brothers, Matthew Buscall Goggs, and, later, George Goggs, would follow Phillis and her new husband to
Van Diemen’s Land.
43

For the conditions, see, for example, Appleyard, p.151. When Jane Roberts, Two Years at Sea, p.48,
arrived, she mentions that “Vegetables and milk were not to be procured, and fresh meat was very scarce.”

44

Roberts, ibid., p.59, describes the colonists as victims “of the little to be learned in England of the
necessaries required in the first formation of a colony.”

45

Jane Roberts devotes Chapter Seven of her Two Years at Sea to relations with the “natives” while she
was at Swan River. Problems mostly resulted from the kind of misundertandings which usually occur
when two entirely different peoples begin to intermingle. However, she ends the chapter by noting that she
had since been “credibly informed” that troubles between the settlers and “natives” were increasing,
especially in respect to the latter’s “carrying off cattle and sheep.” These problems, she says, “must, for a
time at least, be considered a drawback to the settler’s happiness and success in his adventurous
undertaking” (pp.73-74). Charles Seal would have similarly observed relations between the colonists and
Aborigines while at Swan River. They were undoubtedly similar to what he had experienced in Van
Diemen’s Land (see note 1).

46

Wood’s Tasmanian Almanac 1850, p.124. Cf. Seal Family History, p.9.

47

John Bell is also included in the Australian Dictionary of Biography. The Lady of the Lake did travel on
from Swan River to Mauritius but with only 13 passengers (“Passenger Ships Arriving in Western Australia
1829-89” at http://members.iinet.net.au/~perthdps/shipping/). The vessel had arrived with 34, including
crew, which numbered eleven (“Departures: Lady of the Lake, Swan River, 1830,”at
http://portal.archives.tas.gov.au/PrintPage.aspx: this passenger list gives the total number as 37, but three,
including Edward Rand, are duplicate entries in the record). If the 13 Mauritius passengers (they are not
named) also included the crew in its count, that would mean only two of the original Hobart passengers
continued (or boarded at Swan River). In other words, it appears that Swan River, not Mauritius, was the
destination for most, if not all the “passengers” on the Lady who were not crew. One of those continuing
passengers may have been John Bell since he did have substantial shipping interests with Mauritius.
However, he may have been more concerned on this occasion in helping ensure the success of the Swan
River colony since it would provide a convenient Western Australian center for the Mauritius trade over
2000 miles closer than Hobart Town. He is not listed as returning with Charles and Edward on the
Wanstead, but there is a “Mr.Bell” listed as a passenger returning to Tasmania on the Warrier (Warrior?),
also in 1830 (“Tasmania 1830 Passenger Lists from the Launceston Advertiser,” at
http://www.hotkey.net.au/~/ williams4/pass30.htm). Whatever the case, Charles Seal and Edward Rand got
off at Swan River and stayed until their return to Hobart. Interestingly, the “Tasmania 1830 Passenger
Lists” also includes a “Mrs. E. Rand” returning to Tasmania. If this were Edward’s wife (mother?), she,
too, was at Swan River in 1830 but is not listed as a passenger on The Lady of the Lake or Wanstead. She
returned on the Mary.
48

Appleyard, pp.145-146.

49

Lands and Surveys Department Records of Western Australia, quoted by Librarian Mollie Lukis in her
previously mentioned letter (see note 24). Rand may have changed his mind upon ascertaining the situation
at Swan River during his lengthy stay. We know that he returned to Hobart with Charles on the Wanstead,
and he may never have gone back to Swan River. All that is known is that he maintained an agent at Swan
River, and by August 24, 1831, the latter had applied to transfer Edward’s land to someone else. Whatever
plans Edward Rand had for Swan River, it does not appear that they ever materialized. There is no specific
record of Charles Seal’s involvement in any matter once he was at Swan River—but he was, after all, the
junior partner in this venture.
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50

Appleyard and Manford, p.150, generally characterize the eight month period, which includes the time
Charles and his partner stayed at Swan River. The description, however, does not capture the extreme lows
suffered by the colonists during this period, as portrayed elsewhere in their work. Nonetheless, it is still
useful to note the inadequate facilities and resources for the large amount of traffic which arrived at Swan
River and the interaction between the newly-arrived settlers and the governor: “Between September 1829
and April 1830 thirty-six vessels carrying passengers, livestock and cargo reached the colony, increasing
the population to over 1500. Though the governor and his officials were not equipped to receive and assist
the new settlers in an adequate fashion, [Governor] Stirling would not condone anti-social behaviour or
sympathize with unreasonable complaints.”
51

Echoing the words of Jane Roberts, who, reflecting on the plight of the Swan River colonists, writes “it
becomes a common cause to hold out the hand of brotherhood to assist in raising the fallen,” Two Years at
Sea, p.95.
52

The only related business records from Swan River concern Edward Rand—not Charles Seal (see Lukis
letter, note 24).
53

See note 29. As a careful man who made out his 1840 will because he was concerned about the dangers
of a voyage from Hobart to Sydney, it is certain that Charles never expected to be delayed as long as he
was at Swan River. Neither did the captain of his ship, the Wanstead.
54

August of 1806 in Hobart Town appears almost to mirror the situation at Swan River in January, 1830.
Cf. Governor Collin’s letter to Lord Castlereagh of August 2, 1806 (Historical Records of Australia, series
3, Vol.1, pp.369-70), in which he pleads for assistance; and an officer’s letter to a friend dated August 4,
1806, which appeared in The Times, London, January 13, 1807, and states “Our situation is very bad, under
many sufferings….” The documents appear in Crowley, A Documentary History of Australia, Vol.1,
pp.147-148.
55

One might also muse about some sort of interplay between Charles and the man who appears to be his
closest friend at Hobart, John Swan, about going to Swan River (see note 16).

56

See note 21 on Jane Roberts, whose ship had stopped at Swan River in transit to Hobart Town. She
specifically mentions the phrase, “mania of the Swan River,” in England which had lured too many
unsuspecting families to pull up stakes and leave for Swan River, Two Years at Sea, p.58.
57

It would seem the height of bureaucratic incompetence if Crown officials at both Sydney and Hobart
were not monitoring what was going on at Swan Lake since what was happening there could have various
consequences for everyone in the region. This might be another reason why Charles Seal, Edward Rand,
and John Bell were personally on board the Lady of the Lake and why Charles and Edward, at least, stayed
most of the summer (though, as already related in note 21, it was longer than they ever expected). If they
indeed did have some official function, their presence may or may not have set well with the governor of
Swan Lake, but considering the circumstances, there was little he could do about it. One would think he
would appreciate all the assistance he could get, but it often seems the case among these early colonial
administrators that it was more important to “protect one’s turf” than to remedy the situation. Charles, as
will be remembered, set sail for London almost immediately after his return to Hobart in April, 1830. He
was certainly the best man to report directly to the home-office about the Swan River situation. If Charles’
party were representing the government in some fashion, they may have stayed in the government house at
Swan River rather than on the Wanstead (see note 59 below)—or both places, depending on conditions.

58

Even in 1963, Librarian Mollie Lukis states in her aforementioned letter (note 24) that when the Lady of
the Lake departed from Western Australia on February 15, 1830, “no outward passenger list and no
newspapers were published here as early as that, but I presume that Mr. Rand and Mr. Seal remained
behind in Western Australia.”
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59

Where they resided at Swan River cannot be known. Standard and government abodes at Swan River
were humble in the extreme (cf. Appleyard and Manford, p.141, for descriptions of the first “buildings”;
see also pp.149-150 for horror stories in early 1830). Even subsequent artistic representations (Appleyard,
plates 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.) of the colony’s “housing” are not impressive. Perhaps after the Lady of the
Lake sailed on to Mauritius, Charles and Edward used the Wanstead as their headquarters until they sailed
back to Hobart in mid-March. They had probably already booked passage on the vessel since they knew it
was sailing on to Hobart. There were already examples of such “preferential” treatment on ships anchored
at Swan River. Staying on the Wanstead would also have helped insure their safety, which was also an
issue at the time.
Jane Roberts is also instructive here (Two Years at Sea, p.54) when she writes about the living
conditions she found at Swan River: “Those so situated would do well to make a decided agreement with
the captain either to remain on board ship [my italics] or go on shore, according as their own wishes, the
state of the weather, or other circumstances, may lead them to desire. This being fully understood, before
they leave England, much annoyance may be spared after a long voyage, when people are ill able to bear
it.” Jane also notes (p.123) that, later, when she had finally arrived at Hobart Town, Captain Friend did not
find the accommodations there, or the cost of such, to his liking-- so he prepared his quarters on his ship
and stayed on it with his wife. When Jane’s own plans changed and a “severe affliction” forced her to
return to England even though she had originally planned to stay in Van Diemen’s Land, Captain Friend
accommodated her on his ship until it departed in June. Jane says (p.124) she was better off than on shore
and at much less expense.
60

Jane Roberts, Two Years at Sea, p.95, quotes a private letter which had appeared in The Athenaeum in
London in July, 1833, which confirms this idea about Swan River:
“What is already written will give you a general idea of the colony; and, if you read
it all, you will be convinced that its locality is good, and that some time hence—
not in our time, for all first settlers, must, of necessity, go to the dogs—Western
Australia will be a flourishing state.”

61

Certainly, Charles was not silent about what he had seen at Swan River when he arrived in London
several months later, an eyewitness to the colony’s situation as late as March, 1830. It would be ridiculous
to believe that passengers on a newly-arrived ship from Hobart would not be interviewed by representatives
of the home-office, probably even met at the dock. Charles’ news would have helped British officials
understand the seriousness of the situation at Swan River, although it appears the government continued
lukewarm in its attitude toward it (Appleyard and Manford, pp.199ff., 209). As a merchant, himself,
Charles, who appears to have specialized in knowing exactly what the people he served needed, was also in
the position to quickly organize direct shipments of goods to Swan River from London. He certainly had
enough resources and connections at the London wharves to do so—and he was not likely to have
overlooked such an opportunity. Progress at Swan River, however, remained slow over the first twenty
years, with a white population of only 4,662 in 1848. It was viewed as the best example of the worst way
to form a colony. Cf. F.C. Irwin, The State and Position of Western Australia, commonly called the Swan
River Settlement, London, 1835, pp. 48-56, 80-83 (included in Crowley, Documentary History 1, pp. 493494).
62

J. Barrow, “State of the Colony of Swan River, 1st January, 1830,” Journal of the Royal Geographical
Society of London, Vol. 1 (1831), pp.1-16.

63

As early as November, 1863, for example, it was reported from London that in Tasmania “things have
not been flourishing in that colony of late….” New Zealand Examiner, London, November 17, 1863, as
referenced in Crowley, A Documentary History of Australia, 2, p. 467. J. Martineau, Letters from
Australia, London, 1869, pp.61-63 (Crowley, Documentary History 2, p. 553) also paints a grim picture of
the once vibrant city:
The streets are almost empty. Nobody looks busy. Nobody is in a hurry….Now it is thrown completely
into the shade by Victoria, South Australia, and even by Queensland. For the last fifteen years the revenue,
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the trade, the shipping, and the general prosperity and enterprise of the colony have been steadily
decreasing.
64

Charles had received the first part of his share of his father’s sizable legacy of about £13,000 (which he
split with his siblings) when he reached 21. In fact, the sum must have been what had underwritten his
initial enterprise to Van Diemen’s Land since he had only reached that age in 1822 when he arrived in
December of that year with goods and cash worth £796. He was to receive the remainder of his inheritance
when he became 25 in 1826. It should be no surprise to learn, then, that Charles sailed for England on the
Henry on November 16, 1826 (CSO 63/1/1, p.252).
It is nearly impossible to understand how much money £796 was in 1822 in today’s buying power, but
Charles would have immediately been marked as a young gentleman of substance and one whose good
graces were to be solicited. A few examples from “Established Rates of Labourers’ Wages” recorded in
The Van Diemen’s Land Pocket Almanak of 1824 may be instructive—and the examples are for very labor
intensive work:
For falling forest timber, per acre- 8 schillings
Burning off forest timber, per acre- One pound
Rooting out and burning stumps on forest ground, per acre- One pound 10 schillings
Breaking up new ground, per acre- One pound
Reaping in wheat, per acre- 10 shillings
Pulling and husking corn, per bushel- 4 pence
Splitting pales (6 feet long) per 100- 3 schillings.
65

Charles’ five trips to England (a number which must be considered “frequent” in that difficult day of
transoceanic travel), his long stays there, and his returns with English products and goods would have
continually renewed his British roots. Two later references to Phillis Seal confirm the predominantly
English character of the Seal household at Hobart. In 1855, three years after Charles’ death, Phillis
orchestrated what was in the words of the Hobart Town Daily Courier (August 24, 1855): “undoubtedly
one of the most successful entertainments that private hospitality has prompted, or liberal enterprise
effected, out of the pale of aristocratic London.” Later that same year, Phillis attended another “Fancy
Dress Ball” (Daily Courier, September 27). On both occasions, the individual participants were listed and
a brief description was given after their names. Phillis’ name in each case was followed by the phrase,
“Old English Lady.” While the description may not seem a nice one today—and Phillis was actually only
47 at the time—we can be sure it was not meant to be an insult (it may also have something to do with the
fact that she was widowed). Indeed, it appears to be a complement, reaffirming her “Englishness” above
most, if not all, the women of her age group at Hobart. Through her grandfather, Matthew Buscall, Phillis
was also descended (though an illegitimate liaison) to the Walpoles, her great grandfather being Baron
Walpole (noted in Matthew Goggs’ family bible and considered legitimate by the current Lady (Laurel)
Walpole, who suggests [email to Ann English, December 16, 2007] that the Baron Walpole in question was
most likely Robert Walpole [1701-1751], son of England’s first Prime Minister). This means that Phillis
was directly descended from the first Prime Minister of England and one of the wealthiest families in all
the country. It would also make Phillis related to Lord Nelson, whose mother was descended from Mary
Walpole, sister of the Prime Minister. Coincidentally, Phillis’ grandfather, Henry Goggs, came from
Burham Thorpe, Norfolk, the same village as Nelson. He undoubtedly knew Lord Nelson’s father, the
Reverend Edmund Nelson, and probably had seen Lord Nelson as a child. Burnham Thorpe was only a
short distance from Whissonsett, where Henry Goggs was a Church Warden, a position that may also have
frequently brought him into contact with Edmund Nelson in respect to Norfolk church matters. Lord
Nelson would later spend much of his “forced retirement” at Burham Thorpe while his naval duties were
suspended during peace time and before he skyrocketed to fame through his death at the Battle of Trafalgar
in 1805. He, of course, died before Phillis was born in 1807, but, nonetheless, famous relations such as
these must have given her a deep sense of “English pride” while faraway in Van Diemen’s Land-especially on “Trafalgar Day.”
66

It would be nice, indeed, if the business records and personal correspondence of Charles—and of his
wife, Phillis —remained in any quantity. Unfortunately, they had already disappeared during the lifetime
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of their twentieth century descendants. Charles died in 1852 and Phillis retired some years later in 1864.
Some records were probably were left behind when Phillis moved first from the residence she had shared
with Charles, “St Kilda,” just above the harbor in about 1858, to her even more impressive residence,
“Waratah” (which survives today), on Pirie Street in New Town (Hobart). More were probably discarded
when she sold that residence in 1864 and moved to join her children in Ballarat, Victoria. In that same
year, all Seal shares in the whaling fleet were sold. Phillis’ health also may have been failing and
transporting old business documents to Melbourne or Geelong and then on to Ballarat was not a priority—
especially since the family was now involved in the gold fields at Ballarat. Whatever was left at the Seal
business offices at Hobart certainly would not have been kept by subsequent owners. The building was
eventually demolished, and the Supreme Court building now stands on the site in Salamanca Place. Cate
Ackland, the remaining descendant (with her daughters) of the Seals in Hobart, relates that if any relevant
materials had remained with Matthew, Charles’ and Phillis’ son, in Hobart, they would have disappeared
about 1954. Matthew’s son, Matthew (Matt) lived at 336 Elizabeth St., and when he died, a Trustee
company “moved in and destroyed many things much to my Mother’s dismay.” The house was sold to an
oil company. Obviously, there was little outside interest in preserving Charles’ and Phillis’ legacy to
Hobart-- and to Australia-- at that time.
More of what can be additionally gleaned about the Seals is becoming accessible from the National
Library of Australia newspaper digitization project which has only recently come online (July 25, 2008). It
is still incomplete, but contains useful information about Charles and Phillis in the several Hobart
newspapers. It is not possible to access all entries at this time, but some useful information has been
incorporated, mostly below, in this article.
Some indication of how Charles “worked” his businesses may be partially reconstructed by comparing
him with a man who ultimately became a London business giant through his trade with Australia—Robert
Brooks. Broeze’s previously mentioned fine study on him (note 33), an intricate examination, admirably
woven from diverse and difficult sources, may provide something of a backdrop by association for Charles.
The lives of the older man, Brooks, and Charles intertwined in various ways and by reading between the
lines, perhaps some light, dim as it may be, can be cast on the shadows.
Brooks only visited Australia once and preferred to run his enterprises from London through agents.
Charles, of course, was a frequent visitor (for the times) to the shores of England but, ultimately, staked his
claim (and made his fortune) in Hobart and environs. Brooks oversaw a vast international business
network, while Seal had many business interests, some with international implications, which he always
appears to have managed through immediate family and friends—with, as much as possible, “hands on”
control. Perhaps that is why Charles never seems to have suffered dangerously through the various
economic difficulties Broeze describes in his book on Brooks—difficulties which appear to have eluded
many modern studies not especially concerned with the economics in early Australia. The fact that Charles
left a legacy worth in excess of £40,000 at his death (according to “Measuring Worth”at
www.measuringworth.com, the equivalent of £3,319,939 in 2007) in 1852 shows no lack of resources—
and this certainly was not the sum total of his holdings and wealth for which there can be no final
accounting* (as will be remembered from the beginning of this study, “amassed a large fortune” is how the
Hobarton Guardian put it at Charles’ death—and the description is revealing since newspapers were not
unused to covering individuals who had excessive wealth in Australia). Whatever that fortune amounted
to, it certainly would have been significantly more, based on his children’s later success, had Charles lived
another twenty years. His whaling fleet, at its height eleven vessels, passed on to his wife, Phillis, who
became Queen of the whalers in the days of a uncertain industry and ran at one time or another (along with
other Seal family businesses) probably one of the two largest whaling fleets in that part of the world.
According to Chamberlain, Hobart Whaling Industry, p.313, at least, the Seal family had owner’s shares in
twelve vessels between 1853-1864 (Phillis’ son, Matthew Seal, who had just turned 21, owned sixteen
shares in the twelfth vessel in 1855). The Seal’s main rival, it appears, was Robert Towns at Sydney who
had, with Robert Brooks’ 50% support, twelve vessels by 1851 (Broeze, p.229). Towns and Brooks,
however, did not have the industry experience that the Seals and other Hobart whalers had and appear to
have had trouble manning what were described as “unseaworthy” ships. Their interest in the business had
declined markedly by 1859, when only three ships remained in their whaling fleet. At that time, Phillis
most probably became the largest single owner—which makes her unique in the annals of whaling and
“men’s” history. While the gold fields of Victoria lured many potential crew members away from all
whalers who were trying to recruit, the Seal’s long experience in securing crews, operating the business,
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and their superior ships apparently allowed them to overcome many of the problems infecting others like
Towns and Brooks. Purchasing shares rather than owning ships outright, a practice which seems to have
been typical among Hobart whaling operators, also appears to have helped whalers there defray expenses
among themselves. Ship-owners, such as Phillis, sold shares in their vessels to those hoping to profit by the
success of those ships. As Chamberlain (p.309) states, “The most distinctive feature of the whaling fleet
was that it was registered and owned in Hobart. Whaling masters [if not owners themselves] accounted for
a significant proportion of the shares in vessels while the remainder were held by members of the local
maritime and business community….Ownership of whaling vessels established a link between the industry
and other colonial enterprizes which over the years developed into an association which was of mutual
benefit to all parties involved.” Phillis also mortgaged vessels to family friends, John Swan and Thomas
Chapman (cf. Chamberlain, p.336). Ultimately, however, the days of whaling for profit were simply over.
Lest too rosy a picture be portrayed for Phillis during the final years of her residency at Hobart, it was
almost unavoidable that the decentralization of Hobart in the larger picture of a developing Australia-- and
the economic downturn that accompanied it-- would have adverse effects. The death in 1861of Phillis’ 16
year old daughter, Alice, who had lived with her at Waratah, also must have been a lingering distraction.
Estate papers indicate that Phillis was bankrupt in or soon after 1868, by which time she had already moved
to Ballarat. If the same classic definitions of “assets” and “liabilities” we use today were also in effect in
bookkeeping at the time, in December, 1863, she was listed as having £37,191.16.1 worth of liabilities and
£8,510 in secured assets-- which appear to have included her home and several other properties, and
complete ownership of the Southern Cross and Sussex. £8,500 was a nice sum—but pales in relation to the
£37,000 she owed, about the same sum we were previously able to account for directly at the time of
Charles’ death in 1852. Since Phillis was not in charge of her financial decisions, which had to made in
cooperation with Trustees Thomas Chapman, John Swan, and William Robertson (so listed in the postscript
to the 1840 will, presumably at the time of Charles’ death) the blame for her fiscal problems cannot be
placed entirely on her shoulders. The two surviving business letters she wrote show her to be “in charge of
things” as much as she could be in charge of them. Charles had been gone from Hobart so frequently—and
often for extended periods (e.g. England, 1848-1849), that Phillis was certainly used to running the family
businesses without him. Unfortunately, now all the Trustees, including Phillis, made the final decisions on
how business expenses were handled. Thomas Chapman had gone bankrupt himself in 1864, a problem
which may have become endemic at Hobart during these difficult times-- but it also must be remembered
that he, too, had been distracted a “little” since he had been the Premier of Tasmania from 18661-1863 and
had to deal with, among other things, declining revenues. Perhaps, his official duties overshadowed his
ability to keep close tract of Phillis’ finances—and his own. William Robertson, another Trustee, was busy
putting his affairs in order in Victoria, where he would permanently move in 1865. Little to nothing is
known about John Swan. Whatever the case, the Trust did provide for Phillis’ personal upkeep, so she
could not have suffered much in that respect. She would sell Waratah in December, 1864, move to Ballarat
to live with her son, Charles, and remain there for over 12 years until her death from the lingering effects of
a stroke (“apoplexy”) on March 24, 1877, aged 69 (not 71, as the death certificate states, having been born
December 13, 1807).
Trust documents demonstrate that money was continually coming in and being used to pay off debts,
especially to the Van Diemen’s Land Bank (on whose board Charles had earlier served) until bankruptcy
was filed in 1868 at the rate of 4 shillings and 4 pence on the pound. Nonetheless, the Trust had still not
been exhausted by May 16, 1881 when the final sum at that time of £3,110 was distributed to the four
living Seal children (Charles, Matthew, Alfred, and Presley) and representatives of the fifth, Phillis
(deceased as of January, 1874).
Consequently, even with all the financial problems Phillis suffered, it does not appear that the Seals as a
family were left wanting at the end of their whaling and other business ventures at Hobart. The Trust
appears to have been carefully orchestrated from the start to protect as much as possible the interests of
everyone involved. In this and in other matters, Phillis had been assisted by some of the most weighty
individuals in the colony whose fortunes and futures were closely intertwined with her’s in the inexorable
economic down turn at Hobart. When everything is taken into consideration, it can probably be said that in
a most difficult time, Phillis was able to live her life in as comfortable a manner as was possible. Also, as
evidenced below in note 68, the Seal children would have resources enough to buy up tens-of-thousands of
pounds worth of shares in the gold mines at Ballarat (and environs) and become one of the 27 most noted
families of wealth and influence there. The family’s decision to move to Ballarat after Charles’ death may
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have been a continuation of what Charles had already been planning sometime before his premature death.
He certainly had been familiar with the continuing growth and commercial attraction of Victoria. There is
evidence that he was personally conducting business in the Melbourne area for some years before the gold
rush (e.g. the Courier, Wednesday, February 23, 1848, lists a “Mr. Seal” as passenger, albeit “steerage,” on
the Flying Fish with “cattle and sheep,” a cargo which can be directly related to Charles’ interests). His
numerous ships would have unavoidably called at Geelong and Port Phillip, the growing port of
Melbourne; and one of the Trustees of his Estate, William Robertson, had contributed much to the cost of
Tasmanian John Batman’s founding expedition to Melbourne many years earlier in 1835. Robertson had
become further involved in Victoria as an explorer and landholder, making it his permanent home in 1865
and promoting the cattle business there. And, then, there came the 1851 gold rush the year before Charles’
death. He had already been experiencing his crews “running off” to the gold fields of Victoria, and “the
handwriting was on the wall.” With prospects in Van Diemen’s Land faltering, Charles was the kind of
businessman who would see the future in Victoria—and he was undoubtedly already moving in that
direction. When his children moved there after his death, they were probably following a plan their father
had already been pursuing. As previously noted, the Seals would be included among the wealthiest of the
new residents of Victoria. It is also worth mentioning that Matthew Buscall Goggs, Phillis’ brother and
Charles’ business partner, who was mentioned second as executor and heir in Charles’ 1840 will, had
already amassed a sizable fortune of £40,000 by 1858 (private letter sent by W. Skinner, dated August 8,
1858, courtesy of Gordon Birdsey; see below in this note for additional details). He lived almost another
quarter century, amassing extensive properties in the Brisbane area. The ultimate extent of his wealth and
influence was clearly significant, and Wolston House, his home and estate (100,000 acres during his
lifetime) located today between Brisbane and Ipswich on the Brisbane River, is now part of the National
Trust of Queensland and included in the Queensland Heritage Register. That Matthew Buscall Goggs has
not been included in the Australian Dictionary of Biography is, as in the case of his sister, Phillis, a
remarkable omission.
Also of interest here is the fact that a “Mr. Seal” is listed as a passenger to San Francisco on board the
Eudora in the Courier, Saturday, December 15, 1849, a month less than two years after the California Gold
Rush started (January, 1848). (Interestingly, that very same month colonial newspapers had reported that
“Monster Gold Mines” had been discovered there [Broeze, p.221], and one of Robert Brooks’ ships, the
Inchinnan, soon after sailed for San Francisco with over 200 passengers.) At first, this small piece of
information might be overlooked as a reference to another “Mr. Seal”-- except for the fact that the Seal’s
own vessel, Pacific, sailed for San Francisco on February 29, 1852 (CUS 36/1/410), only three months
after Charles’ death. It would appear, then, that the passenger on the Eudora was Charles Seal and that the
voyage of the Pacific was in the works after his return from California and before his unexpected death.
Otherwise, it is unlikely that the Pacific, still owned by Phillis, would just sail on the spur of the moment
for San Francisco. Consequently, it can be legitimately surmised that Charles had plans to expand his
business interests to San Francisco after his visit there. In future years, there would be regular passenger
and commerce traffic between Australia and San Francisco. Charles Seal, it appears, had been at the
forefront in establishing the route from Hobart.
One other thing which emerges as particularly interesting about Charles’ business and personal activities
is their continual intertwining with people and circumstances associated with the previously mentioned
Robert Brooks. We can only enumerate them here as they now stand in this inquiry, and the reader can
judge their impact. As early as April, 1828, Charles returned to Hobart from one of his trips to England on
the Eliza, a vessel Brooks had chartered the previous year (cf. Broeze, pp.36-37). In fact, it appears to have
been the first return to Hobart by the Eliza after Brooks had chartered it. That by itself is of little
consequence except that Charles may have learned that Brooks had been involved with the ship during his
long voyage on it; but there is, in addition, the fact that when Charles returned to Hobart from London in
September, 1829, he was on Brooks’ ship, the Elizabeth. Furthermore, when he returned from England in
July, 1831, fresh from his marriage to Phillis, the ship that brought them “home” was the Surr(e)y, owned
by none other than Robert Brooks-- and it was captained by Ranulph Dacre, who had been earlier
associated with the Elizabeth (e.g. Broeze, pp.33-34). If Charles did not know Dacre already, he would
have come to know him very well since he and Phillis were two of only twelve passengers (CUS 30, p.47)
on the four month voyage on the Surr(e)y, which had included a lengthy delay at Rio de Janeiro for repairs
from a gale. Dacre would become a ubiquitous agent for Brooks’ shipping interests in Australia over a
long period, ultimately settling in Melbourne. The paths of Charles and Dacre, both involved heavily in the
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commerce of the colony, would certainly have crossed frequently in the succeeding years. Furthermore,
Brooks’ agent in Launceston, Tasmania, which he first favored over Hobart, was James Raven. “Raven”
was the surname of Phillis Seal’s grandmother. Also, one of her brothers was named Robert Raven Goggs.
This may seem nothing more than a coincidence except for the fact that James Raven married the daughter
of Charles Seal’s best friend at Hobart, John Swan. He was also, like Charles (who had the Southern Cross
built at Hobart in 1851), a shipbuilder, and he named two of his ships, Raven and Swan. Consequently, the
two men were in the same circle of friends and shared business interests, making it more than likely that
James Raven was related to Phillis. A number of Goggs had come to the colony, and there is no reason to
believe that Ravens did not do likewise.
When Brooks did enlist an agent in Hobart, the man he chose was Thomas Chapman (Broeze, Brooks,
pp.151ff.). This is significant, indeed. Chapman, like James Raven, married a daughter of John Swan,
Charles’ friend, and was so close to the Seal family that he was a Trustee of Charles Seal’s estate. He
continued to correspond with Charles’ son in Victoria about the dispersal of the funds in Phillis’ trust
(apparently until her death). Brooks’ interests in the Hobart market, especially from 1846-1852 (Charles
dies in 1851) are also Charles’ specialties-- whale oil and Tasmanian wool. One of Brooks’ vessels was the
Aden, which was the largest (350 tons) of Brooks’ ships when it was newly built in 1841 and registered in
February, 1842 (Broeze, pp.141-142). Charles’ used the Aden for transport. In the Courier (Hobart) of
Thursday, May 1, 1845 (“Local,” p.2), for example, he ships 18 tons of sperm oil and 61/2 tons of
whalebone on the Aden. As part of the same cargo are 93 bales of wool, assigned to Kennards, Chapman
[my italics], & Co. We presume the Chapman mentioned here is Charles’ friend and Brooks’ agent, the
aforementioned Thomas Chapman, who is also listed in an advertisement in the Courier (Saturday, January
23, 1847) as the freight and passenger agent for the Aden, “THE fine first-class, fast-sailing barque [though
listed in the ad as 422 tons—not the 350 mentioned above by Broeze] sailing “For London—A Regular
Trader.” Thus, Charles again is tied to Brooks’ ships and agents—this time in the form of the Aden and his
good friend, Chapman.
Beginning in November, 1846, a new, larger ship, the Rattler (522 tons), was employed by Brooks “as a
true regular ‘wool ship’” to make yearly voyages between Hobart and London (Broeze, Brooks, pp.154155). Since Chapman was in charge of loading her, we might expect to find cargo belonging to Charles
Seal in her hold. Records of the Rattler’s yearly cargo are available in the Courier from 1847 to 1851, but,
disappointingly, nothing is cited. Unless Charles shipped under someone else’s name, he did not use the
Rattler. One possible reason why may be that Charles was interested in starting up his own transportation
business to England. During this same period, Charles made what turned out to be his last visit to England
in 1848-1849. He came with two ships, and “fill’d them with a general cargo” for his return to Hobart
(according to the previously mentioned private letter [see note 14] sent by W. Skinner in Whissonsett,
Norfolk, England, to his brother-in-law, R.G. Rudd, in Orion, Michigan, March, 1849). This was also the
voyage on which Charles personally picked up a third ship, the Litherland (Skinner: [Charles] “went on
board the last vessel himself…”), to add to his fleet. Interestingly, the Courier (Hobart) of Wednesday,
May 23, 1849, in a section entitled, “LATE ENGLISH NEWS,” mentions the arrival of the Litherland
(May 21, 1849: incorrectly listed in the Seal Family History, 5, as the Litherland’s departure date from
England) with Charles on board, having left Plymouth February 8, and “complaining” that it had brought
the freshest news they had of what was happening in England—but that was some three months old.
Consequently, it appears that Charles had sailed to England late in 1848 with two ships, presumably his
own (names unknown), loaded with cargo, reloaded them with “general cargo” in England and, along with
the newly-acquired Litherland, returned to Hobart. This may be indication of Charles’ taking a new
direction, eliminating the middlemen like Robert Brooks, and starting a “shuttle service” of his own
between Hobart and London. In other words, he was taking his business up a notch and directly competing
with Brooks and others as a transatlantic exporter/importer. He had previously done this on a private level
when he had come and gone to England on his own, but now he appears to have been entering the market
as a major player. This seems a reasonable assumption because during the same period, Charles
commissioned the building of the Southern Cross, a first class merchant ship of 347 tons, built of endurable
bluegum at Hobart. When she was finished an ad appeared in the October 4, 1851 edition of The
Guardian, another Hobart newspaper, to the effect that the Southern Cross would be taking cargo for its
first trip to London. We may have heard more of this new aspect to Charles’ business interests, if he had
not died late in the next year.
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There are too many close associations between Charles Seal and Robert Brooks’ operations and agents
for some kind of “networking” not to have been taking place over the years— and Brooks’ London office
may well be where the major portion of Charles’ produce ended up for sale. If not Brooks, Charles
certainly had family and business ties in London. Whichever the case, he had to have had some place to
quickly dispose of the cargo he brought with him (and of previous cargoes he had transported to England)
on the two ships in 1849. The fact that he did so without apparent problem demonstrates that he did have
“agents” awaiting his arrival. Whether or not there was some mutual cooperation between Charles and
Robert Brooks, Charles, who was more the “upstart” of the pair, certainly “profited” and learned more
about the trade through Brooks’ business system. Of special interest is Broeze’s description (p.287) of
Brooks as a man who “preferred to work behind the scenes,” a characterization which might just as easily
be applied to Charles Seal.
*It is impossible to calculate precisely the wealth of Charles Seal at the time of his death in November,
1852. The only specific amounts of money (totaling £38,200) are mentioned in a 1864 letter to Charles
Seal (Jr.), Charles’ and Phillis’ eldest son, from Thomas Chapman, Trustee of Charles’ estate; and Charles’
own 1840 will, which, clearly indicated by a postscript to it, was the will by which his estate was divided.
Exactly what was disposed of in the way of property, mortgages, and other securities to reach the above
sum cannot be ascertained, but what apparently remained was the Seal family house, “St. Kilda,” which, by
restriction, had to have cost more than £1,000 when built; all of Charles’ personal possessions (assigned to
Phillis), including “Plate, Linen, China, Jewels”; the whaling fleet and other businesses which Phillis and
the family continued to run; various livestock; and a long list of property in Hobart and elsewhere owned
by the Seals (recorded in the Land Titles Office). Add to this amount the legacies, described in the will in
general terms, for John Swan and Phillis’ brother, Matthew Buscall Goggs. These legacies were probably
not insignificant (Phillis was to be given £4,000), and the final accounting of Charles’ personal estate when
he died could have been double the figure mentioned. This was certainly less than the personal estate of
£378,888 Robert Brooks left in England when he died years later; but, by way of comparison, Charles’
estate was probably worth more than that of Brooks’ active freight broker friend, Robert Carter, who left
about £60,000 in 1878 (Broeze, pp.288-289). Charles, however, worked from the colonies, not from
England, and was apparently headed in the same direction as Brooks and his fortune when he had died
prematurely more than two decades earlier. Had Charles Seal lived another 25 years with his holdings
intact, moved to Ballarat (as his family did) and exploited the gold fields there (and continued to develop
commercial ties with San Francisco), there is no telling how much he would have been worth. As it was,
the Seal’s inclusion among the 27 best known Ballarat gold-mining families (as well as Charles Seal [Jr.]’s
sitting on the Board of Directors of at least three gold mining companies) in 1870, is, in itself, a sure
indication of the family’s significant wealth and influence (see note 68).
.
67
In this study alone, Charles would have crossed paths in varying degrees with Joseph Allport, John Bell,
Charles George Henry Carr Clark (whom Charles’ and Phillis’ daughter Phillis Sarah married), Thomas
Daniel Chapman, William L. Crowther, Ranulph Dacre, Richard Dry, Alexander Fraser, Matthew Curling
Friend, Henry Hunter, William Langdon, David Lord, Askin Morrison, Robert Pitcairn, William Robertson,
John Septimus Roe, Joseph and Judah Solomon, Ikey Solomon, James Stirling, Charles Swanston, George
Washington Walker, Alexander George Webster, and Van Diemen’s Land Lieutenant-Governors William
Sorell, George Arthur, John Franklin, John Eardley-Wilmot, and William Denison. This list is by no means
complete and more names will certainly be added as the larger study progresses. Many also would have
been within Phillis Seal’s circle of acquaintance.
68

Today, the Seal family tomb in Hobart is difficult to locate at the Cornelian Bay Cemetery and is an
undistinguished flat slab of stone, tightly cramped in among other markers. Likewise, the Seals, as well as
the Goggs, have pretty much disappeared from prominence in Australia. The aforementioned Cate
Ackland and her daughters are the only known descendants of Charles and Phillis living in Hobart today.
Some descendants of Charles and Phillis did not marry; others did but produced no children, or, if female,
acquired different family names— still others left the country. Of the Goggs, the family of Mr. Ron Goggs
of Brisbane appears to be the only claimant—and Ron passed away in October, 2008 while this article was
being written. It is, unfortunately, a reality that chapters of this important story are ending while this one is
still being written. Ron Goggs was a descendant of Phillis’ brother, Matthew Buscall Goggs who partnered
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with Charles Seal in Van Diemen’s Land and later moved to the mainland where he ended up at Wolston
House near Brisbane. He died in 1882. In 1965, the much diminished property was turned over to the
National Trust of Queensland. I am informed by Vicki Mynott, who is in contact with those who run the
Trust and is writing on Matthew’s branch of the Goggs family, that neither Ron nor his long deceased
brother, Matthew, had any children. Consequently, this branch of the Goggs in Australia is now at an end.
Even in Norfolk, England, Whissonsett archivist Ann English reports that the Goggs have disappeared,
though members of the family, descedants of Phillis cousins, now reside in Yorkshire, and she is in
communication with them. One of these descendant says there is still a Goggs cousin living in Australia.
It is not unusual, but unfortunate, that many families, even as prominent as these, are swallowed up and
“distilled’ by history after only a few generations. Until inquiries were raised by this study, the Seal family
had also been forgotten at Ballarat. Local archivist Joan Hunt, however, has now collected sufficient
information to demonstrate that the Seal children (especially Charles, the eldest son), who relocated to
Ballarat, Victoria, later to be joined there by their mother, Phillis, were listed among the (27) families who
were “household words” or “names” at Ballarat to “every local resident when mining undertakings, and
especially new ventures of magnitude are discussed” (W.B. Withers, The History of Ballarat [Ballarat:
F.W. Niven & Co., 1870; 1980 facsimile reprint of Second Edition, 1887]). In fact, Ms. Hunt has
discovered records showing that the Seals had purchased shares in gold mines in the Ballarat area between
1863-1886, which totaled over £176,000 (by way of comparison, the average miner in Victoria discovered
£78 of gold in 1865: Crowley, Documentary History 2, p.404). According to one source (“Measuring
Worth—Purchasing Power of British Pounds from 1264-2007” [www.measuringworth.com]), that amount
in 1886 would translate to £13,744,840 in 2007. While nothing close to the fortune of, say, William John
Turner Clarke (“Big Clarke”) of Melbourne, who died in 1851 with an estate of £2,500,000 (which shows
just how much money some early Australians could and did accumulate), it is still a significant sum of
money which is difficult to comprehend fully in late nineteenth century terms. These gold shares, while
significant, are only one indication of the total extent of the Seals’ wealth. Charles Seal (Sr.) was a rich
man during his lifetime; Phillis and their children became, for a time at least, even richer in the goldfields
of Ballarat. Joan Hunt and the local historian at Ballarat are currently in the process of resurrecting the
Seals to their proper place of importance in the history of early Victoria. Furthermore, Charles’ and Phillis’
sons, Matthew and Alfred, helped pioneer Australian fresh water fisheries and fresh water fishing in
Ballarat and Victoria.
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THE BEIJING OLYMPICS: BUSBY BERKELEY CHINESE STYLE—OR THE
“SATANIC” TRAVELING BIKINI ALL-STAR TOUR:
A FEW OBSERVATIONS ON THE 2008 GAMES

By Robert B. Kebric
History Department
University of Louisville
Third Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40292
robert.kebric@louisville.edu

Ordinarily, a slogan proclaiming “One World, One Dream” emanating from China,
which is still a totalitarian system with a house-sized portrait of Mao overlooking
Tiananmen Square, would constitute a chilling prospect for the West. In the context of
the 29th Olympiad, however, the slick Madison Avenue motto has come to represent
many things to many people—so much so that one quarrelsome Islamic cleric, at least,
has pronounced that the Olympics are little more than an assemblage of athletes’ private
parts in bikinis on view for the world to see. The “Satanic” ritual has no place in this
fellow’s “One Dream” or “World.” Religion dominated the Ancient Olympics, but few
would claim the same for today’s Games-- and China’s ostensibly religion-less regime
makes the Saudi cleric’s observation an especially strange one for an Olympics staged in
Beijing. Perhaps his comment was actually the result of the “boo’s” poured upon his
Islamic brothers on the Iranian Team during Opening Ceremonies—but why would a
serious man of faith be watching such a self-proclaimed hedonistic display, anyway? As
for Satan, he would have been lucky to get a ticket!
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Less than a month after the Games concluded, the Chinese were already moving to
take advantage of the worldwide afterglow generated by their almost universally
acknowledged successful handling of the Olympics. In a post-Beijing Olympic talk
given on September 17, 2008, at the Center for Asian Democracy at the University of
Louisville, Qian Zhen, Associate Professor at the International Institute for Strategic
Studies at the Central Party School in Beijing, indicated that China hoped to use the
Games as a springboard to promote further “dialogue” with the U.S. He offered a
number of candid insights about China as part of a genuine attempt, albeit from the
Chinese viewpoint, to do just that. As Professor Zhen explained, his country’s history
over the past century has been a difficult one, both internally and externally. The world
has not been comfortable with China and vice-versa. For the Chinese, there had been a
lingering confidence problem, but now with the Olympic triumph firmly under its belt,
China believed it “had arrived.”
For some time, the Chinese had been searching for a way to establish themselves
immediately as a fully-credentialed partner in the global community. They could not
suffer any “loss of face” by humbly approaching the West, in particular, to request
acceptance. The Chinese had to find a way to announce their arrival on the world stage,
and they ultimately chose to do it through an institution familiar to everyone—and
invited 204 countries to their party. The Olympic Games were, in China’s view, the best
vehicle for the instant confirmation they desired, and most would agree that their strategy
worked beyond their wildest dreams. “We are no different” is how the V.P. of China’s
Olympic Organizing Committee described the way most people were putting it. Few
Americans, at least, had even realized Beijing was a modern, bustling metropolis.
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Using the Olympics as such a vehicle, however, is certainly not what the Games are
supposed to be about. Nonetheless, Professor Zhen’s statement about how the Chinese
viewed the 2008 Olympics is further indication of just how far the Olympics have strayed
from their supposed idealistic origins as an athletic festival. Of course, realistically, no
one would deny that the Olympics, both ancient and modern, have always been political
in nature; in fact, the ancient Greek city of Elis, which supervised the Ancient Olympics
at Olympia, had probably initiated them in 776 B.C. to help attract attention to their
remote part of the western Peloponnesus—in a sense, like China did, to make themselves
more important in their world. Olympia did, in fact, become the center for the worship of
the god, Zeus, who presided over the Ancient Games.
Perhaps the single most immediate political issue in the U.S. before the Games started
was whether or not President Bush should attend Opening Ceremonies. Such a question
seems rather ridiculous when the main sponsors of the Beijing Games were U.S.
companies like Coke, McDonalds, Visa—and NBC, owned by another major sponsor,
General Electric, paid $100s of millions to broadcast the Games. There would be no
Olympics as we know them without these companies’ participation. If people were so
upset with China’s human rights record and other perceived violations, they would have
been better advised to protest American businesses. A quick check of clothing labels and
toys would further reveal a “Made in China” label or stamp imprinted on most of them.
So, too, China’s economy is now very closely linked with the U.S., made even more
pronounced by the current economic crisis (China, apparently, had already become the
second largest foreign holder of U.S. Treasury Securities). In the end, the President’s
attendance came to be viewed by most as “perfectly acceptable” (so, Jeff Birnbaum of the
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Washington Post [Fox Special Report, August 15, 2008]). Even so, the Chinese ”kept to
form” by earlier shaking down the White House Press Corps when it arrived at Beijing
Airport in “retaliation” for Bush’s uncomplimentary comments in a speech made in
Bangkok just hours before his arrival.
What has changed most about the Olympics is their economic impact, which has never
been so pervasive. In fact, economic politics has probably become the overriding
concern for Game organizers today—with, of course, athletics still viewed as the noble
reason for holding them. In their nascent years, the modern Olympics were dependent for
their survival on World Fairs, once the global center for nations to attract attention
through displaying their wealth, power, and economic strength—or, to establish
themselves as “up-and-comers.” Now, in a strange turn of events, World Fairs have all
but disappeared and the Olympics have taken their place as the new political and
economic summits. At Beijing, nations’ leaders made international headlines by their
attendance (or not), and the CEOs of numerous world businesses paraded past the
cameras of CNBC at Beijing to buzz about their state-of-the art wares and involvement
with the Olympic movement—and, oh, yes… by the way, “Wasn’t so and so great in this
or that athletic event?”
From what he said, Professor Zhen, a young man already at the Central Party School,
revealed the Chinese’s basic misunderstanding of Olympic history when he cited the
1936 Berlin and 1980 Moscow Games as models for what his country hoped to
accomplish with the Beijing Games. His bosses believed that the Germans and Soviets
had, like the Chinese, wanted to use the Olympics as a calling card to announce to the
world their new preeminence. Unfortunately, such was not the case in either Olympics.
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The Berlin Games had been awarded to Germany before Hitler even came to power.
Initially, he did not want to hold the Olympics thinking, opposite of what the Chinese
believed, that the world would find out too much about what was going on inside the
Third Reich. It was Hitler’s propaganda minister, Joseph Goebbels, who convinced the
Führer that the Games could be used, instead, to lull the world into a false sense of
security and minimize fears that Germany had become so great a military and economic
threat. Likewise, Moscow did not need any formal “calling card.” They had already
chillingly arrived on both the world and Olympic scene. The Soviets did, indeed, feel it
was their turn to hold the Games—but their main interest was to reinforce the success of
their “system” on home ground and continue dominating the world in sport. While China
came of age athletically at the Beijing Olympic by topping the gold medal count, it was
not the sports giant that the U.S.S.R. was when the latter bid for and held the Games in
1980—and the Soviets were hardly demonstrating a desire for world acceptance when
they invaded Afghanistan on the eve of the Moscow Olympics. Their behavior resulted
in the most significant Olympic boycott to date, with the fallout infesting the 1984 L.A.
Olympics. In fact, Russia’s invasion of Georgia during the Beijing Games was indication
of a continued post-Soviet lack of concern by its leadership about what the Olympics or
world think!
Consequently, China, a totalitarian state, modeled its leap into the Olympics on
fascist and totalitarian examples—and many would say that the Beijing Games were also
tainted with such flavor, though this was certainly a Western rather than Chinese
perspective. From what Professor Zhen said, it does not appear that the Chinese ever
perceived this as a problem. Perhaps the biggest early loss for the Beijing organizers of
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these Games was that of Stephen Spielberg, who withdrew as Ceremonies artistic advisor
in February because of China’s role in Darfur. Spielberg probably could have helped
make these Olympics less parochial from the Western point of view. In the end, the
music was western, the language was English, and “Iran got booed” while the stadium
“rocked” for the U.S. Team, which “had a moment” at Opening Ceremonies (Juan
Williams, National Public Radio). Ultimately, however, film director Zhang Yimou’s
orchestration of the Ceremonies presented the Chinese to the world as they knew
themselves to be, seasoned with a few “close-ups” of well-known movie star, Jackie
Chan, for good measure. It may have been more productive to convey an image of their
country that was more sensitive to foreign audiences— many of whose comfort level
with China was still in doubt. That was, after all, what Professor Zhen had insisted was
the Chinese’s ultimate goal in holding the games— acceptability as a world partner. As
syndicated columnist Charles Krauthammer observed on an edition of Fox News Special
Report after the Opening Ceremonies, “Goose-stepping” soldiers carrying the Olympic
Flag was probably not the best way for China to “reassure” the West of that desired
partnership.
Professor Zhen had a good-willed positive spin for everything else. Through
celebrating the Olympics, he said, the Chinese had learned much about the Western idea
of freedom of the press, although there were frequent cries about the lack of such
throughout the Games. Professor Zhen also noted that China had for the first time fully
realized the extent of their pollution problem—and was now in a position to do more
about it. He further indicated that human rights issues were positively confronted, though
protestors who showed up to register officially during the Olympics did not progress very
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far. As of August 20, 2008 (Associated Press: AT&T Online) none of the 77 applications
from protestors had been processed (although, the state run Xinhua News Agency said 74
applications had been withdrawn after being “properly addressed by relevant authorities
or departments through consultations,” Associated Press: AT&T Online, 8/19/08). In
fact, the application process appears to have been a “clearing house” to identify potential
troublemakers. Religious freedom was also the stated position of the government, so
when 400 bibles were confiscated from “missionaries” arriving in China, each member of
the congregation was allowed to keep one for personal use. One fellow, in an unrelated
incident, escaped security by taking sanctuary at the church where President Bush was
attending Sunday services in Beijing. Others seeking permits had been “taken away,”
and a number of foreign activists were quickly expelled from China. Nichoas Bequelin
of the Human Rights Watch, based in New York, observed, “China is riding roughshod
over its promises to allow lawful protests during the games” (Associated Press: AT&T
Online, 8/20/08). One could not even be sure if individuals dressed as “Olympic
volunteers” were not actually Chinese security officers. During NBC’s broadcast of the
Women’s Marathon (Saturday, August 16, 7:45 P.M), it was mentioned that the police
security force had been tripled in anticipation of political disruptions.
While most protests were concerned with Tibet and Nepal (a reporter was mistakenly
“roughed up” by apologetic Chinese police), one which attracted almost as much
attention involved two small, grey-haired Chinese women in their 70s-- one a former icecream vendor, who is now almost blind and hobbles along with support from her fellow
dissenter. They were detained for repeated attempts to apply for permission to protest
the Beijing Olympic movement’s literal destruction of their homes during the 2001 city
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redevelopment. They now faced a year of “reeducation through labor.” Bequelin
commented on their case, “that while China has now proven it is able to host international
events to perfection, it still has a long way to go before it respects even minimal
international human rights standards.” The plight of the women even attracted the
attention of the IOC, which, on this rare occasion, was able to work up enough courage to
attempt to intervene on behalf of the women. The Chinese told the august body,
ostensibly the overseer of the entire gala and, one would think, the ultimate authority to
which all Olympic host cities are accountable, something to the effect of “mind your own
business”(Associated Press: AT&T Online, 8/25/08). British Prime Minister, Gordon
Brown, was similarly rebuffed by the Chinese when he tried to intercede for a British
woman detained for her involvement in a protest for Tibet. Ironically, while the Chinese
may respect high authority in their own system, it does not appear to count for much
when foreign world leaders attempt to exercise it in China!
Professor Zhen was unquestionably sincere in his beliefs about China’s reformative
nature— which goes to show just how large a gap remains between what China thinks it
is doing and what those whose acceptance it seeks still think China needs to do. As
Herodotus remarked 2500 years ago, each people believes its own customs, in this case,
system, to be the best, and, accordingly, each feels they know best how to do things.
That will probably never change.
After all his talk about the success of the Beijing Olympics, Professor Zhen was
embarrassed to mention the continuing “tainted milk” problem in his country. He
obviously felt he needed to confront the issue. It continues to be an embarrassment, as
illustrated by an AP story dated October 16, 2008 (highlighted on my own AT&T Home
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Page), whose banner read, “Chinese dairies pledge high standards while 5,800 babies are
hospitalized from tainted milk.” In fact, while the purpose of Professor Zhen’s talk was
to celebrate China’s successful entry into the world through the Olympics, the first
question addressed to him following his talk was about the milk problem. Obviously,
there is more that needs to be learned on both sides, and, perhaps, the Olympics are a
useful tool through which to begin the dialogue. Jacque Rogge, IOC President, although
observing that everything was not “perfect,” concluded “China has learned about the
world and the world has learned about China” (Associated Press: AT&T Online,
8/25/08). NBC’s Cris Collinsworth was certainly caught up in the spirit when at the end
of the Games, he stated, “You’ll never see a country so cherishing the Olympics like
China.” “Hope,” he concluded. He had better hope that no Athenian heard him say that!
Greece continues to bask in the glory of their 2004 Olympics—and still consider the
Games their personal property. The Olympic Games have become everything to
everybody.
In the final analysis, the Chinese made a tremendous impact on the world through
their Olympian effort—despite all the shortcomings handily suppressed by NBC and a
multitude of others who wished the Games to be unblemished. China succeeded because
those who had an interest, mostly world businesses, wanted it to succeed. Seemingly of
less and less consequence, there were 43 world records and 132 Olympic records
(MSNBC.com, 8/29/2008) set in 18 different sports. One draws from the mix what one
wishes, and most of the draw ended in the “plus” column for China.
As an Olympic historian familiar with both the Ancient and Modern Games, and
having some personal experience with the latter, I wish to offer here a few other
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observations about the 2008 Beijing Olympics. I will preface my general comments by
saying that there are now two things which seem to remain constant about the Olympics:
No matter how exciting and memorable each is, the general public usually forgets them
three days after they end (I recently purchased a $49.99 official Ralph Lauren Beijing
Olympic T-shirt for $14.99!); and NBC, self-appointed “king” of human interest stories
and global sponsorial overlord (coincidentally, owned by G.E.), proved once more that it
is possible to televise an entire Olympics Games without anyone ever really seeing it—
even though this was reputedly the most watched Olympics of all time.

Opening Ceremonies: “BE the Box” (A Lot of Chinese, Discipline, and Drums)
The Beijing Opening Ceremonies were very impressive and a hearty “Gong Xi,” or
“Congratulations,” is deserved by the organizers for the effort. The London Times
(Friday, August 15, 2008) tabbed it, “a $278 million extravaganza spanning thousands of
years of Chinese history and executed with faultless precision.” One thing about the
Ceremonies which was blindingly clear is there are a lot of Chinese and they are very
disciplined. Still, the “Be the Box” mentality with seemingly countless rows of brightly
dressed, automaton participants, beating drums and forming geometric patterns (or the
like) with metronome precision became rather monotonous after the initial “high” had
passed. “Programmed” may be the best word to describe the proceedings— an emphasis
more on organization than spirit. The same can be said for Closing Ceremonies.
While over the past few Olympics, there is evidence that China is slowly embracing
Western spontaneity, it remains an unfortunate sign of a totalitarian mentality when
Ceremonies’ participants are told to wave continuously for hours—and they wave
mindlessly for hours! In fact, anyone familiar with the 1936 Berlin Olympics would have
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been uncomfortably reminded by the Beijing Ceremonies of the massive field displays of
unison gymnastics the Nazi’s offered to the world in those Games—an image the
Chinese, endeavoring to tidy up their own global image, would not intentionally have
wished to emulate. It was something along the lines of “Triumph of the Will” Chinese
style, noted columnist, Krauthammer. “We were waiting to see the individual,” remarked
Jeff Birnbaum, also of the Washington Post.
The Beijing Olympic Stadium torch was strangely reminiscent of the awkward 1996
Atlanta erector set version, and the aerial acrobatics were borrowed from Sydney 2000,
where they were better displayed. The high tech, digital technology, including a field
long T.V. set and visual images bouncing off the Bird’s Nest’s inner bulwark were
somewhat impersonalized proceedings—and the torch bearer “running’ on wires in
exaggerated slow motion around the stadium’s interior rim at dizzying heights was a little
too gimmickry. The memory of such events, however, always seems to dim as one
Olympics passes on to the next with excited commentators praising the current one as the
best ever seen. Considering the current world economic situation, however, one has to
wonder how London 2012, which is already over-budget, will ever be able to match, let
alone surpass, either the Beijing or Sydney Opening Ceremonies— or Athens 2004 for
that matter, which was also an impressive affair.

Money for Medals. Coaches, Trainers—and Agents: Turning Gold into Cash
On Tuesday, September, 9, 2008 Michael Phelps rang the opening bell for that session
of the New York Stock Exchange. It may have been a prophetic act since he may soon
own it! I remember a story told to me by an early sports memorabilia dealer some years
ago, that Bob Matthias, decathlon winner at both the 1946 London and 1952 Helsinki
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Olympics (and, coincidentally, my neighbor for a number of years) was so bound by the
code of amateurism of the day, that when he came into my friend’s store, Matthias had to
purchase extra copies of his own autobiography. If he were given copies, his status as an
amateur would have been compromised. Times have certainly changed. Today, there
are no such worries. For example, China’s gold medal winners, and there were a carload
of them at 51 (the largest haul since Seoul 1988 when the U.S.S.R. picked up 55), were to
receive $51,000 each (plus bonuses from at least one Chinese entrepreneur). The U.S.
winners’ pot of gold paled in comparison. They received only $25,000. Canada handed
out a mere $19,000. Singapore topped everyone with a $735,000 offer, but, realistically,
there was not much chance that it would need to pay up. It was a similar payday for
many other countries. Greece even offered a lifetime civil service job—but has not made
good on 2004 promises yet. To his credit, Phelps began each of his many interviews
about how he will “cash” in with his medals with a statement about what his performance
had done for the sport—but, then, athletes had been coached to be positive on T.V. and to
cut the self-praise. His agent Peter Carlisle was not so subtle on CNBC, mentioning
receiving 50 pitches a day, his cell phone and Blackberry “ringing” constantly.
Phelps had already done two books, and now there were inquiries about a third.
Speedo gave him a million dollars for tying, then breaking Mark Spitz’s record. AT&T,
Visa, Rosetta Stone, and others were on the line. Phelps wants McDonalds. “Phollowing
Phelps” is how CNBC tabbed it, while playing theme music from Chariots of Fire. HBO
called while Phelps was in New York and wanted a quick street scene with him for
“Entourage” (Squawk Box, 8/28/08). He is still turning up on spots with Bill Curtis
pitching AT&T’s Internet Connection (Phelps just stands there looking properly
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puzzled). Chico’s, whose outfits Phelp’s mother, Debbie, a middle school principal, was
wearing in the stands, now features “The Debbie Phelps Look” on its website. Johnson
& Johnson tabbed her the official “Baby Mom of the Olympic Games”-- and she was
made a spokesperson for “Moms.” Her son was off to London before the Games even
concluded to help with the handover ceremonies for 2012. Phelps’ coach, Bob Bowman
is now also his business partner.
Olympic athletics is now a job in itself— a springboard to fame and fortune. Phelps,
Nastia Liuken, Shawn Johnson, Dara Torres, and Bryan Clay worked hard for their fame,
and now they expect big bucks (Clay and Liukin earned the right to Special Wheaties
boxes). Even U.S. swimmer, Jason Livak, who wants to be known for more than just
helping Phelps achieve his eight golds, provided an interview with CNBC on August 18
concerning how he was planning, with “manager” standing at his side, to best showcase
himself. He indicated his international appeal because he is Jewish and also had age
group appeal since he is 32. Forty-one year old female swim sprinter, Dara Torres, can
likewise be merchandized to an older demographic. Being a successful Olympic athlete
today, unlike in the past, encompasses the best of two worlds formerly at odds with each
other—economic prosperity and promoting one’s sport.
The Olympics also give credibility to new and emerging sports. Women’s Beach
Volleyball is a good example—and certainly one of the sports our Islamic cleric had in
mind for his “Bikini Olympics.” The AVP (Association of Volleyball Professionals)
CEO and Commissioner, Leonard Armato, a former sports agent, makes no bones about
the fact he expected his scantily clad young ladies, especially Misty May-Treanor and
Kerri Walsh, to expand the spectator base for the sport while at Beijing. NBC certainly
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helped, concentrating many of their prime time cameras and hours on the aforementioned
pair’s competitions. Half naked female bodies not only bring out the fans but also
increase T.V. ratings—and a little rain to wet the “bikinis” does not hurt, either. The
“Commish” candidly stated he was trying to capitalize on the Olympics to generate
interest in the women (and men), who are contracted directly to him. But, hey, as one
CNBC Squawkbox commentator in Beijing observed about the scanty attire, look where
beach volleyball began-- on the beaches of Southern California. That’s what they wore
there!
Similarly, there is already a growing list of past and new sports that want entry (or
reentry) into the 2016 Games, wherever they will be held. The IOC, itself, provides the
incentive. The BMX Bicycle Racing debut at Beijing was included solely to attract the
younger, edgier crowds to the Olympics. A wider demographic is always a concern for
the IOC. Twenty-two of the 28 Sports Federation were represented at Beijing—and the
list keeps growing, though sports with declining interest are eliminated. Increasing
revenue is the main object. Along such lines, a Chicago 2016 Delegation was at Beijing
to pitch the city, shake the bushes, and work on the IOC, though one wonders how much
impact comic actor, Vince Vaughn, was going to have on the august body. If one were to
judge from the short T.V. interview of the delegation heads, Chicago should probably be
worried.
The reason why no athletes got involved in any protests at the Beijing Games was that
“Olympic athletes see the games as a once-in-lifetime opportunity to shine in their sport,
stand out and possibly cash in.” This was the view of Bob Dorfman, “executive creative
director with the San Francisco-based advertising and marketing firm Baker Street
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Partners,” and he is probably right. Dorfman continued, “It’s a moment that they’ve been
training and preparing for all their lives, and to risk tarnishing all their hard work with a
protest or political statement just isn’t worth it.” (Associated Press: AT&T Online,
8/25/2008).

Shorts Sleeves, Sweat, and Grand Stand Diplomacy—Egg Fu Yung on the IOC’s
Face
In the electrifying atmosphere at Bird’s Nest Stadium, where the Chinese were doing
their best to show the world they were on a par with its other major players, it was
interesting to see in the stands President and Mrs. Bush, Mr. Putin, and other world
dignitaries and celebrities in short sleeves, sweating together in the sweltering heat. Have
the Chinese never heard of “Skyboxes” or air-conditioning—or were they only reminding
their guests of the advantages of their supposedly classless society? Or, that they need
not be concerned about their safety in Beijing, as they are in their own countries? One
suspects, however, it was actually just another of the many Chinese slip-ups in not fully
understanding the perks which their guests from the West, in particular, take for granted.
Certainly, it was refreshing for us at home in our air-conditioned homes to watch Bush
and Putin seemingly chumming around with one another, as if they were ordinary guys at
a baseball game. In fact, we were probably thinking to ourselves, “Why can’t world
politics be like this all the time?” While the comradeship was at its height, the Russians
were invading Georgia. True, the Georgians underestimated the Russian response to a
provocation on their part, apparently believing that Putin would not dare move against
them while he and the world were focused on the Olympics— or jeopardize in any way
the 2014 Winter Games to be held at Sochi, not far from the Georgian border. However,
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in true Cold War fashion, Russia showed it had no regard for Olympic ideals whatsoever,
and launched a full scale invasion of the tiny country. The understood “Olympic Truce”
had been violated.
Everyone was appropriately horrified. However, the standard IOC response to this
(and, as it turned out, to any suggestion it take action on other issues during the
Olympics) was repeated numerous times by IOC spokeswoman Giselle Davies, who
stated, “We’re a sports organization—we stay clearly within our role, which is to bring
sport to host countries” (Associated Press: AT&T Online, 8/20/08). Such a stance is
something akin to a celebrity giving a party at a friend’s house then denying all
responsibility for any outrageous behavior which takes place there—and, in this case, the
IOC (and everything it is supposed to stand for) was given a meaty slap, heard round the
world, across the face. Even during the Ancient Olympics, a state which violated the
Olympic truce was punished by the organizers, as Sparta was excluded and fined in 420
B.C. Does not the modern IOC fulfill a similar role for those who misbehave at Games
over which they are supposedly the authority? Even with this ancient precedent, the IOC,
publicly at least, did nothing. This was not just a simple political issue for the IOC to
sidestep with its typical “neutral” rhetoric. It was a personal affront to everything for
which the IOC supposedly stands. The fact that it would not take measures to defend
itself and the Olympics is certain indication that the IOC is more interested in keeping its
members and sponsors happy than ruffling, in this case, the fur of the Russian Bear.
In a subsequent NBC Saturday Night Late interview, Bob Costas directly confronted
IOC President, Jacques Rogge, with the question of Russia’s behavior and its holding of
the 2014 Winter Games at Sochi. Instead of addressing Costas’ question as it was
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intended, Rogge simply stated in expressionless fashion that the world’s athletes and
spectators at those games could be assured of their security. Russia will guarantee it. He
would have preferred that the conflict had not happened, but added that the IOC, in its
role as a “sports body,” had convinced Georgia to stay at the Olympics and the Georgian
Team had won four medals. That was not the point—and one has to wonder about the
blatantly political comments Rogge had earlier made (The New York Times
[nytimes.com], 4/11/08) when he roundly criticized the Chinese human rights records,
called on them to “provide the news media with greater access to the country, and
described the torch relays protests as a “crisis” for the organization. Those were hardly
the comments of a purely “sports body!” The IOC continues to “pass the buck” but
collect the cash.

A Bolt from the Sky and a Fish Named Phelps: Athletics at their (Olympic) Peak.
There has never been an Olympics at which two athletes so completely dominated
their sports—Usain Bolt in Track and Field, and Michael Phelps in Swimming. In the
rush to praise, Mark Spitz modestly refrained from spoiling Phelps’ moment. It was
“Awesome,” he said on televised interview, wearing a Hyatt shirt and now Host for Hyatt
Resort Training Camp. The fact is-- one which everyone seems to have overlooked-- that
while Phelps did garner eight golds, he only tied Spitz’s record of seven golds and seven
world records.
Bolt, the 6-foot-5, 22 year old Jamaican, did what no other Olympic sprinter has ever
done—set three world records in a single games in the 100, 200 and 400 relay. No one
has ever seen anyone like him. Swimming records fall from week to week—and nothing
is to be taken away from Phelp’s tremendous accomplishment. However, while the 100
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meter dash record was thought to be in jeopardy, no one ever thought that Michael
Johnson’s 200 meter world record would ever be threatened, let alone crushed in 19.3;
that record was set at Atlanta in 1996. The 400 relay record had held for 16 years. Bolt
took care of all three races (with his Jamaican teammates in 400 meter relay) in
spectacular fashion. His seemingly effortless records are only his to break again. Before
the Games, everyone considered him something of a flake or clown. He had not even
decided if he would run in both sprints at Beijing. Now, everyone in the sports world is
trying to figure out if there is any limit to this man’s potential.
Good sports health is also being redefined by both Bolt and Phelps: McDonalds is
apparently now the training table for champions (although Phelps is also on a box of
Cornflakes) and Chicken McNuggets are the favorite of Bolt, who apparently wolfed
down a pack or two before he ran away with the world. Drugs and doping suggestions
were forgotten, as a global audience saw a happy guy who was “high” on himself and the
obvious good time he was having. Even so, the IOC decided that here it would flex its
mighty muscle and waved its figure at Bolt, chiding him for his playful taunting of his
competitors after blowing them out in the race. The IOC is, after all, a “sports
organization.” Perhaps they could have overlooked Bolt’s minor “indiscretion” in this
case, since he donated $50,000 to victims of the May Sichuan earthquake (Associated
Press: AT&T Online, 8/25/2008).
“I came out here ready. I came out here prepared. I worked hard—that’s all I can
say….I worked hard to get here. It wasn’t easy at all. It may look easy, but it was hard.”
So observed Usain Bolt for those who had been his critics (Associated Press: AT&T
Online, 8/23/2008). We believe him!
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Pee Wees on the Playground—The Shell Game on Bars and Mats
Women’s Gymnastics, because of its high profile, provided what probably became the
most controversial issue during the Beijing Olympics. Certainly, the venue itself would
also have made our Islamic cleric’s priority list of “Bikini Olympians” on display, but
that was not the problem here. It was the obvious youth of the Chinese team—clear to
anyone’s eye that five of the six girls did not meet the age requirement. Watching
performances, though highly skilled, of children who could not even fill out their national
uniforms (the “women’s” diving team also appeared as if they could have used a few
extra bowls of Wheaties) was depressing enough, but when the Chinese were called on it,
their response was nothing but indignant. True to itself, the IOC was slow to act,
insisting there was no proof that anyone had cheated. Finally, in face of mounting
criticism, the IOC observed there were “a number of questions and apparent
discrepancies” that gymnastic officials needed to resolve (Associated Press, AT&T
online, 8/22/08). The matter was left pending.
It is unfortunate that such a cloud of dishonesty would hang so prominently over a
team from the host country, which insisted that Chinese women’s bodies do not mature as
quickly as those in the West. Perhaps the Ancient Greeks can provide a lesson for us
here. In the original Olympics, there was an age qualification that separated (in this case)
men from boys. Eighteen years was the cutoff, and a Boy’s Competition was held
separately. Some such definitive dichotomy, it might be offered, could be worked out for
both today’s female and male gymnasts. However, human nature being what it is, it
should also be noted that there were numerous cases of cheating over the centuries in the
Ancient Olympics. Youthful looking men attempted, often successfully, to slip into the
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boy’s competition to better their chances of victory. There were no birth certificates, so it
was difficult to prove their dishonesty. In the end, then, it appears that little has changed
over the millennia.
In the case of China, however, there are birth certificates—but in our digital world,
they can change from competition to competition. When the Chinese government
bolstered its case by producing the girls’ irate parents, the matter began to take on the
mantle of world politics rather than athletics. Rogge told Costas on the same NBC
Saturday Night Late broadcast that the question had been turned over to the proper
Federation. He added, however, that he felt age limits should be in place to “protect
young people.” When Costas asked why not let everyone compete, Rogge said the IOC
does not set the age limits. However, the host country gives medals in the name of the
IOC, and the IOC decides if the medals will be taken away. This gold, at least, will stay
in China.

“Made in America”— Fast Becoming the Trademark for International Olympic
Athletics: Recycled Athletes and Coaches.
It seems that while the strength of the Olympics is supposed to be its inherent
international competitive spirit, it is now a fact that most of the best athletes and coaches
have filtered in or out of the U.S. training system. Consequently, it is the playing fields
of the U.S. that are turning out most of the world’s great athletes. The foreign athletes
live here, train here, and compete here—but when the time comes to declare their colors
for the home team in the Olympics, the U.S. ends up largely competing against “itself.”
It is something akin to companies that manufacture a well known product but are paid by
other retailers to place their brand name on it. The same Kentucky bourbon maker, for
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example, is responsible for over a dozen other labels. Practically everyone at Beijing
swimming against U.S. athletes was trained at American universities. Croatian 100 meter
breaststroke silver medalist, Milorad Cavic, for example, was coached by Mike Bottom,
who is now head coach at Michigan, Michael Phelp’s alma mater. The same situation
characterizes track and field. Competing basketball players are on NBA roosters.
Simply put, without the U.S.A., there would be a far less interesting or competitive
Olympics.
So, too, the U.S. has become a magnet for expatriates. The ink on the passport of our
flag bearer in the Opening Ceremonies, Lopez Lomong, had hardly dried. He was fresh
in from Sudan’s civil wars, and provided China with a subtle reminder of their role in that
conflict. In Sunday’s closing ceremony, the U.S. flag bearer was Khatuna Lorig,
formerly of Georgia, the country invaded by Russia during the Games. It seems new
athletic arrivals to the U.S. can also be used as political symbols. Another top U.S
prospect, middle distance runner Bersad Lagat, was formerly of Kenya. The coach of our
Women’s volleyball team, “Jenny” Lang Ping, is an icon in China, her native country.
Gymnast, Nastia Liukin, looks like a Russian, performs like a Russian, has a Russian
name, and her father and coach was a past Olympic multiple gold medalist for the
U.S.S.R. (her mother was a World Champion rhythmic gymnast)—but she is now a U.S.
citizen competing for America. Fellow gymnast Shawn Johnson’s personal coach, Liang
Chow, formerly a member of China’s national gymnastic team, came to the U.S. to live
the American Dream. The four members of the U.S. Table Tennis Team were all born in
China. The list goes on. One is reminded of the Ancient Greek Olympics wherein
successful athletes from smaller cities were offered citizenship in bigger one to compete
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for them—with all the appropriate “considerations” for a profitable future should they
win the desired Olympic garland for their new city.

A Picture Tells a 1000 Words—Fake Kids, Fireworks, and Who Knows What?
It was bad enough when we, as viewers, learned that the cute little girl who beautifully
sang the Ode to the Motherland during Opening Ceremonies was actually mouthing the
words because, so the story goes, one Chinese Politburo member did not think the real
singer’s crooked teeth would present an acceptable image to the world. The fake winds
generated to keep the flags waving in the stadium were also a novel idea to keep up the
image of sustainable pageantry while the spectacle unfolded. Revelations of further
“stagings” during the Ceremonies continued to accumulate. It was reported by The
London Times (Friday, August 15, 2008) that the children who made up the Galaxy
Children’s Art Troupe, presented as representatives of China’s 56 ethnic groups marching
into the Bird’s Nest stadium, were, instead, all from the dominant Han majority.
Organizers had earlier insisted that the kids were the “real thing” and so it read in the
program. But, hey, kids are kids, and if they look good, who’s going to know. “I think
you’re being very meticulous,” complained Wan Wei, Vice-President of the Beijing
Olympic Organizing Committee. “I see nothing wrong exactly with [where] the children
are from.” True enough-- totalitarian regimes usually see one child as good as another.
Why bother with details? As one Tibetan observer noted (Timesonline, 8/16/08), “I
supposed they thought there was too much risk that even a child could make an
unacceptable gesture.”
Bogus kids might be overlooked by world viewers—but bogus fireworks? We learned
that aerial views of the 29 giant fireworks “footprints” which took us from Opening
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Ceremonies at the Bird’s Nest to central Beijing were digitally generated. The Chinese
were not upset—just too difficult to bring off successfully was the rationale. One
wonders, then, how at Sydney 2000 (which was a model in many aspects for the Beijing
Games) a similar and more difficult track of fireworks was successfully executed over the
great distance between stadium and city. Did not the Chinese invent fireworks?
All those Chinese faces smiling back at us in the Bird’s Nest Stadium were not ticket
buyers; there were not as many tickets sold, or even available, as originally stated; not as
many foreigners had come to China to help fill the now unsold seats—and the Chinese
government actually paid “ringers” to occupy the space and told them to cheer evenly for
everyone. In fairness to China, however, ticket sales are always inflated, there are never
that many foreigners who come to an Olympics, and “fillers” have become a standard
method of avoiding the embarrassment of too many empty seats.
Ultimately, however, the Chinese did something that no other Olympic host has been
able to do on such a scale—it changed the weather. Zeus, himself, would have been
impressed by that one!

Horsing Around? Drugs at Beijing—A German Equine Fails the Test (Though Few
Humans Did).
The most prominent drug disqualification during the Beijing Olympics was probably a
horse on the German equestrian team. Ultimately, there were only eight athletes
disqualified, none from a major country. It is difficult to believe that in the four years
since what was probably the biggest problem, doping, at the Athens Olympics-- which
had also involved the exclusion of the best Greek male and female sprinters, Kostas
Kenteris and Katerina Thanou-- had virtually disappeared. True, Dick Pound, the
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Olympic drug enforcer for most of the pre-Beijing period, was adamant about impressing
nations, most prominently the host country China, about the penalties for discovering any
substance abuse among athletes at the Games. Certainly, the high profile confession of
Marion Jones some months before the Games was not accidental. Marion threw herself
upon the mercy of her public and the IOC—and what happened to her, besides being
stripped of her medals from Sydney 2000 (interestingly, one of which now goes to her
Greek rival, who, as just noted, did not compete at Athens because of the drug
accusations swirling about her head), was rather anticlimactic. It appears there was some
“dealing” with Jones behind the scenes beforehand. Also, the Olympic watchdogs
concluded that some substances which had previously been banned were now
allowable—or at least the penalties had been reduced. There are just too many questions
surrounding an almost dope free Olympics for it to be given a free pass. The IOC was so
embarrassed at Athens that it may just have discovered a way to work around it rather
than despoil the Olympic festival further.
The most prominent example of how successfully the new “antiseptic” drug
atmosphere at the Olympics worked involves the Chinese 110 meter hurdler, Liu Xiang.
His surprise equaling of the world record at Athens raised suspicions about drugs—but
his painful withdrawal on the track from the Beijing event, disappointing literally
hundreds of millions of Chinese, evoked nothing but sympathy. Tears filled the stadium.
Not even a whisper was raised that he may have been using his injury (just as the two
Greek sprinters mentioned above had “arranged” a convenient motorcycle accident in
2004 to sidestep detection) to avoid taking a drug test he might have failed should he
have won the event. This is not to say that Liu was not actually injured—only that the
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unusual circumstances of his surprise withdrawal raised not even a hint of drug scandal.
Even Nike President, Charles Denson, who said Nike opens two stores a day in China
and basketball is their biggest market, confessed he was as stunned as anyone to learn of
Liu’s injury. Nike, Liu’s major sponsor, was at first devastated because they had $23
million invested in him and his withdrawal from the most anticipated race in China
looked to be a disaster. However, Denson “turned on a dime” and transformed what
could have been a major financial setback into a “Just Do It, Anyway” campaign. It
highlighted Liu’s attempt to compete (a full page ad pictured his agonized face) no matter
what the cost—until his injury finally did him in. Liu helped Nike have its best Olympics
ever. China is now Nike’s second largest market, and Denson claims 30% higher sales
than his nearest competitor (CNBC, 8/21/08)—though Adidas might argue with that.
Unfortunately, Usain Bolt, the biggest track and field star at the Games, wears Puma!
Obviously, the IOC had done its job in presenting the image of a clean Olympics.
Whether the reality did indeed match that image is another question. When Bob Costas
asked President Jacques Rogge about it on the August 23 NBC Saturday Night Late
broadcast, Rogge replied that doping was his number one priority. Costas asked him if
the apparent clean Olympics at Beijing was the result of disqualification of 39 athletes
from different countries before the Games. Rogge replied it was never so difficult to
cheat, and they cannot catch everyone. They now keep athletes’ specimen samples for
eight years (there must be a towering urine bank somewhere near IOC Headquarters at
Lausanne).
Rogge’s revelation may provide the answer for the almost drug free Beijing Olympics.
As early as July 22, over two weeks before the Games began, the BBC had reported that
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new versions of blood-boosting drugs, for example, were available, cheap, and probably
undetectable by Olympic Drug tests. Since the IOC was helpless to do anything about it,
waiting to catch their athletic “criminals” while continuing to spew out anti-drug threats
during the Olympics seems like a good strategy. Few athletes were caught, and no one
was really embarrassed. Subsequently, in the post-Olympic calm, the IOC could
announce that it was going to retest 5,000 samples from Olympic athletes (BBC, 10/8/08:
www.newser.com), and, as of November 7, seven more cases were, in the words of
Rogge, “possibly coming up” (Associated Press, 11/7/08: www.newser.com). There will
probably be more, and the German horse will be forgotten, if he has not been already. In
the end, however, the IOC has already gotten what it wants most. Everyone seems
satisfied with an almost drug-free Olympics-- no matter how the “results” were achieved.

The Olympics—An Excuse for an Economic Summit? G.E., Nike, Dow, Visa, and
Warren Buffet Sign in on CNBC.
Jeffrey Immelt, CEO of G.E., was on CNBC at Beijing on August 18, describing
G.E.’s vast activities there. The company even had a pavilion on the Olympic Green, and
Immelt pointed out that G.E.’s technology was used for the impressive water displays on
the Olympic grounds as well as Bird’s Nest Stadium’s complicated lighting. Much of
what one saw outwardly at the Olympics on NBC (owned, coincidentally, by G.E.)
involved G.E. Peter Foss, G.E.’s President of Olympic Global Sponsorship and Corp
Sales, said on a CNBC Squawkbox interview on August 22 that there had been a 35%
spike in awareness for G.E. because of the Olympics. Six thousand people a day were
visiting their Olympic pavilion. According to MSNBC.com (8/21/08), $700 million had
come in to date from some 400 Olympics projects at Beijing, including the rainwater
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recycling system at the Bird’s Nest. G.E. is already “on board” for Vancouver and
London.
Visa CEO, Joseph Saunders, stated on a CNBC exclusive interview that the Olympics
helped make Visa the #1 card in the world. They are up 7% since the Olympics started,
and they plan to keep the sponsorship, which has helped “build our brand.” Nike
President, Charles Denson, dropped by CNBC at Beijing (August 21) to make his pitch.
Dow Chemicals CEO, Andrew Liveris, proudly stated that there were 560 Dow
customers in Beijing, emphasizing the business Dow was doing at the Olympics-- and
adding it was “about time” to drill. Dow is continuing its Olympic sponsorship. Warren
Buffet, owner of Coca Cola, as well as half the world, did not make the trip to Beijing but
communicated with people there through CNBC. He chimed in on CNBC’s Squawkbox
that “we” want the continued association of Coke with the Olympics.
Finally, on the last Friday broadcast of CNBC’s Olympic Squawkbox coverage
(CNBC is also G.E.), the cast both at home and in Beijing were patting each other on the
back with kudos all around. There will never be an Olympics in the business sense as big
as this one, concluded a commentator from Beijing—and all the pre-Olympic concerns
“never materialized.” Well…actually, many of them did, though through slick media
presentation and spin, it was difficult for any of the “unpleasantries” to grab any kind of
traction. Joe Kennedy’s reputed statement that it is not what you are actually like but
what people think you are like that is important can probably be applied here.
Despite such glowing reports, some sponsors are walking away from the Olympics.
For them, the price of an Olympic sponsorship is just too much for the return. As of
August 21, 2008, only eight of the twelve global sponsors had renewed for 2010 and
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2012—excluding Johnson & Johnson and Kodak. “It’s just not the best way for us to
spend our money,” said Kodak Chief Executive, Antonio Perez (MSNBC.com, 8/21/08).
Perhaps they will, or have already, changed their minds. However, while everyone else is
busy exploiting the Olympics as the “Golden Egg” of the moment, one has to wonder
what steps they are taking to ensure its long term survival-- which, with costs rising so
dramatically, is certainly not guaranteed. No Egg, no money….

London Bridge is Falling Down? The Mayor Is Not the Only One in an Ill-Fitting
Suit.
An article appeared in the Melbourne Sunday Age (“All that glitters is not gold,” May
18, 2008) regarding the Australian Olympic chief asking for a funding boost from the
government. If it was not forthcoming he advised, Australia would face a drop “down
the medal tally list” at London 2012. In the same article, it was revealed from documents
obtained under the freedom of information act by The Guardian that Britain’s Labour
Government had commissioned a study to determine how many “golds” the British
would have to win to avoid a national humiliation and keep Labour in power in the 2013
elections. A National humiliation would be politically costly. Fourth would be
acceptable, but the price would be about £10 million per medal. That was before the
British economy began to tank. Such is the attention Olympic gold now commands.
The new mayor of London, Boris Johnson, certainly did little to boost anyone’s
confidence about his country’s government even having enough money to host the games
in 2012, let along garner the desired medal count. He showed up at the Beijing Closing
Ceremonies in an ill-fitting suit (purchased, it would appear, far from Savile Row), and
he acted more like an intruder on the stage of world politics than the man who runs one of
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the world’s largest cities. He did not appear able even to get into the rhythm of waving
the Olympic flag when it was awkwardly passed to him. London has already surpassed
the enormous sum that put Athens in debt for generations in 2004. The Mayor of
Vancouver, reflecting on the lower cost of his city’s 2010 Winter Games, put the Beijing
price tag at $42 billion. Some, however, are more realistically placing the Chinese tab
more in the neighborhood of $60 billion—a total probably still reverberating (and
growing) in the once apparently inexhaustible economy, which is now in decline in a
struggling world financial crisis. Turning Beijing “off” for seventeen days also probably
not only affected world oil prices (which continued to drop during the Games) but must
have cost the Chinese a few billion more. A major earthquake right before the Games
was also an immense drain on resources. Finally, for all the signs of China’s non-stop
prosperity before the Games, a Fox News report from rural China on August 19 indicated
that much of the country’s new economic bonanza has had small impact on the 800
million Chinese who do not live in large cities. In the words of vendors hocking their
wares along the Great Wall, “nothing much has changed.”
As for London, one wonders with all the money already expended and so little to
show for it, if Great Britain’s economy will not be bankrupted by the Olympics four years
from now. The unexpected economic downturn now also seriously affects the country.
The pound is at its lowest in some years against the U.S. dollar; inflation will continue to
swell original budget projections; and, there is no sign that anything is going to change
for some time in the future. Ultimately, there may not be enough money in the entire
country to host the next Olympics.

29
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Many times, especially in architectural fields, it is unclear where to draw the line
between Modernism and Postmodernism. In many artistic languages, such as music,
painting, and the performing arts, political and cultural values reflect the values of
humans and society. However, because architectural forms result from multi-layered
problem solving, justifying cultural and artistic values is more difficult because of the
practical uses of space. If one sees architectural movement as architectural vocabularies,
rather than as depicting social and cultural values, it might become much easier to
identify Modernism and Postmodernism. Therefore, this paper reveals two different
architectural styles of two renowned architectural structures representing Modernism and
Postmodernism.
The Eames House, completed in 1949, and the Vanna Venturi House, completed
in 1964 have significant meanings in architectural history. First these houses represent
the particular architectural styles of Modernism and Postmodernism, respectively. Along
with these ideal images, both houses have elicited their own vocabularies and we can
notice differences between the two architectural movements within their contexts. Moos
criticized the Vanna Venturi House that “has come to play a role in postmodern
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architecture that is comparable to that played by Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye in the
International Style.” 1
Second, the Eames House left a significant possibility upon Modernism in
architecture. Using prefabricated industrialized materials, not only did Eames create a
highly personalized space, but he also provided a historical connection within his space.
Michael McDonough applauded Eames’ work as “the mood, the feel, the ability of the
Eames’ version of Modernism to accept layers upon layers of non-modern, non-industrial
enhancement, to be a foundation, a starting point for a prescient, inclusionist view of the
future.” 2 From this standpoint, it is necessary to revaluate Modern architecture.
Therefore, this study will demonstrate that Eames’ ideal image of home is
depicted within a universal vocabulary and that Venturi’s idiosyncratic interest, curiosity
of historical contexts, is revealed in a new neoclassical appearance in Mannerist manner.
Also, this study will demonstrate that the idea and presentation of the Eameses’ house,
representing their “love of objects,” is not only related to Venturi’s idea of complexity
and contradiction, but also depicts a historical connection by “functioning decoration” for
“extra cultural surprise.”
Significant reasons exist for selecting these houses. First, each house plays an
important role in the career of its designer. Second, as a single-family house, each
architect experimented with his ideal home image. Moos cited Scully’s observation in his
book, Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown: Buildings and Projects, “Like lyric poetry, singlefamily houses most openly mirror the character and feelings of their architects.” 3

1

Stanislaus von Moos, Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown: Buildings and Projects. (New York: Rizzoli
International Publications, 1987), 241.
2
McDonough, M. “The House that Eames Built: A Status Report.” ID, v. 36 (Sept./Oct.1989): 22.
3
Moos, Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, 240.
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To distinguish Eames’ work from that of conservative Modernism, it is necessary
to address the critique of Postmodernists on Modernism. Postmodern architects and
architectural critics, because of the heroic, rigid, innovated, and universal vocabulary of
Modern architecture, have constantly condemned Modern architects who utilized highly
selected pure, simple, and unornamented forms. Charles Jencks, architect and
architectural writer, drastically condemned Modernism by stating, “Modern Architecture
died in St Louis, Missouri on July 15, 1972 at 3:32 p.m. … Modern architecture had
failed to remain credible partly because it didn’t communicate effectively with its
ultimate users and partly because it didn’t make effective links with the city and
history.” 4
However, one should compare these comments from Jencks with the critique of
Postmodernism by Venturi, who Jencks considers to be a Postmodern architect.
Ironically, Robert Venturi, author of Complexity and Contradiction, which
Postmodernists consult to criticize Modern Architecture, denounced Postmodernists in
the following manner, “Post-modernism has in my opinion proclaimed in theory its
independence from Modernism-from the singular vocabulary and the rigid ideology of
that movement-but has substituted, in practice, a new vocabulary that is different in its
symbolism from that of the old, but similar in its singularity and as limited in its range
and dogmatic in its principle as the old. The new movement does not provide the diverse
symbolism and cultural relevance appropriate for our era. In this respect it is not different

4

Jencks, C. “The Death of Modern Architecture What Is Post-Modernism?” in Modernism to
Postmodernism: an anthology ,ed.Lawrence E. Cahoone (Cambridge, Mass. : Blackwell Publishers, 1996),
470,472.
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from the previous.” 5 Moreover, he wanted to qualify his attitude toward the Modern
movement and distinguish it from that of many of the Postmodernists. 6
From this standpoint, one can compare Eames’ House with Venturi’s House. If
both Eames and Venturi are Modernists, although their attitudes toward Modernism are
different from those of conservative Modernists, their vocabulary revealed in each house
could be idiosyncratic. If Venturi is a Postmodernist, as Jencks proclaimed, and if his
theory in Complexity and Contradiction is an accepted guideline for Postmodernists, we
can define major distinctions between the architectural style of Modernism and
Postmodernism because the vocabulary in Eames’ House is related to Venturi’s Theory in
Complexity and Contradiction. I am not criticizing Modernism and Postmodernism as
cultural movements; rather I am focusing on architectural styles revealed in each house as
a representation of each movement.
Eames’ House, located in Pacific Palisades, California, is officially known as
Case Study House #8 sponsored by Arts & Architecture, a magazine mouthpiece for
Modernist ideas and a platform for the California avant-garde. 7 The aim for the Case
Study House Program, which began in 1945, was to promote the ideals of Modernism
and ideal home styles during postwar periods to fulfill social debates and provide a high
quality of life with new industrial technologies.
Piet Mondrian, Mies van der Rohe, and Japanese aesthetic influence the house
design. The vocabulary of the house is undoubtedly Modernistic–the minimal appearance
of façade, pure artistic Mondrianesque composition, and Miesian style of steel structure.

5

Venturi, R. “Diversity, relevance and representation in historicism, or plus ca change….” Architectural
Record (June 1982): 117.
6
Venturi, R. ,Architectural Record (June 1982), 118.
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For the house to be artistic and warm, Ray Eames, Charles Eames’ wife and business
collaborator, played an important role by decorating the interiors. During her school years
(1933-1939), she was educated by Hans Hofmann and inspired by foreign painters,
including Picasso, the Bauhaus abstractionists, and Mondrian. 8 Her artistic sense of
decoration and background of fine art enhanced their beautiful and warm home.
However, their usage of modern language revealed the house was very significant for
Modernism. Kirkham states “two aspects of the ‘machine aesthetic’ are brought together
in this house: the use of mass-produced parts and the geometric forms and abstraction of
De Stijl. With its vibrant exterior coloring and its ‘additive’ aesthetic, the façade of the
Eames House stepped outside what had become the dominant tradition of modernist
heroes.” 9
To discuss Venturi’s theory, “complexity and contradiction” revealed in the
Eames House, we need to discuss 1) the Eameses’ lifestyles and personalities and 2)
similar characteristics between the Eameses and Venturi.
First, the Eameses’ love of objects was revealed in their collection and their joy of
life was reflected throughout their life as husband and wife and as business partners.
They illustrated their personalities and views of the ideal home in their proposal, “For
married couple both occupied professionally with mechanical experiment and graphic
presentation. Work and recreation are involved in general activities: Day and night, work
and play, concentration, relaxation with friend and foe, all intermingled personally and
professionally with mutual interest. … This house-in its free relation to the ground, the

7

Kirkham, P. Charles and Ray Eames: Designers of the Twentieth Century. (Cambridge: MIT P, 1995),
101.
8
Kirkham, P. Charles and Ray Eames, 38.
9
Kirkham, P. Charles and Ray Eames. 116.
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tree, the sea-with constant proximity to the whole vast order of nature act re-orienteer and
‘shock absorber’ and should provide the needed relaxations from the daily complications
arising within problems.” 10 In addition, Eames Demerios, Charles and Ray Eames’
grandson, recalls, “They were simply my grandparents, not the icons of design history
when I was with them. They were an incredible amount of fun and I have great
memories. I have pictures of me with my grandfather out in the meadow where we were
trying to find spider web.” 11 The Eameses’ characters were obviously depicted in their
“functioning decoration” inspiring “extra-cultural shock” appearing in their house.
Indeed, it is complex, contradictory, and balanced.
Second, both the Eameses and Venturi were interested in historical contexts.
Venturi’s way of seeing architecture came from his conscious sense of the past. 12 To him,
self-consciousness was the largest part of creation within Modern contexts. On the other
hand, the Eameses’ curiosity of the past and collecting exotic cultural objects was a part
of the ongoing serious fun activities throughout their lives. “Eameses considered that
many objects, particularly old objects, to have an integrity in and of themselves which
related to the materials, the processes of production, the care, and the skill with which
they were made.” 13 Moreover, both Venturi’s and the Eameses’ architectural elements
are hybrid. Whereas Venturi’s pluralistic languages are derived from Classicism and
Mannerism and Modernism, Eameses’ vocabularies are derived from De Stijl, Miesian,
and Japanese style.

10

Kirkham, P. Charles and Ray Eames, 110.
Rotenberk, L. “Charles and Ray Eames: Pioneers in Design.” Inland Architecture 117.no.1: 35.
12
Venturi, R. Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture. (New York: The Museum of Modern Art,
1977), 13.
13
Kirkham, P. Charles and Ray Eames,143.
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In Complexity and Contradiction, Venturi criticized Modernists’ heroic
expressive simplicity by using the term “Less is Bore.” His term “both-and” has played
an important role within his theory. He proclaimed that “an architecture of complexity
and contradiction has a special obligation toward the whole: its truth must be in its
totality or its implication of totality. It must embody the difficult unity of inclusion rather
than the easy unity of exclusion.” 14
Like Venturi proclaimed, the characters of “complexity and contradiction” were
achieved in the Eames House. “The objective of Eames house was to emphasize the
structure, exposing as much of it as possible and to create a light and open interior space
using readily available industrial materials.” 15 It was possible to make the structure cold.
But, by accumulating Japanese and Miesian flavors, and by using transparent,
translucent, and wired glass, they not only fused coldness of industrial character, but also
created the strong artistic character of the house.
A contradiction exists between the house’s inorganic structure and its
surroundings. “Rather than denying the surroundings of the house, Eames saw these
inorganic materials as being complementary to them because the texture of the ceiling,
the metal joints, the repetition of the standard sash, the change of glazing from
transparent to translucent … all add to the architectural relationship of house to nature.” 16
By placing the house behind a row of eucalypt trees, not only did they create privacy
space, but they also fused the monopoly of a strong façade. Trees, meadows, and flowers,

14

Venturi, R. Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture , 16.
Miers, C., ed. Eames Design: The Work of the Office of Charles and Ray Eames
(New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1989), 111.
16
Steele, J., “Charles and Ray Eames; Eames House.” in Twentieth-century houses: Frank Lloyd Wright,
Fallingwater; Alvar Aalto, Villa Mairea ; Charles and Ray Eames, Eames House,(London : Phaidon Press
Ltd., 1999)
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as well as geometric forms, are part of design vocabulary. As Ray later put it, “It is
wonderful to see all the changing seasons in it-even in South California … In July it is
yellow and dry whereas in spring it is high and full of flowers. We cut it only once a year,
in late May or June.” 17
The complexity was also achieved by cultural and historical contradiction. Joy of
objects, so called “functioning decoration,” reflected this contradiction and complexity.
“They use this term to describe their carefully composed arrangements of disparate
objects, some of which were quite small, within interior space. The aesthetic was one of
addition, juxtaposition, composition, changing scales, and ‘extra-cultural surprise.’ The
word ‘functional’ validated ‘decoration,’ which was usually regarded as non-functional.”
To the Eameses, “extra-cultural surprise” was the highly idiosyncratic function and the
aesthetic function representing their joy of life.
The structure is composed of the 1,500 square-foot house and the 1,000 squarefoot studio. The interior of the house includes a large vertical two-story living room; a
lower floor, which contains the dining area, a small seating alcove with built-in sofas, a
kitchen, and a utility room; a second floor, which contains two bedrooms and two
bathrooms; and a spiral staircase lighted by a skylight. The bedroom can be opened and
closed off by sliding diffusion screens. The studio includes a two-story studio, a dark
room for filmmaking, a bathroom, and a storage area on the second floor. The appearance
of the interior as a building structure is minimal and neutralized, but vertical strips of
birch on the west wall and natural light by transparent and translucent glass give the
space warmth. Moreover, the Eameses’ “functioning decoration” give the house the most
remarkable character, “Victorian clutter.”
17
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Kirkham describes the interior as “Aladdin’s cave.” Toys, collections of shells,
folk arts, candles, masks, plants, pillows, mats, sculptures, chairs, pots, etc., are all
objects of the subjects of their fun activities. These activities have “roots in two related
developments of the late nineteenth and the early twenties centuries: the Art and Craft
movement and new educational theories related to creative play. The Art and Craft
movement, which admired the material culture of “simpler” pre-industrial societies,
promoted handicrafts as character-building as well as utilitarian.” 18 Throughout the
interior, these extra-cultural objects are carefully displayed. Hofmann’s paintings and
Japanese lanterns hang from the ceiling, a glass crystal candelabrum sits on a table, mats
decorate the living room, plants adorn the rooms, small folk arts are found under the
staircase and at the entrance door, and eucalypt trees are outdoors, all cultural
contradiction and complexity. The “functioning decoration” is “double functioning” and
“both-and.”
To Venturi, his mother’s house was also his experiment laboratory. Because of his
curiosity of forms and aesthetics, the house had a different meaning than the Eames
House. His idiosyncratic character upon forms, especially in terms of house design, is
revealed in his article 15 years after completion of his mother’s house, “I claim that my
approach and the substance of my work are Classical, and have been from the beginning
of my career. My mother’s house in Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, the second building of
my design to be built, is an explicitly Classical building in the substance of it plan and
form and in the ornament of its elevation.” 19 Venturi also played with symbolic images

18
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of conventional forms. As such, symbolism is very important to communicate with his
architectural vocabularies of house.
To Venturi, the image of conventional house comes from traditional Western
architecture. The representation of traditional chimney and gable, fireplace, doors, and
windows is depicted in Mannerist manner within modern technology. Distortion of
façade within symmetrical appearance, location of the main entrance with large cutout
opening, and width of the stair backside of the fireplace reflect his Mannerism. Using
Mannerist attitude, he created tension throughout the house. “The architectural
complexities and distortions inside are reflected on the outside. The varying locations and
sizes and shapes of the windows and perforations on the outside walls, as well as the offcenter location of the chimney, contradict the overall symmetry of the outside form: the
windows are balanced on each side of the dominating entrance opening and chimneyclerestory element in the front, and the lunette window in the back, but they are not
symmetrical.” 20
Historical contexts are also important vocabularies of Venturi’s architecture, as he
mentioned. His depiction of Classicism was abstract and ambiguous within composition
of geometric forms to achieve the essence of Classicism.
Comparison of the interiors of Venturi’s House and the Eameses’ House provides
interesting information. Ironically, the Eameses’ interior is full of historical and extracultural objects, whereas Venturi’s interior is quite modern, except one small piece of
furniture.
In conclusion, the idiosyncratic character of the Eameses’ House is that their joy
of life is depicted by hybrid Modern vocabulary with “functioning decoration.” On the
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other hand, the idiosyncratic character of Ventri’s house is that his curiosity of historical
architectural forms is depicted by hybrid symbolism within Modern contexts reflecting
the conventional form of house, as well as Classicism with Mannerism.
Both architects established enrichment of architectural languages. From this
standpoint, if Eames and Venturi are both considered Modernists, their Modernism
should be different from conservative and orthodox Modernism because they didn’t limit
their architectural languages. At the same time, their approaches toward form are
idiosyncratic in taste.
If Venturi is considered a Postmodernist and Eames is considered a Modernist,
the difference between Modernism and Postmodernism in architecture is the difference in
use of architectural vocabulary. In this case, the character of Modernism would be
universal and straightforward, whereas the character of Postmodernism would be the
ambiguity of Classicism and Mannerism. Moreover, a piece of architecture is not only the
result of the artistic vocabulary of a designer, but also of solving multi-layered complex
problems reflecting the values of a society and the functions of the architectural piece.

20
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6. Abstract:
The aim of this paper is to clarify the non-constructive nature of arithmetical truths based
on Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorems.

In his original paper, Gödel constructed the Gödel

sentence “I am not provable in Peano Arithmetic (PA)” in the first-order language and
showed that it is neither provable nor disprovable in PA. Since this sentence claims its
own unprovability in PA, there is a sentence that is true but unprovable.
clearly see this by using an approach from the theory of computability.
the two distinct senses of undecidability.

We can more

We have to note

From the undecidability of arithmetic, Gödel’s

First Incompleteness Theorem is immediate. The set of true sentences in arithmetic is not
recursively enumerable.

On the other hand, the set of theorems (provable sentences) in

arithmetic is recursively enumerable. So there is a sentence that is true but unprovable.
Then, we shall see Gödel’s Second Incompleteness Theorem to the effect that the
consistency of arithmetic is unprovable within arithmetic itself. As a consequence, the
consistency proof is not absolute but relative.

This shows that in order to secure

mathematical truths we have to appeal to the existence of a model outside the formal
system.

Since Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorems imply that there are arithmetical truths

we cannot get access to in an effective way, they support Platonism in mathematics.
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6. Abstract:
Against Platonism, Benacerraf argues that the number is not a set on the ground that there
are multiple different reductions of numbers to sets.

Against metaphysical realism,

Putnam argues that a statement has a meaning only relative to the model in which it is
placed based on the Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem that tells us that if a first-order formal
system has a model, then it has multiple models.

Along a similar line of argument, both

of them use the indeterminacy of reference to reject Platonism.

But it seems to me that

this is a defect for formalists, not for Platonists. After a brief look at the actual practice of
mathematics, I claim that true mathematical theories belong to the maximally consistent
theory.

The theoretical ground for my claim is that in mathematics essence amounts to

existence.

I seek for the philosophical foundation for my view by drawing upon Anselm’s

argument of the existence of God and Locke’s doctrine that the nominal and real essences
coincide in mathematics.

I show that we can derive existence from essence alone in

mathematics because mathematical entities can be thought without inner contradictions and
contain no empirical contents.

Given the fact that in natural sciences existence cannot be

derived from essence alone, this shows the unique nature of mathematical existence.
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ABSTRACT
My proposed research aims to analyze a corpus of well-established poets from Latin
America primarily but also from Europe and North America as a literary practice of
poetic seers in connection with what Carlos Castaneda and others call Nagualism.
Nagualism is the wisdom of Toltec medicine men, which explains an intrincate system of
ideas to interpret the performance of consciousness in the web of life. This frame of
interpretation is a cognitive theory of perception that can be applied to the work of some
poets, such as Chilean poet Vicente Huidobro, Argentine poet Néstor Perlongher, and US
poet Allen Ginsberg as well as French poet Antonin Artaud. By establishing the
connection between poetic vision and the notion of the point of assemblage it is possible
to conclude that reality is multidimensional. Thus, through this interdisciplinary paper—
which explores the fields of Literature, Languages, Anthropology, Ethnobotany, and
Literary Criticism—I would like to propose a multidimensional nature of reality in
opposition to what Marcuse called the One-dimensional Man of Western Society.
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1. Introduction
Optimality Theory (OT: Prince and Smolensky 2004) defines the process of language
acquisition as the process of acquiring the constraint ranking in the target language. The
difference between L1 and L2 acquisition can therefore be explained by observing how the
L1 and L2 learners obtain the ranking in the target language. In this paper, we provide the
evidence to support this fundamental tenet in OT from the acquisition of two classes of
Japanese adjectives by L1 and L2 learners.
In Japanese, there are two classes of adjectives, each has its own inflectional
paradigm. We conduct the experiment to observe how adult Japanese speakers (as a control
group), child Japanese speakers, and adult American JSL (Japanese as a Second Language)
learners inflect the two classes of adjectives. Our result of the experiment shows a clear
difference between child Japanese speakers and American JSL learners: phonological
information does not affect child Japanese speakers in their choice between the two adjectival
inflectional paradigms, while it does for American JSL learners. We discuss the difference of
child versus JSL learners on their linguistic constraint rankings.
This paper consists of the following: Section 2 reviews the system of Japanese
adjectives. The experiment is conducted in section 3 followed by the discussion of the result
in section 4. The result is examined within the framework of OT in section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper.
2. Japanese adjectives
Japanese has two types of adjectives in its system (Kuno 1973, Martin 1975 and many
others), each having its own inflectional paradigm. The morphological differences between
these two types of adjectives are observed in their predicative use in (1), attributive use in (2)
and negative clauses in (3). In predicative use, Class 1 (C1) adjectives inflect for tense with a
non-past tense -i suffix and a past tense -katta suffix as shown in (1a). The paradigm for
Class 2 (C2) adjectives, on the other hand, follows that of the copula: non-past tense -da and
past tense –datta, as shown in (1b). Japanese speakers need to know, for a given adjective,
which class it belongs to in order to use the appropriate inflectional suffix.
(1)

a. Ano hito-ga utukusi-i/-katta
that person-NOM beautiful-NONPAST/PAST1
'That person is/was beautiful.'

(C1)

b. Ano hito-ga kiree-da/-datta
that person-NOM beautiful -NONPAST/PAST
'That person is/was beautiful.'

(C2)

In adnominal position, C1 adjectives require a suffix -i (2a), while C2 adjectives require a
suffix –na (2b).
1

The abbreviations in the examples are as follows: NOM (nominative), ATT (attributive), and NEG (negative).
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(2)

a. utukusi-i hito
beautiful-ATT person
‘beautiful person’

(C1)

b. kiree-na hito
beautiful-ATT person
‘beautiful person’

(C2)

In negative clauses, when the adjectives are followed by a negative suffix na-i/-katta NEGNONPAST/PAST, C1 adjectives need a suffix –ku (3a) and C2 adjectives need a suffix –de
(3b) between the root and the negative.
(3)

a. Ano hito-ga utukusi-ku-na-i/-katta
that person-NOM beautiful-ku-NEG-NONPAST/PAST
'That person is/was not beautiful.'

(C1)

b. Ano hito-ga kiree-de-na-i/-katta
that person-NOM beautiful-de-NEG-NONPAST/PAST
'That person is/was not beautiful.'

(C2)

As shown above, C1 adjectives and C2 adjectives are morphologically different. However,
these two types of adjectives both denote the same properties and are not semantically
distinguishable. For example, as shown in the examples above, the primary or central concept
of "BEAUTIFUL" can be either expressed by a C1 adjective utukusi- or a C2 adjective kiree(Urushibara 1993: 40-41). This means that C1 adjectives and C2 adjectives are not
categorically different (i.e., both are Adjective), and that each of them constitutes an
inflectional class for Adjective. The two inflectional classes, C1 adjectives and C2 adjectives,
are summarized in Table 1.
Class 1
utukusi- ‘beautiful’

Class 2
kiree- ‘beautiful’

Predicative
Nonpast
-i
-da
Past
-katta
-datta
Negative
-ku-na-i/-katta
-de-na-i/-katta
Attributive
-i
-na
Table 1: Suffixes for Japanese adjective inflections
We need to know, for a given adjective, which class it belongs to in order to use the
appropriate inflectional suffix. How do we assure that a given adjective will choose an
appropriate suffix for a given morphosyntactic property array? Nishiyama (1998) observes
that all C1 adjectives are native words and monomorphemic, while C2 adjectives are loanwords or bimorphemic. However, this vocabulary stratum (whether it is native or loan) is not
an appropriate predictor of inflection class because even native speakers of Japanese do not
necessarily know the origin of a given word. They, especially children, do not have access to
the etymology of the word. So on what basis is the suffix for a given adjective chosen over
another?
What Nishiyama’s observation tells, however, is that Class 1 is a fixed list of only
native adjectives, while Class 2 is an open list, in which bimorphemic native words and any
loan words can enter newly. In other words, the C2 adjectival inflections are more productive
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and used as the default in the adult language system. This means that if a given adjective is
classified as a C1 adjective, use the C1 inflectional suffixes. Otherwise, use C2 suffixes.
We have seen so far that Japanese Adjectives have two inflectional classes, Class 1
and Class 2, and that C2 inflections seem to be used more productively than the C1
inflections. The two inflectional classes of Japanese adjectives raise an interesting question as
stated in (4).
(4) Research Questions
1. How are these two classes of adjectives acquired?
a. Does morphological information (inflectional paradigm) affect the determination of
the class of a given novel adjective?
b. Does phonological information (sound (dis-)similarity) of a novel adjective to
existing adjectives affect the determination of the class of a given novel adjective?
c. Which class of inflectional suffixes is used for a novel adjective as default?
2. Are there any differences between child Japanese speakers and adult JSL learners?
In order to answer these research questions, we conducted the experiment to observe how
adult Japanese native speakers (as a control group), child Japanese speakers, and adult
American JSL learners classify and inflect novel adjectives.
3. Experiment
3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Design
The experiment involves an elicitation task, which is designed to elicit the inflected past tense
forms of the stimuli. The stimuli consist of two sets of roots: existing, or actual, roots (Table
2) and novel roots (Table 3), each of which is presented with nonpast tense suffixes (-i or da). The participants are then asked to provide a past tense form of the given adjective. The
responses to the first set of the stimuli with existing adjectives set the baseline of the
participants’ ability to inflect two classes of adjectives. These responses also help to
investigate the basis for distinguishing two classes of adjectives.
Stimulus Type
Correct
Incorrect

Examples

# of items

1. C1-i

oisi-i 'is tasty'

3

2. C2-da

kantan-da 'is easy'

3

3. *C1-da

* oisi-da

3

4. *C2-i

*kantan-i

3

Table 2: Design and examples of existing adjective stimuli
The second set of stimuli with novel adjectives is designed to provide an answer to
the research question of how adult Japanese native speakers, child Japanese speakers and
American JSL learners inflect novel adjectives (4a), especially focusing on their ability of
utilizing morphological information in order to predict a class of a given novel adjective. By
comparing the L1 and L2 learners of Japanese, we also try to investigate knowledge of the
default inflections for both types of learners.
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Stimulus Type

Examples

# of items

[+SS] root

5. [+SS] -i

tebewa-i

3

sureya –da

3

[-SS] root

6. [+SS] -da
2. C2-da
7. [-SS]-i

renane-i

3

8. [-SS]-da

mademi-da

3

Table 3: Design and examples of novel adjective stimuli
3.1.2 Stimuli
These novel adjective stimuli are controlled semantically and phonologically. Any semantic
and phonological information on class membership associated with the root is excluded from
the novel adjective stimuli in order to focus on the role of morphology in determining the
class of the novel adjectives. For the semantic control, the novel stimuli are presented as
isolated words rather than presented as an embedded adjective in a sentence.
For the phonological control, all novel roots are made ‘phonologically neutral’ with
great attention to their last syllables in order to avoid providing any information based on
phonological tendencies on class membership information. First, any final syllable that is
characteristic of a particular class of adjective, either C1 or C2, was avoided in order to
minimize any phonological effect on predicting the class of a given adjective. Those final
syllables were /si/, /na/, /ka/, and /n/, as shown in Table 4. 2
Two classes of adjectives
Root-final syllables

C1 (total 881)

C2 (total 458)

/si/

255 (28.9%)

1 (0.2%)

/na/

192 (21.8%)

1 (0.2%)

/ka/

50 (5.7%)

64 (14.8%)

/n/

0 (0%)

41 (9%)

Table 4: Characteristic final syllables of C1 or C2 roots
The novel roots are either [+SS] or [-SS], where [SS] stands for Sound Similarity. The
[+SS] root has a final syllable that is also a possible final syllable of both C1 and C2
adjectives at about the same rate. (See Table 5 for these syllables.) The [-SS] root has a final
syllable that is not the final syllable of either C1 or C2 adjectives. The [-SS] root-final
syllables used in this experiment were /a/, /ne/, /he/, /ni/, /ha/, and /mi/, all of which were not
the final syllables of either C1 or C2 existing adjectival roots As we have seen, the roots of
novel stimuli consisted of two types, i.e., [+SS] and [-SS]. Neither of these roots gave
phonological information in favor of one class of adjective over another.

2

We surveyed 881 C1 adjectives and 458 C2 adjectives listed in Hida and Asada (1991) and counted the types
of final syllable and its number. The judgment of making novel stems was based mainly on this survey.
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Two classes of adjectives
Root-final syllables

C1 (total 881)

C2 (total 458)

/wa/

8 (0.9%)

5 (1.1%)

/ya/

7 (0.8%)

1 (0.2%)

/ma/

2 (0.2%)

4 (0.9%)

/mo/

2 (0.2%)

4 (0.9%)

/to/

10 (1.1%)

1 (0.2%)

Table 5: Root-final syllables found in both C1 and C2 adjectives
3.1.3 Procedure
The subjects were asked to instruct a puppet in providing the past tense form of the adjectives
(24 stimuli in total), which they heard in their nonpast form. The puppet was introduced to
the subjects as a beginning learner of Japanese, who did not know past tense forms and used
only nonpast forms when past forms were appropriate. They were also told that the puppet
might make a mistake in what it said or make up new words. With these in mind, the subjects
were asked to say the past tense forms of the adjectives the puppet had produced in nonpast
forms. Each experiment was either video or audio recorded.
3.1.4 Participants
The final total of the participants whose data were analyzed were 57 child Japanese native
speakers, 23 male and 34 female, ranging in age from 4 years and 3 months (4;3) to 6 years
and 3 months (6;3) old (M = 5;4), 32 adult native speakers of Japanese, 15 male and 17
female, between the ages of 19 and 47 years old (M = 25;6), and 22 adult L2 learners of
Japanese (between the ages of 18 and 22 years old (M = 19). Besides these 57 children, an
additional 11 children were tested but eliminated from the final analysis because they either
failed to understand the instructions or did not cooperate long enough to complete the
procedure.
All children came from two public preschools in a small town of Hyogo Prefecture,
Japan. They were tested individually in their preschools during regular school hours. The 32
adult participants were all native speakers of Japanese who were recruited in the Washington,
DC area and tested individually in a quiet room at their convenience. The length of their stay
in the United States ranged from 3 weeks to 8.25 years (M= 1.3 years) but all of them had at
least 12 years of education in Japan before they came to the United States. The L2 learners of
Japanese were all English native speakers, who were enrolled in upper Japanese language
classes at a university in the USA.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Coding categories
Each subject was coded as belonging to one of the following three categories according to
his/her response pattern to the novel adjective stimuli. We set the percentage at two-thirds of
the same type of response as a cut off point to judge if a subject had a ‘consistent’ response
pattern.
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A.
Based on the nonpast suffix. This category consists of the subjects whose responses
were based on the type of nonpast suffix in the stimuli. For the [±SS]-i stimuli, the responses
are consistently [±SS]-katta, and for the [±SS]-da stimuli, the responses are always [±SS]datta.
B.
The –datta default. This category is defined as a group of the subjects who tend to
respond to the stimuli with the C2 past tense suffix –datta regardless of the class of the given
nonpast tense suffix. The response patterns included in this category are the [±SS]-datta
responses to the [±SS]-i stimuli and the [±SS]-i/da-datta responses to the [±SS]-i/da stimuli.
C.
The –katta default. This coding applies to the subjects who had a tendency to use the
C1 –katta as the default regardless of the stimuli they heard. The response patterns are the
[±SS]-katta responses to the [±SS]-da stimuli and the [±SS]-i/da-datta responses to the
[±SS]-i/da stimuli.
3.2.2 Overall results
The overall results are given in Table 6, which lists the percentage and number of subjects
who belong to each response pattern.
Response patterns
Default
Based on the suffix

-datta default

–katta default

others3

Adult

72% (23/32)

12% (4/32)

0% (0/32)

16% (5/32)

Child

30% (17/57)

42% (24/57)

17% (10/57)

11% (6/57)

L2

91% (20/22)

9% (2/22)

0% (0/22)

0% (0/22)

Table 6 Comparison of individual response patterns in adult, child and L2 learners’
responses
Table 6 illustrates that the majority of the adult native speakers of Japanese (72%) relied on
the nonpast tense suffix in the stimuli to determine the class of the given novel stimuli and
their past tense suffixes. Only 12% of them resorted to the –datta default regardless of the
types of nonpast tense suffixes in the stimuli.
Child native speakers of Japanese, on the other hand, exhibited very different
behavior from the adult counterparts when they provided the past tense suffixes for the
pseudo stimuli. More than half the children (59%) used default past tense suffixes when they
encountered unknown words. Most of them (42%) chose the C2 past tense suffix –datta as
default but some (17%) used the C1 past tense suffix –katta as default regardless of the types
of the nonpast tense suffix in stimuli. The C1 suffix –katta was not selected as a default by
adult subjects.
The results of the adult L2 learners of Japanese also indicate a quite different response
pattern from the results of both adults and children. Almost all (91%) of the L2 learners of
3

Response patterns categorized as others are as follows:
1. The responses to the [±SS]-i stimuli are –katta, but those to the [±SS]-da stimuli are both –katta and –datta
without one suffix being dominant over the other (3 adults)
2. The responses to the [±SS]-da stimuli are –datta, but those to the [±SS]-i stimuli are both –katta and -datta
without one suffix being dominant over the other. (1 adult and 5 children)
3. Uncategorizable because we could not detect any patterns. (1 adult and 1 child)
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Japanese gave rule-based answers. This means they produced the past tense suffixes that
corresponded to the class of a given nonpast tense suffix (the C1 –katta past tense suffix for
the C1 nonpast tense suffix –i in the stimuli and the C2 –datta past tense suffix for the C2
nonpast tense suffix –da with a novel word). Only 9% of the L2 learners used the –datta
default form for unknown words.
4 Discussion
4.1 Use of morphological information
Examining the use of morphological information by each group of subjects indicates the
impact the inflectional paradigm plays in determining the class of a given pseudo adjective. A
comparison between child results with adult ones suggest that fewer children (30% vs. 72%)
could use morphological information to determine the class of a given adjective and
consequently more children (59%) than adults (12%) resorted to the default form. Contrary to
the child native speakers, most L2 learners (91%) relied on the morphological information
carried by the nonpast tense suffixes in stimuli to determine the types of the past tense
suffixes. The L2 learners looked more rule-based than the adult native speakers (72%) when
they chose a past tense suffix for a given pseudo word.
These results seem to show that L2 learners determined the class of a given novel
adjective by using morphological information, while some of the adults (28%) and the
majority of the children (70%) did not necessarily use morphological information to identify
the class of a given novel adjective. However, a further analysis in section 4.3 below reveals
that, among the 91% of the L2 learners who seemingly followed the morphological rules
automatically, three quarters of them in fact did not necessarily rely on the morphological
information all the time. This means that majority of the subjects in all three groups did not
blindly follow the inflectional paradigm that was suggested by a given nonpast tense suffix.
This result raises a further question: Why did not these adults and children utilize
morphological information that indicated the class of a given adjective? This question will be
answered by using an OT analysis in section 5.
4.2 Default suffix
The results show that over half of the children (59%) and around 10% of adults (12% of
native Japanese speakers and 9% of Japanese L2 learners) used default suffixes for pseudo
adjective stimuli. All these adults and 42% of children used the C2 suffix as default as
expected, while 17% of children chose C1 past tense suffix –katta as default. As was
discussed in section 3, C1 adjectives are not expected to behave as default because they are a
closed class (i.e., a membership is limited to existing members only) and do not allow any
new word to enter this category. Adults and the majority of children met this expectation and
used C2 suffixes as default. For 17% of children, however, the default suffix was reversed.
Section 5 will give an OT account for these differences between adults and children.
4.3 Phonological Effect
When we further analyzed the results of the responses based on the suffix (rule-based
responses), we found that phonological differences in stimuli (i.e., [+SS] vs. [-SS]) affected
response patterns, as shown in Table 7. As explained earlier, [+SS] stands for [+Sound
Similarity]. In other words, the last syllable in the pseudo word stimuli is similar to the last
syllables found in both C1 and C2 adjectives at the same rate (see Table 5 for the sounds). [SS] means that the last syllable of a pseudo adjective has no similarity to the last syllables
found in C1 and C2 adjectives.
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Based on the suffix
[+SS][-SS] no difference

[+SS][-SS] difference

Perfectly

Not perfect in

[+SS] perfect

[+SS] not perfect

rule-based

both [+SS] [-SS]

[-SS] not perfect

[-SS] perfect

Adult

17% (4/23)

26% (6/23)

48% (11/23)

9% (2/23)

Child

12% (2/17)

82% (14/17)

6% (1/17)

0% (0/17)

L2

15% (5/20)

0% (0/20)

75% (15/20)

0% (0/20)

Table 7 Comparison of phonological effects on response patterns among adults,
children and L2 learners
In Table 7, the category [+SS][-SS] no difference includes subjects who did not
differentiate [+SS] and [-SS] stimuli to choose their responses. This category consists of two
subcategories. One subcategory is Perfectly rule-based and the other is Not perfect in both
[+SS][-SS]. Subjects in the subcategory Perfectly rule-based chose past tense suffixes
thoroughly mechanically: when the stimulus had the C1 nonpast suffix –i, the past tense
suffix was the C1 –katta and when the novel word was followed by the C2 nonpast suffix –da,
then the past tense suffix was the C2 –datta. For these subjects, the last syllable of a given
pseudo adjective did not matter. A small number of the rule-based subjects (17% of the adults,
12% of the children and 15% of the L2 learners) fell into this category and perfectly followed
the inflectional patterns for C1 and C2 adjectives regardless of the types of the stimuli.
The last syllables of a given stimulus did not matter for the subjects in the
subcategory Not perfect in both [+SS][-SS], either. In this subcategory, the subjects did not
always produce a past tense suffix of a given pseudo adjective based on its nonpast tense
suffix. One out of three times, they chose a mismatching past tense suffix for a given nonpast
tense suffix.4 This response pattern was observed in both types of stimuli, [+SS] and [-SS], in
the same way. The types of last syllables of the stimuli did not affect the subjects’ choice for
a past tense suffix. About one forth (26%) of the rule-based adults subjects and the majority
(82%) of the rule-based children are categorized in this subcategory. In both subcategories,
phonological information in the root of the stimuli did not affect subjects’ choice of the past
tense suffixes.
The sound difference between the two types of root ([+SS] and [-SS]), however, did
affect the rule-based subjects’ behavior in regard to determining the class of a given adjective.
These subjects were grouped in the [+SS][-SS] difference category in Table 7. Most of the
subjects in this category chose a past tense suffix perfectly following the class of a given
nonpast tense suffix in the [+SS] stimuli, but they failed to do so for the [-SS] stimuli. They
only followed the class inflectional pattern to decide on a past tense suffix two thirds of the
time for the [-SS] stimuli. We call this type of behavior a [+SS] perfect, [-SS] not perfect
subcategory. Almost half (48%) of the adult rule-based subjects follow this pattern but only
6% (namely one) rule-based child subject did so. Interestingly, three thirds of the rule-based
L2 learners fell into this subcategory. The reversed case, following a rule perfectly for the [SS] stimuli but not for the [+SS] stimuli, was only found among adult subjects (9%).
This result shows that the types of the last syllable of a given pseudo adjective root
affected some adults but not children. The subjects in the [+SS] perfect, [-SS] not perfect
subcategory followed the inflectional paradigm to which a nonpast tense suffix belonged
when a given pseudo root was rhyming with existing adjectives. However, when a given root
4

These subjects were still categorized as rule-based due to our one-third cut off point decision.
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was not rhyming with any real Japanese adjectives, these subjects did not necessarily follow
the rules all the time. It implies that the fact the last sound of a given root was never heard
together with a given nonpast tense suffix in real life made some subjects to hesitate to follow
the inflectional paradigm. In other words, they did not necessarily categorize the given root
as a member of the adjective class (C1 or C2) to which the accompanying nonpast tense
suffix belongs. It is noteworthy that only one child was as sensitive as adult subjects to this
rhyming effect and the majority of the children were not affected by this phonological
information to determine the class of a given root.
5. An OT Account - Constraint Ranking
Let us summarize our results discussed in section 4 in terms of the differences and the
similarities observed in inflecting the two classes of Japanese adjectives by child Japanese
speakers (L1 acquisition) and adult American JSL learners (L2 acquisition):
(i) Neither the majority of child Japanese speakers nor the majority of American JSL
learners automatically follow the rule of inflection; i.e. “root + i “ → “root + katta”,
and “root + da “ → “root + datta”. (Section 4.1)
(ii) 42 % of child Japanese speakers prefer the default inflection C2 -datta to C1 –katta,
while 17 % of them consistently produce C1 –katta. The majority of American JSL
learners do not show such preference or tendency (only 9 % of them use C2-datta
suffix as default and none of them use C1-katta suffix.) (Section 4.2)
(iii) The sound similarity of the root morphemes to Japanese real adjectives (both C1
and C2) affects American JSL learners but does not affect child Japanese speakers.
(Section 4.3)
(iv) The result of child Japanese speakers varies widely, while that of American JSL
learners does not.
In this section, we are going to account for these differences and similarities within the
framework of OT.
The output is explained on the basis of the conflict among the linguistic constraints in
OT. There are two types of constraints; namely, markedness and faithfulness constraints.
Markedness constraints prohibit marked structures or demand unmarked structures. On the
other hand, faithfulness constraints demand some correspondence between the input and the
output.
A markedness constraint we propose here is so-called PHONOTACTICS (Japanese)
which demands that the sequence of the sounds in the end of the root and the suffix should
follow the phonotactics of Japanese adjectives. For instance, the sequence of [-SS] + suffix
violates this constraint. In addition to this markedness constraint, we propose that the two
faithfulness constraints are involved; namely, FAITH[C1] and FAITH [C2]. FAITH[C1]
requires that the past tense suffix of C1 adjective should be –katta, while that of C2 adjective
should be –datta. In other words, when the inputs (the present tense) are –i and -da, the
outputs (the past tense) must be –katta and –datta, respectively. Thus, FAITH[C1] is violated
when the past tense of “the root + da” becomes “the root-katta”.
When a speaker automatically follows the rule of inflection without thinking the
phonology of the root, then we conclude that the ranking of the speaker is:
FAITH[C1], FAITH [C2] >> PHONOTACTICS (Japanese).
With this ranking, whatever the root is, the output is always “the root-katta” when the input
is “the root-i”, and it is always “the root-datta” when the input is “the root-da”. When our
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observation (i) is taken into consideration, neither the majority of child Japanese speakers nor
the majority of American JSL learners have this ranking.
What about observation (ii)? 42% of child Japanese speakers prefer the default –datta
regardless of the root morphemes. Then, we insist that those children’s ranking must be
FAITH [C2] >> PHONOTACTICS (Japanese) >> FAITH[C1], where the mapping between –da
and –datta has always priority. On the other hand, 17 % of them must have the reverse
ranking: FAITH [C1] >> PHONOTACTICS (Japanese) >> FAITH[C2], where the mapping
between –i and –katta always has priority. Or we can even assume that both 42 % and 17 %
of them do not acquire the ranking yet, resulting in using only –datta or –katta suffix
respectively. American JSL learners of course have neither of those rankings.
To account for (iii), we expect that American JSL learners have this ranking:
PHONOTACTICS (Japanese) >> FAITH[C1], FAITH [C2].
Then, we can explain why American JSL learners concern the phonology of the root, and do
not automatically follow the rule of the inflection. We conclude that child Japanese speakers
do not possess this ranking.
According to (iv), we cannot generalize the pattern of inflection by child Japanese
speakers; therefore, we conclude that their ranking for adjectival inflection is not completely
acquired at this stage. Also, it seems that phonological information does not play an
important role for children to classify the two types of adjectives in Japanese. It is reasonable
that children do not use the information that C1 adjectives consist of Japanese native
vocabulary, since they do not have an access to etymology. This supports the new approach
to lexical stratification in OT by Fukazawa, Kitahara, and Ota (2002), where a phonological
lexicon is just classified into two; namely, marked or unmarked, and the classification is
nothing to do with the etymological information. Moreover, they insist that the classification
is fully motivated only by morphological (or grammatical) information. On the other hand,
American JSL learners recognize Japanese phonology regarding adjectives at this stage of
language acquisition.
6. Conclusion
The result of our experiment shows that the classification of the adjectives by children is
motivated not by phonology at this stage of language acquisition. There is still great variance
among the children; therefore, we can assume only the constraint ranking which is NOT
acquired by those children. On the other hand, there is a clear pattern in inflecting the two
types of Japanese adjectives by American JSL learners, and we conclude that they satisfy the
constraint for respecting Japanese phonotactics.
We will further investigate the difference between child first language acquisition and
adult second language learning in the framework of Optimality Theory for our future study in
order to find more concrete reasons for the difference between the two types of acquisitions.
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Abstract:
This research proposes a revitalization of the intimate relationship between the Architect and the
Machine—essential in an age when novel architectures propelled by new visualization
technologies are routinely compromised by incompatible/outmoded means of construction and
fabrication. If architectural form is directly related to construction methods, then the responsibilities
of the architect seeking new form must extend to the instrumentation of tectonic machines and
devices, which are also appropriately new. Scholarship in early Greek and Roman technology tells
us that architects used mechanica, pneumatica, hydraulis and automata “in service of the miracle”.
This visual presentation will display images and models related to the development of the
Shokushu Machines—an attempted restoration of “the miraculous” to architecture in the form of a
highly responsive semi-autonomous building-making machine (and its related constructions).
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INGENIUM: HOLISTIC LEARNING, MAKING CONNECTIONS
Karen Edwards Pierotti
Department of English/General Education
Brigham Young University
karen_pierotti@byu.edu
Students at universities (and I would suspect in high school) seem to
compartmentalize learning, not noticing, at least, consciously that they are building on
knowledge and learning in the different classes they are taking. I teach a first-year writing
class in which the students write a genetic or intellectual journal. This activity makes
students more aware of their learning, engaging in formal mode of metacognition. I will
return to give more details about this activity but will first give some background on what
spearheaded this assignment.
In early 18th century Italy, Count Gian Artico de Portia backed up by several
scholars, proposed that scholars in Italy write “their autobiographies for the edification of
young students and with a view to the reform of school curricula and methods” with a
view to the “advancement of learning in Italy” (Fisch & Bergin 2). In 1723 a publication,
Raccolta d’Opusculi Scientifici e Filologici, containing various scientific and semiscientific articles, included an example of this intellectual or genetic autobiography.
Bergin and Fisch go on to tell us that “two hundred years later, members of the American
Philosophical Association, . . . chose certain of their number to write brief intellectual
autobiographies” (3) and about the same time a similar project began in England and
Germany. Autobiographies are common place these days, but according to Fisch and
Bergin, “autobiography as a literary form was as yet without a name, and the model was
simply called, “Life of Giambattista Vico written by himself” (4).
Background of Vico and Vichian theory of ingenium.
Born in Naples in 1668, Giambattista Vico straddled the renaissance and the age
of enlightenment. He was a relatively obscure philosopher/rhetorician until the late 19thearly 20th centuries when some of his work was translated from Italian and made
available to other countries. Vico’s ideas influenced people such as Karl Marx, Samuel
Beckett, James Joyce, Isaiah Berlin, Bertrand Russell, Northrop Frye, Harold Bloom, and
Marshall McLuhan. His main focus was on civic life and his ideas have influenced the
relatively new discipline of cultural anthropology and critical theory of new historicism.
Vico was a tutor to young men before he became a professor of rhetoric at the
University of Naples and was thus interested in paideia, the process of educating humans
into their true form. To that end he wrote treaties such as On the Study Methods of Our
Time (1709) and The Most Ancient Wisdom of the Italians and gave inaugural orations
which “were meant to inspire students to become better human beings through education,
to rouse them to courage to pursue difficult studies” (Nancy du Bois, para. 1). In 1725 he
took on the task of writing a genetic or intellectual autobiography in which he traced the
germs of ideas from his readings and teachers to create his seminal work, Scienza Nuova
(New Science). In fact, he worked on Scienza Nuova and his autobiography at the same
time, thus giving his readers the opportunity to see how he developed his ideas through
the books that he read and the people that influenced him. .
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Many of Vico’s writings were written as aphorisms. One of them tells us that
humans have the faculty of ingenium, “the power of connecting separate and diverse
elements” (Pompa ). Leon Pompa who wrote a footnote to this entry gives a clearer
picture of what Vico meant by ingenium. “Vico uses the term ingenium for [the]
capacity, which is sometimes translated as ‘inventiveness,’ ‘wit,’ or ‘genius,’ although
none of these terms is wholly appropriate. Ingenium, as Vico uses it, involves the
capacity to invent, as in a work of art, to synthesize from prior elements, as in geometry,
to perceive relevant similarities, as when constructing arguments or applying theories of
one science to another area of research, and insight into such vague properties as
suitability, fittingness, and proportion.” ( )
Ingenium as Vico sees it is also linked to the rhetorical tradition of invention in
which an orator or writer finds ideas sometimes through topoi or topics. In reading the
phrase, “to synthesize from prior elements” generated my ingenium to use Vico’s
autobiography as a means to help students synthesize their learning, their classes being
their topoi.
Students in my class write journal entries in which they were encouraged to make
connections and therefore, the genesis of ideas, from disparate courses they were taking.
(See handout of activity.) Students are encouraged to “make their own learning” as Vico
had done in his life. Students learn to trust their own judgment and experience as they
reflect on what they have encountered in their classes. It is hoped that the portability of
knowledge extends to other classes and hence gives the student the idea that learning in
disparate classes is not compartmentalized.
I have been doing this now for two years and have several examples to share with
you.
Student Examples (excerpts)
A couple of students liked to play with the titles of their essays; they also betray their
majors.
In{TELL}ectual Journal
GEN-ethnic Journ-all
GENE-ethic Journ(ey)al
Mitotic journal
deoxyribonucleic journal
journals have no genes
genetically altered journal entry
(See examples in appendix)

Although students subconsciously are aware that they are making connections,
actually having them write about the connections, gives them a deeper understanding.
Also, by writing it down as a journal, they are putting their experience into a narrative. H.
Porter Abbott in his book, The Cambridge Introduction to Narrative, has said that the
“rhetoric of narrative is its power” (36). Gerard Hauser tells us that, “In fact, Plato
thought stories so powerful that in his Republic he banned poets from his ideal state”
(184). Hauser further explains that “narratives involve the audience in patterns of
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perception that organize and give meaning to rhetorical situations” (184). In this case, the
reader is me, their instructor, and in reading their journals I get a sense of what is on their
minds, what metacognitive processes they are going through. I enjoy reading their
entries: some are delightful, some funny, and some poignant. I also feel a stronger
connection to them as I read their narratives more so than when I read their papers.
I believe this exercise is particularly important for students taking general
education courses. Students see this as merely a hurdle to overcome before they can get
down to the real business of learning about their chosen major that will eventually give
them a good employment. The idea of a liberal education in these times is sometimes lost
on many students who see a university degree as merely a stepping stone to better
employment. My larger goal, therefore, in the genetic or intellectual journal is to help
students be more aware of their learning. If students recognize these connections on their
own, they are more likely to have a better attitude towards general education courses, and
a better sense of their own learning outcomes, and begin to think of such connections as a
stepping stone to lifelong learning. And, like Vico, who saw education as a way of
becoming a better human being who could affect the community in which they lived, I
have a similar hope for my students. I hope they will see the larger picture that merely
taking a first-year writing course or a beginning biology course, or a dance class, will
affect their future lives because they have become educated and will want to continue to
be educated. After all, one of the entrances to BYU campus had the motto: “Enter to
Learn, Go Forth to Serve.” It is a worthy goal.
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APPENDIX I
Handout: Example of Journal Activity in Karen Pierotti’s 1st-Year Writing Course
Genetic or Intellectual Journal
As this is an honors section of Engl 150, you will have an extra reading: the Autobiography
of Giambattista Vico. Excerpts from this book will be available from the course Blackboard site.
This book will be used as a background to writing a genetic or intellectual journal. The
purpose of this kind of journal is to make you aware of the learning you are receiving from your
instructors, your class mates, from textbooks, and practical experience in labs. You are entering
the discourse community of the university, and writing an intellectual journal will help you feel
grounded in your studies. As he reports in his autobiography, Vico considered himself a "teacher of
himself."
Knowledge in one area often overlaps and connects to something else. Vico tells us that
humans have the faculty of ingenium 1 , Athe power of connecting separate and diverse elements.@
In your journals I want you to share your experiences when you make connections between
classes. For example, say you were taking an American Heritage class and the class discussion is
on the checks and balances inherent in US laws. In this writing class you read an article
suggesting that globalization does not promotes democracy because some countries have a less
open society with no checks and balances in place. This information from outside your American
Heritage class gives you a better understanding of and appreciation for the foresight of the
founding fathers of the United States.
Some of your journal entries can be linked to a “Great Work.” As an Honors student you
are asked to complete a “Great Works” requirement. Use Vico’s autobiography to make
connections with knowledge and insights gained from reading any books or viewing art or
movies or listening to music that are part of the “Great Works” requirement. See if you can also
make connections to our class topic, globalization. For example, you choose to listen to Handel’s
“Water Music.” What does an 18th century piece of music have to do with globalization? Is
globalization only a phenomenon of today? Perhaps you could note that Handel was a German
who lived in England and wrote for the English court and that music needs no translation to be
enjoyed by different cultures. You could ponder and write about how music from different
cultures today crosses cultural and global lines. Writing about such experiences helps clarify and
solidify knowledge and leads to new and deeper knowledge
You will share your journals in two ways:
1. You will write five (5) journal entries on the Blackboard Discussion Board. They
should be 300 words or moreCnot too long, but long enough to express your views
succinctly. Entries should have complete sentences and paragraphs. As you will notice,
Vico wrote his biography in third person. You have the option of writing your journal
entries in the third person or in the first person. Writing in the third person gives you a
new slant on yourself and your place in the community of learners. Try it.
1

Leon Pompa, translator of some of Vico=s works, gave the following footnote regarding the word ingenium.
AVico uses the term ingenium for this capacity, which is sometimes translated as >inventiveness,= >wit,= or
>genius,= although none of these terms is wholly appropriate. Ingenium, as Vico uses it, involves the capacity
to invent, as in a work of art, to synthesize from prior elements, as in geometry, to perceive relevant
similarities, as when constructing arguments or applying theories of one science to another area of research,
and insight into such vague properties as suitability, fittingness and proportion.
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2. About the middle of the semester, each of you will make a two‐minute oral report in
front of the class, sharing in particular any insights and new knowledge that has come
your way, perhaps insights you have received while synthesizing journal entries and
what happens in this class.
You may find that some of the ideas generated by the journal may form the basis of research for
your issues paper. You may also find at the end of the semester that there has been a pattern
forming in your quest for knowledge from the classes you are taking and the journal may give
you a new direction for your studies.
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COMPLETE EXAMPLES OF STUDENT JOURNAL ENTRIES
Gotta love those Greeks.
Although I have mentioned this somewhat briefly before, there have been certain similarities
between my American Heritage and Comparative Literature classes that have assisted my knowledge and
learning in both fields. Whereas my Comparative Literature class focuses quite acutely upon the culture,
learning, politics and psyche of ancient peoples, American Heritage uses this history in its own right to
contribute to the understanding of its own individual lessons. Using connections found within these two
programs, it is easy to see that globalization is not merely a materialistic concept.
Mainly emphasizing ancient Greek and Roman time periods in history, Comparative Literature is
perhaps one of the most interesting (and has proven the most useful) class in my schedule. Using dramatic
literature as its primary sources of demonstration, the ideals, priorities and benefits of ancient society strike
me as uncommon according to many societies in the world today. Greek emphasis on arête, or excellence,
is particularly interesting to me, as leaders in society pushed its citizens to magnify their talents, so to
speak, in order for society to benefit as a whole. The governments condition that one man s priority must
be centered on the good of the nation rather than personal interest or obligation, is something that
encouraged the prosperity of both the Greek and Roman empires, which dominated the world in many
aspects.
It is significant to notice how ancient Greek and Roman philosophy not only affected the world in
such great ways during the peak of their influence, but has continued to do so throughout the worlds
continuing history. An entire lecture in my American Heritage class was dedicated to explaining the
significance of the success of the politics in this time, and how the founders of the United States of
America studiously applied many of the principles of such in the founding. It was interesting to note that
the ideals of the Greeks and Romans were favored in the formation of a government that was created with
the intention of avoiding both anarchy and tyranny.
Perhaps more significant is the fact that the teachings of such philosophers as Socrates and Plato
have remained intact and continue to dominate the mindset of successful governments and political
practices all over the world even today. How significant that leading powers in the world today refer back
to the teachings outlined in a 232 class! More satisfying, perhaps, is the feeling of winning a point on an
exam based solely upon the information one has attained from another class!
C’s Connections
Looking at our previous posts, it's great to realize that classes intertwine with others. My next
connection that I made in my classes was in my Physical Science class. PS100 is a great environment to
broaden our perspectives not just in science terms, but also church and doctrine. But the true connection I
made today had to do with the conservation of angular momentum. This angular momentum has to do with
the mass of the object, how fast it is moving, and the radius. Long story short, when the radius gets smaller
the spinning speed will increase. Simple enough?
Well, I thought this would work perfect in alignment to my golf class I am taking. If I can decrease the
radius of my golf swing (swing closer to my body, rather than an outward, extended back swing) then I
could increase the speed of the clubhead (smaller radius, the object will spin faster). With increased
clubhead speed, the ball will go farther. Perfect!
I was eager to get out of class and grab my driver and head to the closest driving range. One problem
came into play - only objects in a COMPLETE circle apply to the conservation of angular momentum law.
In other words, my connection wasn't true and I was very disappointed. But not trying to give up that
quickly, I tried applying it to another aspect of my life in which I love - diving.
I recognized when you do tricks off of the diving board and prepare for a dive, you spin in complete
circles. This fits in exactly to the law! So knowing that if I can condense my radius (make my body into a
smaller ball when doing flips and such) then I will be able to complete more rounds, and therefore enhance
my trick level.
I wasn't completely let down in my analysis, and am glad I paid attention in class in order to
recognize the connection between PS100 and my life, just not my golf class.
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Is That Latin?
Sitting in a class, he thought about Latin; now he sits in front of a computer thinking about Latin. It seems
to connect every language and every thought. This morning while listening to Jules Verne’s Cinq Semaines
en Ballon “Five Weeks in A Balloon” He found the definition of excelsior –in this case meaning “ever
upward” or “higher”- after its repeated use in the French story. He sits here overwhelmed by how many
words and thoughts used today are derived from this dead language used long ago and wonders which one
he should mention. With further reflection he thinks it strange that understanding a language from an effete
society would help so much in one that is thriving, but after all New York’s state motto is excelsior.
One person asking his help with her calculus homework, left his mind overwhelmed with thoughts
of the interesting and detailed origin of the word calculus, Latin for “a pebble.” In English class he learned
that community and communication are derived from the Latin communis meaning “shared” and thought
quite differently of communism ever after. He thought of American Heritage’s seemingly esoteric language
and its use of nearly exclusively Latin based words. One of the more common words used include republic
(res, publica) Latin for “a public thing.”
In language nothing seems to be self-owned, just recycled words mashed together to create meaning. Every
other word we speak finds its origins somewhere across the sea, proving how deeply interconnected we are.
Globalization has allowed us to communicate in ways much more basic that simply cyber talk, it has given
us the ability to speak English to each other borrowing words from primarily Latin, Greek, and French.
Every sentence spoken illustrates with clarity our interconnectivity.
Rhetorically Speaking
[Note: We haven’t even started the rhetorical analysis unit and this student already recognizes rhetoric in
everyday life. She is also writing in third person.]
P… looked down at the required reading for English and mumbled “Writing and Rhetoric?”; she
understood the writing part but what exactly was rhetoric. She later learned that rhetoric was using
language effectively to persuade. While reading Writing and Rhetoric she came across a part that stated
“successful people have learned how to utilize rhetoric especially well”. She paused for a moment and
immediately thought “political leaders”.
She remembered the first day of political science Dr. Karpowitz announced “This is the best term
to be in political science, we have an interesting election coming up, and I want to hear your thoughts on
it”. Although politics never really caught P …’s attention in the past, this year’s election sparked interest
and curiosity. This was the first year she was eligible to vote, and it seemed like neither of the candidates
were the typical “president-to-be”. This year’s election could make history; there was the possibility of
having the first colored president.
In class P… learned that new presidential candidates started campaigning as soon as the current
election was over, for the next presidency in four years! She was surprised how well these people knew
about persuasion, they knew that they needed time and recognition to slowly convince citizens that they
were the perfect candidate. Politicians use all forms of media to advertise their positions on certain issues;
they promise what people want to hear. When P… first started researching the candidates she was
impressed with the way Barrack Obama presented himself. He was the perfect example of someone who
mastered the concept of integrating rhetoric in his campaign. Obama’s slogan “Change” triggered the
feeling of hope for a better America. Obama’s “signs of hope and change” portrayed him as a leader who
really cared about American citizens, as someone who would unite this nation. His speeches have become
unforgettable in the hearts of many. Looking at John McCain’s campaign she noticed that his rhetorical
language wasn’t as effective because he didn’t have inspiring speeches; he simply said what he had to say.
His rhetorical approach was quite different, he chose Sarah Palin as his running mate. Although McCain
never said it directly everyone knew her purpose in the election. She represented powerful women all over
the nation, and guaranteed McCain some women’s votes. Both candidates have gained many supporters,
each using rhetorical skills in a different way as an advantage.
P… found that rhetoric was used in her daily life, whether it was a friend trying to convince her to
stay out late or a salesman trying to convince her to buy a product. In English she learned how to use
rhetoric in writing, and realized that in political science she recognized the rhetoric presented. This
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connection helped P… not only to understand rhetoric but to see how it is used in the world. She learned
how to use rhetorical devices more effectively in writing as well as in speaking, allowing others to see the
world a little more her way.
Making Connections
From the moment M… stepped inside her first class at Brigham Young University, she began to see how
parallels and connections could be made between her classes. At first she thought that this was an odd
coincidence, and simply the result of this semester’s classes she had chosen, but then she remembered
something her parents had told her. Her parents, who are both BYU Alumni, had explained that through
her next few years at BYU, she would begin to see how the gospel could be integrated into every discipline
of learning. As she walked into her Physical Science classroom on the first day of school she saw a
familiar scripture verse from Doctrine and Covenants on the board. It said we should seek learning “by
study and also by faith.” This was her first introduction at how the gospel can be related to everything in
life, even science class.
As the first week continued, she began to see other connections between her classes. In English
the topic her class would be writing about over the semester was Globalization. Although this topic was
somewhat knew to her, her Geography class that she had had previous to English had introduced this idea
of a world that was becoming increasingly connected through politics, economy, and culture. Her
geography teacher had discussed the people that inhabit the American continent and how they are a
combination of hundreds of different ethnicities. This was globalization in action. Later that day, at
American Heritage, this same theme continued. M… read in her textbook about the founding of America
and its Constitution. The founders were a mix of mostly European groups, but the American constitution
was influenced by a collection of ideas from writers, philosophers, and lawyers from around the world.
The spread of these ideas, and the spread of people to America through colonization, seemed to M…, to be
a further expression of Globalization. She wondered whether colonization marked the beginning of the
Globalization era, and if that was the case, then was America the dominate country promoting it? Her
knowledge of this topic was able to build as she moved from class to class and she was able to share
examples and ideas about Globalization that she had learned about in one class to another group of students
in another class. She began to see how connections could be made between classes, and through this
integrated style of learning, how a more complete education could be obtained.
When I was first introduced to Richard E. Johnson s essay on Wealth and Poverty, I had no idea the effect
it would have on me. When I first read his essay, I wasn t sure I agreed with him. I am still not. There are
still things in his essay that I am not sure I agree with, but its ideas have still affected me greatly.
Before his essay, I figured I understood poverty in America as I had experienced it in unexpected
circumstances. However, while reading the essay, I was surprised that he claimed that the poor missed
out on education, medical care, and food. All of these things, I had received through government
programs, public school systems, and the church if they were needed. At first I decided that he must have
made this issue bigger than it really is. I decided that although his suggestion that our American mentality
against the poor is unrighteous was true, his interpretation of America s Poor s needs was incorrect. I
later encountered this same essay for my American Heritage class. When I suggested my opinion that
Johnson had made the issue bigger to my American heritage Lab, I was faced with strong opposition. They
disagreed whole‐heartedly. Looking back, I realized that I never gave my ethos. I never told them that I
had been in a similar circumstance then. So of course my comments would have appeared not reputable.
But regardless, their reaction caused me to reconsider my stance on Professor Johnson s essay. I
pondered why my experience had been so different? Why had I been well‐cared for in my poverty, if this
was as Professor Johnson suggested? I came to the conclusion that the answer may be for several
reasons. . . .
These musings caused me to decide that perhaps poverty in America that causes a lack in
education, medical care, and nutrition is something that is real. It opened my eyes to the idea that I need
to and can help others who are poor. I certainly have been blessed, and where much is given, much is
required. Later on, I ended up encountering this same issue in my religion class when discussing King
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Benjamin s great discourse on helping the poor. It also shed light on the issue. Mostly I came to realize
how continual interaction with this issue kept changing my perspective. As the idea connected through
my different classes, I kept reevaluating it, and learning. I suspect that I never would have understood it
as I do now, if I had not reencountered it and been able to connect my learning. That is the glory of
ingenium as Vico explains to us.

In{TELL}ectual Journal
THE TALE OF A HOMINID

The other day, as I was walking to class, I had this chain of intellectual thought. I was walking to work
after my Physical Science class. My mind wandered to a past lesson about forces and Newton’s laws,
specifically the third it states that there is an equal and opposite reaction for every action. Okay, great. We
all know that Newton knew what he was talking about but, if there’s and equal and opposite reaction that
means the forces are equal then how on earth am I moving? This question catches trips me up every time I
think about forces. It still doesn’t make perfect sense in my head but I take my TA’s word for it when he
says that the combined forces are greater. But still how do they combine? Wouldn’t they just push back on
each other too!?
I finally reach work only to find a large group of very talented, but somewhat eccentric, MDT majors
singing Broadway show tunes at the top of their lungs. I find myself applying an anthropological term to
there behavior: social anomaly. Don’t get me wrong, I have many friends that are MDT majors, they’re a
great, and happy, dramatic bunch of people. They’re different, social anomalies in perhaps quantum
physics classes, or . . . just in the fact that they feel the need to belt Jersey Boys down the longest hall on
campus. This leads me to an interesting thought: perhaps all social circles are made of “social anomalies.”
If someone doesn’t fit in with mathematicians, perhaps they will with artists, writers, or lawyers. Maybe
we’re all social anomalies . . . or maybe we’re persuaded to think we’re social anomalies by the things that
other people tell us?
Ah . . . Persuasion, our old rhetorical friend. Has someone used rhetoric against me, persuading me that I
don’t belong to a certain social group? Have I persuaded someone the same thing? Interesting . . . it’s
possible.
So ends the Tale of a Hominid.
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that genre operates and at the scale which best affords that
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varied and complex system of communication attached to as broad
a set of languages.
These specific languages and networks form part of what students
learn to speak that allows them make, do and be part of the
realm of design. These are languages which become associated
with skills sets, methodologies and philosophies all forming the
territories

of

that

specific

design

realm

and

communities become built around.

Bruce Edward Watson. University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.
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A safe and inclusive tribal or family approach is formed through
the notion of a ‘sameness’ or likeness which is created through
a language associated with that group. Terminologies and words
develop within the group around the set of artifacts and the
processes which produce that artifact. This language forms a
group

of

around

a

likeminded
set

of

people

common

functioning

values

and

within

beliefs.

a

collective

These

languages

become part of what a ‘profession’ is united by, a common set of
methodologies

and

philosophies

around

and

within

which

its

members operate.

Languages as beliefs.

Languages shape the worlds we inhabit – the way in which the
world is constructed is based on the languages that are formed
from within the systems that support the structures within those
realms.

These

languages

contain

a

set

of

shared

values

and

processes which describe the ideas the user wishes to convey.
These

shared

values

and

functioning

methodologies

form

the

margins by which a profession can be identified and by which its
central communication structures can be identified.
Jean

Francis

Lyotard

(Lyotard,

J

F.

1984)

discusses

these

communications within a framework of two categories ‘Narrative
knowledge’ and ‘Scientific knowledge’. These two headings group
the mechanisms by which the different forms of knowledge are
used and the different rules by which each type of language is
traditionally

structured.

These

thoughts

relate

in

a

larger

approach to language which sees knowledge as a form of commodity
exchange within a post modern framework – where knowledge will
no

longer

be

collected

for

knowledge’s

sack

but

rather

as

something to be sold or exchanged for gain. The act of making
Bruce Edward Watson. University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.
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within

the

built

environment

communicates

by

both

types

of

knowledge as defined by Lyotard.
Narrative
notions

knowledge
of

uses

truth,

values

beauty

and

and

beliefs

justice

formed

contained

around
within

discussions and texts formed in a story telling manner where a
need to demonstrate or provide proof is not required. Scientific
knowledge

contains

rules

by

which

verification

or

proof

is

required within the knowledge exchange itself.
Narrative knowledge exchange within the structures of a design
process exists towards the beginnings of the designs proposition
built around ideas and approaches where the need at this stage
for verification is limited due to the rules by which the idea
is proposed not containing a fixed margin or a possibility of
verification through a scientific methodology. For Lyotard the
rules of this knowledge exchange are governed by its own set of
rules determining that this exchange does not require validation
thus

making

it

narrative

knowledge.

This

then

allows

the

proposition to inhabit a realm of possibility which is fluid.
These two forms of language service different parts and stages
of an architectural or designed gesture.
Within this framework design the beliefs and values built around
what makes Architecture and interior architecture relevant or
important

to

society

is

framed

within

the

languages

which

address the stage at which the input is required within the
designs evolution. The first set of values both architecture and
design

must

communities

meet
and

are

regions

the

broader

governed

by

values
local

associated
governments

with
–

the

approach of the built form to its place within its community and
site.
This address is shaped by languages embedded within policy built
around values and beliefs about how a region will be shaped and
crafted in terms of the specific values deemed desirable for
Bruce Edward Watson. University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.
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that place. These languages relate first to the built form and
its approach to the wider world within a regional sense. These
languages are policy driven and held within the intelligentsia
of policy makers at a governmental level and are informed by
that communities beliefs and values, driven by specific needs.
After this initial stage of development where policy and policy
makers

are

involved

the

built

artifact

becomes

part

of

more

diverse grouping. This being of makers, fabricators, suppliers
all with a diversity of approaches and ideals shaped within and
by their own territories. These ideals will be further explored
in subsequent research beyond this initial unraveling.

Design Education.

The languages that are used and that create a profession of
designers begin within an education of Architecture and Interior
Architecture/design. This system begins a designer’s vocabulary
and approach to a language associated with design. This language
informs and connects to a belief system within the realm of the
profession of which the student is in training to become part.
These languages evolve firstly around a system associated with
an educational enterprise or other university environment. This
system also is connected to languages and systems associated
with learning and teaching within an academic setting. This is
the beginning of an overlap where the languages of ‘design’ are
diluted

and

interconnected

with

other

systems

beliefs

and

languages. That being languages of the academy.
Universities

instill

a

broader

set

of

skills

and

attributes

within a student built around the individual universities own
set of beliefs and values. These specific practices pertain to
an

education

first

and

a

specific

profession

Bruce Edward Watson. University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.
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informed by a regional sense of place linked to that university.
The languages from within the university evolve around nodes of
educational practice which students come to recognize and become
associated. This specific language and associated values which
that university supports helps shape that student as part of
that university. A type of professional is thus formed which
associates with their university experience, its place and set
of values which have formed through that educational experience
offered by that university. Specifically the languages are also
part of the School, faculty or department of which that student
has

studied

and

the

nuisances

by

which

that

area

of

study

operates. University experiences encourage a multi- disciplinary
approach to learning where a diversity of learning typologies
can occur coupled with a broader approach to skills associated
with values which can be adopted.
Design education takes many forms relevant to each particular
region and place. The languages which are utilized begin within
a breadth of ‘design speak’ around general processes associated
with the production of an artifact. The problem is posed and the
process of designing begins, the scenario is problem based and
solution

driven.

The

priorities

around

these

scenarios

are

determined by the place in which the design scenario is located,
usually of that region. The languages that then permeate the
process

are

of

the

greatest

relevance

to

that

place.

Local

issues driven by place and its people.
This language is representative of the realities of the place in
which its beliefs have been formed centered around physical and
social factors impacted on by languages representative of its
place. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) are of the view that language,
its emotions and experiences can be steered by the structures
and metaphors within a language. In this manner the relationship
between actions and beliefs and the attached language are part
Bruce Edward Watson. University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.
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of a two way exchange where words form our approach to the value
given to that word and the values also inform the perspective on
the value or action. In such an exchange ‘good’ for example is
associated with certain values, those values then become what
form our actions to represent ‘good’. Good becomes a relational
term.
The

word

forms

the

actions

and

the

actions

form

the

word

associations around the word become blurred across cultures and
attached to certain cultural implications.
This

philosophy

relevance

to

around

design

languages

teaching

has

and

implications

learning.

The

of

direct

values

of

languages and the experiences of a design education are part of
a system where learning happens across a number of stages with
different aspects of design gathered in different nodes of the
educational pathway. It is this set of pathways of stages which
develops and embeds an array of typological design languages
within the students design vocabulary. This process involves a
series

of

learning

opportunities

university

setting.

The

education

them

becomes

which

Architectural
part

of

a

continues
and

beyond

Interior

relationship

with

a

design
design

localized education attempting to address the requirements of
that place.
The professions of design are board and utilize a breadth of
languages and associated values. To traverse these professions a
practitioner

of

architecture

and

interior

architecture

must

gather and assemble an understanding of languages across this
breadth of industries.
These languages and values must then be understood and be able
to be assimilated across related fields of design languages and
there values.

Bruce Edward Watson. University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.
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The professions of Design.

Expectations

within

professions

are

derived

from

an

understanding of a group’s social habits and systems which have
been

present

and

operated

within

that

groups

system.

These

systems and processes house the languages by which the group is
able to act cohesively and effectively towards the goal which is
the commonality of the group – in the case of design it is the
artifact and its production.
The

realms

of

design

do

not

operate

along

easily

defined

parameters but rather occupy a breadth of complex interrelations
with

neighboring

and

similar

professions.

Design

due

to

its

breadth of definition and application becomes a difficult realm
to identify and navigate. The nature of this breadth also allows
the languages to be across a wide and varied landscape moving
from the intimate scale of a house hold good designed by an
industrial designer to a city designed by an urban designer.
Words give the artifact meaning and a means by which to act and
be, different words would create a different meanings and manner
of being. The words craft a relationship between the act or
artifact

and

us;

this

allows

the

act

or

artifact

to

become

embedded within the community of which the language belongs. The
term then becomes greater than simply it being present in that
language and comes to be part of what defines that community.
These associations provide a community with an authorship and in
time an ownership of that artifact.

Design languages & symbols
Design

in

its

broad

sense,

has

developed

and

crafted

methodologies within its languages beyond the spoken and written
Bruce Edward Watson. University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.
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word. These symbols are representations used where words cannot
effectively
associated

translate
with

a

the

ideas

profession

intend.

have

Specific

evolved

these

symbols

symbols

are

employed to ensure a more accurate and precise communication
within

the

profession

itself.

These

symbols

also

clarify

an

exact translation of the idea to a build form, where words would
not be able to act in such a descriptive and precise manner.
Acting as pictographs the meaning of the symbol lies exactly
within the depiction of the symbol this in many ways forms a
greater certainty amongst its uses.

Close

The designing community’s enhabit a realm of interrelated yet
independent professions, all stack holders of the artifacts end
place within the world. It is at the edges of the realms which
the

interactions

occur.

This

language

becomes

part

of

an

exchange which purpose is to place the artifact within its next
phase of its life towards an actualization of the end product or
artifact itself.
These languages traverse a plethora of diverse socio economic,
environmental
languages

and

become

divergence
part

of

associated

this

with

diversity

place.

embracing

The
their

difference as a uniqueness of that place.
Experience in traversing these languages, between and across the
vast array of designing realms and their individual values and
beliefs increases the level of effective communication that is
possible.

It

communications
leant

and

is

only

which

developed

experience

inform

future

methodologies

and

practice

interactions
built

by

around

communication within the crossover of the language.
Bruce Edward Watson. University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.
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Universities attempt to replicate this language exchange within
design studios and design education. The task of replicating
precisely the breadth of these interrelations across languages
is unachievable due to the degree in which the variation and
difference

exists

within

any

system

or

interaction.

The

languages and the manner in which the interactions across the
design professions evolve is also a process of evolutionally
design within the designing professions.
It

is

these

languages

and

their

ability

to

synergize

which

remains predictable and to a certain degree fixed. The degree of
unfixed

and

unpredictable

determinants

makes

any

attempt

at

unraveling in a meaningful manner a task beyond predictability.
The unraveling of these encounters however will allow a greater
understanding of the means by which a more effective and vibrant
communication across the designing professions can occur.

Bruce Edward Watson. University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.
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When the newspaper industry in the West is undergoing a painful and steady decline,
the press industries in China and India are booming. The number of newspapers, magazines,
other publications and circulations are experiencing a breathtaking expansion. With fast
economic development and higher living standards, people in societies such as these have
increased interest in what is happening in their countries and around the world. Once the
doors were opened in the cases of China and Vietnam, and business environment and policies
were relaxed in the case of India, there was no turning back. People’s curiosity about the
outside world and their enthusiasm to learn from the rest of the world have kept growing.
Booming media markets attract outside investors and marketers. In the case of China,
even though it is still a communist country, foreign investment has rushed in to establish joint
media ventures or joint media operations. Western consumer magazines are prominently
displayed in bookstores, post offices, and newsstands. Agreements on licensed publication of
foreign media content make it possible for the young people to be exposed to cultural trends
around the world.
In the age of the global media, the differences among teens around the world are
disappearing. Even in Asia where traditional societies concentrate, teens wear jeans, eat fast
food, listen to pop music and worship pop stars. They are less bound by traditional cultural
values, defiant of the wisdoms of their ancestors accumulated over thousands of years and
much more accepting of fads from western societies. Generation gap sometimes leads to
serious cultural clashes. When the global media wield their influence in such transitional
societies, challenging local cultures and traditions, what is the role of the indigenous media?
How can indigenous media successfully compete against the powerful global media? Can
indigenous media remain commercially viable and culturally relevant? How should
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journalists adapt to the challenges? Following the examples of the global media or charting a
new course for indigenous media?
This research project attempts to explore answers to these questions by focusing on
the impact of global media in Asian societies and indigenous media responses to the
challenges brought on by the global media. The first step of the project is a close examination
of major Asian philosophical and moral traditions, followed by a study of their implications
in the area of media practices. Further research efforts will concentrate on the impact of the
global media on traditional culture and indigenous media as well as responses of indigenous
media and journalists to such challenges.
As Asia is a culturally, economically and politically diverse continent, societies at
various levels of economic development and with different cultural traditions and political
systems respond to these challenges differently. For example, Japan, South Korea and
Singapore all have well developed economies and media and share many similarities in their
cultural traditions—Confucian influences. However, the approaches each has adopted in
responding to the challenges of the global media are very different. China and India are
experiencing major media expansions following the recent economic growth in both
countries. But because of different political systems and histories, the challenges journalists
in these two countries have to face are different in nature. As a result, the ways journalists
adopt to meet these challenges will be different. Elsewhere such as less developed parts of
Asia, global media have made entry even before indigenous media were given a chance to
develop.
An in-depth investigation of the diverse Asian media reveals fascinating and thoughtprovoking stories of how individual journalists in their unique ways try to find the balance
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between their traditional culture and the global culture in a changing media environment. The
study also highlights some common characteristics in the transformation of the Asian media,
shedding light on the challenges indigenous media and journalists face in trying to compete
against the global media.
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This paper will examine the web sites of two consumer brands, AXE and Dove®, to
survey the changing role of media in both delivering a brand’s message and providing a
forum for commentary among young consumers. The web sites of both brands encourage
viral advertising, blur the line between industrial and social media, and incorporate
learned forms of cultural communication to further camouflage traditional branding
methods. This integrated style of communication introduces young viewers to messages
in a more duplicitous way than past advertising. Young consumers’ exposure to and use
of multimedia, particularly the Internet, continues to increase and provides more
opportunities for interaction with advertising media. The AXE and Dove® web sites
mold the ubiquitous nature of product web sites into an opportunity to entertain and
engage. Conversely, these viewers also utilize technology to uncover, gain awareness of,
participate with and comment on the brand’s real, often contradictory and deceptive
messages. Unlike more traditional forms of media, social media empowers young
consumers – a large percentage of whom create and post their own productions – with the
ability to generate a response to advertised messages and narrows the distance between
consumer and advertiser.
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1. Title : Parisian colourmen during the 19th Century
2. Name : Clotilde ROTH-MEYER
3. Affiliation : Centre allemand d'histoire de l'art, Paris, France
4. Address : Centre allemand d'histoire de l'art, 10 place des Victoires, 75002 Paris, France
5. Email : crothmeyer@dt-forum.org
6. Abstract :
"In an undated letter written by Signac to Monet, we could read:
“Dear Mr Monet,
Here is the information you requested.
If you don’t want to have your colours shipped directly from Blockx (Terwague – Claviers,
Belgique) – in 8 days, I receive them despite customs – you can ask at Guichardaz 31 rue
du Dragon Paris VIe, who is their agent. How happy you’ll feel working such pure
material”.
With this quotation, we understand how important it is for artists to exchange their material or technical
knowledges. In some cases, this kind of letter also inform us on the relation between a merchant and an
artist.
Who were the French colour merchants? Up until now, no comprehensive study about this trade has been
published in French, even if sometimes, in recent exhibitions, it has been mentioned.
We know that there were 13 merchants in 1796; then, a century later, they are more than 700 hundred.
Of course, the 700 hundred merchants working in 1899 were not all artists’ suppliers, but we might
suppose that they were around 40 per cent to be specialized in this trade.
This proposal, based upon a Ph.D. and a database, has, in fact, to be considered as the base of a
pyramid. It has to be considered as an introduction at the following directions to develop in order to give
some answers to some question. A global study of the history and training of the profession of colour
merchant, the context of its emergence, the representation given by these men of their activity, their
involvement in the creation and collaboration with artists of new materials, the writing and publication of
technical artist’s handbooks, their activity in restoring, renting and selling paintings allows a better
understanding.
Once all theses aspects have been defined, the role of the merchant really could be consider at its good
value. Actually, studying these men and women who, in the shadow of known or unknown painters, have
collaborated with them, and, in some cases, became their friends, is to penetrate into the intimity of the
creation of these artists. "
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Abstract
The earliest settlers of African ancestry arrived in the Hawaiian Islands around 1769.
Many of these men found their way to Hawai’i on whaling and merchants ships. The
Maritime labor force during 17th and 18th centuries was predominantly Black men who
were slaves, freedmen and poor White men. Although, conditions were harrowing and the
pay low, it was better than working on plantations. They came from Cape Verdes Islands
off the coast of West Africa, the Caribbean and the mainland United States. Throughout the
age of sail, black hands maneuvered white sails traversing the ocean waterway. Some
Black men used the oceans as their underground railroad. The Atlantic Ocean ships brought
Blacks to the slave blocks, the Pacific Ocean brought them to freedom. In Hawai’i ports,
Blacks were free to go ashore without harassment, dozens of them jump ship and made
Hawai’i their home. During the first two centuries, Hawai'i was a booming place filled
with opportunity for people of African ancestry. The Hawaiian Islands were sparsely
populated and its people lived in grass huts similar to those in the African homeland. These
Black men were greeted and welcome by the Hawaiian people.
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Introduction
During the late 1700s, the Quaker seamen of Nantucket made the whaling industry
a thriving business. Yankee whalers signed on African Portuguese from the Cape Verde
Island off of Africa and Black Americans as the ship crews that took them across the face
of the earth including the Pacific basin into the Hawaiian Islands. The evidence of African
roots in Hawaii is found in museum pieces such as this nineteenthcentury banjo (1) handmade from a coconut shell bearing the distinct
features of identical gourd instruments in Senegal. This artifact was
found in the Lahaina Whaling Museum on Maui. In 2000, the Whaling
Museum sold the coconut banjo to a museum in Connecticut.
The Hawaiian Islands have been home to people of African descent since the 1770s.
King Kamehameha I welcomed his Black brothers from around the world to the Hawaiian
Islands.
Many people of African ancestry came to Hawai’i aboard whaling and merchant
ships. They brought with them many skills such as stonemasons, teachers, barbers,
carpenters, stewards and tailors. Some served as advisors to King Kamehameha I
administration and acted as interpreters for the monarchy. Others became entrepreneurs,
musicians and small businessmen serving foreigners. People of African descent have made
tremendous contributions to the Hawaiian Islands for two centuries.
One of the first known arrivals was Joseph Bedford (2), known as Joe Dollar. He
could remember some events dating back to the 1780s. In 1826, he opened a small hotel
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(boarding house) in downtown Honolulu and operated it successfully until it closed in
1843. He died in 1844 at 70 years old.
The most notable among African Americans arriving in the Hawaiian Island was
Anthony D. Allen (3) from Schenectady, N. Y. He was 24 years of age when he left Boston
on a merchant ship that took him to China, the Caribbean, the
Northwest coast of the mainland and then to Hawai ‘i.
During Allen’s years at sea, he met the well-known Toussaint
L’Overture, Haiti’s Black Liberator, and British Admiral Lord Nelson,
war hero of Trafalgar 1805 victory.
Allen acquired many skills during his sixteen years at sea (eight years as ship
captain, seven years as steward and one year as cook).
Anthony Allen arrived in Hawai’i in 1810 aboard a merchant ship. He went ashore
to explore the Island. He fell in love with the local people and decided to make Hawai’i his
home. Allen immediately volunteered to work in King Kamehameha I administration
acting as an interpreter for the Monarchy for approximately 6 months. The Monarchy
highly respected his advice and skills.
The high priestess Hewahewa was so impressed with Allen’s services; she gave him six
acres of land in Waikiki. Allen built 8 to 10 mud buildings on this property including a
hotel (known then as a boarding house), a restaurant, a salon (known as grog shop) with a
bowling alley, a hospital, the first commercial dairy in the Islands, a slaughterhouse, and
blacksmith shop. In addition, the first fresh water well in Hawai’i was dug on his property.
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The missionaries commented on how good the water tasted. Allen's compound was
enclosed with high fence poles local style. Two Hawaiian women lived on the acquired
property. Allen took both women as wives and built two separate sleeping
accommodations which was a require- ment by the Hawaiian religious belief system. The
names of his wives were Pehu and Sally. The marriages produced four children of which
three survived to adulthood, a daughter, Peggy and two sons, Allen Jr. and George.
Allen also built a school on the property where the missionaries taught his and
other Hawaiian children to read and write.
The hospital he built was used to care for convalescing sea captains and injured
seamen from visiting whaling and merchant ships docked in the harbor and the Hawaiian
community. On the property was also a cemetery where Americans who did not recover
from their illness were interned.
Allen was a successful businessman who was known throughout the community.
His compound was the first tourist attraction in Waikiki. Beyond his land, there were only
fishponds and marshland reaching to the base of Diamond Head.
Allen welcomed the missionaries who first arrived in 1822. His home became a
place for missionaries to socialize and have dinner. They accepted his gracious hospitality.
In addition, he regularly provided them with fresh eggs, milk, vegetables and meat.
Allen’s establishment was a popular Waikiki resort for residents and visitors. His
establishment was a favorite place for ship captains, seamen, commercial agents visiting
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the Island of O’ahu. The entertainment in the saloon and restaurant created an enjoyable
atmosphere for the clientèle. The most important ingredient for success of the place was
Allen himself. He had a great personality, congenial, generous and gracious, all the traits
necessary for conducting business. Oftentimes, the royal entourage included King
Kauikeaouli who had big dinner parties at Allen’s restaurant and spent many evenings up to
midnight. The missionaries also dined often at the restaurant as well as other businessmen
and women.
Allen accumulated considerable personal property over the years which afforded
him a comfortable living to support his family.
Allen suffered a stroke in December 1835. It appears that both wives had died,
because he sent for his close friends to be with him. Stephen Reynolds (4) who came to the
Islands in 1823, was his best friend along with a missionary by the name of Levi
Chamberlain. Allen died on December 31, 1835. The Hawaiian Monarchy and other
dignitaries attended his funeral.
Other men of African ancestry were also early arrivals into the Hawaiian
Islands, a gentleman named Black Joe (5) served King Kamehameha II as a ship trader, sail
master, advisor and interpreter until his death in 1828. William the Baker (6) was cook for
King Kamehameha III and owned a bakery in downtown Honolulu. He sold the place in
1833. Four Black men named David Curtis, America Shattuck, George Hiatt and Charles
Johnson (7) formed the royal brass band for the King. The royal brass band in later years
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was renamed the Royal Hawaiian Band as we know it today. The King's band dressed in
white was seen parading through the streets in downtown Honolulu in 1837. There were a
number of entrepreneurs who own barbershops in downtown, the most notable was Spencer
Rhodes (8) who's haircutting establishment was on Merchant Street a few blocks from
Aloha Tower. It was the most popular venue for sailors and seamen. Rhodes was an
entertainer and played the violin. He was called “Rhodes the Fiddler”. Charles H.
Nicholson (9) was a well-known tailor. He established his business in 1840, also downtown
on the corner of Bethel and King Streets. His shop was another popular place for people to
meet. Nicholson was always seen dressed in a white linen suit. His wife was Hawaiian;
she and his son are buried on the grounds of Kawaiaha'o Church.
The first Black woman to arrive in the Hawaiian Island was Betsey Stockton (10) in
1823. She came with the missionary Charles S. Stuart family. She was one of twenty
people of the second group of missionaries arriving in Hawaii.
The Stuart family established their mission in Lahaina Maui.
Since the missionaries were occupied with educating their own
children and those of the chiefs (ali'i) children, Betsey interest was to
educate the maka'ainana (common people) and their wives and children. She quickly
learned the Hawaiian language and began to offer class in a grass hut called Lahainaluna
School. This school was the first public school in Hawai’i. Stockton was a dignified
woman who wore a turban. She was frequently seen moving among the natives healing the
sick and securing clothes for her students after class. She was also a devoted Christian
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attending church services with the Stuarts. In addition, Stockton continued to help Mrs.
Stuart with domestic work. She taught the maka'ainana from 1823 to 1825 when Mrs.
Stuart became ill, the family returned the mainland.
Betsey Stockton's contributions to the people of Maui were remembered and
appreciated. After leaving Hawai’i, she worked with Native Canadian people before
moving to Philadelphia where she spent her final years teaching Black children.
Lewis Temple (11) was the creator of a whaling harpoon, known
as both "Temple's Toggle" and "Temple's Iron" which became the
standard harpoon of the whaling industry in the 19th century. Temple
was a successful businessman who operated a whale craft shop on the
New Bedford waterfront. Temple was a free Black man
who came to Hawai'i on a whaling voyage in 1833 to
retire. A number of years later, he returned to the
mainland where he died in 1854.
In the 1898 and the early 1900s, there were an influx of distinguish African
Americans arriving in the Hawaiian Islands. Thomas McCants Stewart (12) arrived in
Hawai’i five years after the overflow of the Hawaiian Kingdom.
Stewart was a prominent

African American national civil rights

leader, respected attorney, and writer. In 1883, he migrated to Liberia,
Africa to serve as a professor at Liberia College. He returned to New
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York in 1885 and wrote about his African experience in Liberia. In a few years Stewart
became restless and relocated to Hawai’i in 1898 with his second wife Alice and daughters
Carlotta, Anna, Gladys, and Kapulani. His first wife was Charlotte Harris Stewart. There
were three children from the first marriage: one daughter, Carlotta and two sons: McCants
and Gilchrist Stewart.
Thomas McCant, his father molded his son McCants Stewart (13) from childhood
to be a lawyer. McCants earned a law degree from University of Minnesota Law School in
1899. He practiced law in Portland Oregon from 1902 until 1917. He was
one of ten co-founders of the Portland Advocate, the city second oldest
black newspaper. At the age of forty-one Stewart
committed suicide on April 14, 1919, leaving behind a
wife, daughter and debt.
In Hawai’i, Thomas McCants Stewart was not familiar with the political climate
after the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom. The Republican Party was in charge and
these men did not share his ideals of equality but he was determined to continue to work for
civil rights.
Stewart was the first lawyer to practice in the newly created Hawai’i Federal Court,
presided over by Sanford B. Dole, the first Governor of Territory of Hawai’i. Like many
educated young black men of his generation, he saw his role as providing leadership and
"uplift" for less fortunate members of the community. Stewart's work in Hawai’i involved
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representing Chinese immigrant cases and assisted Hawaiians in regaining their
“kulenas” (land rights). The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1886 was passed by the Hawaiian
Cabinet Council to severely limit the number of Chinese entering Hawaii. The increase in
immigration combined with the movement of former Chinese laborers from the plantations
into ownership of businesses, was perceived by many of those in power in Hawaii as a
threat.
When Hawai’i became a territory of the United States in 1900, the U.S. Chinese
Exclusion Act was extended to Hawai’i, and Chinese immigration was virtually stopped,
except for those who could qualify under specific exempt status. The double tragedy of the
Chinese Exclusion Act, not only, did politicians close the gate on an entire race of people,
but they also blamed this act on a group of American labor that did not seek it. At the same
time, many Chinese elected to return to China. By 1910 there were fewer than 21,000
Chinese in Hawaii.
Thomas McCants Stewart left Hawai’i in 1905 to go to London.
Carlotta Stewart Lai (14) came to Hawai'i with her father Thomas
McCants Stewart at age 18. She was the third child of T. McCants
Stewart and Charlotte Pearl Harris, born September 16, 1881. Both of
her parents were attorneys. Carlotta was excited about living in Hawai’i
with people of ethnic diversity. She made a conscious decision to make the Islands her
home. Until coming to Hawai’i, Carlotta had never traveled outside the continental United
States.
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In 1902, Carlotta graduated from O'ahu College now called Punahou School. She
was an English major and studied other languages in addition to philosophy, economics,
religion, mathematics and science. She was a member of the literary society and played on
the girl’s basketball team. Carlotta was well accepted and assimilated without difficulty
with the student body. After graduation, she completed the requirements for a Normal
School Certificate and took a teaching position in the Department of Public Instruction of
the Normal School. Carlotta was the first African American woman to become a teacher in
the Territory of Hawai'i. The Superintendent of Public Instructions listed her name in the
biennial report to the Governor of the Territory of Hawai'i between1902 to 1924.
Carlotta had a wonderful personality and made friends easily. She was a refined
cultured professional woman who enjoyed camping, surfing and even coached a girl’s
softball team. She was well respected in the community and advanced rapidly in her
career as an educator. She received a comfortable salary enabling her to travel throughout
the Islands and the mainland to visit her sick mother and two brothers. Before her father
and stepmother left Hawai’i in 1905, Carlotta had established a network of close
friendships and created an active social life. Her mother Charlotte Harris Stewart died in
1906.
The Stewart children from the first marriage had a difficult life after their parents
divorced. Their father raised them until he remarried in 1883. Carlotta's father forced her
to accompany the family to Hawai’i, although she did not have a good relationship with her
stepmother and this also strained the relationship between her three younger half-sisters.
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Her brothers McCants and Gilchrist were attending Tuskegee when the family moved to
Hawai’i.
After the death of Carlotta's mother, her brother McCants provided her
with solace, encouragement and advice during this difficult period. Carlotta was
overwhelmed with much sadness and emotions that included the Panic of 1907, when there
was a downturn in Hawai’i's economy, which decreased her salary by three percent. She
poured out all of her feelings about being without a mother and father since they were
babies. This was the first time Carlotta had shared her resentment about her father's long
absences due to his high profile community involvement and travels. Although her brother
McCants wanted her to return to the mainland, which she was seriously considering until
she compared her professional career to Black women on the West Coast and decided
Hawai’i had more to offer. The decision to stay in Hawai’i proved to be an advantageous
one, she was promoted to principal of the Ko'olau Elementary School and received an
increase in salary in 1908. Later, Carlotta became principal of Hanamaulu School on
Kaua'i. She was very popular and well respected by everyone who knew her on Kaua'i and
a disciplinarian who demanded excellence and respect from her students and colleagues.
Although a private person, her vivacious personality was a magnate that drew people to
her. She did not have a problem with interracial dating and marriage. Carlotta was thirtyfive years old when she met her husband, Yun Tim Lai, a man of Chinese ancestry in
Anahola, Kaua'i Hawai'i. They were married in 1916. He was the brother of her very good
friend, Ruth Ching. Lai was a sales manager for Garden Island Motors, an automobile
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dealership in Lihu'e, Kaua'i. She became pregnant in 1927 but later had a miscarriage. Lai
and Carlotta were happily married for nineteen years when Lai suddenly died in 1935 in
Hong Kong visiting his parents.
Carlotta never remarried and did not retire until 1945. After retirement, she moved
back to O'ahu where she lived until her death on July 6, 1952. She is buried in O'ahu
cemetery in a plot purchased by her father when he lived in Hawai'i.
The early 1900s brought another prominent family to Hawai'i. William Francis
Crockett, (15) an attorney, and his wife Annie Ryder Crockett, a teacher and
their two children arrived on Maui in 1901. Mr.
Crockett graduated from University of Michigan
Law School in 1888. He established his law practice on Maui
and became active with the Republican Party. Crockett received many political
appointments, ranging from Deputy County Attorney to various judgeships. In 1915, he
was elected to the Territorial House of Representatives and served as President of the Maui
Republic Club for many years. Crockett also became district magistrate of Wailuku, Maui.
His wife Annie (16) taught school at Wailuku Elementary. She was recently
honored in the school's 100th Anniversary Celebration on May 2004. Annie was also fond
of flowers and created numerous varieties of the hibiscus flowers that you still see
throughout the Hawaiian Islands. The yellow hibiscus was chosen as the State Flower of
Hawai’i.
His son Wendell Francis graduated from the University of Michigan School of Law
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in 1917. He return to Maui to practice law and spent 30 years as a prosecutor. Following
in his father's footsteps, he spent 10 years in private practice as a defense attorney. In 1926,
he married Myrtle Lau, (17) a teacher at Wailuku Elementary School. They had three
children: William F. Crockett, III, Wendell R. Crockett, and Erminie Crockett-Gartley.
His son William F. Crockett, III was born in Wailuku, Maui on September 6, 1927.
He is the third of the Crockett family to graduate from the University of Michigan School
of Law in 1956. He also returned to Hawai'i to practice law and served on Maui County
Charter Commission, Hawai’i State Judicial Conference, Board of Bar Examiners, Hawai’i
Supreme Court, Hawai’i State Bar and American Bar.
William Lineas Maples, M.D.(18) a well-known physician and musician came to
Hawai’i in 1901. Hawai’i Commercial and Sugar Company
(HC&SC) in Puunene, Maui recruited him for the plantation hospital.
His brother Samuel Maples, a lawyer accepted a position to represent
Black contract laborers on HC&SC's plantation. Dr. Maples and
Sadie Williams were married in Tennessee on December 21, 1901. They celebrated their
honeymoon on voyage to Hawai'i. Dr. Maples & his wife Sadie Williams Maples planned
to stay in Hawai’i for six years, but his work at the plantation hospital was gratifying
professionally, in particularly, after an operating room and laboratories were added. After
the upgrade, the Puunene plantation hospital provided services similar to hospitals on the
mainland.
In 1905, Dr. Maples purchased a house and opened a full service drugstore in
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Wailuku in April. The Maples' first daughter was born August of 1905. She was named
Elizabeth, but they called her Bessie. His second daughter, Gladys was born in 1910.
William Lineas Maples was the first African American doctor to practice medicine
in Hawai'i. The Maples family was welcomed and graciously accepted as residents of
Maui. Mrs. Maples became involved in the community after her girls started to school.
Because Dr. Maples was a musician who loved music, he organized the Navarro Orchestra
in Wailuku. The orchestra enriched the community's intellectual environment and the
music brought enjoyment and entertainment to many people on the Island of Maui. They
played popular music for the public on weekends in Wailuku.
Dr. Maples practiced medicine at Puunene Hospital until his retirement in 1931.
Afterward, he composed the lyrics for the Puunene School song. The Navarro Orchestra
continued to provide entertainment to the community until Dr. Maples' death in 1943. He
worked diligently for the Maui community for over forty years and the people loved him.
They named the Maple School on Maui for the family. Mrs. Maples and her two daughters
continued to reside on Maui. Mrs. Maples is buried beside her husband in Wailuku. In
researching the Maples genealogy history, there is no trace of their daughters, Gladys and
Elizabeth, due to their marriages.
Alice Ball (19) came to Hawai'i with her father James Ball, Jr., a
professional photographer and attorney. Her mother was Laura
Howard Ball, also a photographer and three siblings, William, Robert
and Adelaide. In 1902, the Ball family included Alice's grandfather
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James P. Ball, Sr. moved to Hawai'i. James Jr. thought the weather in Hawai'i would
improve the health of his father James Sr. who was 76 years old and suffered from
rheumatism. James P. Ball was a renowned daguerrean photographer.
Alice and her sister Adelaide attended Central Intermediate School (called Central
Grammar School) in downtown Honolulu. She was in the same class with John Scott Boyd
Pratt, Jr., of the well-known local Pratt family.
After the death of her grandfather, James Pressley Ball, Sr. who died on May 4,
1904 in Honolulu, the Ball family moved back to Seattle, where Alice attended the
University of Washington School of Pharmacy, receiving a Bachelor of Science. She
returned to Honolulu in 1914 to study at the College of Hawai'i (University of Hawai'i)
where she earned a master in science (chemistry) degree in 1915.
Alice was the first African American to teach at the University of Hawai'i. She was
a chemistry instructor. During her laboratory research, she discovered a breakthrough for
Hansen's disease (known as leprosy). The pioneering treatment called “The Ball Method”
was found in chaulmoogra seeds. She extracted ethyl esters of the fatty acids from the
chaulmoogra oil. This chemical was injected into patients that reduced the symptoms
caused by leprosy. The discovery brought relief to many people.
Alice Ball became ill and died at the early age of 24 in 1916. Due to her
contributions to science, her research in extracting ethyl esters from the chaulmoogra oil
was a dramatic breakthrough for Hansen disease patients living at the time. In her memory,
a plaque was placed at the base of a chaulmoogra tree next to Bachman Hall, University of
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Hawai'i campus by Stanley Ali, a research who has been credited for discovering Alice
Ball's history that was buried in the archives of Hamilton Library, University of Hawai'i.
The contributions of Blacks have a rich history in Hawai'i.

The End
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This quantitative study conducted in a Freshmen English class at a university explores
how the use of picture books as reading materials will help adult English-as-a-ForeignLanguage (EFL) learners to learn vocabulary in terms of the depth of word knowledge
(noticing versus productive). Thirty-two students were involved in the study, and two
picture books were used as the reading materials. For each of the book, a pretest was
administered before reading and a posttest was used to examine the students’ word
leaning. Results showed that, the students showed a significant word gain of 29.1 percent
and 30.8 percent for the first book and the second book, respectively. In terms of the
depth of knowledge gained as they read, for the first picture book, 22.62 percent of the
word gain was productive word knowledge; for the second book, 36.36 percent of the
new-learned word knowledge was productive knowledge. Generally, reading picture
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books plays a positive role in adult EFL students’ incidental vocabulary learning. It helps
students be familiar with the form of a word more than assists them to gain productive
knowledge in vocabulary.
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Turning Teaching Ideas into Real E-learning Solutions: Development of a
Remedial English E-learning System for Undergraduate Students at a
Japanese University
Abstract
In this study we developed a special e-learning courseware system to support
specific areas of remedial English training for undergraduate students at Tokyo
Denki University that would otherwise be difficult to offer with the limited staff
resources available. Based on the input and experience of the English teaching
staff, the online courseware system was especially tailored to do three things: 1)
monitor the testing success rate of each student and automatically tune the schedule
and study load of materials to reflect the areas in which individual students need
particular strengthening, 2) provide a simple one-button question and answer
mechanism to capture the actual pages where students are having problems and
reproduce the images on the instructor’s screen alongside the question submitted to
assist remote communication, and 3) reduce the administrative tasks of class
management to an easy, intuitive screen for the English teaching staff members,
almost all of whom have no technical background. We created a prototype of our
system over a four year period and tested it in all of our English courses on campus
and report favorable results from both the students and staff in this paper.

Introduction
Although the percentage of high school graduates in Japan entering universities has nearly
doubled in the past 20 years, from 24.7 percent in 1989 to 47.2 percent in 2007, the shrinking
Japanese population lowers the actual number of college-prep students and this has resulted in
less competitive entrance examinations for Japanese universities in general.

The English

teaching staff at Tokyo Denki University (TDU) realized this trend would continue and
subsequently yield a wider range of English abilities and experience among the incoming
students. In this situation although the ideal solution would be to prepare various levels of
English courses in the curriculum and remedial training to meet the needs of students, limited
staff resources and the heavy course loads of the technical major students do not make this
feasible.
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Already, the effects of this trend appear in the declining TOEIC (Test of English for
International Communication) scores of the first-year students at TDU. In Fig. 1, we see an
alarming drop of nearly 120 test points in the past four years. The standard deviations of the
TOEIC scores shown in Fig. 2 depict a peak of 97.0 in 2006 followed by a drop to 84.0 in 2007.
This means that although the dispersion of TOEIC scores continued to increase up to 2006, they
are starting to converge. The graph in Fig. 3 showing the score ranges (over 300, 400, and 500)
for the past four years also reveals that the percentage of students in the lowest scoring range has
increased indicating a severe need for remedial training for a large percentage of the incoming
students.

Figure 1: Marked decline in first-year student TOEIC scores from 2004 through 2007.

Figure 2: Standard deviation of TOEIC scores for first-year students 2004 through 2007.
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Figure 3: Growing number of students scoring less than 400 points in TOEIC testing and requiring
substantial remedial training.

For students with TOEIC testing scores of less than 400 points, a reasonable curriculum
goal would be to help them train on a regular basis and improve by 100 points or more during
their undergraduate program studies. However, for this we would require each student to
undertake several hundred hours of additional studies and training each year. With limited
staff resources, even if the number of remedial English courses could be increased, trying to fit
them into student schedules already impacted by full loads of technical major courses would not
be possible. Preparation of extra homework for students who needed remedial training was not
a sufficient solution either because their range of levels was too large for single homework tasks to
cover. Moreover, once students are confronted with study tasks that need to be repeated, but
that they cannot do for themselves, they can easily give up learning before reaching the end and
the results would be dismal.

Guiding Remedial Students with a Spiral Learning Mechanism
To support language learning particularly for training that requires repetitive lessons and
exercises, more universities and schools adopt e-learning systems. However, although these
types of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) arrangements can offer students greater
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opportunities for studying outside of the classroom, we observed a big problem at TDU in getting
anticipated results which stems from the fact that for large amounts of drill exercises, whenever
the level of the exercises goes too far out of range of the students’ abilites – both too high or too low
- it becomes difficult for them to stay motivated to complete the entire sets of exercises required.
In many commercial systems and courseware packages on the market, the level of the target
learner is usually fixed and the order of presenting learning items cannot be changed easily
during the course of study making it difficult to tailor the training for students with varying areas
of strengths and weaknesses.
To improve the effectiveness of this kind of e-learning drill system, we implemented a
concept called a spiral learning mechanism which monitors the rate of success in answering drill
questions by students. That information is used to control the pace at which students progress
to new levels of difficulty in a learning unit. This ensures that by the end of the training, the
material and concepts at each level are thoroughly mastered. We illustrate the process of the
spiral learning mechanism below.
In each study module of our spiral learning system, the drill exercise items of each unit are
first arranged in a bank in the order of difficulty. When a learner logs on to the system and
enters the module for the first time, a portion of the items from the easy level of the bank enters
the spiral item pool (Fig. 4). The system shuffles the items in the pool and randomly selects one
of the items to appear on the screen (Fig. 5).

Figure 4: Initial selection of easy level items

Figure 5: Learning items presented to student in

for the learning pool.

random order.
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Whenever a learner responds correctly, the system marks the question item with a flag and
returns it to the pool (Fig. 6). In the case of an incorrect response, the item goes back to the pool
unmarked. By repeating this a sufficient number of times, the student concentrates on learning
the items within the pool. At the end of intensive training for the current pool contents, items
which can be judged as being mastered and having the required number of flags (e.g., two in Fig.
7) can be removed from the pool. New items from the bank enter the pool and the procedure is
repeated until all of the drills are completed.

Figure 6: Flagging of correctly answered items.

Figure 7: Mastered items are removed from the pool
and replaced with new items of higher difficulty.

In this way, students can master the learning items thoroughly at their own pace and
naturally spend more time on some items and less on others which is a difficult framework to
achieve when one set of exercises to be completed in a fixed time is used for an entire group of
students as in many traditional e-learning systems.

Content development
We developed an e-learning system prototype based on the spiral learning mechanism
described above and over a four year period we constructed more than 8000 learning items
covering a variety of topics for English remedial training. Currently, the following training units
are used in our English e-learning courses at TDU:
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z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Vocabulary (Partial dictation) 3000 items
Vocabulary (Multiple choice) 2432 items
Listening (Type 1) 155 items
Listening (Type 2) 95 items
Grammar and word order: 718 items
Sentence correction: 50
Dictation: 843 items

For most e-learning systems and learning management systems (LMS), one of the biggest
hurdles for content creators is how efficiently and quickly they are able to create pages.
Typically, content creators produce pages one by one using an authoring tool such as Macromedia
Flash or Adobe Presenter, but this takes a considerable amount of time and as a result it makes
the courseware very expensive.
Our proposed system, however, does not require any authoring tool or special knowledge of
multimedia design work. All that is required of the creators is an Excel worksheet file of
questions in a specified format shown in Fig. 8. The creator does not need to be concerned with
HTML, Flash, or other CGI programming details. Once the Excel file contents are ready, the
creator exports the worksheet in a CSV format and the system will import the file and construct
the questions bank databases and pools for delivering the contents to students automatically.
This enables a greater number of non-technical language teachers to engage in content creation.

Figure 8: Sample of question bank contents on an Excel worksheet.
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A One-button Question/Answer (Communication) Function
Although e-learning systems provide a way for students to study extended hours outside of
the classroom, when they have problems or questions it is often very difficult to communicate
from a remote location what help they need to a person who cannot see the same screen. E-mail
is the most common medium for contacting staff and support members, but students first need to
deal with the task of pinpointing where exactly in the courseware - which can theoretically consist
of thousands of pages - the problem occurs. In many e-learning systems, question items can
appear in random orders making it very confusing for students and staff to track down the
location of the problem.
In this work, we solved this by implementing a one-button question/answer (Q/A) function
which appears after each question item is checked by the system (Fig. 9). When students have
questions on a particular page, they can write their query in a text box provided on the page and
when the Q/A button is pressed, the query and the whole page are sent to the teacher. Teachers
who receive queries will see exactly the same page contents as the students. Neither the student
nor the teacher need to explain which page is in question. This saves trouble and confusion
frequently occurring in ordinary e-learning processes.

Figure 9: One-button question/answer function on the student e-learning interface.

With the introduction of the one-button Q/A function, we also observed significantly more
frequent student interaction and communication with staff during training as compared to the
face-to-face learning done in the classroom since they felt less inhibited about asking questions
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particularly on simple or trivial matters. To help teachers manage the increased communication
with students, we developed a simple screen interface (Fig. 10) which can sort the messages.

Figure 10: The list of questions displayed on the teacher’s interface.

Practical and Simple Class Management Interface for Teachers
In most of the e-learning, LMS, and web-based training systems surveyed, the day-to-day
operations of maintaining the system were too complicated for ordinary language teachers. We
needed a system that could be practical and simple enough for non-technical teachers to handle.
One of the common remarks made by the language teachers is:

Language teachers are not computer people, but quite a few will be
interested in applying technology in teaching if the technological hurdle is
low.
Since a majority of the undergraduate students at TDU would require remedial English training
in one or more areas, we needed to keep the administrative tasks for managing classes at a
minimum. We focused on the following features:
(1) Easy class creation and student registration functions
(2) Easy student progress tracking interface
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Easy class creation and student registration functions
After examining commercial e-learning systems and courseware packages, most of the
teachers felt:

Most commercial systems look attractive in a way, but our first hurdle to
clear is to register students on the system. Most systems require entering
their students IDs and names, in most cases, passwords beforehand. This
work is very time-consuming and needs much energy.
The system developed in this work is equipped with a teacher-friendly registering function: all the
teacher needs to do is create a unique class code and input the student IDs in a form (Fig. 12).
The system automatically associates the IDs with the names of students in a database (Fig. 13)
and the teacher can immediately begin tracking the progress of students on the e-learning system
at any time.

Figure 12: Simple one-click interface for registering

Figure 13: Automatic linking of IDs with

students in a class.

student names.
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Easy tracking of individual student progress
Once a class is created and the student ID information is entered, the tracking system is
ready for the teacher to access. To view student progress information, teachers log on to the
system, open the tracking page, and select the classes to observe. Sorting options allow the
teachers to display the information in various timeframes, content order, etc. A sample list of
student progress information generated by the system is shown in the screenshot in Fig. 14. In
this example, the total scores, scores of specified content modules, and the total time of studying
dedicated by the students are listed .

Figure 14: Sample list of student progress information generated by the system.

Conclusion and Future Development
To support the growing need for tailored remedial English training for incoming students at
TDU, we developed an e-learning system to assist staff and students with the most
time-consuming parts of this training: 1) determining the appropriate amount and pace of study
for individual students based on their strengths and weaknesses, 2) supporting students when
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they have problems with the e-learning courseware outside of the classroom at remote locations,
and 3) making e-learning course management tasks simple and practical for teachers with mostly
non-technical backgrounds.
One of the main problems in successfully engaging students in remedial study is that left to
their own devices, students sometimes stop trying to complete drills to the end when the level of
study exceeds their ability. To assist with guiding students through the material without relying
on limited staff resources for designing and providing separate training programs for each
student, we designed our e-learning system to include a mechanism based on the concept of spiral
learning which organizes the drills of a learning unit in increasing order of difficulty and by
checking the rate of success in answering the easy level questions, students are automatically
introduced to the remaining material at a pace appropriate for their learning level. Unlike many
commercial systems and courseware packages on the market which are typically created for a
fixed level of learners and do no tailoring of the materials based on individual strengths and
progress during the course of study, the spiral learning mechanism is able to automatically adjust
learning loads in real-time without teacher intervention and help guide students in completing
the entire set of exercises at a reasonable and comfortable pace.
By making all of the courseware contents available to students 24 hours a day, they are able
to study at their convenience even outside of the classroom. E-mail is the most common medium
for contacting staff and support members when they problems, but it is usually difficult for
students to pinpoint and communicate where exactly in the thousands of pages of courseware
they are having problems. In our system, we implemented a simple one-button Q/A feature to
capture the actual pages students are viewing and reproduce the images on the instructor’s
screen alongside questions submitted to make it easier for support staff to offer assistance.
Finally, we reduced the administrative tasks of e-learning course management – from
course registration to student progress tracking - to an easy, intuitive screen for the English
teaching staff members, most of whom have no technical background and have successfully
implemented our system in three campuses of the university.
The current system contains more than 8000 learning items developed over a four year
period and we are already beginning to see improvements in TOEIC test scores of our
undergraduate students who have trained with the system for two years. In our future work, we
want to expand the contents of remedial English study and simplify the process of tuning the
spiral learning mechanism which still needs to be done manually for each type of English class
using our system.
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As a visual medium, television advertising appears to be built on the precept that bigger, brighter and bolder is the
gateway to the consciousness of the consumer. Yet this paper proposes to demonstrate that when it comes to
achieving top-of-mind consumer awareness, silence may indeed be golden.
The objective of the study was to explore, document, understand and communicate how silence is employed in
television commercials.
First, silence was defined as a form of nonverbal communication. The absence of vocalized or audible sound. A state
of being mute. Like white space in print advertising, silence is the negative space, counterspace, or a void of
information or unused space that becomes an integral part of the commercial’s message.
Next, it proposed four reasons why TV commercial producers incorporate silence to sell a product or service:
1) To evoke emotion
2) To punctuate information
3) To generate attention
4) To create division
The study was based on quantitative research of 460 sample television commercials of :30, :60 and other varying
lengths, developed both in the United States and in other countries, divided into 24 product/service categories.
All 460 samples were examined and compared according to the following criteria:
• Eleven categories of technical attributes:
1) Character count
2) Conversational sound
3) Instrumental sound
4) Music with understandable words
5) Natural, environmental, expected or industrial sounds
6) Special effects
7) Voiceover
8) Overall sound
9) Word count
10) Hook
11) Silence
• Six categories of how silence is used in conjunction with other types of sound:
1) Primarily using conversation
2) Primarily music with understandable words
3) Combination of sounds
4) Primarily natural noise and silence
5) Primarily voiceover
6) Primarily sound effects
• Four categories examining the relationship between silence and the spoken word:
1) Little reliance on silence and heavy with verbal words
(5 or less seconds of silence)
2) Little reliance on silence and few verbal words
(6 or more seconds of silence)
3) Major reliance on silence with heavy words
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(6 or more spoken words)
4) Major reliance on silence with few words
(5 or less words)
After examining the sample group of 460 commercials, silence was found to be a provocative and extremely effective
creative tool for cutting through the clutter. In its varying forms, silence appears to have an almost unparalleled
ability to capture the audience’s interest, to direct and guide the mind and the eye and, when in used in conjunction
with other audible cues such as music, voiceover and sound effects, can increase top-of-mind awareness of television
commercials’ primary messaging and calls to action.
Foreign advertisers have been quicker to accept silence into their advertising arsenals than most of their American
colleagues. However, the meaning of silence, as with all communication, is defined by the situations and the cultures
in which it is experienced.
However, there is little doubt that advertisers have taken great leaps forward to transcend the cacophony television
advertising all too often can be. Hopefully, its findings may also be used to lay the groundwork for television
advertising to aspire to what it should be: a more powerful, more effective, more creative communications medium
that is equally and significantly valuable to advertisers and consumers alike.
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GLOBALIZATION, HIGHER EDUCATION, AND WOMEN’S AUTONOMY: A
DEVELOPMENTAL ETHICS APPROACH
Bindu Madhok
Abstract
This paper is a philosophical exploration of the impact of globalization as experienced by
young, college-going, urban Indian women in the city of Calcutta (Kolkata), India.
Globalization, when discussed within the ethical framework of development “conceived
generally as desired or desirable social change,” gives rise to general normative questions
such as the following: “What should be meant by “development?” “In what directions
and by what means should a society “develop?” “Who is morally responsible for
beneficial change?” “What are the obligations, if any, of rich societies to poor societies?”
“How should globalization’s impact and potential be assessed ethically?” (Crocker,
2007:59-72) While there are many relevant empirical and normative questions to ask of
any study of globalization, I begin with discussing reasoned responses to focused
empirical questions concerning how globalization is affecting women’s material and
other values, and conclude with an ethical assessment of globalization’s promises and
risks in the context specified above. Based on recent fieldwork in Calcutta, India, my
interdisciplinary paper explores the specific challenges encountered by educated, urban,
young women in the wake of globalization and how they negotiate traditional norms and
expectations as they seek to redefine their autonomy and self-identity.
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Sara Kun and Loredana Kun
York University
The Relative Power or Powerlessness of the Disney Heroine
“The construction of gender identity for girls and women represents one of the most
controversial issues in Disney’s animated films” (Giroux 98).

The Walt Disney Company can be considered an influential cultural machine that
creates childhood culture and produces stories that shape a child’s imaginary world. The
captivating tales are often told through Disney animated films, which possess a powerful
hegemonic hold over children’s literature, family entertainment, and mainstream taste,
especially in the context of Western civilization. These films are tinted by the deceptive
colors of Disney magic, fantasy, and innocence, which contribute to a widespread belief
that Disney animated movies posses merely an entertainment value, and often they are
rendered alongside other Disney products as unaccountable for forming children’s sense
of reality and identity. Recently however, researchers have conducted textual analyses to
reveal the construction of gender in Disney full-length animated films, and have
described the representation as problematic. It has been accorded this attribute, because
the portrayal of the female characters has for the most part been viewed as narrowly
defined in nature; the characteristics ascribed to the heroines and other female
protagonists have generally been those of innocence, naiveté, passiveness, weakness,
beauty, submission and domesticity. Feminist readings, nonetheless, have varied between
two perspectives regarding the images of gender; a positive and negative stance has been
adopted, represented respectively by interpreting the female protagonists as possessing
either an empowering or restrictive gender role assigned to them. Although a more
progressive and modern model of characterization has been adopted in the later years,
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represented by Ariel and Belle in contrast to the earlier heroines of Snow White and
Cinderella, the heroines from both the earlier and later time periods have been viewed in
a positive and negative light by scholars. This research paper will reveal the dual
interpretation pertaining to the construction of femininity in relation to four Disney
heroines, Snow White, Cinderella, Belle, and Ariel 1 and will discuss briefly the reactions
and implications for the young female viewer.
Disney and Children
“The unique characteristics often attributed to the Disney Company make it
especially important to look carefully at what is actually produced and what meanings
may be associated with these cultural artifacts” (Wasko 108)

Disney animated films are filled with endless messages that are conveyed to
children within a magic kingdom wrapper, provoking and informing “…children’s
imaginations, desires, roles, and dreams while simultaneously sedimenting affect and
meaning” (Giroux 91). The values and messages conveyed within Disney animated films
need to be analyzed, because they “can shape the way children think about who they are
and who they should be” (Ward 5). Although the research conducted has not been that
extensive in nature, some scholars have focused on the responses of children to animated
entertainment and its implications of gender. The findings of three articles will be briefly
discussed before proceeding to analyze the actual gender content of the four Disney
animated films. An emphasis will be placed on the female viewer, revealing her
interpretation and reaction to animated entertainment.

1

The selection was based on selecting two films from the Disney years and two from the Eisner years.
Although the films from both time-periods have received both criticism and praise from scholars, the
selection was meant to highlight more effectively the development of the heroines.
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In Development of Gender Differences in Children’s Responses to Animated
Entertainment, children’s perception of Disney’s animated film Beauty and the Beast was
revealed. Although it was considered by most as an animated film that can be enjoyed by
either gender, when an association was required to be made with one gender alone, it was
viewed as an animated film to be liked by girls, whose entertainment preference would
then follow these same gender-lines (Oliver and Green 84-5). This is a significant
finding, because it can be inferred that Disney animated movies with leading female
princess protagonists would have more female viewers, and would thus possibly have a
greater affect on girls due to their increased exposure to “princess-like” and thereby
“girlie” narratives.
Television Cartoons: Do Children Notice It’s a Boy’s World was another
informative article, which demonstrated that children are perceptive of gender stereotypes
within the context of animated entertainment. The most interesting aspect was the girls’
interpretation of female animated characters, whom they described as “domestic, playing
with dolls, dressing up, and chasing boys. Specific examples included doing ‘chores
around the house’, ‘being polite’, and ‘saying excuse me a lot’” (Thompson and Zerbinos
428). This is of a great relevance as it shows that children do perceive the animated
characters in traditional and stereotypical ways, making it possible to deduce that the
gender roles would be noticed within the context of Disney animated movies as well, and
that the female viewers would be aware of the portrayal of the Disney heroines.
Children’s Wishful Identification and Para-social Interaction with Favorite
Television Characters was a relevant article that exhibited the reaction of female viewers
to same-sex characters. Hoffner stated that, “overall girls reported more wishful
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identification and parasocial interaction with same-sex characters…Attractiveness was
the only predictor of wishful identification… with female favorites” (Hoffner 387). This
is of a great relevance when discussing the portrayal of the Disney heroine, because the
finding implies that female viewers will most likely have a wishful identification with the
Disney princesses, and that they will aspire to be just as beautiful. It is relevant as some
of the Disney themes place an emphasis on beauty, while this research demonstrates
similarly that “the message girls receive is that appearance is of primary importance”
(Hoffner 398).
These findings stress the need to analyze Disney content more closely, especially
because “…the messages conveyed are received by children and become part of their
internal world, thus either directly or subtly influencing their behavior” (Villani 399). It is
important to study what young female viewers are actually exposed to, and to conduct
further research into the psychological effects such exposure can produce. With this in
mind, the following part is an analysis of the images of gender within four Disney
animated films.

The Disney Formula:
“Still, the feminist consensus has always been to dismiss Disney’s portrayals of
women as superficial images of helpless princesses, subserviently trusting males to carry
them off and live ‘happily ever after’ in a retro world of post-martial bliss” (Brode 171).

Before proceeding to independently analyze the four Disney full-length animated
films, it is necessary to provide a general overview of certain trends that have been
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noticed by scholars in the creation of the Disney heroine. The term Classic Disney 2 has
been applied to delineate the unique attributes, particular style, and standard story-line
that exist within the context of the Disney products, and has especially been applied to
the collection of its formulaic characters (Wasko 112). The four heroines are considered
to typify the Classic Disney characters, as they, despite unique variations, represent
certain necessary characterizations typical of the Classical Disney heroine: they possess a
striking beauty, come from an upper-class or aristocratic background, embody allAmerican sex appeal, mope around, sing at scenic viewpoints, heed call of duty, and
leave home (Wasko 115). Snow White is considered to best exemplify the Classic
Disney heroine ideal by her qualities of innocence, naiveté, beauty, passiveness,
domesticity, and submission. Belle and Ariel are deemed the more modern Disney
heroines, but they are still considered to fall under certain classic characteristics, such as
living in a male-dominated world and finding fulfillment through their romantic
involvement with Prince Charming. Regardless, the formulaic stamp pertaining to their
physical appearance consists of the following: they are always beautiful, shapely, and
often sexually attractive (Wasko 116). In regards to personal aspirations, they are usually
wishing to escape from their current reality, and their dreams are typically romantic in
nature, whose main star is Prince Charming. It has been noted, however, that although
they all have dreams, each heroine differs in her power to realize that dream. Later
heroines, like Belle and Ariel, have become more assertive and active in their pursuits,
while Snow White and Cinderella were depicted as powerless in making their dreams
come true (Henke 235).

2

It refers to the company’s animated features and cartoons, plus the standard of characters, and set of
themes and values that emerge from these productions, representing Disney to the public. (Wasko 110).
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The persistence of other gender stereotypes in regards to the female protagonists
within the context of Disney animated films has been indicated. In Images of Gender,
Race, Age, and Sexual Orientation in Disney Feature-Length Animated Films, a thematic
analysis was conducted on twenty-six feature-length Disney animated movies, among
which were Snow White, Cinderella, The Little Mermaid, and Beauty and the Beast. Four
predominant themes have been encountered in relation to the representation of Disney
heroines and female characters: a woman’s appearance is valued more than her intellect,
women are helpless and in need of protection, women are domestic and likely to marry,
and overweight women are ugly, unpleasant and unmarried (Towbin et al. 30). Some of
these concepts have also been echoed in the work of Jack Zipes’ Breaking the Disney
Spell where a predominantly one-dimensional and stereotypical model of characterization
of Disney heroines is revealed. Zipes declares that “The young women are helpless
ornaments in need of protection, and when it comes to the action of the film, they are
omitted” and says that “…women stay at home and keep the house clean”, highlighting
the predominant gender roles assigned to the female protagonists (Zipes 37). It is
interesting to mention, however, that these traditional gender stereotypes are portrayed
across children’s cartoons, depicting women as fearful, supportive, polite, nurturing, and
susceptible to romance, thus creating a traditional image of gender that is applicable to
many of the Disney heroines (Leaper 1658-1660).
Although there are certain progressive variations in the depiction of the main
female characters in Disney animated features as the later heroines have acquired the
ability to articulate and actively pursue their dreams, Disney films have been considered
to “…provide at best ambiguous and at worst troubling post-feminist messages for young
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viewers” (Henke 246). Certainly the eventual evolution and modernization of the Disney
heroine has occurred with time, despite the perpetuation of particular gender stereotypes,
but the images of women projected on-screen within the context of these animated films
have been received by a mixed contemporary scholarly reception. Having outlined the
general formulaic constitution of the Disney princess, I would like to reveal the mixed
negative and positive scholarly reactions Snow White, Cinderella, Ariel, and Belle have
evoked through their powerless and powerful roles respectively.
Snow White as Mrs. Right:
“Snow White 3 became the first definitive animated fairy-tale film- definitive in
the sense that it was to define the way other animated films in the genre of the fairy tale
were to be made.” (Zipes 34)
Snow White was the first Disney princess to grace the screens, and being the very
first female protagonist from the early Disney years, she is regarded as having the most
limiting and traditional gender role assigned to her within the context of Disney animated
feature films. She is considered to be portrayed in a narrowly-defined manner, as her
identity is based on beauty, domesticity, maternity, and in a dependent relation to Prince
Charming. However, while these attributes are portrayed in a negative light by some
scholars, a contrasting interpretation has been offered where these identical qualities are
considered as empowering elements of her female character and role, demonstrating the
nature of the mixed interpretive reception Snow White has evoked.
The representation of femininity in Snow White has faced criticism, because it is
believed that the Disney heroine is portrayed in terms of her physical appearance and
beauty. Snow White has a beautiful face, white porcelain skin, dark silky hair, and a slim
graceful silhouette, making her loveliness immediately apparent at first glance. Her
3

Snow White was Disney’s first animated film, which premiered on December 21, 1937 (Smith 509)
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attractiveness is not considered as troublesome as the actual overemphasis of it; the
dominant theme of the animated film is the Queen’s jealousy because she wants to be the
fairest in the land, but Snow White’s beauty surpasses her own (Smith 508-9). The
emphasis is thus placed on a beauty competition (Pinsky 22), revealing the importance of
beauty and looks while showing the prioritization of appearance over intellect and the
objectification of Snow White as a figure of physical beauty.
Douglas Brode in Multiculturalism and the Mouse takes into consideration this
quality and reveals its positive value. Brode does not deny the element of beauty that is
represented within the film, but says that “…Snow White’s natural good looks outshine
any self-conscious attempts at beauty” (Brode 172). He acknowledges the beauty
competition, but says that the emphasis is placed on the prettiness of the natural look
rather than the artificial one as demonstrated by the Queen’s high arched eyebrows. He
continues to say that the natural inner beauty that radiates outwards is prioritized, and that
this is revealed when the slave in the mirror says that “Rags cannot hide her gentle
grace”. According to Brode, Snow White is not sexualized or projected as an object of
lust or vanity, because Prince Charming is drawn to her by her voice and personality,
“…he’s drawn by her poetry as a total person, not her physicality” (Brode 174).
Feminist interpretations of Snow White have highlighted the typical domestic role
that she is assigned. In Deconstructing Disney, it is said that “Domesticity, the ‘great
discovery’ of the bourgeois age, is discovered in Disney’s first animated film, Snow
White…” (Byrne 59). Defined as the return to or reinvention of the home that has been
left or lost (Byrne 61), domesticity is an aspect that Snow White demonstrates as she remakes the home of the Dwarfs, by performing household tasks, doing chores, cleaning
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up, and offering to cook and have the house well-kept and tidy (Maltin 28). By re-finding
and re-making the home, she simultaneously finds herself in the traditional role of the
domestic housewife that performs various house duties and stays at home while the men
go off to work, reinforcing this traditional restrictive gender role.
The domestic function of Snow White coincides with another traditional role
attributed to women: the mother figure. Although she does not have a mother like most
Disney heroines, Snow White soon acquires a maternal role in the animated film. She
refers to the unclean Dwarfs as ‘seven untidy children’, placing her in reference to them
as their mother, and insists in a motherly fashion that they wash their hands before
dinner. As Byrne states, “…Snow White’s nesting instincts and her injunctions on
personal hygiene are only one aspect of domestication as maternal haunting that Disney
embraces” (Byrne 62), revealing the depiction of the heroine in a typical Disney
antiquated and traditional portrayal as housewife and mother.
Brode once more finds an empowering feature within the domestic and maternal
role that is often criticized as being too restrictive in the development of the female
protagonists in Disney animated films. Claiming that “the world…qualifies as mess until
a right-minded woman takes charge” (Brode 175), Brode believes that the depiction of
the heroine in these terms empowers her because she becomes the “organizing principle”
with “sharp common sense”. Such a view privileges her as the figure that can bring order
and cleanliness into the messy upside-down world of the Dwarfs, outlining her centrality
and importance to the film. Furthermore, her maternal role and instinct provide her with
the power to guide the Dwarfs, the “little men”, into adulthood and assist in their
attainment of a certain level of maturity. She then assumes the role of a leader and
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mentor, and since “…all men are overgrown children until sanitized and sensitized, a
process only a woman can manage (Brode 177)”, she becomes considered as a valuable
and central character that is not so powerless after all.
The greatest uproar is caused by the representation of the Disney heroine as a
dreamy princess waiting for her Prince Charming to arrive. Already at the beginning of
the movie, Snow White sings “I’m Wishing”, a song that reveals her longing for the man
she loves to find her and carry her away (Maltin 26). The song encapsulates her romantic
hopes and dreams based on the concept of true love and the desire to be someday swept
away off her feet by a prince. She is then criticized for being portrayed as a passive
female character with unrealistic and dreamy romantic expectations as she is a “kind
simple little girl who believed in wishing and waiting for her Prince Charming to come
along” (Pinsky 25). The negative aspect is demonstrated by this portrayal based on the
Disney heroine being preoccupied with notions of love, having her sole goal and
ambition in life in relation to a man, the prince with whom she can ride away on the
white horse. This reveals her dependency on the man, as she is unhappy and incomplete
until she falls in the arms of the “one she loves”, thus demonstrating the need to be
rescued and brought to life through her male counterpart. This is highlighted by the kiss
of pure love that allows Snow White to return to life from her deathlike sleep (Pinsky
26), symbolizing the importance of the male figure who gives her life. Without him, she
would remain dead, and only after he re-enters her life is she once more brought to life.
Such a depiction of femininity is criticized then as being limiting in nature, for it defines
a woman through her relationship with a man.
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In response to the dependency on Prince Charming in regards to female identity,
Brode notes that the relationship is rather one that represents equality and mutuality,
since “He and Snow White ride off as equals, arm in arm. They are…prototypes of the
modern, enlightened couple that emerged in the seventies” (Brode 182). Furthermore, he
reveals that in fact Snow White is a fully developed character and not someone who is
defined solely by a male counterpart. He justifies this claim by comparing her to the
Dwarfs, and revealing that in contrast to the seven little men who each possess one
extreme caricature of traditional male behavior, that she is in fact the only threedimensional and complex character in the animated film.
Cinderella is also Bella:

Released on February 15, 1950, Cinderella was the animated feature telling the
rags-to-riches tale of a beautiful girl who was forced by her jealous stepmother and
stepsisters to become a servant in her own house (Smith 103). Despite having a different
plot from Snow White, the Disney heroine portrayed in this animated film was considered
by researchers as being an almost literal reprise and copy of Snow White. Aside from the
difference in hair color, as Cinderella is a blonde bombshell rather than a dark-haired
beauty, the themes represented in the film paralleled those of Snow White, and similarly,
the depiction of Cinderella has induced the dual response from scholars.
Cinderella is depicted as fitting into the Disney heroine formula. Pinsky describes
her as “Cinderella is pretty, plucky, and without guile, echoing many novels of the
nineteenth century” (Pinsky 53). She is remarkably beautiful like Snow White, and
evokes the same type of jealousy from other female characters, in this case her
Stepmother and Stepsisters, Anastasia and Drizella. Like the first Disney heroine, she
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possesses a humble, soft-spoken and gentle demure about her. Henke encapsulates this
notion when she states, “Cinderella is the quintessential ‘perfect girl’ always gentle, kind
and lovely” (Henke 234). Both heroines suffer injustices without uttering a complaint
(Hoerrner 223), representing then the concept of femininity as a silent beauty who deals
with hardships with a smile, never expressing her own desires or voicing her stance on
matters.
Cinderella is also assigned a domestic role, as she is compelled to become a
servant in her own house. Each morning she faces an endless demand of chores and the
barking of her Stepfamily as she is requested to complete a burdensome list of
housekeeping tasks (Pinsky 54). In the face of these domestic orders she remains
obedient, subservient, and powerless, as “her gentleness and goodness are defined by her
lack of resistance to abuse by her stepfamily in the film’s world” (Henke 235). She never
stands her ground or defends her rights, but passively accepts their authority, best
illustrating “… the Disney pattern of subjugating and stifling heroines’ voices and
selfhoods” (Henke 235). Regardless of the extent of the oppression and abuse she
experiences, Cinderella “…remains gentle, kind and beautiful- the perfect girl” (Henke
236), promoting the traditional role typically imposed on women within the context of
patriarchal societies, that of suppression, submission, and obedience. As a result of this,
Cinderella has been considered to exemplify Disney’s simplified representations of
women, ones which coincide with traditional patriarchal values. The film is considered to
highlight the “…differences between Cinderella and her stepsisters, in terms of grace,
beauty, charm, cooking, and cleaning, to demonstrate to audiences the qualities that a
woman need if she wants to be get married, and therefore be happy and fulfilled”
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(O’Brien 161-162). It perpetuates then the message that if these “proper” qualities of a
good wife are not possessed, one will end up unmarried and with no prince.
Cinderella has also been criticized as representing a syndrome paralleling the
inclination of the first Disney heroine. The syndrome has been named after her “…to
describe otherwise intelligent women who passively wait to be whisked away by Prince
Charming” (Pinsky 55). However, unlike Snow White, Cinderella was viewed by Walt
Disney as differing from the earlier heroine based on the assertiveness and practicality
scale. He has stated that “She believed in dreams all right, but she believed in doing
something about them. When Prince Charming didn’t come along she went right over to
the palace and got him” (Pinsky 56), a statement attempting to reveal the progression of
the Disney heroine. Regardless of the interpretation, the gender stereotype remains
perpetuated since women are characterized by their inclinations to romance and love, as
they wish and aspire to be carried away one special day by the “ideal” man of their
dreams.
In response to this criticism, Brode once more reveals the element of power of the
Disney heroine. He does admit that there are limitations to any feminist interpretation,
because for Cinderella, as for Snow White, marriage to the prince was the end-all,
signifying that a woman’s aspiration and identity are created in terms of her relationship
with a man. However, the notion of romance can be viewed as providing her with power
as she is attracted to the young man based on his rightness for her. It was not a matter of
falling in love with the prince, but rather her prince, since she “responded to the man as
an individual” (Brode 186). This empowers her as it is not merely the concept of
dreamily falling in love, but falling in love as a response to a particular man possessing
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particular qualities, re-creating then the abstract concept of love into a more realistic and
and tangible feeling.
It’s Rebel, the Little Mermaid:
The Little Mermaid is one of the first two films in the second wave of the Disney
canon alongside Beauty and the Beast that is considered to mark the emergence of more
active and assertive Disney heroines, signaling “a change in the kinds of experiences of
gender that Disney has felt it necessary to address following the transformation of
women’s roles in postwar America and Europe” (Byrne 66). Desiring to escape the
prisons of oppressive traditionalism, Ariel and Belle indicate the transition by being
rebellious, strong-headed, yet loving teenage daughters, who do not adopt an immediate
maternal function in the animated film, but who display a stronger sense of self, of
choice, and of voice. Henke encapsulates the change by saying that the “…later Disney
films shift from simple stories of passive, young virgins in conflict with evil, mature
women to more complex narratives about rebellion, exploration, and danger” (Henke
234).
Ariel is considered to demonstrate the growing empowerment of the Disney
heroine. In contrast to the shy, obedient, passive, naïve, innocent and motherly Snow
White, “Ariel is a sensual, aggressive, mischievous, adventurous, savvy, independent
teenager” (Wasko 134), who exemplifies signs of selfhood. In her song “Part of Your
World”, she vocalizes her dreams, her desires to explore, her wishes of independence, her
feelings of being misunderstood, her frustrations and her resistance to the oppressive
rules established by her father, King Triton. Rather than being passive and obedient, she
is willful and defiant, and despite her father’s efforts to control her, she explores, asks
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questions, makes choices and breaks the rules as she rescues the human Prince Eric and
strikes a bargain with Ursula (Henke 236). She possesses an intellectual curiosity,
demonstrated by her prowling shipwrecks and being fascinated within the human world.
She is defiant and expressive, because although her father deems the humans as
barbarians, she talks back and “…snaps that they are not barbarians, that she is sixteen
years old and no longer a child, and that she can make her own decisions” (Pinsky 1389).
Laura Sells also discusses the power that Ariel has, viewing the mermaid figure
“…both an icon of bourgeois feminism and a sign of the stakes in reinventing the
category of ‘woman’, or re-imagining women as speaking subjects” (Sells 177).
According to her, Ariel is representative of an upward mobility, of an ascent and access
to the white male system. The song “Part of Your World” becomes interpreted as Ariel’s
desire for mobility, because within it, Ariel expresses her desire to run, walk, and dance,
which are all considered to be synonymous to mobility. Ariel is regarded as a woman
hungry and fascinated with a different world within which she can achieve both
autonomy and independence. The desire for access, autonomy, independence, and
mobility is considered an empowering feature as it then reveals her desire for
“subjecthood and for the ability participate in public (human) life” (Sells 179), and what
is even more empowering is that she achieves this. However, the manner in which she
succeeds to accomplish this raises a negative interpretation of the depiction of women
within the Disney animated film context, as well as the fact that her initial interest “in the
role of citizen becomes supplanted by her interest in the role of wife” (Sells 180).
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While Ariel articulates her dreams and wishes, indicating a strong development of
selfhood, the cost of achieving those dreams comes at a price that negates her empowered
quality. She literally sacrifices her voice and mermaid body to win Eric’s love; this is
troublesome as she then experiences a loss of voice and a sense of self, because “having
a voice, a sense of selfhood, is risky because it is inconsistent with the images of the
‘perfect girl’ or the true woman” (Henke 237). Although she initially has intellectual
aspirations to explore and gain more knowledge, rebelling against the impositions of the
patriarchal system, this only lasts until she falls in love with Prince Eric. At this point,
she decides to sacrifice everything for a man, adopting a more traditional female role.
This is demonstrated by her: using her body to make the prince fall in love with her,
giving up her sense of identity, her voice, and replacing her intellectual curiosity with her
desire to be in love (O’Brien 171). Therefore her intellectual pursuits quickly turn into an
emotional dependency, and she silences herself in the attempt to win the love of Eric. “To
win a relationship, she must sacrifice her very voice. The symbolism here is powerful. To
win the love of the prince, she must forfeit her thoughts and intellect, her independence
and identity; she must rely solely on her body to win his favor” (Towbin 38).
Ariel is further criticized as perpetuating some of the very narrowly-defined
gender roles. Considered of being modeled after a slightly anorexic Barbie doll, Ariel’s
beauty and sexuality are emphasized and with time her intellect is suppressed, revealed
by her giving up her voice to gain a pair of legs, once more emphasizing her sexuality
and body. Also, while initially she is rebellious and intellectually curious, all this
transforms into the prince becoming the focal point and drive, making girls believe “…in
the end, that desire, choice, and empowerment are closely linked to catching and loving a
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handsome man” (Giroux 99). She is deemed a traditional house-wife in the making,
because “…womanhood offers Ariel the reward of marrying the right man for renouncing
her former life under the sea” (Giroux 99), thereby revealing that what her better future
holds for her is once more defined in relation to a man.
Wasko also voices this concern, stating that while she is represented as a more
positive role model than previous Disney heroines, Ariel still perpetuates certain limiting
attributes of Classic Disney. It is not just a matter of portraying the Disney beauty
standards through her sensual and shapely figure, but she “…resembles most of Disney’s
other heroines, in that she represents loyalty, lives in a male-dominated world, and
ultimately finds fulfillment through marriage to a prince” (Wasko 135). Furthermore,
there is a predominance of male characters and the undermining of feminine power,
because it is Prince Eric who kills Ursula and King Triton who becomes the figure
ultimately responsible for Ariel becoming human and marrying the prince. This is
troublesome, as “Once again the Disney’s heroine survives to find happiness thanks
solely to the heroism and sacrifice of male characters, and without experiencing personal
growth or self-empowerment” (O’Brien 173).
Booky and the Beast:
“Belle is for all intents and purposes, a Disney Feminist. And Gaston is a Male
Chauvinist Pig. And the Beast… is The New Man, the one who can transform himself
from the hardened, muscle bound, domineering man of the ‘80s into the considerate,
loving and self-sacrificing man of the ‘90s”. (Jeffords 170).

Like Ariel, Belle is considered to reflect the growing empowerment of the Disney
heroines. She is the first of the Disney heroines to read, a significant action that stresses
her desire for intellectual activity and literacy. She is not represented as an unattractive
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bookworm, but rather as an “extraordinary and beautiful young woman… who is literally
centuries ahead of her time. She is a reader, and a fast one at that…” (Pinsky 144). She
has a passion for reading, yet within the context of the film her beauty is celebrated
“…but her intellect ridiculed” by the townspeople (Towbin 30). Regardless of this
mocking reaction, Belle does not pay any attention to such remarks, but continues to
devour books upon books, demonstrating her thirst for knowledge and intellectual
curiosity.
Unlike the early Disney heroines, Belle is not assigned the immediate traditional
domestic and maternal role. She remains uninterested in Gaston, whose offer of marriage
holds little appeal- “Picture this, a rustic hunting lodge, my latest kill roasting on the fire,
my little wife massaging my feet, while the little ones play on the floor with the dogs,
we’ll have six or seven.” (Byrne 68). She rejects this ‘opportunity’, “His little wife. No,
sir. Not me!”, predominantly because of his primitive view of the women’s place in
domestic life (Henke 238). While she is aware that it is expected of her to marry a
villager and raise a family, she stands her ground and does not conform. This reveals the
emergence of a more modernized and developed Disney heroine, as she does not merely
fall in love at first glance with a handsome macho man, but searches for much more than
that. It is not that she is immune to and disgusted at the notion of romance, it is simply
that she requires someone who can intellectually seduce and challenge her (Pinsky 145).
Unfortunately, Gaston does not offer this, and “Belle’s sense of self is strong enough that
she refuses to settle for less than a relationship which acknowledges and values her mind,
in essence, her self” (Henke 238). Furthermore, she is not depicted in a motherly manner,
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although it is important to note that her sacrifice of exchanging herself for her father’s
freedom has been considered to have a resonance of a maternal self-sacrifice (Byrne 67).
Like other Disney heroines, Belle has dreams, but hers are particularly
empowering in nature. These dreams are different from the previous heroines, because
they are not dreamy wishes of being swept away by a prince on his white horse; like
Ariel dreaming of the world beyond her aquatic one, Belle dreams of something greater
than the life she is familiar with. Henke states, “She dreams of more than a ‘provincial
life’; she wants adventure, as she sings, ‘for once it might be grand, to have someone
understand, I want so much more than they’ve got planned’” (Henke 238). This desire is
significant as it reveals her desire for broadening her horizons, for culture, and for a
greater understanding of life.
Through her interaction with the Beast, Belle becomes empowered. She assumes
the role of a teacher, a trait that reveals that women can be knowledgeable and places her
in a position of power. Belle teaches the Beast “how to be civil, gentle, and caring” as she
teaches him how to eat properly, control his temper, and dance (Henke 239). This reveals
that the male-female relationship is significantly different from previous Disney animated
film couples. Belle has something to offer him; she serves as an admirable model of
etiquette and style, transforming him into a loving, sensitive, and caring man (Giroux
100). This ties into another notion where feminine empowerment within Beauty and the
Beast is also represented by the interdependency between the male and the female. This
is exhibited by the Beast’s dependency on Belle since his problems “can be corrected
only through a woman’s help” while Belle’s “emergent needs can be satisfied only
through a man’s internal transformation” (Downey 193). This reveals that the male power
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requires a female counterpart, because “the intrinsic relational nature of power makes
one’s existence dependent on the other” (Downey 206), depicting then the female
protagonist in a more valuable role, as it creates an equality and complementary
interaction between her and a usually overpowering male figure. “Their relationship
represents a ‘power with’ approach in its expression of mutuality, compromise, and
shared sacrifice” (Henke 242).
Like the other heroines, Belle has also been considered to perpetuate certain
limiting gender notions. Despite representing a more progressive and developed model of
characterization, Belle is considered by some scholars as still fitting into the domestic
realm. It has been said that “Both Gaston and the Beast offer a domestic role for Belle;
she doesn’t escape ‘provincial life’, but does avoid being a provincial wife (as a lady of
the manor)” (Byrne 69), typifying the continuation of the aspect of domesticity. She is
also interpreted in an unflattering manner as a mere object, a “mechanism for solving the
Beast’s dilemma”, becoming in the end “another woman whose life is valued for solving
a man’s problems” (Giroux 101), representing then the reality that Belle is viewed as
both a powerless and powerful figure.
Snow White, Cinderella, the Little Mermaid, and Beauty and the Beast are four
Disney feature animated films that are filled with images of gender, thus possessing and
promoting a particular construction of femininity, especially for the young female viewer.
While the early Disney heroines have depicted very traditional patterns of behavior,
Disney’s gender themes have become more complex with time, although scholarly
interpretations have still varied regarding the power or powerlessness represented by
these female protagonists. Regardless, it is true that certain gender stereotypes have been
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perpetuated, but it is important to note that a more modern and progressive model of
characterization has been adopted as not all Disney heroines are simply passive and timid
female figures, batting their eyelashes and waiting for Prince Charming to arrive.
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Abstract
The reality television (RTV) programming is articulating its predominance in Chinese media
market over the past half decade, in which the particular format of talent show gained
considerable popularity. Differentiating from its western counterpart, Chinese reality
television talent show (RTTS) has its exclusivities in plot setting and promoting. The huge
audiences’ preference on this kind of format also stimulated wide media coverage and
controversies. Thus how Chinese audiences approach to RTTS program becomes the theme of
research.
This research integrates the previous outcomes of theoretical work and self-organized survey
to explore the situation of Chinese RTTS audiences. Literature review is used to summarize
the commonly shared characters of audience when watching RTV programs.

Moreover,

designed online investigation and focus group discussion are also joined to obtain the unique
feedbacks exclusively matching Chinese reality: how Chinese RTTS audiences regard the
interactivity of RTV, their evaluation on authentic presentation, what they learned from RTTS
programming and how they approach to those ‘ordinary celebrities’ of competition. Through
analyzing the local reaction, this research is expected to find realistic implication on better
development of RTTS programs in Chinese television market.
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1. Introduction
The research towards industrial evolution of Chinese television industry over the past decade
has witnessed a dramatic change in terms of fundamental transformation of programmatic
setting and production. The factual television genres such as news reporting and documentary
have gradually lost their privileges in dominating audience rating; the fictional TV melodrama
has also struggled to away from the dilemma of over-producing while rating diffused. Their
faded market proportion, in turn, reflected a latest occupation by a newly emerged television
program style: Reality Television (RTV), in which the currently specific Reality TV Talent
Show (RTTS) has obtained tremendous rating success as well as stimulating controversies in
media coverage with unprecedented speed— normally by few weeks for a new RTTS, and the
popularity could be constant for some particular RTTS programs which were seasoned, and
well-promoted by television agencies.

The RTV programming is a high-profile format in global television industry gaining
unprecedented rating profits and influence on audiences. Over the past five years, RTV also
has experienced a dramatic bloom in Chinese television market. Due to the censorship of
broadcasting administration on certain television formats, Chinese producers have got rid of
some of its genres which would possibly cause controversies, such as media scopophilia (Big
Brother-alike) or crime appeal (see Crimewatch UK). In contrast, talent shows are hugely
popular among Chinese audiences. The RTTS in China consists of either stage-based
performance competition format, such as Super Girl (Chinese version of Pop Idol and
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American Idol); or mission-oriented contest, such as Winner (an Apprentice-alike program
made by Dragon TV, Shanghai). The similarity of these two formats is to discover the
ordinary people who are gifted in special fields, such as singing and dancing; or in socially
constructed environment, such as business location while following dramatic plot of being
rewarded— in Super Girl, top three winners will get the contract with music production
company to release albums, while the final survivor of Winner could receive millions of
venture capital for establishing his/her own business. Moreover, the emotions and natural
reactions of contestants in those programs will be directly recorded and presented to audience
through the documentary-alike presentation, by which the audiences are attracted within those
constructed ‘real’ scenes and personas.

The development of Chinese RTTS programming over the past half decade has shown unique
characters comparing with its western counterpart as well as any other television format in the
history of Chinese television. Firstly, the success of RTTS in terms of audience rating and
advertising revenue within Chinese TV market is so predominant that almost every provincial
television channel starts to promote their own RTTS programs, therefore the collective bloom
becomes the most highlighted feature of Chinese RTTS privilege. This kind of programmatic
preference naturally leads to the problem of homogeneity as well as fierce market competition,
in which the Super Girl (Hunan TV 2004- ), the first broadcasted RTTS program aiming to
discover the talented female singer by both studio judge and public voting, is still the most
influential and successful RTTS program within Chinese television market while achieving
No.1 in both audience rating and media coverage among all the RTTS programs national wide
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(Anniversary Report of Hunan TV, 2006). In addition, although the RTTS programs have
articulated its importance and popularity, the format and plot setting of those specific
programs have shown the trend of being homogenous, which mainly concentrate into singing
and dancing competition whereas few of them followed the mission-oriented setting. For
instance, in 2006 television season, the top four RTTS programs which owned the
comparatively higher audience rating among the alike programs were Super Girl (Hunan TV),
Dream China (CCTV-2), My Hero (Dragon TV) and My Show (Dragon TV) respectively,
among which only My Hero contained some parts of stage perform and dancing, and the rest
of them were purely singing competition 1 .

The most crucial character of RTTS programming which made this particular television
format a media phenomenon in Chinese television market should be demonstrated by its
unprecedented audience preference, as well as public controversies. The blossom of RTTS
programming has brought a spectacular concern among audiences on this newly emerged
television format, and people started to present a kind of ‘convergence’ in which many aspects
for defining traditional audience have changed. To the media industry, audiences have never
been so involved into programs like they do now, the voting component of RTTS
programming authorizes audiences a more convenient platform for participating into real
media production. Moreover, their fancy towards those RTTS programs stimulates them to
unite together for articulating their shared interests, which eventually authorizes audiences a
particular social relation. The passion of audiences in approaching RTTS programming thus

1
This comes from an internal rating survey of Hunan TV Station about rating comparison between Super Girl and its
opponents.
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becomes a kind of ‘viewing carnival’.

Since the import and development of RTV, particularly the talent show style in China has just
emerged in these few years, the academic research outcomes were not as productive as those
of Western perspective, even without systematic audience survey associating with their
reception. Therefore, within my dissertation, audience reception to those popular Chinese
RTTS programming becomes the core of the research, and the aim of research is to find out
the sociological discourse behind audience’s fancy towards those particular RTTS programs,
to critically explore the role of those RTTS contestants within the construction of public
cultural sphere, to examine the strategic operation of those RTTS programs through mass
media discourse for discussing their influences on audience, furthermore, as a newly emergent
television format, its implication on Chinese contemporary popular culture and potential
change of audience reception towards RTTS will be briefly analyzed. In order to achieve the
productive outcome, a series of quantitative and qualitative researches thus will be carried out
during the time, and the first-hand information of Chinese RTTS audiences will be analyzed
through specific perspectives to obtain the real ‘local’ reaction. Therefore, at the initial phase
of my dissertation, the methodology that I use for research will be firstly illustrated in details,
including the reason of choosing certain specific methods and the way of approaching
researches.

The second section of my dissertation is to systematically integrate existed literature reviews
of relevant research. Although the academic research towards the RTV has articulated its
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importance in contemporary media study, the exploration which directly related with talent
show has not been adequate. Thus the literature reviews in this part will be combined
following some specific perspectives which could self-sufficiently establish the relevance
with talent show programs in Chinese television context. The academic evidence will cover a
wide range in which the general characteristics of RTV and its development in talent show
branch will be discussed; the sociological views towards mass media research will also be
imported to examine the contemporary television culture evolution; and the general situation
of audience reception research within television dimension, of course, will be mentioned as
the foundation and parameter of qualitative research. Furthermore, some aspects directly
relating to RTTS programming for plot setting and marketing will be presented and examined
at the view of audience reception.

In the next part, the outcomes of first-hand research will be systematically analyzed, in which
the survey results will be placed into the discourses basing on the literature review to examine
the features of Chinese RTTS audience, I will also comment the results of the focus group
discussion and organize them by topics. The aim of this part is to highlight the unique
perspectives of Chinese audience towards RTTS programs through comparing content
analysis and comments of focus group discussion with existed theories and survey results.

The final part of this dissertation is to conclude the summary of my research and to examine
whether the survey result reflects the unique character of Chinese RTTS audience and their
perception to this particular format. In addition, a brief review will be held to consider the
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limitations of research as well as the possibility of improving it. Finally, basing on the
analysis of qualitative research, their possible implications on Chinese RTTS programming
will be briefly mentioned for seeking, to some extent, a better programmatic transformation.

2. Methodology
Since the purpose of this research is to find the audience attitude towards Chinese RTTS, the
research methodology therefore will be mainly placed in the category of qualitative dimension.
The whole research will consist of two independent components in which the content analysis
of online audience reaction towards RTTS and two focus groups discussion on specific
aspects of RTTS are designed for meeting the different purposes of my research.

The survey of online audience reaction towards RTTS is the initial stage of my research.
Since the research purpose of my dissertation is to examine the audience reception on RTTS,
the first difficulty within is to identify the possible aspects of attitude examine. Theoretically,
the best solution of this problem is holding questionnaire in a huge population scale, and
asking interviewees to list the interested aspects of RTTS within their viewing experiences.
However, as a student research, it is impossible to adopting this kind of method to make the
outcomes representative, thus online information collecting becomes an important alternative.
In the initial stage of data collecting, I will select several official websites of reality TV talent
show as the research samples. On the interactive forum of those websites, some virtual spaces
have been created for those registered users who are automatically the audience of this RTTS
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program to release their comments and respond to others. Through analyzing those online
comments of registered users, a rough structure of audience interest for this program will be
clearly established, and through which aspects audiences concern this program will be
sufficiently apparent.

The advantage of adopting the method of online audience reaction collecting is that, as what I
mentioned above, the registered users of online forum of those particular RTTS program are
automatically the audience, or the observers of RTTS, and their comments are naturally
present their personally selected values on programs, even if some comments appears truly
aggressive or lacking of evidence to support. Theoretically, those casual personal comments
to some extent could express the basic recognition of RTTS audiences on those particular
programs. Due to the anonymity and free speech of internet, those audiences could release
their opinions freely on virtual space without worrying of media exposure and, more
importantly, the censorship. Therefore, although those comments are not systematically
organized, they could still be categorized as convinced audience reaction. In addition, the high
interactivity of online forum makes those audience reactions collectively united or conflicted,
which is quite helpful to analyze the audience interest and collective reaction. Many
audiences establish the virtual fans club to show their preference on particular RTTS program
contestants, and in turn, criticize their opponents and some unreasonable procedures of
competition setting. Thus the comments on those online message boards become arguable and
interactive.
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The content analysis of online audience reaction is the first step, after constructing the
possible aspects of audience reaction towards RTTS program, a depth research thus needed to
further improve the objectivity of research because there are still many RTTS program
audience don’t post their comments online. In order to achieve this aim, I will choose the
method of focus group to continue the second stage of research. 11 participants will be invited
within the research and divided into two groups. The participants whom I will invite into
discussion are mainly the student in the age interval 20-25, which means most of participants
are university students. This group of people has independent thinking of media phenomenon,
and importantly, has financial ability to involve into expanded activities of RTTS program,
such as hotline and cell phone message voting.

To ensure the research seriously meet the ethical requirement, all the participants will be
firstly provided information in which the purpose of my research has been declared, and the
guarantee of keeping personal information confidential will also be highlighted. Two focus
groups will be held respectively in same room, and the timing of making this depth research is
also scientifically organized. Because most of the Chinese RTTS programs are aiming to
occupy the summer television market, therefore, I will hold discussion during the July when
some influential RTTS programs have presented their seasonal finale, and at that time, the
participants are able to keep their reception of those programs freshly.

Before the discussion, all the participants will be asked to finish a questionnaire (see appendix)
in which some questions will be used as foundation to inspire the following discussion. The
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participants need to write the answers of those open questions briefly, even just some
keywords, which could be used by participants as the hints to improve their personal opinions
during the discussion. Moreover, some closed questions within questionnaire are also adopted
to test the attitudes of audience towards certain particular aspects of RTTS program. However,
unlike the purely questionnaire research, the answers of those closed questions are still needed
to be interpreted by participants for illustrating attitudes and inspiring the discussion.

The focus groups discussion will be recorded, with the participants’ consent, and I will also
take some rough notes during the discussion. I am able to act as a moderator within the two
groups, asking certain participants to elaborate their points and asking extra questions to fuel
the discussion. This is helpful to control the process of discussion so that it will not stray too
much from the main topic and also means that participants could explain their answers
sufficiently. Meanwhile, I could also emphasize the specific themes that I want the groups to
discuss.

Considering of the sufficient expression among participants for discussing those particular
questions, especially the theme of research is to obtain the Chinese audience reception of
RTTS programs, the recorded discussion is allowed to communicate in mandarin. All the
useful citations of discussion which should be integrated in the data analysis will be translated
into English and presented in dissertation. However, in order to make the paper materials of
research clearly organized, the questionnaire will be asked to fill in English.
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The reason of choosing focus group discussion as the depth research method is that, through
the whole process, I could gain the guided attitudes of some specific aspects of RTTS
programs. The interactivity of group discussion could encourage the participants to respond to
others’ comments rather than purely expressing the explanation of their answers. The casual
nature of the focus groups allows the participants to open up and discuss sensitive topics. The
arguments within the discussion could also inspire more points that I unexpected and emerge
new direction of research, which benefits forming more scientific research perspectives.
Furthermore, the process of discussion to some extent imitates the interpersonal influence of
audience in the real situation.

However, the disadvantages of using focus groups are that they will inevitably produce large
amount of varied information, which could make the discussion hard to analyze. It is also
very time-consuming to adopt this method, apart from the long time of holding discussion
which normally last 1 hour, transcribing the recorded content into paper form as well as
translating useful citations into English also need huge amounts of time. In addition,
organizing a focus group also encounter other difficulties such as booking the room,
assembling the participants in time. Fortunately, I found ways to figure them out and recorded
the sound data, and thanks to the development of technology, digital recorder collected the
interviewees’ speech clearly as well as recognizable.
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3. Literature review
Before I start systematically integrating the literature review relating to the topic of this
dissertation, one issue should be identified as this may be the fundamental consideration
deciding the principle through which I approach these academic materials. The research of
audience reception is diversified over the past decades since the communication study entered
into mass age. However, the direct exploration towards the audience of reality television
program was comparatively limited, and the research narrowed down to talent show program
was naturally rare. This dissertation therefore will adopt certain fundamental academic
domains of communication and sociology study as start points, and combining the general
analysis of reality television, particularly the Chinese version into consideration to establish a
system using for examining the audience attitude of talent show programs.

3.1

The History of RTV Development

It will be problematic if we discuss the reality television talent show without tracing the
history of the rise and development of Reality TV (RTV). The origin of RTV, according to
Annette Hill, was the combination of three types of television format: tabloid journalism,
documentary television and popular entertainment (Hill, 2004). In fact, the first two of those
three formats to some extent formulated the public recognition of early RTV. The early
definition of RTV, according to Kilborn, is the term already becomes ‘something of a catch-all
phrase’ (Kilborn, 1994:423), which attempt to simulate such real-life events through various
forms of dramatized reconstruction with the help of lightweight video equipment. The shared
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recognition of newly emergent reality-based program at that time mostly focused on its
documentary or journalism-alike belonging which highly valued the authenticity of events
and the natural reaction of individual. The early type of RTV, such as crime appeal program,
like 999 (BBC, 1992 - ) and its American cousin Rescue 911 (CBS) contributed to represent
the actual situation of accidence or crime scene for catering to the curiosity of audience. Thus
the early RTV programs have been categorized, in a very lone time, as ‘factual programming’.
The core of this factual programming strictly followed the tradition of documentary or
journalism realism, Corner (2001a: 127) outlines two parameters within the documentary that
rely on notions of realism: observational realism and expositional realism, in which the
former one is a ‘set of formal markets that confirm to us that what we are watching … is a
record of an ongoing, and at least partly media-independent, reality’ while the later one is a
‘ “rhetoric of accuracy and truth” that many television documentaries variously draw on ’.

Apart from the intention of exactly duplicating real situation, RTV also combined the
entertainment element to attract more audience rating. John Fiske has described the tabloid
news, which was regarded as one of the origin of RTV, as the subject ‘that produced at the
intersection between public and private life; its style is sensational … its tome is populist; its
modality fluidly denies any stylistic difference between fiction and documentary’ (1992: 48).
Meanwhile, Elizabeth Bird also pointed out that ‘journalism’s emphasis on the personal, the
sensational, and the dramatic is nothing new … all contributes to the development of news’
(Bird, 2000). Those kinds of sensationalization of media context partly attribute to the
economic consideration of those media companies, because the competition for audience
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share ‘has driven down the costs of production … as well as increasing the necessity to
produce more and more rating–friendly program forms’ (Dovey, 2000:84). Coincidently, the
popular entertainment program, such as talkshows, gameshows, leisure programming in
which most of them used to be the staple of daytime or late night programs started to meet the
requirements of contemporary media competition by its low cost and relatively high rating.
The popular entertainment thus fertilizes the tabloid journalism and documentary television to
form the basic shape of RTV.

The analysis of the origin of RTV self-evidently shows the complexity in terms of defining
RTV and its exact emerging date. The intersection of different television formats highlights
the hybridity of RTV therefore it is truly difficult to examine the precise rise of RTV, because
the format intersection has happened at the almost every stage of the history of television. The
scholar field normally recognizes that the reality programs arrived in peak-time and spread
during the late 1980s and early 1990s (Hill, 2004; Dovey, 2000; Clissold, cited by Holmes &
Jermyn, 2004). Hill has also identified three stages within the development of RTV. By her
classification, the crime and emergency services reality TV, or ‘infortainment’, travelled from
America to Europe in the late 1980s to early 1990s. The second stage witnessed the success of
popular observational documentaries, or ‘docu-soaps’ and the series of makeover programs
aiming to change house and garden in the mid-to late 1990s. The third wave of development
was during the early 2000s, in which the success of social experiments that ‘placed ordinary
people in controlled environment over an extended period of time, or ‘reality gameshows’ has
been highly promoted by global television agencies (Hill, 2004: 24).
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The import of reality program into Chinese television market emerged at year 2000.
According to Xie and Chen’s report, the first officially identified RTV program Survival
Challenge (Guangdong TV, 2000- ) was produced and broadcasted in June 2000. It was an
out-door ‘reality gameshows’ that imitated some plot settings of Survivor (Mark Burnett
Production for CBS, 2000- ). The following four years declared the initial stage of Chinese
RTV’s development until the 2005 summer, when Super Girl (Hunan TV, 2004- ) and My
Show (Dragon TV, 2005- ) articulated their predominance within Chinese television market
and marked the beginning of second stage of Chinese RTV (Xie and Chen, 2006). The
research object of this dissertation, RTTS rose at this period.

3.2

RTTS Evolution and Its Chinese Spread

Within Hill’s classification of RTV, the phase of ’reality gameshows’ roughly match the
description of the term of RTTS in this dissertation, but still needs a comprehensive
understanding to illustrate that particular RTTS within Chinese television schedule. Originally,
the gameshow is a kind of format that can satisfy an individual’s all mass media needs, just as
Cooper-Chen (2005) reinterprets the use and gratification theory by the example of Who
Wants to be a Millionaire? (ITV, 1999- ).
1. Cognitive: acquisition of information from the content of the questions and answers;
2. Affective: the pleasurable fun of interactively playing a game;
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3. Personal integrative: strengthening of confidence by getting some of the answer
right—Highly probable, given the 1 in 4 chance of the multiple choice format – and
perhaps even “beating” the in-studio players;
4. Social integrative: the contact with family or friends through playing the game
together or talking about it later; and
5. Tension release: engagement in the show to a degree that enables on to relax and
forget the problems of the day.

(2005: 238,242)

Apart from the social and psychological discourse for analyzing gameshow’s popularity,
Boddy (2001) also attributes the global success of gameshow to two reasons: it is ‘cheap and
easy to produce’ and is ‘extremely exportable’ (2001:80). As of December 2003, ‘Wants to be
a Millionaire? ’has been licensed or optioned in 107 countries including China, and over 100
countries aired this program directly in their national channels (Cooper-Chen, 2005: 237). The
approachable operation and instant rating profit authorized gameshow the global popularity.

After hybridized with newly factual programming style, gameshow turned into ‘reality
gameshow’. Even if the plot setting and operation between them are distinct, gameshow
format still contained several aspects working well while transported to popular factual
programming. Boddy investigated those aspects by saying that ‘the various television quiz
formats turn around different calibrations of luck, knowledge and skill, and almost all offer
the extended real time’ (2001: 80). Moreover, the recent proliferation of RTV has also
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witnessed a trend away from an attempt to ‘capture’ ‘a life lived’ to the televisual arenas of
formatted environments in which the more traditional documentary observation give way for
space with the discourses of performance and presentation (Corner, 2001b, 2002; Roscoe,
2001). Within the reality gameshow, such as Survivor, those contestants have to face the series
of life-transforming decisions in order to ‘survive’ in a constructed tough environment, both
physically, emotionally and in relation to the game. In a similar vein, the Apprentice (NBC,
2001- ), a business-environment based gameshow, adopts task-oriented and eliminating
competition among contestants. As Steven Johnson portrayed, the viewing pleasure of this
program is that ‘it comes from depositing other people in a complex, high-pressure
environment where no established strategies exist and watching them find their bearings’
(Johnson, 2005). Therefore, the contemporary reality gameshow contains several necessary
elements such as formatted environment, competition of skill and luck, and more crucial, the
stage of elimination.

Chinese television industry started to import the reality gameshow format since 2003, when
6+1 (CCTV-2, 2001- ) firstly presented a docu-like programmatic setting to establish a stage
for ordinary people who seize the dream of being star. The next year witnessed the rise of
Super Girl, which would become the most popular television gameshow in China. After two
years’ experimental learning and improving, year 2005 has been labelled as the ‘reality
programming year’ of Chinese television circles (Ni, 2007). The national and provincial
channels both promoted their own reality gameshows which covered diverse style such as
singing competition Super Girl and Dreaming China (CCTV-1, 2005- ); celebrity dancing
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competition Dancing with Stars (Dragon TV, 2005- ) and business task-based competition
Winner (Dragon TV, 2005- ).

In fact, the Chinese RTTS program which I analyze in this dissertation could not represent the
contemporary reality gameshow formats as a whole. The current popular reality talent show in
Chinese television market focuses on exploring the ordinary people who obtain talents in
some specific fields, such as singing, dancing and stage performing within constructed arenas,
the final winner will be rewarded after series of elimination process. Among the definitions of
reality gameshow, Hill’s description of Pop Idol (ITV, 2002- ) has the most similarity with the
situation of Chinese RTTS programs. She notes:

The format usually involved a series of open auditions for thousands of ‘wannabes’,
followed by a knockout competition where the final contestants performed in front of the
a panel of judges, who, along with the viewers, voted for the winners’ and ‘viewers got to
see behind the scenes at the auditions, as well as the more polished performances of the
final contestants who took part in variety shows’… thus, viewers observed ‘talent in the
making’ and also acted as external judges in a national talent contest.
(2005: 33)

Hill’s definition meets several important characters of Chinese RTTS program in which the
knockout competition and viewers voting are two basic settings. However, Chinese reality
talent show still has its distinction. Within the category of reality gameshow basing on
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western view, Big Brother and Survivor are two significant representatives which obtain huge
success apart from Pop Idol, however, it is Pop Idol-alike programs occupy the huge rating
predominance in Chinese television market. Despite domestic television producers have tried
to develop local version of Big Brother and Survivor, they have either declined audience
rating in few years or vanished. Xu has attributed the failure of this two kinds of program to
the difference between Chinese and western culture. Chinese culture to some extent excludes
strong personality and individualism, mental rather than physical competition is more
recognized by social group, and crucially, morality sometimes becomes the highest condition
for social judgment. Thus the outdoor living competition and media scopophilia don’t match
the Chinese audience taste and reception very well (Xu, 2006).

Moreover, during the

competition of western reality gameshow, many contestants might become aggressive and
despicable due to the attraction of final rewards, usually huge amount of money, and this is
against the humanity which ‘frustrates’ many Chinese audience (Wang, 2006). Therefore, the
Chinese RTTS program consists of either stage-based performance competition format, such
as Super Girl (Chinese version of Pop Idol and American Idol); or mission-oriented contest,
such as Winner (an Apprentice program made by Dragon TV, 2006- )

Besides format restriction due to cultural difference, Chinese RTTS program also experienced
slight changes from its western counterpart. The result of elimination process of Chinese
RTTS program depends on integrated decision made by audience voting (hotline and cell
phone message) and panel of judges. Unlike the western format, such as Pop Idol and
American Idol (Fox, 2002- ) in which eliminating contestants in the final rounds exclusively
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decided by audience voting, Chinese RTTS innovates the term of ‘mass judges’, which
co-exists with panel of judges in the process of eliminating and consists of representatives of
ordinary audience. Audience voting becomes the parameter deciding two candidates of the
loser of competition day, and it is mass judges’ power to choose who will continue to stay,
through studio voting. Audience voting could not apply its solo power to decide the
competition result until the finale, in which top three of the year will gain their individual
rank exclusively by public voting system.

3.3

Brief Review of Audience Reception

The objectivity of RTTS program has been demonstrated through historically tracing the
evolution of reality gameshow and its localization to form the Chinese RTTS program, it is
now vital to focus on the audience, whose subjectivity means quite significance for exploring
the RTTS as a media phenomenon. Jensen and Rosengren (1990) distinguished five traditions
of audience research which can be summarized as having to do with: effect; use and
gratification; literary criticism; cultural studies; and reception analysis. McQuail (2005) also
classified and reinterpreted those traditions, and according to his classification, audience
research could be examined through three main variant approaches as follow:

z

Structural tradition: it emphasizes the media system and the social system as
primary determinants, explore the definition of audience as social composition and
value the audience through industrial perspective, such as gaining paid advertising,
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z

Behaviorist tradition: it takes individual needs, motives and circumstance as the
starting points, to analyze why and how media is used, also what kind of influence
the audience will be ‘exposed’ and accepted through media; highlight the social
function of media, such as use and gratification theory, and

z

Cultural and reception tradition: it emphasizes media use as a reflection of a
particular social-cultural context and as a process of giving meaning to cultural
products and experiences in ‘everyday life’, usually adopt ethnographical method to
analyze the audience as a ‘group’.
(2005: 403-5)

The exploration of RTV audience in the light of how they ‘consume’ the reality programming
lies on the intersection between behaviorist and cultural reception tradition. The existing
quantitative and qualitative research of RTV audience covered a wide range in both individual
and collective sides. With regard to personal acceptance, Corner (1995, 1999) and Hill (work
with ITC, 2000) both quantitatively discussed the media consumption of audience for
obtaining the ‘information’; the research of how reality TV shows employ various narrative
strategies to produce certain effects, such as transforming everyday horror into entertainment
like what the crime and accidence programming do, have been enormously approached
(Freeland, 2004; Jermyn, 2004; Valkenburg and Patiwael, 1998 etc). In addition, the research
towards collective awareness of RTV audience also gained its salience. Many academic
materials treated the huge audience participation within RTV program as the
‘democratization’ of media environment (Williams, 2005); whether reality programming
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promote or undermine the notion of ‘community’ and the social concerns brought by RTV
itself are still in controversy (Cavender, 2004; Schlesinger and Tumber, 1994 etc). Moreover,
many social and cultural perspectives, such as the ‘social capital’ (Bourdieu, 1983) or
‘consumer society’ (Baudrilliard, 1970), have also been imported to value the cultural roots of
audience psychology as well as exploring the trend of RTV development, like ‘dumbing
down’ of the audience taste. Therefore, as a complicated term, the research of the RTV
audience has been authorized multiple approaches to access in.

Although the research of RTV audience has numerous routes to approach its academic
salience, none of them denies the subjectivity of audience in constructing contextual relation
with program, which means, they both highly value the ‘activity’ of audience in media
interplay. Originally, the audience, especially children and adults alike, has been regarded as
the passive victim who would be exploited and culturally harmed by viewing television with
unselected attention (see Himmelweit et al, 1958). However, the contemporary audience
research turns to the positive thinking of audience as ‘active’, who seize the highly
surveillance in program viewing. In fact, Roland Barthes has declared ‘author is dead’ (1984:
71), which means the author loses the control of text since the literature emerges as complete
form while the reader gain the power to interpret the text by them own. Though Barthes’
claim focused on the relation between reader and literature, his model of ‘interpretation’
coincidently meet the analysis of active audience. Reception research now emphasizes the
deep study of audience as ‘interpretative communities’ (Lindlof, 1988 ),

and

as

McQuail

summarized the features of culturalist view of audience research: ‘The media text has to be
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“read” through the perceptions of its audience, which construct meanings and pleasures from
the media texts offered’ (2006: 404). However, one thing worth pointing out is that, not all the
audience own the equal level of activity, since some will be more experienced or more active
than others.

Selective ‘reading’ of media text actually underestimates the complexity of active audience if
we just focus on through which perspective we receive the text, there should be more aspects
entering this theme. Biocca (1988) has reviewed the different meanings and concepts of
audience activity in which intentionality and resistance to influence shows huge significance
for contemporary audience research. The former one refers to an active audience will engage
in ‘active cognitive processing of incoming information and experience’, which implies the
preoccupation of audience in media approach could determine the result of reception; the later
term introduces the situation that during the media reception, the reader, viewer or listener
remains ‘in control’ and unaffected, which emphasized that audience always have social and
cultural roots that protect them from unwanted influence and exemplify the autonomy in
responding what they received.

3.4

Audience Reception on Authenticity

These concepts are quite applicable to reality programming in the light of assessing the
authenticity as well as choosing the media learning. The assessment of the authenticity of
reality programming is always a huge debate within the research of RTV, and the heart of
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debate is paradoxical: ‘the more entertaining a factual program is, the less real it appears to
viewers’ (Hill, 2004:57). As we mentioned before in the part of origin of reality programming,
it borrowed many components of certain television formats to construct unique visual
mechanism and viewing experience. The hybridity thus becomes the most salient character.
Kilborn (2003: 119) has noted that reality programming have the influence from certain
fictional genres, in particular ‘character-and speech-focused entertainment’ such as soap-opera
which is definitely not in the category of ‘real’. However, since the initial development of
RTV, just as Winston (1995) noted, ‘claiming the real’ is a common practice of reality
programming, and the proliferation of reality-based programming represent the ‘industry’s
reliance on ‘reality’ as a promotional marketing tool’ (Friedman, 2002: 7). This apparent
contradiction thus becomes vital for exploring the audience awareness.

Viewers actually hold the different expectations when approaching particular types of factual
television. According to the research by the television regulatory bodies the Independent
Television Commission (ITC) and the Broadcasting Standards Commission (BSC) in the UK
in 2002, over 90 per cent of UK population were interested in watching news program with
showing their trust on what has been portrayed in news. The audience trust of documentary
also reached almost 80 per cent. In relation to reality programming, audience trust in the
honesty of the depicted situations was lower than news and documentary. It is within the
expectation that news and documentary seize higher audience trust, however, the variance
among the different type of reality programming in terms of authenticity reception evokes
further discussion. Less than half of the UK population (42 per cent) believed docu-soaps
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were accurate while only 20 per cent believed reality gameshow were accurate. Compared
with its counterparts, infortainment programs such as 999 scored higher than docu-soaps and
gameshows, with 68 per cent of viewers announcing these programs provide accurate
information (ITC/BSC, 2003: 60).

The reason people holding different authenticity assessment of reality programming should
contribute to their recognitions of performance. Corner (2002b) has analyzed programmatic
type of the Big Brother by noting that contestants are engaged in a popularity contest, where
they are on display in the performance space of the Big Brother house. Yin (2005) also noted
that even if the contestants of reality gameshow could gradually being natural before the
cameras and express certain ‘honesty’, their self-exposure to some extent are still conservative
and limited due to their awareness of the existence of camera. Actually, one important feature
of reality gameshows is the performance of ordinary people in front of cameras. Even though
Bruzzi suggests that all documentary is also ‘necessarily performative because it is given
meaning by the interaction between performance and reality’ (2000: 154), audiences still
distinguish documentary and reality programming as two separated categories. According to
Hill (2004: 63), people devalue the authenticity of reality gameshow, such as Big Brother,
because they believe ‘the format is designed to promote performance’. Corner also deeply
examined the audience psychology when viewing Big Brother, he noted, the performance of
contestants gives television audiences the opportunity for ‘thick judgemental and speculative
discourse around participants’ motives, actions and likely future behaviour’ (2002b: 264).
Lury (1996)’s argument seems to provide a more popular explanation about any ‘claim of
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real’ could be immediately undermined by the ability of contestants to ‘put on an act’:

While acting may be pleasure when we know we are watching a performance (it is after a
‘skillful’ activity), when an ordinary performer acts, we may become uncomfortably
aware of how appearance and reality (the behavior and the feelings) of the performer may
be no more matched in the everyday than they are on screen.
(1996: 126)

Audience’s reception of reality gameshow thus vitally depends on their pre-consciousness of
viewing, which could be oppositely proved by their attitudes of infortaiment programming.
Within the research by ITC and BSC, audiences express more trust on infortainment
programming than gameshow. Although many of the infortainment programming contain the
performance and constructed scene, for instance in 999, emergency services personnel are
technically re-creating the rescue for the cameras, their performance still be considered as
authentic by audiences due to they conceive the programming as news. To the people who act
and narrate in the reconstructed scene, they are normally recognized by audience as ‘real’
because it was them who personally involved the situation depicted in the program (ITC/BSC,
2003). Therefore, the viewing experience of judging the authenticity of program becomes the
root of audience reception.

Since the development of reality gameshow in China, as what we have described as
localization of Chinese RTTS programming above, was just emergent over the past half
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decade, most analysis of RTTS programming, no matter academic or industrial, are both
focusing on the attraction of hybridity of RTV in creating a new style portraying ordinary
people and their ‘real’ action within formatted environment. Although Yin (2005) denied the
absolute authenticity of RTTS because contestants would preserve certain performance before
camera, his perspective still positively recognized the success of RTTS programming in
creating the ‘sense of real’ for audience by its ‘openness, authenticity, and directness’. Chen
and Zhang (2004) also believes those ‘accident scenes’ of the live broadcasting which beyond
editors’ plan could provide RTTS programming an unexpected sense of reality, and evoke
audience popularity. The attitudes of those ordinary people in RTTS programming viewing,
however, are absent in both qualitative and quantitative research, and most assessments came
from personal reception of scholars.

Although it is proved that audiences have certain pre-viewing experiences to resist the
authenticity portrayed by program if they believe the contestants were performing before the
cameras, their receptions could still be intervened by certain factors. Van Leeuwen (2001)
believes an ordinary person in a reality program could be often perceived as authentic if they
are ‘thought to be true to the essence of something, to a revealed truth, a deeply held
sentiment’ (2001: 393). Hill’s deduction on the contestants of Survivor 2000 in the UK
coincidently matches Van Leeuwen’s thought, she finds the winner of that season was
someone who managed to remain popular with his fellow contestants, and with viewers, by
carefully balancing his performing self with his true self, and always portrays himself as a
‘competitive, ruthless ‘survivor’’ (Hill, 2004: 69). Apart from the influence of contestants’
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personal management, the industrial impact, or what we perceive as ‘editorial control’ could
also influence the audience reception towards authenticity. Many Chinese scholars have
discussed this item in which the majority identified it as negative. Xie and Chen (2006)
criticizes editorial modification of some reality gameshows for diversifying ‘dramatic
conflict’, which eventually manipulates the reception of audience on some contestants.

3.5

Social and Cultural Discourse of RTTS Reception

Scholars have also explored audiences’ attitude of factual television programming basing on
social-cultural discourse. The social function of seeing reality programming has been argued
over long-term. John Hartley (1999) referred to the educational role of television by asserting
‘television is a major source of “people watching” for comparison and possible emulation’
(1999: 155). He argued that television can offer us an awareness of how different or similar
we are from others, and ‘difference is understood as neighbourliness’ by which viewers at
home will have a understanding of social behaviors and draw on their pre-existed social
experience and knowledge when responding to the programs (1999: 159-60). His work was a
representative of the informative stream of audience reception research. Many academic
researches echoed this assertion by declaring the informative role of reality programming in
reconstructing social context, such as domestic relation, gender issue, to provide ‘modes of
casual, inferred knowledge’ (Corner, 1999: 117) for popular audiences. Conversely, there are
plenty of critics locate viewing reality programming as ‘meaningless’ action, especially when
making connection between RTV and contemporary popular culture.
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Jean-François Lyotard has stated a hypothesis that ‘the status of knowledge is altered as
societies enter what is known as the postindustrial age and cultures enter what is known as the
postmodern age’ (1984: 3). He regards the postmodern as a condition in which the grand
narratives of Enlightenment progress, reason and liberation have lost their priority within
culture expression, and calls instead for lesser narratives. In that case, the presentation of
cultural items becomes less rational while transforming into ‘directness’ and sensational,
which aiming to provoke instinctive reaction of audiences, just like Guy Debord (1995)’s
theoretical construction of ‘spectacle’ to illustrate the image consumption in post-modern
society. In fact, Lyotard’s hypothesis to some extent may opened the discussion of the trend of
‘dumbing down’ on contemporary popular culture, while Turnau (2004) used the term of
‘direct assault model’ to describe the negative development of popular culture:

Popular culture draws passive minds downward into its gaping, manipulative maw,
usually through titillation, shock value, and sheer repetition. Over time, it reshapes you
(and worse, your children), effectively warping your worldview past recognition by brute
force, as it were.
(2004)
In light of the reality programming, the controversy is becoming more salient than any other
television format before. Many observers criticize the RTV as ‘harmful’ and ‘meaningless’
format and imply watching reality programming is a form of socially deviant behavior. If we
associate Bourdieu (1986)’s concept of ‘cultural capital’ with newly emergent factual
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television programming, it apparently belongs to low cultural capital and lower class taste.
Ernest Mathjis (2002) announces the reality programming such as Big Brother invite
‘controversy and moral outrage’, with journalists, psychologists, opinion leaders ‘condemning
Big Brother as an “inhumane experiment”, bordering on the bizarre and the unacceptable,
exploiting voyeurism and invading personal privacy’ (2002: 311-12). According to Hill
(2004)’s survey among large scale of RTV audience, the strategy of stigmatization is adopted
into popular culture reception practice in terms of negative judgment of reality programming.
She finds, responding to the press coverage and scholars’ criticism, people will instantly
identify the audience who watch reality program as ‘not normal’ and believe watching RTV is
discredits activity. Although this is to me an evidence of external influence, such as media
cultivation on audience reception, it obviously proves close connection between RTV and
popular culture in which its negative components are completely presented by reality
programming in challenging people’s moral and cultural tolerance.

Actually, the argument of whether watching reality programming is educational or
‘meaningless’ and ‘not normal’ basically depends on audiences’ understanding of RTV in
terms of its cultural usage. Among the most popular audience, this genre has ‘primarily
developed as a medium of entertainment and diversion, with its knowledge-providing role as
a secondary function’ (Corner, 1999: 117). Most contemporary reality formats are thought to
be entertaining rather than informative, unless the formats present entertainment in an
educational manner. For instance, within Survivor, some living skills for wild and extreme
conditions might be received by audience as informative components which they could
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imitate in reality practices. But if audience mainly perceive the contemporary RTV as
entertainment, they might be critical to suggest the imbalance of the reality programming in
distinguishing entertainment and information, especially in reality gameshow such as Big
Brother.

Comparing with western critical perspectives on entertainment components of RTV, the
reception of reality programming, especially RTTS programs in China depicts a prevailing
optimism to positively value its entertaining function. Ji (2007) believes the RTTS programs
satisfy the audiences’ ‘game psychology’. He regards the television as an important cultural
item which offers a platform for public game, or Fiske (1989)’s notion of ‘carnival pleasure’,
to reduce social pressure. With regard to the RTTS programming, it is the ‘dramatic conflict’
of contest procedure and the ‘suspense’ of competition result stimulate audiences’ desire of
exceeding every day life. Chen and Zhang (2004) also point out the delayed exposure of
suspense within elimination process could expand the entertained narrative for drawing the
‘eyeball’ as much as possible.

3.6

Interactivity Controversy

Apart from social learning, most discussed them of reality programming is its
‘democratization’ in media context which celebrate audience participation and ‘interactivity’.
The research of audience’s position, or ‘power’ associating with media context has
historically been argued. Frankfurt School has a long-term stand in demonstrating a
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mechanism of audience manipulation in media cultural exploration. Adorno and Horkheimer’s
Dialectic of Enlightenment (trans. by Cumming, 1997) delivered a caution to manipulation of
the people by cultural industries and argued that those who thought they could enjoy the
popular culture without being controlled were ‘subject’ to false consciousness. They even
regarded individual as a machine for production and consumption, work and leisure, who is
regulated and positioned administratively by the products of mass culture. More recently,
scholars like John Fiske (1989) advocate the power of audience in enjoying the media while
avoiding being manipulated due to their awareness of how culture industry operate.
Especially within the contemporary exploration to ‘active audience’, scholars locate the
selectivity and intentionality at the centre of audience reception, on which audience could
depend to actively choose media contents while interpreting them freely.

To some scholars, coming back to the ‘reality’ is one aspect, or the precondition of
authorizing subjectivity and activity to audience. Traditional communicative audience
researches such as ‘encoding and decoding’ pattern highly valued how to correctly interpret
the meaning of messages. In that case, those messages are normally mediated through
artificially constructed presentation, such as melodrama, stage performance and some
fictional scenes. Bratich (2006) analyzes the difference between old television gameshow
(like quiz game) and contemporary ‘gamedoc’ (like Apprentice and Survivor) by
re-highlighting Deleuze (1990/1995b)’s notion of functional transformation of society from
‘disciplinary society’ to ‘control society’. He treats old gameshow, according to Deleuze’s
notion, as a format retained a high level of ‘abstraction, even transcendence, from reality’ and
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‘additionally established a clear distinction between ordinary people and celebrities’. In
contrast, today’s gamedocs seek to ‘immanentize game dynamics into everyday life’, and
although some programs like Big Brother and Survivor use obviously constructed artificial
scenarios, they depend on ‘melding game dynamics with mundane interpersonal relations’
(Bratich, 2006). This kind of returning ‘real’ authorizes audience to directly access into media
text without exploring connotation or any possible implication of contexts. From this
perspective, RTV audiences are experiencing everyday life rather than ‘reading’ it from
others’ eyes.

The most salient discussion of the democratization of RTV, especially of gameshow, is about
the voting system within elimination competition and final contest. No matter in western or
Chinese RTV programs, it is now the slogan like ‘But this time you choose!’ (Pop Idol), ‘You
decide!’ (Big Brother) and ‘choose the contestant you like’ (Super Girl) dominating the
competition procedure and media promotion, and RTV has been regarded as one of the most
visible site for the proliferation of TV’s ‘overflow’ in constructing a more ‘fluid, flexible’
participatory interaction between texts and viewers (Brooker, 2002: 325). Andrejevic (2003)
suggests that RTV promises to revolutionize television, which enhances the interactivity and
democracy by giving ordinary people or community the means of production, thereby to
challenge the monopolistic media. Theoretically, the concept of interactivity has also been
related with ‘the empowerment of users’ or ‘new liberties of action’ (Kim and Sawhney,
2002:221), and those discourses thus are particularly important when it comes to the political
significance of interactivity of RTV. Voting the contestants as winner does not only matter the
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innovation of television format in this perspective, but inspires the public discussion of
‘enlightenment’ and ‘democratization’ in political dimension. Time has chosen Li Yuchun, the
final winner of Super Girl in 2005 as the ‘People of the year’, with declaring Li as a model
who represents the revival of public awareness in terms of ‘democratized participation’ into
public affairs. Besides voting, Andrejevic also argues in the reality gameshow like Big
Brother, surveillance-based cameras expose every contestant with same level, audience thus
could choose viewing every people they like and vote them to be the celebrity. Through
democratizing celebrity, such programs reinforce the notion that ‘surveillance-based society
can overcome the hierarchies of mass society’ (2002).

However, the praise of interactivity of RTV has also been discredited by many scholars for
overestimating RTV’s function. Xu (2007) illustrates the audiences’ psychology when they
‘create’ the welfare of contestants who they like most, by voting them. The logic of their
psychologies is portrayed like ‘I could make my favorite contestant successful and famed
although I can’t control the real success of my own’, and in that case, the participation of
audience merely caters for audiences’ illusionary fantasy of ‘taking control’, it is more likely a
compensation mechanism using to balance the everyday dissatisfaction. Moreover, many
critics still doubt the authenticity of celebrated interactivity of RTV. Williams (2005) believes
within the context of reality programming, ‘voting is hardly portrayed as an intrinsically
fair…or dignified mode of decision-making, but rather as an easily manipulated
decision-making procedure where outcomes often speak above all else to the cunning of those
most vested in the results’. This notion is popularly echoed by many scholars. Andrejevic
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(2003) described interactive system of RTV programming, however the interactivity, as he
further argued, is not true participation, nor is consumer sovereignty. He also worried the
problem of the ‘savvy’ viewers of reality programming who enjoy in the knowledge of the
manipulative character of the programming but cannot escape from it. In this view, the
participatory RTV audience could not be labeled simply as ‘fans’ but ‘addicts’ when
describing their relationship with popular factual television (Williams, 2005). In addition,
although audience participation has been widely recognized as main character of reality
programming, Meng and Liu (2005) assert that viewers are becoming the component of the
production of visual culture rather than the ‘real’ producer. Contemporary RTTS
programming usually authorize double meaning to the term of ‘audience’: one refers to the
people who personally involve into the programming as the part of media carnival, such as
studio audiences, fans of contestants and sometimes, mass judges; another particularly means
the people who watch the RTTS programs through media, no matter on television or internet,
voters or non-voters. The former group of audience to some extent contributes to constructing
important ‘spectacle’ of RTV in which ‘carnival pleasure’ (Fiske, 1989) becomes predominant
media phenomenon while the later group is drawn as the main source of commercial benefit
by television agency. Apart from assembling rating, ‘voting system’ of RTTS programming
has been condemned as charging millions of ‘communication fee’ for messages and hotline
voting, from ordinary audience (Xie and Chen, 2006). Through this point of view, the so
called ‘interactivity’ of RTV is just a media commodity for exploiting commercial benefits as
much as possibly.
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3.7

Critical Thinking of ‘Celebritization’ of RTTS

Another interesting exploration to the audience reception of RTTS programming is the
approach to celebrity discourse. Since most of the reality gameshows, or talent shows
nowadays promote the concept of ‘choosing the ordinary people who got talent to be a star’,
those programs usually make the winner of competition as celebrity who occupies tremendous
media coverage and unprecedented public attention that media observers exclaim this new
kind of ‘conjured celebrity has overtaken the pop culture landscape’ (Carr, 2003). Daniel
Boorstin has defined celebrity as ‘a person who is well-known for their well-knowness’ (1961:
58). He believes celebrities seize their fame, not by achieving great thing, but by
differentiating their own personalities from those of their competitors in the public arena.
However, differentiating personality needs external channel to articulate its unique character,
thus the fame is also regarded as ‘a process, a consequence of the way individuals are treated
by the media’ (Giles, 2000: 5). Additionally, Turner (2005) claims this ‘process’, which he
identifies as ‘celebritization’, occurs at the point at which media interest in their activities is
transferred from their original professional achievement to investigating their private lives. As
integrating different aspects, Turner concludes the notion of celebrity:

Celebrity then is a genre of representation and a discursive effect; it is a commodity
traded by the promotions, publicity, and the media industries that produce these
representations and their effects; and it is a cultural formation that has a social function
we can better understand.
(2005: 9)
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Within the contemporary reality gameshows, such as Big Brother and Popstars, the
phenomenon of transferring ordinary people to celebrity is noticeable. The winners of those
RTTS programs usually instantly occupy the salient position of media reporting, and the
cult towards some RTTS participants among western audience is not even newly emergent
issue any more. This ‘ordinary celebrity’ preference also finds its privilege in China. The
survey of online search for Chinese artist/celebrity of the year 2006 depicted an
overwhelming rise of RTTS celebrity. Within the top-ten male artist/celebrity who gained the
most online search ratio, four people used to be the popular contestants of My Show and My
Hero while the top six female artist/celebrity both roots in Supergirl (Xu, 2007). The instant
fame of those contestants could even transfer into obvious commercial success with
unprecedented speed. Kelly Clarkson, the winner of first season of ‘American Idol’ has even
released her first album immediately after her crowning, and sold it out (Carr, 2003).

The trend of ‘ordinary celebrity’ is inevitable within media development, even if in the
traditional discourse through which we approach to celebrity. Jane Johnson has conducted a
researchable observation to celebrity magazine, and she found readers of the new breed of
celebrity magazine want to know the embarrassing moment of their stars just like the rest of
us. It is for them ‘reassuring to see a celeb making as many mistakes as we do’ (Johnson,
2004). As Turner (2006) asserts, there is ‘a shift from the elite to the ordinary’ in celebrity
phenomenon. This ‘ordinariness’ reflects the contradictoriness of the discourses of celebrity,
which means ‘their capacity to simultaneously valorize the celebrity’s elite status while
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nonetheless celebrating their “intrinsic ordinariness” ’ (Turner et al., 2000: 13). In realty
gameshows such as Popstars and American Idol, this kind of intrinsic ordinariness has been
realized into basic level—the ordinary people, just like what Turner identified as ‘demotic
turn’ (Turner, 2005: 83). The contestants of those gameshows always articulate themselves
through vital elements of a televisual rhetoric such as ‘close proximity to the viewer, serial
form (regularity), ordinariness, and direct address (liveness)’ (Holmes, 2004), and those
elements contribute to constructing a ‘first person’ view of RTV which is intimate and
approachable for most of the audience.

Though the approachableness of celebrity is widely praised, many scholars still believe its rise
in contemporary media presentation, especially in reality programming stand for nothing but
the commoditization of television industry. Media industries need celebrities involved with
their projects as products for attracting more audience consumption, and since as we
mentioned above about that celebrities maintain their fames mainly through presenting their
unique personalities rather than real professional achievement, the celebrity-ship therefore
become instable and lacking of concrete connection with personal identity. Bratich (2006)
describes the subject of RTV, usually the ordinary contestants now become ‘variables to be
replaced, reversed, and transformed’ while Ruddock concludes the increasing RTV is
cultivating a trend of ‘throwaway celebrities’ (Ruddock, 2001: 7). The wide success of reality
programs such as Big Brother and Pop Idol in global television market and promotion of their
numerous licensed local versions imply the strength of RTV in terms of formulation as well as
marketing. Within the programs, it is the pattern of game rather than certain specific talented
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contestants contributing to the attraction of program. Turner believes the celebrities of RTV
‘can not sustain audience interest in their work once they lose the publicity generated by
appearing weekly on prime time television’ (Turner, 2005: 57). Therefore, unless the frequent
media presentation which is normally controlled by television agencies and producers
becomes authorized, those ‘ordinary celebrities’ couldn’t access into any channel making their
publicity and popularity. In this situation, RTV celebrity is no more than a product. For
instance, Kelly Clarkson, the winner of the first season of American Idol, has complained
being designed as a model of American patriotism to perform on the anniversary ceremony of
9/11. Her personal identity, which has attracted huge amount of fans in competition, was
forced to become ‘a conduit’ through which her management company, television agencies
and their partners would deliver the Idol message (Dann, 2004).

Taking the RTV celebrity as commodity is an inevitable part within the transformation of
contemporary media industry. Jon Dovey (2000) once summarized paradoxical development
of media convergence in ‘post-modernity’. According to his observation, although the most
salient character of the media in post-modernity is the ‘fragmentation’ of broadcasting, which
is represented by the appearance of specialist television channels and the attention on small
group of audience who share particular taste, the convergence of media is still predominant.
On one hand, more and more alternative media terminals, such as cable and internet, are
rising for taking over audience interest from traditional television, thus declining the audience
rating. On the other hand, globalization and its subsequent need of capital fluidity force
television producers to decrease the cost and promoting programs into different territories.
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These two needs accelerated the mergence of media agencies to attract more audience while
optimizing the distribution of resource. In the light of RTV, choosing ordinary people as main
characters of program could save the cost as many as possible; and the ‘formative’ game
setting, as we discussed before, could promote RTV programming into different countries for
obtaining the maximum benefits. Moreover, commercial consideration of promoting
consequent value of RTV programs also restricts the type of contestants who could earn
publicity. For instance, Popstars offers the opportunity of fame and success within a narrow
commercial framework: no room for ‘musical differences’ to rise in program unless they have
already been approved by market success. In this case, RTV celebrity becomes a very
important component for assembling audience attention and promoting program values.

For deeply examining the RTV celebrity, there is a very important question need to be issued:
Why those audiences like watching RTV celebrity? Apart from the approachableness which
leads to audiences’ preference on those ordinary celebrities, its social function can not be
ignored. Celebrity as a phenomenon of contemporary popular culture is one of the
fundamental mechanism for constructing and maintaining the ‘discursive linkages between
consumer capitalism, democracy and individualism’ (Marshall, 1997). It to some extent plays
as a role of social connection. The researches of ‘post-modernity’ or ‘post-individualism’ all
highlight the apparent ‘fragmentation’ of existed organizational patterns and social
connections, also the decline of the vastly shared social values. However, according to
Turner’s idea, celebrity could generate a kind of ‘para-social’ interactions that operate as a
means of ‘compensating for changes in the social construction of the communities with which
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many of us live’ (Turner, 2005: 23). For the people who love particular celebrities, they
normally respond to what they think of as ‘real’ emotional attachment with figures they know
only through their media presentations.

Social function of celebrity is quite implicative on RTV audiences, especially those have
strong emotional involvements with reality gameshows contestants as their fans. Those fans
create certain interactive communities such as concrete or virtual fans organizations for
exchanging some aspects of celebrity that supply audiences with ‘unofficial forms of
knowledge which makes it so pleasurable’ (Stevenson, 2005). Through involving the activities
of those concrete or virtual fans organizations, people could experience expanded
interpersonal relationship in which participators obtain membership as new identity. In
addition, as we interpreted in Xu (2007)’s analysis to the viewing psychology of RTV
audiences, their viewing pleasure root in a compensation mechanism through which they
replace their daily unsatisfactions by the success of RTV contestants. Stacey (1994) also
agrees that people’s interest in stars and celebrities could be a good way of escaping the
constraints of everyday life and establishing a more positive sense of personal and collective
identity.

However, many scholars still question the audience reception of celebrity falling down into
negative aspects. Watching others’ everyday life within reality gameshows is usually
associated with instinct of ‘scopophilia’ in which people obtain psychological satisfaction
through observing others’ private life (Freud, 2000). RTV programs, especially the
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gameshows such as Big Brother offer an unnoticed platform for audiences to look at the
private life of contestants in a constructed environment. To RTTS programming, though the
exposure of private life and sexual scene is comparatively limited, it still contains lots of
scenes depicting private emotion and actions. Therefore, scholars usually criticize that RTV
programs reinforce the ‘voyeurism’ of media reception which make audiences approaching
the programs exclusively for fulfilling the sexual desire (Roscoe, 2001; Metzl, 2004). For
some particular sectors of the audience – teenage girls and young women, reality gameshow
like Popstars is ‘must-see TV that vigorously fed into their everyday lives’ (Turner, 2005: 58)
and also caters to their sexual fantasies towards certain contestants. The worry about
voyeurism declining the cultural value of television to some extent originated from the
particular analysis of audience, especially those fans of celebrity. For Fiske (1991), fans are
usually associated with the tastes of disempowered social groups, such as the people who
have low levels of educational attainment and are excluded along the lines of class, ‘race’ and
gender. Therefore, actively involving into erotic view is inevitable which satisfies the instinct
pleasure of fans. Furthermore, Turner also proposed a more complicated audience awareness
and ‘disingenuous manner’ when they accessing reality gameshow Big Brother. It is,
according to his observation:

[audience] shamelessly exploit the celebrity gossip that Big Brother provides, while also
soliciting comment pieces which consider the program’s deleterious effect on ‘television
as we know it’, or its implications for our society.
(2005: 60)
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3.8

‘Tabloidization’ and Gossip as Strategies

The trend of ‘celebritization’ in reality programming is tightly associated with the
‘tabloidization’ as well as the rising gossip strategy of media promotion. The term of
‘tabloidization’ is used to refer to a significant change perceived in the way by which
mediated information, in particular news and current affaires, is presented (Bonner, 2005). By
its critics, the process of ‘tabloidization’ is usually considered as to sacrifice information and
accuracy for entertainment and sensation, to employ tactics of presentation which exploit the
subjects (Turner, 2005: ch4). The rise of the tabloid news paper such as Sun is typical
representative of this significant shift in which the privacies of celebrities, such as their
‘rubbish relationship’ and ‘embarrassing drunken moments’ (Johnson, 2004) always occupy
the salient pages, and the reports of certain celebrity activities such as celebs wedding could
evoke enormous pleasure and topics among readers. The high circulation of tabloid news
paper proves the successful commercial implication of celebrity, and also expanding the trend
of ‘tabloidization’ of reporting in which even the health care news are made through
describing celebrity’s illness and the process of recovery (Bonner, 2005).

Compared with tabloidization as a vast media trend, the gossip strategy is more concrete and
applicable on routine journalism by which the commercial consideration of drawing more
audience interest becomes realistic. People like celebrity gossip no matter the distinction of
social class and identity. Jane Johnson has concluded that ‘celebrity gossip is a national
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obsession and a unifying experience across all social groups’ (2004). Gossip strategy now is
frequently used in journalism for the reporting of celebrities/entertainers which includes
‘ ‘personal’ events, such as drunkenness or speeding, ‘secrets’ of pre-celebrity days, ‘unholy’
liaisons, marriages, divorces or other entangles sexual relations’ (Huat, 2005). The audience
view psychology which has been discussed before positively supports the popularity of
celebrity gossip, because it could provide a compensation mechanism for audience to
deconstruct the stardom of celebrity while establishing an ‘approachableness’ with celebrity to
release everyday anxieties. Moreover, for industrial view, the successive media coverage on
particular celebrities is regarded as a reflection both of celebrities’ current popularity and of
the media’s own contributing to this popularity. Therefore, audiences would to some extent
value the publicity of certain celebrities through their media exposure of gossip, and in turn,
celebrities also seek the potential gossip exposures for maintaining the current popularity or,
reviving it.

For RTV, since the ‘celebritization’ of ordinary people is one of its fundamental principles
contributing to popularity, those ‘ordinary celebrities’ will automatically experience being
gossiped on media coverage for attracting more public attention. Compared with those who
have gained publicity for long-time as stars and regularly identified celebrities, ordinary
celebrities of RTV programming normally encounter the media gossip in terms of their
pre-celebrity days in which the ‘deviant experiences’, such as abnormal sexual relation, would
draw more attention; and also their interpersonal relationships with counterparts who are
normally the rest of contestants of particular RTV programs.
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Apart from ‘ordinary celebrity’ phenomenon, Chinese RTTS programs recently emerge new
trend of deconstructing celebrity to ordinary. Many talent contests have been organized for
inviting celebrities who have already occupied professional fame in entertainment industry to
become contestants. Dance With Stars (Dragon TV, 2005- ) challenges celebrities’ skills in
dealing with international standard dance; Just Two of Us (Hunan TV, 2006- ) examines
singing capacity as well as the relation between two contestants as a group, in which one is
professional singer while another owns the fame outside music industry. Those RTTS
programming share a common character in restoring the identity of celebrity to ordinary:
although owning the fame and privilege in entertainment industry, those celebrities still need
to experience the same routine procedures as ordinary contestants do in RTTS programs
including knockout process, humiliation from judges and public voting.

Gossip strategy finds its larger application in this kind of programming. There is a double
construction of gossip reception to celebrity when people watching ‘real’ celebrities
struggling in competition. On one hand, as Johnson (2004) concludes that we are preferring
‘to see a celeb making as many as mistakes as we do’ and read stories which are not ‘simply
PR spin’, those programs exaggerate the embarrassments of celebrities through television
screen when they facing knockout and judge’s humiliation, their natural emotions such as
anxieties and angry will be zoomed in by camera. Audiences thus could obtain more
psychological satisfaction as well as ‘balance obsessed emotion’ (Yao, 2007). On the other
hand, audience consumption of these gossips through media approaching will automatically
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evoke a new round of establishment of fandom and stardom, which to some extent amplifies
celebrities’ fame. Therefore, it could explain why the majority of contestants of those talent
competitions are the entertainers or celebrities who recently facing decline of their fame and
publicity.

4. Research Findings
4.1

Online Investigation

As mentioned before, the initial stage of my research is to make an online data collection for
exploring certain aspects of Chinese audiences when they watching the RTTS programming.
Since we discussed that contestants of RTTS programs gain publicity and popularity as
‘ordinary celebrity’, the first thing I want to examine is that if there is a positive association
between actual results of RTTS competitions and the audience interaction on virtual space.
The audiences of those particular programs, such as Happy Boy (Hunan TV, 2007- ) and My
Hero (Dragon TV, 2006- ), usually organize online self-regulated fans associations to support
their favorite contestants. The popularity and publicity of those particular contestants could to
some extent be examined through those online activities.

Taking account of the reliability and validity of online data, I thus chose the official website
of two RTTS programs which just have broadcasted the latest season in this summer, through
national satellite channels. They were Happy Boy 2 and My Hero 3 respectively. Within the

2
3

Available from http://www.happyboys.cn/forum-3-1.html
Available from http://bbs.smgbb.cn/forumdisplay.php?fid=133&page=1
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official websites, both of these two programs set up forum system for audiences to post
messages and interact with each other. Moreover, for catering to online users’ need as fans,
forum particularly set certain independent virtual spaces for each popular contestant through
which fans and audiences could post their comments for this specific contestant. Following
are the survey diagrams about top-ten contestants of these two RTTS programs.
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In the horizontal axis of these two diagrams, Top-Ten contestants were arranged by their final
ranks and the number before their names automatically show it. The vertical axis presented
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the number of online comments exclusively for those particular contestants as well.
Theoretically, the rank of contestants should automatically accords with the occupation of
online popularity which is exclusively represented by the number of comments: much higher
rank, more online comments coverage. However, distinction shows up in both two diagrams.
The first diagram (figure 1) shows irregular distribution of comment occupation among
contestants, especially during the first six contestants. Xing Su, the No.2 winner seized
highest 2350 comments in which most of them expressed purely fancy and support from
audiences. The comment number of the champion, Chusheng Chen, was surprisingly lower
than his follower by just 1440, which was close to that of No.5 and No.7 winners. Moreover,
sudden decline of No.3 winner’s comment number made the curve unrepresentative to the real
situation. For Happy Boy, the gap between real outcomes of competition and online
popularity is apparently huge and resulting to a hypothesis that maybe there are extra factors
influencing people’s reception of program which suppose to be decided only by contestants’
talent and performance. These factors could be further explored in focus groups discussion.

Compared with Happy Boy, the diagram of My Hero (figure 2) presented a more positive
trend matching the real outcomes of competition. The whole curve showed tendency of
gradual decline in comment number and mostly fit for the arrangement of contestants’ rank.
The only exception was in the No.7 winner, An Run. His 894 online comments highlighted his
salience and popularity on virtual space, and exceeded that of other contestants. However,
apart from that exception, the general trend of curve made a smooth decline which matched
the real situation. In this case, for My Hero, the distribution of contestants’ online popularity
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had a major positive connection with real contest.

Thereafter, I further examined the detailed content of those online comments for exploring
which aspects of these two RTTS programs audience care. Within the online comments in
public section of forum, for both programs, I chose the latest 100 comments as samples and
divided them by different themes, they were: professional development, interpersonal relation,
talents, performance, justice of game, sexual attraction, morality, result prediction, fandom
fancy and other. The distribution of these categories is presented below as figure 3.
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Through checking the distribution of comment contents, the audiences showed very different
perspectives for approaching these two programs. The most obvious similarities these two
shared were people’s concern of justice of game, which occupied considerable proportion in
the whole distribution. Moreover, even if less concerned, contestants’ talent was gained same
attention by 5 of each 100 comments. Within the complete categories, the huge concern
towards justice of game implies great audiences’ suspicion on programs, including
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arrangement of contest procedure, authenticity of elimination stage, and validity of public
judges’ decision. Actually, most of online comments concerning justice issue more or less
presented fandom fancy of audiences on particular contestants. Through analyzing the content
of those comments, audiences usually complain the unfair treatments their favorite contestants
have experienced, even if those criticisms were normally far away from rationality.

Apart from justice and talent issues, the audience concerns of two programs are quite different.
For My Hero, the concerns of fandom fancy, sexual attraction and interpersonal relation are
more exceeded than that of Happy Boy, in which the gaps are considerably large. In this sense,
My Hero gained more typical audience reactions matching the contemporary celebrity
reception. Salient preferences on discussing contestants’ sexual attraction, such as ‘Xinbo Fu
is a ideal candidate for husbanding’ and ‘I think Boran Jin’s smile is very sexy’ all prove that
audiences have been watching program, to some extent, for satisfying their sexual fantasies.
Roscoe’s (2001) notion of ‘voyeurism’ in RTV viewing thus finds its application on Chinese
audience. Furthermore, audiences’ curiosities on interpersonal relation of those contestants,
especially popular ones sufficiently echo Johnson (2004) and Huat (2005)’s claims about that
privacies of celebrity such as ‘unholy liaisons’ and ‘rubbish relation’ are now becoming where
audiences interest in. As a matter of fact, within those comments relating to interpersonal
relations of contestants, gossips and anecdotes of contestants’ relation took a huge proportion.

Another important parameter of categories is fandom fancy of My Hero’s audience. As
discussed before, fans are identified as active audiences who consume and interpret
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celebrity/star in a particular way, through which forming a cult or fancy to certain stars (Fiske,
1991; Stevenson, 2005). Among those online comments, most of them were presenting purely
personal worship and praise on contestants’ talent and sexual attraction. In addition, there
were also many fans posted their determinations on supporting particular contestants and
called on other fans to vote their favorites. This kind of online mobilization positively back up
the Turner’s idea that celebrity could generate a kind of ‘para-social’ interactions that operate
as a means of ‘compensating for changes in the social construction of the communities with
which many of us live’ (Turner, 2005: 23). Thanks to new information communication
technology, fan alliances of certain particular RTTS programming celebrities, which used to
be geographically separated, now find a new form to be united on the virtual space. Their
online mobilization and interaction authorize fans to share their emotional attachments on
celebrity in a comparatively integrated channel. Moreover, audiences of My Hero less
concerned about the professional development of contestants and their stage performance,
which in turn, reminds the classic identification of celebrities that their fames come from
‘well-knowness’ rather than professional achievement.

Compared with My Hero, the audience concerns of Happy Boy reflect a more rational
tendency. The comment number of Happy Boy focusing on contestants’ performance was
almost three times as much as that of My Hero while two times audiences of Happy Boy
concern more about the professional development of their favorite contestants. This tendency
implies more rationality and objectivity of audience viewing. In addition, less audiences
concern sexual attraction and interpersonal relation of contestants in Happy Boy. Those
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differences of audience concern between two programs could be explained by distinction in
program setting. Happy Boy is a singing competition for discovering the male singers who got
talents and market potential in music industry, the talent in singing thus is the priority of
judgment as well as audience reception. In contrast, My Hero is a more comprehensive
gameshow in which contestants were examined through a series of contests including singing,
dancing, stage performing and even making speech. Therefore, the priority of judgment
becomes multidimensional by which the ultimate purpose is to explore the maximum market
value of contestants as entertainers, or stars, especially in movie and TV drama industry. In
this case, it is not surprising that there were more erotic gaze and gossip interest within
audience concern of My Hero.

4.2

Focus Group Discussion

4.2.1 Media Democratization Debate
Democratization of RTV programming has been discussed for long time, because people
believe the interactive game setting of RTV and its appetite for ordinary participants could
reinforce the process of ‘empowerment’ which media suppose to do. Meanwhile, the power of
audiences could automatically be expanded due to voting system, like those programs
promoted: ‘it is the public choose the ones they like’. To the people who attended the focus
groups, they more or less expressed their recognition to this notion. Within the first focus
group which consisted of three undergraduate students and three postgraduate students,
‘empowerment’ and ‘democracy’ became high-profile concepts when they discussed the most
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liked part of RTTS programs. Here is the extract:

Yinzhi:

(RTTS) could make more opportunities for contestants to join in the competition like
that, and make it possible that ordinary people become stars.

Shuyu:

Personally I am not a fan of RTTS program, but it could give everyone a platform to
become prince and princess even if they were ordinary. Maybe that is why people
love this kind of program.

Guihong: I agree with you very much, the change from being ordinary to famous is very
attractive.

In second focus group, one interviewee also defended her opinion in explaining the popularity
of two particular RTTS programs when encountering questioning.

Yingyi:

For my personal view, the most important thing of Super Girl and Happy Boy is that
they provide a platform for ordinary people to express themselves, to show their
extraordinary talents to others through singing. And importantly, ordinary people
dare to show up, this is what I highly value to these two programs.

Xiaoming: It is not true for now, isn’t it real that many contestants of current RTTS programs
are people who have well-experience in participating similar talent show programs
before? Now they are not grass-root anymore, but still ‘aristocracy’. (people
laughed)
Yingyi: But comparatively, the original purpose of these two programs was to evoke the
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grass-root culture through which ordinary people could have access to articulate
themselves in competition.

By analyzing the slight argument above, audience’s assessment on democracy of RTTS
programming is also changing. For instance, ‘grass-root’ is the very high-profile concept on
Chinese media coverage when approaching to popular RTTS programs. Those ordinary
geniuses are mostly expected for seizing their possible success in those talent show programs,
and this kind of success pattern could help audiences to escape everyday anxiety while
offering them a ‘compensation mechanism’ through which they replace their daily
unsatisfactions by the success of RTV contestants, those ‘ordinary celebrities’ (Stacey, 1994;
Xu, 2007). However, now audiences seem to re-identify the meaning of ‘ordinary celebrities’
due to more contestants now are having background and experience as professional
entertainers and singers. For instance, Jie Zhang, the No.4 winner of this season’s Happy Boy,
has been the champion of My Show first season (Dragon TV, 2004). Apart from questioning
the qualification of contestants, interviewees also showed their worries on commercial
interference and editorial control which might harm the objectivity and democracy of RTTS
programming. Following extract of conversation happened when interviewees discussed the
most-disliked part of RTTS programs.

Yinzhi:

I think it (program) is too commercialized. Even though every time programs need
lots of commercial sponsors, unethical scandal always hide behind which in turn
eventually influence the outcomes of competition.
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Xiaoning: I totally can not handle with the scenes of men crying on the stage, and have
miserable background. Why handsome boys in program always have poor
background? Is there a possibility that television station made them up?
Liang:

It sounds right! But I think it should attribute to the producing skills of television
station, I believe the backgrounds of those contestants are not fake. For instance,
the contestants’ performance talent within My Hero is still unexplored, they can not
perform like what they really are. But it was television agency to intervene at proper
time and apply manipulation on program, such as using gossip strategy. Actually,
that is where I don’t like it.

Interviewer: Anything else about you dislike about RTTS programming?
Liang:

SMS voting! But you can not escape from it… (echoed by all interviewees)

In addition, the discussion within another group also mentioned their discomfort with
commercial motivation of program, through which they actually showed their awareness of
negative aspects of over-emphasizing commercial profits.

Jing:

Firstly, I think the advertisements are too many! (people laugh). There were many
advertisements between every scenario. And I also think the programs were too long,
they usually take one or half a year to prepare and operate, and it is unnecessary.

Xiaoming: I think the result of voting was manipulated. After all, the SMS and Hotline voting
system was closed, we would never know if there were some dirty manipulations
hiding beneath.
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Those interactive conversations among interviewees are leaking a very strong hint about
complicated recognitions of audience to approach RTTS programming. On the one hand, they
almost admitted what the programs highly stand for: making ordinary into extraordinary,
finding talents among bunches of ungifted. The democratic turn in program setting to some
extent convinced majority. However, on the other hand, audiences were fully authorized by
the awareness of commercialization of television, in which they believed the main purpose of
making popular programs such as RTTS was to gather the rating and advertising profits as
much as possible. They identified the frequent commercial breaks, SMS voting and long
program length as unavoidable elements which brought huge editorial control and inevitably
harmed the objectivity of gameshows. There is no need to surprise the paradoxical reception
among audiences because they, as active audience, were pre-knowledged and approached the
RTTS programming critically.

4.2.2 Authenticity and Justice
Audiences’ judgments on authenticity of RTTS programs have been examined in the focus
groups discussion as well. Seven components of program have been listed for interviewees to
mark them basing on their perceptions on how authentic those RTTS programs could be.
These seven components basically covered fundamental procedure and certain highly
discussed topics of programming. All the interviewees were asked to mark seven aspects of
programs from 1 to 5, in which 1 means definitely real while 5 means definitely unreal. The
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distribution of mark is following:

Aspects of RTTS programming

Mean of received mark

Final result of the competition

3.454545

Elimination process of program

2.909091

Candidates’ emotional confession on TV screen

2.636364

The accident within the live studio show

2.818182

Judge’s assessment to candidates

2.909091

The public voting system (SMS & hot-line)

3.545455

Public judge group’s assessment in studio

3.454545

Figure 4

Taking mark 3 as a neutral point, four items on the list were placed as more trustful, even if
the scores of them were just little far from neutral point; three items located before neutral and
partly unreal (mark 4). Generally, interviewee receptions on authenticity of RTTS
programming distributed in a narrow interval (from 2.5-4), which tended to be neutral.
However, the depth text analysis of interviewees’ opinions and conversations explore
complicated recognition of ordinary Chinese RTTS audience on authenticity issue.

The score of first aspect, final result of competition, undoubtfully evoked a huge resistance
among interviewees. Although the attractions of RTTS program like Happy Boy and My Hero
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all highly depend on the interactive participation of ordinary audience, through the form of
SMS and Hotline voting which just interprets Andrejevic’s idea of challenging the
monopolistic media or Kim and Sawhney’s notion of ‘the empowerment of users’ (2002:221),
they were still condemned by interviewees, more or less, for making interactivity and
democracy of audiences absent in final decision. As one interviewee said: ‘there were many
unproved scandals circulating during the competition about pre-confirmation of winnership
before finale, and I believed them, because if the contestants sign the contract with
entertaining agency, they would get chance to go to the end’ ( Minmin, 22 aged student). Her
words have been positively echoed by other interviewees. Their comments generally regarded
those contestants, even the winner as just the product, or commodity of media industry. They
believed television institutes and entertaining agencies would deliberately choose some
‘wannabe-entertainers’ within program to authorize them the media focus through series
promoting strategies, which in turn, fulfilled their publicity and popularity among audiences.
Even if there was a slight mention from interviewees about contestants’ talent, they all
admitted that it was an integrated force in which audience’s interactive wish was usually
absent made the real outcomes of competition.

Questioning the justice of result of game and denying the representation of audience’s wish
automatically brought the interviewees to discuss the voting system, as well as judges. Here is
the extract of group discussion on this particular theme.

Minmin: I think the voting system is unreal, because sometimes the votes of some contestants
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initially increased slowly but suddenly had an incredible acceleration. And so do
the public judge groups, I remember one time in knockout section of My Hero, one
contestant has supposed to win during the public judge group voting, but after
short commercial break, the rest of judges all voted to the opponent of this
contestant and made this guy lose the game eventually, it was just too fake!!
Xiaoning: Voting system is pretty unjust, you don’t know how it works, and it always got huge
change after a short commercial break. Even when the voting access opened is not
for sure clearly. About public judges, just like Minmin said, uncertain change
happened after advertisement…
Liang:

I think the public judges are most unjust, because the standard of choosing public
judges was unnoticed, even if they seemed mention few times within competition, it
was still vague.

Therefore, the discussion of this voting issue could have a link with the media democracy
debate at very first. People believed the public voting matters more about commercial concern
rather than truly evoking and fulfilling justice and authenticity of RTTS programming. Within
the commercialization tendency of media evolution, even the representative of fairness and
justice, like judges in program, could have a chance to become tool for manipulating game
result. In this sense, the audiences’ reception perfectly matches the scholars’ consideration of
‘dumbing down’ of popular culture: high-profile notions are commoditized into everyday life
for maximum commercial profits.
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In contrast, interviews’ evaluation of contestants is opposite, the option ‘candidates’ emotional
confession on TV screen’ won the highest authenticity reception at less than 2.64. Precisely,
those emotional confessions could be described as certain independent video close-ups to
contestants for delivering their personal thoughts on game, fellows or family. This kind of
moment is usually placed before the important section of game, like publish of knockout
result. However, although emotional confession won the highest authenticity reception, this
was actually the most controversial part within the discussion. People either believed it or
criticized it. Here is the extract of supportive comments.

Minmin:

They are real! Most of contestants just like my age, they have never been along in
some other cities, such as Shanghai, without parents. Their emotional confession,
particularly about family members, is definitely nature and real.

Yuyu:

Though I think their confessions were to some extent exaggerated, there should was
a point leaking their true emotions, at least partly real.

Yinyi:

As what I have watched in Super Girl, contestants said emotional confession
usually before they were failed and eliminated. At that moment, the words they said
were at least true, just had some exaggerative components…

Oppositely, several interviewees also expressed their resistance to those emotional
monologues and confessions.

Shuyu:

This to me is the most unreal part of the program. Maybe the mood of some
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contestants was true, but that monologue was definitely designed by director or
producer for creating sensational feeling among audience, which for calling on
voting.
Jing:

I do really think this is a bit unreal, because sometimes contestants suddenly turned
into crying just seconds after laughing, it was too surprising and better than
professional actors.

Xiaoming: I am just sick of it, so I choose 5(definitely unreal)

Obviously, the resistance of contestants’ emotional confession originates from interviewees’
awareness of performing and editorial control. When we discussed the western audience
reception about authenticity of RTV programming, the most prior condition they emphasized
is if the contestants are performing or just showing what they normally are. According to Lury
(1996), any ‘claim of real’ could be undermined by the ability of contestants to ‘put on an act’,
thus the audience would become uncomfortable with them. Actually, western criticisms on
contestants’ performance undermining the authenticity of program are mainly focus on the
reality gameshows like Big Brother and Survivor, in which contestants are assumed to be
‘natural’ and show their personalities when living with highly constructed and dramatic
circumstance. To the RTTS programming like Super Girl and My Show, the main plots of
them are purely stage-based performance, therefore, it should need to be highlighted that the
notion of ‘performing’ which was used to assess authenticity in groups discussion is not as the
same meaning as western academic circle referring to. Interviewees identified ‘performative’
moments of some contestants specifically signifying ‘heart talking’ time of RTTS
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programming in which contestants are allowed to speak their personal care out, usually facing
the cameras.

Aslama and Pantii (2006) have analyzed those confessional monologues of RTV, especially
the reality gameshows. Through the study, they believed those televised monologues create an
‘arena for simultaneously expressing the emotional and making claims of the authenticity of
those emotions and, in the end, of the ‘reality’ of the shows’. The reactions of interviewees
who believed contestant’s confessional monologue were positively located in Aslama and
Pantii’s model in which monologue could automatically create a kind of interpersonal
communication; contestants establish an interpersonal trust with audience through confessing
some private thoughts in front of camera. Moreover, the feeling of authenticity will also be
expanded if audiences start to involve into this connection with contestants. In focus group
discussion, one interviewee agreed the authenticity of contestants’ monologues when they
talking family issue. The very reason for this interviewee to believe was that contestants’
feeling has been amplified by projecting the private feeling of interviewee herself about
child-parents relation into viewing experience. This kind of ‘psychological approachableness’
would easily create a convincing textual exchange between audience and programs.

On the other hand, for those who don’t believe the authenticity of monologue, actually the
main reason should attribute to sensational atmosphere of programs. Apart from realization of
‘performative’ character of contestants’ emotional confession, most of interviewees referred to
‘too sensational’ as what they dislike about RTTS programming, and also used this criterion
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for marking the authenticity of programs. For them, directors and producers of RTTS
programming deliberately created a sensational atmosphere by which contestants usually can
not stop sobbing or crying. In this sense, programs could effectively draw more audience
attentions as well as commercial investments. Actually, adopting sensational content was a
very tradition of ‘tabloid journalism’ for stimulating press circulation, and RTTS
programming, to some extent revived this tradition in popular televised culture.

4.2.3 ‘Ordinary Celebrity’ Perception
The discussion also examined people’s reception of those ‘ordinary celebrities’ whose
publicity and popularity have been exemplified by programs. As we discussed in the literature
review, the rise of ‘ordinary celebrity’ contributes to the turn of public taste in preferring
‘intrinsic ordinariness’ of celebrity, through which people find a compensation mechanism for
balancing everyday pressure and seeking psychological replacement. The ‘ordinary
celebrities’ of RTTS programming were mostly talented grass-root being voted by audience,
their perceptions on those contestants thus have certain exclusivities which different from
traditional public reception of celebrity.

For audience, the erotic pleasure of viewing is the most salient character of RTTS celebrities.
Although the erotic pleasure was also a very important feature of conventional celebrity, it has
never been as so direct and strong as depicted in RTTS audience viewing. As a RTTS
programming contestant, since his/her pre-fame was not even existed, the first and most
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effective way for attracting audience immediately therefore depends on his/her sexual
attraction, like good looking or nice figure. Theoretically, this kind of erotic addiction should
gradually dismissed and give the way for audiences to care more about celebrities, such as
professional background and career development. However, in some RTTS programs, this
kind of erotic pleasure has been exemplified as major attraction. The following extract of
interviewees’ discussion demonstrates it quite well.

Minmin: Mostly, (the attraction of program) is how those contestants look like…
Xiaoning: For me, the most important reason of watching RTTS programming is contestants’
looking. Different programs have different attraction. My Hero definitely depended
on contestants’ looking…
Jing:

In the programs like My Hero and others, those contestants who want to be winner
both have good looking, and audience could have some pleasures from watching
them.

Apart from the erotic pleasure of viewing, audiences also have a kind of opposite preference
on RTTS contestants who were treated as ‘deviant’. In the reality, it is not the contestant who
has best looking could automatically own the highest popularity among audience. In contrast,
sometimes the people who have not good, even definitely ugly looking could gather their
popularities immediately due to their ‘exclusivities’, such as acting strange in studio live.
They usually do some things we rarely see in a talent show program, which are ‘different’
from mainstream reception. Basically, people’s preference towards those ‘deviant’ contestants
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result from curiosity rather than fancy, and more important is that, audiences usually associate
this ‘difference’ to contestants’ courage of showing their unique personalities. The exhibition
of personality in public media sphere is thus becoming predominant aspect of ‘media
empowerment’, and spectacle of social evolution. The extract from one conversation of focus
group highlighted this ‘deviant adoring’.

Liang:

I think the most interesting thing in the program is not who is the most handsome
and beautiful, but the most ugly, or deviant. Because the television now is filled with
handsome boys and beautiful girls, occasionally watching some ordinary guys who
are ugly, amusing and extremely confident is very interesting, and this also matches
the sprite of talent show: choosing talent from ordinary. So, I think it (RTTS) evokes
people’s attention to grass-root.

Interviewer: So this is what you like this program?
Liang:

Of course. Audition is more interesting than any other procedure of program.
Everybody loves audition, and the contestants who highlighted themselves in the
audition.

Xiaoning: Some one amusing?
Liang:

Yes, if contestant is much funnier, more audiences will keep eyes on him.

The public familiarity and continuity of RTTS ‘ordinary celebrity’ have also been examined
through discussion. In order to verify that through which aspects audiences approach to those
ordinary celebrities, participants of focus groups have both been asked to outline the aspects
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of particular contestants they liked. According to final outcomes, majority response counted
on their personal information, such as family, childhood, education level etc; their talents
were less concerned if compared with personal information. The news about their professional
development and progress were mostly absent from interviewees’ list. These findings have
just echoed traditional assessment of celebrity: people approach celebrities by their
‘well-knowness’ rather than professional achievements. Moreover, if considering the media
reporting might be the only channel through which audiences get any personal information of
contestants, the media, in this case, becomes main productive machine that treat those
ordinary celebrities as commodity and products which need promotion. This kind of
‘promotion’ perfectly matched Turner (2005)’s notion of ‘celebritisation’ that occurring at the
point at which media interest in celebrities’ activities is transferred from their original
professional achievement to investigating their private lives.

Focus group also explored the possible continuity of RTTS celebrities. When being asked
about through which ways continue to approach those RTTS ordinary celebrities, five
interviewees chose not to keep noticing those contestants, in which one said: ‘new contestants
will pop up and my focus will be changed’ (Xiaoning, 20 aged student). Moreover, even if the
rest of them determined to keep noticing those contestants, their concerns and approaches
were ‘superficial’, in which most of them were just reading updated news on press and
internet about particular contestants who have won their temporary fame. None of them
would involve into further steps like joining fans club, purchasing new CDs and movies of
those particular celebrities and so on. Their attitudes illustrated their determination of not
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being trapped by commercialized ‘ordinary celebrities’ and also reflected the instable stardom
of those popular contestants.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, the Chinese reality talent shows programming drew multiple characters from
its western origins while constructing the programmatic features of its own. After abandoning
some possible controversial plot settings under the administrative policies, Chinese RTTS
programming concentrates its themes on discovering ordinary people who got talents and
potentials to become the professionals, which eventually make the programs homogeneously
focusing on competition for versatile entertainers and stars. This tendency mostly results from
the commercialized television evolution which highlights the possibility of producing
program by comparatively minimum cost while achieving high rating. In addition,
contemporary media management also emphasizes integrating media source for exemplifying
multiple profits. Therefore, choosing the people who possibly bring profits to television
agencies and entertaining companies became the theme of RTTS programming. Due to the
programmatic design, the research of Chinese audience reception to these programs thus
presents some localized reactions comparing with western perspectives.

Interactivity is a high-profile concept within the research of RTTS programs. Analyzing the
media coverage and academic concerns of Chinese RTTS programs, the unique setting of
interaction between ordinary audiences and television agencies is frequently mentioned as a
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tool in expanding audience influence on media operation. The outcomes of focus group
discussion further illustrated the audiences’ preference on voting system as they more or less
admitted it was the most interesting part of programs. Those local reactions coincidently
echoed the western perspectives which believe the interactive setting of RTV, mostly the
audience voting system could enhance the democracy in media circumstance by authorizing
ordinary audiences the power to participate in media production, thereby to challenge the
monopolistic media. Apart from that, many participants of focus groups also expressed their
praises on the opportunities RTTS programming offered to ordinary people for fulfilling their
desires of becoming ‘ordinary celebrity’. However, the responds of participants also presented
the contradiction of interactivity recognition. Although most of local opinions agree with its
high-participation, RTTS programming has been fiercely criticized in its mechanism of
guaranteeing objective interactivity. The findings of online investigation and focus group both
reflected the audiences’ resistance to objectivity and democracy what RTTS programming
provoked. The main reason of this contradiction could contribute to audiences’ awareness of
economic identity of media agencies. Many research participants delivered their criticisms or
uncomfortableness to commercial impacts on programming, such as frequent advertising
break, and they also deepened to questioning the objectivity of voting issue itself. The
feedbacks of interviewees, even if some of them were anecdotal and personal, more or less
supported a fact that Chinese audiences are skeptical to the influence of editorial control: the
democratic promise of RTTS programming is just a promoting strategy to attract more
audience rating whereas the real outcomes might be manipulated by commercial and editorial
forces.
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The criticism on interactivity automatically related to audiences’ reception on authenticity of
RTTS programming. Within the attitude research towards authenticity of programs, most
participants believed the result of competition and the judgment process were more or less
controlled by TV agencies while the judges on the field also encountered untrustfulness
either for their reliance with commerce or lacking of assigning standards. What should be
highlighted in my research of Chinese RTTS programming was that, unlike the western
perspectives which evaluate the authenticity of RTV programs by identifying if contestants of
programming are acting as what they really are or just performing in front of camera, Chinese
audiences naturally accept the contestant actions and plot setting as real. This maybe should
attribute to the nature of Chinese RTTS programs which adopt stage-performance as main
theme of plot setting. The private time of contestants recording by camera thus has been
compressed. The audiences consequently recognized their performance as ‘authentic’ part of
programming. In addition, actions of contestants such as emotional monologue and
confession have also received high reliability among interviewees. What they felt
uncomfortable as ‘unauthentic’ was the sensational sphere TV stations deliberately created,
and most criticisms on this issue relied on audiences’ psychological resistance to sensational
strategy what TV agencies adopted for gathering rating. This was very character of Chinese
RTTS audience reception distinguishing from its western counterpart.

How audiences react with RTTS programming content was also examined through research.
Online investigation depicted that audiences of RTTS programming have separately
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consumed the programming and contestants basing on their own preference. The
highly-organized online alliance authorized audiences to share their fancy and concerns on
certain particular RTTS contestants. It made the audiences forming a new kind of social
connection through which their identities have been highly exemplified. This function also
has been demonstrated in the focus group discussion. Many interviewees said they have kept
their attentions on particular RTTS contestants and obtained their personal backgrounds
through internet. Moreover, the analysis of online comments of RTTS programming showed
audience concerns on this particular television format. Most of their concerns were focusing
on fulfilling their entertaining psychology, such as erotic interest on particular contestants,
tabloid information and even purely fandom fancy. Although some of them focused on
professional development of RTTS contestants and their performance in competition, they
were merely showing audiences’ curiosity in approaching those contestants but not making
the programming educational. As the matter of fact, there was no direct reaction among
interviewees signifying they have learned from RTTS programs. Therefore, the main purpose
of people approaching RTTS programs was to amuse themselves.

Perspective of celebrity culture was also a vital part within audience reception. Audiences’
concerns on those ‘ordinary celebrities’ who gather their instant fames through media
exposure on RTTS programming is more complicated than purely fandom consumption.
Through analyzing the online comments and focus group discussion, the traditional celebrity
reception such as erotic gaze and personal cult all expressed their salience within RTTS
viewing. Moreover, the identification of celebrity in contemporary media culture as
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commodity also obtained echo among audiences. Many of interviewees regarded those
ordinary celebrities of RTTS programs as products which were designed and promoted by
media agencies to provoke curiosity and interest among audiences. Their feedbacks more or
less matched the classic interpretation of celebrity whom is famous for his /her well-knowness
while it is frequent media presentation rather than professional achievements could maintain
their fames, audience attentions thus would be easily attracted by newly emergent ‘ordinary
celebrities’ produced by new RTTS programming.

In contrast, even though people knew the commoditization of celebrity, their perceptions on
RTTS contestants still showed certain exclusivities. Firstly, within the discussion of
democracy of RTTS programming, apart from highlighting the right of ordinary audiences in
voting, interviewees also emphasized the importance of RTTS programming in offering a
platform to ordinary people for fulfilling their dreams. The success of certain contestants in
entertaining industry to some extent proved audiences’ preference on this particular television
format.

When

watching

contestants

competing

in

programs,

audiences

usually

psychologically replace those contestants by themselves, and adopt a kind of compensation
mechanism to release their everyday pressures as well as satisfying fantasies. Therefore,
audiences sometimes use equivalent view of contestants to evaluate the program itself, and
the connection between audiences and contestants becomes exemplified and approachable.
Furthermore, audiences treated the ‘tabloidization’ of ordinary celebrities of RTTS
programming as the main strategy in maintaining their publicity. Unlike the routine what
media use on celebrity reporting, RTTS programs encountered numerous gossip strategies in
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media coverage, through which the popularity of contestants to some extent could be
maintained as longer as possible. After recognizing this strategy, audiences would normally
not be attached with particular contestants stably, the feedbacks of focus group also illustrated
that they would not economically involve some fandom activities.

The research of audience reception on Chinese RTTS programming did illustrate some
exclusivities of Chinese audience in approaching this newly popularized TV format by
collecting and analyzing certain first-hand information, however, the research process still got
some drawbacks worth improving. Firstly, the focus group could recruit more interviewees to
make outcomes more comprehensive, and even if those 11 participants were located in the
main viewing group of RTTS programming, their age interval was still narrowed. Actually,
high school students might be the audience group who concern RTTS programs mostly, and
the possible improvement of my research could be achieved if expanding sample to that level.
In addition, the methodological design could be changed a little for obtaining more objective
findings. For instance, in the part of exploring audience attitudes on authenticity, I used 1-5
for marking the level of authenticity. The outcomes have shown convergent trend of being
neutral partly due to the interviewees tended to choose neutral point which might hide their
real actions. Therefore, the result would be more objective if drawing index of 1-6 for
marking authenticity. In that case, there was no neutral point. Another place which might
cause insufficient analysis was the data collection of online comments categories. Focusing on
two RTTS programs to some extent made the findings unrepresentative while there maybe
other ways to separate those independent categories.
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According to the findings of research, Chinese RTTS programming did earn its salience and
predominance in current media industry, and its popularity could possibly continue for a long
time since now. However, the changes of audience reception in evaluating interactivity,
authenticity and approaching celebrity culture indicated that unless the TV agencies
revolutionize their RTTS programs in terms of competition setting and promoting strategies,
their market share will inevitably decline. Improving the objectivity and justice of
competition is the priority of regaining trustfulness of audiences. Moreover, exploring the
more themes of talent show to avoid the homogeneity should also be considered. After all,
there are many talents among the ordinary people than just singing and dancing.

Appendix
Focus group discussion
Name________ Age _______ Gender _________
Profession________

Theme: Audience reception to Reality TV Talent Show (RTTS). Reality TV talent show is a genre of
television program which presents ordinary people in a constructed environment, like stage,
competing by their talent in specific fields, normally singing and performing, to follow the award
setting plot of program)
1. Have you ever watched reality TV talent show (RTTS) program before?
Yes

No
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Please highlight following programs if you have watched them occasionally (multiple option according to
personal experience)

Super Girl (Hunan TV)

超级女声（湖南卫视）

Super Boy (Hunan TV)

快乐男声（湖南卫视）

My Hero (Dragon TV)
My Show (Dragon TV)

加油好男儿 （东方卫视）
我型我秀 （东方卫视）
创智赢家 （东方卫视）

Winner (Dragon TV)
Dream China (CCTV-2)

梦想中国

（中央二台）

Others (please identify below)
__________________________

2. Please choose four of the RTTS programs which exemplified above, and range them according to your
personal preference (A means highest preference while D means lowest)
A____________

B ___________ C ____________ D__________

3. What do you mostly like about those RTTS program? (highlight any kind of reason as you wish)
4. What do you mostly dislike about those RTTS program? (highlight any kind of reason as you wish)

5. What is your evaluation towards factuality（真实性） of those RTTS programs, please specify within
the following perspectives.
(Mark the following aspects of RTTS program, use 1—5 for identifying the level of factuality, 1 means
definitely real; 2 means partly real; 3 means neutral; 4 means partly unreal; 5 means definitely
unreal )
A. Final result of the competition………………………….
B. Elimination process of program…………………….
C. Candidates’ emotional confession（心情独白） on TV screen……………..
D. The accident within the live studio show………………
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E. Judge’s（现场评委）assessment to candidates………………
F. The public voting system (SMS & hot-line)…………………
G. Public judge group’s (大众评审团) assessment in studio………..

6. Do you know the information about some candidates of those RTTS programs well? If so, please
identify certain aspects of those particular candidates which you remember mostly. (e.g. their personal
background, hobby, interpersonal relation, business contract etc).
7. Will you keep noticing the updates of those candidates you prefer after competition? If so, through
which kind of the way?
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Abstract
This submission is first and foremost about the nature and meaning of the transaction
between person(s) and place(s). However they might be delineated, defined, or described,
landscapes are signified by cultural predispositions, including the belief in indigenous
communities in resident healing powers in landscapes. The hypothesis is that true
knowledge of indigenous healing landscapes can best be apperceived by the historically
situated observer by a “double-move”. This includes a position of radical subjectivity
relative to indigenous systems of belief, and a posture of radical reflexivity with respect
to the adjudicating centers of “true” knowledge.
This investigation draws extensively on the concept of the collective social imaginary
that is the foundation of the worldmaking enterprise. These social imaginaries are
comprised of paradigms, core values, systems of signification, and a background
metaphysic that provide order, unity, and coherence to experience. A contrast of social
imaginaries—and the worldmaking process—is evident in how indigenous belief in the
autochthonous powers in landscape is represented and signified by the conventions and
convictions of the human and the life sciences. The challenge of the present work is to
determine whether, or how, a cultural “outsider” can best represent, without rerepresenting, the social imaginary of the cultural “other” in the context of historicallybased indigenous sacred landscapes.
The author also examines the causes and consequences of the marginalization of
indigenous social imaginaries, drawing on the concept of the power-knowledge nexus.
There is a growing consensus among historians that the nature of “true knowledge” is
determined by adjudicating centers of power that are neither impartial nor value-neutral.
Instead, the conventions of legitimated systems of knowledge are the result of historical
conjunctions, including the nexus of power and knowledge. The interrogation of this
nexus provides an avenue for understanding how systems of belief—including the
indigenous belief in the intrinsic powers in landscape—appear, or disappear, as legitimate
knowledge.
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Development of the Regulatory Powers of the State:
Inspections as a Case-study in 19th Century New Orleans

The development of the regulatory powers of the state is an important, but too often
neglected, issue in nineteenth century America. As American society underwent important
economic changes, new problems called particular attention of state authorities. Needs to
protect consumers and to insure the qualities of the goods to be exported generated all over
America public demands for the development of state regulatory standards. In the process,
state legislatures enacted laws that fixed rules of inspection, created board of inspectors,
fixed the penalty for violating inspection regulations and provided for the storage of goods
subjected to inspection. Once a board of inspectors had been appointed, the latter was
compelled to proceed to regular and thorough inspection and to issue certificates confirming
that the standards had been met.

The goal of the present paper is two fold. First, it would provide a first study of the
development of regulatory powers in Louisiana, using New Orleans as a case-study. Indeed,
New Orleans had become by 1850 the second most important port in America after New
York and ranked then fourth in the world. The commercial community was particularly
concerned about the reputation of the city as a trade center, but also in protecting consumers
from the sale of bad quality goods. As a result, during the first half of the nineteenth-century,
the Louisiana legislature enacted a series of regulations concerning inspection. In the process,
not only cotton and tobacco, but such products as sugar, molasses, flour, bread, pork, beef or
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hay were subjected to inspection. The system was extended after the Civil War to coal oil as
the city population was increasingly using benzene for lighting.

Secondly, this study should enlighten the increasing role of state government in nineteenthcentury America as local governments were confronted to rapid urban and industrial
development. We should be able to demonstrate that the development of state services and
state bureaucracies did occur in response to local demands. As a consequence, not only the
relation of the state to civil society changed, but it became even more difficult to identify the
exact boundaries of the state. Not surprisingly, as the development of the regulatory powers
of the state had its pros and cons, such an issue generated large public debates. Finally, this
paper should demonstrate that the development of state regulatory powers contradicted
somewhat the liberal description of nineteenth-century American society as being completely
dominated by laissez-faire.

Antebellum Inspection System

The development of a system of inspection was a vital necessity In early nineteenth-century
New Orleans. Such a system was not only aimed in insuring that goods sold in the city were
of good quality, but also to make sure that the same goods that were exported were of first
quality. At the beginning of nineteenth century, the state legislature created offices of
inspector for several products. But the ones for flour, beef and pork and tobacco were of
primary importance for New Orleans trade as these products were largely exported. As stated
by the State Supreme Court, the object of the inspection laws was to promote the interest of
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commerce by preventing frauds by providing purchasers with official information to judge of
the kind and quality of the article. 1

The office of the inspector of flour, beef and pork was established in 1805. Then, the
governor was authorized to appoint one or more inspectors of flour, beef and pork and
nobody was allowed to sale those articles until they had gone through such inspection. The
inspectors were prohibited from buying flour, beef or pork for other reasons than their private
use. The inspectors were to inspect the flour for its weight and quality. Any barrel found to
contain Indian corn were to be destroyed. Meanwhile, barrels of beef and pork were to be
graded into three qualities. They were also required to test the weight of such barrels. 2 In
1813, the legislature adopted new regulations that divided the inspection of flour, beef and
pork in two different offices. 3

By 1819, the number of inspectors of flour was fixed at three in New Orleans. 4 The quality of
flour that was either sold or exported always presented a problem. In 1829, the city council
was confronted a general popular discontent from small bakers because of a new ordinance
that compelled bakers to divide bread production in four unities. While such requirement
represented no gains for the public, it doubled the work needed to produce bread and as a
consequence it favoured large bakery. 5 In 1843, the inspection of flour became the center of a
controversy. 72 merchants and dealers in flour who found the system too onerous and found
that such laws did not exist in New York or Boston did petition the state legislature to have
flour inspection be made optional. Meanwhile, 117 bakers and merchants petitioned the same
body for the maintenance of the existing laws. The system of flour inspection was maintained
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as it was seen as a good means to prevent frauds. 6 Under the law of 1855, the inspector of
flour to provide stores for flour that was subject to their inspection and to brand the same as to
quality and correctness of weight. Furthermore, the inspectors were as before prohibited from
dealing in flour. 7 During the 1850s, flour still represented an important commodity as about
1 100 000 barrels of flour entered in the New Orleans port from the interior of which some
600 000 were exported each year at a price that varied between $3.50 and $4.00. 8 Finally, the
city council adopted in July 1861 an ordinance that regulated the weigh and price of bread and
defined furthermore the inspection of bread production. 9

As for flour inspection, there were three inspectors of beef and pork that were appointed in
New Orleans after 1813. These inspectors were required to see that all barrels containing
beef and pork were made of seasoned oak with at least twelve substantial hoops. Each barrel
was to contain 200 pounds of beef and pork and the inspector names were to be branded
boldly on each barrel. The packers were not allowed to put less than two pecks of coarse salt
and six ounces of refined salt in each barrel and were required to fill the barrels with a pickle
as strong as the salt could make. 10 However, inspection of beef and pork underwent a setback
in 1820 as the state legislature ruled that all beef and pork in transition to another port of the
United States was not subject to inspection in New Orleans. 11

The certified quality of beef and pork exported was of primary importance for New Orleans.
In 1846, a suit from a plaintiff from New York was brought before the Louisiana Supreme
Court. The plaintiff had bought 700 barrels of pork certified to be of first quality. But when
the barrels arrived in New York, the plaintiff discovered that the pork was of an inferior
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quality. As a result, he submitted a suit on the ground of negligence in the inspection or repacking of the pork and misrepresentation in the certificate. A special jury of the merchants
gave a verdict in favour of the plaintiff. The lower court supported the decision, but the
defendant appealed to the State Supreme Court. The lower court stated that the certificate of
quality should be not only for the time being but also that it should remain so for a reasonable
time and consequently supported the decision of the commercial court. The appeal was
rejected by the Supreme Court. In doing so, the highest tribunal of Louisiana reasserted that
the object of the inspection had always been to promote the interest of commerce by
preventing frauds and in insuring the quality of goods to be sold. 12

By the early 1850, most of dressed pork and beef which were inspected by state officials and
given a grade were reshipped to southern coastal cities and areas along the Mississippi
valley. But during the 1850s, the export of pork underwent an important decrease from
$13,500,000 in 1850 to $5,800,000 in 1859.

However, the consumption by the city

population was on the increase. This high consumption explained the rising price of barrel of
pork which then reached $17. Similar conditions prevailed for beef, as the city population
consumed two thirds of the beef that arrived in the city. As a result, the price of a barrel of
beef then arose to $13. 13 Still to protect that market, inspectors of beef and pork were further
required after 1855 to provide stores where they conducted inspection and branded beef and
port as to the quality and correctness of weigh of each barrel. Finally, the inspectors were
prohibited from dealing in beef and pork. 14
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The office of hay inspector was created in 1844. The inspector had the duty to weigh and
inspect each bale of hay and to brand the same with name of the weigher, the correct tare and
the net weight. As for other inspectors, weighers and inspectors of hay were prohibited to
have any interest in any sale of hay. 15

The state did not create an office of inspector for cotton. But such a need became apparent in
1852 as many planters attempted to export mixed bales. These planters profited of the
negligence on the part of those whose duty was to attend the packing of cotton. Regularly,
bales were found to be of inferior grades. This situation often led to vexatious reclamations
and sometimes expensive lawsuits as it generally happened when the discovery was not made
until the cotton had reached the manufacturer at a distant market. When any portion of a bale
was found to be inferior in quality to the sample by which it was purchased, the whole bale
was reduced to the value to the lowest grade found and the difference was reclaimed. Often
claims were made because mixed bales were unmarketable. Thus, the planter no only lost the
difference in price between lower and higher quality, but if mixed bale were discovery before
they were shipped, the factor could hardly obtain more than the price of the lowest grade.
Therefore, such fraud had a detrimental consequence on an important trade and merchants
urged the authorities to implement a rigorous inspection system. 16

However, it was the inspection of tobacco that attracted the greatest attention of the
authorities. While inspection of tobacco in Virginia and Maryland went back to colonial law,
in Louisiana such inspection was introduced only in 1816. But it became quickly paramount
as the tobacco trade emerged as a major product. 17 But during the 1830s and 1840s, the
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tobacco exports that transited by New Orleans took an important expansion as it increased
from 23 000 hogsheads in 1833 to 68 000 in 1842 and 90 000 in 1851. 18

Following complaints from the De Bow Review, the Louisiana state legislature received
many petitions for correcting evils related to the inspection of tobacco in New Orleans. Many
parts of the early regulations concerning tobacco were found by the early 1840s to be
injudicious. Under the first inspection law, inspectors were required to classify tobacco in
four grades according to quality, each class having a specific price. But as the receipts
became larger, greater care was used in making purchases and inspectors did not have always
the necessary market knowledge and often committed errors in their classification. Moreover,
regularly planters profited of a loophole in the regulation that allowed tobacco to be
inspected without removing the cask. As such a loophole made it almost impossible to
ascertain the true tare of tobacco, frauds were regularly committed. Finally, the tobacco once
inspected was stored in private warehouse where the inspector marks were often altered or
tobacco contains changed. These frauds brought considerable bad reputation to the state. 19

The Louisiana legislature did correct partly the problem in 1844 by creating a board of the
inspectors of tobacco. The inspectors were required to take samples from each hogshead and
cask of tobacco, to classify the same as to the quality and the condition of said tobacco and to
label the sample. Upon request of the agent or owner of the tobacco, the inspector might
remove that tobacco from the hogshead or cask to determine its actual tare and if it was free
from trash. Finally, all tobacco entering the port of New Orleans was thereafter subjected to
inspection. 20
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But a major change in tobacco inspection occurred in 1846. Drawing from the statutes and
experience of Maryland and Virginia, the Louisiana legislature enacted a law on tobacco
inspection that fixed for Louisiana the same standards existing elsewhere in the United
States. 21 The 1846 law created a board of inspection of tobacco and prescribed more rigorous
rules of inspection and fixed stiff penalty when tobacco had been fraudulently packed. If the
new law was met with the warm approval of New Orleans merchants, it generated large
protest in Kentucky where tobacco was produced. Moreover, the new law prohibited
inspectors, under heavy penalty, from dealing or trading in tobacco, from owning or being
interested in the warehouses, or for mangling with coopers and labourers employed in the
inspection. Any inspector who made a false or fraudulent inspection or accepted a bribe was
subject to a state penitentiary sentence. Furthermore, the new law required that tobacco
warehouses be located in the most convenient points in the city and be accessible by paved
streets. 22 With the 1846 law, tobacco was no longer subject of electioneering as it was under
the control of inspectors and placed in warehouses selected by them. 23

However, the law of 1846 did not correct all the problems. Despite the law, the De Bow
Review reported in 1852 that only 70%, 64 645 out of 89,675 hogsheads, of tobacco exports
had been inspected. 24 In 1855, the committee on trade and manufacture was unable to
determine where the office of the board of tobacco inspectors was located. To correct the
situation, the state legislature enacted a new law in 1855 that fixed new rules concerning the
appointment of inspectors. Even so, New Orleans had difficulty to cope with competition as
the city’s share in the tobacco trade decreased in favour of cities like Baltimore. 25
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The regulation of the public markets represented an important part of the city council
business. This became particularly obvious as the city revenues generated by the sale at
auction of the markets increased from $40 000 in 1827 to $70 0000 in 1835, 80 in 1837,
90 000 in 1840, and averaged more than $200 000 during the 1850. 26 To supervise the
markets, the city council did appoint a commissioner. In 1828, a different broke out between
the commissioner and the butchers concerning the closing time of the meat market. The
difficulty was settled in November 1828 by a city council’s ordinance. Thereafter, a market
bell was installed in the market and the commissioner was ringing the bell at the hour fixed
by the ordinance to close the market. 27 In 1835, the city butchers petitioned the city council
to prevent other merchants to sale poultry outside of the meat market. 28 In 1836, the city
council was compelled to intervene to settle a different concerning the city regulation
authorizing the commissioner to give free places to persons who supplied the various
markets. This policy was opposed butchers and vegetables dealers who felt they were injured
by the new resolution. 29 In 1838, the butchers opposed a new regulation that granted the
lessees of the meat market the rights to install new stalls. 30 Finally, in July 1861, the city
council adopted a new regulation concerning the slaughter of animals in the city. 31

Post Civil War Inspection System

The post-Civil War years were underlined by the reorganization of the inspection system.
The system of flour inspectors that had been developed before the Civil War was reinforced
in 1867. If in 1870, the state legislature created a board of five inspectors, such inspection of
flour was no longer compulsory. In 1876, flour inspectors did have to duty to inspect any lot
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or lots of flour in the city and port of New Orleans on the levee or in stores. Finally, in 1892,
the legislature did abolish the office of inspector of flour. 32

The system of inspection for beef and pork was abolished in 1869 as the legislature created a
monopoly with the Crescent City Slaughter-house company. Thereafter, only that company
could slaughter animals for meat consumption in the parishes of St. Bernard, Jefferson and
Orleans. 33 But the office was re-established in 1888, although the Crescent City Livestock
and Slaughterhouse Company kept its monopoly. The new inspectors were empowered with
police powers to act under the supervision of the Board of Health. 34

The system of hay inspection was revised in 1867. Under the new law, the governor was
authorized to appoint three inspectors of hay in New Orleans and to remove any officer for
negligence, incompetence or misconduct. Moreover, no hay could be sold until it had been
weighed and inspected. The failure to comply with these restrictions was subjected to a fine
of $2 per bale. Anyone falsifying or effacing the marks and brands of the weighers were
liable to a fine of $20. But after 1868, it was the Chamber of Commerce of New Orleans that
determined the nature of the inspection, the weighing classification and the branding of hay.
The inspectors had the duty to inspect all lots of the city and ports of New Orleans. 35

After the Civil War whisky and tobacco contrabands became a major problem. The seizure of
a cargo of tobacco of 94 packages for failure of paying taxes by deputy collector of taxes in
February 1869 showed that people were avoiding inspection. 36 Similarly, distilleries were
producing large amount of contraband whisky. For example, in 1876, a distillery which was
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producing 300 barrels a week did only report 75 barrels. As the inspector visit only the
distillery three times a week, the distiller simulated an inspection as if the inspector had
approved the remained 225 barrels and put his seal on each barrel. The operation was done
the day between the visits of the inspector. That way, the distillery avoided to pay the
required taxes on the sale of its 225 illegal barrels. As crooks developed a similar way of
producing cigars, the city council was compelled to revise the inspection system for these
two products in March 1876. 37

The year of 1876 was underlined by the creation of the Merchants' Exchange Association of
New Orleans. That corporation was empowered with the duty to establish and maintain just
and correct standards of quality and quantity of flour, grain, hay, provisions, groceries,
liquors, and articles of trades as were commonly dealt by its members. However the new
association was prohibited from interfering with the cotton trade of the city which was under
the control of the New Orleans Cotton Exchange. The new association was empowered to
establish a bureau of statistics of the commerce of the port of New Orleans and to publish
complete reports of trade at the close of each annual commercial year, to preserve and
disseminate valuable commercial information, and to establish and maintain uniformity in
commercial usage in the city of New Orleans. Moreover, the new organisation was
empowered with the duty of correcting abuses, promoting just and equitable principles of
trade and adjusting by arbitration controversies and misunderstandings. The Merchant
Association could also regulate the fees of inspectors, except for flour, grain and hay
weighers or gaugers. It had to oversee the inspection system as a means to prevent all abuses,
frauds and unnecessary charges and to reduce all exorbitant fees in the handling of
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provisions, groceries and all articles of produce dealt in by the members. The said board
served also as an appeal committee of any decision made inspectors. 38 Finally, in 1877, the
Louisiana legislature proceeded to create a commission to overlook the licence inspection
and port charged by inspectors. 39

After the Civil War, the market system underwent a major reorganization. Mayor John T.
Monroe was authorized in July 1866 to build stands between the meat and vegetable markets
and lease them for $27,000. Meanwhile, the city council authorized in April 1867 the
construction of a market house on Melpomène street between Dryades and Rampart streets.
Following the ordinance of March and July 1871, the Administrator of Commerce was
authorized to advertise the sale of public markets at public auction five days before then end
of each month. Another market house was established in January 1872 in the fifth district.
Following the ordinance of December 1873, the leases for new market houses were granted
for period up to twenty years and the lease could be transferred to other parties with the
approval of the city council. The new leasers were compelled to build new market houses.
After the period of twenty years, the buildings were returned to the city and subjected to the
same regulations as other markets. 40 The reforms of the markets brought new revenues to the
city as the lease of the markets generated more than $300 000 in 1870, compared to $550 000
for the license system. 41

In December 1875, the city redefined the duties of the lessees and adopted new regulations
concerning the operation of trade in the city markets. As a result, all scales, weights or
measures could be used only after having been approved and stamped in accordance with the
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laws. Moreover, the city market houses were to be leased at the highest bid for four years,
instead of one. Finally, private markets could not be located closer than six blocks from any
public market. 42

After the Civil War, local authorities became particularly concerned about the consequences
that sanitary problems had on public health. In 1869, the city authorities were compelled to
act as the city gutters and sewers became full with garbage from the fruit and vegetable
markets. 43 In 1870, the Administrator of Commerce ordered markets’ inspectors to make a
daily visit and inspection of all places where cattle and other animals were slaughtered to
protect the consumers against the sale of spoiled meat. Furthermore, in 1871, as the heat was
a main cause for spoiling fish, the Administrator of commerce was prohibiting the sale of fish
after 10 o’clock on the morning. Traders were fined up to $25 for violating the new
ordinance. 44 In November 1874, 35 butchers were brought to court for violating the market
ordinance and in August 1875 two merchants were sentenced to the parish prison for
slaughtering more animals than allowed by the city ordinance. 45 By 1878, it became part of
the duties of police officers to enforce the markets’ ordinance and to close all illegal
markets. 46 In August 1880, police officer Robinson of the sixth precinct made his customary
inspection of beef exposed for the sale in the second district market. Then, he found at B.
Pujol’s stall no 96 a piece of meat weighing about 10 pounds in an advanced state of
putrefaction. He then made an affidavit against the vendor. 47

In July 1883, the Grand Jury of Orleans Parish petitioned the city council to transfer the
inspection of the public markets from the city police to the Board of Health. If the did not
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acquiesce with the demand, the Grand Jury stated that the city officials should appoint proper
officials with the duty to carry such inspection. But the city council did not acquiesce with
the demand of the Grand Jury. Instead it simply appointed a committee from the city council
to inspect periodically the city markets. Two weeks later, the city committee reported that the
French market was clean, but not the vegetables and the meat markets. To correct the
situation, the committee proposed that police officers be moved regularly for one market to
another from time to time to prevent the development of familiarity between police officers
and vendors. 48

After the Civil War, death by burning from coal oil explosion emerged as a major problem
for public safety. Unscrupulous dealers then attempted to secure larger profits on coal oil by
mixing safe oil, which cost 13 cents a gallon, with a so-called benzine, naphta or gasoline
that cost only 8 cents a gallon. As a result, the Board of Health reported in 1869 that 50
people had died by burning, principally from coal oil explosion in the first district alone. To
counter these unscrupulous dealers, the Board of Health launched a campaign to inform
people of the danger represented by coal oil and asked for legislative action to prevent
unscrupulous dealers from flooding this market with dangerous illuminating fluids. 49

Despite the pressure from the Board of Health nothing was done. As a result, the city
continued to be plagued by coal oil explosion. In February 1871 alone, several coal
explosions struck the city creating much damage. The frequent accidents occurring from coal
oil explosion, involving the loss of life, did finally attract the attention of authorities in 1871.
The city council then adopted a petroleum ordinance that prohibited any person to store or
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keep or manipulate inflammable fluid without the required licence. 50 And yet, the city was
struck by a terrible coal oil explosion on Chartres street in March 1874. 51

Finally, the state legislative chose to regulate the sale of coal oil in Louisiana in 1877. The
state law compelled every town over 2 000 inhabitants and New Orleans to appoint gaugers
and inspectors of coal oils and of all illuminating fluids such as naphta, gasoline and benzine.
Under the law, these inspectors were put under the authorities of the Board of Health and
each was required to provide a bond of $3 000. Moreover, the 1877 law defined furthermore
the duties of gaugers and inspectors of coal oils. These officers were required to ascertain the
correct number of gallons of oil fluid each barrel and vessel containing coal oil, to inspect all
coal oil or illuminating fluids or oil derived, to mark each barrel or vessel containing such oil,
to register the date and place where inspections was made, and finally to provide the Board
of Health with a copy of the inspection. It became unlawful for any firm or person to sell or
expose for sale any coal oil or illuminating fluid that had not been inspected and marked. It
was the duty of the district attorney to bring suit in the name of the State for each violation of
the inspection law concerning coal oil. The law fixed a $200 fine for each violation. All fines
collected in New Orleans from the violation of the coal oil inspection law were to be paid to
the treasury of the Board of Health. 52

In April 1879, the city council adopted a new ordinance to limit the quantity of inflammable
oil any dealer or inhabitant could keep in his store or home. Despite the new regulation, six
accidents from coal oil lamps occurred during the month of July 1879 alone. The New
Orelans Picayune reported in August 1879 that coal oil explosion had caused during the last
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year for $40 000 of damage to property in the city. 53

Conclusion

During the 19th century as for the 20th century, trade was paramount to the economic
prosperity of New Orleans. To support her trade, the Crescent City invested largely in paving
streets, improving the wharfs and ports, and constructing warehouses along the 19th century.
But the involvement of local and state authorities did not stop there. As new needs emerged
or when confronted to new problems, they did not hesitate to intervene and to define new
policies or new norms. In that sense, local and state authorities in Louisiana were more
interventionists then what was regularly reported in the official discourse.

As a means of protecting both exportations and consumers, Louisiana authorities put in place
in early 19th century a system of inspection that imposed strict standards on the quality of
goods that were either exported or sold in stores and on public markets in the city. As the
population growth and trade became more sophisticated, local and state authorities did not
hesitate to revise these norms and standards and to impose stricter regulations. The evolution
of the inspection system in Louisiana all along the century shows that local and state
authorities did not simply bend to the prevailing laissez-faire ideology.
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On a sultry afternoon in late 1899, Doña María, a hypothetical member of the consuming
public in Caracas, visited her local bodega in Chacao for a package of “Harinolina” cooking oil,
one dozen “Velas Estéricas” candles, a bottle of “Alizo” champagne, a box of “El Águila”
matches, a package of “Flor Patria” cigarettes, and a package of lace ribbon. Let us imagine
that at a store in the nearby neighborhood of Los Dos Caminos, Doña Dilia, another
representative housewife, purchased a bar of “Dos Flechas” soap, a bar of “El Indio” Colombian
chocolate, and two bottles of the latest curative jarabes, or liquid medicines, “Quita Dolor
Javillano” and “Jarabe de Tabonuco al Guayacol.”1 Upon their return home, both women might
have encountered their husbands reading the advertising section of El Cojo Ilustrado, the local
newspaper, gazing at the latest North American technological marvels that had just become
available in Caracas.
Why imagine this seemingly unremarkable scenario? The answer is surprising. Every
single item that Doña María brought from the bodega featured a proud, defiant, open-beaked,
majestic-winged bird of prey on the packaging, and not just any one: the unmistakable North
American Bald Eagle. In the case of the fabric packaging, the eagle appeared surrounded with a
circle of stars, while in the cigarette and cooking oil packaging, the eagle clutched a ribbon with
the statements “Non omnia possumus omnes” and “No hay más allá,” respectively.
Doña Dilia’s purchases, on the other hand, featured images of distinctively North
American “Indians.” The chocolate bar featured a side portrait of an Indian chief, complete with
head adornments with feathers. The “Quita Dolor Javillano” featured an Indian warrior in a
defensive position, clutching a spear, while the “Jarabe de Tabonuco al Guayacol” portrayed an
Indian in a feathered headdress sitting atop a rock with a Davy-Crockett style musket at his side.
Finally, the box of matches showed an Indian wearing a loincloth, aiming a taut bow and arrow.
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This artwork contains unmistakable symbolic references to the United States. Even
today, the Bald Eagle and the Native American Indian remain two of the most recognizable
images associated with U.S. ideology, nationalism, and history. The eagle represents liberty,
freedom, strength, and determination. The venerable tribal hero-warrior embodies honor,
courage, nobility, and dignity. While the two matriarchs are products of our imagination, the
product references are quite real. They raise a quintessential question: why would anyone in
Venezuela appropriate these images? It seems clear that Venezuelan manufacturers believed that
symbols of the United States enhanced the appeal of their products. Such appeal would require
popular familiarity with the images. Therefore, the appearance of the Bald Eagle and the Native
American Indian on Venezuelan product packaging suggests a fairly close relationship between
the United States and Venezuela.
Today, this point seems unquestionable: the Venezuelan marketplace models U.S.
consumer culture. Shopping malls similar to those throughout the United States dot the
landscape of cosmopolitan Caracas. Judith Ewell argues that Venezuela is the most
“Americanized” of any nation in Latin America: “Venezuelans watch Dallas on television as
avidly as Cristal; vacation in Miami as well as in Margarita; drink guiski [whisky] with Coca
Cola; . . . dance equally to the beat of Oscar D’León and Michael Jackson.”2 The emergence of
Venezuela as a “petroleum empire,” in the words of Ewell, has solidified Venezuela’s position as
the nation in the hemisphere most inevitably and inextricably wedded to the United States,
despite the often-turbulent “love-hate” relationship in the political realm.3 But what common
roots exist in the stories of the United States and Venezuela? In the nineteenth century, when it
was developing as a nation, how did Venezuela engage with its powerful neighbor to the north?
At the level of quotidian life, what type and extent of power did the United States have in the
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representative world, the cultural imaginary, of the Venezuelan populace?
The existing scholarship offers two perspectives on the relationship between the United
States and Venezuela during the nineteenth century. A number of scholars describe the
relationship as one that originated ostensibly in trade, yet had underlying romanticized notions of
destiny. Janet Kelly and Carlos Romero argue that Venezuela’s early independence story
followed from the success of ideologies of liberty in North America. They point to George
Washington and Simón Bolívar as analogous liberators, heroes of independence “link[ing] the
historical traditions of both countries.” They point to a close relationship between the United
States and Venezuela in the nineteenth century that resulted from “their common birthright as
countries born of the first wars for independence in the Western Hemisphere[,] . . . we can say
that the United States and Venezuela are linked in parallel lives as the ‘new nations’ that . . . set
out on a common adventure.” Kelly and Romero synthesize the notion by arguing that the
United States and Venezuela had a shared destiny as both sought to liberate themselves from
European imperialist control.4 This collective ideology, while common to most of independent
Latin America during the nineteenth century, held particular resonance in Venezuela.
Judith Ewell points to this romanticized, idealized relationship in her discussion of the
“cult of Bolívar,” whom she associates with George Washington. She notes that during the reign
of “strong-man” dictator Antonio Guzmán Blanco in the latter part of the nineteenth century,
Venezuelans idolized Bolívar and equated him with the values of liberty and republicanism of
the U.S. Revolutionary War: “The newly sanctified Bolívar . . . represented national unity,
American republicanism, and glorification of the educated and racially pure elite hero.” Indeed,
Ewell explains, Guzmán Blanco sought to establish a tangible connection in the Venezuelan
imaginary between the two republics: “Guzmán Blanco also embraced the symbolic heroism of
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George Washington, encouraging the popular view of the historical parallels between the two
American liberators.” Guzmán even dedicated a Caracas plaza to Bolívar’s North American
counterpart, complete with a statue.5 Primary evidence from outside the governmental realm
shows consistency with Ewell’s work. In the early twentieth century, British traveler William
Corlett visited Caracas and, noting the prominence of the “Plaza Washington,” he contemplated
the underlying connotations about U.S.-Venezuelan relations: “The Republic of Venezuela has
copied largely from her elder sister, the United States of North America.”6
In theory, this discourse of a romanticized relationship, if it existed in a broad sector of
the population, could help to explain why symbols of North America were so pervasive in
Venezuelan culture by the late nineteenth century. Elsewhere in the world, idealized symbols of
independence and freedom enjoyed substantial popularity. For example, Karl May, a popular
German novelist of the era, used the Native American Indian in his work. He created a fictional
Apache chief, Winnetou, and wrote a series of novels discussing his adventures and exploits in
the Wild West. Through his work, May contributed an image of North America to the cultural
imaginary of the German population: the dignified “Indian” meeting the challenge of Manifest
Destiny with honor and courage.7 The covers of the novels feature color illustrations of this
chief in caricaturized, stereotypical postures of power and dignity very similar to those appearing
on the Venezuelan products. May constructs Winnetou as the archetypal Native American
warrior.8
However, this stereotyped, romanticized vision of an irrevocable connection of destiny
between the United States and Venezuela that Kelly and Romero offer, and of which Karl May’s
work serves as an example, cannot explain why visual imagery associated with North America
became so ingrained in the cultural universe of Venezuela’s ordinary people. The rhetorical lens
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forces the scholar into the realm of metaphor and representation, even when discussing major
political events and economic trends. It offers no major assistance in understanding the
quotidian experience among the consuming populace in Caracas. Scholars have yet to uncover
evidence on the extent to which these references circulated in the country.
A second major current of scholarship describes the nineteenth-century relationship
between Venezuela and the United States from a diplomatic angle, highlighting major political
events and interactions rather than quotidian life and commercial relations. In a 1964
dissertation, Benjamin Frankel argues that the intervention of North America in Venezuelan
affairs did not result exclusively from the Monroe Doctrine and Roosevelt Corollary, but instead
from Venezuela’s continual requests for intervention. Furthermore, he claims that the nineteenth
century experience fostered a negative image of the United States in Venezuela, a “rejection of
United States cultural values . . . because . . . [they] are unique and therefore alien to the rest of
the hemisphere.” According to Frankel, the United States had trouble convincing Latin
American nations of its benevolence because the “hemisphere . . . continue[d] to insist that the
Yankee is soulless, materialist, and completely lacking in an ideology.”9 It seems apparent that
Frankel’s study emerged from a decidedly tense and polarized moment in U.S.-Latin American
relations at the height of the Cold War. The study has so overpowering an ideological bent that
it offers little insight into the quotidian, commercial relationship between the two countries by
the end of the nineteenth century.
Other scholars employ a similar focus on diplomatic and political issues. Sheldon Liss
offers an explicit argument about focusing on U.S.-Venezuelan relations through a diplomatic
lens. He focuses on the dissolution of Bolívar’s Gran Colombia, the establishment of diplomatic
relations with the United States, and the U.S. intervention in the Venezuelan dispute with Great
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Britain over the eastern boundary with British Guyana.10 Vilma Petrásh analogizes the
relationship between the United States and Venezuela to that between the United States and
Canada. She argues that few countries in Latin America have sustained so close a relationship
with North America, “not only at the level of state to state—in diplomacy and politics,
economics, and culture—but also in non-govermental areas.”11 Nevertheless, she structures the
substance of her narrative around describing major treaties and military offensives, including the
War of 1812 against the British and the U.S.-Spanish negotiations over the relinquishing of
Florida to North American control. She emphasizes events involving major politicians such as
Bolívar, Francisco Miranda, and José Antonio Páez, another of Venezuela’s independence
heroes. When trade enters her analysis of U.S.-Venezuelan relations, it does so in the realm of
international politics, such as her discussion of political turbulence associated with U.S. consular
claims of discriminatory treatment of North American cargo vessels in comparison to that of
British vessels. 12
Judith Ewell’s discussion of the nineteenth century offers generous discussion of the
development of political and diplomatic relations as well, though she puts a colorful twist on it.
She invokes traditional Venezuelan folklore to describe the U.S.-Venezuelan relationship as a
metaphorical connection between the clever rabbit, “Tío Conejo,” and the ferocious tiger, “Tío
Tigre.” She characterizes the political relationship between the two countries as one in which the
rabbit has tried to escape from the metaphorical claws of the tiger, without success: “Of course,
el conejo could never definitively defeat el tigre, or alter the skewed power relationship between
them. But his cleverness could ensure survival and a degree of independence beyond the reach
of the tiger’s powerful claws.”13 While Ewell’s intervention takes a unique form by
acknowledging the folkloric, proverbial side of international relations, it remains wedded to the
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political realm.
In short, these scholars describe the Venezuelan-U.S. relationship through a lens of
international politics and diplomacy, focusing on major events and leaders’ actions. They do not
discuss the place of the United States in the imaginary of the Venezuelan mainstream population
in the course of everyday life. Looking at the existing body of scholarship, one notes a
methodological problem: treaties and political memoranda inform very little about the lived
experience on the ground in Venezuela, and they tell even less about the mindset of individuals,
such as the fictional Doña María and Doña Dilia, who confronted symbols of the United States
around the beginning of the twentieth century.
The shortcomings in the current historiography in the realm of Venezuelan quotidian life
offer a point of departure for this research. How, and to what extent, did representations of the
United States enter the representative world of the Venezuelan populace? By moving away from
describing the Venezuelan-United States connection through a political, diplomatic lens, and
concentrating instead on evidence of an unofficial relationship, one can draw more specific
conclusions about the coming together of the two countries. This paper utilizes a variety of
forms of evidence, many from Venezuela, to examine the relationship in trade and everyday life.
It seeks to illustrate the place of the United States in Venezuela as the ordinary population would
have experienced it. The documentation suggests that the most powerful and enduring angle of
relations between Venezuela and the United States during the nineteenth century was not in the
realm of diplomacy and high politics, as some scholars imply. Instead, trade, especially the
importation of products and symbols, shaped Venezuelan attitudes toward the United States and
fostered the inextricable link that has become so powerful in the past century. Three lines of
reasoning support this claim.
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First, the official discourse between Venezuela and the United States was quite limited in
scope and extent until the 1890s. A survey of the Congressional Record and its antecedents
suggests that the only, and minimal, interest of the U.S. government in Venezuela, until the
Guyana boundary dispute, centered on humanitarian aid, repayment of debts, and maritime
claims. Furthermore, Latin American intellectuals, including Rubén Darío, Rufino Blanco
Fombona, José María Vargas Vila, and César Zumeta, condemned, rather than praised, the
influence of the United States—commercial, political, and otherwise—in Venezuela and other
countries in the region. The evidence from these official and intellectual circles cannot explain
the symbolic connections between the two countries that existed in the quotidian world.
Second, the substantial trade network between the two countries gave Venezuelans a
window into U.S. materiality. Statistical evidence from Venezuela indicates that the level of
importation of U.S. commodities far exceeded the potential demands of the miniscule population
of expatriates. The data suggest that these goods entered the marketplace for ordinary members
of society. On the export side, the United States was the most important market for Venezuelan
raw materials. In addition, newspaper advertisements, such as the ones in El Cojo Ilustrado that
appears in the fictional opening vignette, suggest that the literate classes received constant
reminders of innovative imported U.S. products.
Third, Venezuelans exhibited a fascination for North American developments—cultural,
political, technological, scientific, and otherwise. A collection of articles in El Cojo Ilustrado
describing localized and technological news from the United States suggests that ordinary
Venezuelans grasped with enthusiasm for information about events taking place in the paradise
of modernity to the north.
In sum, the evidence shows that one must look beyond official discourse and intellectual
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currents to understand how Venezuela and the United States came to enjoy the powerful
commercial ties that the use of the Bald Eagle and the Native American Indian represent. This
paper argues that trade allowed Venezuela to develop a powerful and enduring cultural discourse
with the United States, independent of sporadic official contact and cynical intellectual currents,
because high levels of transoceanic commerce brought North American products into the
mainstream Venezuelan marketplace.

Exploring Discourse in Official and Intellectual Circles
Much of the existing scholarship could lead one to conclude that Venezuela and the
United States enjoyed substantive and regular diplomatic and political relations during the
nineteenth century. Benjamin Frankel, Sheldon Liss, and Vilma Petrásh all point to the political
realm as the one in which the two countries engaged with greatest regularity after independence.
Furthermore, the work of Judith Ewell, Janet Kelly, and Carlos Romero implies that, in order for
such a link based on mutual ideologies and sentiments of destiny to exist, diplomatic relations
must have propagated and bolstered international cooperation between the two countries. Thus,
one might expect to find substantial official discourse between Venezuelan and U.S.
policymakers, building gradually over the course of the nineteenth century.
However, two collections of evidence suggest that that this assumption is far from the
truth. A survey of the United States Congressional Record and its antecedent publications
suggests that for much of the century, policymakers engaged in very little official discourse on
Venezuela on the floors of the House and Senate. When Venezuela did receive attention,
congressmen focused on the issue of maritime claims against its government, seeking “award”
payment for damages that U.S. vessels suffered, for their detention at the major Venezuelan port
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of La Guaira and elsewhere, and for the preference that the Venezuelan government ostensibly
gave to British commercial vessels over North American ones. The policymakers offered no
indications that Venezuela held any significance for their purposes except as a debtor. The series
of brief discussions on Venezuela did not enter the realm of trade in any substantive way.
Furthermore, the writings of Latin Americans suggest that the intelligentsia throughout the
region showed strong opposition toward, not support of, the notion of solidarity between
Venezuela and the United States. They believed the United States was exploiting the Monroe
Doctrine of 1823 to replace Europe as the hegemon of the Western Hemisphere. Therefore,
official and intellectual exchanges were very limited and cannot explain how North American
symbols enjoyed such visibility and acceptance among the Venezuelan populace.
Reparations from maritime claims against the South American country dominated
rhetoric on Venezuela in the U.S. Congress until the 1890s. In particular, proceedings and
debates from the 1870s and 1880s focused on obtaining the “awards” that Venezuela owed the
United States. On Tuesday, December 7, 1875, in his annual message to Congress, President
Ulysses S. Grant declared that after much prodding, Venezuela had “practically abandoned its
objection to pay” the awards to U.S. traders who brought the claims against the government for
lost revenue and damages. He cautioned, however, that “its payments on account of claims of
citizens of the United States are still so meager in amount” that Venezuela seemed to be
disregarding its repayment obligations under treaties that the two countries had signed agreeing
to the payment amounts and frequencies.14
The U.S. government felt sufficient concern over this lack of payment that on April 25,
1866, it established a special joint convention with Venezuela to investigate the maritime claims
that U.S. citizens and interests made against the South American country. The convention
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between the two countries emerged in print as a presidential proclamation the following year.
The document explains the exact procedures by which commissioners from both countries would
meet to discuss claims and order payments.15 The commission also served as an independent
entity to which United States citizens could submit their claims for arbitration by a joint panel,
instead of submitting them to the Venezuelan government directly.16 The purpose of the
commission was to ensure that Venezuela paid its claims so that relations between the two
countries would remain cordial and productive.
Much of the discourse in Congress following this bilateral agreement, and the
commission it created, concerned its enforcement and implications. Most of the references are
extremely brief and contain only the title or a sentence concerning the commission. It is likely
that these references involved no open discussion on the House floor, but rather were part of the
endless shuffle of paperwork in Congress—receipts of payments and interest due on the U.S.
claims from Venezuela, requests for information from the President or Secretary of State on
accumulated revenues, and similar documents. In one discussion, members of Congress debated
a request for the clerk to read a certain joint Congressional resolution concerning repayment
from Venezuela aloud for the record, followed by a much more extensive report to the
Committee on Foreign Affairs regarding the specifics of the claims issue in Venezuela.17
The assembled representatives engaged in a lively debate over a Venezuelan contention
that the commission was not a legitimate bilateral entity, but instead was under U.S. control that
inflated the amounts of Venezuela’s debts. One Congressman interpreted the situation in a very
different way: “Venezuela is now a suitor against the United States and demands that the United
States relinquish the claims which the arbitration has solemnly adjudicated in our favor.”
Another held a more tempered position: “The truth is that Venezuela has never refused to pay
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any portion of the claims . . . she has expressed her anxiety to pay them all just as fast as she had
any money to do so.” In the end, the Congressmen concurred that Venezuela had paid only 15%
of the $459,000 that it owed in U.S. claims by August 11, 1876.18
It is not surprising that Congress held concerns about the Venezuelan claims and the
resulting revenue that it owed the U.S. Treasury. The United States was at a crucial stage in
national recovery following the Civil War and sought to showcase its resolve on the international
stage while engaging in the domestic economic recovery that it needed in order to move forward.
The debate among Congressmen about whether to offer lenience toward Venezuela seems more
a reflection on the attitude they took toward foreign relations in general, in an effort to show the
strength of a fractured but healing nation. Indeed, none of the rhetoric acknowledges anything
specific or unique to the South American country. Venezuela seems to have existed as merely a
debtor for the Congressmen who discussed it. The relative paucity of occasions when the topic
of Venezuela entered Congressional rhetoric, and the generalized nature of it, suggests that
Venezuela itself was not a major interest or concern to the United States government for much of
the nineteenth century.
The intellectual currents within Latin America during the late eighteenth century offer
another possible interpretation of the role of the United States in Venezuela. Given that
contemporary scholars have “almost completely ignored Latin American views of the United
States,” as Jack Ray Thomas argues, one cannot expect a broad historiography to establish
precise schools of thought among Latin American writers from the late nineteenth century.19
However, Maurice Belrose offers a helpful compendium of the dominant perspectives among
intellectuals in the region on the growing influence of “Uncle Sam” throughout Latin America.20
According to Belrose, Nicaraguan poet Rubén Darío led a cadre of thinkers who viewed the
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North American commercial and political incursions into Latin America with great concern.
These intellectuals published their writings in El Cojo Ilustrado for public consumption in
Caracas. In October of 1898, Darío analogized the U.S.-Latin American relationship to that
between the characters of Caliban and Ariel in Shakespeare’s The Tempest.21 He argued that the
United States represented Caliban, a savage, cannibalistic menace that threatened Latin
American progress and solidarity: “The image of Caliban is a caricature designed to inspire
repulsion and fear. The North Americans . . . were ‘eaters of raw meat,’ ‘bestial blacksmiths,’ . .
. ‘enemies of all identity.’”22 Darío held that the United States had allied with England to
reinforce and perpetuate the “Anglo-Saxon race” and utilized the Monroe Doctrine to establish
mercantilist relationships with Latin American countries. Venezuela, in particular, appears in
Darío’s prose: “The case of Venezuela reveals that when economic interests of a colonial and
imperialist type are in play, the pertinence of the ‘Latin race’ . . . is insufficient to impede an
alliance of Hispanic, Anglo-Saxon, and Germanic countries against a single unified Latin
American nation.”23 Darío likely was pointing to the political ramifications of the remarkable
level of importation of U.S. commodities into Venezuela, as the data in the next section
illustrate. The commercial relationship, he contended, reinforced a neocolonial relationship
while hindering the development of solidarity between Venezuela and its sister nations in the
region.
This current among intellectuals of Latin American solidarity against a “bestial,”
imperialist United States continued during the transition into the twentieth century. Venezuelan
intellectual Rufino Blanco Fombona denounced U.S. global dominance and the “‘practical
[pragmatic] spirit’ of the Anglo-Saxon civilization” in 1899.24 Blanco Fombona saw the United
States as acting in opposition to the idealistic, patriotic spirit in Latin America that had begun
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with leaders such as Bolívar and continued to dominate intellectual rhetoric. Soon after, the
French magazine Renaissance Latine conducted a survey of five Latin American intellectuals,
Marcos Aurelio Soto from Honduras, José María Vargas Vila from Colombia, Blanco Fombona
and César Zumeta from Venezuela, and Darío from Nicaragua, to determine the intellectual
position within the region on the future of the Latin American republics, the influence of the
United States in the region, and the concept of “Pan-Americanism.” Their responses suggest a
clear focus on Europe in intellectual circles, using idealistic neocolonial sentiments as a means of
resisting North American expansionism. The intellectuals strongly opposed invocations of the
Monroe Doctrine by the United States to promulgate its influence in the region.
Soto concurred with Darío’s “Caliban” analogy, arguing that the United States was an
“imperialist and aggressive nation desiring to impose the domination of the ‘Anglo-Saxon race’
on Latin America.” He also saw the Anglo-Saxon race as lacking in the “sentimentalism and
idealism” present in the Hispanic-American race.25 Vargas Vila called for large-scale resistance
to the “silent invasion of the United States,” in the curious form of “large rival confederations” in
South America that would fight each other, one integrating Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru
and Bolivia, and another encompassing Argentina and Chile. He opposed the notion of “PanAmericanism” because he thought that genuine Latin American culture “had no North American
cultural and intellectual influence” and instead was “essentially French, and hostile toward the
Anglo-Saxon spirit.” Blanco Fombona held similarly critical sentiments regarding PanAmericanism, considering it “an instrument in the hands of the United States.” He opposed
“panlatinismo,” a term referring to Latin American, as opposed to full hemispheric, solidarity.
However, he preferred to visualize a grand South America such as Bolívar’s failed experiment of
“Gran Colombia,” instead of warring rival supranational factions.26
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Darío condemned the notion of “Pan-Americanism” as well, considering it, in the words
of Belrose, “an invention of the United States to inundate the markets of the ‘new continent’ with
its products.” He believed that South America should form a “vast empire that might be the
‘savior of the Latino spirit.’”27 In his pessimistic view, César Zumeta labeled the entire
continent “infirm” and claimed that “two Latin Americas” existed: the “extra-tropical” countries,
Chile and Argentina, that were “out of danger” of U.S. expansionism, and the “intertropical”
countries bordering the Caribbean that were “in immediate danger of absorption by the United
States.” Zumeta deemed Pan-Americanism an “‘economic and political impossibility’” and an
“‘application of imperialism’” that jeopardized Latin American solidarity.28
Thus, while these intellectuals might have disagreed on the specifics of creating Latin
American solidarity and unity, all resisted U.S. expansionist efforts. They saw the notion of
“Pan-Americanism” as nothing more than the Monroe Doctrine in disguise, and called instead
for unity in Latin America. It is important to acknowledge that not all Latin American
intellectuals opposed North American intervention. According to Belrose, two Venezuelans,
Juan Liscano and Andrés Vigas, published articles defending the Monroe Doctrine and
Roosevelt Corollary as the only way to allow Latin America finally to complete its dissociation
from Europe. Belrose explains that this pro-U.S. intellectual discourse arose from those who
saw Latin America’s development as emerging only through a merging with North American
interests. Imitation of the United States, and close ties to its commercial universe, offered the
only model for emerging from underdevelopment and “barbarism.”29
As this section shows, neither the official discourse in the U.S. Congress on Venezuela
nor the writing of Latin American intellectuals offers an explanation for the ostensibly close
relationship that the product packaging implies in its incorporation of the Native American
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Indian and the Bald Eagle. Until the end of the century, policymakers in the U.S. Congress
treated Venezuela as nothing more than an occasional annoyance. Furthermore, most Latin
American intellectuals at the time viewed the United States with suspicion and called for an
ideological and political distancing, not a romanticized commercial unification, of the region
from the grasp of Uncle Sam. The data on importation in the next section show why distance
might have been necessary. Venezuelans consumed more, not less, merchandise from the United
States toward the end of the nineteenth century. Even within the pages of El Cojo Ilustrado, a
taste for imported products overpowered impassioned anti-imperialist rhetoric.

Importation and Advertising in Caracas
The economic relationship between the United States and Venezuela has strong
documentation. Vilma Petrásh argues that the initial contact between the countries during the
eighteenth century was commercial, in which the United States acted as the supplier for
Venezuela of products of all origins, including European and even African. These products
included machinery, tools, wheat flour, and slaves. Petrásh notes that this early trade
relationship drove the establishment of one of the earliest U.S. consulates in South America in
La Guaira, Venezuela, in 1800. The collapse of Spanish colonial power in the Americas
precipitated further growth of U.S.-Venezuelan trade.30
In her limited discussion of imported commodities, Judith Ewell explains that the
commercial connections between the United States and Venezuela became even more solidified
after independence. Steam power made Venezuela a central market for U.S. commodities by
mid-century. Venezuela enjoyed a privileged position among the Latin American countries in its
foreign trade with the United States. Its Caribbean ports were the only ones in South America to
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receive direct steamship service from the north, through the Red D Line, a partnership of a
Philadelphia shipping company and the John Boulton Company, a British shipping operation in
Venezuela. Indeed, as Figure 1 illustrates, during 1882-1883, 240 ships of U.S. registry entered
and departed from Venezuela, more than any other overseas power. In 1894, only the
Netherlands slightly surpassed the United States as the dominant foreign commercial presence in
Venezuela, no doubt because of Dutch bases in nearby Aruba and Curaçao.31

Ewell also points to international expositions as central to the commercial relationship between
Venezuela and the United States. Venezuela exhibited its products at North American
expositions, while the United States sent delegations and products to Venezuela in 1883. By the
end of the century, a permanent exposition of U.S. manufactured goods existed in Caracas,
representing the National Association of Manufacturers.32 However, Ewell focuses on the
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negotiations of trading rather than on the quotidian effects of international commerce.
The relative lack of scholarly interest in the role of symbols in the U.S.-Venezuelan
commercial relationship during the nineteenth century is not surprising. One might think that the
images of the Bald Eagle and the Native American Indian present on packaging in Venezuela
were not intended to appeal to Venezuelans. For instance, one could hypothesize that a
significant number of U.S. citizens might have resided in Venezuela, and that the use of these
representative symbols appealed to the materialistic sensibilities of expatriates living in Caracas,
perhaps offering them a “taste of home.”
However, this presumption is incorrect for a number of reasons. By examining
Venezuelan statistical data from the later part of the nineteenth century, one notes a considerable
discontinuity between the levels of importation from the United States into Venezuela and the
numbers of expatriate North Americans residing there. As Figure 2 illustrates, during 18861887, the United States was the largest source of imported commodities into Venezuela, with
total imports valued at over 24.8 million bolívares, with Great Britain second at over 17.7 million
bolívares. Importation from the United States continued to dominate all countries other than
Britain during 1887-1888, when over 19.7 million bolívares worth of merchandise entered
Venezuela from the United States, along with imports valued at 23.5 million bolívares from
Great Britain.33 These data suggest that the United States was a massive and dynamic
commercial presence in Venezuela by the late nineteenth century, sometimes rivaling Great
Britain with its expanding commercial sea power.
In addition to importation statistics, population statistics offer an understanding of
Venezuela’s commercial culture and base of purchasers that could have made symbols of the
United States desirable. As Figure 3 shows, an astonishingly small number of North Americans
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resided in Venezuela, according to the local government census of 1881. Compared to tens of
thousands of Spaniards and almost as many people from Colombia, as well as thousands of
French, Italians, Britons, Germans, and Dutch, only 179 North Americans took up residence in
Venezuela.34 British traveler William Corlett noted in his travel account a paucity of foreign
tourists in Caracas, and its effect on the types of industries that might cater to them: “Naturally a
few Panama hats and some old pieces of jewelry were picked up, but so few tourists invade this
mountain stronghold of discomfort that the merchant was scarcely alive to the lucrative
possibilities of tourist traffic.”35
Ewell notes that in exchange for manufactured products, wheat flour, lard, rice, and corn
from the United States, Venezuela exported coffee, cacao, indigo, and rawhides. Figure 4 shows
that the United States was second only to Germany in values of exported materials from
Venezuela in 1875-1876. By 1888, the United States enjoyed values of exports more than three
times those of other overseas powers, including France, Great Britain, and Spain. Figure 5
shows that coffee was Venezuela’s most lucrative export by far, earning Venezuela between $70
and $90 million Bolívares per annum during 1888-1894. Cacao, hides, and precious metals held
importance in the export market as well. Figure 6 illustrates that the United States was the
primary destination for exports of coffee and hides, while France imported the most Venezuelan
cacao, during 1886-1888.36
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The evidence furthers an understanding of the extensive trade between the United States
and Venezuela. It suggests that the two countries enjoyed a powerful, dynamic commercial
relationship by the late nineteenth century. For the most part, the United States was Venezuela’s
dominant trade partner not only for the exportation of basic commodities such as coffee, hides,
and metals, but also for the importation of manufactured products. Moreover, the remarkable
levels of importation suggest that such products were not only luxury goods for a wealthy elite,
but also included mass-market goods for sale to broad sectors of the populace.
Anecdotal evidence from travelers who visited Venezuela during the late nineteenth
century supports this hypothesis. William Corlett, a British traveler in the Western Hemisphere,
noted upon arrival in Caracas that ordinary Venezuelans appeared “much given to jewelry and
cigarettes” of the type that appeared on the shelves of the bodegas that Doña María and Doña
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Dilia visited. Edward Sullivan, another Brit, marveled at the cosmopolitan culture, especially the
impressive selection of U.S. imports: “we promenaded the town, and visited the market; the
shops seemed remarkably good, much finer than any I had seen in America since leaving New
York.” He also spoke of the broader prevalence of imported goods in this market, items that
seemed on display for all of Venezuela’s purchasers: “You may, if you like, dine off beefsteak
and potatoes cooled down with French claret or real London stout; . . . In fact, there is no luxury
you cannot enjoy at a moderate expense.”37 It seems clear that imported commodities, especially
from the United States, Great Britain, and France, stood out as these newcomers experienced
Caracas society for the first time.
One must acknowledge that these travelers wrote as outsiders, and therefore perhaps
might be unqualified to offer a systematic, encompassing narrative of Caracas culture and
society. However, in the context of their discussions of the presence of imported material goods
in Caracas, Corlett and Sullivan might be, in fact, the most reliable source for the information.
These gentlemen had personal familiarity with the items’ original culture and described them in
relation to an alien metropolitan landscape. The presence and integration of imported material
culture stood out more to them than it would have to any local observer. Travel writers in
Caracas viewed the presence and availability of North American and European commodities in
Caracas as evidence of a growing cultural connection to the outside world, in addition to the
commercial ties that the statistical data substantiate.38
However, quantitative records of commercial ties and anecdotal accounts from European
travelers to the region provide only part of the story. To explain the phenomenon of the Bald
Eagle and the Native American Indian on packaging in Venezuela, one must go beyond the
numbers and the accounts of foreign observers. Furthermore, one must recognize that the
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products that Doña María and Doña Dilia selected were not imported, but made in Venezuela or
Colombia. The symbolic use of these images suggests that the United States penetrated deep
into the Venezuelan conscience and became linked inextricably to the most essential household
and culinary staples of Venezuelan life, from cooking oil to candles. Thus, to explain how
symbolic imagery of the United States entered the imaginary of the populace, one must turn to
qualitative sources that explore the lived experience on the ground.
Advertisements for imported commodities in El Cojo Ilustrado offer one such line of
evidence. They show a permeation of goods branded with references to the United States,
suggesting that the appropriation of North American symbols on the packaging of Venezuelan
products resulted from merchants’ desire to capitalize on widespread sentiments of desirability
associated with perceived modernity and innovativeness of the capitalist giant to the north.
Many of the advertisements in El Cojo Ilustrado present oils, liquids, and other
homeopathic treatments with mysterious and remarkable abilities to “cure” a broad spectrum of
illnesses and conditions, from rheumatoid arthritis to denture pain to the whooping cough, and
some claim to cure all of these symptoms and more. Almost without exception, the
advertisements for these products highlight an association with the United States or North
America. For example, a product for dentures named “Sozodonte” appears with the following
line at the end of the advertisement: “Sold at drug stores, perfumeries, and pharmacies
throughout the world . . . Hall & Ruckel, New York, EE.UU.”39 A product named “TalcBoratado-Azufrados,” for gastrointestinal problems was “prepared by the Eminent . . . Dr. Rosa
at his American laboratory in Montclair, New Jersey, EE.UU.”40 A most unusual potion, the
“Emulsión de Scott,” claims to offer “complete healthiness . . . [it] has no rival for curing Rickets
in children . . . Anemia . . . and all forms of disability” through “hypophosphites.” The creator of
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this remarkable tonic: “Scott and Bowne, Chemists, New York.”41 Finally, a product known as
“Pond’s Extract” claims to “cure rheumatism, cataracts, eye afflictions, injuries, contusions,
insect bites . . . and all types of pain, inflammation, and hemorrhoids.” The bottom of the
advertisement features the location of this product’s creation: “Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fifth Ave.,
New York, E.U. de A.”42 Through their insistence in displaying the North American source,
these advertisements seem to champion the United States as the center of medical breakthroughs,
or at least exploit this perception among the consuming populace Caracas to increase revenues
from these imported “miracle” pharmaceuticals.
The technological marvels of the United States appear in El Cojo Ilustrado as well. The
February 1, 1898 edition of the newspaper ran an advertisement for the first gramophone to enter
the Venezuelan marketplace: “The Great Gramophone, Speaking.” Venezuelans could place an
order with the “Anglo-American Electrical M’Fg Co., 15 to 25 Whitehall St., New York City.”43
As with the medical potions, this advertisement celebrates the United States as the leader in
technological innovation and manufacture. The product seems to target upper-class buyers who
might be able to obtain U.S. dollars and remit postage across the ocean for the privilege of
receiving one of the fabled devices. However, for the most part, the goods in these
advertisements were of the sort that already existed in the physical marketplace, where ordinary
people could purchase them using Bolívares and obtain the commodity immediately.
These advertisements offer compelling evidence to suggest that the United States
occupied a position in the Venezuelan commercial mindset. One can conclude that residents of
Caracas in particular, the likely target market for the distribution of El Cojo Ilustrado, viewed the
United States, and the commodities and ideas emanating from it, as cutting-edge in design and
technology. The use of these advertisements as revenue generators for the newspaper suggests
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that a broad readership had exposure to the innovative commodities in specific relation to their
“North Americanness”—their association with the United States and its values. Thus, the
evidence from El Cojo Ilustrado suggests that late nineteenth-century Venezuelans had continual
access to propagandistic rhetoric associated with the United States in close juxtaposition to
material commodities, such as curative potions, described as innovative and desirable.

The United States in a Venezuelan Periodical
For the Bald Eagle and the Native American Indian to become part of the mindset of the
Venezuelan population, these images would have to have become ensconced in the mindset of
Caracas residents in multiple contexts, beyond the shelves of stores. Looking at a newspaper
from the period can offer insights into the representative Venezuelan quotidian culture. Scholars
consider El Cojo Ilustrado one of the most important Latin American periodicals from the end of
the nineteenth century through the beginning of the twentieth.44 This newspaper includes
substantial sections on current events, most occurring on other continents, with special emphasis
on North America. Through them, one can begin to glimpse the place of the United States in
Venezuela. Beginning in February of 1898, a series of eclectic articles presented an unusual
compendium of U.S. news, some associated with science and technology, others in the political
or “society” realms. The articles are far from what one might consider mainstream “global”
reporting for ordinary Venezuelans. It is likely that the editors of El Cojo Ilustrado copied these
short articles directly out of U.S. newspapers and translated them. The inclusion of these stories
suggests that the editors in Caracas saw a competitive edge or potential profit margin by giving
their readership a window into events thousands of miles away. The representational appearance
of the United States in El Cojo Ilustrado by the late nineteenth century suggests that Venezuelans
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had a cultural fascination with the United States, contributing to their vision of North America as
they encountered the Bald Eagle and the Native American Indian on the shelves of the bodegas
of Caracas.
For example, one article discusses the “movement of the population in New York,”
including detailed statistical data on New York City: current population levels, births broken
down by sex and race, marriages—an aspect of “sanitary life”—and illegitimate births. The
article exudes a fascination with “corrupt” North American conceptions of the institution of
marriage, highlighting the notion that “the majority [of births] result from mixed-race marriages
(immigrant American and native American); thus, marriages between Americans each generation
are less fecund.”45 It is likely that in the context of such radical social transformation throughout
Latin America, and especially in a place with such close commercial ties to the outside world—
previously with Europe, and now with the United States—that Venezuelans appreciated an
opportunity to express satisfying sentiments of scorn for the perceived immorality of the “other,”
in this case, the United States. Despite these sentiments, Venezuela had a large proportion of
mixed-race marriages as well, though the data likely were less available and reliable at the
time.46
This enthrallment with the United States appears in articles regarding the natural world,
science, and technology as well. For example, one article discusses the upcoming solar eclipse
of May 28, 1900, pointing to the best North American locations to witness the event: “60
meteorological stations have been installed in the regions of Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi and Alabama where the eclipse will be visible.”47 Another
article points to a discovery of “naturally-occurring asphalt” in Utah, an event that will put Utah
on the map as one of the states richest in “natural resources” and give the United States a “secure
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domestic reserve of asphalt for various centuries.”48 Still another article points to the “attraction
of the North Pole” within the academic and wealthy communities, using as an example two
“original” proposals for polar exploration, one in the Johns Hopkins University council to use a
submarine to reach the North Pole. It also discusses a Californian speculator who seeks to
construct a railroad above the ice.49 Finally, a different sort of fascination with railroad
technology comes across in an article describing a potential high-speed train service linking New
York and Philadelphia: “Two American engineers, Mr. C.H. Davis and Mr. F.S. Williamson,
present in a technical review their study of an electronic train service between New York and
Philadelphia, a project that has not ceased to be considered daring…”50
The use of these articles in El Cojo Ilustrado suggests that its editors sought to satisfy an
insatiable thirst for modernity in Venezuela by bringing information on technological
developments from abroad into the realm of the everyday purchaser. It does not seem
coincidental that all of these articles came from the United States as opposed to Europe. While
Great Britain and France might represent the ultimate “high culture,” the United States
represented progress and modernity. Thus, the articles bolstered the commercial relationship
between Venezuela and the United States—as the advertisements in the previous section make
explicit—by highlighting the dazzling technological capabilities and aspirations in the United
States. For the consuming public in Caracas, this discourse could have enhanced the desirability
of North American commodities. While the precise function of this appropriation of North
American news stories for consumption among the Venezuelan populace is not entirely clear,
one can conclude that the editors of El Cojo Ilustrado saw a potential boost in readership, and
therefore revenue, by including pieces of information about the outside world, especially the
United States.
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Conclusion
The argument and evidence in this paper suggest a remarkable contradiction, one that
remains at the forefront of scholarly and popular musings on the current political dynamic
between the United States and the government of Hugo Chávez Frías in Venezuela. The
dichotomy between the limited official diplomacy and “anti-yanqui” intellectual discourse on the
one hand, and the powerful North American commercial influence on the other, makes one
wonder how ordinary Venezuelan experienced it on the ground. El Cojo Ilustrado epitomizes
this multidimensional relationship. This periodical might contain the writings of Blanco
Fombona and Rubén Darío in the front section, condemning the United States for its supposed
aspirations for imperial domination of the hemisphere. And yet, the very same issue containing
the news briefs copied from North American newspapers, along with the imported commodities
appearing in the advertising section, might present a triumphalist discourse on the United States,
celebrating technological innovation, modernity, and progress. How might an ordinary member
of the Venezuelan public reconcile all of these powerful and often contradictory currents?
The statistical data from late nineteenth-century illustrate that neither the lack of a
substantive official relationship nor the impassioned pleas of intellectual skeptics had much
influence on the mindset of the ordinary consuming public, people such as Doña María and Doña
Dilia. Based on the levels of importation from, and exportation to, the United States during this
period, one can conclude that the contemporaries of these fictional characters existed in a
commercial world that already emulated North American consumer culture. Thus, Venezuela’s
national obsession for purchasing U.S. goods had its origins in the latter part of the nineteenth
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century. Ewell’s description of “Americanization” is accurate, but the process happened well
before the “petroleum empire” began to take shape.
In some respects, one must return to those scholars who point to romanticized notions of
destiny in the growing commercial cohesion of Venezuela and the United States. While these
sentiments exist in an esoteric realm for which historical evidence often does not exist, the case
of Venezuela suggests that, indeed, underlying fascination for the progress and modernity of the
United States made purchasers in Venezuela seek a piece of it for themselves. This “piece” took
the physical form of imported commodities but also existed in the subconscious realm because
the bar of soap or a package of matches bore a symbol of the United States, such as the Native
American Indian or the Bald Eagle.
Ultimately, this paper points to a relationship based on trade, not official connections,
between the two countries. By itself, this intervention is not a new one. However, using the
product packaging from the Litografía del Comercio printing stones, this paper shows that a
dynamic cultural discourse in the realm of materiality provided a quotidian foundation for the
broader macroeconomic relationship. Despite irregular and even contradictory official and
intellectual connections to the United States, ordinary Venezuelans saw the oversized neighbor
to the north as an inevitable and exciting part of their future, and they demonstrated their
determination to fashion a modern Venezuela on it.
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ABSTRACT
Although aviation is generally viewed as having been born in the twentieth century – a
view probably resulting from its association with commercial air transportation and the
Wright brothers “first flight” in 1903 – the first successful aviators were balloonists in the
late eighteenth century, many of whom were women. This article presents highlights of
several of these aeronauts’ careers – some humorous and some tragic, but all entertaining.
Women became involved in aviation in 1784 shortly after the first manned* balloon
flight the previous year. In the spring of that year in France, four ladies of the court of
King Louis XVI and an opera diva named Madame Elisabeth Thible were the first
women to become airborne. In 1798 Jeanne-Geneviève Labrosse was the first woman to
fly a balloon solo and was the first to make a parachute descent, performing the latter feat
in 1802. Her niece, Elisa Garnerin, also thrilled her audiences by parachuting from her
balloon, developing a skill for accurate landings and for her daring performances
throughout Europe; she earned the title of the first barnstormer in aviation history.
Sophie Blanchard, Napoleon’s chief of aeronautics and wife of pioneer French balloonist
Jean Pierre Blanchard, first soloed in 1805 and was actually the first of a number of
women to make a successful career of ballooning. Among the best-known professionals
in England was a husband-and-wife team, George and Margaret Graham. They were also
by far the most accident-prone of all the well-known aeronauts of the period. Germany’s
most prominent aeronaut of the time, Käthchen Paulus, was also famous for her
parachute descents.
The careers – both long and short – of nine women balloonists are discussed in the
presentation. Numerous graphics are also included.

INTRODUCTION
Two Centuries ago? Yes! Although aviation is generally viewed as having been born in
the twentieth century – a view probably resulting from its association with commercial
* The term “manned” is intended to be non-gender-specific.
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air transportation and the Wright brothers “first flight” in 1903 – the first successful
aviators were balloonists in the late eighteenth century. Women became involved in
aviation in 1784 shortly after the first manned balloon flight the previous year. The
history of the development of aviation is dominated by the names of men, but numerous
women have played significant roles as well. This article recognizes several of many
women who have contributed to aviation’s early growth.

THE EARLY DAYS: LATE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
The King’s Court
Women first became involved in aviation after the first manned balloon flight in France
in late 1783. On May 20, 1784 four ladies of the court of King Louis XVI were the first
women to become airborne, doing so in Paris. Their names are on record: they were the
Marchioness of Montalembert, the Countess of Montalembert, Countess de Podenas, and
Mademoiselle de Lagarde. Ironically the identity of the male pilot is unknown.
Queen in the Clouds: The Singing Aeronautè
It is widely published, however, that the first woman to become airborne was Madame
Elisabeth Thible of France. A young and personable opera diva, she cajoled a pilotfriend and fashionable painter named Fleurant into taking her along for a ride in a balloon
he had built. On June 4, 1794 Mde. Thible appeared in the public square of Lyons for her
flight, elegantly attired in dainty shoes, gloves, a lace-trimmed dress, and a feathered hat.
The ascent occurred in Le Gustave, a Montgolfière balloon, named after King Gustave III
of Sweden, who was present at the event. When the balloon ascended, Mde. Thible burst
into song with an aria from the comic-opera La Belle Arsène, “I triumph, I am queen,”
and “Oh, to travel in the clouds.” The audience cheered wildly, and women wept. Mde.
Thible knew how proud people were of her achievement.
She ascended to 8500 ft (a tremendous height in 1784), traveling two miles in forty-five
minutes. The flight itself was calm, but the landing was appropriately quite dramatic.
The balloon capsized and caught fire. Our neophyte balloonist escaped, bruised and
singed, but her fame was secure forever. That evening she was deified at the Comédie de
Lyons, where she arrived in grand style, enthroned in an easy chair, borne by a group of
men, and accompanied by a throng of admirers.
Elisabeth Thible did it to prove that women had as much courage as men and, as she said,
in order to witness “the state of well-being and calm contentment which I imagine one
would feel in no other situation.” An observer noted that she showed much greater
courage than her male companion (presumably referring to the pilot).
This flight became the subject of one of the finest aeronautical engravings of the era.
Madame Thible was the first of many women to become involved in ballooning.
Elisabeth said that she was willing to ascend again, but she never did take a second flight.
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ENGRAVING OF THE FLIGHT OF MADAME ELISABETH

The Question of Gender
The flight of Ernestine Henry is to be remembered
because it posed, for the first time, the question of gender,
however well-hidden behind a pretext of ethical standards
and safety. The Paris Police, having confused an
aerostatic experience with an ecstatic one, on the eve of
this widely announced event, issued an order prohibiting
duo flight on the part of persons of different sex. The
reason for the police order was “…the fragility of the
female organs which could be endangered by the low air
pressure...” Citizen Henry, as she was called, was to
accompany the celebrated balloonist André Jacques
Garnerin, who was also known as the inventor of the
parachute and was history’s first parachutist. Garnerin
immediately informed the newspapers, politicians, and
even the Academy of Sciences of this deplorable ban. The
order was withdrawn, and the flight took place in Paris on
July 10, 1798. It was a triumphal success.

THE FLIGHT OF
ERNESTINE HENRY
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The First Woman Balloonist-Parachutist
Almost as soon as women had the chance to go up in balloons, they wanted to learn to
pilot them. The discovery that female aeronauts were a novelty that could be turned into
a profit gave rise in the 1800s to a number of professional women balloonists. Often they
began ballooning with their husbands and then set out successfully on their own. One
such woman was Jeanne-Geneviève Labrosse.

ANDRÉ AND JEANNE GARNERIN

Mlle. Labrosse was the first true woman
aeronaut because she was the first woman
to fly a balloon solo, achieving this feat
on November 10, 1798 at age 19. She
was also the first to make a parachute
descent, performing the latter feat – only
once – in 1802. Between these events she
married the great French balloonist and
parachute-inventor,
André
Jacques
Garnerin. This writer is not certain if it
was the marriage that got her into
parachuting or vice-versa. Regardless,
she achieved both firsts.

For more than a dozen years (1798-1812) Mde. Garnerin lived the life of an international
star. A show, however large or small, was not a show without an aerial display, and
Jeanne Labrosse Garnerin was the protagonist of these displays. She and her husband
launched the fad that was to explode some fifty years later: balloon trips.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
Venus of Aerostatics
Ballooning was often a family venture, for another
notable female French balloonist (also termed
“aeronaut”) was Elisa Garnerin, niece of the Garnerins.
She was both charming and beautiful and was dubbed
“Vénus aérostatique” or the “Venus of aerostatics.” Her
first flight occurred on August 25, 1815 at age 15.
In September 1815 she gave an exhibition before the
King of Prussia, descending in a shower of flowers,
enthroned serene and majestic in her festooned basket.
On one occasion in a strong wind, she came down in the
middle of a wheat field before a group of prostrate
harvesters − who thought she was the Madonna!
ELISA GARNERIN:
THE VENUS OF AEROSTATICS
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DESCENDING WITH A
SHOWER OF FLOWERS

Mlle. Garnerin added a dash of peril to her ascents,
thrilling her audiences by parachuting from her
balloon, developing a skill for accurate landings. She
became the first professional woman parachutist,
making forty parachute descents between 1815-1836
in Italy, Spain, Russia, Germany, and France. When a
male skeptic bet her that she could not land on a
specific spot on a windy day, she accepted the
challenge − and did it (and collected her bet). She was
in great demand for years as an entertainer at various
social functions and public gatherings. For her daring
performances throughout Europe, she earned the title
of the first barnstormer in aviation history. She is one
who survived her ballooning career and died
peacefully at an old age.

The Most Famous
Madeleine Sophie Armant Blanchard, wife
of pioneer French balloonist Jean Pierre
Blanchard (the first to cross the English
Channel), was actually the first of a number
of women to make a successful career of
ballooning. She first soloed in 1805, using
a gondola that was specially made for her
petite size. After her husband died in a
balloon accident in 1809, Mde. Blanchard
carried on the family tradition. Described
SOPHIE BLANCHARD:
as plain-looking with “sharp, bird-like
THE MOST FAMOUS
features,” extremely petite, and timid (at
WOMAN AERONAUT
least on the ground), she liked to ascend in
the still air of dusk when she would
frequently remain aloft all night sleeping, using the light of dawn to return to earth. She
hated returning to earth where the slightest noise frightened her. A ride in a carriage
terrified her, so great was her fear that it would overturn. Her husband once said to her,
“My poor dear, when I am dead I fear that you will have no other resource [sic] than to
throw yourself into the water.” Little did he realize the success she would achieve after
his death, performing before emperors and kings. Most of her flights were in the evening
when the winds were calmer. Sophie thought she must continually add new and exciting
features to her performances, so she often illuminated her evening ascents with a brilliant
display of airborne fireworks, dropping pyrotechnics from her balloon.
Sophie performed at Napoleon’s marriage to Marie-Louise of Austria on June 24, 1810
and for King Louis XVIII’s return to Paris in 1814. In 1811, Napoleon asked her to
become his chief of aeronautics (replacing André Jacques Garnerin); she accepted and
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soon became famous, giving balloon exhibitions for the emperor. She was appointed to
supervise balloon ascents at great public celebrations after André Garnerin fell into
official disfavor (another interesting story.*) Mde. Blanchard flew professionally for ten
years, making sixty-seven ascents, entertaining audiences, and becoming a popular showwoman. On the evening of July 7, 1819, to the accompaniment of an unseen orchestra,
she ascended alone from the Tivoli Gardens (an entertainment park) in Paris to give a
fireworks display from 1000 feet, watched by a happy and expectant crowd. The balloon
was illuminated by a blaze of Bengal fire (rings of concentric fireworks that fit around

A PERFORMANCE FOR NAPOLEON

BALLOONING WITH A PYROTECHNIC DISPLAY

the balloon’s basket, ignited by a torch on a 10-foot pole), and Mde. Blanchard then
delighted her audience by dropping bombs of gold and silver rain, cascading from the
small gondola, swinging from parachutes. This was enough to satisfy the spectators, but
Sophie had another surprise: extra fireworks to light when the first set began to die. A
* Garnerin had been asked to contribute to the festivities in Paris marking the coronation of Napoleon
Bonaparte in December, 1804. He released his contribution – a very large hydrogen balloon bearing an
elaborately decorated envelope with an inscription in gold letters, commemorating the occasion. It also
bore a huge gilded crown with colored lanterns. The balloon stole the show, sailing away majestically into
the night sky. The next morning the citizens of Rome were astonished to see a large balloon bearing down
on them at low altitude. By a one-in-a-million chance the balloon made a remarkable pilotless flight
between the two capitals. It skimmed over the dome of St. Peter’s and the Vatican, descended momentarily
to ground level, and with singular tactlessness, deposited part of the gilded crown onto the tomb of Nero.
Like most dictators, Napoleon was a superstitious man and was not at all amused, particularly when the
Italian press made a big deal of it. So poor Garnerin, through no fault of his own, fell into official disfavor,
and ballooning was discouraged, except at great public celebrations where Madame Blanchard was
appointed to supervise ascents.
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minute later there was another burst of flame, and
the crowd below thought it, too, was part of the
fireworks display. But the balloon itself had caught
fire, probably touched off by expanding hydrogen
blowing down the neck and being caught by the fire
used to light the fireworks. The audience cheered
wildly, not knowing she was in trouble. Mde.
Blanchard kept her head. As the gas burned, lift
decreased, and the balloon fell fast enough to almost
choke the fire. Coolly she discarded all ballast as the
balloon swept low over some buildings.
Unfortunately the gondola struck a chimney or
stanchion on a roof and pitched Sophie into the
street, breaking her neck. (She may have jumped
from the balloon onto the roof and lost her footing.)
Her accidental death made her the first female
THE FALL OF SOPHIE BLANCHARD
aviation fatality.
Part celebrity and part celestial vision, Sophie Blanchard had been the most famous
balloonist of her day.
After news of Sophie’s death spread throughout Europe, women still wanted to fly. A
famous English balloonist, Charles Green, was pursued by women who wanted to be his
passengers. He took about 120 women on flights; his business strategy was: “The ladies
have always shown great courage in this respect. If you wish balloons to become popular
… begin by taking women in your balloons; men will be sure to follow.” Women did go
up, and men did follow. “Balloon mania” swept the European continent.
The Risk-Taker
In 1807 when she was 19 years old, Johanne
Wilhelmine Siegmundine Schmidt married chemistry
professor Johann Carl Gottfried Reichardt, so she
became Wilhelmine Reichardt.
Professor Reichardt wanted to establish a chemical
firm, and in order to raise money to do so, he
organized balloon trips.
Wilhelmine’s youthful
enthusiasm was captured by her husband’s fundraising project. She was usually in the basket beside
her husband, but she also made twenty-two solo flights
after acquiring the necessary experience. In the
ensuing years she not only produced eight children but
also found time to take an active interest in organizing
special air days.

WILHELMINE AND
PROFESSOR REICHARDT
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On some of her solo flights Wilhelmine risked her life:
•
•

•

WILHELMINE REICHARDT:
THE RISK-TAKER

On her third flight she encountered such a violent
storm that whole parts of the net supporting the
balloon’s basket were torn to shreds.
On some flights she attained altitudes of 2326,000 feet, where the oxygen is so thin that the
time of useful consciousness is only three
minutes if one is sitting quietly.
On September 10, 1811 Wilhelmine was in a
balloon that, as described by a witness, had been
torn to pieces, flying over a village “at a speed so
high and with a noise so loud that it seemed as
though a tremendous storm was blowing... The
shreds of material and the net got caught up on
the top of the mountain, and the gondola with
Madame Reichardt inside fell into a fir tree.
Madame Reichardt was unconscious and seemed
not to be breathing…”

Her Majesty’s Aeronautè
Among the best-known professionals in England was
another husband-and-wife team, George and
Margaret Graham. They were also by far the most
accident-prone of all the well-known aeronauts of
the period, having no need to indulge in spectacular
stunts; their advertisements could be relied upon to
draw a sensation-loving crowd, expecting trouble
and rarely disappointed. Amazing Margaret was the
mother of seven children and had a successful career
combining ballooning and parachuting for more than
thirty years and styling herself as “Her Majesty’s
Aeronautè” and “The Only English Female
Aeronaut.”
The Grahams would unintentionally sail at roof-top
height. On one ascent their grapnel hit an iron
bridge, overturning the car, and disembarking the
Grahams along with a passenger. In August 1836
Mrs. Graham ascended from Bayswater with the
angry Duke of Brunswick as passenger. The Duke
jumped out prematurely, and with less weight the
balloon shot up; the 220-lb lady aeronaut, losing her
balance, fell from the car at a considerable height. In
June 1838 the Grahams contributed to the coronation
ADVERTISEMENT FOR MARGARET GRAHAM
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festivities of that year. On this occasion their grapnel dislodged a coping stone from the
sloped roof of a house, which fell on the head of an unsuspecting passerby with fatal
results.
They both celebrated the
Great Exhibition year of
1851 by narrowly avoiding
a head-on collision with
the
Crystal
Palace.
Frantically
discharging
ballast to the discomfort of
those below, the balloon
skimmed the great glass
roof and sailed away to the
east, still only at roof-top
height, leaving a trail of
ruin and consternation
behind it, as its dangling
grapnel
savaged
the
buildings en route.
THE CRYSTAL PALACE, HYDE PARK, LONDON

When the grappling iron eventually caught on the coping stone on the roof of a mansion,
both Grahams were thrown out, insensible. (George Graham was seriously injured, which
may have led to the termination of his ballooning.) Margaret Graham survived a
similarly destructive roof-skimming exploit over Dublin on August 19, 1853, flying solo;
this was her last recorded flight.
Margaret thrilled a generation of English audiences with her roof-skimming
misadventures, performing by herself for fifteen years after her husband went into semiretirement. However, the really amazing thing about Margaret Graham is that she should
have soldiered on in this way for no fewer than thirty years without, it would seem,
becoming any more skilled in the art of balloon management, and yet have survived to
die in her bed.
Ballooning on Horseback
Marie Poitevin was in some ways Elisa Garnerin’s successor. Her
specialty was to fly mounted on a horse. This was accomplished by
horse and rider standing on an oblong platform, slung beneath a
cylindrical hydrogen balloon (unlike the one illustrated at right) –
the whole machine being decked out with tassels and draperies for
the occasion. A gigantic balloon, Le Globe, piloted by her husband,
would lift them high into the sky, there to be borne along by the
wind until out of sight. At times she also parachuted from the
balloon.
MARIE POITEVIN IN FLIGHT
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The British thought this French sport to be cruel, and so when the notorious “animal
ascenders” Poitevins visited England in 1852, the public’s hatred of cruelty to animals
succeeded in officially banning her, by court order, from ascending as Europa on a bull –
although no objection was made to her risking her own life by parachute jumps. Strange
as it may be, she enjoyed uninterrupted fame from 1850-1875, until she and her horse
ended their career on a rooftop in Bordeaux.
The Heavenly Phenomenon
In the 1880s balloons were first used for advertising purposes in Germany. Germany’s
most prominent aeronaut of the time, Käthchen Paulus, was also famous for her
parachute descents. Her husband, Paul Lettemann, was an aeronaut who also parachuted
(or “fell with a parachute,” as it was called). In 1890 the two developed the concept of
folding or packing a parachute into a knapsack-like container. He persuaded his young
wife that it was far more exciting to go up in a balloon that it was to be a housewife.
Käthchen threw herself, heart and soul, into the enterprise, and her preparation included
taking an extensive theory course.
In the summer of 1893 her first solo flight
occurred after her husband departed over the
side: she maneuvered the balloon back to earth,
landing in bad weather. For this effort she was
awarded the title of “aerostat pilot,” a title not
normally conferred until after at least six flights
conducted in the presence of an expert pilot. On
her third flight she made a parachute jump from
about 4000 feet. On her fourth flight there was
pouring rain, with a ceiling of only 1300 feet.
Despite the fact that she was in cloud and could
see absolutely nothing, daredevil Käthchen made
her first double jump. This meant that she was
equipped with two parachutes − she opened the
first one which, after a brief descent, she
detached completely, then after a free-fall, she
opened the second chute. She made a somewhat
ungraceful landing on top of an oak tree.
ADVERTISEMENT FOR
KÄTHCHEN PAULUS

Billed as the “Heavenly Phenomenon,” Käthchen had other adventures and mishaps but
survived sixty-five parachute jumps, and during the years 1893-1909 she made 442
balloon flights. Eventually the admission fees failed to meet her expenses, and she was
forced to use her balloon as an airborne billboard in order to make ends meet.
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CONCLUSION
It is well-established that women have played a significant role in the development of
aviation in the twentieth century. Unfortunately the significance of their roles in the
early development of aviation is widely unknown. This discussion has shown that
women helped promote aviation from as early as six months after the first free-balloon
ascent in 1783. Initially, as regular passengers on balloon rides, women were advertising
their future roles in aviation. Indeed it was fashionable and commonplace for a male
aeronaut to carry a woman passenger. Very soon women became professionals in the
field, establishing themselves in careers as balloonists, as parachutists, as air show
organizers and headliners, and as entertainers. Mostly occurring in Europe, these
activities combined to propel (no pun intended) women into gaining significant roles in
the further development of aviation throughout the world.
It may not be possible to adequately convey the contributions that women have made to
aviation. There are more women who have impacted aviation’s growth whom this article
could have addressed. Indeed women have had a tremendous impact on the growth of the
aviation industry and continue to do so.
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Language and Culture: A Study of their Relationship
Abstract
By
Dr. Rama M. Tunuguntla
Professor of Mass Communication
Grambling State University
The relationship between language and culture has been the subject of study by
social scientists quite for some time. To what extent does the language one speaks is
influenced by his culture and vice-versa? Does the knowledge of a language, without
understanding the nuances of culture, help in promoting intercultural communication?
What are the various influences of language on thinking and behavior? These are some of
the questions I attempt to answer in this paper.

It is said that every language is also a special way of looking at the world and
interpreting experience. According to Kluckhohn (1962), the lack of true equivalences
between any two languages is merely the outward expression of inward differences
between the two peoples in terms of premises, basic categories, the training of
fundamental sensitivities and the general view of the world. Language is just one of kind
of cultural behavior with many interesting connections to other aspects of actions and
thoughts. Analysis of a vocabulary, for example, exhibits the principal emphasis of a
culture and reflects cultural history.

There are several cultural anthropologists who believe that we cannot separate
language from culture, and we cannot even make the conventional distinction between
‘words’ and ‘things.’ They contend that language cannot be divorced from perception and
thought. There is again the highly-debated ‘Sapir-Whorf hypothesis,’ as enunciated by
Edward Sapir, and later developed by his student, Benjamin Lee Whorf. The linguistic
relativity hypothesis, as it has come to be called, is that language is no more a kind of
neutral medium through which thoughts and ideas are expressed, but it actually shapes
the way in which we perceive, think, and therefore, act.
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This paper attempts to analyze some of these theories related to language and
culture, and illustrate the relationship with examples taken from the languages of the
Indian subcontinent.

This paper begins with a brief explanation of the two basic concepts of language
and culture followed by an in-depth discussion of their relationship, and the central ideas
behind the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis on linguistic relativity. It will cite a number of
examples from one of the languages of India (Telugu which is derived from the ancient
Sanskrit language) to emphasize the relationship between language and culture.

There are many variations on the definition of the term ‘language.’ This paper
does not go into phonology (sound systems) or other grammatical and structural aspects
of a language, nor does it discuss the aspects of syntax, but only with ‘meaning’
(semantics) as it is conveyed to a lay reader or listener with some emphasis on
vocabulary. If the language is considered to consist of three components – phonological,
syntactic and semantic – it is the last component, semantic, is the focus of this paper.

Culture is much more complex and has been defined variously scholars. It is
multidimensional and complex. Porter (1972), for example, defines culture as “the
cumulative deposit of knowledge, experience, meanings, beliefs, values, attitudes,
religions, concepts of self, the universe and self-universe relationships, hierarchies of
status, role expectations, special relations, and time concepts acquired by a large group of
people in the course of generations through individual and group surviving.” According
to Sitaram (1979), culture is the sum total of the learned behaviors of a group of people
which are generally considered to be the tradition of that people and are transmitted from
generation to generation.

This paper attempts to draw examples from a variety of cultural groups with
special emphasis from the people of India who speak the Telugu language. It will
highlight that language does not exist in isolation from the culture of which it forms the
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chief vehicle. It is impossible to learn the language of an alien culture merely by grammar
and dictionary. One really acquires proficiency of a language only insofar as he acquires
the knowledge of the culture of the people who speak that language.

This paper concludes with a suggestion that the teaching of a language would be
more fruitful and meaningful if it is accompanied with an orientation on the cultural and
social norms of those people who speak that language.
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Abstract: Overshadowed by their brilliant Tang predecessors, Sung poets experienced a
general intertextual anxiety to compete with great poetry written before, such as Li Po and Tu Fu.
According to Yen Yu (fl. 1180-1235), one of the most influential critic of last Sung Dynasty,
Sung poetry failed to transcend the early poetic influence and deploringly corrupted the true
nature of poetry. To cure the ills of his contemporary poets, Yen Yu constructs an ideal poetry
study model in Ts’ang-lang Shih-hua (“Ts’ang-lang’s Remarks on Poetry”) to lead poets to write
great poems. This model is built on an analogy between poetry and Ch’an Buddhism. Poetry
learners are promised to achieve enlightenment as the Ch’an disciples do after following a long
and vigorous poetry reading list prescribed by Yen Yu. In enlightenment true poetry reveals
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itself with the essential qualities of being traceless in craft and elusively beautiful, and thus
reaches the supreme effect of “having limited words but unlimited meaning.” This paper revisits
Yen Yu’s discussion of poetry and Ch’an in Ts’ang-lang Shih-hua by striking a cross-cultural
dialogue among several influential critics: Guo Shaoyu, James J. Y. Liu and Wai-lim Yip,
Richard John Lynn and Stephen Owen. It intends to shed some fresh light on the various layers
of implication of Ch’an Buddhism and the role it plays in Yen Yu’s search for what he calls the
truly “poetic.”
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Conversations, Consortia, Channels of Communiqué:
Effective Articulation Models

An overview of research devoted to articulation in higher education reveals that this
institutional process is perceived through multiple lenses. In the most general sense,
articulation is the process of structuring academic programs so that programmatic
components mesh efficiently, thereby promoting strong retention and optimum progress
towards graduation. Systematic institutional attempts at efficient articulation in
America’s university system initially appeared in the early twentieth century in
connection with programs of general education and the liberal arts. The topic of
articulation subsequently became a matter of pervasive concern within university circles
as a consequence of the proliferation of community colleges during the 1960’s and
1970’s. As transfer students from community colleges began to pour into four-year
universities, growing numbers of administrators and researchers focused their attention
on ways to facilitate the transition between these two levels of post-secondary education.1
The increased attention to articulation within the field of higher education during the
1960’s and 1970’s generated a groundswell of interest in the broader topic of articulation
links between high school and college—most particularly between high school and the
first year of the post-secondary curriculum.2
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Our presentation will describe an innovative articulation connection between high school
English teachers, which began at the University of Alabama at Birmingham in 1974 and
influenced the development of a similar initiative at the University of West Florida.
First, we will describe the institutional circumstances that gave rise to UAB’s John
Haggerty Articulation Conference. Next, we will provide a broad overview of the kinds
of programs that have been presented during the Haggerty Conference’s ongoing thirtyfour-year history. Finally, we will describe the way that our program has influenced the
design, implementation, and nation-wide impact of an articulation conference at the
University of West Florida.

Words are the primary tools of trade in our profession. Like a carpenter laying his
square, we employ them with apparent ease and varying degrees of success when
instructing our students, conversing with our colleagues, or conducting our personal lives.
The dialogic constructs we weave both determine our worldviews and constrain our
choices.

In one area, though, words seem to fail us, rendering us ominously silent. Too often
University English professors appear reluctant to express our concerns to high school
teachers who most closely affect our students’ academic preparation. Keeping our own
council, we bemoan our students’ inabilities to comprehend text, lack of language
control, and inadequacy to perform cognitive skills beyond the lowest level of fact
identification. We seethe in frustration as we face those baffled stares, and eventually we
lose half our students through attrition. “What in the world,” we wonder, “are those high
school teachers doing with their class time?” Rather than perpetuate this unproductive
cycle, we can break our silence and initiate a productive dialogue that addresses these
concerns. We can share our academic expectations with the faculty of our feeder schools,
actively intervening in our students’ pre-collegiate education and enhancing their
expectation of success.

The concept of academic or professional articulation—formally sharing information--is
neither new nor novel: a quick Google search of the term articulation reveals no less than
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ten million hits. It is noteworthy that a majority of the described articulation practices are
parallel rather than hierarchal in structure; that is, they focus on college-to-college,
secondary-to-secondary, or accreditation agency to corresponding academic level
discussions, often with the objective of formalizing articulation agreements that
determine which academic credit is transferable from one institution to another.

These agreements, generally administrative in nature, are often fashioned by ad hoc
committees and may function at levels well beyond a given academic department. For
example, The Alabama Articulation and General Studies Committee, comprised of
college faculty and administrative representatives statewide, convened in 1994 and was
charged with “developing statewide general studies curriculum and implementing
strategies for the articulation of transfer credit among public two-year and four-year
institutions of higher education” (“Invitation to Submit Courses for General Studies
Designation in Written Composition” 1).

Since its completion and ratification, the Articulation and General Studies Guide has not
only determined eligibility for transfer of academic credit between public post-secondary
institutions in Alabama, but it has also reshaped core curricular offerings in many
programs. A significant change in the statewide sophomore literature offerings
exemplifies this effect: While World, British, and American literature are currently
designated as eligible for transferability between public colleges, genre courses such as
fiction, drama, and poetry are not. In my own department, our once most popular and
heavily enrolled sophomore course, Fiction in Literature, is now rarely taught; rather it
has been replaced by multiple sections of World Literature.

Some articulation guidelines are so specific that they may determine minimum curricular
inclusion in courses. For example, the Composition Guidelines of the AGSG require not
only that two levels of the freshman writing courses are required for graduation from
public, stated-funded institutions, but also that each writing course contains a minimum
of six “long” assignments, that research is included, and that a minimum grade of C is
required for passing each course. While individual departments may supplement course
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content and determine pedagogical strategies, they must nevertheless adhere to the state
guidelines that specifically outline the following eight criteria for writing courses:

EH 101

1. Develop and use strategies for writing essays from development of
subject through revision of essay;
2. Develop and use focused structure, incorporating logical and coherent
generalizations and details on a variety of subjects;
3. Develop basic reference and documentation skills with emphasis on
quotes and paraphrases;
4. Develop analytical and critical reading skills;
5. Must include at least six (6) extended compositions or equivalent
assignments;
6. Must be taught with 25 or fewer students per section in compliance
with NCTE standards;
7. Grading must be based on at least 80% of grades earned on
compositions;
8. A grade of C or better must be required for passing or for transfer of
credit.

EH 102

1. Meet prerequisite of a grade of C in the first freshman-level course in
Written Composition;
2. Require formal, analytical essays;
3. Require a research project using outside sources and/or references
effectively and legally (e.g., documented essay);
4. Develop analytical and critical reading skills;
5. Must include at least six (6) extended compositions or equivalent
assignments;
6. Should be taught with 25 or fewer students per section, to the extent
possible, in compliance with NCTE standards;
7. Grading must be based on at least 80% of grades earned on
compositions;
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8. Requires a grade of C or better for passing or for transfer of credit
(AGSG 2).

Imposed guidelines such as the AGSC serve the purpose of standardizing course content,
at least from a macro perspective, thus resolving the question of transferability of credit
from one institution to another. They do little, however, to inform an instructor about
individual course design. Furthermore, they do nothing to reduce potential mismatches
or misunderstanding across hierarchical lines such as high schools to colleges.

Using broad ranging articulation agreements as a model, individual departments can
develop their own methods for disseminating information. The objective of local
articulation programs, however, is simply to share information, not to impose practices or
standardize programs. While sporadic contacts such as informal conversations between
faculty members or school visits to speak to an individual’s class are useful, their longterm effects are limited. Structured, repetitive interventions that seek curricular as well
as pedagogical change are more effective, as have been demonstrated by programs such
as the National Writing Project.

Local initiatives that formalize ongoing dialogue between secondary and university
faculty are perhaps even more productive than those of more distant umbrella
organizations. More cost effective and personalized, they have the added advantage of
identifying strengths and weakness of programs and practices in feeder and target
schools. Once identified, modifications can be implemented that enhance a student’s
chance of academic success.

UAB Initiative:

Established in 1969, the University of Alabama at Birmingham traces its institutional
origins to the two decades, which witnessed the greatest proliferation of articulation
initiatives in the history of American higher education. Coinciding with UAB’s
formative years, the intensified national focus on articulation during these two decades
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occurred at an auspicious juncture for the young university. The UAB system, which has
supported an extensive program of research in the health sciences since its inception, has
been designated as a Research I institution by the Carnegie Institute. However, while the
academic qualifications of students in UAB’s programs of graduate study are consistently
high, those of its undergraduate population are less uniform. Located in downtown
metropolitan Birmingham, UAB attracts a demographically diverse undergraduate
student population. While many students come from outside of Alabama, most of the
university’s undergraduate populations are graduates of Alabama high schools. A large
percentage of the latter group comes from the Greater Birmingham area, a geographical
designation that includes two counties: Jefferson and Shelby. The UAB undergraduate
population is economically and racially diverse. Greater Birmingham is predominantly
Caucasian, but its population comprises a growing minority population. The UAB
student body is predominantly Caucasian, but African Americans, Hispanics, and Asians
are prominently represented. Striking economic diversity is also present. At one
extreme, the area includes Mountain Brook and northern Shelby County. Since these two
locations are among America’s wealthiest population centers, their residents have
predictably high rates of high school and college graduation. On the other hand,
Birmingham’s history as an urban, blue-collar manufacturing center determined that
many of UAB’s students would be the first members of their families to attend college or
even to graduate from high school. As one would expect, such economic and racial
diversity posed a challenge to retention and graduation rates.

In response to this challenge, members of the UAB Department of English designed and
implemented an innovative articulation initiative. Responding to retention and
graduation problems, other university initiatives addressed them by coordinating
resources within UAB itself. In contrast to such internal measures, faculty who designed
the English Department’s new conference determined to create an extra-university
partnership. In contrast to most articulations, which were playing themselves out across
the nation during this period, the department’s new Articulation Conference reached
outside of the university and also outside the circles of higher education. Rather, striving
for enhanced in-house programmatic efficiency or forming partnerships with community
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colleges or other four-year institutions, our conference designers developed an
articulation model that depended upon enhanced communication between our faculty and
local high school English teachers.

As originally designed, the conference was a one-day event with the English faculty as
hosts and local high school teachers as guests. The conference site consisted of a single
classroom and offices of individual English faculty, all of which were located on a single
floor of a single campus building. The format was simple. In the morning hosts and
guests were divided into two groups. One group engaged in one-on-one grading sessions
in which one high school instruction and one university instructor discussed a set of
papers written by the high school instructor’s students. The immediate objective of these
sessions was to compare grades and comments so that the two instructors could better
understand each other’s pedagogy and expectations. The long-range objective, however,
was to create a climate of shared expectations and practices that would facilitate the
progress of local students through UAB’s core curriculum, thus enhancing retention and
graduation rates. As these grading sessions were occupying the first group of conference
participants, the second group was attending a presentation by members of the English
Department which dealt with specific aspects UAB’s Freshman English curriculum.
Thus the morning sessions were evenly divided between discussions of the high school
teachers’ methods and expectations and the methods and expectations of the university
faculty. In the afternoon, both groups reassembled for a presentation by a plenary
speaker from an educational institution outside of Birmingham.

With minor alterations, the format just described has been the model for successive UAB
Articulation Conferences that have taken place in an unbroken sequence for the last
thirty-four years. The conference budget has expanded. The conference venues have
become a bit more elegant. The number of participants has increased, and they no longer
exchange papers to compare grades and comments. However, the basic objective of
achieving an enhanced flow of communication between local high school and university
faculty has remained constant. One might wonder if such longstanding adherence to a
single format might not be a bit stultifying. Conference participants remain enthusiastic
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about this format for two reasons, however. In the first place, this event allows
professionals from across the city to get to know each other or to renew old friendships.
In many instances, older members of the group have taught new faculty from the ranks of
both university and high school. Other new members are new hires from all sections of
the United States. At lunch, at breaks, and in discussion sessions, individuals discuss the
conference topics and share their frustrations and successes.

Such discussions of conference topics are typically lively and engaged because the topics
themselves respond to a shifting range of issues. Each year’s plenary speaker is chosen
because his or her research deals with issues that are of current importance within studies
of articulation in higher education. In general, the topics fall into one of two interrelated
areas: composition considerations and cultural considerations. An overview of thirty-four
years of workshop and plenary topics is indicative how they have displayed sensitivity to
developments within the field of articulation while keeping a steady focus upon factors
that would facilitate a smooth transition from high school to college.

The conference’s focus upon composition is consistent with an underlying factor of the
articulation movement that emerged in the 1960’s and 1970’s: as a result of the Civil
Rights movement and shifting patterns of immigration, minority enrollment in American
universities increased substantially during this period. While much of this new minority
enrollment was channeled into community colleges, some four-year universities had
flexible admission standards that attracted substantial minority populations.
Unfortunately, substantial segments of this new minority cohort were academically at risk
(Mosholder and Zirkle). This pattern was evident in UAB’s enrollment and retention
figures during this period. During the 1970’s, admission to the university was
determined on the basis of a sliding system that correlated GPA’s and ACT/SAT scores.
A student who scored low on a standardized admission test but had a solid GPA, that
student could be granted conditional admission. Unfortunately, many students who were
conditionally admitted were unable to complete the core curriculum, which included
three and often four courses in composition and English literature. Retention and
graduation rates were substantially lower for conditionally admitted students—which
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included a disproportionately large minority population—than for non-conditionally
admitted ones. i

Workshop and plenary topics from conference programs during the early history of
UAB’s articulation conference reveal a constant focus on pedagogical strategies designed
to insure the success of a side range of students. An archived list of program information
is available at http://www.uab.edu/english/events/articulation-conference/. This focus has
continued through the present day. Topics include the following areas:
•

Critical thinking

•

Linear and non-linear thinking

•

Standardized test design and holistic grading

•

Advanced Placement programs

•

Orality and narrative performance

•

Connections between reading and composition skills

These topics proved attractive to a diverse range of conference participants, eliciting
lively input from the university faculty as well as from teachers from affluent suburban
high schools and those from the inner city.

In addition to topics that focused on composition strategies, the extended set of
conference programs reveals that the organizers were sensitive to cultural issues that
research in the field of articulation has shown to be factors in student success (Dolan).
Topics such as the following struck a responsive chord with participants who realized
that UAB’s culturally diverse population would present challenges to students who may
have already been academically at risk.
•

ESL strategies

•

Celebration of multicultural diversity

•

Popular culture

•

Urban space and the politics of literacy
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During its thirty-four year existence, UAB’s John Haggerty Articulation Conference has
achieved three marks of institutional success: an expanded budget, increased conference
participation, and widening administrative support within the UAB system and local
boards of education. In addition, the conference has attracted the attention of faculty at
the University of West Florida. Through this partnership between two states, the impact
of the Haggerty Articulation Conference is making itself felt within a steadily widening
professional circle.

UWF Initiative:

While theoretical underpinnings and alternate articulation models are important, a
successful conference must consider one additional element. An important part of any
articulation model is evaluation–responses and reactions–to and of that model. Some
evaluations and responses come immediately from the specific articulation model,
whereas other long-term evaluations and reactions evolve weeks, months, or even years
after the articulation model. Some reactions and responses can begin even before the
articulation model is established.

In proposing the University of West Florida’s High School Articulation Conference, a
colleague and I were bemoaning the idea that our freshmen are not prepared for their
freshman year in composition. Research such as the Stanford Bridge Project, current
ACT reports and Achieve reports have confirmed high school students’ low reading and
writing scores in recent years and have validated our concerns. One of the main goals of
The Bridge Project’s report, released in 2003 and entitled Betraying the College Dream:
How Disconnected K-12 and Postsecondary Education Systems Undermine Student
Aspirations, “is to help states and regions develop more aligned and equitable policy
structures that help all students prepare for, and succeed in, some form of postsecondary
education” (“About the Bridge Project”). In a media release in January of 2006,
announcing the release of a report by the American Institutes for Research, the release
notes, “More than 75 percent of students at 2-year colleges and more than 50 percent of
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students at 4-year colleges do not score at the proficient level of literacy.” The 2007 ACT
report on college readiness notes that although the number of students displaying
readiness for college has increased somewhat in the past couple of years, “rigor of high
school coursework [is] still in need of improvement, ” saying that “high school reading is
not challenging enough” and that “curriculum changes require action by policy makers
and educators” (“2007 ACT College Readiness Report News Release”).
Michael Kirst and Andrea Venezia, professor of education at Stanford University and
senior policy analyst at the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, have
been instrumental in researching and analyzing the divide that “persists between
elementary and secondary education...and higher education...–a division that significantly
hinders many students’ abilities to prepare for and to complete college”
(“About...Project”). Insistent that many students are slipping through the educational
cracks, researchers like Kirst and Venezia have called for conversations between high
school educators and higher education professors that would aid in aligning high school
and college courses to increase and improve college readiness and success. Jane Hunn
notes that “College-level teachers and high school teachers need time to talk” in the
article “What Is College-Level Writing,” published in the Council Chronicle in 2007
(Bauman 9). However, this article goes on to say that finding time to meet and discuss
course work is often impossible between high school teachers and college professors.

In March 2007, my colleague and I participated on UAB’s Thirty-Third John Haggerty
Articulation Conference program, where we conducted an informational survey on the
high school teachers attending the conference. These teachers, two of whom had attended
the conference as many as 21 and 25 times agreed that UAB’s annual conference
provides a chance to “network” with college teachers, to keep “abreast of new trends and
expectations in college writing,” “putting them on the same page” as college teachers
(Moore, “Informational Survey”). Encouraged by the responses of these teachers, my
colleague and I decided to write a proposal to the QEP committee on our campus to fund
UWF’s first High School Articulation Conference. Unfortunately, after submitting three
proposals to the committee, we were still denied funding for the “laudable” proposal that
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had “considerable promise” (Letters from QEP). Dismayed and disheartened by a lack of
funding from this committee, we were bolstered by our department chairman and
composition director, who themselves were disappointed by the committee’s lack of
funding. With donations from book representatives and from the Buffalo Rock
Corporation, and with the help of our seven composition classes, my colleague and I were
able to organize and advertise our first High School Articulation Conference in spring of
2008.

Approximately 154 students and teachers were involved in making the March 8, 2008,
conference a success. The evaluations from the high school teachers from Santa Rosa and
Escambia Counties strongly agreed that the conference was a “smashing” success,
offering such comments as “As Ed Sullivan used to say, ‘A rrreally great show!’ The rest
of the teachers in the district should have been here.” When asked if they would
recommend the conference to other teachers, all those polled answered “yes” (Moore,
“Compilation of High School Articulation Conference Survey Results”). These same
teachers noted several ways in which the conference would help them better prepare their
high school students for higher education, most of them noting the beneficial
collaboration and emphasis on “engaging” student writing and detection of plagiarism in
student work. The teachers questioned responded that Dr. David Jolliffe, professor of
literacy at the University of Arkansas, our keynote speaker, was “eminently effective,”
offering an informative and “thought-provoking” presentation. Encouraged by our
teachers’ comments, my colleague and I presented conference responses to the rest of our
faculty at our next department meeting. In response to the success of the 2008
conference, our department chairman, Dr. Bob Yeager, has agreed to sponsor the 2009
conference and has been enthusiastic in advertising the results of the conference.
Following suggestions from teachers at the 2008 conference, the 2009 conference has
been expanded to cover four local counties–Santa Rosa, Escambia, Okaloosa, and Walton
and to include high school history teachers and UWF’s History Department along with
English teachers.
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UWF’s High School Articulation Conference has given my colleague and me access into
some recent local and regional conferences. In an Informational Literacy Conference in
Savannah in October 2008, Carol Hulse and I presented information about the need for
and the methodology of UWF’s first High School Articulation Conference. In this
conference one of Escambia County’s high school teachers also presented a session on
using Web-based responses in a literature assignment that she had presented at UWF’s
conference. At a Student Successes Conference in Statesboro, Georgia, in February 2009,
our department director will introduce our reasons for creating UWF’s conference, and
our four teaching assistants involved in setting up our articulation conference will discuss
how the conference fits into our emphasis for producing more successful freshmen
students and better prepared young composition teachers in higher education.

In 2005, Achieve, a bi-partisan, non-profit organization met with business leaders and
forty-five state governors to discuss inadequate preparation of students for post secondary
education. As a result of that summit, 33 states have joined with Achieve to form the
American Diploma Project, “an initiative created to ensure that all students graduate from
high school prepared to face the challenges of work and college” (“The American
Diploma Project: Closing the Expectations Gap”). The executive summary of Achieve’s
report Closing the Expectations Gap 2008, clarifies that the 2008 report follows a 2004
series of reports that revealed “a sizeable gap between the standards students are required
to meet to earn a high school diploma and the knowledge and skills they need to be
successful in their college and career pursuits after high school” (Closing the
Expectations Gap 2008). The report goes on to cite the “four-part policy agenda
designed to close the expectations gap that is leaving so many young people unprepared
for their future”:

•

Aligning high school standards with the demands of college and careers;

•

Requiring students to complete a college-and-career-ready curriculum so
that earning a diploma ensures that a student is ready for postsecondary
opportunities;
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•

Building college-and-career-ready measures into statewide high school
assessment systems; and

•

Holding high schools and postsecondary institutions accountable for
student preparation and success.

My colleague and I were invited to Orlando to participate in a workshop in early October
2008, with Achieve and Florida’s Department of Education. Florida is currently working
with California and Illinois to align high school courses with postsecondary courses. At
this workshop teachers sought to identify specific skills students should have before they
enter their freshman year in college. At the end of October, I will participate in a meeting
in Washington, D.C. with Achieve to continue to further alignment of high school
courses and post secondary courses. Information from this meeting will be presented in
January at the 7th Annual Hawaiian Conference on Arts and Humanities.

Reactions to UWF’s High School Articulation Conference have indeed been varied–from
lack of funding by our local QEP Committee, to praise from participants in the
conference, to encouragement from our department chairman, to involvement in regional
conferences and with the Achieve Organization, the state Department of Education, and
the American Diploma Project. The need to realign courses to better prepare students for
their entrance and successful exit from college is a need both high school teachers and
college teachers clearly recognize. Conversation is necessary to make these changes
happen, and no better way exists for productive conversation than in conferences that
bring together high school and college teachers.

Endnotes
1

2

For the chronological trajectory of American articulation see Mosholder and Zirkle.
For an overview of First Year Experience programs in America, see in particular
Tobolowsky’s survey of recent development in this rapidly expanding field.
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The Lost WPA-Era Murals of State College: Historical Sustainability in San Diego Art, Identity,
and Community
Mallios, Seth
Department of Anthropology, San Diego State University
5500 Campanile Drive, San Diego CA 92182-6040
smallios@mail.sdsu.edu
Two Works Progress Administration (WPA)-era murals from the 1930s, long thought to
have been destroyed during subsequent building renovations, were uncovered in San Diego State
University’s (SDSU) Hardy Memorial Tower in August of 2004. Local student artists
Genevieve Burgeson Bredo and George Sorenson completed these murals in 1936 at the entrance
and in the hallway of the old library at SDSU, known at the time as San Diego State College.
Since their discovery, one of the murals has been removed, conserved, and restored in the main
campus library, and the other is in the midst of conservation. Much of San Diego State College
was built by workers employed by WPA Projects when it was moved to Montezuma Mesa in the
1930s. Contemporary murals at Hardy Memorial Tower showcased the enduring spirit of these
and other laborers who toiled in local San Diego industries. This artwork both celebrated and
exemplified the spirit of the New Deal, illustrating the ability of ordinary workers to help
resuscitate the nation. Ever since its Depression-Era construction, San Diego State has been the
people’s college of San Diego. Today, one in every seven adults in San Diego who holds a
college degree attended SDSU. Although the landscape of the university continues to expand
and change, remnants of San Diego State’s humble origins lay at its core. Even when the past
was thought to have been destroyed, as in the case of the two recently discovered WPA murals in
Hardy Memorial Tower, the soul of the university emerges in the most unexpected places and
displays the legacy of its hard-working laborers, the common people of San Diego.
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abstract :

Vanitas and Death in Caspar David Friedrich’s
The Monk by the Sea and The Abbey in the Oakwood
How can art possibly represent death? Any representation of death is complicated by
death’s absolute nature in that we cannot experience it and then go and define it. Yet
there is a rich iconography of death in the Western arts. Particularly the work of the
German Romantic painter Caspar David Friedrich is filled by representations of death
and its contemplation. By means of his famous companion pieces, The Monk by the
Sea and The Abbey in the Oakwood, the representations of vanitas and death are
explored in terms of aesthetics, containment mechanisms, and the disordering forces
at work in the paintings.
By establishing a dialectic of sublime control and exposure to an all-controlling gaze,
Friedrich’s The Monk by the Sea unhinges the conventional viewer’s safe and superior
viewpoint and thus puts the spectator him-/herself in lieu of Death looking at his
victim, following the tradition of the Dance of Death. Its companion piece, The Abbey,
restores the safety of the viewer at the same time that it keeps the viewer removed
from a surreal, symbolic landscape that draws on the Western traditions of
ecclesiastical architecture and church interiors. Friedrich’s careful de-/construction of
viewpoints is essential to these two representations of death. They show how the
artist’s struggle with the paradoxes of his theme and the sublime were integral to his
development of an aesthetics which he considered satisfying to portray the inevitable
but unknown human reality of death.
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Language practices in Louisiana: the switch from written French to written English
within the Catholic Church
Sylvie Dubois
Louisiana State University

This paper reports a case study concerning spatial distribution of the switch from written
French to written English in Louisiana over a century and half. Many scholars such as Britain
(2002) and Horvath and Horvath (2001 and 2003) have studied the spatial distribution of
linguistic forms across a range of localities (cities, regions, countries). Our case study, in
contrast, analyzes spatial diffusion of a language practice over time, specifically the switch from
French to English in the Sacramental Registers of more than 140 Catholic churches in south
Louisiana, from roughly the time of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 to World War II. This
language change in the registers occurred over more than a century, starting in 1844 (the earliest
switch) and ending in 1954 (the last switch). In our study, the Roman Catholic Church, with the
Archdiocese of New Orleans as its administrative base for the entire Louisiana territory, is
defined as a community of practice, a conceptual framework advocated by Meyerhoff (2002).
During the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century, this community of
practice stood as the last vestige of French cultural dominance and the last stronghold for the
written French language in Louisiana.
Although one geographical model indicates that the spread of English as a new language
practice first occurred in the few urban centers before 1880, we show that no model can
satisfactorily explain its spread afterward throughout the majority of less populated localities
within twenty-three parishes. To understand what social and attitudinal constraints lead to place
effects at the administrative, parish, and parishioners levels, we employ additional sources of
archival material: 1- an unpublished Antebellum collection of business-oriented and personal
letters written from 1803 to 1859 by lay people and local priests from Louisiana parishes to New
Orleans bishops and priests; 2- the Clergy Database which records the country of origin of
individuals who held administrative office from 1888 through 1918; 3- the parish visitation
reports written in French or English, which contain a variety of information about the number of
Catholics and communicants as well as the language of the parishioners, the priest, or the
language of service.
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Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 2008
How does the practice of Interior Architecture inform the teaching of
Interior Architecture?
Bruce Edward Watson
The University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia.

Teaching & Making

How does the practice of interior architecture inform the teaching of interior architecture
within a university setting?
This paper will investigate and reflect on the relationship that exists between the practice
of interior architecture and the teaching of interior architecture.
The act of designing within the practice of interior architecture operates through a
process of research analysis and assembly. The act of teaching interior architecture also
uses these modes of practice as both mimicry of the profession itself and an autonomous
derivative of design that is design education itself. This circular relationship creates a
vibrancy that is both manageable and useful for all stake holders. The extent of this
symbiosis however must be reviewed analysed and reassembled as required by
innovations in education and industry. As the playing field moves so must the game.
The synergies between design teaching and design practice will be explored; examples of
how the two operate in a similar yet oppositional manner will be discussed with a view to
this relationship being enhanced.

Bruce Edward Watson
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Background.
The profession of Interior architecture remains in Australian an unregulated industry,
unlike its close yet distant relation the profession of Architecture. This none regulation
of the industry allows a breadth of inventive and diverse approaches all commenting,
shaping and influencing this malleable field of design. In turn the direction that the
education of interior architecture takes is also a dynamic array of both practical and
scholarly teaching and learning directions. The area of interior architecture within a
university setting formally reinvented itself in Australia emergent from a heritage of
interior design. The first interior architecture degree in Australia being established in
1988 at the University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia. This reinvention brought
with it a new perspective of possibility in practice and education and with this freedom
began the quest for an identity of skills directions and educational challenges.
Teaching and learning revolve about a pendular motion of making, thinking and
reflection.

This motion in an education setting is defined by an engagement in

information exchange within a ‘learning place’. This learning place begins its cycle
crafted by the teacher as situational drama replicating scenario’s that mimic and reinvent
a professional design process whilst also crafting an autonomous educational field, design
education.
This emulation acts two fold, as an independent fictitious discipline of design education
and as a type of mock design scenario separate yet similar to the realms of the
professional designing world. Both of these sets of educational tools act cohesively and
independently to shape a whole design education. The mock problem solving drama –
the design brief – recreates a process reflective of the lateral processes paramount in any
design issue real or unreal whilst also developing within the student flexible and agile
design maneuvers required in the profession of interior architecture.
At some point the educator of design assembles these scenarios with a weighting of skills
versus attributes. Skills being the set of harder edge more tangible facts that allow a
designer to draw, model and design whereas the attributes are less touchable qualities
such as thinking, adaptability and design with the area of cross over being ‘design’ itself.
These weightings of skills and attributes within a design briefs construction determine the

Bruce Edward Watson
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typology of the scenario and the degree to which they sit within the grey scale of design
learning with academic learning to the far left and the practice of design to the far right.
This paper will attempt to identify and study methodologies of the practice of interior
architecture that inform the teaching of interior architecture and the converse effect of
teaching methodologies informing practice.

Teaching and making.
To establish an understanding of where and how this symbiotic relationship, teaching and
making could be assembled in a more robust manner, which more effectively allowed this
relationship to profit similarities and differences must be defined. Teaching involves
learning and strategies that evoke a process around information transfer and its
assimilation as part of the students design vocabulary – much like the learning of an
alphabet which involves a degree of learning by rote – then in time the assembly of the
alphabet into words and future sentences built around concepts and ideas.
The design alphabet is harder to define but could be said to involve a skill set associated
with a spatial literacy, an understanding and ability to create a representation of spatial
form, this initial skill of representation being an ability to craft plans and their section. A
two dimensional understanding of a three dimensional form and associated skills of that
forms replication and invention are in essence at the beginning of an understanding of an
interior architecture language, just as the alphabet is the beginning of an understanding of
a written and spoken language.
The processes of teaching this initial design language are for the most found in an
academic setting rather than within the practice of design, this then relegates the very
beginnings of the language of interior architecture to a setting distinct both in its
opposition and similarity to the practice of design. These skills are common to both and
yet there applications diverse. The application of the two vary in an academic settings
and within practice though the two maintain a representative nature of a three
dimensional artifact. It is then the difference becomes distinct.
In practice a final stage of the artifact is realised at the hands of a builder, fabricator or
simply the maker, the plans then becoming coupled too, yet subservient to the body of the
completed artifact. The artifact becomes then grounded in reality within the world rather
Bruce Edward Watson
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than possibility within an infinite undetermined realm of ideas and thought of the
academy.
Within the arena of the built environment interiors and artifacts become used, witnessed,
discussed and reflected on as a player in the mix of a society’s fabric. The outcome is
public and acts in most respects towards the betterment of a place within society in a
physical, emotional and cultural sense.
The works of design as formed within an academic setting become part of knowledge
assembly exploring possibilities of both an educational process and knowledge creation
through the exploration of design and ideas.

Fundamentally remaining part of a

universities and students intellectual and cultural capital.

The artifact becomes the

knowledge assembly in this scenario becoming the lesson and remaining for the most
within the realms of the learnt and taught of the academy.
The distinction here is two fold, in the practice of design and interior architecture the
processes of design associated with these skill sets are around information gathering built
around the eventual creation of an artifact in the world bounded by the present and its
associated ramifications. The progression of ideas becomes tainted by reality and the
strong hold of time and place, the built form exists in a finite and complete manner
forming a segment of a time line of the built environment and its society. Whereas in the
world of academic design within a university setting the design process evolves about a
liberty opposed to such constraints but rather exploring beyond the realms of the real. Not
bound by time and place, thus design and designing in a sphere of what could be
considered ‘pure design’ with no finite solution.
The built artifact concretizes the ideas conception, whereas the idea within an academic
setting is encouraged to mature infinitely within a realm of ideas and possibility, what
could be rather than what is.

Research and making
Research is? And means different things to different people the structures that it follows
have inherently different forms and processes. Academic research can mean the creation
of news realms or a rebuilding of past thoughts voiced through invention. This type of
progression is typically housed in the towers of the university ethic, knowledge as an
Bruce Edward Watson
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expansion of thought. Research in some professions is more closely and practically
linked to a profession itself, these faculties generally are science based and the research
processes and practices associated with the professions themselves are replicated within a
university setting. In the design professions this type of practice –research – is far less
coupled between academic research explorations and the making of design. In practice
the form that knowledge typically takes is an assembly that evolves from research as
knowledge generated by needs or as specific requirements of operational or functional
methodologies.
The presence of the artifact within both realms, professional - designing and making and educational - teaching of design, transmits minimal rhetoric of the underpinning
formalities and research that have driven shaped and dictated the eventual artifact. The
act of teaching uses an end result of researched and developed groupings of knowledge
shaped into an end result, ‘a syllabus’ or teaching strategy for the use by its user groups
the student, teacher and the academy. This syllabus construction is based in a close mix
of the rehearsal of skills and attribute sets drawn form both the academy itself (research
and analysis, invention and making) and the profession of design and interior architecture
(research and analysis, invention and making).
The act of making in both practice and in a university setting involve this same gathering
and shaping of knowledge and research. The end result again for practice is artifact based
whilst within an academic pursuit the result is neither bound by the artifact nor its place
within the world. The difference being a greater percentage of decisions around practice
are object or physically based whilst the percentage of decisions within an university
setting theoretically determined and not necessarily of a physical result such as the
artifact. The research associated with both practice and teaching is reflective of these
outcomes though gathered and shaped in different modes.
The artifacts presence in a society bounded by the built environment and its practice of
the real become tangential to the design processes which result in an experience of theory
not reliant on the production of the artifact but rather its questioning and understanding.
The processes and intent involved in this knowledge gathering would then contest as a
tangible difference between the real and the unreal – practice and theory.

Bruce Edward Watson
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The research around making within practice begins with an attempt to understand firstly
“what is being asked for?” form what already exists or what does the eventual artifact
need to do or be and by what parameters will its being or doing be impacted – external
factors (budget, codes, site constraints, etc).
These skills of research whilst integral components of designing do not fully define the
making but rather form the foundations which begin and inform the initial act of
designing preempting the act of making.

The practice of interior architecture thus

involves the gathering of existing knowledge and information around a real site and a real
brief. The information exists and it is the gatherers aptitude for gathering rather than
knowledge invention that is the driver. An assembly of the gathered information then
relies on an understanding of the existing mechanisms that will impact on the artifacts
existence. This assembly relates to research which is not inventive but rather prescriptive
and formed of requirements and knowledge of the bureaucratic processes of building
within the region.

Whereas research within the academic realms is driven by the

gathering and creation of information around notions of idea and knowledge creation and
invention, processes of designing in a pure manner rather than making.
The constraints set out within the professional arena of making and associated knowledge
gathering as research determine the type of aims that are possible and finite. These aims
of research form a gathering rather than creative and inventive methodology thus
relegating the processes of research within the profession to a determinate equation which
preempts an artifact rather than an idea again built in invention. The modus operandi
within a university setting in conversely driven by research which is assessed rather on its
merits of invention around the creation of new knowledge not already in existence nor
strictly associated with an artifacts realization but rather about an infinite approach to
new knowledge.

Decision making around making and teaching
The process that forms the stages of decision making involve a series of knowledge
gathering, sorting and elimination – decision making being a process by which alternative
solutions are valued and ranked so as to allow a reasonable choice to be made form
among the options. The process of ranking and valuing is informed and influenced by
Bruce Edward Watson
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factors both professionally culturally and personally.

A set of personal values are

determined by a set of lived and learnt experiences programmed from external factors
gathered and assimilated from childhood through to adulthood. The values that are
applied in this process of evaluation within a design setting become a complex array of
design knowledge and associated values coupled with a broader set of embedded
individual specific values.
Placing students in a mechanism specific to the practice of design built around industry
relevant and industry specific problem solving where the ‘practice makes perfect’
analogy can be encouraged provides students with the beginning of a recallable repertoire
of identifiable decision making precedents. These decisions and values are part of and
essential to the production and making of design. “The intuition and judgment of persons
who have had experience with similar types of problems is a most important resource
available in an organization in dealing with situations of this type.”(Radford 1988).
The designing values that are learnt are impacted upon by the academy itself and vary
from institution to institution culture to culture place to place. A variety of motherhood
design values exist in common, however for the most the design decision making within
academia and industry are influenced by differing values. The profession of design is
impacted upon by market economy forces where a product is part of a service to a client.
These forces shape an approach impacting on the processes of design layering and its
assembly and the decision making around a notion of supply and demand within a
society.
The values as part of an academic setting, whilst attempting to mimic or recreate a
scenario relevant to industry are staged within an arena where market forces do not apply.
It is the essence of design possibility within the academy which determines a freedom of
thought and the thoughts eventuation. Design is driven from a base of explorative,
inventive and unbridled possibility where anything forged of less than visionary becomes
the realm of the profession or the real.
Within the profession of interior architecture the artifact displays a final and complete
effortless diagram representative of the rhetoric that has been associated with the
networks of its assembly in the production of a result – in short the artifact transmits a
result rather than a process.
Bruce Edward Watson
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This autonomy of the artifact with its armor of deception conceals a myriad of complex
and vital or not vital underpinning rudiments all reliant on a singular gene to begin the
artifacts genesis – research. Designing begins in possibility informed by a coupling of
idea versus reality, reality versus idea.
These research processes can then be identified and the structuring of the processes can
be taught – more easily – than the process know as design itself. This then becomes a
management process of proportions that become tangible rather than not. The decisions
made around and within the processes of design research at this stage are thus objective
and able to be more clearly qualified than the invisible and diverse maneuvers involved in
design within designs more subjective phases.
These research processes are fundamental components of both the profession of design
and the education of design. Whilst the processes of design itself are more cunning and
difficult to identify and hence teach the under pining processes of research and decision
making are able to be identified and utilized as a principal foundation within the
profession and as a learning tool taught in an academic scenario. These initial gathering
stages in the design process occupy fragments of sameness, all built forms occupy a
space in time and a site representative of the mechanisms relevant and reliant to that
period in time that have informed its intrinsic design rhetoric. A defined place within a
time line of the now.

Skills and Attributes teaching and making
Distilling the designing processes further two families of practice can be identified –
skills and attributes, both forming part of the equation of a teaching and learning setting
of the university and with the practice of interior architecture. Skills being the visible
hands on activities that allow a designer to draw model and make, attributes being more
than skills or knowledge and rather a set of broad adaptive intuitive responses, reacting
with dexterity and invention as the specific design condition necessitates.
Design is forged from a breadth of ideologies and methodologies all pertinent to the
individual design issue and concurrently the designer’s individual values, approach or
interpretation of a specific design. Skills, which are visible tend to shaped of a tangible
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real output, fashioned at the hand of the designer and placed within the world clearly
visible as part of the artifact.
The invisible abilities or attributes are not seen as a direct tangible reflection of doing but
rather part of an inherent intangible quality amalgamating resourcefulness, creativity,
visual thinking with an appropriate response. These abilities are held together by flexible
design dexterity - adaptability.

The nature of these outputs is complex to define

consistently as they are not seen as representation and adapt from one design issue to the
next, acting as an invisible glue allowing the designing process to be lateral rather than
linear. Thus creating adaptability itself as an inherent quality or attribute of each
individual design approach, formed as an integral component of the individual nature of
the specific design circumstances.
Design scenarios evolve as specific to themselves thus no systematized or homogeneous
design approach can be used or identified therefore taught – a teaching and learning risk
emerges. Design solutions are infinitely diverse and as a consequence must be tailor
made and specific to individual conditions of the design requirements. For this reason
the teaching of these invisible qualities that service this diversity must be thought of in
another manner other than the visible. Within both the practice of interior architecture
and the academy skills and attributes are seen as integral to design.
Skills reflecting the particular and specialized practice of interior architecture relevant to
design within a profession are begun to be taught and learnt within a university setting.
The nature and quality of these skills and attributes is reflective of a design methodology
that embraces an interior position of design. Initial generic skills sets relevant and
specific to the profession are acquired whilst a student. These skills set being an ability
to construct an interior environment specific in relationship to itself - the interior. These
skills are then further developed and specialized within a career in the profession. The
teaching of skills as part of an interior architectural professional becomes both the
responsibility of the profession and the academy with each taking roles specific to
themselves.
Attributes that are gained within a university setting initially are broad-spectrum in nature
focusing further as the student develops a greater understanding of the specific area of
expertise that is interior architecture or design. These attributes such as adaptability and
Bruce Edward Watson
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critical thinking form a basis from which to build within a professional arena and are
generally broad based rather than specific – this being the nature of ‘attributes’.
The essential technical skills of a designer are able to be taught or the knowledge of these
abilities expressed and demonstrated in a teaching and learning setting due to the
practical and visible type of the expertise. However communicating the essence of an
attribute such as ‘adaptability’ creates a more challenging and complex teaching and
learning scenario for both practice and the profession. Given the characteristic of an
attribute as something that can exist as unquantifiable due to its inherent and sometimes
invisible nature, how then are these attributes identified and taught in a university setting
or within the profession? Attributes can be fostered within a teaching setting with the
assembly of such teaching best constructed through complex scenarios encouraging
inventive, dexterous and a multi layered approach to a choreographed design brief.
Methodologies of creative knowledge gathering and knowledge creation develop from
within the practice of design itself to address needs and requirements of the assembly of
design and the artifact within the built environment.
These methods are a designer’s retort to a site or the conditions associated around a brief,
such responses begin the process of investigation from within a designer – the problem at
hand becomes an opportunity. With a response to a brief being and containing a mix of
approaches both possible impossible and experimental, where the approach is
underpinned and informed by possibility rather than viability or achievability.
The notion of adaptability and reflection can be best fostered within a university setting
where the processes of creative endeavours are more easily maintained in the absence
practicalities of a built environment.
“Learners in theory have more direct access to the processes by which knowledge
advancements take place, and the research process is disciplined by changing demands
facing the world of professional practice.” (Griffiths 2004)
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In conclusion.
The complexities of design and its associated processes rely on a circular sorting and
assembly of knowledge. Additional knowledge is gathered form an existing base of held
knowledge of the designer, this held knowledge allows access to future unknown
knowledge which must be sourced and refined around each specific design project. The
existing base of knowledge begins its life from within learnt and taught academic
scenarios within a university setting of the design studio. Where the replication of real
world scenarios is structured within the design syllabus to both duplicate processes of the
practice of design and also build adaptability within the student’s skill sets and attributes.
It is this adaptability – the ability to know what is not known around a specific problem
and that vaster research, data gathering and invention is required prior to and throughout
design process. This being a primary commonality amongst the practice of interior
architecture and the teaching of interior architecture.
Issues around design are generated primarily within an arena of practice of design, the
building of the artifact stamps an ownership of the factual or real upon the designs greater
impact in the world. The response to this reality is an academic structure built around
theory and education which aims to grasp at scholarship within an academic setting – the
response is research, teaching and learning. The knowledge that is required within both
agencies, the practice and the academy is similar yet different in there applications. The
processes of academic thought and practice of design and interior architecture are driven
by an exposure to the processes within a professional setting. These processes mimic
whilst at the same time reinvent themselves as a healthy and autonomous field of design
which is education.
Practice and academy represent factors of both knowledge creation and its assembly – the
applications of the two are held together by different percentages both influenced by their
individual setting. Both are involved in knowledge creation though practice is imposed
on by the factors that hamper the degree to which it becomes a priority over and above a
commercial viability, whereas the profit within a university setting is the knowledge
creation.
A gap between the two should exist; this gap however should be regularly monitored and
used as a reflective and informing stack holder within the wider realm of design and
Bruce Edward Watson
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interior architecture. This cyclic relationship between theory and practice, making and
teaching is at the source of invention within design, it is the pushing and pulling between
teaching within the academy and making within industry which creates a vital disconnect
between the two. This disconnect is the place of possibility and invention where design
thrives and reinvents and strives for greater ways forward.
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“Confucian Rites (Li) from Confucius to Han Fei Tzu”
by
Michael R. Martin
Department of Philosophy
University of Hong Kong
Abstract

In this paper I present and compare several interpretations of rites (li) as discussed
in Confucius, Mencius, Hsun Tzu and Han Fei Tzu. I argue, perhaps somewhat
controversially, that li should be taken as the fundamental concept in Confucianism, and
that a certain conservatism and indeed authoritarianism arise as a result and must be
accepted as inherent in Confucianism. By implication, I argue that the attempts of
several recent commentators to defend a liberal reading, or the potential for liberalism, in
Confucianism, are unsuccessful and mistaken. I will look at a few main passages in
Mencius which may suggest some hints of liberal individualism, but I will argue that
even Mencius should be read ultimately as an upholder of authoritarian Confucian
doctrine, which comes out all the more explicitly in the writings of Hsun Tzu and Han
Fei Tzu. I suggest, therefore, that the discussions of li in Hsun Tzu and Han Fei Tzu, and
the underlying authoritarianism in Hsun Tzu and Han Fei Tzu, need greater emphasis in
characterizing Confucianism as a whole.
In developing my argument, I use primarily the perspective of modern analytical
philosophy, with substantial quotations and references to the primary texts, as well as
some speculation in places.
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1.When all the Rivers Run
2.Name of the author: Robyn Heckenberg
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4.Robyn Heckenberg, Centre for Australian Indigenous Studies
5. Robyn.Heckenberg@arts.monash.edu.au
6. Abstract:
In Aboriginal society cultural values are readily intertwined with care of Country. Indeed,
even amongst contemporary white Australians, there is an increasing awareness of the
importance of environmental care of river systems to the health and well-being of the
land and people. A significant aspect of the flow of the Rivers has as much to do with
cultural facets of life as it does to economic aspects. Aboriginal cultural values regarding
the spiritual potency of the land and rivers are reflected through associated stories. This
paper will examine the importance of river flows to the life of Indigenous Australia,
drawing on the bila as a motif of an important aspect of identity and sense of place to
Wiradjuri people of NSW. Wiradjuri are mayiny bila ngurangbaanggu, people of the
river country, karrai binaal birrimal bila in a land of much bush and many rivers.
Discussion is also generated regarding the riparian zone of the river, the connecting
stories and the work concerning its care. The research is supported through reflections
regarding relationship to bila ngurangbaang (the river country) in recently produced
visual commentary.
Ngangaanggu birrimal karrai bila
Dya Birrimal karrai bila durai ngangaanggu ngingu
(words of Pastor Cec Grant)
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“Of Dots, Data and Magic: Theory and Practice in the Work of Art”
Michael Gutierrez
Boston College
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Abstract
This paper traces the action of theory and practice in the work of art by
way of a dialogue between Seurat and Sartre. In the first section, two
select aesthetic theories of Seurat are put to consideration: (1) the law
of simultaneously contrasted colors, and (2) the theory of optical
mixture. In the second section, the possibility of aesthetic cognition is
developed in the writings of the early Sartre, specifically examining the
following texts: “The Transcendence of the Ego”, “The Emotions:
Outline of a Theory”, and “The Imaginary”. Here the unique character
of aesthetic experience is designated as the magical character and the
structure of significance in the work of art is identified as the relation
between an image and a meant-image. In the third section, the insights
of Sartre’s aesthetic theories are leveled as criticisms against Seurat’s
own aesthetic theories and we examine Seurat’s practice to ascertain
whether the actual works of art support or belie these criticisms. In the
fourth section, a final commentary on the status of the work of art, in
respect to theory and practice, is formulated.
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Of Dots, Data and Magic
“The act of imagination, as we have just seen, is a magical act.”-Jean-Paul Sartre
“This same method of mixing colours on the retina of the observer is also used more or less in oil painting
with excellent effect; it lends to them a magical charm, the tints seeming purer and more varying; the very
fact that the appearance of the painting changes somewhat according as the observer advances or retires
from it being an advantage, communicating to it, as we might say, a certain kind of life.”-Ogden Rood
We will speak here mainly of Seurat and Sartre. The two are both Frenchmen, both great
contributors to French and world culture, and are located somewhat proximately on the grand timeline of
world-history. Despite this common ground, however, it is not immediately apparent why the two should
be linked in discussion. One was a painter, a reserved, silent spectator, who worked in obscurity as the
proponent of a marginal sub-genre, chromoluminarism, in an already marginal field, non-Academic
painting. The other achieved excellence across a spectrum of arts, and was an outspoken public intellectual
who enjoyed both respect from the intellectual elite and acclaim from the public at large. Furthermore the
distance between Seurat’s death in 1891 and Sartre’s birth in 1905, given the lightening-quick evolution of
the arts in France at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century, must be counted
many time mores than the mere fourteen year interval. In short, there are real differences between the two
and there is no ready-made, popular thesis floating around, to my knowledge, surpassing this distance;
there are no reasons to consider the conversation half-complete by merely comentioning their names (as in
the case of Wagner and Nietzsche, for example). On this account it will be necessary to include a bit more
historical exposition and background then one might usually expect in the average philosophical essay, if
one wishes to dig beneath the immediate surface to find the connections we seek. And if such digging
dirties the hands, let’s be like a paint-smeared artist and pay no mind.
We will begin by examining Seurat, his theories of art and his works of art. The great question
with Seurat is always: what leads what? Of the theories and the works themselves, which was the chariot
and which were the horses that carried him to notoriety, fame and, ultimately, canonical status in French
painting? In response to these questions, we will consider the sources and substance of select theories.
Next, we will turn to Sartre and develop a critique of the previously-introduced theories of art.
Some of this critique will issue out of the more generalized intellectual framework of phenomenology and
intentionality, which Husserl had originated and which Sartre endorsed and put to work in his own
writings. In the texts we will be studying, The Transcendence of the Ego, The Emotions: Outline of a
Theory, and the Imaginary, we find Sartre early in his career before his thoughts have been fully
individuated and freed from his influences. However, when we turn to the “Work of Art” coda in the
Imaginary, we will see Sartre’s developing originality as he describes the experience of experiencing a
work of art. Specifically, we will address this experience as the magical experience.
Finally, we will turn to Seurat’s works of art themselves. Does Seurat’s practice live up to his
theory? In other words, do the works of art realize the theories that surrounded them and can the force and
beauty of the works be reduced to the successful expression of theory? I will argue that Seurat’s practice
deviates from his theory and that he anticipates, in practice, many of the criticisms that would have been
leveled against him years later by Sartre and others. Practical anticipation differs from a theoretical
anticipation in that practical anticipation lacks a speculative dimension. One can not speculate in deed, hold
for possible in deed; practice requires commitment and a closing-off of possibilities. One chooses either the
color red, or the color blue. So we would expect practical anticipation to show up as a positive element in
Seurat’s work, available to empirical observation and comment. We will look for these elements and show
how Seurat utilized the magical aspect of experiencing art, years before Sartre joined the discussion.
1. Seurat and his theories of art
The theoretical and experimental character of Seurat’s efforts lingers about the man and his works
like a dense fog, making it difficult at times to properly appreciate either. Sometimes this is merely an
unfortunate coincidence; for example, consider the misleading coincidence of the English word ‘point’ and
the French word ‘point’, which forms the basis for the overexalted term ‘pointillisme’. The coincidence is
not entirely arbitrary. Both kinds of ‘point’ share the sense of ‘being a dot’, but the French ‘point’ has a
background of related meanings, like ‘speck’, ‘stipple’, ‘mark’ and ‘stitch’, which significantly stretch the
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notion of what ‘pointillisme’ might be. A speck is irregularly shaped; a stipple typically looks like an
abbreviated stroke with squared edges; a mark is quite a lot of things; and so on. Impressionism
experimented with all these methods of paint application. One thinks of the short, soft strokes of Renoir’s
daytrippers, Monet’s haystacks and of the mottled striae of Camille Pissaro’s town and country scenes.
Seurat, then, was not so distant from his cohorts who did not merit the distinction of being pointillistes 1 . If
the artist, perhaps, had his own way he would have called his style ‘chromo-luminarisme’ or ‘peinture
optique’. 2 He used both of these terms at various times to indicate, on the one hand, his interest in the
brilliant rendering of the effects of light and color and to emphasize, on the other hand, the scientific
principles undergirding his efforts. Light as a human experience and the division of color as a means to
relate the experience: this is what interested Seurat. The artist would have been most unimpressed with the
notion of pointillisme as the mere rendering of a measured field of uniform dots, mechanically applied- as
dots above all- and yet this notion dominated the public and critical reception of impression of Seurat until
quite recently.
Close examination of his paintings reveal they are more than mere dots. The fog clears, so to
speak, through close attention to the works. It is much harder, however, the cut through the haze that
surrounds Seurat’s personal and authentic thoughts on art theory. No amount of observation can penetrate
the innerworkings of another mind. Furthermore, the painter moved in the same circles of Gauguin and the
Symbolist writers. The prevailing winds favored the elliptic, the mysterious, and the always well-dressed
Seurat was rarely accused of being unfashionable. Thus, we must make do with circumstantial evidence of
his aesthetic beliefs, culled from his traditional academic education, his contact with peers, and his own
writings, private and public. In this manner, we will examine two theoretical items: (1) the theory of
simultaneously contrasting color and (2) optical mixture.
The first theoretical item, the theory, or ‘law’ as it is sometimes called, of simultaneously
contrasting color, is stated most simply by the great Seurat scholar William Innes Homer, in reference to
adjacent colored fabrics: “…the apparent intensity of color did not depend as much on the inherent
pigmentation of the material used as it did on the hue of the neighboring fabric.”3 That is, the intensity of
color is observed to fluctuate not only as a result of a change in its own internal qualities, which might
occur if we, say, bleached the fabric; this result we fully expect; the surprising turn, however, is that one
can increase the experienced intensity of color by counterposing it against this or that other color. This
latter possibility involves no alteration of what we might call the objective, internal quality of the color in
question (the art discourse tends to call this the local color of an object)- and yet a transformation occurs
before our very eyes. This is a result very easily obtained through private experiment: hold a plain yellow
slip of paper against a white background and the yellow paper will appear solidly colored, yet wan,
blanched, weak; however, hold the same slip of paper against a red background and the apparent intensity
of color will heighten as the yellow acquires a more brilliant hue and greater depth. The observation of this
phenomenon lead to the method known as the division of color and was practiced widely by the French
avant-garde towards the end of the nineteenth century.
A question remained, though, as to exactly which colors were to be divided? and how? We know
from Seurat’s own letters and testimony that he revered Delacroix as an early pioneer of divided color. 4
Delacroix was something like the patron saint of divisionism. And Seurat, a tireless and passionate
researcher, would have probed Delacroix’s own investigations into color from a number of perspectives.
First, of course, by way of his paintings themselves. In a time when most artists were painting from an
earthy palette of dark browns and blacks, Delacroix furtively experimented in divided color, subtly
counterposing reds and greens in place of the palid pigments accepted as the orthodox representation of
human flesh. At a distance, the counterposition mingled with the eye to produce a liveliness unmatched by
the traditional flat, pink skein of waxen epidermis preferred by the typical patron and patroness 5 . As to
what principle was at work to produce such liveliness, Delacroix would or could not say. But his work
surely stood out as an early provocation. This provocation was all the more heightened by other sources
who reflected on Delacroix’s use of color. Both the poet Baudelaire, in his study of the painter “L’Œuvre et
la Vie d’Eugéne Delacroix”, and Charles Blanc in his more pedagogical study “Grammaire des art du
1

More derisively, “les Confettistes”. See Courthion, Pierre; “Georges Seurat”, p. 23.
Homer, William Innes; “Seurat and the Science of Painting”, p. 11.
3
Ibid.; p. 20.
4
Ibid.; p. 17.
5
Ibid.; p. 32.
2
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dessin” 6 , reflected on the miraculous effects achieved by Delacroix’s coloring, but neither offered any sort
of systematic account of the innerworkings of the method. Such an attempt towards a formal articulation of
the method became the task of a certain Michel-Eugène Chevreul.
Chevreul, a dyer of tapestries by trade, wrote in his spare time one of the most influential accounts
on color theory of his day, “De la loi du contraste simultané des couleurs”. The remarkable aspect of this
treatise is its clear articulation of the phenomenon itself and the means to achieve its effect. Included in the
account is a chromatic circle which he constructed, based on his years of experience dealing with colored
wool, in order to show the relation of every color to its opposite. It was the counterposition of exact
opposites, Chevreul argued, that resulted in the greatest increase in color intensity for each of the colors
involved. Thus, green against red, yellow against purple, blue against orange, all produced an intensity
greater than the sum of their partial intensities. The chromatic circle was basically a “how-to” guide for
artists interested in producing greater effects of luminosity, a guide simple to understand and follow. And
many readers did just that; artists as removed in style from Seurat as Matisse and Gauguin read and
appreciated the treatise; and his conclusions helped precipitate the general migration among the new
painters from the earth colors of the academic painters to the so-called “solar colors”.
An additional contribution to color theory by the physicist, Ogden N. Rood, helped solidify
Chevreul’s findings for Seurat and his circle. Chevreul’s method, although exercising all the good scientific
practice of sustained observation of natural phenomena, lacked a certain sheen of scientific heft. Rood
picked up where the wool-dyer left off, with his “Modern Chromatics (Students’ Text-Book for Color)”.
Essentially, he buttressed Chevreul’s points with precise calculations which revealed that the exact color
complementaries were slightly different than Chevreul’s results. Blue was complemented by orangeyellow, green by red-purple, and so on. We can confirm Seurat’s awareness of Rood’s work in a copy of
Rood’s wheel found in the artist’s personal writings. These findings held great promise for Seurat, but it
was only in combination with the second critical principle of his aesthetic theory that we will examine, that
the law of simultaneously contrasted color would be put to use.
We will remain with Rood and his “Modern Chromatics” to discuss this second theoretical item,
that of “optical mixture”. Briefly, the theory holds that two or more perceived colors will under certain
conditions “mix in the eye” producing a resultant color different from its constituent components. 7 In his
book, Rood relied on the experiments of Hemholtz with Maxwell’s discs. These discs are vari-colored discs
set to revolve at high speeds so that the individual colors get lost in a blur to the eye and produce resultant
colors. Rood argued that the light-ray of some given individual color remained undiminished in the retina
for a length of one forty-eighth of a second. 8 Hence, if additional light-rays of color entered the retina
within that short interval, an inevitable mixing took place. Additionally, the mixtures produced by optical
mixture were inherently more luminous than mixtures produced by physical pigments. This conclusion was
exemplified in various formulations by Rood, but it was most famously trumpeted by the great avant-garde
critic Felix Fénéon (and this is where the majority of Impressionists would have learned of it). The critic, in
an article that stands as one of the earliest defenses of Seurat’s efforts, included a formulation of Rood’s
which compares pigment mixing to light-ray mixing to the effect that the pigment mixture requires more
“units” of color 9 to achieve the same luminosity as the light-ray mixture. 10 These conclusions were much
lauded in Impressionist circles, even if the argumentation involved was never fully understood.
The artistic applications of this phenomenon for artists obsessed with color and light are easily
seen. Some of the work that artists typically did on the palette, mixing colors and so forth, could now be
done in the eye with possibly greater effect, if only the proper painting method could be found to take
advantage of this scientific discovery. Whatever method was hit upon would necessarily rely on what is
known in art, art-historical, and scientific discourse, as additive color (to be contrasted with subtractive
color) for good effect. 11 We will discuss additive and subtractive color further on in the paper, but we can
make two important preliminary remarks.

6
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First, the distinction concerns the manner of color mixing in question. Additive color involves the
mixing of colored lights, appropriate to the optical mixture we discussed above; subtractive color involves
the physical mixing of colored pigments, say, on the artist’s palette.
Second, Seurat knew of this distinction, of course; this is the distinction introduced to him by
Rood; but he was ignorant of the fact, as was Rood and the world of science at the time, that the primary
colors involved in additive mixture changed to red, green and blue-violet (as opposed to red, yellow and
blue in subtractive mixture). This will have a tremendous impact on our critical discussion of Seurat’s
works later is the essay.
For now we are left with the task of piecing together how Seurat found his singular style through
the manipulated synthesis of these constituent theoretical components: the law of simultaneously contrasted
colors, on the one hand, and the powerful effects of optical mixture, on the other.
There were a number of approaches to taking advantage of Chevreul’s law. One can note the lack
of earth tones, the solar colors, the purple shadows, the green flesh, the iridescent seas and spectral
bouquets across the entire gamut of Impressionism and what we might call, following Paul Signac, NeoImpressionism. Seurat was just one of the gang (albeit an elite gang) in this regard. His originality,
however, takes hold in the uniquely programmatic approach to conjuring Chevreul’s effects. His major
contribution, according to the most intimate of his peers, Signac, Pissaro, and the critic Felix Fénéon, was
to discover a practical and systematic approach to employing the effects of optical mixture to the end of
producing the most brilliantly luminous contrasts of color possible. How does one put optical mixture to
effect? Certainly one could not spin the work of art, or the spectator, in imitation of the Maxwell’s disc
phenomenon. But the rapid alteration of light rays upon the retina could be duplicated in one other way,
namely, through a reduction in the size of one’s brush stroke and an increase the variegation of the strokes
so that more individual impressions of color could be caught in a single glance. These strokes, if measured
and colored correctly, would respond to the infinitesimal movements of the spectator’s eye, both in its
unstill stillness of tics, blinks and tremors, and in its active ranging gaze as the spectator looked over the
entire canvas from here to there, thus building up rapidly overlapping light ray impressions that would mix
and mingle on the retina, creating a resultant shimmer in the work as a whole.
The first major canvas to put this method to the test was the famous “Un dimanche après-midi à
l’île de la Grande Jatte”, which showed at the Eighth Exhibition of the Impressionists in 1886. It was a
radical statement by Seurat; one can judge easily the daring involved in the stylistic leap from the almost
creamy surfaces of his previous major canvas, “Une Baignade” in 1884, and the mottled surfaces of “La
Grande Jatte.” Such boldness was not immediately rewarded and “La Grande Jatte” was not universally
loved 12 . In fact, critical reception generally passed over, or altogether denied, any positive effects of color
and light in order to lambast the means by which these effects were achieved: le point. The point, the speck,
the stipple, the mark, even the dreaded dot. It was at this exhibition that the public perception of Seurat as a
mad dotter was born.
2. The aesthetic theories of Sartre
We will investigate here the nascent aesthetic theories of Sartre as presented by three major early
texts: “The Transcendence of the Ego”, “The Emotions: Outline of a Theory”, and “The Imaginary”. He
takes up the work of art as an exclusive theme only in a coda at the end of The Imaginary. Yet the
possibility, of aesthetic cognition as a unique and sufficient mode of cognition offering insights unavailable
by any other mode of cognition, is present throughout all three texts.
First, in “The Transcendence of the Ego”, Sartre is at pains to argue against the notion of the ego
as an inhabitant of consciousness, and to argue for the notion of the ego as, “…neither formally nor
materially in consciousness: it is outside, in the world.” 13 If the ego shares the same ontological basis as the
objects it constitutes, then the constituted objects can not be deprivileged in any way as derivative or
inadequate. Sartre’s arguments against Kant and Descartes put the position in the proper relief. Against
Kant, he argues that reflective level of consciousness accounts for only one of two levels of consciousness.
Sartre introduces the unreflective level of consciousness in which we are immersed in our constituted
objects to the extent that we are for our objects, our objects are not for us. This is not to say that the ego is
12
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now derived from the constituted objects. Rather, Sartre is describing a more subtle state of affairs wherein
the ego and its constituted objects are like counterweights of a balance; our existence is made up of this
balancing act that leans now this way, now that way, without ever reaching the tipping point (except in the
marginal cases, perhaps, of madness, physical defect, etc.) The same point is made in a slightly different
way with Descartes. He writes, “The Cogito affirms too much. The certain content of the pseudo-“Cogito”
is not “I have consciousness of the chair,” but “There is consciousness of this chair.””14 At the unreflective
level, the constituted object does not affirm the ego in the sense accorded to it by Descartes; rather,
consciousness as such is affirmed. One needs only to substitute the work of art for the “objects” of these
formulations and the possibility of aesthetic cognition, as a mode of cognition that gives us access to
objects on ontological par with the ego, is readily seen.
Second, in “The Emotions: Outline of a Theory”, Sartre parlays the results gained in this new
stance on the ego in order to develop a phenomenological theory of emotions. If the ego is outside and in
the world, how should we understand the emotions? Not as in the classical theories wherein the ego resides
like an inhabitant of consciousness, waiting to be affected, either by physiological modifications which are
somehow translated into emotions 15 , or by the consciousness of psychological manifestations (William
James) 16 , or by the somewhat obscure theory of cortico-thalamic sensitivity 17 . None of these theories, nor
any further theory based on a priori principles or postulates, can account for what Sartre calls the finality of
emotion. That is, the significance of the emotion which is not to be reduced or abstracted out of the
experience of the emotion. If I catch the bottom of my foot on a splinter, my fury and vehemence is housed
in the “hateful-ramshackle-woodflooring” itself as long as we remain at the unreflective level; I can, of
course, reflect on this encounter and perhaps say something like “The woodflooring is not in-itself hatefulI should have been more careful.” This is a second-order operation and it is entirely legitimate; but if one
begins his investigation of emotions at this second-order level, as Sartre charges the classical theories have
done, then the entire level of unreflective activity will have been lost.
We take from this two important points: that the newly-renovated, general notion of consciousness
and the radically-exteriorized notion of the ego can be further probed for individual modes of
consciousness, such as emotion-consciousness and, perhaps, aesthetic cognition; also, we see that the
means for teasing out these individual modes of consciousness, and investigating them once they have been
identified, is through uncovering the structure of significance by which the objects in some given mode of
consciousness appear.
Finally, we may proceed to Sartre’s coda for “The Imaginary”, titled “The Work of Art”. The
discussions of this section so far have been dedicated towards developing the possibility of aesthetic
cognition for Sartre by finding a place for it in his advancing theories of consciousness in general. 18 We
now move on to the discussion of artworks and art in general.
The coda is the last result and final statement on the notion of imaging, or image-consciousness,
which Sartre has developed throughout “The Imaginary”. Image-consciousness is a mode of consciousness
in which images are the constituted objects. Works of art are, perhaps, the model par excellence for images;
and yet a difficulty accompanies this status because of the peculiar motivations surrounding the work of art.
A painting is not merely an image- it is an image, meant as an image. Sartre touches upon this peculiar
state of affairs and it is best to include in full his most sustained analysis of a work of art to be found in
“The Imaginary”. We draw special attention to structures of significance which he describes in the analysis
as magical. On the portrait-image of Charles VIII he writes,
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“In the image-portrait, the question is much more complicated…” in contrast to the sign
and the mere image, “The object is posited as absent, but the impression is present. There
is an irrational synthesis that is difficult to explain. I look, for example, at a portrait of
Charles VIII at the Uffizi in Florence. I know that it is Charles VIII, who is dead. It is this
that gives my present attitude its sense. But, on the other hand, those sinuous and sensual
lips, that narrow, stubborn forehead, directly provoke in me a certain affective
impression, and that impression directs itself to these lips, as they are in the
picture…Finally the two functions merge, and we have the imaged state: the dead Charles
VIII is there, present before us. It is he that we see, not the picture, and yet we posit him
as not being there: we have only reached him ‘as imaged’, ‘by the intermediary’ of the
picture. One sees that the relation that consciousness posits in the imaging attitude
between the portrait and its subject is magical. Charles VIII is at one and the same time
over there in the past and here. Here, in a state of reduced life, with a mass of
determinations missing (relief, mobility, sometimes colour, etc.) and as a relative. Over
there, as absolute. We do not think, in our unreflective consciousness, that a painter made
the portrait etc. The first bond posited between image and model is a bond of emanation.
The subject has ontological primacy. But he incarnates himself, he descends into the
image. This explains the attitudes of primitive people towards portraits and certain
practices of black magic (the effigy of wax pierced with a pin, the wounded bison painted
on the walls…)…” 19
The structure of significance in the mode of image-consciousness, specifically the imaging of the
portrait, is the merging of the two “functions” into the imaged-state. One function being the presenting of
the absent Charles VIII; the other being the presenting of just this impression, these lips, this narrow
forehead, etc. Together they constitute the imaging, the image-consciousness, the imaged-state in which the
dead Charles VIII is actually made present. We could reword this in Husserlian terms by distinguishing
between the intentional object of the image-consciousness and the aspect (die Abschattung) by which we
gain access to the intentional object. In some circumstances we will unreflectively pass over the aspect by
which we grasp an object, as with signs and mere images wherein we are almost immediately and
absentmindedly directed to their meaning. Not so with works of art; they demand reflection; the
particularly sinuous lips of Charles VIII are not to be surpassed in the directedness to the intentional object.
Charles VIII is made present in a sort of tense conjunction with the aspect through which it is accessed,
sinuous lips and all. Perhaps it is this unmitigated tension that characterizes the greatest works of art; the
ones that demand our attention, demand address, redress, and hold us spellbound in a magical dialogue of
penetrative interpretation or naked, dissociative awe.
Given this structure of significance of the work of art, for Sartre, on the one hand; and given what
we now know about Seurat’s method, we can make a first attempt to say something substantive about the
two together. We will broach this attempt in the form of a criticism leveled on behalf of Sartre against
Seurat. Namely, if the fecundity of a work of art is born out of the perpetual congress between its two
layers of complexity, the image and the meant-image, then won’t a composition built up from assembled
dots, marks, stipples, etc., which mean nothing in themselves, produce a necessarily sterile picture? This is
not to say that one can’t interpret a green dot as grass or a blue dot as sea. Certainly one can. But the type
of magical dialogue we have seen between the image and the meant-image in the example of Charles VIII,
in which the bygone lips of the deceased king spoke with the sinuous lips of the presented king, can not be
sustained with dots. Once the penetrative interpretation from the meaningless dots to the meaningful dotconstituted image-object has occurred the conversation stops. The conversation must stop- because to
reverse course is to sink back into meaninglessness and meaninglessness does not constitute an
interpretation or engagement of any kind. Rather a lack thereof.
A contemporary reviewer of the Eight Exhibition aired a criticism similar in spirit, writing for Le
Journal, “To decompose is not to create…This does not outlaw the exercise of critical intelligence, of
noble and necessary analysis. But one has to recompose.” 20 At the basic level of good artistic judgment,
this criticism amounts to the charge that Seurat went a bridge too far as regards the division of color. The
dot demands too much of the observer at the outset and stifles the magical dialogue of the work of art
19
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before it can commence; essentially, for the reviewer, this was a matter of taste. But we can point out a
philosophical layer to this criticism with reference to a discussion by Merleau-Ponty in his book
“Phenomenology of Perception”.
In a chapter entitled “The ‘Sensation’ as a Unit of Experience”, Merleau-Ponty contends with the
view that, “Pure sensation will be the experience of an undifferentiated, instantaneous, dotlike impact.”
There is a temptation to understand sensation in this way, to think of ourselves as the passive receptors of
neatly packaged perceptual data delivered from the external world. The theory of optical mixture is
predicated on this model. However, Merleau-Ponty offers a brief thought experiment to justify why the
experience of sensation may differ from a causal, scientific account of the same sensation. He writes,
“Let us imagine a white patch on a homogeneous background. All the points in the patch
have a certain ‘function’ in common, that of forming themselves into a ‘shape’. The color
of the shape is more intense, and as it were more resistant than that of the background;
the edges of the white patch ‘belong’ to it, and are not part of the background although
they adjoin it: the patch appears to be placed on the background and does not break it up.
Each part arouses the expectation of more than it contains, and this elementary perception
is therefore already charged with a meaning.” 21
The attempt to understand the white points as basic units of undifferentiated data. The points
become subordinate to the meaningful constitution of the white patch at the very moment they are
perceived; they become differentiated as border-points, center-points, north-points, south-points, etc. and
lose their freedom. In fact, even the notion of picking out points at the unreflective level is questionable:
the patch would appear first and a second-order reflection would be required to thematize various portions
of the patch. This is so because even the most basic object of perceptual experience is invested with
meaning, understood in relation to a perceptual “field”- Merleau-Ponty concludes, “An isolated datum of
perception is inconceivable…” 22 And yet, the isolated datum of perception- as the light-ray upon the retinais precisely what Seurat’s theory of optical mixture requires.
How then does Seurat fare in the face of these charges?
We can already see that pointillisme as a method produces images that must count as anemic and
decomposed according to the robust exemplification of images in Sartre’s coda “The Work of Art”. The
vigor of the dialogue between the two levels of images, the image and the meant-image, will be greater or
lesser depending on the vigor of the images. Insofar as Sartre retains realist painting as the paradigm of
images, Seurat’s works will fare poorly. However, there are good reasons to not take this as the last word.
First, Sartre himself described his foray in the coda into aesthetic theory as partial; he did not want to
tackle, “…the problem of the work of art as whole.” 23 Second, there are easily recognized omissions, such
as music, that would discredit the equivocation of image-consciousness and aesthetic experience. Third, the
Merleau-Ponty account, by locating the structure of significance in perception as such (as opposed to in
images), presents an alternative to dismissing Seurat as a mad dotter. If the structure of significance is in
play in perception itself, then dots, marks, stipples and stitches, are legitimate and fertile building blocks of
meaningful images over and against their role in some presumptive theory of optical mixture. As legitimate
as the sinuous lips and narrow forehead of Charles VIII. Embracing this alternative, however, demands that
the notion of the dot as an isolated datum of perception must no longer serve an explanatory role in theories
of the experience of color. If perception immediately contextualizes percepts in a field of meaning, then the
isolated light-ray could never free itself for the mixing upon the retina, the mixing which supposedly
accounts for the luminous shimmer associated with the works of color-divisionism.
Great works of art, however, do not fail as easily as theories of art. So, if we find the theory
lacking and the picture virtuous, it is time to look to the picture again to see if our theoretical appraisals are
just. Now, inasmuch as possible in an essay, we will turn to the artworks themselves to see if, when and
where practice outpaces theory.
3. Practice and theory
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Seurat’s works share a certain individual style which belongs to the man alone. There is no
unyielding dogma, however, to be found in his oeuvre. Nor is it the task of most artists to slavishly attain to
consistency at the expense of excellence. Every painting may answer the same question in a different way.
So one must be careful in these types of investigations to attend to what sort of work is under question and
what questions are being put to the work.
In terms of works, I will look only at the first three of his major canvasses while commenting
briefly on those which followed. The major canvasses are “Une Baignade” (1883-4), “Un dimanche aprèsmidi à l’île de la Grande Jatte” (1884-5; subsequently reworked), “Les Poseuses” (1887-8), “La Parade de
Cirque” (1887-8), “Le Chahut” (1890), and “Le Cirque” (1891; unfinished); they are easily distinguished
from his other efforts by their devotional monumentalism. Seurat was an avant-garde artist but he had
received an academic training and took this training seriously. In preparation for major works he disdained
the impulsiveness of the so-called Romantic Impressionists in favor of compositional studies, sketches in
charcoal and oil. Thus, we can regard these canvasses as the most planned and deliberate representatives of
his work. The summer months were spent outdoors working on this preparatory material; while the winter
months were spent in the studio, analyzing and then synthesizing the collected material into the master
canvas. He kept up this pattern throughout his artistic maturity until his early death.
Next, in terms of questions, I will restrict myself to the theoretical items touched upon in the first
section of this paper, that is, the law of simultaneously contrasting color and the theory of optical mixture.
Now, as noted earlier, the law of contrasting color was not the exclusive intellectual property of
Seurat. Its applications were appreciated all through Impressionist and Neo-Impressionist circles. Even
before then Delacroix had demonstrated a practical anticipation of its uses; and Signac, the most intimate of
Seurat’s painter associates, had urged the him to abandon the earthy tones in favor of the brilliant
luminosity of the more elemental colors. Despite this, Seurat was not an immediate convert. His first major
canvas, “Une Baignade”, celebrated the vibrant hues of a midsummer heat with a cool, refreshing blue
backdrop of a pale sky, the deeper-hued blue-violet of the river and the blue-green grass. In the foreground
we can locate a kind of constellation of objects set off in their color counterposition to the backdrop. The
red cap in the lower right against the blue of the river and the orange dog in the lower left against the bluegreen grass are particularly powerful anchors to the composition; when these anchors are combined with
the dark red cap of the central figure, we are presented with the classic geometry and compositional
architecture of the simple triangle. Note, however, that the contrast achieved in the central figure’s cap
owes as much to a light/dark contrast of the pale backdrop and the deep wine red as it does to any
Chevreulian counterposition of pure colors. And in general, one notices the earthen tones of the trees, the
soil, and clothing, and the black and grey grit of the industrial scene in the background. These elements
help balance the composition while invariably reducing the overall luminosity of the picture.
In terms of optical mixing, “Une Baignade” exhibits some inadvertent optical mixture via the
stippling technique here and there, but, in general, Seurat stippled only to open up a space of textural
contrast between his almost impossibly smooth, creamy human figures and their more rough-edged natural
backdrop.
Seurat’s employment of color contrasts became more rigidly codified in his next major canvas,
“Un dimanche après-midi à l’île de la Grande Jatte”. Most commentators mark this painting as the major
leap forward into his mature method. In terms of Chevreulian color contrasts, the technique pervades the
canvas. Studies have revealed that the painting was composed in three separate periods, or “campaigns”,
and that the palette was limited to 14 or 15 pigments. Most of the earthy pigments have been eliminated at
this point with the exception of the burnt sienna and black which can be found in the trees and shadows,
respectively. Other than these holdovers the palette consisted of the types of colors Chevreul
recommended. The predominant color of the canvas is green; the yellow-green of the lit grass and the bluegreen of the shaded portions. The green is used as a vehicle to help modulate the color contrasts throughout
the work and to control the luminosity. Consider the detail of the painting’s central figure, the woman in
red holding the umbrella. The yellow-green grass counterposes the purple-red dress, a two-fold
counterposition. The elegance of the technique enters when we consider how the multiple counterpositions
assume their various roles. In this detail the primary counterposition of red and the green provide a basis for
the more delicate contours and textures rendered by the secondary counterposition of yellow and purple.
In terms of optical mixing, Seurat would have been aware of the theory at this point and we can
find evidence of its employment. Consider this detail from the left border of the canvas wherein we see the
tall yellow-green of the marsh grass adjacent a red-blue vertical band. The band was part of the internal
“frame” Seurat painted to support and heighten the effect of the canvas; a strategy similar to the
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Impressionists’ habit of using a white frame, as opposed to the gilt-frames of academic paintings, in order
to be more color neutral. Seurat adapted the innovation to his own purposes. What makes this detail
especially interesting is that it shows two strategies of color mixing at work. First, there is apparent optical
mixture of red and blue to create a deep purple; this deep-purple is counterposed against the yellow-green
marsh grass which relies on mixing pigments to achieve the various hues of green. If it were otherwise, we
would expect to see the marsh grass composed of light blues and yellows in order to produce an optical
mixture of green. We can surmise that either Seurat had not fully grasped the technique, or he did not fully
trust it.
Seurat followed up the ambitious “La Grande Jatte” with an equally ambitious canvas, “Les
Poseuses”. The subject consists of three female models at the artist’s apartment/studio in various states of
undress, with a representation of the painting “La Grande Jatte” innocently tucked into the background. It
was his first major canvas situated entirely indoors, in the controlled atmosphere of the artist’s apartment
interior and, perhaps not coincidentally, it is also the first major canvas to leave the earthy pigments behind
once and for all. The solar spectrum is used exclusively to conjure up the effects of contrasted color and the
brush strokes have been limited to the stipple. These effects are used, in turn, to produce the nuances of
texture, shading, and contour, similar to what we observed with the central figure in “La Grande Jatte”, the
woman in the red dress- except the nuances of “Les Poseuses” are achieved with much greater ease and
facility.
“Les Poseuses” marks moment of great confidence in his technique, as Seurat felt fit to tackle the
nude form. The nude form is the common currency of Western art throughout the ages and Seurat’s picture
represents his bid to find his place in history. However, the original targets of the technique- greater
luminosity and more brilliant color- did not necessarily keep pace with his technical improvement or
ambition. The canvas has a decidedly muted tone, the likely result of over employment of the optical
mixing of red and blue. Instead of producing a more brilliant violet a dull sheen of brown seems to coat the
painting. This effect can be overcome, of course, by moving closer to the painting until the red and blue
stipples emerge in their individuality. But once the individual stipples emerge there is no optical mixing
and the viewer is instead overwhelmed by unleavened fields of intense red and blue stipples which can
produce a disorientating sensation combined with a marked decomposition of subject matter. All the
textures, shading and contours are lost when the picture is approached too closely and the optical mixture is
undone. Optical mixture aside, the most successful color contrasts in the painting involve simple primary
colors that require no mixing at all such as the adjacent regions of red and blue, seen in the red parasol
against the blue robe at the bottom of the canvas.
The underlying problem and cause of the dull brown sheen was that, as mentioned earlier in the
essay, the primary colors of optical mixing are not the red, yellow, blue of pigment mixing. In fact, the
primaries of optical mixing are red, green and blue-violet. 24 Seurat and the science of his day were unaware
of this. When optical mixing is attempted using the primaries of pigment mixing, a muddy brown may
occur. Would his approach have changed had he knew? It is impossible to say. After “Les Poseuses”, he
turned towards the effects of artificial light in darkened environments. The same brown glow dominates the
darkened street scene of “La Parade” and the dim nightclub interior of “Le Chahut”. Even the unfinished
“Le Cirque” appears headed in this direction- a final testament to a lost luminosity and brilliance.
What we have here sketched is a downward trend in terms of the color and light in Seurat’s major
canvasses that began with “Les Poseuses” and continued until the time of his death. This is not a
condemnation of later works in favor of earlier works. In terms of light, Seurat’s so-called “summer”
landscapes produced until his death were as luminous as anything he ever produced. Furthermore, the
painter’s preoccupations extended beyond light and color alone, so the general arc of his artistic
contributions can not be judged on this basis alone. However, based on the works we have considered and
the questions which we have applied to them, we can now articulate a pair of results.
First, the successful execution of the canvases did not depend on the consistent application of
Seurat’s method. The painter is often regarded as obsessed with the cultivation and execution of a scientific
method to the very extreme. We have shown that he profoundly misunderstood his own theory of optical
mixing and even failed to uniformly apply the degraded version of the method. His landmark work, “La
Grande Jatte”, sometimes uses optical mixing and sometimes does not. Furthermore, the presence of earth
tones indicates that his palette was really more of a hybrid collection of traditional earth tones combined
with the brilliant pigments of the solar spectrum. Only when he finally began adhering to a strictly solar
24
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palette, as in “Les Poseuses”, did the luminosity of his works diminish. Once the aura of a consistent
scientific method is dispelled, we are allowed to see Seurat as closer to the trial-and-error painter that he
really was. The endless studies and the summers spent in countryside cleansing the “studio light” from the
eyes bespeaks an artist that was much more instinctual than he is given credit for.
Second, Seurat’s practical use of le point supplies the artist’s anticipation of and response to the
criticism of the technique as a decomposition without recomposition. In the Sartrean critique this amounted
to the charge that le point is incapable of supporting the magical dialogue between the image and the
meant-image because le point, whether conceived as a dot on the canvas or as a light-ray on the retina, can
only be counted as a mere sign. A sign may point to its meaning, as a glowing red exit-sign refers to a way
out, an escape route; but there are no essential features of this escape route which point back to the glowing
red exit-sign. The exit-sign could well have been blue, pink, magenta; the exit-sign could have been in a
different language. In short, the sign may vary as long as it points to the sense- and this pointing
relationship is one-sided and fails as a dialogue. On this account of the dots as mere signs, the blue dot
would point to the sea, the green dot would point to the grass, etc., and any possibility of dialogue between
image and meant-image collapses. Yet, our retrospective analysis of perception based on the MerleauPonty account should already have made us suspicious of the attempt to understand le point as an image;
and our examination of the work’s of Seurat themselves should confirm this suspicion. The artist never
relied on le point as an image. The theoretical technique of optical mixture comes closest to treating the dot
as an image; the light-ray on the retina, as a presumptively pure datum of perception, is taken as something
like an image of blue, an image of green, etc. But it is interesting to note that Seurat used it most
effectively, perhaps, in immediate relation to conventional pigment mixing techniques. That is, he used the
technique in a way that parallels the phenomenon uncovered by the law of simultaneously contrasted color.
The integrity of the dot as an image is decomposed only to be simultaneously recomposed into the overall
collective field of the canvas. With this relational aspect in mind, we can reverse the charges against both a
Sartrean aesthetics and a Sartrean critique of Seurat’s technique. One can ask, Does not the mixture taking
place on the retina already compromise the presumptive integrity and purity of the datum of perception as
an image? Mixtures are composites; that is, relations of parts. And we can well wonder what was concealed
in Sartre’s analysis of the portrait of Charles VIII, a portrait made up of “sinuous lips” and a “narrow,
stubborn forehead” (note: these are already composite terms). He picks out body parts as elements of the
portrait, as if the artist had cut sections from previous sketches and pasted the monstrous composite
together into a unity. The telling concealment comes with the “sinuous” and the “stubborn”- from where do
these qualities issue? From the lips and the forehead, surely; but we must also include the ears, nose, throat,
even empty space behind Charles VIII, as informing the quality of the lips and forehead. The image of the
lips exceeds itself, so to speak, in its mutually determinative relation with other elements of the
composition.
This particular result should not surprise us; the portrait, as a whole and as parts, always exceeds
itself in its relation to the meant-image. Where we must make a revision in Sartre’s theory is on the image
side of the image/meant-image relation. We can do so by reversing course and returning to the more
expansive Husserlian notion of the Abschattung, the aspect, or perspective, by which one is afforded access
to the object of the intentional relation. This notion of Abschattung is flexible enough to include our
average, everyday sense-perception, as well as, the more particular attitude we take towards the work of art.
What remains, then, is to develop a Husserlian aesthetics along these lines, and we leave this as a task for
the future.
4. A final thought on the status of the work of art
The disconnect between the theory of art and the practice of art reveals something peculiar about
the work of art. The genuine work of art behaves in manner similar to a living presence and must be
engaged with as such. When we provisionally bridge the gap between theory and work of art, as we have
done at various points in this essay, it is not to the purpose of reducing the theory to the work of art, or vice
versa. Rather, it is to the purpose of communicating with the work as we would another living presence.
The work of art lives and breathes the air of its own time and our own. It teaches us about our humanity not
because it mirrors our humanity in images, as a copy effected by our own hand; rather, because it stands
opposed to us as what we are not, bounding off our being human with its being art.
We began the essay with two quotes regarding art and magic. In his quote, Sartre identifies the act
of imagination as a magical act. And so it is. But Sartre arrived at this statement by way a more generalized
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renovation of the notion of the ego and consciousness; he exteriorized the ego, casting it into the world
among its objects. By reaching the conclusion in this manner he gave us to understand that the magical was
a sort of quirky side effect caused by the back-and-forth shifting from the unreflective to reflective levels of
consciousness. A sort of momentary, internal confusion of a single unified consciousness. In “The
Transcendence of the Ego” and “The Emotions” the point is more easily taken. Abstract objects and one’s
emotions are easier to accept as magical in this way because of their relative vagueness and mine-ness (for
lack of a better word) respectively. In “The Work of Art” coda, however, Sartre touches upon the problem
of treating the work of art under the same paradigm of image-consciousness. 25 The image, meant as an
image, does not direct one to a meaning. Much like engaging a fellow human being in conversation, there is
communication but neither party is reduced to a meaning. The genuine character of the magical in the work
of art runs parallel to this: we are not alone in our dialogue with the work. The physicist Rood writes,
“…the very fact that the appearance of the painting changes somewhat according as the observer advances
or retires from it being an advantage, communicating to it, as we might say, a certain kind of life.” To this
we would only make the following elaboration: to communicate life is to communicate with life.
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This paper is to explore how it may be possible to improve higher education English
writing teachers’ practice by enhancing their understanding of the strategies used by
their students when writing English. Thirty six college students registered in English
composition courses and their teachers at a university in northern Taiwan participated
in this study. The analysis of student interviews showed the complexity of writing
strategy use. Students’ higher writing performance seems to be associated with their
higher awareness of writing skills. When the student data was presented to the
teachers, the teacher interviews suggest that they were unaware of their students’
writing strategy use in brainstorming and free writing. Nevertheless, the interviews
indicate that the students’ writing strategy use in organizing, text generating, and
revision converged with the teachers’ thinking. The data is interpreted as supporting
the view that this research can enhance the development of teaching English writing.
The student data provides valuable information that enlightens teachers to think about
how to better address the needs of their students and to improve teaching writing. An
important role in educational research is to inform practitioners and support teachers
to gain a deeper understanding of their students’ writing strategy use, so that they can
begin to adapt to their students’ needs.
Keywords: English composition; awareness; higher education; writing strategy use

INTRODUCTION
Learning English has become a significant trend for so many years in Taiwan, and the
importance of it explicitly roars up during recent years. In accordance with the
General Guidelines of Grade 1-9 Curriculum of Elementary and Junior High School
Education, students from grade 3 to 9 need to spend 20% to 30% of their learning
hours on Language Arts (i.e., Chinese and English). The learning content (e.g.,
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understanding of social and culture domains) and the core competencies (e.g., basic
communication skills) are also highlighted “in consideration of students’ references,
needs of the communities, and the features of school development” --stipulating
educational development and accomplishment in each phase of learning (Taiwan
Ministry of Education, General Guidelines of Grade 1-9 Curriculum of Elementary
and Junior High School Education, 2005, p.6).
However, when it refers to writing in English, based on the researcher’s observation
and teaching experiences, many Taiwanese students who have learned English for at
least twelve years in high and elementary school may still feel anxious and perform
poorly in English writing. The situation in English teaching and learning in higher
education could even become worse. English teaching is autonomous in each
individual university. Take students majoring in electrical engineering at National
Taiwan University for instance; they have to take only 6 credits of English courses to
fulfill the graduation requirement, out of a total of 137 credits (National Taiwan
University, Department of Electrical Engineering Course Guidelines, 2007). In other
words, the students are only required to spend less than 5% of their educational
coursework learning English, much less than in senior high school. With limited
English learning coursework, consequently, the English learning achievement of
university students might not only retrograde, but also might be unpredictable owing
to the diversity of courses offered at different universities.
Nevertheless, the number of university students who want to use English as a major
tool for “global communication, academic survival, and professional success” (Jun,
2005, p.91) are still rapidly increasing in Taiwan because English is usually regarded
as an international language. As a result, university students who are eager to improve
their English skills would find a gap or difficulties due to inadequate learning
experiences and focus on English in classes. Although in an EFL context there are
several facets in English skills, writing is recognized as the most important element to
increase professional academics’ international visibility. The reason for such
circumstances is best illustrated by Leki’s (2005) study. The fact of writing outshining
other skills, she puts forward, is because of the dearth of “oral intellectual life beyond
these local discussions” (p.81), scholars are obliged to focus on writing, which for
many disciplines revenues publishing in English (Leki, 2005). Hyland’s (2005)
statement on the present development in English writing underscores a latent gap the
student writers must deal with. “We focus on issues like argumentation, academic
persuasion, structuring essays, notions of audience, identity, things which the students,
whether L1 or L2, seem to have enormous problems with, because they’ve never
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encountered writing this type before. Their previous experiences don’t prepare them
for it” (McDonough & Hyland, 2005, p.57). These comments might be suitable given
the present situation of English writing education in Taiwan.
Due to limited teaching hours at university and consequently the potential insufficient
understanding of their students’ knowledge in English writing, it could result in bad
teaching quality. In addition, in order to enhance the students’ English ability, recently
the government and teachers in Taiwan advocate so-called ‘learner-centered’ approach
in their practice of teaching. If this is the case, then there is a need for more
pedagogical discussion that is taking into account the students. Kulinna and Cothran
(2003) state that without having adequate experience with the students can be a major
reason why teachers prefer to adopt a teacher- or content-centered approach rather
than a learner-centered approach. In their study they found that although teachers
believed that the learner-centered teaching approach was effective, they did not use it
as much as the teacher-centered or content-centered approach. Acknowledging the
imperative need for developing English writing skills and learner-centered teaching
practices in Taiwan, it is necessary for the teachers to better understand their students,
so that they could tailor their students’ genuine needs. In order to develop effective
teaching writing practices and strategies, the need for teachers to be able to attend to
their students becomes paramount. As Cumming (1989) stated, we have to anticipate a
large amount of individual developmental difference and adapt instruction to
individual needs.
The purpose of this paper is to explore how it is possible to improve higher education
English writing teachers’ practice by enhancing their understanding of the strategies
used by their students when writing English. It is hoped that by exploring the
students’ characteristics in writing strategies, the teachers might be able to better
understand their students’ needs and devise better teaching activities to help them. In
order to improve the teachers’ understanding of their students’ writing strategies, if we
could at first uncover what it is that makes one student a great writer and another a
poor one, and inform the teachers teaching their students’ writing strategy use, the
teachers might be able to think about how to help English writing of weaker students.
To state further, if the teachers want to be expert teachers, they must understand their
students, and know how to deal with the students. In other words, implicit in this
conception is the realization that the teachers should be aware of both where the
students are going and how they should get there. If the teachers can not recognize
and discover their students’ writing strategies, they may not know how to teach
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students the writing better. Thereupon, it is necessary to investigate the students’
writing strategies and inform their teachers how their students write related to their
practice of teaching writing. To make teachers better understand their students’
writing strategies, it is hoped to enhance writing teacher development in their practice
of teaching writing.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The present study addresses the following three sets of research questions.
1. What are high- and low- achieving students’ perceptions about their writing
strategy use?
2. How do teachers respond and interpret the writing strategies used by high- and lowachieving students in their composition classes?
3. How can writing strategy research contribute to the improvement of English
teaching quality in Taiwan?

RESEARCH DESIGN
Setting and Participants
There were 9 English composition classes at a university located in the northern part
of Taiwan participating in this study. In each class there were 9-16 students in each
English composition class. In order to select the high and low achieving students, in
each class the average top 2 and bottom 2 students based on the multiple scores in
English writing graded by their university teachers who taught in the English
composition classes lasting a whole academic year (i.e. 2 semesters) were chosen.
Their teachers also took part in this study. They were professor/associate professors or
lecturers, and their past university English composition teaching years were between 9
and 22 years.
As the English writing has been increasingly regarded as the essential skill in Taiwan,
the composition courses focused on organizing and developing essays with particular
concentration given to logical and proper language use for argumentative writing,
with English composition textbooks serving as models of good writing. The students
needed to learn the key concepts of academic writing, such as thesis statement and the
three-part structure of introduction, body and conclusion and had written
expository/academic essays, most of which were revised on the basis of teacher
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feedback. Before the students entered the university, they had studied English as a
required subject in the elementary and secondary schools for at least 9 years.
Data Collection Procedures
The methodology adopted in this research was an ethnographic case study. An
ethnographic case study draws on a qualitative method to generate a thick description,
in other words, an explanatory, interpretive report (Geertz, 1973), to gain a thorough
viewpoint of participants involving themselves in an event or activity. In this study,
the student data source included interviews in order to capture their writing strategies.
Such a qualitative data was expected to give insights into what the students
consciously employed their writing strategy use. After the analysis of the student data,
interviews were conducted with the teachers to elicit their thinking about writing
pedagogy and their interpretations about their students’ writing strategies. This was
hoped to improve the teachers’ practice of teaching writing by enhancing
understanding of their students’ writing strategies. The data collection stages and
details are presented in Table 1 as follows.
TABLE 1
Data Collection Stages and Details
Stage 1: Student data collection
Research Aims

Research Strategies

Instruments/Respondents

To capture students’
English writing strategies

Semi-structured
interviews

Audio-taped writing
semi-structured individual
interviews with students:
36 data sets

Stage 2: Analysis of the student data gathered in the stage 1
Stage 3: Findings from the student data presented to their teachers
Research Aims

Research Strategies

Instruments/Respondents

To improve English
writing teachers’ practice
by enhancing their
understanding of the
strategies used by their
students when writing
English

Semi-structured
interviews

Audio-taped
semi-structured individual
interviews with teachers: 7
data sets
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The more detailed data collection procedures are illustrated as follows.
Step 1: Semi-structured Individual Interviews with Students
A small room was chosen for the purpose of comfort and quietness. A semi-structured
interview is conceptualized as a particular type of conversation where the interview is
partly directed by the interviewer’s intent of covering a specific domain of interest,
while simultaneously the interviewee is encouraged to talk freely about the topic
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). In the present study, I stressed that I was interested in the
students’ thoughts, ideas and experiences. The students were asked to talk about the
strategy they would use during the writing process. I did not impose predetermined
answers on the students. Instead I worked through their knowledge and experiences.
In this way the data could remain more accurate to the students’ experiences rather
than an imposition of predetermined ideas by me. All the student interviews were
conducted in Chinese as they would feel more comfortable with it. The purpose of
interviews with students aimed to investigate the strategy that students thought they
would use during the writing process.
Step 2: Semi-structured Interviews with Teachers after the Analysis of Findings from
the Students
Lack of understanding of the students could impede teaching and learning
(Darling-Hammond and Skyes, 2003; Kulinna and Cothran, 2003; Wenglinsky, 2002).
So teachers needed to be fully aware of their students’ characteristics in writing
strategy use. Such awareness could help teachers become more conscious of their
students’ needs and in particular acquire tools to analyze why the low achieving
students had difficulties in writing and kept producing low-level written products.
Tharp and Gallimore (1988), among many others in the socio-cultural tradition,
contended that development of thinking takes place in the course of dialogue—the
inquiry and exchange of ideas, and mutual understanding that occurs in conversation.
In this study, I aimed to create an interactive space to foster dialogic learning between
the teachers and the researcher in discussing the findings from the student data.
Semi-structured individual interviews with teachers were conducted to elicit
information about their beliefs about their practice of teaching writing, and their
interpretations and responses about the writing strategies employed by high- and lowachieving students in their composition classes. As a researcher, I served as a mediator
in the writing strategy use research between the teachers and their students. The joint
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meaning making was conveyed through language, through conversations that
occurred within the context of meaningful, purposeful activity. The teachers showed
their high interest in the present study because the participants were their own
students. The ultimate goal of this study was to contribute to the improvement of the
quality of teacher education in Taiwan, helping teachers become more aware of their
students’ writing strategy use as they developed abilities to reflect on their practice in
the teaching of writing.
Analysis of the Student and Teacher Data
1. Audiotaped Student Interviews
In order to capture the students’ awareness of their writing strategy use reported by
themselves, the interviews were conducted. Concerning the analysis of audiotaped
student interviews, they were fully transcribed word-for-word into scripts, so that the
research question number 1: students’ writing strategy use could be answered. More
specifically, the qualitative data from the student interviews were analyzed first to
identify commonalities. These were subsequently refined and clarified through a
process of grouping ideas or thoughts to form clusters of associated categories (Rubin
and Rubin, 1995), representing that common themes emerged among the students
who shared a variety of writing and learning experiences. All the interview data in this
study were explored, analyzed and finally thematically grouped and coded on the
basis of the differences and similarities in writing strategy use between high and low
achievers.
The quotes judged relevant to the research question number 1 were translated into
English by the researcher. In addition, as in student interviews the language was
conducted in Chinese, for the translation from Chinese into English, all the quotes
were checked against the tape by an experienced Chinese EFL educator, and possible
errors were discussed to ensure that the intended meaning was conveyed in the
translation, and corrected as appropriate.
2. Audiotaped Teacher Interviews
To improve English writing teachers’ practice by enhancing their understanding of the
strategies used by their students when writing English, the teacher interviews were
conducted. As noted in the early section on data collection procedures, after analysis,
student data was presented to their teachers to explore how they responded to it and to
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gauge their understanding of their students’ writing strategy use related to their
practice of teaching writing. The areas where the teachers were aware and unaware of
their students’ writing strategy use could therefore be investigated. Similar to the
qualitative analysis method employed in the student interviews, all the interviews with
teachers were explored, analyzed and finally thematically grouped and coded. It was
thematically grouped into interpretations of the student data divergent from and
convergent with the teachers’ thinking related to their writing pedagogy, which aimed
to investigate their unawareness (divergent) and awareness (convergent) regarding
their students’ characteristics in writing strategy use. This was very important in the
present study because as stated in the Introduction, the Taiwan Ministry of Education
recently shifted their educational policy from a teacher-centred to a learner-centred
approach in teaching and learning. Teachers need to have adequate knowledge and
understanding of their students’ characteristics. They need to make correct
instructional decisions to address and adapt to their students’ needs.
The quotes judged relevant to the research questions 2 and 3 were translated into
English by the researcher. In addition, in teacher interviews, three teachers’ language
(teacher 5~7) was conducted in Chinese (their own choice). For the translation from
Chinese into English, all the quotes were checked against the tape by an experienced
Chinese EFL educator, and possible errors were discussed to ensure that the intended
meaning was conveyed in the translation, and corrected as appropriate.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Writing Strategy Use between High and Low Achievers
The aim of this part is to explore high and low achievers’ perceptions about their
writing strategy use. The data is derived from student interviews. Following the
thematic and comparative analysis between high and low achievers, it was possible to
characterize the similarities and differences in writing strategy use between high and
low achievers. They were different in brainstorming and free writing, and revising.
However, they were similar in organizing, sentence and word use, and text generating.
An important factor in distinguishing between high and low achievers’ writing
strategy use is their writing awareness and writing what their teachers said. Compared
with low achievers, high achievers tended to be more conscious of advantages in
certain writing strategies.
Differences
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Awareness of the
Strategy

High Achievers
(n=18)

% of n

Low achievers
(n=18)

% of n

Brainstorming and
Free Writing

18

100

8

44.4

Revising

18

100

9

50

1. Brainstorming and Free Writing
Brainstorming is a strategy for searching ideas that impinges on the free expression of
thoughts. Writers pick some words, ideas, or concepts that are related to the
assignment and list the words and phrases that the target brought to mind. During the
brainstorming, they may end up rejecting particular lines of thought. Another way is
through free writing. In other words, writers begin the ideas flowing, brainstorm and
collect as many good and bad ideas, suggestions, examples, sentences etc. as they
could. They jot down things that came to their mind, including ideas they were not
entirely sure.
In the present study, all high achievers consciously reported that brainstorming helped
them activate their own knowledge and ideas related to the assigned topic through a
process of free association, while there were less than half low achievers reported the
kind of brainstorming and free writing. For instance, Al, a high achiever, nut-shelled
her whole idea, tried to diagram the major points, and did an outline to help her see a
schematic representation of what she had. She reported that “I would at first think
what my opinion is. And then I need to clear up my mind and search for the thoughts.
After that, I arrange the themes accordingly with an outline. Lastly, I follow the
outline to write.” This may reflect that the student generated their ideas at first and
then did the grouping according to the theme. This method was commonly used and
reported by high achievers. Another high achiever, B2, also mentioned “I would first
list all the things which are relevant to the topic. Of course, the points need to be
related to the topic. Then I would classify and find which points can be put at the
beginning and which points can be put later.” In this excerpt, when the student was at
the stage of prewriting, she would do free writing and then do the linking based on the
relevancy and necessity. However, when interviewed with low achievers, only 8 out
of 18 mentioned about such a planning strategy, in which the number is less half of
the high achievers group. This pattern may suggest that in comparison with high
achievers, low achievers are less conscious of the use of this strategy. This may also
reflect that high achievers were more aware of taking advantage of this strategy. Any
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ideas generated through brainstorming and free writing activities can be assembled to
facilitate planning of a paper, using listing or outlining to establish a preferred
sequence of ideas. Prewriting techniques like brainstorming and free writing may
further lend themselves to more orderly planning devices, such as the diagram or flow
chart, or conversion to a more fully developed plan, such as an outline.
2. Revising
“Writing, like a potter’s clay, only becomes a thing of usefulness or beauty through
repeated smoothing and shaping” (Walshe, 1981, p.40; as cited in Natalie, 2003).
Although Murray (1982) argues that writing is rewriting, students seldom see revision
as a chance to develop and improve a piece of writing. Revision, however, is the heart
of the writing process--the means by which ideas emerge and develop, and meanings
are clarified, reworked and polished.
In the present study, all high achievers consciously reported that doing revisions was
the key factor to make their writing better, while only half low achievers reported that
this strategy was important. However, independently of whether they were high- and
low- achievers, once students reported this strategy, they all mentioned that this was
vital to improve their own writing. For instance, A1 commented that her essay had to
be revised again and again. It was in the process of revising that she pushed her
analysis further and further, expanded on major points of the argument, and, most
importantly, made connections among all kinds of things. “For the strategies to make
my writing better, it was through revisions. In the daily life I keep going back to
revise…When I go back to read, I want to make sure there is no strange content in my
stream of thoughts.” In other words, when she revised, she reworked sentences,
concepts and thoughts, and the links among them. B3 student, however, mentioned
another way to do the reviewing. She would re-position herself to examine her essay
through the revision.
When I finish writing a sentence, I would put myself as a reader to examine
whether the sentence needs further explanation. If it is needed, I would do further
illustration. Instead of directly skipping to the next sentence, I would position
myself as a reader to check…Thereupon I would go back to read when I finish
writing a part and see whether any revision needs to be made in order to make the
meaning more clearly. I need to let the readers know what I intend to express and
do not make mistake. This is very important.
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Many other high achievers also indicated the importance of reviewing in order to find
mistakes that they may make. Based on the purpose of reviewing, the examples are
given as shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Purpose of Reviewing and Examples
Purpose of Reviewing

Example

Preventing something odd or bad

A5: I went back to do the revisions if I
felt there was something bad or strange
in the essay.

Preventing making mistakes

B7: As for reviewing, this aims to check
the mistakes I made.

Preventing repetition

B5: I would go back to review and check
whether there are some repetitive words
and sentences.

Preventing irrelevancy to the writing
topic/Making the writing coherent

B7: The benefit of it was that I could go
back to check the errors and thus the
content that I wrote would not be so
incoherent and irrelevant to the writing
topic.

Preventing linguistic errors

B1: I go back to read my essay and
check my essay to see whether there was
any spelling or grammatical error.

Low achievers also expressed their concern in making revisions. However, in
comparison with high achievers, much fewer low achievers mentioned the importance
of revising. Low achievers seemed to be less aware of it. Nonetheless once they
reported this strategy, they mentioned the importance of it. For example, D9 student
gave an explanation as follows.
I need to do the corrections. When I write, I have to check whether there is any
redundant aspect.…When I at the final writing stage, it is to revise and polish the
essay to make it better.
The purpose of making revisions is to clarify the language and meaning, and to
re-organize the writing. It is in this phase that the writer rethinks what has been
written. Revision is perhaps one of the most important stages in writing the paper. The
benefit of revising strategies is that they help students pay more attention to the
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communicative intent and core meaning of their texts. It gives students a chance to
correct the mistakes they made in their rough draft. Revision is not merely done once.
Careful writers will review their work several times.
Similarities
Awareness of the
Strategy

High Achievers
(n=18)

% of n

Low achievers
(n=18)

% of n

Organizing

18

100

18

100

Sentence and Word
Use

18

100

15

83.3

Text Generating

18

100

18

100

Despite high and low achievers’ differences in their awareness in brainstorming, free
writing and revising, they were similar in their reported strategy use in organizing,
sentence and word use, and text generating.
1. Organizing
In the writing process, particularly in planning, in her book Problem-Solving
Strategies for Writing, Flower (1998) proposes “nutshelling”: What is the writing
about, in a nutshell, i.e. an outline? When a great many ideas have been generated
through brainstorming and free writing, writers may be ready to construct a detailed
outline which has been framed as the writing rhetorical strategy. This will give writers
with a conceptual framework that will facilitate them to see the arrangement in which
their ideas are presented and to recognize any problems in logic that may confuse the
reader.
English-speaking readers may expect to find an effective organization consisting of a
direct and clear thesis statement of the writer’s opinion in the introduction, with
further elaboration provided through supporting details in the body paragraph. The
closure of the writer’s argument entails conclusion about the relative merits of the
different evidence and viewpoints. Nevertheless, Chinese writers may approach the
topic indirectly--initiating the writing first as the introduction, moving gradually to
reveal their points and, finally, finishing, but without the obligation to resolve the
argument to arrive at a clear-cut thesis. As stated by Johns (1995), writing topics that
center on opinions and argument are possibly somewhat difficult for Chinese students.
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In the present study, as reported by the students, however, presenting ideas directly
may not be so much difficult for Chinese learners. It seems to be no major difference
concerning the strategy use at the discourse level between high- and low- achievers.
They all mentioned that the ways of structuring discourse organizations in writing
English and Chinese were very different. They were conscious of making the effort to
switch rhetorical patterns when they wrote from one language to another. In terms of
their awareness of discourse organizations in Chinese and English writing, it is
explained as follows.
Awareness of Discourse Organizations in Chinese and English Writing
Differences
As reported by both high and low achievers, different criteria of discourse
organizations in Chinese and English writing exists, particularly in the location of
thesis statement. There are a number of examples to support such a view. For instance,
B1 not only mentioned the structural differences in the location of thesis statement in
Chinese and English writing, but also reported the Chinese and English teachers’
writing expectations and requirements. Her awareness of employing different
organizational patterns in Chinese and English writing is related to teaches’ writing
instruction. The teachers’ teaching practice tended to exert a great influence on the
student’s decision in placing the thesis statement.
I usually place my thesis statement in the first or second sentence in English writing.
The freshman and sophomore English composition teachers taught us to write in
this way. The teachers’ point is that you should be straight away into presenting
information at the very first start. Possibly many English teachers in Taiwan also
teach in this way because the Chinese composition is likely to be the mao-ti method
(i.e. thesis placed at the end of an essay). At the beginning no point is given and
irrelevant things are stated. Then the main theme emerges at last.
In the school writing practice, what was encouraged and emphasized most in Chinese
was qi-cheng-zhuan-he. This organizational development of Chinese writing leads to
the indirectness in Chinese writing. In English writing, the thesis statement is
proposed at the beginning. However, in Chinese writing, there might be a turning
point in the middle. The writer breaks the points what is proposed at the beginning
and introduces new perspectives. Finally, the thesis emerges near the end of an essay.
B4 gave an explanation as follows.
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Chinese writing puts emphasis on qi-cheng-zhuan-he. The meaning of it is that
unlike English writing, the thesis is not disclosed at the beginning. You have to be
qi-cheng-zhuan-he. That is to zhuan--turning the point to a deeper perspective.
Finally, a conclusion is given at last…Basically, it is not easy for Chinese to write a
thesis statement. If it does appear, it should be between cheng and zhuan, unlikely
to be at the beginning. At least I would not put it in the first paragraph.
In Chinese and English writing, different location of thesis statement is likely because
of readers’ interest. This may reflect the fact that Chinese readers may lose interest if
the thesis is presented at the very beginning of an essay while English readers want to
get a very clear idea what the article intends to convey at the beginning. D9 gave an
explanation as follows.
In English writing I have to use the most efficient, concise and shortest way to tell
other people. Chinese writing however does not aim to tell other people the content
very quickly. Respected Chinese writers usually place their main themes at last and
let readers know the thesis statement naturally. If Chinese people state the topic
sentence at the beginning, readers would lose interest in reading the piece.
Take all the quotes mentioned above; the underlying assumption for English direct
writing and Chinese indirect writing is a matter of different cultural values in written
communications. In comparison with English writing, the location of thesis statement
in Chinese writing tends to be delayed.
Similarities
In spite of such a difference in the location of thesis statement, nevertheless, there are
still some similarities in English and Chinese discourse organizations, the existence of
introduction, body and conclusion. A representative example can be found in A4’s
explanation. “In general, they are similar in terms of the existence of introduction,
supporting details and conclusion.”
To conclude, the present findings concerning the organizational strategy can be
interpreted as follows. First, the quotes in this section support the view that high and
low achievers were aware of the similarities and differences in discourse
organizations in English and Chinese writing. The location of the thesis statement in
Chinese writing is delayed in comparison with that in English writing. The overall
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formats between Chinese and English composition are relatively similar, including
introduction, body paragraph and conclusion. Because of awareness, both high and
low achievers reported similar organizational strategy in their English writing. The
students learned knowledge of positioning the thesis at the beginning of writing in
school. Second, due to the effect of teachers’ writing instruction, it seems that there is
no major difference in organizational strategy reported by both high- and lowachievers. Their previous English writing instruction or experience had an impact on
their writing. The findings also suggest that linear patterns may not be difficult for
Chinese students to learn to adopt particularly in their English writing, and instruction
can be effective in this respect.
2. Sentence and Word Use
High- and low- achievers were similar in their reported strategy in sentence and word
use. They tried to avoid complex, long and unfamiliar sentences and words. For
instance, A9 reported the importance of the clarity in meaning and aimed to make the
word and sentence use not complicated. “The sentences I wrote were usually shorter
and quite simple. I tried to express my meaning clearly.” In addition to emphasizing
the clarity of the meaning in the written text, they talked about strategy of avoiding
the word and sentence she was not so familiar with. Therefore, they could avoid
making mistakes. For example, A8 reported, “I tried not to use the words and sentence
patterns that I was not so sure. That is, I used the words and sentence patterns I was
familiar with.” Aside from avoiding unfamiliar words and sentences, the students
pointed out avoiding repetition in sentence patterns and words unless the sentences
and words were closely related to the writing topic and they had to use them, and
would manage to make the words and sentence patterns varied. For example, A3
mentioned, “Regarding the sentence use, I tried not to adopt the same pattern
repeatedly. There were some variations in my sentence and word use…Sometimes I
would change the sentence pattern in order to fit the meaning better.” Finally,
expressing the intended meaning correctly tended to be the priority of students. For
example, A2 reported, “What I emphasized more was the flow of smoothness in
writing. I kept reading whether the flow of sentences was smooth, words were precise,
and meanings were correct.” On the safe ground, they would avoid making mistakes.
They did this by not using the word or sentence pattern that they were not familiar
with it. By using the correct way to express the meaning was crucial for the students.
However, it should be noted that a few low achievers mentioned that they had never
thought about their sentence and word use. They may repeat the words or sentence
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patterns that they wrote. For instance, D2 reported, “I did not think about the word use.
I also did not think of adopting any complex sentence patterns. I just wrote what I
thought.” By the same token, D7 made such a comment that she did not take much
account into word and sentence use. “In terms of sentence and word use, I did not
think about it.” Like high achievers, some of low achievers, articulated a similar kind
of avoiding repetition in sentence and word use, and tried to make their use more
varied. They used the sentences and words that they were familiar with. However, as
indicated above, a few students mentioned that they did not have any strategy in the
sentence and word use, and they did not seriously think about writing itself.
To conclude, for sentence use, regardless of achievement level, the students indicated
that what counted more was that the sentence could accurately convey the meaning. In
terms of word use, they would avoid the words which they were unable to handle.
Instead of making mistakes of using the words they were not so sure, they would
rather use simpler word. In addition, avoiding the repetitive sentence and word use
was also one of the important strategies they reported unless the word or sentence was
closely related to the writing topic and they had to use it. Moreover, they tried to write
sentences with more variations or paraphrase the sentences in other ways. However, it
should be noted that a few low achievers reported that they had never thought about
their sentence and word strategy use before. Compared with high achievers, a few low
achievers seemed to be less capable of noticing the importance of word and sentence
use during writing in order to correctly express the intended meaning.
3. Text Generating
Writers develop the topic during the composing process. In the present study, all highand low- achievers reported that giving sufficient and specific supporting details was
important. They spelled out the need to write longer text, give enough details and
ensure the completeness of the essay. The text length, adequate development, enough
details and completeness of an essay were their primary concern in terms of text
generating. The methods to ensure their writings well-developed included (1) Use
examples, (2) Cite data (facts, statistics and others), (3) Scrutinize what other people
say such as quotes, and (4) Use an anecdote or story. The writing topic should be
discussed fully and adequately. For instance, a high achiever, A5 indicated her
examples needed to be more detailed because of teachers’ writing instruction.
Regarding the strategy that made my writing better, actually I wanted to write more
in detail and my points to be more obvious and stand-out…The teacher emphasized
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a lot in the argument. We practiced almost every week. She wanted us to write an
outline and told her where the supporting details were.
Low achievers also expressed such concern in the text length, enough details and
completeness of an essay. For instance, C4 mentioned the need to give more specific
details and examples to support the argument in order to make the writing better.
Concerning the strategy that could make my writing better, I thought I could give
more examples…The essay would be better with more examples. I thought I
needed to think about the supporting ideas from different perspectives, not only
merely from one viewpoint.
All high- and low- achieving students in this study seemed to be aware of the
development and lengths of essays. It may be a good predictor that the essay is not
fully developed if it is that short. Except the length reflecting the full writing
development, the completeness of the essay is also relatively important. In spite of no
obvious difference found in terms of high- and low- achievers’ reported writing
strategy in text generating, the text generating may not be the sole factor to
distinguish between high and low achievers. There are other elements involved with it
due to the nature of complexity of writing. Long text length may not necessarily mean
quality. This may also be conditional upon other factors such as adequate
development and sufficient supporting details.
Teachers’ Interpretations of the Student Data
When the student data was presented to the teachers, some findings were divergent
from their thinking while the others were convergent with their thinking related to
their practice of teaching writing. They are explained in the following section.
Teachers’ Awareness of their Students’ Writing Strategy Use
Brainstorming

Χ

Free Writing

Χ

Organizing

○

Text Generating

○
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Revision

○

Divergent from the Teachers’ Thinking
1. Brainstorming in Planning
Despite the fact that all the teachers showed their positive attitude toward teaching
their students the planning skill and put emphasis on brainstorming and free writing in
their classroom writing practice, nevertheless the student interview data indicated that
in comparison with high achievers, much fewer low achievers were conscious of
importance of such a strategy. Although the teachers’ teaching practice targeted
students in general rather than specific students, the teachers reported that they did not
notice such different writing behaviors between high and low achievers and felt
amazed and wondered why it was like this. As reported by them, brainstorming could
be used to generate a large number of ideas relatively quickly. When interviewed,
however, the results did make sense to the teachers and raised their awareness of their
practice of teaching writing. They tended to give their own interpretations and the
reasons why such distinctions took place between high and low achievers, and their
interpretations were very similar. They gave general briefings and simply attributed
low achievers’ lack of competence to follow what they wanted to do. For instance,
teacher 3 gave his explanation as follows.
It makes sense to me, the stronger students; I think they also have more
knowledge. The stronger writing students, they also have more common sense and
more knowledge. So when they have the topic, internally they already can make a
position and then they can arrange an argument outline in their mind. But the
weaker students are kind of fishing for ideas and they don’t really know how to
arrange the ideas and pattern.
Teacher 7 gave a similar illustration. Compared with high achievers, low achievers
were less aware of the problems as they wrote and tended to beat about the bush
without capturing what they really wanted. High achievers might have a clear scheme
in their heads. He gave his comment as follows.
In terms of planning, the high achievers were quick. That is, they did not have
such a problem and got the things they wanted at the very first step…The low
achieving students did not handle the main points well. They were unable to
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capture the gist. This was a problem.
Another important aspect that catches our attention is probably teacher 5’s
interpretation about her low achieving students. She tended to justify her good
teaching writing practice and emphasized the importance of brainstorming. However,
she did not notice how low achievers could be different from high achievers.
Although in the interview she said “This might be a problem of intelligence and was
related to their training of thinking.” Nevertheless, the issue was that they were
exactly her students and were trained by her, and she has “taught this to them in class
and repeated it many times.” It might be intriguing that low achievers did not follow
their teachers’ writing instruction as the teacher reported she had done so in her
teaching writing activity. Probably low achievers were still not clear and did not know
how to do brainstorming.
2. Free Writing in Planning
In addition to low achievers’ unawareness of doing brainstorming, the other aspect
worth mentioning was that they were not aware of freely writing down the ideas that
came into their mind. Their teachers did not notice such a phenomenon. Although the
teachers were unaware of this, as reported by them, they did implement free writing in
their teaching writing activity. Free writing was carried out as a teaching writing
activity in the classroom for text review which could serve as a link between reading
and writing. The teachers used this to ensure and scrutinize the degree to which the
students really understood the contents in the textbook that they had read. A
representative example can be seen in teacher 1’s explanation
They have to do a 10-minute free writing of everything they know about that
reading assignment. And then we use their free writing as the bases for discussion.
It’s also a little bit like a sneaky way for me to know whether or not they did the
reading assignment. Because it’s a free writing, it’s also a non-pressure way for
them to organize their thoughts about the reading assignment. (teacher 1)
Although teacher 1 did not further explain the differences in free writing behavior
between high and low achievers, nevertheless a plausible explanation might be that he
did not discern such a distinction. This could be supported by a quote additionally
reported by him. He considered applying the research results to his classroom writing
practice. That is, it might be possible for him to ask students to actually write down
whatever they think during brainstorming in the planning process.
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I wonder if the implication of this is that we should we train students or should we
require students to start writing down their ideas? In other words to put them in
the situation…in the classroom and we say we are going to do some brainstorming.
Let’s say brainstorming exercises or discussion exercises and force the students to
take notes of their ideas in order to…maybe get them into the habit of doing that,
and will that have any effect on their future achievement? (teacher 1)
Convergent with the Teachers’ Thinking
1. Clustering/Organizing in Planning
When the teachers interpreted their writing activity in clustering/organizing, they did
regard that an awareness of rhetorical strategy was an important factor in students’
success in academic writing and they emphasized this in the teaching of writing. High
and low achievers’ perceptions in organizing their English texts tended to conform to
their English teachers’ writing assessments and expectations in structuring the
thoughts and argument. In other words, the English texts contained three basic parts,
including introduction with the thesis statement clearly indicated, body and
conclusion. This finding suggested the general effectiveness of teachers’ writing
instruction in this aspect and all the teachers had awareness in teaching their students
a good English writing organization. For example, teacher 1 gave his explanation as
follows.
In my classes we do discuss the thesis statement and the location and I tell them
that the thesis should be in the beginning, somewhere in the beginning…It is very
difficult to sustain a reader’s interest and put the thesis at the end.
The other teachers such as teacher 2 also articulated the similar thought. His attention
was on rhetoric. He emphasized the importance of the rhetorical strategy use and
applied it in his writing practice. He illustrated as follows.
After teaching them organization, and especially paragraph organization that each
paragraph should be a main idea, ideally introduced with a topic sentence, and
then supported. And if you were luckier, you can then write a concluding sentence,
which also serves as a bridge to the next paragraph.
Furthermore, if the students could follow the teachers’ criteria in their writing
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assessments, generally they would give them higher grades. For instance, teacher 7
gave such an explanation.
In every stage, I would require my students to do something. In English writing for
example, if a thesis statement did appear, then I would give them a bit better grade.
If the structure existed, the grade would be again better.
As an effective way in their experience in teaching writing, a good outline was an
important factor in students’ success in academic writing. The teachers had to let
students know how to write in order fit into the particular writing form.
2. Text Generating
Text length
When the teachers made interpretations of the student data in text generating, they
mentioned that it was also consistent with their thinking. In terms of the teachers’
teaching writing activities, they all stressed the importance of generating more text in
writing, which aimed to give more specific details. They indicated that in general
better papers are a little bit longer than poorer papers. For example, teacher 5 said “I
always put emphasis on giving sufficient and specific details in text generating.”
Teacher 4 gave a more detailed explanation as follows.
I really emphasize that…In my class, even with what I’m going over today, which
is the same class but different year. Many of the better papers are a little bit longer
than many of the poorer papers.
While there might be a correlation between writing long and a high score, it should be
noted that the teachers also indicated that quantity may not essentially mean quality.
Although giving sufficient examples was very important, it may not necessarily
represent high writing scores. They would also in some cases reward short essays if
they are really good. In other words, some shorter essays may still effectively and
insightfully develop a viewpoint on an issue, while some longer essays may still
reveal serious weakness such as poor organization, redundancy or incorrect word
choice. A representative example is give by teacher 6 as follows.
Giving sufficient examples was very important. However, generating longer text
was not necessarily the guarantee of higher scores. As for the shorter texts
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equivalent to the lower grades, it primarily depended on to the degree how shorter
the students wrote. (teacher 6)
In the present study, all the teachers emphasized the importance of being more
productive and writing longer text. The problem with short essays is more prone to be
undeveloped, lacking in the specificity of supporting details that characterize good
writing than their length. However, it should be noted that a poor writer can be a long
paper of broad, unsupported generalizations, and unsystematic expression of ideas
without prudently developed ideas. The students do not get higher grades just because
the writings are longer. They need to develop and express their points of view in
response to the writing prompt and to use relevant examples, logic, and reasoning to
fully support their arguments in standard written English. After all, a complete,
concise essay is, more often than not, likely to score higher than an incoherent,
long-winded one.
Language Use
Concerning language use, high and low achievers all reported the importance of clear
and simple language use, which made no difference in this strategy use. The teachers
in the interviews also agreed that a concise style of writing that uses clear and simple
language could be more easily understood by readers and help improve
communication. Complex structures may diminish the communication by directing
the readers to grammatical blocks and more errors in writing, therefore undermining
the writers’ writing competence. For example, teacher 1 gave his explanation as
follows.
I have met some students who sort of like…they take pride in trying to write the
most complex sentences…often times what I will tell them is, I will suggest that
they try to simplify because again the more complex they get, the more possibility
there is for error.
Teacher 4 also gave a similar explanation. The students needed to list the ideas or
concepts they wanted to convey and refined them to the simplest forms. Vocabulary,
sentences, as well as paragraphs had to come together to make writing more easily
read and understood. The goal was to keep the message moving so it did not get
confusing.
They are very interesting, especially the first part that I mentioned before. Keep it
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simple and using simple words doesn’t surprise me at all. I think that’s what
we’ve been telling them.
The teachers’ writing instruction tended to inform their students the simple sentence
and word use. In academic argumentative writing, what makes the thesis and
arguments better are the links presented in simple and clear English. More often than
not, academic writing is to ask writers to articulate their points clearly and intelligibly.
In contrast, complicated sentences and words often take longer to write and are harder
to read. Long sentences that contain numerous clauses may become confusing and
easily misunderstood. At the same time, the students also need to keep things simple
and avoid using the same sentences and words repeatedly. For instance, teacher 7 said
“I think it is of course very important to change some repetitive sentences and words.”
This interpretation is in concert with the findings reported by both high and low
achievers. Thus, the students will not only reach the final draft faster, they will also
produce text that is more likely to be read easily.
3. Revision
In terms of the different revision behaviors in writing between high and low achievers,
all the teachers interpreted that the student data was in line with their thinking. The
teachers reported that high and low achievers were different not only in self-directed
revision, but also in the revision after feedback given by their teachers and peers.
Characteristics of High Achievers in Self-directed Revision
Any revision that was made by the writers themselves, not prompted by their teacher
or peers, was regarded as self-correction. In the present study, different amounts of
self-correction take place in the process of revision. As reported by the teachers,
compared with low achievers, high achievers tended to do substantive self-directed
revision. For example, teacher 7 remembered a particular teaching experience when
he described a high achiever’s writing behavior in self-directed revision in his class.
There was once a high achieving student in my class. She almost made the
complete corrections in her composition…The whole first draft was almost gone
after her correction and she handed in a new second draft to me…At the time
when I wrote the comments, she then said that second draft was not good and she
rewrote another composition to me…The high achieving students were more
willing to make more substantial changes during the revision in order to make the
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writing better…In the thinking model, they would think and continuously reflect
what they had written.
Good-quality writing thus is a process of constantly thinking, writing, revising,
rethinking, and revising, until the ideas are fully well-developed.
Characteristics of Low Achievers in Self-directed Revision
According to the teachers’ interpretations, one of the main reasons why some students
were categorized as low achievers was that they did not take the writing seriously and
thus affected the grades they received. Most low achievers did not make substantive
changes in their drafts. It thus may infer that writing really takes efforts and good
writings, in particular, call for much time and efforts. Consequently, writing teachers
probably need to ask students to pay more attention to the students’ revision process if
good writing is expected. For example, teacher 5 gave an explanation to illustrate that
in comparison with low achievers, high achievers had higher expectation in their work.
Low achievers were less aware and just wanted to finish their writing as soon as
possible.
The high achieving students were more diligent and conscious. The low achieving
students were lazy. They just finished the writing and then that was it…The high
achieving students endorsed much higher expectations. They thought that the
writing products had to be good. They were more self-disciplined and kept revising.
Some low achievers even tended to avoid handing in the revised draft to their
teachers.
In our composition class, I made comparison between their first draft and revised
version…I wanted to gave them pressure and let them do a real revision. However,
the situation was that some students, low achievers, did not hand in the revised
drafts or deliberately avoided this. (teacher 5)
In comparison with high achievers, low achievers did not seem to have the awareness
of continuously rethinking and reflecting the texts of what they had written.
Different Attitudes between High- and Low- Achievers in the Revision Process after
Feedback
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Sommers (1982) suggests that teachers provide more specific comments on students’
writing and plan writing activities to let students establish purpose in their writing. All
the teachers in the present study reported that the revision was very important and
helped the students do the complete corrections if they made any mistake, and asked
them to do the revisions accordingly. Based upon the teachers’ interpretations, they
considered it as a positive act rather than a negative act. The teachers did this because
they regarded that if they corrected their students’ writing pieces more in detail, the
students could learn more and thus they were able to make improvement in their
writing. For instance, a representative example can found in teacher 3’s explanation as
follows.
I try to make complete corrections and then I ask them to recopy my corrections.
My corrections have explanations…So I think when they re-write it then it goes
deeper into their memory, their operative memory…If I have criticism, I always
give much encouragement. (teacher 3)
An important underlying reason why the teachers would do the detailed corrections
was likely related to the concept of language awareness. In other words, the teachers
assumed that if they did not do the correction, the students may repeat the similar
error again in the future.
In terms of the grammatical error, if it was really serious, I had to tell the student
because it was likely to be repetitive. Otherwise, the student would be totally
under aware…I usually tried to correct the students’ writing as much as I could.
Otherwise, I asked the students to think about it or gave some suggestions…That
is, I gave them some directions. (teacher 6)
Despite the importance of doing the revision after feedback, some of the students,
particularly low achievers, more often than not, did not take the writing seriously and
integrate feedback into their writing. For example, teacher 5 said that “The good
students did pay attention to them, but the bad ones usually threw them away.”
Teacher 6 gave a more detailed explanation as follows.
As for the correcting behaviors between the high- and low- achieving students,
they were very different…The low achieving students did not make lots of
amendments and the writing was still similar…However, the high achieving
students would alter the whole passage and did the writing in other way round,
which made the writing different…It was possible that the low achievers just did
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not want to do it. But the high achievers felt somehow comfortable about this…It
was really the matter of the learning attitude.
The composition teachers agreed with the student data, suggesting that high and low
achievers were quite different in their self-directed revision. Compared with low
achievers, high achievers were prone to revise more in their own writing. In addition
to the different self-directed revising behaviors between high and low achievers, they
were also different in their revising behaviors after feedback giving. Although the
teachers were quite optimistic about the efficacy of giving feedback to their student
writers, nevertheless, low achievers’ reluctance to integrate the feedback into their
writing remained a problem.

CONCLUSION
The present study was an attempt to enhance the teachers’ understanding of their
students’ characteristics in writing strategy use related to their practice of teaching
English writing in Taiwan. It aimed to contribute to the discussion by focusing on the
teaching and learning process in English writing education quality improvement in
Taiwan. It contains the implications on teaching and learning in English writing for
Taiwanese students, particularly in higher education.
In this study, firstly the findings drawn from the student interviews used to capture the
students’ writing strategy use, as well as the teacher interviews provided a deeper
understanding of how the teachers responded and interpreted their students’
characteristics in writing strategy use in relation to their writing pedagogy. Such data
provided evidence on the complexity of writing and students’ awareness of their
writing strategies, and their teachers’ awareness of their students’ characteristics in
writing strategy use. Second, based upon the student and teacher data all together, it is
argued that the teachers’ awareness of their students’ writing strategy use as well as
their metacognitive awareness needs to be exercised. In order to link research and
practice in education, it was necessary for the researcher to find an interactive space
to facilitate dialogic learning for teachers, and to inform them of the research findings
and potential solutions for helping their students.
Students’ Awareness of Writing Strategies
Drawing from the data in writing interviews, in comparison with low achievers, high
achievers were more aware of the importance of strategy use in brainstorming and
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free writing. Although low achievers were also aware of the importance of generating
more text, revising and to some extent using a variety of sentences and words, they
were not as effective as high achievers when their interviews were examined.
However, regarding their similarities in writing awareness, concerning the
clustering/organizational strategy, like high achievers, low achievers were also aware
of the difference between the Chinese and English written discourses and were able to
articulate the need of writing their English composition with introduction,
development, conclusion, and placing their thesis statement in the introduction.
Second, like high achievers, low achievers were also aware of writing simple and
short sentences and words which readers could more easily understand.
The Gap in Teachers’ Understanding of their Students’ Writing Strategies
As it is in general agreed that educational reform can only be successful if the beliefs
of the teachers who are took part in the reform are taken into consideration (Clark and
Peterson, 1986; Tobin and McRobbie, 1996), a better understanding of teachers’
beliefs is expected to contribute to the success of curriculum and teaching
advancement. The educational beliefs of the teachers in this study could be interpreted
in terms of a learner-centered teaching orientation, indicating that the teachers valued
the importance of their students' viewpoints and their learning process, including the
development of their writing skills. It is also agued that the teachers’ awareness of
their learners’ writing strategy also needs to be exercised. The findings from the
teacher data suggest that the teachers did not have sufficient knowledge necessary to
effectively understand their students. Areas where a lack of knowledge were identified
in brainstorming and free writing. This suggests a need for continued development of
teacher knowledge of their students. Continuity in teacher development was crucial to
promoting advanced theoretical and pedagogical knowledge. Nevertheless, the
findings indicate that the students’ writing strategy use in clustering/organizing in
planning, and revision, text generating were consistent with the teachers’ thinking.
The findings reveal some interesting data. The shift of traditional teacher centered
pedagogies to learner-centered approaches to teaching demand more of teachers’
knowledge in their students. As stated at the very beginning in this paper, the
government and teachers in Taiwan had been claimed to use learner-centered teaching
in the classroom, but how much the teachers really understood their students still
remained questionable. That is, students’ needs must be understood. Teachers in
learner-centered milieu focus on making relationships with students that are derived
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from intellectual explorations of the students’ needs. However, is there a doubt of
what this means and how it might be evidenced? Is the notion of learner-centered
approaches often pre-determined? Is there a match between the teachers’
understanding of their learners related to their practice of teaching writing and their
learners’ actual characteristics? There are increasing pressures on research to provide
evidence. The present study showed there was a gap between the teachers’
understanding and students’ needs. It appears that teachers’ thinking of
learner-centered teaching was questionable. The lack of a fit between students’
characteristics and teacher knowledge about their students was showed in the present
study that the teachers did not have the full understanding of their students’ writing
strategies as the learner-centered teaching approach might assume. In other words,
teachers’ awareness of their students’ characteristics needs to be exercised. For
example, in the interviews with teachers, they just explained that they did care about
their students, but how much they did understand about them remained a question.
Brodie et al.’s findings (2002) indicate that some of the strategies of learner-centered
teaching were taken-up. However, the teachers’ understanding of their learners was
limited. It would appear that the implementation of the strategies without a genuine
understanding of their learners did not bring about improved quality in teaching and
learning. That is, they did not explain the amount of knowledge they understood their
students. The teacher needed to demonstrate in their teaching in order to be justified
as teaching in a real learner-centered way.
With regard to the importance of teaching in a learner-centered way, the results in the
present study are in line with the literature about the importance of attending to the
teacher’s competence to address various student populations (Wenglinsky, 2002), and
student-centered teaching practices gives a strong assurance of teacher effectiveness
(Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 2003). With the aim of idealizing the practice in classes,
their study suggests that it appears to be important that teachers are prepared to take
action when they are dealing with a problem student, are geared towards the
development of the needs of the students, have a relationship with the students
anchored in trust and respect, and draw on research results to guide their own teaching.
It may be an essential task for teacher education and development programs to set up
and further professionalize teachers in such a way that they can enhance their teaching
practice.
Building an Interactive Space through Dialogic Learning to Awaken Teachers’
Awareness of their Students’ Writing Strategies
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As Borg (2003) suggests, the cognitions and practices in teaching held by teachers in
their career development were often adjusted or through conscious reflection. In the
present study, in order to strengthen links between research and practice in English
writing and teacher development in education, and facilitate teachers’ awareness of
their students’ writing strategy use, as a researcher, if I did not take a further step to
inform the teachers regarding the various factors in their students’ writing strategy use,
they may never know or be conscious of how and why their students would think and
behave in certain ways. Therefore, I created an interactive space and presented the
analysis of the student data to the teachers to foster their thinking though the dialogic
learning between the teachers and researcher. It was an attempt to bring together some
of the traditions in dialogic learning and critical reflection as ways of engaging
teachers in a process of dynamic learning that connected educational theory to their
lived experience in teaching writing. It encapsulates the principles of effective teacher
learning, and conceives the role of teacher as a professional lifetime learner and
educators. For the purpose of achieving effectiveness in teaching and learning, the
context should be transformed. The teachers were pushed for deeper understanding
about their own students, so that they could start to think of how to better prepare and
design a writing curriculum adapted for their students. The basis for reflective practice
in teacher learning was linked to teacher development as a means of shifting focus to
the learners’ needs. In order to stimulate teachers to reflect on their teaching practice
to address the learners’ needs and to promote cognitive change, positive effects
showed as teachers’ thinking about prospective teaching goals seemed to change.
They expressed interest in using their awareness to transform teaching situations. The
significance of exploring the students’ writing strategies to improve their teachers’
understanding of strategies used by their students when writing English is thus to
some extent supported. At least the teachers’ interest indicates that an avenue for
development is open and can be pursued further. It is proposed that this can also be
achieved by applying learner-centered teaching, in which the instructional objectives
of the class are linked both to the needs of the student and the role of the teacher in
the classroom.
To conclude, the hope of this study was to effectively contribute to educational
change in Taiwan. It aimed to facilitate teachers’ awareness of the importance of their
students’ characteristics in writing strategy use, and the potential dichotomy in the
teachers’ understanding of their students. In this study, the teachers did acknowledge
the usefulness of research findings and tried to address their students’ needs more
closely. In addition, in the light of empirical research on this, dialogic learning had
potential to extend our understanding of the role of reflection in teacher development.
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The researcher could serve as a link between the students and their teachers’
understanding of their students in order to foster real learner-centered teaching. On the
one hand, in order to take full advantage of the learning potential of writing, the
traditional teacher-centered models had to change to development that would
empower the teachers, making them more aware of their own students, not just a
slogan for the “learner-centered” pedagogy. On the other hand, due to such a study, it
became more practical for the teachers to better understand their students’ needs. It
helped the teachers facilitate and evaluate the self-directed and individually oriented
learning in the writing classroom.
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The present study is to explore the discourse organizations written by senior high school
students in their Chinese and English classes and the influence of their teachers’ writing
instruction in Taiwan. It aims to extend the current understanding of students’ discourse
organizations in the school context. Data were collected through the analysis of 432
writing samples taken from the Chinese and English classes, and their teachers were
interviewed to explore what kind of instruction they employed when teaching writing.
Twenty students were interviewed to further probe their choices in adopting a “direct” or
an “indirect” approach. The findings show that, while most students wrote more their
Chinese and English expository composition in a direct approach, different discourse
organizations did exist. The data is interpreted as supporting the view that the deductive
pattern may not be difficult for Chinese students to learn to employ, particularly in their
English writing, and the teachers’ writing assessments and instruction can be effective in
this area.
Keywords: Discourse organization; Chinese/English; writing instruction

Introduction
So far, contrastive rhetoric studies have brought about equivocal evidence of variation in
rhetorical patterns across Chinese and English language discourses, as on the basis of the
predominant “direct” versus “indirect” dichotomy (e.g. Connor, 1996; Kaplan, 1966,
1988, 1991). The awareness of any disparity is essential in the communication for
language learners. For instance, it has often been suggested in studies of English a foreign
language (EFL) writing assessment that students have particular problems in learning the
rhetorical patterns of English language academic discourse, and the English writing tests
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scores of these students may be negatively influenced. Success in such tests is usually a
requirement for further academic study.
Kaplan’s seminal 1966 article on contrastive rhetoric, “Cultural Thought Patterns in
Inter-cultural Education”, shed a light onto writing in different cultural settings.
Contrastive rhetoric, to a degree derived from Whorfian ideas of the association among
language, culture and thought, is a hypothesis maintaining that the logic expressed
through the organization of written text is culture-specific; in other words, it conceives
that speakers of two different languages will organize the same reality in different ways
(Kaplan, 1966, 1988, 1991). That they should do so seems self-apparent, because
different languages offer different resources for organizing text. Nevertheless, this
filtering of text logic in language is for the most part implicit; that is, learners of an L2
are unconscious that their L1 affects the way they organize text logic, of the way that an
L2 organizes text logic and that there is a difference.
He argued that speakers of different languages are different in the cultural thought
patterns that are mirrored in how they organize writing. Consequently, he drew graphs of
cultural rhetorical patterns in which English rhetoric is portrayed as a straight line and
Oriental rhetoric as a spiral. Oriental speakers characteristically do not use the same type
of rhetorical organization that native English speakers use. Native English writers are
inclined to adopt a direct and to-the-point organization, whereas oriental writers are
inclined to adopt an indirect, talk-around-the-point organization.
Kaplan’s general description of the direct English rhetorical pattern and the indirect
oriental rhetorical pattern has triggered many studies on contrastive rhetoric. The key
issue for contrastive rhetoric is whether there are differences between organizational
patterns written by speakers of different languages and members of different cultures.

Literature Review
The Origins of Different Written Discourses in English and Chinese
English Writing
The concept of literacy (and, by extension, rhetoric) is manifestly dependent upon its
generating culture (Hinds, 1990). Thereupon, it follows that we have to take into account
literacy within the parameters of particular cultural values. It occurs that Anglo literacy is
largely portrayed by linearity (Hinds, 1990). One of many instances of linearity of text is
the organizational demand for an outline of Anglo discourse structure that can be split
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into a clear introduction (statement of thesis), development (expansion of thesis, often
with supporting details) and conclusion (restatement or synthesis of thesis), logically
moving from the top to the bottom of an essay in a vertical fashion (Hinds, 1990). The
preference for linearity may have its basis in the Anglo-Saxon lineage of English.
Halasek (1999) categorizes most academic English writing as falling into one of the most
common forms with the “prescriptive college essay” being the one she labels “form
without function”, most often described as the five paragraph theme. A five-paragraph
essay is most commonly designed to have students respond to a given prompt in a
well-organized linear fashion of English writing (Halasek, 1999). These essays begin
with an introduction that fulfills several functions. It must state the subject, set a context,
give an explicit thesis statement, and it explicitly lists the arguments (usually three) that
will be developed in the paper (Reid, 1994). The students are encouraged to think in
threes. They write three paragraphs in the body of the essay; each paragraph should be
supported by three details. Each contains a topic sentence, which is the argument
mentioned in the introductory paragraph. That support, in turn, is supported by details
(usually defined as examples, relevant details and quotes, etc.). The final paragraph
usually summarizes what has been presented and makes an attempt at concluding
something, restating the consequence or significance of the thesis of the essay.
Accordingly, in the length of orientation in writing, a number of studies have indicated
that English speakers usually generate much shorter orientation to the theme of a sentence
or statement than non-native English writers. This holistic scoring rubric, developed by
teachers and broadly accessible to students in English-speaking countries, illustrates
qualities of effective writing such as, for organization, a clear and logical sequence of
ideas (Reid, 1994). Halasek (1999) notes that one of the goals for this kind of thinking is
control: “No room for digression, circumlocution, or alternative forms of argumentation
outside established and immediately recognizable patterns of development” (p. 151).

Chinese Writing
For the purpose of letting Anglo-American readers better understand why the Chinese
wrote in an indirect way in their compositions, in 1972, Kaplan explained that the
conventional Chinese literary form, eight-legged essay (or ba-gu-wen) could be one of
the major reasons on account of its indirectness and lack of unity in the eyes of English
readers.
The eight-legged essay was a kind of composition adopted for civil service exams in
China that had rigid written discourse requirements. It was a means used by the
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government to control people’s thoughts to promote social harmony. It was also the
principal test for people to get ranks as scholars in imperial exams in the Ming and Qing
dynasties. It tested people on their understanding of the Confucian classics, and their
capability to write essays in an extremely formal, prescribed mode. Connor (1996) states
that “The length, organization, and topics for eight-legged essays were derived from
classic Chinese books such as the Four books and the Five Classics, which convey the
teachings of Confucius and set the moral standards for society” (p. 37). Most people
deemed the exams no more than a tool for learning how to produce writings in a stringent
prototype, eight-legged essay style, with introduction, exposition, argumentation, and
conclusion, both in two sections, that was fundamental to success in the tests to be
qualified as imperial bureaucrats. Each “leg” needed to be written in words that
conformed to its correspondent in the consonant section. Together, the eight parts are
viewed as the argument. In the conclusion, it is supposed to be then apparent to the reader.
Cai (1993) gave a more detailed explanation as follows. The eight-legged essay
comprises eight sections: “poti”, “chengti”, “qijiang”, “qigu”, “xugu”, “zhonggu”,
“hougu”, and “dajie”. These terms denote literally “the opening-up”, “amplification”,
“preliminary exposition”, “first argument”, “second argument”, “third argument”, “final
argument”, and “conclusion” (p. 6).
In addition to the eight-legged essay, Cai (1993) indicated that in the contemporary
Chinese society, students might demonstrate their writing in four-part organization, which
are called qi-cheng-zhuan-he for the sake of organizing essays. Mo (1982) illustrated this
four-part structure “qi (literally, ‘beginning’; introduction of topic), cheng (literally,
‘development’; elucidation of topic), zhuan (literally, ‘turning’; turning to another
viewpoint), and he (literally, ‘coming together’, ‘closing’; summary of conclusion)”
(cited in Tsao, 1983, p. 110). Mo and Tsao argue that qi cannot be considered serving the
similar purpose as the thesis in English. Qi is concerned with the general introduction to
some extent, but it is not essentially a thesis. Second, zhuan mostly is related to some
change in viewpoint.
Following the discussion of Kaplan’s study, Scollon (1991) argued that components of
the eight-legged organization can be found in the English essays of Taiwanese university
students. In accordance with Scollon, indirectness in Chinese writing is linked to a variety
of cultural concepts of self from the West, which prohibits the employment of a thesis
statement at the start of writing. Additional evidence of what manifests “good writing” in
the Chinese perspective comes from a book published by Li (1996), “Good Writing in
Cross-cultural Context”. She wants to find out how the characteristics of “good writing”
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might diverge due to different cultural values. She quotes a Chinese writing teacher in the
United States.
Basically we think a piece of writing should have four components: introduction,
development, transition, and closure [qi-cheng-zhuan-he]. I think this basic format is
still valid because they are in accord with the way we think.... We have three thousand
years of writing history...Teachers have the responsibility to teach a student the
successful writing experiences of our forefathers. (p. 73-74)

The Richness of Contrastive Rhetoric
Mohan and Lo (1985) take Kaplan’s account of contrastive rhetoric beyond the issue of
pedagogical directions. They spotlighted their study on the Chinese students, but their
conclusions may refer to students of any background: the complexity of students writing
in English may be better understood with respect to their developmental factors. “Ability
in rhetorical organization develops late, even among writers who are native speakers, and
because this ability is derived especially from formal education, previous educational
experience may facilitate or retard the development of academic writing ability” (p. 528).
In other words, the researcher has to also take into consideration the function of literacy
in the society of the writers, the function of literacy in education in that society, and the
area of literacy in the schools. In this article, they also argued that the eight-legged essay
of wen-yan style has been superseded by bai-hua pattern that is derived from
contemporary spoken Mandarin owing to the rigid structure of wen-yan style and
constraints for literacy development. Although bai-hua is one type of the Chinese writing
patterns, Chinese students are still taught the wen-yan style in school as a subject.
On the other hand, Kirkpatrick (1997) stated that the in Mainland China the traditional
text structures in the eight-legged essay do not have an impact on contemporary writing
in Chinese and so are unlikely to affect writing in English. He argued that the
eight-legged essay, by reason of its intricacy and ideological distance is unlikely to exert
an effect on the writing of contemporary Chinese students. Snively (1999), however,
indicates that “as a part to overcome the legacy of the ba-gu-wen (eight-legged essay),
particularly the indirectness, some educators now encourage direct beginnings for essays;
students in Taiwan and Mainland China are told to open the door; see the mountain
(direct approach)…but the tendency to link indirection with both respect and aesthetics
dies hard” (p.26). Cahill’s 2003 study of Chinese language scholarship on the four-part
qi-cheng-zhuan-he proposes that zhuan: “turn is not circularity or digression as
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commonly assumed but rather serves as the occasion to develop an essay further by
alternative means” (Cahill, 2003, p.187). You (2005) states that the influx of Western
rhetoric into China at the beginning of the twentieth century did enrich modern Chinese
rhetoric through Western scientific rhetoric; however, more importantly, in concert with
other historical momentum, it facilitated the invigoration of the abundant Chinese
rhetorical tradition in modern Chinese writing.
While most of the contrastive rhetoric articles concern the analysis of written texts, in
the 2002 article, Connor tried to provide new ways for a useful contrastive rhetoric. In
dealing with the critiques, she sought to draw attention to a wide range of contrastive
rhetoric and concluded that a new term would better cover the core of contrastive rhetoric
in its present state. The phrase intercultural rhetoric better explains the expanding area of
writing across languages and cultures. It maintains the traditional ways that use the
analysis of texts, yet also brings in the ethnographic method that explores language in
interactions. It suggests the analysis of texts that permits for more lively meanings of
culture. Bazerman and Prior’s 2004 article, on the other hand, reflects a rising awareness
of the socio-cultural dimensions of writing. As indicated by them, contrastive rhetoric has
shifted to highlight the importance of the social context of writing. Nowadays, writing is
often viewed as being socially situated; each situation may involve particular concern to
purposes, degree of excellence etc. The rules of discourse communities or communities of
practice may form these particular practices. Social construction of meaning as dynamic
activities is a term used to portray this way to writing. Rather than examining what texts
symbolize, people would like to know how they construct meaning. Two main
issues—the acknowledgment of particular textual demands and better awareness of the
social contexts of writing—have stimulated scholars of contrastive rhetoric to alter and
complement research methods in their work (Bazerman and Prior, 2004).
To summarize, we can see different claims that a variety of researchers made. Past
studies did enhance our understanding of how the Chinese people organize their writing.
Nevertheless, first of all, the issue of these empirical studies was that they either focused
on L1 (Cahill, 2003; Kaplan, 1972; Kirkpatrick, 1997; Li, 1996; Mo, 1982; Mohan and
Lo, 1985; Snively, 1999; Tsao 1983; You; 2005) or L2 (Kaplan, 1966; 1983; 1988;
Connor; 1996; Scollon, 1991). They did not investigate both L1 and L2 writing in the
same individual. In addition, these studies rarely examined teachers’ writing instruction
except for Li’s 1996 and You’s 2005 study on L1 teachers’ writing instruction. Also only
Snively’s 1999 study took student writers’ voices into account. Apart from that, another
important issue in the previous contrastive rhetoric studies that resulted in the severe
debate in the direct and indirect written discourses was that discrepant findings occurred
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very often. The major reason was probably because these studies were conducted in
different specific contexts and such an important issue was not often emphasized in many
studies. For example, in Kirkpatrick’s 1997 study, he focused on the analysis of Chinese
textbooks used in Mainland China, while in Snively’s 1999 study, the students that she
interviewed were those Chinese students already in the United States. Therefore, to
conduct such a study, we have to be very cautious about how and where the study was
actually done with a move toward the importance of particular social context (Connor,
Nagelhout and Rozycki, 2008). Overall, in an effort to fill such gaps in the previous
studies and contribute to current state of knowledge in Chinese students’ writing, the
present study is to investigate the discourse organizations not only in L2 (English) but
also in L1 (Chinese) expository writing produced by senior high school students in their
Chinese and English classes and the influence of L1 (Chinese) and L2 (English) teachers’
writing instructions in the context of Taiwan.

Research Method
Research Questions
The present study addressed the following four sets of research questions.
1. What discourse organization(s) do students employ in their Chinese and English
expository writings?
2. How much percentage do students choose to write in a direct or in an indirect approach
in their Chinese and English expository writings?
3. Will the student adopt the same or different approach(es) in his/her Chinese and
English expository writings?
4. What factor(s) motivate(s) students to write in their choice of direct or indirect
approach in their Chinese and English expository writings? What is the role of teacher
writing instruction?

Research Design
For the backdrop in this study, as noted in the introduction, success in the writing test
is often a precondition for advanced academic study. It is particularly so in Taiwan
because it is a highly exam-oriented society. Regarding the Chinese and English writing
instructional background, currently the two core languages taught in the senior high
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school in Taiwan are Chinese and English as the compulsory subjects. Students begin to
learn Chinese in the kindergarten and start to learn to write Chinese essays when they are
in junior high school as this is considered an essential skill that will be tested later both
by the senior high school and the joint college entrance examinations. For English as a
foreign language in writing in Taiwan, students begin to learn English in elementary
school and start to learn to write short English paragraph when they are in junior high
school. In senior high school there is normally an English class, specially targeting for the
training of English composition as this is also considered an important skill and it will be
tested later by the joint college entrance examination. Although often students in the
senior high school level may not be highly experienced writers in English, they all have
to write compositions as part of the college entrance examination in English.
In the present study, data were collected through the analysis of 432 writing samples in
Chinese and English (Chinese: n=216; English: n=216) taken from the Chinese and
English classes at a senior high school located in the northern part of Taiwan. All the 216
students were the 12th graders in five classes. The five Chinese teachers’ and five English
teachers’ biographical information are presented in Table 1 and 2. They graduated with a
BA or MA degree in Chinese or English and could be regarded as experienced teachers,
in that their previous junior and senior high school teaching years ranged from 8 to 16
years. The Chinese (n=5) and English (n=5) teachers did writing instruction in their
Chinese and English classes. The students had chances to write the Chinese and English
expository composition in class. They were assigned to write different topics in their
Chinese and English expository composition in case they may just translate the content if
they wrote in the same topic. The Chinese writing topic was: Do you agree or disagree
with the following statement? High schools should allow students to study the courses
that students want to study. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
The English writing topic was: Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It
is better for children to grow up in the countryside than in a big city. Use specific reasons
and examples to support your answer. (see Appendix for students’ English writing
samples) Each student wrote his/her name on his/her writing piece in order to check
whether there was a possibility of discourse pattern transfer in his/her Chinese and
English composition.
In addition, all the Chinese and English teachers were semi-structured interviewed to
investigate what kind of instruction they employed when teaching the expository writing.
They were interviewed in the points as follows: (a) how do you teach the students to
write in the discourse organization(s); (b) how do you help your students learn to write
better; and (c) how to you perceive your role in teaching writing. Twenty students were
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also randomly chosen for semi-structured interviews to further scrutinize their choices in
the discourse organization(s). The interviews were conducted in person to analyze their
own L1/L2 compositions in Chinese language concerning the following points: (a)
whether the L1 writing is different from the L2 writing with respect to location of thesis
statement and overall structure; (b) why they deem their L1/L2 writings are similar or
different; and (c) how they can make improvement in their writings if they make
revisions. All the teacher and student interviews were thematically and semantically
analyzed and the selected quotes that were judged relevant to the research questions of
the current study were translated into English by the researcher. To conclude, data in this
study included students’ Chinese and English written texts, Chinese and English teachers’
perceptions in writing instruction and their students’ self-evaluations in their own Chinese
and English writings in terms of organization(s), because they were expected to give
wide-ranging insights into what they thought of their actual patterns compared to their
writing backgrounds, teaching and learning processes and schoolings, and a move to
emphasize the contexts of writing as written and reported by them.
Table 1
Chinese teachers’ biographical information
________________________________________________________________________
No
Degree
Previous Teaching Experience
1
2
3
4
5

BA in Chinese
MA in Chinese
MA in Chinese
BA in Chinese
BA in Chinese

Chinese: 9 years in Senior High
Chinese: 11 years in Senior High
Chinese: 2 years in Junior High and 7 years in Senior High
Chinese: 10 years in Senior High
Chinese: 2 years in Junior High and 6 years in Senior High

Table 2
English teachers’ biographical information
________________________________________________________________________
No
Degree
Previous Teaching Experience
1
2
3
4
5

MA in English
MA in English
BA in English
BA in English
MA in English

EFL: 2 years in Junior High and 8 years in Senior High
EFL: 5 years in Junior High and 11 years in Senior High
EFL: 16 years in Senior High
EFL: 13 years in Senior High
EFL: 3 years in Junior High and 6 years in Senior High
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Analysis of Chinese and English Discourse Organizations
Since one of the major issues pointed out in the previous studies between Chinese and
English writing was the location of thesis statement, therefore, part of this study aimed to
fill out such a gap in the research literature in the current state of knowledge, and to
examine whether students choose to write their Chinese and English expository
composition in a “direct” or in an “indirect” approach and on the influence of teachers’
writing instruction on the students’ discourse organizations in their expository
composition. The location of the thesis statement was distinguished as one of them as
follows: Initial (explicitly enunciated in the introduction), Middle (in the development),
Final (in the conclusion), or Vague (not explicitly enunciated). The direct approach was
defined that the thesis statement was clearly stated in the introduction. In this case, the
thesis statement usually precedes the supporting reasons and could be categorized as the
deductive pattern (Kaplan, 1966; 1972; 1983; 1988). In contrast, the indirect approach
was that the thesis statement was delayed and positioned in the middle or final part of the
essay. In this case, the supporting reasons often precede the writer’s thesis statement and
could be categorized as the inductive pattern (Kaplan, 1966; 1972; 1983; 1988). The
student’s explicit statement in agreement or disagreement with the writing topic was
regarded as the thesis statement. The present study also sought the answer to the
macro-level pattern of the students’ Chinese and English writing based on the criteria of
the existence or not in the three sections: introduction, development and conclusion.
Reliability of the coding of the students’ written texts was set up with two readers, one
experienced Chinese educator for the coding of Chinese composition and another
experienced EFL educator for the coding of English composition. In Chinese writing,
there was 100% conformity for the location of the thesis statement, 100% conformity in
the existence of introduction, 100% conformity in the existence of development, and
100% conformity in the existence of conclusion. In English writing, there was 98%
conformity for the location of the thesis statement, 100% conformity in the existence of
introduction, 100% conformity in the existence of development, 100% conformity in the
existence of conclusion. Three months after the students wrote the Chinese and English
compositions, each of them was allocated to read the compositions they had written as a
part of classroom exercise to analyze them in accordance with the kinds of analysis stated
above. Between the coders and each student, in Chinese writing, there was 100%
conformity for the location of the thesis statement, 100% conformity in the existence of
introduction, 100% conformity in the existence of development, and 100% conformity in
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the existence of conclusion. In English writing, there was 97% conformity for the
location of the thesis statement, 100% conformity in the existence of introduction, 100%
conformity in the existence of development, 100% conformity in the existence of
conclusion. The researcher deemed that such coding agreements were satisfactory for the
present study.

Findings
Students’ Discourse Organizations in Chinese and English Written Texts
As Table 3 shows, of the 432 writing samples collected, regardless of whether they
wrote in Chinese or English, most of them adopted the deductive rhetorical pattern,
particularly for the students who wrote in English writing; that is, they put the thesis
statement at the beginning rather than the middle or final position. When the overall
discourse organizations were examined, all the students wrote the introduction and the
developmental paragraphs(s) in their Chinese and English writings. With regard to the
existence of the conclusion, except for 2 students in Chinese writing and 3 students in
English writing without writing the conclusion, almost all the students had the conclusion
section in their essays.
Table 3
Breakdown of discourse organizations in all the students
Chinese Writing

English Writing

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

1. Initial (Direct)

167

77%

205

95%

2. Middle or Final (Indirect)

49

23%

11

5%

1. Yes

216

100%

216

100%

2. No

0

0%

0

0%

1. Yes

216

100%

216

100%

2. No

0

0%

0

0%

Location of Thesis

Macro-Level Patterns
Introduction

Development

Conclusion/Summary/
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Restatement
1. Yes

214

99%

213

99%

2. No

2

1%

3

1%

More specifically, in terms of the students’ exact location of the thesis statement in
Chinese and English written texts, the findings indicate that, while the majority of the
students wrote their Chinese and English expository composition in a direct approach,
differences did exist in their selections for both direct and indirect approaches. As to their
Chinese expository writing, 77% (167/216) students chose to write their composition in a
direct way, while 23% (49/216) students wrote their composition in an indirect way. With
respect to their English expository writing, 95% (205/216) students wrote their
composition in a direct way while 5% (11/216) students chose to write their composition
in an indirect way. In addition, 72% (156/216) students adopted the direct approaches in
both their Chinese and English expository writing. For the rest of the other 60 students
(28%), 50 students (23%) wrote their Chinese expository composition in an indirect way
and English expository composition in a direct way, while 11 students (5%) wrote their
Chinese expository composition in a direct way and English expository composition in an
indirect way.

Interviews with Teachers
Table 4
Chinese and English teachers’ practice of teaching writing
________________________________________________________________________
Subject
Teaching writing
All the 5 Chinese Teachers
Mixture of direct and indirect approaches
All the 5 English Teachers
Dominant direct approach

Chinese Teachers
Apart from the students’ selections of their writing discourse organizations, with regard
to the teachers’ writing instruction, all the five Chinese teachers adopted both direct and
indirect writing approaches.
They mentioned that there are two kinds of ways in organizing contemporary Chinese
writing. One is that the writers articulate the thesis statement in the initial position, while
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the other way is that the writers go around a circle and then indicate the intended meaning.
It is possible that the writers do not write down the thesis statement at the beginning.
Then in the final position they point out that there is a question needed to be solved. For
example, a Chinese teacher illustrated that “kai-men-jian-shan (direct approach) and
qi-cheng-zhuan-he (indirect approach) are both important contemporary Chinese styles of
writing. I have the responsibility to teach my students to master both writing styles.” The
other Chinese teacher gave a more in-depth explanation of organizational development in
Chinese writing, kai-men-jian-shan and qi-cheng-zhuan-he. In kai-men-jian-shan, the
thesis statement is proposed at the beginning. The writer needs to clearly indicate why
this is better than the others at first and where its merits are. However, in
qi-cheng-zhuan-he, there might be a turning point in the middle. The writer shifts the
points what is proposed at the beginning and introduces new perspectives. Thus it may
make the writing more indirect. She gave her explanation as follows.
There is a qi-cheng-zhuan-he method in Chinese writing. Qi-cheng-zhuan-he is the
basic structure of Chinese writing. Qi is an introduction. Cheng basically is to develop
what has been mentioned in the first paragraph. Zhuan is the author’s perspectives,
why this essay is different from others and worth reading. He is the conclusion.
Although at the beginning there is an introduction, the main theme would not actually
be mentioned. The main theme is placed at the end of an essay. That is, there are
examples at the beginning and then the main theme appears in the conclusion. I think a
similar writing style also exists in ba-gu-wen (eight-legged essay). That is, the ancient
Chinese wrote this kind of essay. There is also a kai-men-jien-shan method in Chinese
writing, which is a bit like the English writing. The thesis statement is placed at the
beginning of the introduction.
However, when she was further inquired whether she would really recommended her
students to write Chinese writing in a direct way, she pointed out that she would still a bit
prefer them to write in an indirect approach. One of the important reasons was due to the
Chinese readers’ interests. It reflects that the Chinese readers may lose their interest if the
thesis is presented at the very beginning of an article.
Traditionally Chinese writing is not to tell other people the main idea very quickly. The
thesis statement is placed at the end of an essay and thus it is more circuitous.
According to my experience, my respected Chinese writers place their main themes in
the conclusion and let readers know the thesis statement naturally…If Chinese people
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state the thesis statement at the very beginning, readers would lose interest to read the
writing piece.
Another Chinese teacher also expressed a similar viewpoint. However, he mentioned
that in Chinese culture, writing is a route to reach the goal of establishing a relationship.
This concept affects the way an individual relates him/herself to and interacts with other
social members. Interlocutors are vigilant in judging others’ intentions and positions in
relation to their own. Language use is thus characterized by indirect expression, concern
for the other’s “face”, and emphasis on human relationships and feelings. Argument and
disagreement are generally avoided and are seen as a direct challenge and a threat,
inducing one to lose “face”. That is why Chinese writing is permeated with indirect
expression to attain consensus and mutual harmony. He interpreted as follows.
In Chinese writing, it is usually more indirect and thus the writers may write in a
roundabout way. Sometimes the Chinese writers are afraid of hurting other people.
They may beat about the bush or write in circumlocution and then come back to the
main theme at the end.

English Teachers
Unlike the Chinese teachers, all the English teachers adopted the direct approach in the
teaching of expository writing. They regarded direct approach as an effective way to
write in English, and it was important for them to teach their students to write in this
fashion. For example, an English teacher pointed it out as follows.
It is important [for her] to teach students how to write clearly in English since most
English speakers seem to prefer the direct approach rather than the indirect approach.
In the English academic writing, the writers have to use the most efficient, concise and
shortest way to tell other people.
In the direct approach, the essay starts with a thesis statement and then proceeds to
build up the statement by using examples and illustrations. The innermost idea is related
to all the other ideas in the whole essay and consequently a good piece of writing is
deemed to be cohesive. As a part to conquer the Chinese tradition of indirectness adopted
in ba-gu-wen (eight-legged essay), she encouraged her students to write essays with
direct beginnings. Students were then taught to open the door; see the mountain (direct
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approach). She made such a comment as follows.
In terms of the organization in English writing, there are introduction, developmental
paragraph and conclusion. The thesis statement in general is placed in the first
paragraph. In the conclusion the writer restates what he/she said previously. English
writing makes me feel that it is “open the door, and then you see the mountain,” stating
the thesis statement at the beginning.
An English teacher made a further comparison between English and Chinese writing
and explained why she taught English writing in a direct way. In English writing, it is
viewed as a means to fulfill a task (i.e. to articulate a point or present an argument). The
writer has the responsibility for attending to clarity, directness, and getting to the point.
The writer employs heavy use of deductive reasoning. The most significant point is
presented upfront; supporting details are then provided afterwards. She gave her
explanation as follows.
I think in writing English, there is a strict process to arrange the logic. Everything is
connected one by one and is closely linked to the thesis statement at the very beginning
of an essay. However, this concept is not strong in Chinese writing. In English writing,
what counts more is to let the reader accurately receive the information. The precision
and conciseness are more emphasized, so that readers might be able to know what
writers intend to express at the very first sight.
The other English teacher further mentioned her assessment criteria with regard to the
thesis statement in English writing. “In the English writing, I have to find out the thesis
statement at the beginning. If it cannot be found, then I would think the student might
divert the writing topic.” This suggests the English teacher’s writing expectation. If a
student writes a discourse organization against the teacher’s requirements, this behavior
may not be encouraged.

Interviews with Students
As stated in the early section, in the present study, almost all the students’ essays
contained the introduction, body, and conclusion. Most of them put their thesis positions
in the initial section and used the direct approach in Chinese and English writings.
Prevailing use of deduction can be construed as the schooling in writing. The students
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gained the deduction pattern through educational experiences and consciously adopted
their acquired rhetorical patterns in this writing task. Their overall propensity to state
their viewpoint initially in Chinese and English did not seem to follow the discourse
pattern: in the introduction without indicating a specific position by the writer, thus
leaving more room for the reader to interpret. Three types based on their writing pieces in
terms of the direct or indirect approach in the location of the thesis statement in Chinese
and English writings were identified in this study. Twenty students were randomly
selected to be further interviewed in accordance with their perceptions in their Chinese
and English writings.
Table 5
Breakdown of discourse organizations in 20 students
Chinese Writing

English Writing

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

1. Initial (Direct)

16

80%

19

95%

2. Middle or Final (Indirect)

4

20%

1

5%

1. Yes

20

100%

20

100%

2. No

0

0%

0

0%

1. Yes

20

100%

20

100%

2. No

0

0%

0

0%

1. Yes

20

100%

20

100%

2. No

0

0%

0

0%

Location of Thesis

Macro-Level Patterns
Introduction

Development

Conclusion/ Summary/
Restatement

Type 1: The Thesis Statement located at the Beginning in both Chinese
and English Writings
Why did the majority of the students put the thesis statement at the onset in both
Chinese and English writings? It was potentially that former writing instruction directed
them to employ the deductive discourse pattern. In the interviews, the students who put
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their positions initially in the written texts said that they were cognizant of locating their
thesis statements. For example, Emily stated that she made a conscious endeavor to put
her position at the start in Chinese and English writings. She clarified this by explaining
as follows.
Teachers talked about this before. There were many model essays. I don’t know about
the situations in other places. However, in Taiwan there are many these kinds of
examination-oriented schools. The form is already over there. Therefore,
kai-men-jian-shan (open the door, and then you see the mountain; direct approach) is
the way to present my viewpoint.
More explicitly, she reported that she believed a thesis statement to be positioned at the
very beginning, which she considered that she had been taught at school. In other words,
what she gained knowledge through Chinese and English writing instruction at the school
was, among other things, to place the thesis statement preferably in the introductory
paragraph. She said that she always made a conscious attempt to put this into practice
while writing. Thus, her perception was that the initial position was a better place for a
thesis sentence than the final position both in Chinese and English writings. Becky, the
other student who put her thesis at the beginning in Chinese and English writings held a
similar viewpoint to Emily. Regarding the location of the thesis statement, she might have
been affected by teachers’ writing instruction. She gave her explanation as follows.
When I was in school, I cultivated the habit of putting the thesis at the beginning [in
English writing]. The [English] teachers asked us to do so. If you want to get high
scores in writing, you have to put the thesis in the first paragraph. The thesis statement
appearing in the first paragraph can serve as the guidance for the later part of the essay
and it can make the essay less likely irrelevant to the topic…In Chinese writing, the
teacher taught us two ways of writing, kai-men-jien-shan and qi-cheng-zhuan-he. I
prefer kai-men-jien-shan because I can apply the same method in two different writing
types. It would be easier for me and I would not get confused.
Vicki, the other student who also put her thesis at the beginning in the Chinese and
English essays, however had a different point of view. When she was inquired the
difference in the discourse organizations between English and Chinese, she reported that
she believed a thesis statement had to be made in the very first place. She located the
thesis in the initial position and put this into practice irrespective of English or Chinese
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language. She gave her explanation as follows.
First you should present your viewpoint. In order to show it, you should follow the
direction or baseline which was asked by the topic. If the topic was asked without the
sentence [agree or disagree], what do you think about the statement? Then I may begin
to discuss the topic, giving my thesis at first.

Type 2: The Thesis Statement located at the End in Chinese Writing and
at the Beginning in English Writing
Ruby was a student who put the thesis statement in the final paragraph in Chinese
writing and the thesis statement in the introductory paragraph in English writing. Like
most those students in type 1, the school experience led her to write strategically different
in Chinese and English composition. Her awareness in writing Chinese and English was
related to the teachers’ practice of teaching writing and focus. In other words, the
teachers’ writing instruction exerted a great influence on her, so that she wrote her essay
according to the format that the teachers taught. She mentioned such differences in
Chinese and English writings.
I think there is an influence of teachers’ instruction. According to the Chinese thought
pattern, it is easily to give some reasons at first and then make the conclusion where
the thesis is in the conclusion. But in English, I think I should show the position at the
beginning.
In English writing, she further added that the English teacher asked her to put the thesis
at the beginning because this could make her writing get higher scores. If the she wrote a
discourse organization against the teacher’s expectation, then this behavior would be
somehow not recommended. The writing behavior was thus reflected on the teacher’s
writing assessment.
The English teacher did not encourage us to write in an indirect way, and it would be
reflected on the score. He did not in total clearly indicate what to write, but he would
say something we could not write. It is usually not recommended to indicate the thesis
at the end of the essay.
The other student, Calamus who put the thesis statement in the final paragraph in
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Chinese writing and the thesis statement in the introductory paragraph in English writing
made a comment as follows.
Previous training told us to show the position at the beginning. More specifically, it
was the teacher who taught us to do so. It is best to position yourself at the beginning.
The thread of thought of the teacher is like this. I must do it in kai-men-jian- shan
[open the door, and then you see the mountain]. I know the English teacher expects to
read my thesis statement in the first paragraph. However, if I write in Chinese, I am
likely to put the thesis in the final position. I think the Chinese teacher and reader are
more patient in reading the writing pieces.
Based on this excerpt, it suggests that different language teachers’ and readers’
expectations may bring about students’ different behaviors in writing different languages.
The other student, Jason who put the thesis in the final position in Chinese and thesis
statement in the introductory paragraph in English writing expressed a similar viewpoint
to Calamus, primarily because of different teachers’ requirement and emphasis in writing
courses.
When the Chinese teacher read two articles and said which one was better, he/she
would explain to you that there was a structure. But I felt the teacher did not emphasize
it. He/She would not say he/she wanted to see qi-cheng-zhuan-he clearly…However, in
English writing if you did not have the thesis statement at the beginning, you would be
pointed out and the teacher would say what did you do in this paragraph and why was
no thesis statement here?
Jason further indicated that he had such an experience being corrected by his teacher in
writing English. The major reason why he wrote in this way was mainly owing to the
teachers’ writing assessment and expectation.
My English composition teacher always told me “Why is my writing inconsistent
between the beginning and the end? I feel irritated.” English writing makes me feel that
it is “open the door, and then you see the mountain”, stating the thesis statement at the
beginning. Chinese writing is more circuitous, giving lots of descriptions at first…I
think the biggest difference between Chinese and English writing is the logic. English
writing is more logical and coherent.
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Type 3: The Thesis Statement located at the Beginning in Chinese
Writing and at the End in English Writing
Anna was among a very few participants (11 out of 216) who put the thesis statement
at the beginning in Chinese writing and in the final position in English Writing. It is
understandable that she put the thesis statement at the beginning in Chinese writing as the
thesis statement in Chinese writing could be placed at the beginning or at the end based
upon the interviews mentioned above from the Chinese teachers. However, as there was
no English teacher in the present study reported that he/she would teach students to write
English writing in an indirect way, it may be worthwhile further looking at the student’s
explanation. When she was asked why her thesis in English writing was in the final
position rather than at the beginning, was it because of the teachers’ instruction, personal
experience or her writing habit? She indicated that it was her own habit to put the thesis
in the final position. However, she reported that she would not write all of the English
essays in this way. She explained that it was her feeling at that time, not habit. She further
confirmed this when she was asked twice. She explained as follows.
In Chinese writing, there is no exact rule where the thesis is located. However, when I
wrote English, I thought I was supposed to write in this way. I needed to explain at first;
then at the end I had my major point.
She further added:
I think if the topic is about the statement of agreement or disagreement, I am likely to
write in this way [put the thesis at the end]. I will explain at first; then I will have the
conclusion where it is my main point.
In Anna’s case, in English writing this may be attributed to the individual difference
and her personal choice.

Discussion
The results in the present study from three sets of data, including students’ Chinese and
English written texts, interviews with Chinese and English teachers and students’
self-evaluations of their own Chinese and English writings in organization(s) can be
interpreted as follows.
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First, data show that there was no major difference found in the macro-level
organizational patterns between students’ Chinese and English writings. The students
gave a similar depiction of three basic parts: introduction, development, and conclusion.
It might be argued that these two patterns (Chinese: qi-cheng-zhuan-he and English:
introduction-development-conclusion) are similar in some ways as shown in Table 6.
Table 6
Chinese and English writings in the macro-level organizational patterns
Chinese writing

English writing

Qi: prepares the reader for the topic

Introduction: introduces the topic

Cheng: develops the topic; and Zhuan: at
this point where cheng is finished, turns
the idea to a subtheme

Development: develops the topic

He: sums up the essay

Conclusion: sums up the essay

These similarities were consistent with previous findings in general organization
(Mohan and Lo, 1985; Kirkpatrick, 1997). They acknowledged the validity of reasoning
skills and using concrete and specific details to develop and support the writing topic.
However, the major difference was the employment of direct or indirect approaches. (i.e.
the location of the thesis statement). In the Chinese four-parts, it appears that the
argument is often delayed, and that statement seems to lose coherence in the eyes of
English readers (Matalene, 1985). If a thesis is mentioned at all in the qi-cheng-zhuan-he
model, it is likely to occur in he, steadily building arguments before arriving at the most
important point at the end. However, when it comes to kai-men-jian-shan, then it
becomes a similar way to English writing. In other words, the thesis has to be revealed at
the very beginning of writing.
Second, from the teachers’ point of view, compared with previous studies, the current
finding to some extent parallels to Kirkpatrick’s’ 1997 study in Mainland China although
his study was mainly textbook analysis. The present study indicates that the eight legged
essay was indeed mentioned, but was not actually taught by the Chinese teachers. Instead
what was taught in school in Taiwan was the mixture of qi-cheng-zhuan-he and
kai-men-jian-shan. As for English writing, it privileges the deductive form that an
argument is clearly stated at the beginning. This thus prompts the English teachers to
teach their students in a way that would fulfill the requirement in English writing.
Third, from the students’ perspectives, as reported by them, the qi-cheng-zhuan-he
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structure does have an influence on contemporary Chinese writing. In Chinese culture, on
the whole indirect writing is still considered to be an artistic manner to convey respect
and show harmony in the human relationship. The reader is anticipated to work hard to
understand the connotation of an article; expressing things too overtly is an insult to the
reader, because no space would be left for interpretation by the reader. In addition, the
Chinese reader would lose interest to read more if the thesis is explicitly stated at the
beginning of an essay. Nevertheless, the trend in locating the thesis statement only in the
final position seems to change a bit in contemporary Chinese writing scholarship,
especially in kai-men-jian-shan. The Chinese teachers become more tolerant of letting the
students organize their thesis at the beginning although they to some extent still prefer the
students to locate it at the end of an essay. As for English writing, the majority of the
students mentioned that it was best to put their position statement at the beginning of the
essay in order to fit their teachers’ expectation in that this could potentially make their
essay score higher.
Fourth, data from students’ interviews in general support their analysis of Chinese and
English written texts and correspond to their Chinese and English teachers’ writing
assessments and instruction. Most students obviously used their acquired knowledge
taught by their teachers in stating the thesis at the start, using the deductive discourse
organization and indicated that they adopted a similar discourse organization in both
Chinese and English writings as this might be easier for them to write, in that the thesis
statement could in some ways serve the direction for the rest of the essay. It was also
likely that the writing task itself affected their selection of the location of the thesis. The
explicit task of taking a position on an issue may have prompted them to articulate their
positions for or against the given topic at the beginning of their writing.
Finally, the findings also suggest that the deductive pattern may not be difficult for
Chinese students to learn to employ, particularly in their English writing, and the
teachers’ writing assessments and instruction can be effective in this area. Lee (1996)
states that education in the Confucian tradition is significant for its intrinsic value and is
inclined to be a deep rather than surface approach. In contrast to the claims of writers
such as Ballard and Clanchy (1991a, 1991b), Lee (1996), in his analysis of Confucian
texts, argues that there is a prominence on reflective thinking, open mindedness and a
spirit of query. While the traditional culture is vital, it is not static, but the vanguard to
profounder understanding.

Conclusion
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In conclusion, one aspect in language where discrepancy possibly takes place is the
discourse organization. Languages appear to reveal distinctive preferences for certain
types of organization. It is thus essential for people to understand the potential problems
in writing, and to make a cognizant effort to overcome these problems. Awareness should
be exercised in ascribing specific features to people of a particular culture or language
background.
From the pedagogical perspective, the implications lie on the importance of thinking
about teachers’ postulations about teaching and learning in writing, distinguishing what
they anticipate and value, and making this crystal clear and modeling it for the students.
The discourse organization, as a part of culture, is both explicitly and implicitly framed
through the dissemination of several forms, such as the teaching for example. Since
different discourse organizations in writing do exist, in the practice of teaching writing,
teachers should be aware of these differences, and they should make these differences
overtly apparent to their students and let them understand what kinds of patterns they
write.
In addition, it is necessary to understand that in composition whether it is written in a
direct or in an indirect way, there is no absolutely the superior or inferior approach. Most
of the knowledge of appropriate writing patterns is largely constructed out of a system of
shared values largely shaped by the cultures themselves (Grabe, 2001). In a multicultural
learning setting students may have a variety of approaches to, and interpretations of,
essay writing as a consequence of diverse expectations, mind-sets to learning and
possible disparities in the presentation of thoughts in writing (Ballard and Clancy, 1991a,
1991b). Therefore, such differences need to be addressed when evaluating students from
different backgrounds in order that students can meet the conditions of writing
assessments.
Finally, while there is a linguistic and cultural multiplicity, it signifies there are also
complexities in the series of problems come upon by students as they learn to tackle the
demands of academic study, such as different notions of the essays. With the aim of
helping students to improve their writing skills, it is important for teachers to enhance
their understanding of the practices and processes in teaching essay writing, to consider
what forms of thinking are involved in essay writing, to explain how culture may affect
the discourse organization of written texts, as well as to provide examples illustrating
disparities in writing and underscore domains of assessment that can pose problems for
students (Ballard and Clancy, 1991a, 1991b). The variety of pragmatic norms and values
should be recognized, and that teachers could derive benefit from raised awareness to
such norms and values, especially when they collide with other languages.
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Appendix
1. Student’s English Writing Sample (Direct Approach)
Nowadays there are more and more people prefer living in the countryside rather than
living in a big city. But, some people still love to live in a big city. Both way of living
have there advantages; however, in my view, I find living in the countryside is much more
attractive (Thesis Statement). And my reasons are listed as follow.
First of all, environment in the countryside is better than that in a big city. The
environment in the countryside is, obviously, cleaner than that in a big city. The problem
of pollotion is, for example, more serious in a big city. Because there are many cars there,
the air quality becomes worse. Moreover, letting children contacts with nature is good for
them. They can learn how to appreciate the beauty of nature and cultivate their respect for
the earth at the young age.
Secondly, the cost of living in the countryside is not as expensive as that in a big city.
Take the house people live as an example. If one spends the same amount of money on
buying an apartment, one can have a more spacious home in the countryside than in a big
city. By the way, the price of products is also cheaper in the countryside.
Finally, people living in the countryside can enjoy the advantages of living in a big cities
while avoiding its drawbacks at the same time. As the advancement of the technology, the
boundaries between different areas is decreasing. Even if one lives in the countryside, one
can still go to the big cities to shop or visit friends. In addition, one can get what he can
do in the cities by other alternatives. However, one does not have to endure the polltion
and expensive life cost in a big city.
In conclusion, living in the countryside can enjoy a better environment, cost less money,
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and have the advantages of living in a big city at the same time.
(all the errors are left intact)
2. Student’s English Writing Sample (Indirect Approach)
After I went to Taipei to do my study, I found it quite different from my childhood spent
in the countryside. The experience in “studyhood” was worse than in the other. To
compare the two environments from my experience, there could be discussed as two
aspects to affect a child: the wild nature, and the relationships.
By this I mean, the street scene and the air are factors to degrade the so-called convenient
city which consists of concrete buildings and various kinds of vehicle to make it crowded
and that results in the latter factor- air is totally polluted by the waste from vehicles. In
the contrary, there are trees, flowers, flesh air and other things like pastrol elements in the
countryside to make one live healthily.
Next, the relationship of a child includes that to the enviroment and to people. For the
former, a child living in the nature is more independent since they often play in the wild
nature and close to any kinds of beings, but a child in the city would be intimate to no
more than his or her family. So people in the countryside is closely related while those
high-class-like citizens are indifferent to each other.
Obviously, the environment in a countryside is better than in the city (Thesis Statement).
The environment and the relationship could affect a child immensely. A child in the
countryside can live healthily and happily with his or her friends while the city child only
depends on the family and know nothing to the external world.
(all the errors are left intact)
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Visionary No More: Koolhaas’ Death Stars in the Desert

David T. Fortin, MRAIC, Architect MAAA
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Montana State University
PhD Candidate, University of Edinburgh

Death Star/Boullee Collage, Copyright David T. Fortin.

Darth Vader has not developed his own humanity. He’s a robot. He’s a
bureaucrat, living not in terms of himself but in terms of an imposed system. This
is the threat to our lives that we all face today. Is the system going to flatten you
out and deny you your humanity, or are you going to be able to make use of the
system
to
the
attainment
of
human
purposes?
Joseph Campbell, The Power of Myth, p.178.

World renowned architect Rem Koolhaas and his firm OMA (Office of Metropolitan
Architecture) currently have two projects conceptualized for the ongoing developments in the
United Arab Emirates that unmistakably reference the iconic and destructive sphere of George
Lucas’ evil empire. Hence, echoing an astute blogger, we might query – what is up with all the
death stars? 1 An earlier example of the iconic sphere is Etienne-Louis Boullée’s Cenotaph for Sir
Isaac Newton (1784), designed to immortalize Newton and celebrate his revolutionary impact on
the way we understand the universe through mathematics. Conversely, Lucas’ Death Star
embodies the attempt to wipe out democracy, human rights, and individuality in the wake of the
Empire’s sweeping footprint, one planet at a time. The ‘dark space’ of the cenotaph has evolved
into the ‘dark side’, and the attempted destruction of the moon-sized destroyer – twice - by
1

See http://lifewithoutbuildings.net/2008/03/whats-up-with-all-death-stars.html
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spiritually and emotionally-driven humans can be read as a hermeneutical mission to
counterattack the hegemony of modern science, as largely influenced by Newton, and any of its
claims to truth. Yet, perhaps most disturbingly, the final and lasting image of Lucas’ prequel
films from 1999-2005 is the construction of that same Death Star, as if resurrected and
indestructible, permanently etched in our collective memory.
The resonance of the cenotaph in OMA’s projects, through the lens of popular culture, presents
an immense opportunity to reflect on architectural form in its response to contemporary cultural
forces. According to Koolhaas’ firm, the decision to study the purity of the sphere abandons any
claim to formal invention or ‘originality’. They write, “the sphere even existed before man
itself…Yet they [the sphere and pure rectangular volumes] still continue to feed the architectural
imagination: perfectly autonomous shapes, within their bounds the promise of a perfect
world...” 2 Yet a sincere abandonment of ‘formal originality’ by one of the world’s most
influential architectural figures has significant implications for the current state of the profession,
if not for the creative impulse at large. Perhaps more than any other project to date, Koolhaas’
‘death stars’ confirm Neil Spiller’s claim that ‘visionary’ and ‘built’ architectures have indeed
merged. 3 But what do these contemporary tombs signify? Is it the death of ‘visionary’ or utopian
design as a meaningful activity? Is it the death of the ‘visionary’ architect and the demise of the
concept of ‘originality’ itself, worn out through capital demand and a final recognition that the
spectacle of novelty has indeed waned? Or has Koolhaas, through his own postmodern rhetoric,
merely veiled his own claim to ‘originality’, of attempting to resist, and use, the dominant system
of his defined ‘junkspace’ for his own attainment?
SPHERES OF REVOLT

To address Koolhaas’ spheres as they pertain to Boullée, we begin with the forces and events
shaping architectural thinking at the time of Newton’s cenotaph. Koolhaas’ referring to the
‘autonomy’ of the sphere maintains an ongoing motif of modernity since at least the end of the
nineteenth century according to Anthony Vidler, one asserting architectural independence from
any stylistic or ideological adherence. He acknowledges the architectural historian Emil
Kaufmann as the reference point for any discussion of autonomy and architecture as he was the
first to join “the analysis of historical architecture to a philosophical position, derived from
Kant...drawing on Kant’s philosophical concept of the ‘autonomy’ of the will.” 4 According to
Vidler it was Kaufmann who paired autonomy with modernism for successive generations of
architects and critics, a list to which we might add Koolhaas’ description of the sphere (Vidler
includes Philip Johnson, Colin Rowe, and Aldo Rossi). While not popularly supported in his
claim that modernism found its roots in the work of Boullée’s contemporary, Claude-Nicolas
Ledoux in the 1770s, Vidler intimates that Kaufmann’s work inspired generations of scholars to
re-examine the architects of the French Revolution and thus challenged the ‘origins’ of
modernism.

2

See http://www.dezeen.com/2007/05/11/rak-convention-and-exhibition-centre-by-oma/
Neil Spiller, Visionary Architecture: Blueprints of the Modern Imagination (London: Thames & Hudson, 2006).
4
Anthony Vidler, Histories of the Immediate Present: Inventing Architectural Modernism (Cambridge, Mass. ;
London: MIT Press, 2008), 18.
3
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The impact of the Enlightenment was already deeply affecting Western civilization in nearly all
aspects, from the scientific laws of Newton to the ongoing development of Protestant ideologies
and Kant’s appeal to reason. For Kaufmann, such changes were further evidenced in architecture
through a shift in form as related to architectural systems, which he considers intimately
correlated. 5 When a new architectural system arises, Kaufmann argues, “...it can abide for a
while in the forms of its predecessor, but not for long.” 6 From the Middle Ages struggling with
the forms of antiquity to the struggle of the Renaissance to initially use Gothic elements, there is
an evolutionary process of form following its governing system and when it came to what
Kaufmann called the ‘generation of 1730’ (those architects born between 1715 and 1745), it was
the shift from Renaissance ideals of proportion to the visual focus of the Baroque that provided
the context for an emergence of alternative form. As Kaufmann writes,
...the illusionism of the Baroque, its animistic tendencies, and its desire for perfect
unification soon were to be things of the past...Buildings should no longer be like
pictures...but should convey a moral, or stimulate sentiments. The spectator should be
affected by the personality of the individual structure, but not by some impersonal
‘beauty’. The intimate relationship of the parts, their right balance, and their concordance
had been the foremost aims since the Renaissance. 7
Consistent with the political and social restructuring of France occurring at the time,
emphasizing citizenship and individual rights, the unified architecture of the Baroque became
increasingly challenged by new patterns of formal objectives, “dependent in the first place on the
new concept of an individualistic organization.” 8 Kaufmann argues that architectural forms
propagating unification (curving forms and imitations of natural growth) were supplanted by
forms based on this new ideal of configuration.
The forbidding shapes of elementary geometry were found to be the most appropriate
ones to satisfy both individualistic feeling and the desire for modern patterns...The
changed attitude toward the material; the aim at a different effect on the spectator; the
departure from time-honoured, well-established patterns; the frantic efforts for the
reorganization of the architectural whole and the consequent introduction of new forms –
all these changes justify speaking of a revolution in architecture. 9
Boullée, as both a rationalist and a romanticist, 10 similarly asserted in his treatise on architecture
the importance of ‘the isolation of the parts’, and according to Kaufmann, offered the “first
conscious employment of the new forms.” 11 Jean-Claude Lemagny further notes that Boullée
was enamoured by the vast reaching implications of Newton’s work and that many at the time
believed Newton had discovered ‘absolute truth’, the austere sphere intended by Boullée to

5

Emil Kaufmann, "Etienne-Louis Boullee," The Art Bulletin 21, no. 3 (1939): 213.
Ibid.
7
Emil Kaufmann, Architecture in the Age of Reason (New York: Dover, 1955), 141.
8
Ibid.
9
Ibid., 142.
10
Ibid.
11
Kaufmann, "Etienne-Louis Boullee," 213.
6
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surround Newton with himself. 12 Vidler likewise describes Boullée’s drawings as monuments to
‘death’ and prescient experiments “in the projection of dark space’. 13
Boullée’s iconic sphere, however, was not an isolated or original incident as Ledoux and others
had offered similar explorations in the decade preceding the cenotaph. Resonating with Edmund
Burke’s corporeal notions of the sublime written some years later, 14 Ledoux designed a halfsubmerged cemetery at Chaux from 1773-79, at the centre of which he describes,
...a vast cavernous sphere that is penetrated by a ray of daylight from the apex. From
outside, only the upper part of the sphere, a stark and immense dome, is visible. Man
recoils, terror-stricken, at the sight of this dreadful vault...The picture of nothingness
should offer the eye no relief – neither wood nor meadow nor valley nor stream, nor, still
less, the life-giving benefits of the sun. 15
Later, he illustrates a vision inspired by his cemetery of the earth floating in the clouds and
surrounded by other planets where he notes “the architect [is] up among the whirlwinds and
clouds that battle to dominate the skies.” 16
Given Ledoux’s celestial positioning for the architect, it is perhaps not surprising that the sphere
would re-emerge in his design for a “Shelter for the Rural Guards,” offering a stark solution for
one of the agricultural reformers of the time. 17 Characterized by Kaufmann as having a ‘restless
will for innovation’, 18 Ledoux had been designing a series of simple houses based on the needs
of a single agricultural homestead, opting to return architecture to its social roots which he found
in primitive geometries and sound construction. 19 Kaufmann applauds not only the ‘high artistic
qualities’ of Ledoux’s spherical house and others, but also their engagement with the
revolutionary architecture emerging at the time, which he again describes as ‘consolidated’ and
‘independent’. 20 While such work has also been described as neoclassical, for Kaufmann, it
simultaneously marks the beginnings of modern principles of abstraction.

12

See Lemagny, J-C. Visionary Architects: Boullee, Ledoux, Lequeu. P.26.
See Vidler, A.. The Architectural Uncanny: Essays in the Modern Unhomely. P.171.
14
Burke writes, “Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain and danger; that is to say, whatever is in
any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner analogous to terror, is a source of
the sublime; that is, it is productive of the strongest emotion of which the mind is capable of.” See Edmund Burke, A
Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the Beautiful (London: C. & C. Whittingham,
1825), 29.
15
Quoted in Jean-Claude Lemagny and University of St. Thomas., Visionary Architects: Boullée, Ledoux, Lequeu
([Houston, Tex.: Printed by Gulf Print. Co., 1968), 122.
16
Quoted in Ibid., 123.
17
Vidler intimates that many of Ledoux’s patrons and friends “investigated new methods of crop rotation, breeding,
implements, drainage and enclosures.”Anthony Vidler, Claude-Nicolas Ledoux (Basel, Berlin, Boston: Birkhauser,
2005), 127. It was the Marquis Anne-Pierre de Montesquiou that commissioned Ledoux to design a chateau aand
servants quarters on his estate in Maupertuis, near Coulommiers. See Lemagny and University of St. Thomas.,
Visionary Architects: Boullée, Ledoux, Lequeu, 123..
18
Kaufmann, Architecture in the Age of Reason, 165.
19
Vidler, Claude-Nicolas Ledoux, 128-129.
20
Kaufmann, Architecture in the Age of Reason, 166.
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SPHERES OF CRISIS

However, the emergence of the sphere as an architectural form is not only acknowledged by
Kaufmann but also his interwar contemporary and adversary Hans Sedlmayer, a loyal member of
the Nazi party also living in Vienna. While agreeing that the visionary designs of Boullée and
Ledoux initiated modern principles of autonomous design, Sedlmayer’s politically charged
position regarding such forms stoutly opposes Kaufmann. As Vidler intimates,
Where Kaufmann saw renewal in revolutionary and modern architecture, Sedlmayr saw
decay and decline; where Kaufmann saw increasing health in society and architecture,
Sedlmayer saw decadence and death...the sphere – with all its implications of
destabilization – the literal deracination of traditional architecture.21
The use of the sphere as an architectural form is thus documented by Sedlmayer as more than
just a bold expression of form. More specifically, he describes the sphere as a signifier of an
architectural crisis.
Such a radical new form, for instance, is inherent in the idea of using a sphere as the basic
form of an entire house. Most people have treated this notion as nothing more than a bad
joke or a very ordinary piece of lunacy, while the more charitable have looked upon it as
an ‘experiment with form’. The thing is certainly insane enough, if it were no more than
that, we shall hardly be justified in wasting much time over it. A nonsensical idea,
however, need by no means be wholly without significance...such abnormalities reveal
very specific characteristics...Thus the sphere when used as the shape of a building is a
critical form which...is a symptom of a profound crisis both in architecture and in the
whole life of the human spirit... 22
The crisis, for Sedlmayer, is the loss of a centre and the uprooting of traditions, and he assails
Kaufmann for propagating ‘newness’ simply because it is unaccustomed, ‘modern’,
‘contemporary’ and thus ‘interesting’. 23 In both cases, the sphere is the symbol of autonomy,
however it is the ideological context where it gains its power – either as a symbol of democratic
and individualized freedom or as a threat to established communities and collective ideals. The
debate over architectural form is here dependent on its socio-political and ideological
confrontation (and especially in the case of Boullée and Ledoux, also of philosophical and
theological tensions). The sphere here embodies a point of collision between past and present,
tradition and revolution, beauty and sublime, comfort and terror, the whole and the part. Both at
the time of the French Revolution and during the interwar period of Kaufmann and Sedlmayer’s
debate, these tensions were defining and redefining Western civilization. Perhaps the last true
‘sphere of crisis’ in this way was the Russian launching of Sputnik in 1957, which ignited the
space race and similarly came to symbolize tensions between communist ideology and the
promise of a free and democratic world during the Cold-war era.
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Vidler, Histories of the Immediate Present: Inventing Architectural Modernism, 43.
Quoted in Ibid., 44.
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SPHERES OF CHANGE

The sphere, as an architectural symbol of crisis, however, would soon lose its emblematic
impact. While Buckminster Fuller may not have invented the geodesic dome, 24 his architectural
system of spherical form based on volumetric efficiency and light weight structure would
irrefutably redefine the sphere during the twentieth century. While planetariums maintained
Boullée’s cosmological role for the sphere, attempting to capture the infinite universe on their
seamless surfaces, Fuller studied ancient mathematics to inform his geometric system asserting
“there was no such thing as infinity.” 25 He followed Einstein’s theory that the universe is
curvilinear and finite and thus found fault in Newton’s claim that it is static, that ‘a body persists
in a state of rest’. Fuller summarized his sentiments in a poem as follows:
Newton was a noun
And Einstein is a verb
[...]
Change is normal
Thank you Albert! 26
More than just an emblem of revolution and resistance, the sphere was redefined by Fuller as
essential to the structural logic of a universe in constant flux. Thus, if Ledoux and Boullée’s
spheres, for Kaufmann, symbolize autonomy and the liberalization of the part from the whole,
Fuller instead suggests that the whole and the part are, in fact, one, going even further to state
that “the physical and metaphysical are altogether one reality.” 27
The intrigue in Fuller’s rationalized sphere, the first versions built in the late 1940s with students
at Black Mountain College, 28 would spark ‘hundreds of thousands’ of geodesic structures
worldwide, 29 the most famous being his U.S. pavilion at Expo 67 in Montreal. Whereas the
architectural sphere had once symbolized autonomy, an iconic form of sublime terror and
austerity, politically and culturally independent, it soon became absorbed into popular modern
culture as a sign of technology and the future. Trumping its historically sacred associations with
the domes of Buddhist stupas, Islamic mosques, and Christian cathedrals, the sphere now became
linked to the imagery of the World Fairs, space exploration, and even Disney’s Tomorrowland.
Science-fiction increasingly employed it to signify temporality as evidenced by Mark Kingwell
calling Shanghai ‘science-fictional’ due in part to its spherically composed skyline. 30 The sphere
and the streamline would emerge as the formal indicators of an optimistic future founded on such
scientific applications as aerodynamics and geodesics with Fuller leading the charge. The sphere
had thus been redefined as a symbol of scientific progress and as they began ubiquitously
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The Zeiss Planetarium was designed by Walther Bauersfeld and built atop the Deutsches Museum in Jena,
Germany in 1923. It was constructed with concrete panels and a 20-sided icosahedron lightweight iron rod
framework. See David McConville, "Cosmological Cinema: Pedagogy, Propaganda, and Perturbation in Early
Dome Theatres," Technoetic Arts 5, no. 2 (2007): 77.
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Alden Hatch, Buckminster Fuller: At Home in the Universe (New York: Dell, 1974), 152.
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Ibid.
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See Ibid., 192-193.
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See McConville, "Cosmological Cinema: Pedagogy, Propaganda, and Perturbation in Early Dome Theatres."
30
Mark Kingwell, "The City of Tomorrow," Harper's 310, no. 1857 (2005): 62.
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popping up around the globe their earlier political impact, as last seen with Sputnik, was lost in a
sea of post-war optimism, novelty and spectacle.
SPHERES OF JUNK

If Fuller and company had temporarily implied that Boullée’s cenotaph had been brought back to
a human scale, and thus realized (i.e. the ‘visionary’ was no more), George Lucas reinstated it
through special effects and the spectacle of the cinema to project the sphere in a new, and even
‘darker’, light. Campbell notes that the evil empire in Lucas’ space opera does not represent a
specific historical situation or nation, but rather an ‘abstract power’ which he relates to the
modern world. 31 As our opening quote states, for Campbell, it is the ability to resist conformity
into such systems that is critical to preserve one’s humanity and individuality, to prevent the part
from being absorbed into the whole. While the Burkean sublime is arguably revived in the Death
Star’s enormity, it is inversely related to Boullée’s cenotaph when it comes to the question of
autonomy. For Kaufmann, the spheres of the revolutionists assert independence from the
imposing architectural system, yet for Lucas the sphere is precisely the symbol of that imposing
power. Embodying modern scientific and capitalist domination, the sphere becomes the object of
attack, its destruction the key to individual liberation. 32 Autonomy through architectural form
has thus been reversed. Boullée’s sphere is celebrated by Kaufmann because it stands apart, or
rebels from, the architectural system of the whole (the whole being that of the late Baroque) but
in Lucas’ film it is the sphere that is assailed by the rebels to prevent the ‘dark side’ from
universal authority. Given the film’s release during the height of postmodern thinking, it should
not be surprising that the sphere would be targeted, as modernist ‘visions’ and futuristic imagery
had largely lost their appeal (the primitive and banal were now the protagonists), Vivian
Sobchack crediting Star Wars and other films of the time as initiating a period that she terms
postfuturism. 33 Furthermore, it is the complete disregard for the human scale that solidifies the
Death Star’s totalitarian presence, as alluded to in Vogt’s linking Boullée to Orwell’s
architecture of oppression. 34 The Death Star thus provides an identifiable image of purity, but a
purity denying the heterogeneity and imperfections of our universe and our species. The sphere
has thus turned from a symbol of hope and freedom (Kaufmann, Fuller) to one of oppression and
false ‘truth’.
Thus, we return to Koolhaas’ death stars in the desert. The firm’s description of the project for
the RAK Convention Centre states the following:
So far the 21st century – in a desperate effort to differentiate one building from the next –
has been characterized by a manic production of extravagant shapes. Paradoxically, the
result is a surprisingly monotonous urban substance, where any attempt at ‘difference’ is
instantly neutralized in a sea of meaningless architectural gestures. 35
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Joseph Campbell and Bill D. Moyers, The Power of Myth, ed. Betty S. Flowers, 1st ed. (New York: Anchor
Books, 1988), 177.
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Interestingly it is the cube that serves this function in Star Trek’s Borg.
33
Vivian Carol Sobchack, Screening Space: The American Science Fiction Film, 2nd, enl. ed. (New Brunswick,
N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1997), 272.
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See Adolf Max Vogt, Radka Donnell, and Kenneth Bendiner, "Orwell's 'Nineteen Eight-Four' and Etienne Louis
Boulee's Drafts of 1784," The Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 43, no. 1 (1984).
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Such a ‘monotonous urban existence’ has been earlier described by Koolhaas as ‘junkspace’ and
brings us back to the same questions of the whole and the part that propelled the work of the
revolutionary architects. Koolhaas writes,
Although its individual parts are the outcome of brilliant inventions, lucidly planned by
human intelligence, boosted by infinite computation, their sum spells the end of the
Enlightenment, its resurrection as farce, a low-grade purgatory...Junkspace is the sum
total of our current achievement; we have built more than did all previous generations put
together, but somehow we do not register on the same scales. We do not leave
pyramids. 36
Intimately related to our discussion of the Death Star, he adds that,
Junkspace is like being condemned to a perpetual Jacuzzi with millions of your best
friends...A fuzzy empire of blur, it fuses high and low, public and private, straight and
bent, bloated and starved to offer a seamless patchwork of the permanently disjointed. 37
Thus the ‘evil empire’, for Koolhaas, has nothing to do with totalitarianism or oppression but
rather its opposite, the comfort and ubiquitous experience of a fully democratic and consumerdriven culture, or a ‘colossal security blanket’. Junkspace “replaces hierarchy with accumulation,
composition with addition. More and more, more is more.” 38 Junkspace can then be arguably
read as the global extension of Koolhaas’ discussion of Manhattan in Delirious New York. In
addressing Le Corbusier’s disdain for the uninhibited emergence of the great American city,
Koolhaas writes that the essence of Manhattan is “an ultra-modern Mega-Village enlarged to the
scale of a Metropolis, a collection of Super – ‘houses’ where traditional and mutant lifestyles are
simultaneously provoked and sustained by the most fantastic infrastructure ever devised.” 39 Le
Corbusier’s response to the junkspace of Manhattan is the Radiant City which aims to reestablish the urban hierarchies and distinctions gone amuck in New York – for Koolhaas the
Radiant City is Le Corbusier’s anti-Manhattan, set out to control the individual parts of
Manhattan into a unified vision, where they would function only as contributors to the greater
whole or system.
Koolhaas asserts that his death stars engage with the perfectly autonomous sphere we have been
discussing, and we might further posit his support for Sedlmayer’s claim that such a form, when
used as a shape for a building, presents a ‘profound crisis both in architecture and in the whole
life of the human spirit’, a crisis Koolhaas clearly sees in junkspace. One of his death stars sits
just outside a city he has designed for 150,000 people in the middle of the UAE desert and is
inscribed by a circular road, while the neighbouring city is contained by an equally perfect
rectilinear urban edge. These edge conditions are pristine and primary forms intentionally placed
in direct tension with the ubiquitous collage of Koolhaas’ junkspace. Thus, the death stars in the
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Rem Koolhaas, "Junkspace," October 100 (2002): 175.
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desert (the other sitting on the edge of his Waterfront City 40 ) are clearly an attempt to combat
junkspace, by reasserting architectural form as a necessary contributor to urban experience and to
prompt the architect to return to drawing coherent lines and circles in the sand, perhaps
rediscovering the utopian impulse in their pen (or mouse). While palpably struggling with his
own relationship to junkspace, 41 there is evidenced in the death stars a relentless urge to build
pyramids and spheres of the grandest scales, to somehow set his buildings apart from the formal
junk that ‘everyone else’ designs, and yet frustratingly, he also seemingly concedes that he is
defined by the very terms he set out and cannot escape from. While the Enlightenment provided
the context for architectural form to emerge as symbolic and revolutionary, and the interwar
period an ideal forum to debate the whole/tradition versus the part/new through these great
spheres, no such context exists today. For Jameson it is the hegemony of present day capitalism
that has eliminated such a forum for debate in Western culture, relegating any alternative notions
of political or ideological structure into mere ‘fancy’ and denying the potential for meaningful
discussion. 42 The result, for Jameson, is that,
...the function of Imagination slowly atrophies for want of use; it is this process which we
have called the waning of the Utopian impulse, the enfeeblement of Utopian desire, and
which saps our political options and tends to leave us all in the helpless position of
passive accomplices and impotent handwringers.43
Clicking through the various images of Koolhaas’ death stars (and others) on the Internet is thus
like catching a glimpse of the utopian hand, sinking further into an overpowering sea of
junkspace. Koolhaas’ spheres lament for a forum of debate, for some recognition that the purity
of the sphere, or perhaps architectural form in general, still means something, as it did to
Boullée, Ledoux, Fuller, and even Walt Disney, and that he can and will resist the overpowering
presence, or ‘dark side’, of our late capitalist context. And yet in a relentless effort to equate the
UAE death stars with their great predecessors, the sphere is then digitally manipulated, turned,
punctured, louvered, rendered, and re-rendered, revealing an unyielding struggle back towards
just another novel form, negating the purity of the sphere at every turn and dragging perhaps one
of the last great ‘visionary’ architects further down into the quicksand of generic architectural
‘newness’.
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For both see www.oma.eu.
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Submission to The Hawaii Conference on Arts & Humanities
2009
Title: Music of Contemporary Scottish Composer Sally Beamish
Topic Area: Music
Format: Poster Paper
This poster paper session will introduce conference attendees to the
music of contemporary composer Sally Beamish, one of Scotland’s most
acclaimed and successful classical composers. Originally born in London in
1956, Beamish now lives and works in Scotland, a country she has adopted as
her own. A composer of large scale orchestral works including symphonies and
concertos, she has also produced many sonatas, works for strings and other
instruments, and choral and chamber music. Beamish also shows a special
affinity for smaller forms and has composed numerous works for voice and other
instruments. More than 150 works are in her catalogue to date, all composed
within the past 20 years, and many show influences of Scottish themes and texts.
Sally Beamish studied composition with England’s “Dean” of composers, Sir
Lennox Berkeley, and was a former violist with the London Sinfonietta. After
relocating to Scotland, she became a founding member of the Chamber Group of
Scotland and devoted more of her time to composition. To date, she has written
in all genres and has received international commissions from Japan, Australia,
Scandinavia, the USA, and Europe. She has been comimissioned and performed
by every Scottish orchestra and as composer in residence with the Swedish and
Scottish Chamber Orchestras from 1998-2002, she produced four major works.
Her first opera for Scottish Opera, Monster, focused on the life of Mary Shelly
and her first musical for youth about the Highlands of Scotland, Shenachie,
premiered in 2006. In 2006 the Cheltenham Festival honored her 50th birthday
by programming a retrospective of her works as well as new commissions
performed by the renowned Kings Singers. Such esteemed solo artists as Evelyn
Glennie (percussion), Stephen Isserlis (cello), and Haken Hardenberger
(trumpet) have also premiered Beamish’s works. Hailed in Scotland as a
composer “at the top of her game and the pinnacle of her profession” (Michael
Tumelty, The Herald, April 3, 2006) Beamish is a relative “newcomer” to North
American audiences. Beamish will have a new cello concerto premiered with the
Minnesota Orchestra in Fall 2009. As one of Scotland’s most active emerging
composers, Beamish’s music undoubtedly represents some of the newest and
most engaging music coming out of the United Kingdom. During my sabbatical in
Scotland in Spring 2008, I researched her compositions which are housed at the
Scottish Music Centre in Glasgow, heard her music in performance, and met with
her for an interview. The results of my research will be presented in poster paper
format with numerous scores available for perusal accompanied by selected
recordings for listening. In addition, a catalogue of works will be available
provided by her publisher, Norsk Musikvorlag.
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Harvesting for a “Low Calorie” House
To reduce the impact building construction has on the natural environment, two
significant trends are developing in the industry: the generation of power close to
the end user; and the use of rapidly renewable, or regularly harvested, raw
materials. A team from the Midwest is addressing both these trends by
developing a design for a house that is entirely solar powered and constructed
from renewable, laminated, structural bamboo members.
The setting for the investigation is the biannual Solar Decathlon sponsored by the
US Department of Energy. The team includes four departments of a state
university, a modular homebuilder, and a start-up company looking to bring a
new material to market. The collaboration respected the level of commitment of
the start-up company, the production schedules of the homebuilder, and the
desire of students to explore different lines of investigation.
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During the first three months of the project, 30 students explored three different
conceptual approaches to bringing a solar-powered house to Washington, DC.
After reviewing designs from previous competitions, three building typologies
were identified: modular constructions (which focus on how elements come
together), core designs (which emphasize the concentration of mechanical,
electrical, and water systems), and a linear floor plan (the simplest approach to
transportation and assembly issues inherent in the competition). The linear
approach was also thought to provide the most efficient floor to perimeter wall
ratios. Another design goal was to create a “low calorie” house - one that would
require small amounts of energy to run. Simulated modeling using Passivhaus
software helped refine floor plans and the placement of fenestration. With the aim
of maximizing the over-generation of energy, significant insulation was employed
to reduce the demand for heating or cooling inside the house.
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The house will be powered solely by the energy of the sun that hits the building’s
envelope, and penetrates window openings. It will also have to perform in the
center of continental north America where heating and cooling systems have to
cope with average temperatures between 85° F and 16° F.
Collaboration with a local modular home manufacturer provided the opportunity
to develop a modular design at could be scaled up in size for commercial
production. Design developments took into account the manufactures production
methods, with a view that houses of this kind could be offered to consumers
wanting to reduce their carbon footprint and impact on the environment.

Camden Greenlee

Our second collaboration is with a start-up company looking to promote
engineered bamboo, a product that offers a greater structural strength to weight
ratio than wood or metal. Bamboo plantations produce four times the quantity of
material than can be produced in similarly sized timber forests and can be
planted on marginal land preventing soil erosion, capturing atmospheric CO2 and
releasing more oxygen than a similarly sized tree plantation. Tandem
investigations were undertaken with the material. The first was experimental in
nature, and investigated the inherent properties and finish qualities of the
bamboo material available in sheet form. The second investigation looked at
laminating processes and connection details that would address the structural
needs of the Solar Decathlon House. These two investigations took place in
close proximity to each other, leading to cross over of thinking and design
approaches. The material sensitivity developed with the participation of industrial
design students in the experimental studio will be bought into the final finishes of
the house. In a similar way, students working on the structural aspects of the
house will be able to clearly express the qualities of the material through the
structure of the building.
The house will be judged on The Mall in Washington, DC as part of the 2009
Solar Decathlon competition. However, this will not be the conclusion of the
project. The Decathlon House should be seen as a proof of concept and a
prototype for energy efficient homes for the Midwestern plains, powered by
renewable energy and made of regularly harvested raw materials.
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Submission to The Hawaii Conference on Arts & Humanities
2009
Title: The Mystery of Montague Ring
Topic Area: Performing Arts
Format: Lecture-Recital
(40 minutes in length – piano required)

In the early 1900s in London, England a composer by the name of Montague
Ring wrote and published some 27 songs, several piano works, and numerous
pieces for instrumental ensembles. This composer’s music gained considerable
popularity in that day and was performed, recorded, broadcast, and featured in
film. Such prominent publishers as Chappell & Co. and Elkin & Co. distributed
Montague Ring’s music throughout England and the Continent. Sadly, however,
the name of Montague Ring is scarcely recognized by musicians today. A bit of
sleuthing into this rather mysterious composer reveals that Montague Ring was
merely the pseudonym for the Afro-British composer, Amanda Aldridge (18661956). That Aldridge chose to adopt a pen name reflects her desire to keep her
composing career separate from her other musical pursuits – that of singer,
piano accompanist, and voice teacher. Not only was Aldridge a remarkably
gifted musician, pursuing various musical career paths, but she was also a
central figure in the black musical community of London. Aldridge attracted
renowned singers to her studio such as the visiting African-American artists
Roland Hayes, Paul Robeson, and Marian Anderson. Aldridge’s teaching career
continued almost up until the time of her death at age 90.
Aldridge was among the first scholarship students to be enrolled at the Royal
College of Music in 1883 and to train under the consummate guidance of singer
Jenny Lind, the “Swedish Nightingale”. Aldridge studied piano at the Royal
College as well as voice and composition, and began a career as a contralto
soloist in addition to accompanying her sister, Luranah, on piano in her vocal
recitals. Most interesting was Aldridge’s impressive theatrical bloodline: her
mother was a Swedish opera singer and her father, the famous African-American
actor and tragedian, Ira Aldridge. Ira had been the first black man to perform
leading Shakespearean roles in Great Britain and across the continent, achieving
great acclaim. Thus, Amanda was inspired by the beautiful singing of her mother
and the heritage of her illustrious father, passed on to her after his death.
As for Aldridge’s compositions, most of her songs were written between 1907
and 1925, set to texts by popular British poets of the day as well as the Harlem
Renaissance poet, Paul Dunbar. This lecture-recital for The Hawaii Conference
on Arts & Humanities will present some of Aldridge’s most appealing songs in
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performance by the proposer (a soprano and Amanda Aldridge researcher).
Long forgotten and once considered “out of fashion”, these songs have now been
uncovered from sources at the British Library in London, the Center for Black
Music Research at Columbia College, Chicago, and Northwestern University
Library’s Ira Aldridge Collection. They reflect the musical tastes of the period, skill
in writing idiomatically for both voice and piano, and a connection to such famous
African-American singers as Roland Hayes. This performance will pay tribute to
an exceptional musician who gave a lifetime to the field of music in her role as a
dedicated and highly respected voice and elocution teacher. For 65 years
Amanda Aldridge passed on her expertise to future generations. Historical
anecdotes of Aldridge’s long and colorful career will be interspersed with
performances of several of her most memorable songs for voice and piano,
serving to reintroduce this accomplished musician to audiences of today.
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Honolulu, Hawaii, USA

From 3 to 130 Students: Online University Studies in Languages
- the Case of Romanian in Scandinavia Coralia Ditvall (Ph.Dr.)
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PAPER/ COMMUNICATION
1. Introduction
•
•

The IT-based university-language-learning is still at its beginning. Only a small number
of university-teachers have welcomed this new pedagogical model (Ditvall 2006.2). Why?
In this paper - we will not answer directly to this question – we will try to present some of
our research-results within our ongoing pioneer e-project (which started for 11 years ago)
and will in this way actualize some items about e-learning which may guide other
teachers in their plans to adopt this education-model.

1.1 Why e-learning?
Are IT-based-courses necessary, once there exists a campus-based educational system, wellfunctioning, since hundreds of years?? What is then the purpose of online-university-courses? To
reach:
- more flexible teaching-learning?
- more students?
- higher qualitative status?
- modern teaching?
- more effective & more financially-reasonable educational-system?
- a supplementary element to campus-courses?
- a replacement of some of the campus-courses or maybe all campus-courses?
turning, thus, the discipline into being more attractive, more interesting and more effective – with
a surer basis to survive?
One may wonder!
2. Romanian University-studies – a pioneer project in e-learning
Lund University has, since about 50 years, raised the interest in Romanian studies – primarily
due to professor Alf Lombard (1902-1996) – famous linguist in Romance languages.
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2.1 The late 80-ies
But first in the late 80-ies the Romanian studies could be taught in classroom. Yet, this happened
only every other year or every third year. Only the first level existed. The number of students was
very low: 3-5 students. Only 25%-50% attended the course completely.

2.2 The crucial year – beginning of a new era
In the mid 90-ies Lund University started different projects in view to develop the educational
system by means of highly modern technique – inspired from the American model: i.e. the ITbased education!
Within short a high number of Institutions started research-projects in developing parts of their
educational-system online. A great success!
… Yet, no Language-teaching-Institution opened its eyes towards this model – even if we were
continuously shown the positive results of this type of project. … 5 years had run away …
2.2.1

The Romanian section menaced to be abolished

The low number of students and thus the diminishing financial support menaced the section to be
abolished. Thus, the only university in Scandinavia where it was possible to take a degree in
Romanian studies was on its way out … Other language-sections, in other universities of Sweden
and even Scandinavia, with similar background, were closed!
2.2.2 1998
In the beginning of 1998 I 1 completed the Ph. Dr. thesis in comparative linguistics – including
Romanian (at Lund University - being professor Lombard’s last Ph-Dr. candidate).
Trying to save the Romanian situation I adopted immediately the thought of starting a researchproject about IT-based university language studies – then the project-work “Romanian studies
online”started. My hypothesis was: “Online-teaching should mean a wider geographical area, no
bounding factors as time and room - thus an augmenting number of students!?”.
2.2.3 1999
In January 1999 – the first level (in its complete shape, i.e. including all modules) started.
About 27 students were registrered. They lived all over Sweden and Denmark. About
80 % of the students went through the course and about another 10% completed the studies the
following year(s).
The statistics showed a dramatic change – a positive change – maybe a new era?!
3. E-learning vs campus-learning?
As we know all development may bring up, along with positive changes, even some negative
changes. What about this in the case of IT-based education?!
1

”I” is expressed, apart from this paragraph, by the term ”we”.
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Below, we will try to point out some of our results, trying to illustrate the development of the eRomanian. We will focus on the view of the both parts of the learning - “the out-learning” i.e.
the teachers and “the in-learning” i.e. the students – and will try to compare the e-learning-model
with the traditional campus-learning-model. The information below has its basis primarily in the
evaluation of the e-courses (throughout the project’s 11 years – until today) that we collect at the
end of each academic year.
3.1 The teacher’s opinion (some headlines):
3.1.1 Larger geographical area?
True! By means of the internet-technique we do reach students spread on a much larger
geographical area. NB! Our e-students are Swedes, Danes, Norwegians, Finns or of other
nationalities but speaking a Scandinavian language – our “teaching” takes place in Swedish!
As we mentioned above, our Romanian section – at campus-courses-level - had since decades
represented a tiny language-section, i.e. with extremely few students living in or in the
surroundings of Lund respectively Copenhagen – section menaced, finally, to be abolished.
Since 1999 (the start of the e-Romanian-project) we reach students throughout Sweden, Denmark,
Finland, Norway, other countries in Europe, the USA or other parts of the world 2 .
3.1.2

Higher number of students?

Definitely! This fact is indirectly confirmed by the larger geographical area that we reach by the
e-model. (Ditvall 2001)
From the first beginning the number of students increased dramatically: from 3 students every
other/third year, having access only at the beginner-level (level 1) – by means of campusteaching -, directly to approx. 27 students and thence more and more for every term.
Today – by means of e-teaching – the section has approx. 130 students, every term, NB having
the opportunity to run the complete university-programme (2-years) online, i.e. all 4 levels in
parallel (from the beginner’s level to the pre-doctoral level).
3.1.3

Flexible teaching and learning?

Yes! Neither the teachers nor the students are depending on time, space, buildings (Bradley
2005).
The whole course-material (including even the administrative material) is online. Both the
teachers and the students have access to the course-material at any time, from anywhere. The
learning-process is “conducted” by means of a Timetable where certain deadlines must be
respected, but the learning-process is flexible, for instance, among other aspects, if student X
wants to start with module 3 and student Y chooses to start with module 4 – while the other
students work with module 1 – it is completely possible. The student has access, once he logged
in, to the entire course-material. Text- and audio-files lead him through the lectures, keys help
him with the exercises.

2

One of our students was living on the Island La Réunion in the Indian Ocean – she was collecting information for
her Master-thesis within Politechniques, another one in Tanzania, Africa – where she worked as a Red-Cross officer,
another one in another African country (we forgot details), in the bushes (even there having access to internet !!). –
he worked for the UN, and so on.
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Even the communication-process is flexible, i.e. questions, answers, comments - all take place, in
writing, in special fora. This type of communication is not depending on time: roughly speaking one “asks and answers when he likes”. On the other side we have created fora for direct
interaction, i.e. at a given time, live – by means of a webcamera, which we use primarily when
the teachers give feed-back on pronounciation, or on other moment in oral or written proficiency
or where debates (assisted by the teacher) take place a.s.o (Braconi Eklund 2005).
By means of this model we “teach” the students, beside the foreign language, independent
learning, self-discipline and initiative-taking (Ditvall 2004).
3.2 The student’s opinion (some headlines):
3.2.1 The geographical area – important or not?
Yes, very important. 95-99% of our students do not live in Lund or Copenhagen or the
surroundings. A large majority of these people travel a lot or are settled down far away from
Lund and Copenhagen or live abroad. They have confirmed that the only possible way for them
to study Romanian has being offered thanks to our online-model and they highly appreciate this
incredible opportunity.
3.2.2 Flexible learning or not?
Yes, indeed! The flexible “frame” of learning is very appreciated by the students: this makes
possible the combination of studying a foreign language beside working or doing other mainstudies. On the other hand this improves the possibility of studying on an interdisciplinary status
– a majority of our students have other discipline as major study-field (as Political Sciences,
Economical Sciences, other Romance Languages etc) which they combine with the e-Romanian
education-programme.
Flexibility in this respect, within the e-courses, is highly possible and strengthens undoubtedly
the student’s motivation. But working and studying at the same time or combining different
study-fields - if these two items take place in different parts of the country) – meet clear
impediments at the level of campus-courses.
3.2.3

Access to the course-material – limited or in continuum?

At campus-courses one may miss lectures or lessons, because of sickness, travelling etc. Then
one can, for the most, hardly get complete notes, if any, from some classroom-mate.
But in the case of e-courses, one does not miss a single lecture or lesson. As shown above the
entire course-material is at the disposal of the student: “the lessons, the exercises, the keys, the
pronounciation – all is “there” when he comes back”! And the access at every lecture etc is
possible in continuum – which allows the student to repeat and repeat …, in continuum, having
there the “feed-back” in pronounciation or written proficiency, in continuum.
This type of learning is very appreciated indeed of the students and has shown itself to be very
effective in the improvement of the language acquisition.

4. Alterations in the (linguistic) communication – in the learning-process
Now, both the teachers and the students seem to be positive, in the terms shown above, vis-à-vis
the e-learning-model.
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One may, though, wonder: but does this “type of communication at distance” not alterate the
communication, the language-learning?! Is the risk higher within this learning-model?!
Our experience has faced the following reality. Within the e-conducted-courses, in comparison to
the campus-courses – there seems to be:
- a better and more regular, finally constant, feed-back (orally and in writing), either by
means of the keys and the audio-files or by the direct interactive feed-back, live, which takes
place more often than in campus.
- a better supervising-possibility, in the fact that the teacher has better and more control on
the classroom as a group as well as on each individual. On the other hand the teacher has a
complete view of the group’s or the individual’s acquisition-activities – and thus have the
chance to intervene immediately to “straighten up” the situation (ex. if the teacher observes
that student X has not attended a certain amount of lessons, he can immediately – within his
e-task of supervisor - contact the student, get to know about his problem and solve it, in case
the technique or different misunderstandings or difficulties in other fields may arise – cf. in
campus if a student “disappears”, i.e. does come to the lectures any longer, because he cannot
cope with too many problems within the course, the teacher can hardly call the student home
to ask why?!).
- a better interaction between the teacher and the student: the interaction takes place more
frequently and seems to be nearer than in campus. On the other hand by means of the great
diversity of fora the interaction is very intensive.
Self-feed-back in continuum (through the audio-files and the keys), a more regular feed-back
from the teachers, a better supervising/control-opportunity and a better, nearer and more frequent
interaction are some of the factors that – within the online-model – help to adjust possible
alterations in the language-acquisition-process and may even contribute in eliminating quite a
few. In addition, the effects of these factors seem to prove a clearly improved result in the
student’s oral and written proficiencies.

5. Towards a conclusion
In the present paper we have focused on some of our research-results revealing the advantages of
e-learning - as the positive sides of this new educational development are clearly more numerous
than the negative ones.
Online-studying, compared to campus-studying, seems to:
- create a nearer contact between the students and the teachers,
- assure a continuous direct or indirect feed-back, at a larger individual rate that in campus,
- give the possibility of studying at a large flexibility rate (independently of time and room)
- have a better “control” in the language-acquisition-process trying to adjust more promptly
eventual alterations
- be in a way more effective in the student’s results in oral and written proficiency
And all this seems to contribute, by means of highly modern technique, to increase the interest
for the discipline and the motivation for studying - resulting not only in the student’s attending
the entire curriculum, but also arises the interest of going over to the upper level(s). (Ditvall
2006.1)
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In the case of the Romanian studies in Scandinavia, the IT-based-model:
1) Not only saved the Romanian section from abolishment
2) But has also contributed to the augmentation from 3 students (before 1999) to 130
students (nowadays).
Today the Romanian section, a pioneer in online-language-courses, is one of the very few
language-sections having IT-based courses and the only one in Northern Europe to have its
complete academic programme online!
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ABSTRACT

This paper aims at discussing how theatre (dance, drama & music) can be developed and
thereafter used as a tool for social, political and economic reform in building peace in the
Niger Delta region. The development and subsequent usage of theatre in building peace
should be a collaborative work between the Ministry of Youth and Sports,(Recreation)
Home Affairs and Culture and the different communities through the different local
government structures, using both the ministries’ recreation and cultural policies and the
National Economic Empowerment and Development Strategy (NEEDS) II document.
Theatre, like many aspects of our cultural heritage is still being regarded a luxury and not
a necessity. This is why its status and usage in national/regional development plans has
been regarded as an insignificant feature of human endeavor. This should therefore
flourish as private matter for individual groups in the society.

The administrative structures of the cultural sector cannot be expected to have a different
mentality from that of the rest of the Nigerian society with regard to considering theatre
as a social, voluntary and non-essential activity. It is therefore critical that as we raise the
status of theatre in national/regional development, because of its unique role as a vital
means of communication, community expression, entertainment, income generation and
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employment creation, we also reform all our administrative, financial and promotional
structures. This should be done in order to educate, uplift and enrich the lives of all the
people in the Niger Delta region. This is suggested in order to formulate practical actions
towards the enhancement of a viable region devoid of youth restiveness, violent
militancy, abductions and killings of innocent citizens and workers. It is necessary to
appreciate that comprehensive developmental/cultural policies become meaningless if
there are no comprehensive action plans derived from broad national policies.

INTRODUCTION
The main issues that the writer will focus on in this paper are: the development of theatre
(drama, music and dance), and the subsequent usage of theatre as a tool for social,
political and economic reform in building and transforming the Niger Delta communities;
raising consciousness within the society on cultural and developmental challenges within
the context of diversity and pluralism; and promoting a culture of peace that benefits
humanity, particularly with reference to the younger and future generations. The writer
will also offer some suggestions on programmes and structures that the Ministries of
Home Affairs and Culture, Education and Youth and Sports, theatre practitioners, using
the National Economic Empowerment and Development Strategies (NEEDS) in
conjunction with State Economic Empowerment and Development strategies (SEEDS) in
Nigeria may wish to consider for a regional entity full of youth restiveness and at the
same time trying to move towards integration; economically and otherwise.

WHAT IS NEEDS
NEEDS, is Nigeria’s home grown poverty, reduction strategy (PRSP). It is said to be a
nationally coordinated framework of action in close collaboration with the state and local
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governments (with their state Economic Empowerment and Development Strategy,
SEEDS) and other stakeholders to consolidate on the achievements of the last five years.
NEEDS is about people: it is about their welfare, their health, education, employment,
poverty-reduction, employment, security and participation.

However, this writer will neither be confined to only these issues, nor will she use them
as sub-topics or address them strictly in the order in which it has been mentioned. Rather,
she will be touching on a whole range of issues that we consider topical, relevant and
important to the paper.

Apart from the introduction and the conclusion, the writer has organized the contents of
this paper in four sections under appropriate sub-headings that will allow me to discuss
the following:
1) The universal ideals of NEEDS, SEEDS and their particular relevance for the
Niger Delta region at this point in time.

2) The theatre and its relevance in the movement towards a global culture of peace in
the Niger Delta region.
3) The concerns, wishes and dreams of our theatre practitioners in the new Niger
Delta, and lastly

4) What the writer considers to be the challenges that theatre practitioners face in a
new Niger Delta, the main one of which she believes is to come up with concrete
activities planned within a programme that can be implemented in a given time
frame.
In considering the strategies to use and how to build their own capacity in the process,
different ministries, donor agencies, private sector, civil society, NGOs, Theatre
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practitioners and other stakeholders, might want to take into consideration other related
programmes and activities that have similar objectives and basic principles.

1

The World Decade for Cultural Development, which has already been completed
(1988-1997) and from which some issues might still be outstanding.

2
.
3

The UN Year of Dialogue Among Civilizations (2001)

4

The UNESCO proclamation on Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage
of Humanity, which is another on-going programme that will be running during
the current decade (2001-2010);
The formation of the International Federation of Arts Councils and Culture
Agencies at the Inaugural Summit held in Ottawa, Canada, in December 2000
and the bi-annual summits on the arts and culture under the Federation’s auspices
held in 2002.

From all these programmes we have just mentioned, it is quite clear that international
thinking and trends show that the time is now ripe for nations of the world to exploit,
develop and market their very rich cultural heritage. Possibilities for networking;
exchanges and funding seem to be increasing internationally. What is now required in is
to initiate a series of actions and programmes to sustain the development of each
discipline at local; national and regional levels.

In a sentence; my main message to the Niger Delta people is; take note in this wider
context, get organized and take advantage of these positive developments to plan on the
ground concrete activities and programmes that can be developed and sustained
profitably for the benefit and enjoyment of all.

The mission of the different organs mentioned above, is to formulate and articulate
policies and to provide facilities, coordinated programmes and institutions that promote
and preserve national and cultural heritage and facilitate unlimited access to and
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participation in recreation and culture through a motivated and efficient administration in
order to enrich the lives of all the people in Nigeria in general and the Niger Delta region
in particular.

This mission has led to new functions of the Division of Culture which will continue to
be reviewed, re-stated and articulated as the Ministry formulates action plans and
performance targets

THEATRE SECTOR
A major function of the Ministry through the National Economic Empowerment and
development strategy is to articulate policies that can contribute to the growth and
development of the Niger Delta region using theatre. The Ministry will play a key role in
mobilizing human, material and financial resources for theatre development, from the
government, commerce and industry, local authorities, cooperating partners and the
donor community.

Theatre like many aspects of our cultural heritage is still being regarded a luxury and not
a necessity. This is why its status in national development plans has been regarded as an
insignificant feature of human endeavour which should flourish as private matter for
individual groups in the society.

The administrative structures of the cultural sector cannot be expected to have a different
mentality from that of the rest of the society with regards to considering theatre as a
social, voluntary and non-essential activity. It is therefore critical that as we raise the
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status of theatre in national development because of its unique role as a vital means of
communication.

Community

expression,

entertainment,

income-generating

and

employment creation we reform all our administrative, financial and promotional
structures so that they formulate practical actions towards the enhancement of a viable
theatre. It is necessary to appreciate that comprehensive cultural policies become
meaningless if there are no comprehensive action plans derived from broad national
policies.

The idea of a comprehensive support for the use of theatre as an empowerment tool for
the people of the Niger Delta region in Nigeria is to formulate long term action plans that
will have a direct administrative, financial and promotional impact on the people and
theatre groups and the type and quality of theatre. The idea is to handle theater as an
industry and to formulate theatre development support schemes which create an enabling
environment for free creativity, sustained and rewarding professional careers and
specialization in theatre and increased consumption of theatre by the larger portion of the
Niger Delta population. The following are concrete actions and ideas towards
comprehensive support to theatre development in the Niger Delta region in Nigeria.

INSTITUTIONAL BUILDING GRANTS
Every theatre group requires some capital in order to build itself as theatre enterprise and
in order to create a basic administrative structure that will support its artistic productions
and marketing strategies. A theatre group’s administration is its base for theatre
production. It is unrealistic to expect good quality theatre productions from theatre
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groups which do not have effective administrative structures. Institutional building grants
should be provided to all interested theatre groups in every part of the Niger- Delta
region. Annual provision of $10,000 as institutional building grant per theatre group will
be $200,000 which should not be difficult to raise annually through NEEDS/SEEDS
grants, government funds, the National Arts Council, cooperating partners and the donor
community. The Ministries involved in the project would like to consider this option as a
permanent and practical action towards enhancing the quality of theatre group
administration.

ACCESS TO CAPITAL: NATIONAL CREDIT FACILITY FOR THE ARTS
Theatre as an industry cannot be achieved in an environment that does not allow theatre
artists and theatre groups to have access to capital. It is evident that formal financial
institutions will take years to reform in order to accommodate theatre groups and theatre
artists whom they regard as an informal and risk sector. It is therefore necessary that the
cultural sector in collaboration with NEED/SEEDS establishes alternative credit facilities
for the cultural industries and artists. It is in this regard that a committee encompassing
all the Ministries is inaugurated and advised to produce a project proposal for the
establishment of a National Credit Facility for the Arts that could be under the aegis of
the State Arts Council with an independent board of trustees.

The project proposal will be widely distributed and discussed by all stake holders in the
cultural sector. Tremendous interests must be shown by cooperating partners and the
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donor community, who see NEEDS/SEEDS strategy as a practical step in improving
access to capital by artists in the Niger Delta region.

COMMUNITY AUDIENCE BUILDING
It has been recognized that while there has been a tremendous growth in the number of
theatre groups in the country since independence, especially full-time ones, there has
however not been significant growth in community audiences for theatre. Schools and
colleges have provided the main viable audience while workplaces have provided good
audiences for sponsored theatre.

Through NEEDS/SEEDS Community Audience Building Project that will benefit from
donor community in the region should be formulated. Theatre groups will be expected to
work with drama, music and dance groups in creating once per week performing arts
shows in community halls. Funds will be provided for allowances for two performing arts
groups per week and their transport to and from venues and for the publicity or the
programmes. After every six months, centers will be evaluated before subsequent grants
are provided. It is expected that after four (4) years viable productions, community
audiences would have been created while community halls would have transformed into
cultural centers offering regular engagement of performing artists.

UPGRADING ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURES OF THEATRE ASSOCIATION
Over the years, it has been argued that viable theatre groups require viable national
associations. While national theatre associations exist, it has been recognized that these
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organizations have difficulties in communicating with their members in different parts of
the country. The need for newsletters and regular postal communication has been
identified as crucial towards upgrading the administrative capacity of theatre
organizations.

The Ministry of Youth and Sport, Home Affairs and Culture and Education should
formulate yet another project that will benefit funds from NEEDS/SEEDS over a period
of four (4) years. The ministries should use the strategy of direct disbursement to each
organization every six months.

ACCESS TO VENUES
While support is being provided by the Ministry of Sport, Recreation and Culture to
projects by groups towards the construction of performing arts centers, the Ministry has
initiated the establishment of a National Arts Centre which will have a performing arts
center and administrative facilities for the Natural Arts Council. The National Arts Centre
Project has attracted the interest of our cooperating partners and the donor community
who see this strategy as another way of raising the status of the performing arts and has
been placed on the Ministry’s Public Sector Investment Programme (PSIP) for the first
time. Theatre groups will be some of the main beneficiaries of this project.

ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL BRANCHES OF INTERNATIONAL THEATRE
ORGANISATIONS
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International theatre organizations are a major source of material and financial support.
Several workshops, seminars, conferences, festivals and training programmes which are
held annually by international theatre organizations would greatly benefit local theatre
groups and associations in Nigeria in general and the Niger Delta region in particular.
Most of the international theatre organizations have an A status with UNESCO. The
International Theatre Institute (ITI) for example, has an A status (official) relation with
UNESCO which sees it as broadly a representative, competent and efficient NGO in one
of UNESCO’s programmes areas of priority. This relationship enables the international
theatre organizations to receive subvention from UNESCO for various theatre
programmes in different parts of the world. Being a member of the ITI professional or
full-time theatre artists in Nigeria would qualify the group to participate in the
programmes of the following ITI specialist committees.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Dance Committee
Theatre Education Committee
Communication Committee
Committee for Cultural Identity and Development
New Theatre Committee
Playwrights Committee
Dramatic Theatre Committee

Other international performing arts organizations such as the International Association of
Theatre for Children and Young People (ASSITEJ), International Dance Council
International Theatre Institute (ITI) International Amateur Theatre Association (IATA)
International federation of Actors, International Theatre Critics and the International
Puppeteers Union could also be established with the assistance of the Ministry of Youth
and Sports It would also be necessary to establish the following international theatre
organizations:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

International Theatre Institute (ITI)
International Amateur Theatre Association (IATA)
International Federation of Actors
International Theatre Critics
International Puppeteers Union

The major difficulty faced in establishing a national branch of an international theatre
organization is to mobilize resources to enable potential members to meet and establish a
secretariat that would be responsible for the establishment of the organization.

Ministries and State Arts Councils should therefore provide the support needed in
establishing UNESCO-affiliated international arts and culture organizations. This support
could comprise of the following:

a) Dissemination of information about the international organizations;
b) Convening of meetings that would establish secretariats for the international
organizations;

c) Providing grants to enable the organizations to pay their membership fees until
the members are able to pay subscription. These funds could be complemented by
cooperating partners and the donor community.

COLLABORATIVE ADVANCED THEATRE TRAINING PROGRAMMES
Various national and individual theatre associations and groups organize regularly a
variety of introductory theatre training programs, especially those dealing with very
technical areas of theatre production and marketing.
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The three tiers of government, that is, Federal, using NEEDS, State, using SEEDS, Local
Government and National Theatre Organizations could collaborate in the planning and
mounting of regular and advanced theatre training programs. The Ministry of Youth and
Sport and Home Affairs and Culture could use financial resources provided for cultural
promotion for this purpose and could seek the support of cooperating partners and the
donor community and corporations in mobilizing human and financial resources for this
level of theatre skills development.

SETTING UP REALISTIC THEATRE BUDGETS
Rational support to the theatre is only possible when the nation has adequate data on the
total cultural budget of the nation. It should be possible for Nigeria to indicate the
percentage of financial resources for theatre on the national cultural budget; the cost per
theatre attendant; per capital expenditure (incurred by those involved in the theatre); the
ratio of capital outlay to operational costs (in full-time theatre companies) etc. A Cultural
Data Bank that will be used for data collection for this purpose should be set up. For this
data bank to be useful to the theatre sector, national theatre associations and individual
theatre groups in collaboration with all stake holders will be expected to play a major
role.

SCHOOL THEATRE O SCHOOL
The school is an important stage for using informative theatre to cultivate among
children at their impressionable age sensitive and creative faculties. Theatre in the
school is a process of intellectual training. It cultivates and consolidates children’s
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powers of appreciating works of literature, and the diverse form of performing arts.
Theatre in the school should also be regarded as art training, and the equipping of
children with skills to deal with forms of popular and critical expression.

Our theatre is already achieving these objectives but it is so poorly funded. It is
therefore critical that we face challenges to fund theatre groups that go to schools in
order to enable them to have high quality theatre productions; to produce plays more
adapted to the tastes and needs of children and youth; and to enable groups to adapt
a variety of school texts and to undertake research for the production of plays
dealing with health, and social problems and issues of concern to the general civil
society such as democracy, human rights, gender and sex education.

The following are some of the ways towards a comprehensive support for theatre to
schools;
1. The Creation of Theatre to School Fund
The fund could provide grants to theatre groups intending to tour schools and
could use as a funding criteria, the nature of the play; the technical demands of the
production; the size and age of the cast and the type of schools to be visited.
Foundation, corporations and donor agencies could be invited to join the
Government, NEEDS program in providing money towards this fund.

The fund could be established within the National Arts Council but administered
by a committee which includes a member of the National Arts Council Board,
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representatives of the different Ministries, State and local government
representative, National Theatre Associations and the donor community.

Subsidies for Theatre to School
As a form of consolidating and promoting viable theatre to school, the following
forms of subsidizing theatre to schools could be considered:
a) A national policy that ensures that school halls or other facilities for performance
shall be provided free of charge as a way of ensuring that fees for theatre in schools
are affordable to school children:

b) A policy where the Ministries through NEEDS fund the mounting of specialized
theatre production training programmes for all theatre groups intending to take
theatre to schools;

c) A policy of funding workshops on theatre skills in schools run by visiting theatre
groups as a theatre skills extension programme and cultural activities in the school
(Cultural Education Programme).

d) A policy of publishing plays that have been created and presented in schools by
theatre companies so that groups could also benefit from royalties of their published
theatre works as part of research and documentation.
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e) A policy where approved theatre to school tours are announced by the school
authorities in advance and to ensure that such tours do not clash with other school
activities.

CONCLUSION
The resources for the theatre sector will never be adequate. What is crucial is to mobilize
and harmonize whatever resources are available to the maximum benefit of all and for a
viable and vibrant region (Niger Delta). Collaboration, consultation, communication and
cooperation are the most critical and immaterial resources that must be made available,
and if well managed can have a tremendous and positive impact on the growth and
development of the Niger Delta in Nigeria leading to the creation of a viable and peaceful
region. It is the mission of NEEDS to adequately mobilize these immaterial resources and
the human, material and financial resources indicated in this paper as a strategy for a
comprehensive support to the eradication of violence and Youth restiveness through the
theatre sector in the Niger Delta region.
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ABSTRACT
Dance is not only about people moving rhythmically to music. It is a performing art form
that reflects the mood of our times and the changing of our times.

It reflects our people and our culture, it tells stories, entertains and educates. All these it
does to communicate one happening or the other to those who witness it. Seen by many
as a mere entertainment tool, dance is too often underestimated for the significant role it
can play in not only by itself or the events that surround it but also as a powerful
educational tool and important communication medium for conflict resolution

Since the period 2001-2010 has been proclaimed by the United Nations as the
“International Decade for a Culture of Peace and Non-Violence for the Children of the
World”. It is most fitting to present a paper discussing dance as an important means of
fostering interaction and dialogue between culturally diverse peoples, to share
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information and knowledge, to create understanding and acceptance and ultimately, to
promote a culture of peace and tolerance.

DANCE: THE LANGUAGE THAT SPEAKS TO US ALL
Dance is one of community’s ways of expressing itself. This mode of expression is used
to celebrate, to commemorate, to express emotions such as joy, anger sadness happiness
and dissatisfaction, to pray and to feast. From birth to death- the rituals and ceremonies
that mark the passage of life are accompanied by dance all over the world: In various
countries of the world we find initiation ceremonies that mark the passage from
childhood into adulthood. The sweet sixteen parties in America and debutante balls are
also examples of these Western in society. Graduation party dances, proms and
matriculation farewell parties are events, celebrated with dance, that mark the end of a
learning cycle and the beginning of life thereafter.

Harvest festivals, rain dance ceremonies, wedding ceremonies, the end of the year
festivals, even the end of a week, amongst others, are also events celebrated with dance.
Don’t we dance often? We dance when preparing for war and upon our victorious return,
during protest marches- even in death we dance: In Africa, Ecuador and Madagascar
family members dance at the funeral of a loved one. In South-West Nigeria, Zimbabwe
and Northern Mali warriors and hunters celebrate funerals with ritual dances. In SouthWest Nigeria, amongst the Yoruba people the dance is none as “Ipa ode” Most of these
ceremonies involve community participation and through the collective dancing the
community expresses and shares the spirit of “oneness and the spirit of the event.
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DANCE AND THE COMMUNITY
From time immemorial, diverse cultures and communities have been dancing at the
special events in our lives. It is a common heritage and traditional that we all- people
from all over the world and all walks of life- and our ancestors share. The association of
dance and the events that surround it is one of community, belonging and unity. “…dance
itself is community, in the preparation, in the organization and above all, in the
experience of dancing for the delight in the shared experience.”

The different dance styles of each community, depicts the history, lifestyle and rituals of
such communities. Dance styles have also depicted the changing of our times and have
adapted to the circumstances in which communities find themselves. Dance has also
flourished in circumstances of forced communities: the gumboot dance, popularized by
the miners in Gauteng, South Africa is one of the best examples. Migrant labourers
(coming from rural areas all over South Africa, Mozambique, Malawi, Zambia and
Zimbabwe) all spoke different languages and came from different cultural backgrounds.
In the cultural diverse milieu they found themselves in, the gumboot dance created a
sense of community and belonging and became well known as the dance of the mining
community. But the dance, which tells of their lives on the mines, did not remain solely
that of the miners. They taught the dance to their family and friends at home and soon the
mining culture spread throughout Southern Africa. The development of community and
the integration of cultures were accompanied by dance.
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It only therefore follows that dance is an important communication tool for the
community and could therefore also play an important part in community development.
Dance can also be used with equal success as a tool for the bridging of cultural
differences and to promote intercultural and inter-racial harmony and peace.

Dance has also been successfully used as an educational and political educational tool.
The fusion of dance styles has proven to be extremely popular in this regard. In Nigeria
for example, we have seen traditional African dance styles combined with the more
Western dance style such as ballet or tap dance. Through the fusion of these dance styles
the choreographers have decided to speak to multi-cultural audiences and to showcase,
through dance, the closing of the gap between races, the compatibility of cultures and the
integration of such cultures. Fused dance styles speak subliminally to its audience, saying
more than the best speeches of highly experienced politicians could ever do. Dancing to
the same rhythm, our dancers convey the messages of the universal heartbeat.

DANCE AS AN EFFECTIVE MEANS OF COMMUNICATION
One of the most popular and powerful means of communication tools the world is yet to
know is dance. Dance is considered the mother of all the arts and has been in existence
since pre-history. Amongst the Edo people of southern Nigeria, dance constitutes a social
phenomenon that reflects all that is brought to an epoch, being indeed impregnated by
that heritage. The consequences of the dialectic between that which pollinates and that
which gets fertilized is always something new; however modest the change is. It is a
social reality that dance reflects, in any age, the soul of the people in their collective
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aspirations, pleasures, frustrations and anxieties, hopes and dreams. The ideas and the
sentiments are expressed in dance, unified for the group through rhythm and movement.

In Nigeria, for example, as in most part of the African continent, there are more people
practicing dance than any other art form. The question will be why? This is because
dancing is, above all, communicating, coming together, uniting, and conveying to others
the depths of our inner being. Dance can contribute a great deal to achieving people’s
unity between people and the cosmos, God and ancestral spirits. In Nigeria with the
diverse cultural background as I have earlier mentioned, dance plays an important role in
communicating ideas, crossing boundaries, be these ethnic, linguistic or social in nature.

Generally, African dance is largely utilitarian, rarely just ‘art for art’s sake and plays a
host of diverse roles such as socializing young people into adulthood, healing the sick or
appeasing supernatural powers. Perhaps the most important function it plays in many
African traditional cultures is that of bridging the gap between the living and the dead
(their guarding spirits). Dance often takes the pre-eminent position in methods of
communicating with ancestors during festivals and rituals in many African cultures.

Traditional dance festivals have a vital role to play in the promotion of cultural
understanding and peace. Again, I would like to relate a personal experience: I have had
the fortunate opportunity in 2000 to have been involved in the participation of the
Zimbabwe traditional dance festival hosted by the Zimbabwe ministry of sports and
culture in collaboration with UNESCO, non-governmental organization and the Swedish
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government. The aim of the organizers of this festival is to; through the festival promote
traditional dance and music forms, to promote peace and cultural exchange. At each such
festival various groups from all over the world are invited to perform at this festival. Not
only do the performers of each such dance group perform together, they also eat and live
together for the duration of each festival. The various dancers who participated at this
festival are thus not only exposed to performance styles of groups from all over the
world. During the course of their participation at such festivals they also live with and
establish contacts and friends with a wide range of people from diverse cultures.

Also in Nigeria, we have the Abuja carnival where people from all over the globe come
to witness the rich cultural heritage of the diverse Nigeria nation. The Abuja carnival
showcases traditional dances and music from all the ethnic groups that make up the
Nigerian nation.

In 1979,(four years after the liberation war which lasted for about ten years-1964-1974)
in Mozambique, for example in searching for peace amongst the different ethnic groups,
a group of talented and enthusiastic young artists from a diverse ethnic group formed
what they referred to as National Ballet. However the Portuguese referred to it as CNCD
(Companhia Nacional de Canto e Danca). The CNCD group was under the auspices of
the Mozambique National Directorate of Culture otherwise known as the Grupo
Polivalante da DNC as it was then known. The objective of the group was to collect,
preserve, promote and disseminate Mozambican people’s cultural heritage. The group in
doing this was to focus on dance, music, song and theatre associated activities. The
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groups aim was also to contribute towards popular civic education through the arts and
for a greater appreciation of Mozambican culture within and outside the country.

The group in 1983, was formalized as a professional company thus retaining its original
name of Companhia Nacional de Canto e Danca and setting a mission for itself that is,
to collect, preserve and promote, through public performances the cultures of the various
ethnic groups in Mozambique. The Mozambican people through the mission of the group
saw the group as “the national symbol and agent of the unity and diversity of
Mozambique.

The artistic technicality and excellence of the company has allowed the people of
Mozambique to see the company as a leader for change in the new democracy. The
company has developed expertise in creating strong messages for influencing the
attitudes and perceptions of the people of Mozambique utilizing their artistic skill.

In its role as a cultural organization that has an appreciation for civic education, the
company has used the arts to influence awareness on important issues for the people of
Mozambique such as HIV/AIDS, democracy and health in communities. The company
has knowledge of the traditional perception, attitudes and practices of the multi-cultural
society, as the company comprises artists from various cultures.

There is also the international cultural dance and music performance hosted by CIOFF in
France. CIOFF, the international council of organizations for folklore festivals and Folk
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Art, is an international non-governmental organization, which hosts international
traditional music and dance festivals in each participating country annually. The aim of
the CIOFF is not different from that of Zimbabwe or Nigeria.

The International Dance Council (of which I am a member), an affiliation of UNESCO is
a platform for dance workshops, seminars and meetings every year, where dance is
articulated as a vital tool of communicating human development. This is done through
presentations by academics; professional dance groups who have come to show case their
diverse cultures.

These festivals have proven to be an international platform for the following:

•

A showcase of traditional dance and music styles from all over the world;

•

A showcase of traditional art and craft;

•

An opportunity for performing artists to be exposed to and meet people from all
over the world;

•

An opportunity for the hosting country, its local inhabitants, visitors thereto and
audience to be exposed to different cultures and to meet the people behind those
cultures;

•

A valuable opportunity to promote tourism to the participating countries;

•

The sharing and learning through shared experiences and memories; and
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•

The generating of further performing opportunities for the performing artists.

The different dance groups that participate in these festivals have returned with stories of
the different people from different countries they have seen, the friends that they have
made a new evaluation of their lives, their habits, and their beliefs. They also have
expressed a renewed pride in their own country, culture and its traditions. The enriching
learning experience also included the disappearance of mistrust.

Both the United nations and UNESCO has recognized the significant role of dialogue as a
means of educating, reaching understanding, promoting tolerance and strengthening of
intercultural and inter-racial relationships amongst civilizations and peoples. Dance, as
part of, cultural programmes, can promote and actualize this concept of dialogue and
interaction.

As we start the new millennium, the art of dance is experiencing a time of
great splendor and perhaps the highest level of development of its long
history. As the rich inheritance of the past unites with the creativity of the
present a new style is being created. It can be seen in theatres, movies and
in the vast genre of television, musicals and entertainment. There is also
an inexhaustible source of dance in social dances and folklores of people
in many diverse cultures. There is also no art form foreign to dance (Alicia
Alonso, UNESCO, 2000a)
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Nina Jain and Daniela Nesta (1998) have written a small but comprehensive and readable
description of UNESCO’s Culture of Peace programme (CPP). They describe the CPP
thus:

The culture of peace programme is an expanding ensemble of values, attitude, behaviours
and ways of life based on non-violence and respect for fundamental rights and freedoms,
on understanding, tolerance and solidarity, on the sharing and free circulation of
information. It is compatible with many types of economy, as well as with democracy
and development (p.3).

Under the CPP, UNESCO has taken on the challenge to spread the message of peace all
over the world through the organization’s fields of competence (education, science,
culture and communication) as the tools while stressing 3C’s-Constructive activities,
Conciliatory activities and Non-violent combat. The spirit of culture of peace is marked
by understanding, tolerance and solidarity at a global level. It rejects all forms of violence
and promotes a society that protects the weak (children, women, the handicapped, elderly
people, etc.) who typically are the worst victims whenever conflict flares up. Is this not
like the African folktales in which the heroes are the little weak animals such as the hare
or tortoise that rely on using their brains and the villains are the big, brutish animals like
the lion, baboon or hyena who are also always outwitted and defeated in the end? The
CPP ideal is thus very similar to the general morals to be drawn from such tales, which
are repeated, and dramatized in many African art forms, i.e. might is not right.
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In the CPP, “Development, democracy and peace form an interactive triangle” (Jain &
Nesta, 1999, p. 5). The search for peace also includes other related aspects – conflict
resolution, reconciliation, healing, co-operation, security (political, military or economic)
and development. In short, the main aims and objectives of the CPP may be stated as
being to reject violence and fight against all forms of discrimination while, at the same
time, promoting as its principles and ideals respect for human rights, democratic
principles, inter-cultural dialogue and cultural pluralism, as well as complete freedom of
expression.

How can we interpret these main aims and objectives at the organizational level? When
we plan out strategies, organize to observe and promote the culture of peace, and to link
this culture to development, including commercialization of the dance art as a sector
within the arts and culture industry, our projects should seek to:
1

enhance co-ordination and consultation in the design and execution of
programmes.

2

collect and share cross-sectoral information

3

identify expertise, whether internal, inter-governmental or non-governmental
(Jain & Nesta, 1999, p. 5)

When we use terms such as “commercialization” and “industry” like we have done here,
we must not only think of possibilities at the national level of the different countries of
the world but, we must remember that the UNITED NATIONS is a world economic bloc
made up of all countries of the world. Given the ease and speed with which
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communication, information and people travel around the globe nowadays, the
possibilities are as many and as large as we can dream. It is part of the business of this
researcher to plan to turn such dreams into reality.

The need for acceptance of, and respect for cultural diversity, as well as the means of
dealing with that diversity in the face of globalization and advances in information
technology, have occupied the states and peoples of the world for a long time. These are
no longer issues for debate as such. Consensus on these issues has been coming since the
Universal Declaration Human Rights (1948) and has now been articulated mainly
through the United Nations Organization and its agencies. The UNESCO world culture
reports, Our Creative Diversity (1998) and Cultural Diversity, Conflict and Pluralism
(2000), do not only articulate the predominant philosophy of promoting a culture of peace
but they also give detailed accounts of the cultural state of the world. It is very important
for all of us to understand this global context if we are to design global strategies for an
all encompassing Cultural Renaissance in a manner that give us the desired impact and
benefits at the community, national, regional and international levels.

We will not go into any further detailed explanations on the culture of Peace programme
or on the UN mission; which are very well documented, because these issues have
already been excellently dealt with by UNESCO communiqué. However, for the benefit
of those who might wish later on to refer to the full version of the paper, we will add
below a few more quotations to emphasize the ideals of the culture of peace programme
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which, in turn, provide the conducive environment for the African cultural renaissance in
which the dance artists must thrive:

1.

If cultural diversity is an irrepressible manifestation of the inventiveness of the
human spirit, the creation of difference is equally inexorable. No attempt should
be made to stifle or repress it. Yet the manner in which such difference is
defined and acted upon by governments and social custom determines whether it
is to lead to greater overall social creativity or else to violence and exclusion
(UNESCO, 2000b).

2. Performing arts and festive events are among the domains that are listed in a new
international normative instrument that is being processed for adoption by
UNESCO for the regulation of the safeguarding of the intangible cultural
heritage.

The intention is to:
(i)

“Ensure that the safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage is not
used to further religious, racial and ethnic intolerance or to foster any
beliefs in cultural exclusivity which may lead to disrespect or
destruction of other cultures’ heritage” (Annex to 161 Ex/15, 16 May
2001, p. 2, #11);

(ii)

“Ensure that the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage be
conducted by the creators and practitioners so that they will continue
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to fully enjoy freedom of creation, expression and transmission of
their cultures” (Annex to 161 Ex/15, 16 May 2001, p. 2, #13);

DANCE DEVELOPMENT
Dance plays an important role in encouraging reconciliation. It deals with the past, race
and hate to make the people understand and accept the changes in life. There has been a
remarkable increase in dance awareness as a cultural heritage than in the past. Full time
dance companies have been formed which has created employment for the dancer who
has taken dance as a career.

It is absolutely essential for the different governments the world over to assist in the
development of dance in their different countries by establishing dance schools for young
dancers in order to tap the capabilities of such young dancers. To achieve all this,
government need the support of far sighted dance associations capable of speaking with a
well pronounced voice, a voice that is articulate, well informed and truly innovative in all
forms of dance, be it traditional or modern

CONCLUSION
The past and present status of dance in Africa has shown that whether used as an art, as
an educational tool or as political action, dance could serve as an effective mode of
raising people’s consciousness and awareness on issues of development. As an art, dance
has been used for entertainment, development of cognitive as well as both material and
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non-material values of people which could be of extreme importance in the eradication of
poverty and the sensory liberation of the emotions. As an educational tool, dance
demonstrates that culture and educational are impossible to separate, as education is the
most powerful instrument in the transmission of the cultural heritage from one generation
to the other. As a political action, dance and popular culture have been used by various
groups to resist being oppressed. It upholds the ideals of democracy. In our rural areas
where communication means are not as developed as in Urban areas, the community
based dance group can be the tool to create awareness to introduce and educate about
different cultures and to facilitate communication thereabout. The most valuable changed
in attitude start at grassroots level. Government, policies and laws can enforce but if our
people on the ground do not give credence to them, there will be no true change. Small
community based groups and organizations, which are often less structured than formal
institutions, have a high success rate at community development. The participation of the
people is more intensive and more authentic

In urban areas and society much community spirit has disintegrated. Urban-based dance
groups could be a great source of community renewal and the creation of a communal
culture. “Creative use of movement… touches the deeper levels of human feeling and
through an expression of the symbolic and the ritualistic… a sense of community and
individual development could take place.
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RECCOMENDATIONS
Our experience in the practice of dance in most African countries show that there is need
to use dance as bridge of peace between all racial, ethnic and inter-ethnic identities or
groups so that poverty, bigotry, war and suffering are eliminated

There is therefore, need for dance scholars/practitioners the world over to agree on a
framework for community, national, regional and global culture of peace programmes.
This framework could be used by those wishing to initiate their own projects within and
across the disciplines in the performing arts. National, regional and global collaborative
projects could also be submitted under UNESCO’s on-going programme entitled
“Proclamation of Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity”.
Discussions on possibilities for collaboration could start now. An example of a viable
project could be a submission that will highlight the underlying unity or similarities
between dance varieties the world over.
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International Human Rights and Human Behavior
Defining the Problem
By Gary D. Kannenberg, Ph.D.
Webster University, St. Louis Campus
This brief essay will attempt to search for some of the reasons why modern world civilization has not been
able to set forth and enforce a universal set of human rights. The essay views the issue from a behavioral and
social science knowledge base and suggests that we first need to clearly define international human rights.
Next, three issues relating to the development of a set of international human rights are explored. These three
issues are; determining who will decide which human rights are to be given, deciding exactly which human
rights are to be protected and determining a method of international protection of these rights. Protection
would need to be a method of deterring those who attempt to interfere with the rights of others (without
disrespecting their human rights).

It is almost impossible to believe that anyone in the areas of counseling or psychology would
disagree with the need for international human rights. In fact, it is difficult to believe that any human being
would deny the benefits possible from a set of international human rights. Yet, world citizens in nations
around the globe are routinely denied some of the most basic of human rights. Why is this where we stand
today? Why haven’t we solved this problem?
One notable attempt to set forth a set of international human rights resulted in a 1948 United
Nations document. On December 10, 1948 the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted this
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The General Assembly of the United Nations went on to call
upon all member nations "to cause it to be disseminated, displayed, read and expounded principally in
schools and other educational institutions, without distinction based on the political status of countries or
territories."
The following is that Universal Declaration (1948 ).
PREAMBLE
Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of
the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,
Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged
the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech
and belief and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common
people,
Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion
against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the rule of law,
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Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations between nations,
Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental
human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal rights of men and women and
have determined to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,
Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the United Nations,
the promotion of universal respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms,
Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest importance for the full
realization of this pledge,
Now, Therefore THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims THIS UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that
every individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by
teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures,
national and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance, both among
the peoples of Member States themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction.
Article 1.
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.They are endowed with reason and
conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.
Article 2.
Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of
any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political,
jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be
independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty.
Article 3.
Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.
Article 4.
No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their
forms.
Article 5.
No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
Article 6.
Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.
Article 7.
All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law.
All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against
any incitement to such discrimination.
Article 8.
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Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the
fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.
Article 9.
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.
Article 10.
Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial
tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him.
Article 11.
(1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty
according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence.
(2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which did not
constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall
a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was committed.
Article 12.
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence,
nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against
such interference or attacks.
Article 13.
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each state.
(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.
Article 14.
(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.
(2) This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political
crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.
Article 15.
(1) Everyone has the right to a nationality.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality.
Article 16.
(1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have the
right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during marriage and at
its dissolution.
(2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending spouses.
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(3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by
society and the State.
Article 17.
(1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.
Article 18.
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to
change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or
private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.
Article 19.
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold
opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and
regardless of frontiers.
Article 20.
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.
(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.
Article 21.
(1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or through freely
chosen representatives.
(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country.
(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this will shall be expressed
in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret
vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.
Article 22.
Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to realization, through
national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the organization and resources of each
State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of
his personality.
Article 23.
(1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of
work and to protection against unemployment.
(2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work.
(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself and his
family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social
protection.
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(4) Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.
Article 24.
Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic
holidays with pay.
Article 25.
(1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and
of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the
right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of
livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.
(2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children, whether born in
or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.
Article 26.
(1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and
fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall
be made generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding,
tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the
United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.
Article 27.
(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts
and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.
(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any
scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.
Article 28.
Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this
Declaration can be fully realized.
Article 29.
(1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of his
personality is possible.
(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are
determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and
freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in
a democratic society.
(3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of
the United Nations.
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Article 30.
Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person any right to
engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set
forth herein.

The modern world does indeed have a document proclaiming
a set of Universal Human Rights that are to be the birthright of all world
inhabitants (or at least those who belong to UN member nations). So why
is it that the inhabitants of nations around the world, including UN
member nations, do not live their lives with governmental protection of
their human rights? Why is there continuous and serious disregard for
human rights? Why do people live in fear of expressing their rights as
inhabitants of this planet?

This brief essay will attempt to ascertain some of the possible reasons, from a human behavior
perspective, as to why we have not been able to solve this problem to date. In order to develop a solution
to any problem most disciplines, including counseling and psychology, find that we must first clearly
identify, explore and understand the various aspects of the problem at hand. Three aspects of the problem
relating to international human rights can be identified. First, defining international human rights.
Second, deciding exactly which human rights are to be provided and who will decide. Third, determining a
method of international protection of these rights and a method of deterring those who attempt to interfere
with the rights of others (without disrespecting the human rights of those who are interfering with the rights
of other). This essay will explore these three aspects of the problem of defining, providing and protecting a
set of international human rights.
International human rights, as a concept is relatively difficult to define. The concept does have
three components: international, human and rights. Each of these components need be defined in order to
attain an overall understanding of the concept of international human rights. The term international can
refer to either all governments of nations or all of the people within those nations (all of the citizens on
earth). If we define international in terms of governments, then we would be looking for a consensus
among all governments in determining and protecting universal human rights. If we define international in
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relation to individual world citizens, then we would be attempting to encourage input from all people in the
determination of, and agreeing to, a universal set of human rights. Both of these situations have obvious
challenges as the world (not just UN member nations) attempts to decide on, agree to and enforce a
universal set of human rights.
The second component, human, is much easier to define. These rights, when agreed upon, are
assumed to be endowed on humans. Other primates or other animals would not be affected by this
universal set of human rights.
The third definitional component, rights, is again a challenge. Rights infer entitlement and also
imply a source of endowment. For example the Declaration of Independence of the United States of
America states in part: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness. ” (Declaration of Independence, 1776).

The source of endowment in this case

is the ‘Creator’ and the stated rights are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness’. Rights are, therefore a
collection of behaviors that humans are given and are guaranteed to be able to perform. International
human rights then become defined as referring to those behaviors that all human beings on earth are
granted and guaranteed to be able to perform (endowed and entitled) without interference.
These issues relating to source of endowment, types of endowments (rights) and a final issue of
enforcement need to be discussed independently. Presently, the source of endowment or authority that
serves as justification and validation of these universal human rights will be explored. Is this authority to
be a human being (individual or collective) or is the authority for determining human rights to be external
to human beings (gods, some other non human entity, or the Creator as seen in the American Declaration of
Independence)? Again, a challenge considering the fact that it is difficult for two people to agree on a
suitable authority. For example, the authority for the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Right was the
members of the UN at that time. An interesting article by Anthony Pagden (2003) follows concepts of
human rights from the Greek and Roman ideas of common law for all humanity to European ideas of
natural rights as seen as a way to legitimatize overseas empires. Furthermore, Pagden relates how the
French revolution caused human rights to be linked to the idea of citizenship. In these cases the source of
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authority can be found as originating in democratic governmental structures, dictatorships, monarchies, and
the citizen. None of these authorities have been successful in
instituting a universal set of human rights.
From the Pharaohs to the Caesars and Emperors to the present we have come to realize that those
authorities did not have adequate power to change the thoughts and behaviors of all world citizens.
Furthermore, those who have had great power and influence have had only limited influence on world
civilization as it is today. We could even dispute the idea that world civilization has evolved over it’s
history to be closer to a basic set of universal human rights.
The second aspect of international human rights relates to which rights (entitlements) should be
protected. It appears that the rights that are to be protected will be determined by the authority(s)
empowered with this task. Who will determine this authority and which and how many rights will be
endowed become difficult questions. This becomes a major challenge since it is unlikely that all world
governments or individual citizens will be able to come to a consensus on this issue. Would their need to
be different human rights for different cultures (a type of cultural relativism) or, as suggested in this work
and by the 1948 UN declaration, a single set of human rights for all world inhabitants (cultural
universality)? The difficulty of developing universal human rights in a multicultural context is addressed in
some detail in Alessandro Ferrara’s (2003) essay.
It can be argued that as the world population becomes larger, it becomes more diverse. More
diversity can equal less homogeneity of values and beliefs. Less homogeneity of values and beliefs
actually could decrease the probability that people will agree on a universal set of human rights. However,
should this universal consensus occur, the final aspect remains.
Once a definition of international human rights is attained and after an authority has been selected
and those universal rights chosen, there will need to be a universal method of enforcement. This would
represent another significant challenge and this has represented a significant challenge to the UN in regard
to enforcement of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the related United Nations International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Linda Camp Keith (1999) collected data over an eighteen-year
period (1976-1993) in order to determine whether the United Nations International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights actually made a difference in the human rights behavior of signature nations. Her
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conclusion was that there was little change in the actual human rights behavior of signature nations. She
further attributes this to a lack of enforcement of the stated human rights. Finding this primarily due to the
fact that there was little motivation for not implementing and enforcing the human rights that had been
agreed to by the member nation. However, nations did receive positive press in being a party to the
covenant. Therefore this covenant offered little help to the citizens of the signature nations but did serve a
public relations function for those member nations.
For any nation to implement a set of universal human rights it must realize, or see the potential for
more personal benefits (reinforcements) than negative consequences (punishments). If the implementation
and/or enforcement of these human rights are seen as more punishing then reinforcing then the nation (like
any individual) is likely to avoid or attempt to escape the situation. This may be precisely what Linda
Camp Keith (1999) observed occurring in her work. She observed that some nations were happy to receive
the benefits of being a Covenant signature but wished to avoid the difficulties (negative consequences) of
implementing the human rights within their nation. There are other significant consequences that can occur
when an individual (Chance, 2009) or nation experiences what is perceived as negative consequences or
punishment.
In regard to enforcement, another major question becomes “Who will be responsible for the
enforcement of individual international human rights agreements?”. One possibility is to have existing
governments take on the responsibility of monitoring and enforcing infractions of human rights within their
nation. This would require all nations to agree to dedicate resources to this effort or to be given resources
from more prosperous nations. Also, a central oversight organization would have to have the power and
authority to intervene when a nation does not perform its enforcement responsibilities. A second
possibility might be to have an international human rights enforcement authority (for example the United
Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights). This authority would have the right and
responsibility to monitor, intervene, and enforce these international human rights. This might be a difficult
task with the billions of people on earth. Governments may also be unwilling to let an international entity
micromanage or even oversee their nations and may be upset at the prospect of a loss of sovereignty.
Indeed, this has been the case with UN interventions and the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
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Beliefs, authority, and enforcement are the issues that are at the forefront of the development of an
acceptable universal set of human rights. It might appear that only one of two scenarios could solve the
problems presented in this essay. Either all people within the world culture would need to adhere to the
same philosophy of authority and beliefs that include a set of human rights or there would need to be a very
strong world authority to dictate and enforce a set of universal human rights. In the first scenario, for
example, all world citizens might be strong believers in a single religious philosophy. In this scenario
example everyone’s major and minor beliefs and authority would be very similar. Any human rights found
in their belief system would, therefore, be universally accepted by and enforcement would be essentially
unnecessary. The second scenario would provide for a singular world authority. This authority would have
adequate world resources and the complete power to dictate and enforce a universal set of human rights.
Attaining solutions to these three major aspects of this problem of providing international human
rights to all world citizens without a homogeneity of beliefs or an all powerful world authority would
appear to be a difficult if not impossible task. However, many world citizens believe it to be one of the
most important goals for humans to attain. It may be one of the highest virtues of human existence. We
can be encouraged by the fact that throughout history numerous individuals and world governments have
tried to attain these lofty goals without restricting behavioral diversity.
From a human behavior point of view it is a lack of diversity of thought and behavior that brings
a culture together and a proliferation of diversity that pulls a culture apart. Therefore, a universal set of
human rights could provide for a world culture on one level, and maintain international diversity on another
level. This might be the best scenario. The 1948 document sets wonderful goals for universal human
rights. However, in order to convince large numbers of nations (UN or not) to accept and enforce a
universal set of human rights it might be necessary to begin small. The 1948 declaration with its Preamble
and 30 Articles may seem to be a bit bold and restricting to many world nations. Perhaps a less inclusive
document might be a more attractive beginning point.
In recent history, individuals and governments continue to work to provide people with individual
and national human rights with varying degrees of success as evidenced in the 1948 UN proclamation of a
set of human rights. In the areas of counseling and psychology, the primary goal of understanding why
people behave the way they behave, is closely coupled with the desire to improve the lives of people. It is
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only by continuing to work toward solutions that we might come closer to providing all with a better and
safer human existence through international human rights.
However, we must not be naïve to the fact that there are those in power and not in power who do
not agree with the idea of universal human rights. In fact, they may not approve of national human rights.
One of the most basic principles of human behavior states that people (or countries) in behavioral patterns
will tend to stay in those patterns. A discussion of this ‘behavioral momentum’ found in James E. Mazur
(2002) finds this behavioral momentum as a possible explanation as to why a person might continue a
maladaptive behavior even though they know of, and can perform a more positive behavior. The
governments of many countries around the world have long behavioral histories of disregard or even
disdain for individual human rights. The momentum of these behaviors can be very difficult to change
even if there are individuals in those governments who aspire to change. There is also always the chance
that a government that is currently positive about international and national human rights may be
influenced by a leader who is intent on eliminating or reducing national or international human rights. Our
historic world and individual behavior does not bode well for the development, acceptance, and
enforcement of a universal set of human rights. But, positive behavior change of an individual or a country
cannot occur at all if there are not continuous and relentless attempts.
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Leadership and Ethics: Evaluation of Outcomes

Topic Area: Philosophy
Presentation Format: Paper Session

Introduction
The authors of this paper teach at a small Catholic heritage university in central Texas. At this

university our mission statement states that in addition to making our graduates competent in a chosen
discipline, they should be prepared through training in critical and creative thinking as well as moral
reasoning to confront the critical issues of society and to seek justice and peace. In other words the goal
here is to educate and train ethical leaders.
Programs and work in leadership studies are becoming an important part of education in general
and of adult higher education in specific. Colleges and universities are offering majors in leadership at
both the undergraduate and the graduate level as well as majors in leadership combined with another
area, e.g., ethics. With the idea of leadership now in vogue, this paper will turn a somewhat critical eye
to whether we can educate for ethical leadership and, if so, what this education would or should look
like. Along this journey, the paper will describe some of the normative forms that leadership studies
may take, and finally, this paper will briefly review our attempts at evaluating the results of our attempts
at educating for ethical leadership.
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During the last century an array of explanations were offered as to what made someone a leader.
One such approach focused on certain traits, some physical and some mental, but when no one or even
group of traits began to consistently emerge, this idea fell out of favor. Another popular idea was that an
individual became an effective leader because of the circumstances, this is to say, the situation produced
leadership. This approach was met with similar misgiving since it appears that a variety of methods
could transcend the circumstances. Finally, in this paper when the word “leader” is used we are not
speaking of a manager in any of its current usages (boss, supervisor, CEO, team lead, Dean, etc).
Management is about organizational control and while this is important, it is not the same as ethical
leading as described here.
Some Leadership Theories
A number of different leadership theories have been described in the literature (Johnson, 2001).
Brief descriptions of some of these theories are summarized below. In the late 1970’s, James McGregor
Burns attempted to isolate a set of learned behaviors that can “transform” the individual into a leader.
Transformational leadership focused on actualizing needs rather than satisfying maintenance needs, the
latter, which Burns calls the transactional approach (Johnson, 2001). Another popular model of
leadership is what Robert Greenleaf calls the servant leadership model. This model suggests that leaders
should place the needs of the followers before their own. The Good Samaritan story is often used to
provide an example of the altruistic behavior required of the servant-leader. When this model is
discussed: values like empathy, self-awareness, spirituality, stewardship, humbleness, and healing are
often mentioned; all worthy values, but when considered from a normative perspective, allowing oneself
to be used, often as a mere means to an end, is problematic (Johnson, 2001). A third model that should
be mentioned here is that proposed by James Rost. In many respects, his is more an anti-model since he
is mostly responding to what he calls the “industrial models.” He argues that leaders and followers
should pursue the common good; that any intended changes should justly reflect their shared goals:
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“leadership is an influence relationship between leaders and followers who intend real changes that
reflect their mutual purposes” (Ciulla, 2003). This model as a social theory, attempts to “shift the focus
of citizens from individual rights to communal responsibilities” (Johnson, 2001).
Ursery (2007) has cited several principles for good leadership that can be used in forming a
foundation for the education and training of ethical leaders. Two of these principles are listed below.
Principle #1: Leaders examine dilemmas and situations from different perspectives. Vincent
Ruggiero (1997) describes three. One perspective is to know to whom we are obligated, not just locally,
but globally. Another perspective is to identify and anticipate the consequences of each choice. And
finally Ruggiero says that we must understand what values are involved in our beliefs and actions.
Principle #2: Leaders have the habit of ethical reflection and critical perception. We should
educate others to apprehend the objective data of their world through reflection, not by reflex and habit,
as do animals (Freire, 1973).
Limitations of time and space preclude a complete description of the curriculum developed at
this institution for the education and training of ethical leaders. This information can be obtained from
the authors using the contact information on the first page of this paper.
Methodologies and Outcomes Assessment
In this section of this paper we will describe some of the methodologies used in outcomes
assessment of this program of educating for ethical leadership. Our goal in assessment was to determine
whether the curriculum has had an effect (for the better hopefully) on improving the individual student
ability in ethical/moral reasoning and decision making. To date we have used five instruments in
conducting this assessment. These instruments include: (1) the Paradice instrument (Paradice, 1990), (2)
the Defining Issues Test (DIT) (Rest, 1999), (3) the Assessment Test for Moral and Ethical Reasoning
(ATMER) (Myers, 2003), (4) the Assessment of Moral and Ethical Reasoning Instrument (AMERI)
(Myers, 2003), and (5) The revised Defining Issues Test (DIT2) (Rest, 1999). All five instruments listed
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above are scenario based instruments in which the respondent after reading a scenario must make a
response concerning the ethical/moral situation and decision described in the scenario of the test
instrument. These instruments are administered twice, both before and after the respondent has been
exposed to the curriculum of education and training. Assessment is then made of changes in the
respondents approach to and evaluation of analysis of the scenario.
Evaluation and Conclusion
The evaluation and conclusion are still a work in progress with results and conclusion to be
presented at the time of the conference.
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Re-interpreting Norman Frederick Simpson’s A Resounding Tinkle as the Theatre of the
Absurd
Sungkyunkwan University
Sun Ju, Kim
This paper re-interprets Norman Frederick Simpson’s A Resounding Tinkle as Theatre of the
Absurd,. As Samuel Beckett’s contemporary, Simpson has received little attention in the way of
Absurdist themes, even though Simpson was influenced by Samuel Beckett. Even now, there is far
more research on Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot, including philosophical and psychological
propositions using Gilles Deleuze or Sigmund Freud. Unlike Tom Stoppard or Harold Pinter, Simpson
has not been canonized by many contemporary critics; furthermore, critics do not mention him as a
major British playwright even now. I assume that one reason is that Simpson’s plays have not
attracted the attention of critics either in Britain or in other countries. It testifies his fame as a
playwright was shadowed by Samuel Beckett or other famous Absurdist playwrights.
In this paper, I will scrutinize the correspondences between Simpson’s A Resounding Tinkle and
Beckett’s Waiting for Godot to show their interrelationships. There are the two versions of A

Resounding Tinkle, but the earlier and longer version is used as my main reference. The paper
analyses the two plays in their relationships to the Theatre of the Absurd. There are differences and
similarities in these two plays. One difference, for example, is different social class; that is, while in A

Resounding Tinkle, the author deals with British bourgeois life, in Waiting for Godot, the author deals
with the harsh, tough, and brutal life of tramps including Lucky and Pozzo. An example of one
similarity is their dramaturgy; that is, the characters in both A Resounding Tinkle and Waiting for

Godot play word games. Moreover, in A Resounding Tinkle, humorous satire and paradox are used to
express the Absurdist reality. Another similarity is that, almost every time these characters in both
plays feel the sense of anxiety or frustration. The plays effectively and persuasively show their anxiety
and frustrations as if they were real. Using the different methods, the two playwrights are concerning
with the same themes and dramaturgy: uncertainty and ambiguity of human destiny and playing word
games. Consequently, through differences and similarities in these two plays, I testify their
interrelationships between Simpson and Beckett as contemporary playwrights in mid-twentieth
century.
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A Study on the Design Development of Easy Serving Coffee Brewers
Fang-Chuan Lin, rick.fclin@gmail.com
Kuohsiang Chen, kchen@mail.ncku.edu.tw
Meng-Dar Shieh, mdshieh@mail.ncku.edu.tw
Institute of Creative Industry Design, College of Planning and Design,
National Cheng Kung University,
1 University Road, Tainan 701, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Abstract
In the past centuries, people had developed various brewing methods for serving coffee.
How to provide a delicious taste and easy to brew solution for serving coffee will be the
key to be sucessful in the global coffee consumption market. The purpose of this study was
to discover the design development trend of the easy serving coffee brewer for the global
growth of coffee consumption at self-serving market. In the study, the easy-serving coffee
brewing was defined as enjoying coffee experience by easy brewing process without mess
staff, such as coffee grinding, pressing, water boiling, brewing and waste cleaning.
The findings include: 1. The key to succeed on the easy serving coffee market is to provide
consumers with an integrated system including the machine, the coffee pods or capsule,
and service. 2. Multibeverage systems (or we can call it as the beverage center) that
provide not only coffee but also other drinks are much preferred. 3. The trend of the easy
serving brewing systems design development coincides with the future needs for user
friendly, environmental friendly, choosing with complete freedom, and having good coffee
anywhere.
Keywords: easy serving, coffee brewing, design development, experience
design, global market
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1. Introduction
People had created a lot of brewing methods to fulfill the demand of coffee for several
centuries. How to provide a cup of delicious coffee in an easy way will become the key
point to be sucessful in the global coffee consumption market. There are common steps
among all kinds of brewing methods, including selection of coffee bean, propotional
mixture of beans, fineness of coffee grinding, amount of coffee powder, tamping technique,
water quality and temperature control, brewing process and timing control. It is necessary
to have well-trained skills to brew a cup of good coffee. That is the reason why Barista
becomes the soul of each coffee shop. Therefore, it is almost impossible to have consumers
brew good coffee by themselves at home. All coffee making related books became popular.
A lot of coffee machine makers introduced various easy-brewing machines to fit the
demand of coffee brewing at home or at office.
2. The coffee brewing market review
According to ED&F MAN coffee division 2007 financial review, the global coffee consumption was getting dramatically growth year by year. (See Figure 1) One of the reasons
is the in-home consumption driven by new technology such as pod and capsule systems for
easy serving coffee. [2]

Figure 1: The global coffee consumption trend
Source: ED&F MAN Coffee Division, Coffee Division Conference 2007 Financial Review, Helsinki

There are several types of coffee makers on the market today and one that is growing in
popularity is the pod coffee maker. A coffee pod machine generally only produces one cup
of coffee at a time but it makes that cup of coffee faster than a traditional coffee machine.
Using pods, these machines require no measuring and grinding. These methods of coffee
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making are very simple, convenient and fast. Prices of pod coffee machines vary by style,
color and brand. Depending on personal needs, price for a pod type coffee maker starts at
about $50. According to HomeWorld’s Census, the single-serve category overall is growing. In 2005, unit sales rose to 1.7 million from 1 million and dollar sales rose from $76.5
million to $87.5 million. [3]

Another consumption trend is the home espresso. The home machines are becoming more
and more popular. There are generally three types of espresso machines available, including: Super automatic espresso maker, Semi-automatic espresso maker and the manual espresso maker. Each kind of espresso maker gradually decreases in automatic processing
and the latter is not automatic at all, but offers consumers more control in which requiring
more manual work.
There are several different companies that produce espresso machines, including: Saeco,
Jura, Capresso, Krups and Nespresso. Breville and Gaggia specialize in the manual
espresso machines. Each company offers exceptional espresso making products and a
variety of colors, sizes and prices. Depending on what style you want, the machines that
make espresso can have a starting price of anywhere between $150-$2000.
3. The development of product service
Mike Press and Rachel Cooper [8] proposed that the nature of innovation and branding
owe much to the contribution of design as a function and an activity. Indeed, we can consider that design has an effect on the whole environment. The whole product model [4]
offers a comprehensive conception of a product, which integrates elements beyond its
technical capabilities. There are two reasons why this is useful:
• Product differentiation solely based on technical competence often deteriorates over
time.
• Many customers, especially in industrial markets, rank intangibles such as service,
worldwide presence, brand and quality as equally important as a product’s technical
capabilities.

The whole product model (Figure 2) defines a product as the sum of core, expected,
augmented and potential product phenomenon. We can examine the existing easy-serving
systems in the market by the four elements. The core elements are the absolute minimum
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elements a product must have. The expected elements are about the market/customers have
come to expect the product have. The augmented elements are the further differentiation of
the product by each brand. The potential elements are often intangible, but give added
value. As a market matures, expected and augmented elements become core elements. In
parallel, the brand personality is wrapped up in the product model.

Figure 2: The whole product model
Source: Regis Mckenna (1985), The Regis Touch, Reading: Addison Wesley Publishing

4. Case study: The easy-serving systems development in the market
The purpose of this study is to discover the trend of the design development of easyserving coffee brewers at self-serving market. We have examined four cases that launched
their proprietary systems with different approaches to the market. They are the illycafe
ESE system, Nestle NESPRESSO capsule system, Philips SENSEO system, and
TASSIMO T-DISC.
4-1. illycafe ESE system – easy-serving espresso standard
ESE stands for Easy Serving Espresso. It is the technology to simplify the preparation of a
good espresso using just a few simple actions. The illycafe promoted the ESE standard in
1996. The Consortium of ESE was established in 1998. The industrial standard is based on
the use of espresso machines and pods, of various brands and models, which are compatible with one another and available in a number of price ranges. The ESE system is the only
open system available to the sector for espresso coffee prepared with paper pods.
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The Easy Serving Espresso trademark on espresso coffee making
machines and coffee pod packaging enables the consumer to identify the
compatibility between the two. The notion of freedom of choice and
guarantee of quality may be attained by ESE trademarks. This is one of
the reasons why the absolute majority of related companies, such as coffee roasters,
espresso machine manufacturers and pod machine manufacturers are moving towards the
paper pod market.

Standardizing the technical and geometrical parameters of the paper pods and machine has
eliminated variables such as the difficulties that might be encountered in operating an
espresso machine, choosing the wrong blend of coffee, product wastage, wrong dosage and
pressing.
The ESE espresso machine contains an extraction chamber with a specially designed geometrical shape that optimizes the quality of the cup of espresso produced by adapting perfectly to the shape of the pod. The machine’s fundamental technical parameters (such as
the temperature and the pressure of the water used) are to ensure that a top-quality espresso
is constantly produced. These parameters are checked whenever the use of the ESE trademark is granted for every espresso machine.

Source: http://www.eseconsortium.com/eng/index.php

The ESE pod is a pre-packed single-use measure, made up of coffee that has been roasted,
ground, measured, pressed and hermetically sealed between two layers of filter paper
produced for food use. The quantity of coffee, degree of grinding and compression are all
defined in order to obtain the best possible cup of espresso. The technical features of ESE
pods adapt perfectly to the extraction chamber contained within the ESE espresso machine.
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Source: http://www.illyusa.com

4-2. Nespresso capsule – creating the ultimate coffee experience
Nespresso provides the very highest quality coffees that could be enjoyed in the comfort of
consumers’ own homes and also enjoyed at out-of-home locations, such as high-end restaurants, cafes, hotels and offices. The heart of the Nespresso concept is the unique trilogy:
[5]
• Grand Cru Coffee (the capsule): Perfectly portioned coffee in hermetically sealed
capsule with a selection of high-quality coffees.
• Smart and Stylish Machines: A full range of smart and stylish coffee machines.
• Service: Personalized customer services designed exclusively for you.
By providing the essential espresso - coffee of the highest quality with full-bodied taste
and delicate crema - Nespresso ensures that all of its customers around the world can indulge in their love of perfect coffee. The combination of these three elements comprises
the Nespresso Ultimate Coffee Experience.

Source: Nespresso Company Brochure

Nespresso offers 12 Grand Cru coffees – nine of which are Espressos (best enjoyed in a
small 40 ml cup) and three Lungos (mild but intense coffees for enjoyment in a larger 110
ml cup).
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Nespresso also provides a range of machines with a variety of design functionalities and
price points – for both home and out-of-home use. The sales of the compact Nespresso Essenza coffee machine helped establish Nespresso as the worldwide market leader in Espresso machines in 2005. The Company introduced the Essenza in a number of hues since
then and continues to develop its palette of options for consumers' kitchens.

Model : Essenza

Model :Cube

Source: Nespresso Magazine

Recycle with Nespresso - One little capsule, one step for the environment
Nespresso has committed itself to respect the environment with its own used capsule collection and recycling system.
• Recycling aluminum represents a 95% energy gain in comparison to the production of
new aluminum and thus helps conserve natural resources.
• Recycling coffee grounds reduces the amount of waste and contributes to the production
of natural fertilizer.

Source: http://www.nespresso.com
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4-3. SENSEO® coffee pod system – enjoying relax coffee experience
The SENSEO® Coffee Pod System was formed by two large companies in the world.
In which, Philips is one of the world's biggest electronics companies and Douwe Egberts the second largest coffee roaster in the world. [1]

Senseo is a joint development by the co-innovation partners - Philips and SaraLee/DE.
Philips is responsible for the “hardware” machine and DaraLee/DE for the “software”
café pods. [9] They have spent six years researching, developing and perfecting the
SENSEO® Coffee Pod System and specially designed SENSEO® coffee pods. Only
this combination ensures that the full, smooth taste and aroma are perfectly brewed for
maximum taste and enjoyment. The range of coffee pods provides a strength and flavor
to suit every taste.

Designed by Philips, the SENSEO® coffee machine brings great taste in both design and
coffee. Just choose a coffee pod from the Douwe Egberts, place the pod in the pod holder,
close the lid and push the button for one cup, two cups or a mug for a great tasting coffee.
The patented system uses perfectly balanced proportions of coffee and water. Mild pressure and a special spray head produce an optimally balanced coffee filtering process. It is
perfectly balanced by the same amount of water and coffee pods. The rich crema layer
helps preserve the fine aroma from the coffee pods.

There are three key elements SENSEO® emphasized on:
• Crema layer
A rich layer of foam tops up every cup of SENSEO® coffee. The lower mild pressure that
occurs during the coffee-making process forms this crema layer. The layer seals in the
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aroma to enjoy the pure, round taste of freshly brewed coffee from the first sip to the very
last.
• Detachable water reservoir
The water reservoir is detachable, making it easy to fill under the tap. A full water reservoir holds 750 ml, enough for 5 cups of coffee.
• Easy cleaning
The podholders, spout, driptray and leak tray can all be put in the dishwasher. The used
coffee pods can be thrown out with any other biodegradable waste.
4-4. Tassimo T-DISC – hot beverage center
TASSIMO is not just another coffee maker. It is an all-new way to prepare a variety of hot
drinks at home. Other than making a real espresso and brewed filter coffee, it also makes
real milk-based latte & cappuccino, cafe crema, tea, hot chocolate. In order to provide multiple kinds of drink in the system, TASSIMO develops the barcode based T-DISC to make
all kinds of beverages. Simply insert the T-DISC, select the right cup for drink and press
the button. An excellent cup of coffee, tea or hot chocolate comes out in about a minute.

Source: http://www.tassimodirect.com/

The T-DISC contains a precise amount of ground coffee, tea, hot chocolate or concentrated
milk, and is sealed to protect the precious flavors inside. While the T-DISC inserted, the
machine reads the bar code printed on the label and adjusts the amount of water, brewing
time, and temperature to prepare the perfect drink. All the brewing happens inside the TDISCs “mini brewing-chamber”, using a unique inverse flow. The drink pours directly
from T-DISC into the cup so consumer can prepare different drinks, one after the other.
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Source: http://www.tassimodirect.com/

TASSIMO T-DISC provides beverage range including premium coffee, crema coffee, real
milk cappuccino and latte, espresso, hot chocolate and tea in alliance with food brands,
such as Gevalia, Kaffe, Seattle's Best Coffee®, Starbucks Coffee®, Maxwell House Café
Collection, Mastro Lorenzo, Kenco, Carte Noire, Nabob, Jacobs, Suchard, Twinings and
Tazo®.

Source: http://www.tassimodirect.com/

5. Analyses and Results
According to the whole product model, there are four key elements to examine all the four
systems. (See Table 1) First of all, the core element of the illycafe ESE is the ESPRESSO
based open system. The system is expected by the end consumer as the standard of easy
serving espresso to provide simplicity and speed of use with constant quality and greater
cleanliness and hygiene. The most differential augment is to allow the end consumer to
choose between the brands of machines and pods on the market labeled the same trademark. The ESE standard becomes the professional industry standard to convince consumers to have the high quality coffee. Thanks to the ecological pod design, the pod consists of
7 grams of coffee and 0.2 grams of paper, both environment friendly materials.
Table 1 the elements analysis for the four systems
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Nespresso’s core is also ESPRESSO based, but closed system. It composes the ultimate
coffee experience by its Nespresso trilogy : 12 types of the AAA Grand cru coffee capsule,
a full range of smart and stylish machines, and customized service. This trilogy fullfill the
expectation of consumers to enjoy the highest quality coffee experience. Nespresso has
established the sucessful branding image which stands for the high-end market. After all,
Nespresso is building the recycling system for its aluminum made capsule to respect the
environment we live.
Philips SENSEO® emphasized on the lower mild pressure coffee-making process to enjoy
the relaxing coffee experience with the “espresso-light” crema coffee. Its core is to make
the crema coffee between the espresso and regular coffee. It focuses on the niche consumers who expect to enjoy the espresso aroma, but not so strong as Italian espresso. Saralee /
DE and Philips create SENSEO® as affordable, easy to operate and relaxing crema coffee
enjoyment. It is successful to establish the brand image in the mass market.

Other than the three systems above, TASSIMO is not just another coffee maker. The core
of TASSIMO is the T-DISC “mini brewing-chamber”, using a unique inverse flow with
barcode system to prepare different drinks. It is the hot beverage center which provides
beverage range including premium coffee, crema coffee, real milk cappuccino and latte,
espresso, hot chocolate and tea in alliance with food brands, such as Gevalia, Kaffe, Starbucks Coffee®, Twinings, and so on. The benefits of TASSIMO for consumers are one
touch button operation, fast brewing in 1 min., preparing next drink right away, customizing taste and fit for most cups. It builds up the technology leading brand image for the multiple hot beverage market.
6. Conclusions and Suggestions
6-1. Conclusions
The easy-serving coffee market had amazing growth from 2002. It is the revolutionary
transformation of the product service from tranditional coffee market. This new service
trend of coffee consumption covers the open, semi-open and closed system to provide
more choice of freedom.
The easy-serving coffee brewing system is a combination of an increasingly sophisticated
technology for the coffee machines with a coffee portioning system using capsules or paper
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pods. There are many kinds of coffee brewing system launched in the market. What are
those systems offer for the consumers?
1. Service and quality.
Those systems offer the consumers with the right answers to their needs - enabling
consumers to find the simplicity of coffee brewing and the quality guaranteed by the
barista’s experience. Based on the coffee brewers and coffee portions adjusted, they
achieve the product and service system in line with the demands of the end
consumers.
2. Multi-systems for choosing by consumers’ preference.
We can find both open systems and closed systems in the market.
• Open system
ESE standard is the only open system in the market, which enables different coffee
brands and machine brands to be used with a predefined standard. The consumer can
choose the machines and coffees of his choice and the producers adhere to one
standard enabling the industry supply chain to create, plan and work in a more
interactive way with the market.
• Closed system
They are defined as proprietary systems. They own their patented systems, covering
both the machine and the pod / capsule. Once the consumer has chosen that system,
he can only buy that brand and that type of coffee. The closed system, such as
TASSIMO makes alliance with some food companies in order to supply multiple
flavor of coffee to their consumers.
3. Product types
Pods are made of paper, while the capsules are made of aluminium or plastic. Paper
pods can be divided into: hard pods, which offer a result as an espresso, and soft
pods, which on the contrary are closer to regular coffee with or without crema.

6-2. Suggestions
1. For all, the key to success for the easy-serving coffee market is to provide the consumer
with an integrated system including the machines, the coffee pods or capsule, and
service.
2. Multibeverage systems (or we can call it as the beverage center) provide not only coffee
but also other drinks.
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3. Systems that offer more versatility in terms of espresso and regular coffee making.
Depending on the occasion, such systems can provide both types of beverages with the
same machine.
4. The trend of the easy-serving brewing systems design development is meeting the future
needs about friendly use, comfort and respect for the environment, choice with complete
freedom, and to have good coffee at offices, homes and shops.
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Submission for the 7th Annual Hawaii International Conference on
Arts and Humanities
Title: The Solos Songs of British Composer
Charles Villiers Stanford
Topic Area: Performing Arts
Presentation Format:

Lecture-Recital – Piano Required

Charles Villiers Stanford (1852-1924) achieved considerable recognition in his day as a
composer, teacher, conductor, and author. As a composer of songs for voice and piano,
he contributed well over 300 songs to the genre – an effort which more than qualifies
Stanford as a major songwriter of his time. However, by the latter half of the twentieth
century his songs had fallen out of fashion and few musicians either performed these
works or had access to printed scores. Until recently, most songs were out of print and
available only in archive collections at the Royal College of Music and the British
Library in London. After extensive research into the body of Stanford’s songs, the
proposer has collected, compiled, and edited an anthology of fourteen of Stanford’s songs
for medium high voice. The anthology was published in December, 2005 by Classical
Vocal Reprints in New York City and is suitable for use by singers and teachers both in
recital and voice studio settings. The proposer, a tenor soloist and voice teacher, will
perform songs in this lecture-recital that are drawn from this recent anthology of Charles
Villiers Stanford songs and will thus reintroduce a body of neglected, yet beautifully
written, songs to conference attendees.
From an early age, Stanford showed exceptional musical abilities, composing his first
song at age four and performing a piano recital at age nine. Stanford’s schooling in
Ireland afforded him lessons on violin, piano, organ, and composition, following which
he pursued a music career as a choral scholar at Queen’s College, Cambridge, England.
After furthering his musical studies abroad, Stanford was made Professor of Composition
at the Royal College of Music in London in 1883 and in 1887 at the young age of 35 he
was elected Professor of Music at Cambridge. Stanford became a prolific composer in all
genres, with a special affinity for the voice. Known as a major composer of Anglican
Church music, he is now mainly remembered for his choral works which continue to
receive performances. His body of songs, while unfortunately overlooked for several
decades, are both appealing and extremely well written for the voice. Stanford’s
emotionally expressive works evoke the atmosphere of life in the British Isles at the end
of the nineteenth century and feature themes of nature, home, and love. Beautiful,
unabashedly romantic melodies soar over finely crafted accompaniments. Stanford was a
master of word imagery and his songs reflect careful attention to prosody. He was drawn
to the major poets of his time, both English and Irish, such as Tennyson (a personal
friend), Keats, and Shakespeare. In particular his musical settings of Irish poetry, such as
that of Moira O’Neill, express his love of Irish folksong and his nostalgic feel for his
homeland, Ireland.
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If chosen for the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, this lecture
recital will introduce a selection of Stanford’s songs from the proposer’s anthology. The
proposer’s performances in recital and compact disk recording of Stanford songs have
consistently received inquiries and positive responses, and audience members have
always commented on the beauty of the settings. Stanford’s songs deserve to be explored
and performed and now, with the release of this collection of fourteen of Stanford’s
songs, his works can be enjoyed and performed by musicians everywhere.
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Two Journeys through Snow Country:
Representations of Epiphany in Novels by Mori Makiko and Takahashi Takako
Maryellen Toman Mori
Independent Scholar
330 North Mathilda Avenue, #906
Sunnyvale, CA. 94085
themoris@aol.com
ABSTRACT
Mori Makiko (1934-1992) published numerous short stories during the 1970s
whose most salient common feature is their female protagonist’s sense of insurmountable
isolation. Her first novel, Yuki-onna (Snow Fairy), was awarded the prestigious Izumi
Kyōka Prize in 1980. It depicts a seventeen-year-old girl who attempts, after the dispersal
of family, to create a new emotional homeland by reuniting with her faraway, beloved
aunt. Her efforts are thwarted, and the girl freezes to death on her treacherous journey.
But in compensation, she is granted a kind of poetic justice; she is reborn as a snow fairy
that wields power over human fate, and she thus attains the immortality of a legend.
In my presentation, I will focus on the final chapter of this breathtaking work of
fantasy, which describes the girl’s solitary pilgrimage, in the dead of winter, from her
fishing village on the Japan Sea through the mountainous snow country of northern
Honshū. As she travels through the sublime landscape, she endures bone-chilling
temperatures, blinding blizzards, the roar of a nearby river, the rumbling of the earth, and
the howling of the wind. She is subjected to repeated physical assaults and cruel taunting
by rough, ignorant men and women. But as she goes ever deeper into the mountains she
surrenders to her fate, slowly losing her sense of time, her individual identity, and her
human feelings. She becomes enraptured and experiences a variety of awesome
hallucinations. Her entire past dissolves and drops away; yet, in some sense, she recovers
it all. As she is absorbed into Nature, she becomes vast and ruthless. She metamorphoses
into a seductive but deadly yuki-onna, whose sudden apparition portends misfortune to
travelers through snow country. Mori wrote that her intention in this novel was to treat
earthly phenomena from the Buddhist perspective of their utter emptiness, and at the
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same time, to affirm everything. My paper will explore how in this novel the author has
fused an icy landscape with the fire of individual desire, and how this coalescence of
opposites triggers the heroine’s transformation from puny human female to powerful
nature spirit.
Takahashi Takako (1932- ), Mori Makiko’s friend and sister-member of the socalled “introverted-generation” faction of Japanese writers of the 1970s, wrote a very
favorable review of Mori’s novel shortly after its publication, in which she indicated how
deeply it had impressed her. In one of Takahashi’s own subsequent novels in which snow
imagery plays a significant symbolic role, the reader senses not merely influence, but
creative, multi-leveled, dialectical engagement with Mori’s work; this is especially
evident in the way Takahashi coordinates atmospheric conditions with ongoing changes
in her protagonist’s mental state. In contrast to Mori’s vision, a blend of Buddhist
fatalism and Shintō pantheism, Takahashi’s fictional works written during the 1980s are
informed by a vaguely Christian perspective, and they are characterized by a more
hopeful tone than her earlier, intensely nihilistic fiction. In Yosōi seyo, waga tamashii yo
(Array Yourself in Joy, My Soul), published in 1982, Takahashi portrays a woman in her
thirties who journeys to a Catholic monastery in the French Alps in mid-winter and there
has a series of revelatory experiences that are described in very sensual terms. The latter
part of my presentation will discuss this episode, which comprises the final chapter of
Takahashi’s novel, noting various correspondences and contrasts between it and the final
chapter of Yuki-onna.
My paper’s conclusion will consist of remarks on how snow functions in the two
novels. In each of them, to different degrees, a harshly adversarial yet coldly alluring
snow country does not simply provide an appropriate setting for its earnest heroine’s
single-minded journey; nor does snow, as described through the lens of the woman’s
shifting perceptions, merely mirror, or serve as objective correlative, for her flow of
consciousness. Snow, in its various manifestations, is an integral element in the process
of the woman’s psychic transformation.
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1. Title of the submission:
Why Is She Still Illiterate after 40 Years with Her Teacher-Husband?
Deconstructing the Ironies and Gendered Social Values in Zhang Yimou’s
The Road Home
2. Name of the author:
Helen Xiaoyan Wu
3. Affiliation of the author:
University of Toronto
4. Address of the author:
Dept. of Humanities, UTSC
1265 Military Trail, H525C
Toronto, ON M1C 1A4
Canada
5. E-mail addresses of the author:
helenxy.wu@utoronto.ca; wongwuxy@hotmail.com
6. Abstract
Chinese Director Zhang Yimou is regarded as one who always gives prominence to
heroines of strong and stubborn determination in his films, with no exception in The
Road Home (1999), which receives much acclaim and major awards internationally
and in China. This is not merely a love story, as many claim, but full of implications
of education, social change, folk customs, political trouble and even Western elements
in rural China. What also strikes this viewer is the illogical and even contradictory
aspects from beginning to end. Among them, that the mother is still illiterate after a
40-year marriage with her husband who teaches Chinese language and whose
teaching she enjoys watching, and her longing to be literate and do sums in writing,
seem particularly puzzling.
This research will first examine all the ironies in The Road Home, highlighting the
heroine’s yearning for the building of the village elementary school and the
schoolteacher, both are the symbols of modernity and civilization in the context of
China in the 1950s. Through quoting the characters’ dialogues and reviewing selected
scenes, we will illustrate subconsciously gendered values in a male dominant society
in this heroine-centered film. With such examples as the heroine’s name, her seeking
the teacher, her connections with the school, and the hairpin she was given and the
expectation associated with it, this essay argues that The Road Home is another
so-called heroine-centered film by Zhang depicting the heroine as a second sex, no
matter how beautiful and virtuous she is portrayed.
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Title: Musical transmission and Rites of Thailand's Lanna Region
Author: Dr. Bussakorn Sumrongthong 1
Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts
Chulalongkorn University
Bangkok, Thailand
Email: bsumrongthong@yahoo.com

Abstract
This study focuses on the process of showing respect to the teacher ceremonies which
is the musical culture in the northern region of Thailand. The study region is
comprised of 4 provinces, which used to be part of the ancient Lanna Kingdom. The
provinces are Chang Mai, Chang Rai, Lampang and Naan. Musical culture is learned
and passed down from one generation to another. The core learning of behavioral
norms and conventions of ones community or enculturation takes place in the early
years of ones life. When the enculturation process and person has matured, the person
is then capable of transferring this knowledge to the next generation. This process
provides essential community continuity. The study of Thai classical music follows
this same pattern of enculturation. It is an oral tradition where the skills of the rituals
have been handed down verbally from one generation to the next. In the former
times, teachers taught music to students in their homes and the learning was by rote.
Songs were taught on a one to one basis without the aid of written notation. This
transfer of musical knowledge and skills carried out in a series of ceremonies follows
a standard, yet distinct ancestral pattern based on beliefs from their musical
forefathers. This paper summarizes the interviews from over hundred well-respected
resident musicians on this enculturation process. These musical masters whom spent
their life exploring folk music, have also passed down a ceremony of showing respect
to the teacher. This ritual of respect is one of the most important facets of music
instruction for the beginner. The typical offering in this ritual reflects the beliefs of
the people whom are involved. The proceeding of the rite mostly start with paying
respect to Buddha and his teaching including the monks. This part shows the Buddhist
influence through the rite. There are also some myths about spirits and gods involved
with the ceremony. The continuity of traditional oral music teaching and the
ceremony of showing respect to the teacher has preserved not only the beautiful
music. It has preserved the expression of their unique identity, ways of thought and
Lanna’s cultural knowledge that is distinct from other regions of Thailand.
Rites involving the transfer of musical knowledge and skills
The traditional musical teaching method was a step by step gradual process built upon the
strength of the deepening relationship between the teacher and the student. This close
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relationship provided the punctilious inheritance of the complete, refined musical skill
set. Even though this manner of personal tutoring or apprenticeship of knowledge and
skill transference involved a great deal of time and commitment, the result was complete
and rich knowledge of the music, foundations of the styles of performing and its role in
life of the Northern Thais. It also gave the teacher the opportunity to be a moral and
professional role model for the student as they grew into adulthood.
The knowledge of local music has continued to be handed down to the younger
generation and the public honors the national artists with praise and official recognitions.
Regionally, there is an award given to ‘Thai wisdom teachers’ and the best artist of the
province. These awards are essential in maintaining the artist's inspiration and pride in
their art. It also serves to reinforce the importance of disseminating the Northern Thai
musical wisdom, skills and heritage to the offspring of the community.
The Thai traditional rite of paying homage to music teachers involves a respectful act
of giving appreciation from receiving skills and guidance from a master musician. It is
with deep gratitude these students move through the ceremony and it serves as to
further strengthen the bond between them in an activity specifically known to be
typically Thai.
From the interviews of these musical masters, it was found that the rites associated
with the transfer of the folk music skill is called ‘Wai Kru’. ‘Wai Kru’ is a group of
rituals paying homage to music teachers. The purpose of these ceremonies is to honor
the teachers as well as for the students to ask for their blessings in all their future
musical endeavors.
One ceremony is normally conducted before the student starts his or her series of
music lessons or after a couple ‘trial’ sessions. Others is also held before musical
performances and annually by professional musicians. Furthermore, since the
inhabitants of this region are predominantly Buddhists, this practice additionally
echoes the religious values of gratitude and morality found in Buddhism.
The student can be a member of one of six different musical ensembles as follows:
1. Pi Saw or Saw Ensemble (consists of a Pi = Thai oboe and a ‘Saw’ = vocalist)
2. Salor Saw Sueng Ensemble (consists of a Salor = Thai 2 stringed fiddle, a ‘Saw’ =
vocalist, a Sueng = Thai lute, Pi Jum = Thai oboe and a drum)
3. Pad Gong Ensemble (consists of a pair of xylophones, a round melodic gong, drum
and rhythmic percussion instruments)
4. Sabatchai Ensemble (consists of a gong and rhythmic percussion instruments)
5. Poo Ja Ensemble (consists of a set of drums -one big drum with three small drums
on the side, a set of gongs and rhythmic percussion instruments)
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6. Glong Loung Ensemble (consists of a big drum and accompanying rhythmic
percussions instruments)
Apart from these 6 ensembles, it needs to be mentioned that there is a solo instrument
called Pin Pia (Thai lute with coconut shell resonator) that is usually only played
during leisure time and is not a member of any ensemble.
The interviews of the musicians and vocalists of these six ensembles reveals that the
most important components of the ceremony are the offerings and paraphernalia used
to perform these rites. The collective group of offerings is referred to as ‘Kan Tang’.
The ‘Kan Tang’ used in the ‘Wai Kru’ ceremony is usually comprised of flowers,
beetle nut sets, incense, candles, money and red and white cloth. However, the
quantity of the offerings may vary by region. Artists or musicians of the same
province or house of music keep the same tradition regarding what items are included
in the ‘Kan Tang’.
It is interesting to note that most performers play more than one role in the ensemble.
For example, the ‘Saw’ vocalist occasionally plays the ‘Salor’, the 'Sueng' or the 'Pin
Pia'. This diversity probably came about because these instruments are much more
popular and the players took them up before they took up the ‘Saw’ vocalist role. The
fact that the majority of players can perform in a variety of roles may explain why the
‘Wai Kru’ ceremonies are more or less the same in nature, process and offerings.
However, among these types of folk ensembles, it was found that there are more
ceremonial steps for the ‘Saw’ vocalists than those of all the other musicians. For
example, there are several fixed steps the ‘Saw’ vocalist must take to prior to
becoming a professional.
Ritual Ceremonies
The first requirement for a beginner ‘Saw’ vocalist is to go through the basic ‘Wai
Kru’ ceremony called ‘Or Eating’. The second step comes after the performer has
become a professional ‘Saw’ singer or ‘Saw’ vocal instructor. They participate in a
‘Baeng Kru Saw’ or ‘Plong Kru Saw’ ceremony. The name varies by region whereas
the content of the ceremony is essentially the same. Third, before a‘Saw’ vocalist
gives each public performance, the ‘Khuen Kru Saw’ or ‘Yok Kan Tang’ ceremony is
conducted. Lastly, an annual rite called ‘Yong Kru’ or ‘Liang Kru’ is conducted just
after the Thai new years day, which is April 13-15th such that on ‘Paya Wan’ or
Grand day or Masters day (i.e. April 15th) the musicians pay respect, show
appreciation and gratitude to all teachers.
1.

The ‘Or-Eating’ ceremony

This ceremony is well known to the ‘Saw’, Salor and Sueng performers. Also many
musicians in other ensembles have been involved with this type of ceremony.
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The interviewees provide two hypotheses as to the origin of this 'Or-Eating’ tradition.
The first theory is based on two terms that sound similar. One is the word in the local
language that sounds like 'Ong-Or' that means either intelligence or brain. There is
also a reed plant that has a name that sounds like 'Or'. It was then believed that using
the 'Or' reed would be an auspicious thing to include. The interviewees explained that
to have more 'Ong-Or' (intelligence) you have to have more brains and by eating 'Or'
(the reed) they putting more intelligence into themselves. They will then be able to
learn faster with the improved ability of their brain.
The second concept is again based on two things that sound similar. The first is the
sound ‘Or’ when expressed by the instructor is an expression of encouragement and
acts as a morale booster for the student. Furthermore, the word ‘Or’ in colloquial
Thai, means “Oh, I see.” Thais often say, “I’ve reached ‘Baang Or’ to mean “I’ve got
it,” or “I understand”. Then like in the first theory, a shortened version of 'Baang Or'
(I got it) is just 'Or' is the same sound of the word for the 'Or' reed plant.

Figure 1 Or (reed)
As a consequence from both of these hypothesis, the ‘Or’ reed is a central element in
the 'Wai Kru'. The participants are required to put a filled piece of a reed section,
which functions as a small cup between their teeth and break them one at a time. The
juices that dribble out from these broken pieces are considered sacred and the reed
fragments are sucked dry. The reed pieces are normally prepared by filling them with
either honey or Thai whisky. After completing the ceremony, the participants feel
they are protected from all dangers and are forever in the loving care of divine spirits.
The ‘Or-eating’ rite not only serves as a morale booster for the music learners or
players, but it also gives them the opportunity to show gratitude and appreciation to
their teachers. The ceremonies conducted in the four provinces of the region all
worship four categories of teachers (Kru): Kru Kao (first teacher), Kru Pai or Plai
(most recent or last teacher), Kru Tai (deceased teacher) and Kru Young (living
teacher).
The interviews with the musicians show that the ‘Or-eating’ is a rite for those who are
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dedicated to their learning and wish to one day become professional ‘Saw’
performers. This rite is also important for those whom are self-taught, but now are
pursuing performing seriously and want to either play professionally or set up a music
group. This ceremony addresses the need to receive all the blessings and good wishes
from the masters for a successful career in music.
A person who wants to study with a music teacher or master can go directly to their
home and apply in person. He can also ask some respectable elders of the community
to recommend them and personally escort them to this initial meeting. If the teacher
accepts the student, the formal lessons can begin. After the first few lessons, the
teacher may select the student to participate in the ‘Or’-eating ceremony. The teacher
may prepare the ‘Kan Tang’ or a basket of offerings to be used in that ceremony for
the student. The student may only need to put the money in the basket. This money is
called ‘Kamnon’ money. In some cases, the teacher requires the student to bring their
own basket of offerings and in others, the students bring what they can find and the
remaining balance will be supplied by the teacher.
1.1

Steps in the ‘Or-eating’ ceremony
• The master of ceremonies leads a prayer to the three gems of Buddhism: the
Buddha, Dharma (Buddha's teachings) and Sangha (Monks). He then blesses
the 'Or' reed and the bottle of honey or wine (or other alcoholic beverage),
which will be used later to fill the pieces of reed.
• The master of ceremonies raises the offerings to the sky, prays to the dead
teachers and invites the music gods and spirits to come for the offerings. While
doing so he gives blessings to the people present in the ceremony.
• The participants of the ceremony start eating the ‘Or’ pieces by sucking the
honey or wine juice from them. They put pieces of the reed between their teeth
and bite into them breaking the pieces. When the reed pieces are ‘dried up’ and
no longer hold flavor the ‘eaters’ discard them by throwing them over their
heads.

1.2

The offerings and containers

The ‘Kan Tang’ are the most important components of the ceremony. These offerings
include a large number of items. The types and number of items to be used is
sometimes altered by the customs of a particular group, however below is the most
common components.
A container to hold the offerings: a kan (bowl), a Paan (a low free-standing
tray), a white bowl, a tray, a soup bowl or a basket.
Nine to twelve strung lengths of dried beetle nut slices with its ends tied
forming a ring which are subsequently bound together for placing on the
offering Kan or hung from its edges. Ideally each ring would contain 1000
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slices with ten rings being typical for a total of 10,000 slices. The practical
reality is usually less than 10,000, but the amount offered is symbolic of this
idealize amount.
One stack of Plu leaves (a vine) (to eat with the betel nut).
One complete stem of banana bunches (bunches still attached to the tree’s main
banana stem).
Eight, twelve, thirty-two or thirty-six cones of flowers, incense and candles
may be included as well as Beetle nut sets and Plu leaves. Typically eight each
of the latter, although the number of the beetle nut sets may vary by region.
Eight, thirty-six, or seventy-two of Kem blossoms or other white flowers are
put in cone shaped banana leaves. Kem blossoms are preferred since the word
Kem in Thai also means needle so it is viewed as symbolic of making them
"sharp-witted" The flowers used are normally white, although this is not a
requirement in other regions. The number of flowers used is usually fixed
(eight flowers) although this is not required in other places.
One, two, three or nine incense sticks (in some places candles can be used in
place of incense sticks).
Two, six, or eight pairs of candles.
Pieces of cloth one red and another white cloth.
A bottle of rice wine (white rice wine is required in some places).
Honey (some regions require a special honey that was harvested only in the dry
season).
Water, collected from seven bodies of running water. It is usually stored in a
reused bottle. Some places require coconut juice or water from that stored on the
handle of a 'Yor' (Yor is a large square net fixed on a suspended frame, pole
arrangement and is attached to a stand. It is used to catch fish by dunking it into
the water and then raising the net to lift the fish out). It is believed that by using
running water or water from a handle of Yor will make the musician prosperous.
A pair of large candles.
Money; from a quarter of a Thai baht and up - 5, 5.25, 6, 12, 25, 32, 35, 36 or
72 baht (in some places the amount is not indicated).
‘Or' reed pieces. The number of pieces needed varies. Normally one, two,
three, five or seven pieces.
Popped rice (Naan Province).
Rice.
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Rice with husks or not polished (brown rice).
Oyster shells (of the kind used to make mother-of-pearl jewelry).
Mats or pillows (Chang Mai Province).
Ingredients for curry (lemon grass, white onions, red onions, shrimp paste
(Chang Mai Province).
Plants with roots (ginger roots, lemon grass, shoots of a banana tree etc.).
A new pot.
A bowl of Som Poi scented water.

Figure 2 Kan tang
The most essential item in the 'Or-eating’ rite is the reed that has been cut up to about
finger length. Each piece must be cut with the base cross-section intact so it can hold
either the honey or wine as mentioned earlier. Coconut juice may also be used, but it
is rare.
2.

The ‘Baeng Kru Saw’ or ‘Plong Kru Saw’ ceremony

These ceremonies take place when the ‘Saw’ vocalist student has obtained the skill
level of a professional or has achieved instructor status. The word ‘Baeng’ means to
‘give’ or to ‘share’. In this case, it highlights the skills and experience the teacher
gave to his or her students. In a symbolic way it also serves as a graduation ceremony
announcing the end of their course of music study. After this ceremony, the student
will be qualified to start his career in music. The ritual also calls for the musical
ancestors to grant the students permission to begin their career in music. The music
teachers usually invites all the living and ancestral teachers to wish the new students
luck and success in their musical career. i.e. Kru Kao, Kru Pai or Plai and Kru Tai
and Kru Young.
In some regions after a period of learning, the teacher may decide to share with the
student half of the offerings that were given to him at the beginning of the lessons.
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This action of giving back what was first given to the teacher was put forth in the
interviews as the origin of the 'Baeng Kru Saw' ceremony. There is a symbolic
acknowledgment from the teacher to the student that they are now qualified to either
be a teacher or start a new music group by the returning of the offerings made in the
'Or-eating' ceremony. Following the primary ceremony, some teachers accompany
their students to their homes where another ceremony or party is held to receive and
congratulate the new teacher. Some teachers keep the offerings for three years during
which they may later share with their own students. When this happens, a ceremony
will typically be arranged for the morning of ‘Paya Wan’ or Grand day or Masters
day on April 15 following the New Year’s Day.
2.1

Steps for the 'Baeng Kru Saw' or ‘Plong Kru Saw’ ceremony

The home of the ‘Saw’ vocalist teacher is the location for the ‘Baeng Kru Saw’ rite.
Sometimes the ceremony takes place outside in either a small pavilion or a stage built
under a roof extension at the teachers’ residence instead of indoors. Participants who
want to join this ceremony are required to bring their own offerings.
• The music teacher prepares the place and the necessary items for the ceremony.
• Students bring their offerings consisting of a pair of chickens, a cone of
flowers, betel nut sets, wine and other required items.
• The teacher whom presides over the ceremony says a prayer that shows respect
to Buddha, his teachings and the monks
• The teacher "casts lots" note: By casting lots, a handful of some form of rice is
taken and then counted. If there is an odd number it is believed that the spirits
of the dead teachers and music gods are not present. The casting of rice is then
repeated until an even number is obtained. An even number means that the
spirits agree to be with the 'Baeng Kru Saw' attendees. (This casting of grains is
optional, depending on the region)
• The teacher divides all the offerings in 2 and gives one half to the student,
while retaining the money. If the teacher is very old and does not desire to
continue playing or teaching, he may want to give all the offerings away. It is
believed that the spirits will then leave him and align themselves with the
student.
• The teacher provides guidance in proper conduct and how to lead a moral life
during a short conference with the student.
• The ‘Saw’ student sings with other professional ‘Saw’ vocalist.
2.2

The offerings
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These items are offered in pairs because pairs or its multiples of are viewed as lucky
and supportive of a good life.
Sixteen or thirty-six cones of flowers
Sun-dried betel nuts sets- 10 rings of 1000 = 10,000
Two mats
Two pillows
Two pairs of cooked chickens
Two bottles of rice wine
Two pieces of white cloth
Two pieces of red cloth
Two cups of rice with husks
Two clusters of young coconuts
Money - Thirty-six or seventy-two baht
3.

The ‘Kuen Kru Saw’, ‘Yok Kan Tang’ ceremony

To honor the teachers before public performances the ‘Kuen Kru Saw’ or ‘Yok Kan
Tang’ ceremony is held. For the ‘Saw’ vocalists, paying homage to their teachers is a
very important part of their lives. This ceremony serves as a form of communication
between the singers and the spirits of their teachers. In it they are asking for
permission to perform the music learned and to be blessed towards a successful
concert. The performers believe that the ‘Wai Kru’ ceremony will enhance their selfconfidence and chances for an outstanding concert with its invitation of the
supernatural elements of music to help them deal with any problems that may arise
during the event. Since music has historically played a key role in shaping the
lifestyle of the Thai people, even non-musicians hosting a concert understands their
position in arranging the place and the items needed for this common ceremony.
The belief that paying homage to ones teachers will help them with the performance is
equivalent to the belief among the Moh Lam (folk singers of Northeastern Thailand)
who also performs a Wai Kru type of ceremony before each performance. They call
their rite 'Yok Kai Or'. However, in addition to honoring their teachers and asking for
success in the performance, the players also ask the music gods and the spirits of their
dead teachers to protect them from any black magic that may be directed towards
them by rivals. Thailand has a history of musical contests so this last element is not
unexpected. The black magic includes evil acts such as sending dirty animal products
to a competitors’ stomach to cause them great pain (ex. food poisoning) and using
dirty tricks to either destroy possessions or demoralize their opponents. However, the
‘Wai Kru’ ceremony has no direct connection with the black magic practiced in the
Northeast.
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As discussed earlier, the paying of homage to the teachers before a performance is
called 'Yok Kan Tang' this is a routine practice for all ensemble types i.e. the 'Salor
Saw Sueng', the Pad Gong, the 'Sabatchai' drums, the 'Poo Ja' drums and the Pad
Gong ensembles.
It was found that the purpose of this ritual was the same for all of these groups of
musicians. They are requesting permission from the teachers to play the traditional
songs, asking for protection and to be blessed with a successful performance. Before
each concert, the head of the music group makes sure that the offerings have been
prepared for this little ceremony with or without the assistance of the host.
3.1 Steps of the ‘Kuen Kru Saw’, ‘Yok Kan Tang’ or 'Yok Kru' ceremony
conducted before a performance:
• The head of the band leads the group in prayers.
• There is a prayer to present offerings to the music teachers and music gods.
• The head of the band blesses all the musical instruments, as well as the players
using sacred water (water scented with Som poi leaves) or rice wine.
3.2

The offerings
Thirty-six cones of flowers
Thirty-six rings of betel nut
Eight pairs of candles
One bottle of rice wine
Three incense sticks
One packet of cigarettes
One bottle of whisky
Water scented with Som Poi leaves
Money - Thirty-two baht

After each performance, the head of the music group must take the offerings to his
house and set them up in his shrine. In the case of the Pad gong ensemble, before
packing the instruments to leave, the group leader pays homage to the sacred gods and
spirits by blessing the instruments with whisky from a new bottle.
4.

The annual ‘Yong Kru’ or ‘Liang Kru’ Ceremony
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Figure 3 ‘Yong Kru’ or ‘Liang Kru’ Ceremony
After having been through all the other ceremonies throughout the year, the music
players now consider themselves protected and under the loving care of the music
teachers and the music gods. The presence of the gods and spirits is felt even more
strongly in those who have just participated in their ‘Baeng Kru Saw’ or graduation
ceremony. Therefore, in order to show their gratitude and respect to their teachers
(both dead and alive) they hold an annual ceremony called ‘Liang Kru’ or ‘Yong Kru’.
It provides as a way to return their teachers’ kindness with gifts and a feast. The
occasion is attended by a large number of performers who come from far and wide to
socialize and avail of themselves the opportunity to show off their music skills to an
educated audience. The ceremony is normally held around the middle of the year in
May or June although in some places it is held on April 15 that is known as the most
auspicious day as well as ‘Paya Wan’ .
4.1

Steps in the ‘Yong Kru’ ceremony

The steps of this ceremony vary according to the traditions of each music group, but
are centrally as follows:
• The master of ceremonies leads the group in prayer.
• He prays to the gods and music teachers inviting them to the ceremony.
• He blesses the participants and the instruments with sacred waters (scented
with turmeric or Som Poi, or rice wine).
• The teachers and the students play music together. This is to honor the music
gods and spirits.
4.2

The offerings and containers

A container for the offerings (kan) i.e. a large bowl, a tray or basket on a
pedestal)
Twelve small candles
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Sixteen cones containing flowers, incense and candles
Sixteen rings of betel nut
One piece of white cloth
One piece of red cloth
One complete bunch of bananas
One big cluster of green coconuts
One pig’s head
Two to four cooked chickens
One bottle of rice wine
One cup of rice with husks
One cup of white rice
One cup of cooked sticky rice
One bowl of Som Poi scented water
One cup of cooked rice
Money (the amount is decided by the person presiding the ceremony)
On this occasion the person hosting the ceremony will gather all the instruments
together and arrange in a group. It is believed that divine spirits reside in these
instruments. During the course of the ceremony these instruments will be blessed with
sacred water. Players who own instruments can bring them to be blessed as well.
It was found that the items required to be included in the ‘Kan Tang’ may vary from
teacher to teacher. It was found that the more modern version of ‘Kan Tang’ has
fewer items in it than traditional versions. This is mainly due to practical or reasons
of convenience.
Discussion and Analysis
The study showed that the knowledge of local music has continued to be handed down to
the younger generation and the public honors the national artists with praise and official
recognitions. Regionally, there is an award given to best artist of the province. These
awards are essential in maintaining the artist's inspiration and pride in their art. It also
serves to reinforce the importance of disseminating the Northern Thai musical wisdom,
skills and heritage to the offspring of the community.
The traditional musical teaching method was a step by step gradual process built upon the
strength of the deepening relationship between the teacher and the student. This close
relationship provided the punctilious inheritance of the complete, refined musical skill
set. Even though this manner of personal tutoring or apprenticeship of knowledge and
skill transference involved a great deal of time and commitment, the result was complete
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and rich knowledge of the music, foundations of the styles of performing and its role in
life of the Northern Thais. It also gave the teacher the opportunity to be a moral and
professional role model for the student as they grew into adulthood. In contrast, the
modern methods of teaching music are heavily dependent upon using technology and
media that make the learning of the music more efficient and at the same time less
personal. On the plus side, the use of media technology has allowed the music to reach
more students than a traditional single local performance or personal instruction could,
but at the expense of a greatly reduced transference of the music's cultural roots and
adjacent ceremonies as well as the beliefs that support them.
What is lost in the use of modern technology and large classroom instruction is the
cultural details of the complicated delicate art of traditional music and their ceremonial
foundations that were so easily transferred one to one, face to face over a long personal
relationship. The greater the separation between the teacher and the student and severe
limits on the time allowed for instruction, the more fractured the traditional musical
wisdom becomes from which historically was continually practiced in a mentoring
relationship.
The worshiping of the music teacher ritual called Wai Kru is a Thai tradition that reflects
the appreciation and value the Thais hold for their music teachers and cultural
maintainers. Good upbringing under the traditional Thai concept is rooted in the previous
generation and branches extend to the next. With both rituals and prohibitions processes
working together they nurture good social values in guiding the student's behavior
towards his teacher and his practice towards becoming a future professional Lanna
musical artist.
Regarding the Wai Kru ceremonial offerings, it was found that they are prepared like a
gift for the teacher or spirits and are comprised of locally available items founded and
needed in daily life. The quantity of the offerings can be adjusted accordingly to the
wealth of the donor, however he will only consider items that have an auspicious
meaning or that imply richness so that they would be viewed as propitious since he
desires a favorable performing life. The offerings used in these ceremonies reflect the
strong beliefs the Buddhist religion as well as the supernatural beings that help sustain
them. They are gathered from the local environment in which the musicians live. This
reflects both the creativity and the admirable lifestyle of their ancestors.
The significant rituals concerning the transference of Lanna music were selected by the
Lanna music teachers as embodying the essential cultural elements worthy of being
maintained and transferred to future generations. The interviewees, cited many positive
effects from students learning in a traditional manner about Northern Thai Lanna music
and culture. They state that the students are more confident and determined knowing that
their teacher cares and will assist them during any difficulty. They feel more comfortable
to start studying and feel the urge to devote themselves both mentally and physically to
become a famous artist.
In terms of the rituals and beliefs related to the transference of the Lanna's musical
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traditions mentioned above, they are strongly influenced by the basic Buddhist beliefs
and way of living of the local people. Buddhism is the principle religion for over 80% of
Thais. For example, Buddhist's view any teacher as a second parent whom they must
follow with trust and respect. Additionally, in Lanna society holding respect for the
elders is another defining characteristic since the youths learns early on that the elders
desire to only choose good things for them.
That being said, the Thai Lanna musical artists were found to hold several unexplained
traditional prohibitions from their forefathers. An example of this, is the belief that 'Saw'
performers should not perform at a funeral or eat food at a house where a body is still
located. An exception to this no eating rule is those that have studied for three or more
years. Also the 'Saw' performers can not enter any house where a funeral is being held,
nor walk under its kitchen. (Thai houses are typically mounted on 2 meter poles for flood
protection.) They can only assist outside in the ceremony. Furthermore, if they haven't
graduated yet, then they can not enter any other graduate's house besides their teachers.
Then since Buddhist believe that the head is the most sacred part of the body, the vocalist
cannot bend down and walk under clothes line since that would place their head below
items of clothing worn on lower parts of the body; especially items of underwear. There
are additional prohibitions about walking under a fruited banana tree and eating seaweed,
green squash curry and banana stalks since it is held that doing so will restrict the power
of the incantations. It is understood that not adhering to these taboos that they will get ill
or receive some bad luck during their performances. i.e. a string break or note missed.
The interviewees offered some explanations for these prohibitions. For the prohibition for
entering other graduate's houses, it might be a way to protect the novice from getting
discourage and giving up as the result from hearing a professional playing significantly
better than themselves. Moreover, some teachers in the past did not want others to hear
their singing, because that would put them at a disadvantage in a musical duel. If one
were to hear them practicing then it would be like revealing their notation before these
competitions that involve personal compositions. Along the same lines the teacher also
wanted to prevent his students from sharing parts of their songs to his competitors as
well. Regarding the prohibition about walking under a loaded banana tree. It was
explained as a way to avoid being hit by the heavy fruit and more commonly the constant
sap that drips from them which stains and ruins ones clothes before a performance.
Similarly, for not walking under a kitchen where ashes or dangerous hot oil may fall as
one crosses underneath. The interviewees mention that folk medicine might play a role in
the prohibition of eating green squash and banana stalks. They state that these foods
reduce the effectiveness of some folk remedies and thereby superstitiously could also
reduce the effectiveness of the incantations. If the incantations are weakened, then the
spirit of the music teacher's cannot assist him. They also state that these foods can make
some people's voices hoarse.
Other interviewees stated that some of these rules are told to the students to just get them
behave well. For example, stay in morality (follow Buddhist guidelines) do not touch
instruments with the lower parts of the body (i.e. knee and below, the foot is consider the
dirtiest part of the body according to Buddhist teaching), do not drink alcohol and pay
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respect to the music teacher's regularly. According to the Buddhist teaching a student
that shows respect to the teacher and other good behaviors will result in receiving greater
prosperity. This is similar to showing respect to ones parents since as mentioned earlier,
according to Buddhist beliefs teachers are regarded as second most important people after
ones parents.
Conclusion
The ‘Or-eating’ and ‘Yok Kan Tang’ ceremonies build the musicians performance
self-confidence in learning and performing music while the 'Baeng Kru Saw' or
‘Plong Kru Saw’ helps in confirming the student’s accomplishments. The‘Yong Kru’
or ‘Liang Kru’ rite gives the students an opportunity to show their teachers both
gratitude and appreciation. All four ceremonies are an occasion to highlight the
student's polished musical skill while paying homage to their instructors. The
offerings and items used for the worshiping the teacher ceremony reflect the religious
beliefs and the supernatural matters of the Lanna community. The offerings are
understood to be symbols of humility and gratefulness towards ones teacher. These
rituals highlight the elaborate Thai wisdom and tradition where people live together
with mutual generosity and respect. This rich inherited culture is elected and refined
delicately while being handed down from one generation of artist to the next. It
deserves preservation so that the Lanna descendants in Northern Thailand maintain
their unique musical culture.
All of these ceremonies besides their role of reinforcing cultural continuity and
supporting high moral standards help forge many gifted performers that serve as a
social musical nexus. The respect and love the people have for each other shines
throughout these ceremonies that is a required factor for a harmonious society as well.
These undoubtedly unique ceremonial practices has held strong against the passage of
time and should be preserved as a cherished part the Thai heritage repertoire for future
generations.
Suggestions
To preserve Thai wisdom for tomorrow, it mainly depends on the strength of the owners
of the culture. They have to compete with the incoming power of Western culture riding
in strongly on the wave of mass media and the continued development of technology
which has become more and more influential and seductive to its youth.
The Thai public schools need to heed notice and provide teenagers the supportive
environment to learn about the local rituals and music. In addition, there needs to be
backing for individuals who can explain the history, meaning and skills that embody
these rituals before they die and the culture dies with them. But there is a need much
more than a simple explanation, what is needed is one that can make the youth of today
understand and appreciate their own culture and in a manner that increases their pride in
their "Thai-ness" and special traditions.
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In terms of future research, the Thai governmental office in charge of cultural research
and preservation should emphasize support for locating and identifying living cultural
ambassadors. The research data on these traditional musical and theatrical performers is
incomplete and fragmented with no centralized coordination of the existing information.
These factors have blocked interested scholars from performing complete allencompassing research. What is needed is for every province's office of culture to gather
personal contact data on performing artists and musicians in their region and make it in a
form that is centrally accessible to allow thorough research and truly meaningful
preservation activities to commence.
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It can be readily verified that war is a phenomenon present in all forms of human
societies by looking at their histories, as it is a characteristic and important part of human
nature, from pre-historic societies to the developed states of our times. The realization
that avoiding wars altogether, or outlawing them, is something ideal but unrealistic has
lead to efforts, since ancient times, to set up a context involving certain conditions that
should precede a war for it to be considered just – the legislation following as a result of
moral, philosophical and legal inputs.
In this context, the present paper seeks to investigate, firstly, the extent to which
ethical parameters are present in Greek military legislation about crimes that have a
moral dimension as well, e.g. espionage, disobedience, desertion. The analysis is
conducted in three stages: First, we develop a theoretical approach; then we identify the
parts in legal documents where the moral dimensions are evident; finally, we carry out a
detailed textual analysis on the relevant citations, in order to ascertain whether the
legislators take into consideration moral issues as well as legal ones and to what extent
this can be attested by the phrasing and reasoning of the texts.
Keywords: ethics of war, law of war, humanitarian law, Greek Legislation, Hellenic Air
Force, phraseology
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1. The ethical dimension in its historical context.
1.a. War ethics in ancient times
The effort to observe certain moral rules in war is not an exclusive phenomenon of
the Western civilization, nor do moral rules only come from Christian traditions. War, as
an inseparable part of human activity, has been a concern of philosophers long before its
appearance in legislation. In China, as early as in the 5th century B.C. it was acceptable
that no war should start without a serious and just reason, that the opponent should be
notified of the coming attacks, that abusing women and children is not permitted, that
civilians should not be harmed and that their properties should not be vandalized. War is
declared as a necessity and not because of favoring violent behaviours1. In parallel, the
maltreatment of war prisoners should be avoided, and victory, which is what the two
sides at war are after, should not be the result of extended war operations2. Indians have a
number of rules stipulating that the conduct of warring parties should not be inhuman.
More specifically, in Manu’s Book (written around the 4th century B.C.), it is reported
that it is not correct to use sharp weapons in the battle, weapons containing poison or
firing flames˙ also, those who are unarmed, seriously injured, asleep or not taking part in
the battle should not be harmed, nor those whose weapons have been destroyed3.
Amongst ancient Greeks who studied war is Plato4, who states in his Laws that war
is a necessary evil that aims at establishing peace and claims that «Whoever makes a
peace agreement or starts a war without the consent of the state should get the death
penalty. If part of the state makes a peace agreement or declares war on its own
initiative, the generals should immediately take those responsible to court and they
should be given the death penalty»5. In State, Plato writes that Greeks do not loot or
1
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4
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Finally, Syse, Henrik, 2002. “Plato: The Necessity of War, the Quest for Peace”. Journal Of Military Ethics
1(1): 36-44.
5
Plato, Laws, Bk. IX 955b9-c6. Edited by Burnet, I., 1997 (reprint, first edition 1901). Oxford Classical
Texts, Vol. V. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Ibid, Bk. I 629c8-d9.
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destroy the cities and villages in war, nor do they consider civilians and wives and
children as enemies: «They will not, thus, destroy, being Greeks, Greece, nor are they
going to set houses ablaze or say that all the inhabitants of one or the other city – men,
women, children – are their enemies but they will characterize only a few as enemies,
those who started the conflict. As a result of that, they will not want to destroy other
people’s land, but the conflict will last until those responsible will be obliged …to pay for
what they did ».6. Thoughts related to war can be found in Aristotle’s writings as well:
«...and we go into war to be able to live peacefully...no one prefers to be in war or causes
war conflict simply for the sake of war»7. Aristotle is also the first to use the term just
war8 in order to describe the wars between Greek and other, non-Greek, tribes9.
Beyond the philosophical texts, opinions on war can be found in historical writings
as well10. For instance, Xenophon uses his narratives to express his concern about when
and under what conditions going into war can be justified11, while Thucydides provides
ample «food for thought» with his excellent recreations of battles12. Poets also write
about war – a case in point is Euripides who extensively refers to the issue of treating war
prisoners (in his writing Heracleideis13 he is referring to the ban on maltreatment of war
prisoners).

6
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In ancient Rome, Cicero writes: «...A war never starts from the ideal state, but only
for protecting its land and its security...These wars, that start without any notification,
are unjust. Because only a war that is conducted for revenge or defense is just. No war is
considered just, unless it has been declared formally or before its declaration
rectification is sought»14. War has to be the last resort, when every other effort of settling
differences has failed15. The rules mentioned above were kept in the context of a typical
procedure that was developed by the Roman state16, while only those who were formally
recognized as army members could take part in the hostilities17, otherwise they were
considered guilty of murder.
1.b. War in the Christian tradition.
Christian thought and philosophy about war18 developed and evolved through the
writings of individual philosophers, who partly resorted to Roman philosophy dealing
with the conduct of war. Roman legal philosophy about just war was gradually
combined19 with a moral-theological dimension20. Aside from the legal approach to the
subject, an effort was made to provide a philosophical and theological justification of war
so that believers could decide their stance towards the profession of the soldier and
towards war as a social entity21.
In this context, Saint Ambrose (334 or 340-397) offers his views on war. The
fundamental

values

for

a

Christian

are

14

prudence,

justice,

gallantry

and
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abstinence/moderation.22. A Christian should act with prudence in all facets of his/her life
and to achieve this s/he should hold justice as his/her primary value. These virtues can
also be applied in the conduct of war23. As a result of that, there should be no unjustified
violence in the battlefield24, while one should not be trying to achieve victory by unjust
means, as winning the war that way brings shame25.
According to Saint Augustine (354-430), war is a means for punishment and for the
atonement of human sins and, as such, even victories of villains serve their purpose in
God’s plan26. World history is presented as a progressive evolution that reaches its peak
with the Final Judgement, while wars, as well as everything else that happens in a
temporary world, is part of a greater plan by God and contribute to His plan27. This
means that the leader effectively follows God’s orders at all times28 «... and soldiers
perform their duties for the benefit of peace and security of society»29. Thus, «...the
soldier is nothing but a sword in the hands of his master who is responsible for his use ...
responsibility for his death is with the master and not the soldier...»30. Even in wars, what
matters most, is not the execution of actions, but the intentions of the acting person31. The
soldier who kills the enemy driven by hate or by love of violence will have to account to
God for his intentions32.
Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) makes an effort to associate the conduct of war with
the virtues of Christianity and salvation33. All three terms34 that Aquinas puts forward
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have already been stated in the past, but he is the first one to strictly stipulate that all of
them should hold simultaneously in order for a war to be just. First, the competent
authority35 (the leader of the state) is to be the person who declares war36. Second, there
should be a valid and serious reason (rectification of injustices, which the opponent state
refuses to or is indifferent to rectifying)37. Third, declaring war should be done for a
purpose that is morally acceptable38 (punishment of the wrongful, avoiding evil,
establishing peace39). The ultimate aim is, of course, considered to be the consolidation of
peace and the pursuit of common commodity40.
As regards the conduct of war, Aquinas recognizes as legal the right to take the life
of the opponent in order to protect the rest of the citizens41. This however is applicable
only in the case where the killing takes place under the order of the leader who takes care
of the common commodity or of someone who has public power and acts for the benefit
of the rest of the citizens42. Furthermore, Aquinas states that tactics for misleading the
opponent are allowed, as «...there are two ways by which one can deceive another
person, either by his acts or his actions. The first way is to say something false or not
adhere to a promise given; this is always illegal. The other way is to deceive the other
side by our acts or actions because we reveal our thoughts or intentions. But we are not
always obliged to do that. ... And misleading that can be legally used in a just war, falls
in this category of concealment; nor can this type of suppression be considered illegal»43.
Finally, Aquinas contributed to the idea of the law of double result: acts that combine
beneficial and adverse results are allowed only in the case where the adverse results are
not part of the intentions of the side that committed the acts, they are proportionate to the
sought good and there is no other way of acting44.

35
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1.c. The transition from the Ethics of War to International Legislation.
Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) is considered the founder of International Legislation45.
In his writing De Jure Belli ac Pacis he supports the idea that inter-state relationships
should be governed by rules of morality and specified by legal rules46. His effort to create
a brief corpus of international rules regarding the conduct of war reflects the general
trend for replacing the large number of moral principles with objective criteria. His main
concern is to avoid war, but in the case where this is not possible: «... it is worth ... not to
try to strip someone from his rights with the power of guns, nor to violate long-time
borders; but in war you should continue the task of peace, and not start a war but only
with the desire of ending it at the earliest possible stage...»47. People have to realise that
the middle way exists: not everything is forbidden, but not everything is allowed48.
Grotius sees two independent stages in the conduct of war: jus ad bellum, relating
to the right of a state to go into war and jus in bello relating to the conduct of war49. As
far as jus ad bellum is concerned, the criteria that Grotius set are six50. First of all, an
essential condition is that a just reason should exist· this, according to Grotius, means that
the state has been the victim of a serious injustice or that it is under attack and in a state
of self-defence. The starting of a war because of fear for the power of the rival state is not
permitted51. Also, «assuming the right to attack because of the possibility of being
attacked is against any principle of justice»52. Beyond that, he considered as just reason
the violations of the human rights of a state’s citizens by their leader, and he refers to
humanitarian interventions53. The list of just causes does not include gaining advantage
over another state54. Second, the good commodity that is pursued by the war should be
45
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proportionate to the evil caused by it. A way, thus, for accurately calculating the
consequences of a war is required55. Third, there should be a good probability of winning
the war, as «human life is the ultimate value»56. Fourth, the states should publicly
declare war. In this manner, a further chance is given to resolve the difference with
indemnity or rectification of the violation57. Fifth, war should be declared by the
competent authority; finally, war should always be the last resort58. It is worth noting
here that the criterion of good intention is omitted from Grotius’ criteria, as good
intention is about individual people and cannot affect or change the just or unjust nature
of a war59.
With respect to jus in bello Grotius places limitations relating to:
i) who can be the subject of an attack. Women, children, traders, and war prisoners
should not be targets of attacks unless they are recruited. Besides, «nature does not ask
for revenge, but only from those who have committed unjust acts»60. In any case: «...We
should always be vigilant about what happens and predict what is probable of happening
beyond our intentions, except for when the good, which our act serves, is much greater
than the evil that we fear or except for when the good and evil caused are balanced and
the hope for the good is bigger than the fear for the evil...»61.
ii) the means that the attacker can use: weapons or strategies that cause needless pain or
target combatants and non-combatants indiscriminately should be avoided. As an
example, putting poison in drinking water is forbidden «in order for the dangers coming
from the war not to become widespread»62.
iii) what should be the treatment of prisoners: those who are arrested or turn themselves
in should not be executed or receive severe punishment. In the case that the side arresting
the prisoners is not capable of providing them with sufficient protection, then it should
free them. Not all prisoners should be punished, but only those who are personally

55
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responsible for injustices, as «the devotion of one to his side does not deserve
punishment»63.
There is a clear distinction between jus ad bellum and jus in bello: the first relates to
inter-state relationships, while the second to individual acts. The first is about the
political leaders, while the second is about military leaders. Politicians are responsible for
justifying the war, while the military leaders are responsible for war crimes only, but
never because the fought a war that was afterwards considered unjust. «It is not the
responsibilty of a general to negotiate about the causes and consequences of a war.
Despite the fact that the general has full power, it should be understood that this is only
for the conduct of war»64.
2. The current times: searching for Ethics in Greek Military Law.
The “journey into the past” that we just attempted is by no means exhaustive but
provides the historical foundation of the present study. The main concerns of people with
respect to war have been constant through time and mainly relate, firstly, to the
possibility of avoiding a war and, secondly, to the enforcement and observance of rules in
order to avoid atrocious and outrageous acts; for example the intentional killing of noncombatants, the maltreatment and killing of prisoners, the use of weapons or military
tactics that are not in line with the principles of discrimination and proportionality. The
legal treatment of these issues, however has not been static, but has been modified and
extended according to the technological advances that have taken place in war industry so
as to be in line with the new ways of fighting a war.
We now move to the applied part of our research which involves the textual
(lexical-collocational) analysis of current Greek military legislation with the purpose of
identifying moral parameters within the relevant texts. We use an electronic corpus of a
specific part of the Greek Military Law (henceforth GML) and corpus analysis
techniques65 in order to retrieve keywords which represent two semantic areas of
relevance to our study. Fistly, the individual moral properties of military officers such as:
Sense of Duty, Justice, Equality, Meritocracy, Respect, Obedience, Trust, Courage,
63
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Rationality, Sensibility, Self-Sacrifice, Love for his/her country, Leniency, Responsibility
and Character Integrity; and, secondly, protection rules during a war, such as: protection
of non-combatants, military/political targets, human rights, war prisoner rights, use of
weapons / limitations in the use of weapons, protection of the environment / cultural
monuments etc.
Our corpus contains the part of the GML which applies to the Air Force, Army and
Navy military personnel. It amounts to 18.221 words (tokens) in total. Relevant keywords
were selected as follows. A frequency list of all word types was automatically created by
means of suitable corpus processing software.66 The full wordlist was then manually
scanned in order to identify lexical items which have both a moral and a legal component
and belong to the two semantic areas mentioned above. Their contexts were then studied
individually in the form of concordance citations, in order to investigate, via their
collocational behaviour, their ethical foundation of the GML. Below we discuss the
keywords in the order they appear in the GML text.
The first part of the GML (Articles 1-6), which presents the definitions of relevant
legal notions, contains a set of nominal forms with a powerful moral dimension, such as
military crime, fear, military duty, and also verbs such as to be punished. The word crime
occurs 50 times and in various inflectional forms (in all cases, singular and plural). It
collocates with lexical items expressing crimes of discipline, crimes against military
order, crimes of violation of secrecy etc. Military crimes are closely associated with fear
(as the cause of their perpetration) and also with charges (allocation of responsibility)
and types of sentence. Fear was recognized in antiquity as a characteristic of the human
temperament which leads to the perpetration of crimes. It appears twice in the text and is
adjacent to words denoting crimes and charges.
Several terms which have both an ethical and a legal component can be found in the
part of the GML which refers to the imposition of sentences (Articles 7-14). Such are the
death penalty, confinement for life, prison sentence, cashiering/deprivation of one’s rank
and degradation/fall from rank. These sentences were traditionally used as punishment
for military crimes; in fact, not just for punishment: their aim was also to affect the moral
status of the persons who received this punishment (cashiering and degradation were
66
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followed by a formal process aiming at underlining the moral gravity of the offence). The
death penalty occurs 3 times in this part of the text. For the imposition of the death
penalty issues of national security or the fighting spirit of the army are taken into
consideration. Cashiering and degradation collocate with words such as disability to serve
and prohibition to carry military decorations: these penalties mainly have consequences
on the moral status of the perpetrator and have had an ethical dimension since antiquity.
They relate to crimes such as theft, fraud, blackmail, false certification, adulteration,
bribery, infidelity on active service and slander.
In the First Chapter of the GML, which concerns offences relating to national
security, we have the following subcategories:
a. Crimes of betrayal (Articles 15-21): The term betrayal has had a moral content since
antiquity. The officer or the soldier who abides by the orders of the enemy, who delivers
information or materials useful for the martial supremacy of the enemy’s country, who
assists the enemy, who incites his own army to escape in the presence of the enemy or
impedes the reorganization of his own army in order to fight against enemy or tries in any
way to cause fear or panic, who performs any action that may risk the life, bodily
integrity or personal freedom of the political or military authority of his country will
suffer heavy sentences. The gravity of the sentences for the perpetration of betrayal also
shows the legal gravity that this term carries. Nouns and verbs in the GML which
collocate with betrayal and strengthen its moral aspect, are: will, interest, helps,
entrusted, (does not) exhaust (all possible means of defence), aspirations, knowingly
(that…), destroying, degrading, harming, rendering unfeasible or impeding (the use of
appliances, vehicles etc. relating to the defence or the protection of the civilian
population). These nouns have a moral background, while the verbal types appear in the
active voice, thus emphasizing the intention of the person proceeding with the act of
betrayal.
b. Crimes of espionage (Articles 22-31): the moral dimension of espionage was already
discussed in antiquity. Punishment for spies has always been heavy and has laid emphasis
on the immorality of the action. In the GML text espionage is associated with the illegal
amassing of information, with unauthorized entry, with illegal imaging and
communications, with assisting enemy spies or with not preventing efforts of espionage
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made by the enemy. The nominal and verbal forms found in the vicinity of this term
emphasize the moral gravity of this crime: illicit (collection of information), destroying,
degrading or in any way rendering unfeasible or impeding (the use of martial means,
supplies and all kinds of installations … which belong to the army or are intended for use
by the army or protect the civilian population), profits (the enemy), (without) having
permission, unjustifiably, helps (the enemy). The verbal forms occur in the active voice
thus placing emphasis on the actor, while the nominal and adverbial forms introduce a
moral content. The legal gravity of the offence is clearly indicated by the penalty itself
(death or the lifelong imprisonment of the officer/soldier in the event of espionage during
wartime).
As regards crimes against military obligation (Articles 32-46), the following are
mentioned: insubordination, desertion, defection and pretence of disability, while persons
offering refuge to officers/soldiers falling within the aforementioned categories are also
punished. These offences had an enormous moral-social impact in antiquity. In the GML
text, both nominal and verbal forms have moral gravity and place emphasis on the actor:
insubordination, desertion, deserter, unjustifiably, arbitrary (absence), abandon (without
authorization/order), causes, inflames or prompts (for the perpetration of desertion,
insubordination, or defection), or facilitates or assists in the facilitation of this action,
guilty, with intention, challenge, affectation, consent, pretend, illusorily (in or
subterfuges), reject, disability. The terms insubordination and desertion occur in a variety
of inflectional and derivational forms with a total frequency of 7 and 20 respectively.
The part of the GML which deals with crimes involving the violation of military
discipline (Articles 46-63) contains the following terms: defiance, resistance,
disobedience, offence against the flag or the army, assault and battery, vilification or
slander. Discipline and obedience to superiors’ orders were of great importance in
antiquity and officers and soldiers had a moral responsibility to obey. The collocates
highlighting the moral aspect of these terms and placing the focus on the actor are:
attitude, they disturb, they refuse (to obey), instigators, defiance, agreement,
implementation,

their

duties,

discipline,

guilty,

resistance,

disobedience,

infringement/blackmail, coercion, negligence, assault, vilification, slander, insults,
discredits, coercion.
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The section dealing with crimes against military order (Articles 64-73) contains the
following terms: vilification and assaults, usurpation of emblems and uniform, arbitrary
hostilities, illegal undertaking and maintenance of power, illicit orders, exceeding
disciplinary power. Nominal and verbal forms with a moral content are: vilification,
insult, assault, guilty, pointless (gunfire), spontaneous, (without) legitimate (cause),
negligence, usurpation, unlawful (order), arbitrary, illicit orders, abuse, claims,
exceeding disciplinary power.
The section dealing with crimes of military duty (Articles 74-139) includes the
following relevant terms: abundance of infringing acts, abandonment of place, omission
of preparation, abandonment of leadership or military order, omission of military duty,
liberation/dissimulation/escape

of

detainee,

giving

rise

to

panic/disarray,

striking/lowering of the flag, abandonment of a plane or a boat, disobedience,
infringement in maintenance, infringements of regulations, entry in prohibited spaces,
illegal use of material, violations of secrecy, transmission of military information and
deterioration/misappropriation of material. Nominal and verbal terms that have a moral
content besides the legal one and are of particular interest are: abandonment/abandons,
pretext, avoids, omission, negligence, person in charge, intention, perpetrator, profits,
harms, legitimate cause, helps/helps, omits, intervenes (in dispensing justice), charge,
obstruction, dissimulation, violent escape, spreads panic, manipulation, disobedience,
charged, infringements, violence, threat, forces, denies, is allowed, requires, false
(signal), causes, prohibited (areas), regular, false (facts in documentation), prohibited
region, illegal use/concession, destruction.
Crimes of the violation of secrecy (Articles 140-146) and property (Articles 147155) are also reported and relate to: loss of secrecy, issues concerning secret information
of military importance and its disclosure, deterioration and misappropriation of
documents and objects, counterfeiting, pillage of the dead, looting, pawning and theft.
Terms also having a moral content are as follows: without authorization, knowingly,
omission, withholds, unlawfully, with intention, profits, guilty, entrusted, confidence,
defalcates, commits, theft, misappropriation, false, pillage, looting, exploitation,
dissimulation.
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Finally, the last section of the GML refers to crimes concerning captives (Articles
156-166)

and

focuses

specifically

on

the

treatment

of

captives,

disobedience/behaviour/defiance of captives and infringement of orders. The nominal and
verbal forms of moral interest are: vilification, threat or assault and battery,
insults/threatens/assaults, atrocities, tortures, offences against human dignity, coercion,
theft, disobedience, behaviour, defiance, infringement/violates.
Conclusions.
As shown in the previous section, ethical and legal aspects of war can be found in
almost every part of the text of the GML. What is of great importance is the cooccurrence
of certain words with legal and moral meaning. The relevant collocations are mostly in
the form of adjective-noun and noun-noun compounds, and subject-verb-object
(direct/indirect) combinations. We also have adverbs carrying an ethical component, such
as unjustifiably which appears 4 times in the text and is directly linked with the
presence/absence or the action/inaction of an officer and the consequences of his/her
choice. It also co-occurs with the adverb arbitrarily and the adjective arbitrary which
appear 2 times each in the GML and are also related to an action which has legal
consequences on the persons involved.
Also, the word order appears 47 times in the text and collocates 4 times with the
term unlawful/illegal and another 4 times with the word discipline. The importance
placed on the treatment of prisoners of war is made evident by the frequent appearance of
the term prisoner and its derivatives (imprisonment, imprisoned and imprison – 49 types
in total). Accordingly, disobedience appears 8 times and has both an individual and a
collective dimension and is semantically opposed to the attested terms order, obedience,
discipline. A verb with a strong ethical background is obey. It has 45 occurrences (in the
passive voice and in various persons) and mainly co-occurs with (un/lawful) order. Duty
which relates to obedience is found 18 times.
Finally, as far as the officer’s/soldier’s ethical (or un-ethical) characteristics or
practices

are

concerned,

the

terms

spy/spying/espionage,

betrayal,

insubordination and assault occur 10, 5, 20, 7 and 18 times respectively.
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In conclusion, we examined the influence that philosophy and ethics has had on
military legislation. We identified and discussed the occurrence of terms with both a legal
and a moral component in the GML and demonstrated that this text has a strong ethical
foundation. The discussion of specific cases such as the duty to obey a superior’s orders,
the behaviour towards prisoners of war, the crime of betrayal or desertion, the
punishment for espionage or the limits of obedience and discipline have preserved the
ethical dimension, which they carry since antiquity. This is especially evident in the
cooccurrence of certain adjectives, nouns, verbs and adverbs which are directly linked
with ethical parameters, as discussed in philosophical, theological or early legal texts and
documents. Ethics and law, at least in the case of the Greek Military Law, go hand in
hand in describing, classifying and stipulating penalties for those committing military
crimes.
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INSPIRING THE PERFORMER & AUDIENCE:
Roger Sessions’ Second Sonata
Frederic Rzewski’s Winnsboro Cotton Mill Blues
Lynne Mackey
Eastern Mennonite University
1200 Park Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Lynne.mackey@emu.edu

INSPIRING THE PERFORMER & AUDIENCE
Roger Sessions’ Second Sonata
Frederic Rzewski’s Winnsboro Cotton Mill Blues
One of the most remarkable aspects of contemporary composition lies in the
immense variety of direction that composers have taken in their music making.
Unfortunately, much of the music has been dismissed as dense, dissonant,
uncompromising and unpalatable. This attitude presents a challenge; how do we
interest musicians and audiences in the performance of this music? They need a
context, a link. There is no better person than the performer to offer this assistance.
By choosing key points of analysis and offering musical insight, we can inspire a
prospective performer and enlighten an otherwise ambivalent audience. This will
be accomplished in the form of a lecture recital using two American works, Roger
Sessions’ Second Sonata and Frederick Rzewski’s Winnsboro Cotton Mill Blues.
These two pieces stand at opposite ends of a spectrum – one replete with
extramusical elements, the other totally devoid of programmatic association. But
both pieces possess an intense emotional quality, apparent in the expressivity of the
Sessions Sonata and in the connection between the blues and the cotton mill of the
Frederic Rzewski piece. By focusing on these ideas in the context of live
performance, we can bring new performers and new audiences to this music.
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WHAT DO MODALS EXPRESS: A PRESCRIPTION OR A PREDICTION?
Victoria Shaoling Wang, Ph.D.
Department of Humanities
University of Toronto Scarborough
e-mail: vwang@utsc.utoronto.ca
How may these two English utterances1 be interpreted In Mandarin Chinese?:
A. There OUGHT TO be a law against it.
B. The teachers OUGHT TO get a raise in the salary.
Grammarians’ list of sub-class auxiliary verbs (modals) in English comprise WILL, SHALL, CAN,
MAY, MUST, HAVE TO, OUGHT, NEED, DARE, and USED. However as White (1975) points out, NEED, DARE
are classed as catenative rather than modal. USED is only seen as a quasi-auxiliary. Therefore, NEED,
DARE and USED are not discussed here. Nevertheless, when negation is involved, NEED functions as a
suppletion of modal in the wide scope of the negation. This paper will focus on the distinction
between epistemic, deontic and non-epistemic modalities. A close look at both Mandarin Chinese
and English modalities of these types is the major concern. It provides an explanation to the answer
that the modal auxiliary OUGHT TO in sentences A and B above can both denote meanings of a
prescription and a prediction; i.e., either yinggai with the interpretation of dagai hui or yinggai with the
interpretation of yiding yao in Mandarin are considered as similar expressions for the modal
auxiliary OUGHT TO in these two sentences. The interpretation of yinggai, be it possibility or necessity,
depends on the verb that follows it.
The subject in question of this paper will be discussed as follows:
Section 1 deals with epistemic modals which consist of epistemic possibility and epistemic
necessity in both English and Mandarin.
Section 2 investigates deontic modals. It includes deontic possibility and deontic necessity.
Deontic possibility includes those which denote permission and command. Deontic necessity
includes notions of imposing responsibilities. A distinction between the uses of epistemic necessity
and deontic necessity, mainly focusing on the interpretations in Mandarin of subjunctive-governing
and indicative-governing uses of MUST and OUGHT TO/SHOULD is discussed.
For modalities which imply real-world ability and possibility, I shall use the term “dynamic”
proposed by von Wright (1951) and Palmer (1990). Dynamic modals including dynamic possibility
and dynamic necessity are discussed in section 3.
Section 4 focuses on the modal auxiliaries indicating the future tense: WILL and BE GOING TO. I
shall discuss that WILL and BE GOING TO, in some cases, cannot be paraphrased. This is particularly
clear when they are compared with their Chinese counterparts hui and yao.
Section 5 resolves wide and narrow scopes of negation in Mandarin Chinese (435 words).

Key Words: Modality, catenative, deontic, epistemic, possibility, necessity, permission, command,
imposing, dynamic, auxiliary, English and Mandarin Chinese. .

1

These two sentences are from White (1975).
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Hawaï’s André Le Gal

French contemporary author André Le Gal published Hawaï, in Paris, in 1984. This
novel, entertaining, informative, well written, was presented and discussed at the 5th Annual
International Conference on Arts and Humanities, Jan. 2007.
The novel Hawaï tells the story of Frenchman François Follet. In 1872, after a
successful career in the Malaysian spice trade, François arrived in Honolulu. He was forty
years old and soon fell in love with Sarah Brinsmade, the daughter of a missionary. The love
story loosely binds together other topics related to the Hawaiian archipelago’s ethnic,
economic, political, and economical history.
Until now very little has been published on author André Le Gal himself. My purpose
here is to give a brief biographical account of Hawaï’s André Le Gal. The data come mainly
from two long phone interviews with the author and his own curriculum vitae which he kindly
forwarded to me accompanied by a very interesting letter on his childhood memories and the
great interactive part imagination and documentation play in his novelistic creation (Nov.3,
1007).
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André Le Gal was born in Paris on November 11, 1946. He says his birthplace should
have been the same as his mother’s, brother’s and sister’s: the small Breton town of Morlaix
in Northern Finistère, Brittany. On his mother’s side the Leroux had been baking bread for
generations “in the shadow of the majestic Viaduct of Morlaix (see attached photograph)”. Le
Gal recalls with great affection his grandfather, Jean Marie Floc’h (1884-1984), (“more
‘Breton looking’ than any caricature of a Breton could be”), who married blue-eyed Çoisik
Leroux in 1905: A volunteer in the French national Navy in1900, J.M. Floc’h sailed for the
“colonies”, particularly Indochina (now “Vietnam’). On his return, he enlisted in the
“Gendarmerie maritime”, which, without his knowing, would dispense him of military duties
during both WW I and II.
André grew up on Madagascar: his father, an officer in the French navy, was working
at the Diego Suarez military shipyard in the North of the island. With his parents he returned
toBrittany on time to do his secondary school as a boarder at the Institution Catholique Saint
Louis de Gonzague in Châteaulin, Finistère. In 1964 he started his graduate studies in Paris at
the Sorbonne; he became “agrégé” in Philosophy and obtained an additional diploma in
“économie politique et sociale” (political and social economy) at the Paris-Pantheon Law
School (1970).
In 1971 André was Radio-France correspondent for Latin America, and also taught at
the Alliance Française de Lima, Peru.
Starting in 1974 he was advisor and translator from English into French at the Guy Le
Prat publishing house, rue des Augustins, Paris, and he also worked for the weekly magazine
L’Express, as “translator-rewriter”. He taught Philosophy as Associate Professor at the
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Niamey School of Journalism, Nigeria (1978), and then, in 1981, at the Institut National de
l’Audio-visuel in Paris.
In 1984 he produced a few France-Culture “Bon Plaisir” sequences, and a radio series,
“Le Crépuscule des Albatros” (“Twilight of the Albatros”—my translation), about the last
Cape Horners.

The considerable success (a sale of 700,000 copies) of his first novel Le Shangaïé
(Paris, Lattès,1986), allowed him to dedicate himself to creative writing exclusively, with the
exception of a few articles for the French nature and exploration magazine Geo. He
subsequently published:
Hawaï (Paris, Lattès, 1988), laureate of the Prix des Ecrivains de Langue Française,
Le Roi des Chiens (Paris, Lattès, 1990), Prix Bretagne,
L'Or des Sables (Paris, Julliard, 1991), Grand Prix des Romans de la ville de Rennes,
Au Caprice des Esprits (Paris, Julliard, 1992),
Les Cœurs Marins (Paris, Plon, 1994) 1 ,
Chroniques des Gens de Mer (Paris, Plon, 1998) 2 , Prix Hamic de l'Académie
Française,

1

In December 1994, I came back, by chance, to the little northern Brittany harbor where I used to spend my
vacation when I was a child. The world of fishermen is still there mornings and afternoons, But in the last fifty
years the universe of fishing has turned upside down. -- my translation of « En décembre 1994, le hasard m'a
amené dans un petit port de Bretagne-Nord où, quand j'étais enfant, ma famille passait ses vacances. Le matin et
l'après-midi, le monde de la pêche s'y retrouve encore, bien différent de celui de mon enfance. En cinquante ans,
l'univers de la pêche a été chamboulé »)
2
“For three years (1995-1998), in winter mainly, while visiting the Breton Harbors from Concarneau to
Granville, I have gathered portraits of men and women of all ages [….]. They all tell about the same story: the
story of the old maritime world which exists no longer and that of a new world emerging in sufferings and tears.
But each of them […] is bound to his job which is much more than a profession for him. All have the feeling that
they belong to a separate world: the world of the sea […]. Each sailing off is for each a rebirth. » -- my
translation of « Pendant trois ans (1995-1998), au gré de rencontres surtout hivernales dans les ports de
Bretagne, de Concarneau à Granville, j'ai réuni une trentaine de portraits d'hommes et de femmes de tous âges,
du hauturier de la mer d'Irlande au caseyeur des îles Chausey, mais aussi du mareyeur et du charpentier de
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Saïgon (Paris, Plon, 2002),
Le Dernier Mandarin (Paris, Plon, 2004),
Les Sœurs de Saint Petersbourg (Paris, Plon, 2007),

Like Jean-Marie Queïnec, the “Shangaié”, André Le Gal’s reader’s is transported all
around the world: from Brittany, France (Le Shangaié 3 , Le Roi des Chiens 4 , Les Cœurs
Marins 5 , Chroniques des Gens de Mer 6 ,) to Nigeria and Africa (L'Or des Sables),Asia and the
Pacific (Hawaï, Saïgon, Le Dernier Mandarin 7 ), Poland and Russia (Les Sœurs de Saint
Petersbourg 8 ). The reader also travels through time, chiefly from the eighteenth Century, Le
Gal’s advocated favorite period to the present. In the above mentioned presentation of Hawaï,
last year, we insisted on the excellent “documentation” of Hawaï, like all other Le Gal’s
novels. On the subject, Le Gal insists on an important parallel between documentation and
imagination. “When I wrote Hawaï, my first novel had been a best seller and my name was
famous enough: I did not have to go and search for “authentic witnesses” I devoted all my
heart and soul to documentation. Why do I use such an expression, “all my heart and soul”?
Because documentation is an integral part of literary creation. In fact, “documentation”
generates images that will give birth to characters, scenes, a plot. For our imagination to

marine. Ils racontent tous un peu la même histoire : celle du vieux monde de la mer disparu et d'un nouveau qui
émerge dans la douleur et les larmes. Mais tous, de Yann, 18 ans, qui apprend le métier au large de Loctudy, à
Louis, 50 ans, qui pilote les gros navires jusqu'aux quais de Saint-Malo, tous sont attachés à leur métier qui est
pour eux bien plus qu'une profession. Tous éprouvent la sensation de faire partie d'un monde à part : le monde de
la mer. Michel, " ligneur " dans le golfe de Gascogne, le reconnaît : "Partir en " marée", c'est chaque fois un peu
recommencer sa vie. »
3
« Shanghaied » -- my translation.
4
The title is a pun on « dogs », meaning here the call for the most violent attack of an enemy ship. The hero,
captain Guy de Kervella, is thus, the “King of Dogs” -- my translation, circa 1792)
5
“Sea Hearts”. The story of the deadly rivalry in the international world of regattas and in love for one women
of two young men who do not know they have the same father.
6
« Seamen’s Chronicles » -- my translation
7
« The last Mandarin» -- my translation.
8
“Saint-Petersburg Sisters” -- my translation.
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function, places and characters must be in perfect conformity to reality. 9 The novelist is
annoyed when readers do not believe that he has never traveled to the lands where he chooses
to develop his plots: “When I wrote Hawaï, my first novel had been a best seller and my name
was famous enough: I did not have to go and search for “authentic witnesses” I devoted all my
heart and soul to documentation. Why do I use such an expression, “all my heart and soul”?
Because documentation is an integral part of literary creation. In fact, “documentation”
generates images that will give birth to characters, scenes, a plot. For our imagination to
function, places and characters must be perfectly conform to reality.” 10

As a conclusion Le Gal likes to recall an anecdote involving Blaise Cendrars,
author of the celebrated prose on the Transiberian railroad in the nineteen thirties. He was
suspected never to have boarded the legendary train. To Pierre Lazareff’s asking if he had
Cendrars answered: “How important is this, provided that I made you ride it.” Thereupon I
guarantee that I have done my best to be faithful to truth while sharing these details on a great
French novelist and his work.

9

“mon premier roman avait été un bestseller et mon nom était suffisamment connu dans le public pour que je n'aille
rechercher aucun « témoin authentique »... Je me suis consacré de tout mon cœur et de toute mon âme, à la documentation.
Pourquoi utilise-je une telle expression, «de tout mon cœur et de toute mon âme» ? Parce que, ce qu’on appelle
«documentation» fait partie, totalement et même au premier rang! de la création littéraire. En fait, la «documentation»
engendre des images qui vont donner naissance à des personnages, à des scènes, à une intrigue. Pour que l'imagination
fonctionne il faut que lieux, événements et personnages soient dans une conformité parfaite avec la réalité. » -- my translation
from Le Gal’s letter of October 26, 2006.
10
« Par quel miracle pourrait on se retrouver, physiquement, dans le Honolulu du temps de Kalakahua ou dans LeSan
Francisco d'avant l'incendie de 1904? Les gratte ciels actuels n' auront pour seule vertu que de vous éloigner de ce que
pouvaient être ces villes il y a plus d'un siècle. L'imagination de l'auteur, imprégnée des sources historiques acquises dans les
œuvres des universitaires, l'amène au cœur de la vérité. Pour contredire une formule de Blaise Pascal, l'imagination ne se
trompe jamais. » -- my translation (Ibid.)
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Appendix I: A portrait of André Le Gal
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Appendix II: Morlaix viaduct
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Abstract: Paper Title: “The Cultural, Social, Spiritual and Dietary Importance of Putting Whale
Back on our Dinner Tables. The Revitalization of Makah (U.S.) and Nuu-chah-nulth
(Canada) Whaling.”
Presenter: Charlotte Coté, Assistant Professor, American Indian Studies, University of
Washington, Seattle.

The Makah people and my people, the Nuu-chah-nulth, are traditional hunters of whales.
But, we stopped whaling over 70 years ago after the whales we subsisted on were hunted to near
extinction by commercial whalers. Changes have taken place to our cultures and diets since then
and we now no longer need to whale for subsistence. Neither do we need whale meat, blubber
and oil as a food source. However, reintroducing whale products back into our diets has cultural,
social and spiritual significance and is important for our overall well-being and community
health. The whale’s nutritional value has become important in addressing our health needs and
could alleviate some of the health problems that plague the Makah and Nuu-chah-nulth
communities. A return to whaling and putting whale oil and meat back on our dinner tables
means a return to a healthier lifestyle.
In this paper I will discuss how Native traditional foods have cultural, social and spiritual
significance, and the harvesting, use and sharing of these foods provide an important link to our
cultures and unite our communities. Thus, the capture, distribution, sharing and eating of whale
will strengthen our whaling identities that we have so proudly maintained. The revival of the
prayers, songs, ceremonies and stories that are integral to our whaling tradition will reinvigorate
in us a sense of sacredness and gratitude for being given the spiritual gift of whale as food.
Therefore, reconnecting to whale as a food source is in itself a form of sovereignty and links to
our overall efforts towards self-determination.
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Designing for Inclusive Society: Tactile Guide Path in Hong Kong
Kin Wai Michael SIU
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong SAR, P. R. China
Jiangyan LU
Wuhan University of Technology, P. R. China
School of Design, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hunghom, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
Tel: (852)27665455. Email: m.siu@polyu.edu.hk, sdjylu@polyu.edu.hk

Abstract
Tactile guide path (TGP) is a system in the public environment to assist blind and visually
impaired people (VIP) to distinguish locations and directions, identify and prevent potential
hazards, and then approach and reach expected destinations. The original form of exacting
modern TGP was invented several decades ago. The design of TGP has undergone continuous
changes to meet new needs and higher quality requirements. However, critical comments on the
unsatisfactory design of TGP have still been frequently heard. Taking Hong Kong's TGP as a
case study, this paper identifies the importance of TGP for VIP's daily lives. Based on the
findings of field studies in different public environments, this paper then identifies the limitations
and problems of design in Hong Kong, and proposes directions of improvement which aim to
enhance independence of VIP and bring an inclusive society to all.

Introduction
Most disabled persons (or, persons with special needs or persons with limitations) expect to have
living, studying, working, and leisure lives as independent as other people. However, our society
is still full of "barriers" that obstruct disabled persons from living fairly, comfortably, and
dignified in their daily lives. Due to different natures, levels, and degrees of needs (or,
disabilities), disabled persons need to face different kinds and levels of difficulties in accessing
places independently.
We cannot deny that city plans, networks, facilities, and services in modern cities have greatly
improved over the past few decades. People can access places conveniently. The policy of barrier
free (or, inclusive design, universal design, accessible design, design for all approaches) has also
been claimed to be adopted in some countries, such as Australia, Germany, the United Kingdom,
and the United States (Americans with Disabilities Act: Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings
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and Facilities, 1990; Department of Justice, 1994; Equal Opportunities Commission, 2008a,
2008b; Siu, 2007; United States Access Board, 2004). However, when we look around carefully
at the policies, plans, systems, designs, implementations, and management of different
circulation systems in the public environment nowadays, we cannot deny that consideration for
the needs and preferences of disabled persons to access places is still limited.
Among all disabled persons, visually impaired persons (VIP) face a lot of difficulties and receive
relatively unsatisfactory and/or unfair assistance to access places. This situation hinders most
VIP from going out to get closer to the community. In Hong Kong (similar to many metropolitan
cities), although the concept (including ordinance) of equal opportunity has been strengthened in
society, disabled persons still find it difficult integrating into society. Today, for instance, even
though the barrier free concept has been promoted for a long time and public facilities keep
improving, many of the public spaces and facilities are still not user-friendly for VIP. VIP
encounter more "barriers" in their daily lives when compared to other disabled persons. One of
the major reasons is that the considerations of most barrier free facilities are biased and mainly
focus on persons with motion limitations (that is, physical handicap), but seldom on those with
sensory or cognitive disabilities.
In fact, VIP face a lot of difficulties, such as even simply accessing a place by walking.
Sometimes, due to the convenience and benefit of non-VIP, VIP need to face additional and
reasonable barriers. For example, many urban facilities nowadays are installed for people, such
as temporary promotion stands, rubbish bins, barriers, etc. However, such kind of facilities
installed in public spaces without further notice to VIP may cause inconvenience and could even
be dangerous to VIP.
Then, how can urban facilities give help to VIP to access places? In particular "independence"
and "equal opportunity" in accessing places are two major and important considerations for all.
Therefore, the question is how can urban facilities meet these considerations?

A Study on Tactile Guide Path: Case Study in Hong Kong
To have more understanding on the issue and promote equal opportunity in our society, a
research project related to the needs and preferences of VIP in accessing places was conducted
by the Public Design Lab of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University from 2005 to 2008 (Siu,
2008). The project was under the design direction: d*hk® (that is, Designed in, by and for Hong
Kong). In the research project, tactile guide paths (TGP) in Hong Kong were taken as the core
case study while those in other cities were taken as supplementary cases as reference.
In the project, different types of public places such as transportation terminals, shopping centers
and universities were taken as case study sites for in-depth study. The research activities included
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intensive field observations and direct interviews. Different types of TGP were reviewed by
using product analysis methods, including the assessment of overall system and network,
configuration, construction, form, dimension, color, material and surface finishing.
The project team attempted to promote participatory research in the project. Thus, the researchers
maintained a close working relationship with the staff, social workers and members (VIP) of the
HKBU.

Limitations and Problems of TGP in Hong Kong
According to the findings of the research project, some major limitations and problems of
existing TGP in Hong Kong have been identified:
1.

Lacking information for finding and locating TGP



2.

Poor configuration and setting









3.

Although TGP have been widely installed in the city, it is not easy for VIP to find and
locate TGP, in particular in some old districts where the configuration of the
environment is complicated.
There is no additional assistance or aids to help VIP to find and locate TGP.

The configuration and setting of many TGP are wrongly installed. For example,
specific combinations of different patterns provide different meanings to VIP.
The connection methods and angles of many TGP are wrong (that is, not according to
the required standards). For example, the connecting angle of two TGP is too sharp.
VIP will feel confused, or easily walk out of the guiding zone of TGP. In turn VIP need
to spend more time to catch the meaning of TGP.
Lengths of some TGP are not sufficiently provided (that is, only one to two tactile tiles
where information is not clearly provided). Such situation causes VIP to not have
sufficient time to think and react to the intended meaning of TGP.
Many obstacles (including temporary objects) are placed on or near TGP. It is a very
common situation in shopping centers as well as other similar private public accessed
places. People do not have the awareness of the needs of VIP.
Many TGP cannot match with the specific function of other facilities. For example,
many TGP cannot match with the function of ramps provided for physically disabled
people, such as wheelchair users.

Lacking information for direction and location
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4.

Most of the TGP are only paved for guiding VIP to "follow" to get from one place to
another. Most of the time a VIP must know the locations of the starting point and
destination in advance. In other words, TGP is considered as a link between two
already-known places.
However, TGP does not include any information about direction and location.
Therefore, it is difficult for VIP to search "new" places or understand the environmental
setting of the places by using TGP. For example, if a VIP wants to search for a public
toilet at a place where he/she has not been before, TGP cannot provide any information
or function for the location and direction of the toilet.
Therefore, other assistant guide facilities are necessary to be provided with TGP to help
VIP find their expected destination. However, such kinds of facilities are very limited to
be provided with TGP in Hong Kong.

Confusion of different tactile patterns






There are three common tactile patterns (recommended by the government) for TGP in
Hong Kong (see Figure 1). The two different patterns of raised dots representing
warning and direction information, respectively, are always misunderstood or misused
by people.
To be convenient for installation, some of the designers and construction contractors in
purpose mix the two patterns together (or, only select one pattern to represent both
patterns). However, such kind of practice causes inconvenience and can sometimes be
dangerous to VIP (see Figures 2 and 3).
Lacking in-depth understanding on different specific purposes of different tactile
patterns is another cause for the situations above (Sentinella & Gregory, 2004).

Figure 1. Three common patterns of TGP using in Hong Kong.
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Figure 2. The TGP tile for providing direction information are used as providing direction
and warning information (that is, the tiles is wrongly installed at the end of the TGP).
5.

Inappropriate dimensions






6.

Some of the TGP are too narrow to walk. It would be more convenient for VIP to walk
on the TGP if it is widened. In fact, the sizes of TGP in different countries are different
according to the people and the conditions of these countries. Take the United States as
an example, the TGP on the crosswalk is larger than other countries.
The raised tactile bars and dots of some TGP are too shallow and it is not easy for VIP
to detect/sense them. On the contrary, some of the TGP's raised bars and dots are too
high so that VIP as well as other users easily get hurt, for example, twisting their
ankles.
Some of the sizes of the raised dots and bars of TGP are not according to the required
standards defined by the government. Actually, this situation is very serious since
non-standard TGP will give wrong information to VIP or VIP cannot read them.

Poor design and manufacturing quality



The materials of some TGP are poor in quality and they are easily damaged due to
frequent use, including improper use by non-VIP.
The surface finishing of some TGP is poor in quality. For example, some of the TGP
are made of stainless steel to be harmonious with the surrounding environment.
However, the surface of many of these stainless steel TGP are worn due to frequent use
and in turn the surface is slippery and dangerous for VIP (for detailed requirements of
surface finishing for TGP, see Sentinella & Gregory, 2004; Tactile Paving, 2008).
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7.

To match with the surrounding environment, some designers prefer to choose TGP with
low-contrasting color to the surrounding environment. However, this design choice is
actually contrary to the original objective of TGP. Many VIP (such as those with visual
impairment due to the age problem) are not totally blind and contrasting colors between
TGP and the surrounding background (that is, the color of the floor) is important for
VIP to "see" the TGP.

Poor management and maintenance




Many TGP, in particular those in exterior areas without covers, are poor in management
and maintenance. Some of them have been broken for a long time, but without any
repairment. However, VIP cannot see the damage and it easily causes two major
problems for VIP. First, VIP easily get hurt. Second, VIP cannot find their way if the
damage of the TGP is serious.
Some of the TGP cannot provide updated information about changes in the surrounding
environment. For example, streets and shopping centers are always changing due to
maintenance and business needs. However, TGP (most of the time as the only means to
provide information to VIP) cannot provide information about such changes to VIP. In
other words VIP can only get old ─ possibly wrong, not updated ─ information from
TGP.

Figure 3. A temporary carpet covers the TGP that it causes inconvenience and sometimes
dangerous to VIP.
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Figure 4. A permanent cabinet is put on the TGP that it is difficult for VIP to notice. The
cabinet also causes dangerous to VIP.


Many people do not have an awareness of the needs of VIP so they often put temporary
objects (such as cabinets, chairs, carpets) on or near TGP (see Figures 3 & 4). However,
such kind of objects will pose a danger and cause inconvenience to VIP. In fact, such
situations are very common in many shopping centers as well as other similar private
public accessed places.

An Inclusive Environment
To overcome the limitations and problems identified above, the government, related departments,
professionals and the general public should work together to tackle the problems from three
perspectives: plain, line, and point (see also Siu, 2007).
Plain level:


The overall configuration and setting of TGP in the city (that is, region and district levels)
should be carefully planned. Today, the government and professionals only plan TGP in a
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quite piecemeal way. In particular, in many private places for public access, such as shopping
centers, TGP are only considered and installed up to the entrance of the places. How these
TGP connect to the "outside world" is seldom considered.
Even in the most updated Design Manual by the Buildings Department, the standards of TGP
are only up to a level and scope within some very small physical areas. Therefore, a carefully
planned TGP system should be led and legislated by the government, and then the
professionals should have the sense and knowledge to plan the TGP system.
There are always TGP in the channels of public spaces in most districts of Hong Kong, such
as aisle, lobby, and so on. But in some places there are no TGP, such as public toilet,
supermarket, bank, and so on, even though VIP often enter them. It is so discommodious to
VIP.
VIP's activity includes indoor and outdoor activity. The layout of TGP should be kept
identical with the function of the space. Especially the indoor TGP, it should connect and
correspond with outdoor TGP through other guide information.
Different departments and sections should work together to plan and implement the overall
system of TGP.
TGP are only provided in a small extent in lots of situations. The over layout of TGP needs
development and coordination with other guide facilities.
Today, more people urge for a more consistent international standard for TGP. This is
because we are now living in a space compressed world where visiting other places is very
common. VIP also have more opportunity to visit other places, and thus an international
standard can eliminate the confusion of VIP in using TGP in different countries/cities.

Line level:











The plan and design of different small TGP systems are important.
Good TGP systems (links) can connect different locations in an effective way. For example,
TGP inside a shopping center must be connected to different important locations, such as
toilets, entrances, transportation facilities such as escalators and elevators.
Such kind of connection of TGP systems must be in a standard, consistent and effective way.
TGP should match with other systems, such as the facilities for other disabled people (for
example, ramps for wheelchair users).
Other assistant facilities can work with TGP at the same time so that the result of helping VIP
can be enhanced. For example, tactile maps for the locations of different places, sound
warning device, public verbal announcement, handrails (located beside TGP) with tactile
information on the surface, special lighting for VIP with mild-grade visual impairment, and
other advanced technology to support and combine with TGP.
VIP guide pillars can be set through TGP to provide detailed information about the location
to VIP. However, the most important thing is that the VIP guide pillar must not be a barrier to
the TGP.
TGP should be laid as close as possible with the wall or something else auxiliary, and design
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Braille on the wall. Of cause it is not enough.
Point level:










The design quality of an individual TGP system (link), individual set of the same TGP tiles
and individual TGP tiles is important.
Different physical aspects of TGP, such as dimension, patterns, form, color, material, etc.,
should be carefully planned and designed according to the needs of VIP, but not the personal
preferences of other people, such as those of designers (Sentinella & Gregory, 2004).
Careful installation of TGP is also important. In fact, the findings show that many original
good planned and designed TGP tiles are always wrongly installed.
Maintenance is also important. Today, it is easy to see a lot of damaged TGP in the city. One
of the reasons is the misuse and careless use of TGP. For example, many laborers drag heavy
objects on TGP and cause damage to TGP.
People should have a kind of awareness to report to the government and management agents
about the damage of TGP. In fact, such kind of damage of TGP is not easily noticed or
realized by VIP until they are using them.
The management agents and the public should have high awareness not to put obstacles
(including some temporary warning signs) near and over TGP. Such kind of awareness is
founded on a relatively higher consideration of the needs of VIP since they cannot see the
obstacles from far away.

Conclusions
Today, VIP are always regarded as a group of isolated people, and their needs and preferences
are always ignored. For example, many people do not notice that many VIP in fact like to live
with minimum assistance from other people. TGP is one of the important means to help VIP to
live independently. A well planned, designed, installed and maintained TGP system allows VIP to
access and approach places (including new places) freely and comfortably.
It cannot be denied that the root of the limitations and problems with TGP nowadays is due to the
lack of understanding or even ignoring VIP's particular needs. As discussed above, many
non-VIP have no idea how to maintain a safe and inclusive environment for both themselves and
VIP (Siu, 2007).
As in the discussion above, the government, related departments and organizations and
professionals should consider the quality of TGP from plane, line and point perspectives. It
means that the overall system of TGP, networks of locations and places by TGP, and individual
TGP items should be carefully planned, designed and maintained.
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As stated above, the research on TGP in Hong Kong is just a case study. More research on
different places should be considered in order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of
the specific needs and preferences of VIP. We should note that advanced technologies have given
great help to VIP for the past two decades. We also foresee that more new inventions can help
VIP in the future. However, up to now, TGP is still the major assistance for VIP to access places.
How other technologies and inventions should work with TGP to give assistance to VIP is
important. We deeply believe that the improvement of the quality of daily lives of VIP as well as
other disabled people and the promotion of an inclusive society are not only the job of the
government, professionals, NGOs, social workers and disabled persons themselves, but also all
of us.
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Abstract
Among all kinds of spaces being changed under the recent urban development, open
space is one of the significant urban elements affecting people's quality of life. Open
space is also a place promoting physical, psychological, leisure, cultural, social,
economic, political and also spiritual developments and satisfactions. More people have
put a higher expectation on the quality of open space environments and facilities in recent
years. However, whether the existing policy, implementation and management of open
space facilities meet the new and changing urban needs is another question. This paper
reviews the needs of open space facilities for urban life. Taking open space facilities in
several Asian cities as case studies, this paper then identifies the limitations and problems
of existing common open facilities. From the policy, implementation and management
perspectives, the paper proposes some design directions for better quality of open space
facilities for new urban lifestyles. Through the experience of case studies, this paper
suggests several areas for further research.

Introduction: Urban Life and Open Space Facilities
As stated by Hall (2002), city development constructs the nation's economy, benefits
people's daily lives and attracts visitors. Today, the speed of development of Asian cities
is quicker than ever. Among all kinds of spaces being changed under the recent urban
development, open space, such as parks, gardens and playgrounds, is one of the
significant urban elements affecting people's (including residents' and visitors') quality of
life (Francis, 1998; Francis, 2003; Gastil & Ryan, 2004; Garvin, 2001).
Open space is also a place promoting physical, psychological, leisure, cultural, social,
economic, political and also spiritual developments and satisfactions (Francis, 2003;
Woolley, 2003). Therefore, in recent years, more and more people put a higher
expectation on the quality of open space environments and facilities. Governments of
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different cities, in particular Asian cities, have also continuously increased the amount of
money in establishing new and maintaining existing open space facilities. As an example,
the Hong Kong government spends billions of dollars every year to maintain good quality
open space environments and install new and updated facilities (The Policy Address,
1999, 2000, 2001).
It is a fact that more governments, developers, design and planning professionals,
researchers and the general public have recognized the relationship between the quality of
open space facilities and the quality of everyday urban life (Aubock & Cejka, 1996;
Bunschoten, 2002; Francis, 1998; Francis, 2003; Garvin, 2001; Kienast, 2000; Lammel,
1998; Owen, 1997). A classic publication by the Design Council et al. (1979) also stated:
"Public and open spaces are essential parts of people's living space … Poorly designed
environment and facilities, including street furniture and open space facilities, can be a
nightmare for residents and visitors" (p. 5). Moreover, increasing numbers of researchers
and designers are recognizing that open space facilities not only provide the physiological
satisfaction to city users, but also fulfill their social, cultural, psychological and
ideological needs (Jordan & Green, 1999; Kienast, 2000; Orr, 2002; Rapuano, Pirone &
Wigginton, 1994; Siu, 2007a). Researchers and designers also recognize that open space
facilities today are required to meet the "new needs" of society (Design Council, 1983;
Jordan, 1997; Siu, 2001, 2005, 2007a; Wallar, 2003).
However, whether the existing policy, implementation and management of open space
facilities meet the new and changing urban needs is another question. In fact, as the
example in Hong Kong proves, complaints about the deficiency of open space facilities
are always heard (Planning, Environment and Lands Branch, 1990, 1995; Siu, 2007a).
Case Studies on Open Space Facilities in Asian Cities
Since the late 1990s, the Public Design Lab of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
has conducted research on new and changing urban needs and "designing for the public".
From 2000 to 2008, the Lab carried out several case studies related to different kinds of
open spaces and open space facilities. The key aims of the studies were to review the
recent investigations and generated understanding of open spaces facilities, and to
identify the limitations and problems of existing common open facilities. The scope of
research included different open spaces in urban areas and countryside. Most of the
studies were carried out in Asian cities (for example, Hong Kong, Beijing, Singapore,
Bangkok), while several studies were carried out in cities of western countries (e.g.,
Boston, New York, London).
Action, participatory and inclusive research approaches were adopted in the studies. The
projects took research as a series of continuous actions so that finding and feedback of
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each round of study were applied for further study. Users of open spaces and facilities
were invited to participate in the research process actively. For example, open space users
found on the sites or introduced by community centers' social workers were invited to
participate in the workshops. Among all, the needs of people with special needs such as
blind people were specially considered. Other detailed research methods included
intensive field observations in open spaces, direct interviews with the users (that is,
residents, visitors, management people), semi-structured interviews with government
officers, and design analysis of different open space facilities. As stated above, different
parties related to and interested in the design of open space facilities (for example,
government officers, NGO representatives, private developers, general public, people
with special needs) were invited to participate in the analysis.
Lacking Investigation and Understanding
In many of the Asian cities, living standards are rapidly improving. In particular in urban
cities, people are having better home environment and furniture. However, except those
theme parks and public spaces with attractive decoration and good facility provision for
the promotion of consumption, design quality of most of the open spaces is deficient.
According to the research findings related to all public matters, one of the reasons for
poor quality of open spaces is that open space facility is an area still receiving relatively
less attention in Asian cities (Siu, 2001, 2005, 2007a; Siu & Chan, 2007). Most of the
existing studies on open space facilities are piecemeal, while the government research
and consultation investigations are mostly focusing on limited aspects, such as functional
and economic aspects. Most governments' studies also bias on policy and implementation
matters, management matters such as the post-occupancy matters are seldom considered.
Even though some of the governments consider policy, implementation and management
matters, most of the time the studies are piece-meal and isolated among these matters.
Although quite a lot of international and regional meetings and visits among governments
of different cities have been seen in these years, when compared to the private living
environment and furniture, there is no significant improvement and breakthrough in the
design of open space facilities. As agreed by some of the interviewed government officers
and professionals (for example, landscape architects, architects, product designers), direct
adoption and copy of foreign experience cannot give benefit and serve local needs (Siu,
2005, 2007a). Take Hong Kong and Singapore as examples, most existing open space
facilities in these the cities are purchased from foreign countries. Quite a lot of these
facilities cannot meet the local cultural and social needs. Moreover, most of the claimed
professionals responsible for the selection and installation of the open space facilities
have not received any training about public facility design, such as industrial and product
design. On the other hand, the local designed and made facilities are mostly poor in
quality.
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In addition, there is a lack of serious and in-depth studies on the local needs and lifestyles
regarding the design of open space facilities. Professionals have also not got any decent
open space facilities for design reference related to human, social and cultural factors.
Limitations and Problems
It is a fact that different cities have their particular needs in open space facilities due to
their particular historical, social, cultural, environmental, economical and political
characteristics. For example, some of the Asian cities heavily rely on financial and tourist
activities to survive; therefore, the "flow" of people such as visitors in turn gives
significant influence on the design of open space facilities. Some of the cities have their
particular weather conditions which significantly affect the structure and material
selection of open space facilities.
Nevertheless, the findings regarding common limitations and problems of existing open
space facilities can be summarized as follows:

















In considering the provision of open space facilities, policymakers and
professionals seldom take an all-round approach to consider the overall open space
policy, implementation and management matters together. Instead, all these three
perspectives are considered separately, or sometimes totally neglected.
Most of the open space facilities cannot fulfill different and diverse needs and
preferences of users.
Most of the open space facilities cannot fulfill the new and current rapidly changing
urban needs.
Most of the open space facilities only serve very narrow types of needs of users. For
example, only functional needs are emphasized; while psychological and social
needs are seldom considered.
Some of the open space facilities cannot fulfill the local and community needs.
The balance between "freedom" and "control" is seldom seriously considered. In
recent years, an increasing degree of control exists in many open spaces. For
example, more regulations are applied to many open spaces, in particular those
claimed to have new and modern facilities.
Many open space facilities cannot promote human communication and interaction.
For example, specific facilities are "assigned" to particular user groups such as
playstructures are only provided for young children. People of other ages such as
older persons are restricted to use these facilities with children.
Most of the open space facilities cannot nurture or motivate community sense and
local identity.
Most of the open space facilities are with assigned function that such design
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intention (that is, limitations and restrictions) demotivate "creative acts" of users.
Nearly all of the open space facilities cannot cater to the needs of disabled people.
Even if there are few facilities for disabled people, most of these facilities only
narrowly consider the needs of people with motion disabilities. People with sensory
and cognitive disabilities are very rarely considered.

Design Directions for Better Quality of Open Space Facilities
Based on the above findings, several workshops have been conducted in Hong Kong,
Singapore and mainland China. According to workshop participants from different user
groups, some of the design directions for better quality of open space facilities can be
summarized as follows:










Policymakers and professionals need to take an all-round approach to consider the
overall open space policy, implementation and management matters together.
"Users" should be taken as the key factor (core consideration and driving force) in
designing open space facilities (see Figure 1). The framework illustrates that "users"
will be positioned at the centre of the three levels of work (in the entire proposed
research). This implies that policies, plans, designs, implementations, and
management decisions should take users as the core objectives to serve.
Open space facilities should not be considered as a means only to serve a dominant
group of people. Their needs and preferences also should not be considered as the
"only" needs and preferences. Instead, open space facilities are required to be
designed to serve "most" of the people with different and diverse needs and
preferences.
Open space facilities are required to fulfill the new and current rapidly changing
urban needs. In particular we are now living in a spatial and temporal compressed
world and things are changing quickly day by day. Policymakers and professionals
should work with different user groups closely and frequently in order to maintain
user-fit designs.
Instead of function needs only, open space facilities are also required to fulfill the
physical, psychological, social, cultural and ideological needs and preferences of
users.
Although we are now living in a global world, it does not mean that open space
facilities should be "normalized" to be all the same. Instead, local and community
needs are required to be fulfilled.
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Figure 1. Framework of research and design: An user-oriented/centered approach






"Control" seems a magic medicine today since it matches with the same pace of
"public interest" in that the governments always used "control" as a kind of weapon
to eliminate all other unwanted behavior in using open space facilities. However,
while open spaces as well as open space facilities are important for people to have
self and community development, a certain degree of "freedom" should be
considered to be provided in open space facilities.
Many recent newly designed open space facilities emphasized on the physical
satisfaction of users. However, it is not sufficient. Instead, open space facilities
should allow, encourage and motivate people to have more human communication
and interaction. This objective is to allow open space facilities as a means to nurture
social and community sense and identity. It also gives advantage to bring a more
harmonious and inclusive society though communication and interaction.
Open space facilities are required to cater for the specific needs and preferences of
disabled people. One of the critical points is that disabled people most of the time
lack public facilities to assist them to gain a better quality of life. Moreover,
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inclusive open space facilities can encourage disabled people to come out from their
home or a small community among disabled people and in turn to have more
communication with other people. It is also the major spirit of open space facilities
that they can bring a more inclusive and harmonic society to all.
Conclusions
In the past, there was a lack of open space facilities in most Asian countries due to the
poor living standards. For the past several decades, living standard has been improved.
However, the design quality of open space facilities has not received great improvement.
One of the reasons is that many people put their focus on their personal home
environment. In turn, people are more isolated and to a degree selfish, therefore, quality
of "public matters" becomes a topic not to be concerned with.
In particular the current urban life pushes people to be more self-centered, yet open
spaces are important places to nurture people's social and community sense and identity.
To meet this important goal of open spaces, design quality of open space facilities is very
important. The discussion above illustrates that we need to take an all-round approach to
consider the quality of open space facilities. "Users" must be put in the core of policy,
implementation and management considerations. Moreover, as open space facilities are
planned, designed, implemented and maintained for the "public", their design
consideration should not be biased. Instead, people with different capabilities should be
considered.
As discussed in the review above, research on open space facilities is still deficient and
narrowly focused today. To have a better quality of open space facilities, the governments
need to provide more resources for research on the subject. Professionals need to put
down their dominating role, and work more closely with users. The public also need to
raise their voice about their needs and preferences. For the deprived people and those
with smaller voice, governments, professionals and the public should provide more
concern and care. Only through action, participation and inclusive approaches can
research bring the quality of open space facilities to better fit the continuously changing
urban life.
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Benavente and the Power of the Pen

Bonnie Shannon McSorley
Northeastern University

Los intereses creados, Jacinto Benavente’s masterpiece of 1907, has long been
hailed as his most original work and the most daring in its biting satire of the power of
money in society. At the same time, the play draws on numerous foreign sources
including the Italian and French commedia dell’ arte and works by Moliere, Regnard,
Ben Jonson and Beaumarchais. The play also has very Spanish roots in the picaresque
tradition, the galán-gracioso relationship of the teatro nacional and, specifically, a rather
obscure piece by Lope de Vega, El caballero de Illescas. Thematically, the criticism of
the dominant importance of wealth goes back to classical times, but notable examples in
Spanish literature include the satirical “Ejemplo de la propiedad que el dinero ha” of Juan
Ruiz, Arcipreste de Hita and, of course, Francisco Quevedo’s scathing “Poderoso
caballero es don Dinero.”
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The pen and the sword dichotomy is inherent to the play in at least three aspects.
First, we have the pen of the playwright challenging society in the sense of the wellknown adage that the pen is mightier than the sword. Secondly, there are two characters
in the play, one of whom symbolizes the realm of the arts and poetry, that is the world of
the pen, and the other of whom represents physical power and military force, the world of
the sword. Thirdly, the relationship between the two protagonists in a false servantmaster duality can be seen as a metaphorical extension of the pen and sword dichotomy.
But it is the presumed servant who is the aggressive, active character, while the so-called
master takes a more passive, idealistic stance. Thus, there is an inversion of stereotypical
characteristics.
Returning to the first of the three rubrics, in this play Benavente dares to confront
society with a stinging satire as he had never done previously and would never do again.
Benavente is generally seen as the creator of witty dialogue and the clever revealer of
bourgeois and upper-class hypocrisy who concludes his works with a sense of ironic
resignation that things are as they are and will not, perhaps even should not change. In a
description of the function of theater, Benavente observed that under current conditions,
“no puede ser otra cosa que un espectáculo para las clases acomodadas, poco dispuestas a
dejarse dirigir ni educar por los autores dramáticos.” He did not see his mission as that of
a social crusader or reformer, but rather as that an ironic mirror to reflect back to the
public entertaining if somewhat unsettling images of itself.
Only in Los intereses creados does Benavente’s satire approach aligning
ideologically with the reformers of the Generation of ’98. Using the ancient technique of
the farse, the theme of the play boils down to these words spoken by Crispín, the primary
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protagonist: “Mejor que crear afectos es crear intereses.” This disenchanted observation
is reiterated in different ways throughout the play whose basic plot is simple. Two
rogues, Leandro and Crispín, who are being pursued for previous and numerous
misdeeds, come upon a city in early seventeenth-century Italy. In desperation, Crispín
develops a plan in which he will play the role of servant and Leandro will be a wealthy,
cultured and generous nobleman who will use his charms and good looks to win the love
of Silvia, the daughter of the richest man in town, señor Polichinela. In spite of his
initial materialistic intentions, Leandro actually falls in love with Silvia and his
conscience leads him to want to release her from their relationship. She, however, loves
him even in light of his true identity and all the other characters who have money and/or
honor at stake for having backed Leandro demand that they marry.
The play begins with a prologue spoken by Crispín in which he evokes the
popular spirit of the farse where laughter momentarily unites rich and poor: “Que nada
prende tan pronto de unas almas en otras como esta simpatía de la risa.” An indicator of
Benavente’s conservative nature, Crispín refers nostalgically to the traditional farse of the
past as “dulcificada por aquella resignación de los humildes de entonces, que no lo
esperaban todo de este mundo, y por eso sabían reírse del mundo sin odio y sin
amargura.” Benavente’s tone is ironically self-deprecating and patronizing when he has
Crispín state in reference to the play, “Es de asunto disparatado, sin realidad alguna.
Pronto veréis como cuanto en ella sucede no pudo suceder nunca, que sus personajes no
son ni semejan hombres y mujeres, sino muñecos o fantoches de cartón y trapo, con
groseros hilos, visibles a poca luz y al más corto de vista. . . . Bien conoce el autor que
tan primitivo espectáculo no es el más digno de un culto auditorio de estos tiempos.” At
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the end of the play, Silvia addresses the audience and contradicts the notion of the play’s
frivolity. She refers to “las farsas de la vida,” and equates the movements of the puppetlike characters with those of humans who are also manipulated by strings “que son los
intereses, las pasioncillas, los engaños y todas las miseries de su condición.” But true to
form, on the very brink of making a bitter condemnation, Benavente retreats and softens
the blow with a flowery, idealized and frankly not very convincing eulogy of the effect of
love: “. . . desciende a veces del cielo al corazón un hilo sutil . . . el hilo de amor, que a
los humanos, les hace parecer divinos . . . y nos dice que no todo es farsa en la farsa, que
hay algo divino en nuestra vida que es verdad y es eterno, y no puede acabar cuando la
farsa acaba.” Benavente’s pen turned sword loses its edge and becomes merely a pen
once more as he backs off from delivering a final coup de grace to the audience, leaving
it a bit ruffled, but essentially intact.
In the second category, the pen and the sword theme is most obvious and
involves two stock characters from the commedia dell’ arte that Benavente adapts to his
needs. Arlequín was the best known of the zanni or comic servants of the commedia
dell’ arte and often carried a wooden sword which evolved into the slapstick. He was a
rascal and sometimes beggar known for his cunning, but not always smart enough to
avoid a beating. And, as in Los intereses creados, he usually was the suitor of the
charming Colombina. Benavente transforms his Arlequín into a musician and poet
without the delinquent tendencies of his predecessors. The Capitán of the commedia
tradition in Italy was a blustering soldier, often of Spanish heritage, who was
unreasonably proud and boastful. In Los intereses creados, Arlequín and the Capitán
appear for the first time in the third scene as companions of different trades, but joined
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together by hunger and a sense of indignation at their plight. They decry society’s purely
mercenary and exploitative attitude toward them and the lack of esteem toward both the
pen and the sword. The Capitán complains, “Mi espada de soldado como vuestro plectro
de poeta, nada valen en esta ciudad de mercaderes y negociantes. . . “ Arlequín laments
that people no longer appreciate poetry of praise nor fear verses of satire – “El propio
Aretino hubiera muerto de hambre en estos tiempos.”
Crispín sees the advantage of enlisting both Arlequín and the Capitán as allies in
his plot and employs his skills of deception to gain their loyalty and devotion. At the
end of the scene, he celebrates his success with Leandro, saying “Ya lo ves; la poesía y
las armas son nuestras… ¡Adelante! ¡Sigamos con la conquista del mundo.” Arlequín
and the Capitán are both present toward the end of the play, Arlequín ready to defend
Leandro through words and the Capitán through force. Time is now short for our heroes
since many people have done them great favors, extending them vast credit and so far
receiving nothing in return. Despite the bleak situation, Crispín reassures Leandro saying
“hemos creado muchos intereses, y es en interés de todos el salvarnos.”
When the truth first becomes apparent, Arlequín and the Capitán react with
indignation. The Capitán asks rhetorically “¿Qué se dirá de mí, que puse mi espada y mi
valor al servicio de un aventurero?” And Arlequín rejoins, “¿Y de mí, que le dediqué
soneto tras soneto como al más noble señor?” When all seems lost, Crispín draws his
sword to protect himself and Leandro, but, ironically, it is a pen that ultimately saves
them both . Another typical character of the commedia dell’ arte, a pedantic doctor of
law, has caught up with the two rascals, carrying with him page after page of litigations.
But Crispín makes it clear that detaining the pair would be of no value to anyone. Only
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marriage between Leandro and Silvia is in everyone’s interest, with the possible
exception of Polichinela , for whom we have little sympathy and whose fortune was illgotten at any rate. When the doctor agrees to alter the written complaints by simply
adding and omitting a few commas, Crispín responds hyperbolically, “¡Oh, admirable
coma! ¡Maravillosa coma! ¡Genio de la justicia! ¡Oráculo de la ley! ¡Monstruo de la
jurisprudencia!” So thanks to a flourish of the pen, Crispín can indeed proclaim, “Para
salir adelante con todo, mejor que crear afectos es crear intereses. . .”
The third point of this three-part discussion requires a metaphorical perspective or
analogy that juxtaposes the two protagonists, Crispín and Leandro, with the sword and
pen duality. With his bravado and daring, Crispín far outweighs the presence of Leandro,
a shadow in comparison who seems little more than a pawn in the hands of his conniving
companion. With his aggression and vitality, Crispín can be associated with the sword,
while Leandro’s passivity and dreamy idealism are more reminiscent of the pen. In spite
of the glaring differences between them, they are inseparable and dependent upon one
another. In the primary source of the play, Lope’s El caballero de Illescas, the scoundrel
and the idealist are combined into one character, while Benavente chose to create two
characters who are the embodiment of these seemingly opposite traits. But while they
appear to be contradictory, they are not mutually exclusive. In fact, another of
Benavente’s biting observations is that each individual is a combination of the traits
exhibited by Crispín and Leandro. Crispín puts it best in a conversation with Colombina:
“Mi señor y yo, con ser uno mismo, somos cada uno una parte del otro. Todos llevamos
en nosotros un gran señor de altivos pensamientos, capaz de todo lo grande y de todo lo
bello. Y a su lado, el servidor humilde, el de las ruinas obras, el que ha de emplearse en
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las bajas acciones a que obliga la vida.” This message is corrosive, implying that our best
and most noble achievements have most likely been facilitated by our baser selves.
Crispín grovels and slithers so that Leandro can soar. Perhaps we do the same to promote
our own self interests, which ironically appear admirable to the outside eye.
The play is complex and a potentially subversive commentary on human nature
and society. Unfortunately Benavente, perhaps out of fear of offending his patrons,
attempts to trivialize the message in the final moments. Paradoxically, however, this
attempt actually reinforces the satire, portraying the dramatist himself as a victim of the
object of his criticism, los intereses creados, the bonds of interest.
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ABSTRACT
“An Unpleasantness”: The Unique Case of Violent Protest
Chekhov’s Works
Early in his career, 1 Chekhov remarked: “The salt of life is to be found in
dignified protest.” He embodied this thought in his portrayal of a number of
memorable characters who may be called protesters. Contrary to the generally
accepted view that Chekhov began writing in a protesting vein following his famous
trip to the Sakhalin Penal Colony in 1890, Dr. Ovchinnikov, the doctor protester in
“An Unpleasantness” as well as four other doctor protesters, Drs. Kirilov (“The
Enemies,” 1887), Tsvetkov (“The Doctor,” 1887), L’vov (Ivanov, 1887-1889) and
Mikhail Ivanovich (“The Princess,” 1889), were created in that spirit between 1887
and 1889.
The protester type is marked by an urgent desire to protest, to tell someone
off, although the degree of urgency differs from one individual to the next.
Invariably their protest falls short of Chekhov’s standard that it be of a dignified
nature. Furthermore, each individual’s protest is primarily the result of personal
considerations, although it is often attended by a note of social protest. In the final
analysis, however, it is the inner state of these individuals rather than the extrapersonal relationship between them and their adversaries which is of primary
concern to Chekhov the artist.
Although the protesters emerge as a discernible type, we find variation
within this type. Dr. Kirilov’s protest surfaces during a tragic moment in his
personal life and turns into a personal attack colored by social protest. Dr.
Tsvetkov’s protest is purely personal, directed against a woman who is socially his
inferior and with whom he has had an affair for a number of years. Dr. L’vov’s
protest involves a member of the landed gentry, while Dr. Mikhail Ivanovich’s
protest involves a wealthy landowning princess. Finally, Dr. Ovchinnikov’s protest
is directed against a member of the medical profession, a fel’dsher, who is
subordinate to the doctor. There is a similarity in the protests of Drs. L’vov and
Ovchinnikov in that they manifest themselves in an extreme form: one intends to
1

Letter to his brother Alexander dated February 20, 1883, A.P. Chekhov, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii
i pisem v 30-ti tomakh, Pis’ma, Vol. 1 (Moscow: Nauka , 1974), p. 56.
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cause another man physical harm through a duel, while the other strikes his
subordinate. The protester’s attack generally takes his counterpart by surprise;
some, who are attacked, respond with opposition to the protester while others do
not.
The image of the protester that emerges is a disquieting one. All of them
manifest the most unattractive side of their personal countenance and professional
demeanor in the process of protesting. In portraying them, Chekhov is noticeably
less objective in some cases than in others. The narrator is explicitly critical of the
protesting manner of Drs. Kirilov and Mikhail Ivanovich and a number of
characters criticize Dr. L’vov. It is in the treatment of Drs. Tsvetkov and
Ovchinnikov that Chekhov’s objectivity is best exemplified.
Another common link between the protesters is that in all of them, protest is
generated by pent-up feelings of resentment and frustration. Furthermore, the
intensity of each protest appears to be directly proportional to the duration that
those feelings had been harbored. In the case of Dr. Ovchinnikov, whose feelings
had been suppressed quite a long time, the protest is manifested in a very intense
form. All of these protesters overreact in their protest and in the process debase the
virtues of honesty and truth and transform them into vices.
To illustrate the exceptional case of violent protest in Chekhov’s writing, the
present study focuses on Dr. Ovchinnikov’s psychological makeup and the
circumstances which precipitate his violent outburst. Dr. Chekhov reveals his
genuine medical understanding of Ovchinnikov’s personality type, defined by
modern clinical psychology as a “repressed explosive personality” – a personality
type which seems “[…] to have difficulty expressing anger openly, usually behaves
in an over-controlled manner, and tends to guard rigidly against the open
expression of aggression, often in the face of extreme provocation, until,
unexpectedly, it acts out, often in a very violent manner.” 2
Although the prevailing circumstances appear to explain Dr. Ovchinnikov’s
violent outburst, they do not justify his form of protest. Chekhov appears to be
sympathetic to Dr. Ovchinnikov’s plight, yet he is clearly critical of the doctor’s
inability to control his anger and his indulgence of behavior unbecoming a doctor, a
scientist, or for that matter a decent human being. We are reminded of Dr.
Svistitskii’s (Perpetuum Mobile, 1884), another protester’s, words: “Don’t forget
that you’re a human being, not an animal. It is all right for an animal to obey its
instincts, but you are the crown of creation” (3, 25).
Dr. Ovchinnikov is Chekhov’s typical country zemstvo doctor--overworked,
exhausted, and driven to the breaking point emotionally. He is surrounded by illtrained, corrupt and semi-intoxicated medical assistants--a truly sad commentary
upon the prevailing medical conditions in provincial nineteenth-century Russia. As
a practicing zemstvo doctor himself, Chekhov demonstrates his intimate familiarity
with the subject as he offers a detailed, revealing and reliable picture of deplorable
conditions regarding medical practice and related arbitrary judicial practices in
Russia of his day.

2

J.N. Butcher, C.L. Williams, Essentials of MMPI-2 and MMPI-A Interpretation (Minneapolis, London:
University of Minnesota Press, 1992), p. 166.
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Kitchen-Soap Skin Isn't Kissable: Idealized Femininity in
Post-WWII Personal and Home Maintenance Advertisements
Holly Page and Angie Dowell, Pittsburg State University, Pittsburg, Kansas, USA

Product advertisements, however subtly, reflect larger socio-cultural ideologies
circulating at any given time. In the latter years of World War II, such advertisements
communicated the changing ideals of womanhood, ideals that were consistent with other postwar rhetoric about domesticity and the American home. In the early to mid 1940s, women’s
workforce participation increased as they assumed positions in war industries and other
previously male-dominated occupations. While such was necessary to meet the production
demands and job voids imposed by the war, women’s roles in this capacity posed a threat to ideal
traditional femininity.
Easing the tension that women’s employment outside the home imposed on the cultural
subconscious, many product advertisements began to underscore the concept of ideal femininity
as intimately bound with the concept of domesticity. Borrowing from Nancy Walker (2000),
domesticity included not only housekeeping duties and the physical structure of the home, but
also familial obligations, social relationships, purchasing habits, personal well-being, and
appearance management (viii). Therefore, many post-war ads emphasized domesticity in this
way, by marrying femininity with all things domestic, including (among other things) notions
about family, social relationships, and personal appearance. Though employing the concept
differently depending on the publication under consideration, advertisements began to reinforce
the growing trend toward the domestication of female images in popular media. Consumer
product advertisements – particularly those for personal or home maintenance – are one such
medium that conveyed an emphasis on domesticity in their communication to female consumers,
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aligning with popular post-war rhetoric about the importance of domesticity in the matrix of
ideal femininity.
In this project, we will address how the concept of domesticity was utilized in personal
maintenance and housewares advertisements to reinforce the American feminine ideal in lateand post-World War II advertisements. The scope of our inquiry is advertisements from the
period 1944-1948.
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Melanie Enderle, Ph.D. Candidate
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Dual Performances: The Audience and Performers
of Late Victorian London Music Halls
Viewed through the Reflective Eye of Walter Sickert

The vivid spectacle of late nineteenth-century theater, including costumes, scenery,
actors, and patrons, captivated the imaginations of a panoply of artists who painted the whirl
of excitement surrounding the action on stage, behind the scenes, and in the audience. Some
French artists of the mid-nineteenth century had focused their gaze upon the middle and upper
classes enjoying leisure activities, including theater and cabaret. By the latter years of that
century, the working classes began to infiltrate venues of popular entertainment previously
reserved for the upper echelons of society and the influence of French artists had crossed the
English Channel and was evident in the art of British painters such as Walter Sickert who
turned his attention to his native theaters and music halls. The décor of British theaters at this
time typically included large mirrors which reflected the stage lights and served to make these
interiors seem larger and more dazzling. Although his own mentors in France, principally
Édouard Manet and Edgar Degas, sometimes incorporated mirrors in their compositions of
everyday life, Sickert made much stronger, yet less overt, use of reflections in his paintings of
theater scenes.
In the late 1880s, Sickert began the first of several series of paintings focusing on
London music halls. Drawing heavily upon his past experience as an actor and his passion for
the theater, Sickert embraced theatrical imagery and revisited the theme a number of times
over the next decades. Choosing not to portray the legitimate formal theater of London’s West
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End, he was instead drawn to the livelier varieties of entertainment offered in the raucous
music halls located in the less desirable areas of London: districts such as Camden Town,
Shoreditch, and the East End. There he found distinctly British versions of the Parisian caféconcerts frequented by the French artists he so admired, especially Degas.
In several of Sickert’s earliest music hall scenes, mirrors act as dramatic compositional
devices. These intriguing paintings often frame performers and spectators in large mirrors;
casting distorted glimpses of the scene and drawing attention to the disconnect between the
real world of the audience and the artificial world of the stage. Sickert chose to construct
complex and ambiguous points of view, merging the spatial relationship between the
audience, performer, and the orchestra. He deliberately confused the viewer with reflected
figures whose gestures make them appear to be reaching out toward what are actually
unpopulated spaces.
The inclusion of reflections in Sickert’s work produced dramatic compositions, but the
use of mirrors was a borrowed innovation, long found in art and literature throughout history,
and commonly employed, e.g. during the Medieval and Renaissance periods.
Depending on the context, the inclusion of mirrors by artists can serve different
purposes, both literal and metaphorical. The early fifteenth-century Flemish artist, Jan van
Eyck, used an ornate convex wall mirror in the painting The Arnolfini Wedding, 1434, to
extend the visual space and introduce deeper levels of meaning. Van Eyck painted the mirror
with the meticulous skill; its carved frame is inset with ten miniature medallions depicting
scenes from the life of Christ. Even more remarkable is the mirror's reflection (detail) in
which van Eyck slyly included his self-portrait and that of another man acting as the official
witness to the matrimony. Two hundred years later in 1656, Diego Velazquez created Las
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Meninas, a painting of spatial complexities where the mirror reveals the images of the King
and Queen of Spain as they pose for their portrait and apparently occupy the space of the
viewer and in Johannes Vermeer’s The Music Lesson, 1662-5 the mirror above the virginal
catches the flirtatious exchange between student and music teacher.
French artists of the 19th century frequently featured the mirror in their art. In Degas’
painting, The Dance Class of 1871-2 (yellow hues) or Dance Class, 1873 where the mirror
appears as a natural prop in the dance studio, its use is subtle in Mary Cassatt’s Lydia in a
Loge, Wearing a Pearl Necklace, 1879, as the figure sits, back against the mirrored wall and
surveys the well-dressed crowd and is startling in Pierre Bonnard’s Reflection in a Mirror,
1909.
Manet’s 1882 painting, Bar at the Folies-Bergères, features a large mirror behind the
barmaid as a means to alter and expand space and to reflect a complex tableau. Instead of a
literal reflection, Manet skewed the perspective and seems to have painted two different
scenes simultaneously, warping the mirror to convey a duality of meanings: one in which the
barmaid represents a modest woman, indifferent to the attentions of the top-hatted gentleman,
and one in which she is a prostitute, negotiating the price for sex with a potential client. In his
own way, Sickert uses the mirror as a kind of puzzle which, at first is obscure but once
deciphered, reveals complicated spatial and psychological dimensions.
For Sickert, the music hall was well-suited to his interest in the lives of ordinary
people. However, he was met with some criticism for mimicking the themes of Degas.
Reporting on the New English Art Club’s 1889 exhibit, the critic for The Scotsman wrote that
Sickert’s work was “refreshingly unconventional” and “wonderfully good,” but questioned his
choice of subject matter. He wrote, “Possibly he had no very clear motive at all, except that
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music-halls are often painted by some of the French impressionists.” 1 Within days, Sickert
sent a response to the Scottish paper declaring that his interest in the theater was as relevant
for a British painter as for the French. “It is surely unnecessary to go so far afield as Paris,” he
exclaimed, “to find an explanation of the fact that a Londoner should seek to render on canvas
a familiar and striking scene in the midst of the town in which he lives.” 2
Stage scenes were one of Degas' favorite subjects and he imbued them with sensuality.
However, attitudes towards sensuality in Victorian England were far less liberal than in
France; this may be partly why Sickert's paintings were not so sexually evocative but instead
full of psychological social tension about different factions of the audience and their reactions
to what transpired onstage.
Although he patronized several music halls, the Old Bedford was Sickert’s most
frequent haunt, affectionately referred to as “the Family Theatre,” it was also preferred by
some of Sickert’s favorite performers. Though decorated with elaborate plasterwork and huge
mirrors, it was, as Sickert expert Wendy Baron describes, “a cramped and prepossessing
building.” 3 Fellow artist William Rothenstein noted that Sickert would go to the Old Bedford
almost nightly “to watch the light effects on stage and boxes, in pit and gallery, making tiny
studies on scraps of paper with enduring patience and with such fruitful results.” 4 Located in
the Camden Town section of London, the Old Bedford opened in 1861. Thirty-five years later
it was destroyed by a fire and reopened in 1896 as the New Bedford. It closed permanently in
1950 and today, the building is gone.

1

‘On Private Correspondence’, The Scotsman, April 15, 1889, 7.
‘The New England Art Club Exhibition’, The Scotsman, April 24, 1889, 8.
3
W. Baron and R. Shone (eds.), Sickert Paintings, New Haven 1992, 74.
4
W. Rothenstein, Men and Memories: Recollections of William Rothenstein, New York 1931, 169.
2
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Sickert was not the lone British artist painting scenes of the theater, nor was he the
first. Although aware of his British predecessors who painted theatrical scenes, Sickert
eschewed the political commentary of social illustrators such as Charles Keene and John
Leech who were active in the mid-nineteenth century, and the satirical themes of artists from
previous generations, such as Thomas Rowlandson and George Cruikshank. Sickert rendered
his performers and audience with unflinching frankness rather than caricature; he applied a
more modern and psychologically honest viewpoint, resulting in a kind of realism previously
unknown in British painting.
More than a century earlier, William Hogarth had satirized the theater with images like
those from his series The Beggar’s Opera, 1723. Hogarth’s are among the first paintings ever
made of an English stage performance and feature subtle attacks on the British ruling class.
Some of Sickert’s contemporaries such as Spencer Gore and Philip Wilson Steer also
embraced modern images of the theater. However, none of his colleagues painted as many
theater scenes as Sickert nor did they take the liberties he took in amplifying the spatial
complexities that mirrors could provided.
One such example is Sickert’s Little Dot Hetherington at the Bedford Music Hall,
1888-9. Both the painting and sketch appear to present a straightforward portrayal of the
young performer and her audience. In fact it is one of his most complex compositions,
because of the heavy reliance on one of the large, elaborately gilded mirrors that lined the
theater walls as an integral part of the composition. Sickert was not satisfied simply painting
the mirror as part of the architectural interior; instead its edges are nearly camouflaged so that
its reflective qualities deliberately disorient the viewer. Sickert leaves a few visual clues to
allow the viewer to decipher the fact that the performer, a figure in the wings, the orchestra,
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and the audience are all reflected rather than seen firsthand. Only the empty chairs in the
foreground share space with the viewer who is apparently invisible, like a vampire, and not
reflected in the mirror. The bottom edge of the mirror frame can easily be mistaken for an
ornate balcony railing or even the edge of the stage. Only after careful examination of the
image does the viewer begin to realize that most of what is on the canvas represents a mirror
reflecting a performer on a stage.
Sickert borrowed Degas’ deployment of unexpected angles, jarring perspectives, and
fragmentation of space to create spatial ambiguities in his theater scenes which feature the
backdrops, the deep recesses of music halls, and the optical confusion produced by large
mirrors. Sickert also borrowed from Manet when he used mirrors to infuse his paintings with,
as art historian Charles Harrison describes, “the complex levels of its illusory world and the
fascinating details of inconsistencies of its artifice.” 5
However, although Sickert gleaned ideas from his French predecessors, he used
mirrors in ways they did not. Sickert’s mirrors dominate his canvases to a much greater
extent, thereby leaving his viewers much less sure of just exactly what they are seeing upon
first encountering his images. In this way, the viewer feels the same sort of initial confusion as
one does upon leaving daylight behind and entering a darkened theater. Sickert’s theater
paintings are thus not easily comprehended upon first glance. Such effects can produce
uneasiness and delight at the same time.
Whether the mirrors in the Old Bedford were perfectly aligned to reflect the performer
and audience or whether Sickert deliberately angled them to suit his compositional intention is
not known. Regardless, the reflection provides a surprising detachment from the subject, and
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introduces an illogical, even abstract, aspect to his paintings. Sickert’s use of the looking-glass
and its reflections juxtaposes the make-believe world of the stage with the reality of the
theater audience. The viewer expects the mirror to faithfully mimic the scene it reflects, but
Sickert subverts this expectation and instead uses his mirrors to bend reflections to his own
ends; underscoring the artificial façade of the theater and revealing more meaningful truths.
What his picture seems to represent, according to Harrison, “is not what the world looks like,
but rather what seeing feels like.” 6 For example, the image in Little Dot Hetherington is
misleading; the image of the performer does not portray real space, instead she a mirror
reflection. By forcing the viewer to look at her through a mirror, Sickert reminds him/her that
performance is by its nature illusionary.
The inherent quality of theater is a deceptive non-reality. With the aid of the mirrored
reflection, Sickert features a pictorial rather than literal connection between performer and
audience in the reflected image of the spot-lit entertainer on stage and the spectators in their
seats. This interaction between performer and audience, especially in the smaller halls in the
outlying areas of London was more intimate and less formal than in London’s larger,
conventional theaters, and was a novelty and attractive feature of the music halls’ variety
performances.
Sickert further illustrates the close relationship of actor and spectator through Dot
Hetherington’s extended arm pointing up at the box above the stage as she sings, (according
to the picture’s extended title), ‘The Boy I love is up in the Gallery.’ His treatment of the
interaction in play-acting between the make-believe of the stage with the real-life of the
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audience is reminiscent of Hogarth’s The Beggar’s Opera, 1729, with its “charged exchange
of glances between the leading actress and her noble protector in the audience.” 7
Another of Sickert’s theater paintings, The P.S. Wings in the O.P. Mirror, c. 1888-9,
seems to mock the intimacy of the music hall by placing the heads of the audience in front of
the ‘Off Prompt’ mirror which reflects the ‘Prompt Side’ of the stage where the singer stands
with her arms at her sides performing to an apparent empty void, with no obvious connection
to the attentive but alienated spectators. In Britain, the stage-manager traditionally sits to the
actor’s left, so therefore, “Prompt-side” refers to the actor’s left, and “off-prompt” indicates
the right side. Of course, the fact that Sickert’s reflection gives a reverse image makes the
directional cues confusing to the viewer. The disjointed composition reflects more than one
viewpoint; seemingly convoluted and implausible, the mirror creates disharmony and
incongruity, dividing the composition into two separate spaces, the real space of the audience
and the reflected space of the singer. This painting, although not referred to by name, was
clearly described and praised in an 1889 review in The Star of the London Impressionists
exhibition for its clever use of the reflected image of the performer and for Sickert’s use of
color, most notably, “the low-toned audience is admirably contrasted with the reflection of the
brilliant red figure, and the feeling of reflected light with which all the picture is filled is
admirably suggested.” 8 Although in this painting, the mirror image is less deceptive than in
Little Dot Hetherington it conveys an even greater separation of the performer from the
audience. “Although reflected stage and real audience are in close proximity on the surface,
not only,” as Baron points out, “do they appear totally unaware of each other’s existence but

7
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this separation is further exposed by their great disparity in scale.” 9 Reinforcing the unsettling
quality is Sickert’s inclusion of the performer’s shadow which, in reflection, falls against the
wall, above the heads of the audience, mimicking the feathered hat of one its members.
Perhaps the rampant use of mirrors in the décor of the music halls inspired Sickert to
continue using their illusionary optical effects. In 1890 he completed Vesta Victoria at the Old
Bedford. The entertainer blends almost completely into the stage backdrop. The singer, Vesta
Victoria first appeared at the Old Bedford in 1890 and appears here as a blur of abstract
shapes and colors. In this painting, Sickert includes the stage performer, a narrow section of
the theater, a balustrade cutting across the face of a male figure seated down in the stalls, a
stain-glass panel decorating the area below the foot rail of the stage and, running the length of
the left side of the vertical painting, the edge of a mirror reflecting a woman donning a
fashionable hat and a glimpse of the gallery gods, as those in the cheap-seats near the rafters
were ironically called. No one area commands the attention of the viewer; each section seems
equally as obscure as the next. Sickert achieves a multitude of spatial complexities as the
mirror extends his composition to reveal many small, diverse sections of the music hall
panorama.
In each of these three paintings, Vesta Victoria, The P.S. Wings in the O.P. Mirror,
and Little Dot Hetherington at the Bedford Music Hall, the presentation of space is
deliberately misleading; what first appears as real is in fact revealed to be mere reflections. In
each case, Sickert challenges his viewer to look beyond the façade to discover what he/she is
really seeing. According to art scholar David Peters Corbett, “Sickert, in short, assembles
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contrasts of represented space and flatness of picture surface in order to confuse and
problematise our perception of the events he depicts.” 10
Less complex are Sickert’s series of paintings that focus solely on the gallery
audiences of the Old Bedford Music Hall. These images were created several years after his
first series of theater paintings and mark Sickert’s return to the use of the mirror for its
illusionary effects. The compositional design of these works is similar to that of The P.S.
Wings in the O.P. Mirror. Each contains two distinct halves: the actual and reflective images
of the spectators high in the gallery. Although the mirror is still not blatantly obvious, it is
easier to discern than in the three previously discussed paintings. The paintings, The Gallery
of the Old Bedford, c. 1895, and its companion, The Old Bedford: Cupid in the Gallery, c.
1890 are two of several versions Sickert painted which feature masses of unwashed faces of
men both seated and standing peering down onto the stage from the top galleries of the hall.
The performance, unseen by the viewer, holds the men spellbound. This group crowds in the
corner where the end of the gallery meets the edge of the stage wall on which a large mirror
framed by decorative plasterwork hangs and reflects the ornate architecture, vaulted ceiling,
and the gallery gods. The mirror reflects the enthralled gallery spectators whose faces, in the
real space are lit from the lights of the stage as they concentrate on the activity below, yet
appear darker and somewhat sinister in their reflection.
Of course, not all of his images incorporate the mirror in their compositions. Sickert’s
painting, The Sisters Lloyd, c. 1888-9 offers a perplexing picture without the use of mirrors,
by substituting the illusion of the mirrored image with two identically dressed performers, or
“smudges which look more like a couple of red-headed mops with bifurcated stems than the
10
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Sisters,” according to an 1894 review in the publication Truth. 11 The painted drop curtain
adds an illusionary sense of depth and confuses the real and unreal spaces, further
complicating the composition. Even without the use of the looking glass, Sickert’s contrasting
images and blurred details still manage to deliberately confound the viewer’s perceptions of
the events he depicts. 12
Sickert was an important factor in the introduction of French Impressionist style and
subject matter to British artists at the turn of the twentieth century. His lectures on art to the
public also championed acceptance of new ideas about modern art. Two of his strongest
influences, Manet and Degas, contributed both to Sickert’s choice of the theater as subject and
to his inclusion of mirrored images in his compositions. Sickert was the only British artist to
have featured the large mirrors that were familiar fixtures in English music halls so
prominently, and his use of them helped achieve effects not evident in the art of Manet or
Degas. Rather than merely including mirrors as props in his paintings, Sickert allowed them to
dominate his canvases to the point where they nearly become the whole of the composition.
His images are thus more complex and disorienting than those of his French predecessors who
used mirrors as only one element among many in their compositions; the mirrors they used
stood out plainly, easy to detect. As we have seen however, Sickert’s mirrors, hidden within
the composition, are not so easy to apprehend.
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The call for the incorporation of information and communication technology (ICT) in
education was duly responded to by the University of Education, Winneba (UEW). For the
past ten years, the university has progressively engaged in several efforts aimed at establishing
and maintaining a strong ICT base for teaching learning and research activities in the
university. Internet facilities have been extended to all the offices and departments with
corresponding increase in the number of computers and peripherals in some departments, all
with the aim of creating a technology intensive environment where ICT would help shape
new roles and diversify teaching and learning. This paper examines the extent to which ICT
has served as a catalyst for transformation in the teaching and learning activities of the
University of Education, Winneba, with special reference to the Department of Art Education.
This has been done in two ways. I first explore how ICT has affected the departmental
structures over the past ten years, both academically and infrastructural. Then I apply
discourse analysis to show how students’ works give expression to the effectiveness of ICT in
the teaching and learning of art. As I will argue, my study highlights the fact that the
Department of Art Education is one of the departments which have really embarked on the
use of ICT as a catalyst for transformation in the University of Education, Winneba.
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6. Abstract
Narrative cohesion is one of the important requirements for telling good stories. One way
we establish narrative cohesion is through tracking and maintenance of reference (e.g.,
full noun phrases or pronouns) across clauses and chunks of clauses. This study examines
what kinds of referential strategies English-Japanese bilingual children, who are faced
with the task of keeping track of the right system in the right language, deploy in
storytelling activities in the two different languages. The investigations focus on how
storytellers referred to characters in the subject position of sentences, that is, whether a
full noun phrase (nominal referent), a pronoun (pronominal referent), or zero anaphora
(ellipsis) is used on first mention, second mention, re-introduction, and continuous
mention of a referent. The study reveals that, while the usage of some linguistic devices
are language specific (pronouns in English and ellipsis in Japanese), similarities exist
between English and Japanese in the usage of noun phrases on first mention, second
mention, re-introduction, and continuous mention. Notwithstanding the shared patterns
between the two languages, different referential topic management devices are also used
by bilingual children when speaking different languages. The findings in this study
suggest: (1) There exist cross-linguistically common — possibly universal or quasiuniversal — cognitive constraints with regard to referential topic management in
narratives. At the same time, (2) bilingual children understand language-specific
devices/functions for referring to story referents and use appropriate strategies for each
language.
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Looking for Frogs in the Narrative Stream: Referential Topic Management in
English-Japanese Bilingual Children’s Narratives
(A) FROG STORY
1.
(A) boy is looking at (a) dog, and (the) dog is looking at (a) frog.
2.
While (the) dog and (the) boy were sleeping, (the) frog suddenly came out (of the
glass jar).
3.
When (the) boy and (the) dog awoke, ø was gone.
4.
ø searched (the) boots.
5.
ø called out from (the) window, “Hey, Frog.”
6.
(The) dog fell with (its) head in (the) jar. (The) boy was surprised.
7.
As for (the) boy, because ø broke (the) jar, ø scolded (the) dog.
8.
“Hey, Frog.” (The) boy called in (the) woods.
9.
Then, ø called down into (a) hole, “Hey, Frog.” (The) dog is barking at (a)
beehive.
10.
(The) boy said, “This is (a) mouse. This is different (from what I’m looking for).”
(The) dog barked because ø wanted to climb (the) tree.
11.
Then, (the) boy climbed (the) tree and said, “Hey, Frog.” (The) beehive fell down
(from the tree).
12.
(An) owl flew out from (a) hole, and (the) boy fell out of (the) tree. (The) dog was
attacked by bees and ran away.
13.
ø is being chased by (the) owl.
14.
ø climbed to (the) top of (a) rock, calling, “Hey, Frog.” (The) dog is saying,
“Ouch.”
15.
(A) deer came out from behind (the) rock and lifted (the) boy onto (its) head.
16.
(The) deer walks along trying to drop (the) boy into (the) river.
17.
ø ended up tossed (into the river).
18.
SPLASH! [chappo:n!: Japanese onomatopoeia]
19.
Then, listening really hard, ø heard (the) frog’s voice.
20.
(The) boy is saying, “Shhhh.”
21.
And ø is looking behind (a) tree.
22.
“Uh, there was (a) frog there. Uh, ø looks like (the) frog at (my) house!”
23.
Then, there are (some) baby frogs (jumping) up and down. [pyokon pyokon:
Japanese onomatopoeia]
24.
“(I)’d like to take one of these frogs. Well, bye-bye now,” said ø and then went
back home.”
This is a story narrated by a 4-year, 10-month-old Japanese girl (Uchida, 1990, p.
57) when she was shown Mercer Mayer’s Frog, where are you? (1969), a wordless
storybook that consists of a set of 24 pictures. Her story has been translated into English
for the present paper. Articles and pronouns needed in English but not used in Japanese
are shown in parentheses and full ellipsis is indicated by the ellipsis marker ø. As seen in
the translation, the lack of many pronouns and the extensive use of nominal ellipsis make
the Japanese quite different from English. For example, in many cases zero anaphoras
(ø), not pronouns, may indicate on the one hand that the child narrator is telling the frog
story from the protagonist’s perspective, and on the other hand that she has opted to
dispense with nominal references to entities that she assumes to be in the focus of
listeners’ consciousness. The reader might also notice that, in this frog story, reported

2
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speech is frequently used (I will discuss this issue later in the paper). We see in this
example the learning difficulties faced by bilinguals who speak both Japanese, which has
the above features, and English, which requires the usage of articles, pronouns, and clear
indications for anaphoric referents.
Nor are those difficulties unique or even rare. In the United States, even though a
single language is predominant, there are hundreds of languages spoken, both indigenous
ones that predate the arrival of Europeans, and a vast array of other languages from
around the world. Speaking multiple languages may not be typical, but is so common in
modern times that it would be senseless to ignore the many implications of speaking
more than one language.
The topic of bilingualism has aroused considerable interest in language
acquisition research in recent decades. Linguists, psychologists, and sociologists have
investigated bilingual populations from various perspectives in order better to understand
how bilingualism affects cognitive abilities such as memory, perception, and
metalinguistic awareness (Bialystok, 2001). For instance, bilingual children, as they
grow, seem to face many challenging tasks not encountered by monolingual children.
Bilingual children often demonstrate vocabulary scores in each language that are below
normal. The total number of words at their command may, however, be the same as used
by monolinguals, since bilinguals are learning words in both languages simultaneously
(Snow, 1998).
Along with the general upsurge in cognitively and linguistically related studies of
bilingual children, a growing body of research has emerged on narrative development
among bilinguals (Verhoeven & Strömqvist, 2001). To begin with, the bilingual’s
processing of the two languages is fairly complex. Bilinguals, in a sense, live in two
linguistic worlds, and their language processing, as used for example in telling a story,
reflects their understanding of these linguistic worlds. Furthermore, children’s narratives
are shaped by the social, cultural, and linguistic milieu where they live (Bialystok, 2001).
As children mature, their narratives reflect not only their cognitive and linguistic
development but also the unique sociolinguistic and cultural context of their
surroundings. The practice of recounting narratives in the native/first language by
children whose families have relocated to the United States where English is the
dominant language (and where exposure to the first language has usually been
dramatically reduced) opens windows not only to the process of integration of the child’s
two distinct sociolinguistic and cultural contexts but also to the conflict for dominance
between them.
This paper examines how bilingual children develop language proficiency related
to the context of storytelling activities, with a particular focus on referential topic
management in English-Japanese bilingual children’s narratives. The issue of topic
management is a language function deserving of our attention. Suppose that, during a
stretch of narrative telling, the speaker wants to talk about a particular referent. If the
speaker has not previously mentioned it, and if the listener cannot be assumed to have
previous information about it, the speaker needs to introduce it. Different languages have
different techniques for how the speaker introduces new referents and maintains them.
We will examine what the differences are and how the same speaker will introduce and
maintain referents in two different languages, specifically Japanese and English.
Studies in how story characters are introduced and managed in narratives have
been conducted in many languages. Referential strategies (e.g., the use of zero anaphoras
or null-subject pronouns, as well as the use of definite and indefinite determiners)
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deployed in narrative discourse have been extensively reported in detail by many
researchers, such as Clancy (1992), Hickmann (1980, 1991), and Karmiloff-Smith (1980,
1981). In the case of English narratives, for instance, Givón (1983) investigates how
native English speakers introduce characters and maintain references to them in a
narrative. According to Givón (1983), if there are short intervals between references to
characters, then they remain the current topic and can be mentioned with pronouns or
zero anaphoras. On the other hand, if the intervals between references to characters in a
narrative are lengthy, then those characters are no longer considered a current topic and
are mentioned with full noun phrases.
Similar referential topic management strategies have been identified in other
languages as well. Clancy (1997), using a variety of prompting methods, documented
them in Japanese and Korean usage. With regard to Japanese narratives, for example,
Hinds (1983), using data from Japanese speakers’ retelling of the Japanese folk tale,
“Momotaro” (“The Peach Boy”), investigates how native Japanese speakers introduce
and maintain referents in narratives. According to his study, characters who are not
considered the current topic are mentioned with a full noun phrase, whereas characters
whom the speaker considered still to be the current topic are treated with zero anaphora.
Clancy (1980, 1992) explores in detail the relationship between discourse structure and
choice of referential forms by having Americans (in English) and Japanese (in Japanese)
narrate the same silent film titled “Pear story.” Clancy specifically examines the effect of
“time” and “interference” on referential choice in quantitative terms both in English and
Japanese, in order to outline the range within which explicit forms of reference are
normally used. According to her studies, referential choice is closely associated with the
status of the referent. When the narrator maintains the same subject (i.e., old
information), subject ellipsis is the primary usage. When the narrator introduces a new
subject, overt noun phrases are used. Similarly, using data from the retelling of Frog,
where are you?, Nakahama (2004) compares referential topic management strategies by
native Japanese speakers and those by Japanese-language learners. She reports findings
similar to those reported in prior studies (e.g., Hinds, 1983, 1984).
Although there exists previous research that has examined English or Japanese
narratives, and also research that has compared English and Japanese narratives, few
studies have examined narratives told in two languages by bilingual speakers (either
simultaneously or successively). Although Clancy (1980, 1992), for instance, claims that
the distribution of Japanese ellipses (or zero anaphoras) is almost identical to that of
English pronouns (or pronominal references), his claim is based on comparisons of two
groups of monolingual participants (e.g., one group of Japanese speakers and one of
English speakers). In this configuration, the constituent members of each group are of
course different individuals. Even if cross-cultural or cross-linguistic differences in the
narratives can be identified for each group, those differences are complicated by the
differences among the specific individuals in each group. In contrast, the use of bilinguals
has a considerable methodological advantage in that the inherent confounding factor of
membership differences is eliminated.
The main aim of the current study examines the narrative skills in EnglishJapanese bilingual children to investigate the developmental stage of each language. The
study examines whether narrative texts produced in English and in Japanese by a
bilingual child are comparable, or whether the story in one language is more complete or
coherent than the other. Research questions include whether “Bilinguals possess
relatively separate linguistic rule systems for each of the two languages” or “There is a
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common underlying rule system in a bilingual’s mind.” As can be inferred from these
contrasting positions, what is at the center of this study is the extent to which narrative
strategies in each language interact or remain separated in the bilingual’s usage. Specific
research questions are presented as follows:
(1) Does the method of referential topic management in an English narrative differ from
that in a Japanese narrative?
(2) Do underlying shared rules exist across the languages with regard to referential topic
management?
Overall, focusing on bilingual children’s referential management (i.e., expressions of
introducing and continuing references in narratives), the current study attempts to bring
to light how bilingual children create narratives using the linguistic means that they have
at their disposal in the two different languages. As pointed out above, in the past, the
development of narrative structure among bilingual children has been studied only to a
very limited extent. The vast majority of narrative research has disregarded bilingual
populations despite the fact that bilinguals offer an invaluable source of data. Designed to
address some of these gaps in the literature, this study serves as a means to a better
understanding of the narrative and literacy development of bilingual children and in this
sense represents a further step in the development of methodology in bilingual research.

Method
Participants
This study examines narratives in English and Japanese produced by forty
bilingual Japanese/English speaking elementary school-age children residing in the
multilingual San Francisco area. The participants included seventeen boys and twentythree girls, ages six to twelve. Specific information regarding the forty subject children
and their families is as follows: (1) The children, whose mothers are all Japanese
originally from Japan, were either enrolled in bilingual programs in public elementary
schools or were taking Japanese language classes on weekends in addition to attending
public school. (2) Twenty-five children were from families in which both parents were
native Japanese speakers; the remaining fifteen children were from families in which only
the mother was a native Japanese speaker. (3) Nineteen children were born in Japan; the
remaining twenty-one children were born in the United States. Finally, because all the
mothers are native speakers of Japanese and used that language exclusively with them
initially, the children’s first language is considered to be Japanese, regardless of their
fluency or level of competency at the time of the study. This age group was selected
because (1) the process of children’s language development, in many important ways,
continues actively into the elementary school years, and (2) the elementary school years
are a period of extremely rapid development in the acquisition of literacy-related skills.
Task, Procedure, and Materials
To measure each individual child’s bilingual narrative competence, the children
were asked to engage in storytelling activities in both English and Japanese using pictures
from the children’s book, Frog, where are you? (Mayer, 1969), which contains a
sequence of 24 illustrations depicting a long and complicated chain of events involving a
boy and his dog in search of the boy’s runaway frog. This task provides a high degree of
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comparability not only across narrators but also across the two languages. Also, the
narrative content is under strict control.
The bilingual children’s narratives were analyzed in terms of how they make
referential choices (i.e., whether the protagonists — a boy and his dog — are referred to
at various points in the narrative by means of full noun phrases, reduced-noun/pronoun
phrases, or zero anaphora). By tracking the making and maintenance of narrative
references, we can see what kinds of usage patterns emerge. More specifically, we can
see how the children, in each language, avoid narrative ambiguities and create wellconstructed and well-organized narratives through the use of full noun phrases to
introduce the main protagonist in a narrative, pronouns or zero anaphoras to maintain
reference to the main protagonist, and full noun phrases to mark a switch to another
character in the narrative).
Coding System and Its Background — Theoretical Rationale
Introducing a new topic into a discourse requires providing enough information
for processing. In contrast, referring to a topic already introduced requires less
information and can be accomplished with the use of ellipsis [zero anaphora] or
unstressed pronouns (Chaudron & Parker, 1990). In English, for instance, the
introduction of a new referent (which is, in other words, the least continuous topic) is
normally coded with an indefinite article or an existential with an indefinite article (e.g.,
“Once a little boy had a frog”). After the initial introduction of a given referent, the
continuing topic is referred to with a pronoun, whereas an already introduced but not
current referent is coded with a definite article (e.g., At night the boy was sleeping and
the frog came out of the jar).
A characteristic of Japanese is that phrases are “postpositional” in contrast to
English, which uses “prepositional” structures. The Japanese equivalent of the English
“in the year 2009” is “2009nen ni.” A postpositional marker signals the function of a
word/noun that precedes that marker. Of particular interest in the present study are two
Japanese postpositional particles: ga and wa. In function, ga marks the subject of the
sentence whereas wa marks what might be termed the “topic” of the sentence (Kuno,
1972, 1973). The function of ga is not limited to simply describing the subject; ga
sometimes governs that part of a sentence in which new information is communicated
(and this is one of the main foci of this paper). On the other hand, wa governs a topic that
has already been communicated, adding relatively little or no new meaning. In terms of
functions, the particle ga generally corresponds to the indefinite article (a/an) in English,
whereas wa generally corresponds to the definite article (the). [Note that neither definite
nor indefinite articles exist in Japanese.] In Japanese, when referring to a continuing
topic, ellipsis (zero anaphora) is often used (Clancy, 1980, 1992; Clancy & Downing,
1987; Hinds, 1983, 1984). The use of ellipsis in Japanese generally corresponds to the
use of pronominal forms in English (although English may also use pronouns where
Japanese would use full noun phrases or ellipsis) (Hinds, 1983, 1984; Nakahama, 2004;
Nakamura, 1993). Note that although third person pronouns kare (he/his/him), kanojo
(she/her), and karera (they/their/them) exist, they tend to have special status and their
usage does not necessarily correspond to the usage of personal pronouns in English.
Interestingly, however, because of the influence of English on Japanese, a great number
of Japanese speakers nowadays use Japanese third person pronouns much as they are
used in English. Because the pronouns kare and kanojo in Japanese generally connote a
special relationship (boyfriend and girlfriend), frequent usage of these pronouns is, in
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many cases, inappropriate in Japanese or represents a borrowed function from English.
The retellings of Frog, where are you? (Mayer, 1969) by the subject children
were transcribed in the Codes for the Human Analysis of Transcripts (CHAT) format
with the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES) (MacWhinney, 1995;
MacWhinney & Snow, 1985, 1990). The coding focus is on the following three points:
(1) which character appears in the subject position of a sentence, (2) what kind of noun
phrase — a full noun phrase, a pronoun, or a zero anaphora — is used to refer to a
character in the subject position, and (3) whether the character is being initially
introduced, re-introduced after introduction or mentions of other characters, or
continuously mentioned. The kappa statistic was used to determine inter-rater reliability
(eight sets of coded data were randomly chosen from English and Japanese narratives
respectively). Cohen’s Kappa was .89, indicating a high degree of agreement between the
raters (Landis & Koch, 1977).
Results
By comparing English and Japanese narratives told by the subject EnglishJapanese bilingual children, this study examines the relationships between English and
Japanese narratives in terms of referential topic management. The study specifically
shows what kinds of noun phrases are used to refer to story characters on (1) first
mention, (2) second mention, (3) subsequent mentions, such as re-introduction and
continuous mention. In what follows, the results of both quantitative and qualitative
analyses are reported.
First Mention
As can be seen in the following examples, in both English and Japanese a primary
use of a full noun phrase is to refer to a character when that character is established as a
topic in the story. Additionally, as can be seen in these examples, the usage of the
indefinite article “a” in English (before “little boy” in Jon’s story and “boy” in Sandy’s)
nicely corresponds to the usage of the postpositional subject marker ga (after “otoko no
ko to inu (a boy and a dog)” in Hiro’s story and “otoko no ko (a boy)” in Taizo’s.
Example 1A (English)
Jon [boy; age 8 years, 11 months]
(Picture 1)
Once a little boy had a frog.
Sandy [girl; age 8 years, 8 months]
One day a boy found a frog.

(Picture 1)

Example 1B (Japanese)
Hiro [boy; age 9 years, 2 months]
(Picture 1)
mukashi, aru tokoro ni otoko no ko to inu ga ita.
‘Once upon a time in a certain place there were a boy and a dog.’
Taizo [boy; age 10 years, 0 months]
(Picture 1)
aru hi, otoko no ko ga inu to kaeru to issho ni sunde imashita.
‘Once there was a boy who was living with a dog and a frog.’
All the data were quantitatively analyzed. With regard to the first mention of
referents, the story characters tend to be introduced with full noun phrases in both the
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English and Japanese narratives (rather than pronouns in English or ellipsis in Japanese).
We theorize that the few exceptions in the samples in which the narrator used the definite
article even on first mention of a character are due to the narrator’s assumption that the
listener had also known the referent. The narrator therefore treated the referent as old
information. In English narrations, the children used full noun phrases more frequently
than pronominal forms, t(39) = 5.69, p < .0001. In Japanese narrations, the children used
full noun phrases more frequently than ellipsis, t(39) = 7.00, p < .0001. Furthermore, the
results showed no difference between English and Japanese in the usage of full noun
phrases, 39 full noun phrases as opposed to 8 reduced noun phrases (i.e., pronominal
forms) in English and 37 full noun phrases as opposed to 5 ellipses in Japanese, χ2(1, 40)
= .47, p = .49. This finding supports previous findings about English usage (Givón, 1983)
and Japanese usage (Clancy, 1980, 1992; Hinds, 1983, 1984). Regardless of whether the
language used is English or Japanese, characters who are not considered the current topic
tend to be introduced with full noun phrases.
Second Mention
In English, with regard to second mentions of a referent, both full noun phrases
and pronouns are used to refer to story characters in narratives (see Nicole and Hanayo
below for the usage of full noun phrases [the boy, the dog] and pronouns [he],
respectively). Although no difference approached statistical significance between full
noun phrases and pronouns, pronouns were more frequently used than full noun phrases,
t(39) = -1.88, p < .07.
In Japanese narratives, both full noun phrases and zero anaphoras were used in
second mentions to a referent. The sample stories by Genki and Kahori below
demonstrate the usage of full noun phrases [otokono ko wa = ‘as for the boy’] and
ellipses [ø nete ø okitara = ‘(he) was sleeping and when (he) woke up’], respectively.
Although no difference approached statistical significance between full noun phrases and
ellipses, ellipses were more frequently used than full noun phrases, t(39) = -1.67, p < .11.
:In order to make the flow of the narrations explicit, we have included first
mentions in the examples below. This enables us to see the ways in which new characters
are introduced into narration and become established as old information. Note, however,
that, in one of the English examples, Nicole used the definite article instead of indefinite
articles when introducing new characters in English. Similarly, in a Japanese example,
Kahori used the topic marker wa when introducing a new referent in Japanese. One
possible explanation for this usage (i.e., the definite article in English and the topic
marker wa in Japanese on first mention) is that the child assumed that the
researcher/listener had access to the context (the pictures) and so the referent was already
in the listener’s consciousness. Conclusions inferred from the usage of the definite article
in English and the usage of wa in Japanese on first mention are closely tied to the context
in which the story is told.
Example 2A (English)
Nicole [girl; age 7 years, 7 months]
(Pictures 1-3)
First, the boy and the dog looked inside the jar with frog in it.
[first mention]
The dog and the boy fell asleep and the frog jumped out of the jar and ran away.
[second mention]
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Hanayo [girl; age 11 years, 2 months)
(Pictures 1-3)
One day a boy found a frog.
While he was sleeping, the frog ran away.
Example 2B (Japanese)
Genki [boy; age 9 years, 5 months]
(Picture 1)
ikkai otoko no ko ga imashita.
‘There was once (a) boy.’
otoko no ko wa inu o motte imashita.
‘As for (the) boy, (he) had (a) dog.’

[first mention]
[second mention]

[first mention]
[second mention]

Kahori [girl; age 9 years, 7 months]
(Pictures 1-3)
otoko no ko wa kaeru o iremono ni irete.
[first mention]
‘As for (the) boy, (he) kept (a) frog in (a) container.’
(ø ) nete, (ø ) okitara, ano kaeru wa inakatta.
[second mention]
‘(He) was sleeping and when (he) woke up, that frog was not there.’
To examine whether relationships exist in the usage of noun phrases between
English and Japanese, chi-square tests were conducted, 9 full noun phrases as opposed to
19 reduced noun phrases (i.e., pronominal forms) in English and 9 full noun phrases as
opposed to 17 ellipses in Japanese, χ2(1, 40) = .04, p = .85. [Note that in English
narrations, using ellipsis is an alternative choice (when connecting sentences) but it was
used only once and thus excluded from the analysis. Likewise, in Japanese narrations,
using pronouns is an alternative choice, but no child used one.] The results indicated that
no difference exists between English and Japanese in the usage of full noun phrases, and
the results further suggest that there are two ways of referential topic management in the
case of the second mention: (1) using full noun phrases (with the definite article in
English, and with the topic marker wa in Japanese), (2) using pronouns in English and
zero anaphoras in Japanese. However, in the case of second mentions in this study,
pronominal forms in English and (subject) ellipsis in Japanese were used more frequently
than full noun phrases.
Re-introduction
Narrators need to be conscious of how long a referent continues to be in the focus
of the listener once that referent has been introduced into listeners’ consciousness. By
examining instances of re-introduction, we can consider the role of switch reference in
guiding the narrator’s nominal forms (full noun phrases) versus attenuated forms (i.e.,
pronouns in English and ellipsis in Japanese). According to Givón (1983) and Hinds
(1983, 1984), when characters are considered to be the current topic (i.e., when the
narrator assumes that certain referents are in the focus of the listener’s consciousness,
they tend to be referred to with pronouns and zero anaphoras. In cases where there are
intervening clauses in which characters are not referred to in the subject position of a
sentence, if the interval is brief, the narrator tends to consider those characters as
remaining the current topic in the listener’s consciousness, and uses pronouns and zero
anaphora to refer to them. However, sometimes even if the interval is brief, narrators use
full noun phrases to re-introduce certain story characters when the narrator is not certain
whether the referent is still in the focus of the listener’s consciousness. On the other hand,
as the interval increases in length, the narrator tends to consider story characters not to
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remain the current topic in the consciousness of the listener and uses full noun phrases to
refer to them.
In the English example below a full noun phrase, “the boy,” is used at the
beginning of the excerpt. The frog and then the dog appear as intervening characters.
Here, the narrator (Sandy) introduces new referents and shifts references from one
protagonist (the boy) to another (the dog). The narrator opts to dispense with nominal
references to the entity (the dog) because she assumes that the dog is now in the focus of
the listeners’ consciousness. When shifting references from the dog back to the boy after
six intervening clauses, Sandy re-introduces the boy with a full noun phrase.
Example 3A (English)
Sandy [girl; age 8 years, 8 months]
(Pictures 4-7)
The boy looked in his boots, but the frog wasn’t there.
The dog looked in the jar, but the frog wasn’t there.
He put the jar on his head, and he fell out of the window.
When he broke the jar, and the boy got mad at him.
As seen in the translation of the Japanese example below, after the initial use of a
full noun phrase “otoko no ko,” extensive use of nominal ellipsis follows (i.e., three
clauses with subject ellipses). The narrator (Keigo) opts to dispense with nominal
references by using ellipsis because he assumes that the referent (the boy) continues to be
in the focus of the listener’s consciousness. Then, the dog and bees appear as additional
characters. After five intervening clauses (with different referents), the narrator shifts
references back to the boy and re-introduces him with a full noun phrase (otoko no ko)
with the topic marker wa, which functions to indicate that the topic has shifted back to
the boy once again.
Example 3B (Japanese)
Keigo [boy; age 9 years, 7 months]
(Pictures 7-10)
demo otoko no ko wa, anoo, inu o torimashita.
‘But (the) boy, um, took along (the) dog.’
(ø) soto e itte, (ø) koe o kakemashita.
‘(He) went outside and called.’
(ø) ana no naka o mite,
‘(He) looked inside (a) hole (in the ground), and’
inu wa ki no tokoro o mite imashita.
‘(the) dog looked around where (the) trees were.’
kyuu ni ana n’ naka kara chiisai doobutsu ga dete kite,
‘All of a sudden, (a) small animal came out of (the) hole, and’
inu ga motto koe o ki no tokoro ni dashitara,
‘(the) dog barked a lot around (the) trees.’
hachi ga dan dan dete kimashita.
‘Little by little bees came out.’
hachi ga motto dete kite,
‘More bees came out,’
sono aida, otoko no ko wa ki no ana no naka o mite imashita.
‘In the meantime, (the) boy was looking inside (a) hole in (a) tree.’
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Table 1 presents the relationship between the raw/proportional frequencies of the
usage of full noun phrases and the number of clauses separating two mentions of the
referent (the distance from the prior mention of the referent). Raw frequencies are
deceptive because the number of separating clauses with intervening characters becomes
fewer as the distance between two mentions of the referent increases, indicating that the
narrator tends to shift back to the protagonist even after making references to other story
characters. Proportional frequencies were used instead. In terms of proportions, as the
number of clauses in which story characters are not referred to in a subject position of a
sentence increases, when those characters are re-introduced in the story, full noun phrases
tended to be used in both English and Japanese, χ2(3, 40) = 3.12, p = .37. In both
languages, when re-introducing the protagonist, the usage of full noun phrases increases
as the distance (the number of separating clauses with intervening clauses) increases.
Table 1
Relationship Between the Raw/Proportional Frequencies of the Usage of Full Noun
Phrases and the Number of Clauses Separating Two Mentions of the Referent (the
Distance From the Last Mention of the Referent)
Number of Separating Clauses with Intervening Characters
1
2
3
4
73
58
26
12
Full Noun Phrases in English
(43.20%)
(63.04%)
(74.29%)
(80.00%)
Full Noun Phrases in Japanese

96
(50.79%)

53
(63.10%)

25
(54.35%)

18
(72.00%)

The reverse tendency is observed in the relationship between the raw/proportional
frequencies of the usage of pronouns in English/ellipses in Japanese and the distance
from the prior mention of the referent (the number of separating clauses with intervening
characters) (see Table 2). In English the usage of pronouns (when referring back to the
protagonist) decreases as the number of separating clauses with intervening characters
increases. [Note that because two occurrences of subject ellipsis were also observed in
English, the proportions of full noun phrases and pronouns do not add up to 100%. The
narrator, however, used ellipsis for the purpose of connecting sentences. For this reason,
the usage of ellipses was excluded from the table.] Similarly, in Japanese, when reintroducing the protagonist, the usage of ellipses decreases as the number of separating
clauses with intervening characters increases. [Note that in the Japanese narrations, no
child used pronouns.] Overall, therefore, with respect to the number of clauses uttered
since the prior mention of the referent, the distribution of English pronouns and Japanese
ellipses is similar.
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Table 2
Relationship Between the Raw/Proportional Frequencies of the Usage of Pronouns in
English/Ellipses in Japanese and the Number of Clauses Separating Two Mentions of the
Referent (the Distance From the Last Mention of the Referent)
Number of Separating Clauses with Intervening Characters
1
2
3
4
95
33
9
3
Pronouns in English
(56.21%)
(35.87%)
(25.71%)
(20.00%)
Ellipses in Japanese

93
(49.21%)

31
(36.90%)

21
(45.65%)

7
(28.00%)

To summarize, with regard to re-introduction of a referent after not being
mentioned in the previous clause or utterance, a tendency has been identified that story
characters are mentioned with full noun phrases and pronouns in English narratives,
whereas both full noun phrases and zero anaphora are used to refer to characters in
Japanese narratives. In both English and Japanese, however, as the distance from the last
mention of a referent increases, the narrator increasingly tends to select noun phrases. In
other words, in both English and Japanese, interference generally plays a strong role in
eliciting nominal references. Furthermore, strong associations were identified (1)
between the use of full noun phrases in both English and Japanese and (2) between the
use of pronouns in English and ellipses in Japanese (see Table 3 below).
Table 3
Re-Introduction of the Referent: Correlations Among Full Noun Phrases, Subject
Ellipsis, and Pronouns
English
Full Noun Phrases
Pronouns
Japanese
-.05
Full Noun Phrases
.64**
Subject Ellipsis
-.22
.58**
**
p < .0001.
Continuous Mention
Continuous mention of the same referent means: (1) the same character is referred
to even after the second mention of the referent; (2) the same character remains the
current topic after re-introduction. Note that, to show the flow of the narration clearly,
first and second mentions are also included in Masaaki’s narration below. In cases of
continuous mention, story characters are mentioned with pronouns in English and with
zero anaphoras in Japanese. Again, the extensive use of pronouns in English and nominal
ellipsis in Japanese indicate that the narrators opt to dispense with nominal references to
entities that they assume to be in the focus of listeners’ consciousness.
Example 4A (English)
Masaaki [boy; age 9 years, 1 month]
There was a boy and a dog.

(Pictures 1-2)
[first mention]
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And they were looking at a frog.
They went asleep.

[second mention]
[continuous mention]

Kazuo [boy; age 12 years, 1 month]
(Pictures 20-22)
It was behind the big log, so Mark (the boy) told his dog to be quiet.
He was ready to look behind the log.
Then, he jumped over the log.
And he found two frogs.
Example 4B (Japanese)
Kenta [boy; age 9 years, 7 months]
(Pictures 10-17)
ki no naka kara fukuroo ga demashita.
‘(An) owl came out from (a) tree.’
Arufu ga fukuroo o opparatta toki,
‘When Alf (boy’s name) chased away (the) owl,’
(ø) koo iimashita, “Kaeru kun, doko ni iru no?”
‘(he) said this, ‘“Frog, where are (you)?”‘
(ø) to omottara, kyuu ni nanka ga demashita.
‘As he thought this, something came out all of a sudden.’
Taizo [boy; age 10 years, 0 months]
(Pictures 4-5)
otoko no ko wa iron’na toko o sagashimashita.
‘(The) boy searched in many places.’
(ø) mado o akete, (ø) sakende mimashita.
‘(He) opened (the) window and shouted.’
Table 4 reveals associations between English and Japanese in the usage of noun
phrases. As was observed in the case of re-introduction, strong associations were
identified between English and Japanese in the usage of full noun phrases and between
English pronouns and Japanese ellipses (see Table 4 below). This finding is in
accordance with previous findings by Clancy (1980), Hinds (1983), and Nakahama
(2004). Thus, we can conclude that there is a tendency that narrators tend to use pronouns
in English and zero anaphora in Japanese to refer to story characters if they are
mentioned continuously as the current topic and thus remain in the focus of listeners’
consciousness.
Table 4
Continuous Mention of the Same Referent: Correlations Among Full Noun Phrases,
Subject Ellipsis, and Pronouns
English
Full Noun Phrases
Pronouns
Japanese
-.38
Full Noun Phrases
.42*
Subject Ellipsis
-.27
.66**
*
**
p < .01.
p < .0001.
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Discussion
Narrative coherence is an important requirements for telling good stories. One
way of establishing narrative coherence is through the tracking and maintenance of
references (e.g., full noun phrases or pronouns) across clauses and chunks of clauses.
This study examined what kinds of referential strategies English-Japanese bilingual
children, who are faced with the task of keeping track of the right system in the right
language, deploy in storytelling activities in the two different languages. Research
questions posed at the outset of this paper include: (1) whether the method of referential
topic management in an English narrative differs from that in a Japanese narrative, (2)
whether underlying shared rules exist across the languages with regard to referential topic
management. Investigations were conducted into how characters are referred to in the
subject position of a sentence, that is, whether a full noun phrase (nominal referent), a
pronoun (pronominal referent), or zero anaphora (ellipsis) is used on first mention,
second mention, re-introduction, and continuous mention of a referent. Statistical tests,
such as t-tests, chi-square tests and correlations, were conducted, and the results obtained
indicate that, while the usage of some linguistic devices are language specific (pronouns
in English and ellipsis in Japanese), similarities exist between English and Japanese in the
usage of noun phrases on first mention, second mention, re-introduction, and continuous
mention. The specific findings are as follows:
(1) First mention of a referent: In both English and Japanese, characters that are not
considered the current topic tend to be introduced with full noun phrases.
(2) Second mention of a referent: There are two ways of referential topic management in
the case of the second mention: (a) using full noun phrases (with the definite article in
English, or with the topic marker in Japanese), (b) using pronouns in English or zero
anaphoras in Japanese. However, using pronominal forms is more frequent in English
whereas using (subject) ellipsis is more frequent in Japanese.
(3) Re-introduction of a referent: In both English and Japanese, interference generally
plays a strong role in eliciting nominal references. Strong associations were identified
(a) between English and Japanese in the usage of full noun phrases, and (b) between
English pronouns and Japanese ellipses.
(4) Continuous mention of a referent: Narrators tend to use pronouns in English and zero
anaphora in Japanese to refer to story characters if they are mentioned continuously
as the current topic.
To summarize, there is a cross-linguistically shared referential topic management system
for the creation of well-constructed, globally organized narratives. Notwithstanding the
shared patterns between the two languages, bilingual children use different languagespecific referential topic management devices when speaking different languages. The
findings in this study, in other words, suggest: (1) There exist cross-linguistically
common — possibly universal or quasi-universal — cognitive constraints with regard to
referential topic management in narratives; (2) At the same time, bilingual children
understand language-specific devices/functions for subject references and employ
appropriate strategies.
By examining their “tracking” techniques for the formation and maintenance of
story referents, we can see how, in both English and Japanese, the ability of the children
to avoid ambiguities leads to the creation of well-constructed, organized stories. This
study provides evidence of certain systematic underlying rules of managing referents.
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Similarities between English and Japanese usage observed in the study further suggest the
existence of cognitive constraints or perhaps even the universal nature of human
cognition. One example of such a similarity is how long a narrator considers a referent to
be in the focus of listeners’ consciousness after it has been introduced. This study has
revealed that, with respect to the number of clauses elapsed since the prior mention of a
referent, the distribution of English pronouns and Japanese ellipses are almost identical.
Cautious interpretations are required, however. We have claimed the advantage of
using bilinguals in this study in order to eliminate membership differences in the
narratives. But, on the other hand, Verhoeven (1994) identified the effects of the first
language on the second language of bilinguals in literacy, vocabulary, and language
fluency. Likewise, Ikuta (2001) found interdependency between the first language and a
second language in the amount of production, the variety of lexical items, and the
compositional structure. These findings and the findings presented in this paper may
relate in some way to Cummins’s (1984) Common Underlying Proficiency (CUP), in
which he maintains that a transfer of knowledge from the first language to a second
language is likely. It is possible that, because bilinguals were used in this study, the
similarities observed might suggest the presence of underlying linguistic knowledge and
skills across languages in each individual bilingual child.
To conclude, this paper has examined how bilingual children develop language
proficiency in the context of storytelling activities, with emphasis on the on the domain
of “reference.” We have shown how bilingual children introduce new referents while
maintaining indicators to the main protagonist, and how they shift references from one
protagonist to another. The findings in this study offer evidence that cognitive and
linguistic factors operate in a complex fashion in bilingual children’s narratives. It is
hoped that the study, which deals with narrative development in multilingual contexts,
constitutes a meaningful point of reference for research aimed at teasing apart the relative
roles of linguistic ability and cultural conceptions in bilingual children’s narrative
development.
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Full paper:
The polemic surrounding the literary work of Brazilian author Paulo Coelho (Rio de Janeiro 1947) calls
into question the premises of literature, the nature of the text and the act of reading in a post-twentieth
world. Amidst the debate over whether his popular writings can be divided from true literature as opposed
to the able mimicry of rhetorical devices and narration (Albanese 37-41; Ndagano 1-19), the discussion
becomes about whether Coelho continues in a line of a poetics of narrative developed by Jorge Luis
Borges (Buenos Aires 1899-Geneva 1986), or whether what he does, though it may depart from a reading
of Borges, goes beyond it, into what Mikhail Bakhtin established as the Einsteinian universe applied to
literary studies, that releases author and reader from the absolute authority of the text. In Coelho, the
author as reader of the world stands departs from that of Borges and contains a Bakhtinian conception of
the literary adaptation of Einstein’s theory of relativity in his epistemology of the novel as posited by
Jonathan Stone (2008). This way of reading unveils the author as “discoverer” (Stone 409) of the physical
reality, achieved through a new reading of the world as measurable in subjective realities that juxtapose
their positions. In essence, this reading is possible in Coelho in a different way than in Borges, in that, in
Coelho’s work, the author becomes another reader who shares his readings of books of fiction, biblical
readings, poetry, history, experiences.
Although Coelho acknowledges the influence of Borges in his work, it moves in a different
direction. Coelho admits that “Borges has greatly influenced my works. I adore his prose and his poetry. I
adore everything he has written. I have read his poems a thousand times, and have memorized many of
them” (Gloria 55-56). Beyond explicit references to Borges in Coelho’s novels and interviews, we find
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many points of contact between the short stories of the Argentine hacedor and the narrations of Paulo
Coehlo. The main convergences include awareness in the text of the act of reading and the act of writing
as stages in a process of discovering the secrets of the universe. Moreover, in the works of both authors
the distance between the sacred and the profane traces a trajectory into the search for unity and meaning.
The predominant use of allegory and symbol mark a desire to describe a type of Borgian “ultrareality”
that is based on the conception of the world as Library (“The Library of Babel”, Borges, 1998, 112-118).
In this sense, the intertextuality of sacred texts constructs a textual unity whose intent is to question the
potentiality of the word and the reader’s creative ability to influence the world. However, in Coelho this
occurs not only by deciphering the meaning of texts, but by walking in this world and causing changes to
it, much as in a dialogic function the nature of the observer affects the measurements of the physical
world in Einstein’s physics. Coelho’s readers walk alongside the characters and the narrator, author, and
characters, and read the world directly with their physical senses, not only through literary texts. These
are fused in Coelho, as he moves from “reading” the sky to reading Borges, or other authors, in a
heartbeat. This interaction is more subtle than in Borges, whose literary world and the physical reality
often collide or seem to supersede and shift into one another, as in his short story “El Sur” (1988, 195204), or become plays of memory and philosophical abstractions as in many other stories of Ficciones. In
Borges, literary ambivalence seems to point to psychological instability or madness. In Coelho, these
worlds never close in on themselves as either pure abstraction, pure memory or simple revelry. Rather
they attempt to define a happiness that corresponds to a mutually-discovered intersubjectivity.
In one of his most recently published novels 1 , Coelho makes explicit reference to Borges, not
only in the title of the book, The Zahir: A Novel of Obsession (2005), but also in the epigraph, a quotation
of Faubourg Saint-Pères from the Encyclopedia of the Fantastic (1953):
According to the writer Jorge Luis Borges, the idea of the Zahir comes from Islamic tradition and
is thought to have arisen at some point in the eighteenth century. Zahir, in Arabic, means visible,
1

A later novel, A Bruxa de Portobello, was published in Portuguese in 2006; the first nine chapters have been prereleased in an online version of various translations on the author’s official website. It is now available in translation
in over 44 languages (“Official Site”).
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present, incapable of going unnoticed. It is someone or something which, once we have come into
contact with them or it, gradually occupies our every thought, until we can think of nothing else.
This can be considered either a state of holiness or of madness. (qtd. in Coehlo, 2005, xvii)
The reference to Borges’ interpretation of the “Zahir” term guides the reading of the novel’s theme of
obsession, while also establishing a mise-en-abyme of intertextual dialogue with the notion of the Zahir,
and with a Borgian literary world’s definitions of the creative acts of writing/reading.
Historically the works are separated by over half a century. Borges’ short story “The Zahir” was
published in 1949, in a collection titled The Aleph. The seven-and-a-half page story traces the obsessive
thoughts of an unnamed male narrator over a fashion model named Teodelina Villar who symbolized
what was trapped between this world and the absolute:
Teodelina Villar was less concerned with beauty than with perfection. […] Like Talmudists and
Confucians, she sought to make every action irreproachably correct, but her task was even more
admirable and difficult than theirs, for the laws of her creed were not eternal, but sensitive to the
whims of Paris and Hollywood. (242-43)
Following the death of Villar, who he admired from afar, the protagonist finds an Argentine 20-cent coin
known as the Zahir that emblematically becomes everything he desires. It appears in this scenario in a
Buenos Aires bar after the funeral of the woman in question: “I asked the owner for a brandy and orange
juice; among my change I was given the Zahir; I looked at it for an instant, then walked outside into the
street, perhaps with the beginnings of a fever” (244). Subsequently he lists many of the well-known coins:
“The thought struck me that there is no coin that is not the symbol of all coins that shine endlessly down
through history and fable” (244); this initiates a trajectory through darkness and light of his mind in the
search for the meaning of the Zahir.
In Coelho’s novel by the same title, the coin does not make an appearance except in the epigraph
(though there are many references to the “Favor Bank” that in the final author’s note is attributed to Tom
Wolfe’s The Bonfire of the Vanities and a relation could be traced between these). The term operates in
the same way however: as an emblem of the search for a woman who an unnamed narrator has loved and
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lost; this triggers a search for the meaning of life and love that borders on the obsessive and it is
characterized by many forays into literary references and walks in a capital city (Buenos Aires replaced
by Paris in Coelho’s novel, though the Argentine capital is often compared to La Ville-lumière). The end
of Borges’ story heightens the awareness of the “walk” through the night (249) in the capital, as the
means by which he arrives at a deeper spiritual truth:
In the waste and empty hours of the night I am still able to walk through the streets. Dawn often
surprises me upon a bench in the Plaza Garay, thinking (or trying to think) about that passage in
the Asrar Nama where it is said that the Zahir is the shadow of the Rose and the rending of the
Veil. I link that pronouncement to this fact: In order to lose themselves in God, the Sufis repeat
their own name or the ninety-nine names of God until the names mean nothing anymore. I long to
travel that path. Perhaps by thinking about the Zahir unceasingly, I can manage to wear it away;
perhaps behind the coin is God. (249)
In Coelho’s novel, the search for his wife of ten years also leads the narrator to a realization of God. The
book begins with a mystery: the narrator’s wife, Esther, “a war correspondent…has disappeared along
with a friend, Mikhail, who may or not be her lover” (back jacket, 2005); the bestselling novelist must reexamine his life and face his shortcomings as a husband as he searches for her; this leads him to an acute
assessment of his life. In the final chapter of The Zahir, the narrator concludes:
Although I know that I may have lost forever the woman I love, I must try to enjoy the graces that
God has given me today. Grace cannot be hoarded. There are no banks where it may be deposited
to be used when I feel more at peace with myself. If I do not make full use of these blessings, I
will lose them forever. (292)
When they finally meet, Esther explains to the narrator (now ex-husband) that she had, with difficulty,
been able to “forget [her] personal history” and “open…up to the love that is present everywhere”, by
learning about the Tengri tradition (294). The love she discovers becomes the revelation for the narrator
and the end of his quest for answers as well.
Coelho recreates the Borgian intertextual impulse as a creative and inductive act, multiplying the
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distance from the original source. However, what is prevalent is not a mere use of literary source as
reference, but rather an engagement with a literary language developed by Borges for those who are
fluent in the paradigms of Babel. As we read in his other stories, such as in “The Library of Babel”:
“Methodical composition distracts me from the present condition of humanity. The certainty that
everything has already been written annuls us, or renders us phantasmal. […] I suspect that the human
species—the only species—teeters at the verge of extinction, yet that the Library—enlightened, solitary,
infinite, perfectly unmoving, armed with precious volumes, incorruptible, and secret—will endure” (118).
From that point, Borges’ first-person narrator sums up the notion of the “infinite” with regards to
literature, juxtaposing the library as an infinite “Order” (118); this seems closer to a Euclidean geometric
conception of absolute perfection. Borges’ use of the Library as “the universe” (112). Its architectural
description seems a metaphor for metaphysical thought, and this provides a basis for Coelho to perceive
and reach out to readers in a shared journey; but he does so through dynamic exchange between each
subject. Reading is the rite of passage into truths so obvious they remain hidden from all those who do not
seek it through self-awareness. The difference between Borges and Coelho lies in their underlying
assumption about the nature of the organizing force at the helm of the universe. In Borges, it is referred to
in this short story as,
the work of chance or of malevolent demiurges; the universe, with its elegant appointments—its
bookshelves, its enigmatic books, its indefatigable staircases for the traveler, and its water closets
for the seated librarian—can only be the handiwork of a god. In order to grasp the distance that
separates the human and the divine, one has only to compare these crude trembling symbols
which my fallible hand scrawls on the cover of a book with the organic letters inside—neat,
delicate, deep black, and inimitably symmetrical (113).
For Borges the printed word is organic (letters), and superior to the ‘scrawls’ of his human hand. Not only
is its essence different, but its organization is “symmetrical” in the sense of a rigid “body of reference”
(Einstein, 1952, 5).
For Coelho there is a benevolent, dynamic force at the core of the universe that is revealed
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through his search for love in the novel The Zahir. As the narrator states midway through the novel: “that
meaning went far beyond my marriage: all men and all women are connected by an energy which many
people call love, but which is, in fact, the raw material from which the universe was built. This energy
cannot be manipulated, it leads us gently forward, it contains all we have to learn in this life” (145). The
search for what is true does not succumb here to any religious tradition, but is rooted in a reading of the
spiritual truths inherent in them and the dialogue between the writings they hold sacred. Coelho also
incorporates, at the same level of discourse, sacred and fictional texts, not to say spiritual truths are
fiction, but that fiction can be put to the service of the discovery of spiritual truth. In “Physical Meaning
of Geometrical Propositions”, Albert Einstein clarifies that “the concept ‘true’ does not tally with the
assertions of pure geometry, because by the word ‘true’ we are eventually in the habit of designating
always to the correspondence with a ‘real’ object; geometry, however, is not concerned with the relation
of the ideas involved in it to objects of experience, but only with the logical connection of these ideas
among themselves” (1952, 2). For Borges, the “Library of Babel” could be equated to what Einstein
defines as Euclid’s geometry: “The magnificent structure, on the lofty staircase” whose “conceptions such
as ‘plane,’ ‘point,’ and ‘straight line,’ with which / we are able to associate more or less definite ideas,
and from certain simple propositions (axioms) which, in virtue of these ideas, we are inclined to accept as
‘true’ (1-2). However, the limitation to this conception is that “A proposition is then correct (‘true’) when
it has been derived in the recognized manner from the axioms” and that “The question of the ‘truth’ of the
individual geometrical position is thus reduced to one of the ‘truth’ of the axioms” (1-2). The exploration
of the nature of literature to answer the question of truth and the effect of Einstein’s theory of relativity on
perception are conflated into another symbol employed by both Borges and Coelho: the word “zahir”.
Coelho uses the Arabic word “Zahir” as a pivotal reference for his novel (45-48, 50- 53 2 ). The
term comes from the narrative work by Borges that contains more references to Arabic and Islamic
motifs: El Aleph (Tornielli 3). Borges defines the Zahir, whose transcripción is

2

 ﻇﺎهﺮ, as something

Other explicit mentions and discussions about the Zahir in the novel appear on the following pages of the 2006
Harper Perennial edition: 63, 72, 82-84, 86-87, 104-105, 110, 126, 140, 144,
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I believe in signs. After I had walked the road to Santiago 3 , everything had changed
completely: what we need to learn is always there before us, we just have to look around us
with respect and attention in order to discover where God is leading us and which step we
should take next. I also learned a respect for mystery. As Einstein said, God does not play dice
with the universe; everything is interconnected and has a meaning. That meaning may remain
hidden nearly all the time, but we always know we are close to our true mission on earth when
what we are doing is touched with the energy of enthusiasm.[…]
Was the accident a sign? Had Mikhail intuited a sign that was intended for me?
I decided that the answer to these questions was yes. (143-144)
In The Zahir, the narrator realizes that “words are not enough” (145). After searching obsessively for his
wife for two years, he has written a book A Time to Rend and a Time to Sew as “a true account of [his]
marriage, but it was, above all, my own testimony, declaring that I am capable of loving and needing
someone else. Esther deserved more than just words, especially since I had never said those words while
we were together” (145). When he expresses these thoughts, the narrator-protagonist is in a hospital bed
following a near fatal accident. He realizes then that he no longer needs the Zahir (148) and decides that
he can now find Esther because he has understood the quest as a relationship.
As in other novels by Coelho, such as The Alchemist (O Alquimista, his best-selling and most3

This reference to the Camino de Santiago alludes to Coelho’s real life experience and his initiation into writing. It
was this voyage that caused him to decide to become a professional novelist, and also it became the subject of his
first book, translated into English as The Pilgrimage (1987) (“Official Site”).
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recognized work of 1988), The Valkyries (As Valkírias 1992), By the River Piedra I Sat Down and Wept
(Na margem do rio Piedra eu sentei e chorei 1994), The Fifth Mountain (Quinta Montanha 1999), and
Eleven Minutes (Onze Minutos 2003 4 ), the protagonists seek to discover certain truths based on a series of
adventures that simulate rites of passage. This is, in effect, the central matrix of all of Coelho’s novels.
These paths lead to various regions of the world and end in the return to an inner world of experience and
to an understanding of love and God. In The Zahir, it leads from an Armenian restaurant, bookstores,
homes and the streets of Paris, to the Kazakhstan steppes, Santiago de Compostela, Madrid, Oslo and
Milan. Coelho, as did Borges, guides his characters by providing cited passages at key moments of the
narrative structure, weaving among the actions, the metaphors and resonances gained from the readings of
sacred texts and of works by other authors who have also questioned existence in this manner.
By exploring the author-character-reader paradigm in Coehlo’s The Zahir in relation to Borges’s
texts, we can now posit their similarities and differences using Mikhail Bakhtin’s assertions of postEinsteinian literary criticism. Recent scholarship by Jonathan Stone (2008) on the changes or refinements
evident in Bakhtin’s 1963 re-working of his original 1929 edition of Problems of Dosteovsy’s Poetics
illuminates what can be taken from Bakhtin’s forward-looking epistemology based on post-Einsteinian
paradigms of relativity. As Stone suggests, “The presence of relativity, and not relativism, shields
Bakhtinian carnival from implying a shirking of moral or ethical responsibilities and shows it to be yet
another manifestation of Bakhtin’s celebration of modernity’s shitfting perspectives and unbounded
subjectivity” (416). We see how “The novel is designed not to be an artificial construct but rather to
represent the subjectivity and multiplicity of the real world, which, in Bakhtin’s age, is Einsteinian”
(Stone 413). Essentially, the whole of Bakhtin’s breakthrough, known as polyphony, is to introduce “a
third perspective into the author-hero relation—that of the reader” (Stone 411).
Coelho lays bare his creative process in The Zahir, writing from the voice of its narrator-writer: “I
find myself through my readers, I understand what I wrote when I see that others understand it too, but

4

Eleven Minutes was first published in Brazil in 2003 as Once Minutos by Editora Rocco. A hardcover edition of
the English translation book was published in 2004 by HarperCollins Publishers.
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never before. On a few rare occasions, like the one that is just about to happen, I manage to look those
people in the eye (at book signings) and then I understand that my soul is not alone” (62). It is evident in
Coelho’s work that he is conscious of this third perspective, for he posits himself as the implied
protagonist who is in intimate dialogue with himself and by extension with his readers, who, by reading
his novels, share his quest for answers. He does not address the reader in direct discourse directly, but
maintains his domain as reader/writer in relation to a previous reader/writer. He then shares the site of
reading after his text is written, when the multiple perspectives can flourish into meaning-production.
As Stone concludes in his assessment of Bakhtin’s progression of his work in the study of
Dosteovsky, Bakhtin centres on the complex unity of the polyphonic novel, and on the “centrality of the
reader’s role” (Stone 414). For Bakhtin, the novel is “the literature of truth and real life” but it is in his
late work (1961), as Stone clarifies, that Bakhtin fully “functions under the presumption of an Einsteinian
universe” (417). Prior to that his work had moved between “Kant and Einstein [who] function for Bakhtin
as two critical ways of understanding the world and are the towering poles between which he moves”
(Stone 417). I would argue Borges’ work is found at this juncture between Kant and Einstein as well. The
shift in Bakhtin enabled him to apply his literary view of twentieth-century physics “not to the generation
of modernist artists and writers directly influenced by it but retrospectively to all world literature that
preceded Einstein” (417). This “lack of concern with the boundaries placed on the evaluation of texts of
the past is a reflection of his deep belief in the sanctity of the individual reader’s point of view. His
abiding interest in viewing a text from this outside perspective is precisely what enables him to shift from
a Kantian to an Einstenian world-view” (417). By doing so, Bakhtin “elevates and prioritizes readers and
in doing so argues for their right to impose their own reality on the artistic worlds they are experiencing.
It is the duty of good readers and critics to apply this reality to the text and recognize the coincidence of
these worlds” (417). Stone states that “Einstein was a great reader of the universe, able to see something
hitherto unnoticed. Bakhtin admired such talented readers and strove to be one himself” (Stone 417).
In The Zahir, the references to Einstein are the most explicit, compared to Coelho’s other novels.
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Mentions of Einstein appear midway through the novel, together with the idea of energy and its relation to
the metaphysical, as in the following conversation that the narrator remembers having with his wife:
‘We need to find a way of channeling all this, of allowing the energy of this pure,
absolute love to flow through our bodies and spread around us. […]
‘History will never change because of politics or conquests or theories or wars; that’s mere
repetition, it’s been going on since the beginning of time. History will only change when we are
able to use the energy of love, just as we use the energy of the wind, the seas, the atom.’ (91)
The quest of reading the world rests securely on, and is nourished by, dialogue and the appearance of
other literary texts in relation to experiences narrated, such as those made explicit throughout the
discourse: Borges, Dante, Tom Wolfe, Daniel Quinn, Manuel Bandeira, Kenan Rifai—oral histories,
poetry, and fiction blend into the narrative—even the internet [the great virtual Library] (“Author’s Note,”
297-98).
According to Alberto Manguel, what Borges called the “Library of Babel” is rooted in that our
library is our biography (Manguel, lecture). This is an expansion of the traits of this Pythagorean concept
of the text–that each text encloses within itself other texts. In El Zahir, as in other novels by Coelho,
seeing readers as “libraries” (transposed to the internet age–the human as a web of texts in multiple
media) and temples or “cathedrals” (Coelho 52), becomes the focal point of perception into knowing and
experiencing the dialogic dynamism of those worlds. This provides a basis upon which to comment on
literature as a key for ontological meaning production in the sense of what Lisa Block de Behar defines as
interpreterition, “a mentioning and invoking while negating and leaving behind” (xiii). In developing
interaction into intertextuality, Kristeva significantly changed Bakhtin’s theory of dialogism (Problems of
Dosteovsy’s Poetics), which focused on the utterance rather than on the text as dynamic milieu of
interchange among diverse social speech genres” (Goddard 568). The term ‘intertextuality’ has undergone
several re-interpretations and has come to be used in a synchronic manner, as in Michael Rifaterre, who
considers it “the reader’s perception of significance, that is of the literariness of the text” (Goddard, 570).
By taking the notion of intertextuality as located in a hermeneutic process of actualizing the text in the act
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of reading (Goddard 570), the references to Borges in Coelho’s work allude to what Lisa Block de Behar
distinguishes as “a poetics of the very production of meaning [that…] deflate the categorical boundaries
between production and reception” (xi). The focus is on “the figure of the reader and the reader’s practice
in the writings of Borges, and not merely as represented in those writings but, moreover, as presupposed
by them” (xi). Borges, as Tornielli suggests, “was a devout believer in literature, able to revere a religious
text for its character as a classic of literature or a philosophical doctrine for its literary value […]. His
literary devotion was more intense than many religious devotions and his most intense vital emotions
appear to have emerged from his contact with the classics of literature and philosophy” (5). Borges’
scrupulous quotations and reworking of texts reveal this. However, Coelho’s quest is not for a devotion to
literariness, but for access to recorded codes and solutions garnered from previous quests for meaning.
What difference we find between Borges and Coelho lies in the underlying aim of that quest in
the post-Einstein era. In Borges the quest is for a knowing, distant God, an ironic higher awareness of the
universe as a powerful Being who plays with human lives. In the Coelho equation, there is an intersubjective dynamism between the human and the Universe, and the ultimate quest of that search is Love.
In Borges’ fictional world, “malevolent demiurges” seem to play not only dice, but are adept to gamble
with human lives, such as in a lottery, (“The Lottery in Babylon,” 1998, 101-106). Much of Borges’
interest in literature was the fascination with the written word itself and the variables of the meta-text and
translated versions. The title of Coelho’s book, and of Borges’ story, based on the translation of an
original word in Arabic, in turn depended on the precision of its earlier sources (Tornielli 1). However,
the reader in Borges’ world remains trapped in a cycle of repetition, a pawn in a large chess game in
which even the most genius, who come close, also fail to understand its meaning. In Coelho there is
greater reassurance of hope for all as his readers seek freedom within their choices; they discover truth in
a shared journey, not in words but in their application. If in Borges the assumed position in the text is, “I
read therefore I am,” in Coehlo, it would be, “Who are we? Let’s read each other.” The dialogical
universe of observable data has found recent updates in new discoveries in Quantum Physics; but that
would be the topic of a subsequent paper.
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Abstract:
The use of metaphor in film serves as a sublime conduit for the emotional and intellectual
experience of watching a film – a magic carpet navigating us through the world of the
filmmaker’s vision. While there are many kinds of metaphor to be found in film, the
focus of this presentation is the metaphorical representation of sexual intimacy and
cultural transformation.
In movies where these metaphors exist they serve as a multi-layered schema by which
filmmakers communicate significant themes and messages. One such theme at the heart
of many films is the universal need for human connection. How this manifests in
cinematic imagery will be examined on an individual as well as cultural level through the
medium of sexual metaphor.
Films which accomplish this stimulate the viewer to make connections between imagery
and thought and imagery and emotion which more often than not result in a highly
individual yet paradoxically universal understanding of a film’s intent. Sitting in the dark
we all partake in the intimacy of how specific words and images relate to us personally.
Discussing and sharing those resulting ideas includes us in the larger experience of all
who have been touched by movie magic.
Why is it that conventionally depicted sexual intimacy in the movies often leaves a less
than memorable impression on viewers? What is it about the choice of metaphoric or
symbolic imagery that allows for a deeper resonance and gives the audience the ability to
become privy to a film’s thematic subtext? These questions will be explored in this paper
and audio/visual presentation.
Select film clips and accompanying commentary will encourage a better understanding
not only of specific filmmaker’s visions but of how these metaphorical depictions and
their implications reverberate in the popular culture.
Examples occur in a surprisingly varied array of mainstream films, both American and
European created by a variety of gifted writers and directors. Films include (but are not
limited to) Pulp Fiction, Once Upon A Time In The West, Now Voyager, Girl On The
Bridge, Brigadoon, Singin' In The Rain, The Last Samurai, Pointbreak, Pat Garrett And
Billy The Kid, Bram Stoker's Dracula, among others.
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Abstract
Testing a general premise regarding the emergence of regional disparities in agricultural labour productivity is
done by considering agro-ecological zones of the Brahmaputra valley as stable regional frame. Collecting sub-division
wise statistics of agricultural attributes such as crop area, crop yield, crop production prices and labour intensity from the
Office of Agriculture, Government of Assam, Guwahati, the values of labour productivity are calculated for two points
of time (the early as well as late 1990s) and the inter and intra zone variations in the labour productivity are interpreted.
It is found that the scenario of low level of labour productivity with its higher inter zone variations which were reduced
marginally during the 1990s is prevalent in the areas of lower and middle Brahmaputra valley. On the other hand, the
scenario of higher productivity with the fast increase in its high degree of inter as well as intra zone differences is
observed in the areas of its Central Brahmaputra valley and Upper Southern plains. The inter zone variations in labour
productivity in the zones situated in the lower parts of valley were recorded moderately low in the early 1990s with its
marginal decrease during the 1990s as increasing pressure of agricultural work force mounts in these zones.

Key Words: Agro- ecological zones, Labour productivity, Inter zone differences and Intra zone differences.

Introduction

There are numerous studies on the measurement of agricultural labour productivity and the
interpretation of the causes of its regional variations (Das 1984, 1995; Bhalla and Tyagi 1989, Nath
1983 and 1993, Singh 1994). In fact, regional variation in agricultural labour productivity is the
result of various factors like the agro- ecological conditions of a tract of land, the areal variations of
labour force employed in the agricultural practices and the other socio-economic factors related to
land tenancy, size and partials of land and so on. Labour productivity is largely dependent on its two
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parameters: the crop intensity and the employment of labour force in agricultural practices. It is
more related to the application of green revolution technology in Brahmaputra valley, as interpreted
by Singh and Sharma (2003). However, the causes of such variations have also been analysed by
using step-wise regression analysis by many geographers and found that increasing pressure of
labour force on agricultural practices is also one of important causes especially in the conditions of
sufficient supply of labour to the agricultural systems ( Thakur 1987, Singh 1994). There is a general
premise that increasing effects of green revolution technology on agricultural practices widen the
regional disparities in agricultural productivity (Raza 1981, Mohapatra 1982). Since the seedfertilizer technology has gradually been intensified in the agricultural systems of Brahmaputra valley
especially during the last decade, it is valid reason to test the validity of such premise of regional
disparities occurring in agricultural labour productivity in the Brahmaputra valley.
Emerging landuse pattern in the Brahmaputra Valley is more extensive in nature and
dominated by food grain crops. The degree of crop intensity is recorded moderately low (140.9 per
cent) with its almost stable trend (7.8 per cent increase during the 1990s). Lesser use of chemical
fertilizer, low percentage share of irrigated land and the application of indigenous varieties of seeds
and peasant farming with small size of land holdings, the low productivity in agriculture and the
prevalence of subsistence economies are major characteristic features of

the agriculture of

Brahmaputra valley (Goswami 1988, Singh and Sharma 2003). In spite of fertile soils and favourable
agro-ecological conditions prevailing in the valley, the level of agricultural labour productivity has
been marked diminishing with its increasing regional variations during the 1990s in the valley
(1989-92 to 1998-2001) (Sharma 2003). Such increase with wide spread regional variations of
agricultural labour productivity in the valley may be analysed in detail to understand its causes.
The main aim of the present research is, thus, to examine the emerging trend of regional
disparities in agricultural labour productivity and to find out the causes of such areally differentiated
labour productivity pattern.
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What is Agricultural Labour Productivity and its Determinants?
Researchers working on the field of agricultural science look into the term agricultural
productivity in its relative manner as how agricultural production is being produced by the
production factors. If this is the case of establishing relationship between the productivity and
production factors in agricultural production system then the productivity is, consequently, the
function of a variety of production factors. The assessment of productivity of its particular factors,
namely, the land productivity as agricultural production produced by the physical factors of land, the
labour productivity as agricultural production produced by the employed labour, and/or the capital
(i.e. technology) productivity which is related to additional agricultural production by the use of
green revolution technology, is a question largely related to insolating the effects of each production
factor accounting to the production in the agricultural production system. Many economists used
‘production function’ approach for the same ( Spillman 1933, Ferrell 1957, Chatturaj 1983, Subash
et al. 2004) to carve out the effects of economic factors and many ecologists developed ‘crop yield
functions’ to establish crop-yield relationship with its agro-ecological factors specially the soils and
weather conditions of a tract of land (Le-Hourau 1984, Wu et al. 1994, Zhans and Dawas 1998,
Anbumozhi et al. 2003).
Being lack of detail labour employment statistics at the village level in India especially the
number of working hours in a day a worker is employed in agricultural practices and its employment
status whether daily/monthly/seasonal/permanently employed, many agricultural economists adopted
a simple method of assessing agricultural labour productivity in India by using agricultural output in
its money term per worker who are engaged in the farming activities (Binswanger 1978, Bhalla and
Tyagi 1989). Since population census provides the statistics relating to agricultural work force
(cultivators and agricultural labourers) and the agricultural census stores the landuse and crop pattern
statistics at village level, the physical output of agriculture per unit of cultivated land (i.e., the
product of three components: crop-area, crop-yield and crop intensity) was measured by many
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geographers (Shafi 1960, Bhatia 1967, Chauhan and Singh 1977, Dayal 1984). The physical output
of each crop is, however, converted into its money term multiplying it by the prices of crop
production to put all agricultural crops into a single unit of agricultural output that is output per unit
area of cultivated land, O/A.
Since labour is involved in the agricultural operations and it is one of the major factors
influencing productivity, the labour productivity is more concerned with the intensity of labour
employed in agricultural practices per unit of cultivated land, L/A. Thus, agricultural labour
productivity is defined by many scientists as agricultural output per unit of work force engaged in
agricultural practices written as O/L that is equal to {(O/A)/(L/A)} (Johnston and Kilby 1975, Bhalla
and Tyagi 1989). There are, therefore, two main determinants of agricultural labour productivity: (a)
the land productivity as the first term of the equation which is more related to physical (specially
agro-ecological) conditions of land that is positively related to labour productivity because it works
in the numerator of productivity fraction and (b) the labour intensity in agricultural operations as
placed in the denominator of the above fraction, acts negatively in the labour productivity equation.
This fact is tested by many scientists by considering Brahmaputra as well as Manipur valley areas of
the North East India and concluded that agricultural labour productivity diminished as labour
intensity increases in the agricultural production operations in these areas ( Rehman 1994, Singh and
Rehman 1995, Singh and Das 2000, Singh 1998).
Data Collection and Methods Used

The values of land as well as labour productivities and labour intensity have been calculated
by using above defined parameters of labour productivity for each sub-division (i.e. smaller areal
administrative unit within the district) of the Brahmaputra valley to show their areal variations. In
order to calculate the value of such parameters of labour productivity, the required statistics of the
crop area, crop yield, agricultural population, labour intensity in agriculture at sub-division level for
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two points of time, the early 1990s (three years average of 1989-90, 1990-91 and 1991-92) and the
early 2000s (three years average of 1998-99, 1999-2000 and 2000-01) were collected from the
following sources:

1. The Directorate of Agriculture and the Directorate of Statistics and Economics, Government
of Assam, Guwahati pertaining to statistics relating to the land use, crop-area, crop-yield and
the prices of various crops.
2. The Department of Irrigation, Directorate of Agriculture and the Directorate of Soil
Conservation, Government of Assam, Guwahati for district-wise data of irrigation, use of
fertilizer and means of land operation.
3. Directorate of Census operations of Assam, Guwahati, a prime agency providing population
statistics for agriculture workforce and population statistics.
4. The Gazetteers, Statistical Handbooks, Basic Statistics and other relevant records of the
governmental as well as non –governmental agencies working in Assam.

As per the government records of 1991, there were 37 sub-divisions in number in the entire
Brahmaputra valley which were considered as areal units to show the regional disparities in the
emerging patter of agricultural labour productivity. Since areal variations of agricultural labour
productivity is determined by agro-ecological conditions of land as stated earlier, the regional
disparities occurring in labour productivity levels are analysed by considering a stable regional base
of homogeneous agro-ecological zones to examine the inter- and

intra- zone variability of

agricultural labour productivity (Fig.-1). Such zonation scheme would provide a base to explain the
effects of

agro- ecological conditions as well as labour intensity on

the regional disparities

occurring in productivity patterns in the Brahmaputra valley. Assuming that productivity variations
between the agro- ecological zones at base year ( i.e., early 1990s) occurred because of

the
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variations in the agro-ecological factors of land since there is negligible effect of modern technology
through out the study area, but the changes occurring in them ( variations in labour productivity)
during the 1990s must have come up due to intensification of land operations through the use of
seed- fertilizer technology and/or increasing pressure of labour force in agricultural practices. It is
interpreted that inter- and intra- zone variations in labour productivity must highlight the
characteristic features of its regional disparities. A statistical technique, namely, the coefficient of
variation, CV, which is relative term of areal dispersion defined as the degree of standard deviation,
SD, per unit of mean value of the distribution, X* written as CV(%) = {100 (SD/X*)}, is used to
measure the regional variations of the concerned parameters, while the changing pattern of such
parameters over time are shown simply by taking into account their proportional differentials.

Emerging Patters of Agricultural Labour Productivity

In the conditions of enough supply of labour to the agricultural production system as
prevalent in Brahmaputra Valley where labour intensity increased from 1,513 workers/sq. km
(1991) to 2,567 workers/sq. km (2001) despite of a considerable shift of agriculture workers to nonagricultural activities ( i.e., 5 percent from 61.13 to 55.96per cent during the 1990s), the level of
labour productivity shrank down about 26.30 percent ranging from Rs. 4,650 to Rs. 3,427 per worker
during the same period of time with a significant increase of about 18.39 per cent from 38.92 to
57.31 per cent in the coefficient value of its areal variability in the Brahmaputra valley (Table-1). It
means that the process of decreasing in labour productivity had started with the wide-spread regional
variations. It is possible that a few pockets of concentrated agricultural labour force have been
emerging in the valley which would have influenced the pattern of labour productivity.
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Table-1: Agricultural Labour Productivity and Changes therein during the 1990s
Sl. Sub-divisions
Labour Productivity (in Rs./ worker)
No
1989-92
1998-01
Total change
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Dhubri
Bilasipara
South Salmara
Kokrajhar
Gossaingaon
Bongaigaon
Bijni
North Salmara
Goalpara
Barpeta
Bajali
Nalbari
Guwahati
Rangia
Pragjyotishpur
Mangaldoi
Udalguri
Tezpur
Biswanath Chariali
North Lakhimpur
Dhakuakhana
Dhemaji
Jonai
Dibrugarh
Tinsukia
Margherita
Sadiya
Morigaon
Nogaon
Hojai
Kaliabar
Golaghat
Dhansiri
Jorhat
Majuli
Sibsagar
Charaideo
MEAN
S.D.
C.V. (%)

5581.25
6673.79
2901.11
4487.46
7088.47
2333.17
2864.75
3710.05
2913.69
4204.98
4229.79
5234.92
3946.69
1972.30
1465.67
4360.50
4555.59
6200.46
5428.06
3859.60
5085.35
8720.92
5896.72
4628.22
6244.08
4350.73
5241.25
3661.39
9521.22
5989.24
4295.07
4645.97
6795.23
4595.83
7689.18
4868.11
2813.00
4650.10
1809.70
38.92

4089.61
3368.04
2373.65
2505.58
1354.98
1345.58
2580.70
4516.72
2942.56
3020.80
1709.29
3862.22
4444.35
2736.27
1950.08
4569.32
2719.03
4803.79
2986.39
1977.27
1328.55
1323.72
1236.07
4168.57
2256.23
2144.17
2957.41
4957.88
8502.25
2203.19
1466.73
2718.34
3599.65
1707.35
1089.47
4458.08
2808.39
3426.55
1963.75
57.31

-1491.63
-3305.75
-527.47
-1981.88
-5733.49
-987.59
-284.06
806.67
28.87
-1184.17
-2520.50
-1372.70
497.66
763.97
484.41
208.82
-1836.55
-1396.67
-2441.66
-1882.33
-3756.80
-7397.20
-4660.64
-459.64
-3987.85
-2206.56
-2283.84
1296.48
-1018.97
-3786.05
-2828.34
-1927.63
-3195.59
-2888.48
-6599.71
-410.04
-4.61
-1223.55
2502.45
-

change (%)
-26.73
-49.53
-18.18
-92.29
-90.65
-42.33
-9.92
21.74
0.99
-28.16
-80.25
-26.22
12.61
38.73
33.05
4.79
-40.31
-22.53
-44.98
-48.77
-97.82
-92.93
-79.04
-9.93
-63.87
-85.06
-43.57
35.41
-56.45
-74.14
-93.96
-57.98
-77.21
-67.75
-85.83
-8.42
-0.16
-26.30
40.76
18.39

Source: Directorate of Agriculture and Census Operation, Government of Assam, Guwahati

An overall change in the areal pattern of labour productivity classes showed that there was a
significant area shift from very high labour productivity class ( Rs. 8,000 per worker and above) to
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its high class ( Rs. 6,000- 8,000) as well as from medium- high (Rs. 4,000- 6,000) to medium- low
and low classes with an emergence of obliterated areal pattern during the 1990s (Table- 2). Such
variations occurred because of either in the areal variations of agro- ecological conditions or the
variability of labour force intensity. The regional variations of productivity and effects of ecological
factors and labour intensity are analyzed in detail by assuming that each zone has homogeneous
character of agro- ecological conditions to understand the effects of labour intensity in different
agro-ecological scenarios.
Table-2: Area under Different Labour Productivity Classes and Changes therein (1989-92 to1998-01)
(Cultivated area in ha)

Sl.
No.

Labour Productivity
1989-92
Categories
Total Area
(000’Rs. / worker)
1
Low ( Less than 2 )
53708 (2)
2
Medium Low ( 2 - 4 )
946962 (12)
3
Medium High ( 4 - 6)
1746416 (16)
4
High ( 6 - 8 )
374777 (5)
5
Very High ( Above 8 )
300712 (2)
Total
3422575 (37)
N.B. Figures in parentheses show the number of sub-divisions.

%
1.55
27.66
51.02
10.95
8.78
-

1998-2001
Total Area

%

291380 (8)
291380 (17)
1078504 (9)
893978 (1)
81615 (2)
3636857 (37)

8.01
35.51
29.65
24.58
2.24
-

Change
Total Area
%
237672
344418
-667912
519201
-219097
214282

6.46
7.85
-21.37
13.63
-6.54
-

Inter-Zone Variations

Inter-zone variations of labour productivity were shown by comparing the level of labour
productivity with its main attributes, namely: (a) the land productivity (an indicator of agricultural
yield referring to the effect of agro-ecological conditions of land), (b) the labour intensity ( that
denotes the pressure of labour force on agricultural practices) and (c) the percentage share of
agricultural workforce to total workers (which shows overall pressure of workers in its large
perspectives within the different agro-ecological zones). Inter-zone variations were analysed by
comparing the zone characteristics of labour productivity based on correlation analysis and the
analysis of comparing the mean values of agricultural productivity. The correlation analysis reveals
the following facts:
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1.

Labour productivity had very weak relationship with the land productivity (i.e. yield) through
out the valley with its positive coefficients in the Middle- Lower zone (r = 0.08), the Central
Valley zone (r = 0.25), the Upper Northern Plains zone (r = 0.12) and in the Upper
Southern Plains (r = 0.10) and negative coefficients in the zones of Lower Brahmaputra
Valley (r = -0.64) in early 1990s. Such relationships were observed positive in most of the
zones except Middle- Lower Brahmaputra Valley (r = -0.24) in the late 1990s. It means that
the physical conditions of land have a great impact on labour productivity in early 1990s.
However, increasing population pressure on cultivated land distorted land – labour
relationship in agricultural system prevalent in the valley. It weakens relationship in many
ways. For instance, increasing demographic pressure on cultivated land reduces the size of
land operation per family which leads to the problems of the use of modern technology and
also commercialisation in agricultural production systems. As a result, the production pattern
are food grain dominated for the family consumption. Therefore, farmers may not be able to
intensive technological advancements at farm level at the rate at which population pressure
increases.

2.

The relationships between labour productivity and labour intensitywere observed negative to
strongly negative in most of the zones of the Brahmaputra valley in early as well as late
1990s which showed that the increasing labour force in agricultural practices diminished the
levels of labour productivity. A strong negative correlation between these parameters (r = 0.86) was observed in the zone of Lower Brahmaputra Valley where labour immigration
intensified the labour force in the agricultural production system and thereby the level of
labour productivity diminished fast. This fact was supported by many scientists for the areas
of lower Brahmaputra valley (Mipun 1989, Das 1995, Das 2000).
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The comparison of the mean value of labour productivity for each zone as depicted in Table
- 3 highlighted the facts that there was a fairly good increase in the inter zone differences of
average productivity during the 1990s. If the inter zone differences in agricultural labour
productivity at the time of base year emerged due to considerable variations in agroecological conditions, the widening its gaps over time would be the result of many socio
economic

factors especially the application of modern technology and the labour

intensification as highlighted to consider two main scenarios of productivity variations:(a)
the scenario of the low level of labour productivity prevailing in the Lower and Middle
Lower Brahmaputra zones of mono- culture crop pattern and also in the Upper Northern
plains where crop yields of principal crops are marked lower with almost uniformly
distributed labour pressure on the agricultural practices, and

(b) another scenario of

marginally high labour productivity is prevalent in the Central Brahmaputra and Upper
Southern plain areas which emerged as the

zones of very high degree of inter zone

differences of labour productivity.
In the areas of the first scenario, the inter zone differences in productivity were recorded
higher at the time of base year which were subsequently reduced between Lower valley and
Upper Northern plain zones as well as between the Middle Lower Brahmaputra and Upper
Northern plain zones during the 1990s, whereas in the areas of the second scenario, the inter
zone differences were marked lower at the time of base year and increased faster during the
1990s (Table-3) .

The

average crop yield was increased to intensify seed- fertilizer

technology in the agricultural practices through centrally located market towns ( Guwahati,
Dibrugarh as well as Jorhat) in these zones of high labour productivity. The process of rural
labour migration to such centres of high market influence started with the employment of
agricultural labour in non- agricultural activities. As a result, the

values of labour

productivity increased from Rs.5,251 to Rs. 7,036 per worker during the 1990s in the Central
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Brahmaputra

zone with high inter zone variability. Such increasing inter zone labour

productivity variations have been observed due to the effects of green revolution technology.

(c) The table of inter-zone differences of labour productivity revealed that the inter-zone productivity
difference was observed fairly high (Rs. 2382/worker) between the zones of Middle- lower
Brahmaputra valley and Upper Northern Plains especially at the time of negligible application of
agriculture technology during the early 1990s, which was shifted to the central part of the valley
to be the highest inter-zone productivity difference of Rs.3,060 per worker as occurred between
Central Brahmaputra Valley and Upper Northern Plain Zone in the late 1990s (Table- 3). Such
area shift in the pattern of labour productivity variations showed that it ( the inter zone variability
of labour productivity) is not only the function of increasing pressure of labour in agricultural
practices but also the result of technological enhancement which diversifies the productivity
pattern faster. The use of ‘appropriate’ technology in the process of production intensification is
a different aspect that can be taken up separately. However, the effects of modern technology
widens the inter zone labour productivity gaps in the Brahmaputra valley as also described by
Nath (1993).

Intra-Zone Variations

Labour productivity variations within the agro-ecological zones were analysed and
interpreted by using the range (maximum, minimum and difference values of productivity),
standard deviations (as absolute value of dispersion) and coefficient of variation (the relative
dispersion) for each zone. The comparison of such values over time showed that the values of
productivity ranges (differential values between maximum and minimum) were noticed marginally
lesser in early 1990s for the zones of Lower valley, Lower- Middle valley and the Upper
Northern plains which were reduced significantly during the 1990s (Table -4).
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Table-3: Inter-Zone Difference Matrix of the mean values of Labour Productivity (Rs./worker) and
therein

AgroEcological
Zones

Lower
Brahmaputra
Valley

Middle
Lower
Brahmaputra
Valley

Central
Brahmaputra
Valley

Upper
Northern
Plain

Upper
Southern
Plain

Total
Difference

Year

Lower
Brahmaputra
Valley

Middle Lower
Brahmaputra
Valley

Central
Brahmaputra
Valley

Upper
Northern
Plain

Changes

Upper
Southern
Plain

1989-92

0

-552.47

+1189.91

+1829.11

+825.63

1998-01

0

+1556.35

+1628.58

-1431.09

+293.28

1989-92

-552.47

0

+1742.38

+2381.58

+1378.10

1998-01

+1556.35

0

+72.23

-2987.44

-1263.07

1989-92

+1189.91

+1742.38

0

+639.20

-364.28

1998-01

+1628.58

+72.23

0

-3059.67

-1335.30

1989-92

+1829.11

+2381.58

+639.2

0

-1003.48

1998-01

-1431.09

-2987.44

-3059.67

0

+1724.37

1989-92

+825.63

+1378.10

-364.28

-1003.48

0

1998-01

+293.28

-1263.07

-1335. 30

+1724.37

0

1989-92

4397.12

6054.53

3935.77

5853.37

3571.49

1989-92

4909.30

5879.09

6095.78

9202.57

4616.02

N.B.: 1. The figures show labour productivity values in Rs. per agriculture worker.
2. The negative figures show the differences towards decrease.
3. The inter zone differences as given in the last row of the Table are calculated by adding the value of each column
ignoring their signs.
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Table-4: Intra-Zone Variations in Labour Productivity (Rs./ worker).
Agro-ecological
Zones
Lower
Brahmaputra
valley
Middle Lower
Brahmaputra
Valley
Central
Brahmaputra
Valley
Upper
Northern Plain
Upper
Southern Plain

Years

Minimum

Maximum

Difference

Mean

1989-92
1998-01

2333.17
1345.58

6673.79
4516.72

4340.62
3171.14

4061.53
2897.49

Standard
Deviation
1870.18
968.09

Coefficient of
Variation (%)
46.05
33.41

1989-92
1998-01

1465.67
1950.08

5234.92
10709.29

3769.25
8759.21

3509.06
4453.84

1463.62
3186.00

41.71
71.53

1989-92
1998-01

3661.39
1466.73

9521.22
8502.25

5859.83
7035.52

5251.44
7035.52

1907.76
2200.12

36.33
48.61

1989-92
1998-01

3859.60
48.61

8720.92
1977.27

4861.32
741.20

5890.64
1466.40

2064.31
343.22

35.04
23.41

1989-92
1998-01

2813.00
1466.73

7689.18
8502.25

4876.18
7035.52

4887.16
7190.77

1505.83
3309.91

30.81
46.03

There was a record decrease in intra- zone variability as 12.64 percent (from 46.05 to
33.41per cent ) in the zone located in the lower part of Brahmaputra valley and 11.64 percent (from
35.04 to 23.41per cent) in the Upper Northern plains during the decade under consideration. It shows
an emergence of moderate homogeneous pattern of labour productivity in these zones of high labour
intensity. The causes of emergence of most uniform labour productivity pattern in the zone of Upper
Northern plain might largely be associated with a significant decline in the areal variability of labour
intensity. There was a record decline of 60.07 per cent in the coefficient of variability in labour
productivity from 112.48 percent (in early 1990s) to 53.41 percent ( in early 2000s) in the zones
located in lower valley (Table- 5). The process of settling the labour force in agricultural activities is
more stable process and produce homogeneous space in the distribution especially in the areas of
paddy dominated Lower and Upper Northern parts of the valley. Such process of
employment stabilises the areal variability within these zones.

labour
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Concluding Remarks
The premise associated with the regional disparities in agricultural labour productivity that
the effects of green revolution technology widen regional disparities, is valid in the developing
agricultural economies as prevalent in the Brahamputra Valley. It can be generalised from the above
discussion that labour productivity diminishes with its wide spread regional variations and,
consequently, the obliterated regional pattern of labour productivity emerges. The scenario of high
value of inter zone differences of labour productivity with its reduction over time as prevalent in the
Lower as well as Upper Northern parts of the valley and, contrary to it, the scenario of high labour
productivity with its increasing inter and intra zone differences as prevalent in the Central and Upper
Southern parts of the valley where impact of emerging market towns is visible, are major causes of
wide spread regional disparities in the valley. Thus, the effects of concentrated growth of agricultural
labour force and increasing agricultural labour intensity in its obliterated pattern enhances the
regional disparities as also described by

Das (1979) considering initial stage of agricultural

development in the valley when regional disparities started widening in late 1970s. A few important
deductions inferred from the present analysis are as:

1.

Application of seed- fertilizer technology widens regional disparities as the
diffusion of technology is point/place based and its effects are location specific.

2.

Increasing labour pressure diminishes labour productivity and alters its pattern.

3.

Settling process of increasing agricultural labour force in peasant farming system
unifies the pattern of labour intensity within the agro- ecological zones.
Consequently, intra zone labour productivity variations diminish in the areas of low
labour productivity zones occupying high intensity of agriculture labour with
comparatively lesser use of modern technology in agricultural practices
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Table-5: Intra- Zone Variations of Labour Productivity and its Associated Attributes
Coefficient of Variation (in %)
Agro-ecological
Zones

Lower
Brahmaputra
Valley

Middle Lower
Brahmaputra
Valley

Central
Brahmaputra
Valley

Upper Northern
Plain

Upper Southern
Plain

Brahmaputra
Valley( as whole)

Agricultural
Workforce
(% to total
worker)

Year

Labour
Productivity
(Rs./worker)

1989-92

46.05

11.20

37.93

38.54

1998-01

33.41

8.70

37.86

39.70

Change

-12.64

-2.50

-0.07

1.16

1989-92

41.71

26.12

85.24

43.39

1998-01

71.53

22.41

66.58

38.20

Change

29.82

-3.71

-18.66

-5.00

1989-92

36.33

53.78

27.58

24.13

1998-01

48.61

52.49

41.32

20.65

Change

12.28

-1.29

13.74

-3.48

1989-92

35.04

17.89

113.48

15.28

1998-01

23.41

31.28

53.41

14.48

Change

-11.64

13.39

-60.07

-0.80

1989-92

30.81

102.03

59.17

30.06

1998-01

36.03

103.74

33.91

30.93

Change

5.21

1.71

-25.26

0.87

1989-92

37.99

42.21

64.68

30.28

1998-01

42.60

43.72

46.62

28.79

Change

4.61

1.51

-18.06

-1.49

N.B.: Figures show the coefficient of variation in percent

Land
Productivity
(Rs./ha)

Labour Intensity
(Persons/sq.km)
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Would You Marry Someone Who…?
Decisions about Similarities and Differences in Romantic Relationships
Researchers have long focused on the concept of similarity versus difference in
marriage and romantic relationships (e.g., Botwin, Buss, & Shackelford, 1997; Buunk &
Bosman, 1986; Caspi, Hervener, & Ozer, 1992; Neimeyer & Mitchell, 1988).
Researchers have also examined individuals’ beliefs about what romantic relationships
should be like and how relational partners should act (Sprecher & Metts, 1999; Sullivan
& Schwebel, 1995). These beliefs about relationships are known as implicit theories of
relationships and relational schemata (Sprecher & Metts, 1999), and are thought to be
important because of the influence these beliefs have on relationship development and
satisfaction (Sullivan & Schwebel, 1995). This study is an attempt to combine both of
these important areas of relational research to better understand the beliefs and
expectations unmarried individuals have about marriage, and specifically what they
report looking for in a long-term romantic partner.
Previous research on similarity versus difference in marriage and other romantic
relationships has generally found that married people are more similar than they are
different, and have found similarities in a number of different aspects of a person, such as
age, ethnicity, religious background, height, weight, socioeconomic status, and political
orientation (Botwin et al., 1997). Much research has focused on similarity of personality
traits, with inconsistent results (Botwin et al., 1997; Davis & Rusbult, 2001; Gattis,
Berns, Simpson, & Christensen, 2004). Research overall has focused more on
similarities (some of which seem a bit inconsequential, such as ear lobe size and nose
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length) rather than potentially important differences (e.g., Botwin et al., 1997; Caspi et
al., 1992; Watson, Klohnen, Casillas, Nus Simms, Haig, & Berry, 2004). The research
that has focused on values has focused on abstract values, such as achievement,
conformity, self direction (Gaunt, 2006), helpfulness, politeness, honesty (Medling &
McCarrey, 1981), support, empathy, and responsibility (Skaldeman & Montgomery,
1999), rather than the specific attitudes and behaviors associated with the overarching
value. Importantly, researchers have called for more specification and detail about how
romantic partners are similar to or different from each other (Acitelli, Kenny, & Weiner,
2001), and an examination of what areas of similarity and difference are important for
relational processes (Houts, Robins, & Huston, 1996). Research has also found that
similar spouses are generally more satisfied than dissimilar spouses (Acitelli et al., 2001;
Gaunt, 2006). Finally, most previous research has been purely quantitative with little
qualitative information provided (with the notable exception of Williams and Lawler’s
(2000) study on interchurch marriages).
According to Baxter and West (2003), “…we still lack a comprehensive
understanding of what (dis)similarities matter in established relationships and how they
function” (pp. 491-492). Indeed, previous research, as mentioned, has examined attitudes
and personality characteristics, but has not examined more tangible qualities about a
person that someone would likely consider when deciding whether or not to pursue a
romantic relationship. Yet, based on our knowledge of relational schemata, it is clear that
people do make social judgments about the attractiveness of potential partners on a
variety of characteristics (Clark, Dover, Geher, & Presson, 2005). Importantly, previous
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research has not examined the explanations provided for these social judgments about
potential partners that individuals make concerning whether to pursue or avoid a
relationship.
This study attempts to fill in the gaps in existing research in three ways. First, by
examining specific attributes about a potential marriage partner, rather than general
personality characteristics. Second, by explicitly examining differences between
potential relational partners, rather than focusing solely on similarities. Finally, this
study examines the qualitative explanations provided by non-married individuals
regarding the social judgments they make about potential marriage partners.
Students were recruited in classes to participate in the study by completing an
online questionnaire. The study was explained in classes and students were then sent an
e-mail message explaining the study further and providing a link to the online survey. In
addition to completing the survey themselves, students were asked to pass on the link to
other unmarried individuals and to married individuals (for another project not reported
here). Participants had the option of providing their e-mail address if they wanted to be
entered into a drawing for a $50 gift card.
Although 156 individuals went to the online survey, 36 were excluded because
they did not complete any questions except for the demographic data. The sample was
made up of 120 individuals (85 female, 17 male, 1 who did not report sex). Participants
ranged in age from 18 to 71 (M = 23.11, SD = 7.04). The self-reported ethnicity of the
sample was as follows: 83 (69.2%) Caucasian, 14 (11.7%) Asian/Asian American, 12
(10%) Hispanic, 7 (5.8%) Multi-racial, 2 (1.7%) African American, and 2 (17%)
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Hawaii/Pacific Islander. Fifty-four (45%) of participants were currently involved in a
romantic relationship, 66 (55%) were not currently involved in a romantic relationship.
The first part of the questionnaire asked about demographic information. The
second part of the questionnaire asked about characteristics of potential marital partners.
Participants were presented with a list of 21 characteristics of potential partners and were
asked to indicate if they would consider marrying someone who was different from
themselves in each respect (yes, no, or unsure). They were then asked to explain their
answers to each question (i.e., why did you indicate you would or would not marry
someone with that characteristic?). Please see Table 1 for a complete list of
characteristics. Participants were also asked to explain what, if any, additional
differences would prevent them from committing to a long-term relationship that were
not already reflected in the questionnaire. Participants were then asked a series of
questions about their relational history and beliefs about marriage, the results of which
are not reported here. The online questionnaire allowed for anonymity and, most
importantly, allowed for both quantitative and qualitative responses.
The first question guiding this research asked what characteristics unmarried
individuals report desiring to be similar to potential spouses on and on what
characteristics are differences accepted or desired. The majority of participants reported
willingness to marry someone different from them on most characteristics, with a few
exceptions. More respondent reported that they would marry someone different from
themselves on the following characteristics: race, nationality, religion, religious
denomination, political affiliation, education level, socio-economic level, view of the
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war, view of capital punishment, view of presidential candidate, vegetarianism, having
pets, recreational activities, and church attendance. More participants responded that
they would not consider marrying someone different from them on the following
beliefs/characteristics: different view of gay rights, spanking children, use of drugs, and
cigarette smoking. “Unsure” was the most frequent response for different practices for
raising children. Please see Table 1 for complete frequency counts.
Twenty-nine additional characteristics/behaviors were listed by participants. The
most frequently reported categories were different levels of commitment, different family
backgrounds, different communication styles, and different levels of ambition. Other
topics included physical problems, hygiene, manners, trust, and humor.
The second question guiding this research asked what explanations unmarried
individuals provide for their decisions about similarities and differences in a potential
marriage partner. To answer this question, the open-ended questionnaire responses were
open coded following the constant comparative method (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Participants’ explanations for their decisions about similarity or difference
regarding future marriage partners were represented by 14 coding categories. They are
discussed in detail below, organized according to whether the explanation was provided
as a reason for being willing to marry someone different on given characteristics or
whether the explanation was provided for an unwillingness to marry someone different.
The explanations for the social judgments made about potential marriage partners are
presented in order of most frequently occurring to least frequent.
Explanations for Desired Difference
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The most frequently reported explanation for a willingness to marry someone who
was different on given characteristics was the degree of difference between themselves
and a potential romantic partner. If they each had moderate views on a particular issue,
then the relationship was seen as being successful. The following example illustrates
degree of difference:
So what if they are different. They will teach you more things. Just as long as they
aren’t so strong about their beliefs that it takes over the relationship (Q10, #88).
Another frequently mentioned explanation was holistic perceptions. This represented
beliefs that individuals would look to the entire person as a whole rather than make
judgments based on individual characteristics. The following illustrates holistic
perceptions:
I plan on marrying someone I've fallen in love with, and while they influence who
the person is, they do not necessarily determine how or why they are loveable
(Q10, #48).
Participants frequently mentioned compromise as an explanation for decisions,
emphasizing that it is possible to work through these differences if each person is willing
to compromise. The following comment is an example of compromise:
I believe differences in the theory of raising and punishing children can be
discussed and compromised on because after all, marriage is a partnership (Q14,
#32).
Relational impact represented the extent to which people believed that the
behavior or characteristic affected the relationship. If the behavior was not seen as
central to a relationship, then differences did not matter. For example,
I marked yes for all of them because I don't feel like these issues are ones that will
be brought up very often and for the most part can be ignored (Q12, #3).
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Many participants explained that any differences are easy to overcome if two
people are truly in love. This perspective was labeled idealized relationship. The
following illustrates this code:
If two people are truly in love, race, politics, and education level should not make
a difference (Q10, #22).
Participants also discussed differences as beneficial; that being involved with someone
who had differences of opinion or came from different backgrounds were not obstacles,
but instead brought something special to the relationship, such as the following comment:
I marked yes for all of them because I have found that most of the people I am
attracted to are very different from me. Also, I feel like it makes the relationship
more interesting if there are differences (Q10, #17).
Finally, participants also referenced previous relational experience. Positive relational
experience included references to successful past relationships with people who were
different. The following is an example:
I was in a 3.5 year relationship with someone of a different race than I am, and
that was never a problem (Q10, #21).
Explanations for Desired Similarity
The most frequent explanation for not marrying someone who was different on
some important characteristic was because the characteristic was simply considered a
deal breaker. There was no compromise on these issues. This was most frequently
mentioned as applying to drugs and smoking, although it applied to other topics, as the
following illustrates:
To me politics could be a deal breaker. I can get very passionate about politics
since they affect so much of our day to day experience. If my husband were to be
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voting and agreeing with a political leader who I had serious issues with, I could
see myself becoming angry quite often (Q10, #43).
Some differences were seen as not being able to overcome due to practicality. For
example:
I marked no for vegetarianism because I am not a vegetarian and it would be
difficult to cook and buy groceries with someone who was (Q12, #3).
Raising children was provided as an explanation for not marrying someone who was
different on given characteristics, such as church attendance or spanking children. These
characteristics were seen as being compounded by the job of raising children and
therefore could not be compromised on, such as the following:
I don't think spanking children is an effective way of teaching a child what is
wrong and what is right, and I would not be able to handle anyone who would hit
their own children (Q14, #21).
Participants cited previous personal experience as an explanation for not marrying
someone who differed on some of the given characteristics. This represented personal
experience being associated with a given belief, such as:
I may feel different about someone who treats illegal immigrants in a degrading
manner because some of my relatives are illegal immigrants (Q12, #45).
Some participants cited questionable mortality as an explanation for not being involved
with someone different from them, particularly concerning gay rights. These participants
emphasized how they would doubt the other person’s morals if they did not share the
same opinion regarding these issues. The following is an example:
Gay rights, however, are to me more straightforward (there should be no bias),
and it is, like politics, particularly meaningful to me. So, I could not see
respecting someone who saw things differently on this issue (Q12, #8).
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Participants also reported that a desire to avoid conflict, either between each other or
between families, was a reason for why they would not marry someone who was different
from themselves.
I feel very strongly about the war, and for the sake of argument, I don't think I
would consider marrying someone who was extremely pro war because I would
disagree with too many things (Q12, #21).
Negative relational experience referenced unsuccessful past relationships with people
who were different and was provided as a reason for seeking someone with like
characteristics. The following comment explained why someone would only consider
marrying someone with a similar education level:
I dated a guy who dropped out of his first year of high school and we were on
completely different levels intellectually. I couldn't date him (Q10, #86).
Conclusions
There are two important findings from this study. The first is that the majority of
participants reported a willingness and even a desire to marry someone different from
them in important ways. As mentioned, out of the 21 characteristics provided, the
majority of participants reported a willingness to marry someone different in all but five
areas. This seems to provide evidence for an attitude of openness and acceptance on the
part of the unmarried individuals in this study and contradicts findings from previous
research that emphasize a desire for similarity between romantic partners (e.g., Caspi et
al., 1992). Importantly, attitudes toward potential partners are perhaps very different
from what would actually happen in practice. Even so, the attitude towards difference,
combined with the rationales provided for why difference would not only be accepted,
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but in some cases, appreciated and even preferred, does indicate a degree of openness
toward difference not seen in previous research.
The second important finding is that participants were able to provide
explanations for their decisions about desired similarity or difference in potential marital
partners and were able to articulate both the positive and negative aspects of similarity
and difference. As Baxter and West (2003) discussed, “relationships require both
similarity and difference to function in a healthy manner” (p. 495). Previous research
emphasized similarity rather than exploring difference, and discussed similarity
positively for the most part, thereby treating difference as a negative (Baxter & West,
2003). The participants in this study seem to acknowledge the necessity for both
similarity and difference in long-term relationships. The frequently seen comments on
how differences can be seen as positive forces in relationships is also something not seen
to a great degree in previous research.
This study provided for a more detailed examination of both the positive and
negative aspects of similarity and difference in romantic relationships. The results of this
study also illuminate the particular ways in which unmarried individuals view marriage
and what characteristics they look for when considering a marriage partner. The positive
appeals of difference from a relational partner deserve continued research attention.
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Similarities and Differences 15
Table 1
Response Frequencies for Potential Marriage Partner Characteristics

Characteristic

Yes

No

Unsure

Different Race

102 (85%)

7 (5.8%)

11 (9.2%)

Different Nationality

109 (90.8%) 5 (4.2%)

6 (5.0%)

Different Religion

73 (60.8%)

17 (14.2%)

30 (25%)

Different Religious Denomination

85 (70.8%)

11 (9.2%)

24 (20%)

Different Political Affiliation

69 (57.4%)

16 (13.3%)

35 (29.2%)

Different Education Level

85 (70.8%)

16 (13.3%)

19 (15.8%)

Different Socio-Economic Level

94 (78.3%)

11 (9.2%)

15 (12.5%)

Different View of the War

60 (50%)

24 (20%)

36 (30%)

Different View of Gay Rights

41 (34.2%)

57 (47.5%)

22 (18.3%)

Different View of Capital Punishment

72 (60.5%)

19 (16%)

28 (23.5%)

Different View of Illegal Immigrants

53 (44.2%)

31 (25.8%)

36 (30%)

Different View of Presidential Candidate

84 (70%)

11 (9.2%)

25 (20.8%)

Different view of Vegetarianism

105 (88.2%) 9 (7.6%)

5 (4.2%)

Different Preference for Having Pets

90 (75.6%)

17 (14.35)

12 (10.1%)

Different Practices Raising Children

38 (32.2%)

29 (24.6%)

51 (43.2%)

Different Practices of Spanking Children

38 (31.9%)

45 (37.8%)

36 (30.3%)

Different Recreational Activities

99 (83.2%)

12 (10.1%)

8 (6.7%)

Different Practices Regarding Drug Use

14 (11.8%)

83 (69.7%)

22 (18.5%)

Different Practices Regarding Alcohol Use 46 (38.7%)

34 (28.6%)

39 (32.8%)

Different Practices- Cigarette Smoking

27 (22.7%)

70 (58.8%)

22 (18.5%)

Different Practices- Church Attendance

67 (56.8%)

23 (19.5%)

28 (23.7%)
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“The Joy and Terror of Urban Childhood”
James Wunsch
Empire State College (SUNY)
177 Livingston St.
6th floor
Brooklyn, New York 11201
Jim.Wunsch@esc.edu
Abstract
“The Joy and Terror of Urban Childhood” depicts how over the course of seventy
years, the lives of city children were transformed. To dramatize the story, I
adapted three powerful chronicles of New York childhoods for a staged reading.
The reading is drawn from: Kate Simon’s Bronx Primitive, which tells a Jewish
girl’s coming-of- age in the twenties; Geoffrey Canada’s Fist Stick Knife and Gun,
an account of how in the sixties an African-American boy learned to fight to
survive in the South Bronx, and Latoya Hunter’s Diary—My First Year in Junior
High, written and published during 1990-1991 when the Jamaican-American girl
was 12-years old.
This reading advances a particular argument: that while families once sent even
young children out to play, by the nineteen seventies, the streets, parks and
neighborhoods of American cities had became so dangerous that youngsters
had to be protected. They were put on “lockdown,” that is confined to apartments
and homes where they found society and entertainment not in the neighborhood,
but from watching TV and playing video games. The joy, power, and terror of the
city—all that had once indelibly stamped urban childhood for a century—had now
disappeared.
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6. Abstract:
“The ‘Genesis’ of Ancient Egyptian Motifs in Biblical Art”
This paper examines the artistic treatment of Old and New Testament events that occurred in
Egypt: the finding of Moses, scenes from the life of Joseph, the Exodus, the parting of the
Red Sea, the flight into Egypt, and repose on the flight into Egypt, to name a few. Using
Biblical art as its platform, it draws some compelling parallels between intellectual, religious
and political climates of different historical periods.
Even though the roots of Old Testament art can be traced back to Alexandria, Egypt, its form
and decoration were, in fact, Hellenistic. Before the Christian era, illustrated copies of the
official translation -- books of the Alexandrian Greek Old Testament, or Septuagint -- formed
the basis for Biblical art. Those images persisted into 11th, 12th, and 13th century Byzantine
art, then made their way into the landscapes of Italian painting.
Early New Testament art -- though developing contemporaneously from the first century
onward -- was influenced largely by local variations, i.e., Alexandrian, Syrian, Ephesian,
African, Italian and Gallic. Despite this “freedom of expression” and break from Hellenistic
strictures, Egyptian motifs were still absent from Biblical art, even in Coptic Christian art
produced in Egypt.
European works continued in this non-conventional vein until the Renaissance when classical
ideals were re-introduced. Despite the Napoleonic expedition to Egypt at the end of the 18th
century, the cultural infusion of Ancient Egypt into the arts was further delayed because of
French intellectual orientation toward both Ancient Rome and Greece, i.e., neo-classicism.
La Revolution Française brought profound and far-reaching consequences to the arts: escape
from a world that had become increasingly industrialized and mechanized to exotic and
natural settings like Ancient Egypt provided the impetus for the Romantic period. At long
last, in the second half of the 19th century through the works of the Orientalists Egypt took her
place in art among the great ancient cultures. Old and New Testament scenes were highly
embellished and rendered with historical accuracy. Biblical themes became Egypt’s Genesis.
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6. Abstract:
“Ancient Encounters: The Orientalists in Egypt”
This research paper traces the Orientalist art movement to its roots in Egypt during
Napoleon Bonaparte’s ill-fated 1798 Egyptian campaign.
Though politically motivated, Bonaparte launched a simultaneous effort to
scientifically record the flora, fauna, geography, typography and ethnography of his
current conquest. Some 157 savants and artists accompanied the invading forces as
“The Commission of Science and Art.”
The two large volumes, Journey into Lower and Upper Egypt During the Campaigns
of General Bonaparte [produced in 1802 by chief artist, Dominique Vivant (Baron
Denon)] and the 20-volume masterpiece, The Description of Egypt (the compilation of
the Commission’s work released between 1809-1824), were instrumental in the
awakening of European interests in Eastern culture. They were also stimulating
references for French Orientalist painters at the beginning of the 19th century.
The influence, however, did not stop there. Soon artists from Austria, Italy, Prussia,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom joined the ranks of the inspired. Some traveled
to Egypt as members of scientific survey teams: early epigraphic artists, if you will.
Others recorded contemporary life juxtaposed upon the monuments and artifacts
surviving from the ancient culture. Still others merged their rich imaginations with
these vestiges of Ancient Egypt creating fantastic works of art.
More than 55 superb works in various media chosen from major collections
throughout the world demonstrate the glorious and innovative achievements of the
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19th-century artists. The presentation assembles masterpieces – some rarely seen – by
28 artists whose works were of critical importance to the Orientalist art movement.
The slides are arranged according to three themes: the artist as copyist, the
ethnographic artist and the romantic artist. “Ancient Encounters” presents the full
flowering of the Orientalists from recording the visible remains of Ancient Egypt to
literal views of 19th-century life to the magnificence of the Romantic period.
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HAWAII INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON ARTS AND HUMANITIES
ABSTRACT
REDISCOVERING CALCATA
21C PALIMPSEST IN THE ROMAN CAMPAGNA

Professor Roy Fleetwood
Victoria University of Wellington
New Zealand
Regarded by many experts as the best-preserved mediaeval fortress in Italy, perched high
above the sheer cliffs of the volcanic plug on which it stands, Calcata survives as a 21c
century palimpsest in the Valle del Treja forest north of Rome. The author of this paper
first visited Calcata in January 1971, whilst Rome Scholar in Architecture at the British
School at Rome, to research the mediaeval hilltown, and witness the annual procession
on New Year’s day celebrating the Day of the Holy Circumcision to honour the Holy
Prepuce of Calcata, which had been officially venerated by the Church for hundreds of
years. Calcata staged an annual procession on the Day of the Holy Circumcision to
honour the relic, even though the Vatican II reforms removed the Day of the Holy
Circumcision from the church calendar, until 1983 when the parish priest announced
that the holy relic would not be exposed to the devotion of the faithful - it had
vanished. In the 1930s, Calcata’s fortified historic centre was condemned by the Italian
government, fearing that the volcanic cliffs the ancient community was built upon
would collapse. Local residents were moved to a new town nearby - Calcata Nuova.
The emptied historical centre of Calcata began to be repopulated by artists and hippies
who squatted in its medieval stone and masonry structures. Many of the squatters
eventually purchased their homes, the Italian government reversed its condemnation
order, and the residents of what had become an artistic community began restoring the
ancient town, so that today Calcata has a thriving community described in the New
York Times as what "may be the grooviest village in Italy, home to a wacky community
of about 100 artists, bohemians, aging hippies and New Age types." The author revisited
Calcata in 2007 as part of research on the evolution of the mediaeval Italian hilltown in
the age of 21C international tourism. This paper discusses the changes that have taken
place in Calcata and offers some observations.
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The Mad Thick Feck: Using Linguistic Clues to Characterize Padraic
Linguistics, a diverse field, full of depth, can provide valuable insights into countless
aspects of literary texts. Linguistic analyses of poetry and prose are abundant, yet drama does not
seem to get the linguistic treatment as often. However, a linguistic analysis of a character’s
speech in dramatic texts can shed much light on how the character is portrayed. I argue that
Martin McDonagh uses language to cleverly depict a character that, because of his position of
power within a terrorist cell, expects everyone he encounters to yield to that power. Then again,
because of McDonagh’s use of linguistic manipulations, which show who has control within
conversations, the people he interacts with actually yield to him because he is seen as being
crazy, somewhat slow-witted, and very dangerous. Therefore, these characters do not see him as
someone to fear because of his position of power; instead, they acquiesce because they wish to
avoid pain, suffering, and fatalities at his hands, or because they have romantic feelings for him.
A Wee Bit of Background Information
Introducing Yere Playwright
Martin McDonagh, a modern Anglo-Irish playwright, has yet to earn his spot in the canon
of English literature, but he may be well on his way. He was born in 1970 in the city of London,
England to Irish expatriates. He has published six plays, four of which have been nominated for
the Best Play category of the Tony Awards. Another play of his will be published in 2009. He
has written and directed the short film Six Shooter, which won an Academy Award in 2006, and
the 2008 film In Bruges. He also has written several radio plays, two of which are awardwinning. Most importantly, McDonagh received several Obie Awards, Drama Desk awards, the
Critics Circle Theatre Award for the Most Promising Playwright in 1996, and the Best New Play
award from the Laurence Olivier Awards for The Pillowman in 2004 (Internet Movie Database,
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2008). Additionally, he has held the honor of being a resident playwright for the Royal National
Theatre in London (Casey, 2008).
McDonagh is seen as being instrumental in the development of the “In Your Face”
genre—plays containing controversial and confrontational material—of theatre; therefore, it is
not surprising that his 2001 piece, Lieutenant of Inishmore, which I have chosen to analyze, took
five years to appear on a London stage. Trevor Nunn, a prominent artistic director, and his peers
feared that staging it could possibly be “inflammatory and disrupt the Northern Ireland peace
process” (Internet Movie Database, 2008). The controversial terrorist characters mixed with the
bloody, absurd plot seemed to be too much for the stage upon first glance. In spite of the
hesitation around staging Inishmore, the play opened to strong reviews, declaring the play as “a
magnificent comic construction, energetic and hugely entertaining” (Harkin, 2002), claiming
“McDonagh's play is a hugely enjoyable black satire on the mindset that has led to cycles of
violence and generations of misery in Ireland” (Garner, 2002), and that the work is “an
audacious triumph for the Anglo-Irish playwright” (Rooney, 2006). Critics lauded McDonagh’s
black comedy, and noted its use of satire, thereby proving that there was more than blood and
laughs to his work. The work has a depth and richness all of its own.
A Nice Sliceen of Plot
The plot of Lieutenant of Inishmore centers on Padraic and his best friend for fifteen
years, Wee Thomas—a cat. After receiving a phone call, while torturing a drug pusher, Padraic
is informed that Wee Thomas is “poorly” and “has been off his food” from his father, Donny
(McDonagh, 2003, p. 16). Therefore, Padraic decides to return to his home on the island of
Inishmore. Unfortunately for Donny and his young friend Davey, Wee Thomas is dead and their
subsequent lie about the cat does not stall Padraic from visiting home like they had hoped.
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Fearing for their lives, they form a scheme to trick Padraic. Davey’s sister, Mairead, has an
orange cat that they attempt to dye black with shoe polish, thinking this will be enough to trick
Padraic.
Meanwhile, four men, who actually killed Wee Thomas, from Northern Ireland are
stalking about the island of Inishmore waiting for Padraic to return. Nevertheless, Padraic returns
to Inishmore and is not fooled by the replacement for his cat; so, he kills it. Demanding answers
about where Wee Thomas is, Padraic ties up Davey and Donny with the intentions of executing
them. However, the Northern Irishmen tie Padraic up and drag him off stage for his own
execution, stalling him from executing Davey and Donny. Mairead, with her rifle and at a
distance of sixty yards, blinds the four men. These six characters return on stage, and Padraic
kills the blinded men one by one. However, the leader of the Northern Irishmen, Christy, admits
to having killed Wee Thomas, so Padraic tortures him before executing him.
As Davey and Donny are cutting up the bodies of the four dead men on stage, Padraic
and Mairead prepare to go to Ulster, where they plan to perform terrorist attacks. Padraic admits
to Mairead that he himself had to kill a cat earlier that day because it was “unhygienic”
(McDonagh, 2003, p. 49). Padraic asks Mairead to clean her bloody dress before they leave, and
she does. Yet, she happens to find the body of her cat—the very cat that Padraic killed—dead in
the bathroom. Displeased with Padraic, she kills him and orders Davey and Donny to chop up his
body too. After she makes her final exit, Wee Thomas, alive and well, appears on stage. It does
not take Davey and Donny long to realize that some poor cat, which was thought to be Wee
Thomas, was killed and that all the bloodshed that the audience witnessed was in vain. Absurd
and humorous throughout, the play obviously satirizes the mentality of the Northern Irish
terrorist cells while possibly disgusting audience members with brutality and gore.
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Introducing Linguistics & Stylistics into the Fray
Setting the Stage
H. P. Grice (1975) in Logic and conversation gave linguistic and stylistic researchers a
priceless commodity for describing dramatic texts. He introduced the ideas of conventional and
conversational implicature; however, the idea of the cooperative principle, a part of the
conversational implicature, is the most valuable asset of this article. He states “mak[ing] your
conversational contribution such as required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted
purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged” is the cooperative principle
(Grice, 1975, p. 45). Grice (1975) then distinguishes four categories that make up the cooperative
principle:
Table 1
Grice’s Qualities and Maxims
Category
1.
Quantity—relates to the quantity of
information to be provided.

Quality—try to make your contribution one
that is true.

2.
1.
2.

Maxims
Make your contribution as informative
as is required (for the current purposes
of the exchange).
Do not make you contribution more
informative than is required.
Do not say what you believe to be false.
Do not say that for which you lack
adequate evidence.

Relation—allow for the fact that subjects are
legitimately changed.

1. Be relevant

Manner—relating not to what is said but,
rather, to HOW what is said is to be said.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Be perspicuous.
Avoid ambiguity.
Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity).
Be orderly.

Note. From “Logic and Conversation” by H.P. Grice, 1975, Speech Acts, p. 45-46. Adapted by the author.

These categories and maxims help people to understand how people should converse. Obviously,
if one needs help repairing an automobile, following the maxims for quantity that person would
expect to know only what was required, not more and not less. Therefore, if he needs four
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screws, he would expect to receive four screws, not three and not five. Following the maxims of
quality, if one bakes a cake and is in need of sugar she would expect to receive sugar, not salt.
Additionally, she would not expect to receive a novelty rubber spoon if they need a spoon.
Staying relevant, when making a cake one should not expect to be handed a book he should read
or be given information that he would not need until later; for example, being handed a cloth pot
holder while mixing the cake batter. Lastly, regarding manner, one would expect the person who
she is conversing with to make their contribution to the conversation clear without belaboring
their ideas (Grice, 1975, p. 47). Therefore, to follow manner, if only a simple yes or no is
required, one should not make their choice and then defend it unnecessarily to the person or
people he is conversing with.
Short (1989), explains that with Grice’s maxims, literary criticism and linguistic analyses
of plays could “produce suggestions for performance” and that novel interpretations of plays in
performance could be supported or refuted by checking the performance with the text (141).
Additionally, Cooper (1998) supports this claim by states that analysis of the “conversational
behaviour” of characters “serves as a foundation on which to build interpretations” (p. 54). In
other words, linguistic analyses can help produce novel interpretations or explain the validity of
a novel interpretation. Of course, this all relates to Grice’s maxims, because how a line is
delivered on stage will either be supported by or refuted by the maxims. Short qualifies his
arguments by giving examples of new and old plays alike.
Yet, Short (1989) emphasizes that “maxims are not, however, as strongly regulative as
grammatical rules, and are therefore broken quite often” (p. 151). He further explains that this
flouting of maxims can be used in order to gain control of conversation (Short, 1989, p. 153).
Cooper (1998) explains, “we rarely fail to observe maxims casually” (p. 57). This is to say that
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we flout maxims for a specific reason; thus, lending more credibility to the idea that flouting
maxims can be used to gain control of a conversation. Cooper (1998) even says that when we
flout maxims “we encourage our hearers to infer something about the reasons for our behaviour,
something about our knowledge or beliefs” (p. 57). So, when we flout maxims we force others to
acknowledge and recognize our characteristics and possibly our intentions. Therefore, Grice
(1975) laid the foundation by explaining what the maxims of conversation are, but Short (1989)
and Cooper (1998) expounded upon the idea that not following—or flouting—maxims,
especially in dramatic dialogues, can be seen as a way to gain control of conversations and force
others to be aware of our desires, beliefs, and mannerisms.
Not only does flouting maxims give one power in conversation, but Bennison (1998)
asserts that turn-length and interruptions can be telling of who has power in the conversation (pp.
70, 75). Bennison (1998) explains that whomever speaks more—the most words per turn—can
be seen as having power (p. 70). Therefore, power can arise from the ability to speak more than
those you converse with. Halmari (1999) supports this idea by stating “the fact that a person
speaks more seems to be a feature connected with relative power” (p. 41). When the cooperative
principle is applied to these situations power is deferred to the person who speaks the most for
any number of reasons. In Bennison (1998) one character is the subordinate of another and in
Halmari (1999) the power relationship is that of a patriarch to his family. Therefore, the speaker
is allowed to have power because of the rules of society. Additionally, Bennison (1998) explains
that characters that interrupt others indicate power and confidence in their speech (p. 75). Yet
again, Halmari (1999) supports this by stating “a person may gain power merely by speaking
self-confidently” (p. 41). Not only can society’s rules dictate who has power in conversations,
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but an assertive personality can cause others to suspend their own power and give it to another in
conversation.
Finally, the use of interrogatives and metastatement also provide one access to
controlling a conversation. Interrogatives are a form of questioning, and Carter, Goddard, Reah,
Sanger, & Bowring (2001) state, “question sentences ask the reader to look for information” (p.
215). Therefore, it is not much of a leap to expect that a verbal question would ask the other
participant(s) in the conversation to look for and provide information. Simply put, if one is
causing another to do something, they have a power. Likewise, Simpson (2004) explains that
metastatement—“language about language”—can be used to gain control of the floor (p. 88). In
other words, if someone begins their turn by stating, “I want to tell you something” or “May I
say something” they are asking for permission to hold the floor. If granted this permission, they
have successfully taken control of the conversation. Both of these instances are causing one to
gain control over another, thereby instilling power into one participant of the conversation.
Martin McDonagh’s character Padraic in Lieutenant of Inishmore, flouts maxims
consistently and frequently. Additionally, he asserts power by being a lieutenant in a Northern
Irish terrorist splinter group. On top of flouting maxims, the audience is presented with a selfassure, confident character. Padraic maintains power in conversations in all the ways previously
described. His turns tend to be longer than those he converses with. Additionally, he consistently
flouts maxims under the categories of quantity by saying more than what is required, relation by
forcing others to change topic at his whim, and manner by interrupting others, being vague, and
even rambling at times. I even argue that he breaks the maxim of quality once as well, by stating
something I feel he believes to be false. With the assembled research, it becomes abundantly
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clear how a combination of the ideas can easily help one begin to characterize a member of the
dramatis personae of any given play.
Applying the Foundation
Throughout McDonagh’s Lieutenant of Inishmore, Padraic, himself, is seen as being
extremely off-kilter and more than a kook. In fact, Davey, in the first scene of the play, describes
Padraic as being “mad enough for seven people,” and then asks Donny, “Don’t they call him
mad Padraic” and “Isn’t it him the IRA wouldn’t let in because he was too mad” (McDonagh,
2003, p. 10). The first element of his character that the audience is told about is that Padraic is
mad, and when his temper flares it only becomes worse. McDonagh, like Shakespeare and other
playwrights before him, dedicates a large portion of the first scene to having the characters
describe his main character, preparing the audience for his first appearance on stage.
Additionally, as Padraic’s return to Inishmore grows nearer, Davey’s predictions of his own life
expectancy grow shorter. At the end of scene four Davey states, “He’ll put a gun to our heads
and blow out what little brains we have” and Donny grimly replies, “He will” (McDonagh, 2003,
25). Both Davey and Donny seem aware that Padraic’s return to Inishmore never had the
possibility of having a positive outcome; however, they attempted to make it as positive as they
could. Lastly, tied up and close to being executed, Davey yells at Padraic, “You’re a mad thick
feck and everybody knows that you are!” (McDonagh, 2003, p. 36). With this defiant line, Davey
sums up what McDonagh has been portraying throughout the show. The audience has, by this
point, not only heard about how crazy Padraic is, but they have also witnessed him torture a drug
pusher, kill an innocent cat, and prepare to execute both Davey and his father, Donny.
Regarding Padraic, the audience and the characters in the play appear to have a different
cognitive context—“the shared background knowledge held by participants in interaction”
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(Simpson, 2004, p. 35)—than Padraic has of himself. The other characters, and members of the
audience, see that Padraic is mentally unstable, capable of horrendous acts of torture, and
desensitized to death. Padraic thinks that his status of lieutenant in the INLA makes him
extremely powerful both inside and outside the world of Irish terrorists. The view of Padraic as a
bloodthirsty lunatic is significant, but it is not as vital as how important Padraic thinks of
himself. Yes, he is a lieutenant in the INLA, but this a mere splinter group from the IRA.
Therefore, within the hierarchy of Northern Irish terrorists, he is doing somewhat well for
himself, but Padraic’s power is not universally acknowledged. Despite this, Padraic feels that he
should be in control of conversations at all times. Additionally, he does not seem to care if he is
rude to others as long as he is in control of the conversations in which he partakes.
Unsurprisingly, Davey and Donny yield to Padraic in attempts to prolong their lives. After all,
they know that he will be mad about loosing Wee Thomas and attempt to lessen his anger
through their scheme. James, the drug pusher he tortures in a warehouse also surrenders to
Padraic. His motives are clear as well; he wishes to escape torture with as little damage done to
him as possible. Mairead, on the other hand, appears to yield the least to Padraic, but she also
cedes to him; yet, she acquiesces because of romantic ulterior motives. Thereby, each of the
characters that Padraic encounters are not giving way to his power position, but have their own
gains and benefits in mind.
Padraic’s Way of Maintaining Control
Reading the script, it is not an understatement to claim that McDonagh’s dramatis
personae is significantly underdeveloped. Without a doubt, Padraic is completely off his rocker.
He is an insane madman, who enjoys torturing and killing his victims. However, McDonagh
does not explicitly tell his audience any of this. The only thing that McDonagh (2003) writes to
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describe Padraic is “twenty-one. Handsome. From Inishmore” (p. 5). In the 2001 Methuen
edition of the script, no more and no less information is given (p. 2). McDonagh clearly expects
readers, actors, and directors to pull all the information about the character from the text itself,
not the dramatis personae. Therefore, a linguistic analysis of what is said by Padraic allows one
to uncover the key elements to his persona.
It is imperative to recognize that Padraic is seen as being mad by the other characters in
the play, but it is more significant to observe his techniques at controlling conversation. In other
words, Padraic is easier to understand as a character by exploring how he presents himself versus
what others say about him and how they react around him. He relies upon his position as a
lieutenant in the INLA, but he also manipulates more tangible linguistic strategies as well.
Padraic flouts maxims, and the way that he flouts maxims can sometimes be perceived as rude;
however, they are unchallenged by others. Thus, I argue that the cognitive context Padraic
perceives—himself as a powerful figure—leads him to consistently flout maxims, ask more
interrogatives, and speak a greater number of words than the other characters as a way to
manipulate and control conversation. Additionally, but not as importantly, by yielding to these
manipulations, the other characters simply reinforce what Padraic believes.
Data and Methodology
Materials
I have chosen to analyze Martin McDonagh’s Lieutenant of Inishmore. Dramatists Play
Service, Incorporated published the edition of the text that I used for this research in 2003.
Regarding the physical text of the play, there is no difference between this text and the text
published by Methuen in 2001, other than the way that it is spatially arranged on the page, which
in effect causes differing pagination for the two editions.
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Methods
I hand counted all of the words, sentences, and lines spoken by Padraic. I also counted
the number of interrogatives asked and maxims flouted by Padraic. Additionally, I hand counted
the number of words spoken and interrogatives asked by the other characters, but only for the
scenes in which Padraic is present on stage. Therefore, I did not count anything in scenes one,
three, four, five, or seven. Only concerned with how Padraic represents himself for my study, I
acknowledge that additional research could determine what the characteristics of the other
characters status quos are from these scenes. This research could determine if Padraic only fills a
void that their conversations already lack.
Numbers, Numbers, and More Numbers
I found that Padraic, the character in question speaks a total of 2874 words. These words
make up 356 sentences. I counted a sentence as a fully punctuated sentence and any phrase
ending a line in ellipses being counted as a sentence as well. For example, “Don’t be saying
‘feck’ to me, James…” (McDonagh, 2003, 13), would be counted as one sentence. These 356
sentences make up Padraic’s 165 designated lines, meaning that McDonagh wrote “PADRAIC.”
before writing the characters speech. Therefore, “PADRIAC. James? (Pause.) James?”
(McDonagh, 2003, 13) is counted as one line, but two sentences.
I also found that Padraic flouts maxims 135 times throughout the play. A maxim is flouted at
least once in 87 of his 165 lines. Therefore, Padraic flouts maxims approximately 52.7% of the
time he speaks. While he flouts maxims less than the total number of lines he speaks, numbering
and counting these can be quite difficult as a series of sentences can flout one maxim and one
sentence, or even one word, can flout several maxims at once. Therefore, I will base my
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arguments regarding maxims upon the notion that 87 out of 165 lines contain instances of flouted
maxims.
Yet, I have also counted how many times he flouts each category that the maxims fall under
per scene. Please note the following table:
Table 2
The Number of Flouted Maxims
Category Containing Flouted Maxim Scene 2 Scene 6 Scene 8 Scene 9
7
6
25
13
Quality
0
0
1
0
Quantity
7
6
22
19
Relation
5
1
19
4
Manner
Totals
19
13
67
36

Totals
51
1
54
29
135

In addition to the number of times he flouts each category, the categories most often flouted are
the ones that determine the topic of the conversation (relation), the length of turn (quality and
manner), and the order of turns (manner). Thus, flouting these maxims clearly imply some form
of gaining or maintaining control.
Additionally, out of the 356 sentences spoken by Padraic, 208 (58.4%) of them are
interrogatives. Therefore, within 165 lines there are 66 (40%) lines that contain instances of
Padraic asking interrogative questions. These interrogatives will be used, along with maxims, to
show how Padraic controls conversation.
Interestingly, out of the scenes discussed, there is only one scene in which Padraic is not the
front-runner for asking interrogatives. In scene nine, the play’s final scene, both he and Davey
ask 21 interrogatives. In scene two Padraic asks James 128 interrogatives, while James only asks
nine. Additionally, in scene two Padraic asks his father 13 interrogatives, but since this
conversation happens by phone, the audience does not get to hear how many interrogatives his
father asks. However, from context clues, I feel that his father asks 12 interrogatives. Likewise,
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in scene six, Padraic asks 13 interrogatives to Mairead’s 12. In scene eight, Padraic asks 33
interrogatives, Davey asks 10, Donny asks nine, Christy asks nine, Brendan asks three, Joey asks
two, and Mairead does not ask any. Finally, in scene nine, both Padraic and Davey ask 21
interrogatives, Mairead asks 18, and Donny asks 12.
Furthermore, Padraic consistently speaks more words than the other characters. In scene two
he speaks a total of 1176 words; however, only 737 of those words are directed to James. The
other 439 are spoken into his cell phone during his phone conversation with his father. In that
scene, James only speaks 368 words, and the audience does not hear Padraic’s father. Likewise,
in scene six, Padraic speaks 504 words to Mairead’s 437. In scene seven Padraic speaks 504
words to Davey’s 233, Donny’s 127, Christy’s 440, Brendan’s 133, Joey’s 70, and Mairead’s 51.
Finally, in scene nine, Padraic speaks 690 words to Mairead’s 687, Davey’s 414, and Donny’s
402.
Lastly, Padraic uses one instance of metastatement in scene nine. Padraic, after a pause says,
“Can I tell you this, Mairead?” (McDonagh, 2003, 49). Therefore, intentionally or not
McDonagh craftily uses manipulations of linguistics and stylistics to portray a character bent on
dominating conversations and succeeds in directing them.
Despite Padraic’s control in these scenes it is interesting to note that the two times that
Padraic is alone with Mairead, scene six and part of scene nine (p. 48-50), she could be argued to
be in control of the conversation. In scene six, Padraic asks one more interrogative and speaks
more words than Mairead; however, she changes the topic more often than he does. Padraic only
flouts the maxim of relation six times but Mairead flouts the same maxim 10 times. Additionally,
when they are alone together in scene nine, Mairead asks 10 interrogatives to Padraic’s eight.
Although Padraic flouts the maxim of relation nine times to her eight and speaks 376 words to
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her 263. I feel certain that this is indicative of his desires to woo her and reflects his own
romantic interest in her as well. Additionally, further research could explore the notion of her as
second in command as well. After all, after she murders Padraic she does claim that she a
lieutenant (McDonagh, 2003, p. 53).
Discussion
Flouting maxims is seen as a way to draw attention to ones self, additionally they allow
Grice’s (1975) idea of implicature to pass between characters, causing one to gain control while
another looses it (Short, 1989, p. 153). Therefore, when looking at examples of Padraic flouting
maxims it is easy to see how he is attempting to or maintaining control of a conversation. In the
following example, Padraic flouts three maxims:
CHRISTY. Tie his hands, Joe[y]. We’ll walk him the road for himself. For there’s
no terrible hard feelings in this execution. You was always a good soldier,
Padraic. Just overenthusiastic. (Joey ties Padraic’s hands behind his back.
Padraic looks around the room.)
PADRAIC. Full of memories of Wee Thomas this house is. How asleep in me
arms he’d fall, the armchair there. Aye, and purr and yawn. How he’d pooh in a
corner when you were drunk and you’d forget to take him out, and he’d look
embarrassed the next day then, as if it was his fault, the poor lamb. How in
through the hole in the wall there he’d come, after a two-day bender chasing skirt
the length of the island, and pulling your hair for fear something had happened to
him you’d be, and him prancing in then like “What was all the fuss about? I was
off getting me end away.” (Pause.) He won’t be prancing in today. (McDonagh,
2003, p. 40)
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Padraic starts by breaking the maxim under the category of relation—“be relevant” (Grice, 1975,
p. 46). It is hardly relevant to discuss a loved pet when four men are going to execute you.
However, this allows him the control of changing the topic off of himself and onto his pet.
Which allows him to give too much information, thus breaking one of the maxims under the
category of quantity and manner; “make your contribution as informative as is required (for the
current purposes of exchange)” and “be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity)” respectively (Grice,
1975, p. 45-46). By breaking these maxims, Padraic regains control of the conversation. He
makes the subject about his own pet and then takes the time to describe certain traits of his pet;
none of the description is needed in the conversation of course. However, Padraic gets to
example his madness as well. Instead of pleading to be freed and not to be executed, he simply
reminisces about his cat, with showy bravado.
Padraic also flouts a maxim under the category of quality. However, he only flouts one of
these maxims one time, which is exampled below:
BRENDAN. (Thinking quickly.) Erm… We heard tell of your cat dying… and sad
we were you were to have the two spots of bad news in the one week, your cat
dying and your being shot through the brains yourself. That’s awful hard luck.
PADRAIC. And I’ll tell you this, boys. One of them spots of news does make me
sadder than the other, but I’ll bet in a hundred years you couldn’t guess which.
JOEY. Your cat dying makes you sadder.
PADRAIC. Is right, Joey. You was always the sensitive one. (McDonagh, 2003,
p. 40)
I contest that Padraic says something that he believes to be false, breaking the maxim of quality
(Grice, 1975, p. 6) when he says that the four Northern Irishmen wouldn’t be able to guess what
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makes him saddest. He knows that the news about his cat is what Joey will feel makes him
saddest, that is why he coyly states that Joey is “the sensitive one” (McDonagh, 2003, p. 40).
Padraic knew that at least Joey would be able to guess. Additionally, this one sentence under
question is used to change the topic once again, breaking the maxim of relation, and gives more
information than the current conversation requires, breaking the maxim of quantity (Grice, 1975,
p. 45-46). Even in this example, the audience sees Padraic manipulating the conversation and
controlling the way that it flows. He is not going along with the topic that is previously presented
by Brendan and spends more time talking than is needed.
Both of these examples correspond to what Bennison (1998) and Halmari (1999) argue as
well. By changing the topic in both examples, Padraic is clearly controlling the conversation.
Bennison (1998) states that the ability to change the topic of conversation represents power and
adds that confident speech also demonstrates power (p. 71-75). Furthermore, Halmari (1999)
states “a person may acquire power merely by speaking self-confidently” (p. 41). Padraic
demonstrates both of these qualities. In both instances, he successfully changes the topic from his
execution to his cat. Additionally, not being afraid of these four men and the possibility of an
execution is pure confidence. As if the ability to not beg for his life is not enough, his confidence
shines through when he threatens he’ll be back to kill Davey as the men drag him, tied up, off
stage by shouting, “I’ll be back to get ya!” and “Something’ll turn up! I can feel it!”
(McDonagh, 2003, p. 41).
Another way that Padraic controls conversations is by asking interrogatives, which
demand information from the other party or parties involved in the conversation. For example, he
asks James to name his cat by asking, “What’s his name?” to which James responds, “Em,
Dominic” (McDonagh, 2003, 17). Padraic is in control of this conversation. He has set the
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topic—James’ cat—and demanded information about the topic—the name of the cat. To fulfill
the cooperative principle of conversation, James must answer accordingly. Likewise, after
torturing James, during the conclusion of scene two, the following conversation is held:
PADRAIC. How are them toes?
JAMES. They're perfect, Padraic.
PADRIAC. You admit you deserved the toes at least?
JAMES. Oh I did. The toes and an arm, really.
PADRIAC. Do you have the money to get the bus to the hospital?
JAMES. I don’t. (Padraic gives the confused James some change.)
PADRIAC. Because you want to get them toes looked at. The last thing you want
now is septic toes. (McDonagh, 2003, 17).
Padraic, like in the previous example, clearly controls the flow of conversation. His
interrogatives demand the answers while setting the topics to be discussed.
Regarding metastatement, the audience only observes Padraic only commits the act of
metastatement once. Simpson (2004), explains that metastatement can be used to obtain power
because they require one to ask permission for the floor (p. 88). Therefore, by asking Mairead,
“Can I tell you this, Mairead” (McDonagh, 2003, p.49), the audience sees one instance where
Padraic asks for control of the conversation. Coming only seven pages form the end of the play,
it seems rather awkward as well. For the previous pages, and the pages that follow, the audience
witnesses Padraic bully his way into controlling the conversations he takes part in. So when he
politely asks Mairead for permission, it seems a little out of character. Yet, by this point in the
play, Padraic has romantic feelings for Mairead, as she does for him, so it could be argued that
love has briefly softened Padraic.
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Moreover, the numbers presented show that Padraic successfully does everything he can
to gain and maintain control of all of the conversations he is in. He flouts maxims in 52.7% of
his designated lines. He also asks interrogatives in 58.4% of his sentences. He feels that this
control is warranted because of his position in the INLA, which causes his four peers from
Northern Ireland to discuss how he is “cocksure” (McDonagh, 2003, p. 38) and how he is “a
good soldier…Just overenthusiastic” (McDonagh, 2003, p. 40). Therefore, where Padraic
perceives himself as powerful because of his title—lieutenant—others perceive him as crazed,
confident, and too happy to take a person’s life. Either way, Padraic expertly gains control of
conversations and holds onto the reigns of conversation tightly. He rarely lets his guard down. In
the few instances where it could seem that he is not in control, I assert that he is. Yes, there are
two instances in which Mairead could be seen as controlling the conversation, but I feel that he
still has the upper hand. In scene six Padraic still asks more interrogatives than she does and says
more words than she does. Therefore, he performs more of the requirements for conversational
control than she does. Additionally, during the portion of scene nine in which they are alone, he
still performs more of the requirements for controlling the flow of the conversation than she does
as well.
Anytime that Padraic is on stage he consistently speaks more than the other characters
and flouts maxims to call attention to his dominance in the conversations. For a majority of the
time he is on stage, he asks the most interrogatives, controlling the conversation’s topic(s).
Likewise, he uses one instance of metastatement to assert conversational control as well. Having
the title of lieutenant may make Padraic feel important and entitled to this power in conversation,
but for whatever their reasons, the other characters in the play do not question his conversational
dominance either. James, Davey, Donny, Christy, Brendon, and Joey all wishing to avoid harm
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inflicted upon them at the hands of Padraic and Mairead swoons over him; all give him power in
the conversations they have with him and do not ever question the power given to him.
Therefore, Padraic is able to maintain his cognitive context while the audience and the other
characters maintain a differing one. Padraic only sees himself as a lieutenant with a job to do and
not as a raving lunatic bent on causing others pain and suffering.
Conclusion
Using linguistics and stylistics to analyze a character in dramatic texts can be extremely
enlightening, especially when the author’s dramatis personae are devoid of information.
Therefore, the author expects us to dig through the script to define who the character. Thus, we
as an audience must examine what others say about the character, but most importantly what the
character himself says. Taking into consideration the maxims for conversation provided by Grice
(1975), the explanations of how these maxims can be broken by Short (1989) and Cooper (1998),
paired with Bennison (1998) and Halmari (1999), and utilizing what Carter, Goddard, Reah,
Sanger, & Bowring (2001) and Simpson (2004) say about interrogatives and metastatement, it is
easy to define who a character is from what they say. Essentially, by flouting maxims and
drawing attention to himself in that manner, the audience is forced to acknowledge Padraic as an
overzealous, power-hungry brute. None of these characteristics fit a normative standard of what
society deems is appropriate human behavior, lending to the idea that Padraic is mad. Thus,
through linguistic analysis, McDonagh’s written words characterize Padraic in a way that is easy
to understand and interpret. Additionally, what the other characters say about Padraic support the
findings of the linguistic analysis.
In essence, these functions could be applied to any character in any play. Thereby
allowing literary critics and linguists explore to characters together. They could compare and
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contrast what the other members of the dramatis personae say about the character. They could
discover if the author adequately or inadequately portrays the character based on others opinions.
They could also explore and discover where other characters may have biased or skewed
opinions. When mixing the linguistic studies with literary studies, the possibilities are limitless.
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Abstract:
As knowledge is acquired more and faster each day, specialization is unavoidable. So in this
era of highly specified disciplines, which are also highly separated from each other, creating space and
time for art and science collaboration is vital for many reasons. There is the need for pulling back
science into the social and cultural arena from the preserved, hygienic labs, and there is the need to for
a critical eye towards the ethical issues brought by science. At many points art has been used as the
spokesman of science, the critic of science and an inspiration for new developments in science and
technology. For the last few years, besides the individual approaches, there have been attempts of
experimental residencies that put artists and scientists together in labs to satisfy the needs mentioned
above.
This paper will examine the motivations behind these experimentations and it will first look at the
theory behind art and inspirational scientific sources and give examples from the beginning of the 20th
century, such as the relation between Pasteur’s theory and ‘art nouveau’. Then it will discuss
contemporary experimental art projects in which artists work with scientists to create their works, like
the Art of the Biotech Era organized by Experimental Art Foundation in 2006. Finally the essay will
elaborate on a personal experience of art making in collaboration with science.
Full Paper: next page
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Unfamiliar Couple: Art and Science
by Duygu Beykal

“As every divided kingdom falls, so every mind divided between many studies
confounds and saps itself”.
Leonardo Da Vinci

As knowledge is acquired more and faster each day, specialization is unavoidable.
During Renaissance, it was possible to be a Leonardo, to be a a scientist, mathematician,
engineer, inventor, anatomist, painter, sculptor, architect, botanist, musician and writer all at
the same time. This is simply impossible today. The book of knowledge is not a single book
anymore but millions of books filling up shelves in libraries. So in this era of highly specified
disciplines, which are also highly separated from each other, creating space and time for art
and science collaboration is vital for many reasons. There is the need for pulling back science
into the social and cultural arena from the preserved, hygienic labs, and there is the need to for
a critical eye towards the ethical issues brought by science. At many points art has been used
as the spokesman of science, the critic of science and an inspiration for new developments in
science and technology. For the last few years, besides the individual approaches, there have
been attempts of experimental residencies that put artists and scientists together in labs to
satisfy the needs mentioned above. This paper will examine the motivations behind these
experimentations and a personal experience of art and science relation as well. However,
combining art and science is not a contemporary thing. Throughout history artists were in
touch with science for various motivations. Analysis of past relationships between artists and
scientists can be a consequential starting point to understand present motives of art-science
relationship of today.
One of the intellectuals in the art and science arena was Hippolyte Taine. Emile Zola
talks of him as being an inspiration to find and use the definite (positive) knowledge in his
literature. “In his Philosophy of Art (1865), he [Hippolyte Taine] argued that an artist, like
any living creature, is the product of his environment and the cultural history and art criticism
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should be based in the scientific method of observation” (Gamwell, 2002). It is true that art is
related to the historical and cultural background which it is produced in. The artists are
inspired by their surroundings. They react or act according to the era they live in. Lynn
Gamwell, in her book called Exploring the invisible talks about how art has been developed
parallel to the scientific developments. For example: “Pasteur’s germ theory of disease had
repercussions far beyond the laboratory and hospital. A crusade for hygiene in the second half
of the nineteenth century encouraged individuals to clean as never before and to open their
homes to light and air” (Gemwell, 2002). After such a theory, that changed discourses in the
social area, ‘art nouveau’ started using microscopic images. The fresh and beautiful images
from the micro-world found place in works of artists as decorative motifs (see appendix 1).
Furthermore in Belgium, the micro-world influenced artists and architectures highly. They
started to treat buildings as individual organisms (see appendix 2). Such outcomes in art were
the result of new scientific developments. At that instance art was just nourishing from
science, there was no criticism, no siding.
Later, as the scientific developments gathered greater speed, artists started relating
more and more to science. For example; in the first half of the 20th century “Dali proclaimed
in 1935 that the soft watches in this painting [The persistence of memory] are a metaphor for
‘Einsteinian space-time... nothing else than the tender, extravagant and solitary paranoiaccritical Cammembert of time and space’” (Gamwell, 2002). Intentionally or unintentionally
the artist actually clarified and visualized a scientific theory in his work. Einsteins’s theory of
relativity was a revolution of its time. Works such as Dali’s contributed to the revolution as
being the spokesman, the clarifier of the theory. Of course this was not the main goal of the
artists, however; the subject matter became a secondary success for art and science
relationship.
Continuing in history, at the end of 20th century, artists started using science and the
new developments in their art works directly. Art and science were combined by the artists
themselves for better solutions to the problems they addressed. Since we are living in the so
called ‘space era’, we are strongly bounded to technology in daily life. We live on electricity,
computer technology, advanced medicine, highly developed transportation, cell phones.. etc.
Without these, most of the community would be clueless about how to survive in nature. So
people live with the discourse of science and technology and face the problems that come
with it. Creating parodies of the discourse of science: Eve Andrée Laramée, an artist based in
New York, created a work in which she set a laboratory equipped with irregular beakers
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etched with names like ‘dither’ and ‘matter of chance’ in her Apparatus for the Distillation of
Vague Intuitions” (Gamwell 2002) (see appendix 3). In her artist’s statement she says:
“I am interested in the ways in which cultures use science and art as devices or
maps to construct belief systems about the natural world. I try to draw attention
to areas of overlap and interconnection between artistic exploration and
scientific investigation, and to the slippery human subjectivity underlying both
processes” (eveandreelamee, 2008).
The visuals of the work is really busy. The complex structure is repelling at first. The sense it
brings is that you wouldn’t want to mess around the place. It is like the real lab, it is fragile it
is untouchable. However, the set of the lab in the gallery is actually a nostalgic or rather
generic. Nowadays, the scientists are using digital machines to do all the testing for them.
Heating and cooling beakers and flasks is an old method of history. The intuitions that the
artist talk about are also becoming things which are nostalgic. So in this manner, the
installation is empowering the theory behind the work. It is also making the viewer ask
questions about how less we know about what is going in labs.
Besides the individual artists working with art-science relationship, there are also
organizations which provide residencies for artists to work with scientists. One of these
organizations is the Experimental Art Foundation. In 2006, this foundation completed a
project called Art of the Biotech Era. The curator of the project Melentie Pandilovski explains
their aim in accumulating this project as this:
“The swiftness with which the fields of bioscience, biotechnology, genomics,
genetic engineering etc, have developed over the past few decades, has urged
artists, cultural theorists and critics, historians and theorists of science, as well
as activists, and a range of other professions, to respond to its development”
(Pandilovski, 2004).
With a 5-days intensive bio-technology workshop, the artists had the chance to learn DNA
extraction, lab safety, ethics in biological research, bacteria planting.. etc with hands-on
experience.
An example from the exhibition is Eduardo Kac’s Genesis. Genesis is a transgenic
artwork that explores the relationship between biology, belief systems, information
technology, dialogical interaction, ethics, and the internet. The key element of the work is an
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‘artist’s gene’, a synthetic gene that was created by Kac by translating a sentence from the the
biblical book of Genesis into Morse Code, and converting the Morse Code into DNA base
pairs according to a conversion principle specially developed by the artist for this work. The
sentence goes “Let men have domination over the fish of the sea and over the fowl of the air,
and over every living thing that moves upon the earth”. Then the synthetic gene was cloned
into bacteria. These fluorescent bacteria emit cyan color under UV. Then the bacteria with the
new gene and the bacteria without the gene, which emit yellow color under UV, are placed
into a container for growth. As they grow together mutations occur and a green light is
transmitted. The control of the project is in the hands of the viewers. The UV light control is
maintained through internet. A camera on the bacteria container records the mutations as two
computers calculate and project the current mutation on to the screen (Pandilovski, 2004) (see
appendix 4).
So was the project successful? In terms of meeting art and science, it worked.
However, in terms of art critiquing science, or art as the spokesman, the work stayed in the
shallow waters. The artists had been more interested in the process (scientific process) rather
than the message or the aim. The usage of the scientific material was aesthetical; the bacteria
were used as a medium. Even though science was used; it is hard to get the essence behind the
mutation as the viewer, who is sitting in front of a computer turning the UV on and off. The
viewer here also became the scientists, which was satisfactory in terms of public meeting the
science.
Another project from the same exhibition is Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr’s The tissue
Culture and art project.
“The artists use tissue engineering techniques for the creation of semi-living
entities. These are parts of complex organisms which are sustained alive,
proliferate outside the body and grown in predetermined shapes. These objects
are a new kind of object-being. The artists are interested in the new discourses
that surround the issues of partial life” (Pandilovski, 2004).
Their work for the exhibition is an extra-ear ¼ scale represent a recognizable human part (see
appendix 5). However, it’s been presented as partial life and brings into question the notions
of the wholeness of the body. The ear is supposed to be the ‘third ear’, like a living accessory.
This half humorous, half critic art work is more powerful in items of making the viewer think
about where the line is drawn in bio-science and art making as well.
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Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr have further works in the art-science discussion. Another of
their work is a part of the Strange Attractors project. The art work is again a tissue culture but
this time it is pig wings. From the humorous point of view, the artists grew actual pig tissue in
the shape of wings (relating to the saying ‘when pigs fly’) (see appendix 6). Contemporary
curator Jens Hauser’s comment on this art work is this: “Their [Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr’s]
project is potent commentary on the growing social influence of biodeterminism that views
mankind only through its elementary particles with little regard for complex networks and
ecologies” (Hauser, 2006). This work is again a powerful direct critique towards biotechnology that sees parts of living thing apart from their source. It is a critic of segmental
genetic production. On one hand the work is opening a debate on the issue of genetics, and on
the other hand, the work is questioning the new media of life-science that can be used as
material in art works. Is it genetics, is it art or is it something else? Professor Stuart Bunt is a
neuroscientist, who gives lectures on the nexus between art, science and technology and the
philosophy of history of science. He is also one of the founders of the Strange Attractors
project. He explains their aim as such: “This is the special space SymbioticA [organization of
Strange Attractors] occupies- a place for artists to interact with living material, biotechnology
and biotechnologists in fascination and fear. A place where we tread a narrow line between
Frankenstein and wonder, between terror and beauty” (Bunt, 2006). Again it is about where
we draw the line. What is the aim of combining art and science? Are we trying to justify what
science has started to do, or are we after an affective critique? Or can art be the interpreter?
In the case of artist Thomas Isler, art actually taught scientist a new perspective.
Thomas Isler was one the artists in the Artists in Labs project. He was situated in a Swiss lab,
which held bio-science work on genetically altered plants. Although the lab was actually in
Switzerland, most of the live testing was being done in third world countries like Vietnam.
About this issue, Thomas Isler made a documentary film on genetically altered plant testing.
With the scientist he went to Vietnam and shot a video there. However, unlike the scientists
he used his freedom as an artist and went outside the lab and started talking to people about
these genetically altered plants which were tested on their fields. He also talked to local
genetic engineering students, farmers and others. At the end he edited his film in Switzerland,
in the middle of the lab. The scientists were surprised to see how the local people of Vietnam
were reacting to the ongoing experiments. They were actually positive and hopeful about new
technologies that would help them to get crops in difficult climate conditions. Here with this
art work, the artist was the interpreter. It was a success of providing interaction between
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scientists and the public. Also it was again successful in another way of making interaction
between the third world and the viewer from the first world.
Yet art is sometimes neutral and accepting of the outcomes of scientific discourses. In
case of Patricia Piccinini, her works are also about the changing bio-science and social
framework. However, this time the artist stays in an objective perspective. The artist’s
statement goes like this:
“I begin with a very ambivalent attitude towards both technology and nature.
They are both forces, and both are too massive and too complex to be easily
defined as good or bad. I am interested in creating works that chart their effects
and create a place for the audience to reflect on how each impact on their lives”
(Piccinini, 1999).
There is not critique of technology and science but there is underlining of how the whole
thing is affecting us. Although the artist is saying that her works are rather ambivalent, I do
not agree. Considering Piccinini’s work We Are Family (see appendix 7), the artist is
neutralizing the possible outcome of future genetics. The mother figure has the humane face,
the atmosphere is very peaceful. Altogether the scene is existent without the viewers, as if it
would be there even without the audience. However, the ethical issue the work includes is a
really heavy issue. “Her works embody the ethical dilemmas that arise with increasing
urgency during a time of cloning and numerous forms of genetic manipulation, DNA testing,
animal-to-human organ transplants, umbilical cord blood banks and so on ad infinitum”
(Michael, 2003). The works is also about “understanding about the mysteries and
complexities of the world around us” (Ivanova, 2006). Even though the artist claims to be just
accepting the forces of technology and nature as they are, still she is not escaping the heavily
loaded genetic-ethic discussions. It is as if she is the seismographer, showing what can happen
in the future: “Artists often act as social seismographers. They can sense the drift of society
far in advance- a talent that usually bypasses scientists” (Gerber, 2006).
So far the art and science relationship is the result of an “ ‘ecology’ of individuals and
organizations that are the sources of new ideas, concepts and practice needed to respond to the
changing social and knowledge environment” (Malina, 2006). However there is one last point
of how to strengthen the art and science relationship, or any other relationship between art and
other disciplines. From my personal experience, I can say that the relationship starts in art
faculties. As I have studied in a university where arts and other disciplines were taught at the
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same campus, future artists, scientists, sociologists, economists.. and many more could sit
together and discuss many issues together. Out of curiosity, I would visit my scientist friends
in their labs and learn about what they were working on. One day, after listening to an
inspiring seminar about Cabinet of Curiosities, I wanted to make my own. However, mine
would be like a room full of things which would summarize the whole world. It would be like
the DNA of the world. Instead of going into books for learning about DNA, I had the chance
to go in the next building and ask biology students about DNA. Later from physicist I learned
about NASA’s 1970 Voyager project. The project was about sending out a space shuttle
which included greetings, music and pictures from Earth (like a DNA summarizing the
world). I looked into the photography collection they made and saw that there were no
pictures of death, crime, religion, war, evil.. shortly any unwanted things. So I decided to
make my own picture collection which included real things on Earth. The album included 51
watercolors of very well known photographs. I also used some images from NASA’s
collection to link my album to the Voyager Project (see appendix 8).
The point is, it is really important to be in touch with other disciplines as artists. This
has been done by individuals (like Eve Laramée, Patricia Piccinini) and by organizations
(Experimental Art Foundation, SymbioticA) throughout history. Among art and science
collaborations, art has been the spokesman, the interpreter the critic which provided new
perspectives to science. However, artists also gained new knowledge and new media to work
with. The process has been a win-win for both sides. Today, providing space and time for
such collaborations is still important. There is now more need to relate disciplines together as
specialization is inevitable. Like Leonarda Da Vinci says, a mind divided between many
studies saps. It is and it will always be beneficial for the humanity to be able to see the big
picture.
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Appendix 1
Art Nouveau - Esquisses décoratives by René Binet
The image can be found at http://www.vintageprints.ca/art_nouveau_4.htm

Appendix 2
Art Nouveau- Tassel House by Victor Horta in Belgium
The image can be found at http://sharonscrapbook.blogspot.com/2008/03/art-nouveau-vs-artdeco.html

Appendix 3
Apparatus for the Distillation of Vague Intuitions by Eve Andrée Laramée
The image can be found at http://evelaramee.com/

Appendix 4
Genesis by Eduardo Kac
The image can be found at http://www.ekac.org/geninfo2.html

Appendix 5
Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr’s The tissue Culture and art project. Extra Ear ¼ scale
The image can be found at http://www.tca.uwa.edu.au/previous.html

Appendix 6
Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr’s The tissue Culture and art project. Pig wings
The image can be found at http://www.tca.uwa.edu.au/previous.html
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Appendix 7

We are Family by Patricia Piccinini

Retrieved June 8, 2008, from Patricia Piccinini. Web site: http://www.patriciapiccinini.net/
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Appendix 8

Harcıalem /For all by Duygu Beykal 2007
http://www.duygubeykal.com

Retrieved June 8, 2008, from
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The Artist at Work: Self-portraiture in Cervantes and Velázquez
This paper undertakes a comparative study of two well-known masterpieces,
Cervantes’s Don Quixote (DQ) and Velázquez’s Las Meninas/Maids of Honor (LM) with
special emphasis on how Cervantes and Velázquez insert themselves in their work, as if
to provide the reader/viewer with a permanent reminder of their authorial presence. This
approach to DQ and LM will be focussed primarily on the detailed analysis of a specific
paragraph in the Prologue to DQ, Part I, and a close examination of Velázquez’s selfrepresentation in LM to highlight how the “writerly” and the “painterly” processes are
linked by shared procedures aiming at a common end: the foregrounding—one could
almost say glorification—of the artist, the creator, as an essential component of his
creation.
In DQ Cervantes explicitly introduces himself by name at least twice, during the
scrutiny of Don Quixote’s library and within the framework of the Captive’s tale. More
relevant to our purpose is the way in which Cervantes establishes a direct (and sustained)
relationship with his reader, the “idle reader” addressed in the opening lines of the
Prologue. One section of this Prologue deserves further analysis, specifically the
paragraph that sketches a suggestive portrait of the artist at work. We still don’t know
what Cervantes looks like, but we see him vividly rendered through his struggle to
compose a proper introduction to the story of Don Quixote From the beginning, the
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writer calls attention to himself. Don Quixote may occupy the center of the picture, but
there, on the side, lurks the figure of Cervantes, impossible to ignore, visible at all times.
Similarly, Velázquez centers his painting on the little blond Infanta, the main
character in this composition, which includes maids of honor, dwarfs, a dog, other
members of the palace household, and even the king and queen reflected in the
background mirror. All are brought together to form a complex, multi-layered ensemble.
What matters here, however, is the painter in the painting, how Velázquez positions and
foregrounds himself in the act of painting or being about to paint, perhaps, like the
Cervantes of the Prologue, pondering what to do next, how the next brush stroke should
be applied We do know what Velázquez looks like but, more importantly, in LM we can
read his story, the story of the highly successful royal painter doing his job, proud of his
achievement, so much so that signing his work is not enough, that he wants his viewer—
like Cervantes his reader—to be fully aware of who is in control, who pulls the strings,
who is the master of this narrative. Like Cervantes’s DQ, which chronicles not only the
Manchegan hidalgo’s adventures but the singular adventure of a writer openly and
insistently displaying his craftsmanship (and himself) as he writes, Velázquez’s LM
depicts more than a court scene as it also includes the figure of the painter painting,
discreetly situated to one side but, at the same time, looming over the Infanta and her
attendants.
Therefore, a thorough examination of text and text-ure (painting), leads to the
conclusion that Cervantes’s and Velázquez’s “action” self-portraits—pen/brush in hand,
ready to go—validate the significance of the artist at work and, particularly, of these two
artists and the ways in which they lived their lives and produced their art.
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Chinese Idioms in Motion: What Chinese Idioms Mean in a Tai
Chi Practitioner’s Eyes
By Yu-Hwa Liao Rozelle
Idioms (which is the English translation used in this paper for the Chinese term chengyu)
are the essence of languages. They are crystallizations of human thought and wisdom.
They form over a long time after languages have matured. One idiom can describe a great
deal of meaning and feelings. The meaning and feelings they describe are recognized by
whoever understands them.
Chinese people like to use idioms in their daily speech. They learn their idioms from
parents or siblings at home, and from their teachers or fellow students at school.
Intellectual Chinese use idioms to show their knowledge of culture. People who are not
intellectual also use idioms to show their wisdom and experience in life.
Does every Chinese person know how to use Chinese idioms? The answer is no. These
days many Chinese children who grow up outside of China do not know how to use
idioms. Why? Because their parents only speak the simple language of daily life with
them. Occasionally they hear their parents use idioms in conversation, and they might
understand a little, but they do not know how to use them. At Stanford University I teach
a class entitled First-Year Chinese for Bilingual Students. Despite the title, the students
are not truly bilingual. They are the students that I am talking about here. In class, they
understand most words I say in Chinese, but they don’t really know how to say them
correctly, and they can only read and write a little. They do not know how to use Chinese
idioms at all. Their speaking skill remains at the third-grade or fourth-grade level. In
general, fifth-grade or sixth-grade children who grow up in China or Taiwan have started
using idioms in their speech. By the time they finish the ninth or tenth grade, they already
know how to use many idioms.
I teach my students idioms every year. They enjoy learning the idioms very much. When
they know how to use Chinese idioms correctly, they feel they understand Chinese
culture and the Chinese way of thinking. Then they are even more interested in learning
Chinese. There are many methods of teaching idioms. I think taking advantage of
teachable moments is the best way. Whenever there a chance, I use them. Since I practice
Tai Chi, I discovered in the past few years that unconsciously I was using Tai Chi
movements to show the meaning of some of the idioms. Students found it refreshing, and
sometimes they were mùdèngkǒudāi, astonished. Mùdèngkǒudāi is a Chinese idiom. Mù
means eyes, dèng means to stare, kǒu means mouth, and dāi means still or stupid. Like
most Chinese idioms, it has four syllables. Now, I am going to introduce to you some of
idioms related to Tai Chi. For each idiom, I will discuss the meaning, and I will use a Tai
Chi movement to express the meaning.
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1 海闊天空 (hǎikuàngtiānkōng) : endlessly vast, boundless
2 穩如泰山 (wěnrútàishān): steady like a mountain
3 一錘定音 (yìchuídìngyīn): to finish something with one blow of a gavel
4 天旋地轉 (tiānxuándìzhuǎn): to turn heaven and earth upside down
5 四平八穩 (sìpíngbāwěn): steady in all directions
6 以退為進 (yǐtuìwéijìn): to pretend to retreat in order to hide the intention to move ahead
7 扭轉乾坤 (niǔzhuǎnqiánkūn): to change the situation
8 峰回路轉 (fēnghuílùzhuǎn): a mountain road spiraling upward and back to the same direction
9 翻江倒海 (fānjiāngdàohǎi): to overturn the river and upset the sea; overwhelming
10 左右逢源 (zuǒyòuféngyuán): to get help from all sides; to have everything going one’s way
11 接二連三 (jiēèrliánsān): one after another
12 穿針引線 (chuānzhēnyǐnxiàn): to thread a needle
13 頂天立地 (dǐngtiānlìdì): independent and indomitable
14 返樸歸真 (fǎnpúguīzhēn): to return to nature
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中國成語的太極形象表現方法

作者﹕廖玉華

成語是語言的精華，也是人類思想與智慧的結晶。它是語言文化成熟後的自然產
物。一句成語可以表達許多情感和意思，它所表達的情感和意思是大家所認同的。
中國成語有幾千年的歷史，它是中國文化很重要的一部分。
中國人喜歡在日常生活會話中使用成語，他們使用的成語可能是從家裏的父母或兄
弟姐妹那兒學來的，也可能是從學校的老師或同學那兒學來的。受過教育的中國人
使用成語來顯示他們的文化修養。沒有受過教育的人也使用成語來表現他們的智慧
和生活的體驗。
這麼說，每個中國人都會使用成語嗎？不是！現在很多在海外長大的中國孩子不會
用成語。為什麼呢？因為他們的父母在家只用簡單的日常用語跟他們說話。他們有
時候聽到父母使用成語，似懂非懂，也不知道怎麼用。我在史丹佛大學教一個一年
級雙語班的課。這個課的學生就是這些在海外長大的孩子。他們會聽，會說，可是
中文閱讀和寫作都不行。他們雖然會說，可是說得不好，而且不會使用成語。他們
的中文口語停留在小學三，四年級的程度。一般來說，在中國長大的孩子，上小學
五，六年級已經開始使用成語了。上高中的時候，已經很會說成語了。
我每年都教我的學生成語，他們非常喜歡。知道成語正確的使用方法，讓他們覺得
自己比較了解中國人的思想和文化。他們對中文學習的興趣也因此提高了。成語的
教學方法不少，我覺得隨機教學是最有效的。只要有機會，馬上就說給他們聽。這
幾年來，因為我打太極，我發覺自己不知不覺地用太極動作的形象把某些成語表現
出來，學生覺得很新鮮，有時候看得目瞪口呆。對了！目瞪口呆就是一個中國成
語。中國成語大多數是四個字的。 “目”的是眼睛， “瞪”的意思是盯著看， “口”是
嘴巴， “呆” 的意思是笨還是不動。現在，我就給大家介紹一些跟太極有關的成
語。我一面談這些成語的意思，一面用太極的動作把它們表現出來給你們看。
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1 海闊天空 (hǎikuàngtiānkōng) : endlessly vast, boundless
2 穩如泰山 (wěnrútàishān): steady like a mountain
3 一錘定音 (yìchuídìngyīn): to finish something with one blow of a gavel
4 天旋地轉 (tiānxuándìzhuǎn): to turn heaven and earth upside down
5 四平八穩 (sìpíngbāwěn): steady in all directions
6 以退為進 (yǐtuìwéijìn): to pretend to retreat in order to hide the intention to move ahead
7 扭轉乾坤 (niǔzhuǎnqiánkūn): to change the situation
8 峰回路轉 (fēnghuílùzhuǎn): a mountain road spiraling upward and back to the same direction
9 翻江倒海 (fānjiāngdàohǎi): to overturn the river and upset the sea; overwhelming
10 左右逢源 (zuǒyòuféngyuán): to get help from all sides; to have everything going one’s way
11 接二連三 (jiēèrliánsān): one after the another
12 穿針引線 (chuānzhēnyǐnxiàn): to thread a needle
13 頂天立地 (dǐngtiānlìdì): independent and indomitable
14 返樸歸真 (fǎnpúguīzhēn): to return to nature
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Advertising Goes to the Movies:
An Analysis of Product Placement in the 10 Top-Grossing Films of 2007

Product placement, the use of brand name products as props, has been around for
decades. Broadcasting can trace the roots of branded entertainment to early radio broadcasts of
the 1920s. While advertisers appreciate the practice of linking their brands with shows, several
critics claim that the practice of incorporating brands into shows tricks consumers and has a
detrimental impact on the integrity of the entertainment. Writers are often worried that having to
include the products in their programs removes some of their creative control.
In 2008, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) took steps to begin the
examination of the sponsorship rules in encompass product placement and product integration.
This move towards making product placement more visible has the support of the Writers Guild
of America, West (WGAW). In fact, WGAW is seeking real time disclosure to make the
audiences fully aware of the sponsorship. Yet, despite its critics, advertisers are finding renewed
interest in product placement due to it appearing less “ad-like” to consumers, placing products in
the hands of well-liked characters and removing the ability for consumers to skip over the
product without missing part of the entertainment. While movies do not have the same
“skipping” issue that television advertising does, they do provide a venue for advertisers to
surround the consumer with their product and entertainment.
The purpose of the proposed content analysis is to explore product placement in the 10
top-grossing films of 2007 as reported by the Motion Picture Association of America. The
researchers decided to use films of 2007 because that was the most recent full year of data on
earnings. The films are all available on DVD which allowed the researchers to more accurately
analyze the products appearing in the films due to being able to pause the program and track time
via the electronic counter on the DVD player. This study will examine the type and quantity of
placements and attempt to place the embedded entertainment in the larger context of product
placement. The results will be compared to previous studies to see if the amount of product
placement has changed over the years and if there are any major changes in the types of products
shown in movies.
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Fanny Van der Grift Osbourne,
Mrs. Robert Louis Stevenson:
Artist
Gay Sweely, PhD
Assistant Professor, Art History
Department of Art & Design
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY
gc.sweely@eku.edu

Abstract
At the 1998 International Arts and Humanities Conference in Hawaii, I
attended an evening conference theatrical presentation by professors from the
University of Hawaii entitled “Fanny and Belle.” The play was actually about the
life of Mrs. Robert Louis Stevenson, the wife of the late 19th century Romantic
writer and poet, author of Treasure Island and The Strange Case of Dr. Jeyckl
and Mr. Hyde, as well as Shipwrecked and numerous other travel adventure
works. The conference play was superb, and a few references were made to the
academic education and training of Stevenson’s wife in the arts. I was fascinated
about this. Fanny was actually trained as an academic artist at a time when
women were not accepted in the arts.
After the play, I researched Fanny’s life and found out that she was
formally educated in the arts in America and Paris in the latter portion of the 19th
century. The story of Fanny’s fantastic travels and art became convoluted here,
from her initial meeting with Stevenson in an arts colony outside of Paris, their
affair and marriage, and their global travels in America, Europe, and the South
Pacific to preserve his health and to support his consuming writing regime. There
are numerous books written about Stevenson, his life, and his writings. And,
there are many notable biographies about the life of his adventurous wife, Fanny.
Although many of these books and their entries display Fanny as a feminist, long
before her time, and attribute her to Stevenson’s health, existence, and success,
none of these publications examine Fanny for her own artistic creativity. Fanny
Stevenson has been touted as a heroine and a “healer.” However, she has never
been seen for her own artistic merits. This paper examines Fanny Stevenson as an
artist.

Fanny Van der Grift Osbourne,
Mrs. Robert Louis Stevenson:
Artist
While presenting an academic paper at the Sixth International Conference on the
Arts and Humanities in Honolulu, Hawaii, January 11-14, 2008, I attended a number of
superb presentations. My hotel was some distance from the conference venue, and
normally I don’t venture out in the evening, but, on the first day of the conference, I
decided to attend a conference theatrical presentation in the evening (a two-act play)
entitled Fanny and Belle, 1 written by the award-winning playwright Victoria Nalani
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Kneubuhl and dramatized by nine other actors, most of whom were professors and
members of the community. I still don’t know why I attended that evening play, because
the title did not betray any of the substance or the content of the presentation, other than
the first names of the two main characters – and I had no idea who they were. The play
was fantastic, and it opened up a new avenue of research for me on the artistic life of
Mrs. Robert Louis Stevenson: Fanny.
In brief, the award-winning Baylor Journal of Theatre and Performance grant play
(2006) was superb, and it gave me the inspiration for a very unique research project in art
history that may become the major thrust of my future research efforts. Although I first
thought that this topic would lead only to an academic international conference
presentation and a conference proceedings paper, I have now come to believe, after
talking with a few professors in Hawaii, that my research could lead to a manuscript for
publication as a journal article in the near future. At this point, I know that no other art
historian has written on this proposed subject (Fanny Van der Grift Osbourne Stevenson
as an artist) and that no other art historian has examined the paintings, diaries,
sketchbooks, and journals (now archived in various museums, galleries, and private
collections around the world). Furthermore, the artworks of her daughter Belle (Isobel)
and Belle’s husband, Joseph Dwight Strong, both commissioned to prepare artworks in
the South Pacific by the King of Hawaii in the late 19th century, have paintings hung in
various museums and works that occasionally appear at auctions. 2
Additionally, as a specialist art historian of 19th-century art and architecture, the
proposed subject not only mirrors my own art historical interests, but Fanny also traveled
in similar patterns to my own in Europe (England, Scotland, and France), the northeastern United States, California (Monterey and San Francisco), and the South Pacific
(Hawaii, Australia), and Samoa – and we are both Midwesterners (I am from Illinois, and
Fanny was born and raised in nearby Indiana). My area of expertise is writing about the
lives and arts or architectural works of 19th-century artists and architects – and, what
better subject could I ever dream of than the art of Mrs. Robert Louis Stevenson? Fanny
was the wife of one of the one of the most notable romantic writers and poets of the late
19th century in the discourse of western European literature. She actually prolonged his
life, gave it meaning and a purpose, and rewrote the ending of The Strange Case of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr Hyde, 1886.
Fanny Van der Grift (Vandergrift) (fig. 1) was born in Indianapolis, Indiana, in
1840, the daughter of artistic carpenter/builder Jacob Vandegrift and his wife Esther
Thomas Keen. She was baptized by Congregationalist minister Henry Ward Beecher, the
brother of Harriet Beecher Stowe (noted author and abolitionist), who lived next door to
the family in Indianapolis. She ran off to marry Samuel Osbourne at the age of
seventeen. 3 Fanny endured the American Civil War years without her husband.
Following the war, her husband traveled to California with a sick friend (Fanny’s former
boyfriend) in search of mineral riches, ending up in the silver mines of Nevada. Fanny
and their young daughter “Belle” (Isobel) followed to Nevada, passing through the then
very dangerous Panama Canal region in order to reach the West Coast and on to the silver
mines of Nevada to reunite with her husband. Following a very patchy period, adjusting
to mining town life, Fanny’s husband left to mine in Idaho and to venture on to the
Montana Territory onto a new mining lead (1866), and Fanny and her daughter made
their way to San Francisco when she heard that her husband had died in an Indian
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massacre. (Sam Osbourne and another miner had hidden during the surprise Indian
uprising and finally made their way back to civilization.) Sam eventually found Fanny in
San Francisco. Unbelievably, the couple reunited, and a second child (Samuel Lloyd) was
born in 1868. Nonetheless, her husband continued his philandering ways, and Fanny and
her two children (Belle and Lloyd) returned to Indianapolis to her own family. 4

Figure 1. Fanny (Vandergrift) Van der Grift
(Osbourne) Stevenson. Courtesy of the Silverado
Museum, St. Helena, California.

Osbourne and Fanny reconciled in 1869 and had a second son (Hervey). It was at
this time, at the age of 29, that Fanny Osbourne took up painting as a serious study in
Oakland, California. Fanny heard “the call of Art. She had done some painting in the
fashion of the day; morning glories on a black panel, pansies on a plaque … She did so
well that she won the first prize [in a competition] … a silver medal”(for “a drawing, in
crayon, of the Venus de Milo”). 5 The School of Design Fanny attended was on Pine
Street, over the California Market. 6
The stairs up from the street led directly into a long wide room with a high ceiling, bright
and sunny, owing to a huge skylight … ten large plaster casts of statues were ranged at
intervals; replicas of the Greek ones in the Louvre … Venus de Milo, Apollo, the Discus
Thrower … each figure surrounded by a small group of students with their easels, paper
and charcoal …These statues, I learned later, were a present to San Francisco from the
city of Paris, and it was said that they when they were unpacked and the Venus de Milo
was found to be without arms, the Chamber of Commerce sued the Wells Fargo Express
Company for the loss and was awarded damages. 7

Because of her husband’s continuing philandering, Fanny was extremely ashamed
and fled her marital situation with some respect in tact and decided to provide artistic
instruction for her daughter (“Belle”) who had previously displayed some artistic talent.
Thus, Fanny begged her husband to give their daughter the opportunity of a lifetime to
study art in Europe. After a brief stay in Antwerp, Belgium 8 (finding out that women
were not educated in the arts), Fanny and her three children (Belle, Lloyd, and Hervey)
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moved to Paris (receiving support funding from Osbourne). Fanny and her daughter
enrolled in art school at the Académie Julian [Atalier des Dames] (for women): an art
school popular with foreign art students, especially American art students from abroad.
(At that time, this time, the foremost French government-sanctioned art school, the Ecole
des Beeaux Arts, did not allow women to enroll for study; however, the new Académie
Julian encouraged female art students to enroll, especially those students from abroad,
specifically the burgeoning female art students from America – with superior American
monies and contacts.) At that time, Fanny studied at the Academie, she would have been
surrounded by like-minded artists, such as Mary Cassatt, Rodin, and numerous artists
from the Barbizon School of arts outside of Paris. 9
At the Académie Julian, ca. 1875, female art students participated in the same
artistic studies as the male students, including the basis of art training at the time – the
drawing and painting of nude models, which was then considered improper for female art
students at other academic schools of the period. Although Fanny went to Paris to further
her daughter’s study of art, it was Fanny who excelled in painting and drawing at the
school, as noted by her instructors at the Académie Julian. Unfortunately, Fanny has to
quit her art instruction at the Academie Julian when her youngest son, Hervey, became ill
and subsequently died. The studio was closed for summer and it was suggested, by one of
the instructors, that Fanny and Belle retire to a quiet place to continue their art. Fanny
decided to relax and study painting at nearby Fontainebleau Forest with a colony of
Barbizon School artists who were studying the vivid landscape and surrounding region
plen air. Thus, they settled on a French village, a few miles from Fontainebleau at Grezsur-Loing. It was “a paintable place with a big garden that [sloped] down to the river.” 10
Here Fanny “found at Grez all that she wanted of quiet and beauty. She set up her easel
by the river and started a painting of the old bridge backed by poplar trees against a gray
sky” (fig. 2). 11

Figure 2. Fanny Vandergrift Osbourne, The Bridge at
Grez', oil on canvas, 1874. Courtesy of Free Scran
Site, http://www.scran.ac.uk/database/record. Scran
ID: 000-000-189-962-C. Resource Rights Holder:
The City of Edinburgh Council.

In the Fontainebleau Forest, Fanny Osbourne befrienced a promising young
Scottish travel writer, Robert Louis Stevenson (nearly 10-plus years her junior) and
completed a portrait of him with his traditional travelers’ cap in an introspective pose
(fig. 3). Both Fanny and Robert (RLS) were artistically inclined, and they became
romantically involved. In short, Fanny, after a brief romantic period, told Stevenson that
she could not leave her husband (Osbourne) in America, and so to support her social
propriety, Fanny huriedly returned to California with her remaining two children, then
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painting :little portraits” in Monterey, California, and the nearby coast. 12 Divorce was
unheard of at that time, and divorce would have left Fanny ruined in any social circle on
any continent. When Robert Louis Stevenson finally secured the finances for passage to
California, he proposed to Fanny, and the two were married after her divorce from
Osbourne was finalized.

Figure 3. Fanny’s drawing of Robert Louis
Stevenson. Courtesy of the Silverado
Museum, St. Helena, California.

In the meantime, Fanny’s daughter, Belle, married a local California artist
(Joeseph Dwight Strong) 13 who led her to Hawaii after he secured a government
commission to paint the new territory for the King of Hawaii. Belle eventually left her
artist-husband and her artworks in Hawaii (Belle’s and her husband’s artworks are
archived in Hawaii), traveling to Sydney, Australia, on direct orders from Stevenson to
wait there for safe passage to move their family to another suitable place to provide for
Stevenson’s creative genius – on Fanny’s direct orders.
Around this time, Fanny, son Lloyd, and her husband, Robert Louis Stevenson,
went to England, Scotland, the Adirondack Mountain area in New York, a stay in
Monterey and San Francisco, Hawaii, and then on to Samoa, picking up Belle from
Sydney, Australia, in the last leg of their travels, in Oceania (the South Pacific) in order
to provide a safe haven for Robert Louis Stevenson’s tuburcular ailments. 14 Finally
settling in Samoa, the enlarged Stevenson family (also with Stevenson’s widdowed
mother) built a massive villa in Samoa in 1888, and the family members wrote and
painted in the South Pacific in order to support Robert Louis Stevenson’s extremely
delicate health. At her island home of VaIlima in Samoa, Fanny often stated that a day
was not complete if it did not include art. Although Fanny was a consumate feminist,
traveler, and provider for her two husbands and children, Fanny was also an artist of note.
During her lifetime she had designed wardrobes, decorated household items, compsed
cookbooks, designed gardens, and designed at least three homes for herself and her
ininerant family. She could be easily labeled with many monikers in her lifetime, but this
paper proposes that she could also be labeled as an artist of note when many women were
not considered worthy in the arts. Fanny sought instruction in the arts and drew and
painted on two continents. Her art and art education are worthy of further examination.
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Although not a proper vocation for a woman in the final quarter of the 19th
century, Fanny could have followed some sort of artistic career since she was welltrained, considering her era. However, this was not her only forray into the arts. She also
could have become a writer. 15 She had been writing since her teens in Indiana, and she is
noted for her editing and input into some of Stevenson’s major works, such as her
suggestions for a better ending for The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde. In a
Time article concerning Fanny and the Stevenson’s Samoan adventures, anthologistauthor Charles Neider affirms that –
… by the standards of today, Fanny was in some ways a better writer than her
husband. She could not evoke a mood; Stevenson was one of the great moodevokers. Neither could she give one the sight, smell and taste of an island dawn, a
rainy day in Edinburgh, or a starlight night aboard ship. But she had directness,
forceful earthiness and an eye for the ridiculous. 16

Stevenson, the famous author of Treasure Island, 1883, and The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde, 1886, died in Samoa in 1894. Stevenson’s step-son Lloyd
(Fanny’s son) had served as the inspiration for Treasure Island with one of his painted
maps and the pair’s outing and bonding adventures:
... busy with a box of paints I happened to be tinting a map of an island I had
drawn. Stevenson came in as I was finishing it, and with his affectionate interest
in everything I was doing, leaned over my shoulder, and was soon elaborating the
map and naming it. I shall never forget the thrill of Skeleton Island, Spyglass
Hill, nor the heart-stirring climax of the three red crosses! And the greater climax
still when he wrote down the words "Treasure Island" at the top right-hand
corner! And he seemed to know so much about it too – the pirates, the buried
treasure, the man who had been marooned on the island ... “Oh, for a story about
it,” I exclaimed, in a heaven of enchantment .... 17

Fanny Osbourne Stevenson died in 1914 in San Francisco, but her ashes were
scattered near her late husband’s grave in Samoa by her daughter the following year. The
wife of poet/author Robert Louis Stevenson was a 19th-century artist herself, although she
devoted most of her energies to caring for her two husbands and her three children. Early
on, in San Francisco and Paris in the last quarter of the 1800’s, Fanny was praised for her
artistry and artworks. Fanny would most likely have continued with her Parisian art
training had her second son not been so severely ill and died. Nevertheless, her artistic
interests lasted throughout her lifetime, even while she was perpetuating her late
husband’s memory for posterity in the historical record.
When I attended the Hawaii International Conference on the Humanities and the
Arts play in mid-January 2008, I could not fathom that any art historian had ever
examined the art education of Fanny Vandergrift (Van der Grift) Osbourne Stevenson.
Her artworks are not great, monumental, stylistic, or moving. They are records of what
she personally saw and, perhaps, the result of her sporadic artistic training. However,
here we have the wife of one of the greatest writers in western literary history – whose
artistic interests have never been researched, as well as the artworks of her daughter Belle
and Belle’s husband on contract in Hawaii and Samoa. Fanny is generally studied only
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regarding her life with Stevenson and her consuming desire to move him around the
globe in order to preserve his health and productive/lucrative writing career. I was also
surprised that, after examining the numerous books written about Robert Louis
Stevenson, no other academic scholar had ever approached any study (or mention) of the
art education and artworks of Fanny (Vandergrift) Osbourne Stevenson.
In addition to the four major biographies of Fanny as a maternal figure and her
place in late-19th-century feminist travel histories, 18 there definitely should be an
academic study of Fanny’s artistic education and artistic capabilities at a time when there
were no women in the ateliers and very few female artists. There was a dearth of artistic
education for females in Europe and America at this time; it was not fashionable or
acceptable for a woman to take up art as a profession or even as an avocation. Fanny
Stevenson looms larger than life as a nascent artist in the later portion of the 19th century.
This paper serves to introduce her education and artworks to the rest of the academic
world. Fanny’s involvement in the academic art world should be further examined in the
near future. In addition to this conference paper, there should also be a major exhibition
planned on the artworks of Fanny, her daughter Belle, and her son-in-law, Joseph Dwight
Strong. This could be a block-bluster exhibition in the future, and I would dearly love to
compile and organize the exhibition catalog. Fanny Stevenson is an important historical
figure that looms larger than life, but her artworks and artistic education merit a more
introspective study. This is a subject (Fanny Stevenson’ s art and artistic training) that
merits a more extensive study in the future. Fanny ‘s artistic life, education, and her
globally scattered artworks are of import for their time. Fanny’s influence in the arts,
other than a few articles, her meticulous journals in Samoa, and her editorial efforts on
behalf of Stevenson, should be studied along with her own artistic endeavors – in
addition to drawing and painting, these efforts also include her cookbooks and plans for
gardens in Samoa. Fanny Stevenson was not a major artist in her time – but her artworks
and her artistic education should be studied in light of her importance in the late 19th
century as the resolute wife and supporter of the beloved novelist and poet Robert Louis
Stevenson – if only that she was such an enigmatic and “luminous” figure in history and
such a creative woman who inspired others around her. 19
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Midnight’s Children as a Narcissistic Narrative
I
Salman

Rushdie’s

Midnight’s Children delineates the narrator Saleem’s

self-alienation and fragmentation.

The process of his psychological subject formation

is chained to the formation and fragmentation of India a newly born nation-state. This
intertwining means, as M. K. Naik states, that Midnight’s Children is a "many-faceted
novel...an autobiographical bildungsroman, a picaresque narrative, a political
allegory,...a surrealist fantasy...."(Studies in Indian English Literature 46).

Most

critics have tended to focus on the modernity of its complex structure and its
experimental style, and recent criticism tends to focus on the relationship between
individual and political identity, which is structured in the frames of a bildungsroman
and a political allegory.

Rushdie insists that writers and politicians “try to make the

world in their own images” and writers can resist the power of the State, which tries to
“alter the past to fit present needs.” (The Imaginary Homeland 14)
largely a narrative of failure.

Yet this novel is

We need to consider why and how Saleem narrates a

story of his life which ends with him as “specks of voiceless dust”(463) in a crowd, his
autobiography a record of his defeat and dismemberment, and, by extension, of the
defeat and dismemberment of India.
It is important to note here that Saleem is “made and unmade” by women, one of
whom is India as Bharat Mata, Mother India.

Saleem tells not only of how he was born

and grew up with “his birth-sister”(385), India, but also of how he was castrated and
annihilated by her, due to his incestuous impulses, which suggest a desire for fusion
with the maternal body. This forbidden love for India, which generates a sense of guilt,
is converted to his unnatural love for Jamila, the sister who betrays him, which leads to
his final destruction. His incestuous desire for India is closely connected to the story of
his subject formation, which ends with his castration and death.
narrative shows how self-reference is impossible.

Finally, this

Saleem’s desire for the maternal

body and his anxiety about disintegration and dismemberment run parallel with the
disintegration of the newly born nation-state, the partitioned India.

The fates of both

reflect the twisted psychology of narcissism.
II
Saleem starts his autobiographical narrative with his birth, August 15th, 1947,
which, of course, coincides with the date of the independence of India, and he ends his
story with a prophecy of his death on August 15th, 1978.

Since he “had been

mysteriously hand-cuffed to history”, and his “destinies indissolubly chained” to those of
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his country, his autobiography is necessarily a history of India for those three decades.
The new India, “a mythical land” only exists, he says, in “the dream we all shared” (118),
but it reflects the “collective failure of imagination” of its parents. The partitioned India
generated from this failure, as well as the origin of Saleem’s birth and his family saga,
goes back to Kashmir in 1915.

So we need to consider what sort of event caused Aziz,

Saleem’s grandfather, to fall into a life of fragmentation in Kashmir in 1915.
How and where do we come from? This is a universal question for all children.
Saleem finds his answer in his grandfather’s “holy, mutilated square of linen.”(10)
This is his “talisman” and “open-sesame”¹ which enable him to “commence the business
of remaking” his life from “the point at which it really began.”(10)

Saleem also says

that he is “a swallower of all lives,” and that things around him could be “guided only by
the memory of a large white bedsheet with a roughly circular hole some seven inches in
diameter cut into the center,”(9-10) stained with “three drops of blood,” from which the
Creator formed Man according to the Quran.

Saleem’s narrative, which is guided only

by the memory of his grandfather’s perforated sheet, suggests a metonymic movement
to cover the hole in himself which signifies a lack of love.
The hole in Aziz before him was made when he “hit his nose against a
frost-hardened tussock of earth while attempting to pray” one Kashmir morning in 1915,
after which he “resolved never again to kiss earth for any god or man.”(10)

The

vacancy in him made by this decision left him “vulnerable to women and history.”(10)
But this is not really an explanation of anything, since it mostly begs questions.
does this vulnerability to women and history mean?

What

By this traumatic experience,

what exactly did Aziz lose and what sort of situation did he fell into, or what sort of
desire was aroused? Why is his grandfather’s experience in the early spring of 1915
fatal to Saleem?

Why is “a hole” referred to obsessively in this text?

To begin to answer these questions, we need to consider the psychology of infancy.
Traumatic separations are retrospectively and repeatedly rehearsed in many
autobiographical stories.

An infant suffers from the absence of a mother, which causes

a psychological trauma. Midnight’s Children is full of images which suggest such a
traumatic experience. Is Saleem, as garrulous narrator, playing a game of “fort da”
(peekaboo) in a symbolic replay of the traumatic separation in order to appease anxiety?
Since his story includes a saga of his family and of modern India, is this whole narrative
a gigantic game of peekaboo?

Or does his compulsive narrative reflect a deeper

awareness of a lack of the Other in all our symbolic figurations? If so, his narrative
may be a challenge to us get out of our symbiosis with the world of signifying systems.
III
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To explore these questions, l would like to examine first what sort of character
Saleem is.
Buddha

He has various nicknames such as “Snotnose, Stainface, Baldy, Sniffer,
and

even

multifariousness.

Piece-of-the-Moon,”(9)

which

suggest

his

bewildering

As T. N. Dhar asks, is he “no ‘character’ at all but “an embodiment of

history”, “no more than a voice“ “a world in himself――history encapsulated into a
human frame”, “a receptacle of what has happened and is happening around
him?”(History-Fiction Interface 106)

Is he a hole to absorb all the lives and things

around him? Or is he an Object petit (a Lacanian concept), an image of the objects which
are loved, identified with and separated from by the subject, and thus finally an image
of self-love？ A baby embraces any old objects, but those loved objects are abandoned in
the process of subject formation.
body.

The speaking subject separates them from his/her

Does Saleem symbolize this separation, a hole in consciousness which sets a

signifying system in motion?
Saleem says, “…there are so many stories to tell, too many…I have been a swallower
of lives; and to know me, just the one of me, you’ll have to swallow the lot as well.
Consumed multitudes are jostling and shoving inside me.”(9)

He asks “Who am I?”

and answers, “I am the sum total of everything that went before me, of all I have been
seen

done,

of

everything

done-to-me.

I

am

everyone

being-in-the-world affected was affected by mine.”(383)

everything

whose

He is “a swallower” of the

world, but, on the other hand, he is doomed to inherit the legacy of his grandfather’s
magical sheet, reflecting the hole inside Aziz, meaning he can not hold what he
swallows.

So he is both omnipotent and impotent; his life is doomed to fragmentation.

This again reflects infant psychology.

A baby before the fatal separation from the

mother is helpless but nevertheless fantasizes s/he is omnipotent. Saleem is
self-aggrandizing; (174) he sees himself as a “protagonist” (237) and claims “a place at
the center of things.“(238)

As he swallows the world, he identifies with it, and later he

projects his ideal unified ego toward Jamila or Mother India, but this projective
identification causes his self-sacrifice, castration, and self-loss. Saleem and Mother
India are represented as if they were following a standard subject-formation process:
parasitic fusion between a baby and the mother, loss of the object, and identification
with the lost object.
At the same time, Saleem foretells his own death, and a death drive definitely lurks
thoughout this text. This drive is generated by a nostalgic desire for a symbiotic
relationship in the Imaginary with the maternal body. Saleem tells us obsessively
about how he is chained to India, and in the repetitive narratives of the fatal connection
between the two, we are given variations of representation, which make the bond far
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from simplistic. Saleem says, “I had been mysteriously hand-cuffed to history, my
destinies indissolubly chained to those of my country.
there was to be no escape.”(9)

For the next three decades,

Saleem and India are not only chained to each other as

“twin-in-birth,” but they are also “joined at the hip, so that what happened to either of
us, happened to us both.

If I, snot-nosed stain-faced etcetera, had had a hard time of it,

then so had she, my subcontinental twin sister.”(385)

Later, he tells us they are in fact

Siamese twins joined at the hip, then adds, “… my truly incestuous feelings were for my
true birth-sister, India herself.”(385) He then significantly asks, “Had I simply
transferred on to her shoulders the adoration which I now perceived to be a vaulting,
all-encompassing love of country? When was it that I realized that my truly-incestuous
feelings were for my true birth-sister, India herself?”(385) However, Saleem also
represents this sister as Bharat Mata, Mother India. “Women had made me; and also
unmade. …is not Mother India, Bharat Mata, commonly thought of as female? And, as
you know, there’s no escape from her.”
Even though already joined to closely, Saleem desires fusion with this composite
figure.

What does this incestuous desire for India as a maternal body suggest? Mother

India creates and destroys him, which suggests she is the devouring mother whom an
infant imagines at a certain growing stage. He becomes impotent because of his
incestuous feelings for Jamila, his real sister, to whom his true desire for Mother India
is transferred.

His castration, then, suggests punishment for his forbidden love for the

maternal body.

When he kisses Parvati, he sees “her face changing, becoming the face

of a forbidden love; the ghostly features of Jamila Singer replaced those of the
witch-girl.”(396) Not only that, but Jamila “had begun to rot, the dreadful pustules and
cankers of forbidden love were spreading across her face; now the rancid flower of incest
blossomed on my sister’s phantasmal features, and I couldn’t do it, couldn’t kiss touch
look upon that intolerable spectral face.”(396)
In fact, Saleem’s whole narrative is proleptic: "I will soon be thirty-one-years old.
Perhaps. If my crumbling, over-used body permits. But I have no hope of saving my life,
nor can I count on having even a thousand nights and a night.”(9)

His castration and

elimination are constants. He wonders how he should end the story, and chooses an
ending in which he will be trampled underfoot by crowds, many-headed monsters, and
reduced to “specks of voiceless dust,” one of the thousand midnight children who are
both “masters and victims of their times (463).”

As such, he says, “I shall never reach

Kashmir, like Jehangir Mughal Emperor I shall die with Kashmir on my lips.”(462)
What does Kashmir signify for him and his grandfather? Is it a lost homeland for
his grandfather, a lost Eden for Saleem?

Saleem’s conclusion suggests, at least, that he
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shall never attain the object of his desire, the origin of his being.

He dreams

repeatedly of Kashimir (329, 338,404,406,462), but this dream is never realized.
But in what sense does Kashmir signify a lost homeland for his grandfather?
When he came to the temple to sacrifice himself, he was trying to recall “his childhood
springs in Paradise, the way it was before travel and tussocks and army tanks messed
everything up.”(11)

However, after he was hit on the nose by a tussock and took an

oath not to pray to any god or man, he could not re-unite himself with “an earlier self.”
(11)

This experience encapsulates his alienation and identity crisis. Aziz did not know

whether he was Kashmiri or Indian (107).

He was “caught in a strange middle

ground,” trapped between belief and disbelief, which reminds us of Mrs Moore’s double
vision in A Passage to India (1924). His alienation is represented as the “middle place”
and “permanent alteration: a hole.”(12)

“In the succeeding months and years, he fell

under what I can only describe as the sorcerer’s spell of that enormous—and as yet
unstained—perforated cloth.”(24)
Doctor Aziz, who became vulnerable to history and women, fell in love when he was
requested to examine a woman through a perforated sheet. He gradually came to have a
picture of Naseem in his mind, “a badly-fitting collage of her severally-inspected parts.
This phantasm of a partitioned woman began to haunt him, and not only in his
dreams….Glued together by his imagination, she accompanied him…he could smell her
scent of lavender and chambeli; he could hear her voice and her helpless laughter of a
little girl; but she was headless, because he had never seen her face.”(25)

He had come

to think of the perforated sheet as “something sacred and magical,” because through it
he had seen the things which had filled up the hole inside him which had been created
when he had been hit on the nose by a tussock.”(27)
How could this emptiness and fullness, this alienation and love, be related to each
other? The key word in this text is “a hole.”

The one in Aziz is caused by his

vulnerability to women and history, since that hole in his inner chamber is a vacancy
which sets desire in motion. It also means Aziz is caught in time.

Being born again to

time means you are exiled from Eden, a timeless space. A hole is also a “middle place”
and “permanent alteration.”

This means that a hole signifies the lack in the Other

which starts a system of signifiers, where you are doomed to be confined to endless
alterations of self-reference, as well as a metonymic movement to cover the vacancy of
desire with magical words, images or things.

Aziz identifies himself as neither

Kashmiri nor Indian. He neither believes nor disbelieves in God.

Saleem inherits

this legacy and is thus caught in endless self-reference, and in the succession of this
infinite multiplication of signifying processes.

He will be castrated and eliminated
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because it is the other who labels and stigmatizes him.
His grandfather was spellbound by a woman whose partitioned body he was forced
to see as a doctor through an unstained perforated sheet, and he “came to think of the
perforated sheet as something sacred and magical, because through it he had seen the
things which filled up the hole inside him.”(27)²

But he had lost a perspective from

which to see the world as a whole, and had fallen into the world of time, where he had to
collect and glue fragments together, always with something missing, which suggests a
lost Eden.

Saleem, his grandson, represents all these fragments and fails to unite

them, and is thus doomed to crack and be reduced to “voiceless dust.”
IV
This is a bildungsroman in which a protagonist grows to be a grotesque, deformed
and drained man with cracks all over his body and reduced to “specks of voiceless dust.”
There is another echo of Forster here, of the way the crippled Ricky in The Longest

Journey dies a sacrificial death to save his half-brother Stephen and to protect his
mother’s memory.

Saleem’s deformity, impotence and bodily disintegration are

mentioned again and again, along with the loss of his telepathy, memories, and stories.
Saleem is not only an ugly goose but also a changeling.

Yet he remains self-delusive:

“…I was the sacrificial lamb with which they anointed their love,”(297) “…my parents
loved me…my parents ruined me for love.”(301)
parents’ love because of his deformity.

Clearly he is afraid of losing his

“Had I not inflicted upon myself one more

deformity to add to bandylegs cucumbernose horn-temples staincheeks? …Was it not
possible that my mutilated finger had been…, for my long-suffering parents, the last
straw? That I was no longer a good business risk, no longer worth the investment of
their love and protection?”(240)
His historical role, in part, is to mirror the fate of India’s prime ministers.(86)
So Rushdie has Jawaharlal Nehru write, “Dear Baby Saleem,…it ［your life］will be,
…the mirror of our own.”(122)

Saleem thus has to “bear the burden of history,”(382)

and his version of India is supposed to reflect “all the more-than-hundred-million”
versions of India. Though cracks are spreading all over him in 1956, Saleem tells that
he is expected to be “the mirror of our own,”(167) and in 1976, during an emergency,
Saleem tells Padma again that the role of mirror-of-the-nation was bestowed upon him
by Nehru, Indira Gandhi’s father, so he of course resists the slogan, “Indira is India and
India is Indira.”(427)
The historical role of Nehru, the father of the new-born nation-state, in relation to
Saleem becomes clearer after an explosion in a mosque. Because of this explosion, his
“mother’s silver spittoon” hits the back of Saleem’s head, which sets Saleem free from
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all memories and purifies him.

Saleem is empty because “all the Saleems go pouring

out of me, from the baby…to the eighteen-year-old with his filthy dirty love, pouring out
goes

shame

and

guilt

and

wanting-to-please

determined-to-find-a-historical-role.”(343)

and

needing-to-be-loved

and

When his memories are later restored

something new is born in him. His wrath becomes targeted at “everything which I had,
until then, blindly accepted: my parents’ desire that I should repay their investment in
me by becoming great; …should I have to bear the burden of history?”(382)

Apparently,

the expectations that marked the beginning of the Indian nation-state under Nehru
were unrealistic, and therefore doomed.
In psychological terms, the subject (a product of the symbolic) under the
subjugation of a system of signifiers is imprisoned in an endless metonymic movement
of desire for self-reference, and is doomed to suffer from a sense of helplessness, loss,
and fragmentation, and this pain arouses the memory of dismemberment before the
mirror stage. To form an ideal ego, he has to identify with the other, which causes his
imprisonment in the other as well as fragmentation and loss of self, because it is the
other who labels and stigmatizes him. He has been a receptacle of the other’s desire.
Saleem blindly accepted his parents’ desire that he should become great, because he
wanted to be loved by them, and wanted to please them, which is the way to repay their
investment in him. He is burdened with a heavy debt, to repay his parents’ love.
His ideal wholeness is imprisoned in the other, so he has to seek for an other who
can reflect his unified self.

Saleem is expected to reflect the unity of India.

He is both

privileged and burdened with the unity of the other, the new-born nation-state. India
is also expected to accept his love for her. Primary narcissism in the Imaginary is
suggested.

Two mirrors are set facing each other at the hip of Siamese twins, Saleem

and India. And Saleem, as a narrator, is the one who should effect a separation.

At one

point he voices confidence about this, saying, “…while Aadam Aziz remained the sheet’s
victim, I have become its master…”.(121)

Clearly, again, this is self-delusive.

V
Saleem’s desire for unattainable wholeness is represented as incestuous.

This is

referred to incessantly: “unspeakable sister-love,”(315) ”unnatural love,”(316) “the
unspeakable secret of my love for Jamila Singer,”(320) “his own love to his
open-mouthed sister,”(325) ”my true birth-sister, India herself,” (385) “forbidden love,”
(396) “under the Monkey’s spell” (402).

His desire for Mother India and his sister

reflects his desire for wholeness, and he is seeking for the object of his projective
identification, the ideal object with whom he can trust his unified self-image, though
both India and Jamila betray him. He is the victim of his forbidden love, and is
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punished by Indira,

his rival, who tries to banish midnight’s children, since she yearns

for a place in the center of Indian history. Indira is represented as a devouring mother
figure, and Saleem is doomed to sacrifice himself for her. He says, “there’s no escape
from her.”(404)
In fact, this text is full of unavoidable women who make and “unmake”(404) him:
the ”unavoidable Widow（346）Amina (his mother), Jamila (his sister), Mary (his nurse）,
Nashim (his grandmother), and Pia (his aunt).”Women and women and women(405)”
from whom there is no escape.

Saleem asks, “How are we to understand my too-many

women? As the multiple faces of Bharat-Mata?

Or as even more…as the dynamic

aspect of maya, as cosmic energy…? Too-many- women: are they all aspects of Devi, the
goddess?”(406)

Though Mary Perreira (a mother figure for Saleem) sang “Anything

you want to be, you kin be,” he says, “I no longer want to be anything except who I
am,”(383), but he also says, “I am the sum total of everything.”(382)

He is expected to

reflect all the dreams the others (women) have had, and is a victim of the others’ desires,
from which his anger is born, but finally he says, “the Widow drained anger out of me
along with everything else.”(382)

He thus learns “the lesson of No Escape”.
VI

Since it is Mother India, an unavoidable woman, who chains Saleem with an
umbilical cord, it seems impossible for Saleem, the signified, to cut it. Yet as an
autobiographer, it is Saleem’s role as victim-protagonist to complete his story. Thus
Saleem, as a player of “fort da,” must take the role of an absent mother, and repeat the
drama of traumatic separation. He then discards a doll (the signified Saleem).
Castration anxiety (=separation anxiety, anxiety over loss of the object) is all too evident
in this text, and Saleem’s story-telling helps reinforce this anxiety by repeating the
traumatic drama of separation.

So Saleem needs be annihilated in the end.

Images of Saleem’s fragmented body are repeated again and again (no less than 20
times) in this text. When Saleem begins his “autobiographical enterprise”(121) and his
family saga, he says that his body is already “over-used” and “crumbling”(9), and
suggests that he shall die before his thirty-first birthday.

Thus he refers to the cracks

on his body or his mutilated or disintegrating body incessantly:

“…I have begun to

crack all over like an old jug—that my poor body, singular, unlovely, buffeted by too
much history, subjected to drainage above and drainage below, mutilated by doors,
brained by spittoons, has started coming apart at the seams. In short, I am literally
disintegrating.”(37) “As history pours out of my fissured body, my lotus is quietly
dripping in.”(38) “…as cracks widen within—I can hear and feel the rip tear
crunch.”(383)

“Rip

crunch

crack,…I,

too,

am

being

hurried

towards,
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disintegration.”(384) ”…the ghostly essence of that perforated sheet, which doomed my
mother to learn to love a man in segments, and which condemned me to see my own
life—its meanings, its structures—in fragments also.”(107)

”…the cracks spreading all

over me, radiating like a spider’s web from my navel.”(166)

“…When I’ve lost my

struggle against cracks.”(211). This litany continues till the end, and Saleem concludes
his story with his cracked body reduced to “specks of voiceless dust.”(463)
This obsession with his fragmented body suggests the traumatic separation which
arises at the mirror stage of child development.

“The baby sees its own image as a

whole, and the synthesis of this image produces a sense of contrast with the
uncoordination of the body, which is experienced as a Fragmented Body.”(Dictionary
‘mirror stage’ 115) The “gap between man and nature” which causes the subject’s
division is “evident in the mirror stage.”(Dictionary 71)

The baby’s mirror image as a

whole retrospectively makes its previous experience of the fragmented body clear.
“The mirror stage shows that the ego is the product of misunderstanding and the site
where the subject becomes alienated from himself,”(Dictionary 1116) because “the ego is
formed by identification with the specular image in the Mirror Stage.”(Dictionary 51)
The ego is based on vacant illusion, and the moment of jubilation when “the baby sees
its own image as whole” is replaced by depression caused by his helplessness compared
to the omnipotence of the mother.

This is the moment of the fall into the world of

history, the moment of lost Eden.(Gallop)

Adam and Eve may have been made to look

like God, but they knew they are naked and incomplete.
If the ego is the product of paranoiac misunderstanding, the subject is alienated
from himself and eternally imprisoned in an illusive self-image, like Dorian Gray, who is
killed by his portrait, that receptacle of his negative self.

Saleem always suffers from

the cracks in his body and finally is reduced to voiceless dust, but at the same time he
sees himself as an omnipotent writer of history and a receptacle of all lives and things
around him, an all-embracing figure who looks like Brahma, within whose dream we
are existing.

He says,“I am the sum total of everything that went before me, of all I

have seen done, of everything done-to-me…to understand me, you’ll have to swallow a
world.”(383)

“…I was somehow creating a world; that the thoughts I jumped inside

were mine, ,,,I triumphed, ‘There isn’t a thing I cannot know!’”(174）”…the spirit of
self-aggrandizement which seized me then was a reflex, born of an instinct for
self-preservation.

If I had not believed myself in control of the flooding multitudes,

their massed identities would have annihilated mine.”(175)

He repeatedly tells us that

he himself is a world; however, he is suffering from his dismemberment, and envies
the wholeness Jamila, his sister, acquires, as well as the omnipotence of Mother India
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and of other women who have both made him and unmade him.

His “unnatural love,”

forbidden “unspeakable sister-love,”(315) his incestuous desire for his sister, he says,
can be traced to her wholeness. He adores in her “the fulfillment of my most private
dreams.”(316)

We can thus see Saleem as a paradoxical Narcissus figure who

misunderstands himself and is alienated from himself.
Saleem, like “the Buddha” who is finally “emptied of history,”(350) learns to be
submissive and becomes a citizen of Pakistan.

This marks a failure to recreate

history, which would constitute resistance, an act of rebellion.

Thus this narcissistic

narrative becomes a history of modern India, and the history of the nation-state
becomes a story of selfhood deformation.
Saleem’s obsessive narcissism causes his sacrifice to Indira, that devouring mother
figure. But at the end, while Saleem is castrated as a sacrificial lamb, Shiva, with
strong thighs, his alter ego, is set to replace him as a son who will follow the law of the
father.

Rushdie thus concludes this text with an ambiguous hope in the face of

apparent hopelessness.
Notes
1.

Saleem peeps through a hole at his mother's buttocks, "Black Mango," and he is hit

by his father, deafening his left ear. This incident, which suggests a primary scene, is
also repeated (303, 382, 405).
2.

Other Aziz family members are also charmed by perforations.

Amina, Aziz’s

daughter “fell under the spell of the perforated sheet of her own parents, because she
resolved to fall in love with her husband bit by bit”, and she “divided him, mentally, into
every single one of his component parts, physical as well as behavioural,
compartmentalizing him into lips and verbal tics and prejudices and likes.”(11)

Jamila

wears all-concealing chadar with a hole of three inches. Pakistan also falls in love with
her, though she is “only ever glimpsed through a gold-and-white perforated sheet.”(313)
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1. Introduction
In an early perception study, Lehiste and Shockey (1972) performed a perception
experiment in which listeners heard recordings of VCV sequences in which one of the
vowels, together with the adjacent half of the consonant, had been excised, and were
asked what they thought the missing vowel was. Results were no better than chance.
However, studies using other methods (e.g. Fowler & Smith, 1986; Beddor et al, 2002)
have found that VV coarticulatory effects are in fact perceptible to listeners. For
example, Beddor et al. (2002) have found that listeners are able to “compensate” for
coarticulation effects, in the sense that they can shift target vowel category boundaries
when perceptually necessary, but to a great extent this is true only of effects typical of the
listener’s L1. This is consistent with results of Fowler (1981), who found that listeners
were most sensitive to differences resulting from coarticulation behaviors most similar to
their own. In that study, identical vowel sounds were often perceived as different in
various flanking vowel contexts, and acoustically distinct versions of a given vowel were
sometimes heard as being the same in appropriate flanking vowel contexts. As Fowler
(1981) has suggested, the technique used in the Lehiste and Shockey (1972) study may
simply have been too insensitive to allow accurate measurement of perceptual effects. In
the current study, a modified version of their technique is used, with the following
reasoning.
Ohala (1981) has suggested that acoustic byproducts of physiological linguistic
processes may sometimes be perceived by listeners as grammatically important
information, and that this may ultimately lead to language change. For example, in a vowel
immediately following a voiceless consonant, voicing fundamental frequency f0 tends to
start off somewhat high, and then fall rapidly back to normal, while after a voiced
consonant, the opposite occurs (Ohala, 1974, 1981). The reasons for this are not wellunderstood but appear to be physiologically based. Ohala has suggested that in some cases,
this phenomenon could be the origin of tonal contrasts. Along the same lines, vowel
harmony may sometimes be the outcome of perceptible vowel-to-vowel coarticulation that
has become grammaticalized (Ohala, 1994). Przezdziecki (2000) found evidence for such a
connection between vowel harmony and VV coarticulation in his study of three Yoruba
dialects, one of which has vowel harmony and the other two of which do not. Przezdziecki
suspected that coarticulation patterns in the two dialects without vowel harmony might be
similar in kind but different in degree from those in the third dialect, in which he
hypothesized that such patterns had originated in a similar way but had now become
grammaticalized. Analysis of vowel formant data from the three dialects offered support
for his hypothesis.
If we suppose that these effects might sometimes be the origin of vowel harmony,
they would almost certainly have to be perceptible to listeners, at least in some
environments. An interesting point that should be made here is that the language-change
hypothesis does not require that all speakers coarticulate heavily, nor that all listeners
perceive such effects readily. Instead, if the hypothesis holds, only small minorities of
such speakers and listeners would suffice to get the process started, as the graph shown
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below in Figure 1 illustrates. The graph shows a logistic or “S” curve, used to describe
change in many contexts, including population studies, business, and historical linguistics
(e.g. see Aitchison, 1981).

Figure 1. A logistic or “S” curve can be used to characterize the spread of a change through a linguistic community. During the first
phase, only a few people have adopted the change. This is followed by a second phase of rapid spread of the change throughout the
population, and finally the third stage, during which the few remaining holdouts either adopt the change or die off.

The language-change hypothesis implies that the spread of coarticulation-related
change could occur because listeners who are particularly sensitive even to relatively
weak coarticulatory signals would in turn retransmit those signals in a stronger form. This
also leads to the intriguing question, addressed later in the present study, of whether
listeners who are especially sensitive to coarticulation might also tend to coarticulate
more. The present research was inspired by the idea that in cases where coarticulatory
effects are particularly strong, a different result from Lehiste & Shockey’s (1972) might
be obtained, and that this result would still have important implications, as just discussed.
This approach led to positive results in Grosvald (2006), where many listeners were able
to determine the final vowel in VCV sequences, where C was /k/ or /p/ and V was /a/ or
/i/, when hearing only the initial vowel. Following this approach, the current perception
study used only recordings from speakers whose VV coarticulation patterns were
particularly strong.

2. Methodology
2.1. Listeners
A total of 38 subjects participated in production experiments. The recordings of the first
seven subjects provided the raw material for the perception study; no perception data was
obtained from them. Subjects 18, 19 and 20 took part in a pilot study by the first author
for a separate project for which no responses were necessary. Therefore, a total of 28
subjects--Speakers 8 through 17 and 21 through 38 of the production study--provided
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data for the perception experiment to be described here. Table 1 below summarizes the
information just given. All perception study subjects were undergraduate students at the
University of California at Davis who received course credit for participating.
Subjects
1-7, 18-20
8-17
21-38

Production data
[a]-[i] contexts
[a]-[i] contexts
[a]-[i]-[æ]-[u] contexts

Perception data
No
Behavioral
Behavioral and ERP

Table 1. The scope of the study expanded as the number of subjects increased. Early subjects (1-7) performed only the [a]-[i]
production task. The next group (8-17) performed a behavioral perception task as well, described in this chapter. The final group (2138) performed an expanded production task with several vowel contrasts.

2.2. Creation of stimuli for perception experiment
Recordings obtained from the first seven speakers in the production experiment
were used to create stimuli for subsequent subjects to respond to in this perception study.
Although it might seem that synthesized stimuli might be preferable, their creation would
require specific decisions about the kinds of coarticulation that can or cannot occur at
various distances, something that is simply not well-established at this point in time.
While the aim was to determine how perceptible long-distance coarticulation effects
could be, not all speakers in the initial production experiment had produced such effects,
so an appropriate subset of the recordings had to be chosen. This should not render
irrelevant the obtained results, since the language-change hypothesis described earlier
requires only some listeners to be sensitive to some speakers’ coarticulatory effects. The
participants whose schwa tokens were chosen for use here, Speakers 3 and 5, were two
whose results were among the strongest from the seven subjects who were initially
recorded. In order to err somewhat on the conservative side, recordings from the speaker
who coarticulated the most, Speaker 7, were not used, in case the results for that
individual were truly exceptional.
The tokens needed were [i]- and [a]-colored schwas in each of the distance
conditions 1, 2 and 3. Since individual recordings might have quirks which could be used
by listeners to determine their distinctiveness independent of vowel quality, four
recordings of schwa in each distance condition and vowel context were selected, to be
presented interchangeably during each presentation of that vowel type. Four recordings
from Speaker 5 were used for each context ([i] and [a]) for each distance 1 and 2, while
four of Speaker 3’s recordings were taken for each context for the distance-3 condition.
Therefore, the total number of tokens used was
2 ([i] vs. [a] context) * 3 (distance-1, -2 or -3 condition) * 4 copies of each = 24.
Because speakers had repeated each sentence six times, six tokens for each
context and distance condition were available, of which four were to be chosen as stimuli.
The choice of which four to use was made in a principled manner. First, for each context
and distance condition, average F1 and F2 of the corresponding six tokens were
computed, defining a center point in vowel space for that group of six tokens. Next, the
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Euclidean distance from that center point to each token was computed, and the two
outliers--those whose distance from the center point was greatest--were rejected; the
remaining four tokens were used in the experiment. Consequently, it was not the most
extremely coarticulated, but rather most typically coarticulated, tokens that were used.
These tokens were then standardized (re-synthesized) in Praat for duration, amplitude and
f0, according to the values shown below in Table 2.1
Distance condition
1
2
3

Duration (ms)
65-70
55-60
75-80

Amplitude (dB)
70
70
70

f0 (Hz)
120
150
200

Table 2. The duration, amplitude and f0 values used to standardize the tokens used in each of distance conditions 1, 2 and 3.

2.3. Task
All perception study subjects began by performing a production task. Afterwards,
they were given a brief introduction to the purpose of this research. They were told that
language sounds can affect each other over some distance, that people can sometimes
detect this, and that they were about to begin a task in which their own perceptual
abilities were to be tested: they would hear vowel sounds taken from sentences like the
ones they had just been saying, with some of these vowels sounding more like [i] than the
others. So that they would not be discouraged by the more difficult contrasts, they were
told that subjects in such experiments sometimes say afterwards that they felt they were
answering mostly at random when the contrasts were very subtle, but often turn out to
have performed at significantly better-than-chance levels. (This turned out to be the case
in the present study as well.)
Subjects were then seated in a small (approx. 10 feet by 12 feet) sound-attenuated
room in a comfortable chair facing a high-quality loudspeaker (Epos, Model ELS-3C)
placed 36 inches away on a table 26 inches high. The stimuli (stored as .wav files) were
delivered using a program created by the author using Presentation software
(Neurobehavioral Systems), which also recorded subject responses. The tokens had been
standardized in Praat at 70 dB and were delivered at this amplitude, as verified by
measurement on a sound level meter (Radio Shack, Model 33-2055). To make their
responses, subjects used a keyboard that was placed on their lap or in front of them on the
table, whichever they felt was more comfortable.
All subjects were given a very easy warm-up task about one minute long, during
which easily distinguishable [i] and [a] sounds (not schwas) were played at the same rate
and ratio as their counterparts in the actual task. Subjects were told to hit a response
button when they heard a sound like “[i].” After completing this warm-up, they were told
that the actual task would be the same in terms of pacing and goal (responding to the [i]like sounds), but more challenging. Impressionistically, [i]-colored schwas do have a
1

Statistical testing on the formant values of these standardized tokens confirmed that in terms of their
distribution in formant space in the [i] versus [a] contexts, the standardized token sets were not more
widely spaced--hence more easily distinguishable by listeners--than the originals.
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noticeably [i]-like quality to them, particularly for distance 1 and to some extent for
distance 2; participants’ feedback as well as the results to be presented here indicate that
subjects understood the task once they completed the warm-up.

Figure 2. Design of the perception task. Each block consisted of 40 consecutive cycles of eight vowels each, with one randomlyplaced [i]-colored schwa per cycle.

Figure 2 above illustrates the organization of the perception experiment, which
consisted of three blocks, with one block for each distance condition 1, 2 and 3, in that
order. This sequence (as opposed to random order) was chosen so that each subject would
begin with relatively easy discriminations, which it was hoped would keep them from
being discouraged as they then progressed to the more difficult contrasts. Each block
consisted of 40 cycles, each of which consisted in turn of eight consecutive schwa tokens,
one of which was [i]-colored and the other seven of which were [a]-colored. Therefore, to
perform with 100% accuracy, a subject would need to respond 40 times per block, by
correctly responding to the one [i]-colored schwa in each of the 40 cycles in that block.
The [i]-colored tokens were randomly positioned between the second and eighth slot in
each cycle, so that such tokens never occurred consecutively.
The interstimulus interval (ISI) varied randomly between 1200 and 1400 ms,
which provided a reasonable amount of time for subjects to respond when they thought
they had just heard an [i]-colored vowel.2 The ISI between each cycle of eight stimuli
was somewhat longer, being set randomly between 2800 and 3100 ms. Each cycle of
eight vowels therefore lasted approximately 15 seconds, and each block of 40 cycles
lasted about 10 minutes. Subjects were not told about the structure of cycles within
blocks, but having performed the warm-up task, they had a sense of how often the [i]colored schwas would tend to occur. Participants could choose to take short breaks of one
2

Since both stimulus and response timing were recorded by the stimulus delivery software, it was
straightforward to assign each response to a vowel stimulus--namely, the immediately preceding one.
While it is likely that subjects made occasional “late” responses (i.e., a response intended for one stimulus
delayed until after presentation of the subsequent stimulus), participants’ feedback indicated that they
adjusted readily to the rhythm of the task.
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to two minutes between blocks if they wished, or could proceed straight through the
whole experiment.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Perception measure
For an analysis of the results of the perception experiment, the raw scores are not
an appropriate measure, and a statistic from signal detection theory called d’ (“d-prime”)
will be used instead (see Macmillan & Creelman, 1991). The reasoning behind the idea
that raw scores are not the best measure can be illustrated with a simple example. If a
subject were to answer “i” for all items, the overall score would be 12.5% since only 1/8
of the tokens were [i]-colored. On the other hand, answering “a” for all items would be
equally uninspired but would now result in fully 7/8 = 87.5% correct overall. In less
extreme situations, more subtle problems associated with guessing or bias could also be
overlooked.
To approach the analysis correctly, we can consider the subjects’ task to be a
signal-detection effort. All tokens heard by a given subject were schwa sounds, but in 1/8
of them, there was coarticulatory [i] coloration; this is the “signal” that the subject was
trying to detect. In this context, a successfully reported [i] item is referred to as a “hit,” a
successfully reported [a] item is a “correct rejection,” a wrong “i” answer is a “false
alarm,” and a wrong “a” answer is a “miss.” The d’ statistic is the difference between a
subject’s normalized hit and false-alarm rates:
d’ = z(hits / trials with signal present) - z(false alarms / trials with signal absent).
For rates of 0 or 1, z is not defined, so the values 0.01 and 0.99 are substituted.
Given this, possible values of d’ range from -4.65 to +4.65, with an expected value of 0 if
the subject has zero sensitivity to the contrast in question. Scores in the vicinity of 1 or
higher generally turn out to be significant at the p<0.05 level. The variance of d’ is given
by the formula
H(1-H)/NH[φ(H)]2 + F(1-F)/NF[φ(F)]2,
where H, F, NH, NF and φ are the hit rate, false-alarm rate, number of “i” trials, number of
“a” trials, and probability density function of the normal distribution, respectively
(Gourevitch & Galanter, 1967; cited in Macmillan & Creelman, 1991). Using this, a
confidence interval for d’ can be determined for each subject. If the lower endpoint of the
interval is greater than zero, one can be confident (to the chosen degree of significance)
that the subject has some sensitivity to the contrast. Note that similar d’ scores can be
obtained with different distributions of correct and incorrect answers, both of which are
used to compute the variance of d’, which means that d’ scores in the same range can
have different significance testing outcomes.
3.2. Individual results
As was mentioned earlier, the later group of subjects (21 through 38) participated
in two perception experiments--the behavioral one being described now and a separate
study being conducted by the first author that did not require behavioral responses.
Because of this extra exposure to the stimuli that the initial group of subjects did not
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have, it is possible that subjects in the later group had an added opportunity to process
these sounds to some extent and hence may have performed the task differently from the
subjects in the initial group. Therefore, the d’ scores of each group are presented and
averaged separately in Table 3 below, then an overall average score for each distance
condition is given.
The table displays the values of d’ obtained for each listener in each distance
condition, together with their associated significance levels. The results show that
respondents were well able to distinguish [i]- and [a]-colored schwas in the distance-1
condition; many respondents had near-perfect results here. The distance-2 condition was
clearly more challenging, and most respondents’ scores did not reach significance.
However, four respondents did score significantly better than chance in this condition, so
the task was evidently not impossible. The distance-3 condition was by far the most
challenging, and respondents appear to have answered mostly at random, although one
subject did attain the remarkable score of 2.28 and three others also had scores which
were significant, albeit weakly so.
Mentioned above was the possibility that the later group of subjects might
perform the task differently (presumably better) than the earlier group, because of the
later group’s extra exposure to the study stimuli. The results indicate that this concern
was not borne out, at least not to a substantial degree. The average scores for each group
in each distance condition are not significantly different, and in fact the later group’s
averages are slightly lower. It is possible that the later group did have an advantage in
having been exposed to the study stimuli more. In any case, distribution of scores was
also fairly similar between the groups, with all subjects scoring well on the distance-1
task, on the order of half scoring above chance on the distance-2 task, and a small number
(two in each case) achieving significant results at distance 3. For the entire group of 28
perception study participants, the distribution of scores was as follows: at distance 1, all
twenty-eight subjects (100%) scored above chance; at distance 2, fifteen (54%) did so;
and at distance 3, four (14%) had a significant outcome.
Also shown in the table are the results for both subject groups, as well as the
overall group of subjects who participated in either experiment. As might be expected,
results were well above chance for both the distance-1 and distance-2 tasks. Further,
although only a few subjects scored significantly better than chance in the distance-3
task, the group results were also above chance.
Subject

Distance 3

Distance 2

Distance 1

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2.28 ***
-0.65
0.16
0.20
0.52
0.67 *
0.77
0.16
0.27
0.55

1.19 *
no data
0.75
0.52
1.84 ***
1.71 ***
1.84 **
1.04
1.16
0.89

3.97 ***
4.65 ***
4.65 ***
4.18 ***
3.40 ***
3.45 ***
3.54 ***
4.65 ***
4.29 ***
4.15 ***
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Average

0.49 ***

1.22 ***

4.09 ***

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
Average

0.41
0.94 *
0.10
0.00
0.33
0.44
-0.05
-0.20
0.49
-0.18
0.44
1.26 *
0.17
-0.07
0.27
0.40
0.15
0.59
0.31 *

0.70
1.16 *
-0.07
0.79
1.15 *
0.69 *
1.03 *
-0.32
0.57
1.21 *
0.53
2.04 **
0.53
1.93 ***
1.72 **
0.94 *
1.46 **
0.80 *
0.94 ***

4.15 ***
4.65 ***
2.56 ***
3.92 ***
4.65 ***
3.83 ***
3.38 ***
4.29 ***
2.89 ***
3.97 ***
4.65 ***
3.97 ***
4.29 ***
4.63 ***
3.45 ***
3.97 ***
4.29 ***
4.65 ***
4.01 ***

Overall average

0.37 ***

1.03 ***

4.04 ***

Table 3. The table shows each subject’s d’ measure for each of the three distance conditions. Significant results are shaded and
labeled, where * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01 and *** = p<0.001. Subject 9 provided no responses for the distance-2 condition.

3.3. Correlation between production and perception
In a study investigating the possibility of a link between production and
perception, Perkell, Guenther, Lane et al (2004) found that speakers who articulated
phonemically contrasting vowels more distinctly also showed a greater ability to
distinguish vowel contrasts. Although the contrasts explored in the present study are all
sub-phonemic in nature, findings like those of the Perkell et al study raise a question
relevant to the language-change scenario explored earlier: is there a correlation between
individuals’ ability to detect coarticulatory effects and tendency to coarticulate?
This possibility was investigated for the 28 study participants who provided both
production and perception data. Because of the possibility--already raised--that
production and/or perception results for the earlier and later group of subjects might not
be a completely valid comparison, the results for each group will be presented separately;
then the results for the whole group will be given.
As a quantitative measure of perceptual ability for a given subject, the average of
that subject’s three d’ scores were used, while the production measure was the average
over the three distance conditions of the Euclidean distance in normalized vowel space
between that subject’s [i]- and [a]-colored schwas. For the earlier group of ten
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participants (Subjects 8 through 17), the correlation measure r between the perception
and production measures so obtained was found to be 0.52, but this outcome is not
statistically significant (p = 0.13). In addition, as Figure 3.3 below illustrates, this result is
dependent on a small number of outliers and does not hold up if they are excluded. In
case some other measures of perception or production might reveal a stronger
relationship, other candidate measures were also tested, such as different relative
weightings among the distance conditions and the use of logarithmic vowel space
measures instead of raw formant numbers (cf. Johnson, 2003), but none of these led to
substantially different results.

Figure 3. Correlation between averaged production and perception measures for the earlier group of ten subjects who provided data for
both (r = 0.52, p=0.13), where the production measure is a difference of raw formant values.

The outcome for the later group (Subjects 21 through 38) is even more
problematic for the hypothesis of a production-perception correlation, as it finds that the
correlation between the average d’ and vowel-space difference between contexts for this
group is strongly negative (r = -0.60, p<0.01). This outcome is illustrated below in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Correlation between the averaged production and perception measures for the 18 subjects from the later group (r = -0.60,
p<0.01).

Finally, combining the data for both groups for one overall comparison results in
the positive correlation from the first group and negative correlation from the second
group largely canceling each other out (r = -0.15, p=0.46), as shown below in Figure 5.
Other measures of production, such as using logarithmically scaled formant values, do
not substantially change this outcome. Evidently, more study will be needed before any
strong claims can be made concerning a possible perception-production relationship.
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Figure 5. Correlation between averaged production and perception measures for the earlier group of ten subjects who provided data
for both (r = -0.15, p=0.46), where the production measure is a difference of raw formant values.

It is worth pointing out, however, that the lack of a production-perception
correlation would not invalidate the language-change hypothesis discussed earlier.
Recall that the basic idea of that hypothesis was that language change could occur as a
result of some listeners perceiving some speakers’ coarticulation and in turn reproducing
those patterns in their own speech, resulting in a feedback pattern eventually leading to
language change. This scenario does not actually require that perception and production
be correlated, although such a correlation would of course make the whole story more
compelling. All that is really necessary for such a process to begin, however, is that
some minority of speakers coarticulate strongly enough for some minority of listeners to
perceive it.
Figure 6 below shows idealized production and perception measures mapped
against each other, each with some threshold value (Pr0 and Pe0, respectively) above
which speakers and listeners may participate in initiating the early stages of the language
change scenario. As long as the highlighted upper-right corner of the figure is not empty-that is, as long as some speakers coarticulate a fair amount and some listeners are
sensitive enough to perceive it and then reproduce the coarticulatory effects they have
heard in a somewhat stronger form--it does not matter if part or all of the speech
community at large exhibit a perception-production correlation or not.
On the other hand, the lack of decisive correlation results in the present study may
simply be due to the measures used being not sensitive or sophisticated enough to
accurately reflect subjects’ “true” production and perception tendencies. For the time
being, the determination of actual values for Pr0 and Pe0 must be substantially deferred.
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Figure 6. Hypothetical threshold values of production tendency (Pr0) and perceptual sensitivity (Pe0), above which speakers and
listeners may participate in early stages of coarticulation-related language change. The presence or absence of a productionperception correlation may be unimportant.

3.4. Summary
This study found a large amount of variation between listeners in the
perceptibility of VV coarticulation. The nearest-distance effects appear to be in essence
universally perceptible (at least for listeners with normal hearing), although it should also
be remembered that the vowel stimuli used here were those produced by subjects with
above-average coarticulatory tendencies. In contrast to the case of near-distance effects,
subjects’ sensitivity to longer-distance VV coarticulation was quite variable, although
even these effects were perceptible to some listeners. Given the variation that is evident
among both speakers and listeners, the interplay between production and perception of
coarticulation in the context of actual language use seems likely to be quite complicated,
perhaps much more so than models along the lines of the linear perception-production
correlation sought here can adequately describe.
Although the perception results obtained here offer some insight into differences
among listeners in their perception of subtle coarticulatory effects, the methodology used
was admittedly rather crude, both because of the direct-questioning nature of the task
(“Which vowel sounds different?”), and because vowels were excised from their natural
contexts and played in isolation. In one example of a different approach, Scarborough
(2003) cross-spliced recordings of words in such a way as to create stimuli which varied
in the consistency of their coarticulatory patterns, and then had listeners perform a lexical
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decision task. Stimuli which were consistent with naturally occurring coarticulation
patterns were associated with faster reaction times.
Another avenue of research which appears to show potential is the use of nonbehavioral methodology to ascertain the perceptibility of coarticulation effects. For
instance, the event-related potential (ERP) technique, which involves the recording of
brain-wave (electroencephalogram) data, can provide insight into mental processes which
occur whether or not subjects are consciously aware of them (see Luck, 2005). Groups of
neurons firing in response to particular types of stimuli produce positive or negative
electrical potentials at characteristic locations on the scalp during particular timeframes.
When recorded and averaged over many trials, the background noise tends to zero and the
response pattern consistently associated with the stimulus present in each trial remains;
such patterns are called ERP components, and many are associated with linguistic
processes.
The most well-known such components include the N400, a negative deflection
typically occurring on the order of 400 msec after a subject is exposed to a semantically
anomalous stimulus (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980), and the P600, a positive-going wave
generally associated with syntactic anomaly and occurring, as its name indicates,
approximately 600 msec after stimulus presentation (Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992).
Generally, such late-occurring components are thought to correspond to higher-order
processing, while lower-level processing patterns are associated with earlier components.
As one example of the productive use of ERP methodology in linguistic perception
research, Frenck-Mestre, Meunier, Espesser et al (2005) used ERP methodology to
investigate the ability of French listeners to perceive phonemic contrasts existing in English
but absent in French. In fact, much ERP research has been directed at understanding
listeners’ processing of phonemic contrasts. An ERP study investigating the perception of
sub-phonemic contrasts resulting from VV coarticulation is currently being conducted by
the first author.
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Where Animation Engenders Genre Hybridity

Pierre Floquet
Bordeaux University (France)
93 bis rue de Rigoulet, 33000 Bordeaux France
floquet@wanadoo.fr
The virtual and fantasized power of self-determination, given to some cartoon characters as a
mirror effect of - and a reflection on - the part of actors in fiction (eg: see Tex Avery
characters), is these days put to the test in recent features (Sin City, Frank Miller, Robert
Rodriguez, 2005; 300, Zack Snyder, 2006).
This paper aims at analyzing the part and status of these mutants, the improbable children of
comic characters and live action actors.
The perspective will step from and leave aside such films as Batman or Tomb Raider, in
which one can actually see human beings acting as comic and video-game heroes. Similarly,
in Ang Lee’s The Hulk (2003), the representation of the comic hero is turned into an obvious
dichotomy, whether the director dealt with actor Eric Bana as scientist Bruce Banner, or with
digital effects to perform the green monster.
One could also consider Tom Hank’s personality overshadowing the character of Hero Boy in
The Polar Express (2004). As a matter of fact, Zemeckis’ film was the first one to use
imagemotion technology 1 .
However, in Sin City or 300, the script is not inspired from an illustrated book, as it is the case
in The Polar Express. Both directly stem from Frank Miller’s graphic novels. So, the question
no longer is limited to a matter of live action acting versus character personality, within an
iconographic interpretation of a text. Rather, both actor and character originate from a drawn
creature, and they fade, mix into one hybrid digital entity. Not only are we facing intertextual
labyrinths, but we are also facing representation mazes in the midst of fictional nightmares,
some odd 21st century freak-show.
Some may call it the end of animation; one can rather acknowledge the appearance of a selfasserted crossbreeding of graphic novel, live action and animation into a revival of the cinema
of the origin.
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Abstract
In 2004, Joshua Aronson published an article in Educational Leadership entitled, “The
Threat of Stereotype.” The thought-provoking results of Aronson’s experiments are
useful beyond issues of race and gender, two topics that often garner the majority of
discussion. In addition to studying how people cope with unflattering stereotypes, he
studied how students respond to their perceptions of a stereotype and to their assumptions
of the educator’s belief in a particular stereotype. This paper will explore the equally
important societal stereotypes that students face within individual disciplines, using as an
example, my experience within the field of music. The discipline of music owns a
plethora of historic stereotypical material. Likewise, each academic field possesses
numerous stereotypes known to its members and initiates. In music, there are stereotypes
for flutists, jokes about bassoonists, and assumptions about singers. The stereotypes
imply that certain groups of musicians in comparison to others are more studious, less
intellectual, less moral, more inattentive, more annoying, mischievous, more arrogant,
etc. These are the innate stereotypes that have been rooted in the particular discipline of
music. But, all disciplines have their own particular array. I will discuss ways in which
findings within the stereotype-threat research are relevant in more specific ways to
individual fields of study. This research can show us how to reduce students’ anxieties
and boost their performance while teaching students that stereotypes have no credence,
but that their belief in a stereotype can negatively affect their performance.
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Violence and the sublime fantastic: Perfume by Patrick Suskind.

Serial murder is incomprehensible, often too fantastic to be real, and terrifying to most people.
Taking another life can be explained as a momentary loss of control, a crime of passion: in such
cases, as is recognized by our legal systems, the murder is committed in the heat of the moment
and usually regretted by the murderer. Cold-blooded murder, on the other hand, resembles an
execution, an act deprived of emotion, merely a job at hand. The serial killer, like a wolf
attacking a flock of sheep, killing but not necessarily eating--not all serial killers eat their victims
as does Hannibal in Thomas Harris’ Silence of the Lambs (1988 and produced as a film in
1991)-finds in the act itself the motivation to kill again; either he, or more rarely she, finds
pleasure in the act, enjoys the power of the act of execution, or there some other inducement at
which we can only hazard a guess. In disbelief, we are tempted to associate serial killings with
fiction; “Chain Saw Massacre” is too fantastic to occur in real life; but then again Leonard Lake
and Charles Chi-tat Ng lived out their fantasies in an orgy of torture and dismemberment they
called Operation Miranda. Real serial murders are beyond common understanding. Reports of
Robert Pickton bleeding and gutting his victims and feeding them to the pigs, or selling his
victim’s flesh mixed in with ground pork as food, of finding body parts and a revolver with an
attached dildo bewilder the reader. Is there is no humanity in such people, and can they even be
called human?

Patrick Süskind’s Perfume: The Story of a Murderer, (originally Das Parfum published in
German in1985 and translated by John E. Woods (1986))was an international best-seller, finally
turned into a full-length feature film after being declared “unfilmable” by Stanley Kubrick. The
film in fact - directed by Tom Twyker (2006)-is an extraordinarily close rendition of the novel
adding to the written descriptions of the supposedly indescribable olfactory realm, a visual
interpretation which heightens the original and allows both the spectator, who has only seen the
film, and the reader of the original or translated text and who has then seen the film, an almost
too intimate entry into the deprived and depraved world of Grenouille, the main protagonist. The
scenes in the tannery where the young Jean-Baptiste Grenouille is apprenticed become both a
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social commentary on child labour and abuse and a pictorial enhancement again of the olfactory
universe in which he is submerged.

Upon first reading, the novel gives the impression of an historical reality. Gradually unreality is
introduced and far from being the historical fiction one expects, the reader enters a world of
fantasy and unreality, which is then again transformed into horror. Simultaneously, however, the
role of the sublime becomes ever more apparent. For what after all could be more sublime than a
perfume that would seduce all mankind and would contain the essence of all that is considered
pure and beautiful. Unfortunately to obtain this essence there must be sacrifice.

Jean Baptiste Grenouille exists in another world than that of the rest of humanity. Eighteenth
century Paris was redolent of the odours of life, death and decay before the benefits of modern
sanitary arrangements, “a stench barely conceivable to us modern men”, coming from sweaty
unwashed bodies, animal and human excretion, the stale blood of processing plants, rotten teeth,
bad digestion, to mention but a few. In the heart of this morass of smells, next to the cemetery
where half-buried bodies are putrefying, in the fish-market on a hot day when the fish is already
rotting, is born Jean-Baptiste at the fish stall between his mother’s legs into the pile of decaying
fish offal, bones and scales.

To modern society, obsessed with not smelling human but preferring to smell like flowers, or
fruit or, more recently, not to smell at all as we are now apparently allergic to any smell, it may
seem amazing that a baby could survive in the sanitary and olfactory inferno described by
Süskind. But this is a very special infant, a fantastic creature that, while appearing human, is
much more and at the same time much less. On the plus side, we will discover later that he
possesses a predator’s remarkable sense: when he smells, he flairs his “greedy little nose, which
wasn’t even a proper nose, but only a pug of a nose, a tiny perforated organ, forever crinkling
and puffing and quivering” and “establishes the scent” of his surroundings. The child is a
“hostile animal”. His eyes are not human but “of an uncertain colour, between oyster grey and
creamy opal white, covered with a kind of slimy film and apparently not well adapted for sight”.
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On the other hand, Grenouille singularly lacks the element that he seeks out in others: he is born
with no odour; the child exudes none of the normal smells associated with babies. The adults
who know him reject him, like a mother cat rejects the kitten with a defect. He is also reviled by
the other orphans in the home run by Madame Gaillard; they fear him; at night, they “dreamed
that something was taking their breath away”--a talent usually attributed in folklore to cats--, so
they try unsuccessfully to suffocate him in the box that serves as his cradle. The only person he
knows who does not feel revulsion for him is Madame Gaillard, whose father had hit her over
the head with a poker destroying her sense of smell as well as her ability to feel emotion. We are
not told whether “Grenouille” was really his family name, but we might suspect that this name
was given to him because of the revulsion he often inspires. To people who do not know
Grenouille, passers-by, he is a non-person as he does not have the scent that makes him
recognizable as another human being.

Thus there is the non-human alien hostile quality to Jean-Baptiste Grenouille, sometimes
described as a tick, sometimes as a feline or other predator, and sometimes as a fish: “he would
often just stand there, leaning against a wall or crouching in a dark corner, his eyes closed, his
mouth open and nostrils flaring, quiet as a feeding pike in a great dark, slowly moving current”.
There is also, as his name suggests, a froglike quality to his hunched shape, crouching in corners.
Marked from birth, he is further disfigured by anthrax, and syphilitic smallpox complicated by
festering measles, so that while still a young man his head is covered with black carbuncles.
One might think such a man with this cruel destiny is cursed; and in fact people with whom he
comes into contact tend to die suddenly in strange accidents like his employers Grimal, the
tanner, who drowned in the Seine shortly after selling Grenouille to the perfumer Baldini whose
shop on the Pont-au-Change collapses into the river, or come to grief as his own mother who was
beheaded for abandoning her child, and Madame Gaillard who dies in misery in a public ward
despite all her efforts to avoid such an end. These events, even if he were to know they
happened, would be of total indifference to him, for he does not have emotions except for a
burning hatred for humankind, and its stench.
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As people in general ignore or abuse him, he gradually evolves into a creature to be feared, a
predator in the making but one who is also simultaneously a seeker of the sublime and of his
own “truth” .This waiting predator one day smells a distant perfume of irresistible beauty. He
hunts it down. It belongs to a young and beautiful virgin whom Grenouille strangles without
hesitation, scruple or remorse so that he can lay her down on the ground and “possess” her scent
by taking off her clothes, sniffing her body like an animal, and committing it to memory in a
bizarre travesty of deflowering.

Frogs in fairytales are known to become handsome princes. This misshapen Grenouille will
transcend his existence. He possesses an unusual intelligence: while he has difficulty
understanding abstract ideas (he never understands the notion of God), with his phenomenal
olfactory powers, he can name and analyze smells; in his mind he is able to classify these smells,
and combine them like building blocks to create complex scents, some of which we would call
perfumes. To this man with his film-covered eyes, the world of sight pales into insignificance
compared to the world of smell. He finally flees the overwhelming stench of Paris and takes
refuge in the remotest area of the Puy de Dôme on a mountain where there is absolutely no
human odour, and where his “pent-up hatred would explode with orgasmic force” and he
“thrashes” at all the evil smells he has been forced to endure. Here he sublimates all his
experiences by entering an imaginary purple castle containing and exuding all the scents he has
known, in which every smell is kept in a cask and drunk like a draught of wine. Süskind gives us
a glimpse of this “Empire of Grenouille” where Grenouille the Great, the Incomparable, the
Magnificence dreams he rules as a god-like figure, while in fact for seven years he is living alone
in a dark cavern, where isolated in the dark he gives free rein to his olfactory imagination. This
retreat from the world, although reminiscent of the withdrawal from the world and life in the
wilderness of John the Baptist, and other wise men and prophets, is an act of selfishness devoid
of altruistic motives. Like an animal in hibernation, “his heart hardly beating”, he lives
“intensely and dissolutely” in his imagination: he wants to “bask in his own existence”, relive all
the smells he has known and finally drink deep of the scent of the girl he has murdered.
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But the retreat is a journey of self-discovery and a life-changing event. Grenouille is finally
confronted with his difference, with the fact that his body has no smell and he becomes aware
that his olfactory prowess is a source of power over his fellow human beings.

The power of the senses other than sight is only too obvious. Proust’s À la recherche du temps
perdu ( begun in 1913 and not complete t his death in 1922) is based one might say “absolutely”
on the taste of the madeleine he remembers from his childhood. Smell is perhaps the most
powerful senses for the awakening of memories pleasant or unpleasant; pheromones are
associated with physical attraction and perfumers make use of the essence of various odours to
create tantalizing and almost bewitching perfumes. Animals are obviously prey to their sense of
smell and use it to both attract and repel. The poet Charles Baudelaire, who frequented
prostitutes and opium dens in the less savoury quartets of Paris, was well aware of the power of
smell. In “Parfum” (Les Fleurs du mal ( 1857), he asks the reader “Have you sometime breathed
with exaltation and slow greed the grain of incense that fills a church or a sachet of old musk?”
For as he further develops in Correspondances (

), “some (scents) are innocent like children’s

skin, some are corrupt like amber, musk, benzoin and incense”.

Perfumers have much in common with alchemists; they imagine an outcome (a perfume) and
strive to create it by manipulating and blending essences. Like the alchemist, they attempt to trun
a base element into something sublime. As Rebecca Stott writes in Ghostwalk, (London,
Weidenfelf and Nicholson, 2007. P64): “There are so many different kinds of alchemists and
alchemy…it’s almost impossible to say precisely what alchemy was, or is, in any absolute sense.
Alchemists, like our scientists today, were trying to uncover nature’s secrets, her patterns and
processes, trying to work out how the five elements - earth, fire, water, space, air - transmuted
into and out of each other...to make up all forms of matter. They believed that all matter was on
the move

and that therefore everything could be raised or provoked into fuller form’ that ‘any

matter ‘...’might be ‘healed’ or ‘killed’ or ‘transmuted’ into a greater state. A blooming would
take place” and the protagonist claims it makes her think of” transubstantiation - the wine into
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blood, the burning bush, Lazarus raised from the dead. Grenouille can discern the difference
between different substances subjected to different elements: “Why should smoke possess only
the name “smoke” when from minute to minute, second to second, the amalgam of hundreds of
odours mixed iridescently into ever new and changing unities”. And this talent was fine honed in
Baldini’s perfumery which is strangely reminiscent of an alchemist’s laboratory with its
formulae, complete array of ingredients and apparatus: mixing bottles, glass funnels, pipettes,
copper distilling vessels, moor’s head alembic.

With his nose and his perfumer’s skills, Grenouille is able to create a human scent that allows
him to be noticed and recognized by other people, although the ingredients, that include cat shit,
vinegar and old cheese, are less than flattering. He later perfects the product, inventing
personalized human smells for every occasion: arousing sympathy, repelling, passing
unnoticed—an invaluable asset for a predator. He can make people act and react by changing
perfumes.

It is at this point that, wandering the streets of Grasse in southern France, he discovers another
sublimely pure scent. He tracks it down to a young girl in a garden who is just entering
adolescence. The scent is so pure and powerful that he plans to steal it from the girl, Laure
Richis, two years later, when she becomes a woman. It would appear that Grenouille can detect
powerful pheromones that have a subliminal effect on other people. For two years he fine tunes
his skills in “effleurage à froid” on twenty-four beautiful young virgins, killed with a single blow
to the head not for the pleasure of killing but because, alive, the smell of their fear would
contaminate their precious “essence absolue”. When two years later he is convicted and
sentenced to death for the murder of Laure Richis, he dabs himself with the exquisite scent he
has extracted from Laure and the public assembled for his crucifixion are immediately convinced
that he is innocent in spite of overwhelming evidence of his guilt, brought to their knees by what
they perceive to be his physical beauty, and are so sexually affected that they break into a
spontaneous orgy. He has finally become Grenouille the Great.
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In Perfume the violence perpetrated on the virgin female body is transformed by the fantastic
into the sublime. The rendering of the young female flesh in both the perfumer’s sense and in the
violation of the body, is accompanied by a fantastic transformation. In the case of Perfume it is
the essence of the virgin female but it also suggests the preservation of youth and the sublime
through death that mutates what would be considered a story of horror and tragedy into a form of
fantastic redemption.

For the reader of the novel the male protagonist cannot be considered particularly sympathetic
although he could be said to awaken pity in the reader. Nor is the story told from Grenouille’s
point of view. The film of Perfume is a different story as the spectator whether he or she likes it
or not is intimately involved with Grenouille from his infancy almost to his death. We (the
spectators) are alternately horrified by him and feel great pity for this abused creature.
Interestingly the serial killer or the sociopath is seen more and more in this ambiguous role in
recent fiction and particularly on screen. The TV series “Dexter” (2006-2007) from the novel by
Jeff Lindsay, Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004), portrays a murderous character who has inspired
t-shirts with an “I love Dexter” slogan. It has been suggested that Dexter is what every woman
wants and needs, a seemingly loving companion good with children but above all - like some
beautiful and dangerous big dog - able to protect her at times of need. Unlike Suskind’s
Grenouille, Dexter’s victims are all themselves evil. This makes of Dexter an avenger in the
chivalrous sense. Dexter however shares with the protagonist of the Suskind novel a childhood
of abuse and evil. In neither the films nor in the novel is there the suggestion of possible
redemption from evil for the killer. Indeed the violence perpetrated upon their victims in the
sense of the sublime results more in a cleansing, purifying or enhancement of a flat reality.

According to Mark Seltzer’s study on serial killers and what he refers to as “statistical persons”
there is an accompanying public fascination with what appears to be a thoroughly modern
phenomenon. Seltzer’s argument is very complex but does have implications for the whole field
of the fantastic. The following summary may help with this and point to some of the more salient
points when approaching figures such as Grenouille or, even more obviously, the vampire in
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modern fantastic fiction – the serial killer par excellence who extracts the essence of his victim
to continue to exist in his or her world of darkness. Notably these modern vampires have become
increasingly figures of torment and awaken sympathy in the reader and spectator in a very
similar way to Dexter.

Returning to Seltzer (“Serial Killers II: The Pathological Public Sphere.” Critical Enquiry , 22
(Autumn, 1995): 122-149) and starting from the notion of the dangerous individual as outlined
by Foucault, Seltzer moves to explore the links between the statistical approach to deviance and
the consequent attempts by society to manage risk, and the emergence of what he calls “an
experience of typicality at the level of the subject” (124). Such an experience of generality,
which in the period of existentialism would have been designated as the state of the modern to be
avoided, has now come to be “alluring or compelling”, exercising a fascination at once social,
erotic and aesthetic.” (124) In part this shift in understanding may be linked to the body-machine
complex and to what Seltzer refers to as the “coupling of private and public places.” (125)
Bodies, technologies (the art of perfume-making?), and landscapes reciprocally frame each other
and intersect in ways familiar to students of the fantastic, so that the nominal separation of the
public and private is blurred, the subject of repeated violence becoming intertwined with the
scene of the crime. The serial killer identifies so closely with a particular scene - or should we
say scenario- that s/he fails to establish distance or distinction from it and comes to feel
determined from the outside in: “What becomes visible in these cases is an extraordinary
absorption in place and place-making, an absorption in place and place-construction that
becomes indistinguishable from programs of self-making and self-construction.”(128)

Alienated from others by their childhood or lack of it, all these killers with their first crime - one
representing a further movement of alienation from “normal” society and increasing their
marginalisation, determines the individual even more from the outside in, as social
constructionists would have it. They have become the “careful collectors” (Perfume. 203) of
other lives.
Virginia Harger-Grinling and Chantal Jordaan, March 2008
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An Examination of the Psychological Effects of Eczema and the Female Body
in Zelda Fitzgerald’s Art
Karen E. Tatum, Ph. D.
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Karene.tatum@gmail.com

Abstract
Zelda Fitzgerald is best known as the “mad” wife of twentieth-century American novelist, F.
Scott Fitzgerald. Her life, her marriage, her psychiatric diagnoses and treatments have been
well-documented, not only in biographies about Zelda, but in biographies about Scott as well.
Such biographies mention Zelda’s recurrent eczema (an incurable, allergic skin disease); they
demonstrate that Zelda’s eczema coincided with nervous breakdowns and hospitalizations.
However, they do not thoroughly examine the specific and highly complex relationship between
Zelda’s eczema and her psychological distress. Little, if any, attention has been paid to Zelda’s
chronic eczema as a factor in her artistic portrayals of bodies--grossly exaggerated,
disproportionate bodies. This essay highlights the ways in which such bodies stem from Zelda’s
view of herself as disfigured, a perception resulting from her struggles with eczema and comorbid anxiety and depression, exacerbated by biblical and cultural standards of physical beauty
and gender norms. By examining Zelda’s disfigured bodies, using biography as well as
dermatological and psychological case studies, this article argues that applying such an
interdisciplinary approach reveals more precise triggers of eczema flare-ups, within the
crossroads of nerves and allergies, eczematic female bodies and cultural ideals, a revelation
geared towards more holistic approaches to proper diagnoses, treatments, and, thus, healing.
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“FROM THE EXCITING TO THE BANAL AND BACK AGAIN”: WHAT
THE DERRIDA/SEARLE DEBATE MEANS FOR THE HUMANITIES
There is a silent, yet bitter rivalry seething beneath the surface within the
humanities, one that I have observed as a result of my own unique position as both a
graduate student in comparative literature and the daughter and wife of analytic
philosophers. In short, many analytic philosophers tend to view post-structuralist theory
(stemming from the continental tradition) as little more than nonsense, veiled only by
intelligent sounding, elitist rhetoric. This rivalry reared its ugly head most violently
thirty years ago in one particularly brutal debate.
In 1971, Jacques Derrida wrote an essay on the theme of “Communication”
entitled Signature Event Context. In the essay, Derrida engages with and critiques
particular aspects of J.L. Austin’s speech-act-theory, a quite specific approach to the
philosophy of language. In the same year, the editors of Glyph asked one of Austin’s
former students, philosopher of language John Searle, to write a response to Derrida’s
critique of Austin. Searle’s essay Reiterating the Differences: A Response to Derrida
(which was published in Glyph alongside Signature Event Context) is, to say the least, a
scathing assessment of Derrida’s interpretation of Austin. Never one to give up on a
fight, Derrida replied to Searle in defense of his original publication, at times chiding his
opponent, in a rather lengthy essay entitled Limited Inc. This is how the Derrida/Searle
debate begins, though I will work through and analyze the arguments of both sides in
detail.
It is my contention in this paper that, while Searle is clever in the way that he
methodically breaks down Derrida’s arguments, his words fall on deaf ears because
Derrida is simply not interested in “playing by the rules.” Both philosophers speak to
their own respective audiences more than they do to each other; Searle to philosophers on
the analytic side and Derrida to critical theorists. As Derrida himself expresses, literary
theory is an “other” that has been (and always was) so radically separated from every
other discourse; that it is without roots. Despite the apparent obstacles, it is my hope for
the future of comparative literature that these debates between discourses will remain
possible, that the “roots can be replanted” so to speak. But the negotiating process cannot
even begin unless both factions are willing to openly acknowledge that these latent
hostilities exist.
flannery.wilson@email.ucr.edu
1515 W. Arrow Hwy, #83, Upland CA 91786
(310) 486-6526
PhD Student/Teaching Assistant
Department of Comparative Literature, UC Riverside
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INFORMATION-SEEKING PATTERNS IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES IN
THE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT: AN INTERNATIONAL APPROACH
Lawrence Olszewski
Director, OCLC Library, Dublin, OH
olszewsl@oclc.org
ABSTRACT
In an attempt to determine the nature of questions asked and answers
provided in the arts and humanities in a virtual reference environment in both
academic and public libraries outside the United States, this paper analyzes
data compiled from transactions from the QuestionPoint virtual reference
service. The study analyzes email transactions that were handled during a
typical week in April, 2006 and in April, 2008, by 23 libraries in 10 countries
outside the United States (Australia, Belgium, France, Germany, Mexico,
Netherlands, Slovenia, South Africa, Sweden and the United Kingdom).
Transactions were coded by language, type of institution (public or
academic), question type (access, bibliographic, subject), user status, and
humanities discipline, with an analysis of how these characteristics have
changed in two years. The results of the study provide insight into how
students and the general public use virtual reference services to find
information in arts and humanities-related fields and how these uses vary
among countries.
INTRODUCTION
The use of virtual reference is becoming more prevalent in libraries throughout
the world, yet studies of the use of transactions from virtual reference
interchanges in non-U.S. countries have not appeared widely in the literature.
This study is one of the first to examine this aspect from a multinational point of
view for both academic and public libraries, and, as far as is known, the first
anywhere that considers virtual reference use in Belgium, Mexico and Slovenia.
THESIS
The purpose of this study was to determine if there are similarities and
differences in how users seeking information in the arts and humanities use
virtual reference services in countries besides the United States. Specifically, the
researchers wanted to determine the impact that country, language, type of
question, user status, and subject have on arts and humanities-related
information-seeking behaviors in virtual reference services.
LITERATURE REVIEW
A literature review of empirical and case studies found some discussion of virtual
reference services in general in Australia, France, Germany, the Netherlands,
South Africa, Sweden and the United Kingdom, but nothing specifically related to
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the arts and humanities. Furthermore, these studies were limited to covering only
one country at a time; none had a multinational or mutilibrary focus.
METHODOLOGY
Data Collection. Files of email transactions for 23 non-U.S. QuestionPoint
libraries in Australia, Belgium, France, Germany, Mexico, Netherlands, Slovenia,
South Africa, Sweden, and the United Kingdom were compiled for the week of
April 3, 2006. The week was chosen because it had no known conflicts with
national or religious holidays in any of the countries. For each library, 25
questions that were asked during that week were selected at random; if a library
had fewer than 25 questions for that week, transactions were gathered until the
25 quota was met or until the end of the month. In order to ensure the broadest
geographic coverage possible, public, academic, and national libraries were
included. A specialized business school in Germany was excluded, however,
because it was felt its specialization would skew the results. The sample was
repeated for the week of April 7, 2008; however, three libraries—one each in
Belgium, Sweden, and the United Kingdom—had since dropped the service. A
grand total of 1024 questions were compiled, 527 from the first study and 497
from the second.
To guarantee privacy, all user identification was stripped from all transactions in
both studies.
Coding. Each transaction was coded by several categories.
• Type of institution. Of the 23 institutions in the study, 18 were academic, 4
were public and 1 was national. The data for the one national library were
rolled into those for public libraries, since it was felt that the users and
questions asked there more closely resembled those in public libraries.
• Language. Each transaction was coded according to the language of the
question, not the answer (which occasionally used a different language, either
in the source or in the librarian’s response). A total of eleven languages were
used: Afrikaans, Arabic, Dutch, English, French, German, Hungarian, Polish,
Slovenian, Spanish, and Swedish, though three were used only once.
• Question Type. Four question types were used for coding. Access type
questions were those relating to policy or how to access databases, for
example. Bibliographic questions involved the user asking if the library owned
a specific title. A subject question called for specific information on a subject,
regardless of the time needed to research. Finally, some questions were test
questions, inappropriate, or not even complete questions.
• User Status. Questions from academic institutions were coded according to
whether the users were undergraduate, graduate or staff (which may include
faculty) if the transaction log so indicated. A total of 413 questions were
coded this way; many of the non-Anglophone libraries did not track this
demographic.
• Subject classification. Subjects were broken down into the one hundred
broadest levels of the Dewey Decimal Classification. Subject codes were
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assigned only to Subject and specific-item (Bibliographic) questions (and
occasionally Access when a subject was inherent to the nature of the help
request). A total of 637 questions were coded by subject in the study; of
those, 283, or 44%, fell into the arts and humanities disciplines.
As a result of analyzing the transactions, six information-seeking patterns
emerged.
PATTERN #1. LANGUAGE DIVERSITY IS MORE PREVALENT IN NONANGLOPHONE COUNTRIES.
English was used by the greatest number of users, mostly because of the
six institutions located in the two official Anglophone countries. Among the nonAnglophone countries, however, Dutch comes out on top with the greatest
percentage of questions asked (23%), though German and French were close
behind (22% and 20% respectively).
Some observations:
o All but four institutions were represented by some English, including three
French, two Dutch and three German.
o Eleven institutions handled at least two languages, including those in
South Africa where both Afrikaans and English, among others, are official.
Three libraries handled three different languages and a German public
library handled five languages besides its own.
o However, no primarily English-language institutions handled any language
other than English. In fact, in libraries where questions were asked in
languages other than that of the library’s location, English was the second
language of choice, used twice in Belgium (where none were in Dutch, the
country’s other official language), twelve each in France and Germany,
and 28 in the Netherlands.
o One question each was received in Hungarian, Polish, and Swedish in a
German public library—and answered in kind. However, the one Arabic
question sent to a French public library was answered in French.
o Lest it seem that only Anglophone countries are monolingual, in three nonAnglophone countries—Mexico, Slovenia, and Sweden—users asked all
questions in their country’s official language.
PATTERN #2. QUESTION TYPES VARY ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF
LIBRARY.
The breakdown of question types for all questions is split fairly evenly at
the top, with 38% being Access-type and 36% subject. However, the variances
among countries are notable. More than three-fourths of the questions asked in
Belgium were Access, followed closely by Australia (70%), both in only academic
libraries in the study. At the other end of the scale, Mexico (academic only) had
only 6% Access and France (all publics) only 10%. As for Subject questions,
Sweden had the highest percentage (87%), followed closely by Mexico (85%). As
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one would expect, the top two in Access ended up the bottom two in Subject
questions (Belgium with 12% and Australia with 13%). Academics received more
Bibliographic questions than did public libraries: 27% as opposed to 19%.
Bibliographic-type questions were the third most common type (after Access and
Subject) in all countries except France, where it had a substantial percentage,
considering that its libraries were only public libraries. It was in second place in
Germany, though only two percentage points behind Access. The percentages
were remarkably consistent from 2006 to 2008. See Table 1.
Table 1. Percentage of Question Types by Country
Country
Access
Bib
None Subject
Australia
70%
17%
13%
Belgium
76
12
12
France
10
25
9
56
Germany
25
27
8
40
Mexico
6
6
3
85
Netherlands
35
21
5
39
Slovenia
24
21
4
51
South Africa
42
24
1
33
Sweden
13
87
United Kingdom
49
32
31
18
Total
38%
23%
3%
36%
Note: Percentages for Belgium and Sweden reflect 2006 data only. Those
for UK represent one fewer institution in 2008.
As for question types broken down by type of institution, almost half the
academic questions in all disciplines were Access (45%), while Bibliographic
(25%) and Subject (27%) questions were virtually tied for second. Results were
a little more lopsided in public libraries, however, with 71% of the questions
asked being subject-related; bibliography-related questions were a distant
second (16%). The percentages were fairly consistent for all question types from
2006 to 2008 with the exception of a slight increase in No question in public
libraries (3% to 10%) and a corresponding decrease in Bibliographic questions
(19% to13%).
The high percentage of Subject questions in France, Germany, the
Netherlands, and Sweden probably reflects the large number of public libraries
participating in this study in those countries. However, it must be noted that 85%
of the questions asked in Mexico were of the Subject type, in an academic
library. Even in Slovenia, with all academic libraries, over half were subjectrelated questions.
This higher percentage of access-type questions in academic institutions
and the corresponding relatively higher percentage of Subject questions in
publics are not surprising results if, as in the United States, by mission, public
libraries tend to actually do the research for the patron, whereas academic
libraries tend to offer access to the sources and instruction on how to use them.
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PATTERN #3. UNDERGRADUATES SEEK INFORMATION IN THE VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENT DIFFERENTLY THAN GRADUATE STUDENTS.
Of the 413 transcripts that indicated status of the user, slightly over one
half (51%) were undergraduates, the remainder being graduate students (38%)
and staff (11%).
As far as questions types are concerned, undergraduates and graduate
students are even in terms of asking Bibliographic questions (41% vs. 40%,
respectively) and fairly even in Access questions (50% vs. 42%, respectively).
However, for subject-related questions, undergraduates comprised two-thirds
(66%) of those asking these types of questions, graduate students only slightly
more than one-fourth (26%). These results are fairly consistent for both years.
Based on scant data (only 62 questions that tracked student status
received a subject code in the arts and humanities), it would appear that, as we
shall see in the composite whole, the field of literature is more equally and
frequently researched than other disciplines by both student groups. In the only
other sizeable subject area, history, undergraduates research that field three
times more often than graduate students.
PATTERN #4. THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES REPRESENT ALMOST HALF
OF ALL QUESTIONS ASKED.
Sixty-two percent of all the questions fit the criteria for assigning a Dewey
subject number; the percentage was virtually identical for both years.
At least one question was asked in each of the main classes of the Dewey
Decimal Classification. The humanities account for 44% of all subject-related
questions; the social sciences and sciences are equally split at 28% apiece.
As for types of libraries, in academic libraries, 33% of all questions were
assigned subjects in the social sciences (DDC class 300); in public libraries the
arts (DDC class 700) were the most common (31%), though not by much. As
elsewhere in the study, the percentages were consistent for both years. See
Table 2.
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Table 2. Breakdown by Question Type and by Subject for Arts and Humanities Questions
Academic
Public
Characteristic
AU
BE
GE
MX
NE
SL
SA
UK
FR
GE
NE
Question Type
13% 10%
5%
Access 34%
73% 44% 41% 58%
32% 12%
6%
Bibliographic 33% 66% 47%
100% 27% 56% 46% 32%
63% 88% 94%
Subject 33% 34% 53%
General Works
Philosophy
Religion
Language
Arts & Recreation
Literature
History
Total A & H
Questions

21%
33%
11%
11%
34%
11%
9

34%
34%
33%

3

9%
6%
9%
23%
32%
34

13%
25%
38%
12%
12%
8

5%
5%
5%
5%
5%

15

19%

19%
43%
19%
16

19%
3%
6%
9%
9%
35%
19%
32

17%
2%
12%
10%
15%
15%
29%
49

22%
5%
3%
5%
32%
19%
14%
63

31%

SW

20%
80%

10%

Together
GE
NE

32%
68%

36%
64%

25%

15%
3%
6%
12%
24%
15%
25%
33

10%
4%
19%
15%
31%
26

6%
17%
17%
17%
33%
18

20%
30%
20%
20%
10

7%
3%
13%
20%
32%
60
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PATTERN #5. THE BREAKDOWN OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES QUESTIONS BY
QUESTION TYPE DOES NOT CORRESPOND TO THE QUESTION TYPE
BREAKDOWN AS A WHOLE.
Unlike the percentages of all questions, where Access and Subject questions
were evenly split, in the arts and humanities subject-type questions are by far the most
numerous, at 57%; Bibliographic type are a distant second (38%). This trend did show
some variance from 2006 to 2008 in a slight increase in Access-type questions and a
decrease in Bibliographic-type ones; the Subject ones remained about the same for the
two years. See Table 3.
Table 3. Number of A&H Questions by Question Type
Discipline
Access Bib Subject
Total
General Works
2
18
32
52
Philosophy
2
4
7
13
Religion
2
11
3
17
Language
2
4
17
23
Arts & Recreation
2
20
33
55
Literature
1
27
34
61
History
4
22
36
62
Total
15
106
162
283
In terms of country distribution, France has the highest total number of coded
questions in the arts and humanities (63), closely followed by Germany (60). At the low
end of the scale, Belgium had only 3 and Australia 9.
In terms of percentages, however, the numbers are quite different, except for
France, where three-fourths of all the coded questions were in the arts and humanities;
Germany was second with 65% and Sweden a close third, at 63%. At the other end of
the scale, South Africa had the lowest percentage of coded questions in the arts and
humanities, at 22%, followed very closely by Australia, at 23%. See Table 4.
Table 4. Number and Percentage of Arts & Humanities Questions by Country

Country
Gen. Phil. Rel. Lang. Arts Lit. His. Total %
Australia
0
3
0
1
1
3
1
9
23
Belgium
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
3
50
France
14
3
2
3
20
12
9
63
75
Germany
15
0
4
2
8
12
19
60
65
Mexico
1
2
0
3
1
1
0
8
25
Netherlands
5
1
2
4
8
5
8
33
37
Slovenia
3
0
0
0
3
7
3
16
39
So. Africa
6
1
2
3
3
11
6
32
22
Sweden
0
1
0
2
3
2
2
10
63
UK
8
1
6
5
7
8
14
49
54
Total
52
13
17
23
55
61
62
283
44
Note: Percentages for Belgium and Sweden reflect 2006 data only. Those
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for UK represent one fewer institution in 2008.
PATTERN #6. NOT ALL ARTS AND HUMANITIES DISCIPLINES ARE TREATED
EQUALLY.
The number of questions asked in each of the arts and humanities subdisciplines
remained fairly constant between 2006 and 2008 with the notable exception of religion,
which declined 7%. The most likely explanation for this decrease is that in 2006 almost
half of the questions in religion were asked in an institution that did not participate in
2008.
GENERAL WORKS (18%)
Dewey class 000, which covers general works and bibliography, represents
almost one out of every five questions asked in the arts and humanities.
Germany and France had the highest number of questions in this classification,
accounting for almost one-fourth of their arts and humanities questions. By
contrast, Australia, Belgium and Sweden had no questions in this category. The
two subdivisions with the greatest usage were library and information science
(38%) and journalism (19%).
PHILOSOPHY (5%)
Dewey class 100 (philosophy) represents the smallest percentage of
questions asked in the humanities. Almost half were in the subdivision of
psychology. Considering such a total dearth of questions, only two
countries—Germany and Slovenia—had no questions in this discipline.
RELIGION (6%)
Like philosophy, religion represents a relatively small percentage of
questions asked in the humanities. Unlike philosophy, however, no major
subdivision stands out, the questions being evenly spread out with one
or two per subclassification. The United Kingdom represented almost onethird of the questions in this category, all taken from the 2006 sample.
LANGUAGE (8%)
The representation of DDC class 400 (language) is also relatively scant,
comprising not even one out of every ten questions asked. The most common
subfield is Germanic languages, all asked in countries where a Germanic
language is official (Germany, Netherlands, and South Africa). Almost onequarter of the questions emanated from the United Kingdom. No language
questions were asked in Belgium or Slovenia.
FINE ARTS AND RECREATION (19%)
Almost equal to the percentage of questions in general works, Dewey class 700
(the fine arts and recreation) had a strong showing in public libraries; it is in fact
the only Dewey range in the arts and humanities in which every country had at
least one question. France had its strongest concentration here, comprising
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almost a third of all the arts questions. The subdivision of sports and recreation,
which in the Dewey classification includes cinema and theater, had slightly more
questions than the other 700 groupings (31%). Other major subdivisions were
music (24%) and graphic arts (9%). Though compared to the other countries,
France’s questions in the arts were fairly equally distributed through all subfields.
LITERATURE (22%)
An unusually high concentration (25%) of questions in the Dewey class 800 fell
into the area of rhetoric; the most common question revolved around usage of
the Harvard style sheet. Just as common were questions in the Germanic
literatures and French literatures; by and large they were asked by users in their
respective countries. Even though the largest number of literature questions was
asked in France and Germany, in Australia, Slovenia and South Africa over a
third of the arts and humanities questions asked were in literature. Belgium was
the only country without a literature question.
HISTORY (22%)
Tied with literature in percentage of questions asked was history (Dewey class
900). By far the largest subdivision asked here was in modern European history
(32%), which includes World War II. The subdiscipline of biography and
genealogy was a distant second (23%). German libraries, both academic and
public, stood out in this class, with 32% of its subject-related questions falling into
history, evenly spread throughout its subdivisions. The United Kingdom was
second, at 29%. Once again, as in language and literature, there was a strong
correlation between the geographic location of the library and the historical
subject under investigation. Belgium and Mexico had no history questions.
CONCLUSIONS
Questions asked disciplines in the virtual environment present some unique
patterns about how end-users seek information in the arts and humanities. Together
they comprise almost half of all questions asked in the virtual format in the countries
studied; France and Sweden had the highest percentage, both with public libraries only.
The pattern of a much higher percentage of Subject questions bucks the general virtual
reference trend which has a much higher percentage of Access-type questions. Since
many of the Access-type questions concerned connection problems or logging on to
databases, the relatively fewer number may indicate that the arts and humanities
disciplines require less database searching and that the users need specific answers
instead.
The disciplines of literature and history together comprise almost half of all virtual
questions in the arts and humanities. The disciplines of philosophy, religion, and
language together, on the other hand, do not even comprise one out of every five
questions asked. Their lower numbers may be due to the nature of these disciplines,
which eschews formulating factual questions, or they simply comprise a lesser
percentage of the curriculum.
FUTURE RESEARCH
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This study was limited to QuestionPoint transactions conducted via email. Future
research could entertain the analysis of other formats, such as chat, which
QuestionPoint supports.
The researchers examined only languages they could read, resulting in a
Western bias. QuestionPoint has libraries in China, for example, but none of the
researchers could read Chinese. An expansion into non-Western languages would
indicate if the usage patterns discovered in this paper are similar elsewhere.
Finally, it would be valuable to formally compare virtual-seeking behaviors in
these disciplines with more conventional or face-to-face transactions. For example, it is
traditionally held that philosophy questions usually comprise the smallest percentage of
questions asked, the proof of which this study bears out. How other disciplines similarly
match up would be an area of further research.
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CONTRIBUTION TO AMERICAN IDENTITY AND SENSE OF PLACE
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Give me the making of the songs of a nation and I
care not who makes the laws.
Andrew Fletcher
The authors of our national anthems provided a musical identity for all Americans, but
their works are representative of a broad, generalized landscape that could not intimate America
as a place because of its enormity and diversity. Aaron Copland contributed a great deal to
American identity and sense of place, especially during the early 20th century when America was
experiencing a time of crisis. By utilizing folk material and dealing with actual places in his
works, he was able to musically reflect real places within the American landscape.
In this paper, I will briefly discuss the idea of heritage and its importance in the
imagination of the American people. I will then give a detailed analysis of the works of Aaron
Copland and how they have enhanced American identity. The compositions considered are Billy
the Kid, Rodeo, and Appalachian Spring. These pieces are most representative of what Copland
contributed to American identity.
The authors of America’s national music were commissioned to provide a symbolic
reference for the identity and unity of the American people. Although this task was successful
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(all Americans can attribute at least a part of their national identity and attachment, along with
flags, monuments, and historic documents, to the national anthems), the output does not fully or
even accurately document the emotions and perceptions of specific places. The places and
landscapes subjected to their works are generalized, symbolic, and idealistic. This was the case
simply because those artists had to reach such a wide audience and represent such a large and
diverse area. Composers who followed attempted to establish a more realistic representation of
the American landscape and especially of American identity and heritage.

American Heritage and Mythology
Landscapes are filled with symbolism. While flying over the Great Plains on a clear day,
one cannot help but be impressed by the endless patterns of perfect squares and irrigation circles
displaying the implementation of Enlightenment rationality favored by Thomas Jefferson (Hart
1998 149-55; Jackson 1994; Johnson 1990; Stilgoe 1982, 99-106). Likewise, while driving
down many of America’s ‘Main Streets,’ we are reminded of a time when these were the
commercial, governmental, and social centers; each street was equipped with contrasting
storefronts on Italianate facades, banks with neo-Classical pillars and heavy stone pediments
representing order and security, churches displaying bell towers, and a courthouse occupying the
center square. These town centers, however, are now a modern representation and cleaned-up
version of the past. The buildings are pristine, well painted, and almost uniform in design and
decoration. The streets are dotted with ‘old fashioned’ streetlamps to give the impression of
rebirth of a time passed.
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To the average person these landscape features are purely American. They are the fabric
of our national identity and are recognizable to Americans in every part of the country. Donald
Meinig reveals that Hollywood film studios created the “ideal” American town, with its neatly
manicured lawns, tree-lined streets, and town centers void of traffic congestion. Under the guise
of this Hollywood fabrication, Americans have based their perception of the “ideal” on these
harmonious images, not on the actual components of their own towns (Meinig 1979, 175).
Likewise, the mythological western gold-mining towns did exist in reality; however, the memory
of these towns and their place in American mythology and imagination have made them more
significant in our culture (in film, fiction, as well as music) than they were during their booming
years (DeLyser 2001, 25-6). Jackson describes the ‘real’ 18th century rural farmstead and New
England town, thus rendering the productive, well-maintained farms, quaint gardens, white
houses with black shutters, and lush village greens a myth (Jackson 1970, 44-6). David
Lowenthal argues, however, that these myths do not detract from our perceptions of
Americanism. These myths compose a history that we prefer to remember and represent—this,
in turn, becomes our heritage. “Heritage relies on revealed faith rather than rational truth,”
writes Lowenthal (Lowenthal 1998, 7). Stories that we hear about the past, accurate or not,
become more truthful than historical facts. Heritage feeds the imagination; we do not need to
know the actual past, for mythology does a better job of teaching us (Lowenthal 1998, 14; 1996).
Thus, heritage ultimately rules over history.
Following the creation of the National Register of Historic Places in 1966, many towns
throughout the United States refurbished their older buildings and erected new ones in the style
of a particular time period, usually one that was representative of the town’s Golden Age. These
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structures were segmented into separate historic districts and presented as a sanitized version of
history, a version that never actually existed (Hamer 1998, 1-24; Jackson 1980, 97-102). The
quintessential town of ‘Americana’ is just one of the myths that contributes to our imagination of
the American landscape.
Heritage is created not only by mythology but by American ideals and values. When
visitors came to America in the 18th century, they witnessed landscapes undergoing rapid change.
Farms were filled with semi-cleared land that was rugged and neglected. “Cleared” pastures
were, in fact, full of stumps, remains of felled trees and ash from recently charred forest (Stilgoe
1982, 137-48; see also Cronon 1983). This is certainly not the immaculate environment we
imagine today; nevertheless, people were drawn into this landscape, not for its true appearance,
but because it represented a “new and freer kind of society” (Jackson 1970, 47). The backwoods
scenery of stumps and felled trees was coveted because it “suggested a life of independence and
recourcefulness” (Jackson 1970, 47; also Lowenthal 1976; Williams 1990). This new landscape
had become an isotropic plane for testing new methods of building farms, towns, and even
societies. People were reminded of the very origins of human civilization by viewing these early
American environments. Peter Kahn wrote in his late 18th century book Travels Into North
America “we can almost be sure, that in some places, [the landscape] never was stirred since the
great deluge” (as quoted in Glacken 1967, 686). Many were attracted to this landscape because
it displayed the independent, pastoral way of life amongst rugged wilderness that was
romanticized at this time period in Europe (Andrews 1989; Clark 1969, 269-91). “The American
landscape was beautiful because it reflected a social order which was free and egalitarian”
(Jackson 1970, 47-8). The American ideals of freedom, independence, and egalitarianism,
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combined with the mythology that America was a land of endless wilderness, well-maintained,
productive farms, and pristine, orderly villages, fed our imagination of what America was and
should be.

Music and American Identity
By the 20th century, American art began to reflect the landscapes that had become
recognizable as purely “American.” The very features of the American landscape that had
arguably hindered American sense of place and identity suddenly became the material that
inspired artists. During World War I and World War II, and especially during the Great
Depression, American artists were responsible for defining American identity, as John Steinbeck
did for the American West and Norman Rockwell did for the American East (Tischler 1986,
122). This time period also saw an influx in immigrant populations, which brought many
cultural backgrounds together in a new land. These people who previously identified with one
specific culture then found themselves displaced and among many (Osborne 1992, 231). In fact,
America had always been a land of transplanted cultures. By the early 20th century, though,
America was emerging as a distinct culture despite—or, more likely, because of—its multitude
of origins.
The music of America prior to World War I was a mixture of European spiritual hymns,
rural ballads, and dance tunes with ties to traditional African and European folk music, Native
American traditional music, and an art music that was simply a copy of European styles
(Kingman 1998, 293). By the early 1900’s, America was becoming its own cultural entity
(Kingman 1998, 308). Composers of art music saw the need for an American music that would
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represent America as a people and land apart from any other and that would establish a true
national identity (Tischler 1986, 5; Copland 1953, 104).
Folk material has always been used to define or redefine a national identity. Composers
such as Dvořák of Bohemia and Grieg of Norway are still regarded as important founders of their
countries’ national identities (Leyshon 1995, 426). Finnish folk songs called “Runos” were used
by Sibelius in many of his works, creating a purely Finnish sound and contributing to the identity
of the Finns (de Gorog 1989, 15-16). Similarly, Latvia, during its first “Awakening” in the
1860’s and again leading up to the breakup of the Soviet Union, looked to traditional folk songs
called dainas to fuel a Latvian national identity (Bunkše 1999, 128).
As mentioned earlier, the difficulty for America was that it lacked a single homogenous
folk culture that would be recognizable to the entire nation (Tischler 1986, 6). Also its colonial
origins and enormous size further complicated matters (Osborne 1992, 233-4). America’s
variety of cultural backgrounds was the product of a newly arrived people. This cultural
patchwork led to the necessity of creating a new set of cultural practices in a short period of time.
Americans could have continued to practice their Old World traditions, but they would not have
gained any sense of identity or belonging in their new home. In other words, Americans were
ready to embrace a unified national identity. In part, it became the task of American artists to
“accelerate the cultivation of a distinctive national consciousness,” and to establish a new sense
of place for the American people (Osborne 1992, 231). Music had the ability not only to fuse the
American people, but also to preserve pieces of their ancestral culture.
Among the early composers interested in using folk material to contribute to the
American identity and imagination were Edward MacDowell (1860-1908), who made use of
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native American melodies, Charles Ives (1874-1954), who used many folk and patriotic tunes in
his works, and Virgil Thomson (1896-1989), who quoted folk tunes, hymns, and patriotic songs
and dances in his music. In addition, Thomson also set the words of patriotic characters such as
Susan B. Anthony to music (Stolba 1998, 572-618). The most well-recognized of these
‘Americanist’ composers was Aaron Copland. Born in Brooklyn, NY, Copland studied piano at
a young age and then journeyed to Europe to study composition with Nadia Boulanger in Paris
(Stolba 1998, 615; see Appendix A). He returned to America and began a long career as
composer, teacher, lecturer, and writer. After publishing a few early works, Copland felt
compelled to write in a more simplistic style in order to appeal to a larger audience (Grout 1996,
777-8). Copland wrote, in a book published in the 1950’s,
Our concern (in the 1920’s) was not with the quotable hymn or spiritual: we
wanted to find a music that would speak of universal things in a vernacular of
American speech rhythms. . . music with a largeness of utterance wholly
representative of the country that Whitman had envisaged (Copland 1953, 104).
This concern for art speaking to vernacular America is not surprising considering the time
period. At times of national crises, such as the two world wars and the Great Depression, interest
in the vernacular or folk culture typically follows. People search for their roots and return, at
least in a limited sense, to traditional ways of life in order to secure their identity as a nation.
After spending four years in a post-war Europe, it is no wonder that the young Copland desired
to return home and re-discover his own identity.
Copland’s ‘American’ Style
As with other art forms during the early 20th century, modernism had become an
obsession among composers. Composers such as Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) and Arnold
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Schoenberg (1874-1951) experimented with rhythms and tones, which led to the breakdown of
traditional tonality and symmetrical rhythms. Just as the paintings of Picasso and Matisse grew
more abstract and less traditional in the use of color and line, so the music of this period became
less and less comprehensible to the average listener (Wright 1996, 341-57).
Copland was concerned with this gap between art music and the average listener. He felt
that this style of writing had little to say to most music lovers and that “it made no sense to
ignore them and continue writing as if they did not exist.” He went on to say, “I felt that it was
worth the effort to see if I couldn’t say what I had to say in the simplest possible terms” (quoted
in Wright 1996, 375). Copland’s early attempts at writing purely American music resulted in the
use of jazz material, a style that was recognizable around the world as ‘American.’ Two years
after George Gershwin wrote his Rhapsody in Blue, Copland composed his Piano Concerto
(1926), which is similar in style to Rhapsody in Blue. Copland incorporates blues tones and jazz
rhythms, which add to its American feel (Wright 1996, 374).
Beginning in the late 1930’s, Copland composed a series of ballet scores for various
choreographers resulting in Billy the Kid (1938), Rodeo (1942) for Agnes de Mille, and
Appalachian Spring (1944) for Martha Graham (Sadie 1980, vol. 4, 720). All are based on
American characters or themes and all include folk songs or hymns. In these works, Copland
constructs harmonies that evoke a vastness and grandeur representative of the American
landscape (Wright 1996, 374).
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Billy the Kid
Billy the Kid is based on the story of William Bonney (1859-1881) whose short career as
an outlaw made him a legend of the American West. The ballet illustrates some of the main
episodes of his life. The first scene is in the open prairie, on a street in a frontier town. Cowboys
congregate there, some on horseback and others on foot with their lassoes. As the crowd gathers,
twelve-year-old Billy appears for the first time with his mother. A brawl among the cowboys
breaks out, guns are fired, and Billy’s mother is accidentally shot and killed. In a fit of rage,
Billy grabs a knife from one of the cowboys’ sheaths and stabs his mother’s killer, thus initiating
his infamous career. The remainder of the ballet is a succession of scenes, such as a card game
at which Billy is accused of cheating and kills the accuser, a jail scene in which he murders the
jailor and escapes, a romantic interlude in the desert with his Mexican sweetheart, and the final
scene in which the posse finally catches up with him and the 21-year-old Billy is killed (Machlis
1995, 516-7).
In writing the score for Billy the Kid, Copland felt compelled to include folk songs of the
American West. He consulted the cowboy songbooks The Lonesome Cowboy: Songs of the
Plains and Hills edited by John White and George Shackley and Songs of the Open Range edited
by Ira Sires and used fragments of such cowboy songs as “Great Grand-Dad,” “Whoopee Ti Yi
Yo, Git Along Little Dogies,” “The Old Chisholm Trail,” “Old Paint,” “The Dying Cowboy,”
and “Trouble for the Range Cook” (Pollack 1999, 320). Copland pieced these melodies together
and contrasted them by altering the rhythms or harmonies in order to create a “powerful
rhythmic thrust and vigorous physical activity, bursting with energy and excitement” (Machlis
1995, 516). It was necessary for Copland to maintain this level of intensity, reflecting the fervor
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of the Western cowboys, while simultaneously conveying the calmness and serenity of the
environment in which the story takes place. The use of folk material was also necessary in
making the storyline realistic and providing the ballet with a sound indicative of the American
West.
Copland admittedly used caution when combining folk with new material; he was careful
not to belittle the traditional songs or hide them beneath thick orchestration. At the same time,
he wrote new material that would enhance the folk songs rather than detract from their original
meaning. This was a complicated undertaking for two reasons: it was the first attempt at a ballet
with an American West theme; as well, this was the first time Copland had used American folk
songs in his music (Library of Congress 2000). The result was an intricate juxtaposition of folk
and new material, music that conjured an image of the American landscape and music that
literally accompanied the action on the stage.
For example, the opening scene, “The Open Prairie,” involves broad, slow-moving
chords that convey the vast expanse of the American west in the 19th century. Copland often
made use of open fifth and octave chords in the strings, which broadens the sound, opening our
imagination to the openness of the prairie. A simple melody played simultaneously by the oboe
and flute is heard first. Becoming progressively louder, the bass and timpani pound out the
rhythmic momentum. The melody continues to be heard in various instrument groups, but
remaining the same; this monotony mimics the unending and unchanging landscape of the
prairie. The rolling hills of grasses and brush flood the listener’s imagination as the dynamic
level of the orchestra rises to a climax at a pulse not unlike that of the resting human heart. This
segment abruptly comes to a halt as we land upon a “Street in a Frontier Town” and listen to
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various cowboy songs like “Great Grand-Dad,” which embody the rhythms and harmonies of
vernacular American life during this time. A Mexican dance, or “Jarabe,” ensues among local
Mexican women, adding to the cultural mix that one would encounter in this part of America.
The “Gun Battle” scene consists of sounds that actually mimic the action taking place in the
story: Guns can be heard firing sporadically in the bass and snare drums, and muted trumpets
add to the tension of this bloody scene. The final scene, “Billy’s Death,” mirrors the opening
scene with a view of the wide open prairie; however, the chords are less calm and more
processional, lamenting the death of this young outlaw (Machlis 1995, 516-8).
The set for the ballet was sparse and there were no major scene changes; therefore, the
music was responsible for signaling the various changes in the storyline and for creating a
musical backdrop that symbolized the environment of the American West. The dancers were not
in traditional ballet costumes; rather, they were dressed in clothing that represented the time and
place. The men wore cowboy boots, ten-gallon hats, large belt buckles, vests, and brightly
colored shirts; whereas the women wore heavy dresses with aprons and bonnets (Machlis 1995,
512). The visual aspect of this ballet was unique due to its new subject matter. Dancers, trained
in traditional ways, had difficulty learning and mimicking the movements of cowboys while
dancing. This was the first time anyone had seen or heard a performance that so greatly
represented a specific genre of American culture and depicted a specific regional American
landscape.
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Rodeo
Premiered in 1942 and choreographed by Agnes de Mille, Rodeo was the second
installment of Copland’s ‘Americanist’ ballet scores (Sadie 1980, vol. 4, 720). Rodeo is very
similar in style to Billy the Kid, so Copland was able again to consult cowboy songbooks for
material. Most of his source material was from Our Singing Country by John and Alan Lomax
and Traditional Music of America by Ira Ford. Interestingly, the Lomaxes were curators of the
Archive of American Folk Song at the Library of Congress. John Lomax and his wife Ruby
conducted a three-month journey through the southern United States in 1939, collecting twentyfive hours of folk music from over three hundred performers. The book Copland used for
material was a result of this journey. In essence, Copland was providing yet another form of
documentation of these folk songs (Lomax 1949; Library of Congress 2000). Some of the folk
tunes that can be heard in the score are “Sis Joe,” “If He’d Be a Buckaroo,” “I Ride an Old
Paint,” “Bonyparte” (also known as “Bonaparte’s Retreat”), “McLeod’s Reel,” “Gilderoy,” and
“Tip Toe, Pretty Betty Martin” (Pollack 1999, 367).
Although very similar in style to Billy the Kid, Rodeo differs in that it is more of a love
story or comedy than a tragedy. The music still represents the American West but is more
playful and contains many more dance sequences, which allowed Copland to segment his
musical ideas into shorter pieces rather than maintain one continuous idea throughout. Rodeo
(subtitled The Courting at Burnt Ranch) takes place on a ranch in the western United States at
the turn of the 20th century. It opens with a scene of cowboys showing off their roping and
riding skills with hopes to impress the girls in town. A cowgirl, dressed in typical cowboy garb,
has a crush on the head wrangler. In order to make an impression on him and to gain acceptance
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among the other cowboys, she shows off her riding and roping skills. Her plan backfires,
however, when she is chided for her tomboyish ways; eventually, the head wrangler falls for the
rancher’s daughter instead and the cowgirl is crushed.
The next scene opens with everyone gathered in a square dance. Without a partner, the
champion roper befriends the cowgirl and teaches her how to dance. The cowgirl later appears at
the hoe-down, now in a red dress, where she begins to dance with all of the cowboys. The head
rancher announces that whoever can out-dance her can have her hand in marriage. All of the
cowboys make an attempt at this challenge, but only the head wrangler, with his brute strength,
can keep up with the cowgirl. The champion roper challenges the head wrangler, which leads to
a kiss between the champion roper and the cowgirl. In the end, the cowgirl realizes it is the
champion roper, not the head wrangler, that she loves (Easton 1996, 186-7).
Given the time period in which this story takes place, many critics recognize a strong
social and perhaps uniquely American meaning in and among the characters. The cowgirl’s
situation implies that women are useless without a man’s love and support. The cowgirl seeks
this love and even conforms to the ways of the other women—ways that men prefer—in order to
achieve acceptance. Choreographer de Mille argues, though, that the girl does not fully conform
to the other women, but retains her individuality and, in the end, wins her lover based on her
talents, not her looks. These feminine ideals of perseverance, strength, and self-fulfillment are
what many believe to be purely American concepts (Easton 1996, 188). Another social
implication in the ballet occurs during the first scene in which the cowboys’ display of their
roping and riding skills—to the tune of “If He’d be a Buckaroo”—turns into a courtship
ceremony. Also, the “Hoe-Down” is a performance of square dancing skills in order to impress a
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possible mate. These scenes reveal aspects of life that were unmistakably American (Pollack
1999, 365).
As with the music for Billy the Kid, Copland carefully combined folk songs with new
material. He not only used folk material to create an atmosphere of vernacular America, but also
orchestrated specific instruments that suggested traditional music making. The harp parts were
written to sound like a guitar, the woodwinds mimic a harmonium, and the violins sound as if
they were actual fiddles accompanying the square dancers (Pollack 1999, 368). Copland’s music
both imitates traditional music of the time and echoes the wide-open space of the American
Western landscape. He “successfully conjured an ambience strongly suggestive of a vast and
sparsely settled land” (Pollack 1999, 371). As with Billy the Kid, he utilized open fourths and
fifths as well as octave doubling which gives the listener a wide-ranging sound that is
recognizably sparce and void, but also impeccably clear and calm. The orchestration is never
thick and dense, and rarely sounds complex. This sound opens the imagination to the way one
feels when looking upon the western landscape, especially during the turn of the 20th century.
Choreographer de Mille said of Copland’s music: “You couldn’t hear those long sequences
without the sense of enormous distance and space and strength and loneliness” (Easton 1996,
189). The distance and space is unquestionable when instrument parts of the same melodic line
are written in wide ranges. The background sound is typically provided by the bass instruments,
as well as the percussion of the lower register. Again, this monotonous, droning sound is
indicative of the still, unchanging scene that is archetypical of the American West. The
simplistic sound is proof of the complex interweaving of folk and new material with the storyline
and dance sequences that, together, produce a sound specific to a place and time in America.
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The choreography and costuming of Rodeo matched the music in terms of its American
style. The dancers wore costumes similar to those of Billy the Kid: the women wore period
dresses, and the men wore boots and cowboy hats. The greatest challenge for choreographer de
Mille, however, was teaching the proper dance moves and techniques to traditionally trained
ballet dancers. The cowboy dancers were required to move about abruptly and rigidly rather than
gracefully. The dancers, though, had been so accustomed to moving like “wind-blown petals,”
that they were forced to re-learn movements as basic as walking in order to legitimately become
a cowboy. Furthermore, de Mille wanted them to understand that a cowboy was most
comfortable riding a horse, not walking (Easton 1996, 189). This posed another problem, for the
dancers were required to emulate riding a horse. She strove for movements that she called
“purely American”: long, confident strides one moment, and abrupt gestures the next. In the
process of trying to achieve these exact movements, many well-trained and internationally
renowned dancers dropped out due to the frustration of failing to meet her requests. In the end,
de Mille was left with fewer than twenty members (Pollack 1999, 371).
Following the enormously successful premiere, the ballet was performed numerous times,
and Copland even compiled the four main dance scenes—“Buckaroo Holiday,” “Corral
Nocturne,” “Saturday Night Waltz,” and “Hoe-Down”—into an orchestral suite. Americans and
people worldwide recognize these musical excerpts, especially “Hoe-Down,” the primary theme
of which is from the folk song “Bonyparte.” Even today, these pieces are well known and have
even been used in movies and commercials (i.e., a “Beef” commercial, which utilizes the theme
from “Hoe-Down”). Most of these folk tunes are not identified as such, but are recognized as
stemming from American culture. Copland not only achieved an American sound and
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contributed to our sense of place, but he also preserved folk songs from our American heritage
that otherwise could have been forgotten (Library of Congress 2000).

Appalachian Spring
Appalachian Spring, commissioned and choreographed by Martha Graham, was
Copland’s third and final ballet score. It premiered in 1944 and won Copland a Pulitzer Prize the
following year (Stolba 1998, 615). Originally entitled House of Victory, Appalachian Spring
was arranged for thirteen instruments. Copland later expanded the score to full orchestra and
altered some of the sections to form an orchestral suite, as he had done with his other ballet
scores (Copland 1989, 21; Sadie 1980, vol.4, 721). Unlike the other two ballets for which
Copland wrote the music, this one was to be more ambiguous, expressing the many nuances of
American experience. In Graham’s words, “the ballet has to do with roots in so far as people can
express them without telling an actual story” (Copland 1989, 32). This in turn had an impact on
Copland’s style of writing. The music had to involve the characters’ emotions and inner
struggles, the various situations among scenes, and the environment in which the ballet was set.
This gave Copland more freedom of expression in setting the various themes, rather than
requiring him to adhere to a specific storyline acted out by the characters as in Billy the Kid and
Rodeo.
Another way Appalachian Spring differed from Copland’s previous ballets was its
setting. Appalachian Spring takes place in the hills of rural Pennsylvania in the early part of the
19th century. The ballet assumes the place is recently settled and the landscape is pristine and yet
to be altered by man. Opening at the beginning of a new day and closing as the sun is setting,
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the ballet depicts a day in the life of a new bride and her husband on the land where they built
their new farmhouse (Wright 1996, 375). The ballet consists of a cast of eight symbolic
archetypes within 19th century Appalachia. The Daughter (bride) and Citizen (husband)
represent the new beginning in this foreign wilderness. Pioneer Woman (the mother) represents
the maternal strength and courage of the noble American dream. Also present are the Revivalist
and his four women followers who symbolize the ascetic Puritanism that attempted to provide
salvation for the rugged Appalachian settlers and create a strict, Christian utopia in the newly
settled region (Pollack 1999, 402). Graham’s synopsis for the ballet provides an excellent
introduction to its meaning and purpose:
Part and parcel of our lives is that moment of Pennsylvania spring when there was
‘a garden eastward in Eden.’ Spring was celebrated by a man and woman
building a house with joy and love and prayer; by a revivalist and his followers in
their shouts of exhaltation; by a pioneering woman with her dreams of the
Promised Land (Pollock 1999, 401).
From the dreams and strong will of the Pioneer Woman, to the God-fearing piety of the
Revivalist, to the innocence of the new couple, Appalachian Spring compiles many of the
American ideals and values into the metaphorical wilderness of the early American landscape.
The music is divided into eight loosely connected sections. The first section introduces
the characters at daybreak, opening with a clarinet followed by violas, flutes, cellos, and violins,
entering one by one, intimating added sunlight on the land with each new instrumental group
(Wright 1996, 375). The clarinet first spells out a simple chord symbolizing the first glimmer of
light from the sun. Lingering quietly, the other instruments enter, one by one, almost as bell
tones, each sounding as a separate ray of sunlight, but remaining audible throughout. Layer after
layer is introduced until the sun has fully risen. This simple idea played in slow, broad strokes
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symbolizes the “vastness and clarity” of the American countryside (Pollack 1999, 397). The
pace of the second section is quicker and accompanies a lively dance among the new neighbors.
An underlying hymn-like melody can be heard in the trumpets, causing the dance to seem almost
reverent and restrained. Sections 3-6 are vignettes of country life, including a rhythmic hoedown played with widely spaced chords and open octaves and fifths characteristic of fiddle
playing (Grout 1996, 778). The seventh section focuses on the bride and husband and introduces
the Shaker hymn “The Gift to be Simple” or “Simple Gifts,” followed by five variations on the
theme. The melody to the Shaker hymn and the text have connotations of American ideals of
freedom and rural life:
‘Tis the gift to be simple,
‘Tis the gift to be free,
‘Tis the gift to come down where we ought to be,
And when we find ourselves in the place just right,
‘Twill be in the valley of love and delight.
The hymn not only represents the new couple who are free in their new land and beginning their
life of simplicity and humility, but is also symbolic of the American imagination (Wright 1996,
375-6).
The Shaker hymn, which originated between the years 1837-1847, is the only folk
material Copland used in Appalachian Spring, but it is the most recognizable today (Stolba 1998,
615). Once again, Copland—probably unknowingly—preserved a part of American folk culture
that otherwise would have become extinct. Before he used the Shaker tune in Appalachian
Spring, it was neither sung in churches nor documented in most hymnals and folk songbooks.
Following the success of Appalachian Spring, “Simple Gifts” was adopted into the repertories of
churches, schools, and popular folk singing groups across the nation (Sadie 1980, vol. 4, 723).
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What Copland did not realize at the time was that Shaker communities never existed in rural
Pennsylvania, so the hymn would have never been heard there (Copland 1989, 33). This does
not, however, detract from its effect on the ballet. The location is in rural Pennsylvania, but the
specific place is not important. It is a mythological place that symbolizes a larger part of
America. Also, the hymn itself, Shaker or not, expresses the “pastoral spirit of the American
scene in authentically American terms” (Grout 1996, 778). These minor errors were not deemed
important by Copland for this not only represented a portion of American heritage (not history),
but perhaps more importantly, it is a version of Copland’s own imagination, a musical narrative
of the folklore and heritage he had been taught.
The final scene of Appalachian Spring, subtitled “The Bride takes her place among her
neighbors,” evokes the calm and serenity of the opening, this time with slow descending, hymnlike chords, giving a sense of prayer and thanksgiving. The ballet closes with the ambient
landscape music from the opening as darkness again settles on the land and on the young pioneer
couple as they stand “quiet and strong in their new house” (Wright 1996, 376; Copland 1972).
As the instruments from the beginning were added layer upon layer, these layers are now
removed, subtly, as the sunlight sinks below the horizon. A sense of time becomes shrouded by
the stillness of the lingering instruments until they become almost inaudible. The lack of pulse
and unbreakable quiet sound mirrors the settlers as they stand silent, motionless, and inspired
while the light of the sun escapes their home.
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Copland’s Lasting Impact
Following World War II, America found itself in the position of ‘world superpower’ and
was no longer in the midst of a major world crisis or economic depression. Thus, American arts,
especially music, returned to the rest of the Western world. No longer was there a need to
produce music indicative of the American folk culture in order to spark national pride and
patriotism. Copland, among other composers, abandoned the nationalist or ‘Americanist’ style
in favor of new, modern approaches (Tischler 1986, 122). Regardless, this remained Copland’s
niche, and his ‘Americanist’ works are nearly the only compositions of his performed today.
This comes as no surprise for, as Wilbur Zelinsky pointed out, music has always been used to stir
patriotic emotions (Zelinsky 1988, 173). The beauty lies in the fact that once these artistic works
are written, they remain engrained in the culture indefinitely. Tunes from the American
Revolution and the Civil War are still performed and recognized today. The works of Copland
discussed here have also been added to the collection of American folk music.
Copland’s music, as with any composer, is simply a reflection of the sounds and
experiences of his own imagination. His ‘Americanist’ works were certainly not geographically
or historically accurate; he admitted to the lack of research done on many of his subjects. This
act was crucial for his art to be a genuine representation of what he considered to be the
highlights of American heritage. The American people affirmed his art without explanation
because they shared the same attachment to these ambiguous stories and to an idealized,
generalized American landscape. These works are important not because they document a time
and place in history, but because they give sound and, thus, emotion to times and places within
the American imagination.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the findings of students’ reaction to the implementation of
criterion referenced assessment (CRA) in a university in Hong Kong. The university
started to adopt the CRA model in 2005. Wong (2006) has reported that teachers in
general are positive of adopting the SOLO Taxonomy as a CRA model. A follow-up
study was conducted to investigate students’ reaction to the CRA approach. Studies
on CRA have shown the importance of students’ involvement in a successful
implementation (Cuffe & Jackson, 2006; O’Donovan, Price & Rust, 2000; Rust, Price
& O’Donovan, 2003). Therefore, a study was conducted to gather students’
feedback on the implementation of the CRA model.
18 First Year language majors volunteered to participate in focus group discussion
sessions to share their views on the assessment methods. Students commented that
CRA was a fairer method and that the given grades could reflect the level of
knowledge they had acquired and the standard they had achieved of a certain subject.
However, the students also pointed out a number of problems of CRA. First, there
was inconsistency among subjects. Some subjects followed CRA while some did not.
Second, students were not very clear about the assessment criteria or the grading
mechanism. Third, they were concerned about the disparity among teachers who did
use CRA. When asked to suggest ways to improve, most students suggested more
transparency: for example, more detailed assessment criteria should be given to
students beforehand; guidelines should be provided to help students cope with
assignments; teachers should use the WebCT as a public forum for disclosing
assessment criteria or posting sample assignments for students to have easy access.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
The criterion-referenced assessment model was officially adopted by the
university in the fall semester of the academic year 2005/06. Wong (2006) has
reported on the findings of the study which examines the teachers’ opinions on the
change from a norm-referenced assessment model to a criterion-referenced
assessment model within the Department of English. As a follow-up study of Wong
(2006), a similar study was conducted one year afterwards. One of the major aims
of the follow-up 2007 study is to investigate whether students are receptive of the
criterion-referenced assessment method and what the issues are of concern are from
the students’ stance.
Based on the results from the in-depth focus group discussion, this paper
presents the results and discusses findings with regard to the adoption and
implementation of the criterion-referenced assessment model in the Department of
English.

II.

WHY “CRA” AND WHY “SOLO”?
In selecting a model of criterion-referenced assessment (CRA), the Department
of English has adopted the Structured of Observed Learning Outcomes (SOLO)
Taxonomy (Biggs 1995, 1999a, 1999b, Biggs and Collis 1982) for most of the
subjects offered by the department. For one thing, the SOLO Taxonomy has been
applied to a number of different subject areas (see review in Wong 2006). The other
advantage is that the five stages of development are explicit and theoretically sound.
Wong (2006) has reported that most teachers welcomed the introduction of CRA and
found that the SOLO Taxonomy was useful in helping them to formulate assessment
tasks and it was also meaningful to have a common platform for discussion of
assessment tasks and assessment criteria across subjects.
The findings reported in Hodges and Harvey (2003) have also shown that the
SOLO Taxonomy was found to be useful in identifying students’ difficulties or
confusion in learning in a chemistry faculty in the US. Two classes of around 20 to
30 students were being studied. The teachers used the SOLO Taxonomy to classify
students’ answers in an examination held after the first semester. They then
identified the areas of difficulties or misunderstanding among students. Then in the
second semester, more focus is given to these areas in teaching and subsequent
assessments. As a result, students’ performance improved. They concluded that
the SOLO Taxonomy is very useful in help charting students’ progress in learning.
Another study conducted in a Sweden university (Lundberg 2004) investigated
the changes brought about by the implementation of the SOLO Taxonomy to a group
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of Civil and Environmental Engineering students. The implementation process was
very time-consuming but it led to some changes in the learning process. The
students felt that they had learned more deep learning but the breadth of knowledge
had been sacrificed. They also found that the SOLO Taxonomy was useful in
designing the assessment tasks, a point which is echoed in the results reported in the
study reported in Wong (2006).
While CRA seems to be welcomed by some colleagues in Hong Kong, the US,
and Sweden, the CRA project reported in Jewels, Ford and Jones (2007) has presented
some negative feedback on the implementation of CRA in an Australian university.
Jewels et al (2007) reported on the procedure and details of how CRA was
implemented and how an elaborate marking grid was developed. The feedback they
received from the teachers was mostly negative. Teachers complained that it was
very time-consuming to develop the procedure although the teachers agreed that more
consistency and quality of marking has been achieved. In addition, on the one hand,
they appreciated working together to develop the elaborate marking grid, the marking
grid also called for complaints on the other. Some commented that the marking
criteria confused the students. According to their study, students’ feedback towards
CRA was also negative because they thought the marking grid caused confusion. It
also “stifled” creativity. Nor did it enhance learning.

III. WHY STUDENTS’ VIEWS?
Several studies (Cuffe & Jackson, 2006; O’Donovan, Price & Rust, 2000; Rust,
Price & O’Donovan, 2003) on the implementation of CRA have shown students’
involvement was very important in a successful implementation.
O’Donovan, Price and Rust (2000) surveyed students’ views on their experience
in CRA. The results clearly show that students often found that the criteria tended to
be too subjective and they preferred more explicit assessment criteria and a more
transparent process. In response to such a need, Rust, Price and O’Donovan (2003)
conducted a follow-up study to develop students’ understanding in the assessment
criteria through a more transparent process. They found that students who had
received training about the CRA process performed better than those who did not
attend the training. However, they also argue that while explicitness, clarity and
transparency of the assessment criteria and assessment process would contribute to
better performance, a “socialization” process in which feedback and discussion
between teachers and students is what leads to success in CRA.
Cuffe and Jackson (2006) discuss the pros and cons of CRA implemented in
Queensland University of Technology in 2004/05 for all first year undergraduate
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students. The study involved students pursuing a law degree in the Law School.
According to Cuffe and Jackson, the implementation of CRA involves aligning
assessment with teaching and learning so a CRA sheet was developed and used.
Afterwards, a survey was conducted on 288 students, around 60% of all Year 1 law
students. In spite of the fact that the overall feedback was quite positive, individual
students commented on the inadequacies of the implementation of CRA. For
example, some mentioned that more explanation was needed on the criteria; mock
exercises using the assessment criteria; more personal feedback was needed, etc. As
a result of these comments, students were then engaged more with the CRA sheets in
the following academic year 2005/06. When the second survey was conducted,
much more positive feedback was received. Therefore, Cuffe and Jackson (2006)
concluded that students should be more involved in CRA.
Based on the findings summarized above, it is evident that students play an
indispensable role in the successful implementation of CRA. Therefore, it is the aim
of this study to explore the students’ views on the implementation of CRA in the case
of the Department of English as reported in Wong (2006).

IV. METHODOLOGY
The study was carried out between November 2006 and May 2007. A group of
18 Year 1 undergraduate students who majored in languages were invited to five
sessions of focus group discussion. Each session was facilitated by one of the
co-authors of this paper following a set of discussion questions developed by the two
authors (see Appendix <i>). Four sessions were conducted in the students’ preferred
language, Cantonese. One of the sessions (Focus group 2) was conducted in English
because one of the participants was a non-local student who did not speak Cantonese.
Each session was audio-taped and each session was translated / transcribed in English
immediately afterwards. The two authors listened to the audio tapes again to check
the content of the translation / transcription for reliability.
After the content of the transcripts were double-checked, the students’ responses
were categorized according to the issues being investigated. The results and findings
are presented and discussed in the next section.

V. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
(1) Preference for CRA
The major aim of the study is to find out whether students are receptive to CRA.
Therefore, students’ responses to the question “Do you prefer the assessment method
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in PolyU (your assignment is compared to a set of explicit assessment criteria and not
with other students) or the one that you had experienced in the public examination
(every student is compared with others and the results are spread over a bell curve)?”
(Q.7) are crucial.
14 out of the 18 students gave positive comments to this question. They all said
that they preferred the assessment method in the university rather than that of the
public exams (the norm-referenced model).
The following are some of the reasons why students thought that CRA was a
better way of assessment:

The level of the university is different from that of the secondary school. If
the assessment methods are the same, then there will be no difference. The
students have to achieve a certain level in order to get a certain grade, and
so the requirements have to be higher (1D)1; the purpose of studying at the
university is not for getting good grades (2C), but for future use (3B);
students should look at what they have learned and not the grade they get.
(3D).

Fairer: the grades are given according the assessment criteria met (1A, 3B,
3D, 5B, 5C); you get a certain grade no matter how many people have got it.
(2C, 3B).

(CRA) can reflect a student’s knowledge and standard (3B, 3C, 4B).

For every assignment, students know the criteria for each grade. All they
need to do is try to meet the. (1D).

The ability of the students should be assessed according to their
performance rather than comparing with other students (2A).

Students are evaluated as individuals and not compared with each other
(2D).

Feel like comparing with oneself rather than with the others, thus helping
the students get improved (5A, 5C).

The subjects are not based on numerical scores (5B).

Should get the grade that the student deserves (4B).

The grades given are quite reasonable (4B).
The following are some of the criticism against the norm-referenced assessment
model which is being used in most public examinations in Hong Kong:

The bell curve distribution method is unfair: the difference between two
grades is just 1-2 marks (1A, 3B); only a certain amount of people can get
top grades while a lot of people get the middle ones (2C); there is a quota
1

This indicates the identity of the student—“1D” refers to Student D in the 1st Focus Group. If a
view is shared by more than one student, this is reflected by the entries indicated after each comment.
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for each grade (3B, 3C, 3D); it is possible for everyone to have the same
ability or the same knowledge (2A); the actual knowledge level of the
students can not be revealed (3B, 3C) and make them lose confidence in
getting a better result. (3C) Examples: in a Chinese subject, a C+ is given
to a student who has got nearly 80 marks (3C); students might get a low
grade even if they get high scores (5B).
Disadvantages of the bell curve distribution method: (students) do not know
how to achieve the target grade (1B); the meaning of grades will not be
clear if the bell curve distribution is used (3B); it makes no sense to
differentiate students by this method (5A).

(2) Understanding of Assessment Criteria
The assessment criteria are crucial in the success of CRA. Therefore, the
students were asked whether they were clear about the assessment criteria of their
assessment tasks (Q.5) “Do you think your understanding of the assessment criteria is
the same as your teachers? If not, can you suggest some ways to improve the
situation?”
The feedback from the students reflected a glitch in the implementation.
First, the majority of the 18 students commented that different teachers had
different practices. Here are their responses:

Depends on the subject or the teacher (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 2A, 2B, 2D, 3A, 3B,
3C, 3E, 4A, 5A, 5B, 5C).
 Some teachers give very clear and detailed criteria, while others do
not (3B).
 Though EPC was taught by 5 teachers, the criteria were very clear.
Perhaps the teachers have discussed them in advance. The students
can see the difference between an A grade piece of work and a C grade
one (5A).
 Different teachers have different opinions, especially for term papers
(3A).
 Though teachers of different seminar groups have discussed the
criteria in advance, their understanding might not be exactly the same
though this does not often happen (3E).
 Some teachers would not make the criteria clear (1C) and some even
would not mention at all (1C, 4A). For example: the difference
between a good and a poor piece of work. Therefore, students do not
know (sometimes) how to produce a good piece of work (4A).
 Some teachers gave brief explanations about the criteria even when the
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students asked them (1C).
 Some subjects require the students to do a lot of assignments, but the
teacher did not inform them clearly about the weightings and also the
subsequent changes (1A).
 Some teachers did not provide an additional guideline for doing the
tasks (2A).
 Some teachers did not even tell the students about the scope of the tests
and made them feel anxious (3B).
 Some teachers seem to use the bell curve distribution method even
though they said it was not the case because the students are not sure
about the criteria of the grades. The difference between two grades
was too little, only 1-2 marks.
 Essays are marked according to the subjectivity of the teachers. They
misled the students into doing those topics that they are familiar with,
thereby reducing students’ freedom to choose the topics they like. (1B,
1D).
 The assessment criteria of a term paper on translation are subjective
(to a certain extent) (3A, 5C) as it really depends on personal
judgement (5C).
 The criteria of the English subjects are clearer than the Chinese ones.
For example: there are no clear instructions for doing the task of
comparing the Chinese variant characters (2A, 2B); students have no
idea about the assessment method in a Chinese subject (2B, 2D), and
thus feel annoyed (2B) and frightened (2D).
 Chinese subjects use tests as the means of assessment a lot more than
the other methods (5A).
Second, many students said that the assessment criteria were vague.

Descriptions of the criteria are ambiguous / vague / unclear (1A, 1C, 1D,
2D, 3A, 3B, 3D, 5A, 5B, 5C).
 Examples: the meaning of ‘a good understating of this subject’ should
be clarified (1A). A+ means very good. But it is difficult to define
the meaning of ‘very good’ in a translation task (5A); never know
whether they have met the criteria set by the teacher or not (5C).
 Some teachers would not make the criteria clear and some even would
not mention them at all. Only brief answers were given when asked
(1C).
 Though it is difficult for this programme to have a clear set of criteria,
there should be at least model answers for tests (3D).
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Teachers are not used to tell students about the criteria for tests.
Therefore, students do not know what they think (3A, 3B, 5A),
especially when they do not know him/her well (3A).
 Students have no clear guidelines for writing papers (3B).
 The criteria of a Chinese subject are written in English (5A).
 Perhaps the criteria are set according to the performance of the
students (5B).
It is interesting but unsettling to learn that one of the students made the following
comment:
 The criteria have to be unclear. Besides, teachers should not tell the
students about their criteria. Otherwise, everyone will get an A. A
general picture of what the students should do is enough (2D).
This reflects that some students did not really want everyone to perform well, which
indicates that they have been “brainwashed” by the norm-referenced assessment
method in which only a small fraction of the student population should be awarded
high grades while the majority should not.
With reference to the understanding of the assessment criteria, the students were
also asked to discuss whether they thought their understanding of the assessment
criteria was the same as their teachers’. 9 students responded by saying “No.” while
only 4 students said “Yes, basically the same”. Below are comments from students
who believed that they did not share the same understanding as their teachers’:

The criteria are not clear (3E, 5A) and thus can not get the meaning of the
teacher (3E).

One of the assessment criteria was on the number of words used which
increases with each higher grade. It gave the students an impression that
their grade depends on this criterion. After the first assignment, the
teacher told them that s/he had lowered the number of words required. But
the students still wrote a few thousand words more than the minimum
requirement when they submitted the second assignment. They regarded
the number of words used as the first criteria because it was put before the
other criteria (3E). The teacher should tell the students the word range of
different grades (3B, 3E); changes are needed if the teacher really uses this
mechanism to grade the students (3C).

The number of words allowed to use in a term paper has restricted the ideas
that the students can elaborate (3B).

Students would believe all the hearsays about the teacher (1C).

Sometimes, a student thinks that his/her presentation is quite good, but for
some reason, s/he has to present at a later time, and the teacher might not
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be interested in the topic that was already presented by the other groups.
This would affect the grade (1B).
Teachers are subjective in marking essays (1D); the assessment criteria of a
term paper on translation are subjective (to a certain extent) (3A, 5C) as it
really depends on personal judgement (5C).

(3) Suggestions for Improvement
Although the overall feedback from the students is quite positive, students have
also pointed a number of problematic areas which need improvement. Below is a
summary of the problems identified by students’ and their suggestions for
improvement. The problems that students have identified include: parity, assessment
criteria, and communication between teachers and students.
Parity
The major concern for many students is parity among different groups. For example,
they commented:
 (The assessment is) not fair sometimes. For example: a subject is taught by
different teachers / tutors. These people have very different assessment
criteria even though they have discussed them in advance. The students in
the lecturer’s group had slightly lower grades than the tutors’ groups (3E).
Suggestion: to state the criteria clearly to the students because they do not
know the grading differences between their teachers (3E); ask the teachers
to discuss the criteria a few more times (3C).
 Teachers should stick to their criteria when giving grades. For example:
tutors cannot give higher grades because they are lenient (3B); the lecturer
should look at the criteria of the tutors if there are any grading differences /
check whether the other groups are reasonably graded (3B, 3E).
Suggestion: let other teachers have a look at their graded scripts so as to
minimise subjectivity (3B); students should be allowed to sit in and compare
with other groups (3E); both teachers and students should do something to
make the assessment criteria fairer (3E).
Suggestion: have more than one teacher teaching the same subject so that
they can exchange some of the student scripts for grading. Students would
thus feel safer as there will be a second teacher looking at their work, even
though this would also increase the workload of the teachers (1C).
Assessment criteria
In terms of assessment criteria, students made suggestions in three areas:
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(a) the right to know what the assessment criteria are
 Students have the right to know the rules of the game (i.e. the criteria) (1C).
Teachers should follow the rules of the game and allow students to have
their say instead of unfairly forcing them to accept everything (1A).
 Guidelines are essential for producing a good piece of work within a short
period of time (5B).
 Teachers should not tell the students to write anything they like because they
do not understand what s/he wants. Guidelines should be given for free
topics, like what the teacher wants the students to demonstrate in the task
(3B).
 For tasks that do not have a clear set of criteria, teachers should tell the
students their perception of the grades. For example: students should not
write in primary school level English (5A).
 If the teacher has a set of criteria in mind, then it is already a guideline for
the assignment or an outline for the essay (2B).
 Teachers should post their criteria on WebCT or show them in the lecture
rather than announcing them in the seminars, because they might give
slightly different criteria to different groups (3D). For example: one of the
teachers had mentioned different test scopes to different classes, which was
not fair, because some students had studied something that was not tested.
This would make the student hate the teacher as well as the subject (3C).
(b) clarity of the assessment criteria
 More detailed criteria (1A, 1C, 1D) / clear guidelines (3D, 5A, 5B, 5C) /
guidance (3E).
 Clear guidelines or assessment criteria are essential for having nearly the
same understanding as the teachers (3B, 3E).
 Students will enjoy doing the task if a clear guideline is given (3B).
 Clear criteria and guidelines should be given for writing papers so that
students would have a goal to achieve or know the areas that they need to
improve. (3B)
 A clear revision guideline and assessment criteria are essential for tests
because students are not clear about the scope for revision. For example:
the content tested is more than that mentioned by the teacher (3C).
 The criteria / guidance should be given at the beginning of the semester (1C,
3E). A clear guideline to write freely can be given near the end (3E).
(c) feedback on students’ work
 Teachers should encourage students to pay more attention to quality rather
than quantity (3B, 3E). For example: Though the teacher explained that
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the number of words used is not that important, but the student doubted
whether the teacher would give her an A if the number of words she used just
met the requirement for a C. Nothing has been learned by following this
criterion (3E).
 Students have to do the same kind of tasks repeatedly. If the teacher can
make the weighting of the second one heavier than the first, then they will
know what to do after getting the feedback on the first one (4B). As a result,
the students will know more about the criteria (4A, 4B).
 Feedback is quite important (4B).
Communication between Teachers and Students
Some students thought that

Students can also do something to ensure that they are on the right track and
thus avoid getting low grades. For example: ask the teacher to give some
comments on their work during the lecture break or even outside class (3C).

Students have the responsibility to tell the teacher about the problems they
have faced as soon as possible, like system errors or clarifications about the
vague criteria. They should not complain about unfairness after the
assessment results have been finalised (3E).

The best way for students to learn is to take the initiative to ask their
teachers about the vague criteria / their papers or areas that they need to
improve (3B, 3C, 3D).

If the teacher knows that the students do not quite understand a certain
theory, s/he can explain more on this. It would be much better if s/he could
explain what s/he wants them to do and allow them to write freely without
following a certain pattern (4A).
Our results show that although students are quite receptive to CRA, they have a
few concerns which may hamper the successful implementation of CRA in higher
education in Hong Kong. For example, students are very concerned about their right
to know what the assessment criteria are. They would like to engage themselves
more in the assessment process, which may explain why in Cuffe and Jackson (2006)
found that more involvement of the students in the assessment process has improved
the students’ perception of CRA. Another major problem that these students have
identified is the issue of parity. This coincides with their teachers’ concern as
reported in Wong (2006). The university should find a solution to this problem
which has been repeatedly identified by both teachers and students, indicating that
this is a serious problem for CRA.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented the views that were collected from students in five
different focus group discussion sessions. Students were asked to compare CRA
implemented in the university and the norm-referenced assessment model that they
were used to in public examinations. Most of them preferred CRA because they felt
that they were no longer being compared against each other but rather, they were
assessed with reference to what they have learned. This, they believed, is the true
value of education. At the same time, they were quite vocal in their views towards
the weaknesses of the CRA being implemented in its current mode. They criticized
how the assessment criteria were presented to students and the how assessment was
being handled by some of the teachers. As some previous studies have shown,
engaging students in CRA is a crucial element in making it a success. This paper has
provided further evidence to support that view. It is a must that students should be
more involved and that they should have more say in CRA.
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Appendix <i>

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
FOR STUDENTS IN THE FOCUS GROUP SESSIONS
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

How do you feel about the assessment method / approach in PolyU?
Please give two examples of how your course work was evaluated in the last
semester. (i.e. 1 good assessment method / task and 1 poor assessment method /
task.)
Is this assessment method different from the one that you had experienced in the
secondary school? If so, in what ways are they different?
Do you think the assessment tasks have helped you to learn the subject?
Are you clear about the assessment criteria of these tasks?
Do you think your understanding of the assessment criteria is the same as your
teachers? If not, can you suggest some ways to improve the situation?
Do you prefer the assessment method in PolyU (your assignment is compared to
a set of explicit assessment criteria and not with other students) or the one that
you had experienced in the public examination (every student is compared with
others and the results are spread over a bell curve)?
Other comments (in general)?
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The Snow Hill Cloister was a nineteenth-century attempt to continue the
mysticism of the communal lifestyle practiced at Conrad Beissel’s Ephrata. Although
accepted as the successor to those who practiced the German Seventh-Day Baptist faith,
Snow Hill never achieved the fame and reputation of the Ephrata Cloister, which was
noted for its fine examples of early printing, bookbinding, and illuminated music
manuscripts in North America. Snow Hill did, however, continue both the theological
and musical practices that had flourished at Ephrata.
Unlike Ephrata, Snow Hill’s outreach to the world beyond it was very limited. Its
religious pilgrimages may have been reminiscent of Ephrata’s only in form; they seem to
have been limited to little formative congregations of German Baptist Brethren and
Seventh-Day Baptists to the west at Morrison’s Cove in Salemville, Bedford County,
Pennsylvania, across the Great Valley, and to Stoney Creek in Somerset County. There
is indeed, some justification for hesitating to call Snow Hill a commune at all. The flour
mill, for example, was not strictly a communal enterprise, for the miller paid rent to the
society and received so much per barrel for grinding the grain. Under the direction of
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Samuel Snowberger, the society’s economy was partially communal, and partially
capitalist, and partially a bartering of goods and services. However, the Snow Hill beliefs
and religious practices were strongly based on those of Ephrata.
The diaries and letters of the last of the Snow Hill Celibate brothers, Obed
Snowberger (1823-1895), show that the musical traditions of Ephrata were continued at
Snow Hill. His writings reveal that Obed was a musician and a composer of both poetry
and hymn tunes. Found among his letters are his hand-penned manuscripts (later
prepared and printed as broadsides) of the hymns “When I Survey the Wondrous Cross”
and “There Is a Fountain Filled with Blood.” Obed Snowberger’s correspondence with
the nineteenth-century historian Julius F. Sachse has provided insight into the musical,
theological, and economic lifestyle of Snow Hill.
This paper addresses the role music and ritual played in Snow Hill’s major
religious events: baptism, communion, and the love feast.
The Historical Setting
During the first half of the eighteenth century, the doctrinal turmoil precipitated
by pietism and separatism in Europe led to the migration of a great number of Germans to
Pennsylvania. Conrad Beissel's Ephrata was one of a variety of communal societies that
flourished in William Penn's colony. Penn deliberately recruited European dissenters for
his province, and soon Pennsylvania was flooded with a variety of German-speaking
sectarians who had rebelled against the oppression of the state-church establishments of
Europe and formed their own communions. These included Mennonites, Dunkers,
Amish, and Moravians along with a host of unallied separatists who regarded formal
creeds with suspicion. As Charles Treher has stated, "usually these groups were born of
the vision of one man, a leader who drew a small nucleus of those who were willing to be
led into a more perfect existence."1 The existence of the Ephrata Cloister was a direct
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result of the oppression and terrorism of the Thirty Years' War and its aftermath. Georg
Conrad Beissel settled in William Penn's colony in search of freedom from religious
persecution and for the opportunity to follow the dictates of conscience to worship God in
his own way.
Snow Hill is the direct outcome of Beissel's Ephrata. The first Sabbatarians in
this area were known as the Antietam Congregation (founded ca. 1765) and were under
the leadership of George Adam Martin2 and John Horn, 3 members of the Germantown
Baptists. The Antietam Congregation entered into the Sabbatarian fold in 1763.4 Martin,
born in Lundsthal, Germany, in 1715, became a member of the Reformed Church in the
Tulpehocken country under Peter Miller; however, Martin soon deserted the Reformed
Church and united with the German Baptists in 1735. Ordained as a minister by Peter
Becker in 1739, Martin was a member of the Coventry German Baptist Church for a short
time before moving to the Conestoga district. Subsequently, he came to the region of the
Big Conewago5 as the first elder. The Antietam congregation prospered for a time by
holding meetings and services in the homes and barns of the members. One of the
settlers in the area was Hans Schneeberger, a German-speaking Swiss immigrant.6
Charles Treher gives the account that "Hans (Johannes) Schneeberger, a Swiss immigrant
from the German-speaking sector of Switzerland, came to America in 1750, with his
wife, five sons, two daughters, and an unmarried sister, Catherine."7 However, recent
information compiled by Mrs. Cecil F. Wells, Misses Lulu and Edythe Hess, Miss Rhoda
Snowberger, and Mrs. Howard E. Fleagel, of Waynesboro and Miss Aileen Meyers, of
Chambersburg refutes some of this information.8 The greatest increase in Snow Hill's
membership came in 1845 when membership grew from eleven to around thirty.9 Snow
Hill seems to have remained remote from the larger world around it, a condition favored
by the geography of the place. Even some of the close neighbors thought of it, if they
gave it any attention at all, as a quiet Catholic nunnery.
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The Snow Hill Life Style
Members were awakened at 4:30 a.m. with the ringing of the great bell. A
half-hour later, a second small bell summoned the inmates to breakfast in the common
dining room on the first floor below the Saal. This room was between the brothers' and
sisters' sections of the house. They assembled at two long tables with benches on either
side. The Prior and brothers filed in from the brotherhouse and took seats at one table.
At the same time the Prioress and sisters from the other house came in and seated
themselves at the other table. Handmade rag carpets adorned the floor, and during the
winter the ten-plate stove in the adjoining kitchen was used as their source of heat.10 At
the end of one of the tables was a chair for the Vorsteher who conducted the devotions by
reading a chapter in the Bible, indicating a hymn to be sung, and leading in prayer.
Devotions usually lasted for fifteen or twenty minutes, and hymns from the Weyrauchs
Hügel were sung. After the meal, one, two, or three verses were sung from the
Psalterspiel, a prose book of psalms. Thanks were returned for the food, and the
Vorsteher then turned attention to the day's work and assigned tasks for each celibate.11
The members had different duties according to gender. The sisters spun flax into
thread and wove this thread into cloth, 12 milked the cows, and churned butter. They
tended the gardens, although they were helped at times by brothers who enjoyed
gardening. On the farm the brothers were involved in plowing, seeding, cultivating,
harvesting, threshing, corn husking, butchering, and boiling apples. Besides farming,
their industries included making flour and grinding feed, making barrels in the cooper
shop, performing tasks in the tin and copper shop, blacksmith shop, cabinet shop, broom
shop, or brick kiln.13 These many tasks and duties kept the monastics busily occupied
until 11:30 a.m. when the great bell summoned them to the refectory. After eating, work
again resumed until 5:30 p.m. when the bell called the monastics from their labors to a
hearty supper. Singing and prayers accompanied each meal. Immediately after supper
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the use of the time was not prescribed, a period which could be used at the discretion of
the monastics.14 Evenings were devoted to reading, quilting, sewing, or doing Fraktur.15
At 8:00 p.m. every evening except Friday and Saturday, the large bell called all
the celibates to service in the Saal. The order of service was hymn-singing for about
fifteen minutes from the Turtel-Taube. This hymnbook became known at Snow Hill as
Tauben-Gesänge, or Song of the Dove. After the song service, there was a reading by the
Vorsteher from the Epistles or one of Beissel's theosophic dissertations for another fifteen
minutes. Following prayer, the service ended with more singing, after which the
monastics then retired for a night's sleep. Twice during the week the secular
congregation could also join with the monastics in their devotion at the Saal.16
Snow Hill did not reject physical comforts, as did Ephrata. One finds no evidence
here of the extreme Ephrata diet, the narrow board benches for sleeping, nor the square
wooden blocks for pillows. Nor did Snow Hill practice the night watches or limit its
sleeping hours so drastically. It was a regimen of moderation rather than abstention. The
cloister, which earned money from selling or bartering the products of the many shops
and farm, had a charitable treasury through which aid was sent to various needy persons.
The kindness of the members was legendary; no visitor was turned away, and Snow Hill
was marked by tramps as good for a night's rest and food. Hospitality, whether for
traveler or tramp, was generous at Snow Hill; good meals and warm beds were always
available, 17 and no one needed an introduction. It perpetuated the Ephrata tradition of
charity, but it did not extend far beyond the neighborhood. An exception was Snow Hill's
response to the Irish famine of 1845-1847. Although it had no connections with Ireland,
it shipped both money and flour to the sufferers.

The Snow Hill Beliefs
The Sabbath began at 6 p.m. on Friday and ended at 5:59 p.m. Saturday. On
Friday evening the bell was sounded at 7:30; there was usually a sermon by the
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Vorsteher. On the morning of the Sabbath, the bell was rung at 8:00 a.m. when a similar
service was held. Passersby noted the gray or black clad brothers followed by the gray or
white clad sisters, 18 emerging from the cloister on a Sabbath morning, two by two,
entering the double doors, still in pairs, and taking their places with the secular
congregation there assembled. At 2:00 p.m. on the Sabbath, another service was held.
This service usually featured choir singing using a five-part chorale; however, in
Elizabeth Snowberger's time, she would occasionally sing a sixth part.19
The Saal, which was the meeting place of the entire congregation for fifteen
years, contained plain oak benches with a desk in front. A broadside, printed on two
pieces of paper pasted on a panel twenty-two by fifteen and one quarter inches,
interpreted the mysticism that characterized their credo. Printed at Ephrata in German,
this broadside was brought to Snow Hill and hung on the chapel wall, where it
proclaimed to all:
Ein sehr geistreicher Spiegel, als worinnen dass rechte Bild des einsamen
Lebens erscheinet, und was eigentlich desselben Beschaffenheit Seye,
Wann es seine rechtmässige Sache Darstellet und ans Licht gibt.
Translation:
A veritable spiritual mirror, wherein the true picture of the solitary life
appears and of what its constitution really consists when it portrays its
legitimate matter and brings it into the light.20
Baptism
After the church was built, members of the society attended services there, also.
These services were conducted by the congregation.21 As at Ephrata, adult
baptism was by trine immersion only. A well-chosen spot in the stream on the
cloister grounds was prepared as a baptismal site. Elder Samuel Davison of the
Seventh Day Baptists of New Jersey described a baptism he witnessed in 1847:
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Three candidates for baptism who had previously been accepted as such
by the pastors of the two Societies (Snow Hill and Ephrata), were
announced as ready to be baptized. After being suitably attired, they
repaired to the baptistery, where the thronging multitude had already
assembled. We sang a hymn and prayer, and Elder (Andrew) Fahnestock
went down into the water: The candidates assisted by bystanding brethren
and sisters, descended after him. They were females. As each reached the
lower step, he took her by the left arm, and led her to a suitable depth,
where she kneeled down.
It was a hot and sunny day, but that pure water was cold, and at first made
respiration short and labored. She applied water to the face, and he to the
back of the head, waiting a moment for her to recover, and reacquire a
devout frame. Then, laying his left hand upon the forepart of the head,
and his right upon the back, between the shoulders; he said, “Ich taufe
euch im Namen des Vaters,” and immersed the candidate, face foremost;
then raising her up to the former position, he gave her time for a like
recovery of self-possession, and adding, in an audible voice, “und des
Sohnes,” he immersed her in the same manner a second time; then giving
her a like time for a similar recovery he added, “und des Heiligen
Geistes,” and proceeded as before; raising her up to her first position, that
is, still kneeling, and giving time for the candidate to recover; while she
yet kneeling he laid both hands upon her head, and offered a short
invocation for the Spirit of God to seal this obedient hand maid as a child
of God.
Thus he proceeded with all the others; and the service closed. There was
no hurrying to see how quickly it could be done; nor any apparent
impatience with the candidates; both candidates and administer seemed to
act as though they believed the Savior was near.22
Communion
According to an article in a 1983 edition of the Church News, German Seventh
Day Baptists always believed in open Communion. Responsibility of being worthy to
participate in Communion should be the responsibility of each individual. Any believer
who professes to be a child of God, and confesses that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, and
accepts Him as his or her personal Savior, is invited to attend and participate in this
service.23 Church member Mr. George Wingert expressed that, “Communion should be
held four times a year; however, it’s been a while.”24 He continued that the men and
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women sit separately during Communion, so they can be ready for feet washing. While
the women sit together up front on the left side of the church, the men sit up front on the
opposite corner side. In explaining the feet washing, Mr. Wingert stated that the minister
begins and does the feet of a man. Then that man does the next man, who in turn does
the next. The last man then washes the feet of the minister. A similar procedure occurs
with the women. When Mr. Wingert was a boy, the minister washed everyone’s feet as a
representation of Christ and the disciples; however, today it is more participatory.25 For
the Communion services, Various women in the congregation have taken turns preparing
the unleavened bread, which is rolled into long strips of thin bread the are broken in two;
therefore, one strip serves two people. Grape juice is used for wine.

Love Feasts
In connection with the spring Communion, a general invitation was extended to
all congregations, at which time the Liebesmahl, or love feast, was observed. Held
usually on the first Sabbath in June, this occasion filled the entire day.26 After the first
service, a committee converted the church into a dining hall with tables and benches and
invited everybody to lunch. The meal consisted of bread, butter, apple butter, and
cucumber pickles. The kitchen attached to the meeting house, which once prepared the
lamb for the Lord’s Supper, now boiled huge quantities of coffee, which the women
served. The baptism, the evening service of feet washing, followed by Holy Communion
was practiced as before.
The evening service, celebrated by candlelight, began with prayer and
Congregational singing. The church members were seated at tables, men bareheaded on
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one side and women wearing bonnets on the other. After reading the Scriptural
establishment on the ceremony of foot washing from the thirteenth chapter of the Gospel
of St. John, the men and women turned on their benches back to back, and feet were
washed in tepid water. Beissel had instituted what had been called the double method of
feet washing. The members went two by two, one washing and another drying, and each
pair served several members. The men and women were served by members of their own
gender. After the feet washing, the kiss of love was bestowed.
Then the Lord’s Supper was observed. After the blessing, a full meal of lamb,
lamb broth, and bread was eaten in silence looking for the time when Christ would come
to serve them. Thanks were returned and the hold kiss was given, Communion was then
partaken, bread broken by the elder was served and eaten simultaneously. Next the cup
of wine was passed and the service was concluded. After the Communion, those who
had come long distance retired to the cloister to sleep before departing on Sunday for
their homes.27
Obed Snoweber left an account of the love feasts held at Snow Hill:
We would perhaps not make the estimate too high, if we were to say, that
in the course of one hundred and ten years, hundreds and thousands of
people have attended religious meetings on these Snow Hill grounds. And
now these grounds are to be virtually confiscated, it if can be down by
some pretext at law, it is a setting aside of law and justice.
In years gone by, on a fine summer’s morning, the people would drive in
their carriages ten, twenty and thirty miles, to attend these large meetings.
And in the afternoon get their dinner without charge, of good bread,
butter, coffee, and a few other articles. We once heard a man say, he was
among a company that had come thirty miles, and he arte heartily, the
bread and coffee he said was excellent.
But some people do not know how these meetings were held.
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Well, the public has had a great deal to do with making them just what
they were. The church would decide on a day for meeting, at which
arrangements would be made to entertain visitors from a distance. Then
very soon the public would find it out. Presently you would hear that the
tailors and seamstresses round about were all busy getting up new styles
for the young people to go to the large meeting.
The number of people generally in attendance at these meetings is
variously estimated at from five hundred to a thousand.
The number of loaves of bread prepared on such occasions was from sixty
to ninety. At times there would be some left, while at others it would be
used up entirely. The size of the loaves was eight to one bushel. 28
Obed Snowberger, in a conversation with the elderly John Monn on the 15th of December
1856, learned the following about the love feasts:
[Monn] told me that over sixty years ago large love feasts, although then
only small, were held once a year, he could remember that they were held
at Andrew Snowbergers, at Kneppers, in the stone house on the south west
side of the road about a mile south east of Funkstown at Joseph Mentzers,
by Joseph Mentzer and Solomon Sechrist together, and at Frederic
Foremans, over a mile west of what is now called Snowhill, he says that
Peter Miller still came from Ephrata in company with some brethren and
sisters, and attended to the ministerial labors of these meetings [he] could
remember that once when he was playing near the roadside in the vicinity
of the mountain gap run, he saw nineteen brethren and sisters all walking
in a row, most them being sisters, and that he ran home and told what he
had seen.29
The congregation’s eldest member, Mrs. Lydiabelle Linebaugh, fondly recalled
love feasts of the past. Mrs. Linebaugh stated that love feasts were always an all day
affair, and anyone who wished could attend. The events of the day were: Sabbath
school, church including feet washing and Communion. Then the members would stay
on the church ground all afternoon. They would share a small lunch, read Scriptures and
sing hymns. Toward evening the love feast would begin. Communion was the only
service in which the members segregated themselves. They stayed separate for the entire
service. Mrs. Linebaugh was one of the women who prepared the unleavened bread,
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which was made in a small cake pan and consisted of flour and water mixed. However,
this mixture cannot be baked too long. At first he women cut the bread for the preacher,
but later he cut the strips himself.30
Mrs. Linebaugh spoke of how the cucumber pickles were prepared a year in
advance by the preacher’s wife, Mrs. Pentz, who placed the cucumbers in a huge crock
with salt. The crock was then covered, weighed with a heavy stone placed on top, and
buried in the ground. A few days before the love feast, the crock was dug out and alum
water was added. When the “pickles first came out, they were flat as a board, but when
the pickles were added to the water, they plumped out nice and big.”31 Love feasts were
always held in June after the threshing. The straw was gathered up and placed in chaff
ticks on which the traveling visitors slept. When the love feast was over, the chaff ticks
were emptied, washed, and put away for another year.32

Music at Snow Hill
Both a singing and a writing school were started at Ephrata for the sisterhood
toward the end of the 1730s. Established for self-improvement, creative involvement,
improvement of worship, and spiritual discipline the members were trained to compose
hymns following Beissel's rules for musical composition. The total of Conrad Beissel's
musical achievement coupled with the considerable corpus of the hymn-poetry is
awesome. Quite unschooled in the musical arts (discounting his learning to play the
fiddle as an apprentice in Eberbach), he was able to develop his own unique system of
harmony and composition, to train the Ephrata singers, and to compose hundreds of
poems and pieces of music for them.
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Basically, Beissel's music system consisted of "masters" and "servants" of a tune.
The tonic triad served as the melodic center of a tonality and was used for the masters.
All other notes of the scale were used for the servants. Beissel closely followed the
rhythm of the words: accented syllables are set to longer, master notes; unaccented
syllables are set to shorter, servant notes. The more accented a syllable the longer it is
held. Tunes, therefore, are largely fluctuations within a tonic chord embellished with
passing-notes.
Obed Snowberger was known to have been Snow Hill's major composer of both
hymn texts and music. Some of the most interesting musical works found in the Snow
Hill Collection are the individual sheets of hymns composed by Obed Snowberger, who
died in 1895 at the age of seventy-two. Snowberger was a poet, hymnist, musician,
mechanic, clock repairman, and printer. These sheets are kept in ten small boxes with
eleven to fifty-nine individual sheets per box and consist of pre-existent texts set to
original music. The majority are in English with only three in German; however, both
round and shape notes are utilized. The tradition of shape-note hymnody during the early
nineteenth century was an extension of the singing-school movement which had begun in
New England a century earlier. Although a continuation of the traditions of Ephrata,
Snow Hill appears not to have been overly influenced by the teachings of Böhme and the
other mystics who affected Beissel, because there are only a few writings of these
philosophers in the Snow Hill Collection. Also, the use of shape-notes is a definite break
from the compositional writing at Ephrata.
In an introduction to a small note book sent to Abram H. Cassel of Harleysville,
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, Obed Snowberger wrote that it was brought from
Ephrata to Snow Hill:
This Book I would suppose has been lying on the shelves at the institution
of Snowhill for the last fifty years, and for all we know, a hundred years,
as at least one person of the Ephrata persuasion resided on the grounds, at
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1775. It is an Ephrata manuscript, which from its appearance can be said
for certain. Doubtless someone obtained it at Ephrata, and brought it to
this place.
There is I believe no name found in the book, but from the appearance of
the Penmanship I am strongly inclined to believe it is the work of Conrad
Beissel. I have a few pages of writing signed by his name, which I believe
to be his hand writing, and which I can tell with at least some degree of
certainty, when a piece of writing is from his hand and pen.33

Musical Traditions and Style
In his personal manuscripts, as well, Obed Snowberger often wrote of the music
traditions at Snow Hill. The following is an excerpt from one of his writings:
The music was taught here at Snowhill first in about the year 1800 by
Peter Lehman of Somerset Co. Pa. In about 1820 it was said to be
excellent, it held its own to about 1845, when a decline became
perceptible. . . . We suppose it must have disappeared at Ephrata in about
1815. It appears to have existed at each place for a period of about eighty
years. I learned to sing the music in 1842 and sang it almost every day for
four years. I composed one tune on five parts which was quite good. I
have one of Bi-sels pieces at Philadelphia now to have electrotyped on
five parts.34
Julius Sachse, during his many years of research, corresponded with Obed
Snowberger, who in a letter dated 1890 gave the following explanation:
The music is chiefly composed in five parts, a few pieces in seven parts.
We turn to page 199 of the choir music, published at Ephrata, 1754,
composed by Conrad Beissel "Gott ein Hersher aller Heiden" [God a ruler
of all the nations]. The piece is in seven parts, major scale on D. The
composition is arranged on the treble pitch, or, in other words, on the
female voice. There is an upper bass and a lower bass, but the lower bass
runs just as high as the upper. They are pitched an octave higher than the
ordinary church music of the present day. The book containing the music
has the following in the German:
PARADISE WONDERS
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Which in these last times and ages, in these evening lands, and parts of the
earth have come forth as an approaching sound of the new world.
Consisting of a new and unusual system of music arranged after the
manner of the angelic and heavenly choirs. Ephrata print, 1754.35

Conclusions
Over one hundred years ago Julius Sachse expressed concern that the music and
writings of Obed Snowberger and Snow Hill be preserved for posterity. He wrote:
Berwyn June 22nd. 1891
Friend Obed,
I return the two Mss by express, with all charges prepaid, please let me
know if you got them safe and in good condition. I wish you would kindly
lend me the old letter book, there may be some matters of importance in
them. Of course I will return it to you as promptly as the others.
There is another thing I have been thinking about, What would you charge
me for a copy of all the different Tracts and Broadsides which have been
printed at Snowhill, that is such of which you have duplicate copies. I
think the eminations [sic] of your Press should be preserved in a
permanent shape as well as those of Ephrata. And this can only be done
during your lifetime. If you think well of the matter I will have them
properly mounted and bound and preserved in the Hist. Society of Penna.
so that they may go down to posterity long after we all have passed away.
If you have a copy of the Chorbuch that you have no further use for I
should like to have one for myself if so let me know How would you
render the enclosed in english? [sic] If you can improve on my
translation so as to better express the meaning please do so. Have you any
account or tradition of Jabez's death or burial?
Truly yours
Julius F. Sachse36
No doubt Julius Sachse would be pleased to learn that the more than 570 items, i.e.,
monographs, Bibles, ledgers, music manuscripts and hymnals, etc., in the Snow Hill
Collection have been placed on permanent loan in the Special Collections of Juniata
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College's Library. With Dr. Donald Durnbaugh as archivist, the written legacy of Snow
Hill will be preserved and cared for in a safe environment, and the research into this
American musical heritage may advance into the next century.
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NOTES

1
Charles M. [sic] Treher, Snow Hill Cloister: A Unique Attempt at Quasimonastic Protestantism in Franklin County, Pennsylvania, vol. 2, Publications of The
Pennsylvania German Society (Allentown: The Pennsylvania German Society, 1968),
12.
2
Martin preached a revival on the southern border of Province in 1764 and
organized a congregation where the Antietam creek crosses the Mason-Dixon line located
two miles Southeast of Waynesboro, Pennsylvania.
3
Martin and Horn became brothers-in-law when they married Mary and Catharine
Knepper respectively, daughters of William Knepper (1691-1766). According to the
Knepper Genealogy, William Knepper was born at Unnersberg, and was christened
October 27, 1691, in the Reformed Church of Solingen. In 1714, he and five other young
men left the Reformed Church and, being immersed in the running waters of the river
Wupper, joined the German Baptists. Only the Lutheran, Reformed, and Catholic
churches were recognized by the German governments at that time; so on February 1,
1717, the six men were marched to a prison at Dusseldorf to await trial for espousing
adult baptism. After refusing to renounce this new doctrine, William Knepper and his
friends were condemned to hard labor for life. Consequently, they spent nearly four
years in prison at Julich, and William's health was broken. During this period, William, a
weaver by trade, is supposed to have composed nearly four hundred hymns. On his
release from prison, William Knepper migrated to Surhusterveen, Friesland, in The
Netherlands, where he married, February 22, 1723, Veronica, daughter of Ludwig Bloom
(Bloem--the music teacher who left Ephrata in anger), who bore him the following
offspring: Peter, Abraham, Mary, Catharine, and Elizabeth. William and Veronica
Knepper were among fifty-nine families who, led by Alexander Mack, left Rotterdam and
arrived in Germantown. Their youngest daughter Elizabeth obtained the patent for a tract
of land called "Maiden Hall." In her will dated March 18, 1807, and probated April 10,
1807, Elizabeth left one-half acre of "Maiden Hall" for use as a meeting-house and
graveyard. This gift formed the nucleus of the present Mount Zion Cemetery in Quincy
township. According to the late Corwin W. Elden, a Knepper descendant, a small
meeting-house was erected on the half-acre tract in 1837, and was sometimes called
"Knepper's." The church building was used in turn by the German Baptists and
Seventh-Day German Baptists. Elizabeth Knepper was a writer of hymns, some of which
were published by the Ephrata press. Several Knepper descendants are still members at
the Snow Hill church. See "The Knepper Family," Antietam Ancestors 2 (Fall 1987): 85.
4

The date 1764, found in the Chronicon, is an error.

5
This area was named for a creek in western Lancaster County in what is now
York County. German Baptists settled along this area near a group of German
Seventh-Day Baptists who moved from Ephrata to an area along the Bermudian Creek,
which was also in western Lancaster County.
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6
The following entry appears in Publication of the Original Lists of Arrivals in the
Port of Philadelphia: Hans Schneberger [list 174 C] At the Court House at Philadelphia,
Friday, the 4th 8ber 1751. Present . . . The Foreigners whose names are underwritten,
imported in the Ship Queen of Denmark, George Parish, Commander, from Rotterdam
and Cowes, did this day take and subscribe the usual qualifications. No.99. Whole
Freights 251. Messrs. Stedman. See Ralph Beaver Strassburger, Pennsylvania German
Pioneers: A Publication of the Original Lists of Arrivals in the Port of Philadelphia from
1727 to 1808 vol. 1, ed. William John Hinke (Norristown, PA: n.p., 1934; Baltimore:
Genealogical Publishing Company, 1966), 473.
7

Treher, Snow Hill Cloister, 32.

8

See "The Snowberger Family," Antietam Ancestors 3 (Winter 1989).

9
A list of the members or adherents of the Seventh Day Baptist Denomination
made out in the year 1845 includes the following listed by County, Men, Women:
Franklin Co. - 40, 80; Adams Co. - 6, 4; Cumberland Co. - 7, 8; Lancaster Co. - 8, 20;
Bedford Co. - 16, 24; Somerset Co. - 12, 18; Indiana Co. - 1, 1; and Ohio - 2, 3.
10
The ten-plate model, derived from the Pennsylvania Germans, was so called
because the body of the rectangular stove was made of ten iron plates joined together.
11
Emma C. Monn, Historical Sketch of Snow Hill (Nunnery) 1829-1929
(Waynesboro, PA: Caslon Press 1935), 18; Treher, Snow Hill Cloister, 56; and Julius
Frederick Sachse, The German Sectarians of Pennsylvania, 1708-1742: A Critical and
Legendary History of the Ephrata Cloister and the Dunkers, vol.2 (Philadelphia: Printed
for the Author by P.C. Stockhausen, 1899; repr., New York: AMS Press, 1971), 368.
12
A weaving shop was built where not only linen cloth was woven but wool
obtained from their own sheep was carded, spun, woven, and fulled. The linen cloth then
was made into tablecloths and shirts, and the excess was sold to the public.
13
The work done in the blacksmith shop was largely for their own use, repairs, or
horseshoeing. In the cooper shop, barrels were made for their own mill and the numerous
surrounding mills. However the mill proved to be the biggest industrial support. The
mill was operated steadily each day except for the Sabbath, producing 2,000 barrels of
flour a year. The product gained a wide reputation for excellence. It was hauled in
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Abstract
Mass tourism in today’s society is increasingly about the tourist and less about the
cultures visited (Turner & Ash, 1976; Dann, 1996). The mass tourism industry has created an
environment where travelers partake in effortless and non-participatory travel, which encourages
tourists to remain within comfortable ethnocentric boundaries. Charter tourism, in particular,
prevents intercultural communication and perpetuates harmful Othering practices that contribute
to false stereotyping and ethnocentrism. Improved cultural understanding and competent
intercultural communication are essential to global tranquility. This essay argues Contiki
Holidays leads to negative and/or nonexistent interpersonal intercultural interactions by
perpetuating the distant and misleading “tourist gaze” (Urry, 2002), which then leads to Othering
practices, stereotyping, and ethnocentrism, that further enables a decline in intercultural
understanding, interaction, and communication.
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The Journey of the Culture Vulture: Deconstructing the Intercultural Communication Gap
Perpetuated by Contiki Holidays
Introduction
Mass tourism in today’s society is increasingly about the tourist and less about the
cultures visited (Turner & Ash, 1976; Dann, 1996). The mass tourism industry has created an
environment where travelers feel entitled to effortless and non-participatory travel, whereby
interactions with the local populations are avoided and many times discouraged. This creates an
environment where travel agents serve as “surrogate parents,” protecting tourists, telling them
what is important and not important to see (Turner & Ash, 1976; Urry, 2002). Tourists are
encouraged to stay within comfortable boundaries with no need to interact with the locals of the
cultures being visited (Dann, 1996; Dunn, 2005; Turner & Ash, 1976; Urry, 2002). On one such
charter tourist agency, Contiki Holidays’ website (www.contiki.com), a traveler described
himself as a “Culture Vulture.” In considering the enormous impact that global tourism plays on
society’s comprehension of culture today, this term is both perplexing and distressing. To view
culture in relation to a vulture implies that a culture is dead or rotting, waiting to be picked apart
and consumed by the global traveler (hooks, 1992; Nandy, 2004). At a point in time when
improved cultural understanding and competent intercultural communication is essential to
global tranquility, I question how this tourist agency is enabling tourists to view cultures through
this lens of death and distance.
As cultural sensitivity is increasingly important to successful interpersonal intercultural
interactions the following questions emerge: why is this negative form of discourse being
encouraged through the mass tourism industry and what are the effects of this discourse? What
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are the reasons for this violent image of travel, and how are companies such as Contiki Holidays
perpetuating this image? The purpose of this essay is to examine how tourism through charter
agencies, such as Contiki Holidays, leads to negative and/or nonexistent interpersonal
intercultural interactions. In this dialogue, I argue that Contiki Holidays portrays unrealistic
expectations and perspectives about cultures through Othering practices insinuated by consistent
applications of the “tourist gaze” (Urry, 2002). This in turn, encourages ethnocentrism and
stereotyping resulting in a decline in intercultural understanding and interaction.
Though on the surface the Contiki Holidays website seems to promote cultural openness
and understanding, closer analysis of the photography and discourse used, finds that the message
being sold to customers is one that perpetuates a harmful form of Othering and cultural
ignorance. A company that openly boasts its various travel itineraries available to 18-35 year
olds in over 30 countries around the world, Contiki Holidays promises its travelers a worry-free,
effortless, adventure-filled tour within 4 to 47 days.
In order to illuminate the ways this seemingly harmless form of travel is detrimental to
intercultural communication, I will first contextualize the importance of intercultural
communication. I will then describe what defines international tourism and the prospect of the
damaging creation of what Urry (2002) describes as the “tourist gaze.” Subsequently, I will
specifically look at international charter tourism, and discuss how it propagates continuous and
harmful Othering practices of local populations. Finally, I will examine how these Othering
practices, perpetuated by charter tourism, enable harmful stereotyping practices and
ethnocentrism to flourish, to the detriment of any possible intercultural understanding. By
applying these principles in combination with Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclaugh, 2000), I
will seek to uncover how Contiki Holidays, as an international charter tourism company, is
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preventing essential intercultural interactions, communication, and therefore intercultural
understanding.
Methodology
To gain a greater understanding of how Contiki Holidays contributes to the negative
effects of charter tourism, I will be analyzing various aspects of its website which I believe to be
indicative of the entire website. The parameters of my analysis will include four representative
pages of Contiki’s entire website. Using both discourse and photographs in my analysis, I will
apply Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclaugh, 2000) methods to Contiki’s home page, the “What
We Do” page and the “Responsible Travel” page. Lastly, I will analyze an example of a
representative trip itinerary. This analysis occurred from March 9, 2008 to May 9, 2008.
My examination uses Critical Discourse Analysis to reveal how the Contiki Holidays
website uses discourse and photography to redefine cultures to its customers. It presents its
customers with a reality entirely created by Contiki Holidays, as opposed to a reality dictated by
the people of the cultures themselves. “Discourse entails the negotiation and (re-)construction of
reality by individuals or groups through the use of symbolic tools” (Pozhidaev, 2007, p. 329).
The reconstruction of a cultural reality is problematic because it only “establish[es] and
encourage[es] certain favorable discourses while discouraging others,” which then results in an
unavoidable distance and a lack of intercultural communication (Pozhidaev, p. 329). The
distance created by this discourse leads to an uneven power distribution between the charter
tourism agency, the tourist, and the local populations. As Fairclough (2000) asserts,
“Connections between the use of language and the exercise of power are often not clear to
people, yet appear on closer examination to be vitally important to the workings of power” (p.
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25). Through the application of Critical Discourse Analysis one can begin to uncover how the
discourse used by Contiki Holidays, and charter tourism in general, manipulates our conceptions
of culture thereby exerting a misleading power over cultures.
Importance of Intercultural Communication
The study of intercultural communication started in the 1930s (Moon, 2002). As cultures
across the globe interact more frequently, this area of study has become more valuable to
communication scholars and the general population. Increasingly, people have more access to
travel than they have ever had in the past. This opportunity comes hand in hand with increased
exposure to diverse cultures. The addition of the cultural difference dimension to the concept of
communication results in powerful implications for interpersonal and societal interactions.
Therefore it is important, when discussing international travel, to analyze the ways we
communicate in order to reduce ethnocentric tendencies that lead to unwarranted stereotyping
and prejudices among cultures.
Intercultural communication occurring as a result of travel may act as a connector to assist us
in understanding cultural difference. It may lead to an enhanced understanding of people from
different backgrounds. Culture, defined by Ting-Toomey (2004) refers to a “complex frame of
reference that consists of patterns of traditions, beliefs, values, norms, symbols, and meanings
that are shared to varying degrees by interacting members of a community” (p. 218). As is the
case in other facets of communication, where there is a disparity of cultural tendencies, there is
also the possibility of misunderstanding, confusion, and/or frustration related to these disparities.
Communication can be defined as, “…a process involving the exchange of messages and the
creation of meaning” (Gudykunst & Nishida, 2001, p. 60). However, Gudykunst & Nishida
(2001) claim that communication is only, “…effective to the extent that the person interpreting
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the message attaches a meaning to the message that is relatively similar to what was intended by
the person transmitting it” (p. 60). Due to culturally different methods of communication, the
possibility for communication incompetence and misunderstanding becomes eminent.
Gudykunst (2002) defines intercultural communication as, “communication between people
from different cultures” (p. 19). In order to facilitate positive intercultural interactions it is
necessary to be a competent communicator, and to engage the people and practices of the
culture.
Wiseman (2002) defines competent communication as “consist[ing] of behaviors that are
regarded as effective and appropriate,” meaning “communication that gives people the desired
ability to achieve their personal goals in intercultural interactions” (p. 209). An important aspect
of intercultural communication competence is to understand “how one’s own and other cultures
can lead to more effective action across cultures” (Bennett & Castiglioni, 2004, p. 251). In effect,
it is assumed that your perspective on cultures becomes more accepting only when you are
interculturally competent. Possessing the ability to communicate competently in intercultural
settings is a necessary asset in today’s global market.
Competent intercultural communication becomes important when taking into account the
“growing interdependence of people in the world” (Rajasingham, 2004, p. 414). Along with this
interdependence “comes the integration of technology, economics, and culture” (Rajasingham,
2004, p. 414). Through personal experiences in intercultural interactions, individuals are able to
gain “increased self-reliance, the ability to take the point of view of others, and the ability to
develop workable rather than overly idealistic policies” (Brislin, 1981, p. 15).
Consequently, international tourism, which facilitates intercultural communication,
oftentimes proves to be strongly linked to experiencing intercultural interactions. The danger
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comes, however, from the assumption that all forms of travel are necessarily effective
opportunities for intercultural interactions and therefore intercultural communication. As we
shall see in this analysis, this assumption could not be further from the truth when considering
charter tourism. This form of international tourism transports tourists (usually by coach) from
city to city, country to country, continent to continent, with little or no interaction with local
populations.
International Tourism
International tourism is a multi-faceted, ever-growing industry that affects a significant
portion of society. Tourism comes in many forms, from the independent traveler to the collective
charter group. Turner and Ash (1976) define tourism as “an escape from uniformity and
complexity in search of the exotic and the simple” (p. 130). Many times people travel to escape
the mundane feel of everyday life and seek to experience a bit of the unknown and unusual.
Urry (2002) describes tourism as a “leisure activity which presupposes its opposite, namely
regulated and organized work” (p. 2). He goes on to describe tourism as occurring outside the
“normal places of residence and work” (p. 3). Noticeably, the charter tourism industry offers
tourists a form of worry-free escape from the reality of their everyday lives, into the expansive
and exciting world of travel and culture in an organized and non-threatening fashion. Through
this venue, tourists are given the opportunity to see the world, with little to no effort on their part.
Turner and Ash (1976) describe the “institutionalization of cultural tourism” beginning
as far back as the eighteenth century. Though many definitions of international tourism exist
(Suvantola, 2002; Turner & Ash, 1976; Urry, 2002), I will be conceptualizing international
tourism as the action of visiting places and/or cultures outside of one’s region, country, and/or
culture of origin.
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In many ways international tourism has the potential to lead people to a greater
understanding of culture through exposure to opportunities where intercultural communication is
more likely to occur. Oftentimes, we believe that one cannot help but interact with local cultures
when traveling abroad, but this is not always the case. In fact, frequently, charter tourist
agencies prioritize preventing intercultural exposure. Tourists’ attention is purposely framed by
these charter agencies to focus more on the agency’s predetermined agenda of an experience than
on the cultural interactions or even interest in the cultures being visited. This method leads
tourists to believe that the cultures being visited play a secondary role to the importance of the
agency’s opinions. This discourse casts cultures in a fashion that “portray[s] Other peoples as
exotic relics to gaze at, or as parts of the commodity of travel, [and it] is capable of holding back
meaningful personal contacts” (Suvantola, 2002, p. 217).
In discussing the “tourist gaze” Urry defines several specific styles of this gaze.
Particularly applicable in this analysis, he mentions the “collective gaze” and the “spectatorial
gaze” (Urry, 2002). The collective gaze is described as necessitating large numbers of people
“to give liveliness or a sense of carnival or movement” to the site while also indicating “that [the
site] is the place to be” (p. 150). The spectatorial gaze “involves the collective glancing at and
collecting of different signs that have been very briefly seen in passing, at a glance, such as from
a tourist bus window” (p. 150). These styles of “tourist gaze” are seen most often in charterstyle tourist agencies.
Through the purposeful lack of direct intercultural involvement, tourists, as a group, are
then encouraged to gaze at the local populations and view them as completely foreign and/or
bizarre entities. Thus, charter tourism agencies do not encourage tourist customers to venture
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into cultures independently in order to experience interpersonal interactions with the local
population, but rather reinforce a dependency of the traveler on the agency to experience culture.
Drawing from this framework, I define two types of travelers: the “Independent
Traveler,” who tends towards high levels of cultural immersion/interaction and therefore high
levels of intercultural communication; and the “Dependent Traveler” (i.e., Contiki’s tourist) who
tends towards very low levels of cultural immersion/interaction and therefore low levels of
intercultural communication. These two categorizations exist at different ends of the tourist
spectrum and result in very different intercultural experiences and communication. The
independent traveler tends to plan her/his own travel, and the dependent traveler tends to rely on
tourist agencies to plan her/his travel. The latter case of travel is the one I would like to focus on
exclusively because it is through this type of prearranged travel that the tourist is deterred from
intercultural interaction. As stated previously, this form of travel has the potential to impede
intercultural communication and understanding between cultures and consequently proves to be
detrimental to intercultural communication. The lack of intercultural understanding becomes
increasingly problematic when assumptions about cultures are made on false pretenses and
further perpetuate a distorted knowledge base regarding cultures. To better understand how this
occurs it is helpful to clarify the harmful effects of this “tourist gaze.” Upon closer examination
of charter tourism in general, I argue that this gaze leads to damaging Othering practices,
stereotyping, and ethnocentrism.
International Charter Tourism and Othering Practices
A large portion of what charter tourism agencies offers customers results from the blatant
Othering of cultures and, in effect, the Othering of the local populations within those cultures.
As opposed to the promotion of cultural equality and acceptance (Turner & Ash, 1976) charter
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tour agencies tend to frame cultures as highly crafted images that allow them to “define what is
beautiful, what should be experienced and with whom one should interact (Dann, 1996, p. 79).
Littlefield, McRoberts, Novack, & Spiering (2007) state that Othering is a habitual and
continuous human practice. “The distinction between we and they or us and them suggests that
as individuals reflect upon themselves and those who are different, the Other is always creat[ed]”
(p. 31). While Othering is a part of human nature, danger seeps in when the in-group (in this case
tourists traveling with Contiki) begins a purposeful separation of individuals and results in
exercising power over people in the out-group (in this case, the local populations of cultures
visited by Contiki). Oftentimes this power comes in the form of a physically detached gaze from
members of a developed nation over a less-developed nation in which no direct interactions or
contact occurs (Johnson, 1999).
The attraction that charter tourist companies sell is “the seduction of difference” that the
Other promises to provide, without the risk of “relinquish[ing] forever one’s mainstream
positionality” (hooks, 1992, p. 23). In other words, charter tourist agencies allow tourists the
possibility to observe the intriguing Other within the safely constructed borders of the tour.
Tourists are able to experience “a bit of the Other” (p. 29), without stepping too far out of their
known, comfortable reality. The desire to see the Other is manifested, but never escapes the firm
boundaries of the tourist’s identity and limits interaction with the Other’s world. Therefore
charter tourists are never able to surpass the image of culture presented by the agency in order to
dissolve the forged portrayal of a seemingly unreal Other. This Othering also occurs when an ingroup and out-group perspective manifests itself through evaluation of “outsider’s
communication behavior as inaccurate or inappropriate” (Littlefield et al., 2007, p. 32). In this
scenario, “Dependent Travelers” are encouraged to make assumptions and judgments about
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cultures without experiencing that culture from an in-group perspective and/or a local of that
culture. In effect, ignorant perspectives are formed about cultures, creating uneven and
unjustified knowledge about the Other being viewed.
Othering results in an imbalanced power distribution between charter tourist agencies and
the cultures being visited. These agencies generate a dampened perspective of culture for tourist
consumption. Instead of recognizing each culture’s value, charter agencies have a tendency to
guide focus and value onto the tourists themselves (Bruner, 1991). Consequently, “the Other is
merely the presence-at-hand which creates the background for new experiences” (Suvantola,
2002, p.225). In this way, the powerful (i.e., charter tourist agencies) are able to dictate what
narratives will be told and what pictures will be seen, so that the cultures are molded to fit inside
an outsider’s depiction of the culture (Bruner, 1991). This uneven distribution of power leads to
the perpetuation of damaging stereotyping of the visited cultures and local populations.
Effects of Charter Tourism: Stereotyping and Ethnocentrism
Johnson (1999) defines stereotyping as, “collective abstractions of persons or groups” (p.
417). He warns of the risk in viewing the images set forth by charter tourist agencies that treat
local populations “like objects-merely elements in an exotic country” (p. 425). Furthermore, by
distorting perspectives on cultures, charter tourist companies justify the lack of intercultural
interaction and communication that occur on their trips. Instead they facilitate cultural distance
and misrepresentation.
Arasaratnam and Banerjee (2007) identify ethnocentrism as “a way of seeing one’s own
culture as central to all others and evaluating other cultures based on one’s own value” (p. 305).
The environment fostered by ethnocentrism is one closed off from intercultural understanding,
which in turn hinders the possibility of intercultural interactions. Intercultural interactions are
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unavoidable occurrences in today’s economic, political, and social worlds. Therefore, it
becomes necessary to focus attention on cooperation and competent communication between
cultures in order to attain effective intercultural interactions. Asante (1983) refers to effective
intercultural communication necessitating a basis of equality between interactants “because the
sharing of meaning is the fundamental prerequisite of communicative understanding” (p. 6). The
false portrayal of cultures by charter tourism companies perpetuates the uneven distribution of
power that leads to ineffective intercultural communication.
Clearly, a lack of direct contact with local peoples in the visited cultures leads to
misrepresentations of culture. Basing knowledge of culture on a tourist agency’s portrayal of a
picture of the original culture becomes the new reality of cultural education on charter tours.
Baudrillard (1983) describes the hyperreal as “the generation by models of a real without origin
or reality” (p. 2). In this way, charter tourism groups allow for a hyperreal cultural reality to
exist, a reality in which no actual intercultural interaction is needed. One is encouraged to derive
judgments of the Other from a secure and distant gaze, while also gaining an ethnocentric view
of what it must mean to be the Other. In effect, “how the tourists experience the Other for most
people arises less from the Other itself than from the ideas and dreams projected on it … by the
tourists themselves, and by … deliberate and creative staging by the travel industry” (Suvantola,
2002, p. 268).
As mentioned previously in this essay, this is where the “tourist gaze” provides tourists
with a false sense of knowledge regarding visited cultures. The “tourist gaze” is structured by
the obvious perceptions of what charter tourist agencies view as “extraordinary and therefore
worth viewing” in a culture (Urry, 2002, p. 59). Consequently, attention is focused on specific
representations of the cultures visited instead of the realities of these culture and their local
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populations. Subsequently, impressions and/or opinions regarding these cultures are oftentimes
based on a false sense of knowledge.
The “tourist gaze” is said to have emerged in the year 1840, involving the “combining
together of the means of collective travel, the desire for travel, the techniques of photographic
reproduction and the notion of landscape” (Urry, 2005, p. 21). Technological innovations such
as the camera, video camera, and photograph in general, have allowed tourists and charter tourist
agencies to perfect this gaze. An unfortunate side effect of this phenomenon is the perpetual
distance from interaction with local populations. Tourists rely on the gaze to inform them about
the local populations more so than interpersonal interactions (Suvantola, 2002). As Suvantola
(2002) points out this gaze is “interesting [because] although the experience of the Other is a
central aim of travel, the Other itself can be a surprisingly small contributor to the actual travel
experience” (p. 269). The distance created by the gaze is further encouraged and perpetuated by
the strategic photography of charter tourism agencies.
Photographing the Cultural Other
Strategic photography creating and sustaining Othering practices is typical in the tourism
industry. The nature of the photograph allows for the gaze to focus in on whatever part of the
culture a traveler or tourist agency chooses (Edwards, 1996). As evidenced in a study analyzing
the discourse of tourist brochures, Dann (1996) noted the rarity of circumstances in which
brochures actually showed tourists mixing with the local populations. Dann found that on 11
representative summer-holiday brochures, out of the 5172 pictures featured on 1470 pages of
visual and written material, less than 10% of all brochure pictures showed tourists mixing with
members of the local population. If they were shown in pictures it was mainly as hotel staff,
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vendors or entertainers. This lack of focus on cultural interaction proves destructive to
intercultural interactions.
By advertising little to no cultural interaction on travel brochures and websites, the focus
of cultural interaction becomes secondary to the importance of a tourist’s ability to boast her or
his cultural credentials. In the end, the tourist is able to purchase a culture as she or he would
purchase a camera, and view the culture as she or he sees fit (Turner and Ash, 1976). In
essence, this form of travel encourages tourists to view the form of culture that they perceive
appropriate, as long as it does not stray too far outside the predetermined gaze put before them.
Keeping this gaze in mind, and having gained general insight into how charter tourism
perpetuates harmful Othering practices, stereotyping, and ethnocentrism, we are now able to
examine how Contiki Holidays, in particular, perpetuates these harmful practices.
Meet Contiki Holidays
Contiki Holidays (www.contiki.com, 2008) is a charter tourist agency that specializes in
worldwide coach tours catering expressly to younger tourists, ages 18-35. Charter tourism refers
to the transportation involved in the Contiki Holidays tours; it uses mainly large coaches to
transport customers on their travel excursions with occasional additions of other forms of travel
(Jacobsen, 2000). As I previously noted, Contiki Holidays is a tourist agency that specifically
accommodates “Dependent Travelers”. It provides fully planned tourist packages to most areas
of the world including: guided tours, adventure travel, accommodations, transportation, personal
tour guides, information resources, cultural familiarity, recommendations on must-see sights, etc.
A trip (or tour, to use their phrasing) with Contiki can last anywhere from 4 days visiting 1
country, to 47 days visiting 17 countries with a variety of tour lengths and destinations in
between. Contiki Holidays travels to 32 countries and provides over 100 itinerary possibilities
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for their coach tours. Contiki Holiday’s attraction is that it promises young travelers adventure,
security in a basic cultural familiarity, other travelers/quick friends who will share in their tour
experience, and an effortless approach to travel whereby Contiki takes care of all arrangements.
Culture Vulture Exposed
At first glance this type of travel may seem harmless and convenient. However, the
implications of prefabricated tours such as these offer a simplistic and superficial view of
cultures and may prove to be detrimental to the future of effective intercultural communication.
In order to further comprehend the ways Contiki Holidays lends itself to the practice of Othering
and ethnocentrism, this analysis will use the Contiki Holidays website. Selected portions of the
website will be analyzed in relation to their relevancy to my argument. Specifically, I will look
at representative sample photographs and discourses throughout the site and expose how Contiki
Holidays Others local populations in visited cultures. Which in turn leads to a lack of
intercultural interaction, communication and comprehension, perpetuating increased
ethnocentrism and stereotyping. When combined, this leads to further distancing and
miscommunications between cultures and the people of the world.
On arriving at Contiki Holiday’s home page (www.contiki.com, 2008) one sees a rotating
mix of photographs of: adventure-- cliff jumping in Greece; excitement-- whitewater rafting in
Austria; beauty-- architecture from Russia; and awe-inspiring scenery in the Rockies of Canada
and the U.S.A. Every picture tantalizes the viewer (the tourist) with a promise of more beauty,
more excitement and more pleasure than the last. However, something is missing in these
photographs. Out of every enticing photograph presented, the only interactions presented are
between and among the tourists in the “exotic and foreign lands.” Locals from the culture being
visited are only depicted as serving the tourists, a therefore, subservient role. As discussed
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previously, this misrepresentation of local populations lends itself to an unequal power
distribution between the tourist and the locals. In this manner, the narrative dictates that the local
populations of these areas exist for the tourist and are, therefore, not as important as the tourist.
In essence, the people of the culture only exist to serve the fantasies of the potential tourist who
is visiting the website.

Photographs such as these, on Contiki website’s home page, fall into a specific style of
vacation fantasy. Dann (1996) explains the lack of focus on culture in labeling 4 different styles
of vacations advertised through travel brochures. Two of these vacation styles are directly
applicable to Contiki’s website.
The first style is described as “paradise contrived,” in which scenery photographs are
used with natives interspersed as part of the scenery (Dann, 1996, p. 69). Therefore, locals are
present in the pictures, but only to add credence to the legitimacy of the foreign location.
Contiki exhibits many examples of this type of photograph. For instance, after clicking on the
all-inclusive trip to Egypt one sees what appears to be an Egyptian man on a camel in front of the
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pyramids. One cannot see his face and the focus is not really on the man; rather, what becomes
clear after reading the paragraph beside the picture, is that the man has little to do with the trip,
and instead the focus is placed on the narrative that Contiki constructs of what “makes up” the
Egyptian culture. The text beside the photograph offers the tourist a mysterious and magical
fantasy narrative at minimal cost and/or effort:

http://contiki.com/trip_finder/egypt

Travel back in time to the days of the Pharaohs with this action packed trek around
Egypt. You'll be guided through the craziness of Cairo with an expert Egyptian Tour
Manager who'll be at your side for the entire tour. See the Great Pyramids and Sphinx in
Giza, the Temple of Karnak and Valley of the Kings in Luxor, and enjoy the best
shopping in the bazaar! No sitting on a coach for 8 days on this tour either, you'll get to
admire the scenery from the deck of your felucca as you sail from Aswan to Luxor along
the Nile. Step back in time and enjoy! (http://contiki.com/tours/102-egypt-the-nile, 2000).

This narrative promises many things. Initially, the tourist is promised the exotic
Otherness: Egypt as a culture and Egypt as a historical event. By choosing this tour, the traveler
will be transported into the past by her or his “Egyptian” tour guide who will watch over and
lead the innocent tourists on a daring adventure in the far-off exotic and somewhat dangerous
land of Egypt. The discourse further communicates the effortless ease with which one is able to
accomplish this incredible feat. All one has to do is remain on the tour boat, and Contiki will
take care of bringing the “authentic” culture to the tourist’s feet, therefore, placing the tourist in a
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position of power over the local populations. What could be more enticing? In effect, one is
encouraged by this discourse and these photographs, to stay comfortably ethnocentric, and view
all of Egypt in a stereotypically ancient and exotic way.
In Dann’s (1996) second form of travel, “paradise confined,” one finds photographs of
tourists enjoying themselves with no reference to the native cultures (p. 72). This style
comprises the majority of Contiki’s website. Tourists are shown interacting with tourists,
befriending each other while experiencing the exotic excitement that international travel offers.
Suvantola (2002) describes this approach to tourism as reinforcing the “us versus them”
mentality meaning, “among us we can retain our confidence and control because we know what
to expect” (p. 226). This photographic portrayal of culture allows tourists to maintain their safe,
dominant observer status. The vacation picture is one of ease, fun and an ethnocentric
understanding of the places and people visited. Using this style of photograph, the tourist is
encouraged to turn a blind eye to local populations, and instead focus on his/her own perception
of the culture.

http://contiki.com/

On Contiki’s home page (www.contiki.com, 2008) one finds a woman’s face directly next to
someone’s hand that seems to be pinching the Eiffel Tower between her or his forefinger and
thumb. This photograph encapsulates Contiki’s view of culture flawlessly; culture is something
tangible, as if it can be held and therefore, controlled, in the palm of your hand. Through
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photographs such as this, tourists are offered the power to dictate the narrative of cultures visited
from a dominant yet distanced perspective. Lacking experience, tourists are led to believe that
having the picture equates to having cultural knowledge. In this way tourists are mislead into
believing they are inter-culturally competent without participating in a single intercultural
interaction.
The third and fourth styles of travel that Dann (1996) discusses are “paradise controlled”
and “paradise confused” (pp. 67-73). In both instances, increased focus is on the natives and
tourists interacting. These styles rarely, if ever, occur on Contiki’s website. Contiki’s website
discourses and photographs are highly tourist-centered, and therefore, pay little to no attention to
anything but the tourist. Consequently, the importance of genuine cultural interaction with the
local populations is constructed as entirely insignificant to experiencing all the world has to
offer.
The Contiki Holidays website is flooded with photographs from past travelers and tour
guides. All of these pictures are either of the dependent tourists or of scenery (though there are
significantly fewer scenic photos). Absolutely none of the pictures on the website portray the
tourists interacting with local populations. Each one of these photographs has a link to a specific
traveler’s profile as well as other pictures taken by that traveler (as seen in the profile below).
Posting these photographs on Cotiki’s website becomes a form of traveling capital for travelers
to prove that they are part of the Contiki in-group. Meethan (2001) notes, “a photographic
record provides the material witness so to speak, that one has seen the sights, been there and
done that” (p. 84). In effect, focus is again pulled away from knowledge of the culture visited
and local populations, and instead turned into a form of photographic travel capital through
Contiki’s design.
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http://contiki.com/people/cdm115

As Turner and Ash (1976) state, “The organized coach tour has greatly facilitated this
[distanced form] tourism. Landscape and people become a blur seen from a coach window, as
the tourist speeds from one antiquity to the next-isolated even from prevailing climatic
conditions by air-conditioning” (p. 137). Effectively, the importance of travel focuses solely on
where Contiki travelers have been, and not on intercultural interactions, communication or
understanding of other cultures. The photographic consumption of exotic locales becomes, as
Elliot (2004) asserts “…a dynamic and relatively autonomous process which involves the
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symbolic construction of a sense of self through the accumulation of cultural and symbolic
capital” (p. 133). People on the Contiki website define their traveling worthiness through their
posted pictures. Preference is clearly given to those travelers interacting with other travelers;
pictures revealing anything about the cultures visited are not valued. This process exposes the
power dynamic that Contiki holds over visited cultures by framing them simply as the Other;
they are there to be experienced, but not necessarily as a culture of equal importance to that of
the dependent travelers.
In this case, the Other is referred to in the photographs solely through well-recognized
landscapes and not through any interpersonal interaction. This type of photograph reinforces the
lack of contact between Contiki’s tourists and the local populations. Effectively, the striking
image of the “culture vulture” is brought to life. A tourist’s photographic cultural capital is
gained on a Contiki Holiday Tour and facilitates the tourist capturing a cultural image with no
life in reality, and then posting it on the website for all other possible tourists to consume. The
culture is dead in the photograph and therefore non-threatening, making it easy to passively
consume as a “culture vulture.”
Discourse of “Tour-avler”?
“Be a traveler, not a tourist” (http://contiki.com/contiki-experience, 2000). This slogan is
at the heart of Contiki’s self-presentation. The façade of reality is embedded deep within
Contiki’s website. Through much of the website discourse, Contiki continuously pushes the idea
that they are not like other outdated charter tourist companies. One is reminded of the rebellious
teenager who tries to prove to her or his parents that she or he is not a child anymore.
Frequently, in the process of attempting to prove their maturity level, teenagers unknowingly
present themselves as the very thing they strive to avoid: children. A similar phenomenon occurs
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in Contiki’s stated “new and innovative view” on traveling. Although it does contain several
adventure aspects that many charter agencies do not, in the end, Contiki continues to be a charter
tour company that buses tourists from one country to the next and presents them with a specific
prescribed view of other cultures.
In their “innovative” style, Contiki presents its customers as “travelers” instead of
“tourists” thus bestowing upon them what Contiki views as nearly a hierarchical position within
the travel industry (Jacobsen, 2000). While tourists are seen as passive, old and consumers of
culture, Contiki portrays its travelers as hip, active, and partaking in local culture. Contiki
recently added a new page to its website entitled “Responsible Travel.” Here, it reveals that part
of its profits are donated to promoting sustainable travel. Upon further examination, however,
there is no clear breakdown of who receives these charitable funds and how, in fact, they are
helping anyone or anything. Contiki presents discourse on this page to facilitate a charitable
sense of well-being and entice customers to choose their product.

http://contiki.com/pages/410-responsible-travel
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The focus is not on who actually receives the money, but rather as a tactic to entice the
consumer into a guilt-free, worry-free, and consequently culture-free tour. In this manner,
Contiki creates a pseudo- tourist, what I deem the “tour-avler.” This type of traveler is still fully
reliant on Contiki for everything on the tour (i.e., food, shelter, transportation, perception of
culture); however, they have a cool, new, and interesting humanitarian façade that allows them to
feel more entitled to travel than the tourist of the past.
Contiki’s website discourse completes the unashamed Othering of the photographs
presented throughout the site. One such quote from Contiki’s “What We do” site states, “Climb
the Eiffel Tower in Paris, island hop in Greece, snorkel the Great Barrier Reef or white water raft
in Austria, dance until dawn in Barcelona, toast in the beer halls of Munich, or skydive in New
Zealand” (http://contiki.com/contiki-experience, 2000). These fantastic claims promise a
concept of travel, mostly free from localized interpersonal cultural interactions, while
simultaneously delivering an “authentic” cultural experience.
Baudrillard (2006) discusses authenticity in terms of the “real” and “unreal” in order to
suggest that the real (or authentic) that is presented to society through pictures and the media is
nothing more than a simulation of reality (or authenticity) created by humans. “The real is
produced from miniaturized cells, matrices, and memory banks, models of control. It is a
question of substituting the signs of the real for the real” (p. 454). Similarly, Contiki attempts to
distance itself from other “passé” charter tourist agencies by presenting tourists with claims of an
“authentic” cultural experience. In truth, what it is presenting travelers with is its version of
authentic culture. Consequently, Contiki seems to be encouraging cultural exploration but, in
actuality, is encouraging quite the opposite action: a lack of active cultural exploration.
Ironically, during my time frame of analysis, there was not one photograph on this site that
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showed any form of intercultural interaction between Contiki tourists and the local populations
of the cultures being visited. “What makes traveling with Contiki different … is we …
encourage [travelers] to experience these places in a completely subjective and unique way. It’s
not just what you see, it’s how you see it” (http://contiki.com/contiki-experience, 2000).
After reviewing Contiki itineraries online, it is evident that the subjective view of culture
promised to the tourist is one that is actually functioning to perpetuate Contiki’s cultural
perspectives. There is no way to gain a subjective view of cultures and local populations when
every single hour of every single day is planned for you (see Appendix A). Through this
influence the dependent travelers of Contiki are, as Bruner (1991) states, “…protected from
direct interaction with (the local cultures), and …most of their time is spent in the company of
other tourists” (p. 242). As a result, intercultural communication never occurs outside the tour
bus.
Even as Contiki portrays the opposite of cultural insight through highly structured
itineraries, it continues to claim its tours offer educated insights on visited cultures. However,
with a lack of time or opportunity on the tours for travelers to interact with these cultures,
judgments are formed from a distant gaze, a “tourist gaze” (Urry, 2002), instead of first hand
experiences. Nevertheless, as Urry (2002) points out, “…the tourist gaze is structured by
culturally specific notions of what is extraordinary and therefore worth viewing” (p. 59).
Therefore, all impressions and/or opinions of the visited cultures are based on a false sense of
knowledge that Contiki imparts on its travelers. Accordingly, difficulties arise as dependent
travelers are encouraged (by Contiki) to present and re-present its ill-informed opinions and
perspectives on its website. This cycle can be seen in the photographs posted by past travelers
and tour guides that further perpetuate Contiki’s cultural prejudices and perspectives. By not
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encouraging or allowing for real intercultural communication and contact to occur, Contiki
reinforces the “tourist gaze” and therefore perpetuates the ethnocentric, distant and inaccurate
interpretation of the Other as it is created through their discourse and photographs. West (2000)
points out that photographs “record only one (constructed) moment … they exclude as well as
include … what isn’t represented in the photo[graph] often possesses more meaning than what
is” (p. xiv). Contiki Holiday’s website propagates the misrepresentations of cultures around the
world through their practices of strategic photography.
Conclusion
My purpose in writing this essay was not to show how malicious a company Contiki
Holidays is. On the contrary, as I was researching and analyzing this topic between March 9 to
May 9, 2008, I found that Contiki Holidays had updated their website to include a much more
diverse tourist population base in their photographs. It also added a new webpage called
“Responsible Travel,” in which it began to show signs of adjustment to intercultural awareness.
Although these efforts are steps in the right direction, the need for a fundamental shift in the
motives behind charter tourism continues. This shift would further avoid the damaging effects of
Othering and ethnocentrism that occur as a result of the “tourist gaze” and are reinforced through
Contiki’s photographs and discourses (analyzed above). Additionally, I do not claim that simply
by interacting with people from different cultures one gains intercultural competence. However,
if one is never given the chance to interact, all possibility becomes intangible and unattainable.
Throughout this analysis I have clarified the ways charter tourism is detrimental to
intercultural communication. First, I contextualized the importance of intercultural
communication, then I discussed international tourism and the prospect of the damaging creation
of Urry’s (2002) “tourist gaze.” Subsequently, I analyzed international charter tourism, and
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discussed how it propagates continuous and harmful Othering practices of local populations.
This theoretical framework was then used to explain in more depth how the Othering practices
perpetuated by charter tourism enable harmful stereotyping and ethnocentrism to flourish, to the
detriment of any possible intercultural understanding. Finally, I applied all of these principles in
combination with a method of Critical Discourse Analysis, to investigate how Contiki Holidays,
as an international charter tourism company, is preventing intercultural interactions,
communication, and therefore intercultural understanding from occurring. As a result, I have
shown that all of these areas have contributed largely to the conception of travel as ownership of
cultural capital which may enable travelers to feel entitled to dissect and consume cultures
without any form of real interaction with the cultures, hence the conception of the “culture
vulture” created by a Contiki traveler that I mentioned in the introduction.
According to Jandt (2004), one of the important focuses of intercultural communication
is how we can live together on this planet in peace and with justice. Charter tourism agencies,
such as Contiki Holidays, provide people with a perspective of culture that focuses solely on
ethnocentric values and stereotypes from which they form understandings of entire societies and
cultures. Tourism provides many opportunities for people from different cultures to interact and
communicate, thereby gaining a greater understanding and tolerance of humanity. However, in
order to foster an environment of justice and peace, a main focus of travel needs to shift from
interaction-free travel, to interaction-rich travel.
As a final thought, as a vulture hovers over its meal waiting for death, so does Contiki
encourage its travelers to hover over cultures, waiting for a time to pick apart fragments of the
cultural images they collect on their tour. The reality created by Contiki allows its travelers to
remain comfortable and ethnocentric while also giving them a sense of entitlement. This
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provides a false feeling of “worldly understanding” and “experience.” By perpetuating this lack
of actual intercultural contact, Contiki prevents travelers from becoming more efficient and/or
successful in intercultural communication. In order for Contiki to foster an atmosphere of
“worldliness” it must first emphasize the importance and necessity for intercultural contact and
communication.
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Appendix A
Sample Contiki Travel Itinerary, “European Whirl”
1. Day 1: Depart for Europe
Your exciting European trip begins.
2. Day 2: Arrive London
Check-in to your hotel after 2pm then enjoy the day exploring London. Tonight, meet
your Contiki Tour Manager and fellow travelers for a pre-departure meeting.
3. Day 3: London to Amsterdam
A warm welcome from your Contiki Crew as we head for the White Cliffs of Dover and
the Channel crossing to France. We travel through Belgium and into the Netherlands.
After dinner a chance to explore this unique city and it's amazing nightlife. Youth Hotel
4. Day 4: Amsterdam
After a relaxing bicycle ride through the cheese village of Edam, use the rest of your free
day to explore this fascinating city. Perhaps visit famous sights such as Anne Frank's
House or the Van Gogh Museum. Tonight a chance to try some local cuisine. Youth
Hotel
5. Day 5: Amsterdam to Berlin
Today we pass Hannover and cross the River Elbe as we make our way to Germany's
capital, Berlin. Youth Hotel
6. Day 6: Berlin
Time to explore this lively city where East and West once met. A chance for an Historical
Walking tour, a visit to the "Checkpoint Charlie" museum or to check out the great shops,
cafés and nightlife. Youth Hotel
7. Day 7: Berlin to Prague
This morning we make a stop in Dresden before crossing the border into the Czech
Republic. Tonight we discover the golden city of Prague. Hotel
8. Day 8: Prague
A free day to soak up the Bohemian delights of Prague. Visit the Hradcany Castle district
where the St. Vitus Cathedral dominates the skyline. Shop for crystal in the Old Town
then perhaps join us for a lunch cruise along the Vltava River. Dinner is your choice
tonight, a great way to farewell this magical capital. Youth Hotel
9. Day 9: Prague to Munich
On to Bavaria's lively capital Munich, home to the Oktoberfest. This afternoon an
orientation tour including the Glockenspiel and Marienplatz. Maybe join us this evening
at one of the city's traditional Beer Halls. Youth Hotel
10. Day 10: Munich to Austrian Tyrol
This morning a beautiful mountain drive from Bavaria to the Austrian Tyrol. Enjoy the
scenery from a different angle and join us for a bike ride and barbeque lunch. Contiki
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Special Stopover
11. Day 11: Austrian Tyrol to Venice
This morning the Austrian Alps form the backdrop for you to try white water rafting
before we travel into Italy. We journey past Verona, home to Romeo and Juliet before
continuing to mainland Venice. Contiki Village
(http://contiki.com/tours/126-european-whirl, 2008)

12. Day 12: Venice
A short boat ride takes us into the historical centre of Venice to see St. Mark's Square, the
Doges' Palace, and the Bridge of Sighs. See glass and lace making demonstrations and
why not treat yourself to a gondola ride? Contiki Village
13. Day 13: Venice to Rome
All roads lead to Rome where our included sightseeing tour is the perfect introduction to
the Eternal City. Tonight, a walking tour of this ancient city will include the Trevi
Fountain, the Pantheon and Piazza Navona. Contiki Village
14. Day 14: Rome
Once at the centre of the powerful Roman Empire this city, steeped in centuries of
ancient history, awaits your discovery. The Colosseum, Imperial Forum and the treasures
of the Vatican City make for a day of serious sightseeing. Contiki Village
15. Day 15: Rome to Florence
A morning drive to Florence where our included walking tour takes us to the Duomo,
Giotto's Bell Tower, Piazza della Signoria and the Basilica of Sante Croce. Shop for
leather, gold and silver and tonight, a chance to sample the local food, drink, and
nightlife. Contiki Village
16. Day 16: Florence to Swiss Alps
We continue north past Lake Como and through beautiful mountain scenery, visiting the
lakeside town of Lucerne in central Switzerland. Our idyllic stop in the Swiss Alps is
nestled at the base of the Jungfrau mountain. Contiki Special Stopover
17. Day 17: Swiss Alps
A spectacular day where you can choose to hike the many trails or maybe enjoy a trip up
the snow-covered Jungfrau mountain on a cog railway that passes through the Eiger
mountain! Contiki Special Stopover
18. Day 18: Swiss Alps to Paris
Travel past vineyards and through the French countryside to the romantic city of Paris
and your first glimpse of this beautiful city. Contiki Village
19. Day 19: Paris
Today's sightseeing includes some of the most celebrated icons of Europe. Perhaps take
the opportunity to visit the Louvre, Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame, Arc de Triomphe or the
Champs Elysées. Tonight, why not complete your Parisian experience with a French meal
and a famous Parisian cabaret? Contiki Village
20. Day 20: Paris to London
After breakfast, there will be a transfer for you to Charles de Gaulle Airport (estimated
arrival at 10:00 am) OR choose to take a complimentary transfer to central London with
your Tour Manager and Driver and extend your stay.
(http://contiki.com/tours/126-european-whirl, 2008)
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Abstract
The historical progression of audience research has almost always been inextricably
linked to the advancement of media technologies. From the large screen spectacle of
cinema complexes, to the privacy of television boxes, the intimacy of portable media
devices to the personalised experiences of the Internet, the way in which audiences
interact and relate to media products, often in a constant state of flux, has long been
shaped by shifts in media technology. In a media environment that espouses a
landscape of highly varied forms of media content, media audiences and media
entertainment behaviour, it is prudent to scrutinize just how contemporary audiences
are affected by the technology around them, and where mass media content is situated
in a landscape that is constantly growing in scope. How is current audience behaviour
affected by current media technology, and how does this behaviour affect their
relationship to media content? This paper aims to explore, through an analysis of past
and current audience research, as well as observations of the current media landscape,
the way in which audience behaviour has evolved with shifts in technology, and will
discuss the implications of current audience behaviour on the future of narrative
content production.

1
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David Hume and Infinite Divisibility: The Grain of Sand Argument

Abstract
David Hume advances a multitude of arguments against the infinite divisibility of space in the
Treatise of Human Nature. One of these arguments will be examined and critiqued in this paper: the
grain of sand argument. In the grain of sand argument, Hume maintains that the idea of space or
extension is not infinitely divisible since the human mind is finite. The human mind reaches an idea, a
minimum sensible (a grain of sand), which is best described as a colored point. In this paper, I will
show that Hume’s theory of impressions and ideas—the division of impressions and ideas into simple
and complex—necessitates his conclusion that the idea of space consists of minimum sensibles. I will
argue that there is one idea, founded on Hume’s discussion of microscopes, that is neither simple nor
complex and makes the idea of infinitely divisible space possible: that is, levels of perception and their
comparisons. The possibility of this new idea invalidates Hume’s theory of impressions and ideas as a
final epistemological theory.
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In the section on space and time in the Treatise of Human Nature, David Hume argues against
the infinite divisibility of space or extension. His arguments fall into one of the following three
categories: on the idea of extension, on the relation between the idea of extension and the reality of
extension, and the defense of the doctrine of minimum colored sensibles. This paper focuses on the
grain of sand argument from the section on the idea of extension. In this argument, Hume contends that
one’s idea of space or extension is not infinitely divisible since one arrives at an absolute minimum
concept: the minimum sensible. A minimum sensible, or a “grain of sand”, is best described as an
indivisible, colored point. The theory of impressions and ideas—the division of ideas into simple and
complex—necessitates Hume’s conclusion that space or extension is composed of minimum sensibles.
Therefore, the idea or impression of extension cannot be infinitely divisible. It will be argued that
Hume’s theory of impressions and ideas is problematic since one can conceive of an idea—of different
levels of perception and their comparisons—that is neither simple nor complex. The idea of different
levels of perception and their comparisons arises from Hume’s discussion of microscopes in the Treatise
of Human Nature. Thus, the idea of levels of perception and their comparisons is like the act of a
microscope focusing in on, or away from, a given object, while considering the possibility of further
levels of magnification. Through this new idea, one can preserve the idea of infinitely divisible
extension. Therefore, if the idea of different levels of perception and their comparisons is valid, then the
theory of impressions and ideas is an incomplete theory of knowledge.
First, I will analyze Hume’s grain of sand argument, unveiling its underlying principles. Next, I
will raise objections to the grain of sand argument and provide Humean responses to them. I will show
that Hume’s epistemology necessarily leads him to conclude that space or extension is not infinitely
divisible. Finally, I will investigate the idea of different levels of perception and their comparisons,
showing that it cannot be accounted for in Hume’s epistemology.
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David Hume’s arguments against the infinite divisibility of space arise from the principle of the
finitude of the human mind. He writes: “ ‘Tis universally allowed, that the capacity of the human mind
is limited and can never attain a full and adequate conception of infinity” 1 . Those who advocate the
infinite divisibility of extension would readily agree that the human mind is finite, and cannot truly
grasp infinity: “It belongs to the nature of a finite mind, that it cannot comprehend the infinite” 2 . One
cannot hold an infinity of ideas or objects in the mind simultaneously. Hume continues, concluding that
one can have no idea of infinite extension or of an infinity of parts of extension since the human mind is
finite: “It requires scarce any induction to conclude from hence, that the idea which we form of any
finite quality, is not infinitely divisible, but that by proper distinctions and separations we may run this
idea to inferior ones, which will be perfectly simple and indivisible” 3 . At this point in the debate, it
appears that Hume’s opposition must agree that the human mind can have no idea of infinite extension
or of a finite extension with an infinity of parts. Without the ability to conceive an extension with an
infinity of parts, one cannot conceive extension to be infinitely divisible.
The crucial issue is whether the finitude of the human mind excludes it from conceiving extension
as infinitely divisible. The question is whether it is necessary that the finite human mind hold an idea of
an actual infinity of parts of extension in order to consider extension as infinitely divisible (that is, to be
able to perceive the infinity of parts simultaneously). Or is it necessary that the human mind, in order to
consider infinite divisibility, need only think of extension as having a potential infinity of parts? The
mind sees no end to the diminutions of a given finite extension, even though it does not actually hold all
of the parts that would result from the diminution in mind simultaneously. David Hume believes that
the conception of the infinite divisibility of a finite extension entails that one must hold in mind all of

1

Treatise, 24.
Arnauld, 334.
3
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the parts of extension simultaneously. Those who support the infinite divisibility of extension maintain
that one must hold the idea of the potentially infinite parts of extension in mind.
David Hume’s argument from the finitude of the human mind runs as follows:
(1.) The human mind is finite.
(2.) Nothing that is finite can conceive or have within it an adequate idea of infinity or of an infinity of
parts.
(2a.) The finite mind cannot complete an infinite process of thought. For the addition of finite
operations of thinking cannot, in a finite time, complete an infinite process.
(2b.) If the finite mind cannot complete an infinite process of thought, then it cannot form an
idea of infinity.
Therefore, the human mind cannot conceive or have an adequate idea of infinite extension, or an
infinity of parts of extension.
Hume’s argument is valid. However, in order to assess the soundness of his argument, it is
necessary to move to the grain of sand argument. Given the fact that the human mind is finite, it must
reach a minimum in its perceptions 4 . This minimum cannot be conceivably divided further or else the
mind would be infinite. If the minimum is divided, however, it would be annihilated 5 . Hume
challenges his opponents to take the idea of a grain of sand (a presumed minimum sensible) and
determine whether this grain can be divided further:
“When you tell me of the thousandth and ten thousandth part of a grain of sand, I
have a distinct idea of these numbers and of their different proportions; but the images,
which I form in my mind to represent the things themselves, are nothing different from
each other, nor inferior to that image, by which I represent the grain of sand itself, which
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is supposed so vastly to exceed them. What consists of parts is distinguishable into them,
and what is distinguishable is separable. But whatever you may imagine of the thing, the
idea of a grain of sand is not distinguishable nor separable into twenty, much less into a
thousand, ten thousand, or an infinite number of different ideas” 6
Key to Hume’s grain of sand argument is the principle that distinct implies separable. When one
inspects the idea of a grain of sand, it is inconceivable that the idea be broken down any further without
annihilating the idea itself. This idea of a grain of sand does not have parts. Thus, if our idea of
extension is infinitely divisible, then the idea of a grain of sand would have an infinity of parts, and one
would be able to distinguish these parts. But since one cannot distinguish the parts of the idea of a grain
of sand, our idea of extension cannot be infinitely divisible. Our idea of extension is composed of an
aggregate of minimum sensibles.
The opposing side may wish to pursue further whether one can conceive the idea of a minimum
sensible, and whether one can hold this idea of a minimum sensible clearly and distinctly in mind. How
can one specify the exact nature of this minimum sensible? It might be the case that, having measured
one’s mental field of view horizontally or vertically (a spatial grid) 7 , one notices that idea vanishes right
before the 1.2 mark. If one makes a more precise measurement, it may be the case that the minimum
sensible vanishes around the 1.19 mark. This process can repeat indefinitely as one tries to specify the
exact minimum sensible. It does not refute this position to say that the idea vanishes after the 1.19 mark
either since it might be the case that the idea vanishes around the 1.189999 mark. One continuously
divides the idea against the measure. What results is an infinite division while trying to specify what the
minimum sensible is in relation to the measurement. Thus, even while trying to ascertain the exact

6
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“Horizontal” and “vertical” stand for the “X” and “Y” coordinates respectively.
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nature of the minimum sensible, one can conceivably pass through an infinity of measures of extension.
Only the infinite divisibility of extension could explain this point.
A similar argument that the opposing side may wish to wage is from Antoine Arnauld’s PortRoyal Logic. Arnauld argues that the possibility of increasing extension to infinity shows that extension
can be infinitely divisible. To demonstrate this point, he asks one to conceive an infinitely extended
length of level sea, and a ship that heads out from a port in a straight line along the sea 8 . As the ship
moves away from the port in finite distances, one can see the ship gradually diminishing as it heads out
further along the infinite sea. The infinite degrees through which the ship’s apparent size diminishes
correspond to a division on a given finite line. This effect is communicated to the perceiver especially if
one inspects the departing ship through a magnifying glass. There is a ray which terminates at the base
of the vessel, and another horizontal ray which terminates at an arbitrary point above the point at which
the other ray terminates 9 . As the ship moves farther out to sea, the ray that terminates at the bottom of
the vessel moves higher toward the other horizontal ray. This ray, however, can never be parallel with
the other horizontal ray. As the ship moves farther out, the ray that terminates at the bottom of the
vessel moves more slowly toward the termination point of the other horizontal ray 10 . Thus, as the ray
which terminates at the base of the vessel moves toward the point at which the other horizontal ray
terminates, each degree marks a possible division in a given line.
Robert Fogelin does not find the proof presented in the Port-Royal Logic to be demonstrative of
the infinite divisibility of extension. He writes:
“To answer this, it is important to see that this argument is not a proof or
demonstration in the sense that the standard derivation of, say, the Pythagorean Theorem
is a proof or demonstration. In that case the formula for the Pythagorean Theorem is the
8
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last step in the derivation; it occurs as a line in a proof. Here, instead, we are presented
with a vivid example which tempts us to view things in a certain way. The fact that,
presented with this picture, we are strongly inclined to accept the conclusion that a line is
infinitely divisible does not convert the reasoning into a geometrical demonstration” 11 .
In order to see that this proof works, one has to accept the intuition that this illustration shows that space
is infinitely divisible. David Hume might argue that, while the ray which terminates at the base of the
vessel may never be parallel or meet the point of termination of the other horizontal ray, not all of the
purported divisions made by the ray are perceivable as an idea. There seems to be a point at which one
can no longer perceive the divisions save over a long span of time. One may, as the ray slows down, say
that there is a minimum sensible before one can no longer perceive the ray as moving. Thus, one could
turn the argument against Arnauld by adjusting the manner of viewing the proof.
To a certain extent, Robert Fogelin and David Hume could respond to the first objection (the
problem of specifying the exact nature of the minimum sensible) by altering one’s way of viewing the
argument. As Hume mentions in his grain of sand argument, he has a distinct idea of the number and
proportions of all the values described by his opponents, but cannot see those numbers and proportions
as applicable to the “parts” of the idea of the grain of sand 12 . One knows that there is a minimum
sensible from the fact that an idea or sensible image can be diminished to the point of annihilation. The
minimum sensible, therefore, must exist just prior to that point of annihilation. The precise
measurements which the opposing side proposes assume an infinite divisibility of extension. The
opposing side conveniently assumes that the measurements provided are applicable to the manner by
which the mind conceives its ideas. The human mind, in trying to form the idea of a grain of sand, does
not view its ideas as already having certain measurements as specified by the opposing side (i.e. 1.4,
11
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1.7777). The mind imposes the measurements afterwards. Thus, all that one needs to know about the
minimum sensible is that it is indivisible as specified just prior to its annihilation. From the minimum
sensible’s indivisibility, one can also infer that it is extensionless just as is a point.
Even with the fact that the minimum sensible is specified just prior to its annihilation, the
aforementioned objection makes clear the problem of finding the exact minimum sensible by moving
from extension to the minimum sensible and vice-versa. The fact that the minimum sensible is specified
just prior to its annihilation is somewhat nebulous. While describing a spot of ink, Hume acknowledges
that the human imagination becomes easily confused when considering minute objects: “…and
afterwards, when it has encreased to such a degree as to be really extended, ‘tis still difficult for the
imagination to break it into its component parts, because of the uneasiness it finds in the conception of
such a minute object as a single point” 13 Kemp Smith finds that Hume’s statement runs counter to the
belief that immediate awareness is infallible: “…in thus speaking of the simple as ‘confounded with
each other’ Hume is running counter to his avowed position, that immediate awareness is infallible, and
that perceptions are in all respects precisely what they are experienced as being” 14 Taking Smith’s
point, Hume would have to conclude that his own awareness of the minimum sensible is confused,
especially when he attempts to isolate it in extension. His awareness is also confused when he tries to
move from the extensionless point to the extension with the extensionless points. The new problem that
arises from this confusion calls into question Hume’s contention that he can clearly and distinctly
conceive this idea of a minimum sensible (the grain of sand) 15 . If the whole consists of nothing but its
qualitative parts, then how can the whole in relation to its parts ever be confused? That is to say, if there
is a wall made entirely of blue bricks, then the whole wall is blue and cannot be conceived otherwise
than as blue. Similarly, if every ultimate part of extension (minimum sensible) is clearly and distinctly
13
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perceived, why isn’t the whole (the extension) clearly and distinctly perceived from its parts, and viceversa? One cannot simply say that it is the fault of the mind, otherwise the assertion that our idea of
extension, consisting of minimum sensible parts, can be called into question. How can one be certain
that the imagination is not playing games with our perceptions?
Marina Frasca-Spada argues that the confusion arises neither from the perceptions themselves,
nor from the errors of the faculty of imagination, but from the necessary complications that are involved
in two different levels of perception. She writes: “Now, I suggest that we may formulate the problem as
follows: when treating many perceptual units at once, the mind has to account for their number—that is,
it has to do at once with a whole and its parts, and is put in a situation where it has to consider two
different perceptual levels together” 16 The confusion occurs because the faculty of imagination holds
two different and contrary levels of perception together simultaneously. Imagine trying to perceive
extension purely in terms of points. Now try to hold also in your mind the whole of that extension as
related to the purported minimum sensibles. One effectively attempts to hold the perception of the parts
as parts in relation to the whole and the whole as the whole in terms of its parts as one image. Thus,
confusion arises necessarily. This confusion is not from the levels of perception themselves because
each level is clear and distinct. The confusion is not from the faculty of the imagination itself since it
can imagine such an image. The confusion arises from the combination and relation of the two levels of
perception. The confusion is relational in nature, not substantial. If what has been said is correct, then
Frasca-Spada’s explanation can save Hume from abandoning his theory of minimum sensibles. The
problem arising from Kemp Smith’s observation is circumvented.
At this point in the discussion, it appears there is a stalemate between the opposing sides;
however, the concept of “levels of perception” offers new ground for arguing that a finite mind can
consider extension as infinitely divisible without actually conceiving of an infinity of parts. The ground
16
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for this argument arises from David Hume’s discussion of the microscope and its capacity to show the
human mind what it cannot perceive with the naked eye: “A microscope or telescope, which renders
them visible, produces not any new rays of light, but only spreads those, which always flowed from
them; and by that means both gives part to impressions, which to the naked eye appear simple and
uncompounded, and advances to a minimum, what was formerly imperceptible” 17 . Evident in his
statement is that, irrespective of the level of perception, the minimum sensible always appears. Whether
one increases the power of the microscope or telescope lens one-hundred fold or one-thousand fold, the
minimum sensible is apparent. Marina Frasca-Spada observes that the minimum sensible has an
absolute value: “…what matters is that it is an unextended indivisible and, as such, it may be considered
as having an absolute value” 18 No matter the resolution, the minimum sensible is the same.
It is difficult to see how the minimum sensible’s value, coupled with the different levels of
perception, can possibly be used to entertain the notion that one can have an idea of the infinite
divisibility of extension. However, as one alters the resolution of a microscope, the lens spreads or
diminishes the rays of light, forming the new perceptual level. New details become apparent, despite the
same minimum sensible; however, the minimum sensible itself does not acquire parts. The concept of
level of perception indicates that there aren’t any new object(s) in one’s visual field. That is, although
one may now perceive microbes on the bark of a tree that one could not see in the previous level of
perception, the bark is still present. New content in the overall impression is given. As one “magnifies”
the level of perception, there are additional minimum sensibles apparent. If one “diminishes” the level
of perception, there are fewer minimum sensibles apparent. Now, the alteration of level of perception
does not entail the alteration of the thing’s size (assuming that things have a real size). For, if Hume
maintains that the object under the microscope (level A) is the same as the one perceived by the naked
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eye (level B), and the level of perception indicates two different real sizes, then confusion as to the size
of the object or idea would result. Our ideas could never have the same content as their impressions as
far as size is concerned. The minimum sensible is an absolute measure applied to the same thing. What
consists of ten minimum sensibles really consists of ten minimum sensibles. It is also contradictory that
the same measure applied to the same thing should lead to the conclusion of two different
measurements. Under the microscope, something has a measure of fifty minimum sensibles. To the
naked eye, the same thing has a measure of four minimum sensibles. Hume would have to admit
contradictory conclusions about his ideas of the same thing. Thus, either there is no real extension
apprehended by the mind according to Hume, or the different perceptual levels do not necessarily alter
the size of an idea. Hume does think that we have an idea of real extension (because such an idea is
given through the minimum sensible). Therefore, the different perceptual levels do not necessarily alter
the size of an idea.
Thus, it is possible to entertain the notion that, although some of the details of one’s perceptual
field may alter when changing the level of perception, the idea itself can stand for the same size. The
idea of different levels of perception and their comparisons is the same as the idea of the unity of an
object through the different levels of perception. If one increases the level of perception, the size of the
object for which the idea stands remains the same, but one is able to see what was not previously
discerned in the previous level of perception. One could infer that the greater level of perception (the
level that is less magnified) includes implicitly all spatial divisions of the lesser level of perception (the
level that is more magnified). This is true even if, given the minimum sensible and a greater level of
perception, one cannot perceive all the divisions present in the lesser.
One can take these different levels of perception and compare them, though confusedly. From
this comparison, coupled with the notion that there seems to be no upper or lower boundary to the levels
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of perception, one can readily infer the infinite divisibility of extension. If one sets a boundary to the
level of perception, what could be the basis? Is it the finitude of the human mind? But no level of
perception indicates that it is the terminus of all preceding levels of perception. The level of perception
seems to be subject to the whim of the human imagination. Is it the fact that rays of light are of a finite
length and the eye cannot see where there is no light? But what is dealt with here is the human
imagination, not the objects of nature. Even if the mind copies data from natural objects, nothing about
the objects suggests that the mind cannot view them from one level of perception rather than from
another level of perception.
If what has been said is true, then the minimum sensibles do not indicate an end to extension, but
merely an end to the series of extensions visible in a particular level of perception. One need not
conceive all the levels of perception to have idea of infinitely divisible extension. Antony Flew remarks
that the idea of infinite divisibility does not entail the idea of infinitely divided parts: “A cake may be
divisible into many different numbers of slices without it thereby consisting in, through already having
been divided into, any particular number of slices” 19 Hume’s contention that infinite divisibility entails
an actual infinity of parts is not warranted. If his contention is not warranted, then Hume’s problem with
infinite divisibility vanishes. The finite human mind can have an idea of the potentially infinitely
divisible extension. Consequently, what infinite divisibility entails is the capability of sub-dividing a
given extension ad infinitum 20 . The different levels of perception make this conception of potential
infinite divisibility possible.
By examining the theory of impressions and ideas, it will become apparent why Hume holds that
extension must be composed of minimum sensibles. Key to the theory is the division of impressions and
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ideas into simple and complex. Simple ideas are: “…such as admit of no distinction nor separation” 21 .
One cannot discern a simple idea as having parts. Otherwise, ideas could be broken down ad infinitum.
If ideas can be broken down ad infinitum, then the human mind could not be finite. The finitude of the
human mind corresponds to the finitude of the simple ideas. Since Hume does not distinguish between
potential and actual infinity, a division ad infinitum of an idea is the same as saying that the idea consists
of an actual infinity of parts. In order to grasp one simple idea, the finite mind would have had to pass
through an actual infinity of operations (which is absurd). Thus, every simple idea can be regarded as a
unit. No simple idea necessitates the existence of another idea. Therefore, simple ideas are like atoms.
Complex ideas are the opposite of simple ideas with respect to divisibility: “Complex ideas are
the contrary to these, and may be distinguished into parts”. 22 Since Hume admits that there are only
complex and simple ideas, a complex idea can only consist of a collection of simple ideas. Now, a
simple idea cannot be distinguished into parts. Thus, every simple idea is finite. In regard to quantity,
since each simple idea is regarded as a unity, every simple idea is equal to another. Nothing that
consists of a finitude of equal, finite parts can be infinite or consist of an infinity of parts. The finitude
of the human mind corresponds to the finitude of complex ideas. Every complex idea is, therefore,
finite.
According to Hume, the idea of extension is a complex idea by virtue of the fact that our idea of
extension consists of minimum sensibles (which are simple impressions or ideas). No complex idea is
infinite. Thus, the idea of extension is finite. The theory of impressions and ideas rules out the
possibility of having an impression or idea of infinitely divisible extension.
What is to be made of the idea of infinite divisibility according to levels of perception? Hume
clearly acknowledges the existence of levels of perception. While each level of perception, in
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combination with the minimum sensible, may be in accord with the theory of impressions and ideas, the
consideration or attempted summation of all conceivable levels of perception cannot be in accord with
the theory of impressions and ideas. It is evident that, in each level of perception, one arrives at a
minimum sensible. This minimum sensible corresponds to a simple idea or impression. It is fair to say
that each level of perception consists of, or is at least measured in part by, the minimum sensible. Thus,
each particular level of perception, as constituting a particular idea of extension, is a complex idea.
Since each particular level is a complex idea, each level of perception is viewed as finite.
But when one begins to compare the different levels of perception, and notices that there is no
upper or lower limit to the notion of levels of perception, one finds that our idea of finite extension (or
any idea of extension for that matter) is infinitely divisible. Our idea of the unity of an object according
to the different levels of perception and their comparisons cannot be a complex idea. All complex ideas
are finite because they cannot be divided infinitely. But our idea of the unity of an object according to
different levels of perception does show that extension is infinitely divisible. So, our idea of the unity of
an object is not a complex idea. Our idea of the unity of an object cannot be simple, either. For no
simple idea is infinitely divisible since there cannot be any distinctions within a simple idea. No simple
idea can imply another simple idea. But our idea of unity of an object according to the different levels
of perception has distinctions within it. One idea of a certain level of perception implies or “hints at”
another level of perception (no simple idea could do that). It implies both a greater and a lesser level of
perception. So, our idea of the unity of an object, which is the same as the idea of the different levels of
perception and their comparisons, is neither a simple nor a complex idea. But it contains elements of
both 23 .

23
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structure of ideas contains far more principles than Hume conceived.
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The idea of the unity of an object through different levels of perception also shows that one can
learn more about his impressions of extension through his idea of extension. When inspecting an
impression of extension, it is clear that one views something according to a specific level of perception.
Even though the idea of different levels of perception may come through the senses, the comparison
between the different levels of perception occurs in the mind as an idea. One cannot perceive, upon
inspecting solely two different levels of perception according to different impressions (e.g. the
magnification of a microscope versus the naked human eye), that there is no upper or lower bound to the
different levels of perception. One must inspect his idea of level of perception to see that there is no
upper or lower bound, and then begin to compare the ideas of different levels of perception. Only if one
resorts to the comparison of his ideas can he see that extension is infinitely divisible. From this idea of
the infinite divisibility of extension one can infer that his impression of extension is infinitely divisible.
Since Hume’s theory of impressions and ideas cannot account for the notion of levels of
perception and how this notion leads to the idea of the infinite divisibility of extension, the theory must
be an incomplete account of the knowledge process. Since the idea of the unity of an object through
different levels of perception is neither a simple nor complex idea, Hume’s theory must be inadequate.
Also, the fact that one can gain knowledge about a set of impressions from an idea shows a reversal in
Hume’s theory of the process of knowledge. Hume states: “That all our simple ideas in their first
appearance are derived from simple impressions, which are correspondent to them, and which they
exactly represent” 24 . Although Hume discusses here only that all simple ideas are traceable to simple
impressions, it is also true that, while the complex idea is not necessarily traceable to an exact complex
impression, the constituents of a complex idea are traceable to simple impressions. While the idea of the
unity of an object through different levels of perception is neither complex nor simple, it seems that this
idea reveals new information that can be found in our impressions without being part of any obvious
24
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content of the impressions. Our ideas, although part of the contents may be traceable to a set of
impressions, enable us to learn more about the contents of our impressions. Contra Hume, it is possible
that ideas condition the obtainable information of impressions. Our ideas need not be perfect copies of
impressions, but it is possible to infer that the “new” information obtainable from the idea is also present
in the impression covertly. The difference is the order by which one knows the information in the
impressions and ideas. Therefore, Hume’s theory of impressions and ideas cannot be the entire account
of the knowledge process.
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After reading Aurora Leigh, we encounter the strange sensation of having read it before.
Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s nine book poem, Aurora Leigh, and Charlotte Bronte’s novel, Jane
Eyre, share many striking similarities. For instance, both title characters are female orphans
raised by aunts who either mistreat or harshly misunderstand their charges. Both receive
marriage proposals from male cousins who are more interested in partners for their charitable
enterprises rather than a romantic, loving union, and both proposals are rejected. Both describe
marriage ceremonies interrupted and aborted before the marriages are made official. And, most
striking, near the end of both works, the leading male character returns to the story, after losing
both ancestral home and sight.
Jane Eyre was published in 1847, and from her letters, we know that she had read the
novel before beginning Aurora Leigh, published a decade later. Thus we are surely justified in
asking why these works share so many common attributes. Is this a case of literary plagiarism?
A working out of a common theme? Or is there a more profound connection between Browning
and Bronte, an “anxiety of influence” between the older novelist and the younger poet, revealed
in their most important texts?
Before exploring these possible explanations, however, we should first examine their
similarities more closely, to show just how much these works have in common. As early as
January 5, 1878, in Notes and Queries, “J. W. W.” noticed several “points of resemblance”
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between the two books. He first noted that “Jane Eyre is pressed by her cousin, St. John Rivers,
to marry him, but she declines the offer, on the ground that he does not require a wife, but merely
some one to help him in his works of benevolence,” and that “a similar situation occurs between
Aurora and her cousin Romney” (Notes, 6). On Jane and Aurora’s upbringing, he writes, “Jane
Eyre, an orphan, is left to the care of her aunt by marriage, who dislikes and ill treats her, and
dies after a short illness. Aurora Leigh, being an orphan, is taken charge of by her aunt, who
misunderstands her and is severe with her, and who dies suddenly” (Notes, 6). He also notices
that in the middle of both texts, “the proposed marriage between Jane Eyre and Mr. Rochester is
interrupted in church, and Jane becomes a fugitive”, while “the intended espousals of Marian
Erle to Romney Leigh are prevented by the flight of Marian, whose disappearance is announced
in church to the crowd assembled to witness the ceremony” (Notes, 6). Describing the climactic
scene in both novel and poem, he explains that “Rochester has his house burnt over his head,
while “Romney Leigh has his house burnt over his head; and each is struck with blindness whilst
endeavoring to rescue one of the inmates” (Notes, 6). He ends by noting that “lastly, Jane Eyre
is married to Rochester, and Aurora Leigh becomes the wife of Romney Leigh” (Notes, 6).
While subtle differences do exist between the two works, these notes clearly point out the
striking similarity of plot, situation, and character in a manner that forces us to ask, “What does it
mean?”
If Browning did indeed self-consciously borrow from the plot and characters of Jane
Eyre to use in Aurora Leigh, there is precedent to make this action less objectionable than it
might first appear. We can find an early example with John Dryden’s Restoration drama, All for
Love, based entirely upon Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra. The plots of both plays are
nearly identical; Dryden adds one original element to his drama: a scene between Cleopatra and
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Antony’s wife, Octavia. Dryden quite willingly re-wrote Antony and Cleopatra, knowing full
well that most of the audience and readers of the text would immediately recognize his source.
Did Browning intentionally take Jane Eyre as the source for her “novel-poem”, borrowing many
of the novel’s elements for her own tale, and understanding that her readers would recognize the
connection?
While this is certainly possible, reading Browning’s letters on the subject gives us reason
to believe otherwise. On December 29, 1846, writing in response to Anna Jameson’s concerns
about the similarities between Rochester and Romney’s loss of sight, she replied:

I can't leave the subject without noticing (by the way) what you say of the likeness of the
catastrophe of Jane Eyre (but haven't got to it yet) in order to refresh my memory on this point;
but as far as I do recall the facts, the hero was monstrously disfigured and blinded in a fire the
particulars of which escape me, and the circumstance of his being hideously scarred is the thing
impressed chiefly on the reader's mind; certainly it remains innermost in mine. Now if you read
over again those pages of my poem, you will find that the only injury received by Romney in the
fire was a blow and from the emotion produced by the circumstances of the fire. Not only did he
not lose his eyes in the fire, but he describes the ruin of his house as no blind man could. He was
standing there, a spectator. Afterward he had a fever, and the eyes, the visual nerve, perished,
showing no external stain - perished as Milton's did. I believe that a great shock on the nerves
might produce such an effect in certain constitutions, and the reader on referring as far back as
Marian's letter (when she avoided the marriage) may observe that his eyes had never been strong,
that her desire had been to read his notes at night, and save them. For it was necessary, I thought,
to the bringing-out of my thought, that Romney should be mulcted of his natural sight
(Holloway, 129).

This response seems to evade the question rather than answer it, for despite the differing
details, both Jane Eyre and Aurora Leigh both depict scenes in which the primary male character
describes how his home was burnt to the ground and how, as a direct result, he lost his sight.
Browning’s letter appears to suggest that any similarities between the two blinding scenes results
from sheer coincidence, and that her knowledge of Jane Eyre was slight. In truth, Browning had
indeed read the novel and commented on it in letters to friends. Before she had even read
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Bronte’s work, “the plot of Jane Eyre was conveyed by letter to Elizabeth Barrett Browning by
her great friend, Miss Mitford”, and “the novel clearly disturbed” her (Holloway, 126). Yet at
the same time it aroused her curiosity, writing to Miss Mitford on April 15, 1848 that, “What you
tell me of Jane Eyre makes me long to see the book” (Holloway, 127). And in a letter on
February 18, 1850, Browning, discussing the as-then unknown identity of the author, declared “I
certainly don't think that the qualities, half savage and half freethinking, expressed in Jane Eyre
are likely to suit a model governess or schoolmistress; and it amuses me to consider them in that
particular relation” (Holloway, 128).
According to Holloway, “Elizabeth was attracted to Jane Eyre, Shirley and Villette by the
mystery of their authorship, by the contemporary gossip that ‘Currer Bell’ was a woman and a
governess, and yet she was repelled by the ‘savage freethinking’ of the first novel” (Holloway,
128). This combination of curiosity and disgust for a novel that Browning seems to appropriate
for her own work is striking, but perhaps this ambivalence is why she refused to acknowledge
what seems to be a debt to Jane Eyre. After all, her feelings towards novels in general was
conflicted, for while she was fond of reading them, and had in fact written one in her youth,
“Robert Browning did not approve of novel reading, or of novel writing”, and after her one
attempt at the genre, “she was to write verse, not prose fiction” (Holloway, 126-27). As a result,
her husband’s “non-approval colored Elizabeth's attitude towards her own reading of novels,
making her overly critical, despite her addiction” (Holloway, 127). Robert Browning’s censure
would explain her conflicted reaction to Bronte’s work, as well as her relative silence on the
similarities between it and her “novel-poem”.
To further complicate matters, there is evidence showing that Browning “had discussed
her magnum-opus-to-be as long ago as February 27, 1845” (Holloway, 128), three years before
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she ever heard of Jane Eyre. Her correspondent was her future husband, and she expressed her
plans for her poetic project:

My chief intention just now is the writing of a sort of novel-poem - a poem as completely
modern as Geraldine's Courtship, running into the midst of our conventions, and rushing into
drawing-rooms and the like “where angels fear to tread”, and so, meeting face to face and
without mask the Humanity of the age, and speaking the truth as I conceive it out plainly . . . I
am waiting for a story, and I won't take one, because I want to make one, and I like to make my
own stories, because then I can take liberties with them in the treatment (Holloway, 129).
Browning may have insisted in this letter that she would rather “make my own stories”
than “take” those of others, but she wrote this statement before discovering Jane Eyre and
understanding how a writer, particularly a female one, may defy conventional tastes and depict
material that many contemporaries might consider shocking. Did Browning perhaps read
Bronte’s novel and “take liberties with” another writer’s plot and characters, having recognized
the possibilities for her own work? It is important to realize that nowhere in the above letter does
Browning mention the plot of her “novel-poem” or what sort of characters she was
contemplating. All she says about it is her desire for her work to speak “the truth as I conceive it
out plainly”, to run “into the midst of our conventions”. Reading Jane Eyre might have provided
her with the apparatus to do exactly that.
On the other hand, it is quite possible to imagine that the similarities of both works result
from the coincidental working out of a common theme. One major theme they share is a similar
perception of masculinity. Aurora Leigh and Jane Eyre both represent men as deficient in
morality and dependent on women to be their spiritual and moral guides. A close examination of
both works demonstrates just how much Browning and Bronte share in their literary visions of
men.
For example, in Jane Eyre, when Jane first encounters Rochester, he has fallen off his
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horse in the middle of the woods and is completely helpless. She comes to his assistance with no
idea of his identity. Even in their first encounter, Jane appears in a position to help the fallen
Rochester, foreshadowing the form their relationship will take: Rochester as fallen and helpless,
and Jane as his capable savior. From this moment on she is shown as helping him back on his
moral horse, guiding him to the correct path from which he has wandered.
Rochester finds in Jane a willing ear ready to hear about all his past and present
miseries. He tells her, “it is not your forte to tell of yourself, but to listen while others talk of
themselves” (Bronte, 116). Jane is a patient listener and falls into the role of Rochester's
moral conscience, listening quietly to every gripe and responding with advice as to the path
he should take. Rochester, who has no innate moral guidance of his own, must look to Jane
to discover the correct way to solve his problems. Bronte portrays Jane as the religious,
moral, and persuasive force that keeps Rochester on the righteous path from which he seems
so willing to stray.
Rochester seems unable to follow the correct path on his own power. Jane has no
problem showing him where he has erred and how he should go about correcting himself.
Only she can show Rochester where he needs to reform his life, and she reminds him that he
is “human and fallible” and therefore cannot do whatever he desires and claim it to be right.
For him, “to live . . . is to stand on a crater-crust which may crack and spew fire any day”
(Bronte, 184), but Jane can steady him with her clear perception and strict advice. Rochester
is forever tempted into doing the wrong thing. Jane stands as a barrier against temptation, a
stoic, righteous wall against which he can lean. She is confident that everything she does is
just, as she tells Rochester “I know my Maker sanctions what I do. For the world's judgment
-- I wash my hands thereof. For man's opinion -- I defy it” (Bronte, 218). Jane possesses no
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moral doubt, whereas that is all that Rochester seems to possess.
Though Jane sees all of Rochester's faults in plain light, she still perceives a kernel of
his true nature hidden behind his gruff persona. She steadfastly believes that he is a victim of
fate and circumstance and that underneath his rough appearance and crooked morality is a
good person. As she states:

I believed that his moodiness, his harshness, and his former faults of morality (I say
former, for now he seemed corrected of them) had their source in some cruel cross of fate. I
believed he was naturally a man of better tendencies, higher principles, and purer tastes than
such as circumstances had developed, education instilled, or destiny encouraged. I thought
there were excellent materials in him; though for the present they hung together somewhat
spoiled and tangled. (Bronte, 125)
She views Rochester as a man with a naturally good soul corrupted by the world, and
therefore she feels she must take the responsibility to correct him. She views human nature
as fundamentally good; it is “circumstances”, “education”, and “destiny” that are to blame.
Men are basically good, and it is the job of a morally just woman, such as herself, to guide
Rochester back onto the right path.
The novel ends with Jane returning to the blinded, disfigured, and penniless
Rochester. His house has burnt around him, and it has blinded him, symbolizing the
cleansing of his past and of his character. Jane returns to him, her heart full of pity, and
teases him about her return. “‘It is time some one undertook to re-humanize you,’ said I…;
‘for I see you are being metamorphosed into a lion, or something of that sort’” (Bronte, 371).
Though she is commenting on his appearance, it really is Jane's job to “re-humanize”
Rochester, to remake him into a moral human being from the ashes that his life has become.
He becomes finally cleansed by the fire and his blinding, but has also become completely
helpless and left to the Jane’s mercy. This is the vision of a man reborn from his corruption.
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Once this is done, however, he must rely entirely on a woman for his salvation.
With Aurora Leigh, the end result of this view of masculinity is nearly alike, but
reached through a slightly different fashion. In Browning’s “novel-poem”, Aurora has a
tenuous relationship with her cousin Romney, who argues with her about the worth of
women writers. This conversation leads to moral debates similar to those of Jane and
Rochester. They each see the role of women differently. Aurora sees herself as a mother and
teacher to the world. She understands a mother as someone who rears children to take their
proper places, guiding them on their moral paths and teaching them the ways of the world.
Fathers, and therefore men, love in a different sort of way, as she says:

Women know/The way to rear up children, (to be just)/They know a simple, merry, tender
knack/Of tying sashes, fitting baby-shoes,/And stringing pretty words that make no
sense,/And kissing full sense into empty words,/Which things are corals to cut life
upon,/Although such trifles . . ./Such good do mothers. Fathers love as well/-- Mine did, I
know, -- but still with heavier brains, /And wills more consciously responsible, /And not as
wisely, since less foolishly; /So mothers have God's license to be missed. (Browning, I. 4764)
Aurora sees women as teachers for mankind. Instead of conceiving the domestic
role as something passive, she sees it actively involved in shaping human character.
Indeed, in response to the claim that women are not logical, she says, “I read a score of
books on womanhood/ To prove, if women do not think at all, / They may teach
thinking” (Browning, I. 428-430). For her women are figured as creators of all people,
men and women.
Aurora believes chivalry has vanished from the world, replaced by women’s
compassion. Women have taken over the masculine role of the hero and transformed
themselves into self-sacrificing heroines, saving men through compassion and love. She
elevates compassion, which she views purely as a female quality, above brave deeds and
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chivalry. Men have no bravery or compassion left. Women are superior in their ability to
feel for others. Their true power lies in their ability to love and save men from the evils
of the world. As Aurora says, “I thought, ‘Now, if I had been a woman, such/As God
made women, to save men by love, -- /By just my love I might have saved this man”
(Browning, VII. 185-188).
Romney, in contrast, sees women's compassion as less positive. At the start of
their relationship, Romney and Aurora argue over the ability of women poets to make a
difference in the world. Both Aurora and Romney see poets as those who raise
awareness about social issues, but Romney is unable to see a place in this for women.
For him, though women are the more sensitive sex, their sensitivity is limited and cannot
encompass the entirety of human suffering. As he tells Aurora:

You play beside a death-bed like a child, /Yet measure to yourself a prophet's
place/To teach the living. None of all these things, /Can women understand. You
generalize/Oh, nothing, -- not even grief! Your quick-breathed hearts,/So
sympathetic to the personal pang,/Close on each separate knife-stroke, yielding
up/A whole life at each wound, incapable/Of deepening, widening a large lap of
life/To hold the world-full woe . . . /Therefore, this same world/Uncomprehended
by you, must remain/Uninfluenced by you. -- Women as you are,/Mere women,
personal and passionate,/You give us doting mothers, and perfect wives,/Sublime
Madonnas, and enduring saints!/We get no Christ from you, -- and verily/We
shall not get a poet, in my mind. (Browning, II. 179-225)
Romney sees no value in women's ability to put a face to pain. He only wants
poets to focus on the suffering of the entire world, to sympathize with sick millions rather
than one sick child. For him, true compassion encompasses all people but generalizes
them. For women, compassion focuses on the individual sufferings constantly occurring
in the world.
In the end, Romney realizes that not only is Aurora a poet in her own right but
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that he was wrong about what women have to offer to the world. He assumed women
were not able to generalize their sympathy and therefore could not express any truths
about the world, but after reading her book of poetry he finds himself not only moved but
enlightened. As he tells Aurora in their next to last conversation:

I only thank the book for what it taught, /And what, permitted. Poet, doubt
yourself,/But never doubt that you're a poet to me/From henceforth . . . /in this last
book,/You showed me something separate from yourself,/Beyond you, and I bore
to take it in/And let it draw me. You have shown me truths, /O June-day friend,
that help me now at night/When June is over! truths not yours, indeed, /But set
within my reach by means of you, /Presented by your voice and verse the way/To
take them clearest. Verily I was wrong. (Browning, VIII. 589-614)
Aurora can show Romney truths that guide him, knowledge of the world that help
him even when she is not present, because they are in her poetry. She has assumed a
position similar to that of Jane, a holder of truth for men, one who knows the answers to
things which a man must ascertain through her. However, just as the ending of Jane
Eyre demands the blinding of Rochester as a sign of his cleansing, so too must Romney
lose his sight for Aurora to marry him. He must sacrifice his arrogance and be whittled
down to a blind, humble man in order to be lead by Aurora's truths, just as Rochester's
slate must be wiped clean and he made helpless so that Jane can guide him through life.
While abundant evidence exists to show that Aurora Leigh and Jane Eyre indeed
share several common themes, it is also possible that these two works share an even
deeper, more profound connection, which might take into account Browning’s professed
ignorance of Bronte’s novel. Harold Bloom, in The Anxiety of Influence, has argued that
“every poem is a misinterpretation of a parent poem” (Bloom, 94). Younger poets, in an
Oedipal-type struggle against the influence of their elders, leave echoes of their
precursors in their work, which can be traced back to the original poem. Bloom even
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suggests that the younger poet (or ephebe) need not even have read the earlier poem. As
he states, “an ephebe’s best misinterpretations may well be of poems he has never read”
(Bloom, 70). Could Aurora Leigh be the result of Browning’s misreading of Jane Eyre?
However, the two texts do not entirely fit this model. One major obstacle is that Jane
Eyre is a novel, not a poem, and Bloom does not mention cross-genre influences. While
we could conceivably extend Bloom’s argument to include novels, since Browning
herself described Aurora Leigh as a “novel-poem” and it contains many features of a
novel, a larger complication remains. The examples of poetic influence Bloom uses for
his theory are quite subtle, requiring a close examination of the texts to tease out the
connections, whereas anyone who has read both Aurora Leigh and Jane Eyre will
immediately recognize the similarities between the two.
Bloom describes several levels of poetic influence, from “clinamen”, or simple
misreading, where the later poem “implies that the precursor poem went accurately up to
a certain point, but then should have swerved, precisely in the direction that the new
poem moves” (Bloom, 14), to “apophrades, or the return of the dead”, where “the new
poem’s achievement makes it seem to us, not as though the precursor were writing it, but
as though the later poet himself had written the precursor’s characteristic work” (Bloom,
16). The relationship between Aurora Leigh and Jane Eyre does not seem to comfortably
fit any of these patterns. Both works end at roughly the same point, with the blinding
and humbling of the men and marriage to the title characters. There is nothing to indicate
that Browning believed Bronte had not gone far enough in Jane Eyre; in fact, as we have
seen earlier, aspects of the novel appalled her. At the other extreme, we certainly cannot
feel as though Browning wrote Jane Eyre. The style and tone of the two works differ
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enough in that respect. If there is indeed an “anxiety of influence” between the two
works, it exists on a superficial level, providing a sense of déjà vu, of reading much of
Jane Eyre within Aurora Leigh.
Thus, while Bloom’s theory at first seems to offer an explanation for the striking
similarities between Browning and Bronte’s texts, ultimately it leaves us feeling
unsatisfied, as the works do not entirely fit the pattern. That leaves us with two options:
either Browning deliberately borrowed the plot and characters of Jane Eyre to use in
Aurora Leigh, or she and Bronte both happened upon a common theme by accident.
Unless new evidence comes to light, we will probably never know. If Browning had
admitted that she used Bronte as a guide in writing her “novel-poem”, such a confession
would not have harmed her. After all, All For Love owes even more to Shakespeare’s
Antony and Cleopatra than Browning does from Bronte. Dryden immediately revealed
the source of his play, even admitting in his preface that “in my Stile I have profess’d to
imitate the Divine Shakespeare” (Dryden, 18). As far as we know, Browning said
nothing like this concerning her poem’s relationship to Bronte’s novel, only pointing out
some of the differences between the two works. Her avoidance of the subject only adds
fuel to the suspicion of literary plagiarism.
In the end, it may be necessary to leave judgment up to the individual reader.
Whether we wish to believe that Bronte’s controversial novel provided Browning with
the plot and characters for her own work, or if we choose to see the similarities as the
result of both authors reaching the same conclusions regarding masculinity, depends on
how we view literary originality and creativity. There is enough evidence to support both
theories, but not to definitively prove either one. Despite the complex, ambiguous
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relationship between these two works, we should remember that both Jane Eyre and
Aurora Leigh are magnificent contributions to not only women’s literature, but literature
in general. They have inspired readers and writers of every gender, race, and class to
create their own stories.
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Ukraine is predominantly a Christian state. Christianity has been the official
religion of this country since the time when Kyivan Rus, a federation of Slavic tribes,
often viewed as the predecessor of contemporary Ukraine, was Christianized by Prince
Volodymyr in 988. Ukrainian Neo-Paganism is a new politico-religious phenomenon
that offers an alternative vision of the Ukrainian nation based on the formation of an
alternative spirituality. In this paper, I will discuss the way Ukrainian Neo-Pagans
symbolically build and communicate this alternative vision through the revival of preChristian beliefs and practices and through the consecration of the past. My overall
analysis of this phenomenon is based on research, including fieldwork, conducted in the
past two years. This presentation will refer predominantly to the very first personal
encounter I had with these people in Ukraine, when I happened to observe their khoda, or
procession.
Over the last several years, khoda became a traditional ritual of many Neo-Pagans
in Ukraine. These processions take place annually on Ukraine’s Independence Day,
August 24, in the context of state celebratory activities. Usually, various Neo-Pagan
groups begin their celebrations with sacred ceremonies near their shrines and then walk
through the central streets of Kyiv. Their final destination is the monument to Taras
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Shevchenko (1814-1861), a famous 19th century poet whom Ukrainian Neo-Pagans
consider their prophet and the messiah of the Ukrainian nation. Near the monument,
Ukrainian Neo-Pagans usually both honour their prophet within particular rituals and
make speeches expressing their current political, social, and religious concerns.
I accidentally came across one such procession in 2006. A group of
approximately 100 people while walking downtown Kyiv chanted “Out with Jehovah!
Glory to Dazhboh [Sun-god]!,” “Glory to Our Native Gods!,” and “There should be
native language and native faith on our native land!” These individuals were
representatives of the Ukrainian Neo-Pagan group called Native Faith. They attracted
attention by their clothing and various objects they carried. Among the latter were
national symbols: the blue and yellow flag of Ukraine and variants of the Ukrainian state
emblem - the trident. However, these symbols were combined with other elements, less
familiar to the larger Ukrainian society. For example, the trident was incorporated into
the composition of their paper headgear designed in the form of a stylized sun. A
stylized sun also appeared on the Ukrainian state flags. This image is the embodiment of
Dazhboh, the Sun-god, in old Slavic mythology.
David Kertzer, in his theoretical framework on the symbolic role of rituals in state
formation, aptly points out that both the idea of the state and that of the citizen can only
be represented symbolically. The symbols can be of various kinds, including particular
clothing, songs, icons, flags, etc. (Kertzer 1991: 87). However, it is through rituals that
the meaning of symbols is created and reinforced. By wearing certain clothes, singing
certain songs and/or carrying particular icons or flags, people develop special attachment
to them, simultaneously communicating their allegiance to a certain community (Kertzer
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1991: 87). Kertzer’s theoretical framework is important for understanding the ways
Ukrainian Neo-Pagans construct their own sense of state through rituals and, in
particular, through specific symbols incorporated in them. Within the ritual of khoda
described above, especially via the national symbols it includes, they communicate a
sense of belonging to a large scale community – the Ukrainian nation. However, by
combining these state symbols with those representing their visual interpretations of old
Slavic mythology, Ukrainian Neo-Pagans simultaneously offer their own alternative
vision of this nation. Their vision is connected with the revival of the distant past,
specifically, pre-Christian beliefs and practices as they once existed on the territory of
present-day Ukraine.
Looking at the contexts in which the Ukrainian Neo-Pagan movement actively
developed helps to understand this need for the creation of an alternative identity and
vision of nation. Ukrainian Neo-Paganism evolved in select Ukrainian diaspora
communities in various parts of the world, beginning shortly after WWII. It has
developed dynamically in Ukraine since the collapse of the Soviet Union. This
movement is a mode of resistance to both the political oppression of Ukraine and the
dominant position of Christianity (considered a kind of foreign force) in this country.
Both contexts – the post WWII Ukrainian diaspora and post Soviet Ukraine – are
united by socio-political turmoil, where the need for construction of a distinct national
identity is sharply increased. Neo-Paganism has become what anthropologist Galina
Lindquist would call an “alternative form of hope” that is often generated by a culture
during turbulent socio-political times (Lindquist 2006: 9). Although there is a great
diversity of Ukrainian Neo-Pagan groups that differ from each other in terms of their
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specific beliefs and practices (Ivakhiv 2005), they all are united by the idea of the
“primordial” past as the source for a “true” and “pure” Ukrainian national identity today.
Let me return to the procession described above in order to specifically illustrate
how these people perceive and consecrate the past while constructing their present sense
of self. I followed the adherents of Native Faith to the monument to Taras Shevchenko.
However, as soon as we approached the monument, we saw another Neo-Pagan group
surrounding it, also chanting “Glory to our native gods!” “Ancestral Fire of the Native
Orthodox Faith” was inscribed on their flags. The adherents of Native Faith had to wait
until their counterparts from Ancestral Fire completed their ritual honouring Shevchenko
before they could begin their own ceremony. The Ancestral Fire followers were in the
middle of their service conducted by Volodymyr, the Supreme Volkhv [Pagan priest] of
Ukraine-Rus’. 1 While honouring Shevchenko, he addressed his followers with the
following words:
Let us perform the holy ritual of unification with our ancestors. We have
a powerful spiritual leader of our family, Taras Shevchenko, who glorifies our
family with his spirit, his holiness and his wisdom, and who teaches our family!
We know the wisdom is rooted in Veles [although widely known as the god of
cattle, Veles is also the patron of the arts and creativity, and, thus, of artists such
as Shevchenko], 2 and thus the power of Veles talks to us through Taras’s words!
Thus let the spirit of Veles be united with the spirit of Taras today!
Taras Shevchenko belongs to what Kertzer defines as a reservoir of potent
symbols that every culture possesses (Kertzer 1991: 89). Kertzer emphasizes a tendency
of new political forces “to claim those symbols as their own” and a tendency for such
“symbolic expropriation” to become legitimized via rituals (Kertzer 1991: 89). This is

1

The term Rus’ derives from “Kyivan Rus’.” Ukrainian Neo-Pagan consider the period of time before
Christianity was introduced in Kyivan Rus’ a “golden age” of their nation. This will be discussed below in
a greater detail.
2
Recorded interview with Volodymyr Kurovs’kyi (May 5, 2007)
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exactly what has happened in Ukraine with the figure of Taras Shevchenko. Born in a
peasant family, he lived at the time when eastern Ukraine was under the rule of tsarist
Russia and when Ukrainian peasants lived in meager conditions of serfdom. Humanist
ideas criticizing the social circumstances caused by the administrative and political
regime are a recurrent theme in his poems. Interestingly, however, despite such
“transparent” major topics, Shevchenko is read and interpreted in different ways by
different groups, who adapt his texts to their own ideological views and needs. Based on
Marxist theory, the Soviets considered Shevchenko a great revolutionary, who spoke for
oppressed peasants in class-based Imperial Russia. (Interestingly, the monument to
Shevchenko, visited annually by Ukrainian Neo-Pagans on Ukraine’s Independence Day,
was built in 1939 by the Soviets, who represent one of the major historical enemies of
Neo-Pagans). Many Ukrainian nationalists, in turn, view Shevchenko as a hero who
struggled against the political oppression of Ukraine. In their interpretation of his poetry,
nationalists make parallels between Imperial and Soviet Russia. Although this
interpretation is shared by Ukrainian Neo-Pagans, they, unlike the Christian nationalists,
consider Shevchenko anti-Christian. They come to this conclusion via a rather selective
approach to his poetry. Specifically, they select particular excerpts from his poems and
interpret them separate from the context of the complete texts. For example, a banner
carried by the Native Faith adherents in the above described procession included the
following lines from Shevchenko’s poem “Son” [Dream]:
…For alas, O Christ,
What trouble have you caused! And how transformed
The very spirit of God’s human creatures!
Our Cossack heads have fallen in the dust,
Our foolish heads for ‘Justice’ and ‘The Faith’;
And we have drunk our own and strangers’ blood…
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And are we any better for it? No!
We have become still worse!... (Shevchenko 1964: 323)
In this poem, Shevchenko criticizes the political and clerical regimes, underlining
their roles in history. Specifically, in simple terms, he is more concerned with people
being bad Christians rather than Christianity being a bad religion. However, it is exactly
the latter message that Ukrainian Neo-Pagans focus on within this excerpt, having
separated it from its broader context. By presenting these particular lines of
Shevchenko’s poetry in the context of the khoda ritual, Neo-Pagans emphasize
Shevchenko’s alleged “anti-Christian” views and, thus, symbolically appropriate this
historical figure as their hero and prophet.
Anthony Smith discusses an idea of humans being converted into symbols of their
nations in his conceptual framework on nationalism. In particular, he points out that
within nationalist movements, famous (historical) figures of the past often become
consecrated and acquire the status of “heroes/messiahs” of nations, and thus play an
important role in the formation of a “sacred communion of the people” – their nation
(Smith 2003: 32):
These heroes and messiahs are… seen as ‘authentic’ – pure, true, pristine,
originary – and as such rooted in the soil of the homeland. Their message is still
relevant, they provide models of conduct, and their exploits are true exempla
virtutis, worthy of emulation in each generation. (Smith 2003: 41)
The themes of resistance to the political oppression of Ukraine and the perceived
anti-Christian sentiments in Shevchenko’s writings are relevant messages for Ukrainian
Neo-Pagans. According to these people, Shevchenko’s prophetic gift is evidenced in his
sagacious ability to recognize early on that the problems of his fellow Ukrainians are
rooted in their “foreign” spirituality. By reading and interpreting Shevchenko in their
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own way, and by emphasizing (as illustrated in Voklv Volodymyr’s quote above) the
connection between the poet and Veles, one of the major gods of Neo-Pagans, in the
context of their symbolic unification with their ancient ancestors, these people eternalize
Shevchenko as their hero and messiah.
Now, let us return to the ritual near the monument to Shevchenko. Once the
Ancestral Fire followers had finished their ceremony, their place near the monument was
immediately taken by the representatives of Native Faith. This group’s activities were
much less structured and consisted predominantly of speeches from the regional leaders
of this stream of Ukrainian Neo-Paganism. The whole process was lead by the Supreme
Volkvynia [Pagan Priestess] of Ukraine-Rus’ Zoreslava. Within her own speech, she read
her letter to the President of Ukraine written on behalf of all the followers of Native
Faith. This letter expressed some major concerns and appeals of Native Faith adherents.
One of their major appeals to the Ukrainian government was, according to Zoreslava, “to
provide financial support for the building of a Native Gods Temple in one of the holy
places in the Kyiv area that historically belonged to pagans.” In particular, she suggested
those geographic areas that are mentioned either in primary sources or in folk legends
dealing with the establishment of the city of Kyiv:
For example, it might be the Zamkova [Castle] mountain, Starokyivs’ka
[Old Kyiv] mountain, the sources of the Lybid’ river or any other piece of land
within the territory of Kyiv, which has been the capital of Rus’ since primordial
times.
As we see, Zoreslava makes the claim that the land of Ukraine is holy. She
legitimizes her view by constructing a history of this land, referring to its “primordial”
past. In other words, for her “old” means “holy.” Zoreslava’s sentiments regarding the
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land of Ukraine are further expressed in her reaction towards some recent decisions of the
Ukrainian government.
It is a well known historical fact that in the early years of the Soviet Union the
lands of the Ukrainian peasantry were collectivized and converted into the so-called
collective farms. After the collapse of the Soviet regime, the issue of de-collectivization
became one of the major focuses of the Ukrainian government. The government faced
the dilemma of determining the future of this de-collectivized land. One option was to
sell it to private individuals and businesses, including foreign interests. This politicoeconomic decision immediately resulted in protest from the Neo-Pagans, for whom the
sale of the sacred land of their ancestors was unacceptable. Zoreslava formulated her
concerns regarding this issue in the following way:
Many times the adherents of the Native Faith in Ukraine have appealed to
the state officials regarding the unacceptability of selling land in Ukraine, warning
them about possible negative outcomes of such a poorly considered decision. It
was impossible to take this land away from the people with the aid of weapons for
so many thousand years, yet now they attempt to take it away with the help of
small pieces of paper – money! We are certain that the Ukrainian people will
protect their land till their last breath! Our history manifests this [attitude]... Let
us not allow to convert our land into a commodity!
Anthony Smith’s concept of “sacred territories” in the context of nationalist
movements helps us to understand the Ukrainian Neo-Pagan views connected with the
ideas of land and nation. According to Smith, “sacred territories” are those areas that at
one time in the history of an ethnic community “provided the scene for historic events”
(Smith 1996: 589). This concept resonates with that of “holy lands” as discussed by
Adrian Hastings (2003). The idea of a “holy land” is usually associated with a contact
(or belief in a contact) with the sacred that took place at some point in that territory’s
history (Hastings 2003). Within Ukrainian Neo-Paganism, as a nationalist but
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specifically religious movement, the geographic areas in Ukraine that are connected with
the distant past become consecrated.
The past in general becomes consecrated. It is the pre-Christian period on the
territory of contemporary Ukraine that is viewed as a “golden age” by Neo-Pagans.
Smith, among others, defines a “golden age” as a particular era in the history of a nation
recognized for its significant contributions to the development of that nation (Smith 1996:
583). Understandingly, the “memories of a ‘golden age’” are characterized by
“exaggeration, idealization and heroization…” (Smith 1996: 583).
In the context of his discussion, however, Smith also hypothesizes that the better a
“golden age” is documented, the more influence it can have on later periods and
generations (Smith 1996: 583). The latter theoretical model does not seem applicable to
Ukrainian Neo-Paganism. In fact, this phenomenon suggests quite an opposite
theoretical framework. Indeed, the pre-Christian period of the territory of contemporary
Ukraine is barely documented. Some pre-Christian beliefs and practices can be
reconstructed on the basis of the information provided in primary Chronicles. For
example, the chronicle Tale of Bygone Years, a document compiled in the early 12th
century and covering the period of time between 850 and 1110, includes a section
devoted to the reign of Prince Volodymyr the Great. In 980, eight years before he
introduced Christianity to Kyivan Rus’, Volodymyr undertook a pagan religious reform,
establishing a shrine near his palace:
He [Volodymyr] placed wooden gods on the mountain behind his palace. Perun,
god of lightning and thunder, had a silver head and golden mustache. Then
[came] Khors... After him – Volos – protector of cattle and trades, and also
Dazhboh and Stryboh, who kept the sky and wind in their hands. Next to them, he
placed Symarhl and Mokosha. It was Mokosha, whom sorceresses and priestesses
came to worship. (Povist’ mynulykh lit [Tale of Bygone Years] 1982: 64-6)
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This is just an example of the limitations of data referring to the old Slavic
pantheon that can be found in primary sources. This particular passage provides some
information about old Slavic beliefs, specifically the names of certain gods and goddess
and their functions. However, like similar mentions in other primary sources, it does not
provide any reference to particular cultural practices connected with such beliefs.
Despite this fact, one can now find a great number of Ukrainian Neo-Pagan publications
with detailed explanations of how to observe specific events and holidays (rites of
passage, calendar cycle holidays, etc) as they were observed by the perceived ancestors
of contemporary Ukrainian pagans. 3
The past, rather, acquires the image of the unknown “other” that opens horizons
for creative interpretations. Moreover, the more distant and the less documented the past,
the more it stimulates creative minds. In other words, the past becomes imagined, to
slightly rework Benedict Anderson’s concept of “imagined communities” (Anderson
1991 [1983]). Ukrainian Neo-Pagans creatively interpret, idealize and glorify the
ancestors and an era about which very little is known. They find the worldview of these
ancient people a rich and unique cultural achievement that should be revived. This
allows Neo-Pagans to consider their ancestors (and themselves as their descendants) what
Smith would call “chosen people,” an ethnic community “entrusted with a sacred mission
to proselytize or crusade or act as standard-bearer of the true faith” (Smith 1996: 586).

3

For example, H. Lozko’s Kolo Svarozhe [Svaroh Circle] (2005), L. Kurovs’ka’s Narodzhennia Bohyni:
Sviashchenni znannia slav’ians’koho narodu [Birth of Goddess: Sacred Knowledge of the Slavic People].
(2006), Volkv Mezhymyr’s Malyi Trebnyk Ridnoi Pravoslavnoi Viry [Short Service Book of the Native
Orthodox Faith] (7513th year from the time of the creation of the world).
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I have attempted to demonstrate how the distant past is important in the context of
Ukrainian Neo-Pagan identity formation. The past plays a crucial role in the construction
of an alternative vision of nation and in the development of national consciousness, yet
does not really need to be well-documented or well-known to inspire pride and
admiration. The phenomenon of Ukrainian Neo-Paganism demonstrates that, indeed, the
more distant and unknown the past, the wider the horizons for creative interpretations it
provides. This, in turn, results in new, interesting and dynamic cultural forms today.
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Many academics have ventured into discerning why the implementation of the
mihna was decreed from 833 to 845 CE. Yet, there is still a great deal of uncertainty why
in fact Ma’mun implemented this type of inquisition amongst the very Islamic
community (umma) he was leading. While many historians have argued that Ma’mun’s
mihna was actually instigated to recentralize the absolute authority of the caliphate to
counteract a burgeoning authority of local religious leaders (ulama) within the umma,
others have disputed that the mihna was enacted to discourage the interpretation and
distilment of religious doctrine and law on a local, unofficial level by those same leaders.
These two hypotheses have both dominated mihna research throughout modern
scholarship, yet they have both been isolated as separate reasons for the implementation
of the mihna. However upon researching extensively into the life of Ma’mun, he actually
seems to be more of a political mastermind than initially suspected. Ma’mun initiated the
mihna to ascertain central leadership, as caliph, as well as nullify any outside influences
or claims to authority in both political and religious spheres to create an utter
dependency, in which, the umma had to strictly rely on his guidance as an absolute
authority to the like of Muhammad. Thus in actuality, these two disputed hypotheses are
actually two dimensions of the same amalgamated, strategic plot for supremacy.

During the ‘Abbasid dynastic rule over the umma or Islamic religious community,
during the eighth and ninth centuries CE, an inquisition known as the mihna solidified
dissent between the local and central authorities. The mihna attempted to initiate a
reconciliation and centralization of religious authority within the caliphate concerning
their religious and legal authority over the umma. This inquisition or mihna, in actuality,
further dichotomized the rift between the caliph and the ulama. The outcome greatly
favored the authority of the local ulama in regards to the interpretation of Islamic law
(Shari’a) and religious doctrine, in addition to how these interpretations applied to the
umma. Today, the study of the mihna warrants a vast proposed attempt to understand the
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fundamental purposes of why it was initiated. However, a common historical conclusion
seems rather elusive as well as inconclusive in regards to historians’ viewpoints
concerning the influencing factors and reasons behind the validation of the mihna by
Ma’mun, the ‘Abbasid caliph, within the first few scores of the ninth century. Thus it is
essential to look rationally from the perspective of Ma’mun to determine the particular
reasoning for the inquisition. The two main conclusive hypotheses relating to the
commencement of the mihna agree that either, the mihna was to once again centralize
religious arbitration within the caliphate while legitimizing Ma’mun’s rule as caliph, or it
was to oppose the local distilling effort of the traditional ulama vis-à-vis their
developments in their religious interpretations of the hadith and establishment of the
external schools of theology (kalam) and law (fiqh). 1 Albeit, perhaps both hypotheses
congruently support each other. For the initiation of the mihna in the perspective of the
caliph Ma’mun endowed the potential ability to oppose the authority of the ulama that
did not support his doctrine and leadership by nullifying any legitimacy in their
leadership roles within their schools of kalam. It also negated the ulama’s opportunity to
interpret and decree on religious law or fiqh, which would indeed once again strengthen
the centralized authority of the institution of the caliphate and legitimize Ma’mun’s rule
as both the religious and political leader, like unto Muhammad.
After the death of the Prophet, not only did the question of succession create a
slight separation and dissension within the community, another significant question arose
within the nascent religion. Who are the true believers and members of the umma? This

1

Muhammad Qasim Zaman,”The Caliphs, the Ulama, and the Law: Defining the Role and Function of the
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question was a natural communalistic way of thinking for Arabs. 2 Thus, this particular
question encouraged interpretation and the implementation of ‘aqidahs which led to the
creation and separation of theological schools of kalam and its theologians or
mutakallimun. Not only did these schools of kalam implement interpretations of Shari’a,
the Qur’an, and hadith as well as the importance and relevance of each, they also
cemented differentiations regarding theological dogma within the umma. Even though
the Qur’an and the hadith manifested the fundamental structure of both religious beliefs
and law, the different schools of kalam demonstrated variations in both religious opinion
and interpretations in each particular school. The first two groups that established a
juxtaposed spectrum of religious doctrine were the Kharijites and the Murjites. 3
The Kharijites decided initially to depose ‘Ali and the Umayyad dynasty (661750), due to the Kharijite belief that ‘Ali and the Umayyad dynasty controlled no
particular right to lead due to their veering practices and corruption. 4 The Kharijites
principled themselves on the redeeming quality of righteousness based directly upon
fundamental doctrines instituted by the Prophet Muhammad and the Qur’an, those which
they believed the Umayyad dynasty did not prescribe to. 5 Thus for the Kharijites, the
authority to choose the caliph pertained directly to the true believers or those free from
sin. 6 Also, since the Kharijites believed that all sinners inherently were unbelievers, the
Kharijites preserved the right to purify the nonbelievers from the flock and purge it of
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sin. 7 Their slogan was “No obedience to the creature in disobedience of the Creator.” 8
This not only conceded a new dreadful element of moral obligation with the consequence
of death attached to agency, but the Kharijites initiated the ability to schism and form a
difference of opinion relating to Islamic dogma. 9
On the other end of the spectrum, the Murjites established a different suggestion
pertaining to the envelopment of sin in regards to who were actual believers. 10 The
Murjites ascertained the simple fact that mankind will sin because mankind is not perfect,
thus the irja or postponement (suspension) of judgment will be left for God alone. 11
Accordingly, a believer was one who had secured iman (belief or faith) through their
knowledge of God in their mind and then essentially merited from confirmations and
confessions of the heart and of the tongue. 12 Ultimately, for the Murjites, God judged the
true intentions of the hearts of men. However, the problematic element within Murjite
belief pertained directly to the status of works. Murjites maintained that faith was only
determined according to belief and not the acts of one’s hands. 13 Therefore, if mankind
testified with their tongues and hearts without manifesting assiduous works that
corroborated mankind’s belief, for the Murjites, this was sufficient enough to be
classified as a believer. Consequently, a Murjite believer’s faith could potentially be as
or succeed that of the Prophet as well as the righteous caliphs. 14
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As the pervasive propagation of the religious schools of kalam manifested a more
prevalent and ubiquitous nature, the phenomena endorsed an affinity of depending on
these schools of kalam more substantially than the caliphate; the result being an affluence
of several different schools of kalam, along with several differentiations in religious
dogma. These fundamental differentiations in religious dogma, which derived from the
same sources, introduced many different interpretations for the umma to follow, thus each
individual within the umma chose to prescribe to a particular or specific group of Islamic
kalam and fiqh. Hence with the establishment of different schools of kalam, kalam
introduced the novel institution of ulama or local religious leaders, which were able to
create and gain a sense of local autonomy regarding religious interpretation. Islamic
historian Muhammad Qasim Zaman writes concerning the ulama,

The early ‘Abbasid period saw the emergence of the religious scholars, the
ulama, as a visible and increasingly influential religious elite, the
beginnings of schools of law, major developments in the study of hadith
and towards the formalization of the concept of the Prophet’s sunna, and
other developments which eventually led to the crystallization of Sunni
and Shiite Islam. 15

Therefore, the religious implications established regarding the nascent institution of the
ulama and the establishment of schools of kalam and fiqh, which were able to interpret
dogma on the local level, relinquished the centralized power and authority of the
caliphate to maintain religious authority over the umma. This separation warranted a
fundamental fissure between the ideal of unity between religion and state. Again Zaman
states,

15
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This model, which postulates a comprehensive separation between
religion and the state, may be paraphrased thus: the caliphs and the ulama
were in sharp conflict over matters of religious authority; the caliphs lost
the contest and came effectively to be excluded from all say in matters of
the law and in whatever else the ulama defined as their exclusive preserve;
and, once in place, this model of separation essentially persisted for much
of the medieval Islamic history. 16

Initially the prophet Muhammad, as well as the four righteous caliphs,
commenced the idea of one centralized leader manifesting both political and religious
arbitration over the umma. This idea of a philosopher or prophet king distinguished the
paradigm of a noble revelatory leader with whom the religious community could rely and
manifest both their religious and political confidence. 17 This unity demonstrated sagacity
as long as the leader of the umma exhibited admirable attributes behind which the
community could rally. Notwithstanding, if the leader did not manifest a sense of
righteousness and charismatic prudence, a reaction of dissonance was inevitable. This
was exactly what happened within the Umayyad and ‘Abbasid dynasties. 18 Thus in order
to legitimize his rule, redefine the role of the caliph, and reestablish the authority and
power within the centralized leadership, Ma’mun used the incumbent attraction of
theology for political advantages and initiated the mihna to discredit the ulama,
especially within the traditional schools of kalam and fiqh, those who discriminated
against his logic and idea of doctrine inherent to the rationalization of the creation of the
Qur’an.
First, Ma’mun desperately needed to legitimize his rule within the umma as caliph
in being both lawful and as the will of God. The proceeding caliph and father of
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Ma’mun, Harun Rashid, bestowed the mantle of the caliphate upon his younger son,
Ma’mun’s younger brother, al-Amin. 19 Hence, in order to retain the mantle of the
caliphate for himself after the death of Harun Rashid, Ma’mun instigated a militant power
struggle against al-Amin, which eventually enabled Ma’mun to succeed in taking the
throne as caliph. Notwithstanding, since al-Amin originally received the right to rule as
caliph, many traditionalists opposed the rule of Ma’mun. 20 Consequently, it became
essential for Ma’mun to legitimize his rule as caliph and undermine the influence of the
traditionalist in regards to the umma; so with the implementation of the mihna, which
highlighted a more rationalist perspective of theological doctrine, Ma’mun outweighed
traditionalist dissonance with rationalist support to manipulate the consensus and
legitimize his rule as caliph over the umma.
The persecution that was the mihna, inaugurated by al-Ma’mun on 27 January in
833, originally manifested strict disdain for schools of kalam who supported traditional
orthodoxy in favor of the school within whom condoned a more rational element.21 Ira
Lapidus, an expert on the mihna establishes, “In 833 al-Ma’mun inaugurated a mihna or
inquisition to force government officials and religious leaders to accept his religious
views and his authority in matters of religious ritual and doctrine.” 22 Now instead of the
polar opposition similar to that of the Kharijites and Murjites of the ninth century,
Ma’mun rallied behind a more rational interpretation regarding the perspective in which
the Qur’an is a temporal, created thing in contrast to the traditionalist doctrine of an
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uncreated, eternal Qur’an. This belief played the most essential role within the mihna,
for it was the fundamental question during the inquisition.
Originally, historiographers exonerated this rational element of dogma by linking
this belief directly to the idea that Ma’mun, to centralize his religious authority, needed to
establish and solidify a set standard for religious doctrine and discredit all opposition,
which of course, was traditional orthodoxy. Furthermore, Ma’mun chose to support
rational groups that collaborated with the idea of the created Qur’an. However, historians
failed to agree on which rational group truly influenced the incorporation of the created
Qur’an.
After looking at the historiography relevant to the mihna, historian Walter M.
Patton initially became the expert within the field with his dissertation piece in 1897 on
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal and the mihna. Patton ascribed the fundamental idea of the created
Qur’an to the Mu’tazilite influence on Ma’mun. 23 The Mu’tazilite school definitely fit
the parameters of rationalists believing in the created Qur’an, as well as opposing
traditionalists. 24 Moreover, Ma’mun could also be directly linked to the Mu’tazilite
influence, since they found favor in the ‘Abbasid court and legitimized their
interpretation of the Qur’an as being created in 827.
Since Patton was one of the first major scholars on the mihna and believed that
Mu’tazilites deeply influenced Ma’mun’s credence for the incorporation of the created
Qur’an, many historians since have agreed with this analysis. Islamists like Amin, Hitti,
Kennedy, and Watt also agreed with the analysis of Patton as well as the idea for the
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attempt at discrediting the opposition. 25 The direct link from Ma’mun’s mihna to the
Mu’tazilites, for these historians, highlighted a direct causation for the inquisition; for the
influence manifested a lucid link.
Primarily, the theological link of the created Qur’an pertained directly to school
of Mu’tazilites due to the fact that it was one of the most central themes of Mu’tazilite
doctrine. 26 The establishment of the created Qur’an doctrine developed directly from the
Mu’tazilite definition of the fundamental and most crucial principle of tawhid which is
absolutely inherent within their “five principles or fundamentals.” 27 The Mu’tazilites
developed these principles by the implementation of their “rational” kalam, based on the
dialectic process or science, which anchored arguments on demonstrative proofs and
rendered their so-called axiomatic syllogisms sound and beyond dispute since the proofs
were based upon reason and the senses. Basically, for the Mu’tazilites, it is essential to
understand that God is the only existent that exists, as a necessary being, eternally within
His absolute oneness. Nothing can exist eternally outside of God and His unique
essence; thus if the Qur’an was uncreated and eternal it would exist outside of God’s
oneness, eternality, uniqueness, and omnipotence. 28 Therefore it is impossible for
anything, including the Qur’an, to exist eternally outside of God, so the Qur’an must be
created and contingent on God’s existence. 29
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In addition to a theological link, Ma’mun could have also benefited from
Mu’tazilite dogma regarding the speech of God as a political tool. According to the
Mu’tazilites, God does not speak nor will He ever. 30 God is completely transcendent and
does not maintain any anthropomorphic characteristics. 31 That is to say that He is a
necessary existence, independent and beyond human comprehension or quality. Thus,
because of His transcendence and man’s ultimate submission to Him, there will be no
likeness between the creator and the created. In other words, for the Mu’tazilites, man
and the absolute Real, in their juxtaposition, cannot maintain a similitude of qualities or
attributes. Through ta’wil or interpretation, based on reason and philology, the
Mu’tazilites believed what mankind figuratively called speech was actually a particular
sound created and made heard by God, so that mankind may hear and transmit that which
God desired for them to hear. Yet, since it was created by God and not the actual speech
of God, the Qur’an again sustained characteristics of being created and temporal. 32
Furthermore, the words or speech of God was not immutable, thus Ma’mun could
manipulate or interpret religious rulings to placate and support any law or doctrine he
created.
Finally, Ma’mun maintained particularly close ties with Mu’tazilites, for even his
most prominent teacher, Abu al-Hudhayl al-‘Allaf, was a Mu’tazilite. 33 Moreover, the
Mu’tazilites benefited from the favor of the regime within the ‘Abbasid court as the
legitimate school of kalam. Thus, it seemed that the Mu’tazilite school of kalam had
solidified an essential role within the incorporation of the mihna.
30
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However, many historians concluded that even though the Mu’tazilites might
have had some influential aspects regarding Ma’mun and the incorporation of the created
Qur’an during the mihna, in all honesty, it was more of a coincidence rather than a
conclusive determination. In fact, Ma’mun appeared to be supporting multifarious
sources of inspiration in regards to his personal theological creeds. For instance, it is true
that Ma’mun was in contact with many Mu’tazilites, but he was also influenced by many
non-Mu’tazilites. John Nawas, in his article “A Reexamination of Three Current
Explanations for al-Mamun’s Introduction of the Mihna,” proposes that, “The sources
also tell us that al-Ma’mun had equally strong and intimate bonds with others outside
Mu’tazilite circles, however, of whom some were in fact anti-Mu’tazilites.” 34 Thus,
Ma’mun maintained the company of anti-Mu’tazilites such as Bishr al-Marisi, Dirar Ibn
‘Amr, and Yahya Ibn Aktham, who were open foes of the Mu’tazilites, rationalism, and
even the science of kalam.
In addition, by examining the attention given to the Mu’tazilites by traditional
orthodox groups to the like of Ibn Hanbal, some historians again concluded that the
Mu’tazilites did not play a significant role of involvement with Ma’mun’s mihna due to
the lack of attention written in traditionalists’ sources. 35 Historian Christopher Melchert
precludes Mu’tazilite involvement when he writes in his article “The Adversaries of
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal,”

First the traditionalists’ main struggle was not against the Mu’tazila. Had
they been the main adversaries, we should have many more statements
against them from Ahmad, his contemporaries and his followers.
Doubtless Ahmad and other traditionalists disagreed with the Mu’tazila
34
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and would use strong language about them; however, they saw their main
adversaries elsewhere. 36

So for Melchert, not only did the Mu’tazilites not contribute a significant influence to
Ma’mun, but the Mu’tazilites only emerged as a dominant group among rationalists at the
end of the ninth century. 37
This conflicting evidence certainly needs to be taken into account, for Melchert
and Nawas are very bold in denying the avid Mu’tazilite role within the mihna, since, as
previously mentioned, a Mu’tazilite scholar mentored Ma’mun in theological studies and
Ma’mun elected a central theme within Mu’tazilite doctrine. It is safe to say that, even
though the Mu’tazilites might not have directly facilitated the installation of the mihna
within the ninth century, they were at the very least an indirect influence on Ma’mun and
his creeds as a foundation for opposing the traditional element within the mihna.
Both Nawas and Melchert disagreed with to the idea of direct Mu’tazilite
involvement. Instead, both historians mentioned the Hanafi school as a conspiratorial
participant within the mihna. Both historians added, since the Hanifis also believed in the
created Qur’an, the probability of their role within the mihna is high. 38 Albeit within the
Fiqh al-Akbar of Imam al-A’zam Abu Hanifah he writes the contrary,

The Qur’an is the Word of God Almighty, written on collections of leaves
(masahif), preserved in men’s hearts, recited on men’s tongues, and sent
down to the Prophet, upon whom be God’s peace and blessing. Our
uttering of the Qur’an is created, and our recitation of the Qur’an is
created, but the Qur’an itself is uncreated. 39
36
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Thus, Nawas and Melchert may have misinterpreted both the involvement of the Hanafi
school within the mihna as well as their fiqh regarding the Qur’an. For in the Hanafi
school of fiqh the Qur’an is uncreated, or is it? Even though Hanifah writes that the
Qur’an is uncreated, historians have disputed the actual doctrines of the Hanafi school
during the time of the mihna. Melchert mentions this idea in his article when he states,
“The situation was complicated by there having developed a more traditionalist party
among the Hanafiya, who did not, for example, affirm a create[d] Qur’an. Until late in
the ninth century, however, the Hanafiya are mainly to be placed on the rationalist side of
the great struggle.” 40 Accordingly, for Melchert, the Hanafi School rebutted their own
doctrine within themselves and established a complete metamorphosis of thought by
adopting contrary ideas and changing from a completely disputed and rational based
theology to a more traditional stance within less than a century. To say the least, it is
self-evident that the Hanafi school was becoming more dissonant within their own
theology during the ninth century. Therefore, their school of kalam could not have been
a direct catalyst for the mihna because of their own inner struggle and metamorphosis
that emerged during that same time period.
Another group said to influence Ma’mun concerning the mihna was the Shiite
element. Historians like Sourdel, Watt, and Nagel believed the intrinsic value of Shiite
doctrine was appreciated by Ma’mun pertaining directly to the institution of the imam. 41
Ma’mun specifically integrated the idea of imam directly into his role as caliph. The role
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of imam greatly influenced Ma’mun for it was the exact status of Ma’mun’s ambitions. 42
In Shi’ism, the imam portrayed an essential role of veneration as both the political and
religious leader of Shiites. Also, the imam descended first from ‘Ali and then the Prophet
Muhammad himself. This amalgamation of imam and caliph, as Ma’mun believed,
essentially gave him supreme autonomy over the umma as well as blood ties to ‘Ali and
Muhammad. Even though Shiites believe the Qur’an to be uncreated, the idea of the
imam significantly influenced Ma’mun with regards to the potential control the mihna
could provide.
Yet even though the importance of these historical investigations helped
illuminate certain aspects of the mihna, a determination could not be made regarding
which rational element directly influenced Ma’mun in regards to the adaptation of the
dogma in reference to the created Qur’an. In fact, Ma’mun actually manifested an
eclectic idea by incorporating different elements of rational kalam and integrating them to
create a galvanized, hybrid theology which would directly cause controversy within the
opposing traditional element, thus giving Ma’mun an instrument to discredit the
traditional creeds. 43 Since Ma’mun demonstrated an eclectic idea of incorporating a
mixture of rational and Shiite creeds to create his own proposed doctrine, modern
historians realized that Patton’s original thesis regarding strictly Mu’tazilite involvement
and influence in the creation of the inquisition and directly influencing Ma’mun’s created
Qur’an theology was rendered insubstantial. Therefore in retrospect of Patton’s thesis,
the collaboration of the two hypotheses created a more efficient explanation for the
commencement of the mihna.
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Therefore, why did Ma’mun adopt the idea of the created Qur’an? The exact
specific reason for the created Qur’an doctrine, the adopted credo, escaped explicit
explanation within primary sources contemporary to the mihna. However, by supporting
one particular vantage point as well as drawing the support of that particular vantage
point, Ma’mun consolidated his authority established a commonality within the status
quo in regards to his definition of the ijma or consensus and by deposing and discrediting
the adversity. Ma’mun displayed a great formidability as ruler and was seriously
determined to preserve the importance of the caliphate and reconfirm its absolute mantle
of authority. John Nawas explains in his subsequent article, “The Mihna of 218 A.H.
/833 A.D. Revisited: An Empirical Study,” “Ma’mun was basically setting his sights on
the future, aiming to secure for the caliphal institution a universal and unquestioned
authority on all matters, secure and sacred, a status that was in force during the Umayyad
period and was especially characteristic of the founders of Islam but had since
vanished.” 44 Therefore the mihna manifested the perfect opportunity for Ma’mun to
consolidate his power by discrediting the local traditional ulama, so the umma would
again look to a centralized figure to not only lead, but interpret the Qur’an and hadith as
well.
With the establishment of the mihna, four months before the death of Ma’mun, he
instituted an inquisition in which they questioned many ulama to determine their
theological understanding and discredit any altercations. This phenomenon provided Ira
Lapidus and Wilfred Madelung the support for their thesis that the institution of the
mihna combated the “festering resentments” for the opposing traditional ulama including
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those who maintained a Khurasanian background. 45 Thus within the initial mihna letter
to governor Ishaq b. Ibrahim of Baghdad, Ma’mun first solicited the apprehension of the
high officials of Baghdad, and then in later letters surmised the interrogation of the lower
hierarchies of ulama. Ma’mun specified the groups of ulama to be questioned including
the “qudat (plural of qadi) and shuhud (court officials), witnesses, muhaddithun
including the forty-four traditional ulama, and the fuqaha (plural of faqih) who were
experts in law and theology.” 46 Ma’mun targeted these intellectual elite because of their
exceptional character and abilities. For these men participated within the umma as the
most influencing and intellectually qualified proponents of society; therefore these men
caused the diluting of the caliphate authority in relation to the interpretation of theology
and law. The most famous interrogees were those of the Shafi’i school of law in addition
to Ahmad Ibn Hanbal.
During the interrogation sessions of the mihna, the persecuted were given one
simple question concerning the doctrine of the creation of the Qur’an. Is the Qur’an
created? This question provided an advantage to the persecutors since it nullified all
equivocation or ambivalent dialectic debate in syllogistic form. Either the accused
agreed or disagreed. 47
Another great advantage of this interrogation method and especially the specific
question relating to the creation of the Qur’an existed within the Qur’an itself.
Consequently within the Qur’an itself, no logical or authoritative passage specifically
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disputes either opinion regarding the creation of the Qur’an, thus the reigning doctrine
based its authenticity intrinsically upon the established structure imposed. 48
Within the examination of the mihna and the opinion of the created Qur’an,
Ma’mun divulged a common understanding regarding Qur’anic interpretation that created
a sense of debate within the umma. This opinion was not unique for Ma’mun, the
Mu’tazilites, or any other extreme rationalists, nor was the uncreated Qur’an a unique
ideology of the Shafi’i rationalists or Hanbali traditionalists; it was an evolving debate,
where both sides projected a functioning argument based on reason or tradition. Still,
Ma’mun solidified the consequences on supporting the latter ideal. As stated before, for
Ma’mun and his ideological supporters, the creation of the created Qur’an unswervingly
reflected the Islamic principle of tawhid or absolute unity of God. Nawas explains,

The Mu’tazilite argument, which al-Ma’mun also used, is anchored in the
assertation about the absolute unity of god: the Qur’an could not be eternal
because, if that were the case, and object (the Qur’an) would then share an
attribute of God (eternality). This in turn would violate God’s absolute
unity. The Mu’tazilites therefore concluded that the Qur’an must be
created. 49

For, if the Qur’an was uncreated it would be eternal; and if it was eternal it would be
outside of God’s eternality. Thus, since the Qur’an is a thing and God is the creator of all
things, the Qur’an must be therefore a created thing. This concept of tawhid formatted
Ma’mun with a rational argument that supported his interpretation and gave it a sense of
logic and authority. Perhaps the true reason Ma’mun integrated the created Qur’an
doctrine within his hierarchy of theology was because a created Qur’an suggests the idea
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that the Qur’an is not the absolute, solidified word of God and can thus be interpreted to
fit a specific people or situation.
A created Qur’an imposed the concept that since the Qur’an is not the immutable
word of God; subsequently, the created Qur’an was left as a supplemental guideline to
something that supersedes it. 50 Initially, this was the erudition of the Prophet
Muhammad based on his revelations from God. The umma depended directly on the
Prophet as a leader and guide. This doctrine sufficiently sustained a dependency on a
central religious and political leader which coincided, with an ingenious congruency,
with Ma’mun’s desire to reestablish his regime and the mantle of caliphate as supreme.
Again as Nawas states, “His was fundamentally a Mu’tazilite platform guided by an
abiding conviction that the caliphal institution must survive and that its survival could be
assured only by a supreme head with authority that was unquestioned, unlimited, and
shared with no one else.” 51
In contrast, an uncreated Qur’an signified the eternality of its origin and
significance. If the Qur’an truly merited itself as eternal, it demonstrated a strict
importance in reference to the umma’s heed to the principles it established. This concept
pertained directly to traditional doctrine. The traditionalists believed the Qur’an to be the
literal word of God, yet their interpretation of God’s unity or tawid, in a sense,
manifested a different quality because it was eternally part of God’s knowledge or
omnipotence. As Seyyed Hossein Nasr so eloquently writes,

The Qur’an is the tissue out of which the life of a Muslim is woven; its
sentences are like threads from which the substance of his soul is knit.
The Prophet was therefore the instrument chosen by God for the revelation
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of His Word, of His Book of which both the spirit and the letter, the
content and the form, are Divine. 52

Since God is eternal and everything within God’s unity is also eternal, and because the
Qur’an is the word of God and is part of His divine speech and knowledge, the Qur’an is
thus eternal. Accordingly, nothing pertaining to or incorporated in God’s tawhid is
temporal or created because of His eternality. Furthermore, if the Qur’an is of God and
part of his tawhid, it is uncreated.
Traditional groups and individuals like the Shafi’i school of law, Ahmad Ibn Nasr
Ibn Malik, who died a condemned martyr, and Ahmad Ibn Hanbal defied the rationalist
doctrine of Ma’mun. 53 Most of those who defied the rationalist doctrine were either
executed or imprisoned as heretics. Ma’mun attempted to warn further traditionalist
schools of kalam that he would not only humiliate the opposition, but also censor their
interpretations. Nawas again writes,

Unambiguously, then, the findings tell us that the interrogees were
muhaddithun of distinction, men highly esteemed for their intellect, as
well as their social status and influence—indeed, the [crème de la crème]
of Baghdadi hadith-scholarship. The caliph’s inquisition aimed at more
than simply humiliating and muzzling the traditionalists. This group of
luminaries was itself a target, to be sure, but it was also the proxy through
which al-Ma’mun sent a loud and clear message that henceforward the
business of hadith was under his censorship, and those who transmit or
teach it accountable to him. 54

Thus, through the mihna, Ma’mun attempted to control this opposition and solidify his
role within the umma and once again fuse the religious and political elements together.
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In theory, by consolidating an eclectic version of incorporated theological
principles of extreme rationalist kalam and opposing all contradicting doctrine, Ma’mun
enabled the ability to redeem his caliphate’s control over the interpretation of hadith. For
Ma’mun, the idea of traditional schools of kalam, who were not commissioned or
controlled, secured nothing but the establishment of a destructive element within the
umma that would only cause disorder. This traditional element was definitely a force to
be identified and not ignored, for it possessed the ability to nullify his power as caliph.
As established earlier, Ma’mun considered his leadership role to be the inheritor of the
prophethood of Muhammad, or at least the religious authority of the Muslim community
along with the official responsible for their salvation. Therefore, since changes in the
umma adapted the need for supplementing the Shari’a from the Qur’an with laws
constituted from the hadith, Ma’mun desired to have the absolute authority over the
interpretation of the hadith.
Yet, even though the plan seemed flawless in theory, in reality, the results
manifested a different outcome. Ma’mun underestimated the influence of those who
would oppose his doctrine. In particular, the inquisition of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal exhibited
a rather phenomenal turn of momentum vis-à-vis the reputation of the mihna from the
perspective of the umma. 55 Amongst the orthodoxy of the traditional schools of kalam,
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal was the champion. Patton illustrates,

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal during his whole career subsequent to the death of the
Imam al-Shafi’i (204 A.H.) was the most remarkable figure in the camp of
Mohammedan orthodoxy, and during the course of the mihna did more
than any other individual to strengthen the resistance of his party to the
repressive efforts of the [caliphs] and their officers. 56
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During his interrogation, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal refused to condone Ma’mun’s doctrine
vindicating the created Qur’an, even under the ominous threat of the sword and
incarceration. 57 Ahmad Ibn Hanbal believed adamantly that the Qur’an was uncreated
even though the human acts of writing, reading, reciting, and all other acts concerning the
preservation of the Qur’an were created. 58
Even though Ma’mun did not attend the coercion of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, due to
either a sense of admiration or malcontent, he anxiously awaited the outcome of the
inquisition. 59 Thus, when Ahmad Ibn Hanbal ultimately refused to acknowledge the
created Qur’an as the only plausible theological concept, Ma’mun demonstrated an
intensified intolerance for the traditional schools of kalam. But it was essential, since
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal maintained a prestigious reputation and led an exceptionally large
following, to devise a punishment that would not arouse too mush dissension. Ma’mun
decided on imprisonment.
After a brief prison sentence, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal left prison only to continue his
study and interpretation of the Qur’an. However, the damage was done; Hanbal emerged
from the mihna as a venerated religious scholar, saint, and defender of tradition.
Accordingly, after Ahmad Ibn Hanbal died, his students created a school that further
circulated his ideology and interpretation. 60 Lapidus writes the following concerning the
Hanbali school of law, “In the following century the new movement took the form of the
form of the Hanbali school of law. The teachings of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal were codified to
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become the basis of a new corpus of law and traditions, a new school in which religious
thinkers adhered to the principles of the master and expounded them.” 61
The mihna demonstrated a tremendous development regarding the communal and
sectarian elements within the umma during the ninth century. After the mihna concluded,
fifteen years later in 848, the popular local religious movement continued to amplify
results with the scholarly and religious traditions of study and interpretation. The
populace concerned more about the local religious interpretations of kalam and the
schools of law rather than any ruling instituted by the caliph. With the establishment of
the Hanbali school of theology and law, the evolution of authoritative power changed
hands completely in favor of the local element of scholars or ulama; therefore divisions
amongst the umma manifested a more prevalent nature with the opportunity to elect
which schools of kalam and fiqh to follow. Within the Hanbalis in particular, the belief
of militant uprisings against any unrighteous leader, including the caliph, deemed a major
absolution to the caliph’s central authority in secular government. As Lapidus writes,
“Henceforth, the caliphate was no longer the sole identifying symbol or the sole
organizing institution, even for those Muslims who had been most closely identified with
it.” 62
Thus in a paradoxical result, since Ma’mun initiated the mihna not only to oppose
heterogeneous groups of ulama in interpreting hadith and establishing there schools of
kalam and fiqh, but to also attempt the reconfiguration of the caliphate and once again
reestablish a centralized authority within the government, in actuality, the mihna, even
though it lasted beyond the inquisition of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, created a more dependant
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reliability based on the merit of the separate schools of kalam and fiqh, both in rational
and traditional aspects. In other words, the mihna further enabled the separation of
religious authority outside of the realm of the caliphate and towards the local religious
authority of the ulama.
In hindsight, the initial implications of the institution of the mihna, as influenced
specifically by rational groups of kalam concerning the standard theological question of
the created Qur’an, directly involved the implicit assumptions that Ma’mun desired to
promote a specific group above the others, namely the Mu’tazilites. However, this initial
paradigm evolved during the course of analysis by additional scholars for the reason that
new evidence confirmed that Ma’mun was rather eclectic in regards to his own
theological doctrine; for he selected principles from both the Mu’tazilites, who greatly
influenced and supported Ma’mun, and the Shiite idea of imam.
Thus the development of two newly formulated hypotheses suggested the mihna,
first, demonstrated the attempt to recentralize the religious authority within the caliphate
by controlling all interpretation of the Qur’an, hadith, and conception of any new laws
pertaining to the umma. This was designed to negate the ulama’s ability to establish
diversified rulings and interpretations of religious doctrine on a local level. Ma’mun
vehemently believed that as caliph, he inherited the role of being a deputy to God on the
earth, as his messenger, like unto the Prophet.
The second hypothesis consisted that the establishment of the mihna was
presented to the umma to oppose the traditional element of ulama that, of course, refused
to advocate the Qur’an as being created. The mihna was thus designed to discourage and
discredit further desire to propagate the traditional schools of ulama and impede their
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local authority and influence over the umma. Ma’mun would then have the ability to
spread his authority and centralized political power as caliph, which would legitimize his
rule.
However, in actuality, the two hypotheses mesh more as an interlocking plot to
reconfirm and strengthen the absolute, centralized authority of the caliph by sufficiently
discrediting the opposition to the point of disbandment, to insure the holding of all
religious and political power, and dissolve any element that may cause future uprisings or
dilution of the central caliph. Thus rather than a fissure of two separate hypotheses, the
mihna was a hierarchal scheme which incorporated both hypotheses to ensure success.
Unfortunately for Ma’mun, his plot failed. The mihna strengthened the local authority of
ulama within kalam, as well as with the creation of schools of theology and law, which
would become the ultimate authority on religious interpretations of the Qur’an and the
hadith, in addition to being the architectural element of the Shari’a.
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Reading The President’s Daughter as a Lesbian Text: Gender Representation
in Barbara Chase-Riboud’s fiction
Yoriko Ishida (Oshima National College of Maritime Technology)

ABSTRACT

The tragic mulatta figure as a protagonist, adopted by African American women writers as a
vehicle for narrative conflict and tension and symbol of both psychic and social dilemma to
explore the identity of black women between nineteenth century and twentieth century, was
generally commented by critics within the framework of race. However, it is also well-known that
the studies of the tragic mulatta figure and passing novels submit consideration from the viewpoint
of gender as well as race after postmodernism. In other papers, I have argued that Chase-Riboud
emphasized her feminist thoughts as well as racial problem in Sally Hemings, by representing
female bodies confined with patriarchal dominance. Considering feminist criticism, which states
that gender is inseparable to race, it is convincing that Chase-Riboud paid attention to gender
conventions as well as race relations in Sally Hemings. Such Chase-Riboud’s strong feminist
consciousness must be reflected in The president’s Daughter, a sequel to Sally Hemings.
As I have stated, some critics noticed the close connection between race and sexuality in
feminism criticism and queer theory. In this tendency of feminism criticism, the study of passing
novels or the tragic mulatta figure have considered gender identification as well as race
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identification. For instance, While Nella Larsen’s passing novels in twentieth century has been
much argued in the light of race, it reconsiders in the light of gender by appearance of some critics
who assert that gender should not be separated from race because they interact each other. This
interaction between gender and race should not be ignored in interpreting of Chase-Riboud’s The
President’s Daughter. Especially, the analysis of Passing by Butler and McDowell is focused on
lesbianism, which is also utilized in The President’s Daughter.
This paper analyzes lesbianism in The President’s Daughter, and examines the impact of
race, class and gender on women’s relationship. The novel emphasizes how women face the
challenges of patriarchal institution. This paper uses characterization and plot analysis to explore
the lesbianism described in the novel. As findings this study foregrounds the healing powers of
female bonding, which allows women to overcome prejudice and survive, to enjoy female
empowerment, and to extend female friendship into female solidarity that participates in nation
building.
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Abstract

This paper presents an ethnography of the ABC Café, a small live music venue
in a U.S. East coast city. It explains important aspects of the culture of the ABC
Café. In addition to the geographic setting (i.e. location and immediate
neighborhood) and the physical space (size, lay-out, decorations, interior set-up
and design, etc.), this research focuses on the social organization of the ABC
Café (i.e., constituents including artists, patrons, staff, management, etc.) and the
routines and customs at shows.

1

Name is a pseudonym.
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The data for this study was collected primarily from in-depth interviews with a
variety of people that are well familiar with the ABC Café. The informants are
mainly patrons and artists but also include a music journalist and artist promoter.
Observations at shows at the ABC Café also informed this research, and online
resources such as press articles and blogs served as supplemental sources.

After explaining the origins of the ABC Café and the setting, the paper describes
the social organization of the ABC Café as well as a ‘typical’ show. It closes with
a description of features that attract patrons and artists to the ABC Café and
concluding comments.

[The paper is available upon request. The following section summarizes the
research.]

Summary and conclusions

The informants talked very passionately and enthusiastically about the ABC
Café, which reflects the meaning of this unique music venue to them. The
conversations produced a wealth of rich, complimentary quotes, often focusing
on the staff members, management polices, routines at shows, and the profile of
the audience. While each of the informants shared their idiosyncratic
perspective, the statements from the various informants formed a consistent and
coherent picture of the ABC Café.
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The ABC Café’s culture has a range of distinct features. Among the most central
ones is the importance of the human element, i.e. the constituent groups (staff,
management, patrons, artists), their social interactions, and their experience of
connection and meaning. Shared traits of these groups include authenticity,
unpretentiousness, sincerity, down-to-earth attitude, and, importantly, a strong
appreciation and support of original live music by (mostly) lesser-known artists.
While the economic success of the venue is crucial for its long-term
sustainability, the culture is non-commercial, clearly dominated by cultural and
community values.

The ABC Café provides a living-room type atmosphere, exuding comfort,
warmth, and intimacy. Without exception, the constituent groups passionately
support the concept of the ABC Café. Their dedication is above that of
constituents of traditional/mainstream music venues: the staff is exceptionally
guest and service-oriented and has established relationships with regular
patrons, the artists deliver one-of-a-kind performances, and the patrons are
serious, educated music enthusiasts.

Another distinct trait of the ABC Café culture is the appreciativeness by the staff,
patrons, and artists of one another and of the product that brings the groups
together: premier original live music. While there is a small number of live
performance venues, locally and across the country, that have a concept similar
to that of the ABC Café, it would be impossible to replicate the ABC Café culture,
for example, to open branches in other cities.
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Dr. Denise Dahlhoff
University of Pennsylvania

Cultural venues such as the ABC Café and the associated social systems have
an important function in society, especially in today’s growing utilization of
electronic media and its impact on our social lives. They promote the arts and
culture, teach values, help create community, and contribute to the
neighborhoods that they are located in. Such venues are particularly important
for artists, especially those that are starting out, to help them advance
professionally. Finally, they ensure that original music, theatre, dance, and other
forms of live entertainment survive in an age of online consumption of music,
films, and games and electronic social networking. They draw people together,
out of their homes, and offer a community experience with real social interaction.

3
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Abstract
This research explores whether a promotion campaign for the arts, similar to the
'Got Milk?' campaign for milk, might be able to support the future sustainability of
Philadelphia's arts sector by increasing patron engagement as well as corporate
and governmental funding.
Considering a public awareness campaign as a supplement to other initiatives to
enhance people’s engagement in the arts as well as funding hasn’t been a
common practice in the arts sector. The premise behind this idea is the
assumption that the benefits of the arts are not adequately recognized by the
potential audience and that a carefully designed communication campaign could
address this gap.
This paper presents the views of a range of constituents of the Philadelphia arts
sector, including arts executives, artists, teachers, patrons, policy experts, and
donors, which were gathered in one-on-one conversations (appendix 6 provides
an overview of the informants). The informants agreed that the benefits of the
arts may not be adequately understood by the potential audience and that
stereotypes are prevalent. A promotion campaign was generally considered to
benefit the objective of advancing arts engagement.
Using the informants' statements, this paper suggests a taxonomy of benefits
and stereotypes (table 2 and Appendix 4) about the arts which could well be
featured in a promotion campaign to advance the image of and appreciation for
the arts, and thereby participation and funding.
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Since this research explores a way to ensure the Philadelphia arts sector's
future, it is timely for several reasons. The first is that Philadelphia's vibrant arts
scene has been an important agent in the city's recent revitalization, and it has
contributed to its enhanced image. Second and related to that, cities seem to
start competing for the 'creative workforce.' Hence, a vibrant arts scene can be a
key factor in attracting new residents and employees. Philadelphia could even
consider repositioning and branding itself as an arts destination. Finally, the
recently announced reestablishment of the office of arts, culture, and the creative
economy may be good timing to consider a promotion campaign for the arts.

Excerpts from the paper (full paper available upon request)
“Come and take your theater medicine or your arts and culture medicine.” It’s kind of like
spinach or something that (…) you’re not going to enjoy it but it’s good for you. (…) People
don’t realize [that] it’s fun, and it is exciting.
(Informant #8)
I’ll never forget the art museum, on a Wednesday afternoon, having kids run around, (…)
and one of the women said, “Uh! I liked it so much better when the people didn’t come.”
(Informant #11)

Motivation and overview
Philadelphia’s vibrant arts and culture scene, an agent for the city’s revitalization in
recent years (William Penn Foundation 2007, 3), has contributed to the city’s greater
appeal as a place to live and visit (McCarthy et al. 2007, 73). It also helped
Philadelphia earn the distinction as “the next great city,” as noted by the National
Geographic Traveler (Nelson 2005). Given the importance of the arts for the city,
the finding of a recent study by the RAND Corporation about a potential future
funding issue deserves attention (McCarthy et al. 2007, 64-68). Specifically, with
almost two thirds of the art sector’s total income stemming from arts patrons and
private donors, Philadelphia’s demographic development is a concern for the
sector’s future sustainability. The growth of the population and the number of highly
educated residents, found to be the two main determinants of aggregate demand for
the arts (McCarthy et al. 2007, 74-75), do not seem to keep up with the growth of the
sector. To ensure the sector’s future, the study makes several recommendations,
which include increasing the participation in the arts 1 and securing more support
from the corporate and governmental sectors (McCarthy et al. 2007, 87). Currently,

1 The Wallace Foundation recently selected a set of ten Philadelphia arts organizations as the

recipients for a total grant of $5.3m to develop participation-building strategies (Wallace
Foundation 2007). This shows that Philadelphia is regarded as a city worthy of support to
enhance cultural participation.
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financial support from the government constitutes 9%, a third of which is from the
City of Philadelphia, while the corporate sector contributes 2% (GPCA 2006). 2
Given that the sector is asking for more support for both the production side and the
demand side, it seems reasonable to ask whether the target groups on both the
funding and patron sides adequately recognize the benefits of the arts. Such
recognition is particularly important as there are plenty of alternative causes to
engage in: Philadelphia residents and visitors have a variety of entertainment and
leisure options, while corporations and the government have a range of issues to
focus on, many of which may have higher priority. In short, potential and current
patrons as well as corporate and governmental sponsors need to recognize the
value of their engagement in the arts, especially relative to other potentially
competing causes.
The basic premise informing this research is that the benefits of the arts are not
adequately recognized and that a carefully designed communication campaign could
address this gap. After explaining the objectives and methodology of the study, this
paper begins to outline such a communication strategy by presenting findings from
one-on-one conversations with a group of arts sector constituents about a potential
campaign. The outline addresses strategic and tactical aspects, including campaign
objectives, target groups, the umbrella concept with segment-specific strategies, and
execution aspects. In order to point out the uniqueness of the proposed campaign, it
is compared to an existing public awareness campaign that promotes arts education
for children. Based exclusively on in-depth conversations with a dozen informants,
the core of this project’s research describes a taxonomy of benefits of the arts as
well as stereotypes, which can serve as messages for the campaign. It is followed
by suggestions for potential partners to implement the campaign as well as funding
sources and measures of the campaign’s effectiveness. After summarizing the
findings, the closing section both describes what policy and strategy questions this
research might inform and outlines next steps for implementing the proposed
campaign.

[…]

Summary and outlook
Data gathered from informants supported the thesis that the benefits of the arts are
not adequately understood. Moreover, informants pointed out a variety of benefits,
including personal growth and community building, as well as cognitive, mental,
spiritual, emotional, physical, and social benefits. In addition, stereotypes and
2 Besides admissions and other earned income, which at almost 50% of the sector’s total income are

high compared to other cities, and individual donations (16%), foundations, mainly the William Penn
Foundation and The Pew Charitable Trusts (14%), are the largest contributors of the total income.
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misconceptions about the arts, mainly the perception of an elite image and that
people don’t feel the arts are for them, were consistently pointed out. These seem
like important issues to pay attention to in the campaign. A promotion campaign for
the arts category is believed to have the potential both to educate people better on
the arts’ benefits and to mitigate stereotypes. Supported by meaningful and easily
accessible programming by arts organizations, an educational campaign may thus
help increase engagement and funding.
The envisioned campaign would be an umbrella campaign targeting three segments,
namely people as well as businesses that are currently little or not engaged in the
arts and the government. Mass media would address the patrons, while a lobbying
approach would be used for the institutional segments. The focus would be the
media campaign for patrons to augment the source for future earned income.
Since the arts are one of many leisure and funding options, it is crucial for the
campaign to highlight what benefits the arts can uniquely provide compared to
options such as athletic, social, educational, volunteer, spiritual, and other
competing leisure activities. One distinctive benefit is that the arts are an all-in-one
leisure option that, unlike competing alternatives, provides versatile experiences and
a wide range of benefits.
The findings of this study provide valuable input for various issues. Primarily, they
can inform the design and execution of a communication strategy to create greater
demand and funding for the arts. As a by-product, the findings could help phrase
messages to recruit more volunteers, board members, and other supporters for the
sector. In addition, positive messages about the arts may improve artists’
recognition in the Philadelphia community.
At a policy level, a lobbying campaign could suggest to governmental and corporate
representatives how the arts can provide value to the Philadelphia region. Public
interests that could be advanced through the arts include crime reduction,
revitalization, tourism, quality of life, employment, taxes, and community building. A
vision for the role of the arts in Philadelphia could also positively influence funding
for arts education in schools, a request noted by most informants. Moreover, it could
help define the role and responsibilities of a reestablished city office for arts and
culture, which the new Mayor Michael Nutter announced in the context of his first
budget proposal (GPCA 2008). Related to this, a vision of the arts’ role in
Philadelphia could inform a strategy to reposition Philadelphia as an arts city, or an
“arts mecca,” as the arts community of Tuscan, AZ recently discussed as a way to
brand its city (The Arizona Daily Star 2008). 3 This augmented image could make
Philadelphia even more attractive as a place to live, work, and visit for potential
residents, employees, especially the ‘creative workforce,’ and tourists.

3

The positioning as artsy and creative might become a more frequent marketing tactic for cities
given the talk about the creative economy, innovation, and how the local community determines
individuals’ opportunities and cities’ and businesses’ competitiveness (Florida 2007).
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Dr. Denise Dahlhoff
University of Pennsylvania

In order to implement the campaign, next steps should be to introduce the idea to
the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance and the Arts & Business Council. If one or
both of these organizations are generally interested in pursuing the idea, additional
research should be conducted. Surveys and focus groups could help substantiate
the thesis of this exploratory research and gather more specific input for the strategy
and execution (e.g., define target groups in detail, identify benefits and stereotypes
that are most important to communicate). It would be helpful to involve an
advertising agency—and potentially artists to help create the campaign—early in the
process to plan and execute the campaign. In addition, the city should be contacted
to find out whether it would support the concept of the campaign, including the idea
of branding Philadelphia as an arts metropolis, and contribute funding.
To learn best practices and avoid pitfalls for this important project, it would be helpful
to look for examples of similar regional and national promotional campaigns for the
arts carried out domestically as well as internationally.

4
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For the past thirty years I have participated in many somatic disciplines and practices as a
client, student, certified practitioner, teacher and trainer. I have also studied the techniques of
ballet, jazz and modern dance and performed as a professional dancer. In this paper, I will
apply my extensive knowledge and experience of the body and movement as a lens through
which to analyze the character of Alison in Mary Gaitskill’s novel, Veronica.
Real and imagined bodies can be read biologically, genetically and culturally. These
levels of “seeing” go beyond the useful but limiting body language theories that describe
physical gestures, such as crossing one’s arms or legs in a social situation, and assign
corresponding psychological states of mind to such postures. A more complex way of
examining body shape is to follow the process of an embryo developing in the womb and to
note if a body has kept the fluid integrity of its basic human blueprint. Arms begin as buds that
sprout from the cervical spine, legs from the sacrum. As they grow, limbs extend from these
places of origin. A mature human body’s limbs can appear fluid or tight. Do arms and
shoulders hang loosely from the spine or are they scrunched up into the neck? Do legs move
easily or are they pulled up into the pelvis and groin creating a stiff gait?
During my studies, one of my instructors asked me to go to a shopping mall, pick out
various people and unobtrusively walk behind each one for a time and try to imitate how they
walked. I was to report what sensations, thoughts and emotions I noticed when I configured
myself to the person walking in front of me. Did I feel tense or easy in my body? Did my mood
change as my body shifted? Walking behind two or more members of a family was particularly
enlightening. Invariably, their movements were almost identical to one another: the same
shoulder held higher than the other, the same leg twisted slightly inward, the head leaning to
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the right, the same level of tension held in exactly the same way. If I followed Alison or any
fictive character around a shopping mall, what would I discover?
Somatic therapies promote healing by intentionally disrupting, through various means,
habitual patterns or stasis in the body. A degree of dissolution creates a purposefully coherent
chaos in body structure, opening space in the system for new information or new movement.
Chronic pain is sometimes relieved. Any degree of freedom from deeply embedded genetic and
cultural patterns creates a sense of well-being. Physical, emotional and mental processes can
function at higher, more balanced, integrated levels.
There are different modalities for achieving these results. Some require a practitioner who
uses their hands on or off a client’s body to create more circulation, thus moving the tissue and
energy field to a more life-enhancing place, based on the particular model of the body the
practitioner has adopted. Some practitioners use machines. Chiropractors work with the spine.
Rolfers work primarily with connective tissue to align the structure along what is called the
Rolf Line. The focus of most somatic practices follows a particular model of the body and its
function, with a specific form as a goal.
The somatic practice of Continuum Movement is the basis of my inquiry into the
character of Alison in the novel Veronica. Continuum Movement explores internal as well as
external movement, considers hereditary and cultural influences, but most importantly and
atypically uses the biological formative process as its primary basis for viewing the body.
Movement is not something we do but who we are. In Continuum Movement the fluid
substance of the body is valued rather than a static model or form. I am interested in analyzing
character from a fictional genetic and cultural standpoint using this fluid perspective as the
underlying foundation for my interpretation.
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Overview of Continuum Movement
Continuum Movement was founded in New York City in 1967 by Emilie Conrad, a
dancer who spent years studying dance in many different cultures. In Haiti she found the
answer to her life long question of what unites human beings beyond the level of culture.
Coming from a family of depressed Jewish immigrants, Conrad sought to find a way to connect
with something larger than her immediate environment. She spent five years in Haiti, (19551960) performing and choreographing for a Haitian folklore company. She participated in
religious and shamanic practices. During one of these ceremonies Conrad realized that all life
has been shaped by water. She identified the wave motion as the essential, unifying movement
that is common to all life forms and lies beneath cultural influence. The fluid interior of our
body moves in the way energy moves through space. She recognized wave motion as the
universal access code to all life.
Human form is created in a fluid flow. In Sensitive Chaos: The Creation of Flowing
Forms in Water and Air, engineer Theodor Schwenk compares fluid flow in nature to its
movement in animal and man. He writes:
[there is no differentiation] between water as it appears in nature and the fluids
within living organisms. …Together earth, plant world and atmosphere form a
single great organism, in which water streams like living blood. What is here
spread out over a large space, animal and man have within themselves. What in
the plant world is spread in circulation over the face of the whole earth is in
them enclosed in a small space, where it moves in the same rhythms and
according to the same laws as does the water outside them in nature. (11 & 14)
All forms of life on this planet have developed through the movement of water. One can
see the impressions of spiraling water in markings and formations of rock and sand and in the
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curving shapes in plant life. Our own spiraling blood vessels, branching nervous system, the
shapes of our bones and organs all reflect the fluid ancestry of the human body. We are water
living on land. The body, in Continuum, is considered to be movement that has temporarily
stabilized in form in order to facilitate functions needed to survive.
Continuum Movement is based on the understanding of the body as on ongoing
expression of four billion years of planetary process. It is a practice of remembering and
becoming like water. The marine biologist Rachel Carson describes this heritage in her book,
The Sea Around Us.
When they went ashore the animals that took up a land life carried with them a
part of the sea in their bodies, a heritage which they passed on to their children
and which even today links each land animal with its origin in the ancient sea.
Fish, amphibian, and reptile, warm-blooded bird and mammal – each of us
carries in our veins a salty stream in which the elements sodium, potassium, and
calcium are combined in almost the same proportions as in seawater. This is our
inheritance from the day, untold millions of years ago, when a remote ancestor,
having progressed from the one-celled to the many-celled stage, first developed a
circulatory system in which the fluid was merely the water of the sea. …And as
life itself began in the sea, so each of us begins his individual life in a miniature
ocean within his mother’s womb, and in the stages of his embryonic development
repeats the steps by which his race evolved, from gill-breathing inhabitants of a
water world to creatures able to live on land. (13-14)
On another planet, human beings with the same DNA might look very different. We
would have to shape ourselves to function and survive in accordance with the environment.
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On a smaller scale, consider how our occupational choice shapes us. The office worker,
construction worker, athlete, waiter, or fashion model (Alison’s profession) must conform to a
particular body configuration in order to do their job. The problem is that without a way to
stimulate fluidity in the body, our tissue becomes stuck in one shape. A writer’s upper body
stays hunched long after she has left the computer. Carpal tunnel syndrome is a common
complaint. The body reflects its most habitual activity. When one engages in different kinds of
movements, such as working out at a gym, the prominent body shape is the one that exercises,
which reinforces the fixed pattern. One’s thinking and identity will also be affected by how the
body is shaped. How we move is how we think. Schwenk describes thinking as movement:
…The activity of thinking is essentially an expression of flowing movement.
Every idea – like every organic form – arises in a process of flow, until the
movement congeals into a form. Therefore, we speak of a capacity to think
fluently when someone is skillfully able to carry out this creation of form in
thought, harmoniously co-coordinating the stream of thought and progressing
from one idea to another without digression…(Schwenk 96)
From a Continuum perspective, a body that is compartmentalized, not in
communication with itself, or holding an armored, rigid stance, will reflect the same qualities in
social interactions. Consider the muscle-bound weight lifter, whose body is so tight his
movements are restricted. His ability to turn freely from side to side is diminished. His
interactions with the world are also restricted, bound and armored. In our quest to have the
perfect body, have we bought into the marketing message from the fashion industry to strive for
a mechanical body image that includes “buns and abs of steel?” In a recent interview with
Nancy Galeota-Wozny for the Contact Quarterly, Conrad talked about the industrialization of
the body.
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I also think we have been colonized by the industrial revolution as it has invaded
our biosystem by enforcing mechanical and repetitive movement…We accept
these reductive movements, not aware of their limitations. The industrialization
of the body…has created a speed that is not in keeping with the tides of a
biosystem, causing, in my view, an unbelievable degree of dissociation and
stress…One of the problems with conventional exercise is that by creating
increased density in so-called “muscle tone,” we are actually creating more
armor, which functions as another form of defense, making ourselves less
receptive to change and actually causing us to lose adaptability. (qtd. in Becker
26-27)
A more frightening example of the effects of repetitive movement is the goose step,
fashioned by Hitler to create dehumanized bodies and minds. Repetitive patterns of movement
create very specific skills, but repetition also creates boundaries and closed systems.
Continuum Movement was developed, in part, as a response to the profound dissociation from
the body in western culture.
As early as 1830, Alexis de Tocqueville described the danger of requiring humans to
engage in repetitive activity:
When a workman is unceasingly and exclusively engaged in the fabrication of
one thing, he ultimately does his work with singular dexterity; but at the same
time, he loses the general faculty of applying his mind to the direction of the
work. He every day becomes more adroit and less industrious; so that it may be
said of him that, in proportion as the workman improves, the man is degraded.
What can be expected of a man who has spent twenty years of his life in making
heads for pins? And to what can this mighty human intelligence, which has so
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often stirred the world, be applied in him, except it be to investigate the best
method of making pins’ heads? When a workman has spent a considerable
portion of his existence in this manner, his thoughts are forever set upon the
object of his daily toil; his body has contracted certain fixed habits, which it can
never shake off: in a word, he no longer belongs to himself, but to the calling
which he has chosen. In proportion as the principle of the division of labor is
more extensively applied, the workman becomes more weak, more narrowminded, and more dependent. The art advances and the artisan recedes. (qtd. in
Becker 15)
In the practice of Continuum Movement, diverse elements of breath, sound, and fluid
movements are combined to initiate internal wave motions, which help to dissolve patterned
physical forms and overly stabilized identities. Curving, wrapping, undulating movements
nourish us at a deep cellular level. In a film interview, Conrad asserts,
The fluid system is the most resonant of elements, meaning that it is not bound
by any form, so that all of the fluid of our body, which is 70 percent or more, the
fluid of the planet, the fluid of the galaxy—functions as one resonant whole. It is
an organ of intelligence…Probably the most important factor in our own
humanness is the activation of our fluid. It is so obvious that if you are 70
percent fluid there must be a reason why that is the case. (qtd. in Becker 61-61)
The goal of Continuum is to increase the potency, activity and viability of the fluids. Our
bodies need this kind of nourishment. If all our movements are forward and backward, linear
and repetitive, we become like dead water going through a straight pipe. Our bodies need the
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nourishment that’s available in random spiraling movements, much like water meandering
through a river accumulates nutrient-rich minerals as it flows over rock and filters through soil.
The inquiry in Continuum Movement is on the actual fluid substance of which the body
is made. The practice seeks to consciously replicate the movement of the gel sol state in cells,
which dissolve their boundaries when nourishment is needed, then congeal again, functioning
in a continual a dance of implicate/explicate order.
A human being develops embryonically and genetically in a watery world of possibility
and is born into a specific and demanding familial and cultural milieu, which becomes part of
one’s construction, along with gravitational force, air substance and other requirements of the
planet that determine how one will have to breath and move in order to live and navigate in the
environment. The mixture of biology, genetics, culture and atmosphere determines how a
person inhabits their body: how they move through life physically and emotionally, how they
relate to others, who they love, what needs and desires they attempt to fulfill and what conflicts
they try to overcome.
A writer of fiction usually thinks about a character’s desires and conflicts from a
psychological point of view. In my analysis of Alison I will go in a different direction and
address how her imagined biology, genetics and culture together are reflected in her body, her
thinking and the choices she makes.

Gaitskill’s Characters and Motifs
Gaitskill’s characters live and breathe in a sadomasochistic world searching for ways to
lose control, to shed, sometimes violently rip off the tightly bound skin of their lives. Their
containers--bodies--have become too constricted. When a mind/body split ensues it’s as if the
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characters grow another destructive personality—working as a model/call girl/stripper,
involved in psychologically, physically damaging relationships—sometimes achieving the,
albeit momentary, feeling of freedom or arousal they crave.
Viewing Gaitskill’s work through the paradigm of Continuum Movement helps us focus
on unmet biological needs and attendant suffering. Underneath the character’s angst is a
longing for ancestral, embryonic remembrance and embodiment. If, as writers and readers, we
include this aspect of a character as we follow them in their motivations, conflicts,
relationships, actions, growth or stasis, in their attempts to get their needs met, our experience
will be enriched. And we will feel more aware of our own bodies.
If we look briefly at Gaitskill’s most well known character, Debby, in the story,
“Secretary,” which was made into a film (2002), from the collection Bad Behavior, we find this
character’s affect to be flat, shut down, as is her family’s with whom she lives. “We would all
watch the news on TV as we ate. My mother would have a shrunken, abstracted look on her
face. My father would hunch over his plate like an animal at its dish” (137). Debby yearns for a
connection with family. “…I felt a despair and a longing for them, and a sureness that we
would never be close as long as I lived” (144). If we add to this unmet need the aspect of a
basic biological desire for a feeling of sensual vitality, a somatic home base if you will,
Debby’s suffering takes on another layer of intensity.
When, on Debby’s first job as a secretary, her boss berates her, spanks her and ejaculates
on her from behind as she leans over his desk, we are not surprised that she feels aroused. Later
at her parent’s house, lying in bed, she thinks about these acts and feels stimulated. She wants
to feel alive.
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I got excited. I was more excited, in fact, than I had ever been in my life. That
didn’t surprise me, either. I felt a numbness; I felt that I could never have a
normal conversation with anyone again. I masturbated slowly, to put off the
climax as long as I could. But there was no climax, even though I tried for a long
time. (141)
Debby’s desire to feel something besides flatness is relieved momentarily by
participation in painful, humiliating acts. But, when relived in her mind, the memories do not
deliver any kind of real connection, sexual or otherwise, with herself.
From a Continuum perspective, Debby’s unsatisfying experience is the result of her
confusion between sensuality and sexuality. Sensuality is the body’s primary language. A
“body hating” culture, as Conrad describes it, creates fear around experiencing the pleasure of
embodiment. Conrad defines sensuality as a state of being undefended and embodied.
The story ends with Debby talking with a psychiatrist who asks “…do you ever have the
sensation of being outside yourself, almost as if you can actually watch yourself from another
place?” [Debby responds:] “I hadn’t at the time, but I did now and it wasn’t such a bad feeling
at all” (146).

Continuum and Sadomasochism -A True Story
In one of many three-day Continuum workshops I taught in San Antonio, Texas, I had a
student I’ll call Victoria. The first day, when I asked people to introduce themselves and tell the
group how they happened to come to the workshop, Victoria just told us her name and said she
didn’t want to say anything else. When she spoke she looked down at the floor. When others
talked, her eyes darted around the room. Her shoulders were hunched up into her neck. Her
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body expressed the state of having just been startled by something. My guess was that whatever
had startled her had happened a long time ago and she’d been in this shape of “shock” ever
since. Her movements were stiff. Her breathing was very shallow. She had difficulty doing the
various breaths, sounds and movements that I taught the group. When I demonstrated a wave
motion, she looked away. Her body moved like a person much older than her years, which I
guessed to be about thirty. At break time she sat alone. She left early and I was surprised she
came back the next day.
By the end of the second day I didn’t see any change in Victoria, but on the third day
when the group of about twenty people were lying down doing the breath, sound and
movement sequence that I’d laid out, Victoria suddenly began making wailing sounds. Her
whole body began moving in huge waves, as if the movement of the ocean was crashing
through her. The shape, the pattern that her body had been stuck in began to dissolve as the
fluid inside her became more active. The non-verbal fluid resonance of the group, which had
been building for three days, contributed to her experience.
I sat beside Victoria as she cried and screamed. The waves kept coming, sometimes
lifting parts of her body off the floor. After an hour her process subsided. I asked everyone to
sit up and check in about their experience. Victoria had completely changed. Her face was
softer, her skin vibrant. She no longer looked startled. She spoke first, making eye contact with
me and people in the group. Victoria talked about how she couldn’t control the movements or
the sounds she’d made while allowing her body to move as it wanted to. She said she’d recently
gotten into sadomasochism because she just couldn’t feel anything in any aspect of her life,
including sexually. She felt numb and had felt that way for many years. She thought
sadomasochism would help, but it didn’t. It made her more disconnected. Victoria said that
after the wave movements subsided, she felt what she’d longed for: to feel at home in her body.
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I never saw Victoria again but I know that the experience she had of herself as a fluid
being probably moved her toward a more embodied life. Even if she continued with
sadomasochism, she now had the capacity for full conscious engagement, which is very
different than the outcome I imagine for Debby at the end of “Secretary.”
Continuum Movement strives to give people an experience of themselves as biological
organisms, without the cultural trappings of a societal role, specific gender or identity.

Alison in the novel Veronica
Alison’s parents, like Debby’s, are inadequate and cannot give her the nurturing she
needs. For years, Alison has watched her father futilely attempt to express his feelings by trying
to signal them to people through songs. He’s longing for biological connection, which he
attempts to find through music.
My father used to make lists of his favorite popular songs, ranked in order of
preference. These lists were very nuanced, and they changed every few years.
He’d walk around with the list in his hand, explaining why Jo “GI. Jo” Stafford
was ranked just above Doris day, why Charles Trenet topped Nat King Cole…It
was his way of showing people things about him that were too private to say
directly. I remember being there once when he was playing the songs for some
men he worked with, talking excitedly about the music. He didn’t realize his
signals could not be heard, that the men were looking at him strangely.
…Eventually, he gave up, and there were few visitors. He was just by himself,
trying to keep his secret and tender feelings alive through these same old songs.
(15 & 16)
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Alison’s father is trying to uphold cultural values of self-control and emotional
discipline yet he needs desperately to find an expression for his feelings. Alison is drawn to
modeling, which also requires self-control, emotional distance and dissociation of mind, body
and emotions.
I remember once seeing a picture of [a model]…who was shot so close-up, you
could barely see what she was wearing…her lipstick was smeared and a boy
mussed her hair as he pressed a joint to her open dry lips. Her eyes rolled
unevenly in her head, so that one stared blankly at the camera and the other
shimmered near the top of her eyelid. …I tore her picture out of the magazine
and tacked it up on the wall of my room. I didn’t understand why I liked it.
…these poses were like closed doors I couldn’t open, and this one was, too.
Except that you could hear muffled sounds coming from behind it, voices,
footsteps—music. (31-32)
As a teenager Alison runs away from home. “I wanted something to happen, but I didn’t
know what. I didn’t have the ambition to be an important person or a star. My ambition was to
live like music” (30). Alison wants to “live like music,” as her father, hidden safely behind
songs. During her first modeling photo shoot, music plays while she’s posing. “I didn’t know
how to pose, but it didn’t matter; the music was like a big red flower you could disappear
into.”…“I was going to be a model and make money walking around inside songs everybody
knew.” (37)
Biologically, Alison is longing for an “organismic” connection. In addition, she is
carrying the weight of familial and genetic influence. She’s also trapped in a culture that
demands women be attractive, particularly pretty women. Hiding behind beauty and modeling
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poses is encouraged. In Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture, and the Body, Susan
Bordo suggests that certain cultural rituals that objectify the female promote dissociation in
women for the purpose of maintaining a cultural status quo.
Women are spending more time on the management and discipline of our bodies
than we have in a long, long time. ...Through the pursuit of an ever-changing,
homogenizing, elusive ideal of femininity—a pursuit without a terminus,
requiring that women constantly attend to minute and often whimsical changes
in fashion—female bodies become docile bodies—bodies whose forces and
energies are habituated to external regulation, subjection, transformation,
“improvement.” Through the exacting and normalizing disciplines of diets,
makeup, and dress—central organizing principles of time and space in the day
of many women—we are rendered socially oriented and more centripetally
focused on self-modification. Through these disciplines, we continue to
memorize on our bodies the feel and conviction of lack, of insufficiency, of
never being good enough. At the farthest extremes, the practices of femininity
may lead us to utter demoralization, debilitation, and death. …[This] has to be
acknowledged as an amazingly durable and flexible strategy of social control.
…the contemporary preoccupation with appearance…may function as a
backlash phenomenon, reasserting existing gender configurations against any
attempts to shift or transform power relations. (2363)
Like Debby, Alison’s sexual encounters are dissociative. She loses herself; her body
seems to disappear.
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Fucking Gregory Carson was like falling down the rabbit hole and seeing things
flying by without knowing what they meant. Except I was the rabbit hole at the
same time, and he was stuffing things down it like crazy, just throwing
everything in, like he couldn’t get rid of it fast enough. And I could take it all.
…His face looked like he was saying, Remember this when they’re taking your
picture. Remember this. Like he was stuffing me full of him so that any picture
of me would be a picture of him, too, because people who looked would see him
staring out of my eyes. (40)
The tone of Gaitskill’s language is cool, sharp, psychologically acute and unsentimental.
The writing, which for the most part echoes the sustained interiority of Alison’s voice, seems to
jab at one’s chest in a staccato rhythm, mirroring how Alison views the people in her world. “I
was distracted by a man in a suit coming toward me with a bouquet of roses…His lips made me
think of a spider drinking blood with pure blank bliss” (59).
The first time Alison’s mother looks at her daughter’s modeling pictures in Paris fashion
magazines she feels pride, but Gaitskill only lets us see that for a moment.
There was love in her look, but with such jealousy mixed in that the feelings
became quickly slurred. It was what my mother gave me, so I took it and I gave
it back; I reveled in her jealousy as she reveled in my vanity. Reveling and
rageful, we went between sleep and dreams right there in the dining room. Silent
and still, we attacked each other like animals. (161)
Her mother’s response points to how Alison’s tough exterior developed under the
pervasive influence of competition and jealousy. By the time Alison meets Veronica she is
aggressive, hard and unsympathetic.
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Veronica asked me how I got into modeling, and I said, “By fucking a nobody
catalog agent who grabbed my crotch.” I said it with disdain—like I didn’t have
to be embarrassed or make up something nice, because Veronica was nobody—
like why should I care if an ant could see up my dress? Except I didn’t notice my
disdain; it was habitual by then. (39)
Conrad addresses the issue of habitual patterns and responses from the paradigm of
Continuum Movement: “We exist, but we’re not thriving. Defenses and adaptive strategies
developed in early life become entrenched within our systems, functioning like an aberrant
DNA” (qtd. in Becker 69).
Habitual ways of functioning signal a high level of rigidity, mass and density in the
body. Disconnection from one’s biological fluid origins cuts off empathy and emotion and
impedes access to bio-intelligence. Alison’s language, actions and thoughts reflect her base
level of sensate responsiveness. In his book, Embryogenesis: Species, Gender, and Identity,
ethnographer and cultural historian, Richard Grossinger discusses the inherent danger of
empathetic disconnection.
The only ways kids can invade their school with guns, shooting bullets into
other students, is if they don’t feel what they are doing, if they do not experience
the event as real. As industrialized, computerized, heroin and fantasy
intelligences replace real cell-chanted bodies, all sorts of new crimes against the
body-mind arise These are not intentionally sadistic. The harm being done
doesn’t even resonate. When there is no longer empathic resonance one can do
anything. The body is a dream. (625)
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Alison and Veronica
Alison meets Veronica at a temp job in Manhattan. Veronica is thirty-seven with a
plump body and bleached blonde hair. “She wore tailored suits in mannish plaids with
matching bow ties, bright red lipstick, false red fingernails and mascara that gathered in intense
beads on the end of her eyelashes” (12). And Veronica has AIDS. “When I knew Veronica, I
was healthy and beautiful and I thought I was so great for being friends with somebody who
was ugly and sick” (24). At the time of their meeting, Alison is twenty-one years old. Her
modeling career is waning. She’s armored, rigid and cynical in her interactions with people.
She carries the scars of having lived the high-speed, destructive, disembodied life of glamour.
I…thought of a photographer who habitually held his arrogant head turned up and
away from his body as if pretending it wasn’t there. …I [thought] of myself
presenting my body without bodily reality, my face exaggerated by makeup and
artificial feeling, suspended forever on an imaginary brink, eyes dimmed and
looking at nothing. (166)
When Alison tells Veronica with habitual disdain how she became a model “by fucking a
nobody catalog agent,” Alison expects a “stinging” response, but “when she [Veronica] talked,
her voice was kind.”
“Every pretty girl has a story like that, hon,” she said. “I had that prettiness, too. I
have those stories. …Of course, you’re a lot prettier than I was—you’d have won
the contest hands down! …But prettiness is always about pleasing people. When
you stop being pretty, you don’t have to do that anymore. I don’t have to do that
anymore. It’s my show now.” …[Alison says] “I wasn’t trying to please anyone.”
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“… No? [asks Veronica] She stubbed out her cigarette in a bright yellow ashtray.
“What were you trying to do?” (39-40)
This moment of resonance between Alison and Veronica opens the door for their
unlikely friendship to develop. Veronica sees and responds to Alison with kindness and
recognition, which cuts though some of Alison’s defenses.
With her weird clothes, plump body, badly bleached hair and loud voice, the aging and
sick Veronica doesn’t fit Alison’s picture of the right kind of friend, yet: “[Veronica] put down
her Styrofoam cup. The stirring coffee shone with oils from her lipstick. The side of the cup
was marked with the impress of her lower lip. For a strange moment, I wanted to take her cup
and kiss it, covering her mark with mine.” Alison surprises herself and Veronica when she
blurts out, “Do you want to go out for a drink…?” Veronica declines, “Thanks, hon, but I can’t.
I’ve got an appointment. …Maybe another time” (145). Alison doesn’t give up. She reaches out
again, takes a bigger risk.
“Maybe we could go see a movie?” I trembled in my extended position, but I
held it. She [Veronica] dropped her eyes. She said, “That would be lovely,” but
her voice hesitated, as if her foot had halted midstep while her body veered in
another direction. The moment was fragile and uncomfortable, and it united us
as if by touch. Veronica raised her eyes. “I could do it this week?” (145)
What is it that unites them so strongly? They are both afraid to step out of their habitual
roles, but they yearn for something they don’t have, have never had. The “touch” they feel is
recognition of an opportunity for biological connection. “I could feel Veronica smile before I
saw it. …By the end of the movie, [Veronica’s] feelings, grown too broad for words, were
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strong enough that I could feel them running, sinking, rising, and again running in an ardent
fluxing pattern. …Then we went to have ice cream (147).
They continue to go to the movies together. Sometimes Alison becomes aware, through
the eyes of others, how odd, she and Veronica appear, image-wise, even though they have
grown close enough to speak “in tongues.”
We went to the movies again the next week and several weeks after that. If we
could sit alone in an isolated row, we talked our way through the story. If we
had to sit where others could hear us, we didn't. Either way, we left the theatre
feeling like we’d been talking in tongues. Sometimes I would see men look at
me, and at her, then withdraw their eyes in confusion. Sometimes their
confusion would confuse me; sometimes I looked through their eyes and saw
that Veronica and I made no sense together. But then I came back into my own
eyes, and that kind of sense seemed stupid. (148)
As their friendship grows and Veronica’s illness progresses, each of them, confronted
with biology in such a base, stark, and painful way, struggle with how to find deep meaning
and love in the unfamiliar land of the body. Finding this connection appears to be the purpose
of their friendship. It is through body memory that Alison is able to have intimate and
empathetic feelings for Veronica.
Veronica invited me to sleep over. She gave me a flannel nightgown imprinted
with violets and green ribbons. The print was faded from many washings and
there was ragged hole in one elbow; it was so unlike Veronica to own such a
decrepit item that I thought it must be from her childhood. As I slipped it over
my head in the bathroom, I inhaled deeply, imagining ghost scents wafting off
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the gown. Childhood smells; silken armpit, back of the neck, fragrant perfect
foot. Adolescence stronger, more pungent, heavy with spray-can deodorant, then
secretly, defiantly rank. An adult snow cloud of soap and bleach, and the ghost
still whispering through it. The gown was tight across my shoulders; its sleeves
went just past my elbow and its hem just past my knees. I smoothed it lovingly
and left the bathroom, ready to get in bed and put my arms around Veronica; I
imagined us together in our flannels, cuddling until we woke. But as soon as we
lay down, she said, “Good night,” and turned on her side. (171)
Veronica cannot tolerate this level of closeness. Alison and Veronica struggle in their
own ways, wanting both nourishment and distance from each other. Toward the end of
Veronica’s life, Alison has mixed feelings.
Sometimes I had contempt and disgust for Veronica. It would come on me as I
lay alone in bed, drowsy but unable to sleep. I would picture her with one of her
false smiles or arranging her cat coasters or adjusting her jaunty bow tie, and I
would fill with scorn. I didn’t try to fight it. I let it snort and root. Why had she
been involved with someone like Duncan [Veronica’s bisexual lover who gave
her AIDS] anyway…She wanted to be a victim. Probably she even wanted to
die--…People like Veronica dragged everyone down; it was paralyzing to be
confronted with such pain. (185)
Yet this level of bodily breakdown and pain is the catalyst that allows them to feel love
and friendship. They become more human. Alison reflects: “I sank down into darkness and
lived among the demons for a long, long time. …I was saved by another demon, who looked on
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me with pity and so became human again. And because I pitied her in turn, I was allowed to
become human, too” (227).
The last time Alison sees Veronica alive she rubs Veronica’s breastbone, the bone that
protects the heart. With this gesture, both their hearts open. Alison grows a larger fluid body
that merges with the body of Veronica.
I got up and sat beside her. Finally, she looked at me. Her face was stunned and
drained. I put my hand on her breastbone. I felt her subtly respond. Shyly, I
rubbed her. …I rubbed Veronica’s chest and then I left. I said, “Call me if
anything happens,” and she walked me to the door. I hugged her and she said,
“Wait a minute, hon. “ She took a ring off her finger and gave it to me…. She
put it on my finger. She squeezed my hand. She said, “Good-bye, sweetheart.”
And she smiled. … I remember rubbing the small bones in the center of
Veronica’s chest. I remember her surprise at being touched that way, the slight
shift in her facial expression as if feelings of love and friendship had been
wakened by the intimate touch. ...I never should’ve touched her like that and
then turned around and left, leaving her chest opened and defenseless against the
feelings that might come into it—feelings of love and friendship left unrequited
once more. …I fantasize giving Veronica a full-body massage, with oil, with
warm blankets wrapped around the resting limbs. Drops of sweat would’ve
rolled from my arms to melt on her skin. When I finished I would’ve held her in
my arms. Except she never would have allowed any of that. She only responded
to the chest touch because I took her by surprise. (212-216)
The structure of the novel, Veronica, begins and ends with one day in Alison’s present
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life. Through Gailtskill’s use of internal voice, Alison relives and reflects on the past twentyfive years. She’s almost fifty years old and oblivious to fashion. She’s broke, without health
insurance and suffering with symptoms of Hepatitis C: fatigue, muscle and joint pain, nausea,
vomiting and loss of appetite.
Now I’m ugly and sick. I don’t know how long I’ve had hepatitis—probably
about fifteen years. It’s only been in the last year that the weakness, the sick
stomach, and the fever have kicked up. Sometimes I’m scared, sometimes I feel
like I’m being punished for something, sometimes I feel like I’ll be okay. Right
now, I’m just glad I don’t have to deal with a beautiful girl telling me I have to
learn to love myself. (25)
Alison remembers telling Veronica she needed to love herself. Now, Alison works as a
cleaning woman in the office of John, a photographer friend who used to take modeling
pictures of her. “John looks at me and sees a beautiful girl in a ruined face. It’s broken with age
and pain coming through the cracks. …we’re not going to fuck, but it’s still in my voice—sex
and warm arms mixed with hurt and ugliness” (35 & 36). Ironically, Hepatitis C has made
Alison aware of her body. There are no morer images to uphold, nothing to prove, no identity
to maintain. Alison takes a pain pill for her aching shoulder, lights a cigarette, cleans the
bathroom mirror and tells her life story. Through her friendship with Veronica and the
dissolution of her beauty, Alison has learned to embody empathy and humility.
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Wild Geese
You do not have to be good.
You do not have to walk on your knees
for a hundred miles through the desert repenting.
You only have to let the soft animal of your body
love what it loves.
Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine.
Meanwhile the world goes on.
Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain
are moving across the landscapes,
over the prairies and the deep trees,
the mountains and the rivers.
Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air,
are heading home again.
Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,
the world offers itself to your imagination,
calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and excitingover and over announcing your place
in the family of things.
Mary Oliver
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Submission for the 7th Annual Hawaii International Conference on
Arts and Humanities
Title: A Composer’s Legacy: The Illustrious Students of British Composer
Charles Villiers Stanford
Topic Area: Music
Presentation Format: Poster Session
This proposal is to present a poster paper session at the 7th Annual International
Conference on the Arts and Humanities to be held in Honolulu, Hawaii – January 9 – 12,
2209. My session is entitled:

A Composer’s Legacy: The Illustrious Students of British Composer
Charles Villiers Stanford
British composer Charles Villiers Stanford (1852-1924) was a major influence in the field
of composition in Britain, having composed and arranged over 300 art songs. His tenure
as a composition teacher at the Royal College of Music in London and at Cambridge
University produced many British composers, which include prominent names in the
field of music. The list of students taught by Stanford is extensive, confirming his
influence on many of Great Britain’s most prolific composers.
Many composition teachers throughout history have influenced entire generations of
composers through their strong mentorship and artistic vision and Stanford is no
exception. Early twentieth century England witnessed the emergence of a group of
composers whose blossoming careers placed them squarely in the center of England’s
mainstream of neo-romantic composers. Ralph Vaughan Williams, Frank Bridge, Gustav
Holst, Arthur Somervell, John Ireland, Ivor Gurney, Rebecca Clarke, E.J. Moeran,
George Butterworth, Herbert Howells and a ray of others, became known as premier
composers who received tutelage under the guidance of Charles Villiers Stanford. While
integrating some of the finest compositional traits of Stanford, each of these composers
also achieved a unique song-writing style apart from their teacher’s influence. Although
the output of songs by Stanford and his students was great, many songs are out of print or
in archive collections and are unknown to American audiences.
The presentation of this poster paper session would allow me to offer various art songs of
Stanford and of Stanford’s illustrious students, and would give the International
Conference members the opportunity to explore vocal literature that may be unfamiliar to
them. I strongly believe that a mission of music/arts organizations is to rediscover and
share new vocal literature and hopefully this session will highlight many new songs for
teaching, singing, and listening, drawn from the list of composers mentioned above. I
have conducted extensive research in British Art Song in London at the Royal College of
Music and at various publisher archives and have collected many songs of Stanford’s
students. I have also
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found, and purchased in the United Kingdom, many anthologies which are not available
in the United States of the composers mentioned in this proposal.
In my session I would include the following:
1. select number of anthologies of the composers mentioned in this proposal so
that people may peruse the anthologies
2. CD that I have produced of various songs by each of the composers so that
listeners may hear their compositional style
3. vocal anthology of Charles Villiers Stanford art songs that I have compiled
and edited, and that has been published by Classical Vocal Reprints
4. Informational handouts about Stanford and the composers mentioned
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Abstract
This paper makes use of research into group work in a first year physics course to raise questions and argue a
case concerning the induction of young scientists into the discipline of physics. In doing so it focuses our
attention on academic disciplines in general, how they have been constructed, how power within them is
maintained, their affect on knowledge building and how, if power is abused and knowledge stunted, they might
be deconstructed. Data from videotapes of the group work is analysed to see how young physicists take their first
steps within their discipline, both intellectually, in terms of subject matter, and socially, in terms of a community
of practice. We make use of the work of Jan Nespor (1994) to argue that the way the first year physics students
work is different from small groups in other disciplines. By investigating the ‘storylines’ that emerge in the
group work (Harre and van Langenhove, 1999; Linehan and McCarthy, 2000) we are able to synthesise the
various plots inherent in the students’ interaction and better understand how they situate themselves as novice
physicists.

Introduction
A number of philosophers of science, sociologists and psychologists have investigated the
nature and formation of academic disciplines. Thomas Kuhn (1962) has looked at the broad
picture, describing how scientific revolutions can spawn new directions and new disciplines
within science. The sociologists Becher and Towler (1989) have developed, and subsequently
refined, a theoretical framework for what they argue are disciplinary cultures with different
views on the nature of knowledge. Becher and Towler group the various disciplines into pure
sciences, the humanities and pure social sciences, technologies and applied technologies. Of
interest for this paper is Becher and Towler’s argument that individual disciplines develop
their own coded language and embrace a particular conception of the nature of knowledge. In
a pure, hard science like Physics, knowledge is characterized as cumulative, value free and
open to empirical proof. In business management, on the other hand, knowledge is often
negotiable and economic theories are not only hard to prove but often overtaken by complex
and shifting circumstances in the global economy. The French sociologist and philosopher,
Pierre Bourdieu (1994) also wrote about academia and analysed it in terms of field and
habitus. Field refers to the social arena in which people jockey for power and position (in our
case academic disciplines). Habitus, on the other hand, refers to the individual’s disposition or
psychic and somatic framework. When the individual’s view, which is often formed by a
particular field, and the values within that field coalesce, we have what Bourdieu refers to as
doxa – a set of deeply held, individual beliefs and assumptions that perpetuate the dominant
paradigm within a particular field. Bourdieu argues that:
The relationship between habitus and field operates in two ways. On the one side,
it is a relation of conditioning: the field structures the habitus, which is the
product of the embodiment of immanent necessity of a field (or a hierarchically
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intersecting set of fields). On the other side, it is a relation of knowledge or
cognitive construction: habitus contributes to constituting the field as a
meaningful world, a world endowed with sense and with value, in which it is
worth investing one’s practice (quoted in Grenfell and James, 1998).
Jack Mezirow (1990) and Stephen Brookfiled (1991) echo some of these ideas in their work
on adult education and the need for ‘transformative learning’.
In this paper we connect the field of physics with the habitus of the individual physics student.
To better understand what occurs in the small group discussions that we videotaped, we made
use of Harré and van Langenhove’s (1999) social-psychological theory on positioning. The
choice of this theory was natural since our research also relies on a phenomenological
perspective. Harré and van Langenhove’s argue that people’s actions are usually intentional
and normatively constrained and the result a lifetime of social interaction. As Linehan and
McCarthy (2000) have pointed out positioning theory is an analytic tool that can be used to
describe ‘the shifting multiple relations in a community of practice’. In our case we used it to
situate the individual students within their groups and to tease out the ‘storylines’ that we
observed. We made use of discourse analysis and semi structured interviews to further
investigate the induction of new physicists into their discipline.
Different disciplines, different behaviour
In the late 1980s Jan Nespor obtained a postdoctoral fellowship to conduct a comparative
study into space, time and the curriculum in undergraduate physics and management
programs. His fellowship did not include money for overheads so, without an office, he was
obliged to carry out interviews wherever his student informants could find a suitable place. It
turned out that his management students knew many such places on campus and so he
interviewed them in quiet cafes, library carrels, comfortable corners in the student union and
so on. The physics students, on the other hand, always invited him to the same space – the
physics building. His studies revealed that this was no accident. From an analysis of his data
he concluded that the physics program enclosed the students physically and socially and that
they in turn learned to feel comfortable on their ‘home turf’. Nespor pointed out that ‘By their
third year in the program most physics students were doing their work in small rooms with a
small relatively stable group of peers, and they were devoting the vast majority of their
waking hours to physics work’. The management course on the other hand was much more
fragmented in terms of intellectual content, social contact and work input (Nespor, 1994).
Jan Nespor did his field work between 1986 and 1987 and his book is an attempt to
understand the notion of knowledge and learning as the products of social activities. Nespor
(1994) explored how people got connected to physics and argued that communities of practice
are not just ‘situated in space and time, they are ways of producing and organizing space and
time and setting up patterns of movement across space-time: they are networks of power’. In
an earlier study we noted that the students who participated in the small group exercise had
often already formed tight work groups, some of which originated in high school, and in their
spare time tended to meet in the physics building (Ferdos and Christie, 2006). In this paper
want to look more closely at the interaction that takes place when such students are given
some fundamental physics problems that they could work on in small groups. The small group
was not the most common form of learning for these students. For the most part their
curriculum was made up of lectures, tutorials and laboratory sessions although the lecturer
concerned had introduced a rather large problem based learning project into her subject. In
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that project there was a lot of emphasis on group dynamics and one’s responsibility within the
group.
We argue that any learning environment, by virtue of the purpose it has and the people who
inhabit it, constitutes a ‘contested space’. The lecture theatre, the classroom, the laboratory,
the workshop, the syndicate room are sites where habitus and field intersect and sometimes
collide. Common sense notions of what these spaces are and what occurs in them are
misleading. The nature and the degree of the contest depends on a number of things – the
educational institution and the values it holds, the physical configuration of each teaching and
learning space (often determined by the former) and the habitus of those who administer,
teach or learn in that space. In this research we looked at a particular type of space and social
interaction – the small group. We filmed first year physics students interacting in that space,
as they sought to solve two mechanics problems. The first concerned the forces that act on an
ox that is dragging a box, while the second looked at what was the best angle to haul a sled.
Our research project is funded
by the Swedish Research
Council and its overall
intention is to improve learning
in physics, especially in the
early stages of university
courses where failure rates are
unacceptably high compared
with other subjects. Our
concern is not only with pass rates but rather how one can improve the quality of the learning
that occurs in first year physics (Christie, Ingerman and Berge, 2008). This includes generic
as well as subject specific capabilities. As other research indicates (Laurillad, 1993; Marton
and Booth, 1997; Brown and Atkins, 1998; Ramsden, 1999; Biggs, 2003) it is possible to gain
good examination results by adopting a surface approach to teaching and learning at the cost
of quality learning. Well designed small group work on the other hand can contribute quality
learning which we define as deep, meaningful, transferable and transformative. Our hope is
that physics students will be encouraged to see the world (including the discipline of physics)
in a new light and encouraged to use the knowledge and skills they attain to make it a better
place (Brookfield, 1990; Mezirow, 1991; and Cranton, 1992).
Some of our research questions include: How do group participants themselves perceive the
group work experience? Do they believe it helps them to actively construct conceptual
knowledge rather than being informed about it? What sort of communication patterns can be
identified in group work and do they influence how individuals in the group learn? How
important is design of the group work activity? When and how should a teacher intervene in
the group work process? For this paper we have focused on some specific questions, namely:
Can we observe particular power positions that emerge in the group and do they have an
influence on individual learning? Are the power plays that we observe in the groups
consistent with power norms in the student’s discipline? For example is it natural for men to
speak more or take a more dominant role in group work irrespective of the numerical
composition of a group in terms of men and women? Is the intellectual status of the individual
group member, say in terms of past performance at tests, another power factor?
In order to gather data about group work we collaborated with a teacher from a first year
mechanics course for physics students. With the teacher’s help the students were divided into
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seven small groups of 3 to 4 students. Four of the groups were physics engineers while the
other three were made up of bio-engineering students The exercises were meant to take about
60 minutes to complete. In the first task (the ox drags a box problem) students were asked to
indicate the forces that act on the ox (see figure above). The students were also asked
questions like ‘What happens if the mass of the ox doubles?’ and ‘What makes it possible for
the ox to move forward?’. The second task was also a force-friction problem, but one in
which horizontal and vertical forces to the movement were important. For this problem the
students were required to use equations in order to successfully solve the problem. On the
whole the physics engineers solved the two tasks quicker than expected. One group of physics
engineers only needed 45 minutes. None of the three groups from the bio-engineering
program, on the other hand, finished the second task on time. All seven groups received
guidance from a tutor who helped or checked on their progress, depending on the group. The
group work sessions were taped, transcribed and analyzed and all the students were
interviewed about how they experienced their session. Some groups were also interviewed
using ‘stimulated recall’ where group members saw certain (video) parts of their own group
work and were asked for comments. These interviews were also taped and transcribed.
Storylines
What we concluded from an analysis of the data we studied was that individual students are
indeed affected by their ‘field’. They act as they envisage ‘physics students’ should act and in
doing so reinforce a common acceptance of what it is to be a physicist. The first year physics
students that we filmed doing small group work situated themselves as individuals but, in
general, replicated what they feel constitutes the behaviour of ‘beginning physicists’. From an
analysis of their interaction we were able to extract three storylines that give us insights into
their induction into the physics discipline. The first storyline concerned the actual solving of
the physics problems. The second dealt with how the students position themselves and each
other as ‘physics experts or non experts’ and, finally, the third storyline showed how the
students socialised by making a particular kind of joke and adopting a certain style of
objective language. All three storylines reinforced some of the aspects of field and habitus
mentioned above. The storyline of ‘solving the physics problem’ is interesting because there
was a tendency (according to our analysis) for the first year physics students to seek a solution
straight away rather than think about how their small groups functioned in terms of promoting
meaningful learning. It was assumed that the knowledge area was fixed, not negotiable and
that there was an optimal way of reaching the solution. The storyline of the ‘physics expert’
resonates with the way a field is often built up by ‘pioneering and/or revolutionary minds’ and
maintained by ‘world renowned experts’. The third storyline concerned the way language and
humor is used to create solidarity in small groups and our analysis of it showed that the
students rarely used the first person but preferred the impersonal ‘one’ when giving an
opinion.
In the first storyline the students tended to solve the problem by formalizing and reducing it
into smaller pieces. This is a fairly logical approach if we accept Becher and Towler’s
description of pure sciences as cumulative. What is built up can also be broken down. An
example of how the students attempted to reduce the problem was when one of them
suggested that the bullock in the problem can be ‘seen as a box’, meaning that the legs of the
bullock are of no importance for the solution. This attempt at reduction was subsequently
questioned, a process we called ‘anti-reduction’. In this process the students concerned made
the question bigger rather than smaller. The following dialogue is an illustration of what this
storyline looks like:
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273.
274.
275.
276.
277.
278.

279.
280.
281.
282.
283.
284.
285.
286.
287.
288.

C: Which forces are we talking about?
D: Yeah
B: Isn’t it T?
C: Except T consists of...
D: Yeah, but the risk with saying that, is that none of the forces actually apply since they
cancel each other out.
C: But isn’t that only ‘mg’. Because if ‘mg’ is bigger, then the normal force is also bigger and
if the normal force is bigger ‘Ff’ is bigger. Because ‘Ff’ is proportional to ‘µN’, and if ‘Ff’ is
bigger then the pulling force in the rope must also be bigger.
D: mm
C: So it’s only ‘mg’ that applies then. In which case all µ ‘Ks’ are constant, and so on...
B: Although T, it also depends on…
C: The force in the rope depends on, it’s....
B: yeah…
C: T is the same as ‘F’, ‘F’ is equal to ‘N’ times µ, something, is equal to N µ (incoherent
mumble) which is equal to ‘mg’…
B: …mmm, yeah…
C: …and it is constant, so it is only ‘mg’ which gets…
B: Yeah it determines how hard he has to pull it …
D: Otherwise one can see it differently...like one can determine how hard he will pull the box
and in general make some progress.

Line 277 is an example of anti-reducing: after student B has suggested that the force T is the
force that affects how the bullock and box move, student D anti-reduces this statement by
claiming that all the forces cancel each other out. Line 278 is an example of how the physics
problem has been formalized into certain formulae of forces. Student C talks about the
formulae in a casual manner, certain that the other students understand the language of
physics where letter ‘N’ stands for normal force and letter ‘µ’ stands for coefficient of
friction. What is of interest in the storyline of ‘solving the physics problem’ is that the
students are so concerned with finding out answers that they do not take the time to set the
problem in the wider context of mechanical forces. By getting bogged down in finding
particular solutions they miss the opportunity to engage in a expository dialogue in which
they help each other clarify a number of rather hazy ideas about force.
In the following example a student tries to shift the focus by asking for a more general
explanation but the ‘solving the problem’ storyline is too powerful and his attempt is ignored.
It is a good example of how obtaining a ‘product’ or ‘solution’ can overhwelm the ‘process’
of contextual and meaningful learning.
159. D: the sum of everything must be zero…if we add up all the frictional forces then they should
be zero, at least if you think of the ox and the box as one system.
160. C: Yeah, except could the ox have pulled the box if it was heavier than it?
161. A: Yeah
162. D: Yes but that shouldn’t be a problem for the ox…
163. C: Can you show us why.
164. A: Yeah, but that’s the way it is, the ox…
165. B: The ox’s weight has no effect on ’T’.
166. C: Mmm, that’s true.
167. D: …it’s got to do with how many muscles the ox has and that in its own way has got
something to do with weight, but not exclusively
168. A: Not directly though…
169. B: But what do you mean – that the friction force is comparable to the pulling force?
170. C: The frictional force there is like the pulling force there.
171. D. mm
172. B: Yeah because it’s a constant velocity.
173. C: …so the sum of all ’Fx’ is zero.
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174. C: The fact that the ox can move could also depend on the fact that the ‘µ-kinetic’ there,
between the hooves and the ground, is maybe larger than between the box and the ground.

Line 163 is one of the very few ‘breaks’ in the storyline of solving the physics problem; here
student C expresses a wish to hear an explanation of why the bullock can pull a burden
heavier than itself. This is not because he doubts the correctness of what has been said by
student D but because he wants to understand the physics behind it and this contrasts with the
rest of the storyline were the focus is to come up with a correct answer. The dominant
storyline is temporarily replaced by another: the storyline of understanding the physics
problem.
Another storyline found in the data was that of ‘making physics experts’. The storyline
unfolds when the students position themselves and each other as physics experts. Here is one
example where student C explicitly asks student D what would be the correct answer and
thereby positions student D as the physics expert. When student D answers in an authoritative
manner he too positions himself as the physics expert:
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

C: And these frictional forces here are not the same as those there, is that right?
D: No
D: ’Ff’’ are not ’Ff’’
C: Well are they ... (mumble)
D: (giggles)
C: Well how are they related?
D: They are surely the same.

Another, more striking, example between these two students is when student C, who is acting
as the secretary and making diagrammatic notes, comments on a mistake he has made in
drawing up some of their discussion:
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.

D: What forces affect the ox…
C: I drew them here but in the wrong direction. These arrows.
D: Who knows which direction that foot was going?
C: But if he puts it his foot down here and happens to slip, his foot will slip backwards and then
there must be friction forwards.
D: Eh?
C: Oh, OK, let’s forget it.
D: So...
C: Does that feel OK?
D: Yep.

Student C turns to student D for confirmation, and positions him as the physics expert.
Receiving no positive confirmation, only anti-reduction, student C does not proceed to correct
the answer. In this situation both students again position the student D as ‘the physics expert’,
but this time the making of the physics expert leads to an unfinished problem and perhaps also
a lost learning possibility; the group would certainly gain knowledge by discussing the nature
of friction here. There is also examples were students in the group are positioned as ‘nonexperts’. In the following situation, which concerned the second of the two problems, student
D is making notes on the shared paper when student C tries to figure out what he is doing.
273.
274.
275.
276.

C: Mm, so you’re going to put it in up there? Or have you already done that?
D: I’m just putting an algebraic formula here.
C: If we put in that, then we do away with ’F’ completely.
D: Mm OK, you want to take it away completely but then we get normal force instead...
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277.
278.
279.
280.
281.

C: It shouldn’t be dependent on how large the force is, its the angle we are interested in…
A: We are interested in the angle’s…
D: We are interested in the way the angle affects the force.
A: Yeah.
A: And…
282. D: To work out how the force affects the angle doesn’t feel right…

In line 275 student C comes up with a suggestion on how to exclude the force F from the
formulae, but student D refutes the suggestion with an answer that this would lead to a
formula with only the normal force N. His way of answering student C suggests that this was
a foolish idea, because he insinuates that the next step after excluding the force F would create
a problem with the normal force N, which is presupposed to be of no importance for the
solution. When student C insists on the unimportance force F, and refers to the formulation of
the task which was to find ‘the best angle θ’, both student A and D claim that the force F is
the key to the solution. After a short silence student D repeats in line 282 that it would be a
foolish idea to focus on the angel θ and thereby positions student C as a ‘non-expert’.
As we noted earlier all four students usually speak of the group work as if there were no
actors and the words ‘I’, ‘you’ and ‘we’ are rarely used. The ideas or suggestions usually have
no owner in the group work. In the example above on the other hand student C, in line 273,
gives the ownership of the formulas to student D and in the following line (274) student D
claims also that he has the ownership of the formulas. In other words student D is the physics
expert. When student C comes with a suggestion (275) he uses the word “we”, and positions
them both as a group again. Student D replies with giving the ownership of the (in his view
unsuitable) suggestion back to student C. The suggestion then belongs to student C, the nonexpert. The words ‘I’, ‘you’ and ‘we’ can in other words be used of the students to position
themselves, each other and the group.
The third storyline we found in our data was ‘socializing like a physicist’, where the students
positioned themselves and each other as humorous – usually with a joke based on absurd
suggestions on how to solve the problem.
35.
36.
37.
38.

C: Maybe the ox trots, who the hell knows?
(giggles)
B: Maybe he gallops?
D: Yeah, he’s a galloper.

Here the giggle positions student C as funny, but also the identical joke by student B which is
repeated by student D reinforces student C as funny. This pattern is typical of the humor in
the group; the jokes are related to the physics problem or to their situation as physics students
and are often more or less repeated, as above, up to three times.
The students also pick up on the fact that the ox in the picture appears to have a smile on its
face. When the tutor (AM) comes by, student A says that they were discussing this, and AM
asks, jokingly, if the smile on the ox is important for the problem. D replies:
192. D: Well, given that the ox is happy then it must mean that the friction between the hooves
and ground is static, otherwise if he was slipping he wouldn’t be so happy.

The tutor reinforces his position as funny when she nods and laughs. Again the humor is
connected to the problem solving and can be construed as an ‘in joke’. The combination of in
jokes and a tendency to avoid personal pronouns appears to be a disciplinary code that we do
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not find so readily in the social sciences and the humanities. We would require more
extensive research to be certain about this but it something that Nespor (1994) picks up in his
study.
Conclusions
Disciplines do not appear out of nowhere. They are constructed by people in space and time.
This means they can be also be deconstructed or reconstructed. The power invested in a well
developed academic paradigm is hard to shift and those who wield power within such a
paradigm are usually interested in maintaining it. Bourdieu has emphasised the role of
powerful individuals or groups who act as founding fathers of a discipline. Kuhn has noted
how it takes an equally powerful set of figures within a discipline to cause a paradigmatic
shift within science, or in our case, within a discipline. Although fields, like Physics, were
created by individuals, they have the effect over time of structuring the ‘habitus’ of individual
physicists. In this way the field or discipline can exert considerable power over individuals so
that they tend to conform to the ‘norms’, both intellectual and social, embedded in the
discipline itself. Naturally those who are starting out in the discipline are very impressionable.
They are quick to see themselves as physicists, serious scientists, searching for the building
blocks that make up the world we inhabit and the laws that govern it. As a consequence they
are often ready to conform to the sort of behaviour they observe among the faculty and that
they imagine characterises a physicist.
We mentioned earlier on in this paper that we were interested in answering some specific
questions. How did the group participants perceive the group work experience? Did they
believe it helped them to actively construct conceptual knowledge rather than being informed
about it? What sort of communication patterns can be identified in group work and do they
influence how individuals in the group learn? From our earlier research and the results of this
project so far we can say that many of the group participants in the first year of physics do not
see the group work as a ‘generic’ learning process but rather as a specific problem solving
occasion. By quickly establishing who is the ‘expert’ in the group the individuals appear to
arrive at a consensus on how to best solve a problem. This is often the case in mixed groups
where male members often take on the ‘expert’ role and do a lot of explaining while female
members do a lot of note taking (Ferdos and Christie, 2006). We know from other
pedagogical studies (Biggs, 2003; Bowden and Marton, 2000; and Boud,1997) that explaining
concepts is one of the best ways of learning them thoroughly. Given this, it is very important
to design the group work in such a way that all participants get a chance to explain
themselves. It is also important that the group work aims at seeking a more general,
contextual understanding of the problem and not simply finding a quick and ‘correct’ solution
(the solution the group imagines the teacher is looking for). Teacher intervention is another
important aspect of group design. Exactly when and how should a teacher intervene in the
group work process? This is a difficult question to answer but we saw from the video tapes
how on at least one occasion a teacher intervention actually curtailed a particularly useful
discussion that was leading to a deeper understanding of some key issues.
Our particular focus for this paper was to determine how individuals in the group work
positioned themselves or were positioned by the group and what effect that had on individual
and group learning? We were also interested in seeing how the students, through their
socialization in small groups, started acting as ‘physicists’. We were able to observe that in
both the storyline of ‘solving the physics problem’ and ‘creating the physics expert’ the
positioning of certain individuals as experts not only adversely affected the learning process
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but reinforced the idea that the discipline was a hierarchical construction. There are leading
lights in the field who continue to determine the direction and nature of the field. Such leading
lights were once first year Physics students. What we saw in our study was that a new
generation of such students were already conceding time and space to a new set of ‘experts’.
The first year students in our study were already adopting behavior consistent with the norms
within the discipline. These included construing knowledge in a particular way,
acknowledging expert status and using language and jokes that reinforced one’s sense of
being or at least becoming a physicist. As times change and the world as a place shrinks it
maybe appropriate to question some of the ‘given practices’ within physics. Physics, as a
discipline, has been constructed in time and place. If the field has ossified then it can be
deconstructed but it will take powerful individuals, with an ability to question paradigmatic
assumptions, to do that. Providing a more critical, analytical and reflective environment in
first year physics course would help develop such people.
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Paper : History, post-modernism and the discourse of the Other in Maryse Condé’s Moi,
Tituba, sorcière…Noire de Salem and Toni Morrison’s Beloved.

Edouard Glissant, in his Caribbean Discourse, wants “to show how History
(whether we see it as expression or lived reality) and Literature form part of the same
problematics: the account, or the frame of reference, of the collective relationships of
men with their environment […]” (Glissant 69-70) and goes on to remark that “we
[Caribbeans] can be the victims of History when we submit passively to it.” (Glissant 70)
According to him, “in our situation, historical consciousness can be (or be lived primarily
as) the repertoire of responses of an individual-within-a-country to an Other-Elsewhere
that would appear in terms of difference or transcendence.” (Glissant 70) Glissant
denounces History as “a highly functional fantasy of the West, originating at precisely the
time when it alone ‘made’ the history of the World.” (Glissant 64) He reproaches Hegel
with having relegated African peoples to the ahistorical, and urges the Caribbean writer
to “dig deep into his memory […] because the collective memory was too often wiped
out.” (Glissant 64) Thus, “because the Caribbean notion of time was fixed in the void of
an imposed nonhistory, the writer must contribute to reconstituting its tormented
chronology […]. As far as we are concerned, history as a consciousness at work and
history as lived experience are therefore not the business of historians exclusively.” (65)
Therefore, Glissant urges the Caribbean writer to act as a historian and repair the
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omissions of western history.
In both Maryse Condé’s Moi, Tituba sorcière… Noire de Salem and Toni
Morrison’s Beloved, one can see an attempt at rewriting history without using a
traditional white male’s voice or narrative perspective, through the use of literary devices
such as the presence of the fantastic and an adaptation/appropriation of the postmodernist
style. I would therefore like to show how and in which ways these two historical novels,
following Glissant’s call for the Caribbean or Black writer to “reconstitute tormented
chronology,” (Glissant 65) challenge the dominating white, western, linear discourse on
history and the traditional western historical novel, first through their use of the fantastic,
then through the analysis of their treatment of memory and, hence, of prolepsis and
analepsis. How do these two narratives try to write the history of the “other”?
Maryse Condé’s Moi Tituba sorcière...Noire de Salem is the fictive autobiography
of Tituba, the only non-white woman to have been judged in the Salem witch trials.
Condé revives Tituba in order to give her a voice, so that she can tell her own story from
the after-world. The incipit legitimizes Condé’s enterprise with this statement from the
author/narrator: « Tituba et moi avons vécu en étroite intimité pendant un an. C’est au
cours de nos interminables conversations qu’elle m’a dit ces choses qu’elle n’avait
confiées à personne. » 1 (Moi Tituba 9)
Toni Morrison’s Beloved recounts the story of Sethe, a slave who ran away from a
plantation called Sweet Home before the Civil War and who, at the time of the narrative,
lives in Cincinnati with her eighteen-year-old daughter Denver. The story takes place in
1874. Beloved is also a historical novel, since Morrison wrote this story after the
1

“Tituba and I lived for a year on the closest of terms. During our endless conversations she told me things
she had confided to nobody else.” (Condé v)
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historical record of a particular event that happened in 1855, in which a runaway black
slave named Margaret Garner tried to murder her four children when her former owner
chased her all the way to Cincinnati, where she had found refuge at her mother-in-law’s
home.
Therefore, both novels originate from the same type of source: a real historical
account (in Tituba’s case, the mentioning by historical records of the Salem witch trials
of “Tituba, a slave originating from the West Indies and probably practicing ‘hoodoo’,”
and a newspaper article in Beloved’s case). Starting from the historical fact, both Condé
and Morrison (re)create a fictional account of the lives of the women involved in these
historical events. Numerous other similarities between the two novels could be found, be
it only that both were published almost at the same time (1986 for Tituba, and 1987 for
Beloved) by black women writers, and both are widely considered to belong to the
postmodernist genre.
In her novel Moi, Tituba sorcière… Noire de Salem, Maryse Condé gives a voice
to the “Other” by giving a voice to Tituba, who is “other” in several ways: as a woman,
as a slave, and as a black person. Therefore, if black women are to have a voice, and to
cease to be perceived as “other,” then a new narrative technique or a new form of
literature has to be found. I think that the device of the fantastic in Condé in her narrative
of Tituba’s life embodies Glissant’s theory of the use of magical realism in order
to offer an alternative to western realism which, according to him, is not appropriate to
the history of African or American peoples. 2 The same could be said of Toni Morrison’s
2

“Realism, the theory and technique of literal or ‘total’ representation, is not inscribed in the cultural reflex
of African or American peoples. […] Western realism is not a ‘flat’ or shallow technique but becomes so
when it is uncritically adopted by our writers. The misery of our lands is not only present, obvious. It
contains a historical dimension […] that realism alone cannot account for.” (Glissant 105)
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Beloved, which uses a similar narrative technique as Condé with the irruption of the
fantastic in the narrative.
Namely, the presence of the spirits of Tituba’s dead mother Abena, her
adoptive father Yao and her benefactress Mama Yaya, and Tituba’s conversations with
them, which she mentions as a matter of fact, subvert the traditional codes of reason and
of the western novel in general. Tituba’s story also subverts the codes of the genre of
autobiography in many ways, be it only that the story is told by Tituba, i.e. a dead
woman, that is to say that she is herself a ghost.
In Beloved, there are at least two instances of the fantastic occurring in the
narrative: first, the ghost of Sethe’s dead daughter, whom she killed by cutting her throat
when she was two years old. The novel starts with the introduction of the ghost before
anything else: “124 was spiteful. Full of a baby’s venom.” (Morrison 3) Then, after the
ghost is finally chased away by Paul D’s arrival, a young girl named Beloved – which is
the only word that Sethe had money enough to engrave on her daughter’s tomb – comes
to 124 and appears to be the incarnation of the grown-up dead baby.
Lois Parkinson Zamora, in the third chapter of her essay The Usable Past, entitled
“Ancestral Presences: Magical Romance / Magical Realism,” studies the nature of
literary ghosts as embodiments of the past and, therefore, of history. She sees two main
types of ghosts in American literature: they are either “carriers of metaphysical truths, as
visible or audible signs of atemporal, transhistorical Spirit” or “they may carry historical
burdens of tradition and collective memory.” (Parkinson Zamora 76) The ghost of the
dead baby in Beloved definitely belongs to the second category, insofar as it is always
threatening and overwhelming. Before Paul D arrives to “124” and scares the baby ghost
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away, we are told that Sethe’s two sons had left the house forever, because of the
malevolence of the ghost. Paradoxically, the two living boys had been “chased off by the
dead one” (Morrison 5-6), which is the literal embodiment of the power of memory,
which becomes so overwhelming that it literally prevents the present from finding room
to exist. Interestingly enough, only Denver perceives the ghost of her dead sister
positively; she considers the ghost to be her only company, since she sees Paul D as “the
man who had gotten rid of the only other company she had” (Morrison 19) and,
repeatedly, after the ghost’s departure, we are told that “again she wished for the baby
ghost.” (Morrison 13) Each family member seems to project onto that ghost what they
feel about the past, insofar as Sethe presents the ghost to Paul D in the following terms:
“It’s not evil, just sad.” (Morrison 8) whereas Denver perceives it as “not evil. But not
sad either.” (Morrison 13)
In any case, even though interpretations differ as to the nature of the young girl
named Beloved who arrives to Sethe’s house after the vanishing of the ghost – some
critics interpret Beloved as a survivor from a slave ship who has escaped from a white
man’s house where she was being used as a sexual slave, and they uphold that Sethe’s
obsession with her past makes her project her memories onto Beloved and mistake her for
her dead daughter 3 – Parkinson Zamora definitely sees Beloved as the incarnation of the
spirit who was previously haunting 124 before Paul D’s arrival, since she takes it for
granted that Beloved is Sethe’s dead daughter. And, to me, it seems obvious that the
reappearance of Paul D in Sethe’s life brings back a lot of memories that she was trying
hard not to think about, as we are told from the beginning that “she worked hard to
3

Elizabeth House, “Toni Morrison’s Ghost: The Beloved who is not Beloved.” P.18.
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remember as close to nothing as was safe” (Morrison 6) and “to Sethe, the future was a
matter of keeping the past at bay. [...]” (Morrison 42). Therefore, Beloved definitely
appears to be the ghost embodying the past and the overwhelming memory of each
character. All the more so as, in the end, at the time of the final exorcism, some members
of the community fail to see her standing next to Sethe. The fact that Denver is the only
one to have a positive relationship with the ghost might be linked with her not having
directly experienced slavery and being ultimately very innocent, since her mother has
been sheltering her so much: “as for Denver, the job Sethe had of keeping her from the
past that was still waiting for her was all that mattered.” (Morrison 42) Early in the novel,
we are told that “[Denver] was ten and still mad at Baby Suggs for dying.” (Morrison 4)
This emphasizes Denver’s immaturity. The only positive outcome of the story, which, we
are told, is “not a story to pass on,” lies in Denver’s coming of age. Namely, Sethe’s
obsession with Beloved leads to her losing her job, and it is then Denver who has to take
the initiative of going out into the world for the first time since she was six, and to look
for a means of subsistence. Earlier in the novel, Sethe tells Paul D about Denver: “Don’t
worry about her. She’s a charmed child. From the beginning. […] In jail, rats bit
everything but her.” (Morrison 41-2) Thus, Denver is the only positive instance of the
fantastic in the narrative, because she has never known the condition of slave, so there is
no bad memory that can haunt her.
According to Zamora, certain types of literary ghosts “are often bearers of cultural
and historical burdens, for they represent the dangers, anxieties, and passional forces that
civilization banishes. They may signal primal and primordial experience, the return of the
repressed, or the externalization of internalized terrors.” (Parkinson Zamora 77) In my
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opinion, this is exactly the message that the literary figure of Beloved as a ghost is meant
to embody: namely, very early in the novel, the trauma experienced by Sethe is hinted at,
when she reflects that “she could not remember remembering 4 a molly apple or a yellow
squash. [...] It was as though one day she saw red baby blood, another day the pink
gravestone chips, and that was the last of it.” (Morrison 39) Here we see that the trauma
of the baby’s murder was so violent that not only has Sethe become unable to see color,
but the redundancy “to remember remembering” reveals that she is now twice remote
from the traumatic event, through the repression of her senses – i.e., not seeing colors
anymore – and also she has become estranged from her own memories. I think this is a
really central sentence, since, as the narrative shows, Sethe has definitely not forgotten
the past. Therefore, the remark that she cannot “remember remembering” could also
underline the omnipresence of the past in her present, to the extent that it is not even a
memory anymore.
In her essay entitled « Le Surnaturel dans Moi, Tituba sorcière... Noire de Salem
de Maryse Condé et Beloved de Toni Morrison », Carla Peterson compares the two
novels in order to reveal an urgent need to develop comparative studies between black
literature from the U.S. and black literature from the Antilles. She argues that the reason
why Beloved and Moi, Tituba are very different, despite both main characters (Tituba
and Sethe) being inspired from real historical female slaves, arises from the differences in
historical circumstances between both types of slaveries. In Beloved, the evilness of the
spirits symbolizes the complete destruction of the U.S. slaves’ African roots, whereas in
Tituba the spirits are benevolent because, in the Antilles, the cultural uprootedness was
4
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not so radical. This is a very interesting alternative interpretation of the presence of
ghosts in these two novels.
Furthermore, if we agree with Parkinson Zamora and consider the ghost as the
embodiment of trauma, then it makes sense that Tituba’s ghosts are not evil, insofar as,
even though Tituba experiences many traumatic events, she never appears to be
traumatized. She remains optimistic throughout the narrative and throughout her life; one
experience leads to another. Tituba’s story is not based on introspection, but rather on
action. Her narrative often seems to be told from an external focalization, rather than
relying on interiority and psychological experiences as Beloved does. Even though Tituba
tells her story in the first person, she is at the same time distant from it, since she has
been long dead and has, as a consequence, become a spectator of her own life. I will
come back to this topic later.
According to Peterson, Condé’s purpose in writing the story of Tituba was to
offer a new, creolized version of history. Therefore, Tituba’s spirits seem to belong to the
second category of ghosts identified by Parkinson Zamora, that is to say “carriers of
metaphysical truths, as visible or audible signs of atemporal, transhistorical Spirit.”
(Zamora 76) Namely, each of these spirits seems to stand for a collective experience
pertaining to Tituba’s people. Abena and Yao embody the collective memory of slavery
and of the African origins of the slaves, while Mama Yaya symbolizes Tituba’s Creole
roots; Mama Yaya passes on to Tituba the knowledge of her native culture, through the
use of medicinal plants or, in a white Puritan perspective, witchcraft. Besides, Tituba’s
spirits are also a proleptic instance in the narrative; namely, Mama Yaya is the positive,
prophetic voice of the narrative, since she repeatedly tells Tituba: “Out of them all, you’ll
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be the only one to survive” (Condé 86) and Tituba specifies that “Mama Yaya brought
me hope” (Condé 84).
This difference in the treatment and purpose of ghosts as vectors of memory or
symbols of history in the two novels leads to the consideration of the fundamental role
played by memory in both narratives. A priori, Toni Morrison’s narrative seems entirely
turned towards the past, because of Sethe’s mental imprisonment despite her physical
freedom, whereas Condé’s narrative of Tituba is directed to the future. And yet, Moi,
Tituba also uses memory extensively. How do both novels convey these relationships to
the history of slavery? How do both novels depict history as a mental and metaphorical
process rather than with facts?
Quite interestingly, James Mandrell, in his article entitled “The Prophetic Voice
in Garro, Morante, and Allende,” argues that “one significant way in which a woman’s
historical novel differs from the traditional – and traditionally male – model of the
nineteenth century […]” (Mandrell 230) is that, in women’s historical novels, “the
dominant narrative mode is one of prophecy, which in rhetorical terms is the trope of
prolepsis.” (Mandrell 231). He goes on to explain that the narrative mode frequently
associated with the historical novel is that of memory, i.e. “the classical historical novel
is profoundly analeptic” (Mandrell 231), therefore “the historical novel is his story”
(Mandrell 231). This can indeed apply to the narration of Moi, Tituba, which definitely
conveys a prophetic message, one of the numerous instances being Tituba’s proleptic
remark that “America was preparing to dominate the world with the sweat of our brows.”
(Condé 170). She clearly states that the reach of her narrative is towards the future, when
she opens the Epilogue with these words: “And that is the story of my life. Such a bitter,
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bitter story. My real story starts where this one leaves off, and it has no end.” (Condé
175) Tituba herself has become the shadow that comes back after her death in order to
prophesize; her very figure becomes a manifestation of the future, since the purpose of
her autobiographical narrative appears to be telling the past so as to free herself and her
people and then imagine a happier future. Namely, even though the entire story of her life
took place at a time of slavery, and ended with an aborted slave rebellion, she foresees
the abolition of slavery: “Oui, à présent je suis heureuse. Je comprends le passé. Je lis le
present. Je connais l’avenir. A présent, je sais pourquoi il y a tant de souffrances,
pourquoi les yeux de nos nègres et négresses sont brillants d’eau et de sel. Mais je sais
aussi que tout cela aura une fin” 5 (Moi Tituba 271). Tituba has come back to deliver a
message of hope, which is something opposite to Morrison’s Beloved, in which the past,
i.e. the ghost, only comes back as a “rememory,” in order to revive the past without any
hope for the future. The past comes back to engulf the present and the future. In that
respect, Beloved limits Mandrell’s argument insofar as, even though his initial intention is
to show how women writers subvert the tradition of the historical novel in order to
appropriate it, his argument unfortunately ends up sounding quite essentialist, as his
conclusion turns out to be a generalization of what women’s historical novels are like, as
opposed to what men’s ones are like.
However, though Beloved uses memory extensively throughout its narrative, the
absence of linear chronology constitutes another way in which Morrison challenges the
traditional white, male historical novel. When Mandrell refers to memory and analepsis
as the traditional ingredients of the male historical novel, he most likely has in mind
5

“Yes, I’m happy now. I can understand the past, read the present, and look into the future. Now I know
why there is so much suffering and why the eyes of our people are brimming with water and salt. But I
know, too, that there will be an end to all this.” (Condé 178)
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traditional, linear narratives, whereas Morrison uses the “male” tool of memory in a postmodernist, anachronistic and chaotic way, thereby mimicking the atemporality of the
human unconscious. Iyunolu Osagie, in his article entitled “Is Morrison also
among the prophets?: ‘psychoanalytic’ strategies in Beloved,” analyzes the structure of
what Sethe calls “rememories” and demonstrates that Morrison creates a narrative that
explores “the psychic dimensions of American slavery” by “reinventing the slave past
because the facts of slavery are elided, suppressed, and even forgotten in many recorded
accounts.” (Osagie 424) She does this by using a narrative strategy which is much like
the structure of psychoanalysis, that is to say that her narrative offers a multiplicity of
possible interpretations. Osagie sees Morrison’s project as one of “historical mythmaking” (Osagie 425), insofar as she writes a novel which incorporates techniques
of African story-telling, so as to provoke the possibility of these different interpretations,
much like, in psychoanalysis, the hypothesis of the unconscious is that it is made up of
various “master narratives” or founding myths from childhood.
Indeed, the narration of Beloved functions as a (subverted) fairy-tale, insofar as
there is no linear time but only an ever-present past, which is a suspension of time, just
like in a fairy-tale or in a myth. Osagie argues that this reveals the African-American
subject as a fundamentally split subject. I would like to add that this also subverts
traditional historical narratives, by creating a mythical narrative of history. The same
goes for Tituba, as Elisabeth Mudimbé-Boyi explains it: according to her, Moi, Tituba
produces a counter-history, “a victory over voicelessness and erasure, over effacement
and exclusion” (Mudimbé-Boyi 756) thanks to a reintegration into language, literature,
and history. She presents Tituba as the embodiment of marginality and of the “voiceless
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exotic other,” i.e. an object to be talked about but never the subject of voiced discourse.
Therefore, it does not matter if Condé’s Tituba is not historically accurate, since “myths
often become more powerful than history.” (Ibid.) For Mudimbé-Boyi, Condé’s intention
was ultimately to create a founding myth for the Creole civilization.
This myth-making is apparent in Beloved through the mise en abyme of the story
of Denver’s narrative of her birth. We are told that, paradoxically, Sethe’s words “made
Denver remember the details of her birth” (Morrison 29), whereby the story becomes
both Denver’s memory and her history. Then, the process of Denver’s appropriation of
her story/history is described metaphorically: “Easily she stepped into the old story that
lay before her eyes on the path she followed away from the window. […] And to get to
the part of the story she liked best, she had to start way back […].” (Morrison 29). Her
mother’s memory and story-telling become her own history, which also provides a metadiscourse on the process of myth-making and the shaping of memory. For Denver, the
narrative becomes memory. She later has to literally step out of the story, be excluded
from it, in order to grow up and come of age. Indeed, when her mother Sethe becomes
entirely absorbed by Beloved, Denver becomes excluded of their story and has to start
creating her own, i.e. live her own life.
Condé also uses the intertwining of myth and history, especially through the
occurrence of the fictional character of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s Hester Prynne in the
narrative. Also, Tituba is asked by various characters to tell stories, as the critic Lillian
Manzor-Coats notices in her article entitled “Of Witches and Other Things: Maryse
Condé’s Challenge to Feminist Discourse.” The Parris children and their friends always
ask Tituba for stories, as does Hester, and Tituba resorts to her memory in her story-
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telling, since she always tells tales about her native Barbados. On that issue, ManzorCoats has an interesting remark: even though Condé is trying to position herself outside
of the realm of the dominant white western narrative, she told one of her interviewers
(Ann Armstrong Scarboro) that she wrote Moi, Tituba at the request of Mme Gallimard
(from the Paris-based Gallimard publishing house) for a story about a woman from the
Caribbean. Namely, the systematic footnoting of every Creole term in the French version
also attests to the white target audience of Moi, Tituba. Therefore, as Manzor-Coats
argues, ultimately Maryse Condé puts herself in the position of an entertaining storyteller
for a white woman (Mme Gallimard), just like Tituba was asked to tell stories to
Reverend Parris’s daughters and to Hester Prynne. Which, ironically, still positions the
black woman in relationship to the dominating, white, patriarchal world.
This ability of Tituba’s to tell stories, including her own story, might account for
the proleptic aspect of her narrative, and for the lesser degree of emotion I mentioned
earlier, insofar as, since Tituba is capable of hope, she is also capable of the necessary
detachment from the past, allowing her to take enough distance in order to tell her
autobiography in her own voice. In Beloved, no detachment seems possible. The memory,
or “rememory” in Sethe’s terms, is ever-present. The reason for that is probably that, in
the case of Beloved, dealing with the memory of slavery, as opposed to “objective,”
historical facts linked with it, is a way of reenacting the trauma and, hence, no narratorial
distance is possible.
Analyzing memory and analyzing the presence of the fantastic in both novels
ultimately amounts to roughly the same, since the spirits or the ghosts are embodiments
of the past, i.e. of memory itself. The real subversion of the traditional historical novel by
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both authors lies in the use of ghosts to express metaphorically the working of memory,
and this is especially visible in Beloved. In his article entitled “Trauma and the Specters
of Enslavement in Morrison’s Beloved,” Clifton Spargo considers the explicit tension
between trauma as a trope for recovered history and those therapeutic, empiricist-minded
narratives that require a subject to progress beyond and locate herself rationally outside
the traumatic moment” (Spargo 113). He argues that Morrison resorts to the Gothic
tradition of ghosts in order to recover an untold history, in order to criticize what he terms
“our conventional historical narratives” (Spargo 113) and to underline the limits of
hegemonic, authoritarian systems of knowledge. This is also what Maryse Condé is doing
in Moi, Tituba, with the difference that the story is told by the ghost herself. Namely, as
we have seen previously, Tituba, who is the narrator, is a ghost, since she tells her story
after having been long dead. In Beloved, the ghost of the dead baby (if we admit that
Beloved is the ghost of Sethe’s dead daughter) is only occasionally given a voice, the first
time being at the end of part two, in the section starting on page 210. However, her voice
does not clarify her origins; to the contrary, her monologues are written in such an elliptic
and equivocal way that it reinforces the feelings of oppression and of indeterminacy of
meaning of the story/history that is being told. The total absence of rationality in
Beloved’s streams of consciousness emphasizes the impossibility to master any historical
discourse on slavery and on the traumas resulting from it.
According the Spargo, the ghost itself embodies the specter of the past, i.e. the
trauma with which Sethe has to deal. He writes: “in this respect, the trauma functions
rather as a ghost of rationality, that which announces a history haunting the very
possibility of history.” (Spargo 115) He goes on to argue that the problem lies in “the
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peculiar relation an indirect and incapable consciousness – which is to say, a traumatized
one – bears to history” (Spargo 116) which points to the ultimate inadequacy of a rational
narrative in telling a traumatic history, which echoes Glissant’s ideas.
What is interesting is the fact that, in Beloved, the final scenes are a kind of
exorcism of the ghost of the girl by the community in which Sethe and Denver live. After
the intervention of the community led by Ella, the ghost disappears and it seems
afterwards that everybody can recover a certain peace of mind. In Condé’s novel, on the
other hand, the ghost of Tituba has to recover a voice and to reappear, in order to repair
what has been omitted in history. There is no question of exorcizing the ghosts of Tituba
herself, or her mother Abena, or her adoptive father Yao, or her adoptive mother Mama
Yaya. On the contrary, these spirits that follow her throughout her life are her guidance
and the source of her constant optimism. They are the proleptic voices of the narrative.
As a consequence, another difference between Beloved and Tituba as far as the
representation of history goes, is that the recovery of history is presented in Tituba as a
voluntary act, whereas in Beloved it seems entirely passive, insofar as Sethe and Paul D
are both depicted as being literally psychologically enslaved by their memories (or
“rememories” as Sethe puts it), which invade their present up to the point of destroying it.
Namely, Sethe ends up losing her job because of her obsession with Beloved. Many
critics read the end of Beloved as an achievement of the overcoming of trauma. However,
Sethe is depicted, at the end of the novel, as devastated by the loss of Beloved (“She left
me. [...] She was my best thing” Morrison 272). Paul D is willing to look towards the
future, as he suggests to Sethe: “Me and you, we got more yesterday than anybody. We
need some kind of tomorrow.” (Morrison 273) However, the last thing we hear about
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Sethe is her incapacity to grasp the meaning of Paul D’s words. Therefore, if there is a
catharsis at the end of the narrative, Sethe is excluded from it. Indeed, we are told of the
other members of the community that, concerning the ghost of Beloved, “they forgot her
like a bad dream. After they made up their tales, shaped and decorated them, those that
saw her that day on the porch quickly and deliberately forgot her. […] Remembering
seemed unwise.” 6 (Morrison 274) There, we can see the process of myth-making at work
again, insofar as they “made up their tales, shaped and decorated them,” which enables
them to distance themselves from the traumatic events of the past, by creating their own
memories through a transformation of history. Besides, there is a progression in the
memory process since, after the whole novel having been based on memory, we are told
that “remembering seemed unwise” and, further down in the closing chapter, one of the
last sentences of the novel alludes to “the breath of the disremembered 7 and unaccounted
for […]” (Morrison 275). “Disremembered” echoes Sethe’s “rememory,” as a
counterpoint to it.
According to Spargo, overcoming trauma means becoming able to “inhabit one’s
history rather than be inhabited by it” (Spargo 118). This could be applied to the
character of Tituba, who symbolically and figuratively inhabits her own story both by
haunting it as a ghost and by telling her story in her own voice. In this respect, she
reappropriates her story which she claims has been erased from history books. There
again, memory and history are intertwined, since Tituba is shown, as we have seen
previously, to make a conscious effort of memory every time she is asked to tell a story,
whereas, in Sethe’s case, it seems that her memory is telling her an unwanted story. I
6
7
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Idem.
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think that the following passage illustrates this process very well: “Unfortunately
[Sethe’s] brain was devious. […] and suddenly there was Sweet Home rolling, rolling,
rolling out before her eyes, and although there was not a leaf on that farm that did not
make her want to scream, it rolled itself out before her in shameless beauty. It never
looked as terrible as it was and it made her wonder if hell was a pretty place too. […] Try
as she might to make it otherwise, the sycamores beat out the children every time and she
could not forgive her memory for that.” (Morrison 6) This is an excellent rendering of the
way in which memory transforms everything – and, especially, history – in a perverse
and treacherous way. Not only does Sethe’s overwhelming and omnipresent process of
memory reveal the return of the repressed traumas, but also her own memory is betraying
her by altering and minimizing the horror of what led to her murdering her own child.
In this same perspective, another interesting remark of Spargo’s is that the
innovative narrative of Beloved reveals Morrison’s “reluctance to insert this recovered
history into the myths of progress that inform American storytelling. It is an attempt to
describe her characters’ minds realistically […]. Morrison brings us to the brink of an
unspoken history, which should return, if it is to return at all, only as a rupture of
rationality, voice, and ordinarily conceived intentions.” (Spargo 120). He goes on to
mention Morrison’s description, in a 1988 interview, of the myth of America as a land
that cancels all debts in the name of freedom and its imagined privileges, yielding to the
past only what it will give back to an understanding that will allow future freedom.
Maryse Condé, on the other hand, by using a proleptic narrative to tell Tituba’s story, and
by turning her historical character into an indomitably optimistic woman, displays many
of the typically American characteristics of novel writing and frame of mind. And these
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differences can be observed at all levels, throughout both novels; namely, whereas
Sethe recurrently thinks that “being alive was the hard part” (Morrison 7), Tituba is
comforted by Mama Yaya’s prophecy that “out of them all, you’ll be the only one to
survive” (Condé 86), and John Indian’s leitmotiv is that “what matters for the slaves is to
survive.” (Condé 25)
Furthermore, Beloved ends with the repetition that “It was not a story to pass on.
[…] It was not a story to pass on. […] This is not a story to pass on.” (Morrison 274-5),
which is the exact opposite of Tituba’s story and purpose in writing “her” story. She
wants to pass on her story and repair the gaps and omissions of history with a hope to
change the present and the future. Metaphorically, the story of her birth mirrors the birth
of this story: “I was born from this act of aggression. From this act of hatred and
contempt,” (Condé 3) since the novel itself originates from a desire to reply to the act of
hatred and contempt committed by racist historians who dismissed Tituba from their
records.
Thus, we have seen how Toni Morrison’s Beloved and Maryse Condé’s Moi,
Tituba both challenge the dominating white, western, phallocentric historical discourse in
different ways and, therefore, answer to Glissant’s call for a new approach to history.
Though the fantastic and, more specifically, ghosts, are present in both novels, they
embody collective memory and native culture in Tituba, while they symbolize personal
past traumatic events in Beloved. Therefore, Tituba’s ghosts are benevolent, and
complement her proleptic narrative with their prophetic voices, whereas Beloved’s ghosts
are depicted as destructive, since they are the incarnation of an overwhelming past that
cannot be dealt with, and ends up denying the future and destroying the present. Both
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novels make extensive use of memory, but, again, in very different ways, since, in Tituba,
memory serves for the creation of a myth, a creolized version of history, and a discourse
on the present and the future, whereas in Beloved memory makes for an entirely
analeptic, inward-looking narrative, through the reliving of the traumatic past again and
again, as the same story being told in circles. In this respect, Morrison’s novel
exemplifies Glissant’s theory of history “as a steadily advancing neurosis” (Glissant 65)
for ex-slaves and their descendants.
Both female authors succeed in creating a subversive type of narrative in order to
account for the “otherness” arising from their main character’s race, gender, and social
status, and, thus, to create an alternative type of historical novel. However, ultimately,
Maryse Condé still offers her readers a very American narrative, insofar as she makes of
Tituba an extremely optimistic character and yields to the prevalent ideology by
delivering a message of hope as most American novels do; Spargo describes the process
in which the American novel only uses the past as long as it can “provide the condition
for moral decisions and actions in the present; once our understanding makes the past
serve a present course of action, it puts to rest and, for all intents and purposes, contains
the past of which it speaks” (Spargo 114). Also, as we have seen before, the past is only
evoked in order to come to terms with it and “cancel a debt,” which is exactly what
Tituba is doing. Besides, as Manzor-Coats notes, Condé, by writing the novel upon the
request of Mme Gallimard, puts herself in the position of Tituba telling stories to her
white mistresses.
I do find that, ultimately, Morrison’s historical novel is more successful at
appropriating the post-modernist genre while subverting all the codes: as the critic
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Kimberly Chabot Davis puts it in her essay “‘Postmodern Blackness’: Toni Morrison’s
Beloved and the end of history,” Beloved “exhibits a postmodern skepticism of sweeping
historical narratives, of ‘Truth,’ and of Marxist teleological notions of time as
diachronic, while also retaining an African-American and modernist political
commitment to the crucial importance of deep cultural memory” (Chabot Davis 45).
According to this critic, Morrison succeeds in creating a black form of postmodernism as
well as a black form of historical novel. And Morrison ultimately proves James Mandrell
wrong by her omnipresent and central use of memory, since he claims that “memory
begins to play a less crucial role in contemporary historical novels by women” (Mandrell
231). However, I would argue that Morrison’s novel is neither analeptic nor proleptic,
since, more often than not, there is no distinction between past and present, and, as we
have seen before, the narration takes place at the psychological level of the
(un)conscious, which is actually the place of a-temporality. As Glissant puts it, “the past,
to which we were subjected, which has not yet emerged as history for us, is, however,
obsessively present. The duty of the writer is to explore this obsession […]” (Glissant 634), which Morrison renders perfectly in her novel.
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The Caldecott Award: Seventy Years of Outstanding Illustration for
Children
The Caldecott Medal was named in honor of nineteenth-century English illustrator
Randolph Caldecott. Frederick Melcher, a tireless promoter of children’s books, established the
Newbery Award for the most distinguished children’s book in 1922 and went on to established
this award for illustration in 1938. It is awarded annually by the Association for Library Service
to Children (ALSC), a division of the American Library Association (ALA), to the artist of the
most distinguished American picture book for children. “Randolph Caldecott was one of a
group of three influential children's illustrators working in England in the 19th century. The other
two illustrators were Kate Greenaway and Walter Crane. His illustrations for children were
unique to their time in both their humor, and their ability to create a sense of movement, vitality,
and action that complemented the stories they accompanied” (ALSC). Although Randolph’s
artistic career was short (he died a month before his fortieth birthday),
his popularity, artistic talent and business sense greatly advanced the
production of full color illustration and in doing so, forever
revolutionized books produced for children. Through this prestigious
award, Randolph Caldecott lives on in the promotion and recognition
of illustration for children, in the excellence of artistic expression, and
in the heart of every child who has been delighted by the evolution of
the picture book. This paper explores the award-winning picture books
chronologically by decade and discusses the artwork in relationship to
the social, economical and political aspects of the United States during
the times of publication.
According to the ALSC website, the bronze medal was designed by sculpture artist René
Paul Chambellan using Caldecott illustrations from The Diverting Story of John Gilpin. It is a
perfect example of the humor, vitality, and sense of movement found in his work. The front
illustration shows John Gilpin astride a runaway horse, accompanied by squawking geese,
braying dogs, and startled onlookers. On the back is another illustration and room for engraving
the date and winning artist’s name. The terms and criteria of the award are straight-forward: the
illustrations must be original (cannot be reprinted or compiled from another source); the artist
must be a citizen or resident of the United States; the book under consideration must be
published in the United States during that year, available for purchase during that year, and have
a copyright date no later than that year. A “picture book for children” is a book designed for
children with a respect for children’s understandings, abilities, and appreciations. Children are
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defined as persons up to and including fourteen years of age. The criteria
states that each book is to be considered as a picture book and the decision of
the committee is based primarily on the illustration (artistic technique,
pictorial interpretation of story, theme, or concept etc.) although other
aspects such as the written text or overall design of the book are to be taken
into consideration (ALSC).
The first book to be honored with the Caldecott Medal was Animals
of the Bible: A Picture Book in 1938. (Bibliographic information for each
book can be found on page 8). This beautiful collection of black and white pencil sketches
brings the Old and New Testaments to life in richly detailed drawings. The first author to win
the Newberry medal in 1922 was Hendrik Willem van Loon for the Story of Mankind so it seems
fitting that the first Caldecott winner was an illustrated bible. Religious illustrations are perhaps
the oldest and most widely universal form of teaching sacred doctrine. Mei Li, the 1939 winner,
is the story of a little Chinese girl participating in the festivities of the annual New Year Fair.
The cultural traditions and family relationships depicted in the story are vividly portrayed in
lively pencil drawings equally educational and inviting. Mei Li’s adventures are presented from
her inexperienced view of the world and all her wonder, fear and excitement of the unknown is
revealed in the detailed drawings. During the 1930s America was fighting its way out of the
Great Depression and Hitler was strategically invading Europe.
The 1940s in America was a time of world conflict and passionate patriotism. Moving
out of the economic strife of the Great Depression and into the arena of World
War II, Americans pulled together in a united front against the war on Hitler.
Women went to work in factories and war-related occupations, replacing the
men who were fighting overseas. Thousands of refugees sought asylum in the
United States and rationing was enforced to distribute food and clothing to the
masses. The themes of the Caldecott winners during this time are patriotic,
religious and nature orientated. Abraham Lincoln (1940) and They Were
Strong and Good (1941) both exemplify patriotism, heritage and hard work.
Make Way for Ducklings (1942) and The Little House (1943) depict family values and harmony
with nature as a family of ducks tries to live in Boston’s Public Garden and a personified house
survives the throes of industrialization. Each of these books are illustrated with pencil sketches
Many Moons (1944) is a fairy tale about a princess who desires the moon and the lengths her
father, the king, goes to grant her request. The illustrations are loosely drawn sketches selectively
splashed with color.
The Rooster Crows (1946) is a light-hearted, whimsical book of “American” nursery
rhymes, counting songs, finger games, jump-rope jingles etc. sketched with colored pencils.
Prayer for a Child (1945) is a religious, spiritual book based on Christian beliefs. It recites a
prayer spoken by a young girl requesting peace, love and shelter for all
children from fear in Jesus’ name. Ironically, this book was chosen the same
year we bombed the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki on the sixth
and ninth of August, respectfully. The painted illustrations are beautifully
rendered in charming scenes of domestic tranquility belying the horrific acts
of genocide, destruction and death simultaneously happening in Europe and
Asia. The Little Island (1947), White Snow, Bright Snow (1948) and The Big
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Snow (1949) all relate to themes of nature and regeneration. The paintings in The Big Snow and
The Little Island are vibrant and conventional whereas, the artwork in White Snow, Bright Snow
is a mixture of gray halftones with brilliant splashes of red and yellow. The forties in America
was a time of constant instability and these books reflect that volatility. Themes of patriotism
and heritage, religion and fear, and ultimately, nature and rejuvenation were representative of the
emotions Americans were experiencing during this turbulent time and may have been a very
significant factor in the selection of these books.
The 1950s in America was a time of extreme conservatism and anti-communism.
Reeling from the worldwide devastation of WWII, Americans desired to reconnect with nature
and national parks became immensely popular vacation destinations for families. Disneyland
opened in August of 1955, the Interstate Highway system expanded which enabled faster longdistance travel, malls emerged and drive-in movies became the most popular entertainment for
teens and families. Americans were family-orientated during this time and the Caldecott
winners of the fifties reflect the idealized values of heritage, morals and harmony with nature.
Each of these award-winning books embodies themes of pets and nature, animal personification
and an overwhelming domination of human interaction with nature. The Song of the Swallows
(1950), a cultural tale of a religious day in a California mission and The Egg Tree (1951) a
traditional Easter celebration in a Pennsylvania Dutch family relate family traditions that
encourage children to delight and appreciate nature. The watercolor paintings are representative
of these cultures in style and color.
The stories A Tree is Nice (1952) and Time of Wonder (1958) express the joys of nature
and encourage a child’s interaction by describing all the year-round activities a tree or vacation
home near the sea can provide. The artwork in A Tree is Nice is a combination of pencil
drawings and bright, bold, loosely painted watercolors. Time of Wonder contains twenty-nine
large, watercolor paintings. The Biggest Bear (1953) and Madeline’s Rescue
(1954) are about children finding pets. The bond between the children and
their pets stress the importance of loyalty and support against authority
figures (Communism). Both contain paintings but whereas, The Biggest Bear
is illustrated with elaborately detailed strokes, Madeline’s Rescue is painted
in a loose, exaggerated, impressionistic style. Cinderella, or the Little Glass
Slipper (1955) Chanticleer and the Fox (1959) Finders Keepers (1952) and
Frog Went A-Courting (1956) are moralistic tales with personified animals.
They are imaginative tales of fantasy that teach the family values of pride, loyalty and
perseverance. The artwork of this decade is predominately painting although Frog Went ACourting is created in colored pencil drawings. Collectively, the books from this decade have a
wide range of cultural origins and conventional art styles. The content of these books reflect the
idealistic view of Americans in a time of change and the artwork reflects the adherence to the
conservative and conventional standards of conformity.
The 1960s in America were a time of radical change as 70 million baby boomers became
teenagers. Rapid advancement in science and technology set in motion the race to put the first
man on the moon. As space became the new frontier, planet Earth became smaller and smaller
as a global unit. America was significantly influenced by Europe especially in the arenas of
fashion, art and music. The musical British Invasion (particularly the Beatles), Pop art,
Psychedelic drugs and the subsequent Hippie culture forever altered the conservatism of
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Americans. Politically, it was a time of great tension and strife. The Cold War, the Vietnam
War, and the Civil Rights Movement along with the assassinations of John F. Kennedy, Martin
Luther King, Jr. and Robert Kennedy escalated the unrest and uncertainty of the times. As
young adults, the baby boomers rebelled against the conservatism of their parents and sought
swift, radical change. The Caldecott awards of this decade reflect the struggle between the
existing conservative, moralistic philosophy of the older generations and the emerging avantgarde, radical ideology of the younger generation both in thematic content and the expression of
the artwork. Every book charms the imagination and reflects childhood wonder. Fantasy is the
predominate component in each honored book.
Cultural traditions of Mexico, India, and Scotland are explored in Nine Days to
Christmas (1960), Once upon a Mouse (1962) and Always Room for One More (1966).
Ironically, considering the Cold War and the fear of Russian attack, there are two books about
Russian folklore, Baboushka and the Three Kings (1961) and the Fool of the World and the
Flying Ship (1969). Thus the decade started and ended with a considerate and deliberate focus
on cultural awareness of our potential enemy. The Snowy Day (1963) and Always Room for One
More use abstraction whereas, Once Upon a Mouse is executed in woodcuts. Where the Wild
Things Are (1964) by Maurice Sendack takes the reader on a wondrous journey to an imaginary
island with enormous “wild” beasts illustrated in a distinctive avant-garde style. May I Bring A
Friend? (1965) is illustrated with colorful sketches on brightly
colored backgrounds and Sam, Bangs and Moonshine (1967)
contains ink drawings with watercolor highlights in muted tones of
black, white and gold. The artwork of this decade pushes the
imagination to new heights with color, design and originality. Bold
colors and geometric designs highlight this decade of awardwinning innovative artwork, most notably in Baboushka and the
Three Kings and Drummer Hoff (1968) a very entertaining military
story in rhyme. The artwork of the sixties reflects the changing
Cultural Revolution. The recurrence of geometric designs and abstract drawings combined with
bold, vibrant coloring exemplify the restlessness and creativity of emerging artists.
The 1970s in America was a time of dynamic political, social and cultural change. As the
country reeled from the Civil rights movement and the changes they enforced, other factors such
as the Kent State shootings, the end of American involvement in the Vietnam War, Watergate
and the impeachment proceedings, the energy crisis, environmental and women’s movements,
and the rapid advancement of technology produced a turbulent and radical time in our history.
Increased space exploration, the development of personal computers, microwaves, video games
and jumbo jets created a time of continuous change and development. This cultural environment
drastically influenced music, fashion, art, literature and entertainment. The Caldecott winners
reflect these changes. Multiculturalism and diversity are common components in the
overwhelming themes of folklore, origins, moral issues and family relationships within these
books. Nine of the ten books are cultural folklore with three representing Africa, two with
Native American content, and a Dutch, Cornish, Armenian, and Japanese tale. Nine contain
fantasy and imagination in the content. The artwork is dynamic, bold and original.
The pictures in Sylvester and the Magic Pebble (1970) consist of bright, colorful
watercolor drawings. A Story, A Story (1971) is an African tale illustrated with bold, colorful
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woodcuts. One Fine Day (1972) is an Armenian moralistic tale painted in bright, colorful
watercolors. The Funny Little Woman (1973) is an amusing Japanese tale captivatingly
portrayed in lively water color drawings. Duffy and the Devil (1974) is a version of the
Rumplestiltskin story delightfully rendered in pen-and-wash illustrations. Arrow to the Sun
(1975) is a Pueblo Indian tale illustrated with multi-layered geometric
shapes and bold, vibrant colors. Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People’s
Ears (1976) is a West African tale expressed with a unique blend of
cutouts in watercolor, pastels and India ink. Ashanti to Zulu: African
Traditions (1977) is painted in pastels, watercolors and acrylics.
Noah’s Ark (1978) is delightfully illustrated in a detailed story-board
format that is both witty and comical. The Girl Who Loved Wild
Horses (1979) is a folktale about a Native American girl who loved
horses so much that she became a wild horse. With Wild West
imagery in traditional colors and patterns, the artwork literally sweeps and stampedes across the
pages. The Caldecott winners of the seventies are a collection of informative and amusing tales
predominately cultural in origin and creatively rendered with outstanding artwork.
The 1980s in America began with double-digit inflation and ended with a renewed sense
of confidence after the chaos and rebellions of the sixties and seventies. Technology advanced in
the form of camcorders, video games, MTV (music television) and space exploration. ET
phoned home and the space shuttle Challenger exploded. President Reagan declared a war on
drugs, Rock Hudson died of AIDS, Sandra Day O’Connor became the first woman Supreme
Court Justice and the Berlin Wall came tumbling down. Aerobics, minivans and talk shows
became popular and the “yuppies” were established in society. The themes of the Caldecott
winners of this decade are a mixture of history, nature and fantasy. Viewing life through a
child’s perspective, family values and interpersonal relationships are the predominate themes.
Collectively, they are imaginative tales with outstanding, creative and innovative artwork. Eight
have themes of nature, six incorporate fantasy and imagination, and four are historical.
Ox-Cart Man (1980) is a story about a nineteenth-century farmer in New England who
takes his harvest into town to sell. Simple hues and one-dimensional paintings illustrate the rustic
environment of these early settlers. Fables (1981) is a collection of twenty original, moralistic
fables about an array of personified animal characters rendered in color sketches. Jumanji
(1982) is the story of two bored and restless children who find more than they bargained for in a
mysterious and mystical jungle adventure board game. The lifelike
pencil drawings appear photographic in their detail, enhancing the
reality of this highly imaginative tale. Shadow (1983) is an African
folklore tale illustrated in a unique collage format with cutouts. Glorious
Flight: Across the Channel with Louis Blériot July 25, 1909 (1984) is
the historical account of the first airplane flight from France to England
recreated with large one-dimensional paintings. Saint George and the
Dragon (1985) describes how George, the Red Cross Knight, slays the
dreadful dragon that has been terrorizing the countryside for years and
brings peace and joy to the land. The beautifully painted artwork is representative of Celtic
illuminated manuscript with elaborately detailed borders containing flowers that are indigenous
to the British Isles.
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The Polar Express (1986) is a highly imaginative story about a little boy who is invited to
take a magical train ride to the North Pole on Christmas Eve and is given a special gift by Santa
Claus. The large, marvelously realistic paintings capture the excitement and enchantment of
Christmas. Hey, Al (1987) is a creative, moralistic story about a janitor and his dog as they learn
the value of their relationship tenderly expressed in large watercolor paintings. Owl Moon
(1988) relates the gentle experience of a young girl who silently ventures into
the wilderness one winter night with her father and a flashlight in the hopes of
witnessing her first Great Horned Owl in the darkness. The soft, exquisite
watercolor illustrations capture the wondrous perspective of the little girl and
the genuine closeness of the father-daughter relationship as they share this
coming-of-age experience. The Song and Dance Man (1989) celebrates the
historic vaudeville days in brightly colored pencil sketches. The Caldecott
winners of this decade exemplify the interpersonal relationships of family and
their interaction with nature. Fantasy combined with history and cultural
traditions produce themes of perseverance, friendship, dedication, and accomplishment. The
artwork is imaginative and expressive of wonder, excitement, danger and anticipation.
The 1990s in America began with the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq and the subsequent
Gulf War. Cloning and stem cell research emerged amid escalating controversy over science and
ethical practices. Mobil phones, satellite dishes, cable and reality TV all gained increasing
popularity but the most significant advancement was the use of the Internet. It was truly the
electronic age. The World Wide Web changed the fabric of America in numerous ways
including the way we communicate (email), spend our money (stores, gambling), and how we do
business (e-commerce). In 1994, three million people were online; by 1998 that figure rose to
one hundred million and by the close of the decade; an estimated two hundred million people
were Internet users. The Caldecott winners of this decade encompass the broadest range of
themes including friendship, folklore, scientific inventions, photography, immigration,
persecution, race riots, diversity and fear. Seven of the books are historic in content, four evolve
around American life, and three are fairy tales/ folklore.
Lon Po Po: A Red-Riding Hood Story from China (1990) is the Chinese folktale of three
sisters staying home alone who are endangered by a hungry wolf disguised as their grandmother.
The dramatic artwork combines the techniques used in ancient Chinese panel art with
watercolors and pastels. Black and White (1991) is an unusual book that contains four stories
that appear to interrelate into one story but not necessarily to require an essential connection.
The imaginative stories fundamentally stand alone but upon careful inspection, relate to each
other. The artwork contains topography, paintings and abstraction in a graphic novel / comic
book format. It is a visual treat at first confusing, but ultimately, delightful to all ages. Tuesday
(1992) is a playful, flight of the imagination chronicling the adventures of a large community of
frogs that rise on their lily pads, float through the air, and explore nearby houses
while their inhabitants sleep. Lively, multicolored paintings in comic book
format are showcased in a clever and amusing manner that is pure entertainment.
Mirette on the High Wire (1993) is about a young girl who learns tightrope
walking rendered in watercolor paintings that have an impressionistic quality of
capturing nineteenth-century Paris. Grandfather’s Journey (1994) relates a
Japanese American man’s love of two countries as he traces his ancestry and
struggles with his constant desire to be in both places at once. The exquisite
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paintings show an appreciation for both cultures and a tender consideration for the immigration
experience.
Smoky Night (1995) recounts a scary experience for a boy and his mother during the Los
Angeles riots. The unique artwork is bold, vibrant abstract painting combined with an array of
various objects in collage format. Officer Buckle and Gloria (1996) is a story
about a policeman and a police dog and their adventures teaching safety tips to
children painted in bright, colorful watercolors. Golem (1997) a powerful,
traditional story about Jewish persecution in sixteenth-century Prague serves
as a cautionary tale about the limits of human power and the hope of resistance
to overwhelming persecution. The illustrations are photographs of
elaborately intricate paper cutouts. Rapunzel (1998) is the classic tale of the
beautiful girl with long golden hair imprisoned in a lonely tower by a
sorceress. The setting is sixteenth-century Italy and the artwork is a stunning
collection of Italian High Renaissance paintings. Snowflake Bentley (1999) is
the biography of Wilson Bentley (1865-1931), a Vermont farmer and self-taught
scientist who photographed thousands of individual snowflakes painted with
watercolors. The nineteen nineties were a time of change and innovation; the
Caldecott winners of this decade reflect these changes. More than any other
decade, these books represent history and diverse cultures. The settings include:
urban and rural America (Los Angeles, San Francisco and Jericho), China, Japan,
France, Italy, and Prague. The artwork is just as diverse in both format and medium including
oil paintings, watercolors, photography, collage, cutouts, comic book and panel art.
The new millennium in America is a time of change and uncertainty. The wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan, continued unrest in the Gulf Region, Korean nuclear arm resistance and
terrorism attacks escalate the instability of the United States. Issues in the forefront are global
warming, the fuel and energy crisis, stem cell research, lack of medical coverage, and the
collapse of our economic structure. The decline in the housing market, unemployment, the
outsourcings of jobs, the collapse of major lending organizations and the volatility of the stock
market have all contributed to the bleak state of current affairs. The Caldecott winners of this
new century embody a mixture of themes including frugality, friendship, love and security,
accomplishment, daring entertainment, bravery, inventiveness and most definitely imagination.
Joseph Had an Overcoat (2000) is a story adapted from a Yiddish folk song that traces the life of
an overcoat as it is recycled numerous times into a variety of garments. The painted illustrations
have cleverly situated die-cut holes in the shape of each new garment strategically positioned
into the painting. So You Want to be President? (2001) is a comical look at the qualifications
and characteristics of U.S. presidents from George Washington to Bill Clinton. Illustrated in the
cherished tradition of political commentary and humorously presented in caricature, it is both
informative and satirical.
The Three Pigs (2002) is a humorous twist on the original fairy tale uniquely constructed
as the pigs move from different fairytales incorporating various artwork techniques and altering
the stories in an amusing way. My Friend Rabbit (2003) is the story of friendship between a
rabbit and a mouse illustrated in hand-colored relief prints. The Man Who Walked Between the
Towers (2004) tells of the historic 1974 New York City tight ropewalk by Philippe Petit
illustrated in elaborate colored pencil drawings. Kitten’s First Full Moon (2005) describes the
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adventures of a kitten one night in bold, simple pencil drawings. The Hello, Goodbye Window
(2006) celebrates family values and relationships as a child visits her grandparents. The bright,
vibrant artwork is representative of a preschooler’s view of the
world. Flotsam (2007) is a pictorial treat for the imagination. In
comic book fashion, without text, a boy’s day at the beach
culminates with his finding an old camera; he develops the
astonishing pictures, and includes one of himself before returning it
to the sea where another child delightedly finds
it. The outstanding paintings, creativity and
unusual format make this book pleasurable to
all ages. The Invention of Hugo Cabret (2008) is a complex story of a young
orphan who reconstructs a damaged robot in historical 1939 Paris. The
pencil sketches are intricately drawn with elaborate skill and detail. The
artwork of this new millennium is a mixture of paint, colored pencil
drawings, abstract impressionism, caricature, die cuts and hand colored relief
prints all innovative and creatively artistic.
The Caldecott medal was designed to recognize and honor the
creativity and artistic excellence in the illustration of children’s books. During the last seventy
years, these artists have consistently produced works that have stretched the boundaries of
artistic expression and through the extension of their imaginations, have expanded the minds of
countless children and adults. Using a variety of mediums, styles and techniques as diverse as
the intended audience, our culture, heritage, values and beliefs are presented in a way that fosters
multiculturalism, pride, responsibility and respect for all living creatures. Just as the picture
book continues to evolve with each new publication, so will the inspiring legend of Randolph
Caldecott live on through the universal language of award-winning artistic expression.
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Caldecott Medal Winners, 1938 - 2008
1938: Animals of the Bible, A Picture Book, illustrated by Dorothy P. Lathrop; text: selected by
Helen Dean Fish (Lippincott)
1939: Mei Li by Thomas Handforth (Doubleday)
1940: Abraham Lincoln by Ingri & Edgar Parin d'Aulaire (Doubleday)
1941: They Were Strong and Good, by Robert Lawson (Viking)
1942: Make Way for Ducklings by Robert McCloskey (Viking)
1943: The Little House by Virginia Lee Burton (Houghton)
1944: Many Moons, illustrated by Louis Slobodkin; text: James Thurber (Harcourt)
1945: Prayer for a Child, illustrated by Elizabeth Orton Jones; text: Rachel Field (Macmillan)
1946: The Rooster Crows by Maud & Miska Petersham (Macmillan)
1947: The Little Island, illustrated by Leonard Weisgard; text: Golden MacDonald, pseud.
[Margaret Wise Brown] (Doubleday)
1948: White Snow, Bright Snow, illustrated by Roger Duvoisin; text: Alvin Tresselt (Lothrop)
1949: The Big Snow by Berta & Elmer Hader (Macmillan)
1950: Song of the Swallows by Leo Politi (Scribner)
1951: The Egg Tree by Katherine Milhous (Scribner)
1952: Finders Keepers, illustrated by Nicolas, pseud. (Nicholas Mordvinoff); text: Will, pseud.
[William Lipkind] (Harcourt)
1953: The Biggest Bear by Lynd Ward (Houghton)
1954: Madeline's Rescue by Ludwig Bemelmans (Viking)
1955: Cinderella, or the Little Glass Slipper, illustrated by Marcia Brown; text: translated from
Charles Perrault by Marcia Brown (Scribner)
1956: Frog Went A-Courtin', illustrated by Feodor Rojankovsky; text: retold by John Langstaff)
(Harcourt)
1957: A Tree Is Nice, illustrated by Marc Simont; text: Janice Udry (Harper)
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1958: Time of Wonder by Robert McCloskey (Viking)
1959: Chanticleer and the Fox, illustrated by Barbara Cooney; text: adapted from Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales by Barbara Cooney (Crowell)
1960: Nine Days to Christmas, illustrated by Marie Hall Ets; text: Marie Hall Ets and Aurora
Labastida (Viking)
1961: Baboushka and the Three Kings, illustrated by Nicolas Sidjakov; text: Ruth Robbins
(Parnassus)
1962: Once a Mouse, retold and illustrated by Marcia Brown (Scribner)
1963: The Snowy Day by Ezra Jack Keats (Viking)
1964: Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak (Harper)
1965: May I Bring a Friend? illustrated by Beni Montresor; text: Beatrice Schenk de Regniers
(Atheneum)
1966: Always Room for One More, illustrated by Nonny Hogrogian; text: Sorche Nic Leodhas,
pseud. [Leclair Alger] (Holt)
1967: Sam, Bangs & Moonshine by Evaline Ness (Holt)
1968: Drummer Hoff, illustrated by Ed Emberley; text: adapted by Barbara Emberley (PrenticeHall)
1969: The Fool of the World and the Flying Ship, illustrated by Uri Shulevitz;
by Arthur Ransome (Farrar)

text: retold

1970: Sylvester and the Magic Pebble by William Steig (Windmill Books)
1971: A Story A Story, retold and illustrated by Gail E. Haley (Atheneum)
1972: One Fine Day, retold and illustrated by Nonny Hogrogian (Macmillan)
1973: The Funny Little Woman, illustrated by Blair Lent; text: retold by Arlene Mosel (Dutton)
1974: Duffy and the Devil, illustrated by Margot Zemach; retold by Harve Zemach (Farrar)
1975: Arrow to the Sun by Gerald McDermott (Viking)
1976: Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears, illustrated by Leo & Diane Dillon; text: retold by
Verna Aardema (Dial)
1977: Ashanti to Zulu: African Traditions , illustrated by Leo & Diane Dillon; text: Margaret
Musgrove (Dial)
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1978: Noah's Ark by Peter Spier (Doubleday)
1979: The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses by Paul Goble (Bradbury)
1980: Ox-Cart Man, illustrated by Barbara Cooney; text: Donald Hall (Viking)
1981: Fables by Arnold Lobel (Harper)
1982: Jumanji by Chris Van Allsburg (Houghton)
1983: Shadow, translated and illustrated by Marcia Brown; original text in French: Blaise
Cendrars (Scribner)
1984: The Glorious Flight: Across the Channel with Louis Bleriot by Alice & Martin
Provensen (Viking)
1985: Saint George and the Dragon, illustrated by Trina Schart Hyman; text: retold by Margaret
Hodges (Little, Brown)
1986: The Polar Express by Chris Van Allsburg (Houghton)
1987: Hey, Al, illustrated by Richard Egielski; text: Arthur Yorinks (Farrar)
1988: Owl Moon, illustrated by John Schoenherr; text: Jane Yolen (Philomel)
1989: Song and Dance Man, illustrated by Stephen Gammell; text: Karen Ackerman (Knopf)
1990: Lon Po Po: A Red-Riding Hood Story from China by Ed Young (Philomel)
1991: Black and White by David Macaulay (Houghton)
1992: Tuesday by David Wiesner (Clarion Books)
1993: Mirette on the High Wire by Emily Arnold McCully (Putnam)
1994: Grandfather's Journey by Allen Say; text: edited by Walter Lorraine (Houghton)
1995: Smoky Night, illustrated by David Diaz; text: Eve Bunting (Harcourt)
1996: Officer Buckle and Gloria by Peggy Rathmann (Putnam)
1997: Golem by David Wisniewski (Clarion)
1998: Rapunzel by Paul O. Zelinsky (Dutton)
1999: Snowflake Bentley, Illustrated by Mary Azarian; text by Jacqueline Briggs Martin
(Houghton)
2000: Joseph Had a Little Overcoat Simms Taback (Viking)
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2001: So You Want to Be President? Illustrated by David Small; text by Judith St. George
(Philomel Books)
2002: The Three Pigs by David Wiesner (Clarion/Houghton Mifflin)
2003: My Friend Rabbit by Eric Rohmann (Roaring Brook Press/Millbrook Press)
2004: The Man Who Walked Between the Towers by Mordicai Gerstein (Roaring Brook Press /
Millbrook Press)
2005: Kitten's First Full Moon by Kevin Henkes (Greenwillow Books / Harper Collins
Publishers)
2006: The Hello, Goodbye Window Illustrated by Chris Raschka, written by Norton Juster
(Michael di Capua/Hyperion)
2007: Flotsam by David Wiesner (Clarion)
2008: The Invention of Hugo Cabret by Brian Selznick (Scholastic Press)
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“The play’s the thing”: Will Writes to Change Rights, Rites

One pleasant constant in the ever changing and often contentious 21st century is
Shakespeare’s knowledge of human nature and his philosophic outlook on the human
condition. King Lear articulates an insight into humanity applicable both to the ancient
and contemporary world. Shakespeare’s 154 sonnets explore the same themes
embodied in his 37 plays; however, the dramatic spectacle is more effective and
resounding in heightening awareness, altering attitudes, and effecting changes in
society’s exercise of human rights, questioning, and then adapting basic rights that
solemnize the human adventure from birth to death.
One basic right reverberating through the plays is that of self–identity: to be the
person one is unhampered by the dictates of one’s family, peers, or society. Kate
Minola of The Taming of the Shrew is constrained by her father and her Paduan
neighbors to assume a psychological disguise to avoid the negative rites then in place
for nuptials and the ensuing restrictive lifestyle. For speaking the truth to King Lear,
Cordelia endures banishment; for acting upon a moral imperative, Cordelia forfeits her
life. Verona, the setting of Romeo and Juliet, functions as a central symbol of a society
whose endemic intolerance kept alive and ritualized by quarreling factions deprives
citizens of their rights to speak, to socialize or to marry outside their partisan groups.
Othello and Desdemona, independent thinkers and pioneers in affirming their
personal identities as well as role models in facing adversity are overcome by the
prejudices and evils of citizens refusing to accept the Venetian Senate’s accommodation
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of change which fosters greater rights to individuals. Isabella of Measure for Measure is
perhaps the most controversial of all Shakespeare’s characters for her insistence upon
speaking and living according to her principles and determining her own destiny in
Vienna. In the final moments of the play, having secured justice and judgment for her
countrymen and women, she is in control of her identity and life: Quite and
accomplishment for a woman in the early 17th century. Portia another rational thinker,
in The Merchant of Venice, using her native intelligence and the legal system attains the
reality of obtaining personal and societal identity for herself and others. Shakespeare
knew that one way to secure personal identity was to change the rites governing and
the rights granted or withheld within the institution of marriage. King Lear (KL),
Measure for Measure (MM), The Taming of the Shrew (TS), Othello (O), Romeo and
Juliet (R&J), and The Merchant of Venice (MV) are not traditionally viewed as plays that
direct audience attention to recognizing negative realities detrimental to the marital
state, nor are these works associated with suggesting reforms for matrimony. Scrutiny
of these texts evidences William Shakespeare’s threefold objective: To capitalize on his
dramatic venue’s large audience, to gain widespread intellectual and emotional
acceptance of changed marital rites and rights through this audience, and to replace a
negative societal reality with a positive one that fostered personal identity and
bestowed dignity on all involved individuals and uplifted the human condition.
Shakespeare intuitively knew “The play’s the thing” (Hamlet, 3,1,605): Will writes to
change rights and rites every time one of the aforementioned plays is read or viewed.
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Earlier, in the 1380s Chaucer implemented the same plan. Critics have extolled
Chaucer’s “Marriage Group,” those Canterbury Tales which specifically focus on
marriage as it existed and affected society in Chaucer’s era. Shakespeare continues this
critique.

Shakespeare’s subliminal themes short circuited objections before they could

be voiced thereby providing a very public dramatic forum for one of society’s
foundational institutions.
Analysis of the principal characters involved in courtships and nuptials
demonstrates the cogent presence of politics, societal status, financial gain or loss,
territorial acquisition and in some instances even the equally persuasive presence of
genuine love. Shakespeare the optimist looks beyond this unsatisfactory reality and
suggests a resolution by “showcasing” couples who achieve greater self–identity, a
clearer understanding of the estate of marriage, and the significance of the institution to
society.
Matrimony and the English law that developed over the years exerted its
influence not only on Shakespeare’s plotlines but also on many other Elizabethan and
Jacobean dramas. Optimum comprehension of many of those works was based on the
playwrights’ and the audiences’ familiarity with this branch of law. This knowledge
does not mean that Shakespeare, Webster, Jonson, Ford, Beaumont, or Fletcher and
others were formally trained or even possessed unusual legal expertise about canon or
civil law relating to matrimony. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, public
worship at Sunday services was an absolute duty, not a choice. By law, the subject
matter of prescribed homilies included the state of matrimony and all its attendant
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duties, responsibilities; in Sunday sermons pastors routinely identified and preached
about spousal infractions committed by parishioners. Designated officials reported
these erring individuals to the bishops and ecclesiastical courts. Thus any attentive,
consistently present member of the congregation could over time build up a broad store
of knowledge concerning the institution of marriage. Shakespeare like many of his
contemporaries, enjoyed
… a well–informed layman’s knowledge of English marriage law….
Shakespeare the playwright concerns himself with such obvious matrimonial
topics as betrothals, contracting, premarital intercourse (antenuptial immorality),
impediments to marriage, and the marriage ceremony itself. But matrimonial
problems are used as primary plot devices on relatively few occasions. Generally
the laws of matrimony are used in varying degrees of importance as secondary
plot devices, as devices to strengthen character motivation, or as the realistic
substructure of imaginative dramatic creations.”(Ranald 68–9).

The actual reality that prevailed is that marriages were motivated by interest, not personal
relationships. At that time society in England and Western Europe required a legitimate male
heir who kept alive the family name and who held, protected, and passed on the real estate to the
eldest son. The monetary negotiations culminating in a marriage settlement were designed so
that both spouses enjoyed financial security until death. The question of sexual attraction or
compatibility was never entertained; instead, “Marriage was part of a system of inheritance
and economics so ingrained and persuasive that the emotional affections or physical
desires of a man or a woman diminished in importance” (McDonald 262).
Few spouses had any acquaintance before the nuptials, and after the ceremony
few partners developed married lives which were characterized by a close relationship
or close quarters. Most married people spent the majority of their married lives apart
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from one another as it appears did Shakespeare and Anne Hathaway. In the year 1585,
Shakespeare moved to London; neither Anne nor the children accompanied him.
However, the family may have lived together in London since Shakespeare did remit
taxes in 1596 on a large house in the parish of St. Helen’s in London. After Hamnet’s
death Shakespeare took smaller lodgings in Southwark. In 1597 after purchasing New
Place in Stratford, his wife and daughters resided there. Shakespeare also resided there
from his retirement in 1611 until his death in 1616 (Kittredge 15).
When couples did spend their time together, there were strict precepts
delivered in homilies that dictated how each spouse behaved toward the other.
Homilies of the time also indicate that “It was reasonable to hope for stability and
comfort in marriage, but not for much more…” (Greenblatt 129). One inescapable
reality appears to pervade much of the marital motivation of the era, “… without a
dowry, love is not a sufficient reason to marry” (Friedman 455). Love as a basis for
marriage is not a worthy consideration until more than fifty years after Shakespeare’s
death. Only after decades of the Puritans’ constant reiteration of the significance of
marital companionship was there a change in social, cultural, and psychological
outlooks. With publication of Milton’s Paradise Lost, “Marriage was no longer the
consolation prize for those who did not have the higher vocation of celibacy; it was not
the doctrinally approved way of avoiding the sin of fornication; it was not even
principally the means of generating offspring and conveying property. It was about the
dream of long–term love” (Greenblatt 129).
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Two of the three marriages in King Lear reveal a deadly blight upon individuals,
the family, and the society. Close scrutiny of Goneril and Regan’s marital relationships
indicates political and social status dictated their nuptials; with the exception of Albany,
not one of the other three spouses manifests respect, love, or any kind of bonding.
Regan, Cornwall, and Goneril ignore or deny any kind of human tie when in concert
they oppress Lear, Gloucester, Edgar and inflict civil war upon their society. They
exude selfish, ruthless, disordered individualism and ultimately become brutish in
nature and behavior. (Sewall 139). Lear’s actions show that he neither truly knows his
daughters nor has shown much emotional concern for them. Lear’s family is
dysfunctional: love, understanding, and harmony are non–existent; greed, arrogance,
and aggression are clearly rampant. “King Lear … is the only one of Shakespeare’s
plays in which personal relationship is treated as an end and not a means…” (Sewell
140–1). Lear’s character is revealed incisively in his shocking question to his daughters.
“Which of you shall we say doth love us most,/That we our largest bounty may
extend” (1.1.51–2).
Perhaps France is one of Shakespeare’s most eloquent spokesman for his
refutation of nuptials motivated by social pedigree, status, wealth, and political power.
France inquires of Burgundy:
What say you to the Lady? Love’s not love
When it is mingled with regards that stands
Aloof from th’ entire point. Will you have her?
She is herself a dowry. (1.1.242–5).
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Burgundy replies: “Royal King,/Give but that portion which you yourself
proposed,/And here I take Cordelia by the hand” (1.1.245–7). Burgundy is the voice of
the status quo. Cordelia succinctly rebuts this established approach to marriage:
“Peace be with Burgundy!/Since that respects of fortune are his love,/I shall not be his
wife.” (1.1.251–3). The violent dissolutions of both Gonerel and Regan’s marriages
evidence the inherent weaknesses of marriages based on only material elements and
consummated by partners who devaluate or disdain basic human kinship. Cordelia
and France possess the internal and external prowess to enter into a marital relationship
in which personhood and love are foremost priorities.
Unlike Cordelia, Isabella, Mariana, Julietta and Claudio in Measure for Measure
suffer greatly because Viennese society places more importance on the financial rather
than the emotional, spiritual aspects of matrimony.

Before this tragicomedy’s

beginning the proud, hypocritical, unjust Angelo had entered a pre–contract with
Mariana. This pre–contract is a “legally binding agreement entered into before any
church ceremony” (Bevington 246). Because of the two distinct legal and traditional
sources of law, common law and Church law, the legality of both Claudio and Julietta’s
and Angelo and Mariana’s marriages is problematic. “Spousals” or secret nuptials
executed without parental permission or witnesses were recognized by the Church;
“For ecclesiastical law, marriage was primarily a matter between God and the marrying
parties – consent of parents, external public announcements, and other requirements
were secondary” (Kamps and Raber 183). Until 1604, this type of wedlock, entered into
by Claudio and Julietta, was valid. However, “Common law emphasized the public
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nature of true marriage contracts, requiring ‘banns’ or public announcements placed
weeks in advance so that marriages may be approved by the larger social group;
following this public announcement, a ceremony with witnesses was necessary to
guarantee that the marriage was legal” (Kamps and Raber 182). Not until the Marriage
Act of 1753 did England have one clear “regularized form of legal marriage” (Kamps
and Raber 184). Thus, a couple’s view of their marriage’s validity was determined by
their adherence to Canon or common law.
Claudio clearly believes his marriage, a variation of the spousal, is legal; he explains to
Lucio “… upon a true contract/I got possession of Julietta’s bed./ You know the lady; she is fast
my wife,” (1,2,142–4). A “true contract” is one the couple has affirmed with witnesses present;
however, knowledge of this contract is limited and is withheld from Julietta’s relatives who have
financial control of he dowry. This couple appears to be typical of the mindset of Shakespeare’s
era: financial considerations must be secured before all else. Claudio explains their situation:
“… we thought it meet to hide our love/Till time had made them [Julietta’s guardians] for us”
(1.2.144–50). Both Claudio and Julietta appear of one mind in making the material reality
paramount in their relationship as does also Angelo in his response to Mariana’s loss of her
dowry.
Like Claudio and Julietta, Angelo and Mariana were pre–contracted, but unlike
Claudio and Julietta, their marriage plans were quite public according to the Duke:
She should this Angelo have married, was
affianced to her by oath , and the nuptial appointed;
between which time of the contract and limit of the
solemnity, her brother Frederick was wrecked at sea,
having in that perished vessel the dowry of his sister….
There she lost a noble and renowned brother, ..,
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with him the portion and sinew of her fortune, her
marriage dowry; with both, her combinate husband,
this well–seeming Angelo. (3.1.215–9; 221–5).
Angelo, like the Duke of Burgundy in King Lear who rejects the dowerless Cordelia, is
concerned only with Mariana’s financial worth. Angelo’s false allegations of evidence
of unchaste behavior on Mariana’s part are his way of avoiding a penniless bride.
“Discoveries of dishonor” (3.1.229) “were valid ground for the breaking of a marriage
contract” (Kittredge 491). Despite Angelo’s rejection of Mariana, she pleads for his life
when the Duke intends seizure of Angelo’s property and his execution. The Duke
informs Mariana:
… For his possessions,
Although by confiscation they are ours,
We do instate and widow you withal,
To buy you a better husband. (5.1.430–3).
The Duke’s choice of the word “buy” indicates he, too, subscribes to the
monetary reality as the basic motivation for marriage. His public proposal of marriage
to Isabella after pardoning Claudio does not indicate a mutuality of love but rather, to
use his words, “I have a motion much imports your good,/Whereto if you’ll a willing
ear incline,/What’s mine is yours, and what is yours is mine.” (5.1.546–8).

He is

proposing a union based on the status quo: a future groom possessing himself of an
eminently suitable consort. As Marjorie Garber writes, this play has a “famous and
discomfiting ending” (Garber 566). Isabella does not acknowledge the Duke’s proposal.
Comedic convention suggests Isabella’s acceptance, but her muteness raises questions.
Is this problem comedy typical of the other Shakespearean comedies which end with
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multiple marriages? If so, the audiences may assume that the Duke and Isabella will
join the others who are to marry. “Or does Isabella’s silence destabilize this neat
equation, reminding the attentive Shakespearean audience of other, earlier hesitations,
like that of Rosaline in Love’s Labour’s Lost, who sends her too confident lover off for a
year to tell jokes in a hospital, to bring smiles to the ‘speechless sick’”? (Garber 566).
Isabella’s behavior is in stark contrast to the earlier behavior of Katherine in The
Taming of the Shrew; Katherine is well aware of Padua’s marriage customs, and she
shrewdly assumes the psychological disguise of the shrew to sidestep the Paduan
marriage market where her father would if she were more docile marry her to the
highest bidder as he actually does later with Bianca.

In a wonderful mix of

personalities, events, and irony, Petruchio having decided to end his bachelorhood,
travels to Padua to find a wife. Petruchio is primarily concerned with increasing his
fortune; he equates wealth with happiness: “I came to wive it wealthily in Padua;/if
wealthily, than happily in Padua.” (1.2.74–5). Grumio supports Petruchio in his remark
“Why, nothing comes amiss, so money comes withal.” (1.2.80–1). When Hortensio
attempts to dissuade his friend from seriously wooing Katherine by avowing “I would
not wed her for a mine of gold.”, Petruchio responds: “Thou knowest not gold’s effect.”
(1.2.92). Petruchio thus appears representative of the materialistic attitude prevalent at
the time.
This mindset is perhaps not the full measure of the man; upon meeting the
“intolerable curst” (1.2.88) … “wildcat” (1.2.195), Petruchio is smitten by her keen mind
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and fierce independence; he also sees beyond the defensive façade of shrewishness.
Both sense in the other a kindred spirit:
Petruchio, for all his rant, is increasingly drawn to Kate by her spirit.
As wit–combatants, they are worthy of one another’s enmity – or love.
No one else in the play is a fit match for either of them. Kate, too,
is attracted to Petruchio, despite her war of words. Her anger is part
defensive protection, part testing of his sincerity (Bevington 4).
Each finds in the other a shared distaste for the falseness of their society and the desire
to displace this falsity. Katherine has assumed her disguise, and Petruchio determines
to marry the archetypical shrew thereby placing himself beyond the pale of accepted
behavior in Padua. Each brings about his and her own intended marginalization. In
taming or educating Katherine, Petruchio is presenting her with the means of peeling
away the protective layers of anger, frustration channeled into a masquerade of
shrewishness intended to save her from a type of union she abhors. Petruchio’s taming
is a re–educating of Katherine.

Anne Barton incisively captures the essence of

Petruchio’s dramatic function stating:
On the stage, unless the actor deliberately coarsens his part,
Petruchio comes over far less as an aggressive male out to bully
a refractory wife into total submission than he does as a man who
genuinely prizes Katherine and, by exploiting an age–old and basic
antagonism between the sexes, maneuvers her into an understanding
of his nature and also her own. (The Riverside Shakespeare 106).
Petruchio’s taming “programme is a comic exorcism of noise and violence, to
achieve peace and order in the end” (Leggatt 197). Petruchio rescues Katherine from
the “peace and order” of spinsterhood and simultaneously educates himself to realizing
there is another type of wealth to be gained in marriage: the finding of a companion
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who brings physical, emotional, intellectual completeness to the union. On his return to
Padua to join Bianca’s wedding festivities, Petruchio finds an opportunity to educate all
those present to the possibility of a more satisfying type of marriage. After Petruchio
has won the wager, Lucentio and Hortensio describe Katherine’s transformation and
her marriage as a “wonder,” and Hortensio asks, “I wonder what it bodes” (5.2.112).
Petruchio responds with his experiential definition of a marriage also possible to the
other newly married couples:

“Marry, peace it bodes, and love, and quiet life,”

(5.2.112).
Fortunately for Othello and Desdemona, there are not any disguises or any
version of the war of the sexes to be encountered. This couple sees past the appearances
to the reality of the other; both freely choose to give themselves to one another despite
their differences in ethnicity and culture. Desdemona explains her multifaceted love for
Othello and her desire to accompany him to Cyprus:
That I did love the Moor to live with him,
My downright violence and storm of fortunes
May trumpet to the world….
I saw Othello’s visage in his mind,
And to his honors and his valiant parts
Did I my soul and fortunes consecrate;
(1.3.251–3, 255–7).
Othello’s explanation of his love is equally direct and succinct: “She loved me for the
dangers I had passed,/And I loved her that she did pity them.” (1.3.169–70). What is so
admirable is the straightforward, public admission of their mutual love which is more
meaningful to them than all other temporal and material considerations.

Though

Othello ultimately allows his confidence to be undermined and passion to overrule his
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reason, he does not stop loving Desdemona. Before taking his own life, he understands
the innocence and virtue of his wife whose last wish and words bespeak her
unconditional love for her husband: “Commend me to my kind lord.” (5.2.129).
The kiss in the wedding ceremony symbolizes the loving union to which the
couple has pledged themselves; Othello’s words, “Killing myself to die upon a kiss”
(5.21.370) and his kiss joined to Desdemona’s final words reveal the earlier pledge of
love that has withstood the most heinous assault. Desdemona empowers Othello to
triumph in humanity’s psychomachia involving the conflict of good versus evil.
“Othello, like most men, is a combination of forces of love and hate, which are isolated
in impossibly pure states in Desdemona and Iago. His psychic voyage from Venice to
Cyprus is a passage of the soul and the will from values of one of these characters to the
other” (Kernan 85). Othello’s kiss is also the kiss of peace signifying his return to
Desdemona’s most precious human characteristic: her ability to love unselfishly. Critic
Alvin Kernan incisively defines Desdemona: “She is Shakespeare’s word for love”
(Kernan 88).
The tragedy Othello (1601–02) shares with the earlier tragedy of Romeo and
Juliet (1595) the central theme of love and its victory over violence. Young lovers on the
cusp of adult life choose love over everything else. The various disorders of Verona
inflict themselves upon the young couple in the form of the “ancient grudge”(Prologue
3). Kittredge views the feud on one level as “merely an instrument of fate,” but on
another level as the very presence of evil in the human world. (Kittredge 965). None of
the characters close to Romeo and Juliet are able to imagine the love the two share. The
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Capulets have weathered the loss of children and infidelity, but they do not exude the
dignity and harmony of a devoted couple growing old together in love. For the nurse
love is sexual gratification and having a husband who can best provide desirable
creature comforts. When apprised of Juliet’s imminent marriage to Count Paris, the
Nurse’s answer is stunning in its insensitivity: “I think it best you marry with the
County./Oh, he’s a lovely gentleman!/Romeo’s a disclout to him.” (3.5.218–20).
With Tybalt’s death the focus becomes tragic. Earlier, Juliet began a tutoring of
Romeo into the nature of true love, weaning him away from the artificial approach to
love he formerly exhibited toward Rosaline and urging him to be candid with her and
to act honorably. Juliet chooses love; Romeo chooses violence despite her mentoring.
Romeo, as Harold Goddard explains, “falls back on the testimony of all history that
only force can overcome force. He descends from the level of violence and attempts to
part the fighters with his sword.” (39). This action of Romeo’s results in death and is
the catalyst of ensuing violence and death. Juliet’s love had bestowed on Romeo power
to bring down a god, to pass even beyond the biblical seventy times seven…. But he
did not … give quite ‘all’ to love (Goddard 43).
Nor does Bassanio in The Merchant of Venice “Give all to love.” Bassanio freely
admits he must borrow funds from Antonio to finance his quest to secure a wealthy
wife: “In Belmont is a lady richly left;” (1.1.16). Bassanio sees himself as a latter day
Jason adventuring to secure another golden fleece. With Portia’s verbal hints, Bassanio
chooses the correct casket winning a wealthy spouse. What Bassanio is also going to
attain is a life lesson about friendship, wives, husbands, marriage vows and the rightful
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place and dignity accorded to each if the couple is going to attain the joys of domestic
life as described by Petruchio. In giving Portia’s ring to the “worthy doctor” (5.1.222)
Bassanio has broken his oath “Never to part with it.” (5.1.170). To Shakespeare, to
Portia, to couples since the writing of the Old Testament, the wedding band is the
visible sign of the vow of love; there is no acceptable reason for according the ring a
lesser value. Thus, when Bassanio accedes to Antonio’s plea, “My lord Bassanio, let
him have the ring,” (4.1.447), Bassanio is being reminded by Antonio that their male
friendship is a relationship esteemed more highly than Bassanio’s marital relationship
with Portia. Portia like Juliet and Desdemona, has made her husband her lord of love
and endowed him with all she possesses. Later, in the hearing of all present at Belmont
after Portia has identified Bassanio’s broken vow with all its meanings and possible
consequences, Bassanio admits his fault and asks Portia to “Pardon this fault, and by
my soul I swear/I never more will break an oath with thee.” (5.1.246–7).
With Bassanio’s reiteration of his vow, Antonio also acknowledges the
superiority of Bassanio’s marital relationship to that of their friendship by proposing
another bond:
I once did lend my body for his wealth,…
I dare be bound again,
My soul upon the forfeit, that your lord
Will nevermore break faith advisedly.
(5.1.248; 250–2).
Boose insightfully comments that “By acting as Bassanio’s ‘surety,’ Antonio figuratively
takes out a bond once again for Bassanio; only this bond guarantees the validity of
Bassanio’s marriage at the pledge of Antonio’s soul rather than, as previously, of his
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flesh;” (Boose 338). Then, in a variation of the play–within–the–play technique, Portia
directs Antonio to play the priest. Antonio complies and instructs Bassanio, “Here,
Lord Bassanio. Swear to keep this ring.” (5.1.255). Upon receiving the ring Bassanio
recognizes it as the original and attests to his altered view of marriage and its symbol
the ring.
Each of the plays discussed is not traditionally associated with a dramatic gestalt
suggesting a change of attitudes toward marriage, but individuals who watch or read
those works attentively can discern a repeated theme suggesting that there are more
salutary ways of arriving at and living the institution of matrimony than those practiced
before and during Shakespeare’s era.

Shakespeare sought to initiate change by

dramatizing the inherent right of every individual to claim and live his unique identity.
This right could be fully exercised only through altering the rites of marriage and in the
full enjoyment of the rights of husband and wife. Every reading or performance on one
of the dramas discussed is a new proclamation of Will writing about rites and rights
that influence the progress of mankind.
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The Department of French and Italian at The Ohio State University offers
a quarter-long independent study course entitled FRIT Radio, or French and
Italian Radio. Students in the course prepare one-hour radio scripts with a
partner, and receive the technological training necessary to broadcast live in the
target language as DJs. FRIT Radio students broadcasted on Ohio State’s
student-run radio station, Ohio.fm, from the course’s inception in 2006 through
the spring quarter of 2008. They now broadcast live from the Crane Café in The
World Media and Culture Center on Ohio State’s campus. These broadcasts are
then made available via streaming for language students at the university.
FRIT Radio was inspired by a young student of Italian at Ohio State,
Vinnie Young, who was very interested in how the radio industry was
transforming the Internet through live streams from countries around the world.
The possibilities for technology integration, coupled with task-based language
instruction were well-received, and the initial course curriculum was designed for
the spring quarter of 2006. In the first quarter of instruction FRIT Radio hosted a
small pilot group of eight students; four in French and four in Italian. The course
was piloted under the direction of Prof. Wynne Wong in French and Prof. Janice
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Aski in Italian. Since that time, I instruct the course each quarter with the
assistance of a native Italian graduate teaching associate. The prerequisite for
the course is the 400-level of study (advanced-Intermediate) in French or Italian
with a B average or above, as well as permission from the instructor.
FRIT Radio students are driven by the desire to become a DJ, and
learning about the target language and culture becomes a means to an end.
Pragmatically speaking, they learn the language to achieve a goal or to complete
a task, a proven and accepted method of the communicative approach using
content-oriented instruction. As stated by Rod Ellis in Task-Based Language
Learning and Teaching: “A task is intended to result in language use that bears
resemblance, direct or indirect, to the way language is used in the real world”
(16).
Content-based communicative goals are easily achieved in the FRIT
Radio course. Students communicate with each other by interacting in the target
language, and they research authentic texts to complement their broadcast
content. They draw from their own personal experiences and interests to
incorporate fascinating topic content into their scripts, while highlighting samples
of their favorite target language music selections. The broadcasts take place in
venues as varied as the OSU student run radio studio and the Crane Café in
Ohio State’s World Media and Culture Center. These venues help duplicate reallife broadcasting situations outside the classroom. The live broadcasts in turn
benefit other language students on campus and off, international music
enthusiasts, or anyone interested in French or Italian Radio.

2
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Prior to the course’s debut, faculty and graduate teaching associates in
the Department of French and Italian were asked to contribute CDs of their music
collections to the FRIT Radio Archives. A student worker in the department
used Apple’s iTunes software to import the music CDs and convert them to mp3s
for FRIT Radio broadcast selection. The initial collection consisted of about 150
French and over 50 Italian CDs, but has doubled since that time. Students of
FRIT Radio are also provided with a small Apple iTunes budget to purchase new
songs for incorporation. They can import music from their own collections, as
well, or find free downloadable music on the Internet. Playing music directly from
the web from sites like Youtube for example, is also possible.
The three-hour independent study course meets once per week for 78
minutes. Class time is held in the Foreign Language Center’s Experimental
Classroom in The World Media and Culture Center. The classroom is equipped
with twenty student computers and one instructor station, along with state-of-theart recording software, automatic screen, multi-zone DVD player, multi-region
VCR, and high-speed Internet access. Class time is dedicated to researching
cultural topics for broadcast scripts, script outlines, peer editing, researching and
choosing music, and pronunciation practice. Students are also required to make
appointments with their instructor when necessary for final script editing and
more refined pronunciation practice before broadcasts. Each group of two
students broadcasts three times each quarter typically during weeks five, seven,
and nine.

3
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Student training consists of hands-on technical instruction under the
direction of Ohio.fm’s General Manager, Adam Ross and recently with the
assistance of the Humanities Information Systems Hypermedia Lab’s staff, Scott
Sprague and Paul Kotheimer. Adam Ross, the original DJ trainer for the course,
is actively engaged in and committed to the FRIT Radio experience: “Since FRIT
Radio has become a part of Ohio.fm’s regular programming, the station has
achieved more international flavor. I enjoy working with the language students a
great deal.”
After an initial group tour of the studio, students meet one-on-one with the
studio manager to go over all equipment operation. The studio is equipped with
Apple computers, and Nicecast software is used to stream the live broadcasts
over the Internet. This software also facilitates mp3 broadcast archive
procedures for podcasting. Each student group is required to produce a onehour air test (in English) to become familiar with the technical aspects of
streaming broadcasts. Seasoned DJs often assist with the training of the novice
DJs, and groups are arranged so that one seasoned DJ is placed in each group,
if possible. The air tests are not live, but are done in short “takes.”
Students perform portions of their scripts while managing the broadcast
equipment, and are then given feedback and comments by their trainer before
continuing to the next segment. The technological component of the FRIT Radio
course attracts students with language ability from many major areas of study. As
members of the Net Generation, they thrive on the social interaction and
experiential learning activities, coupled with the use of technology. Technology

4
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acts as the lever that makes it possible to develop new and more effective
pedagogies” (Oblinger 12.3)
Students are required to incorporate at least five cultural topics with no
more than five songs per each one-hour broadcast. Topics may include, but are
not limited to: current events, politics, weather, song artist background, movie
revues, study abroad, course offerings, language trivia, film reviews, call-in
requests, and interviews with native speakers. They must interact with each
other in casual conversation, to avoid lengthy soliloquies that may not interest the
listeners. DJs also incorporate practical techniques for blending their music
seamlessly into the broadcasts. They are encouraged to use smooth transitions
and segues to new topics or songs using fade techniques and noise reduction. A
central server location with remote access is available to student DJs and
instructors for reviewing previously-recorded material.
Assessment in the course is percentage-based and divided into four
distinct categories. The Initial Research Essay on target culture radio history is
weighted at 10%. Participation in orientation and training at the Ohio.fm Studio is
20% of the final grade. Preparation of the three broadcast scripts is weighted at
30%. Pronunciation and performance during the three broadcasts is 30%, and
the Final Written Self-Assessment of progress, including advice and interesting
sites for future FRIT Radio students, counts 10% towards the final quarter grade.
Both the Initial Research Essay and the Final Written Self-Assessment of
progress are written in English.

5
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The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers and the
Broadcast Music Corporation regulate the use of International music on the radio,
whether by Internet streaming or fm frequency.

Since the FRIT Radio

broadcasts fall under fair use for academic purposes, and since the live
broadcasts target a specific and limited university audience, international music
selections may be used for the live broadcasts. In addition, the broadcasts may
be available for archived (re-broadcast) streaming after removing the majority of
the music content from the songs. This editing of the broadcasts is done to
satisfy ASCAP rebroadcast copyright limitations.
The course concept of FRIT Radio could be adapted to other university’s
needs in several ways. For a language-based media and culture course,
students could be required to broadcast or podcast once per quarter, for example,
or a single broadcast could simply be part of a final project in any language or
culture course. The open source software, Audacity, allows students to create
mp3 files for playback to their own class, or a potentially larger audience.
Working with IT Specialists is often the best way to handle technical and
broadcast delivery issues. Most students are quite adept at using iTunes, so
finding and reviewing music is easy for them. They can also readily access lyrics
to songs on sites such as paroles.net (French) and a-z-music-lyrics.com (Italian).
FRIT Radio has developed in its current form over several quarters, and
will continue to adapt to technology advancements and ever-changing ASCAP
and BMI regulations. The Foreign Language Center at Ohio State has invited
other languages to participate by offering similar courses. Spanish and German

6
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at OSU are currently reviewing the curriculum with hopes of incorporating the
course into their offerings in the near future. Ohio.fm hopes to expand and adapt
to this growth by creating an OSU Language Network where many foreign
languages at OSU will have their own dedicated stream for live listening. The
new and expanded studio facilities are projected to reopen in the Ohio Union on
campus in 2010.
Student target culture knowledge and speaking skill are enhanced
appreciably over the course of the quarter in FRIT Radio. Students are also
highly motivated and enjoy the experience a great deal. As stated by Betty Lou
Leaver and Jane R. Willis in Task-Based Instruction in Foreign Language
Education: “Increase in motivation and student engagement have been reported
in the vast majority of task-based programs (16).” The FRIT Radio course is
repeatable up to six hours, and as a testimonial to student motivation, to date the
department has seen 100% re-enrollment for the second quarter of study. Here
are some recent reactions from students about their FRIT Radio experience:
Carolyn Hersch, Winter 2007:
My French speaking skills grew tremendously. As I grew
more comfortable with the script and radio, I felt freer to adlib. This helped me, because I had to think of verb tenses,
vocabulary, and other phrases off the top of my head… A lot
of it came out naturally, and while I did make some mistakes,
they tended to be things that were not too egregious.
Matteo Amburgy, Spring 2007:
Throughout this quarter, I have gained even more cultural
knowledge about Italy. From the very serious topics, such
as the problem of bullying and school violence in Italy, to the
funny stories about cows being on display in Milan for a
large art exhibition. This quarter happened to be a period of
7
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time in which there has been lots of stadium violence at
soccer matches, with seemingly a new story every week.
Scott Pochatila, Spring 2007:
Over the course of this quarter, I’ve had a great experience
in creating and broadcasting our French language radio
show on Ohio.fm. This course was not only an enjoyable
experience, but also something which improved my skill with
the language and my awareness of current issues in France.
All of these contributed to a unique experience that I
thoroughly enjoyed.
Lauren Lever, Winter 2008:
Research was essential to creating a good broadcast, and
the research helped me to expand my knowledge about
francophone culture. For the second broadcast I researched
cultures outside of France that spoke French or were
affected by French culture. Francophone people seem to be
very proud and protective of their language and culture.
While researching the francophone cultures of Quebec and
Belgium I found that there were conflicts created by the fact
that other parts of the population did not speak French.
Joshua Walden, Winter 2008:
Although the focus of the FRIT radio class is the three
broadcasts throughout the quarter, my knowledge of French
progressed in many other areas. There is a lot of work that
goes into a broadcast, including researching topics, writing
dialogue, pronunciation and annunciation practice, and
confidence to speak clearly and comfortably to an audience.
These different requirements taught me many things about
French that I did not anticipate from a class whose focus is
radio transmissions.
After successful completion of the quarter requirements, each student is
presented with a DJ Award Certificate at a celebration hosted by the Chair of the
Department of French and Italian, Prof. Diane Birckbichler. Prof. Birckbichler
finds that “The broadcast technology component of FRIT Radio is the most

8
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interesting aspect. It is a landmark for language study at OSU, and the students
thrive upon the creative elements as they develop their speaking proficiency in a
fun and exciting venue.”
FRIT Radio is changing the way students look at their language learning.
Whether they are interested in a broadcast media career or simply fascinated
with the thought of becoming a DJ and performing live before a listening
audience, it gives them the opportunity to learn new vocabulary, improve their
pronunciation skills, explore current cultural topics and trends, and research and
enjoy the music from the target countries. The product of their efforts, the live
one-hour broadcasts, benefit other language students as it provides them with
yet another venue for accessing fascinating resources and music exterior to the
traditional classroom, yet created by their peers.

9
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Report on Issues Related to Teaching

Sound of the City, Scent of Sea Air:
Deep Senses of Place Through Student Art
With the objective of promoting international communication and
understanding, college art students share art and dialogue on the
Internet about their home, creating deep feelings of place through
multiple senses.
How do we connect to a place and what makes it special?
My students at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia collaborated with
students at the University of the Highlands and Islands to explore the many
layers of meaning inherent in that question. The Internet formed our bridge
across the Atlantic, and students exchanged images and conversation on the
theme of home.
At the beginning of the Fall 2008 semester, I set up our project portal, Sound of
the City, Scent of Sea Air: Deep Senses of Place Through Student Art on
Blogger. Blogger is a free space that is easy to use and quite versatile for
displaying text, hyperlinks and multimedia, and for enabling reciprocal comments.
My objective for having a central Sense of Place project blog was to provide a
context for the links to the various projects contained within in it. Last year, my
students created iMovies for our Ink City project about Philadelphia. This project
was inspired by the work of Chen Shaoxiong and the student works documented
the sounds and sights of their city with ink wash drawings. (Julian, 2007)
In another previous Sense of Place project, Philavania, which was loosely based
on the work of Jeffrey Beaudry, my students created iMovies that documented
their city and state. (Beaudry, 2008)
In our newest project, Wish You Were Here, students take William Wegman’s
postcard paintings idea into new territory. In Wegman’s newest work, he attaches
postcards to canvas and develops his compositions from them. (Wegman, 2008)
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I encouraged our students to utilize an image, text, object, etc. as the motivating
spark for their work and to further expand from it to communicate a deep sense
of place about their home. (Julian, 2008).
In the larger context, I utilized the art works of Chen Shaoxiong, Jeremy Beaudry,
and William Wegman as the starting points from which the Sense of Place
Internet project could expand with multiple interpretations.
Funded by a University of the Arts Faculty Development Grant last summer, I
traveled to Scotland to present my students’ work at the Improving University
Teaching Conference in Glasgow, and to make connections for possible future
online project collaborations. The University of the Highlands and Islands agreed
and our partnership was happily launched in September, 2008.
Students from Scotland and my students each created their own Wish You Were
project blogs on which they posted their art work and a brief narrative describing
it. I linked to each of the student’s blogs from the Wish You Were Here project
posting on the main project portal, Sound of the City, Scent of Sea Air: Deep
Senses of Place Through Student Art.
The images on the Wish You Were Here project are interesting in their
similarities and differences. The Philadelphia students’ work documents a large
city with the corresponding multiple levels of complexity contained within an
urban environment. In contrast, the student work from the Western Isles seems
elegant and essential, yet contains deep sediments of human stories. Images of
the sea marry images of the noisy city to create a new visual poetry in the
project.
Students from both schools have been able to comment on each others’ art work
on their blogs, and in the process have developed some interesting ideas about
art and place.
An exhibit of the project, with actual student works on display, will be held at the
University of the Arts in the Spring of 2009. This project shows how Internet art
projects are one way to increase international communication and understanding
in a shrinking world.
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3
June Julian
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ABSTRACT OF PAPER TO BE PRESENTED IN HONOLULU AT THE HAWAII
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ARTS & HUMANITIES, JANUARY 912, 2009
Title of the submission: ANIMALS, WORLD RELIGIONS, AND INTERFAITH
ENVIRONMENTALISM IN INDONESIA
Name of author: DAVID PINAULT
Affiliation: SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY
Address: DEPT. OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES, SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY, 500 EL
CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA, CA 95053
Email: dpinault@scu.edu
Abstract:
This paper examines the current status of the campaign for animal rights and the ecosustainability movement in Indonesia by analyzing the activities and publications
sponsored by the NGO ProFauna Indonesia. Founded in 1994 by the Javanese Muslim
animal-rights activist Rosek Nursahid, ProFauna has sought to build interfaith
collaboration in the operation of a wildlife rescue center in East Java and in confronting
animal trafficking throughout the archipelago. This paper examines the theology implicit
in ProFauna’s Indonesian-language journal Suara Satwa (“The Voice of the Animal”)
and in the wildlife education programs for schoolchildren developed by ProFauna. The
paper also draws on my own work as a volunteer at ProFauna’s wildlife rescue center,
especially my experience at the center in collaborative lectures and workshops on the
topic of “Animals and Indonesia’s Religious Traditions”—workshops which were
attended by local Javanese Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus and Christians.
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Itinerante Literature in Europe:
From Life-Writing to Linguistic and Cultural Hybridity

Dr. Piera Carroli
Australian National University
Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia
Piera.Carroli@anu.edu.au

Abstract
Language is inextricably linked to cultural and social identity and as such, linguistic
expression plays a fundamental role in the representation of identity. ‘Migrant’ or
‘itinerant’ narratives often mingle linguistic and cultural aspects of old and new
communities and writing becomes a process of negotiation between the two. Writing in
the ‘new’ language is it self an act of affirmation as narrators position themselves as
participants in the cultural context of the new country. By becoming narrators
themselves, proposing hybrid language and narrative forms, writers create a new
intercultural space thus entering into a dialogue with the established cultural context. This
paper hence examines issues of migration and cultural memory by retracing texts written
by earlier Italian migrants to Germany and by relating them to historical and economic
developments, current migration patterns and transnational trends in Italy and Europe.
Following a brief discussion of terms such as ‘migrant’ ‘foreign’, Gastarbeiter and
itinerante; multicultural and intercultural, this paper focuses on writings by Biondi and
Chiellino (Italian / German); Khouma (African / Italian); Tawada (Japanese / German)
and Çirak (Turkish / German) and Oliver (German / Spanish) to show:
•
•
•

How these narrators negotiate their layered identities through language and
narrative and
How this practice enables them to construct an intercultural space, inclusive of
many languages and cultures, old and new.
How creative responses to the migration experience have changed from an
emphasis on the ‘lost’ homeland to a desire to be agents of a process of mutual
linguistic and cultural hybridisation

The paper intends to show that itinerante writing is a fundamental medium in the
individual and collective process of negotiating ‘new’ identities and ‘new’ literatures
across linguistic, cultural, ethnic and national borders, towards a ‘co-evolution’.

Introduction
Research exploring identity in migrant literature has often focused on linguistic,
educational and sociopolitical issues (e.g., Risse 2002; Scaglione 2004; Carroli and
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Maurer 2005). This paper expands these themes by outlining the intertwined nature of
language and intercultural experience in migrant literature in Europe through naming
practices, some imposed, some chosen, within an eclectic theoretical and metaphorical
framework: postcolonial theorisations of identity (e.g., Bhaba 1994) and identity
metaphors, drawn especially from writers’ naming and self / representation practices.

Without migrations there would not have been any progress said Jean Paul Sartre, yet the
media often focuses on negative aspects and incidents linked to migrants; and differences
in language and culture are often represented as a problem rather than a resource. There is
a tendency to forget that migrations are a natural phenomena essential to human history;
conversely, national borders are a recent and constructed phenomena. Unlike border
marking and colonisations, in different times and from different directions, migrations,
usually non-violent, have occurred all over the globe. In the last century in particular,
there have been big migrations waves and reversal of migration patterns, symptomatic of
major economic and political changes within Europe and beyond. For example, Italy,
within 50 years, from a country of emigrants has become a nation receiving immigrants
from many parts of the globe, in particular Africa and Eastern Europe, Asia as well as
Latin American Italians returning from Argentina. This socio-economic reversal is
evident in new housing estates in the Philippines called “Little Italy” – not inhabited by
Italian emigrants, as in Germany, Australia and the United States - but built with the
money earned by Philippinos working in Italy.

While immigration into Italy is a recent phenomenon, Germany has relied on immigrants
or ‘guest-workers’ for its industrial work force since the end of World War Two, and
colonial powers such as the United Kingdom and France have experienced incoming
waves of immigration from their ex colonies even earlier. Nations margins may have
changed, yet many people remain outsiders and their voices unheard (Bhabha 1990). My
paper intends to reverse this trend by taking the postcolonial perspective that migrant
voices are essential to the construction of transnational spaces within and beyond narrow
national boundaries (Bhaba 1994).
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Naming practices
Naming practices provide an important window on the construction of identities. The ongoing discussion, in Europe and elsewhere, about how to define, even catalogue
migrants’ texts in libraries and bookshops, highlights the difficulty of naming such
production. The tension arises from the wish to provide an appropriate name and place
for migrant literature without however encaging it in an imposed and perhaps alien
system of values and literary traditions. Moreover, here is immediately another source of
tension, the inclusion in a literary tradition provides status but denies or diminishes the
innovative inclinations of migrant literature. Conversley, writers with a ‘foreign’ name,
as Leïla Shebbar protests in a letter to Nancy Huston (Shebbar and Huston 1986), are
classified as immigrant:

Every time I have to talk about my writing I must situate myself in my métissage,
repeat that French is my mother tongue, and explain in what way I am neither an
immigrant nor a beur, but simply an exile […] I am not an immigrant, nor the
child of immigrants. I am not a Maghrebian writer “of French expression.” […] I
am French, a French writer born of French mother and Algerian father […] and
the subject matter of my books is not my identity […]. My books […] are the
sign, the signs of my history, the history of a croisée, of a métis obsessed by her
path and the intersecting roads […] East and West (pp. 125-126).

The ongoing discussion on French websites about who can call herself French
accentuates that such matters are by no means settled. 1 Labels are often used by the
‘dominant’ group to impose their perception on those whom they perceive as ‘other’, or
not yet similar enough to be called fellow country women or men.
As previously (Carroli 2006), I opt for the Italian term itinerante 2 to describe literature
by more recent migrants. I first saw the term itinerante used in a Senegalese web site in
Italy in which the participants described themselves, not as immigrant but as itinerant
Senegalese. I adopted the term itinerante in previous articles and papers and in my
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teaching practice because of its emphasis on ‘mobility’, not just physical, but as a
nomadic attitudes and habits not constricted by national borders or necessarily by One
language or One culture. Furthermore, the use of the term itinerante does not focus
exclusively on economic hardship motivations or the image of the migrant as a victim, an
outsider, a guest worker; rather, as someone who can participate in the economic life and
cultural discourses of different communities. Terms such as ‘foreign’, ‘immigrant’ and
Gastarbeiter stress ethnic and national borders, language becomes the expression of the
dominant groups’ perception of migrants as disposable or removable, and not by their
own choice. Instead, itinerante voices others self-perspectives.

Interpretative frameworks
Itinerante writings contribute new accents and viewpoints to national literatures; as such,
they become the place for ‘imagined communities’ (Bhaba 1994) within the mainstream
community and represent an independent line of literary development (Tapia 1999). If we
consider itinerant writings as a new line of literary development, do we need a new
‘critical grammar’ as Adelson (2005) proposes? Approaching itinerante writings from a
single perspective or attempting to analyse them within one theoretical framework seems
rather limiting. The fact that there has been so much discussion not just about how to
define but also how approach the study of migrant production, is a good indication that
itinerante literature escapes fixed labels and theoretical cages.

In their search for and explorations of new identities, itinerante writers, envisage new
spaces representing their transcultural experiences of migrants, as such, they transcend
national borders, not just geographical and political but also linguistic and literary. They
have already undertaken what Gnisci (2007), an Italian cultural anthropologist, calls “il
salto triplo” [the triple leap] 3 , going beyond multi and interculturalism. If assimilationist,
integrationalist and multicultural policies have not worked, the intercultural model has
provided useful answers in education and literature and art production. Whereas
multiculturalism has been described, insightfully, as a condominium and interculturalism
as an agora (Demetrio 1995). Transnationalism and transculturalism go beyond all these
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models to provide new approaches, new metaphors and new self / representations.
Çirak’s (1991) description of her cultural identity, as discussed further on, transcends
territoriality and ethnicity; and Tawada’s (1996) metaphor of the foreign language as a
‘staple remover’ is liberating as it moves beyond narrow perceptions of language and
identity.

Language and literary form
The language of itinerante literature, like its form and genre (narrative, lyrical, prose or a
hybrid blend of form and genre), is by no means uniform nor does it follow a regular
chronological development, rather, it reflects different migrations patterns and different
individual histories and experiences as shown in the Table 1 below:

Table 1

1990

Itinerante literature: Language and literary form

Language mediation: 4-hand ‘oral’ recording by narrator and writing by
native Italian speaker in conjunction with raconteur (Pap Khouma)

1970+

From ‘Gastarbeiter’ interlanguage autobiography to language
experimentation, fiction (Biondi)

1990+

Narrative/poetry/essay experimentations (Tawada; Oliver; Biondi; Çirak)

1990+

Subverting linguistic and literary conventions (Biondi; Oliver; Tawada)

Franco Biondi’s texts trace his narrative and linguistic itinerary, which is representative
of the developments occurred in itinerante literature, from life-writing to hybridity. When
he first migrated to Germany, Biondi’s German may have been Gastarbeiterdeutsch, an
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interlanguage between Italian and German, but in his latest works it is a purposefully
subverted version of standard German as well as aesthetic norms.

Franco Biondi: “I am always a journey” 4
Biondi’s and Chiellino’s literary paths are enclosed in the titles of their texts. Titles, as
outlined in Table 2 below, are also useful indicators of the main phases of migration to
Germany :

Table 2

Franco Biondi: “I am always a journey”

PHASE 1

Passavanti’s Rückkehr. Erzählungen (1976) The return of the
Pappkoffer Gastarbeiter: an alien in Germany and Italy

PHASE 2

Nicht nur gastarbeiterdeutch. Gedichte (1979)
Interlanguage and social marginalization

PHASE 3

Die Unversöhnlichen. Roman (1991)
A bicultural Italian Germany memory (Chiellino)

Phase 1
In the 50’s and 60’s, mainly laborers from poorer areas of Europe emigrated to wealthier
countries such as France and Germany, as the protagonist of ‘Passavanti’s Rueckker’,
whose sense of disorientation and cultural isolation was exacerbated by their inability to
understand or communicate in the ‘foreign’ language. Their only dream was to earn
enough money and return ‘home’; but often the return revealed itself a disappointment as
in this story, since the locals did not recognize Passavanti any longer as one of them but
labelled him a Deutsch. The nostalgic and self-pitiful tone of the stories exemplifies what
has been defined as ‘literature of dismay’ as in the following lines: “movement, always
being somewhere else and not having what we understand by homeland”. Even in this
first phase, places of origin and motivations for migrating were not uniform as Biondi’s
statement, “I am always a journey” underlines. Franco Biondi’s life and identity had
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always been itinerant since his parents were show people constantly on the move, long
before Biondi migrated with his father to Germany from one of the wealthiest regions in
Italy, Emilia Romagna. Biondi’s first texts can be described as narratives of memory
expressing feelings of displacement, disarticulation and loss of identity.

Phase 2
In Nich nur gastarbeiterdeutsch“ [Not just Guest-Worker German] (1979) the writing
subject attempts to shake off the internalised represention of himself as a migrant
speaking guestworker German: “This feeling of not belonging anywhere and of
alwaysbeingshutoutagain” by “the anonymous place of my self-assertion.” As Biondi’s
title highlights, in this second phase, his voice acquires agency. Similary to Shebbar’s
outcry: “I am not an immigrant”, Biondi, denies a term and a subjectivity imposed on
him by the ‘host country’, and, with his next literary work, claims his right to own that
country and its language.

Phase 3
Biondi’s (1991) most complex work, Die unversönlichen oder Im Labyrinth der Herkunft
[Gli inconciliabili; The irreconcilables or In the labytinth of origins], overturns the
stereotypical image of the migrant writer who can only write autobiographical minor
works, with limited literary value. Instead, the narrator’s linguistic “foreigness” turns into
”habitable” language through the act of communicating metaphorically in the ‘foreign’
language: “Tracker! Gladly the seeker of his origins returns home, far from his origins,
when you have transformed estranged metaphors into your own.”

Biondi’s novel, similarly to Calvino’s (1979) Se una notte d’inverno un viaggiatore [If on
a winter’s night a traveller], deconstructs writing and reading processes. As the narrator
becomes aware of the impossibility to reconcile fixed memories of the past with the
present and the past is distorted by nostalgia, he realizes he is living in a limbo, with
neither past nor present:
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[…] alles was vergangen war, war zur Entstellung und zur Nostalgie verdammt.
Und mein Koerper lebte von Entstellungen, Nährte sich aus der Nostalgie,
Schwebte in Augenblicken, in Raeumen, die weder mit Vergangenheit noch mit
Gegenwart augereichert waren” (Biondi 1991, p. 38)
[Tutto quello che era scorso, era condannato ad essere travisato, a farsi nostalgia.
Il mio corpo viveva di storpiamenti, si nutriva di nostalgia, sospeso tra istanti e
luoghi sprovvisti di passato e presente].

[All that had past was condemned to be distorted, to become nostalgia. My body
lived on crippling [thoughts] and nourished it self with nostalgia, suspended
among moments and places devoid of past and present] 5

With this novel, as Chiellino (2001) remarked, a bicultural Italian German memory is
born. The novel is written in German yet set in Italy with the protagonists immersed in
their first language and culture. The protagonists, a writer and a social worker, are non
German yet their professional and linguistic identity is German. What is innovative in the
novel and central to transcultural discourses, is the dialogic process Biondi uses between
author and protagonist, between German and Italian languages and cultures. This reveals
a shift from binary (Italy/Germany; Italian/German; migrant/host country) and ‘inbetween cultures’ metaphors, towards an intercultural space and a bicultural memory.
Such narrative practices highlight the role language plays in going beyond one or the
other culture to find a mean of communication that integrates both at morphological
and/or syntactic levels: “die Fremde wohnt in der Sprache” [freedom resides in the
language]. 6

Chiellino’s ‘bicultural memory’
According to Chiellino (2001, p. 83), the simple exchange of languages is not enough,
what is needed instead is a ‘bicultural memory’ that can only stem from a dialogic
exchange of information between present and past, physical present reality and past
memories. Similarly to Biondi, Chiellino does not fit the stereotypical image of the
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Gastarbeiter. 7 Born in Calabria, he completed a degree in Italian and sociology in Rome,
and from 1978, he worked as a Lettore in Germany where he finished his doctorate in
Germanology in 1976. Moving between places and languages is a major theme in his
texts. This is not surprising given that Chiellino’s migrations started as a child and first
experienced loss of linguistic and cultural identity when he moved from a small village in
Calabria to a missionary school in Naples at thirteen where he had to abandon his native
dialect to speak standard Italian. The titles of his writings narrate his path as itinerante:

Table 3
•

Chiellino’s itinerant path

Who misses his language in Sehnsucht nach Sprache (1987) [Voglia di lingua;
Desire for language]

•

Who feels the otherness of his daily life in Mein fremAlltag (1984). [Il mio
quotidiano a me diverso. My different everyday life]

•

Who removes his otherness in Sich die Fremden nehmen (1991) [Togliersi la
diversità. To shake off diversity]

•

As an academic who contributes his critical reflections on migrant literature in
Germany in Parole erranti (2001) [Errant words]

Unlike Biondi and Chiellino, Italians who emigrated to Germany in the Seventies,
following a reversed migratory trajectory, Pap Khouma immigrated to Italy “to sell
elephants”, and is now a well know Italian journalist and editor of El Ghibli an online
review focusing on the literature of migration.

Rok mi rokkaam: Pap Khouma’s reciprocal acculturation
Pap Khouma’s first novel, Io, venditore di elefanti [I, seller of elephants] first published
in 1990, received popular and critical acclaim in Italy and beyond. The text is
representative of a particular form, described as “scrittura a quattro mani” [four-hand
writing], a story orally narrated to, and/or written in collaboration with, a mother tongue
Italian writer. This strategy has proved successful for narrators whose competence in
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written Italian was not sufficiently developed. Naturally, collaborations of this kind can
be problematic and require extensive negotiation between narrator and writer about
meaning and linguistic expression. This cooperative process, in itself, is an occasion for
reciprocal acculturation. Khouma may not have been sufficiently literate in Italian at the
time the novel was written; however, he spoke three other languages besides Wolof. This
dispels the myth that migrants, especially from developing countries, are illiterate
monolinguals.

As narrated in his autobiographical novel, Khouma’s imagined and desired new land was
Germany but was refused entry, so he returned to Italy. At the beginning of his tale,
besides economic hardship, the narrator expresses his desire to pursue his studies in
ceramics rather than continue traditional family professions because, as he says: “Meglio
dimenticarsi delle tradizioni, che passare il tempo senza combinare niente” [It is better to
forgo traditions, rather than spend time doing nothing] (Khouma 1997, p.14). Life course
is prescribed in many cultures, for men as well for women. As in Khouma’s case, it is
however possible for men to deviate from tradition. The protagonist emerging from the
self-narration is a curious, intelligent and rebellious young man seeking adventure and a
different life. In his approch to life and narrative, he refuses to represent migrants,
including himself, as helpless victims. From the onset, he assertively appropriates the
language of his ‘new’ country: “Avrei dovuto […] imparare molte parole della mia
nuova lingua.” [I would have to learn […] many words of my new language] (Khouma
1997, p. 33)

The tale is recounted through a parallel (Sclavi 1999), rather than hyerarchical narration
and events are recounted, as in the oral tradition, as still happening, to maintain
immediacy:

Comincio. Dopo Abijan, Riccione. Solo che qui mi capita di dover scappare
sempre […]. I miei carabinieri, i miei vigili sono in agguato dietro ogni
ombrellone[…]. Mi andò bene anche quando andai a sbattere con la mia merce a
tracolla proprio contro un vigile. Tremavo dalla paura[…]. Ma lui non fece niente
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[…]. Raccontai la storia agli amici. Avevo fatto la conoscenza con il vigile del
Lido Splendor. Capii che i bagnini non erano zii […] (pp. 30-31).

[I begin. After Abijan, Riccione. Except that here I constantly must run away
[…]. My policemen, my traffic policemen are always ready to ambush me behind
every beach umbrella […]. I managed to get away scot-free even when I bumped
right against a traffic policeman with my merchandise. I was shaking I was so
scared […]. But he didn’t do anything […]. I recounted this tale to my friends. I
had made my acquaintance with the traffic policeman of “Lido Splendor”. I
understood that bathing attendants were not ‘uncles’ (policemen)].

Incidents emerging from different perceptions of interpreting reality and evaluating
events, such as mistaking bathing attendants for policemen, narrated in a parallel manner
are passed on as intercultural learning opportunities rather than be considered too
embarassing to be recounted. His lively narration gives voice to many perspectives on
and perceptions of reality as he ‘translates’ African cultures for Italians and Italian
culture for Africans. The text thus becomes the site of intercultural exchange and
dialogue and read it a process of cultural and linguistic ‘hybridisation’ process (Carroli
2006).

Finally, with his inspirational message calling for reciprocity in Wolof and Latin, “Rok
mi rokkaam” [give and receive] and “Do ut des is” [I give that you may give] in El
Ghibli, Khouma (2005), connects ancient idioms, principles and peoples across time and
space: the Pulaar 8 and the Latin thus fostering transnational discourses and practices.

Zehra Çirak’s Cultural identity
Zhera Çirak migrated to Germany with her family in 1963 at age three from Turkey and
in 1982, in order to escape from authoritarian family rules, she moved to Berlin where
she worked as a cosmetician and later obtained several fellowships, grants and prizes. 9
Chiellino (2001) underlined that for women the anonymity in which migrants live in the
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host community can be ‘liberating’ since rigid family control is less tight. Unfortunately,
there are still women, in Australia, in Europe and the U.S.A. who still pay with their life
if they dare rebel against unbending family religious and cultural rules.

Conversley, with “Cultural identity”, Çirak liberates herself from concepts of ethnic,
territorial, religious or national identity. She also transcends the narrow metaphor of inbetweeness when she asserts that she prefers neither her Turkish nor her German culture,
rather she lives and longs “for a mixed culture.” At the beginning of the text, the writer’s
dialectical reflection about identity is framed by two questioning observations enclosing
different theories of identity, the social constructivist and the functionalist: “Ist das etwas,
womit ich mich wiedererkenne, oder ist das etwas, womit andere mich einordnen
können” [Is it something by which I recognise myself, or is it something by which other
people can classify me].” Not unlike the two protagonists of the well known film by
Turkish German director Fati Akin, Gegen die Wand (Akin 2004) for Çirak, harmony and
fulfilment emerge from having the freedom to choose, and reconcile, aspects of different
cultures that are appealing to her:

[...] Berauschen lasse ich mich aber lieber von andere Kulturen [...]
Ich erkenne mich wieder. Also wurde ich am liebsten japanisch aufwachen auf
einem Boden-bett [...]. Dann würde ich gerne englisch frühstücken, danach mit
fremder Gleichgültigkeit chineschisch arbeiten [...]. Am liebsten möchte ich
französich essen und tierisch satt römisch baden [...] un afrikanisch tanzen. [...]
Am liebsten möchte ich indisch einschlafen als Vogel auf dem Rücken eines
Elefanten und türkisch träumen vom Bosporus […] (in Ackermann 1999, p. 134).

[…] But I prefer to be intoxicated by other cultures [...] I recognise myself. So
what I would like best is to wake up Japanese on a floor bed […] Then I would
like to breakfast the way the English do, then with strange indifference work the
Chinese way […]. I would prefer to eat French and bathe animal-like rather than
in Roman style […] and dance like an African. […] best of all, I would like to fall
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asleep Indian as a bird on the back of an elephant and dream Turkish of the
Bosphorus (in Akermann 1999, p. 130).

The last lines remove barriers of space and ethnicity, shifting between human and animal
world, consciousness and dream, convey an immense sense of freedom as identity,
undelineated by any borders, becomes limitless. Descriptions and images are all
embracing and extend to sleeping and not dreaming. The outcome is a postmodern
layered, fluid and hybrid identity, not tied to one or two cultures, but shifting between
cultures. With the last sentence: “So do I want something by which I recognise myself, or
something by which other people can classify me?” the writer’s leaves the frame open to
the reader, the initial ‘so’ expressing an invitation such as, “have you now understood
which is my preferred identity?” Having read Çirak’s descriptive poem - a kind of
wishlist - the reader is asked to participate in the textual process by providing the answer.
One possible response is that, although we are agents in the construction of our identities,
these identities are challenged by the perceptions and images that others have of us and
reflect back to us. Nevertheless, cultural identity cannot or should not be an imposed
label or classification rather a choice, a diversified and manifold cultural identity.

Whereas Çirak’s prose deals mainly with cultural identity, José Oliver’spoetry focuses on
language form and linguistic hybridity.
José Oliver: the nearness of self-other in poetry 10
One of most inventive aspects of José Oliver’s poetry is his blending of German lexical
items with Spanish morphology; for example, by giving feminine gender and endings to
words which in German are masculine:

Table 4

José Oliver’s trans-gender language

“der Mond” + “la luna” = “die Mondin” [the moon];
“der Meer” + la mar = die Meerin [the sea].
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By mixing Spanish and German gender and morphology Oliver shapes a hybrid language
and lyrical form that transcends national, gender and grammatical borders. According to
According to Oliver, whose poetry is written in German but ‘felt’ in Spanish (e.g.,
Homenaje a Federico Garcia Lorca), cosmopolitan poetry can widen the German
language “as self-other / so near in poetry” (Ackermann 1999, p. 149).

If Çirak yearns for a mixed cultural identity, not constrained by territorial boundaries, and
Oliver transgresses grammatical gender, in her writings, Tawada focuses instead on
preserving linguistic borders.

Yoko Tawada’s trans-lingual travels
Tawada 11 , born in Japan in 1960, moved to Hamburg in 1982. She writes in German and
Japanese and has won several literary awards in Japan and Germany. Her literary works
translated in English, Where Europe begins (2002) and The Bridegroom was a Dog
(2003) have received critical appraisal in several countries, including the United States.
In Talisman (1996), Tawada experiments with and reflects on the linguistic outcomes of
moving to Germany, expressing herself in another language and in a different sign
system. Her analytical explorations focus on the differences between Japanese and
German, especially gender, and the effects, negative and positive, of the experience of
moving from one language system to another:

In der japanischen Sprache sind alle Wörter geschlechtslos. [...] Grammatikalisch
gesehen ist im Japanischen nicht einmal ein Mann männlich. Es machte mir viel
Mühe, das grammatische Geschlecht eines deutschen Wortes zu lernen. [...] Es
gab auch ein weibliches Wesen auf dem Schreibtisch: eine Schreibmachine. Sie
hatte einen Großen, breiten tätowierten Körper, auf dem alle Buchstaben des
Alphabets zu sehen aren. Wenn ich mich vor sie hinsetzte, hatte ich das Gefühl,
daß sie mir eine Sprache anbot. Ihr Angebot änderte zwar nichts an der Tatsache,
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daß Deutsch nicht meine Muttersprache ist, aber dafür bekam ich eine neue
Sprachmutter. Diese wibliche Maschine, die mir eine Sprache schenkte, nannte
ich Sprachmutter. Ich konnte zwar nur die Zeichen schreiben, die sie bereits in
und auf sich trug [...] aber dadurch konnte ich von der neuen Sprache adoptiert
werden. [...] Was mir im [...] besonders gut gefiel, was der Heftklammerentferner.
[…] Sein wunderbarer name verkörperte meine Sehnsucht nach einer fremden
Sprache. […] wenn die zusammengehenfteten papier auseinandernahm. In der
Muttersprache sind die Worte den menschen angeheftet, so daß man selten
spielerische Freude an der Sprache empfinden kann. Dort klammern sich die
Gedanken so fest an die Worte, daß weder die ersteren noch die letzteren frei
fliegen können. In einer Fremdesprache hat man aber so etwas wie einen
Heftklammerentferner: Er entfernt alles, was sich aneinanderheftet und sich
festklammert (Tawada, in Ackermann 1996, pp. 164-167: from Talisman).

[In Japanese all words are neuter. […] In terms of grammar, not even a man is
masculine in Japanese. I had a great trouble learning the grammatical gender of a
German word. […] There was also a feminine being on the desk: a typewriter.
She had a large tattooed body on which all the letters of the alphabet appeared.
When I sat down in front of her, I had a feeling that she was offering me a
language. Her offer of course did not alter the fact that German is not my mother
tongue, but in exchange I acquired a “new mother of language.” This feminine
machine, which made me a gift of language, I called my mother of language. Of
course I could only write the signs she already carried […] through this I was able
to be adopted by the new language. […] What I particularly liked […] was the
Heftklammerentferner (staple remover) […] because it seemed liked magic when
it separated the stapled papers. In the mother tongue words are attached to people
so one can seldom feel a playful delight in language. There thoughts are so firmly
stapled to words that neither the former nor the latter can fly freely. But in a
foreign language one has something like a staple remover: it removes everything
that sticks things together and staples them fast].
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“From the Mother Tongue to the Mother of Language” (Tawada, in Ackermann
1999, pp. 160-163)

Unlike Khouma’s assertion about Italian as his new language, Tawada negotiates the
acquisition process symbolically through the typewriter as an embodiment of the mother
figure, capable of transfering signs and language. The new language allows more
freedom than the mother tongue since words are not so burdened by the meaning and
thoughts associated to them. However, does linguistic freedom affect identity if staples
are removed and words lose their connotations and familiar associations? Crossing
linguistic borders for Tawada is a more radical process than physical and cultural
displacement; and translation from one language into another is envisaged as travel.

The characters, some real, some imaginary, in her collection of short stories, Where
Europe begins (Tawada 2002) travel through languages, cultures and genres. In the ten
stories, two originally written in Japanese and eight in German, the reader is drawn in a
‘mobile’ world, shifting between present reflections and past folk tales, in which the
material and the metaphysical often overlap as protagonists travel between countries
(Japan, Russia, Siberia and Germany), cultures, languages and linguistic symbols. The
tales pivot around the theme of travel and how it effects language and cultural identities
focusing on the wondrous, rather than alienating aspects of feeling estranged. It is indeed
the feeling of estrangement that forces readers, as travellers on the page, to perceive
words anew, as anyone moving physically from place to place would experience.

Open conclusions: Towards a ‘co-evolution’
The authors considered in this paper, from Biondi’s beginnings with an emigrant
literature of dismay, to Khouma’s parallel narration, to Çirak’s transcultural identity,
Oliver’s translingual poetry and Tawada’s reflections on linguistic borders, all use
language and / or narrative and poetic form to innovate the creative process and subvert
conventional language. Consequently, many readers experience a process of
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defamiliarisation, of when reading in a mother tongue that no longer is just “theirs”; as a
result, their background schema, their perceptions of the world, is ‘refreshed’. 12

By constructing translingual and transcultural spaces and affirming values of difference
and reciprocity in their writing, Tawada, Çirak, Khouma, Chiellino, Biondi and Oliver
are among many itinerante authors who write new identities for themselves and
encourage others to do so. Without being naïve about the political, economic and cultural
pressures experienced by many migrants, or psychological hardship suffered by those
considered outside the ‘main stream’, in film and literature, 13 the potential of itinerante
writings to destabilise national discourses with their translingual and transnational literary
production as they are writing new identities for themselves and hopefully, new world
histories. By foregrounding their individual voices and highlighitng their accented
tranlingualism in their writing, they subvert established language and literary boundaries.

Just as transnationalism does not entail the erasing of local and regional languages and
cultures, an inclusive transnational literature would emphasise difference and diversity. In
turn, besides stories and histories of difference, as Gnisci (2007) auspicates, this may
contribute to a “co-evolution”, a different history, so that imagined communities can
become physical rather than just literary spaces?

FOOTNOTES
1

See for example the following websites: http://www.blogg.org/blog-41571-date-2006-06.html;
http://clicnet.swarthmore.edu/leila_sebbar/recherche/anne_obajtek.htm. Retrieved November 16, 2008)
2
I will use the term in Italian since the English term, “itinerant”, as was pointed out by an Irish colleague at
a previous conference, is often used to describe gypsies and may be offensive to Italian or Spanish
immigrants in Ireland or the United Kingdom. Though I acknowledge and respect this perspective, it is
indicative of century-old prejudices widespread throughout Europe and worthy of investigation.
3
My translation.
4
Biondi was already a trained mechanic and electro-welder. In Germany he completed his secondary
school and a psychology degree and became a family therapist. With Gino Chiellino he co-edited
anthologies of texts written by Gastarbeiter Detsch and won the Chamisso prise in 1987.
5
Italian translation by author.
6
Biondi, „Zum Schreiben in fremder Sprache“, in Eine nicht nur Deutsche Literatur [A not-yet-German
Literature] (Ackermann and Weinrich 1986, pp. 25-32).
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7

With Biondi he is cofounder of PoLiKunst (PoLiArt). He has won the Chamisso prize with Biondi in
1987.
8
The Pulaar people, also called Peul or or Fulbe, is found in black African countries, from Somalia to
Senegal (Khouma 2005).
9
In Ackermann (1999, pp. 125-134)
10
José F.A. Oliver was born in Germany and writes Spanish-German poetry (Ackermann and Weinrich
1999: pp. 145-154)
11
Yoko Tawada studied Russian and German literature in Tokio and Hamburg (Ackermann 1999, pp. 155163).
12
According to Cook (1990), literature has the potential to be “schema refreshing” (p. 10).
13
Films and novels such as Gegen die Wand [literally: Against the wall; translated as Head-on] by Turkish
German director Fati Akin (2004); Le fate ignoranti [The ignorant fairies; USA/UK festival title: His secret
life], a film directed by Turkish Italian Director Ferzan Ozpetek (2001) and Rhoda, a novel published by
Somali Italian writer Igiaba Scego (Roma: Sinnos, 2004).
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La Storia and Elsa Morante: Only Those Who Love, Understand
The Passignano sul Lago Trasimeno cemetery is typical of Italy: family members
are buried together in mausoleums that are always swept clean, the broom propped in the
corner. White carnations or lilies appear each Sunday on the altars, arranged by women
who are paid by families to take care of the graves. The photographs of the dead tell their
stories. A framed picture of a young woman in 1938 on her wedding day stands next to a
framed picture of her grandfather, who sits at a table with a glass of wine. Photographs
of the once-living are included on the crypts with birth and death dates; they look at each
other across the aisle of the small house they share. Next to the cemetery is a soccer field
where teams in yellow or red chase and kick a football, spectators shouting
encouragement or insults, living voices drifting over the stone walls of the dead.
It’s peaceful to wander past here on a climb out of the town. Being among such
monuments doesn’t frighten, but one in particular disturbs. In this mausoleum all the
people—forty eight of them—share the same death day. The redundancy of the date is
numbing. Their birthdates vary from as long ago as 1860 to as recent as 1942, and more
than a few share a surname. In the photographs, a father holds his baby. A small boy
squints into the sun. A woman leans out a window. And a very faded, almost
indecipherable photo shows an aerial view of the town immediately after English bombs
hit the railroad tunnel on the Rome/Florence line. On that day, May 16, 1944, Rita
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Sgaragli was a small girl; she remembers the tunnel next to the centro storico. Ahead of
the Allied advance north up the Italian peninsula, German troops occupying the town
were preparing to leave on the supply trains. Today an empty lot marks one of the places
hit when a bomber overshot. A medieval stone house stood there, but no one rebuilt
where the family lived.

A plaque erected to the memory of the writer Elsa Morante in the Testaccio
working-class area of Rome where she grew up reads Solo chi ama conosce (Only those
who love understand). What I saw in Passignano, and its story repeated throughout the
world throughout all wars, is the impetus behind La Storia (History: a Novel), Morante’s
appeal to peace to all who will listen. In that work, she creates characters as real as those
we see in monuments to civilian dead everywhere. We are meant to love these characters
“because she loves them,” as Barbara Grazzutti Harrison writes in the foreword to the
novel (xii). There is the child Useppe and his timid but tigress mother who would devour
herself to feed her two children. There is the midwife prophet, Vilma, who runs through
the Jewish Ghetto warning people of the coming Holocaust, her prophecies ignored.
However, the more problematic characters in La Storia are the damaged and depleted, the
destroyed and the destroyers. All were innocent before ideology and the clash of
ideologies brought about their destruction; Morante illustrates how this innocence is
appropriated for political expediency. In the end, she does not embrace any ideology as a
hope for a world without war, but at the same time, she does not succumb to despair.
And she offers no solutions. “History continues”: all war is the same war.
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Why might Morante have written the novel when she did, three decades after the
end of World War II? The anti-war epic was first published in Italy in 1973, the decade
of “the years of lead” where left- and right-wing terrorism, the bombings and
assassinations, rocked the country. This was also the post-war era where former fascists,
many of them holding political office, sought to rewrite their personal histories: “After
the Second World War those who had once served Fascism…were anxious in their
memoirs…to plead that they bore no responsibility for the eventual disasters of Fascism
and had not really countenanced the aggression involved” (Bosworth 287). Morante
wrote La Storia during this climate of collective revisionism and amnesia regarding the
role of Italians during the war. Indeed, the peak of the neofascist party was reached in
1972 when the party suffered from “attempts to manipulate its history into an unarguable
positive” (Bosworth 547). Morante saw this legacy expand in the immediate years after
the war. The historian R.J.B. Bosworth further comments:
By 1948 it was clear that many personnel in the national armed forces, police,
bureaucracy, legal system, academic, intellectual and commercial worlds who had
once been Fascists were to be permitted and were ready to serve the Republic.
The structures of Italian civil society were not at a stroke made anti-Fascist. (545)

The novel begins with the soldier rapist Gunther, a young German who fathers
Useppe. It is significant that Morante gives the rapist a name, and he is the brutal
weapon of war that is this violence: men who defile women of the enemy in order to
humiliate, women as the spoils of war. In the case of Gunther, however, he is an ally of
the Italian state, it is 1941, and he is awaiting orders for troop assignment to North
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Africa. Gunther is in a country where he is not welcome, but he is not excused for the
rape because he is drunk or young or lonely or without knowledge of the language. He
violates the terrified woman, whom he has helped into her apartment when she is laden
with groceries. Ida’s stress—she fears he is an S.S. officer who has come to arrest her for
being half-Jewish— triggers a grand mal seizure during the attack, which renders her
unaware of the act. After the attack, as he becomes sober, “[his] eyes, their dark-blue,
sea color, approaching violet…filled in an innocence almost frightening in its timeless
antiquity” (74). He is a boy/man in a human story that endlessly repeats itself:
His eyes expressed a kind of dazed curiosity, but in reality they were
empty. In the electric light, their dark blue center seemed almost
black…spontaneously, the boy raised his eyes toward Ida. And she met
his tormented gaze, of an infinite ignorance and of a total awareness: both
lost, the one and the other, in begging a single, impossible charity, vague
also for him who asked it. (79)
“Both lost”: foremost is this story. As he stood in her apartment before the assault, he
needed to show her who he was in order to help him remember who he is. He takes out a
small photograph of his mother surrounded by his brothers. All are young boys,
including Gunther, in the country in a birthplace that is innocent. When he tells Ida he is
from Dachau, the name is imbued for us with the horrors that came to be associated with
it. But Dachau was first the name of a place where children grew up; Gunther was a boy
on a farm before he was conscripted or joined or fled to Hitler’s army.
Thus Morante refuses to simplify history or its inhabitants. Repulsed by the
violence of the rape, we are also made to see the boy Gunther was. We do not wish him
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dead as he repairs a light fixture for Ida after the assault (he was an electrician by trade),
this act being a confused, unarticulated bid for forgiveness. Ida in her terror sees only a
German soldier in her house, but in those rooms there are two victims of a war from
which neither plotted and schemed and stood to benefit. Gunther is killed only days after
his attack on Ida, and because there is another dimension to him, we do not welcome the
death of a rapist; we witness the waste of another life under the jackboot of war.
Morante’s purpose is that the magnitude of this waste be understood. Gunther does not
spout National Socialist dogma; he does not wear his uniform as a symbol of his
commitment to that dogma. Instead, he is someone pushed along in a life he would not
have chosen if historical events had not made the choice for him.
And in this machine-march, many are in the way. In Hitler’s Germany (as in
Mussolini’s fascist state) youth organizations promoted “soldiers in the making” through
camping trips, sports activities, and parades: “the [fascist] regime was persistent in trying
to adapt play to the preparation for war….Toys must be at the service of the State”
(Bosworth 292). Quattropunto is another character who is a victim of the state’s concept
of war preparation in childhood; he is damaged by a culture preparing for war and
violence, and the fact that he is “on the right side” as a partisan does not change this.
Named after the four-pointed, German-tire-shredding nails he is adept at throwing on
roads, he is an illiterate adventurer, a stereotypical outlaw, an ideologically confused
follower.
Indeed, Morante describes him in mechanical terms: “[Quattro and Nino]
asserted that when necessary they could do without [an alarm clock] because
Quattropunto had a precision alarm inside his brain” (251). Killing Germans is thrilling
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for him, and he is cruel and joyous in his killing. Despite all this horror, however, there
is a detail that strips bare the pre-war Quattro. One night when he and Nino (Useppe’s
half brother, the first son of Ida by her dead husband) visit Ida and sleep in the shelter,
Useppe crawls in the bed his older sibling Nino is sharing with Quattro. The next
morning when this partisan fighter discovers the sleeping boy, he gently returns the child
once again to the bed of his mother. It seems incongruous that one can slaughter an
enemy with relish and act with tenderness toward a child. He, as well, does not explain
his commitment to violence as being an embrace of the partisan cause. We do not hear
him expound on the need to restore Italy to a country released from Nazi control. His is a
pose that does not acknowledge forethought, but he is still a result of a political
movement that represents freedom over Nazi slavery. But because he is attracted to
violence, the partisan movement is able to recruit him for its (again) good ends. After
the peaceful respite in the shelter, Quattro is killed in a skirmish with German soldiers,
and his body flung on the road where the convoy runs over it for hours (336).
The partisans with Quattro, and the Germans who abuse his body, are called
“boys” by the omnipresent narrator of the novel (336). When a convoy of German
soldiers is killed by the partisans, “although disfigured, they could be recognized as
young boys, of the most recent draft,” and the dying soldiers moan “Mutter, Mutter”
(334). The word choice is critical. They are not “men” or even soldiers. And when they
die—partisans or German fighters—they call out for their mothers. In the end, they are
victims— all the killers, all the killed—of a force that uses them for its own ends. If they
were able to be asked what they were dying for, they would have been able to mouth the
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propaganda of the hour, but not the political history or ideology behind the causes of their
deaths.
The annihilation of individuals by the consequences of ideology is further
illustrated in the changes that occur in Nino over the course of the war. He is a boy who,
like Quattro, is ideologically confused and cruel. He has outbursts, is self-centered, is a
misogynist, and grows more brutal as life in war-ravaged Rome continues. He may be a
boy wishing to overturn the adult world, or he may be something more insidious. “I’ll
end up Chief of the Black Brigades. As soon as I’m old enough, I’m going off to fight
for the Fatherland and for the Duce!” he says in a quarrel with his mother. Earlier, the
narrator states that “in the squads…there were…many boys, deprived and homeless as
the others, brutalized by propaganda or money, led to assault their poor equals” (41).
These are the companions of Nino’s boyhood. In another moment of child-like revelry,
he writes Viva Stalin! on the wall of the Victor Emmanuel Monument “just for the hell of
it” (148).
He is a bored, high-energy teenager in search of excitement and adventure, caught
up in the war culture that has shaped him and will make him into a man self-described as
one of the generation of violence: “he would jump on a table shouting: ‘Achtung!
Everyone to the wall!!...Heil Hitler!” (164). Nino gets his wish when the Nazi-Fascist
war is going so badly that they accept half-children as volunteers, and he joins the Black
Shirts mobilizing for the North. After several months pass, the boy-soldier appears in the
shelter where Ida and Useppe are living “and having taken a red rag from inside his
clothes, he tied it around his neck with an air of glorious defiance” (231). He is now a
“Communist” partisan, red for Garibaldi.
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As we see with Quattro and Nino and the others involved in this fight, the
personalities of partisans varied. There were those who embraced communist ideology
and those who were conservative nationalists, and these two boys were a part of the mix:
“There was little psychological or ethical unity. Fire fights between one formation and
another were not unknown…some partisans were cheered by false rumours that an
American city had been severely bombed. Patriotic and even racist nostalgia for the lost
Italian empire could linger” (Bosworth 522). And to further add to the chaos, from the
fall of Italy in September 1943 to the allied victory in April 1945, three conflicts were
simultaneously occurring in Italy. There was the war against the Nazis, the civil war
between fascists and antifascists, and the class war between land workers and landowners
(Gallo 4). Initially, before he more clearly understood his role in the war events and how
he came into it, Nino would comprise yet another category, that which also had its
dedicated members: boys who barked against authority to infuse some excitement into
their lives.
Regardless of his reasons for leaving to fight, Nino returns brutalized. As he
tells the residents of the slum shelter how he got his pistol, we see how completely
brutalized: “’A German had it…an ex-German…because he’s not a German now, or
Spanish, or Turk, or Jew…or…he’s fertilizer.’ Suddenly his eyes, always so lively, had a
strange, frowning stare, drained of images, like the glass of a lens. Since his birth, Ida
couldn’t remember ever having seen those eyes on him” (233). The transformation is
complete. But out of his experiences, violent and dehumanizing, he reveals a truth. After
the war, still under the age of twenty, he tells his mother, who wants him to go back to
school,
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The war was a joke, Mà…But the joke isn’t over yet! These characters think they
can start over again, like before: don’t you see that? Well, Mà, they’re wrong!
They put real guns in our hands, when we were kids!...History: that’s their dumb
joke, and it’s got to end. We’ll make it end! And mathematics…you know the
number I like best, Mà? It’s ZERO! (497)
Through all his selfishness, egotism, and brutality, anguish is fueled with anger as he
understands how he has been used by those in power.
Could one argue that he made this choice? Others before and after him have not
been compliant, have refused to join the march to brutality. If all wars are the same war,
we have many stories of those who maintain their morality and humanity in the face of
death, fear, and uncertainty. As a contemporary example, a young soldier killed in Iraq
in 2007 by an I.E.D. wrote to his wife shortly before his death that “my desire to ‘save
the world’ is really just an extension of trying to make a world fit for you” (Hitchens
124). But what resonates is Nino’s cry, “They put real guns in our hands, when we were
kids!” The question is not that this happened to him and many others, but how. If the
violence is stripped away, someone else is standing there; if given different times and
events, given a different history, Nino would be a different person. Morante shows his
brutality, his abandonment of the young woman and her mother, for instance, who helped
the partisans store their weapons, women who were raped and murdered at the hands of
the German soldiers, but she also shows his destruction at the hands of those who define
human beings as collateral damage— easily expendable and easily forgotten in history’s
refuse pile. Some critics have argued that because Morante does not offer a replacement
ideology for the destructive systems that triggered the war, because she does not embrace
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a point of view that offers a solution to the failed and flawed systems of National
Socialism, fascism, communism, Soviet-style socialism, and monarchy with its spawn
Italian liberalism, she is not writing an “anti-war” novel, but is proffering a description of
the destructive forces of these political movements and does this through the poetry of
her novel (Serkowska). To the contrary, Morante’s work, by focusing on individuals
contained in the great wash of history, is bringing the human story forward and is
critiquing the causes of humanity’s propensity to destroy. She does not do so by
embracing polemics but by showing the true cost of the destruction wrought by
competing ideologies. La Storia is in all senses an anti-war statement expressed through
literature.
Nino’s truth, who he was and who he became, is greatly softened by his regard for
his small brother, Useppe, and the love he shows this child. On one occasion, in a hurry
to leave Rome, Nino “slipped into [Useppe’s] overall pocket a pocketful of paper
money…. ‘It’s all yours,’ Nino said to him,…. ‘Now you can buy yourself a bike’” (412).
However, it is through David Segre, the Jewish partisan annihilated by his violent role in
the war, that Useppe is destroyed. How are we to understand David Segre, Morante’s
most destructive character?

What influences have shaped him?

Segre is introduced as “Carlo Vivaldi,” his nome de guerre, in the shelter where
the bombed-out Ida and Useppe are living. In the beginning, he appears to be a soldier
who has deserted the Italian army and is escaping from the north and heading south.
He’s twenty, a student, born in Bologna—the antithesis of the illiterate Quattro and the
fiery Nino. His passport picture shows an innocent boy, but now “his features were
marked by something corrupt” (218), and he is not who he claims to be. In response to
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Nino’s hostile questioning, Segre reveals that “[he] ran away from a convoy of deportees,
from a sealed train, heading for the Eastern frontier” (243). Someone had informed on
him to the Germans for his political activities. He describes the horror of his captivity,
the “antechamber of death,” the bunker security cells, how others were taken out at night
and executed. His words get the attention of Nino and Quattro, but the others in the
shelter either fall asleep or are reduced to apathetic silence: the young man has spoiled
their night of festivity, their celebration in the shelter. They are all in the midst of living
this war, and they do not wish to hear about further atrocities beyond their immediate
experiences.
When an older man asks Segre why he doesn’t join the partisans, the newcomer
responds “Because…I can’t kill anyone. My-ideals-REJECT-violence. All evil is
derived from violence” (248). This is the voice of one who, despite his experiences, has
not been brutalized the way the others have been. In the beginning, Segre’s philosophy
admits no violence to another human being, even the Germans who would have executed
him. He is an anarchist, a believer in the evils of government, that the solution to
oppression is to deny all authority represented by organized political systems. Anarchism,
however, can only be achieved through nonviolence. If it is achieved through violence, it
is not anarchy. But nonviolence would require no action, and lack of action does not
bring change (248). Segre is conflicted by these oppositions because he is a thinking
man, one who has studied and contemplated ideas that are vague and ill-formed in the
minds of those such as Nino and Quattro. He has not complied, and his intelligence has
protected him; he is not an ignorant boy with a lust for blood.
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However, Segre’s past and the family he has lost to the death camps have indeed
damaged him, and when he rejects his professed ideals in a savage killing, repeatedly
kicking in the face of a dying German soldier who has been ambushed by the partisans,
the soldier cries out “Mutter, Mutter” (302). All humans are crushed alike by war; all
suffer and die. By Morante’s repetition—soldiers as boys, soldiers as sons calling their
mothers—we understand we cannot pick and choose whom to mourn among the victims
of war. These victims are not calling for Il Duce or Mien Fuehrer with their last breath.
They revert to who they really are, ordinary people caught up in the forces of political
expediency, its lies, slogans and propaganda. They are again as the children they once
were.
When Segre creates his personal hell through his violent act of murder, he selfmedicates to relieve his horror, becomes a drunk the other partisans no longer trust, and
becomes an addict. Segre is tormented, and the psychology behind that torment is clear.
The doctor he visits in an attempt to get morphine recognizes the haunted look: “[the
doctor’s] immediate impression…was that he was receiving the visit of a suicide. In the
almond eyes, hollowed, there was a nameless darkness, tormented, yet shy” (578). Segre
wishes only to be able to sleep.
Like Gunther, he is remorseful and confused. In a drug-induced rant in a tavern,
he preaches to a roomful of drinkers who are not interested in his crazed lecture, in part
because they cannot follow his arguments, and in part because they have survived the
war, and they wish to drink in peace. During his Anarchy Manifesto, Segre battles
against himself, subconsciously speaking of his guilt for the murder of the German
soldier while ostensibly referring to the class he was born into:
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‘Never, before, had any living species produced a monster below nature like
that spawned by human society in our modern age….’ [This] well-known class
protest was redoubled today by a visceral, disorderly passion that threatened to
engulf him…[He felt] amazement, and also the devouring pleasure of selfrape…the bizarre sensation of celebrating a kind of black mass. (646)
He claims this monster is the bourgeoisie, and he projects his rage against the standard
class enemy; he is saying (and thinks he believes) what he is supposed to say according to
the moral universe of his personal philosophy. His instinct, however, is more human, had
been for revenge in killing the soldier. He is at war with himself and cannot find words
to articulate his passion, can express himself in obscenities only, unusual for him. Segre,
like Nino, speaks truth through rage: “Maybe THEIR [those in power who use others not
in power] falsifications will remain the only subject of future History” (647). In his
critique of those who through apathy and complicity are responsible for war and
destruction, he states “Out of sloth, they ignored politics, and the government relieved
them of concerning themselves with it, and of all responsibility. They were blind, led by
the blind, and leading other blind, and they didn’t realize it” (652).
Segre is a tangle of contradictions. As an anarchist, he would hold that human
nature is intrinsically good, and therefore established government, which is evil, must be
abolished. It is the human desire or need to be altruistic that will thus prevent the
scourges of the excesses of government, which would include war. At the same time, he
expresses that “human society” has created a “monster below nature.” But how could
this happen if human nature bends toward the common good? And what is the source of
the “sloth” in the citizenry? Why have people (in Segre’s critique, the bourgeoisie),
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allowed fascism to poison Italy? A people who are comfortable economically, who are
not marginalized politically, are content to allow others to make decisions that don’t
directly affect their lives. When those decisions begin to impact their lives, it is too late.
Regarding the working class and those who work the land, marginalization results in a
sense of futility, that nothing they do short of revolution has any impact on their lives
personally.

Thus Morante shows us a character who has not been exploited by

ideology in the same sense as Quattro, Nino, and German boy-recruits, but who has
nevertheless been exploited through the failings of a political philosophy that cannot
reconcile its contradictions. It is enough to see Segre’s remorse, which illuminates his
humanity: “I…am a murderer! In war, some can kill heedlessly, like going hunting. But
not me. Every time, I was murdering! One day, I murdered a German…in that very act,
I was overcome with the thought: Here I have become just like him: an SS slaughtering
another SS…and I went on stamping on him” (660). He finishes his diatribe by saying,
“A man who kills somebody else, always kills a baby!” (665).
Morante underscores the point that all are innocent until the forces of power, its
internalized or external influences, distort the potential in all people, forces that have
torpedoed our world throughout history. To deny this potential in people, to deny a
common humanity, would be to surrender the world to the destroyers. However,
according to Sebastian Schadhauser, a friend of Morante’s husband, the writer Alberto
Moravia, Morante had problems at this point in deciding how to end her epic: “Moravia
told me that she didn’t know how to end the novel and put it aside for a while because of
this difficulty. He told her to get on with it.” Schadhauser further feels that the voice in
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the work changes in the latter quarter of the novel, which might reflect the challenges she
faced in attempting to complete the work to her satisfaction.
If Morante needed a means to pull her themes together and had to decide what
role to make Useppe play in solidifying those themes, it is Segre’s relationship with
Useppe that solves this problem. When Useppe associates the symbols of words with
image and object, he evolves into a poet. He improvises with Segre who listens and
shares his own poems in the same way.

For a child who has suffered loss compounded

by loss—his first gaze on the horrors of the world, seen at the train station with Ida where
he sees Jewish people captured after the October roundup in Rome; his viewing of the
photographs of Nazi atrocities; the fear and confusion he experiences after his seizures
begin; his isolation after Nino’s death due to Ida’s silence—this friendship is lifesustaining. It is not simply a situation where an adult is tolerating an emotionally needy
child. The former comrade of Useppe’s idolized brother Nino offers friendship to the
boy when Useppe is the most vulnerable: the trauma of war has exacerbated Useppe’s
seizure disorder. Segre, however, is someone Useppe feels accepts him. To the lonely
child, the seizures mean he is “ugly,” and this “ugliness” brings with it humiliation; he
does not understand his disease: “For some time, however, he had been rejected, and that
was understandable: it was because he had this bad sickness” (625). Because of Ida’s
silence and denial, Useppe interprets the loss of friends (people from the shelter who
disperse due to conditions in Rome during the war) and the loss of Nino (his death soon
after the war in a police chase) to his seizures.
At the same time, there is nothing precious about Useppe. Morante’s art lies in
creating a character we accept as Segre does. The child is traumatized by war and
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manifests symptoms we recognize in such fragile children: the nightmares, the
withdrawal from others, the angry outbursts, the lack of concentration, the weeping. But
we also feel we are in the power of a child who still retains his curiosity, his love of
words and the world, and his desire to be accepted by that world. Segre recognizes these
qualities in Useppe: “You…are so pretty that the very fact you exist makes me believe
in…in everything! EVERYTHING! You’re too pretty for this world” (671). And later
in their friendship, Segre again tells Useppe, “You’re too pretty for this world; you don’t
belong here” (585). In this statement Segre reveals that his anarchist beliefs—the
concept that humans could rule themselves for the benefit of all people—have proven to
be as unreliable as the ideologies that he has railed against. He turns his back on all
systems, including the lack of organized government, because all have failed him. A
child cannot thrive in the adult-created world, and in that world shaken by war, Segre
offers Useppe an alternative: he is “pretty.” But “ugly” is a word Ida taught Useppe
when he saw the posted photographs of partisans hanged by the Nazis. It is the word the
child associates with bodies in the streets and bombed-out buildings on the outskirts of
the Open City of Rome. It’s the word he learns to associate with himself. Segre offers
him the antithesis: Useppe is one who can be loved, he deserves love.
It is therefore Segre who is responsible when Useppe dies from a static grand mal
seizure soon after he takes his dog, Bella, the companion who is the surrogate for the
increasingly distracted Ida, to visit the damaged and drugged Segre. The child is worried,
not understanding the addict’s condition, but recognizing nonetheless that his friend is
sick and in trouble. When in a delirium in his hovel, Segre screams at Useppe and Bella,
“Clear out, you ugly fool, you and your lousy dog!” (694), all the loss of the world is
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contained in this rejection. It is the final rejection of all humanity and all its efforts to
organize itself into a world where children can live.
The nature of addiction, its personality-altering effects, the difference between the
disease and the diseased, is well known. Nonetheless, in his destruction of Useppe,
Segre is responsible, despite a drug-induced state, despite his hell and his pain. Useppe
was indeed “too pretty for this world.” Useppe embodies all the children who have
populated the novel, the potential that was Gunther, the potential in Quattro when he
returned the sleeping Useppe to his bed, the potential in Nino in his love for his younger
brother, the partisans and German soldiers described as “boys” while in their death
agonies. In Useppe’s humiliation, we are reminded of another. In his struggle to free
himself from drugs, Segre said “the word humiliation suddenly reminded him of the most
horrible sound he had ever heard: the young German weeping as he had stamped on his
face with his boot. That sound returned often to persecute him day and night” (686).
Had he lived, Segre would not have had a memory of his rejection of Useppe because the
invective was hurled during his delirium, but he would have mourned the loss of the
“belief in EVERYTHING” that would have died with the boy. In the end, however,
Useppe’s death is the responsibility of forces larger than David Segre. The entire
premise of the novel is built on this: “And today the last to be murdered was her little
bastard Useppe. All History and all the nations of the earth had agreed on this end: the
slaughter of the child Useppe Ramundo” (724). The loss of one is the loss of the world.
David Segre, his potential, his mind that questioned and contradicted itself, is in this
regard as much a loss as the child Useppe.
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How can Only those who love, understand apply to characters like Gunther,
Quattro, Nino, and David Segre? Morante ends her novel with the words of “Prisoner
No. 7047 in the Penitentiary of Turin”: “All the seeds failed, except one. I don’t know
what it is, but it is probably a flower and not a weed” (735). This seed is the hope in La
Storia. One child remains: shortly before his death, Useppe has a chance encounter in
the streets with Nino’s last lover, the young woman the older brother used to take for
picnics in the country after the war. She is holding a baby, and she introduces Useppe to
his niece. He is too young to understand what this means, but he sees something in the
infant’s eyes that reminds him of someone he can almost place, someone he almost
knows. The hope embodied in the words of the unnamed prisoner hinges on the
potential of the infant, the potential of a world that is not self-destructive. This is what
makes Morante’s work difficult and disappointing to some readers. She does not offer us
anything else, no political solution to human nature’s failings, no political call-to-action
that we can embrace, no ideology that we can get behind that will put an end to the
suffering we cause ourselves. We are only left with the question why this must be so.

Thus war is organized violence in all times and countries; it will always be
intimately known in the minds of its survivors. “Why would they risk bombing so close
to the historical center where only civilians lived?” I asked Passignano resident, Rina
Ricci. Perchè, she shrugged. La guerra è la guerra. Because war is war. And Morante
shows us.
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Abstract
The objectives of this paper are to analyze the representation of identity transitions in
texts by African Italian woman writer Igiaba Scego, in particular her short story
“Salsicce” [Sausages] and her novel Rhoda. Braidotti’s concept of “nomadic
subjectivity” provides the theoretical framework for my investigation of transversals
subjectivity and different forms of identity. The paper considers the representation of the
transition processes accompanying identity with the aim of identifying which are the
main obstacles faced by subjects in transition focusing especially on Rhoda, the
protagonist of Scego’s eponymous novel.

Introduction
Hay exilios que muerden y otros
Son como el fuego que consume.
Hay dolores de patria muerta
Que van subiendo desde abajo,
Desde los pies y las raíces
Y de pronto el hombre se ahoga,
Ya no conosce las espigas,
Y se terminó la guitarra,
Ya no hay aire para esa boca,
Ya no puede vivir sin tierra
Y entonces se cae de bruces,
No en la tierra, sino en la muerte.
(Pablo Neruda, “Exilios”, Canto ceremoniales) 1
Thus, Pablo Neruda laments the uprooting suffered by exiles, describing it as an
overwhelming sense of suffocation leading to aphasia and death. The repeated negative
adverbs reinforce the sensation of agonizing hurt as the exile cannot leave without the
nourishment of his land, without breathing its air. More recently, another well-known
Latin American exile, Isabel Allende (2005), also uses similar imagery: “De tanto
despedirme se me secaron las raíces y debí generar otras” [After so much travelling my
roots dried up and I had to generate others]. 2
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Some metaphors, such as loss of one’s roots, from the literature of exile, are clichéd now.
Yet, they have survived in the 21st century. There are still exiles and refugees, for some,
such as Allende, it is possible to overcome the pain and set up elsewhere, for others it is
not. What are the main obstacles to survival? Are there strategies that can help to
overcome the pain associated with ‘sradicamento’ [uprooting], and the ensuing process of
“disidentificazione” [loss of identity] experienced by those who leave their country? In
this paper, I attempt to bring together different domains, the philosophical, the literary,
the existential and the political, by applying Braidotti’s ‘nomadic subject’ to the analysis
of characters in Scego’s texts.

According to Braidotti (1994), it is necessary to transform the suffering ensuing from
uprooting and loss of identity into positive energy. For this to occur, it is necessary
distinguish between identity and political subjectivity and become ‘nomads’ 3 As
Braidotti herself recognizes ‘becoming’ a nomadic subject is neither easy nor painless.
Nevertheless, Braidotti’s projection of a nomadic subjectivity, an existential cartography
displacing concepts of fixed identities and government proposals of inflexible
citizenships, is a gender-based alternative to strong metaphysical and margin-less
postmodern theorizations of subjectivity and identity.

Nomadic Subjectivity

The nomad is my own figuration of a situated, postmodern, culturally
differentiated understanding of the subject in general and of the feminist
subject in particular. […] The nomadic subject is a myth, […] a political
fiction, that allows me to think through and move across established
categories and levels of experience […] (Braidotti 1994, p. 4).

As Braidotti (1994) underlines, the nomad is a “vision” both evoked and developed. The
nomadic subject favours movement and change rather than permanence. The path
towards nomadic subjectivity entails different transpositions or “processes of becoming”
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(Braidotti 2006): gendered, sexual, and transcendental. Braidotti’s nomadic subject is not
fragmentary or disconnected; conversely, it relies on a system of progressive transitions
and cyclic patterns for its cohesion.

Being a nomad, living in transition, does not mean that one cannot or is unwilling
to create those necessarily stable and reassuring bases for identity that allow one
to function in a community […] Rather, nomadic consciousness consists in not
taking any kind of identity as permanent. The nomad is only passing through; s/he
makes those necessarily situated connections that can help her/him to survive, but
s/he never takes on fully the limits of one national, fixed identity. The nomad has
no passport – or has too many of them. […] The nomad has a sharpened sense of
territory but no possessiveness about it. […] Nomadism, therefore, is not fluidity
without borders 4 but rather an acute awareness of the non fixity of boundaries. It
is the intense desire to go on trespassing, transgressing. […] (Braidotti 1994, p.
33; p. 36).

In contrast with other postmodern metaphorisations of identity, for example, Risse’s
“layered marble cake” (Risse 2002), or Meinhof’s (2006) “oil in the puddle”, borrowed
from a song by Joni Mitchell’s song, 5 emphasizing fluidity, Braidotti (156-7) stresses the
necessity of a relational frame around oneself, with others and with the surrounding
environment. For the nomad, these are essential elements, which provide orientation,
geographical, cultural, which ensure a sustainable yet mobile existence, with no need to
grow roots in any particular place:

Sustainable subjectivity reinscribes the singularity of the self […] this sense of
limits is extremely important to ensure productive synchronizations and prevent
nihilistic self-destruction. To be active, intensive, or nomadic, does not mean that
one is not limitless. […] to make sense of this […] embedded vision of the
subject, we need a sustainability threshold or frame (Braidotti 2006, pp.156-7).
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Another crucial aspect of Braidotti’s theoretical proposition is her distinction between
identity and subjectivity. Whereas subjectivity emerges from a conscious choice and is
linked to moral, ethical and political choices, identity is connected to subconscious
processes. Whereas “feminist subjectivity is embedded in the body, understood as
corporeal matter, memory and linguistic expression, a non-fixed entity capable of
variations” (Braidotti 1994, pp. 165-66), identity is a genealogical process emerging from
multiple facets of the self, retrospective, relational and prospective; for example,
identification with different places, cultures, religions and people. Identity can turn into a
cage, self-imposed, forced onto us by others, or both. In addition, loss of identity, if it
coincides with the failure of the subject to be actively engaged in building connections
with the surrounding environment, as can happen to exiles and migrants, can become
unbearable and lead to nihilistic behaviour, as in the case of Rhoda, the protagonist of
Scego’ novel. Braidotti (1994, pp. 27-28) identifies the different ways in which exiles,
migrants and nomads experience loss. If the exile, forced to leave outside his land, can
die of grief and the migrant survives in the new country in the hope of returning to his
homeland, nomads live well everywhere since they cannot feel loss for what was not
there in the first instance.

The concept of ‘nomadism’ applies not only to existential conditions but also to
intellectual approaches and inclinations, with many academics situated across different
cultures, countries and roaming across different disciplines, including myself. I position
myself within this transversal context and, for the scope of this paper, as a critical
feminist and nomadic scholar engaged in the interpretation of decentralized and decentering narratives. The feminist casting is a powerful lens in the exploration of gender
and sexual difference in literature as well as intergenerational and interracial relationships
while Braidotti’s notion of nomadic subjects takes this paper beyond linguistic, social
psychological concepts of identity in narrative texts and links it to gender and political
issues. From this critical position, I compare the different ways in which Scego’s female
characters, more specifically Rhoda, position themselves in relation to their experiences,
past, present and future and the impact this positioning has on their identity.
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Igiaba Scego
Igiaba Scego 6 is also a transnational subject, born in Italy of Somali parents who had
escaped from the violence of their native land. Wary of labels, which she describes as
“gabbie” [cages], she defines herself “somala in origine e italiana per vocazione” [Somali
in origin and Italian by vocation]. As happened in the past with women writers, many
critics are convinced that post/migrant or itinerante writers [my preferred term], can only
write about themselves. Scego strongly criticizes this tendency in her article “Ingabbiati
nella vita vera” [Encaged in real life] (Scego 2005). Scego has published several articles
and books including a illustrated novel for adolescents in Italian and Somali based on her
mother’s life entitled La nomade che amava Alfred Hitchtcock [The Nomad who loved
Alfred Hitchcock] besides several short stories the most famous of which, “Salsicce”
[Sausages] 7 highlights the feelings of ‘disidentification’ confronted by a second
generation Somali woman in Italy.

“Salsicce” [Sausages]
Credo di essere una donna senza identità. O meglio con più identità. Chissà come
saranno belle le mie impronte digitali! Impronte anonime, senza identità, neutre
come la plastica. [...] Un bel problema l’identità, e se l’abolissimo? E le impronte?
Da abolire anche quelle! (Scego 2005, p. 28; p. 30).
[I believe that I am a woman without identity, rather, with many identities. I
wonder how beautiful my fingerprints will be! Anonymous prints, without
identity, neutral like plastic. […] Identity, quite a problem, what about abolishing
it? And finger prints? Those too should be abolished!].

The protagonist’s perception of her own identity is not univocal or definite. Given the
affirmation that she has multiple identities, the initial statement about being without
identity, can be interpreted as not holding onto ONE fixed identity. The humorous and
light tone of her internal monologue externalizes her irony addressed at the politicians’
proposal to fingerprint immigrants. The narrating protagonist of “Salsicce”, a Sunnite
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Muslim woman, falls prey to a panic attack after the announcement of the Bossi-Fini law
proposal. The bill, promulgated in 2001, planned to reduce immigration quotas, and
fingerprint immigrants and asylum seekers. The narrator establishes an intimate bond
with the reader by relating her account in the second person, effectively turning into a
dialogue. After the “Bossi-Fini” bill, despite being an Italian citizen and holder of an
Italian passport, she feels dispossessed of her legitimate claims and rational feelings of
belonging. She therefore buys some pork sausages to attempt to erase her Muslim
persona. However, before she can even start eating them, she vomits her breakfast on top
of the sausages – a symbolic evacuation on the food that marks her religious and cultural
difference. Corporality, often linked to graphic language, is a characteristic of Scego’s
narrative mode. The body comes to the fore as both an agent of positive change, usually
psychological, or negative, as a means of self-destruction.

In traditional literature written by male writers, for example, Boccaccio or Rabelais, the
nexus body-mind is exploited for the redemption of the flesh (Taddeo 2005); Scego
subverts this tradition by sublimating the body and, through its functions, to change. The
female body in particular, is the primary site of transformation, physical, psychological
and transcendental. Braidotti’s (1994) “female embodied materialism” seems therefore
particularly suitable for delving into Scego’s ‘materialist’ narrative.

Despite its serious themes, the intransigency of a country that refuses to distinguish
between identity and subjectivity in its immigrant laws, a country that has itself
‘exported’ millions of migrants, the short story’s comical mode emerges from the close
relationship between body functions and identity and from the hybrid register made up of
Roman dialect, Standard and colloquial Italian. The tone of the short story is ironic –
almost playful. The writer thus succeeds in turning this dialogic tale into a moral critical
fable critical of all participants: Italian and Somali, including herself. If the criticism of
both cultures, Italian and Somali is balanced, what are condemned are a law and a
government that shows a blind closure to the other, opting for a racist nationalism –
reconfirmed in July 2008 with the proposal by the Italian Minister for Internal Affairs
Maroni to fingerprint Romani children.
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Many conflicts are imposed from outside, for example, by governments that refuse to
recognise that the right to political and legal subjectivity, should not exclude or deny
individuals’ right to multiple identities (cultural, religious, gendered). Braidotti (2006, pp.
95-96) proposes a flexible citizenship (subjectivity) for the EU, which should include
multiple levels of belonging, and ‘translate’ identities, diasporic, hybrid and nomadic.
This would avoid binary and oppositions such as us-them; black-white; old-new
Europeans; Christian-Muslim; Muslim / Christian / Atheist woman (p. 97).

Before the bill, the narrator felt at ease with her plural identity:

Mi sento somala quando: 1) bevo il tè con il cardamom, i chiodi di garofano e la
canella; 2) recito le 5 preghiere quotidiane verso la Mecca; […] 6) mangio la
banana insieme al riso; […] 9) parlo in somalo; […] 12) piango la mia terra
straziata dalla guerra civile; […]. Mi sento italiana quando: 1) faccio una
colazione dolce; 2) vado a visitare mostre, musei e monumenti; […] 4) vedo i film
di […] Massimo Troisi; […] (Scego 2005, p. 29).

[I feel Somali when: 1) I drink tea with cardamom, cloves and cinnamon; 2) I
recite the 5 daily prayers facing Mecca; […] 6) I eat banana with rice; […] 9) I
speak Somali; […] 12) I grieve for my land ravished by civil war; […]. I feel
Italian when: 1) I eat a ‘sweet’ breakfast; 2) I visit exhibitions, museums and
monuments; […] 4) I watch films by […] Massimo Troisi; […].

The narrator of “Salsicce”, similarly to the narrative voice of “Cultural identity” by
Turkish German writer Zhera Çirak, embraces facets of several cultures with which she
identifies, to form a kaleidoscopic subjectivity that enjoys and appreciates different
aspects of different cultures including their own. Identity is tied neither to ethnicity,
nationality, or constrained by citizenship, but to personal preference and lifestyle
exercised by the individual, in these cases, women. In both texts, plural identity,
understood as cultural attachment is an enriching mode of life. Are those exceptional
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cases, linked to privileged circumstances, in fiction and especially in reality? What are
the obstacles that prevent others, such as Rhoda, the evolution towards a nomadic
identity?

By analysing aspects of Scego’ novel Rhoda, I attempt to bring to the fore some of the
obstacles to a sustainable subjectivity inclusive of multiple categories of identity. If the
narrator of “Salsicce” casts herself as a politicized subject able to make fun of Italian law
proposals and is at ease with her layered identity, instead Rhoda, the eponymous
protagonist of Scego’s latest novel, displays the feelings of exiles and falls victim to
castings others weave for her. As a Sunnite Somali young woman, she feels threatened
by, and defensive against media indiscriminate representation of ‘the migrants’. The
strongest threat however comes from within her since, unable to reconcile other
differences, gender and sexual, to her religion and culture, she ‘outcasts’ herself. Woman,
as represented through the characters of Scego’s texts, is a multilayered and multi voiced
presence, marked by many differences, (generational, sexual, racial, religious and
cultural) and experiences.

Difference is experienced not just at the cultural and generational level but also at the
sexual level. The body becomes the strongest site of difference, as such, emotions
overflow in bodily functions and psychological upheavals and changes. Scego’s novel
moves on two planes, the ‘real’ and the symbolic. There are many referrals to the social
historical dimension: bills of law, Somali history, and the condition of Somali women in
Italy. These descriptions are interwoven with the material representation of the
characters’ transitions. Every change traverses the body, thus highlighting the
inseparability of body-heart-mind in experience and writing.

Rhoda
Although the novel is situated in the post migrant literary context, it contains some
enduring metaphors, such as the roots, and themes, such as inter and intra generational
conflicts from the literature of exile and emigration. However, there are significant
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stylistic and thematic differences with the earlier literature of migration, namely, the
inclusion of strong language and the attention given to the body in the representation of
generational and sexual difference. This trait is linked to the author’s Somali culture and
feminist approaches: both highlight the centrality of the body. It is normal to talk about
bodily functions in Somalia said Scego in an interview (Mauceri 2004). The body, as
food and drink, spices, smells and flavours, is an integral part of Somali culture. This
centrality is conveyed through Scego’s sensorial style in the descriptions of food and
drink preparation and through descriptions of the characters’ desire for particular Somali
fare, especially when having trouble and feeling sad. Female characters use Somali words
to refer to food and drinks from their native land and relish in remembering, chatting, and
preparing traditional recipes. This female genealogy constitutes a strong process of
cultural, gender re-identification and re-appropriation, and usually follows nostalgic
feelings of loss. This collective female knowledge is transmitted through the character of
Faduma especially, and in appendix, with the Glossary, Faduma’s recipes and Scego’s
‘material’ acknowledgements, which take the form of exquisite dishes, including
Brazilian feijoada with pork and alcoholic drinks as peace offerings. As the author says:
“In un mondo dove – sia da una parte sia dall’altra – si cerca uno scontro di civiltà, io
vorrei un incontro di civiltà. […] per il bene delle civiltà e per la pace (Scego 2004, p.
220). [In a world where – from both sides – one looks for a clash of civilizations, I would
like a meeting of civilizations [...] for the good of civilization and for peace].

Whereas the character of Aisha embodies these concepts, Rhoda, unfortunately,
embodies the consequences of violent clashes, inner and outer, of cultures, religion and
sexual difference. As Scego remarks:

La mia prostituta è una studentessa che non lo fa per bisogno, ma perché vuole
autoannullarsi, si fa schifo come persona […] (Mauceri 2004).
[My prostitute is a student who does not do it for need, but because she wants to,
but because she finds herself loathsome, as a person].
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The novel is set between Rome, Naples and Mogadiscio. It is subdivided in five parts
plus epilogue, with a non-linear narrative structure that proceeds along three temporal
levels, present, past and absence of time. The novel’s style and genre are hybrid, mixing
registers, narrative modes and includes many references to other texts. If the novel’s style
may seem “non elevato” [not high] (Taddeo 2005), it is because of its blend of noir, even
pulp overtones and hybrid language expression (youth and colloquial), not unusual in
post/modern narrative; for example in texts by the “cannibali” [cannibals] writers in Italy
or Zadie Smith in the United Kingdom. Intertextuality is an indicator of the cross
fertilization of culture across geographical and temporal levels: in Somalia young people
are passionate about Italian soccer and cinema; in Italy, young Aisha loves Brazilian
music and Rhoda quotes extensively from classic and modern literature, music and film.
The title of Scego’s first novel, The Nomad who loved Alfred Hitchcock, is a tribute to
this cross-fertilization.

The fabula is simple, even stereotyped: young Somali woman ends up as a prostitute in
the most sordid areas of Naples. What is not simple, indeed perplexing, are the
motivations for the transition from university student to “sharmuti” [prostitute]: an
unspeakable condition for any Somali woman. Rhoda’s story and the reasons for her
involution, foreshadowed from the first pages, are revealed gradually and in the first
instance, by the other characters: Aisha, her younger sister, Pino, a Neapolitan university
student who is also a volunteer worker for a program aiming to help prostitutes. Rhoda
therefore, receives her portrayal (Cavarero 1997) and is narrated by others and her
subjectivity emerges through the other characters points of view. This narrative strategy
manages to conceal the outcome of the story as well as a way emphasize that others
perceived Rhoda as a strong subject, stunningly beautiful and elegant, and also cynical
and aggressive:

Rhoda (Pino, August 2001)
La donna che aveva davanti era lo spettacolo più incantevole che avesse mai visto
in natura. Testa rotonda, occhi grandi, gambe lunghe, pelle nera, bocca carnosa,
seni enormi, fianchi generosi […]. più vicina ai trenta che ai venti […] era chiaro
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che la sua culla era stata l’Africa. Aveva anche un modo di muoversi da regina
orientale, non sembrava una prostituta […] Pino l’avrebbe presa per la moglie di
un diplomatico… parlava un italiano neutro […] perfetto […] era dura e sprizzava
negatività (p. 19) […] «Mi dici il tuo nome?» «Cosa te ne fai? Noi puttane siamo
tutte uguali. »

[The woman before him was the most enchanting spectacle he had ever seen in
nature. Round head, big eyes, long legs, black skin, fleshy lips, enormous breasts,
generous hips [...] closer to thirty than twenty [...]. It was clear that her cradle had
been Africa. She moved like an oriental queen, she did not looked like a prostitute
[...] Pino would have mistaken her for the head of a diplomat [...] she spoke a
neuter Italian [...] perfect [...] she was harsch and was bursting with negativity (p.
19) [...] «Can you tell me your name?» «What for? We whores are all the same. »

This is the first description of Rhoda, from Pino’s perspective, the first time he meets her
in what is described by him as the “quadrilatero di dolore” [four-sided area of suffering]
(p.14) full of dust, “simbolo del degrado di una nazione” [symbol of the degradation of a
nation] and “dell’incomprensione globale” [of global lack of understanding]. Pino, the
only major male character in the novel, represents Italian ‘good’ conscience and is
representative of Italian youth dedicated to changing the world by helping others hand on.
As Aisha, Rhoda’s younger sister, he believes in reciprocity and interculturalism.

Identities across generations
Rhoda, the protagonist, and the other three main characters, her sister Aisha, her aunt
Barni and her friend Faduma, are representative of three main tendencies: exiled,
immigrant and nomad.

Aisha embodies a positive passion for life in the present. She is open to exchange and
change and identifies with an intercultural ethics:
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Se gli italiani non ci capiscono, sorella, noi dobbiamo spiegare chi siamo,
cosa facciamo dove andiamo. Dobbiamo dire loro quali sono i nostri sogni
e le nostre aspettative. Dobbiamo parlare del nostro passato, proiettarli nel
nostro futuro e far vivere loro il nostro presente.” (Scego 2004, p. 73)

[If Italians do not understand us, sister, we must explain who we are, what
we do where we go. We must tell them about our dream and our
expectations. We must talk about our past, project them into our future and
make them live our present].

Aisha represents positive passion and embodies a sustainable subjectivity that, unlike her
sister, refuses to self-destruct, emerging out of crisis and pain, by choosing
transformation.

Oh, come avrebbe desiderato essere inghiottita dalle viscere della terra ed essere
digerita in fretta! [...] Voleva estraniarsi, smaterializzarsi, dissolversi. Voleva
anche ricominciare, sperare, esistere […] (pp. 10-11).
[Oh, how she would have wanted to be swallowed up by the earth’s entrails and
quickly digested! [...] She wanted to be estranged, dematerialised, dissolved. She
also wanted to start all over, hope, exist].

Conversely, Faduma and Barni‘s character especially, for most of the novel, conveys the
immigrant attachment to the past, a sense of nostalgia and regret for what they have left
behind. Barni despises Italy and Italian media and society since they have forced her to fit
into their stereotyped image of immigrant Africans, a stereotype she did not fit at all
initially:

“Dov’era finito quel suo italiano così ricercato? (pp. 155-56) Lo aveva rinnegato,
semplicemente. A furia di sentirsi dire: “Voi negri non sapete l’italiano!” Barni aveva
finite per crederci. […] E finì col diventare quello stereotipo di donna immigrata che
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la società (o meglio i media) voleva vedere in lei. Barni si arrese per indolenza, senza
lottare […].

[Where had that Italian of hers, so researched, ended up? She had simply given up.
By dint of hearing people say: “you niggers do not know Italian!” [...] she ended up
by believing it was true [...] and in the end she became that stereotype of immigrant
woman that society (or better the media) wanted to see in her].

Barni is representative of educated immigrants who accept jobs no one else wants to do
(e.g., house help, caring for the elderly and the sick) to survive in the host society. What
is worst is that often the ‘host’ society, instead of being grateful, and the media, treat
them as illiterate subalterns.

Rhoda: It is actually Rhoda, a first generation migrant, educated in an Italian school in
Somalia and Italy, who embodies the deathly feelings of the exile of Neruda’s poem.
Parentless, yet living happily in Mogadiscio with her uncle, she is passionate about
Italian soccer, cinema and music. Before she is sent to Italy after the 1990 “Mondiali”
[Soccer World Cup] when violence erupts in Somalia, her first kiss is to an Italian male
friend. Once in Italy, however, as we learn gradually, unlike her aunt, she rejects to fit
into stereotyped images; instead, as a protecting shield against the pain of loss and scorn
of the host media, she builds for herself a fixed mono cultural identity and a subjectivity
that refuses any sort of exchange:

[…] qui ci sono i gaal e qui, dalla parte opposta, ci siamo noi. Siamo due
mondi destinati a non incontrarci […] non voglio essere capita […]. Io
non voglio stare qui […] (p. 69).
[Here are the gaal and we are here, on the opposite side. We are two
worlds destined never to meet [...] I do not want to be understood [...]. I do
not want to stay here].
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Rhoda’s stubborn refusal to dialogue with the gaal, the whites, as we learn further in the
novel through her own words, leads to a discourse breakdown with the women close to
her, her sister, her aunt, Faduma, and potential gaal friends at university. In her effort to
cling to her land and protect herself from the images of Africans reflected back to her by
the media, she loses contact with what was once her plural identity before her uncle sent
her to Italy.

Rhoda: Death as a process of becoming
It is only in the third chapter that we find out that Rhoda is dead from Barni’s disparate
memories retracing Rhoda’s trajectory, from house princess to prostitute, to her decision
to return to Somalia after realizing that she had contracted Aids, and later on, that her
grave in Somalia has been desecrated:

Rhoda: (aunt Barni and Faduma, January 2003)
Rhoda metteva soggezione a chiunque. Si poteva amarla in modo totale, ma ciò
non impediva di aver paura di lei […] della sua forza […] della sua pazzia.[…] la
sua Rhoda, […] faceva la puttana [...]. L’aveva fatta studiare, l’aveva coccolata
[…] era la principessa di casa.
Perché aveva deciso allora di sacrificarsi in quel modo strano?
In Somalia non sapevano niente […] Rhoda in Somalia? Impossibile […]
E ora era già morta. […] ora era libera […].
Hanno tirato fuori dalla tomba Rhoda […] l’hanno profanata […] Faduma…
vomitò sul selciato […](pp. 28-31).
[Rhoda made everyone feel uneasy. You could love her unconditionally, but that
did not prevent you from fearing her [...] her strength [...] her madness. [...] her
Rhoda, [...] was a whore [...]. She had supported her through her studies, she had
cuddled her [...] she was the house princess. Why had she decided to sacrifice
herself in that strange way? In Somalia, no one knew anything. [...] Rhoda in
Somalia? Impossible. [...]
And now she was dead. [...] Now she was free [...].
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They pulled Rhoda out of her grave; [...] they desecrated her [...] Faduma thew up
on the pavement].

Rhoda’s voice surfaces in the narrative after her body is dug up by young Somalis and
profaned. Death may not be “the unproductive black hole” 8 of which we are scared. In
death, that Rhoda gains an awareness she never possessed when she was alive. As such,
Rhoda embodies the nomadic philosophical view of death as “part and parcel of the
generative cycles” of life (Braidotti 2006, p. 234). In Deleuze’s philosophy of becoming,
death is perceived as “ever shifting processual changes”, which “disintegrates the ego,
with its capital of narcissism, paranoia and negativity” (Braidotti 2006, p. 235).

Initially, the main obstacles to Rhoda’s evolution towards a nomadic subjectivity were
primarily her nostalgia for Somalia and her self-constructed fortress, refusing to network
with anyone who attempted to get close to her. Subsequently, when she meets Gianna, a
wealthy and stylish mature Italian woman in London, where her aunt has sent her as a
reward for finishing her exams, the obstacles increase as Rhoda forsakes her own identity
to become the other:

Cominciai quasi da subito a vestirmi, comportarmi e perfino a muovermi come
Gianna. [...] Ero diventata in poco tempo una diessina anticastrista che smaniava
per […] Kundera [...]. In poco tempo cancellai la mia identità.[...] In realtà mi
stavo annullando [...]. A lei non importava nulla di sapere di me, della mia terra,
dei miei interessi. [...] Stava cominciando la mia lenta discesa. [...] Io non amavo
Gianna come una mamma […] in sogno vedevo il suo seno prosperoso, il suo
sedere rotondo […]. Volevo possederla […]. La mia idea di possedere era diversa
dai signori uomini […] volevo fondermi con lei, volevo un pezzetto di lei, […]
volevo diventare lei (p. 123).

[Almost immediately, I began to dress, behave and even move like Gianna. [...] In
a short time, I had become an anti Castro, Democrat of the Left (DS) who craved
[...] Kundera [...]. In a short time, I erased my identity. [...] In actual fact I was
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turning myself into a nullity [...]. She was not interested in knowing about me, my
land, my interests. [...] My slow descent was beginning. [...] I did not love Gianna
as a mother [...] in my dreams I saw her prosperous breasts, her round behind [...].
I wanted to possess her [...]. My idea of possessing [someone] was different from
that of ‘gentlemen’ [...] I wanted to melt into her, I wanted a piece of her, [...] I
wanted to become her].

After death, Rhoda is able to retrace her steps towards annihilation, from succumbing to
identity crises, to losing herself completely when she meets Gianna by placing herself in
a vulnerable subaltern and humbling position. The character’s critical revaluation of her
relationship with Gianna is related in an ironic tone to underline that Rhoda is now able
to look with lightness and even humor at the experience that led to her annihilation. If the
first ‘implosive’ transition coincided with her departure from Mogadiscio and the ensuing
nostalgia for her land and refusal to be part of any community, Gianna’s rejection pushes
Rhoda’s on a self-destructive path. The woman to whom she had entrusted herself, and
not just spiritually, to become other, culturally and sexually, reveals herself as a
hypocrite, a primadonna in need of an audience, for whom Rhoda was “il suo nuovo
giocattolo” (p. 123) [her new toy]. Ultimately, Rhoda rejects the possibility that theirs
may have been a lesbian relationship, considering the word unspeakable, and resolving
that it was “un amore molesto” (p. 125) [a molest love].

Cosa volevo da lei? […] e da me? Non volevo pronunciare la parola che mi
faceva più paura di tutte […] LESBICA […]. Odiavo quella parola. Io non ero
così […] (p. 125).

[What did I want from her? [...] and from myself? I did not want to utter the word
that scared me more than any other word [...] LESBIAN [...]. I hated that word. I
was not like that [...].

Gianna’s rejection, compounded with the realization about her sexuality, leads Rhoda
further and further from herself, from the values she upheld and from the other women
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around her who could help her overcome her suffering. Rhoda’s character implosive
trajectory is attributable in the first instance to a monocultural perception of identity,
which prevents the subject from networking and evolving towards a nomadic subjectivity
inclusive of plural experiences. This prevents her from functioning in both her small
Somali community and the wider community. She therefore lacks any relational
framework. Secondly, in order to deny that she may be lesbian, she becomes a sharmuto,
a prostitute that, to her, seems a lesser evil than being a lesbian.

Open conclusions
In conclusion, Rhoda’s character embodies the exiled who loses herself when uprooted
from her land; the migrant unable to reconcile internal and external differences, swaying
between total rejections of the other to total identification with the other. It is only in
death that Rhoda’s character transits towards nomadic transcendental awareness. If with
the return to her native soil she finds self-dignity and redemption, it is only once she is
one with the earth that she regains her lost identity, and in the process of death, the
awareness that she could have loved both: Mogadiscio and Rome.

FOOTNOTES
1

The poem is quoted in Allende’s (2003). Neruda published the poem “Exilios” in the anthology, Cantos
cerimoniales published by Losada Editorial in Argentina in 1961. Unfortunately, I have been unable to find
an English translation of “Exilios” in Australia.
2
Unless otherwise specified, all translations are mine.
3
Braidotti’s concept of the ‘nomad’ is a feminist reinterpretation of G. Deleuze and F. Guattari’s (A
Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, London: Athlone, 1988) distinction between
immigrants and nomads.
4
My emphasis.
5
The song is entitled “Michael from Mountains”.
6
Born in Rome in 1974, she has a degree in Languages and currently is enrolled in a PhD in Pedagogy. She
writes for several newspapers, bulletins and reviews including: Il manifesto, Nigrizia, Internazionale,
World Music, La Repubblica, Cronaca di Roma, il Bollettino dell‘Associazione Donne Capoverdiane in
Italia, «Latinoamerica», «Carta», «il Ghibli» e «Migra». Scego has edited the following two volumes:
Italiani per vocazione (2005) e Quando nasci è una roulette (2007). Donzelli has published her new novel,
Oltre Babilonia, in 2008.
7
With the short story, “Salsicce” [Sausages] Scego won the EKstra prize in 2003.
8
Ansell-Pearson, K. (1996, p. 68), quoted in Braidotti 2006, p. 235. Reference to 1996 text missing in
Braidotti’s bibliography.
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El secreto está en mezclarlo bien:
Almodóvar’s Gazpacho as a Magic Potion

In Pedro de Almodóvar’s 1988 film Mujeres al borde de un ataque de
nervios, the gazpacho, a traditional Spanish cold soup, mixed by the protagonist
Pepa plays a pivotal role as a symbolic element with a magical function. This
simple soup, mixed with blood and sleeping pills, becomes a metaphorical elixir
of enlightenment and philter of feminism that controls or dominates the male
characters and helps the protagonist free herself. In the film, gazpacho works
on a literal level within the male-dominated heterosexual relationships to create
debt, express love, measure female sexual prowess and represent Spanish
womanhood. But the gazpacho is also a magic potion. Originally brewed as a
specific weapon to draw Pepa’s ex-lover Iván back under her control, it ends up
shattering traditional paradigms. It stops time, gets rid of lovers, avenges
infidelity, seduces men and releases the female protagonists from societal
expectations. Using works on aphrodisiacs, food theory from sociology and
anthropology, history and magic symbolism, it becomes clear that the gazpacho
Pepa prepares in this film is much more than a simple soup. It is, in fact, an
impetus for growth, change and self-discovery that harkens back to pagan earth
magic. And once the gazpacho is unleashed, it changes the next generation
forever.
In the film Pepa prepares the gazpacho in an attempt to keep Iván from
leaving her. When the film opens, the two have recently broken up and Pepa
discovers she is pregnant with Iván’s child. Unable to reach him with her news,
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she stays out all night looking for him and discovers that he has an adult son,
Carlos, by his ex-wife, Lucia. Pepa returns home and makes her gazpacho,
Iván’s favorite drink, seething with contradictory emotions. As if it weren’t
enough for her to pass these strong emotions into the food she is preparing, in
the process of cutting up the tomatoes, she cuts her finger, and some of her
blood gets into the mix.
. Research into the lore of aphrodisiacs reveals that gazpacho contains
several potent and symbolic aphrodisiacs. Pepa uses a traditional recipe in
which every ingredient has a potential aphrodisiacal value of some kind.
Tomatoes, for instance, have long been considered aphrodisiacs. Anthony
Mercatante tells us:
In European folklore the tomato was sometimes identified as the fruit
eaten by Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, though it is not named in
the account in Genesis. The Germans called the tomato Paradies Apfel,
paradise apple. In French folklore the tomato was believed to be
poisonous, but in small amounts it was believed to be an aphrodisiac. The
French call it pomme d’amour, the love apple. (The Facts on File
Encyclopedia of World Mythology and Legend 626-627)
And according to P.V. Taberner in his book, Aphrodisiacs: The Science and the
Myth:
The tomato or love apple was a scarce and expensive delicacy for some
time after its discovery in America and introduction into (Europe)… the
original Latin name for the tomato was mala oethopica or “apple of the
moors.” In Italian this became pomi dei mori and then was subsequently
corrupted on translation into French as pomme d’amour. In English this
was rendered as love apple. The colour of the fruit also enhanced its
reputation as an aphrodisiac: such a large, bright-red fruit was unusual at
that time and red was a colour generally associated with poisonous fruit.
In addition, red has always been the colour linked with passion and
excitement.” (60)
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And it is worth noting that throughout the movie, Almodóvar plays with the color
red to underscore the significance of the gazpacho. For example, the telephone,
Pepa’s fingernails, her clothing, her notepaper, her terrace floor and flowerpots
and the walls of her love nest are all shades of tomato red.
The next ingredient used is cucumber, a clear phallic symbol. According
to Johan’s Guide to Aphrodisiacs:
…it doesn’t take a rocket scientist to realize why these cool vegetables are
considered to be an aphrodisiac. The Chicago Small and Taste
Treatment and Research Foundation found that women become aroused
by the scent of cucumbers.
The next ingredient listed is peppers, about which Isabel Allende says in her
book Afrodita:
Es universalmente considerado afrodisíaco, especialmente el de color rojo
y sabor picante, rico en el alcaloide capsiacina. Varían su sabor y nombre
de una región a otra; es el fiero componente de todos esos platos
exóticos que dejan la boca en llamas y estimulan la imaginación y el
apetito para el amor. (199)
And according to Christian Ratsch in his book, Plants of Love, “pepper is
considered a hot food that heats the sexual drive (52).” After that, Pepa uses
onion, a powerful aphrodisiac dating back to Indian, Roman and Arabic traditions:
Onions have, almost from prehistoric time, been attributed aphrodisiacal
properties. They are mentioned in many classic Hindu texts on the art of
making love, they were the most used aphrodisiac in ancient Greece, and
they are frequently included as an ingredient in Roman and Arab
(aphrodisiacal) recipes. During Pharaonic times celibating (sic) Egyptian
priests were prohibited to eat onions because of the potential effects.
Later on in France, newlyweds were served onion soup on the morning
after their wedding night to restore their libido. (Johan’s Guide to
Aphrodisiacs)
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Next Pepa adds a clove of garlic, “…used as an aphrodisiac by the Egyptians,
Greeks, Romans, Chinese and Japanese. Garlic mixed with lard used externally
to bring on an erection has been suggested by a professor at USC Medical
School” (Johan’s Guide). And according to Ratsch:
The Romans consecrated (garlic) to Ceres, the Goddess of Fertility, and
made a love drink from pressed garlic juice and coriander. Many old
books on herbs state that garlic leads to lascivious behavior. It is also
claimed that garlic can heal impotency brought about by witchcraft. It is
often said that meals heavy in garlic have erotic effects. (45)
Even the salt Pepa adds has potential aphrodisiacal properties, according to the
Indian tradition or Ayurvedic medicine (Johan’s Guide). And the vinegar and
olive oil that she uses are both listed by Taberner as aphrodisiacs (pgs. 260261).
It is clear that at this early point in the movie, Pepa hopes to mend her
relationship with Iván and seduce him with her cooking. And for Pepa, who
is still operating within the patriarchal paradigm, the preparation of gazpacho for
Iván is an expression of her love for him. As Parkin tells us in Kitchen Culture:
…culture in the twentieth century bound women, food and love together…
and…saw the preparation and consumption of food in distinctly gendered
terms. While everyone ate food, society held women responsible for its
purchase and preparation. Cooking for their families (or in this case, for
her lover) was an activity emblematic of women’s love. (Parkin 52)

In addition to the standard ingredients, Pepa’s blood acts like a magical
ingredient in a love charm to draw Iván to her. Such charms date from ancient
times, as we see from this example from the thirteenth century:
Take the hairs of the woman whose love you desirest, and keep them until
the Friday following, and that day before sun rising. Then with thine own
blood, write thine own name and her name in virgin wax on parchment,
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and burn the hair and letters to dust on a red-hot fire, and give it to her in
meat and drink and she shall be so much taken with thee that she shall
take no rest. (Taberner 51)
Spanish culture is fascinated with charms and talismans and Almodóvar leaves
little doubt that Pepa and the audience are aware, on some level, of this tradition.
“Lo hice para él,” Pepa says, I made it for him. “El secreto,” she tells us, “está en
mezclarlo bien,” in mixing it well. “A Iván le encanta como lo mezclo yo,” she
tells her rival Lucia—Iván is enchanted by how I mix it, and she is certain she can
bend him to her will and seduce him again with this powerful magical charm like
a modern day witch who has swapped her cauldron for a three speed blender. To
further insure the desired outcome, Pepa drugs the gazpacho with 25-30
morphidols-- sleeping tablets. By so doing, she is loosing a quadruple whammy
upon him—the magic binding spell of blood, the modern chemistry of morphidol,
the traditional art of aprodisiacs and the ancient love debt associated with a
woman feeding a man.
According to the traditional model of a patriarchal society, by making the
gazpacho for Iván, Pepa creates an obligation, a debt that requires him to listen
to her— at least the amount of time it takes him to consume it: These ancient
ideas codified by every society are universally understood and closely bound to
the mechanics of our biology. According to anthropologist Polly Weissner in her
book, Food and the Status Quest: An Interdisciplinary Perspective:
True to its roots in parental care, the preparation and distribution of food—
in the form of family meals, lavish hosting of esteemed visitors, celebratory
feasts or generous redistributions of food and wealth—is often a nurturant
affair. Let there be no doubt, though, that all such occasions include
subtle relations of influence or even dominance on the part of the
nurturant. With the family in the grip of a well-prepared meal, women may
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make their opinions heard, a visitor may be put in a position of gratitude by
the hospitality of his host, and those who are generous in times of feasting
may later call in their debts. (8)
Pepa is counting on her powerful gazpacho combined with the paternal
obligations traditionally associated with motherhood, to appeal to Iván. But Iván
never drinks the gazpacho that affects the other characters who enter Pepa’s life
so profoundly.
It is useful at this point to consider the historical tradition of gazpacho,
considered as a complete meal that was often served to field hands, and the
political implications of serving it. In his article “Food and Commensal Politics in
the Political Economy, archaeologist Michael Dietler constructs the term
“entrepreneurial feast” involving:
The competitive manipulation of commensual hospitality toward the
acquisition of… “symbolic capital” which translates into informal political
power… that is, the ability to influence group decisions or actions which
derives not from the authority vested in a particular formalized status or
role, but rather from the relations created and reproduced in the process
of personal interaction. In this case, there are multiple relations of
reciprocal obligation and sentiments of social superiority/ subordination
between hosts and guests, created through generous displays of
hospitality. The power derived from this sort of commensual politics may
range from a subtle and temporary affirmation of elevated status… to
demands for certain rights and leading managerial roles in group
decisions (92).
This creation of a symbolic capital of debt to one’s host comes into play in the
remainder of the film and governs other characters’ interactions with Pepa’s
dangerous gazpacho. In order to completely understand this it is necessary to
consider the lost origins of gazpacho, shrouded in mystery. There are at least
four theories to explain its putative Pre-Colombian (a pre-tomato) provenance—
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Roman, Arabic, Hebrew or Iberian. According to food historian Clifford Wright,
gazpacho:
… probably originated as a soup during the time when Spain was part of
the Islamic world in the Middle Ages, a soup the Spanish call an ajo
blanco, which contained garlic, almonds, bread, olive oil, vinegar and
salt… Some food writers believe that a dish which has vinegar points to
Roman provenance whose culinary culture popularized vinegar… The
origin of the word gazpacho is uncertain, but etymologists believe it might
be derived from the Mozarab word caspa, meaning “residue” or
“fragments,” an allusion to the small pieces of bread and vegetables in a
gazpacho soup. On the other hand, it may be a pre-Roman Iberian word
modified by the Arabic… José Briz, who wrote a book on gazpacho, also
suggests that the word derives from the Hebrew gazaz, meaning “to break
into pieces,” referring to the bread base. Gazpacho was traditionally
eaten by workers in the fields.
(http://www.cliffordawright.com/history/gazpacho.html)
By giving other characters her gazpacho to drink, by feeding them this meal,
Pepa purposefully creates a debt that she can use to make her political, social
and personal problems disappear.
While the main drama of Pepa’s ruined love life plays out, two subplots
are introduced and intersect with the main storyline. Pepa’s best friend Candela
discovers she has been harboring a group of Shiite terrorists who plan to hijack a
flight to Stockholm. Fearing the police are looking for her, she comes to Pepa for
help. While Pepa, who has torn her phone out in frustration, leaves to get a
telephone repairmen; Candela admits Iván’s son Carlos and his girlfriend,
Marisa, who have come to see about renting the apartment. When Pepa returns,
an odd sort of family reunion occurs between Pepa and Carlos.
Marisa, feeling bored and abandoned by Carlos, discovers the gazpacho
in Pepa’s refrigerator with a gasp of delight, drinks from the pitcher and falls
soundly asleep for the rest of the film, effectively removed from the action.
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Marisa demonstrates two effects of Pepa’s gazpacho spell: while she sleeps,
she has a wonderful sexual dream in which she loses her virginity and Pepa is
allowed to continue with her plan to recover Iván without the distractions of
Marisa’s insecurity and jealousy.
Candela reveals the gravity of her situation to Pepa and Carlos, and while
Pepa sets out to see a feminist lawyer, Paulina Morales, about Candela‘s case,
Carlos calls the police about the terrorist plan to hijack the ten o’clock flight to
Stockholm. While Pepa is gone, Carlos shows an amorous interest in Candela,
who puts up a small show of resistance. Pepa’s meeting with the lawyer goes
badly, and Pepa ends up slapping Paulina Morales, little suspecting that she is
Iván’s new mistress.
Shortly after Pepa’s return, the police show up at the same time as Lucia,
who is looking for Iván in order to kill him, with two pistols hidden in her shopping
bag. To complicate matters, while they are sorting things out, the telephone
repairman appears. Pepa treats all of these visitors as guests, entering into the
“entrepreneurial” mode. She serves them all gazpacho, and tells her story while
they drink, resulting in what Dietler terms “multiple relations of reciprocal
obligation and sentiments of social superiority/ subordination between hosts and
guests, created through generous displays of hospitality.”
While the guests are drinking their gazpacho, several important things
occur to move the plot along: Pepa figures out that Paulina and Iván are going to
Stockholm together on the 10 o’clock flight and Lucia and Pepa explore Iván’s
destruction of their lives. When the policeman asks Pepa what important matters
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she and Lucia have to discuss, Lucia replies, “Hombres. ¿Hay algo que importe
más?” Indeed this misguided notion is what has kept Lucia bound to her
insanity. As Lucia tells us, she tried to forget Iván until one day she heard his
voice telling another woman that he loved her. For her, this was a turning point-she feigns a cure, is released from the mental hospital and has now decided to
kill him.
As the policeman begins to feel sleepy from the morfidol, he demands to
know, “¿Qué tiene este gazpacho?” Pepa recites the recipe as if it were a
magical incantation and by the time she is done, everybody has fallen asleep
except for herself and Lucia, the two mature women who engage in a Manichean
battle over the life of the man of was unfaithful to both of them. Lucia does not
drink the gazpacho because she is immune; a rival capable of judging another
woman’s gazpacho, and she is not seduced by Pepa’s magic. Pepa, as the
maker of a spell, knows better than to drink her potion and turn the spell back on
herself. At this point in the film, Pepa still clings to the hope that Iván will love her
and she cruelly informs Lucia that Iván loves how she makes gazpacho—the
implication being that Lucia’s symbolic and literal gazpacho, her womanhood—
her very sexuality, is not quite up to snuff. Lucia threatens Pepa with her pistols
and throws gazpacho in her face, disabling her to gain some time to kill Iván at
the airport and to remove Pepa as an obstacle.
Pepa is blinded momentarily by her own magic spell, her gazpacho potion
has become a weapon in another woman’s hands; but this blinding is in fact a
metaphor for “not seeing” Iván for who he really is. Pepa’s gazpacho is a
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catalyst of change and once she regains her “sight, ” she has undergone a
positive transformation; a fundamental shift has occurred in her outlook. She
realizes she no longer needs Iván in her life and that she is free of the power he
previously held over her. The powerful gazpacho love spell, cast backwards
upon its maker and subverted by another woman with a legitimate claim upon
Iván, as mother of his son, has come undone. Pepa’s entire world is reframed
and Pepa realizes that from her new perspective she has only one remaining tie
to Iván as the father of her unborn child, which motivates her to save his life.
Lucia hijacks a motorcycle, hitches up her short pink skirt, and with her
wig askew she heads for the airport. Pepa pursues her, forced to leave home
without makeup, wet, stained with gazpacho and barefoot. Both women are now
operating outside the acceptable sphere of female behavior by refusing to allow a
man—Iván-- to control their lives anymore. At the airport, Pepa stops Lucia in
time by bowling her over with a luggage cart and promptly faints. A Medusa-like
Lucía is hauled back to the asylum as Iván runs to help Pepa. He recognizes
that she has saved his life and utters reconciliatory lies, but Pepa is now immune
to his charms. She does not tell him she is pregnant, but she tells him it is too
late for them to save their relationship and returns home to make her own way in
life. She arrives just as Marisa is waking up from her erotic dream to the
realization that she no longer needs Carlos in her life. As a result of the
gazpacho spell, Marisa overcomes her frustrations to become a sexualized
woman, metaphorically capable of fulfilling her own needs.
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For the other characters that imbibe gazpacho, the outcomes vary,
according to Pepa’s desires. In the case of the pair of policeman pursuing the
Shiites, time stops as Pepa recites the recipe. This gives Pepa the opportunity
she needs to save Iván and finally confront him. And when she returns from the
airport, the policemen are blocked from pursuing her because of the debt
incurred by her entrepreneurial gazpacho feast, because she is their hostess.
Her brush with the law has been avoided through her clever spell and
manipulation of societal codes. And the innocent telephone repairman, caught
up in the maelstrom of Pepa’s life, is snared like an animal. Pepa considers
seducing him briefly, understanding full well the effects of the gazpacho, but
decides to leave him for Marisa, “casi major para Marisa, la pobre,” feeling some
guilt for what has happened between Carlos and Candela because she knows
what the outcome of her spell will be.
Pepa’s magic gazpacho allows her best friend, Candela, who willingly
drinks the potion and submits to Pepa’s magic, to forget her sordid Shiite past
and find her true love, Carlos. Carlos is so inflamed by the mere presence of
Candela and the dangerous gazpacho that he becomes a kissing maniac and
Candela must put some ice in the gazpacho and drug it some more before he
drinks it—in an attempt to imbue the potion with the effect of a symbolic “cold
shower.” This modification of Pepa’s recipe allows Candela to claim the effects
of the potion for herself and buy Pepa time to resolve her Shiite problem. By
drinking the potion, Candela seemingly removes herself from involvement in
Pepa’s mangled love life; but the love triangle between Carlos, Candela and
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Marisa functions as a reflection of the relationship between Pepa, Lucia and Iván.
This similarity potentiates the effects of the gazpacho spell-- the gazpacho has
ensnared Carlos, binding him to Candela in the strong love spell she modified to
suit her desires. The intended effects of Pepa’s spell are played out in the
younger generation. Almodóvar leaves little doubt that Candela will dominate the
relationship and dictate the sexual terms: Carlos, who is so often compared to
his father in the film, will not be another Iván simply because he has drunk the
gazpacho. In the end, both Marisa and Pepa, who talk on the balcony while the
others sleep off the effects of the spell, have reclaimed their powerful status.
Both have fully realized their independence and discovered they don’t need men
in their lives, unlike the unfortunate Lucia and Candela. Through the magic of
the gazpacho, they are able to renounce traditional female roles.
Almodóvar has masterfully used the color, symbolism and eroticism of
gazpacho to communicate his emancipatory message for Spanish women and
undermine the traditional codified ideals of female sexuality and behavior
ironically. Almodóvar reveals the strong self sufficiency inherent in his female
characters who don’t need men in their lives—in fact, he implies that within the
traditional system, men are inevitably detrimental to a woman, unless they can
be tightly controlled. In Mujeres al borde de un ataque de nervios, he gives us
the magic recipe that allows women to step outside of traditional patriarchal
roles. In the world of this film, any woman who can make a metaphorical good
gazpacho can control her own life and destiny. In other words, gazpacho
becomes an elixir of enlightenment feminism and a philter of female freedom.
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6. Abstract: It is often difficult today to imagine Africa as anything but a conflicted geographical space,
ravaged by war and poverty. As Achille Mbembe argues, “to a great degree, what is called Africa is first
and foremost a geographical accident” that has become imbricated with “a radical uncertainty” driven
“by the omnipresence of death and the predominance of politics as the work of death (necropolitics)”
(“Power of the False,” 631). It seems, therefore, that the “disjunctive flows” of “globalization” have
produced “floating populations, transnational politics within national borders, and mobile configurations
of technology and expertise” (Appadurai 6, 5). This, in turn, creates “problems that manifest themselves
in intensely local forms but have contexts that are anything but local” (6). As a result, African cultures,
conceived in a maelstrom that includes “a broad range of colonial and decolonizing experiments, recent
experiences of national sovereignty, vast discrepancies in natural resources, uneven border control, and
examples of population mobility,” seem to be easy prey for the negative forces of globalization (Thomas
244).
Within this context, popular media play a particular role in creating these “relations of disjuncture” by
traveling “across national boundaries” and promulgating “images of well-being that cannot be satisfied
by national standards of living and consumer capabilities” (Appadurai 5). As Olaka-Onyango argues,
“many of the images portrayed through the Internet, on television, or via radio can be demeaning and
disempowering, even racist, thereby impugning the development of holistic notions of an African
culture or of African womanhood” (1249). Hence, there is a strong tendency to suggest that such
incursions destroy “many of what were once concentrated, deeply rooted, and positive African cultural
values” (1249). In this sense, Africa becomes the helpless victim of a globalizing media seemingly bent
on eradicating its many cultures.
Yet, this may be selling the continent and its peoples short: by taking the position that African cultures
can only be passive victims without agency within the auspices of globalism is to suggest, “the African
subject cannot express him- or herself in the world other than as a wounded and traumatized subject”
(Mbembe, “Power of the False,” 630). Despite the economic and political challenges facing Africa,
African artists and theorists are creating spaces of transnational exchange in popular media that not only
undermine the barriers facing them, but also write Africa on the face of globalization itself. Arjun
Appadurai argues persuasively that “imagination” has the power to permit “people to consider
migration, resist state violence, seek social redress, and design new forms of civic association and
collaboration” and fuels “collective patterns of dissent and new designs for collective life” (6). In this
vein, indigenous popular media products might appropriate western-inflected technologies and
entertainment forms, but the way these are transformed to serve local needs and issues provides a
counterpoint to such influences.
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This paper challenges the perception that Africa appears to epitomize “the postcolony itself” as “defined
by a sense of crisis” spurred on by failing economies and the ravages of war (Gikandi 630). The current
focus on the seeming decay of African societies reflects a conception of Africa as ”an object apart from
the world,” which “perpetually underplays the embeddedness in multiple elsewheres of which the
continent actually speaks”(Mbembe and Nuttall 348). In short, far from being totally estranged from, or
subsumed by, the forces of globalization, there exist African-driven solutions to some of the challenges
facing the continent that unfold in a transnational context where art and culture are driven by, and
transform or surmount, such barriers to advancement. These African “imaginations of the self” deriving
from the forces of globalization and shaped for local needs, “are born out of disparate but often
intersecting practices, the goal of which is not only to settle factual and moral disputes about the world
but also to open the way for self-styling” (Mbembe 2002, 242).
This paper investigates the existence of transnational spaces in African video art through a narrative and
aesthetic analysis of South African artist Berni Searle’s double screen video installation, Home and
Away. First produced for the 2003 NMAC Montenmedio Arte Contemporaneo Foundation in Vejer,
Spain, the video installation explores “allusions to contact and exchange, to insertion and dispersal, to
displacement and diaspora” in a way that reconfigures art and gender as a flow of historical transfers
that resonate across cultural divides (van der Watt 2004, 78). Searle’s performance in the video involves
her floating in the ocean between Morocco and Spain, an obvious reference to trade routes between
Europe and Africa, but also a lyrical reference to hybridity and Searle’s own complex personal history
and ancestry. In this relational approach to African identities, Searle’s work exemplifies how some
African artists are questioning and reconfiguring postcolonial identities and the interrelationships
between the personal, culture, gender, race and globalization.
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This essay examines how Irishness is constituted in the multi-volume Field Day
Anthology of Irish Writing, a collection that has been considered by critics and reviewers
to be controversial because it appears to be canon-defining in terms of its scope.
Particularly, the work has been criticized for its initial negative impact on the
representation or lack thereof of Irish women writers. This essay investigates this impact
on Irish women writers in general and on Edna O’Brien in particular. The editors appear
to define Irishness by privileging Ireland’s historical and often antagonistic relationship
to Great Britain. I argue that Seamus Deane’s anthology with its apparent nationalist
impulses mimics the larger cultural marginalization of women by immediately
foregrounding the work of men and only later realizing the imbalance and making room
for volumes four and five devoted to women’s writing. In both the shaping of a nation
and the creation of a literary canon such as the Field Day Anthology women should
provide passive inspiration rather than active participation. The limited space given to
Edna O’Brien’s work—one short story—exemplifies the larger cultural strictures placed
on Irish women both before and after independence in the Republic and in the current
social structure in Northern Ireland. Field Day is a product of its Republican culture and
demonstrates this allegiance in its shaping a literary culture as a form of separate sphere
ideology; in doing so it functions as a constitution of sorts. Even though O’Brien’s work
is sparsely represented in the anthology, I suggest that the chosen short story, “Number
Ten,” still reveals some of the subversive tactics O’Brien employs to expose and
reconstitute women’s social position in Ireland and her own position in Irish letters.
What is at stake in the tension between Field Day’s agenda and O’Brien’s short story is
the right to define Irishness; and while the editors of Field Day do make a case for
plurality in defining what it is to be Irish, I argue that they are still operating within a
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framework governed by sectarian and gendered politics and O’Brien’s text both exposes
and undermines these agendas.
Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing
The Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing, a multivolume edition that constitutes a
chronological canon of Irish writing, created quite a heated controversy because when the
three-volume edition was published in 1991 women were severely underrepresented in
the project. No women at all served on the editorial board and in approximately 1500
pages of text, only thirty-nine women are included. 1 After this spate of negative
publicity played out in academic venues and newspaper and journal reviews, subsequent
volumes were planned to focus on the tradition of Irish women’s writing. The twovolume addition was published in 2001. Prior to volumes four and five when journalist
and novelist Nuala O’Faolain asked Seamus Deane why he didn’t include more women
writers he told her he forgot, a response he later claimed was a joke but no one found it
amusing. 2

While O'Faolain found his honesty refreshing, his response does suggest a

certain blind spot on Deane's part that in many ways represents male thinking about
female contributions not only to literature but also more generally to Irish society: they
are invisible and, therefore, easy to overlook. That Deane forgot to include women
writers suggests the need for a conscious effort to choose women writers in order to
create a representative anthology rather than because their work immediately comes to
mind as worthy of such a merit. Further, Deane's simple comment suggests that he does
not have to be well-versed in the work of Irish women writers because of their work does
not fit the parameters of inclusion. Patricia Boyle Haberstroh and Christine St. Peter
point out that there is little excuse for such an oversight given that women’s writing was
being regularly published as early as 1975 by Arlen House publishers and several
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anthologies of women’s writing across the centuries have been published. 3 Edna
Longley refuses to believe Deane's omission is an innocuous lapse in memory. She says
in direct response to Field Day, "the aesthetic ideology which claims autonomy for a
work of art is a political force which pretends not to be so," 4 thus suggesting that the
exclusion of women writers was deliberate rather than accidental. And since decisions
about the make up of the anthology were not based on a purely aesthetic foundation
which would have indicated what the editors believe to be ‘good’ writing, the exclusion
of writing by women must be explained by the argument that Deane wrongly believes
women have nothing useful to say about Ireland as a nation or Irishness as an identity.
What is interesting about the controversy is that it spans the experiences of
literature and national identity and makes a deliberate connection between the two. And
it can be said that defining the nation and creating a literary canon are not uncommon
pursuits; in fact, literary canons, religious law, and political constitutions derive from
similar roots. Kennedy explains that the Greek origin of the word 'canon,' meant "a
straight rod or bar . . . a rule or model in law and art," 5 in other words a measure of value
or law as well as being the container of that value. Hence, biblical canons, literary
canons, and legal constitutions contain within them the processes of judgment or the
testing criteria, 6 meaning that reformation requires an adjustment of the very measures by
which the law of these canons is assessed. One cannot simply add to the existing law;
instead the very rationale for the law has to be changed. If we carry this logic to the Field
Day Anthology, then, women cannot simply be added to it. One might argue that
Volumes Four and Five testify to the necessity of such wholesale change in that the
volumes did not merely add to the original three; instead, they redefined the nature of a
canon by reshaping the project.
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Anderson and Zanetti suggest a further connection between literary and political
canons by explaining that in the Renaissance, the literary canon was known as the
"Republic of Letters," 7 a canon which is also a geographic territory governed by the law
of aesthetic judgment, thus quite literally merging the experience of nation and literature.
In these terms its own Republic of Letters, an apt nomenclature given the political
motivations of the editors, the Field Day Anthology both operates within and helps to
further shape the Irish nation in the same way that the Irish Free State was controlled by
the values hidden amongst the 1937 Constitution's articles which themselves embody the
judgments of the Catholic Church. In both political and literary contexts, the borders are
where most competition exists because they are what define by exclusion. Thus, the
struggle to enter into a literary canon, especially an Irish one, involve tackling the very
foundations of Irish culture given these semantic interconnections between literature,
politics and religion.
Deane does not want to be pinned down too thoroughly on the foundational
criteria for the anthology. Indeed, his general introduction is even ambivalent about his
intentions for the anthology, despite the fact that readers of it appear clear. While Deane
himself skirts around the understanding that the Field Day Anthology constitutes a canon
of Irish writing, readers such as Gerry Smyth and Edna Longley recognize the canonmaking impulse in the work. While Smyth hedges and calls it "a canon of sorts" and is
not willing to fully rail against the project, 8 Longley clearly sees Deane's purpose as
overtly political in that it not only omits women writers but also it skews Irish literature
towards the agendas of Protestantism and Republicanism, saying that "the Field Day
locates its own political heart north of the Border." 9 Such an agenda suggests a close link
between a canon and a constitution since it can be argued that both are narratives of
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nation which embody history, myth, and blueprint for a culture.
Deane's formal rationale for the project is to reclaim Irish writing from the
English tradition as well as to create a hypothetical canon that reveals the foundation of
English power that would appropriate Irish writing for its own tradition. He says "what
we show is an example of the way in which canons are established and the degree to
which they operate as systems of ratification and authority." 10 So, he suggests that this is
an exercise to illuminate the nuts and bolts of canon construction but does not in and of
itself constitute a canon. This façade or metanarrative as Deane calls it is set up to mask
the canon-making results even if the intention was not to legislate as such suggests a
discomfort on the part of Deane to admit either the intentions of the effects of such an
exercise. It is possible that he wishes to downplay the fact that demonstrating the power
of canon-making also means wielding it and that while such authority reclaims Irish
writers from the English canon, the tools of such emancipation are the same. Indeed, he
is attempting to reveal but remain immune to the fact that Kennedy articulates, "canon
formation is an inherently hegemonising process or a blatantly imperialist endeavor," 11
where even aesthetic concerns provide a veil for ideology.
Furthermore, given that Deane's central agenda is to pit Irish writing against an
English tradition suggests that he is putting literature to work for a nationalist ideology
still alive in his Derry roots. Hence, the context for the anthology translates a literary
conflict into a political one by reading Irish literary history, in Deane's sense more
broadly defined to include political tracts, speeches and songs, as a history of shifts and
struggles with Ireland's national identity. Writing rather than literature foregrounds the
political importance of the literary and while this redefinition broadens the scope of the
anthology by including more genres, the text is then limited by its central concern with a
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national identity that is shaped by a postcolonial and sectarian struggle. He says, "We are
concerned, then, to re-present a series of representations concerning the island of Ireland-its history, geography, political experience, social forms and economy--over a period of
1,500 years." 12 Political nationalism defined itself in masculine terms, women becoming
passive but fertile muses to the struggle it is no surprise that Deane finds little necessity
to include women's voices. Instead, women are the occasions and inspirations for or
territories represented in texts constructed by men. Indeed, it may be that his lapse in
memory is related to the collective masculine impulse to ignore women's agency when
national identity is at stake. As Rick Wilford points out, "men . . . suffer a collective and
convenient memory loss about the contribution made by women to national liberation
struggles." 13 The same could be said of Deane, his editors, and the Field Day Anthology.
Furthermore, in his omission Deane is endorsing the nationalist paradigm that defined the
Irish Free State and the current Republican struggle in the North, and demonstrates
Reizbaum's point that "nationalism is responsible for the suppression of women's
writing." 14 In other words, in the realms of the Troubles (both North and South) and the
Field Day Anthology "women's concerns [are] still anthithetical to nationalist religious
concerns" 15
All this leads to an assertion that nation-shaping and canon-creating are men’s
work. Both nations and literary canons are created by patriarchal cultural systems that
continuously reproduce themselves through a male lineage based upon competition and
violent overthrow. Karen Lawrence points out that "literary canons disguise their own
histories of violence" by appearing to transcend ideology 16 and be based on purely
aesthetic criteria. Yet hidden behind the apparent apolitical nature of aesthetics is
political motivation embedded in the value judgments created to support the canon. It is
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interesting that Deane’s project functions explicitly as a canon which does not privilege
aesthetic value; instead, choices are based on the politically appropriateness of texts.
And while this strategy might appear to be refreshingly honest in that it foregrounds what
is usually in the background, we must remember that both political and aesthetic criteria
exclude the same texts: those written by women and about subjects particular to minority
populations because value judgments benefit the privileged whether the criteria is
political or aesthetic.
Edna O’Brien and Field Day
In Irish culture for much of the last century, femininity has been subsumed and put to the
work for the benefit of maintaining a system of privileging male values and
achievements. In the Republic the Catholic Church and the 1937 Constitution together
has represented femininity via the iconography of Mother Ireland: the reproducer of Irish
sons for the cause of independence and the very land over which the fight takes place,
and the Blessed Virgin: the self-sacrificing, stoic mother of God who is ideal because
unlike real women she is flawless. Yet they are images rather than agents, myths rather
than storytellers. Women have suffered the same fate in the North; they have been
expected to support the cause but not take up arms for it. The storytellers have been
predominantly males canonized for their linguistic abilities both in terms of their duties to
the state and to the body of literature, the canon that they constitute. Women have been
muses, objects to be created within texts, bodies to reproduce, territories to traverse,
identities to constitute. Yet as Declan Kiberd explains, "the revolutionary slaying-of-thefather most often ends simply by instituting some new father or authority figure," 17 thus
replicating a system already in place. However, if women reconstitute their own
positions within this system, then they may foster a change in the system itself. O'Brien's
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writing, I believe, poses such a challenge to the Field Day Anthology
Yet O'Brien's position within the canon is marginal because she, like her female
counterparts, is not conceived of as an effective competitor to opponents such as the
executive board of Joyce, Yeats and Beckett. Particularly because her concerns are not
always universal (in other words male-centered) and she engages in writing about
women's experience in Ireland, especially with reference to women's sexual desires, her
work has been judged as prurient and damaging to Irish women's chaste image which
means that it can't be good literature. As Eavan Boland has argued, “it used to be easier
to have a political murder in an Irish poem than to have a baby.” 18 Gerardine Meaney
points out that the only Irish woman writer she read at University College Dublin in the
1980s was Jennifer Johnston and that instead she had to traverse two “monumental peaks
[Yeats and Joyce]” and a “cliff face [Beckett].” 19 Even when O’Brien did enter the
political foray and write about the ‘Troubles,’ she was lambasted for writing beyond her
experience, as in the case of House of Splendid Isolation. Similarly, because O'Brien has
a public persona that she has shaped for herself, one that is glamorous and independent,
she has been refused serious attention. As she points out the irony herself by saying, "If
you happen to have your hair done, well, then you can't be a serious writer." 20
Rebecca Pelan argues that O'Brien has utilized her "Irish Colleen" persona in
order to attract attention to her work; however, the kind of attention it has attracted has
resulted in a devaluation of her literary talents, "the ultimate consequence of the persona
has been the relegation of O'Brien's writing to the realm of popular fiction, a less
prestigious category which allows the content of her writing to go virtually unnoticed." 21
Articles appearing in Vogue and Ms magazines about clothes, hotels, and travel, and
statements made to interviewers about her anxiety over finding a decent hairdresser on
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her book tours could suggest a writer who is more concerned with image than with craft.
Still, many interviewers introduce O'Brien by a description of her including what she is
wearing, the color of her eyes and hair—green and red respectively, the very emblems of
Irish femininity—and her more urbanely glamorous demeanor.
O'Brien exploits the stereotypical Irishness that reviewers and critics foreground.
Her nationality is a conversation piece and yet at the same time, O'Brien's writing is
criticized for its excessive "Irishness," this Irishness perhaps referring to her lush, lyrical
language, her use of Irish words and lilting idioms, her concentration on Irish characters
and their subsequent preoccupation with their home land, and her so-called tragic
outlook. Also, integral to her Irishness is O'Brien's relationship to the Irish Censorship
Board and critics often discuss the sensational reception O'Brien's fiction received in
Ireland because the banning of her books initially gained the attention of readers outside
Ireland. All of this makes her, according to Pelan, " . . . too 'stage-Irish' for the Irish, too
Irish for the English and too flighty and romantic for the feminists." 22 Yet O’Brien’s
brand of Irishness is not as uncomplicated as it appears; instead, her work unearths a
continuous tension between her female Irish characters and the culture into which they
are socialized, whether they remain in Ireland or not. Hence, even as early as The
Country Girls trilogy, O’Brien’s essential redefinition of Irish femininity is set in direct
contrast to that which Irish culture has historically dictated. Implicit is a critique of
nationalism which has equated real women with the impossible ideals of Mother Ireland
and the Blessed Virgin. Such a critique may not sit well with the Field Day editors,
hence their selective decision concerning what O’Brien text to include in their anthology.
O'Brien’s work is included in Volume Three of the Field Day Anthology, so we
might argue that she has one toe in the door of the literary men’s club. Yet, she is
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represented in the anthology by one short story, "Number Ten," from her 1976 collection
Mrs. Reinhardt and Other Stories, a solitary text that is supposedly representative of her
entire canon. O'Brien herself regards her contribution as a "meager insertion." 23 The
paragraph introduction to this paltry entry suggests that her early writing lacked
credibility because it is structured by "a naïveté of artifice" which 'threatened' the value of
her work. 24 Only the attention bestowed on her by The New Yorker and her
"appropriately more urbane voices" 25 redeem her work for the Field Day editors and the
chosen short story represents the part of her writing which is worth reading. One can
only imagine that the quantity and variety of literary awards O'Brien has received for
many of her other works are considered worthless by the editors because they are not
Irish awards. Further, the editors’ rationale for choosing “Number Ten” rather than a text
from O’Brien’s earlier writing is based on aesthetic judgment rather than how adequately
it meets the needs of an anthology defining Irishness in opposition to British colonial
appropriation of their national literature. Such a move suggests a double standard for
evaluating O’Brien’s work and, I would argue, a desire to choose an O’Brien text that
does not compete with the identity frameworks within which the editors are operating.
A defense of this solitary choice might be made by suggesting that within the
section Irish Fiction 1965-1990 many male writers are represented by a single short story,
it is important to note that O'Brien's oeuvre from 1965 to 1990 is diverse in genre and
subject and contains a plethora of work that interrogates Irish identity. The short story is,
I believe, therefore a reduction of her contribution to Irish literature and along with the
introduction to the entry provides a skewed vision of her work.
If the participants in the 2005 Edna O’Brien: A Reappraisal conference or the
Edna O'Brien panel at the 1999 Celebrating Irish Women writers had been separately
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asked to choose one text that they felt exemplified the work of Edna O'Brien, I doubt that
many would choose "Number Ten" as a representative text. Perhaps some might have
chosen "Lantern Slides," her particularly Joycean text and title story of her awardwinning collection. Others might have chosen "The Connor Girls" or "Sister Imelda"
because of their specific focuses on young Irish women living in Ireland in the 1950s and
tackling the then more controversial issue of illicit female sexualities. O’Brien herself
might have chosen the story “Brother,” about an incestuous relationship between a
woman and her about-to-be-married bachelor brother. Perhaps someone might choose to
give O'Brien more space and opt for one of her novels, perhaps her first, The Country
Girls, since it is her most well-known and introduces O’Brien’s continued battle with the
Church and State’s control of its women in ways that were dysfunctional and
psychologically damaging; or Night her more experimental novel which duels with the
specters of both Joyce and Beckett and offers us a version of a postcolonial paradigm of
an Irish caretaker, Mary Hooligan, in a British household who appropriates both the
space and identities of her employers. Certainly, her novel House of Splendid Isolation is
more appropriate to the nationalist concerns of the anthology given that it addresses the
problem of Ireland’s partition and, in a democratic narrative, offers a variety of
perspectives on terrorism and women’s involvement in it.
Any of these choices would have been better than a story such as "Number Ten"
which is rooted in English experience and indeed has, on the surface, no remnants of
Irishness. If the editors of Field Day consider her urbanity an improvement, one might
wonder how they perceive the lack of Irish context for "Number Ten" as being
appropriate for an anthology which claims to plumb the depths of Irishness. "Number
Ten" is set in London and there is every indication that Mr. and Mrs. Reinhardt are
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English, despite their German name, given that there are no references to Ireland, despite
the fact that the specifics of locale are crucial to O'Brien, and Mr. Reinhardt is a vocal
British patriot. Indeed, the lifestyle of this couple is quite comfortable as Mr. Reinhardt
owns an art gallery and a country house and Mrs. Reinhardt shops at Harrods. This
scenario is far removed from the class issues resident in many of O'Brien's texts where
her female characters are impoverished in stifling rural environments or who exist in
cities but carry with them a pattern of rural socialization that imprisons them. Hence, in
many ways "Number Ten" is an anomaly in O'Brien's oeuvre rather than a typical text.
O'Brien's version of Irishness is highly critical of masculinity and men's brutality
and lack of responsibility towards women. Indeed, texts such as the Country Girls trilogy
critique the equation of nationalism and masculinity by demonstrating the absurd limits
when women are expected to embody the nation rather than act within it. The combined
iconography of the Blessed Virgin and Mother Ireland create for Caithleen an impossible
model to which she should aspire, and her misreading of her mother as well as her own
Catholic upbringing create nothing but psychological disorder and a rejection of her own
femininity through the acts of hysterectomy and finally suicide. Perhaps the Field Day
editors have been deliberately selective in their choice of O'Brien text in that by choosing
a short story which completely evades an Irish subject, they are avoiding the implied
critique of their own project.
In choosing "Number Ten" as their representative O'Brien text, the editors are
also misrepresenting the story which is itself a fragment. The story concerns the
supposedly mutual fantasy life of Mr. and Mrs. Reinhardt in which the history of their
passionate courtship is reimagined in a neutral space--the house at number ten-- and
which they separately visit, during the night in the case of Mrs. Reinhardt, or at lunch
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time in the case of Mr. Reinhardt. Their fifteen year marriage is in a stalemate and this
indeterminate space, made so because it appears to be both real and imagined, offers
them both access to memory as a way of rekindling their marriage. While they visit
number ten separately they fantasize the spouse's presence, and when she discovers her
husband's frequent rendezvous, Mrs. Reinhardt, from whose point of view the story is
narrated, hopes that they will eventually end up there together and their fantasies will
transform themselves into a revival of the passion in their relationship.
Yet the story is not resolved in Mrs. Reinhardt's final hopes. Instead, the narrative
continues in the final story of the collection, entitled "Mrs. Reinhardt," where we see that
two years later she has misread her husband's visits to number ten; instead of imagining
romantic trysts with her, he has been carrying on an affair with young Rita. Mrs.
Reinhardt's attempts to heal herself and gain control of her life and the circumstances of
being dumped for a younger woman, she continues to misread men and finds herself
being further exploited by them.
Keys in "Number Ten" function as the gateway to a knowledge that Mrs.
Reinhardt never can grasp since the key does not fit any of the key holes she tries and the
one she thinks it will fit, the wardrobe at number ten, she cannot bring herself to test. In
"Mrs. Reinhardt" keys are symbolically transformed into the jewels she wrenches from
her husband as a pay off for the separation. They function in the same manner as
withheld knowledge given that she does not know for sure if they are real, she cannot
contain them in her room, and wearing them attracts the attention of men who may be
looking to rob her. Just like the key, which belonged to Rita, the jewels belong to another
woman, in this case Mr. Reinhardt's mother, and represent a piece of her husband. Yet in
owning them she does not possess her husband and the knowledge she has gained of him
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along with the jewels brings her no satisfaction.
Keys and jewels are also representative of female genitalia, that mystery which
must be protected at all costs given the preciousness of the commodity. Since the keys
and the jewels are integral to sexual relationships both inside and outside marriage, one
might argue that the knowledge Mrs. Reinhardt is seeking is that of her own desire. Yet
it is ever elusive, even when she takes control in her tryst with the American tourist in
"Mrs. Reinhardt." While she satisfies her own desire and chooses to leave him in the
bathroom while she rests, she does not sexually master her lover; instead, he exploits her
and embarrasses her so that she is shamed at the revelation of her stupidity and naivete.
Mrs. Reinhardt's reconciliation with her husband at the conclusion of this title
story posits a temporary sojourn from this quest for knowledge that has pursued Mrs.
Reinhardt through these interconnected stories. The suggestion in the last lines of the
story, "And by morning who knows? Who knows anything anyhow" 26 offers us the
ambiguity of a readerly lack of knowledge since we do not know whether their marriage
will survive the affair now or in the imagined future. We may, like Mrs. Reinhardt,
misread if we project our own ending onto the story by arguing that the marriage must
survive, our evidence being Mrs. Reinhardt's character and even her name to suggest that
her identity is completely bound within her marital status. However, we may similarly
misread the story if we argue that she will not remain in the marriage, citing the two Mrs.
Reinhardts created by the woman looking at her mirror image and becoming excited at
her newly-found freedom. Not knowing, the state in which we find ourselves along with
Mrs. Reinhardt, thus offering both the reader, the writer, and the character, limited access
to knowledge. None can master or contain the text.
By reading "Number Ten" as a solitary text, a reader perhaps sees a self-contained
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story about a housewife whose husband is no longer interested in her and whose devotion
to domesticity makes her undesirable. This tension is simply resolved at the level of
fantasy for Mrs. Reinhardt who anticipates the transformation from fantasy to reality. In
this case she is a more pathetic figure because all of her agency is contained within the
fantasy world of the house at number ten. For the editors of Field Day it is perhaps safer
for the Mrs. Reinhardt of "Number Ten" to be a representative O'Brien protagonist than
the Mrs. Reinhardts in the final story of this collection, since within "Mrs. Reinhardt" lies
the potential for her actual agency. Before I turn to volumes Four and Five of Field Day
I want to disrupt the circumscribed focus Field Day has created for Edna O'Brien by
examining the ways in which “Number Ten” might still yet subvert Field Day’s political
agenda.
Firstly, it is possible to read this story as a colonial allegory gone astray. While
this particular reading of “Number Ten” flattens the richness of the text, it does reinforce
my thesis that O’Brien’s writing is engaged with redefining Irish identities by exposing
the limits of those which have held such weight for most of the century, hence I offer this
tentative reading as an example of how O’Brien’s story does not sit comfortably within
the pages of Field Day. The title of the story and its location in London suggests quite
distinctly, one of the central locations of power in the British Empire: Number Ten
Downing Street. In O'Brien's story Number Ten becomes the site of sexual fantasy which
at times is brutal. It is the place where Mr. Reinhardt takes "possession of [Mrs.
Reinhardt] with such a force that afterward she suspected she had a broken rib," 27 a
reading of which might evoke the well known allegory of rape that is frequently
entrenched with anti-colonialist discourse. If this is the case then Mr. Reinhardt with his
concerns about Britain's entry into the Common Market and his passionate love of
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England becomes symbolically England forcing himself on Ireland, Mrs. Reinhardt,
whose fecundity and entrapment are represented by the cow caught by the udders on the
barbed wire fence at their country house rather than the poor old woman transformed into
beauty and youth.
Yet, there is a problem with this personification of Ireland's struggle with
England. Ireland, in the shape of Mrs. Reinhardt, is the product of her fantasy and desire
for a happy union with her husband. Indeed, she seems to enjoy the brutish nature of
their sexual encounters and goes back nightly for more. Also, the broken rib might
suggest an erasure of Mrs. Reinhardt's femininity, thus making the near-rape between
men and therefore homosexual, thus calling into question the sexualities of both colonizer
and colonized. If we continue this allegory it appears that Ireland is complicit with
England for its own subjugation and perhaps even desires a relationship that is forceful
and not heterosexual. Yet even Mrs. Reinhardt's solitary ramblings at Number Ten bring
her peace as it represents her ideal territory and her relationship to it is perfect. Hence,
the house can be seen as Ireland's desire to appropriate British power for itself. And the
plot thickens as it is revealed that Mrs. Reinhardt's fantasy is nothing more than that;
beneath it, her husband is not interested in her at all. He prefers younger and more
vivacious territory. Hence, Number Ten as a site of power which Ireland covets to wield
for itself, does not exist in reality and the power which she claims in that space is mere
illusion. In this case since the Field Day's relationship to power mirrors that of its
political brothers, its own power is revealed to be mere illusion. Hence, O'Brien's story
can resist the Field Day framework within which it has been placed as a
misrepresentation of her work to avoid her critical eye.
Furthermore, the imaginary space of “Number Ten” is a site of power struggle
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and communication very much like the concept of “fifth province,” an idea proposed by
Brian Friel as a way of understanding the intentions of the Field Day Theatre Company.
The term is borrowed from debates in Irish journal The Crane Bag where Richard
Kearney and Mark Patrick Hederman describes it as “the secret centre . . . a place where
all oppositions are resolved.” 28 The fifth province is located both within Ireland as an
addendum to the four geographical provinces and yet outside it since it is an imaginary
space where the divisiveness of sectarianism would be dissolved into some kind of
consensus and also, according to Richard Kearney, “connects the ‘parish’ . . . with the
‘cosmos.’” 29 Similarly, the house at “Number Ten” both exists as a geographic space but
also is an imaginary site of sexual exploration, the consensus being reached by husband
or wife or two nations if we read the story as allegory. Certainly such an imaginary space
of reconciliation is appropriate for the intentions of the Field Day editors, but only if we
don’t complete the narrative by paring “Number Ten” with “Mrs. Reinhardt.” When
these two stories are read together we see the failure of the imaginary space and the
mundane reality of a failed marriage and a woman potentially redefining herself outside
of the marriage fantasy. In completing the story, therefore, we see the potential of the
fifth province disintegrate like the Reinhardt’s marriage.
O’Brien’s critique of Irish identity conflicts with the concerns of the Field Day
editorial board, and what appears to be her deliberately marginalized position within it
suggests that her ideas are a threat to the coherence of the project, despite editorial claims
of plurality and diversity. It is also clear from the structure and intent of the Field Day
Anthology, a "cock-up," 30 according to Edna Longley, that women are an afterthought.
Yet such a mistake distorts the reality of women's writing in Ireland, as Anne Fogarty
explains, "[After Maria Edgeworth] women's contribution to the course of Irish fiction is
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invariably depicted as fitful, discontinuous, and negligible" 31 when this is clearly not the
case. O’Brien’s canon also testifies to a rich diversity of writing that the Field Day
editors overlooked.
As a corrective for this negligence a board of women scholars were charged with
creating an additional volume to exclusively focus on women's writing, a step that further
galvanized critical opinion because the separation of men and women’s work exactly
mirrors the contemporary state of Irish writing, not to mention the Irish Constitution.
Women's literature is largely relegated to its own space which is designed and controlled
by women and the Irish canon (inherently male-dominated) has center stage. So, it
appears that Irish women writers and scholars have not yet won the battle of inclusion
and the separatist decision does not sit well with all. Indeed some writers such as Anne
Enright initially refused to be included in the new volumes because she perceives the
afterthought as an insult, although she has subsequently changed her mind. Yet as one
editor, Gerardine Meaney pointed out, the one-volume edition planned by Cork
University Press became two volumes because of the sheer wealth of material to
include. 32
The Preface to Volumes Four and Five of the Field Day Anthology, which focuses
on women's writing and tradition, also cast a critical eye on the circumstances of their
project, even though they admittedly produce their work under the agency of the Field
Day's masculine gaze. However, instead of the English colonizer and canon being the
site of antagonism for the anthology and from which the editors wish to extricate
themselves, they choose instead the assumptions and practices that have excluded
women's participation in literary productivity. Thus, while the editors in the preface--a
plural voice rather than the singular one of Seamus Deane--claim that "they set out to
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challenge existing canons of Irish writing," 33 implied in this challenge is a critique of
Deane's project in the first three volumes. Plus, they openly acknowledge the "lack of
adequate representation" 34 of women's voices in the earlier volumes.
One might argue that the editors are hiding behind the very authority that they
attack, thus questioning the ethics of such a project. Yet, such criticism is addressed in
the Preface as the editors make it clear that "women's cultural production has always
depended on negotiations about time and money, and the making of this anthology has
required a significant investment of both." 35 Hence, Field Day becomes a useful tool for
them given the difficulty of finding alternative support and so while they wield the power
that Field Day represents, they use it to their advantage by reconfiguring the canon not
only in the simplest terms of their focus on women's writing but also in the organizational
method they have chosen in contrast to Deane's. Furthermore, unlike Deane who is
uncomfortable with acknowledging his privilege, the editors of these new volumes are
unafraid of addressing the intricacies of their position. Their rationale is not couched in
the language of hypothesis.
The two volumes are thematically organized around a variety of concerns that
women have addressed from 600 to the present. For example, some of the subsections of
the anthology are: Natural and Unnatural Women, Medical Writing, Midwifery and
Childbirth, Infanticide, Women and Politics, and Education. Instead of focusing
narrowly on the political as the first three volumes do, these new ones broaden the scope
of Irishness by addressing many more cultural venues and circumstances, those within
which men have little interest or license. The volumes balance their focus on domestic
and non-domestic concerns to show a full range of women's participation in public and
private life, and thus undermining the stereotypical notions of Irish women as passive
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representations of land and culture, domestic slaves, and mythic creatures. Indeed, one of
the volume editors, Gerardine Meaney says that “one aspect of the volumes which gives
me as an editor particular satisfaction at this stage is the juxtaposition within them of
poetry, fiction and drama with women’s stories from workhouses, convents and prisons
and the intermingling of both with the legacy of storytellers, singers and keeners,” thus
creating a “very diverse and complex picture of women’s history and creative output.” 36
Edna O'Brien appears more frequently in Volumes Four and Five. Indeed, she is
represented by excerpts from her first three novels, collectively known as The Country
Girls Trilogy, an interview about censorship, a short story, "The Mouth of the Cave,"
about an unfulfilled lesbian fantasy, and an excerpt from her autobiographical and
anthropological work, Mother Ireland. These works appear in sections devoted to lesbian
sexuality, critiques of heterosexuality, education, feminism and cultural critique, and
women in politics in independent Ireland. Indeed, the scope she is given in the anthology
is far more appropriate to the range of concerns her work addresses. And the editors'
focus on O'Brien as a writer concerned with female sexuality, education, politics in the
new Irish state, and cultural critique. In these volumes O’Brien’s critiques of Irishness
take on a more central focus which redresses the grievances of her place in Volume
Three.
From her first three novels—The Country Girls trilogy—to her most recent
trilogy focusing on politics, sex and land 37 —House of Splendid Isolation, Down by the
River, and Wild Decembers—O’Brien has concerned herself with Ireland’s psychological
and cultural indoctrination of its female citizens to transform them into passive
reproducers of the nation. Indeed, in her work we see how the patterns of socialization in
Ireland from the 1950s onwards have damaged women with such overwhelming
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insistence on the heterosexual roles of wife and more particularly mother. Volumes Four
and Five represent these concerns and also offer a sample of O’Brien’s explorations of
alternative sexualities as a way to write her characters out of these limited domestic roles.
O’Brien’s work has paved the way for an entire generation of Irish women writers whom
she offers a precedent for challenging the nation’s construction of femininity in both its
social and literary forms. O’Brien does not remain on the sidelines nor does she allow
female sexuality to be protected and prized by men. O’Brien is definitely a part of the
competition rather than that which is fought for and represented.
Edna O’Brien’s place within Seamus Deane’s canon has been peripheral despite
the fact that her work emerges out of and engages with the cultural and political milieu of
nationalism precisely because she is the one of the first generation raised under the
auspices of the Irish Constitution, a document which significantly limits female civic
responsibilities. The editors of Volumes Four and Five recognize that this environment is
not simply a context for her work but partially constitutes the concerns of her writing. In
her body of work she critiques and redefines women's social and sexual identities in
Ireland and competes with the strong poets of the Irish canon in order to situate herself
within this male-dominated space and become a daughter who slays rather than shops.
This is what I believe the role of Edna O'Brien, or any Irish woman writer for that
matter, should be. In incorporating the power, aesthetics and politics of the canon, and
generating, as Meaney argues, “new critical paradigms” for examining women’s
writing 38 she can then transform the canon for her own purposes, leaving it alive but
maimed.
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Abstract

This essay examines how Irishness is constituted in the three-volume Field Day
Anthology of Irish Writing, a collection that has been considered canon-defining in terms
of its scope, and how it impacts the work of Irish women writers in general and Edna
O’Brien in particular. The editors apparently define Irishness by privileging Ireland’s
historical and often antagonistic relationship to Great Britain. I argue that Seamus
Deane’s anthology with its apparent nationalist impulses mimics the larger cultural
marginalization of women by immediately foregrounding the work of men and only later
realizing the imbalance and making room for volumes four and five devoted to women’s
writing. In both the shaping of a nation and the creation of a literary canon such as the
Field Day Anthology women should provide passive inspiration rather than active
participation. The limited space given to Edna O’Brien’s work—one short story—
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exemplifies the larger cultural strictures placed on Irish women both before and after
independence in the Republic and in the current social structure in Northern Ireland.
Field Day is a product of its Republican culture and demonstrates this allegiance in its
shaping a literary culture as a form of separate sphere ideology; in doing so it functions as
a constitution of sorts. Even though O’Brien’s work is sparsely represented in the
anthology, I suggest that the chosen short story, “Number Ten,” still reveals some of the
subversive tactics O’Brien employs to expose and reconstitute women’s social position in
Ireland and her own position in Irish letters. What is at stake in the tension between Field
Day’s agenda and O’Brien’s short story is the right to define Irishness; and while the
editors of Field Day do make a case for plurality in defining what it is to be Irish, I argue
that they are still operating within a framework governed by sectarian and gendered
politics and O’Brien’s text both exposes and undermines this nationalist agenda.
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The Glass Bead Game:
Ambiguities of Venetian Genre Paintings in
John Singer Sargent’s Venetian Bead Stringers

“Sargent appealed to a cosmopolitan American audience of international
travelers, aesthetes, and the recently rich in search of an instant cultural heritage.”
--Matthew Baigell1
“The figures are extraordinarily natural and vivid…the whole thing free
from that element of humbug which has ever attended most attempts to reproduce
the Italian picturesque.”
--Henry James2
John Singer Sargent’s two extended stays in Venice in the years between 1880 and 1882
are those in which he produced a series of drawings and paintings very unlike those produced by
his compatriots. Sargent’s “Bead Stringers” and “Interiors” were rendered by him at the height
in popularity of what art historians later refer to as the “Venetian genre” from the mid to the end
of the 19th century.3 But in sharp contrast with the pastel colors of James McNeil Whistler and
the convivial, brightly-lit depictions of women at their detailed work by Dutch artist, Carl Van
Haanen, for example, Sargent records for the viewer the untouristed, private, darkly exotic side
of Venice.
Or seemingly records the private, darkly exotic side of Venice. The women in Sargent’s
works are models.4 The scenes Sargent staged are made alluring and mysterious by his use of

1

Matthew Baigell, A Concise History of American Painting and Sculpture, New York: Harper & Row, 1984,
revised edition, 1996, pg. 150.
2
Henry James, Harper’s New York Monthly Magazine, October 1887 as quoted in Julian Halsby, Venice the Artist’s
Vision: A Guide to British and American Painters, China and London: Midas Printing for Unicorn Publishers,
1990, paperback edition 1999, pg. 115.
3
Baigell, pp. 150-152;
4
Trevor Fairbrother, John Singer Sargent, New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers in association with The
National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian Institution (1994), p. 28-30; Richard Ormond, “Modern Life
Subjects” in Sargent and Italy, ed. by Bruce Robertson, Los Angeles, California and Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press (2003), p. 67.
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dark colors contrasted with bright shafts of light, strong compositions of one-point perspective.
The women as Sargent staged them do not engage one another in the composition but instead
look past one another, or stare into their own work, their own basket of beads. Though the ladies
appear engaged in working their craft of bead stringing, Sargent manipulates these women and
their daily work in his composition to make their craft appear elusive, mysterious and
unavailable to the everyday tourist. The environments in which they work are the narrow
backstreets or dull interiors of once-great now impoverished palazzos. In these paintings,
Sargent combines images of an incidental cottage industry, tired shabby streets, dim rooms, and
self-possessed women to generate works that are in many respects anything but the common and
everyday. Instead, they emphasize the foreignness, the otherness of the viewer to the scene. To
the 21st century observer, the scene is yet more remote, for it is a 19th century operation of an
artist’s vision of a tourist happening into the behind-the-scenes staging area of a Venice now
long-gone.
Scenes of cottage industry craft work performed by seemingly ordinary women may be
considered “genre scenes,” scenes of everyday life. Yet the nature of genre scene as that of the
everyday is challenged by Sargent. Stringing glass beads is a cottage industry employing lower
class women needing a living—the subject is manual labor, the women proletariatized workers.
But the products of their labors are for tourists, and the location where the work can only be seen
by those who can afford to visit Venice, the luxury of leisure time and money. Further still, the
women are models and the scene staged. Though arguably a subject of everyday Venetian life,
the paintings present a “reproduction” of everyday life, not a faithful record. There is a palpable,
attractive tension that Sargent creates between the “realistically” rendered Bead Stringers of
Venice and the romanticized illusions of private experiences yet to be had by wanderers in the
2
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backstreets of Venice. Though these paintings emanate an air of grim authority, Sargent’s Bead
Stringers play a game of ambiguity and illusion where mundane and myth elide.
John Singer Sargent was born in Florence in 1856 to expatriate American parents.5 At
twelve years old, Sargent absorbed and distilled Italy in sketches as he and his family traveled
through the landscape.6 He received his first systematic art instruction in Florence but left in
1874 for training and artistic education in Paris. Sargent was tutored by Carolus-Duran, a
portraitist who emphasized heavy layers, visible brushwork and tonal planes of color.7 Sargent’s
brushwork style tended towards painterly, visible and thick, still showing the influence of his
teacher, Carolus-Duran. In the years just before his extended stay in Venice, Sargent traveled
frequently, including making his first visit to the United States in 1878, Holland and Spain in
1879, and then later to Morocco in 1880, making his way then to Naples and Capri where he
used local models against washed-out buildings and landscapes for backgrounds.8 Most Sargent
scholars agree that it was during his visit to Holland that Sargent became influenced by the
works of Franz Hals, including the depth and strength of character prominent in Hals’ portrait
works and in Spain, absorbed the dark, powerful compositions of Velazquez, including the
complex arrangement of figures and backgrounds that could be lit dramatically by the infrequent
use of oddly-placed light sources.9 In 1880 Sargent came to Venice, producing his first major
Italian scene and Venetian painting, Street in Venice (1880-82).
According to Sargent specialists Richard Ormond and Elaine Kilmurray, Sargent
recognizes and responds to Venice as having a feminine nature and womanly seductive, sensual
5

Trevor Fairbrother, John Singer Sargent,
Bruce Robertson, “Introduction: Sargent and Italy,” Sargent and Italy, Los Angeles, California and Princeton:
Princeton University Press (2003), p. 9.
7
Baigell, p. 148; Fairbrother, pp. 28-30.
8
Robertson, p. 10.
9
Baigell, p. 148; Fairbrother, pp. 28-30.
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appeal.10 The iconography of the Bead Stringers illustrates their assertion. The backgrounds and
sets Sargent renders in the Bead Stringers without the women working at their task are not easily
identifiable as scenes of Venice in particular. There are no landmarks or furnishings that are
peculiarly Venetian (even the interior of the Palazzo does not readily give it away). What
generates the identification with Venice, the City and real, underside of the City, are the presence
of the glass bead stringing women themselves. Though they and their work are the overt subject
matter of the paintings, they also operate as “reality effects” that lend weight to the assertion that
the viewer is being privileged to a not-often exposed scene of a crowded tourist-ridden
destination. The women at their beads stand in for building landmarks of the City herself. If the
Bead Stringers were not at their work in the narrow, cobbled street, or if they were not seated in
the darkly lit interior space of the palazzo, no other visual cues in the picture plane provide the
viewer with contextual references.
Sargent’s glass bead stringing women are slender, dressed in lighter, white dresses, with
long black shawls and upward-swept hairstyles that emphasize qualities of gracefulness and
sensuous appeal of exposed necks and jeweled earlobes. Though their costume is not sumptuous
or rich-textured silk or satin (so frequently seen in Sargent’s portraits of society women), it is of
a type of elegance that is now impoverished but may once have been rich. This may serve as a
visual metaphor for the nature of Venice herself—once wealthy and sophisticated, now poor and
rustic, but retaining its allure and seductive nature in private spaces.11

10
Elaine Kilmurray and Richard Ormond, John Singer Sargent. Princeton, New Jersey and London: Tate Gallery
Publishing Ltd. (1998), p. 78.
11
Venice the city in iconographic representation has long been identified with the female. See Patricia Fortini
Brown, Art and Life in Renaissance Venice, New York: Perspectives, Prentice Hall, Inc. and Harry N. Abrams, Inc.
(1997), pp. 80-82.
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“Anglo-American tourists approached Italy through an ideology of gender; they
constructed a feminine Italy as a counterpoint to the normative and masculine world identified
with England and America. Their depictions of the encounter drew on an analogous cultural
opposition of the period: that between word and image. … A trip to Italy offered the chance to
reconsider and recognize power relations between an elite self and the cluster of attributes
assigned to the landscape of the feminine other.”12 To identify the Venetian cityscape (standing
in for landscape) by the women and the particular work that appears to engage them, Sargent
makes visible that which transfixes expatriates, tourists sojourning on the Grand Tour and most
significantly the artists and writers to Venice. It is not a noble history, a classical legacy of ideas
or depiction of its relics to be venerated as shrines of civilization, but rather in the realm of the
personal, voyeuristic encounters in private spaces in out-of-the way interiors and exteriors with
sensual, beautiful women.13 The nature of that which Sargent selects as subject matter in the
genre scene of the Bead Stringers participates in a much larger narrative of constructing a
gendered identity of the foreign other in opposition to the power-driven, industrialized rational
England and America in the late 19th century.
Sargent posed the Bead Stringers carefully and selectively, and deliberately generating
ambiguities of spatial reference. For example, the Bead Stringers set on a cobbled backstreet are
seated along a diagonal that serves to emphasize the height of the surrounding walls and the
narrowness of the street. The shaft of light illuminates the wall along an opposite diagonal and
focusing on a blank space. The shaft of light coming from between the buildings may just as
well be a window, and the walls of the outdoor buildings the interior walls of the palazzo. The
12

Brigitte Bailey, “The Protected Witness: Cole, Cooper, and the Tourist’s View of the Italian Landscape,”
American Iconology, New Haven and London: Yale University Press (1993), pg. 93.
13
Ormond, p. 67; Robertson, pg. 9-10.
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women’s faces are turned away from the audience, without engaging either by gesture or by their
stare, but neither do they engage one another. Sargent toys with the conventions of Venetian
genre painting by deliberately challenging the viewer to decide whether this private scene takes
place in or out of doors; the viewer is at once a theater-goer before a pre-set stage (though the
scene on stage indoors may be a street-scene) and a voyeur of a private, inaccessible interiority
of the women strengthened by their non-engaged poses and unexchanged gestures and glances.
The work that they perform, glass bead stringing, is itself a solitary occupation—in Sargent’s
interpretation not a convivial factory or cottage-industry setting. It is a task of manual labor—
not a product of rationalized, mechanized production of the great Industrial Revolution that
proliferated across Northern Europe and the United States. Sargent's Venetian scenes evoke
socially demoted people, a social and sensual matrix of feminine allure and run-down cityscapes.
Even when the scene is devoid of figures and almost abstract, Sargent registers a world of visual
sensation as well as tactile: light as warmth, color as taste and texture.14
Contextualizing chronologically and developmentally Sargent’s 1880s Venetian works in
his long and prolific career offers a useful lens through which to view them. At age 26, recently
impressed by his visit to Prado and fresh with the impression of works by Velazquez, and on the
heels of his experiences of the portraits of Hals in the Netherlands, Sargent was searching and
experimenting, with an eye to creating an entry to the Paris Salon.15 Sargent’s Italian, and
specifically Venetian, series of works from the 1880s were small in size and scale by comparison
to the work he submitted to the Paris Salon of 1882, El Jaleo (1879-1882). The subject of El
Jaleo is a scene in a Spanish tavern against which Sargent captured musicians and patrons

14
15
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serving as a background for the profile of a flamenco dancer mid-performance with all of the
motion of Spanish flamenco and dramatic theatricality of lighting Sargent could pack within the
bounds of a static object. El Jaleo is 93-3/8 inches by 138-1/2 inches. The first of the Bead
Stringer series measures 22-1/8 inches by 32-1/4 inches (1880-81), the second 19-1/16 inches by
23-15/16 inches (1880-1882), and the third 26-3/8 inches by 30-3/4 inches (1880-1882).16 The
Venetian street scenes of Venice at this time are roughly in the same dimension as the Bead
Stringer series. These works may be considered formally-expressed studies for Sargent who
produced them with a possible eye for sensational competition. He may have been designing and
executing the Bead Stringers more for their value as high contrast works to those of his fellow
Salon entrants rather than for personal or self-expression of reactions to Venice or Venetian
women.
Sargent’s principal income and notoriety came from portrait work, especially of uppermiddle class and elite society that executed in Paris, London and New York. Not long after his
sojourn to Morocco and Italy, Sargent submitted his sumptuous and provocative full-length
portrait of Madame X (Madame Gautreau) (1883-1884) to the Paris Salon.17 Sargent’s portraits
and the competitions of the Salons drove Sargent's artistic career. What distinguishes Sargent’s
works for some scholars and critics is Sargent’s ability to take the ordinary, the everyday, the
“genre” and render it uncommon, pushing bounds of propriety and the limits of art historical
categorization. “[Sargent creates]…a modern vision of Venice in tune with his own sensibility
and stylistic preoccupations; His imagination is sufficiently strong to convince us that what we
see is the real thing and that he is recording Venice as it really is.”18 The Bead Stringers are the
16

Sargent and Italy, pp. 63, 64, 65 and 66.
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18
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17
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products of Sargent’s interposing elements of typical Venetian genre works of the late 19th
century (light and shadow, streets and interiors); genre scenes (everyday subject matter, lowerclass, poor individuals engaged in their daily occupations and lives); and portraiture (deliberately
staged, posed settings, carefully planned and costumed).
In the three of his oil-on-canvas works between 1880 and 1882, Sargent’s Venetian
women workers engage in glass bead stringing, a cottage industry producing goods for purchase
by tourists. The paintings are rendered with a dark palette, colored with smoky grays, ashy
browns and deep blacks jarringly contrasted by intruding, harsh beams of light that strike and
highlight unoccupied spaces in the scene, emphasizing its emptiness and isolation. The viewer
becomes intruder, rather than welcome guest. The composition’s organization places the viewer
at a little distance from the groups of women, and at oblique angles to them. The women sit,
occupying in the setting the mid-ground plane with empty space behind them. The angular
placement of the viewer in relation to the composition and before them that viewer is not a part
of their activity. The viewer is not invited to participate but rather to pass-by, observe and move
on. The world the laboring women occupy is not one of easy-going, invitatory tourism, but
instead a dark, rather secretive world, always illusive to the outsider. The black shawl-clad
women string the beads from their baskets in a desultory manner, set against interiors and in
streets of an uninhabited “private” Venice, the backgrounds operating as prosceniums for
personal dramas, narratives yet to unfold.
Venice herself served not only as romantic subject matter for the bevy of foreign painters
capitalizing on the popularity of such scenes of a key stopping point on the Grand Tour, but
provided opportunities for artists, writers, and aesthetes alike to live and work together in
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expatriate asylums seeking escape from the troublesome world of 19th century Europe.19
Sargent's carefully staged scenes of women as they labor at bead stringing operate as a gritty,
nostalgic postcard advertising the still saleable experience of the “Myth of Venice.” Sargent's
Bead Stringers narrate simultaneously a profound sense of passion lost and found. Venetian
women (the much-hailed “courtesans”) were once considered the most accomplished and
cultured of any women in Western Europe, and possessed of a greater degree of individual
determination and sexual license than most other urban centers of the Early Modern West.
Venice in the mid-to-late 19th century lay in ruins and decay, its faded days of the model,
independent Republic now a hollow, melancholic memory, its women reduced to production of
goods for tourists-the achievements of a once proud and high culture lost. Sargent, however,
gives us a view of Venice that seems to be the very essence of that lost Venetian culture itself.
The raw and potent energy of spirit and soul of the infamous Venetian courtesans, however, are
not a thing of the past, but instead take the figures of the women who spend their days
laconically stringing beads-laborers, but their potent energies barely contained by the repetitive
tasks they perform. They are working women-working for the tourist, and for the sexual,
libertine-seeking tourist. The 15th and 16th century advertisements for Venice, her Honest
Courtesan (Cortegiana Honesta), available for the sampling by paying visitors, are here replaced
by the 19th century Bead Stringers.20

19

John Julius Norwich, Paradise of Cities: Venice in the 19th century, New York: Vintage Books, Random House,
Inc., 2003.
20
Fresh debates on the nature and structure of the social and political liberal positions of women in Venice from the
15th century forward, and specifically the courtesans of Venice, rage on between Venetianists, but scholars such as
Margaret E. Rosenthal’s The Honest Courtesan: Veronica Franco, Citizen and Writer in Sixteenth Century Venice
and Frederica Ambrosini’s “Towards a Social History of Women in Venice (from the Renaissance to the
Enlightenment)” in Paesi e mari ignoti : America e colonialismo Europeo nella cultura Veneziana (secoli XVIXVII), Venezia: Deputazione Editrice, 1982, Chapter XIII, agree generally that women generally enjoyed particular
inheritance, landholding and business rights far more broadly than their European urban counterparts.
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Generally, the characteristics of “genre” painting can be defined by both positive
attributes (common, local or street people portrayed without the academic affectedness of
idealized form and figure) and in the negative (subject matter or scenes that are not the proper
“academic” histories of antique civilization or allegories drawn under classical formulas, nor the
established modes of proper portraiture.)21 Venetian genre paintings of the 19th century
generated by such ex-patriot and traveling artists as Whistler and Sargent become popular with
the Grand Tour travelers and would-be travelers, first in England then America. Because Venice
was one of the “must-do” destinations on the 19th century Grand Tour, genre paintings were
executed using formulaic qualities—arguably becoming a type of “postcard” showing the
typical, expected tattered, ragged but dowager-like elegant views of the city.
Sargent refreshes the “postcard home” view for the traveler on the regular tourist subject
matter that Venice normally provides. In Richard Ormond’s definitive assessment, “Modern
Life Subjects,” he describes the careful composition planning that Sargent executes to transform
the mundane to highly-charged, personal experience with the extraordinary.
With their slender figures, black shawls, and pink and white dresses they do not
conform to ordinary Venetian working-class types. Though Venetian hallways of
this kind, with apartments opening off them, are communal spaces, Sargent is not
recording scenes of typical Venetian working class life. He gives us the illusion
that we are seeing the real thing, while carefully dressing and staging his models
to create a particular effect. The young women are slender, beautiful, alluring,
and sensual, inhabiting an enclosed mysterious feminine world. Several of them
are posed in profile, with that combination of dark skin, hair drawn up to expose
the ear, and fringe in front... . Sargent’s figures appear self-contained, selfabsorbed, and completely undemonstrative….22
Ormond refers to the critical trope that Sargent masters in the Bead Stringers: Sargent gives the
illusion that we are seeing the real thing (by choice of dark palette, raked planes and oblique
21
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22
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angles, emphasizing the old, narrow streets, the dilapidated interiors) but it is in fact a stage set
of props, actors in costume against carefully selected backdrops of an out-of-the-way
neighborhood, the impoverished Castello, comparatively unfrequented by visitors.23 Still further
trope plays as the working women are “slender, beautiful, alluring and sensual.” In this case the
notion of the “common” or “bourgeois” is turned inward on itself by Sargent’s use of models in
performance of work set in a lower-class environment.
To interrogate the question of social status, class and the idea of “genre” painting,
Elizabeth Johns examines the way in which the representation itself performs for the painter,
touching on the very trope that Ormond describes in Sargent’s Bead Stringers.
“Genre paintings hide the artificiality or the contingency of their subjects with a realist mode.
One major effect of realist painting is that as its viewpoint seems to be perfectly natural—that is
reportorial—the viewer tends to accept the ideological underpinnings of the painting in the very
process of looking at, and coming under the spell of, the picture. The successful painter,
therefore, could be said to be an entrepreneur of the viewers’ ideologies.”24 Though Johns’s
work covers American painters painting American subject matter, her inquiry proves useful to
deepen appreciation of what Sargent accomplishes in the Bead Stringer series. By providing an
atypical private view behind the scenes of a historic city overrun with tourists for centuries,
Sargent has the viewer convinced that this is the REAL Venice, not the flotilla of buildings on
canals so familiar and so frequently painted at this time. The ideology is the ideology of the
urgent necessity of a significant past, of historic relics now belonging to those who can afford to

23
Donna Seldin Janis, “Venice,” in Adelson, Warren; Janis, Donna Seldin; Kilmurray, Elaine; Ormond, Richard;
and Oustinoff, Elizabeth. Sargent Abroad: Figures and Landscapes. New York, London and Paris: Abbeville
Press, 1997
24
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travel to see and experience it—the upper middle-class tourists in search of “an instant cultural
heritage” as art historian Baigell asserts.
John Singer Sargent’s principal means of income was portrait painting, principally of
women and men of society, both American and English. The contrast of non-working, society
women beautifully dressed and carefully posed in those paintings to his Venetian genre scenes
with lower-class or working women, as he staged them, is a topic larger and requiring more
depth than can be afforded in this short paper. One aspect adjunct to this, however, that can be
touched on here is the operation of costume and notions of beauty with respect to social status as
rendered in portrait painting. Sargent’s women of the full-length portraits are frequently dressed
and posed in fashions evocative of the previous century but communicate a fresh, alluring
charged beauty. It is a nostalgia operation of costume in 19th century portrait painting that
harkens back to the 18th century, most notably in works of Victorian England. The late 19th
century widespread obsession with art from the previous centuries, including Gothic revivalism
as well as works of the Sublime, are visual and aesthetic longings expressed by a culture of
containment in which a new, conservative bourgeois society adopting and adapting values and
behaviors of an old, civilized and landed gentry. A veneration of the past is source of alternative
values intentionally placed at a distance from the material ideals of the industrial and economic
progress of mid-to-late Victorians.25
In Sargent’s works, both portrait and genre, notions of beauty elide with revivalism. In
the last decade of the century literature on female beauty moved away from the pre-occupation
with personal beauty as a combination of inner moral worth and exterior physical charm, to “…a

25

Margaret Maynard, “‘A Dream of Fair Women’: Revival of Dress and the Formation of Late Victorian Images of
Femininity.” Art History, Vol. 12, No. 3 (September, 1989), pp. 329-332.
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greater concern with erotic elements … [embracing] a number of physical, intellectual and moral
attributes that could gain a woman power over men.”26 To make the best of one self, to display
distinction, grace, elegance with charm was the goal of newly arrived society women. In late
nineteenth century the appearance of women was a vital social indicator of the position of the
men to whom they were married, a critical function of portraiture.
But in a foreign city on the Adriatic, made yet more exotic by the shabby remnants of a
glorious, wealthy past now provocative non-classical ruins on display, comportment to rules of
social status do not apply. Sargent’s Bead Stringers are women rendered as erotically charged
“types” as figures, not portraits, and they are at labor; not at leisure. The Bead Stringer’s labors
and their dress, their very demeanor set them distinctly and vividly apart from formal notions of
beauty as depicted in formal portrait painting—and yet, as has been noted, they are beautiful
women, and sexually-charged. Their erotic potential comes not so much from their desirability
as beautiful, socially-well positioned, women of status but by the virtue of their “objectification.”
If the women, seemingly engaged in their work, are in fact staged for viewing in the tourist
“theater” of Venice, they become objects capable of temporary possession. The work they
perform does not demand their attention. The women are heedless of their task, looking
somewhere well-beyond or away from it. The work does nothing to ennoble them or position
them beyond their identities as women. The work is incidental, low-paying, arguably useless,
not industrialized or mechanized, and does not serve the necessities of life. Stringing the glass
beads becomes a metaphor for the position of Venice herself—a service for tourists and seekers
of atmosphere, makers of goods for those who can afford unnecessary luxury objects—
souvenirs.
26
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Genre painting of the late 19th century mostly identifiable by its scenes of domestic,
bourgeois life becomes a vehicle for expression. One interpretive mode of genre works assumes
the role of the painting as communicating private, social codes and visual cues carrying subtexts
for its viewers. The modes of costume, gesture and posture weave a narrative beyond and
beneath the subject matter of the painting itself, the story to be read and interpreted by the
intended audience of the work. Stanley Fish gathers the notion of intended audience generating
narrative as “interpretive community.”27 To consider Sargent’s Bead Stringers story using Fish’s
tool of constructing and analyzing narrative, opens another space for discourse. Using Fish’s
model, it is the viewers that construct the narrative using elements presented to them based on
their relative connections in socio-economic context, rather than decode what the artist provides.
The postures of the women in first interior scene of the Bead Stringers (1880-1882)
alternates in a rhythm between open and closed, increasing the tension within the picture plane.
The tension is further heightened as the position of the standing woman faces into the receding
space of the interior room, but away from the viewer. That the women do not confront the
viewer with their gaze but cast their glances downward is suggestive, but not overtly so. The
viewer does not become an active listener, but is positioned as a passive voyeur. The story not
told must be private, secretive, perhaps indiscreet and not proper subject matter for refined
drawing room exchanges.
The audience that would have seen Sargent’s works was limited to his familiars and
artistic community, as these works were not intended for the public, critical sphere of the Paris
Salon. The story of the Bead Stringers arguably would have been that of the uncommon nature

27

Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in this Class? The Authority of Interpretive Communities, Cambridge, Massachusetts
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of the subject matter as Venetian genre works, and with an eye to technical matters and painterly
execution. The accidental tourist of the late 19th century Venetian Grand Tour, caught-up in the
on-going Myth of Venice would have been possibly transported by the mystique and allure of the
silent, dispassionate women listlessly stringing their beads, and yet seemingly miles away from
their quaint task in hand. This particular view is especially intriguing for arguably the narrative
created disregards the work they perform and instead becomes a device on which to hang their
very personal stories. The viewer watching the women at work is at leisure, the women at their
labor but neither confronts or engages the other—the tension between becomes an irresistible
trope that draws the viewer’s nearly unwilling gaze.
Sargent’s Bead Stringers held no interest for polite viewers who saw only frank, unidealized images of works and bohemians. Later in 1887 as Henry James lauds Sargent and his
work, the Venetian Bead Stringer series, along with his other early Venetian works start gaining
popular appeal. James praises them, saying, “Wonderfully light and fine is the touch by which
the painter evokes all the small familiar Venetian realities….”28 Critics later said of the Bead
Stringers, “[They are the]…slouchiest specimens of woman-kind that Venice produces, but
Sargent serves them up with such a skillful turn of the wrist, and such a dexterous toss of the
pan, that with our eyes shut we should almost take them for duchesses.”29
The biting observation of modern art historian Matthew Baigell suggesting that Sargent is
purveyor of ready-made, mass-produced cultural history rendered in the visual arts contrasts
sharply to the accolade of Henry James, apparently convinced of the authority and “reality

28
29
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Fairbrother, p. 33.
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effect” that Sargent renders so freely. Taken together, however, they attest to the clever and
successful ambiguities rendered by Sargent in the Venetian Bead Stringers.
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Dressing the Body in Meaning: Symbolism From Nature and Mythology in
Traditional Japanese Tattooing.
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Irezumi, or horimono, the Japanese art of traditional tattooing, has a long and
varied history. Throughout Japanese history, tattoos have been used for a
variety of reasons. Adorning the body with symbols from nature, mythology,
Shinto and Buddhism have been used by both genders to promote fertility, honor
and attract the opposite sex, to denote rank, identify professions and family
identity, for protection, to bring good luck or health to the wearer, for
punishment, to mark criminals or to show commitment to various causes
including employers and the criminal underworld. They have at times been
revered, encouraged, outlawed, hidden, flaunted, and finally, legalized.
Tattooed individuals in Japanese society have likewise be alternately ostracized,
subjected to stereotypes and admired.
This paper will examine the changing roles of traditional tattooing in Japanese
culture, tracing its history, uses, imagery and symbolism. The shifting views of
tattoos and the tattooed will be explored along with traditions and techniques,
with particular attention paid to the natural imagery employed in horimono
design. What does it mean to dress the body in ink? To never be completely
unclothed, and to wear your life on your skin? Images will be used to elaborate
on designs and symbolism.
Image Examples:

Left to right:
- 18th century horimono
design
- Modern horimono
- Modern horimono
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Report on Issues Related to Teaching in Religious Studies/Theology
A presentation at the 7th Annual Hawaii International Conference in Humanities &
Social Science, January 9-12, 2009
How can Theology be introduced as an academic discipline in a public university?
A short report on building new education partnerships for peaceful co-existence at
Newcastle, Australia.
Grahame Feletti PhD* and Colin Wilks PhD**
School of Humanities & Social Science
University of Newcastle, Australia
Abstract
Despite underwriting possibly the oldest profession in the world, Theology – study of the
discourse about God – has had mixed fortunes as an academic discipline in public
universities. Ironically, in Australia as in the USA, private universities and theological colleges
are traditionally seen as the “right place” to educate ministers of religion for public vocations.
But this practice may be changing in Australia, where one public university has recently
made the study of theology accessible not only to those seeking vocational ministry but to all
its entrants. This presentation reports briefly on the context for that change, and key features
of an innovative undergraduate Theology program at the University of Newcastle.
This paper briefly explores the social context of religion in Australia since white settlement, to
help understand barriers denying theology or religious studies being taught as academic
disciplines in public institutions before this millennium. It then gives a brief history of the more
recent climate for social and educational change - leading to this new Bachelor of Theology
program at Newcastle University. After a brief overview of the University’s recent efforts to
modernize all academic programs, we reveal key features of this Theology degree – its
philosophy, broad interdisciplinary program structure, potential student markets and
strategies, and definition of professional characteristics for all Theology graduates. Although
we refer to these characteristics as Theological Program Attributes (TPAs), we also show
how they must accommodate a wide range of students, their religious affiliations (or none),
and their various motivations or interest in the program.
The paper then briefly focuses on several key TPAs for their perceived importance in the
new degree program, how they are ‘taught’, and the use of recent higher educational
research models to assess levels of student progress in each course. Data from students’
evaluation of (feedback on) each Theology course, and grade levels of achievement across
courses so far will be presented, and taken to indicate that the BTh reflects best practice in
higher education.
We will also share (and welcome) some ideas for improving interdisciplinary and interfaith
studies in Christian, Judaic and Islamic theology, and how best to provide opportunities for
students to observe and/or experience professional practice in social welfare programs and
other secular ministry settings, in the third year program; thus enhancing community links.
The conference presentation will highlight only certain aspects of this paper, to optimize
discussion and solicit further ideas for curriculum change and community partnerships for
spiritual health and social awareness.
The presenters gratefully acknowledge the reviews of peers at the University of Newcastle.
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Introduction
Some definitions and perspectives.
It may be helpful to start with some of the main emphases and assumptions underlying this
paper. It is primarily aimed at educational developments and possibilities for offering
Theology both as a discipline and a professional qualification within a school of humanities
and social sciences in a public university. Although the authors recognize this opportunity is
not possible in the USA due to its constitution’s First Amendment, this paper may be useful
stimulation as a “what if…” scenario – a familiar approach to re-thinking higher and
professions education.
We commend David Tracy’s (1981) exploration of, and aspirations for theology as an
academic discipline in a modern university. He sought to release it from the confines of
churches and the perennial confusion between its confessional and professional modes. In
much the same way that religious studies and psychology for that matter, have become more
scientific and non-normative disciplines in keeping with the standards, methods and criteria
of scholarly study of any phenomena – we (at Newcastle) hold similar aspirations for
theology. We concur with Tracy’s reasoning (1981, 18-21) that both religious studies and
theology (like sociology and anthropology) are ‘diffuse’ or ‘would-be’ disciplines (in
Toulamin’s model (1972). We see this as more of a blessing than a curse if it evokes new
proposals for criteria and paradigms for understanding theology as an academic discipline.
That is, rather than reiterate age-old dogmatism, theology (like philosophy) should constantly
re-examine itself as normative and self-determining, concerned with that elusive reality,
“truth”. We also accept Tracy’s challenge that whereas religious studies scholars may well
confine their interests to ‘meaning’, theologians must face questions of both ‘meaning’ and
‘truth’. The spirit of this modern and public, educational approach at Newcastle University which now has disciplines of religious studies and theology - is well-summed up by Tracy:
“To ask the question of the truth of religious claims is not a luxury for theology” (1981, 20).
A short history of Theology and Religious Studies in public universities in Australia.
Public debate on whether church or state (ie. colonial government) should provide or pay for
public school education was rife from the end of the eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century
in eastern Australia. Strong campaigning and moral high ground was taken by leaders of the
main Christian denomination at that time, the Church of England, which saw itself as the
established Church (ie. public educator and protector of morals) in the former penal colonies
in New South Wales (NSW) and Tasmania. But its leaders assumed too much, resulting in
religious infighting between churches. The low-density and mostly indifferent population
spread across the rugged landscape in NSW also posed problems for church self-funding of
education. Breaking the impasse, a succession of state governors with military backgrounds
- starting with Governor Bourke and The Church Act, 1836 - provided “seeding grants” to
fund clerical salaries, and subsidised new church constructions begun mainly by Anglican,
Catholic and Presbyterian church communities who could not establish themselves as
voluntary bodies (Gascoigne, 2002, 29). Additional land grants were also made available for
churches and schools, and it later extended to other religious groups – such as Wesleyans,
Baptists, and Jews. This all ceased by 1854, but the state had won the first debate and
dashed any religious group’s efforts to control and provide public education. It also clarified
once and for all there was no officially established church of Australia with religious authority
or judicial power over its colonial population.
Gascoigne also indicates that belief in the intrinsic worth of human beings and encouraging
improvement through public education became a new creed that seemed to unite efforts by
state and church leaders in colonial Australia and that the character of this education was
2
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closer to Utilitarian ideals of order and system than in Britain or the United States (2002, 104109). This new spirit of cooperation also set a pattern for the future - allowing religious
communities to offer special religious instruction in public schools, or to provide their own
education program (via church schools and infrastructure) under state monitoring systems.
A second debate over public education in Australia commenced in the 1850’s with secular
leaders envisaging the need for adult education programs for workers, and for Australia’s first
universities to produce its own leaders for when the country became a democratic,
independent nation. Our earliest public universities (Sydney, in 1850 and Melbourne in 1853)
were created to offer education for the ‘elite’ (ie. those from wealthy, rather than aristocratic
families), based on key features from the Enlightenment such as critical reasoning, a spirit of
liberty and independence. Influential leaders among the post-Enlightenment European
settlers in eastern Australia saw religion and teaching of Christian theology as the “business”
of the churches. For reasons elaborated by Tracy (1981, 14-21) theology was considered a
subject of faith or religion, rather than an academic or logical discipline, and therefore best
suited for teaching in separate institutions.
Although key church leaders reluctantly agreed with the idea of a public university, they
warned against an Enlightenment approach – for example, placing too much emphasis on
human reason and neglecting morality (Gascoigne, 2002, 111). Once again, infighting within
and between leaders of the mainline churches, and an absence of private foundations or
church resources, resulted in the state governor providing major funding, land grants and
other support to establish the University of Sydney as a secular, autonomous institution in
1850. Although more typical of the Paris-American model of a public university, Sydney
enabled a number of church-based (and funded) residential theological colleges to offer
biblical studies.
Boer (2008) has characterized several types of relationship between universities and
theological colleges worldwide. He offers several useful criteria for this, including: the nature
of the university (secular v. church-based input and control), the choice and teaching of
biblical studies, their financial control, and the quality and monitoring of relevant research
programs, theological courses and graduates. One type of particular interest to Boer is the
European model, in which “theology is a faculty or department wholly within the university
and autonomous from any church control.” We claim that the University of Newcastle is
currently moving towards this approach.
It is noteworthy that apart from the elitist orientation of the two first Australian universities the
Mechanics Institute became the main education organization for ‘ordinary citizens’. Founded
in 1823, these quickly became popular on the east coast and provided lectures, originally
developed in Glasgow to dispense knowledge to working class men, as a genuine attempt to
provide forums for intellectual discussion. Such education was seen as fundamental to being
a full citizen and thus earning the right to political participation. As reported from John Lillie’s
lecture at the Hobart Mechanics Institute in 1843, “Knowledge is the proper antidote to those
prejudices which depend simply on ignorance. To enlighten the understanding is the infallible
means of dissipating the prejudice” (Gascoigne, 2002, 118-120).

Why teach Theology in public institutions today?
Clearly by 1850, both Christianity and the Enlightenment had strongly influenced and shaped
a collaborative public education system aimed at promoting self-improvement and liberating
society from religious condemnations of the past - thereby paving the way for peaceful coexistence in early European Australia. Now 160 years later, this nation has a stronger self3
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identity and appeal to many foreign nationals. Like the USA, Australia has accepted many
immigrants and saved many others from political and religious intolerance in its international
peace-keeping efforts. With this in mind, we need to review critically the importance of
theology in public, as well as private, education for harmony in today’s multi-religious, multicultural society. Several cultural phenomena are mentioned below, supporting the inclusion
of theology as an academic discipline in more public universities in countries like Australia.
Responding to destitute times, unchartered waters, or times of trouble.
How often do we see these three terms used to describe global, national, and even local
events? Take, for example, the impact of international terrorism by Muslim extremist groups
this decade, the collapse of major financial institutions and recent plunges of world stock
markets, worldwide environmental degradation and global warming, and world shortages and
peak costs of food and oil-based resources. The ripple effects of religious extremist attacks
coupled with ignorance over cultural differences was evident in Sydney in 2006. Dubbed “the
Cronulla riots”, civic violence broke out between about 5000 youths – ie. gangs of white
anglophile (born-here’) and middle-eastern (‘flew here’) backgrounds on one of Sydney’s
popular beaches (see Themes: Cronulla Riots, 2006). In triaging such events at community
and national levels it became clear that the public has always had fears, suspicions and
ignorance about different cultures in Australia’s rapidly growing multi-cultural, multi-religious
society. This sentiment tended to diffuse as the generations born in Australia grew up and
new groups arrived - usually from depradations of war and economic hard times. In this latest
case, local police, religious and political leaders quickly enacted their own ‘solutions’ to
restore peace in their respective communities - but Sydney and other cities including
Newcastle reached by this ripple effect were unprepared for this religious intolerance. One
obvious outcome was the ongoing need for pro-active education in the public domain, about
other faiths besides Christianity and their cultures.
To older Australian citizens of British and European heritage, pro-active public education
may simply mean offering more religious education or cultural awareness programs on
Christianity and other faiths via public media and popular press. It’s a familiar protocol in
times of such strife - invite civic leaders centre stage to preach tolerance, denounce religious
or cultural violence, and urge for more legislation to preserve the peace championed by the
dominant culture. Well, that’s how some say the Cronulla Race Riots began in Sydney.
We would argue for a pro-active, and hopefully preventive public education strategy – by
inviting community leaders and citizens to learn about religious and interfaith studies, in a
systematic manner within a well-respected, public university. The advantages of this
community partnership model of education are many, and well-known to graduates and staff
at the University of Hawaii (Feletti & Foley 1993). Basically, this approach looks beyond
asking current community leaders to discuss publically their issues and concerns. Instead, it
initiates public education projects and fosters cooperation at all levels, to produce future
leaders and well-informed citizens through more substantial interaction and education.
Newcastle University’s Bachelor of Theology program aims to do this by:
1. offering a wide range of disciplinary courses to broaden student awareness and
understanding of Christian theologies, and enhance their sensitivity to other world religions;
2. developing explicit personal qualities and professional repertoire for thinking through and
engaging in issues of theoretical and practical importance for peaceful co-existence in our
multi-religious, multicultural communities; and
3. looking to provide suitable, supervised work experience and/or observational opportunities
for personal growth and engagement, particularly in final year coursework.
4
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Recognising the ‘normal’ public religious issues or trends in Australia today
Insight into the nature of the wider context of Religion in Australia emerges from several
recent sources. Statistical summaries from the Board of Studies (2007) show the popularity
of Religious Studies in New South Wales (NSW) high schools. Census data from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (2007) provide a framework for comparing religious and nonreligious affiliation groups, based on our 2006 census. Hughes (2007) and Inkpin (2008)
have also provided comparisons and commentaries on the latest census and other sources.
One of Australia’s legacies, different from the USA’s history of religion, is that its states’ and
territories’ education systems do allow for approved religious education in public primary and
secondary (high) schools. In these matters, Australia has always operated on a compromise
between the ‘established church’ model from Europe and the tactical separation (on paper at
least) of church and state in the USA. In NSW high schools, Studies of Religion is a subject
option for the Higher School Certificate (HSC) for students (typically aged 16-18) in their final
two years. The curriculum provides an overview of major world religions and allows them to
study a topic in depth, before taking their HSC examination. For the 67,189 NSW students
enrolled for the HSC in 2007, Studies of Religion was the sixth-ranked (13,278 enrolments)
and the fastest growing subject (Board of Studies 2007). Recent HSC graduates or mature
age students wanting to pursue formal religious studies or theology can apply to enrol at a
public or private university, or a bible college in Australia. However, for most of these tertiary
institutions the range and choice of theology courses is prescribed by their intended career
path and religious faith or denomination.
Analyses of Australian 2006 census data suggest there is wide scope for public “religious
education”. Christianity is still the dominant religion (12,685,829 of 19,855,288 or 64%
nationally), but there is a 4% nominal decline since 2001. Some feel this is a trend – perhaps
reflecting changing social circumstances, marginalization of churches, or growing ignorance
about churches’ societal roles and Christian values. The next largest, self-identified group is
“No Religion” (3,706,550 or 18.7%). Although this number reflects a 3.2% increase since
2001, Hughes feels it may be a measurement artefact, due to the later census form allowing
respondents to report ‘no religion’ (rather than not responding). Subsequent analyses would
be helpful, but religious groups are not renowned for carefully or extensively surveying ‘nonbelievers’ attitudes, needs and behaviours. The third group - comprising Buddhism, Muslim,
Hindu and Jewish religions combined (996,105) - represents only 5% of the population. All
four sub-groups show sizable increased numbers and relative percentages, but are these
indicative of ‘conversions’ to faith or related immigrations, or both?
Several ideas for theological education emerge from these data. One is the importance of
reducing public ignorance about Christianity, its different denominational practices and
cultural impacts today – in a balanced but critical approach to that religion, including greater
understanding of Aboriginal spirituality and expressions of Christian faith. A second is that,
despite the numerical minority status of other world religions, there is scope for similar
education about their beliefs and practices – sufficient for adult citizens who may well share
community roles and facilities with their members. But perhaps of equal importance for civic
leaders is that part of that religious education should include key theological concepts and
ideas presented in respectful, non-judgemental and interpersonal ways.
Comparative analyses of the 2001 and 2006 national census data and other religious
sources (Hughes 2007; Inkpin 2008) enable further insight into trends in religion in Australia
and what issues theology and religious studies might well address as academic disciplines in
a public university. One trend they identify is the dramatic growth in nature religions,
5
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particularly in the last decade – perhaps as part of the wider search for ‘spirituality’.
Paganism and witchcraft seem the main forms, and this movement seems to be partly a
rebellion against Christianity and its restrictiveness. Hughes estimates there are about
25,000 people in this religious category, but interest in such religions particularly by
teenagers is aided by increasingly popular novels, TV documentaries and drama series
about the occult.
A second trend, attracting younger generations, is the growth in charismatic Christian groups
in Australia - with numbers attending Pentecostal churches up nearly 13% to 219,687 in the
period 2001-06. Hughes claims much of this is “transfer growth” (or culture choice) from
other mainline churches, and second-generation immigrants and English-speaking Asians
who find themselves alienated from mainline churches because they don’t understand the
religious language, symbols and rituals of the denomination of their parents. However,
Pentecostal church-goers represent just over one per cent of our population. Most recently
Sudanese refugees and people from the Horn of Africa have added to Anglican, Baptist,
Lutheran and Catholic numbers, while immigrants from the Middle East have seen the Coptic
Orthodox group as the fastest growing Christian church nation-wide. But, as Hughes points
out, the seemingly large changes (in percentages) since 2001 for these Faiths and the
Christian denominations are mostly due to refugee and immigration patterns over the last
100 years.
A third trend is the growth in ethnically-based religions Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism and
Judaism. Hughes estimates the number of converts to Islam is only about 2.5%, with the vast
majority being first to third generation immigrants who arrived in the 1960’s. By contrast,
many more Australians (estimated at 25,000) are attracted to Buddhism – perhaps because
of its simplicity and ethics, or possibly because they prefer its personal lifestyle management
techniques.
Perhaps the group of most interest to theologians and religious educators is a composite
30% (nearly 6 million Australians) in the 2006 Census. It comprises 3,707,550 (18.7%) who
claimed ‘No Religion’ - this group has grown by 27.5% since 2001; and another 2,223,957 (or
11.2%) who did not state or adequately describe their religion in that Census. This composite
number and percentage remains steady, and Hughes offers useful insights as to why (eg.
work patterns, sense of worthiness and lifestyle choices on church attendance; changes in
recent census form options). But the fact remains; this composite group is nearly half the size
of our Christian population.
In summary, there are sizeable groups in the population who seem to have no religious
affiliation – however defined. Theologians and religious educators may see this as reflecting
gross ignorance or indifference to religion and theology, and hence the challenge to look for
new ways and opportunities to engage the public in studying theology – if only, as our early
religious and political leaders envisaged – for personal enlightenment and orderly social
existence. On the other hand, politicians, professions and community leaders may envisage
a different challenge – the need to understand and appeal to the values inherent in not just
the dominant religion (Christianity) and its subcultures (denominations), but also to those of
the diverse minority faiths and cultures. In fact, all citizens need to recognize how such
diverse religious beliefs (and non-belief) can shape contemporary Australian society. To do
that, we would argue, we also need to understand some basic theology and how ‘religious
practices’ in different cultural contexts have evolved, and distorted, peaceful co-existence.
Structures have long been in place in Australian states and territories to enable provision of
religious education in primary and secondary schools, and for religious studies in universities
and tertiary colleges. The new challenge is to define a non-dogmatic and useful theological
6
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education, carefully engaging with other social science and humanities disciples, to build on
this foundation for future leaders and citizens of this nation, in a public university.

What key features would enable a solid academic foundation program for Theology?
At Newcastle University, the following educational key features were considered important in
an innovative undergraduate degree in theology (BTh program), which includes courses in
Theology and those in other Disciplines in the School of Humanities and Social Science.
• Inclusiveness. The BTh program should be open to students of any denomination or
faith, and those who profess neither. This means any student (whether atheist, agnostic,
or ‘believer’) may enrol in any Theology course, even if they have never opened a Bible
nor attended a religious service. Likewise, Christian students may study courses in other
Disciplines (eg. Islam, Aboriginal spirituality, Witchcraft). In class sessions, this means
respecting each other’s religious status, questions and views. In assignment work, marks
cannot be deducted for expressing one’s faith per se to the lecturer, but students need to
recognize when their academic work is driven by prejudice rather than presupposition.
• Choice of courses. The BTh program should incorporate compulsory courses (eg. in
Theology and Religious Studies), directed courses (eg. in Sociology, Social and Cultural
Anthropology, Philosophy), and elective courses. This program should allow for different
course sequences to suit different academic interests or career paths involving theology
(eg. roles in ministry, social welfare, teaching or research). There should be a range of
options encompassing either a broad interdisciplinary education (akin to a Bachelor of
Arts), or more focused studies (eg. a double major in Theology).
• Theology framework for education. The BTh program should furnish a comprehensive
but coherent set of learning outcomes for its students, as a basis for both teaching and
student assessment in each Theology course. This set of outcomes or Theology Programspecific Attributes (TPAs) should form the basis for evaluating not only each graduate’s
profile, but also the overall quality of the new degree program.
• Broad perspective. No Theology course should select reading topics, materials or
authors to the exclusion of those from other sects, churches or denominations (eg. only
Roman Catholic views on miracles, abortion, euthanasia or stem cell research). Similarly,
no Theology course should concentrate on radical or extremist ideology (eg. Jihad).
Instead, emphasis should be on raising awareness and understanding of mainline
perspectives, generic ideas and principles. We note that this breadth of perspective may
also be found in more prominent ‘confessional’ or faith-based educational institutes.
• Balanced, focused enquiry. Any Theology course should guide students in the pursuit
of a balanced, authoritative and critical search for meaning and truth on commonly-held
views (eg. is Islam and the Qu’ran inherently violent, while Christianity and the Bible is
peaceful? Or should our heritage of Christian values and Australian traditions (eg.
Christmas carols by candle light) be denied in public places because others claim it is
offensive to their lifestyle or religion?)
• Supportive, non-threatening but interactive learning environment. One’s faith or
religious belief is probably still the most sacred and sensitive conversational topic in
Australian society. As such, class teaching and meaningful group discussion in Theology
courses must minimize confrontation, and defuse this when it arises. Teachers must foster
7
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a supportive learning environment, by building openness and mutual respect for different
viewpoints. Class work must aim not to undermine or force a change in any student’s
faith, but to enrich it through group discussion, self-awareness, reflection and further
studies.
• Best practice standards in higher education. The BTh program should adopt
contemporary, research-based standards of adult education for all its courses; eg.
1. effective use of interactive teaching methods to promote student-centred learning in
different classroom contexts.
2. development of students’ critical thinking and reflection; and discouraging prejudices,
unsubstantiated claims or uncritical personal views.
3. adoption of a taxonomy of learning outcomes (eg. Biggs 2003) to assess the level of
student performance and improve the teaching-learning process in each course.
4. monitoring class work by progressive assessment to identify students ‘at risk’ of not
progressing , early enough for appropriate and effective remedial advice.
5. a cross-disciplinary approach, integrating theological and non-theological content –
both in teaching, and the assessment of students’ insights and knowledge. As King
(2007) recently argued, there is no place for a bicameral course (theology v. social
science) in a modern theological education.
• Offering a vocationally challenging and personally satisfying final year. Various
course options should be open to third year students seeking different opportunities after
graduation. These might include: research mini-projects, specific reading topics,
vocational observation or work experience electives – using personal learning contracts
and appropriate supervisors.

What is the social context for this new degree program in Newcastle, Australia?
The following brief social history is somewhat eclectic, but identifies a number of vectors that
augured well for the introduction of this innovative program.
1. The wider Hunter region incorporates two regional cities (Newcastle, Lake Macquarie), a
number of large rural towns in the Upper Hunter (wine-growing and coal-mining) area, the
rapidly-growing, coastal, urban community of the Central Coast (half-way from Newcastle to
Sydney), plus a dozen, smaller rural towns within a 100 km. radius of Newcastle. Its
predominantly Caucasian population is served by the three mainline (Catholic, Anglican and
Uniting) Churches, plus a number of other denominations and faith groups. In their
respective church histories (of approximately 150 years), neither the Newcastle Anglican nor
the Maitland-Newcastle Catholic Diocese in this region has been under sustained,
conservative evangelical leadership. Through a series of regional natural disasters and
industrial challenges over the last century, both Dioceses have undertaken substantial
community welfare and support roles, and the respective bishops of these Dioceses have
developed close links and mutual respect. They have also initiated several unusual projects.
In 2008, Anglican bishop Farran and Catholic bishop Malone led a combined group of
pilgrims on St. Paul’s missions in Greece and Turkey; They and another, bishop Walker,
from an adjacent Catholic Diocese of Broken Bay near Sydney also signed a unique triDiocesan Covenant earlier this year, affirming their commitment to unity and creating a new
climate for practical cooperation in the spiritual and social well-being of the wider community
in this region.
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Although bound by their respective church governance models for the education and training
for priestly ministry, these three bishops showed common interest in the new university
degree project, and nominated Diocesan representatives and support for this planning.
2. The University of Newcastle is well-respected in the Hunter region as a (state) government
funded public university, committed to academic excellence and educational partnerships
with the wider community – enacted through its graduates, teaching programs and research
organisations. In its relatively short history, this university has successfully introduced a
number innovative undergraduate education programs (eg. medicine and allied health
professions, architecture, engineering, teacher education, social work) – all of which are
nationally and internationally renowned. The School of Humanities & Social Science already
offer a number of Religious Studies courses within its Bachelor of Arts degree program, but
Professor Terry Lovat, Pro Vice Chancellor (PVC) for the Faculty of Education and Arts, has
had a 20 year personal vision for a discipline of Theology, staffed by suitable academics.
3. The same three bishops (above) of the Anglican and Catholic Dioceses have each
acknowledged the looming crises in attracting, and providing a quality tertiary education in
the region for suitable applicants for priestly ministry. In 2006, the Newcastle Anglican synod
(comprising Bishop Farran and representatives from all parishes) decided to close its
regional theological college at Morpeth and to consider new locations for the formal
education of candidates for ordained (stipended) ministry.
After a series of preliminary discussions, bishop Farran on behalf of the Newcastle Anglican
Diocese and Professor Saunders, Vice Chancellor of the University of Newcastle, agreed to
an historic educational partnership that would: introduce a new undergraduate Bachelor of
Theology program in 2007; relocate the college’s substantial Morpeth Library collection at the
University, and provide funding for a chair and senior lecturer position in a new discipline of
Theology for a five-year period. This new partnership meant guaranteed public access to
Theology by students of any Christian denomination, any faith, or none.
For mainline churches and the wider regional community, the new degree program would
mean a steady supply of those seeking priestly (or other specialist ministry) vocations; new
vocational opportunities for graduates with social science skills in church and welfare
organisations in this region; and locally trained graduates for volunteer or paid work in
community settings (eg. special religious education teachers or chaplains). The Discipline
also offers choices (elective courses) in theology for those seeking work in Christian
institutions (eg. schools, colleges, hospitals, welfare agencies and aged care centres).

How does the University of Newcastle take up the challenge of offering
interdisciplinary and interfaith studies?
This question can be answered by outlining the general structure of the BTh program,
implementation of its Theology courses, and advertising aimed at potential student groups.
Program structure
To be awarded the Bachelor of Theology a student must complete 24 10 unit courses, with
each course expecting 3 hours of class and about 4 hours study per week, plus assignments
or examinations. A typical full-time load is 4 courses per 13-week semester, for the three
year program. Twelve must be THEO coded courses (offered by the discipline of Theology);
another 10 courses must be chosen from a range of ‘directed’ options offered by other
Disciplines in the School (eg. Religious Studies, Philosophy, Social Science, History, Biblical
Languages), and 2 may be electives from elsewhere (see Appendix 1). This structure was
9
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designed to suit students with different needs; for example, those most interested in studying
Christian theology and other faith traditions; those needing academic studies as part of their
preparation for Christian ministry roles (priests, chaplains); or those interested in, or being
better informed about different religious groups’ beliefs and practices as they take on social
welfare and other community service roles in paid or volunteer work. This structure also
accepts students enrolled in other degrees (eg. BA) at this university, or those from other
Australian or international universities required to take electives.

Implementation and Evaluation of the BTh Program and its Courses
1. The University of Newcastle is committed to quality teaching and learning, using researchbased models of best practice in higher education (Biggs 2003). University policy requires
Program and Course planners to align their student learning outcomes with the University’s
Graduate Attributes (University of Newcastle 2007a). Grouped under three broad domains or
desired qualities of all graduates, these are:
(1) Professionalism: an attitude or stance towards work and activity; .
(2) Community responsiveness: an attitude or stance towards society; and.
(3) Scholarship: an attitude or stance towards knowledge and learning.
For this undergraduate program, ten Theology Program Attributes (TPAs) were defined and
published as shown in Appendix 2, forming the basis for more detailed lists of assessable
behaviours for any Theology course (University of Newcastle 2007b). These also provide a
basis for evaluating the Program and each course, as part of a three-year quality audit cycle.
2. Several of these TPAs will be marks of distinction for the success of this BTh program.
Personal Professional Development (TPA 8); i.e. Graduates will be able to:
Recognise the need for continued personal professional growth, and strive to develop and apply their
competencies for the improvement of our world.
This Program Attribute is now receiving closer attention in both higher and professions
education, regardless of whether or not students are completing generic or professionspecific degree qualifications. For example, cohort studies of family medicine residents
indicate that those doctors demonstrating lower level competencies not only tended to overestimate their skills or deny their deficiencies, but also ignored expert opinion about their
relative standards or areas for improvement (Hodges et al 2001; Kruger & Dunning 1999).
Apart from students’ honesty and personal integrity in normal coursework and campus life,
our BTh program plannerrs also saw development of Effective Communication in different
communities and contexts (TPA 7) and Educational Leadership and Teamwork (TPA 9) as
crucial for student growth in Theology. These three TPAs (7,8,9) will be an important focus
for peer evaluation and self-reflection in a range of settings in the third-year THEO courses.
Another key Attribute for the success of this Program is Critical thinking, Problem solving and
Decision-making, in a range of theological contexts and disciplines (TPA 5) – particularly in
the context of a public university; i.e. graduates will be able to:
Think logically, laterally and effectively as problem solvers and decision-makers in theology and related
fields
Two program goals were considered vital to help students achieve this. One goal was that in
teaching Christian theology in a public university, no one stance (eg. Catholic, Protestant or
10
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Reformed Church dogma) could be taught as the preferred position or theological approach.
Similarly, no radical, conservative or fundamentalist religion or theology could be the basis
for any course. Instead, the Systematics courses would introduce a range of theological
perspectives and encourage students to look critically at different theologies and religious
practices. As indicated by TPAs 1, 2 and 4, course lecturers help students develop and use
tools for critical thinking about any textual material or ideologies presented in coursework.
The second program goal vital to this effort was to provide a supportive learning climate in all
coursework – especially in first year classes as students began to share their own
statements of faith and belief in tutorials. Lecturers reiterated that mutual respect and
genuine enquiry were hallmarks of acceptable personal professional behaviour in class
discussions. Critical, scholarly enquiry leading students to develop and logically articulate
their own theological position was also emphasized as the basis for writing (and marking) of
course assignments. To guide students’ process in both written performance and seminars,
course lecturers agreed to use a well-researched model for grading cognitive levels of
performance (Biggs’ SOLO taxonomy levels; see Biggs 2003). This framework, provided in
Appendix 3, was provided and explained to students at the start of each Theology course.

Preliminary Results of Student Assessment and Course Evaluations (2007-08)
Class numbers have been relatively small (n>16) in Theology courses over the first two years
of the degree program, but some numerical evaluation data is available for this presentation.
Students have also offered qualitative feedback and suggested a number of course
improvements – in a very collegial manner. These results (presented at the conference) are
quite encouraging, and taken as support for our investment in contemporary teaching
practices. In brief, these are:
• Interactive lectures using enquiry based approaches, and problem solving in small
group tutorials;(average class attendance is well over 90% for all Theology courses).
• Encouragement of peer learning, sharing of personal perspectives, ideas and social
interaction in class; (lecturers skilfully defuse interpersonal ideological conflicts or
unwitting questions/remarks which may surface in small group discussions).
• Required leadership (and active participation) tasks for each student in seminars,
contributing to progressive assessment and regular feedback on performance.
• Weekly tutorial pre-reading tasks requiring students to submit several key questions
of their own, and a brief (50 word) explanation why they considered them important for
their understanding of the material. (The course lecturer then analysed them using Biggs’
cognitive taxonomy levels (Biggs, 2003) as an index of the student’s understanding).
• Electronic submission of major written tasks (>20%) and access to all course
materials available online through an electronic Blackboard (which also helps TPA 10).
• Progressive timing of assessment tasks and timely, constructive feedback allows
students to gauge their learning effectiveness. (This also enables the lecturer to “flag”
students “at risk” of not completing the course, and to offer appropriate advice).
The submission of weekly questions arising from students’ pre-reading for tutorials had these
aims: 1. To increase compliance on preparation for tutorials; 2. To provide tangible evidence
for tutorial marks; 3. to identify students with low comprehension levels, even before they
began working on major assignments – to help them improve their quality of learning.
Dr. Ed Parker, course lecturer for the first year course, Introduction to the Bible, reviewed this
process (which contributed up to 15% of a student’s final mark), and offered these insights:
11
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•
•
•
•
•

“It would be easier to evaluate (SOLO) how they might answer a question put to
them, rather than one created by them. However, most of their questions were too
simple to categorise …but this is to be expected in a first year group.
Some students lifted their level; others did not. Really the only way for most to lift
would be to give critical feedback all the time.
The questions at least achieved the forcing of a bit more reading, even if it was a bit
more hurried and at times superficial.
While the students’ questions often had problems as to clarity, depth of insight and
precision, the 50 word comment about each question showed a range of
understandings that would be more amenable to the SOLO taxonomy evaluation.
The better students showed they could make connections, hypothesise and
generalize. The lesser students did not do that.” (pers. com. Sep. 22-23, 2008)

How diverse are the religious, cultural or academic backgrounds of students taking
Theology courses? What strategies are used to attract students to this degree?
To date, most of our Theology students have European Australian family backgrounds,
although we have had one Pacific Islander (former pastor doing the program for interest) and
several Caucasian students from the USA, taking Theology courses as their international
electives. Several (self-confessed) atheists, agnostics and lapsed Christians add to the group
of active Christians. The latter group includes students preparing for ordained priestly
ministry in regional Anglican and Catholic Dioceses, as well as those from other mainline
Churches (including Baptists from southern or mid-western American universities). Classes
therefore reflect a wide range of beliefs, worship practices and skepticism.
On another dimension, there are considerable sociological differences between students,
some of which are targeted for the university’s promotion of the BTh program. One target
group represents recent high school leavers (RSL), aged 18-21. They would normally apply
for entry via the BA program and its wide range of disciplines and possible careers. In
addition, the BTh program seeks to attract those RSL’s with evidence of success in Studies
of Religion courses in the state-wide higher school certificate examination. While students in
this group may aim to continue Religious Studies courses at the university, Theology courses
or the BTh program may appeal to those with a practicing faith or those wishing to consider
careers or vocations in religious ministry (eg. priesthood, religious education, chaplaincies).
A second target group is mature age entrants with a vocational or special interest in
Theology – as a respectable way of seeking an intellectual understanding of the meaning of
life, or preparing to help others voluntarily or through employment. These students (aged 2470) have a wealth of life experience and brushes with “the Church”. They also reflect a wide
range in school backgrounds (public and church-run private), self-confidence and academic
skills.

How is the Program addressing Interdisciplinary Integration (TPA2)?
As previously mentioned, the Bachelor of Theology program allows students a wide choice of
disciplines in Humanities and Social Science. That doesn’t guarantee interdisciplinary
integration per se, but a number of courses in disciplines such as Religious Studies,
Philosophy, Greek and Sociology are being modified to be more attractive and relevant to
students taking Theology. Course evaluations show this strategy seems to be working well.
12
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However, a third, and much broader target group for Theology are those students who are
potentially interested in taking one or two Theology courses as electives to complete their
current degree. This group includes both international students (mostly from USA) and
Australian (again, mostly from this university). We have had some success with this “taster”
group, and they certainly enhance class discussions through the mix of talents and interests
they have (music, drama, literature, languages, communications, and even engineering).
But we have quite some way to go. Besides Caucasians resident in this area, other student
groups we would like to attract include Aboriginal Australians or their indigenous neighbours
(Papua New Guinea, Philippines, New Zealand Maoris and other Pacific Islanders), and
Muslims from across Australia and neighbouring countries (Malaysia, Indonesia). But this will
take time, demonstrated achievement and patience.

What are the Program’s plans for providing Interfaith Studies as a dialogue?
This rather controversial Program Attribute (TPA 2) states that students will:
Integrate interdisciplinary knowledge, and show awareness of, and respect for interfaith perspectives.
While systematic theology courses at Newcastle University mainly focus on Christian
theology, the new degree program has great potential for fostering students’ understanding
of other faiths, their practices and beliefs. Raising greater awareness of, and cooperation
between, the main Abrahamic faith traditions (Judaism, Islam and Christianity) has been a
long-term goal of the Pro Vice Chancellor for Education and Arts (see Lovat 2006a, b). At
present, students in either the BA or BTh program at Newcastle can enroll in a first year level
World Religions course, giving a general introduction to major world religions. In second
year, students can enroll in courses providing more detailed studies of Christianity and Islam,
their respective history, culture and modern context. But the “cross-over” is minimal at this
stage, in that students from Christian and Islamic backgrounds tend not to mix or study
together; nor do they typically study courses in the other’s faith – perhaps for reasons of
cultural comfort and avoidance of critical enquiry.
A Theology planning team at Newcastle is exploring ways of introducing comparative
lectures, seminars or tutorials on selected topics - to encourage effective “interfaith dialogue”
in its new third-year program. Due to the sensitivity that many people feel about expressing
and critiquing their faith, a range of strategies may be needed. One might be informal
lunchtime seminars (small groups sharing a meal) run by students of different faiths. Salam
Café is a similar approach on a public television current affairs program, hosted by young
(more liberal and witty) Muslim men and women and a mixed studio audience seated caféstyle at small tables. Another, more direct approach is to hold a series of short lectures by
local religious leaders or current lecturers (eg. on topics like sacred texts, worship and
praise, art and architecture, peace, priesthood, martyrdom and holy war). And the proof of
such interfaith dialogue would be in having students work cooperatively in forums or
community projects.
Students of different faith backgrounds must feel comfortable with this approach, or at least
feel it is a worthwhile sacrifice for others’ benefit. Insights from other such “interprofessional
dialogues” (eg. in health professions education for community partnerships in health; see
Schmidt et al 2000) suggest this will be greatly enhanced if mutual respect, genuine interest
and cooperation is evident among the lecturers; they in turn must prepare their respective
student groups for such interaction. Heartwarming stories of such trust and cooperation
between faith leaders are evident from ongoing community building efforts and responses to
13
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local crises (eg. Sydney ‘race riots’), as well as poly-religious or multi-cultural cooperation in
international disasters (eg. tsunamis, hurricanes, earthquakes, terrorist attacks).

How do we assess students in terms of interfaith understanding and dialogue?
In keeping with contemporary research and “best practice” in higher education, much will
depend on the nature of learning activity adopted to promote understanding and dialogue.
Individual and/or group learning contracts will help define mutual expectations and relevant
areas of new knowledge or cooperative behaviour. Again, the SOLO taxonomy (Biggs, 2003,
48-50) offers a consistent framework for assessing students’ level, breadth and application of
new knowledge. As described for grading and feedback of students’ performance on written
or seminar leadership tasks in single discipline or interdisciplinary topics, this same approach
can be extended to single faith or interfaith areas.

Concluding Remarks
David Tracy’s (1981) and others’ deliberations on what constitutes an academic discipline,
and whether or not theology qualifies, helps us through the first question, Can theology be
taught as an academic discipline in a public university? Some historical insights into the
dynamic contributions of Church and State in forging public education in early European
Australian society have also helped identify some important similarities and differences
between Australia and the United States in this respect. Analyses of more recent sociological
patterns of religion in Australia shown in its 2001 and 2006 Census have helped us address
the more compelling and liberating questions: Why should theology be taught in a public
university? and How can it be taught effectively? Although perhaps of less relevance to
academics at overseas universities, this paper has provided insights into the unique context
for introducing a Bachelor of Theology the University of Newcastle, and its educational
planning and implementation strategies. We also briefly give details of students’ backgrounds
and progress, and our attempts to ensure they receive a quality education in a public
university, located within the school of humanities and social science. New approaches to
encouraging and assessing students’ interfaith dialogue are posed for discussion, aimed at
creating more effective community partnerships for peaceful coexistence.
Obviously, this will not be an overnight process given our personal and public reactions to
world terrorism and the daily media portrayal of religious tensions, border security, and so
on. But it may be worth asking ourselves where else will tomorrow’s national and community
leaders learn more effectively about other faiths, cultures and practices? Are private schools,
colleges and universities offering such education to their elites in a critical but respectful,
non-judgemental, learning environment? Can we afford to deny the general public who are
searching for a deeper sense of spirituality and balanced, contemporary insights on the
meaning of life via theological education at a public university? Or must this remain confined
to special religious educational institutions, libraries and public media sources? Time will tell.
We believe the approach adopted at Newcastle - providing a quality education at a respected
public institution open to all university students - is a risk worth taking; one might say a “preemptive strike for regional peace” aimed at tomorrow’s leaders today.
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APPENDIX 1

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE BACHELOR OF THEOLOGY PROGRAM STRUCTURE 2008
YEAR ONE
SEMESTER 1
Core Courses (Compulsory)

SEMESTER 2
Core Courses (Compulsory)

THEO1030 Introduction to the Bible
THEO1040 Introduction to Theological Method
Directed Courses (Select 5 in total over both semesters)

THEO1002

Forming the Faith: History of the Early
Church
Directed Courses (Select 5 in total over both semesters)

RELI1010
SOCA1010
THEO1001
GREK1010

PHIL1030
PHIL1060
SOCA1020

World Religions
Society & Culture: A Sociological Introduction
Introduction to Biblical Languages OR
Introduction to Greek

Introduction to Philosophy B
Introduction to Philosophy of Psychology
Introduction to Social & Cultural
Anthropology

YEAR TWO
SEMESTER 1
Core Courses (Compulsory)

SEMESTER 2
Core Courses (Compulsory)

THEO2003
THEO2005

THEO2001 Christian Liturgy & Worship
THEO2002 Christ: Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow
THEO2004 Old Testament 2
Directed Courses (Select 2 in total over both semesters)

Late Medieval & Reformation Studies
New Testament 2

Directed Courses (Select 2 in total over both semesters)
RELI3000
SOCA3700
SOCA2520

Islam: History, Theology & Culture
Australian Culture, Myths & Nationalism
Religion & Politics in Contemporary Style
(Not available in 2008)

RELI3030
Religion, Ritual & Consciousness
ELECTIVE
As a guide, students should refer to program
information for the Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Social
Science for lists of courses which may be taken as electives.

YEAR 3
SEMESTER 1
Core Courses (Compulsory)

SEMESTER 2
Core Courses (Compulsory)

THEO3001
THEO3002
THEO3003

THEO3004 Advanced Study in Theology 1
Choices for these courses may include:
1. Supervised extramural experience and/or
Mentored study of a topic with readings; (eg. The
Prophets; The Pentateuch; Ecumenical Studies; NT
Epistles, Introduction to Spirituality; Apocalyptic,
Eschatological & Wisdom Literature)
Directed Courses (Select 3 in total over both semesters)

Contemporary Issues in Doctrine & Practice
The Triune God
Mission Studies

Directed Courses (Select 3 in total over both semesters)
RELI3010
SOCA3230

Religion, Nature, Morality
Identity and Culture

THEO3005
Advanced Study in Theology 2
SOCS2300
Ethical Debates in the Sciences
SOCS2400
Applied Social Research
LING3003
Cross Cultural Communication
PHIL3030
Reason and Religion
RELI3251
Islam and Modern Society
SOCA3850 Indigenous Peoples: Contemporary World
ELECTIVE
As a guide, students should refer to program
information for the Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Social
Science for lists of courses which may be taken as electives.
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APPENDIX 2
THEOLOGY PROGRAM ATTRIBUTES FOR BACHELOR OF THEOLOGY AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE, NSW
Coursework for this degree is intended to develop graduates with qualities and abilities essential to
theological practice, education and research. These Graduate Program Attributes (TPA’s) are grouped
(with some overlap) under the following ten broad headings.
Graduates of the Bachelor of Theology (BTh) program will be able to:
1. Acquire and apply in-depth professional knowledge and theological insights
2. Integrate interdisciplinary knowledge, and show awareness of, and respect for interfaith
perspectives
3. Act ethically and effectively in different social contexts of professional practice
4. Acquire global insights and articulate awareness of intercultural diversity in faith issues,
particularly in the broad Australian context
5. Think logically, laterally and effectively as problem solvers and decision-makers in theology and
related fields
6. Recognise and respond appropriately to social justice issues and in building community
relationships
7. Communicate honestly, clearly and sensitively in different communities or groups, and in a
range of social and professional contexts
8. Recognise the need for continued personal professional growth, and strive to develop and apply
their competencies for the improvement of our world
9. Work productively and learn effectively in autonomus or collaborative contexts, showing
personal integrity and appropriate use of available resources
10. Utilise information technology effectively to acquire, organize and disseminate information
relevant to coursework, research activities and communication needs.
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APPENDIX 3
HIERARCHY OF VERBS TO BE USED TO FORM COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES
(extracted from Biggs (2003) Teaching for Quality Learning at University, 2nd ed.
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APPENDIX 4
GRADE DESCRIPTORS USING BIGGS’ SOLO TAXONOMY
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Torreiro 1
Title of the submission: Cooking One’s Roots: Food and Memory in Diana AbuJaber, Jhumpa Lahiri and Gish Jen.
Name of the author: Paula Torreiro Pazo.
Affiliation of the author: Member of CLEU Research Unit (Culture and Literature
of The United States), English Department, University of A Coruña.
Address of the author: Camiño da Igrexa 40, 2ºB. 15009 A Coruña, Galicia,
Spain.
Email address of the author: pau_linha@hotmail.com
Full paper:

“Cooking One’s Roots: Food and Memory in Diana Abu-Jaber, Jhumpa Lahiri and
Gish Jen”.
The connection between humans and food has always existed and it is not
only a mere biological need, but it also functions as a cultural indicator, ethnic
marker and shaper of our identity. Needless to say, when people migrate, their
culinary culture and foodways migrate with them, and “food often has an ability to
last longer as a signifier for ethnicity than other markers, such as language and
fashion” (Gardaphé and Xu 7). Cooking and eating are human practices
predetermined to a very high extent by culture, and by the community where they
take place. Thus, eating is not just a question of consuming food, it implies
elaborate social codes, and even rituals, that differ from one culture to another.
Food has also found its place in the literary discourse. Studies on
multiethnic literature have shed light on the trope of food and its connections to
ethnicity, culture, religion, memory, and so on. For the purpose of this paper I will
focus on the significance of food as a link between the dislocated individual and
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the homeland and childhood; as well as the connotations that food acquires when
dealing with issues of assimilation or non-assimilation.
One of the most evident and important roles that food plays in multiethnic
literature is that of a bridge between the displaced individual or community,
wherever they may be, and the homeland. Hence, food functions as a soothing
balm for the nostalgia and “sadness of the immigrant”. Culinary habits, dishes,
smells and tastes are intimately connected to family and childhood memories in
the homeland. Food provides the means of transport to a lost childhood and a far,
and sometimes also lost, motherland. This is obvious in the case of Crescent,
which “illustrates what happens when people are displaced, whether by death,
politics or misunderstanding” (Mercer and Strom 42). For immigrants or exiles, the
culinary practices of their homeland acquire even more significance when
displayed in a foreign country, being both comfortable and painful, since it is a
source of sweet memories and also a reminder of what has been lost. In this
novel, food crosses very subtly the boundaries between the public and the
intimate experiences and feelings of the characters.
The Lebanese restaurant where Sirine works as a cook is very near the
university campus and many Arab and Arab-American students and professors go
there as a way to “return home” using their five senses: they see familiar faces
shaped with features from a far land that they call home; they hear and talk the
language that their mothers used to pamper and scold them; and they touch, taste
and smell those “flavours that remind them of their homes” (Abu-Jaber, Crescent
20), transporting them through time and distance to places that for a long time
have only existed in their minds. Um-Nadia’s restaurant becomes a little piece of
home, a small community; a “new tribe” (qtd. in Abu-Jaber, “The Only Response”),
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as Homi Bhabha would call it; or according to Mary Louis Pratt, a “contact zone”
(Mercer and Strom 39) created around food. For Hanif, the Iraqi exile working as a
professor at the Near Eastern Studies Department at the UCLA, Sirine’s food
means “home” and also “hope”.
The story in Crescent takes place in the nineties, when Saddam Hussein
still maintained his dictatorship in Iraq. Due to the adverse political situation in his
home country, Han cannot go back to Baghdad without running the risk of being
killed. In addition to this, he does not even know if the Iraq of his memories still
exists. He does not know anything about his family, and the few things he knows
he cannot take in completely since all the letters he received had gone through a
severe censorship. These distressing circumstances translate into a complete and
painful gulf between Han and his home in Iraq, making it almost magical for him to
eat the Iraqi dishes that Sirine prepares. He falls in love with her foods, and with
Sirine herself, for being a source of peace and reconciliation with his past. “You
are the place I want to be – you’re the opposite of exile. When I look at you –
when I touch you – I feel ease. I feel joy” (Abu-Jaber, Crescent 158).
The time Sirine and Han spend together sharing the processes of cooking
and eating, makes Han’s memories of Iraq so vivid, that they become an
obsession. The flavours and smells conjure up overwhelming memories of his
family and life in his home country, and this makes the need to go back there
irresistible. Sirine is not oblivious to this, and she starts to feel that the more she
cooks Iraqi dishes to Han, the more she fears to lose him. One morning Sirine
asks Han what he wants to have for breakfast, and he says: “I don’t suppose you
could make some more of that frekeh?” (Abu-Jaber, Crescent 231). Though Sirine
knows she has plenty of frekeh at home, and it is completely possible to cook the
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Iraqi dish for Han, “she makes scrambled eggs and bacon for breakfast” (AbuJaber, Crescent 232). This scene is very effective in showing the magnetism
between food and the homeland for the displaced person. In fact, Sirine is literally
sending Han home by means of her cooking. She serves him an American
breakfast as if it were an antidote to make him forget about returning to Iraq.
Nevertheless, the antidote does not work, and Hanif goes back to the Middle East
following the hypnotic scent of Arab food.
As for Sirine, she was born in the USA to an American woman and an Iraqi
man. Her parents died when she was a little girl and she has never set foot in Iraq.
However, cooking Middle Eastern dishes, “the simple and perfect foods of her
childhood” (Abu-Jaber, Crescent 92), “she felt as if she were returning to her
parents tiny kitchen and her earliest memories” (Abu-Jaber, Crescent 22). For
Sirine food does not function as a way of going back to her homeland, but more
as a way to pay homage to her Iraqi father, and also as a “physical replication”
(Fadda-Conrey 200) of the culture that he had instilled in her. This physical
replication becomes clear when Sirine is preparing baklava in the kitchen of the
restaurant and she recalls how her parents made baklava together, as a ritual full
of love and magic: “It was systematic yet graceful: her mother carefully unpeeling
each layer and placing them in the tray where Sirine’s father painted them” (AbuJaber, Crescent 66). While Sirine is absorbed in these thoughts, Han enters the
kitchen and they start to prepare baklava together, in the same exact way as
Sirine’s parents did. This moment is crucial because it represents the future union
between Han and Sirine as they experience together the process of returning to
their families and childhood. Baklava has the same effect in both of them: their
return to their parents’ kitchens. Han says, “I never much wanted to be up in my
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father’s orchard. I liked the kitchen. The table. The stove” (Abu-Jaber, Crescent
67). The sharing of these feelings of loneliness, nostalgia and displacement, all of
them intensified by food, is what makes Han and Sirine melt together as if they
were only one person.
The intimate connection between food and origins lies behind Sirine’s fulltime commitment with Middle Eastern food; reflecting her need to find her origins
retrospectively. She uses food as a way to get to know who she is and where she
comes from. She explains in the novel: “I think food should taste like where it
came from. […] Things show their origins” (Abu-Jaber, Crescent 78). This is very
ironic because Sirine does not “show her origins”, at least physically. Being white,
blond, and having green eyes, people find it hard to believe that she has Iraqi
blood in her veins. Thus, and according to the popular saying of “you are what you
eat”, Sirine cooks and eats Middle Eastern food as a way to find and explore her
origins by means of “eating them”.
Examples of the evocative power of food in relation to the motherland, the
family left behind and the childhood, are also found in Jhumpa Lahiri’s “Mrs.
Sen’s”. The only thing that helps Mrs. Sen to keep in touch with her native India is
the culinary tradition symbolised by the blade she uses to chop the ingredients.
“She had brought the blade from India, where apparently there was at least one in
every household” (Lahiri 115). She is far from her family and she is surrounded by
a culture she does not belong to and where she is unable to find a place or a
purpose in life. Society urges her to forget about her origins and she feels
completely out of place, with nobody to socialise with but her husband. However,
Mr. Sen does not understand his wife’s behaviour and her difficulties in adapting
to American society. Mrs. Sen feels unbearably empty and alone, as she shows
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when talking to Eliot, the boy she takes care of: “Eliot, if I began to scream right
now at the top of my lungs, would someone come?” (Lahiri 116). The fact that the
only person she talks to about her loneliness is an eight-year-old boy, not mature
enough to understand her situation, makes Mrs. Sen isolation even more dramatic.
Her happiness is represented by the culinary rituals that make her small kitchen in
the US feel like a little piece of India. “Receiving news of fresh fish from the local
merchants is the only thing that makes her as happy as receiving a mail from
India” (Williams 74). The deep feeling of displacement that Mr. Sen’s wife suffers
in America is momentarily relieved while she is involved in tasks of chopping,
brewing and cooking dishes from her native land. These culinary rituals act as an
emotional anchor that helps Mrs. Sen to calm the sadness caused by her having
been uprooted from her cultural environment.
In “A Temporary Matter”, conversations about childhood and memories of
the time spent in India usually coincide with those moments when Shukumar and
Shoba are eating Indian food together in the kitchen. Again, food is the bridge
between present and past, and between two continents: America and Asia.
Shukumar cooks dinner, and they eat it in semidarkness due to the power cut.
The flavours of the “rogan josh” together with the fact that there is no artificial light
create an atmosphere that reminds Shoba of her childhood in her homeland: “It’s
like India” (Lahiri 11). She remembers vividly the moments when the electricity
disappeared for hours, also her grandmother and the games she played with her,
and even the rituals of her community there, such as the “rice ceremony” (Lahiri
11) . However, food is not so evocative for Shukumar, who “wished now that he
had his own childhood story of India” (Lahiri 12). It seems frustrating for him, living
with Shoba and sharing food with her, that the food he eats and the tastes he
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savours are not so intimately linked with any childhood experience or memory of
India. “Shukumar hadn’t spent as much time in India as Shoba had. His parents,
who settled in New Hampshire, used to go back without him” (Lahiri 12).
Food is one of the first things that mainstream culture tries to change in
ethnic minorities, considering their ethnic foodways as “filthy and unhealtful”
(Gardaphé and Xu 6). An example of this is the humiliation that Mrs. Sen suffers
in the bus when a woman complains about the smell of the fish she has bought.
Being constantly humiliated and reminded that their foodways are inferior, it is not
surprising that many immigrants or exiles end up by giving up their own culinary
habits in favour of the ones of the mainstream culture in the USA.
Culinary practices become particularly revealing when dealing with matters
of assimilation and non-assimilation. In “This Blessed House” these two different
attitudes appear represented by the two main characters and their reactions
towards food. The way each of them–Sanjeev and Tanima–face up or conceive
their condition as Indian immigrants in the United States is different, and it can be
clearly deduced by the fact that Tanima changed her Indian name to Twinkle.
Sanjeev is the one who is constantly reminding her wife who she is and what her
origins are; as if she had forgotten, or did not care about them. Sanjeev has to
repeat to her: “We’re not Christians” (Lahiri 137). His parents live in Calcutta,
unlike Twinkle’s parents, who live in California. Twinkle is a second generation
Indian American, and she does not appreciate Indian tradition so much. She is
more Americanised than Sanjeev; she is worried about fitting in in the
neighbourhood, and in society. Sau-ling Wong argues, “the American-born
children often have reservations about their parents’ food choices” (37). This is
confirmed by Twinkle’s attitude towards Indian food, not altogether positive. “She
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was not terribly ambitious in the kitchen. […] Indian food, she complained, was a
bother; she detested chopping garlic, and peeling ginger, and could not operate a
blender, […] (Lahiri 144). Twinkle is completely careless about food, and using
words such as “bother” and “detested” when talking about her own ethnic culinary
tradition can be taken as a tell-tale sign of her wishes to assimilate to the
mainstream culture, and her complete indifference towards her own ethnicity and
traditions. On the other hand, Sanjeev shows more attachment to his origins, and
tries to maintain the Indian culinary habits by cooking “proper curry” (Lahiri 144)
on weekends. When they prepare for the housewarming party, it is again Sanjeev
the one who has to spend the whole day cooking Indian dishes while Twinkle
goes to the beauty salon. These disagreements start to affect their marriage,
though it seems that only Sanjeev is aware of it.
In Mona in the Promised Land, opposite attitudes towards assimilation and
non-assimilation can be clearly observed in Mona’s home environment. Mona’s
parents, first generation Chinese immigrants in the United States, have a
tendency towards assimilation, though it is Helen, Mona’s mother, the one who
shows it the most. “Ralph thought they should live in their own little world,
whereas Helen thought they should belong to society” (Jen 52).
The generation gap between parents and children is obvious when dealing
with food. As Wong states, for first generation Asian immigrants, food means
“necessity”; the need to preserve their culinary habits in order to feel that they still
belong somewhere, and also to shape their identity in the foreign country. For the
second generation, born in the USA, food means “extravagance”, and sometimes
the culinary tradition of their elders is rejected for being primitive, for making them
look different from the rest, and for preventing them from assimilating to the
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mainstream culture. In the novel, this theory of necessity and extravagance is
humorously contradicted by Callie, Mona’s sister. She is a second generation
Chinese and she has never been to China. However, she decides when she goes
to college that she wants to be Chinese, influenced by her roommate Naomi.
“Callie’s best conversational opportunity is still Naomi, who thinks it’s great for
Callie to be in touch with her ancestry” (Jen 129). It seems that Callie wants to
exploit her “Chineseness” in order to look exotic, trendy and liberated; as if it were
a fashionable thing to do. Therefore, she does not refuse Chinese food, and she
eats it as a way to claim her Chinese origins and her extravagance. “Instead of
Wheaties or an English muffin, Callie is eating shee-veh, with assorted pickled
and deep-fried condiments, something like what their parents [Callie and Mona’s]
used to eat in China. Of course, Helen and Ralph now prefer raisin bran – less
work, they say, and good for your performance” (Jen 167). Despite Mona’s
parents attempts to fit in, and their dislike of Callie’s open attitude towards her
Chinese ancestry, they own a Chinese pancake restaurant and they make a living
in the USA thanks to it. This is what Frank Chin calls “food pornography”, defined
by Wong as “making a living by exploiting the exotic aspects of one’s ethnic
foodways. In cultural terms it translates to reifying perceived culture differences
and exaggerating one’s otherness in order to gain a foothold in a white-dominated
social system” (55). According to this, Mona’s parents assimilation is selective;
they want to be part of the American society, but they know “the fastest way to a
racist heart might be through his stomach” (Wong 56). The industry of the “exotic
food” is one of the easiest and low-cost ways for Chinese immigrants in the USA
to enter the business community.
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As a conclusion, it is necessary to point out that the culinary symbolisms
and significance dealt with in this paper are only some of the many connotations
that food entails in the multiethnic literary discourse. The relationship between
ethnic food and love, politics, religion, states of mind, among others, are also
present in Mona in the Promised Land, Crescent and Interpreter of Maladies; and
they would also require special and detailed analysis. It may seem that what we
perceive through the senses of taste and smell is ephemeral; however, it is not,
because we associate flavours to objects, people, feelings and situations.
Consequently, the significance of food is endless and it acts as a very important
emotional anchor that helps to crystallize our memories.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to provide an analysis of the major arias and
ensembles of Jody Nagel’s Fifty-Third Street for performance practice, drawing upon a case
study of the premiere. The opera Fifty-Third Street was composed in 1992 by Nagel for his
dissertation project at the University of Texas at Austin. The librettist is Seth Wolitz, then a
University of Texas faculty member. The opera examines the lives of two homeless men on 53rd
Street in New York City, between 5th and 6th Streets, and the reactions toward them from various
facets of society, including the church, art institutions, businesses and tourists. The opera was
premiered at Sursa Performance Hall on the campus of Ball State University on April 12, 2007
with a subsequent performance on April 15, 2007.
Both the piano/vocal score and the chamber orchestra score from the premiere have been
examined in the analysis of the opera, in addition to the original treatise by Jody Nagel. The
analysis is conducted from a performer’s perspective and examines vocal aspects, including
potential technical challenges, range and tessitura; musical aspects, including formal analysis,
tonality, melody, harmony and rhythm in relation to the text; drama and staging, and character
motivation for each of the major arias and ensembles. Suggestions are offered for practice and
performance based upon the analysis and informal interviews with the composer, conductor,
directors, cast and crew of the premiere performance. Appendices include scene charts, costume
lists, lighting and projection cues, original set and publicity materials, and a DVD recording of
the world premiere performance.
Many composers throughout the centuries have used opera as a way to comment on the
world in which they lived and to challenge the status quo: Mozart, Le nozze di Figaro; Verdi,
Un ballo in maschera; Berg, Wozzek; Britten, Peter Grimes. Jody Nagel has continued this
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tradition in a way that is powerful and compelling. Future directors will discover that Fifty-Third
Street offers an invaluable tool for the musical development of students and professionals, for the
growth of the American opera repertory, and for challenging the American way of life.
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Abstract
This paper aims to determine what has been achieved in recent years and what remains to
be explored in research on the effectiveness of Computer Assisted Language Learning
(CALL) in second language classes at postsecondary institutions. Our focus is on studies
of students’ and instructors’ perception of the effectiveness of the use of computers and
other technologies in second language teaching and learning situations. We are also
interested in the perception CALL use, particularly during the introduction of new
technologies.
In the studies conducted in 2008 (Wiebe & Kabata, 2008; Wiebe, Kabata & Okamoto,
2008), we had students rate the effectiveness of a new technology in a series of surveys
given throughout a two semester course. It had been originally expected that students
would exhibit some novelty effect, where, initially, students pay increased attention to a
novel media leading to increased effort and persistence, and where subsequently, as
students become more familiar with the new medium, their efforts fall off (Clark, 1983).
The results, however, indicated that students were more interested in the fit and the goal
of the language learning activity than they were in the novelty of the activity. Although
there were initial high ratings at the beginning of the course and somewhat diminished
ratings in the subsequent survey, which can be associated with a novelty effect, there
were consistently high effectiveness ratings for the new technology in the surveys
conducted during the middle and at the end of the course. There was no clear evidence
for a novelty effect. This led us to conclude that although we observed an initial novelty
effect with its predicted falling off of interest early on, there was a positive familiarity
effect once the technology began to disappear into the background and students were able
to focus their attention on the learning activities.
Furthermore, during the subsequent focus group discussion, when students were asked to
discuss the effectiveness of a new technology used is their 8-month course, the students
were more interested in talking about the activities conducted in the computer lab and had
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little to say about the technology they were using. Their reluctance to discuss the
technology itself is indicative of a trend for the use of computers and other technologies
in language teaching and learning to become an indispensable or natural part of students’
educational experiences. We believe our findings are closely related to the concept of
normalization, as discussed by Chambers and Bax (2006), who argued that “only when
the technology is normalised … will it have found its proper place in language education”
(2006: 466). According to them, “the concept of normalisation allows us to … treat
CALL as one innovation among many in education, rather than seeing it as somehow
unique” (2006: 466). Furthermore, once CALL is normalized, “computers will be at the
centre of no lessons, but will play a part in almost all” (Bax 2003: 23).
In the present study, therefore, we are interested in where we are in the process of the
normalization of CALL. How has research on the effectiveness of CALL developed over
the last several years? How has students’ and instructors’ perception of CALL changed
in general? Whereas we are certainly moving towards normalization of everyday
technology use, and notice the novelty effect fading among the students, we also observe
a gap in the use of CALL, particularly by instructors of less commonly taught languages,
including Japanese.
In order to address these questions, we examined research articles in major CALL
journals, including CALICO Journal, ReCALL, and CALL. Interestingly, it has been
found that the issues raised in the early evaluation studies have remained more or less the
same even from the very early days of CALL research, despite the apparent progress in
the type of technology available. For example, Putnam (1983), in the first issue of
CALICO, wrote:
… even as computer literacy increases, equal expertise in foreign-language
pedagogy and computers is rare and likely to remain so…. We [foreign-language
pedagogues] should exercise caution, pay close attention to the special needs of
foreign language education, and concentrate on programs and materials as widely
usable and transportable as possible (1983: 35).
Similarly, Moeller (1997) emphasized the necessity of the use of the technology “coupled
with sound pedagogical principles” since technology is “nothing but a tool in the hands of
the teacher and learner” (1997: 12). Touching upon the novelty effect, Murray and
Barnes (1998) already warned that the “wow” factor − either positive and negative initial
reactions − “can colour the user’s opinion of the program as a whole,” and therefore,
teachers should make careful decisions as to whether the designers of the software have
implemented sound language teaching and learning approaches.
Five recent studies – three that examined students’ and/or instructors’ perception of
CALL materials, and two that dealt with CALL implementation and training – further
revealed a gap between everyday technology use and CALL use. They also indicated that
the gap may be due to difference in students’ and instructors’ perception of CALL
effectiveness (e.g., Wiebe, Kabata & Kim, 2007).
Polisca (2006) found that students who follow a VLE (virtual learning environment)enhanced program developed both better skills as language learners and more valuable
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transferable skills than students who did not. Lim and Shen (2006) similarly found their
students perceived CALL-based language learning to be exciting, though not any more
effective than traditional learning, possibly due to the students’ unfamiliarity with the
new learning environment, which is more student-controlled. Jamieson et al. (2005)
argued that CALL was perceived positively as an effective tool for language learning by
students, but that teachers may be unaware of the students’ need for an orientation, which
likely led to the initial frustration exhibited by the students in their study.
Two recent studies dealing with CALL implementation by Kessler (2007) and by
Coryelle and Chlup (2007) dealt with the noticeable gap between the everyday
technology use and CALL use. Coryelle and Chlup (2007) were interested in what the
specific challenges and successes are regarding the implementation and experience with
e-learning. The survey data collected from directors and instructors of adult English
Language Learner (ELL) programs across the US overwhelmingly identified a need for a
dedicated computer lab, updated hardware, projector systems, and internet connectivity.
Some programs still delineated job functions separately between ELL instruction and
computer instruction. They also found that it is important for faculty and staff to believe
in e-learning in the education of ELLs in order for its use to be successful.
Kessler (2007) examined the role of CALL in teacher preparation among TESOL
(Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages) programs, and found that TESOL
professionals are confident with CALL overall, but not with the creation of CALL
materials. Interestingly, their data did not show a perceptible difference in CALL
perception by graduates between the 1986-1995 and 1996-2005 period. They also found
that those who were confidence with technology were found to have gained knowledge
through a variety of informal means (in-service participation, conference attendance,
training sessions, etc.), rather than formal CALL preparation, signaling the need for
formal CALL education for teachers.
The examination of these recent CALL evaluation studies suggests to us that we are far
less normalized in CALL implementation and use than in everyday technology use.
There is still room for integration of technology and pedagogy (Jamieson et al. 2005, Lim
& Shen 2006, Kessler 2007), which, as we mentioned above, has been discussed from the
initial stage of CALL research. It has also been suggested that instructors need
institutional support, which will foster better collaboration and communication between
instructors and technical staff. Furthermore, we should pay attention to the gap between
less commonly taught languages and those that are most commonly taught, since
additional support may need to be provided for instructors who teach languages for which
very few CALL materials have been commercialized.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this lecture recital is to provide an illustrated performance analysis of
Menotti’s operetta The Telephone, including the genre, plot, structure and the dramatic musical
devices employed distinctly within this operetta. The lecture includes an introductory biography
of Gian-Carlo Menotti, his works and his overall musical style. Menotti was unique among
opera composers in that he consistently preferred to write his own libretti. Menotti labeled The
Telephone “an opera buffa in one act” on the title page of the piano/vocal score. 1 The opera was
composed for two singers and a chamber orchestra and is approximately 20-30 minutes in
duration. The synopsis of the opera involves a young couple, Lucy and Ben. Ben has stopped
by Lucy’s apartment with the intention of proposing marriage. Lucy is enamored with her
telephone which appears to thwart Ben’s efforts at every turn. Ben finally decides that the only
way he will ever truly get Lucy’s attention is to call her himself, which he does from a phone
booth at the train station.
The piano edition of the musical score is utilized for the analysis in view of the fact that it
is in general circulation and is available to anyone, whereas the orchestral score must be rented.
The rhythmic, harmonic, and melodic structures of the piano score are considered to be
sufficiently intact. 2 The piano is also frequently used in performance for opera workshops at
colleges and universities, where The Telephone is most often performed.
Various plots and sub-plots are examined in the analysis. The central plot revolves
around Ben and his marriage proposal. One major sub-plot examines the relationship between
man and machine. A second major sub-plot involves Lucy’s adventure into the world of gossip

1

Menotti, Gian-Carlo, The Telephone or L’amour à trios, Piano/Vocal Score (New York: G. Schirmer, 1947).
Peterson, Daniel A., Reading bodily action from the operatic score: A new approach to operatic criticism
demonstrated with reference to Gian-Carlo Menotti’s The Telephone., PhD diss. , New York University, 1986.
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and illustrates the misuse of machinery in modern society. Menotti’s musical treatment of these
dramatic devices involves parodies on aria forms originally derived from opera seria (serious
opera), soaring melodies, conservative harmonies, and florid passages in which the piano
becomes the voice of the caller or of the telephone itself.
Few composers have lived to enjoy the success of their works by both the world of
educated musicians and the general public alike. Menotti’s ability to weave a musical
masterpiece while maintaining its accessibility has contributed greatly to the furtherance of
American opera.
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Hybrid Views & Embedding
This paper will examine several views which hold that utterances containing
ethical terms (good, bad, right, wrong) have the dual function of communicating both the
beliefs and desires of the speaker. In the paper, I will discuss a range of dual-use views
and classify them according to a key difference in the way they account for the meaning
of ethical sentences. I wish to show that one type of hybrid view is better equipped to
deal with a traditional problem for expressivist views: the embedding problem.
This paper is divided into four main sections. In Section I, I briefly discuss the
basis for, and some common features of, hybrid cognitivist/expressivist metaethical
views. On the basis of a distinction I present in this section, I maintain that hybrid views
can be generally categorized into two classes. In Section II, I will present a range of
hybrid views (mostly from very recent literature on the subject) and classify each
according to the distinction I presented in Section I. In Section III, I will briefly lay out
the general embedding problem for expressivism. In Section IV, I will return to discuss
in greater detail a specific view that I introduced in Section II, namely Boisvert’s
‘Expressive-Assertivist’ view which may potentially pose a problem for my position. In
the end, I maintain that what I call type II hybrid theories have a distinct advantage in
dealing with the embedding problem.
I. Dual-Use Views
The division between cognitivist and expressivist metaethical views is a prime
example of one of the many traditionally established divisions in modern metaethics.
The distinction can be made roughly as follows: cognitivist views hold that ethical
utterances made by a speaker like ‘murder is wrong’ express beliefs, while expressivist
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views hold that such moral utterances express desires (or desire-like non-cognitive
attitudes such as approval or disapproval). With regard to this apparent traditional
division, Michael Ridge writes that: “Cognitivists insist that moral utterances express
beliefs rather than desires, while expressivists hold that moral utterances express desires
rather than beliefs.” 1 Cognitivists hold that the contents of the beliefs expressed by moral
utterances are subject to truth conditions; they hold that moral utterances predicate a
certain moral property on a specific action of an agent in an analogous manner to the way
in which descriptive utterances like ‘grass is green’ predicate a certain color property to
an object. Expressivists are generally taken to hold that there are no such things as
ethical facts that would make an ethical sentence true or false in any robust sense (though
they are not strictly committed to such a position). For expressivists, ethical utterances
merely serve as an expression of the non-cognitive attitudes of the speaker. Generally
speaking, cognitivist views are associated with realist positions (though not always)2 and
expressivist positions are taken to be anti-realist.
As the views have been set out here, moral cognitivism and expressivism seem to
be directly opposed to one another. While cognitivists are able to account for why ethical
statements seem to work logically just like descriptive statements, and are able to explain
why speakers think they are having genuine factual disagreements when they disagree
about whether or not something is wrong (or bad, or right, or good), they are unable to
account for the apparent expressive function of ethical utterances. On the other hand
expressivists account for the attitudinally expressive function of ethical utterances, but
seem to have great difficulties accounting for certain features of moral disagreement as

1

Ridge 304
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well as the embedding problem (which I will discuss in the next section). More recently
there has been a variety of attempts to incorporate the most plausible aspects of both
positions while avoiding the pitfalls associated with each. I will refer to views of this
type as ‘hybrid’ or ‘dual-use’ views. While these views come in a wide-ranging variety
of forms, their common feature is the position that moral utterances have a dual function:
they are utilized to communicate both a cognitive belief and a desire-like non-cognitive
attitude of the speaker. As previously stated, cognitivist views tend to be realist while
non-cognitive views are anti-realist. In contrast, hybrid views can easily be compatible
with either realist or anti-realist positions depending upon the specifics of the view.
More formally, hybrid cognitivist/expressivist views hold that when a speaker
utters a sentence of the general form ‘φ-ing is m’, where ‘φ’ is an action and ‘is m’ is an
ethical predicate, a speaker is communicating the fact that φ-ing is m and their attitude of
something like approval or disapproval for φ-ing. 3,4 In “Expressive-Assertivism,”
Boisvert uses the label “basic ethical sentences” 5 in describing the aforementioned
sentence types, and I will follow the same convention here. For simplicity, I will refer to
such sentences as uttered by a speaker as ‘basic ethical utterances’. Let us look at the
following example of a basic ethical sentence:
BES) Plagiarizing is wrong.

2

The most obvious exception being error-theory: an anti-realist view according to which moral utterances
express beliefs the contents of which are all false.
3
Of course, this is only supposed to be representative of a general range of cases. Ethical predicates can
include ‘is right, is wrong, is good, is bad, etc. Furthermore, I think it should be apparent that my
discussion here could be appropriately broadened to include sentences including other evaluative ethical
terms such as ‘ought.’
4
I stress that I am speaking generally- as I discuss in section IV, I take it that Boisvert’s ExpressiveAssertivism is a hybrid view that does not hold that a speaker directly expresses an attitude toward φ-ing
when uttering an ethical sentence.
5
Boisvert 5
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From here on out, I will refer to BES and use it as a typical example of a basic ethical
sentence. But before I discuss the general hybrid theory account of BES, let us
distinguish basic ethical sentences from what I will call ‘standard descriptive sentences.’
The following is an example of a standard descriptive sentence:
SDS) Grass is green.
Let us first examine what I am going to take to be a non-controversial basic account of
what a speaker does when he or she utters SDS, as well as the meaning of SDS. When a
speaker utters SDS in a normal context, I maintain that the speaker is i) asserting the
proposition expressed by ‘grass is green’, and ii) expressing the speaker’s belief that
grass is green. On an ordinary truth-conditional semantics, the meaning of SDS is given
by the truth conditions for the proposition expressed by ‘grass is green’. On a robust
correspondence theory of truth, ‘grass is green’ is true in if and only if it corresponds to a
certain fact in the world about grass, namely that it possesses the property of greenness.
Now that I have established a rough semantic account of standard descriptive sentences
like SDS, let us turn now to look at a hybrid account of basic ethical sentences.
On what I am going to consider a standard hybrid or dual-use type of view for
basic ethical sentences, when a speaker utters BES, she is 1) asserting the proposition
expressed by ‘plagiarizing is wrong’, 2) expressing her belief that plagiarizing is wrong,
and 3) expressing a certain noncognitive attitude. One should notice that 1 and 2 are just
i and ii given above for SDS. 3 is what I will call the attitudinally expressive component
of basic ethical sentences like BES. On my view, there is a fundamental distinction to be
made between two types of hybrid views based on the way that they account for the
meaning of basic ethical utterances. The distinction is presented formally as follows:
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Type I Hybrid Cognitivist/Expressivist Theories hold that the attitudinally
expressive component (3 above) of an indexical-free basic ethical utterance is part
of its conventional meaning.
Type II Hybrid Cognitivist/Expressivist Theories hold that the attitudinally
expressive component of basic ethical utterances is not part of the conventional
meaning of the utterance, but is nonetheless communicated some other way.
In the next section, I will look at several specific hybrid theories that have been proposed
and classify them in accordance with the above distinction.
II. Specific Hybrid Views
Type I Views:
A standard class of type I hybrid views that hold that the value content is
conveyed by conventional implicature. 6,7 I have in mind here views like Stephen
Barker’s and David Copp’s. Since, as Kent Bach writes, “for an implicature to qualify as
conventional, it must depend on the conventional meaning of a particular locution in the
sentence,” 8 conventional implicature theories clearly holds that the attitudinally
expressive component of the utterance of a basic ethical sentence is part of its
conventional meaning. Hence, such views should be classified as type I theories. David
Copp’s realist-expressivism is a prime example of this type of view. Copp writes that:
“The expressivism in realist-expressivism is basically the thesis that, in making a moral
assertion, we typically express certain characteristic conative psychological states or
motivational stances. 9 ” His view holds that ethical terms work in a similar way to
pejoratives. Just as the use of a pejorative term like ‘redneck’ has what Copp (following

6

See Barker 269
I will not be covering in any real detail the concept of conversational or conventional implicature here
beyond what is necessary for the purposes of this paper. For an in-depth discussion of the concept of
conventional implicature, see Paul Grice’s Studies in the Way of Words (Harvard: 1989).
8
See Bach, “The Myth of Conventional Implicature”
9
Copp 2
7
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Frege) calls a certain ‘coloring’, so too do ethical terms. Realist-expressivism “holds that
the meaning of moral terms also includes coloring.” 10 He goes on: “… the coloring of a
term is a feature of its meaning in a broad sense; it is a feature of the linguistic
conventions governing the term’s use.” 11 Copp’s realist-expressivism holds that the
attitudinally expressive component of a basic ethical utterance is part of its conventional
meaning.
Daniel Boisvert’s expressive-assertivism (hereafter, EA) looks, prima facie, like
another example of a type I hybrid theory. EA contains several essential features, the first
of which is a basic account of the hybrid nature of the theory:
Dual-Use Principle (DP): If a speaker correctly and literally utters a basic ethical
sentence, S, then the speaker performs one direct expressive illocutionary act and one
direct assertive illocutionary act. 12

On Boisvert’s view 13 , both direct assertive and direct expressive illocutionary acts
constitute the ‘conventional functions’ that speakers of a language use ethical predicates
to perform. These illocutionary acts “play a role in providing a correct semantic theory
for a language.” 14 Furthermore, as I understand it, Boisvert holds that the meaning of a
sentence like BES in our language requires all of the direct illocutionary acts the speaker
performs when literally uttering it. In short, Boisvert seems to be holding that assertive
and expressive illocutionary acts are part of the meaning of BES. Hence, Boisvert’s EA
is apparently an example of a type I hybrid theory. But EA has some features that make
it quite different from the previously discussed type I views, and I will return to discuss
this view at greater length in section IV of this paper.
10

Copp 14, my emphasis
Copp 17, my emphasis on ‘meaning’
12
Boisvert 4
13
Boisvert 10-11
14
Boisvert 11
11
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Type II Views:
A characteristically type II hybrid theory is Stephen Finlay’s conversational
implicature view. Finlay’s basic view accounts for the expressive nature of our moral
utterances by appealing to Grice’s notion of conversational implicature. Finlay writes:
“…we must recall that semantic content is only one of many vehicles by which speech
acts can be expressive. The attitudinal expression of value judgement is not asserted, but
is conveyed conversationally (as conversational implicature)” 15 Finlay’s hybrid view
holds that basic ethical utterances are used to assert propositions 16 and communicate both
what they assert and what they implicate depending on the conversational setting.
Finlay’s proposal holds that the attitudinally expressive component of a moral utterance
is not part of the semantic content of ethical sentences. This is made explicitly clear
when he writes:
The attitudinal associations are not built into the semantics of the terms, but
language has sufficient resources to allow us to communicate things in many
different ways. A sentence can be put to various uses, and can communicate many
different things depending on context, intonation, etc. – without variation in
semantic content… 17
So, Finlay’s view is clearly a type II hybrid theory.
Dorit Bar-On and Matthew Chrisman have also proposed a hybrid view that does
not hold that the attitudinally expressive component of a basic ethical utterance is a part of its
conventional meaning. According to Bar-On and Chrisman, the linguistic act of an making

an ethical claim expresses the speaker’s motivational state of mind, and the product of

15

Finlay CPVJ 218
(which are truth-evaluable on an end-relational)See Finlay’s Value and Implicature (2005) for the
specifics of the end-relational theory.
16
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this act semantically expresses a particular proposition. 18 Bar-On and Chrisman label
this view ‘Neo-Expressivism’ (hereafter, NE). An important feature of their account is
the distinction they make between ‘a-expression’ and ‘s-expression’. ‘A-expression’ is
when “a person expresses a state of hers by intentionally doing something,” while ‘sexpression’ is when “a sentence expresses an abstract proposition by being a
(conventional) representation of it.” 19 On their account, the utterance of BES ‘aexpresses’ the speaker’s attitude. 20 According to NE, a-expression does not figure into
the semantic content of a basic ethical sentence. NE specifically does not offer an
analysis of the meaning of basic ethical sentences in terms of the attitudes they are used
to express. So, on NE, the attitudinally expressive component of basic ethical utterances
is not part of the conventional meaning of the sentence uttered. Hence, NE is a clear
example of a type II hybrid theory.
III. The Embedding Problem for Expressivist Metaethical Views
Expressivist metaethical theories have traditionally faced a rather serious problem
when basic ethical sentences like BES are embedded in different types of sentence
constructions like conditionals, negations, and interrogatives. This has been generally
referred to as the embedding problem or the Frege-Geach problem. In relation to the
embedding problem, Boisvert writes: “expressivist theories face serious challenges,
especially challenges arising from the embeddability of moral sentences in a variety of
quite distinct linguistic contexts.” 21,22

17

Finlay CPVJ 211
Bar-On & Chrisman, 4.
19
Ibid.
20
Whereas, according to Bar-On and Chrisman, on an account like Finlay’s, the utterance of BES ‘sexpresses’ that the speaker has the attitude. They label such views ‘neo-subjectivism’.
21
Boisvert 2
18
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The crux of the problem is this: expressivists are typically taken to hold that the
expression of the attitude toward plagiarizing a speaker makes in uttering BES should be
part of the semantic account of what a speaker means when she utters it. But if this is the
case, then it looks like it will turn out that BES has a different meaning in cases where it
is embedded in different and more complex sentence constructions. This is because the
speaker doesn’t seem to express the same attitude (or perhaps any attitude at all) when
she utters the phrase as an embedded consituent of a different construction. This is
problematic. If we look at the way ordinary descriptive sentences work, like SDS for
instance, their meaning does not change when they occur in the new sentences formed by
their negations. For instance, if ‘grass is green’ did not mean the same thing when it
occurs in ‘it is not the case that grass is green’, these two sentences would not be logically
inconsistent with each other. But, alas, they are logically inconsistent, and we want it to
be the case that (BES) and (~BES) are logically inconsistent sentences as well. 23,24
So, let us now generalize the problem for a variety of different typical sentence
constructions. It seems obvious that a speaker does not express the same attitudes when

22

In “Quasi-Realism, Negation, and the Frege-Geach Problem,” Nicholas Unwin characterizes the
embedding problem for expressivists in the following way: “The problem is that sentences that express
moral judgements can form parts of semantically complex sentences in a way that an expressivist cannot
easily explain.” Unwin 337.
23
For more on the negation problem specifically, see Schroeder, “How Expressivists Can and Should Solve
Their Problem with Negation.” Forthcoming in Nous. Schroeder contends that expressivists need to give a
compositional semantics for why sentences like BES are taken to be logically inconsistent with their
negations.
24
Using Geach’s example, Unwin presents a parallel account of the embedding problem for expressivists
involving conditionals. Unwin writes on 338: “the sentence 'Telling lies is wrong' has the same meaning
regardless of whether it occurs on its own or as the antecedent of 'If telling lies is wrong, then getting your
little brother to tell lies is also wrong'. This must be so, since we may derive 'Telling your little brother to
tell lies is wrong' from them both by modus ponens without any fallacy of equivocation. Yet nothing is
expressed (in the relevant sense) by 'Telling lies is wrong' when it forms the antecedent of the conditional,
since the antecedent is not itself asserted, and so its meaning (regardless of where it occurs) apparently
cannot be explained by an expressivist analysis. Analogous problems occur with other types of embedded
context.”
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she utters BES and when she utters sentences in which BES is embedded. Take the
following examples:
N1) It is not the case that plagiarizing is wrong.
Q1) Is it the case that plagiarizing is wrong?
C1) If plagiarizing is wrong, then Sally ought not to buy her philosophy term
papers on eBay.
In each of the above cases, BES is embedded in a more complex sentence construction.
But in each of these cases, the speaker is not expressing the same attitude toward
plagiarism she expresses when she utters BES. In fact, it looks as though a speaker’s
utterance of Q1 and C1 doesn’t really express any particular attitude at all directed toward
plagiarizing. But, to generalize and reiterate the objection, if the attitude expressed by
the speaker in uttering BES is used to give an account of the meaning of BES, then BES
doesn’t have the same meaning when it is embedded in N1, Q1, and C1, since perhaps
either a different attitude is expressed toward plagiarizing, or none at all.
It should be clear to the reader at this point that type I hybrid views are going to
be subject to embedding problems for the same reason that traditional expressivist views
are. This is because, similar to traditional expressivist views, type I hybrid theories hold
that the attitudinally expressive component of basic ethical utterances is part of their
meaning. The problem is that type I views don’t give plausible stories of the meaning of
BES in these contexts. The fundamental advantage of type II hybrid views is that by
shifting the attitudinally expressive component of a moral utterance out of the meaning of
basic ethical sentences as uttered by a speaker, they are able to avoid the embedding
objection. Whereas type I views have to ascribe an expressive element to the meaning of
basic ethical sentences in their embedded uses, where they don’t seem to have such an
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element, type II views explain why we plausibly can only ascribe this element to uses in
which the ethical sentence is asserted.
Of course, it would be nice if we could, merely on the basis of the distinction
between the two types of hybrid views, identify which views fell into the first class (as I
proceeded to do with a variety of hybrid views in section I) and reject all of these because
of the embedding problem. Then we would be inclined only to pursue dual-use theories
that do not hold that the attitudinally expressive content of an utterance of an ethical
sentence is a part of its conventional meaning (type II hybrid theories). But things are not
quite this simple, and my paper doesn’t just end here. EA is a view that certainly looks
like a type I hybrid theory, but in his paper Boisvert dedicates quite a bit of space
explaining why EA avoids the embedding problem. In the next section, I will return to
Boisvert’s view and explain its specific attempt to avoid the embedding problem.
IV. Expressive Assertivism: A Type I Hybrid View that Avoids the Embedding
Problem?
Boisvert’s EA fundamentally attempts to avoid the embedding problem by
maintaining that when a speaker utters a basic ethical sentence like BES1, either alone or
embedded in more complex constructions, she always expresses the same the same type
of attitude towards the same content. This point warrants further explanation. On a
standard expressivist or type I hybrid account, the attitudinally expressive component of
BES expresses an attitude directed toward the act of plagiarizing. Boisvert’s EA theory
rejects this idea, instead holding that when a speaker utters BES (as well as N1 or Q1 or
C1) the speaker is always expressing a disapproving attitude toward wrong actions,
generally.
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Let us look at Boisvert’s move in the following way. A simplified argument that
gets to the heart of the embedding objection, as I presented it in the last section, can be
given as follows: 25
P1)
P2)
C3)

Expressivist theories tell us that the meanings of basic ethical utterances should be
analyzed solely in terms of their attitudinally expressive function.
But when basic ethical sentences are embedded in a variety of complex sentence
constructions, no attitude is expressed by the speaker.
Therefore, expressivist theories do not tell us anything about the meanings basic
ethical sentences for many uses of them.

Basically, Boisvert’s EA attempts to avoid this argument by rejecting P2. EA holds that the same
disapproving attitude is expressed by a speaker who utters BES, N1, Q1, and C1; so P2 is false.
Furthermore, if one augments the premises of the argument to specifically talk about the attitude a
speaker expresses as directed toward the action that is the subject of a basic ethical sentence, then
the argument no longer applies to what EA takes the attitudinally expressive component of basic
ethical utterances to be. EA is a type I hybrid theory that attempts to avoid the embedding
problem because it maintains both that 1) the attitudinally expressive component of a basic ethical
utterance is tied to its meaning, and 2) that the expressive component expresses the same attitude
toward the same general thing whether a basic ethical sentence is uttered alone or embedded. So,
there is no shift in meaning due to a difference in (or lack of) attitudes being expressed when a
basic ethical sentence is uttered alone versus when it is uttered embedded in a complex sentence.
Hence, there is no real embedding problem here.

There are at least two responses that I can give to EA and how it fits with the type
I/II distinction I presented in the first section of this paper. The first and perhaps most
straightforward response is to clarify my original distinction and maintain that EA is
really more like a type II hybrid theory. We could agree that Boisvert’s EA avoids the
embedding problem, and that this poses no issue for my overall picture since it is not

25

This is an adapted and slightly altered form of the more detailed argument Boisvert gives on p. 23 of his
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really a type I hybrid theory. This would involve refining the definition of type I hybrid
theories to the following:
Type I* Hybrid Theories hold that when a speaker utters a basic ethical
sentence, the speaker is expressing a certain attitude that is directed toward the
action that is the object of that sentence, and this expression is part of the meaning
of the sentence uttered.
Boisvert clearly doesn’t intend for EA to be a type I* hybrid theory. But, on the other
hand, it is not, strictly speaking a type II theory either. I could reformulate the definition
of a type II hybrid theory (analogously creating a definition of type II*) 26 to include EA.
So, perhaps the really fundamental distinction is between type I* and type II* theories
rather than the similar but slightly more vague distinction I made in section I. While this
response may seem a bit too ad hoc, I still think there may be reason to think that EA
does not pose a problem for my original contention that type I views are subject to the
embedding problem. I will turn to this reason now.
EA may still be a victim of the embedding problem after all, in spite of Boisvert’s
claims. Specifically, let us look at how EA deals with one specific aspect of the
embedding problem: the negation problem. Let us take a look at an EA analysis of BES
and N1. On EA, when a speaker utters ‘plagiarizing is wrong’, she is 1) directly expressing
a negative attitude toward things of the kind that have the property picked out by the predicate 'is
wrong' and 2) directly asserting that the act of plagiarizing is of this kind. Actions 1 and 2 are
part of a complete semantic theory 27 of a speaker’s utterance of BES on Boisvert’s view.
Furthermore, according to Boisvert, we can easily infer that the speaker has this negative attitude

“Expressive-Assertivism.”
26
Which should be something like: Type II* Hybrid Theories hold that when a speaker utters a basic
ethical sentence, the expression of an attitude directed toward the subject of that sentence is not part of the
meaning of the sentence uttered.
27
Since the complete meaning of a speaker’s utterance of a basic ethical sentence would include both truthconditional meaning and expressive meaning, according to Boisvert.
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toward the act of plagiarizing. 28 But that looks problematic to me; how are we supposed to be
able to account for the apparent fact that we can always make such an inference when a speaker
sincerely utters BES alone? If we can always, in normal contexts, make this kind of inference
when a speaker sincerely utters BES, then why wouldn’t this count as a proper pragmatic
enrichment 29 of the meaning of a speaker’s utterance of BES?
Obviously, if it does then this completely undermines Boisvert’s attempt to avoid the
embedding problem, and we should classify his position as really a type I* hybrid view. When a
speaker utters N1, the inference that the speaker has a negative attitude directed toward the act of
plagiarizing is not made, so if such an inference counts as a pragmatically enriched element of the
meaning of a speaker’s utterance of BES, then BES does not have the same meaning when
embedded in N1. This is just simply returning us to the embedding problem all over again.
Boisvert needs to keep the fact that a speaker can communicate her negative attitude toward the
act of plagiarizing by uttering BES from creeping back into the meaning of the utterance.

Conclusions
Fundamentally, I hold that the wide variety of hybrid cognitivist/expressivist
views can be placed into two types on the basis of whether or not they hold that the
attitudinally expressive component of basic ethical sentences (as uttered by a speaker) is
part of the conventional meaning of the sentence uttered. In this paper, I have briefly
discussed a range of mostly recent hybrid views and classified them according to the
aforementioned distinction. In the end, I have maintained that the embedding problem
for expressivists still has force against type I hybrid theories. Boisvert’s EA theory might
at first appear to be a counter example to this claim (since it is apparently a type I hybrid
view that avoids the embedding problem). My response is basically that one could

28

See Boisvert’s discussion on page 25.
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reasonably hold that EA does avoid the embedding problem but really isn’t a type I
hybrid view (or at least not a type I* hybrid view), or Boisvert’s EA might still face the
embedding problem after all, since, contrary to what I think Boisvert intends, his view
still could allow for attitudes expressed toward a specific action to count as part of the
meaning of a basic ethical utterance.

29

See Scott Soames “The Gap Between Meaning and Assertion: Why what we literally say often differs
from what our words literally mean,” page 6 for more on proper pragmatic enrichments.
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Revelation of the Prophets: A Comparison of Revelations of the Islamic Prophet
Muhammad and the Mormon Prophet Joseph Smith According to the Traditional
Accounts
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One of the most important characteristics of a prophet is revelation, God’s
communication to humans. To define what a prophet is can be very difficult, for if one
consults a dictionary several entries would appear. A prophet can claim to speak for
God, can be an inspired leader or can simply be a spokesperson for a cause or movement,
to offer a few definitions. Likewise, a prophet may have many roles which could include
community leader, religious guide, social reformer, and/or foreseer of future events.
Still, the most unique feature that a prophet possesses is revelation and/or some kind of
communication with deity. Without revelation, a prophet is no more than a reformer or
leader. In many cases, the distinctive quality of revelation separates the prophetic
individual from the rest of society. The interplay between the creature and the divine is a
central component of prophethood.
With this definition of a prophet in mind, two prophetic figures since the time of
Jesus stand out as communicators with the divine, Muhammad and Joseph Smith. These
two prophets are unique because they both claimed to receive revelation from God and
the revelations of these individuals each spawned a new religion and produced additional
scriptures to the Bible. Yet it was not only that they claimed to receive revelation, it was
the manner in which they received it that makes them different. Several individuals have
asserted to that fact that they have received revelation, but Muhammad and Smith’s
revelations are very similar in fashion, substance and output. Such similarities allow one
to examine the nature of their revelations and to inspect their prophethood. The scope of
this paper is to compare and contrast the revelations of Muhammad and Joseph Smith and
to observe how revelation played a role in the establishment of their theology. While
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there are several other prophetic figures that could be included here, for the sake of time
and length this paper focuses solely on these two figures.

I. The Call of the Prophet – The First Revelatory Experience
For most prophetic figures, there is an event or an experience that marks the
beginning of their ministry. In many instances, this incident manifests itself as the
prophet’s first communication or experience of the divine. Events such as these can be
termed the ‘prophetic call’ or ‘the call of the prophet’. Examples of prophetic calls can
be seen in Isaiah chapter 6 of the Bible and in the vision of Ahura Mazda by the
Zoroastrian prophet Zarathushtra. 1 Such an event sets the stage for the prophet to begin
preaching the revelation that they have received from God. The Prophets Muhammad
and Joseph Smith are no exception to this rule, for both had divine experiences to begin
their prophetic missions.
The appearance of the angel Gabriel to Muhammad was a sign of Muhammad’s
call to prophethood. The tradition 2 states that while he was sleeping, Gabriel appeared to
Muhammad in a vision. In the vision, the angel commanded him to read and Muhammad
not quite sure what to read asked Gabriel what he should read. This occurred three times
before Gabriel departed and Muhammad awoke unsure about what had just happened.
He believed himself to have gone mad or crazy and was about to kill himself when the
angel appeared again to the Prophet and told Muhammad that he was Gabriel and that
Muhammad was the ‘apostle of God.’ This incident with the heavenly messenger
1

See R. C. Zaehner, The Dawn and Twilight of Zoroastrianism (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1961): p.
44.
2
For the traditional Islamic stories of Muhammad I will mainly be using the A. Guillaume’s translation of
Ishaq’s Sirat Rasul Allah. For the following story see A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1955): pp. 104-107.
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occurred when the Prophet is said to have been 40 years old (approximately around 610
CE) and it marked the beginning of his prophetic mission. The Sira states that “the first
sign of prophethood vouchsafed to the apostle was true visions.” 3 Thus, in Islamic
tradition these first visions were the evidence of Muhammad’s claims of prophethood.
Joseph Smith would have two experiences with God and his messengers that
marked the commencement of his prophetic charge. To members of the LDS/Mormon
Church the first event is what is commonly referred to as the ‘First Vision.’ 4 Smith was a
young, 14 year old boy in upstate New York in 1820 CE when this vision occurred. He
had many questions about which religion to follow and not knowing where to turn for
answers, he decided to pray to God to know what church to join. In answer to his prayer
Smith claimed to have been visited in person by God and His Son, Jesus Christ. He
asked the two Beings which church to join and they directed him not to join any of
them. 5 In my opinion, this event, while very powerful to Smith personally and a pillar of
faith among LDS church members today, did not begin his prophetic ministry. This
incident brought about the answer to the question that had plagued his mind, but it did
nothing to make Smith a prophet for it gives him no direction towards prophethood and
no new revelation to preach. In hindsight, however, this ‘First Vision’ is the first divine
experience that Smith had and when he later claimed to be a prophet, this vision added to
the evidence and proof for such a claim.

3

See A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955): p. 105.
The recorded version of the ‘First Vision’ can be found in the LDS scripture book called The Pearl of
Great Price – Joseph Smith History 1:1-20. The LDS faithful view this book as scripture, on the same
level of religious authority as the Bible. In the LDS faith there are four books of scripture: The Bible, The
Book of Mormon, The Doctrine and Covenants and The Pearl of Great Price. All four are of equal weight
in regards to doctrinal issues and all are used by members of the church to understand their own theology.
References to all four will be made in this paper as they pertain to Joseph Smith’s revelations.
5
For more information about this vision and other recorded versions of the vision see Richard Lyman
Bushman, Joseph Smith: Rough Stone Rolling (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2005): pp. 38-41.
4
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The event that stands out in my mind as the call of the Prophet Joseph Smith
occurred three years after his ‘First Vision.’ Much like Muhammad, Smith received a
visitation from an angel and this marked the beginning of the Prophet’s mission.
According to Smith, in September 1823 CE he was praying in his room when an angel
appeared in the air above his bed. The angel called himself Moroni and said that he was
a messenger from God. Then he made clear the prophetic call of Smith by stating that
God had a work for Smith to do. Moroni then described the work God wanted him to do:
retrieve some ancient records written on gold plates buried in a hill near his house and
translate them. The angel stated that the records contained “the fullness of the everlasting
gospel…” 6 Moroni left Smith to ponder this heavenly encounter, but the angel soon
reappeared and repeated to Smith the same message as before. This happened a third
time as well before morning came. After the third visit, morning had arrived and Smith
went about his work on the family farm. He received a fourth visit from Moroni while
out in the fields and again heard the same message from the angel. This incident clearly
signified the calling of the Prophet Joseph Smith to be a prophet. The communication
received from God at this time was that Smith was to do an important task for God and
this is an obvious symbol of prophethood.
It is interesting to note the similarities between these two figures and their callings
to become prophets. Both received divine inspiration or direction through an angelic
figure, Gabriel and Moroni. Muhammad was told he was the apostle of God and Smith
was told God had a work for him to do. These statements by the celestial messengers
helped both individuals understand who they were in relation to God, they were prophets.

6

For the exact recounting of this story in Smith’s words see The Pearl of Great Price – Joseph Smith
History 1:27-54.
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Both angels visited a total of four times, although I don’t believe this is a divine pattern
necessary for all prophetic calls. In summary, the prophetic calls of Muhammad and
Joseph Smith have much in common and they symbolize the genesis of revelation of
these two figures and their prophetic ministries.

II. Visions and Angels as Means of Revelation
From the above examples it is obvious to state that many of the revelations of
Muhammad and Joseph Smith came through means of an angel. For Muhammad, it
seems that revelation came down to him mainly through the means of Gabriel appearing
to him and giving him the revelation. Moreover, these revelations came to him by way of
visions while he slept, for the Sira states, “the first sign of prophethood vouchsafed to the
apostle was true visions, resembling the brightness of daybreak, which were shown to
him in his sleep.” 7 Thus, Muhammad’s visions were presumably of Gabriel appearing to
the Prophet while he slept and giving him a revelation from God. Muhammad’s
followers later gathered and compiled these revelations into what is known today as the
Quran.
While the pattern to Muhammad’s revelations consisted of the angel Gabriel
appearing to him in his sleep, there is one well-known exception in the traditional stories
of the Prophet of how revelation came in a different way. This example is the Prophet’s
famous Night Journey and his ascent into heaven. This event “was a true vision from
God” 8 and thus supplied some information about heaven and God and can thus be termed
a revelation. As the story goes, Muhammad in one night rode a mythical creature called a

7
8

See A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955): p. 105.
See A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955): p. 183.
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Buraq in the air from Mecca to Jerusalem. Gabriel was present during the ride for he
accompanied the Prophet on this journey. Muhammad would then ascend through the
seven different heavens until he was permitted to enter Paradise and presumably speak
with God. 9 There was some debate whether Muhammad had physically left Mecca and
traveled to Jerusalem or if it was merely a vision. 10 In either case, this vision marked a
different manner in which revelation could be received, although there are only a few
instances where Muhammad received revelation by means of a vision like this or some
different manner.
Much like Muhammad, the Prophet Joseph Smith frequently received revelation
through the means of angels. Many of his revelations have been published in a book
called The Doctrine and Covenants; a book considered to be scripture to the LDS faithful
and referred to as the D & C. According to Smith, he received instruction and revelation
from many of the ancient patriarchs, prophets and apostles who had long passed away. 11
He knew them so well that he described the Apostle Paul’s physical appearance and
compared his brother Alvin’s handsomeness to the patriarch’s Adam and Seth. 12 The
way Smith spoke about these figures, it appears that he had met them and had received
revelation from them. Smith taught that this kind of association with angels was
necessary for salvation. He stated that “we cannot be made perfect without them…”
when referring to our ancestors and those who had gone before and he explained that
without the revelation that these angels brought down to us, we cannot be saved by
9

See A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955): pp. 181-187 for the
full story of the Night Journey and Muhammad’s ascent into heaven.
10
See A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955): p. 183. On that
same page of the Sirs, the Prophet stated, “My eyes sleep while my heart is awake,” in reference to his
visions and revelations and his wife, Aisha, said, “The apostle’s body remained where it was but God
removed his spirit by night” in reference to the Night Journey.
11
See Truman G. Madsen, Joseph Smith The Prophet, (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1989): p. 44.
12
See Truman G. Madsen, Joseph Smith The Prophet, (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1989): p. 44.
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God. 13 He claimed to have been visited by or seen in vision the Apostles Peter, James
and John (D & C 27:12-13), John the Baptist (D & C 13), Moses, Elijah and even Jesus
Christ himself (D & C 110). In between the years 1823 and 1827 Smith met with the
angel Moroni several times and received instruction from him in preparation for the work
Smith was to do for God. 14 It is certain that according to Smith, he received many
revelations from angelic beings such as Moroni, Adam and others and that Smith’s
association with such revelation confirmed his status as a prophet in communication with
the divine word as brought down by heavenly messengers.
In addition to revelation given through angels, the Prophet Joseph Smith also
received revelation through visions much like Muhammad’s Night Journey and ascent
into heaven. As a prophet, Smith received visions of the past, present and future and
gained knowledge through visions of heaven and God. He talked about ancient times as
if he had been there and seen what had happened. Like Muhammad, he gained a glimpse
of what heaven was like by seeing this place in multiple visions (D & C 88 and 76).
Smith also prophesied of the future Civil War between the northern and southern states of
the United States (D & C 87). Smith utilized his revelations to establish his doctrine and
theology for his small group of followers. Therefore, along with heavenly messengers,
Smith received revelatory visions that expanded his view of God and the message he was
to preach. This establishes that the two main means by which Muhammad and Joseph
Smith received revelation was through angels and visions.

13

See Joseph Fielding Smith (compiler), Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book, 1976): pp. 159-160.
14
See Lucy Mack Smith, The History of Joseph Smith by His Mother (American Fork, UT: Covenant
Communications, 2000): pp. 88-89 and 103-104.
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III. Revelation in Answer to Questions and in Response to Certain Events
One of the most comparable attributes of the revelations of Muhammad and
Joseph Smith is that both sought revelation in answer to specific questions they had.
Likewise, many revelations would be given after an incident in an attempt to help both
prophetic figures understand the particular event. There are several examples in the Sira
of the Prophet Muhammad seeking a revelation from God to understand a particular
question or receiving a revelation to clarify an event. In these examples, from the story
line of the Sira, one comes across certain phrases that indicate that God had revealed
something to the Prophet. These phrases include ‘Then God revealed’, ‘So God revealed
concerning’, and ‘So God sent down to him concerning this’. These phrases show that in
response to a question or an event the Prophet received the word of God concerning the
issue. This makes up a good portion of the text of the Quran, God’s reaction to the
incidents of the day and His reply to questions asked by the Prophet Muhammad.
This can be demonstrated with a few examples from the Sira. In one case, the
Quraysh approached Muhammad with a set of three questions that the Jewish rabbis of
Medina had given them to test the authenticity of his prophethood. The tradition states
that Muhammad did not receive a revelation on the matter for 15 days. Surely,
Muhammad had asked God for help as to how he should answer these three questions.
For fifteen days he received no answer. Finally, the revelation came and through that
revelation Muhammad answered the three questions. 15 In true fashion, the Sira states,
“God said concerning what they (the Quraysh) asked him…,” 16 giving the clear pattern

15
16

See A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955): pp. 136-141.
See A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955): p. 139.
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of Muhammad asking the question and receiving the response in the form of ‘God
revealed’ or ‘God said concerning’ this or that.
In a second example, Muhammad is approached by a certain Ubayy who
crumbled an old bone in his hand and blew the dust into the Prophet’s face. He then
asked Muhammad, in a mocking tone, about the resurrection. Muhammad stood up to
Ubayy and testified that Allah could perform such a resurrection. The Sira then states,
“So God revealed concerning him (Ubayy)” and then quotes the revelation about this
figure that can be found in the Quran. 17 One other example should suffice to show that
Muhammad received revelation as answers to questions or responses to particular
incidents. The Sira says, “When they persisted in evil and constantly mocked the apostle,
God revealed…” 18 One can see here that either Muhammad asked God why these people
continued to mock him and his message or after Muhammad had been persecuted by
these people, God then sent down a revelation to help Muhammad understand what had
just happened. While this is speculative, I believe it makes sense that these revelations
appear to come down in this manner.
For the Prophet Joseph Smith, revelation came to him in a similar fashion. In the
book The Doctrine and Covenants a collection of several of the revelations of the Joseph
Smith appear. Each section in the book has a heading that gives background to these
revelations, why they were given and the historical context of what was happening in the
life of the Prophet and the church which he had organized. If one were to skim through
the section headings, they would find that most of the revelations were given in response
to questions or inquiries made by Smith towards God. Section 28 is a good example of

17
18

See A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955): p. 165.
See A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955): p. 187.
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this. A certain member of the Church had claimed to be receiving revelation like Smith
and that he had deceived several other members to follow him. The heading then states,
“…the Prophet (Smith) inquired earnestly of the Lord concerning the matter, and this
revelation followed.” One can then read what, presumably, the word of God on this issue
was. This is but one example of how Smith asked a question and a revelation followed.
There are countless revelations in The Doctrine and Covenants that come through this
form of asking a question that then produced a revelation.
An example of how God revealed something to Smith after an event happened is a
little more difficult to find among the Prophet’s revelations. Section 22 of The Doctrine
and Covenants does provide one example however. The section heading states, “This
revelation was to the Church in consequence of some who had previously been baptized
desiring to unite with the Church without rebaptism.” From this statement it is clear that
there was some question in the early Church as to whether or not one needed to be
baptized again when joining this new Church. In this case, there was a debate going on
within the Church on the subject, yet from the section heading it appears that Smith did
not directly ask God about the issue. God revealed to him his word to help the Prophet
(and Church members) understand His stance on the matter. Thus, there are two similar
ways both Muhammad and Smith received revelation: as response to certain occurrence
in their lives and the lives of their followers and as answers to their specific questions.

IV. Thus Saith the Lord and New Scripture
Since the time of Christ, Muhammad and Joseph Smith stand out as prophetic
figures due to the fact that not only did they claim to speak for God, but they both
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produced a new book (or books in Smith’s case) of scripture. For many religious groups,
The Holy Bible is the word of God and nothing is to be taken away from that word nor
added to it. The Prophets Muhammad and Joseph Smith break with this tradition. Each
created new scripture as revelations from God came down to them. Their revelations
were fresh and new and sought to clarify God’s will not only for Muhammad and Smith,
but for their followers and for the world (for both believed all should hear their message
and convert to their respective causes). Muhammad and Smith are prominent as
prophetic figures because they are not just theologians or scholars expounding doctrine or
attempting to comment on the Bible. They believed they spoke for God and thus it is not
uncommon to find language such as the known Biblical phrase ‘Thus saith the Lord’
associated with their own revelations.
Muhammad’s revelations were compiled after his death by his followers into a
book called the Quran. This book is considered scripture to the Islamic faithful for it
contains the revelations of their Prophet. It also includes known Biblical stories, such as
Joseph in Egypt and others, though they are a bit modified from the Biblical versions.
The Quranic phrases such as ‘So God revealed’ or ‘So God sent down’ are equivalent to
the Biblical expression of ‘Thus saith the Lord.’ Following these expressions are the
words of God in the first person as if He were speaking directly to those listening.
Muhammad truly believed he spoke for God and that he was imparting the word of God
to his followers. In the case of Islam, the revelations of the Prophet Muhammad
superseded the previous revelations of the Biblical prophets.
Joseph Smith’s revelations were also compiled into a book of scripture, although
most of this was done during his own lifetime. This book is the aforementioned The
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Doctrine and Covenants. This book is comparable to the Quran for it contains the word
of the Lord given to the Mormon Prophet Joseph Smith as opposed to the Islaimic
Prophet Muhammad. In the book one finds the phrase ‘Thus saith the Lord’ in several
sections including the first verses of Sections 80 and 83. If that phrase is not included in
the scripture the verses show that they are in the first person and it is assumed that the
listener/reader is to understand that it is God speaking, unless otherwise noted in the
section heading. For example, one would find phrases such as ‘hearken and hear and
behold what I, the Lord God shall say unto you’ (D & C 34:1) and ‘Behold I say unto
you’ (D & C 30:1). These expressions make Muhammad and Joseph Smith’s revelations
very similar.

V. Differences in Revelation
While comparing these two prophetic figures it is apparent that along with the
many similarities in the manner and means of their revelations there are several
differences as well. The most obvious difference is the theological dissimilarities
apparent in the produced revelations. Islamic and Mormon beliefs are very different,
most of all because Mormon theology believes Jesus to be the Son of God, unlike Islam
that merely believes him to be a prophet. There are several other specific points of
theological doctrine that differ from Islam to Mormonism. Thus, the outcome of the
Prophets’ revelations is very different, whereas the means and manner of revelation are
more similar than the output. This is but the first difference between the two prophetic
figures’ revelations.
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Muhammad was much older than Joseph Smith when he started to receive
revelation. Muhammad was approximately 40 years old when Gabriel first appeared to
him. Smith, on the other hand, was only a boy of 14 at the time of his ‘First Vision’ and
17 when the angel Moroni appeared to him. Mormons believe that God chose to give
revelation to Joseph Smith at such a young age because he was less tainted by the
philosophies of men and the world that taught that direct communication with the Divine
was not possible anymore. In Mormon belief, Smith had to be young in order to receive
and believe the revelations that would come down to him.
Another area of difference between these two Prophets is in the area of whether or
not they received their revelation in their physical bodies or in some spiritual way. As
noted above, it is stated in the Sira that Muhammad received his revelations and visions
while he slept. Although, for the Night Journey experience the Prophet stated, “My eyes
sleep while my heart is awake,” and his wife, Aisha, said, “The apostle’s body remained
where it was but God removed his spirit by night.” 19 Whatever the case may be, it was
during sleep that the Prophet received the word of God. This question is a little more
difficult to answer in the case of the Prophet Joseph Smith. Smith recorded, in
connection with his ‘First Vision,’ that “when I came to myself again, I found myself
lying on my back…” (The Pearl of Great Price – Joseph Smith History 1:20). It appears
that Smith was in some sort of mystical state or a trance. 20 Later in his ministry, he and a
colleague, Sidney Rigdon, saw in vision together heaven and what is called the three
degrees of glory. As they emerged from the vision, it is reported that Smith looked
strong, while Rigdon seemed weak, as if the vision had taken something out of him.

19
20

See A. Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955): p. 183.
See Truman G. Madsen, Joseph Smith The Prophet, (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1989): p. 14.
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Smith stated, “Sidney is not as used to it as I am.” 21 Smith’s revelatory experiences
occurred in some form of a mystical state and after the vision/revelation he would
‘emerge’ from that state back into the physical world, as awake as the moment he had left
for the heavenly sphere. In my opinion, his experiences are similar to Muhammad’s
sleeping revelations (for I would argue Muhammad’s experiences were somewhat
mystical in nature), yet they occurred at several times of the day, not just while sleeping.
Two other differences stand out in my mind. First, other than the Night Journey
account where he meets several prophets of the past (Moses, Jesus, Abraham),
Muhammad’s revelations deal with one angelic being delivering to him the word of God,
namely, Gabriel. On the other hand, Smith’s visions and revelations incorporated
countless numbers of ancient prophets and apostles. According to one Mormon scholar,
“He (Smith) knew Peter, he knew James, he knew John. He knew Adam and Eve. He
knew Abraham. He knew Enoch. He knew the Twelve who were on the American
continent.” 22 Thus, Smith expanded the role of other heavenly beings in his revelations,
unlike Muhammad who mainly dealt with Gabriel.
The last difference that I see is that while Muhammad’s revelations produced one
book of new scripture, Smith’s produced three. These are The Book of Mormon, The
Doctrine and Covenants, and The Pearl of Great Price. All three of these books came
about by revelatory experiences that Joseph Smith had undergone and all three are

21

See Truman G. Madsen, Joseph Smith The Prophet, (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1989): p. 14.
See Truman G. Madsen, Joseph Smith The Prophet, (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1989): p. 44. The
reference to the Twelve of the American continent is in reference to The Book of Mormon which, according
to Smith, contained a record of an ancient people that had migrated from Jerusalem to the Americas around
600 BCE and created a civilization there. In the book it showed that they had prophets just like Biblical
prophets and during a visit by Jesus Christ himself, after He had resurrected, He set up a church here in the
Americas among these people, patterned after the church he set up in the New Testament. Thus, there were
12 Apostles in the Americas at the same time there were 12 Apostles in Jerusalem, according to the Book of
Mormon, and their words are just as valid as scripture as the Apostles’ words found in the New Testament.
22
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considered scripture to Smith’s followers today. Moreover, Smith’s death does not stop
the flow of revelation, for God continues to reveal His will to man and He will do so until
the end of time, according to Smith’s theology. 23 For most believers in Islamic tradition,
however, revelation ceased with Muhammad. These examples constitute the main
differences in manner and means of revelation by the Prophets Muhammad and Joseph
Smith.

VI. Conclusion
In my opinion, from the above arguments it is clear that in a general way the
revelations of the Islamic Prophet Muhammad and the Mormon Prophet Joseph Smith are
quite similar. When looked at more deeply and specifically, there are some differences
between the two. Nevertheless, overall there are several patterns that emerge from
studying their revelations and the means and the manner in which they received them.
Both figures had a revelatory experience that marked their initial passage into
prophethood. These experiences are not only similar to each other, but they are also
comparable to other prophetic figures’ callings to be prophets. In connection with these
primary visions and revelations, are the angels and heavenly beings that accompanied
such experiences. Gabriel appeared to Muhammad and Moroni to Joseph Smith. The
manner in which these two Prophets would receive revelation was through angelic beings
who would then impart to them the word of God. These heavenly messengers were key
figures in the revelations of these two Prophets.
Many of the revelations that God sent to Muhammad and Joseph Smith came as a
result of questions posed to the Lord by these two men. In attempting to understand the
23

See The Pearl of Great Price – Articles of Faith 9.
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mind of God they must have believed the best way to do so was to simply ask.
Furthermore, God sent revelation in response to incidents and events that needed
clarification. These two forms of revelations are the pattern for most of the revelations of
Muhammad and Joseph Smith. Within this pattern both Prophets believed themselves to
be speaking for and in behalf of God. They felt that they received the word of God
through these revelations and then imparted the word of God to those willing to hear.
For this reason, the book of scripture that contains their respective revelations, the Quran
for Muhammad and The Doctrine and Covenants for Joseph Smith, includes phrases
related to the Biblical saying ‘Thus saith the Lord.’ These few areas of comparison stand
out as examples of how revelation came down to these prophetic figures in similar means
and manner. Both Muhammad and Joseph Smith claimed to have communication with
the Divine and these revelatory experiences helped to affirm their place as prophets of
God.
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Thesis Abstract
Gathering Water Chestnuts by the Reed Beds is a painting of Shen Zhou
(1427-1509), a literati painter living in the Suzhou area in the 15th Century
China. It is the last piece of Shen’s album leaves named Nine Fractions of
Brocades, which are among the most important collections of Kyoto National
Museum, Japan.
According to the inscription of Du Qiong (1396-1474), an elder contemporary
of Shen Zhou, this painting is believed to be made in Shen’s early age. And
since Shen’s works during this period are rarely seen, it is meanwhile a very
good example for us to learn about his early style, which is careful and elegant
as we can see in both this painting and the relevant historical documents.
Although the artist himself did not make such statement, Gathering Water
Chestnuts by the Reed Beds has been recognized to be “in the style of Zhao
Lingrang (active during 1070-1100)” since it was put down in the 17th Century
Chinese art historical records. By studying its style carefully, however, besides
the influences of the poetic foggy scenery, which Zhao Lingrang is famous for,
there are much more influences from the literati artists in the Yuan Dynasty
(1271-1368). By digesting different kinds of visual elements brought in from
Zhao Lingrang and the Yuan Dynasty literati painters, and adding in his own
observation on daily life, Shen Zhou successfully depicted a beautiful scene of
women gathering water chestnuts in the Jiangnan area in autumn.
Shen Zhou has made more than one painting in this theme in different periods
of his life. His paintings depicting the scene of gathering water chestnuts had
pointed out a clear image sequences in the art history, and established a
stable corresponding relation between the theme and the way of expressing it.
In this way, a mode of making gathering-water-chestnuts paintings was built up,
and such mode has also influenced the styles of later artists who made art
works in the same theme. In the image sequences, Dong Yuan(?-ca. 962),
Zhao Lingrang, Zhao Mengfu(1254-1322)/ Qian Xuan(ca. 1235-1307), Shen
Zhou and Jin Nong(1687-1764) are the most significant figures. And, so as to
answer the question why the styles of the above mentioned artists can always
be seen in the gathering-water-chestnuts paintings, its relation with literature
and the imagination towards art history by the literati painters are the two main
factors that should never be neglected.
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The Challenges for its Future:
Jean-François Lyotard’s Postmodernism
Mélanie V. Walton
Duquesne University

“…is postmodernity the pastime of an old man who scrounges
in the garbage-heap of finality looking for leftovers,
who brandishes unconsciousnesses, lapses, limits, confines,
goulags, parataxes, non-senses, or paradoxes, and who turns this
into the glory of his novelty, into his promise of change?”
—Jean-François Lyotard, The Differend. 1

Postmodernism ironically has a contradictory future: its name in lights and its reputation sullied
to mere footnote status. The irony is that postmodernism is the study in love with contradictions
but the degree to which it may be a continued, rigorous study within academia and beyond its
gates is perilously challenged.

The first challenge is precisely its infamy garnered from

consistent misinterpretation and consequent bad reputation. Postmodernism is not the written
play with hyphens and worn hipster mix of bonnets and bell-bottoms. It is not a skyscraper with
Roman arches, art deco entryway, and decorated with self-consciously capitalist billboards.2
And the postmodern is not the post-modern, the diachronical next step past the modern. Instead,
Lyotard writes, “…postmodernism is not modernism at its end, but in a nascent state, and this
state is recurrent.” 3 Thus, a better conception of postmodernism is that it is that which puts into
question the story of the modern while it simultaneously proffers and challenges the possibility
of the story being otherwise.

1

Jean-François Lyotard, The Differend: Phrases in Dispute, trans. Georges Van Den Abbeele (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1988), §182.
2
As Lyotard phrases it: “Eclecticism is the degree zero of contemporary general culture: you listen to reggae, you
watch a western, you eat McDonald’s at midday and local cuisine at night, you wear Paris perfume in Tokyo and
dress retro in Hong Kong, knowledge is the stuff of TV game shows” (Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern
Explained to Children: Correspondence 1982-1985, trans. Julian Pefanis and Morgan Thomas (London:
Turnaround, Power Institute of Fine Arts, 1992), 17).
3
Ibid., 22.
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A second challenge to postmodernism is its appropriation of insights from the contrary schools
of phenomenology and structuralism. Adopting the first half of phenomenology’s method, the
radical suspension of preconceptions so as to permit an open reception to presentations, along
with its conception of the now and its privilege of seeing, postmodernism opens itself to the
critiques phenomenology receives from structuralism. The most stinging charges concern an
over-reliance on subjectivity and presence and an injurious swaying between conflicting modes
of idealism and an over-emphasis of reason.

Postmodernism, however, interrupts

phenomenology’s conclusions and possible response to these charges by simultaneously
adopting structuralism’s rejection of origins and essences. It employs Husserl’s method while
rejecting its goal; that is to say, it obeys his infamous motto “to the things themselves” while
denying there are things in themselves. Thus, finding productivity in the discord between its
adopted premises from the contrary schools, postmodernism alienates itself from either one.

A final challenge is the most damning as it is voiced most frequently by those who are not
trapped by the prior two challenges. This last critique concerns the lack of productivity possible
in postmodernism’s methodological pursuit of answers from a position that has already
uncovered their very failure. Postmodernism strives to express the inexpressible even after a
rigorous analysis of the impossibility of this expression.

Not only does this make

postmodernism look like an atheist who nevertheless wants to believe, it makes postmodernism
look like a dear in headlights when asked about action in the world. Postmodernism, renamed by
its father Jean-François Lyotard, is a “re-writing of modernity” that does not attempt to
overthrow the past but to lay bare its grand narratives, not to counter them, not to erase them, not
to deny them, but just to reveal their insoluble discords, listen to their dissonance, and stand
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inside their shadow and still hope for something. The following is an endeavor enacting the
delineation of these challenges and an elaboration of one way to conceive of the productivity,
and thus, ultimate value, of a method that delights in the demonstrated failure of breaking the
bonds of those prejudices it uncovers.

Challenge One:
The impulse to a pop postmodernism is easy to understand. Postmodernism’s insights are
persuasive: grand narratives are powerful intoxicants that found what they decry and form our
response in advance. These insights often, further, read suggestive of a curative. Break the bind
of these narratives by a playful interruption of their linearity and symbols. For example, in The
Differend, Lyotard uncovers the case of the witness unable to testify through the example of the
holocaust survivor forbidden logically to claim herself a survivor of a death camp, for, were it a
death camp, the historical revisionists claim, its victims would be dead and the dead cannot
speak. In pointing to the absurdity and moral assault of this case and taking it seriously so as to
conduct an intense search for the unknown idiom by which a witness could speak, Lyotard
strongly suggests that we can speak across impasses, we need to merely mix up the genres and
undercut the rigidity of logic. These options are investigated in arduous detail and some are held
out and open as hope against hope, but their inherent dead ends are highlighted, internal
contradictions laid bare, and impossible answers derailed. The most frequent failures include the
misconception that postmodernism is the next step beyond modernism and that our attempt to
proffer something new almost always enacts a reinscription of the logics thought to be evaded:
the use of one narrative to combat another.
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Lyotard has protested loudly across his works about how the “postmodern,” “…is probably a
very bad term, because it conveys the idea of a historical ‘periodization,’” as if one could sketch
out a line and say this is Enlightenment thinking, which gives way to modern philosophy, which
gives way to postmodern philosophy. 4

Regardless of whether this temporal conception

presupposes postmodernism to be an evolution beyond the modern or a radical breakage from it,
either is misleading. Instead, Lyotard writes, “‘Postmodern’ simply indicates a mood, or better,
a state of mind. It could be said that it involves a change in people’s relation to the problem of
meaning…” 5 To better express this mood, Lyotard adopts the term “re-writing modernity”
instead of postmodernism wherein the re-writing is thought of akin to a Freudian free associative
reflection or surrealist/beatnik style stream of consciousness. The aim of this re-writing is to
uncover the “grand narratives” of the modern without trying to deny or affirm them, destroy or
update them. Lyotard cautions, though:
The re-writing meant here has obviously nothing to do with what is called
postmodernity or post-modernism on the market places of today’s ideologies. It
has nothing to do with the use of parodies and quotations of modernity or
modernism in either architectural, theatrical, or pictoral pieces, and even less with
that movement resorting to the traditional forms of narrative as they have been
displayed in novels or short stories. 6
This free re-writing is not a haphazard free quoting of tradition: a mix-tape of the past. The
danger of re-writing as a methodological expression of postmodernity is that we will endlessly
reinscribe the seductive “grand narratives” characteristic of our modernity. Grand narratives are
the powerful stories we call upon to create meaning and rally people. These stories may conjure

4

Lyotard, “Rules and Paradoxes and Svelte Appendix,” trans. Brian Massumi, Cultural Critique 5, “Modernity and
Modernism, Postmodernity and Postmodernism” (1986-87): 209-19, 209. Elsewhere he explains, “the relevant
opposite of modernity here is not postmodernity but the Classical age…” and that “…the diachronical periodization
of history is typically a modern obsession… To the same extent that modernity contains the promise of its
overcoming, it is urged to mark, occasionally to date, the end of an age and the beginning of another” (Lyotard, “ReWriting Modernity,” SubStance 16, 3, 54 (1987): 3-9, 4).
5
Lyotard, “Rules and Paradoxes and Svelte Appendix,” Op. Cit., 209.
6
Lyotard, “Re-Writing Modernity,” Op. Cit., 8.
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national identity or portray capitalist political economy or invoke proletariat struggle or
emancipation from marginalization. They are highly effective in coalescing distracted masses to
effect social change and revolution, but, ultimately, they are a totalitarian imposition of a rigid
identity and closed intellectual perspective.

When we think, as we “rational animals” are

occasionally inclined to do, and discover one of these grand narratives, we are disposed to act
passionately. We counter nationalism with an argument for humanism, only in recollection
acknowledging the binds of a humanist narrative. We encourage an open embrace of tolerance
for different perspectives and political paradigms to counter the failings of capitalism… but then
come to see the threat of globalization as we both forcefully embrace, modify, and take over
other systems.

We take up the cause of radical equality and brotherhood in the face of

marginalization. Then, as we see that we have eliminated individual freedom, we try to embrace
the differentiated subject at once with notions of unity. In our passionate and well-read response
to these binds, we invoke new grand narratives to counter grand narratives. We break free from
prisons only to build up and bolt down bars of security around us.

Challenge Two:
Lyotard straddles a theoretical position that is neither a strict phenomenology nor a strict
structuralism, but borrows and rejects ideas from both sides. The inherent conflicts between the
schools fuel Lyotard’s own project of expressing the inexpressible and are most apparent as the
conflict between seeing and saying.

In support of phenomenology and a break from

structuralism, Lyotard’s work upholds the value and primacy of seeing over the written. 7 The

7

This unique stance has had few adherents besides Lyotard, yet Alphonso Lingis has an interesting essay with a
similar position of ‘both and neither’ captured in its first few lines: “What an extraordinary power, this power of the
voice to put us in contact, not with our own mental images but with persons and things themselves! We catch on to
the purring of the kitten, the frantic cries of the bird, the snorting of the distrustful horse, the complaint of the caged
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world is not a text we read, but a world we see. But within this support of phenomenology, he
reveals its own paradox between the eye and the word. Phenomenology’s goal is the description
of these originary presentations, but, Lyotard argues, this goal is self-destructive, as one reviewer
phrases it, “the effort of language to capture a prelinguistic word is foredoomed…” 8

This preference of phenomenology is quite counter to the structuralist view perhaps best
concretized in Derrida’s writings: there is no origin before the text.9 Lyotard, however, accedes
to and delights in the failure of language trying to grasp its origins and sees this failure as
ultimately productive of more than what its denial or rejection can offer. To be powerless before
the nonlinguistic, unable to express it, reveals the limitations of language far better than to view
language as limitless, which erasing the possibility of a beginning or end, an origin or an outside
effectively does.

In the face of failure, instead of declaring a dead-end and death of

phenomenology (which renders Derrida’s position “…obliged to dismiss the perceived world as
no more than a system of traces…”10 ), Lyotard exposes the endless options opened up. One may
then sing endless songs of the failure to present the unpresentable or sing of the power of
presentation to produce its own, new rules for the game. 11 So, Lyotard neither sides with
phenomenology nor structuralism: intention cannot ground language nor can language be
conceived only as an invented system of signifiers that ignores language’s referential dimension.

puma…. As our words form, the tone of these things and events resounds in our voice” (“Contact,” Janus Head 8, 2
(2005): 439-54, 439).
8
Peter Dews, “Review: The Letter and the Line,” Op. Cit., 41. Cf. Lyotard, La Phénoménologie, 43-4.
9
Derrida’s methodological stance is more complex then is profitable to review here; cf. the superior review of his
approach by Hent de Vries, “The Theology of the Sign and the Sign of Theology: The Apophatics of
Deconstruction,” in Flight of the Gods: Philosophical Perspectives on Negative Theology, ed. Ilse N. Bulhof and
Laurens ten Kate (New York: Fordham University Press, 2000), 166-94, esp. 166-78.
10
Dews, “Review: The Letter and the Line,” Op. Cit., 42.
11
Cf., Lyotard, The Postmodern Explained, Op. Cit., 22.
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The clash between seeing and saying is truly the heart of Lyotard’s oeuvre as epitomized by the
witness to the gas chambers, mentioned above, who cannot testify to her existence because she is
not dead. Translated into the aesthetic language that Lyotard employs in his Discours, figure,
this disconnect is an “…awareness of an ‘unsuppressible gap’ between the sensible and the
intelligible [that] is expressed in terms of a contrast between the ‘letter’ and the ‘line,’ between a
graphic and a figural space.” 12 The letter is indifferent to its space, he argues, it suppresses its
materiality and gives itself to intelligibility; the line, however, thwarts its recognition and
intelligibility, it “obstructs the eye and forces it to linger.” 13 The meaning of the line is hard for
our minds, conditioned to letters, to grasp, but, “we must accept that particular disjunction, that
break in contact, that is the lot of philosophical speech…” 14
phenomenologists and structuralists at once.

To be true, we must be

Conduct phenomenological investigations and

interrupt them before reinscribing a new essentialism. Give up the phenomenological authority
over a “master time” and a “conceptual synthesis” yet, embody the phenomenological as “the
ability to let things come up, whatever they are. This attitude lets each moment, each ‘now’ be
an opening.” 15 This embrace of opposing schools permits each re-write be a new way of seeing,
hearing, reading something; a new linkage between impasses with a newness that acknowledges
its heritage without hearkening an origin.

Challenge Three:
The greatest challenge to conquer: the theory’s futility. If we heed the warning to not fall prey to
grand narratives, to not reinscribe that which we discern as a bind and desire to overcome, what

12

Ibid., 43.
Ibid.
14
Lyotard, Discours, figure, 58 as translated and quoted by Mary Lydon, “Veduta on ‘Discours, figure,’” Yale
French Studies 99: Jean-François Lyotard: Time and Judgment (2001): 10-26, 12.
15
Lyotard, “Re-Writing Modernity,” Op. Cit., 8.
13
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may we do? Stand mute before our vision of the insurmountable impasse or, worse, endlessly
babble incoherencies that gain nothing, change nothing? To attempt an answer, let us turn back
to what we can say postmodernism is: re-writing modernity. To re-write is to work through; it is
a “work without purpose and, therefore, without will…” 16 Thus, to re-write is oddly reminiscent
of a Kantian freies Spiel, a free play, he continues, “without purpose in the sense that it works
without being guided by the concept of its aim, but not without purposiveness.” 17 So, to think
re-writing properly, is to acknowledge this “double gesture,” a thinking back and forth as
opposed to a genealogical back-tracking.

Re-writing’s nature, I previously noted, is akin to Freud’s concept of free-association, which is
the methodological demand for an analyst to pay equal attention to all phrases the patients
uttered, discriminating against none, no matter how seemingly inconsequential they may sound.
This method is much like the Cartesian and phenomenological demand of the suspension of all
prejudices and judgments and reception of ideas “in ‘disorder,’ unselected, unrepressed.” 18 The
crucial difference, however, between Freud and Lyotard, however, is that psychoanalysis
encourages this free play of narration so as to diagnose disease and engage treatment. Lyotard’s
re-writing rejects the grand narratives of disorders, uses free association to uncover those stories
that cannot be told and to point to those linkages between idioms that are impossible. Its
treatment is recognizing the silence and speaking to it in full awareness of insurmountable, unlinkable abyss between the phrase universes.

16

Ibid., 7.
Ibid.
18
Ibid.
17
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Lyotard’s conception of free association as re-writing modernity is less Freudian than it is akin to
the Kantian work of imagination on the sense of the beautiful. This method and Kant’s:
…have in common the importance given to the free acceptance of the bits
released by sensitivity; and second, the emphasis put on the release of forms in
aesthetic pure pleasure, making them as free from empirical or cognitive interest
as possible such that the more fluid, shifting, and evading the phenomena, the
more beautiful. 19
The more beautiful, according to Kant, are like the flames blazing and shifting in a fireplace and
the play of figures fleeting, formed by quickly flowing waters. With these images as illustrative,
“Kant comes finally to the principles according to which imagination gives the mind ‘much to
think,’ more to think than the understanding, working with concepts, can give it.” 20 This is what
Lyotard wishes to proffer the logically-bound witness; not a new narrative to reinscribe the
possibility for new charges from the revisionists but a source of speaking that floods the abyss
between logical genres. Like Kant’s, Lyotard’s project is a critical one and ends in aesthetics.
The best expression of this critique is the question posed by the translators of his collected
correspondences: “If it is no longer possible, or credible, to assume the authority to speak for the
future, what escape is there from an endless repetition of the already-said?” They answer, “But
thought has to proceed. Lyotard argues that it must do so by casting itself adrift…” 21

Postmodernism, for Lyotard, is a surprise discussion; it is an engaged re-writing modernity that
does not know what it will say before it begins. As critique, it opens a new avenue for thinking
by rethinking the tradition. Knowing only that it is likely that it will end before it finds its
conclusion, postmodernism closes down many paths that have fallen prey to prejudiced opinions.
It has revealed philosophy’s nefarious presumptions of origins, of all-powerful first-person
19

Ibid.
Ibid.
21
Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern Explained, Op. Cit., foreword.
20
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narratives of presence, over-reliance on reason and empirical data, and inherent tendencies
philosophy shows towards historicism and ethnocentrism. Postmodernism as a form of critique
is born from the tradition and still preserves the desire at the heart of phenomenology to be a
productive method: to deconstruct thinking in order to… to ultimately be constructive of
philosophy. It differs from the tradition in its hyper-awareness of the dangers of reinscribing
prejudices when it becomes productive. How, then, more specifically, does this re-writing
conduct itself productively? “…it is not up to us,” Lyotard writes, “to provide reality but to
invent allusions to what is conceivable but not presentable.” 22
postmodernism is like that of art; its productivity is invocation.

The Challenges for its Future:
Jean-François Lyotard’s Postmodernism
22

Ibid., 24.
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ABSTRACT:
Postmodernism’s future within the academy and beyond its gates faces perilous challenges. One
challenge is from its consistent misinterpretation and consequent bad reputation. Postmodernism
is not playing with hyphens and a hipster mix of bonnets and bell bottoms; Postmodernity is not
a skyscraper with Roman arches, art deco entryway, and self-consciously capitalist billboards;
and the postmodern is not the post-modern, the diachronical next step the modern. A better
conception of postmodernism is that it is that which puts into question the story of the modern
while it simultaneously proffers and challenges the possibility of the story being otherwise. A
second challenge to postmodernism is its appropriation of insights from both phenomenology
and (post-)structuralism. Adopting the first half of phenomenology’s method along with its
conception of the now and its privilege of seeing, postmodernism opens itself to the critiques of
structuralism for an over-reliance on subjectivity and presence, a fall to idealism, and
simultaneously, an ever-emphasis of reason. Adopting structuralism’s rejection of origins and
essences, postmodernism interrupts phenomenology’s conclusions. Finding productivity in the
discord between its adopted premises from the contrary schools, postmodernism alienates itself
from either one. A final challenge is the most damning as it is voiced by those who are not
trapped by the prior two challenges. This last critique concerns the lack of productivity possible
in a methodological pursuit of answers from a position that has already uncovered their very
failure. Postmodernism strives to express the inexpressible even after a rigorous analysis of the
impossibility of this expression. Not only does this make postmodernism look like an atheist
who nevertheless wants to believe, it makes postmodernism look like a dear in headlights when
asked about action in the world. Postmodernism, as renamed by its Father, Jean-François
Lyotard, is a “re-writing of modernity” that does not attempt to overthrow the past but to lay bare
its grand narratives, not to counter them, not to erase them, not to deny them, but just to reveal
their insoluble discords, listen to their dissonance, and stand inside their shadow and still hope
for something. This paper enacts the delineation of these challenges and an elaboration of one
way to conceive of the productivity, and thus, ultimate value, of a method that delights in the
demonstrated failure of breaking the bonds of those prejudices it uncovers.
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HOW TO APPLY AESTHETIC TECHNIQUES TO TEACH STUDENTS
WITH DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOUR TO IMPROVE THEIR EDUCATION.

INTRODUCTION
Children are major national resources. When they are provided with appropriate
parent support and nature with the high level and challenging educational services
they can become professionals, artists, care givers, and leaders of the nation and
the world. (Feldhusen & Jarwan 2000; 271)

Disruptive behaviour disorder is the main problem in subjective distress. The
disorders are characterized by poorly controlled, impulsive, acting out behaviour
in situation sin which self control of one’s behaviour depends on a number of
skills developed over time. Within Sri Lanka it is recognized the importance of
providing special education for these students and also the damage that could be
happen to such children when not providing special attention is also identified
too. (Deldeniya 2000)

Most children develop self control skills at school, but those who are not develop
these skills continue to be disruptive, impulsive and aggressive. Among the
disruptive disorders listed the most important are Attention Deficit Hyperactive
Disorders and Conduct Disorders. In every school there are few children who
have Attention Deficit Hyperactive disorders. They cannot sit, cannot finish any
task they begin, cannot focus their attention for longer than a minute or two, who
fidget, interrupt, but in to the other children’s game explode in frustration of made
to wait their turn and generally drive teachers to despairs. A few decades ago
researchers began to suspect characterized primarily by excess motor activity and
short attention span, might be due to brain damage.(Wonder, 1971)
However, the countries educational system has still paid a little attention on this
special group. There are few students get some opportunities to develop their
talents in Art, Music, & Dancing as well as the talents in sports when identified
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by the parents and the teachers, within the school or outside the school.
Nevertheless, the school system is not giving special attention on identifying
academically disruptive behaviour students. Even though normal behaviour
students and talented students are identified by the examination test marks they
just remain in the class and engage in the normal class room work, but teachers
wasn’t to pay good attention this kind of behaviour problems students.

Therefore, it is my view that disruptive behavior students in school class room
since unidentified providing their skills to the development of their education. My
study is focused in to the special attention in disruptive behaviour students in Sri
Lanka. identification of these students is very much important prior to providing
special provisions for them.

Therefore my study is focused into this special student group in education system
of Sri Lanka. Identification of these students is very much important prior to
providing special provisions for them. Therefore it is my view that an
identification procedure should initially focused on grade 6 students in our school
system. The purpose of my study is to identify the disruptive behaviour
students in Grade 6 and applying Aesthetic techniques to develop their
education. Once I introduce Aesthetic techniques to apply development system
not only that our disruptive behavior students would benefit but also it is no doubt
that is would help to fill the vacuum in our education system.

Context of the problem
Background of the study
Education has been a major field of state and volunteer activity in Sri Lanka
almost throughout her entire history. Right through the last six decades, the
government of Sri Lanka has taken various measures from time to time in order to
provide compulsory, general education on a free and equity basis. Providing free
education from grade one up to the university level, making mother tongue the
medium of instruction in schools, brining all assisted schools under government
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control, providing a free mid day meal, uniforms, text books, and subsidized
transport to all children and providing bursaries to deserving students from low
income families to meet their other expenses which are continued up to the
university level are some of the land marks in the attempt to achieve this objective
(Perera et al 2004)

Presently the economic structure of the country is changing with the adoption of
liberalized economic polices. As a country which primarily was depending on
agriculture, is marching towards industrialization and the growth of the service
sectors need a work force that are trainable and could adapt to changes in
constantly changing general skills required by the employees in the private sector.
(National Report 2004)

National Report (2004) suggests such a transformation can be brought about
changing the methodology of teaching and learning rather than through the
content of education. Furthermore it proposes the importance of use of activity
based learning techniques such as project work, assignments, discovery methods
etc. that help to sharpen the general skills of students. The report states the current
reforms as well as future innovations will be directed with this objective in view.

It is my view that the changing methodology of teaching learning, changing the
curricula or content of education, upgrading the infrastructure facilities in school
systems, quality teacher training or taking any other special measures only would
not help to develop the personality and the skills in students as expected by the
current educational reforms. Nevertheless, identification of the special needs,
aptitudes and abilities, and providing educational opportunities that match with
the children’s special needs or abilities is also very much important as well as the
above factors in personality and skill development.

Sri Lanka is a country with high literacy rate of 92.1 percent;(Consumer Finances
survey, 1996/97) however above statistics and research findings show still the
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country is facing the issues such as dropouts, grade repetition. Not only that lower
participation rate in higher education and unemployment problem also still persist
in the country. It is my view that one of the reasons for these these problems the
country faced, is that the school system of Sri Lanka has a common curriculum
for students with different potentials who are in the same grade levels. Especially
the experiences that provide in the class room has not address to special
educational needs according to the students abilities.

Taking into consideration the above background, it is obvious, in spite of its
important of providing attention to disruptive students; Sri Lanka is still in a
preliminary stage with reference to the development of special education.
Concurrently education system of Sri Lanka has identified the importance of
paying attention on the fulfillment of educational needs of this special group of
children and has proposed strategies to implement.(Education for all 2000)
Since the literature shows that such identification and provision should be done
from the early stages of individuals , my study would be focused on students in
disruptive behaviour in grade 6 in education system of Sri Lanka. Therefore this
study would helps to carried out improve the education levels in students with
disruptive behaviour in school system in Sri Lanka.

Literature View.
Some researchers have found that the basic cause of these children’s problems
was not their excess motor behavior but their inability to sustain attention.
(Douglas & Peter 1979) Students with disruptive behaviour have great difficulty
in following instructions and finishing tasks, often they cannot even remember
what they set out to do.

How ever they are intelligent, they often have severe learning problems. They are
also extremely disruptive in the class room , marking incessant demands for
attention and show poor social adjustment. They disrupt games, get into fights,
refuse to play fair and throw temper tantrums. (Klien & Mannuza 1991)
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Researchers have emphasized the tremendous effect Aesthetic can have on
children’s cognitive and effective development as well as provided abundant
resources for teachers, there still exists a gap between understanding its value and
actually applying it (Furman,2000) The reasons teachers still hesitate to embrace
the ideas of utilizing Aesthetic Techniques in class room activities can be
summarized as follows: for a example;

o In the search for aesthetic techniques to develop curricula, teachers
are easily overwhelmed by various terms used in drama and theater,
music, dance and art.
o Aesthetic activities tend to be placed at the edge of the official school
curriculum; they seem to be time consuming and unnecessary.
o Since most teacher education programmes do not offer subject related
to aesthetic studies, teachers are unfamiliar with facilitating aesthetic
activities.
o Aesthetic activities are so playful that teachers might be afraid that
children will not take learning seriously.
(Furman,2000)

In light of these factors that teachers in the use of aesthetic techniques in class
room application and focus on their effect on student with disruptive behaviour.

Aesthetic techniques are crucial to development subject matter, because children
can be involved in reading, writing, listing, as a holistic and meaningful
communication process (McNamee, McLane, Cooper, & Kkerwin, 1985). In
addition, researchers have discovered that the mental requirements for
understanding aesthetic similar to those four skills . For instance, the meaning of
reading is generally grasped in a transaction between the reader and text. Using
aesthetic techniques refers to a teaching method that involves children in
disruptive behaviour for their imaginary, unscripted and spontaneous scenes, in
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which the meaning is made from the engagement and transaction between the
teacher and students.

Objectives of the study
This research attempts to accomplish the following objectives.

i.

To identify a standardized instrument available detect children with
disruptive behaviour disorders

ii.

To apply the instrument for identification of children with disruptive
behaviour

iii.

To identify suitable Aesthetic techniques that could be used on
disruptive children

iv.

To plan an intervention programme to apply these techniques

v.

To implement and evaluate and examine the effectiveness.

Methodology
Case study method will be implementing in this study. .A multiple method
approach will be adopted in the collection of data for this study.

Sample of the participants (Sri Lanka)
Category

No. of participants

School – 1AB

01

Students

10

Teachers

07

Parents

10

Sectional head

01

Principle

01

Total

20
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Increasing Adult Second Language Learning Efficiency through the
Stimulus of Dopamine Reward Systems to Counterbalance
Decrease in Plasticity after Critical Period Age: An Overview
Emre Guvendir, Bahiyyih Hardacre Cerqueira
University of California, Los Angeles

It is generally believed that there exists a critical period after which we are
biologically less fit to achieve native like competence in a second language,
due to a decline in neurobiological mechanisms controlling language
acquisition. However, despite all the drawbacks of these neurobiological
changes and subsequent biological limitations, adults can still learn a new
language as long as there is motivation. In other words, adults need to resort
to motivational dopamine reward systems, provided by the involved brain
areas such as the ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra into the
striatum. In this context, this paper aims to explain the significance of
motivation for adult second language learners by focusing on
neurobiological reasoning and show how successful adults can be at
learning a second language providing their dopamine levels are increased in
the process. This paper discusses literature on the Acculturation Model, the
Interactional Instinct and Neurobiology in order to show how the
Motivational Reward System is key to SLA.

Introduction
The study of language development and acquisition can no longer
overlook the role of evolutionary biology and neurobiology. It was claimed by many
researchers and scientists in the relatively recent past that humans are born with the
innate capacity to develop language; it was called the Universal Grammar and the
idea can be traced back to Roger Bacon’s observation that all languages are built upon
a common grammar, substantially the same in all languages, even though it may
undergo accidental variations; Charles Darwin described language as an instinct in
humans, like the upright posture and learning to walk. But this belief could not be
sustained for too long as evidence was found that without inter‐brain interaction
language could not be developed, showing that perhaps the whole purpose of
language is to maintain and guarantee social interaction. It has also been brought to
our attention through unfortunate circumstances that without opportunities to
communicate within a certain period of time children would lose the window to
develop a language to the full extent, as was the case with Genie (Curtiss, 1977).
Lenneberg (1967) had hypothesized that there is a “critical period" in developmental
1
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biology in the early stages of an organism's life during which it displays a heightened
sensitivity to certain environmental stimuli, and develops in particular ways due to
experiences at this time. If the organism does not receive the appropriate stimulus
during this "critical period", it may be difficult, ultimately less successful, or even
impossible, to develop some functions later in life. Therefore, in order to guarantee
that this infant will have a chance to be exposed to language and human contact it is
born with the instinct to seek such contact, as an Interactional Instinct.
The reasoning behind the Interactional Instinct (Lee et. al., in press) is that
human babies are born with this “heightened sensitivity”, or “innate” drive to seek
interaction, joint attention, for understanding communicative intentions and for
cultural learning (Tomasello, 1999, 2003). Very important biological evidence that
could prove it is Jackson & Decety’s paper (2004) on the peculiar behavior of mirror
neurons, which are connected to the limbic system and involved in understanding
actions and directly matching the observed actions to their corresponding motor
representations, a probable mechanism for imitation. This means that we are
neurobiologically prepared to learn from observation and imitation. Joaquin (in
press) shows that once this interactional bonding is accomplished, infants will
continue to engage in reciprocal co‐regulated emotional interactions with adults,
which in turn leads to the emotional entrainment on the ambient language,
guaranteeing the infant’s acquisition of language. This author shows that there is an
extra factor of motivation that plays a role in the above‐described interactions of
infants and caregivers, such as correlations of beta‐endorphins and dopamine levels
driving infants to interact.
On the same line, Mates (as seen in Lee et. al, in press) reports research that
has generated a model of social affiliation that may subserve the interactional
instinct, being divided in two parts: an appetite component and a consummatory
phase. Mates believes that out of a survival basic instinct or necessity, infants are
born with an appetite to interact and to affiliate with their caregivers and that the
tools they have at hand are related to attention and imitative abilities, and
neurobiological systems of rewards and incentives, which are driven from these
interactions. As for the consummation stage, the author shows that it is related to
endogenous opiates expressions during child‐caregiver interaction; these opiates
provide both infant and caregiver with a sense of calmness, attachment, and
affiliation. Such rewarding aspects of bonding become part of the child’s memory and
serve for other affiliative relationships as well. Those appraisals are communicated
via the medial orbital cortex, with contextual information relating to the affiliative
stimuli coming from the hippocampus and the basolateral and extended amygdala.
Focusing now on the matter of adulthood language learning it is widely
accepted that there exists a critical period after which it is biologically harder to
acquire a native like competence in a second language. This belief mostly stems from
studies that show that children perform better than adults in acquisition of language
and other tasks in the long run. So as age of exposure increases, the average
proficiency in language declines (Lenneberg 1967; Oyama 1976; Krashen; 1979;
Johnson and Newport 1989, 1991; Newport 1990; Long 1990; Mayo, Florentine &
Buus 1997; Hakuta 2001). Moreover, neurobiological studies show that after puberty,
certain changes such as decline in plasticity of the brain, decrease in number of
2
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synapses, decrease in the amount of grey matter in cerebral cortex, changes in the
amount of glucose metabolisms and neuronal density, development and activation of
hippocampal memory systems, thickening of the corpus callosum, lateralization, and
decrease in neurological‐muscular development transpire in human biological system
which directly or indirectly influence learning process (Lenneberg 1967; Scovel 1969;
Seliger 1978; Huttenlocher 1978; Chugani 1998; Devan & White 1999;
Poldrack&Packard 2003; Yun, Bazar&Lee 2004;).
On the other hand, it is possible to encounter adult learners who achieve near
native like proficiency in grammaticality tests and in oral proficiency tests in the
target language, such as the well‐known Polish writer of English Literature Joseph
Conrad, who was fully competent in syntax and morphology of English, while his
pronunciation was poor (Birdsong, 2006). Another example is the case study of ‘Julie’
who attained native like proficiency in every linguistic domain, including phonology,
which is considered impossible for most researchers since vocal‐muscular
development ends after critical period (Rabia & Kehat 2004). In this sense, it is
possible to come up with the idea that although adult learners gradually lose the
neurobiological edge for acquiring language, they start to depend on other
mechanisms which may be influential during the course of second language
acquisition. In search for answers, Schumann (1978) puts forward the “acculturation
model” to account for the variability in the adult performance in SLA. His claims about
social and psychological integration with the target group are considered as the key
factors in second language acquisition process. In this sense, the degree of
acculturation is the main rationale behind the variability in SLA. The subheadings of
acculturation are social integration and psychological integration, which comprise
particular variables directly reflecting the integration with the TL group. The
variables for social integration are: social dominance, patterns of integration, degree
of enclosure, cohesiveness, community size, cultural congruence, attitude, and
intended length of stay. The second step in acculturation model is ‘psychological
integration’. Variables for psychological integration are language shock, cultural
shock, ego permeability and motivation. These variables specify the level a learner is
going to reach as a result of his attempts to acquire the target language. Schumann
locates interactional instinct and motivational dopamine reward system behind these
factors and considers language as an outcome of emotional and social affiliation with
conspecifics. The main concern of this study is the role of the motivational reward
system in SLA.

Interactional Instinct and the Motivational Reward System
As we have claimed before, babies are born with an interactional instinct and
although they may not use words to illustrate their feelings and ideas, they are
socially active and have the potential to interact with their caregivers. Hence, the
relationship between them is the first step to socialization and is a vital step in human
interaction and integration in society. In this respect, babies start to interact with the
caregivers with the environment around them. Thus, when the evolution of the
3
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language is considered, it is evident that language emerged as a result of the need of
interaction within the hominid groups and developed through the continuity of
interaction. In this sense, language can be considered as one the most significant
means of survival which is similar to foraging, for this interactional instinct is
universal and it triggers the feeling of interaction for babies. It develops with other
appraisal mechanisms through experience and babies start to form social and
psychological relations with the environment by forming stimulus appraisal
mechanisms. Infants are born with a yet to be developed neural systems which go on
developing as a result of continuous interaction. During this process, affiliation is a
noteworthy aspect which drives the infant to form interactive relationships with the
caregivers. As long as the attempts of interaction are rewarded and the appetite for
interaction is responded, babies continue to form social interactions with other
people. This process in a way states the significance of forming social interactions in
order to acquire a language.
As human beings we are not born with a black box containing everything there
is to know about a language, but instead we are born with interactional instinct and
under‐developed neurobiological systems which are activated as long as there is an
ongoing affiliation and interaction among the other participants of a society.
Affiliation begins from birth. The first reward for the infant is feeding or touching
which is considered as a consummatory reward. Later on, time and cortical
development enables the child to remember the situations that provide reward and in
this respect child develops affiliative memories. This reward system has strong
neurobiological basis which promote interaction and goal‐seeking process for the
infants. Opioid and dopaminergic systems have a vital role in establishing the
required system for interaction. These systems are activated by affiliation and
promote the necessary instinctive motivation for the child to interact. Moreover,
gonadal steroids, oxytocin and vasopressin have a role in making affiliative stimuli
more apparent for the infant and ease the process for the child to form affiliative
memories and make interactive selections. . Especially for infants, opioids and
dopaminergic systems have vital role in establishing the required system for
interaction. These systems are activated by affiliation and promote the necessary
instinctive motivation for the child to interact. Moreover, gonadal steroids, oxytocin
and vasopressin have a role in making affiliative stimuli more apparent for the infant
and ease the process for the child to form affiliative memories and make interactive
selections.
Children are advantaged at language learning because their brain is more
suitable for this task. Mature brains witness certain neurobiological changes that
cause them to lose this advantage for language learning. Especially declines in
dopaminergic and opiate levels may diminish interactional instinct and this situation
can make second language acquisition by older learners much more variable. In this
sense, it is vital for the adults to have high levels of motivation during the whole SLA
experience. It is possible for and SL learners to face different experiences and
challenges throughout the learning process and thus if the outcomes are positive,
there will be an increase in the amount of dopamine in the adult brain which will
4
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result in high motivation. In this respect, social and emotional affiliations are key
factors in SLA.

Post CPH learning and biological limitations
The adult learner is potentially less fit to learn a new language for several
biologically constricting reasons. These are the loss of gray matter density, decrease
in dopamine levels, decrease in number of synapses and decrease in brain plasticity.
Due to the drop in dopaminergetic and opiates levels after the critical period, the
adult has a weaker drive to socialize and the interactional instinct is attenuated (Lee
et al, in press). However, provided that the adult can still have interactional, or
integrative motivation, he will be able to help himself learn.
Brain plasticity (or neuroplasticity) refers to the changes that occur in the
organization of the brain as a result of experience. The concept of neuroplasticity
pushes the boundaries of the brain areas that are still re‐wiring in response to
changes in environment. Several decades ago, the consensus was that lower brain and
neocortical areas were immutable after development, whereas areas related to
memory formation, such as the hippocampus and dentate gyrus, where new neurons
continue to be produced into adulthood, were highly plastic. Critical periods also
were studied with respect to language; the resulting data suggested that sensory
pathways were fixed after the critical period. However, studies determined that
environmental changes could alter behavior and cognition by modifying connections
between existing neurons and via neurogenesis in the hippocampus and other parts
of the brain, including the cerebellum.
Decades of research have now shown that substantial changes occur in the
lowest neocortical processing areas, and that these changes can profoundly alter the
pattern of neuronal activation in response to experience. According to the theory of
neuroplasticity, thinking, learning, and acting actually change both the brain's
physical structure, or anatomy, and functional organization, or physiology from top to
bottom. Neuroscientists are presently engaged in a reconciliation of critical period
studies demonstrating the immutability of the brain after development with the new
findings on neuroplasticity which reveal the mutability of both structural and
functional aspects.
In regards to learning a second language, brain plasticity will play a vital role.
For a long time it was believed that as we aged, the connections in the brain became
fixed. Changes associated with learning are often between neurons. A study
conducted by Maguire, Woollet and Spiers (2006) showed that taxi drivers in London
have greater gray matter in the mid posterior hippocampus, compared with bus
drivers in the same city. These individuals have to memorize the names If an
individual has lower neurogenesis, it means that it is harder to create new synapses,
which hinders learning new things. The main function of synapses in general is to
access and transmit information stored in different compartments is the brain,
5
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creating new pathways to access such information whenever necessary. When you
learn something, new synapses are created; new synapses grow ad develop to create
neural networks with experiences of learning. Creation of neural networks is a
function is a function of synapse modification or neuroplasticity. “Learning occurs as
a result of changing the effectiveness of synapses so that their influence on other
neurons also changes… learning is a function of the effectiveness of synapses to
propagate signals and initiate new signals along connecting neurons. Learning and
experience change the structure of the neural networks” (Hinton, 1992).

Role of motivation in adult second language learning
Having shown how the dopamine circuit is effective in enhancing long‐term
procedural and declarative memory, and that dopamine is released when the brain is
interested and motivated to do a certain activity or to acquire a certain skill, an
individual hoping to guarantee his own development should be aware of the
importance of being highly motivated. One variable of Schumann’s Acculturation
Model (1978) is motivation. In general, motivation refers to the particular stimuli that
drive an individual to do something, and it will shape the learner’s degree of interest
in his SL learning process. For this reason, there are different types of motivation
which are influential in determining the extent of the individual’s acculturation; they
are integrative motivation, instrumental motivation, intrinsic motivation and value
expectancy.
The adult learner sets his goal based on a positive appraisal of the knowledge,
here the target second language, to be acquired. This goal is generated in the limbic
and paralimbic circuits, which involve the orbitofrontal cortex and the amygdala.
These two areas project to the ventral basal ganglia, which is a motor area, and more
specifically, the nucleus accumbens (NA), which is innervated by dopamine (DA) from
the ventral tegmental area (VTA) in the midbrain. Finally, the NAs connect to the
ventralmedial ventral pallidum (VPm) (Deutch, Bourdelais, & Zahm, 1993; Heimer,
Alheid & Zahm, 1993; Mogenson, Brudzynski, Wu, Yang & Yim, 1993). The projection
into the motor area is to enable the adult learner to perform as he is practicing the
target language. This could be accomplished through talking to native speakers, listen
to a song in the TL, reading a book, using the internet, talk on the phone or at least
participate in a classroom environment, where that language is being taught. The
entire mechanism described holds the incentive motive or goal over time(Kalivas,
Churchill & Klitenick, 1993), probably in the form of emotional memory (Leventhal,
1984) or value category memory (Edelman, 1992). Moreover, appraisals from the
amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex will modulate the intensity of the incentive motive.
The first type of motivation described here is Integrative, and it is an outcome
of the particular interest that a leaner has for the TL community. In this sense, the
leraner aims to be a member of the TL community which eases the acculturation
process. Integrative motivation is similar to the babies’ interactional instinct in view
of the fact that both of them are the driving forces for constructing social
6
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relationships and getting to know the society through interaction. Accordingly, it can
be said that integrative motivation is the most desired type of motivation for
successful and complete integration. As for the second type, Intrinsic motivation, it
helps a learner consider SL learning as a rewarding and appealing process. Therefore,
the learner’s own internal satisfaction and fulfillment are noteworthy factors, which
drive him to seek for the appealing stimuli in the TL community. So, it is significant
for a learner with intrinsic motivation to face positive and rewarding situations in
order to integrate into the TL community. The third type of motivation, refereed to as
Instrumental, is mainly based on utilitarian reasons and obtaining concrete goals
such as employment, graduate from a program, good grades etc. Consequently, a
learner with instrumental motivation may have limited goals in his language learning
process, which may hinder acculturation. He may not like the language but may keep
studying it until he gets the job he wants or good grades. In this sense, this type of
learner sets boundaries for his progress and is not exactly enthusiastic for
acculturation.
The last type of motivation is based on value expectancy. Now, value is what
makes an individual have preferences and choose among alternatives (Damasio,
1994). Some values have become innate and some have to do with the individual’s
environment, and they are three: homeostatic, sociostatic and somatic (as seen in
Schumann, 2004). The homeostatic value involves the individual’s survival and
thrival in the world, the sociostatic value involves innate drive to interact with
conspecifics, to pay attention to faces, voices, seeking attachment and social
affiliation, which in its turn ensures the newborn’s chances of acceptance and social
integration; and at last, somatic values involve preferences and aversions acquired in
life through the different aspects of the individual’s experience in his environment.
These learning processes are intimately linked to the individual’s capacity to learn
and to posterior interactional decision making in second language acquisition,
through the web that constitutes the individual’s ‘stimulus appraisals’ and ‘gut
feeling’. All in all, the neural mechanism that should subserve the stimulus appraisal
system consists of the amygdaloid nuclei in the anterior temporal lobes, the
orbitofrontal cortex and the body proper (the autonomic nervous system, the
endocrine system, and the musculoskeletal system). A learner with such a motivation
will aim to learn what seems to be valuable for his goals. In other words, he will
choose the option with the largest combination of expected value and success. In this
respect, a learning process based on value expectancy will be limited since the learner
will choose the most valuable one (according to his goals) and disregard the others
which may be actually valuable in SL learning process.
All factors are therefore correlated – appraisals, values, goal‐oriented or
integrative motivations and the actual practice of the acquisition of a second
language. So the adult learner will only forage what he needs and what he sees as
something he wants. Without this drive, he will have little chance of achieving any
high level proficiency in any TL. All these factors show that adults have certain
mechanisms which dominate their performance in SLA. Therefore, if a learner has
high integrative motivation, high aptitude for languages, tendency for social and
7
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psychological integration, appropriate appraisal systems that mostly overlap with TL
community it is likely that he will acquire the TL in the end.

Conclusion
What we assume is common knowledge about having to like or want
something very much in order to get it has been proven by neurobiology, and shown
to have scientific grounds. Proof of the validity of sustained deep learning
motivational reward systems in relation to positive appraisals of the TL by adult
learning has been provided by autobiographies, published by Schumann (2004)
among others. The diary and autobiography studies show that some people have
aptitude for SLA while for some other aptitude might be limited. Moreover, aptitude
is not isolated from the socio and psychological factors, which are discussed in this
paper. Although a learner may have high aptitude, an unpleasant experience in the TL
community might discourage him and contradict with the appraisal system which
might hinder the learning process. However, for most people with high aptitude, SLA
is a pleasant process since the learner finds the coping potential in him and therefore
learns the SL with facility. As the pleasantness increases the dopamine levels increase
too which result in higher motivation. On the other hand, a learner with low aptitude
may find the SLA process challenging and may lose his will to cope with the process
which may limit the length and proficiency achievement of the target language
learning and its consequential acculturation.
As human beings, we decide if something is valuable or not according to
certain criteria. So, everyone has an appraisal system which makes particular things
valuable for them. This appraisal system is mostly based on past experiences, since
we learn what is valuable for us through our interaction with the environment. For
instance, it is useless to expect that everyone will respond the same stimuli in the
same way since everyone has their own value systems which brings certain things
forward. Hence, through experience, human beings construct homeostatic, sociostatic
and sociostatic value mechanisms, which have huge impact on stimulus response.
Motivation is therefore the trigger for the release of dopamine into the learning
process and is a strong predictor of achievement of higher levels of proficiency in the
target language. It strengthens the mechanism for remembering situations or actions
that will facilitate or predict learning. We can only prove, however, that people have
brains, and that those brains generate appraisals and foraging behaviors, and we only
have to see how these systems can be used to enable us to make adult second
language acquisition more efficient through what we know about the basic and
instinctive learning of other motor skills and use of declarative and procedural
memories after the so‐called ‘critical period’.
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Abstract
The role of thesis/dissertation abstracts is becoming more important, especially in the
age of globalization, when people can access information quickly through the internet. An
obligatory element of the abstract is the statement of purpose. It is the most significant
indicator enabling readers to decide whether they will continue reading the whole text or not.
However, most of the previous studies have investigated the structure of journal abstracts in
terms of genre analysis or move analysis. Very few researchers have studied the linguistic
features used to communicate a particular function. These studies have focused on journal
abstracts; the study of thesis/dissertation abstracts has been neglected. Since the statement of
purpose is crucial for readers, and especially writers, dealing with abstracts, this research has
attempted to help them by investigating sentence patterns, language forms, and verbs used to
communicate the purpose of the study. The corpus consists of 107 dissertation abstracts in
the field of education from 40 leading American and Canadian universities. The findings of
this study reveal that most writers prefer to use a complex sentence to communicate the
purpose. The second preference is the use of a simple sentence, whereas the least preferred
options are a compound sentence and a compound-complex sentence. The results of this
study also reveal particular language forms for stating the purpose in academic writing.
Authors prefer verbs over nouns to express the purpose. The verb “examine / examined”
occurred most frequently, followed by “investigate / investigated”. Researchers seldom use
verbs such as “reports”, “ascertain”, “demonstrate”, “present”. The verbs used in the
purposive statement are usually placed after “is/ was to + infinitive”, for example “is/ was to
investigate”. When the researchers use “is/ was to + infinitive”, the most common
introductory phrase is “the purpose/ aim of the study”. The results of this study provide
information which can enhance learners’ academic writing ability. Additionally, these
findings suggest that materials for teaching writing should include language forms as well as
relevant expressions as a guideline for writers. Since this study focuses on the study of the
statement of purpose, there should be similar studies to investigate language structures
exemplifying other functions in academic writing. There should also be studies in other fields
aside from education to compare and contrast the findings.
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Introduction
Abstracts have been viewed as of increasing importance (Salager-Meyer, 1992;
Chandler, 1997; Cross and Oppenheim, 2006), especially in the online world. An abstract
helps readers quickly determine the value of a work and decide whether they should continue
reading the full text or not. An abstract is also an important tool in electronic searches based
on keywords from the body of a text. In spite of their importance, little knowledge of a good
typical abstract has been discovered. Many previous studies like those of King (1976);
Blakeborough and Oppenheim (1980); Snizek et al (1991); Hartley and Sydes (1995);
Wheatly and Armstrong (1997); Armstrong and Wheatley (1998); Fox and Hartley (2003)
have investigated the structure of article abstracts in terms of genre analysis or move
analysis. Move analysis tells how the text studied is organized. The term “Move” follows
Bhatia (1993) in that a particular move is designed to realize a particular intention or purpose
while contributing to the overall communicative purpose of the text; for example, the move
“location” in the genre “brief tourist information” described Henry and Roseberry (1996)
gives the location of a tourist site and does so in a manner which persuades readers to visit
the site. In academic settings, Swales (1981) used the genre-based research to identify the
generic structure of research articles, Thompson (1994) studied lecture introductions, and
Dudley-Evans (1986) investigated the introduction and discussion sections of MSc
Dissertations. In professional settings, Bhatia (1993) has investigated sales promotion letters,
job applications, and legislative documents, while Henry and Roseberry (1996) described
some details of linguistic features found in the moves of “brief tourist information” texts.
However, the dissertation abstract remains a neglected field in genre analysis. Frahm (1986)
claims that very few studies have investigated the linguistic features used to communicate the
particular functions in each move. In addition, Henry and Roseberry (1997, p.482) discuss
how the genre approach can be applied to language teaching and learning as follows:
The genre approach to the description and teaching of language aims to
identify the rhetorical structure of a genre and relate this structure to its
communicative purpose while considering the social context in which
the genre occurs. Linguistic features associated with the realization of
this purpose can then be identified and presented to the second language
learner. The final step is to explain to the learner why writers choose
particular strategies and linguistic forms to achieve their communicative
purpose.
Although the study of genre analysis helps readers understand the structure of an
abstract, the research on linguistic features used to communicate each move have been
overlooked. As a result, little knowledge about the sentence patterns or expressions
exemplifying each move, especially the statements of purpose which outline the purpose of
the present research, exists. Since it is important to identify linguistic features or linguistic
forms to enable learners to write effectively, this study aims to analyze the sentence patterns,
language forms, and verbs used in writing statements of purpose.
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Background
The literature review for this study focuses on six areas, namely: 1) the importance of
abstracts, 2) the statement of purpose, 3) sentence patterns, 4) language forms, 5) verbs
expressing purpose, and 6) the roles of corpora.
The importance of abstracts
Macdonald and Shaban (2007, p.1) stress that an abstract must be concise, and easy to
read. Various definitions are given for abstracts, especially research article abstracts. Bhatia
(1993, p.78) defines an abstract, as commonly understood, as a descriptive or factual
summary of the much longer report, meant to give the reader exact and concise knowledge of
the full article. It contains information on the following aspects of the research that it
describes: what the author did, how the author did it, what the author found, what the author
concluded. To include all the information mentioned, a typical abstract, as proposed by
Bhatia (1993, p.78) consists of four moves: 1) introducing the purpose 2) describing the
methodology 3) summarizing the results, and 4) presenting the conclusions. Introducing the
purpose gives a precise indication of the author’s intention, thesis or hypothesis which forms
the basis of the research being reported. It may also include the goals or objectives of the
research or the problem that the author wishes to tackle. Therefore, in this move the authors
tell what they will do through the statement of purpose. Researchers indicate their objectives
in their abstracts for readers to have a clear idea of what they want to accomplish.
Statement of purpose
An obligatory element in an abstract is stating the purpose. Bhatia (1993, p. 82)
claims that an abstract contains the important element of statement of purpose, which occurs
at the beginning of an abstract. Macdonald and Shaban (2007, p.1) also emphasize that
although an abstract cannot include every detail of the study; what is important is the aim of
the study and why it is important or innovative. Typical examples drawn from RA
introductions (Swales 1993) are: a) This paper reports on the results obtained, b) The aim of
the present paper is to give…, c) In this paper we give preliminary results of…, d) The main
purpose of the experiment reported here was to…, e) This study was designed to evaluate…,
f) The present work extends the use of the last model…, g) We now report the interaction
of…. Graetz (1985, p.125) mentions the language of abstracts:
The abstract is characterized by the use of past tense, third person,
passive, and the non-use of negatives. It avoids subordinate clauses, uses
phrases instead of clauses, words instead of phrases. It avoids
abbreviation, jargon, symbols and other language shortcuts which might
lead to confusion. It is written in tightly worded sentences, which avoid
repetition,
meaningless
expressions,
superlatives,
adjectives,
illustrations, preliminaries, descriptive details, examples, footnotes. In
short it eliminates the redundancy which the skilled reader counts on
finding in written language and which usually facilitates comprehension.
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Swales (1993) observed tense used in purposive statements in article abstracts. His
observation partly supports Graetz’s notion (1985) that in cases where the deictic refers to the
type of inquiry (investigation, study, experiment, etc.), authors may choose between present
and past. However, in cases where the deictic refers to the genre (paper, report, note, review,
etc.) tense is restricted to the present. For example, “The purpose of this investigation is/was
to…”, “This report is to…”
Sentence Patterns
Brown et al (1986, p.43) define a sentence as a group of words that has a subject and
predicate and expresses a complete thought. It describes an action or states a condition for a
person, a place, a thing, or an idea. There are basically four kinds of sentences in English:
simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex. Oshima and Hogue (1999, p.155) state
that the kind of sentence is determined by the kind of clauses. According to Quirk (1972),
Daigle and Towery (1989), and Oshima and Hogue (1999) a simple sentence consists of one
independent clause. This clause may or may not include adjectives, adverbs, and modifying
phrases. A compound sentence has two or more independent phrases which may include
modifying words and phrases. There are three ways to join the clauses: 1) with a coordinator
such as “for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so”. 2) with a conjunctive adverb such as “besides,
furthermore, moreover, also, however, nevertheless, nonetheless, otherwise, accordingly,
consequently, hence, therefore, thus,” and 3) with a semicolon. A complex sentence consists
of one independent clause and one or more dependent clauses. In a complex sentence, one
idea is generally more important than the other one. The more important idea is placed in the
independent clause, and the less important idea is put in the dependent clause. There are three
kinds of dependent clauses: adverb, adjective, and noun. A dependent adverb clause begins
with an adverbial subordinator such as “when, why, because, although, if, so that”. A
dependent adjective (relative) clause begins with a relative pronoun such as “who, whom,
which, whose, that”, or with a relative adverb such as “where or when”. A dependent noun
clause functions as a noun and begins with “a wh-question word, that, whether”, or
sometimes “if”. A compound-complex sentence is a combination of two or more
independent clauses and one or more dependent clauses. Oshima and Hogue (1999, p.163)
mention that good writing requires a mixture of all kinds of sentences: simple, compound,
complex, and compound-complex. Smalzer (1996, p.145) points out that a writer who uses
the same kind of sentence over and over produces boring writing whereas using diverse
sentence types adds interest and variety to writing. Oshima and Hogue (1999) agree that
writing with only short simple sentences is boring and ineffective as it is writing that uses too
many compound sentences. Oshima and Hogue (1999, p.163) emphasize that writing with
complex sentences and participial phrases, structures that use subordination, is generally
considered more mature, interesting, and effective in style. Writers achieve variety by using
all sentence types.
Petelin and Durham (2000, pp.100-101) state that an effective sentence is one which
can be easily and unambiguously understood on first reading. They also claim that a
straightforward statement usually has a subject (This study) and a verb (examines) which tell
us something about the subject. However, the most commonly-voiced complaint about
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sentences is that a reader needs to re-read them because they are too long and rambling
and/or unclear. They state that a more reliable way to improve writing is to increase the
knowledge of sentence structure.
Language forms
Knowing only sentence types can not help writers to create effective writing. Writers
need to acquire language forms to communicate a particular communicative function. Petelin
and Durham (2000, p.105) observe that being able to construct sentences based on standard
patterns is not enough; professional writers also need to be familiar with the subtleties of
syntax and grammar. In order to write dissertation abstracts effectively, writers need to
master language forms used to communicate a particular function. Since the crucial part of
abstracts is stating the purpose—what the writer intends to do, it is necessary for writers to be
well equipped with language forms used in this area. Although there are various expressions
to communicate the purpose, Soranastaporn (2007, p.10) claims that academic writing has a
certain pattern. There are specific language forms that serve a particular function. If learners
can identify the subject, verb, and object of a sentence, they can apply that knowledge to
create a variety of sentences that are appropriate to their writing. She proposes three types of
grammatical structures: 1) use of a noun as a signal word to indicate the purpose, such as
“purpose”, “aim”, “goal”, “objective”, “reason”, 2) use of a verb to announce the purpose
of the study, such as “investigate”, “explore”, 3) use of a design or methodology to present
the purpose, such as “paper”, “book”, “research” to state the purpose in academic writing.
Verbs expressing purpose
Knowing academic vocabulary is a high priority goal for learners who wish to pursue
academic research. Coxhead and Nation (2001, p.267) point out that the research on
academic vocabulary is encouraging, although much still remains to be done. They also insist
that it is possible to devise lists of academic words which are small enough to be feasible
learning goals and which provide enough coverage of academic texts to make them a very
valuable part of a learner’s vocabulary. The study of words must include words used in
general and specific functions in academic settings. Unfortunately, there have been no studies
working with words expressing purpose. Researchers such as Gredhill (1995) analyzed the
corpus of research articles in the field of cancer research to find words that frequently occur.
The corpus was divided so that titles, abstracts, and the introduction, method, results and
discussion sections are treated separately, allowing comparisons to be made between them.
He identified the words that were most often found in each part of the research article. In the
method and results sections, the following kinds of words are significant: research process
verbs, such as “added”, “performed”, “incubated”, “obtained”, “dried”; verbs of
observation, such as “shown”, “described”, “reported”, “expected”; specific
methodological terms, such as “solution”, “temperature”, “buffer”.
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The roles of corpora
Sinclair (1991, p.100) and Stubbs (1996, pp.231-232) agree that the study of corpora
has the potential for two major effects upon the professional life of the language teacher.
Firstly, corpora lead to new descriptions of a language, so that the content of what the
language teacher is teaching is perceived to change in radical ways. Secondly, corpora
themselves can be exploited to produce language teaching materials, and can form the basis
for new approaches to syllabus design and to methodology. McEnery, Xiao and Tono (2006)
support the view of Sinclair (1991) and Stubbs (1996) that corpora play an important role in
language education because they provide more realistic examples of language usage. In
addition, however, corpora may provide data, especially frequency data which may further
alter what is taught.
In reviewing the literature, it can be concluded that the statement of purpose has
specific language patterns which can be expressed in different ways. However, the language
of the abstract must be concise and complete, and it can represent the whole text. Since the
items in a corpus use authentic language that contains instances of the most frequent patterns
and most frequent words, then that collection (corpus) will exemplify what the learners need
to know.

Methodology
The corpus and methodology employed in this study are discussed in the following:
Corpus
Criteria to select the corpus: First of all, the researchers set the criteria for selecting
the appropriate corpus for the analysis in this study. To select the corpus, five criteria were
specified: homogenous disciplines, size of corpus, variety of sources, availability, and variety
of authors.
Corpus selection: From the criteria of the corpus selection above, the researchers
decided to select as the corpus 107 abstracts in the field of education from leading American
and Canadian universities, such as Illinois State University, the University of Washington
and the University of Pittsburgh. All abstracts were randomly collected from the e-database
of full text dissertations, so they are available for everyone to access.
Corpus analysis: The statements of purpose were analyzed in terms of sentence
patterns, namely simple, compound, complex and compound-complex. The statements were
then categorized according to the similarity in their language structure. The structures of the
statements of purpose for each category were labeled and displayed in tables. To study the
statements of purpose further, verbs used to indicate purpose were analyzed using AntConc.
Reliability of Corpus analysis: Two researchers were coders. They met, discussed,
and practiced coding the corpus before analyzing this corpus individually and independently.
Then results of corpus analysis were compared and contrasted. Moreover, two mentors (one
Thai and one native speaker of English) were consulted to reach a final conclusion.
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The analysis tools
Four analysis tools were used in this corpus study: the two coders, statement of
purpose structures, coding schemes, and a spread sheet. The two coders analyzed the
abstracts for this study. Statement of purpose structures were used to identify statements of
purpose patterns in this study. A coding scheme was designed by the researchers for coding.
A spreadsheet was used for collecting all coding results.
Statistics
1. Frequency and percentage were used to calculate numbers and percentages of
sentence types, language forms, and verbs used to express the statement of purpose in the
abstract of this study.
2. Inter-rater reliability was used to find the reliability of the two coders.

Findings
The findings of this study are discussed in three areas: sentence types, language
forms, and verbs used in the statements of purpose in this study.
Sentence Types
The statements of purpose from the 107 abstracts from leading American and
Canadian universities were studied and the sentence types of the statements of purpose were
analyzed in terms of simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex sentences, as
illustrated in Table 1. To facilitate the classification of sentence types, codes were given as
follows:
1. simple sentence
2. compound sentence
3. complex sentence
4. compound-complex sentence
Table 1 shows the types of sentences used in stating the purpose.
Types of sentences

Use Frequency

Percentage

Complex Sentence

67

48.20

Simple Sentence

61

43.88

Compound Sentence

6

4.32

Compound-Complex Sentence

5

3.60

139

100

Total

The findings in Table 1 illustrate that the researchers used the complex sentence to
indicate the purpose of study most frequently. The second type of sentence used was the
simple sentence. However, the frequency of occurrence for these two types of sentences
differed only slightly. Interestingly, the researchers in this study seldom employed compound
and compound-complex sentences.
Language Forms
The following language forms, indicating statements of purpose used by the writers in
this study, were categorized into three groups as follows:
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Group1. Nouns used to express the statements of purpose such as “aim”, “purpose”, and
“problem”, as illustrated in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 2 General pattern 1
aim
Det. (adj.) purpose
problem

of

det.

study
research

V. to be
(present/past)

to infinitive

Table 3 Examples of general pattern 1
The

aim
purposes
intent
problem

The (major)
One

purposes

One of the

purposes

Other

purposes

of this
the

study
research

is
was

of this
the

study
research

is
was

to infinitive
not only to…
but also (to)…
to infinitive

were

Examples of statements of purpose used in the educational abstract studies found in
group 1 are as follows:
Example (from abstract no. 75, sentence 1)
The aim of this study was to investigate the attitudes and approaches in a graduate program
training future school administrators toward preparing its students to act as leaders in
promoting emotional intelligence, with the goal of increasing understanding of how future
administrators might be prepared to work effectively in this role.
Group 2 Verbs used to express the statements of purpose, as illustrated in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4 General pattern 2
Det.
noun/ phrase/ clause
Pronoun
(subject)
Det.
Clause

(also)
noun

V. present tense
V. past tense
V. future tense
negative verb…but rather + V.2
V. past tense + to infinitive

Table 5 Examples of general pattern 2
The

study
research
dissertation
document

It

also

examines/examined
investigates/investigated (how)
explored/determined/compares/describes
presents/identified/focuses on/ascertained
surveyed/demonstrates/delineates
reports/attempts
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Example (from abstract no. 26, sentence 1
This study examined the perceptions of university presidents and public relations officers as
to the responsibilities, required skills and position related activities of public relations
officers in private universities in Thailand.
Group 3 Research design/methodology used to express the purpose, as illustrated in
Tables 6 and 7.
Table 6 General pattern 3
Det.
Noun phrase

noun/noun phrase
passive voice

passive voice

to infinitive
as…

Noun phrase

passive voice

Det.

noun/noun phrase

uses (ed)

noun/noun phrase

to infinitive

Using

noun/noun phrase

det.

noun/noun phrase

v. past tense

by + gerund verb

v. present tense
is + to infinitive
Table 7 Examples of general pattern 3
This

study
case study
Leadership styles, culture, and vision
The images of private vocational educational
in Thailand
uses

was designed

to gather…

were examined
were studied

as…
by analyzing…

these guidelines

to report…

This

dissertation

Using

qualitative study
used
participatory action research
contingency theory…
this
thesis

examines…

Example (from abstract no. 68, sentence 1)
Using contingency theory as an orienting perspective, this thesis examines patterns of
organic management that emerge across elementary- and secondary schools, and the effects
of organic management on students' reading and mathematics achievement at these two
schooling levels.
Example (from abstract no. 106, sentence 1)
This study was designed to gather information from female secondary principals
concerning biographical characteristics, personality types, and key life experiences.
Table 8 Frequency of lanaguage forms the researchers used
Types language forms

Frequency use

Percentage

Use of verbs to express the purpose

68

48.92

Use of nouns to express the purpose

60

43.17

Use of research design/methodology

11

7.91

139

100

Total
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The writers in this study preferred to use verbs to express the purpose. The second
preference was the use of nouns. However, the difference is not high. The findings also
showed that research design/methodology was seldom used.
Verbs Used to Indicate Purpose in Educational Abstracts
Verbs used to indicate purpose in this study were also examined to find out how often
they occur in the statement of purpose. The findings revealed that to indicate the purpose,
writers used “examine/examined” most often. They also used the verb “investigate/
investigated” quite often in their writing. The researchers seldom used verbs such as
“ascertain”, “demonstrate”, and “present”.

Discussion
Sentence Types
The sentence types that most researchers in this study used to indicate the purpose
was the complex sentence. The second preference was the use of simple sentence. The
difference in frequency of occurrence between simple and complex sentences is slight. Few
researchers used compound or compound-complex sentences. That most researchers chose
the complex sentence to write the statement of purpose supports the notion of Oshima and
Hogue (1999, p.163) that writing with complex sentences and participial phrases, structures
that use subordination, is generally considered more mature, interesting, and effective in
style. Many researchers prefer to use a simple sentence to indicate the purpose of the study.
This result also confirms the ideas of Petelin and Durham (2000, pp.100-101) that effective
sentences can be easily and unambiguously understood on a first reading. The other reasons
might be that in general, the basic principles of the sentence focus on actors and actions. The
subject of a sentence points to the actor, and the verb of the sentence describes the important
action. The readers usually look for clarity. They want to read with ease. Therefore, the
writers in this study use simple sentences possibly because such sentences are easy for
readers to comprehend. That the researchers in this study seldom write the statement of
purpose using compound or compound-complex sentences might again support the claim of
Petelin and Durham (2000, p.100-101) that long sentences need to be re-read because they
are too long, rambling and unclear. In addition, this finding partly confirms the idea of
Oshima and Hogue (1999, p.163) that a composition with only short, simple sentences is
boring and ineffective as is writing that uses too many compound sentences. However, good
writing requires a mixture of all kinds of sentences: simple, compound, complex, and
compound-complex. For stating the purpose of the study, the complex sentence seems to be
the most effective.
Language Forms
It was found that the researchers in this study employed specific forms in academic
writing, which supports those conclusions of Soranastaporn (2007). The researchers in this
study employed three types of language forms (verbs, nouns, and research
design/methodology) to express purposive statements respectively. Among these three
language forms, verbs were most frequently used. The second preference was using nouns to
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express the purpose. The writers preferred to use verbs and nouns to express the purpose,
whereas research design/methodology was seldom employed. The reason that writers use
verbs most can be explained in that the function of verbs is to state the action of the subject
in the sentence. To make the purpose of the study clear for the readers, the writers need to
emphasize verbs, specifically by using “is to/ was to + V. infinitive” to announce their
intention.
Verbs Indicating Purposes
The findings also showed that to indicate the purpose, writers used “examine /
examined” most often. They also used the verb “investigate/investigated” quite often in their
writing. The researchers seldom used verbs such as “ascertain”, “demonstrate”, or
“present”. The findings in this case might imply that the nature of most studies in education
is limited to examination and investigation. It is interesting to observe that verbs used in
purposive statements are usually placed after “is/was to + V. infinitive”, such as “is/was to
investigate”, “was to examine”, “was to access”, “is/was to understand”, “was to
determine”, “was to explore”, “was to describe”, “was to identify”. The findings also reveal
that “was to + V. infinitive” was used more often than “is to + V. infinitive”. In addition, the
researchers possibly preferred to use phrasal verbs; “is/was to + V. infinitive” because these
forms are used to indicate the intention. Since a purposive statement shows the intention of
the researchers, what the researchers intend to do in their study, the most effective form of
verbs in this context might be “is/was to + V. infinitive”. When the researchers use “is/was
to + V. infinitive”, this kind of sentence usually begins with “The purpose/aim of this study”.
However, the researchers used “The purpose of this study” most frequently. This noun
phrase sometimes contains other modifiers, such as “One/The other/The primary purpose of
this/this qualitative/descriptive study”. Surprisingly, there was only one statement in this
study using “The problem” as a subject instead of “The purpose”.

Conclusions
It can be concluded that writers use a complex sentence to indicate the purpose of
study most frequently. This kind of sentence is the most effective among the others as listed
by Oshima and Hogue (1999, p.163) in that complex sentences and participial phrases,
structures that use subordination, are generally considered more mature, interesting, and
effective in style. The findings reveal that writers employ specific language forms to indicate
the purpose. Among these three language forms are verbs, nouns, and research designs/
methodology. In this study the preferred form is the use of verbs. The verbs “examine” and
“investigate” are the most popular to express the purpose in this study, whereas the verbs
“ascertain”, “demonstrate”, “present” are the least popular. When verbs are used, they
frequently occur after “is/was to”… such as…“is to investigate”… “was to examine”. The
writers use the verb phrase “is/was to + V. infinitive” to express intention. However, these
verb phrases occur more often in the past tense than in the present tense. When the writers
use verb phrases “is/was to + V. infinitive”, the subject of this kind of sentence is a noun
phrase, usually beginning with “The purpose / aim of this study”. Therefore, in the purposive
statement, the writers in this study usually emphasize both subject and verb to make the
purpose clearer and easier to comprehend.
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Maps have been as critical for anthropology as they have been criticized. Once they were
required as the immediate first step of approximation and appropriation of the exotic
fieldwork setting. This appropriation, however, was very much a visual and spatial one,
informed by what Martin Jay calls the “scopic regime of modernity”, a paradigm that
privileges visual approaches to knowledge and has, together with a certain verbocentrism,
shaped the anthropological production of knowledge accordingly. Maps are, so the criticism
goes, the essence of just that - a generalizing gaze at the world that freezes the process of
negotiating borders and meanings of objects and places in time.
However, in my own ethnographic fieldwork at a German Science museum I do use maps maps that I myself do not draw, but are drawn by the people that allow me to follow them
through their almost daily routine as tour guides of the museum’s permanent exhibition on the
human body or its children’s museum that introduces knowledge about the senses and
perception. In these exhibitions, as a part of my study, informants record their favorite or key
objects as well as the sensory qualities they associate with them. While my ethnographic work
at the museum focuses on the multiple ways in which the tour guides interpret and experience
those exhibitions according to their own “images of human nature”, this work-in-progress
report addresses the methodological challenges of doing ethnographic fieldwork that is aiming
to grasp sensory experience and local folk models of the senses by discussing one of the
methods I use in detail- the drawing of “sensory maps.”
The proposed work-in-progress report will, after a very short introduction of the so-called
“sensory anthropology” and its criticism of ocularcentrism, provide an argument for the
integration of visual methods within this subfield of anthropology as well as a discussion of
examples of maps that emerge during my ongoing fieldwork.
Keywords: anthropology of the senses, visual methods, ethnographic fieldwork, Germany
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Introduction
When one examines the history of Buddhism in Korea, food is not the first imagery that
comes to mind, appears in publications or is easily acquired when searching for representative
iconography. More often, sculptured statuary of various media, paintings, altars, and
architectural monuments and places of worship come to the fore, thus forming the body of
historic artifacts that endure, are studied and remembered. Food becomes secondary as if its
very consumption and subsequent disappearance removes and disqualifies it from permanency;
as a result, it is stricken from historic and iconographic records, remaining incidental and obscure.
Cuisine becomes mere transitory, ephemeral sustenance, burning within the body as fuel and
excreted, existing as that which is taken in to sustain the acolyte along the way, but in and of
itself is lacking in both substance and relevance. Food has no marble surface, no gilded shiny
patina or layers of varnish to protect it from the ravages of time. It is not even thread-bare. Hence,
food is not praised as worthy of veneration, not itself an object of worship. For this research
paper, food and its ceremonial aspects are given greater scrutiny, earning new respect.

Endurance is granted to that which is eaten and nourishes; giving it a coat of armor and
shell of resistance in an attempt to elevate its status as critically important to Korean Buddhism,
both in aspects of ritual and philosophy; and in effect provide permanence regarding its impact
on the national diet that continues to endure within contemporary Korean society and is wholly
representative of its people. A question pondered in this quest of exploring the intertwined
relationship of food and religion in Korea is an attempt to ascertain whether the indigenous
Korean cuisine greatly influenced the Buddhist diet or if the Buddhist diet left the more
substantive imprint on endemic Korean cuisine. A third Way may emerge demonstrating that
both diets existed in tandem; a set of parallels sometimes driven off course, crossing and merging,
subsequently borrowing and sharing from one another as time and conditions dictated for
survival and continuity over centuries past to the present.
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At its most elemental, food may be perceived as mere sustenance, but as social groups
coalesce, societies form and histories are recorded, food provides more than elemental nutrition
for physical survival, it becomes identifier, comforter and foundation for an individual, family,
ethnicity/nationality, and/or religious group, providing the means for both physical and spiritual
renewal. What appears initially to be simple and mundane has an inner complexity that once
established begins growing roots that penetrate centuries of geologic and genealogic strata. Food
has the power to bind people together, as well as the means to segregate and divide, yet in itself
is inert and neutral in its serving as requirement for life. When food rises above the physical
need and transcends the physical plane it offers connection and linkage with others, becoming a
powerful conveyor and intermediary by defining one’s place in society. Like the communal
Eucharist ritual, venerable as symbol and sustenance for the Catholic pilgrim, so too can the
preparation of food and drink and its consumption be a private pathway for the Buddhist devotee
to merge with the divine.

During the Choson Dynasty (1392-1910), the last dynasty in Korea, Buddhism came
under attack as Neo Confucian governmental policies challenged its influence and reduced and
eventually eliminated much of its economic power through the systematic confiscation of
monastery lands and repurposing of temples. This often harsh suppression pushed schools of
practicing monks into the rural mountainous areas of Korea. There, they found safe haven and
were less threatened during the centuries long period of persecution and philosophical opposition.
It was in the mountainous areas that Buddhism would reinvigorate itself and more peacefully coexist with the rural Korean population. Over time Buddhists and the agrarian villagers coalesced
in this shared environment and cross pollinated many aspects of diet and reverence for food
grown in the surrounding hills and valleys. These conditions opened Buddhist philosophy to
rural populations and forever changed its philosophical impact as well as its cuisine.
This research also includes personal memoirs including those centered around my maternal
grandmother’s kitchen in Ichon and also to a lesser degree my mother’s kitchen in Seoul, and the
variety of foods prepared, served and savored. These sometimes guarded memories of my past
sustain and reinvigorate my cultural connectedness, which for a time was lost and removed from
my patterned existence. In the process of assimilating within a culture of contrast in the United
States as a young child, homeland visages soon faded from view and at times were purposely
erased. Since that time I have become energized by a renewed desire to examine Korean history,
and particularly the enduring impact and legacy of cuisine on Korean culture and philosophy.
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This research includes a brief history of Korean Buddhism dating back to the Three
Kingdoms: Koguryo (37BC-668AD), Paekche (18BC-660AD) and Silla (57BC-668AD), Unified
Silla (668-935), Buddhism as royal religion during the Koryo Dynasty (918-1392), Buddhist
persecution during the Choson Dynasty (1392-1910) and Buddhism’s subsequent retreat to
mountainous areas of Korea to avoid an ultimately eminent situation. The discussion of the
modern period will include an examination of Robert Buswell’s five years of monastic life in
Songgwang-sa Temple (1974-79) and a study of the Chogye Order, the largest Son sect today in
Korea.
Brief History and Evolution of Buddhism in Korea

Three Kingdoms period (37BC-668AD)
Records indicated Buddhism was first introduced during the Three Kingdoms period.
This philosophical incursion occurred primarily through the ruling class, eventually becoming a
royal religion. Buddhist philosophy gained acceptance separately within each kingdom.
Geographic location affected the method and time period for the introduction of Buddhism
within the Three Kingdoms. Historic accounts credit a Chinese monk for introducing Buddhism
to Koguryo’s in 372 AD. He was invited by the ruling King of Koguryo to bring with him
Buddhist texts and statues.

Paekche Kingdom (18BC-660AD)
During the seventh century the king of Paekche sent bronze statues of Buddha along with
sutras to Emperor Kinmei of Japan. Despite opposition from the Japanese government the
Paekche King continued to send Buddhist monks, nuns and craftsmen to the island thus
introducing and establishing Buddhism in Japan.

Buddhism was recognized officially in Silla in 527, about 150 years after its official
recognition in Koguryo (in 372) and in Paekche (in 384). Silla officially recognized Buddhism
later than the surrounding Kingdoms. This was not due to a later introduction of Buddhism into
Silla, but instead, to a conservative and exclusive Confucian governmental model that resisted its
incursion. (Buddhist Culture in Korea, 1982, pg. 15)
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The Unified Silla (668-935)
The Unified Silla era witnessed a prosperous increase in Buddhism, academically as well
as culturally. Various rituals were adopted, particularly those that were sought out as spiritual
requests for protection from foreign invasions. Toward the end of this period, Son Buddhism
was introduced to Korea from China, emphasizing meditation practices rather than the Doctrine
school’s relying on the concentration and studying of Buddhist texts.
(http://english.tour2korea.com)

Koryo period (918-1392)
During the Koryo period Buddhism flourished and served as the dominate philosophy of
rulers and governmental officials becoming the official royal religion. In the later stages of this
era, Buddhism was showing signs of decay as its influence and wealth became a drain on state
treasuries and agricultural production during the late Koryo. Symptomatic of this corruption was
the emphasis placed on the many kinds of Buddhist ceremonies for protection and favor seeking
and the degree to which these ceremonies were becoming overly commonplace. This was
causing a dilution of Buddhist philosophy and allowing it to be used by officials and the ruling
elite as a primary means to obtain good fortune and avoid disaster and military subscription for
wealthy (yangban) family members. This concentration on ceremonies and protective rituals
weakened Buddhism as a philosophy, and exposed it for not addressing the social order or
containing a more coherent moral philosophy. It also suffered as an accepted remnant of the
Mongol invasion and domination in the latter Koryo period. Confucian scholars, in particular,
would steadily gain power and act to remedy this situation of decadence, forever changing
Buddhism’s footprint and influence in Korean history.

In the late Koryo dynasty, Sung Confucianism was introduced from China by An, Hyang
(1243-1306). It was to become the dominant social and governmental philosophy/ ideology over
the next five and a half centuries during the Choson Dynasty. In 1392, Yi, Song-kye, a Koryo
military officer, sought to stabilize the country. He seized the crown and declared himself king
(King T’aejo,), establishing the Choson Dynasty and becoming the first Choson King. With the
founding of the Choson Dynasty, Confucian scholars, who had appealed for the rejection of
Buddhism, gained influence and power and began a campaign to exclude Buddhism in earnest.
Confucians officials used political power to set in motion a variety of government policies to
oppress Buddhism through confiscation of agricultural holdings, reducing the number of
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monasteries and consolidating the number of Buddhist schools, in addition to placing strict
requirements for monks remaining in the Buddhist sects. The samgha (Buddhist community)
would eventually find it necessary to seek refuge in the mountains far away from urban
communities and governmental suppression. The consolidation of the Meditation and Doctrine
schools into eventually one order dominated by the Meditation School philosophy became a
more natural fit for the more reclusive mountains and countryside Meditation School proponents,
particularly for the Son Buddhist followers. These newly formed rural samgha were expected to
supply such things as paper, oil, chestnut wood (which was used to make memorial tablets for
Confucian ceremonies), along with rendering any services requested by officials and members of
the yangban class. It is interesting to note that throughout the Choson Dynasty, Buddhism was
rejected and oppressed, and yet, Yi, Song-kye, the founder of the dynasty, was himself a devoted
Buddhist and a follower of the great monks of his day, such as Masters T’aego and Master
Naong. This is an indication of the depth of the roots that Buddhism had established, particularly
among the ruling class since its introduction in 372. This duality also is indicative of Buddhism’s
deleterious effects on the social order and governmental strength in the late Koryo period. (The
History and Culture of Buddhism in Korea, 1993, pgs.171-173)

Choson period (1392-1910)
Throughout the Choson period Buddhist support from royalty waned. Instead, a lifeline
of protection came from provincial temples and donors. Government policies decried that
temples could no longer be constructed or maintained near towns or within urban environments.
Instead, the government would only permit Buddhist monks to congregate in the mountains and
rural countryside. As a result, while the government persecuted Buddhism politically and
socially, the common people began to rely on and adopt it philosophically. This dynamic allowed
Buddhism to change from a royal religion endemic to the elite to a religious philosophy
embraced by the common folk. (http://english.tour2korea.com)

The primary reason for the diminution of the number of Buddhist orders by policies
under Kings T’aejong (1400-1418) and Sejong (1418-1450) was to benefit state treasuries and
gain control of agricultural production to better feed the people: by confiscating the temple
wealth-which had excessively accumulated during the Koryo Dynasty - the ruling elite and the
state would benefit. As Choson rulers continually reduced the number of Buddhist orders from
eleven to two, temples all over the nation were closed and enormous amounts of wealth and
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property, servants and other possessions were confiscated by the court and transferred to
government control and utilization. People were also prevented from easily becoming monks
and existing monks were encouraged to disrobe by using the law of Tosung-bop which listed the
requirements necessary to become a monk. This reduced the number of people eligible for
ordination and so limited the number of monks. Throughout the Choson era Buddhism was on a
roller coaster ride primarily characterized by a steep dissent with an occasional respite from a
more benevolent ruler such as King Sejo (1455-1468). However, these respites were short in
duration and Buddhism was persecuted more harshly under King Songjong (1469-1494) and
withered as a state religion for several centuries.

Despite the forced governmental suppression and exclusion during the Choson era,
Buddhist monks would prove pivotal in helping spread the use and popularity of a newly created
Korean language and characters that would have an enduring effect, uplifting Korean culture and
creating and completing a unified national identity. Listed as the creator of a distinct Korean
language, King Sejong (1398) promulgated han-gul, encouraged its use in various fields such as
literature, politics, and economics and was ardent in attempting to popularize its use. Despite his
efforts, han-gul was initially unpopular and primarily used by the lower classes and uneducated
people who did not know the more complex Chinese language. Consequently han-gul was
initially used to do accounting and for women to write letters. It was the Buddhist community
that changed this and helped to spread its use. Both Sokposangjol and Worinch’on-gangjigok,
important philosophical writings, were printed in han-gul during the reign of King Sejong, and
later, Buddhist sutras were translated into han-gul during the reign of King Sejo. (The History
and Culture of Buddhism in Korea, 1993, pg. 175-182)

Because all the major religious centers for Korean Buddhism were located deep in the
mountains (after the disestablishment of city monasteries during the Choson persecutions), the
monks remained isolated from the increasingly urbanized population of Korea. Despite various
threats to its continued existence, such as the increasing prominence of Christianity in Korea and
diminished Buddhist land holdings, the monastic tradition of Buddhism in Korea remains
remarkably resilient. The Chogye Order supports one major Buddhist university - Tongguk
Taehakkyo, also administers another eight Buddhist high schools, one elementary school, and
two other academic institutions. These numbers attest to the continued impact of Buddhism in
contemporary Korea (Buswell, 1992, pg. 34-35)
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Buddhist Food/Diet in mountainous Korea (Songgwang-sa Order)
This section is dedicated to Songgwang-sa Order (Son), as experienced by Robert E.
Buswell, Jr., who lived/trained the monastic life in one of the four monasteries in Korea from
1974-1979. Upon his departure from Thailand to Korea, Korean Buddhists accepted both of his
Thai ordinations and he was permitted to join the community at Songgwang-sa as a fully
ordained monk and was given a Buddhist name Hyemyong (Brightness of Wisdom). The
following pages will focus on food and food preparations at Songgwang-sa Temple.

Kitchen
Perhaps the most demanding and pressure-filled job among the support group of monks is
that of the wonju (master of the campus), the monk who fulfills the combined duties of
monastery proctor and cellarer. The proctor oversees all aspects of meal preparation and
procurement for the monastery. Starting early in the morning after services, the proctor guides
the postulants young monks, and laywomen in preparing breakfast. Not only does he direct the
different cooks – those preparing the rice, soup, and side dishes – but he also cooks various
dishes by himself at one of the huge woks. About every other day, in between meal preparations,
the proctor travels to the nearest town to buy supplies for the monastery. These range the gamut
from foodstuffs to soap to tools. When the monastery is to hold a special ceremony, either in
conjunction with a funeral or a temple observance, the proctor is responsible for planning the
menu and purchasing all the necessary items. Because the proctor is based in the kitchen
compound, where the guest quarters are also located, he also spends much of his “free” time each
day entertaining visitors to the monastery, both lay and ordained alike. As the proctor works
with aspiring postulants to the monastery much of the day, it is inevitable that he plays a major
role in their training. The proctor has many duties and chores and must quickly learn to delegate
authority among the various members of his staff, the largest of any section of the monastery.
Most of the monks assigned to the kitchen have only recently finished their postulancy and will
serve another two or three years in various minor positions. These young monks live together in
the great room of the kitchen compound, which also functions as the refectory. They have small
floor desks that they move out of the hall during meals and sleep periods.
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Perhaps the hardest workers in the kitchen compound are the laywomen who work
permanently in the monastery. These women are given the title posal, the Sino-Korean
transliteration of “bodhisattva,” beings who defer their own enlightenment so as to help all other
beings gain liberation first. The bodhisattvas are often laywomen who have been divorced,
abandoned by their husbands, or widowed, and have no means of support for their families other
than working for the monastery. The posal who directs the cooking staff, one of the most
important jobs in the monastery, is given room and board in the monastery, a small salary and
tuition for her children through high school. Other posals help in the kitchen, directing the
postulants in preparing the stew, soup, and side dishes. Another posal serves as the monastery’s
seamstress, sewing the long formal robes that are given to the postulants upon their ordination.
(Buswell, 1992, pgs. 117-119).

Meals
The meals prepared by the kitchen staff are the highlights of a monk’s spartan day. With
rigid daily schedule and disciplined training regiment, there is little free time or outlets for
sensual indulgence. Therefore, the highlights of the day are meals, which the monks attack with
great, if barely restrained, gusto. Korean monasteries serve three regular meals a day: breakfast,
at around six (called ach’im kongyang); dinner at around 11:30 in the morning (chomsim
kongyang); and supper, at around five (called chonyok kongyang). In the monasteries, meals are
called “offerings” (kongyang), to distinguish them from the vernacular Korean “meal [of rice]”
(pap). There are many similarities between the monastic diet and that of the rural, agricultural
peasantry. The primary distinction is that meals served in the monasteries are vegetarian. The
bodhisattva precepts of the Mahayana branch of Buddhism forbid monks from eating the flesh of
any sentient being. The Koreans follow this precept strictly (as do Chinese monks, but not the
Japanese or Tibetans). No meat, fish, eggs, or dairy products are included with meals, though
the monks may drink a cup of warm, powdered milk back at their residences after breakfast as a
kind of “tea” (uyu ch’a). The basis of all meals is steamed rice (pap), generally regular white
rice (ipssal, mepssal) that has been mixed with barley (pori) to make the rice go farther and to
provide extra texture. Steamed rice is made anew for each meal in a huge iron cauldron (sot)
over the firebox in the kitchen. After cooking rice, water is poured in the cauldron, to make a
kind of milky-colored tea (sungnyung), which the monks will drink at the conclusion of the meal.
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This is a drink that I had little appreciation for while growing up in Korea, but in
retrospect, and as I’m working on this section, my mouth is watering, longing for
that taste of sungnyung - the soothing and woody taste, with visible pieces of
burnt rice floating in a rice bowl awaiting to satisfy one’s palate at the end of a
meal.
On special occasions, rice will be replaced by noodles as the starch in the diet, which the
monks will then consume in huge quantities.
Noodles were often served for lunch at home. My mother would make dough with
flour and water and knead until the consistency was right. It would then be rolled
out flat to her satisfaction and cut into strips to make noodle soup. Home-made
noodles and broth - meals of the past, and once again I long for that authentic
taste of my mother’s kitchen, my appreciation coming much later in life and
continuing to grow.
In addition to steamed rice, meals always include some type of soup (kuk), made from
dried brown seaweed (miyok), vegetables (especially mung bean sprouts), or kimchi. The soup is
generally based on toenjang, a fermented bean paste and flavored with soy sauce and sesame salt.
Sprouted mung beans are another frequent ingredient in soups. Bean products comprise one of
the largest components of the monastic diet during all seasons. The basis of many bean products
is meju, a fermented bean paste. Meju is used as major ingredient in producing soy sauce, redpepper paste, and toenjang. Tofu (tubu), or bean curd, appears on the menu, but is usually
purchased from a professional tubu maker who delivers to the monastery. When the tofu is
especially fresh, it is served steamed in whole blocks, to be dipped into a sauce made of soya,
sesame oil, and red-pepper sauce.
I can recall a visit to my maternal grandmother’s house one summer, where in the
court yard near the kitchen, my grandmother and a few other women were
earnestly making tofu (it must have been for a special occasion as home-made
tofu making did not take place often). This huge square white solid tofu was
pressed and then sliced into smaller manageable cubes.
Side dishes (panch’an) vary according to season. Pickled vegetables or kimchi are
served with every meal. Kimchi is of various types, made from Napa cabbage (paech’u kimchi),
cubed radish pickled in salt and pepper (kkaktugi), or whole cucumbers (oi kimchi) that have
been pickled, sliced lengthwise, and stuffed with shredded carrot and radish. During the long
winter, between October and early April, meals are monotonous, with rice, kimchi, whole radish,
potatoes, and sweet potatoes served in a seemingly endless variety of ways. By March, the
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pickled vegetables have gotten so ripe that they can’t be eaten unless they’re cooked, so there
will be many kimchi stews and fried kimchi. Finally, in early spring, lettuce (sangch’i) and
greens sprouted during the winter in the monastery’s greenhouse will finally be available to
supplement the diet. As the weather warms, wild mountain green (san namul), such as minari
(Cardamine leucantha), will be harvested by laywomen for the monks. During the summer, an
abundance of fresh vegetables are served daily: fresh cabbage, radish, and cucumber kimchi, and
ssam (rice wrapped in lettuce). A common vegetable during this season is toraji, or bellflower
root, served fried with red pepper. Todak (Codonopsis lanceolata), another root, which the
Koreans consider to be second only to ginseng (insam) in potency, is shredded, crushed, and then
fried with sesame oil and red pepper. In autumn many fruits are added to the diet, including
apples, pears, persimmons, and chestnuts. Fruits are never served with the regular meal but
instead as a dessert or between-meal snack. Monastery side dishes are seasoned with a minimal
number of spices, the most basic of which is salt. Because of Mahayana dietary restrictions,
monks don’t eat the garlic or green onions that are so ubiquitous in the diets of ordinary Koreans.
Those spices are presumed to be mild aphrodisiacs, something a celibate monk can do without.
To compensate for the blandness of the food, the kitchen staff replaces the garlic and onions with
abundant red pepper (koch’u), along with red-pepper paste (koch’ujang), brown sesame (tulkkae),
and white sesame (kkae).

On festive days, white rice is replaced by glutinous rice (ch’apssal) for the ceremonial
dinner. In addition to the regular side dishes, the meal will include a whole range of special
dishes, such as fried tofu, vermicelli like noodles with fried vegetables, and many kinds of pan
fried vegetables. After the meal, the monks are served glutinous rice cakes (ch’apssal ttok or
just ttok), fruit, and hard candy or peanuts. This is a standard festival meal, which is also served
when a layperson offers a meal to the monastery (taejung kongyang), typically in conjunction
with the forty-ninth day ceremony for a deceased relative. Once a year, on certain festival days,
other foods will be prepared. On the winter solstice, monks are served a special breakfast of
p’atchuk, gruel made from mashed and strained red beans with glutinous rice dumplings.
Harvest Moon Day (ch’usok), full moon on the either lunar month, brings songp’yon, a special
kind of rice cake steamed over pine needles to give it a delicate pine scent.
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All meals are served in the great room of the kitchen compound, which does triple duty
as refectory, dormitory for the kitchen monks, and study hall for the postulants. The seating
arrangements are much as they are for services in the main Buddha hall. The Son master sits on
a cushion in the back center of the room, flanked by the abbot on his right and the rector on his
left – the heads respectively, of the support and meditation divisions of the monastery. The
monks in each division fan out around the perimeter of the room in the order of seniority. This
arrangement is so that the youngest novices will sit at the front of the room facing the Son master.
On the wall around the perimeter of the refectory is a narrow shelf, on which the monks store
their sets of four bowls and eating utensils. There sets were traditionally made of lacquered
wood, but contemporary plastics are replacing many wooden traditional items in Korean
monasteries. The bowls fit one inside the other, so that they take up little space when put away
or transported.

Once the meal bell strikes at the refectory, the monks make their way down to the room,
take their set of bowls off the shelf behind them, and assume their assigned places on the floor.
After everyone is settled, the verger of the refectory strikes the chukpi (split bamboo clacker)
three times, the monks bow to one another with palms together in hapchang, and the meal begins.
The monks begin by folding out placemats and spread their bowls. The rice bowl, the largest of
the four, is placed on the left, front spot on the placemat, with the next largest bowl, for soup,
beside it on the right. On the row behind is a smaller bowl for the side dishes, with the smallest
bowl of all used to hold clear water, which will be used at the end of the meal to wash all the
bowls and utensils.

Before the meal begins, the proctor has laid out in a row facing the Son master a large
water pitcher, followed by a massive bowl of rice and large soup bucket. Smaller bowls of side
dishes are placed at regular intervals along the room and passed among the monks. After the
monks have spread their bowls, the verger strikes the chukpi once more, and the youngest monks
rise to serve the water, rice and soup to all the monks. Monks accept about half a bowl of water
in the large bowl, pour it between the next two bowls, and then store it in the smallest bowl. In
the meantime, another young monk arrives to dish out the rice. The young monk hands over his
rice bowl and keeps his palms together in hapchang while the rice is being served. He then
accepts the bowl back from the server with both hands, holds the bowl over his head for a
moment, and then returns it to its spot on his placemat. The soup server arrives next, followed
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by the trays of side dishes. The rice server will come around once more, and the monk may
return some rice if he has received too much or more commonly take a bit more.

The verger strikes the chukpi three more times; the monks bow and begin eating. During
the meal the side dishes may be passed back up the row one last time for a second helping. At all
times, silence is maintained, and extreme care is taken to use one’s utensils as quietly as possible,
not scraping the spoon against the side of bowl, for example. (These are Korean adaptations of
ancient Indian rules against eating while making various noises.)

After a few monks have finished eating, the verger strikes the chukpi once again, and the
young monks go out of the room and bring in pitchers of rice water, which have been left on the
veranda outside. They take these pitchers around to all monks who accept it in the rice bowls.
The rice bowl is rinsed out and the rice water passed from the soup bowl to the side dish bowl.

After rinsing all three bowls, the monk drinks all the water down. He then pours the clear
water he had stored in the smaller water bowl into his rice bowl and cleans it by hand. After
washing, the bowls are wiped with a cloth, placed back one inside the other, and wrapped up.
Once everyone is finished, the verger strikes the chukpi again, and the monks rise and return
their bowls to the shelf behind them. While standing, all the monks turn back around and bow to
one another as the verger strikes the chukpi three times. Everyone then files out of the refectory.
The whole meal is over in half an hour, of which only about ten minutes have been spent eating,
the rest occupied with setting up, serving, and cleanup. The midday dinner is a more elaborate
version of this procedure, punctuated by chanting, during which the monks wear their formal
robes. At breakfast and supper, the meals are rather informal, though even then a dignified
atmosphere prevails throughout. (Buswell, 1992, pgs. 120-125)
Kimchi making season
This season is when kimchi making or kimjang occurs. The preparation of winter kimchi
(spicy Korean pickles) is the most involved project of the year, engaging the concerted efforts of
all the monks, several laywomen hired especially for the job, and the entire kitchen staff. A
resident laywomen posal, who is most experienced with pickling, is put in overall charge of the
kimjang process. Korean monasteries prepare a variety of kimchi, very much like those eaten
among the lay population: pickled Napa cabbage (paech’u kimchi), cubed radishes (kkakttugi),
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young radishes, with greens attached (yolmu kimchi), radish leaves (much’ong kimchi), and
pickled cumcumber (oi kimchi) in the summer. The only real difference is that, because of
Mahayana dietary restrictions, the monastery cuisine never includes sardines, green onions, or
garlic to their mixtures. The major spice is red pepper. Massive quantities of red pepper are
included in the mixtures, but not just for taste; it is also the major source of Vitamin C during the
long winter months. Kimjang usually takes place during the first or second week of the winter
retreat, the forthnight-long Sinitic season called iptong, or “entering winter” (the twenty-first day
of the ninth lunar month, usually mid-November). About three straight days of work are
required to make the kimchi. Teams of monks carry down the harvest of cabbages and radishes,
while other monks wait at the river to wash the produce. The cabbages are then taken to the
bathhouse where they are rolled in sea salt and stacked in a corner overnight. The next day the
salt is rinsed off and the cabbages smeared with kimchi seasoning of red-pepper, sliced carrots,
pickled radish, cucumber, parsley, and sesame oil, which the laywomen had been preparing in
the meantime. The prepared cabbages are then stuffed whole into large earthenware jars called
hangari (or onggi), each several gallons in volume, covered with brine, the pickling agent.
These jars are then buried up to their necks in the earth to guard against freezing in winter and to
keep the pickles cool as the weather warms in spring. These pickled whole cabbages called
t’ong kimchi, are important staples of the monastic diet and slices are served at every meal.
Winter kimchi will keep for about four months. (Buswell, 1992, pg.129-130)
I can recall my mother, aunts and neighborhood wives, all squatted around the
court yard in our house in Korea making kimjang kimchi…their gloved hands all
stained deep red from the peppery seasoning. The hustle and bustle of this
autumn occasion brought lots of work for them, but also camaraderie as I can
remember them sharing their stories and laughter.
Another duty performed as a whole community is the preparation of special meals
including the meal for winter solstice. P’atchuk (red bean soup with glutinous rice dumplings) is
traditionally served at breakfast, and the monks will be summoned the evening before to prepare
the dumplings. The kitchen staff prepares the dough for the dumplings beforehand and monks
then roll them into bite-sized balls. Periodically, usually not more than two or three times a year,
mandu (Korean dumplings) are also prepared by all the monks, usually during the final week of
retreat. Mandu are served only on rare occasions in monasteries due to its lengthy involvement
in preparation. (Buswell, 1992, pg.132)
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Buddhist Food/Diet in modern day Seoul, Korea (Chogye Order)
The name of Korea’s primary Buddhist sect, Chogye, comes from the mountain in China
on which the Sixth Patriarch, Hui-neng (638-713) lived. The name Chogye was probably
brought back from China by Master Toui in about 820. It is an order which stresses meditation,
originating from the Chan teachings of China. Slowly many different Son sects formed in Korea.
Upon returning from China, Master T’aego (1301-1383), united all the Son sects and called the
resultant order Chogye. During the Choson period when Buddhism was not favored, the Chogye
Order continued to exist but with less influence and economic power. The Chogye Order
received another setback under 20th century Japanese occupation. The acceptance and promotion
of marriage within monasteries served to undermine the strength and influence of this
historically strict celibate monastic order. It was only after liberation in 1945, in an age often
referred to as the era of purification that Korean Buddhism once again began to flourish. Public
support grew and most of the large temples were once again run by the celibate monks of the
Chogye Order.

Chogye Order (Son), is Korea’s main Buddhist sect, it emphasizes meditation which is
considered by most Buddhists to be the direct way to attain enlightenment. The most venerated
texts are: the Heart of Sutra, the Diamond Sutra, the Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarchs, the
Avatamsaka Sutra, and the stories of ancient Son Masters. There are 1,632 (1997) temples
belonging to the Chogye Order, not including numerous small hermitages throughout the
mountainous areas. These temples are organized into twenty-five geographical regions; each
region has a main temple. Of the twenty-five main temples, there are four major temples:
T’ongdo-sa Temple, Haein-sa Temple, Songgwang-sa Temple and Sudok-sa Temple. The scale
of operation of the Chogye Order has been renewed and enlarged since 1986. (Korean Buddhist
Chogye, 2000, pgs. 58-59)
Brief overview of Chogye ordination
Contemporary male and female acolytes are characterized as seekers of enlightenment
and those willing to help living beings. The method to accomplish this work is careful training
and ardent practice for as long as possible, even perhaps one’s entire life. Communal living,
meditation, religious practice, the study of texts and listening to the words of great monks and
nuns all characterize this insular way of life.
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The initial step involves becoming an aspirant. Upon entering the monastery, one would
cut off relations with the outside world for a time, symbolized by the shaving of hair and the
wearing of gray and brown clothes. During this trial period, women do not shave their heads as
they may have difficulty returning home. The aspirants learn chanting, are given chores and
other responsibilities around the monastery such as caring for senior monks. Additionally, they
will learn the teachings of Buddha and the spiritual path ahead. After a year, a decision is made
to determine a candidate’s worthiness for monastic life. If accepted the candidate/aspirant
selects a teacher. The aspirant is given ordination and accepts the initial set of rules: the ten
precepts which constitute the “going forth.” The teacher serves as caretaker of the disciple, sami
(men) samini (women), materially and spiritually. The disciple in turn, serves his teacher. The
young monk is sent to one of the Monks’ Colleges. These are special institutions where the sami
or samini are segregated and study the Buddhist texts more deeply, learn Chinese characters,
practice chanting and master other abilities that are required to achieve ordained status as
member of the Buddhist community. In addition, modern subjects are also included in the
curriculum: English, psychology and the techniques for teaching the young and old are included
in the learning process. Perhaps the most important lessons are in the art of communal living, as
all the members entering the college each year will stay together in one large room for four years
and must learn to co-exist harmoniously. Full ordination takes place after five years, if the
teacher requires this. The novice education continues and he/she is sent for the second
ordination and becomes a bhikkhu or (bhikkhu for women), or a full member of the monastic
community or sangha. This ceremony is preceded by five days of extra training and lectures.
(Korean Buddhist Chogye, 2000, pgs 64-68)
Daily Life
Morning
The day begins at 3AM. One monk rises a little earlier, washes, and puts on ceremonial
robes. Slowly, he walks to each part of the monastery beating a mokt’ak (a hollowed, wooden,
bell-shaped percussion instrument) and chanting as he goes. The clear sound of the mokt’ak
breaks the stillness of the pre-dawn hours.

Morning chant:“Pray that the whole universe will hear this sound and may all
painful places be enlightened. May the hells, ghosts and animals be relieved of
suffering, and may all problems disappear so that all living beings may properly
awake.”
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This wake up ceremony is carried out every day of every year regardless of the weather.
On hearing the mokt’at, the monks get up, fold and put away their bedding, and wash (they sleep
in their clothes). In the countryside, traditionally, they often wash in a stream or from a large
stone bowl where water collects. After a short time, the large bell, followed by the drum, gong
and wooden fish, are sounded and all monks go to the Main Hall for chanting.

After communal chanting, each monk returns to his place. The students go to the study
hall; the meditating monks go to the meditation hall, and the working monks go to their place of
duty. At about 6AM breakfast takes place. Breakfast typically consists of rice porridge and
pickles which the community eats together in silence in a formal style from a set of four
individual bowls. A spoon is used along with chopsticks. After breakfast is considered the most
important part of the day because the air and minds of the monks are clear. Activities continue
with the studying monks often receiving their main instructions at this time. (Korean Buddhist
Chogye, 2000, pgs. 68-72)
Midday
Chanting and offering rice, thus remembering the Buddha’s custom of eating once a day,
takes place at 10:30AM. After the ceremony, the monks have lunch. They chant before and
during the meal and remind themselves to take food to sustain the body, not from greed or from a
desire to beautify themselves.

Midday chant: “Let us reflect upon the human efforts that have made this meal
possible, and ask ourselves whether we deserve this offering. Let us rid ourselves
of greed and regard this meal as medicine to help us see the truth and to reach
the great wisdom beyond.”
Lunch is the main meal of the day, for the Buddha did not eat in the evening. In China,
due to climate changes – being often much colder than India, this was changed. However, if
monks do eat, the food is taken in the spirit of medicine. Traditionally, in Korea, as monks did
not eat in the evening, they merely rubbed their grumbling bellies with a stone. Thus evening
food is referred to as “medicine rock” in Korean.
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After lunch and a short free period, all return to their respective activities until supper
time at about 5PM (depending on the season, it is earlier in the winter than in the summer). An
hour or so later, the sound of the big temple bell announces chanting.
Evening chant: “May all living things who hear this bell be relieved from
suffering, develop wisdom and attain enlightenment. May we all live in peace…”
Quiet study or meditation follows. Then about 10PM, the beds are rolled out and the
light switches off. (Korean Buddhist Chogye, 2000, pgs. 73-74)
Conclusion

The importance of Buddhism in Korea is such that they are inseparable, linked
historically and culturally. Buddhism’s influence pervades the society and permeates virtually
every aspect of the culture, including an indelible stamp on Korea’s foods and cuisine. Buddhist
reverence for life and the anathema for killing animals for consumption not only restricts the
vegetarian diet within the temples but radiates outward throughout the country in offering a
plethora of recipes involving the use of vegetables to sustain the population at reasonable cost
with the added benefit of health promotion and extending one’s life. The Buddhist tradition of
avoiding meats has historically altered and forever grown the tradition of making kimchi out of
virtually any vegetable, adding greatly to the enjoyment and popularity of this staple in all
regions and seasons to take advantage of the indigenous agricultural products available. That
Buddhist monks traveling from Japan during the Choson era initially introduced the red chili
pepper into the mix and forever altered the spices and flavoring of kimchi and other pickled
foods, demonstrates another concrete example of the Buddhist influence on Korean cuisine.

The evolution of Buddhism from royal religion to that more endemic to the rural
countryside due to a forced exile and exodus throughout the Choson era changed the relationship
of the philosophy to the people and promoted a cross cultural exchange that remains today.
Temple foods are not very different from the traditionally enjoyed foods of ordinary people. But
each temple has unique cooking methods and the ingredients are mainly vegetables and herbs
harvested from the mountains around the temple. In addition to animal foods, oshinch’ae (five
hot vegetables: green onions, garlic, wild rocambole, wild leek and honggyu) and artificial
additives are avoided. In the temples, preparing foods is considered part of the ascetic practice
and hence elevates its status.
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Kimchi in temples is typically more varied and lighter in taste. Salted or fermented fish
along with oshinch’ae, and animal meats are not used since animal foods are thought to interrupt
the thinking process by making one angry. Instead, various mountain herbs, herbs from fields
and cultivated vegetables are used. The seasoning of kimchi is mainly salt, soy sauce, red chili
powder, ginger roots, and whole sesame seeds.
Yujomsa, Pohyonsa and Taehungsa Temples are famous for tonghi’imi kimchi, the juice
giving off a tangy taste like carbonated water. Kumsansa Temple is known for kodulppaegi
kimchi, Songnamsa Temple has minari kimchi (dropwort) and Pong-unsa Temple is known for
kkaktugi kimchi….these are all famous Buddhist temple kimchi. (The Book of Kimchi, 1998, pg.
51)

The initial inquiry regarding the Korean diet and the Buddhist diet as to which came first
has been illuminating and satisfying. My understanding is that both communities influenced
each other: the secular indigenous rural agrarian communities and the reserved Buddhist
monastic retreats existed in tandem and in their own impoverished manner flourished, coexisting
peacefully and cooperatively, developing mutually compatible and interdependent relationships
that blended the esoteric needs for spirituality and the mundane need for sustenance and
rudimentary skills, and in the process, elevating both to the divine. Their lives were inextricably
intertwined and both shared a reverence for available food sources. Koreans living in rural
communities and Buddhist monks in remote monasteries co-existed on similar diets of rice and
vegetables. Similarities I recall are drawn from memories of the kitchens of my maternal
grandmother’s house and to a degree my own house in Seoul in the early 70s. The simple
functioning kitchens shared by both communities contain only the necessary items to serve and
feed both families in private homes and Buddhist monks in monastery retreats.
The ingredients and meals detailed in Buswell are all familiar to me as a child growing up
in Korea and to an extent including the present. Instead of serving p’atchuk as a traditional
morning meal, my mother would serve as lunch or dinner on a weekend allowing her more time
to prepare and to welcome winter solstice (as close to the date as possible); as well as make
home made songp’yon during ch’usok (Harvest Moon Day). My mother would instruct me to
pick fresh pine needles from the yard so she could steam rice cakes. At the time, it was merely a
chore and not imprinted as transmission of cultural and family history from my mother to me.
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When spring rolled around, she would tell us about spring greens (san namul) she ate as a child
and would seek out (with longing passages) Korean grocery stores in search of minari and spring
kimchi such as yulmu kimchi and puch’u kimchi (today, these ingredients can be found in most
Korean grocery stores throughout the year and in some cases come pre-packaged). Special
festival days also require the sharing of similar dishes such as japchae, a clear noodle dish with
vegetables and (meat for the lay population), and ch’apssal, added to rice, making it tastier and
stickier. Desserts usually consisted of rice cakes and fresh fruits. The serving order of rice and
soup also share commonality as well, rice bowl on the left and soup bowl on the right, identical
to the order in the Buddhist temple.

The reclusive Buddhist monks hidden among the recesses of the pine forests of Korea’s
mythic terrain indeed do enjoy a near identical diet to not just rural Koreans, but all Koreans,
with the exception of garlic, green onions and meat. When making kimchi, sardines or any types
of seafood are excluded, but the primary ingredients remain intact and are universal throughout
the peninsula. Kimchi making season, known as kimjang period (November to December)
whether involving a community of neighborhood women or a community of monks is identical
in performing the ritual and the understanding of its importance as a communal duty and food
staple.

In vogue today, due to the growing influence and trendiness of urban Korean Buddhism,
is the marketing of Buddhist cuisine as health food. As a result, this growing influence of the
healthy Buddhist diet is spreading throughout the mainstream Korean cuisine, particularly
regarding the use of nutrient rich herbs and other ingredients. Many people are now using
powdered shrimp, mushrooms and kelp to flavor home cook meals. Powdered shrimp is used to
enhance sweet flavor, mushrooms to give it a meaty flavor and kelp, a refreshing taste. With the
Buddhist Chogye Order in Seoul coupled with the increasing interest and influence of Buddhism
in Korea, the subtleties and nuances of Buddhist recipes are making inroads in contemporary
Korean society and reinvigorating the cuisine. The healthy and nutritional diet of the Buddhist
monks demonstrates not only a return to a more indigenous cuisine, but in particular, the aspect
of Buddhism as a pervasive influence affecting the culture and state of mind of the entire
populace enduring over centuries in a natural need based ebb and flow.
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Venerable Jeongmun, a senior monk at Sudosa Temple came to witness a spiritual
awakening in a kitchen. It was in Tongdosa temple years ago when he saw a young monk who
spent hours washing rice in his kitchen. “It was as if he were trying to cleanse the dirt from his
mind,” he says. “Every move of his hands soaking in water seemed so sacred.” Since that
incident, when monks first arrive at Sudosa Temple, Venerable Jeongmun, an expert of temple
food, offers them an opportunity to work in the kitchen to explore the philosophy of their ascetic
practice through daily rituals. For the first day or two, he sees the frustrated young monks
constantly checking their watches by the fire to prevent the rice from burning. Then after a week
he sees each slowly becoming attuned to aroma and the sounds of rice cooking in an iron
cauldron. “After about a month, your body finds a way,” he says. You could just stand in front
of the cauldron, and without checking, you could even tell the thickness of the crust on the
bottom of the pot.” Food and the rituals surrounding food have always been a critical aspect of
Buddhist practice. The way the monks handle their meals often involves strict, formal
procedures. The portions served in each bowl are about two-thirds the amounts one finds in city
restaurants. After each meal the monks rinse their dishes with water, and then drink it to make
sure that even small grains of rice are not wasted. The entire process disciplines people about the
value of food, sustenance, and self control.
(http://buddhistchannel.tv/index.php?id=7,1469,0,0,1,0)

The arrival of Buddhism to Koguryo and its survival to present day Korea proves its
strong and deep roots throughout the Korean peninsula as it adapted and shifted with time.
Housed in an amorphous body with brilliant seminal core, adjusting and evolving chameleon like
and finding compatibility with the original indigenous beliefs of Shamanism, Confucianism and
Daoism from China, to modern day republic/capitalist Korea, Buddhism has thrived, collapsed,
resurfaced, and is reborn again, regaining its presence and influence in modern day Korea. This
new melding of cuisine from Buddhist diet to the mainstream Korean diet is certain sign of its
longevity, but most importantly, its intelligence exemplified by harmonious balance. Buddhism’s
eminent survival is just that… It is.
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Performance/Presentation: Musical Versatility of the Saxophone
Dr. Glen Gillis
University of Saskatchewan
Department of Music
28 Campus Drive
Saskatoon, SK Canada, S7N 0X1
glen.gillis@usask.ca
ABSTRACT
The saxophone, unlike many other instruments did not evolve, but rather was invented.
The inventor, Adolphe Sax, was a Belgium who spent much of his career in Paris from
1842, circa début of the saxophone, until his death in 1894. He produced and developed
an array of instruments, however, the saxophone was his greatest accomplishment.
Ostensibly the saxophone is a hybrid that possesses characteristics of instruments from
both the woodwind and brass families. It uses a mouthpiece and reed similar to the
clarinet, with keys and pads germane to the woodwind family, yet the conical body is
made of brass material. Therefore, these construction features potentially allow the
player to both produce a sound as powerful and dynamic as a brass instrument and the
ability to emulate the sensitivity and technical facility of a woodwind player.
The development of the ‘classical’ saxophone sound can be traced back to Europe though
the perception by many, particularly in North America, is that the instrument is most
suited to the style of jazz. Although it has been often over-looked by many musical
entities, particularly in the first hundred years of existence, the saxophone has had a vital
and unique role in many types of ensembles and has steadily attracted numerous
composers around the world to write solo and ensemble repertoire for it, indicating its
potential and growing popularity. Considering such a relatively brief history, the
saxophone has surprisingly surpassed each of the other wind instruments in terms of
repertoire count since the mid 1980s. Much of this large body of repertoire has included
new and experimental music of computer-generated sound accompaniments as well as
the incorporation of World Music with the use of acoustical instruments from nonWestern cultures.
Since the inception of the saxophone, some developments and improvements have been
made to the instrument and mouthpiece. The most dramatic shift has been the
advancement and proliferation of teachers and players, particularly in the last fifty years.
The expectations of the advanced player today include mastery of technique and sound
control. These techniques include the use of the altissimo range, double/triple tonguing,
slap-tonguing, flutter-tonguing, use of multiphonics, voicing techniques, vibrato
variances, growling, subtone, glissandi and potamenti, micro-intervals and microtonal
trills, and circular breathing.
The presenter, Glen Gillis, will provide an historical synopsis with brief performances of
a few genres to demonstrate various performance techniques apropos to the saxophone.
As well, the presenter will show how the instrument is uniquely suited to many styles and
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cultures of music, both past and present. The brief demonstrations will include the
manipulation of timbre, by matching and blending to the recording accompaniments of
computer-generated sounds and the non-traditional Australian Aboriginal didgeridoo.
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1. Panel Title: Reconfiguring Africa: Changing Aesthetics in African Cinema
2. Authors’ Names: Dr. Sheila Petty, Dr. Sada Niang, Dr. Alexie Tcheuyap
3. Authors’ Affiliations: University of Regina, University of Victoria, University of Toronto
4. Addresses:
Dr. Sheila Petty, Faculty of Fine Arts, Riddell Centre 269, University of Regina, Regina,
Saskatchewan, S4S 0A2, CANADA
Dr. Sada Niang, Department of French, University of Victoria, PO Box 3045 STN CSC, Victoria
BC V8W 3P4, CANADA
Dr. Alexie Tcheuyap, Department of French, University of Toronto, 50 St Joseph Street, 2nd
Floor, Toronto ON M5S 1J4, CANADA
5. Email Addresses: Sheila.Petty@uregina.ca, sniang@uvic.ca, alexie.tcheuyap@utoronto.ca
6. Panel Abstract: African cinema was born in the heady days of nationalist struggles on the
African continent. It was ushered in by the late Ousmane Sembène’s Borom Sarret (Senegal,
1963), conceptualized through Sembène’s Mandabi (Senegal, 1968) and institutionalized with
the adoption and often impossible enforcement of the FEPACI (Federation Panafricaine des
Cinéastes) & Algiers charters. Often made on extremely low budgets, the films of pioneers such
as Sembène (Black Girl, 1966 Senegal), Med Hondo (Soleil O, Mauritania/France, 1970),
Souleymane Cissé (Den Muso Mali/France, 1975), Sarah Maldoror (Sambizanga, Guadeloupe/
Mozambique, 1972), and Djibril Diop Mambéty (Touki Bouki, Senegal, 1973) attempted to rebut
the negatively marked misrepresentation of western cinematic discourse on Africa (Tarzan the
Ape Man, African Express, King Solomon’s Mines, Jumanji, Outbreak), or the portrayal of its
peoples as naturally subservient and therefore deserving of the West’s protection and
benevolence (Sanders of the River, Planet in my Pocket). These films and others from the
1960s-1970s followed a similar pattern: their primary audiences were deemed to be in Africa, the
language of their dialogues was African, the location of their shooting often a typically rural
African setting, and their intent didactic.
Yet, for contemporary African filmmakers who are on the leading edge of “the complex social
shifts,” the failure of liberation to achieve “nation formation and transformation” have resulted in
a third wave of innovative film texts that seek to define and challenge existing modes of African
representation (Jude Akudinobi, “Nationalism, African Cinema, and Frames of Scrutiny,”
Research in African Literatures Vol. 32, No. 3, Fall 2001: 125). For example, the 1990s
witnessed the emergence of a significant body of new narratives developed by emerging African
directors that intentionally move away from the ideologically-oriented aesthetics of the first and
second generation of African filmmakers. This recent generation of filmmakers is establishing
new aesthetic and narrative benchmarks in pursuit of strategies best suited to communicating
increasingly complicated socio-political cultural contexts: this new generation of filmmakers is
looking beyond Africa and situating their critiques in the turbulent cross-flows of globalization.
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Films such as Buud Yam (Burkina Faso, 1997) and Madame Brouette (Senegal, 2004) delve into
love, duty, obligation, struggle, pain and attachment to family and community. Mossane
(Senegal, 1996) and Nha Fala (Guinea Bissau, 2002) remove women’s bodies from the grips of
the nationalist representational allegory and interrogate their social ownership. Dakan (Guinea,
1997) and Woubi Chéri (France/Ivory Coast, 1998) explore the painfully contested issues of
homosexuality in an urban African setting whereas Clando (Cameroon, 1996) Chef (Cameroon,
1999), Keita; the Heritage of the Griot (Burkina Faso, 1995), and Guimba the Tyrant (Mali,
1995) challenge the issues of political tyranny, the abuse of power and privilege, and the
resistance to these excesses in contemporary African societies. By incorporating new visions,
ideologies, and aesthetic expressions, these filmmakers are interrogating not only the
territoriality of sub-Saharan African identities, but are also staking places for African cultures in
global flows of ideas and peoples. This strongly suggests that new analytical frameworks for
quantifying these advances are required.
This panel will explore the ongoing reevaluation of contemporary sub-Saharan documentary,
fictional and diasporic African cinema by foregrounding the narrative and aesthetic structures of
films produced from the 1960s to the present. In particular, the panel will look at the ways in
which African filmmakers have consistently sought to bring to global attention the issues that
face their communities in a way that places Africa and African perspectives at the center of
global discourse.
Sada Niang (University of Victoria) will provide context for the panel by exploring how, in the
last half century, African cinema has aligned itself with the political history of the continent.
Filmmaker after filmmaker has argued that the goal of their arduous endeavor was to represent,
revive and give voice to African experiences and values trampled by a century of colonial
domination. The films that were created, each responsive to the individual filmmakers’ cultures
and contexts, sought to reinstate the humanity of Africans and define an African character by
focusing on social conflicts such as gender, politics, poverty and corruption among many other
concerns. Touching on the works of francophone filmmakers such as Ousmane Sembène, Med
Hondo, Souleymane Cissé, and others, Niang will demonstrate that African film is a cinema of
hybridity, influenced by various cinematic movements, born of African historical experiences
and yet, still funded by organizations stacked with graduates of European film schools.
Sheila Petty (University of Regina): From its early period, women filmmakers have been a force
in African cinema despite the cultural and economic barriers facing their participation in the art
form. In this context, Petty will discuss the pioneering work of Sarah Maldoror’s Sambizanga
(Angola, 1973), Safi Faye’s Peasant Letter (Senegal, 1975), in order to compare and contrast
their narrative and aesthetic goals with the contemporary film works of Maria Joao Ganga’s
Hollow City (Angola, 2004) and Fanta Regina Nacro’s Night of Truth (Burkina Faso, 2004). In
particular, Petty will consider how women filmmakers have engaged with, and departed from,
African aesthetics forged in a predominantly male filmmaking environment.
Alexie Tcheuyap (University of Toronto) will explore how contemporary African cinema
hybridizes western film genres with African aesthetic and narrative concerns in order to create
distinctly African forms. Film scholars have generally studied African films in terms of
“national” and “auteur” cinema. African films, however, especially the 1990 “post-nationalist”
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strain, can be convincingly correlated to genres such as myth, tragedy (Tilai and La Colère des
Dieux, Idrissa Ouedraogo, Burkina Faso, 1996 & 2005; Le Prix du pardon (Mansour Sora Wade,
Senegal, 2002)), comedy (Bal Poussière, Henri Duparc, Cote d’Ivoire, 1988), musicals (Karmen
Geï;, Joseph Gaye Ramaka, Senegal, 2002 ) as well as crime investigations (Les Saignantes,
Jean-Pierre Bekolo, Cameroon, 2005). Given this context, Tcheuyap will outline the theoretical
foundations for genre theory in African cinema.
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Lancelot Andrewes: Renaissance Anglican Scholastic
William A. Geiger, Jr., Upton Professor of English
Whittier College, 13406 Philadelphia St., Whittier, CA 90608
Office telephone: (562) 907-4200, ext. 4349
E-mail: bgeiger@whittier.edu
Abstract: Lancelot Andrewes’ (1555-1626) prose has been largely viewed negatively since 1640 by
critics and historians, with the prominent exception of T. S. Eliot. Termed “metaphysical” or “witty,”
Andrewes’ prose style has been seen as excessive, mannered, and restricted to a fifty-year time frame.
I contend that rather than being viewed as an English phenomenon restricted to the 1590’s-1640’s,
Andrewes’ style is rooted in characteristics of medieval scholasticism, the tradition transmitted to
Andrewes during his education at Cambridge University. Finally, Andrewes’ style served two
functions: it sought to connect the Church of England to a Pre-Reformation sensibility; and through
its wit and learning it buttressed a Divine Right monarchy.

In his article “Lancelot Andrewes and Language,” Peter McCullough notes the failure to develop
Lancelot Andrewes (1555-1626) studies in the twentieth-century. 1 McCullough argues that Andrewes
studies “. . . have never attained the status of ‘studies’ per se, because articles about him have largely
been devoted to descriptions of Andrewes’ prose style. McCullough attempts to advance Andrewes’
scholarship to the ‘studies’ level by interpreting Andrewes’ works within Andrewes’ “philosophy of
language and interpretation,” which McCullough sees as stemming from a theocratic view in which “. . .
no ‘language’, whether Scripture, human speech, or the natural landscape can be anything but a
theological language” (306). Given this assumption, McCullough stipulates that “. . . any attempt to
study Andrewes’ language -- his ‘style’ -- must proceed with a simultaneous study of the theological
beliefs that determine it” (306). McCullough’s contention is valid within the limits he presents, but his
limits are not wide enough. Indeed, to understand Andrewes, and thus to provide the necessary starting
point for Andrewes’ studies, it is necessary to see him within his cultural context.
1
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The English Sermon Revised: Religion, Literature, and History 1600-1750, a collection of
articles co-edited by McCullough and Lori Anne Ferrell (2000), offered the opportunity to discuss
Andrewes’ sermons in a cultural context, but mention of Andrewes was limited to his Gunpowder Plot
Sermons.2 Daniel Doerksen’s article, “Preaching Pastor versus Custodial of Order: Donne, Andrewes,
and the Jacobean Church,” does a better job of historically contextualizing Andrewes’ sermons by
seeing in them, as did Kenneth Fincham, a way by which Andrewes could critique the Jacobean church
for its need to tighten discipline and order and to discourage certain kinds of preaching.3
Lancelot Andrewes’ sermons have not been appreciated since the second quarter of the
seventeenth-century except by scholars of the period, by High-Church Anglicans, and by those
interested in T. S. Eliot’s poetry and prose. Thomas Birch, in his Life of Tillotson (1752), notes that
4

“...the great corruptor of the oratory of the pulpit may be ascribed to Dr. ANDREWES....” Joseph
Glanvill, in his An Essay Concerning Preaching (1678), condemned the entire witty or metaphysical
style, of which Andrewes was the great exemplar, when he objected to that “...bastard kind of eloquence
that is crept into the Pulpit, which consists in affectations of wit and fancy, flourishes, metaphors, and
5

cadencies.” Richard Baxter gave the Puritan objection to Andrewes’ witty sermons when he noted
“...when I read such a book as Bishop Andrews [sic] Sermons, or heard such kind of preaching, I felt no
6

life in it: methought they did but play with holy things.” In our own century certain critics and scholars
have agreed with their predecessors. F. P. Wilson notes that
With Andrewes there is no temptation to be more interested in the preacher
than the doctrine. He provides one of the worst models of pulpit oratory a modern
preacher could set himself to imitate. Indeed, no preacher in possession of his wits
would choose to follow Andrewes....”

7
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Felix Arnott, in his essay “Anglicanism in the Seventeenth Century,” characterizes Andrewes in a way
curiously out of sympathy with the editors of the volume in which his essay appeared.
Of the older style Lancelot Andrewes was called by his contemporaries the
Stella Praedicantium. To us his sermons seem fastidious in the extreme. They
usually begin with a highly detailed and almost pedantic analysis of the text,
which is followed by a very intellectual and precise exegesis of the subject in hand.
They are full of quotations from the Fathers and from modern apologists,
usually in the original tongue.... Moreover, the preacher’s delivery must
have possessed a force which we cannot recapture, since it fascinated
Elizabeth and James, both of them astute critics.8
The final criticism comes from Maurice Reidy, a Jesuit Andrewes scholar. Perhaps of all the critics
cited, Reidy states the objections most twentieth-century readers lodge against Andrewes’
sermons.
Lancelot Andrewes has not lived in his sermons. They died almost
with the man himself. Their style, atrocious by modern standards,
has entombed a great body of edifying doctrine so deeply in a ‘dreary
cemetery of literature’ that it remains, not a vital force in religious
thought, but a cold memorial to the early struggles and growth of
9

the Anglican Church.

Thus, the chief objections are to Andrewes’ style and to his lack of modernity. Style looms
the largest of these categories. Glanvill cavils against what he termed a “bastard kind of eloquence,”
meaning by this wit (Andrewes’ word play), flourishes (his seeming digressions and asides), metaphors,
and cadencies (his Senecan or choppy phrases). Birch inveighs against Jacobean pedantry; perhaps
pedantry is a summation of what Arnott cites as examples of Andrewes’ alleged fastidiousness: an
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emphasis upon the scriptural text, a precise analysis of it, quotations from the Patristics, and the use of
foreign languages.
The facts we must contend with, though, are Andrewes’ great popularity among the learned
of his time and his eclipse beginning in the mid-seventeenth century. A change of opinion signifies a
change of taste, and a change of taste signifies a change in assumptions, which Thomas Kuhn terms “a
paradigm shift” and Hans-Georg Gadamer terms a change in an age’s “horizon of expectations.” I start
with the hypothesis that a sermonist attains renown in his age if he manifests in style and substance, in
art and argument, the central values of that age. And the major shapers of an age’s values (before the
advent of mass entertainment) are education, religion, and government.
10

First, Andrewes’ education was scholastic in form and substance.

Except for neo-Thomists and

for some historians, ‘scholasticism’ from Rabelais, Erasmus, Bacon, and Milton on has conveyed a
perjorative rather than a logical meaning. As I use the term, ‘scholasticism’ has seven characteristics: a
close association with universities; the study of texts, not nature; the subordination of philosophy to
theology; the attempt to synthesize Greek philosophical assumptions and concepts, especially
Aristotle’s, into a Christian scheme of the universe; the creation of highly organized systems of thought;
oral-aural teaching methods; and word-play.
Scholasticism, initially, was practiced in the universities; it was the method of those who valued
skole or leisure. Lancelot Andrewes was long associated with Cambridge University, first as a student
and later as Master of Pembroke College. At Cambridge, as William Costello has reminded us in his
excellent study The Scholastic Curriculum at Early Seventeenth-Century Cambridge, scholasticism
“...was the pattern according to which young minds were shaped. Unless scholasticism is appreciated as
the pattern of undergraduate (and postgraduate) thinking, it is impossible to understand seventeenthcentury Cambridge or what came out of it.”

11
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Skole or leisure was used for studying books, scholasticism’s second characteristic. Texts, not
nature, were what the scholastics interpreted. Even after Andrewes became a bishop, he invariably
spent his mornings closeted in his study where he would read until his mid-day meal. Woe to any
‘scholars’ who dared interrupt him before noon; about such Andrewes would say “... he doubted they
were no true scholars, that came to speak with him before noon.”

12

For two to three hours after this

meal Andrewes would attend to diocesan and temporal matters, “but he would then return to his study
13

until bed-time.”

Andrewes’ library gives us our best insights into what he read. Of the 398 books

D. C. Chambers has positively identified as being in Andrewes’ library, the largest categories included
theology (128 books), history and biography (88 books), politics and law (51 books), biblical
commentaries (34 books), Bibles (including both entire Bibles as well as separate Old and New
Testaments, 29 books), and dictionaries (14 books). Categories less numerous included medicine (2
books), Greek and Roman classics (6 books), geography (7 books), voyages and travels (4 books),
philosophy (2 books), natural science (7 books), and modern literature (1 book). (This last category
14

consisted of Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales. )
Because the vast majority of Andrewes’ books were theologically oriented, it can reasonably be
inferred that language loomed large in his intellectual life. And Andrewes was well known as a master
linguist in his lifetime. He knew six ancient languages (Arabic, Chaldee, Greek, Hebrew, Latin, and
Syriac) and “. . . fifteen modern languages.”

15

Thomas Fuller noted that had Andrewes lived at the time

of the Tower of Babel, he “... might, if then living, almost have served as an INTERPRETERGENERAL in the confusion of tongues.”

16

In scholasticism, just as nature is subordinate to texts, so also is philosophy subordinate to
theology. As Thomas Aquinas argued, ratio or reason could advance a reflective person to certain
philosophical truths, but fides or faith surpassed and completed reason. Etienne Gilson, the last
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century’s greatest scholar of the history of medieval philosophy, defined a scholastic in general and St.
17

Thomas in particular as a theologian who philosophized.

Judging by Andrewes’ library, philosophy

seems to have kicked the beam; however, when we survey specific titles and note references to various
scholastics, we see that Andrewes was familiar with such major and minor scholastics as Albertus
Magnus, Alcuin, Thomas Aquinas, Hugh of St. Victor, William of Occam, Suarez, and Cajetan.
In addition to dependence upon the Bible and Biblical commentaries, many scholastics were
interested in synthesizing the Greek philosophers, and especially Aristotle, into their summae. With his
emphasis upon reason, method, discrete categories, and causality, Aristotle seemed, as St. Thomas
consistently referred to him, to be The Philosopher, the voice of reason in pursuit of and in possession of
wisdom. Although Andrewes only occasionally cites Aristotle, the latter’s spirit permeates Andrewes’
habitual cast of mind, as witness his definition of man in the third Nativity Sermon (1607): “All men,
even by nature, love to be knowing: The Philosopher hath made it has ground, and set it in the front of
his Metaphysiques. So saith Philosophy.”

18

Plato does not figure largely in Andrewes’ sermons: it was

left to such earlier courtiers as Castiglione and Hoby and to the mid-seventeenth-century Cambridge
Platonists to advocate Platonic assumptions and conclusions in England. What of Aristotle that
appealed to Andrewes was the former’s delineation of strict categories of beings arranged hierarchically,
a delineation that fit well with Andrewes’ belief in the divine right of kings, the necessity for an
episcopate in church polity, and a dislike of change. Andrewes’ intellectual universe, although he was
familiar with Copernicus’ De revolutionibus orbinum Coelestium (1526), was still, to use John Herman
Randall, Jr’s metaphor, the neat, tidy, and divinely ordered bandbox universe of the Middle Ages.19 But
more than a strict hierarchy of substances, what Andrewes most valued in Aristotle’s philosophy was his
hierarchy of causes: from material to efficient, from efficient to formal, and from formal to final. The
latter meant that all beings exist and act in light of the divine purpose, which purpose Andrewes saw as
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Divine Love.
Formally related to the scholastics’ interest in Aristotle is the highly organized or systematic
quality of scholastic thought. Medieval cathedrals, as Erwin Panovsky has amply demonstrated, with
their obvious external solution to the problems of thrust and counterthrust, and the interior emphasis
upon height and light, are the architectural analogues of scholastic summae.20 Andrewes’ division of a
text into its parts, its Aristotelian articulation into the predicaments of thought, is consistent with the
scholastic method of inquiry and discourse.
The next scholastic characteristic stems from the teaching methods of the medieval universities.
Books were expensive during the Middle Ages, and thus teaching consisted of the master or teacher
reading a text and commenting on it, both of which were taken down by his students. The next stage
after the student had attended lectures was for him first to observe and then to engage in formal disputations. Common to both the lecture and the disputation was the dependence upon hearing, rather than
vision, as the chief sensory mode of gaining knowledge. The aural imagination necessarily depends
upon verbal subdivisions and quibbling or word play, as Frances Yates has amply shown us in The Art
of Memory. No wonder, on the one hand, that Aristotle’s predicaments seemed natural to a scholastic,
and, on the other hand, that subtle and not-so-subtle word-plays had an equal appeal. Besides the lecture
and the disputation, a third sort of scholastic exercise was the declamation, which was, as William
21

Costello defined it, “... a set speech, designed to show rhetorical and literary proficiency.”

The

declamation’s purpose was to allow the declaimer to show off his wide reading. A declamation was thus
a sophisticated lecture; it was a learned oration delivered to connoisseurs, not to those who needed to
learn the rudiments of a subject. Andrewes’ audiences were always theologically sophisticated, whether
for Elizabeth and her court or for James and his court. Thus Andrewes’ audiences appreciated his wide
scriptural and philological knowledge, his understanding of the scholastics, and his extensive knowledge
of the Patristics. Why, though, did Andrewes use the declamatory rather than the disputatory form for
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his sermons? First, because his sermons were always part of a liturgical action, disputations would
always be inappropriate. Second, with the threat from Rome on the one hand and Geneva on the other,
the last thing a court preacher would want to do would be to argue an extreme doctrinal point. Yet
Andrewes’ declamations were not purely declamatory. Part of the fun of a disputation was provided by
the varier or prevaricator, a sanctioned wit whose job was to break in right after the professor had
introduced the topic his student will argue about. The prevaricator would thus break the tension by
playing “... upon the question under dispute.”

22

We know that Andrewes loved hearing a capable

prevaricator at work, for he once gave a good one twenty gold angels after a successful disputation
between Matthew Wren, uncle of Sir Christopher Wren, and John Preston in 1614.

23

Thus, word-play is an integral part of scholasticism. Of all of Andrewes’ prose characteristics,
the one most frequently singled out for censure is his word-play. Puns, quibbles, and figurative
language abound in Andrewes’ sermons, just as they abound in Shakespeare’s plays. More than any
other characteristic, it is Andrewes’ word playing that reveals his way of apprehending reality as
linguistic. Sister Miriam Joseph, in Shakespeare’s Use of the Arts of Language, and M. M. Mahood, in
Shakespeare’s Wordplay, demonstrated how natural word playing was to Shakespeare and to his
contemporaries, and Shakespeare and his contemporaries got their penchant for wordplay in large part
from the scholastic linguistic tradition. As Walter Ong has demonstrated, there is an intimate
connection between wit and scholasticism.24 Basing his argument upon Aquinas’ In Sententias Petri
Lombardi Commentaria, Ong notes that Thomas found that “... metaphor, which seems to be a device
distinctive of poetry and foreign to the physical and mathematical sciences and to metaphysics and logic,
turns up time and again in Christian theology.”

25

The cause for such inclusion, Ong later asserts, is

because wit and metaphor are the only ways by which the paradoxes and mysteries of Christianity can
26

be verbally represented.

Only by the concreteness of metaphor and the use of language’s ambiguity
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can such transfinite truths as the Trinity and the Incarnation be understood by the human intellect.
Now let us check our bearings at this point in our discussion. We have seen that Andrewes’
education was scholastic and that he was associated with Cambridge University for well over half of his
life. Scholasticism, as we have seen, continued well into the seventeenth century, and it is impossible,
as William Costello informs us, to understand seventeenth-century Cambridge without understanding
scholasticism’s methods and spirit. Thus, Andrewes’ stylistic characteristics bear a direct relationship to
his education. The next two parts to our matrix are to consider the polity of the Church of England and
the nature of the Renaissance English court.
The leaders of the Church of England viewed themselves not as Protestants but as Reformed
Catholics. The medieval church with its abuses provoked a complete break on the continent by Luther
and Calvin. The English Church, although it broke with Rome, kept the sacraments, the episcopacy, and
the emphasis upon reason and tradition. John Jewel argued for the catholicity of the Church of
England in his Apologia Ecclesiae Anglicanae (1562), a position also defended by Andrewes in his
controversies with Cardinals Bellarmine and Du Perron. Richard Hooker remonstrated with the
Calvinists in his On the Laws of Ecclasiastical Polity (1594 and 1597). The sources of the Church of
England’s authority were the Bible, the sacraments, the writings of the Patristics or the Church Fathers
of the first five centuries, and the episcopacy. Consistent with Andrewes’ preference for applying the
declamatory rather than the disputatory form in his sermons, Andrewes, except for his Gunpowder Plot
and Gowry sermons, rarely introduced controversial issues and ideas into his sermons. Andrewes clearly
refrained, from the time he was ordained, “... from disputing and preaching on” such controversial points
27

as predestination and transubstantiation.

On the one hand, Andrewes’ desire to continue the balance

between opposing doctrines (which was the guiding principle behind the Elizabethan compromise) led
him to avoid controversy. On the other hand, the conditions inherent in Renaissance court life
confirmed Andrewes in his avoidance of controversy and in his penchant for brilliant word play.28
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Daniel Javitch has persuasively argued, in his Poetry and Courtliness in Renaissance England,
that court conditions were the primary shaping force for those characteristics usually associated with
most great Renaissance literature: obliqueness, brilliant word play, and balanced phrases and sentences.
Yet as convincing as Javitch’s study is (and I shall borrow several points from it shortly), I find that it
has two defects. First, Javitch credits word play to the great humanist schoolmasters: Mulcaster, Elyot,
and Ascham, for example. As I noted earlier, word play had its roots in scholasticism and its oral-aural
method of teaching. I thus classify the stylistics of English humanism, such as Andrewes experienced as
a student and manifested in his preaching, as an outgrowth of scholasticism rather than as a discrete
phenomenon. Second, Javitch fails to note the great interest Elizabethans and Jacobeans had in sermons.
As W. Fraser Mitchell has noted,
the sermon [in the seventeenth century], besides its strictly religious function, took
in large measure the place of the journalistic press at the present day, and enjoyed
the enormous influence, reinforced by a tremendous sanctity of authority, of a modern
broadcasting company.

29

Aside from these two reservations, Javitch’s argument and
evidence are convincing. According to Javitch, the first characteristic of the courtly writer is that he is
careful to exclude common humanity by his choice of style; he is likewise careful to write in such a way
30

that his “... style [will be] ingratiating to his ruler.”

The courtly writer is thus conscious of his position

within a hierarchy. Perhaps here lies the cause of why many have objected to Andrewes’ style. Prose
style since the seventeenth century has become clearer and simpler as education has become more
democratic and scientific-technological. As Douglas Bush has observed, “The aristocratic humanist
creed had to contend, as it has contended ever since, with the rising tide of democratic and practical
31

sentiment which favoured popular and professional training.”

The courtly writer, then, composed his
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works for an aristocratic audience.
Given this aristocratic audience, what stylistic and personal qualities would the courtly writer
manifest? Javitch’s discussion of these qualities can be summed up in three principal ones: mediocrità,
sprezzatura, and versatility. Mediocrità means the graceful ability to balance opposites. The courtier is
well able to balance gravity and levity, “... vitality and caution, modesty and pride, fervor and
32

detachment, exhibitionism and reticence” in his speech and actions.

This summation of semantic pairs

well describes Andrewes’ central stylistic characteristics delineated by several critics but most fully by
Joan Webber: monosyllables balanced with learned words; colloquial language and high diction; puns
and high seriousness; parallelism between the Old and New Testaments, nature and man, and nature and
grace; ellipsis and complete sentences; short clauses and long sentences; and paradoxes of homely
33

majesty.

Andrewes found mediocrità natural because of his background, church polity, and position

at court. Scholasticism, beginning with Abelard’s Sic et Non and concluding with Aquinas’ two
Summae, was oriented towards reconciling or synthesizing opposites. The Church of England sought
a balance between Rome and Geneva. Finally, both Elizabeth and James appreciated wit and
seriousness in sermons preached in their courts.
Sprezzatura, like mediocrità, is also a balancing act. What is balanced are art and nature, “... the
ability to disguise artful effort so that it seems natural or to make the difficult appear easy....”34 It is
Andrewes’ possession of sprezzatura that distinguishes his prose from Lyly’s Euphuism. Below are two
quotations: the first is from Lyly’s Euphues: or The Anatomy of Wit; the second is from Andrewes’
fifteenth Nativity Sermon.
There dwelt in Athens a young gentleman of great patrimonie, and of
so comelie a personage, that it was doubted whether hee were more bound to
Nature for the liniaments of his person, or to Fortune for the increase of his
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possessions. But Nature impatient of comparisons, and as it were disdaining
a companion or copartner in her working, added to this comlinesse of body
such a sharpe capacitie of minde, that not onelie she proved Fortune
counterfait, but was halfe of that opinion that she her selfe was onelie currant.
This young Gallant of more wit than wealth, and yet of more wealth then
wisdome, Seeing himselfe inferiour to none in pleasant conceits, thought
himselfe superiour to all in honest conditions, insomuch that he deemed
himselfe so apt to all things, that he gave himselfe almost to nothing, but
practising of those things commonlie, which are incident to these sharp wits,
fine phrases, smooth quipping, merrie taunts, using jesting without meane,
35

& abusing mirth without measure.

And we, what should we have done? Sure, these men of the East shall
rise in Judgement against the men of the West, that is, us: and their faith,
against ours, in this point. With them, it was but Vidimus, Venimus: With us,
it would have been but Veniemus at most. Our fashion is, to see and see againe,
before we stirre a foot: Specially, if it be to the worship of CHRIST. Come
such a Journey, at such a time? No: but fairely have put it off to the Spring
of the yeare, till the dayes longer, and the waies fairer, and the weather warmer;
still better travailing to CHRIST. Our Epiphanie would (sure) have fallen in
36

Easter-weeke at the soonest.

Note how both writers use alliteration, antithesis, and parallelism. Notice also how less
mannered Andrewes’ passage seems; it is conversationally formal.
The third of the courtier’s qualities is versatility, a quality that finds expression in both witty and
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indirect or oblique speech. Javitch makes a useful distinction between the orator and the courtier. The
orator in the Ciceronian tradition advocates a position, speaks seriously according to his audience’s
level, and does not mask his aggressiveness. The courtier, by contrast, seeks to please his courtly
audience, to blend seriousness and wit, and to mask his competitive urges, usually through indirection.
Because neither Elizabeth nor James could abide being preached at, successful court preachers
necessarily adopted all the devices of wit and indirection. G. K. Hunter soundly observes that
“Facetudo indeed meant elegance as well as facetiousness, and was supposed to represent that courtly
virtue which stands midway between flattery and aggressiveness, an essential virtue if learning was to
37

survive in the dangerous context of power.”

Thus, we have come to the end of our journey. Now that we have arrived at our terminus, what
conclusions can we draw? To begin with, Andrewes’ sermons have not been popular since the
seventeenth century because there have been paradigm shifts in art, education, philosophy, religion,
politics, and science since then. Because we do not share Andrewes’ cultural context, we do not readily
appreciate his style and substance. Next, Andrewes’ great popularity during his lifetime and decline
from the mid-seventeenth century on can best be explained if we avoid viewing the Renaissance as a
thorough-going revolution in Western thought and see it instead as a transition between the medieval
and modern worlds. As a transitional figure, Andrewes combines scholastic qualities within the context
of a Renaissance court. In preaching, the dividing line comes between Lancelot Andrewes and John
Donne. Although Donne has several medieval qualities, his sermons have two qualities which separate
his from Andrewes’: a perception that “‘Tis all in pieces, all cohaerence gone; All just supply, and all
38

Relation...” and the use of a personal self uttering the sermons. For Andrewes science and scientific
discoveries failed to shake his faith; he was a friend of Sir Francis Bacon and was proud to be a member
of the Society of Antiquaries, having been elected a member in 1604. In addition, although we are
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indirectly aware of Andrewes’ personality, he does not speak directly to his audience about personal
experiences as Donne frequently did. It is this lack of literary self-consciousness that keeps Joan
Webber from discussing Andrewes in her excellent study, The Eloquent “I”: Style and Self in
Seventeenth-Century Prose. Andrewes’stylistic qualities, that is, are best understood if we view him as
an Anglican scholastic who preached in a Renaissance or Early Modern English court.
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New out of Old – from Seeing to Making – Application of Cultural Aesthetics to Design
Tin-Man Lau, Auburn University, USA
Chyun-Chau Lin, Shu-Te University, Taiwan
Nien-Te Liu, Shu-Te University, Taiwan
Chiu-Ter Chiu, Shu-Te University, Taiwan

Abstract:
Design often is a mix of experimental, practical, and technical process with imagination,
rationality, and symbolism. It is an ever-developing language, which communicates through
visual, tactile, and sometimes may be virtual forms. Owing to cultural differences, a design may
establish or lose cultural identity among others. However, many design students and even
designers neglect the cultural aspect of a design especially the significance of cultural aesthetics.
This paper is a documentation of the fifth year of an annual design exchange program established
since 2004 between Auburn University (U.S.A.) and Shu-Te University (Taiwan, R.O.C.). Three
years in a row we attempt to use study and application of cultural aesthetics as the theme of the
program in order to intensify interaction, communication, and understanding of diversity of
cultures among students from both schools. Every year, we experiment with different approaches
through trying and refining, to hopefully develop a repeatable design process. This year students
were asked to draw sketches that visually impacted them as cultural representation. Through a
screening process among design teams, each team selected some features to implement to their
design of a bench. The students then construct a full size prototype of their design.
Through this exchange program, students on one hand may realize the significant influence of
cultural aesthetics in the man-made environment and design development process, and on the
other hand, more importantly, learn to celebrate cultural diversity, respect and accept one another,
thus recognize equality cross-culturally.

Lau,T. M., Lin, C. C., Liu, N. T., Chiu, C. T., “New out of Old – from Seeing to Making – Application of Cultural Aesthetics to Design”, 7th
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, 2009.
Key Words: cultural aesthetics, cultural aesthetics awareness, cultural uniqueness, furniture design, product design
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New out of Old – from Seeing to Making – Application of Cultural Aesthetics to Design
Background
This paper is a documentation of the fifth year of an annual design exchange program established since
2004 between Auburn University and Shu-Te University. Eleven Auburn students major in industrial
design have the opportunity to spend almost eight weeks in Taiwan learning design and crafts with ShuTe students. This is the third time in a row that we attempt to use study and application of cultural
aesthetics to intensify interaction, communication, and understanding of the diversity of cultures among
students from both schools. Every year, we experiment with different approach and design topic, hoping
through trying and refining, to develop a repeatable design process.
The Mission Statement of the design exchange program
The Exchange Program is to offer students from both schools an opportunity and environment to enjoy
and experience cultural exchange, to cultivate a broader worldview, to learn to accept and respect those
who are different, to exercise communication skills through different means as designers, to develop
lasting friendship, and to recognize equality cross-culturally.
Cultural Aesthetics
Sparke (1986) stated that “the relationship between design and culture has taken many twists and turns
throughout this century, as design is both a mirror of, and an agent of change within, twentieth-century
culture.” (p.205) Hiebert (1995) defined “… culture as the integrated system of learned patterns of
behavior, ideas, and products characteristic of a society” (p.25). The Webster’s New World
Dictionary of the American Language defines ‘culture’ as the concepts, habits, skills, arts, instruments,
institutions, etc. of a given people in a given period; civilization. It also defines ‘aesthetics’ as the study or
philosophy of beauty; theory of the fine arts and of people’s responses to them.
As we use the term cultural aesthetics in product design context, we simply defined it as the symbols,
icons, motifs, patterns, structures, and sculptures that are used and learned by a society repeatedly from
generation to generation with minor or no change. These symbols, icons, motifs, patterns, structures, and
sculpture are extracts from traditional belief, value, customs, architecture, religions, artifacts, and daily
behaviors (Lau et al., 2008).
Need For the Exchange Program
Design often is a mix of experimental, practical, and technical process with imagination, rationality, and
symbolism. It is an ever-developing language, which communicates through visual, tactile, and
sometimes may be virtual forms. Owing to cultural differences, a design may establish or lose cultural
identity among others. However, many design students and even designers neglect the cultural aspect of a
design especially the significance of cultural aesthetics.
Students from the West, especially from United States have little knowledge about the East, much less to
have experience of living in it. On the other hand, students from the East learn about the West mostly
from media such as TV programs, movies and music, which more than likely prostrate a distorted
impression of the west. Putting students from the U.S. in Taiwan and team each one of them with three to
four Taiwan students, not only for regular classes but working on projects and spend time together outside
the classroom for class assignments and entertainment, will certainly bring the understanding of each
other to a deeper level.
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Through this exchange program, students on one hand may realize the significant influence of cultural
aesthetics in design development process, and on the other hand, more importantly, learn to celebrate
cultural diversity, respect and accept one another, thus recognize equality cross-culturally.
The Program
The total length of the program was 55 days. Eleven Auburn students were each assigned three to four
Shu-Te students to make up 11 design teams. Within this period, we tried to maximize students’ learning
through classes and activities. There were several things we hope students would learn from this program.
Firstly, students should learn to work as a group of different cultural backgrounds. Students have to learn
to deal with one another with different thought process and reasoning regardless of the language barrier.
Students often came with comments concerning their counter partners that they do not understand why he
or she would think or act the way they do. Recognizing the existence of differences is usually not a
problem but accepting others as they are is sometimes difficult. The program truly opens up many
students’ minds and hearts.
Secondly, students should learn to appreciate the strength and accept the shortcoming of others as well as
their culture. Each school has its strengths and weaknesses. Students need to learn to take advantage of
the strengths from both schools to compensate the weaknesses, thus result with work that cannot be done
by either one alone.
Thirdly, students should learn to respect one another including their culture. Conflict usually is the
outcome of a student who acts superior than others in the group. This program provides students a
training field to respect one another and practice equality cross-culturally. Very often, the end project of a
group reflects how well the students in the group can get along.
Finally, Auburn students should learn about Taiwan and people of Taiwan. One of the main purposes is
that students from Auburn would learn about Taiwan and her people by living in the culture instead of
being an observer. No more than two Auburn students were roomed with three to four Shu-Te students in
the dormitory on campus. They were treated equally as the local Taiwan students under the same
dormitory rules.
The Approach
To help students to learn about Taiwan’s culture, specifically her cultural aesthetics, we have conducted
an experimental approach to enhance students’ learning. We believe that if cultural aesthetics is set as a
focus of study, students will intentionally pay more attention to any cultural related matters, and spend
time to study and understand it, thus the learning has become more intense with a clear purpose. In the
last two years, different approaches were use to assist students in their learning experience. This year we
have focused on the study and application of a culture aspect, cultural aesthetics, to the design of a bench
for indoor environment.
The approach consists of five sections, namely, Preparation, Education, Exploration, Implementation, and
Finalization as illustrated in figure 1. Activities colored in light blue in figure 1 are general tasks often
used by product designers. Specific tasks were added to the general process to help young designers in
learning the importance of cultural aesthetics in design. This approach is modified from the process we
used last year. The olive colored boxes are activities we added this year to streamline the process. The
following is a brief description of the approach.
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Figure 1: The experimental approach of studying and applying cultural aesthetics

A. Preparation
Auburn students signed up for the exchange program six months before the trip at the end of fall semester.
In spring semester, a weekly meeting with students was set up for orientation as well as for questions and
answers sessions. Basic Mandarin lessons were also taught in these weekly meetings.
Faculty from both schools exchanged ideas and planning of the program through internet during the
preparation stage. Shu-Te students on the other hand also had to sign up for the program. Faculty of ShuTe met with the group of students weekly to prepare students for the program including language
reinforcement. As the information of the Auburn team was confirmed, faculty of Shu-Te grouped four
students with each Auburn student to form eleven design teams.

Figure 2: Auburn and Shu-Te students enrolled in the exchange program
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B. Education
Teaching students about cultural aesthetics cannot be achieved only by classroom instruction. To
introduce Taiwan culture and cultural aesthetics to Auburn students, we planned a series of activities to
strategically help students to retain as much as possible from day one as they arrived Taiwan. By design,
Auburn students arrived to Taiwan in the morning and spent the first whole day touring Kaohsiung City
in Southern Taiwan to get the first cultural impact. People, traffics, signage, smell, architecture, and many
other things bombarding all senses as they tour the city mainly on foot.
After a good night rest in a hotel at Kaohsiung, Shu-Te school bus came in the morning to bring the team
to the campus. As the bus arrived to the Shu-Te design building, students gather and welcomed the
visiting team. Shu-Te students helped Auburn students settled in the dormitory. Every two or three
Auburn students roomed with three to four Shu-Te students. This arrangement provided daily full time
engagement to the lifestyle of Shu-Te students.
A brief introduction was given to all the students and team members were introduced to one another. Each
design team spent several hours on the first day on campus to learn about one another within their own
team. Although language at certain degree was a communication barrier, friendship has started.
Tour trips were arranged not only for sight-seeing but also for Auburn students to have first-hand
encounter with the culture. Visits of design firms, industry, and design exhibition were also scheduled for
students to see how the design profession conducts their daily design activities. Visits of cultural and
historical sites and museums were also arranged to enrich students understanding of the history of Taiwan
culture (figures 3).

Figure 3: Visits of design related sites and sight-seeing

Auburn students were required to take four craft classes, namely, glass work (figure 4), pottery (figure 5),
metal jewelry (figure 6), and Chinese painting (figure 7 and 8). These classes required students not only
to learn the skills but also were introduced to cultural artifacts as examples. Students had developed
interest to incorporate Taiwan traditional symbols and style to their work.
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Figure 4: Glasswork by Auburn students

Figure 6: Metal jewelry by Auburn students

Figure 5: Pottery by Auburn students

Figure 7: Chinese calligraphy by Auburn students

Figure 8: Chinese paintings by Auburn students

C. Exploration
In the studio class, ran parallel with all the craft classes, each design team was charged to develop a bench.
The objective of the class was to require students intentionally learn about Taiwan culture through
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research and design process. The bench was expected to be designed for Taiwan life style and contain
Taiwan cultural aesthetics.
Students were asked to research on the following subjects:
1. Taiwan traditional architecture, traditional furniture, motifs, icons, symbols, and crafts.
2. Study how joints work especially in Taiwan’s traditional architecture and furniture.
3. Study use of materials in Taiwan’s traditional architecture and furniture.
4. Study Taiwan culture and identify some aesthetic elements and principles that represent Taiwan
style.
5. Study Taiwan life-style (daily activities, customs, religions, social structure, etc.)
Hiebert (1995) describes how human select data in daily activities according to his or her interest and
desire.
… the observer is highly selective in choosing his data. Life is a narrative of ever new
and often unpredictable events. At any given moment, an individual is bombarded with
sense experiences and can, if he desires, expose himself to more. But he is really
interested or concerned with only a few of these. Other experiences are consciously or
unconsciously screened out as irrelevant to the task at hand. (p.5, 6)
He also talks about how difficult if not impossible to manage all the data we receive daily without a
system to simplify the information.
The ever-changing, immensely varied kaleidoscope of our experiences must be reduced
to manageable proportions if we are to make sense out of them. … The ability to
generalize or, in other words, to reduce a great many varied experiences to a single
category on the basis of certain shared structural characteristics, is the foundation of
human reasoning. Without this deceptively simply ability of grouping things which are
not identical into sets, a person could not reduce his experiences to manageable
proportions or use them to predict future events. And without predictability, life as we
know it would be impossible. (p.6, 7)
Individual Image Study
Based on Hiebert’s observations, we required students to record and organize information concerning
Taiwan culture by means of sketching. Students were required to use freehand sketches to record images
that they believed were relevant to Taiwan’s culture (figure 9).We believed the sketching process would
help students not only remember the image since they had to draw it out but also analyze the object and
have their own interpretation of it. So even for the same object, two students might see very different
aspects and interpret differently. Both sides of the students were asked to do the same. This phase was
done individually without discussion among the group.
Individual Development
Students were then asked to use their Taiwan culture sketches as a base to develop conceptual sketches of
the bench. At first, this phase is conducted individually. No discussion was encouraged. This went on for
the first week of the design class. Work individually surely did not help any for the group to get
acquaintance although each group was required to sit together in class. Since group-members are not
familiar with one another, an interesting phenomenon happened after sketching in class for a while. The
Auburn students start migrating to a cluster and begin conversation among themselves in English while
Shu-Te students talked with their schoolmates in their own language.
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Figure 9: Some of the sketches relevant to Taiwan Culture

Comparison
The individual sketching week was needed so that later on students can compare their sketches. It serves
as a filtering device. In theory, the common images that both Auburn and Shu-Te students drawn may
indicate that those images are stronger representation of Taiwan culture. Images drawn by Auburn
students only may mean that they see something interesting but not recognized by the Shu-Te students. In
the same way, images drawn by the Shu-Te students but not Auburn students may be not obvious to the
Auburn students as representation of Taiwan culture. Even though something could be a very strong
element that all Taiwanese know about, Auburn students may not know it because of lack of knowledge
of the cultural background (figure 10).

Figure 10: Interactions in the classroom
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Hiebert (1995) has also mentioned egocentrism when clashed with other culture.
Human beings are at the center of their own perceptual worlds, resulting in a basic
egocentrism in which everything is judged in terms of the self. … On another level,
people everywhere seem to look on their own culture as most suitable or best and on that
of others as less civilized. This becomes the source of “ethnocentrism,” the tendency of
people to judge other cultures by the values and assumption s of their won culture. Of
course, by one’s own culture’s criteria, all other cultures appear inferior. (p.38)
Life in a foreign culture leads to misunderstandings and ethnocentric responses and also
to culture shock. This is a period of confusion and cultural disorientation in which people
who move from one culture to another may find it hard to cope with even the simple
tasks required to stay alive. (p.39)
Our goal is to use this exchange program to lower ethnocentric attitude by putting students in mixed
teams and worked together. Hopefully through this experience, students from both schools learn to cope
with cross-cultural situation in an easier manner. As Norman (1988) states in his book that once a
designer learns the cultural constraints, he or she can apply them to different circumstances.
Cultural constraints are present. In addition to natural, physical constraints, society has
evolved numerous artificial conventions that govern acceptable social behavior. Theses
cultural conventions have to be learned, but once learned they apply to a wide variety of
circumstances. (p. 55)
In-class Discussion and Identification
After the individual sketching stage, students began to apply common images in the development of the
bench, but for several groups, there were no common elements, so students started to discuss and vote for
images that represent Taiwan. In this stage, interaction started increasing rapidly. Students debated and
sometimes argue what actually means Taiwan. They began to come up methods to determine selection,
such as using color-coding to visualize preferences. This process not only enabled Auburn students
realizing Taiwan images, it also stimulated Shu-Te students to pay attention to their own culture that they
may have taken for granted for a long time. At the end of this stage, each group came up with a list of
images that they would apply to their concepts of the bench design. Each student drew number of
sketches of the bench design in different forms and structures that applied Taiwan’s cultural aesthetics.
Through this screening process, students learned to accept one another, and compromise conflicts, to
eventually come up some consensus.
D. Implementation
Once students identified what represent Taiwan cultural, and had decided the functions of the piece of
furniture that would serve well in Taiwan life style, numerous sketches and scale models were used to
develop and visualize their design concepts as shown in figures 11. Students presented their work to the
whole class and explained in details reasoning behind each idea and how they applied cultural aesthetics
in their design.
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Figure 11: Design idea sketches, scale models, and presentation

E. Finalization
After several rounds of sketches and scale models, students built full-scale card board models (figure 12)
to verify the dimensions of their final design. Refinement and improvement were made to finalize the
design with 3D computer models. Once dimensions and details were finalized, full scale final models
were built with solid wood with joints in details (figure 13).

Figure 12: Full-scale card board models
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Figure 13: Final scale models

Conclusion
In the process of building the full size cardboard models and the full size final models, relationship within
each group had grown immensely. Many groups became close friends spending days and nights in the
woodshop working together for the same goal. Cooperation, care for one an other, laughter, discussions,
arguments, and many times frustration and stress, all mixed together pulling students from two groups to
become one, in a immeasurable but evident way that would leave a life-long memory in each person’s
heart. More understanding, more interested in, more acceptance, and more appreciative to one another,
are the result of the design exchange program. After all, the design project is just a means for the two
groups of students from totally two different cultures of two different sides of the earth to get together for
eight weeks for a better and brighter future. We celebrate the tangible result that can be witnessed, but we
celebrate even more the friendship that has just started.
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Language and Culture: The Valley Girl Phenomena
The paper will explore the language and culture of the 1980s phenomena of the Valley
Girl and its archetypal evolution of recurrent patterns in music, film, television, and
society. It will focus on Val speak as emergent properties of discourse.

Introduction: The Valley Girl was born in the 1980s and has continued to be a
compelling presence in teen films, television, music, and popular culture ever since. For
my intendment, the idiom “Valley Girl”, despite originating in name from the San
Fernando Valley in Los Angeles, California, is not strictly limited to or restricted to being
native of this exact location. In its evolution, the valley girl has become a cross-cultural
phenomenon.
The teen girls living in San Fernando Valley California were the basis of this crosscultural phenomenon. Frank and Moon Unit Zappa in their famous song "Valley Girl,"
circa 1982, with phrases such as “Like, totally! Gag me with a spoon!" sang by Moon
Unit Zappa, introduced this California English to the rest of the music listening world.
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This slang, this language variation allowed us as speakers to locate ourselves in a
multi-dimensional society. As hearers of what would later be called Val Speak, this
language variation allowed us to locate others in a multi-dimensional society producing
the opportunity to adopt it.
According to Kevin Roderick1:

The Valley Girl phenomenon, which swept the country in the 1980s, also set off a
new film genre. Valley Girl, directed by Martha Coolidge, sought to cash in on the
buzz. Deborah Foreman played a popular high school girl who goes against her
Valley friends and dates Nicolas Cage, who portrays a bad news dude from Over
the Hill. She takes him on a tour of a few local landmarks: DuPars coffee shop,
Casa Vega restaurant, Encino Bowl, Mulholland Drive. The film's advertising
tagline was "She's cool. He's hot. She's from the Valley. He's not."
The Valley Girl phenomenon unloosed a torrent of film references that poked fun
at the Valley. In Encino Man, Brendan Fraser played an icebound caveman
thawed out by nerdy Valley boys and taught how to party. A spin-off, Encino
Woman aired on network TV. The comic high point of the genre might have been
Earth Girls Are Easy, in which three extra-terrestrial aliens splash to Earth in the
pool of an air-headed Valley manicurist, played by Geena Davis. "As if things
weren't bad enough, now I've been abducted by aliens," she whines.1
As seen from Roderick, the Valley Girl phenomenon served as a source or prototype for
many other mediums in culture. The young middle-class girls of affluent parents living in
San Fernando Valley were known for being materialistic, shopping obsessed, and of

1

Roderick, Kevin . "Film: Valley Girl." The Valley Observed: San Fernando Valley history and sense of place . 1 Aug. 2001. 27 Aug.
2008. <http://www.americassuburb.com>.
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course speaking in a distinct fashion. A typical Valley Girl was Caucasian due to the
geographic location of the prototype. The image and speech of the Valley Girl went from
prototype to stereotype. The stereotype of the Valley Girl became a not so smart and
spoiled girl who focused solely on fashion, shopping, social status, and personal
appearance. Another perspective on the history of the Valley Girl comes from Anne
McDermott 2 :

There was a time (late 70s, early 80s) when the Sherman Oaks Galleria was the
most famous mall in America, at least among those of a certain age. They loved
the Galleria and loved that it was mentioned in the 1982 Frank and Moon Unit
Zappa hit single, "Valley Girl." And why not? The Galleria was widely considered
to be the birthplace of the "Val" (as Valley Girls would refer to each other in a
kind of shorthand). It all began in the fall of 1980. That's when the Galleria
opened in the heart of Los Angeles' San Fernando Valley, better known locally as
"the valley." Back then, the three-story, skylighted, enclosed structure was
considered the epitome of all that was cool in mass consumption. Teens
discovered the Galleria and quickly packed the place. It had everything: trendy
boutiques, Pac-Man game booths and what passed for exotic fare at the food
arcade (yes, even hot dogs on a stick). Plenty of the mall rats enjoying all this
were boys, but, for some reason, it was the girls who were noticed. And
somehow, someone, somewhere, thought to call them "Valley Girls." Like, totally,
a lingo... To be called a "Valley Girl" was not exactly a compliment. It conjured up

2

McDermott, Anne. “Like, Totally, the End of One Mall’s Era.” CNN. 15 Apr 1999. 29 Aug 2008.
http://edition.cnn.com/SPECIAL/views/y/1999/04/mcdermott.
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images of vacuous, giggly girls with lots of time and money on their hands and a
bizarre language on their lips.

As seen from McDermott, the center of the Valley Girl’s world was the Sherman Oaks
Galleria but the “bizarre language” is one of the main distinctions of the Valley Girl.
Qualifiers such as “like”, “way”, "as if!", “totally” and “duh” were interposed in the middle
of phrases and sentences as emphasizers. Narrative sentences were frequently spoken
as though they were questions (high rising terminal).
The following illustrates typical Valley Girl Speech or Val Speak 3 :
Word
Airhead

Definition
Someone totally dumb. An intellectual lightweight

Awesome

Nice, Very Good
Someone whose clothes are old and not in style or anything and they don't
match, which is totally untogether.
Forget it

Bagged-out
Bagpipeit
Bag Your
Face
Bag Z's

Bail
Baldwin
Barf
Barf City
Barf Me Out
Barf bag
Barney

3

A real put-down, 'cause like bagging something is throwing it away.
Sleeping
When you skip school and your friends ask you where you were, it's cool to
go, "like, I bailed, ma." Or when you leave a party you go, "Let's bail."
Handsome boy or man (from the Baldwin brothers)
To vomit
Unappealing. Yuck.
Like, make me puke, the worst.
Jerk
An unattractive boy or man (presumably from The Flintstones character

Pond, Mimi. The Valley Girls' Guide to Life. Dell Publishing Company, 1982.
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Barney Rubble) Ironically, the term for an attractive man is 'Baldwin'
referencing the Baldwin Brothers, one of whom, Stephen Baldwin, played
Barney Rubble in a movie production of the Flintstones. In other contexts,
the term "Barney" is used to refer to police officers; in that case, it derives
from Barney Fife.
Beige

Betty
Billies
Bitchin
Bitchin
Twitchen
Bro
Buggin'
Bum
Bummer

Dork
Dude
Dweeb
Cake(r)
Classic
Fiesta
Fer sure!
Fetch
For real
Frick
Gag me (with
a spoon)
Gnarly
Grody
Gross
I know, right?
I'm like...
I'm so sure!

Boring
Beautiful girl or woman (stated on the Whatever! DVD edition that the term
'betty' comes from The Flintstones character Betty Rubble, however,
according to the magazine The Betty Pages, the term was used by US
soldiers during the Korean War))
Money
Cool (aesthetic), Totally the best.
More than bitchen. Mondo bitchen.
Brother, meaning friend or dude
Freaking out (usu. mildly)
Another word for "to borrow" (e.g. "Can I bum a cigarette?")
An expression of disappointment; an unpleasant or disappointing
experience
Originally slang for a penis (as used in Sixteen Candles), but eventually
came to mean geek or nerd or a clumsy or eccentric person.
General term for a male, but may also be used in a derogatory manner, or
to get someone's attention
Nerd and Loser
A term meaning full of shit (e.g. You're so frickin full of shit) or talking utter
rubbish (shit)(e.g. Why are you talking cake?).
Great
Party
Certainly
Another word for cool
Expression of absolute certainty
A word to substitute fuck or to mean really (very) (e.g. it was like frickin
amazing)
That's disgusting (from a method of inducing vomiting)
Good, Great
Disgusting (e.g. grody to the max) (from "grotesque")
Disgusting
Affirmative
(When talking about yourself) emphasis placed on the "li" in "like."
(spoken sarcastically) I don't believe you.
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Joanie
Later
Later days or
Later dates
Loadie

Monet
Postal
Psych!/Psyke!/
Sike!
Rad

Unhip girl (from the Joanie Cunningham character on Happy Days)
Goodbye
Goodbye (Usually said by Tino at the end of each episode of Disney's The
Weekenders)
Stoned boy or girl
Large or extremely (i.e. a "mondo mess") (from Latin "mundus" or Romance
derivatives meaning world or universe)
Someone (or thing) that looks good from afar, but up close it's a total mess.
(e.g., "That hag is a full-on Monet!")
To go insane/freak out/bug (as in "going postal".)
Just kidding. Also, "psyched" means "enthusiastic" ("I'm so psyched about
the going to the game!")
Very cool (from "radical")

Rays

Sunlight. (e.g., "I'm going to the beach to catch some rays.") See UVs.

Mondo

[I know]
Right?/Right
on
Scarf
Sketchy
Spaz

Sweet!
To the max

Tripendicular/
Trippindicular
Tubular
to Veg (out)

Used as bland filler when there is lack of interest or content for a response
or to express agreement with indifference or cockiness. (e.g. "I went to the
beach today because it was so hot, and it seemed like everybody was
there!" "I know, right?"; "Hey bro I found 20 bucks under the seat of my car!"
"Right on!")
To eat, usually very quickly (e.g., "I totally scarfed that burger!")
Weird/suspicious (e.g., "that guy looks sketchy"; "I dunno, you were acting
kind of sketchy about [x]."
A hyperactive nerd/geek/klutz/a confused person. (e.g., "That guy is a total
spaz!") (from spastic)
Used to express excitement, satisfaction, camaraderie, happiness for
another person/thing/event. (e.g., Dude I like totally dicked a Betty today!
Sweet!) Strong emphasis and elongation of the Es Sweet.
More of the preceding adjective (e.g. grody to the max). "Max" being short
for maximum.
Awesome; literally “a triangle with three perpendicular sides”, a geometric
impossibility in Euclidian/plane geometry (it is possible in spherical
geometry), therefore synonymous with "unbelievable”; the stressing of the
first syllable is by association with “trip”, referring to the experience felt
while under the effects of hallucinogenic drugs.
Very cool (from the feeling of surfing "the tube", or an area of a wave where
it forms a complete, closed tube).
To rest, with an emphasis on little or any mental activity, (from "vegetate").
Pronounced "vedge".
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Used as an adverb for emphasis. (e.g. "That was way cool"); also meaning
"yes" (e.g. in response to the exclamation of disbelief "No way!", the
response "Way!")

Way

The language used by Valley Girls wove their way into American speech and a lot of the
words in this list, although it is not all-inclusive, are still in use today all over America.
Especially with the language, the stereotype of the Valley Girl has become an
archetypal character in film and television. To the young girls in San Fernando Valley
and the Sherman Oaks Galleria, we owe them for Moon Unit Zappa’s “Valley Girl” that
put the image and language to music, the Valley Girl movie, and the many movies and
televisions shows that followed to present day.

The focus of this study and its significance: In this study I will examine a number of
aspects of how Popular Culture influences language and specifically, the Valley Girl
speech that has been a major influence since 1982 to present day. Using Burke’s
Dramatistic Pentad, my research questions fall into five categories:
1. Act: What purposeful action has taken place?
2. Agent: Who took this action? The Players: Who influences language? Do the
dictionary gatekeepers relax standards for inclusion because of pressure from
society?
3. Agency: How or with what did they do it? Media: How is language influenced
cross-culturally? What music, movies, and television shows have featured Valley
Girls and Val speak? What other countries have embraced the Valley Girl image
and lingo?
4. Scene: Where, when, and in what context did the act take place?
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5. Purpose: Why did they do it? What was their intent? The longevity of slang: Why
do some popular culture influences remain and integrate into language and some
do not? Who influences language? Is the Valley Girl slang still in use in 2008?

Literature Review. My proposed research touches on several subject areas and an
exploration of the literature on all these areas will be necessary to complete my
literature review. I identify these areas as:
¾ Critical Discourse Analysis: Slang: The Valley Girl slang in particular
¾ Dramatists Pentad
¾ Textual Analysis of The Valley Girl and its evolutionary forms, movies, television
shows, and music related to The Valley Girl:


Movie Scripts: Valley Girl and Clueless



Television Scripts: One episode each of Buffy the Vampire Slayer
and Square Pegs



Music: Valley Girl

¾ Social Constructivism

Methodology: My study will include the quantitative data from a questionnaire
Online Survey:
Participants
Participants for this study will consist of anyone who has knowledge of the survey and
completes the survey on Survey Monkey.
Measures
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Survey. The sample (n=150) will be drawn from willing participants responding to the
survey on the internet . The following PowerPoint slide was emailed to administrators at
the following schools in the researcher’s area: The Department of Defense Dependents
Schools (DoDDS) Pacific: Guam High School, Edgren High School, EJ King High
School, Kinnick High School, MC Perry High School, Yokosuka Middle School, Yokota
High School, Zama High School, Zama Middle School, Osan High School, Seoul High
School, Seoul Middle School, Kadena Middle School, Kubasaki High School, Lester
Middle, and Ryukyu Middle School. It was also emailed to the following colleges located
at the Army Education Center, Yongsan Garrison, Korea: Central Texas College,
University of Maryland University College Asian Division, University of Oklahoma,
University of Phoenix, and Troy University. The body of the email read as follows:
I am a 2nd year PHD student in English at Old Dominion University. I am
conducting a pilot study on Language and Pop Culture: The Valley Girl
Phenomenon for a class. I have a 10 question survey on Survey Monkey (online)
that is anonymous and takes about 5 minutes to complete. I was hoping that you
could make this available to your students. Any student that wants to take the
survey is welcome to complete it. The information on the survey is contained in
this PowerPoint document.
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The Questionnaire for the Study of the Valley
Girl Phenomenon
Miriam D. Dufer (mdufe001@odu.edu)
PhD Student in the Department of English at
Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA.;
Investigator
Dr. Joyce Neff (jneff@odu.edu)
Professor at Old Dominion University, Norfolk,
VA; Responsible Project Investigator (RPI)
•

Access via:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=qCD9J24xXB0O8Sa59Zt8ng_3d_3d
This online survey is a part of an academic research project regarding The Valley Girl
Phenomenon and is available from October 15-November 15, 2008.
All information you provide will be kept confidential and used for research purpose only.
Your data will not be analyzed individually and the data will be used only collectively.
It will not take more than 5 minutes to complete this questionnaire.
We would greatly appreciate your time in helping with this academic research project.

The following survey will serve as the instrument for determining current usage and
knowledge of Val speak:
The Questionnaire for the Study of the Valley Girl Phenomenon
1. The Valley Girl Phenomenon

Informed Consent Form

A research project conducted from October 15, 2008 to November 15, 2008 which
seeks to understand the Valley Girl Phenomenon and the influence of popular culture
on language is being carried out at Old Dominion University. The researcher is Miriam
D. Dufer, PhD Student (English Studies), (808) 265-8081.
If I consent to be a subject in this study, my participation as a participant may be
analyzed.
My involvement in this research is entirely voluntary, and I have the right to not respond
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to any question, and to withdraw from participation at any time. Any risks to me as a
subject are minimal, and I accept full responsibility for any adverse consequences of my
participation. I acknowledge that this is an anonymous questionnaire in which I am
receiving no compensation. I understand that if I have any questions about this
research, I may ask the researcher about them at any time.
By taking and/or completing this questionnaire, I give my consent of my anonymous
participation.
1. Where do you live?
City/Town:
State:
ZIP/Postal
Code:
Country:
2. What is your age?
Under 17
18-25
26-34
35-43
44-52
53-61
62-70
71 and over
3. What television shows have you or do you watch? Check all that apply.
Square
Pegs

Buffy the
Vampire
Slayer

Clueless

Gossip
Girl

Friends

Angel
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4. Have you seen the following movies? Check all that apply.
Valley

Clueless

Girl

Legally
Blonde

Buffy the
Encino
Vampire
Man
Slayer

Earth Girls
Are Easy

5. I have listened to the song "Valley Girl" by Moon Unit Zappa?
Yes
No
I don't Know
6. Of the following words, I use (please check all that apply) in conversation.
Airhead
Anyway
Awesome
Bagged-Out
Bagpipeit
Bag Your Face
Bag Z's
Baldwin
Barf
Barf City
Barf Bag
Barney
Beige
Betty
Billies
Bitchin
Bitchin Twitchen
Bro
Buggin'
Bummer
Dork
Dude
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Dweeb
Classic
Fer Sure
For Real
Gag Me with a Spoon
Gnarly
Grody
Gross me out the door
I know, right?
I'm like...
I'm so sure!
Like
Loadie
Mondo
Monet
Postal
Spaz
Sweet
To the max
Tripendicular/Trippindicular
Tubular
to Veg (out)
Way
Whatever
7. Popular Culture (television, movies, music, etc.) directly influences the way I
speak.
Yes
No
I don't know
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8. Who do you believe influences language?

9. If a word is in the dictionary, it can be used in speech.
Yes
No
I Don't know
10. If a word is not in the dictionary, it should not be used in speech.
Yes
No
I don't know
This is an anonymous questionnaire on Survey Monkey and will not track names or IP
addresses. The sampling technique chosen for this study is convenience sampling
because as MacNealy states, “it is not always necessary to calculate a level of
confidence especially in an exploratory study” (154). The survey is available for anyone
to take as long as they have access to the internet. Once the goal of 150 participants is
reached, the survey will be closed.
The data will then be statistically analyzed by age, geographic location and
use/knowledge of Val speak to find correlations between answers and whether
someone uses Val speak and then rendered by Burke’s Dramatistic Pentad. The
responses from the questionnaire will be used to complete the ratios in the pentad.
When applying this model to Val speak, the purpose will be determined from an
examination of the other four elements. Once the pentad for the situation has been
determined, analysis will be performed by analyzing the relationship between any two of
the five components. The standard methodology of establishing a ratio (or pairing)
between any of the ten possible pairings of act, agent, agency, scene, and purpose will
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be used. Additionally, reversing the order of the pairings will create another ten
possibilities, for a total of twenty. The rhetorical analysis will be performed by examining
the ratio functions within the artifact, and by demonstrating how the dominant (leftmost)
member of the pair determines the non-dominant (rightmost) member’s nature.
Act-Agent

Act-Agency

Act-Scene

Act-Purpose

Agent-Act

Agent-Agency

Agent-Scene

Agent-Purpose

Agency-Act

Agency-Agent

Agency-Scene

Agency-Purpose

Scene-Act

Scene-Agent

Scene-Agency

Scene-Purpose

Purpose-Act

Purpose-Agent

Purpose-Agency

Purpose-Scene

Additionally, I will conduct textual analysis of movie scripts, television scripts, and music
for the prevalence of Val speak and slang by using TextSTAT - Simple Text Analysis
Tool Concordance software for Windows, GNU/Linux and MacOS X. TextSTAT is a
simple programme for the analysis of texts. It reads ASCII/ANSI texts (in different
encodings) and HTML files (directly from the internet) and it produces word frequency
lists and concordances from these files. This version includes a web-spider which reads
as many pages as you want from a particular website and puts them in a TextSTATcorpus. The new news-reader puts news messages in a TextSTAT-readable corpus file.
Finally, I will utilize published scholarship and analyze similarities and differences
between my research and the scholarship. The theory of Social Constructivism weighs
heavily on this research and will be incorporated. This research design will allow both
quantitative and qualitative data that shows the influence of popular culture on language
use.
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Expected outcomes and potential benefits of the study. It will show that Standard
English is not the impermeable language once thought to be elite and unbending. It will
show that the lines between slang and Standard English have become grayer than ever.

Probable Reporting Procedures

Timetable and Budget. I am already engaged in a preliminary review of primary and
secondary literature relevant to the topic. I will begin the online questionnaire by
October 15, 2008 and complete it on November 15, 2008. The entire study will be
complete by November 30, 2008. The questionnaire of 10 questions is free on Survey
Monkey and will add no cost to this project.

Request for approval SEE Attached
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User Experience with Physical Products
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Abstract
To explore the current understanding of user experience in design, this paper reviews
related studies and discusses the definition and characteristics of it. The characteristics of
user experience are grouped into three categories: (1) various aspects of users, (2)
pleasure, and (3) engagement. We propose a focus on engagement as particularly relevant
to product design. Engagement is a synonym for participation, joining in, involvement
and immersion. It means a person taking actions in an activity in order to affect the
activity or be affected by the activity.
In terms of product design, we define “user engagement” as the situation in which a user
participates in an activity enabled by a product other than its primary function. Further,
interviews with six professionals in product design suggest that user engagement can be
enabled if a product is designed to (1) relate to a larger activity, (2) enrich the primary
purpose, or (3) enable an additional activity. We expect that studying user experience with
physical products can lead designers to think more deeply about the user-product
relationship. It also creates a new concept of value, “user engagement”, that products can
provide beyond functionality, usability and aesthetics.
Key Words
User experience, product experience, user-product interaction, user-product relationship

1.

Introduction

In recent years, both practical and academic fields in design have shown interest in user
experience. The American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA) states that experience design
strives to create experiences beyond products and services (online reference 1).
International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) points out “user experience design
addresses the user’s initial awareness, discovery, ordering, fulfillment, installation,
service, support, upgrades, and end-of-life activities” (online reference 2). The conference
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on designing for user experience 2007 concerns how designers inspire people’s ability to
create, personalize, and share experience (online reference 3). In experiential marketing,
consumers acknowledge experiences that provide sensory, emotional, cognitive,
behavioral, and relational values that go beyond functional values (Schmitt 1999a).
Because experience design is an emerging domain, several studies try to outline the scope
of user experience (Davis 2003, Nack 2003, Sengers 2005, Demir et al. 2006). Margolin
(1997) asserts that experience design broadens the scope of design research. It moves
from a focus on the product’s function to the way it fits into a user’s activities. Mclellan
(2000) asserts that the goal of experience design is to orchestrate memorable activities for
users in addition to functional purposes. Because experience design is user-centered,
Sanders and Dandavate (1999) assert that user experience is derived from what people
say, think, do, use, know, feel and dream.
Experience design links people to specific experiences. However, because how people
experience cannot be captured, the representation of an experience is only partially
possible (Nack 2003). Designers normally design things to convey meaning and to create
meaningful experiences. They “orchestrate experiences that are not only functional and
purposeful, but also engaging, compelling, memorable, and enjoyable” (Mclellan 2000).
Accordingly, the function of experience design is similar to a camera and an old
scrapbook. A camera captures peoples’ new experiences while an old scrapbook evokes
peoples’ past experiences. It makes it possible that people are more meaningfully related
to activities they are experiencing or have ever experienced.
To explore the current understanding of user experience in design, this paper reviews
related studies and discusses the definition and characteristics of it. In addition,
interviews with six professionals in product design suggest how users specifically
experience physical products. The purpose is to bring up a new perspective of user
experience in product design. We expect that studying user experience with physical
products can lead designers to think more deeply about the user-product relationship.

2.

The Definition of Experience

Several studies in experience design provide an overview of how individuals perceive
and react to the surrounding context (Hudspith 1997, Sanders and Dandavate 1999,
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Schmitt 1999b, Buchenau and Fulton Suri 2000, Wright et al. 2005). Not surprisingly, the
definitions of experience share similar senses in philosophy, psychology, marketing,
interaction design, and product design. Quoted from the Oxford English Dictionary,
experience means “the fact of being consciously the subject of a state or condition, or of
being consciously affected by an event. What has been experienced; the events that have
taken place within the knowledge of an individual, a community, mankind at large, either
during a particular period or generally.” The philosopher John Dewey (1934) said,
“Experience is the result of interaction between a live creature and some aspect of the
world in which he lives.” In psychology, experience is “an event that is lived through, or
undergone, as opposed to one imaged or thought about” (Corsini 1999). In marketing,
“experience is any sensation or knowledge acquisition resulting from a person’s
participation in a set of activities within a social context” (Gupta and Vajic 1999). In
interaction design, “experience is how we constantly assess our goals relative to the
people, products, and environments that surround us at any given time (Forlizzi and
Battarbee 2004).” In product design, “user experience consists of user’s emotions,
expectations, the relationship to other people and the context of use. It is an individual’s
reaction and at the same time relating to contextual and social aspects” (Arhippainen
2003).
To summarize, experience is how an individual has been through a particular event and
how the event affects the individual. In other words, experience is characterized by
elements of the event such as individuals, activities, artifacts and environment. Also,
because no two individuals are the same, experience is enormously influenced by
subjective difference, individual preference and past experience.

3.

Notions of Experience in Design

Forlizzi and Ford (2000) and Forlizzi and Barttarbee (2004) generalize how people
experience in three related ways: experience, an experience and experience as a story.
Intuitively, since people self-narrate their past history, it is clear that they have had
experience. This experience reflects people’s past mental records living or tucked in
memory regardless of whether they are consciously aware of it or not. For example, that
“I have been to Disneyland” represents this kind of experience. Then, based on a vivid
memory, a person has an experience that is associated with a specific event with a
temporal scope and location so that he can talk about it. An experience that links to the
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past is more cognitively labeled with affection such as love or hate, etc. Thus, an
experience could change people’s behavior, emotion or even system of values. For
example, that “when I was eight, I had a birthday party in Disneyland” is an experience.
In addition, people usually like to share their exciting experiences with others. Telling a
story is an easy way for people to communicate specific experiences for dramatic effect.
Experience as story telling takes place anywhere and anytime in daily life. For example,
that “one kid tells in class how he enjoys his birthday party in Disneyland” is of this kind.
Trivial experiences are easily forgotten as time passes, while people have quality
experiences connected to unusual activities or social groups to which they relate
(Arhippainen 2003). Based on this assertion, experiences can be individual or shared
(Chung 2005). Any one who has engaged in a physical, emotional, intellectual, or even
spiritual event without others’ company has an individual experience. And due to the
different subjective values, no two people have the same individual experience even
though they have been through the same event (Pine and Gilmore 1999, pp.12). On the
other hand, shared experience comes through participation in group activities, especially
doing anything with crowds of people or performing an extraordinary feat that leaves
powerful memories (Rose 2001).
Shared experiences are developed through social collaboration. Battarbee (2003a, 2003b,
2005) and Chung (2005) presented social experience called co-experience and
collaborative experience, respectively. Co-experience is created in a social context or
while sharing past experience with others. For example, the current free online instant
messaging (IM) gives users a very different co-experience from that of a phone call or
e-mail. IM users group into friend or family networks that strongly connect them together.
Many users rely on it at all times for social communication such as chatting or requesting
assistance and, moreover, they share their personal identity including moods, pictures,
and blogs. This online community provides more possibilities to create and share
co-experience.
Likewise, people have collaborative experience when achieving a certain goal together in
a social context (Chung 2005). For example, sport teams show solidarity to win or lose
competing together against opponents. In this case, to win and show outstanding skill that
earns applause is their goal, for which all team members have to get together and exercise
strenuously on the field every time. A victory gives every team member glory, admiration,
and the fulfillment that creates a particular collaborative experience. In addition,
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establishing or maintaining belonging with companies also gives rise to collaborative
experience. For example, enjoying a party with friends affects people’s sense of
belonging and helps to create memorable experiences.
Numerous studies have pointed out that doing things together can be more fun than alone
(Mäkelä & Battarbee 1999, Mäkelä et al. 2000, Battarbee et al. 2000, Brandtzæg et al.
2005, Rizzo et al. 2005). Social contexts encourage people to participate in activities so
that they acquire fulfillment and solidarity. For example, younger generations use mobile
phones for sharing feelings more frequently than task-related communication
(Weilenmann and Larsson 2000). Their purpose is to be fun and to gain reward and
esteem from a peer group. In addition, people usually have a terrific experience with
crowds in front of a spectacle (Rose, 2001, Jacucci et al. 2005). Seeing a championship
baseball game, enjoying tanning on a crowded beach, and hanging out in a boisterous bar
to chat with unknown people are other examples of socially constructed experience.

4.

The Characteristics of User Experience

In the following sections, the characteristics of user experience in several disciplinary
subjects are discussed, including marketing, social interaction, interaction design, web
design, and product design. Although these disciplines deal with user experience in
different ways, the characteristics of user experience can be grouped into three common
categories: (1) experience as various aspects of users, (2) experience as pleasure, and (3)
experience as engagement.
4.1 Experience as Various Aspects of Users
Many studies reviewed in this research discuss experience as various aspects of users.
Wright et al. (2005) describe six phases of a person’s experience. They are (1)
anticipating and (2) connecting to an artifact, (3) interpreting and (4) reflecting the
properties of the artifact, (5) appropriating the past experience, and (6) recounting the
context. For example, when buying a new mug, a user might anticipate the ceramic
texture of the mug is as elegant as the old one he broke. He touches the mug (connecting)
and considers whether it meets his preference (interpreting). The user may reflect on
whether a transparent glass better satisfies his need. He starts to think about how he
usually drinks (appropriating). But his past experience reminds him that a mug with a
handle is convenient to carry hot drinks (recounting). Obviously, the six phases
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constitutes a continuous process that describes how a user interacts with an artifact
physically, cognitively and emotionally.
In marketing, Schmitt (1999b) discusses four aspects of consumers’ experiential world.
They are (1) the brand experience, (2) the product experience, (3) the consumption
experience, and (4) the contextual experience. For example, a brand of razor blades
advertises technologically enhanced shave that is the brand experience. How the razor
looks and feels in the consumer’s hand when shaving is the product experience. Shaving
in the morning to clean and to get the consumer energized is the consumption experience.
Shaving to appear professional for work is the contextual experience. Thus, considering
throughout the four aspects of consumer experience, a brand can invent new marketing
opportunities and provide new offerings to consumers.
Different from the consumers’ experiential world, Schmitt (1999a, 2000) also explains
five ways of how consumers appreciate products and service: (1) sense, (2) feel, (3) think,
(4) act, and (5) relate. When consumers are drawn to commercial commodities, sense is
consumers’ appealingness through sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell. Feel means
emotional reactions, such as satisfaction, joy, and pride. Think includes thoughts,
concepts or ideas inspired from commercial commodities. Act means alternate ways of
doing things, such as high efficiency and better lifestyle. Relate includes all desires
linking to, for example, personal identity, social status, or cultural values. In short, despite
that Schmitt’s contention is centered on business and marketing, it involves various
aspects of consumers.
In interaction design, Marcus (2004) describes six aspects of user experience. They are (1)
establishing user identity, (2) relating to peer communities, (3) entertaining, (4)
pleasurable commerce, (5) friendly information processing, and (6) achieving
self-enhancement. Self-enhancement, for example, can be achieved by a more efficient
computer that reinforces a product designer’s professional competence in 3D modeling.
These six aspects contain the overall relationship between user and interactive artifact. It
enlarges the territory of design research in user-product interaction.
In web design, Kuniavsky (2003, pp.43-53) asserts that, from the users’ perspective, their
experience is continuous. Defining user experience is difficult since it extends to almost
everything in user’s interaction with a website, from the text on a search button, through
the associations the website evokes, to the customer support online. To enhance web
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experience, Garret (2002) states that any aspect of the user’ experience should be based
on designers’ conscious, explicit intent. This means it is necessary to understand various
aspects of users, such as every action the user is likely to take and what user expects at
every step.
In product design, Alben (1996) defines user experience as how a human interacts with a
product, from a micro viewpoint such as how a user feels the product in his hand, to a
macro viewpoint such as how well the product fits into the whole context in which the
user is using it. Arhippainen (2003) claims how a user experiences a product is influenced
by the context of use. That is, the user’s values such as social and cultural norms
influence his experience with the product. Both concepts construct the relationships
among user, product and context at large. Similarly, Jääskö et al. (2003) share the
perspective of user experience with Alben’s and Arhippainen’s. The difference is that
Jääskö et al. expand on five aspects of the relationship among user, product and context:
(1) the products, such as function, usability and aesthetics, (2) the meanings of products,
(3) the humans, such as subjective preference and needs, (4) the activities of humans, and
(5) the world, such as the environmental and cultural contexts. The five aspects provide
various viewpoints to learn about user experience.
The characteristics of experience as various aspects of users are summarized in table 4.1.
What are the benefits and challenges? The benefit is that, first, understanding various
aspects of users explores the relationship between humans and the world. It promotes the
intention of design from only providing functionality, usability and aesthetics to
enhancing behavior, activities, and contexts. In addition, experience design dealing with
various aspects of users links related disciplinary subjects together. As mentioned earlier,
several issues about peoples’ experience are shared in marketing and design. This is
beneficial when designing for quality experience with multiple-disciplinary teamwork.
However, the challenge is that regarding experience as various aspects of users is
unwieldy. There are many aspects to be concerned with when understanding users.
Various aspects of users correspond to various variables that investigators can not
reasonably control. As a result, investigations of this kind are unrealistic. Due to limited
resources, it is possible that studies in user experience can only focus on fewer
participants or most significant aspects. That is, each study reports a particular case that
helps little to integrate knowledge as a complete whole in understanding user experience.
In addition, how to investigate various aspects of user experience is difficult. Currently,
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studies still rely on conventional approaches such as observation, interview, focus group,
and questionnaire. This kind of survey helps to dig out the first hand information of user
experience. Nevertheless, without adequate guidance, subjects may not provide every
aspect of their experience other than what they recall. What is worse is that investigators
know neither how many aspects of user experience there actually are, nor how many
aspects they need to concern themselves with in order to deal with the most valuable ones.
In short, regarding experience as various aspects of users is good for exploring users’
needs but it is an ill-defined scope for design.
Table 4.1: The characteristics of experience as various aspects of users
Domain

Researchers (Year)

Characteristics

Design

Wright et al. (2005)

6 phases of a person’s experience:
(1) anticipating, (2) connecting, (3) interpreting, (4) reflecting,
(5) appropriating, and (6) recounting.

Marketing

Schmitt (1999b)

4 aspects of consumers’ experiential world:
(1) the brand experience, (2) the product experience,
(3) the consumption experience, and (4) the contextual experience.

Interaction

Schmitt

5 aspects of how consumers appreciate products and service:

(1999a, 2000)

(1) sense, (2) feel, (3) think, (4) act, and (5) relate.

Marcus (2004)

6 aspects of user experience:

design

(1) identity, (2) relationship, (3) entertainment, (4) commerce,
(5) information, and (6) self-enhancement.

Web

Kuniavsky (2003)

design

User experience extends to almost everything in user’s interaction
with a website.

Garret (2002)

Any aspect of the user’ experience should be based on designers’
conscious, explicit intent.

Product

Alben (1996)

User experience is how a human interacts with a product.

design

Arhippainen

How a user experiences a product is influenced by the context of

(2003)

use.

Jääskö et al. (2003)

5 aspects of the relationship among user, product and context:
(1) products, (2) meanings of products, (3) humans, (4) activities,
(5) the physical world.

4.2 Experience as Pleasure
Several studies reviewed in this research discuss experience as pleasure. In designing
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social interaction, Satterfield and Abel (2007) summarize students’ positive experience in
student health center. They are (1) friendliness, (2) respectfulness, (3) convenience (4)
good information, and (5) cleanliness. Similarly, Satterfield and Huang (2007) conclude
five aspects of couples’ positive birthing experience in hospitals. They are (1) staff
attends to patient needs, (2) satisfied with nice facilities, environment, and service, (3)
staff has a good attitude, (4) the facility provides physical comfort and knowledge about
birthing, and (5) satisfied with the professional medical treatment. Clearly, these two
studies define positive experiences as pleasure that results from medical service. It
indicates that negative or trivial experiences are of little concerned in their research.
In interaction design, Stelmaszewska et al. (2004) assert four factors that influence
hedonic experience. They are (1) functionality, (2) usability, (3) aesthetics, and (4) social
interactivity. For example, social interactivity can be enhanced by the fact that users can
share their thoughts and feelings through using mobile communication technologies. The
four factors result in five constituents of hedonic experience: (1) pleasure, (2) enjoyment,
(3) excitement, (3) fun and (5) happiness. The five hedonic experiences are pleasurable
emotions extracted from the key phrases used by 11 participants through interviews. This
research explores the relationship between the tangible design features and intangible
user pleasures.
In web design, some studies reviewed primarily focus on designing friendly usability in
order to improve the user’s browsing task with satisfaction (Neilson 1993, Jennings 2000,
Garret 2002, online reference 4, online reference 5). That is, the user’s browsing
experience is influenced by object-oriented web properties. For example, from the
graphic design, to ease of navigation, to clear information; all aspects make users assess
whether they appreciate the online transactions. Conversely, other studies reviewed in
web design focus on evaluating specific pleasurable user experience (Fiore et al. 2005,
Mahlke 2005, Cotte et al. 2006, De Wulf et al. 2006). For example, Höök et al. (2000)
investigate browsers’ pleasures. They count the number of their smiles and ask about their
mood. The moods are defined as “nice”, “fun”, “I would like to use it again”, etc.
In product design, Hassenzahl (2005) conclude three consequences of user experience: (1)
satisfaction, (2) pleasure and (3) appealingness. Satisfaction results from, for example,
the success in using a toaster to toast bread. Pleasure results from using the toaster that
toasts hot and crispy bread. Appealingness results from the toaster that triggers happy and
cheerful emotions in the morning. In addition, Desmet and Hekkert (2007) construct three
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levels of product experience: (1) aesthetic experience, (2) experience of meaning and (3)
emotional experience. For example, the user has aesthetic experience when a toaster
representing Art Deco Style delights his senses. Experience of meaning takes place when
the user associates elegance, function and ultra modern with the Art Deco toaster. Then,
inspired by the Art Deco toaster, the user feels excited that is emotional experience.
The two studies mentioned above define user experience as pleasure. To explore the
scope of pleasure caused by products, Jordan (1999) defines “pleasure with products” as
the practical, emotional and hedonic benefits associated with products. Practical benefits
accrue from the outcomes of tasks for which the product is used. Emotional benefits
pertain to how a product affects a user’s mood. Hedonic benefits involve the sensory and
aesthetic pleasures associated with products”. In terms of adjectives, for example,
practical benefits could be effective, efficient and reliable; emotional benefits could be
satisfying, interesting and confident; hedonic benefits could be comfortable, smooth and
enjoyable.
Jordan (2000, pp.11-19) also proposes four types of pleasures with products. (1)
Physio-pleasure derives from the sensory actions such as touch, taste, smell and other
perception. For example, a cellular phone could give a tactile pleasure against the face. (2)
Socio-pleasure derives from social connections with others. For example, a cellular
phone facilitates social contact by its function and social identity by its appearance. (3)
Psycho-pleasure pertains to users’ cognitive and emotional reactions as a result of
user-product interaction. For example, a cellular phone makes it possible that you can
make a phone call almost anywhere and anytime. It enables emotional pleasure that a
regular telephone cannot. (4) Ideo-pleasure relates to a user’s preference and values. For
example, a cellular phone that represents the owner’s lifestyle and taste enables
ideo-pleasure. The four-pleasure viewpoint not only enlarges the relationship between
user and product but also demonstrates the role of product design in the context of users.
The characteristics of experience as pleasure are summarized in table 4.2. The benefit
here is that pleasure is understandable to everyone. For researchers, they can refer to
related studies (Jordan 1999, Jordan 2000, Hassenzahl 2005) to preview the definition
and the classification of pleasures. Thus, researchers have a clearer goal of what to
investigate. For subjects, they can clearly convey their pleasurable experiences. It is
important to investigations involving subjects because the understandability of pleasure
makes it easy to reach mutual comprehension between researcher and subject. Both of
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them can refer to specific pleasures, such as satisfaction, surprise and amusement without
further explanation.
Table 4.2: The characteristics of experience as pleasure
Domain

Researchers (Year)

Characteristics

Social

Satterfield and

5 aspects of students’ positive experience in student health center:

interaction

Abel (2007)

(1) friendliness, (2) respectfulness, (3) convenience,
(4) good information, and (5) cleanliness.

Satterfield and

5 aspects of couples’ positive birthing experience in hospitals:

Huang (2007)

(1) needs satisfied, (2) nice facilities, environment, and service,
(3) staff has a good attitude, (4) physical comfort and knowledge
about birthing, and (5) professional medical treatment.

Interaction

Stelmaszewska et

4 factors influencing hedonic experience:

design

al. (2004)

(1) functionality, (2) usability, (3) aesthetics, and
(4) social interactivity.
5 constituents of hedonic experience:
(1) pleasure, (2) enjoyment, (3) excitement, (4) fun and
(5) happiness.

Web

Höök et al. (2000)

Discussing browsers’ positive experiences as pleasures.

Hassenzahl (2005)

3 consequences of user experience:

design
Product
design

(1) satisfaction, (2) pleasure and (3) appealingness.
Desmet and

3 levels of product experience:

Hekkert (2007)

(1) aesthetic experience, (2) experience of meaning, and
(3) emotional experience.

Jordan (2000)

4 types of pleasures with products:
(1) physio-pleasure, (2)socio-pleasure, (3) psycho-pleasure, and
(4) ideo-pleasure.

In addition, it is reasonable to interpret positive experiences as pleasures. People always
remember their best experiences that result in pleasant emotions. People can talk about
their experiences by expressing emotions and pointing out emotional vocabulary. Then,
researchers can analyze the emotions reported and conclude the pleasurable experiences.
Clearly, pleasant emotions are sub-sets of pleasures, while pleasures represent positive
experiences. In design, Norman (2005) present three levels of emotions: visceral,
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behavioral and reflective level. Desmet (2002) develops an instrument to measure
emotions evoked by products. With this groundwork, user experience as pleasure can be
more easily investigated.
However, the challenge is that concerning user experience as pleasure is limited. First,
pleasure only represents the positive experiences of users. If focusing on user experience
as pleasure, designers will lose the chance to capture other distinctive experiences users
have. For example, people like to be frightened when watching scary movies. How this
particular experience can be explained if designers define experience as pleasure? On the
other hand, studies reviewed in this section focus on understanding positive experiences.
It implies that these studies enhance existing significant experiences rather than providing
users with new ones. It restricts the opportunities of designing for user experience.
Moreover, in designers’ perspective, bad experiences elicit insights into experience
design more valuable than good ones do. However, no study reviewed in this section
presents how to capture users’ bad experiences. This indicates a new territory that
designers need to explore.
Second, pleasure only represents the outcome of how people experience. In addition to
pleasure, the nature of user experience, actually, involves users’ significant activities in
any particular context. For example, to understand a baseball fan’s experiences in the
ballpark, it is necessary to observe when there is a home run, what the fan does, where his
attention goes, how he celebrates, and why he claps with other unknown fans on their
hands next to him. That is, to describe a significant experience, the overall contextual
process must be represented. Then, designers can think about how to enhance users’
specific experiences, how to engage them in gaining new experiences, and how to
eliminate negative experiences. The author suggests that the purpose of experience design
has to concentrate on facilitating users to take parts in specific activities. In fact, many
studies that concern experience as engagement support this claim. They are discussed in
section 4.3.
4.3 Experience as Engagement
Other than regarding experience as user miscellany and pleasure, several studies
reviewed in this research discuss experience as engagement. Engagement is a synonym
for participation, joining in, involvement and immersion. It means a person taking actions
in an activity in order to affect the activity or be affected by the activity. Wright et al.
(2005) present four aspects to describe experience: (1) the compositional aspect, (2) the
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sensual aspect, (3) the emotional aspect, and (4) the spatio-temporal aspect. The
compositional aspect refers to the essential elements of an experience. The essential
elements could be tangible and intangible, such as individuals, artifacts, and physical
environment, and activities. The sensual aspect refers to how people feel an experience,
such as warmth, enthusiasm and belonging. The emotional aspect refers to how people
emotionally react as a result of the sensual aspect, such as enjoyment, surprise, and
excitement. The spatio-temporal aspect refers to the time and place of an experience.
Thus, according to Wright et al., experience is defined as engagement: how people
participate and feel in an activity within a specific time and place.
In marketing, Pine and Gilmore (1999) describe experience in terms of theatrics: “when a
consumer buys an experience, he pays to spend time enjoying a series of memorable
events that a company stages - as in a theatrical play - to engage him in a personal way”.
Thus, consumers would like to pay more for a memorable experience in addition to a
product or service. For example, children have a lot of fun in an aquarium not simply
because they can see various animals under water but also because they have chance to
take pictures with, feed or even touch the whales, dolphins, or otters. That is, whenever a
company intentionally relates the shopping process to a performance, services to a stage,
and goods to props to engage consumers, significant experience is imprinted in their
mind.
In order to relate business to a theatrical production, setting a theme is a way to script a
story in which consumers can engage. For example, Hard Rock Café, Harley-Davidson
Motor Company, and Disney Parks are popular businesses -- each of which represents a
unique theme. A theme is strengthened by multiple products, services, scenes or activities
centered on a brand or within a venue. A profound theme can fully alter consumers’ sense
of reality because it integrates space, time and matter into a cohesive whole (Pine and
Gilmore 1999). Similarly, Gupta and Vajic (1999) suggest consumers’ experience should
be organized around a clearly defined central activity. For example, people go to Hard
Rock Café to enjoy rock music. Riders shop in Harley-Davidson store to share their
passion and show their pride. Visitors go to Disney Parks to escape to a fantasy world.
Thus, all other activities, such as dining, shopping, and playing reinforce the central
activity in a coherent manner. The author defines these marginal activities that reinforce
central activities as “reinforcing activities”. Therefore, the theme, central activity, and
reinforcing activity enable three different levels of consumer engagement in commercial
contexts.
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In social interaction, several studies discuss the process of how people engage in specific
activities, such as communication and education (Battarbee 2003a, Battarbee 2003b,
Battarbee and Ilpo 2005, Rizzo et al. 2005). Three studies are presented below as typical
instances. Kearsley and Shneiderman (1998) suggest three components of engagement in
learning: (1) relate, (2) create, and (3) donate. Relate means students in a team involve in
the process of collaboration, such as communication and planning. Create means students
in a team have to define their project. They need to create several good ideas and apply it
to a specific context. Donate means students in a team make efforts to contribute to a
great achievement as well as the purpose of active learning. The relate-create-donate
process simplifies how people work and enjoy the fulfillment together.
Similarly, Chung (2005) presents four phases of social engagement: (1) initiation, (2)
participation, (3) cooperation, and (4) solidarity. Initiation defines the context for social
engagement, such as a church for worship, a street for parade, or an auditorium for
concert. Participation defines what people do in a social activity, such as praying to the
god during worship or taking pictures within a parade. Cooperation defines how multiple
people engage in the same social activity. For example, when a singer sings, audiences
hum, beat, and/or rock to follow the rhythm. Solidarity defines the collaborative
participation among individuals with tremendous emotion. The solidarity takes place
when, for example, a singer points the microphone to invite the audiences singing
together and she also leads the audiences to follow her movement.
Two studies mentioned above explain how individuals engage in a specific social activity
together. However, the context of social activities is not articulated. To illustrate physical
contexts, Falk (2005) indicates four elements for live role-playing games. They are (1)
character, (2) costume, (3) props, and (4) stage. Falk’s viewpoint closely matches that of
Pine and Gilmore’s in marketing mentioned earlier. The difference is that players are
more engaged in role-playing games than those in shopping activities. They put on
costumes and vividly play characters in games.
In interaction design, Ullmer and Ishii (2001) bring up tangible user interfaces (TUIs)
that provide a new way to engages users. TUIs are everyday physical objects linked to the
digital state of systems, such as computers. One key characteristic of TUIs is that “the
physical state of a TUI partially embodies the digital state of the system”. It indicates the
opportunity that users can instinctively control a system because it is related to using a
common daily object. For example, users are more engaged in playing racing games
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when using a steering wheel than a joystick. Since TUIs provide users with just the right
“prop” that fits into the “performance” of user-product interaction, they make users more
engaged (Blackwell et al. 2007, Hoven et al. 2007).
In addition, Nack (2003) proposes four aspects of experiences: (1) attributes, (2) presence,
(3) temporality and (4) interactivity. Attributes are the smallest required set of scheme to
represent an experience. Thus, a set of attributes must be presented in a temporal
continuum in order to enable the interactivity of users. Nack’s intention is to facilitate the
representation of experiences in the contexts and therefore they can be applied in the
interactive environment. His contention also explains how to stage an event to engage
users.
Hoven’s (2004) doctoral research focuses particularly on interactive devices that function
as souvenirs. Souvenirs are defined as physical objects to which memories are attached.
Because souvenirs function as tangible memory cues of travels, events, relationships and
so many others, they link peoples’ past experiences to physical world. For example, what
you were doing on vacation last time can be evoked by a single picture that functions as a
souvenir. Thus, studying characteristics of souvenirs help to develop products and
interfaces that can reduce mental workload, facilitate friendly usability, and make
user-product interaction more engaged.
Overbeeke et al. (2005) suggest 10 rules to make products engaging. Among the 10 rules,
three are discussed as typical instances. They are (1) do not think beauty in appearance,
think beauty in interaction, (2) do not think buttons, think rich actions, and (3) do not
think affordances, think irresistables. For example, if the aesthetic property of a product
attracts users to see it, they are visually engaged. If pushing a button is associated with an
amusing idea, users are emotionally engaged. If users cannot help keeping using a
product, they are interactively engaged. Overbeeke et al.’s concern significantly explores
the new value of product design in addition to functionality, usability and aesthetics.
The characteristics of experience as engagement are summarized in table 4.3. The benefit
is that concerning experience as engagement is valuable. It narrows the scope of
experience design down to the most significant segments: how users participate in
activities. Because experience is derived from living through and attending events and
also from the subsequent knowledge and skill acquired, it is subjective, dynamic and
complex (Buchenau and Fulton Suri 2000, Hoch 2002). Individual differences and
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idiosyncrasies also make experience unique. It seems experience is too uncertain to be
researched. However, if designers focus on what gets people to engage rather than what
experience specifically involves, triggers of distinctive experiences can be identified.
Indeed, studies reviewed in this section conclude that memorable experiences can be
occasioned by a particular process, props, souvenirs, activities, and/or interactivity.
Designers can apply these elements to enhance engaging experiences.
Table 4.3: The characteristics of experience as engagement
Domain

Researchers (Year)

Characteristics

Design

Wright et al. (2005)

4 aspects to describe experience:
(1) the compositional aspect, (2) the sensual aspect,
(3) the emotional aspect, and (4) the spatio-temporal aspect.

Marketing

Pine and Gilmore (1999)

3 elements to engage consumers:
(1) shopping process as a performance,
(2) services as a stage, and (3) goods as props.

Pine and Gilmore (1999)

3 levels of consumer engagement:

Gupta and Vajic (1999)

(1) theme, (2) central activity, and (3) reinforcing activity.

Social

Kearsley and

3 components of engagement in learning:

interaction

Shneiderman (1998)

(1) relate, (2) create, and (3) donate.

Chung (2005)

4 phases of social engagement:
(1) initiation, (2) participation, (3) cooperation, and
(4) solidarity.

Falk (2005)

4 elements for live role-playing games:
(1) character, (2) costume, (3) props, and (4) stage.

Interaction

Blackwell et al. (2007)

design

Hoven et al. (2007)
Nack (2003)

TUIs makes user-product interaction more engaged.

4 aspects of experiences:
(1) attributes, (2) presence, (3) temporality and
(4) interactivity.

Product
design

Hoven (2004)

Interactive devices function as souvenirs

Overbeeke et al. (2005)

How to make products engaging:
(1) beauty in interaction, (2) rich actions, and (3) irresistibles.

However, the challenge is that concerning experience as engagement results in the
following shortcomings. First, people may not engage in activities at all times. It makes
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difficult in observing engaging experiences. Designers need to predict the most
significant engaging experiences people may have before investigation. Because different
activities enable different kinds of involvement, designers must have adequate
background knowledge in understanding the context of the concerned activity in which
people engage. Thus, designers should conduct participatory observation or actually
engage in the concerned activity the same as what people usually do. Second, overly
engaging in activities may increase peoples’ physical and mental load. For example, a
baseball fan may spill out his beer in hand when concentrating on watching and
celebrating a home run. An apprentice may cut her hand when listening to the chef’s
instruction in a cooking program. Therefore, when designing for engaging experiences,
designers have responsibility to minimize distraction that may cause negative experiences
to people.
Regarding experience as engagement is valuable in understanding how people participate
in activities, such as user-product interaction. In addition to the author’s hypothetical
characteristics of user experience based on literature review, professionals in product
design can provide extra valuable insights about how users specifically experience
physical products. In the next section, we report on the results of interviewing
professional designers about user engagement with physical products.

5.

Design Professionals’ Viewpoints

The author interviewed six design professionals, including three males and three females.
They meet the following two requirements: (1) possess a basic understanding of the
Experience Economy (Pine and Gilmore 1999) or they have worked on experience design
and (2) being practicing product designers or product managers who have professional
work experience in product design for more than 10 years. Before the interview, each
design professional was requested to briefly talk about his or her understanding of the
experience economy and review the description and examples of it provided by the
author.
The interview protocol contains two key questions: (1) Have you worked on or can you
think of any design projects that represent good experience design in the same sense as
the Experience Economy? (2) How would you characterize a tangible individual product
that attempts to provide engaging experience for the user in the same spirit as the
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Experience Economy? The six professionals’ verbal reports were coded. The codings
were sorted into five categories. As shown in table 5.1, some of the interview codings
share similar concepts discussed in section 4.1 and 4.3. The six professionals provide
distinctive viewpoints based on which engaging experience with physical products can be
expanded into three aspects.
First, a physical product engages the user if it is designed to relate to a larger activity. For
example, a photo printer is designed to relate to the collection of memories in addition to
printing. Users engage in memory collection because it is more valuable to them.
Similarly, a plastic food container is designed to relate to a Tupperware party in addition
to holding foods. Users more intensively engage in a potluck party than barely using a
plastic food container alone. Indeed, larger activities provide much more intensive
participation and involvement for individuals. If a product is large enough to provide a
space, it could be designed to enable activities that engage users. For example, a van
provides facilities that make it easy for a family to go camping. A piece of furniture
enables two unknown persons to sit down together and chat. In these two cases, larger
products engage users in meaningful activities related to their function.
Second, a physical product engages the user if it is designed to enrich its primary function
or purpose. For example, the perfect sense of control enables a more intensive driving
experience. Users engage in driving not only because driving involves giving all attention
but also because they enjoy driving. Similarly, a well designed electric blanket responds
to what people need when they have slept. It engages users in comfortable sleep that is its
primary purpose. Users can be more engaged in using products if their primary purposes
are supported. For example, a washing machine and a drier compose a work table that
facilitates folding clothes after laundry. A laptop computer enables the user to easily carry
it anywhere for wireless networking. In these two cases, products engage users because
they provide user-centered facility in addition to brand-new function.
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Table 5.1: The categories of the interview codings
Categories

Codings

Experience as various
aspects of users
(section 4.1)

．Experience as various aspects of users (3)(4)(6)
．Meaningful user-product relationship (2)
．User-product interaction and user-product relationship (6)
．Experiential marketing (3)
．Public relation (3)
．Corporate image (3)
．Service design (3)
．Experience as the combination of product design and service design (6)
．Personal service (6)
．Fit into user’s life (6)
．Engaged communication (1)

Experience as
engagement
(section 4.3)

．Users as audiences or participants (1)
．Engage in a community (1)
．Engage in social activities (1)(2)
．Enhance participation or contribution (5)
．Central activities and reinforcing activities (5)

Relate to a larger
activity

．Relate to a larger context (2)(5)
．Beyond functionality and usability (3)(4)
．Provide furniture that engage individuals (1)
．Provide a space that engage individuals in (1)
．Engage in donation (1)
．Engage in aspiration (2)
．Engage in information absorption (3)

Enrich the primary
function or purpose

．Reinforce the primary purpose (2)(3)(4)(5)
．Reinforce a specific purpose (2)
．Reinforce the primary function (6)
．The primary purpose of a product cannot be sacrificed when it engages
users (2)(6)

Enable an additional
activity

．Engage in (additional) activities (1)
．Reinforce additional activities (1)
．Experience as entertainment (6)
．Engage in creation and accomplishment (5)
．Experience as creativity (6)
．Provides features that involves the user’s senses (3)(4)
．Provide accessories that engage individuals (1)

Note: The numbers indicate each of the six design professionals. Repeated codings are skipped in this table.
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Third, a physical product engages users if it is designed to enable an additional activity.
In addition to using a product, the user can engage in an additional activity that reinforces
the use of the product. For example, Lego toys not only engage users in building an
interesting object but also allow users to build anything else in their imagination. Its
variety interests people on occasion to play again with creativity and enthusiasm.
Similarly, if the appearance of a toaster is completely transparent, the user can see how
the bread changes from white to brown. The transparent sides stage the toasting process
as a visually engaging performance. Another example is a tape dispenser with a simple
odometer. In addition to acquiring tape, the user can see how much tape has been
dispensed in terms of distance. It makes the user aware of his every pull of tapes. This
kind of additional activities makes the users’ interaction with products more meaningful
and interesting.
Therefore, the three aspects of engaging experience with physical products supplement
the characteristics of user experience, as shown in figure 5.1. From these aspects, a new
perspective of user experience in product design emerges.

Figure 5.1: The characteristics of user experience with physical products

6.

Conclusion

To explore user experience with physical products, this research focuses on shifting the
scope of experience design from a larger context, such as a commercial process, to the
interaction with a tangible individual product. This paper reviews studies related to the
definition and characteristics of user experience in design. The characteristics of user
experience are grouped into three categories: (1) experience as various aspects of users,
(2) experience as pleasure, and (3) experience as engagement. Through interviewing six
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professionals in product design, user engagement can be enabled if a product is designed
to: (1) relate to a large activity, (2) enrich the primary purpose, or (3) enable an additional
activity.
Based on the conclusion proposed above, this research suggests that products can be
designed to engage users in its performance during use. An engaging experience can
provide more value to the user and it is another dimension of satisfaction. Thus, engaging
experience is a new concept of value that products can provide beyond functionality,
usability and aesthetics. As more and more manufacturers have access to the latest
technology at extremely competitive prices, designing for user engagement becomes
essential to provide value to the marketplace. As a result, we suggest user engagement as
a novel and important research domain in product design. It is different from the study of
functionality, usability, aesthetics, interaction and affection. While these current domains
are important to satisfying user needs, user engagement is both different from, but as
significant as these domains. The author expects this research leads to a better
understanding of how products can be designed to engage users, bringing another
dimension of value to product design.
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Abstract:
Sonic Materialism in Avant-Garde Music and Sound Art
Avant-garde composers have striven to find kinship between the components of
music and those of the physical world, often becoming convinced that a sound may be
perceived and treated as a material object. As such, unlike musical notes, sounds present
not as abstractions but as real, objective phenomena. The sound-as-object is therefore a
valuable weapon in the avant-garde’s backlash against Romantic music’s illusions of
abstraction and universality. However, the identification of sound with physical material
is problematic. For instance, Pierre Schaeffer’s early notion of the sound-as-object was
in fact a self-contradictory theoretical construct, itself an illusion of abstraction. Later
composers have become more literal in their materialistic views: the microsound
composers’ notion of the sound atom, for instance. Sonic materialism therefore raises
several questions about the relationship of music to the plastic arts, quantum physics, and
metaphysics.
The aims of this paper are twofold: first, to highlight the problematic aspects of
materialistic thinking in avant-garde music, via an overview of the evolution of the “sonic
object” over the past half-century; second, to show that in its materialistic approach to
sound, avant-garde music is a prime candidate for interdisciplinary study. However,
although music is traditionally compared to the arts and philosophy of language, music
based in sonic materialism warrants a comparison to the arts, sciences, and philosophy of
physical material.
My methodology is as follows. My historical overview of sonic materialism is
primarily an analysis of composers’ notions of the concept. As recent music scholarship
has drawn comprehensive comparisons between those composers’ ideas, the plastic arts,
and particle physics, I describe the relevant studies as necessary. However, as the branch
of metaphysics that attempts to describe the essence of things, ontology has been
dismissed by several scholars as inappropriate to music. It is therefore my task to show
that since much avant-garde music depends on the idea of being engineered from some
material which becomes the essence of the completed work, ontological considerations
may help us to understand this music on its own terms. My paper concludes with brief
speculation on the relevance of metaphysical issues to music based in sonic materialism.
This paper contains the preliminaries of my research on sonic materialism and
metaphysics in avant-garde music. A more exhaustive study is in progress, which
thoroughly addresses the arguments against an ontology of music and proposes counterarguments.
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Jim Kelly and Asian Martial Arts in Blaxploitation Films in the 1970s
Sachi Nakachi

1
The Kung Fu movie is one of the most profitable films in the United States.
In the spring of 2008, The Forgotten Kingdom, a Kung Fu movie starring Jackie
Chen and Jet Lee made a great success.

In the weekend from April 18th to 20th,

The Forgotten Kingdom ranked first among all the movies in American theaters.
In the summer, Kung Fu Panda, a comic movie presenting animal Kung Fu fighters,
was popular all over the world.

These productions prove that Kung Fu is

important in American popular culture now.
The most important actor in the history of the Kung Fu movies is Bruce Lee.
While Jackie Chan is the most successful Kung-Fu star, Bruce Lee is a legendary
figure in the history of American martial arts films.

He made his first appearance

on the screen in the TV series, The Green Hornet, in 1966.

He introduced Chinese

martial arts to the Western audience and rewrote the history of the action cinema in
both Hong Kong and the United States.

Through the image of Bruce Lee, Asian

men, who were often emasculated in American culture, could regain their dignity.
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By giving an indomitable spirit to his Asian masculine body, Lee made his films
relevant to Asian American politics and culture.
The influence of Bruce Lee went beyond Asian American politics and culture.
Lee became popular among African Americans soon after his films were released in
the United States.

Lee appealed to the sentiment of African Americans who began

to challenge institutional racism and articulate a need for racial equality.
fights for justice with his bare feet and fists.

Lee

Fred Ho, a Chinese American

composer, writer, producer, activist, and leader of the AfroAsian Music Ensemble,
tells how the black and brown youth were attracted to Bruce Lee in the 1970s.
Vijay Prashad also says that Bruce Lee’s Kung Fu “gave oppressed young people an
immense sense of personal worth and the skills for collective struggle” (132).
Bruce Lee, who was proud of his Chinese heritage and of his highly trained body,
was an icon of free spirit for both Asian American and African American youth.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Asian martial arts had a great influence on
blaxploitation movies in the 1970s.
and “exploitation.”

“Blaxploitation” is a term composed of “black”

It refers to a film genre designed for urban blacks, the

emerging audience from the 1960s to 1970s—the period of the Civil Right
Movement.

In this period, Hollywood responded to the rising political and social
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consciousness of African Americans by making black-oriented films, expecting more
profits (Sims 55).
in this period.

Action movies such as Shaft, Superfly and Coffy were produced

Most blaxploitation films were considered to be entertainments

which were just violent and sexual (Sims 8).

Film critics blamed blaxploitation

movies for producing negative stereotypes of African Americans.

Recent studies of

blaxploitation movies, however, prove that they helped to redefine African American
heroes and heroines. Yvone D. Sims argues how strong African American heroines
in blaxploitation movies reshaped African American femininity, which was
expressed in the stereotypes of “Mammy, ” “Jezebel,” “Aunt Jemima.” or “Sapphire.”
Blaxploitation films, which were considered to be B-rate movies lacking in character
depth and development, are a genre which requires our re-examination.
In order to discuss blaxploitation movies’ adoption of Asian martial art, we
should not forget the fact that there was a boom for Asian martial arts among
African Americans in the 1960s.
popular in the 1960s.

In the United States, Karate became very

After the World War II, Karate entered the United States

through American soldiers who learned it in Okinawa and opened Karate schools
after their return.

In 1945 the first dojo of Asian martial arts in the United States

was opened in Phoenix, Arizona.

Many schools of Karate, “Jujitsu,” and Kung Fu
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were opened in the 1950s and 1960s throughout the country.
Federation was organized in Los Angeles in the late 1960s.

The Black Karate

They taught “the way

of fighting with fist,” which includes the Asian philosophy and community values.
According to Vijay Prashad, “the notion that anyone can be a sifu (master) was
powerful, and it became the basis for the turn of many working-class youth to the
martial arts” (133).

Karate’s popularity among working-class boys was supported

by its simplicity: Karate required “no fancy equipment, just a small space, bare feet,
and naked hands”(Prashad 133).
Further, the popularity of Karate among African Americans should be
considered in terms of their reception of the Asian philosophy.

In the United

States, a tremendous interest in the art and literature of Japan and Zen Buddhism
developed after the World War II as a result of their exposure to the Asian culture
and philosophy during the American occupation of Japan (Trumbull).

Through the

works of the Beat generation writers such as Gary Snyder, Jack Kerouac, Diana Di
Prima, and Allen Ginsberg, Zen and Taoism came to be widely known to Americans.
Importantly, African Americans also responded to the Asian philosophy and arts in
the 1960s.

In the field of literature, Richard Wright started to write haiku poems

in 1959 (Fabre 53).

His haiku is remarkable in his understanding of Zen
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philosophy, which lies in the essence of Japanese haiku (Hakutani and Tener
248-65).

It is also well known that Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. was

influenced by the philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi.

King was deeply inspired by

Gandhi’s non-violent activism and practiced it in the Civil Rights Movement.

King

himself visited Gandhi in India in 1959 (King 135-136).
Richard Wright’s interest in Japanese haiku and Reverend Martin Luther
King Jr.’s adoption of Gandhi’s non-violent activism are connected with African
American concern in Asian martial arts in the 1960s and 1970s.

Asian martial

arts appealed to African Americans in the period of the Civil Rights Movement
because it taught the spirit of self-control as well as the Asian community value.
Kim Hewitt argues the similarity between Asian martial arts philosophies and
African American cultural aesthetics.

She explains as follows:

Three distinct points in common between African American cultural
aesthetics and martial arts philosophies encouraged this initial
popularity to grow: martial arts training values self-expression within a
defined structure; martial arts strives to promote internal strength and
self-respect as well as physical skill; and martial arts schools encourage
the student to ground his or her achievement within the martial arts
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tradition and to create a strong sense of mutual respect between the
individual and the martial arts community.

These values have parallels

in African American expressive culture and can be approached by
acknowledging Bruce Lee as a movie star whose films inspired many
fans to train. (266).
It is important to understand that Asian martial arts appealed to African
Americans in the 1960s and 1970s because of its philosophy.
Moreover, the popularity of Asian martial arts can be explained in a specific
historical context in which African Americans were placed.

Throughout the days of

slavery, African Americans could not call their bodies as their own because they
were properties of slave owners.

Their bodies are the objects of constant torture

such as beating and whipping.

Even after slavery was abolished, their daily

behaviors were restricted in the Jim Crow social codes. As Hewitt notes, “standing
too proudly, walking too confidently, or glancing at the wrong time at the wrong
person could result in punishment” (Hewitt 271).

It is in 1955 that Emmet Till, a

fourteen-year-old boy from Chicago, was beaten brutally and shot by white men in
Mississippi for whistling at a white woman in a grocery store.

If we remember that

Till’s death was a spark that helped to fire the Civil Rights Movement, African
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American fascination with Asian martial arts reflects their desire for new bodies.
And blaxploitation movies provided the black audience with them.

In the following

section, we would examine how Asian martial arts were adopted in blaxploitation
movies focusing on the films starring Jim Kelly, an international Karate champion
in 1971.

2
Jim Kelly was born in Paris, Kentucky, in 1946.
when he was young.

He began practicing Karate

He became famous as a Kung Fu actor by co-starring with

Bruce Lee in Enter the Dragon in 1973.

It is said that Bruce Lee was impressed

not only by Kelly’s skill but also by his way of putting the soul into his action
(Thomas 276).

After his appearance in Enter the Dragon, Kelly played the role of a

martial arts master in many blaxploitation movies throughout the 1970s.

Kelly’s

role in those blaxploitation movies are worthy of attention because he contributed to
giving an image of a strong African American to the American audience.

The fact

that Asian martial arts provided African Americans with an image of fighters is
important if we consider AfroAsian relationships in the history of the United States.
On some levels, Asian culture and African American culture worked together to
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save racial minorities out of American racism and to enable them to assert their
identities.

Blaxploitation movies provided the motive for that movement.

Just as Bruce Lee succeeded in presenting a masculine image of Asian
Americans in his films, Jim Kelly provided the audience with a new image of
African Americans: a strong man with confidence and sense of justice.

Through

playing roles of Asian martial art masters, both of them succeeded in becoming
American heroes who fight against social injustice.
however, are different in some ways.

Bruce Lee and Jim Kelly,

While Bruce Lee embodied the ideal figure of

Confucianism by representing a stoic and well-disciplined working class young man,
Kelly played a role of a “bad boy”—“Muhammad Ali-type character” (Ho 296).
Williams played by Jim Kelly in Enter the Dragon is a cynical outsider while Lee
played by Bruce Lee is a serious and honest young citizen.

In Black Samurai

(1976), Kelly plays the role of a secret agent just like James Bond.
played by Kelly is a wealthy man.

Robert Sand

He plays tennis, drives a sports car, and enjoys

a romantic love with a daughter of an Asian ambassador in the United States.

In

Black Belt Jones (1974), Jones played by Kelly is a middle-class African American.
Just like Robert Sand in Black Samurai, he enjoys sports and driving a sports car.
It is true that Bruce Lee had a great influence on reshaping a new African American
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male image, but we should not forget that an image of martial art experts has been
transformed in blaxploitation movies.

Jim Kelly embodies an American dream: he

is not only strong but also rich and successful.

Kelly’s charm lies not only in his

physical strength but also in his high social and economic status, which allows him
to get access to privileges used only by white Americans.
There are also some interesting aspects in the ways of adoptions of Asian
martial arts in blaxploitation films.

Blaxploitation movies show the new roles of

African Americans, but they are ambivalent in the representation of a strong black
man.

Enter the Dragon is a good example. In this film, Jim Kelly plays a strong

African American man just as Lee plays a strong Asian man.

In the beginning of

the film, Williams played by Jim Kelly beats up two white cops when he is
confronted with a typical case of racial profiling.

This scene implies that Williams

is strong enough to challenge American racism.

When he is asked by Han, an evil

Chinese man, to join his drug cartel, he declines without hesitation.

There is no

doubt that he is an African American hero who does not yield to social injustice.
But we should also note that Hollywood film companies worked carefully not to
offend the white audience.
killed by Han.

In the end of the film, Williams played by Jim Kelly is

He is hung up and drowned in sulfuric acid.

This scene is
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problematic because it reminds us of white men’s lynching of African Americans in
the South.

Evidently, African Americans who watched this movie felt unpleasant

with the film’s treatment of Jim Kelly, but it seems that the film is concerned more
about a reaction of the white audience against a confident African American.
film’ final racial message remains ambivalent.

The

It encourages black men to fight

against the unjust power, but it warns about its consequence.

The Black Samurai has similar problems in terms of racial representations.
In The Black Samurai, Robert played by Kelly is a strong man who has achieved
economic success in America.
with a woman.

At the beginning of the film, Robert is playing tennis

He is summoned by his white bosses, who came to the tennis court,

but he ignores them and continues to play tennis.
being called three times.

He is back to his bosses after

Robert’s arrogant attitude toward white men proves that

he is indifferent to the rules of the Jim Crow South.
womanizer.

He is also described as a

Robert, who enjoys dating with a wealthy Asian woman, is a Bond

type hero, who is always surrounded by women.

At the end of the film, he beats up

all of the members of the evil religious cult group, who has kidnapped his Asian
girlfriend, and saves her from them.

But if we watch the movie closely, we find

that most of the characters kicked and beaten by Sand in the film are colored: they
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are mostly East Asian, Mexican and African American.

Some white characters are

beaten by Sand, but the number is small. The film is designed not to offend the
white audience.

The same thing happens in Black Belt Jones.
conflict among African Americans in Los Angeles.
new civic center is built in a city.

Black Belt Jones describes a
At first, the mafia finds that a

They try to buy all of the land for the site of the

building, but they have a problem: a thriving Karate school owned by an African
American named Pop stands on a part of the land.

The mafia sends an African

American named Pinky to Pop to force him to sell the land, but eventually Pinky
and his men kill Pop, and it develops into a conflict between the members of the
karate school and the group led by Pinky.
American gangsters led by Pinky.

Black Belt Jones fights with African

Although he defeats the Italian gangsters at the

end of the film, most of the men kicked and beaten by Black Belt Jones are African
Americans.
Thus, Jim Kelly is presented as a new type of African American in
blaxploitation movies, but his image is not as dangerous as Bruce Lee, who
represented a working-class resentment against colonialism.

Kelly, who behaves

like a white man, does not challenge racism in his fighting except in a scene, in
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which Kelly kicks racist white policemen in Enter the Dragon.

Blaxploitation

movies are constructed carefully to attract both white and black audiences in many
ways.
Nevertheless, the adoption of Asian martial arts in blaxploitation movies is
significant as an example of African American reception of Asian culture.
Especially, the introduction of karate schools in these films is interesting if we
remember African American’s sympathy for Japan before and after the war. Richard
Wright wrote in 12 Million Black Voices published in 1941 as follows:
There are others of us who feel the need of the protection of a strong
nation so keenly that we admire the harsh and imperialistic politics of
Japan and ardently hope that Japanese will assume the leadership of the
darker races. (143)
Wright tells us that some African Americans continued to have sympathy for Japan
in the period when Anglo-Americans became antagonistic to Japan.

They still

regarded Japan as their colored brother country which could be their model.
African American reactions to American nuclear bombing on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki are also notable.

Zora Neal Huston was angry at Truman’s decision of

dropping atomic bomb on Japan, saying that Truman is a butcher of Asia (Kaplan
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438).

John Henry Clarke also believed that United Stated did not hesitate to drop

atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki because Japan was a colored country
(Clarke 87).

African American interest in Asian martial arts, in this sense, reflects

African American sympathy for their “yellow” brothers.
Although

blaxploitation

movies

were

ambivalent

in

their

racial

representations, we should not forget that they established a strong link between
African American culture and Asian culture.
American martial art movies.

Jim Kelly paved the way for African

In the 1980s, a movie titled The Last Dragon was

released. The movie features an African American Karate fighter who tries to
overcome himself by following a path of the Asian philosophy.

A philosophical side

of Karate is emphasized in The Last Dragon by presenting a quiet and serious
African American karate boy.

In the 1990s, Rush Hour series, in which a Chinese

cop played by Jacky Chan, and African American policeman played by Chris Tucker
work together to solve cases, became very popular in all over the world.

Although

Asian American critics regard Kung Fu fighters as another stereotype of Asians
produced by Hollywood films (Yamamoto 46), we can say that Asian martial arts
enriched African American culture.

In 2007, AfroSamurai, an animation featuring

African American warrior, was released in Spike TV.

This piece of work, which
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combines hip hops with visual imagination of Japanese animation films, opened a
new field in an image of an African American martial art actor.

The study of the

relationship between Asian martial arts and African American subculture will be
very important in this age of globalization.
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Future Humanities: Technology and Transformation

The Arts and Humanities have traditionally been worlds apart from Science and
Technology in their ways of pursuing and generating knowledge and understanding.
So much so that the famous term, ‘The Two Cultures’, coined in the mid twentieth
century by C. P. Snow to describe the vast gap between these discipline areas, is still
current and relevant. 1 It continues to dominate the organisation of disciplines in
universities and drive the distribution of most national research funding. However,
quite suddenly, at the end of the twentieth century, the digital environment began to
trigger major changes in the knowledge economy, with the result that the humanities
were thrown unexpectedly and involuntarily into a close relationship with technology.
As one might expect in any forced marriage, it was not a case of love at first sight. In
fact, the humanities have exhibited the full range of reactions – from totally ignoring
the other, through unashamedly raiding their wealth, to wholeheartedly embracing the
exciting future they seem to offer. Whatever the reaction, it is clear that the
humanities are now inescapably entangled with technology, for better or worse, and
the two cultures are connecting more than ever before, notably in the new research
activities and spaces signalled by the term ‘e-research’.
While it is information technology that is the primary catalyst for this
changing relationship, it is also important to acknowledge that other branches of
science are involved in forming new alliances. The growing field of biological art – or
bioart – for example, brings together scientist, artists and IT specialists to create
artefacts that bridge the gap between scientific research and creative production,
sometimes with bizarre and controversial outcomes. Projects such as these powerfully
dramatise the paradox of the alienness of the two cultures towards each other, and at
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the same time their capacity to be drawn together into intimate closeness across
physical as well as conceptual divides. 2 However, the alliances that are the focus of
this discussion are those that mark a more fundamental change in the relationship
between the two cultures, and they are the new alliances between humanities research
and digital information technologies. While these tend to be less ethically confronting
and provocative than the radical experiments of the bioartists, they raise issues and
dilemmas that are more deeply significant to the future of humanities research,
relating to matters such as tensions between the philosophies underlying disciplines
coming together for collaborative projects, and changes in the ways individual
researchers think and work.
The increasing use of technology in humanities projects is starting to have an
important impact on how aspects of our culture and history are expressed,
documented, stored, accessed and interpreted, as well as on how knowledge is passed
from one generation to the next. At the heart of this change is a new capacity for
connectedness – connectedness of information in and between databases,
connectedness between the sciences and humanities, between experts and the public,
and between communities across the world. With this have come new patterns of
working, new attitudes, new behaviour, and new expectations. Our world is arguably
being documented and appreciated in richer, increasingly multi-faceted ways, but
there are also losses. The widespread use of digital media and technologies means that
we are pushing aside the old written and print based modes of cultural documentation
that have been at the heart of Western culture since the invention of the printing press
and before. Indeed, until now, the last transformative technological breakthrough for
the humanities may well have been the printing press and mass publishing five
centuries ago. Photography and film changed the way events could be recorded and
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related, but the documentation and replication made possible through the printing
press has been unrivalled until now. Genres and traditions have steadily and safely
evolved around print formats, with their in-built quality controls through the
publishing process. 3 But in keeping with the scale and speed of recent change, there is
the potential for the digital world to bring great benefits, beyond anything that could
have been dreamed of even a decade ago.
The alliance between humanities research and information technology,
signalled by terms such as ‘digital humanities’, ‘humanities computing’ and ‘eresearch’, is a recognised border zone in the struggle between the old and new ways
of working in universities. New kinds of research centres are springing up, new
research topics are emerging and a whole new language is being developed, full of
terms that would very recently have seemed entirely foreign to the humanities.
Paradoxically, and despite their relative newness, many of the new ‘digital’ terms may
soon begin to lose their relevance even as digital technology increasingly impacts
upon humanities research. This is because whereas once the use of digital technology
was novel and intriguing, now the practices and methodologies spawned by the digital
revolution feature at some stage in most research and in the future will no doubt
become essential and ultimately even invisible ingredients. This discussion, then, is
concerned with a passing moment in the history of humanities research, but one
which marks a very significant shift from one technological era to another.
This paper gives an overview of the ways in which humanities research is
embracing new digital resources, formats and ways of collaborating that are
collectively referred to here as ‘e-research’. The e-research revolution that is well
advanced in the sciences is at an early stage in the humanities. Many of its potential
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benefits, and challenges, are different from those in the sciences and are just
beginning to be understood.
What is e-research in the humanities? What is at the heart of the new way of
working? What are the changes? What are the dangers? How is e-research different in
the humanities from the sciences? Themes raised in this discussion include the
challenges of collaborative and interdisciplinary approaches, the power of the
database as the foundation of a new textual form, and the emergence of the
information commons. With reference to leading projects, this paper aims to show just
how far the humanities have travelled over the past decade and the issues they are
facing in the process.

What is e-Research for the Humanities?

In Australia, interest in humanities e-research has been gaining momentum since
2002, when the Australian e-Humanities Gateway launched its major online database
of Australian digital projects. 4 In June 2007 the inaugural ‘e-Research Australasia’
conference, held at the University of Queensland, featured presentations from
humanities researchers alongside scientists and information technology experts. 5
These included an interim report from The Australian Academy of the Humanities on
a major Australian Research Council funded survey undertaken in 2006, gauging
attitudes to and areas of adoption of new technologies in the humanities. 6 In
November 2007 The Academy based its annual symposium around the theme of
‘Humanities Futures: New Methods and Technologies for Humanities Research’ to
address directly the impact of technological innovation across the disciplines of the
humanities. 7
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Those who attended the symposium would have rightly taken away with them
a sense that Australia, by way of a selection of showcase projects, is at the forefront of
technological innovation in the humanities. They also may have experienced a sense
of confusion over the terminology used. Although a new language is developing (a
hybrid language drawn from computer science, information technology, multimedia
design and production, usability and heuristics, library and archival information
systems, media theory and even literary theory), confusion over terminology is no
doubt hampering meaningful international comparisons between projects and limiting
productive dialogue on future directions in Australia. The field is broad, and with all
the interdisciplinarity, there are already terms and expressions that overlap
confusingly. They refer to fields and sub-fields (such as cultural informatics, virtual
heritage, archaeological computing and GIS for history), activities and processes
(such as 3D rendering, visualisation, animation and modelling), to formats and protogenres (such as online encyclopaedias, cultural atlases, database narratives,
multimedia documentaries and virtual museums), as well as to other approaches and
ingredients.
e-Research is a term around which there is a great deal of confusion in the
humanities. In the sciences, the terms e-research and e-science tend to be used
interchangeably. But ‘e-research’ actually has a broader scope and so can apply to
research beyond the sciences, including the humanities. 8 The heart of e-research for
the sciences is collaboration, including large scale data sharing and visualisation. The
recent upgrades and new provisions of high speed fibre optic and satellite data links
that unite the world’s research organisations, including their supercomputing
facilities, have allowed scientists to rapidly transfer unprecedented amounts of
information and to use high definition, real time imaging and other equally data
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intensive applications. For scientists, e-research extends possibilities and enhances
long established patterns of working. e-Research is not a ‘field’; it is a layer of
technology-driven links – between people, between stores of data, and across physical
spaces. As a powerful tool that allows them to delve more deeply and deliver results
more quickly and accurately than ever before, e-research is giving the sciences
worldwide a huge injection of new energy.
In contrast to the sciences, the humanities are not positioned to derive the
same inherent benefits from the high-speed transfer, sharing and collaborative
analysis of large amounts of data – at least not at this stage. There are practical
barriers that go to the heart of how the two cultures have historically approached their
research fields. While researchers in the sciences have been accustomed to working
collaboratively, this is less common in the humanities. The strongest tradition there
has been that of the solitary researcher, reading, working with words and ideas, testing
them in debate perhaps, and writing them down. Digital technologies more naturally
enhance and support existing methodologies and patterns of work in the sciences,
whereas in the humanities they require more of a shift, a change in the traditional
research culture. This extends to the personnel required to undertake basic research.
Technicians, for example, have always supported scientific research, while in the
humanities they are newcomers whose expertise is increasingly relied upon.
The UK based Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) provides the
following definition of e-research, which is adopted in this paper:
e-Research refers to the development of, and the support for, information and
computing technologies to facilitate all phases of research processes. The term
e-Research originates from the term e-Science but expands its remit to all
research domains, not just the sciences. It is concerned with technologies that
support all the processes involved in research including (but not limited to)
creating and sustaining research collaborations and discovering, analysing,
processing, publishing, storing and sharing research data and information.
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Typical technologies in this domain includes: Virtual Research Environments,
Grid computing, visualisation services, and text and data mining services.” 9
At the 2007 Academy of the Humanities symposium ‘e-research’ was used in a very
general sense as an umbrella term, to refer to the new ways of working and new
products that come with using networked digital media and systems in humanities
research. The Monash e-Research Centre explains the scope in these terms (without
privileging the sciences): “From a multi-national blog that provides a new academic
forum on art theory, to multi-disciplinary research drawing together databases on
climate change from England, the USA and Australia, e-research is changing the face
of research around the world.” 10 ‘e-Research’ is useful for the humanities because it
highlights the activity of using new technology, rather than naming what appears to be
a separate field, as indicated, for example, by the terms ‘digital humanities’ or
‘humanities computing’.
A further reason for broadening the scope of the term e-research as it relates to
the humanities is that there are currently very few projects that can in fact accord with
the definition of e-research as it is used regularly in the sciences. A report prepared as
part of the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council Workshops on E-Science
(published June 2007) makes this point, noting that “humanities scholars will
undoubtedly develop research requiring the enhanced processing power offered by
grid technologies, [but] at present few humanities projects present problems whose
resolution would benefit from such technologies.” 11
However narrowly or broadly the term is defined, the digital revolution is
likely to be more radical and more rapid in the humanities than the sciences because it
is already involving a massive self transformation and change in the culture of work
and expectations of research. In the humanities this new e-world will not just extend
and facilitate traditional patterns of work as it is doing in the sciences but will threaten
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to undermine and even destroy those patterns. As Diane Goldenberg-Hart explains, in
her 2004 report Libraries and Changing Research Practices, on the ARL/CNI Forum
on e-Research and Cyberinfrastructure:
Unlike the sciences, the humanities face a more difficult challenge … because
knowledge communities are more difficult to foster, data tends to emerge from
human experience rather than scientific enquiry, there is less dependency on
information technology, and a bigger challenge in promoting a payoff from the use
of information technology and digital information. 12
For humanities researchers, digital technology has already generated various kinds of
fear – fear of losing territory, authority and control over your discipline area, fear of
losing your way, fear of being left behind, fear of losing your autonomy and even
your identity as a researcher.

Applications of e-research

In the humanities it could be said that there are at least three main areas encompassed
by e-research: the building of database resources; the creation of academic
communities around content; and experiments with communicating the results of
research in new formats. In Australia, e-research in the humanities is characterised by
a handful of exemplary projects that represent the field. The Academy of the
Humanities 2007 symposium was organised by traditional discipline categories,
including history, archaeology and literary studies. Speakers referred to major issues
affecting their disciplines and gave work-in-progress reports on some of Australia’s
most highly regarded humanities projects that utilise advanced digital technology and
innovative methodologies. These included the Austlit Australian Literature database,
the Paradisec project for digital preservation and access to endangered language and
music from the Asia Pacific, and projects from the Archaeological Computing
Laboratory at the University of Sydney. 13 The common theme that linked the
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sessions, in spite of the great variety of projects and concerns within each area, was
the drive to capture, preserve, build upon and articulate the richness of Australian
culture and history for the future. 14 As was found in the UK recently, in Australia eresearch in the humanities currently centres on the “curation of very large stores of
digital images, or exploitation of archives of large video and audio files.” 15 An
‘encyclopaedic turn’ that has been brought about by the embrace of database formats
was evident in many of the examples showcased at the symposium, and through it the
potential for positive cumulative, even exponential, effects of large scale data
collection and corroboration was apparent.
The UK has made a significant investment into developing e-research
infrastructure including repositories, internet portals and academic programs. In
addition to individual flagship projects there has also been investment over time in
services to bring together communities of researchers around subject areas and topics
of mutual interest. Some digital resources appeal to the arts and humanities generally;
others are focused on the content domains of specific disciplines. Examples include: a
dedicated Arts and Humanities E-Science Support Centre, with funding for workshops
and small scale demonstrator projects; the Arts and Humanities Data Service (running
since 1995), which collects, preserves and promotes electronic texts; and Intute Arts
and Humanities (led by the University of Oxford in partnership with Manchester
Metropolitan University), a heavily used internet portal that has resulted from the
integration of two former hubs. 16
These resources provide a layer of connectivity and entry points for
information access. While there are some resources of this kind available in Australia
at this stage, they are not as well developed or supported. The Australian eHumanities Network and Gateway, for example, offers great promise but is, as yet,
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relatively inactive. 17 A longer running project is The Australian Public Intellectual
Network (API) which was started in 1997 with support from the University of
Queensland and now hosted by Curtin University of Technology’s Australia Research
Institute. 18 This network has hosted online conferences and debates involving the
public and invited politicians and other public intellectual figures. It also has a digital
publishing program. While this is a leading example of how universities can facilitate
collaboration around humanities content, it is one of very few, and there needs to be a
greater national commitment to supporting these kinds of initiatives in order for them
to remain viable and hence be valuable in the long term. 19
Some web based information portals include limited tools for researchers to
communicate with one another via posting to message boards, for example, although
for the most part the great promise of virtual spaces for meaningful online
collaboration is yet to be realised for the humanities. In the immediate future it is
likely that more projects will use simple wiki software (which is often freely
available) to facilitate information sharing, peer review and other aspects of projectdriven collaboration. The wiki software Confluence, for example, is being used by the
Australian Research Council funded Network for Early European Research (NEER),
based at The University of Western Australia. 20
The Web 2.0 environment that underpins ‘social software’ is a ready platform
that enables collaborative modes of user access to and participation in the creation of
knowledge. At this stage, however, social software is linking experts with the public
but is not being well utilised by humanities researchers to form expert communities
amongst themselves. 21 The involvement of non-specialists in creating and
contributing to online digital resources is an important point of distinction between
the humanities and the sciences. 22 One result of the public participation in knowledge
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creation is a democratisation and a freeing up from the traditional constraints of genre,
allowing for “more idiosyncratic, unpredictable, and democratic genres of
expression.” 23
Because the humanities, in many of their disciplines, tend to use ordinary
language rather than the specialist scientific language and codes that are necessary in
science publishing, this democratisation does not have as many ‘natural’ barriers to
public participation. Indeed, humanities researchers have been major contributors to
the publicly available ‘information commons’. 24 This is one of the most exciting and
valuable digital developments in the humanities. Whereas once the commons took the
physical form of a meeting place, today’s information commons are virtual spaces in
the public domain that give users access to a vast variety of electronically published
resources. 25 Collecting institutions, government agencies, universities, non-profit
organisations and technology providers, for different reasons and with different roles,
all share an interest in the dissemination of information for the benefit of society. 26
The information commons can be defined in different ways, 27 but at the heart of the
concept of the commons is the goal that information should be freely available for the
public benefit while respecting the historical circumstances, ownership and
motivations for presenting and sharing information. 28 The core principles of
information commons are free expression, fair use and equitable access to digital
resources. 29 Because there is a growing range of formats and interfaces for user access
to digital content, the idea of the commons is moving further away from the
traditional concept of a shared meeting space to the e-research model of a distributed
information community. 30
Information commons have much more to offer than information. They have
the capacity to build a sense of community amongst key contributors at the same time
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as providing a resource for the wider public. I will refer to two important examples
that demonstrate the power of the commons. One is the Hurricane Digital Memory
Bank, launched in 2005. 31 It is almost exclusively made up of public input. Created
by George Mason University’s Center for History and New Media, with major
international partners such as the Library of Congress and the Red Cross, this
database project won the American Association of State and Local History Award of
Merit in 2007. 32 In this case a University research centre has reached out to survivors
of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita inviting them to participate in creating a lasting record
of the disaster they lived through. Its goal has been to collect and preserve the stories
and other records relating to these events, including emails, and nearly 25,000 items
have been collected to date. This is a perfect example of how digital technologies
have enabled university researchers to connect directly with the community to engage
with stories of people’s experiences, told from their own multiple points of view. This
example also represents a new kind of collaborative authoring of history. Because of
the way that it is structured, the project has a healing effect as well as one of
commemoration. There is no doubt that digital media have boosted the areas of
traditional humanities research and publication that focus on memories and personal
stories and they have also provided a catalyst for wider worldwide interest in digital
storytelling.
Although it is exciting, this new world of non-specialist involvement in eresources is also potentially threatening to traditional humanities scholars and to their
hard won status as experts. It can present new hazards, sometimes resulting in “a
rolling mess of participation”. 33 Scientists are not faced with this problem, at least not
to the same extent.
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In my second example open access and public input is not the aim. This one is
concerned with Indigenous knowledge management. The project is called Ara Iritija–
Collecting Indigenous Memories in a Digital Age. Running since 1994, this project
had collected over 35,000 records after the first ten years. 34 Ara Iritija is a digitisation,
oral history and language project focused on the Anangu Indigenous communities in
central Australia. Mobile computer stations are taken to the communities for the
recording of stories. Once cultural information is entered in the database, there is a
social and cultural hierarchy of access to the materials. Generally, only the Indigenous
people in the communities have full access. Verification and privacy are key issues in
all e-research activities. But unlike most resources in the humanities, this one is not
designed for the wider public. The website simply describes the project but restricts
access to the material. The touring version, which has visited museums across
Australia, makes available only a fraction of the material in the full database. For the
Indigenous communities who have contributed their material to form this database it
is an invaluable, growing record of their changing culture.
In both cases, the value lies not only in the information gathered and saved,
but also in the stronger sense of community that is built around recording shared
experiences or shared history, in the knowledge that these stories and memories,
through the collecting process, are being respected and valued.

Further Issues

To better support the various applications of e-research in the humanities, technical
and financial issues need to be resolved, including the recognised shortage of skilled
personnel with appropriate disciplinary knowledge. There are also general challenges
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that come with shifting from working with the old to the new media and
methodologies. Some of these challenges are referred to below.

(1) Embracing the Database
The database is not fixed and final like a book and it does not produce a complete or
definitive version. It is always subject to expansion, improvement, and also
manipulation. For all the positive things that can be said about the database form, the
flexible and updatable nature of the database is also perceived by some as a threat and
danger for humanities research. This is because embracing the database means giving
up the certainty of the old formats of print, which were so difficult to update but
constituted a fixed and lasting record as much of the moment in time that they were
created as of the information they presented. The disciplines of the humanities have
all built up their own traditions and genres around the conventions of print media. It is
a massive challenge to move away from the finality of print towards database-driven
formats.
But how precisely do databases, which offer such varied ways of aggregating
and accessing information, impact on the fundamentals of cultural or historical
research that underlie humanities research? The answer (to draw upon Hayden White)
is that the ‘content’ is increasingly in the ‘form’. 35 The world of e-research and the
digital humanities may be lacking the security of the genres of print, but this is not to
say that its forms are not dictating the content in ways that are profoundly influencing
the production of knowledge. White argued that historical knowledge cannot be
separated from its context of delivery and reception. Databases store information in
disaggregated ways. The information is broken up into the most sensible categories
(the more categories, the better). In their recombination they can produce new ‘texts’
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in an instant – texts that are free to provide contradictory evidence. A new sort of
multiple textuality lies at the heart of every digital work that is based on a database.
The new capacity to store evidence and make it available to others for further analysis
and to be added to, is making the collection of information far more important for the
humanities (as well as making it more time consuming and costly) than it ever has
been.

(2) Creating Context
This seamless integration of resources in digital form, especially online, is one of the
great promises of e-research, but it also poses problems. As online resources are
increasingly interlinked, the original context of historical material will inevitably
come to matter less. This decontextualising will be exaggerated by advanced search
and retrieve facilities. Finding ways to effectively frame and contextualise digital
content in cultural and historical terms is a priority now and it will continue to be into
the future. Often the activity of digitising content and placing it in the database strips
the content of context and cues to its original nature. Historical material in particular
can easily be stripped of much of what makes it intriguing and alluring. A sixteenth
century book originally printed on a particular sized paper loses its physical form and
its grain in digital form. The user zooms in on its every detail but always through the
frame of the computer screen. A painting may have originally be produced in oils but
in its digitised version the relief is lost. An object in a natural history museum could
be delicate and the only one of its kind. In digital form that singular significance is
lost as it takes on a new life in an infinitely reproducible VR panorama.
Interface design and usability are therefore important for e-research, especially
in the humanities where forms and genres guide interpretation. Interfaces that
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simulate the look and feel of historical materials are being trialled. For example, the
‘Turning the Pages’ kiosk at the British Library allows users to flip over the pages of
digitised books using a touch screen. The companion web based version does not have
the same tactile appeal. 36 In the kiosk version, the activity of manipulating the digital
pages and watching them turn over comes remarkably close to replicating the original
sense of engagement with the text.

(3) Recognising and Rewarding e-Research
The digital revolution has meant that the familiar processes and products of
humanities research are no longer clear on a number of levels. Few would dispute the
value of writing content for major database reference works or for creating other
multimedia tools and directories that aim to reach out to larger and broader audiences
than print publishing. But is this research that can be measured and rewarded? Is
multimedia and database design work really a kind of creative production?
Multimedia production or work towards online resources does not currently ‘count’ as
a peer reviewed publication form but it demands a huge investment in time.
Obviously this lack of formal recognition discourages researchers. And if it is to be
recognised, how can this research be categorised under the standard discipline codes
when the potential value is manifold and when it involves multiple disciplinary
expertise? This is a great challenge that will need to be addressed as part of the
gradual change of attitudes towards the use of technology in humanities research. 37
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Conclusion

This paper concludes by returning to where it began, with the idea of the two cultures.
The humanities are well and truly enmeshed with the new technologies and there is no
doubt that the new forms and approaches identified by terms such as digital
humanities, humanities computing and e-research have helped to bridge the gap
between the two worlds. Collaborative e-research requires a massive shift in the way
humanities researchers work, the products they create, and even how they think. In the
e-world the fences and barriers between disciplines are very permeable. However, the
need for expert discipline-informed content is no less pressing. In fact, it is more
important than ever – because genuine, validated scholarly research is the best
possible protection against the tidal waves of e-flotsam and e-junk that we are
inevitably caught up in whenever we go online as researchers.
The greatest barrier to participation and uptake of e-research in the humanities
may not be the level of financial investment required (even though this is vitally
important) but a split in cultures within the humanities that is taking place right now.
Even as the arts and sciences are getting closer than ever, the humanities are being
split by attitudes towards the digital research world. This is a new digital divide, and it
is creating a distinction between those who are savvy with technology and those who
are not. It may in part be generational, but it is not only that. It has to do with attitudes
to using technology and also with attitudes to change in a world of research and
scholarship that has remained relatively stable or evolved gradually over a very long
period. Many fear the loss of control over their research (that it may be repurposed,
reach unexpected audiences, or be stolen and reused without recognition). Many
simply do not wish to follow the fast changing world of new technologies and
formats, with all the problems of reskilling as versions and systems are superseded at
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what seems to be an ever increasing speed. Others are just not interested in technology
or feel barraged by information overload. And, unlike the sciences where there is a
clear research commitment to getting a result that is repeatable and verifiable, the
humanities are blessed and cursed with greater open-endedness in what they are
seeking. After all, humanities research has traditionally stood at arm’s length from
technology. It has not relied upon technology.
The examples and trends discussed here offer only a glimpse of the current
areas of activity in the field of humanities e-research. They show that the future is full
of promise. Some of the most innovative experimental digital work in the humanities
has been only available on CD or DVD and, as a result, has not reached the wide
audiences that online delivery can. Rich media can now be streamed effectively with
fast broadband. Greater speed, bandwidth and other innovations of the much heralded
era of technological convergence will allow all sorts of digital publications to reach
new audiences and to be stored in more accessible formats. 38
Even with further technological innovation, e-research will only be what
researchers in the humanities make of it. We need to be involved in the shaping of
policy at institutional and government levels, articulating a vision of a future that is
served better by digital media technologies than by print media technologies while
maintaining the best of the old ways. What kinds of resources are required to fulfil
such a vision? What are the long term goals? With a stronger voice and direction, the
humanities sector can work towards building e-research resources for future
generations. At which stages in the research process can e-research capabilities have
the greatest impact for the humanities? What are the implications for the future
materials, methodologies and products of humanities research? Answering these
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questions will involve working hard at the new relationship between humanities and
technology – really making it work as a partnership.
What is at stake? In going digital, the humanities have more to lose than the
sciences. Why? Because, from our lower starting point, we potentially have more to
gain. This is a pivotal point of change in the humanities. Those who do not want to be
part of it now will be left behind. Those who do will have the privilege of being part
of the most exciting and transformative period in the history of the humanities.
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Notes
1

C. P. Snow, ‘The Two Cultures’ (The Rede Lecture, Senate House, Cambridge,
1959).
2
One such alliance can be found at SymbioticA – The Art and Science Collaborative
Research Laboratory (in the School of Anatomy and Human Biology at The
University of Western Australia). Dating from 2001, a series of their Frankensteinlike experiments has involved tissue engineered ‘pig wings’ – sculptures made of
living pig tissue, grown over artificial shells, in the shapes of wings. In another
experiment, a photograph relayed from Perth to the USA stimulated the brain neurons
of a dead rat to produce signals that drove robotic arms to draw abstractions. The art
produced was strangely haunting and beautiful. See
http://www.symbiotica.uwa.edu.au .
3
The effort to introduce controls and guidelines for digital publishing and
preservation has, until very recently, tended to create widespread confusion even in
the scholarly arena. Programs such as the Open Archives Initiative, which grew out of
the open access and institutional repository movements, are working to ensure better
consistency, interoperability and access. See http://www.openarchives.org .
4
See http://www.ehum.edu.au .
5
I was a keynote speaker at this conference. Some material from the speech I
presented, entitled ‘Going Digital: Humanities and the e-Research Revolution’, is
developed further in this paper.
6
The ARC-funded project is ‘Humanities Technologies: Research methods and ICT
use in Australian humanities research’ (2006-7). See
http://www.humanities.org.au/Policy/HumTech/default.htm .
7
See http://symposium.humanities.org.au . Australian speakers were also represented
at the major international conference on ‘New Directions in the Humanities’, held in
Paris in 2007, which included themes relevant to e-research (for example: Humanities
and Technologies: Bridging the Gap / New Media, New Message, New Meanings /
Humanities in Cyberspace / Meaning in the ‘information society’).
8
The term e-science is regularly used in relation to the humanities in the UK. This
symbolises the weaker and less defined position of the humanities in relation to the
sciences in this new world where the interests of the two intersect because both are
now drawing upon the same technologies.
9
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/themes/eresearch.aspx . Accessed 6 January 2008.
10
http://www.monash.edu.au/eresearch/about/whatis.html . Accessed 6 January 2008.
11
http://www.ahessc.ac.uk/files/active/0/AG-report.pdf . Accessed 6 January 2008.
12
Diane Goldenberg-Hart, Libraries and Changing Research Practices (ARL/CNI
Forum on e-Research and Cyberinfrastructure, ARL BiMonthly Report 237,
December 2004). The report summarises deliberations on science and engineering,
humanities and social sciences, a national virtual observatory, and the roles of federal
funding. See http://www.arl.org/forum04/#proceedings .
13
See http://www.austlit.edu.au , http://www.paradisec.org.au and
http://www.acl.arts.usyd.edu.au .
14
In 2008 humanities e-research conferences are being held at Curtin University of
Technology, Western Australia (April) and at Flinders University, South Australia
(September). e-Research will also be a theme at a conference on biography organised
by the Research School of Humanities at the Australian National University
(September), where it will be discussed in the context of museology and virtual
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exhibitions. These are only a sample of the many pockets of interest and associated
events around humanities e-research in Australia.
15
http://www.ahessc.ac.uk/files/active/0/AG-report.pdf . Accessed 6 January 2008.
16
See http://www.ahessc.ac.uk/projects , http://ahds.ac.uk and
http://www.intute.ac.uk/artsandhumanities .
17
http://www.rihss.usyd.edu.au/research/projects/ehumanities_gateway.shtml and
http://www.ehum.edu.au . This project has been supported by the Australian Research
Council, the University of Sydney and the University of Newcastle, with the
Australian Academy of the Humanities. As with other major portals, in this case there
is a reviewing process that ensures quality and relevance. Researchers are invited to
submit project information to be added to the database.
18
The Network has more than 4000 registered participants globally. See
http://www.api-network.com/main/index.php . I am currently employed at the
Australia Research Institute as a Research Fellow.
19
The National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS) in Australia –
which allocates funding for e-research infrastructure across the disciplines – has
overlooked the humanities sector on the grounds that at this stage there is no defined
or agreed need. For information on the twelve NCRIS ‘capability’ areas for funding to
2011, see http://www.ncris.dest.gov.au/capabilities/default.htm .
20
See http://www.atlassian.com/sofware/confluence/default.jsp and
http://www.neer.arts.uwa.edu.au .
21
Social software is being incorporated into even the largest and most nationally
significant online data services such as PictureAustralia. The functionality introduced
includes Flickr based photo sharing. Users contribute their own photographs and have
the chance to add to the collection. See http://www.pictureaustralia.org .
22
Public participation has resulted in remarkably large scale collaborative projects.
The Open Directory Project (http://dmoz.org/about.html), for example, which is
regarded as the largest and most comprehensive human-edited directory of the Web,
currently has 74,719 editors maintaining over 590,000 categories.
23
David Bollier, ‘Artists, Technology and the Ownership of Creative Content’
(Cultural Commons portal, Center for Arts and Culture, 2003,
http://www.culturalcommons.org/comment-print.cfm?ID=10 , accessed 7 January
2008).
24
For humanities and social science research, the information commons has been
primarily facilitated by libraries and by major national and state collecting
institutions. On the role of libraries in building social cohesion through the
information commons, see Nancy Kranich, The Information Commons: A Public
Policy Report (The Free Expression Policy Project, New York University School of
Law, 2004,
http://www.fepproject.org/policyreports/infocommons.II.html , accessed 5 January
2008) and Daniel Lee, ‘Constructing the Commons: Practical Projects to Build the
Information Commons,’ Knowledge Quest 31, no. 4 (2003).
25
On the history of the commons, see J. A. Yelling, Common Field and Enclosure in
England 1450-1850 (Hamden, CT: Archon Books, 1977) and Michael Turner,
Enclosures in Britain 1750-1830 (London: Macmillan, 1984). Many of the legal
regulations and policies around intellectual common property and open access that
apply to today’s information commons were first formulated and tested in relation to
natural resource management. See, for example, V.Ciriacy-Wantrup and Richard C.
Bishop Siegfried, ‘Common Property as a Concept in Natural Resource Policy,’
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Natural Resources Journal 15 (1975). Also see Charlotte and Elinor Ostrom Hess,
‘Ideas, Artifacts, and Facilities: Information as a Common-Pool Resource,’ Law and
Contemporary Problems 66, no. 1 (2003).
26
Research on the information commons to date has been focused on three specific
areas: technical considerations, specifically the establishment of open access
standards and the mechanisms for interoperability of information systems; policy
implications, especially for intellectual property and copyright, allowing for scholarly
and general public access to digital resources; and content development, particularly
in relation to specific sectors such as collecting institutions or government agencies.
27
Bollier defines the information commons as made up of “intangible assets including
public knowledge and creative production not legally privatized through copyright or
made available for free public access through other legal arrangements.” David
Bollier, ‘Reclaiming the Commons’ (Boston Review, 2002,
http://bostonreview.net/BR27.3/bollier.html , accessed 7 January 2008). Taken in the
broadest sense, the internet itself represents one vast information commons which
crosses national, public, private and institutional boundaries. The information
commons can also refer to specific content enabled by individual institutions.
Maintaining the commons typically requires a physical base – such as in a university,
a library or a research centre.
28
In 2002 and 2003, the journals Boston Review, Knowledge Quest, and Common
Property Resource Digest devoted full issues to aspects of the information commons.
29
Carol M. Rose, Property and Persuasion: Essays on the History, Theory and
Rhetoric or Ownership (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1994), 6. Access to networked
communication created new distinctions between the information-rich and
information-poor which the information commons seeks to balance. See M. Castells,
The Rise of the Network Society (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996).
30
A series of recent books shows that today’s distributed information communities
and networked media systems have had antecedents over the course of four centuries
and more. See, for example, A. Mattelart, Networking the World, 1794-2000
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000), Darren Tofts, Annemarie
Jonson, and Alessio Cavallaro, eds., Prefiguring Cyberculture: An Intellectual History
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2002), and Siegfried Zielinski, Deep Time of
the Media: Toward an Archaeology of Hearing and Seeing by Technical Means, trans.
Gloria Custance (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2006).
31
http://www.hurricanearchive.org .
32
See http://www.aaslh.org/cgi-bin/awards.cgi and follow the link to the list of past
award winners.
33
Kevin Kelly, World Wide Brain (Age newspaper online, 18 November 2005,
http://businessnetwork.theage.com.au/articles/2005/11/18/3491.html , accessed 7
January 2008). Perhaps the most fascinating and also the most disturbing example of
the impact of open access policies for building publicly available knowledge is
demonstrated through the online resource Wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.org).
Wikimedia software is an open source framework that allows online users to edit web
based documents in plain text rather than in HTML. Wikipedia is an encyclopaedia
that contains much accurate information along with inaccurate and particularly slanted
viewpoints. Users have the chance to add to or ‘correct’ entries. In the worst cases this
has resulted in identities being misattributed or invented. See John Seigenthaler, A
False Wikipedia ‘Biography’ (USA Today, 29 November 2005,
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25

http://www.usatoday.com/news/opinion/editorials/2005-11-29-wikipedia-edit_x.htm ,
accessed 1 January 2008).
34
See http://www.irititja.com .
35
Here I am referring to the title of the book by Hayden White, The Content of the
Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation (Baltimore and London:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987).
36
See http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/ttp/ttpbooks.html .
37
This challenge is being responded to through significant but isolated initiatives such
as ‘Synapse’ (from 2003), where the Australia Council and the Australian Research
Council have worked together to recognise and fund creative production as research.
See http://www.synapse.net.au .
38
The Oxford Text Archive (http://ota.ahds.ac.uk) is a major example of an open
access digital repository for scholarly historical materials.
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In the Name of Love: A Profound Hatred of the Family in Stephen King’s Pet Sematary
In Jacques Lacan’s later writings, the sinthome, a signifying formulation beyond
analysis, is believed to be the foundation of the Symbolic. The Symbolic becomes a
symptomatic structure because the sinthome has introduced a split in it. As a consequence,
the Symbolic efficacy is called into question by the realization that every signifier can fail to
link with other signifiers and becomes autoreferential. Since it calls for the linking between
signifiers to produce meaning, every signifier thus threatens to lose its suppoesed meaning.
In the light of the concept of the sinthome, this paper studies the seemingly sacred
experession of parental love in Stephen King’s novel, Pet Sematary, in which a bereaved
father tried to resurrect his baby-boy, killd in a car accident, by reburying him in a magic
burial ground. Conventional interpretation tends to focus on the father’s willingness to risk
eternal damnation to have his son back and concludes accordingly that it is a novel about the
sublime expression of parental love. Nevertheless, what the conventional interpretation has
failed to convince me is that the father was almost sure that his son would become souless,
monstrous, and evil. It is the strange persistence of the father to bring back his son that I want
to look into in this paper. Moreover, I can’t fail to notice the close conncetion between the
monstrous persistence of the father and the sublime expression of parental love. I believe the
connection to be what the conventional interpreation has misunderstood: it is not that love
leads to the persistence; instead, it is love that conceals or helps justify the monstrosity of the
persistence. This paper employs the concept of the sinthome to investigate the father’s
self-claimed love, which has lost its supposed meaning and turns monstrsous and eventually
leads to the destruction of the family—the resurrected boy killed his mother and was later
killed by his father. This paper attempts to prove that the father’s love did not aim at the
preservation of his family. The love was displaced by his monstrous persistence which aimed
at nothing but itself.
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Nature builds structures that evolve and maintain themselves, humans build in the
opposite way but some projects created are seeking be more inclusive of nature, borrowing
from natural processes or elements. Instead of creating a space that requires maintenance to
spare the building from the “wear and tear” of nature, some designers have sought to create
spaces that incorporate nature or natural processes into the design. These spaces that
incorporate nature help the structure to exist more harmoniously with the environment (lopez,
2008). Projects such as Tree Fab Hab are an example of using biology and ecological processes
to build human structures that work with, instead of in opposition to, nature (Joachim, 2005).

Theory surrounding the possibility of “growing a house,” or creating a residence
structured by living and growing plants, has existed in one form or another for hundreds of
years. Imagery incorporating growing elements can be traced back to Jean Perreal, a portrait
painter for French royalty in the in the 16th century. He also created an illuminated manuscript
illustration, “l’alchemie” which depicts an Alchemist talking with a figure representing nature.
This illustration depicts nature as sitting on a chair created from a single growing element that
is shown to be alive by the live flower which blossoms on the top of the chair back (Perreal).
Writing about growing elements in design are also referenced by the arborsculpture creator
Richard Reames, quoting Immanuel Swedenborg‐ a Swedish scientist, statesman, philosopher,
and religious writer‐ who commented on spiritual beings who have constructed buildings from
growing trees (Reames);
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“They were constructed of trees, not cut down, but growing in their native soil.
They said that on their earth there were trees of wonderful growth and height. These
from their beginnings they arrange in order, so that they serve for porticos and walks,
and by cutting and pruning the branches when they are tender, they fit and prepare
them so that while they are growing they may intertwine and unite to make the base
and floor of the sanctuary, and rise on the sides for the walls, and bend above into
arches for the roof.” i

The projects and ideas discussed above all use growing elements. A growing element is
a living organism that is incorporated into a design scheme, taking part by simply fulfilling its
biologic or ecological processes. A growing element is different from a growing feature, such as
a green wall, because it is an integral part of the structure of a space or design program.
Without a growing element, the design scheme or structure could not fulfill the same function
for which it was designed ii .

The spirit of the previous ideas mentioned such as Swedenborg’s vision and the concept
of Tree Fab Hab cumulated into the project today, Growing Home. Growing Home will be a test
of growing live elements of bamboo together in structure. The building created by
incorporating the bamboo growing elements is initially conceived to be a possible alternative
housing method for refugees. The project proposed here does not just examine nature and
natural processes; it uses these natural processes to create a structure that helps sustain
humans and nature simultaneously.
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The Growing Home project is also a study on the interiors in structures comprised of
growing elements. As the interior of a structure must interact with its user in a more immediate
way than the exterior, this project will examine how a living home can fulfill the need for
shelter, and the traditions of home. To test this project a grant has been written with the goal
of creating a prototype in Nepal. A place where bamboo and earth architecture is still used and
housing solutions are needed for refugee populations. This project would promote the idea of
making living spaces that are deeply connected with the earth; a house made of currently living
plants. The species of bamboo that will be tested, Bambusa Balcooa and Bambusa Nutan,
mature within 2 years, creating a livable permanent structure possible relatively quickly.

The project will be comprised of two different types of structures to test two separate
theories. The first type of living house will be planted and grown into a structure. For the
second type of living house, mature bamboo with be pleached, or grown together as it stands in
the ground. In both cases, the procedure will involve creating the structure’s frame entirely of
bamboo. An established agricultural technique, pleaching, will be used to grow the structure
bamboo together. Pleaching involves the creation of a smaller frame of cut and living bamboo
within the larger frame of living, structural bamboo. This woven framework around the
pleached growing elements will act as a flexible moisture barrier for the structural bamboo.
The use of framework and structural bamboo for the exoskeleton of the Growing Home
makes it possible for the interior walls to be coated with a layer of adobe plaster to seal the
home. These woven and pleached components will be better determined when I am able to see
the undergrowth and refuse from the environment where bamboo grows. I also plan to
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experiment with undergrowth and other on‐site materials in order to create the strongest and
most functional dwelling.
The types of bamboo proposed to use as a material are the species that the Adobe and
Bamboo Research Institute (ABARI) builds with and recommends for Nepal (ABARI, 2008) iii . The
specific species of bamboo depends on the best species that grows in the different climate
zones and soil composition. The species of bamboo, if this project were to be built elsewhere
would vary. Bamboo can even be found in Africa, where there are also large refugee
populations iv v .
The soil content is also important for Growing Home, not only because of the types of
bamboo species that a certain soil can support but because of the possibility for using the soil
as a material in the interior of a structure. The interior wall finish for Growing Home will be
created from a cobb, or adobe soil mix for the interior finish. The composition of the interior
finish will be better determined based on soil and resources specific to a particular site. This
interior treatment using earth and mixtures of soil are also common building materials not only
Nepal but in most of the world (Rael, 2008) vi .
In some countries and cultures bamboo as a building material is considered to be too
primitive, further investigation as to specific reasons based specific cultural environments will
need to be completed before an appropriate response can be created, but the International
Network for Bamboo and Rattan (INBAR) is working in multiple countries and continents to
fight the stigma that is sometimes associated with bamboo materials.
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Refugee housing structures in general can be sources of contention, as people already
living in areas where a refugee camp is located may perceive the refugee settlement as an
intrusion. The Growing Home is offered as a long‐term temporary housing solution, to reflect
the fact that some refugee camps have been in existence for 3 decades, but is still temporary to
encourage the process of resettlement (International Rescue Committee, 2007). Growing Home
is a way to build that does not create total permanence but offers functions found in
permanent structures, such as elevated secure storage, built in cooking areas, and solid walls.
The Growing Home is a structure that can be created to meet the traditional and cultural
building needs. Growing Home is also a secure, more permanent home than currently used
refugee tent buildings but without being a fully permanent space. Growing home can meet the
needs of people but if not longer needed would revert back to a grove of bamboo.
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i

This quote is a translation found by Reames in Swedenborg’s book “ Earths in the Universe”. More information
can be found about Swedenborg through the Swedenborg Foundation.

ii

The example of a green wall and how it is composed on the outside of a building is provided by Greenline, an
open forum by Siger/Snead LLP Architects.

iii

ABARI: Adobe and Bamboo Research Institute is a research, construction, and design firm that is committed to
using traditional architectural materials and processes to create contemporary designs in Nepal.

iv

Studies on the uses of bamboo in Africa have been completed by the University of Nottingham and a study on
the Potential for bamboo distribution in Africa was published in a working paper by the International Network for
Bamboo and Rattan (INBAR) and the Word Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP‐WCMC).

v

The statistics on the numbers of refugee populations, 2.5 million, in Africa alone were gathered from a
presentation by the International Rescue Committee to the House Committee on Foreign Affairs in 2007. The US
Center for Refugees and Immigrants reported 2,799,500 refugees in Africa.

vi

In fact, Earth Architecture writer Ronald Rael states, Currently it is estimated that one half of the world's
population—approximately three billion people on six continents—lives or works in buildings constructed of
earth.”
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In Search of Moral Truth
—Ming Literati Garden Design in the Sixteenth Century
Cai, Jiajun
Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Room C311, Postgraduate Hall 1, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, Hong
Kong
caigazun@hotmail.com
In the fourth year of Zhengde (A.D. 1509), the Ming official Wang Xianchen, after
serving in the government for seventeen years, resigned from his position and returned to
his hometown Suzhou, where he then spend twenty years on “building, tree planting,
gardening, purchasing the greens”, “dredging and draining the swamps”, 1 and turned a
tract of waste land into a elegant resort for himself. In his own word, this garden was in
memorial of his own failure in politics; hence he named it Zhuozhengyuan Garden
(Garden of the Unsuccessful Politician). In 1533, his intimate friend Wen Zhengming
(1470-1559), depicted the garden into an album in which there are thirty-one paintings
and prose records. (fig. 1)

1. Wen Zhengming, cover of the Zhuozhengyuan Album

Both Wang Xianchen and Wen Zhengming were typical Confucian literati that possessed
venerable characters. Wang Xianchen acquired the Jinshi Degree to begin his public
service in Sixth year of Hongzhi (A.D. 1493). When in office, he “had a nation-wide
reputation for integrity and uprightness. He actually did offend some political
demagogues several times.” “For this very reason he had a bitter experience in
politics…he is therefore not one who is willing to be content with the foul practices of the
age.” 2 (1533) Wen Zhengming never succeeded in proceeding through the Civil-service
Examination that gave access to bureaucratic rank, though, he was recommended to serve
as an attendant official in the Hanlin Academy for a short period. For most years of his
life, he devoted himself to art and was accomplished in calligraphy, painting, verse and
1

Wen Zhengming, “A Descriptive Sketch of Wong’s Tseh Tsen Garden by Wen Chen-ming”, in An Old Chinese
Garden: a Three-fold Masterpiece of Poetry, Calligraphy and Painting, trans. & edited by Kate Kerby (Shanghai:
Chung-hua shu-chü, 1922).
2
Ibid.
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prose writing, leading the Wu School painting which was renowned for its orthodox
literati tradition. As a person, he possessed such an “antique virtue and lofty rectitude” 3
that he was deemed to be a perfect Chinese scholar of his time and had an even bigger
fame and influences than Wang Xianchen.
Five hundred years had passed, and the major part of Zhuozhengyuan garden still exists
today. However, being rebuilt for several times as it was passed from hand to hand, and
being changed in designs according to the taste of later time, the Zhuozhengyuan garden
nowadays is no longer in its original looking. Actually, “by the end of eighteenth century,
it had undergone great changes.” 4 (Wu Chien,1809) Nevertheless, later scholars believed
that Wen Zhengming had so “vividly portrayed all the views in the garden” 5 (Ling
Siaozien, 1537), that “fortunately… we still have this collection of paintings from which
we may clearly see the garden in its original appearance” 6 (Wu Chien, 1809), “the
original beauty and glory of the bowers, flowers, and trees. The reader may see clearly
how through these three hundred years the garden prospered and fell into ruins, how it
disintegrated like the dispersing cloud…” 7 (Chien Yong, 1863) Tai Sheen, when viewing
the album, felt “as if (he) could see the whole garden before (his) eyes.” 8 (1835) Still, I
cannot prove the sceneries in Wen Zhengming’s paintings to be the exact portraits of the
original garden, though, in the eyes of the literati, the sceneries painted could well be
turned into a real garden, we may thus at least depend on these paintings to have a picture
of what a typical literati garden was like in the sixteenth century.
The sixteenth century was a time when Chinese literati reached the peak of their artistic
creation: the literati lodged their ideas into all kinds of arts which became in full flourish;
arts in return spoke for their thoughts on philosophy and aesthetics; the gardens were not
exceptional, and the case of Zhuozhengyuan garden was not unique or unusual for its
time: most sceneries in the garden were relative to themes of moral cultivation which
appeared in many other literati gardens and paintings; in this paper, I will also include
other paintings and albums for a comparison. One is Qiu Ying (1494-1552)’s painting of
seven sceneries in Duleyuan (The Garden of Solitary Delight), depicting the statesman
Sima Guang’s life in the garden after retirement. It was based on Sima’s short essay
about the garden, so the form and details in the painting was Qiu’s imagination which
probably mostly based on the forms of gardens of his time; it is also possible that Sima’s
Garden of Solitary Delight was a literati Garden tradition that the Ming Confucian would
like to model after. 9 Another album is Chen Hongshou (1598-1652)’s Sixteen Views of a

3

The word appears in the preface by Shen Chunze to Chang Wuzhi (Treatise on Superfluous Things) by Wen
Zhengheng, the great grandson of Wen Zhengming, Quoted in Craig Clunas, Fruitful Sites: Garden Culture in Ming
Dynasty Chin (London: Reaktion Books, 1996), p105.
4
Wu Chien, “Inscription by Wu Chien” in An Old Chinese Garden, trans. & edited by Kate Kerby.
5
Ibid., Ling Siaozien, “Inscription by Ling Siaozien”.
6
Ibid., Wu Chien, “Inscription by Wu Chien”.
7
Ibid., Chien Yong, “Inscription by Chien Yong”.
8
Ibid., Tai Sheen, “Inscription by Tai Sheen”.
9
It is an assumption in this paper that though the type of literati garden had appeared in Tang and Song, it began to
flourish only in the sixteenth century and inherited the literati tradition in design. In Joanna Handlin Smith’s “Gardens
in Ch’i Piao-chia’s Social World: Wealth and Values in Late Ming Kiangnan” (in Journal of Asian Studies 51.1 1992,
pp.55-81), he made an comparison that, before Ch’i Piao-chia (1602-45) construct his own garden, he visited and
recorded close to two hundred gardens only in his native Shan-yin County, by contrast, in the Northern Song author Li
Ko-fei’s The Famous Gardens of Luoyang, he counted only nineteen gardens in Song Luoyang.
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Hermit’s Life, which, in my view, is quite near to the life Wang Xianchen was living in
the Zhuozhengyuan Garden.
I divided the sceneries in the Zhuozhengyuan garden album into five thematic
archetypes— “Concentrating in Reading and Writing”, “Merging Self with Trees and
Flowers”, “Playing with Water”, “Contemplation by Viewing the Distance”, and
“Visiting the Wise”. These themes reflected ideal literati life—to learn, to observe, to
play, to meditate and to communicate with the wise. In this way, the literati garden can be
viewed as the materialization of such ideal life; as Wen Zhengming said, Wang Xianchen
“enjoys himself as many of the ancient celebrities could not… and is now able to look
down upon the vainglory of the world.” 10 (1533) If we compare these five themes with
what Confucius had defined in Lunyu (the Analects of Confucius) as the five perfect
virtues of the literati, namely, “Diligence”, “Gravity”, “Liberality”, “Faithfulness”, and
“Magnanimity”, 11 we may find that, they are in good congruence—not by accidence, the
activities and life in the garden was carefully designed to lead the literati towards these
five moral perfections.
Now, let’s view the sceneries in these archetypes one by one.

Min 敏 (Diligence): Concentrating in Reading and Writing

2. Wen Zhengming, Ruoshu Tang (The Rustic Villa)

10

Ibid., Wen Zhengming, “A Descriptive Sketch of Wong’s Tseh Tsen Garden by Wen Chen-ming”.
From Book XVII, Chapter VI in the Analects of Confucius: 子張問仁於孔子、孔子曰、能行五者於天下、爲仁矣、請問
之、曰、恭、寬、信、敏、惠、恭則不侮、寬則得衆、信則人任焉、敏則有功、惠則足以使人。 Zi Zhang asked Confucius
about perfect virtue. Confucius said, “To be able to practice five things everywhere under heaven constitutes perfect
virtue.” He begged to ask what they were, and was told, “Gravity, magnanimity, faithfulness to belief, diligence, and
liberality. If you are grave, you will not be treated with disrespect. If you are magnanimous, you will win all (the
knowledge). If you are faithful to your belief, people will repose trust in you. If you are diligent, you will accomplish
much. If you are liberal, this will enable you to employ the services of others.”
11
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The first scenery in the album is the Ruoshu Tang (Rustic Villa, fig 2). In the mid-ground
of the painting, several simple buildings asymmetrically formed an “L” shape group,
which were fenced with a circle of bamboo waved hedge and further create a small
courtyard in front of these buildings. Various kinds of big trees, closely accompanying
the buildings and giving them shade, also form a verdant and dense background for the
courtyard. The only opening to the outer space is a small gate which, when closed, is also
a part of the hedge. This is a peaceful and private place for the literati to sit down in the
hall that faces the small courtyard to concentrate in reading or writing, without even
being distracted by the outside scenery. Chen Hongshou’s depiction of hermit’s reading
books is quite suitable in such environment. (fig.3)

3. Chen Hongshou, Sixteen views of a Hermit’s Life: Savoring the
Phenomenon. Taipei: National Palace museum.

The hall in the middle is completely open to and connected with the courtyard, hence we
can imagine that sometimes he may stands up and walks directly into the courtyard to
stroll in it to eschew the sentences or reflect the meaning of the book. It is also a suitable
place for him to indulge himself in painting in this hall, or, if he like, he can ask the
servant to move the painting-table to the courtyard and paint. If he feels tired after
reading or painting, he may just take a nap in the room or rest himself by taking care of
the flowers by the edge of the fence, or, if he is interested, he can ask the servant to pick
up a plough, as is show in the picture, and leisurely go out of gate to break up the ground
and do some planting.
It is such simple buildings in the surrounding so natural that, had we not known that the
garden was in the Suzhou city, we would mistake it for a rustic villa in a remote rural
place; actually, this is the illusion the designer wanted to achieve. Read the poem:
To awaken my soul, I do not necessarily settle down in the wilds and suburb,
For even in this city garden my heart can clearly sense the natural landscape.
Here I can see water flowing beneath a broken bridge, and spring’s verdant grass;
A hibiscus hedge and a thatched hut;
Here I can here cocks crowing in the noon.
It is a precious urban habitation that keeps the worldly affairs away;
How happy I am to live with these hills and groves in the mist of a busting city!
Since this is the place of the home where the past hermits once resided,
I should follow their venerable moral ideas and behaviors so as not to stain their fame:
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Now, with books in hand, I gave instructions to the plough boy. 12
The verse for this painting points out, that the location of the garden was originally the
home of Lu Wang Gong in Tang dynasty, a scholar who “style himself ‘Rambler’, and
‘Fellow of Heaven’,” and whose “philosophical works, most commentaries on the
teachings of Confucius, are widely read.”; his friend Pee Shihmei said, “Though Loh
Kwei Mong lives within the limits of a bustling city his house is surrounded with the true
rustic atmosphere of village” 13 . Reasonably, Wang Xianchen designed the study in a
rural style and name “Rustic Villa” perhaps in order to remember this Tang scholar and
his knowledge on Confucianism.
Again, for the literati, they would always prefer to settle their studio in the wild nature, at
least in the suburb, where he would not be interrupted by any worldly affairs so as to
concentrate in reading and writing. This was what Wen Zhengheng, the great grandson of
Wen Zhengming, said in his famous Superfluous Things (for Literati) and what Li Rihua
(1565-1635), another renowned Ming scholar, said in his Zitaoxuan Zazhui: “the
library/study should be situated where the brook twists and bends between the hills. The
total structure should not exceed two or three buildings…the east building houses the
Taoist and Buddhist sutras, and the west building the Confucian classics. In the center, a
bed and desk with a scattering of fine calligraphy and paintings…a strong man at the gate
to reject social callers…” 14 For Wang Xianchen, such rural atmosphere was something
that could be “built” even in a busting city without necessarily settle down in a real nature;
and what really count is not the location but the feeling of the heart, and most important
of all, the actual diligence in one’s virtue, as Confucius said: “If you are diligent, you will
accomplish much.” 15 Perhaps the Ming scholars would add, if one have the ideal studio
and live in such surroundings for ten years, one could hope for achievement to match the
Tang and Song masters, if not the ancients. 16

12

Based on the translation by Kate Kerby in An Old Chinese Garden: A Three-fold Masterpiece of Poetry, Calligraphy
and Painting (Shanghai: Chung-hua shu-chü, 1922).
13
Wen Zhengming, “Ruoshu Tang”, translated by Kate Kerby in An Old Chinese Garden.
14
Li Rihua, Zitaoxuan Zazhui, based on the translation by James C. Y. Watt in The Chinese Scholar's Studio: Artistic
Life in the Late Ming Period: an Exhibition from the Shanghai Museum (New York, N.Y.: Thames and Hudson:
Published in association with the Asia Society Galleries, 1987), p6.
15
From Book XVII, Chapter VI in the Analects of Confucius; again, Confucius emphasizes learning as the essential
cultivation in Book XVII, Chapter VIII: he said, “…Be inclined to humanity but not to learning, and dull-wittedness is
the failure. Be inclined to wisdom but not to learning, and aimlessness is the failure. Be inclined to belief but not to
learning, and dangerousness is the failure. Be inclined to uprightness but not to learning, and impatience is the failure.
Be inclined to courage but not to learning, and disorder is the failure. Be inclined to liberality but not to learning, and
lack of restraint is the failure.”
16
Li Rihua, Zitaoxuan Zazhui.
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4. Qiu Ying, The Garden of Solitary Delight: Reading Hall. The
Cleveland Museum of Art.

To concentrate in study was such a basic cultivation for a Confucian scholars that studio
was always an indispensable, if not the most important, part in a Ming literati garden; and
studio was a favorable subject in Ming paintings; In Qiu Ying’s depiction of Sima
Guang’s Duleyuan garden, the Reading Hall (fig. 4) was quite resembling to The Rustic
Villa: a simple thatch roof building shaded in exuberant trees and located inside a
brushwood fence. Perhaps in Qiu’s imagination, this was the ideal environment that Sima
finished writing and editing the Comprehensive Mirror for the Aid of Government. While
according to Sima’s wrtings, he “placed five thousands volumes” in the Reading Hall and
“spent most of his time in the study reading his books” 17 , modeling after the Western
Han Confucian scholar Dong Zhongshu (179-93 B.C.), who had spend so much time on
his studies that he had seldom left his reading hall to enjoy his garden: perhaps it gives us
a hint why there is always the bamboo hedge around the study or reading. In Ming, the
image of one-story thatched roof building inside the hedge was a typical figure for a
studio 18 .
Nevertheless, Wen Zhengming paid attention to details even more carefully than Qiu
Ying, illustrating the refinement special to the literati: the buildings are constructed in a
most pure form: low stone foundations, slim wood columns, and white plastered walls
covered by thatch slope roof; materials, almost all directly from nature, are full of visual
richness in textural; when composing and arranging the buildings, empty space is always
in the center, provides many possibilities for using; interior space, though tiny, is fully
connected with the exterior nature: not any stuffiness can be felt; Contrast between the
denseness and sparseness of trees are considered; The hedge is about a man’s height that
people in the middle hall can just view across the top of its edge to see a bit of outside
sceneries the courtyard; it zigzag a bit like a folding screen thus avoid dullness.
There are a few other studios represented in the album: one is Mengyin Lou (Dreaming
Tower), is perhaps a private library storing his collection of book. According to Ming
scholars, an ideal library should have “an upper story to observe the clouds and mist.”
But it should not be as high as three stories; otherwise, “it is extremely vulgar.” 19 The
17
Sima Guang, “The Garden of Solitary Delight” translated by Alison Hardie in The Craft of Gardens (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1988), p123.
18
Similar examples can be found in the paintings by scholars like Du Qiong (1397-1474) and Shen Zhou (1427-1509).
19
Wen Zhengheng, Chang Wuzhi (Treatise on Superfluous Things) annotated by Haijun Tianjun, Changwu Zhi Tushuo
(Jinan: Shandong Pictorial Press, 2004), p27.
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other one, Yiyu Xuan (The Bower Adjoining the Bamboo), is anther kind of ideal study,
on the side of which there is “hundred slender bamboo plants to welcome the fresh
wind.” To its south, two “tall pine trees to hang the bright moon.” 20 But these
libraries/studies are not purely for reading and writing, they also relate to other literati
activities, contemplation and observation.

Xin 信 (Belief and Ideal): Contemplating by Viewing the Distance

5. Wen Zhengming, Yiyuan Tai (Thoughts of Afar Terrace)

The tenth scenery in the album is Yiyuan Tai (Thoughts of Afar Terrace, fig. 5). In this
painting, the image stands out the most is a huge rock, which rises abruptly from the foot
of a hillside on the left of the picture, extending itself to the lake like a cliff; the top of the
rock is flat and slope slightly upwards to face the open water space in front. A gentleman
is standing on the front top of the rock and gazing into the distant mountains, his hands
behind the back, deep in contemplation. His boy servant follows him, taking the cane for
his master. The space in the picture is vast, but the lake, which expands itself to the
faraway horizon, seems much too spacious for a garden. Perhaps Wen Zhengming
purposefully exaggerated its enormousness to highlight the lofty atmosphere; in the verse,
he wrote:
I climb up this terrace, viewing the distance ten thousand miles away;
Feeling the enormous space, my eyes turn clearer and my thought becomes explicit.
Trees defoliate; their figures stand out against the pure autumn sky afar.
The Changjiang River is shining its wave in the remote horizon;
And the white clouds are floating, their images reflecting in the water.
The sun is setting; the outlines of the mountains are distinct. 21
20
21

Li Rihua, Zitaoxuan Zazhui.
Based on the translation by Kate Kerby in An Old Chinese Garden.
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So, Yiyuan Tai is designed to be a place for meditating alone. Besides learning, thinking
is a most emphasized cultifation in Confucianism: “To learn without thinking is
puzzlement.” 22 For the literati, it is suitable for contemplating when ascending an
eminence from which one has a wide view, as Wen Zhengming explains: “according to
the old saying, climb to the high place and one’s thought reaches far distance.” In such
situation, viewing the beloved mountains and rivers, the endless fertile land, the vast
Tianxia (all under the heaven), the gentleman in the painting, supposed to be a Confucian
scholar, would cannot help thinking about many big things for his nation 23 , conceiving
the belief and aspiration in his heart: how to keep the proper social order and moral
standard, how to bring a real peace and prosper to the people, how to carry out and attain
such great aim…in this process of deep meditation, ideas in his mind become more
confirmed, and his faith grows as concrete as the distant mountains. In the prose, Wen
Zhengming’s description that everything is purified, shinning and no longer concealed is
a metaphor of enlightenment—through such cultivation, perhaps the literati hope to
ultimately perceive the Dao and build up the real faith that he would sincerely devote his
whole life to pursuing. As Confucius said: “If you are faithful to your belief, people will
repose trust in you 24 … the great intellectual stick to (his faith) 25 … (belief can never be
given up,) without people’s trusting the belief, the nation cannot sustain. 26 ” In the picture,
Wen paints several tall, upright, strong trees behind the gentleman to further represent the
hero’s strong confidence, giving the viewer a lofty sense.
Contemplating by viewing the distance has a long tradition. Wang Wei (701-761), the
Tang Dynasty scholar, once composed a poem, Zhongnan Bieye (Southern Mountain’s
villa):
In middle years, I love to explore the principle of heaven (Dao);
Later, I live in the Southern Mountain’s foot.
Whenever feeling comes, I go alone (Duwang).
Splendid things, I know it in my heart.
Walking to where the water end,
I quietly sit down, watching clouds arise and transform… 27

22

From Book II, Chapter XV in the Analects of Confucius.
Though no longer in the court, Wang Xianchen and Wen Zhengming always keep the nation as well as the emperor
in their heart. In the poems for the fourteenth, sixteenth and twentieth sceneries, for example, Wen Zhengming
mentions the emperor several times: “…(the oranges are) fit for a tribute to the Emperor a thousand li away…”, “…far
away is the Emperor from this space…” and “…broken and unshapely, the trees are not fit to shade the Emperor’s
court.”
24
From Book XVII, Chapter VI in the Analects of Confucius. Again, in Book XIX, Chapter X, his disciple Zixia said,
that the gentleman should have belief before working the people hard or remonstrating with the ruler, otherwise, he
would be regarded by the people as harsh and by the ruler as slanderous.
25
Ibid, Book XVII, Chapter III.
26
Ibid, Book XII, Chapter VII.
27
Based on the translation by Richard Edwards, in Words and Images: Chinese Poetry, Calligraphy, and Painting
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art; Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), p426.
23
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6. Chen Hongshou, Sixteen views of a Hermit’s Life: Go Alone.
Taipei: National Palace museum.

Wen’s painting can well demonstrate Wang’s idea in this poem. In the foreground, a
gentleman is crossing the small bridge, which leads him to Yiyuan Yai. Actually, this is
the same hero who is standing on it; Wen paints the same person to illustrate the process
of climbing up the slope to reach the destination, which may also imply the long way to
go to arrive at a final enlightenment. Or, he just emphasizes that one can only Duwang
(go alone) to reach a personal belief sincerely, without the help of others; like what Chen
Hongshou means in Duwang (Go Alone) in the Sixteen Views of a Hermit’s Life (fig. 6).

7. Qiu Ying, The Garden of Solitary Delight: Terrace for Viewing
the Mountains. The Cleveland Museum of Art.

In Qiu Ying’s Dule Yuan, again, there is a similar spot in Sima Guang’s garden, Terrace
for Viewing the Mountains (Fig. 7). Qiu depicted a big rock terrace, rising high above the
water, forms an island itself, which can be reached through a wooden bridge connected to
the land. Sima Guang’s prose preface to his garden makes explicit that this high point is
to enable him to see the mountains beyond the city of Luoyang, “the city of Luoyang is
not far from the mountains, but owning to dense woods, it is seldom possible to see them.
So I built a terrace in the garden with a room on top of it in order to view the Wan’an and
Xuanyuan Mountains, and even to see as far as Taishi (Mt Song).” 28 Here, Sima perhaps
connotes that, in the normal view, truths are always hide from being seen by complicated
phenomena, therefore, to seek them, one must have a viewpoint high enough to see the
panorama, then, everything can be taken in a single glance and what was previously in
confusion becomes clear and the gentleman can thus hold a firm position and belief.

28

Sima Guang, “The Garden of Solitary Delight” translated by Alison Hardie in The Craft of Gardens, p123.
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8. Wen Zhengming, Taohua An (The Peach Tree Bank)

Back to Zhuozhengyuan Garden album, the other painting in this subject is the twentysecond scene—The Peach Tree Bank (fig. 8). As shown in the middle-ground of the
painting, it is a peninsula extends itself into the lake, on which dozens of peach trees was
densely planned to give the illusion of a “peach forest”. In spring, the trees are all in
blossom, which take on quite a spectacular look; behind those trees is the thick mist
which normally appears in this rainy season: it hide the rest scenery behind the trees
together with all that far into the distance from being viewed. Here, Wen just represents it
in a large mount of blank, but such blankness provides a huge space for imagination:
What is there screened by the blossoming trees? Are there still acres of peach flowers?
Then, what is behind that entire orchard? Is it a beautiful village with fertile field? Beside
the bank, will there suddenly appear from the mist a small fishing boat with a singing
fisherman…such endless associations is easy to be evoked for a sentimental literati in the
setting as well as the viewer of this painting.
Then, across the pond in front of The Peach-tree Bank, Wen Zhengming designed the
other peninsular bank in the foreground, from where The peach-tree bank can be
comfortably viewed— to clearly suggests that this is a designed ideal viewing site, and
that the peach-flowers should be viewed from distance, Wen carefully placed a lone
figure (perhaps Wan Xianchen or Wen Zhengming himself) sitting on this bank, and
looking at the scenery in the opposite bank, deep in contemplation. Then, on the left side
of the figure, a narrow footbridge leads to a small island on which there are a group of
straight tall juniper trees; while to his right, there are several one story-small buildings
and a tower, all of which are sheltered by another kind of flowering trees at the foot of a
small hill.
Now, in the painting, two worlds are created: the bank for viewing is the space on behalf
of the real world; The peach-tree bank, which, being in flowering, appear like a pink
cloud floating on the water—is a space that alludes to an world in imagination, which is
inaccessible. Such idea is indicated in the poem accompanying the painting, written in
running calligraphy:
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I plant many a peach-tree on the bank of a pond;
In the warmth of spring they bloom in full beauty.
When gazing at the broken petals floating on the water,
I cannot help but imagine that there must be villagers dwelling behind the trees.
The gentle breeze ruffles the placid water,
And with the dawn comes this blossoming peach grove appears like the pink clouds,
Why then should we crave to be in Fairyland,
When in your own home you can see flowers all the year round? 29
By saying “villagers dwelling behind the trees”, Wen Zhengming reminds us of the
famous fairytale by a great Jin dynasty scholar hermit Tao Yuanming. In the story, a
fisherman by chance gets into a river with peach trees on both banks. He gets on the bank,
and goes through a small grotto to reach an ideal world where people live a simple and
happy rural life in abundance, peace and harmony. However, when the fisherman
purposefully come to visit it the second time, it is nowhere and no longer to be found—
by designing the Peach-tree Bank, Wang Xianchen built in his garden another place for
meditation—perhaps we can not say he is conceiving his own belief, but dreaming an
romantic ancient utopia that Confucius referred to, which has ever existed in the past and
which the Confucian literati has never given up searching for.

Gong 恭 (Gravity): Merging Self with Venerable Trees and Flowers

9. Wen Zhengming, Ting Songfeng Chu (The Place for Listening to
the Singing Pines)

The fifteenth scenery in the album is Ting Songfeng Chu (The Place for Listening to the
Singing Pines, fig.9). The composition in this picture is quirt simple: on the right corner
of the foreground is a rugged slope high land, on which five aged pine trees grow strong
29

Based on the translation by Kate Kerby in An Old Chinese Garden.
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and tall, their boughs and leaves gracefully extending in the air. A gale is blowing
through them; the branches sway to one side in the wind, but the trunks remain upright,
their root firmly catching the rock and earth. Under the pine trees sits a lonely gentleman,
curing up and turning his back against the wind; nevertheless, with his head lower a bit
and his eyes half-close, he seems calm and satisfied, totally absorbed in the pure
whistling of the pine trees. The poem writes:
When the cold wind pass the pine tree grove,
The pure sounds in the mountain fill my ears.
Over the empty dale sail the cool clouds,
Casting shadows on the ground below.
There is no dust to insult my eyes,
But only pine trees and me in the sunshine.
Sitting among them, I am so pleasant,
Feeling like Tao Hongjing in the fairy! 30
By saying “no dust”, perhaps Wen Zhengming also explains why there are only the pine
trees and the gentleman (with his pure heart) on the hill, not any images else—the
background is completely in empty, which adds to the clean, chilling and austere
atmosphere. The pine trees in the bleak wind is like gentlemen enduring the hardship;
Here, sitting intimately with pine trees, the literati is listening to the truth how a real
gentleman should surmount the difficulty he faces, and is trying to reach a state of perfect
empathy—let the trees be part of him, or himself part of the trees.
As early as in Zhouli (Rites in Zhou Dynasty), some trees had been given symbolic
meaning; and it became a accepted convention that many trees and flowers were entitled
certain moral characters; some were prized for their graceful habit; some were associated
with certain historical worthies with honorable characteristics—these trees and flowers
became the source of proper behavior for a gentleman: by appreciating and emerging
himself with them, the literati hope to thoroughly understand the principle and possesses
the spirit of these trees so that he can act and behave in a appropriate way like a
gentleman. In the Confucian sense, this “gravity” is one of the five virtues: “If you are
grave, you will not be treated with disrespect.” 31

30

Ibid., Tao Hongjing was a scholar of the Nanbei period; he once served as instructor to the princes at the court of the
Emperor Cikao Di (A.D. 479-483). Later, he retired to Mount Quzhou and name himself “The Hermit of Huayang”.
31
From Book XVII, Chapter VI in the Analects of Confucius.
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10. Chen Hongshou, Sixteen views of a Hermit’s Life: Buying the
Cold. Taipei: National Palace museum.

Old pine trees, being able to live long lives in the most arid land and to struggle and
survive the extreme weather, have always been deemed to possess a virtue of braveness
and perseverance. It is thus one of the favorite subjects in the literati painting, and
listening to the rustling pine tree had been a genre both in painting and real practice since
early time; Bamboos, thin but sturdy, which never wither in winter, were also a
Confucian symbol of a modest gentleman who would never surrender his integrity;
Together with plum trees, which bloom on gaunt branches even in the snow (fig. 10),
they stood for three friends who remain faithful in adversity. Pine tree, bamboo, plum
tree, and other honorable plants like lotus, banana tree, juniper tree and locust tree were
widely used by Wang Xianchen in his garden; illustrated by Wen Zhengming in the
album, they consist quite a few sceneries, in which the literati repeatedly merges himself
with them. Again, the similar theme appears in Dule Yuan (fig. 11). As described by
Sima Guang: “…I plant bamboos in a square pattern like a chess board, ten feet across; I
bent over the tops of the bamboos and join them together to make a house. I also planted
bamboo in front of this, enclosing a path like a portico…” 32 In the scenery “The Studio
for Planting Bamboo”, Qiu Ying vividly painted Sima Guang surrounded in the circle of
bamboos, which remind us of the story of the seven sages in the bamboo forest. 33

11. Qiu Ying, The Garden of Solitary Delight: Studio for Planting
Bamboo. The Cleveland Museum of Art.

Let’s come back to Zhuozhengyan album to see the fourteenth scenery, Daishuang Ting
(Bower for Awaiting the Frost, fig.12). Here, again, the literati cultivates himself with
trees, but in a way slightly different from the above.

32
33

Sima Guang, “The Garden of Solitary Delight” translated by Alison Hardie in The Craft of Gardens, p123.
In Ellen Jonston Laing’s study, this model goes back to Wang Huizhi (died A.D. 388).
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12. Wen Zhengming, Daishuang Ting (Bower for Awaiting the
Frost)

As shown in the painting, on a plain field, there are a group of well-grown orange trees,
which seem to be planted haphazard. Countless oranges hang on the branches. In the
center of the picture, a tiny bower is placed among this grove. It is an amazingly tiny
structure as big as, if no smaller than, a typical Chinese pavilion-bed; There are thick
cloth curtains on its four sides, which can be drawn to cover the space inside—or perhaps
we can say that it is in fact an thatch-roofed out-door pavilion-bed itself placed on a thin
stone platform. Small though it is, it is purposely designed to keep the warmth—the
gentleman, sitting on the mat and curling up, seems quite comfortable. The cozy space
inside the bower perfectly contrasts the late autumn chilly low temperature outside. Read
the Poem:
By the side of the bower are some beautiful trees,
Their boughs laden with golden fruits.
Fit for a tribute to the Emperor a thousand li away.
The best season in the year is when frost comes;
It is sung by Qu Yuan and Cha Ni,
And by Wei Yingfu in his old age.
These are the favorite of the owner, and need special care,
For like Wang Youquan, he knows what joys they bring. 34
According to custom, the oranges cannot be picked up until the first frost of autumn when
these fruits ripe and become sweet. Now, we get to know that the gentleman is waiting
calmly for the frost to come—the best moment to gather the fruit which may be the gift to
his beloved emperor. How long does he have to wait? A few hours, or a few days and
nights? It is hard to judge from the picture, but we may be really impressed by the
gentleman’s patience as well as his filial piety to the emperor. Actually, by waiting for
34

Based on the translation by Kate Kerby in An Old Chinese Garden,
Tao Hongjing was a scholar of the Nanbei period; he once served as instructor to the princes at the court of the
Emperor Cikao Di (A.D. 479-483). Later, he retired to Mount Quzhou and name himself “The Hermit of Huayang”.
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the frost, the literati is cultivating himself to arrive at the state of true patience and dignity:
a gentleman should never lost his temper to the complex affaires and should always wait
to catch, and not to miss the most propitious time, which is determined by heaven, to take
action—the final fruit of success can never be easily and hastily obtained.

Kuan 寬 (Magnanimity): Communicating with the Wise

13. Wen Zhengming, Yuquan (The Crystal Spring)

The thirty-first scenery is Yuquan (The Crystal Spring, fig. 13). In this painting, a wide
open-space under sparse trees is provided. The focal point is the figures of two literati
gracefully sitting on the ground, deep in discussion. On their right not far away is a
hexagon stone well, which must be the Crystal Spring; a short distance to their left, two
servants are boiling the water and preparing tea for them. It is a most comfortable
environment for conversation; the moderate temperature and gentle breeze can almost be
felt.
We may notice that, around the two scholars, Wen Zhengming here paints three kinds of
trees, pine, cypress and loquat, each in their own group, standing firmly and occupying
their own position. Besides on behalf of certain virtues, trees in Ming sometimes
represent historical personalities and their thoughts. The scholar Li Rihua (1565-1635)
once wrote a poem for his own painting:
The tall catalpa, straight and towering, is like Lu Zhonglian.
The lonely pine, high and haughty, is like Kong beihai.
The old juniper, quiet and elegant, is like Pang Degong.
The ancient locust, obstinate and proud, is like Xi Shuye.
The high wutong, quiet and restful, is like Tao Yuanliang.
The sparse fir, cold and stern, is like Wang Wugong.
In this autumn day, I…paint this “Six Gentlemen”,
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And imagine how the ancient people act according to their ideals. 35
Here, each tree stands for a scholar and his ideal. Likewise, thought Wen Zhengming did
not directly point out, trees in the Crystal Spring may as well be the metaphor of certain
thoughts in this situation. The three types of them symbolized various opinions the
scholars held and positions they stand. As shown in the painting, they coexist compatibly:
there may be academic argument between the two scholars, they nevertheless learn from
each other. As Confucius said: “Gentlemen are different (in idea) individually, but they
are in harmony.” 36 Again, Magnanimity is one of the five virtues he proposes: “If you are
magnanimous (to different things, thoughts, phenomena…), you win them all.” 37 In the
case of this painting, we can understand magnanimity as openness to concepts and
thoughts of other schools.
Now, it becomes clearer when we look at the poem for this painting:
Once I drank of the water of a spring at Xiangshan,
And the water was cool and delicious and sweet.
But do you know that thousands of miles away,
There is another spring just as crystal clear?
With a bucket and long rope I get the water,
Which I boil in an earthy pot.
You needn’t call in aid Lu Hongjian, the tea expert,
For you know the taste once you drink of it yourself. 38
Again, drinking tea and tasting the spring contains double meaning here. As is known, as
a formal rite of entertaining the guests, drinking tea indicate the communication between
literati; apart from this and more importantly, the subtle felling of tasting a kind of spring
may well refers to the sense of tasting a new excellent concept or thought. As we have
seen above in Cheng Hongshou’s painting, he name the picture “Weixiang” (Savoring
Different Schools of Knowledge, fig. 3), in which a literati’s indulging themselves in
reading all kinds of books: It is so subtle and unspeakable that sometimes it is similar to
telling difference among spring waters; By identifying learning new knowledge as a kind
of savoring, it becomes easier to tell why water tasting becomes such a highly regarded
form of enjoyment in Ming: to taste different water is as interesting and difficult as
comparing the profound distinctions among various thoughts and ideas. Yuan Hongdao
(1568-1610), for instance, after he had been a magistrate in Wuxian for a while, had
many opportunities to taste water from different springs and develop the ability to
appreciate and differentiate their taste. In this way, by saying the unforgettable taste of
the Crystal Spring and Wang Xianchen’s Happiness of finding a new wonderful spring in
his own garden, it is implied that Wang Xianchen is a man who is delighted in savoring
his scholar-friends’ thoughts which are different from his therefore getting inspiration
from them—he feels as if finding truth during their conversation: “But do you know that
thousands of miles away, There is another spring just as crystal clear?” actually, this is
typical for a Ming literati who had open mind and were even ready to get enlightenments
from thoughts other than the orthodox Confucianism—such as Taoism and Buddhism. As
35

Li Rihua, “Six Gentlemen”, based on the translation by Chu-Tsing Li in The Chinese Scholar's Studio, p20
From Book XIII, Chapter XXIII in the Analects of Confucius.
37
From Book XVII, Chapter VI in the Analects of Confucius.
38
Based on the translation by Kate Kerby in An Old Chinese Garden.
36
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a virtue, the Ming literati were fond of different thought that they frequently visit one
another and gathering to exchange ideas became common practice. As well as going out
to visit the wise, Wang Xianchen designed his garden also as a place to attract the wise’s
visit. In Ming, it was also a fashion that occasionally, the master, when the flowers were
in blossom in his garden, would invite his scholar friends to come and appreciate the
flowers together, which became an important way of communication among them.

14. Chen Hongshou, Sixteen views of a Hermit’s Life: Visiting the
Wise. Taipei: National Palace museum.

This was such a common practice in literati’s life that, in Ming Painting, we can always
come across the genre of depicting the literati’s communication in the garden as well as
literati visiting the wise hermit in the mountain: in Chen Hongshou’s Sixteen Views of a
Hermit’s Life, there is a scene named Fang Zhuang (Fig. 14), in which he depicted two
scholar’s meeting. “Fang Zhuang” can be understand as “visiting Zhuangzi”, that is,
visiting the wise or a scholar of the Taoist school. In Qiu Ying’s DuleYuan, there is no
scene of literati’s communication, though, in the essay for his garden, Sima Guang says:
…I found teachers among the wise men superior to me, and friends among the mass of
worthy folk. We speculated on the origins of benevolence and virtue, and explored the
laws of music. From before the beginning of creation, and stretching beyond the limits
of the four directions—the principle of all things corporeal and incorporeal were all
present to our gaze. My weakness was that my learning was inadequate… 39
Nevertheless, the virtue of magnanimity seems to be better acquired in Ming than in Sima
Guang’s time. In addition to accommodating different knowledge, Ming literati as well
widely take part in of all kinds of artistic practices—it became a prominent phenomenon
that the literati art came to such a flourish in middle and late Ming: partly because of the
influence of Yuan tradition that the literati devote themselves to art, and the large
population of intellectual out of office; and partly may attribute to Confucianism’s
support and encouragement of the virtue “Magnanimity”— Confucius himself had spent
most of his life out of office, and his ethics included an ideal of self cultivation and
relaxation through the arts; 40 being emphasized as the symbol of high culture,
miscellaneous knowledge and a model of harmonious society, Confucian officials were

39
40

Sima Guang, “The Garden of Solitary Delight” translated by Alison Hardie in The Craft of Gardens, p124.
Maggie Keswick, “Foreword” in The Craft of Gardens (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988), p16
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never trained directly for their political duties: the elite were not permitted to “impoverish
their personalities in specialization” 41

Hui 惠 (Liberality): Playing with Water and Following Human’s Nature

15. Wen Zhengming, Diaotai (The Fishing Rock)

The eleventh scenery is The Fishing Rock (fig. 15). In the foreground of the picture is the
broad water surface, clean and peaceful; in the left middle-ground rises a tiny island
where dense reeds grow up tidily, which fully conveys the sense of wild nature; on its
right and behind is a bank, in the middle of which a flat surface rock extends to the water
to form a natural stone terrace. A lonely gentleman composedly sits on it angling, his legs
curling up, his eyes gazing into the water in the front and the reeds on the island; perhaps
he is imagining being on a boat floating on the wild water. On his right side, several big
trees grow on the edge of the bank; their full-leaved branches naturally extended, and
perfectly give him a cool shade above like a green canopy. Behind the fishing rock is a
clump of tall reeds which so thickly grow on the water that they form a natural screen for
the gentleman. In the background is a total blank, which indicate the water space
extending far into the distance. Judging from the lush trees and reeds, it is middle to late
summer. The waving reeds and the few wrinkle on the water tells that a gentle wind is
blowing, which also bring coolness to this fisherman. The images in the painting are quite
limited, while an air of leisure and otherworldly mood was successfully created.
Such scenery may immediately remind us of the fishing eremitism in Chinese tradition
since the early time. In Confucian classics, the wise hermits guise themselves as farmer,
wood cutter or fisherman; they appeared again and again giving advices, showing their
lade-like and penetrating wisdom. It was probably a literary invention, which is initially
41

Joseph R. Levenson, “Amateur Ideal in Ming and Ch’ing Society” in Confucian China and Its Modern Fate
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968), p16.
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designed to suggest the notion that, only when the gentleman is free from official career,
fame and other social burden, can he come to a true liberty and wisdom. Among the
themes of rustic wises, the fisherman was the most influential type: it became a real
practice as well as artistic imagination in later time; and the eremitism of fisherman was
always associated with scholars of probity who refuse to serve the unworthy rulers. It was
so admirable that it also became one of the subjects that appear most frequently in
paintings of the Yuan and Ming dynasty. In the literati’s eyes, fishing is an entertainment
as well as a work: playing with water and enjoying the scenery of landscape, the
fisherman is living a carefree life in great harmony with nature, in which a man fully
develop his humanity as well as his true nature.
However, there is some detail in the painting we should pay attention to: the figure on the
fishing stone is wearing long robe, which emphasizes his literati identity; the screen-like
weeds in the back and the canopy-like shade of trees both emphasize his status: in
Chinese tradition, screen was place behind the dignitary to signify his importance, so is
the function of the canopy. Actually, Wen Zhengming may want to tell the viewer that,
even in reclusion, the literati do not mean to be the real “professional” fisherman; through
fishing and playing with water, he is cultivating himself to reach a state of liberality. In
the Confucian teaching, “The gentleman… commands respect but not fear…the
gentleman rights his clothes and headdress and gaze ahead with reverence, inspiring awe
and causing people to be apprehensive.” 42 A gentleman is grave but should be at the
same time amiable; and liberality and kindness is again one of the indispensable good
virtues. “If you are liberal and kind, this will enable you to employ the service of
others.” 43 A Confucian gentleman has the ambition to realize his belief, he nevertheless
need the people’s help to carry out his plan, which require him to be intimate with people.
Perhaps Confucius realizes that the character of gravity of a gentleman must not goes to
the extreme and should be soften and balanced by the character of liberality and kindness
so as to humanize himself to be nearer to the commons. By playing, it helps to release a
gentleman’s true humanity inside in the guise of gravity; and in Confucianism, “the wise
man finds joy on the water.” 44 Water never competes with, but never failed to conquer
hard things; when still, it reflexes all things; and its flexibility to a changing environment
embodies a true state of liberty and wisdom.
On the other hand, to design policies that maximally benefit the people, a gentleman
should not distant himself to far from the mass; he has to think from the perspective of
the commons in order to know what the people really need; by fishing, the gentleman is
experiencing and dreaming what really happy life the common people should live. In one
of Wen Zhengming’s poem on fishing, he imagines: “here I do fishing without paying for
the tax; I work leisurely and feed myself with the fish I catch, and I am happy throughout
the year. While many other businesses in our society are so hard to make a living…”
Now, if we look at the poem he wrote for The Fishing Stone, we find more meaning in it:
The white stone is clean and dustless;
It lies flat on the verge of the water.
I sit there to watch the swaying reed,
42

From Book XX, Chapter II in the Analects of Confucius.
From Book XVII, Chapter VI in the Analects of Confucius.
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From Book VI, ChapterXXI in the Analects of Confucius.
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And enjoying the sight of rippling water,
I feel as if I am on the faraway rivers and lakes.
I forget everything and am as free as an egret.
You must know that the one who cast the line,
Is not a true lover of fishing! 45
So, people’s life is the only one thing a gentleman can never free himself of. The last
sentence means that, without any experience of the commoner and without thinking from
the perspective of the people, how can the politicians design proper laws and policies that
really benefit the people. Here there is the dilemma: he who really frees himself is out of
office; while those who are still in power can hardly reach the state of liberality.

16. Qiu Ying, The Garden of Solitary Delight: Retreat for
Catching Fish. The Cleveland Museum of Art.

In Qiu Ying’s Dule Yuan, he depicts scenery of Retreat for Catching Fish (fig. 16) and
The Gallery for Playing with Water (fig. 17). According to Sima Guang’s own
description, both are place to relax himself:
I spent most of my time in the study reading my books…When mind and body were both
weary, I could cast my rod and catch fish, or gather herbs in my skirt, or open the
channels to water to irrigate my plants, or wield an axe to chop down bamboo, then
bathe my hands in warm water…There is nothing to drag me along and nothing to
impede me; my ears, eyes, lungs and guts were all under my own control, alone and
uninhibited…
…I direct a watercourse to flow northwards and pass below the buildings. In the center
I made a marsh, three feet wide and deep, and I separate the water into five streams
running into the marsh in the form of a tiger’s claws. From the north side of the marsh
the water flowed underground and came out by the north steps, from where it cascaded
into the courtyard like the elephant’s trunk. From here it was divided into two channels
and flowed around the four corners of the courtyard, meeting again in the north-west
corner, from where it flowed away. This area was named “The Gallery for Playing with
Water.”

45

Based on the translation by Kate Kerby in An Old Chinese Garden.
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North of the hall was a marsh with an island in the middle, and on the island I planted
bamboo in a ring like a jade circlet, thirty feet around, and I bound the top together like
a fisherman’s hut, and called it “Retreat for Catching Fish” 46

17. Qiu Ying, The Garden of Solitary Delight: The Gallery for
Playing with Water. The Cleveland Museum of Art.

In the painting, Qiu Ying depicts the Retreat for Catching Fish exactly as Sima’s
description; but for the The Gallery for Playing with Water, he paints a scene in which
Sima Guang is washing an ink-stone in a small pond inside a pavilion, 47 which is also a
scene appear in Chen Hongshou’s Washing the Ink-stone in Sixteen Views of a Hermit’s
Life, but Qiu Ying’s invention may fail to catch Sima Guang’s sense of liberty in the
original design.
There used to be clear distinction between the taste of literati and that of the commoners.
However, to release his inside humanity and to be more acceptable by his people, the
literati sometimes get tired of pretending to be reserved and would give up separating
their culture totally from that of the commoners, instead, they would try to follow
human’s nature and desire to accept some “vulgar” popular cultures and learn from them:
perhaps it is also a cultivation to reach the heart’s liberality. This is what the twenty-sixth
scenery in the Zhuozhengyuan album, Erer Xuan (The Let Go Bower, fig. 18), serves to
demonstrate.

46

Sima Guang, “The Garden of Solitary Delight” translated by Alison Hardie in The Craft of Gardens, p 123-124
In Ellen Johnston Laing’s study, it may come from the classical allusion which says that Du Mu (A.D. 803-852)
washed his ink-stone in the stream near his study.
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18. Wen Zhengming, Erer Xuan (The Let Go Bower)

In the center of the picture is a simple thatch-roof square open bower intimately
accompanied by several trees that give shade, two on its left and one on its right side. The
one on the right is totally defoliated and showing its bizarre-shaped boughs and branches;
several rocks of curious posture are placed along with it and they together form a more
fantastic effect. At the foot of the stones are several pots of orchid, which can be
conveniently appreciated from the bower. The painting itself seems to tell us nothing
special, but the accompanying poem makes it explicit:
Here is a queer shape rock,
Not high but just like a cliff;
On its top are bushes and weeds,
And at its foot is a cool spring,
Gurgling and bubbling,
Among the white teeth-like stones.
There is neither height nor depth,
Nor distance; but it is always nearby.
On the eastern side is an open bower,
Commanding a view of the thicket growths.
But what is the man doing?
He is calm and contented.
Green is the calamus,
Which covers the rock.
The year is drawing to a close,
So you’d better enjoy yourself;
The true scholar even in his leisurely hours,
Is forever seeking the truth about nature.
There is the old, old saying,
“Let it go at that.”
Thus I have my own profitable occupation,
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Which keeps my mind in its way.
So gleefully I roam,
And reach the state of true liberty. 48
Wen Zhengming explain that, people in the Wu Region 49 are fond of constructing
artificial hills by piling up rocks. In the poem, the word “neither height nor depth, nor
distance” probably suggest that it is only a simpleminded fashion. However, Wang
Xianchen build an small artificial hill beside the “Let Go Bower” to follow this custom,
as the Chinese proverb says, “Since you are not able to rid yourself of the influence of
custom, you must let it go at that.” “Vulgar” as it may be, Wang Xianchen himself does
not resist the temptation of its fanciful look and shares the commoner’s view and taste: so
long as the scenery is enjoyable and comfortable to look, “let it go at that”. It is human’s
nature to accept the majority’s opinion sometimes, just give up some trifle principles and
let the “heart reaches the true liberty” naturally.
Nevertheless, Wen Zhengming connotes that; the literati have to distinguish themselves
at least a bit from the commoners. In this case, the use the most ancient type of poem and
sealing calligraphy was the priority of the literati. More importantly, “The true scholar,
even in his leisurely hours, is forever seeking the truth about nature.”

Wang Xianchen lived in his garden for the rest of his life after retirement. He said, “I
have not visited distant places, gone to parties, celebration or even funerals, but have
stayed inside my garden for thirty years, working in the heat of summer and the cold and
wet of winter; not even for a single day have I left the garden.” While in Wen
Zhengming’s painting, the garden appears natural and pure; it is mostly composed of
natural elements like trees, flowers, water and small hills, together with no more than a
dozen of small buildings which were all structures as simple as can be, using as least
material as possible: according to Wang Xianchen’s own account, the halls he built in the
garden were all rude timber-framed and thatched construction. He also gave names to
these buildings, attached to them with an inscription board carrying sayings from the
ancient philosophers. On a whole, the garden is so simple and crude that we can hardly
relate it with superfluous and luxury life, unlike what garden becomes at the end of Ming
and those in the Qing Dynasty when a lot of more purposes are added to the garden.
Thanks to Wen Zhengming’s detailed careful recording that we have a chance to imagine
a sixteenth century garden as well as the literati’s heart. In the descriptive sketch for this
album, Wen Zhengming highly evaluates Wang Xianchen’s lofty personality and said,
“Many officials can’t gratify their heart’s desire either because they were unable to free
themselves from the bones of politics or because they prefer to rise and fall with the
times…I quite agree with him (Wang Xianchen) in his notion about worldly desires. Yet
I haven’t got a single mow of land wherein to express my heart’s desire and I cannot help
envying my friend’s good fortune.” 50 So, for the literati, there is the clear difference
48

Based on the translation by Kate Kerby in An Old Chinese Garden.
Now the area of Jiangsu Province.
50
Wen Zhengming, “A Descriptive Sketch of Wong’s Tseh Tsen Garden by Wen Chen-ming” in An Old Chinese
Garden.
49
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between the “worldly desire”, which is for fame and wealth, and the “heart’s desire”,
which, through my study, is to learn, to meditate, to observe, to communicate, and to play,
and which may ultimately lead them to arrive at the state of the Confucian five virtues. 51
In the poems accompanying the thirty one sceneries in the Zhuozhengyuan album, we
notice that it is mentioned several times about the emperor, the court and the political
things; even in his reclusion, the literati would forget a Confucian scholar’s duty, never
fail to be loyal to the symbol of morality, and never stop cultivate himself so as to be
ready to come out and serve in the time when the Dao prevail.
From the above, we get a sense that, when the literati garden began to flourish in the
sixteenth century, it was partly designed to be a place for self cultivation in search of
moral truth. To fulfill the “heart’s desire”, the literati nevertheless need to lodge their
ideas into material things like art and architecture; the sixteenth century was time when
all the conditions are well prepared for their artistic activities. The literati was so proud of
the moral excellence they embodied that most of their art would reflect the Confucian
thoughts, or shall we say, from the sixteenth century to the end of Ming is a time when
Confucian philosophy in the form of all kinds of arts. This did not happen so well in the
Song Dynasty when the literati were not so universally active in arts like painting or
gardening; nor did it happen in Yuan Dynasty when the literati were depressed and did
not possess the necessary material condition; nor did it happen in Qing dynasty when
everything became rigid in the Manchu’s despotism.
In the case of Zhuozhengyuan Garden, it was designed in such way that the most
economic material and the minimum spaces and images are employed. Frugality is again
a Confucian virtue Sima Guang meant in his “The Garden of Solitary Delight”: “Now
when the tailor bird nests in the wood, it occupied no more than one branch, and when
the tapir drinks from the river, it takes no more than will fill its belly; each takes its
allotted portion and is content, and this is what I, the old pedant, delight in also.” Simple
as it may be, it had always been designed to maximally satisfy the spiritual need of the
intellectual mind. 52 As Ji Cheng said in his The Craft of Gardens, a successfully
designed garden should “elicits the appreciation of the most cultivated visitors.” 53 and
this is the tradition that partly inherited in Qing. When an educated Chinese gentleman
visited Europe in the 1920s commented in amazement on an English garden, with “mown
and bordered lawn which, while no doubt of interest to a cow, offers nothing to the
intellect of a human being” 54 .
When the Confucianism cares about the human’s situation, morality, spiritual needs, rites,
music and arts, the modernism cares about the science, business, progress, technology,
proficiency, speed and machine. No wonder why when most of the Ming Dynasty
51

In the Zhuozhengyuan Album, there are some sceneries that belong to more than one archetype of theme that I have
divided.
52
As a place for self-cultivation, the literati garden would not be too much attractive to the common people. Also in his
“The Garden for solitary Delight”, Sima Guang said: “…I don’t know what other pleasure there is between heaven and
earth that can take the place like this, so I name the whole place The Garden of Solitary Delight. Some people criticized
me…I excuse myself, saying: ‘…what I take pleasure in is poor, mean, low and simple, in fact everything the world
rejects; even if I were to shove it at people, they would still not accept it, so how could I force it on them? If there were
anyone willing to share this pleasure, I would bow down and present it to him; I would never dare to keep it to
myself.’”.
53
Maggie Keswick, “Foreword” in The Craft of Gardens (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988), p14.
54
Ibid., p21.
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products: architecture, furniture, and painting never fail to touch us, the Modern product
of architecture and art never succeed in touching us, if not frightening. Perhaps we should
think about the difference between the designs coming from spiritual needs and the ones
coming from material needs.
The literati cultivated themselves in the nature, with the elements of water, wood and
earth (stone). They became the finest product of art and thought, possessing knowledge
and value derived from nature. But the dilemma and irony is that, while the water, wood
and earth (stone) nourished a most humanized and naturalized culture, overlooking the
elements like fire and metal, it is doomed to suffer. Being excessively gentle and overcultivated, 55 it is vulnerable to infection and violence; finally, it was thrust at and pierced
into by the sharp-edged metal, tortured, fiercely torn into pieces, and burn down by the
overwhelming fire gradually into ash, vapor, silence and a kind of exotic fragrance.
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1988.
Edited by Alfreda Murck and Wen C. Fong. Words and Images: Chinese Poetry,
Calligraphy, and Painting. New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art; Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1991.
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Abstract
Alaba International market in Ojo Local Government of Lagos, Nigeria
remain an easy and open for many imports of all kinds and gain popularity
along West Africa countries for cheap and affordable products. The
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acceptance and recognition of Alaba International market in Ojo, Lagos,
Nigeria is a major element and development in cross cultural and
ethnographic marketing system (EMS) in the world. The study also examine
the effects of Alaba International market in the economic development of
small scale enterprises in Lagos State.

Using and applying the modified Purchase Decision Making Process
(PDMP), a number of shoppers, buyers and consumers patronizing Alaba
International market and their behaviour were examined to determine factors
that influence the patronage and acceptance of the market among consumers
and shoppers across West Africa countries. The results of the findings
showed that Nigerians and their West African neigbours are quite receptive
to foreign products which Alaba market offered are on the high which lead
to the booming of the market. That contributed to the development,
expansion and success and growth of small scale enterprises in Lagos State.

Introduction
Alaba International market in Lagos, Nigeria facilitated the emergence of the
biggest market in West Africa. The market serves other neigbouring
countries such as Togo, Benin and Ghana, among others. Some of the group
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of traders especially the Ibo tribe of Eastern part of Nigeria are known to
have specialized in assembling, fabricating and importing cheap and or
locally made components/ parts of all kinds of products- electronics and
households to suite all types of categories of consumers. They constituted
the major player of the market. Alaba International market was able to gain
popularity in Nigeria and among West Africa countries as it remains an easy,
accessible and open market for all kinds of imports especially electronics,
households items from China, Japan, India and other far East. The popularity
of the market was made possible because of the fact that Nigerians and other
West Africa nations are quite receptive to foreign goods and products,
regardless of quality, durability and product life. The believe and notion of
using imported items is a sort of satisfaction the people cherished much.

The study carries out here is exploratory in nature aim to answer if Alaba
International market is an ethnic control and if it serves as dumping ground
for substandard products in West Africa and if that has contributed to the
growth and development of small scale enterprises in the state that serves
other West Africa countries. The application of Street Level Marketing
(SLM) theory (Stephen Daun, 2007) was applied to determine acceptance
and popularity of the market. The price you pay for Alaba product
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sometimes depend on your bargaining power and negotiation strategy. Some
of the products and services of Alaba Market are of road side operation.
There are always touts or agents that move around the market or operating
on every street and every line of shops to pursue potential customers to buy
from a particular store. And most of the touts or agents are fake sellers or
selling substandard products. The prices system depends on how you are
being assessed by the seller. Also, the application of the Modified Purchase
Decision Making Process (PDMP), a number of shoppers, buyers and
consumers patronizing Alaba International market and their behaviours were
examined to determine factors that influence the patronage and acceptance
of the market among consumers and shoppers across West Africa countries.
Products market segmentations, discrimination of products prices and
personality selling is believed to be some of the major factors influencing
the high patronage of the market by all and sundries. They believe that
Alaba International market serves all the categories of buyers, consumers
and income earners gave the market high reputation and respect among other
similar market places.
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Fig 1: PDMP Model

Choice/ Desire consumer

=

Some degree of
product / services
uniqueness/ scarcity

+

Wants / Needs
Satisfying individual

+

Purchasing
Power – Ability to
Buy

Willingness of Individual
to buy

Purchase Decision making process that most consumers pass through before arriving at a decision
to buy or not to buy.

Background of the Study
In order to investigate the various factors that influence the emergence of
acceptance of the common market, this paper relies on primary and
conceptual findings as there was no known previous studies carried out and
documented by any researcher. It is believed that consumers and shoppers
across the West –Africa acceptance of Alaba International market was as a
result of high tastes of foreign and imported items that the people share in
common.

+
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A number of reasons have been given in the report as useful in explaining
the dominance of the market by one ethnic group of Nigeria. The
understanding of how culture and environment influences technological
innovation and marketing was related to the Ibo’s understanding of
consumer behaviour, and their innovative style of imitation of products. In
marketing new products can be considered as products with minor or major
innovation.
A total number of 185 questionnaire out of 200 distributed to traders at
Alaba were received, 120 local customers patronizing the market were
interviewed and 35 nationals of West Africa countries made up of 10
Ghanaians, 20 Togolese and 15 Beninois traders were interviewed at Nigeria
Seme boarder, using random sampling techniques. Nigeria Seme boarder is
where traders and consumers take across products purchased from Alaba
International market to other West Africa countries. A random sampling
technique was used to administer the questionnaires to entrepreneurs of
Alaba and unstructured interview for other West Africa traders at the
boarder. Five point’s Likert scale was used in the questionnaire. And the
simple percentage and chi-square method were used to analyze the data.
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Also content validity technique was used for the research instruments. And
the results of the showed that:
i.

152 out of 185 (82%) respondents of the entrepreneurs that made up
of the small scale enterprises operators of the market were from
Eastern part of Nigeria (Ibos)- one ethnic group dominance.

ii.

114 out of 120 (95%) customers interviewed revealed that they
patronize Alaba because of cheap, affordable and varieties of
products.

iii.

87 out of 120 (72.5%) Alaba customers interviewed were highly
indifferent to product durability and after sales services.

iv.

173 entrepreneurs of Alaba and 120 customers interviewed believed
that Alaba International market contributed to the economic
development of Lagos State, considering the high level of economic
activities of that area, and various taxes paid to governments.

v.

167 out of 185 (90%) respondents of the entrepreneur of SMEs
operators of Alaba market revealed that customers preferred imported
products to locally made ones.

vi.

109 out of 120 (91%) Alaba customers interviewed revealed that they
come to Alaba because of foreign products varieties and different
prices of the same product i.e. they prefer imported products to locally
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made ones and personality pricing systems being practiced in the
market.
vii.

All the nationals of other West Africa countries interviewed at the
boarder have the same believes that Alaba International market
provides, cheap and affordable products of various categories and
closeness to the boarder was another factors of easy transportation
across boarder.

An Overview of Marketing
Marketing has now become the prime focus of any business organisation. In
the past many business outfits either profit making, non profit making and
non governmental organizations organized and run their business by giving
their customers what they thought they wanted. But now any business
organisations have to find out what their customers want and then develop
the products or services to satisfy their desires and create a repeat purchase.
From a macro perspective, marketing can be defined as “bringing about
exchanges between individual and / or groups so as to provide satisfaction of
a society’s wants and needs (Schewe, 1987). Marketing involves creating
products that will satisfy the needs and wants of people. Marketers price
those products to give then values and monetary considerations. These
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products must be put in places where people can buy them. And promotion
communicates the marketers’ messages to a selected audience. These are the
four main activities of marketers. It should be noted that other activities are
included in marketing.

Ethnographic
Ethnographic has been defined as the study of people in their natural or
native environment- where they live, work, shop and play (Ei, 2007). In a
business or marketing research, ethnography is used to uncover, interpret
and understand the consumer point-of-view and the hidden rules of
environment. It provides a holistic view of consumers in the context of their
daily lives. According to Ethnographic Insight (Ei), there is no substitute for
the opportunity to experience what consumer expensive. For example,
consumers will not interact with any products and services in isolation, as
they are affected by others variables such as unseen cultural factors in form
of language, religion, belief and norms, among others and family patterns
and other products and objectives in the proximate environment. Therefore,
the best areas of getting at these unspoken cultural and social patterns that
shape consumer behaviour is through ethnographic marketing research
(EMS)
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Ethnic Marketing
According to Perreault et al (2000), markets can be analyzed in terms of
different ethnic grouping – ethnic markets. Such ethnic grouping can be
people of different religion or race. Ethnic markets are frequently found
across more than one country, and can be significance to the marketer in
formulating the marketing plan. To be able to have products and services
acceptable globally, marketers must reflect the set of values held by these
people in each segment of the market.

Consumer Behaviour
The goal of marketing generally is to provide satisfaction to ultimate
consumers- buyers. Buyers therefore, are the focus of all marketing efforts
and activities. It is on this note that marketers (domestic and international)
put so much effort into collecting and analyzing information about markets
(consumer & industrial), market segmentation and targeting. In order to
provide satisfaction, marketers need to understand the consumer’s
willingness to buy. They must understand why people behave as they do
(Schewe, 1987)
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Lamb, Hair and McDaniel (1992) observed that consumers’ lives are in a
constant state of flux and that as each generation grows and matures, it may
adopt different sets of values and lifestyles than the previous generation. It
was asserted further that a marketer must have a through and complete
knowledge of consumer behaviour to effectively accomplish the task of
creating a proper marketing mix for a well-defined market.

Fig. 2:

A Model of Buyer Behaviour

Marketing Mix

All Other Stimuli

Psychological Variables

Social Influences

Purchase Stimulation

Motivation
Perception
Learning
Attitude
Personal / Lifestyle

Family
Social class
Reference Groups
Culture

Purchase reason
Time
Surrounding

Person
Making
Decision

Problem Solving Process

Person does or does not purchase (response)
Source: Basic marketing by William D. Perreault. Et al 2000 page 52
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Buyer Motivation and Behaviour
To fully understand ethnographic marketing or cross cultural marketing it
is very necessary to mention the motivation of buyer behaviours, the
decision –making process, and the role of marketing efforts as a
motivating influence. All activities are motivated. There is no
behaviourial act that takes place without some initiating force within the
individual. These forces have been known as ‘motives’ although some
use the term “needs or wants for the same purpose. Motive therefore, is
the state of the organism in which bodily energy is mobilized and
selectively directed towards parts of the environment (McClelland, 1951)

In any buying situation consumers search for the appropriate products or
services and the places at which products/services can be purchased. His
‘perception” or sizing up of the various alternatives, however, is affected
by many factors including: (i) values and attributes; (ii) emotions; (iii)
response traits; (iv) habitual patterns of behaviour; (v) social influences;
and (vi) other stimuli from the environment. The interaction of these
forces represents the psychological field as stated in fig. 3 below :
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Fig 3:
Initiating force

The psychological field
Influences

on

perception

of The outcome

alternatives
1. Values and attitudes
2. Emotions
3. Response traits
4. Habitual
Motives

patterns

of

behaviour

Purposeful behaviour

5. Social influences
6. Other stimuli from the
environment and personal
circumstances
Intervention at forces in the psychological field.
Source: Marketing eight edition 1967 by Theodore N. Beckman, et at page 174.

Conclusion
This study has shown that there is ethnic dominance of entrepreneurs of
Alaba International market. The findings also demonstrate that consumers
and shoppers patronize the market because of cheap, affordable and easily
accessible of foreign products to people. In essence, there was a relationship
between Alaba International market and the economic development of Lagos
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State through SMEs performance. The major setback and problems
associated with Alaba International Market in the course of this research
work were:
(i)

Lack of adequate security for both traders and shoppers. The
market is notorious from armed rubber attack.

(ii)

Traffic congestion leading to the market posed problems for easy
movement of goods and people

(iii)

Touts and fake products are another problems associated with the
market.

There are some limitations to the study. There was no known previous
study carried out on this work hence this paper could not build or based
on previous work to validate the study. Most people that patronized this
market from neigbouring West Africa countries are semi illiterate as well
as entrepreneurs of Alaba International market.
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THE DYSFUNCTIONAL STUDENT: ACADEMIA IN THE AGE OF ELECTRONICA
In his preface to Miss Julie, Swedish playwright August Strindberg described the
popular theatre of the late 19th century as a biblia paupera of the masses—a form of
drama designed for an audience with no serious literary or moral concerns, a visual “text”
at the center of popular culture of the period. Condescending his remark may be, but what
would Strindberg make of the electronic obsessions of a group of people markedly more
literate than the masses of the middle ages, who could access Biblical texts only through
illustrations?
There was a time, and not so long ago, when students could be seen actually
reading books between classes or, God forbid, in the library. Today it is far more
common to see our students emerge from each class to check immediately for the latest
text message on their cell phones while plugging into the iPod in their pocket for music
that will get them to the next stop. With the number of students owning cell phones and
iPods and similar electronic devices now approaching 90%, the number saying that, with
the exception of text books, they have read nothing for entertainment or instruction
within their memories has reached almost the same point. Literate they may be, in the
sense that they can read and write, but non-literate they may also be described, in that, for
the most part, they seem to have very little interest in the written word outside of texting
and what they are told is true on Wikipedia.
The academic implications of these shortcomings are profound and scarcely need
to be elaborated. The social implications are perhaps even more significant. It has
frequently been said that students today seem passionless and uncommitted, alienated in a
way that belies their cultural centrism. The fire that ignited the tails of college students in
the 1960s—wrongheaded though they could sometimes be—expired long ago, to be
replaced by a generation that views academica strictly as a means to an end—the job the
degree is supposed to provide.
The task that we in the humanities and arts face is how to preserve what we most
value in our disciplines in an age of electronica, with students who seem increasingly
remote from the goals of a humanistic general education.
--Dr. Archie Loss
Professor of English and American Studies
Penn State (The Behrend College)
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Abstract
It was not until after World War I that the airplane was first used for any practical
commercial purpose. In May of 1918 the United States Post Office inaugurated regularly
scheduled air mail service. During the initial three-month experimental period, the Army
Air Corps provided planes and pilots to the Post Office. The first flights occurred on
May 15 between Washington and New York with an intermediate stop in Philadelphia.
Airplanes departed each terminal city almost simultaneously. However, the northeastbound airplane failed to reach its destination; the story of this flight is discussed. Names
of the original air mail pilots are identified.
Routes expanded after the experimental period when the Post Office assumed complete
responsibility for the flights. Challenging conditions faced by the intrepid aviators
included inclement weather, hazardous terrain, and frequent engine trouble. One route
across the Alleghenies was nicknamed “Hell Stretch.” Eventually the Post Office
contracted air mail service. During the first year of operation, Army and Post Office
Department pilots compiled a 92% completion record for the New York-Washington
route. Revenues exceeded costs by $19,000. Other data and some of the more humorous
aviation regulations written in these early years are presented.
The impact of the early air mail service cannot be understated. The technologies
developed and the Federal legislation enacted during this early period shaped the
commercial aviation industry of today.
Historical Perspective
On May 15, 1918 official Washington had its mind on the war in France. Nevertheless,
shortly after ten o’clock on that Tuesday morning, a small crowd was present at the Polo
Grounds between the Tidal Basin and the Potomac River. The U.S. Post Office was
about to inaugurate regular air mail service between Washington, Philadelphia, and New
York, simultaneously and bi-directionally, using Army Signal Corps pilots and planes.
The Post Office had been propagandizing for air mail service for years. In the fall of
1911 Postmaster General Frank H. Hitchcock orchestrated a publicity stunt at the
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International Aviation Meet held at Garden City Estates on Long Island. A temporary
post office was built on Nassau Boulevard. On September 25 Hitchcock swore in pilot
Earle L. Ovington as a carrier, and Ovington flew a sack of mail (649 letters and 1,280
post cards) seven miles, dropping the sack over Mineola/Garden City to the postmaster
on the ground. (Among other pilots sworn in as “Airplane Mail Couriers” was
Lieutenant Henry H. “Hap” Arnold, who later became the first Air Force five-star
General.) The airplane, a Bleriot, was so small that Ovington had to fly with the sack on
his lap. Similar mail flights became common, and all flights were made with the
approval of the Postmaster General, without expense to the Government, and in
conjunction with some general meeting or fair.
The possibility of regular air mail service then received Congressional attention. The
next Postmaster General, Albert Sidney Burleson, became a champion of air mail. In
1918 Second Assistant Postmaster General Otto Praeger obsessed with the idea of regular
air mail service, as did Captain Benjamin B. Lipsner, a businessman who had enlisted in
the Signal Corps and was detailed to Washington. On a day with heavy snowfall,
Burleson summoned Praeger and, looking out at the storm, told him he would authorize
air mail service if an experiment convinced him that such service could be maintained
dependably throughout the year, “even on a day like this.” Lipsner was borrowed from
the War Department to organize operations between Washington, Philadelphia, and New
York.
Genesis of U.S. Scheduled Air Mail
On May 3, 1918 the War Department issued an order directing the Air Service to
inaugurate an Aerial Mail Service between Washington and New York – beginning only
twelve days later on May 15! Major Reuben H. Fleet, executive officer to then Colonel
Hap Arnold, was assigned the task of training pilots at thirty-four airfields in the country
and sending them to France. On May 6 Fleet was summoned to the office of the
Secretary of War, Newton D. Baker. Baker stated bluntly:
“‘Hap’ Arnold has recommended you for the job of getting this air mail
route started between Washington and New York with stops at
Philadelphia. The first plane will leave Washington at 11 a.m. on May
15th. President Wilson will be there. Any questions?”
Fleet explained that the endurance and range of the only plane available were 1 hr 20 min
and 88 miles, respectively. He added that the plane was a training airplane with no
baggage compartment. He told of the pilot shortage and their inexperience with crosscountry flying. Fleet said that maps were inadequate and mechanics were almost
nonexistent. More time would be needed than the eight working days leading up to May
15. Baker referred Fleet to Postmaster General Burleson, who had already announced to
the press that an Army Aerial Mail Service would start on May 15. It was an order – no
further discussion.
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Thus experimental air mail service began on May 15 and concluded on August 10, 1918.
This three-month experiment was conducted entirely by the Post Office Department,
using civilian pilots who had instructed the military pilots at the Army flight schools.
Lipsner wanted pilots with at least 1,000 hours of flight experience, of which there were
only forty in the entire country. He procured six specially built, fast biplanes capable of
carrying 180 pounds of mail each.
The First Scheduled Flights
Six pilots were needed for the inaugural flights of May 15, 1918. Fleet was allowed to
choose only four: these were Lieutenants Howard Paul Culver, Torrey H. Webb, Walter
Miller, and Stephen Bonsal. The Post Office Department made arrangements with the
War Department to have Lieutenants James C. Edgerton and George L. Boyle detailed to
air mail duty. Fleet understood why when he learned that Edgerton’s father was
purchasing agent for the Post Office Department and Boyle’s future father-in-law was an
Interstate Commerce Commissioner who had saved the parcel post for the Post Office
Department against private express companies bidding and fighting the Government in
court for the business. Both Edgerton and Boyle had just graduated from primary flying
school and had no experience flying out of sight of their training field. (This is another
fine example of politics in action.) Fleet was not happy. He was an experienced pilot
and was well aware that the success of this air mail experiment really lay with the pilots.
Fleet was told that Boyle would have the honor of flying the first air mail out of
Washington, and Edgerton would be first to fly mail into the nation’s capital.
The flight plans of that first day were simple. Boyle would leave the Polo Grounds at
Potomac Park in Washington at 10:30 a.m. for Philadelphia, 128 miles away. He would
pass the mail to Culver, who would fly it ninety miles to New York. At 11:30 while
Boyle was en route, Webb would depart Belmont Park, New York for Philadelphia,
where his mail pouches would go to Edgerton, who would bring them to Washington.
The trip was 218 miles each way.
Sources conflict regarding the times of the events that follow, but according to Lipsner in
his book, The Air Mail: Jennies to Jets, Fleet brought the plane to be used by Boyle,
landing at the Polo Grounds at 9:35 a.m. At 10:10 President Woodrow Wilson arrived,
followed shortly by the mail. The President’s party included his wife, Postmaster
General Albert S. Burleson, Assistant Postmaster General Otto Praeger, Washington
Postmaster Merritt C. Chance, the Postmaster General of Japan Mr. Kambara, and
Assistant Secretary of the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt. Captain Ben Lipsner was on
hand monitoring events.
Boyle arrived with his fiancée, Miss Margaret McChord, announcing, “Never fear
because Boyle is here.” These were words to be remembered. Neither Fleet nor Lipsner
smiled at the remark, and Fleet, unfolding a road map, showed Boyle how to get to
Philadelphia.
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After three failed engine starts, Lipsner, already a nervous wreck, overheard the President
tell his wife, “We are losing a lot of valuable time here.” Lipsner had the presence of
mind to order a sergeant to check the gas tank; it was almost empty. After three cans of
siphoned gas were added, the engine started, and Boyle took off, albeit 45 minutes late.
He carried 3,300 letters weighing 140 pounds. Boyle was headed towards a tree line at
one end of the Polo Grounds and missed the top branches by about three feet. As the
crowd drifted away from the field, Lipsner looked up and noticed that Boyle was turning
as he climbed, taking a course in a direction opposite that towards Philadelphia. So the
first scheduled air mail was airborne – in the wrong direction.
Boyle was flying south instead of his assigned course of north by northeast. Instructed by
Fleet to follow the railroad tracks out of Washington, but confused by the number of
railroad tracks leading out of Washington, he followed them in the wrong direction.
After making several passes over unfamiliar terrain and after missing the water he was
supposed to keep on his right, Boyle realized he had followed the wrong set of tracks.
Fewer then twenty minutes later and without aid of an accurate compass or aerial map,
Boyle ended up over Waldorf, Maryland, 24 miles southeast of Washington. Landing to
get directions, he flipped his plane over, damaging the plane and his pride. Ironically this
occurred near Otto Praeger’s farm.
When news of Boyle’s accident reached Philadelphia, Culver departed for New York on
schedule, but without the Washington mail. On Long Island thousands of people
gathered at Belmont Park to witness the arrival of one air mail plane and departure of
another. Politicians spoke, a band played, and a children’s choir sang “The StarSpangled Banner”. Torrey Webb’s plane drowned the oratory as he departed New York
on time and successfully transferred his mail pouch to Edgerton in Philadelphia.
Edgerton arrived in Washington without mishap.
The 140 pounds of mail carried by Boyle was driven back to Washington, where it was
sent on to Philadelphia and New York by train. This amounted to about 6,600 letters, of
which 300 were for Philadelphia, 3,300 for New York, and 3,000 for redistribution from
New York. The estimated gross revenue on this one flight was $1,584.
While no one else seemed to worry about Boyle’s flying skills, Fleet was very concerned.
He wanted a replacement for Boyle, but the Post Office Department asked that Boyle be
given a second chance. Two days later, Boyle took off with the mail again, but this time
Fleet was flying ahead of him to make sure he was well along on the correct course.
(One source identifies this accompanying pilot as Edgerton.) About forty miles north of
Washington, the escort decelerated and yelled at Boyle, “Are you okay?” Boyle waved
and confidently yelled back that he was okay, so the escort peeled off and returned to
Washington. Boyle had been instructed to keep the water – the Chesapeake Bay – always
to his right.
There are at least two versions of the story of the rest of Boyle’s second air mail flight.
One story is that he flew along the water’s edge to Elkton, Maryland, crossed the narrow
strip of land between the Chesapeake Bay and the Delaware River, and passed over
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Wilmington, Delaware, into New Jersey, only to realize that the water – now the
Delaware River – was on his left. Mindful of his instructions, he made a prompt aboutface, followed the river south to the Delaware Bay, and scooted all the way around the
Jersey Shore to Cape May, whereupon he made the dual discovery that he was out of gas
and the water was now not only on his right but on his left and in front of him, as well.
He executed a dead-stick landing, foiled only by a lack of fuel and the immensity of the
Atlantic Ocean.
The other story is that an hour after the escort pilot left him to his own devices, Boyle
became lost and landed in a pasture near the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay. After
acquiring tractor gas from a farmer, he departed once again, became lost again, ran out of
gas, and crashed near the Philadelphia Country Club, merely a few miles from his
destination. Boyle was unhurt, but a wing was destroyed. Once again his mail was
trucked to Philadelphia. Amazingly the Post Office Department asked that “Lieutenant
Boyle be given a third chance, and, if he fails, the Department will take responsibility for
his failure.” Fleet denied the request and was supported by Secretary of War Newton D.
Baker.
The air mail base for Philadelphia was at Bustleton Field, a 130-acre tract in North
Philadelphia; the base for New York was the Belmont Park race track on Long Island.
There was one flight a day (except Sundays) with the following schedule:
Departure
Washington
Philadelphia
New York
Philadelphia

Time
11:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
1:25 p.m.

Arrival
Philadelphia
New York
Philadelphia
Washington

Time
1:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
1:10 p.m.
3:20 p.m.

This time table of less than 3½ hours for the Washington-New York mail route compares
with fifteen hours for the Pony Express.
Otto Praeger asked Lipsner to continue running the air mail for the Post Office
Department. “You made it work for the Army, Ben. Now I want you to run it for us.” A
flattered Lipsner, denied a leave of absence from the Army, was permitted to resign in
order to accept the job as the first Superintendent of the Aerial Mail Service.
Overall the Air Mail Service performed well during its first year under Otto Praeger’s
leadership. It actually achieved a small profit: revenues of $162,000 exceeded costs of
about $143,000, leaving a $19,000 surplus.
Postal Rate
Fortunately for Lipsner and company, Boyle’s mishaps received no attention in the press.
Unfortunately, however, a bigger story associated with the air mail was newsworthy: that
of the 24-cent air mail stamp with the inverted center.
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The method by which the stamps were printed called for them to be run through the
presses once to have a carmine-rose frame printed, and then a second time to have a blue
air mail plane printed. Some of the sheets were being run through the presses upside
down the second time, so that the airplane, a Curtiss JN-4 nicknamed a “Jenny,” appeared
to be flying inverted – it was not designed for aerobatics. Lipsner offered the following
perspective of this embarrassment:
For several months, while hewing through the underbrush to prepare for
the first air mail flights, I had had daily battles with hundreds of problems,
and the result of this struggle had been a growing tension within me.
Now, when I learned that sheets of inverted stamps were being sold, my
cup was full to overflowing. The idea of an air mail service was already
being ridiculed, without a blunder like this to give ammunition to the
critics.
Reacting like an eruption of Vesuvius at what seemed to be a deliberate
plan to upset my dreams, I forgot all my other worries for a while and set
out to trace down the error. In the face of the strain I had been under, this
comparatively small problem expanded into a huge monster that
threatened the very existence of an air mail service.
It didn’t take long to check back, and it was with great relief that I found
the Jenny inverted on only a few sheets. The rest were all right. At the
stamp window of the post office in Washington, I learned from the clerk
that only one sheet had escaped before the discovery of the error. The rest
had been caught and were to be destroyed…
We tried to refund the $24.00 to [the buyer of the error sheet] but he
refused, … To prevent a recurrence of this error, the government printing
office added the word TOP to both the frame and vignette plates.
The regular, non-inverted version of this 24-cent stamp was first used on airplane mail
service between Washington, Philadelphia, and New York. The stamp was also valid for
ordinary delivery service. The rate of 24 cents per ounce included immediate individual
delivery. By the Postmaster General’s order of June 26, 1918, the postal rate was
reduced on July 15 to 16 cents for the first ounce and 6 cents for each additional ounce,
which included 10 cents for immediate individual delivery. A 16-cent stamp with the
same Curtiss JN-4 “Jenny” airplane in a single color of green was used for air mail
beginning July 15. On December 15, 1918 the postal rate was reduced further to 6 cents
for the first ounce but no longer included special delivery.
The air mail schedule worked on paper, but in practice planes were frequently delayed
two or three hours due to mechanical troubles or weather. The result was missed plane
and train connections and an entire day’s flights going for naught. Why would anyone
pay extra postage for an air mail letter that doesn’t arrive faster than regular mail?
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Well-Known Air Mail Pilots
Many of the air mail pilots were well-known in their day for either their semi-heroic feats
of achievement or for their activities in the years following their air mail service. Some
were known for their flying “firsts”: first to fly the mail at night, first to expand western
air mail routes, or first to fly the mail over the Rockies. At least one former air mail pilot
started an airline, and another taught Howard Hughes how to fly. However, there was
one air mail pilot who became a household name, and that was Charles A. Lindbergh. In
the days of privately contracted air mail service, on April 15, 1926 Lindbergh was the
first to fly Contract Air Mail (CAM) Route #2, which was actually the third CAM route.
In October 1925 Lindbergh was hired by the Robertson Aircraft Corporation in St. Louis,
Missouri (where he had been working as a flight instructor) to first lay out and then serve
as chief pilot for the newly designated 278-mile CAM-2 to provide service between St.
Louis and Chicago with intermediate stops in Springfield and Peoria, Illinois.
Hell Stretch
In 1919 the Air Mail Service began development of a transcontinental air mail. On July 1
of that year operations were extended from New York to Cleveland with a refueling stop
at Bellefonte, in central Pennsylvania. This opened the New York-to-Chicago route since
service had already started between Cleveland and Chicago. Air mail was flown on those
routes in connection with the railroads – the airplane carried mail during the day, and the
railroad transported it at night.

That part of the Appalachian chain known as the Alleghenies was called the graveyard
run, “Hell Stretch,” or “Hell’s Stretch.” It was part of a heavily traveled east-west airway
that crossed the Pennsylvania Alleghenies. Occasionally an air mail pilot would crash
into a mountain ridge that he never saw because it was obscured by snow, rain, or clouds.
Sometimes this occurred within a few miles of Bellefonte. Hazardous conditions can
develop rapidly in the mountains; blinding snowstorms in the winter and violent
thunderstorms in the summer are common occurrences.
To illustrate how low these pilots would fly, these mountain ridges rise to about only
2400 feet above sea level, or about 1200-1300 feet above the adjacent valley floors in the
vicinity of Bellefonte. In bad weather and low ceilings, pilots would following railroad
tracks, a technique known as flying the “iron beam”. More than one pilot had to climb
suddenly to avoid a head-on collision with a locomotive.
One pilot explained the Bellefonte-Cleveland route to another pilot this way:
From the field here at Bellefonte you head west through the gap in the
ridge. Climb as you veer a bit north, passing over the center of this
railroad switchback up the side of Rattlesnake Mountain, then due west
again to clear the top of the ridge at, say, 2200 feet. After about ten miles
you hit the railroad again at Snow Shoe – look sharp, it’s only four or five
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houses – then follow the railroad on down the other side of Rattlesnake to
the valley where you pick up the West Branch of the Susquehanna River,
winding along to the town of Clearfield, which you will know by three
round water reservoirs just south of town. Next, you have to get over
about thirty miles of plateau to Dubois. This is pretty high, about 2200
feet, but it is fairly smooth on top, and there is a white gravel road cut
through the trees straight to Dubois. As you come into town, you will see
the railroad to your right, and just south of the railroad a piece of flat
pasture you can land on in a pinch. Then the highway leads you for fifty
miles through Brookville to Clarion. Each of these towns has a half-mile
race track. The one at Clarion is half full of trees, but the one at
Brookville is clean and hard, and it’s the best emergency field from here to
Cleveland: as soon as you land, you will be met by a girl named Alice
Henderson, driving a big Cadillac, who will be pleased to look after you.
After Clarion, the country gradually gets lower until you cross the
Allegheny at Greenville, which you can identify by a big S bend in the
river. From then on it’s clear sailing.
Aerial maps were non-existent. Instead “pilots’ directions” were issued by the Post
Office, an example of which is the following for the Bellefonte-to-Cleveland route:
Miles.
0.Bellefonte.—Compass course to Cleveland approximately 310°. Fly
directly toward and over bare spot on mountain top south of gap in Bald
Eagle Range. First range of mountains.
3.Pennsylvania Railroad, following course of Bald Eagle Creek.
17.New York Central Railroad, following course of Moshannon Creek.
35.Clearfield, Pa.—On west branch of Susquehanna River. A small racetrack
here serves as an emergency landing field. Two railroads, one from the
north and one from the east, enter Clearfield, and both go south from here.
55.C. & M. Junction.—One branch of the Buffalo, Rochelle & Pittsburgh
from the east forms a junction here with the N. & S. line of the Buffalo,
Rochelle & Pittsburgh Railroad. Dubois is 2 miles north of course on the
N. & S. line of this railroad.
70.Brookville.—One mile north of course, west of city, is 2-mile race track
which makes an excellent emergency field.
86.Clarion.—One mile north of course. Emergency field marked by white
cross and red brick hangar is here. The Clarion River passes north edge of
city. Railroad from the east ends here.
110.Franklin, Pa.—Seven miles north of course at junction of Allegheny River
and French Creek. Cross Allegheny River where there is a pronounced
horseshoe bend. This is due south of Franklin.
122.Sandy Lake.—Two miles north of course. Cross the Pennsylvania Railroad
at right angles 2 miles south of Sandy Lake.
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138.Shenango.— Two miles north of course. Three railroads enter this town
from the north. Two continue south and one runs east for 3 miles and then
turns southeast.
152.New York Central Railroad, running north and south. One mile north of
course the Erie crosses the New York Central at right angles. Four miles
west the Erie should be crossed where it turns southward. Eight miles
south of course is Warren, with eight railroads radiating out.
157.Pennsylvania Railroad, running north and south.
165.Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, running diagonally northeast-southwest.
206.Cleveland on Lake Erie.—The mail field is in East Cleveland between the
two railroads that follow the lake shore. The field is near the edge of the
city and near the edge of the freight yards of the New York Central. The
field is distinctly marked by long cinder runway. The air mail hangar is in
the southwest corner of the field. The Martin factory is in the northwest
corner of the field.
Statistics / Fatality Rate
When the air mail experiment ended on August 12, the statistics of accomplishment were
impressive. Army pilots had successfully completed 92% of their scheduled flights and
had carried 193,021 pounds of mail. They had flown a total of 128,255 miles without a
fatality. They had flown 1,208 flights out of 1,263 that were scheduled; the difference of
fifty-five flights was due to cancellations for inclement weather or unflyable planes, at
times due to accidents. There were ninety forced landings: fifty-three were forced down
because of weather en route, and thirty-seven had forced landings due to mechanical
trouble.
In the first full year of operations (1919), the air mail service had a remarkable record:
96.54% completions of all flights, although 30% were flown in poor visibility. For
flights over Hell Stretch, the penalty for miscalculation was sudden death. Even a young
Lindbergh had to parachute for safety one foggy night over Maywood, Illinois in 1924.
The years 1920-21 were the worst in the history of the air mail. Post Office officials
recorded 1,764 forced landings, about half due to mechanical failures and half due to
weather. Life expectancy was short, and it was not uncommon for a men’s clothier to
deny charge accounts to air mail pilots due to their risky profession. In 1920 there were
five fatal crashes, killing nine; in 1921 there were twelve crashes that killed nineteen. In
all, thirty-two pilots lost their lives in the nine years of service, approximately one out of
every six employed, mostly on the “graveyard run” from New Jersey to Chicago, over the
foggy, murderous Allegheny Mountains.
Early Aviation Regulations
Early in 1920 the Air Mail Service issued a set of rules for pilots in the regular operation
of their airplanes. Though these rules appear almost ludicrous by today’s standards, they
were taken seriously by the Post Office pilots and others, who realized that deviation
from them could be a serious matter on transcontinental flights.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t take the machine into the air unless you are satisfied that it will fly.
Never leave the ground with the motor leaking.
Don’t turn sharply when taxiing. Instead of turning short, have someone lift the
tail around.
Never get out of the machine with the motor running unless the pilot relieving you
can reach the engine controls.
Pilots should carry hankies in a handy position to wipe off goggles.
Riding on the steps, wings or tail of a machine is prohibited.
In case the engine fails on takeoff, land straight ahead regardless of obstacles.
No machine must taxi faster then a man can walk.
Do not trust altitude instruments.
If you see another machine near you, get out of the way.
Before you begin a landing glide, see that no machines are under you.
Hedge-hopping will not be tolerated.
No spins on back or tail slides will be indulged in as they unnecessarily strain the
machine.
Pilots will not wear spurs while flying.
If emergency occurs while flying, land as soon as you can.

In December 1920 these rules were expanded to general directions to all personnel of the
Service.
Impact and Conclusion
Only a few letters were stamped for air mail on most days in the three-month
experimental period; ordinary mail filled the bags to avoid embarrassment to the Post
Office. To pay its way, mail flown by air would have to affect great savings over
dispatch by railroad, which was not possible between Washington, Philadelphia, and New
York. Thus Lipsner and Praeger concluded that air mail could succeed only with greatly
expanded routes, faster planes, heavier loads, and a 24-hour-a-day flying schedule.
Except for pilots with night-flying experience in the war, this demand added the risk of
contemporary aviation’s inexperience with night flying.
By July 15, 1918 arrangements were completed for the Post Office to operate the air mail
independently of the Signal Corps, as all available pilots were needed to support the
aerial war in France. Captain Lipsner resigned his commission to become civilian
superintendent of the new air mail service.
On August 6 the Air Mail Service formally accepted the first six specially built mail
planes, each capable of carrying 180 pounds of mail. Prior to this date, commercial
aviation had been only a theory. The last of the mail to be flown by the Army took to the
air on Saturday, August 10. Its pilots had successfully completed 270 flights, carrying
40,500 pounds of mail.
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The practicality of wide route expansion was another matter. There were no adequate
landing fields, charted airways, communication systems, or beacons. Maps were
inadequate; pilots used road maps that showed large cities but no other landmarks, terrain
features, or elevation information. Pilots carried only a simple magnetic compass that
was distorted by the metal of the airplane. They were pressured to maintain the flying
schedule, six days a week, regardless of weather. Additionally flights between New York
and Chicago would require pilots to fly over the terrifying Hell Stretch. Nevertheless
flight between these two large cities was initiated on September 15, 1918.
In the following years Post Office air mail pilots continued to expand westward and
established a basic system of airways still in effect today. They began day and night
operations, spanning the country and making overnight coast-to-coast mail a fact. In
1926 and 1927 the Post Office Department turned over its operations to private
contractors, who began to carry passengers along with the mail. The size and speed of
airplanes were increased, and mail was no longer the primary payload. What had begun
as an experiment in flying letters marked the birth of a major industry a few years later.
By their carriage of the mail, pilots of the Air Mail Service began commercial air
transportation – the worldwide network that first connected Washington and New York in
under three and a half hours in 1918. Three years later NewYork and San Francisco were
connected in an amazing thirty-three hours – three days faster than a train. Improvements
in the infrastructure required to support cross-country flying were made with the
development of radio, lighted beacons, airplane instruments, airports, aerial maps, and the
development of a crude air traffic control system. All of these developments took time
and lives – all of which paved the way for today’s global network.
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Abstract
This paper examines the use of visuals and discourse features of advertisements
for dietary supplements and drugs in four different monthly health magazines.
Drawing on relevance theory, the present study compared the form and organization
of linguistic and visual elements in ads through a discourse analysis approach. The
findings showed that drug ads depended more on visuals to reconstruct contexts that
the potential consumers could relate to than ads for dietary supplements. This
contextual effect thus maximized the relevance of products to the magazine readers.
Three discourse features that reflect intertextuality were identified in the data,
including adopting discourse representation or speech reportage, mixing discourse
types, and recycling. Both visuals and linguistics/discourse devices were used
strategically to reinforce the contextual implicature and relevance between the
products and the potential consumers. Directions for future research are also included.
Keywords: Discourse analysis, health product ads, intertextuality, visual analysis
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This study examines the health product advertisements in four monthly
magazines that target different groups of readers. The purpose was to investigate the
use of visuals and discourse features of advertisements of two different health
products—dietary supplements and drugs. Although both dietary supplement and drug
advertisements belong to the same genre of media discourse and can be considered as
a type of medical discourse due to the nature of products, the strategies ad copywriters
resort to can vary to some extent because different products tend to target different
groups of consumers. Both the form and the organization of linguistic and visual
elements in the two kinds of ads will be analyzed and compared. The notion of
intertextuality and Sperber and Wilson‟s (1986) relevance theory will be used as
analysis frameworks in this study.
In her discussion of relevance theory and the language of advertising, Byrne
(1992) notes, “[advertising] is an exercise in communication economics in which the
communicator endeavors to utilize scarce resources in the best and most effective
combination to bring the desired return” (p. 1). It is a genre of media discourse with
persuasive intent. Whether it is used to inform the public of or to promote a certain
product or idea, advertising falls into the category of persuasive communication that
can be found in various genres of media discourse (e.g. TV, radio, magazines,
newspapers, posters, and commercial websites) (Rotzoll, 1985). Most often, the main
purpose of advertisers is to alter viewers‟ behavior, level of awareness, knowledge,
and attitudes “in a manner that would be beneficial to them” (Rotzoll, 1985, p. 94).
Rotzoll (1985) defines advertisements as a “symbol package” with several
characteristics (p. 99). First, advertisements lack immediate feedback. The feedback is
usually inferred from the increase or decrease of product sales. Second, repetition of
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the same message can usually be observed in most advertisements, whether it‟s
through verbal or visual enhancement. Third, ads commonly involve hyperbole,
“„puffing,‟ exaggeration, [and] fancy” (p. 99). They usually serve as “a form of
alleviating imagery…offering a world far more interesting, glamorous, sinful, alluring,
clean, better ordered, and exciting than that we found around us” ( Rotzoll, 1985, p.
99).
The linguistic-pragmatic effectiveness of advertising text determines whether
certain ads achieve what advertisers intend (Bryne, 1992). Factors that can influence
the degree of such effectiveness include “the interaction between the text, the
reader/hearer‟s context (cognitive environment), and the effort [s/he] is prepared to
make to interpret the message and its implications” (Bryne, 1992, p. 1). Because ads
can involve a high degree of creative language use, Bryne argues that a
linguistic-pragmatic study would be helpful in examining the effectiveness of such
creative device. Sperber and Wilson‟s relevance theory, according to Bryne (1992), is
a useful framework for such a study since it “accounts for the recovery of both the
explicature of an utterance and its implicatures, the semantic and pragmatic elements,
what is said and what is implied” (p. 2). Although parts of relevance theory is applied
to the analysis of semantic elements (e.g. pictorial metaphors), Bryne argues it is
“essentially” a theory of pragmatics that takes into accounts the “contextual and
occasion factors in the interpretation of an utterance” (pp. 2-3). Sperber and Wilson
also note that pragmatic process should be “used to bridge the gap between the
semantic representations of the sentences and the interpretation of utterances in
context” (1986, p. 167).
In their relevance theory, Sperber and Wilson aim to explain “how the hearer
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infers the speaker‟s meaning on the basis of evidence provided” (qtd. in Ward & Horn,
2003). They argue that “humans tend to pay attention to the most relevant phenomena
and to process them in a context that maximizes their relevance” (1986, p.9).
Although advertisement is usually designed to convey certain messages, either
explicitly or implicitly, to potential consumers, whether the ad serves this purpose
depends on how relevant the viewer perceives it is to his/her situation.
In most communication, Sperber and Wilson (1986) identify „informative
intention‟ and „communicative intention.‟ While „informative intention‟ refers to a
person‟s wish to communicate a certain message, „communicative intention‟ is his or
her wish to have readers/hearers‟ attention. In the case of advertising, the advertiser is
the communicator whose intention to inform the public of a certain product or idea is
always embedded in the ad that “in itself embodies a bid for attention” (Forceville,
1996, p. 98). Based on the relevance theory, which focuses on “speaker meaning and
hearer interpretation by means of contextual implication,” the ads will not have an
impact on readers/hearers unless they find the advertising messages relevant to them
(Forceville, 1996, p. 99). Quoted in Bryne (1992), Day (1984) notes:

If the product is not perceived as being sufficiently relevant to enough people,
the product dies […]. The product must be seen to be „relevant‟ to the way
people live, which means the communication must start from a common point of
reference.
Sperber and Wilson argue that linguistic styles “[arise] in pursuit of relevance
and that the degree of responsibility the hearer has to take for the interpretation of an
utterance varies according to poeticness of the style used” (qtd. in Bryne, 1992, p. 6).
Although Sperber and Wilson focus mainly on spoken discourse, their theory can also
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be applied to the language used in ads since advertising is “written-to-be-spoken”
(scripted) language and ad copywriters tend to “reproduce the spontaneous everyday
language of the target audience” (Bryne, 1992, p. 6; Leech, 1966). Sperber and
Wilson‟s relevance theory is useful in analyzing ads that promote products with a
narrowly-defined group of consumers. Because not everyone who views the ads will
find the products relevant to them, the advertisers need to manipulate texts, both
verbal and visual, to maximize their relevance.
In addition to the relevance theory, Bakhtin‟s idea on intertextuality will be used
in the analysis of the ads collected. In media discourse analysis, Fairclough suggests
that one also adopt intertextual analysis since it “has an important mediating role in
linking text to context” (1995, p. 211). This notion is supported by a
three-dimensional view of discourse and discourse analysis (i.e., analysis of context,
analysis of processes of text production and interpretation, and analysis of text)
(Fairclough, 1995). It is argued that most texts are “linguistically heterogeneous, i.e.
made up of elements which have varying and sometimes contradictory stylistic and
semantic values,” and a certain text may draw upon a plurality of prior genres,
discourses or narratives” (Bakhtin 1986; Fairclough, 1995, p. 189, Kristeva, 1986).
Since advertisements are a genre of media discourse, an intertextual analysis can
provide us with a better understanding of how persuasive advertising messages might
be embedded with different discourse types.
Drawing on Sperber and Wilson‟s relevance framework, Bryne suggests that
when analyzing ads, one also look at the linguistic styles that increase contextual
implications. These linguistic styles include phonetic effects, length of text, metaphors,
and various language devices (e.g. use of imperatives, cohesive devices, hyperbole,
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rhetorical questions). Many studies have looked at different linguistic devices and
persuasive strategies in different kinds of written ads (Bruthiaux, 1994, 2000;
Gramberg, 1998; Marley, 2002; Oh, 2001; Schaffer, 1998). For example, Marley
(2002) examines the questions and modality in written dating advertisements. Oh
(2001) looks at the use of demonstratives or deictic terms in the ads appearing in
popular magazines such as TIME, People, Elle, Sports Illustrated, etc. Bruthiaux
(1994) investigates functional variation in the language of classified ads by looking at
definite and indefinite articles, pronouns, copulas, and preposition. However, few
studies on advertisements focus on intertextuality and few examine the relationship
between visuals and written texts in the health product ads that target different groups
of consumers. This study examines intertextuality in the advertising language in
written ads for two health products that target different groups of consumers. The
linguistic devices such as the use of rhetorical questions and imperatives will be
analyzed. The use of visuals will also be looked at to better understand how it might
help create contextual implicature embedded in the ads.
Data
The data for this study were drawn from four different monthly magazines on
health-related issues: Vegetarian Times (Sep. 2004 issue), Life Extension (Sep. 2004),
Prevention (Jul., Aug., Sep., and Oct. 2004), and Health (Sep., and Oct. 2004). While
Vegetarian Times and Life Extension tend to target a specific audience (i.e. vegetarian
and the elderly or people who are concerned about aging), Prevention and Health are
geared toward anyone who is concerned about health related issues. Only two kinds of
ads were chosen for analysis: 1) ads for dietary supplements and 2) ads on drugs for
common health problems (e.g. allergy, heartburn, migraine, and arthritis). Because
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there were many kinds of dietary supplements in the chosen magazines, only ads for
more commonly known dietary supplements such as vitamins, enzyme, weight control,
and those that promote healthy bones or joints (e.g. calcium, glucosamine) were
included for analysis. No drugs ads were found in Life Extension and Vegetarian;
therefore, all the drug ads in this study were collected from Prevention and Health.
Due to the sporadic appearance of drug ads, more than one issue of the two magazines
was searched for the ads. A total of 41 ads were collected for analysis. Tables 1 and 2
summarize the number of ads collected from each magazine. It is interesting that no
drugs ads were found in Life Extension (LE) and Vegetarian Times (VT). The reason
might be that the readership of both magazines is more narrowly-defined and specific
than that of Health and Prevention, which are geared toward the general public that
care about health in general.
Table 1.

Dietary Supplement Ads
Life Extension

Vegetarian Times Prevention

Health

Enzyme

2
2
1
1

5
0
2
1

5
4
3
0

2
0
0
0

Sub-total

5

8

11

2

Vitamins
Calcium/Glucosamine
Weight Control

The total number of ads for dietary supplements: 28

Table 2.

Drug Ads
LE

VT

Prevention

Health

Allergy
Arthritis
Heartburn
Migraine

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

3
2
2
1

2
1
1
1

Sub-total

0

0

9

5

The total number of drug ads: 13
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Visuals as a Strategy for Maximizing Relevance
Although both ads for dietary supplements and drugs all resorted to similar
linguistic devices (e.g. rhetorical questions or imperatives) to create a buying
incentive, one major difference between the ads was the use of visuals. Before I turn
to the analysis of linguistic devices, I will focus on the difference between the use of
visuals here. The data showed that drug ads depended more on visuals to
“reconstruct” a context that the consumers could relate to than the ads of dietary
supplements. To understand the context created in the ads, I specifically examined the
use of human and non-human characters in the ads. The gender and role of human
figures were also looked at and compared.
The analysis showed that while human images/characters appeared in 86 percent
of the drug ads, only 42 percent of the ads for dietary supplements included human
images. Interestingly, the drug ads on allergy and migraine tended to include young
female characters and/or non-human characters (e.g. an embodiment of germs or a
monster that attacked the female character‟s head with a hammer). The three ads on
arthritis medicine all included images of middle-aged or old males or females.
Non-human objects such as pizza often appeared in the drug ads for heartburn.
Overall, the visuals in the drug ads were highly relevant to the nature of the products
and the target consumers.
It was found that human and non-human images/characters were included in the
drug ads to create a situation or context in which the human characters were either
suffering from or alleviating from a health problem such as arthritis or allergy. By
using visuals, the ad copywriter was able to create/enhance the “contextual effects” on
the viewers, which included “contextual implication, strengthening of existing
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assumptions, [and] contradiction of existing assumptions” (Bryne, 1992, p. 34;
Sperber and Wilson, 1986). These contextual effects thus maximized the relevance.
For example, figure 1, retrieved from an ad on Allegra-D, a medication for allergy,
included two contrasting pictures of the same female character in two different
situations--suffering from or getting rid of allergy symptoms. The use of the
contrasting images (one with watery eyes and the other holding flowers with a big
smile) can strengthen the contextual implication that taking the drug makes one
experience “allergy-free” life the way the female character does.
Figure 1.

Allegra-D Source: Health, September 2004

In addition, the visuals that included human images/characters tended to reflect
celebrity endorsement. Most often the image of famous figures in sports or
entertainment circle was used with direct quotes from them to create contextual
implications (the use of direct quotes is discussed in detail under Discourse
Representation). Figure 2 showed an example of how the ad copywriter of OSCAL, a
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calcium supplement, used an image in which a former Olympic Gold Medalist, Peggy
Fleming in her late 50s, was playing with her little grandson by carrying him on her
back. The image, involving a famous figure, not only conveys a contextual
implication that taking OsCal makes one feel as energetic and active as Peggy
Fleming does, but it also contradicts most viewers‟ existing assumption that one is
less able to play with children like Peggy Fleming does at such age. The image thus
enhances the product‟s relevance with potential customers, especially those in
Fleming‟s age group.
Figure 2.

OsCal

Source: Prevention, September, 2004

The ads of dietary supplements included fewer human images than drugs ads. In
the ads that included human images, female characters appeared more often than male
characters. Among the few drug ads that showed human images, while 83 percent
included female characters (aged between 20s and 50s), only 41 percent showed male
characters. Most often male characters appeared together with a female character or in
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an image that portrays family life. This shows that the ads for dietary supplements
seem to target female consumers, although further research with a larger sample size
might be needed to confirm this finding. Interestingly, despite the fact that the ads for
dietary supplements included fewer human images/characters, 88 percent of the ads
for dietary supplements contained the image of the actual products, in addition to
brand names and logos. This was different than drug ads since only 36 percent of the
drug ads included an image of the actual products.
The differences in the use of visuals between drug ads and ads for dietary
supplements might be due to the purposes of the products themselves and their target
consumers. While drug ads promote the products that can treat or alleviate certain
health problems, dietary supplement ads seem to tout the idea of disease prevention.
Since it is more difficult to visualize the idea of or the advantages that come along
with disease prevention (except for showing a female/male with a perfect body figure
or an old couple smiling together), the images of actual products tend to be used to
enhance viewers‟ background knowledge about the products. In addition to the
product image, the image of fruits was often shown in dietary supplement ads. The
image thus creates a feeling that the products equal the fruits that are rich in vitamins.
In sum, visuals were used differently in the ads to create different contextual
meanings based on the nature of products and the target consumers with a purpose of
maximizing relevance.
Shared Features of Written Texts in Health Product Ads
The use of a headline or a lead was common in all the ads collected for this study.
The grammatical construction of the headlines in the data fell into one of the four
categories: noun phrases/prepositional phrases, statements, imperatives, and rhetorical
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questions. Table 3 showed some examples of each category.
Table 3.

Grammatical Categories of the Headlines
Examples

Phrases
(NP; PP)

1. New Ester-E. The Next Generation of Vitamin E.
2. The pill that limits carbohydrate absorption.

Statements

3. Innovative Formulas. 30 years of experience. Rigorous Testing.
4. For John‟s head. For John‟s shoulders. For John‟s heartburn.
1. Initially you might feel guilty having so many nutrients all to
yourself.
2. We‟ve charted a masterpiece.

3. You need something strong to keep you at your best. Double
espressos don‟t count.
Imperatives 1. Challenge the American Epidemic!
2. Get whistles from construction workers. And nutritionists.
3. Feel great while you lose weight!
1. Focused on carbs? Intercepts them.
Rhetorical
questions + 2. To bend or not to bend? Don‟t let arthritis joint pain decide for
you.
Imperatives
3. Can‟t take the congestions? Take Allegra-D.

It should be noted that some of the leads or headlines were constructed by using
texts that involved two different linguistic categories as in “Life‟s tough. Fight back.”
Although the above mentioned linguistic categories could be found in both drug ads
and ads for dietary supplements, the use of imperatives indicated differences. In the
drug ads, imperatives were seldom used alone and usually appeared after a rhetorical
question. Examples included “Think your over-the-counter pain relievers for arthritis
or joint pain are totally safe? Think again.” and “Can‟t take the congestions? Take
Allegra-D.” Interestingly, the imperative sounded more like a direct suggestion from
the advertiser than a construction whose “primary role is giving orders” due to the
existence of the preceding rhetorical question (Matthews, 1997). The imperatives in
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the ads for dietary supplements, on the contrary, were mostly used alone or appeared
after a statement. For example, the headline of a multivitamin ad reads, “Ordinary
multivitamins are a waste of vital nutrients, and money. FIGHT BACK.” Here the
headline involves the presupposition that the viewer is taking one of those ordinary
multivitamins. Also, the statement seems to serve as a reason of why one needs to
“fight back.”
Both the rhetorical questions and statements before the imperatives contained
information that could increase the relevance of the products to potential consumers.
The rhetorical questions in drug ads, for instance, were usually about the symptoms
that consumers might suffer from. In “Can‟t take the congestions?”, the ad copywriter
seem to presuppose that consumers are experiencing allergy that causes congestion.
This presupposition creates a contextual implication that one should not suffer from
congestion and that one can get relief by taking the medication. Presupposition,
according to Fairclough (1992), is intertextual, and most often manipulative. In media
discourse, “presuppositions are effective ways to manipulate people, because they are
often difficult to challenge” (p. 283). Presupposition is often taken for granted by the
text producer and “can be interpreted in terms of intertextual relations with previous
texts of the text producer” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 283).
Another shared feature of the data is the use of “written-to-be-spoken” language
(e.g. informal vocabulary, fragmented syntax) (Byrne, 1992). Such
“written-to-be-spoken” texts are usually composed of parts of other texts or discourse
types to attract consumers‟ attention and to maximize the relevance. Discourse
representation, mixing discourse types, and recycling are the three linguistic/discourse
features that reflect intertextuality in the data collected (Fairclough, 1992; Hermeren,
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1999; Johnstone, 2002). Discourse representation or speech reportage, commonly
used in news reports, “is a form of intertextuality in which parts of specific other texts
are incorporated into a text” and is usually marked “with devices such as quotation
marks and reporting clauses (e.g., she said or Mary claimed)” (Fairclough, 1992, p.
273). In the data, discourse representation is reflected in the use of direct speech with
quotation marks.
Discourse Representation
The direct speech within quotation marks informed readers of someone‟s
experience in using the product. Most often the direct speech was addressed by a
character in the ad. Example 1 was taken from an ad for an arthritis formula,
Chondro-Pro, right below a picture of Pat Boone, a popular rock-and-roll singer in his
60s. The direct speech creates a feeling that Pat Boone is directly talking to the
viewer.
Example 1.
I used to have pain in my knees. Now, with Chondro-Pro, I can play two hours of
tennis a day…and win!
Example 2.
I won‟t let arthritis pain keep me from teaching”
Example 3.
Zicam Allergy Relief eliminated my daily dilemma. Every morning, I had to
make a tough decision: take my allergy medicine and put up with unpleasant side
effects. Or skip the medicine and suffer the allergy symptoms. Either way, I
suffered! Then I found Zicam Allergy Relief. It reduced my allergy symptoms
without making me feel drowsy or jittery. Now I use Zicam every day and I feel
great.
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Example 2 was retrieved from an ad for Vioxx, a drug for arthritis pain. The
direct speech within quotation marks was used as headline and appeared right next to
a full-page picture, showing a female African American teacher working with kids
with full energy in a classroom. Here, the use of the image and the direct speech
within quotation marks creates an implicature that taking Vioxx offers one an
“arthritis pain free” life. In example 3, the direct speech was put below an image of a
female character. The headline and the personal narrative were put in quotes to
illustrate positive experience of taking the medication. This creates a contextual
implication that “since Zicam has worked for me, it will work for you too.”
Mixing Discourse Types
It was found that copywriters tended to use the form or format of different
discourse types and adapted them to make the product look more appealing. The
analysis of data showed that the form/format of newspaper article and research report
is sometimes used to inform viewers of the superiority of the product. Figure 3
showed how the ad copywriter used a mock news report to tout the product. In
addition, the ads for dietary supplements, especially those in Life Extension magazine,
tended to take the form of a research report which contained dense information and
usually included references to scientific studies to show the effectiveness of the
product. Example 4 showed an opening paragraph taken from an ad for a weight
control supplement called Super CLA in Life Extension. In this example, the ad copy
writer compared the results of different research on conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) to
set up a case of why one should take the product. Here the way the text was composed
is similar to that of an academic research report in which the author usually draws on
scientific research to support his/her points. The copywriter of dietary supplement ads
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tends to make use of this rhetorical technique either to get viewers‟ attention or to
show potency of the products.
Figure 3.

Prilosec. Source: Health, September, 2004.

Example 4.
Since its introduction in 1996, conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) has become an
enormously popular supplement to help control excess body fat. A review of
previously published scientific studies shows that CLA reduces body fat while
increasing lean muscle mass when used in conjunction with reduced calorie
intake and an increase in physical activity. These studies, however, were all
relatively short term. The results of a new one-year CLA study were released at
the 94th Annual Meeting of the American Oil and Chemical Society (May 4-7,
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2003). The new study, titled “Efficacy and Safety of One-Year
Supplementation with Conjugated Linoleic Acid in Moderate Overweight,”
found that compared to placebo, CLA-supplemented subjects reduced body fat
by 9% and increased lean muscle by 2%. This study confirmed a reduction in
total body weight in addition to body fat percentage. Analyses of blood tests
showed no side effects over this one-year period.
In addition to drawing on the style of research report genre, the ad copywriter
highlighted certain information in the written text by making it in bold. In example 5,
the highlighted portion summarizes the main purpose and effect of the
product—“conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) control[s] excess body fat…when used in
conjunction with reduced calorie intake and an increase in physical activity…reduced
body fat by 9%...reduction in total body weight…no side effects.” This highlighting
enables viewers to get the gist of the entire text without reading the details.
Some ads also included paraphrasing of cited sources and footnotes with the
complete reference of the sources. Example 5, retrieved from an ad for a dietary
supplement called WellBetX PGX, illustrated one of such references included in one
ad. Interestingly, the use of the research report genre and footnotes is a feature that
was not found in any of the drug ads collected. This might have to do with the
difference between dietary supplements and drugs. Unlike drugs, dietary supplements
are not usually viewed as a necessity, especially for those who are not concerned
about health issues. Therefore, the ads of dietary supplements tend to draw on clinical
scientific research to show that there is a need for one to use the product. The use of
clinical research creates a feeling that the information presented in the ads is not
ungrounded and deserves one‟s attention.
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Example 5.
The patent-pending PGX formula is the result of hundreds of tests designed to
create a highly viscous fiber that “soaks up” some carbohydrates in the
grastroniestinal tract before they are assimilated into the bloodstream. 2
[text deleted]
2.Marlett JA, McBurney MI, Slavin JL, American Dietetic Association. Position of the American Dietetic
Association: health implications of dietary fiber. J Am Diet Assoc. 2002 Jul; 102(7): 993-1000.

Recycling
Another feature that involves intertextuality is the use of proverbs, sayings,
aphorisms, maxims, catchphrases, clichés, allusions and similar expressions
(Hermeren, 1999). Most often such usage was altered a bit (e.g. word substitution,
spelling changes, alteration in phonetic or phonological features) to fit the content and
the context reconstructed in the ads. The headline of an ad for Bextra arthritis
medicine, “To bend or not to bend”, in figure 4 was an alteration of a famous line in
Shakespeare‟s play, Hamlet—“To be or not to be: that is the question”. The headline
was then followed by a half-page image of an old man picking up a morning
newspaper. By using such famous line portraying Hamlet‟s dilemma, the copywriter
was able to “recreate” a difficult situation which arthritis patients would find
themselves in when picking up morning newspapers. Although the word “be” was
replaced with “bend” and thus undergoing phonetic alteration (i.e. /bi/  /bεnd/), the
grammatical structure and the first-part spelling “be” in “bend” might still reinforce
one‟s memory about Shakespeare‟s famous line and the dilemma presented through
the rhetorical question. Such alteration makes the rhetorical question more relevant to
the product and the potential consumers‟ situation. The use of the headline and the
image thus creates a contextual implication that taking the product prevents one from
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such as a dilemma.

Figure 4.

Bextra. Source: Health, October, 2004

Example 8
Get whistles from
Construction workers.
And nutritionists.
Anther type of recycling is the use of context-dependent utterances, as shown in
example 8, retrieved from an ad for O‟LAY multivitamins. The product is usually
geared toward female consumers in the 30s-50s age group who care about their skin.
The headline was placed right next to the image of a smiling female character with
radiant skin tones. The imperative, “get whistles from construction workers”, implies
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that using the product makes one look so gorgeous that she can get whistles from
them. Interestingly, the copywriter seems to presuppose that women like getting
whistles, although in reality, some don‟t and might even feel offensive if someone
does that to them.
Recycling of certain words or part of words in terms of spelling and
phonological features is also common in the data and usually reflects in the product
names, as shown in example 9. The intertextuality in this case is in lexical level, as in
the name of an allergy medicine, “allegra”. “Allegra” is the combination of the partial
spelling of two words—“allergy” and “Viagra.” The combination of the two
morphs—one representing the health problem and the other, the name for a popular
drug for men—can remind consumers of not only the purpose of the drug but also the
product name itself due to the highly publicity of Viagra. “Allegra-D “, a different
type of allergy medicine from the same company, is another example. Because the
product is for congestion relief, the “D” in the name seems to be used on purpose to
echo the /di/ in the word, “decongestion,” and thus reminds viewers of the purpose of
the drug. In addition, the use of second person possessive pronoun “your” and the
superlative adjective, “most frustrating” in the lead maximize the relevance because
of the presupposition that viewers suffer from congestion and consider it as the most
frustrating symptom.
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Example 9
ALLEGRA-D RELIEVES YOUR MOST
FRUSTRATING ALLERGY SYMPTOM:
CONGESTION.
[body text deleted]

allegra-D
FINALLY, D-CONGESTED.
Other examples include “Aller-7”, a dietary supplement containing seven herbal
extracts for respiratory health, and “Ester-E”, a vitamin E supplement. The “Ester-“ in
the name is borrowed from “Ester-C”, which was first introduced in the Journal of
Research Communications in Chemical Pathology to describe a patented vitamin C
complex, whose absorption rate is twice faster than the regular vitamin C (Murray,
1993).
Conclusion
Drawing on relevance theory and concept of intertextuality, I have analyzed the
health products ads that are geared towards different groups of consumers. The
analysis indicated that compared to ads for dietary supplements, the drug ads tended
to rely more on visuals to increase relevance between products and potential
consumers who are afflicted with health problems portrayed in the images. Most often
the visuals in the drug ads were designed to illustrate a certain context involving
human or non-human characters to reinforce the contextual implicature that the
advertisers would like to pass to the viewers. The visuals in the dietary supplements
ads, on the other hand, were mostly images of actual products. Some ads for dietary
supplements include a photo of products and a female character with perfect body
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figure to create a contextual implicature that if one took the products, she would be
more likely to have a perfect body figure too.
In addition to the visuals, I have examined intertextuality in the written
components of the ads. Discourse representation, mixing discourse types, and
recycling are three intertextual strategies observed in the data. Discourse
representation involves direct speech from a human or non-human character within
quotation marks. The written text in the ads for dietary supplements tends to take the
form of research report genre to inform the viewers of the advantage of using the
products. Finally, intertextuality also funnels through the recycling of previous texts
in both sentential and lexical levels (e.g. a famous line in literature, other drug names
or the medical terms of certain health problems). These intertextual elements not only
serve as a means of getting viewers‟ attention, but they also can enhance viewers‟
memories about the products due to the catchy feeling of the borrowed words,
linguistic texts, or forms.
This study mainly focused on examining the written health product ads in
monthly magazines. Future research can look at the ads for other products in other
genres of media discourse, such as TV, radio, or commercial websites, to compare and
contrast the intertextal elements and strategies in maximizing relevance. Also, one can
examine ads from other cultures to explore the concept of intertextuality from a
cross-culture perspective.
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Instructors’ beliefs of their teaching practices in three Spanish college classrooms
Abstract
Data for this study were obtained from the tape recording, observation and the use of
field notes in three sections of an intermediate Spanish course at two universities in the
Northeast. Data also came from an interview with each of the instructors.
There are three research questions:
•
•
•

What is the ratio of L1-L2 spoken in class?
For what functions is each language used?
What is the relationship between teachers’ espoused beliefs and classroom
practices in regards to the use of L1 and L2?

Results seem to indicate that there is consistency between beliefs regarding the use of
English and Spanish in two of the instructors, but not in the third instructor. There is also a large
amount of focus on language forms and use of restricted and minimal linguistic forms due in part
to the lack of flexibility that the text’s exercises allow and also due to close adherence to the text.
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Introduction
In order to study beliefs it is necessary to know what we understand by beliefs, which
sometimes is complicated to do because beliefs “…travel in disguise and often under an alias –
attitudes, values, judgments, axioms, opinions …” (Pajares 1992, p. 329), so that when people
refer to one of the nouns mentioned here it may actually be that they are referring to beliefs. For
our study we have adopted the definition proposed by Rokeach (1969), “Any simple
proposition, conscious or unconscious, inferred from what a person says or does, capable of
being preceded by the phrase ‘I believe that …” (p. 113).
As we see in the definition, beliefs may be hidden in the subconscious, because the
individual is not aware of some of the beliefs he/she has. For that reason, “beliefs cannot be
directly observed or measured but must be inferred from what people say, intend, and do …” (p.
314). Therefore, in order to study them it is necessary not only to ask teachers what their beliefs
are, but also to observe their classroom practice several times, so that the conscious and
subconscious parts of their belief system could be captured.
Combining the topics of beliefs and second language teaching approaches, among foreign
and second language researchers Chaudron (1988) explained that:
…in the typical foreign language classroom, the common belief is that the fullest

competence in the TL [target language] is achieved by means of the teacher
providing a rich TL environment, in which not only instruction and drill are
executed in the TL but also disciplinary and management operations (p. 121).
As we can see, Chaudron’s belief is to use the target language as much as possible and
not only related to instruction, but also to disciplinary words and commands for students to do in
the classroom.
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It is important to know what beliefs teachers hold in the issue of L1 and L2 alternation in
the foreign language class in order to predict the teaching decisions they are likely to adopt.
Besides, understanding the belief system of teachers and teacher candidates is essential to
improving their professional preparation and teaching practices (Nespor, 1987; Pajares, 1992).
This is especially important for student teachers, so that their future decisions could be
influenced for them to avoid making the same mistakes their own teachers committed. As
Pajares (1992) noted, “Evaluations of teaching and teachers that individuals make as children
survive nearly intact into adulthood and become stable judgments that do not change, even as
teacher candidates grow into competent professionals, able, in other contexts, to make more
sophisticated and informed judgments” (p. 324). If changing beliefs is an unlikely situation, then
prospective teachers, who still do not hold many beliefs regarding teaching practice, could be
trained into alternative approaches to teaching, that if proven satisfactory could be adopted by
the young teacher. This is an idea that is consistent with Guskey’s (1986) findings that when
teachers try a new procedure, which improves student achievement, teachers are likely to change
their attitude. For this reason Guskey arrived at the conclusion that change in behavior happens
first and then, after proven satisfactory, is followed by change of belief.
The training of new teachers in contemporary teaching procedures during their student
teaching and first years of service is then very important in instilling in them appropriate
approaches to teaching language that are known to provide better results than older ones.
It is important that beliefs are challenged from the beginning of the professional career
because the earlier a belief is incorporated into the belief structure, the more difficult it is to
change (Pajares, 1992; Nespor, 1987; Nisbett and Ross, 1980).
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Need and Purpose of the Study
The emphasis is on analyzing teacher’s speech, since input comes especially from the
instructor. As referred by Allwright and Bailey (1991) “Observations of many different classes,
both in content area subjects and in language instruction, consistently show that teachers
typically do between one half and three quarters of the talking done in classrooms” (p.139). Also,
Holmes (1978) pointed out that “Research reported from all over the world shows a similar
pattern: in India, Belgium, Iraq, South America and New Zealand the teacher keeps on talking”
(p. 80). We see that all over the world there is a tendency for teacher-centered learning
environments, for what the study of teachers’ discourse is necessary.
There are few previous studies done on the amount of L1 versus L2 discourse at the
college level. Among those, Duff and Polio (1990) analyzed the amount of target language
versus English in 13 foreign language classrooms in a large university in California. This study
was continued in 1994 (Polio and Duff, 1994) further analyzing 6 of the 13 classes of the
previous study, Polio and Duff (1994) arrived at the conclusion that “the more comprehensible
TL [target language] input (and output) available to the classroom learners, the better, and we
believe that teachers can in fact be taught techniques for using more TL” (p. 323). They also
arrived at the conclusion that “conscious raising among teachers is important because they may
not realize the extent to which they use English” (p. 323).
The purpose of the following paper is to measure and analyze the amount of Spanish and
English language discourse in advanced Spanish college level classes and to describe the
functions for which each language is used. It is essentially a qualitative study, although it
incorporates the measurement of the occurrence of Spanish versus English discourse. As
Reckard and Cook (1979) explained, quantitative and qualitative research methodologies are
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mutually dependent. About this same issue Chaudron (1988) said “Almost every ethnographic or
discourse analytical study refers to the frequency, magnitude, or proportion of occurrences of
analytical units observed (e.g., a speech act, or a type of participant structure)” (p. 15). At the
same time this study tries to provide answers to three questions: What is the ratio of L1-L2
spoken in class? For what functions is each language used? And, are there inconsistencies
between teachers’ espoused beliefs and classroom practices?
METHOD
Participants
The participants were two female, full time professors, teaching two sections of an
advanced Spanish class at a small private college in the Northeast. There was one additional
male part time instructor, teaching one section of the same level, at a large state university, also
in the Northeast.

Participant 1: Dr. Cervantes
The first instructor, Dr. Cervantes (pseudonym) was born in Central America and came to the United States
in the early nineties to pursue higher education. She received a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in Spanish
in a large state university in the west coast and obtained her Ph.D. the summer of 1999 at a large state university in
the state of New York. Dr. Cervantes had two years experience teaching Spanish in the college level while working
as a teaching assistant in the university in the west coast and while pursuing her master’s studies; she did not teach
during her doctoral studies, since she received a fellowship and was not allowed to hold a job. She started teaching
Spanish at the institution where this study took place immediately after graduation, in the fall of 1999; therefore, at
the time of this study it was her fourth semester as a full time associate professor at this small private college in the
northeast.
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At the time this study was carried out Dr. Cervantes was teaching four classes: one
intermediate level Spanish class, two advanced Spanish sections and a literature class. This study
was based on observations of one of her advanced level classes taught in the spring of 2001.
Participant 2: Dr. Webster
Dr. Webster (pseudonym) is originally from the New England area. She started studying
Spanish in ninth grade, continued studying the language in her undergraduate and graduate
studies at an Ivy League university and has visited Spain several times for a semester long stay.
She has over twenty years experience teaching the language at all levels, graduate and
undergraduate. Dr. Webster currently teaches two advanced level Spanish classes and a class
called “Spanish for Business”. In addition, she is the chair of the department and, together with
Dr. Cervantes, established the policies regarding the amount of material to be covered each
semester in this advanced level Spanish class.
Participant 3: Mr. Valdez
Mr. Valdez [pseudonym] is originally from South America and came to the United States
after finishing his junior year in college. He transferred as an undergraduate student to a large
state university in the Northeast, graduated from this university with a bachelor’s degree in
education and continued graduate studies in the Midwest. He graduated to years later with a
master’s degree in education and continued doctoral studies in education at the large state
university where he received his undergraduate degree. A few years afterwards, as an ABD, Mr.
Valdez returned to his home country, where he was not able to finish writing his dissertation.
Currently he teaches two classes at his alma mater, the state university in the Northeast. The
present study takes into consideration the observation and tape recording of five of his classes at
this university.
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Advanced Level Spanish Class
Students who enrolled in this course were supposed to have an upper intermediate level
of proficiency to attend this class. Administrators and advisors based the admission to this class
on two years of previous studies in this language at the high school level. This two-year high
school requirement was the same for both institutions n which this study took place.
a.

Private College: These classes took place on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and

lasted 50 minutes. The classrooms were located on the second floor of the same building and had
as technological equipment a television set, a VCR and an over-head projector. In addition to the
class equipment the professors sometimes brought a tape recorder and tapes for listening
activities contained in the students’ text. The students’ chairs were fixed to the floor in four rows
of ten chairs with each row one step above the previous one. There was a chalkboard in the
center front and window in the back of the room. This semester was a continuation of the first
part of the advanced level.
Materials for the class centered on a text and a workbook. The text was divided into 10
chapters, from which the first five were covered during the fall semester and the remaining five
chapters during the spring semester. The traditional organization of each chapter of the book
consisted of incorporating the corresponding vocabulary as the first thing in the chapter,
followed by dialogues and two-to-three-page readings on a personality from a Spanish-speaking
country or a cultural or historical reading that incorporated the vocabulary learned as well as the
targeted grammar. The remaining parts of the chapter were based on grammar exercises
combined with the vocabulary and reading information. The workbook contained listening and
reading activities that were mainly designed for students to practice grammar concepts as well as
the pertinent vocabulary registry. The pace of the course was mainly decided on the basis of the
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amount of material, or chapters, that the class was supposed to cover in this particular semester.
Dr. Cervantes and Dr. Webster made this decision regarding the amount of chapters in
consultation with a committee several years before. The agreement on the number of chapters to
be covered a semester had as a purpose to have all sections of the same course at more or less the
same pace. In this way there would not be major differences in the material covered among the
different sections of the same level once students passed to the next class, which in this case was
the conversation and composition course.
b.

State university: The upper intermediate level class at this large state university in the

Northeast took place on Monday, Wednesday and Friday and lasted fifty minutes each day. The
classroom was located on the first floor of a building. This classroom had as technological
devices a television set, a VCR and an overhead projector. It was a small room, in which the 22
students were all close to each other. Chairs were not fixed to the floor, a detail that allowed
mobility, especially for group work. There was a chalkboard in the from of the room and there
were small windows in the upper part of one of the walls, which allowed illumination, but not a
view, since the windows were approximately
at a seven feet height.
Materials for this class included a text, a workbook and information to be obtained in the
class’ web page. The book was divided into ten chapters, from which five were covered during
the fall semester, while the additional five chapters were covered during the spring semester.
Given that this research took place in the spring of 2001, this was the second part of the
academic year and the study covered the teaching instruction of the eighth chapter.
At the same time, the information contained in the web site for the class contained
readings and grammar explanations, which the students retrieved and were supposed to be
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prepared for class. The readings were discussed in class and students had the opportunity to
inquire when they did not understand something, but no summaries or explanation of the plot
was given. In that way classes were communicative oriented, with an occasional shift for form
when needed.

Data collection
This study consists of the measurement and analysis of the amount of L1 versus L2 in the
teaching practices of three Spanish college instructors and beliefs the instructors hold regarding
the amount of L1 and L2 that should be in the classroom. The reason for using observation as an
instrument coincides with Day’s (1990) view that “the general goal of a qualitative approach is
to provide rich, descriptive data about what happens in the second language classroom” (p. 44).
The data was collected through five fifty-minute class observations of each of the three
sections, which included an interview with each of the instructors. The techniques for collecting
the data were non-participant class observations, the use of field notes and the recording of
classes. The class observations were performed by keeping a written record of the most relevant
aspects that took place in the classroom, such as the students’ way of conducting themselves
during the activities, their responses to the teacher’s input, the language used in the teacher’s
responses to the students, etc. Later, when classes were transcribed verbatim the observations
were written in brackets. For the purpose of analyzing speech, each sentence occupied a line in
the transcript. Transcriptions were written on the right half part of each page. The other half side
of the page contained the categories to which the speech could belong. The categories
represented corresponded to the COLT observation scheme, which is described in detail further
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in this research paper. For the purpose of analyzing speech the researcher made a check mark to
the corresponding category that matched the transcribed sentence. This annotation disposition
was adopted in order to provide the researcher with a visual display of the actual environment of
the class as it actually took place.
For the purpose of this study we will consider Richard’s (1999) definition of observation:
“I define classroom observation as nonjudgmental description of classroom events that can be
analyzed and given interpretation” (p. 35). There were five class observations in each of the two
sections. During the observations the researcher assumed the role of a non-participant observer,
which meant that there was “no involvement with the people or activities studied” (Spradley
1980, p. 59). All of the observed classes were tape recorded and later transcribed verbatim. The
recordings were taped on a Wollensak 3M cassette system, which is a sensitive machine and
provides the teacher and students' voices with fair clarity. This cassette system was placed on top
of the instructor’s desk at the beginning of the class and kept there until the end of the class.
There was also a second small tape recorder located in the back of the class, in order to capture
speech from different angles.
The three instructors were interviewed after the second observed class. The semistructured interview lasted approximately 20 minutes and the draft questions are included in
Appendix 1. The information obtained in the interview included the instructors’ life history
emphasizing their educational background and work experience, their beliefs regarding the use
of target language versus mother tongue and the instructor’s perceived reactions from students
towards the amount of target language used.
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RESULTS
The classes observed at the private college had strong adherence to the text. A typical
class for Dr. Cervantes’ consisted on starting the class by going directly to grammar material,
which usually consisted on reviewing the homework, proceeding to cover new material in the
text or announcing upcoming evaluations or assignments and then covering new material. The
following is an example of Dr. Cervantes’ initiation of class, corresponding to the first observed
session, in which “T” stands for teacher, “C” for choral speaking, “S” individual student and
XXX for name o a student.
T:

Buenos días, estudiantes. [Silence]. Hello! Buenos días!

C:

Buenos días.

T:
Ok. Lo que vamos a hacer hoy es que vamos a tener las presentaciones y luego les doy las
evaluaciones. Yo voy a dar mis evaluaciones … pero quédate, para qué te vas. What’s your last name,
señor? I cannot remember.

S:

XXXX, Jimmy

T:

Ok. I’ll look for it while we have our presentations. Who’s going to go? [For oral presentations].

S:

[Raises hand]

T:

Ok. Perfecto. [Talking to a specific student]: Tenemos que hablar. [Talking to the group that is

presenting] ¿Dos personas nada más?
S:

Uh, third one isn’t here.

T:

Whatever, right? Un momentito que me falta papel. Bien.

S:

Nosotros leímos el capítulo nueve sobre educación en, uh, los países…

As we see in the preceding extract there is neither an introduction, nor a review of
preceding information. Class starts by going straight to the topic without initiating any type of
communication. A second initiation of class, corresponding to the second observed class also
seems to indicate lack of spontaneous communication.
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T:

Buenos días, alumnos. [Silence]. Hello! Anybody home? [Students laugh]. Let’s
try again, buenos días.

C:

Buenos días.

T:

Mucho mejor. Ok. Vamos a revisar el examen que les devolví la última clase y

que no tuvimos tiempo de ver. Vamos en orden y comenzamos por “el uso de los verbos
ser, estar, tener, haber y hacer”. Vamos a leer el párrafo con las respuestas ya puestas.
Las respuestas son: “Mónica y Antonio son estudiantes en la universidad de Barcelona.
Hoy es lunes, en este momento los dos están en clase. Mónica es una buena estudiante,
pero Antonio es un poco perezozo. En la clase de Mónica hay unos treinta estudiantes
que estudian medicina como ella. Anoche Mónica estudió…”
In this case the teacher proceeds immediately to review the test and provides the answers
to the exercises in the test while students listen and look at the printed version of the test. There
is no communication, but pure teacher’s talk, which is sometimes in English.
The rest of the class very much resembles this last excerpt, with the difference that
instead of reviewing the test, the instructor solves the exercises contained in the text, most of
them consisting of fill in the blank exercises. During those grammar exercises the instructor does
not provide the answer, but allows students to say the specific word that fills in each blank, as in
the next example, that took place during the fifth class:
T:

Ok. Pretérito versus el imperfecto. Bien. “David es un nuevo papá. Cuando
David…

C:

Era.

T:

Era pequeño, right? [Silence] Hello! Los tiempos…

C:

Eran.
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T:

Eran diferentes. En aquella época los padres no…

C:

Cambiaban.

T:

Cambiaban pañales y no…

C:

Lavaban.

T:

Lavaban los platos. El padre…

C:

Demostraba.

T:

Demostraba su amor manteniendo a la familia. Any questions up to here?

In this segment, as in most of the class, students only provided the specific word missing
in the exercises and the class centered around the text, grammar and the instructor. Nevertheless,
there were times when students carried out long speeches in Spanish; this took place when
students presented their oral reports, which took between five and ten minutes and were almost
exclusively in Spanish. These oral reports were prepared in advance; students signed up for these
reports two weeks before the presenting day; it was a required assignment for the class. Students
presented topics related to Spanish speaking countries, topics that were mostly covered in the
readings of the book. Students were supposed to explain the topics without reading, but having
the aid of notes. Nevertheless, the students brought written papers to class, which they read
aloud; most readings were taken from the text and were reread verbatim. The second part of the
presentation was supposed to be based on questions from the instructors and the students.
Nevertheless, during the five classes observed in each of the two sections at the private college
students did not raise questions, but only the instructor did. There were oral reports during the
first, second and fourth classes of Dr. Cervantes’ teaching observation.
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Table 1: Dr. Cervantes first class. L1-L2 alternation
L1 – ENGLISH
Teacher
Initiates
Teacher
Responds
Student
Initiates

12%

Student
Responds
Stud. Oral
reports
Choral

5.5%

Total L1
Teacher

3.4%

L2 – SPANISH
16%
9%

15.4%
2%

Total L2
Teacher

Total L1
Student

9.5%

Total
28%

Total by
Category
40.4%

12.4%
25%

0
16.4%

Total L2
Student

45.1%

2%
21.9%
54.6 %

2%

28.6%

30.6%

0

0.1%

0.1%

5%

5%

Silence

5%
24.9%

70.1%

100%

TOTAL

In table 1 we can see that 28.6% of the time was dedicated to oral reports, which took
place in Spanish. Given the fact that reports took place in Spanish they were separated from
“unpredicted giving information” subcategory in the COLT scheme, so that oral reports would
not inflate the amount of time spent speaking Spanish and the discourse carried out by the
students. Furthermore, the nature of the discourse during oral reports was not spontaneous and
for the most part consisted on reading information taken from the text.
Dr. Webster, on the other hand, developed her lesson in a different way. She started by
asking communicative oriented questions to the students. An example from her second class
follows:
T:

Ok. Bien. Vamos a comenzar la clase de hoy. ¿Alguien me puede decir qué día es hoy? [Points at
a student]

S: Miércoles.
T:

Bien, muy bien, Xx. ¿Y a cuántos estamos? [Points at a student]

S:

Diecisiete de marzo.
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T:

Sí, sí, ya estamos a diecisiete. ¿De qué año? [Points at a student]

S:

Dos mil y uno.

T:

Del año dos mil uno, muy bien. Bien, para qué vosotros estáis muy
cansados. ¿Verdad? Debe ser que se fueron a acostar tarde. Xx, ¿A qué
hora te acostaste anoche? [Silence] Dormir, anoche. ¿A qué hora te
dormiste anoche?

S:

Uhh, yes, tres y mitad.

T:

¿A las tres y media de la mañana? Pues que pasó. ¿Fuiste a una fiesta el
martes por la noche?

S:

Yo hablo con mis amigos.

T:

¿Hasta esa hora? Hablas mucho. ¿Por qué no hablas así en la clase de español?

The instructor asks predictable and unpredictable questions, forcing students to pay
attention. It is also obvious that in order not to cut communication the instructor allows mistakes
without correcting them, as in the use of the present tense expressed by a student “hablo con mis
amigos”, instead of “Hablaba con mis amigos”, although this verb should be in the imperfect,
which is the grammar topic of the chapter. That non-threatening environment of freedom for
students to make mistakes without being interrupted and corrected seemed to have provided
students with an encouraging communication moment, since students were not afraid to speak
and even volunteered to speak. At the same time we see negotiation of meaning, when the
instructor tries to convey the question using different, simplified words “dormir, anoche”, which
also constitutes foreigner talk, explained earlier in this paper.
The rest of the class also focused on grammar, but her way of approaching the exercises
was slightly different from Dr. Cervantes, as we see from a part of Dr. Webster’s second class:
S:
T:

Ten.. tenía [Other students said the answer]. Dos grandes pantallas.
Why is it imperfect?
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S:

Describing.

T:

Muy bien. Xx.

S:

Todos los invitados, hmmm, mi, miraron a los novios. Los invitados est… estaban muy nerviosos.

T:

Muy bien! Estaban. ¿Alguien me puede decir por qué es ‘miraban’ y luego ‘estaban’?

S:

Imperfect.

T:

Sí, es imperfecto, pero ¿Por qué?

S:

Because of nervioso, it’s an emotional state and takes imperfect.

In this episode we see that students carry out the exercises and besides giving the answers
they explain why they think their answer is right. In order for students to arrive at these answers
they had a few minutes to find out the possible answers. Sometimes there was group work and
sometimes students worked on their own. When students did the exercises by themselves there
were periods of silence in the class, which are reflected in tables 1 through 10 under “silence”.
Table 2 shows a large amount of silence.

Table 2: Dr. Webster’s second class. L1-L2 alternation
L1 – ENGLISH
Total L1
Teacher

L2 - SPANISH

Total

Total L2
Teacher

29.2%

Teacher
Initiates

4.2%

Teacher
Responds

0.5%

Student
Initiates

1.5%

Total L2
Student

0%

Total L2
Student

1.5%

Student
Responds
Stud. Oral
reports
Choral
Silence
TOTAL

3%

4.5%

6.2%

23.3%

9.2%

4.7%

25%
2.6%

0%

17.1%

0%
39.9%
9.2%

0%
50.9%

27.6%

Total by
Category
32.3%

3.1%

27.8%

17.1%
0%
39.9%

39.9%
100%
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A total of 39.9% of the class was silence. Part of this time corresponded to the time spent
by students working on their own to arrive at the answers we just saw; the other part
corresponded to time devoted to a quiz, which was also carried out in silence.
We also see a fairly large amount of time dedicated to oral reports, since there were three
presentations that took place that day.
At the state university Mr. Valdez classes started in a more communicative way, except
that he was the only person speaking. More or less the first five minutes of class Mr. Valdez
spoke in Spanish and started with a greeting and genuine questions regarding either the
upcoming week-end, Spring break or the last week-end. There was always unrestricted use of
language in his speech when initiating class, vocabulary varied and although students did not
reply verbally, they smiled or nodded. Here we have a small episode of the first class:
T:

Buenos días.

C:

Buenos días.

T:

¿Cómo están hoy? [Silence]. ¿Cómo están? ¿Están muy contentos de que el
descanso de primavera viene muy pronto? ¿Sí? ¿Hay planes interesantes para el
descanso de primavera? ¿No? ¿No hay planes interesantes? ¿Te vas para
Pavillion? ¿Nadie se va para eh, dónde es, Cancún, Panama City, Bahamas, esos
lugares exóticos y un poco más calurosos que [name of the city]? ¿No? ¿Nadie?
Bueno, muy bien, el viernes hablaremos de esos planes. Por hoy vamos a empezar
tratando de hacer un poquito de ejercicio sobre este primer tema que nosotros
trabajamos en la, el lunes pasado, la situación de pretérito, la situación de
imperfecto y la situación de el contraste del pretérito e imperfecto. He escrito acá
tres frases, todas relacionadas…
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In this beginning of class there is plenty of speech from the part of the instructor and
almost no participation from students, possibly due to the fact that it was the first day that classes
were tape recorded. During the second class, which segment follows, there is more cooperation
from the part of the students and less monologue from the part of the instructor:
T:

Bueno, vamos a empezar.
¿Cómo están? ¿Bien? ¿Qué pasó este fin de semana? A ver. Me imagino que hay historias muy
interesantes para compartir con la clase. A ver, quién empieza. Cuéntanos, a ver.

S:

Mis amigos y yo…

T:

Vamos a hablar un poquito más fuerte, como están grabando para que escuchen; hablar un poco
más fuerte.

S:

mis amigos y yo sal… salimos a Canada [Canada in english].

T:

Ah! Fueron a Canadá. ¿A qué parte de Canadá?

S:

A Clifton Hill.

T:

A Clifton Hill.

S:

Niagara Falls.

T:

Ah, bueno, y qué hay en Niagara Falls, Clifton Hill? [Silence] ¿Qué hay allí? ¿Qué queda allí?
[Silence] ¿El casino?

S:

Un poco.

T:

¿Si? ¿El casino? ¿Fuiste al casino? ¿No fuiste?

S:

No.

T:

Tú no fuiste. ¿Tus amigos fueron?

S:

Sí.

T:

Fuiste a bailar, supongo.

S:

Sí.

T:

Muy bien, muy bien. ¿Y fuiste cuando? ¿El Sábado o el Domingo?

S:

Both, todo.

T:

Estuviste todo el fin de semana.
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S:

Sí.

T:

Qué interesante. A ver, qué más, xx.

S:

Nada.

T:

¿No hiciste nada en especial?

S:

Nada especial.

T:

Aha. Nada especial. ¿Dormiste bastante?

We see that in this communicative way of starting class there is some negotiation of
meaning when the instructor asks: “¿Qué hay allí? ¿Qué queda allí? Then, after the initial
greeting, genuine questions and comments, there was a transition in topic towards the grammar
aspect treated last class. Once the grammar topic to be covered was mentioned, Mr. Valdez
proceeded to exemplify the aspect, as in the following example:
T:

Descripción! Muy bien. Para describir [writes “descibir” on the chalkboard]. Es cuando nosotros
decimos de las características de una persona o de varias personas o de cosas ¿No? Porque
podemos describir un edificio, podemos describir un árbol, podemos describir un carro, cualquier
cosa ¿No? Entonces, cuando estamos describiendo usamos también el verbo ser. A ver, demos
ejemplos en el que describimos y usamos el verbo “ser”.

S: Ellos son inteligentes.
T:

Ellos son inteligentes, muy bien. Perfecto. Traten de usar dos o tres caractrísticas.

S: Mi amiga es alta y delgada.
T: Mi amiga es alta y delgada. Muy bien, otra.
S: Mi gato es gordo y perezozo.
T: Mi gato es gordo y perezozo. Muy bien, otro.
S: Mi papá es inteligente.

This segment provides an example of how students and not the teacher chose the
vocabulary, since students created the sentences and were not already written, with a blank space
for the verb tense, as it was the case with the other two instructors. In this way, we see that
although there is restriction form there isn’t restriction of meaning.
We have seen the general arrangement of the classes, let’s see now the time dedicated to
speaking in each of the two languages.
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Results on quantification of amount of Spanish and English
The quantification of the amount of each language was estimated by using the 5 second
sound device, adding the times that each language was used every 5 seconds and determining
percentages for the use of each language.
We found that the target language was used more often during class than the mother tongue
in every class observed, except for Dr. Cervantes’ fifth class, as we see in table 3.
Table 3: Dr. Cervantes’ fifth class. L1-L2 alternation
L1 – ENGLISH

L2 - SPANISH

Total

Teacher
Initiates

16.8%

Total L1
Teacher

11.7%

Total L2
Teacher

28.5%

Teacher
Responds

8.7%

25.5%

2%

13.7%

10.7%

Student
Initiates

0%

Total L1
Student

2.5%

Total L2
Student

2.5%

Student
Responds
Choral

19.7%

19.7%

17.2%

19.7%

36.9%

Silence

0

1.8%

Total by
Category

39.2%

41.2%

1.8%

19.6%

19.6%
19.6%

TOTAL

45.2%

35.2%

100%

During this fifth class, to which table 3 corresponds, 45.2% of the time English was spoken.
Also, we take into account that 19.6% was silence, because of a quiz students took, we have that
more than half the time the L1 was used in class. This fifth class observed also seems to show
how much L1 and L2 actually took place in the class when there were no oral reports from the
students, because the percentage of Spanish decreases significantly.
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In general terms, in Dr. Cervantes’ class, there was an average of 34% of use of L1, as
opposed to 55.6% of use of target language, as we see in table 4, in which we can observe that
over one third of the time English was spoken in class.
Table 4: Average of Dr. Cervantes’ classes. L1-L2 alternation
L1 – ENGLISH
Teacher
Initiates

15.9%

Teacher
Responds

5.34%

Student
Initiates

3.1%

Student
Responds

8.8%

Choral

0.9%

Silence

10.42%

TOTAL

34%

Total L1
Teacher

L2 - SPANISH

Total

Total L2
Teacher

35.5%

19.6%

21.24%

45.39%

24%

4.4%
Total L1
Student

2.32%

12.8%

14.88%
13.44%

Total by
Category

9.7%
Total L2
Student

5.42%

31.54%

23.7%
14.34%

44.3%

10.42%

10.4%

55.6%

100%

In table 4 we can observe that over one third of the time English was spoken in class, as
opposed to the target language, which if we take into account that 10.42% of the time there was
silence we may find that there was actually not a high use of L2.
From the three instructors observed Mr. Valdez spoke Spanish more frequently than the
other two. Mr. Valdez also spoke less English and the percentage of silence in his five classes
was lower than those of Dr. Webster and Dr. Cervantes.
Table 5: Percentages of the use of L1 and L2 in both instructors
Percentages
Dr. Cervantes

English
34%

Spanish
55.6%

Silence
10.42%

Dr. Webster

18.12%

54.78%

27.1%
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Mr. Valdez
Average (Mean)

6.56%

91%

2.44%

19.56%

67.1%

13.32%

If we refer to Table 5, it offers a general idea of the average time spent in each language and
we can see that the target language was used an average of 91% of the time in a combination of
students and instructor. The L1, on the other hand, was spoken only 6.56% of the time, that is, in
rare occasions. If we refer to table 6, we see that the total time spent by the instructor, Mr.
Valdez, in speaking English was 2.64%.
Table 6: Average of Dr. Valdez classes. L1-L2 alternation
L1 – ENGLISH

1.4%

Total L1
Teacher

Teacher
Responds

1.5%

2.64%

Student
Initiates

2.32%

Student
Responds

1.6%

Choral

0

Silence

2.44%

TOTAL

6.56%

Teacher
Initiates

L2 - SPANISH

46.94%

Total

Total L2
Teacher

48.08%

57.2%

11.82%

Total by
Category

59.9%

10.32%
Total L1
Student

3.4%

3.9%

Total L2
Student

5.3%

33%

29.6%

31.2%

0.9%

0.9%
2.44%

91.04%

37.66%

2.44%
100%

Mr. Valdez has a very low amount of use of English, as opposed to Dr. Cervantes, who
spent 21.24% of the time using the students L1.
Therefore, communication and class instruction in Mr. Valdez classes took place mainly in
the target language, while Dr. Cervantes and Dr. Webster used a larger amount of L1.
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Results of interviews on teacher beliefs
Dr. Cervantes believes that “At this level teaching should be mostly in Spanish, but if
students don’t understand an important issue, then one can use English to clarify what was not
clear.” Regarding the amount of L1 and L2 she believes she uses on class she said: “Whenever
possible I speak Spanish to teach grammar concepts, to practice and review them, once in a
while, when it is a difficult point or when a test is coming up, like last week, I have to speak
English to make sure that the students understand, because that’s why I am in the classroom, to
clarify things and to make sure they understand. But when it is a normal day I use Spanish
almost all the time”
Dr. Cervantes used English approximately one third of the time, 33.36% and this amount
of L1 does not match her belief of using mostly Spanish in class, as she mentioned during the
interview. During the last class observed, there was a use of 45.2% of English and less amount of
the target language, 30.9%, as we can see in table 7.

Table 7: Dr. Cervantes’ fifth class. L1-L2 alternation
L1 – ENGLISH
Teacher
Initiates

16.8%

Total L1
Teacher

L2 - SPANISH

Total

Total L2
Teacher

28.5%

11.7%

Total by
Category
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Teacher
Responds

8.7%

25.5%

2%

13.7%

10.7%

Student
Initiates

0%

Total L1
Student

2.5%

Total L2
Student

2.5%

Student
Responds
Choral

19.7%

19.7%

17.2%

19.7%

36.9%

Silence
TOTAL

0

1.8%

39.2%

41.2%

1.8%

19.6%

19.6%
19.6%

45.2%

35.2%

100%

This last class consisted on the instruction and review of grammar, since in the following
class there was a chapter test. These results reflect an inconsistency with Dr. Cervantes’ beliefs
on the language used for grammar instruction. Dr. Cervantes indicated during the interview: “I
think the best way to teach a language is by using it. I try to use Spanish in class almost all the
time.” In the case of this class, as represented in Table 7, there was almost twice the use of
English from the part of the instructor, 25.5%, than Spanish, 13.7%. This also illustrates the issue
that the amount of target language decreases when there are no oral report presentations. For
these reasons, there seems to be a discrepancy between Dr. Cervantes’ beliefs on language use
and the actual practice.
In regards to Dr. Webster’s beliefs regarding the use of L1 and L2 she expressed: “The
percentage that I would like to use and the percentage that I use are two different things. I would
say that I would like to use, say ninety percent Spanish and ten percent English. I think I end up
doing more like maybe, maybe sixty-forty is what it ends up been, but every once in a while, as I
said, I have a good day and the percentage goes, goes way up. Depends really on how I react to
the way they react that day”.
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The low percentage use of English and high frequent use of Spanish does not fulfill her
belief that the ideal for a foreign language class should be the use of ten per cent of the students’
native language in class, as expressed during the interview. There is also an awareness that what
she tries to do and what actually happens in the classroom are two different things, therefore
sometimes she cannot accomplish her goal of teaching ten percent in English and ninety percent
in Spanish and it becomes 60% L2 and 40% L1 of actual practice.
These findings support the idea that Dr. Webster’s beliefs on the amount of L1 and L2
that she uses in the classroom are consistent with her practice, whereas Dr. Cervantes’ beliefs on
this same topic are not always consistent with her actual teaching.
In regards to Mr. Valdez, during interview he expressed that he uses Spanish almost all
the time in class. Mr. Valdez said:
I would say that normally it’s one hundred percent Spanish. I only use English once in a while to
make sure that every one has understood. For instance, when I am giving instructions about
announcements or certain things I want to make sure, so I say that in Spanish and then I say, Ok. I
want to make sure that we all understand and then what I have said is this. But of course, in all that
is going on in the class, the discussions that we have, everything, is in Spanish.

Taking into account that Mr. Valdez considers his classes to be almost hundred percent in
Spanish, we found that the actual average amount of L2 for his five classes was 91%, while the
L1 was spoken 6.56% of the time. These results seem to indicate that Mr. Valdez is aware of the
amount of L1 and l2 that take place in his classroom. The very high amount of target language
use meets the requirement of continuous use of target language as an assumption of good foreign
language teaching practice (Chaudron, 1988; Day, 1985; Krashen, 1982; Ellis, 1984).
Regarding Mr. Valdez teaching practice and the value he assigns to communication in the
target language he expressed:
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… at all times I emphasize that [communication] and also, as the students speak
and I realize that there is a problem immediately I take that opportunity to try to
teach a little bit of grammar or whatever or remind them any particular point of
grammar that they are not using properly. And that seems to me that it works
well, because when you learn things in those circumstances that are not kind of
formal, but that’s what you find and you move along and work with the language
that’s very good.
In the practice, in Mr. Valdez classes there is much emphasis on grammar and error
correction, but communication, in the sense of conversation, is only expected during the first few
minutes of class. After these initial moments the classes center on grammar, with the students
having the option of choosing the topic, since they are expected to use a specific tense, but the
choice of vocabulary relies on the students.
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Conclusion
The Spanish classes observed in this study show the increasing focus on language forms,
and almost exclusive adherence to the text, that seem to be characteristic of foreign language
classrooms at the college level in the United States. This focus on language form and not in
communication creates a restriction on the amount and linguistic forms of language produced by
the students. Due to the findings in this research work it seems necessary that foreign language
instructors should be trained in alternative approaches that allow more communication in the
target language in the classroom. It would also be of great benefit that future foreign language
teachers are video-taped or tape recorded in order to rehearse activities and learn alternative
approaches. When the future teachers take alternative more communicative activities and find
them to be satisfactory they could be adopted as regular practice, as expressed before by Guskey
(1986) and, therefore, beliefs on amount and quality of the target language use could be
improved.
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The objective of this research is to understand and define the basic principles of color proportion
in nature.
The proposed method of discovery includes visually isolating digital images of select samples
from nature such as insects, animals, plants, and digitally charting their color proportions. An
example of this idea is shown in Figure One.

Figure One – An Original Image and Associated Color Proportion Chart
To accomplish this charting activity, a software tool will be developed that will make the process
of color proportion analysis of any image quick and indisputable.
The color proportion tool will deconstruct images into categories based on the traditional color
theory elements of hue (color), value (brightness), and temperature. The tool will be internet
based and operates as follows:
1- The user will upload a digital photograph into a window in the web tool
2- The window will have controls associated with it that the user can adjust to manage
key outcomes from the tool such as:
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a. The final number of proportioned colors the user would like to review at the
end of the analysis.
b. The final number of scaled steps that measures color value (converting each
color into a light and dark value as compared to black and white)
c. Whether or not you would like to see general, specific or no color
temperature measurements
Once both the tool and process have been verified, we expect to be able to use this tool to
compare and analysis nature’s proportional use of hue, value and temperature. Some example
questions to explore would be:
1- Do a giraffe and a zebra have similar proportional use of hue?
2- Do striped animals in general have similar proportional use of hue?
3- Do animals with more than three, four of five colors have similar proportional uses of
hue or value?
4- What are the hue and value proportional differences between mammals, fish and
plants?
5- Do certain specie groups use warm or cool colors?
6- Are there correlations between a species light and dark “value” and the proportional
hue studies that have been completed?
7- Do insects and mammals have similar proportional hue and value patterns?
The research team hopes to find definable patterns in each of the color theory categories. It
might be presumptuous at this point, but at some point in the future, it would be ideal if some type
of geometrically based proportional patterns can be identified that would correlate with
established pattern making schemes such as the golden mean and the Fibonacci sequence.
The research is currently moving forward. The goals for the tool have been established and the
first part of the web tool has been constructed. The tool construction is making progress, but as
of this writing it has not yet produced a proportional color scheme. Thus, there has been no
analysis performed. The tool is planned to functional within the next 6 weeks after which
examples, patterns, and comparisons can begin in earnest.
The Team looks forward to completing the tool and reporting current findings at the January
Humanities Conference.
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Background
While serving on a committee to encourage cross-disciplinary use of labs and space within the
school, Industrial Design (ID) faculty participated in arranging visits to several campuses known
for their collaborative efforts including the Stanford d.school (with a piggy-backed visit to IDEO).
The idea of design thinking began to emerge as the central philosophy behind the
interdisciplinary and collaborative efforts within the School of Technology.
The ID faculty designed an introductory boot camp for design thinking that would allow every
student in the School of Technology to be exposed to the basics of design thinking. The ID
faculty believed that such a boot camp would help the students understand the difference
between tactical problem solving (implementation), and problem definition (strategic thinking) as
well as introducing them to the idea that any problem the student may be working on should be
user centered.
The first boot-camp was scheduled for March 2008. It included faculty and students from
programs such as Manufacturing Technology, Information Technology, Construction
Management, and Technology and Engineering Education.
Boot-Camp Goals
After discussion, the ID faculty set the goals of the boot-camp as:
1. Present the idea that there is a shift in the goal of work for all School of Technology
graduates from tactical execution to strategic thinking (hence the need for Design
Thinking).
2. Present a method of “Design Thinking” that would work as a model for problem finding
(strategic) vs. problem solving (tactical) in the various disciplines in the School.
3. Provide experiences/projects that would reinforce this definition/model that would be fun
and engaging for all participating disciplines (and not just be ID centric).
4. Demonstrate that the short boot camps could be conducted using resources on campus
and point to a sustainable, long-term plan of implementation across the school.
Boot-camp Structure
The structure of the initial design thinking boot-camp was a two-day experience, blending
students and faculty from the six different programs in the School of Technology.
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There were two students and one faculty member from each program, making 18 participants in
all. The students were split into two multidisciplinary groups of six students each, while the
faculty members were put in their own group. We wanted to give the students a chance to work
independent of the faculty, and not be influenced by any figures of authority. We also wanted to
have a sense of competition between groups. This was a chance for the students to outshine
their mentors.
Day One: Friday 8am to 5pm
Introduction: The Need for Change
Definition of Design Thinking
User Centered Exercise 1 - Empathy: Persona Mining (Seeing and Creating Meaning) – (Figure
One)
Personal Filter Exercise – Being aware that you have a personal point of view
Gorilla Video – “Who saw the gorilla?”

Figure One – Persona Mining (Seeing and Creating Meaning)
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Project 1 – Re-design of a cafeteria tray – (Figure Two)
Stage 1 – Inspiration: Look, Do, and Ask
Stage 2 – Synthesize and Present/Share Observations
Stage 3 – Ideation and Prototyping (Idea Generation Techniques)
Stage 4 – Group Presentations
Day 1 Wrap-up summary and evaluation

Figure Two – Cafeteria Tray Exercise

Day Two: The Next Thursday 9am-4pm
Previous Session Summary experience
Summary Exercise: Personal Object Re-design – Wallet – (Figure Three)
10/24/2008
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Empathy through storytelling, synthesis through metaphor, ideation through sketching,
refinement through prototyping, validation through presentation.

Figure Three – Wallet Redesign

Project 1 – Improvement of Library Experience for Chair-Bound students (Emphasis on Service)
(Figure 4)
Stage 1 - Forced Empathy (Wheel Chair/Power Chair Tasks)
Stage 2 – Synthesis and Observation Summary (During Lunch)
Stage 3 – Ideation and Prototyping for multiple Points of View.
Stage 4 – Idea Presentation
Day 2 summary and full course evaluation

10/24/2008
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Figure Four - Library Experience for Chair-Bound students

Definition of Design Thinking:
Information is processed in primarily verbal, visual, or visceral modes - Think, Look, and Do.
The preferred mode of how problems are solved in a typically “How” centric culture has been a
“think-first” priority.
THINK-first (or verbal approach) works well when the issues are clear, the data is reliable, the
context is structured, thoughts can be pinned down, and discipline can be applied. An example
would be an established production process.
LOOK-first (the visual approach) works well when many elements have to be combined into
creative solutions, commitment to those solutions is key, and communication across boundaries
is essential. An example of this would be the new product development process.
DOING-first (the visceral approach) works well when the situation is novel and confusing, and
complicated specifications would get in the way and a few simple relationship rules could help
move people forward.
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With the more complex, strategic problems facing our culture, the THINK-first approach needs to
be augmented with LOOK and DO.
Using a hybrid model culled from several sources including IDSA National Conference
presentations, site visits including the Stanford d.school and IDEO, publications from the The
Rotman School of Business, and other sources on creative problem solving (see suggested
reading list) we defined Design Thinking as being a method that is User Centered, has a tradition
of Prototyping (including visualization), and a Trust in the Process
The process that one should trust in was further defined as: 1)Seeking inspiration for problem
finding through the activities of Look, Do, and Ask; 2) Broad divergent ideation; 3) Implementation
in the form of Prototyping; and 4)Public Presentation using the activities of Show, Tell, and Act.
Boot-Camp Participant Expectations
The participants were not told much about the workshop in advance of the event. No agenda
was published, and no pre-work assigned. This was done in order to minimize assumptions and
stop them from trying to “pre-solve” problems before hand.
However, at the start of the workshop, while people were getting to know one another,
participants were asked to write down a few expectations that they hoped to accomplish through
the workshop:
The expectations fell in to 3 categories: 1) Knowledge – Participants wanted to gain a better
understanding of Design thinking; 2) Application – Participants wanted to know how to apply
Design Thinking in their field of knowledge; and 3) Social Involvement – Participants wanted to
have fun and make friends.
Some comments that were representative of the whole included:
Creatively implement the ideas and tasks with individuals across multiple disciplines,
work together in a team setting to make decisions, have Fun
I hope to better understand the process of design thinking. As in…when thinking about
design for anything, where do I begin, how do I give my ideas shape, and how can I
expand on my ideas.
What I want to take from this experience:
• Learn about design principles. A lot of the classes I take are post-design, so it
will be nice to start from scratch with a project.
• Learn from other people in the school
• Have fun.

Post Boot-Camp Critique
At the end of the 2 day sessions, two different evaluations happened. One was a debriefing
session held by the instructors amongst themselves, and one was a survey collected from the
participants.
The instructor self-critique can be summarized with:
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1. Teach more specific “techniques” on data synthesis, idea generation, and judgment.
Because of lack of specific instruction, the ideas tended to be superficial, not “rich, novel,
or intriguing.
2. Engage in more “useful play”. Watch the balance between Play and Entertainment.
3. Work for better group dynamics. Have more “Get to know you” activities within groups,
and increase cross-group connections. The boot-camp was weak on the social side.
4. Break the tasks into smaller pieces. Groups had a hard time “pushing through” larger
tasks such as “summarize and present your research” in the next hour.
In the participant evaluation, the results were in the majority positive, with most respondents
answering positively to questions such as:
Was the time you spent in the boot camp worth it in terms of new knowledge or increased
educational experience?
Do you believe a 2-Day experience like this would be helpful for every student in your
program?
The participants rated the presenters as “engaging” however, they were occasionally “unclear”
and some participants would have liked the boot-camp to have had more structure, including
taking the projects beyond a prototype to a working solution.
In terms of length (2 days, 8 hours/day), the split was 60/40 between “Too Long” and “Just about
Right”.
In evaluating the knowledge component of the boot-camp, when asked “How would you define or
explain Design Thinking to your parents or friends?” participants responded:
…we learned to look at everyday problems from unusual angles and to explore solutions
beyond the traditional solutions.
It is a way of developing ideas starting at the root rather than the problem [as stated].
Design thinking is thinking up a consumer, making specifics about the life (likes/dislikes),
and figuring out a way to make their life/experience better.
Design thinking is a family of processes for understanding problems on an ethnographic
human-centered level – leading to innovative solution concepts.
It helps to think about things from the user to the problem rather than from the problem to
the user. So often, the problem has already been defined for us, but a major key is
finding the problem, not just the solution.
Boot Camp improvement – participant suggestions
The question was asked “Do you have any additional comments or suggestions to make that will
help us critically analyze the value of the boot camp and help us improve it?” The following is a
representation of the responses:
You had us divide into groups so that we could all participate which was good. I think it
would be even more effective if we would have been encouraged a little by competition.
10/24/2008
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There were times when we were supposed to be coming up with multiple ideas but it was
hard to get motivated because the only thing we were going to do with them was present.
If you had rewards for the group with the most ideas and the best ideas then we would
have been more inclined to get involved and try harder. You could also bring in someone
who matters…to judge the different ideas to decide which ones would be the recipients of
the rewards. Simply put, I feel competition between groups would have helped to make
the whole process more engaging.
One faculty member participant had this to add:
I see a few key issues:
Diversity: Both within and beyond School of Technology. Teams should be diverse.
This should remain an important concept while planning/executing boot-camps.
Integrating the boot-camp experience into the technical specialties of the majors:
i.e. after the boot-camp, how are the concepts taken up by other classes? …A corollary
of this is how to tie a Design Thinking approach into the Technical Design approach that
[technology] students use … to create complex, working, high-fidelity prototypes. [Design
Thinking] applies strongly to the Vision end of the “Vision-Structure-Detail” model of
technology design.
Scalability:…there remain several concerns:
Freshness: Need to generate problems which are interesting and fresh – so
that the instructors don’t get bored either! Also so that we do not overtax BYU
resources (200 students following cafeteria trays each year would rapidly pall)
Prototyping supplies: How to have what we need; how to allow for creative
messiness while keeping the lab under control for the next group; how to pay for
them.
Staff support: This will require significant time commitment from several
people.
One bottleneck of note was the time it took in getting the research/documentation/photos out and
available for all of the teams to see and build off of. A computer and photo printer were available
to each team, but printing took up a lot of valuable time and helped contribute to the feeling that
“…we were just wasting time sometimes.”
Conclusion:
In the opinion of the instructors, it is felt that the first Cross Disciplinary Design Thinking Bootcamp was a success. There is room for improvement, but this effort has set the stage for a plan
to run boot-camps for all students in the School of Technology before graduation. Hurdles to
overcome are: Staffing, Funding, Fresh Content, and changes in the curricula of participating
programs in order for them to take advantage of the new knowledge and approach gained by
student participants.
One significant roadblock is the perception that Industrial Design is asserting undue influence
over the School of Technology. Instead of using the term “Design Thinking”, new efforts will be
called Innovation Boot-camps, and be held in the Innovation Lab.
In today’s world, the problems for us to solve are no longer straight-forward, or even defined or
discovered. For us, the answer to the question “What does it mean to be strategic?” means the
10/24/2008
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ability find and define problems in a broad context, and understand their impact and meaning in
terms of “What” and “Why” over “How”. This comes from the Arts emphasis on concept and
content.
We graciously acknowledge the help and support of the Director of the School of Technology in
pushing these efforts through.
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The earliest known examples of recognizable theatre, dating back to thousands of years ago,
were all inextricably linked to religion. The storylines may have been secular, but in all cases the gods
and fates played a large role in determining the outcome of the situation. They expressed the religious
ideas and portrayed the major religious figures of the day. Furthermore, these plays would often be
performed in conjunction with sacrifices or celebrations performed for a particular god. There was no
concept of “theatre” as we have it today; a separate entity able to create and explore new artistic
themes. Theatre was a direct consequence of the popular Hellenic mores of the day.
Theatre did not undergo another major developmental period until into the Middle Ages when
the Morality and Passion Plays became popular. While Greek drama had been no less religious in
content, these are more immediately recognizable to the modern eye as being laden with explicitly
religious themes. The Passion Plays, specifically, were directly involved with depicting the life and death
of Jesus. The Medieval church also gave us the more ambiguous categories of the Morality and Miracle
Plays. Most Morality Plays (like the most well‐know, Everyman) were written anonymously. The Morality
Play took moral characters and placed them in contact with personifications of concepts such as Death,
Vice, or Virtue in order to pass along values the Church wanted conveyed. The Miracle Plays were
generally written in cycles, each individual play centering on a Biblical event, generally beginning with
Creation and proceeding through the entire Bible. Only four such full cycles have survived, the earliest
dating to the early 14th century and the latest to the 15th (Ward, iii).
It was at this point that theatre took a quantum leap. The heyday of the Morality Play dovetailed
directly into the age of Shakespeare and Marlowe with little to no gradation. Playwrights simply began
to write plays outside the direct auspices of the Church, under their own names, and found there were
people actually willing to produce them. Marlowe’s great work Doctor Faustus centers around the devil,
so clearly religion and classic Church morality still colored the work being produced, but he did not write
it for the Church and was not beholden to it for his livelihood. All of a sudden there was no need to rely
solely on religion for inspiration, as people in a depressed and plague‐stricken Europe were eager for a
few hours of secular distraction. Religion and theatre began to part ways, and it in fact became almost
trite to write religious theatre for a time. It would be four hundred years before the two could be fully
reconciled within the mainstream.
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Drama, at this point, took on a life of its own and proceeded to change rapidly and go through
many different stylistic variations. The age of Shakespeare gave way eventually to the Enlightenment
and theatrical rule of Moliere. Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries theatre reflected the public’s
newfound fascination with situational humor or drama and playwrights began to rely on human
characters (and the more “human” the better) to carry a storyline. God became superfluous in the
theatre, and could even be a hindrance if people thought they were being preached to. The 19th century
witnessed the birth of “modern” theatre with the likes of Ibsen and Checkov ruling the boards. Realism
became the mode, and nothing is less realistic (people seemed to feel) than the idea of God being
actively involved in modern life or the need to experience religious inspiration at a play. The playwright’s
goal was now to tell a story which was, as much as possible, a snapshot of real life. There is precious
little room in that mindset for the fanciful or spiritual.
This is not to imply that religious drama had ceased to be produced. Indeed, religious theatre
had continued to be produced alongside all the aforementioned theatrical developments. The Church
still put out its plays, especially around holidays such as Christmas and Easter and those playwrights who
found modern theatre “immoral” would write family‐oriented and generally religiously‐laden theatre
pieces. This type of drama was now relegated to its own category, however, and was not seen as being
mainstream theatre. This became even more pronounced in the modern era when all things “Christian”
were considered anathema to anything creative or fun. “Christian” theatre, “Christian” books,
“Christian” music all took on a patina of wholesome banality. They were seen as fine for zealots, but far
beneath the intellectual or creative wit of a modern man or woman. That would change dramatically in
the latter half of the 20th century.
This change began almost simultaneously on both sides of the Atlantic as the rosy glow of post‐
war prosperity gave way to the gritty financial and social realities of the 1960s and 70s. Playwrights
began to dabble in religion again. Not, however, in the disinterested and almost mocking way in which it
had been treated when, every so often, a mainstream playwright wrote about religion (see, for example
Berthold Brecht’s The Seven Deadly Sins). Instead, it began to be written about with heart, with passion,
and with an eye towards touching the emotions of the audience. Once the floodgates of religious drama
were reopened it was apparent that while playwrights had spent centuries shying away from religion for
fear of being labeled “hokey” they had missed out on a wealth of riveting Biblical material. Mainstream
Hollywood (Cecil B. DeMille, D. W. Griffith) had already come to this conclusion decades earlier, but it
took the theatre until well into the 1960s to truly rediscover its roots. The musical play (unrealistic by its
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very nature) proved to be readily adaptable to religious themes but even the straight play, which proved
more a challenge due to its continued reliance on “realism” has had its share of new religious works.
Musicals such as Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, and Children of Eden along with
dramas like Angels in America and The Dybbuk represent the incredible range of religious subjects which
have been tackled in the last 40 years.
But there has been one well into which playwrights have dipped more frequently than any
other; and it shows no signs of drying up. The historical figure of Jesus, the subject of his life, death, and
influence, and the desire to continually reinterpret his message to fit modern problems and sensibilities
has been a source of much great theatre over the last 40 years. The three works to be examined in this
paper, Jesus Christ, Superstar (JCS), Godspell (GS), and Corpus Christi (CC)represent three of the four
major theatrical genre: the musical drama, the musical comedy, and the dramatic play. 1 JCS and GS
appeared within a year or so of each other, the former taking London’s West End by story, the latter
moving from a student project at Carnegie Mellon University to experimental off‐Broadway theatre Café
La MaMa and eventually making it all the way to the Great White Way. They both tell parts of the same
story, taken from the same sources, but are polar opposites in both style and content. CC premiered in
the late 1990s at the Manhattan Theatre Club amidst a swirl of controversy. Dubbed by many as “the
gay Jesus play”, it was protested by those who had never read it and condemned by those who did not
understand its message, a bitter irony indeed considering the subject matter. The three represent very
different ideologies and attitudes toward Jesus, but are all nonetheless vitally important to an
understanding of the way he has been used by modern dramatists to give a variety of messages.
JCS was scored by Lord Andrew Lloyd Webber with a libretto by Andrew Rice. Their career
collaborations include Evita, Sunset Boulevard, and The Phantom of the Opera, but JCS was the first. 2 It
is apparent, when the lyrical and musical style is compared to some of their later works, that they were
very young, inexperienced, and not yet used to working together. All that notwithstanding it is good
enough to have stood the test of time and is still being revived and reimagined every year.
Of the three works being examined, it is the least tied to one (or really any) Gospel account and
takes the most theatrical license. When it premiered in 1970, however, there had been nothing like it
1

There has not been, to the best of my knowledge, a serious attempt to make a comedic play based on the life of
Jesus. And it seems to me that any attempt at such would be destined for terminal tackiness.
2
Actually, Rice and Webber wrote a 15 minute version of Joseph…Dreamcoat in 1968. It was expanded to 40
minutes in 1973, well after JCS premiered and finally became a full‐length musical in 1976 so while its origins are
older, JCS was their first full‐length collaboration.
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previously mounted and it had nothing to which to compare itself or build upon. Later works have had
the example (and mistakes) of JCS to draw upon and learn what was possible. As such, it is more difficult
to tease out of JCS exactly what Biblical sources Webber and Rice were using as they wrote it. It is very
clear that their intent was not to retell any one Gospel in its entirety, as the bulk of the musical is
occupied with the last week in Jesus’ life. It contains no parables, no lessons, no account of Jesus’ life
before his entry into Jerusalem and no resurrection.
The main structure of the musical seems to be drawn from the Gospel of Matthew, though
there are segments which could only have come from Luke and John. Whether this blending is due to
creative flexibility on the authors’ part or because they feared tying themselves too closely to only one
text is unknown, but the end result is a work which rings true to many fans without being scripturally
true. Many people today know the general events and course of Jesus’ life as told in the Gospels, but do
not know which events and stories come from which Gospel. A sort of “Uber Gospel” has evolved within
the general consciousness. The musical, then, fits in well with that idea as it involves within one work
many images or ideas which are very well known, though pulled from different scriptural sources.
It is referred to as a “rock opera” or often as having a “sung‐through format”. It is not a true
opera in the classical sense, as that is a genus to itself with its own specific stylistic requirements, but
the fact remains that there is no spoken dialogue in JCS and it is therefore not a standard musical either.
This type of dialogue‐free musical is very common today (Les Miserables, Miss Saigon, most of Webber’s
works), but in 1970 this was a relatively new concept. The Who had attempted it as a concept album
called Tommy in 1969, but that was more rock, less opera and was not considered by most to be serious
theatre. The novelty of the style, then, was a perfect complement to the novelty of the subject matter.
Rice and Webber did a wonderful job of matching their structure to their subject matter.
The sung‐through format also helps put across the emotions the authors were hoping to create.
The sung‐through musical has been used almost entirely for drama; musical comedy tends to require
dialogue and spoken humor in order to carry a story. By utilizing only music JCS was able to maintain a
much darker tone than a standard‐structure musical on the same subject matter could have had. The
abilities to both carry thematic musical elements through many different scenes and to reintroduce a
certain refrain or melody at a precise dramatic instance is very useful in the creation of emotional
impact. The audience associates certain bits of music with certain characters or scenes and then when
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those bits of music come back later it ties ideas or images together much more powerfully and cleanly
than could dialogue.
JCS has often been criticized for painting an unflattering picture of Jesus. Many people have said
the Jesus of JCS is weak or indecisive. Those who support the musical take the complete opposite view,
however. Fans of the musical call the portrayal of Jesus “real” or “human”. Obviously someone who
doesn’t want a “human” Jesus is going to be put off by a musical which shows him experiencing the
same doubts, fears, anxieties, and anger that any other person feels. It is generally accepted, though,
that in spite of this argument the controversial humanity of Rice and Webber’s Jesus has been the key to
the musical’s enduring popularity. Uneven as the music and lyrics may be, alternating between
moments of exquisite musical pathos and clunky, heavy‐handed transitions, the startling portrayal of
Jesus contained in JCS has endeared the musical to millions and invited numerous revivals.
JCS has done a lot of good as far as bringing religious theatre back into the mainstream and
introducing millions of people to the emotion and drama of the Jesus story. But that does not change
the fact that Webber and Rice’s theology is muddled at best, non‐existent at worst. Some may claim
that artistic license could allow a playwright to write a play about Jesus without having to worry about
the clarity of the message or the underlying theology. The problem with this argument is that the Bible
already contains four varied and differentiated retellings of the Jesus story and there is no lack of
diversity of views contained within the New Testament. A Jesus play, then, that simply retells without
offering anything new, any new lens through which to view the story, in redundant and not necessary.
JCS does not suffer that condemnation because it opened a new genus and does present a new and
controversial view of Jesus. But it is not necessarily a religiously valid Jesus.
JCS begins, ostensibly, just before Matthew 21. Webber and Rice reveal their theatrical
intentions almost immediately. They lay the groundwork for the entire story in the first few songs, and
show the plot to kill Jesus being hatched before Jesus ever enters Jerusalem because it makes for better
drama. Obviously, in any work, some flexibility to allow for what makes presentable theatre is
necessary. But if a playwright is to make serious structural changes to their source work, should it not be
because they are making a clear statement through those changes? That statement, if it exists, never
makes itself known in JCS. The enhancement of Mary Magdalene’s importance, for example, is obviously
to make a meaty female role in an otherwise all‐male show. But this then only serves to perpetuate the
pervasive conglomeration of all the Marys of the New Testament into one woman. All of the women
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described by the Evangelists are different and distinct, but in JCS they become one: the mythical
repentant prostitute.
“Hosanna”, “Poor Jerusalem”, and “The Temple” do all come from Matthew 21‐23, however the
order is reversed as the triumphal entry into Jerusalem (“Hosanna”) should be followed by the cleansing
of the Temple, not the lament for Jerusalem which does not appear in Matthew for fully two more
chapters. Furthermore the sequence of “Pilate’s Dream” is inserted between “Poor Jerusalem” and “The
Temple”. This is not a complete fiction as in Matthew 27:19 Pilate’s wife does tell her husband that she
“suffered a great deal because of a dream about [Jesus]”. But in JCS the dream becomes Pilate’s and
while the Bible does not elucidate the exact content of Pilate’s wife’s dream, in JCS we are told the
dream is a premonition of his upcoming meeting with Jesus and the way history will eventually view
him. “And then I heard them mentioning my name/ And leaving me the blame” Pilate concludes his
dream by singing. This makes Pilate’s character much more engaging and dynamic than the Gospels
alone, but it is unclear what Webber and Rice were hoping to gain by this. It changes the dynamic of the
crucifixion, to be sure, but the underlying message is lost in the dramatic styling.
The musical then skips all of the ensuing parables and moves to Matthew 26, the anointing of
Jesus by the woman of Bethany (again, conflated into Mary Magdalene in JCS) and Judas’ agreement to
betray Jesus. Matthew 26:14‐16 reads “Then one of the twelve, who was called Judas Iscariot, went to
the chief priests and said ‘what will you give me if I betray him to you?’ They paid him thirty pieces of
silver. And from that moment he began to look for an opportunity to betray him.” This is a far cry from
the lengthy, emotive song Judas sings trying to refuse the “Blood Money” of the priests and his
protestations that he has thought long and hard about what to do in this matter and decided on
betrayal because he is confident that it is what Jesus would want him to do. Act I ends with Judas telling
the High Priests that “On Thursday night you’ll find him where you want him/ Far from the crowds in the
garden of Gethsemane.” An unseen, backstage chorus then intones in sonorous monotony “Well done
Judas/ Good old Judas”. A wonderful theatrical moment designed to produce a tear or goosebump in
even the most jaded audience member, but it is shoddily constructed in theological terms and devoid of
any larger symbolic intent. Yes, Judas has more depth in JCS, but towards what end? Just to create a foil
for Jesus? To fill the need for a villain as flawed as the hero? The answer never quite materializes.
Act II picks up where Act I left off, with the Last Supper, Jesus’ foretelling of Peter’s denial of
him, and his prayer in the garden of Gethsemane. From the beginning of the Last Supper through Jesus’
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eventual appearance before Pilate Webber and Rice stay very close to Matthew. However in between
Matthew 27:2 and 3 they have inserted an incident which appears only in Luke 23:6‐12; namely Jesus
being brought before King Herod before his eventual meeting with Pilate. “King Herod’s Song” falls here
and you would be hard‐pressed to find a more ill‐fitting song in all of musical theatre history. In the last
quarter of a heavy, emotional, and (dramatically) well‐constructed musical there suddenly appears a Las
Vegas style Burlesque piece, complete with feather‐bedecked showgirls and a lounge‐singer style King
Herod. It is out of place, inappropriate, and throws off the timing of the beautiful sadness that was being
created. Many people love that song; they find it amusing and catchy. And there is a case to be made
that too much tragedy overloads the audience and they stop feeling so you need comic relief. But there
is also something to be said for knowing when the inertia of a work has taken on its own life and the
conclusion must be allowed to rush forward under its own weight without further interruption. Webber
and Rice had passed that tipping point and stopped for Herod’s moment anyway, diverting from their
scriptural guide and creating (in this instance) bad theatre along with their bad theology.
That aberration out of the way, then, the remainder of the musical does proceed
unencumbered. Particularly after Judas’ suicide the story itself gains momentum and it becomes less
necessary for Webber and Rice to manipulate it; they can simply retell what was written and still have a
compelling ending. They include Jesus’ trial and flogging, as well as Pilate attempting to declare Jesus
innocent, the mob screaming for his death, and his eventual crucifixion. His last words are as written in
Luke 23:46, “Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit”, and the musical then closes with John 19:41,
Jesus being placed in the empty tomb. It makes for a rather odd ending as it is the only place Webber
and Rice used the Gospel of John and it is somewhat anticlimactic. If the musical is not going to end with
the moment of Jesus’ death, then it would make sense that it should continue through the resurrection.
JCS does neither though. It is yet another instance where it seems there simply must be a larger reason
for the choices being made, but whatever that reason is, it never makes itself apparent.
If Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice’s biggest vice is not giving quite enough weight to the
Gospels, then Stephen Schwartz (music and lyrics) and John‐Michael Tebelak’s (original concept and
book) is giving them too much. The byline of Godspell is “a musical based on the Gospel according to St.
Matthew”, and from that beginning it is apparent that Schwartz and Tebelak are loathe to digress from
their source, even for a moment. Many of the songs are old hymns reworked, one comes from the
Psalms, and much of the dialogue comes straight from the Bible, word for word in some instances.
However GS’s brilliance is exactly because it manages, without straying more than the slightest bit from
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the Biblical source, is still presents a unique and new spin on the Jesus story and, unlike JCS, seems to
have a clear reason for retelling the story past telling it just for the sake of the telling.
Schwartz has repeatedly stated that GS is about “forming community”. He feels very strongly
that his retelling of the Jesus story is meant to tell us something about the way we relate to each other
today. It premiered in 1972, so while it was not “copying” JCS, it was able to learn from its predecessor
what is possible in a musical about Jesus, and even go a step further. While the script of JCS may have
been pulled from many different places and may not contain a consistent theological thread, the tone,
mood, historical setting, and themes were all meant to portray the Biblical Jesus. This is diametrically
opposed to GS which, while based on word for word Biblical prose centers around a group of modern
day youths dressed as clowns. The “free love” days which gave way to tribal musicals like Hair was on its
way out, but GS drew directly from that lineage. It was a portrayal of a group of people working and
playing together, clumped around a central, dynamic leader in a Superman shirt. The differences
between these two musicals could not be more pronounced.
Furthermore, those who object to JCS’ humanizing portrait of Jesus often embrace the broad‐
strokes, fatherly Jesus of GS. The Jesus of GS shows none of the weakness or fear that characterizes JCS.
Judas is clearly the stronger and often more central figure in JCS. In GS Judas is still played up more than
he is in the actual Biblical narrative, and is set up as sort of a “co‐star” with Jesus, but their relationship
is wholly different than the love‐hate and vaguely homoerotic relationship of JCS. In GS Jesus is a leader
who, while one of the group, is undoubtedly above them as well. He is often the narrator, frequently the
judge and arbiter, but never just another participant.
The structure of the musical is very standard. It consists of songs which, while fitting in with the
moment, do not necessarily advance the plot; and scenes, most of which exemplify a parable or other
event from the Gospel of Matthew. Of the 16 songs in the musical only the Prologue, Finale, and three
internal songs are original compositions. All the rest are either Episcopal hymns set to new tunes, text
from the Psalms, or text from the Gospel of Matthew. This is the main reason that there is little plot
advancement through the music; it was largely not written to be a part of a play. Most of the music is
upbeat, and the clown‐like costumes, combined with the highly improvisational nature of the show, give
it a very positive, very “60s” feel. Even though the audience knows what the eventual conclusion must
be and how it will all end, they are encouraged to laugh throughout the play and the cast is given very
free reign as far as how to elicit that laughter. It is meant to be timely, good‐natured, amusing and
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above all else accessible. The ending is not meant to take away from the universal message Schwartz
and Tebelak are trying to put across.
Textually speaking, GS beings long before JCS. After the Prologue (a song called “Tower of
Babble” which demonstrates what these people are like without a community) the actors coalesce into
one unit and are summoned to the stage by the John the Baptist character who sings “Prepare ye the
way of the Lord” just as Matthew 3:3 states. A conversation then takes place between Jesus and John
over who should be baptizing who which is retained almost word for word from the Bible by Tebelak.
The dialogue skips ahead to Jesus’ speech about the law and the prophets from Matthew 5:17 again,
verbatim. From there GS moves into the Parables, which make up a large portion of the show. It is
interesting to note that JCS included none of the Parables, but did include one or two of Jesus’ acts of
healing. Conversely GS includes almost all of the Parables in Matthew, but not a single healing story.
Schwartz and Tebelak do take a couple of liberties with their source material though and those
are changing the order in which many events take place and including in certain sections a hefty
sprinkling of material from the Gospel of Luke. And astounding percentage of the Gospel of Matthew
(not including the healings) is included in the script of GS, but very little of it appears in the written
order. JCS on the other hand included a much smaller portion of the Gospel, but where it did draw from
scripture it relied on it for structure as well as content. For example, the aforementioned monologue
drawn from Matthew 5:17 is immediately followed by the Parable of the Widow and the Unjust Judge
(Luke 18:1), which is followed by the Pharisee and the Tax Collector (Luke 18:9), then back to Matthew
5:22 for a speech about the dangers of negative thoughts. Then the script jumps forward in Matthew to
the Parable of the Unforgiving Servant (Matt 18:23) and then back to Luke 6:29 for the Sermon on the
Plain. Next follows the Parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25), followed by the Parable of Lazarus
and the Rich Man (Luke 16:19) followed by the Lamp of the Body (Luke 11:33) and then all the way back
to Matthew 6:24 for the Parable of the Servant of Two Masters. Back to Luke 12:13 for the Rich Fool,
followed by the Beatitudes (Matt 5:1) followed by The Sower (Matt 13:1) and finally the Prodigal Son
(Luke 15:11). And that is just Act 1.
When broken down that way the rampant confusion of Biblical material becomes apparent, but
in spite of that it remains remarkable that Tebelak and Schwartz include some Biblical material in almost
every line in the show. It would be impossible (or at least totally not worth the time it would take) to
document the source of every allusion and remark in the show because there is next to nothing that is
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not drawn from Scripture and there is no discernable pattern governing what follows what as that
Scriptural material makes its way through the play. The end result gives the audience the feeling that
they are absolutely awash in Biblical prose, but are watching a group of people who could not be further
from the Biblical portrayal of these characters. GS’ portrayal of Jesus was not intended to be similar to
the more realistic Jesus of JCS, but rather to show Jesus as the leader of a modern‐day communally
living group. Both depictions humanize Jesus in their own way, but GS does it not by emphasizing his
flaws and weaknesses but by dehistoricizing the entire clan. Thusly the impact of the crucifixion
becomes all the more marked. A modern day group of friends very rarely encounters the decision of
whether it is best for the whole that they put their leader to death in the most violent, gruesome way
imaginable. It becomes difficult, then, to identify with their position and understand their decision
making process. But the emotional pain of losing a loved one and the void left when the best among us
is gone is something anyone can understand. We have all lost someone we loved or looked up to, and in
that sense the grief of the community is palpable.
The ending of GS is, like JCS, devoid of resurrection. Many people throughout the years have
tried to argue that the moment when the cast lifts the dead body of Jesus over their heads or even the
curtain call itself represent a symbolic resurrection, but Schwartz has said,
“While either view is valid, both miss the point. Godspell is about the
formation of a community which carries on Jesus’ teachings after he has
gone. In other words, it is the effect of Jesus on others which is the story
of the show, not whether he himself is resurrected. Therefore it is very
important at the end of the show that it be clear that the others have
come through the violence and pain of the crucifixion sequence and
leave with a joyful determination to carry on the ideas and feelings they
have learned during the course of the show” (Schwartz, 95).
The message of GS, at least as far as Schwartz is concerned, is Jesus’ effect on others, not the life of
Jesus himself. It makes some sense then that the style is so different from the more historically‐bounded
JCS.
The third and final representation of Jesus in modern theatre to be analyzed is Terrance
McNally’s Corpus Christi. This play is extremely dissimilar to either JCS or GS, but at the same time can
be seen as building upon the example set by both. McNally also uses Matthew as his primary source, but
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like JCS and GS he does draw from Luke at times as well. CC is also the only one of the three which is not
a formal retelling of any part of Jesus’ life. JCS was portraying Jesus in his own time. GS showed Jesus in
the modern day, but the main character was still “Jesus” and the Biblical flow indubitable. CC, however,
is actually semi‐autobiographical. It is about a young man named Joshua (which is what we believe
Jesus’ actual Hebrew/Aramaic name would have been) who grew up in McNally’s hometown of Corpus
Christi, Texas. Corpus Christi was (at least in McNally’s mind) a place obsessed with all things masculine,
but especially football, and was a very bad place to be gay as McNally (and Josh) are.
Josh leaves Corpus Christi, picking up along the way a group of 12 disciples: other gay men from
every imaginable profession who are drawn to his message of universal love and acceptance. Despite
being set over time from the 1950s to 1980s, the villains are still the High Priests, Romans, and Pilate.
The progression of the story is predictable, the ending inevitable, and the modern situations and setting
do not detract from the horror of the crucifixion. 3 Josh is eventually betrayed by Judas, who is both his
ex‐lover and the man who helped him realize who and what he was. Many found this explicit
relationship shocking and offensive, but it is really a short step from the passionate and confused
relationship between the same two characters in JCS. That relationship has always been ambiguous, and
more recent revivals have not shied away from fully articulating the feelings that Judas appears to have
to Jesus. To present the two as lovers, then, is not really the new and irreverent notion that people
seem to think it is. Many Biblical scholars over the years have even postulated that there were
relationships amongst the 12 Disciples, if not between Jesus and Judas, then very possibly between John
and Mark.
The character of Judas does form a very interesting link between all three plays. His importance
in the Biblical narrative could not be more pronounced, but for all that he is really a minor character at
best. We are told almost nothing about him and until his betrayal of Jesus he does or says nothing to
distinguish him from the other disciples. We certainly know more about Peter, James, John, and even
Thomas than we do about Judas. Yet all three plays have elevated him to the second largest role behind
Jesus. The only real explanation for this is, again, dramatic license. Plays need conflict to advance the
plot, and the major conflict in the Biblical narrative come with Jesus’ betrayal. The only way for that

3

This play has taken on a whole new level of meaning for many people. It happened that it premiered in NY on
October 13, 1998, the same day that the “crucified” body of Matthew Shepherd was found in Wyoming. He had
been tied to a fence, beaten, and left to die because he was gay and when that story surfaced it formed a chilling
companion to CC and served as a reminder that time when people like Jesus could be killed for being different has
not passed as fully as we would like to believe.
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conflict to be a truly gut‐wrenching, theatrical moment however is if Judas is someone we know and
care about, someone with more of a history with Jesus than the Bible gives him. A deeper connection
between the two is necessary to make the emotional impact of the betrayal as full as possible. Pathos,
after all, wins Tonys. Though CC takes this connection the furthest, it was by no means an innovation on
McNally’s part to make the two men involved in each other’s lives in some way.
CC is the only one of the three to begin with any sort of birth narrative. McNally stuck with
Matthew here (the Gospels of Mark and John don’t include a birth story anyway) and Mary gives birth in
a Motel and is then visited by the Three Wise Men who are dressed, appropriately, as room service
attendants. We get to watch Josh’s awkward teenage years (something none of the Gospels provides)
and cringe as he fails again and again to fit in with the other kids. Many have wondered what Jesus was
doing during those “lost years” between birth and adulthood. For McNally’s Josh at least, he spent those
years trying to deny who and what he was and eventually determined that the truth of his nature was
too much to contain. While we will never know what Jesus went through at that age, a similar
progression seems as plausible as any other explanation.
When Josh finally leaves Corpus Christi, McNally rejoins the Biblical narrative, though he
continues to use modern settings throughout. The Temptation of Jesus by Satan (Matt 4) is delivered
through a conversation between Jesus and a slightly nefarious James Dean, and the blind leper that
Jesus heals becomes a truck driver. On the subject of healings, actually, CC forms a perfect compliment
to GS. Where GS was all Parables and no healings, CC is just the opposite. McNally does not include as
high a percentage of Jesus’ healings as GS has Parables, but a great many healings are staged. After the
Temptation (and now 2/3 of the way through a one‐act play) Josh finally meets his disciples, starting
with Peter and continuing through the 12th disciple, in this case Matthew. Andrew is a demoniac Josh
heals, Bartholomew a doctor distressed at his inability to save everyone, Philip an HIV‐positive male
hustler Josh heals and Judas, all grown up and no longer involved with Josh, is a successful restaurateur.
McNally also includes Josh instructing the disciples in the Lord’s Prayer (Matt 6:9), something
else that GS left out. One major Biblical alteration McNally makes, however, is that when Josh heals the
Centurion’s beloved servant (made a daughter in CC) he is not even remotely successful. In Matthew 8:5
Jesus heals the servant from afar, just by speaking the words. Josh tries that here and when the
Centurion returns later to thank Josh for trying, he tells him that his daughter died anyway. Josh
becomes livid and when Peter tries to remind him “it was God’s will, Josh, you said so yourself” Josh
screams back “well it wasn’t mine!” (McNally, 48). This is a moment where McNally is clearly trying to
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stress Josh’s humanity, in a way that is very reminiscent of JCS’ often angry Jesus. McNally may share
more source material with GS, but his portrayal of Josh as a human being with the same flaws and
frailties as any other man owes much more to Webber and Rice than to Tebelak and Schwartz.
Josh’s condemnation from the High Priests comes not while he is preaching in the Temple (Matt
26) but while officiating at a gay marriage. And his lamenting this “unbelieving and perverse generation”
(Matt 17:17) is elicited not because the Pharisees asked for a sign of his authority, but because his
disciples claimed that they could not go spread his message without him. Judas sells Josh to the High
Priests while Josh is sleeping with his head in Judas’ lap in front of a campfire, and when Josh wakes up
he seems to know what Judas has done. This is a further expansion of the relationship between the two
men and adds yet another layer of drama to the eventual betrayal. They return to Corpus Christi (a la
Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem) for the Last Supper and dénouement. McNally’s Last Supper is taken almost
whole cloth from GS, complete with each disciple’s individual denial that is will be he who betrays Josh
and Josh’s final revelation that it will be Judas. McNally’s major change in the Gethsemane sequence is
that Judas accompanies him out to pray, not Peter, James, and John as in Matthew 26:37.
After the betrayal the actors playing the disciples become Pilate, the Romans, and the mob. The
community is completely dissolved, unlike in GS. McNally does include Pilate’s wife, and correctly
attributes the dream (Matt 27:19) warning her about getting involved with Josh’s case to her and not
her husband (as in JCS). The thief Barabbas is freed (Matt 27:15), Josh is beaten by his childhood school
bullies, Simon of Cyrenae carries Josh’s cross (Matt 27:32), he is taken to Golgotha (Matt 27:33) and
crucified, with a criminal on either side of him. McNally now defers to Luke for the first significant time.
Instead of both bandits mocking Josh, as they do in Matthew 27:44, one mocks him and the other one
defends him, prompting Josh to tell him, “Brother, you shall be with Me in Paradise today” (McNally, 60;
Luke 23:43). Josh’s last words are shared with JCS (Luke 23:45) and after he has died the members of the
mob become actors simply speaking to the audience as they say a few goodbyes and exit the stage one
by one leaving the actor playing Josh alone next to the cross. As with GS, it is a shade vague as to
whether or not this is meant to represent a resurrection, but since the actor is not Josh any longer and is
simply speaking as himself, it is more likely just a moment for the audience (and the actor) to mourn for
what just took place.
In movies, literature, and art Jesus has been portrayed many, many different ways over the
centuries. You could discuss any of those different interpretations and make a case that they all
represented the mood of the contemporary society of the artist towards religion. But these depictions
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of Jesus in recent theatre might just offer the best snapshot of a society’s religious views because of
their completely dissimilar approaches and styles which manage to produce remarkable similar
outcomes. All three draw predominantly from the same source, the Gospel of Matthew, and yet manage
to treat that source in vastly different manners. JCS is heavy, serious, and inextricably linked to Jesus’
own time. 4 GS is light and comedic and tries to show that it was the message of Jesus, not Jesus himself
which was of central importance. And CC is alternately as heavy as JCS and as comedic as GS all in the
space of 60 pages. Its final message seems to be that neither the message nor the person of Jesus was
understood if there are people today continuing to suffer the same fate for much the same reason.
Reformers are still killed today because people either don’t like or don’t understand what they’re trying
to say and McNally seems to think that that is the real tragedy.
None of the three includes a true resurrection, and that could be the most vitally important
piece of information when trying to glean public views on religion. While most of the playwrights and
composers are Christian (Schwartz, notably, is Jewish) none of the plays are meant to be solely for a
Christian audience. They are not meant to promote standard Church theology or be the modern answer
to the medieval Passion Play. They embody that maddeningly glib modern catchphrase “Well, I am
spiritual but I am not religious”. Believing in all the mythology and dogma of modern religion is out of
vogue right now. Personal belief systems and universal ideas of goodness and right conduct prevail.
Plays, then, which depict Jesus’ life and death and lay out his teachings without necessarily stressing his
divinity would allow someone to take away his message as a way to live a good life without having to go
to church. It’s pop‐culture religion; religion for the masses.
All three take dramatic liberties with the story; they change the order of things, alter the
importance of some characters, even change the outcome of certain events. But they all stay true to
what each playwright saw as the kernel of meaning under the rhetoric of the Gospels. They all tried, as
nearly as possible, to present the story of Jesus not as it really was or even as it is in the Bible, but as
they think it should be viewed. It must be reiterated that to retell this story simply for the sake of telling
it is not interesting and is not good art. There must be a reason. There must be something new a
playwright thinks he or she must share with the world that every person to tell this story previously has
missed, especially when dealing with material this well‐known and meaningful to so many people. You
take a large risk in putting your own spin on the story of Jesus. You are almost guaranteed to offend
4

Of course, the director does have the prerogative to change that and many have, from productions set in Nazi‐
esque fascist regimes to the celebrated Australian revival of a few years back which was covered in post‐modern
steel and leather.
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some people and run the risk of offending millions. But some would say that Jesus himself was putting
his own spin on the history and direction of his people and ultimately died for that offence.
But if every generation of artists does not attempt this task of reinterpreting Jesus, we will
stagnate. If we go too long without being forced to think about why people believe, to analyze our
beliefs, we sink into blind faith and religion becomes a routine, not a spiritual experience. We depend on
artists in all media to take risks and make us rethink the way we see things, not just in religion but in
every aspect of our daily lives. How many people really looked at a Campbell’s soup can before Warhol,
or rethought the definition of a functional family before “The Simpsons”? These contemporary
interpretations of Jesus are just as vital to the survival of a thriving Christianity as are the Gospels and
classic Church thinkers. They make you contemplate your own beliefs, and even if you come to the
decision that you disagree with them, you’re still better off than if you had never been forced into that
contemplation. The reintroduction of religion into modern mainstream theatre is still in its infancy, but if
the quality and number of religiously‐themed plays and musicals are harbingers of things to come then
playwrights will continue to push the envelope and audiences will be better for it.
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Abstract:
I examine an interactive installation based on an Augmented Reality System (ARS),
Interactive Antarctica. The installation will be exhibited in a museum context, and will
allow the viewer to gesturally manipulate digital imagery and sound from the Antarctic.
The ARS will display climate change research to a wide audience and develop the
contemporary status and understanding of the documentary genre in installation art. The
interdisciplinary1 project experiments with the documentary genre in a gesture-driven
spatially surrounded Augmented Reality (AR) visualisation platform.
In this paper, I argue that the Augmented Reality installation (Interactive Antarctica)
presents a new mode of documentary experience, thus transforming the genre into a
vastly new and complex ensemble. I observe how in artist Susan Norrie’s work the
documentary genre dynamically coalesces with installation art. I demonstrate that
documentary is not only present, but flows into installation art along unexpected
pathways. The fact that genre has always been mutable is widely understood; this paper
extends that knowledge by showing the transformative possibilities when an ARS is the
presentation vehicle.
The aim of the research is to produce and evaluate a cross-media Augmented Reality
platform suited to tangible and gestural interactions with documentary data. Documentary
discourse is challenged, by taking the genre from a situation where the viewer is passive
into the new AR-based platform where the genre can be interactively interpreted. This
platform enables the participant to become a resource for the documentary as the
audience can interactively participate with the documentary content. The viewer is
considered as an actor in the documentary rather than a passive and constrained viewer.
The purpose of the AR installation is to create a new mode of documentary experience.

Figure 1: Susan Norrie Undertow (2002), stills taken from video installation
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Documentary Video Installation Art:
“Blurring the boundaries of fact and fiction, artists can sometimes deal with the overload
of media information and misinformation with clarity and poetic detachment2”.
Susan Norrie (2003)
Interactive Antarctic as a form of documentary—installation art, stems from a broader
international framework of artists creating documentary video installation. In this section,
I compare several documentary video installations in order to conceptualise the trend of
artists exploring the genre within the context of installation art.
The documentary video installation, Undertow (2002)3 by Australian artist Susan Norrie,
experiments with the genre’s periphery. Norrie’s Undertow significantly plays with,
distorts and expands the boundaries of the genre. I show how her work, extending beyond
habitual readings in film, television and the web, pursues documentary by re-using preexisting artistic elements and transforming them into vastly new and complex ensembles.

Figure 2: Susan Norrie Undertow (2002), stills taken from video installation
The Australian artist Susan Norrie has created artwork that incorporates numerous media
including paint, sculpture, photography, installation and more recently film and video.
She has had more than 30 solo international exhibitions. Since she first exhibited in the
early 1980s, she has continually explored diverse ideas through multiple contexts and
media. Norrie incorporates the genre of documentary as a reaction to media overload:
“By blurring fact and fiction, essentially remixing the art of documentary, she merges
cinematic effects to distil the content of her images”4. As indicated in the opening
quotation, Norrie discusses the boundaries between fiction and non-fiction. These
boundaries were preoccupations for early documentary filmmakers such as Grierson,
Rotha and Vertov.
Undertow has six video elements taken from natural and man-made disasters. Norrie
asserts that Undertow: “touches on aspects of global warming, environmental
catastrophe, the possibility of a nuclear war and terrorism – all suggestive of a world
gone mad. In a small way the artist can slow things down, remind people of an essential
humanity”5. Each channel is composed of different elements. Most elements are
composed of recycled archival footage, others Norrie filmed. Undertow reroutes archival
documentary footage by inserting it into a different multi-textual context, which alters
and reformulates meaning(s).

2
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For instance, Element 3, the most dominant of all six channels, uses archival footage
from an immense dust storm that descended on Melbourne in 1983. The installation relies
on six data projections for the work to be viewed. Although Undertow has been exhibited
widely, the viewer cannot physically interact with the material in the exhibition.
Other use of documentary footage in Element 3 includes a scene showing a chemical fire
in a forest destroying trees, while in another there is a boiling ocean. These documentary
images combine to reflect man-made and natural disasters. Element 4 has a similarly
uncanny atmosphere, depicting scientists wearing protective clothing as they measure
ozone gases in the atmosphere. Element 5 depicts boiling mud pools in Rotorua, New
Zealand. This imagery, like that in Elements 3 and 4, encapsulates a mystifying and
gloomy atmosphere. Rotorua is a major tourist attraction; unnervingly, the natural
volcanic boiling mud has the potential to harm visitors. Element 2 has perhaps the most
alarming documentary footage: it illustrates an oil spill at sea. The following scene
evokes the aftermath: an oil-drenched bird, struggling for life, is put to death by lethal
injection. Element 1, filmed in Japan, is lighter, illustrating a child being carried on a
man’s shoulders, reaching up for cherry blossoms. Element 6, the smallest in the
exhibition, shows two edited scenes from Orson Welles’ film version of Kafka’s The
Trial: in one scene Joseph K carries a box through an office and in the other a woman
drags a trunk across a bleak urban landscape.
Norrie’s use of documentary is not only unconventional; it provides a way of exploring
how intertextuality operates in installation art, because it is so manifestly an example of
what Julia Kristeva called “a vertical axis” which “connects texts to other texts”6. The
installation used one text’s origin—archival documentary footage—and subverted it into
a ‘mosaic of quotations’ projected through different monitors. Umberto Eco asserts: “a
text is not simply a communicational apparatus. It is a device which questions the
previous signifying systems, often renews them, and sometimes destroys them”7. In this
sense Norrie’s installation renews documentary by destroying fixed interpretations of the
genre.
Norrie's video installation Passenger (notes from the underground) (2003) also relates
intertextually to the documentary genre. Passenger is a five-channeled installation that
was projected onto walls in a gallery space, at the Museum of Contemporary Art in
Sydney, 2003. In Passenger, Norrie filmed each individual sequence. Passenger, like
Undertow, details Norrie’s ongoing fascination with concerns about the human condition,
survival and environmental catastrophes.
Norrie explains Passenger as a journal and she used the term in an evocative way to
create an experiential situation for the viewer: “In a sense we are all passengers when we
watch films and moving images because they have the power to transport us beyond the
present, enabling us to imagine other possible worlds”9. Each sequence from Passenger is
a documentary though, like Undertow, not in a conventional sense. Documentary is
experienced by navigating through a large dark installation space comprised of different
documentary footage operation on a five-channeled projection space. The network of
different films operates as a whole, as the viewer is caught constantly moving their
attention from one screen to the next. The fluidity of viewing takes the genre of
documentary somewhere else. The screens become less focused on one particular issue

3
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and leave the viewer to make their own interpretation of the disparate elements held
together in the large, dark installation space.

Figure 3: Susan Norrie Passenger (2003), Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney.
The video installation HAVOC, like some of the elements in Undertow, concentrates on
man-made environmental disaster. HAVOC means “broken” in Indonesian and “focuses
on the geologically and politically volatile region of East Java”10. The work was
exhibited at the Venice Biennale in 2007. Norrie was one of three Australian artists
represented and she described HAVOC in an interview with Clara Iaccarino: “they are
sacrificing animals into the volcano to stop the flow. I am interested in a complex culture
trying to deal with [one of the] worst man-made environmental disasters that ever
happened”11.
HAVOC ‘participates’ in documentary, expanding the genre’s edge. A genre’s
interpretations and boundaries change over time so it is possible to read HAVOC as a
documentary that uses archival footage of manmade and natural disasters. David
Buckingham notes that “genre is not…simply ‘given’ by the culture: rather, it is in a
constant process of negotiation and change”12. Furthermore, Chandler has argued that
new works produced within a genre can potentially manipulate changes within the genre
and the materialisation of new sub-genres13. Like Chandler, film theorist Bill Nichols
affirms that in documentaries, “The tension between established expectations and
individual innovation proves a frequent source of change”14.

4
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Figure 4: Susan Norrie’s HAVOC (2007): video stills taken from the installation. The
installation was short-listed for the Artes Mundi prize and will be exhibited in the
National Museum of Wales from March 2008.
Figure 5: HAVOC (2007) Susan Norrie video stills taken from the installation.
Another example of a documentary installation is the work I created as part of my PhD
research, Islamic Intertext24 (2006). For Islamic Intertext I interviewed 67 Australian
Muslims from 27 different cultural backgrounds. The installation is comprised of three
video channels, each channel represents responses made by the interviewees in relation
to: racial vilification, multiculturalism and jihad. In a review of the exhibition John
Treadgold wrote: “The responses of these everyday people are expressed through a threechannel video installation that uses simplicity, juxtaposition and intertextuality to offer a
poignant and painfully honest insight into the feelings and experiences of these people in
a post-9/11 world”15. Although this installation is highly intriguing, once the the viewer
can only observe the installation material.
My endeavor, in producing Islamic Intertext, was to explore and extend Guy Debord’s
tactic of detournement by ‘turning’ documentary interviews into a multi-channel video
ensemble, exhibiting the finished work in a 3D space, and running it in a loop. The
documentary uses talking-head interviews but lacks other conventions found in the genre
such as experts, voiceover or narrative structure. Debord stressed that in the realm of
détournement ideas and creations can be ‘multiplied at will’ that is, détournement cannot
be confined to a particular creation or idea, but involves the hijacking of well-known
media from their conventional setting to another context.

5
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Islamic Intertext can be seen as a moderate instance of détournement: the original context
of documentary is transformed in installation, narrative is recast into looping edited
interviews, and linear images on a single screen are replaced by multiple images in
curvilinear form. Each screen comprises responses made by the interviewees on a
particular topic and then woven in a pattern of looping sequences. The looping edited
sequences operate randomly, mirroring the content and heterogeneity of the interview
material. At a glance, the viewer can observe different interviewees on each large circular
screen, with three images of interviewees engaged in dialogue, responding to questions
on one of the topics (jihad, vilification and multiculturalism).

Figure 6: onaloV Islamic Intertext (2006), still taken from video installation, Canberra
Contemporary Art Space.
Turkish artist Kutlug Ataman’s documentary video installation Küba (2004) used 40
multiple voices taken from 40 residents in one of Istanbul’s most impenetrable ghettos.
Kutlug’s Küba won the Carnegie prize in 2004 and was nominated for the Turner prize.
Kutlug’s installation comprised 40 television sets, each broadcasting talking-head
interviews with Küba residents, a dark shanty town north-west of Istanbul: “Forty
battered televisions, bristling with analogue knobs, have been placed before 40 shabby
armchairs. On each screen, a resident of Küba – one of Istanbul’s most downbeat
districts, with a heavy Kurdish population – talks fluently about everything from
scavenging for bread in the garbage to the impossibility of stopping smoking and the
terrorism with which local psychopaths rule the roost”16. Kutlug’s Küba installation of 40
talking heads resembles a journalistic television documentary, yet leads to much more.

6
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Figure 7: Kutlug Ataman Küba (2004) Sorting Office, London.
Although, these installations are exceptionally thought-provoking works of art, dealing
with complex, important contemporary issues, such as, environmental disasters, racial
hatred and poverty, the viewer cannot actively alter the content in the installation. Video
installations exemplify the nature of the audience as a passive viewer. In contrast the AR
platform enables the audience to create sound and physically transform data. Audience
members can participate and interact via their bodily gestures, thus experiencing
documentary as an active participant in the installation space. Multiple-channel video
installations differ drastically to interactive installation art, which can contain physical
objects, be seen, touched and heard by the viewer.
Interactive Antarctica’s use of image and sound invites participation by audience
members. Interactive media can engage the audience through sensing channels such as
vision, sound, and touch. Documentaries, on the other hand, are normally produced
independent of the viewer. However, the interactive media and the documentary genre
merge together to enable the participant to experience documentary within the AR system
and in doing so will reinvent the documentary form. This project will advance the current
status of the documentary genre in interactive installation art.
Technological Outline:
Interactive Antarctica is based on the technology of Augmented Reality. AR inserts
digital content (digital image and sound) into the participant’s physical space, providing a
seamless integration between the physical and digital worlds. The viewer interactively
‘grasps’ the digital contents through gesture-driven interaction from the augmented
physical environment, where the innate capabilities can be maximised as the interaction
space is within the physical environment.

7
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The incentive for using Augmented Reality is the high portability and scalability of the
Augmented Reality tracking markers. Any marker functions as an individual display
space. It can be taken to any corner of the museum and is not limited to being hung on a
wall as a plasma display. The size of the virtual display screen attached to the tracking
marker is scalable in size. The participant can choose to have a large screen and throw it
onto a flat surface for public viewing or make it a small display by holding the marker in
their hand.

Figure 8. Fiducial markers for tracking in Augmented Reality platform Fiala (2004).
Figure 9: Top, tracking markers displayed on a wall. Bottom, users can still see the other
user’s face in the AR scene on the wall.

Figure 10: (Left) Floor plan of Interactive Antarctica.
Figure 11. (Right) The screen is decorated with tracking markers. The screen displays
markers with superimposed images. As the participant walks into the space, they can pick
up a marker and control the movement of sound and image by their gestures.
8
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Figure 12: Drawings of installation close-up of dome projection.
When the viewer enters the space they are surrounded by video projection and virtual
elements. The viewer can grasp elements they want to examine or enlarge. The gestural
devices on their hands enable the participant to interact with virtual elements just as they
manipulate things in the physical world. For instance, for certain virtual elements they are
not interested in, they could ‘push’ them away from their active physical body range. For
those elements of interest, they can examine them through the use of appropriate gestural
devices. When the viewer interacts with the markers, they create sound which is diffused
through a multiple-channel sound system set up around the installation space.

Figure 14: Images by Felicity Jenkins, taken from her expeditions with Quark and the
Australian Antarctic Division (AAD). Antarctic ice contains records of past climate and
atmospheric changes. These images are inserted into the ARS. The viewer in the museum
can ‘grasp’ the images, moving them and sound around the space.

9
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Installation Art Background:
The term installation art can be traced back to the second half of the 19th century, to
Richard Wagner’s modernist concept of Gesamtkunstwerk. The German term,
Gesamtkunstwerk, means the total work of art. Gesamtkunstwerk was Wagner’s notion of
creative synthesis bringing together poetry and music within the visual and vibrant
framework of the operatic stage18. In reference to Gesamtkunstwerk, installation is a
creative synthesis of different elements. Spatially, installations may incorporate different
forms of architecture, sculpture, dance, music and theatre to create a ‘synaesthetic
environment’ Rosenthal19. Michael Danoff believes that installations usually have a
specific relationship to a space: “It is not just that they require their own space, but that
space is often conceived as an integral part of the work”20.
Installation art can incorporate nearly any media to create an experience in a particular
environment. Installations are often intended for certain environments and can adapt to
site-specific individual surroundings. Every installation space alters the way in which the
work is experienced. Claire Bishop argues that the experience of installation art is
exceedingly different from traditional media such as painting and sculpture, she defines
installation art in terms of the viewers experience: “instead of representing texture, space,
light and so on, installation art presents these elements directly for us to experience”17.
An installation art setting is an ideal context to exhibit Interactive Antarctica because
installation art takes into account the viewer’s sensory experience. The viewer is able to
explore environmental climate change research, watch video, touch AR images and create
sound. The sensory multi-modal experiences include sight, sound and touch. The viewer
is an actor in the installation as they can interact and change the virtual imagery and
sound in the space.
Museum documentaries in interactive installations differ from those created by film or
television in various ways, including the space in which the documentary is screened and
the audience’s gesture-driven manipulation of the digital materials21. The gesture-driven
spatial AR platform enables the audience to experience the installation through a visceral
and experimental mode of interaction. Entering the augmented space, the viewer can
‘grasp’ digital materials, absorbing the documentary by navigating through the
installation space. Showing a documentary in an installation transports documentary from
a single screen into a three-dimensional space.
Bishop describes installation art as a term that “refers to the type of art into which the
viewer physically enters, and which is often described as ‘theatrical’, ‘immersive’ or
‘experiential’”22. Interactive Antarctica experiments with an installation art setting
through immersive and experiential processes which allow the audience to experience
documentary through multi-modal interactions: sound, vision and touch. The audience in
the installation gains insight into environmental research by moving the digital imagery
with their hands, which generate sound diffused through an eight channel sound system
around the installation.

10
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Conclusion:
Documentary has yet to be seriously considered as relevant to installation art. The
multiple-channel video installations discussed highlight how the genre of documentary
has been dynamically integrated into installation art. Interactive Antarctica demonstrates
that documentary is not only present, but flows into installation art along unexpected
currents. Reaching past habitual readings in film, television and the web, this work
pursues documentary by re-using pre-existing elements (digital photography and sound)
and transforming them into vastly new and complex interactive ensembles.
By collaborating with scientists from the Australian Antarctic Division, this project
provides an AR platform to exhibit climate change research to a broad public audience.
The installation will highlight significant environmental impact issues with respect to the
depletion of ozone in the upper atmosphere, global warming, and the impact of these
phenomena on living systems. Scientists Thomas Karl1 and Kevin Trenberth argue that
modern climate change is dominated by human influences: “over the past 50 years,
human influences have been the dominant detectable influence on climate change”23. The
AR documentary acts as receptive pathway by displaying important environmental
research. Interactive Antarctica correlates with climate change research, installation art
and documentary and forms a dialogue with all these practices. The installation
challenges conventional perceptions of documentary, creating innovative paths for
environmental research to be explored, experienced and understood.
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“Pax Africana,” Postcolonial Identity and the Politico-Military Strategy of U.S.
Africa Command (AFRICOM)©
by
Kevin H. Govern 1
ABSTRACT
I have, therefore, chosen this time and place to discuss a topic on which
ignorance too often abounds and the truth too rarely perceived. And that is the
most important topic on earth: peace. What kind of peace do I mean and what
kind of a peace do we seek? Not a Pax Americana enforced on the world by
American weapons of war. Not the peace of the grave or the security of the slave.
I am talking about genuine peace, the kind of peace that makes life on earth worth
living, and the kind that enables men and nations to grow, and to hope, and build
a better life for their children -- not merely peace for Americans but peace for all
men and women, not merely peace in our time but peace in all time.
John F. Kennedy, 10 June 1963 2
On the first of October, 2007, U.S. Africa Command, or AFRICOM, officially “stood up”
or reached "initial operating capability" (IOC) to start its function as the U.S.
Department of Defense’s most recent regional combatant command. 3 Adapting a
“Cold War’ politico-military paradigm of regional military command orientations to
contemporary crises and combat operations, AFRICOM was conceived to work
closely with the African Union (AU), with regional African institutions, and with
individual nations within the continent of Africa.
This paper will examine whether AFRICOM poses a neocolonial “Pax Africana” threat
of armed influence forcefully dominating the identities of formerly colonized and
presently independent African nations, or whether AFRICOM instead offers
opportunities to enable, empower, modernize and develop those nations in a
partnership of equals. This conference paper will survey the significant challenges
which lie ahead for AFRICOM as it attempts to accomplish the ambitions of it’s first
commander, General William E. “Kip” Ward: to “provide unique ‘value-added’
4
capabilities to enhance already existing U.S. and international programs.”
Specifically, the paper will examine ongoing and future efforts to advance U.S. and
African economic, security and development policies, and suggest possible ways
ahead in these critical efforts.
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2
“Pax Americana” and Africa in the “Arc of Uncertainty?”
In his 10 June 1963 Commencement Address at American University, President
John F. Kennedy coined the term Pax Americana, 5 a variation on the so-called Pax
Romana of the Roman Empire, and Pax Britannica of the British Empire. For
President Kennedy, it was a negative exemplar – what would not be advanced by
American foreign and defense policy in the post World War II world
The latter portion of the 20th, and indeed 21st Century, has been anything but a
peaceful era – there have been over 200 wars and internal armed conflicts from 18992001 alone, with each “flame” on the Nobel Foundation map depicted below
representing an interstate war, colonial war, civil war, or world war:

Nobelprize.org Conflict Map 1899 - 2001

6

In the 21st Century, the most current (2005) U.S. National Defense Strategy identifies
America as a “nation at war [facing] a diverse set of security challenges … yet … in
an era of advantage and opportunity.” 7 Africa is identified in the most recent (2004)
U.S. National Military Strategy as lying in:
An “arc of instability” stretching from the Western Hemisphere, through Africa
and the Middle East and extending to Asia. There are areas in this arc that
serve as breeding grounds for threats to [U.S.] interests. 8
Indicative of that regional instability, the U.S. had become increasingly involved in
Africa since the end of the Cold War, with over 20 U.S. military operations in Africa
between 1990 and 2000 and another 10 since 2000. 9 Theresa Whelan, Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense for African Affairs testified in the Fall of 2007 that:
The U.S. currently spends approximately $9 billion a year in Africa, funding
programs in such areas as health, development, trade promotion, and good
governance. In contrast, security-related programs receive only about $250 million
a year. 10
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Jendayi Frazer believes that “we are living in an
historic window of opportunity” in Africa given her observations that in the last five
years:
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We have seen belligerence yield to negotiation in six contentious settings: Angola,
Burundi, Democratic Republic of Congo, Liberia, Sierra Leone and the NorthSouth element of the Sudan Crisis. Formerly divided by conflict, Burundi now has
an elected government up and running. The Democratic Republic of Congo
has
similarly moved beyond transition to successfully hold its first national election in
more than 40 years. This is an historical shift. In the years ahead, African leaders
face three key challenges: consolidating democratic gains, expanding economic
growth, and stemming the spread of HIV/AIDS. 11
Centralized Authority in a Divided World: From Goldwater-Nichols to AFRICOM

The World With Commanders’ Areas of Responsibility 2002-2007

12

Evolution of AFRICOM Commander’s Area of Responsibility 1 October 2008 Onward

13

The National Security Act of 1947 first mentioned so-called “unified Combatant
Commands” and “specified combatant commands, with basic legislation outlining
their responsibility being found at Title 10, U.S. Code section 161 et seq. 14 The
Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1986, 15 sponsored
by Senator Barry Goldwater and Representative Bill Nichols, was the most significant
defense reorganization after the National Security Act of 1947. Of particular
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significance to defense strategy and policy, this Act centralized the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) operational authority, made the CJCS principal military
advisor to the president, National Security Council and secretary of defense, and
streamlined the operational chain of command from the President to the Secretary of
Defense to the unified combatant commanders (UCCs). 16
Prior to 1 October 2007, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) under its Unified
Command Plan (UCP) divided responsibility for African defense and security issues
among three so-called “UCCs:” the U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM), Pacific
Command (PACOM) and European Command (EUCOM). 17 CENTCOM had
responsibility for Djibouti, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, and Sudan.
PACOM had responsibility for the Comoros, Madagascar, Mauritius, and the
Seychelles. EUCOM had responsibility for the rest of the continent. 18 In the Summer
of 2006, former U.S. Defense Secretary Rumsfeld tasked the DoD to “analyze and
make broad recommendations regarding possible adjustments in the UCP to better
align with national interests and security requirements.” 19

The creation of AFRICOM was to “[realign] the region” under one U.S. organization
to pursue a “three-pronged defense, diplomatic and economic effort designed to
enable U.S. government elements to work in concert with African partners without
the ‘bureaucratic divisions’ created by a shared command structure.” 20 This threepronged AFRICOM effort is coming none too soon in the estimation of the current
U.S. EUCOM Commander, General Bantz Craddock, who, in written testimony to
Congress has noted that:
Africa is becoming a continent of increasing strategic importance to the
U.S. and our allies. Africa’s vast potential makes African stability a near
term strategic imperative. It is in our national interest to help Africa
achieve broad-based and sustainable economic, security, political and social
development. The DoD, in collaboration with other U.S. agencies, is seeking
more effective ways to mitigate or respond to humanitarian crises, sustain
African unity and stability, and improve cooperation on such transnational
issues as terrorism and HIV/AIDS. There is little doubt that Africa will
occupy an increasingly larger amount of our national attention in the years
ahead. 21
In his 27 September 2007 written responses to Senate Armed Services Committee
questions, current AFRICOM Commander GEN Ward wrote that:
A fundamental focus of the AFRICOM Commander’s engagement should
include careful consideration of what our partners need from the U.S. to help
them develop to meet their stated needs.
****
Just as EUCOM focused on security cooperation activities with African nations,
so too will AFRICOM continue developing capabilities of African nations to help
solidify our relations, achieve our mutual goals, and provide a bright future full
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of promise and opportunity for Africans everywhere … AFRICOM’s exercises,
training, and humanitarian assistance efforts across the continent must occur
in ways that demonstrate value-added through its existence. 22
Vice Admiral Moeller, the Executive Director of the 60-person AFRICOM Transition
Team, has said that:
Africa is growing in military, strategic and economic importance in global affairs.
We are seeking more effective ways to prevent and respond to humanitarian
crises, improve cooperative efforts to stem transnational terrorism and sustain
enduring efforts that contribute to African unity and bolster security on the
continent
*****
U.S. Africa Command will better enable the Department of Defense and other
elements of the U.S. Government to work in concert and with partners to
achieve a more stable environment in which political and economic growth can
take place. U.S. Africa Command will consolidate the efforts of three
commands into one focused solely on Africa and help coordinate US
Government contributions on the continent. 23
The U.S. Department of State (DoS) ambitiously predicts that the U.S. military’s
newest command center for Africa, Africa Command (AFRICOM) will:
Play a supportive role as Africans continue to build democratic institutions and
establish good governance across the continent … [its] foremost mission is to
help Africans achieve their own security, and to support African leadership
efforts. 24
Resources to Requirements: What AFRICOM Has and What It Must Do
General Ward pledged at AFRICOM’s inception that it would have “no designs on
creating vast, permanent concentrations of forces on the continent: “Bases?
Garrisons? It’s not about that … We are trying to prevent conflict, as opposed to
having to react to a conflict.” 25 In a recent interview with the BBC, General Ward
candidly commented that AFRICOM had “no hidden agenda” and would work to
operate “in partnership with our African friends,” so that:
Where we bring in, for instance, trainers or other forms of military support and
assistance there, they are only so long as is required to conduct the specific t
training that we've been asked to do or to conduct the specific activities. 26
As of the time of this paper’s writing, the only permanent base the United State now
has overseas is Camp Lemonier in Djibouti, where 1,800 US troops are stationed, 27
while the composition and size of U.S. Africa Command’s headquarters staff at Kelley
Barracks, Stuttgart, Germany (co-located with EUCOM), was evolving in a manner
“tailored to accomplish the command’s mission.” 28
The average UCC’s staff ranges from 500 to more than 1,000 personnel (not
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including civilian contractors and supporting intelligence architecture). AFRICOM’s
initially projected size was between 650 and 760, increasing to 1200-1800, factoring
in intelligence and other support requirements. 29 Service component command
personnel strength, supporting AFRICOM in regional operations as well as
headquarters staff would range, by the Congressional Research Service, between
100 to 350 personnel. 30
In GEN Craddock’s estimation, the kinds of forces deployed to Africa by AFRICOM
will be:
Largely based on the capabilities needed to counter the challenges Africa faces
– among them humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, security sector reform,
and counterterrorism. They will work with host nations to build up African
militaries, as well as reinforce the importance of civilian control over the
military. 31
The so-called “standing up” of AFRICOM was to cost an estimated USD$50 million in
fiscal year 2007. 32 This should be placed in the context of USD authorized
appropriations totaling USD$509 billion for fiscal year 2007 for the military functions of
the DoD, for activities of the Department of Energy (DOE), and for other purposes.
That total includes USD $50 billion for military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, and
over USD$68 billion in supplemental appropriations for 2006! 33 The Congressional
Research Service estimated that:
The nascent command’s budget for Fiscal 2008 (October 1, 2007, to
September 30, 2008) [was] estimated at USD$75.5 million [and that]
AFRICOM's budgetary needs will increase substantially when the command
begins its move to the continent, given the construction and/or acquisition of
physical infrastructure and other start-up costs. 34
In contrast, under the Fiscal Year 2008 National Defense Authorization Act, some
USD$641 billion were authorized for the military functions of the DoD, for activities of
the DOE, and for other purposes, and USD$142 billion for military operations in Iraq
and Afghanistan alone! 35
In a move curtailing projected AFRICOM operations, the House Appropriations
Subcommittee on defense recommended providing only $80.6 million in funding for
Fiscal Year 2009 — 80 percent less than was requested, according to Matthew
Mazonkey, communications director for Rep. John Murtha, D-Pa., the subcommittee
chairman. 36
As for requirements, AFRICOM’s present “mission statement” sets forth the following
requirements:
US Africa Command promotes US National Security objectives by working with
African states and regional organizations to help strengthen stability and
security in the AOR. US Africa Command leads the in-theater DoD response to
support other USG agencies in implementing USG security policies and
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strategies. In concert with other U.S. government and international partners,
US Africa Command conducts theater security cooperation activities to assist in
building security capacity and improve accountable governance. As directed,
US Africa Command conducts military operations to deter aggression and
respond to crises. 37
Ongoing missions that AFRICOM assumed – or will assume - from USEUCOM and
other combatant commands include but are not limited to the following:
Location
Kenya, Ethiopia
and Djibouti

Ongoing Unclassified Missions as of 2006
Combined Joint Task Force Horn of Africa (CJTF-HOA) is currently helping to build hostnation capacity. 38

Liberia

Joint Task Force Liberia with Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) to
provide aid to victims of civil war and to restore order and prevent a full-blown humanitarian
crisis. 39

Northern Africa

Trans-Sahara Counter-Terrorism Initiative (TSCTI), the
40
interagency plan to combat terrorism in Northern Africa.
41
Countering emerging terrorist extremist threats

Northern and
Western Africa
Pan-Africa

U.S.

Government’s

long-term

Security Assistance (SA) missions to increase the capacity of international organizations to
contribute more effectively to the improvement of governance and the expansion of civil
society (specifically support to the African Union’s (AU’s) development of a humanitarian
crisis intervention capability), to include:
•
Operation Enduring Freedom:
Trans Sahara (OEF-TS)/Trans Sahara CounterTerrorism Partnership (TSCTP) ;
•
International Military Education and Training (IMET) ;
•
The African Contingency Operations Training and Assistance Program (ACOTA)/
42
Global Peace Operations Initiative (GPOI).

AFRICOM’s focus will be to build the capacity of its African partners to reduce
conflict, improve security, defeat terrorists, and support crisis response. 43 For
instance, just one of the above-mentioned, ongoing missions is the Trans-Sahara
Counter-Terrorism Partnership (TSCTP). The TSCTP involves combined teams of
U.S. Special Forces, and soldiers of Chad, Mali, Mauritania and Niger, working with
the armies of Algeria, Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal and Tunisia, to control
“undergoverned” spaces of the Sahara under rebellion in the past and believed to be
under radical Islamist and/or terrorist group control at present. 44
As the command develops, more responsibilities will transition from other UCCs to
AFRICOM. In its “way ahead,” AFRICOM’s staff recognizes it “must, continue ongoing activities without interruption, increase [AFRICOM] personnel and resources,
[and eventually] establish USAFRICOM HQ on the continent … Many details of U.S.
Africa Command remain to be developed.” 45
Implications of AFRICOM on Future Humanitarian Efforts in the Region
Africa has had a long and troubled history in terms of humanitarian disasters and
conflict which AFRICOM must understand and will have to confront as its future
operations unfold. As Ibrahim J. Wani noted, man-made and natural disasters are
relatively commonplace, and “cause significant property destruction and loss of lives,
and disrupt social relations.” 46 Wani further remarked, “emerging disasters such as
AIDS and other health epidemics, industrial accidents, arms trafficking and terrorism
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are likely to stress national resources even further and, therefore, increase the
vulnerability of communities and individuals.” 47
The Nongovernmental Organization (NGO) Refugees International released
statistics showing that the percentage of development assistance controlled by the
Defense Department had grown to nearly 22 percent from 3.5 percent over the past
10 years, while the percentage controlled by the Agency for International
Development dropped to 40 percent from 65 percent. 48
The African Crisis Response Initiative (ACRI), which evolved into the African
Contingency Operations Training and Assistance Program (ACOTA) in 1997, has
been a U.S. Department of State (DoS), Africa Bureau (AF) program, designed in the
words of the Naval Postgraduate School “to enhance the capacity of African partner
nations to effectively participate in multinational peace support operations (PSO),”or
in other words, to improve the training and effectiveness of African military forces. 49
The goal of these programs has been “to increase the capabilities of these militaries in
areas such as human rights, interaction with civil society, international law, military
staff skills, and small unit operations.” 50
AFRICOM has embraced this ACOTA strategy, as is evidenced by General Ward’s
testimony to Congress in March of 2008. According to IRIN News, Ward focused his
comments mainly on “military training, security and counter-terrorism,” and gave very
little time to AFRICOM’s involvement in humanitarian efforts. 51 IRIN News reported
that despite these remarks, many in the NGO and development community have
grave concerns regarding AFRICOM’s focus on humanitarian aid and efforts. 52 These
concerns may be partially allayed by the fact that AFRICOM currently “has more
diplomats and aid experts than other headquarters.” 53
This tension has somewhat stifled AFRICOM’s progress in terms of incorporating
experts from USAID and State Department development experts into AFRICOM’s
ranks. 54 Despite the seemingly competing interests, the two groups have met in order
to share concerns and plot a course for the future that appeals to both sides. Much
progress remains on this front however. The US government maintains that
“conducting humanitarian operations with military precision will only help to make
American aid to Africa more effective and will ultimately save and improve many more
lives.” 55 Alternatively, NGOs claim that “the best image of the U.S. overseas, in
development and humanitarian work, should be that of a civilian” and that military
presence will without a doubt complicate matters and add to confusion. 56
Nevertheless, AFRICOM’s proponents stress that its focus is to strengthen and
develop the militaries that comprise the African Union force so “they’re able to handle
their own problems.” 57 This concept is what both sides hope to see in the long-term
future. AFRICOM’s work will edify the military forces of African nations, which in turn
will not only strengthen the integrity of those nations but will also simultaneously
provide security for ongoing humanitarian and development efforts.
While concerns are likely to persist into the future regarding conflicts between the
military and NGOs, it is clear that AFRICOM will be of great strategic importance in
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providing wherewithal that is unique to the military and unavailable to NGOs and other
organizations. US military resources have proven beneficial in the past, as evinced by
efforts not only in support of relief following the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami but also
US Navy medical care provided off the coast of Ghana. 58 As AFRICOM Deputy
Commander for Civil-Military Affairs Ambassador Mary Yates observed, “The proof will
be in the fact that we will be supporting – whether it’s humanitarian assistance or
whether it’s a crisis or a natural disaster – that’s where I think we will have some
assets and some value added.” 59
What Will African and Non-African Nations Do About, With, or Against AFRICOM?
The Economist Magazine sanguinely predicted in 14 June 2007 that in Africa, the
U.S.’ “struggle for hearts and minds may be easier than in the Middle East.”
Economist commentary on the subject continued with the observation that:
Africans still think of America as a foe of colonialism … On top of this, Africans
know that the superpower's military investment will bring money and jobs. The
budget of the Trans-Sahara Counter-Terrorism Partnership for 2007 is about
$115m, while non-military assistance increased by about 60% last year as well.
Unimaginable in many parts of the world, there is keen competition among
African countries to host AFRICOM's new headquarters. 60
A 1 June 2008 article by Karen DeYoung in the Washington Post, however, indicates
that such predictions may have been erroneous as AFRICOM’s presence in the
region is causing controversy among African nations. One issue in particular is the
questioning of US motives for the established military presence. “The trouble was,
no one consulted the Africans … Worry swept the continent that the United States
planned major new military installations in Africa.” 61
In a post-colonial Africa, how could or should AFRICOM operate to build harmony
and foster cooperation rather than raise anxiety and divisiveness? I would suggest a
strong measure of what business executive Karen Benjack Glatzer calls “cultural
astuteness; to paraphrase Glatzer that is “the ability to get out of your … comfort
zone and navigate smoothly through the cultural nuances of your specific area of
responsibility. 62
Organizational consultant Kevin Hummel asserts a critical
component of “cultural astuteness” as:
[B]eing able to move your goals forward in a way that is not seen as selfserving …Rather, it's achieved through a combination of direct communication,
influence, and asking other people to be your advocate or champion. 63
A critical component to this “culturally astute” mission focus must be an
understanding of African post-colonial identity. Observations alluding to the state of
such identity, as recently as 7 October 2008 on SW Radio Africa Zimbabwe, have
included the notion that post-colonial construction of an African identity should be
treated as a “social, political and historical fact through which public discourses
should be formed and shaped.” Africa, as a nation of imagined community “requires
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an assumed collectivity and mutuality beyond an individual’s circumstances and
political communities are only real when they are collectively imagined.” 64
On the abiding legacy of postcolonial disharmony, Forbes’ Tunku Varadarajan on 27
October 2008 observed that:
Whether we like it or not, vast swaths of Africa, Asia and the Middle East still
live in varying degrees of post-colonial confrontation with the West, and with
whiteness. This makes it difficult (often impossible) for the West to get the nonWest to embrace its better ideas. 65
Some African nations with a great deal of political clout immediately refused to allow
US military bases to be established in their countries, and others followed suit.
Namely, the Times of South Africa has reported that in a sign of mistrust of US
intentions, several African governments, including Algeria and Nigeria, have refused
to host the headquarters of the command. 66 Yet despite this perceived setback,
Theresa Whelan has noted that eight countries have offered to host AFRICOM
facilities, although seven of those countries made those offers privately. 67 In the
meantime, the decision has been made to maintain the command’s current
headquarters in Stuttgart, Germany. 68
General Ward rejected criticisms that Africa Command would result in a militarization
of foreign policy, and he said it was “specifically structured for cooperative efforts
across the agencies of the United States government.” 69 In the face of such
commentary, DeYoung has also observed that, “despite the promise of new
development and security partnerships, many Africans concluded that AFRICOM was
primarily an extension of U.S. counterterrorism policy, intended to keep an eye on
Africa's large Muslim population.” 70 Dr. Bello Oboko, leader of the Federated Niger
Delta Ijaw Communities (FNDIC) in Nigeria, warned on 28 October 2008 that “an
America’s slide to economic meltdown was caused by wasteful spending to display
strength in Iraq,” and that “Nigeria’s subscription to Africom, a US/Africa Security pact
could spell similar disaster for Nigeria.” 71
This reaction partly comes from the deeply rooted antipathy many Africans have
toward foreign nations as a result of a long and bloody history with colonial powers
during the 19th and 20th centuries, and also from the perception that terrorism and
Islam have become coterminous in the eyes of American policymakers, a prevalent
religion in some African countries. 72 DeYoung also reported on a recent encounter
President Bush had with African leaders who were adamantly opposed to the
possibility of US bases being built in their countries. The President purportedly
responded that the notion of bases being built in the countries was false. 73 A recent
interview with Vice Admiral Moeller indicated that current US plans are to locate
AFRICOM stations in preexisting US installations, such as military offices within US
embassies. Moeller reiterated, “[w]e’re not going to go anywhere we’re not invited.” 74
It is clear that AFRICOM planners are proceeding with a great deal of concern for the
African populace.
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Moreover, while the U.S. has aspirations for ongoing and future military and
interagency cooperation in Africa, Helmut Heitman, the South Africa Correspondent
of Jane's Defence Weekly, aptly observed that “the U.S. is not the only foreign power
trying to secure its grip on the region; the difference is others are more covert in the
way they're going about it.” 75 Specifically, he believes “China, India and to a lesser
extent Brazil will try to expand their interests in Africa," but in contrast to past and
ongoing U.S. initiatives, those nations “won't do things as obviously … I think they
will only be indirectly involved militarily, by supporting their favoured government,
opposition group or warlord." 76
Recent statements by two US officials suggest the US has a more positive outlook
on the role of China and other countries in terms of their efforts in the region.
Despite the less than transparent nature of aid that China gives to African nations,
the officials noted that “it is the Africans themselves who will shape the relationship
with China.” 77 The officials further noted that the US has “encouraged China to
reconsider its close military relationships with repressive military regimes in Africa,”
adding “there also may be some additional opportunities for cooperation in nonsecurity sectors in Africa, such as health and agriculture.” 78
Jennifer Cooke, an expert at the Centre for Strategic and International Studies,
predicts that AFRICOM will offer:
More direct engagement, particularly with African organisations such as the AU,
with a separate command, than when you have people rolling through from
Europe from time to time … For one thing, they can get a much more nuanced
understanding of the problems Africa faces. 79
Retired Foreign Service Officer Robert E. Gribben astutely pointed out recently that:
Turf issues will intensify and not just in AFRICOM office countries. Increasingly
throughout Africa, U.S. military resources and projects are crossing ministerial
lines. While the key local client for AFRICOM remains the host Ministry of
Defense, U.S. military personnel and/or money already goes to projects in
ministries of water development, women’s affairs, health, interior, aviation and so
forth … Washington policy makers as well as ambassadors in the field need to
decide how much militarization of non-military assistance is wise and to ensure
that such undertakings are properly vetted. Such discussions will become
increasingly important when (not if) AFRICOM gets more resources to play with. 80
Still, there is no substitute for “African solutions to Africa’s problems, “as asserted by
Professor James J.F. Forest, Director of Terrorism Studies at the Combating
Terrorism Center at West Point. 81 Forest has noted that the AU – a key partner to
AFRICOM – at present faces a crisis of legitimacy:
The AU is being judged on whether it can and will respond effectively to
situations of armed conflict [under the provisions of the AU Constitutive Act]… It
is also being judged on whether the presence of AU or regional peacekeeping
forces can resolve complex peace support or enforcement operations. 82
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According to Forest, if the AU aspires to become the leading enabler of peace and
security on the continent, it must be seen as capable of responding to all kinds of
humanitarian crises in particular needs to find common ground on how to respond to
threats, enhance their individual and collective ability to communicate across
borders, share information, and develop the ability and the will to conduct joint
exercises. 83 Of no small additional import, Forest believes the AU member nations
could and should develop regional early warning centers, logistical depots &
transportation/force projection capabilities, professional militaries and police forces,
accountability among decision-makers, and a perception of AU power and
capability. 84 Inadequate response to a crisis in Africa can undermine the future of the
AU, so for Forest, great advantage will accrue if the U.S. and the international
community does everything possible to “enable the success of the African Union,
[and make] AFRICOM … a reflection of the continent’s strategic importance to the
U.S.” 85
In December of 2007, the Congressional Research Service (CRS identified
numerous potential problem areas and shortcomings regarding U.S. strategic
interests and the role of the U.S. military in Africa under AFRICOM. Those areas in
which CRS recommended Congressional oversight of AFRICOM’s composition,
resourcing, and missions included:
•
•

AFRICOM’s necessity, desirability, and mission definition;
How U.S. strategic interests influencing the size and scope of the U.S. military
footprint on the continent, and what effect will the creation of a new AFRICOM
have on future U.S. military operations in Africa?
• How Africans and other foreign countries perceive AFRICOM and U.S.
military efforts in Africa;
• The role of contractors in AFRICOM’s operations;
• Development of AFRICOM’s interagency process and, in particular, coordination with the State Department and DOD on plans for the command and
on military efforts in Africa in general, and enhanced integration of non-DOD
USG agency personnel into the command necessitate statutory changes;
• AFRICOM’s requirements for the intelligence community to realign resources
directed toward the continent;
• Administration efforts to ensure that U.S. military efforts in Africa do not
overshadow or contradict U.S. diplomatic and development objectives;
• Authorities granted to U.S. Chiefs of Mission regarding combatant command
activities in the countries to which they are posted, and are these authorities
sufficient;
• Counter-terrorism operations and programs relative to the peacekeeping
training and support components in AFRICOM’s mandate
• The sufficiency of legal authorities guiding DOD’s implementation of security
cooperation reform programs, and;
•
Efforts to ensure that the training and equipment provided to African security
forces is not used to suppress internal dissent or to threaten other nations. 86
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CONCLUSION
This paper has been a very early look at a nascent organization less than a year old
to ambitiously adapt U.S. “Cold War” defense and security strategy, using limited
assets, supporting but not assuming leadership, yet “adding value” to advance U.S.
and African economic, security and development policies.
In closing this paper, let me offer hopes that the ambitious, aspirational comments by
President Bush about AFRICOM become self-fulfilling prophecies of advancing
economic, security and development in Africa:
This new command will strengthen our security cooperation with Africa and help
to create new opportunities to bolster the capabilities of our partners in Africa.
Africa Command will enhance our efforts to help bring peace and security to the
people of Africa and promote our common goals of development, health,
education, democracy, and economic growth in Africa. 87
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Abstract
Phoenix is an important mythical animal in Chinese culture. Its lexeme is also
widely used in Chinese daily life linguistic context. This study is aimed to discuss
what and how phoenix lexeme, fong4 鳳 ‘a phoenix’, plays in gender and
connotations. The fixed expressions are collected as the data to be analyzed in this
study. Two main concepts or theories are applied in this paper: (1) semantic molecules
(Goddard 1998) and (2) derivations of animal expressions (Wierzbicka 1985, Hsieh
2006). Besides, three research questions are: (1) how do those derivations characterize
phoenix lexeme based on MCh fixed expression? (2) how does MCh phoenix lexeme
play a role in gender in Chinese culture? (3) compared to humankind, what is the
status of phoenix lexeme in Chinese society? After analyzing and comparing the data,
we find that the connotations of MCh phoenix lexeme are: (1) available in two
genders and neutral usage, (2) divines and positive, (3) conceptually higher than
human kind. By this paper, some traits of MCh phoenix lexeme are revealed
Key words: phoenix, derivations, semantic molecules, mythical animals, fixed
expressions

1.

Introduction
Fong4 鳳 ‘a phoenix’ is an important mythical animal in Chinese society and

culture. Chinese people sometimes use fixed expressions of phoenix lexeme to
allegorize special metaphorical meanings. The researcher takes the Mandarin Chinese
(MCh) fixed expression as the data to be analyzed in order to examine the importance
of phoenix lexeme in MCh. All the data will be referred to the Dictionary of Chinese
Idioms (2005) by Ministry of Education of Taiwan. This paper applies two main
theories as the criteria to analyze the test items: (1) semantic molecules (SM) and (2)
derivation of animal expressions. The former helps to filter out the most representative
features of phoenix lexeme. In addition, we use derivation of animal expressions to
categorize the features of phoenix lexeme.
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This study aims to answer the following three questions: (1). how do those
derivations characterize phoenix lexeme based on MCh fixed expression? (2). how
does MCh phoenix lexeme play a role in gender in Chinese culture? compared to
humankind, what is the status of phoenix lexeme in Chinese society?
Throughout this paper, an abstract regarding to this paper is introduced in the first
section. Followed by an introduction that includes the short description of phoenix
lexeme, fixed expressions, theoretical background and research questions. Afterwards,
the relevant works are review. In section 3, the applied theories are elaborately
explained. Section 4 and 5 are the analysis and discussion for the fixed expressions of
phoenix lexeme in Mandarin Chinese. The next section is the conclusion of the paper
and the final section is the references.
2.

Literature Review for Hsieh’s work and Conceptual Metaphor
In this section, we review two studies relevant to this paper. (1). Hsieh’s study

about the other mythical animal lexeme, long2 龍 ‘Chinese dragon’, is overlooked.
(2). ‘The Great Chain’ by Lakoff and Turner (1989) which is also further divided is
explained.
2.1 Hsieh’s study on Long2 Lexeme
In Hsieh’s study (2007) on the Chinese mythical animal lexemes, long2 龍
‘Chinese dragon’, the development of this lexeme goes along a certain kind of pattern.
Based on each aspect of this order, long2 has its own lexical change which is far away
from the origin referring to a Chinese mythical animal. For example, the expression
long2 zi3 龍子 ‘ the son of a dragon’ no longer stands for any of the original meaning.
Instead, it makes us aware of another concept through the property it carries. This
process just meets the conditions of conceptual metaphor which is proposed by
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (1980) because we Chinese speakers all understand
the entailment in terms of this expression.
In 2007, Hsieh not only explicated the meaning variants of the Chinese mythical
lexeme long2 龍 ’a Chinese dragon’ but also indicated that the lexical change and
semantic development of long2 undertakes a certain kind of way to accomplish the
development: semantic element > phonetic element > morphological unit > syntactic
marker, all triggered by social change and new Mandarin structure. However, in general,
most expressions with long2 are considered to involve the semantic feature ‘+positive’
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except for the part of language borrowing. Moreover, the semantic development of
long2 is not like what we know about as regular. It is because the long2 lexeme the
long lexeme develops in a different way: abstract > concrete, and high > low (i.e. super >
good, holy > ordinary). As is known, dragon lexemes are generated from legends, literary
works, but they are used to represent concrete concepts. On the other hand, Chinese
speakers are supposed to recognize long2 lexemes as a symbol on behalf of the concept of
positive so that long2 is adopted as regular usage to satisfy what human long for. In both
of the cases, Hsieh thinks it goes the opposite way as the development of a lexeme should
be go ‘from concrete to abstract’ and ‘ from ordinary to extraordinary’. Fong4 鳳
‘phoenix’ is as well know to be a mythical animal, so that fong4 lexeme will be examined
whether it has the same development direction as long2 lexeme.

2.2 The Great Chain
The Great Chain ‘goes back to the Bible’ as Kövecses mentions (2002: 126). It is
a folk theory that is originally used to explain the relationship between different levels
of things in a hierarchy. The Great Chain was a drawings from Didacus Valades in
1579. Later on, Lakoff and Turner (1989) divide the Great Chain into the basic Great
Chain and the extended Great Chain. The basic Great Chain refers to the relationship
between human beings and those below them. On the other hand, the extended Great
Chain emphasizes the relationship between the human beings and society, God, and
the universal. Additionally, they apply the hierarchy of the basic Great Chain to the
metaphor or even the personification. We may sketch the hierarchy as Figure 1. below,
proposed by Sun (2008) which merely focuses on the basic Great Chain. In the
hierarchy, the upper on is higher than the lower one.

Based on this theory, we are aware that humankind is conceptualized as the
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higher level than animal kind. According to Tsao et al (2001), this aspect is also
reflected in Mandarin Chinese. For example, we see a bunch of the animal fixed
expressions in Mandarin Chinese are applied in insulting others. The fact that the
expressions (1)-(3) with animal lexemes connote insulting meanings is the way how
MCh native speakers use animal fixed expressions.

(1) ma3 bu4 zhi1 lian3 zhang2 馬不知臉長 ‘horse-not-know-face-long = someone
who is shameless’
(2) lou2 yi3 shang4 qie3 tou1 sheng1 螻蟻尚且偷生 ‘mole ant-still-yet-steal-live =
even a nobody cherishes his/her life’
(3) zhu1 gou3 bu4 ru2 豬狗不如 ‘pig-dog-not-similar = shameless and abject’

Hence, it is evidenced that humankind is higher than animals in linguistic concept of
Mandarin Chinese. To be more specific, native speakers of Mandarin Chinese
frequently use animal fixed expressions to emotionally scold and insult others.
Humankind regards himself/herself higher than animals. In Mandarin Chinese,
we realize this is a phenomenon in high frequency. However, in this paper, the
condition of phoenix lexeme is not like what we have in this section. To this point of
view, we have some more discussion in section 5.2.
3. Methodology
This section is consisting of two parts: (1), the adopted data and the data source in
this paper are described. (2), two theories applied in this study would be shortly
explicated.
3.1 Data Collection
In order to take an insight to how this Chinese mythical animal lexeme of fong4
鳳 ‘phoenix’ performs in mandarin, the fixed expressions of fong4 lexeme are
collected. All the data will be referred to the Dictionary of Chinese Idioms (2005) by
Ministry of Education of Taiwan.
Chinese idioms with phoenix lexeme are collected to be the data for analysis.
Fong4 (or fong4 huang2) lexeme refers to one of Chinese mythical animals. Like the
other mythical animal long2 龍 ‘a Chinese dragon’, phoenix lexeme mostly appears
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in tales, folklores, legends and so on. Many of these stories have already become fixed
expressions which entail some metaphorical meanings. Chinese idioms are considered
to be one of the typical types of fixed expression. Accordingly, all the data collected
and applied in this study are from the Dictionary of Chinese Idioms which is published
in 2005 by Ministry of Education. Initially, 107 Chinese idioms with phoenix lexeme
are collected as the target to be discussed in this study. However, some of the idioms
are repeated with different wording order but the same metaphorical meaning. For
example, pau4 long2 peng1 fong4 炮龍烹鳳 and pau4 fong4 peng1 long2 炮鳳烹龍
both have the same metaphorical meaning and lexical character constituents, yet the
only different difference between them are the wording orders. Hence, ninety three
items are aggregated as the standard data in this study.
3.2 Theoretical Background
3.2.1 Semantic Molecules
In this study, the theory of ‘Semantic Molecule’ by Goddard (1998:247) is
adopted as theoretical frame to analyze the collected fong4 data. Generally speaking,
‘Semantic Molecule’ is quite like the theory of ‘Semantic Feature’. They both
emphasize on the features which the target data possess no matter the features are
overt (concrete) or covert (abstract). However, the way how ‘Semantic Molecule’
unrolls and chooses features from target data is quite different from how ‘Semantic
Feature’ does.
Both ‘Semantic Molecule’ theory and ‘Semantic Feature’ focus on the properties
and characteristics of the target, but semantic molecules are “composed directly of
‘primitive’ semantic features”. When we use semantic features to define this data, first,
the binary marks ‘+’ and ‘-‘ are adopted to relatively represent whether the test data
has the assigned feature. However, semantic molecules extract only the features
possessed by the test item instead of the adoption of binary marks. Secondly, semantic
molecules are the ‘primitive’ semantic features but not ‘basic’ features which are
considered to be defined the relevant itself. For instance, semanticists would take
‘+fly’ as a ‘semantic feature’ to define bird kind; however, Chinese semanticists take
‘female’ is one of the ‘semantic molecules’ which is connoted in bird lexemes to
represent ‘women’. Accordingly, we use the ‘Semantic Molecule’ as a theory base to
take the analysis on the test item for what we discuss belong to underlying part of
phoenix lexeme instead of literal meanings.
3.2.2

Derivations of Animal Expressions
In this subsection, we are introducing the other method to examine the collected
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data of fong4 lexeme. ‘Derivation of Animal Expressions’ was originally proposed by
Wierzbicka (1985), inclusive of three derivations (appearance, behavior/habitat and
animal-human relations) through which animal lexemes undergo to form animal
expressions. In 2006, Hsieh added the other derivation of ‘arbitrary’ to make it more
adequate in explicating the process of animal expressions formation.
Since phoenix lexeme is one of the animal lexemes frequently found in Chinese
idioms, it is assumed that most, if not all, of the collected data should be derived from
at least one of the derivations. Therefore, we use this method to filter the derivations.
By doing this, we can find out the rate of each derivation through which fong4 goes to
entail underlying meaning. For example, the expression long2 fei1 fong4 wu3 龍飛鳳
舞 ‘dragon-fly-phoenix-dance’ which means ‘decent hand-writing’ and also ‘lousy
hand-writing’ as an irony is thought to be derived from the derivation of
‘behavior/habitat’ because wu3 舞 ‘dance’ is taken as a verb in Chinese. This helps
not only to interpret the distribution proportion of the data in the derivations, but also
to classify the data.
4. Analysis on Chinese Idioms of Phoenix
In section 4, we examine the data by the two theories introduced in the previous
section. (1). what Chinese idioms of phoenix lexeme entail are inspected by the theory
of ‘Conceptual Metaphor’. (2). which derivations of animal expressions are shown by
the data inspection.
4.1 Figurative Meanings of Phoenix Lexeme
In this section, the connotations of phoenix lexeme are extracted. We use the
collected data to demonstrate those primitive semantic features by discussing the
connotation which phoenix lexeme conveys in various MCh expressions.
4.1.1

The Gender of Phoenix Lexeme
Fong4 鳳 ‘a phoenix’ is taken as both male and female in Chinese culture. For

example, the following examples (4)-(6) entail that phoenix lexeme represents the
semantic molecule of masculine to map onto the concept of ‘man’ and ‘masculine’.

(4) fong4 bo2 luan2 piao1 鳳泊鸞飄 ‘male phoenix-lake-female phoenix-float = a
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departed couple’
(5) fong4 qio2 huang2 鳳求凰 ‘phoenix-beg-female phoenix = a male person goes
after a female person’
(6) fong4 huang2 yu2 fei1 鳳凰于飛 ‘phoenix-female phoenix-to-fly = a married
couple goes well on everything’
In the same vein, except for the connotation that phoenix lexeme stands for masculine,
it is also regarded as the notion of feminine based on the expressions we apply. In the
following examples (7)-(9), it is believed that phoenix lexeme is not mapping to male
gender as above. Instead, what phoenix lexeme refers to in the example below is the
concept of feminine. That is, the semantic molecules of ‘feminine’ and ‘woman’ is
considered to be representatives instead of ‘man’ and ‘masculine’

(7) pan1 long2 fu4 fong4 攀龍附鳳 ‘climb-dragon-attach-phoenix = to try to get
closer to someone noble or powerful’
(8) fei1

shang4

zhi1

tou2

bian4

fong4

huang2

飛 上 枝 頭 變 鳳 凰

‘fly-up-branch-head-become-phoenix-female phoenix = to become much better in
a sudden’
(9) ren2 zhong1 long2 fong4 人中龍鳳 ‘human-middle-dragon-phoenix = the best of
the crowd’
Insofar as the aspect of gender concept, it is evidenced that phoenix lexeme is
taken to be both masculine and feminine in Chinese fixed expressions. In other words,
whether phoenix lexeme is considered as ‘man’ or ‘woman’ depends on the
expressions themselves and on the other animal lexemes which is adopted in the same
expressions with phoenix lexeme. From this aspect, we have further discussion in the
next section.
4.1.2

Phoenix Is Positive
Phoenix lexeme in MCh fixed expressions metaphorically represents the concepts
of ‘beautiful’, ‘auspicious’, ‘moral’ and ‘precious.’ In Goddard’s words, these are all
the ‘molecules’ which phoenix lexeme has, because phoenix lexeme can be mapped
onto the concepts of these properties. For instance, we may see this point from
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(10)-(13). They are all adopted as blessings and compliments. However, no matter
which semantic molecule the phoenix lexeme maps to, they are all hyponyms of
‘positive.’

(10) long2 gan1 fong4 sui3 龍肝鳳髓 ‘dragon-liver-phoenix-marrow = rare and
precious food’
(11) long2 fong4 chang2 xiang2 龍鳳呈祥 ‘dragon-phoenix-present-auspiciousness
= to be in extremely good fortune’
(12) ma2-que4 bian4 fong4-huang2 麻雀變鳳凰 ‘sparrow-become-phoenix = to
come to a better condition from a lower one’
(13) ji1 bu4 ji2 fong4 雞不及鳳 ‘chicken-no-reach-phoenix = a chicken can never
become a phoenix’
In expressions (10)-(13), we realize that the metaphorical meanings which phoenix
lexeme entails belong to ‘positive’ kind. Therefore, like dragon lexeme (Hsieh, 2007),
phoenix lexeme is also the symbol of ‘positive’.
4.2 Derivation Combination of Phoenix Lexeme
Those derivations (Wierzbicka, 1998 and Hsieh, 2006) of animal expressions are
utilized to account for the phoenix lexeme in Chinese fixed expressions in this section.
Based on the collected expressions, we see the possibility that some fixed expressions
of phoenix lexeme undertake the combination of derivations to connote the
metaphorical entailment.
Wierzbicka (1985) argues that animal lexemes have to map out the most
representative attribute(s) through the derivations, at least on of which, to connote
metaphorical meanings. However, some of the animal fixed expressions do not seem
to take only one of the derivations as their disciplines to entail connotations. In this
paper, since we take phoenix lexeme as the target on which we have discussion, this
target would be the only focus even though other animal lexemes may be under the
same circumstances as what we mention. Let’s take (14)-(16) for example. It is
believed that there should be more than one derivation to cause the connotation:

(14) kua4 long2 chan2 fong4 跨龍乘鳳 ‘stride-dragon-ride-phoenix = to get married
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to someone with wonderful reputation or economical condition’
(15) ma2 que4 bian4 fong4 huang2 麻雀變鳳凰 ‘sesame-sparrow-become-phoenix
= to come to a better condition from a lower one’
(16) pan1 long2 fu4 fong4 攀龍附鳳 ‘climb-dragon-attach-phoenix = to try to get
closer to someone noble or powerful’
From examples (14)-(16), each expression is derived from more than one derivation.
In (14), it is obvious that this expression is derived from the derivation of
‘animal-human relations’ because of the two verbs kua4 跨 ‘’ and chan2 乘 ‘’
conducted by human kind. In the same vein, pan1 攀 ‘climb’ and fu4 附 ‘attach’ in
(16) also play the same roles. In (15), the entailment comes from the derivation
‘appearance.’ More than that, however, the connotation that phoenix lexeme entails
comes from how phoenix looks like, which conveys ‘luxurious’ and acts which does
‘beautiful.’ In short, it seems that some animal fixed expressions of phoenix lexeme
come from the combination of derivations rather than just single one.
What’s more, it is found that only one of the ninety three test items derived from
the derivation of ‘arbitrary’. That is, most of the data are derived from one of the three
derivations of ‘appearance, behavior/habitat and animal-human relationship’; however,
the derivation of ‘arbitrary’ is hardly found to be the source from which any of the
fixed expression of phoenix lexeme is derived. This only datum, fong4 huang2 chi2
鳳凰池 ‘phoenix-lake’, indicating an toponym seems to be irrelevant with the
derivations but MCh naming system. To this point, we further elaborate in section 5.3.
We also integrate the analysis of the data as Table 1. below to show the how the data
are distributed according to the derivations from Wierzbicka (1985) and Hsieh (2006).
Table 1. Derivational Distribution of Chinese Phoenix Expressions
Appearance Behavior/Habitat Animal-human Arbitrary
Total
Relationship
Quantity
26
46
20
1
93
Percentage

27.95%

49.45%

21.50%

1.10%

100%

5. Discussion
In this section, we discuss the connoted salience of MCh phoenix lexeme within
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three different aspects. (1). we have some discussion on how phoenix lexeme relates to
gender in Chinese society; (2). the concept of ‘positive’ revealed from phoenix lexeme
is further discussed, and (3). we also talk over the derivations of phoenix lexeme.
5.1 Phoenix Lexeme Is Both Male and Female in MCh
MCh phoenix lexeme ‘fong4 鳳’ is regarded to be with the covert concept of
gender. There is another mythical animal lexeme－long2 龍 ‘a Chinese dragon’－
which is similar to phoenix lexeme in metaphorical meaning aspect. However, unlike
the similar dragon lexeme which connotes the gender of ‘male’ only, phoenix lexeme
comprehensively entails both the concepts of ‘male’ and ‘female’. MCh fixed
expressions of phoenix lexeme have some examples for this aspect. However, in order
to demonstrate the difference between genders, we separate the phoenix lexeme into
different characters such as ‘fong4 鳳’ and ‘huang2 凰’ in this section. In other
sections, we still consider ‘fong4 鳳’ or ‘fong4 huang2 鳳凰’ morphemes referring to
‘phoenix’ regardless of gender.
Fong4 huang2 鳳凰 and fong4 luan2 鳳鸞are taken as a mythical divine bird in
Chinese culture. These two Chinese noun phrases can be further separated into ‘fong4
鳳’ and ‘huang2 凰’ or ‘fong4 鳳’ and ‘luan2 鸞’ with respective meanings of ‘male
phoenix’ and ‘female phoenix’. In MCh fixed expressions, some examples as below
are found related to this aspect.

(17) fong4 qiu2 huang2 鳳求凰 ‘male phoenix-beseech-female phoenix = a male
person goes after a female person’
(18) fong4 huang2 yu2 fei1 鳳凰于飛 ‘male phoenix-female phoenix-as-fly = a
married couple goes well on everything’
(19) luan2 fong4 he2 ming2 鸞鳳合鳴 ‘female phoenix-male phoenix-together-honk
= husband and wife have the same goal’
In (17)-(19), all the phoenix lexemes in the expressions indicate the concept of male.
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Accordingly, it shows that MCh phoenix lexeme fong4 鳳 is originally regarded as
‘male’ so that it is normal phoenix lexeme would be connoted with ‘male’ gender
concept.
However, MCh phoenix lexeme is also considered the concept of ‘female’ while
taking its place with dragon lexeme within the same expressions. It is because Chinese
have stronger impression in dragon lexeme than phoenix, and the former is regarded
as only male gender. Consequently, phoenix lexeme has to ‘step back’ to occupy the
gender of female. Afterwards, phoenix lexeme inherits this concept to be one of its
primitive features. Hence, phoenix lexeme remarks the concept of ‘female’ by itself in
the expressions. We use the following example (20)-(23) to show the concept that one
of the semantic molecules of phoenix is female.

(20) wang4 zi3 chan2 long2 wan4 niu3 chan2 fong4 望 子 成 龍 ， 望 女 成 鳳
‘hope-son-become-dragon, hope-girl-become-phoenix = to have great expectation
on the offspring’
(21) ren2 zhong1 long2 fong4 人中龍鳳 ‘human-middle-dragon-phoenix = the best
of the crowd’
(22) fong4 bu3 yi2 chang1 鳳卜宜昌 ‘phoenix-divine-appropriate-prosperous = a
new married wife brings good luck to her husband and his family’
(23) ma2 que4 bian4 fong4 huang2 麻雀變鳳凰 ‘sesame-sparrow-become-male
phoenix-female phoenix = to come to a better condition from a lower one’
In (20), it is obvious that the phoenix lexeme stands for ‘a successful woman’. In this
known world, gender is separated into only two kinds: male and female. Dragon
lexeme takes the conceptual position of ‘male’ so, for sure, phoenix lexeme has to
occupy the other: female. Phoenix lexeme in (23) refers to ‘married woman’ and the
whole expression of (24) is just applied in describing women. On the other hand, the
fact that Chinese people adopt phoenix lexeme in naming female new-born babies
instead of male ones can be also viewed as another evidence to prove ‘female’ is one
of the semantic molecules of phoenix lexeme.
Accordingly, to put it in short, phoenix lexeme in Chinese entails the connotation
of both ‘male’ and ‘female’. Though phoenix lexeme originally contained the concept
of ‘male’ only, but it possesses both the connotations of ‘male’ and ‘female’ in MCh
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fixed expressions.
5.2 The Concept of Divines in Phoenix Lexeme
MCh phoenix lexeme conveys the concept of ‘divines’ from fixed expression. We
discuss how phoenix lexeme is endowed this connotation by extracting the semantic
molecule from the fixed expressions.
MCh phoenix lexeme entails the concept of ‘divines’ because its referent is an
invisible and non-existent animal. Just like the other mythical animals in MCh, a
phoenix is regarded such auspicious animal that it brings luck to people. In other
words, it is a symbol of fortune and luck. In this case, the primitive features such as
‘luxury’, ‘beauty’, ‘wealth’, ‘dignity’, ‘gentle’, ‘preciousness’, etc. are granted to
phoenix lexeme. For example, the expressions below explicate the concepts of phoenix
lexeme:

(24) wu1 ya1 wou1 li3 ch1 fong4 huang2 烏 鴉 窩 裡 出 鳳 凰

‘black

crow-nest-in-out-phoenix = a good person can even come from a bad
environment’
(25) fong4 mao2 lin2 jiao3 鳳毛麟角 ‘phoenix-hair-horse like dragon-horn = rare
and precious treasure’
(26) fong4 xi1 kau1 wu2 鳳棲高梧 ‘phoenix-rest-high-parasol = virtual people do
not do something bad’
The phoenix lexeme in (24) shows forth the semantic molecules of ‘brave, gorgeous,
beautiful…’, and another in (25) those of ‘precious’ and ‘rare’, and the other in (26)
those of ‘proud’ and ‘decent’. We believe that most, if not all, of the semantic
molecules from phoenix lexeme in MCh fixed expressions connote the concept of
‘divine’ and ‘supreme’. In this case, we find that the semantic molecules embedded in
MCh phoenix lexeme are not conceptualized in the same level as real animals, but in
the level even higher than humankind. As mentioned in 2.2, most of MCh animal fixed
expressions are insulting, but those of phoenix lexeme are just opposite to this
condition. Namely, most of the MCh fixed expressions of phoenix lexeme are
linguistically applied to represent ‘positive value’. Let us take have some inspections
from the other MCh mythical animal fixed expressions, and we realize that most of the
mythical animal fixed expressions connote ‘positive’ meanings. Therefore, it is
believed that mythical animals are conceptualized in a higher status in Chinese Great
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Chain as Figure 2. below shows.

Consequently, we shortly conclude that mythical animals are different from real
animals in Chinese culture. The former is regarded to be higher than humankind and
the other is lower.
5.3 The Derivations of MCh Phoenix Fixed Expressions Is Socially Related
Animal lexemes undertake at least one, or even two or three derivations to
connote other meanings. However, only the most representative kind would be taken
as the main factor to cause the transformation of In this section, we have some
discussion on the situation that phoenix lexeme perform on this issue in Mandarin
Chinese.
First of all, since there is only of the test items found to be related to the
derivation of ‘arbitrary’, we comment that the fixed expressions of phoenix lexeme are
culturally and socially related to humankind. It is because, to some extent, those
derivations except ‘arbitrary’ are culturally associated with human society and bodily
experience. For example, those expressions derived from ‘appearance’ are related to
human’s sensory feelings; those from ‘behavior/habitat’ and ‘animal-human
relationship’ are related to the impression which humankind has about phoenix.
However, we do not have any clues to say that the one derived from ‘arbitrary’ has
anything to do with human society. That is to say, ‘phoenix’ itself is legendarily
fictional, so that there is no reason for the existence of its expressions when it comes
from nothing. Secondly, even though the derivation of ‘arbitrary’ is regarded to be
much less related to human society, we still figure out that this derivation has
something to do with ‘naming’. The only datum of phoenix lexeme derived from
‘arbitrary’ is fong4 huang2 chi2 鳳凰池 ‘phoenix-lake’ which stands for a geographic
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name. Consequently, we refer that the derivation of ‘arbitrary’ in MCh phoenix
expressions has much to do with naming aspect. Let’s take Chinese individual naming
for example, we frequently see phoenix lexeme within girls’ given names. Therefore,
we also refer that the derivation of ‘arbitrary’ of MCh phoenix lexeme is related to the
field of ‘naming’ while it may be indirectly applied to other derivations. In short, MCh
fixed expressions of phoenix lexeme involve much about those three derivations in
connections with culture and society. The other aspect of ‘arbitrary’ has to do with the
field of ‘naming’. This point of view may be extended to other mythical animal
lexeme in MCh, but that also needs extra efforts on further study.
6. Conclusion
The MCh phoenix lexeme fong4 鳳 ‘a phoenix’ is remarked in this paper. We
examine the fixed expressions and explore how this mythical animal lexeme performs
in MCh. It is found that the lexeme has something about gender and connotations
worthy of discussion.
As shown in 5.3, most of the MCh fixed expressions of phoenix lexeme are
derived from those three derivations related to Chinese culture and society. The only
irrelevant aspect is ‘arbitrary’, but still it plays a role of importance in naming. It is
feasible to examine whether the same condition in the other mythical animal lexemes
is available. For example, Chinese individual naming system adopts mythical animal
lexemes in high frequency. What’s more, Chinese phoenix lexeme is regarded to be
‘masculine’, ‘feminine’, ‘male’, ‘female’ and ‘neutral’ according to the context.
Generally speaking, MCh animal lexemes such as long2 龍 ‘a Chinese dragon’ and
qi2 lin2 麒麟 ‘a horse-like dragon’ symbolize ‘masculine’, ‘male’ or ‘neutral’.
However, phoenix lexeme is a special one which connotes more than the others. Last
but not the least, we also find out MCh fixed expressions of phoenix lexeme are
connoted only the sense of ‘positive’ or ‘positive value’. This issue is different from
what is shown in ‘The Great Chain’ which argues that animals are in lower rank than
human kind in human’s concepts. To be more specific, at least, MCh phoenix lexeme
is conceptually in higher rank than human kind. This may be also available to other
MCh mythical animal lexemes but needs further inspections.
Mythical animals, more or less, possess the sense of the unknown quality and the
salience of each is individually and culturally different. In this paper, we explore some
features of MCh phoenix lexeme, fong4 鳳, to specify how this character is defined in
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Chinese society based on its linguistic usage. In terms of the discussion in this paper,
we also learn that MCh phoenix lexeme has more figurative meanings than other
mythical animal lexemes.
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Abstract
The resurrection of social engineering: A case study of Singapore’s model

Since its political independence in 1959, Singapore has invested and harassed its
limited human resources effectively and efficiently to become a newly developed nation
with real GDP per capita higher than some advanced Western countries. Singapore’s
effort of social engineering its human resource has been hailed as an Asian model of
success. Social engineering (more appropriately termed as “human capitalizing’) has
been deployed as a socio-economic mechanism for the past five decades to ensure social
order, stability and conformity in order to achieve economic development and prosperity.
In recent years, Singapore’s labour competitive advantage has been waning due in part to
severe lower cost and abundant human resource in China, and in part to the outflow of
local human capital to other advanced countries such as Canada, the United States,
Australia and the United Kingdom. The government has identified a serious shortage of
talent pool of skilled professionals and entrepreneurs as detrimental to attracting high
value-added foreign investments and development of high-technology ventures. In 1999,
a foreign talent policy was pursued to allow foreign talents from overseas countries to
take up long-term employment and citizenship in Singapore. Although the policy was
openly acknowledged as a viable and long-term alternative to Singapore’s economic
viability and prosperity, the policy did not fully convince the more talented and better
educated Singaporeans from migration. A public address by the former Singapore’s
Prime Minister Goh reinforced the government’s overt concern and frustration with
Singaporeans wanting to leave their homeland. People who emigrated are labeled as
“quitters” and people who continue to remain in Singapore are branded “stayers”. The
“brands” given to the two broad groups of Singaporeans has generated a wide spectrum
of debates concerning national loyalty, citizenship and social discrimination. The
political leadership and policy makers have deliberately ignored the impact of
globalization, which creates a trend towards free and cross-border flow of goods and
services including human resources. Whilst the inflow of talents is vigorously
encouraged and greeted, talent outflow is frown upon with disgust and insult by the
political leadership. Despite public education efforts and repeated calls for national
identity and citizenship, Singaporeans continue to be lured by employment prospects,
political freedom and free-choice life-styles of Western economies.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. Firstly, the paper will analyze the historical
origin and failure of the Singapore’s geocentric foreign talent policy, and secondly it will
address the implications of such a policy for social engineering. The foreign talent policy
introduced in the late 1990s is seen by many as an employment initiative to discriminate
local talents and to replace aging workforce. It is a policy designed to maintain a
Chinese-dominated and youthful demographic profile. In a transparent and global
economy connected by the worldwide web and fast Internet accessibility, it is
increasingly difficult for a country’s political leadership to use public education to
present one-sided and biased perspective of a human talent policy. Implications of such a
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policy include the failure of mass public education to retain the young and better
educated Singaporeans, the globalization influence of human capital movements, human
capital advantage and demand for Singapore talents abroad, and the global outlook of
high-tech entrepreneurship.
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Introduction
Singapore is an island nation with land area of about 600 square kilometers, and a
high-density urban population of 4.5 million (Singapore Department of Statistics, July
2007). The demographic profile consists of about 76.5 percent Chinese, 13.9 percent
Malay, 7.9 percent Indian. In terms of age distribution, Singapore’s population is aging
at rapid pace. The post-war baby boomers are now the greying citizens who now make
up about 40 percent of the population in the age group 40 years and older. Since its
political independence in 1959, Singapore’s unprecedented economic growth has been an
envy and admiration of many developing economies. Critics of Singapore’s economic
progress are quick to argue that Singapore prosperity is attributed to the harsh laws and
regime of Lee Kuan Yew. In the words of Chris Ldygate (2003): “…Singapore’s
prosperity has been purchased at a steep price: the erosion of human rights, the rise of the
‘nanny state’ and the creation of a political system in which individual freedoms are
subordinated to the greater good – as defined by the government”. Survival and national
interests are key appealing words that are often articulated by the political leaders to get
and sometimes coerce Singaporeans to support government policies that are engineered
to create social order and national consensus (Burrell and Morgan, 1993). Lee’s regime
has proudly and undoubtedly transformed Singapore from a trading port into a modern
high-tech economy. Under the second generation of Lee leadership, the same social
engineering effort continues to be deployed however in a slightly different socioeconomic environment.
As the city-state economy surged into the new millennium, the strain and
vulnerability of its political economy begin to emerge. Globalization and the emergence
of lower cost economies such as China, Vietnam and Indonesia have eroded Singapore’s
competitive and comparative advantages in the world markets for trade and direct foreign
investments. In past forty years, Singapore’s strategy of using its only resource – human
resource – has generated and created a viable and wealthy economy (Harbison, 1973) .
Globalization has compelled Singapore to adopt an open and geocentric human resource
strategy directed at the development of the knowledge-driven economy.
Geocentric Human Resource Strategy
Chan (2002) identifies four socio-cultural forces that significantly influence and
shape the republic’s human resource development and strategy. The forces are:


Pursuit of social elitism (high academic and professional attainment)



Siege mentality (a fearful attitude)



“Kiasuism” (Fear of losing out to competition)



Geocentricism (Having the best people on the jobs, irrespective of their
nationality)
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Since its separation from the Federation of Malaysia in 1965, Singapore’s overall
human capital approach is largely committed to achieving high level of economic and
social progress. The island economy is essentially deprived of natural resources, except
for its strategic port location and human resources. During the last four decades, the
democratic-socialist PAP (People’s Action Party) government has committed to socioeconomic progress and political stability through tough and at times unpopular regulatory
measures. The human capital model is premised on the “siege mentality” (a defensive or
overtly fearful attitude or mindset) that Singapore is a small island-state economy without
resources, and thus vulnerable to external hostile political and economic forces. The geopolitical position of Singapore that is sandwiched by larger and sometimes politically
volatile economies of Malaysia and Indonesia further legitimizes its “siege mentality”
rationality. The migratory heritage of its peoples (Chinese from China, Malays from
Malaysia and Indonesia and Indians from South India) provides another exemplary basis
for pursuing a pragmatic human capital approach. The early migrants were improvised,
uneducated and unskilled. They were targets of economic exploitation and oppression.
Human capital investment through education and training was seen as a way to liberate
the cycle of poverty and economic deprivation. The Asian cultural values of strong
family identity and stability provide an important and influential force to effect the
necessity for human capital development. Human capital investment is perceived and
pursued as a necessity for social recognition and family image projection. The “siege
mentality” and the social desire to succeed in life have generated a local philosophy of
“kiasuism” (an attitude of not losing out to competition or fear of failure). The “kiasu”
attitude that is prevalent in every citizen is transcended into a strong desire to have a
better materialistic lifestyle and personal success. Credentialism (or the pursuit of paper
qualifications) becomes a national pursuit among the young ambitious people eager to
stay ahead in their careers and social status. Toady Singapore is a fully-fledged economy
with high standard of living and rising per capita GDP. However, there is a strong
economic bias in favor of young and energetic workforce. Workers aged 40 years and
above are categorized as “older workers”, and are generally denied opportunities for
career advancement. Moreover, older workers and executives (under the present
seniority-based wage system) usually are paid higher incomes than their younger
colleagues. These workers become potential targets to be laid off or retrenched by their
employers during an economic downturn. This phenomenon further reinforces the
“kiasu” attitude to advance and maximize one’s human capital advantage before it
becomes unusable. The rapid erosion of human capital based on one’s advancing
chronological age is seen as a discrimination that may eventually lead to a sense of social
disillusion and despair. Consequently, the desire to transfer one’s human capital to other
countries provides the only viable alternative. To resolve the problem of displaced older
workers, the government has recently introduced a self-employment initiative to “make”
unemployed older workers into self-employed (and hopefully successful) entrepreneurs.
The government in collaboration with a major Singapore’s employers’ group (Singapore
National Employers’ Federation, SNEF) now conducts small business training programs
to develop the unemployed people into self-directed entrepreneurs or small business
owners.
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The government in 1999 initiated an open geocentric policy to allow both private
and public employers to attract and recruit the best foreign talents. More specifically, this
policy is directed at securing foreign intellectual capital for the purpose of producing high
performance organizations in Singapore. A key argument in support of such a policy is
that Singapore’s long-term economic survival and competitiveness must depend on
having the best (foreign) people to manage today’s ever-changing corporations. The
Singapore populace was repeatedly told and convinced by the policy makers that the
importation of foreign intellectual capital was an economic necessity that would help to
promote and create a broader pool of talented people with knowledge and expertise for
attainment of Singapore’s vision of success in the new century. This initiative further
aggravates people’s desire to upgrade their professional skills and knowledge. Failure to
upgrade one’s professional skills is explicitly regarded as committing professional
suicide. Intense human talent competition impinges a need to pursue individual academic
and professional excellence; thereby creating an insurmountable pressure for social
elitism that is based on outstanding educational attainment and high-paying job status.
Elite schools are systematically identified and created as enclaves for the academically
privileged students whose future careers are being earmarked and geared for leadership
positions in the political system and/or government-backed corporations. A highly
selective system of leadership identification based on academic achievements of young
people has generated an intense competition among the elite schools to recruit the best
students. High social elitism is associated with the name of a particular elite school.
Students who graduated from these elite schools have better opportunities of securing
state-sponsored scholarships to prestigious universities in the United States and Europe.
On their return from overseas education, these elite students are given senior
appointments in the state bureaucracy and subsequently identified as political candidates
in the PAP-controlled government.
From 1819 to 1959, Singapore was an isle-colony under the British rule. Under
the British government, education was modeled after the imperialistic-Cambridge system
in which people were largely educated to become public servants of the British
administration or the so-called civil service. The best graduates from the system were
geared to fill administrative positions in the civil service, while the dropouts or failures
had to resign to low-paying jobs in the British military bases or worked in sweat shops or
entrepot business establishments around the port vicinity. Industrial training was not in
the glossary of the British colonists. When Singapore achieved self-independence in
1965 (after separation from the federation of Malaysia), the island economy was left to
seek out an economic strategy to create jobs and attract foreign investments. The
decision by the British government to withdraw its military presence in Southeast Asia by
1971, presented a pressing and imperative need for Singapore to diversify its feverish
economy. Job creation was a top and urgent priority for the PAP (People’s Action Party)
government. Unemployment rate was burgeoning at 12-15% annually (from 1998-1971).
British military expenditure, which accounted for about 20% of the country’s annual
GDP, would disappear by 1971. The survival issue became both an economic and
political agenda for the PAP leadership (Lee, 2000). The country warmly greeted direct
foreign investments with labor-intensive flavor in order to absorb the growing numbers of
job seekers from the British military bases and from the highly academic but technically-
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deficit school leavers. To overcome the scarcity of technical workers, vocational and
industrial training programs were speedily dished out from the government-sponsored
institutions to mass-train young people for jobs created by the labour-intensive
multinational corporations from Japan, Britain, Germany, the Netherlands and the United
States. On-the-job industrial training was actively campaigned by the Singapore
government to change people’s negative mindset and attitude towards “blue-collar”
employment. The strategy for economic development was to lure foreign investors with
links to their established overseas markets for Singapore’s low-cost exports. Low-cost
and low-wage policy was sternly and vigorously pursued in order to generate cost
competitiveness for Singapore’s exports to the developed markets of Japan, the United
States, and Western Europe in the 1970s. State-subsided job training was considered an
added soft-side infrastructure to attract foreign investments into Singapore. Hostile and
adversarial lobar-management roadblocks were aggressively removed and replaced by a
conciliatory regulative system designed to bring about industrial harmony (Foo, Chan &
Ong, 1991). Legislations such as the Employment Act and Industrial Relations Act were
introduced to regulate employment practices and resolution of labor dispute through
conciliation and compulsory arbitration, respectively.
In the 1980s and early 1990s, faced with the tightening of its own labor market,
the Singapore government abandoned its low-wage policy and replaced it with a
moderate wage-increase policy based on productivity growth. Productivity-based worker
training strategy was designed to attract high value-added foreign MNCs to invest and
produce goods in Singapore. Low value-added and labor-intensive industries that were
previously responsible for absorbing the massive pool of unskilled and unemployed
workforce in the 1960s and 1970s were systematically wiped out or pushed off to
neighboring countries. The industrial restructuring policy was pursued in order for
Singapore to focus its limited human resources towards the production of high valueadded goods and services meant for the global marketplace. Productivity and quality
became the buzzwords among the working and student population. Human resource
training was geared towards creating a labor force that could adapt itself to the rapid
changes of new technology and skills upgrading. Government-sponsored initiatives, such
as Skills Development Funds and training infrastructures, were set up to spearhead the
rapid transformation from a low-skilled and low-wage into a high value-added and highwage workforce (Mah, 1990). By the early 1990s, Singapore had moved to a different
league of economic development. Rising labor cost gradually reduced Singapore’s
competitive advantage in both the manufacturing and financial sectors. The focus was
directed at shifting Singapore’s low-cost production activities to countries like Indonesia,
Vietnam and China where labor costs were considerably low. High technology
enterprises with R&D links were, and still, are the key investment targets sought after by
the investment promotion arm of the Economic Development Board (EDB), a
government-sponsored body responsible for bringing in direct foreign investments into
Singapore.
A new economic direction with heavy focus on workforce productivity was
initiated in the 1990s to mitigate the adverse effects of high labor costs. Workers of all
levels were encouraged and sometimes cajoled and sometimes coerced by senior
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managements to participate in Japanese-style suggestion scheme, quality circles or work
improvement teams. The so-called OD (organization development) intervention
strategies designed to achieve greater employee involvement in workplace decisionmaking were initiated and implemented without significant understanding and knowledge
of the corporate culture diversity of many MNCs operating in Singapore. Workers who
were accustomed to being told just to do their jobs perceived employee involvement as an
alien concept. Several failures and problems were encountered during the implementation
stages of the productivity initiatives, including concerns over labor-management
accountability and responsibility, assessment of success, sustainability of the programs,
and gain-sharing format.
The lessons of human capital investment in the 1980s and 1990s continued to play
out into the new millennium. A high-level policy paper entitled Manpower 21: Vision of
Talent Capital (1999) mandates a series of structural strategies designed to create an
orderly, disciplined and adaptable pool of human resource talent. The objective of
Manpower 21 is to provide blueprints for human resources development strategies to
meet the challenges of globalization and knowledge-based economy. Whilst public
sector initiatives have played key role in human capital investment, private sector
commitment to education and training is waning and less visible. On the other hand, the
national labor union (that is, the Singapore National Trades Union Congress) has for
many years mandated a commitment towards skills upgrading and training as an on-going
process to sustain employment among its membership. The symbiotic relationship
between the national labour movement and the PAP government helps to generate a
deeper appreciation of shared national interests.
Hill (2002) describes a staffing policy in which the best people in the world are
being recruited and employed by multinational corporations for different locations or
operations around the world. Such a policy is not based on citizenship nor nationality,
but rather on the skills, talent and experience of individuals. Adopted as a national
policy, it is designed to encourage the inflow of foreign talents into a country. Whilst
such a policy is commendable in having the best people in the organization, it too has
other drawbacks. First, the local people may perceive that certain job openings are
denied to them. Second, it creates a two-tier labour market – one for local people and
second for foreigners. Third, such a policy can generate a two directional flow, that is,
both inflow and outflow of talents in a global context.
The implementation of national geocentric policy has generated a number of
criticisms. One criticism is that the government’s policy on foreign talents is an attempt
to replace older workers with younger and less expensive foreign workers. Another
criticism evolves around the government’s generous offer of scholarships and citizenship
to bright students and their parents from China. Such an attempt is seen by some other
racial groups as a covert attempt by the government to preserve a young and Chinesedominated demographic profile.
As globalization becomes a trend, talent capital becomes physically more mobile
and transferable. In recent years (from early 1980s), Singapore has seen a significant
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outflow of its people to other western economies. This has angered and frustrated the
political leaderships of Lee and Goh. Lee Kuan Yew a decade ago spoke of people
leaving the country as individuals without passion. Along the same vein, Goh Chok
Tong, the current Prime Minister in his 2002 national rally speech, labeled Singaporeans
who left the country as “quitters” and those who remain as “stayers”. In a paternalistic
and Confucian society such as Singapore, people are considered as assets of the country,
and hence permanent departure from the motherland is perceived as a betrayal of
society’s invaluable investment and care for the individuals’ education and well-being.
Social engineering attempts to create a united people and to prevent people leaving have
limited success. The better-educated Singaporeans continue to seek opportunities to
emigrate to Canada, Australia, and the United States. Lee Hsien Loong (eldest son of
Lee Kuan Yew and now First Deputy Prime Minister) admitted recently that there are
now more opportunities available for younger and well-qualified Singaporeans to be
attracted by many foreign governments and multinational corporations wanting to recruit
talents. Globalization has undoubtedly transformed human resource as a mobile factor of
production. Whilst Singapore continues to lure foreign talents, Singaporeans too are
being lured by similar policy of other countries. The flow of human capital talent is
multi-directional in nature. The gain and/or loss of human resource capital will depend
on the comparative attractiveness of a particular country. The Manpower 21 Steering
Committee in its report to the Singapore government acknowledged:
‘The talent market is highly competitive. If we do not accumulate the best talent
we can find from around the world, they will simply be drawn elsewhere. Pitched
against other countries with more to offer, our effort to attract talents to Singapore
or retain local talents is an uphill one. We need to enhance our talent attraction
measures to actively seek out and draw talents to Singapore or Singapore-linked
organizations to help drive existing industries, as well as create new ones in
partnership with Singaporeans….. Admittedly, the liberal admission of
international talents will introduce greater competition for Singaporeans.
However, with rapid globalization and technological advances, the manpower
market will increasingly become a global market.” (Manpower 21: Vision of a
Talent Capital, 1999, p 34)
Singapore’s only resource is its people. However, Singaporeans are migrant
people whose forefathers had a century ago moved and settled in Singapore from their
native lands of China, India and Malaya to seek a better and safer homeland. Migration
will continue to exist in the minds and hearts of many Singaporeans. Perhaps, it is an
integral and congenial imprint of every Singaporean’s DNA.
Lee Kuan Yew (2000) has impressed and reminded the younger generation of
Singapore’s struggle for independence and economic success from third to first world.
However, the message may not necessarily sink well on many Singaporeans. Young
Singaporeans perceive the world as a single labour market and look forward to the free
and unrestraint lifestyles of many developed countries. The desire to migrate is
heightened when the Singapore economy performed poorly and prospects of “good life”
is replaced by misery of retrenchments, wage restraint, and higher prices of automobiles
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and private properties. Globalization has open up an avenue of mobility, freedom of
choice, and above all a sense of individuality. The Singapore identity is transcendent,
and can always be revisited by returning home for a holiday or social visit to motherland.
Singapore is a small city nation. Long-term prospects are limited. Singaporeans
understand the need to think globally. It is becoming a challenging task for the political
leadership to convince Singaporeans to think and contribute to Singapore, when
globalization has integrated markets for goods and services into a single huge global
marketplace. Country citizenship is now being replaced by global citizenship.
Faced with the new challenges of globalization, the Singapore government has
resorted to public education campaigns and hard selling of human capital investment to
imbibe in the minds of Singaporeans to achieve a national consensus of shared values,
identity, and community networking. The PAP (People’s Action Party) government
recognizes that it is unable to stop people from leaving Singapore. However, it has now
adopted a soft appealing strategy to urge Singaporeans to maintain the Singapore identity
and to allow greater access should ex-Singaporeans decide to return to the homeland.
The political leadership has gone to the community and grassroots level to exhort people
to develop a strong sense of Singapore identity and to remind them of their personal
responsibility and sense of commitment to the society.
Educational Reform
In November 2002, the government introduced a series of educational changes to
the rigid and highly structured educational system. A more progressive learning
approach with greater emphasis on experiential learning is being introduced in the formal
school system. However, educational critics still believe that changes are still superficial
and do not entirely embodied the progressive model of learning. The new educational
system now focuses on getting students to develop creative thinking through projects and
to lessen the burden of examinations in some subjects. The education reform attempts to
promote and create a generation of fearless, imaginable, creative innovators for the
knowledge-driven economy. Despite its noble objective, the proposed education system
is designed to provide social elitism. The education system is targeted at curricular
change for the top 10 percent of primary school leavers, who are earmarked for
universities. This group of students will experience a curriculum that will devote
substantial amount of time on developing leadership and commitment to the community.
The education reform can be perceived as a government’s response to reduce the
school stress level of young children as well as to alleviate the constant nightmare of
parents wanting their children to do well. Singaporean families who left the country
often cited the merit-based and stressful educational system as one of reasons for
migration. Under the elitist educational system, bright individuals are highly earmarked
to be inducted into a closely-guided political arena that serves to preserve the very
existence of continuity. To ensure that the political-administrative system continues to
attract and retain the brightest people, lucrative compensation packages (multimilliondollar annual salaries for ministers and bureaucrats) and lifelong employment (without
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legal retirement age limit) are being offered. Senior government and political officials
are “retired” into top executive corporate positions in public corporations predominately
controlled or participated by the government.

Lifelong Learning
One of the strategies suggested by the Manpower 21 Steering Committee to address
Singapore’s long-term talent supply needs as a knowledge economy is to enhance the
practice of lifelong learning for lifelong employability. The so-called vision for lifelong
learning in Singapore is for:


The nation as a whole to enhance the employability of its workers and the
competitiveness of businesses and the economy;



Employers to provide their workers with training opportunities so that they are
consistently equipped with the relevant knowledge and skills;



Individuals to assume their personal responsibility towards their career
development and continuous upgrading of their knowledge and skills; and



Educational providers (agencies) to offer effective learning and training programs
that meet the needs of the industries, employers and individuals.

A so-called School of Lifelong Learning has been set up within the Ministry of
Manpower to initiate and promote continuing education and training (CET). The
School’s mission is guided by five key principles identified in the Manpower 21 report.
These principles include:


Accessibility – lifelong learning can occur at any time and any place.



Affordability – financial and other forms of support should be made available to
all levels of the work force.



Recognition – recognition should be given adult learners to motivate lifelong
learning.



Market-driven approach – provision of learning opportunities is determined by
changing learning needs.



Partnerships among stakeholders – government, employers, industry groups,
labour unions, community and workers should have shared vision of lifelong
learning.

(See Table 1 for a summary of key human resource directions and policies.)
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Community and international networking
The government has made public campaigns to instill national identity and
commitment among the young educated people. The objective is to convince
Singaporeans that the island-nation is still a better place to live in, and people must show
more responsibility to national well being and patriotism. Community networking has
been promoted among overseas Singaporeans to create a sense of identity and loyalty
among Singaporeans working and studying overseas. It is estimated that about 25-30
percent of Singapore’s population (about 1 million) are living foreign countries. Through
the government supported Singapore International Foundation (SIF), community
networking is being established to build a strong sense of Singapore identity and
nationalism. The SIF’s overseas operations (so-called Singapore Contacts) have been
established in major cities of North America and Europe to lure foreign talents and
entrepreneurs to Singapore, and also to exhort young overseas students to return to their
homeland after their education. Singapore Contact out-station officials are responsible for
maintaining close relationships with Singaporeans and Singapore-based student bodies in
major overseas universities. Public campaigns both at home and abroad exhort
Singaporeans to think of their origin and heritage and to remain committed to
Singapore’s viability. Overseas students in foreign universities are actively urged to
support and rally around Singapore events such as National Day Celebration and official
visits of political leaders. Through social clubs (e.g. Singapore-Vancouver Club)
organized by migrated Singaporeans, the government hopes to keep its ears and pulses of
Singaporeans leaving abroad and to attract them back to their motherland. A specialized
agency under the watchful wing of the prime minister’s office was recently established to
coordinate these efforts. This agency regularly monitors the activities and life-styles of
Singapore people abroad in order to provide inputs for the government to revise its
outdated social engineering policy.
Conclusion
In the 21st century Singapore, social engineering attempt to control and dominate
its people for the good and stability of the country may be weakening. Globalization has
resulted in greater opportunities for talented people to move around the world. The lure
of political and social freedom has created a new sense of individualism and selfgratification. Social engineering as an attempt to foster a strong, cohesive and collectivist
order in a society is being challenged by this new force of direction. Nationhood (and
citizenship) that is fundamentally rooted in the committed and social collectivism of this
tiny country is slowly waning as more people seek greater socio-economic freedom and
networking in today’s global environment. Undoubtedly, social engineering design has its
limits in these changing times. As Singapore society becomes more open to transparency
technological interconnectivity and globalization, social engineering may not be a viable
social policy alterative to direct, influence and energize Singapore human capital.
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Table 1: Key Human Resource Directions and Policies
Period
1819 – 1945

Economic Directions
Colony under British rule;
trading port and military
establishment in the Far
East

1945 – 1959

Entrepot and British
military establishment; with
small domestic industries

1960 – 1980

Emergence of low-cost
manufacturing base as a
result of FDI by MNCs

1980 – 2000

Economic structuring and
emphasis on high-tech and
high valued products and
services

2000- to present

Emphasis on IT, life
sciences, biomedical
research, higher education
and learning services,
telecommunications, and R
& D centers of MNCs

HR Directions and Policies
Immigration of low skilled
workers from China, India,
and neighboring countries
advocated to work in the tin
mines, rubber plantations,
and port facilities
Educational system
designed to train local
people for jobs in the
British civil service and
military bases
On-the-job training
provided by local
employers in low-wage low
productivity sector
Industrial training provided
to prepare people for lowpaying jobs created by
MNCs
Skills training and
upgrading prerequisites for
job survival and
advancement; creation of
high wage policy to channel
HR from sunset to high tech
sectors; brain-drain of
talents to foreign countries
Foreign talent sought to
meet the shortage of skilled
and professional workforce;
geocentric staffing pursued
to recruit the best from the
global; policy also resulted
in outflow of local talent to
other countries
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Writing from the Margin about the Body of Slavery: Mary Chesnut’s Civil War Diary
and Mattie Griffith’s Autobiography of a Female Slave

Paula Anca Farca, Oklahoma State University

In A Poetics of Women’s Autobiography, Sidonie Smith argues that the woman
autobiographer is confronted with a multifaceted problem of authority and identity as she
assumes the role of the author yet speaks from the margin of the discourse. Because the
woman as a cultural construct does not have a public life, she is less likely to have an
autobiographical voice. “Since the ideology of gender makes of woman’s life script a
nonstory, a silent space, a gap in patriarchal culture, the ideal woman is self-effacing
rather than self-promoting” (Smith 50) and has no public story. Trying to tell her own
story, the woman autobiographer speaks from the margin about the patriarchal ideologies
at the center of her culture. Although she resists silence by telling her story, the silences
and ambivalences toward female storytelling persist in her autobiography. In her Civil
War diary, Mary Chesnut and Mattie Griffith in Autobiography of a Female Slave leave
themselves out from their autobiographies, appear in the margins of their texts, and speak
through their constructed selves and characters. Restricted by social, political, historical,
and patriarchal miliuex, both as women and authors, Chesnut and Griffith voice these
central restrictions from the margin.
The relevant question that needs to be answered has to do with what constitutes
centrality in Chesnut and Griffith’s autobiographies. If the two women authors remain in
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the margin, the centrality of their autobiographies consists of issues related to their life
and to the world around them. In their autobiographies, the two politically ambitious
women, feminists, abolitionists, and intellectuals report on the cruelty of slavery and the
oppression of slaves. As white mistresses, who owned slaves themselves, Mary Chesnut
and Mattie Griffith negotiate a sensitive terrain when they disapprove of a selfperpetuating patriarchal system that oppresses both slaves and women. Whereas the lives
of Chesnut and Griffith remain in the margin, the authors project in the center what they
witness around them, namely the cruel world of slavery and the violence which comes
with it. In tackling Mary Chesnut’s diary and Mattie Griffith’s autobiography, I argue for
the marginality of their autobiographical selves and the centrality of their messages about
slavery. While the two women authors un-write themselves and their own lives, they
write about the violence imprinted on the slaves’ bodies and transmit anti-slavery
messages through their descriptions of the slaves. Thus, the bodies of the slaves that
Chesnut and Griffith describe become written proofs of the violent system of slavery.
Twentieth and twenty-first centuries scholars as well as southern critics address
the issue of the writing of the body. Hélène Cixous, the critic, who promotes the theory
of the writing of the body in 1976, argues that by writing with their body in white ink and
in the name of motherhood, women express their identity. Michel Foucault claims that
the body is constructed and written on by power or other external forces. He further
states that sexuality is an effect of power and that the designation of sexuality to a body is
part of a discourse according to which bodies are subject to control. Judith Butler links
the body to discourse, too and she claims that the sex of a body cannot be prior to
discourse so the concepts of male and female bodies are constructs. Elizabeth Grosz
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enlarges the definition of writing on the body and contends that the body should be
understood “as a series of surfaces, energies, and forces, a mode of linkage, a
discontinuous series of processes, organs, flows, and matter” (120).
Within the arena of southern scholarship, critics analyze the controversial
southern female body and sexuality. Anne Goodwyn Jones explains that “Men
dominated, women submitted to their ‘lords and masters’ … Like children, slaves, and
madmen, then, women could be trained only to the limits of their capacity” (277).
Patricia Yaeger explores “the prevalence in southern women’s writing of flesh that has
been ruptured or riven by violence, of fractured, excessive bodies telling us something
that diverse southern cultures don’t want us to say” (xiii). Baker and Nelson also insist
on the violent aspects of the southern body: “we find bodies in jeopardy in the South –
violence always in ascendance … Bodies are made grotesque” (232). Other critics
discuss the racial differences of the female body. Sander Gilman suggests that the black
female body is associated with sexuality: “The black female was widely perceived as
possessing not only a ‘primitive’ sexual appetite but also the external signs of this
temperament – ‘primitive’ genitalia” (232). bell hooks and other scholars indicate that
the female black body is desirable because it rhymes with “accessibility [and]
availability” (hooks 117).
Mary Chesnut erases her own persona from her Civil War diary and emphasizes
the violence of slavery. In a 1883 letter to Varina Davis, Mary Chesnut makes one of her
rare statements about her writing process: “How I wish you could read over – my journal
– I have been two years over looking it – copying – leaving my self out” (Wall 830).
Melissa Anne Mentzer argues that Chesnut strives to create a persona “by balancing the
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information and atmosphere of the diary with a revised narrative structure in order to represent the experience recorded in the diary while eliminating many of the personal and
confessional elements of the original work” (70). The more Chesnut revises her diary,
the more she eliminates herself from the central action of her text or leaves herself out in
the margins to project in the center the world around her.1 The author does not
necessarily exhaust the personal and intimate details of her life but writes about the
political events of the Confederacy and her social entourage. A belle, hostess, wife, and
author of her diary, Mary Chesnut acts as an observer revealing all the rumors, dialogues,
and events of the southern society she belongs to and reports on what the people around
her discuss.
Chesnut criticizes the patriarchal society in which she lives, a society which
promotes oppression of women and slaves. She denunciates men’s lack of ability and
motivation to fight the war as well as her passive participation despite her full capability
and willingness: “If I were a man, I would not sit here and doze and drink and drivel –
and forget the fight going on in Virginia” (MCCW 65).2 Chesnut also complains about
sensitive issues such as plantation life and the subordination of women and slaves to
patriarchal laws. When she retells a conversation between two possibly imaginary
women, conversation that criticizes the institutions of slavery and marriage, the author
fragments her narrative persona into several voices:
Coming home, the following conversation:
‘So Mrs. – thinks Purgatory will hold its own – never be abolished while
women and children have to live with drunken fathers and brothers.’
‘She knows …’
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‘She says we have an institution worse than the Spanish Inquisition –
worse than Torquemada.’ (MCCW 180)
This conversation proclaims Chesnut’s narrative technique of situating herself in the
margin of the dialogue while she lets other characters’ voices in the center of the
discussion carry her message about patriarchal oppression.
Unlike Mattie Griffith, whose reaction toward slavery is more radically
abolitionist, Chesnut teeters between an open critique of slavery and an acceptance of the
system. While she acknowledges the oppression of slaves in general and the sexual
exploitation of female slaves, she is also a racist when she envisions slaves as subhuman
and mentally inferior to whites. Yet her attitude is not unusual for white mistresses who
often criticized the abuses of slavery but not the institution itself. Although a vocal
opponent of slavery in her diary, Chesnut does not want to jeopardize her position of
privilege given by her race and class.
Whenever Chesnut sees slaves that are sold on the market, she comments on their
state of mind or physical appearance. When she contends: “We stopped & saw another
woman sold, & she did not seem as much shocked as I am always” (PMC 32), Chesnut
acknowledges that the slaves’ bodies do not belong to themselves and clearly disapproves
of how women’s bodies are exposed and sold on the free market. Yet the comment she
makes about the woman’s state of mind is problematic because she cannot know what
that particular female slave felt. Furthermore, she remarks on the physical beauty of a
female mulatto whose body is displayed to attract the attention of the white male buyers:
“I saw to day a sale of Negroes – Mulatto women in silk dresses – one girl was on the
stand. Nice looking … she looked as coy & pleased at the bidder” (PMC 21). Chesnut
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indirectly links the female slave’s physical beauty to sex exploitation and transmits an
anti-slavery message through the mulatto’s body: “my very soul sickened – it is too
dreadful. I tried to reason – this is not worse than the willing sale most women make of
themselves in marriage” (PMC 21). Chesnut alludes to a perverse but common situation,
namely that masters will take advantage of the female slaves’ beauty. Although she does
not connect explicitly the mulatto’s beauty to sex exploitation, her opposing reaction and
her allusion to marriage practices indicate that she refers to patriarchal sexual oppression.
The author also succeeds in sending a message about the sexual subordination of both
white and black women. Chesnut equates slave women to married white women and
argues that all of them are constrained to create a certain identity, advertise themselves
and their bodies, and act according to the rules of the male market. Virtue, purity, and
coyness, to use Chesnut’s word, are all qualities that husbands and male slave owners are
looking for in women.
Chesnut’s further tirade about slavery emphasizes the oppression and pain of both
white and black women. It is one of the rare cases where Chesnut writes more direct and
harsh comments not only about slavery but also about women’s bodies; she underscores
the black women’s sexual exploitation and the white wives’ forced submissiveness.
Shocking words such as “sin,” “monstrous,” “prostitutes,” “concubines,” “disgust,” and
“curse” indicate the author’s angry tone:
I wonder if it be a sin to think slavery a curse to any land … Men and
women are punished when their masters and mistresses are brutes and not
when they do wrong – and then we live surrounded by prostitutes. An
abandoned woman is sent out of any decent house elsewhere. Who thinks
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any worse of a Negro or mulatto woman for being a thing we can’t name?
God forgive us, but ours is a monstrous system and wrong and iniquity …
Like the patriarchs of old our men live all in one house with their wives
and their concubines, and the mulattoes one sees in every family exactly
resemble the white children – and every lady tell you who is the father of
all the mulatto children in everybody’s household, but those in her own
she seems to think drop from the clouds, or pretends to think … my
disgust sometimes is boiling over. (MCCW 29-30)
Chesnut reports on a general situation in the southern households restraining to include
herself in the discussion. She admits that the black slaves’ bodies belong to the white
masters who exploit them at their own will. Not only do they force female slaves to do
strenuous physical work but they also force pregnancies on them. The existence of the
mulatto children prove that the female slaves’ bodies have been abused and inscribed
with violence. Chesnut mentions a silence code that exists in white families with female
slaves and their children. Although everybody living in the household and outside it
knows that black female slaves conceived children with their masters, no family member
is allowed to admit or discuss this perversity. Instead, the white wives must support their
husbands, raise their white children, take care of the household, and ultimately perpetuate
the slavery system. In her biography on Mary Chesnut, Elisabeth Muhlenfeld contends
that Chesnut’s diaries do not indicate any sexual involvement between her husband and
any of his slaves. Yet the author’s father-in-law, James Chesnut Sr., was involved in
conspicuous relations with his slaves and fathered several illegitimate children. Scolded
by her mother-in-law for her childlessness and therefore uselessness, Chesnut notes in her
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diary that at least her situation is more favorable than her mother-in law’s because
Colonel Chesnut “did not [even] count his children” (PMC 45).
In critiquing the curses of slavery, Chesnut exposes her own racism because she
understands and views slavery from her own perspective, that of the white mistress.
Nevertheless, the author does explain and describe in detail women’s patriarchal
oppression independent of their race. When she asks: “Who thinks any worse of a Negro
or mulatto woman for being a [prostitute]?” (MCCW 29), Chesnut mainly argues that it
matters little whether the black woman is sexually exploited or not since her body is
usually interpreted “as an invitation to white male desire” (“Resisting the Gaze of
Embodiment” 95). In comparing an abandoned white woman shun from society and a
black woman forced to become a prostitute, Chesnut claims that the white woman’s fate
is more tragic. The author also underlines the white wives’ martyrdom caused by their
adulterous husbands. Chesnut’s message clearly denounces slavery and its abuses, but at
the same time, unearths her own and other white women’s oppression: “All married
women, all children, and girls who live on their father’s houses are slaves” (MCCW 729).
Thus, she sends again a double message about how both white and black women are
oppressed by patriarchy.
Chesnut transmits the same message about the female slaves and mistresses’
oppression when she harshly dismisses the patriarchal system and its damaging effects on
the women’s bodies and minds:
I hate slavery. I hate a man who … A magnate who runs a hideous black
harem and its consequences under the same roof with his lovely wife and
his beautiful and accomplished daughters. He holds his head as high and
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poses as the model of all human virtues to these poor women whom God
and the laws have given him. From the height of his awful majesty he
scolds and thunders at them, as if he never did wrong in his life. (MCCW
168)
Chesnut emphasizes the patriarchal nature of slavery – a system she detests primarily
because white men mistreat their slaves and white wives. Alluding to the masters’ black
harems and their consequences, namely the offspring that result from the perverse
relationships between masters and slaves, Chesnut addresses in fact the patriarchal
inscription on the female slaves’ bodies. The “consequences” (MCCW 168) of white
men’s harems bring shame to the other members of the family and ask for their
submissiveness. The more children of black descent are born into the white families, the
more submissive and silent the white wives are expected to be. Again, Chesnut
reinforces the idea that white wives are more oppressed than the black female slaves; the
“hideous” slaves ruin the life of “beautiful and accomplished” white women (MCCW
168). Although it is difficult to compare the sufferings of black and white women under
patriarchal oppression, Chesnut sides with the white women when she contends that men
scolded and thundered at their wives yet inscribed the bodies of female slaves with
violence and forced pregnancies on them.
Although Chesnut’s comments focus mainly on white and black women’s
oppression, she also takes into account the oppression of male slaves and speaks for both
genders. The following five examples address this oppression and also allude to various
inscriptions on the slaves’ bodies; these examples point to the slaves’ diseases,
insufferable lives, and even deaths. Chesnut’s observation on the slaves’ disease:
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“Negroes ill with typhus fever” (PMC 74) uncovers the miserable conditions under which
the slaves lived. An infectious disease, typhus fever is transmitted by fleas, lice, or mites
and characterized by severe headache, high fever, depression, delirium, and the eruption
of red rashes on the skin. The discourse written on the slaves’ bodies, namely the rashes
caused by the typhus fever, become proof that the slaves live in poverty and unclean and
unsanitary conditions. Another episode, which describes the slaves’ difficult lives,
occurs when Chesnut relates the story of the slaves’ imprisonment. Sent to jail because
they bought and sold different products on the plantation, the slaves are forced to sleep on
the floor during winter and endanger their lives: “He [John Chesnut] had two negroes
arrested for selling whiskey to his people on his plantation and buying stolen corn from
them … He found them (this snowy weather) lying in the cold on a bare floor” (MCCW
32). The slaves’ lives are endangered, a message which Chesnut transmits by writing
about the slaves’ bodies lying on the bare floor.
The author also reveals a tragic story told by an overseer from a different
plantation about a slave mother who tied her baby around her neck and tried to cross the
river. The woman was “found drowned – baby still strapped to her back” (PMC 214).
This scene with the dead bodies of a mother and child suggests the despair of the mother,
her willingness to save her child from slavery, and ultimately her failure for which she
paid dearly. Chesnut narrates another disturbing incident through a dialogue with her
husband who complains about his slaves’ idle behavior: “The lazy rascals! They steal all
of my hogs, and I have to buy meat for them. They will not make cotton. If they don’t
chose to make cotton – spin it and weave it – they may go naked for me. Yes – as naked
as they went in Africa” (MCCW 261). Chesnut’s husband criticizes his slaves’ cravings
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for food and their alternative solutions to their hunger, but does not realize that he is the
source of their physical and mental exhaustion. Instead, he wants to punish them further
by denying them clothes to cover their bodies; hungry and naked, the slaves submit to the
masters’ whimsies and insults. The slaves’ sufferings are amplified by the cruelty of
their masters and overseers. The next example reveals the masters’ negative attitude vis à
vis their slaves despite their physical effort and hard work. For instance, “Colonel C was
storming at the sleepy negroes looking for fire … Mr. C has a magnificent voice. I am
sure it can be heard for miles. Literally he was roaring from the piazza – giving orders to
the busy crowd” (MCCW 77). These examples show that masters storm and roar at their
slaves, keep them on cold floors, starve them, let them live in poverty and misery, and
endanger their lives. Chesnut writes about the cruelty of slavery by describing the slaves’
bodies that bear the marks of this oppression and violence.
Chesnut disagrees with slavery and admits its barbarity, but contends that African
Americans’ bodies and minds are inferior to the whites’. Thus, her comments may sound
surprising because they are written by an intelligent woman who posits more than once
that the institution of slavery is sinful. Nevertheless, on numerous occasions, Chesnut
characterizes the slaves as “horrid brutes – savages, monsters” (MCCW 211) or “beastly
negroes” (PMC 207). Describing one female slave, Chesnut notices her physical
attractiveness yet compares her with an animal: “Martha Adamson is a beautiful
mulatress. That is, as good-looking as they ever are to me. I have never seen a mule as
handsome as a horse – and I know I never will – no matter how I lament and sympathize
with its undeserved mule condition … Martha, to the amazement of everybody, married a
coal black Negro” (MCCW 243). Basing her observation on a comparison between the
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body of inferior mules that represent black people and those of superior horses that
supposedly stand for whites, Chesnut argues for the handsomeness and possibly mental
superiority of the horses, namely the whites. In other words, despite her beautiful body,
Martha Adamson can never be as beautiful as a white woman. The author also comments
on Martha’s marital status and concludes that by marrying a “coal black Negro,”
mulatress Martha degraded herself and contaminated her blood line. In The Private Mary
Chesnut we are told that Martha is a “kept mistress – & her son a Negro boy – with a
black father – beats her white lover for giving her brandy to drink” (PMC 207). The
author finds the whole situation despicable mainly because of the abhorrent status and
sexual promiscuity of Martha. Since the details of the story are blurry, readers can only
speculate that Martha was forced into a relation with a white man; or, perhaps she tried to
follow Chesnut’s advice and elevate her condition by engaging in a sexual relationship
with a white man. The author condemns Martha’s behavior as inappropriate and does not
try to understand her motives. Chesnut asks the same question about another female
slave with yellow skin: “Why do they remain sandhillers from generation to generation?
Why should she never have bettered her condition?” (MCCW 831). This is a rhetorical
question with a paradoxical answer because these slaves were not allowed to better their
condition, earn their freedom and a decent living; at the same time, they probably did not
want to marry white men who inscribed their bodies with violence for so long.
While Mary Chesnut writes her journal from a marginal position, Mattie Griffith’s
placement in her autobiography is almost inexistent. Several questions need to be asked
about Mattie Griffith’s autobiography which may even be called pseudoautobiography.
Who is Mattie Griffith/Martha Browne? Why does Autobiography of a Female Slave
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have a marginal white female author and a central black female protagonist? What kind
of identity does Griffith construct in her autobiography? What is the purpose of her
constructed identity and what ideology is this identity serving? Griffith constructs an
autobiographical self of a different race, age, and social status than herself, invests the
female slave, Ann, with authorship, and allows her to narrate the opprobrious world of
slavery. Griffith, thus, extracts herself from the center of her text and she reappears in
the margin of her text through the abolitionist message she sends throughout her text.3
The protagonist Ann becomes the author and the narrator of a constructed and fictional
world.
Like Chesnut, Griffith puts herself in the margin of her text and transmits a
powerful and visible message about slavery, a message which can be read on the bodies
of slaves. Griffith’s message, however, is more overt than Chesnut’s because by
extracting herself from her text, she lets the voice of a female slave tell her story of
oppression. Filtering her comments about slavery through Ann, Griffith emerges as a
white author who does not make racist statements – a significant detail which
distinguishes her from Chesnut. Griffith disappears behind the lacuna of her text, namely
the white plantation mistress, Mrs. Peterkin, who is deceased in the narrative. Griffith
purposely kills the good mistress, the embodiment of the true southern woman, replaces
her with surrogate mistresses such as her wicked daughters, and describes the difficult
lives of slaves under cruel masters. As the daughter of a plantation cook and an unknown
white father, Ann is a white mulatto who is sold to cruel Mr. Peterkin and his daughters.
Ann lives constantly under the threat of sexual exploitation on Mr. Peterkin’s plantation;
in addition she is whipped, beaten, and forced to hard work.
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Griffith’s autobiography abounds in descriptions of the violence imprinted on
Ann and other slaves’ bodies that occur as a result of numerous whippings and beatings.
The author’s written discourse on the slaves’ bodies starts with Ann’s bidding and
selling. Like Chesnut, Griffith also describes the slave market where Ann is purchased
by Mr. Peterkin along with other saleable properties. After a series of meticulous
examinations of her body, Ann passes scrupulous Mr. Peterkin’s tests. Objectifying her
body and reducing it to monetary value, he “seized my arm, bade me open my mouth;
examined my teeth; felt my limbs; made me run a few yards; ordered me to jump” (13).
Peterkin scrutinizes different parts of her body to decide whether she can be used for
various activities; this portioning of the body according to useable bodily parts implies a
degrading reduction of the slaves to mere mechanisms that fuel the system of slavery.
After he concludes that Ann’s body is healthy and fit for work, Mr. Peterkin also
comments on her physical attractiveness: “I want that gal; she is likely, and it will do me
good to trash the devil out of her” (15). Because Ann is a likely-looking “wench … [and]
slut” (17), the overseer and Mr. Peterkin decide to use her as a maid in the house.
Ann’s first violent patriarchal inscription on her body occurs because of her new
job in the kitchen. After a female slave, Lindy, breaks a saucer and accuses Ann of this
deed, Mr. Peterkin immediately decides to whip Ann at the pole. Yet, in reality he whips
her because he wants “to get … satisfaction out of [her] body … [and because her]
yallow hide will be well marked” (45). Mr. Peterkin is pleased and possibly sexually
aroused when he whips violently his female slaves. One of the most degrading aspects of
the whipping consists of the pornographic exposure of the female body in front of the
whole community. In fact, Ann fears this “exposure of [her] person even more than the
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whipping” (49). Because Mr. Peterkin orders the slaves to strip her naked, chaste Ann
has no choice but to let “vulgar eyes glaring on [her] body” (49). After a series of licks
that cut her skin open and inscribe this violent text on her body forever, Ann faints. The
combination of violence, pornography, and suffering that all occur along with the frantic
shouting of the crowd bring satisfaction to pervert Peterkin, who lets the overseer whip
her as well. Most of the slaves participate actively to the violent and pornographic
spectacle and exult when the overseer gives Ann a lick that he calls “’true blue’” (50).
The overseer’s “true blue” lick suggests the existence of a method that the sadistic
victimizer has to master in order to carve the victim’s back with artistic engravings. With
this severe whipping, Mr. Peterkin sends a message to the slave community through
Ann’s scarred body, a message written in blood, which gives them a warning about who
controls their bodies and what happens to their bodies if they disobey their master.
There are several other instances when slaves including Ann are beaten or
punished severely on Mr. Peterkin’s plantation. When Lindy escapes, Mr. Peterkin is so
mad that he shouts and beats his slaves while demanding an explanation for this escape.
Again, a slave points to Ann and accuses her that she hides details about Lindy’s fleeing.
The next moment, before Ann has time to defend herself, Mr. Peterkin beats her so hard
that tears and blood bathe her face. When Lindy is eventually found and brought again to
the plantation with marks of blood on her face and bruises all over her body, the slaves
know that she will not remain alive for long. Another violent episode covers Aunt
Polly’s illness and death that affect young Ann, who considers Aunt Polly her substitute
mother. When Aunt Polly gets sick, Miss Jane and Matilda suspect that the old woman is
feigning illness so that she can escape her daily work. Although the doctor diagnoses
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Aunt Polly with high fever and a flow of blood to the brain, she is beaten by her master:
“he dealt her blow after blow, in the most ferocious manner. Her shoulders were covered
with blood that gushed from the torn flesh” (141). Mr. Peterkin must get some
satisfaction from these beatings, otherwise he would not beat an old slave who is
supposed to die anyway. Meditating on Aunt Polly’s difficult life, Ann contends that the
more scarred the slaves’ bodies are, the more submissive and silent the slaves are
required to be: “She [Aunt Polly had a] … body bled at every pore … [and] skin had been
torn and mangled until it bore a thousand scars … for (to me) the worst part of our
slavery is that we are not allowed to speak our opinion on any subject. We are to be
mutes” (146). If slaves cannot address their oppression orally and publicly, their bodies
stand as textual witnesses from which one can read about their masters’ violence.
The fork scene, a momentous scene in Griffith’s text, speaks of the slaves’
punishments for crimes they did not commit. Ann, Aunt Polly, and Amy are all beaten
for no good reason. Accused unfairly for the disappearance of two silver forks that Miss
Tildy misplaced, Amy is whipped by Mr. Peterkin and beaten by her mistresses. Unlike
Chesnut’s journal, in Griffith’s autobiography, the inscriptions on the slaves bodies are
not only patriarchal because both masters and mistresses beat their slaves. Amy’s
whipping resembles Ann’s insofar as the violence and pornography go; Amy too is
stripped to the waist, tied by her wrists and ankles, and whipped with a cowhide dipped in
brine: “There she stood, partially naked, bleeding at every wound” (213). Peterkin’s two
evil daughters praise their father’s violent performance and fuel his hatred of slaves when
they call him a Negro breaker. To imitate her father’s violence and to exercise her
power, Miss Tildy gives Amy a severe blow in the head with a heated poker; these
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atrocious acts are followed by Miss Jane’s beating of Amy. After they contemplate the
idea of murdering Amy, who is only a piece of goods and property, the two sisters want
to put this devious plan into practice:
‘It won’t do to kill her,’ said Miss Tildy
‘I don’t care much if I do.’
‘We would be tried for murder.’
‘Who would be the accusers? Who the witnesses? …
‘Ah. And so we are safe.’ (218)
To avoid any further beatings, Amy hangs herself. Amy’s real murderers are the Peterkin
sisters who pushed her toward suicide. Griffith erases the mother figures from her text
and cuts all the links that suggest meaningful relationships among the slaves to
underscore the slaves’ alienation. Both Aunt Polly and Amy are maternal figures who
are sacrificed and leave behind unprotected slaves such as Ann or Amy’s siblings.
After the death of Mr. Peterkin and his son and the marriage of Miss Jane with
Mr. Summerville, Ann is compelled to move to the city with the newly weds and become
Miss Jane’s maid. Ann describes the city as a dirty and vicious place – an appropriate
setting for her future suffering. Ann’s life in the supposedly civilized city does not differ
significantly from her situation at the plantation. When Miss Jane sees her speaking to a
fifty-year-old Bostonian abolitionist, James Trueman, she accuses Ann of promiscuity.
To remind Ann of the importance of her chastity, honor, and submissiveness, Miss Jane
scars Ann’s face with a whip: “Miss Jane seized a riding-whip, and cut me most severely
across the face, leaving an ugly mark, a trace of which I still bear” (256). With this
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gesture, Miss Jane deconstructs ideals such as virginity, chastity, and honor because she
connects them to violence.
Griffith sends another anti-slavery message imprinted on Ann’s flesh in a
disturbing scene where Miss Jane’s pride and stubbornness lead to Ann’s physical
suffering and almost rape. Miss Jane beats Ann for no particular reason and when her
husband walks in the room, she complains of Ann’s disobedience. As Miss Jane’s “blow
across … [Ann’s] forehead” (279) was not punishment enough, Mr. Summerville sides
with his wife and pays the bar-keeper of the hotel, Mr. Monkton, to whip her. Although
Mr. Summerville appears more humane because he does not whip Ann himself, he is not
entirely absolved of sin when he pays another man to do it. Because pervert Mr.
Monkton wants to rape her, Ann defends her chastity by hitting him in the head with a
bottle. She is, thus, trailed and sentenced to take three public whippings in the jail yard.
Ann’s sentence is paradoxical because while her mistress and master underscore
continuously the importance of her chastity (and even whip her when they think she
jeopardizes it), the law still condemns Ann when she tries to defend her chastity. The
white society inscribes her body with violence whether Ann defends her virginity or not.
Reiterating the routines of her master, the jailer asks Ann to take her clothes off so he can
whip her three consecutive times: “my flesh was perfectly raw, the intervals between the
whippings having been so short as not to allow the gashes even to close” (304). Ann’s
scarred body that was whipped several times over the years becomes a textual proof
written with violence and cruelty by white masters.
After Ann is sold again, it appears that she is back to where she started because
like Mr. Peterkin, her new master, Mr. Atkins, inspects her body as if she were an animal;
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this new scrutiny of her body shows the damages produced by slavery: “let me look at
your eyes. They are good; open your mouth – no decayed teeth – all sound … legs are
good, some marks on ‘em – now the back – pretty much and badly scarred” (317). Her
new master concludes that overall, Ann is a usable and valuable piece of property. With
the help of Henry, Ann’s lover, who wants to prevent her selling down the river, Mr.
Atkins sells Ann to another master, Mr. Moodwell, who in his turn hires her to a family.
While working as a maid in Mr. Smith’s family, Ann seems to live a more peaceful and
happy life especially because she meets Henry more often. Nevertheless, Henry’s suicide
triggered by his master’s unfairness devastates poor Ann. After all her friends such as
Aunt Polly, Amy, and Henry die, Ann ends her story like Harriet Jacobs with freedom not
with marriage; her whole life is characterized by intense suffering alleviated only by her
arduous desire to achieve freedom and a decent life.
Because most of the studies on Mary Chesnut emphasize the author’s consecutive
revisions and because Mattie Griffith’s scholarship is characterized by a paradoxical
invisibility, my paper proposed a fresh look at these complex autobiographies. Authors
such as Chesnut and Griffith write from the margin of the discourse because the center is
usually occupied by male voices. Nevertheless, I have shown that these two women
autobiographers centralize their voices by transmitting a message about slavery, more
specifically about the violent messages imprinted on the slaves’ bodies. Reporting and
criticizing the violent inscriptions on the slaves’ bodies, Chesnut and Griffith create a
discourse about the world around them and ultimately about their own position within
this patriarchal world. Although the two authors share the same social status as they both
are white women, wives, and mistresses who owned slaves, their attitudes towards
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slavery differ. Chesnut’s response to slavery is more contradictory because she criticizes
the system but sometimes considers the slaves as inferior to whites while Griffith
disapproves of slavery and underscores the slaves’ sophistication. Furthermore, whereas
Chesnut does address both the oppression of white and black women, Griffith seems to
ignore this aspect and concentrate only on black female oppression.
Although I tried to interpret the violent inscriptions on the slaves’ bodies and
discuss how Chesnut and Griffith’s voices become flesh, much remains to be analyzed.
Critics should start writing on Mattie Griffith’s long ignored text. Discussions on her
autobiography are important because they would reopen new definitions of the genre
including answers to the question of what constitutes an autobiography. The same is true
for Mary Chesnut who writes a revised and edited journal published by scholars or
individuals close to the author herself. In both cases, authorship and genre are two issues
of interest for critics. Also, the gender relations in the two autobiographies should be
given further attention. Scholars should discuss gender relations from a racial
perspective which includes the relations between white women and white men, between
black women and black men, and between whites and blacks.
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Notes:
1

Most of the scholarship on Mary Chesnut focuses on her writing and revision processes.

Michael O’Brien enumerates the editions of Chesnut’s text: “the diary … was published
by, first, Isabella D. Martin and Myrta Lockett Avary in 1905 as A Diary from Dixie, then
under the same title but revised by Ben Ames Williams in 1949 … There is an original
and incomplete Civil War diary, published as The Private Mary Chesnut by Woodward
and Elisabeth Muhlenfeld in 1984 … There is a final, much longer version, dating from
the early 1880s, which provided the copy text for Mary Chesnut’s Civil War” (111).
Vann Woodward writes about his immense editorial work with Chesnut’s texts: “[he
explored] thousands and thousands of pages of manuscript … four versions, two
incomplete and the other two virtually complete, the third a rough draft of the fourth”
(“Mary Chesnut in Search of Her Genre” 199). George Hayhoe states that her texts
“have been so heavily edited and rewritten that many sections bear only a nominal
resemblance to what Mary Chesnut actually wrote” (211). In “Literary Elements in Mary
Chesnut’s Journal,” Elisabeth Muhlenfeld also discusses the author’s revisions: “she
freely rearranged incidents and thoughts within a given entry (or date) to heighten their
dramatic import” (247).
2

I worked with two editions of Mary Chesnut’s diary, namely Mary Chesnut’s Civil War

and The Private Mary Chesnut, two texts that I abbreviated in the paper in the following
way: MCCW and PMC.
3

In the afterword to Mattie Griffith’s pseudoautobiography, Joe Lockard claims that the

first public notice of Griffith arrived with her collected volume of poems published in
New York in 1852. Griffith’s major purpose in writing Autobiography of a Female Slave
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was to help her sister’s family and to use the profits of the book for her slaves’
emancipation (Lockard 407). Her New York publisher, Justin Starr Redfield, did not
want to publish the Autobiography initially. When he finally agreed, he “condemned it to
obscurity with a small press run of two thousand copies and almost no publicity” (408).
To keep the book fresh, Redfield also advanced the correct year of publication, which
was 1856, and printed 1857 instead.
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1. Introduction
Although comprehensive understandings of the architectural components of the vernacular Taiwanese
temple have been made possible by extensive studies, little was known how those architectural components contribute to the spatial and sensory experiences. The current studies on vernacular Taiwanese
temple are primary focus on how the temple are constructed by craftsmen but less on how they are experienced by devotees.
The intent of this paper is to investigate the relationship between the conceptual configuration of Taiwanese temple and the resultant perceptual experience in the temple. Through the literature review and
analysis of existing cases, the physical characteristics of vernacular Taiwanese temple were examined
from the perceptual perspective in order to clarify their contributions to the spatial and sensory experiences.

1.1. Definition of Vernacular Taiwanese Temple
Polytheistic and syncretic, Chinese society is dominated by ancestor worship, Taoism, Buddhism, and
traditional Folk Beliefs. The collage of these traditional religions is the foundation of Taiwanese folk culture and pervades nearly every aspect of daily life in modern Taiwan.
The majority of Taiwanʼs society is dominated by the Han people who have immigrated since the 17th
century from south of Fu-Jian and east of Guan-Dong on Mainland China. Taiwanʼs difficult pioneer environment of the 17th and 18th centuries created a strong need for religion, and traditional folk beliefs were
the choices of many Chinese immigrants to the island. These immigrants brought images of deities and
traditional religious beliefs from the mainland. While transplanting their religion, they adapted it functionally to their new society, sometimes even creating new deities and rituals to meet their new needs for security and survival. The resulting mixture of beliefs formed the local folk religion.
Throughout the years, the Taiwanese society has experienced different political changes alongside which
are the religious infusions. The Japanese introduced their form of Buddhism to the island during the
Japanese occupation period and “Pure Buddhism” came to Taiwan after the Chinese government took
control of Taiwan from Japan after World War II. Some of these changes were short-lived, while others
have been incorporated into the local folk religion. As a result, the boundaries between the different traditional religions have become more complex.
The indistinct boundaries of the traditional religions are reflected in the architectural forms of their temples. Some temples, for example may have changed from Buddhism to folk belief. Some temples may
even honor deities different than its originating religion. This reveals the special character of the Taiwan-
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ese religious outlook, which can accommodate seemingly contradictory beliefs simultaneously. Hence
traditional Taiwanese religious architecture maintains a particular style regardless of differences that
might be suggested by Buddhism, Taoism and different Folk Beliefs. In other words, a unique religious
background and architectural form suggests that the vernacular Taiwanese temple is more the result of
folk culture that reflects the history of life in Taiwan than any single religion.
In this paper, the term folk religion refers to the mixture of different traditional religions that has pervaded
Taiwanese society since the pioneer times. The “Vernacular Taiwanese Temple” refers to the temples
dedicated to this folk religion.

1.2. Research on Vernacular Taiwanese Temple
The study on Taiwanese vernacular architecture was initiated around 1970, followed the research framework established by Ssu-ch'eng Liang (1901-1972). Ssu-ch'eng Liang was a pioneer in the scientific study
of Chinese Architecture. He devoted himself to reinterpret the two surviving basic handbooks of Chinese
architectural construction from the 12th and 18th centuries (“Ying-Tsao-Fa-Shih”-- A Treatise on Architecture by Li Chieh, published by Court Architect of the Sung Dynasty in 1103 A.D.; Kung-Cheng-Tso-Fa -Official Regulations for Architectural Design in the Ch'ing Dynasty, published by the Ministry of Works in
1733 A.D.). Through the literature reviews of historical manuscripts, interviews with skilled craftsmen, and
on-site survey of surviving structures, Liang restored one of the handbooks and republished it as the very
first architectural study of Chinese architecture: Ching Structural Regulations. Although Liangʼs works focused on historical heritages, the research framework he established was adopted not only by the study
of Chinese architecture at the time, but also later by the study of vernacular Taiwanese temples.
Through extensive studies that followed Liangʼs framework, vernacular temples in Taiwan were documented and archived, and comprehensive studies on Taiwanese temple architecture were thus made
possible from those works. The drawings that are used in archiving the architecture are primarily based
on the representation system of multiviews, such as plan, elevations and cross sections for twodimensional study. Paraline drawings such as isometric view for three-dimensional study were later incorporated into the research framework. However, both drawing systems of multiview and paraline views can
only present the conceptual aspect of the documented structure. They are both forms of representation
based on what we know about the space rather than how it is perceived from our eye. The vernacular
Taiwanese temple architecture is therefore understood in a systematic way about how it is constructed,
but less about how it is experienced.
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2. Perceptual Investigation on Vernacular Taiwanese Temple
The intention of this paper is to study the interrelationship of the physical characteristics of vernacular
temple with its perceptual qualities for humanʼs sensory perception. This study unfolds the relationship
between the conceptual configuration of Taiwanese temple and the resultant perceptual experience in the
temple.
The research ranges from a comprehensive study of vernacular Taiwanese architecture to case studies of
selected vernacular Taiwanese temples. The conclusion of the research is presented in the following sections: Spatial Composition, Scale and Hierarchy, Yin and Yang, Spatial Layout and Light Pattern, Circulation and Scene.

2.1. Spatial Composition
The vernacular Taiwanese temples can be considered as a footnote to the 400-year history of the Han
immigration in Taiwan. The temples symbolize the historical development of the cities and distill the history of Taiwanʼs early pioneering settlers. The temples developed with urban growth, which is categorized
in four stages: Crossing ocean stage, Reclaiming wasteland stage, Early settlement stage, and Urban
developing stage (Lee. 1979). In the first two stages, the pioneer immigrants brought the replica of an image or statue from a temple in Mainland China as an amulet for a successful voyage and a new life. Once
they arrived, replicas of the deity were placed and worshipped in their settlements. Following the improvement of the immigrantsʼ economic situation, a hut or shed made of grass dedicated only to the deity
became the very first Folk Religion temple. In the later stages, the temple was remodeled or rebuilt
through the years with better quality materials and craftsmanship to reach the state of art as presented
today.
It was common practice in temple architecture in Taiwan for a building to be extended and refurbished at
regular intervals and for it to accumulate architectural features typical of each particular period of history.
The majestic scale presented by a temple today might have started in a simple small structure. The
Chiao-Tien Temple is one example that illustrates this expansion. It was first built in 1730 A.D. and grew
to be more than three times larger than its original size.
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1730 A.D.

1860 A.D.

2000 A.D.

Figure 1. Plans of Peikang Chiao-Tien Temple at different periods

Figure 2. Abstracted spatial diagram

Figure 3. Various plans of traditional temples

Figure 4. Early map of Tainan City

Through hundreds of years of expansions, the temples not only added more halls and rooms but also
non-religious functions. The result has been a diverse variety of layouts. Despite the variations in plan, a
simplified spatial diagram shown in figure 2 or a combination of diagrams can be abstracted from all of the
temples. A temple unit comprises a courtyard and a room with three solid walls around and one end open
to a courtyard. This spatial diagram illustrates the basic form and the intended function embodied in the
temple. The solid room provides the sacred space, while the void of the courtyard separates the sacred
space from the material world that surrounds it. These sacred spaces have become an integral part of the
Taiwanese urban fabric. They are scattered throughout a settlement, and thereby become a regular presence in the lives of the settlementʼs inhabitants.
The temple, more than any other physical artifact, is a symbol for gathering and protecting its people. In
the times without protection from the government, the pioneer settlers fought for their own survival. The
temple became a refuge providing peace of mind. From there, layers and layers of physical and intellectual protection were laid out through the settlement. An early map of the Tainan City, one of the oldest
cities in Taiwan, depicts the former location of the cityʼs river and temples. This diagram shows the signifi-
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cance of such sacred structures in the cityʼs physical development patterns. There are two major orientations for the temple, facing south and facing water. The south-facing orientation is mostly found in temples
built within a well-developed urban context. For the temples built within early settlements, orientation was
directed toward the nearest body of water. The meaning of temple orientation is two-fold: intellectual and
physical.
Intellectually, a temple oriented to the water is a symbol for blessing the loved ones abroad. For example,
the temple of Matzu, the goddess of sea, is set to bless the people sailing on the open sea and, furthermore, to bless the remaining family members or the ancestors cross the ocean in their hometown. The
temples therefore face the water.
Physically, the orientation of the temple is the result of the deep relationship between the temple and the
urban development. Early in Taiwanʼs development, before a settlement was self sufficient, its supplies
were brought by ship from the mainland. Either along the seashore or distributed through the rivers, settlements were built along bodies of water. Typically, they developed with their streets parallel to the shoreline. However, the settlements were often invaded at the time of early immigration. To address the need
for defense, the parallel streets were connected each other by a “T” shape crossroad instead of a
“+”shape crossroad and set gateways on every “T” connection. Once invaded, the gateway could be
closed, turning the street into a wall of defense. As a result, the parallel streets had turned into layers of
defense and the temple sat on the last layer to serve as the final redoubt for the settlers.

2.2. Scale & Hierarchy
Inherited from Chinese tradition, ancestor worship dominates Taiwanese society. In fact, ancestor worship is the foundation for all the traditional Taiwanese religions including Taoism, Buddhism as well as
different Folk Beliefs. The reverent attitude toward the ancestor worship pervades many aspects of Taiwaneseʼs lives and is deeply incorporated in their dwellings.
The traditional Taiwanese house is designed to expand. As the family grows, the house is expanded to
comprise more rooms in order to accommodate more family members. The expansion of a house is properly laid out according to Feng Shui principles, along the central axis, juxtaposed with the added structures. The origin of the central axis is the ancestral altar, located in the middle of the house on the highest
platform. The house complex can be expanded as large as necessary as long as the site permits and the
ancestor altar remains on the central axis of the highest platform of the complex.
A similar expansion process can also be observed in traditional Taiwanese temple architecture. The expansion of the temple follows principles adopted from the housing expansion with the deity shrine replac-
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ing the ancestor altar. The temple starts as a simple component comprising a front hall and a main hall. If
the temple receives wider support, a back hall is added to worship the parents of the deity, and the siblings or subordinates are also worshipped in side rooms if the temple expands further. Therefore, a temple can be considered as a dwelling for the deity and will be expanded as a house would be. In other
words, if one considers the ancestor as a worshipped deity, in vernacular Taiwanese architecture, a
house is a temple and vice versa. Figure 5 reaffirms this idea by illustrating the transformations of two
typical traditional Taiwanese temples as compared to those of two typical traditional houses: the urban
temple is transformed from a merchant dwelling and the rural temple is transformed from a farmhouse.
The temple architecture can be interpreted as the transformation of its vernacular housing structure encompassing form, structure and construction. It also inherits the scale of the traditional housing. This is
different from the symbolic scale of the pure Buddhism in China or the cave temple along the Silk Road.
The vernacular Taiwanese temple is presented in a simple housing scale, the scale that visitors are familiar with in their daily lives.
In addition to layout and scale, the temple also possesses the same spatial hierarchy as the vernacular
house. Comparing the plans of the house and temple as shown in figure 6, both the ancestral hall and
deity shrine sit on the highest platform in the central axis of the buildings and each opens toward a courtyard, allowing the deity or ancestor to see the entrance through the courtyard. This visual connection becomes the major axis for laying out the hierarchy of the spaces, organizing all the rooms and declaring
the hierarchy of the building.

Yin-Shan Temple

Farmhouse

Xing-An Temple

Figure 5. Transformations of vernacular temples from houses

Merchant house
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Typical house plan

Typical temple plan

Visual axis

Figure 6. Various plans of vernacular Taiwanese temples

2.3. Yin & Yang
Yin-Yang is a notion of a set of two opposing binaries, like female and male, solid and void, life and death,
and so forth. It is read as one thing while emphasizing the interdependence of the two oppositions. The
Yin-Yang is implanted in every aspect of Chinese life, ranging from politic philosophy to life style. It is how
the Chinese read and perceive and how they think and create. The concept of Yin-Yang pervades perceptually and conceptually at every level of religion. Yin-Yang is the foundation for all the traditional Chinese
religions. Its concept of life is that life is like a circle; a man has a pre-life and will become another life.
This is the driving force for all the traditional religions. On the other hand, the concept of the solid and void
transformed from Yin-Yang is how Chinese perceive a space and therefore how they design a space. In
other words, the notion of Yin-Yang not only reflects on architecture and religion, it is actually the key notion that integrates the religious realm and spatial perception within the temple structure.
Instead of a circle divided into two equal halves as shown in figure 8, the Yin-Yang diagram is presented
as figure 7, a half-circle subtracts a half-circle at a half-scale and mirrors the subtraction on the reverse
side. In the center of each part is another small circle of the other opposition. The diagram conveys two
important ideas: a dynamic balance and the infusion of two oppositions. The Yin-Yang is presented as
one circle chasing another or one being chased by another and together balanced in a dynamic way. In
addition, Yin contains Yang and Yang contains Yin and together they form a full circle. This illustrates the
concept of infusion of the two oppositions.
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Figure 8.
Circle diagram

Figure 9.
Transformed circle diagram

Figure 10. Transformed Yin-Yang diagram

Figure 11.
Solid and void diagram

Figure 12.
Basic form diagram

Figure 13. Abstracted spatial diagram

The transformation of the Yin-Yang diagram into a spatial diagram depicts the basic spatial layout for the
traditional Taiwanese temple. Instead of a rectangle divided into two halves as shown in figure 9, the spatial diagram is presented as figure 10: a transition interlocks the two oppositions, illustrating the balance
and infusion. More specifically, the basic spatial concept imbedded in the temple is “balance”. The space
is interwoven by the exterior and interior and there is always transitional space in between, leading the
exterior into interior and extending interior to the exterior in a smooth transition.
The idea of infusing Yin and Yang - that Yang cannot exist without Yin nor can Yin exist without Yang further develops the basic architectural form for the traditional Taiwanese temple. As shown in figure 11, a
void can not be a void if there is no solid around. Therefore, the basic form of a temple is developed with
a solid room balanced with a void courtyard as shown in figure 12, which can be further developed into
the abstract spatial diagram as shown in figure 13.
The ritual ceremony within the temple further completes the integration of the Yin-Yang circle. The wish
carried by the smoke from the incense burner is located in the end of the void space, and the message
that brings the hope from heaven through the deity is received by the devotee in the same relative location in the solid room. A ritual cycle that runs from the material world to the heaven and back is integrated
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within the balanced space of the temple. In other words, it is the concept of the Yin and Yang that successfully integrates the ritual realm and physical perception within the temple space intellectually and
physically.

2.4. Spatial Layout and Light Pattern
Various plans from the selected case studies of traditional Taiwanese temples, with interior spaces
marked by dark gray, transition spaces by light gray and exterior spaces by yellow, all illustrate a similar
spatial layout. The interweaving of the three types of spaces: exterior, interior and intermediate, is composed in a way to avoid the sudden transitions. This further integrates the circulation into a series of harmonic spatial transitions.
Figure 14 illustrates that the same spatial layout diagrams also represent their lighting diagrams and further reveal the close relationship of space and light in a vernacular Taiwanese temple. This interchangeable relationship of the spatial layout diagram and the lighting diagram results from the natural lighting.
The space in the temple is illuminated with natural light, mainly through the courtyard. The integration of
the light change and the spatial layout creates layers of perception. From the main entrance, a lighting
pattern recording the layer changes in light can be observed in all of the temples. This repeated pattern of
dark and light is shown in figure 15. Figures 16 to 19, views from case studies of traditional temples, further illustrate how this lighting pattern can be perceived not only from the entrance but also from many
places within the complex. The light pattern suggest the movement and discovery, leading the visitor to
explore the complex.
In conclusion, the spaces of the temple are interwoven by the exterior, interior and transitional space and
connected by series of the repeated dark and light lighting patterns.

Figure 14. Spatial layout diagrams for case studies
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Figure 15. Section diagram of natural light and perceived light pattern from entrance

Figure 16.
View from hallway, LongShan Temple

Figure 17.
View back hall, Long-Shan
Temple

Figure 18.
View from hallway, GuanDe Temple

Figure 19.
View from hallway, LongShan Temple

2.5. Circulation and Scene
Inside the Taiwanese temple, when seeking help from the deity, the rituals are performed in a regular routine along a specific circulation path. Entering the left door of the gateway, the devotee stands in the front
hall facing toward the courtyard to make a wish by closing the hand, then walks through the left hallway to
the second hall where the incense is offered. After burning three sticks of incense before an altar while
mentally repeat name, birth date, address, and the questions or favors he wants to ask, the devotee turns
back toward the courtyard and sticks the incense sticks into the incense burner. Finally, the devotee
walks to the main hall, kneels on the pad provided, and drops two crescent-shaped divining blocks, made
of wood or bamboo, onto the floor to seek the answer from the deity. When one block lands convex side
up and the other flat side up, the answer is positive or the wish is granted. On the other hand, if both land
with their convex sides up, the answer is negative. If both land with the flat side up, the answer is neutral
and the supplicant has to try again. Having received the answer, the devotee leaves from the right side
and exits from the right door of the gateway. This ritual is standard, and “entering from left, exiting from
right” is the rule of the circulation for all the temples. Along with the spatial hierarchy and platform change,
a simplified circulation diagram can be abstracted from all temples, as shown in figure 20.
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This circulation is the final piece needed to integrate the spatial transition, light change and ritual ceremony into an interactive perceptional journey between believers and the deity. The journey is laid out one
scene after another as a believer follows the circulation. As illustrated in figure 21, the visitor approaches
the deity with the view angle being reduced while the light pattern changes. From the entrance, the distance between visitor and the deity is emphasized by subsequent layers of dark and light. When finally
arriving in front of the deity, the view angle reaches eye level and the distance between the believer and
deity has been mentally and physically removed. The light pattern is reduced to a single layer, creating a
dusky natural lighting that generates an atmosphere of mystery and awe in a compact sacred space.
Without the symbolic scale change as the pure Buddhist temple in China, this sensory perceptional journey successfully pulls the believer from the material life into the sacred space in a relatively short walk.

Guan-Di Temple

Figure 20. Circulation diagram

Figure 21. Diagrams of the journey

Yin-Shan Temple

Xing-An Temple
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3. Conclusion
Taiwanese vernacular temples are often compact in size and they are designed with repetitive simple layouts. The specific configuration of architectural components of Taiwanese vernacular temple presented
the temple space as one framed scene after another. The courtyard introduces the daylight into the space
in a certain way. Along with the candle light placed in front of the deity, the scenes of the temple are rendered with particular lighting patterns. The ritual ceremony further integrates and regulates the spatial experience of the temple space. In the route of ritual ceremony in a vernacular Taiwanese temple, three particular scenes are expected to be perceived by all devotees. Each is a composed perspective view gazed
on the worshiped deity rendered with the lighting patterns of repeated dark and light. However, the light
pattern distribution in particular scene is not intended to faithfully inform the visitor about the actual distance of the temple at each viewpoint. Instead, it is intended to exaggerate the sense of depth. It is the
“sense of the depth” created by those lighting patterns in each scene and the “sense of depth removal” as
one continue to approach the deity through one scene after another that pulls the visitor away from the
physical site context into the ritual realm in a very short walk. And hence the temple that sit in the busy
urban context due to the unique historical development and social-cultural context can provide the same
spiritual escape as the symbolic temple that reside in a remote site.
This study unfolded the interrelationship of the perceptual spatial experience and the conceptual architectural configuration of the vernacular Taiwanese temple. The parameters that identified contribute to enrich
the spatial experience in a vernacular Taiwanese temple, can be further incorporated into the design consideration either for a construction of a new temple or a renovation of a historical one. It can also be used
for the project that is intended to embrace the similar spatial experience. In addition, the study outcomes
can also provide valuable information for decision making in urban planning. Figure 22 illustrates a planning conflict between street expansion and the preservation of a historical temple. The front hall and
courtyard of the temple were demolished to accommodate the growing traffic, leaving only the main hall
preserved at its original location. However, if the light pattern introduced by the courtyard is understood as
an important component that contribute to the enhance of the depth perception and has been valued as
an integral part of a vernacular templeʼs spatial experience, the decision may had made different for this
planning conflict.
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Figure 22. Planning conflict between the street expansion and the perseveration of a historical temple
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Metahistoriography and Mythological Views on History
in Eveline Hasler’s Historical Novel Die Wachsflügelfrau
Next to Hugo Loetscher, Eveline Hasler is considered as the best-known Swiss writer
of the present days. Since Anna Göldin (1982), a historical novel about the lawfully execution
of the last European witch in 1782, Hasler has been writing historical fictions about events
that occurred in her homeland and which aren’t present in the collective memory anymore. In
this regard, Hasler’s novels may disturb. In the case of the presumed witch, it took more than
two centuries to finally acknowledge this judicial mistake in 2008, namely more than 25 years
after Hasler’s book. In Die Wachsflügelfrau (the woman with the wings made of wax), Hasler
also portrays the life experience of a female outsider: Emily Kempin Spyri, the first Germanspeaking female attorney who had to emigrate with her family to the United States in order to
start the career she always dreamed of. Not long after a few successes, Kempin Spyri goes
back to Switzerland where all her plans fail and she ends up in a mental institution.

As the title of the novel already points out, this historical fiction is also based on
mythology since it reveals a destiny similar to the one of Icarus. This narratological case study
intends therefore to expound the problems of the representation of the past in an historical
fiction which combines metahistographical and mythological points of view. In the first lines of
Die Wachsflügelfrau, Hasler creates a homodiegetic narrator who resumes as an alter ego
the documentary work preceding the novel and establishes a link between past and present.
Then, this first homodiegetic narrative is replaced by two alternating heterodiegetic narratives
which tell the life of Kempin Spyri, while one works chronologically, the other proceeds
backwards. These last two narratives follow one another until the end of the novel, where the
first homodiegetic narrator comes back to adjudicate upon the fact that some still wish, even a
century after the death of this exceptional woman, she had never existed. This narrative
framework displays complex views on History: while the first homodiegetic narrative of the
novel reflects on the representation of History through metahistographical passages, the two
alternating others show an implicit interpretation of History through the myth of Icarus.

In the two alternating heterodiegetic narratives of the novel, the myth of Icarus plays a
big part: first, the father tells the beginning of the myth directly to his kids as they all arrive in
New York. Later on, the heterodiegetic narrator compares many times the main female figure
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with Icarus. Finally, the ruined Emily Kempin Spyri tells the myth-ending herself, namely her
new version which eludes the supposedly inevitable fall of Icarus for the sake of her daughter.
That way, Hasler creates a dialog between these three different points of view (the father, the
narrator and Kempin Spyri) and the fact that the main character changes the myth-ending is a
way to reflect on History, on one hand, since a non changing mythology can represent the
human destiny, and, on the other hand, a way to create new opportunities for the women
generations to come. The present case study intend therefore to illustrate the very refined
narrative framework of Hasler’s Wachsflügelfrau which makes a dialog possible between past
and present through historical, metahistoriographical and mythological passages.
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Abstract
The purposes of this study were (1) to examine the needs of writers of research articles and
(2) to explore the competence of these researchers in conducting language research (LR). The sample
consisted of two groups of language teachers at one Thai university. The 4PES (Preparation,
Presentation, Practice, Product, Evaluation, and Support) Training Program was developed and used
as a research tool to improve faculty members’ knowledge of and skills in conducting language
research. Six instruments were used to collect data in this study: an interview, two questionnaires, a
research skills test, an observation, and a research productivity inventory. Quantitative data were
analyzed by utilizing statistical devices (arithmetic mean and standard deviation); whereas, the
qualitative data were categorized according to topics. The results of this study revealed that faculty
members needed to do their own research in the area of the English language. The scores on the
achievement tests taken by participating faculty members after training were higher than before
training. Faculty members rated their self-competence and self-efficacy in LR after training as higher
than before training. They rated their recognition of the importance of conducting language research
at the highest and high levels.

Introduction
Research publication is generally considered among the most stressful and most
difficult areas for faculty members, either science-oriented or arts-oriented instructors (Wood,
1990). Presently, publication is suggested for inclusion in the Information Sciences Institute
(ISI), e-database, or wherever the impact factor is counted (the higher the better), so the
conditions have contributed to a work force crisis in universities, particularly in the fields of
English language teaching and learning. Some teachers who have to produce research
publications face very stressful situations (Wood, 1990) because teaching alone was their
primary activity. Well-trained competent faculty members are essential to achieving the goals
of research publication since conducting research for publication requires a broad range of
knowledge and skills as well as competence in conducting research. Some faculty members
may not meet these requirements; they need to be prepared to conduct their own research.
1
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Thus, an in-service training program for research publication should be provided, based on
the needs of faculty members. Besides, studying faculty members’ work, motivation, and
self-reflection on research publications helps us to understand them and to train them
according to their specific needs, fill gaps in their skills, motivate their performance, and help
them commit themselves to their overall mission.
Needs analysis
Needs analysis is essential in helping to identify training needs before implementing a
training program (Hutchinson & Water, 1987; Robinson, 1991). Thus, needs analysis is the
first step in program development (Jordan, 1997). The results of a need analysis are used as
guidelines for constructing a training program which is suitable for both participants and their
organization (Nunan, 1993). For example, goals and objectives are set according to the results
of the need analysis; course content and tasks are selected and sequenced. Only then can the
program be implemented. Following the program, an evaluation is conducted. Sources of data
for the needs analysis may be trainees, trainers, and administrators. Data for the needs
analysis may be obtained by means of direct observation, questionnaires, consultation with
persons in key positions and/or with specific knowledge, review of relevant literature,
interviews, focus groups, tests, records and report studies, and work samples. Current status
of participants in terms of knowledge, skills, and experience should be included in
conducting a deficiency analysis (Allwright, 1982) because, in the age of educational reform
and autonomous universities, faculty members are facing an increased work load, but
decreased power to control their academic environment. Therefore, a needs analysis was
conducted before starting the training program in this study.
Faculty members at work, their motivation, and self-reflection
Faculty members are responsible for teaching, scholarship/professional growth,
research, and service (Blackburn et al, 1993), and they may produce high quality and efficient
work when they have high motivation, their expectations are met, and they satisfy their work
(Lawrence & Blackburn, 1991). For example, “faculty members want to improve their
students’ learning” because “they believe that students learning depend on their teaching”
(Blackburn & Pitney, 1988, p. 8). Faculty members know that they have to conduct, present,
and publish their research articles nationally and internationally because this process is a sign
of achievement in the scholarly or academic profession, in which professional publication is
a core activity for faculty members whose knowledge is expected to improve progressively
(Light, 1974). After conducting the research, they use their research results to teach their
students and to improve their teaching, so there is a direct relationship between research and
teaching (Brew & Boud, 1995; Hattie & Marsh, 1996, Marsh & Hattie, 2002). Thus, research
is an integral part of their work-life as well as being an institutional demand. Presently, the
institutional demands are increasing because intuitional performance correlates with budget
support and the reputation of the university to attract both students and faculty members.
Therefore, faculty members serve as a key resource for their university (Blackburn et al,
1986).
To achieve these goals, two factors are important (Blackburn & Lawrence, 1995): (a)
an individual faculty member’s personality, motivations, and perceptions and (b) their
working environment play essential roles. Blackburn and Pitney (1988) reported that (1)
individual personalities lead to an individual’s motivation and performance. Those who have
high needs for and have interests in and have positive attitudes on their social and economic
status tend to achieve more than those who have low indicators in these aspects; so do those
want to maintain their self-image. (2) The nature of the job motivates people to have high
performance in a variety of activities, to face significant and challenging tasks, to be able to
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interact with supervisors to mange and describe their personal activities. This can serve as a
type of intrinsic reward, and provide a significant amount of feedback. Some who have
achieved a greater degree of variety, autonomy, and responsibility in their work can increase
or improve their performance. (3) The nature of the work environment can motivate people to
attain high performance levels in areas such as peer-group interaction, supervisory and
leadership roles, reward practices, and openness in communication. Finally, (4) the external
environment, such as socio-normative, political, demographic, economic, and technological
concerns, can also motivate people to perform better. To conclude, these motivators are
related to the job in terms of advancement, responsibility, challenging work, recognition, and
achievement.
Apart from motivation, people will perform better when they use self-reflection
regularly because self-reflection provides opportunities for them to understand themselves
more deeply. This results from people’s ability to examine their strengths and weaknesses in
terms of personal values, beliefs, styles of communication, and experience. This process may
finally influence future action and learning. Thus, the self reflection process is employed to
increase personal satisfaction and strengthen commitment. After people reflect, they should
be able to achieve self-efficacy in order to make judgments on which courses of action are
appropriate for themselves and suitable in their contexts because self-efficacy leads people to
choose activities, expand their efforts, and persevere when difficulties are encountered.
Consequently, people who improve their self-efficacy can realize various effects on behavior,
thought patterns, and affective arousal (Bendura, 1982).
Contextually, working as faculty members, competence is required, especially when
instructors have to conduct, present, and publish their research articles nationally and
internationally. They have to possess the required skills and knowledge in the areas of
research, writing, presentation, and management. They have to recognize their social
environment, such as the perceptions of colleagues and administrators and the research
climate and other issues, such as rewards.
The Thai University Context
Thai faculty members are responsible for work in four areas: teaching, research,
academic service, and arts and cultural support. The first two seem to be the most important.
In reality, teaching predominates, while research is neglected. Recently, research has been
deemed to be a key indicator of being an effective university, so all faculty members have
been encouraged to conduct research, in particular English teachers who traditionally have
been fonder of teaching rather than of research. This research must be published in academic
journals or presented in conferences where referees exercise their judgment in the selection
process. This causes some English teachers to suffer because they lack both the knowledge
and skills required for research production, and also their motivation is low. However, they
are now required to produce research publications.
To cope with this situation, three strategies were employed in this study: motivation,
training, and rewards. First, English teachers were informed that they needed to have research
publications or presentations. They were asked to reflect in term of research, teaching, and
other tasks. The skills needed for research publication or presentation were analyzed by
administrators, faculty members, and external trainers. Then a language research training
program was provided. English teachers were motivated and equipped with knowledge and
skills in research, presentation, and writing. Examples of successful people and research
papers were given. After each research topic was explained, demonstrated, and discussed, all
of the English teachers had a chance to think, brain-storm, practice, present, and write their
research papers. All were encouraged to submit their research projects for funding. Even after
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the training program ended, the process of supervising, writing, evaluation, and feedback
continued until the trainees published or presented their research articles.
Purposes of the Study
The purposes of this study were (1) to examine the needs of writers of research
articles and (2) to explore the recognition, competence, and efficacy of these researchers in
conducting language research (LR).
Research Methodology
The sample consisted of two groups of language teachers at one Thai university. The
first group comprised the top administrators (the Dean and associate Dean) and some leading
trainers and faculty members. The second was participants in a research-writing training
program, consisting of 19 English teachers and two French teachers. Nineteen had earned a
master’s degree and three had a Ph.D. All 21 faculty members were asked to join this training
program voluntarily.
A 4PES (Preparation, Presentation, Practice, Product, Evaluation, and Support)
Training Program was developed, based on the results of a needs analysis, using the
learner- centered approach, and various approaches towards language learning and language
acquisition: Thorndike, independent learning, social science research, and language research.
The 4PES system was used as a research tool and was employed to improve faculty
members' knowledge of and skills in conducting language research. This training program
was set up to motivate, equip, and train faculty members with the purpose of enabling them to
conduct and write up their own independent research. The program lasted three months and
was divided into five phases: (1) preparation, (2) development of the 4PES Training Program,
(3) implementation of the program, (4) research products, and (5) research presentation and
publication. Two research topics were included in the training program: educational research
(McMillan & Schumacher, 1989) and genre analysis (Swales, 1990, 2004).
Six instruments were used to collect data in this study: an interview; two
questionnaires (five-point Likert scale) based on Faculty at work: A manual for institutional
self-study. Self assessment guide (Lawrence & Blackburn, 1991), a research skills test
(McMillan & Schumacher, 1989), observation, and a research productivity inventory
(McMillan & Schumacher, 1989). Quantitative data were analyzed by utilizing statistical
devices, whereas qualitative data were categorized. Statistical devices used in this study were
frequency, arithmetic mean, and standard deviation. Data from interviews, observations, field
notes, and informal conversation interviews were analyzed and grouped according to topics.
Results of the Study
The results of this study revealed that the scores on the achievement tests taken by
participating faculty members after training were higher than before training; in this paper,
however, only the results pertaining to the purposes of the current paper are provided:
1. The results of needs analysis. The results of the interview showed that faculty
members needed to do their own research, according to the standards and competencies of the
university and the Office of Higher Education. The area of research must be a study of the
English language, because this pertained to their profession. Research articles on language
topics produced could be used to support academic promotion for participating researchers. A
timeline was produced which took into account research productivity and the skills needing
time and practice. Also, the results of the needs analysis were used as a guideline in
developing and implementing the training program.
2. The recognition of the importance of conducting language research. Faculty
members’ acknowledged the usefulness of conducting research in terms of self-knowledge
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and social knowledge. They rated self-knowledge in terms of work-value at the highest level,
job satisfaction at a high level, and research commitment and research interest at a medium
level. They rated social knowledge in terms of (a) perceptions of colleagues and
administrators at a high level and (b) research climate at a medium level. (See Table 1.)
Table 1: The Faculty Members’ Recognition of the Importance of Conducting Research
Variable
No. of
M
SD Alpha Level
items
Self-knowledge
9
4.27
.46
.93
Highest
• Work-value
11
4.07
.65
.93
High
• Job satisfaction
6
3.40
.56
.93
Medium
• Research commitment
9
2.89
.88
.93
Medium
• Research interest
Social-knowledge
9
3.72
.59
.93
High
• Perceptions of colleagues
and administration
13
3.33
.69
.93
Medium
• Research Climate
6
3.58
.78
.93
High
Environmental response
(Rewards)
(N = 16)
(1) Faculty members saw the value of their work. They wanted to work meaningfully
and happily. They wanted to create their work for the benefit of society. They felt that human
relations and friendship were necessary when working. They liked secure work and wanted to
have opportunities to be promoted and succeed. Thus, they did not work because of their job
and duty or high wages. One faculty member stated that “I want to be promoted, so I will
produce my research article and publish.”
(2) Faculty members were satisfied with their jobs. They preferred to teach and
research together. They used their knowledge and skills to work comprehensively. They felt
that their work was challenging and interesting. They were proud to work for their university,
so they took full responsibility for their work and tried to finish on time. They felt that all
faculty members had the chance to be promoted equally, and they were satisfied with their
prospects for promotion. Their academic work was used for learning and teaching
development. They reported that the amount of work corresponded to their responsibilities
and the rewards were what they expected. One faculty member stated that “I have worked
here since I graduated. I never do outside work during the office hours.”
(3) Faculty members were committed to producing research. They were devoted to
conduct research even though it was very hard or was not funded and faced many obstacles.
They will try to do this research because they agreed that English teachers must do so. This is
confirmed by statements such as “I have to do English camp and write materials during the
summer and I spend a lot of time and energy, but I also try hard to complete my research
paper. ”
(4) Faculty members perceived that colleagues and the administration were important.
They felt that their colleagues co-operated and worked closely and as a team. They had the
chance to help solve problems or set issues at their departmental meetings. Their department
chair worked hard to be a model, tried to solve conflicts, and paid attention to the problem in
conducting research. They felt that rules and regulations were clear and precise. Two faculty
members worked on one research project, so they could help and support each other, “I
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cannot type, so he typed and searched for information. ” or “We discussed and have
concluded that … ”
(5) Faculty members rated the research climate at the medium level. They indicated
that they were empowered to do research and there was an institute to help and facilitate their
research. Funding and information were sufficient. They rated the following at the lowest
level: researchers exchanged opinions and experiences, they were supported by senior
researchers, the research results were used in teaching, there was research assistance, there
were sufficient computers, research tools, and resources. None of them had conducted
research before, so this training program helped them to improve their competencies in
English language knowledge, skills, and use these new skills to analyze the corpus, “Yes, this
is what I have been teaching my students for a long time. I feel familiar with sentence
patterns, passive and active voice, discourse markers,…. ”
(6) Faculty members rated the environmental response at a high level. They knew that
they could submit their research for academic promotion. Those who produced excellent
research could reduce their teaching hours. Those who conducted research and performed
their teaching at the same time were recognized by their peers. The Dean encouraged them to
submit their research projects for funding “I would tell you that after you finish this training
program you should submit your research project to our university for funding because the
university has allocated a budget for faculty members to do research. ”
3. The results for self-competence and self-efficacy. Faculty members rated their
self-competence and self-efficacy in LR after training as higher than before training. This was
also confirmed by their performance. For example, six of them finished first drafts, four
completed their second drafts, and two completed their third draft. Above all, this third draft
was at the level for international publication in terms of research methodology and results;
and only needed rewriting according to the format for international publication. (See Table
2.)
Table 2: Self-Competence and Self-Efficacy in LR of Faculty Members
No. of
Pre-workshop
Post-workshop
items
Level
Level
M SD
M
SD
9
1.87
.35
Lowest
3.31
.58
Medium
• Self-competence in
LR
13
2.13 .83
Low
3.13
.60 Medium
• Self-efficacy in skills
related to LR
(N = 17, alpha of self-competence and self-efficacy =.96 and .96 respectively)

Faculty members were able to develop their knowledge, skills, and experience of LR
to achieve self-competency and self-efficacy. They thought critically, analyzed, and
compared the quality and quantity of their research results and the completed papers with
previous studies, for they wanted to be at the level for presentation and publication. On the
final presentation day, all of them reported that they had achieved more than they had
presented at the second phrase and their presentations and written products were excellent.
For example, Nittaya and Nutthaporn produced a perfect presentation on “The study of
adjective-noun collocations: an in-depth analysis of “significant difference” in educational
thesis abstracts”. Tuangporn and Natthaput completed their work on the statement of
purpose patterns. They provided examples and also the frequency of reporting verbs used in
this kind of sentence. Finally, their research article “The Study of Sentence Patterns and
Expressions Used in Statements of Purpose in Educational Abstracts” was accepted to be
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presented at The 7th Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 2009. After all
of the participants finished their presentations, and reported what they had learned and
experienced in various aspects of LR and were able to see the big picture for this LR project.
One pointed out that “Oh, each presented useful results and these can be very practical
materials for our students.”
Discussion
Firstly, a needs analysis was conducted, so training needs were revealed and the results
of the needs analysis guided us in terms of content, methods and teaching techniques,
outcomes, and evaluation. Also, participants’ deficiencies were revealed (Allwright, 1982)
and the training program was designed to fill these gaps. As a result, the program met the
needs of learners and their organization. Thus, the results of the needs analysis were very
useful for designing, developing, and implementing this training program (Hutchinson &
Water, 1987; Robinson, 1991; Nunan, 1993; Jordan, 1997).
Secondly, faculty members valued their work and were satisfied with their performance
at the highest and high levels respectively, but rated their research commitment and their
research interest at a medium level. Possibly, faculty members were happy with their
teaching and academic service work, which they had performed for a long time, but research
commitment and research interest were not their primary concerns. These results are
congruent with the results of the needs analysis, which showed a deficiency in knowledge,
skills, and experience in doing LR. Now, they may see the importance of research (Light,
1974) and the link between teaching and research (Brew & Boud, 1995; Hattie & Marsh,
1996, Marsh & Hattie, 2002).
Thirdly, the results of the basic research skills test and the self-rating of recognition,
skills, and experiences in LR showed that faculty members gained knowledge, skills, and
experience in terms of basic research skills and LR after they completed their training
program. Their research papers which were presented were explicit evidence. This may have
resulted from (a) each faculty member's personality, motivations, and perception changes; (b)
their supportive working environment and the rewards provided (Blackburn & Lawrence,
1995); finally, (c) both systemic evaluation and positive feedback provided for continuous
readjustment of the program. These served as motivators to encourage faculty members to
have high expectations, interests, and positive attitudes towards their academic status; so they
tended to achieve more (Blackburn & Pitney, 1988) than the trainers expected. Moreover, the
nature of the training program motivated faculty members to have high performance. This
included a variety of activities, significant and challenging tasks, and the manner of high
administrators. The nature of the work environment also motivated faculty members to have
high performance. Faculty members worked together, so they had peer-group interaction.
Their associate dean provided her leadership by joining with the training at all times and
supporting faculty members. Openness in communication was established among faculty
members, high administrators, and trainers, so there was mutual understanding. To conclude,
faculty members recognized that research productivity is to their advantage, so they should
take responsibility and accept it as challenging task and try to achieve the best results
possible.
Finally, they changed their behavior in conducting research. They were informed that
they were expected to play crucial roles in shaping, planning, and performing their research,
so they tried hard to be independent researchers while working in their real context in order to
produce their research articles. According to Bendura (1982), after faculty members have
reflected and their self-efficacy is built up, they judge they have to produce research
papers. Bendura’s subjects chose and performed a series of actions which suited to
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themselves and their contexts. Clearly, when they achieve self-efficacy, they expand their
efforts to complete difficult tasks. As a result, they have changed their behavior, thought
patterns, and attitudes from focusing only on teaching to teaching and research.
Conclusion
To conclude, faculty members developed their knowledge, skills, and experience in
LR to attain self-competence and self-efficiency. Their knowledge and skills should continue
to develop; then their experience will increase gradually. Finally, they will teach and research
together, and may become independent researchers.
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Visualising Sound – Sonifying the Visual
Clarence Barlow
Music Department
University of California, Santa Barbara, USA

Abstract
The sound of music can be linked with the visual in diverse ways, for instance
1) technically, attempting
a) human performance by means of a prescriptive performance score,
b) graphic depiction in a descriptive function
(typical in electroacoustics, e.g. Ligeti’s Artikulation or Stockhausen’s Electronic Study II),
sometimes prescriptively as part of a sort of (re-)construction kit
or
2) aesthetically, through
a) sound visualisation, whereby sound-derived images satisfy,
b) image sonification, whereby image-derived music satisfies,
heightened in both cases by a comparison of source and result.
In multimedia such as film it could be the counterpoint of sound and image that pleases,
especially when clearly bonded to another as when visualisation or sonification is involved.
In the above, the vectors prescription-description and visualisation-sonification work both ways, i.e.
a prescriptive score is potentially descriptive, and one could (re-)imagine a visualised sound aurally,
a sonified image visually.
In this paper I illustrate (syn-)aesthetic aspects through my own work of several decades; I have long
been fascinated by sound-image links involving Position, Motion and Color, all three musical aspects
also basically spatial and ultimately visual: texts on music include terms like “high/low”, “fast/slow”
(spatial terms – cf. “andante”, which means “walking”) as well as “bright/dark” and “sound-color”.
Since over thirty years ago I have repeatedly been drawn to enacting these parallels. The first five
examples are of sound visualisation, the last five of image sonification.
I. Sound visualisation
1. Sinophony II (1972) for 8-channel sound reproduction

Sinophony II, a purely electronic octophonic composition consisting wholly of sine-tones (hence
the title) was realised in the EMS studios Stockholm in December 1972. Just after the audio
realisation, I envisioned a graphic study score and plotted the same on Cologne University’s
central computer during early 1973. The result was released as an A2-poster by my publisher
Feedback Studio Cologne in the summer of 1973. Above is a recent reconstruction of the first two
minutes of tracks 5 and 6 (18-1500 Hz approx.) in red and blue, respectively. Each sine tone is
depicted there as a horizontal strip, its bottom edge showing the frequency as measured vertically,
its width giving the amplitude.
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2. Relationships (1974) – Version 4 (1976) for two pianos

Here the twelve classical chromatic pitch-classes were probabilistically distributed so as to create
pitch- and pulse-fields of variable tonality and metricism. Concurrently I planned a visualisation: the
twelve pitch-classes would be shown by the well-known 12-color circle with B in red, G in yellow and
E-flat in blue. The admixture of white, black or neither would show three dynamic levels. The thirtypulse metric cycle would be shown as a row of 30 double squares, a small one for piano #2 inside a
larger one for piano #1, each cycle by a new row of squares. 30 pigments (for three dynamic levels of
10 notes – D and E are missing in the piece) were made by mixing different amounts of red, yellow,
blue, white and black and applying the mixes to self-adhesive white paper labels, but the next step –
manually sticking about 70,000 hand-colored labels to sheets of paper – stumped me. I gave up, and
after about 25 years color-programmed in Linux the four sections shown above: the two at the top are
ametrical, those at the bottom metrical (seen by the vertical columns), the two at left atonical, those at
right tonical (seen by the dis-/similarity of color).
3. 1981 (1981) for Piano Trio
The music of each of the three instruments of this piece – 1. Violin, 2. Violoncello and 3. Piano –
resulted from the statistic manipulation of the corresponding instrumental parts of the first movements
of the following three works: La Chasse by Clementi (in C, 1788), Schumann’s 2nd Piano Trio (in F,
1847) and Ravel’s Piano Trio (in A minor, 1914). The movements all begin together and finish about
forty seconds apart in the order Clementi, Schumann and Ravel. The diagram following depicts the
compositional makeup of the piece with the instruments shown as periodic icons along spiral arms: at
the beginning, all three – at the midpoint of the graph – have equal amounts (33%) of each composer’s
music, because the proximity of an icon to an apex of the Clementi-Schumann-Ravel triangle
corresponds to the proportional amount of the music of that composer.
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4. Im Januar am Nil (1984) for chamber ensemble
Im Januar am Nil (=“In January at the Nile”) was written in 1981 for two soprano saxophones,
percussion, a piano, four violins, two cellos and a double-bass. In 1993 I made a MIDI-realisation
using instead of sampled instruments only classical electronic sounds – sine, sawtooth, square and
pulse waves as well as filtered white noise. In 1999 I also made a video film to match this synthetic
realisation, of which one frame is shown below.
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Through the piece runs a melody repeated 24 times, growing each time both in length and density, new
tones appearing in the expanding gaps. An initial single note develops into a melody played at first
almost inaudibly by the bass clarinet, amplified by overtones heard as natural harmonics in the strings:
the resultant phonetic timbre is based on an analysis of German phrases comprising only harmonic
spectra (e.g. the title itself), viz. liquids, nasals and semi-vowels. The rhythmic plan is seen as a spiral,
each arm matching one run-through of the melody. The “ball” in the 10th arm at about two o’clock is at
the pulse current to this frame. The dots at mid-bottom reflect the pitch of the 10th generation with the
moving left edge of the black-on-white part at the current pulse. The text below the words “Part I”
displays phonetic elements currently audible. Finally the three boxes at left show interjections by the
winds, percussion and strings: whenever one of the moving balls touches one of the dots in the strips
therein, a loud sound is emitted by the corresponding instrumental group.
5. …until…(1972) – CD-Cover design (2003)

Conceived in 1972, this piece consists of a cyclic melody, its pitches initially consonant to a constantly
sounding drone, then gradually giving way to more dissonant ones; near the end, a slight gliding pitchadjustment of the drone reveals the new pitch set as a pitch- and phase-shifted transposition of the
original. The to date nine versions of …until… are for instruments ranging from solo violin or guitar to
a jazz group or an ensemble of North Indian musicians.
When designing in 2003 the cover of a projected CD of Versions 5, 7 and 8, I decided to apply the
compositional principle to pixels instead of notes: a photo by Behr de Ruiter of Amsterdam buildings
facing the electroacoustic music institute STEIM was separated into its red, green and blue pixels. Each
of these monochromatic images was then faded from left to right into an x- and y-shifted version of
itself – one can see how the gables on the left gradually “dissolve” into the sky at right, where new
gables form more solidly a bit below to the left. The three new pictures in their respective red, green
and blue were then merged to form the CD cover picture seen above.
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II. Image Sonification
1. Textmusic for piano (1971) – plan for and beginning and end of Version 8 (1973)

This 8th of 15 versions of Textmusic (a set of piano pieces based on texts) stems from a poem in
Cologne dialect (a Moselle-Franconian language akin to Dutch) variously praising the virtues of that
city. Postcards of I. the Opera House, II. the Cathedral and the Hohenzollern Bridge, III. the West Gate
of the mediaeval city, IV. a Rhine panorama with the Cathedral and the Church of St. Martin Major,
and V. the Church of St. Gereon were applied as parametric curves (see the diagram’s left side). The
result bears audible links to these curves; e.g. curve II prescribes an initial key-color distribution of
90% mixed (i.e. chromatic) and 10% white (diatonic) and a final one of 100% black (pentatonic) keys –
due here to the proximity of the bridge at the picture’s right end – as borne out by the scored examples
on the right: the upper shows the beginning, the lower the end of the piece.
2. Estudio Siete (1995)

In 1995 I was commissioned to contribute to the “100 Years of Film” festival of the Bonn Kunsthalle
with music to be synchronised to the 1930 film Study No.6 by Oscar Fischinger. The original music by
Jacinto Guerrero, to which Fischinger had synchronised his images, was to be confronted by a more
contemporary work.
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One of the layers of the composition is a metamorphosis of Fischinger’s dancing objects; here I
effected a phonetic linkage between the shape of the objects and the sound color of a resulting tonecloud – horizontally stretched shapes yielded (as does the human mouth) an [i] (‘ee’) sound, squat
shapes an [u] (‘oo’), with sonic interpolations for in-between shapes.
Estudio Siete (Spanish for “Study” or “Studio” No.7) was composed in Cuenca near Madrid and
realised in the studio that I used to head in the Royal Conservatory The Hague (Studio 7). It is best
heard film-synchronised on a player piano.
3. Kuri Suti Bekar (1998)

Written for the pianist Kristi Becker, Kuri Suti Bekar consists of a Prelude and a Chaconne.
The twelve-second Prelude is a sonic translation of the pianist’s name written in Japanese Katakana
script (see the left of the diagram) – the right hand plays [ku-ri-su-ti] and the left [bek-ka-ro]
simultaneously, the vertical axis being that of pitch and the horizontal that of time.
A similar graphic pitch/time representation of the Chaconne at mid-bottom shows successive “scans”
of the ten pages (16 seconds each) of the score, the first two pages seen again at center left, the first bar
scored at center right. A superimposition of the ten images approximates a scanned photograph of the
pianist’s face (far right).
4. Les Ciseaux de Tom Johnson (1998)
Instructions for manufacturing Les Ciseaux de Tom Johnson
1. Write the letters T, O, M, J, O, HN, S, O, N from left to right, their alphabetical order reflected in
their position from bottom to top.
2. Sketch six circles through the letter combinations ‘TOM’, ‘MJH’, ‘JOS’, ‘JNS’, ‘SON’ and ‘OOO’,
the last group in a straight line, i.e. an infinitely distant-centred circle.
3. Allow the six letter combinations to move anticlockwise along their respective circles by 1/90th of
the circumference of the smallest (‘SON’-) circle: doing this 90 times in all causes all groups to
traverse variously sized angular distances, ‘SON’ going full circle.
4. Scan the 91 obtained configurations each by an imaginary vertical line moving smoothly from left to
right: the height of all letters encountered by the line gives pitch (alphabetically chromatic), the
moment of the encounter gives time: the pitch-time interpretation yields a musical “mini-score”.
5. Place the 91 mini-scores along a time axis, such that the time gap between any ‘OOO’ group and the
next is equal to the gap between the ‘O’s in themselves, i.e. so that all 273 (=91x3) ‘O’s are temporally
equidistant. Insert a small pause at the end of the first mini-score.
Voilà, Les Ciseaux de Tom Johnson is complete! (see the score for an example of the first nine bars)
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5. Le loup en pierre (2002) for two organs
This piece (=“The Stone Wolf”) was composed for the two organs in St. Peter’s Church in Leiden, the
mean-tone-tuned Van Hagerbeer organ with A=419 Hz and the equal-tempered Thomas Hill organ
with A=440 Hz. The first section of the piece involves a sonification of a sketch of the church building,
calibrated to the so-called Bark scale of subjective pitch (see the upper picture on the following page):
the pixels in the sketch are allocated to those keys on either or both organs, the Bark pitches of which
are the closest. The building, graphically rescaled to the MIDI-scale (see the lower drawing), now
provides the first 97 chords, initially filtered by a horn shape centred on pitch no.68 = A-flat, the only
note common in pitch to both organs. Starting with this pitch, the range gradually widens to large
microtonal clusters engendered by the central Gothic window.
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Learning To Work in China:
RTKL Shanghai 2003-2008
David Sachs, AIA, Professor
Department of Architecture
Kansas State University

Introduction
This paper will tell the story of the founding and early growth of a Shanghai office of the
renowned American architectural firm RTKL in the years 2003 to 2008. (1) During these
years the office grew into a self-sustaining enterprise employing more that 50 people.
The story is both typical and unique. It is typical in that many of the obstacles faced by
the office were similar to the difficulties encountered by most international design firms
hoping to tap into the great business opportunities offered by China's rapidly expanding
market economy. It is unique in that RTKL built upon its particular strengths and
developed individual responses to the problems it faced. The story is also enlightening
and important. It is enlightening because RTKL's strategies proved to be effective, and it
is important because of the tremendous size and potential of the Chinese market, and the
influence the China is beginning to have on the world economy.
Background
Like other large international businesses RTKL was lured to China by the seemingly
limitless opportunities presented by a country of 1.3 to 1.5 billion people, with a steady
annual economic growth rate of 9.4%. For architectural firms the allure was particularly
strong. Chinese cities were growing at an astounding rate fuelled by "the largest
migration in human history." (2) As many as 300 million people had moved from the
countryside into urban areas since the late 1970's when China first initiated market
reforms. The architectural opportunities seemed boundless. Shanghai, for example,
"embarked in 1992 on what has to be one of the biggest building sprees the world has
ever seen" (3) By 2004, the city had seen the completion of 5000 buildings of at least 15
stories in height.
RTKL, which had approximately 800 employees in eight offices around the world, had
begun to find opportunities in China even before 2003 when it opened it's Shanghai
office. RTKL was among the first of the international design firms to market its services
in China. The firm's initial toe hold in China came in the early 1990’s, when it was
commissioned to design one of China’s early shopping malls, the Sun Dong An Plaza in
Beijing. RTKL had begun to market its services to clients in China from its Los Angeles
and Hong Kong offices, and had undertaken a number of planning projects, including the
Dalian City Center Plan completed in 1994. In 1997 RTKL opened a “representative”
office in space leased from the Maryland Center, located in the Shanghai Center
complex. The firm’s visibility in China rose considerably with the completion in 2001 of
RTKL's Shanghai Science and Technology Museum.
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By 2003 RTKL’s prospects in China seemed strong enough to justify opening a full
office. By this time, following China’s entry into the World Trade Organization, it had
also become easier for a firm to set up business in China as a wholly owned foreign
enterprise (or WOFE). In January of 2003 Scott Kilbourn (4), who was then the office
director in RTKL's Tokyo office, was asked to open the new location, and Greg Yager
(5), who was then urban planning director in RTKL's London office, was asked to join
him. Scott arrived in the spring of 2003 and rented a larger space in the Shanghai Center
building. Greg joined him in the fall of the year.
The selection of these men to start the office was a wise choice. They were both good
designers and capable architects, and they had different but complimentary kinds of work
experiences and work habits. Scott had experience working with a variety of architectural
firms, and building types, with particular expertise in mixed-use retail projects. He was
logical, methodical, and detail oriented. Greg had long experience with RTKL, and knew
the corporate culture. He had focused his efforts on larger scale planning projects. By
nature he was more gregarious, experimental, and free-spirited. The two men also had an
important common link. They had worked together in the RTKL/ Hong Kong office in
the 1990s, before it closed in the wake of the Asian financial crisis. They were
comfortable working together and they both understood the Chinese context. Their
collective vision and complimentary talents allowed them to avoid some of the pitfalls
that might have overwhelmed the fledgling office.
Obstacles / Strategies
The new RTKL office had been given the right to do business in China, but as a foreign
owned company they did not have the right to offer full architectural services. The right
to prepare construction documents was retained by combined architectural and
engineering practices known as local design institutes, or LDIs, which had grown out of
the traditional state-run architectural offices. Wisely, the fledgling firm chose to focus on
large scale planning work where this restriction would be less of an obstacle. The choice
of focus was sensible for other reasons as well: 1) It built off the principals' areas of
experience and expertise, 2) it allowed the firm to compete for jobs through competitions,
which were required for all government commissions and for many private commissions
with significant impact on the public realm (6), and finally 3) it allowed the firm to meet
important players in the development process. Relationships and referrals were a
particularly important method for business development in China’s fluid and relatively
untested business environment. So even when the firm did not win a competition,
participation often led to subsequent invitations to compete for subsequent work. Once
the firm had earned the respect of local governmental officials in places like Shenyang, it
was regularly invited to compete for the city's planning commissions.
As the office began to do business, RTKL, like other foreign companies, found that "one
of the most maddening things" about doing business in China "is the fluid view Chinese
businesses have of agreements, and their often blatant disregard for legality" (7) Foreign
firms on the other hand found themselves under very close scrutiny, and needed to abide
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by strict the letter of the law. For example, unlike many of their competitors, they could
not structure their employees' compensation to provide them with tax advantages. While
RTKL was unable to provide monetary benefits equal to that offered by domestic firms it
could offer other benefits including a pleasant working environment, generous continuing
education opportunities, opportunities to work in offices around the world, and
comfortable business travel accommodations. Most importantly the firm saw itself as a
kind of post-graduate school; it offered in-house seminars and was careful to expose
young employees to all aspects of the firm's business.
In a society where laws were selectively enforced, and "in which describing someone as
'honest' can as easily be a gentle criticism as a compliment," (8) foreign firms often found
themselves at a disadvantage with regard to contract enforcement. To avoid these kinds
of difficulties RTKL was very cautious about the clients it would accept. It chose to work
only for clients who demonstrated an understanding of Western business traditions, and
who preferably had a track record of working successfully with other Western businesses.
In at least one instance they declined the opportunity to work with a client because the
client did not have Western style toilets in their corporate restrooms. They looked for
clients with 1) a clear vision of their objectives, 2) an understanding and appreciation for
the design process and the time required for this process, and 3) the willingness to invest
sufficient resources in the project. The high fees charged by the firm helped to insure that
clients were committed to developing high quality projects. The firm was also fiscally
cautious; they never worked without compensation, waited to begin work until a retainer
had been paid, and did not deliver final documents until fees had been collected. Still,
despite all caution, “bad debt” was one of the firm’s greatest costs, and the unauthorized
appropriation of its design work was a nagging problem.
Because "many of the key events and occurrences that propelled (China's) progress
toward capitalism were, in fact, either unplanned, unintended, or completely accidental,"
(9) the organization of and relationships between Chinese businesses were often muddy
and complex. Many businesses had an intricate mixture of public and private ownership,
and sometimes RTKL's competitors enjoyed advantageous corporate connections to, or at
least friendly historical relationships with, potential clients or consultants. RTKL's ability
to navigate in this environment was facilitated by its own set of relationships. For
example, the firm was able to call upon the expertise of trusted consultants from around
the world including Chinyao Chung, a former RTKL employee, and trusted urban design
advisor, now working out of Taiwan. As part of worldwide architectural practice, the
Shanghai office was able to market its services on the strength of work done in other
RTKL offices around the world. It was also able to call upon talent and resources from
these offices. In some cases, the Shanghai office relied on RTKL employees from other
places to complete work, which required capabilities beyond those available in Shanghai,
as was the case when the Dallas and Los Angeles offices were called upon to develop the
buildings of the Life Hub lifestyle center in Shanghai’s Zhabei District. In other
instances, Shanghai based employees worked in support of commissions delegated to
other offices, as was the case with the Jiangwan Cultural Center, in a new town in the
northeastern suburbs of Shanghai, which was designed by Xiao Guang, an architect
working out of RTKL's Los Angeles office.
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Many potential clients in China were unfamiliar with free market development practices
and in particular with the role that architects played in this process. Sometimes RTKL
found itself in competition not only with other foreign firms hoping to sell their design
services, but also with companies willing to give away these services without
compensation. LDIs could afford to subsidize the design services because they knew they
could recoup these expenses in the construction documents phase of the project; and in
fact LDIs were required to be involved in the process in any case and would often collect
the same fee whether or not they participated in the schematic design phase. For many
Chinese clients, the idea of paying for design services seemed like an unnecessary
expense. RTKL understood the nature of the challenge and competed only for projects
where the quality of design could be clearly shown to affect the economic return from the
project. They concentrated on projects with a strong retail component where the
desirability of a space with regard to potential sales could be shown to be a direct
determinant of rental rates. RTKL's principals recognized that "client education" was
often one of the most important and difficult aspects of their job. They could point to the
success of their City Crossing project in Shenzhen to support their arguments.
While securing business was problematic, the overall size of China's rapidly expanding
market made the problem of securing and developing the appropriate human resources
necessary to do the work even more of a headache. This problem was most acute among
older and more experienced workers whose practice experience was gained through work
with LDIs. This experience did not prepare them well for RTKL's less hierarchical and
more fluid work environment. Therefore, RTKL resolved to hire the brightest and most
talented young people they could find, train them as rapidly as possible in the traditions
of the firm and it's methods of practice, and then to promote them into positions of
increasing responsibility. However, even this was not easy. The best potential employees
often had many choices, and as they gained experience, employees became more valuable
to busy competitors who hoped to lure them away from RTKL and into their offices (10).
RTKL's managing partners understood the importance of employee recruitment and
selection, and were directly involved in this process. Individuals were hired only after
rigorous review. The selection of employees was an art rather than a science, but it was a
fairly sophisticated art, involving several levels of screening. It involved resume and
portfolio review, reference checks, and several levels of interviews with both staff and
principals. The firm was looking for bright, talented, and well-trained people with good
communication skills (in two languages). Perhaps even more importantly, they were
looking for people with the right attitude, that is, people who: were highly motivated, had
a strong work-ethic, were good team players, showed self-confidence, and were anxious
to learn. Asking, " what would you like to be doing in five years?" helped the firm to
evaluate the candidate's independence and self-direction. Candidates who had some of
their educational experiences outside China were seen to be particularly good prospects.
Many employees came to the firm through referrals; the strong support of friends of the
firm was seen to be a good predictor of success.
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An architect and common acquaintance referred two early employees Zhoug Liang, a
recent architectural graduate, and Rachel Sun (11), who joined the firm as an
administrator, to the firm. The office continued to balance its hires between bright young
designers and slightly more seasoned administrators. Other early hires included Bethy
Zhang (12), a recent urban design graduate, and William Lang (13), who was trained as a
structural engineer and hired to assist with marketing. All of the firm's employees helped
the principals overcome their greatest handicap for doing business in China; they did not
speak Chinese. While the principals acknowledged that the language gap made things
difficult, they did what they could to narrow the gap; almost every employee they hired
was fluent in Chinese; and most of the routine management responsibilities were given
over to these employees. Rachel became the office supervisor, dealing with employee
relations both within the firm and with external agencies. William, who had worked for
several developers and understood the concerns of potential clients, became the first point
of contact for many Chinese-speaking clients. As they came to understand the culture of
RTKL, the firm's Chinese employees were able to help the firm navigate through
increasingly difficult and perplexing circumstances.
Conclusion
Through its first five years, the Shanghai office grew slowly and steadily, moving from
shared facilities in the Shanghai Center building to their own small offices in the same
complex. After outgrowing these facilities, the firm moved in 2004 to larger offices in the
newly built Raffles City development on People's Square, and again in 2006 to their
present location in the Platinum building adjacent to Xintiandi, one of Shanghai's most
prestigious locations. The firm, which now has approximately 50 employees, has taken
additional space in their present location to accommodate their expanding practice.
The firm's growth has been fuelled by important successes in their planning work. Early
in the firm's history, RTKL's winning scheme for the Guangzhou Railroad Station district
brought them additional work in Guangzhou and in Shenyang, and their work on the
Wenyun River project resulted in additional work in Beijing and opened doors in Tianjin.
As the firm participated in planning competitions it developed ever more rigorous
methods of analysis and strategies of design. Success in recent competitions has led to
significant subsequent commissions for detailed planning and architectural design. This
was the case for the planning of the Dongli Lake in Tianjin, and for Tangdao Bay and
Beer City both in Qingdao. These successes have allowed the Shanghai office to feed
work to other RTKL offices around the world. The facilitation of Chinese work being
done by other offices is becoming a more important and challenging part of the firm's
business as the economies in some parts of the world have begun to falter. Meanwhile,
RTKL Shanghai has recently won design competitions for mixed-use projects in
Chengdu and Wuxi, and will be taking on additional employees to help develop these
projects.
While there is every reason to believe the firm's success will continue, and that the office
will grow and prosper; the issues with which the firm has had to struggle have not gone
away. Efforts to mediate between the very different worlds of international design circles
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on the one hand and clients in China's emerging development markets on the other, will
demand persistent and sustained effort. If it is to both uphold RTKL's corporate standards
and offer relevant service in China, the Shanghai office will need to continue to recruit,
train, and promote China's bright young planners and architects. It will need to continue
to work to educate China's clients about effective and responsible development practices
that will help to create livable and sustainable mixed-use communities. It will also need
to be open and responsive to the concerns of its employees and clients, and be willing to
expand the scope and range of its services to meet the needs of a changing market. (13)
These same kinds of questions and challenges will be faced in some way by all foreign
design firms hoping to succeed in China's rapidly evolving and expanding market. Some
may choose to approach these issues from a distance, with much of the work being done
in a home country, and others will begin to look and operate more like traditional Chinese
design firms. In working through the issues these firms will serve as a kind of advance
guard for the profession of architecture. The ways in which they face problems, like the
separation of the process of design from that of construction documentation, can serve as
models for global practice. The partners of RTKL Shanghai understand that true success
in China will be measured in enlightenment as well as profit. The firm's early and robust
growth is a testament to the creative power of cultural exchange.
Notes
(1) The paper is the result of research, interviews, and direct observation completed as
part of a six month sabbatical from Kansas State University's College of Architecture
Planning and Design. From January to July 2008 I lived in Shanghai and worked as a
special consultant in RTKL's Shanghai office.
(2) Fishman, Ted C., China, Inc.: How the Rise of the Next Superpower Challenges
America and the World, New York, Scribner, 2005, p. 7.
(3) Yatsko, Pamela, New Shanghai: The Rocky Rebirth of China's Legendary City, New
York, John Wiley & Sons, 2001, p. 26.
(4) Scott Kilbourn was interviewed on April 5, 2008. He read an early draft of this paper;
his comments were helpful in correcting the most obvious errors of fact and judgment.
(5) Greg Yager was interviewed on March 29, 2008.
(6) Because all land in China is publicly owned, and is available for private development
only by virtue of long-term leases, the government maintains strong oversight over, and
must approve, all development proposals. Often the government insisted that
competitions be held to select design consultants.
(7) Fishman, op. cit., p. 63.
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(8) Kynge, James, China Shakes the World: The Rise of a Hungry Nation, London,
Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 2006, p. 154.
(9) Kynge, op. cit., p. 14.
(10) Two employees were interviewed as they were leaving RTKL for other jobs. These
interviews included Joe Zhou on April 21, 2008, and Storm Chen on May 15, 2008.
(11) Rachel Sun was interviewed on May 4, 2008.
(12) Bethy Zhang was interviewed on June 30, 2008.
(13) William Lang was interviewed on June 30, 2008,
(14) Meanwhile RTKL Shanghai along with RTKL offices elsewhere will face
significant new challenges in the wake of the firm's acquisition in the summer of 2007 by
the much larger Dutch environmental engineering firm Arcadis. The complications of this
development are clearly related to the issues discussed in this paper. It is, however, too
soon to be able to assess the impact of this change on RTKL Shanghai's ongoing
challenges. It is likely that a sequel to this paper would be fundamentally colored by the
change in RTKL's corporate structure.
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6. Abstract
This study examines discourse strategies in personal narratives told by Japanese-as-aforeign-language (JFL) learners. Both JFL learners and native Japanese speakers were
asked to talk about any injury-related experience that they wished. Compared to
intermediate JFL learners, advanced learners (1) told longer narratives using more words,
a greater variety of words, and more onomatopoetic expressions, (2) switched to their
first language less frequently and used fewer message replacements, repetitions, and
confirmations, and committed fewer errors, and (3) used reported speech and
onomatopoeias more frequently. A comparison of narratives told by JFL learners with
those produced by native Japanese speakers revealed that while intermediate learners
used rising intonation more frequently than did native Japanese speakers, advanced
learners tended to use more words when using reported speech even when judged by
native Japanese speakers’ norm. Overall, in the examination of JFL learners’ narrative
discourse patterns with particular attention to the length of their stories and the discourse
strategies they employed, the study suggests that JFL learners do not necessarily follow
native-style narrative patterns, even after their language skills are relatively highly
developed. The study instead implies the possibility of either U-shaped patterns of
behavioral growth or the strong influence of L1 discourse strategies on L2 narratives (or a
combination of both).
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L2 Narrative Discourse Strategies 2
Tall Tales: The Acquisition of Narrative Discourse Strategies by Adult Learners of
Japanese as a Foreign Language
As today’s society increasingly involves global interdependency, the need for
increased cross-cultural understanding becomes imperative. For example, the stronger the
political and economic relationship between the United States and Japan becomes, the
more opportunities the peoples of these two nations will have for contact and interaction.
Whether due to political and economic causes, increased participation in the global
economy, exposure to media, or simply touristic travel, everyday life is now carried out
in multicultural and multilingual environments. Unfortunately, misunderstandings based
on linguistic as well as cultural differences can occur on many levels. This is because we
tend to view and interpret the behavior of others through our own cultural filters. As we
mature, we tend to add even more cultural filters to our worldview, and, as a result, we
often rely on self-created stereotypical misconceptions. These filters tend to restrict
perceptions of the world. Serious problems can arise because of this filtration, resulting in
cross-cultural miscommunication and misunderstandings. Widespread, this filtration can
seriously affect both private and public affairs among members of different societies.
The present study seeks to make a start toward understanding the development of
discourse strategies in narratives told by learners of Japanese as a foreign/second
language (JFL/JSL learners). First, theories of second language (L2) acquisition have
regarded social interaction as a crucible in which knowledge of the target language is
forged; language learners acquire grammatical patterns during the course of face-to-face
discursive interaction. By participating in communication, L2 learners find the
meaningful potential of language and come to use a variety of effective strategies, such as
code switching (a change from one language to another), message replacements
(substituting the original message with a new one in an attempt to make corrections),
appeal for help (turning to the interlocutor for assistance), and confirmation (confirming
what the interlocutor has said) (Dörnyei, 1995, Dörnyei & Scott, 1997). Language
learners acquire conversational strategies to negotiate meaning, and thus, in a broad
sense, learning effective discourse strategies corresponds to acquiring what Hymes
(1974) once called “communicative competence,” the ability not only to apply the
grammatical rules of a language in order to construct a grammatically correct sentence,
but also to know when, where, and with whom to use these correct sentences in a given
sociocultural situation. Second, narrative, which is generally considered to be a text in
which the narrator relates a series of events — either real or fictive — in chronological
order, is typical of human practice across languages and cultures. To the fundamental
question of “Why are we interested in narrative?”, one possible answer is “for better
communication” in general and “for better cross-cultural understanding” in particular. In
this regard, Hudelson (1994) states:
All of us have stories to tell, whether about something seemingly trivial that happened
yesterday or an event of more significance . . . . When individuals share their stories,
they come to understand each other better and appreciate each other more, in terms of
how they are alike and how they are different. (p. 142)
Connecting two disciplines — L2 acquisition and narrative discourse analysis, the present
study is thus intended to help develop new pedagogic tools in order to increase crosscultural understanding in the learning of a foreign or second language.
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The construction of narrative involves not only attribution of meaning to
otherwise disconnected events, but also includes highly interpersonal uses of language
that provide context to the narrated events, so that the narrator can foster a complex
discursive relationship with the listener. In this sense, as Labov (1972) emphasized, the
narrator relies on affective expression as a primary means of conveying the relational
significance of narrative events. Telling a story, however, involves many factors, such as
whether narratives are told in the narrator’s first language (L1) or L2. Unfortunately, far
less work using narrative telling task has been conducted on L2 learners. Designed to
address some of these gaps in the literature, the present study analyzes oral personal
narratives told by adult JFL learners. For instance, when applying narrative analysis to L2
learning, we would seek to uncover the techniques needed for L2 learners to acquire the
means by which to encode their own perspectives and emotions in the target language in
appropriate ways. By combining L2 acquisition studies and narrative discourse analysis,
therefore, the present study compares the deployment of narrative discourse strategies in
advanced and intermediate JFL learners.
As explained above, the main objective of this study is to attempt to document the
development of the rich and extensive narrative discourse strategies identified in JFL
learners’ narratives. The sample for the research includes intermediate and advanced JFL
learners. According to the guidelines set by the American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages (ACTFL), intermediate speakers are supposed to become proficient in
creative use of the language by combining and recombining elements, whereas advanced
speakers can narrate and describe with some detail, linking sentences together smoothly.
Rather than simply comparing the narratives of advanced and intermediate JFL learners,
this study compares the elements of JFL learners’ performance to those of native
Japanese speakers, so that we can see whether there are any particular developmental
sequences involved. We can imagine that when JFL learners communicate in the target
language (i.e., Japanese), they use a variety of discourse strategies in order to make
communication successful. In this sense, discourse strategies are both conscious and
unconscious plans to solve potential problems in the process of communication,
particularly in L2 communication. This study analyzes: (1) what kinds of discourse
strategies (e.g., code switching, message replacement, appeal for help, and confirmation)
JFL learners use in telling narratives in Japanese, (2) whether different levels of JFL
learners use differing discourse strategies, and (3) whether JFL learners and native
Japanese speakers deploy different discourse strategies in telling narratives in Japanese.
Thus, research questions can be succinctly summarized as shown below, and answers to
these questions should shed some light on the communication and learning problems
surrounding Japanese narrative discourse:
(1)
(2)

How do intermediate JFL learners’ narrative discourse strategies differ from those
of advanced JFL learners?
How do JFL learners’ narrative discourse strategies differ from those of native
Japanese speakers?

Methods
Participants
Thirty-two English-speaking adults — twenty-one males and eleven females —
participated in this study (i.e., English is all the subjects’ mother tongue). The
participants were between 19 and 66 years of age (M = 29.7). All the participants had
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experience studying Japanese as a second or foreign language through classroom
instruction; the average length of studying Japanese (which included individual tutoring
and/or independent or self study) was 3 years and 3 months. At the time of data
collection, nineteen participants resided in the United States and the remaining thirteen in
Japan. However, because all of the participants had experience living in Japan in the past
(2 years and 9 months on average), the categorization of whether living in Japan at the
time of data collection was not adopted for the present study.
As explained in detail below, this study examined non-native speakers’ storytelling activities in Japanese. Although the subjects varied in their proficiency levels, they
possessed sufficiently high levels of verbal ability in Japanese to tell a narrative.
Additionally, nine adult native speakers of Japanese (five males and four females; M =
29.4; range = 26 to 37) performing similar tasks were also included. To examine the
relative narrative competence of L2 learners, native speakers’ narratives serve as a
standard of comparison because they are considered the full-fledged or “end-state” model
within a particular culture.
Task, Procedure, and Materials
Two different sessions — the Bilingual Verbal Ability Tests (BVAT) and the
narrative-telling task — are described below. All thirty-two JFL learners participated in
both sessions, whereas the native Japanese speakers participated only in the narrativetelling task.
The BVAT session. In the BVAT session, to measure each subject’s Japanese
verbal ability, the BVAT (Muñoz-Sandoval, Cummins, Alvarado, & Ruef 1998) was
administered to the JFL learners’ group. The BVAT consists of three sections to measure
different aspects of verbal cognitive ability: (1) picture vocabulary, (2) oral vocabulary
(synonyms and antonyms), and (3) verbal analogies. The picture vocabulary task
measures comprehension knowledge by requiring the subjects to name familiar and
unfamiliar pictured objects at a single-word level. This expressive task is arranged by
presenting familiar vocabulary (e.g., star, shoe, spoon) then gradually moving to less
familiar vocabulary (e.g., stethoscope, pendulum, turnstile). The oral vocabulary task
examines knowledge of word meanings. The task is further divided into two subsections:
(1) in synonyms the subject is expected to answer with a word similar in meaning to the
word presented (e.g., start-begin, assist-help, angry-mad, small-little), and (2) in
antonyms the subject is expected to answer with a word opposite in meaning to the word
presented (e.g., boy-girl, no-yes, out-in, happy-sad). The verbal analogies task measures
verbal reasoning and comprehension knowledge. The subject is expected to comprehend
and verbally complete a logical word relationship by discerning the inherent relationship
or association among the words, such as “A bird flies; a fish . . .” and “Hungry is to eat,
as tired is to . . . .” Like the other two tasks described above, the verbal analogies task
becomes increasingly complex.
The original purpose of the BVAT is to measure a bilingual individual’s overall
cognitive verbal ability in two languages; basically, the subject is supposed to take the
same tests in two languages (e.g., English and Japanese). In the present study, however,
only the Japanese tests were administered to measure the JFL learners’ various verbal
abilities in Japanese. This decision was made because the focus of the present study was
placed on the JFL learners’ Japanese ability and, thus, it was not necessary to measure
their English (L1) verbal ability. Additionally, the BVAT was not administered to the
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native Japanese speakers because Japanese is their L1. Also, note that the order of
difficulty of the items in the three different subtests is determined by the item analysis
conducted for the English version. When the Japanese test is administered as a separate
test, no account is taken of the possible bias that may occur because of this factor. To
solve this potential problem, four native Japanese speakers participated in this project as
independent raters, and their evaluation procedure will be explained shortly.
Oral personal narratives. The second session followed a methodology of eliciting
natural, unmonitored, informal speech by using the so-called danger-of-death or scary
event story that was originally developed in Labov’s sociolinguistic research (Labov,
1972; Labov & Waletzky, 1967). Labov and his colleagues (Labov, Cohen, Robins, &
Lewis, 1968; Labov & Waletzky, 1967) elicited narratives from African American
adolescents about a life-threatening experience, and presented linguistic techniques to
evaluate the narration of experiences within African American Vernacular English.
Minami (2002) has drawn from an adaptation of Labov’s analysis called high point
analysis (Peterson & McCabe, 1983) because of the central importance of ascertaining
the emotional climax — high point — of the narrative.
The given task in the present study was the narration of personally experienced
events; the subjects were asked to talk about some personal injury-related experience. To
maintain conversational interaction and to further facilitate conversation, general
subprompts (i.e., non-directive general cues) were also employed, such as “un, un” (‘uh
huh’), “sorede/sorekara” (‘and/then’), “motto hanashite kuremasu ka” (‘would you tell
me more?’), or “sorede doo nattan desu ka?” (‘then, what happened?’), but no specific
questions were asked, so that this narrative elicitation could allow for assessment of
narrative skills in the relative absence of the native-speaker’s scaffolding. In this way, the
interviewer avoided prompts that would lead to a particular pattern of narrative discourse.
Although the purpose of the BVAT is to measure the English-speaking (nonnative) subject’s verbal cognitive ability in the target language (Japanese in this case), it
does not necessarily mean that the BVAT results accurately reflect the subjects’ L2
verbal performance abilities, such as speaking, constructing grammatically correct
sentences, or producing successful narratives. Those who obtain high scores on the
BVAT may not speak fluently. To compensate for the potential inadequacy, therefore,
four native Japanese speakers participated in this project and served as independent raters
in order to examine the JFL learners’ narrative performance in Japanese. This process
allowed the examination of whether a positive relationship exists between the JFL
learners’ vocabulary size (obtained from the BVAT) and their actual narrative
performance. Each of the four raters independently listened to the first two minutes of the
tape-recorded narratives told by each of the JFL learners (note that the narratives were
edited into one audio tape in random order, so that the narrators were made anonymous to
the raters). The raters then indicated how advanced the JFL learner was with regard to the
following three categories: (1) grammatical aspects (e.g., whether or not the subject made
frequent grammatical errors), (2) oral fluency (e.g., pronunciation, accent, and speed),
and (3) story content (e.g., whether the story was easy to follow, clear to understand, and
interesting). The raters were asked to score each narrative with a level from 1 (lowest) to
10 (highest) in each category. A perfect score was 120 (10 levels x 3 categories x 4
raters). Scoring was based on a raw score of the total number given in the three
categories. To obtain fair results, the examiners were allowed to listen to the narratives
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only once (repeated listening may have caused the raters to develop biased images about
the narrator).
Transcription and coding categories. The narrative data collected were
transcribed verbatim by native Japanese speakers who were trained for the task.
Transcripts were then formatted following the guidelines of Codes for the Human
Analysis of Transcripts (CHAT), so that they were readable by the computer program
“Child Language Analysis” (CLAN) (MacWhinney & Snow, 1985, 1990).
All the narrative data were transcribed in accordance with the coding rules
previously developed for Japanese data (Minami, 2002). Although the data collection
method followed the Labovian technique, the present study focuses on discourse
strategies, different aspects in narrative.
Results
In this section, the overall distributions and frequencies of the BVAT results are
reported first. Using the previously mentioned coding rules, several principal
characteristics of oral personal narratives produced by the JFL learners are then
quantitatively analyzed.
BVAT

Each JFL learner completed 55 picture vocabulary items, 43 oral vocabulary
items (19 synonyms and 24 antonyms), and 35 verbal analogies items. Wide variation
was observed among the JFL learners’ scores. The total score ranged widely from 41 to
92 (M = 62.63, SD = 14.75). Likewise, the JFL learners’ correct answers in each section
and sub-section varied : (1) Picture Vocabulary ranged from 21 to 38 (M = 28.72, SD =
4.03); (2a) Synonyms ranged from 1 to 14 (M = 5.50, SD = 3.30); (2b) Antonyms ranged
from 4 to 18 (M = 11.31, SD = 2.97); (3) Analogies ranged from 5 to 28 (M = 16.59, SD
= 5.93). As can be seen in Figure 1 below, the distribution of the total score has two
modes, and the thirty-two subjects were tentatively divided into two groups based on the
total BVAT score. Those with 66 or higher were placed in the advanced group, whereas
those with 65 or lower were placed in the intermediate group. Table 1 gives the advanced
and intermediate groups’ means and standard deviations of the BVAT related
measurements.
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Figure 1. Overall distribution of the BVAT total score
Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations of BVAT Related Measurements
Advanced
Intermediate
(n = 14)
(n = 18)
_______________
_______________
Picture Vocabulary
Oral Synonyms
Oral Antonyms
Verbal Analogies
Total

M
32.00
8.43
13.21
21.71
76.50

SD
3.09
2.50
3.17
4.05
8.08

M
26.17
3.22
9.83
12.61
51.83

SD
2.55
1.59
1.76
3.63
8.04

The relationships between picture vocabulary, oral vocabulary (synonyms and
antonyms), and verbal analogies were further examined. A pattern of correlations that has
emerged between these measurements indicates that they are positively related in many
ways. Generally speaking, those who have a larger vocabulary size in one area (e.g.,
picture vocabulary) are likely to have a larger vocabulary size in another area (e.g., verbal
analogies). The BVAT results thus indicate that L2 learners’ verbal ability develops
relatively evenly. For instance, those who know a great number of antonymous
expressions are likely to know a great number of expressions in verbal analogies as well,
r(30) = .81, p < .01 (see Table 2).
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Table 2
Correlation Matrix (r) Related to the BVAT
Picture Vocabulary
Synonyms
.75**
Antonyms
.59**
Analogies
.74**
**
*
p < .01 p < .05

Synonyms

Antonyms

.63**
.75**

.81**

Japanese Native Speakers’ Ratings
The native Japanese speakers’ ratings were also analyzed. The overall
distributions and frequencies of the results ranged from 35 to 106 (M = 72.97, SD =
22.15). As can be seen in Figure 2 below, which illustrates a bimodal distribution of the
results, the JFL learners could be divided into two groups at around the score of 75.
Tentatively, those who obtained a score of 75 or higher were grouped into the advanced
group, whereas those who obtained a score lower than 75 were categorized into the
intermediate group. This placement shows a nice correspondence to the earlier placement
based on the BVAT, in fact. With the exception of one subject, all the subjects in the
advanced group according to the BVAT results obtained 75 points or higher in the
Japanese native speakers’ evaluations, whereas those who were grouped into the
intermediate group according to the BVAT results obtained points less than 75 in the
Japanese native speakers’ evaluations, χ2(1) = 28.21, p < .0001. The comparison of the
BVAT scores and Japanese native speakers’ ratings (Figures 3a and 3b) by proficiency
level illustrates that the proficiency-level groupings in the two different ways are almost
identical. As a matter of fact, the vocabulary size and the narrative performance ability
are positively associated, r(30)= .86, p < .0001. Thus, it is concluded that those with the
larger vocabulary size had the higher-rated performance skills to narrate (in terms of
grammar, fluency, and story contextualization), whereas those with the smaller
vocabulary size tended to have lower-rated narrative performance skills. In other words,
vocabulary size proved to be an important predictor for distinguishing L2 proficiency
levels at least in the context of telling personal narratives.
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Figure 2. Distribution of Japanese native speakers’ evaluations
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Figure 3b. Distribution of the native Japanese speakers’ ratings by proficiency level
Oral Personal Narratives
The CLAN program (MacWhinney & Snow, 1985, 1990) was used to calculate
the total number of words, the total number of different words, and the total number of
clauses, as well as frequencies of discourse strategies used by each JFL learner. Note that
the categories of the discourse strategies under investigation in this project follow, at least
in part, what Dörnyei and Scott (1997) identified. The analysis of these data are twofold.
The first part (Study One) compares discourse strategies used by the different levels of
JFL learners. The second part (Study Two) compares JFL learners’ discourse strategies
with those used by native speakers of Japanese. Examples of the discourse strategies
under investigation are as follows:
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(A) English Words (code switching that involves stretches of discourse ranging from
single words to whole chunks and even complete turns)
de, sorekara “blackout” ni natchattan desu.
‘Then, there came a blackout.’
kuruma ga “knock me off.”
‘The car knocked me off.’
“at first,” nori da to omotta.
‘At first, (I) thought (it was)
seaweed.’
“bouncing” shitetan desu ne.
‘(I) was bouncing, you know.’
chotto nante yuu “mental illness” ni natta.
‘I suffered from a sort of metal
illness.’
tanjoobi omedetoo “to you” tte kanji desu yo. ‘(It) is something like a happy
birthday to you.’
daga, ima, “scar” ga nai.
‘But now there is no scar.’
(B) Message Replacements/Retrieval (attempts to make corrections by saying a series of
incomplete or wrong forms or structures before reaching the optimal form)
me o mamori, mamotte i, mamotte imashita.
‘(I) was trying to protect my eyes.’
shawaa o abita ato, abita toki . . .
‘After (I) took a shower, when (I)
took a shower . . .’
ano, hikkoshi, ano, hikkoshita ato . . .
‘Um, moving, after I moved . . . .’
(C) Rising Intonation (attempts to elicit help from the interlocutor indirectly by implying
lack of [confidence in] a needed L2 item)
ano, sono, byooin kara denwa ga kakatte kite, gi, gi, gipusu?
‘Well, there was a telephone call from the hospital about the cast?’
(D) Confirmations (attempts to confirm what the narrator has said from the interlocutor’s
reaction or attempts to draw information what the interlocutor has said)
demo nan te yuu no?
‘But what do you say?’
[Interviewer: toochaku janakutte. . .
‘(it’s) not arrival. . .’]
chakuriku?
‘Landing?’
tatoeba, namae shirimasen kedo, kore?
[Interviewer: ee, tobibako.
ee, tobibako o.

‘For instance, this one, which (I) do
not know what to say (in Japanese)’
‘Um, a vaulting horse.’]
‘Yes, a vaulting horse’

In addition, the following three categories were also included: (1) reported
speech, (2) onomatopoeic expressions, and (3) errors. First, reported speech, statements
that report character speech by generally reproducing the speech performed, was included
because it is considered linguistically marked recounting of a past speech event (Ely &
McCabe, 1993). Second, onomatopoeic expressions, imitation of natural sounds by
means of words or groups of words, were also included. The acquisition of onomatopoeic
expressions is considered important because languages differ in their choice of
onomatopoeic words, such as English “cock-a-doodle-do” in contrast to Japanese
“kokekokko.” This is particularly important in the case of Japanese because it is known as
a language that has abundant onomatopoeic expressions. Finally, errors were also
included as a category because they result from incomplete knowledge about the target
language.
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(E) Words in Reported Speech
isha ga “a, chotto X-ray ton’nakya ikenai” tte. ‘The doctor said, “You have to have
an X-ray.
(F) Onomatopoeic Expressions
battaan to kao ni atatte . . .

‘(It) hit me in the face, bang!’

(G) Errors
kizu ga sugoi fukai deshita.

‘The wound was deep cut.’

Study One: Comparison of Different Levels of JFL Learners’ Discourse Strategies
What follows in this section are analyses of discourse strategies used by the two
different levels of JFL learners when telling personal oral narratives. The raw frequency
of each variable related to discourse strategies was counted; the proportional frequency
was also calculated by dividing the frequency of each category by the total number of
words. Both raw and proportional frequencies were used. In contrast to raw frequencies,
proportional frequencies standardize the individual variation in the amount of data
obtained (e.g., Hoff-Ginsberg, 1992). Note that the type-token ratio (Templin, 1957),
which is one of the most widely used measures of lexical diversity, is computed by
dividing the number of different words by the total number of words that the narrator
used in a narrative, and, therefore, the proportional frequency of different words in this
research means the type-token ratio.
In order to determine whether different levels of JFL learners had different
vocabulary sizes and whether they used different narrative lengths and discourse
strategies, multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) were conducted for the total
number of each of the following: (1) words, (2) different words, (3) clauses, (4) message
replacements, (5) English words, (6) repetitions, (7) rising intonation, (8) confirmations,
(9) words in reported speech, (10) onomatopoeic expressions, and (11) errors.
Table 3 provides raw and proportional frequencies of narrative components and
discourse strategies. With regard to raw frequencies, the results showed a significant
multivariate effect of language level, Wilks’ lambda = .21, approximate F(11, 20) = 6.67,
p < .0001. When a subsequent series of analyses of variance (ANOVA) were conducted,
the effect of language level was found to be largely attributable to significant univariate
effects on words, F(1, 30) = 5.35, p < .05, different words, F(1, 30) = 8.68, p < .01,
clauses, F(1, 30) = 7.57, p < .01, words in reported speech, F(1, 30) = 5.13, p < .05, and
onomatopoeic expressions, F(1, 30) = 4.78, p < .05.
In terms of proportions, Wilks’ lambda = .30, approximate F(10, 21) = 4.89, p <
.002. The results shown by the analyses of variance (ANOVA) were that the effect of the
language level was largely attributable to significant univariate effects on the use of
message replacements, F(1, 30) = 4.35, p < .05, English words, F(1, 30) = 5.82, p < .05,
repetitions, F(1, 30) = 5.83, p < .05, errors, F(1, 30) = 17.92, p < .001, and a marginal
effect on confirmations, F(1, 30) = 3.75, p < .07.
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Table 3. Raw and proportional frequencies of narrative components and discourse
strategies
Advanced
JFL Learners
(n = 14)
M
SD
Words
Frequencies
(# of words)
Different words
Frequencies
Percentages

392.29

404.63

164.36
122.62
48.15%
8.71

Intermediate
JFL Learners
(n = 18)
M
SD

a

F values

110.47

5.35*

74.39
53.40%

38.25
13.79

8.68**
1.54

162.22

Clauses
Frequencies
Percentages

62.43
17.38%

53.60
3.93

25.17
16.55%

18.72
4.04

7.57**
0.34

Message Replacements
Frequencies
Percentages

10.07
2.79%

10.84
1.79

7.39
4.78%

6.74
3.20

0.74
4.35*

English words
Frequencies
Percentages

2.93
0.91%

3.50
0.92

9.94
5.96%

15.53
7.76

2.73
5.82*

Repetitions
Frequencies
Percentages

3.29
0.79%

3.95
0.60

3.28
1.93%

3.46
1.68

0.00
5.83*

Rising intonation
Frequencies
Percentages

1.00
0.29%

1.04
0.29

0.83
0.67%

0.92
0.88

0.23
2.47

Confirmations
Frequencies
Percentages

1.50
0.44%

2.21
0.43

2.22
1.77%

3.32
2.53

0.49
3.75~

Words in reported speech
Frequencies
19.64
Percentages
5.64%

21.09
5.53

5.83
2.42%

13.28
5.89

5.13*
2.48

Onomatopoeic Expressions
Frequencies
1.71
Percentages
0.51%

2.87
0.90

0.22
0.21%

0.43
0.51

4.78*
1.46

12.11
7.07%

11.08
3.66

0.99
17.92***

Errors
Frequencies
8.79
6.55
Percentages
2.67%
1.45
~
p < .07. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
a
Degrees of freedom = 1, 30

Overall, the analyses using raw frequencies and proportional frequencies revealed
different aspects of the same phenomenon. In terms of raw frequencies, advanced
learners constructed longer narratives using more words (including more words in
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reported speech) and a greater variety of words (including onomatopoeic expressions)
than did intermediate JFL learners. However, these differences were no longer apparent
when the length of narrative was controlled. What appeared to be a difference between
the two different levels of JFL learners is simply that advanced learners produced longer
narratives than did intermediate learners.
Recall that it was a premise that advanced learners would be able to produce
longer narratives than did intermediate learners. In other words, we assumed that since
intermediate learners would not be able to narrate and describe with some detail, linking
sentences together smoothly as advanced learners could, they would be categorized as
intermediate learners, according to our definitions of learners’ proficiency levels. The
controlled results revealed that the situation was more complicated; they showed that the
intermediate learners used proportionately more English words (i.e., code switching),
message replacements, repetitions, and confirmations, and, above all, committed more
errors than did the advanced learners.
Study Two: Comparison of Different Levels of JFL learners’ Discourse Strategies with
Japanese Native Speakers’ Discourse Strategies
What follows in this section are analyses of discourse strategies used by the two
different levels of JFL learners and native Japanese speakers when telling personal oral
narratives. Not only was the raw frequency of each variable related to communication
strategies counted, but the proportional frequency was also calculated by the total number
of words. In order to study whether the three different groups (i.e., intermediate and
advanced JFL learners and native Japanese speakers) had different vocabulary sizes and
whether they used different narrative lengths and discourse strategies, multivariate
analyses of variance (MANOVA) were conducted for the total number of each of the
following: (1) words, (2) different words, (3) clauses, (4) message replacements, (5)
repetitions, (6) rising intonation, (7) confirmations, (8) words in reported speech, and (9)
onomatopoeic expressions,.
Table 4 provides raw and proportional frequencies of narrative components and
discourse strategies. With regard to raw frequencies, significant differences were found
among the groups on the dependent measures, Wilks’ lambda = .25, approximate F(18,
60) = 3.29, p < .001. Then, a series of analyses of variance (ANOVA) followed by
Fisher’s Protected Least Significance Difference (PLSD) Post Hoc tests were conducted.
The difference among the groups was largely attributable to significant univariate effects
on the total number of different words, F(2, 38) = 4.61, p < .02, the total number of
clauses, F(2, 38) = 3.97, p < .03, the total number of words in reported speech, F(2, 38) =
3.53, p < .04, and marginal effects on the total number of words, F(2, 38) = 3.09, p < .06,
and rising intonation, F(2, 38) = 3.01, p < .07.
Fisher’s PLSD Post Hoc tests revealed the following: (1) As already reported,
advanced learners constructed longer narratives using more words and a greater variety of
words than did intermediate learners. (2) However, there was no statistically significant
difference between native Japanese speakers and either of the two different levels of JFL
learners in these measures. In fact, advanced learners used more words in reported speech
than did native Japanese speakers. (3) Advanced learners used rising intonation more
frequently than did native Japanese speakers, while the difference did not reach statistical
significance between native Japanese speakers and intermediate learners. (4) Intermediate
learners used more confirmations than did native Japanese speakers, while the difference
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did not reach statistical significance between native Japanese speakers and advanced
learners.
Table 4. Raw and proportional frequencies of narrative components and discourse
strategies
Native Japanese
Speakers
(n = 9)
M
SD
Words
Frequencies
(# of words)

212.89

204.75

Advanced
JFL Learners
(n = 14)
M
SD
392.29

404.63

Intermediate
JFL Learners
(n = 18)
M
SD

Fa values

110.47

3.09~

74.39
53.40%

38.25
13.79

4.61*
2.64~

162.22

Different words
Frequencies
Percentages

107.00
60.23%

74.08
13.98

Clauses
Frequencies
Percentages

37.78
18.33%

34.40
2.12

62.43
17.38%

53.60
3.93

25.17
16.55%

18.72
4.04

3.97*
0.73

Message Replacements
Frequencies
3.22
Percentages
1.48%

3.56
1.16

10.07
2.79%

10.84
1.79

7.39
4.78%

6.74
3.20

2.03
6.13**

Repetitions
Frequencies
Percentages

1.00
0.43%

1.41
0.59

3.29
0.79%

3.95
0.60

3.28
1.93%

3.46
1.68

1.64
5.92**

Rising intonation
Frequencies
Percentages

0.11
0.03%

0.33
0.10

1.00
0.29%

1.04
0.29

0.83
0.67%

0.92
0.88

3.01~
3.61*

Confirmations
Frequencies
Percentages

0.00
0.00%

0.00
0.00

1.50
0.44%

2.21
0.43

2.22
1.77%

3.32
2.53

2.25
4.07*

Words in reported speech
Frequencies
5.56
Percentages
1.52%

10.10
2.77

19.64
5.64%

21.09
5.53

5.83
2.42%

13.28
5.89

3.53*
2.16

2.11
0.45

1.71
0.51%

2.87
0.90

0.22
0.21%

0.43
0.51

2.40
0.86

Onomatopoeic Expressions
Frequencies
1.22
Percentages
0.29%
~
p < .09. *p < .05. **p < .01.
a
Degrees of freedom = 2, 38

164.36
122.62
48.15%
8.71

Some of the fairly complicated relationships described above seem attributable to
the fact that advanced learners simply produced longer narratives than the intermediate
learners and even than native Japanese speakers. Analysis of the narrative data using
proportional frequencies was conducted. In terms of proportions, significant differences
were found among the groups on the dependent variables, Wilks’ lambda = .42,
approximate F(16, 62) = 2.11, p < .02. This effect was largely attributable to significant
univariate effects on message replacements, F(2, 38) = 6.13, p < .01, repetitions, F(2, 38)
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= 5.92, p < .01, rising intonation, F(2, 38) = 3.61, p < .05, confirmations, F(2, 38) = ,4.07
p < .05, and a marginal effect on different words (i.e., type-token ratio), F(2, 38) = 2.64,
p < .09.
Fisher’s PLSD Post Hoc tests also revealed that (1) compared to native Japanese
speakers, intermediate JFL learners used proportionately more message replacements,
repetitions, rising intonation, and confirmations, and (2) compared to advanced JFL
learners, intermediate learners used proportionately more message replacements,
repetitions, and confirmations. (3) However, there was no statistically significant
difference between native Japanese speakers and advanced JFL learners in any of the
categories (i.e., message replacements, repetitions, rising intonation, and confirmations).
(4) Advanced JFL learners used proportionately fewer different words (i.e., type-token
ratio) than did native Japanese speakers while the difference in this category did not reach
statistical significance between advanced learners and intermediate learners, and,
interestingly, even between intermediate learners and native Japanese speakers. Once the
narrative length is controlled, it becomes clear that, as their narrative skills advance, JFL
learners use message replacements (M = 2.79%), repetitions (M = 0.79%), and
confirmations (M = 0.44%) less frequently. It is also clear that, compared to native
Japanese speakers (M = 0.03%), intermediate JFL learners use rising intonation more
frequently (M = 0.67%). Most importantly, however, what appeared to be a difference in
the type-token ratio between intermediate and advanced learners vanished when narrative
length was controlled (i.e., the total number of different words used in narrative, or the
type-token ratio: advanced JFL learners, M = 48.15%; intermediate JFL learners, M =
53.40%). It is therefore reasonable to interpret these results as an indication of the fact
that advanced L2 learners tended to lengthen their narratives by using the same
vocabulary repeatedly.
Discussion
Narratives are tellings, not simple windows on memory. In this sense, the ability
to narrate a story is considered a skill. The present study examined narratives told in
Japanese by adult JFL learners with a particular focus on the narrative length and certain
discourse strategies that are considered worthy of attention. We then examined the
relationship shown in the narration between JFL learners’ lexical knowledge and the
ways in which they string words and sentences together. First, as was to be expected,
vocabulary was found to be an important predictor for distinguishing second-language
(L2) proficiency levels. Second, a comparison of two different proficiency levels of
learners (intermediate and advanced) revealed the following: (1) In terms of raw
frequencies, compared to intermediate JFL learners, advanced learners tended to tell
longer narratives using more words (more words in reported speech as well), a greater
variety of words, and more onomatopoeic expressions. The use of these devices enabled
them to provide more information. (2) In terms of proportional frequencies, advanced
learners tended to switch to their first language (L1, English in this case) less frequently
and used fewer message replacements, repetitions, and confirmations, and committed
fewer errors than did intermediate learners. While these kinds of developmental
tendencies are predictable, a comparison of narratives told by intermediate and advanced
JFL learners with those produced by native Japanese speakers revealed the following
differences: (1) As their narrative skills advanced, JFL learners less frequently used such
L2 discourse strategies as message replacements, repetitions, and confirmations. (2)
Intermediate JFL learners used rising intonation more frequently than did native Japanese
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speakers. (3) Advanced JFL learners tended to use more words when using reported
speech than the norm used by native Japanese speakers. (4) Advanced JFL learners
tended to use the same vocabulary repeatedly, thus lengthening their narratives. As can
be seen in the decreasing type-token ratio (i.e., the total number of different words over
the total number of words), as L2 skills advance, using the same vocabulary seems to be
an important strategy to make L2 narrative sound natural (although we do not intend to
recommend that second-language learners overuse this strategy).
What is worthy of attention in the present research is the advanced JFL learners’
production of excessively long narratives, according to the native Japanese speakers’
norm. In terms of narrative length, narratives told by native Japanese speakers’ were
somewhere in between advanced JFL learners and intermediate JFL learners. In this
sense, we might conclude that, as their narrative skills improve, JFL learners do not
necessarily follow native Japanese speakers’ path in terms of the use of discourse
strategies. We do not know, however, whether this excessive tendency reflects the what
Kellerman (1985) once called “U-shaped behavior,” with error frequently following a
low-high-low pattern as development takes place in second-language acquisition, or,
more generally, what Strauss and Stavy (1982) called “U-shaped behavioral growth,” the
overuse of available devices at a certain point in development. While we cannot deny a
U-shaped pattern of behavioral growth (i.e., L2 learners’ overuse that occurs in the
developmental process believing that a long narrative satisfies one of the requirements for
a good narrative), there is another possibility of the putative transfer of L1 narrative
patterns (telling a long narrative is the norm in their first language and native culture). It
is well known that, in the monologue form of narrative, North American children tend to
tell a lengthy story detailing a single experience whereas Japanese children tend to tell
concise stories (Minami & McCabe, 1996). It is also well known that, in the dialogue
form of narrative, North American children have a great number of utterances over turns
whereas Japanese children have a very limited number of utterances over turns (Minami,
2002). If we could hypothesize that human development — language development in
particular — forms a continuum from early childhood to adulthood, then, it would not be
surprising at all that Japanese adults tend to tell succinct narratives, even shorter than
advanced JFL learners. A question remains, however. Have advanced JFL learners failed
to produce the preferred narrative style of the target culture? Or have advanced JFL
learners deviated from native adult Japanese speakers’ narrative discourse norms?
Regardless of the reason, the answer seems “yes,” at least from the perspective of native
Japanese speakers; the judgment of whether telling too long narratives, however, is
culturally relative.
To conclude, the study suggests that, with regard to the length of their stories and
the discourse strategies they employed, JFL learners do not necessarily follow nativestyle narrative patterns even after their language skills are relatively highly developed.
The study instead shows the probability of either U-shaped patterns of behavioral growth
or the strong influence of L1 discourse strategies on L2 narratives (or a combination of
both). These findings will be of value to those working with L2 learners because
advanced L2 learners do not necessarily acquire the narrative style sanctioned in the
culture and society where the target language is used; they may instead take different
developmental paths based on their own L1 discourse strategies. In many foreignlanguage classrooms the importance of discourse style has often not been recognized. L2
students are simply taught grammar and vocabulary, while their difficulties in effectively
conveying their messages in the target language may relate closely to the way oral
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discourse is structured in L1. Although language instructors may have good reason for
emphasizing grammatical competence in their classrooms, discourse-level problems often
might too often go unnoticed, but there is a great value in uncovering and studying it
empirically through narrative discourse analysis. By making teachers aware of the
elements of discourse, it is hoped that the present study provides significant benefits to
students of Japanese.
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[Abstract]
Teiji Furuhashi, the central figure of multi-media performance group “Dumb Type”
revealed his HIV-positive status to his friends in October 1992. This was the start of
various movements related to HIV/AIDS, sexuality, and gender in Kyoto, Japan. These
movements were based at an office called “art-scape” in Sakyo-Ward, Kyoto and
included the “AIDS Poster Project (APP),” which was an NGO with aims for a positive
change of the visual representation of HIV/AIDS and the sex worker’s self-help group,
“SWEETLY.”
Moreover, a performance art work ,S/N themed sexuality or HIV/AIDS, was created by
Dumb Type in 1994. Furuhashi transformed himself into a drag queen, Miss Glorious at

S/N(1994). This reflected his artistic activity as a drag queen at club parties, although
this fact has not received much attention.
Therefore, this research focuses on his artistic activity as a drag queen at club parties
and examines how it is rated among various movements in Kyoto through published
resources and my own interviews with the contributors of the movements. Furuhashi
claimed that his “art” was not limited to existing artistic circles such as museums or
theatres and evaluated it as being important for him. Besides, the environment at club
parties was a kind of an “incubator” where human relationships led to various
movements in Kyoto.
Consequently, the activity was a practice of “public art” for him and it played a vital
role among various movements in Kyoto in the 1990s.
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The Deleuzian Politics of Desiring Nonsense
This paper aims to undertake a Deleuzian reading of Lewis Carroll’s two Alices.
I plan to study Gilles Deleuze’s politics of desire (mostly in the two volumes of
Deleuze and Guattari’s Capitalism and Schizophrenia) in general, and his own
discussion of Carroll’s philosophy of nonsense in particular. Hence, in terms of the
methodology applied, I will draw the concepts of the Deleuzian (& Guattarian)
politics of desire mainly from Anti-Oedipus, A Thousand Plateaus, and Logic of Sense
to discuss Carroll’s nonsense world. Also, Alan Lopez’s “Deleuze with Carroll:
Schizophrenia and Simulacrum and the Philosophy of Lewis Carroll’s Nonsense” will
be applied for the discussion of the similarity between Lewis Carroll and Gilles
Deleuze. The principal reason why I relate Delueze to Carroll is that the Deleuze’s
schizophrenia is similar to Carroll’s nonsense in that both want to reorient our
attention to the potentiality, creativity, innovation in the pre-representational realms,
to restore the power of life, and to continue the ever-renewing difference and
becoming in philosophy and literature. Their practices, either critical or literary, are
undertaken to liberate us from a world that we have taken too much for granted.
Lewis Carroll’s wonderland, as Deleuze suggests, is “the domain of action and
passion of bodies: things and words are scattered in every direction, or on the contrary
are welded together into nondecomposable blocks. Everything in depth is horrible,
everything is nonsense” (Essays 21). Alice undergoes so many bizarre things that she
cannot identify who she is. However, forgetting oneself is the first step for Deleuze
and Guattari to shake off the deadly neurotic and Oedipal triangulation to make
possbile a non-fascist life. Instead of being inserted into a space defined by an a priori
scheme, Alice, the nomad-subject, moves about freely, dissolves her representative
identities in the realm of reason by her singular encounter with Wonderland
inhabitants, and scatters her passions in every direction.
It is my hope that through the reading of Deleuze’s critical works or some
secondary references, I can understand more of his politics of desire, and in particular,
what he thinks about Carroll’s philosophy of nonsense.
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The 2008 Caldecott Medal Award Winner: Brian Selznick, The Invention of Hugo
Cabret
Beth Walker, Library Director
College for Creative Studies
Detroit, MI 48202
BWalker@collegeforcreativestudies.edu

Part picture book, part graphic novel, and part film, Brian Selznick’s groundbreaking
novel, The Invention of Hugo Cabret, is the winner of the 2008 Caldecott Medal. At first
look, the choice is surprising, as noted by School Library Journal (“Caldecott Stunner”), 1
as it is the first time a novel has won the award, and especially due to the fact that it is
533 pages in length. But although the choice was initially controversial, The Invention of
Hugo Cabret has since garnered critical praise from librarians, educators, the general
public and, most importantly, critics, who have showered it with several more significant
awards. This article will discuss the controversy surrounding this year’s Caldecott Medal
winner, what makes it unique, how the story came about, and what’s next for the book
and its author.

The Controversy
The American Library Association, whose committee, the Association of Library Service
to Children (ALSC), administers the Caldecott Medal award, states the terms of the
award (in part): 2
The Medal shall be awarded annually to the artist of the most
distinguished American picture book for children published in English in the
United States during the preceding year.
and lists the definition of a picture book as follows: 3
1. A "picture book for children" as distinguished from other books
with illustrations, is one that essentially provides the child with a
visual experience. A picture book has a collective unity of story-line, theme,
or concept, developed through the series of pictures of which the book
is comprised.
2. A "picture book for children" is one for which children are a potential audience.
The book displays respect for children's understandings, abilities, and
appreciations. Children are defined as persons of ages up to and including
fourteen and picture books for this entire age range are to be considered.
With the above in mind, it is not surprising that Hugo Cabret is a controversial choice for
the top Caldecott prize. The book is 533 pages long, with 158 black and white drawings.
The remaining 375 pages contain text that appears starkly on their own. Published in
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hardcover, the book is weighty and heavy – not the kind of book the average young
reader would be likely to pick up. And, as many others have noted, it is the first time an
actual novel has been chosen for the award.
Yet the committee was overwhelmingly supportive of Hugo as the winner. Kate
McClelland, Vice President of the ALSC, indicated that although many people thought a
full-length novel would be ineligible, “when you examine it piece by piece, you find out
that it’s a picture book and that it’s excellent in the ways that are outlined in the
criteria.” 4 Indeed, an examination of the book shows the placement of the pictures in the
novel as the dominant choice in propelling the story forward, one that culminates in a
complete visual experience for the reader. Selznick’s art in moving from pictures to text
back to pictures again creates an understanding where the pictures take over and words
become unnecessary. This experience is the true achievement of a picture book, no
matter how many pages it possesses.

What makes Hugo a great Choice

Even though its size may be initially daunting, Selznick formatted his book in a
way that would appeal particularly to young readers. The beginning of the novel is set up
in an illustration-intensive format; the first forty-five pages contain images that grow
from a small square in the middle of the page to full-page drawings, introducing Hugo as
a young orphan who secretly lives within the walls of a train station in Paris. The
pictures tell the story so well that the young reader is hooked in, and does not worry or
care how many more pages there are to go. After these images, the few words of text that
follow on their own create a page-turning frenzy that is hard to stop even the most
reluctant reader. As Janice Del Negro, Caldecott Medal Committee Chair, indicated,
“Instead of looking at a picture book as a standard 9-by-12 inch, 32 pager, the possibility
exists for broadening the standard for what a picture book is. As far as telling a story
through pictures, there’s no doubt of [Hugo] doing that. 5 ”
There are many elements of film in the novel. In the Introduction to Hugo,
“Professor H. Alcofrisbas” asks the reader to pretend he is in a movie theatre, where the
screen will open with the sun rising as the setting becomes a train station. The pages
began, and the pictures depict the story, advancing it as we are introduced to Hugo and
how he hides within the train station’s walls. The black and white drawings (done in
pencil) throughout Hugo have a gritty, graininess to them that evoke a silent sense of the
early beginnings of film. The reader turns the pages rapidly, each page like a frame in a
movie reel. The pictures allow us to absorb the story, eager to find out more. As
Leonard Marcus, noted historian of children’s literature, remarked, “it [Hugo] explores
the boundary between the picture book and the graphic novel and the conventional novel
and film in a way that people of almost every age can respond to.” 6 Indeed, it appears
that Hugo’s popularity is inviting to both young readers and adults alike, a novel that is
able to transcend age barriers in Harry Potter-esque form 7 .
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Author’s background – how the story came about
A graduate of Rhode Island School of Design, Brian Selznick is an illustrator by
profession. Illustration does not begin to encompass all of his talents, however – he is
also a celebrated puppeteer, author and showman. He is also always mindful of the fact
that David O. Selznick is related to him: “My grandfather’s first cousin was David O.
Selznick, so ever since I was really little I felt very connected to the movies because films
like King Kong or Gone with the Wind would open with the words ’David O.
Selznick’—my name—up there bigger than life.” 8 In reading Hugo, it is easy to see the
author’s film connections to the images, as the first few pages of grainy black and white
pictures begin by zooming out until they fill the entire page. It is only after this setting
that the text begins, forty-five pages later.
The story of Hugo itself is a homage to George Melies, a director most known for
the 1902 film A Trip to the Moon, but who ended up broke, with most of his 500 films
lost or destroyed. In conducting research on Melies, Selznick came across a chapter that
spoke to Melies’ collection of automata, which Melies ultimately donated to a French
museum. Stored in the museum’s attic, the collection suffered rain damage that led to the
toys being thrown away. “As soon as I read that, I imagined a kid finding these broken
machines in the garbage, and as soon as I saw that kid…I found the beginning of the
story,” Selznick recalls. 9
Although Selznick had written several books before Hugo, none have achieved
the cinematic effect or the attention that Hugo has. In his Caldecott Medal acceptance
speech, Selznick indicated that after years of illustrating, his work came to an impasse.
He stopped illustrating and became very depressed. At this time he met Maurice Sendak,
creator of the Caldecott Medal Book Where the Wild Things Are (among others), who
motivated him to create again. Sendak told him to “make the book you want to make.” 10
In studying Sendak’s work, Selznick realized that “the secret was in the page turns: 11 ”
Think about the wild rumpus in Where the Wild Things Are. The pictures grow
until they take over the entire book and there is no more room for words. Only the
reader turning the page can move the story forward. We are put in charge at the
exact moment Max himself takes charge. We become Max, all because of the
page turns. 12
Many critics see The Invention of Hugh Cabret as the culmination of Selznick’s
illustrating and writing career. Tracy Mack, Selznick’s editor, states that “As editors,
we’re always getting excited about something different, not different just for sake of
being different, but truly new. This [Hugo] to me felt wholly different. It’s not a graphic
novel. It’s not a film. It’s more like a picture book where the illustrations are pushing
beyond what the words say.” 13
It is little wonder that during his acceptance speech, Selznick once again asked his
audience to imagine they are sitting in a movie theatre, and presented images on the
screen where a phone rings, and Hugo is awakened with the great news that he is this
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year’s Caldecott Medal winner. More images appear, propelling the story forward:
Hugo runs to tell his friend, Isabelle, whereupon they board a flight to Anaheim,
California to accept the award. In his speech, Selznick quoted Remy Charlip’s essay, “A
Page is a Door:”
A book is a series of pages held together at one edge, and these pages can
be moved on their hinges like a swinging door ... Of course if a door has
something completely different behind it, it is much more exciting. The
element of delight and surprise is helped by the physical power we feel in
our own hands when we move that page or door to reveal a change in
everything that has gone before, in time, place, or character. A thrilling
picture book not only makes beautiful single images or sequential images,
but also allows us to become aware of a book's unique physical structure
by bringing our attention, once again, to that momentous moment: the
turning of the page. 14

There can be no question that The Invention of Hugo Cabret is an exciting and beautifully
rendered mystery that is indeed a page turner for young readers and adults alike. In
addition to being awarded the Caldecott Medal, Hugo Cabret has been named one of the
New York Times Ten Best Illustrated Books of the Year, a finalist for the 2007 National
Book Awards in the Young People’s Literature category, and received the Quill Award in
the Children’s Chapter/Middle Grade category 15 .

What’s next for Hugo
It is a natural extension that The Invention of Hugh Cabret should be headed for
the screen. Several directors and production companies, including Martin Scorsese and
Johnny Depp’s Infinitum Nihil, were vying for the project. Warner Brothers and Graham
King’s Initial Entertainment Group have acquired the screen rights to the novel; Variety
magazine indicated that Chris Wedge (“Ice Age” and “Robots”) is set to direct. Brian
says, “Hugo’s in good hands.” 16 It will be interesting to see how the book transforms to
the screen – hopefully it will be as skillfully done, and as fun, as turning the page.
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Dynamics of Russian Language in the modern society.
In our presentation we intend to discuss the dynamic of the Russian
language in the contemporary world in its evolutionary aspects as well as
measures being adopted by the Russian Federal government to maintain
the prestige of the Russian language mainly abroad. Our presentation
consists of three parts: Russian in CIS, Russian Diasporas, and state
policies in the sphere of language.
The strong need of economic, trade and business integration of the world
and the burning quest for a global, cheaper and more efficient approach for
development has even made the use of some of the “world languages”
become very important and paramount. To some non-native nations the
“world languages”-English, French, Spanish, Chinese-, appear to grasp
more and even undermine and underestimate the competitiveness issues
and deprive them of active participation in the global geopolitics of world.
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The Russian Federation, as one of world power brokers, lately has
developed stronger economic “muscles” to occupy “its right” position as it
sees it in the world politics. For this reason, the Russian Federation views
the importance and use of language as a means of forging its international
policies in the same old way (spreading its learning around the world).
Capitalizing on the old historical links within the former Soviet Union and
the objective solid underlining basis of the continuous sustenance of the
Russian language in some of the republics, the Russian Federation is
taking steps to strengthen its almost lost position. Other measures are also
being adopted to improve the use of Russian language in and around the
former Soviet republics.
Russian is a state language in Belarus and Kyrgyzstan, while in
Kazakhstan it is considered an official language. The distinction is largely
symbolic. In most former Soviet republics, however, Russian is considered
a foreign language and taught as such in schools and universities
We’ll use the case of Russian language in Azerbaijan as an example to
analyze the changes of Russian language status as it is seen by an
intellectual.
Elmira Agahuseynova heads the chair of Russian language at Azerbaijan’s
Technical University. Although Azeri has been the state’s official language
for many years, she says many ethnic Azerbaijanis still experience
difficulties with their mother tongue.
"In general, the older generations speak Russian, [which used to be] the
state language all across the Soviet Union," she said. "It’s been 10 years
since Azeri has become the official language of independent Azerbaijan.
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Still, many people are experiencing problems with that language, first and
foremost because we [recently] changed the alphabet to switch to the Latin
script."
In August 2001, Azerbaijan officially re-adopted the Latin script to replace
the Cyrillic alphabet, which had been in use since the late 1930s.
The decision designed to help the country move closer to Europe and,
particularly, Turkey, whose predominant language is very close to Azeri,
caused public controversy, because elder Azerbaijanis have difficulties too
adapt to the Latin script.
There is also an opinion that a new alphabet has also had unpleasant
consequences in the high-school system, since in many scientific domains,
most available reference books are written in Russian and have to be
translated into Azeri.
The fact that most students do not have access to Western literature for
different reasons worsens the situation. Besides some available Azeri
translations are of poor quality, and the translation process from foreign
languages has been slowed because of problems assimilating the Latin
alphabet.
Unless the Azerbaijani government urgently allocates funds to help
translate Western textbooks into Azeri, Russian will remain the reference
language in higher scientific or technical education courses.
Translating text books and other literature into foreign languages will
cause

another

problem.

Agahuseynova

of

Azerbaijan’s

Technical

University says that "If one day we get access to scientific or medical
literature in English, that would create enormous problems -- really
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enormous -- because we would need to have a perfect command of the
language to read these books. All of us understand Russian, use Russian,
and hear Russian from television screens. But English, we have to learn it
all by ourselves."
In addition to an estimated 142,000 Russians, ethnic minorities in
Azerbaijan include tens of thousands of Lezgins, Avars, Kurds, Talyshs,
Tats, Belarusians, and Ukrainians for whom Russian is a lingua franca.
Though there are no official statistics on the use of Russian in Azerbaijan,
experts believe that between 50 and 70 percent of citizens are familiar with
the language.
Free access to Russian schools, Russia’s main public television channels,
Russian-language programs on national media, and a relatively large
number of Russian-language newspapers are the factors that keep the
Russian language alive in Azerbaijan
Journalist Aliyev says Azerbaijan’s poor economic standards also play a
significant role in keeping Russian afloat.
"It is the large number of Azerbaijanis who go to Russia to earn money.
The last census conducted in Russia showed that there were some 2.16
million Azerbaijanis there in 2002. Therefore, one can reasonably say that
between one-quarter and one-third of [Azerbaijanis] actively use Russian, if
only because of these people who periodically go abroad to earn their
living."
Russian is progressively losing ground to English. “I wouldn’t even say that
it is losing ground. Rather, English is developing [in parallel]. But Russian
remains close to the majority of Azerbaijani citizens."
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"Whatever changes take place at the state level, a language should remain
what it is -- an instrument that gives access to communication and
information."
The core of the education in Russian in the CIS countries are the joint
universities established by the Ministry of Education of the Russian
Federation and the ones of national republics: the Russian-Kirghizian
(Slavonic) university, the Russian-Tajik (Slavonic) university, the RussianArmenian (Slavonic) university and the Belarusian-Russian university. The
number of students at which increasingly grows year by year and now it
totals about 20,000 people, 12,500 of whom are trained based upon
Russian educational programs.
Until recently the situation in the Baltic States had been quite different from
others . But lately there have been some shifts, particularly in Estonia.
What has made the Estonians changed their position towards the Russian
Federation lately? Apparently the recent stalemate between the Georgian
government and the Russian Federation which developed as a result of the
Georgian intervention in the South Ossetia and the aftermath of those
events might have had some influence on the Estonian hard-line stance of
their relations with Russia. Today influential politicians are taking a different
approach against Russia and Estonia seems to be softening its position
towards Russian language and the Russian-speaking minority as well.
The Mayor of Tallinn, Edgar Savisaar, considers that the future of Estonia
is impossible in the conditions of discrimination of the Russian-speaking
population and its exclusion from the political life of the country. "I know
that the present Estonian state exists only because of the people living
here, irrespective of language. Therefore I also believe that the future of the
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Estonian state is impossible without the active inclusion of Russian
"audience", its discrimination, without integrating them. This position is
shared also by the majority of Estonians", the mayor of Tallinn, leader of
opposition Centrist party Edgar Savisaar has said. He has also stressed
that Estonia needs people of non-Estonian nationality living here. "Only the
crazy can still believe that the outflow of the Russians or people of other
nationalities can make us richer and happier", Edgar Savisaar outlined.
Talking about the diplomatic rout between Russia and Estonia he again
conceded that “we have come to the understanding that relations between
our countries should be improved”, he has noticed. He indicated that
“neighbouring states of Estonia should abandon the anti-Russian policy",
According to him (the mayor of Tallinn) “There will be improvement of
relations with Russia when Estonia on international scene refuses to
engage in anti-Russian coalition. Besides Estonian-Russian, it will also
improve the much desired relations with Northern countries and with the
majority of countries of Western Europe”.
In this context Savisaar has expressed the hope that when pragmatic
politicians come to power they should think first of all about the economic
prosperity of the country and the independent political policy of Estonia.
The current economic crisis sweeping around the world has overshadowed
all political demarches that the Estonian political elites are using against the
Russian-speaking minority in Estonia and the Russian Federation. "We
have a chance if inhabitants of Estonia believe in the country; begin to
consider more the state internal security, international and social links. If a
considerable part of the population continues to argue, who will protect us
better, America, Europe or Russia, we will remain on the international
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scene, and that may seem

more essential, but we will be absolutely

defenceless", Savisaar pointed out. Thus, citing a good example of the
Russia-Finland relationship, he indicated that it was as an acceptable
approach and the “right behaviour of Finland”. It appears that the more
pragmatic views about the Russian-speaking minority and the Russian
language per say do not pose any dangers to the sovereignty of the
Estonia, rather they needed to develop a cordial relationship with the
Russian Federation to enable them benefit from trade, commerce and
economic ties on one and political and social on the other from both the
Russian Federation and EU.
However there are other states which still consider the Russian language
as a threat to national security. A news item published in the “Izvestia”
recently was titled “Ukraine will institute censorship on the books imported
by Belarus and Russia”
Ukraine will take measures that will stop “the Antiukrainian literature” being
delivered from Russia and Belarus more often into the country. This was
culled from the Ukrainian newspaper "Day" from the statement by Bogdan
Chervak, the director of Department State Commercial Radio and
Television Company of Ukraine. “The volume of imported literatures from
the Russian Federation and Byelorussia covers 90 % on the national book
market. Actually it is a question of original cultural expansion of
neighbouring countries”, Bogdan Chervak indicated. “The Ukrainian
language has not become state language in east and southern areas of
Ukraine, and also in Autonomous republic of Crimea. In the abovementioned regions the Ukrainian printed matter practically is no-existent.
Here the books are printed and delivered by publishers from the Russian
Federation completely dominate and it does not promote the solution of the
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language problem, maintenance of educational process in educational
institutions, high-grade functioning of local bodies- the legislative, executive
and judicial authorities, and also institutions of public health services, a
science, culture, social protection of the population”, has declared Chervak.
“The book is not only an important component of national culture and spirit,
but also an essential factor influencing the condition of information safety of
the nation within the electronic, printing mass-media and the Internet», –
the official confirmed. “In the conditions of tense information pressure upon
Ukraine from the side of the Russian Federation, the domination of the
information production pursues the aim to discredit culture and cultural
wealth of the nation, political and public figures, encourage separatism
resentments, it is therefore expedient to issue book import marks. The
Antiukrainian, anti-state book production should not enter Ukraine”,
Chervak is quoted to have said. "The fight for the Ukrainian book can be
won only under condition of joint and co-ordinated actions of all public
authorities, particularly those responsible for information safety of the
country, namely the State customs service, the State tax administration,
administration of the State frontier service, the State Security of Ukraine
etc.” the official concluded.
Before Vladimir Putin entered Kremlin as the President of the country, one
can hardly think of any prominent and successful achievement of the
Russian Federation both internal and external in any area. However his
appearance on the scene changed everything and opened some high for
the future. National plans and programs were prepared to revive and
booster the development of the whole state. The recent newspaper
publication (‘Kommersant’) can be seen as one of the great and series of
successes the country has achieved. The article titled “Web Registration
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in .РФ Zone to Begin in July” can be considered as a breakthrough for
the Russian language. It goes on to state that Russia will become the first
nation with the non-Latin domain. ICANN Corp that manages domain
distribution in the Internet accepted yesterday the registration application
for Cyrillic domain. The registration of web-sites in Russia will begin in early
July and roughly 350,000 sites will probably emerge in two years.
ICANN’s BOD received yesterday an application for creating a Cyrillic
domain - .РФ, RU-Center that is one of the biggest domain registrars in
Russia announced yesterday. The application was elaborated by RU
Domain Coordination Center by order of the RF Communication Ministry.
“RU Domain’s Coordination Center that currently supervises domain
registration in .RU zone and accredits registrars was appointed the
domain’s administrator”, said Andrei Vorobiev from RU-Center.
“The .РФ zone domains are expected to cover roughly 20 percent of
current .RU”, forecasted Dmitry Ufaev, the managing partner at RBC
Hosting Center. Some 1.75 million domains have been registered in .RU,
i.e. around 350,000 new web sites will probably appear during two years in
.РФ zone.
Registering a domain in .RU costs 600 ruble, and you will pay another 450
ruble for the annual extension. “The price averages roughly 300 ruble, as
the hosting providers often artificially understate the prices," Ufaev said.
FINAM has estimated this year’s worth of domain registration at about $12
million, $35 million with the domain extension taken into account. “The
domain registration in .РФ will yield roughly $3 million,” forecasted FINAM
analyst Tatiana Menkova”.
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Besides the geopolitical, energy and military “battle” between the West and
the Russian Federation for leadership in the world affairs, the Russian
Federation has realized that the war can be more effective if it is fought in
all directions. The IT also serves as the battle ground where supremacy is
very important. It has therefore adopted measures to watertight the
loopholes that existed in the free flow of information through the internet. It
wants to streamline and safeguard its security interests in transmitting
socially and politically-oriented information. However, here one can say
that with its low level performance in technology development it stands to
lose. So the only way to control and bridge the gap is to use the language
aspect to penetrate more actively in the communication sphere and widen
its influence through the language utilizations in the communication
business. At the same time it will compel the use of Cyrillic and
subsequently infuse the use of Russian language as an international
language which is one of the on-going policies of the Russian Federation.
In respect of this the

Russian Minister of Telecom and Mass

Communications, Igor Schegolev, speaking at the opening of the InfoCom
2008 exhibition in Moscow, stated that the Russian government will be
implementing a free and open source based operating system on all
computers in the Russian schools. More importantly, he also made the
following remarks in that respect:
“In the whole society, the Internet resources play major role in securing
national standard for access to information. At the same time, in every
country, if the Internet is not protected from malicious actions, that causes
direct risks for the political and economic stability, and social prosperity, as
there are many processes (including business), relaying on the Net.
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It is important to state the ‘critically important’” resources of the national
segment of the Internet. We need to define the risks, the weak spots,
develop measures for ensuring information security. We need technologies
and defense mechanisms from foreign, as well as from domestic
interference.
Not long ago, the Internet entered a new phase in its development. Before
for writing a domain name, one could use only Latin alphabet, while the
usage of national alphabets means multilingual of the Net.
The Ministry has started a program for promoting Russian language in the
domain name system. We hope that in the next year we’ll be able to finish
the process, and we already have serious allies and partners on that road,
and not only from the states of the former Soviet Union, but from other
countries, where Cyrillic is being used, namely Bulgaria.”
His speech shows a continuous support for the development of the Russian
country-code Top Level Domain in Cyrillic (.рф, .rf for Russian Federation).
The whole process which started at the beginning of the year, ended
positively for the Russian authorities for their request had fully been
supported by Paul Twomey, ICANN’s President and CEO.
We can therefore conclude that at the state level, the Russian language
has acquired a very high priority attention among other national projects
embarked on and which are supposed to be financed from the state
budget. These national projects are seen as a key to security and
development of the Russian Federation besides its nuclear might and
power.
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http://www.eurasianet.org/departments/insight/articles/eav092203a.shtml
http://www.rian.ru
http://news.mail.ru/politics/2163769/
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A Concept Analysis of Creativity: Uses of Creativity in Design Journals
Creativity is an important concept in the field of design. Clear conceptual
understanding leads to well designed research and well developed theories. The purpose
of our work was 1) to analyze the concept of creativity (and creative) in order to
determine conceptual components used in selected design literature and 2) to summarize
the directions that existing scholarship has taken.
Six design journals were examined from the first available issue to last 2007
issue. Articles that had the word ‘creative’ or ‘creativity’ in the title were content
analyzed. Thirty-two articles on creativity were analyzed. In each article sentences and
paragraphs in which creativity was discussed were read and re-read using the constant
comparative data analysis technique.
We found multiple definitions of the terms ‘creativity’ and ‘creative’ are used by
design scholars. Two hundred and seventy-three attributes were identified. Of the 273
attributes, 93 were cited by only one researcher. For the remaining attributes there were
from two to 13 citations per attribute. Two critical creativity attribute clusters were
created by reviewing the attribute synonyms. The critical attribute clusters were 1) ideas
– producing/playing with/merging/synthesizing/evaluating and 2) innovation/new/
novel/original/variation.
A variety of antecedents to creativity were discovered including motivation,
thinking styles, and environment. The consequence of creativity or creative output or
product comes from the level of imagination and degree of satisfaction in problem
solving the design solution. Our concept analysis of creativity illustrates that creativity is
not “magic” and provides empirical referents for continuing research on creativity.
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From Beowulf to Woolf: Writing, Technology, and Emerging Pedagogies
To appreciate, fully, the scope of the argument being crafted in this presentation, an
understanding of the history that defines the emerging field of composition is fundamentally necessary. Such a task, however, is not without its challenges, daunting as many
of them are. Perhaps because college composition can currently only be viewed in an
inchoate form, the history of this discipline reflects, to some extent, its current amorphous fluidity; that is to say, the history of composition itself is under some debate as a
brief survey of sources will reveal.
As with all histories, some parts are undisputed, but scholars approach the myriad
and truly defining details that surround composition -- specifically as it is conceived in
the American academy -- with individual case histories that invariably contradict each
other and offer significantly different perspectives on the path composition has taken
over the last few centuries. A clear and relatively unchallenged narrative has yet to
emerge, and, because of the diversity and fluidity of the field, may never assume a definitive form. This observation, unfortunately, is a point of frustration because the history
of composition is critical when one considers the pedagogical theories that have permeated the different eras and why the literary canon is so central to any discussion of writing in early composition courses.
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Nevertheless, a consideration of the history, fragmented as it may be, can be most
enlightening as to the influences that currently exert themselves, sometimes in a detrimental manner, over the direction of the field. Historical perspective is necessary to appreciate the advancements as well as the dangers that reside in pedagogy and theory
as it relates to the post-modern field of composition.
Rhetoric can be traced back to its early Greek and Roman roots, and this history
plays a direct role in early modern composition classes. Colonial American universities
drew heavily from classical training; indeed, they universally and routinely employed
the trivium (which consists of classical logic, grammar, and rhetoric) and the quadrivium
(which consists of arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music) throughout the nineteenth century; in fact, this curriculum emerged from the ubiquitous role it played in all
American universities during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, an era that embraced the principles and praxis embodied in the canon. Stringent religious affiliations
to the universities certainly fueled an enthusiasm for classically grounded higher education -- such was the case among all of the extant early American universities with the
one notable exception of the College of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia; as a result, a
mandate for religious training was enforced throughout the early American university.
While religion and studies in divinity were, understandably so, seminal to the university experience in colonial America, many higher educational institutions actually devoted even more time to the trivium than to the study of God. This observation is a telling one in terms of the role writing played and is perhaps best exemplified by Harvardʼs
1652 curriculum as it pertains to the amount of time individuals were to devote to their
studies. That a full twenty-seven percent of the curriculum was devoted to rhetoric and
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logic while only nine percent of the time was reserved for the study of divinity speaks
volumes as to the position and weight assigned to what would eventually be deemed
the field of composition.1 One of the most established American universities, a university intimately connected to a school of theology, privileged, by three fold, the study of
the classical trivium over a study of divinity: such an observation cannot be emphasized
enough. Equally important is the direction the studies took within the trivium, and, in
1652, those studies were clearly limited to the most conservative canonical works. The
only field that rivaled rhetoric in its purest form in the curriculum was Greek, and this
discipline, of course, by virtue of its subject also inevitably delved into philosophy, rhetoric, and logic.
The advent of the American Revolution saw the establishment of some twenty-five
colleges, all of which -- without a single exception -- taught rhetorical principles. The
field, and by extension a literary canon, served as a veritable anchor for all students affiliated with the universities. Herein lies the roots of the modern American college composition classroom, an entity universally recognized as profoundly valuable and even
seminal to the university experience. Indeed, this training was perceived as a necessity
in itself, but, beyond this appreciation came the expectation that the field of rhetoric
would be thoroughly mastered before any serious study in law or divinity was pursued.
This tradition of the trivium and its intimate association with the literary canon was nurtured and extended through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by the “very poor

1

Katherine Adams, in her text A History of Professional Writing Instruction in American Colleges: Years of
Acceptance, Growth, and Doubt lays out much of the history and considers, specifically, the catalogues
and approaches of Harvard and other high profile American universities. Adamsʼ first three chapters,
“Advanced Writing Instruction and the Shift from College to University,” “ʻThe Cry for More English,ʼ” and
“At Harvard and Beyond: Advanced Composition as a Composite Course” are especially enlightening
and serve as the principal source for the history considered here.
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and very pious,” a description that, I might add, comes far too close to describing those
disciples today who labor in the field of composition!
The late eighteenth century saw a pervasive use of Peter Ramusʼs pedagogy, Rami
Logica, a text which considered the structure of rhetoric and argument carefully. Ramusʼs ideas later complemented the work of Omer Talon and William Dugard, two
scholars who passionately advocated that speeches and writing were integral parts of
an education in rhetoric; in fact, these authors argued that presenting speeches and
writing themes on variegated subjects were integral components to the pursuit of a studies in higher education. Questions about whether or not scripture was divinely inspired,
along with other queries that specifically addressed canonical literature, were routinely
entertained in these orations, exercises that would find a home in senior defenses and
commencement ceremonies. In other words, the eighteenth century witnessed a continued devotion to canonical literature and a desire to see such studies carefully
grounded in coursework devoted to rhetoric and themes. Early American universities
recognized that the canon, as implemented through classes associated with rhetoric,
needed to serve as the bedrock for the university experience.
The nineteenth century saw something of an upheaval and ushered in significant
changes to the field of rhetoric and composition, changes which in part reflected the Industrial Revolution as well as subsequent advancements in technology. Just as industry was defining itself through specialization and consolidation, so too was this emerging
field experiencing similar pressures. By the end of the nineteenth century, writing and
rhetoric retreats, by and large, to a single class, an organizational shift that reflects the
utilitarian earthquakes which constantly rock the world of industry and radically reshape
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its landscape. Considering the history and roots of the subject, this restructuring is
dramatic to say the least and essentially extirpates the basic pedagogy of a trivium/
quadrivium from the university. This radical shift in philosophy can be observed in varying degrees among sundry universities of the time. For example, Brown University in
1870 granted students academic freedom so that they could pursue their education
through a selection of electives, but the university still, in a gasp of noble desperation,
clung to the vestiges of the trivium/quadrivium by requiring juniors to pursue the humanities through a series of declarations; additionally, seniors were compelled to study
English and American history. Powerful relationships between the curriculum and the
canon can be unearthed in the Hobart College catalogue of 1879, a document which
notes that juniors were to study English, Anglo-Saxon grammar, Chaucer, and Spenser
(as well as conduct orations in English on these topics); the university also mandated
that seniors study debate, Shakespeare, and Milton. While the extraordinary devotion
to a trivium/quadrivium that fully eclipsed a studentʼs pursuit of higher education had
been generally swept aside, at least in terms of the formal expectations articulated in
catalogues of the time, a commitment to the principles of the trivium/quadrivium and the
broader literary canon remained in place, though perhaps more casually broached.
Each American university, of course, generated a unique curriculum that reflected its
broader definition of education, but movement away from the trivium/quadrivium with a
residual emphasis on the literary canon can generally be detected throughout many of
the catalogues. Certainly this pattern is evident at the University of Pennsylvania
where, throughout the later half of the nineteenth century, the university specifically emphasized Chaucer, Shakespeare, Spenser, and Dryden as necessary components to
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every undergraduateʼs education; indeed, the catalogues reveal a consistent and broad
appreciation of canonical authors even in light of the overarching utilitarian influence of
the Industrial Revolution and its deep commitment to efficiency. A number of secondary
texts that delved into logic and rhetoric, like Haldemonʼs Outlines of Etymology, were
also routinely assigned at the University of Pennsylvania, so while the official trivium/
quadrivium had been visibly and dramatically curtailed if not eradicated from the formal
language of the university catalogues, a philosophical commitment to the earlier principles of rhetoric and the canon remained ingrained in university study.
The twentieth century gave rise to a new tidal wave of changes in American universities, many of which radically altered how the universities positioned the liberal arts in
oneʼs education. Influence from the Industrial Revolution and standardization of education remained an unabated force that saw the conflation of the trivium/quadrivium into a
single course which served a distilled utilitarian purpose of fostering clear, industrial
communication in the form of composition. Much like the Gradgrind school found in
Charles Dickensʼ Hard Times, the composition classroom in many American universities, though certainly not in all, became a place to impart with all efficiency the core
principles of what formerly was communicated through the extensive trivium/quadrivium.
Still, even in the midst of such “progress,” the movement did not gain a consensus,
nor did it leave every stone unturned. One of the most fascinating and endearing qualities of the composition classroom is its unrelenting diversity in pedagogy and its innate
rebelliousness fostered through a passionate commitment to criticism and critical
thought. The illusive university course unflaggingly and vehemently resists generalization, a trait which can prove to be somewhat frustrating when discussing the field; how-
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ever, this resistance also provides a place for continuous debate and discussion where,
ideally, some protection is offered to those who criticize and investigate even the most
unpopular of ideas. While this newfound enthusiasm for efficiency discovered an audience, it did not receive unanimous support.
The shift from trivium/quadrivium to, essentially, a single course and the industrially
pragmatic approach which accompanied that change ushered in an entirely new world
of reading that accompanied the freshly minted composition course. This brave new
world of composition now, not infrequently, sought a new identity through new literature,
and, in some cases, theorists in the field even advocated the radical position of abandoning literature altogether.2
At this point in the argument, I feel compelled to return to my earlier caveat: once
the field conflated its roots and, however gradually, systematically distanced itself from a
standardized curriculum in the form of the canon, classes and even definitions of composition and literary activities became remarkably varied. In some ways, the dynamically modern field of composition became a loosely constructed world of exceptions.3
Ironically and paradoxically, however, this field is inextricably linked under the universal
banner of generating writers who are articulate and cogent thinkers. In the twenty-first

2

Gretchen Kell, for example, recently offered a synopsis of the “Unofficial 2000 U.C. Berkeley Summer
Reading List” in her article “Summer Reading List Introduces Freshmen to Great Campus Writers.” This
article reveals that few if any of the authors U.C. Berkeley selected for reading that served as a prelude to
freshman composition would be identified as canonical authors. Instead, the list was designed to be “entertaining and unpredictable” (4). While not universally accepted, many institutions and educators, seem
as of late to gravitate towards the approach Kell discusses in her article.
3

An emphasis on canonical literature can clearly be detected in the 1940s through the 1960s, however.
Sharon Crowley, in her chapter “Literature and Composition: Not Separate but Certainly not Equal,” explains how many universities relied extensively on canonical literature in the composition sequence.
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century composition classroom, however, the path to this promised land has become as
varied and numerous as the grains of sand on our beaches.
Undergraduate education has, for many years, relied on -- in a variety of manifestations -- the canon, and movement away from the canon over the past thirty years is particularly curious to me. While one can look to a host of instructors who continue to situate their composition classes within the literary canon and the historical trivium/
quadrivium, a number of theorists have openly advocated a somewhat traumatic divorce
from the very roots of composition. Katherine Adams, for example, considers such a
movement in her A History of Professional Writing Instruction in American Colleges:
Years of Acceptance, Growth, and Doubt:
These rapid developments [in the field of composition and rhetoric over
the course of the twentieth century] did not always meet with assent in
English departments. Literature teachers saw their colleagues
developing different, perhaps not as intellectual, interests and taking
students away from Chaucer and Shakespeare. The new classes
involved allegiances, often strained at best, with teachers from
engineering and business. They also entailed substantial knowledge of
professional discourses with which most English teachers were not
familiar. These beginnings would not be a harbinger of a fully developed
writing curriculum within the English department. (69)
Essentially, Adams recognizes the “strained allegiances” that take “students away
from Chaucer and Shakespeare” as well as all things canonical. Adams even goes so
far as to suggest a “fully developed writing curriculum within the English department” is
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now at risk. Her somewhat troubling observations about fragmentation in the field are
warranted, and the potential disarray that might unfold in individual classrooms and perhaps in the greater field itself is a valid concern; indeed, the University of California at
Berkeley, a bellwether among universities, released its “ʻunofficialʼ summer reading list”
in May of 2006, and while Sophoclesʼ Antigone was on the list (indeed, this text was
highly touted when the list was released), every other text was written between the midtwentieth century and the early twenty-first century.4 Many of the texts on U.C. Berkeleyʼs list are certainly provocative and historical in nature; however, most of the texts,
like Under the Banner of Heaven: A Story of Violent Faith, by Jon Krakauer (2003) address marginal histories that, while interesting and provocative, are more transient in

4

The full list of texts recommended by U.C. Berkeley is as follows:
The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-first Century, by Thomas L. Friedman (2005)
The Year of Magical Thinking, by Joan Didion (2005)
Rose, by Li-Young Lee (1986)
The Moral Sense, by James Q. Wilson (1993)
A Short History of Nearly Everything, by Bill Bryson (2003)
Manufacturing Consent: The Political Economy of the Mass Media, by Edward S. Herman and Noam
Chomsky (1988)
Antigone, by Sophocles (originally written in 442 BC).
Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln, by Doris Kearns Goodwin (2005)
How to Lie with Statistics, by Darrell Huff (1954)
The Coming Plague: Newly Emerging Diseases in a World Out of Balance, by Laurie Garrett (1994)
Under the Banner of Heaven: A Story of Violent Faith, by Jon Krakauer (2003)
American Slavery, American Freedom: The Ordeal of Colonial Virginia, by Edmund Sears Morgan (1975)
Kiss, Bow or Shake Hands: How To Do Business in Sixty Countries, by Terri Morrison, Wayne A. Conaway, and George A. Borden (1994)
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nature. In short, these texts bypass the canon.5 The suggested works certainly may
provide curious ideas to ponder, but they lack a certain sense of history and perspective; furthermore, they demonstrate the divorce from a substantive curricula as it was
conceived in the trivium/quadrivium. An approach in the composition classroom, and by
extension preliminary summer reading, that respected the history and roots of the field
very well may lend itself to a more comprehensive sense of literary style and culture,
especially in a twenty-first century composition classroom that has been conflated to a
single course. Such an approach might even lend itself to a discussion about what constitutes strong writing, the unifying goal of all composition classrooms. Without the balm
of history and perspective, the canon cannot genuinely advance itself and legitimately
recognize authors (some of whom may be represented on the lists these institutions advance) who may one day add their perspective and histories. The freshman reading
lists and composition classrooms, ultimately, should be less concerned about investigating, grappling, and exploring canonical issues and more concerned with offering a place
to improve writing skills and appreciate that which has been established as superior
writing, writing that can serve as models.

5

This trend is certainly not limited to the University of California, Berkeley. The Chronicle of Higher Education considered the summer reading lists of several universities (Wheaton College, The Catholic University of America, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Connecticut College, Rider College,
Lafayette College, Pepperdine University, Goucher College, Wesleyan College, and Valparaiso University
-- as well as a consideration of the texts the University of California, Berkeley adopted) and titled the article “From Homer to Krakauer.” The reading selections heavily favored texts like Simon Wiesenthalʼs The
Sunflower: On the Possibilities and Limits of Forgiveness, Jon Krakauerʼs Into the Wild, and Alex Kilowitzʼs There are No Children Here: The Story of Two Boys Growing Up in the Other America. Homerʼs The
Odyssey and The Iliad are the only representatives from the canon and are only mentioned in the reading
list once; nevertheless, Homer is prominently featured in the actual title of the reading lists. While many
of the authors are inspirational and provocative, the approach towards the lists seems conflicted. On one
hand, institutions and programs recognize the value of canonical literature (hence its prominence in the
title); on the other hand, very little space is devoted to the substance of the literature.
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I suspect that composition instructors from all walks of life, regardless of the diversity
inherent in the population as it pertains to backgrounds and philosophies, would agree
that what students read plays an integral role in the composition process and deserves
meticulous scrutiny.6 Countless theorists have noted the intimate connection between
reading and writing; indeed, the field has no shortage of theorists who discuss the profound relationship between the two activities.7 Deborah Brandt, in her essay “Remembering Writing, Remembering Reading,” recently considered forty lengthy interviews
with residents in Dane County, Wisconsin; ultimately, she offers the observation, “that
reading and writing were actually often linked in school assignments but usually in a
way that subordinated writing and in a way by which students could not necessarily appreciate underlying similarities in the two activities” (473). Brandt suggests that reading
may have eclipsed writing in many educations because reading was a means by which
identity could be considered, but she also recognizes the ambiguous relationship that
exists between the two activities (476). That reading is important to the composition

6

Robert Brooke, one among many theorists, points out in his essay “Modeling a Writerʼs Identity” that,
“Writers learn to write by imitating other writers, by trying to act like writers they respect. The forms, the
processes, the texts are in themselves less important as models to be imitated than the personalities, or
identities, of the writers who produce them. Imitation, so the saying goes, is a form of flattery: we imitate
because we respect the people we imitate, and because we want to be like them” (23). Speaking to this
point, Nancy Welch explains, “that composition and literature class were also in a process of identifying
and re-identifying ourselves to and with others, reading and imitating the social models that surrounded
us” (42). The relationship between reading and writing is remarkably complex, and it undoubtedly is one
that is negotiated individually between students and the material they encounter. What can be accepted
with little resistance, however, is that the literature considered in writing classes has a powerful effect on
student writers and should not be underestimated in its presence as a boon or bane. Indeed, Welch believes reading can function as a “third factor” that strikes a necessary balance (if used appropriately) between the usual two factors of the student and teacher (49). Welsh is certainly careful about affording
proper respect to the role reading plays in the composition classroom, but is hesitant about identifying
what type of reading should be introduced to the classroom.
7

One need only consider the work of any of the following theorists: Tierney and Pearson; Langer; Bartholomae and Petrosky; Haas and Flower; Spivey; Petersen; Salvatori; Elbow; Shaunessey; Vipond
and Hunt; Chomsky; and Burke. This list is hardly exhaustive, but it offers a glimpse into the body of
work that considers relationships between reading and writing.
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curricula goes without saying, but the role it assumes and the fruit it produces are more
difficult to identify.8
As Brandt suggests, reading may offer a path to the development of identity, but
what reading is likely to offer the greatest benefits to students and facilitate the process
of a liberal arts education? The post-modern composition classroom, in its currently
administered curricula, offers little room for error in that what was once a studentʼs full
education has been conflated into a single utilitarian course. In other words, the desirable quality of academic experimentation must be weighed against credible approaches
in reading that offer the most potent benefit to the greatest number of students. Margaret Marshall, in her essay “Marking the Unmarked: Reading Student Diversity and Preparing Teachers,” considers the dilemma, though her response to the challenge is
8

A number of theorists have recently testified to the intimate and rigorous relationship shared between
reading and writing, most especially as it relates to English as a Second Language and English as a Foreign Language. Any one of the following works presents a compelling case for why the content of what
we read is critical and should be given all due consideration: D. Ferris and J.S. Hedgecockʼ Teaching
ESL composition: purpose, process, and practice (1998), M. Nystrandʼs The structure of written communication: studies in reciprocity between writers and readers (1986), and J.M. Reidʼs Teaching ESL Writing
(1993). Reid, for example, argues that a process of interpretation and construction of meaning, and here
I would add identity, requires a text; the type of text under consideration, however, is of paramount importance. Icy Lee, in her essay “A Touch of Class,” unapologetically states that, “Research on reading and
writing has demonstrated that these two skills are interconnected” (352). She considers concepts like
macrostructure, metadiscourse, and audience as they apply to reading the drafts that are produced in a
composition class, but the influence that is wielded when one reads a student draft can also be applied to
the literature students read in these classes. The “interconnection” between reading and writing, whether
it be student drafts or canonical literature, serves as a powerful influence over every aspect of the composition classroom. W. Gary Griswald echoes this sentiment in his essay, “Postsecondary Reading:
What Writing Tutors Need to Know,” with his statement that, “few educators today dispute the contention
that writing and reading skills are interconnected” (61). Griswald continues by considering several theorists (Abartis and Collins, 1980; Bazerman, 1980; Kinneavy and Klein, 1986; and Lindemann, 1986) and
their concerns about selecting materials and integrating those materials into the college composition
classroom, but virtually no mention is made regarding the canon and its vital importance in the academic
space universities preserve for writing. Nan Miller, in his essay “Postmodern Moonshine in English 101,”
notes that, “experienced teachers such as Peter Elbow, Gary Tate, and Mark Bauerlein . . . have emphasized the connection between what students read and how they write. And all experienced teachers will
have noticed that the best student writers are those with an ear for the ʻdress of thoughtʼ one finds only in
great writing. They are students who have studied the incomparable language of a Shakespeare, Wordsworth, Austen, or Dickenson, to name but four such masters” (28). Beyond Millerʼs keen recognition of
language, comes history and heritage that generate a necessary and valuable common bond between
students.
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tainted with an idealism that may actually adversely, though in an unintended manner,
affect the education of those under her charge. Marshall observes that, “we can no
more assume we know the class status or the literacy practices of the white students in
our classrooms than we can presume that the African-American students present speak
non-standard English or grew up in the inner city” (232). Marshall struggles with finding
“a way of seeing the differences in our students” (232) and then addressing those differences. Herein lies the age old argument of multiculturalism versus canonical approaches towards the classroom. Marshall is correct in that countless communities of
students from diverse backgrounds inhabit the classroom, and these fragmented communities will play an increasingly potent role throughout the twenty-first century. Identifying these communities and, through literature in the seemingly ubiquitous composition
classroom, addressing individual histories is, flatly, an impossible task which is likely to
result in disappointment and dissatisfaction among many students. At two schools I
have taught at, University of California Riverside and California State University at Hayward, I routinely sat in classes with twenty-one students and twenty-one different ethnic
as well as educational backgrounds. Approaching composition from the position of favoring multiculturalism over a canonical view frankly offered frustration and disruption in
the educational process because only a very limited approach towards difference could
be considered in the ten week period granted to composition. Canonical literature, on
the other hand, applied to all students in the sense that, at the very least, a common
language was shared. The canonical literature offered an avenue to investigate a history that, while not necessarily shared by all students, applied to all students in the
classroom. An artificial appreciation can be replaced with a genuine appreciation of
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shared intellectual roots that have profound and current linguistic repercussions in all
lives. The current utilitarian nature of composition, unfortunately, forces an unrelenting
choice between binary values. On one hand, an exciting world of experimentation and
invention steeped in fragmentation and fractious perspectives can be considered, but
this approach would be at the expense of a unifying canonical world that emphasized
commonality and literature that has been rigorously tested in the crucible of time. I believe the latter is far more effective, efficient, and valuable for students in todayʼs universities. This judgment is not one I make lightly, but it is based on the history of composition, role of the class in the post modern university, and published observations of
scholars and educators. E.D. Hirsch Jr. noted that a multitude of teachers and others
associated with education, “endorse the proposition that achieving high universal literacy ought to be a primary focus of educational reform in this country. They all accept
the evidence that our national literacy has been declining since 1965, not only among
disadvantaged children but also among our top students.” (xi). Hirsch applies his philosophy -- the formation and adoption of a canon -- to a number of fields, but it takes on
an interesting significance when the history of composition is considered as well as its
current position and function in the twenty-first century university. Hirschʼs concept of
cultural literacy, most especially as it relates to the college composition classroom, could
certainly serve a constructive role in establishing a foundation that might pre-empt frustrations that scholars like Margaret Marshall contend with in their classrooms, frustrations like those experienced by students who, “had not yet learned how to turn a critical
eye on that experience, how to use the common texts to frame or challenge their own
thinking, or how to recognize and question common cultural stories” (237).
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Places in the university can and should be devoted to advancing our understanding
of the canon as well as investigating the margins of the canon, but the composition
class as well as those accompanying summer reading lists that extend the boundaries
of the composition classroom, because of its unique role and function in the university,
should reconsider the emphasis and importance of canonical literature. In this sense,
Nan Millerʼs argument in his essay “Postmodern Moonshine in English 101” directly and
succinctly considers the damage that can occur in a classroom that demonstrates a
pronounced dislocation of literature. Miller attacks Ericka Lindemannʼs argument as she
states it in “Three Views of Composition,” and Miller is quick to point out that Lindemann
is willing to sacrifice literature in order to teach “freshmen how to write like scientists and
social scientists” (27). He continues his argument by vehemently asserting that, “In a
bizarre postmodern twist, the devaluing of literature now comes from within the English
department itself [Millerʼs emphasis]. Composition theorists say it has no place in a
course designed to teach freshmen how to write for other disciplines” (27). Millerʼs argument and disturbing observations deserve consideration if one ponders the invaluable
history and perspective canonical literature can bring to the college composition class.
In many ways, canonical literature can be seamlessly incorporated into the twentyfirst century classroom through innovative approaches that are heavily reliant on technology. The composition classroom can effectively become a space where the old and
new merge; students can benefit from a past anchored in common linguistic and historic ties while simultaneously seeing that past through the modern world -- a vision not
entirely different from the world of education Neil Stephenson introduces in his futuristic
world of Diamond Age.
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In terms of praxis, one of the greatest challenges when rethinking pedagogical
strategies is to develop an effective and illustrative model. This section of the presentation will explain the reasoning and methodology behind the curricular model. Included
in this discussion will be a number of anecdotes about the decision making process
which is particularly illustrative of both the difficulties facing those engaged in such acts
of pedagogical revision, and of the strengths and advantages of this particular curricular
model. A somewhat narrative oriented and occasionally subjective approach is delineated in the following discussion as a vehicle to explain the schedule situated in the
appendix.9
Of course, the most important and central concern of any composition course
has to be the actual student writing assignments. The basic structural model of this
course was designed to incorporate a variety of different composition assignments,
each targeting sundry academic writing skill sets and utilizing the strengths of the canonical readings as illustrative models. These assignments are based loosely on a series of instructional academic essay models, the source of which is the St. Martin's
Guide to Writing. This text is significant because it can easily be incorporated into the
composition sequence, either directly or indirectly; indeed, this particular composition
text is both widely used and accepted as an academic standard for the teaching of
composition.

9

First, a few notes about our general approach and the curricular parameters of the course are necessary. This composition course was developed to fit in to an existing series of writing courses required of
all incoming students at the University of California at Riverside. Specifically, this course is designed to fill
the role of the third and final quarter of the course series, and as such it represents the culmination of a
full academic year's worth of composition instruction. This course is thus designed to fill ten weeks of
instruction, and it also assumes that the students have had two quarters of composition training at the
university level.
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The readings for the course follow a roughly chronological model, but they are
also divided by literary form. For the pre and early modern texts, this approach presents little difficulty as most of the selected texts are essentially verse narratives. Because of the linguistic challenges associated with Old and Middle English texts, only a
single representative text from each period is included. It is also fairly easy to choose
these representative texts as both Beowulf and Chaucer's Canterbury Tales are unquestionably canonical and surprisingly accessible. The length of the full texts is a bit daunting for inclusion in a ten week course, so it is necessary to excerpt the most accessible
and representative portions. Linkages between sections of Beowulf and between the
Prologue and The Millerʼs Tale are easy to compose, and what is lost in the process of
summary is certainly less than what is gained through exposure to portions of such
seminal works.
The requirements of the actual composition assignments posed some challenges
as well, for they needed to be developed in concert with the selection of literature (a difficulty that will be addressed later in this essay). What is relevant for the selection of the
excerpts is the fact that we needed texts that had been recently re-imagined by contemporary film makers. The portion of Beowulf dealing specifically with Grendel and his
mother, along with some of the introductory material, fit nicely with the focus of the 2007
computer animated film of the same name based on the Anglo Saxon classic. Likewise,
the 2003 BBC modern adaptation of The Miller's Tale, along with the humor and accessibility of that piece, made the selection obvious.
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matic genre in the form of Shakespeare's Othello, while also affording another opportunity to consider verse narrative through the medium of selected passages from Milton's
Paradise Lost. While both of these texts are clearly canonical and would hardly be considered controversial, the decision to include the text of Othello was actually a late development. Its inclusion into the course is illustrative of one of the greatest strengths of
this canonical and literature based approach to the composition course, and this
amendment provides an opportunity to digress, briefly, in order to discuss one of the
most dynamic features of this pedagogical approach.
While it was always clear that a Shakespearean text would be included in the
course, our initial choice for that text was The Taming of the Shrew. In fact, the guidelines for the general composition course this schedule is designed to accommodate
have included a Shakespeare text for at least a decade. Additionally, the centrality of
Shakespeare within the English canon makes the inclusion of his works in any class
that seeks to use the field of traditional English Literature a fait accompli. Two primary
reasons dictated the inclusion of The Taming of the Shrew. First, the drama presented
an opportunity to discuss gender discourse in a way that would prove particularly interesting and productive with the culminating text of Woolf's Orlando. The other reason
was that an accessible contemporary film adaptation of the text exists in the form of the
1999 film, Ten Things I Hate About You. This strategy made it particularly relevant for
the first essay assignment (which, again, will be discussed later).
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However, recent political events resulted in a reconsideration of this choice. Students may well find themselves more engaged in Othello considering the wake of the
current racially and ideologically charged election. Fortunately, a contemporary adaptation of this play was also available in the form of the controversial 2001 film O. This
reconsideration actually points to one of the greatest strengths of the canon, which perversely is often viewed as a weakness. The works of great authors, such as Chaucer
and Shakespeare have a surprisingly universal and contemporary quality simply by virtue of their depth and complexity. The material spans the expanse of time and plums
the depths of the human experience while finding a common ground among students
and instructors alike. An instructor can respond, in a facile manner, to contemporary
interests by selecting from the wide variety of available canonical texts, rather than by
relying on the simple expediency of choosing texts that actually are contemporary. This
particular anecdote about the inclusion of Othello nicely illustrates this versatility and
adaptability of the sometimes seemingly inflexible canon.
These initial texts are also the primary locus of the first composition paper for the
course, with the exception of Milton. The first paper asks the student to compare and
contrast the canonical text with one of the modern reinterpretations of the work. Each of
the three canonical texts has, as previously mentioned, been the source of a radical
modern retelling. This approach affords the instructor a window through which the class
as a whole can discuss the dynamic relationship between the canonical and the contemporary text. Essentially the student will be asked to examine the nature of the relationship between the original text and its adaptation, and to judge the purpose and effectiveness of that revision. Such a pedagogical approach incorporates traditional ele-
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ments of several composition assignments, including the comparison and contrast and
evaluative modes of discourse.
At this point, the course departs from a strictly chronological approach and in

-

stead groups works by generic form. A selection of Shakespearean Sonnets signals the
shift, which enables the instructor gently to introduce the poetic form. Such a consideration is particularly important because the second composition assignment requires
the students to analyze and then imitate a particular poetic form of their choice. The
rigorous sonnet form and the canonical status of Shakespeare serve nicely as a contrast to the more contemporary forms of modern poetry examined later in the quarter.
Over the course of the next few weeks, the students will read a variety of poems,
presented in a reader that is roughly compiled in chronological order. These will be as
inclusive as possible, while still maintaining the canonical focus of the course. Early
American poems, such as Anne Bradstreet's "Upon the Burning of Our House July 10th,
1666" are followed by an extended discussion of the Romantic Poets. These selections
will include Wordsworth's "Independence and Resolution" (1798), Coleridge's "Kulba
Khan" (1816),Shelly's "Ozymandias" (1817), Keats' "Ode on a Grecian Urn" (1819, and
excerpts from Byron's "Childe Harold's Pilgrimage" (1812-1818). These are followed by
the works of a variety of American poems, including Edgar Allen Poe's "The Raven"
(1845) and a couple of poems by Emily Dickinson. Finally, several very popular poems
from the twentieth century, such as Yeatsʼ "The Second Coming" (1920) and Langston
Hughes' "Harlem" (a.k.a. "Dream Deferred) (1951) are presented, leading into a dis-
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cussion of the continuing relevance of modern forms of poetry in such generic evolutions as Rock-n-Roll and Rap.
Interspersed with these readings will be brief sections relating to other generic
forms. The first of these is a representative sampling of rhetorical and political
speeches and narratives. These include Queen Elizabeth's "Speech to the Troops at
Tibury" (1588), Jonathan Swiftʼs "A Modest Proposal" (1729), selections from Jonathan
Edwards' "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God" (1741), excerpts from Fredrick Douglas' Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave (1845), and snippets
from the political speeches of Lincoln, Churchill and Kennedy. This section is essential
to the course as a whole because the position of power and influence relative to composition and writing on the outside world can be considered at length; furthermore, the
schedule at this point allows for a discussion of the importance of style and the significance of rhetorical training in a broader education context.
The penultimate section is representative of short fiction. The tentative selection
here is Washington Irving's The Legend of Sleepy Hollow (1820). Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" (1843) was also considered as a viable work at this juncture, but it was felt
that the inclusion of another American author in the course was beneficial to strike a
balance. This again points to the adaptability of the canonical approach to the selection
of composition texts. Clearly, adopting a pedagogical position of being representational
and simultaneously inclusive in the selection of readings is nigh impossible, but the very
plurality of choices via the canon offers a pliable schedule that can help tailor the course
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to an individual instructor's strengths and interests. The students, of course, benefit
from the collective skepticism of centuries of criticism.
The culmination of the course explores the most contemporary form of generic
expression, the novel. Jane Austin's Pride and Prejudice (1813) was selected both for
its continued popularity and because of the numerous film adaptations that make the
work uniquely accessible. This text is followed by Virginia Woolf's Orlando (1928), a
decidedly less canonical choice, but one which has the advantages of also being represented by an intriguing 1992 film by the same name, and of reinforcing the historical
and literary perspective of the entire course. Both of these novels also speak to each
other in very interesting though divergent ways about gender roles, social relations, literary aspirations and class. Here again, the ability of the canon to deal with contemporary and relevant social issues is underscored, as these texts provide fertile ground for
discussions of the most modern social issues. These two pieces provide the framework
for the third paper, which asks students to address an issue of continuing and contemporary significance in the novels. A variety of potential topics, such as those discussed
above will be available to students. They can also be encouraged to generate their own
topics, creating a bridge between the first two directed papers and the final independent
project. The papers, thus, gradually progress from a point of relative simplicity to one of
greater complexity, making more intense demands on students as they develop their
skills.
For the final assignment, the students will be asked to consider the issue of tex
tual canonicity itself and to present an argument in defense of a specific work of their

-
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own choosing. They will be asked to defend the inclusion of this text both into the
canon, and potentially, into the course itself. The pedagogy that drives this assignment
is the goal of forcing the students to engage questions of canonicity and textual authority. The final assignment presents the students with an opportunity to make the course
their own and to enter the "Burkeian" discourse, a conversation that has been in existence since Beowulf.
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Appendix

Schedules for the Course - Composition and the Canon: Beowulf to Woolf
Week One
Tuesday In Class: Introduction to the Course
Homework: Read
Beowulf: Introduction and Grendel (Reader 1.1)
Thursday In Class: Old English Poetry
Homework:
Read Beowulf: Grendel's Mother (Reader 1.2)
Week Two
Tuesday In Class: Introduction to Middle English
Homework: Read Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales: "Prologue" (Reader 2.1)
Thursday In Class: Genre and Forms
Homework: Read Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales: "The Miller's Tale" (Reader
2.2)
Week Three
Tuesday In Class: Fabliau and Humor
Homework: Read
Othello: Acts 1-2
Thursday In Class: Race and the Renaissance
Homework: Read
Othello: Acts 3-5
Week Four
Tuesday In Class: Shakespeare as a Contemporary Figure
Homework: Read Milton: Excerpts from
Paradise Lost (Reader 3)
Thursday In Class:
Paper # 1 Due - Religious Texts
Homework: Read Shakespeare's Sonnets (Reader 4)
Week Five
Tuesday In Class: introduction to Poetry
Homework: Persuasive Speech: Elizabeth I, Swift, Edwards (Reader 5.1)
Thursday
In Class: Rhetoric and Argument
Homework: Read Poetry Selections: Early American and Romantics
(Reader 6.1)
Week Six
Tuesday
In Class: The Romantics and their Influence
Homework: Read Modern Poetry (Reader 6.2) and Persuasive Speech
(Reader 5.2)
Thursday
In Class: Modern Poetry, Music and Rap
Homework: Read Irving: "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" (Reader 7)
Week Seven
Tuesday In Class:
Paper # 2 - Due Short Fiction
Homework: Read Austin's Pride and Prejudice: Chapters 1-17
Thursday
In Class: The Novel as a Genre
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Homework: Read Austin's Pride and Prejudice: Chapters 18-34
Week Eight
Tuesday In Class: Gender and Class in Literature
Homework: Read Austin's Pride and Prejudice: Chapters 35-45
Thursday
In Class: Film Adaptations of Literature
Homework: Read Austin's Pride and Prejudice: Chapters 45-61
Week Nine
Tuesday
In Class: Introduction to Woolf
Homework: Read Woolf's Orlando: Chapters 1-2
Thursday In Class:
Paper # 3 Due - Back to the Renaissance
Homework: Read Woolf's Orlando: Chapters 3-4
Week Ten
Tuesday In Class: Gender and Fiction
Homework: Read Woolf's Orlando: Chapters 5-6
Thursday In Class: Review of the Course
Homework: Prepare for the Final Exam and Work on the Final Paper
Finals Week
Monday
Final Exam and Final Paper Due!

25
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Title: Integrating Piano Technique, Physiology, and Motor Learning: Strategies for
Performing the Chopin Etudes
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ABSTRACT
Chopin’s twenty-seven études are both unique and standard within the genre of
advanced piano literature. Having been composed as the instrument itself was
standardized and on the heels of the didactic studies of the classical period, Chopin’s
études are widely heralded as exemplary pedagogical material for their uniform quality
and comprehensiveness. Nevertheless, despite the vast number of resources devoted to
the topic of how one might approach the études and the innumerable endorsements which
tout their incomparable worth, relatively cursory mention is made of their musical value.
From a physiological perspective, what makes Chopin’s études exceptional amongst vast
pedagogical repertory, and how does their musical value impact what pianists learn from
their study?
From a modern perspective, a musical image is both the model and the yardstick
for the measure of technical achievement as one compares performance with his or her
musical image. The Chopin études are therefore unique in two ways. First, a pianist’s
musical image of each of the Chopin études initiates an individual process of motor
learning. The musical images, and therefore the goals and the processes, are inherently
different from the vast majority of purely didactic studies and exercises. Secondly, the
genius of Chopin permeates the overall conception of the études as he intuitively
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employed the human ability to develop motor skills in natural ways which continue to be
understood and supported by ongoing research.
This presentation explores the Chopin études from a largely physiological and
psychological perspective such that modern studies of mental imagery, skill acquisition,
and human motor abilities converge and highlight what is readily available in the music
itself.
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Patterns of Deconstruction: Visualizing New Paths in the Labyrinth
Katja V. Marquart
University of Wisconsin – Stevens Point,
Division of Interior Architecture
College of Professional Studies, Room 330
University of Wisconsin – Stevens Point
Stevens Point, WI 54481
katja.marquart@uwsp.edu

Theme Abstract:
As a cross-disciplinary topic, labyrinths have been investigated by researchers in
numerous fields, including: history, archaeology, psychology, mathematics, architecture, and
landscape architecture. My investigation seeks to further understand labyrinths as a visual form
within the fields of visual arts, graphic design, and computer-generated media. Labyrinths are
engaging works of art that inspire further explorations into how they are designed, constructed,
and experienced. Research into the generative seeds of certain labyrinth designs has defined a
series of algorithms and fundamental patterns found within labyrinths when deconstructing them
into basic visual components of point and line. These patterns and algorithms are generally
communicated through frameworks based upon mathematical values or point/line combinations.
Findings discovered through these investigations are extremely helpful to designers interested in
creating new, unique labyrinth designs and those also interested in their historical development.
However, labyrinths are not only two-dimensional designs made for visual pleasure and
study. They are patterns defining space that may be physically experienced by walking or tracing
their winding path. With this in mind, what other patterns exist in labyrinth designs that may be
meaningful in their contemporary and historical applications and in the design of architectural
spaces and decorative objects? Does the physical and temporal experience of walking or tracing
a labyrinth generate new patterns? How can these patterns be effectively documented and
visually communicated?
This creative research project builds upon previous research into the generative seeds and
algorithms of certain labyrinth designs, by seeking to develop a new visual framework that may
be used to investigate further ways to discover and visualize the patterns within labyrinths. This
framework will rely upon modular visual units instead of mathematical values as a means of
expressing these patterns. The exploration will result in a series of visual pattern examples
derived from investigating a variety of labyrinth patterns through the framework.
Session Description:
A poster presentation of the research in progress will include a description of labyrinths
with some examples of existing mathematical algorithms and seed patterns used to generate
labyrinth designs. The new framework will be introduced and early visual results will be shared.
The focus of the poster presentation will be on analyzing the merit and depth of the new
framework and the initial results of patterns developed through this framework. Animated
discussion will be encouraged from participants’ insight and from their past experiences with
labyrinths through the use of diagrams and experiential examples. The discussion will also
explore possible relationships between the visual output created through the framework, with
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other patterns found within architectural spaces and in the pattern motifs of some decorative
objects.
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A FUNDAMENTAL STUDY FOR AN EXPRESSIVE
TECHNIQUE USING BLOCKS
- FEATURES OF BLOCK WORKS MADE BY JAPANESE ADOLESCENTS -

DAIKI KATO AND MIYAKO MORITA

In this study, we will introduce an expressing technique using blocks
(block technique) and examine features of block works made by Japanese
adolescents. The block technique is one of many techniques used in art therapy. As it exhibits therapeutic eﬀects and the block works themselves may
reﬂect some of the psychological aspect of the art creators, it is a technique
useful for not only therapy but also for psychological assessment.
Thirty-three participants participated in this study. Twenty-two participants (9 males and 13 females, mean of age = 24.4 years old) expressed anything they had desired using blocks individually in separate rooms. Eleven
participants were university students (3 males and 8 females, all participants
were 18 or 19 years old). They experienced the block technique in a class of
clinical psychology.
In this study, the features of block works, especially of the forms and
contents, were examined and compared with respect to gender and past
experience of playing with blocks. Through this study, we showed some
general features of block works made by Japanese adolescents and certain
signiﬁcant diﬀerences between males and females, and participants who have
or lack the experience of playing with blocks. These results can be useful
when we use this technique in a therapy. Block works may reﬂect not only
gender and experiences in childhood but also some psychological factors
such as personality. As a result, it is important to perform more studies
that include several other factors to develop the block technique as a useful
art therapy technique.
(D.Kato) Center for student Counseling, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusaku, Nagoya, 464-8601, JAPAN
E-mail address: daiki-k@nagoya-u.jp
(M.Morita) Graduate School of Education and Human Development, Nagoya
University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, 464-8601, JAPAN

Key words and phrases. block technique, Japanese, adolescents.
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Drawing Out Tradition
The methodology of traditional architectural education involves the observation of underlying
principles of design and the subsequent manifestation through drawing. Drawing is the process
of abstraction as a means to focus attention on particular attributes; therefore, sketching is
critically observing and discussing what one ‘sees’. This core of architectural education can be
applied in different social, political, and historical contexts. With this in mind, how does one draw
upon the traditional methodology of sketching in Afghanistan?
The author is part of a three-year contract with the Afghan Ministry of Higher Education, with
support from the World Bank, having the goal of strengthening curriculum, enhancing Afghan
professors’ training and knowledge base, and certification of educational standards by 2015. In
order to work towards these future goals, it is essential to consider the social, political, and
economic situation in Afghanistan—past and present. Decades of turmoil, war, and
fundamentalism, have contributed to Afghanistan’s struggling educational and academic system.
Someone seeking to research and understand the context and tradition of Kabul University’s
Faculty of Engineering encounters a complex situation. In times of relative stability (1960’s and
1970’s), Kabul University’s Faculty of Engineering was the region’s leader in engineering,
including architectural education. This hybrid pedagogy, however, was not carried into the
current program; most Kabul University professors were trained either under and/or after the fall
of the Taliban (2001). Additionally, historical information regarding the celebrated Kabul
University’s Faculty of Engineering tradition is out-of-date or non-existent. Therefore, the
challenge for Afghan architecture professors in the Faculty of Engineering is defining a
methodology grounded in Afghan tradition and cultural context for the built environment.
This paper will present the author’s experiences while mentoring Afghan architecture professors
and students at Kabul University in 2007 and 2008: by examining the crossroads of traditional
architectural training, the importance of sketching in Kabul University’s modern curriculum, and
teaching methodology. In attempting to connect the ideas of sketching as a method of seeing
and learning, the author employed an interactive viewpoint. In mentoring, the author sought to
observe and draw upon the current and traditional Afghan environment and culture of the
students and professors, through the common language of sketching.
The paper will discuss the Afghan professors’ and students’ development of a new awareness of
sketching as a means of investigation of the built form by drawing upon sketching as an
interactive method of analysis. A brief history of the current architectural curriculum’s
development—created in collaboration between the two universities—will be reviewed.
Specifically, the author will focus on two courses in the second year curriculum (“Sketching,” and
“Introduction to Architecture 1” Design Studio). Finally, the author’s unique perspective as a
mentor, revealing introductory design principles and involvement in the creation of a shared
foundation of understanding of aesthetic, philosophical, and creative approaches, will be
examined.
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Pride Goeth Before The Mist: Frank Darabont’s Proverb and Capital Sins

Joseph Horst
East Carolina University
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Frank Darabont has earned a critical reputation for excellent adaptations of Stephen King’s
works Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption and The Green Mile, adhering mostly to
King’s message of hope. Darabont’s latest adaptation, The Mist, reverses this message however
in direct contrast to King’s novella. Where King’s purposefully vague conclusion ends on the
“hope” of escape, Darabont drastically departs from that and gives the reader a specific and firm
sense of hopelessness and despair because of needless sacrifice. In the movie, Darabont
exemplifies almost all of the seven traditional Catholic capital sins – pride, avarice, gluttony,
lust, sloth, jealousy and anger – using King’s major and minor characters much as the writer did.
Darabont focuses primarily on the capital sin of pride, culminating in Darabont and King’s main
character, David Drayton, needlessly losing his wife, child and two other people. Darabont
portrays pride as a main cause of not only Drayton’s loss, but the reason for the mist itself; the
idea of this capital sin and its effects resonate throughout the movie (and novella).
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Throughout much of Hungarian history, Hungarians revered the Virgin Mary as their
great patroness, as the protector of the country, and celebrated the idea by granting her an
ancient title: Magyarok Nagyasszonya. Loosely translated as the Great Lady of the
Hungarians, in this appearance she was, and still is, venerated not only by the Catholic
population of the nation, but also among the Protestants. She is not only portrayed with
the most holy of Hungarian relics, the Crown of St. Stephan, but is constantly implored
for the protection against the enemies, as well as the health and wellbeing of her people.
Thus, the figure became an integral part of Hungarian national consciousness. Time and
again, throughout history, her image and persona was used to define the Hungarian ethos.
Using historical documents, legends, art and artifacts, as well as a brief comparison to
Our Lady of Guadalupe this paper, a part of a larger work, will attempt to explore the
development of Magyarok Nagyasszonya, that is, the Great Lady of the Hungarians,
throughout history and how she ceased to be a purely religious figure but rather a national
icon among the Hungarian people, regardless of their religion.
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Relationships between landscape structure, vegetative attributes and evolutionary
predisposition for landscape preferences in South East Australia
By Ray Green, Elahna Green and Paula Villagra-Islas

ABSTRACT: This paper reports on two studies that explored preferences for Australian
landscapes and associated vegetation from the perspective of human evolutionary
predispositions. A range of natural landscape settings were first photographically
documented in both a coastal town (N=32) and in a botanical garden (and N=56), both
located in southeastern Australia. These landscape images were then used as stimuli and
shown to groups of respondents (N=36 and N=40 respectively) who were asked to rate
the depicted landscapes according to overall preference using a 7-point rating scale.
Regardless of demographic characteristics or environmental history of respondents they
were remarkably similar in their preferences. The most preferred scenes were also rated
the most ‘natural’ and were of high ecological value. These landscapes also shared
particular attributes – the trees in them had forms typically associated with savanna types
landscapes (e.g. Acacia species), appeared to be easy to walk through, and conveyed a
sense of mystery. In contrast, the less preferred scenes lacked these attributes and were
composed of mostly exotic plant species. They were also described as ‘messy’ looking.
These results add support to evolutionary theories that try to explain landscape
preferences, such as Kaplan and Kaplan’s Information Processing Theory, Appleton’s
Prospect Refuge Theory and Habitat Selection Theory as proposed by Orians.
Keywords: Landscape preference, Evolutionary predisposition, Landscape structure,
Vegetative attributes, Australian landscapes

THEORY FRAMEWORK
A body of landscape research has focused on developing and testing a range of theories
that try to explain landscape preference from an evolutionary perspective. This includes
Habitat Selection Theory as proposed by Orians (1986), Jay Appleton’s Prospect Refuge
Theory (1990) and Kaplan and Kaplan’s Information Processing Theory (1989), among
others. All of these theoretical models suggest that people prefer landscapes, associated
attributes and spatial configurations that would have provided our ancient ancestors with
survival advantages and that these responses have been carried over to the environmental
preferences of contemporary humans.
These evolutionary theories of landscape preference are based on the premise that the
habitat of early humans would have possessed attributes that would have signalled the
presence or possibility of obtaining resources that would have been necessary for survival
and hence triggered positive psychological responses. For example, Orians’ (1986)
Habitat Selection Theory suggests that semi-open grasslands with scattered trees,
reminiscent of tropical African savannah-type lands – the type of landscape setting in
which much of early human evolution occurred - will evoke positive emotional responses
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in contemporary humans. In support of this theory, savannah-like tree shapes – such as
Acacias or other trees with large spreading canopies and short, bifurcated trunks – have
been found in a number of studies to be preferred in comparison to other types of tree
forms regardless of socio-cultural differences of respondents (Cook 1972; Gobster 1994;
Orians and Heerwagen 1992). For instance, a study by Summit and Sommer (1999),
which explored responses of undergraduate students, residents of both urban and rural
areas and landscape architects in the US, found that Acacia-like tree shapes are more
preferred than other types, such as Eucalyptus, Oak, Palms and Conifers. In interpreting
the results they suggest that such tree shapes are more preferred because of their larger,
spreading canopies and smaller height, which would offer shelter and be easier to climb
that other tree types. Acacia-like tree forms were also found to be valued over other tree
forms because of their perceived “strength” and “beauty”.
Likewise, Appleton’s Prospect Refuge theory (1990) suggests that the characteristics of
savannah-like landscapes and associated tree shapes are factors in people’s landscape
preferences because they would have been places that would have offered our ancient
ancestors prospect, or elevated locations from which vantage points over looking the
landscape to observe game, or places to hide (refuge) could have been obtained. Appleton
suggests these situations would have provided protection to individuals from possible
hazards, such as predators. One study conducted by Sommer and Summit (1995) tested
Appleton’s hypothesis in relation to perceptions of tree shapes. They explored the shapes
of trees that would have been perceived as providing opportunities to gain prospect or
refuge. They used black and white tree icons that varied in terms of canopy and trunk
sizes. They found that larger canopies and smaller trunks were more preferred, such as
Acacia tree shapes, with their greatest stability and easy of climbing, were most
preferred.
Rachel and Stephen Kaplan (1989) also attempt to explain landscape preferences from an
evolutionary perspective using their Information Processing Theory. This theory proposes
that people’s preferences for landscapes are associated with how our ancient ancestors
would have processed environmental information in unfamiliar natural settings in order
to identify potential survival advantages, such as the existence of signs suggesting the
more likely possibility of finding game during hunting. According to this theory,
preferences for landscapes vary in relation to four variables - perceived levels of
coherence and legibility of a scene, which affect the extent to which a scene is
understandable in two-dimensions, and levels of complexity and mystery, which affect
people’s desire to further explore the landscape with the possibility of findings food
resources (e.g. game for hunting) as manifest in three-dimensions. For example, scenes,
which have curved paths and partially obscured areas of vegetation, were found to
possess higher levels of mystery and were also more preferred. A mysterious looking
scene would have implied an invitation to venture into the landscape and to explore it
further. Scenes with a high degree of perceived mystery are typically found to be more
preferred, presumably because they incite a sense of curiosity and fuel one’s imagination
to explore the landscape further. This is in contrast to landscapes that are perceived to
more highly complex or where views are blocked, suggesting a lack of accessibility, the
possibility of risks and which would be difficult to ‘read’. They also found that people’s
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responses are influenced by past experiences and knowledge gained from prior personal
interaction with the landscape. In this respect, some research on landscape aesthetic
preferences suggests that personal characteristics, such as degree of familiarity with the
area of study and cultural differences, will influence people’s environmental perceptions
and preferences (Zube and Pitt 1981; Buhyoff et al. 1982; Herzog et al. 2000). However,
researchers have found that the role of familiarity is complex and the findings are
contradictory with regard to this issue. For example, some researchers have reported that
foreign, exotic landscape scenes were actually preferred over more familiar indigenous
landscape scenes (Kaplan and Herbert 1987; Yang and Brown 1992). However, similar
landscape preferences were found between urban and rural inhabitants in Australia
(Williams and Cary 2002), regardless of familiarity with the sites under evaluation.
Other scholars argue that preferences for landscapes are purely culturally conditioned,
based on the premise that symbolic forms in the environment structure our perceptions of
the world according to specific cultural demands, which will inevitably change over time
and with historical context (Cosgrove 1998). For instance, one of the most influential
factors in the landscape preferences of western cultures is suggested to be associated with
‘picturesque’ designed landscapes, developed mostly in the United Kingdom in the 18th
century. Landscapes created according to this style were aimed at reorganizing nature to
make it more beautiful, visually appealing but to also instil an appreciation of nature
(Batey 1994). Various design attributes, such as the use of ‘foregrounds and sidescreens’, ‘roughness and variety’, ‘contrast and chiaroscuro’ and ‘graduation’ are
typically found in landscapes based on the picturesque style of landscape design
(Robinson 1991).
Such reinterpretations of natural landscapes have been questioned based on the fact they
give a false impression about nature, as people will be lead to believe that such settings
are true representations of natural ecosystems (Nassauer 1995). However, it can be
argued that picturesque, park-like landscapes do indeed hold appeal to people, but due to
their possession of attributes as suggested by human evolutionary theories as previously
discussed that would increase preference. Research by Nassauer (1995) found that the
more ‘messy’ the appearance of a landscape the less it will be perceived to be visually
attractive and conversely the more ‘neat’ it appears the more attractive it will be
perceived. She found that intervention in landscapes aimed at making them appear more
cared for increases visual preference and proposes introducing design elements that will
function as ‘cues to care’ to suggest the place is being cared for and hence increase visual
preference. This ‘aesthetics of care’ strategy suggests that by introducing familiar signs
of care greater attractiveness and a strengthening of people’s relationships with the
environment can be obtained, or what Nassauer terms as framing messy ecosystems.
To test aspects of the theories that propose that people prefer environments that have
similar characteristics to the landscapes in which human evolved, the authors looked at
data from two studies that explored people’s preferences for different types of naturally
occurring landscapes in southeast Australia. These studies explored relationships between
responses to landscapes and vegetative associations in two landscape settings. Sample
groups were asked to evaluate scenes of various landscape settings in terms of
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preferences and then the authors visually inspected the scenes to see if identify attributes
associated with how our ancestors would have valued the landscape could be identified.

METHODS
As mentioned, data was drawn from two distinct studies. And examined to see if
landscape structures and formal properties that may influence preferences, and the
meanings these landscapes may convey to people, could be related to those predicted by
the evolutionary landscape preference theories. Study 1 was aimed at determining how
residents of the small town of Anglesea, a coastal town in Victoria, Australia, perceive
and evaluate both exotic and indigenous vegetated settings. Study 2 explored how people
perceive and value landscapes composed of remnants of indigenous vegetation displayed
in a reserve area at the Royal Botanical Gardens Cranbourne (RBGC) in Victoria, also in
Australia.
In Study 1 salient vegetation types and landscape settings where first photographically
documented based on the results of two preliminary studies; an ecological survey that
documented the range of local plant species and vegetative communities, and also a mail
questionnaire (N=300) aimed at identifying local environmental features that the
community considered to strongly contribute to ‘neighbourhood character’. In this study,
32 landscape settings were photographed, based on the prior ecological and community
surveys. These photographs were then used as stimuli in a community workshop.
Respondents attending the workshop (N=36) varied in terms of gender, age, place where
they grew up (urban/rural) and if they were full or part-time residents of Anglesea. They
were asked to evaluate each of the 36 photographs using a 7-point bi-polar rating scale
(from one for the lowest and seven for the highest preference value). The study also
included several other scales found in past research to be associated with preferences for
landscapes (Daniel and Boster 1976; Nassauer 1995; Green 1999; Zube and Mills 1976)
including beautiful/ugly, distinctive/ordinary, natural/artificial, messy/neat. Data was
analysed to generate simple mean and standard deviation values for each photograph. In
addition, correlation analysis was undertaken to explore relationships between the ratings
from the different scales.
In Study 2, different landscape scenes of the RBGC reserve were photographed and used
as stimuli. Photographs were taken randomly, taking care in representing the various
vegetation communities on site while simulating how humans would typically view the
landscape (e.g. height and angle of view) as accurately as possible (Daniel and Boster
1976; Zube et al. 1989; Craik and Feimer 1987). The reserve area where the photographs
were taken is subjected to prescribed burning regimes once a year, a technique used for
conserving Australian indigenous plants, which rely on fire for regeneration. Visual
variation due to the burning of the vegetation was represented by photographing each site
twice within a year time-frame. Next, 56 of the photographs were used as stimuli in
photographic Q-sort exercise in which participants (N=40) were asked to sort the
photographs by preferences using a 7-point rating scale (with one equalling the lowest
value and seven the highest value). In order to document the meanings people ascribed to
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the images, respondents were asked to describe in their own words the landscapes they
preferred the most and the least, those they placed in the first and last photo piles. Both
visitors to the botanical gardens and experts in the field of landscape management were
involved in doing the Q-sort exercise. Similar to Study 1, participants varied in terms of
gender, age, where they grew up (urban and rural area) and levels of education. Simple
mean and standard deviation values were also calculated for each photograph and were
then matched with the words people used to describe the scenes they liked the most and
the least. Data was also subjected to factor analysis to identify factors involved in
preferences between the different sample groups and a series of T-tests and One-Way
ANOVA tests where used to explore differences between the sample groups.

RESULTS
No significant differences between sample groups in either study were found in terms of
preferences. Indeed, responses in both studies were found to be very similar in terms to
the landscape images that were rated the most and least preferred. Respondents in Study
1 gave higher values to settings that included indigenous vegetation types, rather than
exotic types (Green 2002). Likewise, Study 2 found that preferences related to areas with
a greater mixture of indigenous vegetation, which generally possessed more vegetative
diversity than landscapes composed of a single plant species, were also more highly
preferred.
Highest preferred landscape settings: Both studies found that the most preferred scenes
where those that included indigenous vegetation and had a ‘natural’ look to them. This
was more apparent in Study 1, as the stimuli also included settings with exotic species
that received the lowest rating values. Photo N.28 (see Figure 1), from Study 1, was rated
as the most ‘natural’ (M=5.75, SD=0.60), the second most ‘beautiful’ (M=5.47,
SD=0.81) and fifth highest in terms of ‘distinctiveness’ (M=5.86, SD=1.14). This scene is
of a Messmate Stringybark Woodland with a grassy understorey – a dominant indigenous
Eucalyptus species vegetation community in the Anglesea area. Likewise, Photo N.24
(see Figure 2) from Study 2 was rated highest in terms of general preferences (M=1.39,
SD=1.43) and represents an indigenous Heathy Woodland vegetation community, with
10-meter tall Eucalypts and lacking a secondary tree or shrub layer (Department of
Sustainability and Environment, 2006). The area where this photograph was taken had
been burnt a year before and the regeneration process is evident but still ongoing, which
probably influenced people’s ratings and descriptions of this scene. This most preferred
scene was described as being ‘new’ and ‘fresh’ in appearance, ‘vibrant green’ in colour
‘distinctive’ in terms of shape of the trees, and as being ‘natural’ and ‘beautiful’.
Landscape structure and composition also seemed to have played an important role in the
preferences for the most preferred scenes in both studies. In both photos N.28 (Study 1)
and N.24 (Study 2) the eye is drawn to the upper centre of the images and the
background, which includes a blue sky framed by the spreading canopies of trees and low
ground covers, composed of grasses in photo N. 28 and bracken ferns in N.24. The
Messmate trees in both scenes have more horizontally spreading canopies and shorter
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trunks that widen out toward the ground. These landscapes are also differentiated from
other less preferred landscapes by having clearly visible fore, mid and background layers
of vegetation.

Figure 1: Photo 28 - Messmate (Eucalyptus obliqua) Stringybark Woodland with grassy
understorey

Figure 2: Photo 24 – Heathy Woodland vegetation community
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Least preferred landscape settings: Two of the least preferred scenes in Study 1 are
landscapes composed of exotic plant species and/or indigenous plant species that are
colonizers and can be weedy. Both photos N.12 (Figure 3), which depicts a Prickly Teatree and Hop Goodenia dominated landscape, and photo N.11 (Figure 4), which shows a
weed-infested wetland, were rated as being highly ‘ugly’, ‘messy’ and ‘ordinary’. Photo
N.11 was rated the ‘messiest’ of all scenes (M=0.92, SD=0.97), the fourth most ‘ugly’
(M=2.44, SD=1.61) and the second most ‘ordinary’ (M=2.64, SD=1.81). Photo N.12 was
rated the most ‘ordinary’ of all scenes (M=2.42, SD.1.81), the second most ‘messy’
(M=1.22, SD=1.33) and as moderately ‘ugly’ (M=2.53, SD=1.72). Both of these images
have thick, scrubby ground covers, which would limit both the possibility of walking
through them and would present the possibility of encountering poisonous snakes,
frequently seen in the Australian bush, signalling a clear risk if one were to wonder
through this landscape unaware. This implied sense of risk could partially explain the
lower preferences for these scenes.
Likewise, many of the least preferred images in Study 2 also had an ‘untidy’ appearance
and respondents often described these scenes as ‘dangerous’ and ‘hard to walk trough’.
For instance, Photo N.45 (Figure 5) was the least preferred of all scenes in this study
(M=2.88, SD=1.32), and is representative of a Swamp Scrub vegetation type, which is
often found as a dense-thicket of scrubs (Department of Sustainability and Environment,
2006). Photo N.45 was also described as ‘boring’, ‘messy’, and to a lesser degree as
being ‘dry’, ‘dense’ and offering not as deep views. Similarly, Photo N.29 (Figure 6),
also in Study 2, received a lower rating, most likely due to its ‘messy’ appearance
(M=3.19, SD=1.13). This image shows an over-grown Heathy Woodland landscape,
which had been undisturbed for several years. These landscapes lack of accessibility and
were also described as having a slightly ‘ugly’ appearance. Similar to Study 1, results
from Study 2 suggest that people prefer landscapes the least that have lower ecological
value and higher perceived risks. The Australian experts in landscape management, from
the Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) in Melbourne, Country Fire
Authority (CFA) brigade in the South East Coast, and researchers from the School of
Forest and Ecosystem Science at The University of Melbourne, who were respondents in
Study 2, described both photos N.29 and N.45 as being ‘unhealthy’ and with a high level
of ‘fuel’ load, a characteristic which suggests an increased risk of bush fire, a major
problem in Australia.
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Figure 3: Photo 12 - Thicket of Prickly Tea-tree (Leptospermum ) and Hop Goodenia (Goodenia
ovata)

Figure 4: Photo 11 – Wetland with invasive exotic grass species
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Figure 5: Photo 45 - Swamp Scrub vegetation type

Figure 6: Photo 29 - Heathy Woodland vegetation type
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DISCUSSION
The most preferred scenes in these two studies possess specific structural elements and
attributes that would support the theories, as previously mentioned, that try to explain
landscape preferences from an evolutionary perspective. For example, in our study it was
found that the denser, more closed looking landscapes, due to the presence of tangled
branches and a higher densities of vegetative cover, and denser under-storey plants, were
found to be less preferred, and these are the types of settings that would have provided
the least possibility for access, or allow mobility through them, and for surveying the
landscape as suggested by Orians’ Habitat Selection Theory (1980). The untidy
appearance of these settings was also found to be associated with a sense of fear and risk,
which may explain the low rating values associated with these scenes. The messy look of
such natural landscapes, as suggested by Nassauer (1995), would have also negatively
influenced landscape preferences as they look uncared for, and this indeed was suggested
to be the case in our studies as well.
The results suggest that depth of visibility into the landscape, physical accessibility,
possibilities for prospect and refuge and a preference for landscape that possess high
ecological value, versus low value, were all attributes associated with the most highly
preferred landscape scenes. Landscapes, with longer views, which would have facilitated
gaining prospect over the landscape - as Acacia-like tree forms do as they offer the
possibility for easy climbing, were also more preferred. These findings support
Appleton’s Prospect and Refuge Theory (1990).
Likewise, landscapes that facilitate one to walk through them, and that provide a sense of
mystery, and the possibility to go further into them to gain more information may have
made the scenes in our studies more preferred, as suggested by Kaplan and Kaplan’s
(1989) Information processing Theory. In particular, the most preferred scenes in both
studies show high levels of mystery as both depict landscape views that are screened by
different layers of vegetations and large canopy trees yet suggest sometime ahead. These
scenes also were associated with a sense of naturalness and beauty as assessed by the
respondents. Higher preferences were also associated with the presence of indigenous
vegetation over introduced, exotic vegetation types; with indigenous and more biodiverse environments associated with higher preferences. These results help us to predict
the types of landscape settings that are likely to be most preferred and therefore used in
designed landscapes with the aim of increasing public landscape preferences.
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LOVE AND DEATH: THE CURIOUS VIRGINS OF HANS BALDUNG GRIEN
Presentation Synopsis
Bonnie J. Noble, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
4518 Poplar Grove Drive
Charlotte, NC 29269
bjnoble@uncc.edu
This paper presents new research on Hans Baldung Grien, an innovative and influential
painter and printmaker active in Germany during the sixteenth-century Protestant Reformation. 1
I am interested in Baldung’s groundbreaking reinterpretations of traditional, religious subjects,
particularly his paintings of the Madonna and Child. 2 My research differs from other scholarly
work on Baldung by focusing on Madonna images, rather than his representations of Eve,
Venus, and witches, which have already received substantial scholarly attention. 3 These
studies place Baldung in the context of the Renaissance and Reformation, arguing that
Baldung’s women derive from classical figures such as Diana, goddess of the hunt, 4 or
asserting that his misogynist images represent a departure from the ideals of the paradigmatic
Northern Renaissance artist, Albrecht Dürer. 5 Other scholars emphasize the role of Baldung’s
images as a precursor to the infamous European witch hunts, which began in the late fifteenth
century and flourished until about 1700, particularly in German speaking territories. 6
The small amount of work on Baldung’s Madonna pictures argues for the influence of the
Renaissance and Reformation, dismisses them as “aesthetic exercises”, 7 or interprets them as
veiled references to classical mythology. 8 My approach is different in two respects. First, my
work parses the complex relationships between Baldung’s representations of the Virgin and the
changes wrought by the Reformation and Renaissance in greater detail than has been done
heretofore. 9 Baldung’s Madonna images accommodate viewers with both Catholic and
Protestant sympathies. This fact is consistent with the objectives of other Reformation artists,
such as Lucas Cranach the Elder, who also produced significant numbers of Madonna images
during the Reformation. Because Baldung worked in the city of Strasbourg, which had officially
embraced the Reformation during the 1520’s but still had a population of Catholics, representing
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the Virgin in ways consistent with Lutheran theology but not antithetical to Catholic belief was
professionally pragmatic. 10 And second, I interpret Baldung’s Madonna images in relation to,
rather than separate from, his morbid representations of Eve and witches. Baldung’s Madonna
images are elements of a complex system of images, ideas, and practices that express and
perpetuate changing ideas about gender, identity, and theology. 11
Baldung’s older contemporary, the great German Renaissance artist Albrecht Dürer,
created numerous paintings and prints that celebrate human virtue and beauty. Although Dürer
represented ominous images of witches and personifications of death, these subjects were not
his primary interest. 12 In contrast, an overwhelming number of Baldung’s images brood over
death and human fallibility. Most striking, however, are the ways the themes of death and sex
permeate his Madonna images. One example is his painting Madonna with a Parrot, c. 1528
(fig. 1). This picture combines conventional compositional features such as the youthful, longhaired Virgin in half length with Christ on her lap, with unexpected and unsettling intimations of
the erotic. A parrot, a traditional symbol of wisdom, perches on the Virgin’s shoulder, nibbling at
her neck. The Virgin acquiesces to this unusual exchange by inclining her head, a gesture that
moves beyond mere tolerance to complicity and even pleasure. She appears more responsive
to the parrot’s advances than to her own nursing son. Her right hand positioned at her chest
does more to call the viewer’s attention to her exposed flesh than to guide her son’s
nourishment. In fact, Christ is oddly isolated in this composition, holding on to his indifferent
mother, a look of bewildered frustration directed to the viewer. All these elements put together - the vulnerability of Mary’s exposed neck, her beckoning glance at the beholder, the demonic
angel in the upper left corner, and the attention drawn to her skin - - depart from more
conventional, chaste representations of the Virgin.
Marian imagery in the sixteenth century, both Catholic and Protestant, frequently
emphasized the humanness of the Virgin and other holy figures. 13 That Baldung depicts the
Virgin with no explicit signs of holiness, such as a halo, is in itself not surprising. Still, this
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tendency to emphasize the Virgin’s humanity would not prepare the beholder for the provocative
Madonna we see in Baldung’s painting. In fact, the Virgin is presented in much the same way
as Baldung’s temptresses. For example, in Baldung’s 1511 woodcut The Fall of Humanity, Eve
regards the beholder with an expression clearly resembling the Virgin’s in the Madonna with a
Parrot. In both of these images, a caress draws the beholder’s eye to the breast. This parallel
configuration of Eve and Mary confounds the established pictorial and theological tradition that
places Eve and Mary in a dichotomy; the former causes the downfall of humanity while the latter
exemplifies purity. The parallels between the Virgin and Eve in Baldung’s images make them
seem more like partners than opposites.
Beyond replacing the traditional, chaste, and maternal Virgin with one who is unsettlingly
similar to Eve, Baldung’s Madonna with a Parrot also dismantles another set of conventions. A
centuries-old tradition praises the Virgin’s chastity, paradoxically, with erotic metaphor. 14 This
tradition exalts the Virgin as the chaste bride of Christ, who is at once her son and bridegroom.
This nuptial metaphor has also signified the passionate devotion of the Christian for the Virgin.
Baldung’s historical context complicates this type of traditional Marian devotion in
several ways. First, the likely Lutheran sympathies of many of Baldung’s patrons would have
precluded this kind of explicit continuity with Catholic tradition. Second, the Madonna with a
Parrot (as well as Baldung’s other provocative Madonnas) must be placed in the context of his
total production, including his general tendency to exaggerate the sexuality of his female
subjects. And third, Baldung’s sexualized Virgin has lost her chastity. Her forthright and “sinful”
sexuality suggests a sisterly relationship to Eve.
What kind of function could the Madonna with a Parrot have served? One scholar
recently claimed that Christian virtue always triumphs in Baldung’s sensual Madonna images,
even in the context of theological uncertainty. 15 In contrast, I argue that in Baldung’s Madonna
images, the tensions between virtue and vice are in fact never resolved, and remain dissonant
and coexistent in Baldung’s art generally and in his images of women in particular, virgins and
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temptresses alike. This tension between good and evil is a theme that would have appealed to
viewers with both Protestant and Catholic sympathies.
Baldung’s Madonna paintings also thematize the intricate issue of Vanitas. Vanitas is a
notion that derives from the biblical book of Ecclesiastes, and signifies the impermanence of
worldly goods and pleasures; the mistaken belief that such worldly things are meaningful; and
the corresponding misunderstanding of what is truly important, i.e. the state of the soul and
salvation. 16 By conflating chastity and eroticism not just in a single image, but in a single figure,
Baldung’s Madonna with a Parrot, as well as his other Madonna pictures, synthesizes the
elements of Vanitas in a woman who is Eve and Mary simultaneously. Baldung’s Madonna
pictures thematize the tensions between temptation and virtue in a world of moral and religious
uncertainty.
In Strasbourg, the Catholic church no longer acted as the singular, institutional arbiter of
the conflict between desire and restraint. Traditional ways of dealing with moral transgression,
such as confession and repentance, no longer held the same power or provided the same
purifying effect. At the same time, evolving Protestant theologies were neither stable nor
authoritative enough to resolve the dissonance between temptation and virtue in an increasingly
secular world. Baldung’s art both reflects and perpetuates the anxieties and confused
expectations of his educated, affluent patrons, anxieties that are not a continuation of late
medieval fears, but a complex response to a new world.
Further complicating the meaning of Baldung’s Madonnas is their intersection with the
Renaissance notion of the independent individual. Scholars across disciplines have noted that
the individual in the Renaissance is accorded more autonomy than in previous centuries. 17
Within certain privileged groups, the individual in the Renaissance became his (only rarely her)
own, independent entity. This idea of the free individual creates a serious burden. The
beholder of Baldung’s paintings, now an independent thinker, must personally cope with worldly
temptation without the certainties the Catholic church provided before the Reformation. An
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unnervingly sensual Virgin asks how the newly defined, educated, prosperous person is to
reconcile sensuality and spirituality in a world where the terms of salvation are overtly disputed.
In addition to taking the uncharacteristic approach of treating Baldung’s Madonnas as a
primary subject, I also propose a new interpretive model. This new model follows from an
approach favored by scholars of seventeenth-century Dutch still life and genre scenes. 18
Calvinist Dutch images are moralizing, and admonish against indulgence in pleasures of all
sorts. Luxury goods were more available in the economically powerful Dutch Republic than
anywhere else in Europe. By depicting these luxury goods along with symbols of transience,
such as a snuffed out candle or a skull, Dutch still lifes ask their beholders to ponder a conflict
between permanence and impermanence, life and death, body and soul. Likewise Baldung’s
ambivalent Madonna images mirror the angst of his patrons because they entice and repulse,
intentionally blurring virtue and vice, virginity and concupiscence, purity and pollution. Like the
tempting yet dangerous luxury goods in a Vanitas image, Baldung’s seductive Madonnas
epitomize ambivalence.
Like Baldung, Netherlandish artists such as Jan Gossaert and Dieric Bouts
experimented with conflicted, erotic depictions of the Virgin. This fact suggests that the
anxieties implicit in Baldung’s pictures are part of a broader, Northern European trend.
Baldung’s paintings represent a widespread response to economic change, religious turmoil the
likes of which western Europe had never known, as well as new and possibly frightening ideas
about the freedom of the individual Christian.
Baldung’s Madonnas are profane in every sense of the word, literally less holy and more
deeply connected to the world and the fallible people in it. In this sense, Baldung’s depictions of
the Virgin are consistent with Lutheran ideas about the her place in worship. In the medieval
and Counter-Reformation church, the Virgin was a saint who helped believers find salvation and
forgiveness. For believers sympathetic with Lutheran reform, she became a thoroughly human
mother. 19 These new ways of thinking about and representing the Virgin dovetail with even
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more basic concerns, such as the nature of devotional art itself. Beyond questioning the role of
the Virgin, Baldung, like other artists of the sixteenth century, challenges the very function of
religious art.
1
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contemporary texts that influenced it, he explains that the issue is “not one of ‘source’ – nor of
coincidental similarity of otherwise divergent expressions of visual and textual culture. It is one of a
commonly shared culture of devotion in which both text and image serve as instruments of spiritual self
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Introduction: The State of the World and the New Student
Always educators must ask, “For Wwhat world is it that I must prepare these students
for?” Today’s students are entering a world haunted by continuing persisting consequences
effects of historical inequalities and plagued by unpredictable changes in global stability. This is
a world still grappling with racism, sexism, and classism, where; still, nearly sixty percent of
school-age children who do not attend school are female (Shah 2008), and still the poorest areas
of developed countries are disproportionally inhabited by minorities. These gaps in opportunity
and lifestyle are widening exponentially. Currently, “the poorest forty percent of the world’s
population accounts for five percent of global income. The richest twenty percent accounts for
three-quarters of world income” (Shah 2008). The gulf between First and Third World countries
is expanding, leaving Third World nations drained of resources, while First World nations
continue to consume at unsustainable rates. Environments throughout the world are showing
signs of strain: we have reached peak oil, there are holes in the ozone layer, species are dying off
at unprecedented rates, and the international community now agrees that human activity is, in
fact, changing the global climate. In the year 2008 alone, both a global food crisis and a global
economic crisis have been declared.
Now mMore than ever, it is essential that education foster global citizenship in develop
students into true global citizens. What does it mean to be a global citizen in a world defined by
staggering economic and environmental insecurity and, newly connected by globalization,
communication technologies, and challenges that bridge borders? What skills must students have
to make a difference in such a world? The global issues with which students must grapple are
united by their individual complexity, the fast rates at which they change, and the complicated
interconnections they have with other pressing issues. The skills needed to grapple with such
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issues can be grouped into three categories of development: personal responsibility and growth;
taking seriously the perspectives of others; and social responsibility through the use of
contextual critical thinking.
Personal responsibility and growth: Students must develop self-awareness to understand
how they fit into and affect the newly global context of human beings. Further, to keep up with
the rate of change, students must become lifelong learners who see new experiences as
educational opportunities and who can adapt to new circumstances. Most importantly, they must
be individually empowered to become agents of progress in a world much in need of change.
Taking seriously the perspectives of others: To engage with global interconnectedness,
students must be willing and able to communicate with individuals from different cultures,
experiential backgrounds, and belief and value systems. They must be able to both lead and
participate in political, social, and economic developments in developments these unfamiliarthat
occur in these unfamiliar contexts.
Social responsibility via contextual critical thinking: To address the most pressing global
issues, Sstudents must needdevelop to be able to apply critical thinking skills that they can apply
to concretereal-life problems issues. Recognizing global interconnectedness, students must use
critical thinking to develop and enact solutions to these complex issues that affect the quality of
life of individuals throughout the world.
Summarily, the state of the world requires a new kind of educational experience that
transforms the way students learn and empowers students to think and act with an awareness of
global citizenship. We can no longer afford a systemeducational institutions that trains students
to take up places in existent systems. The new student must be willing motivated and able to
create new systems that aim at equitable and sustainable living for all.
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Part 1: Study Away/Abroad Engagement Experiences:
Experiential Learning for Global Citizenship
How can this new kind of educational experience be achieved? Bowling Green State
University and its community partner the United Christian Fellowship collaborate on Study
Away/Abroad Engagement Experiences, educational immersion trips that aim to foster these
skills of global citizenship. This paper discusses four Engagement ExperiencesEngagement
Experiences offered by the UCF and BGSU, describing the processes by which students develop
skills while immersed in a variety of intercultural communities. It also explores the Engagement
Experiences’trips’ impactss on students’ educational experiences, career decisions, and lives.
With the educational validity and long-term impact of the four Engagement Experiencestrips
established, the paper argues that Engagement Experiences like those offered through UCF and
BGSU are essential tools for educators and educational institutions that who wish to foster the
skills of global citizenship in their students.
What are Study Away/Abroad Engagement Experiences?
Study Away/Abroad Engagement Experiences are educational service-learning trips in
which students are immersed in communities distinct from their own for one to three weeks,
where they earn college credit hours while living and working with people from another a culture
different from their own. They engage with the communitiesy in a variety of ways, visiting
cultural sites, participating in local customs, and working with community organizations to learn
about the communitiesy, its their challenges, and the ways in which community members are
meeting those challenges. In the South Bronx in New York City, the Navajo Nation, California
and other areas in the American West, or Peru, students study entrenched social problems and
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methods of community activism through direct experience. In these unfamiliar environments,
students are challenged to learn about themselves and their theown communities from which
they come. In dialogue with community members and other students, students build
relationships, develop intercultural skills, and address their personal and cultural assumptions,
and build relationships. Reflection activities encourage critical thinking about values and
activism in different communities and contexts. Engagement Experiences foster common
purpose among students: spreading cultural awareness, promoting social change, and creating
community.
The South Bronx Study-Away Engagement Experience
Over Fall Break each year, participants students in the South Bronx Study-Away
Engagement Experience travel to New York City to learn about the South Bronx, one of the
poorest congressional districts in the nation. They Students live on 140th Street at the heart of an
African American and Puerto Rican community that exemplifies urban poverty and social action
in the United States. During the Engagement Experience, participants students gain awareness of
issues in the American economic, educational, penitentiary, and social systems that have created
poverty and social inequities in the South Bronx. Students They visit numerous community
organizations and participate in grassroots projects aimed at addressing issues and improving
conditions in the community. By interacting directly with South Bronx community members in a
service-learning context, participants students come to a new understanding of both poverty and
community-based change.
The Navajo Study-Away Engagement Experience
At the end of spring semester each year, participants students in the Navajo Engagement
Experience camp on the Navajo Reservation for two weeks, interacting with communities on and
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off the reservation to gain awareness about Navajo traditional and contemporary cultures, social
issues in Navajo communities, and relationships between American and Navajo cultures and
societies. Participants Students immerse inengage with traditional Navajo culture and history in
Chaco Canyon and Canyon de Chelly, sacred sites in Navajo culture and important historical
centers. They visit Navajo schools and community organizations, where they encounter social
issues in Navajo communities and interact with Navajo people involved in improving their
communities. Participants Students encounterimmerse in Navajo spirituality during a four-day
stay with two traditional Navajo medicine people, Francis and June Burnside. Here, where they
students have the opportunity to participate in traditional talking circles and in a sweat lodge
ceremony. The Navajo Engagement Experience fosters awareness of Native American cultures
and societies and empowers students to be engaged in their own lives and communities.

The American West Study-Away Engagement Experience
During Spring Break, the BGSU Arts Village Learning Community sponsors the
American West Study-Away Engagement Experience, in which participants students tour the
American West to study, focusing on arts in different communities. They begin by visiting
Canyon de Chelly on the Navajo Reservation,, and then they staying two nights with the
Burnsides for two nightsNavajo medicine people who host students from the Navajo StudyAway Engagement Experience. Here, they learn about traditional Navajo arts. They Students
travel next to California, where they visit art museums and universities, immersing in the
contemporary art community. In San Diego, students work with Chicano muralist Mario Turaro
Torero on a mural in Chicano Park, learning about Chicano culture and art forms. In this context,
students discuss myths about California as the paradisiacal end last frontier of the countryUnited
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States. After returning to BGSUthe Engagement Experience, students collaborate on a gallery
show of art in response to their experiences in the West.
The Peru Study-Abroad Engagement Experience
During winter break, participants students in the Peru Study-Abroad Engagement
Experience travel to Peru for three weeks to immerse in Peruvian culture, history, art, geography,
and contemporary life. They Students study Peru’s rich heritage in diverse geographical settings
and in both urban and rural contexts. Participants They tour mountainous, coastal, and desert
regions, including Colca Canyon, one of the largest canyons in the world. While exploring
metropolitan Cuzco and Arequipa, participants students study indigenous and colonial
influences, visiting museums, cathedrals, and markets. Participants Students also explore Machu
Picchu and visit the island of Taquile to study Peru’s indigenous history. The capstone
experience is a week-long service project at an orphanage in Tacna, where participants students
build intercultural communication skills as they live and work with children growing up in rural
poverty. In this service-learning experience, participants students gain intimate knowledge of an
emerging third world country and develop as responsible members of the global community.

Part 2: Study Away/Abroad Engagement Experiences:
Developing the Skills of Global Citizenship
The above illustrations of the Engagement Experiences describe extraordinary learning
opportunities in communities throughout the world. But how do these experiences foster the
three skills of global citizenship described in the introduction, namely personal responsibility
and growth, taking seriously the perspectives of others, and social responsibility via contextual
critical thinking?
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Engagement Experience directors Bill Thompson, campus minister of the UCF, and
Gordon Ricketts, director of BGSU’s Arts Village Learning Community, cite explain that
techniques of de-contextualization, experiential learning, “laissez-faire” methodology,
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reflection, and equitable intercultural sharing are the essential educational techniques used on
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the Engagement Experiences to develop the skills of global citizenship as essential to student
learning on the Engagement Experiences. This section will explain each technique, describe the
concrete ways in which each is reified enacted on the Engagement Experiencesthe trips, and
explore how they these techniques interact to developimpact student development of the three
skill areas identified in the introduction. the three skills identified in the introduction.
De-contextualization
In their article “Transformative Education across the Threshold,” authors Will
McWhinney and Laura Markos argue that truly transformational educational experiences are not
possible without a journey. In coming-of-age rituals in many cultures, young adults must leave
their communities alone or as a group to learn how to survive in contexts in which they are not
supported by the lifestyles, belief systemss, or resources, or assumptions familiar to them. The
authors argue transformational education operates on a similar modelthat the same concept is
true of transformational education, asserting that “the transformation begins when a person
withdraws from the world of established goals to unlearn, reorient, and choose a fresh path”
(McWhinney and Markos 2003). Engagement Experience directors Bill Thompson and Gordon
Ricketts utilize this view of transformative education in constructing their trips, The Engagement
Experiences call the process of rremoving students from familiar contexts and placing them in
foreign environments in order to promote self-exploration and personal growth. They call this
process “de-contextualization.”
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McWhinney and Markos go on to explain that each transformative education experience
occurs in a liminal space, defined as “a place that is on the threshold but is neither here nor
there,” a space in which the student is liberated from familiar contexts in order to reexamine
those contexts and her path in life (2003). Hence, each transformative education experience
begins with a journey into a liminal space. On the Engagement Experiences, the process of Ddecontextualization begins in each Engagement Experience as with a long journey away from
students’ places of origin. The journey to Peru takes a full day by plane. To get to the South
Bronx, students drive overnight to New York City, while the drive to the Navajo Reservation is
twenty-four hours. The American West Engagement Experience includes a thirty-six hour drive
straight from California to Ohioacross the country. Engagement Experience director Bill
Thompson asserts that “those travel experiences are like entering into liminal space” (Thompson
2008). McWhinney and Markos quote Victor Turner when they define a liminal space as “a
place that is on the threshold but is neither here nor there,” a space in which the student is
liberated from familiar contexts in order to reexamine those contexts and her path in life.
The process of de-contextualization is comprised not only of the journey out of one’s
context, but also the journey into a context where one must confront drastically unfamiliar
contextvalues, experiences, and lifestyles. The typical BGSU student comes from a small town in
Ohio, grew up in a middle class family, has experienced mostly Christian beliefs and values, and
has limited experience outside of the Midwest. Each Engagement Experiences immerses students
in communities where people’s lifestyles, value systems, and social issues are far different from
those to which they students are accustomed. Among the Navajo, students are exposed to a
circular worldview that focuses on the community over the individual. In the South Bronx,
students interact with a community struggling with crime, drug trafficking, and substandard
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education, health, and social service facilities. In Peru, students working at a rural orphanage
confront poverty very different from poverty in the United States in terms of scope and severity.
Finally, in the American West, students take a whirlwind tour of Navajo and Chicano
communities struggling to maintain their cultures in the face of American cultural dominance.
The beliefs and challenges of these new contexts contrast sharply with those of small-town Ohio.
The uncomfortable nature of that liminal space motivates students to consider how they fit
among the new and old values and lifestyles, a space “where their values are brought into
question and they can explore new ideas unencumbered by expectations of past knowledge”
(Ricketts 2008). The contrast of new and old contexts frees students to begin deep selfexamination.
Thus,
Dde-contextualization is the first process involved in students’ development ofand the
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When students are Rremoveding students from their contexts and placeding them in
drastically different ones, theys begin a process of self-examination essential to personal growth
encourages a process of self-examination essential to personal growth. Students take seriously
the perspectives of others when they begin to question their values and lifestyles and actively
search out the values and lifestyles they wish to develop.Exposing students to other value
systems and lifestyles forces them to consider the validity of those that they have chosen or
accepted. Further, this exposure impresses upon students the multiplicity of values and lifestyles
possessed by human groups. The process of self-examination generated by de-contextualization
naturally motivates critical thinking about one’s old contexts, as well as the new context in which
one is immersed. Students immersed in these unfamiliar contexts learn to take seriously these
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differing perspectives as they discover that these perspectives are as valid as their own. Finally,
de-contextualization motivates students to critically think about their own lifestyles and values
by contrasting new contexts with old, creating an uncomfortable liminal space that inspires selfexamination. De-contextualization primes students to become agents of change in own their
lives, as well as prepares them to enter into other unfamiliar contexts in a newly globalized
world.
Experiential Learning
Engagement Experiences are, by nature, experiential learning; students learn from what
they observe, activities in which they engage, locations they visit, and people they meet while
immersed in unfamiliar communities. In their article “The Power of Experiential Learning,”
Miriam Ricketts and Jim Willis explain that experiential learning “involves an immersion into
structured experiences, combined with meaningful reflection, as a way to maximize learning”
(2002). The Association for Experiential Education expounds on this definition in the article
“What is Experiential Education?”, adding that “throughout the experiential learning process, the
learner is… engaged intellectually, emotionally, socially, soulfully and/or physically. This
involvement produces a perception that the learning task is authentic” (2007). Indeed, students
often assert that the experiential learning that occurs on Engagement Experiences is more “real”
than academic learning in a university setting; BGSU senior Alanna Burke, participant in both
the 2007 and 2008 Navajo Reservation Engagement Experiences, states that:
“In a classroom, a lot of times it’s easier to not really engage in what the teacher
is talking about – but on the reservation there were a variety of learning
experiences – individuals talking with us, visiting different places. What made it
more authentic was that it engaged many ways of learning.”.
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Because the student is holistically engaged in experiential learningthe learning experience, the
learning becomes personally relevant and hence transformative.
While all aspects of Engagement Experiences incorporate experiential learning, two
particular instances best highlight its use in developing the skills of global citizenship, as well as
the ways in which Engagement Experiences utilize service-learning methods.
Community Organizing Development in the South Bronx Engagement Experience
During the South Bronx Engagement Experience, students have several opportunities to
work with community organizations on projects they have developed to meet community needs.
Every year, students volunteer at with after-school programs run by The Point Community
Development Center and the Mercy Center, working with their after-school programs to
providinge homework help and directing programs for area youth. In 2007, a group of students
developed the “Postcard Art Project,” a pen-pal program that connects youth from different
communities through art rather than letters. They The students piloted this project at the Point
and the Mercy Center, working with youth children in the after-school programs to make art in
response to questions such as “What is your neighborhood like?” This experience fostered
leadership and organizational skills while also giving students a chance to learn about the
community from youth living there. In 2008, students utilized experiential learning to improve
their community organizing skills when they worked with community organization Mothers on
the Move on their campaign to improve public housing conditions. Students went door-to-door in
public housing developments with experienced community organizers, notifying residents about
an upcoming meeting with the Speaker for the Mayor about public housing. They used the skills
they developed from that experienceWith that basis, students to developed similar community
mapping projects in Bowling Green upon return from the Bronx. In the Bronx, students learn
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from their experiences working with community organizations skills they can then use to address
issues in their own communities.

Community Development in the Peru Engagement Experience
The capstone experience of the Peru Engagement Experience is the week students spend
living and working at El Buen Samaritano orphanage in rural Tacna. Here, students learn about
rural poverty and social justice issues in a third-world country through their experiences
dialoguing with the children and creating art with them. They aid the orphanage in ongoing
projects; in 2007, students helped build s; such as building an addition to the orphanage’s living
quarters. In these projects they students discover the challenges involved in community
development in impoverished areas and learn how community organizers grapple with these
challenges on a daily basis. On an individual level, students develop intercultural communication
skills through experiential learning as they communicate with children and staff members who
speak a different language and come from different cultural and experiential backgrounds.
Experiential Learning and the Skills of Global CitizenshipExperiential learning is
essential to students’ development of the skills of global citizenship because it
Experiential learning in unfamiliar contexts empowers students to perceive all life
experiences as classrooms, enabling them to become personally responsible for their education
throughout their lives. If experiences are seen as learning opportunities, the individual becomes a
lifelong learnerExperiential learning fashions a lifelong learner able to adapt to fast rates of
change and engage with complex issues. Further, students who have learned from experiences
like dialoguing and working with individuals from different communities recognize the
importance of taking seriously the perspectives of others. Finally, their experiences working with
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community organizations teach students that an individual’s actions in her context do make a
difference in the wellbeing of the community. This awareness of self-in-context fosters a sense
of social responsibility and motivates the use of critical thinking to create the best possible
community. Experiential learning abilities are thus important for all individuals who intend to
make a difference in their communities, and they are in fact essential for those who endeavor to
tackle the most pressing global issues.
“Laissez-Faire” Methodology
Experiential learning is inherently unpredictable; the Association for Experiential
Education explains that the experiential learner “may experience success, failure, adventure, risktaking and uncertainty, because the outcomes of experience cannot totally be predicted” (2007).
Recognizing that the unpredictability of experiences make them personally relevant and
potentially transformative for each individual, Engagement Experience directors Bill Thompson
and Gordon Ricketts have developed adopted an educational ethos incorporating
unpredictability, personal relevance, and freedom of choice that they called “laissez-faire”
methodology. “Laissez-faire” is variously translated from French as “let them do it” or “handsoff,” which beautifully encompasses the way in which the directors conceptualize learning on the
Engagement Experiences. The directors are “hands-off” about student learning, believing it
essential that students create their own learning experiences.
This “hands-off” philosophy makes the trips valuable to students in all disciplines.
Ricketts explained in a November 2008 conversation that while the “trips are generally focused
on the arts and social work,” the curriculum of an Engagement Experience is relatively
unimportant. An Engagement Experience could just as easily focus on environmental problems
in the American West as on arts in a variety of communities. What is essential to an Engagement
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Experience is that students have the freedom to engage with the opportunities available in
whatever way they choose. Their choices personalize the experience and empower them to
engage in the community in ways relevant to their goals and values. Because the curricula of
Engagement Experiences is secondary to the most essential learning outcomes of empowerment
and personal agency made possible by the directors’ “laissez-faire” philosophy, Engagement
Experiences can be transformative for any who choose to undertake the journey.
The “laissez-faire” methodology is enacted in a variety of ways. First, the day-to-day
schedule during Engagement Experiences tends to be unpredictable. The majority of scheduled
activities are discussions with individuals or organizations influential in their communities, and
hence theirwhose lives are busy and unpredictable. Often the Engagement Experience schedules
change to accommodate their availabilities. These constant changes set a mutable tone for the
experiences, highlighting their liminality. More prominently, the directors provide students with
many options each day. For instance, during the 2008 South Bronx Engagement Experience,
students often had a choice of five organizations to visit in the morning and three where they
could volunteer in the afternoon. Similarly, during their stay with Francis and June Burnside on
the Navajo Engagement Experience, traditional Navajo medicine people, students’ time is almost
entirely unscheduled, though the Burnsides and the directors make sure students are aware of
opportunities available on the Burnsides’ property and in surrounding areas. Giving students
options forces them to consider what they want to get out of the Engagement Experience and
then act on those desires. Engagement Experience director Gordon Ricketts sums this up when
he writes that the “process doesn’t include explicit desired outcomes or what they are to learn…
They will each get… what they get out of the trip [what they make of it]” (2008).
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Students’ assessment projects are another important way in which the “laissez-faire”
ethos is enacted. These All projects are self-designed. The student works with one of the
directors to analyze her interests and, she proposes a project, and then she goes on the
Engagement Experience. Here, she takes notes or creates art about her experiences. These
observations and creations will guide her work when she returns. Student projects have reflected
their learning in multifaceted ways; students create books of poetry, design community projects,
write research papers, and try out new art forms. Self-designed assessment projects allow
students to transform their learning experiences into roadmaps for self-directed learning in any
context.
The Engagement Experiences’ “laissez-faire” methodology inspires development of the
skills of global citizenship by giving students autonomy that empowers them to act on their own
goals in unfamiliar settings.
“Laissez-Faire” Methodology and the Skills of Global Citizenship
The time and space students are allotted to develop their own educational experience
requires students take personalo be responsibilityle for their learning. Engagement Experience
director Bill Thompson explains that “students have downtime where they haveing nothing to
distract them, so they have time to think about what gives them meaning and if the values they
have been brought up to believe in really make them happy” (2008). This critical thinking about
values instigates personal growth. Further, with the freedom to design their own educational
experiences, students realize that anything can be a learning opportunity, inspiring them to take
seriously others’ perspectives. Finally, students’ self-designed learning experiences in
communities unfamiliar to them reveal the impact a community can have on an individual,
fostering a sense of social responsibility toward the community. This sense of responsibility
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motivates critical thinking about community issues in the interest of developing projects that
address those issues. Empowered by this “laissez-faire” philosophy, students take the reins of
their lives, becoming more motivated and effective leaders and community members.
Reflection
Experiential education literature cites reflection as the key to successful experiential
learning. Citing Glenn and Nelson’s 1988 article “Raising self-reliant children in a self-indulgent
world: Seven building blocks for developing capable young people,” Julie Hatcher and Robert
Bringle argue in “Reflection: Bridging the Gap Between Service and Learning” that although
experiential learning “has the potential to develop key perceptions that foster personal growth, it
is only when the experience is thoughtfully considered and analyzed that generalizations are
formed to influence future action” (1997). In other words, for experiential learning to be truly
transformational, capable of developing a new kind of global citizen, students must reflect on
their experiences.
On Engagement Experiences, reflection is more than just a tool for learning: it is a ritual
that symbolizes values about education and lifestyle inherent in to the experiencestrips.
Engagement Experiences utilize the Navajo “talking circle” model, in which each individual in
the circle has the opportunity to speak while the rest of the community listens. Paulette Running
Wolf and Julie Rickard explain in their article “Talking Circles: A Native American Approach to
Experiential Learning” that talking circles are “a traditional form of early childhood through
adult education” in Native American cultures, considered to be in and of themselves methods of
experiential learning (2003). Talking circles develop listening skills, foster respect for the
viewpoints of others, and develop a deep sense of community among participants. In this
reflective process, students process their own experiences by sharing them with others and by
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listening to the experiences of others. Further, because talking circles occur almost every night,
they become a community sacrament, a stable framework in an otherwise unpredictable and
unfamiliar context, making them essential cohesive elements of the Engagement Experiences.
“Talking Circle” Reflections and the Skills of Global CitizenshipTalking circle
reflections stimulate growth in the skills of global citizenship by
involving students in the process of community building and inspiring development of
excellent communicative abilities. TThe communal format of the talking circle requires a great
deal of openness and honesty from the student, important elements of personal growth. Further,
as students listen to each other and consider commonalities and differences among their
experiences, the sense of shared yet personal experience motivates them to take seriously others’
perspectives. The strong community created in the talking circle reflective process makes
students aware of their place in community settings and sensitive to their impact on that
community, promoting social responsibility. Contextual critical thinking is also inherent to the
talking circle; students analyze and explore the meaning of their experiences in the context of a
community of fellow learners. Talking circles serve as an excellent symbol for the ways in which
skills of global citizenship are developed in throughout the Engagement Experiences.
Equitable Intercultural Sharing
The The educational processes of Engagement Experiences echo parallel two goals
included in the mission statement of the United States Peace Corps: “Helping promote a better
understanding of Americans on the part of peoples served” and “Helping promote a better
understanding of other peoples on the part of Americans” (Peace Corps Mission Statement at
peacecorps.gov 2008). While the Engagement Experiences do not focus specifically on serving
the communities in which students are immersed, they share the Peace Corps’ focus on
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reciprocal learning across cultural, national, and experiential borders. From preliminary
meetings, students are encouraged to see themselves as learners and as teachers, learning about
the community in which they are immersed as well as educating others about themselves and
their own communities. This focus on reciprocity elucidates the mutually beneficial relationships
students develop with community members as they learn together for the good of their respective
communities.
While the focus on reciprocity is mostly an ever-present, underlying theme or mindset of
the Engagement Experiences, particular examples illustrate how it comes into being and the
impact it has on students’ experiences. Perhaps the best example is the sweat lodge ceremony
students have the opportunity to in which students participate in during their stay with Francis
and June Burnside on the Navajo Engagement Experience. Students are able to engage in one of
the most fundamental and sacred traditions of the Navajo people, while the Burnsides learn about
students’ lives, culture, and reactions to the ceremony from students’ responses to the ceremony
about their lives and culture in talking circles following the sweat lodge. Further, on the
American West Engagement Experience, students work with Chicano muralist Mario
TuraroTorero on a mural in Chicano Park. In working with TuraroTorero, students learn about
Chicano culture, community life, and art, while TuraroTorero and the surrounding community
benefit from students’ differing experiences and conceptions of art expressed in the murals on
which they collaborate. Perhaps the most common frequent example of equitable intercultural
sharing that occurs on Engagement Experiences is simply everyday dialogue among students and
community members. In these informal contexts, students and community members share their
lives and learn from each others’ experiences. Reciprocity becomes a learning tool for all
involved in the Engagement Experience, blurring distinctions between teachers and learners.
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Equitable Intercultural Sharing and theis essential in developing global citizenship
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because it shows students that they are both teachers and learners in the global community. Skills
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One important consequence of students vviewing themselves as both teachers and
learners, students is that they come to see their experiences as valid learning tools for other
community members. In sharing experiences with others, students undergo personal growth as
they strengthen their communication, self-presentation, and listening abilities. Inherent in
understanding oneself as both a teacher and a learner is a sense of social responsibility and taking
seriously others’ perspectives; as a teacher, one is responsible for the learning outcomes of others
in the community, and as a learner, one conceives of others’ viewpoints as valid educational
instruments. This outcome is perhaps most essential for global citizenship; one must be able to
communicate across a variety of barriers borders in a newly globalized and interconnected world.

Part III: Outcomes and Conclusions
The Engagement Experiences set the stage for truly transformational education. Decontextualization first instigates self-examination by removing students from what they know
and immersing them in an unfamiliar context, sparking personal growth. Experiential learning
opportunities teach students how to make their lives their classroom and develop skills students
can apply to their own communities long after the trips are over. The “laissez-faire”
methodology that is part and parcel of the trips’ experiential learning ethos further empowers
students to become agents of change in their lives and communities, giving them the autonomy
to design experiences relevant to their goals. Talking circle reflections raise students’
consciousness about how the experiential learning opportunities they have chose impact their
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lives and the lives of others in their communities. These reflections exemplify one instance of
equitable intercultural sharing, by which students recognize the importance of others’
perspectives and develop communication and critical thinking skills essential to grapple with
complex global issues. As such, the educational methods of Engagement Experiences are
designed to develop skills essential for true global citizenship.
However, as all educators know, student assessments and future decisions are most
indicative of the impact of a learning experience. In the introduction of the paper, this question
was posed: What does it mean to be a global citizen in a world defined by staggering economic
and environmental insecurity and newly connected by globalization, communication
technologies, and challenges that bridge borders? Students who have participated in
Engagement Experiences are living examples of what it means to be a global citizen in today’s
world. Indeed, students’ Students’ final projects in response to their learning experiences on the
trips, their activities throughout their academic careers, and their life choices speak to the lifechanging potential of the Engagement Experiences. Students’ Students’ final projects are selfdesigned, are which gives them the freedom to respond to their experiences in whatever way they
choose. Unfailingly their projects are interdisciplinary,often creative syntheses of a variety of
ideas, experiences, and observations that influenced them during the Engagement Experience.
One student wrote a paper exploring the cultural importance and spiritual significance of
weaving in Navajo culture. One created a documentary about the educational importance of the
Peru Engagement Experience. Another developed a series of poems addressing cultural identity
and social justice issues after the Navajo Engagement Experience. Many create works of art in a
variety of mediums in response to the Engagement Experiences. Significantly, ; often students
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often try new methods of responding to their experiences, such as learning a new art form or
developing a community project.put together a gallery of the class’s work.
Students’ responses have sometimes stretched well beyond class requirements. For
instance, one group of South Bronx Engagement Experience students developed an after-school
program in Bowling Green after working with after-school programs in the Bronx and
experiencing first-hand the impact they after-school programs have on the lives of area youth. A
coalition of students from Navajo, South Bronx, and Peru Engagement Experiences collaborated
to create the Postcard Art Project, the pen-pal program first piloted in the Bronx that now links
youth in four after-school programs in Bowling Green and the Bronx through thematic artwork.
In 2007, a similar coalition formed student/community organization FREEDOM, a group
dedicated to “intercultural awareness, social justice, and the art of human expression,” as a forum
in which they could discuss and utilize what they had learned while on the Engagement
Experiences. This group now sustains the Postcard Art Project, runs monthly Free Speech
forums, hosts Activism Workshops, and is developing Community Mapping Projects on-campus
and in the surrounding community designed to document community members’ opinions about
issues affecting their lives. These projects mirror the work several FREEDOM members did with
Mothers on the Move while on the South Bronx Engagement Experience in October 2008.
The impact of the Engagement Experiences extends well beyond students’ academic
careers, however. They empower students and provide them with skills necessary to individuals
in all vocations who hope to make a serious impact on complicated and interconnected
issuesneeded to enter into challenging social justice vocations. StudentsMany have entered
challenging social justice fields. For instance, Erin McKinney, a participant in the 2006 South
Bronx Engagement Experience and the 2007 Navajo Engagement Experience, is currently
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working with children in the Dominican Republic at Caminante Outreach Ministry. Ashlee
Christian, a participant in the 2007 Peru Engagement Experience, is serving as a Peace Corps
member in Mongolia, teaching English. Maureen Pearch, a 1994 South Bronx Engagement
Experience participant, is now a counselor at a prison in Portland, Oregon. Six years after
graduating from BGSU, South Bronx Engagement Experience participant Dawn Pigg wrote to
Engagement Experience Director Bill Thompson that she had become a public defender,
representing juveniles who have been committed to the state and placed at youth development
centers. She reported that her experiences in the Bronx revealed her calling to work with youth in
the prison system.
However, as Gordon Ricketts explained in his discussion of “laissez-faire”
methodology, the impact of these trips reaches well beyond social justice and art careers; the
skill fostered by Engagement Experiences are applicable to any life path. For instance, many
students who have participated in Engagement Experiences enter educational fields. Matt Boaz,
who is the Director of Affirmative Action at Miami of Ohio University, participated in the 1996
South Bronx Engagement Experience. He explains that his South Bronx experience made him
sensitive to the needs of others, saying, “Before I went to the South Bronx I had so-called
needs… Those weren't needs; they were wants. My definition of need has … changed because I
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saw people who needed to eat, who needed that glass of water that they couldn't get.” Jana
Fuhrmann, a participant in the 2005 American West Engagement Experience and the 2006 Peru
Engagement Experience, now teaches art at a low-income school in inner-city Phoenix, Arizona.
She echoes Matt’s perception that the trips make students more aware of how they fit into wider
communities when she writes:
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“These cross cultural experiences have given me the understanding, the courage, and
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the inspiration to travel to Brazil to teach and to work with Hispanic children in
Phoenix, AZ. I have become a lifelong traveler and adventurer, someone who…
recognize[s] those… things that connect us across continents.”
The Engagement Experiences inspired these students and many others to enter educational
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careers in the hopes of incorporating intercultural experiential learning opportunities into their
own curricula. Others enter business fields and incorporate the skills they have learned on the
Engagement Experiences in a variety of ways. Andrew Miller, a participant in the 2006 Peru
Engagement Experience, now works for an international business firm in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates. He explains that his experience in Peru
“has influenced me to be, not only a better human being, but also a better American.
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As the rest of the world's outlook on us has been severely tarnished in the past few
years, it is our job as the new American generation to help people realize that we
do… care about the rest of the world.”
Jamie Marino, a participant in the 1996 and 1997 South Bronx Engagement Experiences and the
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1997 and 1998 Navajo Engagement Experiences, now works for Progressive Insurance. She
attests that the trips’ emphasis on the value of community building in impoverished and diverse
communities has motivated her to take a team-building approaching to sales and has prepared her
to communicate with individuals from a variety of backgrounds and cultures.
who cite their life choices as influenced by their education experiences on the
Engagement Experiences include: (NEED YEARS AND NAMES OF ENGAGEMENT
EXPERIENCES FOR EACH) (ARE THERE OTHERS WE SHOULD INCLUDE?)
-Mandy Miller, who is an at-risk youth intervention specialist at Penta Career Center.
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-Jana Fuhrmann, who teaches art classes at a low-income school in inner-city Phoenix.
-Erin McKinney, who is serving in the Dominican Republic, working with children at
Caminante Outreach Ministry.
-Matt Boaz, who is the Director of Affirmative Action at Miami of Ohio University.
-Dawn Pigg, who is a Public Defender at the State's Department of Public Advocacy,
representing juveniles who have been committed to the state and placed at youth
development centers.
-Maureen Pearch, who is a counselor at a prison in Portland, Oregon.
-ETC.

The lives of these individuals and many more are testaments to the transformational
impact of Engagement Experiences like those offered at BGSU. These individuals are actively
involved in improving the conditions of communities throughout the world. They have taken
responsibility for the well-being of others, utilizing critical thinking, listening, and
communication skills in-context to address community needs. The issues they grapple with in
their daily lives are microcosms of the most pressing global issues; the issues they encounter
echo the, complexity, similarly characterized by their complexity, fast rates of change, and
complicated interaction with other issuesinterconnections that characterize current global
challenges. And these individuals will assert that the Engagement Experiences helped prepared
them to face these challenges head-on.
If the global citizen is one prepared to engage with the complexity, pace ofrapidly
changing change, and complicated interconnectedinterconnections among the issues that
characterize today’s world, thean Engagement Experiences are essential learning tools for all
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responsible educational institutions. In the introduction, personal responsibility and growth,
taking seriously the perspectives of others, and social responsibility and contextual critical
thinking were identified as crucial developmental areas for a global citizen willing motivated and
able to engage today’s issues. The paper then explored how Engagement Experiences use five
distinct methods—de-contextualization, experiential learning, “laissez-faire” methodology,
reflection, and equitable intercultural sharing—to provide students with opportunities to develop
those three skills of global citizenship. The paperIt then illustrated how Engagement Experience
students have utilized those skills in their academic careers and life choices to better the
communities in which they live, learn and work. Evidently, the transformational potential of
Engagement Experiences for individuals and communities is enormous. Educational institutions
need to provide greater resources and support for such experiences if they intend to foster global
citizenship among students. Sara Ritz, a 2008 South Bronx Engagement Experience student,
sums up the need for greater institutional focus on immersive experiential learning opportunities
in a statement sent to Engagement Experience director Bill Thompson shortly after the class
returned to BGSU:No longer can educational institutions afford to train students to take places in
existent systems. In this time of global interconnection and challenge, educational institutions
must prepare students to be agents of change. Incorporating intercultural experiential learning
opportunities like the Engagement Experiences into general curricula is the first step educational
institutions can take in developing an institutional focus on global citizenship – a focus essential
to global stability in the twenty-first century.
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Abstract: During summer 2007, I created a questionnaire to be distributed online to fans of J. R. R.
Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings book and Peter Jackson’s three-film cinematic adaptation (released
2001-2003). The data from 1261 questionnaires provide some interesting insights into the power of
film, in particular the LotR trilogy, on the way fans perceive characters and the impact an adaptation
may have on the fandom and perceptions of the original work. As well, the buying and viewing habits
of LotR fans may indicate the level of continuing interest in the films and the book.

In early summer 2007 I created an online questionnaire to survey Lord of the Rings (LotR)
fans about their reading, viewing, and buying activities and preferences. I wanted to see if Peter
Jackson’s recent (2001-2003) film adaptation was more popular, currently and possibly in the long
term, than J. R. R. Tolkien’s venerable book. I also was curious if fans of either the book or the film
participated in other aspects of LotR fandom: academic conferences, fan conventions, the Tolkien
Society, attendance at the LotR musical (in Toronto or London), or travel to Tolkien’s England or
Jackson’s New Zealand. Although the questionnaire generated too much data to summarize in a brief
paper, some high points of the results are described in the following sections.

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire automatically recorded the date of submission (late June-early July 2007,
with a test group in Hawaii taking and commenting on the questionnaire in early June), but
respondents filled in the rest of the questionnaire online. TheOneRing.Net (TORN) posted a message
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describing the questionnaire and providing a link to the survey. Other fan venues, including Stories of
Arda (a popular fanfiction web site), also picked up the link and posted notices online for their
members.
Multiple choice demographic questions, which most respondents completed, asked the
following:

•

age (18-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60+)

•

gender (male, female)

Respondents were also asked to list their country of citizenship and, if they lived in the U.S., their
state.
Multiple choice questions about the respondent’s reading and viewing habits included the
following:

•

number of times the respondent has read The Lord of the Rings (0, 1, 2-4, More than 5)

•

number of times the respondent has seen Jackson’s LotR trilogy (0, 1, 2-4, More than 5)

•

the most recent time the respondent read LotR (Within the past month, More than a month ago
but within the past year, More than a year but less than 5 years ago, More than 5 years ago)

•

the most recent time the respondent watched LotR (Within the past month, Within the past
year but not in the past month, More than a year ago but since 2004, Only in the initial
theatrical release)

•

whether the respondent planned to read LotR again (Yes, No, Unsure)

•

whether the respondent planned to watch LotR again (Yes, No, Unsure)
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•

whether the films are as important today to the respondent as they were when they were first
released (Yes, No, Unsure)

•

whether the book is as important today to the respondent as when it was first read (Yes, No,
Unsure)

The next section allowed respondents to choose which LotR items they had purchased:

•

one or more hardback copies of the book

•

one or more paperback copies of the book

•

a tape or DVD of Ralph Bakshi’s adaptation of The Lord of the Rings

•

one or more CD or audiotape versions of the BBC’s radio dramatization of The Lord of the
Rings

•

a tape or DVD of the Rankin-Bass animated version of The Lord of the Rings

•

one or more DVD or tape versions of Peter Jackson’s films

•

one or more CD soundtracks from the Jackson films

•

one or more action figures of characters from The Lord of the Rings

In the About the Book section, respondents were asked to list their favorite and least favorite
characters and reason(s) behind their choices. They also were asked to identify their favorite part of
the book. In About the Movies, respondents were asked similar questions.
Later sections turned to LotR fandom in general. In About Online Fanfiction, respondents
were asked how often they read fans’ fiction involving LotR characters or scenarios, both “gen”
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(general, family-friendly fiction) and “slash” (fiction involving same-sex romantic and/or sexual
relationships). They again identified favorite characters and pairs in these stories.
In About Fandom, respondents were asked about their membership in the Tolkien Society and
participation in events or meetings; attendance at fan conventions or academic conferences in which
LotR was a key topic; and other activities common in this fandom, such as entering an art or a
costume competition, seeing the musical, visiting former filming locations, or visiting sites that
inspired Tolkien’s writing. Finally, respondents were asked whether they thought their interest in
LotR would change during the next five years.
The questionnaire presented a wide range of questions, and I knew as I developed it that not
every respondent would be willing or able to answer each question in such a lengthy survey.
Nevertheless, the resulting data and comments reveal some interesting facets of LotR fandom. Within
three days of posting the questionnaire’s link on TORN, I received so many questionnaires that my
Hotmail mailbox was full, and after four days I requested the webmaster remove the questionnaire,
simply to make the number of questionnaires manageable.

Respondents

LotR fans increasingly come from a broad spectrum: long-time book fans, academic scholars,
film fans, gamers, even fans of a particular actor in Jackson’s trilogy. They also participate in one of
the most vocal fandoms and are an extremely knowledgeable group. I was overwhelmed by the
number of people who wanted to take the survey and even requested a copy after the online site
closed. For the most part (as evidenced by the high number of usable surveys), respondents enjoyed
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sharing information about their LotR interest and wrote lengthy descriptions to open-ended questions.
I received no “rude” or “outlandish” responses apparently designed to skew the results.
Demographic information about respondents illustrated the broad nature of the fandom:

Age (1255 responses):

18-29

42.8%

30-39

18%

40-49

20%

50-59

16.6%

60+

2.6%

LotR fandom pre-Jackson trilogy was more likely to be considered an older group, but with the
popularity of Internet sites like TORN, which was chosen specifically to advertise the questionnaire,
and the global popularity of the films, Tolkien fandom today is likely to attract a younger group,
which bodes well for the continuation of LotR fandom in general.
Although more women than men completed the questionnaire, the percentage of men who are
LotR fans is larger than I expected. Although I didn’t correlate gender with comments made in other
sections on the questionnaire, several man commented upon their enjoyment of the action or battle
scenes in Jackson’s trilogy. Perhaps thinking of LotR as action films makes the trilogy more
appealing to men.
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Gender (1261 responses):

Female

62.4%

Male

37.6%

When we consider that the questionnaire was provided on the Internet for less than a week
and was written in English, the fandom’s diverse citizenship is impressive.

Country of citizenship (1258 responses, 822 from U.S., 436 from the rest of the world):

U.S.

65%

Rest of the world

35%

Within the U.S., the most respondents (percentage of the 822 responses) lived in these states; only
South Dakota wasn’t represented:

California

11.7%

Texas

6%

New York

5.8%

Illinois

5.5%

Pennsylvania

4.8%

Florida

4.7%

Virginia

4.0%
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From the rest of the world, the most respondents (percentage of the 436 responses, with 34 countries
represented) lived in these countries:

Brazil

19.3%

Canada

17.9%

Specifically identified as U.K.

13.1%

Specifically identified as England

8.5% (in addition to the U.K. percentage)

Specifically identified as Scotland

1.4% (in addition to the U.K. percentage)

Australia

8.7%

Germany

4.6%

Spain

3.9%

Portugal

3.0%

Netherlands

2.8%

France

2.3%

The majority (of 1171 respondents) had read the book at least once. Although more than half
the total number of respondents had read the book more than five times, 85% of the approximately
same number of respondents had seen the films five or more times. The films seem to be the more
popular way to “experience” LotR.
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Number of times respondents have read the book:

0

1%

1

10.7%

2-4

36%

5+

52.3%

Forty percent (of 1159 respondents) reported they had read the book within the past year, and another
40% had read it more than a year ago but within five years. An interesting finding is that 89.7% of
those who had read the book wrote that the book was as important to them today as it was when they
first read it, and 96.4% expected to read the book again.
Fewer than 1% of respondents saw the films only in their initial release; 56.8% wrote they had
watched the trilogy within the past year, with another 34% reporting they had seen the movies within
the past month. Of the respondents who had seen the films at least once, 97.5% added that they plan
to watch the trilogy yet again. A majority (79.7%) reported that the films were as important today (or
in 2007) as when they first saw them (2001-2003). If we consider the number of films released each
year, or even the number of “event” or “blockbuster” films, LotR fans have a long cinematic memory
and loyalty to the trilogy.

Number of times (1160) respondents have seen the films:

0

0%

1

0.9%
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2-4

14%

5+

85.1%

It seems that the type of fan eager to take a LotR survey is also willing to see the films many times.
Although the information from more than 1000 respondents can’t be truly representative of the
thousands of LotR fans worldwide, interest in the films three years after their release continued to be
high, and people who consider themselves true LotR fans typically watched the movies again and
again.
These respondents also were good consumers; the trilogy tape or DVD sets were bought more
often than either the hardback or paperback book. What is more interesting, however, is that the
majority of fans purchased more than one product; many fans owned one of everything listed in the
questionnaire. Because respondents selected more than one item, the number of responses (4668) was
greater than the number of respondents to this question. The percentages reflect how many times an
item was selected.
More respondents (21.6%) owned a DVD or tape of each of the LotR films than any other
item. Another popular item was the CD soundtracks; 19.3% selected this item as one of their
purchases, and another 11% owned at least one action figure. Nevertheless, the book is still important
to many fans, and 13.6% owned a hardback copy of the book, with an additional 18.6% owning a
paperback copy. The LotR films have a big impact on fans’ purchases, not terribly surprising in light
of the films’ global mass marketing and the amount of merchandise available. What may be more
interesting is that 5.1% also owned a tape or DVD of the Ralph Bakshi 1978 Lord of the Rings film,
and 4.6% owned a copy of the Rankin-Bass animated TV special. Yet another 6.5% owned
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audiotapes or CDs of the BBC’s radio version. Some LotR fans collected all adaptations of this story;
few respondents reported that they owned only the book or the Jackson DVD collection.

Perceptions of Characters

Not all results are presented in this paper. Some interesting points, however, can be made
about the power of film on audience’s perceptions of a character and the way that audiences familiar
with the original source may evaluate a cinematic version of characters. Of course, film adaptations
usually alter the way characters are presented, whether by a change in the medium used to tell the
story or by casting a particular actor. With LotR, however, audiences already may have seen previous
adaptations that may color their understanding of a character originally introduced in print; as well,
the book has been a “best read” for so long that moviegoers who haven’t read the book still may have
some idea of Tolkien’s original story or characterizations.
I didn’t break down results by, for example, age or nationality. The percentages here were
created from the total number of responses. Although 44 characters were listed as favorites from the
books, only 30 were listed as favorite movie characters. An interesting difference between book and
film favorites is that two respondents wrote “scenery” when asked to identify their favorite film
character. Indeed, New Zealand “played” Middle-earth and is an important reason why cinematic
tourism is a growth industry. With so many characters from whom to choose one favorite, some
characters only received 1 or 2 of the approximately 1200 “votes” cast for film or book, which makes
the number of votes for Fellowship characters even more impressive.
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The Fellowship, as book characters, received the following percentage of 1177 votes as
“favorite character”:

Aragorn

20.5%

241 votes

Gandalf

16.4%

193 votes

Sam

15.7%

185 votes

Frodo

12.3%

145 votes

Legolas

4.8%

57 votes

Pippin

3.3%

39 votes

Boromir

2.9%

34 votes

Merry

2.5%

30 votes

Gimli

1.1%

13 votes

The Fellowship, as movie characters, received the following percentage of 1218 votes as “favorite
character”:

Aragorn

24.4%

297 votes

Gandalf

14.4%

176 votes

Frodo

11.4%

139 votes

Sam

10.1%

123 votes

Legolas

6.7%

82 votes

Pippin

5.8%

71 votes

Boromir

4.6%

56 votes
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Merry

3.1%

38 votes

Gimli

1.4%

17 votes

In the second ranking, Frodo and Sam switched places, but the rest of the characters maintained the
same ranking within the Fellowship. What is more interesting is the percentage of change in fans’
perceptions of these characters. Whereas Gimli, for example, kept roughly the same percentages (a
very modest 1% of votes) as favorite character in either the entire book or three-film trilogy, other
characters’ popularity increased substantially.
Pippin, who was the favorite character of only 3.3% of book readers, was chosen as the
favorite movie character by 5.8%. When we consider that Pippin, although a member of the
Fellowship, received considerably less time in the story than other characters like Frodo or Aragorn,
this percentage increase becomes important. Boromir, often a controversial character deemed a hero
by some fans but a traitor by others, also gained popularity on film. “Book Boromir” was the favorite
of 2.9% of readers, whereas “movie Boromir” became the favorite of 4.6%; Legolas also garnered
almost an additional two percent of votes—from 4.8% (book) to 6.7% (film). Although Aragorn is
typically considered a, if not the, hero of The Lord of the Rings, and fans also selected him as their
favorite book character, nearly a quarter of all respondents answering that question selected him from
a large cast as their favorite movie character. More fans voted for their favorite film characters than
book characters, too, so these characters with a larger percentage of the film vote also received much
higher total numbers of votes than would come from a simple percentage increase alone.
Comments about the actors who portrayed these characters indicated the importance of actor
matched to the role, as well as what the characters were given to do in the films. The “hunk” factor
significantly increased audience interest in certain characters. Respondents specifically commented
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on the physiques of Viggo Mortensen and Sean Bean, and the casting of Bean as Boromir may
account for the increase in the character’s popularity on screen. Orlando Bloom, rather than his elven
character, may account for much of the nearly two percent increase in Legolas’ on-screen popularity.
Not only did Pippin, as portrayed by Billy Boyd, receive more screen time than might be expected—
including new scenes not specifically scripted from Tolkien’s story—but his popularity seems to
come primarily from young women or teens who identified with Pippin or described either Pippin or
Boyd as cute. Boyd’s Scottish accent endeared Pippin to 12 (out of 71) respondents, who specifically
noted that his voice and accent made him especially memorable.
Sam still received a respectable number of votes as favorite film character (185), but this
character was chosen by a higher percentage (15.7% of the smaller total number of people answering
this question; 123 responses) as favorite book character. In general, more respondents completed the
questions regarding the films instead of the book, even there was only a 10-respondent difference in
the number of people initially stating they had read the book or seen the films. In comments
throughout the questionnaire, respondents seemed divided about Sam’s success as a character in the
book or the films. Fans critical of Sean Astin’s performance wrote that movie Sam was “over the top”
or “too emotional.” Fans critical of Tolkien’s original character found him too subservient (which I
assume is more of a cultural difference between modern readers not used to class distinctions and
Tolkien, who would have been more keenly aware of such distinctions).
Fans reacted just as strongly to characters they didn’t like as to those they did. Again, with
only the characters of the Fellowship as examples, some characters considered more favorably in the
book were opposed or despised in the films. Fifty-four characters were cited as “least favorite” from
the book; 43 were “least favorite” in the films. Some least favorite characters from the book who
didn’t make it into the screen adaptation included Ioreth, the Barrow wights, Goldberry, Tom
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Bombadil, and Radagast. Least favorite characters strictly from the films included Figwit, Gamling,
and Hama. (Of course, each of these characters was also someone else’s favorite.)
The Fellowship, as book characters, received the following percentage of 966 votes as “least
favorite character”:

Boromir

3.2%

32 votes

Legolas

3.1%

31 votes

Frodo

1.6%

16 votes

Gimli

1.1% (the same percentage

11 votes

of respondents who listed
him as their favorite book
character)
Sam

1.1%

11 votes

Aragorn

0.8%

8 votes

Pippin

0.6%

6 votes

Gandalf

0.5%

5 votes

Merry

0.4%

4 votes

Choosing a least favorite character proved difficult for some respondents, who explained that they
left that section blank because they liked all characters, even those who might be considered villains.
Those respondents who completed this section commented specifically on what they didn’t like and
often wrote lengthy rationales of their choice.
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The Fellowship, as movie characters, received the following percentage of 1017 votes as
“least favorite character”:

Gimli

4.6%

47 votes

Legolas

4.5%

46 votes

Frodo

2.9%

30 votes

Sam

1.6%

16 votes

Boromir

1.5%

15 votes

Aragorn

1.3%

13 votes

Pippin

0.6%

6 votes

Merry

0.5%

5 votes

Gandalf

0.3%

3 votes

In the “least favorite” category, book characters often were ranked differently from their cinematic
counterparts. Gimli, in particular, not only moved from the fourth “least favorite” ranking among
those in the Fellowship from the book to the number one least favorite character among the
Fellowship on film, but he also became the least favored Fellowship movie character by a whopping
(at least for this survey) 3.5% increase—in actual numbers of votes, up from 11 votes to 47.
According to respondents’ comments, Gimli annoyed them not because of actor John Rhys-Davies,
but the script. Those who loved Gimli in the movies enjoyed his comic relief, the same reason why
other fans vehemently opposed this change in character from the book. “Stupid” and “buffoonish”
were two terms used to describe movie Gimli but not book Gimli, even among those who chose him
as their least favorite character.
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Outside the Fellowship, the least favorite book characters overall were Tom Bombadil (12%),
Saruman (11%), Wormtongue (10.8%), and Denethor (10.9%). The overwhelmingly least favorite
movie character was Denethor (20.6%), with Wormtongue (8.8%) and Faramir (8.1%) coming in a
distant second and third, respectively. Comments explaining these choices frequently mentioned the
way the character was portrayed by the scriptwriters, not the actors. Complaints about Denethor, for
example, ranged from “too evil” or “cartoonish”; Faramir often was berated for being “too different
from the book.”
The characters’ portrayal on film, including the nuances of performance, the actor’s physical
appearance, and dictates of the script, seemed to have a great impact on fans who completed this
questionnaire. Especially because the majority of respondents are relatively new to LotR fandom and
are younger, they are more likely to be familiar with the films instead of the book or even other
adaptations. This shift in perceiving the story as “correctly” told in a certain way (e.g., Jackson’s
story instead of Tolkien’s) or the way Pippin, for example, “should” look and sound, may have a
lasting impact on readers’ perceptions of the original text and their enjoyment of future adaptations.
Jackson’s films, for the majority of these respondents at least, set the benchmark by which all other
versions of the story currently are measured. The film section generated a higher number of responses
and the most comments. Fans who haven’t read the book or who are most familiar with the films may
not realize that, for example, Faramir as shown on screen differs greatly from his actions described in
the book. The popularity of Jackson’s adaptation may have continuing far-reaching effects on the
popularity of Tolkien’s book, or the story itself.
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Fan Activities

LotR fans seem interested in a wide range of activities, although those sections of data
regarding fanfiction and fan-related activities are only briefly summarized in this paper. LotR fans’
interest goes much further than passive reading or film watching; the impact of the films, in
particular, has had a powerful influence not only on their purchases but leisure-time activities,
including travel.
Only 718 respondents replied to questions about fanfiction, but of that number, 34% regularly
read it, 43.5% occasionally read it, and 22.5% both read and write it. Of course, because I didn’t
define “occasionally” or “regularly” on the questionnaire, the exact frequency of reading can’t be
determined; however, roughly 2/3 of the questionnaire’s total number of respondents reported their
interest in fanfiction.
The number of respondents varied by question in the final sections of the questionnaire (those
assessing other fan-related activities). The following percentages and number of responses received
for that question illustrate some typical LotR fan activities, although the low percentages suggest that
only some fans have a much more intense participation in their fandom and that the wide range of
LotR fan-related activities spreads out the number of people who participate in each.

Typical fan activities include the following:

Attendee at a fan convention featuring a LotR film actor

24.7% (233 of 945 responses)

Participant at an academic convention featuring at least
one panel discussion about LotR

18.9% (180 of 954 responses)
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18
Visitor to Tolkien sites in England

16% (156 of 976 responses)

Vendor, artist, or costumer at a LotR event

15.2% (144 of 950 responses)

Member of the Tolkien (or American Tolkien) Society

11.2% (107 of 1161 responses)

Visitor to LotR filming sites in New Zealand

10.5% (102 of 973 responses)

Attendee at the LotR musical

9.9% (92 of 930 responses)

When asked what sparked their LotR interest, 52.9% (537 of 1015 respondents) said the
combination of book and films, but 36.8% (374) were book fans. When next asked if they thought
their interest in LotR would change during the next five years, 20.3% (205 of 1009 respondents)
expected their interest to increase, a surprisingly high percentage considering that in summer 2007
The Hobbit films were far from likely, and potential Tolkien projects received little publicity. Only
3.7% (37) indicated their interest would likely decrease, and another 6.7% (68) were unsure. A
majority (69.3%, 699) expected their interest to remain the same.
The future of LotR fandom seems secure. Whereas many other fandoms wane after publicity
about a book, film, or television series no longer keeps it in public consciousness, LotR fandom
continues to be active. Although the questionnaire was distributed more than three years after the
theatrical release of the trilogy’s final film, fans continued to watch the movies repeatedly and
participated in other activities.
Once The Hobbit films are closer to release, I plan to distribute a similar questionnaire to see
if interest in Tolkien fandom is again changing. Unlike other films—or even other film franchises or
adaptations of popular books (e.g., the Narnia series)—LotR seems unique in fan appeal and deserves
further study not only into what keeps fans interested throughout much of their lives, but how the
fandom changes to keep fans of all ages involved with the story and activities related to it.
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D. H. Lawrence’s Bomb: The Epic Battle with Shame in The Rainbow
The novel’s “got to have the courage to tackle new propositions without using
abstractions; . . . it’s got to break a way through, like a hole in the wall,” claims D. H.
Lawrence in “Surgery for the Novel—or a Bomb.” Readers will be “horrified” by the
novel’s blast “of fresh air as if it were killing” them, suggests Lawrence in this same
essay. This bomb blast and violation is the portal to “a new world outside” (“Surgery”
520). For Lawrence, the violation and exposure of the “social self” (Rainbow 450) and
the known world necessarily involves extreme feelings of self-exposure or shame. It is a
process that verges on a personal sense of annihilation manifest in acute feelings of
shame that—if confronted and accepted—lead to the consciousness of the unknown self
and world.
“Living in terms of the confronting of shame—and allowing shame to become a
revelation of oneself and of one’s society,” says Helen Merrell Lynd in On Shame and
the Search for Identity, “makes way for living beyond the conventions of a particular
culture” (257). It is this experience—necessarily a violent one—that distinguishes the
Brangwen family’s emotional, spiritual, and social struggles and awakenings in The
Rainbow. “The secret, shameful things are most terribly beautiful” (235), thinks Will
Brangwen after engaging in “natural and unnatural acts of sensual voluptuousness” (235).
Will’s “profound sensual activity, developed a real purposive self” (236), the narrator
tells us at the end of the eighth chapter, “The Child.” This chapter anticipates the twelfth
one, “Shame,” and Ursula’s ongoing confrontation with shame in personal relationships
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which culminate in the thirteenth chapter, “The Man’s World.” This is the world of war
and the educational system which exposes Ursula to extreme feelings of shame in herself
and others. “She was,” therefore, “as if violated to death” (Rainbow 397). This violation
is integral to the experience of “The Bitterness of Ecstasy” in the fifteenth chapter. Here
Ursula enters the “dark fields of immortality” through the gates of “pain” and “agony”
and “She was not ashamed” (449).
This paper proposes that The Rainbow is Lawrence’s bomb because it unites
“philosophy and fiction” (“Surgery” 520) in the agony of the Brangwen family’s epic
battle with shame. This battle, or fictional philosophy, suggested in short stories like
“The Horse-Dealer’s Daughter” and “The Blind Man” or a novel like Women in Love, is,
this paper argues, most clearly and fully “articulated” in The Rainbow. In order to make
this argument, this paper analyses how shame functions within a larger psycho-social
philosophy of violence and redemption embodied in the Brangwen’s intimate, agonizing
sensual relationships and, in particular, Ursula’s brutal confrontation with the world of
teaching. This study of Lawrence’s novel is informed by Lynd’s social philosophical
theory of shame and identity and concludes that, in the light of Lynd’s research,
Lawrence’s “theory” of shame, violence, and redemption in The Rainbow is transcultural.

2
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Modesitt’s Use of Complexity theory in his Recluce Saga
The world of Recluce and Cyad and Candor is filled with interesting characters,
intriguing plots, and a view of magic that is at once both plausible and entertaining. It
was while considering the nature of the “magic” and the surprising turns of plot that I
first really began to consider the relation of the “chaos” of the Recluce novels with
Complexity Theory as it has been developed in the 20th century. The more I investigated
a possible link between these two points, the more I found that seemed to bear out a more
than casual relationship between them.
One of the concepts of Complexity Theory that I am particularly interested in
developing for this present paper is the notion of “butterfly effect.” A butterfly effect is
when a very small cause has very large consequences, as in the Chinese myth about a
butterfly flapping its wings and ultimately causing a typhoon. The butterfly concept was
developed by Lorenz in his work with weather systems where he found small differences
in the initial conditions of weather systems led to vast differences in the end result
weather. I contacted Modesitt regarding his understanding and possible use of the
“butterfly effect.” In an email, he clarified this: “I was very much aware of the ‘butterfly
effect,’ and you’re certainly correct in saying that understanding permeates the Recluce
books. In fact, that understanding is embodied in pretty much everything I write, and that
reflects both a conscious effect and probably an unconscious predilection.” So with the
understanding both that Modesitt did in fact know Complexity Theory and that he made
use of the “butterfly effect” in particular, let me take the opportunity to lay out some
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general concepts regarding Complexity Theory and Chaos Theory that will be of interest
to this paper.
Feedback Loops are at the heart of Complexity Theory. They are equally
important in dealing with human consciousness where the feedback loops are learning
and experience. Chaos scientists, rather than working with linear equations or
differential equations, which can predict the future as long as one can reduce the number
of variables enough to solve the equations, work with simple nonlinear equations in
discrete time intervals. For instance, the weather at time 1 is described by certain initial
conditions or variables. One feeds these values into a simple nonlinear equation to
determine the weather at time 2. The weather at time 2 is a set of values which feedback
into that equation and produce the weather at time 3 and so on forever. Some startling
results come out of this simple process. One of them is the butterfly effect—small
changes can lead to enormous differences in results rather than small differences in
results and we can’t predict ahead of time which small changes will lead to huge
differences. There is no one overall equation involving time into which one can feed the
initial conditions and get the results in the future. We can approximate the results only
by running the equation over and over and over. This is what computers can do. But it is
important to remember that we can only live or predict a step at a time.
Perhaps what is even more startling is that within the apparent Chaos are hidden
patterns of Order, some of them enormously precise, some very beautiful when graphed
out. Even very simple nonlinear equations set up as feedback systems as described above
can produce amazing Chaos and complexity. And investigators find that very different
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systems and very different equations describing them have patterns in common.
Underneath the apparent Chaos is an amazing Order in nature. But it is an Order that
can’t be predicted in advance, that can only be experienced as it unfolds. Indeed, streams
of apparent Chaos are actually streams of information. Disorderly chaotic-seeming
behavior is actually creative, creating new Order.
Complexity Theory scientists give the name of strange attractors to the
unexpected and often beautiful patterns they discover within chaos. Strange attractors
are defined as “the activity of a collective chaotic system, composed of interacting
feedback among its many scales or ‘parts….. When scientists say that a system has an
‘attractor,’ they mean that if they plot the system’s changes, or behavior, in mathematical
space, the plot shows that the system is repeating a pattern. The system is ‘attracted’ to
that pattern of behavior, scientists say. In other words if they perturb the system by
knocking it away from the behavior, it tends to return to it fairly quickly.” (Briggs and
Peat, 64) In plain English, a strange attractor is a pattern which emerges when one
analyzes the apparently chaotic events which occur both in life and in the novels of the
Recluce Saga.
The two aspects of Complexity Theory of particular interest to this paper are 1)
The Butterfly effect and 2) Strange attractors. I will discuss them and their interactions
especially with respect to the character Lorn, the hero of the Magi’i of Cyador and the
Scion of Cyador. Although these are almost the last two books published in the Recluce
Saga, chronologically they are the first two books and therefore in a reverse way (typical
of Complexity Theory) they set patterns for the whole saga. There are three butterfly
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effects in particular that are of paramount importance to these novels, and not
surprisingly they all occur in the first novel. The three are a) broken fingers, b) a chance
rescue of a young woman, and c) retrieving a Brystan sabre as a souvenir. While the
butterfly effect, i.e., a sensitive dependence on initial conditions, covers a range of
possibilities in these two novels, the three instances that have been selected do, in fact,
produce large results in the novels, results that are critical to the final outcome.
The first butterfly involves a school yard rough and tumble fight that occurs when
Lorn is probably in his pre-teens. Lorn, hidden in the resulting pile, attacks Dett
surreptitiously and breaks his fingers. Dett has no idea who broke his fingers. When the
boys are assembled to answer to the proctor, Lorn is in the middle of the second row,
completely innocuous and innocent. When asked if he knows anything regarding the
injury, the proctor answers himself: “Lorn’elth? You wouldn’t know…of course, you
wouldn’t.” The proctor shakes his head. “You never see anything.”
An incident such as this should just fade into a dim memory for all involved over
time, but it doesn’t. Dett becomes a lancer some two years prior to Lorn’s move to the
Lancers from Magi’i training. Because Dett is more senior, he is higher in rank in the
Lancers, and although he has never had any proof that Lorn was responsible for his
broken fingers, he is firmly convinced that this is so. The anger Dett has carefully
nurtured over the years finally becomes so great that when Lorn is assigned to serve
under his command at Assyadt, he goes to the extreme of sacrificing lancers, falsifying
reports, withholding both information and supplies in order to discredit Lorn. Lorn finally
confronts Dett, and the result is the death of Dett and Lorn subsequently being reassigned
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to Cyad as the assistant to the Majer Commander of the Lancers. He ends up in a
position where he saves Cyad from an armed overthrow and as a consequence becomes
the Emperor.
The second butterfly involves a young merchanter woman named Ryalth. Lorn,
who is in his late teens at the time, is walking toward the town early in the evening, intent
on an enjoyable night out. Lorn happens upon Ryalth, who, in the company of another
merchanter, is being attacked by a large, brutish merchanter intent on disabling the male
trader and assaulting Ryalth. Lorn comes to their aid, disabling the assailant. Then he
escorts Ryalth for an evening on the town. This starts his relationship with Ryalth.
Lorn and Ryalth ultimately become consorts (married), but just as important as
his personal happiness is the fact that Ryalth comes from the Merchanters. Additionally,
Ryalth has emperor’s blood in her lineage through her grandmother and even retains a
special book of the emperor, which she gives as a gift to Lorn. Although all the incidents
in the relationship of Lorn and Ryalth appear random and chaotic, they all fit into the
underlying pattern of the novels, which is to make Lorn Emperor. Not only does Lorn
carry the appropriate lineage as the son of the Hand of the Emperor, to be discussed
further in conjunction with strange attractors, but Ryalth carries the appropriate blood. In
addition, practically from their first meeting, Ryalth and Lorn establish a trading house,
which she runs, that is immensely successful. It gives Lorn knowledge of commerce,
which he uses to his advantage at Biehl, and ultimately his merchanter connections make
him absolutely acceptable to the Merchanters when he is named as the Emperor’s heir.
Every part of these seemingly unrelated events fit into the pattern.
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The third butterfly is the Brystan sabre Lorn picks up on the battlefield and saves
as a souvenir. He surreptitiously has the sabre plated with cupridium, making the
replating appear to be at the command of one of the Merchanter houses. Because of the
special properties that the combining of ordered iron and cupridium produces in the
sword, it figures prominently in every major episode following its replating, including the
climactic scene where Lorn kills the First Magus Karl’elth in order to claim the
Emperor’s Throne for which he was destined.
It is no exaggeration to say that these three seemingly minor incidents play a
significantly large part in the two novels. One or more of these three end up being
involved in all the significant actions of the last book, The Scion of Cyador. These three
also show up in the pattern that is the strange attractor of the novels. The seemingly
random chaotic events that have just been alluded to are part of an overall pattern to
elevate Lorn and Ryalth to the position of Emperor and Consort of Cyad. The strange
attractor is a five part pattern that manifests in many different areas of the two novels, but
in particular identifies a pattern that is absolutely central to the character of Lorn.
Lorn is the son of one of the elite chaos wizards of Cyador, a man who is also the
dreaded Hand of the Emperor as it turns out. Lorn grows up in a household where
everyone in the household can truth read, that is everyone can tell whether the person
speaking is telling the truth or not—or even whether that person is shading the truth or
not. Additionally, the Magi’i can also use a crystal ball to scry out people and locations.
Naturally, it is more than a little difficult to hide what one is doing or saying in such an
environment. But this is the exactly the environment in which a hero develops who uses
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concealment as a way of life and acts with swift and deadly efficient action when it is
necessary. The pattern that Lorn develops is a five sequence pattern that has the
following parts: 1) note a problem, 2) identify source or magnitude, 3) formulate a plan in
secrecy, 4) take action, and 5) deal with results. Number 5, in turn, has five subparts as
alternatives: a) hide the results, b) disguise the results, c) divert attention from the results,
d) clandestinely acknowledge the results, e) openly acknowledge the results.
A pattern of five seems to be a strange attractor in these novels and shows up in myriad
ways. Lorn’s basic modus operandi is a five part sequence as just mentioned. The entire
society of Cyad is organized on five levels: The emperor, the emperor’s hand, the magi’i,
the lancers, and the merchanters. Lorn’s career has five major episodes between the two
novels: a) Isahl, b) Geliendra, c) Biehl, d) Assyadt, e) Cyad. Lorn’s family contains five
members: Kien’elth, Nyryah, Myryam, Gerial, and Lorn. There are five major incidents
involving the merchanters: a) Shevelt’s pursuit of Ryalth, b) the enumerators in Biehl,
c) the downfall of Bluoyal, d) the killing of Tasjan, and e) the final defeat of Sasyk and
the saving of Cyad. There is also the five part pattern of the chief enforcer of the
emperor’s will, the Hand: a) emperor poses problem to the hand, 2) Hand identifies
source or magnitude, 3) Hand formulates a plan, 4) Hand takes action, and 5) Hand deals
with the results. This is primarily the same metric or pattern that Lorn has installed in
himself, which is not surprising when one realizes the Hand is Lorn’s father. There are
several more five part patterns, but this is certainly a sufficiency for the purposes of this
paper. Two or three concrete examples involving the hero, Lorn , should serve to bring
this altogether.
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The first episode to consider actually involves a number of separate episodes, all
of which reveal the essential pattern of Lorn. After Lorn has served his duty term at his
first duty station, Isahl, he is ordered to report to Geliendra to patrol the accursed forest.
His previous commander at Isahl, Sub-Majer Brevyl, obliquely offered Lorn a very
serious warning to beware of Majer Maran, informing Lorn that Maran is very good at
what he does. Since there have been several mysterious disappearances of young lancer
officers with magi’i background, it is painfully clear to Lorn what Maran is good at. Lorn
is given an impossible assignment: contain the wall so that there are no outbreaks of
animals or forest with an inadequate number of chaos lances and too few lancers in his
company. Loren succeeds very well, but for every success, Majer Maran imposes new
restrictions on Lorn, trying to put him in a position where he either uses his magi’i
abilities too openly or where he will become careless and get killed. Lorn does indeed use
his magi’i abilities, but most circumspectly, and in the process establishes the best record
of any lancer officer covering a section of the wall of the accursed forest. Majer Maran,
who is himself a full magus as well as a lancer officer, holds the position he is in in order
to make sure that no lancer officer with ability who has magi’i background lives to leave
Geliendra.
Lorn is well aware that Majer Maran is there to kill him if the forest doesn’t. So
he goes through his pattern, the one leading to action. 1) Majer Brevyl has helped identify
the problem: Majer Maran is a threat to Lorn, 2) the magnitude of the threat is great since
Majer Maran is a full magus and can handle chaos and chaos bolts very well, 3) Lorn
fashions a plan wherein he can use his Brystan sabre with the ordered iron core and the
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cupridium coating to defeat Maran. He plans to throw it at Maran, guided by Lorn’s
chaos senses, and then when it strikes Maran, Lorn plans to send a chaos bolt through the
sword into Maran. 4)When Lorn is nearing the end of his duty tour at Geliendra and it is
apparent that Lorn is not going to be killed and that he is succeeding beyond all
expectations, Maran pays Lorn a visit at his outpost. He asks Lorn to go riding with him
to discuss some sensitive issues. Lorn understands perfectly the nature of the sensitive
issues, and they both ride out to a section of the wall some distance from the outpost to
discuss these sensitive issues. There, a confrontation takes place that goes exactly as Lorn
has planned. He kills Maran and cremates his body with chaos blasts. Then he forces
Maran’s horse to go on alone as if Maran were riding further by himself. Lorn then
returns to his outpost. When he is questioned as to Majer Maran’s whereabouts, he
responds that Majer Maran had wanted to ride on alone for awhile, saying he would see
him when he returned. Maran’s men go searching for him some time later, eventually
finding his horse, but no majer. 5) The commander at Geliendra shows up at Lorn’s
outpost some days later and grills Lorn about the Majer’s disappearance, but Lorn denies
any knowledge of Maran’s whereabouts or his fate. The issue is not resolved; Lorn
continues to do outstanding work; and then he is transferred to a port assignment as the
port commander at Biehl, with a promotion to overcaptain. Since Lorn has distributed
reports to Lancer officers all over Cyad as well as to the Merchanters and the Hand of the
Emperor, the Captain Commander of the Lancers had little choice but to seem to reward
Lorn for outstanding work.
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In a second episode that shows the pattern well, Lorn has been moved to a new
duty site at Assyadt after his duty at Biehl is finished. At Assyadt, Lorn will have to deal
with his old nemesis Dett, who is now a majer and is second in command. Although Dett
is second in command, he is the real force at Assyadt since he has the backing of the
Captain Commander. Lorn will take over the outpost at Inividra, answering to Dett and
trying to follow his orders, which it turns out are designed by Dett to discredit Lorn at
any cost. Lorn understands the nature of his assignment and the problems he faces. In
particular, he faces the problem of too few chaos lances for the lancers with almost no
replenishing of them. He is also ordered to personally lead the companies under his
command. He has too few lancers to start with, and Dett’s orders to encounter the
barbarians with single patrols means that they are outnumbered and have almost no chaos
charges to use against the barbarians. This brings Lorn to the nature of his problem: 1)
The barbarians are being supplied with weapons of a superior nature that they can’t
manufacture themselves, so someone must be supplying them with these weapons. If
Lorn and his Lancers wait and only respond to barbarians raiding across the borders, they
will be destroyed by attrition since there are many more barbarians than lancers. 2) Lorn,
with the aid of his crystal ball, determines that a port fairly deep inside the barbarian
lands (Jerans) is being supplied with well made weapons: ordered iron swords, cupridium
coated swords like the Lancers use and that can only be manufactured inside Cyad,
cupridium lances that can be used by foot soldiers—again these can only be
manufactured within Cyad. So the magnitude of the problem is great. Cyad merchants are
joining with Hamorian merchants to bring weapons into the barbarian lands so that the
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barbarians can wage steadily greater and more successful raids into Cyad. 3) Since trying
to respond to the barbarian attacks will not eliminate the problem of the weapon supply,
Lorn is forced into considering how he can eliminate the weapons and close down the
merchants who are supplying them. He decides to take all his companies into the
barbarian lands and attack the barbarians before they have time to organize and start
raiding when spring comes. His real plan is to take the port of Jerans where the weapons
are being brought in and to destroy the traders and their warehouses at the same time. 4)
The campaign is a great success, striking town after town of unprepared barbarians until
they finally reach Jerans. There they engage well-armed and well-prepared Hamorian
troops who are guarding the docks and the warehouses. Lorn and the lancers defeat these
troops in a hard fought battle and seize hundreds of scores of both ordered iron blades
and cupridium blades.
They also seize a strong box of gold with 6,000 gold coins and records of the
traders, records which show Cyad traders were sending weapons to the barbarians and
profiting from dealing with the enemy. Lorn’s invasion of the barbarian lands—the first
military operation outside Cyad in generations—destroys the barbarians ability to attack
the area around Inividra for some seasons to come. The invasion is an unalloyed
success.5) Lorn returns to find a sub-majer waiting to relieve him of his command as
ordered by Majer Dett. Lorn quietly disposes of him and cremates his body. Then he
takes six companies of his lancers to Assyadt, along with his captured weapons and
captured gold to make his case. Once there Dett attacks him and Lorn kills him. He then
takes over the command post, placing himself second in command behind commander
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Ikynd. He convinces the commander that he can be a hero by exposing what Dett has
been doing: placing lancer troops in jeopardy in order to get at Lorn, falsifying and
destroying records, and lying to cover up his malfeasance. Lorn waits out the result of
sending out his reports on the mission to everyone who is anyone in Cyad. He is
rewarded with an Assignment to Cyad as the assistant to the head of the lancers, Majer
Commander Rynst.
Throughout the book this pattern of 5 emerges, in Lorn’s modus operandi, in the
Hand’s modus operandi, and in many other ways which were listed earlier. Indeed, lying
behind all of this pattern is the pattern of the Hand – the Hand of the Emperor, which of
course, even in Cyador, has the 5 fingers. Again, as I asked in a previous paper, to what
degree is Modesitt consciously structuring his novels, especially these two novels
featuring Lorn, based on this pattern of 5 or this pattern of a Hand? For after all, one
cannot speak of the Hand of the Emperor without hearing overtones of the metaphor of
the Hand of God, which is a strong archetypal energy in our society. And Modesitt has
explicitly stated he used String Theory and Chaos, especially the Butterfly Effect, in the
Recluce Saga. He is certainly also aware of the power of music and overtones, saying in
one email that “music calls to the underlying power of the universe – or that universe.”
When one reads these novels, the episodes appear chaotic. Yet viewing these episodes
through the lens of Complexity Theory immediately reveals a strong underlying structure
or Strange Attractor, in the terminology of Complexity Theory. Perhaps the metaphor and
structure of the Hand do indeed inform these novels. For the Hand of the Emperor
appears at the very beginning of the first novel as does the first Butterfly effect involving
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Lorn’s best friend Tyrsal. At the end of the novel, we can deduce that the Hand of the
Emperor was Lorn’s father, although Lorn never knew it until the end. And it is Tyrsal
who will become Lorn’s Hand, completing the pattern, as if an underlying Strange
Attractor had indeed organized all the apparently chaotic events of Lorn’s life to create in
him the necessary characteristics to be Emperor of Cyad.
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Abstract

The idea of a natural law in ethics has a long history and was interpreted or
understood in a variety of ways. Though it has limited value for formulation of
practical maxims to conduct human behavior, it is still used by contemporary
religious leaders to argue in defense of their particular moral assumptions. The
roots of the idea in our Western world go to the Greek philosophers who argued
against the skepticism of the Sophists who maintained that the human world with
its institutions and moral beliefs was a world of change, of convention, of nomos
(customs and positive laws established in human society). It was contrasted with
the natural world of reality, of phusis (nature, reality), which was considered to be
unchanging. This paper will review various interpretations and definitions of
“natural law” from Plato and Aristotle, through the Stoics and Cicero, Roman
legal formulations, Thomas Aquinas, and Hugo Grotius to the modern theory of
human goods. These philosophical intuitions will be juxtaposed with the results
produced by modern scientific investigation: developmental psychology,
neurobiology and neuropsychology, ethology, evolutionary biology,
anthropology. We are able today to give a more precise explanation of what
natural law is and what is its relation to human culture and morality. Briefly
stated, people are born with a moral grammar wired into their neural circuits by
evolution. This proposal has strong and far-reaching implications.

Introduction
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The idea of a natural law in ethics governing our behavior has a long history and
was interpreted or understood in a variety of ways. Though it has limited value for
formulation of practical maxims to conduct human behavior, it is still used by
contemporary religious leaders to argue in defense of their particular moral assumptions.
Modern science, however, starting with Darwin and his insight into evolution of man,
reached the level of sophistication and precision where is able to explain the naturalistic
basis for the intuition of philosophers. The roots of the idea in our Western world go to
the Greek philosophers who argued against the skepticism of the Sophists who
maintained that the human world with its institutions and moral beliefs was a world of
change, of convention, of nomos (customs and positive laws established in human
society). It was contrasted with the natural world of reality, of phusis (nature, reality),
which was considered to be unchanging. We find discussions related to the topic in the
Plato’s dialogues but Plato (427-347 B.C.E.) himself rejects the idea that morals and
moral law are changing. 1 He refers us to the unchanging reality, the reality of the
Forms (eidos) which is accessible only to reason and of which human societies are
largely ignorant. Thus the human behavior in societies is not only subject to the
rules established by societies, but also to the universal law which is unwritten and to
which even gods are subject. 2 Thus it seems that Plato laid the foundation for this
original concept of the unchanging natural moral law as part of our natural world.
Aristotle: Changing Nature and Man as a Rational Animal
Next who dwelled on the topic was Aristotle (384-322 B.C.E.) who distinguished in
his Nicomachean Ethics between conventional or legal justice, and natural justice.
However, both are not unchangeable:
What is just in the political sense can be subdivided into what is just by nature
and what is just by convention. What is by nature just has the same force
everywhere and does not depend on what we regard or do not regard as
just. In what is just by convention, on the other hand, it makes originally no
difference whether it is fixed one way or the another, but it does make a
difference once it is fixed, for example, that a prisoner’s ransom shall be one
1.
Plato, The Republic, Parmenides, in The Republic and Other Works, translated by B.
Jowett, (New York: Anchor Book, 1973).
2.
Famous dialogue from Euthyphro : “Euthyphro – Yes, I should say that what all the
gods love is pious and holy, and the opposite which they all hate, impious. Socrates – Ought we to
inquire into the truth of this, Euthyphro, or simply to accept the mere statement on our own
authority and that of others? Euthyphro - We should inquire; and I believe that the statement will
stand the test of inquiry. Socrates – That, my good friend, we shall know better in a little while.
The point which I should first wish to understand is whether the pious or holy is beloved by the
gods because it is holy, or holy because it is beloved by the gods.” Plato, Euthyphro in The
Republic and Other Works, op. cit., p. 435.
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mina, or that a sacrifice shall consist of a goat but not of two sheep … Now,
some people think that everything just exists only by convention, since
whatever is by nature is unchangeable and has the same force everywhere – as,
for example, fire burns both here and in Persia – whereas they see that notions
of what is just change. But this is not correct view, although it has an element
of truth. Among the gods, to be sure, it is probably not true at all, but among us
there are things which, though naturally just, are nevertheless changeable, as
are all things human. Yet in spite of that, there are some things that are just by
nature and others not by nature. It is not hard to see among the things which we
admit of being other than they are, which ones are by nature and which ones not
by nature but by convention or agreement, although both kinds are equally
subject to change. The same distinction will fit other matters as well: by nature,
the right hand is the stronger, and yet it is possible for any man to become
ambidextrous… In the same way, what is just not by nature but by human
enactment is no more the same everywhere than constitutions are. Yet there is
only one constitution that is by nature the best everywhere. 3
Aristotle could arrive at such a conclusion since he viewed nature from the biological
perspective observing biological phenomena. Biological changes are natural because they
derive from the inner working of natural reality, from its inner principles.
If it so, the question now arises what is human nature, what is human
characteristic or human function and this principle that makes us humans? After a lengthy
discussion and comparison with other forms of life Aristotle states that the proper
nature of man is “an active life of the rational element.” And he differentiates
between “activity” directed by reasons and mere passive “possession” of reason:
The rational element has two parts: one is rational in that that it obeys the rule
of reason, the other in that it possesses and conceives rational rules. Since the
expression “life of the rational element” also can be used in two senses, we
must make it clear that we mean a life determined by the activity, as opposed to
the mere possession, of the rational element. For the activity, it seems, has a
greater claim to the function of man.
The proper function of man, then, consists in an activity of the soul
(psuchē) in conformity with a rational principle or, at least, not without it.
In speaking of a proper function of a given individual we mean that it is the
same in kind as the function of an individual who sets high standards for
himself… the good of man is an activity of the soul in conformity with
excellence or virtue, and if there are several virtues, in conformity with the
3.
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, translated, with introduction and notes by Martin
Ostwald, (New York, London: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1962), Bk V. 7.
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best and most complete. 4
The Stoic Metaphysics
1. The Stoic theory of the universe
By stating that reason and rationality is the distinctive human characteristic,
Aristotle set the foundations for formulations of the natural law as governing the
world and humans which was postulated by the Stoics and explicitly formulated by
Cicero. The Stoic philosophy was the most important and influential development in
Hellenistic philosophy and it affected Christian writers and their moral thinking, and
many philosophers. It was revived in the deism and naturalism of the Enlightenment and
continues to affect modern thinking as well. It was founded by Zeno of Citium (333-262
B.C.E.) and developed by his successors Cleanthes (303-233 B.C.E.) and Chrysippus (b.
ca 280 -d. ca 208/4 B.C.E.). 5
Like Aristotle, Stoics assumed a reality composed of two fundamental principles:
matter and form. Matter constituted a passive, indeterminate principle (to pa,scon eivnai
th.n a;poion ouvsi,an) and form was the governing, active principle (to. poiou.n ))) lo,gon
to.n qeo,n) constituting the nature of beings. 6 This form is an active principle that
enlivens and vitalizes creatures. Following Heraclitus, the Stoics assumed that it is one
and the same principle, logos, that governs the thought and structure of the world which
was considered ideal because of its orderliness. 7 The Stoic philosophers (Zeno and
Cleanthes) initially identified this all-pervasive logos with cosmic fire (pu/r tecniko,n =
artistic, creative fire), 8 but, influenced by contemporary physiology and Diogenes of
Apollonia, they came to view it as the creature's breath, that is, pneuma (a weightless
permeation which was a compound of cosmic fire and air. 9 By analogy with the living
creature, the rational principle of the whole world was also identified with pneuma as an
activating and vivifying principle. This rational principle and order in nature was
described under various names, Logos, Pneuma (pneu.ma = breath, spirit), Fate, God,
Providence, and because of it the world was considered to be fully deterministic. This
creative reason, the cosmic rational principle, was anticipated by Plato's either "soul of
the world" or "divine Craftsman."
4.
Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, op. cit., Bk I.7.
5.
Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta collegit Ioannes Ab Arnim, (Stutgardiae: in Aedibus
B.G. Teubneri, MCMLXIV), Vol. 1-4, (abbreviated as SVF). Italian edition with translation of the
Fragmenta: Gli Stoici. Opere e Testimonianze a cura di Margherita Isnardi Parente, Vol. 1-2.
(Milano: TEA, 1994). A. A. Long, Hellenistic Philosophy. Stoics, Epicureans, Sceptics (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1986), second edition.
6.
SVF II.300.
7.
Cicero, De natura deorum, op. cit., II. 16-39.
8.
SVF I.120.
9.
SVF III.300. But in modern religious theistic terminology, spirit. In naturalistic
interpretation this pneuma is oxygen necessary to maintain life.
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According to the Stoics, however, God did not make the world as an artisan does
his work, but “by wholly penetrating all matter that he is the Demiurge of the universe."10
They ascribed several properties, functions to the logos (pneuma) to give it coherence and
to hold together the other pair of elements, earth and water. 11 It penetrates the whole
cosmos uniting its center with the circumference and at the same time preventing the
universe from collapsing (unlike the other elements pneuma does not have weight). 12 It
acts the same way in every living creature that also has a governing principle
(hegemonikon). For the irrational animal it is its soul. The nature or form of this principle
for humans is reason or logos, 13 the rational act.
Typical for the Stoics, as well as for Greek philosophy in general, is biological
orientation. Thus the Stoics considered the world itself as a living creature, governed by a
rational principle, the logos. From this follows that the connections between cause and
effect in nature and between premises and conclusions in the process of thought, are both
governed by one and the same principle, the logos. What is logical is natural at the same
time. Truth, cause, nature, necessity – all of them partake of the logos and represent
different aspects of the same substance, a unity, i.e., the Universe, Nature or God. 14
All these terms – Soul of the world, Mind of the world, Nature, Providence,
Craftsman, Logos, God – all refer to one and the same thing, an artistic and creative fire,
fiery and intelligent breath (pneu/ma noero,n kai. purw/q/dej( pu/r duna,mewj( pu/r
tecniko,n). 15 Inasmuch as it is the principle controlling the universe, it is called the
logos. 16 And inasmuch as it is the germ from which all other things develop, and their
specific types are defined, it is called the seminal logos (logos spermatikos). But the
statement that Nature is the logos is not a tautology because one has to differentiate
between the meaning of the word and the thing to which it refers. Nature taken as a
whole, as the governing principle of all things, is equivalent to the logos, but as for
particular living things, only some possess reason as a natural faculty. This logos
governing the world is, at the same time, a force, the natural law from which
nothing can escape and which leads the entire world to a common end.
The concept and existence of God as divinity of nature was important in the Stoic
philosophy. But again it is not the detached and transcendental God of the Hebrews,
Plato or Aristotle. Many arguments were used for justification of the existence of God
or Gods. Cicero emphasized that the prevalence and strength of the human idea of

10.
SVF III.310, 306.
11.
SVF II. 439.
12.
SVF I.99.
13.
SVF II.710, 714, 716; II. 441, 448.
14.
SVF II, 913. Marcus Aurelius wrote: "One god, one substance, one law, common/or
universal logos and one truth." Marcus Aurelius, Meditations, translated with an introduction by
Maxwell Staniforth (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1964). VII, 9.
15.
SVF I.120, 158, 176; II. 1009, 1132; III.323.
16.
SVF III. 323.
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divinity provided evidence of the necessary existence of God. 17 Cleanthes referred to the
validity of prophecy and divination, benefits men enjoyed from the earth, awe inspired by
certain phenomena like lightening or earthquakes, beauty and the orderly movement of
the heavens. 18 Chrysippus reasoned that if there is something capable of producing,
which human reason is incapable of, it must be better than man, "And what name rather
than God would you give to this?" 19
Nature is for Stoics the ultimate cause of all phenomena and is conceived in
mechanical terms. 20 Stoics looked for the ultimate cause of change within the world and,
in the process, transformed the Aristotelian concept of matter and form. For them
everything that exists must be corporeal, a kind of body because it must be able to
produce or experience change. Zeno maintained that if mind were an incorporeal entity it
would not be capable of any activity. 21 Consequently, Stoics claimed that justice and
moral qualities must be bodies as well, 22 but that they are clearly different entities,
principles or starting points, and the active principle is Nature or God. Matter or
substance is the passive principle without qualitative determination. Matter is inert and
dormant, whereas the active principle is reason which shapes matter and makes all
things. 23 The relationship between the two is a blending, a being. "God is mixed with
matter, penetrates the whole of matter and shapes" 24 Matter is not equivalent to
corporeality, it is only one aspect of corporeality which in any particular body is
conjoined with the active component. Bodies in the Stoic system are compounds of
matter and minds. Mind is something other than body but a necessary constituent of it,
the reason in matter.
Starting from such metaphysical position the Stoics developed an ingenious
unified theory of the universe. Whereas for Heraclitus material constituents of the world
were modifications of fire, for the Stoics cosmic fire was the only element that persisted
forever. 25 We can visualize this cosmic fire as Proclus, the fifth century Platonic
philosopher, did: "The celestial fire is not caustic, but is vivific in the same manner as
heat which is naturally inherent in us." This fire was a component of all stars, yet they
had also other elements. 26 According to Aristotle it emanated a certain illumination from
which every animal received life. The dynamic disposition of matter causes it to take on
17.
Cicero De natura deorum, op, cit., II. 5.
18.
Cicero De natura deorum, op. cit., II, 13-15.
19.
Chrysippus, in Cicero De natura deorum, op. cit., II, 16.
20.
Cicero, De natura deorum, op. cit., I, 35.
21.
SVF II. 359, 381, 525.
22.
Plutarch, De Stoicorum repugnantiis In Complete Works (New York: T.Y. Crowell,
1909) Vol. 1-6. Vol. 6, 1042 e.
23.
SVF II. 300; Seneca, Ep. 65.2.
24.
SVF II, 310.
25.
SVF II. 413.
26.
Diadochus Proclus In Defense of the Timaeus of Plato Against Objections Made to It by
Aristotle. In Fragments of the Lost Writings of Proclus translated from the Greek by Thomas
Taylor (Lawrence, KS: Selene Books, 1987). p. 9.
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other qualifications in the sublunar region of the world besides hot, such as cold, dry, and
moist. Thus matter with these respective qualities becomes air, fire, earth, or water, the
traditional four elements of the Greek theory of matter. The four elements thus constitute
two pairs: one active (fire and air = pneuma) and the other passive (earth and water).
Once the cosmic fire gives positive determination to air, this derived element joins with
fire to produce the active component of the body, while earth and water constitute its
passive counterpart. 27
We may skip the detailed part of the Stoic metaphysics as being a crude
description of the universe which is replaced today by modern scientific theories.
We should emphasize here, however, that the Stoics maintained that everything that
exists is a substance (or corporeal matter) with certain qualifications determined by
the pneuma. The immaterial things, the so-called lekta (lekta,) do not exist as do the
substances, but they "subsist" as the content of thought such as void, time, place.
Matter is a continuum (something that exists, ta or quod est) and is differentiated
into separate parts or qualified by pneuma in such a way that each gives it
characteristics which persist as long as pneuma persists. 28 Each qualified substance has
an "individuating quality." 29 The matter or pneuma may be in a certain state or
disposition 30 thus making this disposition responsible for the permanent or
accidental characteristics of the individual. For example, the "soul is a pneuma in a
certain state" possessed by every animal. Also virtues or vices are a certain state of the
pneuma. The disposition is thus something that permits us to describe the individuals as
having certain characteristics or properties, e.g., being in some time, acting, having a
certain size, being of a certain color.
2. Interrelatedness of things in Nature and its basis for morality
Stoics were the first philosophers who maintained systematically that all things
are necessarily interrelated "from everything that happens something else follows
depending on it by necessity." 31 Chance was for them simply a name for undiscovered
causes. 32 Since things in the world are related in one way or the other (mutual
relationship and interaction in the world Stoics called "sympathy") Stoics postulated
that they are related by relative disposition, that is, they depended upon something else,
e.g., being a father entails a relationship with his child or children, etc. 33 This idea may
partially correspond to modern concepts of mutual interdependence in ecological terms.
But it had much deeper significance for the Stoics since it also included a moral and
psychological sense of relating to one's self, society, and the world. To be a happy and
27.
SVF, II. 418.
28.
Marcus Tullius Cicero, Academica. The text revised and explained by James S.Reid
(London: Macmillan and Co., 1885). II. 85.
29.
SVF, II. 395.
30.
SVF, I.399-401.
31.
SVF, II. 945.
32.
SVF, II. 67.
33.
SVF, II. 402-404.
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good man meant for the Stoics to be related to the universe, "to feel at home in the
universe," and to other human beings in a manner according to reason. Marcus Aurelius
wrote: "Neither can I be angry with my brother or fall foul of him; for he and I were born
to work together...," 34 and, "The chief good of a rational being is fellowship with his
neighbors – for it has been made clear long ago that fellowship is the purpose behind
our creation." 35 We find this Stoic principle repeated almost verbatim by Jürgen
Habermas as the only justification for the morality and ethics. He develops it into his
“moral principle of universalizability” when an individual is integrated into a social order
and where his moral obligation comes from the process of socialization. Before
Habermas Immanuel Kant developed the same principle into his logical maxim of
“categorical imperative.” 36
Individualism was antithetical to Stoicism. Since all things are interconnected
they have one universal cause which was "creative reason" or the logos which is the
indwelling cause of all things. 37 A portion of this pneuma is in each substance, therefore,
the substance is something particular, e.g., a stone or a man etc. Every natural substance
has a structure which is a causal component of anything predictable of it reacting to the
external stimulus by its intrinsic structure. 38 The pneuma, therefore, is the internal and
external cause. This model was applied to human action 39 in which we have to
distinguish the external stimulus and the mind's response. The stimulus causes an
impression which presents the mind with a possible course of action. It is up to the
man how he is to respond. 40 A deliberate act is thus a combination of an impression and
an internal response exactly as Aristotle would define it. 41 The Stoics and Aristotle did
not look for a criterion of voluntary action in "being free to act otherwise." 42 Thus
the character of an individual was the general cause of one's actions which was a
result of heredity and environment. 43 Moral corruption was traced by the Stoics to

34.
Marcus Aurelius, Meditations op. cit., II.1.
35.
Marcus Aurelius, op. cit., V.16.
36.
Jürgen Habermas, Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action, translated by
Christian Lenhardt and Shierry Weber Nicholsen, (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 1990).
Immanuel Kant Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals and What is Enlightenment ?
Translated with an introduction by Lewis White Beck (New York: Macmillan Publishing
Company, twenty-first printing 1988).
37.
Seneca Epistulae morales ad Lucilium, op. cit., Ep. 65, 12-15.
38.
SVF, II. 979.
39.
Marcus Tullius Cicero, On Fate (De fato) & The Consolation of Philosophy: IV 5-7,V
Boethius. Edited with introduction, translation and commentaries by R. W. Sharples (Warminster:
Aris & Phillips, 1991). 39-44.
40.
SVF, II. 1000.
41.
Aristotle De anima in op. cit., III, 10-11.
42.
SVF, II. 984. “Being free to act otherwise” is the paradigmatic statement of the concept of
free will adopted by the Christian thinkers.
43.
SVF, II. 991.
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persuasiveness of external affairs and communication with bad acquaintances. 44 In
the last analysis, the logos was the determining factor since it was all-pervasive. An
individual's logos, assuming the particular identity, is the real self of an individual. Its
logos is the self-determining factor. Thus the Stoic philosophy of nature provided a
rational explanation for all things in terms of the intelligent activity of a single entity
which is coextensive with the universe.
3. The problem of evil in the universe
In the Stoic worldview the uncreated and imperishable Nature, God, Pneuma, or
the universal Logos exercises its activity in a series of eternally recurrent world-cycles
beginning and ending as cosmic pure fire with each world. Within each cycle, Nature
disposes itself in different forms: animal, vegetable, and mineral. Man is just one class of
animals which is endowed with a share of its own essence, reason, in an imperfect but
perceptible form. Nature as a whole is a perfect, rational being, all of its acts are the ones
which should commend themselves to rational beings. If the "world is designed for the
benefit of rational being" is there nothing bad within it? Here Stoics approach the
problem of evil in the world and showed their utmost ingenuity. 45 Stoics claimed that
nothing is strictly bad except moral weakness. Natural disasters are not bad per se and
they do not undermine Nature. They have their own rationale peculiar to themselves for,
in a sense, they occur in accordance with universal reason and as such they are not
without usefulness in relation to the whole. They are not Nature's plan but an unavoidable
consequence of the good things which are. Thus Nature plays a double role in any causal
explanation. 46
But this Greek, metaphysical concept of the logos is in sharp contrast to a
concept of a personal God typical in Hebrew thought. For the Stoics everything was
determined by preexisting conditions and it was believed that everything that happens
was the best possible result of these conditions; thus God, the Logos, Providence, aims at
the good. This was an optimistic philosophy that oriented life in accord with Nature and
the development of virtues, that is the perfection of human nature which is reason. 47 The
moral ideal thus became a virtuous person who knows the good and acts in accord with it
following the rational order.
4. Human nature
Concerning human nature, Stoics gave the traditional answer, that it is the Mind
that distinguished humans from other things. The concept was borrowed from Diogenes
the Cynic (b. ca 412 B.C.E.). This rationality was understood as the practical wisdom of
living in accordance with Nature. Individual human beings share this rational principle
with Nature, thus it is a part of the world. They are endowed in varying degrees with
"seed powers" (or spermatikoi logoi) which were part of the principle or logos of God.
44.
D.L., VII, 89; SVF III. 229-236.
45.
Plutarch, De Stoicorum repugnantiis, op. cit., 32-37.
46.
SVF II. 1118.
47.
Zeno and Chrysippus defined the goal of man as "to live in accordance with experience
of natural events." SVF I, 179; III. 5.
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Cosmic events and human actions are both consequences of one thing, the logos.
Therefore, humans have the ability to know the rational order governing the world and
this order is conceived as life-supporting breath or pneuma by analogy to the individual
living creature. In Plato's idealism mind and the body were two distinct things. Modern
psychology, physiology, neurology and psychiatry provide evidence that there are no
reasons to deny that mental processes are purely physical processes in the central nervous
system. 48 This Stoic concept of rationality acquired a new meaning in Habermas’s
interpretation as the communicative action in a social context representing a point of
convergence for various cultures and societies. This convergence is based on the role
played by universal concepts found in every community such as truth, rationality,
justification, and consensus. They form a “grammar” for the discourse by analogy to the
Chomsky’s universal language grammar:
We may assume that the know-how informing argumentative practices
represents a point of convergence where participants, however diverse
their backgrounds, can at least intuitively meet in their efforts to reach an
understanding. In all languages and in every language community, such
concepts as truth, rationality, justification, and consensus, even if
interpreted differently and applied according to different criteria, play the
same grammatical role. 49
Stoic theory thus has anticipated modern concepts since mind and matter
are two constituents or attributes of one thing, the body. A man is a unified substance,
but what he consists of is not uniform. All human attributes, according to the Stoics, are
due to the permeation of matter by pneuma. The soul of man is a portion of the vital,
intelligent, warm pneuma (breath) which permeates the entire cosmos 50 and the body. At
death the soul survives for a limited time only. And pneuma does not endow everything
with life, only individual things with pneuma of a certain kind of tension are endowed
with life. Depending on the type of tension, things are endowed with a different type of
life and only animal life and man have soul. 51 The soul has eight faculties of qualities,
five of them are senses and the other three are the faculties of reproduction, and of
speech, and the governing principle, the so-called hegemonikon, a principle "capable of
commanding," or "the most authoritative part of the soul." 52 It is situated in the heart.
From the heart it dispatches the other parts of the soul as "currents of warm breath"
(pneumata) throughout the body governing through them the body. 53 It is sensitive to the
48.
Edward O. Wilson, Consilience. The Unity of Knowledge (New York: Alfred A Knopf,
1998). Marc D. Hauser, Moral Minds. How Nature Designed Our Universal Sense of Right and
Wrong, (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2006).
49.
Jürgen Habermas, Between facts and Norms, translated by William Rehg, (Cambridge,
MA: Polity Press, 1998), p. 311.
50.
D.L., VII. 156.
51.
SVF, II. 714-716.
52.
D.L. VII. 59.
53.
SVF, II. 879.
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messages it receives, from the external world and the internal bodily states by means of
the air currents which it administers.
The Stoic Ethics
This governing principle, logos, is the seat of consciousness and to it belong all
the functions which we would associate with the brain. One function is called "impulse,"
(o`rmh,) "a movement of thought towards or away from something" 54 which is initiated
by an impression. Impression and impulse provide the causal explanations of goaloriented animal movements. Creatures are genetically determined to show aversion
and preference and they are well disposed towards themselves. The technical term
describing this relationship to the environment is oikeiōsis (oivkeiwsij), a selfawareness. The behavior depends on animal or human recognition of the object as
belonging to itself by its faculty of "assent." 55 But we are not impelled or repelled by
things which we fail to recognize as a source of advantage or harm. 56 This faculty impels
us to select things necessary for self-preservation and not necessarily by reason. An infant
is "not yet rational" and it takes about 7 years to develop the logos. 57 Automatic impulse
thus governs the behavior of humans in the earliest years, the first thought is selfpreservation. Gradually, as the child develops, its governing principle is modified by
accretion of the logos, then "reason [becomes] supreme as the craftsman of
impulse." 58 Reason, however, does not destroy the earlier impulses but they are taken
over by reason.
Thus human nature develops from something which is non-rational to a
structure governed by reason, which in turn brings a change in the direction of
impulse. 59 Now new objects of desire develop and virtue becomes a human
characteristic. 60 This process is a natural development towards a moral life described by
Epictetus of Hierapolis (60 - ca 120 C.E.):
But God has introduced man, as a spectator of himself and of his works;
and not only as spectator, but as an interpreter of them. It is therefore
shameful for a man to begin and end where irrational creatures do. He is
indeed to begin there, but to end where nature itself has fixed our end;
and that is, in contemplation and understanding, and in a scheme of life
54.
SVF, III. 377.
55.
SVF, II. 171.
56.
SVF, II. 979, 991.
57.
Aëtius, IV. 11.4 in Dox. graeci. op. cit.; Séneque Lettres à Lucillius Texte établi par
François Préchac et traduit par Henri Noblot (Paris: Société d'Édition "Les Belles Lettres," 1964),.
Tome I-VII. T. V. Ep. 124.9.
58.
D.L. VII. 86.
59.
Cicero, De natura deorum, II, 29; Séneque, Lettres à Lucillius, op. cit., T. V. Ep. 121,
10.
60.
Cicero, Du bien suprême et des maux les plus graves (De Finibus) traduction nouvelle
avec notice and notes par Charles Appuhn (Paris: Librairie Garnier Frères, 1938). III, 20.
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harmonious with nature. 61
Attainment of rationality alters the whole structure of a man's governing
principle. Human behavior is a mode of rational conduct which is the use of faculties
for the purpose designed by universal natural law. 62 Even the actions which we
usually describe as an irrational impulse are in fact governed by the rational
principle in the sense that they produce a judgment (intellectual assent) that moves
to action, the movement of the soul. So the distinction is between the right reason
(eulogos) and wrong reason (alogos). 63 Therefore, everything that we do is rational in a
sense, but the sage or the good man is the criterion, because he alone has the right
reason 64 in a consistent way. 65 We fluctuate between right and wrong reason and we
make moral progress not by extirpating the desires and emotions but by making
them increasingly consistent with the right reason. 66
The interconnection between all the events and the things in the universe
constitutes its determinism, i.e. the sequence between the causes and the effects. The
Stoics believed that the universe operates in an orderly fashion and is intelligible, which
means that if we knew all the preceding causes we would be able to predict future events.
The ordered interweaving of causes and events the Stoics termed “fate”
(heimarmēnē). 67 Their concept of cause (aitía) was different from the Aristotelian one,
the novelty consisting in the introduction of a regularity, a law between cause and effect.
Zeno identified this regularity with providence as corporeal intelligence (logos) in the
cosmic fire (pur technikon or pur noetikon) located within the world and governing it.
This theory reflected the theory of the soul of the universe developed by Plato. The soul
appeared to be ordering and performing a providential function in the universe. 68 The
major difference from Plato’s scheme was that in Zeno’s system the order was to be
periodically destroyed and renewed according to a cyclic rhythm. Chance (tēchē) was, for
the Stoics, another word for a situation where the causes are not clearly visible, known or
differentiated. 69
Among causes the Stoics differentiated between two sets: external causes
attributed to the working of fate and internal causes related to the particular nature
and linked to necessity (anankē). 70 And determinism was the effect brought about
jointly by these two types of causes:
61.
Epictetus, Discourse and Enchiridion based on translation of Thomas Wentworth
Higginson with an introduction by Irwin Edman (Roslyn, N.Y.: Walther J. Black, 1944) I.6.19-20.
62.
SVF ,II. 899; III. 5, 175, 438, 466, 488.
63.
SVF ,I. 203; III. 468.
64.
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65.
SVF, III. 459.
66.
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67.
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For, they say since the nature of things and events are various and
different ... what happens by the agency of any particular thing happens
in accordance with its own specific nature. The behavior of a stone is in
accordance with the nature of a stone, that of fire with the nature of fire,
that of a living thing with the nature of the living thing. None of things
that happen by the agency of a particular thing according to its nature can
happen otherwise, but they all happen by necessity, though not from
compulsion, since it is impossible for something whose nature it is to
behave in one way, given that certain circumstances are invariant, to
behave differently on some other occasion. If a stone is released from a
height, it cannot fail to fall, because it contains weight in itself which is
the cause of its natural movement. And when there are also external
causes present which contribute to the stone’s natural movement, stone
by necessity is moved according to its nature ... The same principle
applies also to other things. What holds for inanimate things also holds
for living things, as they say. For living things possess a natural
movement, and this is a movement in accordance with impulse
(hormē). 71
A more detailed description of the forces operating in the living creature was given by
Origen:
For sentient creatures are moved from themselves when a
presentation (fantasia) arises in them and calls forth impulse;
moreover in some living creatures this occurs when the presentational
nature of the creature prompts the impulse according to a fixed pattern,
as in a spider the presentation of spinning occurs and the impulse follows
until spinning results—its presentational nature calls forth this behavior
in a prescribed manner and nothing else beyond the presentational nature
is believed to belong to the animal—and in the bee the same process
results in the making of wax. The rational animal, however, in
addition to a presentational nature, has reason that judges (krinō)
the presentation, rejecting some and accepting others, in order that
the animal may be guided in accordance with them. 72
71.
SVF 2.979.
72.
SVF 2.988. Origen (185-ca 254), church father, succeeded Clement of Alexandria in the
school of Alexandria. The patriarch of Alexandria who at first supported Origen expelled him later
for being ordained without the patriarch's permission. Origen then moved to Palestine and died
there. He wrote commentaries on all the books of the Bible. In a treaise First Principles (Peri
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scripture allegorically. He was a Neo-Pythagorean, and Neo-Platonist and like Plotinus believed
that the soul passes through stages of incarnation before reaching God. For him even demons
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These two examples illustrate how fate and necessity operate in Nature. Behavior
thus operates and is determined by two sorts of causal laws—the external causes
operating jointly with the intrinsic causes on the body fixed by its nature. Sentient
creatures operate driven by impulse which is generated from sensory presentation.
In some animals the transition is automatic, but in humans the impulse will be produced
in a controlled manner due to the operation of the judging power—the reason (logos).
Man is the only creature endowed with the capacity to understand cosmic events and to
promote the rationality of Nature. He also is the only being that has the capacity to act
in a manner that fails to accord with the operation of Nature [call it a Kantian
freedom] and as such he is a moral agent. Man, as tools for his actions, has “impulses
to virtue” or “seeds of knowledge” and this is sufficient to direct reason to the right
direction. 73
Cicero and His Formulation of the Natural Law
Thus in the Stoic philosophy humans have a natural capacity to act in accordance
with the natural law or “right reason” through the impulse to virtue. And we find this
understanding of the natural law formulated by Cicero 74 in his Republic:
True law is right reason in agreement with nature; it is of universal
application, unchanging and everlasting; it summons to duty by its
commands, and averts from wrongdoing by its prohibitions. And it
does not lay its commands or prohibitions upon good men in vain,
though neither has any effect on the wicked. It is a sin to try to alter this
law, nor is it allowable to attempt to repeal any part of it, and it is
impossible to abolish it entirely. We cannot be freed from its
obligations by senate or people, and we need not look outside
ourselves for an expounder or interpreter of it. And there will not be
different laws at Rome and at Athens, or different laws now and in the
future, but one eternal and unchangeable law will be valid for all nations
and all times, and there will be one master an ruler, that is God, over us
all, for he is the author of this law, its promulgator, and its enforcing
judge. Whoever is disobedient is fleeing from himself and denying his
human nature, and by reason of this very fact he will suffer the worst
penalties, even if he escapes what is commonly considered
73.
SVF 1.566.
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punishment… 75
Cicero in the Laws explains why this natural law is called law by differentiating
understanding of it by the “populace” and by the “learned men”:
Well then, the most learned men have determined to begin with Law, and
it would seem that they are right, if, according to their definition, Law is
the highest reason, implanted by Nature, which commands what
ought to be done and forbids the opposite. This reason, when firmly
fixed and fully developed in the human mind, is Law. And so they
believed that Law is intelligence, whose natural function it is to
command right conduct and forbid wrongdoing. They think that this
quality derived its name in Greek from the idea of granting to every man
his own, and in our language I believe it has been named from the idea of
choosing. For as they have attributed the idea of fairness to the word law,
so we have given it that of selection, though both ideas properly belong
to Law. Now, if this is correct as I think it to be in general, then the
origin of Justice is to be found in Law, for law is a natural force; it is
the mind and reason of the intelligent man, the standard by which
Justice and Injustice are measured. But since our whole discussion has
to do with the reasoning of the populace, it will sometimes be necessary
to speak in the popular manner, and give the name of law to that
which in written form decrees whatever it wishes, either by
command or prohibition. For such is the crowd’s definition of law.
But in determining what Justice is, let us begin with that supreme Law
which had its origin ages before any written law existed and or any State
had been established. 76
It is clear that Cicero defines natural law as “law” by analogy to the human
positive law. And such is its popular understanding. However, in reality it is natural
force, mind and reason inherent in human nature regardless of the underlying and
accepted metaphysics, recognized by “the most learned men” which directs our
behavior on an individual and social level. It is natural because it is proper for human
nature: “that animal which we call man, endowed with foresight and quick intelligence,
complex, keen, possessing memory, full of reason and prudence, has been given a certain
distinguished status by the supreme God who created him; for he is the only one among
so many different kinds and varieties of living beings who has a share in reason and
thought, while all the rest are deprived of it.” And further: “But those who have reason in
75.
Cicero, The Republic, in De re publica. De legibus, with an English translation by
Clinton Walker Keyes, (Cambridge, MA; London: Harvard University Press, William Heinemann,
Ltd, 1988). Bk III. XXII.
76.
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common must also have right reason in common. And since right reason is law, we must
believe that men have Law also in common with gods. Further, those who share Law
must also share Justice.” 77
Natural Development of Human Rationality
Thus in the Stoic view the natural law is the function of our human reason which,
however, can be corrupted, and which functions for an individual and for the society.
Stoics could not have said much about the biological conditioning of our behavior except
to say that Nature works by allowing a stepwise development of rationality, as the
development of an individual proceeds, and with it the moral awareness through the
mechanism of an “impulse” (hormē):
An animal’s first impulse, say the Stoics, is to self preservation, because
Nature from the outset endears it to itself, as Chrysippus affirms in the
first book of his work On Ends when his words are, “The dearest thing to
every animal is its own constitution thereof,” for it was not likely that
Nature should estrange the living thing from itself or that she would
leave the creature she has made without either estrangement from or
affection for its own constitution. We are forced then to conclude that
Nature in constituting the animal made it near and dear to itself; for so it
comes to repel all that is injurious and give free access to all that is
serviceable or akin to it. As for the assertion made by some people that
pleasure is the object to which the first [primary] impulse of animals is
directed, it is shown by the Stoics to be false. For pleasure if it is really
felt, they declare to be a by-product, which never comes until Nature by
itself has sought and found the means suitable to the animal’s experience
or constitution; it is an aftermath comparable to the condition of animals
thriving and plants attaining full bloom. And Nature, they say, made no
difference originally between plants and animals, for she regulates the
life of plants too, in their case without impulse and sensation just as also
certain processes go on as a vegetative kind in us. But when in the case
of animals impulse has been superseded, whereby they are enabled to go
in quest of their proper aliment, for then, say the Stoics, Nature’s role is
to follow the direction of impulse. But when reason by way of a more
perfect leadership has been bestowed on the beings we call rational,
for them life according to reason rightly becomes the natural life.
For reason supervenes as the craftsman of impulse. 78
The first natural impulse of a living creature, e.g. of a child, is directed not towards the
outside world, but towards itself; it becomes self-aware and develops an “affection” for
itself. This statement about primary impulse is an empirical statement and the logical
77.
Cicero, The Laws, in op. cit., Bk I.VII.22-23.
78.
Diogenes Laertius Lives of Eminent Philosophers with an English translation by R. D.
Hicks. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995). Vol 1-2. VII. 85-86.
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starting-point for Stoic ethics. Self-preservation (searching for food, defense against
enemies, procreation) would be the only natural and right thing to follow if humans did
not have the faculty of reason.
One consequence [of this starting-point] is this primary classification:
Stoics say that that has value which is either itself in accordance with
Nature or such as to bring about that state of affairs; accordingly it is
worthy of being selected because it possesses something of sufficient
moment to be valued, whereas the opposite of this is not to be valued.
We have then established as basic principles that those things which are
in accordance with Nature are to be acquired for their own sake, and their
opposites are to be rejected. The first appropriate function of a
creature is to maintain itself in its natural condition. The second,
that it should seize hold of the things which accord with Nature and
banish those which are the opposite. Once this procedure of selection
and rejection has been discovered, the next consequence is selection
exercised appropriately, then such selection performed continuously;
finally, selection which is absolutely consistent and in complete
agreement with Nature. At this point for the first time that which can
truly be called good begins to be present in a man and understood.
For a man’s first affection is towards those things which are in
accordance with Nature. But as soon as he acquired the capacity for
understanding or rather, a stock of rational concepts, and has seen
the regularity and harmony of conduct, he values this far higher
than everything for which he had previously felt affection, and he
draws the rational conclusion that that constitutes the highest
human good which is worthy of praise and desirable for its own
sake. In this harmony consists the good which is the standard of all
things; and so virtuous action and virtue itself, which is reckoned the
only good thing, though later in origin, is the only thing to be desired
through its intrinsic nature and worth. And none of the primary objects of
natural affiliation is desirable for its own sake. 79
Thus, the pattern of human behavior changes from a purely animal-like
instinctive pattern to a fully rational one and involves, according to Cicero, five
stages. They represent the development of human nature, but only a few people will
reach the highest stages, because the process is not independent of a man’s own effort.
The “function” or goal of man in this process is attainment of perfection of his
nature. The term used by Cicero is officium (corresponding to the English office, duty
or task, as the office of an official charged with certain duties) and the Greek term is
kathēkon. One could not talk about the “duty” of an animal or of an infant, but rather of
their natural function. The term duty becomes appropriate in stages three-through-five in
79.

Cicero, De Finibus, III. 20-21.
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human development as the changes in behavior become now functions of a rational
being. Similar view on the human moral development was formulated by Lawrence
Kohlberg. 80
Medieval Interpretation of the Natural Law and Morality
In the religious Christian practice interpretation of the natural law became a
wishful belief that there is a moral code somewhere in the celestial sphere dictated by the
divinity. But it was in contrast with the Ciceronian interpretation of the natural law.
Natural law applied to our human behavior which was developing from the spontaneous,
innate control to reasoned, rational mode of action. It does not have any appeal to neither
metaphysical transcendental nor religious doctrines. In the Middle Ages Thomas Aquinas
constructed a most comprehensive system of moral philosophy.
1. Thomist theory of morals
Aquinas did not attempt to develop a moral philosophy without Christian
doctrines, since he considered that the knowledge of the purpose of human life, of the
human supreme good, cannot be fully understood without the presumed revelation. To his
credit it should be emphasized that he believed that such a system can exist and had a
great respect for Aristotle who epitomized this line of thought. His starting point is the
Aristotelian conception of happiness or moral wellbeing [eudaimonía] 81 as the ultimate
end of human living. 82 He supplements this concept by the assumption of the religious
doctrine, common to all mythological religions, of beatification in heaven: “If we speak
of the ultimate end with respect to the thing itself, then human and all other beings share
it together, for God is the ultimate end for all things without exception;” 83 “There can be
no complete and final happiness [beatitudo] for us save in the vision of God;” 84 “the

80
Lawrence Kohlberg (1927-1987) developed a theory, based on the philosophical intuition
of Cicero, of the moral development of children through three levels – the pre-conventional,
conventional, and post-conventional, each subdivided into two stages: level 1: stage 1 – morality
is understood as obedience and punishment and avoidance of harm to others; stage 2 – morality is
understood as satisfying one’s own interests and letting others do the same; level 2: stage 3 –
morality is understood as playing the role of being a good person, i.e., meeting expectations,
following the rules, and being concerned for others; stage 4 – morality is understood as doing
one’s duty, maintaining the social order and the welfare of the society. Level 3: stage 5 – morality
is understood as basic rights, values, and legal contracts of a society. Laws and duties are
calculated on overall utility (utilitarian morality); stage 6 – morality is understood as an accord
with universal, self-chosen principles (e.g., justice, equality and respect for the dignity of all
human beings) which confer validity to maxims and actions (Kantian morality).
81.
English text of Aristotle's Nichomachean Ethics, in The basic Works of Aristotle,
edited and with introduction by Richard McKeon, (New York: Random House, 1941).
82.
Summa Theologiae, op. cit., 1a 2ae, 1,7; Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 90,2.
83.
Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 1,8.
84.
Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 3,8.
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human mind's final perfection is by coming to union with God.” 85 Obviously, Aquinas’
artificial assumption, which he does not prove, poses a restriction on the value of his
doctrine and leads to a peculiar speculation, namely, that the ultimate criterion for the
moral value of human actions will be in relation to this hypothetical end. But he shared
with Aristotle the view that the possession of reason distinguishes man from the animals.
Our actions as human actions are rational and voluntary, and depend on our choice.
Aquinas states that only such free acts based on the will in view of an end and
apprehended by reason can be classified as moral actions, good or bad (“acts are called
human inasmuch as they proceed from deliberate will” and “moral acts and human acts
are the same”). 86 For a human act to be morally good, a number of factors have to be
present. Absence of any one of them is sufficient to prevent calling it good. Moreover,
an act is morally obligatory only when not to do it or to do something else would be
morally bad. Aquinas differentiates between interior and exterior acts. But there cannot
be an exterior act without an interior act of the will. He then develops a finalistic,
teleological concept of the will striving to achieve an ultimate, presumed good of man.
All particular ends or goods such as riches, honors, fame and glory, power, pleasure, or
speculative knowledge are only a means to the attainment of this ultimate good. 87 Since
he believed in the creation by God of human nature with its innate tendencies, he
presupposed a common supreme good that is union with God, for all people.
This is the fundamental flaw in Thomas’ system of ethics. Note that it is not the
moral behavior of human beings in relation to each other in a society that is the basis of
morality, but the unspecified glorification of God. Though Aquinas did not neglect
personal morals, they became dependent on our relation to the institution i.e., the church.
The primary precepts dealt with are the recognition of the cult, speculations about
religious supernatural reality (that is, religious dogmas), ritual veneration of the sacred,
and the unquestioned, total subordination to the institution.
2. Thomist justification of morals
Aquinas’ entire theory of justification of morals is an analogy, developed by
comparison with the model of the positive human law and the legal system. The
intellectual paradigm that Aquinas develops may be summarized as follows: since in
reality there is a hierarchy of beings, there must be a hierarchy of laws governing them.
At the top is the ETERNAL LAW - the deity himself, the supreme mind ("suprema ratio
in Deo existens "), his mind and reason ("ratio in mente divina existens"). “Hence the
Eternal Law is nothing else than the plan of the divine wisdom which is considered as
directing all the acts and motions.” 88 The concept of divine wisdom is very old, having
85.
86.
87.
88.

Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 3,8.
Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 1,3.
Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 2,1-8.
Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 93,1.
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its roots in the Stoic and Platonic idea of the immanent reason in things or universal logos
absolutized in God's wisdom and personified in the Christian religion as the second
person of the Trinity. 89 According to Aquinas, the Eternal Law is recognized by all ("lex
aeterna omnibus nota "). It is the governing idea of the Supreme Sovereign from which
all rules derive. Thomas used many anthropomorphic analogies in his explanations. For
him, even failures in the natural causes fall under the rule of the Eternal Law. We do not
have direct knowledge of this Eternal Law, but in some manner we have a notion of the
Eternal Law, such as when we are prone to receive the virtues or when we have the fear
of God.
In accordance with his religious belief in the sacred books, he then postulated, in
a naïve way, the positive DIVINE LAW, which is two-fold: the Old Divine Law,
imperfect, underdeveloped, of the Old Testament, and the New Divine Law, perfect, fully
developed, of the New Testament. The common good was envisaged by the Old Law as a
material and earthly benefit (the promised land of Canaan). The spiritual and heavenly
good is directed by the New Law in the promise of eternal life. The office of law is to
lead men into keeping its commandments. The Old Law did it by fear and penalty, the
New Law does it through love and the grace of Christ. The Old Law was given to the
people who were still backward, whereas the New Law could come only after Christ's
redemption as a condition for salvation. Both laws are for the guidance of human
conduct and are required for four reasons:
1. Humans are destined to ends beyond their natural abilities and this requires a law to
direct men to the actions matching what they are made for, namely toward eternal
happiness.
2. Human judgment is not trustworthy, and different people can come to different
decisions. Men must have a divinely given law to know what should or should not be
done. Also they need grace in order to know truth and to do good.
3. Men cannot make law on inward motion, only on outward and observable behavior.
4. Human law cannot forbid or punish all wrongdoing: therefore, there is a need for a law
that leaves no evil unforbidden and unpunished. So the distinction between a crime and a
sin is that a crime is a punishable offense against the public order, while a sin is an
offense against the ultimate common good. The Last Judgment will be a summing up of
Justice.
There are many problems with the acceptance of the positive Divine Law of the
Old and the New Testaments, even giving Aquinas the benefit for not knowing what we
know about the scripture today. The so-called Divine Law was never formulated to any
extent, and the term has rather rhetorical usage. Moreover, it was used only as a pretext
89
Dillon, John, Logos and Trinity: Pattern of Platonist Influence on Early Christianity in
The Philosophy in Christianity, edited by Godfrey Vesey, (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1989), pp. 1-13.
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for the justification of the absolute rule of the church since it was the church who only
could interpret the scripture correctly and decide on whatever conclusions could be made
from it. Aquinas accepted all natural phenomena, all events – historical, political, social,
and miracles described in the Testaments as unquestionably true and factual. He also
accepted all explanations given by the scriptures as true and factual. Moreover,
speculations on the religious scheme developed and derived from these scriptures by the
church became the basic and obligatory tenets for everyone. These speculations are
obviously arbitrary and tendentious. The scriptures are used to illustrate and justify
certain positions, religious theories and moral judgment by quoting convenient phrases.
The church owned the sacred scriptures and had the sole authority and right (as it
believed) to develop these tenets.
The scripture of the Old Testament was the source of "the most detestable
wickedness, the most horrid cruelties, and the greatest miseries that have afflicted the
human race." 90 The scripture, the word of God, represents the most dishonorable
description of the divinity, is full of horrible assassinations of entire nations, innocent
men, women and infants, bloody persecutions and tortures – all this presumably on the
explicit command of God. The fables and false prophecies created by bards-seersprophets are much inferior to the stories sung by Homer or Hesiod. The New Testament
is not much better creating a new mythology of God impregnating a woman and thus
generating his son to be sacrificed for God’s own glory. This motive was not new in the
mythological folklore of Greek or Egyptian environment, but it was disgusting to the
orthodox Hebrews.
The moral precepts we find scattered in these scriptures are two-fold: those
related to the worship of God, and those related to human behavior vis-à-vis other
humans or God. Even Aquinas and the church had tremendous problems in reconciling
the presumed supernatural character of these precepts and the reality of their contents. All
religious ritual prescripts of worship found in the Old Testament were rejected. From the
New Testament – some new rituals and theories were speculatively invented, especially
the theory of the supernatural origin of the church institution, most fundamental for the
Catholic faith. As to the moral precepts – these were formulated with various degrees of
relevance, and regardless of whether we believe in their supernatural origin or not, they
represent accumulated human experience not unique to the Greco-Judean tradition. “They
are the natural dictates of conscience, and the bonds by which society is held together,
and without which it cannot exist, and are nearly the same in all religions and in all
societies.” 91 However, even Aquinas had problems in accepting all the tenets except the
very general moral imperatives. Simply, the moral sensitivities of his time were vastly
90.
Thomas Paine, The Age of Reason, Part I, Part II, first published 1794-1795, (Buffalo;
Prometheus Books,1984). Part II, p. 179.
91.
Ibidem, p. 181.
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different from those of people living in biblical times. For example, he goes to
considerable pain to explain away adultery, so prominent in the Old Testament, as
commanded by God! It did not matter to Aquinas that he contradicted the nature of God.
The scriptures thus contain the sum total of the experience and information about
the world and the history of a given group. As such they might contain certain elements
of permanent value as the Greek scriptures ascribed to Homer or Hesiod, or the Hindu
scriptures or the Buddhist canon. Aquinas needed them as a pretext and an element of his
religious scheme for justification of the new religion and the religious institution.
3. Thomist theory of the Natural Law
Aquinas develops next his theory of NATURAL LAW ("lex naturalis" or
sometimes called "lex naturae"), the third universal law in his hierarchy of laws. It is
analogous to the concept of positive law or HUMAN LAW (the fourth law in Aquinas's
hierarchy of laws). Human Law, defined by him as “an ordinance of reason for the
common good made and promulgated by the authority who has care of the community” 92
is an outgrowth of Natural Law. The basis for Natural Law is the religious scheme of
reality, of the human condition and of the governance of the world by God. Since all
things are ruled and measured by Eternal Law, which is nothing else than God himself, it
follows that all somehow share in it and their tendencies to their own proper acts and
ends are from its impression. The participation of the rational creature in the Eternal
Reason through which it has its own natural aptitude for its due activity and
purpose Aquinas calls “Natural Law.” Following the Stoics and Cicero Aquinas states
that this participation is natural because humans have rational nature:
Whatever is contrary to the order of reason is contrary to the nature of
human beings as such; and what is reasonable is in accordance with
human nature as such. The good of human being is in accord with
reason, and human evil is being outside the order of reasonableness …
So human virtue, which makes good both the human persons and his
works, is in accordance with human nature just in so far as it is in
accordance with reason; and vice is contrary to human nature just in so
far as it is contrary to the order of reasonableness. 93
And the Natural Law is “an ordinance of reason for the common good” and “the rule and
measure of acts, whereby man is induced to act or is restrained from acting.” 94 However,
Aquinas goes beyond Cicero postulating that the light of natural reason by which we
discern what is good and what is evil is the impression of the divine light on us. He
describes it further as the Natural Law as the first principles of human moral activity that
are self-evident, indemonstrable (“sunt quaedam principia per se nota”), known to all.
92.
93
94
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The first command of law is “that good is to be sought and done, evil to be avoided;”
on this command “are founded all the other precepts of the law of nature.” 95 The
commandments of the Natural Law are recognized by the practical reason of itself as
being human good (“quae ratio practica naturaliter apprehendit esse bona humana”).
According to Aquinas the order of the natural commands corresponds to that of our
natural tendencies: 96
1. The inclination towards the good that nature has in common with all substances, the
tendency to preserve its own natural being.
2. The inclination towards things man’s nature has in common with other animals, such
as coupling of a male and a female, and bringing up the young.
3. The human inclination for the good of his nature of intelligent being proper to him, for
example, that he should know the truth about God and living in society, that he should
shun ignorance, that he should not offend others with whom he ought to live in civility.
All these inclinations fall under one single root, namely that of Natural Law.
Next Aquinas argues that since our activity of reason and will derives from what
we are by nature, and since all reasoning originates from the principles which we
recognize naturally as well as the desire for objectives that are subordinate to ends
derives from the natural desire for the ultimate end, therefore it is only proper that first
our acts should be directed towards this ultimate end by Natural Law. 97 Aquinas assumes
here that our nature depends on Eternal Reason, that there is an ultimate end that is God,
for which we have a natural desire, and that the very first principles which we recognize
are not reasoned out and our natural desire is not chosen. Therefore, natural here is
what is preconscious, predetermined, and not reasoned out. At another place he
seems to accept the definition of Ulpian that the natural is what we have in common
with animals, 98 or what is instinctive or intuitive, according to the definition of
Gratian. 99 Only later do we recognize these natural tendencies as laws, precisely
95.
Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 94,2.
96.
Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 94,2.
18.
Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 91,2.
98.
Ibidem, 1a 2ae, 94,2.
99.
Ulpian (murdered in 223 C.E.) and Gaius (ca 110 - ca 180) were Roman jurisconsults
("jurisperiti") who set in order Roman law. Roman law was systematized by Emperor Justinian in
"Digest" ("Digesta," 533 C.E.), Institutes (Institutiones, 533), and Justinian's Code (Codex
Justinianus, 528, 534). These were supplemented by additional decrees accumulated over the
years as Novellae (Novels). Roman law was adapted to the politics of state and church. Ulpian and
Gaius introduced the definition of "natural law" in terms of what we share in common with
animals. Gratian published in 1141 a miscellany of texts related to legislation of the Western
church entitled "Decretum" which became the canon law of the church and the state. Decretum I,
1,7: "Ius naturale est commune omnium nationum, eo quod ubique instinctu naturae, non
constitutione aliqua habetur". In Corpus Iuris Canonici, editio Lipsiensis secunda post Aemilii
Ludovici Richteri curas ad librorum manu scriptorum et editionis Romanae fidem recognouit et
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because we are rational creatures. Even nonrational creatures participate in Eternal
Reason in their own way; however, they cannot perceive it as a law. When referring
to them we may use the word “law” only in a figurative manner. Because of the double
nature of humans (rational and animal), some acts of virtue are done following Natural
Law since they belong to it by the fact that our proper form is the soul. Therefore, our
natural tendency is to act according to virtue. Many virtues, however, do not belong to
Natural Law, but are reasoned out before they are held helpful to the good life: for
example, temperance modulates our natural desire for food, drink and sex. Sins, if they
are against reason, are against nature. On the other hand, some special sins run against
nature, such as homosexuality, which, as Thomas thought, is against the course natural to
all animals.
With this is associated the issue of changeability of the Natural Law introduced
first by Aristotle. Aquinas recognized that moral conclusions arrived at by human reason
can vary. He solved the problem by postulating two types of principles belonging to
the Natural Law. He maintains that the first common principles of theoretical or
practical reason, “the law of nature,” are the same as the truth or rightness for all
and are equally recognized. With respect to the specific conclusions of theoretical
reason, the truth is the same for all, though not all recognize it equally. With respect to
the particular conclusions derived by practical reason, there is no general unanimity
as to what is true or right, and even when there is agreement there is not the same
degree of recognition. In a few cases the desire to do right or information may be
wanting.
Thus, according to Aquinas, Natural Law with its first principles is a
spontaneous, intuitive, instinctive reflex of tendency to seek what is good to preserve
natural being, to preserve the species, and to learn about God and to venerate him.
This "law" has supernatural origin being created together with human nature and is selfevident. The practical reason next arrives at the common principles of the Natural
Law which may differ in details and in specific conclusions. However, he postulates
one most general principle of practical reason quoting it in Gratian's formulation. This
principle is taken from the Judaic and Greek traditions into Christianity, but is found in
all cultures and religions. 100 He summarizes what is a natural right by quoting Gratian
that natural right is that “by which everyone is commanded to do to others what he
would have done to himself, and forbidden to do to others what he would not have

adnotatione critica instruxit Aemilius Friedberg. Graz: Akademische Druck U. Verlagsanstalt,
1959.
100.
Leonard Swidler, “Toward a Universal Declaration of a Global Ethic,” in Dialogue and
Humanism, The Universalist Journal, Vol. IV, No. 4, 1994, pp. 51-64. Michael Shermer, The
Science of Good and Evil, (New York: Times Books/Henry Holt and Company, 2004), p. 25-26.
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done to himself.” 101 And it is generally held that all human inclinations should be
directed according to reason.
Natural Law can be changed by Divine Law as well as by Human Law in the
sense of being added. It is needless to say the agency that can make such changes is the
church. But as for change by subtraction, meaning that something that once was Natural
Law ceases to be so, is not possible. The first principles of the law of nature ("lex
naturae") are altogether unalterable. But its secondary precepts, which are like particular
conclusions close to the first principles, though not alterable in the majority of cases
where they are right as they stand, can nevertheless be changed on some particular and
rare occasions.
Now expanding the scope of Natural Law, Aquinas uses the notion of Natural
Law in a double meaning - the one, narrow, as the very first principle or principles we
recognize unconsciously, and the second, in the broader meaning including also
particular conclusions derived from it in society. This very special twist led to such
monstrosities as justifying religious persecutions by Natural and Divine Laws. The
persecution of the so-called heretics, apostates, and unbelievers was the greatest
perversion of the most fundamental human tendencies, moral conscience, instituted by
Natural Law. This is a typical example of how a religious doctrine can twist moral
precepts in even such a luminary as Aquinas.
Aquinas introduced changeability of the Natural Law in order to be able to
translate claims about the existence of natural and rational rule related to human behavior
into specific maxims how humans should conduct their lives. For Aquinas it was the
church that was to dictate the specific rules. But at the same time Aquinas weakened the
argument for the natural moral law as objective and eternal foundations of our moral
duties.
4. Thomist Law of sin
To deal with the sensual side of human nature Aquinas introduces the fifth law,
namely the "LAW OF SIN" ("lex peccati") or the LAW OF "FOMES" i.e. urge to
sensuality. This is the most bizarre among the differentiated laws. The word "fomes"
means kindling, tinder, touchwood, and signifies the readiness of our sensual nature for
passion. The term comes from Peter Lombard's Sentences 102 and was used by the Council
of Trent to describe the effects of original sin. The church claimed that human sensuality
is sinful and originated from divine punishment. Aquinas somehow had to explain this
pathological church view on sexuality and the sensual life of man. So he tries to explain
101.
Gratian, op. cit., Decretum I,1: "Ius naturae est, quod in lege et euangelio continetur, quo
quisque iubetur alii facere, quod sibi uult fieri, et prohibetur alii inferre, quod sibi nolit fieri."
102.
Peter Lombard (1100-1160) Sentences (Libri Quatuor sententiarum) published and
commented by Heinrich von Gorichem, Basel 1498, reproduced by Minerva, G.m.b.H., Frankfurt,
1967. Book II, XXX.
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that the urge of sensuality in nonrational animals has the character of a law; in men,
however, it is rather a deviation from the rational law. Nevertheless, it has the character
of a law by being a penal consequence of divine justice and loss of the original dignity by
men. Thomas here is at pains to explain that this law, when taken as a purely animal
tendency, serves the common good, namely the conservation of species, and so it exists
also in man when his sensuality is subordinate to reason. This "law" was designed to
serve as a justification of celibacy and presenting it as a true, correct, original way of life,
whereas noncelibacy is a sinful degeneration of human nature. Never mind the biological
nonsense of this law - its purpose was to justify the psychological superiority of the
clergy as a class.
Modern Science Provides a Biological Basis for Human Behavior and Validates
Philosophical Speculation
We may now present a brief exposition of how the natural law should be
understood so far. The natural law postulate formulates recognition of a general principle
operating in nature which is innate in humans and governs their behavior. It has character
of the law because it is binding to humans; it is universal, because it is independent of
particular positive law and applies to all people. Our human understanding of this natural
law is growing with the development of our rationality, thus it is the law of human nature,
the law of reason. Our behavior changes from an animal-like instinctive pattern to a fully
rational one through stages: “The first appropriate function of a creature is to maintain
itself, in its natural condition. The second, that it should seize hold of the things which
accord with Nature and banish those which are the opposite.” Thus we can differentiate
in the natural law two types of principles, one instinctive, automatic which directs our
behavior unconsciously, and the second one, reflective, rational at which we arrive after
some rational analysis. For as soon as man acquires the capacity for understanding or
rational concepts, he draws rational conclusions that the highest human good is that
which is worthy of praise and desirable for its own sake. 103

103.
Cicero’s view on human behavior coincides with that of Immanuel Kant who postulated
categorical imperative as the maxim for human conduct. This maxim represents the highest level
of understanding of morality and therefore he also postulated hypothetical imperative in which
human behavior may be governed by other motifs. Immanuel Kant, Foundations of the
Metaphysics of Morals and What is Enlightenment? Translated, with an Introduction by Lewis
White Beck, (New York, London: Macmillan Publishing Company, Collier Macmillan Publishers,
1988). Marian Hillar, “Is a Universal ethics Possible? A Humanist Proposition.” In The
Philosophy of Humanism and the Issues of Today. American Humanist Association, Houston,
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very good intuitive theory how it works. Derek Parfit, Reason and Persons, (Oxford: Clarendon
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These principles are classified as a law from popular understanding of a
governing principle by analogy to a written law, that is human positive law which “in
written form decrees whatever is it wishes, either by command or prohibition.” But in
reality “law is intelligence, whose natural function it is to command right conduct and
forbid wrongdoing… it is the mind and reason of the intelligent man, the standard by
which justice and injustice are measured.”
Christian religious thinkers adopted the Ciceronian formulation of the natural law
for Thomas Aquinas stated that reason is the rule and measure of human action: “The
good of the human being is being in accordance with reason, and human evil is being
outside the order of reasonableness… So human virtue, which makes good both the
human person and his works, is in accordance with human nature just in so far as it is in
accordance with reason; and vice is contrary to human nature just in so far as it is
contrary to the order of reasonableness.” 104 They linked it, however, to their religious
speculations.
Since time immemorial humans were preoccupied with their own behavior and
attitudes versus other humans, the rest of the animate world, and the surrounding
environment. This is attested by the oldest written documents from the Mesopotamian,
Mediterranean, and Far Eastern regions of the World. 105 In every culture we find the
formulation known as the “Golden Rule” as the universal principle guiding human
behavior. This rule is expressed in religious injunctions as well as in philosophical
analyses wherever such attempts were made as is attested again by the history of
philosophy.
On the other hand, naturalistic investigation which is today classified as science
Press, 2006), pp. 149-170. Modern science now grounds this philosophical intuition in
evolutionary biological processes providing solid empirical foundations.
104
Summa Theologiae, op. cit., 1a 2ae, 71, a.2c.
105
Joseph Campbell, The Masks of God: Occidental Mythology, (Penguin Books:
Harmondsworth, U.K.; New York, USA, 1976. Joseph Campbell, The Masks of God: Oriental
Mythology, (Penguin Books: Harmondsworth, U.K.; New York, USA, 1986). W.Y. Evans-Wentz,
compiler and editor, The Tibetan Book of the Dead, (Oxford University Press: Oxford, UK, 1960).
The Texts of Taoism, translated by Jmaes Legge, Part I, II, (Dover Publications, Inc. : New York,
first published, 1962). James B. Pritchard, ed., The Ancient Near East. Anthology of Texts and
Pictures, Vol. 1, 2, (Princeton University Press: Princeton, 1973). Hindu Myths. A Sourcebook
Trasnalted from the Sanskrit. With introduction by Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty, (Harmondsworth,
UK: Penquin Books, 1975). The Rig Veda, translated and annotated by Wendy Doniger
O’Flaherty, (Harmondsworth, UK: Penquin Books, 1984). The Upanishads, translated by F. Max
Müller, Part 1, 2, (Dover Publications: New York, first published 1962). Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. 1, 2 (first publication, George Allen and Unwin Ltd,
1931). James P. Allen, translator and introduction, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, (Society
of Biblical Literature: Atlanta, GA, 2005). Wing-Tsit Chan, translated and compiled, Ssource
Book in Chinese Philosophy, (Princeton University Press: Princeton, 1963).
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also attempted to give more critical and natural explanations. These attempts were most
often combined with philosophical speculation because of a lack of proper investigative
tools to attack the issue from a strictly naturalistic perspective of the human psyche. The
serious foundations for modern studies were laid down by Charles Darwin who attempted
to give a biological foundation to philosophical speculation. Darwin anticipated
discovery of evolutionary development of our morality when he stated:
I fully subscribe to the judgment of those writers who maintain that of all
the differences between man and the lower animals, the moral sense or
conscience is by far the most important .… It is the most noble of all the
attributes of man, leading him without a moment’s hesitation to risk his
life for that of a fellow-creature; or after due deliberation, impelled
simply by the deep feeling of right or duty, to sacrifice it in some great
cause.… The following proposition seems to me in high degree probable
– namely, that any animal whatever, endowed with well-marked social
instincts, the parental and filial affections being here included, would
inevitably acquire a moral sense or conscience, as soon as its intellectual
powers had become as well, or nearly as well developed, as in man. 106
Serious foundations for modern psychology were produced by William James
(1843-1920) and Sigmund Freud (1856-1939). We had to wait, however, till the second
half of the twentieth century to see the explosion of studies related to our behavior
(morals) from various fields of investigations: experimental psychology, developmental
psychology, evolutionary psychology, anthropology, ethology, neurobiology, neurology.
Most of such modern studies were recently summarized by Marc D. Hauser in his epochmaking book, Moral Minds. How Nature Designed Our Universal Sense of Right and
Wrong. 107
Following Darwin, primatologists and other biologists 108 have long argued that
the roots of human morality are manifest in social animals like apes and monkeys. They
express feelings of empathy and expectations of reciprocity which are essential behaviors
for mammalian group life and constitute a counterpart to human morality. Marc D.
Hauser summarizing all studies done with animals and in modern psychology and
anthropology proposes that people are born with a moral grammar wired into their neural
106
Charles Darwin, The Descent of Man (1871), p. 471-472. In The Origin of Species and
The Descent of Man, (New York: The Modern Library no date).
107
Marc D. Hauser, Moral Minds. How Nature Designed Our Universal Sense of Right and
Wrong, (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2006).
108
Frans de Waal, Our Inner Ape, (New York: Riverhead Books, 2005). Frans de Waal,
Primates and Philosophers. How Morality Evolved, (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University
Press, 2006). Robert Wright, The Moral Animal. Evolutionary Psychology of Everyday Life, (New
York: Vintage Books, 1995). Robert Trivers, Natural Selection and Social Theory. Selected
papers of Robert Trivers, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002).
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circuits by evolution. He claims that this grammar generates instant moral judgments
which are instantaneously inaccessible to the conscious mind. Hauser presents his
argument as a hypothesis to be proved, but it is based on solid experimental ground,
including work with primates, and in empirical results derived from studies performed by
moral philosophers. Hauser argues that moral grammar operates in the same way as the
universal grammar proposed by linguist Noam Chomsky for developing language faculty.
This universal grammar is a system of rules for generating syntax and vocabulary but
does not specify any particular language. That is supplied by the culture in which a child
grows up. By analogy, moral grammar, too, is a system composed of neural circuits
which generate moral behavior and not a list of specific rules. Basic rules are the same in
every society, but it allows for cultural variations, since cultures can put different
emphases on its elements.
This proposal has strong and far-reaching implications. It means that parents and
teachers do not really teach children the rules of correct behavior rather, they instill the
cultural biases and modifications. Also, it demonstrates in a tangible way that religions
are not the source of moral codes. On the contrary, moral grammar which operates
subconsciously is immune to religious doctrines. At best, religions enforce instinctive
behavior and most often indoctrinate people with cultural biases.
Moral grammar is a product of the evolutionary process because restraints on
behavior are necessary for social living and have been favored by natural selection for
survival. Friedrich Nietzsche was among those philosophers who argued for societal
origin of rules of behavior which developed as cultures evolved. 109
Hauser developed his ideas through work with vervet monkeys in Kenya and
with birds. 110 Later on, when psychologists developed techniques to study the thinking of
human babies, he found that many such studies could be repeated with animals thus
setting the cognitive abilities of human babies in an evolutionary framework. His
proposal of a moral grammar derived from collaboration with Noam Chomsky who
argued that the faculty of language had developed as an adaptation of some neural system
in animals. By analogy with language, Hauser thought that moral behavior is also
acquired through development of neural circuits which constitute an innate set of rules.
Moral grammar, now universal among people, is thought to have evolved to its present
shape during the hunter-gatherer stage of our past, some 100,000-50,000 years ago
through the mechanism of group selection as was suggested already by Nietzsche in a
cultural context.
The question arises now, what validity does moral philosophical speculation have
in view of scientific theories and the evidence behind them, such as the one postulated by
Hauser? The answer which is suggested by Hauser was presented in the form of three
models for human behavior incorporating three major themes of philosophical
speculation.
109
Friedrich Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy and The Genealogy of Morals, translated by
Francis Golfing, (New York: Anchor Books, 1990).
110
Marc D. Hauser, The Evolution of Communicatin, (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1997).
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The first model, the so-called Humean Model, is based on the entire line of
philosophical speculation going back in antiquity to the Stoics, and in modern times has
been best expressed by David Hume. Hume assumed that “perceptions” produce feelings
and emotional reactions from which follows judgment. 111
The second model, labeled the Kantian Model, emerges from Kant’s moral
philosophy misunderstood or interpreted only from one perspective, that of his
“categorical imperative.” Hauser, who noticed this misconception, introduced a double
path in the model. Kant accepted the existence of something he called "good will." It has
thus a quality of an instinct. We proceed to evaluate events, actions, etc, either on some
principles which he classified as 1. heteronomous (empirical e.g., from principle of
happiness, the so-called moral sense (in modern terminology it is the moral faculty or
moral grammar), inclinations, etc, or rational e.g., from the concept of perfection,
transcendental or theological) because they derive from the outside of the individual; 2.
an autonomous or categorical imperative which is an autonomous moral law, a law for
the will of every rational being. He expressed it as a formula or maxim by which we can
judge. It has to be universal to be classified as the moral imperative.
But Kant did not go, and in his time it would be very difficult to do it, into the
biological foundations of this mechanism. It was anyway an ideal situation if all humans
behaved all the time in such a rational way. He knew that humans do not behave all the
time in this way and not always use reason for judgment. Thus these heteronomous
principles were valid in practice (and still are).
The third model, the Rawlsian Model, is based on the theory of John Rawls who
postulated an instinctive "moral faculty" which allows us to differentiate moral actions
and situations from those which have no moral value and to differentiate actions which
are allowed, permissible, or forbidden. So in this last model we have perception first, then
automatically (unconsciously) we judge them and only then we develop emotions and
feelings about them. Of course in the later stage comes also conscious reflection and
reasoning which is then the basis for developing cultural rules, laws, etc. The last model
is more realistic and it accommodate all previous models as certain approximations and at
the same time is confirmed by evidence from scientific studies in many disciplines and
provides evolutionary basis for human behavior. Still Kant's model seems to be the most
complete though its biological basis could not be developed in the time of Kant.

111
Author previously discussed Kant’s ethics in the context of the possibility of developing
a universal moral code: Marian Hillar, “Is a Universal ethics Possible? A Humanist Proposition.”
In The Philosophy of Humanism and the Issues of Today. American Humanist Association,
Houston, 1995, pp. 127-148.
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“Romance, Riches, and Religion: Fusing Fact and Folklore in Utah History”
By Sondra Jones
University of Utah
Utah has always been a rich source of folklore. In part this has been due to what Richard
Dorson explained as the Mormon populations’ strong commitment to an “intuitive knowledge
and extrasensory experience” that invited a belief in the supernatural and the miraculous. Early
Indian relations provided an additional sphere in which a unique type of folklore could arise.
Images drawn from the Book of Mormon mixed those of “good” Nephite prophets with those of
“bad” Lamanites and Gadianton Robbers. Not surprisingly, these figures appear prominently in
Utah lore. The belief that Indians were descendents of those Book of Mormon people provided a
racial/cultural milieu ripe for religious interpretations. Mormon-Indian relations were often
tenuous, and one volatile chief (Wákara) dominated early relations. Not surprisingly, he also
figured prominently in legends as a “beneficent chief” figure. Ghost stories also took on a
uniquely Mormon/Lamanite flavor. Meanwhile religion mixed with greed in other legends, and
later generations simply overlaid a veneer of romance and invented new legends. As a result, the
modern folklorist can find an intriguing fusion of fact and fiction in Utah. Some of the most
popular “Indian legends” are nothing more than creative entertainment, while others are vestiges
of romanticized history. More serious legends include lost mines, prophesied temples, and even
the quest for holy relics.
This paper proposes to look at some of the more popular legends in Utah that are linked
to Indian or Mormon-Indian history. This involves looking at the legend itself, its origin and how
it has been perpetuated, demonstrating how it parallels or diverges from actual culture and/or
history (the “real” story), and suggesting what the implications are for the existence of such a
legend.
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Abstract
This paper discusses applications from the emerging sciences of Neuropsychology and Subtle
Energy to explore new methods of utilizing and healing the emotions. It starts with a basic
explanation of brain biology and brain plasticity, then moves on to Daniel Goleman’s Emotional
Intelligence and John Gottman’s Emotion Coaching. Techniques related to the field of
Counseling involving Aaron Beck’s Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, Byron Katie’s The Work,
Richard Schwartz’s Internal Family Systems, and Neuro-Linguistic Programming Parts Therapy
are discussed next. Finally, three methods from the emerging science of Subtle Energy – Roger
Callahan’s Thought Field Therapy, Choa Kok Sui’s Pranic Healing, and Vianna Stibal’s Theta
Healing -- are discussed. This paper serves as a partial integration of some of the various fields
of knowledge dealing with human consciousness and conscious control and healing of the
emotions.
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Healing our Emotions:
Using Techniques from Neuropsychology to Subtle Energy
In the past few hundred years, mankind has gone from the Industrial Revolution to an
amazing technological revolution, allowing us not only to explore Space but to connect virtually
instantly with anyone or any part of the world through electronic technology. In this time period,
a medical revolution has also occurred, bringing health care to undreamt of heights. And now a
revolution in psychological healing is taking place. This latest revolution in human psychology is
drawing from every source: medical findings, psychology and counseling, neuropsychology,
modern biochemistry and physics, and the Eastern knowledge of subtle energies and meditation.
As most of the developed world has moved beyond survival issues into varying degrees
of affluence, it has become increasingly apparent that the majority of people are suffering
mentally and emotionally – some are only dealing with minor blocks and emotional pains; others
are deeply and terribly traumatized; and most people fall somewhere in between these two
extremes. One of the most important applications for this revolution in psychological healing is
the creation of a new set of new techniques to heal emotional wounds, blocks, and limitations,
whether they are minor ones common to most people or are major trauma.
This paper will survey a few of the many methods emerging which can heal the emotions.
It starts with some basic information from the fields of neuropsychology and emotional
intelligence, focusing extensively on the work of Daniel Goleman and John Gottman. It then
moves on to techniques coming from the fields of therapy and counseling, moving from the
mainstream ideas of Aaron Beck’s Cognitive Behavioral Therapy to very similar “New Age”
methods from Byron Katie. Parts work is also part of counseling and therapy, and the methods of
working with parts from Richard Schwartz and Neuro-Linguistic Programming are presented
next. Finally, three healing methods directly accessing the subtle energies of modern physics are
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explored: Roger Callahan’s Thought Field Therapy, Choa Kok Sui’s Pranic Healing, and Vianna
Stibal’s Theta Healing.
The nine healing methods discussed in this paper represent only a fraction of the new
methods being developed for psychological healing. They were chosen because they have been
proven to be very effective over the last ten or more years and the author is personally familiar
with or trained in all of them. The purpose of this paper is to introduce to the reader some of the
range of techniques now available for psychological healing, many of which can be done as selfhelp. Book and website references are given for further exploration. And it is hoped that the
reader’s appetite will be wetted to go on to explore other methods of psychological healing not
presented in this paper.

Neuropsychology and Emotional Intelligence
Daniel Goleman, Ph.D. – Emotional Intelligence
Daniel Goleman is a Ph.D. in psychology who has taken his understanding of human
psychology and translated it into terms that everyone can understand and work with to aid hiser
(his or her) emotional life. He has done this both through his writing as a journalist for the New
York Times and through his very popular book Emotional Intelligence (Goleman, 1995). In this
book, he integrates the work of neurologist Paul MacLean, who proposed the idea of the limbic
system of the brain as the emotional center of the brain, with the work of Peter Salovey, who
proposed the idea of Emotional Intelligence. He starts with a simple presentation of the anatomy
of the brain, discusses the important concept of “emotional hijacking,” then presents specific
steps a person can take to work with hiser own emotions and to apply this knowledge in a variety
of settings such as work or school. The following is a brief synopsis of some of his major ideas.
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Brain biology. The human brain is divided into three sections that represent its growth in
animals through millions of years of evolutionary development. The inner, most primitive part of
the human brain is the brainstem surrounding the top of the spinal cord just after it enters the
skull. This brainstem regulates basic life functions, such as breathing and metabolism, and
controls stereotyped reactions and movements. It is a set of genetically encoded regulators to
keep the body running appropriately and ensure survival. Since, in terms of evolution, this is the
brain which developed in reptiles, this part of the brain is sometimes called the reptilian brain. It
is completely unconscious and does not think – it only reacts automatically to circumstances.
Through eons of evolutionary development, the emotional brain developed in mammals
from the olfactory bulb of the primitive reptilian brain. This emotional center gradually became
large enough in mammals to surround the brainstem like a ring and developed into the limbic
system, so called from the Latin word “limbus” meaning ring. The limbic system is the source of
basic emotions such as pleasure, sexual desire, fear, etc. In addition, this level of the brain
evolved learning and memory to enable the mammal to learn from past experiences and make
choices that better ensured survival.
About 100 million years ago, the mammalian neocortex, or thinking brain, developed in
the higher mammals and formed a much larger brain area surrounding all the inner, more
primitive areas. The neocortex allowed for a huge increase in the ability to think. In humans, the
neocortex is proportionately much larger than in any other mammals, including non-human
primates. It is this very large neocortex that makes us “human.” It led to greater learning, more
ability to plan and to form strategies, and thus to a greater chance of survival for the human. It
also added nuances to the emotions beyond the more basic feelings of the limbic system. The
neocortex is the level of the brain which allows humans to think about feelings and to have
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feelings about feelings. For those who would like more information on the structures and
functions of the brain, Carter (1998)’s Mapping the Mind is a beautiful, illustrated in-color guide.
Levels of consciousness. There seem to be three levels to the human consciousness. The
limbic system, which is the source of drives and emotions, is unconscious, highly programmed
by genetics, but capable of unconscious learning. The amygdala is a small almond shaped
structure found inside the limbic system in both the right and left hemisphere. It is believed to be
the storehouse of passion and the emotions, especially of fear and negative emotions, although
joy and other positive emotions also come from the amygdala. Most of the neocortex is at the
second or subconscious level of consciousness. Sensory and motor processing occur here,
memories are stored here, and associative thinking occurs here – that peculiarly human ability to
associate various facts and experiences into coherent and meaningful wholes. This level can
often be accessed by the conscious mind. The third level of consciousness occurs through the
prefrontal cortex, behind the forehead, the only level which is conscious. This is the arena of
conscious decisions, will, and human judgment.
Brain plasticity. According to Sigelman and Rider (2006), when a baby is born, the
primitive areas of the brain – the reptilian brain and the limbic system – are wired and functional.
However, the neocortex is mostly wired through use after birth. It is a “plastic” organ, capable of
changing through use, just as muscles and bones are. This brain plasticity is greatest at birth and
through early childhood but remains to a substantial degree through life and into old age. The
environments a person is in, the experiences a person has, what a person is taught, and how a
person is treated determine the wiring of the neocortex and its connections to the limbic system.
It is through experience that the millions of connections are formed in the neocortex, giving
meaning to experience. Many connections, going in both directions, are also formed between the
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neocortex and the limbic system. These connections allow the reactions of the limbic system to
be experienced consciously. They also allow thoughts to influence and change the reactions of
the more primitive limbic system. This can be beneficial or harmful. Thinking can moderate
excess emotional response and can reframe it with new understandings and reactions. But socalled “negative thinking,” whether conscious or subconscious, can stir up the negative emotions
of the limbic system and add to its unconscious response, even to the point of creating panic
attacks or emotional outbursts for no apparent reason. And sometimes the reaction of the limbic
system can simply overwhelm the neocortex and the thinking system.
Neural hijacking. This ties in directly to Goleman’s (1995) concept of neural hijackings
as emotional explosions in which the thinking brain is overwhelmed by the emotions of the
limbic system and a person acts based on these limbic emotions rather than on rational thought
processes coming from the frontal neocortex area. Because the person is reacting from a
primitive level without the benefit of rational thought, the results of neural hijackings can be very
harmful, including unnecessary and extreme negative feelings, inappropriate aggression,
violence, and destruction of relationships.
Neuroscientists used to believe that the route in the brain which created emotions went
(a) from the sensory organs (eyes, ears) to (b) the thalamus to (c) the sensory processing areas of
the neocortex to (d) the limbic system and then (e1) back to the neocortex where the emotion
was perceived and (e2) to the body for appropriate response. Although this is the route used
most of the time, Joseph LeDoux, a neuroscientist at the Center for Neural Science at New York
University, discovered in the late 1980’s the central role of the limbic system’s amygdala in
processing emotions. He discovered that there is also a direct route from the sensory organ to the
thalamus to the amygdala and then to the body, bypassing the neocortex and the thinking areas of
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the brain. This route is shorter and therefore faster than the usual route described above, and it
supplies less information to the amygdala than the longer route supplies to the neocortex. In a
situation which the amygdala perceives as an emotional emergency, this faster, direct route to the
amygdala preempts the slower cortical route, and the sensations traveling the short route from
the sensory organs to the thalamus to the amygdala take over the brain and a neural hijacking
occurs.
The amygdala works by associative logic. If a significant part of the incoming sensory
information matches something that in the past was a problem, the amygdala creates an
emotional response before the neocortex can respond. This quicker response was a survival trait
in evolutionary times when instant decisions had to be made in order to survive predators, but
these instant decisions are made with only partial information and without the benefit of the
rational neocortex, its experiences, and its judgment. In modern times, having the amygdala
control our responses can lead to emotional disasters and tragic reactions -- it is the source of
much violence and homicide; it is related to obsessions, phobias, addictive need, and
subconscious patterns which block what we want to achieve consciously. This results from at
least two aspects of this direct route to the amygdala: (1) Its associative logic can be totally
incorrect. For instance, an innocent person can say a phrase which makes the amygdala of the
recipient think this innocent person is someone who formerly abused the recipient. Based on this
wrong association, the recipient might attack the innocent person, either by verbal or physical
assault. Or a person might see a dog and flash back to a childhood incident where a dog hurt
himer (him or her) and have a panic attack as an adult, even if the dog is in a fenced yard.
(2) This direct route only supplies partial information. Decisions are made with only part of the
information of what is actually occurring. So a person may hear an intonation sequence in
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something someone says and react only to that intonation and not even hear the actual message
the person was saying.
Such associative mistakes or mistakes due to partial information happen very commonly.
It’s one reason why adults keep repeating previous and childish behaviors in their adult years. By
understanding that the brain has such routes and patterns, a variety of techniques can be applied,
either through self-help or through therapy, to change the old patterns and to develop new
responses in the brain based on the full information available.
In a mature, healthy brain, the prefrontal cortex has developed the ability to damp down
on the emotional reactions of the limbic system and to gain the time necessary to think out the
situation and decide from the prefrontal cortex what the appropriate emotional reaction is. Thus
thinking can create the emotional reaction. Cooperation between the thinking neocortex and the
emotional limbic system is necessary. Without thinking, the emotions take over and may respond
inappropriately. But without the emotions, the thinking brain cannot decide what the best course
of action is. Both head (thinking neocortex) and heart (emotional limbic system) are necessary
and need to work together.
Emotional intelligence. Although both psychologists and society in general have placed
an enormous importance on intellectual IQ as a determiner not only of success in life but in some
ways as a measure of a person’s worth, the truth is that Emotional Intelligence is more an
indicator of a successful life than is IQ. Indeed, a person without Emotional Intelligence may be
so distressed that s-he (he or she) can’t effectively use hiser intelligence. Emotional Intelligence
includes the ability to control impulse, to delay gratification, to regulate moods, to be able to
motivate oneself, to empathize with others, and to have hope. IQ is highly determined by
genetics, although environment may help or hinder a person express it. Emotional Intelligence
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probably also has a significant genetic component, but within a large range for most people this
is something that can be taught – by parents, by school, by society in general.
Five domains of emotional intelligence. Peter Salovey has developed Howard Gardner’s
theory of multiple types of intelligence and the work of E. L. Thorndike, who proposed a concept
of social intelligence in the 1930’s, into a five-point theory of Emotional Intelligence, each of
which flows to some degree from the preceding one. Training children (and adults) in these five
key domains will increase Emotional Intelligence and thus success in life:
(1) Knowing one’s emotions: This self awareness is of recognizing, naming, and acknowledging
emotions in the Now, as they occur, and it is the keystone of Emotional Intelligence, of
psychological insight, and of self understanding. Learning this ability is a key part of John
Gottman’s Emotion Coaching, discussed in the next section. Inability to know one’s emotions
leaves a person at the mercy of hiser emotions. The ability to have self awareness depends on an
activated neocortex and on neural connections between the prefrontal lobes of the neocortex, the
emotional limbic system, and the language centers in the neocortex. Babies have not yet
developed these neural capabilities and it takes at least twenty five years or so for a developing
child to fully develop these capabilities. People seem to fall on a distribution curve in terms of
their ability to be aware of (and name) their emotions. For most people, this skill can be
increased by teaching and practice.
(2) Managing emotions: Handling feelings in an appropriate manner includes the ability to shake
off negative emotions such as inappropriate anxiety, gloom, irritability, anger, or sadness; the
ability to soothe oneself; and the ability to generate positive emotions such as peace, expectation,
confidence, joy, and motivation. The ability to control emotions may be called a “master
aptitude” since people’s ability to do this determines to a large degree how well they can utilize
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other skills and abilities they have. The goal of Emotional Intelligence is not to avoid or suppress
negative emotions, all of which have some kind of valuable message, but to balance negative and
positive emotions and moods in a ratio that leads to an overall background sense of well being.
The art of soothing oneself is a basic skill of emotional management. Managing emotional
reactions so they are proportional to the cause of the emotions is also a sign of good mental
health. Although many emotions surge up from the unconscious limbic system and start out
beyond our control, we can control their duration, intensity, and expression. Simple knowledge
of this fact along with constant practice of managing emotions can create major changes in wellbeing. In addition, techniques discussed throughout this paper present more specific ways to
manage emotions. Throughout Emotional Intelligence, Goleman presents specific techniques for
managing emotions.
Anger control. There are two main ways Goleman presents to de-escalate anger:
(A) Challenge the angry thoughts: Challenging the validity of angry thoughts can be very
effective but only works if the anger is at a low enough level so the cognitive processes are still
very much in control. The earlier in an angry episode such challenges occur, the more
challenging them may succeed in defusing the anger. Sometimes, all it takes is to reframe the
situation in a manner that shows there are other possible explanations, such as NLP teaches.
Casting doubt on the validity of the thoughts can be enough to defuse anger. This is especially
well taught by methods of cognitive behavioral therapy such as in Greenberger and Padesky
(1995)’s book for the general public, Mind Over Mood. Byron Katie (2002)’s excellent book
Loving What Is also teaches methods of challenging thoughts. Both approaches are discussed in
subsequent sections.
(B) Time-Out: This is a physiological method of waiting out the neurological storm of anger by
removing oneself from the angry situation and focusing on pleasant or distracting thoughts and
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activities. Physical exertion is excellent for burning off the anger, especially since the body goes
into a calm, parasympathetic state after periods of exertion.
Controlling worry. Worry is another common emotion that is generally perceived as a
negative emotion. When done productively, it may have survival value. Worrying focuses one’s
attention on something that is wrong or a threat; if it leads to problem solving, it is a useful
technique. However, in modern society, many people are chronic worriers, even to the point of
having what is called GAD – generalized anxiety disorder. This is a chronic, low-grade
emotional hijacking by the amygdala, seeming to come out of nowhere and to be out of one’s
control. In its extreme form, it can become panic attacks, phobias, obsessions or compulsions.
There are some simple steps people can take to unlearn the habit of worrying:
(A) Practice self awareness – catch that first frightening image or worrisome thought; monitor
the body for signs of anxiety.
(B) Once the beginnings of worry are noticed, do relaxation techniques, such as physical exertion
(walking, exercising), listening to music, deep breathing, yoga, self-hypnosis, or meditation.
(C) Actively challenge the worrisome thoughts for their validity and challenge the act of
worrying itself as a useful procedure (see Greenberger and Padesky, 1995; Byron Katie, 2002).
(D) If the habit of worrying cannot be broken by these methods, or if it has become panic attacks,
phobias, or obsession/compulsions, professional help is necessary. Sometimes medication may
be helpful to stop the neural circuitry of worry and to allow relearning to occur.
Depression or sadness. While relaxation may help with worry, which is a state of
increased physiological arousal, it may hurt those who are sad, melancholy, or depressed, which
is a state of lowered physiological activity. For these people increased activity and cognitive
challenges to the underlying beliefs are an appropriate solution. Cognitive reframing challenges
the validity of underlying assumptions and beliefs and opens up different possible ways of
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interpreting events (see Greenberger and Padesky, 1995; Byron Katie, 2002). Increased activity
may involve social activity as long as it breaks the pattern of sad thoughts. Physical exertion is a
wonderful way to break the cycle of sadness and depression. Sometimes “crying it out” will
relieve sadness, but other times it only reinforces it. Distraction, pleasant activities, and physical
exercise seem the most effective ways to break the cycle of sadness and depression. Another
good approach is to create some kind of small triumph or some way to feel good about oneself.
Finally, helping others can help lift sadness and depression.
(3) Motivating oneself: This involves the emotional self-control of controlling impulses and
delaying gratification, then marshalling positive emotions in the service of a goal through paying
attention, feeling motivated, and finding the “Flow.” Managing emotions so as to produce
motivation is a critical aspect for success in life endeavors. Positive motivation involves feelings
of enthusiasm, zeal, and confidence which allow a person to expend the necessary effort and to
keep going in the face of obstacles. It involves hope, which is an emotion or feeling, and it
involves an optimistic outlook, which is a belief that things tend to go well in the world.
Optimistic people believe a failure is due to something that they can change; pessimistic people
take failure as a personal lack that can’t be changed. Martin Seligman’s Learned Optimism
teaches how to attain a realistic optimism and when optimism is a useful strategy and when
pessimism is a safer strategy. Again, this is a skill which can be learned and practiced regardless
of what temperament a person is born with or the environment they are raised in.
The peak of harnessing such emotions and beliefs as motivation, hope, optimism, and
self-efficacy is a state Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi described as “Flow.” This is a state of mind
involving intense concentration and focus on the moment for the sake of the activity rather than
any gain from the activity. It is an egoless state, with no awareness of time, and a person in Flow
is experiencing a type of bliss, joy, even rapture. It is a state much sought after by athletes, who
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call it “the zone,” by artists and creators of all sorts, and by lovers. There are two main ways to
try to enter Flow. It may be hard to get there at first, but once a person gets close, it becomes
much easier to drop into Flow: (1) Intentionally focus a sharp concentration on a task; (2)
Engage in a task a person is skilled at, at a level that slightly taxes the ability to do the task.
(4) Recognizing emotions in others: Such empathy is the fundamental people skill and is the
basis of morality, ethics, altruism, and social success. Empathy is the ability to recognize the
emotions another person is feeling. Over ninety percent of emotional messages a person sends
are nonverbal and most of them are sent and received unconsciously. Facial expression, a
person’s physiology, and verbal intonation are important cues for reading others’ emotions
correctly. Emotional truth is in how a person says something, not in the actual words or content.
People who can accurately read others’ emotions are better adjusted in general, more popular,
more outgoing, have better success in relationships, and are more sensitive. There is little or no
correlation between empathy and intelligence.
The ability to feel empathy for another’s feelings is hardwired into higher primates and
humans at birth. By late childhood, a child can feel empathy for general conditions as well as for
specific people, and by adolescence this empathy can turn into a desire to alleviate misfortune
and injustice. At about age 2 ½, children start showing differences in the amount of empathy
they have for others. It is believed that these differences come from the way the child is raised. In
a nurturing relationship with a caregiver or in a family, there are constant small interchanges
with the child. When these interchanges let the child know hiser emotions are understood, the
process is called attunement. Attuned relationships teach the child how to develop empathy and
this skill or lack of skill will affect the entire lifetime. Children who are emotion-coached to see
the effects of their acts on others’ feelings learn empathy better than those who are not emotion
coached. John Gottman’s book Raising an Emotionally Intelligent Child, discussed below, is a
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wonderful reference for parents to learn how to help children become emotionally intelligent.
Emotion-coached children do better in every aspect of life, including health and longevity.
Even without explicit teachings about emotions and empathy, children model the
treatment they receive and treat others in that way. Children who are neglected and receive no
emotional support may never learn empathy. Where there is a lack of empathy, for whatever
reason, it seems to be reflected in a disconnection between the limbic system and the prefrontal
cortex. This disconnection may be due to genetics, the way a person was raised, or an emotional
hijacking in which the limbic system takes over and prevents the neocortex from recognizing and
processing another’s emotions. In extreme cases, such as sociopaths, there has been no success in
teaching empathy to adults; however, for most people, even for some child abusers, empathy is
another emotional skill that can be learned at any age and which improves with practice.
Reparative relationships throughout life have the possibility of healing wounds and teaching
empathy, whether such relationships are with friends, family, lovers, or therapists.
(5) Handling relationships: This involves, in part, the ability to manage emotions in others and
leads to popularity, leadership, interpersonal effectiveness, and happy relationships. An essential
part of social and relationship skills is the ability to manage other people’s emotions. This
requires steps 1, 2, and 4 of Emotional Intelligence at a minimum: being aware of one’s own
emotions, managing them, and recognizing emotions accurately in others. As early as day-care
and pre-school, children having trouble with social relationships can be spotted and helped to
learn the skills of Emotional Intelligence. People who have trouble receiving and sending
emotions generally have problems in their relationships. Overall, people tend to like people who
have emotional skills that help them feel good and especially people who can soothe them when
they are upset.
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John Gottman, Ph.D. – Emotion Coaching
John Gottman has done an enormous amount of research on relationships and emotions in
his psycho-physiological lab at the University of Washington. In addition to extensive writing on
marriage and relationships, he has summarized his findings about raising children in Raising an
Emotionally Intelligent Child (Gottman, 1997). Based on years of research, his conclusion is
that love is not enough, that some form of emotion coaching is usually an essential part of
successfully raising children. Through longitudinal studies, he has found that emotionally
coached children do better in every aspect of life, including health and longevity. Emotioncoached children have less illness, less delinquency, less drug/alcohol use, less eating disorders,
and less emotional problems in general. Emotion coaching increases the child’s self-control,
social skills, ability to focus, self regulation, and self soothing. It increases self esteem and selfefficacy, especially through learning to problem solve. Emotion coaching also creates a very
strong parent-child bond. It can alleviate the negative effects of family conflicts, domestic
violence, divorce, or other life traumas.
Gottman found there are three kinds of parents who don’t emotion coach: dismissing
parents ignore the child or the child’s emotions; disapproving parents disapprove of the child or
the child’s emotions; and laissez-faire parents accept the child and the child’s emotions but fail
to teach the child about emotions or set limits. He also found the father’s participation in emotion
coaching may be even more powerful than the mother’s in both positive and negative directions.
He has summarized emotion coaching into five steps. The prerequisite step is that the
parents must be able to recognize their own emotions and express them appropriately, i.e. they
must have a significant amount of Emotional Intelligence as laid out by Daniel Goleman. It is
especially important for parents to realize it is acceptable to express justified anger in appropriate
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manner, respectful to the child. With this background ability, the five steps to emotion coaching
a child are as follows:
EMOTION COACHING
(1) Recognize the child’s emotion.
(2) Realize that all emotional displays, especially displays of negative emotions, are an
opportunity for closeness and teaching.
(3) Empathize with the child via reflective listening and validating the child’s emotions without
judgment and without any problem solving.
(4) Label the emotion for the child.
(5A) Set limits if necessary.
(5B) Problem solve WITH the child: set goals; brainstorm ideas without criticism; assess the
usefulness and consequences of the ideas brainstormed; and select and implement an idea.

In general, to make emotion coaching successful, the following conditions and rules
should also be implemented:
(1) Avoid excessive criticism, humiliating, or mocking the child. Never use negative jokes or
sarcasm or labels; all criticisms must be specific to the behavior and situation rather than general.
(2) Teach by scaffolding (small steps the child can master) and praise when appropriate. Make
praise specific to the behavior; don’t use general statements or labels.
(3) Be aware of and avoid voicing any parental agenda for the child; such agendas can prevent
close relationships and prevent empathy with the child.
(4) Create a mental map of the child’s daily life – know the child’s activities, friends, teachers,
coaches, and parents of their friends.
(5) Avoid siding with the person the child is perceiving as the enemy, e.g. a teacher.
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(6) Don’t try to impose parental solutions on the child’s problems; instead assist the child to
develop hiser own solutions
(7) Empower the child by giving choices, respecting wishes. Jim Fay’s (2006) Love and Logic
parenting system is a wonderful system for empowering the child through choices. More
information on this system can be found at http://www.loveandlogic.com.
(8) Be honest with the child; a child is very aware of faking or lying from parents.
(9) Read children’s literature together to create closeness and teach about emotions and values.
(10) Be patient with the process. Avoid wishing the child’s emotions would just go away.
(11) Connect with the child every day.
(12) If the child doesn’t want to talk about hiser emotions, permit that, but set a time in the near
future to talk about it. There are some times when emotion coaching is not appropriate, but if
emotion coaching is postponed, a commitment must be made to process the situation with
emotion coaching at a later time. Situations in which emotion coaching should be handled after
the fact include the following:
TIMES NOT APPROPRIATE FOR EMOTION COACHING
(1) The parent is pressed for time.
(2) There is an audience (i.e. other friends or family are around).
(3) The parent is too tired or upset to handle it.
(4) The parent needs to address serious misbehavior. Instead of emotion coaching, disapproval,
anger, and disappointment should be voiced in a respectful manner; limits need to be set; and
values should be discussed.
(5) The child is faking an emotion to try to control the parent.
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Counseling Techniques
From Aaron Beck’s Cognitive Behavioral Therapy to Byron Katie’s Loving What Is
Aaron Beck’s Cognitive Behavioral Therapy. Daniel Goleman summarized current
findings about emotional health and intelligence for the general reader in Emotional Intelligence
(Goleman, 1995). John Gottman has turned his years of research into the physiology of emotions
into a series of books for the general public on relationships and emotion coaching such as
Raising an Emotionally Intelligent Child (Gottman, 1997). Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)
is a well accepted and empirically supported counseling modality, with several different versions
by different psychologists and counselors. Greenberger and Padesky (1995) have popularized the
version of CBT created by Aaron Beck, Ph.D., in Mind Over Mood: Change how you Feel by
Changing the Way you Think. The many practical methods of Beck’s CBT train people to use the
thoughts of the thinking neo-cortex to change the emotional responses of the limbic system. One
of the most useful techniques is by filling out thought records, such as the one below:
Example of a Thought Record Chart
Situation Emotions Automatic
Evidence
Thoughts or Supporting the
or Images
Hot Thought

Evidence NOT
Supporting the
Hot Thought

Alternative
or Balanced
Thoughts

Re-rate
Moods
Now
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USING A THOUGHT RECORD CHART
(1) In Column 1, Situation, the details of a situation that led to an emotional reaction are
recorded, including who was involved, when, where, and what was happening.
(2) In Column 2, Emotions, all the emotions a person was feeling are recorded, each in one word.
Then the intensity of each emotion would be rated on a scale from 0 to 100%.
(3) In Column 3, Automatic Thoughts or Images, the thoughts or images the person was feeling
during the situation are recorded. The person works with one thought/image at a time, usually the
“Hot Thought or Image” – the one leading to the strongest emotional reaction rated in Column 2.
Questions about this thought or image are answered, such as
“What does this thought/image say about me? About my life? About my future?”
“What am I afraid might happen?” “What is the worst that could happen if this is true?”
“What does this mean about how people think about me? About people in general?”
(4) In Column 4, Evidence supporting the Hot Thought, the person lists factual evidence that
supports the Hot Thought being worked with.
(5) In Column 5, Evidence not supporting the Hot Thought, the person lists factual evidence that
doesn’t supports the Hot Thought being worked with.
(6) In Column 6, Alternative or Balanced Thoughts, the person writes out one or more new
thoughts that reflect the evidence in Columns 4 and 5. This new thought could continue to
support the Hot Thought, could support the opposite of the Hot Thought, or could balance both
the evidence supporting and not supporting the Hot Thought. After these new thoughts are
written down, the person estimates how believable they are, from 0 to100%.
(7) In Column 7, Re-rate Moods Now, the person re-rates the intensity of the emotions in
Column 2 on a scale of 0 to 100%. Very often, looking at the evidence for and against Hot
Thoughts significantly reduces the impact of negative emotions. The thinking of the pre-frontal
cortex has served to change the emotional response of the unconscious limbic system.
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A person can often work through a Thought Record on hiser own and achieve significant
results. If working through this alone does not help, professionals trained in CBT can help,
especially in looking for factual evidence for and against and in writing new alternative or
balanced thoughts. There are also many other techniques available in CBT, such as experiments,
actions plans, and undoing the assumptions and core beliefs which underlie automatic thoughts.
Byron Katie’s Loving What Is. Byron Katie’s Loving What Is (Katie, 2002) comes from
an approach that is more related to meditation than counseling, yet which can lead to the same
results as CBT’s Thought Record. She calls this The Work.
The Work is merely four questions; it’s not even a thing. It has no motive, no strings. It’s
nothing without your answers. These four questions will join any program you’ve got
and enhance it. Any religion you have – they’ll enhance it. If you have no religion, they
will bring you joy. And they’ll burn up anything that isn’t true for you. They’ll burn
through to the reality that has always been waiting. (Katie, 2002, p. xxvii)

HERE ARE THE FOUR QUESTIONS:
(1) Is it true?
(2) Can I absolutely know that it’s true?
(3) How do I react when I think that thought?
(a) Can I see a reason to drop that thought? [But don’t try to drop the thought.]
(b) Can I find one stress-free reason to keep the thought?
(4) Who would I be without the thought?

And then, TURN IT AROUND!
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When a person feels an unpleasant emotion, the first step is to find the underlying
thought, which is very similar to Columns 1-3 of the CBT Thought Record. Then the Four
Questions are applied to this thought, over and over if necessary. After the neo-cortical thinking
that is activated through these four questions, it is at the Turnaround point that the emotional
response can significantly change. To do the Turnaround, rewrite the thought. For instance, if the
thought is about someone else (e.g. “Sam should treat me better”), then rewrite it with yourself
as the subject (e.g. “I should treat me better”). Or completely reverse it as in “I should treat Sam
better.” Or negate the original thought as in “Sam shouldn’t treat me better.” Play with as many
ways to turn the original thought around as you can come up with. With each Turnaround, the
cortex gives the limbic system more possibilities, enlarges the options, and ultimately defuses the
negative emotions. Again, cortical thinking can change the unconscious limbic emotional
reactions. The more it is practiced, the more connections will form between the neocortex and
the limbic system, and the more conscious control a person will have over the unconscious
limbic emotional responses.
More information on The Work is available at http://www.thework.org.

Parts Therapy – Internal Family Systems and NLP
Another technique coming out of Counseling and Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP)
is the concept of parts, the idea that the human mind functions as if it was a group of subpersonalities which act to some degree separately. It is very common for someone to say
something like, “well, part of me wants to do this job, but part of me wants to go play.” Such
parts conflicts are very common in most people, whether or not they actually speak in terms of
parts. The degree of separation, of autonomous functioning, of sub-personality parts varies
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widely. A very integrated person may have different parts to hiser personality, all of which are
working in their different styles towards mutually agreed upon goals. At the other extreme is
Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID), formerly called Multiple Personality Disorder, in which
the parts can be completely autonomous, vehemently opposed to one another, with some parts
not even aware of other parts. Most people are somewhere in the middle between these two
extremes and many of our internal conflicts can be understood in terms of parts conflicts. Very
often different parts have different goals and different emotional reactions, creating internal
confusion and emotional conflicts. Neurobiology is giving increasing support to the idea of semiautonomous functional parts of the mind, as the brain is definitely divided into separate
organelle-like structures and discrete sets of myelinated pathways. If these pathways separate
themselves functionally from the rest of the brain/mind system, a somewhat autonomous part is
created.
Internal family systems. Dick Schwartz, Ph.D., has created the Internal Family Systems
(IFS) model, a very elegant system for working with parts conflicts. His Internal Family Systems
Therapy (1995) is written for therapists and counselors, while his Introduction to the Internal
Family Systems Model (2001) is written for the layperson. For significant parts conflicts and
emotional problems, a therapist trained in IFS can work with the person’s parts, help the parts
unload their pains, and can help them find their common goals and and learn to work together as
an integrated unit. Such parts work can be necessary in cases of severe mental illness, addictions,
or major trauma. For simple parts conflicts in an emotionally healthy person, it is possible to
apply in a self-help format the information given in the Introduction to the Internal Family
Systems Model.
Some of Schwartz’s underlying assumptions about parts are very powerful for emotional
healing and health and share many of the presuppositions of NLP discussed in the next section:
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(1) All parts have good intentions.
(2) By separating intentions from behavior, behavior and emotional reactions can be changed.
(3) All parts are welcome and accepted and are treated with love and respect.
(4) It is necessary to get the permission of manager parts before working with wounded parts.
One of the most powerful effects of IFS is that the person learns the difference between
parts and a deeper level of the psyche which Schwartz calls the Self. This Self is characterized by
the eight C’s: calmness, clarity, curiosity, compassion, confidence, courage, creativity, and
connectedness. It is actually from the person’s own Self level that healing and parts integration
occurs. IFS teaches very simple techniques for separating out parts and reaching the Self level,
which can produce effects in a very short time similar to years of mediation. Such techniques
consist of identifying parts, acknowledging them, and asking them to temporarily step back.
HOW TO REACH THE SELF LEVEL
(1) Identify a part to be worked with, for instance an angry part.
(2) Ask yourself how you feel towards that part.
(3) If your emotions are anything other than the eight C’s characteristic of the Self level, or
similar high-level feelings, ask the part carrying the emotion to temporarily step back. For
instance, you may feel disgusted towards the angry part. Ask this disgusted part to step back. It
may be necessary to talk with the disgusted part until it realizes that its goals will best be met if it
steps back so you can work with the angry part.
(4) Continue Steps (2) and (3), until your feeling towards the original angry part is one of the
eight C’s of the Self level or a similar level of feeling. You are now at the Self level.
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As all the active parts carrying emotions step back, one by one, the person reaches the
Self level, which can be recognized by the presence of one or more of the eight C’s: calmness,
clarity, curiosity, compassion, confidence, courage, creativity, and connectedness. Learning how
to access the Self level can be one of the most important and profound skills a person can learn
in the process of learning to work with the mind and emotions, for it is the source of healing and
integration. The amount of access a person has to the Self level is strongly correlated with a
successful life and healthy emotions, especially during difficult circumstances. Living from the
Self level can be a profound way to manage and utilize human emotions. And when working
with an IFS therapist, it is actually the client as Self who is the therapist working with hiser own
parts, creating the healing and integration.
In addition to this fairly easy access to the Self level, IFS offers several other features not
usually found in parts work.
(1) A lot of emphasis is given to honoring and acknowledging all parts and getting permission of
all parts before working with the wounded parts carrying the most intense pain.
(2) The person at the Self level needs to witness the experiences and suffering the part has
undergone. But because the person is at the Self level, this can be accomplished without flooding
the personality with extreme negative emotions. This is in contrast to many other modalities in
which the person is expected to re-experience pain and suffering in order to heal.
(3) The part that has suffered is retrieved from the situation which caused the pain and brought
into a safe, accepting, healing situation.
(4) There are simple methods for the wounded parts to unburden themselves of the pain and take
on new, happier roles in the person’s psyche.
(5) The process ends with the client inviting in qualities necessary for the part’s new role and in
integrating all the parts into one cohesive system.
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Neuro-Linguistic Programming: parts integration. NLP also works with parts integration
in various ways, and when a person is fairly healthy emotionally, it can be easier and quicker to
do an NLP parts integration than to work through the IFS model.
NLP PARTS INTEGRATION USING THE HANDS
(1) Identify the internal conflict.
(2) Have the part which represents an unwanted behavior or state of mind come out onto the
palm of one of your hands. Get a visual image of the part if possible; hear the part; and notice
what feelings are associated with this part. If possible, personify the part – have it be like some
human being.
(3) Have the part most opposite to the first part come out onto the palm of your other hand. Get a
visual image of the part if possible; hear the part; and notice what feelings are associated with
this part. If possible, personify the part – have it be like some human being.
(4) Separate intention from behavior:
(a) Find out the purpose of each part. Ask the part what its purpose is and wait until you
have an answer. Then “ask up”: ask it the purpose for the first purpose given. For instance, if the
first purpose is “to be safe,” ask what the purpose of being safe is. Continue this progression
upwards until you get a very high level purpose, such as “oneness,” “completeness,” etc. Do this
in turn with each part. Usually, the parts discover they have the same high-level purpose.
(b) Have each part notice what resources the opposite part has which could help with the
purposes identified by each part.
(c) Ask the parts if they were once part of a larger part. The answer is almost always yes.
(d) Ask for other parts that were part of this larger part to join in.
(5) Usually, as the thinking neo-cortex goes through these steps with the parts, the parts start to
realize they share common goals and are really parts of a larger part. As they realize this, the two
hands tend to move together. If this does not happen automatically,
(a) Visualize a third part with the combined resources of each part identified.
(b) Place this third part between the two parts in the two palms.
(c) Visualize a series of images transforming each part into the third part in the center.
(6) Bring the two palms together as the two parts merge inside the brain and the mind.
(7) Bring this combined super-part into the body by bringing the combined palms onto the heart.
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Subtle Energy Techniques
This paper will conclude with a brief discussion of three modalities which work directly
with the subtle energies and which are very effective for healing the emotions. In order to use
specific techniques from these modalities, it is necessary to understand the basic ideas underlying
each modality. A paper such as this, surveying a variety of modalities, does not have the space to
adequately present these underlying ideas. So, a brief description of each modality will be given
along with references to guide the interested reader to get more information and training, but
specific techniques which can be immediately applied will not be given for these final three
modalities
.
Roger Callahan’s Thought Field Therapy and Gary Craig’s Emotional Freedom Technique
Roger Callahan’s Thought Field Therapy. Roger Callahan is a Ph.D. in clinical
psychology who studied acupuncture meridian lines and applied kinesiology in his search to find
better techniques to help his clients. He has developed Thought Field Therapy (TFT), which is a
remarkable system for removing unwanted, “negative,” thoughts and emotions from the thought
field. His techniques focus on the thought field, the energy field around the mind and body,
rather than on the neurobiology of the brain. He has written several books presenting this
information to the general public for personal use. Perhaps the most useful at this point is
Tapping the Healer Within: Using Thought Field Therapy to instantly Conquer your Fears,
Anxieties, and Emotional Distress (Callahan, 2001). This title sounds like an amazing promise –
this system actually delivers this promise in the majority of cases.
Callahan has found that negative thoughts and emotions are stored in an energetic
“thought field,” a finding modern neuropsychology agrees with. He has also discovered through
years of working with his clients that tapping certain spots on the acupuncture meridian lines in a
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specific order can permanently remove disabling fears, anxieties, phobias, compulsions, and
other unwanted behaviors and emotions. He has specific sequences for addiction, allergy, anger,
anxiety, claustrophobia, clumsiness, depression, embarrassment, fear, grief, guilt, jet lag, love
pain, nasal congestion, negative behavior, obsession, physical pain, panic, peak performance,
phobias, rage, relaxation, self-sabotage, shame, fear of spiders, stress, trauma, turbulence, and
problems with visualization. Training in his methods is available through his many books,
through classes at several different levels and in many different countries, and through his two
websites -- www.selfhelpuniv.com for self-help or www.tftrx.com for professionals.
Gary Craig’s Emotional Freedom Technique. There is an even simpler method of
applying Thought Field Therapy that has been developed by Gary Craig. This method is called
the Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) and is a simplified version of Thought Field Therapy
which can be very easily learned. It is often extremely effective; when it is not effective, the full
version of Thought Field Therapy almost always is. Full information on EFT is available on the
website: http://www.emofree.com, including a video and a free booklet to download teaching
how to do EFT. The website also offers testimonials from people prominent in the field of subtle
energy medicine including Deepak Chopra, M.D., Candice Pert, Ph.D., and Eric Robins, M.D.
According to this website, “This quote by Eric Robins, MD, captures the essence of EFT:
‘Some day the medical profession will wake up and realize that unresolved emotional
issues are the main cause of 85% of all illnesses. When they do, EFT will be one of their
primary healing tools .... as it is for me.’ "
Because emotional issues are such a huge cause of physical illness, EFT, TFT, or any of the
other methods discussed in this paper have the ability to improve physical health as well as
emotional and mental health.
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Choa Kok Sui’s Pranic Psychotherapy
Choa Kok Sui is a chemical engineer who spent a lifetime studying methods of healing
from around the world, especially those involving the subtle energies. He organized his findings
into a system called Pranic Healing, which can be easily taught to anyone. More information on
this system as well as a directory of Pranic Healing practitioners can be found at the website
www.pranichealing.org. Sui has written many books on the Pranic Healing. The most general
one for practitioners is Miracles through Pranic Healing (Sui, 2001), which gives detailed
instructions on applying Pranic Healing to a variety of specific health conditions. However, in
order to use this book, a person must first receive specific training in Pranic Healing. The best
way to do this is through the many classes taught around the world and listed on the website. Sui
also authorized his most advanced student, Stephen Co, to write a book for the layman: Your
Hands can Heal You (Co, Robins, & Merryman, 2002). This book teaches basic Pranic Healing
step by step, both for self-help and to help others.
In order to effectively use Pranic Healing to heal the emotions, a person needs specific
training in Pranic Psychotherapy, a specific type of Pranic Healing which has the ability to clear
out negative emotions, blocks, phobias, and compulsions by directly working with the subtle
energies of these thoughts and emotions. As with Thought Field Therapy, Pranic Psychotherapy
can clear such troublesome thoughts and emotions extremely quickly. Even conditions such as
long-term phobias can be cleared out in as little as half an hour. The daily use of Pranic Healing,
on oneself or with family members, especially Pranic Psychotherapy and Advanced Pranic
Healing, can be seen as a daily health regimen for the emotions. Not only can the little emotional
upheavals of daily life be cleared, but long-standing emotional pains and problems can also be
cleared away, allowing for a much higher level of life and emotional health.
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Vianna Stibal’s Theta Healing
Thought Field Therapy generally clears emotions by using the hands to tap out
disturbances in the thought field, a form of subtle energy. Pranic Healing generally uses the
hands to clean out negative subtle energies but also uses a relaxed-focused attention and
visualization. Theta Healing is entirely mental. As presented in Go Up and Work with God
(Stibal, 2002), the key to making changes, including healing the emotions, lies in the ability to
access the Theta brain state.
The human brain emits four basic kinds of brain waves. When a person is in a normal,
active, alert state, Beta brain waves predominate, with frequencies ranging from 15 to 40 cycles
per second. A person who is relaxed and not alertly engaged mentally will be emitting a higher
percentage of the slower Alpha waves, with the frequencies between 9 and 14 cycles per second.
Relaxation, mental reflection or meditation usually lead to an Alpha state. The Theta brain state
has a preponderance of even slower brain waves, between 5 and 8 cycles per second. In this
state, a person may be dreaming during sleep, daydreaming, or otherwise not consciously aware
of hiser surroundings. This can occur with any repetitious task that requires no conscious
attention; it often occurs when driving familiar routes or long distances on a monotonous
freeway. In this Theta state, ideas flow freely without the usual censorship. It is usually a very
creative and positive mental state. The slowest brain waves are Delta waves, from 1.5 to 4 cycles
per second. This occurs in states of deep, dreamless sleep.
According to Stibal, Theta states can also be used to command the body or emotions to
heal. The healing comes not only from the ability in the Theta state to direct mind and body, but
from the ability in the Theta state to contact divinity. This divinity will be according to the belief
of the person working in the Theta state; no outside belief system is imposed in Theta Healing.
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Stibal’s book outlines how to use the Theta state for healing mind and body, but Theta Healing
classes give far more training in using this very potent state. More information is available on the
website http://www.thetahealing.com. Because Theta Healing is entirely mental, it can be a
source of instantaneous healing even faster than Thought Field Therapy or Pranic Psychotherapy.

Conclusion
All of the nine healing modalities discussed above developed as separate techniques, yet
they can be combined elegantly since they are all really doing the same kind of work. The ideas
of Emotional Intelligence and Emotion Coaching are intellectual principles easy to learn and use,
as is Byron Katie’s The Work. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy can be a self-help project or done
with a trained therapist. Some parts work can be an integral part of self-healing, but serious parts
conflicts require therapists trained in parts therapy. The subtle energy techniques can be
extremely swift and effective. Again, in simple situations, they can be done as self-help, but
complex or serious situations may require a trained practitioner. And combining the techniques
of subtle energy clearing with counseling and therapy can lead to great personal growth and
understanding as the energy blocks are cleared and removed.
The nine modalities discussed in this paper are only a small part of the new methods
being developed to control, heal, and utilize human emotions in the pursuit of a better life.
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Abstract
The new era of promotion of ethics in contemporary politics lags behind the harsh reality
of post-communist Eastern Europe. The complete break down of the socialist economy
resulted in severe economic crisis with high rates of unemployment. The ethnic
minorities, specifically the Roma, became scapegoats of the impoverished population in
countries like Bulgaria, Romania, Slovakia, and Hungary. The developed countries of
Western Europe were quick to accuse local governments of racial discrimination and
failure to uphold the human rights of their Roma population. At the same time many of
their own governments moved to limit the influx of Gypsies from Eastern Europe. They
used the racist attitudes among their own population to paint the scary picture of exodus
of dark skinned Gypsies coming to rob local laborers of their wages, spreading crime and
disease through their neighborhoods. It is highly unethical for the conservative politicians
of the West to demand racial equality under extreme economic conditions while
promoting ethnic intolerance in their own back yard. The International Money Fund also
demands protection of the rights of minorities, while refusing loans to Eastern European
governments who spend money on special social and education programs for the Roma.
The danger of such unethical behavior on the part of the Western leaders is the promotion
of political hypocrisy rather than democracy. This sets a bad example to the rulers of the
newest member countries of the European Union. The double-game of the Western
politicians further complicates the plight of ethnic minorities in modern Europe.
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The liberation of the East European countries from the authoritarian communist
regimes in 1989 and 1990 came at a considerable price: the loss of the “economic
security” of socialism and plunging into a deep economic crisis. During the transitional
period (between 1990 and 2000) the unemployment rates reached over 20% and the
majority of the population was impoverished. The Gypsy minorities suffered the worst
during the transition period as they were the first to loose their jobs and welfare
payments. Unable to find regular jobs in the shrinking employment market of postsocialist Eastern European economies, the Gypsies are still forced to feed their families
through illegal “business” activities – smuggling, shoplifting, and stealing state or private
property. This additionally enforces the criminalization of the Roma people making it
harder to find jobs and perpetuating the vicious circle of poverty, illiteracy, and abuse
throughout Europe. In fact, the statistics show that only 5% of the Gypsies have actually
committed crimes, the remaining 95% doing their best to feed their families with hard
labor in the most unattractive jobs in the fields and factories.

Background of the Gypsy Problem in Europe
The Gypsies migrated from India into Europe in the 12th and 13th century and
spread from the Middle East to Spain and Britain. From the very beginning most of them
were associated with the Otoman invasion and were equally hated by Arabs and
Europeans. They are known under many names: Dom, Nawar (in the Middle East and
North Africa), Rom, Roma, Romi, Romane, Ludar, Lautari, Copanari, and Rudari (in
East Europe), Gypsy, Kale, Çingene, Qereçî, Gypthos, Zingari, Sinti (Germany and
Austria), Tigani, Basa (Turkey), Tzigani or Mangali (Bulgaria, Turkey and Greece),
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Gitanos (Spain and Portugal), Travelers (United Kingdom and Ireland), and other
derogative names used by European or Arab nations that have some Gypsy minorities.
For consistency and clarity I will use “Gypsy” and “Roma” as synonyms throughout this
article.
During the 5 centuries of Ottoman rule, many Gypsies were enslaved by the Turks
and some were forcefully converted to Islam. They were known for their craftsmanship
as pottery makers, blacksmiths, horsemen and musicians, constantly moving from one
place to another in small caravans of kinsmen. They continued their nomadic way of life
throughout The Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian Empire until the 19th century when the
Hapsburg monarchy tried to settle them down forcefully and assimilate them, quite
unsuccessfully.
The same tendencies continued during the 20th century. Under communist rule in
Bulgaria, Romania, Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia, most of the Gypsies were
forcefully settled, put to work in the factories and the cooperative farms, their names
were changed several times and their children were compulsory sent to school. The same
rules applied in Tito’s Yugoslavia and some of the republics of the Soviet Union. This
was a way to keep the Gypsies under control and observation and to suppress any
organized political activity.
The Roma situation in Socialist Bulgaria is a typical example of handling the
Gypsy problem during communism. It is representative for most East European countries
in this period. The Bulgarian Communist Party established affirmative action with strict
quotas guaranteeing admission of Gypsies in all higher education institutions and
universities proportionate to their representation in the population (Ivanov 1990). For
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example, if certain region had 5% Gypsies, then 5% of the seats in the local Universities
were reserved for Gypsies, regardless of their grades and performance at the exams in
comparison with the Bulgarians. By having free education from kindergarten to
university, and making high school diploma obligatory, most Roma children became
literate and obtained certain technical skills. The Gypsy parents who refused to send their
kids to school were promptly thrown in jail or sent to labor camps and the children were
sent to boarding schools. However, after receiving university degrees, Roma doctors,
lawyers, and engineers were appointed to the most unattractive and remote jobs. Often,
they were denied promotion and career opportunities available to the Bulgarians and the
other ethnic minorities (Ivanov 1990). In the Bulgarian army, indeed, the Gypsies were
not allowed to bear arms contrary to the Bulgarians or other ethnic minorities as Turks,
Armenians or Jews. They were sent to the labor corps to build railroads and highways.
Luckily, due the character of the socialist economy, most Roma men and women were
gainfully employed and could provide sustenance for their families. They were given
additionally significant welfare payments for their children – up to 120 leva per month
while the minimum monthly salary of a farm worker at that timer was only 25 leva
(personal observations). Thus, they could build houses and maintain generally adequate
standard of living. The less affluent Gypsy families were provided with low cost housing
and significant material help. The situation with the Gypsies was practically the same in
the remaining countries of the Warsaw Pact.
In fact, during the transition period in the early 1990s, with the abolishment of
affirmative action, the Gypsies were practically eliminated from the universities in
Eastern Europe. Currently, only 1% of the Roma succeed in graduating higher education
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in comparison with over 15% of the general population. Over 18% of the Gypsies are
completely illiterate (compared with less than 1% among the general population) and
65% of gypsy children drop out at elementary school level (Bangieva 2007). According
to the European Union Monitoring and Advocacy Program (2007) the situation with
education and employability is not much different in Hungary, Romania, Slovakia, and
Serbia.
During the same period, as a result of the economic recession the unemployment
rate in Bulgaria reached 20% among the general population. Bulgarian specialists with
higher education were forced to take jobs quite below their qualifications but preserved
their employment. For example, building engineers became construction workers,
architects and interior designers became painters, mechanical engineers became
automotive mechanics, and the former military officers and other people with higher
education became bus and taxi drivers (Peneva 2006). Over 1 million people (15% of the
population), many of them with higher education, migrated out of the country (Minchev
2000). The majority of the emigrants were ethnic Bulgarians or Turks, who had the
financial means to look for a job abroad, to translate all the necessary documents and to
obtain visas. Most of the local employers would naturally prefer highly educated and
reliable Bulgarians, Turks, Jews, or Armenians, rather than the uneducated and
“unreliable” Gypsies (BAS 2002). Thus, most of the Roma became permanently
unemployed. Petty trading (Konstantinov 1998) or criminal activities (Zyumbyulev
2005) became their choice of trade providing food on the table. They do not have the
financial resources to pay for expensive document translations and other visa paperwork,
or have criminal record that makes them ineligible for visas.
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The countries from Western Europe were quick to raise the question of protection
of the human rights of the Gypsy minorities. The Helsinki Committee on Human Rights
and the European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance raised a red flag about
the Roma plight in Eastern Europe. The European Union set strict guidelines for the new
member states and applicants to protect the rights of the minorities, especially in
Bulgaria, Romania, and Slovakia. Concurrently, the governments of most Western
European countries moved to limit the possible influx of Gypsies and other East
European immigrants switching quickly their emphasis “from humanitarianism to
security” (Nord Littoral 1999). The police forces of France, Germany, and the United
Kingdom began actively to arrest and deport undocumented Roma immigrants.
In addition, the international financial organizations providing “life support” for
the dying East European economies, pressed hard on their requirements for protection of
human rights mostly concerning the freedom of speech, assembly, voting, language and
religion. At the same time, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) watchdogs were
carefully looking to limit, or completely abolish funds for social spending, applying the
so called “shock therapy” to establish healthy market economy. Again, the Gypsies were
the worst affected as most of them depended exclusively on welfare due to
unemployment rates of over 90% and length of unemployment exceeding 50 months in
Bulgaria (Ringold et al., 2002). The most devastating effects of such policies were in the
countries with large Roma populations: Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, Macedonia, and
Slovakia, but reverberated throughout Europe. The apparent discrepancy between words
and deeds of the international political and financial leadership undermined the
democratization process in those countries. In some countries such as Romania, Slovakia,
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and Bulgaria there was a backlash towards socialism, and even to open nationalism.
These facts clearly show the importance of analyzing the ethic aspects of the handling of
the European Gypsy problem.

The Ethic Dilemma of the Political and Financial Leaders of the West
In the begging of the 21st century, the democratic international political and
financial community was protecting the human rights of millions of Roma people
securing their voting rights. However, the abolition of educational programs for the
minorities resulting from the economic austerity conditions placed by the IMF on most
East European countries in the 1990s (Shah, 2007), provided that the Gypsies remained
illiterate and could not read their ballots. At the same time the international financial
institutions were starving the Roma by freezing wages and restricting welfare benefits for
the poorest of the poor.
Another condition for economic aid was the strict requirement to improve
productivity in manufacturing and agriculture and implement new technologies, in this
way making sure that unqualified Gypsy workers remained unemployed. Furthermore,
the draconian visa requirements by the Western European countries were taking way the
last hope - migration and asylum in the West. In addition to that, when local
governmental institutions consider the paperwork for labor permits, the clerks commonly
judge applicants based on their physical appearance and the Gypsies are the most
rejected.
The ethics of such political hypocrisy are extremely questionable and can further
complicate the plight of the ethnic minorities in modern Europe. This sets a bad example
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for the leaders of the young democracies by enforcing the “do as I say not as I do” rule
and promoting further political hypocrisy rather than honesty and integrity. However, this
may be well justified and even potentially beneficial to both Western and Eastern Europe,
and the Gypsies in particular. Although it is very hard to condone the morality of
hypocrisy, there can be numerous “compulsion arguments” that would explain this highly
controversial behavior of the political and financial leaders of the Free World, namely
Western Europe.

Political Conundrum: Compassion and Repression
The politicians of Western Europe have the uneasy task on one side, of
maintaining the living standards of their own population, defending their human rights
and protecting them from potential terrorist attacks. On the other side, as participants of
the European Union and members of the European Council they have the moral
obligation to promote democracy and humanitarianism throughout Europe and the World.
France is a typical example of the conundrum facing her leaders. Their moral dilemma is
well analyzed by Didier Fassin in his article “Compassion and Repression: The Moral
Economy of Immigration policies in France” (Fassin 2005). In the 1990s, thousands of
immigrants from Eastern Europe, Kurds from Turkey and Iraq, and Afghanis piled up in
Calais on the way to the British Eldorado. The camp of foreigners located in the heart of
the city was significantly disturbing the life of its French citizens. The smuggling of
people across the channel resulted in numerous deaths among the human cargo: from
suffocation in containers to dropping out of unsecured hiding places in train cars.
Therefore, the French authorities, regardless their democratic and even leftist ideals, had
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no other choice but to turn to “compassionate repression” – i.e. isolating and locking up
the hoards of immigrants into a camp in Sangatte, located several kilometers away from
Calais. A few years later, the camp was closed by the new conservative French
government. This left the immigrants wandering again in the streets of Calais. There were
people who injured themselves or even got infected with HIV just to be able to remain in
France based on a medical amendment to the 1945 Immigration Act. As required by the
law, the medical condition needs to be verified by few doctors and to be life threatening
and untreatable if the person returns to his/hers country of origin. Best examples are
cancer or HIV infection as they can be treated in France, but cannot or would not be
treated in Somalia or Uganda. The medical exemptions nevertheless have limitations. In
the words of the French socialist Prime Minister Michel Rocard, “France cannot
welcome all the misery of the world.” (Fassin 2005, 375). On another occasion, at an
interview on May 22, 1990, Mr. Rocard clarified:
“France is no longer a land of immigration. We cannot receive a massive
and uncontrollable influx without seriously impairing first the social
equilibrium of the nation, then the chances for integration of the foreigners
who have settled, and finally the very future of additional newcomers and
their countries of origin. But we are also, if we are not careful, on the eve
of a new massive wave coming from a more distant South and from a
more uncertain East. And I say clearly, this wave must be stemmed.”
(Reichman 2007, 2)
In his article, Didier Fassin further analyzes the theory of Giorgio Agamben
(published in 1997, 195) that the contemporary biopolitical paradigm is “not the polis,
but the camp.” Indeed, many of the modern democracies of the world including the US
(camp for suspected terrorists in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba), France (asylum seekers camp
in Sangatte), Britain (UK maintained asylum seekers camp in Croatia near Zagreb),
Australia (Baxter Detention Centre in South Australia) have been forced to resort to the
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camp as an institution of separation and isolation of “undesirable” subjects. This policy
is best stated by the Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi as “zero tolerance towards
Roma, illegal immigrants and criminals” during his election campaign in February 2008
(Deutsche Presse Agentur, Brussels, Feb 14 2008).
In summary, the European Union was created to defend the interests of its core
fifteen members against 1) terrorism; 2) uncontrolled influx of labor; and 3) racial
security (Fassin 2005, 381). In this respect, the condition of East European Gypsies as
political asylum seekers gets blurred by the Roma’s own, mostly economic, motives for
immigration. As a result, their migration is considered as a threat to European labor
security. Furthermore, some of the Gypsies are Muslim, dark-skinned and for centuries
have been considered as the “vagabonds” of Europe or criminal and antisocial elements
in general (Baumgartner and Freund 2007, 25).
The situation is worsened by the social climate in the homelands of the East
European Roma. The racial prejudice and criminalization make it almost impossible for
the Roma to migrate within their own countries. This sets limits in seeking employment
elsewhere. In communist times most Gypsies were forcefully settled and employed in the
factories or agricultural industry. During and after the transitional period, many Gypsies
are forced by unemployment and lack of welfare to migrate to the West to survive. They
are taking the most unattractive and undesirable jobs in the agriculture, in the factories as
manual laborers, street cleaners, and heavy manual jobs in construction. Thus, they
become a threat for the job safety of the West European low qualified laborers. Slowly,
but surely, the issue becomes global for all European countries.
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Despite the talk about human rights, the European Union moved quickly to
protect its labor market from East European competition, especially by Roma. For
example, in the late 1990s the government of the United Kingdom introduced visas for
Slovaks to block the influx of Roma asylum-seekers (Grabbe 2000, 533). As the whole
population in Slovakia became disadvantaged, this raised the resentment against the
Gypsies among the general population. Similarly, visa restrictions for Bulgarians and
Romanians were seen as a direct result of the fear of Western Europe from anticipated
mass migration of Roma from the two poorest European nations (Grabbe 2000, 533). At
the same time, the European Union hypocritically demanded better treatment of the
Gypsies in Eastern Europe (ECRI 2003) and Schengen countries (the fifteen original
founders of the European Union) continued to consider giving political asylum to
Gypsies, while in fact deporting them back to their countries of origin without much
media coverage. Thus, the status quo was preserved while avoiding scandals and political
embarrassment.
The biggest problem actually is that the economically developed countries of
Northwestern Europe have not changed their attitude towards minorities, especially
Gypsies, regardless of the high standards for protection of human rights that they require
from their Southeastern neighbors. During a survey by Eurobarometer Report on Racism
and Xenophobia in Europe among the fifteen Western European countries over 90% of
the interviewed put equality above all. Nevertheless, almost a third of the interviewed
declared themselves quite or very racist, and 40% considered that there are too many
foreigners or minorities living among them to feel comfortable (O’Connel 1998).
According to the same report, most European countries have the appropriate anti-racist
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legislation protecting their citizens, but “non-citizens” or “aliens” are generally not
protected. Furthermore, in most Western European Democracies Roma are denied status
as a racial or ethnic minority, but are regarded as a “socially marginalized group”
(O’Connel 1998).
Additionally, the French Insitut Historique Akewand analyzes the necessity of
special attention to the increased migration of Roma from Eastern and Central Europe
(Manfrass 1992, 391). In the same article, the author admits that the Gypsy problem “can
hardly be addressed solely with the concepts of “integration” and of a “multicultural
society.” Accordingly, France changed its policy and in December 1990 stopped granting
political asylum to migrants from Eastern Europe, especially Gypsies. France also
expressed serious concern against the migration of Yugoslavian Gypsies from Germany
(Manfrass 1992, 395). This clearly shows that the center of attention of the French right
politics is moving from the South to North migration threat towards the new threat of
Gypsy influx from Eastern Europe.
It is very strange, that the contemporary analysts of the European Immigration
Policy such as Giuseppe Sciortino’s (Sciortino and Pastore, 2002) and the House of Lords
Selected Committee on Common Policy on Illegal Immigration (2002) fail to notice the
existence of a Gypsy problem and close their eyes to the obvious racism and xenophobia
in Western Europe.
Germany with its own Roma population of approximately 100,000 showed
another interesting phenomenon. The local Gypsies called Sinti who spoke German and
were settled long time ago, showed more contempt and hatred towards Roma coming
from Yugoslavia, Romania or Macedonia than the Cuacasian Germans. The Sinti
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community looked upon the newcomers as beggars and thieves and avoided any contact.
This explains the passivity and silent approval of the local Sinti organizations in
Germany when many Roma were deported back to Macedonia, Yugoslavia, and
Romania, regardless their claims of racism and harassment (O’Connel 1998). For
example, when interviewed, over 37% of the students from the Faculty of Social Sciences
at the University of Wuppental, who are usually liberal, admitted that they considered
Gypsies at the top of their list of the most despised groups.
The local nationalists in Western Europe immediately raised the Specter of
“economic competition” (Grabbe 2000, 523). Still, highly educated non-Gypsy
individuals from Eastern Europe have much better chance in finding any type of job than
the uneducated Gypsies (Rutkowski 2007). Accordingly, in the late 1990s, Austria and
Germany created legislation that would limit the ability of foreigners to work in the
founding 15 member countries even after the accession of their countries into the Union.
In this context, the interests of the extreme right nationalist parties and the leftist labor
unions coincide, which explains the increasingly conservative governments elected
recently in Western Europe and their attitude towards migration and minority issues.
In fact, the available data shows that, after initial spike in the early 1990s due
mostly to repatriation of Germans, the influx of immigrants decreased from 400,000 in
1994 to 75,000 per year in 2004 (Huffner 2005). From those, less than one fifth comes
from Eastern Europe. With the accession of Poland, Bulgaria, and Romania, the EU
places significant requirements for enforcing the borders with the ex-Soviet republics
such as Ukraine and Belarus. In many cases this adversely affects the trade and political
relations between those neighboring countries. In the words of the Ukrainian President
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Leonid Kuchma: “There is a real threat that the ‘iron curtain’ may be replaced by a much
more humane but no less dangerous ‘paper curtain’” (Reuters, 1999). The difference is
that it has moved from Berlin to the line between the Black Sea and the Baltic. Again,
this will affect most of all the possibilities for migration of the poorest people in Belarus
and Ukraine – the Roma, and will fuel anti-Gypsy sentiments among the general
population (Grabbe 2000, 533).

Ethic Conundrum for the International Financial Institutions
Another important part of the ethic dilemma between political hypocrisy and
integrity concerns the international financial institutions such as the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF). These financial organizations were created in 1944
at Bretton Woods to rebuild Europe after the World War II and stabilize global trade and
economy. The world leaders understood very well if they repeat the mistakes of the peace
treaties after WWI which plunged Germany and Russia in poverty and starvation, there
would be soon another Adolph Hitler or Stalin.
The World Bank began its existence with a $250 million loan to France in 1947.
Later on, these organizations directed their efforts to help developing countries of the socalled “third world” join the market economy rather than socialism by tying their loans
with certain requirements to the local governments how the money should be used
(Welch 1998). Today, the World Bank has sharpened its focus on poverty reduction as
the overarching goal of its work. Of course, the measures the IMF requires to provide
loans are not forcibly imposed on the states – they always have the choice not to take the
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money and preserve their sovereignty. In this way the IMF works with the Global North
to secure the necessary economic and political conditions for joining the free world.
Brazil is a typical example of the policy making influence and control of the
international financial organizations over developing countries. In 2000, the IMF offered
a $41.5 billion loan. The Brazilian government wanted to allocate $22 to social programs
to combat poverty and stabilize the country inside both politically and economically.
However, the Fund vetoed such allocation and required that the money be spent for
payment of the enormous foreign debt of Brazil (Rohter 2000). Thus, the money ended
up back in the banks of the Global North – Brazil had to fight its economic crisis by
itself, but the financial interests of the lenders were well protected. Three years later,
IMF financial analysts admitted they were wrong, and some of the money should have
gone to battling the poverty. By then, the money was already safely in US and West
European banks.
Very similar is the position of the World Bank and IMF regarding human rights.
One of the goals of these international financial organizations was to promote democracy
and protect human rights in the developing countries. Unfortunately, throughout the years
IMF and the World Bank supported many dictatorial regimes, concerned more with the
political interests of NATO rather than the promotion of human rights. Many of the
financed programs in Africa, Asia and South America ended in disaster (Bovard 1987).
The financing of the Tito regime in Yugoslavia did not help any of the repressed
dissidents or even the economy for that matter (Bovard 1987).
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Cuts in Social Spending
After the collapse of the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Empire in 1989, the major
goals for the international financial institutions were to promote privatization and to steer
the governments of the ex-socialist countries to market economy through the so-called
“shock therapy.” Again, the policy was implemented by placing strict conditions on the
loans provided by the World Bank or IMF to East European countries. The main idea
and intentions were very good: to fund the development of a free market economy and
not to promote any further dependence of the population on social programs from
communist times. In some respects, this program worked and the economies of Poland
and Hungary began to improve. In many other aspects, especially concerning the most
impoverished new citizens of Europe such as the Gypsies, it did not.
The restrictions placed by the international financial organizations eliminate
considerable resources necessary to continue some of the established educational
programs for minorities. In the early 1990s, the Roma children began to drop off public
education because of two important factors. With democratization, Gypsy parents now
have a choice whether to send or not to send their children to public schools. In their
cultural tradition, the majority considered the public schools and their hostile racist
environment not suitable for their children. Concurrently, the welfare and social spending
in general were severely restricted in accordance with the requirements of the World
Bank and the IMF. As a result, disadvantaged Roma families stopped receiving welfare
payments and could not longer provide their children with the required books, proper
clothing, and school supplies. Gradually, the majority of Gypsy children remained
uneducated and, thus, less likely to be employed in the modern competitive labor market.
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According to the research sponsored by the World Bank, in 2002 approximately 15% of
the Bulgarian Roma children have no education at all, compared with 14% of Romanian
Gypsies and 5% of the Hungarian Roma (Revenga at al., 2002, 24). It is a striking fact
that less than 15 years after abolishing compulsory high school education, less than 1% of
Roma children have graduated high school. These kids are severely disadvantaged when
looking for a job later in their lives.
It is obvious that the IMF is concerned about the Gypsies’ right to vote but
consistently ignores their rights to work and to be able to put food on their table. In the
same direction, the EU requires of all newly accessed members of the Union to enforce
antidiscrimination policies while the 15 old Schengen member countries openly express
their disdain and hatred towards the “freeloaders and spongers” from Eastern Europe
(O’Connel 1998). France, Germany, the United Kingdom and Belgium limit the internal
migration of their local Gypsies, pretending that the frustration and hatred of their
citizens is directed towards the Roma lifestyle and not to the ethnical or cultural
background of the Roma people (O’Connel 1998). This attitude towards the Gypsies
among the population majority makes it easier for the leaders to perpetuate their own
political hypocrisy of demanding protection of the human rights of all Eastern European
Roma while abusing them at home.
Finally, the 2004 EU Report on “The Situation of Roma in an Enlarged European
Union” as well as the raised voices of the Roma themselves supported by other human
rights organizations forced United Modern Europe to open its eyes to the plight of some
10 million of its citizens that have been excluded, stigmatized, and abused for centuries.
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In a 2005, BBC admitted in one of its editorials that “Gypsies are the most hated minority
in Europe despite centuries of persecution and the Holocaust” (BBC 2005).

Effects on Eastern Europe
Fortunately enough for the Western European leaders, the problem is bigger
where there are more Gypsies; therefore, the attention was again turned towards Eastern
Europe. Fearing worsening situation caused by a flood of refugees, the governments of
the United Kingdom and the rest of the Western Europe decided that it would be better to
help the Roma stay at home rather than turn to seek asylum in Western Europe.
Many local and international non-government organizations such as the Helsinki
Committees on Human Rights, Roma support groups, such as Romano Vodi, European
Roma Information Office, and others are trying to protect the rights of the Roma in
Europe, to improve their education, qualification and probability for gainful employment.
As a result of all these efforts, in 2003, representatives from nine Central and Eastern
European countries gathered in Budapest and declared the years between 2005-2015 The
Decade of Roma Inclusion” (OSI Roma Initiatives 2007). On February 2, 2005, the
Declaration of the Decade was signed by the Prime Ministers of Romania, Bulgaria,
Serbia, Montenegro, Slovakia, Macedonia, Croatia, Hungary, and the Czech Republic in
Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria. The World Bank agreed to administer the Decade Trust
Fund financed by the nine participating countries and supported by international donors.
The main goals of the Decade are “ending discrimination against the Roma and ensuring
equal access to education, housing, employment and health care” (OSI Roma Initiatives
2007).
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Many of the West’s own political analysts see another “Decade of Delusion”
rather than the Decade of Roma Inclusion in the “history of hypocrisy which Romani
communities have come to know so well since 1989” (Templer 2006, 4). As an example,
just a few months after signing the Declaration for the Decade, the local authorities in
Sofia ordered the demolition of 22 “illegal” homes occupied by Roma families. This fact
raised some noise among the local and international human rights groups then quickly
died out.
The hypocrisy against the Roma can be found at every level of politics. In 1999
the US bombed Belgrade to support the ethnic Albanian majority in Kosovo in its ethnic
cleansing against Serbs, Macedonians, and more than 120,000 Roma. Many of them were
killed and the remainder forced to seek refuge in Serbia and Macedonia. This was one of
the worst collective disasters suffered by the Roma people since WWII (Templar 2006,
12). This fact clearly shows that the administration of the United States was concerned
not with human rights but with fortifying the support of Turkey, long time ally and
military base provider, who has vested interest in preserving the autonomy of the Muslim
Albanians in Kosovo.
There is nothing new about ignoring the Roma – more than half a million were
exterminated by the Nazis along with Jews and Slavs, but their plight is largely forgotten
and they continue to be the most hated and “demonized” people in Europe (BBC News
2005). While the UK is very concerned about the rights of the Gypsies in Eastern Europe,
in 2003 the Crown Prosecution Service closed its eyes when a Sussex bonfire society
burned a Gypsy caravan. The 12 members involved in the burning were releases for lack
of evidence (BBC News 2005). How reminiscent of KKK bonfires…
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The same tradition of political hypocrisy quickly finds its way among the newly
elected democratic governments of Eastern Europe. A very good example is reported by
Elena Marushiakova and Vesselin Popov (1997) involving homeless Gypsy children in
Sofia. The problem of homelessness raised considerable funds from international sources
and became very “profitable” for some state institutions and infant NGOs in Bulgaria.
There were many charity balls and cocktails, with the hypocrisy culminating when some
of those Roma children were taken off the streets, dressed in theatrical costumes and
brought to dance and sing in the Sheraton Hotel in front of the President of Bulgaria,
diplomats, local and international members of the business community and international
charitable organizations. After the event, the children were sent back on the streets of
Sofia to beg and steal for food (Marushiakova and Popov 1997).

Conclusion
From all those sometimes confusing facts it is clear that the hypocrisy of the
political and financial leaders of the Free World towards the Gypsies might be justified
by the interests of the majority of their own constituents. The question is how ethical such
behavior is. In her book “Hypocrisy and Integrity: Machiavelli, Rousseau, and the Ethics
of Politics” Ruth Grant concludes that ethical political action does not exclude, but must
include hypocrisy. To support such counterintuitive conclusion she uses the works of the
well established hypocrite – Machiavelli and a renowned idealist like Rousseau.
Furthermore, she evokes the “compulsion argument” that a politician cannot be held
morally responsible for acts that he or she is compelled to do to protect his constituents.
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As can be seen from the facts describing the current situation in Europe, the
leaders of the West are strongly compelled to protect their countries from the risks
associated with massive immigration. Some of the contemporary political ideologists see
mass worker nomadism as the most “powerful form of class struggle” paraphrasing the
old slogan of Karl Marx: “A specter haunts the world and it is the specter of migration”
(Hardt and Negri 2006). Furthermore, that the Roma population at its state of desperation
is considered the “powder keg” of modern Europe (Templer 2006). In February 2004,
Roma uprisings in Slovakia over cuts in welfare (again required by the IMF) were finally
subdued by over 20,000 police officers and soldiers (Templer 2006). In this respect, it is
much safer for the Western World to leave the Roma in their back yard rather than in
their living room. For Great Britain and France it is better to fight accusations of
hypocrisy and racism with their draconian “refugee fighting measures” than to risk the
lives of thousands of police officers and soldiers to quell Gypsy riots.
The East European leaders have also no other choice but to follow the lead of
their Western counterparts. They have to deal with the problems of the rising poverty of
ever increasing number of Roma. Many of the countries in East Europe have birth rates
just around zero for the majority of the population while Roma families have more and
more children. Combined with the strong migration outflow of skilled young people, the
ratio between the Roma and the “majority” of the population quickly changes in favor of
the Roma. Under such conditions hypocrisy might be a better choice than open
confrontation. For example, in Bulgaria, Hungary and Slovakia new nationalist
movements are gaining speed. The nationalist political party Ataka (“Attack”) became
the forth most important political power in Bulgaria after the 2005 elections. Such parties
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are openly anti-Gypsy and can become the spark needed to ignite the powder keg of
militant impoverished Roma and cause significant trouble.
The “ethics” of political hypocrisy are quite clearly in favor of the leaders of
Western and Eastern European governmental and financial institutions. Again, as with
the policies of the IMF, they favor the affluent majority of the 15 old members of the
European Union. Even the Decade of Roma Inclusion cannot convince most of the Roma
that there is or that there will be hope of some improvement. The Universal Declaration
of Human Rights was adopted to protect mostly the minorities from the discrimination of
the majority. With this respect its is extremely unethical and morally wrong to continue
to exclude considerable part of the European population and to pretend to the world that
the human rights mean only the right to vote along with the right to starve to death in the
name of global trade and modern market economy.
Therefore, it will take the support and participation of the global community to
resolve the global problem of the Gypsies. Besides the proper legislative measures, first
of all it would be necessary to revive the economy of the East European countries. Only
then it will be possible to open new job opportunities for the Roma men and women in
order to break the vicious circle of insufficient education, unemployment, poverty and
crime. That will be the best prevention of the migration flows from the East to the West
of Europe.
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Abstract:
Dance & Video: Merging Theoretical and Aesthetic Components of Two Motion Arts
reports on the newly created instructional web-based media resource,
ChoreoVideo.com. ChoreoVideo.com was designed to promote innovative instruction
in the area of dance technology, specifically the relatively young genre choreographic works for the screen. Merging the theoretical and aesthetic
components of two motion arts—dance and video—these new teaching tools utilize
interactive web technologies to educate artists in a specialized area of study that
deals with the kinetics of camera motion, the moving body, and video editing as an
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extension of the choreographic process. ChoreoVideo.com, produced by dancers for
dancers, emphasizes parallels in the choreographic process that exist between
designing for the proscenium stage and for the video screen. The site has been
created specifically to provide technical, aesthetic, and theoretical support for the
study and production of dance for the screen.
Until recently, there has been a real absence of teaching resources in the field of
dance and technology. In 2004, the Dance Films Association confirmed this when
they hosted a panel discussion called The Challenges of Designing Dance Courses
with Video at Lincoln Center in New York City. Instructional materials dealing with
the effects of technology on the digitized dancing image, as perceived on the screen,
remain at a rudimentary level. ChoreoVideo.com offers a contribution to solving this
problem by appropriately utilizing technology to teach technology. As Marshall
McLuhan, the master of aphorisms, wrote, The Medium is the Massage.
Choreovideo.com has been divided into four main areas: Getting Started (Learning
Your Instruments, The Frame as Stage), Choreographing the Camera (Modes of
Working, Composing the Frame, Camera Motion, Transferring Energy),
Choreographing the Edit (Temporal and Spatial Emphasis), and VideoStudies
(practical and creative exercises for integrating concept with practice). The site
includes over 90 video examples shot in HD, insightful quotes from professionals in
the field, theoretical approaches to working, practical exercises/assignments, and an
extensive list of resources. Content of the ChoreoVideo site is intended to be
integrated with hands-on camera work and editing.
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The migration flow is one of the striking features in the mobile era. In Taiwan, the
numbers of transnational marriage couples continue growing over the recent decades.
Among them, the highest percentages are female and come from Mainland China and
South East Asian countries, such as Vietnam, Indonesia, and Thailand. This special
phenomenon of gendered mobility differs greatly from other countries. However,
those immigrant women suffered various stigmas and discriminations from the public
in local society after they moved in. Meanwhile, they are accused of lowering
population quality; they are also regarded as the scapegoat for burdening social
welfare resources. Furthermore, they can get partial citizenship in terms of the current
immigrant policy. This paper discusses how those immigration women become the
second class citizens in the process of national-building. It argues that the intention by
creating the image of ‘other’, the nation establishes mechanisms to sustain the
dominant culture and clarify the privilege of political subjectivity. Besides the
analysis on current immigrant policy in Taiwan, this paper provides alternative
viewpoint on ‘intimate citizenship’ to discuss the intertwining relationship between
the public and the private sphere. That is to say, how the transnational marriage
becomes a public issue on caring for minority rather than a kind of individual choice
for their life style any more. More specifically, this paper also addresses the
importance of coexisting with different groups, and the possibility to empower those
immigrant women to develop a full capability as a human being.
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second class citizens in the process of national-building. It argues that the intention by
creating the image of ‘other’, the nation establishes mechanisms to sustain the
dominant culture and clarify the privilege of political subjectivity. Besides the
analysis on current immigrant policy in Taiwan, this paper provides alternative
viewpoint on ‘intimate citizenship’ to discuss the intertwining relationship between
the public and the private sphere. That is to say, how the transnational marriage
becomes a public issue on caring for minority rather than a kind of individual choice
for their life style any more. More specifically, this paper also addresses the
importance of coexisting with different groups, and the possibility to empower those
immigrant women to develop a full capability as a human being.
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Introduction
The migration flow is one of the striking features in the mobile era. In Taiwan,
the numbers of transnational marriage couples continue growing over the recent
decades. Among them, the highest percentages are female and come from Mainland
China and South East Asian countries, such as Vietnam, Indonesia, and Thailand. This
special phenomenon of gendered mobility differs greatly from other countries.
From the statistic of Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the related data (please see
Table 1 below), the residence visas issued for Southeast Asian migrant partners was
4,899 in 1994; and the subtotal was 19,397 in 2000, the numbers increased almost
four times during 6 years.
Table 1: The number of residents permitted to become a Southeast Asia foreign
spouse
Thailand
Year Indonesia Philippines
and
Singapore Vietnam Cambodia Malaysia
Myanmar

Total

1994

2247

1183

870

14

530

55

4899

1995

2409

1757

1301

52

1969

86

7574

1996

2950

2085

1973

18

4113

73

11212

1997

2464

2128

2211

50

9060

96

16009

1998

2331

544

1173

85

4644

102

8879

1999

3643

582

1230

12

6790

656

102

12814

2000

4381

487

1259

3

12327

875

65

19397

2001

3230

377

12340

567

Indonesia Philippines

Thailand

Myanmar

16514

Vietnam Cambodia

Total

2003

2746

193

1780

217

11566

644

17146

2004

2683

260

1523

250

11953

890

17559

2005

1757

278

1123

339

7062

366

10925

2006

1258

217

618

264

3864

47

6268

2007

902

239

561

246

4435

3

6386

Data source：The number of residence visas issued for migrant partners (1994- 2000
comes from Wang and Chang (2002: 96); The number of residence visas
issued for migrant partners (2001) and the numbers of Cambodia spouse
(1999-2001) comes from Cheng (2008); The number of residents
permitted to become a Southeast Asia foreign spouse (2003-2007)
c ome s fr om Bureau of Consular Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
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Republic of China (Taiwan). Please see
http://www.boca.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=2000&ctNode=67&
mp=1
The surging numbers of immigrant spouses indicated the transformation of
marriage pattern as well as the shifting family and social transition in Taiwan. As
Jones (2004) pointed out the trends on marriage have major implications in Southeast
Asia and East Asia (Jones, 2004: 3-56). For one thing, Jones (2004) found there is a
clear tendency which is the educational graduation in non-marriage, but non-marriage
is increasing in all educational groups (Jones, 2004: 36). Non-marriage tends to be
higher in the cities and in economically more advanced countries of the Asia region,
but again, it is increasing everywhere (Jones, 2004: 6). Jones (2004) discussed, this is
consistent with the argument that the stress on individualism and self-fulfillment
which has come to characterize the west is also fundamentally affecting attitudes in
Asia (ibid).
Furthermore, Jones (2004) noted the likelihood that differentially rapid
increases in education for females, in the context of traditional attitudes, makes for a
‘marriage squeeze’ that leaves well-educated women and poorly educated men
‘stranded’, as it were, in the marriage market (Jones, 2004: 10; 30). ‘Such patriarchal
attitudes make men nervous to marry women of higher social and educational status,
and at the same time, women are not inclined to ‘marry down’ in these terms either’
(Jones, 2004: 20). Similarly, the upward swing of female consciousness and women’s
autonomy also occur in recent years in Taiwan. In addition, with the opening up on
educational policies and opportunities, many Taiwanese women have higher
education than before. Hence, many men who have relatively low educational level or
have marginal position in occupation hierarchy in Taiwan thought that there are more
and more Taiwanese females are not willing to enter into the traditional marriage.
Hence, it is difficult to make those modern women give up pursuing their own career
or ask them to be a housewife any more. Therefore, many lower middle class men
seek for women who come from Southeast Asia and prefer to marry to them.
For another, the non-marriage is implicated in the ‘low-fertility’/ ‘birth death’
that is causing the Asian government extreme anxiety (Jones, 2004: 28-29). Given the
recent fertility decline, the contribution made by the foreign brides to the national
number of births has been well recognized and appreciated (ibid). The total fertility
rate (TFR) in Taiwan has decreased continuously in the past few years by the same
token. While the number of births decreased rapidly from 307,200 in 2000 to 205,720
in 2006, the percentage borne by immigrant mothers increased from 7.6 to 11.7 per
cent (Department of Statistics, Ministry of the Interior, 2007). Currently, one out of
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every 8.6 births is from a marriage migrant. If things go on like this, it is clear that the
marriage immigrants, especially the young ones, are and will continue to be making
an important contribution to the future population of Taiwan (Tsay, 2004: 183-184).
The contribution of marriage immigrants are showed not only on carrying on
next generation, but also economically recruitment. ‘Many of them work hard to help
with the household economy by doing agricultural jobs or acting as unpaid family
workers’ (Tsay, 2004: 184). ‘Others provide care services needed by family members
or take care of most of the household work, which their aged parents-in-law are not
able to perform’ (ibid). Additionally, from the viewpoint of officers, ‘Given the
changes in the population structure of Taiwan and the workforce shortage, the
marriage immigrants will be an irreplaceable part of the country’ (ibid). ‘It is the
direction in which the government is working hard’ (ibid). It can be seen the
contradictory attitude of government, those marriage immigrant women are viewed as
‘instrument’ of recruitment from this kind of narrative above, it also explains simply
why they are generally not very highly valued.

Blaming the inferior other by tricky racial lines
Instead of taking seriously on what those immigrant women have created for
Taiwan society, the public discourses about them are more negative than positive
effect. Not only has the mass media depicted these Southeast Asian transnational
immigrants as lowering the ‘population quality’, even their own children are
described as ‘developmental delays’ or suffer the racial stigma of ‘black babies’. The
Southeast Asian immigrants are characterized as both economically and culturally
behind Taiwan, because the development lever of their countries are less than us
(Chao, 2005: 44). Taiwanese are proud of the economic status nowadays, many
people have sense of superior, fancy themselves, and even thought those Southeast
Asia females come here for admiring the economical achievement. Besides, those
immigrant women are described by the legislator as they are the part of inferior races,
they have poor heredity (Huang and Pan, 2006). Especially for those women who
come from Vietnam are accused of their unhealthy gene, because of those women are
suspected that they have the residual poison of chemicals which are used during
Vietnam War still in their bodies (ibid; Chen, 2006). No matter what the medical
examination report have proved that the next generations of those immigrant women
are in a good health condition, the public opinion for those children and their mothers
still full of discrimination. Many officers even expressed the statement of ‘bad money
drives out good’ to blame those Southeast Asian women for their high birth rate
(China time, 2004). From the expression of eugenicist ideology to argue those women
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lower population quality is similar to the fascist discourse.
It is a controversial issue that some privileges on social welfare are given to the
next generation of immigrant women by the Taiwan government. Due to many
immigrant families are belong to middle or lower social class in Taiwan, it is not easy
for every families to afford the relative expensive tuition fees of private school. The
government afraid that it will produces serious social problem, if those immigrant
children lack of cultivated chance from now on (China time, 2004). That is why the
government provides educational resources and study opportunities for the immigrant
children, and makes them have priority to study in public preschool (ibid). Considers
the possibility of negative consequence for the entire national development in the
future, therefore, the government decided to give privilege for the immigrant children
to let all of them receive institutional educational system in Taiwan since they are still
young. Generally speaking, the percentage of public preschool is nearly 30% of all
preschools in Taiwan (Early childhood education, 2003). Many Taiwanese parents try
several ways to make their own child can have good and cheap educational quality.
Even parents are willing to take their children to school far away from home everyday.
Besides the special educational need for immigrant children, the subject of financial
aid for preschool students (only in the age of 5-6 years old children) also includes
them. Every Taiwanese and immigrant child can get financial support for 10,000
Taiwan dollars totally (around 181 ponds) in that year. In my opinion, the
well-arranged educational process and benefits intend to make sure the immigrant
children will do the right things on the right way through keep them under
surveillance of state actually. Giving the favor to those immigrant children on
educational welfare resources is in order to make them have perfect training. Those
children are expected to become the member of useful us after the correction
mechanism rather the root of social problem.
Not only for the immigrant children, but also the immigrant spouse (most of them
are women) themselves received the special benefits from the state policies. The
Taiwan government raises significant funds to take care of foreign spouse, and hold
many programs and activities. The funding is equal to 300,000,000 Taiwan dollars
(around 5,454,545 ponds) every year, and it will lasts for 10 years. Take the literature
programs which run by local government for example, the government hires the
professional baby sisters to take care the immigrant children, while the immigrant
women are in the classroom. In spite of giving many warm supports and kind services,
the discrimination for the immigrant women exists.
For one thing, the literature programs offering language learning of Mandarin
and Taiwanese. For the other, almost the whole students are come from Southeast
Asian countries and Mainland China. There are no or fewer students who come from
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the advanced developed countries in this kind of program. That is to say, the literature
program is really a remedial and special educational plan aiming to replenish the
insufficiency of language ability for immigrations those come from Southeast Asian
and Mainland China. Nevertheless, one of cadre members in Trans Asia Sisters
Association, Taiwan (TASAT) told me that we never have special literature program
for white people. Because ‘white people only go to the literature program in the
national universities or some local church organizations in Taiwan’, ‘because the
government regards white people as elite, they are at the top of the racial pyramid,
they do not have the problem to identify Chinese character’. This is the so-called
classism immigration policy (Tseng, 2005: 19-20). To put it another way, those
marriage immigrants women who come from Southeast Asian and Mainland China
are not categorized as the desired people whose being are good for national
development (Tseng, 2005: 20). Deny the superior possibility of native intelligence of
people whose countries developed level lower than Taiwan. By the name of benefit
giving on enlightening rudimentary knowledge but enacting the purpose of
differentiated between races. The Southeast Asian and Mainland China immigrants
are subordinated to immigrants of advanced first world countries, such as America,
Japan. Those immigrant spouses are not only second class citizens but also second
immigrants (Liao, 2008). The effect underlines the necessary to remedy poor racial
quality one more time. Furthermore, offering several benefits to inferior immigrants
cause a false impression that the Southeast Asian and Mainland China occupy
considerable social welfare resources. In fact, the correctional device is similar to the
narratives of Foucault on the practical application of biopower in modern state. ‘The
appearance within biological continuum of the human race of races, the distinction
among races, the hierarchy of races, the fact that certain races are described as good
and that others, in contrast, are described as inferior’ (Rabinow, 1984: 255). The
separated literature program is the expansion of biopolitics which is big, powerful and
difficult to handle. The ideology of racial hierarchy on governing implies
ethnocentrism and discrimination for people come from developing and economically
disadvantaged countries abundantly clear. As well as Wang & Belanger (2008) stated
the immigration policy in Taiwan proved that the effect of immigration as a
representative of other not only for the aim of constructing the immigration’s
identities, but also constructs the identity of Taiwanese at the same time (Wang &
Belanger, 2008: 93). That is, the existence of other is an important tactic of
nation-building process actually (Wang & Belanger, 2008: 97).

Partial Citizenship, Unjust Treatment
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It is an ironic situation between what we set restrictions for foreign spouse
practically and what the government claim to approve of The Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. According to the current
Nationality Law of Republic of China, The Enforcement Rules of Immigration Act
and related law, it is necessary for the marriage immigrants to apply permanent
residence or naturalization have to meet qualifications as follow: First, the foreigners
whose spouse have nationality of Taiwan and they have to live in Taiwan for
continuous three years legally, stay over 183 days every year. Second, over 20 years
old with capacity. Third, there is no criminal record for applicants. Fourth, show the
evidences that they have property to a certain extent. For example, the family should
hand in a financial proof 1 which proves that they have at least NTD. 410,000 (about
6,912 pounds), or the receipt for withheld amount for income tax purpose declares
they earn double of the minimum wage each month (which is NTD34,560,
approximately 576 pounds), or the proof states they own the real estate which is worth
NTD. 5,000,000 (about 83,334 pounds) or they have professional skills which they
can depend on themselves. Fifth, they should have the basic language ability and
common sense of right and obligation of nationals at first, then they can apply for
naturalization or registered permanent residence from the National Immigration
Agency.
It can not guaranteed that the marriage immigrants free from unequal treatment,
although the government provide some opportunities for foreign spouses, and make
subventions for helping the disadvantaged immigrant families. For instance,
accompanying the open up of related regulations of the Employment Service Act, the
non-Mainland China foreign spouse can have the qualification of employees as long
as they have the authentic residence permit. If the newcomers are belong to low-lever
income, elder, people who have to bear the living expense for their family, disabilities,
Victims in domestic violence or need financial aid for emergency, they can join the
career training for free. Even the foreign spouse whose household register is in Taipei
County, they can apply for living expenditure support during their career training
period NTD5,000 per person per month (about 83 pond). However, immigrant
spouses are not familiar with the local laws and their right of work in Taiwan, even
though by the existing laws, it often to see the troubles happen between transnational
marriage migrant women as labors and the mechanism of labor management, and the
discrimination in local labor market. Kung (2008) analyzed the oppressive and
exploitative working and living conditions of immigrant spouses in Taiwan (Kung,
2008). Most of immigrant spouses are low-wage labors, many of them engaged in
1

The Executive Yuan announced that the measure of financial proof is cancelled on 18th November,
2008. However, the Southeast Asian and Mainland China immigrant spouses have to present other
property documents to show they have enough capacity to live by themselves.
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food and beverage business, they usually lack of labor insurance, overtime pay but
filled in overnight shift, besides, they have to bear serious discriminations of class and
race in workplace (ibid). It is undoubtedly true that not only the law and policies
produce many constraints for immigrant spouses, make they get partial citizenship,
but also the pressure come from social gaze make them suffer unjust treatments in
many ways.
After going through the entire three-reading procedure in The Legislative Yuan
of Republic of China (Taiwan) in the end of 2007, we have the amendment of the
Regulations Governing Entry and Exit Inspection and the Immigration Act. It is a
comparatively progressive revised version than in the past. Because it includes in
some concepts of protecting the immigrants’ right in the contents rather than just
intend to manage and control them. There are seven items advances which are related
to foreign spouse as follow: Anti-domestic violence, Family get-together,
Anti-discrimination Article, Due process of law, Due process of law, Demand of
petition and the Assembled Procession, Protecting the victims in human trafficking.

Table 2

The related content of the amendment in the Regulations Governing
Entry and Exit Inspection and the Immigration Act

New rules
Anti-domestic violence

Note
As long as the law court issued the The Restraining Order for the
transnational migrant women who suffer domestic violence, or
foreign spouse who are already divorced but have their own
children under 20 years old, those women can get residence
permission in stead of deportation.
Family get-together
No more quota limitation and financial requirements proof for
foreign spouses for application of spouse visa.
Anti-discrimination
People have to pay NTD 5,000 to 30,000 find for any
Article
discrimination for foreign spouse.
Due process of law
Establish the panel for foreign spouse who are force to
deportation. For example, they have opportunities to defend for
themselves, if the officials regard their marriage are bogus.
The prohibition of The marriage match-maker can only provided by NGO
commercial
match-maker agency
Petition
and
the Foreign spouse also have freedom of speech, they do not worry
Assembled procession
about asking for deportation because they participate in petition or
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assembly
Protecting the victims The government provides medical, counseling supports and
in human trafficking
helping the victims in human trafficking settle down. In addition,
the government gives them the temporary residence permission
under six months, and the permission can be extended if it is
necessary.
(Data source: news release of the three-reading procedure of ‘the amendment of the
Regulations Governing Entry and Exit Inspection and the Immigration Act’, 2008
edition. http://tw.myblog.yahoo.com/migrants2006/article?mid=161&prev=1&next=97&sc=1
#yartcmt)

The new rules add some ‘care’ for transnational marriage migrant women, but
they merely have the partial citizenship. As the description above, from the legal
viewpoint, if the Southeast Asian transnational marriage migrant women like to get
citizenship in Taiwan, what they have to obey not only in terms of the juridical
paraphernalia in the complicated law rules, but also rely on other factors which she
can not control by herself. The ‘Spousal Sponsorship Regime’ in Taiwan makes the
transnational marriage migrant women has to depend on their husband, because their
citizenship is tied with their marital status (Sheu, 2007: 190). If they are divorced with
their husband, and they do not have their own children in Taiwan, they can not extend
the residence permission. Namely, they do not have authority to stay here without
their husband or child. Hence, even though the household of foreign spouse have
‘enough’ money for self-sufficiency to get citizenship; they still have to ‘lucky’
enough to get back up from her husband and his family on both ideological supports
(Sheu, 2007: 190-191). For example, if a husband has an open mind and trust his
foreign wife, he does not worry about his wife will leave him once she gains the
identification. Thus, he is willing to help her apply for citizenship rather than simply
hold the qualification of residence.
After gaining citizenship, the transnational marriage migrant women can get
protections, for instance, those women can vote, open the bank account, apply for
home purchase loans, or doing business. However, the formal citizenship is not
coexisting with the substantive citizenship. Formal citizenship entitled legal members
the social, economic, and political rights, then again there are also some
responsibilities or obligations that people have to fulfilled; however, the substantive
citizenship means every legal citizen are regarded as equal in social realities
(Gilbertson, 2006; Bousetta, 1997). Although many immigrant women get the formal
citizenship rights eventually, such as residential, civil, political and labor rights, it
perhaps that they still have to suffer the discrimination and unequal treatment come
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from common people (Hsia, 2007: 5). The enactment of anti-discrimination Article in
the new version of Immigration Act can not make sure there is no more distinction
between ‘us’ and ‘the other’. That is to say, there is no guarantee for those foreign
brides are acknowledged as ‘Taiwanese’, even though they already have the legal
rights.

Performing Intimacy under the eyes of masses
It just work out within the latest years refer to the relevant law of immigration
in Taiwan. In the end of 2005, The Legistative Yuan of Republic of China approve of
the relevant laws and regulations of enter and exit and the organizations of
immigration. In the beginning of 2007, the National Immigration Agency are founded,
it continues the inherent business of National Police Agency, Ministry of The Interior.
Some inner staffs also transfer into the new institute, but the new organization is not
focus on how to take care the newcomers, its principle is govern them and
manage/control the authority of national boundary.
There are three laws most related to the immigrants, they are the Immigration
Act, Nationality Act, and Regulations Governing Entry and Exit Inspection. Those are
made by the Executive Yuan, Republic of China (Taiwan), mainly making rules about
the basic human right of immigrants and how to get their citizenship. However, it is
obvious that to find the restrictions for non-citizens in these laws. Liao (2004)
criticized the xenophobia and the nativism in various public opinions and the law
(Liao, 2004: 1-3). The law itself has the expressive function and it will strengthen the
fixed culture value in Taiwan local society (ibid). Chan (2005) exposed the logic of
xenophobia and integration in the process of constituting nationalism in Taiwan, and
show up the attitude of ethnocentrism no matter to assimilate or ignore the Southeast
migrants/migrant workers on purpose (Chan, 2005: 6). Chan (2005) observed the
formation of image of alien/other and how to put the image into practice (ibid). For
example, the transnational marriage migrants have to do the health examination for
three to four times-apply for the marriage visa while they were still at their mother
countries, apply for the alien resident certificate (A.R.C.), extension for A.R.C., and
apply for permanent resident (P.R.) or naturalization-in order to meet the requirement
in Regulations Governing Entry and Exit Inspection (ibid).
For ensure the national security, all transnational marriage immigrants have to
pass many examinations to make sure their marriage is based on romantic love rather
than money exchange, such as related dating documents, interview. For one thing,
marriage immigrants have to show the relevant documents to prove the process of
dating, such as the contact/dating records by letter or telephone, the pictures or
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evidences to show their traveling experience. By the same token, list the proving of
severe relevant documents, complete the formal form of proving true process of date,
the personal data of introducers in both countries, while immigrant spouses apply for
marriage visa. For the other is the serious interview. The interview is in group initially.
After there are marital problems happen in this kind of mate, for example, the divorce
cases, some ‘fake/shame marriage, real prostitution’. Hence, the government thought
that it is because the control over interview is not tight enough, so the interview
process become seriously. Since 1995, the officials ask both husband and wife have to
separate to interview one by one at the same time. Couples have to answer the private
detail, such as ‘‘what kinds of color of underpants your spouse wears today?’ or ‘What
kind of pose do you like when you and your spouse have sexual behavior?’’ (Lin,
2007). If the answer which they collect from the spouse is different from each other,
the officials will suppose that it is a fake/bogus marriage. It is embarrassing for
couples to face the interview, especially for those transnational marriage immigrant
women (in fact, only Southeast and Mainland China have to pass the interview, it is
not necessary for foreign spouses who come from western or other advanced countries)
are regarded as criminals.
As a result, the total populations of Southeast Asia transnational marriage
immigrants decrease obviously (please see Table 1 above). It is especially apparent for
the reducing of foreign spouse except Philippines and Myanmar. The trends of mass
transnational marriage immigrants transfer into other countries, for example, South
Korea and Singapore. So that is why Taiwan government believed that the measure of
interview work indeed, and thought the strict mechanism make the quality of marriage
improved. As Lan (2008) reported, the state manipulate technologies of governing for
the purpose of asserting its authority (Lan, 2008: 847). Actually, this interview
process is not included in the Regulations Governing the Inspection and Registration
of Alien’s Residence or Permanent Residence until 2008. From the various
mechanisms to filter fake marriage, the nation state invades the personal
privacy/intimacy of foreign spouses without legitimacy long time ago.
During my fieldwork in Taiwan, I met one Philippine couple who get married
for one and half years, but they only have visit visa, so the foreign spouse have to go
back to Philippine and wait the visa extension to come to Taiwan again. In order to
persuade the officers their marriage is not bogus, and for getting the residence license
sooner, the Philippine couple told me they are active to join activities and tried to take
pictures together as many as they can. The term ‘intimate citizenship’ (Bell and
Binnie 2000; Giddens 1992; Plummer 2003) indicates the relationship between state
policies and intimate lives. By looking at transnational marriage as a site where the
nation state and individual intimate lives meet, we can realize that the intimacy
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citizenship of immigrant spouses is not limited on the domestic level merely.
Especially when collecting the everyday living records of couples is not for keeping
good memories each other, but for present to other people as the evidence of they are
really live together.
The extension of the scope of intimacy signified the intervention of political
power in the public sphere to the fundamental freedom of person. The transnational
mobility of immigrant spouses not only involved the choosing of personal life style,
but also the restriction of legislation by nation state (Toyota, 2008: 2-3). Taiwan is a
society which the patriarchy have great impact on it (Toyota, 2008: 3). It means ‘the
ideology of patriarchy which sustains the family system was directly connected to the
state order’ (ibid). As I mentioned in this paper earlier, the partial citizenship of those
immigrant spouses have to depend on the continuing relationship of their spouse or
their children in Taiwan. In that case, the analyzing of citizenship of immigrant
spouses in Taiwan involved in related laws and the profound (traditional) structural
factors. Echoing to some scholars have argued that it is a product of social
construction or the result of national building (Berlant, 1997: 6; Berlant, 2000: 3;
Wang, 2008: 91; Smyth, 2008: 84; Hubard, 2001: 53).

Conclusion
As a matter of fact, the various devices which are used on immigrant spouses
disseminate the national values also educate people to follow the national order, or
they are expected to have proper patriotic manifestation, and then transformed
themselves into the national desire are not only to express the necessary of national
existence but also to prove ‘The system work!’(Berlant, 1997: 26-40). In other words,
the Southeast Asian immigration women in Taiwan are involved in a public issue of
political, social care. From my point of view, it is necessary to develop a democratic
and open atmosphere to acknowledge and tolerate the differences, respect people who
choose different life styles, make them have secured and reliable feeling for their
privacies without annoyances and disturbance. Crossing the line of various
differentiation and multiple groups, make people in disagreement can coexist and let
dissenters can keep their own lives. What is more, it is possible to empower those
immigrant women to develop a full capability as a human being, achieve the goal of
active participation in the community, and then go further as the foundation of
democratic developing.
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Abstract
The national currency of a country reflects to a certain extend the economical and
psychological foundation of its people. This study is an attempt to analyze how the images of
women on Bulgarian currency relate to their social status and the economic prosperity of the
country throughout the last two centuries. There are four major historic socio-economic periods in
the development of Bulgaria during this time: 1) democratic capitalism (1878-1923); 2) fascism
(1923-1944); 3) socialism (1944-1989); and 4) post-socialist transition to market economy (19892007). Each period issue its own banknotes and coins with the most abundance of female images
during the first and the third. In both women are shown in their regular life routines of typical
agricultural Bulgaria – gathering the harvest, taking care of house chores, and their families. During
the first period, women are depicted in accordance with their status in patriarchal society: usually
looking down at their work, while men are looking straight up. During the third period their images
change related to their role in socialism as emancipated participants in cooperative labor. The least
number of female images are shown on paper currency during the period of fascism and postsocialism. During fascism there is only one image on the 500 leva banknote issued in 1942 which
relates to the elimination of women from political life at that time. In the latter period, the images
of women are again very scarce – those of old royalties (Duchess Dessislava of the 13th century) or
paintings (Bulgarian Madonna by Vladimir Dimitrov-Maistora), totally unrelated to the everyday
life of contemporary women. This is in complete discrepancy with the increasing role of women in
modern Bulgarian society.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to highlight the differences between
business models for music and animation in Japan. The current structure
of the content business has changed from its previous structure owing to
the progress in information and communication technology, and today’s
content business is characterized by the distribution business that makes
use of the Internet. However, depending on the content field, there are
differences in how fee-based distribution and free distribution are
combined, and the differences between the business models for music
and animation are primarily attributable to this. In the field of music, a
business model based on the sales of CDs, analog disks, and cassette
tapes was dominant for a long time. However, the production of these
media has declined, from a value of 607.4 billion yen in 1998 to 351.5
billion yen in 2006. Nevertheless, the total amount of royalties collected
by the Japanese Society for Rights of Authors, Composers and
Publishers (JASRAC) for the use of copyrighted music has increased
from 98.4 billion yen in 1998 to 111.0 billion yen in 2006. The
underlying factor for this increase is the fee-based distribution of music.
The animation business model employs free distribution more actively
than the model for the music industry. The reason why free distribution
is permitted is because it aims to improve the degree of recognition of
animation content; moreover, it is assumed that package sales are
promoted by the improved recognition of animation content. In contrast,
fee-based distribution assumes a cash inflow from the distribution itself.
--------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- --------This work was supported by KAKENHI (20530324).
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Myths and Dreams: Heroic Image of Eva Peron
Señora María Eva Duarte de Perón, or as generally known both in Argentina and
around the world Evita, is a woman buried beneath the myth. She is one of the most important
names of 20th century, based on her political and social position. Yet, she is a controversial
figure with her duplicated image in popular culture and political history. On one hand we
have La Razon de mi Vida (The Reason for my Life) by Eva herself, as well as biographies
from different perspectives by different biographers, which corroborates her popular images;
and on the hand, rumors that mention on her as a local hero, Argentinean’s “Lady of Hope.”
Even though Eva Peron had never been active in political life, she is named as “the Spiritual
Leader of the Nation” owing to her struggle along with children and women to raise their
voice. This paper is an examination of Evita’s life, based on not only her own truth but other’s
rumors, in relation to Otto Rank and Lord Raglan’s interpretation and classification of tragic
hero. More importantly it will be questioning the socio-cultural and political impact of Evita
for women in pursuit of power, as well as for Argentineans.
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Abstract. This paper presents a new approach for implementing RFID
technology. Specifically, it provides a new kind of musical instrument or live
music performance environment. Contextualised in performative interactive art
installation, we discuss the technical and musical implementation of our gestural
Virtual Gamelan as a vehicle for investigating embodied RFID technology,
exploring user responses to the interface and the technology, issues of body
culture, embodiment and Cyborgism.

General Terms
Human-Computer Interaction
Keywords
RFID, Gamelan, Interaction Design, Auditory Aesthetics, Gestural Interaction, Spatial interfaces.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The idea of an intangible (non-tactile, gestural, spatial) musical instrument to produce sound is an
expansion of the conventional framework for human music creation and instrumental
performance. A basic premise for this project is attempting to challenge the notion of posthumanism in which, according to N. Katherine Hayles, there are no essential differences or
absolute demarcations between bodily existence and computer simulations, cybernetic mechanism
and biological organism, robot teleology and human goals (Hayles 1999, pp. 2-3). In the Wireless
Gamelan project, the designers embody cybernetic mechanism in the biological mechanism,
thereby taking a literal interpretation of Hayles’ notion of post-humanism. The cybernetic
mechanism included in this project is the RFID technology (Radio Frequency Identification) while
the biological organism is the human body.
The Oxford American Dictionary’s definition of machine is “an apparatus using or applying
mechanical power and having several parts, each with a definitive function and together
performing a particular task (Elizabeth J. Jewell and Frank R. Abate, 2001).” In order for RFID
technology to function, it always consists of several different parts including RFID tags, the RFID
reader (or scanner) and some form of system that enables its successful function, e.g. a networked
database or a networked music driving system. These parts are intended to be regarded as the
machine in this project as the composite parts together provide the ability to perform a task. In this
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way, the production of sound by embodying some parts of the machine (in the human body) in
this project may be seen as an exploration of post-humanism.

1.1. Project Aim
As humans, we tend to react to new inventions in life. The awe, excitement or even fear of
something new, in this case - new technologies, are unavoidable emotional responses. The aim of
this project is to investigate the possibilities of how fear and paranoia about embedded technology
can evolve and prompt negative views or influence the audience’s interpretation of the music
delivered via this technology. Therefore we test the possibility of this hypothesis by using an
interactive art project, the Wireless Gamelan, and include the analysis of the social reaction
provoked by the project.

2.

CULTURE OF THE BODY, EMBODIMENT AND INDIVIDUALISATION

The body and the self consist of perceived boundaries, the culture (and politicising) of the body,
our perception of it, through it and the body as a medium for expression and individuality.
Individualisation can indicate belonging or alterity and the body can be used to evoke
independence or to elicit separation.
Perception of self, or defining self, concerns mapping and drawing body-limits. On the one hand,
we are examining the difference between embedded, implanted technologies and external motion
actuators like sensors, camera-tracking or touch-pads and common musical instruments because
Cyborg controllers have crossed a threshold when the chips entered the body (skin). On the other
hand, an equally modern view perceives our “self” as extending much further and engulfing a
richer anatomy of networks than merely arteries and veins surfaced by skin. William J. Mitchell’s
interpretation of Cyborgism that encompasses the networks with which we interact moves
boundaries and permissions much further from our core or, at least, questions our boundary
constructs and our location of being (2003).
The Cyborg performer is not an autonomous music-maker in the sense that a passive transmitter,
not an entire machine, is encased in his/her body. The performer is reliant on contact with the RF
wireless network and external music drivers in order for his body to be the instrument of
performance

3.

EMBODIED INTERFACE

The fact that the RF technology is able to work as wireless sensors for various tasks, allows us to
explore a new way of human-computer interaction, in this case, human as a performer and
computer as a musical instrument.
For the performer, traditional musical instruments provide a robust resistance to the sense of
touch, a physical interface and even sometimes haptic (responsive) feedback to the user: the
resistance of the tautening string and its release by plucking, the texture of percussion instruments,
and so on. Electronic interfaces utilising touch, tangible controller pads, sliders, mixers, dials,
knobs, tactile interfaces and electronic keyboards with weighted keys, all provide the kind of
conventional haptic feedback we are accustomed to for sculpting performance and the sensibility
that is honed with practice and repetition, familiarity and skill. The invisible sensor inside the
body with a wireless or gesture-only method of “conducting” and controlling the audio output is
already dramatically different. The performer must react to sound rather than touch, yet acuity,
accuracy and refinement of gesture are key. The body is anticipating and choreographing while
the ears are listening (perhaps eyes also looking).
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Proprioception is the relationship between our mind and motor control arising from sense of space
and spatial orientation around the body, the sense of the relative position of neighbouring body
parts.
To revisit Hayles’ view of post-humanism, there is the existence of an imaginative discourse
sphere, in which another sphere exists, which is the Cyborg discourse. Thus, one can say that a
Cyborg is a form of post humanism. The word Cyborg derives from the word cyber and organism.
In this project, we decided to experience the definition of Cyborg in a literal sense. For the
performer to become a Cyborg means to have the machine parts in his body included as a part of
the system. Since RFID tags can only work with the existence of the reader and a previously
calibrated system, it is a part of a machine system. Thus, we believe that by having RF tags
underneath the skin, the body becomes integrated and protruded or extended and augmented by
the machine. In this project, the role of the performer is almost like a catalyst where, without the
performer, the system and the reader can not work alone. The fact that each RF tags has a unique
identification code adds an interesting layer in order for this musical instrument to create and
produce sounds. The personalization of the musical instrument becomes absolute, since only a
performer with “matching” RF tags are able to generate the system to play music. Having tags
implanted underneath the skin, the personalization becomes permanently embedded in the
performer, which positions the performer as an absolute part in the system.

4.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

4.1. Musical Idea
The Max/MSP interface music patch is not simply an “action/reaction” model in which singular
gestures trigger single auditory events, rather to produce a musical degree of complexity and
richness, gesture actuated by the different tags triggered loop cycles for gamelan gongs of
distinctive frequencies and spatial location (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Event hierarchy diagram
The idea for the modality derives from a scale that is used in Traditional Indonesian Gamelan (a
musical ensemble typically featuring a variety of instruments (Figure 2) such as metallophones,
xylophones, drums, and gongs) music. Originally there were two main scales used in Gamelan
performance. These are Slendro and Pelog. The scale used in the interactive art installation is
Pelog, a seven-note scale used in Balinese Gamelan music.
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Figure 2. A Gamelan Orchestra
Photo by R. Zeckoski (http://www.flickr.com/photos/rzeckoski/516515135/)
The Pelog scale consists of seven different pitches, however, in practice, all seven notes are rarely
heard together in one single composition. This is because of the instrument limitation of
producing all seven pitches. The intervals of the Pelog scale are also hard to characterize, since
the tuning for each gamelan is different to the other, characterized by the timbral spectra or
overtone series of the instruments. However, one rough approximation of the seven pitches is a
subset of 9-tone equal temperament.
The Pelog scale in Balinese Music has three different modes, selisir, tembung , and sunaren. The
modes all start on the note named ding, and then continue going up the scale to dong, deng, dung
and dang (Table 1). However, the same pitch will have a different name in a different mode.
The analogy for using the Gamelan music scale in the system lies on the origin of the word
“gamelan” itself. It comes from the Javanese word “gamel”, which means to strike or hammer,
and the suffix “an” (Wiki “Gamelan Definition”). The way the instrument works to produce sound
is by the player striking or hammering the instrument. In the installation system, the sounds are
triggered by the strike or the bangs from the RFID tags when the reader reads the unique coded
embedded in each tag. The wireless virtuality of the system refers to the scenario in which no
physical gamelan instruments were present but rather were simulated using spectral modelling of
the resonance of real instruments, spatially distributing the rendering across a quadraphonic
speaker system to create an immersive and spatial audio experience.
Table 1. Balinese Modes of Pelog scale (Wiki “Gamelan Tuning 2008)
Tone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Balinese Modes
Selisir
Tembung
Ding
Dung
Dong
Dang
Deng
Ding
Dung
Dong
Dang
Deng
-

Sunaren
Dung
Dang
Ding
Dong
Deng

4.2. Triggering System
This triggering system is implemented using a hierarchical system in the Max/MSP real-time
programming software environment. While the original, physical gamelan is played by hitting the
gongs or the panels with the hammer, this project is ‘played’ by triggering sound samples using
RFID tags and consequent hand and arm gestures. In the Max/MSP software, a trigger is
translated into a button-like signal, a message or ‘bang’. Whenever the RFID reader reads a
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unique set of identification code from an RFID tag, it will trigger a bang if it matches the system.
This procedure of ‘banging’ in the system creates a resemblance with the ‘banging’ of gongs and
iron panels in playing the real gamelan.
In order to increase the pitch of a certain type of gong associated with an RFID tag attached to a
specific body-part, the performer must allow the reader to read the tag multiple times to determine
the desired intervals. For instance, in order to increase the pitch from C to E, a tag must be read
twice (according to the intervals).

4.3. Performance Scenario
First, the performer whose hand(s) has been implanted with RFID tags, moves inside the
designated area of the installation. The performer commences by positioning his or her hand(s)
near the readers (Figure 3). As the reader tracks the code inside the RFID tag, it will trigger sound
samples. The sound samples are presented through a spatial audio system to create an ambient and
visceral experience. As the music evolves, the performer starts to chant an Indonesian traditional
song named “Janger”.

Figure 3. Using RFID tags in the hands and elbow to trigger sounds as the tag passes in
proximity of the reader (scanner). Photo by Kirsty Beilharz.
The premier performance and pilot evaluation was held at the Hearth in the Faculty of
Architecture, Design and Planning Wilkinson building on Wednesday, 9 July 2008. For the pilot
performance, the performer did not implant the sub-dermal chips, but “tricked” the audience by
hiding the RFID tags underneath adhesive bandages. This was done to provoke authentic reactions
to the performance from the audience, in response to the performer’s body manipulation.
4.3. Audience Response
In order to receive feedback, the audience was given subjective questionnaires after the
performance. The objectives of the questionnaire are as following:
• To gain deeper insight on how human with embodied technology will be ‘othered’.
• To gain opinion on how far accepted is the idea of seamless integration between human
and machine.
• To see how the public may approach the implementation of the embodied RFID
technology to their everyday life.
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During the performance, we managed to get feedback from 22 audience members that filled in the
questionnaires. When asked if the chip implant technology is disturbing or not, most of them think
that it is disturbing and unacceptable. For the performance, we included several pictures, which
explains the surgical procedure in implanting the RFID tags. These pictures managed to create a
form of discomfort among the audience members, which resulted a number of audiences to fear
the technology implementation. The fact that these RFID tags are included in the performance as
if they have been surgically implanted, it articulates the notion of man-machine hybrid beings that
allows the performer to be fully immersed and integrated with technology in a very literal sense
(surgically implanted). However, if one is to look deeper, the performer also interpolates the
notion of socially networked beings, since by pretending to have RFID tags implanted allows him
to be connected directly to the technology and control the sound samples as well. We would like
to argue here by the fact that the audience members thought that these RFID tags were implanted
prior to the performance, invokes the feeling of disturbance and discomfort from the audience
members.
Only 7 out of 22 audience members think that it is not disturbing to have chips implanted
underneath one’s skin. In instance, one of them mentioned the use of pacemakers and bionic ears,
which have become accepted in the world today. Another audience member commented that the
media played a big part in creating the public’s paranoia towards the technology of man-machine
hybrid beings. One of the audience members commented that it is not unacceptable if the
technology of chip implants is to be used towards good causes for the community. The public’s
paranoia of having machine parts implanted inside one’s body is also mentioned in one of the
opinions, saying that the “Big Brother” sense plays a big part in building this paranoia. Here we
can see that the majority of the audience members think that it is disturbing to have chips or
machine parts implanted underneath one’s skin.
When asked if they will look at people with chip implants differently, only 5 people agree, while
11 people disagree, and the rest could not decide what their answers were. By looking at the
number of the respondents that disagree, we would argue that there is a possibility that these
audience members do not have issues with man-machine hybrid beings. However, we would also
argue that the underlying reason for this is because there is a rarity of people with chip implants or
any kinds of implants in life these days. People with chip implants or any other kind of embodied
technology are still a minority in the community. For that reason, these audience members hardly
ever encounter this minority group.
We suspect these audience members have various underlying reasons to state that they will not
look at people with chip implants differently. Since the performance / installation only includes
implantable RFID tags which are small in dimension, it creates an altered perspective for the
audience. What they saw during the performance was a human with almost invisible machine
parts integrated to his body, which is why the majority of the audience members say in the
questionnaire that they will not view someone with chip implants differently or perhaps their
determination not to appear discriminatory. However, what if the machine parts were protruding
outside from the skin and expose the connection between human flesh and machine parts? We
believe that the visual and physical appearance of embodying technology, due to its perceived
invasiveness, plays a prominent part in this case.
Throughout this exploration, we found various reasons that lend inflection to the practice of
implanting RFID tags or embodying technology in general:
• The issue of surveillance or control over individuals by more powerful groups.
• The issue of (possible) extended or eternal life.
• The issue of (possible) alien appearances.
• The issue of medical procedures involved.
The most logical explanation for the first issue can be derived from the production and
legalization stage of these machines. Serial numbers, I. P. Addresses, identification numbers on
RFID tags have always been on-going issues in personal information systems. These
identification systems are always included within the Cyborg issues. Therefore, for someone to be
a Cyborg, his or her personal information (for example: location, personal financial records, etc.)
can always be recorded and acknowledged by the more powerful groups or organizations, such as
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the government and private companies or even other individuals. This paranoid or perhaps
legitimate concern is perpetuated by publications such as Spychips that provokes the notion that
RFID tags will inevitably and primarily be used for surveillance at worst and market research or
pushing products at best, i.e. for manipulative processes and invasion of privacy.
The second issue can be explained by examples such as medical patients with pacemakers,
cochlear implants, and disabled people with artificial implants. If a hearing impaired person’s
ability to hear can be amplified by having cochlear implants, then there is always a possibility for
normal people to have similar implants in order to enhance his or her hearing ability.
The issue of alien appearances is connected with nanotechnology and technological fetishism.
This particular issue will mostly arise in Othering (alterity) (Baumann and Gingrich 2004),
prejudicing and discriminating against Cyborgs with the notion of man-machine hybrid beings. In
the future, the idea of nanotechnology and seamlessly integrating machine parts underneath the
skin is not something that is impossible to achieve. However, technological fetishism always
includes technological voyeurism and technological exhibitionism, which could be regarded as the
primary reason behind the alien appearances.
The fourth reason, which is the issue of medical procedure involved, is based on the experience of
Wireless Gamelan project. In the performance, the audience members were persuaded to believe
real implantation of the RFID tags as the result of false images displayed on the performance
sheets. These images have provoked discomfort among the audience members, which caused the
audience to view the RFID implantation technology as unacceptable and disturbing. This
articulates the public’s fear of the implantation technology, which is a part of the cyborg
technology.

5.

CONCLUSION

This project creates a parallel between the embodied technology and the culture of the body. By
embodying a part of the technology inside the body, humans are becoming machines or Cyborgs.
However, in this case, the paranoia of human extinction and being taken over by machines is
irrelevant or negated by the purpose of performative music-making and the necessity of man and
machine as composite parts in a system. The dependency for machine to operate relies entirely to
human. However, the public fear and paranoia for embodied technology still plays an influential
part in the acceptance of this technology. This paper has outlined the technological and musical
project for performance that requires embodiment for its rendering. The performance provided the
opportunity to gauge audience reaction to social and cultural issues of embodiment and
technology pervasion, summarized in the second part of the paper. As technology plays an
increasingly important and pervasive role in our lives, it is necessary to investigate and develop
our understanding of the social ramifications and influence of context.
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Abstract
In the 1960s, female involvement in certain “male” activities was discouraged. People
tended to draw a distinct line between traditionally masculine and feminine professions. It was
especially hard for women to pursue careers and find recognition in “male” professions such as
space exploration. However, there were persistent and passionate women who challenged the
obstacles. Soon their images were recognized, finding their places in literature, music, and art.
Valentina Tereshkova was the first woman to go into space. During her astronaut career she
faced distrust based on gender stereotypes and skepticism. Tereshkova proved that women are
physically and emotionally strong and determined. After her voyage, numerous female
astronauts pursued the difficult and exiting task of space exploration, and Valentina remained a
scientist and an explorer, working for several governmental organizations.
The second woman to travel on our orbit was Svetlana Savitskaya - the first person who
performed a space walk. After Savitskaya, an American astronaut, Kathryn Sullivan, also walked
in space. Since these first voyages, women from several countries were deeply involved in
various space programs, including commanders of the space shuttle and the International Space
Station. Their accomplishments were recognized in different forms of art (drawings, posters,
stamps). Some of the astronauts also were artists, inspired by their experiences in the outer space.
Today, NASA is still skeptical about females, mainly due to physiological differences
between sexes. Jerry Truhill, one of the Mercury 13 astronauts, said that some people believe
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“women just can’t do it.” However, females are trying to prove otherwise, and this project
focuses on their achievements and on obstacles which they encounter.
Women from different nationalities and ethnicities are actively contributing to the newest
projects for space exploration. Their incredible lives become examples of dedication, scientific
perseverance, and great inspiration for the younger generations. The female heroes of space
educate, motivate and encourage the young girls to take the path to new discoveries and become
leaders in the world of science and technology.
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7th Annual Hawaii International Conference
Abstract – Mazuet

This presentation concentrates on the cultural history of France, in the after‐math of the
1789 Revolution. I focus on the dismantling of the Old Regime’s private libraries that took place
in France, in the 1790s, and I argue that the Revolution, although it marked a decisive step
towards the dissemination of written acculturation in that country, was accompanied by a
double movement: the Old Regime’s overthrow opened access to certain areas of knowledge
but somewhat closed others.
To begin with, I will describe the tremendous difficulties faced by those who dismantled
the Old Regime’s private collections. A great number of texts and documents were stolen or
lost, or they deteriorated so much that they could not be restored. I will then explain how
others were destroyed and also, how these destructions manifest the rejection of certain types
and genres of works. Since the inventory of the seizing operations was never completed, it is
impossible to establish with certainty the full extent of the losses. However, if access to written
acculturation significantly improved with the opening in the nineteenth century of numerous
public libraries and reading rooms (cabinets de lecture) throughout the country, the passage
from one mode of thought to another would not come without drawing ‘other’ edges around
the space of knowledge that did not quite embrace the idea of a heterogeneous body of
learning.

2
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The Reception of American Folk Singers in the Underground Folk Music Scene in
Japan in the late 1960s
Mikiko Tachi
Chiba University
1-33 Yayoi-cho, Inage-ku, Chiba 263-8522 JAPAN
tachi@L.chiba-u.ac.jp

During the late 1960s, the “underground” folk scene flourished in Japan, where
a group of Japanese artists made and sang protest songs modeled on American folk
songs of protest. This was a reaction against the depoliticized, bourgeois “college”
folk scene of the early 1960s, when young Japanese amateur musicians performed
commercialized American folk songs.

The underground folk music spread through a

late night radio program in the Kansai area catering to a younger audience, including
high school students studying in preparation for the college entrance examination. 1
Folk singers wrote and sang protest songs about international problems, such as the
U.S.-Japan Security Treaty and the Vietnam War, as well as about domestic issues like
political corruption and the social problems of high school students in Japan.

These

songs provided political activists and demonstrators tools with which to build a
community.

Folk singers from the underground period emulated American folk

singers by incorporating a political awareness associated with the U.S. folk music
1

Hirotake Maeda and Koji Hirahara, 60-nendai foku no jidai [The Era of 60s Folk
Music] (Tokyo: Shinko Music, 1993), 69.
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revival and applying it to the Japanese situation.
The rise in political folk music in Japan went hand in hand with the escalation
of political activism in Japan in the late 1960s, with frequent demonstrations and riots in
the streets and communist and New Left activism widespread on college.

The activists

wore color-coded helmets for different sects and competed against each other while
agitating protest on campuses. 2

Student activism heightened during 1968 and 1969,

when the All-Campus Joint Struggle Committee (Zenkyoto) built barricades and
occupied the Yasuda Hall, the main administration building of the University of Tokyo.
The university cancelled classes for more than one semester in 1968 and called off the
entrance examination in 1969.

In late January of that year, riot police broke in with

tear gas and disbanded the barricade, events which were televised live. The Zenkyoto
and other New Left activists opposed the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty (Anpo), which had
been ratified in 1960 and was considered for revision in 1970. As the Vietnam War
escalated, Japanese activists accused the Japanese government of being an accomplice
to the atrocities. Led and joined by the New Left activists, college students, workers,
and citizens joined the demonstrations, which became part of the everyday scene in

2

Shigeru Kashima, “Seishun no Michishirube: ‘Shigatsu no Omoide’ [Milestones of
My Youth: ‘The Memories of April’],” Nihon Keizai Shinbun, 9 October 2006.
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Japan in the late 1960s. 3
Anti-Vietnam War demonstrations developed into a singing movement with the
emergence of the Folk Guerrilla during the period between February and July 1969.
The Folk Guerrillas consisted of young members of the Citizen’s Federation for Peace
in Vietnam (Beheiren). They sang folk songs during a demonstration in February,
which developed into a weekly ritual.

They held a singing gathering every Saturday

evening in the concourse of Shinjuku Station in Tokyo.

They sang anti-war and other

protest songs on the guitar as well as discussing the Vietnam and the U.S.-Japan
Security Treaty with the audience, which increased in number and included ordinary
citizens coming home from work.

Despite the police’s attempt to ban the gathering in

early to mid-May, the audiences only increased, with 5,000 people gathering before the
event even started on May 24, and the number rising to 7,000, on June 28, with 64
people arrested.

Finally, on July 19, 25,000 riot police contained the gathering, and the

authorities relabeled the “concourse” as a “passage,” thereby making the sing-in
illegal. 4
The emergence of underground folk music in the late 1960s also coincided with

3

Maeda and Hirahara, 60-nendai Foku no Jidai, 142, 152.
Maeda and Hirahara, 60-nendai Foku no Jidai, 145-147; Tadasu Tagawa, Nihon no
foku & rokku shi: kokorozashi wa doko e [The History of Folk and Rock in Japan:
Where Has the Aspiration Gone] (Tokyo: Ongaku no Tomo sha, 1982), 66-69.

4
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the post-war rapid economic growth of Japan and an increased sense of confidence
among the Japanese toward the Americans.

Sociologist Ezra Vogel observed in 1969 a

growing sense of national pride among the Japanese who resided in a representative
Japanese town of Mamachi on the outskirts of Tokyo, where he had done ethnographic
work between 1958 and 1960.

Vogel noticed that the Mamachi residents displayed

more confidence in incorporating Western cultures into their lives in 1969 than they did
during his earlier period of research.

Vogel wrote in a paternalistic language:

Ten years ago when Mamachi citizens compared Japan with America it was with
uncertainty and it usually ended with a question about America. Now when they
make the comparison, they are more sure of themselves. In a sense, ten years ago
they were still part-time pupils of the west; now they have not only completed their
training with flying colors, but they have finished their apprenticeship also.
Where they have kept Japanese customs it is not because they have not yet learned
Western patterns, but because they prefer Japanese. 5
Vogel testified to the rapid rate at which the Japanese turned away from imitating
American culture. Instead of learning American folk music as it was, Japanese folk
singers used American folk music to address Japanese themes.
Even as underground folk singers directed their attention toward Japan, they
still regarded American folk singers as source of music and values.

The leaders of the

underground folk movement emulated the American folk singers’ ideas about folk music,

5

Ezra Vogel, Japan’s New Middle Class: The Salary Man and His Family in a Tokyo
Suburb, 2nd ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 271.
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espousing anti-commercialism, political idealism, and song composition.

While they

employed Japanese lyrics and addressed domestic issues, they continued to use
American tunes for some of their music.

Their initial inspiration to become folk

singers came from the U.S. and they looked to American folk singers for direction when
they discussed folk music.
Japanese folk music historians identified Tomoya Takaishi as the leading figure
in domesticating American folk music of protest by translating it into Japanese and
singing it in a way that sounded naturally Japanese.

American folk songs that Takaishi

sang included “Masters of War” by Bob Dylan and “Little Boxes” by Malvina
Reynolds. 6

Singing these songs in Japanese helped the audiences understand the

message and political meaning inherent in folk music.

Music critic Tadasu Tagawa

recalled that Takaishi “crystallized the essence of American folk music” as he conveyed
political awareness in folk music by translating it into Japanese. 7

Takaishi further

composed songs of social commentary following the examples of American folk singers,
including his debut song, “The Blues of a Bird in a Cage,” a song he wrote in 1966 as a
part-time student working his way through college. 8

6

Takaishi criticized Japanese

Tagawa, Nihon no foku & rokku shi, 32-33; Maeda and Hirahara, 60 nendai foku no
jidai, 79-80.
7
Tagawa, Nihon no foku & rokku shi, 31.
8
Nagira, Nihon Foku Shiteki Taizen [A Personal Account of Japanese Folk Music]
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popular songs for “having no future, no rhythm, and pentatonic” and regarded American
folk songs as a more viable musical form. 9

Takaishi set an example for Japanese folk

singers by using American folk music to convey his own message, as opposed to
consuming the music as a foreign culture.
Takaishi’s performance and underground folk also marked an aesthetic shift in
folk music from highbrow to lowbrow. Folk singer Kenichi Nagira’s conversion to
underground folk music illustrated this transition.

Nagira, who grew up in the

lowbrow, working-class, shitamachi (low-town) area of Tokyo, attended a concert by
Takaishi as a teenager.

The concert featured songs that emphasized social protest

through Japanese lyrics, which Nagira found more authentic than the college folk music
that he had listened to: “Up until then, folk concert meant a parade of copies of
American folk songs or refined, nice-sounding songs that lacked vulgarity.

At the

concert that night, there was not a single song in English language and all the Japanese
songs sounded vulgar.” He further realized that “songs and folk songs must have a
message to send to people.” 10

From that time on, he never sang songs in English and

immersed himself in the world of underground folk. Nagira regarded the English
(Tokyo: Chikuma Shobo, 1999), 81.
9
Tomoya Takaishi, Nobuyasu Okabayashi, and Goro Nakagawa, Foku wa mirai o
hiraku: minshu ga tsukuru minshu no uta [Folk determines the future: songs by and of
the people] (Tokyo: Shinpo Shinsho, 1969), 44.
10
Nagira, Nihon Foku Shiteki Taizen, 24-25.
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language, a sense of cultural refinement, and “nice sounds” – the very elements that
middle-class Japanese college students found appealing about folk music – as markers
of inauthenticity. Instead, Nagira regarded “vulgarity” as an authentic attribute of folk
music.

In contrast to how college folk singers and audiences defined folk music as

middle-class and culturally refined, those who opposed these values including Nagira
claimed the ownership of folk music by redefining folk music as authentically lowbrow.
Takaishi assumed that American folk music was relevant to the Japanese and
that he could apply both the style and content of folk music to the Japanese situation.
Takaishi emulated Pete Seeger at a concert on January 12, 1968, in Osaka, as he sang
“We Shall Overcome” with the audience.

He sang in English until the second verse,

when he encouraged the audience to sing in Japanese, the translation of which was
“Until the day of victory, we will continue to fight.

We will work together toward

victory.” Between songs, he spoke to the audience, explaining how American folk
singers had inspired him: “I’ve been singing this song for two years – There is Pete
Seeger, an extremely charismatic folksinger, and I met Joan Baez, a great folk singer,
and I thought that we could also do something in Japan.

There are all these great

singers [in the United States] but I thought I, too, could do something here in Japan.
So everyone, please sing along with me.”

Takaishi incorporated not only the music –
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melody, tempo, and the chord progression – but also the delivery of the song in singing
Seeger’s rendition of “We Shall Overcome.” He fed words to the audience so they
could join in, and he inserted a spoken message during the performance, explaining how
he related to the song personally. 11

Just as the Japanese audiences at the Brothers Four

concert believed that they could replicate the American folk group, Takaishi believed
that he could replicate the work of Seeger and Baez in Japan. He did not question
whether a Japanese singer like him could authentically perform American folk music in
the Japanese context.
In contrast to the young college folk singers of the early 1960s, underground
folk singers developed critical analyses of Japanese society in their music.

Goro

Nakagawa wrote songs depicting problems he found in the daily lives of his
middle-class family.

As a high school student in Osaka, he composed the “Jukensei

Blues,” which satirically depicted the agony of a high school student under pressure to
secure admission into a prestigious university, set to the tune of Bob Dylan’s “North
Country Blues.”

The narrator of the song was a high school student who woke up

every morning sleep deprived, feeling weak from staying up late the previous night.
He always skipped breakfast to make it in time for school, where he “devoured a bento
11

Tomoya Takaishi, Jukensei Buruusu Takaishi Tomoya Foku Arubamu Dai 2 shu
[Jukensei Blues: Takaishi Tomoya Folk Album no.2], Victor VICL-61859 (CD), [1968],
2006.
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lunch” in the mid morning during break between classes.

His mother gave him

unsolicited advice including that he should not only work hard but also needed to
deceive other students by pretending he did not study at all.

The mother wanted to

gain social recognition by getting her son into a prestigious university instead of caring
for his future. 12

As historian Kenneth Pyle noted, university entrance examinations

“assumed special importance in Japan because a steep hierarchy of prestige was
recognized among the universities” and since the prestige of the university determined
the student’s job prospects, both the students and parents were under strong
psychological pressure as they attempted to secure entrance to a prestigious university.13
Nakagawa addressed this issue using an American folk song.
Nakagawa also challenged the conventional gender roles of the Japanese
middle-class of his parents’ generation.

“Housewife’s Blues” depicted a woman in her

fifties who looked back on her life with disillusionment. When she was “young and
most beautiful,” she followed her parents’ advice and entered an arranged marriage to a
man of no particular merit or fault, giving up the idea of pursuing a man with whom she
was in love.

She survived the war and post-war poverty, and since she was not

connected to her husband in the first place, devoted her entire energy and time to her
12

Liner notes to Kansai Foku no Rekishi [The History of Kansai Folk] 1, Avex, 2003.
Kenneth B. Pyle, The Making of Modern Japan, 2d ed. (Lexington, MA: D.C. Health,
1996), 258.

13
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sons’ education.

As a typical Japanese woman, she had an antagonistic relationship

with her intrusive mother-in-law. Her eldest son, after all the support she gave him
during his preparation for the college entrance exam, including making night snacks for
him, joined the radical student movement and found a girlfriend as soon as he got into
college.
day.

The son got married, and she was left with nothing but watching television all

She looked back at her life and asked herself, “There has been no real tragedy in

my life, and I’ve aged in peace.

But I ask myself, was it really the way to live?”

she concluded: “Oh life is just full of sorrow; there is nothing fun in my life.
become an old woman without ever falling in love.
women?

Have I really lived a life?” 14

And
I have

Is housewife the way of life for

In an essay in 1969, Nakagawa explained that

he had written this song to criticize the Japanese ideology prevalent at the time where
everyone concentrated on building a house and raising a family at the expense of
personal ambition. 15

Nakagawa was inspired by Seeger’s performance of an Irish folk

song on television and took its tune for his song.

Nakagawa believed that women of

his mother’s generation led a boring life but his own mother disagreed with him and did
not like his song. 16

Nakagawa’s songs demonstrated that even the middle-class youth

who seemed to be content maintained critical perspectives on the world.
14
15
16

Liner notes to Kansai Foku no Rekishi 1966-1974 (2), n.p.
Takaishi, Okabayashi, and Nakagawa, Foku wa mirai o hiraku, 188.
Takaishi, Okabayashi, and Nakagawa, Foku wa mirai o hiraku, 169, 188-191.
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Both the media and record companies muffled the message inherent in
Nakagawa’s songs.

“Jukensei Blues” and “Housewife Blues” became commercially

popular as Takaishi sold them, in more comic versions, through a major record company,
Victor.

Takaishi’s version of “Jukensei Blues” sold 230,000 copies in one week in

February 1968. 17

As music critics Hirotake Maeda and Koji Hirahara noted,

Takaishi’s comical rendition of “Jukensei Blues” deviated from Nakagawa’s original
intention. Also, the audiences perceived the “Housewife Blues” as a sarcastic comic
song despite Nakagawa’s serious intention of asking his mother’s generation to
critically reflect on their lives. 18

Japanese Playboy magazine reported that Nakagawa

attended a high school with a second rate academic standing in the middle-class
neighborhood outside of Osaka.

Unlike the narrator of “Jukensei Blues,” Nakagawa

and other students enjoyed their high school life without the pressure of studying hard
for college entrance examination.

His school vice principal and his classmates

received the song mildly, seemingly neither enthusiastic nor antagonistic to its message.
The article concluded that the fact that Nakagawa could write this song during class (he
wrote the song while he was attending a boring history lecture) at school proved the

17

“Jukensei buruusu to Neyagawa koko no bimyo na hanno” [Jukensei Blues and the
lukewarm reaction by Neyagawa High School], Playboy, March 12, 1968, 38.
18
Maeda and Hirahara, 60 nendai foku no jidai, 82.
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point that he in fact led a carefree high school life. 19

Thus, the magazine downplayed

the song’s significance.
Folk singer Nobuyasu Okabayashi promoted the idea that racism was far from
an American problem; Japan also had a deep-rooted problem of discrimination.

As the

son of a Protestant minister, Okabayashi attended the School of Theology at Doshisha
University in Kyoto when he dropped out of college after developing doubts about
religion.

He became a folk singer and activist working with minimum-wage workers

and the buraku people, descendants of the outcaste communities in the feudal era. 20

In

his introduction to the composition he published in the first issue of Uta Uta Uta,
Okabayashi explained that racism in the U.S. and the feudal caste system in Japan both
benefited the ruling class.

In both cases, oppressed groups of people (poor Southern

whites in the U.S. and the poor farmers in Japan) found comfort in despising those who
were below them (blacks in the U.S. and the buraku people in Japan) instead of fighting
against the real oppressors. 21

Okabayashi thus perceived a strong connection between

the U.S. and Japan in his analysis of the structure of discrimination.

Such similarities

helped him justify the use of American folk music in addressing Japanese issues.

19

“Jukensei buruusu to Neyagawa koko no bimyo na hanno,” 38-41.
Maeda and Hirahara, 60 nendai foku no jidai, 118-119.
21
Nobuyasu Okabayashi, “Buraku sabetsu ni tsuite” [On discriminations against the
buraku people], Uta Uta Uta: Folk Report, January 1969, 24-25.
20
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Uta Uta Uta (later renamed as Folk Report), which began publication in
January 1969, served as a forum where folk singers and critics discussed the roles of
folk singers in political activism and debated how to reconcile the increasing
commercial popularity of political folk singers with their serious messages. The first
issue of Uta Uta Uta had articles addressing the definition of folk music in contrast to
popular music and the ways in which folk singers could resist commercialism. The
writer for the opening article, Masaru Hirose, defined folk as songs that “emerged from
the hurt feelings of oppressed people facing contradictions in society” and wrote that
these songs “had a strong resonance with the entire population even though they may
have emerged from individuals. 22

Similar to Irwin Silber, who believed he could resist

commercialism by maintaining Sing Out! as a small business, Hirose cited minor record
labels in the U.S. and asserted that folk singers could resist commercialism by
preferring minor labels instead of major record companies, which “was exactly what
Seeger, Baez, and Bob Dylan did to be known in the world.” 23

Thus, Hirose proposed

a way to resist commercialism by referring to American folk singers as role models.
Even though leaders of underground folk music stressed political awareness
and advocated for the oppressed, they had to work with commercial principles.
22

Event

Masaru Hirose, “foku songu to kayo kyoku no tanima” [the differences between folk
songs and popular songs], Uta Uta Uta: Folk Report, January 1969, 3.
23
Hirose, “foku songu to kayo kyoku no tanima,” 4.
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organizer and manager Masaaki Hata established a management company using
Takaishi’s name, “Takaishi Jimusho,” in 1967, where Okabayashi joined in 1968.

Hata

also established a publishing company (which published Uta Uta Uta: Folk Report)
later that year and a record company, Underground Record Club (URC) in 1969. 24
Hata managed the folk singers’ concert schedule, released records, and made
underground folk music profitable. Takaishi and Okabayashi had to work under Hata’s
control.
In reaction to the commercialization of underground folk music, musicians and
critics developed an increasingly anti-commercialistic attitude, which led them into a
more political direction. In the opening issue of Uta Uta Uta, television producer
Teruo Kawamura criticized the manner in which certain folk singers and groups of
college students sang “cool” anti-war, anti-discrimination and satiric songs in order to
gain approval of “screaming young teens and girls.”

Kawamura questioned the

authenticity of these folk singers and groups and suggested that they should develop an
understanding of the “folk spirit” and a strong awareness of the message that they
wanted to convey through folk music.

He also insisted that folk songs should

encourage the audiences to critically analyze aspects of everyday life, such as

24

Maeda and Hirahara, 60 nendai foku no jidai, 93-95.
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considering the potentially political meaning of so many Japanese having to commute
on crowded trains.

Kawamura also suggested that the folk song movement, led

primarily by students, and the Utagoe (Singing Chorus) movement, supported by
workers, should unite toward a shared goal. 25

He thus believed that folk music

promoted political awareness and encouraged young folk singers to embrace it.
Underground folk singers developed a complex relationship with the political
activists and workers for whom they advocated.

While they provided songs to sing at

demonstrations and thus helped unite activists and workers, they disagreed with
activists and workers on the relationship between music and politics. In the worst case,
folk singers regarded activists as a simple-minded mob while activists doubted the
sincerity of folk singers and wished that they were more politically active instead of
simply singing songs.

Takaishi and Okabayashi frequently sang at ro-on, a labor

movement organization with nationwide regional branches which offered concerts that
disseminated songs for the working people.

In an article entitled “The Leading

Figures in Underground Folk,” Asahi Journal wrote that ro-on exploited underground
folk singers by demanding that they appear in concerts too frequently.

Okabayashi

expressed his contempt toward people at ro-on for lacking critical perspectives: “ro-on
25

Teruo Kawamura, “Foku songu undo o susumeyo” [Let’s carry on the folk song
movement], Uta Uta Uta: Folk Report, January 1969, 56-57.
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was the gigantic group of single-cell people… They would be happy if they could get
a television set and a car.” 26

He criticized labor leaders for internalizing the principles

of capitalism that oppressed them.

Soon after this comment, overbooked and

overworking Okabayashi left a note and ran away on the day when he was supposed to
appear in a ro-on concert.

He confessed in the note that he felt like a “singing

machine,” traveling from one concert to another without much rest or remuneration.
The members of the ro-on regarded him as one of them and demanded that he attended
post-concert discussions and dinner, and when he refused, accused him of being
pretentious and “acting like a star.”

When he attended these discussions, they

criticized his songs and told him that he should be more directly involved in politics. 27
In his memoir, Nagira sympathized with Okabayashi, stating that he did not like
post-concert discussions at ro-on either. 28

Underground folk singers believed that they

were victims of both commercialism and political activists, as their management
company overbooked them and their audiences had different expectations from their
own.
Okabayashi developed an interest in Dylan’s electric music as he faced the
26

“Angura Foku no Ninaite Tachi [The Leaders in Underground Folk],” Asahi Journal,
7 September 1969, 82.
27
Nobuyasu Okabayashi, “Torikai san, geri o naoshi ni tabi e demasu!” [Mr. Torikai, I
am on a trip to cure of my diarrhea], Folk Report, November 1969, 10-11.
28
Nagira, Nihon Foku Shiteki Taizen, 40-41.
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contradictions in his career.

Dylan had taken up electric guitar and faced criticism

from audiences and critics who expected him to continue making acoustic folk songs.
Nine years later, when Dylan visited Japan, Okabayashi recounted the key moment in
his career by referring to Dylan:
It was in 1969 that I really took Dylan’s music seriously and listened to it intensely.
That was when I was set up as the leader in protest folk and was the super star of
the ro-on and the minsei. I had despised electric guitar, thinking that was
something an idiot would do. But I was taken aback [by Dylan’s use of electric
guitar] to find out that electric rock was so good. After that, I broke the contract
and ran away, taking Dylan’s records with me. 29
Critics also explained Okabayashi’s career by an analogy to Dylan, claiming that
Okabayashi experienced a contradiction similar to that of Dylan.

They claimed that

both Okabayashi and Dylan could not stand being labeled as the “god of folk” voicing
social movements and disappeared from the public performing scene.30
Takaishi also looked to American folk singers for direction when he faced
contradictions and criticism.

In 1969, he took a break from his work and visited the

U.S. to stay with an American anti-war minister in San Francisco, a man who
introduced him to folk singer and the author of “Little Boxes,” Malvina Reynolds.
Reynolds encouraged Takaishi to “continue being a folk singer” in Japan.

He also

learned old time music during his stay in the U.S. and decided to incorporate that
29

“Idai naru Otoko Bobu Diran ga Yatte Kuru [Bob Dylan, the Great Man Is Coming],”
Shukan Myojo, 9 January 1977, 45.
30
Nagira, Nihon Folk Shiteki Taizen, 39-41; Maeda and Hirahara, 60 nendai foku no
jidai, 121.
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musical idiom into his protest folk songs.

After his six months’ stay in the U.S.,

Takaishi resumed folk singing, writing songs that critiqued and depicted problems in
Japan. 31

A reader of Folk Report compared an outdoor folk concert in Hibiya Park,

Tokyo, in 1969 with the Newport Folk Festival in 1965, where Dylan performed with an
electric guitar to booing audiences.

At the Hibiya Park concert, a member of Folk

Guerrilla (a singing anti-Vietnam War activists group) interrupted the concert and
accused Takaishi of “being at the mercy of commercialism.” The Guerrilla member
believed that Takaishi’s frequent appearance on television and magazines indicated his
degeneration into a commercial singer. The writer disagreed and asserted that Dylan
and Takaishi were “great because they are true to themselves, not because they are
anti-establishment singers.” 32

As in the case of Okabayashi and the role of Dylan in

his conversion, Takaishi and his supporter referred to American folk singers to justify
trends in Japanese folk music.

Further, this writer shifted the measure of authenticity

for folk singers from political involvement to personal freedom.
Folk Report in 1969 documented political activists who accused folk singers of
simply commenting on issues without taking direct action and for singing protest songs
without actually meaning them.
31
32

Okabayashi and music critic Kazuo Mihashi criticized

Nagira, Nihon Foku Shiteki Taizen, 29-30.
Haruo Miyake, “Newport, Hibiya,” Folk Report, November 1969, 49-51.
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the Folk Guerrilla for using mass media to gain public attention and to attract a large
audience. They argued that it was the media that named them the Folk Guerrilla,
without which the Guerrilla sing-in would not have been as successful. 33

Taku Murata

analyzed the unique role of folk songs in political movements, arguing that the folk
song movement should remain independent from political activism while remaining an
integral part of it. Murata quoted a young man attending an anti-war symposium who
stated that he joined an anti-war group because he was dissatisfied with the folk song
movement, which simply commented on issues from the perspective of an observer.
Murata objected to this comment and insisted that folk songs were, and should be,
written from the perspective of those who were directly involved in and affected by the
issues.

He regarded folk songs as crystallizing the feelings, worldview, and actions of

the oppressed people, which should not be reduced to tools for political movements. 34
Folk singers and their supporters distinguished themselves from political activists in
their definition of folk music.
Political activists also contemplated the relationship between politics and music
and debated how they should use folk music.
33

The Folk Guerrilla sing-in that lasted for

“Ware ware no foku undo o dou susumeru ka” [How should we proceed with our
folk movement], Folk Report, November 1969, 46; Kazuo Mihashi, “Tokyo foku gerira
shimatsu ki?” [A final say on Tokyo Folk Guerrilla], Folk Report, Nobember 1969, 55.
34
Taku Murata, “Minshu no kokoro sonomono no hyogen o” [expressing people’s
heart], Uta Uta Uta: Folk Report, January 1969, 44-46.
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six months in 1969 and a subsequent publication of Who Are the Folk Guerrillas, a
collection of essays by four Guerrilla activists accompanied by their songbook that
published twenty-seven American and Japanese folk songs, demonstrated that folk
music played an important role in political activism and that activists continually
re-examined the effectiveness of folk songs. 35

In many ways, the young Folk Guerrilla

members ironically resembled the young college folk singers who depoliticized
American folk music.

They came from middle-class families and took for granted

their familiarity with American culture.

They also claimed their freedom to interpret

songs for their own purposes and disregarded the American context and origin of folk
music.
At the sing-in, the Folk Guerrillas sang songs by American and Japanese folk
singers to build a community with ordinary citizens.

A reporter from weekly magazine

Shukan Sankei wrote that people had lively discussions on various issues at the sing-in:
I went out there in early May. As soon as I got out of the ticket gates at the station,
I heard people singing. Nearly a thousand people sat around Mr. Gorilla and Mr. I.
to sing. Among such songs as the “Riot Police Blues” and “Let’s Join the Self
Defense Force” were short speeches. What I found most interesting was that there
were numerous small groups among the crowd who discussed seriously such issues
as what they could do to get Okinawa back, the issue of political parties and
ordinary citizens, the problem of an organization… -- all problems that can’t be
solved easily… My first impression was that people want to talk to each other.
35

Shinobu Yoshioka, ed., Foku Gerira towa Nani mono ka [Who Are the Folk
Guerrillas] (Tokyo: Jiyu Kokumin-sha, 1970).
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Businessmen, factory workers, owners of small stores, all met for the first time, and
were eager to have a discussion. 36
Takaishi’s version of “Jukensei Blues” provided the music for the “Riot Police Blues,”
which detailed the miserable life of a riot police member who, just like the jukensei, had
to wake up every morning sleep deprived to go to work while other young people were
having a good time. 37

Folk singer Wataru Takada had composed “Let’s Join the Self

Defense Force,” a mock recruitment song criticizing the remilitarization of Japan, based
on the tune of “I Want to Go to Andorra” by Reynolds and Seeger. 38

As Konaka

observed, audiences from different backgrounds sang folk songs and joined discussions.
While some people attended the sing-in to discuss politics, others went for
recreational purposes.

When Konaka went to another sing-in a week later, a young

man in the audience stated that he worked six days a week in a factory looking forward
to attending the Folk Guerrilla sing-in every Saturday. He was indignant when Konaka
asked him whether singing protest songs would bring about an actual change and
improvement.

36

This factory worker felt that such a question would only spoil his “only

Yotaro Konaka, “Shinjuku Nishiguchi Hiroba ni Moeta Foku Gerira Shutsugen no
Shiso [The Thought Behind the Appearance of the Folk Guerrilla at the Concourse of
the West Exit of Shinjuku Station],” Shukan Sankei, 15 June 1973, 41-42.
37
“Kido-tai buruusu,” Foku Gerira hen purotesuto songu senshu [Anthology of Protest
Songs Edited by the Folk Guerrilla], reprinted in Foku Gerira to wa nanimono ka [Who
Were the Folk Guerrilla], ed. Shinobu Yoshioka (Tokyo: Jiyu kokumin sha, 1970), 252.
38
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pleasure” of singing after work for two hours. 39

While the Folk Guerrillas

successfully attracted a large audience who actively participated in discussion and
singing, individual members of the audience interpreted the event differently.
The young Guerrilla members regarded folk songs as an important tool to build
a community.

Suguru Hotta observed that music served as a catalyst to transform the

audience from “a crowd” into “a group with a purpose.” Hotta realized that although
the audiences initially came to the sing-in to enjoy music, they eventually regarded
music as subsidiary to politics.

He concluded that the political power of music was

limited to its role in transforming a crowd into a group with purpose. Another student
activist Shinnosuke Izu recalled that singing “We Shall Overcome” together with five
hundred people made him realize that “this was the true cry of humanity and that this
was what made folk song what it is.” 40

The Guerrilla members identified the unique

quality of folk songs as their power in fostering solidarity among the participants.
The members regarded American folk songs and singers as already familiar to
the Japanese and disregarded the music’s American roots and context. Hiroshi Oguro
identified Malvina Reynolds’ “It Isn’t Nice” as a “real” folk song without examining
39

Konaka, “Shinjuku Nishiguchi Hiroba ni Moeta Foku Gerira Shutsugen no Shiso,”
42.
40
Shinnnosuke Izu, “Kenji Chosho teki na Watashi no Kokuhaku [My Confession
Which Resembles Prosecutor Investigation],” in Foku Gerira to wa Nanimono ka,
101-102.
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whether this American folk song was relevant to the Japanese situation. He quoted the
Japanese lyrics for the song and remarked: “Yes, that grandma Malvina Reynolds is so
right! She tells the truth. 41

The Guerrilla members wrongly acknowledged certain

American folk songs as either anonymous or by a Japanese author in their songbook.
“What Did You Learn in School Today?” by Tom Paxton and “The Times They Are
A-Changing” by Bob Dylan were cited as “anonymous” while only the Japanese author
of the Japanese lyrics for “One Man’s Hand” by Alex Comfort was listed in the
songbook. 42

This showed that the Guerrilla members lacked an in-depth knowledge of

American folk music.
The Guerrilla members justified their disregard for the original contexts of folk
songs by asserting their freedom to interpret songs.

After debating how the Guerrilla

members could authentically sing folk songs, Oguro concluded: “The most important
thing in singing a folk song is to interpret for yourself what the song means and sing as
such, even if that may differ from the author’s intended meaning of the song.” 43
Another Guerrilla member Haruko Yamamoto also stressed the role of the performer in
defining folk music: “The point of folk songs is that they are different from popular

41

Hiroshi Oguro, “Fokubando kara Gaito e [From a Folk Band to the Street],” in Foku
Gerira to wa Nanimono ka, 83-84.
42
Yoshioka, Foku Gerira to wa nanimono ka, 214-215, 230, 246.
43
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songs; even if we sing the same song many times, we have to sing with new meanings
each time.” 44

By emphasizing the interpretation while deemphasizing the authors’

intention or contexts, the activists asserted their legitimacy to sing folk songs.
Coinciding with the decline in political activism in Japan after the unsuccessful
attempt to end the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty in 1970, underground folk music became
depoliticized again. Folk Report reduced its number of publications in 1971 and by
1972, the magazine degenerated into an inner-directed periodical with sporadic writings
on irrelevant topics and those that addressed a narrow folk music community.

For

example, the summer 1972 issue included an article that depicted personal details of
twenty Japanese folk singers written from an insider perspective, a sixteen-page article
on sex and contraception, and a two-page novel. 45

In the same issue, three music

critics lamented on this trend and identified commercialism as the force that ruined the
folk music movement and referred to Pete Seeger to support their claim.

They

believed that once folk singers became professional, they would lose the freedom to
express their views and be subject to capitalistic record companies who would sanitize
their music and deprive them of power. 46

44

Just as Japanese folk singers and political

Yamamoto, “Tatakau Onna Kisiruto sha,” 117.
Folk Report, Summer 1972, 2-5, 17-32, 86-87.
46
“Tokushu foku songu kai o kiru san nin no ongaku hyoronka foku o kataru” [special
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Tachi, The Reception of American Folk Singers

activists appropriated American folk songs and folk singers to address domestic issues
and build their career, critics also used American folk singers to analyze problems in the
Japanese folk music scene.
This paper demonstrated that during the underground folk period, Japanese folk
singers and political activists identified political idealism and anti-commercialism, as
opposed to cultural knowledge, as the qualities that made folk singers authentic.

Folk

singers appropriated American folk songs to address issues in Japan and wrote songs in
Japanese. Political activists ironically regarded American folk music and its Japanese
derivative as an appropriate medium through which to express their anti-American
sentiment.

The activists claimed their ownership of American folk music by

emphasizing the singers’ interpretation of songs rather than the original intention of the
writers.

Despite their antagonistic relationship, folk singers and political activists

shared the belief that folk songs were inherently political and that the Japanese were
participants in folk music who were free to use and arrange American folk songs to
serve their purposes.

Report, Summer 1972, 12.
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Re-localizing regional re-contextualization: Taiwan indigenous peoples as
Austronisian, Minority and Native peoples

Pasang Hsiao ＊

Shyaman Rameran ＊＊

Watan Talu ＊＊＊

Abstract

Taiwan indigenous peoples started to self-identify their social position as “the earliest host of Taiwan” in
recent 20 years. Therefore, from the “host’s” point of view, which region do Taiwan belong to？ Is it
“The Great China”, “South-East Asia”, “East Asia” or “West Pacific Ocean”？ How do they think
themselves related to and connected with their surroundings, Asia or Ocean, and, the World？ Nowadays,
They are experiencing contextual changes in different social-cultural context above all these questions.
Although Taiwan indigenous peoples have experienced Dutch, Span, Dynastic China, Japan, Modern
China exilian regime and its indigenized democratic transformed colonial dominion, but in pursuing
self-awareness autonomous de-colonization movement in the new era, inevitably correlated to many
efforts of kinds of “localization” within dominating mainstream environment and
social-economical-cultural context.
“Austronisian”, “Minority” and “Native” peoples are existing concepts of self-identification model of
Taiwan indigenous peoples’ regional, both social and spatial, position those are coexisting, competing and
cooperating with the others at present. Spatial positioning might reflect historical and social connection.
As so called “localization” is a process of construction of a kind of spatially imagination about “our own
place”. In this article, we try to investigate from the present situation to find out their regional
self-identified positioning and how they see the connection between themselves and the world through the
process of localization.
Through case study of Taiwan indigenous peoples’ self-identification concept and conceptual models,
especially the Tao people’s case, we find out that “localization” would be a “re-localization” in different
social-cultural context. On the other hand, “contextualization” would be a “re-contextualization” that
related to a certain kind of localization. These would be represented in spatially/socially imagination of a
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Alternative Landscape: The Hawaiian Cane Field and Japanese American
Female Immigrants in Kayo Hatta’s Picture Bride

Shih-yin Lin
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Abstract
This paper studies the landscape of the Hawaiian cane field in Kayo Hatta’s 1994
film Picture Bride. It argues that Kayo Hatta’s Picture Bride complicates the
meanings of the cane field and turns the landscape into an alternative space for
Japanese American female immigrants. On the one hand, the film depicts the
Japanese American female immigrants’ difficult situations in the sugarcane
plantation, as they are subordinated to both the capitalist planters and the Japanese
American male immigrants. On the other hand, the film opens up the possibilities for
Japanese American female immigrants to negotiate with the landscape and shows
how the arrival of these women transforms our understanding of the cane field.
Hatta’s Picture Bride recognizes the presence of Japanese American female
immigrants and their active participation in the growth of Japanese American
cultures. Therefore, the film can be regarded as Hatta’s tribute to the Japanese
American women who made their journey to Hawaii.

Keywords
Kayo Hatta, Picture Bride, picture bride, Japanese American female immigrants,
landscape, the cane field in Hawaii
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Problematics of Transnational Feminism for Korean Women
This paper attempts to bring into questions the ahistorical approaches of transnational
feminism toward the post-colonial/inter-national issues, and their (un)conscious erasure,
distortion, and/or appropriations of local pasts, followed by the consequent re-colonization of
the formerly colonized nations’ culture and academia. In doing so this paper analyzes, as an
example, American playwright Lavonne Mueller’s Hotel Splendid and its recent staging in
Title:

Seoul, Korea.
Mueller’s play deals with the Korean memories of the Japanese colonization of the
East Asian territories in the early twentieth century, with particular emphasis on those of
“comfort women,” who were exploited as sex slaves during the Second World War under the
systematic control of the Japanese Imperial Army. Looking into what Koreans could only
look back in anger, pain and guilt, Mueller claims that she would dig into, rescue and
reconstruct the lost/repressed memories of the colonized Korea, basically searching for a solid
sisterly bond among women. Staging brutal rapes of four Korean teenagers out of estimated
200,000 comfort women during World War II, Mueller thus states: “This play is a testament
to part of Korea’s painful history” and “I felt it was necessary to do so [to write about the
Korean history] in homage to all women who have been the spoils of war.”
Mueller’s Hotel Splendid was performed by Theatre Choin in the main hall of the
Arko Arts Theatre in May 2008, entered into competition for the 29th Seoul Theatre Festival
award, and was warmly received by the Korean media and higher academic institutions, in
part due to the aggressive promotion of the Choin company. Unavoidable questions were still
left, however. Can/should/how much we, Korean women, agree with transnational rebuilding
of our colonial experiences as women at the expense of our national identity and cultural
difference? Would it be an overstatement to wonder if we are still being colonized and
exploited; bartered on stage with our ravished bodies displayed for a transnational audience’s
pleasure? This paper is an attempt to answer those uncomfortable questions.
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Public action has definitely become more vocal Sandrine Rui’s observation (2004, 18)
underlines the reality that, for twenty years now, there has been a trend towards inclusion of
ordinary citizens and a spreading out of deliberation procedures1 within the governance process.
Thus, as a result of legislative action, we are witnessing the multiplication of “public
consultations,” “advisory panels” and even “neighbourhood consultations” (and this is not an
exhaustive list …). This phenomenon has given rise to numerous studies reflecting two types of
concerns—bearing on governance and public policies, and relating to participation and collective
action—borrowing, at the same time, from the fields of public administration, and theory and
political sociology (Blondiaux, 2004).
Studies in public administration analyze the consequences for governability and the
decisional process of introducing new participatory bodies (Jouve and Booth, 2004). In so doing,
the research brings together work begun in philosophy and political theory. This work, mostly
centered around notions of deliberation and public space, reflects on the development of a new
democratic vocabulary (for example, Habermas, 1997; Drizeck, 2000; and Cohen, 1996). It is a
question of knowing whether contemporary transformations signify a change in representative
democracy’s elitist nature and the advent of a more participatory democracy or whether they are
rather the expression of new forms of political mediation and selection of the representatives
(Manin, 2002). Much of this research, at the juncture of philosophy and political science, displays a
marked empirical concern (Blondiaux and Sintomer, 2002). Thus, it has furthered consideration of
local democracy, with the authors distinguishing particularly between grassroots democracy,
especially consultative democracy, and a participatory democracy where citizens have accrued
decision-making capability. Finally, studies in political sociology are concerned with a possible
institutionalization of social movements (Hamel, 2004).
Beyond the diversity of objectives and perspectives, the different arguments authors
advance may be roughly grouped into three categories. According to the advocates of the new
participatory bodies approach, these represent a means for citizens to make their views known and
influence decision-making. Therefore, they encourage popular mobilization and political interest
(for example, Abers, 2000; Baiocchi 2003a; and Sabel et al., 2000). However, other authors remain
more cautious in reminding people that consultation is not the same as decision-making (Fourniau,
2004). Finally, the harshest critics wonder whether the new means of participation might not
instead serve as a “sophisticated screen” for powerful elites to preserve “reproduction and the
social status quo”(Blondiaux and Sintomer, 2002: 33;2 and Gundersen, 2000). This perspective was
especially developed within studies on social movements which, reformulating the criticisms of
Piven and Cloward (1977), fear that such bodies will inhibit collective action (for example, Blatrix,
2002; and Kriesi and Wisler, 1996). Our remarks are primarily situated in this latter context.
Recent studies have, indeed, stressed the necessity of according greater importance to the
political context and the mode of governance in which these participatory bodies find themselves,
or facing the risk of favouring functionalist or normative perspectives (Hamel, 2004). This research
takes into consideration the configurations of power, therefore the relationships between groups in
civil society and political authorities, before the establishment of new participatory bodies. It is not
merely a question of knowing whether these inhibit collective action and favour more conventional
participation but also of determining which factors influence the drift of the changes observed.
Consideration of the relationship between collective action, social movements and participatory
bodies is, thus, expanded to a broader exploration of transformations in governance and the
1
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contribution of social movements and participatory bodies to these mutations (Bacqué et al., 2005;
and Lafaye, 2001).
Doubtless, this explains why one of the most successful (because it is more systematic)
contributions to this reflection does not come from theoreticians of social movements but rather
from research on “democratic innovation” and “transformations in democracy” through the work of
Fung and Wright on EDD (Empowered Deliberative Democracy). These authors’ ambitions are
both theoretical and political. Observing the erosion of democratic vitality and “the apparent
decline in the effectiveness of democratic institutions,” Fung and Wright intend to offer a different
response than that of merely limiting state activities and ultimately politics (2001, 5). While they do
not deny the need to transform governance, this is not reduced to a vision “of the least possible
state.” Their usage of the term (which we adopt here), stripped of its earlier normative foundation,
designates a type of power relationship between actors and certain institutional modalities. Their
objective is to develop strategies to transform representative democracy that can advance the values
of social justice and individual liberty (combined with popular control of collective decisions)
(2001). It is from this perspective that they forge the Empowered Deliberative Democracy model
and, at the same time, develop a research agenda (2005). The intent behind this model is to
determine the conditions, know the institutional modalities and power relationships, favouring the
establishment of a more participatory democracy. Thus, Fung and Wright (2005) formalize the link
between a type of governance (itself characterized by particular stakeholders) and the influence of
participatory bodies within a political space. A “more participatory” form of governance would
involve specific stakeholders, different from the “antagonistic” stakeholders (social movements,
and pressure groups) characterizing traditional public spaces. Social movements, poorly adapted to
these mechanisms, may hinder, rather than facilitate, the good functioning of participatory bodies.
In this article, we would like to participate in setting the current agenda, in emphasizing that
more participatory governance cannot always forgo antagonistic stakeholders and, thus, social
movements. Characteristics attributed to stakeholders unique to new participatory bodies could, in
our opinion, favour a strategy of co-optation harmful to the practices of participatory democracy.
We will delve further into this issue based on a study of two groups of citizens, the neighbourhood
committee of St. André in Marseille (CIQ) and the citizens’ committee of St. Sauveur in Québec
City (CCQSS), both confronted with new participatory bodies.
Such a discussion allows us first to reformulate certain debates concerning relationships
between participatory bodies and social movements and to insist on the fact that, in certain
contexts, the transformation of the governance expected of the former proves difficult, indeed
impossible, without the latter. This consideration of the place of social movements in the process of
transforming democracy raises questions about the very relevance of the conflict in new emerging
democratic spaces.
Thus, it is hardly astounding that a significant proportion of the criticisms of Fung and
Wright (and, more generally, the scholars of participative democracy) come not from liberal or
conservative theoreticians, but from those who have made of conflict the core of their reflection,
that is, the left itself (Beaumont and Nicholls, 2008). Indeed, they question whether participatory
approaches, in pushing the conflict outside the public space, are not favouring an adaptation to the
requirements of an increasingly aggressive neoliberal agenda (for example, Rose, 1999; and Raco
and Imrie, 2000). This criticism evokes a wider theoretical debate on conceptions of democracy,
between a moral vision (Habermas, 1997; and Rawls, 1971) and an antagonistic view of politics
(Mouffe, 2000). In this debate, halfway between sociology and political philosophy, one of the
advantages of Fung and Wright (2005, 77) is reminding us that the viewpoints brought up are based
more on conceptions of politics, indeed even “of intuitions,” than on a genuine body of empirical
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knowledge. Their vantage works not only to synthesize knowledge but also to further debates on
the foundations of democracy.
Ours is a five-step process. After reviewing the observations of Fung and Wright (I) and
justifying the choice of our field research areas and methodology (II), we analyze the influence of
new participatory bodies on the actions of the two committees (III and IV). The findings lead to a
discussion of the theses of Fung and Wright (V). To conclude, we consider the role of conflict
within the new participatory bodies.
I. Governance and stakeholders: the analyses of Fung and Wright
Stakeholders are defined by Fung and Wright (2005: 51) as a series of “mechanisms capable of
weakening, indeed neutralizing, the power and political prerogatives of normally dominant social
actors.” Thus, the term comes back to “interest groups, legal crusades, and social movements.”
According to the level of the stakeholders and the management style of institutions of governance,
the American authors distinguish four types of governance presented in the following table (2005,
55-57):
TABLE 1
FOUR SYSTEMS OF GOVERNANCE

Institutions
of
governance

Vertical
hierarchical
management
Participatory
Deliberation

Degree of stakeholders
Weak
Square 1.
Seizure of subsystems of
government
Square 3.
Co-optation and simulation
of participation

Strong
Square 2.
Antagonistic pluralism
Square 4.
Distribution of power and
participatory governance

Vertical and hierarchical governance (line 1) accentuates divergences rather than
similarities amongst social groups. Marked by a conflictual process, it is characterized by
antagonistic stakeholders and based on the logic of confrontation and negotiation. Social
movements and pressure groups constitute forms of antagonistic stakeholders. Participatory
governance (line 2) has as its goal the promotion of a decision-making style and problem resolution
based on cooperation and social actors’ good will. It attempts to broaden the spectre of actors
associated with decision-making and to arrive at an agreement amongst divergent interests through
discussion. Regardless of the type of governance, weak or absent stakeholders incur the ascendancy
of already well established powers in civil society. In the case of hierarchical governance, the
weakness of stakeholders encourages an alliance between political representatives and dominant
groups also labelled “seizure by governmental subsystems” (Square 1). Within participatory
governance, such stakeholders lead to the derailing of participatory bodies which, taken over by the
established powerful body, then encourage the logic of co-optation (Case 3). Only the presence of
substantial stakeholders can remedy the imbalances in the public space, where groups and actors
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with varying resources and competencies confront each other, and create the conditions for the
equitable consideration of participatory governance that is needed (Case 4).
However, the emergence of genuine participatory bodies necessitates specific stakeholders
that distinguish themselves from “antagonistic stakeholders.” The strategies of opposition and
recourse to force presuppose that the latter could, indeed, place public deliberation in peril.
Therefore, this would make demands from particular stakeholders concerning the level at which
they act (local rather than national), their organizational competencies (resolution of problems and
establishment of projects rather than mobilization and pressure), and finally their cognitive and
interpretative frameworks (flexibility and complexity rather than demonization of the adversary and
a Manichean division of the world). These different characteristics explain that the two types of
stakeholders cannot easily be substituted for each other and that antagonistic stakeholders cannot be
redeployed in the service of a deliberative dynamic. Moreover, Fung and Wright stress that
antagonistic organizations may be hostile to bodies supposed to implement participatory
governance to a greater extent because they are motivated by a concern with preserving their
positions within the system. Finally, they note that the existence and vigour of stakeholders likely
to favour participatory governance are not related to a type of institutional engineering: “the
sources of deliberative stakeholders may be explained by other factors than the profile of
participatory institutions themselves” (Fung and Wright, 2005: 58).
The previous remarks may be summarized in four propositions (Fung and Wright, 2005):
a) More participatory governance requires substantial stakeholders.
b) These stakeholders differ from antagonistic stakeholders. They require specific characteristics
including local action and organization, and a cognitive framework based on cooperation.
c) Participatory and antagonistic stakeholders cannot readily replace each other. Thus, a
stakeholder that emerged in an adversarial context would have difficulty being effective when
dealing with participatory bodies.
d) The sources of deliberative stakeholders can be explained by other factors than the profile of
participatory institutions themselves.
We will discuss these propositions based on two cases of citizens’ committees, one in
Marseille, and the other in Québec City.
II. Research fields and methodology
Our finding, based on an international comparison of France (Marseille) and Canada (Québec City)
and drawing upon a theory developed by two Americans, implicitly raise the question of the
transposition of theoretical frameworks and the “tower of Babel of concepts” denounced in his time
by Sartori (1987). Here, we would only stress that, of the five cases that served to develop the
EDD, two come from Brazil (the participatory budget of Porto Alegre) and India (the reform of
Panchayat in Kerala) (Fung and Wright, 2003: Chapters 2 and 3). Furthermore, beyond different
national situations, the same requirements of more participatory governance are found in the North,
as well as the South (Gaventa, 2004). Finally, certain studies tend to show that, paradoxically, it is
perhaps where the state functions rather poorly that the extent of reform required favours the
emergence of participatory democracy, at least when it may count on popular mobilization (Bacqué
et al., 2005: 297). Beyond these empirical observations, it is vital to recall that, faced with an array
of measures in geographical zones extending beyond the limits of northern democracies, the issue
of the EDD is, first and foremost, theoretical. Its goal is to determine the political and social
conditions that might favour the emergence of a more participatory democracy. (Such is the
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objective of the agenda). It is this ambition, essential to clarifying the notion of participatory
democracy, that makes the comparison necessary. The latter always holds risks (every social fact
has repercussions) but it allows us to comment on whether or not the models are transferable and
this is where the EDD proves useful.
The choice of Marseille and Québec City satisfied our research objectives in a number of
respects. Between 1990 and 2000, both were marked by the emergence of new measures of public
participation. In Marseille, following the Paris Lyon Marseille Law of 1982, the Committees
d’initiative (literally “initiative committees”) and Committees de consultation d’arrondissement
(CICA- committees for neighbourhood consultation) were established, though they only really
began to function in 1996. To these were added procedures for consultation foreseen in the
adoption of a new plan d’occupation des sols (POS-plan for land use) that extended from 1997 to
2000. In Québec, the pilot project of neighbourhood councils (CQs) started in 1993, and it was in
1996 that a neighbourhood council was established in St. Sauveur. These bodies, sharing the
ambition to bring elected representatives and association or citizen representatives together in a
fixed structure,3 gave rise in both Marseille and Québec, to lively and contradictory reactions from
local groups, particularly citizens’ groups. The latter, arising from civil society, wanted to
encourage people’s participation in the public sphere, and have their rights and interests
acknowledged. The committee d’intérêt de quartier Saint-André (CIQ) and the citizens’ committee
of St. Sauveur (CCQSS) were directly concerned with the emergence of new participatory bodies,
whether it was a matter of sharing their geographical space with a new institutional actor which,
amongst other things, had similar objectives to theirs (the CICA and CQ), or whether they had to
submit to new participatory procedures in the course of their activities (the POS). The two groups
have long been settled in their territory, this history partly explaining why they constituted a
popular form of expression of citizens’ demands and occupied a preponderant role in municipal life
in Marseille and Québec City (Donzel 2000; and Hulbert, 1994). Since they are very involved at
the heart of local governance or in urban struggles in their neighbourhoods, these groups act like
stakeholders.
Comparison of the Marseille and Québec committees is especially productive since each
constitutes a particular type of stakeholder in a different system of local governance. In Marseille,
the relatively weak stakeholders have suffered from the city’s longstanding clientalist style of
management (Mattina, 2007). Citizens’ committees played a predominant role in this, although
they are now attempting to free themselves from the city’s guardianship (Donzel, 2000). In certain
respects, these groups, that prefer negotiation and cooperation with political bodies, have some of
the characteristics of stakeholders more appropriate to deliberation. The citizens’ committees of St.
Sauveur belong to the Quebec third sector. Thus, unlike the Marseille committees, they have access
to funding from public authorities. While their contribution to the social movement is debatable
(Dufour, 2005; White, 2001, Piotte, 1987), they did, nonetheless, take part in the urban struggles of
the 1970s and their relations with the municipality were conflict-ridden (Ezop-Québec, 1981). The
type of stakeholder that they exercise within the system of local governance, clearly different from
that of organizations in Marseille, could be compared to that of “antagonistic” organizations
(Patsias and Patsias, 2006; and Breux, 2007). Therefore, this joint examination of Marseille and
Québec will allow us to further the discussion begun by Fung and Wright on the characteristics and
role of stakeholders in the functioning of new participatory bodies.
In order to assess the influence of participatory bodies on citizens’ committees, we have
chosen to draw upon the repertory of collective group action (Tilly, 1986), ending with an analysis
3
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of their speeches and objectives, over the period from 1990 to 2004. Opening the analysis in this
way to a period prior to the creation of the participatory bodies under examination allows us to
better apprehend the evolution of the range of collective activities and influence of participatory
bodies in that respect. In Marseille, the analysis benefited from investigations between 1994 and
2004. In Québec, investigation on the ground extended from the end of the 1990s up until 2004.
Over these periods, we favoured participant observation in the two committees and attended
various group activities. The meetings of the CIQ were weekly (every Wednesday evening). The
CICA met monthly on specific topics. We participated in meetings on the POS and urban
management. Aside from regular assemblies, we also went to ad hoc meetings organized by the
district office or city hall on the POS (three meetings). With participant observation only starting in
1994 in Marseille and 1997 in Québec, we completed our analysis for the periods 1990-1994 and
1990-1997 with an examination of the groups’ archives, and internal documents (pamphlets and
committee newsletters). To this, were added interviews with regular participants of each of the
committees.
III The evolution of the CIQ’s and CCQSS’s collective action from 1990-2004: what influence
do the new participatory bodies have?
The table below displays the evolution of the range of collective activities of the two groups from
1990 to 2004. We examined the recurrence of each type of action respectively before and after the
establishment of participatory bodies.
TABLE 2
EVOLUTION OF COLLECTIVE ACTION OF THE CIQ AND OF THE CCQSS (1990-2004)
Type of collective
action

Examples
CIQ

Defence of general -Requests for
neighbourhood
neighbourhood
interests
planning (parking,
sewer installations,
and restoration of
the church square)
-Safety issues
Tendency to turn
to elected officials
of the riding to
put pressure on
the municipality

Frequency
CCQSS

CIQ
Before
NPB

After
NPB

CCQSS
Before After
NPB
NPB

-Neighbourhood bus
routes
-Improvements in
prostitutes’ living
conditions

+

↔

+

↔

+

↔

-

↔

-Safety and poverty
issues

-Demands to control
the gypsy camp
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Marked
predilection for
authorized
gatherings to air
grievances and
demands

-Annual
neighbourhood
party with some
elected officials
present

-Flower festival
(spring)

Meetings with
political
representatives

-Requests for
housing,
POS

-Housing policy

Use of relatively
independent
actions to which
the political
authorities rarely,
if ever, have
recourse

-Demonstrations
against the change
in the POS

-Anti-poverty march

Deliberative
organization of
assemblies
responsible for
articulating
demands

-Opposition to the
POS

Action in locations -Demonstration
most likely to
against the revised
attract attention
POS across from the
Villa Corniche,
location of the
signing of the
opening of a public
inquiry

+

+

↔

-

↔

↑

-

↑

↑

+

↔

-

↑

+

↔

-

↑

+

↔

-March during the
“Alternative
People’s Summit” of 2001
-Housing policy

-Demand for more
social housing in
front of the federal
and provincial
legislatures

- Absence or rarity
+ Admitted use that is more than occasional
↑ Increase
↔ Stability
NPB: New Participatory Body
CIQ: Committee d’intérêt de quartier Saint-André: [St. André Neighbourhood Committee]
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CCQSS: Committee de citizens du quartier Saint-Sauveur [St. Sauveur Neighbourhood Citizens’
Committee]
[Following Tilly, 1986: 544; and Patsias, 2003]
As this table shows, an initial cluster of demands from the committee d’intérêt de quartier
Saint-André (CIQ- neighbourhood committee) concerns primarily a request for services: an
increase in the number of parking spaces, restoration of the church square, and the installation of a
complete sewer system. Moreover, most of the issues recur over the entire fourteen years, when
their resolution is not protracted, as with the renovation of the roadway over the entire period.
Some of the other actions concerned the defence of the neighbourhood’s general interests, whether
concerning a request for reclassification of low-rent buildings or security improvements.
Participant observation, like consultation of group archives, again displays the failure to respond to
demands. For example, the gypsy camp on the edge of the neighbourhood, according to the
residents a marked source of problems, was the subject of many complaints between 1990 and
2004. Behind these requests, lies a struggle over the distribution of resources between northern
neighbourhoods (poorer, of which St. André is one) and southern (more affluent) neighbourhoods.
However, the underlying discourse has remained limited to a demand for rights advocacy, and has
not expanded to a demand for social change (Patsias 2003). The type of action, like institutional
lobbying, remains the same. The group favours pressure on locally elected representatives; this may
take the form of petitions or letters addressed to the municipality. Most often, the pressure is
exerted during direct encounters with political representatives in the offices of municipal
authorities or during neighbourhood events. The table shows a strong predilection for the latter and
neighbourhood meetings that bring together residents and elected officials, while demonstrations
account for the balance of collective action. Between 1996 and 2004, the CIQ participated in three
demonstrations (for better traffic management, and against problems of water run-off ok and
revision of the land use plan (the POS)). The minutes between 1990 and 1996 indicate no other
demonstrations and show that, in 1994, the group even refused to join in the occupation of offices
organized by a CIQ neighbour.
Contrary to what the Fung and Wright analysis might lead us to believe, the establishment
of initiative and consultation committees (CICAs) in Marseille does not transform the CIQ’s
structure of collective action. Certainly, these bodies that bring together representatives of local
associations and municipal elected officials offer the CIQ additional opportunities to meet with
political figures and increase their activities. However, they take on traditional Marseille forms of
consultation between representatives of civil society and public authorities, based on clientelist
relations and negotiation. Furthermore, the actors are more or less the same as those in other
neighbourhood assemblies.
Although the CICAs have not brought about changes in local actors’ practices, they have
elicited some ambiguous reactions from them. Indeed, perusal of the CIQ newsletters shows that
participation in the CICA experience has raised some suspicion. In the June 22, 1998 issue of the
Journal des CIQ du Bassin de Séon (8), the Riaux committee (adjoining the St. André CIQ) leaders
write: “…And so, Mister Mayor, there is this determination to favour the CICAs who are rather for
the associations. We got along very well without this institution. Up to now, the CIQs have
managed pretty well since they are less secretive and more convivial. They are the real
representatives of the population.” These sentiments express the fear of a rivalry between
neighbourhood committees and CICAs in their legitimate representation of the population.
Paradoxically, the Vaillant Bill of 2002 that replaces the CICAs with neighbourhood councils
(CQs) silenced local dissension in raising a general hostility to the reform. The transcripts of the
9
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Senate debates on the adoption of this law reveals elected officials’ attempts to modify the
legislative text so as to not replace, in Marseille, the CICAs by neighbourhood councils, the former
having been simply rebaptized “neighbourhood CICAs.”4 These requests to maintain the CICAs in
place of neighbourhood councils underscore how much certain elected representatives hope to
combine the new measures with the old ones in order to, according to Baggioni et al. (2004), 5
preserve the customary network loyalties. These demands were, however, supported by the CIQs
that organized a demonstration against the bill. Indeed, for the committees, the CICAs which
recognize their role are worth more than new bodies which make their future more uncertain.
Furthermore, the future neighbourhood councils are seen as an attempt from the centre to contain
pressure groups (Journal du Bassin de Séon, June 2002: 12). There is the same interest in
maintaining a system of sharing power that cements the alliance amongst local actors.
The table shows several reorientations in the nature of the committee’s collective action
following the revision process of the plan for land use (POS). On the side of the public debate, this
gave rise to two demonstrations marking the opposition of local groups to the announced revision.
The interests defended here remain unchanged. The POS directly questions the place of northern
neighbourhoods in the city of Marseille and the development of disadvantaged neighbourhoods.
Mobilization is also helped by a local political context characterized by rivalries between the
district office and main city hall. A final element explains this choice of action. Discussions
foreseen in the context of the POS have a consultative character and, therefore, the opinion
formulated by the citizens does not influence the decisional process. In such an institutional context
that does not guarantee that citizens’ voices will be heard, collective action remains the ultimate
means to weigh in on the negotiations from the outside.
Nevertheless, these changes following the POS remain side issues and do not signify a
profound modification of the use of the range of CIQ collective activities. At most, these constitute
a few small shifts. In the Marseille framework, collective action is a mechanism to denounce the
consultative character of debates on the POS. It does not extend to other matters. Demonstrations
against the adoption of the Vaillant Bill, far from expressing defiance of the authorities, illustrate
the alliance between local actors fighting for the continuance of a mode of governing. What is
important is rather the persistence of a repertory of sponsored collective communal action,
reflecting the predominance of encounters and meetings with elected officials (Tilly, 1986: 544).
The range of collective activities of the St. Sauveur neighbourhood committee (CCQSS)
also confirms the stability of Québec City group practices that are no more transformed than
previously by the setting up of neighbourhood councils. This repertory is, nonetheless, very
different from that of its counterpart in Marseille and attests to different relationships with political
officials. Protest actions occupy a preponderant place there, being both local and national. The
recurrence of certain amongst them that mark the range of activities of the CCQSS over the entire
period underscores the unchanging nature of the issues at play. Thus, the CCQSS participates in a
recurrent fashion, alongside other community groups, in demonstrations in favour of a reinvestment
of the federal government in social housing or even in the fight against poverty in Québec. The
redundant occurance of mobilization, both at the provincial and national level, makes protest within
the CCQSS seem almost routine. This routinization of non conventional political action, moreover,
has an effect on the legitimacy of this mode of action within the group. However, recourse to
protest actions also presents exceptional opportunities related to a new political situation. For
example in 2001, the CCQSS took part, alongside antiglobalization activists, in the anti4
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globalization march closing the “Alternative People’s Summit” of Québec (Patsias, 2003). Use of
this form of action was not, though, exclusive of other, more conventional activities, such as the
submission of briefs or encounters with elected local officials or Members of Parliament. Similarly,
this does not indicate a refusal to engage in any negotiation or cooperation with public bodies,
particularly at the local level. Thus, the CCQSS collaborated in the housing policy of the City of
Québec in 2000, and the development of a master plan for the neighbourhood in 2002. Archival
analysis indicates that the group kept shifting throughout the period of the investigation between a
conventional approach and protest activities. This range of collective activities, more extensive
than that of Marseille, indicates interests and a scope of action beyond the local level. The actions
of the CCQSS are in the name of a struggle for social change and the “consciousness raising” of the
working class beyond a mere affirmation of citizenship and the defence of rights (Tremblay, 1987).
Paradoxically, despite this more pronounced protest dimension, the neighbourhood councils
(CQ) did not give rise to the same opposition as in Marseille. On the contrary, the CCQSS
supported the creation of these bodies that joined in their commitment to a more participatory
democracy. In 2000, favourable to the social housing policy approved by the municipality, the
group collaborated with the neighbourhood council to present the project, organizing common
meetings on the theme. This cooperation does not indicate the absence of disquiet on the part of the
neighbourhood council whose committee leaders fear “too great proximity with municipal bodies.”6
Although they are less ready to concede it, the latter also worry about a possible confusion, indeed
competition between the two organizations (Le petit Potin, Nov. 2000). Thus, the CCQSS
determined to maintain precedence over organization of any commun activity and to hold its own
information meetings on the policy. Finally, the support of the CCQSS for the neighbourhood
council did not lead to a modification of its actions on other issues. The investigation highlighted
the fact that protest activities in favour of the struggle against poverty or for social housing
continued at a very similar rhythm before and after the creation of neighbourhood councils. The
presence of the latter, therefore, did not demobilize the members of the CCQSS, or change the
routine of demonstrations. Indeed, group actions, both in Marseille and in Québec, have a more
general relationship with politics that the creation of new participatory bodies does not affect.
IV. Collective action and forms of relationships with politics within the CIQ and the CCQSS
As Tilly reminded us (1986: 560), “[Collective action] is directly and firmly linked to questions of
power.” It is certainly actors’ power relationships, and their interests, like the opportunities that
present themselves, that influence the modalities of collective action and affect the groups’ range of
activities. In return, changes in this range of activities may be considered a good indicator of
restructured governance. Thus, the stability of the two committees’ range of collective activities
underscores the fact that the establishment of participatory bodies little affects the modalities of
action and power relations of local actors who become involved in underlying political matrices.
In Marseille, the forms of collective action of the CIQ take place almost exclusively in a
communal context: above all, they consist of mediation with the local powers to express complaints
or resolve problems. Collective protest activity is seen only as a last resort, justifiable solely in
exceptional situations. Such a form of action is left-over from the former clientalism that had a
longstanding effect on local political actors’ practices and conceptions of politics (Donzel, 2000).
In the Marseille system where the patronage dimension, while in decline, remains strong, collective
6
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action is relatively costly. In raising competition amongst those claiming its favours, such a system
renders mobilization more difficult. In addition, it is not certain that it will prove effective. Indeed,
this system is relatively unreceptive to an overt ideological dimension which can be problematic for
negotiations and the establishment of a friendly rapport as the basis for clientalist relations.
Moreover, it is not a coincidence if, at their creation, the committees declared their apolitical nature
(Art.10 of the confederation statutes).7 A “neutral policy,” at least officially, is better suited to
interpersonal relations that focuse on the actors’ personality and their capacity to establish ties,
rather than their ideological orientations (Sawicki and Bricquet, 1998). It paves the way for
cooperation with those in power. Paradoxically, with the rise of political cynicism and the
discrediting of some of the political class, the CIQ’s claim of apoliticism also indicates a
willingness to free itself from local power and reiterate a commitment to serve all residents of the
neighbourhood.8 Therefore, Marseille clientalism transmitted an ambiguous political legacy that
explains both a suspicion of the local political environment and a hostility to protest activities, in
favour of negotiation.
In Québec, the type of action in the St. Saveur citizens’ committee (CCQSS) is more
independent. Rather than working with those in power, the actors express themselves in their own
way, leaving considerable room for protest. This form of action stems from the group’s origins.
The CCQSS was created from urban struggle. Thus, the conflict dimension has been present from
the outset. Autonomous community commitment also carries with it a plan for social change that
makes political action necessary. Rejecting politics would, in some way, restrict the CCQSS to
social action within civil society and raise questions about the individual commitments of the
group. This overtly political nature does not eliminate a suspicion of politics but, unlike the CIQ,
this mistrust is directed towards the state and not the political environment per se. This
apprehension is revealing of relations between autonomous community groups and the state. On
one hand, they demand recognition of their role in society, as well as financial support, and, on the
other, they fear being taken over and losing their autonomy (White, 2001). The independent
community milieu’s concern about the state clarifies the practices of the CCQSS, for which
collaboration with those in power is certainly possible, but has to be discussed on a case by case
basis. The affiliation of the community milieu alone does not allow us to comprehend the
characteristics of the range of action of the CCQSS, which is also due to the specificities of local
governance. From the 1970s on, the Québec capital was marked by urban struggles opposing local
community groups, including the CCQSS, to the Parti civique then in power (Ezop-Québec, 1981).
The former, who reproach the latter for remodelling the urban landscape in favour of promoters and
a clientalist management of the city, supported the creation of a new political party with a more
progressive approach, the “Rassemblement populaire pour la ville de Québec” (RPQ). More than
others, the CCQSS that shares the activist network of the RPQ, worked to establish the party in
working class areas of the city. Coming to power in1989, the RPQ transformed the forms of local
governance by limiting clientalism and creating elements of a more participatory democracy,
including neighbourhood councils. The plan for the latter had already been developed during the
years in opposition in collaboration with certain members of the citizens’ committee (Bherer,
2006). This historical perspective clarifies the CCQSS support for neighbourhood councils, as well
as the originality of the committee’s range of activities, alternating between cooperation and
conflict with the political bodies.
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For each of the groups studied, we see the form of action remains especially determined by
former political transaction practices and is not transformed by new participatory bodies. How may
we explain the durability of former political practices in very different contexts? Answering this
question leads to a discussion of the claims of Fung and Wright on links between stakeholders and
participatory bodies (2005, 2003 and 2001).
V. Stakeholders and new participatory bodies: discussion of the claims of Fung and Wright
It is difficult to generalize from the investigation of Marseille and Québec citizens’ committees.
(Moreover, such is not our intention.) However, this does furnish arguments for a discussion of the
propositions (previously referred to as a, b, c, and d) of Fung and Wright (2005, 2003 and 2001).
Proposition a): more participatory governance requires substantial stakeholders
The CIQ and CCQSS examples confirm the theses of Fung and Wright. While clientalism in
Marseille ensures social regulation through a redistribution of resources, it weakens the
stakeholders exercised by the various organizations of civil society (Briquet and Savicki, 1998; and
Mattina, 2007). As envisaged by the American authors, and though in certain respects, in the case
of Marseille, the participatory bodies may obtain new resources for local groups, they fail to
transform power relationships between actors and are instead used by the latter to reproduce the
former systems of functioning. Governance in Marseille corresponds to Case 3 of Table 1, a system
where, in the absence of substantial stakeholders, participatory bodies are co-opted.
The Québec experience, on the other hand, serves to confirm the previous observations. The
governing system in Québec corresponds to Type 4 in Table 1, characterized by a dispersal of
power and more participatory governance (Bherer, 2006). Thus, the participatory bodies have done
well, as Fung and Wright foresaw, in a political context distinguished by strong stakeholders and a
well established tradition of activism.
Proposition b): The sources and forms of stakeholder most favourable to participatory bodies
are generally very different from those of stakeholders deemed confrontational. They display
specific characteristics, local activities and organization, and a cognitive framework based
largely on cooperation.
Our investigation leads us to qualify the previous proposition. Indeed, the type of stakeholder
exercised by the CIQ presents certain characteristics appropriate for participatory bodies: the local
scale of action, and strategies and cognitive contexts favouring cooperation rather than
confrontation. In Marseille, far from encouraging a more participatory governance, these two
elements facilitated the appropriation of these bodies by the clientalist system. We shall examine
the influence of each.
-Local scale of action and proximity
The local scale of action of participatory bodies rests on a logic of proximity that can only favour
clientalism. In such a system, relations between the group and political authorities are based on an
exchange of mutual service and ressources. Personal connections allow for the “greasing of the
wheels” of this exchange (through facilitating dialogue and masking its bargaining dimension).
While clientalism, relying on personal relations amongst actors, does not suffer from a lack of
proximity, a shortage of accountability and openness of the political system to outsiders are
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problematic (Hagopian, 1996, and Sawicki and Bricquet, 1998). New participatory bodies, which
do not alter the sharing of power, can only reinforce the logic of established networks.
-Strategies of action and a cognitive framework of cooperation
The choice of a discourse anchored in the rhetoric of citizenship and of an apolitical identity fosters
a range of collective activities and a type of cognitive framework and perception of injustice
(Benford and Snow, 2000) that goes beyond the Manichean opposition characteristic of
“confrontational” stakeholders and favours cooperation with the authorities. However, contrary to
the hypotheses of Fung and Wright, such a cognitive framework solidifies the clientalism of
Marseille. Discussions based on cooperation between the CIQ and political authorities are rooted in
the practices of clientalism. The CIQ, very familiar with the local situation, is a preferred
interlocutor for the municipality but this group competence is insufficient to change the existing
balance of power and the logic of bargaining, to such an extent that the system’s weak
receptiveness to confrontation, along with a great capacity to integrate opponents, leads to a
marginalization of the social movement. In Marseille, the stakeholders’ characteristics of
cooperation foster and help to preserve it.
This “good cohabitation” between participatory bodies and political authorities may lead the
latter to promote the establishment of the former. Not only do these bodies pose little risk of
change, but local elected representatives may hope to benefit from the democratic effects attributed
to them (Fung and Wright, 2005: 76). The CICAs were created by political authorities. Their
emergence is not part of a bottom up movement but is, rather, top down. This creation of the central
government could have overturned the local system of allegiances, but the latter was able to
reappropriate the new structures. Furthermore, the CIQs played the game of the municipality in
opposing the creation of CQs. Such an opposition is part of the competition that clientalism sets in
play between groups. For the CIQs, the neighbourhood councils represented the potential risk of a
change in the distribution of resources. In the short term, the logic of the interests of actors who
fear losing their privileged positions reinforces clientalism.
All of these elements together explain the durability of the clientalist system whose great
strength, in profiting from certain common elements with the new participatory bodies, is to
integrate opponents within the same system (Hagopian, 1996). In the context of Marseille, the
emergence of real stakeholders is that much more difficult since new participatory bodies—whose
novelty in Marseille is relative—have no decision-making powers, and do not favour a new
redistribution of resources. Therefore, these bodies remain powerless to transform the relationship
of political allegiance at the heart of the clientalist relationship. The study reminds us also that any
alteration of this relationship demands not only an opening up of the democratic system, but also
the creation of bodies to transform the redistribution of income. As Abers (2000), Latendresse
(2006) and Avritzer (2005) show, the participatory budget of Porto Alegre directly attacked
Brazilian clientalism because the sources of redistribution operated by local notables had run dry,
permitting citizens to decide the allocation of some municipal funds for themselves. Moreover, the
examples examined by Fung and Wright (2001) underscore the need for an organization acting at a
higher political level to assure the coordination and control of decentralized participatory bodies.
Such a supralocal organization is absent in the context of Marseille; it is the municipality that takes
care of the coordination and control of various CICAs. Thus, it is both judge and defendant since
the elected municipal officials also sit on the CICAs. Therefore, short of creating some genuine
control, it is difficult for the French institutional organization to avoid the practices of clientalism
based, above all, on local networks. Finally, the Québec experience underscores the fact that
belonging to the CCQSS in the community network encourages ideological mobilization and a
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distribution of resources that contradicts local network logic. Belonging to a wider movement open
to the national or international scale may, therefore, be a factor that allows groups to escape the
logic of clientalism.
Still according to proposition b), the Québec CQs should have to suffer the presence of
stakeholders such as Québec citizens’ committees stemming from antagonistic stakeholders. Now,
while the CQs are the fruit of a top-down movement, their creation was supported by the CCQSS
that fought for democratization of municipal management. Moreover, it agreed to collaborate, on
certain occasions, with the neighbourhood CQ. Such a finding suggests a re-examination of the
propositions of Fung and Wright is overdue:
Proposition c): participatory and antagonistic stakeholders are hardly interchangeable. Thus,
a counter power that emerged in an adversarial context would have trouble redeploying when
faced with participatory bodies.
The CCQSS emerged from the urban battles of the 1970s in a particularly adversarial context.
However, in certain respects, it knew how to reinvent itself and respond to the constraints imposed
by the CQ. This remark is, nonetheless, insufficient to affirm that it is a question of transforming a
former antagonistic stakeholder into a specific stakeholder of
deliberative or participatory
instances. While the committee adapts to the operating requirements of participatory bodies, it
simultaneously conserves a framework for more antagonistic activity. Furthermore, collaboration
does not indicate an absence of suspicion: the paths chosen by the two committees here confirm the
viewpoints of Fung and Wright. Regardless, the previous proposals highlight the fact that certain
so-called antagonistic groups have sufficient resources to adapt to participatory bodies. This finding
leads to several remarks about the last proposal of the two authors who wonder about the sources of
a deliberative stakeholder.
Proposition d): the existence and force of stakeholders likely to encourage participatory
governance are not related to a type of institutional engineering although they may be
affected by it. The sources of deliberative stakeholders may be explained by factors other
than the profile of participatory institutions themselves.
While the particularity of the examples chosen prevents any generalization of our remarks, they do
allow us to sketch out a response to the question about the sources of a deliberative stakeholder.
One of the unique features of Québec citizens’ committees is their vast array of activities. This
constitutes a tool in these groups’ capacity to adapt to participatory bodies created by the local
power. Québec committees are cut off from the work of training and support for residents, very
useful in the effective functioning of participatory bodies. Moreover, they bear witness to a long
tradition of collective struggles and are, accordingly, not afraid to oppose existing powers, an
opposition which might prove indispensable to the redistribution of power necessary to the
deliberative debate. In the light of the North American example, groups affected by tensions
between collective action and collaboration with those in power, could, consequently, be able to
adjust to the requirements of a more participatory model of governance, and constitute an asset for
this form of governance.
Conclusion: Social movements and stakeholders within new participatory bodies:
“archaism of passions” requires conflict and history.

the
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While the preceding study could not alone determine the model of the EDD, it has contributed to it
by expanding the current debate in at least three aspects that intersect with the same question of
conditions for institutional change and its historicity.
1) Conceptual lessons of the Marseille case: civil society, institutions and participation
Certainly, the Marseille case underscores the need for the presence of social movements to
transform power configurations, particularly in the case of governance reeking of clientalism, but
this is not the only influence. Through insisting on the autonomy of its organizations, studies on
civil society have a strong tendency to disregard the effects of political dynamics on participation
(Lavalle et al., 2005). Such a perspective leads to prioritizing the institutional processes of
participation to the detriment of relations between all social actors seeking to benefit from the
institutions. Now, participatory bodies and, therefore, the modalities of participation, are political
products, continuously negotiated between the state and social actors (Lavalle et al., 2005), and
current institutional configurations favour certain actors, those with the resources most relevant to
the system. These actors themselves do everything in their power to maintain a system that is to
their advantage. Participation is, therefore, also the fruit of the dynamics between civil society and
the state. Marseille is a most eloquent example of this. Citizens’ committees are amongst the
groups favoured by local civil society. So, they act in such a way that the system of participation
that favours them endures. This finding threatens the frontal opposition between representative
democracy and participatory democracy. In some respects, the latter is certainly the result of power
configurations shaped by the techniques of the former. In addition, while participatory bodies
crystallize the previous balance of power, it is unlikely that they will change these power
relationships, a posteriori and on their own. Thus, factors that could transform the emergence of
participatory bodies into a structure of political opportunity authorizing a change in the current
dynamic are so vital. This justifies the last two aspects of our reflection on the role of conflict and
social movements in establishing more participatory governance.
2) Participatory bodies, conflicts and social movements
Newer participatory bodies tend to favour discussion between elected officials and citizens through
varying degrees of extension of deliberative procedures. Deliberation supposes that participants in
the decisional process are equal, free and reasonable. This presupposition reflects the basis of the
deliberative concept, according to which, through reason, actors are capable of transforming their
preferences in the course of deliberation. Thus, participants favour the interest of all over their own
interests and are ready to change their opinion when convinced by the opposing party’s arguments,
even when they are in a stronger position and could stand firm (Habermas, 1997; and Cohen,
1996). It is these characteristics, marked by actors’ desire to cooperate, that lead Fung and Wright
to dismiss antagonistic stakeholders based on the logic of confrontation and the defence of
interests. Thus, the propositions of Fung and Wright bring us back to the larger question of the role
of conflict within the new participatory bodies. In other words, does participatory democracy make
conflict outdated? If it remains a necessity, what forms should it assume? Those of social
movements or others better adapted to new governing bodies?
The investigations in Marseille and Québec underscore the need for disputation expressed
by social movements. The latter constitute fertile ground for the emergence of participatory
democracy. It is certainly the CQSS’s commitment to encourage democratization of municipal
power that allows for the birth of a more participatory democracy ten years later. Here, our remarks
do not directly contradict Fung and Wright, or even studies on participatory democracy which insist
on the role of a structured civil society marked by conflicts and social struggles (Baiocchi, 2003b).
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However, our investigation goes further, suggesting that, in certain cases, social movements and the
logic of conflicts that they presuppose may contribute not only to the emergence, but also the
durability, of the “pre-requisites” of participatory democracy (Avritzer, 2006, 597). All negotiation,
including deliberative, subscribes to intersubjective norms of recognition at the same time as the
latter are subject to dispute. These norms, arising from longstanding political issues, reinforce
power and dominance relationships (Tully, 2004). Deliberation, on the other hand, arises from short
term politics. Our study echoes others that attest to actors’ difficulty in transforming power
relationships in the short term through reason alone. Therefore, certain analyses bear witness to the
paradoxical effects of a shared cognitive framework in a situation of unequal resources (Tully,
2004; and Tixier, 2007). In such a case, despite considerable information and tools reinforced by
expertise, a common cognitive framework harms those actors most deprived of resources (as we
see in Marseille).
Since “the power relationships cannot simply dissipate at the start of debates” (Rui, 2004:
166), the contribution of social movements may be one of three types. Social movements, in
triggering the threat of recourse to force, can transform the balance of power, in as much as a
number of participatory bodies assume even more of a consultative role rather than a decisionmaking role (Bacqué et al. 2005, and Baiocchi, 2003b). Integrated in the participatory bodies,
social movements may also constitute a stakeholder to political authorities. In benefiting from their
own supra-local resources and exercising control over the projects financed by participatory bodies,
they thwart the distribution of existing networks’ resources and avoid bureaucratic ankylosis
(Abers 2000; Avritzer, 2002; Heller et al., 2007; and Evans, 1996). Finally, they would be
contributing to a political education of participants in participatory bodies (Heller and coll. 2007).
These elements run contrary to Fung and Wright who do not believe in the possibility of
array of social movements within deliberative institutionnal designs. Their position rather quickly
loses sight of the fact that the last thirty years have forced social movements to form partnerships
and make ideological readjustments which have altered their “Manichean conception of the
world” (Fung and Wright, 2005) (Hamel et al., 2000; and Denis, 2005).
3) Social movements, and institutional and epistemological transformation: the return
to an old debate
The question of transforming social movements is consistent with a re-examination of the
possibilities of transforming democracy and those of (a) social change. For a long time now, social
movements, associated with the history of the workers’ and socialist movement or with “new social
movements,” have appeared as vectors of this change. Theoretical perspectives support this.
Touraine’s or Castells’ definition was linked to a desire to transform society. The depletion of the
great ideologies of the left and the workers’ movement sounded the death knell of these historicist
or at least normative interrogations. Regardless of the place and forms of conflict within
participatory bodies, the research agenda proposed by Fung and Wright, spurs reflection on the
notion of social movements and its historicity, except that, pushed to its extreme, their viewpoint
constitutes the precise counterpart of the preceding theses: social movements no longer correspond
to contemporary history.
From a more conceptual perspective, the conclusions of Fung and Wright would provide
ammunition to all those who contest the very notion of social movements. Clearly, the definition of
social movements and, therefore, their characteristics, relate to an epoch and a political context. It
is true that the multiplicity of definitions of the term undermines its relevance. Long marked by the
Touraine school in France, this has assumed a technical meaning in American sociology. Social
movements took turns being the home of “challengers” and “outsiders,” training sites for a
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collective identity fashioned by the conflict, or even designed by “analytical frameworks” or
“experience.” Lastly, we are witnessing a strong return of the emotions…. The conflict between
these different perspectives “is not only the effect of enmities between university factions; it is the
product of a difference between the cities in posing the question, […] of the collective well-being
of political theory, in which collective actions partake9” (Cefaï, 2007: 21). In that respect and on
one hand, it is far from concerning only the notion of social movements. On the other hand, if the
latter only constitute one of the possibilities for collective action and are part of an repertoire of
collective actions, necessarily historical, (Tilly, 1986), it doesn’t mean that modernity could bypass
the concept (and this is very far from the ideas of Fung and Wright themselves).10
Recognizing certain flexibility in the term, revealing of a historical dimension, may, on the
contrary be an advantage for analyses. In opening these to the evolutions of forms of social
movements and their different role within societies, such a perspective fosters a better grasp of the
most profound mutations in governance. In the twentieth century, the welfare state was born of a
compromise between actors with largely divergent interests. For some, the development of
contemporary participatory measures is the sign of an overturning of one style of governmentality
in favour of another. Thus, we would be moving towards new forms of “governo largo” going
beyond the framework of representative democracy (Bacqué et al., 2005: 307). Social movements
shape, at the same time as they are transformed by, this “governo largo.” They transform
themselves, along with the evolution of the more general relationship of social actors with policy
and politics.
Finally, this discussion should encourage theoreticians to be cautious. While the field of
social movements is a battlefield littered with corpses, it is also true that some of them (of us…)
demonstrate a propensity to cling to a more conceptual notion of truth. Perhaps this is an
encouragement to promote a more modest epistemological posture that does not isolate the concept
from its explanatory ambitions and usefulness in a particular study. This seems to be the path
chosen by Fung and Wright, through developing a research agenda around the EDD, without,
however, renouncing their normative ambitions. There are still too few empirical works on the
subject to be able to determine the generalizability of the model. As the authors themselves
recognize (2003), in many cases, the EDD cannot be applied or will not prove useful. Moreover,
this does not claim to be a strategy of universal reform. It is, rather, a question of analyzing in
which cases and under what conditions it may function. This is what we have done here.
We would like to leave the last word to Charles Tilly who, in la France conteste de 1600 à
nos jours (1986, 536), wrote: “The story of protest is one of the surest guides to what ordinary
mortals endure in the face of great changes (…). The people make themselves heard via protest. 11”
For certain of these supporters of participatory bodies, it would be this in the future, rather than
social movements, that would be the voice of the people, reason here replacing force (Fiskin,
1997). In the light of the examples studied and those described in the literature, participatory bodies
do not seem to augur the end of social movements, at least if it is a question of defining a “governo
largo” that goes beyond the legitimization of current powers.

9
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Notes:
1. In this text, we will use the two terms participatory and deliberative to designate such bodies.
Two elements affect this choice. First, the authors themselves agreed that it is more a question of
favouring a more participatory democracy through deliberation than “deliberative
democracy” (Elster, 1998). Then, the very issue of the discussion of the EDD of Fung and Wright
is to clarify its modalities and integration of the deliberation. (Please see above.)
2. Quoted by Hamel (2004, 59).
3. In this regard, please refer to the Senate debates of January 10th, 2002.
http://cubitus.senat.fr/seances/s200201/s20020110/sc20020110038.html. (Consulted February 11th,
2008.)
4. In Marseille, the CICAs bring together association representatives and elected officials. All local
associations active in the neighbourhood may, upon request, be part of the CICA (Loi PML [PML
Law], 2002). In Québec, the neighbourhood councils of Québec City are composed of elected
residents and a representative of the commercial sector. The district city councillor is a non-voting
member. The meetings are public (Ville de Québec, 2005).
5. Some believe that here the municipality is straying from the law (Baggioni and Le Guillou,
2004). For the municipality, “these neighbourhood councils, that in the spirit of the law have a
vocation similar to that of the CICAs, adopt the title of the CICA of neighbourhoods.” Please refer
to the site: http://www.mairie14.paris.fr/mairie14/jsp/site/Portal.jsp?page_id=15. (Consulted
February 11th, 2008.)
6. Interview with one of the group’s staff.
7. http://www.confederationciq.com/statut_conf2.asp. (Site consulted during the course of the
investigation and for verification purposes on February 11, 2008.)
8. Please refer to the document Les CIQ Marseillais (fédération des CIQ marseillais [Marseille
federation of CIQs]): “les CIQ, des groupes neutres au service des habitants” [“CIQs, neutral
groups serving the residents”]
9 My own translation of: “« n’est pas seulement l’effet d’inimitiés entre coteries universitaires, il
est le produit d’une différence de problématisation entre cités, […] du bien-vivre ensemble de la
théorie politique, où s’inscrivent les actions collectives” (Cefaï, 2007: 21).
10 It is important to recall that we are here far from the perspective of authors who return to a clear
definition of antagonistic stakeholders and social movements (Fung and Wright, 2005).
11 My own translation of: “L’histoire de la contestation est un des guides les plus sûrs touchant ce
qu’éprouve le commun des mortels devant les grands changements (…). Le peuple se fait entendre
par le truchement de la contestation”.
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A Source of Inspiration for the New Generation of Architects

Introduction
It is natural for architects to search sources of inspiration when they begin creating works of
architecture. The sources would stem from nature or works of art and architecture of the past.
Modernists realized the necessity of a new architecture which differed from the past, and which had
to respond to a way of human life with a new aspect at the time. Modern architecture seems to
appear as completely new in style without historical influences. Nevertheless, one could find that
architects of the Modern period had referred to the works of the past. The architectural styles had
been developed in various directions during the Modern and Post-Modern periods. Charles Jencks
describes in The New Paradigm in Architecture, 2002, that in the twenty first century it is the
beginning of a new way of constructing architecture and conceiving cities which has grown out of
the Post-Modern movement, but which has not yet grown up.
It seems that architects are still searching for directions in styles while they are seeking sources of
inspiration. However, it is not only styles, but more importantly the essence of architecture beyond
time that architects must consider to reflect in their works as a response to human activity, and a
way of life. It is the time to reflect on sources of inspiration for architects, which would bring about
architecture of the future. When one considers this issue, it could be found the architecture of Louis
I. Kahn, who recognized the necessity of returning to the beginnings, is an important source of
inspiration. Kahn never ceased to explore what architecture ought to be not in its style, but in its
essence.
1. Sources of Inspiration for Modernists
The pioneers of Modern architecture believed architecture as part of a work of art; therefore, they
considered the aesthetic quality in their works. Walter Gropius mentioned, “The other, the aesthetic
satisfaction of the human soul, is just as important as the material.” 1 Since the Modern movement,
architects have sought ways to express their creativity in new styles with new materials and
technology. Le Corbusier described, “If we challenge the past, we shall learn that ‘styles’ no longer
exist for us, that a style belonging to our own period has come about; and there has been a
revolution.” 2 Modernists attempted to create works of architecture in their own styles; however,
they seemed to be inspired by works of the past. Le Corbusier had referred to the past in Towards A
New Architecture even though he was mentioned as being a revolutionary. 3 In particular, he
described Parthenon:
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For two thousand years, those who have seen the Parthenon have felt that here was a decisive
moment in Architecture . . . the Parthenon gives us sure truths and emotion of a superior,
mathematical order. 4
Christian Norberg-Schulz mentions in Principles of Modern Architecture that most of the
pioneers of Modern architecture had a classical background. As he describes, the classical language
is rooted in the qualitative abstraction of natural characters, and serves to establish a harmony
between man and given environment. 5 Even though the classical language could not be visualized
through works of Modern architecture, it must be an important point to begin as reflection of human
life. It would not be possible to create a new architecture without connection to the past since the
origin and essential of architecture would not be different from the past. Gropius mentioned at the
end of his book The New Architecture and the Bauhaus:
This in itself helps to convince me that my conception of the role of the New Architecture is
nowhere and in no sense in opposition to ‘Tradition’ properly so-called. ‘Respect for
Tradition’ does not mean the complacent toleration of elements which have been a matter of
fortuitous chance or of individual eccentricity; nor does it mean the acceptance of domination
by bygone aesthetic forms. It means and always has meant, the preservation of essentials in
the process of striving to get at what lies at the back of all materials and every technique, by
giving semblance to the one with the intelligent aid of the other. 6
Mies van der Rohe also seemed to respect the connection to the past. He stated in 1924; “Greek
temples, Roman basilicas and medieval cathedrals are significant to us as creations of a whole
epoch rather than as works of individual architects.” 7 He found, “Their true meaning is that they are
symbols of their epoch.” 8 It is clear that Mies had recognized the technology and its meaning of
works of the past since his early career. He believed, “Technology is rooted in the past.” 9
Furthermore, late in his career he stated:
Advancing technology provided the builder with new materials and more efficient methods
which were often in glaring contrast to our traditional conception of architecture. I believed,
nevertheless, that it would be possible to evolve an architecture with these means. I felt that it
must be possible to harmonize the old and the new in our civilization. Each of my buildings
was a statement of this idea and a further step in my search for clarity. 10
Even though the Modernists intended to develop their works of architecture without influences of
the past, generally works of the past could be interpreted as a source of inspiration for architects,
not only in styles as appeared, but more prominently in creative thoughts. Gropius expressed, “A
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breach has been made with the past, which allows us to envisage a new aspect of architecture
corresponding to the technical civilization of the age we live in; the morphology of dead styles has
been destroyed; and we are returning to honesty of thought and feeling.” 11 It could be said that
returning to the origin of architecture is to reflect honesty for human life.
Modernists were interested to create a space as a result of functional and technical production.
Norberg-Schulz pointed out that Modern architecture defined new conception of the organization of
space and the built form. 12 According to him, the organization of space is related to man’s
orientation in surroundings and the built form is related to man’s identification with an
environmental character. Based on these two conceptions, Modern architecture needed to provide a
sense of place where human life would be reflected. As a consequence of using the functional and
technical production, Modern architecture in general seems to appear as a work of art without a
sense of place, a certain location. It also seems to appear without reflection of a way of human life
even though it is a significant aim of architecture. It is important for architects to recognize their
works of architecture as places where human life could be engaged. Kahn was one of the architects
who considered the necessity of providing a sense of place in his architecture.
2. Sources of Inspiration for Louis I. Kahn
Kahn considered the fundamental nature of architecture, while architects of Modern period were
exploring for new styles. The architecture for Kahn is “the thoughtful making of spaces,” 13 in which
human activity would be reflected. It is important for architects to realize that the space of a
building is good for a certain activity of man, not only the way a building appears. He sought ways
to reflect in his architecture what the space wanted to be. It is a “Form” 14 which reflects a certain
activity of man. For Kahn “Form” is not a shape, but it encompasses a harmony of spaces. Le
Corbusier describes that architecture is a matter of “harmonies,” it is “a pure creation of the
spirit.” 15 Throughout his career, Kahn considered the concept “Institutions of Man” 16 with its
“Form,” which one could interpret as a fundamental nature of place for human life.
Kahn must have sought sources of inspiration to begin creating his works. One could find various
sources of inspiration for him, such as works of the past and creative thoughts of his colleagues or
students. In particular, works of the past which he experienced through the travels were significant
sources. As a young architect, Kahn had traveled in Europe from 1928 to 1929. More than twenty
years later in the early 1950s, he traveled to Italy, Egypt and Greece while he was a resident
architect of the American Academy in Rome. He also traveled to France before participating in the
CIAM in 1959. One could find these travels became important sources of his architecture. Through
several travel occasions, he seemed to reflect on the origin of architecture. He must have
experienced not only works of the past, but also the spirit to create.
When one creates, Kahn believes that the tradition gives one the powers of anticipation from
which one knows what would last, the inspiration to express, by returning to the beginnings. As a
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way to express, he emphasizes, “The only language of man is Art.” 17 The interpretation of language
would change from the past to the present and to the future; however, the essence, the inspiration to
express, would never change.
Throughout his travels, Kahn must have experienced the monumental quality of works of the past.
After his travel to Europe in the late 1920s through the early 1940s, it was an important period for
him to develop his philosophy of architecture while he was involved with the housing projects and
the city planning. In addition to the involvement of these projects, he published an essay
“Monumentality” in 1944. 18 As he expresses in the essay; “we dare not discard the lessons these
buildings teach for they have the common characteristics of greatness upon which the buildings of
our future must, in one sense or another, rely,” 19 it is not only the symbolic quality, but also the
enduring quality of works in the past which architects must learn from.
Kahn seemed to believe that works of the past could be a master for most of architects. He
described his thoughts; “It is true today as it will be true thousands of years from now.” 20 He
probably means it is the “spirit of architecture” that one must learn from works of the past.
Moreover, Kahn expresses, “These testimonials to the past are important, they are tradition; but
tradition is like the product of distillation, the essence that remains.” 21 In the case of tradition, it “is
only valid when it can be everywhere, here and now as well as in the past” 22 as he emphasizes.
Kahn considers tradition as a source of creativity beyond region or time.
As an essential part of Kahn’s architecture, the great influence of the pyramids of Egypt could be
found in his works. The Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven, Connecticut (1951-53) is one of
the examples of influence of the pyramids. 23 It appears in the usage of tetrahedronal space frames at
the ceiling. Vincent Scully expressed the way Kahn treated the pyramids:
He hailed the group as the “Sanctuary of Art/The Treasury of the Shadows,” built of “Silence
and Light,” and when he received the commission for the Yale Art Gallery in that same year,
he managed to condense the pyramids as tetrahedrons with his knowledge of Buckminster
Fuller’s tetrahedronal space frames and to use them as containers of light. 24
It was probably the timeless quality of the pyramids of Egypt that inspired Kahn. Architects must
comprehend what would change and what would not change. New space should be changed for new
time; however, it should be realized that the essence of architecture, such as the nature of materials
or expressing how it was made, is unchangeable with times. Kahn considered art, as well as
architecture, as a way to express the language of God with a reflection of human spirit. It could be
human validity which would not change with times that he must have sensed:
The artist senses human validity. Validity transcends time. What is has always been. What
was has always been. What will be has always been . . . The artist works by motivation,
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which is the drive to his work, but the artist by his work does not satisfy motivation. He is
always greater than his work, therefore he seeks more opportunity for his expression. 25
Kahn expressed, “The time of a work holds its own validity from which the sense of truth can be
drawn to inspire a work of another time.” 26 The validity of work could be understood as the essence
of creativity; furthermore, it would lead to the creation of “Form” in architecture. He described
“Form” in his words; “In architecture, it characterizes a harmony of spaces good for a certain
activity of man.” 27 Kahn must have found his “Form” which transcends time.
Kahn often argued that his works of architecture had no influence from the monumental
architecture of the past. However, one could find influences of his usage of the geometric order,
structural expression with functional ways, and treatment of the natural light from the monumental
architecture of the past seen through his travels. The Egyptian pyramids, the Roman architecture
with its spirit, especially the Pantheon are probably some of the greatest influential sources of
Kahn’s architecture. The travels were important for him not only to view the architecture as
historical monument, but also to seek the spirit of architecture that inspired him. Scully views the
Form is Kahn’s first conception of the shape based on pre-existing monuments. 28 The Form of the
pre-existing monument that Kahn experienced through travels was probably not only the shape, but
also the spirit. Throughout his career, Kahn sought his own way to express his creativity through the
sources that he learned and experienced, and his travels were some of these sources. Kahn was able
to translate the language of architecture from past periods to the language of architecture of his time
by means of returning to the origin of architecture.
Kahn believed that architects should go back to the beginnings as the point of departure in order
to comprehend the nature of a space before they would create works of architecture. For him, it was
to return to the origin. Norberg-Schulz interprets Kahn’s description as expression of a desire for a
return to the archetypes, what was there “before” history and “before” the styles. 29 One could find
that he was inspired by works of the past, such as Egyptian pyramids and Roman architecture which
became significant sources for his works. During the search for the characteristics of Kahn’s
architecture, one could find the quality of monumentality not only as a symbol, but also as a lasting
value which transcends time. He must have been inspired by this quality drawn from the works of
the past, particularly from the archetypes. Kahn created his works of architecture with his
interpretation of the archetypes.
3. Sources Reflected in Louis I. Kahn’s Works of Architecture
Kahn created various types of works from single family residences to city planning throughout his
career. He describes how architects should ponder when they create spaces by using the explanation
of “House, a house, and home”; “House is the abstract characteristic of spaces good to live in.” 30 It
is the form and a house is a circumstantial act, while home is the house and the occupants as he
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describes. He believes that House must have the character of being good for another not only for the
particular family. Kahn emphasizes, “The design in this way reflects its trueness to Form.” 31
Architects must realize the nature of space, such as House which is interpreted as “Form” for Kahn.
His interpretation of “Form” could be related to “power of anticipation” which comes from tradition
as he mentions, “the residue that is left from a way of life which is true to man in all ages.” 32
Furthermore, he describes house and a house:
And the man who is sensitive to tradition is also able to anticipate things that can be useful
hundreds of years from now . . . Psychologically, functionally, it answered more the tenets of
‘house’ rather than a house. It was bigger than a house. It was the embodiment of house, that
made it. Therefore it had the character of anticipation; it had the character of transcending any
traffic of time or circumstance. 33
The abstract characteristic of space must be good for a certain activity of man as a reflection of
“Form.” House must be a good place to live in. School must be a good place to learn. One could
interpret “House” not only as a dwelling for private life, but also as a building in general, and as
“Institution of Man.”
One could find Kahn’s thought of “House, a house, and home” brought about his concept
“Institutions of Man” which he was aware of since his early career. Kahn started using the word
“Institution” in the late 1950s, 34 and through the early 1970s he had continued to develop the
concept “Institutions of Man,” and it became the essential concept of his architecture. He later
described, “Every building that I do, I know must answer some institution of man.” 35 It is a way for
architects to begin creating a space for a certain activity of man by realizing the nature of it.
“Institution of Man” for him is a space that serves human life, which comes from “Human
Agreement,” a sense of commonality in the nature of man. It must be good for a certain activity of
man for a certain place and time. “Institutions of Man” would change as a spatial interpretation in
certain aspects; however, as an abstract “Form” of space, it must have “Availability” for everybody
beyond region or time.
Furthermore, one could see Kahn’s works as a reflection of his responsibilities toward society,
especially in the 1960s and the early 1970s. He established his own status during Modernism and
Post-Modernism by developing the concept “Institutions of Man.” Kahn’s concept “Institutions of
Man” could be one of the most significant responsibilities for architects to consider.
From the late 1930s through the 1940s, he had worked on a number of housing projects. It was an
important period for him to develop his philosophy of architecture. During this period, he
recognized the importance of “Institutions of Man” while he was working for communities. One
could find that his designs of the Jersey Homesteads, Roosevelt, New Jersey (1935-37) and the
Carver Court, Caln Township, Pennsylvania (1941-43) are examples of his awareness of the
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importance of “Institutions of Man.” Kahn designed the community buildings as gathering places,
as center of communities in order to encourage the residents to participate in community activities.
The community building becomes a place of connection for human life, such as a piazza in Italy
which Kahn experienced its nature through his travel and referred to.
In the early 1950s, Kahn’s major work was recognized, that is the Yale University Art Gallery.
He received the commission to design in 1951 when he was the resident architect of the American
Academy in Rome. Kahn had been aware of the geometric order that one could find at the Yale
University Art Gallery in the ceilings and stairway. In particular, it could be recognized through the
usage of tetrahedron at the ceiling. It could be an influence from the pyramids of Egypt. He seems
to reflect on the nature of space not only for art works, but also for the human being who would
learn art. The building stands powerfully with a massive brick wall facing the Chapel Street and
addresses the different characteristics from the surroundings with its understated manner. As one of
the characteristics of Kahn’s works, in the Yale University Art Gallery he expressed how the
structural elements were constituted not only its exterior, but also its interior. One could find the
significant factor of the interior space characterized by the astonishing ceiling with a massive
triangular framework. Furthermore, the Yale University Art Gallery is an important work where
Kahn begins distinguishing between the “Served space” and the “Servant space.” 36 He integrated
the structure, the mechanical and electrical systems, and created the entire space aesthetically.

1. Louis I. Kahn,
Yale University Art Gallery,
New Haven, Connecticut,
Photograph by the Author.

In significant works of Kahn, the Salk Institute for Biological Studies, La Jolla, California (195965) and the Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth, Texas (1966-72), one could find important factors
employed in spaces. They are the courts. The court becomes one of the important factors of his
works. It is a place of connection to other spaces both outside and inside of the building.
Furthermore, it gives a sense of connection to nature and connection between human activities.
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Along with the courts, the water plays an important role in both works. Kahn employed these
factors to integrate the entire work as a place for human life, as an “Institution of Man.”
At the Salk Institute for Biological Studies, the centre court is a link to two laboratory buildings.
It also gives a sense of linking to the ocean and the sky. The sunken courts at the lower level also
provide a sense of connection for scientists privately. Furthermore, the water provides a connection
to the nature, the ocean. At the center court, one must feel that the narrow waterway which leads to
the large pool at the end of the court seems to connect to the ocean. This water flow often
emphasizes the glare of the sun light along with the travertine. Nevertheless, the water gives a
spiritual feeling. Even though the meeting house and the housing were not completed, the Salk
Institute for Biological Studies became an important structure as “Institution of Man.” While this
institution stands at the site, its appearance is shown differently at the time of the day, at the time of
the year as if it has its own life. Occasionally, a music concert is held at the center court where
Kahn must have envisioned as a place where human spirit connects. One could interpret that his
design was drawn from his travel experience, especially from monumental architecture, for instance,
the monastery of Saint Francis of Assisi in Italy as Dr. Salk mentioned. 37 It is not clear that the idea
of the Italian monastery was employed by Kahn; however, he must have envisioned the quality of
monumentality and the essence of the court as a place of connection, and reflected in this project.
He considered not only the way structure appeared, but also the way it was situated with its
surroundings. When one stands at the center court facing the ocean and the sky, one would realize
that Kahn must have believed the Salk Institute for Biological Studies as a monument which stands
powerfully not only as a significant building physically, but also for human’s well-being.

2. Louis I. Kahn,
Salk Institute for Biological Studies,
La Jolla, California,
Photograph by the Author.

The Kimbell Art Museum is designed with an entrance court and courtyards. One would approach
the portico from the street and would be led to the entrance court. The entrance court is a place
where one feels welcome. However, the lower level entrance seems to function as the main entrance
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because of the relationship with the parking space. Therefore, the entrance at the upper level as the
original main entrance becomes an entrance to a court which leads to the park. In fact, this entrance
court gives a connection between the museum and the park. As at the Salk Institute for Biological
Studies, the water seems to provide a sense of connection to the surroundings. One could feel
tranquility yet lively with the water. The water plays an important role at this museum. Isamu
Noguchi 38 often quoted from Kahn; “The flow of water determines architecture.” 39 Furthermore,
the courtyards link to different spaces within the museum. They also link to the sky by bringing in
the natural light to the inside. One of the most important factors of this museum is the way Kahn
designed the ceiling in order to bring the natural light into spaces for the art works and for visitors.
Even though the major materials of the building are concrete and travertine which might generally
give a cold and hard impression, the Kimbell Art Museum gives rather warm impression. One could
realize the reason for this impression is Kahn’s treatment of materials thoughtfully combined. He
treated the natural light as one of the major materials of the structure. In 1972 he expressed his
thought for the dedication:
My mind is full of Roman greatness. The vault has so etched itself in my mind that although I
cannot employ it, it’s there always ready. The vault seems to be the best. The light must come
from a high point where it is best at its zenith. The vault, rising not high, not in an august
manner, but somehow appropriate to the size of the individual. Its feeling of home and safety
come to mind. 40
One could also experience the sense of silence in the museum with the natural light. It must be
the Pantheon in Rome that inspired Kahn’s design.

3. Louis I. Kahn,
Kimbell Art Museum,
Fort Worth, Texas,
Photograph by the Author.
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The Yale Center for British Art, New Haven, Connecticut (1969-74) is another significant work
of Kahn. The courts play an important role in this building. He designed two courts, the entrance
court and the gallery court. As a hall, the entrance court provides a sense of welcome by introducing
the whole building as Kahn expressed in 1970. 41 The entrance court also gives a feeling of
connection to other spaces of the building. For instance, it gives direction to next space where one
would move forward not only horizontally, but also vertically by bringing in the natural light from
the top. As a result of the way Kahn designed this court with its surrounding walls, the
characteristic of space is emphasized vertically as a light well. Furthermore, the materials of interior
walls, oak panels provide a sense of warmness with the natural light. One would not expect the
sense of warmness from the way exterior appears. The other court, the gallery court which connects
to galleries and libraries, provides a quiet space with a feeling of welcome. One could find this
feeling in the natural light from the top as at the entrance court. Kahn must have employed the idea
of Pantheon to bring in the natural light. In addition to the way he brought in the natural light from
the top, one could find the way he organized and embraced spaces both horizontally and vertically
was presumably inspired by the Pantheon. One could also interpret that his usage of the geometric
order is influenced from works of the past from his travels.

4. Louis I. Kahn,
Yale Center for British Art,
New Haven, Connecticut,
Photograph by the Author.

Kahn was involved in the schematic design phase for the Graduate Theological Union Library in
Berkeley, California (1971-74). His original design of the Graduate Theological Union Library has
a sense of openness to the public with plants surrounding the building. It is a sense of welcome and
a sense of connection to the surrounding community. In the Graduate Theological Union Library
Kahn seemed to synthesize the ideas of his earlier projects of library, the stepped pyramidal
massing of the Washington University Library, St. Louis, Missouri (1956) and the cubic and
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centralized spatial organization of the Exeter Academy Library, Exeter, New Hampshire (1965-72).
Furthermore, one could find that Kahn reflected on the concept “Institutions of Man” through this
project as he expressed, “Buildings that personify places of worship, or of home, or of other
institutions of man must be true to their nature.” 42 He believed, “It is this thought which must live;
if it dies, architecture is dead.” 43
The sources drawn either with visible manner or with invisible manner for Kahn’s works are
various; however, his experiences from travels seem to be significant. Kahn was able to interpret
the works of the past in order to create his own works. Furthermore, his travel experience could be
interpreted as an important source of his concept “Institutions of Man” which he had developed
throughout his career and became a source of his works of architecture.
4. The Works of the New Generation of Architects
The new generation of architects has been inspired by various sources. Some would consider styles
of architecture as the sources of inspiration. One could interpret that the works of architecture
created by the new generation of architects have been developed in a number of styles in different
regions. On the other hand, some works appear as similar to others without the characteristics of
certain regions. It could be interpreted as the consequence of influences of stylistic architecture
throughout the world. One must realize that the fundamental quality of architecture is one of the
most significant sources of inspiration when architects create. In the constitution of elements, such
as materials, structural systems, natural light, and
architect’s realization of the human activity, one
could find the fundamental quality of architecture,
and that is the characteristic found in Kahn’s
architecture. He had presumably drawn this
quality from the sources of the archetypes, and he
gave a new interpretation to his works. Moreover,
Kahn pondered his architecture to endure as places
which would respond to human activity, and
human life. It could be realized that there are
influences of Kahn’s architecture in the works of
the new generation of architects, such as Renzo
Piano, Mario Botta, and Mark Cavagnero, which
are not only in style, but more prominently in the
fundamental nature of architecture.
5. Renzo Piano, Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas, Texas,
Photograph by the Author.
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One could find Kahn’s influence on a generation of architects whose works are composed of
expressive building technology. Along with Norman Foster and Richard Rogers, Renzo Piano is an
example of them. One could find the characteristic of expressive building technology in the
Pompidou Center, Paris (1971-77) which Rogers and Piano created. Piano has found the
fundamental meaning in the architectural explanation. It is a significant characteristic of Kahn’s
works to reveal the method of construction. He worked with Kahn’s project, the OlivettiUnderwood Factory in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (1966-70), especially for the design of skylight. 44
His treatment of natural light, in particular at museums is one of the significant characteristics of his
works. This characteristic could be found in the Nasher Sculpture Center in Dallas, Texas (19992003), the High Museum of Art Expansion in Atlanta, Georgia (1999-2005), and the Broad
Contemporary Art Museum at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in Los Angeles, California
(2005-08). In the Nasher Sculpture Center, Piano created the galleries with the ceiling materials
which allow in the natural light indirectly (Fig. 5). The way Piano treated the natural light in the
Nasher Sculpture Center reminds of Kahn’s treatment in the Kimbell Art Museum. For the design of
the High Museum of Art Expansion, Piano considered the connection by providing the glassenclosed bridges to the existing structure which had been designed by Richard Meier. One of the
characteristics of the structure designed by Piano is a roof system called light catchers which
capture the northern daylight and filter it into the exhibit spaces on the upper level. For the Broad
Contemporary Art Museum, Piano placed the structural support for the building in its outer walls in
order to create exhibit spaces free of posts or bearing walls with their high ceilings. One also finds
his thoughtful treatment of the natural light. He created an elaborate system of ceiling with louvers
to allow the natural light indirectly from the north into the galleries on the third floor. Piano
considered allowing the indirect sunlight without the southern light in order to protect works of art.

6. Renzo Piano,
Broad Contemporary Art Museum,
Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
Los Angeles, California,
Photograph by the Author.
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As one could recognize through Kahn’s works of architecture, particularly museums, the natural
light defines the spaces in Piano’s works. In general, one could sense the space of Piano’s buildings
with the natural light is rather gentle compared with the space of Kahn’s building which is powerful.
It would be the usage of the materials to embrace the space in Piano’s works which gives an
impression of gentleness. Even though the characteristic of spaces is different, one could find that
Piano’s treatment of the natural light is influenced by Kahn’s vision as part of fundamental meaning
in the architectural explanation.
It could be found that works of Mario Botta are influenced by Kahn. Botta’s buildings seem to
stand powerfully on the earth with deep roots. One could find this impression in Kahn’s buildings
as well. In 1969, Botta helped Kahn for the Venice Congress Hall, Venice (1968-74). 45 Botta’s
project, the School at Locarno, Locarno (1970) is one example of works influenced by Kahn. One
could find the rigidity in the geometric conception which is similar to the Erdman Hall Dormitory
at the Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania (1960-65) designed by Kahn. It has been
interpreted by Kenneth Frampton that the influence of Kahn on the School at Locarno is the formal
matrix. 46 Emilio Battisti observed that Botta’s experience with Kahn while Botta was assisting him
for the Venice Congress Hall was a good opportunity to watch Kahn and to absorb all the
underlying poetic, theoretic and methodological policy. 47 Botta’s works appear generally as rigid in
geometry and massive. He also uses heavy materials, such as bricks and concrete as Kahn has done.
In addition to Botta’s usage of materials, the treatment of the natural light could be found similar to
Kahn’s treatment. One could find this treatment in the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art in San
Francisco, California (1988-94). The way Botta designed the entire museum with the vertical
openness of atrium is powerful as Kahn’s work, the Yale Center for British Art. One would not
realize the openness of the atrium (Fig. 7), which gives similar impression of the entrance court of
the Yale Center for British Art, until one enters the building. Not only through the schools or
museums, but also through houses, one could find that Botta’s works seem to refer to Kahn’s
architecture. Botta mentioned, “the single-family house can be interpreted as an archetype in the
organization of the relation between man and nature, in as much as it is the constant of man’s
inhabiting, throughout history and in differing places, and in as much as it is a space, a microcosm,
which defends and characterizes man in relation to his own environment.” 48 One could interpret
that a house for Botta must be a reflection of human life at a certain place and time. His thought
seems to be close to Kahn’s concept “Institutions of Man.” Botta calls the single-family house as an
archetype which could be interpreted as Kahn’s description of “House.”
Furthermore, Botta expressed that his interests and objectives in architecture were going to be
further enriched after he had worked with Kahn in Venice for the Congress Hall. He described:
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It became important in a work of
architecture not so much what “was”, but
what the materials and spaces wanted to be.
So the light, the silence and the memory
entered as structural and essential elements
of architecture. 49
Botta’s works are influenced by Kahn directly.
Norberg-Schulz mentions Kahn’s influence in
Botta’s architecture; “The basic aim is evidently to
revive what is essential and timeless, that is, to
reveal creatively what Louis Kahn has called the
beginnings.” 50
7. Mario Botta, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
San Francisco, California,
Photograph by the Author.

One could find that Kahn’s architecture is referred in a work by architect Mark Cavagnero, the
Community School of Music and Arts (CSMA) in Mountain View, California. 51 Cavagnero was
hired to design the CSMA in 1998. 52 He recalls the beginning of the design; “it was a challenge.” 53
When Cavagnero explains how he approached the design of the CSMA, he emphasizes “quietness”
as the nature of space. 54 Kahn emphasizes “silence.” “Silence” seems to have a religious sense,
“quietness” seems to have a more realistic sense for human nature that Cavagnero considers. There
is one factor which plays an important role in both works, that is the natural light. It is essential to
fully understand the nature of space with the natural light. At the time of the day, at the time of the
year, the way which the natural light plays seems to emphasize “quietness” as Cavagnero probably
pondered. He considers the existence of natural light which plays an important role not only inside,
but also outside, such as at the entrance court and the courtyard (Fig. 8 and 9). The courtyard
becomes an outdoor living room which Kahn also considers it as a gathering place.
The CSMA appears in a rather elegant manner compared with Kahn’s work which appears in a
more rustic manner. The reason for this impression of the CSMA could be the sense of lightness.
Cavagnero considered how to choose the materials and to put them together, and not only the colors
of the materials, but also the size of the materials. He also reflected on creating the space of the
CSMA as a place for learning, especially a place for children. For instance, the warm light color of
the cedar panels which harmonizes with the color of the concrete and the small module of pre-cast
concrete suit with the delicacy of children. It has been confirmed by Cavagnero that he intended to
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express that all materials fit together rather than letting one material express strongly or contrast
with others. 55 That is the reason the CSMA gives an impression of gentleness and elegance unlike
the powerful and rusticity of Kahn’s work in which he expresses a distinction between materials,
such as the Salk Institute for Biological Studies.
It is the fundamental nature of space that one could experience in the CSMA as a school where one
could meet others and learn from others. Kahn ever expressed the spirit of school:
I try to sense, as if no school has ever been made, the sense of school. When I do that, I
eliminate all corridors, and I build halls, because halls become a classroom of the student. He
sees in front of him people who are different. And he learns in these halls, which is a
transformation from corridor, which is just circulation, to a place where students meet
students and don’t feel the harsh obligation of teacher and student and judgment of man, and
here he feels free, and he can learn to know himself through others. 56
Kahn emphasizes that the inspiration to learn is one of the greatest inspirations. 57 For him, a
school is one of the most essential “Institutions of Man.” As one realizes, the natural light is an
important element for schools as Kahn emphasizes. One could find that the characteristics of the
CSMA seem to refer to Kahn’s works, such as the space thoughtfully made with the natural light,
with a harmony of materials, and which also reflects the essence of space as a school. It is not only
in a visible manner, but also in an invisible manner that Kahn’s ideas or philosophy of architecture
could be found in the CSMA. Cavagnero’s design seems to be influenced by Kahn’s architecture.

8. Mark Cavagnero,
Entrance Court, Community School of Music and Arts, Mountain View, California,
Photograph by the Author.
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9. Mark Cavagnero,
Courtyard, Community School of
Music and Arts,
Mountain View, California,
Photograph by the Author.

Cavagnero also worked on the proposal for the Graduate Theological Union Library Expansion
(2003). After Kahn’s schematic design, the Graduate Theological Union Library was designed and
completed by two firms, Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis, and Peters, Clayberg and Caulfield
Architects. In the proposal for expansion, Cavagnero reflected on a sense of quietness. He respected
and tried to employ Kahn’s original design which had a sense of openness to the public yet quiet. 58
He designed the expansion area with glass walls to provide a feeling of openness to the
surroundings which one feels a little in the existing area. Cavagnero was inspired by Kahn’s vision.
Kahn’s architecture has continued to influence works of the new generation of architects from the
end of the twentieth century through the twenty first century. Furthermore, it will continue to
influence new generations of architects.
5. Conclusion
The influences of Modernists could be recognized in styles as the ways buildings appear, and their
works would be sources for new generations. For architects in different regions and times, the
works of the past could always be primary sources of inspiration. It is important for architects to
consider that their responsibility is to create works of architecture for human life in a certain place
and time, in which one could sense belonging to. However, one must realize the essence of
architecture as a space in which the nature of human activity is reflected would be perpetuated.
Norberg-Schulz expresses a notion; “The new place is new as well as old, in the sense that it
presents a new interpretation of the archetypes of existential spatiality.” 59 This notion seems to
respond to Kahn’s belief “to return to the beginnings.”
One could recognize that the sources of inspiration for Kahn are the archetypes. It is a return to
the beginnings in order to search not a style, but the spirit of architecture. The works of Kahn could
not be easily identified in style. However, in his works, a real meaning of architecture as
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“Institutions of Man” could be recognized through the experience of spaces which reveal the way
they were made and stand on a certain place as response to human life. That is the significant
quality of his works. Over thirty years ago, Robert A.M. Stern situated Kahn as the transitional
figure in the split, bridging the two generations of architects during the Modern period, the second
and the third. 60 However, throughout the examination of sources of Kahn’s architecture and the
works of new generation of architects, Kahn seems to be bridging even longer span and will be
bridging further.
It could be interpreted that Kahn’s architecture has become one of the sources of inspiration for
the new generation of architects by means of realizing the sources for his works and the way of
making spaces with his interpretation of these sources. It was the way to give new form, new
meaning to his own work by seeking the spirit of architecture. Kahn was able to compose a form
from the materials with their traditional life by respecting them, what they wanted to be, and gave
them new form and new life. He was a “life giver.” He ever described a notion; “The time of a work
holds its own validity from which the sense of truth can be drawn to inspire a work of another
time.” Kahn’s architecture with its essence as response to human life would continue to influence
the future generations of architects. It is the monumental quality of his architecture not only as
symbol, but more importantly enduring value for human life as “Institutions of Man” that Kahn has
left to new generations.
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Linguistic Cousins and a College Course
In Language Studies
Linguistic cousins (cognates) are a great tool for teaching the concept of language
families. However, a typical undergraduate course regarding the history and development of the
English language allows very limited space to cognates in class lectures, discussions, and
textbooks. This presentation aims to demonstrate the pedagogical advantages of using a
special assignment on cognates for enhancing student understanding of the concept of
language families and for enhancing student feelings of affinity with diverse groups of people. It
will first offer an overview of the usual course content and then detail the ease with which the
instructor can create and students can complete the suggested assignment. To emphasize the
idea of family relationship—and to keep things simple--I may occasionally refer to cognates as
linguistic cousins.
The language history course is normally (and very usefully) loaded with details that
specify the categories of language change and the processes of such changes. As instructors
detail the language shifts in sounds, spellings, meanings, and grammar, they emphasize the
necessary facts and rules a student is expected to master. Spanning the times prior to King
Alfred the Great through the contemporary age, these facts and rules cover the growth of
English from the West Germanic branch of the Indo-European family of languages into one of
the most widely used languages of modern times. Changes in English in response to the social,
cultural, and political contexts and need based word formations occupy much time in class
discussions. Typically, instructors and textbooks demonstrate changes by presenting students
with samples from the Old English, Middle English, and early Modern English periods. By
reading aloud the selected piece from the major periods of language history and the current
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version of the same selection, instructors impress the evidence of enormous change in the
English language; and they provide details of changes in all significant aspects—orthography
and spelling, sound and meaning, and the grammatical system. The usual illustration of these
changes takes excerpts from literature produced during the different historical periods. The
learners are exposed to samples of narrative excerpts such as the following:

Middle English
11. A man hadde twei sones. 12. And the yonger of hem seide to the
fadir,” Fadir, yiue me the porcioun of catel that fallith to me,“ And he
departide to hem the catel.

Early Modern English
11. a certaine man had two sones. 12. And the yonger of them said to
his father, Father, giue me the portion of goods that fallith to me. And
he diuided vnto them his liuing.

(Pyles & Algeo 164, 210)
Assertions and illustrations of changes with such excerpts inspire further
analyses of these changes. These analyses usually lead to explications through
analogies of changes in language and the changes in living beings, and course
discussions emphasize that growth and mobility that cause living species to modify
and/or alter behaviors impact language with corresponding changes. In other words,
the expansion or decline in numbers and cultural hegemony of language users—
together with their evolving needs for new communications—subject languages to
change. Since political, religious, and economic reasons cause people to move away
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from or move toward specific geographical locations, deductions about language
behavior are backed by historical records of migrations and emigrations of particular
populations that use a particular language. Patterns of such relocations have
established the fact that the Indo-Europeans, the Celts, Angles, Saxons and many other
groups of people have contributed to the development of modern English. Scholarly
analyses of the linguistic effects of early migrations have led to thorough expositions
and illustrations such as the Grimm’s Law and the Verner’s Law (Pyles & Algeo 87-91).
Popular textbooks devote a long chapter to these “laws.” Overwhelmed by such details,
many students simply endure the course unit while their instructors experience satisfion
about having given sufficient illustrations of the sound shifts that led to changes in
spellings, which in turn resulted in masking the genetic resemblances of English to other
languages in the Indo-European group. While these “laws” are excellent references for
explaining these changes, they are not sufficient to create a deep impression of the
concept of language families. Therefore, it is feasible to use some pedagogical initiative
in this endeavor. To emphasize the idea more successfully, one may begin with the
most emphatic assertion of this idea that was made on February 2, 1786. On this day,
Sir William Jones, in his address to the Asiatic Society in Calcutta, India, atated:
The Sanskrit language, whatever be its antiquity, is of a wonderful structure;
more perfect than the Greek, more copious than the Latin, and more
exquisitely refined than either, yet bearing to both of them a stronger affinity,
both in the roots of verbs and in the forms of grammar, than could possibly
have been produced by accident; so strong, indeed, that no philosopher
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[philologer] could examine them all three, without believing them to have
sprung form some common source, which, perhaps, no longer exists.
(http:/www.friesian.com/cognates.htm)

The apparent conviction of this statement inspired the nineteenth century linguists to
spend
much scholarly energy on expounding and illustrating the concept of language families.
Visual representations of this concept led to the drawing of the Indo-European Tree.
The American Heritage Dictionary likes to post this tree on the inside of its cover, and
most authors of the available textbooks about the history of English feel inadequate
without including the language tree in their books. Nevertheless, most textbooks
continue to ignore the statement made by Sir William Jones, and they allow a very
limited space to cognates. Since cognates are the most reliable living mirror of the
“common source” that Sir William Jones referred to, an English instructor can improve
the course content by allowing additional time and space to cognates—first by
explaining the structural and semantic features through a few samples and then by
assigning students the task of collecting a few samples at their own.
An assignment of this nature is important because linguistic cousins are the
living examples of the common source (Proto-Indo-European language) mentioned
above. Moreover, it is feasible for instructional as well as learner-centered course
objectives. For the instructor, it facilities exposition of the concept of language families;
for the student, it enhances comprehension of the concept. Easy comprehension
generates enthusiasm into the course content, while it sparks further interest in
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language study. Moreover, study of cognates aligns the course outcomes with the
workplace contexts of the twenty-first century. The contemporary workplaces place
(physically and/or electronically) increasing numbers of our graduates side by side with
people from different cultures. As students study related words from languages
distanced by time and space, they develop awareness of their family-like resemblances
in different languages. Such awareness is likely to provide a degree of psychological
comfort when they function in situations of apparent diversity.
To emphasize the evidence of resemblance of words in different languages
within a language family, i.e., the phonological and morphological resemblance of
English to the languages in the Indo-European family, one can choose words from
common experiences. Through elaboration of the phonetic, structural, and semantic
aspects of selected words, it is easy to demonstrate that cognates are sort of linguistic
cousins, and that, like all cousins, language cousins are different yet similar. While
their differences keep them context specific, their similarities lead to exciting discoveries
in language studies. These discoveries are especially exciting when they connect
languages distanced by time, space, and geographical and cultural environment. When
highlighted through a course assignment, these connections excite students who may
be somewhat fatigued by the dry details of phonological and morphological changes.
Such an assignment may ask students to prepare a class report on cognates by
gleaning from at least three languages, i.e., English and at least two other languages of
the student’s choice. One can model such gleaning by presenting a few numerals from
three languages of one’s own choice and then extend the illustration by presenting one
or two additional categories of cognates. For this presentation, I have expanded my list
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of language cousins to six categories—numerals, household items, everyday
conversations, foods, common experiences, and body parts. Selections are from
ordinary communications in English, Spanish, Punjabi, and Hindi.

Numerals

English

Spanish

Punjabi

Hindi

numbers

Nombres

number

number

one

un/uno

ik

ek

two

dos

do

do

three

tres

tin

teen

four

cuatro

char

char

five

cinco

panj

panch

six

seis

chhe

chhe

seven

siete

sat

sat

eight

ocho

atth

aatth

nine

nueve

non

naon

ten

diez

das

das

zero

cero

sifer

sifer
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Household Items

English

Spanish

Punjabi

Hindi

soap

Jabon

saban

sabun

towel

Toalla

taollia

taollia

new

Nuevo

navan

naveen

shirt

Camisa

kamiz

kamiz

red

Rojo

suha/lal

lal

yellow

Amarillo

peela

peela

flower

Flor

ful

fool

school

Escuela

skool

skool

pants

Pantalones

patloon

patloon

blouse

Blusa

blaus

blaus

Everyday Conversations

English

Spanish

Punjabi

Hindi

sir

Señor

sardar

shriman

madam

Señora

sardarni

shrimati

you

tu/usted

tu/tusin

tum/aap

king

Rey

raja

raja
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queen

Reina

rani

rani

uncle

Teeo

taya

taoo

Him/her

Lo/la

oh

woh

fairy

Hada

paree

paree

brave

Bravo

bahadar

bahadur

no

No

na/nahi

na/nahin

mother

Madre

ma/mata/madar

ma/mata/madar

father

Padre

pita

pita

brother

Hermano

bhra/veer

bhrata

name

Nombre

nam/naom

nam

typhoon

Tifon

tufan

toofan

fever

Fiebre

bukhar

bukhar

dream

Sueño

sapna

sapna

Foods & Tools

English

Spanish

Punjabi

Hindi

salad

Ensalada

salad

salad

olive

Oliva

aola

aola

knife

Cuchillo

chaku

chakku

berry

Baya

ber

ber

tea

Te

chae

chaya

sherbet

Sorbe

sharbat

sherbat
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Common Experiences

English

Spanish

Punjabi

Hindi

day

Dia

din

din

night

Noche

raat

raat/ratree

sun

Sol

suraj

surya

dark

Oscuro

andhera

andher

star

Estrella

stara

sitara

city

Ciudad

shaehr

shaehr

death

Muerte

maot

maot

Body Parts

English

Spanish

Punjabi

Hindi

mouth

Boca

bok

boka

eye

Ojo

akh

ankh

nose

Nariz

nak

naak

feet

Pie

paer

paer/paon

tooth

Diente

dand

dant

hair

vello(on body)

vaal

baal
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By creating an assignment that involves a collection of cognates, English instructors
with multilingual backgrounds and/or scholarly interest in comparative linguistics can
render a great service to their students. They can leave on student minds a lasting
impression of the common ancestry of languages in the Indo-European group. Objects
of daily use and names and descriptions of common situations that frame human life
offer an array of contexts in which many cognates appear. By asking students to
search, collect, and organize their collection of cognates in three languages, instructors
can provide academic exposure to common grounds among diversities. Work on the
assignment enables students to develop a meaningful cognition of the concept of
language families—which in turn fosters affirmations of the commonality of human
experience. In addition, the assignment creates a sense of academic adventure—a
kind of relief from the cumbersome details of the history and development of the English
language. While students experience adventure and fun with this assignment, the
instructor achieves a reasonable focus on the common grounds that support the
concept of language families. This focus is feasible because it enhances the course
relevance to the cultural diversity and globalization of contemporary workplaces. As
production and marketing transactions continue extending beyond multiple barriers
through outsourcing and/or in-sourcing, a course in the history and development of the
English language releases for us a pedagogical opportunity to enhance its relevance to
life by highlighting—simultaneously-- the similarity of English with its sister languages in
the Indo-European family and the essential similarity of human experiences in spite of
the cultural and geographical divides.
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Abstract:
“Preaching to the Choir:
Reassessing Antonio Vieira’s Millenarian Legacy in Early Modern Portugal”

Without a doubt, António Vieira, SJ (1608-1697), is one of the most important and most
widely-studied figures in seventeenth-century Portuguese history. Famous in his lifetime as an
orator, theologian, diplomat, and courtier, he has been widely studied in recent years for his
advocacy for the rights of the most marginalized members of Portuguese society, namely, the
indigenous peoples of Maranhão, the African slaves in the Brazilian colonies, and the Portuguese
Jews and conversos. Historians have also extensively studied his millenarian ideas on the
identity of the long-awaited “Hidden One” and on the nature of the Fifth Monarchy of biblical
prophecy. Despite the fact that Vieira’s writings on the subject have been among the most
studied documents from the Portuguese millenarian tradition, no historian has yet assessed the
question of whether or not Vieira had any real influence on the course of that tradition in the
early modern period. It is my contention that, in reality, Vieira’s understandings of messianic
prophecy had virtually no effect on the evolution of that tradition during that time.
In this essay, I prove this contention by first giving a brief summary of the millenarian
tradition in early modern Portugal, and then by examining the distinctive features of Vieira’s
millenarian thought. I then analyze the possible sources of Vieira’s influence on Portuguese
messianism, including his sermons, his letters, and his millenarian treatises. I also assess his
influence of the millenarian tradition by providing a thorough examination of the collections of
apocalyptic writings produced in Portugal during and after Vieira’s lifetime, demonstrating that
he had virtually no influence on the course of that tradition since the distinctive elements of his
messianic thought are missing from the corpus of these apocalyptic writings. I note the very few
exceptions to this statement and explain why these are, in reality, exceptions that prove the rule.
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Finally, I explain why Vieira has received an unjustified reputation as an influential commentator
on prophetic matters by many historians. This conclusion will help provide students of Vieira’s
life a more balanced and accurate view of the Jesuit father as a historical actor as well as
clarifying the true course of the evolution of Portuguese apocalyptic thought into the eighteenth
century.
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Moving Beyond Subjection: Julia Kristeva’s Generative Model of Subjectivity
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ABSTRACT
Theorist Lois McNay has identified a negative paradigm of subject formation
In general, this paradigm emphasizes
operative in poststructural feminist theory. 1
subjects who are the effects of exclusionary symbolic structures and privileges structural
indeterminacy over the reflexive agency of subjects engaged in practice. Within the
negative paradigm, subjects are passive effects of discursive structures and are unable to
mediate their relations to these structures. McNay argues that within this paradigm,
subject formation and transformations occur either through a direct instantiation of the
subject with symbolic structures, or from a failure of such an instantiation to take place.
Such failures are the result of structural indeterminacy within the discursive system, and
agency is cast as this indeterminacy. In this paradigm, an “indeterminacy which forms
the ontological grounds for the emergence of change becomes elided with the
emancipatory or political per se.” 2
Philosopher Allison Weir is also critical of poststructural accounts of subjectivity
as subjection. Although she does not refer to them as “negative paradigms,” her
criticisms fit with those of McNay’s. Weir argues that models of subjectivity as
subjection conflate linguistic identity as a logic of the same and a self identity as a
process for critical engagement with others. She also identifies a conflation between the
violence required for individuation and the violence of domination. These conflations
lead to a rejection of identity altogether in favor of a politics of non-identity. In the
negative paradigm, subject formation is a process only of force, submission, exclusion
and domination. This forecloses the possibility of nondominating relations with others
because the model is caught within the dualisms of identity/non-identity, and
domination/resistance. Both Weir and McNay find this paradigm to lead to a view of the
subject as unable to reflexively mediate her relations to symbolic structures and to deny
the generative aspects of subjectivity.
Julia Kristeva moves beyond the negative paradigm and offers a generative model
of subjectivity. By explicating her theory of subjectivity as signifiance, Kristeva’s
subject is underwritten by what I call a productive negativity, the wellspring of which is
the semiotic chora. I use the term ‘productive negativity’ to indicate that subjects can
transgress discursive boundaries, and also that subjects must create new meanings. I will
1

See Weir, Sacrificial Logics, New York: Routledge, 1996, and McNay, Gender and Agency Cambridge,
UK: Polity Press, 2000.
2
McNay, 2000. p. 68.
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show that Kristeva’s subject in process/on trial is not a passive effect of discourse, but an
active participant in the creation of herself and of new meaning. Kristeva’s model of
subjectivity offers promise for changing oppressive social conditions.

Subjects in process--in and through language
Kristeva’s analysis of language and signfication reveal a subject in process/on
trial. a subject that is “a process, an intersection --an impossible unity.” 3 Kristeva’s
theory of language and signifiance are integral to her theory of subjectivity. . The
“impossible unity” Kristeva describes is the ‘I’ that is the subject, the identity that
emerges from taking a stand, from the oscillation of the semiotic and symbolic elements
in and through signification. The subject is both produced and put in process/on trial by
the signifying practice.
Kristeva argues that subjectivity and language are both parts of a signifying
process. Kristeva never defines this, but seems to mean the ways in which bodily drives
and affects are discharged through language, and how subjectivity is shaped through this
process.

Kristeva uses the term signifiance to describe this, and says that it is an

articulation of a heterogeneous process, with the speaking subject leaving its imprint on
the dialectic between the articulation and its process. 4
This process includes two elements which she calls the semiotic and symbolic.
The semiotic corresponds to the affects and drives, the unrepresentable and the
unconscious, and can never be fully contained by a discursive system. The source of the
semiotic is what Kristeva calls the chora, and it is pre-symbolic.

3
4

Kristeva. Revolution in Poetic Language. Trans. Wallor. Columbia University Press. 1984. p. 118.
Kristeva. Desire in Language. Columbia University Press. 1980.
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The symbolic corresponds to the logical functioning of language, and to all that is
assimilable to language as a system. It is through the symbolic that meaning and identity
gain coherent and stable boundaries. These boundaries, however, are always threatened
with dissolution, and renegotiated due to the semiotic. Identity is never fixed, rather it is
fluid. Kristeva's theory of subjectivity is a theory of speaking beings. Unlike many
poststructuralists, Kristeva does not see subjects as functions of a discursive system.
Rather, Kristeva focuses on the ways in which subjects are constituted through a dynamic
process by which meaning and experience are generated. The semiotic functions as a
non-discursive element of subjectivity and signification.
Kristeva’s subject in process is not a passive effect of language/discourse, or a
mere function or placeholder within the discursive system. Unlike other poststructural
theorists like Judith Butler and Michel Foucault, Kristeva argues for a subject that
through the practice of signification, and a productive negativity, produces herself and
meaning. Of course, Kristeva is not positing a transcendental subject or claiming that
language is merely a tool of expression for such a subject. A subject in process is drawn
from the available symbolic resources provided by her historical/cultural situation and the
discourses that are operative in that community. She is not, however, reducible to these
resources.
Kristeva’s subject is not doomed to an identity based merely on conformity to
hegemonic norms.

Kristeva acknowledges that such norms operate in the form of

dominant cultural discourses, but her theory of language and subjectivity as a practice
does not necessitate that identity be merely the repetition or performance of these norms
dictated by the system. In fact, Kristeva’s theory argues against such an idea. Given that
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subjects, by definition, must take a stand, or a position as they take their places as
speaking subjects, a resymbolization of meaning, and in the process a re-creation of
identity, Kristeva’s subject in process mediates her relation to discourse and its norms
through her significatory acts, all the while constituting herself through those acts.
The subject in process is an “open system.”
We must recognize on the one hand, the unity of the subject who submits
to the law--the law of communication, among others; yet who, on the other
hand, does not entirely submit, cannot entirely submit, does not want to
submit entirely. The subject-in-process is always in a state of contesting
the law...The subject-in-process, then gives us a vision of the human
venture as a venture of innovation, of creation, of opening, of renewal..
I’m reminded of what the biologist call “open systems.” They think that a
living being is not merely a structure but a structure open to its
surroundings and other structures; and that interactions occur in this
opening that are of the order of procreation and rejection, and that permit a
living being to live, to grow, to renew itself, eventually destroying
something outside itself, but at the same time giving something to the
outside. 5

The subject in process is, according to Kristeva, open to others, open to structures
and open to the otherness and heterogeneity that underwrites its own constitution. Unlike
Butler and Foucault, for whom identity is inherently oppressive, I am arguing that
Kristeva’s model of identity is creative, fluid, and the means by which interactions and
relations with others are possible.

Kristeva writes that the “symbolic is the horizon of

the ’universal’ bond with other members of his group,” and I would add it is a bond to
any others at all. At this point, I would like to point out some differences between the
model of subjectivity that I find present in Kristeva’s work, and what has been termed a
negative model of subjectivity that can be found in the work of poststructuralists such as
Butler and even Foucault.
5

Guberman, R.M. Julia Kristeva Interviews Columbia Univeristy Press. 1996. p. 26.
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Subjectivity –a negative paradigm
Theorists Alison Weir and Lois McNay have identified a negative paradigm of
subjectification operative in poststrucuturalism. 6

In general, this paradigm emphasizes

subjects who are the effects of exclusionary symbolic structures and privileges structural
indeterminacy over the reflexive agency of subjects engaged in practice. Subjects are
effects or place holders of the symbolic structures, and are unable to mediate their
relations to these structures. In this negative paradigm, identity is inherently exclusionary
or repressive of difference. McNay argues that within this paradigm, subject formation
and transformations occur either through a direct instantiation of the subject with
symbolic structures, or from a failure of such an instantiation to take place (as in Butler’s
theory of failures of conformity). In this paradigm, an “indeterminacy which forms the
ontological grounds for the emergence of change becomes elided with the emancipatory
or political per se.” 7
With the negative paradigms, Weir identifies a conflation between linguistic
identity as a logic of the same, and a self identity as a process for critical engagement
with others. She also identifies a conflation between the violence required for
individuation and assertion of one’s identity with the violence of domination. These
conflations lead to a rejection of identity altogether in favor of a politics of non-identity.
In the negative paradigm, subject formation is a process only of force, submission,
exclusion and domination. This forecloses the possibility of nondominating relations
with others because the model is caught within the dualism of identity and non-identity,

6
7

See Weir, Sacrificial Logics Routledge. 1996, and McNay, Gender and Agency. Routledge. 2000.
McNay, L. 2000. p. 68.
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domination and resistance. Both Weir and McNay find this paradigm to lead to a view
of the subject as unable to reflexively mediate their relations to symbolic structures, to
foreclose the possibility of agency, and the possibility of connections with others.
Unlike Butler 8 and Foucault, Kristeva does not argue that the symbolic is
inherently repressive of difference. This assumption is tied to a negative model of
identity as oppressive, which pushes Butler to reject the notion of identity, and leads both
Butler and Foucault to a politics based on transgression alone. If all identities operate
according to a logic of the same, and are repressive of difference, then it makes sense that
one should seek the continual bursting of identities and identity categories. Thus, we are
left with a politics of transgression for transgressions sake.

Unfortunately, in this

schema, each transgression is recuperated by the system and new identities based on
domination and suppression of difference are put in place. This of course, is Butler’s
criticism of feminist politics.
Butler is critical of any identity politics, even feminist politics, and of identity
categories in general. This criticism can be traced to her view of subjectivity. Subjects
are formed through a subjection to the Law of language. This process is a violent one of
splitting and repression of difference for the sake of identity. In this process both the ‘I’
and the ‘Other’ are created. For Butler, the relation between the ‘I’ and the ‘Other’ is
necessarily a relation of domination. To end relations of domination we must then get

Butler, J. Gender Trouble. Routledge 1990; Bodies that Matter. Routledge. 1993; and The Psychic Life
of Power. Stanford University Press. 1997
8
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rid of identities and identity categories, and replace them with an endless array of
differences. 9
Because Butler conflates the ruptures that produce the individual subject with the
violence of domination, she sees all identity as oppressive. There seems to be a flaw in
her picture. We cannot recognize difference without a way of coherently making sense
of ourselves and of others, and negotiating the differences we traverse in forming our
own identities and relations to others. Not all ruptures need be indicative of or lead to
domination.

Butler seems to contradict herself when she claims that ruptures and

scissions within the feminist movement are to be seen as negative results of domination
imposed by identity, but that ruptures and scissions are what allow differences to come
forth and prevent categories from becoming dominant.
Butler sees subjectivity and identity as merely effects of a discursive system based
on binary oppositions that rest on relations of domination. One term of a binary is
privileged over the other, and defines the other. Subjects are relatively passive within this
system They are formed by interpellation and a reiterative performativity that is itself a
“repetition, sedimentation, and congealment of the past.” 10
These identities are constructions of a larger symbolic system, and she does not
view the symbolic as a truly dynamic element in a heterogeneous process. Instead Butler
reduces identity and meaning to a sterile symbolic/discursive process that produces
oppressive identity categories. To use Kristeva’s terms, Butler reduces the semiotic to
the symbolic which forecloses the possibility that the symbolic, in its dialectical relation

9

For Foucault, our relations with others are inherently relations of domination. The best we can hope for is
a constant re-arrangement of those relations. Power/Knowledge: Selected interviews and other writings,
1972-1977. Ed. Colin Gordon. Pantheon. 1980.
10
Butler. Bodies that Matter. p. 244 note 7.
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to the semiotic, could provide an opening to new symbolic reconstructions. There is no
room for productive negativity, and subjects are not creatively engaged in symbolic
reconstructions.
Clearly, Butler’s theory fits the negative paradigm of subjectification identified by
Weir and McNay. At this point, we may ask, what is the problem with this paradigm?
Why shouldn’t we be content with subjects as unmediated effects within a larger
symbolic system? I think that the answer must be that this model does not adequately
account for our own understandings of ourselves, or for social changes that have taken
place.

A good example is that of feminist consciousness raising.

Feminist

consciousness raising cannot be explained by a “direct instantiation of symbolic
structures,” or by an indeterminacy within a symbolic system. During consciousness
raising, subjects through their interactions with others must negotiate conflictual roles,
interpret their social relations and their own identities. In doing so, they creatively
engage in symbolic reconstructions and identity re-creations. Such interpretations require
what McNay calls a “distantiation of the subject from constitutive structures.” 11 In other
words, the subject must be able to mediate, or take a stand or position within the field of
constitutive structures, and this requires a coherent but flexible conception of self.
McNay provides another example of this process.

Women who enter the

workforce after child rearing may find that their expectations and dispositions shaped by
the domestic field are at odds with the requirements of the workforce and they become
aware of negative aspects of a work force based on gender discrimination.

“The

questioning of conventional notions of femininity does not arise just from exposure to
and identification with a greater array of alternative images of femininity, but from
11

McNay, 2000. p. 69.
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tensions inherent in the concrete negotiation of increasingly conflictual female roles.” 12
In this case, I read McNay as arguing for a theory of subjectivity that allows for
interpretation of one’s situations, and of one’s self-identity. In other words, Mcnay
addresses the need for a generative model of subjectivity and agency rather than negative
model of subjectification.
Although Kristeva’s models of subjectivity and identity do include notions of
scission, rupture, and at times exclusion, they do provide a fruitful way of theorizing
identity not as repressive of difference but as constituted by difference. Subjectivity itself
is the process of existing oneself through practice, through signification. Identity is the
pre-requisite for taking an ethical stand towards others, and to relating to others as others.
Rather than sedimented subjects rearranged through their interpellations, Kristeva
argues for a subject in process/on trial, one who exists herself, speaks herself through
signification. This process requires both the symbolic and the semiotic, as well as
interactions with others, both real and imaginary.

The symbolic and semiotic are in

dialectical relation. Each requires the other, and neither is reducible to the other. For the
subject, the symbolic is never divorced from the semiotic. Kristeva is arguing for identity
that is fluid, mobile and the opening for relations with others whose differences and
interactions provide us with resources to renew/create our own identities through our
symbolic reconstructions.
There is a futural aspect to Kristeva’s theory of subjectivity that is absent in
Butler’s work.

Butler reduces subjectivity to moments of reactive and retrospective

stasis, to a “repetition, sedimentation, and congealment of the past.” 13

12
13

Ibid, emphases mine.
Butler. Bodies that Matter. p. 244 note 7.

In contrast,
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Kristeva argues that subjectivity is a dynamic temporal process. Moreover, Butler’s
account reduces agency to a series of indeterminate but static positions, while Kristeva
can accommodate agency as a process of practice engaged in by subjects. The subject in
process is a result of breaks or transgressions of symbolic constructions, but to speak
herself into being the way Kristeva describes, she must interpret ruptures and
contradictions and thereby negotiate new symbolic constructions. She must also at times
negate what is, what she is, and posit what might be. In short she must, using the cultural
resources available to her to posit new possibilities for herself. This is precisely what
Kristeva means when she speaks of the imaginary as a site of renewal/recreation of
symbolic and identity constructions.

Kristeva’s subject is an agent.

Indeed, by

definition, the subject in process is the subject who takes a stand, takes a position. The
subject in Butler’s theory does not take a position, but rather is positioned.

Interpretation and narrative identity
Kristeva’s emphasis on the creative and generative aspects of subjectivity, and her
focus on freedom as the ability to revolt and to reveal new possibilities, which includes
both transgression and production, are central to her theory of narrative identity. Rather
than rejecting identity as necessarily repressive, Kristeva offers a theory of identity that is
fluid and creative, and one in which individuals are actively involved in the interpretation
and creation of self-identity. This sets Kristeva apart from both Butler and Foucault.
The issue of personal or self-identity—that is, the process through which
individuals are routinely and actively involved in the meaningful
interpretation of the self in social interaction-is one that is relatively
under-theorized in poststructural thought. This is partly a result of the
emphasis in poststructural thought on the fragmented nature of
subjectivity which tends to dissolve any notion of the coherent self and
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results in what Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe have famously called
an ‘essentialism of the elements’ where the connections between the
multiple subject positions constitutive of individuality remain unthought. 14

The problem described by McNay, to which both Butler and Foucault fall prey, is
avoided by Kristeva. Kristeva acknowledges that the ability to maintain a coherent yet
fluid notion of the self is necessary to subjectivity, and to agency. For Kristeva, identity
is not a repressive or externally imposed category that limits the multiplicity of the
subject. On the contrary, Kristeva argues that subjects only come to be as they narrate
their own identities. This is what it means to be a subject in process. To take a position
as an ‘I’ is to have the ability to respond to others, and to be responded to, and in so doing
to speak oneself. Kristeva’s model of the subject in- process is a model of active selfinterpretation, or if you will a model of self- narration. Through narration, the self is
never a fixed identity, but rather a never ending process of interpretation and telling.
There are many advantages to theorizing a narrative model of self identity. Such
a model emphasizes the constructed character of identity without reducing identity to an
externally imposed construct. In a narrative model, construction of identity is compatible
with self-interpretation and representation.

On the other hand, the model does not

presuppose a voluntarist notion of identity. There are limits to self-interpretation, but
these limits are based both on external and internal constraints, both on
corporeal/affective and social/symbolic elements.

Not just a particular mode of

representation, the narrative model of identity that I argue is evident in Kristeva is the
ontological ground of identity. As McNay points out,
it is through narrativity that we come to know, understand, and make sense
of the social world, and that we constitute our social identities…The act of
14

Mcnay. p. 75.
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self narration is central to identity formation; experience is organized
along the temporal dimension, in the form of a plot that gathers events
together into a coherent and meaningful structure which, in turn, gives
significance to the overall configuration that is the person. 15

Butler’s rejection of identity rests on her construal of identity as objective social
categories that are exogenously imposed and/ or produced through a logic of exclusion.
The imposition of identity is necessarily violent and repressive. For Butler, identity is
repetition of repressive and socially regulating norms. I am arguing that this model of
identity falls short, because it does not acknowledge that a fluid coherent identity or sense
of self is necessary for social action, and for the ability to represent and create meaning.
I agree with McNay when she states that “narrative is the central instrument through
which values and goals are inscribed into situational structures of meaning and through
which conflicting claims of imaginary and real are mediated, arbitrated and resolved.” 16
Invoking a model of narrative identity helps us move beyond the dichotomy of
essentialism/constructivism by positing a dynamic unity of self. Identity is continually
shaped as one negotiates variable subject positions. The narrative model allows for the
contingency of identity, without valorizing instability. One is never without a narrative,
or a story, and this narrative provides coherency and motivates orientations toward
certain subject positions and away from others. One negotiates plural subject positions in
a way that coheres with an overall personal narrative that is at the same time social, and
yet there is fluidity, an orientation toward the future and possibility for change. The
narrative model that I am arguing is implicit in Kristeva also accounts for the
intransigence of certain stories of identity such as gender and race. It acknowledges that
15
16

Ibid p. 83.
Ibid.
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personal identities are drawn from the resources given by a common social/symbolic
order and as such certain identity positions will be harder to transform, but not immune to
transformation. Kristeva’s analysis of the flattening of psychic space helps explain this.
Gender and race identities are contingent upon social relations and are
metanarratives that have been historically, psychically and symbolically durable, making
them resistant to change, but not essentially fixed. These metanarratives are not simply
imposed upon individuals. But rather, individuals are invested in these narratives through
self-understanding and interpretation. McNay makes a similar point. “[T]he durability
of narratives of gender resides partly in terms of an attachment on the part of the
individual to the sense of stability they impart” 17 even if those attachments decrease
rather than expand alternative identity positions. However, this itself does not render the
creative aspect of individual investment and narrative sterile. A coherent identity is not
simply an exogenously imposed fiction determined by a larger discursive system.

Thus,

the model that I am drawing from Kristeva is better able to account for both the
intransigence of and the changes in gender roles and identities than the negative models
of subjectification offered by Butler and Foucault.

Conclusion
Kristeva’s theory provides a model of subjectivity that highlights the interaction
of subjects and structures. Social systems are not just systems to which we are subject or
subjugated, but also products of our practices and creative interpretations. Kristeva’s
theory of signifiance and her use of the imaginary shows a dialectic between subject and
structure, and a subject that mediates its relationship to structures. The subject in-process
17

McNay. 2000. p. 94.
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is constituted through language, but not solely by language. For Kristeva, identity should
not be seen only as repressive or subjugating, but as the means by which one can take a
position as a subject and interact with others.

14
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False notions of improvisation often distinguish it from formal concerns of
choreography. However, performance improvisation or compositional
improvisation, which is the name I adopt in this paper, highlights “the point
where choreography and improvisation meet, when improvisation attains the
form and deliberateness of choreography and choreography the brilliance and
spontaneity of improvisation” (Foster 109). In this paper, I reflect on my own
objectives for improvising, rooted in a history and lineage that distinguishes
improvisation as not just a compositional tool, but as performance form in and of
itself. In compositional improvisation performers are also the choreographers,
consciously crafting the entire structure, form and development of the dance in
real time. The goal of this paper is to identify and examine the distinctive
characteristics of the technique of compositional improvisation including the
individual exploration of inventive physical vocabulary, the choreographic rigor it
demands, and the evolution of a vibrant ensemble dynamic.
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Abstract
This paper is an exploration of Sin in the Judeo-Christian tradition. It presents an argument
grounded in scripture and social psychology to explain the sinful nature of humans using the
concept of social control. People have always sought control in order to be like God. Although
control seems to benefit humankind, it alienates us from God and each other. This alienation
may be resolved by seeking and offering forgiveness.

.
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A Social Psychologist Considers the Nature of Sin: Can the Concept of Control be Used to
Explain Man’s Sinful Nature
In the Gospels, Jesus seems to view sin as universal in the sense that all people are
sinners. Are Homo sapiens sinful by nature? Many of us would like to deny this in one way or
another or, at least, to minimize our own sins. As a social psychologist I study the behaviors
involved in social interactions among ordinary people, not individuals who have been certified
as fitting some category of abnormality or psychopathology but people like you and me that we
interact with daily. One particular area of social interaction in which I have had a particular
interest is prosocial behavior, which some might think would be opposite to sinful behavior.
However, the more I study human behavior, the more convinced I become that sin is an integral
part of our nature as human beings --- even when we try to do good. The purpose of writing this
article is to explore an interpretation of sin that we can all own: that we can observe operating
in our daily lives, and seek God’s and one another’s grace to enable us to live more fully in His
glorious creation.
Sin is described in many ways using many terms in the Old and New Testaments,
whether we read them in the original Hebrew and Greek or in translation. Although much may
be learned by studying these descriptions, the purpose of this paper is to find a common feature
in the various manifestations of sin rather than to enumerate the various ways of sinning. One
approach to a common definition of sin is to consider its consequences. Saint Paul has told us
that the wages of sin are death (alienation from the creator and life-sustaining creation). While
this may be the ultimate consequence of sin, a more immediate consequence may be alienation
or estrangement from God and our fellow humans. An apparently positive consequence and
motivation to sin is that it may help us to achieve a desired goal. Sin need not be a purposeful
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choice to achieve a goal at the expense of one’s relationship with God as well as with other
people. These are certainly consequences of sin but they leave a lot of room for denial and
minimization. St. Paul and later theologians base a Doctrine of Original Sin on the Fall of
Adam described in the third chapter of Genesis, interpreting Adam and Eve generically as
representing humankind. It seems logically consistent to extend this generic interpretation to
the entire chapter in order to gain an understanding of the generic nature of sin.
Genesis 2 ends with a statement of the innocence of humankind described by the
Yahwist as naked and not ashamed. As Genesis 3 begins, the serpent asks Eve whether God
had said not to eat of any tree in the garden. The woman innocently replies that they may eat
the fruit from any tree in the garden except the tree in the center of the garden because God said
that if they ate from it or even touched it, they would die. The situation in the garden seems
similar to “the forbidden toy” paradigm used by developmental psychologists to test the effects
of various factors on obedience. A child is placed in a room containing a number of attractive
toys and instructed that she or he may play with any of the toys except one. The child is left
alone while being observed through a one-way mirror to see how long the child resists playing
with the forbidden toy. Certainly as we all know, Eve disobeyed God. It is tempting to simplify
the nature of sin as disobedience, to believe, as the Pharisees and Palagians that sin can be
avoided by our own actions. Is God testing Adam and Eve in the same way? Or is the situation
more like warning people not to eat certain poisonous mushrooms? As we continue the
narrative in Genesis 3, the situation becomes more complex. The story does not imply that the
serpent is evil or sent by an evil power to tempt the woman. It seems to be merely a narrative
vehicle for considering an alternative. The serpent is described as more subtle than any of the
other creatures but possesses no special powers or attributes that might compel the woman to
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eat the fruit. The serpent tells her that she and the man will not die as a result of eating the fruit
but will become like God, knowing good and evil. The woman, seeing that the fruit was good
to eat, the tree was pleasant looking, and had the desirable effect of making one wise, ate the
fruit. She gave Adam some and he ate it also.
We can surmise that Adam and Eve perceived that the fruit of this tree possessed only
one characteristic that the fruits of other trees in the garden lacked: Eating it would enable them
to become like God. What are they seeking that is so compelling that Adam and Eve are willing
to disobey God and risk punishment (death)? If we consider chapters two and three of Genesis
as a social situation, the difference between humankind and God may be seen as power or,
alternatively knowledge and understanding, both of which are bases of power (French &
Raven, 1959). Power in social relationships is based on resource ownership. One party (P) may
own a resource that is desired by the other party (O). By virtue of resource ownership, P is in a
position to control the disposition of and access to these resources (Kipnis, 1976; Levinger,
1959; Rosen, 1984; Wolfe, 1959). It is apparent from the Genesis narrative that God owns the
resources desired by humankind.
P may also exert social power or interpersonal control over O based on resource
ownership. P’s power to exercise control over O is contingent on the resources that O perceives
P as controlling and that P can deliver to or withhold from O. Thus, P has the capacity for
regulating the actions of O (French & Raven, 1959; Levinger, 1959; Michner & Suchner, 1972;
Wolfe, 1959). P may prohibit some actions (eating the fruit of a particular tree) or delegate
control over other resources (dominion over plants and animals) but O is given authority to do
so by P and remains subordinate to P (French & Raven, 1959; Ashour & England, 1972; Rosen,
Grandison and Stewart, 1974). To become “like God” Adam and Eve must have power to make
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decisions about the appropriate action to be taken as well as to execute the proper action and to
be held accountable for the consequences (Rosen, Grandison and Stewart, 1974). By eating the
forbidden fruit Adam and Eve have acted to seek power and will be held accountable for that
action. Action taken (eating the fruit) to achieve power or control (become like God) is
common to all people. It seems that the important difference between God and humankind is
power. If Adam and Eve are to become “like God” then they must gain the potential of
environmental and/or interpersonal control. Becoming like God entails control of their
environments, social and personal as well as physical. The risk is alienation from God, which
also carries with it the threat of separation from God’s life-sustaining creation.
Original Sin as described in Genesis seeks to explain why humans are universally
sinful. Genesis is not concerned with logical or scientific explanation, yet it is possible that, by
employing the concept of control as an overarching and organizing construct, we may discover
a logically and scientifically supportable explanation of sin that is consistent with biblical
descriptions and explanations of sin. Logic and science have supported the universality of
power seeking among humans. Concern with a logical or scientific approach to human behavior
is a relatively recent phenomenon. In the seventeenth century, Thomas Hobbes (Leviathan)
explained the striving of man for power (control of resources) as the logical result of selfinterest. More recently, White (1959) developed the concept of effectance motivation to explain
behaviors that were inadequately explained by drive theory. In general, effectance motivation is
the motivation to control one’s environment. It differs from a drive because it does not satiate.
Nisbet (1970) has argued that control is an intention of all human behavior, whether conscious
or unconscious. In many cultures weakness is a pejorative term and power is often linked with
self-esteem (Gouldner, 1973; Kipnis, 1976). Rollo May (1972) concurs with these viewpoints,
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adding that the exercise of power is necessary for survival and that motivation to exercise
power is a necessary correlate of attempts to achieve psychological well-being. The goal of
power seeking in humans is survival and control of their environments, social and personal as
well as physical (Kipnis, 1976).
The control construct may be extended to cover sins against our fellow human beings as
well. According to McClelland (1975), individuals have a power need, a concern about having
impact. Control motivations arise when an individual experiences an aroused need state that
can only be satisfied by inducing appropriate behaviors in others (Kipnis, 1976). Control
motivations may be instrumental, in which the emphasis is on the pursuit of resources or they
may be consummatory, that is, when satisfaction is gained solely from controlling others
(Rosen, Powell & Shubot, 1977). Control motivations may arise as an attempt to meet ego
needs related to feelings of self-worth or as irrational impulses. The act of control may be seen
as both a means and an end in itself (Kipnis, 1976), for example, when the powerholder derives
enjoyment from manipulative activities (Christie & Geis, 1970). Such activities allow her or
him to avoid feelings of weakness and loss of control (Adler, 1946; Kipnis, 1976; Veroff &
Veroff, 1972).
Another source of control motivation is the individual’s involvement in his or her
institutional role. It may originate in the individual’s desire to do his or her work well. When a
person who has been granted authority perceives that others are behaving in ways that interfere
with the goals of the organization, then he or she experiences feelings of distress which
subsequently lead to attempts by the powerholder to correct this deviant behavior. The
powerholder may or may not derive personal satisfaction from controlling others under these
circumstances. She or he may even find the particular method employed in controlling others
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distasteful (Kipnis, 1976). Judas betrayal of Jesus was probably distasteful to him. Perhaps he
was attempting to control Jesus’ actions so that his concept of the messiah’s task would be
performed for the benefit of Judaism.
Because Christians and Jews universally consider violation of any of the Ten
Commandments sinful, they might serve as examples for evaluating the applicability of the
concept of control as an understanding of sin.
1. Recognize only Yahweh as God. If we recognize other gods we are denying Yahweh the
power that belongs to him as sole owner of all the resources created by him.
2. The second commandment prohibits creating and worshiping images. If we worship images
that we create, we are attributing power to ourselves that rightfully belongs to Yahweh, as
humankind did when we constructed the Tower of Babel.
3. Number three is not to take Yahweh’s name in vain. By so doing, we seek to usurp
Yahweh’s power by aligning His purpose with our actions rather than to align our actions
with His purpose, as when we justify our actions by implying that God is on our side.
4. Observe the Sabbath as a holy day. We are commanded to regularly and frequently
recognize that God is the creator and, by virtue of that, controls all resources. We must also
take the time to rest and open ourselves to recreation in God’s image.
5. Honor your father and mother. God gave Adam dominion over creation and has extended
this legitimate power or authority (French and Raven, 1959: Wolfe, 1959) to all humans.
We honor our parents by not denying them exercise of the power that God granted them.
Langer and Rodin (1976) found that elderly residents of a nursing home who were given
control and responsibility for mundane activities were healthier and happier than a
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comparison group for whom the nursing staff made the same decisions although both
groups were comparable in terms of age and health upon entering the facility.
6. Do not kill. We must not seek control by taking the life of another. When Cain killed Abel
because God found Abel’s sacrifice more pleasing, he was seeking control over God’s favor
by eliminating the competition. By killing others we are seeking control by denying control
to others. Whether it is homicide or war.
7. Do not commit adultery. When we commit adultery we are claiming a resource that
rightfully belongs to another. David claimed the resource of making love with Bathsheeba,
the wife of Uriah the Hittite. He exercised control over another’s resource and when she
became pregnant he had Uriah killed to hide his guilt.
8. Do not steal. When we steal we take illegitimate control of a resource that belongs to
another.
9. Do not bear false witness. When we testify falsely we control we are controlling the
outcome of the action about which we testify.
10. Do not covet. When we covet any resource that is another’s, we desire to control a resource
belonging to another by denying control to the legitimate owner.
If we look at sin through the control construct, all of us are sinners, always have been and
always will be. That is exactly what makes it such a fitting perspective on sin. We cannot
escape our own sinfulness anymore than we can escape our humanity. All people seek and
exert control. It is our nature and it serves us well in the world we live in. We cannot be sinless.
Yet it has the effect of alienating us from God and from our fellow humans. All have sinned
and come short of the glory of God. Our only hope is in seeking forgiveness from each other
and from God. Salvation is possible only through grace. Several years ago I had finished a
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study of Luke-Acts with a group of teenagers and asked the group, “What was the most
important thing Jesus did?” Will Roberts answered, “He forgave sins.” God has given us all
power to do likewise. We cannot legitimately control others but we can forgive them when they
sin against (try to control) us. This may be a more appropriate way to be like God than to
exercise control over others..
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On 17 and Broadway in Gary, stands a monument to one of the most important record labels
in American music history---Vee Jay Records.
If you haven’t seen the website, the official web site is http://www.vee-jay.net/ The Historic
Midtown Project of the Department of Minority Studies, Indiana University Northwest has
recommended that the Vee Jay building be designated as a Historic Place similar to Stax
Records (http://www.soulsvilleusa.com/) and Motown Records, We have also recommended that
a Jazz—Blues district be established on Broadway between 15 and 19th similar to that in Kansas
City, between 18th and Vine (see: http://www.experiencekc.com/18thandvine.html
Vee Jay records is one of the places on the tour of Historic Midtown created, developed and
sponsored by the Historic Midtown Project. Several other places or interest, are the home of
Michael Jackson, the Jackson Five and the home of Steel Town Records which was the first
record label to record the Jacksons. Gary, Indiana had its own distinct sound in Jazz and Blues
influencing Chicago Blues and the sound of music throughout the United States and the world.
This paper will discuss the approach of the Historic Midtown Project to stimulate revitalization
of a neighborhood (Historic Midtown) in one of the most seriously underserved cities and
communities in America. Revitalization of this particular community is seated in several basic
premises regarding capacity building and empowerment of the local community. In Gary and
perhaps in many similar cities, youth know very little of the history and accomplishments of older
generations. There is a disconnect between knowing what is possible, what happened in the past,
the cultural significance of those accomplishments and knowing that their community can be
regenerated and revitalized. Areas presented include the use of culture and narrative research to
bridge the “disconnect”. Enactment a new type of program-- a City Youth Empowerment Zone
that integrates culture, history, revitalization as an innovative new approach intended to bridge
this disconnect and to improve self esteem and academics. This is a process of civic

engagement. Students engage in the process of revitalization of a specific historic place.
They are given a major part of the revitalization responsibility. It is their project. They
are responsible. An educational emphasis is given to business development,
entrepreneurship and jobs. This along with history, culture, and the sciences are
integrated into class curriculum and dual enrollment with the Department of Minority
Studies, Indiana University Northwest. The objectives are to reduce drop out rates
(schools in Gary have been cited as drop out factories), introduce students to professional
and career opportunities in the sciences, math, humanities and employment related to
their involvement in revitalization of their community. Implications for a national policy
of Youth Empowerment Zones drawn from the new Historic Midtown Project model are
presented. Implications of other elements of the Historic Midtown approach will also be
presented. Initial funding for this research project was provided by a Historic
Preservation Education Grant, The Historic Landmarks Foundation of Indiana, The
Indiana Humanities Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Working with the Controversial in the Multicultural Rhetoric/Composition Classroom:
“Fishing” and “Objectivity”
The paper, as presented, begins with a four-minute Quicktime video made from Stanley
Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey which is used to illustrate “relative” motion. The concept of
“objectivity” is introduced as relates to the clip and serves as a lead in to my suggestion that any
serious discussion of how to speak from, or write from, an “objective” position on any subject is
finally indefensible. A rhetorician is left to understand “objectivity” as a rhetorical pose,
cultivated for the purpose of reinforcing the rhetor’s claim to non-partisanship. The clip shows a
commercial space shuttle on its way to a docking station. Velcro shoes and a floating pen
illustrate the relativity of “up,” in any but a flat world view. The docking sequence illustrates,
then, relative motion in that what is “turning” depends upon which unit the transaction is being
viewed from. The concept of “up” is then revisited with a long view of the station’s docking
portal at the center of the revolving station showing personnel head up only in relation to the
center of the dock. This is to say, that in the film, personnel “above” and “below” the
rectangular portal are shown with their heads toward the portal, their feet away from it. The
“artificial” gravity of the space station generated by its rotation is, of course, toward the
“outside” of the revolving structure. Answers, thus, to the perfectly ordinary questions “Where
are we?” and “What’s up?” are demonstrated to be totally dependent upon the literal “point of
view.” All motion is thus relative given that Kubrick’s fixed point is always and only his
camera, and the viewer’s privileging of the only apparently fixed point of the camera. Kubrick
at the close of the scene then denies the viewer even the comfort of that apparent stability by
dollying the camera itself through the revolving space station.
This graphically introduces the social privileging of “personal opinion” (I’m an American
and I have a right to my opinion) and evasion of direct discussion of those subjects frequently
seen as divisive, given especially today’s increasingly multicultural classrooms. Those subjects
include, but are hardly limited to, gender, sexual preference, race, religion, and political
ideology--all of which are more often than not considered too “sensitive” and thus inconsiderable
in the composition/rhetoric classroom. Exclusion of discussion of these areas, however, I wish
to argue, privileges them in a way that is socially irresponsible for any educational process to
allow, particularly in those units that think of themselves as native and vital constituents of a
liberal education. These “issues,” since Mr. Jobs has succeeded in his campaign to eliminate
“problems,” are, I want to assert, precisely what we who are classified as academic humanists,
“are about.”
When I try to communicate this decidedly “academic” view (to put it bluntly, that we are
not here to “decide” right or wrong, to delineate “truth” from error; we are rather here to insist on
a liberal, and thus broad, view of the pursuit of not so much an answer, as a well-formulated
question. And in pursuit of that question, what related questions should be asked? What
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assertions should be allowed? From whence do we begin to reason?), I am met with responses
that range from “this is only going to be confusing to students—they have a hard enough time
following what we tell them . . .” to some statement that we have an obligation to teach the truth,
which is then baldly presented in ways that are, to the relativist, flat out propaganda. That
position, from the perspective of the liberal academy, is as indefensible as is the notion of an
“objective” view of any question. It is inescapable that one must stand somewhere to view
anything, but as teachers of rhetoric, we can at least promulgate the virtue of standing as far
outside the issue as possible and considering equally as many perspectives as possible. To do
this, of course we must reject, out of hand, the old binary “there are two sides to any question.” I
cannot think of a subject so uncomplex that only two views of it are possible. It is this process
that I refer to as “Fishing” in my title, by which I intend to ivoke the practice recommended by
Stanley Fish (among others) as the “academicising” of any given subject.
The object lesson here presented in an attempt to reinforce this view as a pedagogical
approach uses two editorial pieces, only two because I do not have time allotted to deal with
more. I have changed out the order of my teaching these pieces from time to time, but now
begin with the ’81 piece by Charles Krauthammer which urges faithful conservatives to not only
stay in the choir, but to sing louder in the face of an organized threat to what he refers to, close to
the end of his essay, as “a very tall ideological order, a demand, in fact, to reorder a nation’s
social and moral structures.” Krauthammer’s subject is, although it is not put in quite this way, a
need to resist the “normalization” of homosexuality, or as he puts it, to assure that although
homosexuals should be granted as much civic equality “as possible,” this should “not [be] to the
point of sending societal and pedagogic messages that homosexuality is but one of many
lifestyles about which society is indifferent.” The reader is left to conclude that Krauthammer’s
negative (“not”) indicates that the message that “homosexuality is but one of the many lifestyles
about which society is indifferent” is unacceptable (or at least unacceptable to Krauthammer’s
target audience).
Approaching this essay as a subject for rhetorical analysis, an approach that in and of
itself is non-partisan, allows a good many rhetorical points to be presented. Here are
Krauthammer’s opening statements:
You are liberal. You strongly favor gay rights. You also have young children.
Are you indifferent to their ultimate sexual orientation, or do you wish them to grow up
to be heterosexual?
The question “Are you indifferent to their ultimate sexual orientation, or do you wish
them to grow up to be heterosexual?” begs the question of whether or not sexual orientation is a
“choice.” “Indifferent” is clearly negatively loaded as Krauthammer sets up the either/or of
“indifference or heterosexuality.”
It is here that I introduce to the class the question of who is, from the essay’s evidence,
the implied, if not the declared, “target audience.” Krauthammer declares that he is addressing
“liberals,” (“You are liberal.”) and among them, those members of a presumably smaller group,
who “strongly favor gay rights.” His presumption, however would seem to be that liberals are
“really” conservatives. They are liberal only to the point that it does not affect them personally.
Is there then a possibility that he is not, finally, writing to liberals, but is instead writing to the
kinds of suspicions that true believers seem often to have toward the unconverted, that they are
secretly sympathetic to the position they apparently oppose but are afraid, due to peer pressure,
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to confess it? Indeed Krauthammer closes his brief introductory paragraph with “You can be
honest. This is a secret ballot.”
Rhetorically, Krauthammer has presented the liberal who favors gay rights without
reservation as either one who is indifferent towards his or her child, or one who is likely to prefer
heterosexuality as the societal norm. Further, underlying this is the assumption that
homosexuality is not genetic, a point which Krauthammer makes explicit about midway through
his essay. He writes, in his third paragraph that “gay advocates” argue that it is an “illusion” that
it is possible to influence a child’s eventual sexual orientation, claiming that it is “biologically
fated and thus entirely impervious to environmental influence.” “Unfortunately,” Krauthammer
rejoins, “E. L. Patullo, former director of Harvard’s Center for the Behavioral Sciences, recently
pointed out in Commentary magazine, the scientific evidence does not support such a claim.”
Krauthammer, in his argument from authority, is invoking what I have called in my Rhetorical
Terms and Concepts an “authorizing trope,” namely an argument from “Science.” I name four
of them, the arguments from “Science,” “History,” “Nature,” and “Logic,” each of which is,
more frequently than not, privileged as a supporting argument. It is for the most part assumed
that Science, History, and Logic are each avenues to the “true,” and that Nature is beneficent and
a force with which we should be allied, rather than the pre-romantic view that it was something
to be overcome. That Krauthammer is invoking Patullo’s position as such an argument is
testified to by his reference to “the scientific evidence,” as if there 1) were such a monolithic
entity, and 2) the assumption that such evidence leads us to true conclusions. Most scientists
would themselves claim that their evidence supports X claim rather than proves it, particularly in
view of the circumstance that histories of science invariably present a narrative of the continual
overthrow of previously held theories.
Other related rhetorical considerations are that if scientifically gathered information
supporting a particular hypothesis does not “prove” that that hypothesis is therefore “true,” the
absence of such evidence does not render an hypothesis “false.” Indeed, to draw a conclusion
from a lack of evidence is commonly recognized as an “argument from ignorance.” That Lance
Armstrong has never tested positive for performance enhancing drugs neither proves nor
disproves that he has taken them. In terms of “objectivity,” we might want to further note that
Patullo is a former administrator for a center for “Behavioral Sciences,” a field of inquiry not
much disposed toward the non-conditioned reaction, and who has further published this nonfinding in a magazine of political opinion frequently seen as a leading publication of neoconservatism rather than in a scientific journal.
If we continue with that paragraph, we find Krauthammer presenting the argument that
gay advocates are inconsistent in their claims. He writes, “It is odd, moreover that those most
fervent for multicultural curricula and sensitivity training on the theory that society can influence
how children learn to hate, now protest that society has no influence on how children learn to
love.” Strictly speaking, we would need to label this rhetorical move as equivocal. The subject
that Krauthammer is dealing with is not love, but sexual orientation. The claim further creates a
straw man in that the objects of his claim of inconsistency are unlikely to hold the position
attributed to them in that they would see it as no threat. They could easily acknowledge that if
hating is learned, loving can be as well. What one is responsive to sexually however, they could
maintain is a different matter.
In his second paragraph, Krauthammer claims that his desire to raise children as
heterosexuals is not from the basis of morality or religion, or even “aesthetics.” His reasons and
those of others like him he describes as “utilitarian.” How so? “We want happiness for our kids.
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Life is hard enough. Gay life is particularly hard. One wishes to minimize, to the extent that one
can, the burdens one’s children will have to bear.” Moving then to his penultimate paragraph,
the 8th, we find the claim that “the homosexual movement” in addition to “Freedom,” which
Krauthammer defines as “the ability to conduct private acts without harassment or molestation,”
(an attitude that Molly Ivins, the author of the second essay, associates with her mother, who
claims to have “nothing against gays,” but just wishes “they’d stay in the closet.”) the movement
“demands . . . not toleration but public legitimation of homosexuality—through such public
institutions as gay marriage and gay school curricula—as the moral equivalent of
heterosexuality.” The attentive reader might here wonder what happened to the utilitarian of
paragraph 2, and the gay advocate might wish to add that the reason why gay life is “particularly
hard” is because homosexuality is not so recognized and that Krauthammer’s argument is finally
similar to the argument presented in Plessey versus Ferguson in which the Supreme Court held,
eight to one, that “If one race be inferior to the other socially, the Constitution of the United
States cannot put them on the same plane.” Simply substitute “sexual orientation” for race, and
“morally” for “socially.”
Implicit in Krauthammer’s argument is that homosexuality is a choice, and that if the
choice were “normalized,” it would attract more adherents. The result of that finally would be an
increase of immorality in the nation.
Our conclusion then is that this essay is intended rhetorically to function primarily as an
“overheard argument,” designed to persuade not the declared liberal of paragraph 1, who would
refuse the gambit of the loaded question by replying that his or her major concern was for the
happiness of the child, and if the child were homosexual, attempts to direct him or her otherwise
would make that child unhappy, a complete rejection, in other terms, of Krauthammer’s
“utilitarian” argument on the basis of a different core assumption about the origin of
homosexuality. Rather the essay is designed for the conservative who finds him or herself
weakening in the face of the continuing expansion of gays’ civil entitlements and increasing
pressure for curricular inclusion who may be starting to reconsider their resistance. Those points
with which liberals and gays, and even gay liberals would find contentious, the conservative
would find comforting as arguments for the status quo. Arguments against change, usually are
comforting for those privileged by it, and so much so that they are frequently not recognized as
argument at all, but simply common sense assertions. I ask my lower division classes if they
have some conception of what is intended by the term “sexist,” and they uniformly reply
affirmatively, but when I ask if they understand what is intended by the term “heterosexism” the
positive response ranges between zero and about six percent.
Some 12 years later, in 1993, the late Molly Ivins published an essay dealing with the
same topic, and indeed occasioned, like Krauthammer’s, by a march in Washington
(Krauthammer’s was a march on Washington). Ivins, unlike Krauthammer, is not preaching to
the choir. She is instead addressing herself to people who would probably not identify
themselves as either liberal or conservative but as ordinary plainspoken working people—the
much-vaunted middle class.
Ivins’ diction and locale are specifically southern, and tied to Texas in particular (the
essay was apparently originally published in the Houston Chronicle). Like Krauthammer Ivins
also employs the authorizing tropes. Where Krauthammer uses Harvard’s E.L. Patullo, Ivins
employs Johns Hopkins’ John Money. Unlike Krauthammer’s E. L. Patullo, Ivins refers to him
as “Dr. John Money,” the use of which honorific is much more characteristic of southern and
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more provincial institutions than in the upper east coast. But here notice that Ivins wears her
education lightly. Her seventh paragraph, for instance, reads
Last time I checked, the experts were still leaning towards the view that
homosexuality is multicausational (isn’t that a dandy word?). Most gay people I know
believe they were literally born that way, that it’s like being left-handed or brown eyed.
But in at least some cases there is apparently some developmental influence as well.
The cracker barrel attitude toward “Dr.” Money, and the “experts” who are presented as
sometimes changing the way they “lean,” currently, “still” lean toward a “view,” which is
distinctly presented as a position, and not a hard confirmed “fact” is designed, I suggest, to
reinforce Ivins’ claim to speak wisely for the “people,” as opposed to those pointy-headed
intellectuals up at the State U. Ivins is, for those who know her writing, as liberal as liberals
come, and despite the pretensions of her “folksy” diction, she was born in Monterey, California
and raised in the monied class that inhabits River Oaks in Houston, as do the Sr. Bushes. She
was, further, educated at Smith, Columbia, and The Institute of Political Science in Paris, so to a
large extent her boots-on-the-table good-old-girl attitude is a projection, a deliberately
constructed rhetorical persona. The education that she consistently undercuts as unimportant is
an area in which, as it were, she chooses not to dwell but from which she feels free to select. She
can simultaneously use and ridicule the phrase “normal aberrant.” She can know it, quote it,
agree with its meaning, and simultaneously mock it as pretentious. She can, to put it another
way, present herself as a spokesperson for the middle class who has had other options and
rejected them. “Au contraire, as we say in Lubbock” (a small town in the panhandle of Texas in
which it is extremely unlikely that the phrase, if there even intelligible, is used) may serve as an
example. Notice for instance that the “experts” are juxtaposed with “[m]ost gay people I know.”
This subpopulation, from the juxtaposition, is being presented as composing the “real” experts
who have presumably lived the experience rather than merely studied it. But again, no hard and
fast claims are being made. The last sentence of the paragraph could be so placed to give the
reader the idea that the “experts” and the gays of Ivins’ acquaintance are agreed, but the “at
least” and the “some cases,” taken with the “apparently some” stand opposed to the major thrust
of the “multicausational,” with its implication that genetics can be involved, but no statement is
made to indicate the frequency of that involvement.
Backing up two paragraphs, we notice that Ivins earlier is not quite as coy, although her
manner of presentation relies on her invocation of the authorizing trope of the argument from
“Logic.” She writes,
Of all the odd misperceptions current about homosexuality, perhaps the oddest is
that it is a choice, that people choose to be homosexual.
That strikes me as so patently silly. Did any of us who are straight choose to be
heterosexual? When? For heaven’s sakes, how can anyone believe that people choose to
be homosexual. “I think it would be a lot of fun to be called ‘queer” and ‘sissy’ for the
rest of my life, so I think I’ll be gay.”
The question of choice is begged here (as it is the previous paragraph) by the word
“misperception.” The question is not treated as open. The attitude is presented as just wrong.
The argument then proceeds to base itself on Ivins presenting the attitude as “silly.” Notice here
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that Ivins is presenting herself as her authority. Her argument, to gain any foothold at all counts
on the reader reacting with a kind of “Aw shucks, Molly. I just sorta never thought about it.”
She has adopted the persona of the character so just flat out honest that her opinions have to be
considered, and even respected. And in this she relies on establishing her ethos in the American
tradition of the wise country “boy,” the tradition of Mark Twain’s Huck Finn, Mark Twain
himself, and Will Rogers. To call a position “ridiculous” is an invitation to dismissal of the
person so naming the position. Calling it “silly,” however, smacks of southern soft-pedaled
charm that invests the phrase “bless her heart” invocated for a person just insulted.
Ivins, again like Krauthammer, utilizes other authorizing tropes as well. Krauthammer
claims the argument from history with his the most “ancient and common wish” for children is
“that they should marry and have children and a happy family life,” archly adding, for which
“heterosexuality is an overwhelming advantage.” Ivins raises a combined pair of authorizing
tropes, both history and nature, with her,
I saw a letter to the editor last week declaring that homosexuality is a symptom of
the decadence and decline of civilization and that it didn’t exist among primitive people
such as American Indians. Au contraire, as we say in Lubbock. Aside from the insult to
Indians, there were indeed gay Indians before the white man came, and at least in the
plains tribes they were regarded as sort of endearingly special.
As always with the argument based on anecdote, the anecdote is likely to be a straw man.
Nevertheless, that the letter to the editor may have been made up, does not detract from its
rhetorical usefulness in arguing that homosexuality is not time bound nor to be associated with
cultural decline, but to be associated with peoples who are commonly thought to live close to
“nature,” in a sustainable relationship. Furthering the association with the argument from nature
is the previous paragraph’s assertion that “homosexuality occurs in many species of animals”
and history is invoked again in “and because it has appeared in all human cultures throughout
history, we must conclude that it is what statisticians call a ‘normal aberrant. . . .’” She then
repeats the “(and isn’t that a dandy phrase?)” meant to convey that she doesn’t really talk like
that, but she could. Here, however, rather than calling the word into doubt, as she did with
“multicausational,” she wants it, and attempts to both use it and distance herself from its highfaluting apparently oxymoronic aspect. How, after all, can an aberration be considered
“normal”? But she has provided an example already with the presentation of the impressions of
her gay acquaintances that being gay resembles being left-handed, which is clearly an aberration,
but present so frequently in given populations that classrooms are always equipped with a
percentage of left-handed desks, and that it makes sense to say, in a given group of 30 people
you are likely to find two who are left-handed.
Ivins closes on an act of inclusiveness followed by a deliberate provocation. The
inclusiveness is contained in her suggestion that “we all grow up and get over our small town
prejudices. I can never remember whether it was ‘Queers wear red on Friday’ or ‘green on
Thursday.’ Didn’t we grow up with some silly ideas?” which combines the “silly” claim with
the self-deprecating “we.” But in her last paragraph, she seeks to enrage the “entitled” with her
third invocation of the “experts,” this time to say, “I suppose some people will continue to feel
entitled to hate gays. As the psychiatrists have been telling us, hating them seems to be a
function of being afraid that you might be one yourself.”
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Trail 7
This is not intended to sway those who feel so entitled. Ivins does not expect here any
forehead slapping “Damn, I never thought of it that way. So they think I might really be queer?’
Ivins is a Texan, and she expects rather that the addressed will pick up the nearest beer pitcher
and aim it at her head, but she expects, at the same time, that his associates who may be closer to
the center of the target audience continuum, who are closer to the “undecided” position on the
question, will move away from this reaction which can be easily read as confirming rather than
denying the suggestion of the denial of homosexuality implied. Part of the potential audience, in
other words, is written off in the hopes of gaining other adherents who may, at least, in the future
not act out their hostility. Ivins thus puts the peer pressure to which Krauthammer refers as
producing the hypocritical “liberal” behavior of those fearful of being accused of homophobia to
use to produce the behavior, if not immediately, the convictions that would follow from a true
acceptance of homosexuality as a “normal aberrant.”
I would ask the reader to notice, in all of the above, that I have made no claim to “truth,”
or, for that matter “right.” I have not taken any side in the issue. I hope to have shown that both
positions use the same tools, the same rhetorical devices, and both use them in ways that could
be seen as exploitative of the vulnerabilities of their target audiences to persuasion. The rhetoric
itself is neutral and can be put to the service of destruction as well as construction. The rhetorical
interpretations here presented are applicable to any and all arguments for any given position and
could in the current instance be made to gays, straights, or the “undecided,” to the faithful, the
uneasy with the question, and unbelievers, indeed to liberals as well as conservatives. Hopefully
by conducting such a discussion, we have raised the plane of informed discussion in the light of
the recognition of the bases from which the arguments are raised. In Ivins’ terms, we have taken
the subject “out of the closet” to which it had been assigned by convention and by exposing it to
discussion, to, metaphorically, the light and air of “ventilation,” as again she refers to it, at least
allowed those attitudes which both she and Krauthammer, Ivins literally and Krauthammer
implicitly, call “myths and misconceptions” to be viewed in the light that will allow us, and our
students to distinguish between the viable and the unsalvageable.
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Introduction
Identity is one of the basic human needs. While food, shelter and nourishment are physiological needs,
identity offers psychological stability. Identity is not only associated with self, but often is associated
with a particular place. Many researchers and scholars have delved into the concept that place identity is
strongly associated with the home and the construction of the image of self. Within the vernacular
homes, identity must be achieved through means other than the physical structure itself. By definition,
there is a strong homogeneity and sense of evenness in the form of vernacular structures. There has been
extensive study into the meaning of the home, and its importance, with substantially less study on the
interior and how the image of self is developed. This study will examine the identity development of the
inhabitants of Chong Kneas through the use and placement of domestic objects in their floating
structures.
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Theoretical Frame Work:
Within the subject of the vernacular home and design, there is a strong connection between
place and identity. Frequently the vernacular home is studied in an attempt to understand people,
society, community and the world. The study of the vernacular home can speak of the identity of
a community or of a particular inhabitant. Often, when it is studied, the exploration is limited to
the exterior of the house and the materials, location and possibly the interior layout. It is seldom
that the specific objects within a vernacular home are studied extensively.
More often than not, when talking about vernacular homes, many within the same
community tend to have minimal form variation. Due to their economic and cultural
homogeneity, it is not uncommon for vernacular homes to be constructed of similar materials
and to have similar forms. In this domain of sameness, other parameters start to play an
important role in the creation of an individual identity. Due to its intrinsic homogeneity, the
domestic vernacular typology was chosen in order to explore the parameters which are effective
in the identity creation.
The question to ask, then, is how a personalized identity can be created, presented and
maintained when vernacular homes within the same community are typically similar, in terms of
materials, exterior form, and interior layout. Due to the fact that the exterior of vernacular
homes is where most of the similarities lie, it is essential to look towards the interior, in which
the private and public spaces coexist, for answers. It is through the interiors of a home that the
majority of the performances of the everyday take place. Self, family and the visitors take active
roles in the performance. While the exterior of the vernacular domestic dwelling may only
reflect a performance to visitors or to the community, the interior facilitates performance on a
variety of levels. For this study, the vernacular homes of Chong Kneas in Cambodia were
chosen for examination in an attempt to explore a greater concentration of identity creation
within the interior. Manfred Max Neef, a philosopher, has written about the importance of
identity to human needs. Neef believes that all needs must be maintained and, while the level of
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importance is variable, the overall basic human needs must be satisfied. In particular, one’s
personal sense of self must be maintained and, while it can be variable, and adjust, grow, react,
and change form, it must exist for human satisfaction and actualization (Neef, 1987). The home
is where this actualization and creation of self occurs. This creation must be a balance of the
human needs. Neef’s “Fundamental human needs (1987)” are essential to existence or being.
These needs remain constant among different communities and time periods. The only variable
is the means by which the needs are met. Neef’s needs include substance, protection, affection,
understanding, participation, recreation, creation, identity and freedom (Neef, 1987). He argues
that identity includes a sense of belonging, self-esteem, and consistency. This includes the
possession of religion and values, as well as ideals in one’s life. He also argues that this identity
creation/maintenance occurs in everyday settings and places that one belongs to. Thus, the
home is an ideal context to develop a framework for self identity.
Essentially, identity development occurs in everyday places and in places of belonging.
Logically, the most quintessential place for this to occur is in the home. Home is essential to
everyone, whether it will be a physical domestic dwelling or a sense of place, and is always
associated with the idea of belonging. Home is a necessary part of human need. Amos
Rapaport stated that home is meant to provide the occupants with stability, identity, privacy,
security and social interactions (Rapaport, 1969). He further emphasized that these elements
which the home provides are essential to satisfying human need, and thus the development of
identity. Further to Rapaport’s ideas, James Duncan argues that the “home is a medium for the
expression of individual identity, a site of creativity, and a symbol of self” (Duncan, 1982).
Identity must be created to ensure that human necessities such as a sense of place, security,
privacy, and attachment can be maintained. Without these basic needs, interiority and one’s
personal sense of identity is threatened.
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Georgina Butina Watson speaks of the importance of identity “to prevent the self from
drifting altogether into the void” (Watson, 2007). Identity construction helps to settle and gain a
certain level of stability for self.
In summary, up to this point it as been argued that an essential human need is identity
which is presented through performance. It has also been determined, through these arguments,
that an essential medium to this identity creation is the home, specifically the interior of the
home where most of the performance takes place. The question to ask now becomes, how is this
performance of identity achieved and how is it maintained?
Within vernacular homes, there could potentially be constancy with building material,
exterior, and interior layout. The only variable element of substance becomes the objects within
the interior of the home. Architectural historian Beatriz Colomina describes architecture as a
“viewing mechanism that produces the subject.” (Colomina, 1992). In this case the medium is
the home and, without the physical structure of the home, the objects are meaningless. It is their
specific placement within the interior that is most important to their performance and inherent
meaning. By simply placing the objects within the constructs of the home, they become a
collection and gain significance. Objects are acquired throughout one’s lifetime. They can be
displayed, protected, used as everyday objects or hidden away for no one to see. Objects can be
placed within the home to make a statement to visitors, to other inhabitants, or to one’s self. In
some cases, the user may place or obtain an object haphazardly, but the object is still laced with
meaning and intent. Objects can give insight to the inhabitants of a particular dwelling.
Objects can speak of social or economic status, as well as to religion, family make up, and
interests. Objects are thus the materialization as well as the symbols of identity. Objects are a
means of stability; they are also the method by which identity is maintained when an individual
or family moves to a new home, it is through the objects that they can achieve constancy in
identity. Throughout museums around the world, objects have been known to tell the stories of
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ancient communities and of lifestyles of the past. They have told us of hierarchy, social
interaction, and economy.
Object placement as an act can most definitely be considered universal. Objects are
what bring identity into a home; they bring personalization, which is of utmost importance to the
psychological well being of most people. The objects themselves and their intended meaning
might vary, but the act and the reading of object placement remain universal. It is through these
objects that the occupant appropriates the home, forms an attachment and develops identity.
While laced with symbolism, the house itself has less importance, as it does not reveal enough
information about the identity of the occupants, and thus object meaning gains particular
significance. Within the interior of the home, many objects can speak to outsiders. This
performance occurs through object selection, symbolism, means of appropriation, and placement
within the interior. In a house where built form does allow for a personalized identity in a
limited fashion, it is primarily through the individualized objects that personalization, definition
and thus identity is created.
Penny Sparke writes about the Victorian era, about how the objects in one’s home
showed a direct link to personal taste and about how this taste would lead design within the
home. Sparke was making specific reference to women and their position in choosing objects
and their placement. In this case, it was less important what object was being put on display,
and more important that the housewife followed principles of good taste in displaying these
objects to others (Sparke, 2006). If an outsider were to observe that the housewife had good
taste, this would imply that the housewife had created her own identity, and had associated
herself with a group of particular qualities. While these objects spoke to guests, they also spoke
to the housewife herself, on an interior level. The attachment that she formed with these objects
developed her own personal sense of identity, which fostered a greater attachment to the house
itself, in terms of how the interior represented her and thus her family. (Sparke, 2006)
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As in Sparke’s studies, object placement is very important to the performance of identity. The
inhabitant of the home has the power to choose what is revealed to visitors, to other occupants
of the home, and to themselves. They can choose what is revealed and what is not, and so the
object placement or location becomes crucial to this identity creation.
The following case study will look at the importance of objects to identity creation, with
reference to the vernacular home. Concepts of object placement and meaning will be further
explored through a look at the community of Chong Kneas in Cambodia. While the Cambodian
villages are predominantly located on the land surrounding the Tonle Sap Lake, a substantial
population of Cambodians also resides in villages on the surface of the lake itself. One of these
is a collection of floating villages known as Chong Kneas, which exhibits its own unique rhythm
and harmony in response to the changing seasons. The villages have their own enclosed
communities which encompass diverse cultural groups, including the majority ethnic Khmer, as
well as Vietnamese, Cham Muslim, and Chinese minorities.
Like the other floating communities on the Tonle Sap Lake, Chong Kneas moves
location with the seasonal water levels. The inhabitants of Chong Kneas live in floating houses.
The floating houses of the villages are of various sizes and types and move with the changing
water levels. During the wet season, the residents of Chong Kneas cluster around the base of
Phnom Kraom while, during the dry season, a small inlet along the edge of the lake is favoured
as an anchor point.
Some of the floating houses are made of wood and have two levels. The materials used
are predominantly lightweight bamboo, mangrove, and wood poles. Some of the houses are built
on platforms supported on stilts, while some are designed like rafts, which simply float when the
water level rises. Others are designed as small boats, which reside permanently in the water, and
which house the families and display the ingenious crafting skills of the locals. The buildings
are simple timber post-and-beam structures. Exterior and interior non-load-bearing partitions are
filled in with bamboo or light timber material. The flooring is made of timber plank or sheet.
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The roof structure is mostly bamboo leaf thatching, although occasional corrugated metal
applications can be seen as a replacement, and full length louvered windows provide much
needed ventilation. The village proper contains not only domestic enclosures, but also
educational and recreational and religious facilities.
A set of data on the architectural elements, space planning, decorations, uses and
functions, along with materials and production, was collected quantitatively via photographic
and video documentation. Details of methodology and data collection have been discussed
extensively in other publications (Roshko, 2008). For this case study, the importance of objects
in relation to identity will be examined solely through the quantitative documentation of
photographic images of interior spaces. Photographs along with floor plans will be examined
for further iterations of the ideas.
As a starting point, the authors consider Walter Benjamin’s concept of traces to examine
objects. Benjamin states that, “To live, is to leave traces” (Colomina, 1992). Benjamin’s
studies examine how information about identity can be extracted solely by examining the
objects and traces that are left behind from inhabitation. Benjamin states that, “in the interior
these traces are emphasized. An abundance of covers and protectors, liners and cases is devised,
on which the traces of objects of everyday use are imprinted. The traces of the occupant also
leave their impression on the interior.” (Colomina, 1992). Benjamin states that in the interiors
there is more information left behind, which may be revealed through the examination of
objects. Benjamin also examines the furniture that is constructed or purchased to house objects,
and the meaning behind enclosing or encasing an object. Thus, objects are on display for an
intended viewer. Precisely who the viewer is, is left undetermined, but Benjamin believes that
the container or frame of reference where the object is placed can speak of its importance to
identity, performance, everyday use, and to values.
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Case Study:
The village of Chong Kneas in Cambodia moves location with the changing seasons; depending
on the varying levels of the flood waters, the occupants simply dismantle their homes and move
them to a new desired location. The constant threat of flood and varying water levels are
common threads among the villagers and, as a result, all the structures are similarly light in
weight, mobile and show great flexibility in construction. Varying flood levels, as a primary
physical factor, have constituted the strongest modifying element in the house form
development in the area. Movement patterns of the village are directly associated with the
changing flood levels, and the entire village collectively relocates without any apparent
organized settlement pattern or grid system. The relative positioning of the houses and
individual communities are somewhat maintained, and reverse movement commences as the
flood level decreases at the beginning of the dry season. Due to this constant mobility, there is
no system of territory that has been developed. Without a fixed location, a sense of place and
the basic human need for territory is based solely on the physical home itself, and not
necessarily on a specific site. In order to establish a sense of place, familiarity must thus exist in
terms of object placement, values and meaning.
The exteriors of homes tend to reflect the owner’s emphasis on functionality over
aesthetic values. As a consequence, many homes exhibit a similar exterior façade, forms and
sizes, although some variation is still observed. Through the study of these homes, objects will
be examined in terms of their importance to identity development, and in light of the hypothesis
that it is through day-to-day objects that identity is materialized.
Although there are often class differences within these fishing communities, households
remain fairly similar in income levels. As well, due to the limited variety in construction
materials, most homes are built of local wood and bamboo. This means that status and
individuality must be addressed in other ways and, particularly in this case, it is through objects
that identity is achieved.
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Georgina Butina Watson states that “choice provides the consumer with purpose and
identity” (Wattson, 2007). So, while there may be a limited choice of materials for housing,
choice remains within the interiors through the objects that are acquired and through their
placement.
Rapaport lists factors that affect the concept of home. These include physical factors,
such as climate, location and materials, but also psychological factors, such as basic needs,
family, position of women, privacy and social intercourse. (Asquith, 2006). Rapaport argues
that these issues are relevant to any culture in any part of the world. Object selection and
placement can be seen as essential to Rapaport’s factors that affect the home and, within this
case study, object identity in two primary segments of the domestic dwellings will be examined
with respect to Rapaport’s factors. The study areas are the main living space and cooking spaces
which are observed to be the most effective areas in object placement, and conducive to identity
creation in private and public realms.
The Main Living Space
Within this main social space, the boundaries between the public and the private are blurred.
These spaces are typically the first spaces encountered upon entering the dwelling. They
provide the first stage for the performance and identity, and thus should contain objects of most
importance. These spaces serve dual duty; as a venue for the identity performance of the
inhabitants, and also as a living space for the daily functional needs of the home owners.
It is important to bring visitors into one’s home to validate one’s identity (Watson,
2007). The objects within the space must be seen, and their placement must be examined.
Without the visitor, invited or not, an identity created through objects simply does not exist
because it has not been validated. Furthermore, community living is essential to validate one’s
identity. Without this, objects are simply being collected, with no one to read them or to respond
to them.
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The dwellings studied in Chong Kneas show that every home uses the main entrance as
the social area, for family socializing and meeting with guests. This can be inferred from the
observation that most of the seating, such as chairs, floor mats and beds, exists within these
main spaces. A television set and family photographs are also displayed in this area. Therefore,
it is within this space that objects of most importance to performance and identity are located.

Figure 1: Khmer House Main Living Area, Chong Kneas
The family photographs could be placed in this space for a number of reasons, including
heritage purposes, or remembrance, or to inform visitors about the family. These photographs
face the front entrance of the homes, so that guests can see them immediately upon entry. The
reason for seeing the photographs is not important; only the fact of their deliberate positioning is
of importance.
As well, within these main spaces there are often two televisions. This is likely to
communicate status. Otherwise, it seems functionally unnecessary to have them in the same
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room, except perhaps to allow choice of viewing, while still keeping the family together.
Televisions can often be costly and, as such, are an indicator of the financial status of the
occupants, and this may also be a factor in their placement within the main space.

Figure 2: Floor plan, Typical Organization of a Store-Home, Chong Kneas, Not to scale
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Figure3: Floor Plan, Typical Organization of a Home, Chong Kneas, Not to scale,
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Figure 4: Muslim Shop-House Main Living Area, Chong Kneas
With regard to the rest of the home, bright and vibrant colours and detailing are used. While
these colours may be related to cultural issues or religion, they also bring energy and identity
into the home, when objects within the space are limited. The colours become the backdrop for
the presentation of objects. The spaces that typically house the primary objects of identity have
more vibrant colour.
Curtains are often used to divide the public space from the private space, at a threshold
within the interior of the home. Often these curtains appear to be translucent. This has the
affect of easing the transition from public space to private space without completely separating
the two realms. While curtains are used to divide public and private space within the home,
exterior walls are used to divide the public space within the home from the exterior public space.
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Figure 5: Various Locations of Curtains, Chong Kneas
One interesting feature of some homes is that parts of the exterior walls can fold outward and
thus provide opportunities for passersby to view the interior of the dwellings. This is likely for
functional reasons, possibly related to air circulation or easy access to the interior from the
water, but also raises other issues of identity and object placement.

Figure 6: Folding Exterior Walls, Chong Kneas
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Within a home, the concepts of outside and inside can be compared to the concepts of
“intimacy and exposure, of private life and public space”(Tuan,1977). Tuan speaks of how this
reflection of intimacy and exposure, or security and vulnerability is stronger in the built form.
This is relevant when looking at those homes which have operable exterior walls. While
functional in operation, the inhabitants likely consider the importance of revealing their interior
to outsiders or to uninvited viewers. Objects within these spaces have another role to play; not
only do they have to perform identity to guests who are invited into the home, but also to those
who are uninvited. If the space being revealed is the main social space, the occupants of the
home have a decision to make in terms of human needs, and priorities. Opening one’s home and
thus one’s objects to uninvited guests could also pose a threat. Inhabitants must consider the
possibility of security threat, if they reveal their most valuable objects. At the same time, they
may also have to consider their identity in terms of how they fit into the surrounding
community,
Within this community there is a clear division of public space and private space within
the home and, simply by exploring object placement, this condition is revealed. Research by
Jacques Nepote has shown this condition to exist in other Cambodian communities. In the
eastern section of the Phteah Rong, a rural Cambodian home is primarily a public space, while
in the western region; it is primarily a private space. While not the same community or housing
type, this nevertheless suggests that it may be typical of this region for domestic dwellings to be
divided in terms of public audience and private space. (Nepote, 2006)
The Cooking Space
Another space which is of particular importance to most homes is the cooking and food
preparation space. In North American homes, the kitchen often serves as a place of social
activity. However, upon close examination of the objects within the cooking spaces of Chong
Kneas’s dwellings, it can almost certainly be inferred that these are not social spaces. The
cooking space is minimal in spatial extent, and often possesses no bright colours. Only the
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essential objects are contained within this space, unlike their North American counter parts. It
appears that cooking does not have a social component. Cooking activities are typically on the
other side of the curtain that divides public and private spaces, and the kitchen only contains
objects of immediate function to the purpose of the space. This space still speaks of identity;
however the objects are mundane and everyday, and appear to be of less importance to identity.

Figure 7: Kitchen, Chong Kneas
However, these objects are neatly placed and organized, and this speaks to the importance of the
cook in the family’s organization skills, or their ability to provide. These objects still play a
primary role in terms of identity generation, but likely the performance is to self, or to other
occupants, rather than to outsiders.
Julienne Hansen, a professor specializing in house form and culture, speaks of the home,
and of how is it not uncommon for many middle class homes in the United Kingdom to display
objects of value and importance, although it is through the everyday objects that most is learned
about the inhabitants. (Hansen, 1998). Once the objects from the cooking space are examined,
much can be learned; in addition, the location of everyday objects can reveal important clues to
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one’s identity. If the everyday objects are hidden, or not in the main social space, this can show
that there is more of a performance through objects taking place within the home.
Within most homes, it can be seen that some security measures are implemented.
Rapaport not only discussed the importance of identity but also the importance of security to the
idea of home (Rapaport, 1969). In terms of personal space and security, some of the homes use
bars on the windows, which shows a sense of protection and personal security. These bars are
used to protect one’s identity; their purpose is to protect the objects of performance. They could
also be acting as part of the performance, or as a statement to outsiders, informing them that this
family has something of value to protect, without being an indicator of a hostile environment.
The bars essentially represent inhabitants with a well defined identity through their physical
presence.

Figure 8: Window Bars, Chong Kneas
Another form of security is curtains. They are not only used to divide space, but they are also
used to visually protect the space. Curtains are used in the doorways of the unmarried girls’
rooms to show that they are a protected asset to the family, and also to define a definite feminine
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domain. To further the sense of protection, the girls’ room is often located deeper within the
dwelling than the main socializing space. The curtains are also used as a visual articulation at
the threshold points of public and private spaces.

Figure 9: Curtains at the girl’s bed room, Chong Kneas
Combining business with home
Some of these homes combine family life with business. In these home-stores, the front of the
house is reserved for commercial activities. The main social space of the home is pushed deeper
into the dwelling, in order to bring the store to the forefront, thus allowing the business to
occupy the most profitable and the highly visible area. The objects that occupy the most
profitable space in the home are essentially nothing more than everyday objects.
A small gate is used to divide the commercial activities from the home environment.
However, the gate is below knee level, and therefore does not offer any real sense of physical
security, but rather acts as a signifier to patrons of the business that they are not allowed in the
home. Furthermore, because the gate is so low, it provides visual access into the main social
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space of the home, and hence enables the objects within the space to perform and define identity
for the business as well as for the owners. This also allows occupants to maintain a visual
connection to the objects within the business space while they occupy the home domain.

Figure 10: Muslim Shop-House, Chong Kneas
Objects within a home can also be used to control movement of the inhabitants. Not only are
they used for identity signifiers, but they are also used to control how much of that identity is
actually revealed. Within this context, we can see furniture used to divide up space, as well as a
gate which is used to suggest to the occupants that both the space and the objects behind the gate
are for private use.
Control of movement through objects is typically used to protect other more precious
objects. In addition, control of movement may be used to guide visitors to the location of
objects which reveal important elements of the inhabitant’s identity. While it has been proven
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that objects within the home are essential to the development of identity, it is important to
understand that objects can also satisfy another basic human need, that of comfort.
“Comfort is paradoxically produced by two seemingly opposing conditions, intimacy and
control” (Colomina, 1992). Intimacy means that objects are chosen due to their association with
identity, and control is achieved through which objects the inhabitant chooses to present to
others. The objects placed within a home can help to aid in a sense of comfort. The familiarity
of objects, and the constancy of these objects despite physical changes which may occur to the
home, satisfies the instinctual need for comfort.
Conclusion
As a consequence of the fact that this community is in a state of perpetual movement which is
synchronized with the changing water levels, the relocations have the potential to cause
instability and a loss of sense of place. The physical sense of place is continuously in flux.
Although the architecture of the dwellings of community members remains the same, the
context changes on a continuous basis. Their identity within their home becomes very
important. As their home changes location, the interior must remain the same in order to
maintain a sense of consistency, human comfort and a stable sense of self. It is through the
objects within the interior that identity is maintained. The objects remain with the dwelling if it
moves, and they remain with the occupant if they change dwellings. It is the objects that create
meaning, identity, comfort and home.
Georgina Butina Watson states that place-identity can change as a home changes
location, or when a new physical home is occupied (Watson, 2007). Essentially, identity is not
necessarily associated with only one external structure. While Benjamin’s concept of traces was
used to evaluate objects as they relate to identity, the reading of objects presented in this paper is
not necessarily the intended reading by the occupant. However, all objects have a meaning, and
the meaning will be different to every reader so, although the reading presented in this paper
may not be the intended meaning, it is a true meaning. It is based on the writer’s personal
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experiences, knowledge and ideas without any external biases. It is considered to be a true
reading of performance, because there was no prior knowledge of what these objects mean and
or of their importance in this particular cultural context.
Objects will always have great importance in terms of identity and performance. As the
exterior or physical surrounding of the home change, it is the objects that always travel with us,
from home to home. The objects speak of our history, of who we are, and of who we want to
become. While homes are sometimes passed down from generation to generation, objects are
more often passed down. They speak about family members who have passed on, about their
lives, their status and their experiences.
Within the vernacular, it has been demonstrated that objects and their placement are
essential to identity construction. Thus, object placement is the materialization of identity
within the vernacular home.
As suburban sprawl takes over North America and continues to proliferate in other
countries, object selection and placement will become more crucial in terms of identity creation.
This is the resultant effect of the homogeneity of typical suburban communities. Within the
Chong Kneas community of Cambodia, it has been shown that objects play an important role in
performing identity. Objects speak about an individual’s identity to other members of their
community, to their own family, to invited guests, and to themselves. Objects are used within
this community to perform identity, which includes status, social relationships, economic class,
and religion. It is through object placements that identity has been maintained, despite the
impermanence of location of these floating homes. Throughout this case study, it has been
shown that all typologies of objects are equally important to identity creation. In terms of
performance, the everyday object becomes equally as important as the most precious and
expensive object. Therefore, it is not the value of the objects but rather the placement and
resultant collection of objects that are the determining elements.
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One concern of this unique identity is that many objects within homes in the same
community have the potential to be similar due to mass production and accessibility to
consumer goods. However, once objects are brought together within a framework, in this case
the home, they gain greater importance, and begin to perform as a collection of identity. It is
through this collection that people are able to maintain a unique identity, even as globalization
and the mass production continue to increase. Thus, through this unique collection, stability of
identity is maintained as an essential human need. Regardless of the form of the structure or its
location, the objects within the home are as essential to identity creation as the home is to
shelter. Thus, object placement within vernacular homes is the most important aspect in terms of
a sense of identity. The structure may change, but the objects are what carry the meaning from
dwelling to dwelling and from generation to generation. Objects are thus the materialization of
self identity, and the home is the framework for the performance.
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From the mid-eighteenth century to the revolution in 1917, Russian serf artists and
entertainers became characteristic features of rural country estate life.1 Before their
emancipation in 1861, serfs’ visual art and theatrical, orchestral, choral, and dance
performances provided entertainment for the nobleman and his guests, evidenced cultural
achievement and material wealth, and represented badges of status. Further, it was not
uncommon that serfs literally designed, built, decorated, and maintained both the exterior
and interior of estate mansions and out buildings, as well as the surrounding gardens and
grounds.2 After the roughly 22 million serfs were freed in 1861, many noble families
sold their estates to members of a new, upwardly mobile bourgeois class of merchants, as
epitomized by the character Lopakhin in Chekov’s play The Cherry Orchard.
_______
1.

2.

Roosevelt, Priscilla Life on the Russian Country Estate: A Social and Cultural History (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), see all of Chapter 5, especially p. 130; Richard Stites
Serfdom, Society, and the Arts in Imperial Russia: The Pleasure and the Power (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1995), p. 332; and Alison Hilton “Russian Folk Art and ‘High’ Art in
the Early Nineteenth Century” in Art and Culture in Nineteenth-Century Russia, Theofanis
George Stavrou, Edt. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1983), p. 246.
ibid.
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Over the course of the nineteenth century a range of attitudes about the Russian
peasant emerged. Before emancipation, many Slavophil principles and philosophical
tenets associated with the Enlightenment, if not openly subscribed to, had certainly
seeped down into the mainstream consciousness of educated Russian society. Some of
these included: the idea that the Russian peasant was the vessel of a pure, unique, and
specifically non-European Russian culture; the belief that it was a waste of humanity as
well as a missed opportunity to neglect the artistic talents of the peasant; and the
paternalistic and progressive goals of social and moral uplift through education.3 As
historian Cathy Frierson and others have explained, these attitudes towards the Russian
peasant “. . .marked an important step in the process [of] humanizing the Russian peasant.
. . .”4 Implicit in this attitude was the sentimental use and construction of the peasant as a
symbol of Russian culture.
Yet, after emancipation another image emerged which challenged and competed with
the earlier, more feminine and romantic ideal of the Russian peasant as the embodiment
of noble, moral, and social purity. After 1861, in the “shared space of citizenship,” many
Russian elites – especially those of the middling sort (who by their own “lack of noble
pedigree made them particularly insecure” about their own status in a modernizing
Russia) came to view the peasant in a masculine, realistic - indeed naturalistic sense, as a
__________
3.

4.

For example, see Peter K. Christoff, An Introduction to Nineteenth-Century Russian
Slavophilism: Iu. F. Samarin (San Francisco: Westview Press, 1991) and “The Ideology of
Sergei Uvarov: An Interpretive Essay” by Cynthia H. Whittaker in Russian Review, 37:2
(April, 1978), pp. 158-176.
Cathy A. Frierson, Peasant Icons: Representations of Rural People in Late NineteenthCentury Russia (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 21.
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wild, brutish character in great need of being tamed.5 Thus, the artistic undertakings on
the Russian estate both before and after emancipation served a great number of purposes.
------In 1881 a merchant, Feodor Stepanovich Stepanov, purchased the estate of Yazikovo
Selo from nobleman Vasiliy Petrovich Yazikov.6[Fig.1] Located in the middle Volga
River region, Yazikovo Selo comprised the mansion house, a church, a woolen factory,
and a village population of 349 souls, that is adult male heads of households.7 The estate
was located near the provincial capital of Simbirsk, whose nickname was “Jewel of the
Russian Nile” because of its strategic geographic location and economic and cultural
importance.[Fig.2] In 1924 Simbirsk was renamed Ulyanovsk in honor of the city’s most
famous son, Vladimir Ilych Ulyanov, better known as Lenin. The Yazikovs were one of
Simbirsk Province’s premier noble families, whose lineage can be traced back to the
fourteenth century Tatars. Its kin of note included the famous romantic poet and close
friend of Pushkin, Nikolai Mikhailovich Yazikov, Slavophile founder and philosopher
Aleksei Stepanovich Khomiakov, and Decembrist Vasili Petrovich Ivashev.[Fig.3]
In 1853, responding to the government’s rising demand for woolen garments for the
military, Yazikov had a textile factory built on the estate.[Fig.4] By 1861, the year of
emancipation, there were a total of 33 estate textile factories in Simbirsk Province with
_________
5.
6.
7.

ibid., pp. 22-25.
The Russian word selo designates a village that has its own church.
Avdonin, Alexander Pod Sen’yu Yazikovskikh Muz (Ulyanovsk, 1991), p. 4.
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over 12,270 serf laborers compelled to work according to a corvee system.8 Their
combined output represented more than half of the Province’s total production.9 This
notwithstanding, the Province’s clothing factories had begun to decline even before
emancipation, which signaled an end to unfree labor. This decline can be attributed in
part to the drop in government requisitions after the Crimean War’s conclusion in 1856;
in part to the fact that many noblemen had not reinvested in their enterprises; and in part
to their frivolous spending.10
When Stepanov bought the factory in 1881, its condition was deplorable. The
building was without frames and doors, the wheel for producing steam was broken, and
the spinning machines were broken with pieces missing. The factory was producing less
than half of its capacity with less than half of the total number of laborers working in
1861. The workers’ exploitation was evidenced by the fact that the factory’s manager, a
“despotic” character by the name of Mangushev, paid their wages in the form of rye at
prices well above the market price.11
By the end of the nineteenth century 18 of the Province’s 33 factories were still
__________
8.

9.
10.
11.

“Ekonomika I Torgovlia” in Simbirskiy-Ulyanovskiy Kraiy v Istorii Rossii, Yegorov, V.N.,
edt. (Ulyanovsk: Korporatsia Tekhnologii Prodizheniya, 2007), pp. 222-224. Aunovskiy,
Vladimir Aleksandrovich “Sukonnye Fabriki i Sherstomoyki v Simbirskoy Gubernii”
(“Woolen Factories and Wool Washers in Simbirsk Province”) Simbirskii Zbornik Vol. II
(Simbirsk, 1870) notes 25 woolen factories with approximately 13,000 laborers, as does
Litinskiy, Materiali o Geografii I Statistiki Rossii, Simbirsk Guberniia, t. II (St. Petersburg,
1868), pp. 192-202.
Litinskiy, ibid.
Aunovskiy, ibid.
Gosudarstvenniy Arkhiv Ulyanovskoy Oblasti (GAUO) “Documenty ob Yazikovskoy
Fabrike”, Fond 137, Opus 4, Delo 105, List 79; Aunovskiy , ibid; and GAUO, Fond 108,
Opus 27, Delo 15, List 4; Avdonin, ibid., pp. 12 and 46 see footnote 24.
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operating, but one of the most productive was the factory at Yazikovo Selo.12 Stepanov’s
entrepreneurial skill, pragmatic and innovative approach, and need for selfaggrandizement explain this remarkable turn around.
------Prior to owning Yazikovo Estate, Stepanov was already an established
entrepreneurial merchant of woolen garments, as well as a great landowner of
approximately 10,000 acres in Simbirsk Province.13 Indeed, Stepanov was a “mover and
a shaker.” He was listed in Simbirsk’s Address Calendar, a kind of who’s who of the
city. He was a Marshal of Merchants in Simbirsk as well as a member of the city’s
Market Committee. He sat on the Board of the Simbirsk Society of Exchange Credits,
and he was a recognized member of the 1st Guild. He even boasted a hat store in Paris.14
As a Deputy to Simbirsk’s Duma and the City Council, Stepanov was involved in local
politics. He was also a philanthropist, participating in a variety of charitable activities in
Simbirsk, such as serving as the Treasurer of Simbirsk’s Orphans Court and Director of
the Simbirsk Provincial Prison Committee; sitting on the Committee of the Society of
Caretakers of the Prisons; and financially supporting the Society of Charities for the Sick
and Injured.15 That he actively supported the Honorary Caretakers of Simbirsk’s
Chuvash School suggests his sympathy for the ethnic minority. Stepanov’s philanthropic
__________
12.
13.
14.
15.

See “Ekonomika I Torgovlya” and Rakov, N.S. “Yazikovo” in Ulyanovskaiia-Simbirskaiia
Entsiklopedia, t. II, N-Ya, V.N.Yegorov, edt. (Ulyanovsk: Simbirskaya Kniga, 2004), p. 472.
See Avdonin, ibid., p. 11.
Petrov, S.B. “Stepanovy” in Yegorov, ibid., p. 288.
Avdonin, ibid., p.11.
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activities are not surprising given that there was an old, religious tradition of Christian
altruism within the Russian merchant milieu.16 But there were also moral and social
dividends associated with philanthropy such as gratification, honor, prestige, and
distinction. Additionally, a pervasive ethos of philanthropy rooted in guilt and social
conscience from privileged status followed the era of the Great Reforms of which the
Emancipation Manifesto was part.17 Furthermore, by the end of the nineteenth century
there developed a powerful impulse among Russian merchants to preserve the jewel of
Russia’s national heritage, rural native folk culture, which seemed especially threatened
by modernizing industrialization.18
Stepanov bequeathed the estate to his son in 1898. Mikhail Feodorovich [Fig.5] not
only inherited his father’s business savvy, philanthropic interests, and, arguably, need for
_______
16.
17.

18.

Massie, Suzanne Land of the Firebird: The Beauty of Old Russia (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1980), see Chapter 22 “Merchant Princes,” pp. 384-406.
See Lindenmeyr, Adele “The Rise of Voluntary Associations during the Great Reforms: The
Case of Charity” in Russia’s Great Reforms, 1855-1881, Ben Eklof, John Bushnell, and
Larissa Zakharova, edts., (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), pp. 264-279.
Hilton, ibid., p. 197. Hilton has noted that the emancipation of the serfs ironically contributed
to the decline in “vigor, originality, and quality of folk art” due to “migration of labor to the
cities,” as well as “the unforeseen hardships experienced by the free but impoverished
peasants”. Conversely, a modernizing Russia and increasingly powerful merchant, middle
class broadened an audience base and social demand for the consumption of peasant art. See
Stites, ibid., p.278-9. In the provinces, besides the church and fairs, the theatre was “the only
place where everyone [including]. . .the lesser gentry, the merchant class, the military,
tradesmen, [local] bureaucrats, poor townspeople, priests, and even peasants and lackeys. . .
.could assemble.” Provincial entertainment was also preferred over high art since it more
closely portrayed and reflected provincial culture. It was also more affordable, and less
stringent regarding high society etiquette. Above all, the rise of provincial theater after
emancipation represented an expansion of “the public cultural space at the expense of the
private sphere” associated with the aristocratic noble estate.
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self-aggrandizement, but eclipsed the elder Stepanov in these achievements. Mikhail’s
upbringing was exceptional for a Russian merchant family’s second generation in that he
was educated in Western Europe and steeped in its culture. Mikhail understood the
historical value of Yazikovo Estate and, after building a smaller two story home for
himself on the grounds, he preserved the mansion and its contents, freezing it in time,
including the famous Pushkin room where the poet had spent several nights. The gardens
were expanded and a greater variety of plants was added. The village Church was
restored and a choir was organized from the factory workers, who were now paid a
salary. He modernized the factory by implementing mechanized processes. Next to the
factory Mikhail built a barracks for its workers. In 1903, a village school opened near the
factory for 60 of the workers’ children. In all Stepanov spent an estimated 15,000 rubles
to buy books for the school’s library and the children’s education. He built a small
maternity hospital for the village and donated thousands of rubles for its maintenance.19
But it was in the arts that Stepanov took his boldest steps.
In 1900, Stepanov created a wind orchestra comprising 65 teenage boys, all sons of
the factory’s workers.[Fig.6] The boys had been chosen based on their potential by a
select group of 6 professional musicians from the Moscow Conservatory of Music.
Stepanov retained a graduate from the Moscow Conservatory as resident conductor, the
former Capellmeister of the Tsar’s Court Orchestra, Mikhail Evgeneevich Zeldin.20
_________
19.
Avdonin, ibid., p. 13.
20.
Zeldin was the father of the current legendary Russian actor Vladimir Mikhailovich Zeldin,
who is in his 90s and still performing on stage in Moscow.
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Zeldin ordered both wind and string instruments. Stepanov traveled to Vienna to
purchase these. The uniforms were produced on site in the factory. The boys practiced
daily, and both rehearsal and school hours were substituted for labor time in the factory.
Ten months later they were performing locally, playing classical pieces by well-known
composers in addition to military marches, polkas, and waltzes.21
Establishing the orchestra was neither certain nor easy, however. It is unclear why
Zeldin left, but possibly a quarrel between the orchestra’s conductor and patron ensued.
For Zeldin soon left and was replaced by one S.A. Loginov. Under the latter’s tutelage
the ensemble performed its first concert in Simbirsk. But then Loginov left the orchestra
when he accepted a position at the Imperial Theatre in St. Petersburg. A period of
uncertainty and interruption accompanied a series of temporary conductors. Only with
the return of Master Zeldin was the orchestra painstakingly rehabilitated.
Meanwhile, Stepanov organized a children’s cappella and a balalaika orchestra.
Next, he built and opened an 800 seat theatre/cinema on the estate, where operas,
concerts, and dances were performed by the former serfs who now worked in the factory
and on the estate.[Fig.7] He was instrumental in opening the Opera House in the city of
Kazan, north of Simbirsk on the Volga, which, in the first month alone of its opening
season, the box office made 40,000 rubles!22
_________
21.
Avdonin, ibid., p. 15
22.
ibid., p. 34.
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In the old Russian tradition of traveling performances, the wind orchestra and capella
soon toured along the Volga River, in a typical theatre paddle boat of the period.[Fig.8]
Eventually they would perform in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kiev, Odessa, and Warsaw.
Because several of the Yazikovs, as Slavophiles, had collected more than 1,500 peasant
folk songs unique to the Simbirsk region, Stepanov had access to the transcribed material,
so the orchestra’s repertoire included folk songs such as “On the Steppe of Saratov,”
“How the Cuckoo Crushed the Nightingale,” and, presumably a reference to the War of
1812, “He’ll take Russia, the French Thief Bragged.”23 The concert halls were always
full. The following passage is taken from a review entitled “Workers’ Orchestra” in the
Moscow newspaper Russkie Vedomosti:
In this orchestra there were about 65 musicians [the majority of whom were] workers from the
factory of Mikhail Stepanov. These youngsters[‘ ages range] from 13 to the. . .draft age of 18.
They study each day during work time. . . and their time of music exercises is considered as their
work time. They don’t have additional payment except for modest holiday gifts twice a year. The
orchestra, besides a big brass choir of instruments and percussion, had clarinets and oboes, wood
and string contra-bases, [and] thanks to the make up and serious direction by Master Zeldin, [it], in
addition to [folk] music, played classical overtures from Wagner’s Tannhauser, Saint-Saens’
Symphonic Poem “Dance of Death,” Liszt’s Second Rhapsody, the Overture from Beethoven’s
opera Fidelio, and Tchaikovsky’s Capriccio Italian.24

And, commenting on the “noble appearance of these factory lads,” a reviewer from
Simbirsk wrote that:
. . .how excellent is the order in which all participants enter the stage and how conscientiously . .
.they are concentrating on each of their parts, how they follow the different kind of nuance and the
movement of the conductor’s baton. . . . this helped us to understand what can be achieved by
educating children from a remote village if only systematically and persistently trying to reach the
good intentions of the spiritual development of these children.25

After one concert, the Inspector of Simbirsk’s Cadet Corp wrote a letter of gratitude to
___________
23.
ibid., p. 14.
24.
ibid., p. 15.
25.
ibid., p. 16.
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Stepanov, thanking him for “. . .bringing aesthetical pleasure from the beautiful folk
orchestra. . . .[now we can] begin to appreciate the enormous talent of the Russian
people.”26 In May 1911, the Yazikovo Peasant Orchestra traveled down the Volga,
performing in Kazan with the famous Russian singer, Vera Petrova-Zvantseva, and
pianist Alexander Mikhailovich Miklashevsky. A review from a Nizhny Novgorod
newspaper observed that
The orchestra played with such a complete execution of the pieces that the effect was hypnotic. . .
[and astonishment that this] orchestra was composed of first rate artists. But they were teenagers
and adolescents – [sic] workers from the factory! We can only throw up our hands in
amazement!”27

This explains why Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs of Russia, Lakoshin, after
attending a performance in Moscow in 1913, exclaimed “With such an orchestra it would
not be a shame for it to even [my italics] perform abroad.[!]”28 In other words, this was
an orchestra that Russia could send, unapologetically, to Western Europe, with
confidence that it evidenced Russian high cultural standards and achievement.
On the one hand, Stepanov’s patronage of the arts was not unique for the time period
or the region. The most notable merchant-patrons of the arts at this time included Savva
Mamontov, the Shchukin brothers, various members of the Morozov clan, and, perhaps
the most famous of all, Sergei Diaghilev.[Fig.9] Besides Yazikovo Selo, many other
estates in Simbirsk Province’s history had also been centers of cultural life.29 In addition
____________
26.
ibid., p. 17
27.
ibid.
28.
ibid.
29.
“Kultura i Iskusstvo” in Simbirskiy-Ulyanovskiy Kraiy v Istorii Rossii, Yegorov, V.N., edt.
(Ulyanovsk: Korporatsia Tekhnologii Prodvizhenia, 2007), pp360-361.
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to individual patronage, the second half of the nineteenth century witnessed an
unprecedented rise in artistic societies, clubs, and sponsors. Stepanov’s artistic
promotion also derived from his personal life. His second wife, Natalia Osipovna
Shevchenko-Stepanova was a famous prima donna and performed regularly in both
Moscow and St. Petersburg, as well as in Europe.[Fig.10] Russia’s most famous opera
singer, Feodor Chaliapin chose Natalia for the part of Marguerite in his 1915 production
of Faust in Moscow.30 On the other hand, what was unique about Stepanov’s Peasant
Orchestra of Yazikovo Selo was that in the beginning of the twentieth century there were
very few such wind orchestras in Russia, and of those, the musicians were paid
professionals – not factory workers.31
------In conclusion, it is instructive to consider the impact on all parties involved in
Mikhail Feodorovich Stepanov’s artistic patronage. First, the public was exposed to and
enjoyed the artistic expression of peasants who, at that time, were of great interest in
Russian society. Second, the peasant children were clothed, fed, and educated; had the
opportunity to travel well beyond the estate’s margins; and enjoyed the public’s
adulation. Typically, when members of the Orchestra were drafted, they not only went
on to play in military bands, but chose to remain after their service time was up. Third, it
is significant that, in creating artistic ensembles, Stepanov tied to the demesne the labor
___________
30.
Avdonin, ibid., p. 31.
31.
ibid., p. 17
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force that he needed to operate both the factory and estate. In this regard, the vehicle by
which he controlled the estate’s peasants socially and economically was a cultural one.
Furthermore, whereas his father, Feodor Stepanovich, achieved notoriety via commercial
boostering, Mikhail Feodorovich achieved it through cultural promotion. Finally,
through hard work and the pursuit of an ideal, Stepanov arguably surpassed the Estate’s
former noble custodians’ material achievement and notoriety, as well as his own father’s
recognition. That he spearheaded a peasant orchestra and other artistic troupes speaks to
his business and cultural acumen. That he was at once the master of his own estate, a
successful manufacturer, a Diaghilesque artistic patron, and a bridge to the Estate’s noble
past, suggests a kind of self-ennoblizing. Whether this was deliberate or an unintended
consequence is a question worthy of further investigation. However, it is plausible to
consider that, while he did not literally become noble, Stepanov certainly acted like a
nobleman. He reorganized the Yazikov Estate and in doing so, reinvented it on his own
terms.
It is also instructive to consider the dichotomy epitomized by Stepanov’s pursuits: a
man who made his fortune in a modern capacity used his money to preserve the old. In
this regard he was completely in line with what Richard Stites has called the merchants’
“alliance with Slavophilism” and vital role in “nationalizing” the arts in Russia.32 What
__________
32.

Stites, Serfdom, p. 387.
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the Slavophils could not effect, merchant Stepanov did.
Lastly, in the Yazikovo Selo Orchestra we see at work the late nineteenth/early
twentieth centuries’ progressive impulse of moral uplift, as well as the intersection of
patronizing and didactic efforts to both civilize and “tame” the peasant children.
In this regard, Stepanov was a master of his estate.
After the revolution the new government did not recognize Stepanov’s work and he
was repressed. Similar to the fatalistic ease with which Tsar Nicholas II abdicated his
throne, Mikhail Fedeorovich Stepanov willingly handed over to the government the
Yazikovo Estate and factory, and eventually perished in a gulag in 1931. Ten years
earlier, in 1921, the Estate mansion had gone up in flames when a Sovkhoz (or state
collective) farm official set fire to it in an attempt to hide evidence of stolen grain that he
had been hoarding in its rooms. The Yazikovo Orchestra and Capella, however, remain
to this day as shining examples of the Russian Estate legacy; the nineteenth century effort
to recover peasant folk culture; and Yazikovo’s inhabitants’ enduring desire to participate
and perform in artistic productions. Every year on the anniversary of Pushkin’s birthday,
June 6, there is a festival of music, literature, and the arts in Yazikovo Selo Park. Poets
recite their verses and artists showcase their work. The main feature, however, is a
performance by the Yazikovo Factory Wind Orchestra. Many of the current orchestra’s
musicians are fourth and even fifth generation players. This is confirmed by Dmitri
Shapiro, a retired Head of the Department of Wind Instruments at Ulyanovsk Musical
College. He has indicated that many of his students over the years were offspring of the
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orchestra’s former members. In closing, I would be happy to play a brief excerpt from a
recording of one of these students, who now plays in the Moscow Chamber Wind
Orchestra.
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Figure 1 Yazikov Estate and Church

Figure 2 Old Simbirsk on the Volga

Figure 3

Poet Nikolai
Mikhailovich Yazikov

Slavophile Founder
Alexei Stepanovich Khomiakov
Married to a sister of the
Poet Yazikov

Decembrist Vasili Petrovich
Ivashev
Brother-in Law to the
Poet Yazikov
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Figure 4 Yazikov Woolen Factory

Figure 5 Mikhail Feodorovich Stepanov

Figure 6 Peasant Orchestra of Yazikovo Selo
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Figure 7 Yazikovo Selo Theatre (Stage)

Figure 8 Theatre Boat on the Volga

Figure 9 Sergei Diaghilev

Figure 10 Natalia Osipovna Shevchenko-Stepanova
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Abstract
This paper describes and assesses an approach to teaching an architectural design studio
grounded in exploration of materials, their inherent properties and behaviors, and the
performative capacities of material constructs. The goal of the studio was twofold: to blur the
boundary between form generation and materialization of an architectural construct, and to
examine the capacity of a materially driven approach to redefine traditional notions of
function, context, and design methodology. The underlying ambition was to engage making as
intrinsic to the design process. The resulting products of the material- and making-driven
processes were then tested by projecting and engaging them in the public realm. In its
conclusion this paper discusses possibilities brought forward by the emergence of an
“intelligent” material – possibilities that relate not only to a change of a design methodology
and process, but to the change in architect’s attitude that may arise from better understanding
of material possibilities and how to work with them.
Introduction
The recent evolution in material design has created a material culture full of possibilities. New
materials offer outstanding strength, elasticity, lightness, “intelligence,” and a capacity to
precisely design the material behavior. Tools and techniques to visualize and fabricate
infinitely small and to simulate emergent behaviors are opening previously unimagined
possibilities. All of these developments are undermining the traditional position of material as
inert and are bringing material itself into focus. What will this focus on material, its
operational capacity, its behavior, and its innate properties bring to a designer? Are we ready
to begin to unmask, redirect, and reframe the concept of representation, shortcut the mediation
of an image, and engage making more directly, seeking fluid alliances between conception
and realization?
This paper describes and assesses an approach to teaching an architectural design studio
grounded in exploration of materials, their inherent properties and behaviors, and the
performative capacities of material constructs. The goal of the studio was twofold: to blur the
boundary between the form generation and materialization of an architectural construct, and
to examine the capacity of a materially driven approach to redefine traditional notions of
function, context, and design methodology. The underlying ambition was to engage making as
intrinsic to the design process. The resulting products of the material- and making-driven
processes were then tested by projecting and engaging them in the public realm.
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The studio began by studying morphological complexities and performative capacities of
material constructs without differentiating between form generation and materialization. The
work of Otto Frei and Heinz Isler served as a base for material experiments. Students engaged
in a variety of form finding explorations such as minimal surfaces, tensile-stressed suspended
forms, compression-stressed inverted forms, tensegrity structures, etc. They used variety of
materials, from edible (sugar, rice sheets) to traditional construction materials (wood,
concrete). The materialization and formation were viewed as intrinsically and inseparably
related. In other words, an attempt was made to preserve an intimate relationship between
matter and form so that variety of issues (across the scales and agendas) that are usually
overlooked or concealed could be exposed. Subsequently, students were expected to engage
through this materially driven approach a body and a city in order to establish distinct and
productive interface between the two.
In the workings of the studio, it became obvious that a material-based approach brought
forward different attitudes not only towards the material but also towards the technique of
making as well. In working closely with material a designer could adjust for the imperfections
of a tool and re-evaluate its potential. Possibility of facilitating form creation initiated a
system of work that was constantly modified, negotiated, and adjusted unlike any prescribed
set of standardized procedures. This significantly altered the relationship between a designer
and a construct, and attitude towards function and context, giving rise to a materially-driven
design process. This process was not a premeditated manipulation; it required intimacy with
the material, site, function, and processes of making. This intimacy translated into a search
that enabled a designer to incorporate materiality and form into a construct in a very direct
way.
Learning From Biology And Science
Recent research and advances in material science have opened previously unimagined
possibilities for architects and designers. However, it isn’t only the new properties and
performative capacities of materials that trigger imagination. Like material scientists,
architects and designers are increasingly interested in biological models and the way
organisms use (i.e. make) materials and create structures. A possibility to tap into the growing
knowledge base of how nature builds is truly fascinating. But it is not necessarily the beauty
and elegance of the forms in nature that is most fascinating; it is a grasp of underlining
processes which bring these forms into being that truly opens new possibilities into how we
could design.
Fascination with biology is not new. Throughout the history of architecture this interest has
taken various forms, but it is only in the past century that the understanding of underlining
natural and biological processes (as opposed to figurative) has started to infiltrate architectural
thinking. It is perhaps only in the past decade that this thinking has found its performative
manifestation in architectural research.
At the beginning of 20th century chemists and physicists become interested in biology.
Discovery such as double-helix structure of DNA provided an insight into a molecular
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structure and enabled manipulation of biological structure and function at the scale of the
molecule. Alongside this and similar discoveries, building upon D’Arcy Thompson’s seminal
text “On Growth and Form” showed that physical forces of the environment influence the
form of an organism over long periods of time. The natural form and function of the organism
were linked to the adaptation to the environment. The idea that form is not given or
predetermined, but is the result of the process, influenced the technologically inclined
architects, artists, and thinkers of the early 20th century. This influence is found in the works
of Lissitzky, Moholy-Nagy, Kiesler, as well as Le Ricolais, Buckminster Fuller and others.
The new understanding of indeterminacy of form opened the door to the question of what
kind of processes and media or means are involved in the making of form.
Today, advances in science and technology continue to open new horizons for architects and
designers, triggering their imagination and informing their thinking. Capacity to design
materials with specific properties, design material behavior, along with tools and techniques
to visualize and fabricate infinitely small and to simulate emergent behaviors are opening
previously unimagined possibilities. Architects such as Lars Spuybroek, and engineers such as
Cecil Balmond and others, are demonstrating that this is a very important area of architectural
research that potentially can change the way architects think and design buildings.
It is important to mention that architecture as a profession is slow to embrace new horizons
and a change in thinking. Historically, the capacity of material (matter) to inform the form (by
means of its adaptation to the environment) has rarely been employed. Materialization and
formation of an imagined construct have rarely followed each other. Form, as a representation
of meaning, has been prioritized over material (matter). This has led to the subjugation of
material to form, and subsequently to viewing material as an inert matter that has to be
organized through various kinds of assembly. Assembling materials to achieve a form became
a way of materializing layered and complicated representations. But the logic of collage and
montage is quite different from the “logic” of a biological model; the seamlessness of
execution, the evolving adaptability, the inherent responsiveness to the internal and external
influences, awareness of the interconnectivity to the surroundings is an aspiration that would
require the change of (collage) logic and sensibility. What would the focus on material, its
operational capacity, its behavior, and its innate properties bring to a designer? Are we ready
to begin to unmask, redirect, and reframe the concept of representation, shortcut the mediation
of an image, and engage making more directly, seeking fluid alliances between conception
and realization?
In the past, architects have occasionally used the inherent “intelligence” of material as an
active design tool. For example, Frei Otto worked with form finding experiments using soap
film and stretched fabric to develop minimal surface geometries that later served as a basis for
the Munich Olympic Stadium. Heinz Isler, a Swiss engineer built doubly-curved concrete
shell based on suspension method where the forms for shells are found by hanging and
fixating cloth. Antoni Gaudi, a Spanish architect worked with upside down wire models that
traced the flow of forces within a complex structure to expose the week structural condition.
These materially driven experiments were simultaneously material, structural, and geometric.
They drew upon the material’s capacity for self-organization under the influence of the
external and internal forces. However, in these experiments material’s behavior was used
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only to visualize complex structures and the way forces interact to produce stable and
optimized organizations.
In the studio described in this paper, we used material behavior not only as a model for
exploring materials’ organizational potential, but to explore formal and structural qualities
emerging from those organizations. The intention of the material studies in the studio was to
extend the inquiry into the materially-based process and map out the organizational logic of
material distribution, so that this information can be perpetuated in the quest for form,
structure, and space that emerge from the inner logic and workings of the material system
itself. Also, the intention was to pose a question whether form can emerge from an
engagement of the material and whether such an engagement can bring forward new
possibilities in architecture where architectonic imagination relates more fluidly with the
urban and cultural imagination. This link was further explored through the agency of the body
and its capacity to experience, inhabit, and appropriate.
Learning From Material Organization
“Increasingly, I think of a project as a distribution of material in space, not as the assemblage of
preformed elements. We are moving from collage to morphology, looking to deploy material as
material for its spatial and surface effects …” – Mark Goulthorpe

Blurring the Boundary Between Form Generation and Materialization
The studio began by studying forming processes in nature and biology, and then focused on
material experimentation. Students were encouraged to use wide range of materials that have
properties of distribution and deformation under stress (plaster, glue, sugar, rice paper, wood,
paper, metal). Material experiments were conducted to focus on the properties of deformation
/ distribution / behavior in order to explore the materials’ organizational potential. In these
experiments materialization and formation were viewed as intrinsically and inseparably
related. In other words, an attempt was made to preserve an intimate relationship between
matter and form so that variety of issues (across the scales and agendas) that are usually
overlooked or concealed could be exposed.
Generally, there were two groups of projects. One explored the emergence of a construct
through the processes of accumulation and organization of the individual elements. The other
group of projects explored the emergence of a construct through the manipulation of material
properties.
Structuring Through Cut and Aggregation
This experiment started by examining a capacity of an individual element to generate a spatial
construct by modulating its local geometry. Local geometry of a sheet material (in this case
paper) can be altered by cutting and gathering a material. The length and direction of the cut
controlled the geometry of the sheet, making it more or less curved. Combination of elements
with the slight variation in the curvature enabled an emergence of the construct that was
capable of finding its own spatial distribution and structure. In other words, the emerging
form could be directed into particular spatial or structural configuration by choosing elements
with the particular local geometry. Through the choice of these local geometries the global
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geometry of the construct could be choreographed. This simple technique generated variable
and complex material system (made up of simple uniform elements) that exhibited a degree of
adaptability to various external and internal conditions. Design of a material system with
embodied behavior (and a built in technique to direct that behavior) raised a question whether
this approach could be used to seek and to design alternative ways of spatial or urban
occupation. Could these adaptabilities be further explored by examining the behavior of the
system under the restrictions of physical context, scale, materiality, programmatic
requirements, occupation of space, its relationship to a human body, and variety of other
issues that are involved in thinking architecture?

Experiments: Structuring Through Cut and Aggregation (Ji-Young Soulliere).

From Caramelized Sugar to Heating Plastics
This experiment started by studying the emergence of form and structure by manipulating a
material property – in this case by the hardening of caramelized sugar. The process of
extruding shapes by slowly pouring the hot sugar mass was suggestive of “drawing in space”
and indicated the significance of movement in the emergence and structuring of the construct.
The fragility of the material required the regions of strength that could serve as main
supporting areas from which the construct could expand. The movement allowed an
immediate attendance to the regions of structural weakness, enabling the construct to grow
quite organically. The second part of the experiment looked into ways of structuring a plastic
ribbon by heating it. The process demonstrated a capacity of a construct to renegotiate and
adjust its form, balance, configuration, and structure under the influence of constantly
changing conditions of the growth of the structure and heating process. Both experiments
exposed movement of a “tool” as an important aspect of the formation process. Taking this
idea further into the full scale project would open a question of a role of the body’s movement
as a direct “tool” in making the construct. Could this way of making blur the boundary
between the tool and the craftsman? Could this be a way to engage making more directly and
blur the boundary between conception and realization? When craft depends on the fluidity of
movement of the entire body can we “dance” our buildings into existence? In this model, the
physical work of the act of making embodies its own dynamic and constraints. The intuitive
and gestural economies and limits of the body movement meet the limits, economies,
optimization, and efficiencies of the material itself. The product of this process would
certainly not be a representation of a form imagined in advance. The product would be a result
of the interplay between the strength and resilience. It would emerge from the new sensibility
that acknowledges and works with several strengths simultaneously.
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Experiments: From Sugar to Plastics (Gabriel Garcia).

Deploying the Material Based Approach
“Above all we must remember that nothing that exists or comes into being, lasts or passes can be
thought of as entirely isolated, entirely unadulterated. One thing is always permeated, accompanied,
covered, or enveloped by another; it produces effects and endures them. And when so many things
work through one another, where are we to find what governs and what serves, what leads the way and
what follows?” – Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

In the first part of the studio the students were involved in designing a “material system” that
embodied behavior and had a capacity to adapt under external influences. In the second part
of the studio they were asked to project this material system into the public realm and use it to
seek and to design alternative ways of urban occupation. Students were expected to design an
urban interface that mediates between the body and the city. They were expected to engage
through this materially driven approach a body and a city in order to establish distinct and
productive interface between the two.
The initial material systems that students produced could “grow;” they could renegotiate and
adjust their form, structure, balance, and configuration. The rigorous studies of the material
and material systems laid out a logic by which the system works, but it is always a challenge
to extend the discipline of the initial technique throughout the design process. It is difficult
not to lose open-endedness and experimental quality of those techniques and at the same time
integrate many dimensions that make architecture work. Architecture is experienced through
its occupation, performance, and perception. Architectonic imagination has to be extended
through the urban and cultural one. The challenge is to think and develop habits of design and
making that are inclusive of many dimensions that make architecture work.

Inhabiting the material system (Ji-Young Soulliere, Dion Lassu, Roy Kuo).
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Inhabiting the material system (Kate Anderson, Roy Kuo).

One of the first steps in an attempt to appropriate the material system was to project the ways
in which it can be inhabited or engaged by the body. The material system was also projected
across the scales and through the variety of spatial occupations. Nevertheless the question of
engaging the behavior of a material system through design and extending the influence of
such behavior into the more defined articulation of the future construct remained a challenge.
The organizational logic of material distribution speaks about form, structure, and space more
easily than of the ways of occupying the space. But the question whether the way of
occupying the space could emerge from the inner logic and workings of the material system
itself was readily engaged by the students. Could the nature of the urban interface be informed
by that logic? Can programming of the space emerge from the crossbreeding of the material
construct, appropriation of the construct by the body and the context? Could entirely new
ways of inhabiting an urban space emerge?
What follows is the description of two proposals for the urban interface that fully engage in its
design the agency of the human body, embrace a dynamic quality inherent to the material
system, and bring closer cultural and urban imagination to the architectonic one.
The context for the project is a Calgary neighborhood of Inglewood and its mixed-use
medium-scale main street. This is one of the Calgary’s oldest communities with the number of
historic buildings undergoing a restoration. It is among Calgary's most trendy shopping and
arts districts. It is also home to the Inglewood Bird Sanctuary, an urban wildlife refuge. It has
the city’s largest collection of antique and home decorating shops. The main street is
surrounded by a thick belt of family homes and is one of the major roads leading to downtown
Calgary, and is frequented by both the residents of Inglewood and the wider Calgary
population. Even though there are number of conditions that could make this street a vibrant
urban area it is not so. The students saw an opportunity to provide a catalyst for a public
occupation of space by designing an urban interface that would activate public realm of the
street. In this project there was an opportunity to work and think in two scales: the scale of a
body and the scale of a city, and to establish distinct and productive interfaces between the
two scales. The inhabitable urban interface was meant to mediate between the body and the
city, and have capacity to position a wandering body and initiate spatial or temporal processes
(urban activators) that can give rise to alternative ways of urban occupation.
The initial material study opened a possibility of facilitating form creation as opposed to
creating a form. This possibility initiated an attitude that allowed a designer, at least partially,
a role of a facilitator of a design process. In other words a designer had an opportunity to
design conditions that would give rise to an intervention, and not an intervention alone. This
initiated a process of working that was constantly modified, negotiated, and adjusted unlike
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any prescribed set of standardized procedures. This attitude, in addition to a focus on the
agency of human body, significantly altered the relationship between a designer and a
construct, and affected positions towards function and context. Form creation slipped away
and the sense of space and occupation – and most importantly desire to activate the space
through occupation and use – took a primary role. This process was a process of discovery
and not a premeditated manipulation; it fostered intimacy with the material, site, function, and
processes of making. This intimacy translated into a search that enabled a designer to
incorporate materiality and form into a construct, and engage the construct with the context in
a very direct way.

The Cocoon (Kate Anderson).

The Cocoon is an urban interface that changes with use can be built in-between the adjacent
buildings. It is highly adaptive, formally and programmatically, and therefore can
accommodate variety of sites and uses. Initially it was conceived as an extension of a
domestic space. This was motivated by a desire to reveal existing qualities of the street and
the neighborhood that stayed hidden from the public eye. But its main use evolved to be an
artists’ place of work, as well as an exhibition space and a public gathering space. As such,
the place could accommodate a group of artists or a single artist; it can be rented or public.
The very structure consists of a tensile wire, enclosed and enveloped by hard and soft surfaces
that would allow movement through and at the same time be the surfaces for work. Through
use, the structure would change and gradually disappear as artists take away the surfaces on
which the work has been created, eventually leaving only hard surfaces to walk on;
afterwards, the structure would be wrapped again. This structure cannot be finished; its
components are brought together but begin to change through occupation and weathering.
This urban interface is a story, not a thing. It is a living system, a narrative that is always in
process and incomplete.

The Cocoon (Kate Anderson).

Migrating Folding Plane is an urban interface conceived to connect two neighborhood parks
divided by some distance and the highway overpass. The connection was achieved by the
proliferation and concentration of folding planes along the site. This was another highly
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adaptive proposal. Formally and programmatically, combination of the folding planes could
accommodate variety of uses.

Migrating Folding Plane (Dion Lassu).

The element (folding plane) was made out of galvanized steel and coated with rubber.
Powerful magnets at every fold of the plane made attaching possible, so that many planes
could be clustered together in variety of formations. Through use, the rearranging planes
would constantly change the landscape of the park. Each reiteration would hold a memory of
the previous occupation.

Conclusion
The projects in their final articulation occupied perhaps the threshold between architecture
and installation. The scale of the intervention was purposefully chosen to allow the intimacy
between the body and its immediate environment. In this way the body, as the medium of
experiencing and making, could more directly inform the process of design as well as the
process of making. Perhaps the only way for us to explore the possibility of dissolving a
traditional approach to making architecture is to dissolve its traditional placement. This
potentially translates into alternative ways of occupying space of the building or a city and
opens a way to alternative ways of living that might not necessarily require permanency,
stability, or defined occupation, yet could productively participate in the cultural and
anthropological unfolding of life.
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In the initial studies of the material, the material behavior was a model for exploring
materials’ organizational potential. Understanding this behavior enabled students to
manipulate the material by changing internal and external influences. The realization that
form and structure could emerge from such process was very important. This possibility, that
an architect could set up and facilitate a process of an emergence of the form as opposed to
willfully participating in a production of objects, held an intriguing promise. In this context,
the architectonic imagination began to reflect inclusiveness and interactivity characteristic of
other, more complex systems. This enabled students to engage the questions of context and
program more fluidly.
In an interview, titled Where Architecture Meets Biology, Detlef Mertins comments that
architecture requires an anthropological and cultural imagination as much as architectonic
one. These imaginations occupy very different territories; the willfulness of the architectonic
one stands apart from the anthropological and cultural ones which emerge through working of
highly complex forces. Could they share the territory where form and space have to be
inhabited and appropriated? Could one perpetuate the notion of emergence (imbued by the
materially driven process and thinking) and allow it to inform and influence programmatic
and urban participation of the architectural intervention?
It is also suggested in the student work that followed material experiments that a certain
change in attitude is possible. Once we understand aspects and inner workings of matter we
might be better equipped to intervene in the environment and redefine our zone of influence
by being more keenly aware of the cross-influences that any intervention triggers. A more
direct work with the material brings forward a new awareness of the material’s capacity to
behave and perform beyond the visible surface modulation. This “intelligence” offers an
opportunity to conceive of material and construction systems from the system’s intrinsic
logics and constraints of making. This is a very exciting opportunity. But perhaps even more
exiting is to speculate to what extent this awareness can refocus a “depth” of making.
Creativity that can emerge from this awareness can potentially transform the act of making. If
material’s “intelligence” is fully deployed aren’t we obliged then to make and think about our
environments differently?
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The Slits, a woman-fronted punk rock band founded in London in the late 1970s, were able to
translate punk rock and reggae idioms into transgressive, embodied, feminist ways of speaking that
can be understood as an attempt to reaffirm the divinity of the body by engaging in a form of mystic
speech. In The Mystic Fable, Michel de Certeau introduces the figure of the madwoman and the
concept of mystic speech. He argues that the madwoman occupies an interstitial space, being both
of this world and of the divine. Her words cross lines, existing outside of customary modes of
speech, creating new meanings and resulting in a form of mystic speech that crosses boundaries.
This paper investigates how The Slits engage with spiritual movements, specifically Rastafari
theology and Second Wave feminist approaches to spirituality, in order to express a possibility for
divine union through erotic, bodily engagement. In the songs “In the Beginning,” and
“Earthbeat/Wedding Song,” from their 1981 Peel Sessions recording, The Slits modify existing
linguistic structures and use vocalizations and sounds that evoke an abject body, while drawing
musical elements from punk rock and reggae traditions. The Slits have stated that they attempted to
articulate a distinctly feminine music voice, and I explore how their engagement with Rastafari
culture enabled them to perform a strategic gendered essentialism by drawing on primitivistic tropes.
I problematize the issues of racialized power and privilege that arise when white, British women
borrow from black, Afro-Caribbean traditions. This paper illustrates how The Slits communicate a
transgressive form of spirituality centered around erotic engagement with the abject body, using the
nexus between punk and reggae to create a feminist musical and spiritual language.
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6. Abstract and paper
In June, 1853, Commodore Matthew Perry of the USA came to Japan leading his troop of
so-called Black Ships. He was carrying a letter from the 13th US president Fillmore Cooper that
requested Japan to open itself to the US. Japan then signed the Kanagawa Treaty with the US in
March 1854, and ended its self-imposed isolationism that lasted for longer than two centuries.
European countries with colonialist interest seized this opportunity and they also grabbed similar
treaties from Japan in the following year. In 1867, the Shogun conceded to surrender his
domination to the Emperor who hitherto had been suppressed by the Shogun for centuries. The
new Japanese government hailed and promoted Westernization with a slogan "Bunmei Kaika"
("Opening of Civilization") and “Wakon Yosai” (“Western Technology and Japanese Soul”).
The country oscillated between the cult of Westernization and that of nationalism. Against this
backdrop, the government decided to promote ballroom dancing as a symbol of advanced and
glamorous Western culture. At the core of this Westernization was the Japan's desperate urgency
to rectify the unequal treaties that had been signed with the Western countries during the chaotic
period of the political commotions and social unrests between 1854 and 1867. To resolve such
inequality, Japan found it necessary to demonstrate that the country had become "civilized"
enough to be equal to the West. The government, prompted by the Minister of Foreign Affairs
Kaoru Inoue, built Rokumeikan (Deer Cry Pavilion) for housing foreign dignitaries and
representatives during their visits. Rokumeikan became a symbol of the Westernization of Japan.
Kaoru Inoue upheld ballroom dancing as a lubricant at the receptions and parties there. However,
by the long-standing Japanese gender code, for men and women to hold each other’s hands in
public had been considered almost synonymous to having sex. As a result, Rokumeikan came to
be viewed as a place of lechery, obsequiousness to the West, and therefore anti-national.
Ballroom dancing came to be considered anti-social until the end of WW II.
My presentation is focused on the layers of semantics which ballroom dancing connoted
and denoted in the social and inter-cultural contexts since the days of the Rokumeikan till today.
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Dancing at Risk: Introduction of Ballroom Dancing to Japan
and Overcoming Sexual Taboo and Nationalism
Seigo Nakao
Oakland University
Ballroom Dancing and Colonialism
In 1867, Japan abolished the samurai government of the Tokuwaga Shogunate, and reestablished the emperor as the supreme figure of the country. The background for this political
change is well known as follows: in 1639, Japan closed itself to the Western world after Japanese
Christians’ revolt against their ruler in Shimabara on Kyushu Island. In this enclosed haven from
foreign threats and influences, Japan enjoyed an uninterrupted peace for more than 200 years.
However, its cocoon like state was interrupted in 1853: Commodore Matthew Perry of the
United Sates came to Japan, carrying a letter from the 13th USA president, Fillmore Cooper, that
requested Japan to open itself to the USA. Under the threat of American cannons, Japan
reluctantly signed Kanagawa Treaty with the USA, which allowed the USA to use five Japanese
ports for provisions for the USA boats, and to open an American Consulate in Shimoda, a
neighboring town of Tokyo. Japan thus ended its isolationism in 1854. Other European
countries with colonialist interest seized this opportunity and signed similar treaties in the
following year. After recovering the political power from the Shogun, the Meiji Emperor then
established his imperial government in 1868. Japan, however, found the treaties that it had
signed with the Western countries in 1854 and thereafter, were disadvantageous to Japan because
of its unequal nature in terms of extraterritorial rights and customs rights. Japan then found it
necessary to westernize its political, economical and social systems in order to become equal to
the Western countries for rectifying the unequal treaties.
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Against this backdrop, ballroom dancing was officially introduced to Japan in 1883. It
was introduced not for a romantic or social but political reason. Although foreigners were
witnessed enjoying it among themselves in foreign quarters in Yokohama, very few Japanese
people had heard of or seen it in reality. The government decided to promote ballroom dancing
primarily among the politicians and the selected upper class people as a symbol of advanced and
glamorous Western culture, or as a "symbol of civilization." 1 To the Japanese, to be civilized
was synonymous with being westernized. The government approved a bill in 1880 to build a
guest house for foreign dignitaries which included a pavilion for ballroom dancing. The initiator
of this project was Kaoru Inoue (1835-1915), the Minister of Foreign Affairs at that time.
Before he assumed the Ministry position, Inoue had traveled in Europe a couple of times, and
had become well accustomed to Western customs and manners in the arena of political
interactions. At that time Japan did not have respectable Western-style facilities for governmentlevel foreign guests. After returning to Japan, Inoue keenly felt Japan should have such facilities
for foreign dignitaries. Some Japanese dignitaries who had been sent by the government to
Europe and the USA, including Inoue, had witnessed that dancing at the receptions in these
countries were a requirement for socialization. At foreign consulates in Yokohama, too, dancing
was reported to function for the same purpose. 2 When the bill to build such a facility was passed,
the government commissioned an English architect Joshia Conder (1852-1920). The pavilion
was opened in 1883 and was named Rokumeikan (Deer Cry Pavilion).
Rokumeikan and Anti-Nationalism

1

Tomita Hitoshi, Rokumeikan gi-seiyoka no jidai (Tokyo: Hakusuisha, 1984), 168-169.
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Asano Motome, Odorimasen ka? (Tokyo: Shueisha Shinsho, 2004), 27.
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The Rokumeikan was to showcase how much westernized Japan had become. The
leading Japanese politicians, privileged people and their wives and daughters were supposed to
socialize with each other and foreigners, and to demonstrate their westernization by waltzing in
"robe décolleté" and swallow tails. 3
However, different from other forms of Western culture, ballroom dancing was doomed
to be controversial from the start. The extreme physical proximity between a man and a woman
in public was unheard of in Japan until the Rokumeikan. 4 At the ballroom, the upper-class
Japanese women who had been brought up in a patriarchal and male chauvinistic society, Pat
Barr points out, "were unversed in the art of holding vivacious and trivial conversations with
chance male acquaintances--behavior which, in the old days, would presumably have been
termed 'lewd'." 5 How could it be possible for a virtuous lady to converse with men, not to
mention to hold the hands of a man in public, even her husband's? At first, the media, when it
observed ballroom dancing at the Rokumeikan, did not have the vocabulary to describe it. In
other words, it did not know how to define and report it because of its utter "foreignness." 6 Most
people who could dance there were foreigners. Although there is no record left in terms of
dancers, it is surmised that only a handful of Japanese people who had traveled in Europe or the
USA might have danced; some geishas were trained to dance with male guests. 7 The fact was
3
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that the majority of the Japanese guests could not or did not dance. It is said even Kaoru Inoue
himself, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and promoter of the ballroom dancing politics, remained
only watching the foreigners dance. Inoue therefore came up with the idea to offer ballroom
dancing classes to the Japanese at the Rokumeikan in 1984, almost one year after the pavilion
opened. The government dignitaries, upper-class men, and their consorts participated in these
classes.
However in one year from the opening of the Rokumeikan, it started projecting a
negative image to the public. For instance, a reporter for The Asano News labeled ballroom
dancing as "lewd" because a man and a woman were holding each other: it was a non-Japanese
practice (Nov. 11, 1884). One of the most prominent parliament members Katsu Kaishu, who
had worked for the successful transfer of power from Shogun to Emperor and founded the
Japanese Navy in the Meiji Government, wrote an open letter to the Prime Minister Ito Hirobumi
in May 1888. He harshly criticized the unbridled westernization led by the Foreign Affairs
Minister Inoue and in particular the mask ball Ito held at the Rokumeikan in the previous year.
The letter read:
"Year after year, Japanese people have been experiencing grave poverty. Before long,
the government will finally realize its famished state.... Recently, high-ranking officials
have been holding too many banquets, indulging themselves in extravaganza and luxury.
I think they believe everything is going well with Japan. I hope they will cut down and
subdue these banquets. I hear Rokumeikan has become a hotbed for lechery.... Japanese
people are burdened with heavy tax, but these officials have forgotten their indebtedness
to the nation and lost the love of their country." 8
8
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Jogaku Zach (Journal for Women's Learning) questioned how it could be possible to
suppress one's carnal desire when a man and a woman so "tightly and intensely" pressed to each
other (July Issue, 1887). 9 The media often created unfounded scandals such as extra-marital
affairs between celebrities dancing in the Rokumeikan. To the majority of the Japanese who
never could have a chance to witness the events at the prestigious Rokumeikan but heard rumors
about them, ballroom dancing was to become a symbol of Western debauchery in place of
Western sophistication. Those who had an access to the Rokumeikan ballroom did not or could
not dance, and frowned or were upset at the sight.
Rokumeikan, which opened with a fanfare in 1883, quickly became to be identified with
obsequiousness to the West and with the practice of illicit love affairs. Some foreigners in Japan
jeered at the awkward grafting of Western fashion onto yesterday's warriors, noble men and their
consorts as depicted by a French cartoonist and illustrator Georges Bigot in his cartoons. 10
When Prime Minister Inoue failed in rectifying the unequal treaties and soon thereafter had to
resign from his position in disgrace in 1887, socializing with the foreign dignitaries through
ballroom dancing lost its raison d'être. Balls at the Rokumeikan were abandoned responding to
the general public's criticism. The Rokumeikan fell out of use for any type of dance gatherings
already by 1888, and in 1890 it was rented out to the Peer's Society. It eventually was sold to a
private sector in 1894. Ballroom dancing, once it lost its glamour as a vanguard of Western
culture, became identified with Western decadence; those who danced were labeled as
obsequious worshippers of Western culture and therefore anti-nationalistic. After 1890,
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ballroom dancing receded into a hobby only for a very limited number of upper class people at
their homes. The Rokumeikan, after decades of decay and disrepair, was torn down in 1940.
Ballroom Dancing as a Symbol of Anti-Nationalism
Different from ballroom dancing, Japan skillfully sifted, imported and incorporated other
Western knowledge into itself, and by 1911 succeeded in revising all the unequal treaties and
achieved an international status on par with the Western nations. The victories in the SinoJapanese War in 1895 and the Russo-Japanese War in 1905 promoted the way to such a status
and helped boost the nation's pride in their country. Confidence in themselves and nationalism
converged. Throughout Meiji, Taisho and the pre-war Showa, Japan became more and more
militarized in parallel with its colonialist ambition. Ballroom dancing predictably became an
easy target for the nationalist movement. After the fall of the Foreign Affairs Minister, Inoue, in
1888 and the end of Rokumeikan Era in the same year, ballroom dancing disappeared into the
parlors of a handful of upper-class people and foreigners. Ballroom dancing then appeared to die
off or remain an eccentric, esoteric and, to the public's imagination, erotic hobby among the class
dissociated from the rest of the nation. However, unrelated to the Rokumeikan, a Japanese
commoner who encountered ballroom dancing in foreign countries became its unexpected
promoter. Shizuko Hiraoka, wife of an entrepreneur of an enormously successful theme park in
Yokohama, traveled in Europe soon after WWI. During her trip, she became an enthusiast of
ballroom dancing. On returning to Japan, she begged her husband to open a ballroom in her
husband's theme park. Tsurumi Kagetsu-en Butojo (Tsurumi Kagetsu Park Dance Hall) opened
in 1920, and offered dance classes taught by foreign instructors to publicize ballroom dancing
among the commoners. Tsurumi Kagetsu-en Butojo greatly contributed to disseminating
ballroom dancing. In one year from its opening, many dance circles sprouted in the Greater
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Tokyo area, and foregrounded its dissemination to other major cities in the coming years.
Japanese middle-class people, like the hero of the movie Shall We Dance? discovered "the joys
that dance [could] bring" for the first time in Japanese history, overcoming the awkwardness of
intimately holding each other. Ballrooms sprang up in the Tokyo area.
However, before long, the outlandish Western form and nature of ballroom dancing was
to become a frequent target of nationalists and the authorities. One of the most publicized and
earliest of such incidents occurred when a group of jingoists stormed into a ball held in the
Imperial Hotel in Tokyo and denounced the dancing crowd on June 7, 1924. The group then
staged a protest against the anti-Japan movement going on in the US at that time--a pinnacle of
such movement was the ban of immigration from Japan to the US on June 1st, 1924. The group
distributed flyers among the dancing crowd. It read: "Expel US missionaries. Eradicate
ballroom dancing; it is lecherous; it will destroy Japan. Boycott US movies. Abolish US-Japan
Treaties. Ban the entry of Americans into our country.…" 11 This incident is revelatory that the
nationalists considered ballroom dancing, alongside Christianity, a symbol of Americanism; in
their imagination, Japanese ballroom dancers were pro-American and therefore traitors to Japan.
They viewed ballroom dancing as sexually too explicit, and therefore a moral hazard to the
country. The media unanimously praised the group in the next morning's press. Yoshikazu
Nagai explains the aftermath of this incident based on the newspapers of the day:
While one of the nationalists started dancing traditional Japanese sword dance [yielding a
sword], the manager of the hotel rushed into the ballroom and instructed the band to play
the national anthem…. This successfully calmed the attackers down, and they cheered
"Hail the Emperor!" three times, and left the hotel. There were no casualties. However,
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the hotel immediately stopped the dance parties that had been regularly held on
Wednesday afternoons; it also stopped giving its regular Saturday evening balls in order
to prevent a similar incident from happening. The two leaders of the group were charged
for obstructing the dance gathering. During the trial, the defense attorney criticized the
hotel, saying, 'At the Imperial Hotel, married women and daughters of respectable
families were dancing around like crazy with foreigners almost every evening'…. In the
end, the two offenders were discharged with a fine…. The hotel did not resume its
regular ball until the early January of 1925. 12
Related to the above incident, a rumor spread that a wife who danced in the same Imperial Hotel
delivered a blue-eyed baby. To the majority of Japanese people, ballroom dancing appeared a
vanguard of degenerate American culture. Nationalist attacks and the negative publicity of the
ballroom dancing gave the last blows to the ballroom dance halls in the Tokyo area that had
already suffered severe damage when the Great Kanto Earthquake hit Tokyo only several months
before the above incident. The compounded effect of nationalism and the Great Kanto
Earthquake temporarily put a halt to the ballroom dancing activities in the Tokyo area. It moved
to Osaka.
Around this time, Heijiro Kato, a dandy, traveled in the US and Europe, and he became a
dance enthusiast. In 1925, he opened a dance hall in Osaka. He introduced the American system
of the "taxi" dance hall. His intent was sincere: he was captivated by ballroom dancing so much
that he found his mission in promoting it in Japan and hoped to provide a place where people
could come and dance at their convenience. However, bar and café owners followed Kato's
success in droves; they combined restaurant and bar businesses with the taxi ticket dance hall.
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Their primary motive was to make money by selling alcohol and food, and they hired female
dancers and used dance and dancers as enticing agents. The combination of drinking, the unJapanese practice of man embracing woman in public, and the rumor of sexual interactions
between drunken male customers and female dancers, led the police to interfere with their
businesses. Ironically, the government which originally promulgated ballroom dancing at the
Rokumeikan turned out to be its most zealous oppressor. At the Imperial Diet Session in 1926,
one politician proposed a motion to ban ballroom dancing at bars, cafes, restaurants and halls,
but the Session ran short of time before his proposal was discussed. Nevertheless, because of the
general association of ballroom dancing with negative public morality, the dance halls in Osaka
came to be placed under the supervision of the Prefecture Police. Even after dance halls were
separated from restaurant and bar businesses, the police kept dance halls under it surveillance.
For this reason, opening a dance hall came to require police authorization. In 1927, the police
issued a regulation that the dance hall dancer needed to acquire a license, as had been the case
with geisha. In a word, professional ballroom dancers were put in the same category as geisha-somewhere in the middle of licensed prostitute and entertainer. The new Mayor of Osaka in the
same year declared: "As far as I am alive, I won't authorize dance halls because there people
engage in anti-national activities [i. e. ballroom dancing]"; the police frequently raided the dance
halls, and would not issue licenses for new ones. Under those circumstances, all the halls in
Osaka were closed by 1930. 13
Supporters of ballroom dancing in Osaka such as hall owners, dance instructors, dancers
and musicians moved to Tokyo in droves. Although dance halls in the Tokyo area were
devastated by the Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923 and nationalist movement in the succeeding
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years, dance lovers started forming many private dance circles by 1927; at the same time, bars
and cafes, like in Osaka, substituted for ballrooms. The influx of the Osaka group ignited the
opening of new commercial dance halls. Their re-emergence did not last too long. Again, as
happened in Osaka, Tokyo Metropolitan Police started controlling the dance halls by issuing
"Regulations to Supervise Dance Halls" in 1928. The regulations mandated, to mention only a
few, that the dance halls had to obtain a license from the Police; they had to follow many
restrictive building codes; dancers, instructors and assistants also had to obtain a license; a
married woman working as a dancer had to submit her birth certificate, husband's agreement and
medical examination report. In this way, opening a dance hall was made extremely difficult; the
majority of the small existing halls could not financially sustain the costs incurred to meet the
regulations. Small halls were either closed or taken over by bigger halls. Although the big halls
that survived were greatly successful and contributed to popularizing ballroom dancing among
urbanites, their number remained suppressed. To supplement the shortage of halls, many private
dance schools opened in Tokyo and Yokohama. 1930 saw the inauguration of Nihon Buto
Kyoshi Kyokai (JATD: Japan Association of Teachers of Dancing): the association was
organized for the purpose of securing financial condition of the dance instructors, standardizing
their quality, and disseminating ballroom dancing in Japan, but the association became defunct
before long and was overtaken by another association Tokyo Shako-buto Kyoshi-kai (Tokyo
Social Dance Instructors Association) in 1932. In the same year, the first dance periodical The
Dance came out. These movements reflected the growing interest in ballroom dancing, and the
need to unify the dancing style and teaching method hitherto left largely to individuals or
individual groups. However, this interest coincided with the intensifying Japanese right wing
movement such as nationalism, Police power, and eventually totalitarianism. The police tried to
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control dance activities under The Law Regulating Businesses Affecting Public Morals. The
authority issued many regulations concerning the halls, instructors, and dancers. In 1937, the
Ministry of National Affairs announced a ban on ballrooms starting in April 1938; the Ministry
then issued other bans: operating the hall in the day, admission of female customers, and using
the halls for parties. Because of these regulations, the dance halls lost considerable revenue, and
had to close. In 1938, the government issued an order prohibiting ballroom dancing with guests
at an individual house. In 1940, the government issued sumptuary laws prohibiting consumption
of expensive or luxury items and holding extravagant events, including ballroom dancing. To
promote the sumptuary laws, the government coined a phrase: "Luxury is our enemy." During
WWII, ballroom dancing necessarily was prohibited because it was part of the enemy's culture.
Only the defeat in 1945 brought back ballroom dancing to Japan. The US Occupation Army and
democracy revived ballroom dancing.
The End of WWII and the Implementation of American Democratic Ideas
With two Atomic bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan surrendered to the Allied
Forces on August 15, 1945, of which the major force to come to Japan was the US Occupation
Army. At the moment of surrender, there arose one issue that gravely concerned the wellbeing
of Japanese women. The Japanese government at that moment was still as preoccupied as ever
by the idea that soldiers needed sex. Notoriously, during WWII, the Japanese military
government organized a national sex institution and forced women, the majority of whom were
from the Japanese colonies, to be the soldier's sexual slaves; they were called "jugun ianfu" or
"comfort women for the military." Immediately after the surrender, a meeting was held with the
Prime Minister, the Internal Affairs Minister, and other leaders. Only several days after the
defeat in WWII, the idea of democracy was still foreign to Japan. The Japanese military's
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preoccupation that soldiers needed sexual outlets did not dissipate overnight. At this meeting, a
minister presented the topic for discussion, saying: "It is emergent to protect [Japanese] girls and
women from sex-starved US Occupation Army soldiers." 14 The discussion led the Japanese
government to set up entertainment institutions for the US soldiers; the government then formed
the "Recreation and Amusement Association" on August 26, only 11 days after Japan's surrender.
The Association was created even before General Douglas McArthur of the US Occupation
Army arrived at Japan on August 30th. Japan singed the Instrument of Surrender on September
2nd that stated Japan's unconditional surrender to the Allied Forces. The moment Japan was
defeated in the war, the government visualized US soldiers assaulting Japanese women based
upon what the Japanese military men did in Korea, Manchuria, China, the Philippines and
Indonesia during WWII. The Recreation and Amusement Association then ordered the Police
Department to promote private entertainment facilities for the US soldiers, who would be
arriving in September. Thus entertainment institutions, including dance halls, were hastily
created and opened. These institutions, needless to say, were not for prostitution, but to divert
US soldier's sexual interests in other ways. The dance halls were exclusively for US soldiers and
related people, and no Japanese were allowed to enter--except female taxi dancers. The majority
of these Japanese dancers had no previous dancing experience but they signed up in order to
make a living in the physically and financially devastated country. They were hastily recruited
and trained in dancing.
In the meantime, it was a matter of time before Japanese dance lovers from pre-WWII era
would make a come back. The first dance hall for Japanese people opened in 1946, and many
others followed. In the democratized Japan, ballroom dancing appeared to get a free-ride,
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released from Police's supervision. Young Japanese embraced American culture as the Meiji
people did Western technology. They were enthralled with jitterbug and other types of dances
US soldiers introduced to Japan, and associated the dance with democracy. Hundreds of dance
classes and circles were created. At one time, there even was a movement to form dance groups
in many companies to provide their workers with opportunities to find marriage partners; local
communities also promoted such circles for young people to meet at town halls. College
students formed their own circles starting with Waseda University, and formed Zen Nihon
Gakusei Kyogi Dance Renmei (All Japan Competitive Dancing Association of University
Students) as early as 1946; they have been operating Zen Nihon Gakusei Kyogi Dance
Pennsauken Taka (All Japan Student Dance Competition) since 1956 to today. In 1947, an
event "Outdoor Ballroom Dancing for One Million Dancers" was held at the Tokyo Kraken
Baseball Stadium. 15
However, the new "Law Regulating Businesses Affecting Public Morals" issued in 1947
again bundled ballrooms together with cabarets, nightclubs, restaurants and bars which served
food and/or drinks. The law caused confusion by blurring the distinction between dance halls
and other liquor or food service institutions. Because categorically dance halls were coupled
with the latter, the general public necessarily associated dance halls with the image of pleasure
seeking and moral degradation in drink and sex, places where only men go. On the other hand,
dance hall owners found that providing customers with dancing and drinking at the same time
was profitable. Some cabarets and clubs devised a way to be dance halls during the day, and to
be cabarets and nightclubs in the evening, in order to cater to different types of clientele.
15
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Although dance classes run by individual professional instructors were still under the supervision
of the above law, it was obvious dance classes were different from cabarets or clubs in nature.
Therefore, those who wanted to enjoy ballroom dancing per se without hurting their reputation
had to join local circles or attended dance classes.
As a result, although ballroom dancing attained far greater popularity throughout Japan
than pre-WWII days, it still remained relatively a minor culture. Before long, in late 60s, it was
doomed to be overshadowed by disco dancing, which required no particular steps and postures to
learn, and most of all, to hold each other. At the same time, there was one pitfall for healthy
development of ballroom dancing: when the NATD (Nippon Association of Teachers of
Dancing), the revived JATD (Japan Association of Teachers of Dancing) and other two groups
lobbied the Tokyo Municipal Office to take off ballroom dancing classes from supervision under
the "Law Regulating Businesses Affecting Public Morals," they ended up being reconfirmed
under the supervision of "Law Regulating Businesses Affecting Public Morals." Their plea was
rejected for bureaucratic reasons. The Tokyo Municipal Office could not singularly accept the
plea when the issue involved both National and Municipal Police regulations. For this reason,
dance instructors were still put in the same category as bar and cabaret owners and workers, to
their grave inconvenience and dismay.
In this climate, ballroom dancing lovers organized nation-wide associations, invited
renowned Western dancers, started national competitions and participated in international
competitions; some enthusiasts traveled to foreign countries, particularly to England, to get
trainings. In the meantime, the dance associations repeatedly kept lobbying the Police and the
Ministry of Home Affairs to release ballroom dancing classes and instructors from the above
Law. Ballroom dancing institutions and instructors finally attained their goal in 1984. As a
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result, it became far easier than before to form amateur groups inviting professional instructors
or to offer ballroom dancing classes at cultural centers, which led to enhancing the general
public's interest in ballroom dancing after 1985.
The movie Shall We Dance? was premiered in 1996 with phenomenal acclaim and
financial success. The intercultural context of Shall We Dance? is noticeably presented by the
protagonist's voiceover at the very beginning of the movie. 16
"In Japan, ballroom dancing is viewed with a lot of prejudice. We think it shameful that
a man and a woman hold each other and dance in public. Even a married couple will find
it shameful if they go out arm in arm to a party; it is worse if they hold each other and
dance. At any rate, a married couple are supposed never to say "I love you" to each other.
Japanese husband and wife should be able to understand each other without saying a
word. On the other hand, if they dance with someone else, other people will suspect that
they have some indecent plan, and think how disgraceful they are. This said, even in
such circumstances, many Japanese people have a secret desire to dance to music and
surrender themselves to the joy of dancing." 17
One of the central themes of the Japanese Shall We Dance? is the dilemma that an
intercultural encounter creates and how the protagonist handles such a dilemma. The premise of
the movie is that in Japan, not only physical but also verbal expressions of love in public, and in
some cases even in private, are traditionally considered a taboo. Such a practice is too Western
16
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and therefore alien to the Japanese. In Japan, traditionally, even a married couple are not
supposed to hold each other in public on any occasions. Ballroom dancing presents a dilemma
for a person who wants to dance but is afraid of breaching the social propriety by holding the
partner of the opposite sex. The movie makes the dilemma doubly intriguing by the unlikely
combination of a straight-laced typical Japanese businessman of a mid-administrative position
and outlandish ballroom dancing. Psychological reasons aside, in order to fulfill his desire to
dance, the protagonist, at the risk of losing his social standing, needs to overcome the conflict
that an encounter of Japanese mores with the West creates. In other words, to "surrender
[himself] to the joy of dancing," he struggles to find a way to bring the two different cultures
together. The title of movie is symptomatic of the intercultural nature of this movie: Shall We ダ

ンス? (Shall We Dance?) is a combination "shall we" in English and "ダンス(dansu)" in
Japanese phonetics. The title symbolizes the juxtaposition of two different cultures (Japan and
the West) trying to cohabit in one place. The act of dancing itself is symbolic: two people face
and hold each other and move around in synchronized patterns, overcoming differences. The
lobby card of the Japanese version shown in Japan captures exactly such a moment: the
protagonist and his dance instructor are just about to hold each other's hand. In the movie, this
scene takes place toward the end. After this moment, she first says, "Shall we dance?" in English
to the hero, and the instant their hands touch, they overcome each other's personal and social
differences and problems. After the dance is over at the end of the movie, she is going to leave
for England, and he is going back to his family, with deeper understanding of themselves and of
each other than before.
The title of the Japanese movie Shall We Dance? (1996) originates from the famous
musical number of the same title in The King and I by Rogers and Hammerstein, staged on
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Broadway with Gertrude Lawrence and Yul Brynner in 1951, which then was made into a movie
with Deborah Kerr and Brynner in 1956. The musical play in turn was based on a novel by
Margaret Landon, Anna and the King of Siam (1944), which itself was based on Anna Harriet
Leonowens's memoir that first appeared in The Atlantic Monthly in 1867, and was published as a
book in 1870. Landon's book also inspired the movie Anna and the King of Siam with Irene
Dunne and Rex Harrison, made by Twentieth Century Fox in 1946. The Japanese movie Shall
We Dance? sparked Hollywood's interest and was remade with Richard Gere and Jennifer Lopez
in 2004 under the same title, as if to reclaim the title's American origin. In between the two Shall
We Dance?, Japanese and American, Twentieth Century Fox remade The King and I minus the
music as Anna and the King starring Jody Foster and Chow Yun-Fat in 1999, because, according
to the director, "the story has never been completely told" before. 18 The same year even saw the
animated musical version of The King and I with the Rogers and Hammerstein music included
but in some cases abridged.
The title of the Japanese movie Shall We Dance? necessarily evokes the musical play's
culminating moment when the King and Anna hold each other to dance to the music Shall We
Dance?, overcoming their cultural and social differences, and emotionally connected: the scene
symbolically embodies East and West coming together through social or ballroom dancing.
In the Japanese movie Shall We Dance?, the hero vaguely feels that his life is missing
something fulfilling despite his successful life as an able "salary man" enjoying a midadministrative position. At one scene he confesses to his dance instructor that he is happily
married, has a child, attained the chief position in his department, and bought a house; but after
the purchase of the house in a Tokyo suburb (quite a success by Japanese standards), he finds he
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no longer has a goal in his life that will propel him to move forward. It is left to the audience to
imagine why even his lovable family cannot fully satisfy him. He then ventures on ballroom
dancing in expectation to fill such a void. The audience empathized with the hero.
The movie won critical acclaim. and received 13 awards out of 14 at the Japan Academy
Awards including Best Movie, Best Director, Best Actor, Best Actress--the one award the movie
did not receive was the Best Foreign Film Award. The popularity of the movie ignited a
ballroom dancing boom in Japan and its popularity continues till today. 19 According to Mr. Suo,
Japan has the largest number of ballroom dancing population in the world. 20
As of 2001, it is reported that ballroom dancing had become "a phenomenal rage among
the silver generation (or gray haired people, i.e., senior citizens)." 21 There has been a recurrence
of ballroom dancing classes on public television. One of he most recent of such programs
Hajimete no shako dansu (My First Ballroom Dancing) aired in 2005 shows senior citizens
enjoying dancing with a commentator narrating that there are many retirees who have started
dancing for the first time in their life; according to this program, about 2000 dance classes exist
in Japan and the majority of the students are in their 50s and 60s. The same program also shows
clips from a competition of ballroom dancers on wheelchair. 22
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Ballroom dancing which originally was started to thwart colonial powers thus
metamorphosed into a rhythmic pastime for senior citizens over a century and a couple of
decades since it was imported to Japan. It has survived nationalism, militarism, ill-reputation,
was once a vanguard to pacify colonialist countries, and a symbol of Americanization and
democratization of Japan. As Japan became an economic super power, it aged into a healthy
hobby for senior citizens, who, in their youth would have thought it sinful to hold the hands of
the opposite sex, but now, are eager to entangle not their hands but also their legs by dancing
tango and other dances.

20
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When white women sing the blues, they complicate issues of race, class, and gender. Looking
specifically at Dusty Springfield and Amy Winehouse, this paper will explore issues of appropriation,
parody, and performance that arise when white women perform musical genres like soul and R and
B that are constructed as being “black.” Drawing on Paul Gilroy’s work on race in Britain, I will
situate Springfield and Winehouse in a distinctly British context, examining how identity politics that
are particular to race and class dynamics in Britain, can play out musically. I will also problematize
the concept of “raced” voices. Springfield and Winehouse both sing with voices that are deep,
husky, and are often described as sounding “black.” By investigating why certain voice types are
constructed in this way, I will identify how issues of power and privilege are implicated in popular
music. Springfield and Winehouse both enact very difference performances of femininity on their
bodies – Springfield was perpetually poised and put together, with a well-coiffed, veneered beehive,
evoking both white, upper-class femininity, and the femininity performed by black Motown groups,
like the Shirelles and the Marvelettes. Winehouse, meanwhile, nods to this history through her
music, but her physical performance is not of carefully constructed femininity, but rather is of
femininity on the verge of collapse, with her bedraggled beehive and highly public struggles with
substance abuse. Drawing on recent research on voice and the body, I will demonstrate how the
beehive hairstyle functions as a key metaphor for understanding how these two musicians enact
drastically different performances of femininity while also performing race and class.
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ABSTRACT
Throughout his career Foucault held conflicting views about the status of subjugated knowledges
or marginalized discourses. These conflicting views make it difficult to ascertain the ethical and
political import of the call to give voice to this marginalized discourse/knowledge. Such a call,
at times, is presented by both Foucault and his interpreters as a means and goal of ethical and
political action. However, the evaluation of this claim rests on the status of such subjugated
knowledge. In his works on madness, Foucault treats madness as a subjugated knowledge that is
not contained within the economy of reason. If madness represents the other side of a limit that
is not contained within the economy of reason that institutes the limit, then what exactly is the
status of madness with respect to its ethical/political import? I will take up two possible answers
to this question. The first is that madness is a particular standpoint occupied by those who are
subordinated. The second is that madness is an unrecuperable Other. I will argue that Foucault
assigned madness to the status of a marginalized discourse, one that should be brought to light.
The ethical and epistemological goal in this case is to unmask distorted knowledge claims and
replace ideological views with a truer picture of reality.

Introduction
“There is a battle ‘for truth,’ or at least ‘around truth.’..it being understood also that it’s
not a matter of a battle ‘on behalf’ of the truth, but a battle about the status of truth and the
economic political role it plays.” 1
Throughout his career Foucault held conflicting views about the status of subjugated
knowledges or marginalized discourses. These conflicting views make it difficult to ascertain
the ethical and political import of the call to give voice to this marginalized
discourse/knowledge. Such a call, at times, is presented by both Foucault and his interpreters as
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a means and goal of ethical and political action. However, the evaluation of this claim rests on
the status of such subjugated knowledge. In his works on madness, Foucault treats madness as a
subjugated knowledge that is not contained within the economy of reason. If madness represents
the other side of a limit that is not contained within the economy of reason that institutes the
limit, then what exactly is the status of madness with respect to its ethical/political import? I will
take up two possible answers to this question. The first is that madness is a particular standpoint
occupied by those who are subordinated. The second is that madness is an unrecuperable Other.
I will argue that Foucault assigned madness to the status of a marginalized discourse, one that
should be brought to light. The ethical and epistemological goal in this case is to unmask
distorted knowledge claims and replace ideological views with a truer picture of reality.

Foucault’s Madness
In Madness and Civilization, Foucault claimed that “madness begins where the relation
of man to truth is disturbed and darkened.” 2 Counterposing madness to reason, Foucault implies
that madness occupies a space outside of reason. Madness escapes the logic of reason and truth,
and thus shakes the foundation of reason. In order to fortify itself, reason imposes its logic on
madness, and conceptually confines it under the name “mental illness.” This imposition can be
traced through the historical developments of the lazar house and the mental hospitals throughout
the eighteenth century.
society.

The mad, were at one time a part, albeit perhaps a scorned part, of

However, over a period of years increasing levels of systematic exclusion and

confinement were developed to deal with that segment of the population labeled mad.
Throughout the evolution of these levels of confinement, a new term for the mad appeared,
which marked a historical division of reason and unreason. “The discursive transformation of ‘la
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folie’ into ‘la deraison’ occurs more or less concurrently with the great confinement...the locking
up of the mad is like the philosophical event -- the break between madness and the sovereign
subject in Cartesian rationalism.” 3
According to Foucault, “[i]t is not the permanence of a truth which guarantees thought
against madness, as it would permit truth to detach itself from error or to emerge from a dream; it
is an impossibility of being mad, essential not to the object of thought, but to the subject who
thinks.” 4 This impossibility of being mad, which is an essential feature of a rational, stable
subject, motivates that rational division of reason and unreason and the objectification of
madness by reason. In other words, the rational subject must objectify and exclude madness in
order to maintain the illusion of its stable boundaries.
Descartes closes his eyes and plugs up his ears the better to see the true brightness
of essential daylight; thus he is secured against the dazzlement of the madman
who, opening his eyes, sees only night, and not seeing at all, believes he sees
when he imagines. In the uniform lucidity of his closed senses, Descartes has
broken with all possible fascination, and if he sees, he is certain of seeing that
which he sees. 5

To what is Descartes blind and deaf? It is the Other of reason. Madness, for Foucault,
was that which exceeded reason, and by definition that which escaped reason and Descartes’
method of radical doubt. By engaging solely in a rational doubt, Descartes claims to know with
certainty that he is not mad. Of course Foucault’s point here is that reason can’t know the mad,
for it exceeds the logic of reason and points to the excess that can’t be recuperated and thus
challenges reason’s claim to certainty. In order to conquer madness, reason must conceptualize
madness, but in so doing the voice of madness is silenced. What reason knows, after it violently
imposes its categories on madness, is what it makes of madness. What reason makes of madness
is mental illness. Thus, the voice of the mentally ill is the voice of unreason, now appropriated
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into an economy of the same. Psychiatry speaks for the mentally ill, not for the mad, precisely
because reason defines that which is unreason, and thus recuperates its difference.

This limit

imposed by reason silences the Other of reason, namely madness.
Clearly, according to this analysis, one cannot find the truth of madness by looking to
psychiatry and the medical establishment. What one finds there is the ‘truth’ of mental illness, a
truth created by the medical establishment. In order to catch a glimpse of madness, as it might
have escaped the conceptual containment of reason and the “truth” regime of psychiatry,
Foucault looked to art and literature for hints of the nature of madness. “On one side, Bosch,
Brueghel, Thierry Bouts, Duerer, and the pervading silence of the image. It is in this space of
pure vision that madness will display its powers...in that space, madness possesses a primitive
force of revelation...On the other side, with Brant, with Erasmus, and with the whole humanist
tradition, madness is set within the universe of discourse. There it is refined...and disarmed.” 6
Roy Boyne contrasts the view of madness as that which exceeds reason’s grasp, and that which
reason takes hold of:
On the one hand, madness is inexplicable, it holds out the threat of dark and
unknown regions. On the other hand, madness is explicable; it is foolishness and
illusion, a condition of error which has some prior cause. The line of cleavage,
then is between the Other and the Same, between the transcendental and the
empirical, between the sublime and the mundane, between fear and control, and
ultimately perhaps between the bright hope of difference and the monotony of
bourgeois reason. 7

Perhaps Foucault was looking for glimpse of the ‘truth’ of madness, uncorrupted by
reason, and spoken in the voice of madness.

But, even if such a glimpse were not possible,

Foucault’s position is that there is something that exceeds reason, something perhaps
nondiscursive that can’t be contained in the conceptualization of mental illness. Like Nietzsche’s
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Dionysian impulses that can’t be represented in the Apollonian forms and categories, madness
exceeds the categorical boundaries, and threatens their very existence.
The medical objectification of madness deprives it of its material history and
hence a crucial aspect of its ‘truth.’ In order to discover other facets of this truth,
to find, in a realm apart from that of social power, what the essence of madness is,
Foucault looked to its representation in painting and literature. 8

The difference between the Otherness of madness, and reason, had been eclipsed by the
artificial limit of reason/unreason, which is wholly within the domain of reason. By the end of
the Renaissance, discursive domestication had eclipsed the fantastical gestures toward madness.
“[O]nly the occasional murmurings of a de Sade, or the visionary explorations of a Goya, would
hint that the opposition had not really been destroyed, but that it had been overlaid and hidden by
a compact between science and morality.” 9
Goya and de Sade appeal to Foucault because a gesture toward this otherness can be
found. As Roy Boyne points out
Sadism is not a name finally given to a practice as old as Eros; it is a massive
cultural fact which appeared precisely at the end of the eighteenth century, and
which constitutes on of the greatest conversions of Western imagination:
unreason transformed into delirium of the heart, madness of desire, the insane
dialogue of love and death in the limitless presumption of appetite. Sadism
appears at the very moment that unreason, confined for over a century and
reduced to silence, reappears. 10

In the work of Sade and Goya one can find, or perhaps it is better to say one is made
aware of, an excess that calls into question the limits imposed by reason. This view held here by
Foucault is similar to Bataille’s notion of transgression which refers to an excess of limits.
Habermas notes that Foucault “admires Bataille as someone who ranges texts in fiction and
analysis, novels and reflection, alongside one another; someone who enriches the language with
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gestures of waste and excess and transgression of limits, in order to break out of the language of
triumphant subjectivity.” 11
Acts of transgression are worthwhile because they exceed the limit imposed by reason,
and call that very limit into question. They can open up a space in which the silenced voice of
the Other can be retrieved, and an acknowledgment of what the limit excludes can be made. The
limit that confines madness to the concept of the mentally ill is an indication that reason has
become monological. The tension between reason and its Other has been obscured by reason’s
extensive reach through the psychiatric and medical sciences.
A reason that has become monological holds madness at arm’s length from itself
so as safely to gain mastery of it as an abject cleansed of rational subjectivity.
Making madness clinical, which first renders mental illness a medical
phenomenon, is analyzed by Foucault as an example of those processes of
exclusion, proscription, and outlawing in whose traces Bataille had read the
history of Western rationality. 12

By opening a space through which the silenced voice of madness can be heard, a dialogic, even
agonistic, relationship between reason and its other can be reclaimed. Such a relationship
threatens the reification of the concepts of reason, and allows criticism of “that other form of
madness, by which men, in an act of sovereign reason, confine their neighbors.” 13

Madness: Marginalized Discourse or Unrecuperable Other?
If madness represents the other side of a limit that is not contained within the economy of
reason that institutes the limit, then what exactly is the status of madness, and why should the
limit imposed by reason be questioned? I will take up two possible answers to this question. The
first is that madness is a particular standpoint, and the second is that madness is an unrecuperable
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Other.

In so doing, I will try to determine which view can be most coherently attributed to

Foucault.

Madness as Unique Standpoint
If madness is an excluded standpoint or a marginalized discourse, then those who are
mad would represent a marginalized group whose members are not allowed to speak and be
heard within the dominant discourse of reason/mental illness. Thus, the category of mental
illness, a category of reason, at best fails to capture all that madness is, and at worst distorts
madness to such an extent that it is an experience alien to those who are deemed mad. This case,
I argue, is a case of standpoint theory, the idea of which is that those who have been
marginalized have access to a knowledge or a partial truth that is excluded by the dominant
groups and their truth.
The goal of standpoint theory is to make those marginalized groups visible, and to make
their voices heard precisely because in so doing a more accurate picture of truth or knowledge
will emerge. Thus standpoint theory stems from the claim that there is a truth of social reality.
The truth, however, promulgated by a dominant group is a partial truth only of those individuals
who occupy dominant positions.

Standpoint theory finds its roots in Marxist critiques of

ideology that themselves are grounded in a theory of objective truth and that draw ethical and
political prescriptions from the objective interests of the proletariat class.
Central to standpoint theory is the claim that an individual’s experiences provide
epistemic access that is unavailable to individuals who do not occupy similar social positions, do
not have similar access to material goods, and thus do not have similar experiences. For
example, feminist standpoint theory claims that women’s experiences are not reflected in
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patriarchal discourse, and that some of these experiences are unique to women because of their
gendered social positioning.

Nancy Hartsock, one of the original and major proponents of

feminist standpoint theory claims “[w}omen’s lives make available a particular and privileged
vantage point on male supremacy, a vantage point which can ground a powerful critique of the
phallocratic institutions and ideology which constitute capitalist patriarchy.” 14
Thus, standpoint theory bridges epistemology and politics.

In the case of feminist

standpoint theory, the claims are that women’s experiences can be the basis for a unique kind of
knowledge about the world. This knowledge is excluded by the dominant patriarchal discourse,
and this knowledge can ground a critique of the dominant patriarchal discourse. Such a critique
should be undertaken because it will achieve the ethical/political goal of bringing to light the
excluded voices of women and it will achieve the epistemological goal of bringing us closer to
an objective social truth.
Returning to Foucault, if madness represents a unique standpoint that has been excluded
by reason, then the experiences of those who are mad have also been excluded by the discourse
of those speaking from the standpoint of reason. The knowledge generated by the field of
psychiatry is a partial knowledge. Whether those who are mad could offer a truer picture of
reality, or simply add to and complement the picture offered by psychiatry, Foucault does not
say. His derogatory remarks concerning the objectification of madness by reason, however,
imply that reason is perverse and distorting, and that madness should be privileged as a truer or
more originary and authentic epistemic position. 15
Does this mean that madness is a counter discourse with greater truth and validity claims
than the discourses of reason? In this work by Foucault the answer could be construed as “yes.”
I say construed because Foucault does not explicitly take up this question. But, we could look
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again to Nancy Hartsock, for whom women’s standpoint does offer a truer picture of reality. The
reason for this is “while the discourse of the ruling class is ideological, that of the oppressed is
not: it reflects the concrete reality of their lives...although the feminist standpoint is discursively
constituted, the material reality of women’s lives on which it is based is not.” This claim is
obviously problematic. We are immediately confronted with the question of what criterion
makes women’s standpoint truer or more accurate and less ideological than that of the ruling
class.
In the case of madness, what would be the ethical/political action that one should
endorse? How could a voice be given to madness? If any claims are made about the counter
discourse of madness, then those claims would be appropriating madness as the object of reason
once again. The view given on this reading is that madness is a prediscursive reality that is at
odds with concepts which distort that reality.

It would seem then that a nonconceptual

“reappearance of madness” is the only way madness could evince itself. This would result in a
fetishization of the aesthetic nonconceptual, which may or may not have ethical/political
purchase.

Madness as Unrecuperable Other
Another way that madness could be characterized is as a radical negativity. This view
would make sense given Foucault’s apparent influence by Bataille and his use of transgression.
In order to evaluate the ethical and political significance of transgression, I will turn to Derrida’s
essay on Bataille and Hegel. I do this not to show that Foucault and Derrida hold the same
position on madness. Certainly, they do not. In fact, Derrida criticizes Foucault in an essay
entitled “Cogito and the History of Madness,” and it could be argued that Foucault abandoned
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his ideas of madness as the other of reason in direct response to Derrida. However, Derrida’s
essay, “From Restricted to General Economy: A Hegelianism Without Reserve,” illuminates the
excessive feature of transgression that seems to have influenced Foucault.
Derrida contrasts Hegel’s systematic totality, which recuperates and reconciles all excess
and differences, with Bataille’s excess, which can’t be recuperated by the system. Hegel is taken
to present the conditions of intelligibility, one of which is a restricted economy in which all
spiritual and intellectual expenditure is really investment in the logocentric system. Nothing
escapes the system, and all differences or oppositions are contained within the system. All
difference, all that which might exceed the system, is ultimately reconciled within the system.
By contrast, Bataille proposes an expenditure without reserve. Bataille’s works on sexuality
point to an excess, sometimes of pleasure, sometimes of disgust, but always of a laughter at a
language that fails to represent this excess. It is through this laughter that Bataille proposes to
escape the totality that Hegel presents.
Hegel’s economy restricts itself to conservation and self-production. The other is selfproduced, reproduced, circulated and reappropriated by the system. There is no exteriority to the
system. All the ostensibly external relations are just recapitulated as internal relations. They are
assimilated and appropriated into a single, self-contained totality, just as madness is appropriated
by reason. The system operates in a circuit of reproductive consumption, there is no loss or
escape. Whatever is negated is also preserved. Therefore, there are no real risks within Hegel’s
system, only investments.
Bataille’s burst of laughter is a difference that exceeds Hegel’s dialectic, and resists any
synthetic appropriation. This laughter, found in the work of Bataille, is an expenditure without
reserve. This laughter transgresses the limits of the same and its self generated difference. One
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important difference between Derrida’s and Foucault’s reading of Bataille’s transgression is that
Derrida employs transgression to point to a radical negativity, a differance or lack, that is the
foundation for all discourse. Foucault does not complete this move. Derrida writes, “everything
transpires as if Foucault knew what ‘madness’ means.

Everything transpires as if, in a

continuous and underlying way, an assured and rigorous precomprehension of the concept of
madness, or at least of its nominal definition, were possible and acquired.” Derrida proceeds by
claiming the contrary to Foucault’s claim, “the concept of madness overlaps everything that can
be put under the rubric of negativity.”

16

Foucault, on the other hand, seems to see

transgression as a challenge to a limit and that which is excluded by the limit. If madness is a
negativity, then it is a pre-discursive negativity, and a negativity only insofar as it resists
conceptualization by its very nature. In fact, Derrida criticizes Foucault for appealing to madness
as a lost origin, or presence that was silenced and excluded by reason. The nature of this debate
is beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, the force of transgression for both is a
challenge to an imposed limit, and I think Derrida’s reading of Bataille illustrates this point well.
At this point we are in a better position to evaluate the ethical import of transgression for
Foucault. If the voice of madness has been silenced due to its appropriation by reason, then there
may be good reasons for transgressing the limits imposed by reason. Through transgression a
space may be opened through which the silenced voice could be retrieved and allowed to speak.
This seems to be what Foucault is claiming when he speaks of the works of Sade as being the
reappearance of madness. At this point we should ask whether there is a discourse of madness, a
knowledge to be resurrected which would give us a fuller picture of ourselves and our social
arrangement. If so, then resurrecting this discourse might have ethical and political import.
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However, it is not clear that madness can say anything without first being reappropriated by
reason.
If madness can’t say anything unless it is appropriated by reason, then madness can only
speak authentically by disrupting the categories and limits imposed by reason.

Most of us

would not take the pain, humiliation, and sadism found in Sade’s works as ethical goals. They
call ethics and moral boundaries themselves into question. This would lead us to a position of
transgression without limits. This position, however, albeit problematic, may be an ethical one,
if all limits are themselves violent appropriations of some nondiscursive or nonrational element
and such violent appropriations are wrong. Such a position would guard against conceptual
reification, and point out that there is always something which exceeds our rational concepts,
discourse and truth claims. Whether there is an excluded discourse, or just an excluded voice,
this position might be ethical because there is some non-discursive element that has been
excluded by rational discourse that ought to be retrieved or at least allowed expression. Of
course, this view has many of its own problems, least of which is the endorsement of the
expression of sadistic impulses.
This position leads to a further question: is the goal of transgression the elimination of all
limits? Such a goal hardly seems possible without a complete collapse into irrationality. What
would be possible, however, is a constant agonism within and between discourses. Unless,
however, we are able to evaluate the claims of one discourse and privilege one over the other, we
are left with only multiple and competing truth claims with no way of adjudicating between
them. A constant agonism or conflict could be the only outcome. In fact, in later works,
Foucault seems at points to intend this “total contestation.” 17
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In his works on madness, Foucault seems to argue that resistance should be aimed at
bringing marginalized discourses, and those who are marginally positioned by a dominant
discourse, to light. Thus, in this work Foucault does invoke a variant of standpoint theory,
wherein the mad occupy a position outside of reason’s forced confinement and have access to a
truth, or at leas an experience, that is uncorrupted by power. If it were the case that giving voice
to the marginalized would somehow uncover a more truthful account of social structures and of
ourselves by bringing to light that which was suppressed by a dominant discourse, then perhaps
this strategy for resistance would be fruitful on both epistemological and ethical grounds. It
would destabilize a dominant order, and make us aware of the fact that there is always something
that remains uncaptured by and exceeds the truth claims of the dominant discourse. It would
point to the elements oppressed by the dominant discourse.

The accommodation of a

nondiscursive element also provides an account of how social change could take place. The
excluded does not vanish, but remains as the unstable grounding of the dominant. There is
always the possibility that the excluded will “reappear,” or that those who have been excluded
will be able to resignify concepts, and be emancipated from the confines of the categories
imposed by a dominant group.
In his works on madness, Foucault seems to be assigning madness to the status of an
excluded discourse, one that should be brought to light. Those who are mad are subordinated
and seen as having an epistemic access not available to the dominant group. On this reading, the
dominant discourse is unable to accurately represent an independent reality outside of it.
Furthermore, it must be the case that the world is divided into subjects who know the
independent reality and can accurately speak of it, and subjects who distort this reality through
ideology (e.g. ‘mental illness,’ or sexist stereotypes and world views). Such ideology oppresses
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and excludes those who are in a position to articulate the truth. The ethical and epistemological
goal in this case is to unmask distorted knowledge claims and replace ideological views with a
truer picture of reality.
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How did the Finnish women’s movement and dance
culture both emancipate and oppress its proponents
Abstract:
In this essay I would like to cast a view on the movement and dance culture of
Finland during the 1800s and 1900s, and on the educational movement and dance
work that contributed to the emancipation of the women of the country. The
educational work had impact on women through the practical movement work,
research and publications which were translated into many languages, and also
through the educators’ therapeutic attitudes on which their work and lives were
based. This paper is to remind us of the message of their educational work.

During the politically turbulent years of the early 1900s when the social dynamics
of the nation changed, the aims and ideas of the educational culture changed too.
The theatrical dancers once emancipated and in power, managed to downgrade the
highly academic educators. The goal of dance training was no longer the health
promoting, therapeutic and emancipatory aspects of dance education, but the
teaching of performing skills to future performing artists. The narrowing of the
scope of dance education caused frustration among many dance practitioners, and
a need to widen the narrow and formalistic concept of dance education. The
widening and deepening of the concept enriched the impoverished educational
field, and resulted in a new paradigm of dance education to be developed. The
therapeutic aspects of dance education were incorporated into its definition.

1
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Italian dance masters and cosmopolitan woman dance teachers
At the base of the Finnish educational dance and movement culture is found the
old, Italian fencing and dance master institution. Åbo Academy, founded at 1640,
held posts for fencing and dance masters as did the two Military Academies of the
country. The academy dance masters taught social dance also outside the
academies (Nuorteva 1998:23-26). There were also other, travelling dance
teachers. A great number of these were independent women (Hirn 1982). This is
notable at the time when women’s work opportunities were hardly anything else
than household work and laundry.

Through dancing people got educated in social conduct. One’s appearance and
proper posture, calm and erect, were codes of civilized behaviour (Rodenburg
1991:157-164, Bogucka 1991:190-2). While dance was seen to express subtle
feelings, overt passions were damaging to one’s beauty, health and reputation,
according to the aristocratic ethics and the concept of honour (Campbell 1990:
161-3). Dance societies were founded, and great balls were arranged. Charitable
work was a part of women’s activites in these societies.

In the beginning of the 1800s a great fire destroyed the city of Åbo and the
Academy with it. The Academy was then moved to Helsinki. The University of
Helsinkiwas founded. The new Institute of Gymnastics replaced the old dance
master institution in 1834.

The new aesthetic movement culture
Women were allowed to study at the Institute of Gymnastics. Men’s concern for
women’s health made them open up the study of gymnastics for female students to
become gym teachers for girls. Under the faculty of medicine the Women’s
Aesthetic New Gymnastics developed independent from men’s.

The new ideas came from the Central European movement culture, which also
influenced American movement culture. The disintegration of the individual’s
personality and the healing of this defect through movement education were the
central concerns. The naturalness of movement and the social implications of

2
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movement education were stressed. Educational/cultural and gym associations
were founded in the end of the 1800s. Women freed themselves from corsets and
high-heeled shoes. The growing physical, political and militaristic power of these
associations provoked the Russian authorities in Finland at the time when Finland
was under Russian rule.

The philosophy of movement of the French professor, Francoise Delsarte (18111871) had a great impact on German, American, and also Finnish movement
schools (Jalkanen 1930:24-28, I947:2I6-217, Markkanen 1967:42-44). Delsarte’s
“Science of Applied Aesthetics,” formulated the basic principles of Arts (Shawn
1974:16), the laws of natural movement and a pedagogical method. Delsarte’s
Law of Correspondence: “To each spiritual function responds a function of the
body, to each function of the body corresponds a spiritual act.” The Three Orders
of Movement were: opposition, parallelism and succession (Shawn 1974:22, 33-4,
47-9). The new spirit of humanism and democracy paved way for new movement
aesthetics to be created.

The central concepts of two foremost gym pioneers, Elli Björksten (1870-1947)
and Hilma Jalkanen (1889-1964), were societal consciousness, the quality of the
teacher, freedom in movement, centred movement, natural breathing, kinesthetic
sense, creativity and mental imaginery (Wuolio 1982:82-89, 138-40, Jalkanen
1929:289-91, 1930, 1970:333, 337). Delsarte’s Law of Correspondence was
omitted; the gym is abstract. The impact of the 100 years’ long development of the
women’s movement education on international movement culture is found in its
clearly developed movement aesthetics and academic contributions.

Pirkko Vilppunen, lecturer at the University of Jyväskylä, Department of
Movement studies, summarizes the principles of the women’s gymnastics:
Economy and ease of movement, movement harmony, flow of movement, and
movement aesthetics. Without intention to express anything particular, without
judgement, the movements become expressive without expressing any theme.
The pulse and flow of movement, the loosening of psychic/physical tensions, the
awakening of feelings, and the therapeutic aspects of movement are central.
Through training the human body becomes an instrument of movement, natural or
3
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stylized. Theory and method complete each other, theory being subjected to
constant, critical evaluation (Vilppunen 1972a, b, 1973).

Dance education outside this educational tradition was late in development and is
related primarily to performance. A problem in dance education generally was a
discrepancy between content (that which is known), the message, and the
pedagogical medium (how to teach it), (Gray 1989:1-2, Suhlman 1986:6-14). The
women’s movement education posed no such problem: “Education by means of
movement into movement” (Vilppunen 1972a:116-117).

Dance gets categorized and institutionalized.
In the end of the l800s the Swedish Theatre became established as the institution
of performing art in Finland. The established dance conventions were broken
when a dancer, Hilma Liiman, performed as Isadora Duncan at the theatre in 1916.
The performance review stated: “A fever sick woman’s hallucinations” (Hirn
1982;82, 100). The new free dance style gave women an opportunity to express
themselves individually and freely in dance.

Expressive free dance. The concept expressive refers to particular ways of thinking
related to Expressionism, a French movement in the arts in the early 1900s. “The
movement had as its object the free expression of the inner experience of the
artist” (Funk & Wagnalls 1966). Artists rejected social conventions and turned
into their subjective inner selves. From about 1910 Expressionism was applied to
dance in Germany. The concept free refers to the idea of dance freed from the
artificial ballet conventions. Isadora Duncan’s (1878-1927) free dance was based
on ballet and on Delsarte’s Applied Aesthetics and Harmonic Gymnastics (Shawn
1974:10, 62). It was a performance form and an educational method (PartsBergsohn 1994:3-5, Duncan 1970:11); an education – for life (Roberts 1970:VIII).

Many Finnish movement teachers studied with the Swiss music professor Emile
Jacques-Dalcroze (l865-1950), whose work was based on Delsarte’s theory. The
aim of his method, Eurhythmics, was to improve the rhythmic sense. There was to
be exact correspondence between body movements and rhythm patterns. Rhythm

4
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embodies the spiritual and spiritualizes the body (Parts-Bergsohn 1994:6).

The Hungarian-born educator/theorist, Laban Rezso Kereszelo Szent Janos Attila
(1879-1958), known as Rudolf Laban, studied at the Ecole de Beaux Arts, and the
Delsarte system. Laban created a notation system, Laba-notation (Clarke & Crisp
1981:245) and a movement analysis, Effort-Shape, combined into the Laban
analysis (Bartenieff 1988, Parts-Bergsohn 1994:29). The Laban Art of Movement
Centre in England continues Laban’s work.

The Central European system of movement evolved from the school of Mary
Wigman (1886-1973), a student of Dalcroze and Laban. Dance was the language
of expression, ecstatic manifestation of existence, struggle of the individual
against the forces of the universe and of himself, the oneness of death and life,
confession, sacrifice, and hope (Holm 1966:42-50, Parts-Bergsohn 1994:16-24).
Wigman’s system of expression influenced expressive dance and dance therapy in
Germany and America, and also a form of expressive dance therapy in Finland.

While gym and expressive free dance were not separated subjects in Germany, in
Finland they were: Gym rejected expressionism (Jalkanen 1949); free dance was
defined expression and art (Gripenberg 1949:92, 1950:87). However, on the level
of methods the two genres merged. While free dance/movement teachers studied
abroad and became solid dance pedagogues, ballet dancers got their position
established as performers. They got power in decision-making when they defined
themselves as professionals. As a result of this dance/movement schools were
denied support, but general interest in free dance increased. Different cultural
basic attitudes split dance/movement educators and ballet dancers from each other.

The concepts professional and amateur were invented in England. Professional
refers to a sportsman who is paid for competing. The concept refers here to a
change in thinking toward a formalized, product-oriented concept of dance, paid
products and institutionalized dance organization. The criteria for evaluating
educational dance seem to be based on what David Aspin calls the elitist high art
view of the arts of the Roman tradition. In this view the artist is seen as a special
individual, while the Athenian view emphasizes the sublime in every man
5
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(Brinson 1993:56-57).

Ballet and free dance are two different dance orientations in regard to their history
and development, basic philosophies, conceptions, values and aims. Ballet grew
out of profane theatrical entertainment traditions. While people enjoyed the
entertainment, the entertainers themselves enjoyed no civil rights; they were
originally slaves and social outcasts, and banned by the Catholic Church. As the
Church was the custodian of education, it accepted social dance as a form of
education, learning and worship until about the 12th century (Kraus 1969:46-47).

It is unclear on which grounds ballet and educational dance were compared with
each other here. Criteria of the one orientation seem to be imposed on the other.
When the movement schools were denied official support they were doomed to
decline. Makkonen shares this negativism (Makkonen 1990:21, 34-5, 41-3, 60-3).

Dance education has been a part of physical education tradition. Gym teachers
were professionals per definition due to their academic, theoretical framework,
definite movement system, pedagogical method, educational aims, and technical
movement base for dance. But socio-political pressure toward formalized
technique and paid companies curtailed the movement. Some free
dance/movement educators stayed within their framework, others moved over to
modern dance, a new movement style, or they moved over to gymnastics.

The Finnish Union of Dance Artists tried to define the situation of free dance
asking: “What is it that slows down the progress?”and answered: “Dancers and
choreographers cannot earn their living, they are forced to teach, and while they
teach they lose their artistic capacities. Some dancers leave the field, others flee
the country” (Arvelo & Räsänen 1987:34-35). It is interesting that free dancers,
who primarily were educators, now defined their own situation as a decline,
identifying themselves with performance artists. They saw educational dance work
as a brake on the progress of dance toward its ultimate goal, the stage. FUDA,
which had subsidized free dance and ballet equally, began to concentrate its
activities for the benefit of ballet, defining the situation of free dance as decline
due to lack of technical training system and work, other than teaching (Makkonen
6
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1990:60, 74). Was this negative attitude toward dance teaching the real brake on
the progress of dance? Is success on stage the only criterion for progress and
meaning in dance? If it is so, how can it be achieved without high quality dance
education?

American modern dance import. American modern, expressive dance was
introduced in Finland as a formalized technique. Modernists got what they had
wanted; technical training routines for the training of performers. A conceptual
separation was now created between free and modern dance. Modern dancers
abandoned the principles and theories of the women’s academic movement culture
but without formulating new ones. The modern dance technique attracted
gymnasts, free dancers and ballroom dancers. However, modern dancers needed
proper education, and for that they needed to study abroad, but dance teachers’
reluctance to write testimonials made a way to education abroad difficult. Dancers
taught dance for their survival while they waited for performing opportunities; for
survival they needed their pupils. Ethical dilemmas were notable. Social relations
were tense between modern dance teachers and some of their pupils, between
modern and classical dancers, and between modern dancers and funding
authorities. The concept of modern dance appears as a non-specified, generic
category in dance school programs, and it is not known what exactly is taught.

Avant-garde dance styles rejected expressionism, they centred on movement as
such, on the existential. The transition from the modern toward post-modern dance
orientation started in the 1960s and ended by the mid-70s. One cannot see that
American avant-garde dance styles have had any great influence on Finnish dance
education. My own dance work seems to be an exception.

The widening of dance perspectives.
The period of the 1960s and 70s was marked by general economic improvement,
new socio-cultural, artistic, and educational programs and the rise of ethnocultural consciousness. A new dance orientation, community dance, developed in
the U.K. Dance became a part of non-profit socio-cultural, educational programs.
Emphasis was placed on creativity, experience and communication through dance,
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“in which lines disappear between creator and receiver, creation and participation,
professional and amateur” (Brinson 1993:107-336. Kraus 1969:338).

The new dance orientation relates here to the widening of the concept of culture in
the early 1970s. The widened views on dance education relates to the need to find
alternatives to the common, instrumental dance teaching methods and concepts,
and to view dance in broader, societal perspectives (Wolska 1975, Parvia 1990,
1991. 1995:130-132, 1997, Räsänen 1984:3). There was the need to map the
situation of dance (Kemi-Aropuro 1986, Repo 1989), and to strenghten the
position of dance in society (Jääskeläinen 1991a, b). My intention was to show
that dance education may have aims beyond those of performing skills and needs
to be appreciated in its own right.

The new orientation was reflected in the programs of Kuopio Dance Festival
where multimedia workgroups were introduced in 1975 and 1976 (Parvia 1997),
and in the arrangement of the First Internordic Dance Seminar, Dance in the
Nordic society, in 1977, where therapeutic views on dance were presented (Parvia
1977, Räsänen 1977, Vienola-Lindfors 1977).

Dance education in Finland
It was not until in 1983 that dance education was established at the Theatre
Academy in Helsinki with postgraduate, licenciate and doctoral studies. Studies in
dance pedagogue are established also at Music Conservatories, University of
Jyväskylä, sports institutes and folk dance organizations. Dance pedagogues are
employed by the National Ballet, Helsinki City Theatre, Sibelius Academy,
Theatre Academy, Turku School of Art and Communication, and other cultural
institutions and organizations. Posts are established for provincial dance
pedagogues. Dance school programs are under the law of basic art pedagogy in
communities.
Dance education seems defined by the name of the dance genre taught, and the
pedagogical method seems implied in the dance genre itself (Haukinen 1993). The
problem is that it is not known what exactly is taught and how it is taught.

8
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The organization of dance
The Dance Council was founded in 1983 under the Ministry of Education. The
Dance Council intermediates between the field of dance and the State Arts Council
and its Central Council of Arts, based on law of organization of the arts (328/67).
Each province has its own Province Arts Council. The Dance Council has its
Dance Information Centre, member organizations, and publication, Tanssi (dance).
These institutions seem to reflect a formalistic concept of dance.

To sum up
Two basically different lines of development in European dance were traced:
Social dance, which grew out of sacred dancing, and which is found at the base of
the Finnish educational dance tradition, and on the other hand the theatrical dance
tradition in Finland, classical ballet and modern dance styles, which grew out of
profane theatrical entertainment traditions.

The educational dance developed, based on the academic dance master institution
and women’s new esthetic gym and gym-based free dance into a whole new
aesthetic movement culture. The therapeutic and emancipatory aspects of this
movement culture influenced women beyond the country of its origin. However,
the highly academic movement and dance educators lost their position, and with it
their professional identity, when ballet dancers, the entertainers, got their position
established and power in decision-making. The task of dance education was now
the teaching of performing skills to future stage artists. However, not all dance
practitioners had any interest in performing, and the dance education available did
not meet their dance interests.

To meet the dance practitioners’ interests it was necessary to widen and deepen
the formalistic concept of dance education. This line of development was guided
by ideas of avant garde dance, community dance and dance therapy.
The ideas of the women’s esthetic movement culture were not well known to me
when I worked to widen the views of dance education in Finland. However, many
ideas seem to be related and basic attitudes to be common to both of these
educational dance fields; for example movement expressionism is omitted;
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movement is not seen as a language or text to be interpreted, but is rather
considered abstract; movements are executed and studied in their own right. The
teacher’s non-authoritarian, democratic, student centered attitude is stressed, and
the therapeutic values of education are appreciated. The focus is on the group, and
on the individual learner within the group.

The efforts to widen and deepen the views on dance education awoke considerable
interest among dance practitioners and media, but provoked also resistance, as was
evident in the First Inter-Nordic Dance Seminar, where one of the main lectures,
which presented therapeutic aspects of dance education, was omitted from the
proceedings of the seminar (Parvia 1977). However, a new concept of dance
education was developed, and the Therapeutic Dance Education was launched
briefly in 1995, and with its fuller implications in 2008. The concept defines an
educational field of its own between dance education and dance therapy. The
education takes into account the dance learners’ needs. Its educational methods are
worked out in interactions between the educator and the learners. While the
methods may be the same for both fields, the therapeutic dance education and
dance therapy, the outcomes are what delineate the differences in the two fields.
Method and theory complete each other (Parvia 1995, 2008).
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CASE STUDY:
ANATOMY OF AN EXPERIMENTAL ARCHITECTURAL TEACHING MODEL
Marga Jann, RIBA, AIA, NCARB
I. Introduction and Scope
This case study will attempt to describe and analyse my experience and problems
integrating real architectural and engineering development projects with my teaching
function in an effort to bring the practice internship into the context of academe,
paralleling the medical internship and residency model currently utilised by medical
schools. I will focus on one example, an adaptive re-use project in central Paris involving
the conversion of a former hospital chapel into a museum and cultural centre, primarily
developed at l’Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, Paris.1
The scope of the paper will not only entail a description of the creation of this
interdisciplinary, service-learning architectural studio and specific project, but the
boundaries crossed and the complex relationships involved. The educational programme
is now up-and-running at l’ENPC (Departement de la Formation Internationale) in France
and at Stanford University (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering) in
California; productivity could no doubt be increased through other venues, which I hope
to briefly explore.
I shall outline the character and goals of the programme, research and compare a
similar model (Samuel Mockbee’s Rural Studio: http://www.ruralstudio.com), make
recommendations for improvement and hopefully, a case and guidelines for the

1
By way of helping the reader understand the situation, I am a French-American architect and as of 2005
lived and practiced between Paris and San Francisco (facilitated largely by internet). I have a small firm,
Poetic Licence, both virtual and based in Paris, Hawaii and Seoul, and through 2005 spent part of the year
teaching at ENPC and the other part at Stanford (as design critic/lecturer). In 2005-2006 I was a Fulbright
professor to South Asia, joined U. Hawaii’s D. Arch. Program as an adjunct associate professor in 2007,
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application and transplantation of the model, using the Paris project
(http://eleves.enpc.fr/clubinfo/laennec/ and http:/www.museeprotestant.org) as the basis
of this case study. It is also my intention to show that the model can be employed not only
to revamp architectural education and practice but to create a new employment arena,
providing early hands-on practical experience to our youth and extended development
services for the future practitioner. Beyond these applications, the model will be shown to
provide professional design services to charitable, non-profit organisations and/or ‘third
world’ regions which could typically never afford such services, along with a valuable
link to a major Western university network. Finally, we will see that the model expands
the traditional client base beyond that identified in Garry Stevens’ The Favored Circle.2
I. A. The Teaching Model
Initially, the internship model was largely inspired by significant unemployment
in the design fields at large and an increasing number of requests to my small firm, Poetic
Licence (see Annex II), from charitable agencies for design services which they were
unable to fund, as well as from students seeking non-remunerated internship experience
upon graduation; in the US a three year internship/residency requirement must be met in
order to sit for the State licensing examinations. The simulated office experience afforded
by the model ostensibly appeared to provide both a creative response to what Progressive
Architecture has labelled ‘the exploitation of our youth’3 and an alternative production
venue capitalising on under-utilised university resources. It further provided case studies
for design studios and public service, real-life experience and client contact for students
under the tutelage of their design critics/practising professionals. Most importantly, the
rich, practical experience afforded students prior to graduation rendered them more
‘employable’ at the end of their studies. With the introduction of a fund-raising team

and am concurrently a visiting professor at Duksung University, Seoul where I continue to use this ‘live
projects’ incubator/practicum model.
2
Garry Stevens, The Favored Circle - The Social Foundations of Architectural Distinction, MIT Press,
Cambridge, Mass., 1998.
3
Progressive Architecture, Cover Story, circa 1986.
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using computer programmes like ‘FC SEARCH’,4 clients as well as students were able to
identify grants and funding for their projects. In other instances, the implementation of a
cottage industry programme has resulted in product and fashion design venues engaging
both students and project residents, providing a basis for further interaction, cross-cultural
linkage, and interdisciplinary design exploration, as well as an expanded source of
revenue.
I. B. The Specific Project (Laennec Chapel Rehab, Paris)
The Paris project has been a useful and revealing testing ground, having unusual
beginnings as a charitable automobile garage repair service called ‘AUTOMISSION’ on
the eastern outskirts of the city. AUTOMISSION had been advised that the State was
taking over the land where their repair shop was situated in order to create a social
housing project and that they needed to move within six months, seeking our services in
vague desperation. A client representative suggested relocating the mission with other
non-profit organisations, possibly within city limits. Realising that the project would be
costly and the budget minimal, my first reaction was to put together a fund-raising
package which included architectural and engineering studies of several sites (quickly
located through agents, word of mouth, and/or newspapers), with basic cost estimates and
promotional materials.
The initial package was assembled in a few weeks under the umbrella of Poetic
Licence and long hours were spent discussing the enterprise with related organisations
and potential tenants. As such Poetic Licence became the project developer. In essence,
most of these potential tenants did not want to share their premises with an automobile
garage, and as the deadline for relocation was tight, we ended up putting the car repair
service in a small 1940’s mixed-use complex on its own in the north at La Courneuve.
The outfit is up-and-running and the clients both live and work on the new property,
which they own and are satisfied with.

4

F.C. Search, The Foundation Center, New York, NY (www.fdncenter.org), 2003.
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Meanwhile, the other organisations, for whom extensive programmation was done

(see Annex I), remained interested in what had become known as ‘The Project’. In
particular a non-profit Huguenot museum/cultural centre consortium (headed by the
Societe Biblique Francaise) with a virtual museum at http://www.museeprotestant.com
was eager to pursue a presence on the Laennec Hospital site, which we had identified
through a friend in real estate development. The centre’s goal was to establish itself at the
scale of the Institut du Monde Arabe or the Musee de l’Art et de l’Histoire Juive, with
very limited funding; consequently I decided to pick up the museum and cultural centre
project within the university context, employing the model described.
Due to timing and circumstances, I first started working on the project in a design
studio at Stanford University (Overseas Studies Program in Paris in conjunction with the
Institut d’Etudes Politiques ~ Cycle d’Urbanisme) for which I needed a case study, in the
autumn of 1999. I invited a few students from other schools, including l’Ecole
d’Architecture de la Villette, to participate, running the studio in French at IEP
(commonly called ‘Sciences Po’). Together we produced the planning and
programmation package (Annex I--viewable also at
http://eleves.enpc.fr/clubinfo/laennec/) which provided the client a very useful document,
at no cost, to show potential donors and with which to generate interest.

Automission

II. Character and Goals of the Teaching Model
At this stage, the initiative was proving successful on several levels. The younger
Stanford students enjoyed being in the French graduate milieu, with international
5
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friendships forged. The urban designers from Sciences Po (Sciences Po hoped to have
space in ‘The Project’ at that point) profited from the contact with the architecture
students and the studio’s unusual cross-cultural character and perspective. Goals and a
division of labour were clearly established at the onset, and this move proved useful in
facilitating the work and keeping the ambience harmonious. Each team member felt
he/she was contributing to a real project rather than merely participating in another
academic exercise, and had an acute sense of accomplishment and usefulness, along with
an impressive, ‘hands-on’ portfolio document and a link to other rigorous schools and
students. These end products ultimately mitigated any minimal friction resultant from
different cultural norms and educational expectations between the US and France.
The client, initially a mixed group, was delighted to be involved with the
universities and students, and to have the colourful brochure outlining their objectives
spatially, statistically, and graphically. The university administrators were impressed with
the student output, the social service element, and in particular the potential of the model.
I was encouraged to continue work on the project at l’Ecole Nationale des Ponts et
Chaussees out in Marne (where I taught the other half of the year) with my group of
aspiring engineers in spring 2000.
II. A. A Precedent
A look, albeit perfunctory, at Samuel Mockbee’s Rural Studio is indubitably of
heuristic value. The Rural Studio (Mockbee is now deceased) is an Auburn University,
Alabama initiative, which designs and builds housing units, schools, day care and
community centres, and churches in the poorest communities of Appalachia, US, and
which we discovered halfway into our own social service design initiative. One of the
remarkable attributes of the Rural Studio is that students work with garbage, recycling old
tires, car windshields, license plates, doors, derelict buildings and so forth, keeping cost
to a minimum. They also live and work on their building sites. The studio’s work is
characterised by extraordinary sensitivity and homogeneity given the size of the team and
age group, suggesting strong masterplanning and leadership. One of the downfalls of the
6
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undertaking is that clients tend not to appreciate the high art quality of the buildings and
‘trash’ them (some not all) within a few years.
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view of laennec hospital chapel / main entry courtyard

II. B. Lessons Learned
From the Mockbee examples and our own experience with the model, we have
learned the importance of screening clients and client design education to ensure both
design quality and building longevity. The ultimate goal of our model includes not only
‘hands-on’ experience for students and low-cost professional services for underprivileged
clients, but design excellence resulting in true-to-plan, realised built form at the
‘publishable’, international level.
Much of what this goal embodies is a challenge to practice, let alone academe.
Ideally, the fund-raising dimension empowering the design team should encourage artistic
freedom and research of the highest level, not only for university design groups but for
professionals utilising the funding model. The importance of screening and/or educating
clients so that financial and design input is neither taken for granted or under-esteemed
(to the detriment of users and project alike), along with accountability regarding use of
funds, cannot be stressed enough.

III. Conversion of Laennec Hospital Chapel into Museum/Cultural Centre, Paris:
Context and Methodology

8
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Subsequent to the creation of the new Pompidou Hospital in Paris, the APHP

(Assistance Publique Hopitaux de Paris) requested schemes for the rehabilitation of the
entire Laennec Hospital site (half a city block in the prestigious 7th ‘arrondissement’ of
central Paris) and received thirty-five proposals from leading European developers. Since
our ‘Musee Protestant’ client had virtually no funding with which to procure square
meters on this coveted, high-profile site, let alone compete with the thirty-five developers
(all of whom presented solid financial packages), we needed to explore another strategy.
Our ultimate design concept was based on the usage of the church, a central element
ignored by virtually all the commercial developers.
While I do not typically assist with site procurement, it constitutes a valuable
extended service in today’s challenging market, and there are numerous international
Foundations which give aid towards site acquisition. In this instance, the museum client
and I decided to approach the original owner--the Catholic Church, which claimed it
would maintain control of this rarely utilised space no matter which developer’s proposal
was chosen. Through one of my students I learned that COGEDIM won the competition
before the press found out and that the site had been purchased for 500,000,000+ euros;
the director of the Societe Francaise Biblique and I immediately contacted this developer
as well to see if they would be amenable to meeting with our team. Not only were they
willing to collaborate, they were interested in the project the students and I had been
developing for the chapel and agreed to interface further with us.
To clarify I reiterate that I am functioning as both project architect and developer
on this museum project and am remunerated by my teaching salary; my students receive
full academic credit (with their individual final design project determining half of their
grade) for their input rather than monetary remuneration (although at Stanford I have
from time to time received supplementary grants which have provided for remunerated
internships). Poetic Licence is a DBA (‘Doing Business As’) registered in New York
State and a loose collaborative structure of ‘poets, painters, architects, urban planners,
engineers, sculptors, and construction workers’ rather than a traditional partnership. In
9
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France Poetic Licence (International Architecture & Design Collaborative) became PLI
Architecture (1984), but reverted to Poetic Licence following a split in the firm and the
decease of two of its principals. More recently Poetic Licence has become a virtual office
as well, with CAD draftspeople in Ohio, India, and Stanford, secretarial staff in New
York, principals in related academe, and projects in various countries including Russia
and Guatemala (see Annex II). ‘PLI’ is now hoping to buy and renovate a building in the
second ‘arrondissement’ of Paris in which to live and work, linking principals and staff
better in 3D. The virtual office situation has allowed overhead to be cut drastically,
accommodating charitable work with alternative production methodology, and will
continue to be utilised. Of the twenty years I have been in practice, I have taught about
half of those years, concurrently rearing children, necessitating an alternative practice
model.

The Laennec Hospital Chapel Museum web site lists the names of those involved
in the design team to date--too numerous to list here (close to a hundred at the time of
writing). As ‘project architect’ it has been my job to organise the division of labour at the
onset of each academic term, along the lines of traditional practice with the downside of a
high ‘turn-over’ in student staff given the academic context (although some students take
the studio twice), and with a large concentration of novice engineers. The teaching venue
affords me more patience and humour than I probably would have otherwise. There are
typically eight to twelve students in each of my two studios at ENPC, recruited in person
on ‘Registration Day’ and with the help of the DFI Programme Co-ordinators.

10
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The Catholic Church, one of the largest land-owners in Paris, had a handful of

churches on the rue de Sevres (Laennec Hospital street address), and was primarily
interested in preserving the Chapel for the use of the nuns who lived in the Convent north

chapel

of the hospital site, and who had generously made their gardens bordering ‘our’ site
public. The nuns hoped to access the Chapel Sunday mornings; otherwise they agreed we
could do what we wanted with it. The neighbouring residents, fearful of losing their
views on the convent gardens to COGEDIM’s new seven-storey social housing
construction on the west perimeter, held plans and construction up for two years with
litigation. While we were grateful for the extra time to develop our thinking, strategy, and
design, the delays forced COGEDIM to double its price per square meter and ‘Sciences
Po’, a major original partner (and a reason for COGEDIM winning the site), was no
longer able to maintain its position in the project. During this period CODEDIM’s project
manager (our contact person) changed three times, a wealthy Japanese client was found to
replace Sciences Po, and COGEDIM managed to take possession of the church with the
stipulation that the nuns could still use it Sundays. At the time of writing our negotiations
are with COGEDIM on behalf of the Fondation Bersier and Musee Protestant/Societe
Biblique Francaise, whose programmatic requirements include 1400m2 of exposition and
conference space (see Section III. A). They have also asked our help with installation
programmation and collection development, for which we hope to access the vast supply
of unexhibited work in the basements of the Louvre.
From a design perspective, and given the relatively tight space of the Chapel
(700m2 plus courtyards) compared to the Institut du Monde Arabe or Jewish Museum,
we have taken a high-tech ‘mechatronics’ (mechanical engineering + architecture) or
11
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‘smart building’ approach to the museum/cultural centre project by creating a dozen or so
digitally controlled theatrical installation scenarios, both for the double-height volume

and neighbouring courtyards (to house the cafe and bookshop). These scenarios include
church, theatre, and museum programmes as well as sound and light show/multi-media
venues, sculptural installations, and experimental exhibition space. (An example of
‘mechatronics’ would be the luxurious ‘salon’ of the horse ranch in the James Bond film,
Goldfinger, which in a matter of minutes and the pressing of a few buttons on a control
panel, disguised as a pool table, mechanically turns into a grim prison for the goldseeking criminals.) This kind of architectural, multiple-function ‘product design’ requires
a great deal of engineering expertise and the interdisciplinary character of the design team
has proven most useful to this end--due largely to the malleability and creativity of its
young participants. Furthermore, the students are highly ingenious in developing
scenarios and transforming what might otherwise be a monotonous historical museum
into dynamic and kinetic sculptural space with a spiritual message. ‘Mechatronics’ has
become a way to virtually expand the small physical footprint and envelope of the chapel,
and constitutes one of our main design outputs. Regarding the smooth interaction between
the different disciplines, Picasso identified the heart of the matter when he said, ‘All
people are born artists; the problem is staying one.’ When encouraged to produce
creatively and uninhibitedly along the lines of James Bond gadgetry or the multifunctional room model of the developing world, most young designers meet the challenge
well, finding they need to draw on and respect related disciplines.
III. A. Background / Program
Before COGEDIM was selected by the ‘APHP’ we had developed studies for the
main body of the site which included installations for the dozen courtyards interspersed
through the historic registry buildings (see Annex I, page 3). When we realised we would
have to limit our project to the envelope of the chapel and surrounding gardens (after the
litigation process in 2002) it made sense to build on the ‘mechatronics’/installation work
that had already been done, adapting the landscape schemes to an interior setting, and
12
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treating the internal space as installation art conveying ‘le message de l’Evangile’. The

evolution of the project has involved successive recombinations of ideas, and the design
continues to metamorphose with the shift in site politics and players.
Beyond the original master plan (Annex I, page 18) developed with the urban
designers (recruited via a phone call to the Programme Director of Sciences Po’s Cycle
d’Urbanisme) in the preliminary stages (1999-2000), methodology has been directed by
design critics (Marga Jann, Jon Manson, Pierre Ramond) and graduate students along the
lines of standard schematic design and design development procedure, with a construction
documentation and financing phase planned for summer session work in 2005. One of the
advantages of running the project in the context of academe is that if the project doesn’t
come to fruition, no financial loss has been incurred (as with the case of the thirty-four
commercial developers in competition with COGEDIM), and students have obtained
invaluable real-life experience matched to their career aims. Additionally, a client receives
a great deal of attention and input which working on a hypothetical situation does not
produce. While the actual completion of a finished built product is not crucial to the
programme, however desirable, the goal of working towards this end typically reinforces
team spirit, enthusiasm, motivation, and initiative beyond the norm. Our responsibility for
implementation is limited due to the ‘pro-bono’ status but the potential benefits reaped for
all from bringing the project to fruition have proven a strong incentive.
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While the project is currently run simultaneously in two studios at ENPC, both

typically offered autumn semester, they are quite different in character. AN047
(Beginning Architecture Studio) is designed for incoming first-year engineering students,
and the other, AN047 II (Architecture Studio), is geared to advanced and/or graduate
students, many of whom have their first degree in various engineering specialities from
the prestigious ‘Ecole Polytechnique’. The studios are offered through the Departement
de la Formation Internationale, in English, and students are meant to gain practice in the
English language as well as an exposure to architectural design concepts. Many of these
students are bilingual and an advanced level of English is pre-requisite. A few students
hope to become architects (and even film directors or financiers), are doing joint degrees,
and have chosen the ‘grande ecole’ venue due to the rigorous competition and remarkable
facilities esteemed lacking in France’s art and architecture schools since the ‘reforms’ of
the 1960’s. The venue has obliged us to work in classroom settings with ample computer
access rather than in traditional, designated studio space.
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ENPC, France

Regarding the project programme, the following list includes the current
revised (minimum) spatial requirements:
Permanent Exposition Space dedicated to the Bible
Permanent Exposition Space dedicated to Protestantism
Temporary Exposition Space
Documentation Space (Library, Bookshop)
Flexible Conference Room Area
Cafe / Lunch Room
Office, Storage, Mech. Space
TOTAL

350m2
350m2
200m2
150m2
150m2
80m2
120m2
1400m2
chapel
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III. B. Images, Plans, and Press
(see Annex I or http://eleves.enpc.fr/clubinfo/laennec/main.htm)

IV. Critical Analysis
While the delays, litigation, and change in players have serendipitously worked
for us, over time there has also been frustration. An analysis of our ‘go with the flow’
methodology and progress would not be complete without an acknowledgement of this
frustration and a critical appraisal of our experiences.
Indubitably productivity would be increased were the project the focus of a yearlong studio over an extended period of time (2-3+ years), in traditional studio space
where each student were to have his/her own work station and computer. While it has
been encouraging to see how much can be accomplished without these amenities and
within a restricted time frame given a highly motivated and capable group of students,
‘bricolage’ can also get annoying.
Final presentations to clients and visiting critics have taken the form of films and
power point presentations in high-tech amphitheatre settings, using a web site (cited
earlier) which is periodically updated. Recently a new architecture school designed by
Bernard Tschumi has opened next to us (Cite Descartes, Marne-la-Vallee--40 minutes to
the east of Paris by RER commuter train), and we have been able to visit and interface
with this school. In France, the requirement for attending architecture school is passing
the Baccalaureate examination, whereas admission to the engineering ‘grandes ecoles’ is
via an additional entrance examination following two years of preparatory school, with
about 10% of applicants accepted. The ethos of the two environments varies
considerably, and whereas most of the engineers find work immediately upon graduation
and constitute a socially elite group (the engineering profession is considered the most
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prestigious in France), there is an enormous amount of unemployment in the architectural
arena.
No internship or residency requirement is necessary for architects in France,
unlike for engineers, who do an internship in a firm as part of their study programme.
Both groups become licensed professionals upon completion of their respective degrees.
Prior to 1968 in Paris there were essentially two highly selective architecture schools; as
a result of the strikes and uprisings there are now over a dozen. Thus in France it appears
critical to implement extended services for the architectural profession and creative
change in architectural education, if not to reduce the number of architecture students and
programmes (which would result in loss of faculty jobs), along the lines of the medical
and law schools. While the ‘real projects’ model offers an innovative solution to this
dilemma, existing architectural institutions find the model both threatening and
mystifying due to ostensible inaccessibility to a ‘real projects’ client base. A question
most often asked is, “how does one find such projects?”
The answer lies essentially in networking with non-profits (e.g. the Red Cross,
Habitat for Humanity, local homeless associations or missions outreach organisations)
and crossing boundaries not typically crossed. In fact, architects, obliged to navigate in
the interdisciplinary world of contractors, firemen, clients, public servants, engineers,
plumbers, and the like, should have an easy time with ‘boundary-crossing’. A major
motivating factor for social service design might be identified as concern for humanity:
‘Whatever you want men to do to you, do also to them’.5 Initiatives such as disaster
intervention/mitigation and designing affordable/relief housing, orphanages, AIDS
clinics, cultural and spiritual institutions, and the like--require not only recognition of
need but response beyond what financial resources seemingly dictate or allow. Once the
need is recognised, creative professionals typically find that resources are abundant in
unexpected ways, with solutions including everything from scavenger-style recycling
(such as that of the Rural Studio) to Foundation donations characterising university
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development office work, not to overlook the resources of the University itself. It is the
argument of this paper that it is our professional and ethical responsibility to explore such

venues, not just for the well-being of our students and colleagues, but for underprivileged
groups we could and should be serving.
V. Transplantation of the Model
In imparting the model, I have worked with the Universidad de las Americas,
Puebla, Mexico, on a local orphanage originally identified through a missions network for
Stanford’s Art Department and Overseas Studies Program there, encouraged a colleague
to pick up the Palo Alto homeless mission (which resulted in a full-blown design studio
and project with Quigley Architects in California), and found a former student in search
of a summer internship a project in Hawaii: a community centre looking for a pro-bono
design team, and for which he identified over a million dollars for construction and a
grant to cover design services. In all instances the model has been easily generalised, with
professional liability insurance provided by either local partners or sponsoring firms (e.g.
Poetic Licence), exonerating the University.
V. A. The Spiritual Dimension
With regard to the Paris Protestant Museum and Cultural Centre--the focus of this
paper--it should be noted that there are virtually no Protestants in France (fewer
Protestants than Jews), due to the genocide that occurred a few hundred years ago,
resulting in Huguenot emigration to Britain, Germany, and North America. While in the
US and Great Britain this group would not qualify as ‘underprivileged’, in France it is a
threatened, impoverished and highly persecuted minority, with a captivating history.
There is a saying on the Continent that ‘when France killed its Protestants, it lost its soul.’
The spiritual dimension embodied by Protestantism as well as ‘The Project’ and its design
methodology has led to long hours of fascinating discussion with students, and the
exploration of a domain typically ignored by secular institutions (in France the idea of a
College ‘Chapel’, along the lines of those of Cambridge and Oxford, would be shocking).
5

Matthew 7:12, The New King James Bible, Thomas Nelson, Inc., 1992.
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In the US, a church was almost always designated as the centre of the campus (and most
major US ‘colleges’, like Dartmouth and Harvard, had their origins as theological
colleges)--along the lines of the church siting at Laennec Hospital, originally a ‘hospice
for incurable women’ whose only hope resided in the Cross.
The unique spiritual aspect of both this particular project/case study and the
teaching model itself may help to explain and describe some of the ‘boundary-crossing’
mentioned earlier, as well as the model’s easy generalisation. To convey the message
desired for the museum our client has used the Wachowskis’ film, Matrix, in which
boundaries are constantly crossed between one world and another--real and virtual, light
and dark, good and evil, dreary and fantasmagorical. Our client describes the Christian’s
journey as a voyage between such worlds, or as ‘spiritual warfare’ in which battles are
won through prayer rather than aggression, and the Centre is meant to communicate this
message, as well as address the history of Protestantism in France. ‘Religious’
organisations also provide valuable international data bases and networks facilitating
social mobility, contact, and ‘boundary-crossing’.
V. B. More Examples
When one begins to cross traditional socio-economic, cultural, and professional
limits, interesting phenomena begin to occur. For example, inviting students from
Stanford medical school to participate in an architecture studio led to the design of a
mobile slum clinic for a project in southern Guatemala, with the medical students
gleaning something about ‘taste’ and aesthetics. Another result was the medical school’s
request for affordable, daylight-proof housing design for a group of Mayan Indians
afflicted with a rare skin disease in northern Guatemala. Designing for a group of
(former) prostitutes led to the development of an alternative source of livelihood for
them; a fashion-design company is being formed with sales outlets in Palo Alto and
Paris. The inclusion of day-care centres in elderly housing complexes in France has
provided an enriching source of care for young children and ‘occupational therapy’ and
contact for the elderly. Yet a further example is the inclusion of the National Geography
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School (located on the other side of an atrium linking Ponts et Chaussees which few
cross) in project site mapping, with resultant access to and application of the latest
‘spy’/satellite photography for projects in underdeveloped areas, as well as for the
Laennec Chapel rehab project. Much of this kind of ‘boundary-crossing’ is called ‘social
entrepreneurship’ or ‘social innovation’ by our leading business schools and involves
more creativity rather than cost.
Additionally, I have crossed the boundary of educator becoming student, to find a
further resource pool/network with project venues offered via classmates (also
professionals) from Nigeria, Sri Lanka, Mexico, and elsewhere, not to mention the
extraordinary resources of Cambridge University itself. Finally, there is the boundary
crossed of running real projects in the context of academe, or moving the office into the
school environment. To be sure, there is an element of experimentation and fearlessness
(or faith) required in this kind of boundary-crossing, but remaining inexorably in one’s
comfort zone can breed the far more dangerous attribute of isolation. At the other
extreme, boundary-crossing can be interpreted as trespassing; ignoring social ‘pecking

orders’ and hierarchies can result in critical players feeling usurped and undermining
projects. Consequently social mores need to be respected without catering to unhealthy
control; ethics and diplomacy have proven to be vital components to the successful
structuring of these kinds of projects.

proposed light show illumination
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I owe the university ‘real projects’ model in part to a former professor of mine at

Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture and Planning; he was a
psychoanalyst teaching on sociological aspects of design and as an assignment had asked
us to figure out how we would survive if we were homeless without access to funding.
Most of us concluded quite quickly that we could sleep under our drawing boards in the
university studio, live off condiments from the university dining halls, wash in the
university washrooms, and relax in the university libraries. As I was confronted with
global poverty, homelessness, and various other disaster scenes through my work and
travels, this image of the university as under-exploited resource remained with me.
V. C. Goals and Guidelines for Generalisation
Insofar as the Laennec Chapel rehab project is a work in progress, it is hard to
measure results against expectations. However, the ultimate goal of achieving design
excellence in concrete, built-form, like the Rural Studio, appears realisable in this
particular case and with most projects given appropriate client screening at the outset of
each design undertaking. To date, over the spectrum of projects launched and built, we
have seen clients ‘change horses in mid-stream’, abscond with funds raised, postpone
commencement of construction as soon as the contractor arrives on site, ‘improve’ design
plans and drawings at whim and/or start construction before the completion of design
development and without consultation, change palette to please a board member, claim
design credit, criticise student behaviour, and so forth. The model is not wrinkle-free and
involves many of the same issues encountered in practice. Its advantage over the
‘hypothetical’ design project studio is that it helps prepare students for practice via reallife encounters, and is meant to complement rather than replace the existing model.
As with many creative endeavours, it is problematic to develop specific guidelines
for generalisation. Small projects can be as complex as large projects, product design may
involve a more problematic client relationship than a sprawling residential complex, a
local site may prove more inaccessible than an overseas site due to a difficult legal
situation, an ample and existing budget may result in ears deaf to design counsel. As with
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relationships, intuition and affinities need to be respected in the context of the larger
picture. Projects need to be compassion-driven and interest the participants, who need to
understand that the design process can be (and usually is) painful, with the rewards of a
successfully completed job warranting the trouble. The Universidad de las Americas’
Schools of Architecture and Engineering decided to adapt the model (using the orphanage
project in Puebla) running the studio as a design competition among students. There are
innumerable variations on the theme. But what the Laennec Chapel case study has
demonstrated is that long-term projects work as well as short-term projects and that
students are particularly flexible confronted with changing parameters. They enjoy being
challenged and having the opportunity to explore their creative potential to a maximum,
either building on others’ contributions or starting from scratch in developing real-life

projects.

VI. Conclusion: Expectations vs. Results / Prognosis
Since academics have to focus on some sort of project in design studio settings, a
gracious conclusion is that their focus might as well be on real projects providing
minority groups with service and attention. In many respects results of the experience to
date have outweighed expectations, especially with regard to the interdisciplinary,
collaborative team spirit which the common goal of contributing something meaningful to
society typically instils in an otherwise competitive academic milieu, characterised by
complex and sometimes difficult relationships, both for professors and students. Many of
the design studies for the Laennec project have been remarkable and have dramatically
changed and/or influenced client thinking and reasoning, including the acceptance of the
notion that the museum can embrace a sound and light show or a series of rotating
installations. Most recently, the Fondation Bersier has provided another church in the
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event the Laennec site should fall through, so prognosis for concluding the
museum/cultural centre is good. Prognosis for the model’s transplantation to other
academic institutions as well as to practice is also good given its past history, and
assuming adequate dissemination of information, particularly regarding identification of
clients and funding. When offered the possibility of working on ‘real projects’ in
academe, few Departments have turned down the opportunity, and all appear to have
benefited.
Finally, the ideal situation for the implementation of the teaching model is to
engage a multi-disciplinary graduate student/staff population from engineering,
architecture, planning and art, wherever possible (as the universal man is rare), in the
context of a year-long graduate design studio followed with a summer on-site
construction internship and the option to run the project a second year or further. Since to
date we have not had the luxury of such a structure at Ponts et Chaussees, our Laennec
Hospital studio has to some extent reflected the French ‘systeme-D’ (‘make do with what
you’ve got’) characterising the Rural Studio’s scavenger-style materials acquisition
methodology. Insofar as ‘necessity is the mother of invention’, a mega-funded ‘ivyleague’ graduate school ‘incubator’ context might not necessarily influence the model
positively, but I would argue that the venue merits the exercise. To this end a new design
school at Stanford has been under discussion for a few years. It would seem advantageous
to test the model further at the international graduate school level over the coming 5-10
years before making the architectural internship requirement part of academe rather than
practice, as with engineering in France.
The ‘Matrix’-like message in which things are turned inside-out, where the real
world invades the world of the imaginary and the imaginary (or unseen) impacts the
realm of the concrete/material, emphasising the reality of the spiritual dimension, can be
applied to the Paris teaching model: the design studio/office becomes collaborative
fellowship rather than business venture, students practitioners and practitioners public
servants, clients patients, architects social developers, and universities offices. Through
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the restructuring of basic traditional circuits, networks, boundaries, teaching and practice
methodologies, the Paris experiment has demonstrated a viable and enriching social
entrepreneurship model providing alternative stewardship for academics and university
resources.

Sundial on Laennec Hospital wall: ‘The Hour of your death may be nearer than you
think.’
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ANNEX 1: http://eleves.enpc.fr/clubinfo/laennec/main.htm & misc press

ANNEX 2: www.PoeticLicenseIntl.com

ANNEX 3
Organisations Involved, Their Goals and Staffing
L’Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussees (l’ENPC), Paris, has a unique programme in
International Education which offers various courses to its engineering students in different
languages. This Programme has been run by the Departement de la Formation Internationale
(DFI), and it is in this context that two service-learning architecture studios (in English) were
taught to 8-14 undergraduate and graduate students each in the autumn term by Marga Jann,
Architect /‘Maitre de Conferences’ (Lecturer). The goal of the programme is to prepare
students to perform in their chosen engineering related fields at the international level, and to
give them some practical background in the design arts. The Programme has a chairperson
with co-ordinators for the various courses according to each of the languages concerned
(including Chinese and Arabic); the ENPC is one of France’s prestigious ‘grandes ecoles’.

Stanford University, California, does not have an architecture school as such but rather a
strong School of Engineering, considered one of the best in North America with MIT. Within
the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering there is an Architectural Design
minor (the major in Architectural Design was formerly sponsored by the Program in Urban
Studies), and it is in this context that the service-learning architecture studio was offered to 816 students per term. It was taught by David Nieh, Architect and Planner, in the autumn, and
Marga Jann, Architect, in the spring. Both Nieh and Jann were affiliates of Stanford’s Centre
for Social Innovation as well as Design Critics/Lecturers with the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering and have co-taught.
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Poetic Licence (International Architecture & Design Collaborative/PLI) is a crossdisciplinary ‘collaborative of artists, poets, painters, architects, urban designers, planners,
sculptors, engineers and construction workers’ led by Marga Jann, AIA (Europe), DPUC
(France) and based in Paris. As a loose collaborative, team members change according to
project needs (see also Annex 2), and projects include everything from fashion design and
large murals to office buildings in Moscow and missions projects in Latin America. Recently
we created a non-profit arm, IMPACT (International Management Projects in Architecture &
Construction Technology) Social Entrepreneurship Foundation in California to facilitate
foundation fund-raising and development of non-profit projects in the developing world in
conjunction with ENPC & Stanford students, some of whom work for Poetic Licence upon
graduation or pick up projects under the umbrella of IMPACT. The office has a virtual
component with CAD draftspeople in Ohio, India and Stanford and secretarial staff in New
York. Most team collaborators also teach part-time.

There has been occasional interface between the above-listed entities, with Stanford
‘Overseas Study Program’ students participating in the ENPC studios, Poetic Licence staff
functioning as studio critics/teaching assistants, and so forth.
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Washington DC, as a Fulbright Senior Scholar (2005-2006)

In school we are taught that architecture is not simply a job. It is a lifestyle. It is a way of looking at
the world. It is a verb. It is a constant exploration where one looks for and finds inspiration in the
world around them, and then applies that inspiration to create something completely new. And that
thing we create is beautiful and makes a difference in the world. And though in school we may
slave away on hypothetical projects that will never be built, we can rationalize that it is all done in
preparation for that first ‘real’ job. But in those first few months of that first real job, interns often
find themselves as far away from architecture as ever. Instead of creating beauty, we find ourselves
staring at colored circles on a 13-inch computer monitor, trying to remember at what point things
had gone so horribly wrong.1
1

Hightower, J. Brantley [Lake/Flato Architects Inc., San Antonio, TX], ‘Circles for a Living,’ in Architectural
Internship Everybody’s Issue, 2002, National Summit on Architectural Education, University of Oklahoma, 2002,
p. 28.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

This paper will explore architectural education within North America, Europe, and,
briefly, in primarily former British colonies (originally involved with the RIBA and now the
Commonwealth Association of Architects), while investigating contemporary calls for a
restructuring of existing curricula in response to current unemployment statistics2 and perceived
poor employment experience3 in the field of conventional commercial architecture for our youth.
A focus on ethics (both personal and professional) and innovative teaching/research
methodologies, in conjunction with expanded service venues, will be espoused under the umbrella of a
DArch (Doctor of Architecture), with a concentration on design and development rather than history,
and an emphasis on a pan-disciplinary, social-service internship approach using live projects. The paper
will then advocate a radical suggestion to transform the three-year MArch and its various equivalents
(e.g. the British Diploma/Part II and III) into an Architecture Doctorate (taught DArch),
both retroactively and into the future, along the lines of what lawyers have done in transmogrifying
their LLM’s into JD’s (at the international level and retroactively), setting the groundwork for
implementation building on progressive models. Variations on the theme include translating the British
Part II into a MPhil in Environmental Design and the North American BArch into a MArch.

Progressive Architecture, Cover Story, July 1994
2

Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2004-05 Edition, Architects,
Except Landscape and Naval [http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos038.htm--visited November 13, 2004]: ‘Prospective
architects may face competition for entry-level positions, especially if the number of architectural degrees awarded
remains at current levels or increases…Many individuals are attracted to this occupation, and the number of applicants
often exceeds the number of available jobs, especially in the most prestigious firms. Prospective architects who gain
career-related experience in an architectural firm while they are still in school and who know CADD technology…will
have a distinct advantage in obtaining an intern position after graduation.'
3
Fisher, Thomas, ‘The Intern Trap: How the Profession Exploits its Young,’ in Progressive Architecture, Conn.,
Reinhold Publishing, vol. 75, no. 7, July 1994, p. 69.
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DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE SALARY SURVEY – AUGUST 2005 (UK)
Prisma Management Strategies [http://www.architects-online.co.uk/salary_survey.htm]

CATEGORY

DETAIL

ARCHITECTS

Partner or director

ASSISTANTS

TECHNICIANS

SALARY
(Low)

SALARY
(high)

AVERAGE

MONTHLY
CHANGE %

ANNUAL
CHANGE %

£44400

87500

65950

0.50

-0.19

Associate

38750

47000

42875

0.29

1.18

Senior (outside
practice)

39000

48750

43875

0.00

1.15

Project Architect

34250

39750

37000

0.34

7.66

Team Leader

29250

39750

34500

0.36

4.96

Junior Architect

24750

34750

29750

0.00

3.93

3/5 yrs Post II

27750

33750

30750

0.41

17.79

2 yrs Post II

18500

24750

21625

0.00

0.58

1-2 yrs Post II

16500

22250

19375

-0.64

1.30

Post Diploma

16250

22250

19250

0.00

20.31

Partner or director

38500

87000

62750

0.20

-5.83

Associate

37750

46000

41875

0.00

7.37

Senior (outside
practice)

38500

92500

65500

-0.38

10.54

Technical
coordinator

37500

45250

41375

0.00

6.09

AutoCAD senior

28250

37000

32625

0.00

0.38

AutoCAD junior

16650

25250

20950

0.36

-1.18

Other CAD senior

26750

39500

33125

0.00

9.05

Other CAD
junior

16500

25500

21000

0.00

-0.59

Junior

15750

20750

18250

0.69

0.69

GUIDE TO SALARIES 2005 (Architects, UK)

– Hays Architecture [hays.com/architecture]
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MEDIAN EARNINGS BY AGE AND FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT (UK)
All the increases go to older architects. Those in their 50s are now at the height of their earning powers (a median
of £46,000 for 50-54 and £45,000 for 55-59) – a change from the way salaries used to level off. Over-65s saw the
greatest increase, following a significant rise last year. For those under 34 years old, pay is stagnant or falling. 4

RIBA Journal, August 2005

ICS INTERNSHIP & CAREER SURVEY 2003 (USA)
Survey results from: www.aia.org/SiteObjects/files/FinalReport.pdf
BArch and MArch graduates were equally likely to be satisfied professionally (52% vs. 46%), with the type
of work they were doing (44% vs. 35%), and with their compensation (23% vs. 18%). Respondents with no
professional degree were actually slightly more satisfied professionally (58%), compensation (27%), and type of
work (50%).

4

Young, Eleanor, ‘It’s all right for some…Employment and Earnings,’ in RIBA Journal, London, The Builder Group,
August 2005, p. 34.
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Various existing architectural programmes will be compared and contrasted, and existing servicelearning paradigms (Yale, Rural Studio, U Sheffield, Cranbrook, Stanford, to list a few) will be explored
and analysed in conjunction with visits to design schools and interviews with staff and students. Criticisms
of current methods of architectural education will be investigated and various alternatives purporting to
meet these inadequacies will be considered; in investigating current styles of architectural education the
study will aim both to identify failures and elaborate on cutting-edge prototypes, evaluating them against
expectations.
Innovations in design education will be assessed against their intentions. In particular, their
proposed remedies to issues identified by activists such as Thomas Fisher and ArchVoices.org as the
‘maltreatment of our youth’5 or by Garry Stevens as exclusiveness and concomitant lack of employment6
(often due to lack of experience and/or unbalanced geographic distribution7) will be appraised. Other
concerns which the author believes can be addressed productively through a ‘service-based teaching model’
include inadequate remuneration for professional services rendered (relative to other professions),
ostensible over-abundance or concentration of design professionals in urban areas, lack of client design
appreciation and government regulation, and women leaving the profession (gender imbalance)8.
Conclusions will be supported by data collected from survey sheets (ANNEX 1A/B) and interviews (with
other design professionals, social service ‘clients’, teachers, project managers, deans, students, and recent
graduates) presenting results of the architectural ‘teaching hospital’ or ‘internship as part of academe’
model. Pertinent examples will be located through web search, professional and academic literature, and
word of mouth. The author’s parallel experience with service-based teaching will provide further
background for this research, through dialogues with intern participants affording follow-up. Finally, a list
of desired improvements to existing design education methodology will be defined, with the argument of
the thesis building on the sample of programmes and individuals surveyed.

5

Fischer, op. cit., pp. 69-70.
Stevens, Garry, The Favored Circle, Cambridge, Mass, MIT Press, 1998.
7
Ordre des Architectes en Ile-de-France, Les Architectes en Quelques Chiffres, 2004.
8
RIBA, Why do Women Leave Architecture?, July 2003 [http://www.riba.org/fileLibrary/pdf/WWLARIBAResponse.pdf].
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II. THE CURRENT (TRADITIONAL) PARADIGM AND ITS ETHICAL DILEMMAS

Internship is a problem that literally threatens the future of the profession. The
program is a disaster area and the number of people sitting for the licensing
examination has fallen frighteningly as a result. If this trend continues, this profession
could simply cease to exist. One million dollars would fund a number of pilot programs
aimed at creating a viable alternative system.9
The profession should aspire to the highest levels of intellectual, creative, technical,
ethical, social, cultural, and leadership skills and values. To this end, there must be
recognition, by both educators and practitioners, of their shared roles in providing
appropriate experiences for students and young professionals.10

In order to understand current critique of our traditional model of architecture education, a
perfunctory look at the history of this ‘strange religion’11 is of heuristic value. While it is beyond
the scope of this paper to examine every country and culture, a few representative models of
architectural education are selected: Britain, France, and Germany (Europe), the United States
(North America), and, briefly, Asia.

II a. History & Background

Formal architectural education as such is a relatively recent phenomenon. The first
individuals to actually call themselves architects were building designers in the mid-1500s;
Brunelleschi in Italy is among the most well-known, and these architects took in apprentices to teach
in exchange for their labour. The Academy of Architecture was founded in 1671 in Paris and evolved
into the Ecole des Beaux Arts, the progenitor of modern architectural education.12 Prior to this period
building sponsors, clients and ‘contractors’ took credit for much of the building design and project
9

Kroloff, Reed, ‘The Best Gifts $1 Million Can Buy,’ in Architecture, New York, Gary Gyss Group Publisher,
December 2000, p. 6.
10
http://www.internshipsummit.org/index.cfm?pg=background&d=TaskForce
11
Steven, Garry, The Favored Circle, Cambridge, MIT Press, 1998, p.181.
12
ArchVoices: Newsletter, Issue 10.15.2004, p. 2 [www.archvoices.org].
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management work (e.g. the pharaohs with the Pyramids and Luxor, bishops with the European
Cathedral projects), with craft guilds largely disappearing with the advent of capitalistic enterprise
and the free-market thinking of the Renaissance. It can be argued that much of current studio culture
evolved from the Beaux Arts prototype of ‘long hours, intense competition, the schematic design
focus, the absence of users, the relative disregard for how things get built, and the emphasis on the
development of prototypical solutions.’13
The first British school, the Architectural Association in London, was formed in 1847 by
disgruntled architectural assistants, with King’s College within the University of London (today’s
Bartlett School) and the University of Liverpool following suit. Prior to the 1931 Architect’s
Registration Act, anyone could call themselves an architect in Britain. Until about 1958 most
architectural students were in technical colleges, considered of lesser stature than universities, and a
large percentage of aspirants were still working their way through offices. The 1958 Oxford
Conference called for a concerted effort to move into the universities, with programmes in
architecture largely controlled by RIBA registered practitioners.
Unlike the once practitioner-dominated British model (now largely peopled by full-time
staff), the French system has always been state-controlled. French architecture schools, for instance,
cannot hire their own professors but are dependent on a yearly state-run competition. When students
protested the exclusivity of the Parisian Beaux-Arts system in 1968, the renowned academy split into
eight urban sub-schools, and the state obliged these schools to accept everyone who applied. In this
sense a historic paradigm of exclusivity went from one extreme to the other almost overnight, without
doing much to change the teaching structure today considered outdated and abusive: ‘The hardest
moment of studio was watching my friend’s model dropped on the floor and stomped on by our

13

Ibid., p. 3.
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studio professor.’14 Additionally, the system now produces a surplus of largely unemployable young
graduates.15
The German Bauhaus movement, founded by Walter Gropius in 1919, did much to temper
the neoclassicism of the Beaux Arts with its emphasis on exquisitely drawn projects in traditional
styles, the monument as building type, the jury system and ‘charrette’ (eleventh hour drawing roundup), and stringent competition system. Gropius said that ‘design was neither an intellectual nor
material affair but simply an integral part of modern concepts of mass production and modern
technology, which the Beaux Arts had refused to accept. Instruction at the Bauhaus was of a practical
nature, providing actual work with materials in the shops and on buildings under construction.’16
Gropius and his friend, Mies van der Rohe, emigrated to the United States in the late 1930’s (the
Bauhaus was closed by the Nazis in 1933), exporting their ‘modernist’ model to Harvard and Illinois
Institute of Technology respectively.
While Thomas Jefferson, the only U.S. architect-president, tried to introduce a professional
architecture curriculum at the University of Virginia in the School of Mathematics in 1814, his
attempt was unsuccessful for want of an appropriate professor and it was not until 1865 at MIT that
formal architectural education was pioneered in North America. The universities of Toronto and
Montreal in Canada started schools of architecture in 1876. While these schools initially adopted the
Beaux Arts hypothetical ‘design problem’ or ‘esquisse’ paradigm, the advent of ‘modern’ European
architecture, Frank Lloyd Wright’s ‘Prairie Style’, and the Chicago skyscraper idiom resulted in a
closer affiliation with the applied arts and crafts rather than engineering (e.g. Eiffel or the Spanish
system17), and a more non-competitive, individual approach to learning, exemplified in the University
of Oregon’s architecture programme. With the arrival of Gropius and Mies, U.S. universitydominated professional education ‘expanded beyond the art of rendering to include utilitarian
14

Ibid., p. 1.
Ordre des Architectes en Ile-de-France, Les Architectes en Quelques Chiffres, 2004.
16
Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, Architectual Education – A Brief History, p. 2 [www.acsaarch.org/studentinfo].
17
Echenique, Marcial, Interview with Author, Cambridge University, April 2, 2005.
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subjects such as mechanical engineering and structural analysis’,18 Cornell University having been
the first to adopt a five-year professional course of study in architecture (the BArch) in 1922.
On the Asian front, the British model has been largely adopted due to the expansive
colonialisation in that area (e.g. Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan), with some exceptions (NUS Singapore,
Australia, Hong Kong, China) modeled more on the American system by reason of their relative
youth. French Polynesia and South-East Asia (RUFA Cambodia, Thailand) reflect the state-run
Beaux Arts paradigm, and given recent strife, are still struggling to find a contemporary identity,
despite a rich and remarkably extensive architectural heritage. Garry Stevens’ witty and sometimes
seething history and analysis of architectural education in Australia suggests that the reason there are
few Australian schools (of any sort) in the ‘world’s top 100 schools list’19 has to do with a cult of
mediocrity and denial amongst staff (faculty)20, although Cambridge’s Alan Short upholds that
Australia’s RMIT University is exceptional.21 China’s Tongji and Tsinghua Universities both use a
live projects model stemming from the Communist era in which students and professors worked on
state-run building projects with professors assuming responsibility for construction documentation
and site monitoring. As architectural education evolves, providing more meaningful experience and
opportunities for our youth, it can build on vast advances in technology and communications (the
‘information highway’), globalisation, extraordinary need for shelter and stewardship relative to the
environment, [Chirac’s proposed] global U.N. taxation towards development projects, expansive
NGO participation and contribution, and the world’s tremendous natural and financial resources
hitherto largely inaccessible in the pre-internet epoch.

18

Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, op. cit., p. 2.
http://ed.sjtu.edu.cn/rank/2004/top500(1-100).htm, http://www.archsoc.com/kcas/bestunis.html
20
Stevens, Garry, Studying Architecture in Australia, p. 1 [http://www.archsoc.com/kcas/studyingAus.html].
21
Short, Alan, Private Communication, November 2, 2004.
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II b. International Degree Programmes, Structures, Examination, Registration, and Reciprocity:
A Brief Digest and Comparison
Whatever the structure of the educational experience, many more architects can be deployed
in developing regions where there is dire need for design and construction expertise; it is an argument
of this treatise that the world’s poor are an excellent client base for ‘star’ architecture and/or sensitive
design and construction, and that resources are both available and identifiable to this end, with
misdirected stewardship being a primary impediment (funding might come from the construction
industry and institutions like the AIA and RIBA, for example). In order to facilitate implementation, a
comparative analysis of various degree programmes and international licensing organisations is
useful. These structures share quite a lot in common while reflecting key differences at some level;
many architectural schools and programmes cater to a diminishing clientele (e.g. the state
‘monument’ market, the ultra-wealthy private sector, the competition venue) and their modus
operandi is undergoing extensive self-analysis, including a re-examination of the tenure system as
well as basic licensing procedures. It is indubitably in practitioners’ and educators’ best interests to
re-tailor architectural design education to meet the challenge of changing market demands, as well as
the ethical response to current critique. As US professor Robert Miller of Clemson University’s
College of Architecture claims, ‘the context in which architecture is studied imposes a significant
influence on the substance and character of that study; in a discipline whose national academic
tradition is just reaching 100 years long and which has been formulated largely from piecemeal
adaptations of European programs, it is time for a redesign of that context.’22 Thomas Dutton,
Director of Miami University’s Center for Community Engagement, calls for ‘the restructuring of
architectural education…as a project that defines itself integrally as part of a transformative
redefinition of society.’23
22

Miller, Robert, ‘The Analogue and the Real: Two Paradigms for Architectural Education,’ in Carpenter, William,
Learning by Building: Design and Construction in Architectural Education, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1997,
p. 97.
23
Dutton, Thomas, Voices in Architectural Education: Cultural Politics and Pedagogy, New York, Bergin & Garvey,
1991, pp. xxii.
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The most common degree programmes at present are the five-year BArch (Cornell) and the
three-year graduate MArch (Harvard, Columbia, Yale); in Britain the three-year Part I, two-year Part
II, and one-year Part III (or year out in practice) Diploma course (UCL, Architectural Association),
and in France the six-year Diploma course. In the US, candidates must obtain a balanced three years’
practice experience in a professional office subsequent to study before they are allowed to sit for state
licensure examinations. Upon passing these state boards, newly licensed architects then have to
register in their respective states, which monitor yearly professional development coursework
requirements towards the retention of their professional status. ‘Architect’ remains a protected title.
There are many variations on the theme; more and more the professional degree is some sort
of Masters degree, and the University of Hawaii recently inaugurated a four year BArch followed by
a three-year ArchD (first of its kind), with professional accreditation through the NAAB for the
BArch (at the time of writing accreditation is pending for the ArchD). Currently a proposed six-year
MArch is under study in the US, and MArch and MPhil/PhD degrees by Architectural Design or
Environmental/Development Studies following the Diploma course have been inaugurated at the
Bartlett/UCL and De Montfort University (UK) respectively All but the French licensing system
require some sort of internship experience, although more and more the European methodology is to
incorporate a ‘stage’ (internship) into the academic experience, particularly in the ‘grandes écoles’.
Typically students must leave the academic environment to obtain this practical experience and
cannot access it internally. They are poorly remunerated if at all, and tend to work essentially as
CADD operators. At present there is no state examination in France, with the degree or ‘diplôme’
according the legal right to practice.
Regarding reciprocity, the creation of the European Union has facilitated practice mobility,
at least in Europe, and typically the ‘favored circle’24 from the ‘top’ North American schools are able
to obtain some sort of equivalency status with their prestigious degrees (not with their professional
licenses) in Europe. The US requires foreign candidates to sit for professional state examinations, and
24

Stevens, Garry, The Favored Circle, Cambridge, Mass, MIT Press, 1998.
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ordinarily, as with medicine, accepts foreign degrees to this end. Interestingly enough, reciprocity is
not as hard to obtain as residency status via immigration or citizenship in North America and is a first
step towards a ‘green card’. A common way to bypass, and in some cases respect, legal licensure
requirements is through the ‘star system’ or an association with a local architect or engineer, as with
film crews, and some non-licensed designers get architects or engineers to ‘rubber stamp’ their
drawings, circumventing the system altogether. Reciprocity can often be an insurance related matter,
to complicate logistical issues.
Asian models tend to follow both the European and American models in some form or other
as per their history, and a few institutions are beginning to grant a form of ArchD or PhD by design
(Tongji, Hong Kong University, RMIT, Tokai and Nihon Universities, Japan) as with Western
examples like MIT and Milan Polytechnic; globalisation is resulting in institutions like the University
of Tsinghua in China and the National University of Singapore increasingly modeling programmes
after their western counterparts. The Chinese ‘Top 500 World Universities List’ (© 2004 Institute of
Higher Education, Shanghai Jiao Tong University)25 includes the standard Oxbridge, Princeton,
Columbia, Stanford, Harvard, MIT, Yale and Berkeley British-US selection as its ‘top ten’: for better
or worse, Asian universities are focused on these ‘top’ western universities in formulating their
pedagogy.

II c. Strengths

A common argument in favour of current systems of architectural education is that design
background provides a ‘good base for many venues’ no matter what one’s ultimate calling. This
argument might also be interpreted as a justification for studies which do not always lead to their
intended career path due to scarcity of employment opportunities; for example, as Max Bond (former

25

http://ed.sjtu.edu.cn/rank/2004/top500(1-100).htm; see also Garner, Richard, ‘Cambridge Rises Up the Ranks of
World’s Best,’ in The Independent, 17 August 2005, p. 8.
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Dean at City College School of Architecture, NY) states, ‘it takes a lot of power to build a building.
But the question of opportunity goes even beyond the expense and money involved. Women and nonwhite architects are not trusted and seldom have the opportunity to do the things that others do. If
they were, buildings might reflect more….diversity.’26 That being said, the rigour and discipline
characterizing most higher education tracks in architecture tend to inculcate a sense of seriousness,
focus, and dedication in students.
While programmes vary, most provide, at the very least, holistic exposure to practical
engineering fundamentals, design and practice theory, architectural history, free-hand/CADD
rendering and drafting, programmation and construction basics, environmental issues/solutions, and
3D/4D modeling representation. It is true that such skills are widely applicable, as to product design,
project and construction management, set and fashion design, urban planning, sustainable
development and engineering, aeronautics, interior design, and so forth. It is also generally held that
architecture is one of the most inter-disciplinary, inclusive arts and (according to one’s creativity and
training) incorporates/facilitates all others, such as photography, cinema, the way people move
through space (dance), sculpture (e.g. Frank Gehry), and music (performance environment,
installations, and sound and light shows), to list a few. Sensitive design can positively impact
peoples’ lives in profound and uplifting ways, and the experience of an architectural education can be
a luxury, providing substantial one-on-one contact with talented and committed professionals, travel
to some of the world’s great building sites and monuments, interaction with an exceptional peer
group, and time to develop one’s creative potential against the rich cultural backdrop and ivory tower
setting of a university with its vast offering of performances, concerts, architect-designed buildings,
museums, extra-curricular lectures, sport activities, and multifarious events.

26

Bond, Max, ‘Architectural Education and Society: An Interview with J. Max Bond, Jr.,’ in Dutton, Thomas, Voices in
Architectural Education, New York, Begin & Garvey, 1991, p. 89.
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II d. Weaknesses
[N]ot only has the field of architecture been marginalized by external forces, but...it
has actively contributed to its own marginalization.27
The ‘ivory tower’ setting however is often criticized for lack of real-world exposure and
inadequate preparation for the hard reality of earning a living in architecture upon graduation:
Architectural education is built upon analogic reality: the student is given a problem and asked to
pretend that it is real. To pretend is to make believe, or construct fiction, and schools construct,
pretend or analogue worlds on two levels: first, projects are inevitably hypothetical, a surrogate
for the real world; second, there is complicit agreement that students be only expected to produce
a pretend or artificial product, so-called “student work,” while professors produce the real
academic article—publishable, credible, and contributory work. Thus, students are twice removed
from the domain of the real—a word that no longer enjoys fixed or precise meaning—even when
given a project that takes as its problem the projection of a real building, for a real client, on a real
site. This analogic environment of perpetual deferment sends certain subliminal messages: you
will be an architect one day (not now); this is a pretend project (not a significant one); just do the
best you can (after all, you’re only a student). In this way, academia tends to make students into
would-be architects, not real ones.28

It may well be asked why the current paradigm is not catering to these needs better. Apart from the
introduction of computer-aided design and drafting courses in the last few decades, the current model
of architectural education has, to many minds, not changed rapidly enough despite a quickly changing
universe and building environment: ‘Transformation is necessary in architectural education. In the
face of a postmodern world that is undergoing enormous economic, social, and ecological
restructuring, architectural education seems to be profoundly mute, unable to voice direction, and
worse yet, not even seeing the need to do so….Many express the rage of having been silenced, been
made invisible, by the inertia and machinations of dominant ideologies and cultural-political practices
that favor Eurocentrism, cultural chauvinism, competition, individualism, hierarchy, and patriarchy in
architectural schooling. All say much….about the directions needed in architectural education in
order to shift the dominant paradigm in such ways that the marginal might come to occupy the center:
27

Teiche, Hannah, Engaging the Everyday, First Prize, 2005 ArchVoices Essay Competition, May 2005
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to reconfigure the cultural-political terrain to make the experiences of gender, race, and class central
to a reconceptualization of architectural education and pedagogy.’29 Additionally, CADD is seen as
perpetuating problems presented by the ‘virtual’:
The subject of architectural discourse over the past 20 years has moved decidedly away from
the concrete. In post-modern culture, real is suspect as a word and as a concept. As digital
technology has eradicated the distinction between the original and the copy, we have
reevaluated the hitherto prioritized status of the original and discovered virtues in its opposite:
the fake, the imaginary, the artificial, the counterfeit, the double, the duplicate, the clone, the
virtual. In so doing, we have come to question the value and existence of such qualities as
authenticity and genuineness. The real, a condition to which these qualities accrue, has become
devalued, if not irrelevant—if not undefinable. As for the medium in which we teach and which
forms the most significant bridge between academia and practice, one can hardly imagine a less
30
concrete analogue for architecture than CAD.

Furthermore, while the profession expected CADD to take much of the tedium out of drafting, the
extended prep time required has apparently not made the draftsperson’s load lighter. Despite obvious
advantages CADD still requires ‘charrette’-intensive input and has turned a large percentage of
architects into ‘illustrators’.
Professional development/continuing education is a relatively recent RIBA/AIA imposed
requirement to maintaining registration and largely ignored by many practitioners and educators. It
can be argued that the profession’s indigenous ‘pecking order’ or ‘star system’ (within and without
academia) is self-defeating and reinforces low self-esteem among ‘non-stars’, neglecting the
possibility that a variety of tasks are not only honourable and meritorious but fascinating, creative,
and critical to the design process; only lately is the interdisciplinary character and potential of the
field being promulgated and developed.
‘Harvard’s Joseph Hudnut made a list of all the subjects that he deemed essential for a
sound and complete architectural education. When the list was complete he calculated the length of
time it would take to learn everything on it—22 years. While this is ridiculously long, the pressures
for the modern architect to know more and assume greater responsibility have had their effect, even

29
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when tempered with the realisation that all need not be learned in school.’31 With multi-disciplinary
team collaboration becoming more and more important, and given the adumbration that all cannot be
learned in school, the extra-curricular agenda (‘internship’) becomes essential yet remains largely
unaddressed by design schools, outside the British model, which none-the-less typically ‘leaves the
intern and host office/employer to get on with the training experience by themselves with little
monitoring or intervention’.32 Sadly these internship experiences are often perceived as abusive by
the interns, most often employed long hours as CADD draftspeople in production ‘factories’.33 Rarely
does the young designer glean much of client interaction, marketing, site supervision, construction
documentation, and so forth. The design skills he or she has learned in architecture school (apart from
CADD) are typically of little interest to the employer, and rarely sufficient to tackle a private client
(apart from one’s parents—often the case of the ‘favored circle’).34
‘The AIA (/ARB) has targeted the teaching of how buildings are made as the weakest
aspect of architectural education, and there is some merit to this charge. Due to time
constraints (among other things), approximately 90 percent of traditional studios result in
what can only be called schematic design. Design development, construction documents,
materials and methods, structures, etc., are generally taught as isolated subjects and
transfer into studio designs is often negligible….Technology is most meaningful when
integrated into the studio context, and there is no substitute for hands-on
experience….Structure, detailing, design issues, and construction strategy are all debated
in the hands-on atmosphere of three-dimensional reality. The best architects understand
the logic and poetics of construction and the best way to teach this is to build.’35
While the live projects model has many advocates, it has to date few practitioners and few
design/build proponents.

31
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II e. ‘A Strange Religion’ – Ethical Issues

Our tendency to huddle within safe institutional boundaries has interrupted the call
and response between architects and communities and has created a removed and
debased version of our profession. We have developed a stunting tendency to look to
our fixed institutional shape first and then try to find needs to serve within that
underdeveloped shape, rather than look to community needs and adjust our
institutions to serve them. Our inwardly focused approach to our profession has
fostered the illusion that architecture is something closed, finite, and predetermined.
Architecture has become an idol that mesmerizes and immobilizes architects. We have
forgotten that architecture is inseparable from culture and social structures, and we
are in danger of bureaucratically cloistering ourselves into irrelevance.36
--M. Scott Ball
The ‘strange religion’ of ‘star architecture’ typically requires its adepts to put their craft
above all else, and it can be argued that architectural education requires complete devotion. It has
been said that ‘we should work to support those we love; in architecture we as often as not expect
those we love to support our work,’ while ‘in the end, people form the most critical component of the
quality of our lives in a given environment, not the places themselves.’37 A rethinking of basic
ethical issues (which places an emphasis on people over their physical environment), established
‘professional’ focus, and notions of power and prestige, necessarily entails a retooling of curricula as
well as practice. In order to empower the intern (or ‘resident’), he or she needs to be regarded as
valuable and devoted time to. This paper beats to the tune of a different drummer, attempting to reidentify priorities, and demystify and de-deify the profession, viewing it as service as well as art, or
art with social and spiritual purpose, outlining significant potential remuneration for this approach.
Architects like Charles Gwathmey and Richard Meier are the first to point out that being an
‘architecture guru’ carries with it a very high price, and that values need to be assessed and
reassessed, particularly regarding one’s personal life, family, and human entourage.38 In defending
his position as a Jewish architect on a Catholic cathedral project in Rome, Meier, gesticulating
36
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towards the sky, expounds a spirituality which transcends religion.39 It is my hypothesis that
architectural education and internship today continue to make a dangerous cult and/or idol out of
architecture and existing forms of practice, albeit inadvertently, and that the idol fails to ‘fill the soul
hole’ along the lines of the larger spirituality espoused by Meier. Additionally, reinventing
architectural training might include reprioritisation focusing on ‘ethical intelligence’.40
‘By restricting critical practice to the realm of architectural representation, deconstruction in
architecture trivializes the experience of daily life and reduces the scope of social architecture,’ Tony
Schuman argues. ‘Social architecture’s concern for client, program, and process also provides a basis
for linking architectural representation to social practice. Then conditions will be present for a fullthrottle resistant architecture that exploits both the ideal (representational) and material (physical)
capacities of architecture in the campaign to challenge the dominant power structure.’41

If we are to end the exploitation of interns, it will take a change not
only in the employment practices of specific firms, but a change in the
culture of the entire profession. We should support those who stand up
against their exploitation, be they interns abused by employers or a
colleague abused by a client. Since those who were once abused tend
to become abusers themselves and allow clients to abuse them,
breaking the tradition of exploitation within the profession is in
everyone’s best interest. To pay interns a fair wage and to compensate
them for overtime is not an expense, but an investment in the
profession’s future....If future generations of interns are to find work
without becoming bogus ‘consultants’, there may have to be
substantial change in how architectural students are educated and
prepared for a career.42
–Thomas Fischer, 1994

39
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III. THE SURVEY

from: http://www.aia.org/SiteObjects/files/Architectural%20Internship%20Evaluation%20Project.pdf

characteristics of respondent group

Beyond the survey of pertinent thinking through professional literature/websites and
interviews (included as quotes throughout), two surveys were used in compiling data relative to issues
raised thus far—one designed by the author (ANNEX 1A), and one ‘boiler plate’ model borrowed
from Architectural Internship Everybody’s Issue (ANNEX 1B). Over one hundred fifty
questionnaires were distributed to former and current students, interns, classmates, professors, and
colleagues (see respondent pie chart above) by email, post, and in person. Of the forty-six
respondents, 98% were unanimous in their support of an exposure to ‘professional practice as it
happens in real life within the context of their architectural education’, with 78% espousing greater
emphasis on project management, and 32% on construction, client interaction and designing to
20
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budget. Apart from a Sri Lankan architect and lecturer (Cambridge University IDBE participant,
Eeshani Mahesan) who commended her work/study programme at the Colombo School of
Architecture, Colombo, Sri Lanka most highly, every respondent had numerous criticisms to make,
and all offered valuable suggestions. This section will attempt to analyse perceived strengths and
weaknesses and summarise suggestions.
Thirty-nine of the forty-six participants broadly wrote that it was impossible to learn
everything critical to the practice of architecture within the context of academe; while most enjoyed
their educational experience, it was agreed that there was not enough course material on building
technology, detailing, contract and construction administration, building codes, permit processes,
value design, CADD, implementation, sustainability, post-occupancy evaluation, community
involvement, professional practice, digital/virtual office structure and concepts, product innovation
and sourcing, or ‘materials juncture’. Thirty-two per cent of respondents mentioned they would have
preferred a more inter-disciplinary, collaborative ethos and greater contact with professionals; only
15% had had internship experience of some kind while still students (mostly ‘Commonwealth’
alumni), with others regretting the lack of opportunity. All agreed that continuous professional
development study was to be encouraged, although some found access difficult and/or expensive.
Thirty-five percent had held jobs outside the design field at some point in their careers. Another 29%
mentioned that they found academic design studio not only wanting in real-life experience but
repetitive; just under 5% said they thought live projects would be confusing and/or ‘abusive’ of
students. Despite variations, the vast majority criticised their schools for not having been practical or
practice-oriented enough, with a few citing ‘uninspiring lecturers’ and lack of teamwork.
Additionally, several respondents noted that internship, when available, could be unduly protracted,
with the majority of US respondents having to take their licensing examinations more than once
before succeeding.
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ICS Internship & Career Survey, 2003, USA
IDP = Intern Development Program (NCARB, USA)
Survey results from: www.aia.org/SiteObjects/files/FinalReport.pd @ www.ArchVoices.org

‘Foreign’ students in general seemed most ‘grateful’ for their educational experience,
commenting positively on the focus on art and theory, and in particular field trip and related travel
experience. Ninety-five percent of contributors felt that social concern and activism were vital to
contemporary academe, that the architectural degree process in no way should be lengthened, and that
while architectural and related professional degrees involved years of study, respect and remuneration
were not commensurate with training. One respondent, a senior MIT professor of architecture (Jan
Wampler, FAIA), commented that:
at the moment we are thought of as individual artists and we promote that image
through the press we receive; there is too much teaching about current styles and not
enough about basic knowledge. Our profession needs a strong knowledge base to
work from as other professions have (law, medicine). We will never be respected until
we are thought of as influential not only in design but for creative leadership.
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Additionally Professor Wampler mentioned that he felt it was the architect’s responsibility to
‘preserve cultures around the world,’ and that healthy internships meant giving interns ‘jobs that are
not boring (such as sitting in front of computers all day).’ Finally, Wampler noted that ‘we are the
only profession looking out for the built physical world (and) we need to lobby for higher fees so that
we are not taken advantage of and therefore not taking advantage of interns.’ Currently he is making
a film entitled ‘Designing an Architect’ in an effort to help establish new roles and a new image for
the profession and ‘to show the public what an architect can do’. One hundred percent of those
participating in the survey initiative (ANNEX 1A) agreed that architectural education needed to
evolve beyond current modi operandi and that the profession needed re-assessment.
Ripostes offered a plethora of ideas relative to improving design education, including the
incorporation of systems thinking, specialisation (as in the medical profession), social projects and
greater involvement in community planning, emphasis on creative leadership, teaching offices, general
lobbying for higher fees, more real-life experience, work/study and design/build programmes, peer and
professional mentoring programmes, ethics, professional practice and case studies development
courses, practice academies and universities, ARE preparation sessions, obligatory 3D/4D computer
modeling, mandatory construction experience, and video production, to list a few. The traditional
model of architectural education was largely criticised for its failure ‘to address life after school’, or, as
Garry Stevens has voiced:
why architecture schools should have such fraught relationships with both the occupation
and their universities. Neither American nor British practitioners have ever been reticent
about criticising the schools, the fundamental and continuing failure of which is, from their
point of view, their sheer and seemingly perverse inability to prepare students for the real
world of practice. The studio system of education is, they say, a fantasy world in which
incompetent professors who are the centre of petty personality cults encourage bizarrely
unrealistic expectations in students, while avoiding the teaching of anything actually to do
with the hard realities of life. Students learn nothing of the other members of the
construction industry. They cannot draw and they know nothing of construction. The
suggested remedies are usually along the lines of introducing more 'pragmatic' subjects
such as management and technical courses or, significantly, a partial return to
apprenticeship in some form.42

42

http://www.archsoc.com/kcas/Historyed.html
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From other surveys conducted by the AIA and ArchVoices.org (page 22 & ANNEX 1B), ‘the
AIA estimates that only 30% of students entering accredited architecture programs go on to become
licensed architects, although just over 60% complete their professional degree (compared to 98% and
95% for medical and law schools respectively).’43 As alluded to later in Chapter V, more stringent
acceptance rates might spare many individuals the frustrations of poor employment experience and
misdirected energies down the road—particularly in France where virtually every candidate who
applies to architecture school is accepted (this phenomenon is also observed by French medical
schools, with the exception that 90% of medical students are weeded out through an examination
process after their first year of study); additionally, the French university system is free (statesponsored).

percentage of entering students who become licensed architects

43

http://www.archvoices.org/index.cfm?pg=Careers&s=AltPaths
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The vast majority of survey respondents have revealed a desire for project management and a
community participatory design process to be given more attention in design schools:
It’s one of the things I’d like to see in the education of architects; it is not our role to
give immutable objects to people, but it is to find ways to include people in the
creation and changing of the object….The role of the project manager, in fact, is to
understand how people come together, and move from the idea of creating something
to its execution. I think this is a role that architects should play. So we ought to learn
more about managing the process of creating a building and sustaining its ongoing
life. In so doing, our role as designers would become broader, the design of
processes as well as of formal objects.44 (Max Bond, FAIA)

One of the most encouraging suggestions extracted from the study (during an interview) was
to replace a studio year with an internship for academic credit at the graduate level (inside or outside
academia along the lines of the British Part III model) and to introduce specialized classes moving
beyond design development into construction management and real-life responsibilities (David Kelley,
Director, Stanford Institute of Design45). Other thoughts included more staff guidance/advising,
remunerated work programmes within schools (one respondent, an active licensed architect, noted that
at the time of his graduation in 1975 ‘unemployment in the profession was at 85%’), better projection
of and preparation for anticipated future concerns (e.g. ‘disruptive technologies’, disaster relief [Sri
Lankan architect Mahesan]), the inclusion of communication and marketing skills (e.g. public
speaking/public relations), and greater emphasis on planning and infrastructure, particularly within the
realm of crisis shelter/affordable housing design. Finally, close to 90% of respondents agreed that
efforts to educate the public about architectural services and design along with student career
programmes to generate awareness (within the university context), and closer contact with industry
(e.g. pre-fabricated catalog building component design)—in conjunction with ‘socially aware’ live
projects and/or design/build venues—were to be promulgated.

44

Bond, Max, ‘Architectural Education and Society: An Interview with J. Max Bond, Jr.,’ in Dutton, Thomas, Voices in
Architectural Education, New York, Begin & Garvey, 1991, p. 92.
45
Kelley, David, Interview, Stanford University, May 17, 2005; see also:
http://www.time.com/time/insidebiz/article/0,9171,1034705,00.html.
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survey summary relative to live projects advocacy

One intern expounded:
If you were to take three architects, put them one at a time in the same room and
ask each of them to talk about the white wall in front of them you would get three
distinctly different answers. One architect might focus on the solidity of the wall.
Another architect may emphasize how the plane of the wall meets the other walls,
floor, and ceiling. The third architect might see the voids within the wall. The
ability of an architect to look beyond the wood framing and gypsum, to see the
wall as itself, to see the wall in perspective and to see what the wall lacks is a
talent. This talent has fallen short when it comes to the profession’s own
architectural internship. 46 (Vanessa Van Beusekom)

IV. CURRENT INNOVATIONS IN THE PRACTICE-BASED MODEL

While many modifications to the traditional model have been adopted since the founding
of the Beaux Arts paradigm in the seventeenth century (notably due to the influences of the
Bauhaus, skyscraper idiom, and British practicum), the inclusion of the practicum as a requirement
for licensure is fairly recent and has typically been a post-graduate, pre-professional undertaking.
Service-learning, however, involves students in real-life experience (live projects) while they are
still students, and offers an enriching complement and/or alternative to today’s studio structure.

46

ArchVoices.org, 2005 Essay Contest [email from www.ArchVoices.org, July 2005].
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IV a. Service-Learning
Service-learning means a method under which students learn and develop
through thoughtfully-organized service that is conducted in and meets the needs of a
community and is coordinated with an institution of higher education, and with the
community; helps foster civic responsibility; is integrated into and enhances the
academic curriculum of the students enrolled; and includes structured time for
students to reflect on the service experience.47
While these kinds of initiatives are now fairly common to most of academia (e.g. Swarthmore’s
Lang Center for Civil and Social Responsibility, Stanford’s Haas Center for Public Service), they
are only beginning to colour the architectural arena. Contemporary examples include Wampler’s
graduate studio at MIT and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where
over a two semester period, students in an architectural design studio undertook a
challenge to design a low-cost yet energy efficient home for Habitat for Humanity. The
driving force for creating this unique home was a complex set of values and choices
rooted in civic responsibility to make homes affordable (for low income families) and
yet use sufficiently sophisticated technology to ensure energy conservation. Students
also participated in building the house and now engineering students are monitoring the
energy consumption compared to conventionally built Habitat homes. Through this
project the students were able to be creative and ‘playful’ while at the same time
expressing their sense of responsibility that will be critical in their work-a-day lives
48
(http://brc.arch.uiuc.edu/Habitat/project.htm).

With organisations like Architects Without Borders, Habitat for Humanity, and
Architecture for Humanity publishing projects in need of architectural designers on their web sites
and sponsoring related real-world student competitions, studio focus on live projects is becoming a
more common phenomenon, particularly in the United Kingdom. At the University of Sheffield
School of Architecture, the live project has become a pioneering educational initiative:
Architecture students work in groups on live projects with a range of clients including
local community groups, charities, health organisations and regional authorities. In
some cases the projects involve actual building, in others design of urban masterplans,
in others consultation exercises. In every case, the project is real, happening in real time
with real people. The projects draw on the School's exceptional research base as well as
the commitment, vision and resources of highly talented students.
The Live Project sets real constraints, responding to budget, brief and time. In each
project there is regular contact with the client and a final presentation, normally
accompanied by a report. The projects place a large responsibility on the groups to

47

American Association for Higher Education, in Service Learning and Education, Office of Volunteer Programs,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2002, p. 1 [http://www.union.uiuc.edu/ovp/sle/].
48
Ibid., p. 1.
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deliver; as opposed to most student projects these live projects are public and
accountable…
...Too often architectural education establishes a set of remote values which then go to
define the profession; these centre on the myth of the architect as individual, male, herogenius clinging to a set of ideals that are often removed from the concerns of the
everyday world. In contrast, the Live Project develops collaborative techniques, skills in
communication and participatory practice – all approaches that are essential and
absolutely relevant to the future practitioner. The Live Projects also get the students out
of the ivory tower of academe (in our case this is a real tower with the studios on the
17th floor of the tallest building in Sheffield) and into the real world; in this the projects
establish an awareness of the social responsibility of the architect…The aim is to
49
produce work of exceptional quality that empowers community and students alike.

The service-learning approach takes many forms. For example, a live project might be run
as a student competition in the context of academia, or students might organize a competition for a
needy client (e.g. www.ArchitectureforHumanity.org). Additionally, students can submit liveproject work as competition entries or enter competitions for ‘live project’ material. The ASD in
London has been working on live projects in Kosovo, India, West Belfast and the former Soviet
Union, Stanford in Mexico and Guatemala, and the Greenwich Design Group (University of
Greenwich) is a design office run by students and staff to design and build real projects, giving
students unparalleled working experience. Another remarkable example is that of the University of
Alabama’s Rural Studio, also structured on the design/build model. The Colombo School of
Architecture and University of Moratuwa Faculty of Architecture in Sri Lanka recently undertook
‘live project’ service-based studios providing sensitive design solutions as contributions to the
tsunami reconstruction effort, with NGO’s to implement the designs.

Tsunami Housing Design Exhibition, Colombo School of Architecture & U Moratuwa,
Colombo School of Architecture, Sri Lankan Institute of Architects

49

http://www.shef.ac.uk/architecture/main/gallery/gal/diploma/lpw/Live_Projects_Intro.htmCTS
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Rancho Santa Marta, MX, Stanford U

Goat House, Rural Studio U Alabama

http://news-service.stanford.edu/news/2001/july11/rancho-711.html

http://www.ruralstudio.com

Schools which aspire to the paradigm include the Bartlett School UC London, the Welsh School
of Architecture, and the Mackintosh, among many others with budding programmes. While the live
projects or ‘clinic’ model is not new, it has only ‘gotten off the ground’ in the past decade, despite the
concept’s existence in the 1960’s:
Another interesting trend that emerged in the 1960's was the notion of the free clinic for
urban problems and architectural design. The movement really began with ‘CDCs,’ or
community design centers. As architecture, along with other professions, woke up to
social responsibility, the non-profit CDCs began to provide architectural and planning
services for the disadvantaged, usually in urban areas. Some CDCs were born of
negativism--for example, to stop a thoughtlessly planned freeway--while others grew out
of positive motives such as creating playgrounds or low-cost housing. At any rate, by the
late 1960's it became clear that the market for non-profit design services was larger than
originally thought and extended beyond minorities to many segments of society. This gave
rise to the ‘clinic’ notion, a logical extension of the original CDC. The clinic may be in a
school of architecture or exist as a separate but related institution. Normally it is staffed by
members of a school's faculty and provides students an opportunity to work on ‘real’
projects with ‘real’ clients, often with local architects. Successful CDCs are now operating
at several schools. Although many are located in large urban areas, rural problems deserve
equal attention, and the challenge has been taken up wherever resources permit.50

washington u designs for habitat for humanity
50

ACSA, Architectural Education – A Brief History , 1997, p. 3 [www.acsa-arch.org/studentinfo].
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IV b. Practice Integrated into Education

Service-learning is unquestionably a form of practice integrated into education, and often
includes an exchange programme of some sort as an important complement. It can be argued that
universities have remarkable and under-utilised resources for potentially providing multifarious and
desperately-needed services to underprivileged groups, the developing world, and/or in crisis
situations. To this end, the Center for Social Innovation at Stanford’s Graduate School of Business
supports ‘social entrepreneurship’ with a focus on live development projects, and has sought and
procured substantial funding to further the initiative. The medical school internship/residency model
(or teaching hospital) is an age-old form of practice integrated into education—yet a question often
raised is whether these services compete in quality with professional assistance provided outside the
teaching environment.
In the architectural arena, with services targeting the ‘third world’, a strong case can be
made that such benefits would otherwise not be available to many of these client groups. It is the
professional mentor’s responsibility to ensure quality production and legal protection. Stanford has
had the occasional experience that some clients do not ‘understand’ or aspire to the universities’
notion of ‘quality’ and prefer to part ways after the design development phase, building their projects
independently and ‘ameliorating’ the design as they go according to their own standards. Some of
these clients do an exceptional job while others fail altogether. One conclusion is that it makes sense
for universities to interview and choose clients wisely at the outset emphasising track record.
At Penland (U Michigan design/build project), the mistake with perhaps the greatest
ramifications was both a blessing and a curse. The lack of a building contract happily
allowed a wide latitude in the timing and production of drawings and freed us from any
legal responsibility, but simultaneously it stripped us of any power to prevent design
changes after our departure. When we left, the drawings were not treated as a
contractual agreement. Because there was no contract we were not consulted when plans
were altered on-site (building, color, eave detail, gutters, exposure of lower-level
columns, continuity of gabled forms, etc.).51
51

Harris, Melissa, ‘Social Dynamics and Built Form: Design Studio Investigations’ in Carpenter, William (ed),
Learning by Building: Design and Construction in Architectural Education, New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1997,
p. 124.
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Other models, such as the British RIBA Part III, engineering internship in the French
‘grandes écoles’ system, or work/study course at The Colombo School of Architecture, require
students to spend time working in an office while still enrolled as students in degree programmes,
thereby circumventing issues of salary, health coverage, ‘charges sociales’, and so forth. In such
instances the student is removed from his or her peer group and placed directly in the professional
environment. Most forms of practice integrated into education provide students with valuable handson experience better equipping them to tackle real world pressures and market demands upon
graduation, but there is indubitably room for improvement in these existing venues, and new venues
merit further research.

IV c. Exchange Programmes

While quite a few initiatives involve design projects overseas (Wampler at MIT, the ASD in
London), some, especially the design/build programmes, involve foreign exchange. Design/Build
Mexico at the University of Washington’s Department of Architecture in Seattle is
an interdisciplinary foreign study program which involves architecture students
directly in the design and construction of community-based projects in Mexico. The
program responds to the urgent physical needs of impoverished and indigenous
communities of Mexico, many who now live as squatters at the edges of rapidly
expanding cities….
Design/Build.Mexico promotes a process of designing and building which is
cooperative and depends on mutual exchange of ideas and learning for its success. The
curriculum stresses a method for understanding the distinct culture, climate, and
building tradition of the region, and, in turn, a broad understanding of concepts of
sustainability….
Design/Build.Mexico is directed through a collaboration between faculty from the
Department of Architecture at the University of Washington and ADE (Accin y
Dessarollo Ecolgico) a non-profit Mexican NGO working toward ecological
sustainability in the central highlands of Mexico….Grant support from the Kellogg
Foundation and from other donors has supported Design/Build.Mexico design studios
in the construction of a series of institutional buildings in the community….52

52

http://depts.washington.edu/archdept/welcome_arch/virtual_visit/design_build_mexico.html
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Other schools not far from the US-Mexican border have instigated similar initiatives (U Texas
San Antonio, Stanford); ‘students from The University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) and the
Universidad Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM) Architecture Exchange Program recently presented to the
City of San Antonio's Neighborhood Action department five designs for a children's playground in
Arroyo Vista Park, part of a new West Side housing project…."This is more than what is usually done
in a design class," said Jose Jimenez, assistant professor in the School of Architecture. "We've had
requests to do more practical and 'real' projects. This is definitely a new experience for many of the
students."’53
Typically, aspiring interns and/or young designers do not get to make site visits, let alone site
visits to foreign countries. The combined live projects/foreign exchange study programmes are
culturally enriching and educational in terms of exposing students to alternative construction methods,
diverse cultural mores, variations in programmation and approaches to sustainability, differing value
systems and planning priorities, language and communications issues, opposing attitudes regarding
client design education (and lack thereof), and cost and quantity surveying disparities, all of which
designers must navigate in working overseas, a potentially huge and vital projects arena. The downside
is that the academic live project is already quite complicated to administer and manage, and the foreign
element can complicate things further. However, it is an ideal graduate thesis or advanced
study/research paradigm, and has been successfully employed at the undergraduate level as well as
graduate (Stanford’s Overseas Study Program in Paris in conjunction with the l’Ecole Nationale des
Ponts et Chaussées and l’Institut d’Etudes Politiques—the author’s own experiment with the model).54

IV d. Professional Development Models / Education Integrated into Practice

As mentioned, virtually all professional architectural licensing bodies now require some form
of professional continuing education of its members to maintain registration. Some organisations are
53
54

http://www.utsa.edu/today/2004/07/arroyo.cfm
http://eleves.enpc.fr/clubinfo/laennec/Welcome.htm
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quite stringent, others lax. While currently the model is preached more than practiced, with members
attending an occasional AIA/RIBA sponsored symposium or conference when convenient, current
practice methods are changing so rapidly that the professional development model is likely to become a
dominant form of ‘education integrated into practice’. Apart from examples like the part-time, part
distance-learning professional IDBE programme at Cambridge,55 which actually grants its participants
a Masters degree, firms like Skidmore Owings and Merrill collaborate in commercial CADD marketing
campaigns to disseminate information to practitioners while at work in their offices:

Though it can be argued that this kind of commercial campaign is publicity-based and
tantamount to advertising, the internet has none-the-less facilitated a useful on-line teaching network,
making accessible vast quantities of information at little cost, if any, and mitigating loss of time due to
travel and mailing. Just as it is obvious surgeons need to keep abreast of latest research and
developments in surgical techniques, so architects clearly need to stay informed relative to the latest
developments in their field.
Interns, who come to firms fresh from academia, can be highly instrumental in keeping
organisations ‘au courant’ regarding computer technology and software, and are typically patient
instructors to the older generation of professionals, as well as assets in high-speed/digital imagery,
55

www.idbe.org
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telecommunications, smart building product sourcing and technology, and field research. Additionally
they are often bi-lingual or fluent in languages of import to practice abroad (e.g. Chinese, Japanese,
Khmer, Russian, etc). More and more, major universities offer continuing education with no admission
requirements (e.g. Harvard, Stanford, Oxford, Cambridge), opening their previously exclusive doors to
the public at large. In some cases, enough continuing education credits can be accumulated towards a
postgraduate degree (e.g. Oxford, Stanford) pending acceptable performance.
Many firms, typically larger ones and construction management or design/build outfits, offer
professional development coursework (occasionally ‘in-house’ along the lines of the Skidmore
advertisement) as part of a ‘salary and benefits’ package and/or make coursework mandatory. While
there are many variations on the theme, what becomes apparent is the increased need for practitioners
to continue to be able to access information and on-going education in meaningful ways. The Welsh
School of Architecture at Cardiff University actually registers its professors for a PhD when taking
post.56 More and more practice and education are becoming ‘interwoven like a Celtic knot’.

IV e. Extended Services

It may come as no surprise that only 2% of new-home buyers work directly with an architect
to design the space in which they live. Indeed, architects are usually seen as
a luxury most of us, the other 98%, cannot afford. Why don’t more people call on the
services of architects? With fierce competition for few commissions, why don’t architects
seek out other sources of work and income? Fortunately, many of today’s practitioners are
taking initiatives to change this situation by addressing the underserved, particularly the
poor.57
--Bryan Bell

By definition ‘extended services’ include services that an architect does not typically perform
but is competent to perform, and may include land surveys, grant-writing, mortgage procurement,
building inspection, project management, public relations, administration, and so forth. Practice
56

http://216.239.39.104/search?q=cache:WwHmHyT9MIJ:www.caerdydd.ac.uk/schoolsanddivisions/divisions/humrs/jobs/academicresearchsenior/ref407.html+wel
sh+school+of+architecture+live+projects&hl=en
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Bell, Bryan (ed), Good Deeds, Good Design: Community Service Through Architecture, New York, Princeton
Architectural Press, 2004, back cover.
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restrictions evolved when it became legal for architects to operate concurrently as real estate developers
(e.g. John Portman) c1980. Commercial advertising became legalized around 1990, giving architects
the opportunity to make themselves known beyond the traditional publication and word-of-mouth
venues. In order to survive, it appears logical for architects to offer services that match market demand
better and which accord them in turn greater respect and remuneration (which would also benefit
interns), in particular creative extended services.
Apart from the fairly recent innovation of development-related paths, architects have become
more and more engaged in furniture and product design (e.g. Michael Graves, Robert Stern), including
innovative, sustainable mechanical systems (Alan Short). Some remarkable historic precedent includes
the work of Mackintosh, Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, and Wright, to name a few, where tile and
fabric patterns, hardware, signage, cabinetry, and the like were integral parts of over-all design
commissions. Some firms even sell ties from web sites (e.g. Architectonica) while others have designed
menus, dishes, uniforms, and murals.
Indubitably extended services could further stretch to include web site design, public
relations, experience performance, hybrid solar/electric/hydrogen fuel cell car and building design,
‘smart’ technology, sound and light show production, and miscellaneous diverse venues warranting
innovative course offerings. Alternative energy supply, production and integration, along with
paralegal services relative to environmental impact statements, zoning, planning, tenant-landlord rights,
contract negotiation, development, health and safety issues, and pollution all constitute potential areas
of ‘expanded service’ (and income) for architects. With architecture and engineering melding more and
more, interdisciplinary collaboratives proffer rich amalgamations of skills. ‘According to a 1996 report
by the Carnegie Foundation, 22% of students enrolled in architecture schools went into architecture to
“help improve communities” (and) many of these graduates find they have to leave the traditional path
of architecture to fulfill this goal.’58

58

Ball, Scott, ‘Expanding the Role of the Architect,’ in Bell, Bryan (ed), Good Deeds, Good Design: Community
Service Through Architecture, New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 2004, p. 133.
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Robert Miller of Clemson University’s College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities
(South Carolina, US) is a strong advocate of live product design within the academic context:
In order to supplement the analogic character of the academic milieu while accepting
the need for non-commissioned work inside the academy, a project type needs to be
injected into the curriculum that is stripped of the ever-referential and ever-deferring
qualities that are endemic to the analogue-type project. In this endeavor, students are
asked to design and construct a machine, game, tool kit, gadget, construction, or other
work that is its own ultimate manifestation. The essential feature is that the project not
be a model of something else that would be built by others, at a different scale in some
other location, out of hypothetical materials assembled by foreign means at some time
in the future. It must be its own real project.59

Clemson U ‘Live Project’
www.birdu.com/clemson.jpg

IV f. Review

While work arenas have evolved, those who have managed to stay active have typically had
to augment their educations, learning how to find and cultivate clients, negotiate fees, run an office, and
so forth ‘on the fly’. Those few who have managed to establish and survive with successful offices, or
land well-remunerated salaried employment in firms or academia, rarely reach out to their less
fortunate colleagues and today’s aspiring youth; ‘when an institution exonerates itself from
responsibility for racial and sexual apathy and defends its actions by placing blame on the larger
society, it fails to meet its obligations to promote progressive change and growth in the field of

59

Miller, Robert, ‘The Analogue and the Real: Two Paradigms for Architectural Education,’ in Carpenter, William
(ed), Learning by Building ,New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1997, pp. 90-91.
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architecture and society at large.’60 Whether due to the competitive, capitalistic ‘everybody for himself’
modus operandi typifying much of today’s culture, or simply lack of time and energy, a creative
profession which purports to high, humanistic ideals must engage itself socially and invest in new and
creative solutions to aid its less fortunate. If ‘charity starts at home’, our colleagues constitute a viable
point of departure.
It is worth noting that aiding the less fortunate can also have material benefits. The director of
a homeless mission, for example, may earn more than the director of a major corporation.61 Giving
young architects background experience and education that will be of use to them in truly practical
ways, and helping them identify a broad, exhaustive client base as well as funding, will not only further
the profession but the world-at-large. While at present the need for change may have a small voice,
persistent outreach (e.g. the ‘squeaky wheel’ or ‘tiny mosquito buzzing around a giant’s ears’) typically
reaps reward. In supporting recent innovations to traditional architectural education designers can help
expand on and improve these innovations as effective agents of transformation.

As the profession evolves at an astonishing rate, architects are faced with a continually
changing marketplace, varying levels of client sophistication, new regulations, desires
for greater environmental sustainability, and evolving project delivery systems. To
maintain its leadership position in the design and construction industry, the profession
must challenge traditional practice models and seek new paradigms that facilitate the
integration of rapidly changing design and construction technology, new materials,
new methods, new ideas, and new client and public expectations.62

V. POTENTIAL FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR THE PRACTICE-BASED MODEL

Rather than ‘throw the baby out with the bath water’, it makes sense to build on our rich
history and the substantial efforts of our predecessors in revamping architectural education while

60

Diaz, Buss, and Tircuit, ‘Beyond Cultural Chauvinism: Broadening and Enriching Architectural Education,’ in
Dutton, Thomas, Voices in Architectural Education, New York, Begin & Garvey, 1991, p. 129.
61
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recombining ideas, methodologies and strategies to develop fresh and new approaches, re-designing
design education and practice as focused, creative designers.
Architecture is the sum total of what architects have done in the past and are doing in
the present—and there is much that needs to be done. We focus on edifice, but
architecture itself is whatever percolates out of our activity as trained architects.
Invitations are everywhere for us to step back out into a broad section of society, if we
would show a willingness to reinvent ourselves and allow the profession to percolate
once again.63

It is not the purpose of this paper to address details of curriculum planning, but rather to set
the framework for a broad complementary model that institutions can adapt to their own needs and
preferences while providing students and practitioners alike with a new opening on the world and their
profession. Insofar as ‘recognizing a problem is often the first step to solving it’, dissolution of ‘denial’
requires work and patience and some may see their ‘religion’ or ‘dominant power structure’ under
attack.

(Additionally), we need to get rid of the notion that teamwork is bad. Good buildings are
nearly always designed by a team, by a committee in one way or another. We should learn to
maximize the benefits of teamwork because it certainly brings a greater range of intelligence
and skills to the design process. It is folly to assume that one person is going to have all the
skills—technical, social, and artistic—to make a really good building or a good environment.
If you look at an office group working on a building, while most of them have had similar
training, they still have different interests, intelligences, and therefore are able to take on
different roles. In school, one finds that the differences are even greater because the students
have not yet been homogenized and beaten down into this image we have of them as
architects….We could develop a much richer notion of what architecture school should be,
and what architecture could be.64

V a. Interdisciplinary Live Projects in Academe

While we have seen various live project types (e.g. combined with foreign study or
exchange, design/build, or simply design) in the context of academe integrate innovative teaching,
seldom does the paradigm purport to being truly interdisciplinary or espouse project development.
63

Ball, Scott, ‘Expanding the Role of the Architect,’ in Bell, Bryan (ed), Good Deeds, Good Design: Community
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The model proposed is more like ‘real life’ in that, like life, it is pan-disciplinary. Diagram 1 below
represents the project and architectural unit in the middle and all the related disciplines surrounding
it. An advantage to the model is that substantial additional resources are made available via crossdisciplinary links; the surrounding coloured circles represent the various faculties of the university:
art, architecture, engineering, medicine, law, languages, physics, biology, sociology/anthropology,
and so forth. As in real life, the project (or ‘glue’) serves to unite the various players, all working
together on the same team to accomplish the task at hand, with the result that atypical boundaries
are crossed and creative solutions arrived at. The site in this instance is visited and monitored by the
architectural ensemble only (white), with the other disciplines providing support, counsel,
resources, and related adjunct services.

Diagram 1
http://intranet.dalton.org/hs/ComputerScience/

A further example is where all players are directly involved on-site. In Diagram 2 below
the project and design cell are again represented by the centre form (white), with the various
interrelated disciplines connecting more directly through the project than the university
environment. Additionally, related team members have direct experience of the project site and
client—e.g. an AIDS clinic project in Senegal where physicians from the medical school supply onsite medical visits and programmation input, engineers do on-site soil and water surveys, language
scholars serve as on-site French-English translators for the client and design team, and so forth. In
this instance the team players are more directly involved with the indigenous population served,
leaving the ‘ivory tower’ of the university setting.
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Diagram 2
http://intranet.dalton.org/hs/ComputerScience/

Both models are compelling and reflect more accurately how many different
specialisations are involved in the evolution of a live project, giving students invaluable real-world
exposure and allowing them to take better advantage of their universities’ remarkably diverse,
extensive resources, particularly in the realm of human resources. From the perspective of cost and
logistics, local projects are more conducive to ‘global’ or collaborative on-site participation simply
by virtue of geographical proximity and cultural familiarity. A key to success is a clear division of
labour at the outset; when physicians start trying to be designers and designers start doing the work
of physicians, chaos typically ensues. With clearly identified roles, each group can and should
favourably complement, influence, and aid the other, as in the case of defined positions within team
sport. Electronic communication has done much to advance the undertaking of projects
geographically far afield, in tandem with universities around the world (a third model)—e.g. the
Projects Based Learning Lab at Stanford, which links diverse universities via the internet in real
time but uses only hypothetical projects.65
The models described above--interdisciplinary live projects engaging diverse faculties
primarily on the university front, interdisciplinary live projects engaging diverse faculties on site as
well, and interdisciplinary projects virtually engaging diverse faculties from various universities via
the web (building on models 1 and 2)--are about to be tested in a new design school at Stanford
University scheduled to open in 2007 and headed by David Kelley of IDEO. To date these models
have not yet truly been tried except on a limited scale (e.g. Laennec Chapel Museum Project at
65
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ENPC, Paris66). A further model might require each student to identify a live NGO client as well as
funding, and follow the real project through the construction phase to completion (as in the case of
the Rural Studio’s theses projects or Clemson’s design/build studios).
A noteworthy paradigm which offers an alternative to the interdisciplinary structure of
conventional universities is John Connell’s Yestermorrow Design/Build School, which was started
in 1980 in Vermont with a focus on vernacular design and collaboration between professionals and
laypeople. The school offers courses including cabinet making, landscape design, electrical wiring,
and ceramic-tile work, and the teaching staff embraces builders, developers, plumbers, landscape
architects, electricians, timber framers, and architects. A special course for professors wanting to
start design/build programmes within their schools is also offered, using a model based on teamdesign of simple building programmes rather than (in the case of Yale and UDLA, Mexico) a
competition to determine a winning scheme. The University of Washington, Seattle which started
its interdisciplinary live projects studio using a competition-type method to determine what design
to build found that the methodology ‘resulted in enormous pressure on the winners and bitterness
amongst the losers, making the construction phase a difficult experience.’67 Consequently the
Department of Architecture switched to a consensus method which has ‘resulted in more egalitarian
designs as well as shared responsibility and more enthusiasm during the construction phase.’68 As
noted, competitions sponsored by agencies like MOMA, Architecture for Humanity, the RIBA, and
the AIA can also serve as worthy live project foci, and as seen survey results have revealed an
overwhelming desire for more practical, real-world based experience of some sort or other in
academe.
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KHRAS Architekter's HIV/AIDS clinic (http://www.interiordesign.net/)

V a. i. Client Identification
I approached a house that appeared to be in bad shape and knocked on the door. Anderson
Harris answered the knock, and I asked him if he wanted us to build him a new house. He
said, ‘Not today, thank you.’ That made me feel like a door-to-door salesman.69
–Samuel Mockbee

A major stumbling block to the paradigm is psychological and typically involves
skepticism regarding client and funding identification as well as legal responsibility. Apart from
websites like AWB.iohome.net (Architects Without Borders) or ArchitectureforHumanity.org which
list real projects for nonprofit clients in need of designers, the local neighbourhood is a worthy
point of departure. Examples might include a nearby community centre or homeless shelter in need
of expansion, interior design work for a residence for the elderly, interface with a local church or
Red Cross office about current projects in early planning stages, and so forth. Insofar as
architectural education at present does not customarily teach students how to find clients, the
exercise is of heuristic value relative to ‘job hunt’/prospection methodology as well. A web site
linked to university studio initiatives with forms for potential clients to fill in explaining their
project(s) would indubitably also be useful to this end.
A simple, ‘always-in-demand’ live project (particularly relevant given the South Asia
tsunami disaster and other recent catastophes) is a prototypical one-room emergency refugee shelter
for organisations like World Vision, Habitat for Humanity, or any number of similar NGO’s, all
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Bell, Bryan, ‘Finding Clients,’ in Bell, Bryan (ed), Good Deeds, Good Design: Community Service Through
Architecture, New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 2004, p. 25.
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traceable via the internet. Crisis housing unit design is particularly instructive and manageable for
beginning designers, especially in a design/build context, and can be broadly interdisciplinary.

Crisis Refugee Housing in Khuzestan (Persian Gulf)
SUPERADOBE EMERGENCY SHELTER (NADER KHALILI) – Cal-Earth Institute
www.calearth.org/ archmag/ArchMag.htm

Displaced by natural, economic, or political catastrophes, the number of people ‘of
concern’ to the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) is about 20
million-one in every 300 in the world. Hundreds of thousands of Afghans and Iraqis
are now on the move, fleeing conflict. Floods in India and Senegal in the past year
have left countless homeless. Bosnian refugees are still trying to return to their homes
despite the devastation. Millions more ‘internally displaced persons’ in Colombia,
Indonesia, and elsewhere have extended the conception of refugees beyond the
expatriated to include those displaced within their own countries. In the wake of
disasters both natural and man-made, the provision of emergency shelter, in addition to
food and water, is the most pressing challenge for local governments, international
agencies, and humanitarian aid organizations. As expected some of the best concepts
for emergency housing take advantage of cheap, easily transported, or local
materials.70
Cal-Earth Institute (image above) is a remarkable example of a design/build research initiative
which engages students in the design and construction of simple, soft-form, quasi-vernacular
refugee housing.

from tent to indigenous ‘village-style’ structures

70

Lang Ho, Cathy, Safe Haven; Disasters and War Have Left Millions Homeless Around the World. Can Architects
Help?, 11.2002 [www.architecturemag.com].
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Further examples abound, such as that of ‘Fred’ (below).
Clearly technologically advanced Fred is not an answer to refugee problems, or to the
predicament of folk made homeless after an earthquake. But the proposal perhaps has
potential for people living in the barrios of the second world, mobile workers, and many
others who need temporary accommodation. Fred starts as a 3m cube, which is enlarged,
when he settles down, to provide 18m2 of floor space as he is extended telescopically.
He comes complete with bathroom, kitchen and sleeping area, and large windows. And
Fred is green, being mainly made of wood with thick thermal insulation and the
possibility of water collection from the roof.71

Other ‘matchbox’ designs include those of Marshall Specialist Vehicles, a British transport
company, and the Office of Mobile Design (below). A four-room live project shelter using the

‘Fred’ Expandable Room Unit, Kaufmann

Marshall SV Emergency Unit

Office of Mobile Design

sliding ‘matchbox’ concept--for eight former street children and a house-mother in Guatemala (part
of a larger residential campus project)--involves the residents in the design process by having them
colour façade sketches, connecting students more directly to the indigenous ‘client’ (below).72

coloured façade sketches (Stanford)
www.stanford.edu/class/cee137

71
72

http://www.arplus.com/ard/dec2000/fred/fred.htm
www.stanford.edu/class/cee137
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Secondary garden units for a resident elderly population or variations on mobile home designs are
also typically easy to find clients for via local and state housing authorities and word-of-mouth. The
missions network is also an expedient way to locate larger projects overseas and can oblige students

flatrock mobile home units http://flatrock.org.nz/topics/odds_and_oddities/can_a_prefab_be_architecture.htm

to look at issues of spirituality, often ignored (with ethics) as being unessential to architectural
education. A further argument of this paper is that ‘ethical intelligence’ is of critical import to the
profession. SOS Villages and World Vision are examples of NGO’s with related spiritual/ethical
components with projects readily at hand; the ‘information highway’ provides access to a plethora
of real projects in which to get involved. This abundance of available live projects is additionally
evident through listings with agencies like the United Nations, Ingénieurs Sans Frontières, and
UNESCO, much of which can be readily located via the web, email, phone, and drop-in visits. As
seen earlier, even simpler live projects include product, mural and furniture design, among many
other design arts’ foci. With its new cycle of building (starting in 1993), Cranbrook Academy of
Art and Architecture uses itself as client, designing and building small projects on its campus. The
concept of treating concrete built form as a required student product might be an intrinsic part of the
educational process, and the above examples demonstrate plausibility as well as successful
application of this model.
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V a. ii. Funding Identification

Many NGO’s and religious missions have funding available to them already for their building
projects and/or are adept at fund-raising through pre-existing channels. These nonprofits often employ
volunteer construction and labour forces and receive vast donations of materials and building supplies
as well as in-kind services. A community centre project in Ensenada, Mexico, for example, was gifted
an entire Butler building structure which had to be integrated into the original design concept by a
Stanford studio group--along with an enormous stock of pre-fabricated aluminum-framed sliding
windows. These donations can be a ‘mixed blessing’, often imposing a number of awkward constraints.

Ensenada Community Center

While many universities often consider one-on-one studio teaching ‘too expensive’, these
studios can generate income for their universities by charging government clients fees (e.g. ENPC
in Paris which bills the state railroad, SNCF, for planning services rendered). Grants from
foundations, universities, and governments constitute another important source of funding. While
various grant identification computer programs and virtual training fund-raising classrooms exist,
like FC Search73 and Grantseeker Training Institute74, the author has found a text search via
google.com more up-to-date and thorough. When numerous universities are involved, the funding
base routinely increases. A key to these kinds of awards is matching initiatives to foundation
interests with quality proposal writing. Different countries have different databases and funding
priorities. The Rural Studio lists its donors on its web site

73
74

http://fdncenter.org/learn/classroom/
http://fdncenter.org/marketplace/catalog/product_sp.jhtml?id=prod520001
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(http://www.ruralstudio.com/funding.htm), and Habit for Humanity Great Britain75 has a vast,
established base of foundation donors also accessible to the public.
Universities each have their peculiar protocols; it is vital to understand an institution’s
particular policy guidelines and work with the existing hierarchy and development office when
applying for funding in the universities’ name to avoid duplication and conflict. Additionally, there
is a difference between ‘grants’ and ‘gifts’ and it is useful to know that the university will in both
cases take a sizeable (although varying) percentage towards overhead. At Stanford, a few design
students, alumni, and professors have taken the initiative of setting up their own nonprofit,
IMPACT Social Entrepreneurship Foundation, with the help of MBA students from the Graduate
School of Business, to bypass university bureaucracy. Architecture and design faculties might want
to set up interdisciplinary in-house nonprofit (NGO) structures to help sponsor live projects
independent of the greater university, involving business students in the mechanics and with grantwriting, fund-raising, and mentoring. Knowing how to access foundation and government funding
not only empowers architects and designers but constitutes a legitimate, profitable curriculum
option and extended service, facilitating projects and enabling the groups and individuals behind
them to participate.
Individual grant-writing can also be effective. While grants for individual designers are
highly competitive, there are available numerous generic fellowships, from faith-based initiatives to
ethnic, gender and age-based awards. Universities often make their own grants to individual staff
members and students or to small interdisciplinary groups of researchers, and virtually all these
awards are accessible via internet search engines. Applications for small grants can take just as
much effort as the larger ones, and it is therefore advisable to assess required man hours against
potential award revenue (time stewardship) prior to the grant-writing process. Other venues abound,
such as student-run car-washes, fashion shows, fair trade web marketing of indigenous products,

75
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church and synagogue donations, ‘fund-raiser’ dinners and parties, boutique sales, and, as in the
case of Catholic University’s prototypical mobile housing unit, product auction.76

Catholic University Design/Build Studio (mobile housing unit)

The University of Oregon focuses on clients who can self-fund: ‘as mentioned in the
description of the five most recent projects, funding is usually provided by the project’s client. The
design/build program is specifically focused on architecture and construction, and not fund-raising,
so preference is given to potential projects which can pay for themselves.’77
Individual or independent grants are particularly useful in working with underprivileged groups
who cannot provide remuneration in the usual sense, and as the awards frequently require a
proposal topic, the underprivileged group provides the real-life ‘subject matter’.
Another alternative is to set up NGO/nonprofit status or a nonprofit partnership in a
western nation for a ‘third-world’ grass-roots group that does not have this status in order for the
group to access western foundation funding. A disadvantage is that funding awarded can be
difficult to monitor. Some outfits, like Habitat Guatemala, already have established nonprofit
(NGO) status, partners, and excellent track records, which make them highly attractive to university
live project studios. Again, ‘clients’ need to be chosen wisely at the outset to avoid disillusionment
down the road, with entities’ track records carefully considered. Start-ups typically require
substantial ‘baby-sitting’, and while start-up projects should be encouraged, students and staff may
find them more challenging: ‘My design/build studios have been psychological roller-coasters. It is
almost a full-time job for a teacher to reconcile the constant tension between the conflicting
76
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objectives of students and clients, particularly inexperienced clients. I longed for the ease of dealing
with each student individually. Constant questioning of intent, morality, and method occupied my
thoughts. An excerpt of a letter to the Girl Scout Construction Advisory Council reveals my
anxiety:
We have made an inherently complex challenge—constructing a building—even
more difficult by combining it with an educational agenda and a committee of
clients. Though teaching and doing a good building are certainly not antithetical,
they are both sufficiently complex that each constitutes a hurdle of Olympic
proportions. Our situation is not impossible, just in need of great care.
Compromise and negotiation are part of any team effort, but we must clarify
who has what power before progress can be made.’ 78
The European Union has dedicated vast amounts of funding to development projects, and
in September 2004 France’s Jacques Chirac proposed to the United Nations a global taxation which
would benefit projects aimed at the alleviation of world poverty. This taxation, which is likely to be
approved, would indubitably sponsor universities’ participation in relevant live projects, and merits
monitoring. Subsequent to the earthquake and tidal waves off the coast of Sumatra in December
2004, world relief organisations have shown themselves remarkably adept at raising funds from the
public-at-large independent of government intervention, and the private sector remains a valuable
resource.
Architects can apply the same creativity and perseverance they use in design to funding
identification (as well as internship models). Not allowing students in on client/funding
identification processes might be considered a perpetuation of the ‘bondage’ young designers
ascribe to routine office internship.79 Client cultivation/interface and remuneration/contract
negotiation are typically conducted ‘behind closed doors’ in the traditional professional setting.
While partners and senior level firm members merit privacy and ‘boundary’ distinctions, the
apprentice often finds him/herself ‘left in the dark’.

78
79
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Finally, while ‘all work merits remuneration’, in many cases firms simply are not being
remunerated adequately to warrant fair (or even minimum) wages; in many respects architects
‘have sold themselves short’. Apart from ‘star architects’ (and even they are often horrifically in
debt—as in the case of Frank Lloyd Wright or Louis Kahn who upon his death owed half a million
dollars80), the profession is neither commanding the respect nor the fees its counterparts in law and
medicine enjoy. The AIA-imposed fee schedule was abolished in the U.S. as ‘price-fixing’ decades
ago, while in Germany the government-imposed fee structure is still in use. Recommended fees
(percentages of overall construction budgets) and hourly staff rates are published by professional
organisations throughout Europe and provide helpful guidelines. Young or unemployed architects
often work ‘for free’ in the hope of finding work or just to gain experience and/or stay busy,
unaware of the existence of these schedules. It should be noted also that while many employers use
the schedules successfully in negotiating fees, they do not always apply them in remunerating staff.
Creative thinking might involve a universal fee schedule which takes into consideration
regional standards, revising industry norms as appropriate over time, and including an insurance
system to cover design fees like that of the American Legal Aid Society with legal fees or the
British National Health Service with health costs—particularly in disaster situations. Many argue
that housing should be considered a basic human right, as with medicine and access to legal
representation; with multitudinous ‘natural crises’ in the world, it is also arguable that architectural
and engineering fees should not only be an automatic ingredient of insurance coverage, but that the
involvement of architects and professional engineers in building over a minimum budget should be
a legal requirement. Much of the world’s housing does not survive natural disaster because it is
designed without professional input. This paper seeks public and ‘star architect’ endorsement for
concrete plans of action. Stewardship of the planet’s natural and financial resources is of critical
international concern; as an example of dubious stewardship, the $18 billion spent by the US
government on the last unsuccessful NASA mission to collect particles of dust from the sun could
80
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have fed, sheltered, and educated the entire continent of Africa for generations to come, were the
funds administered by a creative, transparent and dedicated international design agency.
From a social perspective, the fallout from {economic upheaval} is grave. It is a
situation of extremes: excess and poverty, space shuttles and homeless people,
skyscrapers and sweat shops. The gap between the rich and poor is the largest
in…history (and growing) and the condition of homelessness is not some
aberration that in time will go away; homelessness is now structural.81
‘Each year, while the world produces 356 kg of grain per person, forty million people die
of hunger.’82 Globalisation is resulting in fierce and corrupt power plays, perverse security
phenomena [human micro-chipping83, bar-coding and radio identification (Patriot Act II)84], and
‘spiritual bankruptcy’. Recent global aid to SE Asia has encouragingly reflected significant
spiritually-based, unified and ‘compassionate’ outreach. While spirituality is the subject of a later
rubric, it should none-the-less be noted that it is not a thesis that all spirituality is constructive.

V a. iii. Legal Responsibility and Ethics

Legal ramifications and liability are sometimes used as excuses not to engage in live
projects in academe. This paper argues that all practicing professional designers who serve their
communities as lecturers, studio critics, and professors should be willing to assume legal
responsibility and insurance coverage (possibly with university input) as they would for any live
project. As mentioned, there are virtually no examples of legal imbroglio but rather fine examples
of successfully completed projects. An alternative is the University of Washington’s elective
design/build studio which has their various client groups sign agreements to maintain insurance on
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projects and to hold the University harmless from all claims arising from any cause whatsoever,85
building on a modus operandi of hope rather than fear, kindness rather than complacency, and
action rather than inertia and rationalisation. The profession might well question the place of
‘kindness’ in a seemingly cut-throat field built on rivalry and selfish interest with no Hippocratic
Oath; it is my hypothesis that in-house cooperation on live projects can do much to mitigate the
downside of academic competitiveness and generate substantial interdisciplinary team spirit and
camaraderie. Despite the complications of the live project venue, it is a valuable means of
supplying critical aid to under-serviced groups. With well over 15 million AIDS and tsunami
orphans in the world86 students might also be encouraged to participate in ‘big brother/sister’
mentorship programmes of some sort.
Regarding ethics, if ‘insanity is repeating the same thing over and over expecting different
results’, then the architectural profession possibly represents a good deal of insanity, with ‘patterns
of exploitation growing rather than diminishing’87 and professional ethics getting lip service at best
in the majority of architecture schools. While no one as a rule wants to marry a handsome moron or
thief, the profession’s focus on ‘style’ and ‘form’ (subjective phenomena to be sure) without
cultivation of character and ‘ethical intelligence’ (let alone attention to ‘function’) would not be far
afield. Like a striking dwelling constructed with faulty structure and/or mechanical systems, design
and practice that do not perform at every level fail to satisfy as an integrated whole. Furthermore,
process can be as critically important as product, with legal issues inextricably interwoven with
ethical issues. While it is also obvious that nobody wants to hire an unethical person no matter how
dynamic a designer (e.g. someone who is not going to show up for work on time, be
responsive/responsible, meet deadlines, etc),88 for some reason ethics courses are typically not
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offered, espoused, or cultivated in architecture schools. Families are perhaps expected to promote
ethical culture and often assume schools are doing the job.
FMI, in conjunction with the Construction Management Association of America,
recently released the results of its Survey of Construction Industry Ethics, in which
more than 270 architects, engineers, construction managers, general contractors, and
subcontractors gave their thoughts on the ethical state of the industry. When asked if
they had ‘experienced, encountered, or observed construction industry-related acts or
transactions they would consider unethical in the past year,’ 84% of respondents
answered yes, and 34% said they had experienced unethical acts ‘many times.’
According to 61% of respondents, the construction industry is ‘tainted’ by unethical
acts that affect the cost of completing projects. Those respondents estimated that
$5,000 to $50,000 for every million dollars in project cost is lost or unaccounted for in
some type of unethical transaction….89
Another argument against live projects (from survey results) is that ‘it is unethical to make
students work for free in school, with the school or professors taking credit for their designs’ and
that ‘live projects constitute exploitation’.90 Credit is an obvious concern and every effort should be
made to give credit where credit is due. The Rural Studio is exemplary in this regard, and typically
student-designed web sites document history and attribute credit accurately as it is in their own best
interest to do so, while concurrently providing portfolio material and drawing ‘storage’. Another
consideration is that student designs are not always mature enough to be used or applied, and in
some cases students are given credit when the professional design critic has done much of the work.
Insofar as students are in school to learn and work, having them work on live projects as opposed to
hypothetical projects is seen as positive, highly recommended, and exceedingly appreciated by the
vast majority of those surveyed91 and as such can hardly be deemed ‘sans scrupules’.

In sum the live project is an excellent medium for imparting a sense of ethics and social
responsibility and for exploring legal concerns in practical terms. Conferring with a real client,
discussing and outlining scope of mission, programmation, budget, and design in tandem with
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experienced professionals, and visiting a real site, sometimes in an exotic location entailing
exposure to and interaction with a new culture and its mores, typically constitute a plus for the most
timid of aspirants. Overseas projects necessitate foreign licensure or partnership with a local
architect or engineer who can assume legal responsibility in the concerned region. Sometimes these
overseas colleagues are associated with a university they may want to involve, reinforcing
international exchange, indigenous involvement and foreign contact--and are in many instances
brought on board by the client. A strong partnership is typically beneficial to any project, and as
with selecting nonprofit ‘clients’, track records are key indicators to outcome. Legal and ethical
issues provide a window of opportunity for law school and ethics program participation and further
multi-disciplinary interface.

Finally, there is substantial controversy over the ethical ramifications of over-production of
architects: ‘Some in attendance [at the 2002 AIA Point Break Symposium] criticized schools of
architecture for providing an unrealistic view of practice, thus causing graduates to be disappointed
and pursue other careers upon graduation. One conference presenter lamented a recent visit to an
unnamed architecture school’s final juries where, in her experienced opinion, "a third of the
students shouldn’t have been allowed to graduate." Is one problem that, despite embarrassingly high
dropout rates, schools of architecture may still be allowing too many people to graduate?’92 Or, as
an ethical consideration, one might question if architecture schools are accepting too many
candidates in order to survive (although it should be re-emphasised that while urban areas are
flooded with architects, rural areas are often under-represented).
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V b. Spiritual Dimensions and Resources

While imparting a sense of ethics is usually considered acceptable, the view that issues of
spirituality should be integral to architectural education will indubitably be found shocking by
many. Yet another argument of this study is that if something has to evolve, a spiritual dimension,
even in filigree, is a key to implementing change. The concept of architect as poet, mystic or
prophet is not new:

It requires the poet’s—or the mystic’s—eye sensitive to the extraordinary richness
of creation and the cunning of grace in history to continue to sustain a vision of the
glory of the world as it is. However, having an eye sensitive to the extraordinary
richness of creation makes the poet or mystic a person who can help all of us
perceive that richness so that we might be led to a sacramental reading of reality in
and through the material world we inhabit. Through is the sacramental preposition,
and in Jesus we learn that the way to the infinite is through the finite.93

As Herbert puts it:
A man that looks on glass
On it may stay his eye;
Or if he pleaseth, through it pass,
And then the heaven espy.94
Our ‘strange religion’ in which ‘star architects’ and their firms and/or work are ‘deified’ and turned
into ‘idols and at whose altars young aspirants worship’95 wants refocusing, liberating those ‘in
bondage’ to be ‘stars’ in their own universe. Too often young draftspeople enter offices only to find
themselves there forty years later never having ‘had a life’.96
While this paper ‘protests’ in something of a Lutheran style, it is not my purpose to advocate
religious studies or to equate spirituality with religion, apart from the adage that ‘true and undefiled
religion….is this: to visit orphans and widows in their trouble.’97 Many inter-faith NGO’s tackle
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problems relative to orphans, the homeless, women in distress, and allied issues with efficacy,
providing a multifarious ‘client’ base not just for design and building projects but towards inculcating a
sense of activism and values. These kinds of live project clients can constructively affect the academic
experience and may be found locally through churches, synagogues, health and community centres, and
the internet; additionally these individuals can serve as client representatives for overseas projects and
organisations to whom they are linked. The venue further increases the pan-disciplinary character of the
live projects model and works equally well in a limited conceptual design mission/context or with
hypothetical studio projects. Traditional studio ‘iconography’ or design project focus, such as the
design of a bank at the corner of Broadway and 42nd Street or a beach-front ‘dream’ home, might be
interpreted at the spiritual level as relatively ‘thin’ in comparison. Choice of project, location, and
‘client’, especially flexible given the advantage of the ‘clinic’ backdrop, can positively impact student
thinking and development.
It should again be noted that some academic design ‘clinics’ identify and charge large
commercial clients for services rendered (e.g. IEP and ENPC, France), with remuneration covering
student travel and expenses—a viable alternative typically instilling a sense of self-worth in students—
and many attribute students hourly wages ($10.75/hour at Cranbrook) and/or grants (Stanford, MIT).
Teaching students that ‘all work merits remuneration’ carries with it a profound spiritual dimension.
‘Tom Fisher, Dean of the University of Minnesota’s College of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture, spoke about architecture’s obsession with producing buildings, arguing that clients are
often just looking for broad professional guidance. "We are product-oriented. It's like saying that law
equals trials or that medicine equals surgery. Would you go to a doctor if every time you went you
ended up getting surgery?"’98 The thesis of this paper would be spurious if it did not point out that
architecture as a service has value in itself and the production of built form can become overemphasized; again, process can be just as (or even more) important than product, with potentially
significant spiritual impact for those involved and served. History has shown that great buildings profit
98
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little at the sacrifice of human life or souls (e.g. Chateau de Versailles, Egyptian pyramids, Mayan
temples of Tikal, Alexandria…).
On the darker side, one of the great ills of the profession might be identified as the
competition modus operandi (rarely do lawyers or physicians compete for work in similar ways):

As a result of the importance of the personal and social relationships within the architectural
profession, recent architecture graduates are occasionally willing to work in high-profile
architectural offices for free in order ‘to get a foot in the door.’ At the same time, many wellmeaning architecture firms need extensive labor to complete the significant and time-consuming
tasks required to complete detailed models or intricate drawings and computer renderings. As a
significant amount of innovative architectural design work is achieved through competitions,
much of this work is pursued by architecture firms with little chance of receiving any
remuneration. The willingness of some architecture school graduates to work for free, combined
with the moral and legal flexibility as well as honest ignorance of some architecture firms,
occasionally results in significant socially retrograde practices.99

The practicum model in which students are taught to be ‘social entrepreneurs’—to identify and
develop their own projects for NGO’s or charities bypassing the competition system—is likely to
be of both spiritual and material benefit to established practitioners as well. Another ‘social ill’,
which has not so much to do with remuneration but work conditions [leading its ‘victims’ to declare
that ‘architecture school is hell’ (Annex 2)], might be addressed via rescheduling, refocus, and
elimination (or restructuring) of the ‘charrette’—with the ultimate goal of rendering architectural
education a luxury rather than ‘inferno’. Dan Hoffman, Cranbrook’s Head of Department
(following Liebeskind and Saarinen) believes that ‘architecture is a spiritual search expressed
through the ritual of making.’100 Liebeskind’s Jewish Museum in Berlin and World Trade Centre
project in New York are remarkable examples of architecture reflecting a strong spirituality; while
ignoring this dimension may be ‘politically correct’ it results in a hazardous tepidness and
mediocrity.
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V c. Refining Studio Structure and the Practicum Model
(Student/Client/Project)

Since survey results to all intents and purposes unanimously indicated that the live project or
practicum model is a reasonable point of departure, this sub-chapter will propose a social
entrepreneurship model and methodology which refine both typical studio structure and existing
practicums, while addressing the wealth of work to be done in the world against currently underutilised man hours (and poor geographic distribution). Rather than summarise what has been said to
date, these models will be refined from three perspectives: that of student, client, and overall project, in
conjunction with existing course curricula.
From the student’s perspective (ANNEX 2), the abject ‘drudgery’ characterizing architecture
schools can be substantially ameliorated. As noted, while CADD has done much to lighten the novice’s
load, it has also become a ‘dance of the freaky circles’101 for many due to the long hours of prep time
and intense concentration required. Balance is a key here and existing curricula might be revamped to
mitigate top-heaviness in these areas (focus varies from school to school). The ‘drudgery’ is primarily
identified as a studio-generated phenomenon (a reason for fixating on this aspect). As ANNEX 2
vividly portrays, the sleeplessness and relentless labour typifying ‘workaholism’ and architectural
studio culture are antithetical to a well-designed life style and defy common sense. Additionally, the
pattern is encouraged into internship and practice where it is apparently not justified via commensurate
remuneration.
One suggestion is that the practicum model readily translates into a year-long 9am-5pm ‘work
week’ within the university environment (university as ‘incubator’) following a traditional agenda
which includes social entrepreneurship course work. This advanced service-learning studio might be a
required thesis paradigm, with each student or student cell identifying and funding their own project
with faculty and professional mentorship, after working on one or more faculty-sponsored group live
101
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projects earlier in the curriculum (as with the Rural Studio, Rice University’s Building Workshop,
Archeworks--founded by Tigerman and Maddox in Chicago in 1993, and Yale’s design/build model
established by Charles Moore in 1968, to list a few102). Albeit somewhat unrealistic, the ‘charrette
could pass at 5/6pm’ with doors to the studio locked until the following morning (or some version
thereof—e.g. Judson College). Existing models are encouraging and have successfully tackled issues of
professional liability, client identification, and funding.
Innovations through operative practice are most evident in transformations of traditional
modes of design service. In the work of Archeworks, Design Corps, Rural Studio,
Studio 804, and other education-based design initiatives, the systematic context upon
which the practices operate is often the anonymous, standardized processes of
government low-income housing and service provision, and notably the failure of these
processes to accommodate many individuals’ and families’ specific needs. In response,
each of these organizations has developed a unique, replicable model of design service
provision by strategically coupling government and nonprofit funding with the talents of
student designers or design interns in a streamlined, low-cost design process: a new
model of practice in response to a unique political and economic context. Though the
process of design service provided in each case is perfectly consistent with traditional
approaches to private design practice, their innovations as operative practice lie in their
singular methods of funding and delivery, not to mention their transformation of the
traditional model of architectural education and internship.103
From the client’s perspective, student work needs to include a set of construction documents
and cost estimates (even if construction is done in-house or with a voluntary labour force) if the
package is to be truly meaningful, preferably including the final, built product. It is generally
recommended that ‘clients’ pay in some way, albeit minimally, so that work is not taken for granted.
The ‘authentic educational experience’ according to Paulo Friere implies an equality between
client/user (the ‘helped’) and the ‘helper’ (student/faculty design team): ‘Authentic help means that all
who are involved help each other mutually, growing together in common effort to understand the
reality which they seek to transform. Only through such praxis—in which those who help and those
who are being helped help each other simultaneously--can the act of helping become free from the
distortion in which the helper dominates the helped…Based on this idea, the university and the
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community share the responsibility of enriching the student-faculty educational experience and
participating in the community’s development.’104
The overall project perspective considers building users and the larger public. Often clients
try to dictate design and programme with minimal regard for the actual users or larger community; to
this end, ‘client’ design education and artistic freedom might be included as mandatory components of
a contract arrangement, with design and publication credit ascribed appropriately.
The Rural Studio established a different process for creating partnerships with
(clients). The Hale County Department of Human Resources (DHR), a state-funded
social service agency, helped make the best connections between families in need of
a house and the design-build program. DHR is typical of community-based agencies
that exist in every US county in having intimate grassroots knowledge of issues and
individuals in need. In its role as a matchmaker, DHR recommends several families
in need for participation in the Rural Studio program. Following these
recommendations, ‘get-to-know-you’ meetings take place, and if the chemistry is
right, the students and client proceed to creating a project. In 1999 (we) defined
criteria to match the goals of the program with a family’s situation and their needs
based on past lessons. We first asked Rural Studio students to develop a list that
would help find the best partner in the new house design-build project—to assure
that services would be of use…105
Surveys and interviews with actual building users/occupants as well as with sponsoring clients prior to
the design process can be enlightening, conflict-preventive, and quality-ensuring, constituting a
valuable component to the pre-design/programmation phase of the architectural mission. Additionally,
public participation is typically considered intrinsic to sustainable design.
Finally, various structures for the model have been formulated from the collective experience
of those already engaged in live projects (both design and design/build) which William Carpenter sums
up from his analysis of over ten case studies as follows: ‘Teams of no more than seven should be
chosen by the students themselves. This team size is large enough to allow for work to be accomplished
and delegated. Each should designate a person in charge of design, construction documents, materials
acquisition, fund-raising, public relations, project safety, and scheduling. Design should be the central
focus of the groups in that it permeates every part of the process. Meetings between team members
104
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should be short and well planned.’106 Additionally, Carpenter recommends use of the Myers Briggs
personality test for students as a means of uncovering interests and predilections as they interact, a
system currently employed by the Programme for Interdisciplinary Design for the Built Environment at
Cambridge University.
V d. Redefining Professional Design Degrees
In an effort to reattribute respect to the architectural profession and its practitioners, the threeyear professional MArch degree and its various Diploma equivalents would greatly benefit from new
nomenclature, such as the ArchD or Architecture Doctorate, particularly given the amount of work and
time these professional degrees represent. The attribution of a masters or diploma for three (and
sometimes four+) very intensive years of graduate level work is seen as demeaning by many interns
and professionals107, with architects ‘shooting themselves in the foot’ in propagating the ‘semantic
misnomer’. With or without the addition of the practicum model, revised nomenclature should be
relatively easy to push through at the national government level, especially given the precedent of the
attorneys’ LLM which the lawyers themselves turned into a ‘JD’ (Juris Doctorate) retroactively and
virtually ubiquitously (Britain being an exception). Additionally, the five-year BArch and its various
equivalents might translate into a MArch or similar masters degree, especially since the fifth year
typically represents a graduate level year or one-year masters course (e.g. MSt at Oxford).
V d i. Implementation Guidelines and Groundwork
As with many ‘activist’ movements, petitions are an effective place to start and can be
submitted to state and federal accreditation agencies (NAAB, NCARB, ARB etc) in conjunction with
letters from heads of professional organisations like the AIA, RIBA, Ordre des Architectes, architecture
schools, and so forth. Web sites are extremely useful, especially in conjunction with ‘spam’ and
legwork to inform and collect petition signatures, and publications and other established venues (e.g.
ArchVoices.org) are to be encouraged to promote the ‘cause’, building on existing groundwork set via
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recent ‘revolutionary’ initiatives108. The AIA and/or agencies like the RIBA might hire lawyers to
process logistical paperwork and fund an interdisciplinary team of architects and related professionals
to push things through. Again, like a ‘mosquito buzzing around a giant’s head’, relentless noise from
the profession is likely to result in government and other concerned agencies taking note and amending
laws, statutes, and nomenclature accordingly.
V d ii. Recommended Plan of Action / Prognosis
A next step is to collect relevant literature (see attached Bibliography) and interface with all
those invested in the movement, seeking endorsement for a common voice. That voice (which could
grow from one of the afore-mentioned entities like ArchVoices.org) might sponsor further research and
publications (e.g. New York Times) relative to these issues, manage petitions and surveys and send out
letters to appropriate individuals and associations. Mass mailings indubitably help, and schools’ ArchD
accreditation status might be made dependent on the inclusion of some form of practicum/live project
development model (with ArchD status serving as the ‘carrot’ or reward for compliance). It is my hope
that this paper will be widely distributed and set an example for social service and activism in the field,
and will develop into a transformational book.
Apart from debatable semantics or what might be argued as erroneous nomenclature
regarding existing architecture degrees, the service-based learning live project model is a
potentially life-altering vehicle of delivery for original scholarship and research meritorious of
traditional doctoral status (i.e. by common usage, as in the UK where a doctorate implies major
research). Besides service-learning and service-distribution to the ‘two-thirds’ world characterised
by a dearth of architects and limited resources for development (as well as to local needy areas), a
further requirement of an ArchD programme could be contribution to knowledge in architecture
constituting original, innovative work with a built-in, disciplined research exercise linked to the live
design project (e.g. cutting edge construction methodology, low energy/green building technology,
synthesis with a complicated science not typically explored by architects, such as bio-engineering,
108
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and so forth). The model also works in universities in the ‘two-thirds’ world where projects can be
monitored close to home and/or in tandem with sponsoring or partnering institutions.
The initiative has the potential for raising the standards of the top-end of the profession-which, fueled with highly trained ArchD’s--would become characterised by architectural
specialisations, as in the medical, legal, and engineering fields. Areas of expertise might further
include health, worship or educational building design, smart building technology, alternative
energy sourcing and sustainability, 4D digital scheduling, disaster mitigation, affordable housing,
post-occupancy evaluation (P.O.E), international development, or design performance criteria (e.g.
CABE) with remuneration reflecting level of expertise. A majority of these ArchD practitioners
might be encouraged to continue to publish in part-time posts within research institutions.
The real-life apprenticeship currently required by most licensing bodies would be assured as
an integral part of in-house ArchD professional training (with the service model providing
project/research material sourcing), and high quality design benefiting both ‘helper’ and ‘helped’
would start dotting under-served (and disaster-stricken) landscapes. Project continuity would be
guaranteed through required thesis criteria, and job availability would be increased via adaptation
and application of the new model. Assuming experienced direction and mentorship, both the
architectural profession and world-at-large have much to gain through a revamping of architectural
education which is geared to production for the needy as a complement to existing paradigms.
Technology can be used to subjugate the people or it can be used to liberate
them….And whoever says that a technician of whatever sort, be he [sic] an architect,
doctor, engineer, scientist, etc., needs solely to work with his instruments, in his
chosen specialty, while his countrymen are starving or wearing themselves out in the
struggle, has de facto gone over to the other side. He is not apolitical: he has taken a
political decision, but one opposed to the movements for liberation.109
--Che Guevara, VII Congreso Internacional de la UIA, Havana, 1963
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VI. CONCLUSION

In response to the call to improve the quality and character of architectural education in the
UK and abroad with regard to formative practical experience, this paper presents students, new
graduates and their tutors with perhaps more meaningful opportunities to develop their architectural
skills. Current traditional paradigms of design education have received criticism in the architectural
press, related publications, and now on the web. This study attempts to demonstrate the array of ethical
dilemmas confronting students and practitioners alike, with a survey conducted in the course of this
work seeming to confirm the broad conclusions of many of the system’s critics.

•

Service-learning is not only a way to initiate the unexposed to professional practice and
development early-on within the supportive, safe environment of academe, but provides the underprivileged with services they typically could not afford and a link to a major university and all its
resources. As such it constitutes sound, sustainable stewardship.

•

We can build on the many remarkable examples of innovative approaches to design education
towards this end, such as Samuel Mockbee’s Rural Studio.

•

Exchange programmes, extended services, and professional development courses have tremendous
potential for bi-directional empowerment.

•

Clients and funding sources abound and are readily identifiable through today’s information
highway and international NGO’s, professional societies, government programmes, and charitable
grant-making foundations.
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•

Legal issues are not insurmountable as exemplified through a plethora of excellent, working
service-learning based models.

•

Issues of ethics and spirituality can effectively be addressed through design arts education, and
constitute the artist’s prerogative and educator’s responsibility.

•

Attorneys have provided a formidable example of degree nomenclature modification to better
represent the design profession and extensive education and apprenticeship involved, improving
societal perception of the industry.

•

Vast research opportunities are afforded by the live project-based studio model, along with more
motivational and creative use of man hours. The paradigm provides an ethical, innovative riposte
to the present challenge to ‘make poverty history’ via the design arts.

A case has been made for interdisciplinary live project experience and exploration within
academia in conjunction with a greater emphasis on related, continuing professional development—an
essentially ‘aspirational and experimental’ prototype to date—as a means of substantially strengthening
design education and practice. It is hoped that the suggestions herewith will assist in the wider
dissemination of the pilot service-learning model in the largely interwoven fields of product design,
fine arts, and engineering, as well as in the specific focus of this paper, architecture, and well beyond.
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(from http://www.ArchVoices.org/):
Affordable Housing Design Advisor (www.designadvisor.org)
A website that unites experiences and ideas from successful affordable housing projects all
over the country, and the people who developed, designed and built them.
Architects/Designers/Planners for Social Responsibility (ADPSR) (www.adpsr.org)
A national member organization with local chapters that host a variety of programs.
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Association for Community Design (ACD) (www.communitydesign.org)
An association of community design centers, ACD was created in the belief that Community
Design Centers can serve as a useful tool for community improvement development
organizations in the economically distressed neighborhoods of the nation.
The Brunner Foundation (www.brunnerfoundation.org)
An award for those who believe that social equity, economic opportunity and environmental
stewardship can be embraced to sustain all America's communities.
Design Corps (www.designcorps.org)
A non-profit organization whose mission is to find ways to offer quality, affordable design
services to people who do not typically have access to an architect's services. They offer
fellowships through the AmeriCorps VISTA Program, giving architecture graduates the
opportunity to work as community planners and designers.
Design Matters (www.uic.edu/aa/cdc/AHDC/website/)
A catalog of exemplary affordable housing located throughout the U. S., compiled by the City
Design Center at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
Detroit Community Design Center (www.udmercy.edu/dcdc)
A two-year fellowship for professional degree holders to engage in community design work and
teaching at the University of Detroit-Mercy.
Idealist.org (www.enterprisefoundation.org)
An incredibly comprehensive list of job postings for non-profit jobs around the world. Search
under "Arts," "Architecture," "Community Building and Renewal," "Housing and
Homelessness," or any of a number of other job categories.

http://ed.sjtu.edu.cn/rank/2004/top500(1-100).htm
http://fdncenter.org/learn/classroom/
http://fdncenter.org/marketplace/catalog/product_sp.jhtml?id=prod520001
http://www.architects-online.co.uk/salary_survey.htm
http://www.archsoc.com/kcas/bestunis.html
http://www.archsoc.com/kcas/Historyed.html
http://www.archsoc.com/kcas/studyingAus.html
http://www.archvoices.org/index.cfm?pg=Internship&s=Exploitation
http://www.archvoices.org/index.cfm?pg=Careers&s=AltPaths
http://www.arplus.com/ard/dec2000/fred/fred.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos038.htm
http://www.internshipsummit.org/index.cfm?pg=background&d=TaskForce
http://www.utsa.edu/today/2004/07/arroyo.cfm
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VIII. ANNEX 1A

p o e t i c

l i c e n s e

international architecture & design collaborative

13 bd de magenta 75010 paris france tel/fax 33(0)1 42 40 54 72 33 (0)6 15 95 60 67
poetclcnse@juno.com
www.PoeticLicenseIntl.com

The purpose of this survey is to further research regarding the restructuring of architectural education, making it
more pertinent and useful to contemporary culture, society, and markets, and as background for turning the 3-year
MArch degree/professional license (and/or equivalent) into an AD (Architecture Doctorate) both retroactively and
into the future (much as lawyers have done transmogrifying their LLM’s into JD’s), with the MArch replacing the
BArch and its various equivalents throughout the world. Your input will be most appreciated.
1. Current professional situation:
2. Where was your design education obtained (leading to what degree?)?
3. Were you satisfied with your education, and do you feel it adequately prepared you for a career in design? If not,
how would you have changed it?
4. Were you satisfied with your internship/residency experience (and where was it obtained)?
5. Did you have an ‘internship’ experience in the context of academe (if so, please describe)?
6. In your opinion, what were the major inadequacies of your design education? Strengths? How would you have
augmented both your education & internship experience(s)?
7. Do you feel that working on live projects in the university context while a student would be useful?
8. How about learning to identify live (real) projects for nonprofits, both locally and overseas (e.g. an AIDS clinic in
Africa, a shelter for street children in Russia, etc)?
9. What about fund-raising and grant-writing skills for such projects?
10. Any other suggestions/ideas for improving/changing architectural education as well as the profession at large
(development, legal counsel, etc)? Have you encountered any noteworthy progressive models or innovations? If so
please list them.
11. Any suggested remedies to issues such as the exploitation of our youth, lack of employment, inadequate
remuneration for services rendered, ostensible over-abundance of design professionals, and/or lack of client design
appreciation and government regulation?
12. Suggested improvements to existing design education methodology (all fields) and for expanded service venues:
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VIII. ANNEX 1B [from Architectural Internship Everybody’s Issue p. 17]
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VIII. ANNEX 2
Abstract
The following is a humorous--or not so
humorous--assessment of architecture
students, which many people can
probably relate to.

101 Ways "You know you're an architecture student when..."
Campbell Coulter

1. ...you know the janitors by name.
2. ...your roommates say "good morning," and you reply "good night."
3. ...you carry a toothbrush in your backpack.
4. ...someone asks you for your phone number and you give them the studio's.
5. ...you start paying rent for your desk space in studio.
6. ...you can't get a ride from 'Campus Cruiser'.
7. ...breakfast is your 5th meal of the day.
8. ...the morning newspaper beats you home.
9. ...'Red Bull' is you favorite drink.
10. ...all of the Christmas gifts you give are wrapped in trace.
11. ...you ask Santa Clause for architecture supplies.
12. ...you ask Santa Clause for a sleeping bag.
13. ...after all of you expenses, you can't afford to pay attention
14. ...you have 3 or more cups of double shot coffee espressos in one night
15. ...you have 3 or more 'Mountain Dews' in one night.
16. ...you hear the same song on the radio 3 or more times in one night.
17. ...the only sleep you get is in your G. E. classes.
18. ...the cars have turned off their headlights.
19. ...construction workers are already working.
20. ...you greet the crew team
21. ...you're dating another architecture student.
22. ...you're in a 6-unit class and it is still not enough.
23. ...you spend more time in studio than in your own bed.
24. ...you spend more time in studio than with your wife.
25. ...your parents are complaining that you're not having enough fun.
26. ...you only leave studio to buy supplies.
27. ...you haven't taken a shower in a week.
28. ...you see showering as a waste of time.
29. ...you've ever dreamt about your models.
30. ...upon hearing 'supermodel', you think of a nicely crafted-foam core model.
31. ...your parents have more of a social life than you.
32. ...your 11-year-old sister has more of a social life than you.
33. ...you consider using broccoli for your models.
34. ...you enjoy hanging out at 'Home Depot'.
35. ...you know all the 24-hour food places in the area.
36. ...your friends get more sleep in one night than you do in one week.
37. ...the streetlights turn off.
38. ...you consider 3AM an early night.
39. ...when you are out at 3AM, and your wife knows where you're at..
40. ..."scoring" involves an X-Acto blade
41. ...everything you eat comes in single serving baggies.
42. ...the idea of a 24 hour 'Kinko's' make's perfect sense
43. ...smoking sounds appealing.
44. ...you're out on Friday nights in studio.
45. ...you don't find out who wins the Presidential Election until Thanksgiving Break, if you get one at all.
46. ...picking up breakfast is the last thing you do before going home.
47. ...the only building on campus with its lights on is your studios'.
48. ...a break consists of moving your car.
49. ...you receive mail in studio.
50. ...you say "It's only midnight- I have plenty of time to finish."
51. ...you confuse sunrise with sunset.
52. ...you ask what time it is, then ask "AM or PM?"
53. ...you strangle your roommate because he said he stayed up late studying.
54. ...you've memorized you favorite vending machine combination item (B6).
55. ...your Friday night is 68 hours long.
56. ...you know how much a cubic foot of cement weighs (150lbs).
57. ...you slice your finger, and the first thing you think of is if you'll be able to finish your model.
58. ...you understand why architects have glasses and white hair.
59. ...you swear there are only 120 people at USC.
60. ...you know all of these are true, no exaggerations.
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61. ...you can listen to all your CD's in one night.
62. ...certain songs remind you of studio.
63. ...you can conceptually compose the food on your plate.
64. ...you think the 'Weekender' happens every weekend.
65. ...upon hearing 'Weekender' you think of studio.
66. ...the 'Shop Cafe' closes when you arrive, and reopens before you leave studio.
67. ...you have to wait for breakfast shops to open.
68. ...you go to 'Taco Bell', and order the "usual", and they understand.
69. ...you use architecture tools to eat.
70. ...you think "X-Acto Blade Throwing" is a sport.
71. ...you only buy groceries once a month.
72. ...you wake up to go to school and you're already there.
73. ...you start wearing all black.
74. ...you carry a sweatshirt to all of your classes.
75. ...you have no life, and admit it.
76. ...you start to critique a radio selection's selection of songs.
77. ...you bring your friends to studio to keep you company.
78. ...you refer to outside studio as the "Real World."
79. ..."going out to eat" is at the 'Shop Cafe.
80. ...going on a vacation involves going to 'Roark' or 'Pearl'.
81. ...you have memorized every radio commercial that airs after 10PM.
82. ...you confuse today and tomorrow.
83. ...you tell time by when other people leave studio.
84. ...you can write a 6-page term paper by procrastinating.
85. ...you hear "Didn't you wear that yesterday?' followed by "and the day before that?"
86. ...you roommate files a 'Missing Person Report.'
87. ...you count the number of days (not hours) you've been awake.
88. ...you think days are 48 hours long.
89. ...you go to the store to buy a six-pack of 'Red Bull'.
90. ..."Homecoming" happens once a week.
91. ...on Halloween, you dress like your instructors.
92. ...on Halloween you trick-or-treat in studio to get arch supplies or 'Red Bull.'
93. ..."respect", "coolness', and "hatred" are all based on how much sleep you get, or lack of.
94. ...you see your own picture on a milk carton.
95. ...you start using words your instructor uses.
96. ...your bed has collected a layer of dust on it.
97. ...concept of time is not forward, but a countdown from the time a project is due ("What time is it?""4
hours 'till").
98. ...you contemplate suicide 3 times a day.
99. ...you contemplate dropping your major 3 times a day.
100. ...you have a tent pitched in studio, but still don't go to sleep.
101. ...doing models all night long excites you.
University of Southern California

http://www.archvoices.org/index.cfm?pg=Resources&s=Library&d=Librarydetail&LID=105&MaxResults=20&startro
w=1&searchwords=Education%20History&lineNbr=1

Cover, Progressive Architecture, July 1994

with special thanks to
maggi dawn, marcial echenique, vanessa and max fowler,
alessandra jann-jordan, paul kirby, eshani mahesan, stephen platt, wendy pullan,
alan short, robin spence, rebecca stanley,
cambridge university martin centre, colombo school of architecture
and all those who so graciously filled out the surveys
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Mobile Learning: Connecting Language Learning
Inside and Outside the Classroom

Dr. Tina Wu
Assistant Professor
Central Connecticut State University
1615 Stanley St, New Britain, CT 06050
United States
wut@ccsu.edu

Abstract
The students we face today are raised in a technology environment. To effectively engage this
new generation of digital learners, educators face a multitude of challenges - both pedagogically
and technologically. Many experts in the field predict that over the coming years, mobile
learning will expand and evolve dramatically. Learners will no longer be chained to their
computers and network connections; they will be learning while hiking in the mountains,
strolling on the beach, sitting on the lawn or jogging along a city street. Mobility, immediacy
and collaboration will become the macrotrend of future technology usage. To meet the demands
of today’s students, educators urge that it is imperative that teachers have knowledge about this
trend and be able to incorporate mobile learning as part of their face to face instruction. In this
paper, Mobile Learning technologies and their mobile devices are introduced as are samples of
projects and activities in Chinese language learning, after which their benefits and challenge are
reviewed.
Key words: mLearning, Mobile Learning, Mobile Assisted Language Learning, MALL,
eLearning, Distance Learning, On-line Learning, Flexible Learning.
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IMAGE ANALYSIS OF WOMEN IN POWER
AS DEPICTED ON LATE CLASSIC POLYCHROME MAYA CERAMIC VESSELS
Petrouchka Alexieva
BA in Nursing (Bulgaria) and BA in Anthropology, CSULA (USA)
Address: 11160 Gaviota Ave, Granada Hills, CA 91344
E-mail: alexieva@yahoo.com

Abstract
Maya people reached the “Golden Age” of their civilization during the Late Classic Period,
between 600 and 800 AD. Unfortunately, the most beautiful monuments of their architecture have been
buried for more than 1000 years under the tropical forest and very few artifacts are preserved. The
written traces from the splendor of this period of the Mayan civilization are limited to images on
palace murals, cave walls and the ceramics relating the Mayan understanding of creation, life and
death. Most of the vessels are well preserved due to the fact that their production was ordered and
presented to kings and high ranking members of the elite and used only in very special ceremonies.
So far the anthropologists paid little attention to the depiction of women and especially the
importance of female power and appearance in Mayan mythology. I have researched 2105 roll-out
photographs of ceramic vessels within the Mayan vase database. Living in the male dominated society
and mythological universe, women still actively participated in political life. Some of them are
depicted as equals to rulers and goddesses share the power of the underworld with the male deities.
Such depiction like the one of the Moon Goddess could have been “supernatural models of female
power” for the Mayan women during the Late Classic. Learning more about her would help
contemporary Mayan women better understand their power and gain their appropriate role in the
persistently male-dominated society of modern Central America.
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The Impact of Shadowing
on the Confidence and Motivation of Students
from the Grammar-Translation Background

Kazuko Shiota

Monterey Institute of International Studies
The Graduate School of Language and Educational Linguistics
257 Van Buren Street, #E,
Monterey, CA 93940, U.S. A.
kazuko.shiota@miis.edu
kazuko8364@yahoo.co.jp

Abstract
This study's objective was to investigate the effectiveness of shadowing on novice college students'
psychology: low on intrinsic motivation in the Grammar Translation Method (GTM) and high on anxiety
in the Communicative Approach. The research method used to obtain data included: post-activity
questionnaires and teacher observations about communication tasks and shadowing, and post-shadowing
interviews with two representatives. I found that shadowing greatly helped students increase their intrinsic
motivation and decrease their anxiety. This study also indicates that if students know nothing but the GTM,
the Communicative Approach could be too challenging. The study which includes prior studies indicating
that shadowing impacts positively on English skills supports the literature and identifies shadowing as a
potential and useful teaching method for paving a bridge between the GTM and the Communicative
Approach.

According to a 2002 survey on the state of English language education conducted at
technical colleges (Kosen) in Japan, students at Kosen, even though they are proficient at
their specialized subjects such as electronics, mechanical engineering, and aeronautics are
generally not enthusiastic about learning English and their English language skills remain at
beginner’s level. In reaction to these results, the report reflects on English classes that have
been conducted without paying attention to students' motivation and proposes to innovate
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English teaching methods in Kosen. It concludes that teachers should redesign English
classes going from the traditional teacher-centered style to employing a student-centered style
where students use what they learn in class. This communicative aspect improves their basic
English skills and allows them to use English in practical situations. Students generally
regard English as a subject which is outside their major. In addition, judging from the fact
that Kosen has been proud of its successful achievement in intermediation between
companies (or universities) and students, it is difficult to motivate students by offering
instrumental extrinsic rewards i.e. passing examinations. For the sake of propelling students'
motivation toward English classes, teachers need to design language instruction that focuses
on intrinsic motivation.
Since April, 2005, I have been in charge of an elective-required class (all students were
required to sign up for an elective class) for fourth year students for which I could freely
design the curriculum. I decided to design the class as a grammar class, but did not want to
conduct it in a traditional way in which students are merely supposed to do exercises,
translate them into Japanese, and be provided with grammar instruction from a teacher. I
thought that such a teacher-centered way would prevent students from increasing their
intrinsic motivation. According to "A Checklist of Intrinsically Motivating Techniques"
(Brown, 2001, p.80), if a technique appeals to the students' genuine interests, it increases their
intrinsic motivation. To begin I asked students about their interests and asked them to
evaluate their level in a preliminary questionnaire at the first class in April, 2005. I found that
most students were interested in improving their communication skills, regardless of their
level. Accordingly, I introduced an activity in which students were supposed to create a group
consisting of three or four people and perform communication tasks (e.g. information gap,
opinion-exchange task, and problem-solving tasks) to practice speaking English using a
grammar-feature which they had just learned in the beginning part of the class. It was
extremely new for students who have been familiar only with the grammar translation
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method. It is commonly said that the communicative approach is weak at providing learners
with accuracy. In addition, I knew that students lack basic skills in terms of grammar and
vocabulary although they have already studied grammar extensively over the past six years.
Therefore, I designed activities in which students were supposed to talk about simple daily
topics. They received examples they could use as models and a list of possible words they
could use in the activities. In addition to giving explicit instruction on a targeted
grammar-point, I permitted students to use dictionaries and gave them plenty of time and
power to control their conversations. I did not monitor their performance or evaluate the
quality of it. I believed that students would surely increase their intrinsic motivation by
collaborative learning in a small group consisting of familiar friends.
I expected that the students' performance would be at the junior high school level. This
turned out to be an optimistic expectation. The activity revealed a dichotomy. The students
fell into two groups: some students actively participated in conversation, others withdrew
from the group. The separation was clear. It seemed that the problematic behavior came
mostly from students who pessimistically evaluated their level. The unfavorable behavior was
as follows: keeping silent with an embarrassed expression, repeating gestures without
speaking, withdrawal from conversation, and refusal of eye contact. They seemed to be
extremely negative and seemed to exhibit some of the signs of language anxiety (Oxford,
1999, p.66). I conducted a questionnaire at the end of the semester to investigate if the
activity had contributed to improving students' intrinsic motivation, and found that there were
both positive and negative comments. Some negative comments said only "Impossible for
me" or "Too difficult".
Arnold and Brown (1999) suggest that "It is possible in some cases that the
methodology used can contribute to furthering anxiety" (p.9). In the traditional
grammar-translation method that students have been familiar with, little anxiety occurs. On
the other hand, in a methodology focusing on communication, anxiety easily occurs (Arnold
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&Brown, 1999). However, since the traditional teacher-centered method did not contribute to
improving student motivation, I could not return to it. Moreover, I obtained positive results to
some extent by the communication tasks that I conducted in the class, and thought that I
should explore them further. Nevertheless, I realized that I needed to eliminate harmful
factors from the activity, not only for students who showed anxiety, but also to avoid
damaging the motivation of students who were already active. I finally decided not to
continue the communication tasks.
Afterwards I considered how I should design the student-centered class based on their
genuine interest in communication; and, how I could help to decrease students' anxiety and
increase intrinsic motivation regardless of ability level. I decided to employ shadowing
techniques. Shadowing is one of the training techniques used to improve interpreting skills,
and studies report that shadowing has recently become prevalent as a teaching method.
I introduced shadowing as an activity for a number of reasons: (1) Students would be
forced to listen and articulate sounds which in turn is close to communication, the students'
genuine interest. I also expected that shadowing could raise students' intrinsic motivation. (2)
There are a lot of marketed learning materials that focus on shadowing and vary levels and
topics. It is easy to find materials appropriate to the students’ levels. (3) Shadowing is easy to
introduce even in a classroom and requires no special equipment. (4) Shadowing is not
impacted a lot by class-size. I introduced shadowing in the middle of the school year, into an
ordinary classroom with 55 students.
Many studies have shown that shadowing has positive effects on English skills,
especially on listening skills, yet there are not enough studies that focus on its impact on
learners' emotions. In this study, therefore, I explore the impact of shadowing on student’s
psychology: i.e. whether or not shadowing is effective to decrease their anxiety as well as
increase students' intrinsic motivation regardless of their level.
First of all, I examine two areas which are keys in this study: (1) Learner psychology
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(intrinsic motivation, and learning anxiety), and (2) Shadowing (shadowing defined, and
shadowing as a teaching method). Next, I describe the participants' background and the
procedure of this study. Third, I present data collected numerically. Additionally, I also
present qualitative data from several perspectives: my view (observation during shadowing),
participants' view (post-activity questionnaire), representatives' view (interview from two
participants, one from a student who was active during communication tasks and received a
high grade in the previous year, and the other from a student who withdrew from
communication tasks and received a low grade in the previous year). After obtaining the data,
I reveal the analysis through comparing and synthesizing newly collected data with data I had
previously obtained pertaining to communication tasks (observation and a post-activity
questionnaire). Last, I interpret the effect of shadowing based on the result of data analysis,
and make some suggestions for English education in Kosen and possible research points for
further exploration.

Arnold, J., & Brown, H. D. (1999). A map of the terrain. In J. Arnold (Ed.), Affect in
language learning (pp.1-24). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Brown, H.D. (2001). Teaching by principles: An interactive approach to language pedagogy
(2nd ed.). New York: Pearson Education.
Oxford, R. (1999). Anxiety and the language learner: New insights. In J. Arnold (Ed.), Affect
in language learning (pp.58-67). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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The syntax of homophonous suffixes:
A case study of Russian
Olga Steriopolo
University of British Columbia, Canada
olgasteriopolo@hotmail.com

1. Objective


According to traditional accounts, homophones are linguistic objects that sound the same,
but differ in meaning, as illustrated in Table 1.

Meaning
Sound
Table 1: Traditional accounts



What about their syntactic structure? Is it the same or different?
This paper shows that homophones differ not in one, but in two aspects: they differ not only
in meaning, but also in syntactic structure, leaving just the sound the same, as illustrated in
Table 2.

Meaning
Sound
Structure
Table 2: The current proposal


Homophones
different
same

Homophones
different
same
different

The evidence will be drawn from homophonous suffixes in Russian.

2. Problem



In Russian, homophonous suffixes differ with respect to their distributional properties.
Examples: (ia) -išč’ „place/site‟ and (ib) -išč’ „augmentative (aug)‟
(iia) -ec „person‟
and (iib) -ec „diminutive (dim)‟
(iiia) -k „female‟
and (iiib) -k „diminutive (dim)‟
(ia) The suffix -išč’ „place/site‟ can change syntactic category (1), gender (2-3), and
inflectional class1 (3) of the base.

1

In Russian, nouns of different inflectional classes differ in their morphological properties. For example, Class I nouns
have the morphological ending -Ø in Nominative (Nom) case; while Class II nouns have the morphological ending -a in
Nom case. For an analysis of correlation between inflectional class and gender in Russian, see Steriopolo 2008.

1
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(1)

a. u-b‟ež-á-t‟
VERB.PREF-run-TH-INF
„to run away‟

b. u-b‟éž-išč’-e
VERB.PREF-run-PLACE-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„shelter‟

(2)

a. požár
fire.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„fire‟

b. požár‟-išč’-e
fire-PLACE-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„site of fire‟

(3)

a. konopl‟-á
hemp-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„hemp‟

b. konopl‟-íšč’-e
hemp-PLACE-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„place for gathering hemp‟

(ib) The suffix -išč’ „aug‟ does not change syntactic category, gender, or
inflectional class of the base (4-6).
(4)

a. dóm
house.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„house‟

b. dom‟-íšč’-e
house-AUG-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„house (aug)‟

(5)

a. ruk-á
hand-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„hand‟

b. ruč‟-íšč’-a2
hand-AUG-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„hand (aug)‟

(6)

a. bolót-o
swamp-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„swamp‟

b. bolót‟-išč’-e
swamp-AUG-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„swamp (aug)‟

(iia) The suffix -ec „person‟ can change syntactic category (7), gender and
inflectional class (8) of the base.
(7)

a. pláv-a-t‟
swim-TH-INF
„to swim‟

b. plav‟-éc
swim-PERS.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„swimmer‟

(8)

a. gor-á
b. gór‟-ec
mountain-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
mountain-PERS.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„mountain‟
„mountain dweller‟
(iib) The suffix -ec „dim‟ does not change syntactic category, gender, or
inflectional class of the base (9-10).

(9)

2

a. brát
brother.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„brother‟

b. brát‟-ec
brother-DIM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„brother (dim)‟

There is k ~ č’ alternation in this word.

2
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(10) a. sos-ún
suck-NOM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„suckling‟

b. sos-un‟-éc
suck-NOM-DIM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„suckling (dim)‟

(iiia) The suffix -k „female‟ can change gender and inflectional class of the base (1112).
(11)

a. vnúk
b. vnúč‟-k-a
grandchild.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
grandchild-FEM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„grandchild‟
„granddaughter‟

(12)

a. stud‟ént
student.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„student‟

b. stud‟ént-k-a
student-FEM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„female student‟

(iiib) The suffix -k „dim‟ does not change syntactic category, gender, or
inflectional class of the base (13-14).
(13) a. ríb-a
fish-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„fish‟

b. ríb-k-a
fish-DIM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„fish (dim)‟

(14) a. s‟irot-á
b. s‟irót-k-a
orphan-N.SG (MASC/FEM; CLASS II)
orphan-DIM-N.SG (MASC/FEM; CLASS II)
„orphan‟
„orphan (dim)‟


The question arises: If homophones differ only in meaning as traditional accounts claim,
how can we account for the differences in their distributional properties?

3. Proposal




Homophonous suffixes differ syntactically and belong to distinct syntactic types
(modifiers vs. heads).
Augmentative/diminutive -išč’ „aug‟, -ec „dim‟, -k „dim‟ (or „size suffixes‟) are noun
modifiers, as illustrated in (15a).
Their homophonous counterparts -išč’ „place/site‟, -ec „person‟, -k „female‟ (or „non-size
suffixes”) are noun heads, as illustrated in (15b).

(15) a. MODIFIERS

n
2
X
n
size suffix
-išč’ ‘aug’
-ec ‘dim’
-k ‘dim’

b. HEADS

n
2
n
X
non-size suffix
-išč’ ‘place/site’
-ec ‘person’
-k ‘female’
3
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NOUN MODIFIERS

Size suffixes
(-išč’ „aug‟, -ec „dim‟, -k „dim‟)
Non-size suffixes
(-išč’ „place/site‟, -ec „person‟, -k „female‟)
Table 3: Size suffixes and non-size suffixes

NOUN HEADS









4. Assumptions
4.1. Adopted framework
 I adopt a model of grammar in which syntax and morphology are analyzed as a single
engine, as in the framework of Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993, Halle 1997,
Marantz 1997, etc.). In this model, words are built by the same principles as phrases and
sentencesby syntactic principles.


(16)

In the framework of Distributed Morphology, √roots have no category per se, but can never
appear “bare”: they have to be categorized by combining with a category-defining function
head, such as the “little” n, a, or v, to form nouns, adjectives, or verbs, respectively, as
shown in (16a-c).
a.

n
2
n
√Root
‘noun’

b.

a
2
a
√Root
‘adjective’

c.

v
2
v
√Root
‘verb’

4.2. The distinction between syntactic modifiers vs. syntactic heads
 The distinction between modifiers and heads lies in the projection of category features
(Bierwisch 2003, Schütze 1995, Bachrach & Wagner 2007).
 Modifiers do not project, thus they do not determine category and grammatical features of
the output (e.g., grammatical gender, inflectional class), as illustrated in (17a).
 Heads project, thus they determine category and grammatical features of the output, as
illustrated in (17b).
(17) a. MODIFIERS



(18)

Y
2
X
Y

Xcategory/gender/class
2
Xcategory/gender/class Y

b. HEADS

Based on (17), the following diagnostics are used to determine syntactic types of
homophonous suffixes.
Diagnostics (cf. Bachrach & Wagner 2007:4)
Diagnostic I: Do homophonous suffixes change syntactic category?
Diagnostic II: Do homophonous suffixes change grammatical gender?
Diagnostic III: Do homophonous suffixes change inflectional class?
4
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Suffixes are classified as syntactic modifiers if the answers to (18) are negative.
Suffixes are classified as syntactic heads if the answers to (18) are affirmative.
DIAGNOSTICS

MODIFIERS

HEADS





II. Do homophonous suffixes change gender?





III. Do homophonous suffixes change class?





I.

Do homophonous suffixes change category?

Table 4: Diagnostics for syntactic heads vs. syntactic modifiers

5. Analysis
5.1. An analysis of the size suffix -išč’ ‘aug’ and the non-size suffix -išč’ ‘place/site’


I show that the size suffix -išč’ ‘aug‟ is a noun modifier (19a), while the non-size suffix
-išč’ „place/site‟ is a noun head (19b).

(19) a. MODIFIER

n
2
X
n
-išč’ ‘aug’

n
2
n
X
-išč’ ‘place/site’

b. HEAD

5.1.1. The non-size suffix -išč’ ‘place/site’ is a noun head


Evidence that -išč’ „place/site‟ = noun head:
i) It changes syntactic category (§5.1.1.1)
ii) It changes grammatical gender (§5.1.1.2)
iii) It changes inflectional class (§5.1.1.3)

5.1.1.1. Change in syntactic category


(20)

Affixation of the non-size suffix -išč’ „place/site‟ always results in a noun, independent of the
category of the base (20)-(22).
VN
a. pr‟i-b‟ež-á-t‟
VERB.PREF-run-TH-INF
„to run‟

b. pr‟i-b‟éž-išč’-e
VERB.PREF-run-PLACE-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„refuge‟

5
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c.

(21)

VN
a. u-b‟ež-á-t‟
VERB.PREF-run-TH-INF
„to run away‟
c.

(22)

n
2
n
v
-išč’ 2
v
√b'ežpr’i3-

b. u-b‟éž-išč’-e
VERB.PREF-run-PLACE-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„shelter‟

n
2
n
v
-išč’ 2
v
√b'ežu-

N=N
a. p‟ép‟el
ash.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„ash‟
c.

b. p‟ep‟el‟-íšč’-e
ash-PLACE-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„site of ashes‟

n2
2
n2
n1
-išč’ 2
n1
√p’ep’el-

5.1.1.2. Change in grammatical gender

(23)

Affixation of the non-size suffix -išč’ „place/site‟ always results in a neuter noun,
independent of the gender of the base (23)-(24).
masc  neut
a. požár
b. požár‟-išč’-e
fire.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
fire-PLACE-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„fire‟
„site of fire‟

3

The prefixes pr’i-, ras-, za-, and u- are so-called „lexical‟ prefixes as opposed to prefixes that are called „superlexical‟
(Babko-Malaya 2003, Dimitrova-Vulchanova 1999, Fowler 1996, Rojina 2004, Svenonius 2004). The difference
between lexical and superlexical prefixes is that the former are syntactic heads that originate in the verbal domain, while
that latter are syntactic modifiers that originate outside of the verbal domain (Svenonius 2004).

6
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c.

(24)

n2[neut]
2
n2[neut]
n1[masc]
-išč’
2
n1[masc] √požar-

fem  neut
a. konopl‟-á
hemp-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„hemp‟
c.

b. konopl‟-íšč’-e
hemp-PLACE-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„place for gathering hemp‟

n2[neut]
2
n2 [neut] n1[fem]
-išč’ 2
n1[fem] √konopl’-

5.1.1.3. Change in inflectional class


(25)

Affixation of the non-size suffix -išč’ „place/site‟ always results in a Class I noun,
independent of the inflectional class of the base (25)-(26), also see (24) above.
Class II  Class I
a. igr-á
game-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„game‟
c.

(26)

n2[class I]
2
n2 [class I]
n1[class II]
-išč’
2
n1[class II] √igr-

Class I = Class I
a. górod
town.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„town‟
c.

b. ígr‟-išč’-e
game-PLACE-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„place for playing games‟

b. gorod‟-íšč’-e
town-PLACE-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„site of ancient settlement‟

n2[class I]
2
n2 [class I]
n1[class I]
-išč’
2
n1[class I] √gorod-

7
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5.1.1.4. Summary


(27)

The non-size suffix -išč’ „place/site‟ is a noun head, because it forms neuter Class I nouns,
independent of the category or category features of the base (27).
HEAD

n[neut]/[class I]
2
n[neut]/[class I] X
-išč’ ‘place/site’

5.1.2. The size suffix -išč’ ‘aug’ is a noun modifier


Evidence that -išč’ „aug‟ = noun modifier:
i) It does NOT change syntactic category (§5.1.2.1)
ii) It does NOT change grammatical gender (§5.1.2.2)
iii) It does NOT change inflectional class (§5.1.2.3)

5.1.2.1. No change in syntactic category


(28)

Affixation of the size suffix -išč’ „aug‟ does NOT change the category of the base.
The size suffix -išč’ „aug‟ can only attach to nouns and return nouns (28)-(30).
N=N
a. kras-ot-á
b. kras-ot-íšč’-a
beautify-NOM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
beautify-NOM-AUG-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„beauty‟
„beauty (aug)‟
c. * kras-íšč’-a
beautify-AUG-N.SG
„beauty (aug)‟

(29)

n
2
-išč’4
n
2
n
√kras-ot

d.

* V = V (the same is true for *A = A)
a. pr‟i-b‟ež-á-t‟
b. * pr‟i-b‟ež-išč’-a-t
VERB.PREF-run-TH-INF
VERB.PREF-run-AUG-TH-INF
„to run‟
„to run very much‟
c.

*v
2
-išč’
v
2
v
√b'ežpr’i-

4

Here I assume that modifiers have no syntactic category, because their category cannot be established (see Wiltschko
in press).

8
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(30)

* V  N (the same is true for *A N)
a. ras-t‟er‟-á-t‟
b.* ras-t‟er‟-išč’-e/a
VERB.PREF-lose-TH-INF
VERB.PREF-lose-AUG-N.SG
„to lose‟
„somebody/something lost (aug)‟
c.

5.1.2.2.

(31)

masc = masc
a. dóm
house.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„house‟

b. dom‟-íšč’-e
house-AUG-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„house (aug)‟

n[masc]
2
-išč’
n[masc]
2
n[masc] √dom-

fem = fem
a. ruk-á
hand-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„hand‟
c.

(33)

No change in grammatical gender

Affixation of the size suffix -išč’ „aug‟ does NOT change the gender of the base (31)-(33).

c.

(32)

*n
2
-išč’
v
2
v
√ter’ras-

b. ruč‟-íšč’-a
hand-AUG-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„hand (aug)‟

n[fem]
2
-išč’
n[fem]
2
n[fem] √ruk-

neut = neut
a. bolót-o
swamp-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„swamp‟

b. bolót‟-išč’-e
swamp-AUG-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„swamp (aug)‟

9
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n[neut]
2
-išč’
n[neut]
2
n[neut] √bolot-

c.

5.1.2.3. No change in inflectional class


(34)

Affixation of the size suffix -išč’ „aug‟ does NOT change the inflectional class of the base
(34)-(35). See also (31)-(33) above.
Class I = Class I
a. vólk
wolf.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„wolf‟

n[class I]
2
-išč’
n[class I]
2
n[class I] √volk-

c.

(35)

b. volč‟-íšč’-e
wolf-AUG-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„wolf (aug)‟

Class II = Class II
a. borod-á
beard-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„beard‟

b. borod‟-íšč’-a
beard-AUG-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„beard (aug)‟

n[class II]
2
-išč’
n[class II]
2
n[class II] √borod-

c.

5.1.3. Summary


The size suffix -išč’ „aug‟ is a noun modifier (36a), while the non-size suffix -išč’ „place/site‟
is a noun head (36b).

(36) a. MODIFIER

n
2
X
n
-išč’ ‘aug’

n
2
n
X
-išč’ ‘place/site’

b. HEAD

10
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NOUN MODIFIER

NOUN HEAD

Size suffix -išč’ ‘aug’





Non-size suffix -išč’ ‘place/site’





Table 5: The size suffix -išč’ „aug‟ and the non-size suffix -išč’ „place/site‟
5.2. An analysis of the size suffix -ec ‘dim’ and non-size suffix -ec ‘person’


I show that the size suffix -ec „dim‟ is a noun modifier (37a), while the non-size suffix
-ec „person‟ is a noun head (37b).

(37) a. MODIFIER

n
2
X
n
-ec ‘dim’

n
2
n
X
-ec ‘person’

b. HEAD

5.2.1. The non-size suffix -ec ‘person’ is a noun head


Evidence that -ec „person‟ = noun head:
i) It changes syntactic category (§5.2.1.1)
ii) It changes grammatical gender (§5.2.1.2)
iii) It changes inflectional class (§5.2.1.3)

5.2.1.1. Change in syntactic category


(38)

Affixation of the non-size suffix -ec „person‟ always results in a noun, independent of the
category of the base (38)-(40).
VN
a. pláv-a-t‟
swim-TH-INF
„to swim‟
c.

b. plav‟-éc
swim-PERS.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„swimmer‟

n
2
n
v
5
-ec
2
v
√plav-

5

It might be argued that in this structure, the suffix -ec attaches directly to the root √plav- rather than the verb because of
the absence of verbal morphology (compare with (20c) and (21c), where verbal morphology is present in the form of
verbal prefixes). This, however, does not make a difference for the present analysis, because in either case the suffix
determines the syntactic category „noun‟ of the derived form, which follows from its status as a syntactic head. The
same holds for the structures (39c) and (40c) below.

11
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(39)

AN
a. górd-ij
proud-MASC.N.SG
„proud‟
c.

(40)

n
2
n
a
-ec
2
a
√gord-

N=N
a. párt‟i-ja
party-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„party‟
c.

b. gord‟-éc
proud-PERS.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„proud person‟

b. part‟í-ec
party-PERS.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„member of a party‟

n2
2
n2
n1
-ec
2
n1
√part’i-

5.2.1.2. Change in grammatical gender


(41)

Affixation of the non-size suffix -ec „person‟ always results in a masculine noun,
independent of the gender of the base (41)-(42).
neut  masc
a. d‟él-o
business-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„business‟
c.

(42)

b. d‟el‟-éc
business-PERS.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„businessman‟

n2[masc]
2
n2[masc]
n1[neut]
-ec
2
n1[neut] √d’el-

fem  masc
a. vdov-á
widow-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„female widow‟

b. vdov‟-éc
widow‟-PERS.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„male widow‟

12
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c.

n2[masc]
2
n2[masc]
n1[fem]
-ec
2
n1[fem] √vdov-

5.2.1.3. Change in inflectional class


(43)

Affixation of the non-size suffix -ec „person‟ always results in a Class I noun, independent of
the inflectional class of the base (43)-(44). See also (41)-(42) above.
Class II  Class I
a. gor-á
mountain-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„mountain‟
c.

(44)

b. gór‟-ec
mountain-PERS.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„mountain dweller‟

n2[class I]
2
n2[class I]
n1[class II]
-ec
2
n1[class II] √gor-

Class I = Class I
a. Komsomól
b. Komsomól‟-ec
Komsomol.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
Komsomol-PERS.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„Komsomol‟
„a member of Komsomol‟
c.

n2[class I]
2
n2[class I]
n1[class I]
-ec
5
Komsomol

5.2.1.4. Summary


(45)

The non-size suffix -ec „person‟ is a noun head, because it forms neuter Class I nouns,
independent of the category or category features of the base (45).
HEAD

n[masc]/[class I]
2
n[masc]/[class I] X
-ec ‘person’

13
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5.2.2. The size suffix -ec ‘dim’ is a noun modifier


Evidence that -ec „dim‟ = noun modifier:
i) It does NOT change syntactic category (§5.2.2.1)
ii) It does NOT change grammatical gender (§5.2.2.2)
iii) It does NOT change inflectional class (§5.2.2.3)

5.2.2.1. No change in syntactic category



Affixation of the size suffix -ec „dim‟ does NOT change the category of the base.
The size suffix -ec „dim‟ can only attach to nouns and return nouns (46)-(48).

(46) N = N
a. br‟ex-ún
lie-NOM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„liar‟
c. * br‟ex‟-ec
lie-DIM-N.SG
„liar (dim)‟

(47)

n
2
-ec
n
2
n
√br’ex-un

d.

* V = V (the same is true for *A = A)
a. pr‟i-b‟ež-á-t‟
b. * pr‟i-b‟ež-ec-a-t‟
VERB.PREF-run-TH-INF
VERB.PREF-run-DIM-TH-INF
„to run‟
„to run a little bit‟
c.

(48)

b. br‟ex-un’-éc
lie-NOM-DIM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„liar (dim)‟

*v
2
-ec
v
2
v
√b'ežpr’i-

* V  N (the same is true for *A N)
a. ras-t‟er‟-á-t‟
b.* ras-t‟er‟-ec
VERB.PREF-lose-TH-INF
VERB.PREF-lose-DIM.N.SG
„to lose‟
„somebody/something lost (dim)‟
c.

*n
2
-ec
v
2
v
√ter’ras14
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5.2.2.2. No change in grammatical gender



Affixation of the size suffix -ec „dim‟ does NOT change the gender of the base (49)-(51).
The suffix -ec „dim‟ can only attach to masculine nouns and return masculine nouns (49).

(49) masc = masc
a. brát
brother.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„brother‟
c.



(50)

n[masc]
2
-ec
n[masc]
2
n[masc] √brat-

Its allomorphs -ic „dim‟ and -c „dim‟ can only attach to feminine and neuter nouns,
respectively. The suffixes -ic „dim‟ and -c „dim‟ do NOT change the gender of the base (50)(51).
fem = fem
a. s‟estr-á
sister-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„sister‟
c.

(51)

b. brát‟-ec
brother-DIM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„brother (dim)‟

n[fem]
2
-ic
n[fem]
2
n[fem] √s’estr-

neut = neut
a. bolót-o
swamp-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„swamp‟
c.

b. s‟estr‟-íc-a
sister-DIM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„sister (dim)‟

b. bolót-c-e
swamp-DIM-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„swamp (dim)‟

n[neut]
2
-c
n[neut]
2
n[neut] √bolot-

5.2.2.3. No change in inflectional class



Affixation of the size suffix -ec „dim‟ does NOT change the inflectional class of the base
(52)-(54). See also (49) above.
The suffix -ec „dim‟ can only attach to Class I nouns and return Class I nouns (52).
15
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(52) Class I = Class I
a. sos-ún
suck-NOM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„suckling‟
c.



(53)

n[class I]
2
-ec
n[class I]
2
n[class I] √sos-un

Its allomorphs -ic „dim‟ and -c „dim‟ can only attach to Class II and Class I nouns,
respectively. The suffixes -ic „dim‟ and -c „dim‟ do NOT change the inflectional class of the
base (53)-(54). See also (50)-(51) above.
Class II = Class II
a. vod-á
water-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„water‟
c.

(54)

b. sos-un‟-éc
suck-NOM-DIM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„suckling (dim)‟

n[class II]
2
-ic
n[class II]
2
n[class II] √vod-

Class I = Class I
a. slóv-o
word-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„word‟
c.

b. vod‟-íc-a
water-DIM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„water (dim)‟

b. slov-c-ó
word-DIM-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„word (dim)‟

n[class I]
2
-c
n[class I]
2
n[class I] √slov-

5.2.3. Summary


The size suffix -ec „dim‟ is a noun modifier (55a), while the non-size suffix -ec „person‟ is a
noun head (55b).

16
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(55) a. MODIFIER

n
2
X
n
-ec ‘dim’

n
2
n
X
-ec ‘person’

b. HEAD

NOUN MODIFIER

NOUN HEAD

Size suffix -ec ‘dim’





Non-size suffix -ec ‘person’





Table 6: The size suffix -ec „dim‟ and the non-size suffix -ec „person‟
5.3. An analysis of the size suffix -k ‘dim’ and non-size suffix -k ‘female’


I show that the size suffix -k „dim‟ is a noun modifier (56a), while the non-size suffix
-k „female‟ is a noun head (56b).

(56) a. MODIFIER

n
2
X
n
-k ‘dim’

n
2
n
X
-k ‘female’

b. HEAD

5.3.1. The non-size suffix -k ‘female’ is a noun head


Evidence that -k „female‟ = noun head:
i) It changes grammatical gender (§5.3.1.1)
ii) It changes inflectional class (§5.3.1.2)

5.3.1.1. Change in grammatical gender


(57)

Affixation of the non-size suffix -k „female‟ always results in a feminine noun, independent
of the gender of the base (57).
masc  fem
a. vnúk
b. vnúč‟-k-a
grandchild.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
grandchild-FEM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„grandchild‟
„granddaughter‟
c.

n2[fem]
2
n2[fem]
n1[masc]
-k
2
n1[masc] √vnuk-
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5.3.1.2. Change in inflectional class


(58)

Affixation of the non-size suffix -k „female‟ always results in a Class II noun, independent of
the inflectional class of the base (58). See also (57) above.
Class I  Class II
a. stud‟ént
student.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„student‟
c.

b. stud‟ént-k-a
student-FEM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„female student‟

n2[class II]
2
n2[class II]
n1[class I]
-k
2
n1[class I] √stud’ent-

5.3.1.3. Summary


(59)

The non-size suffix -k „female‟ is a noun head, because it forms feminine Class II nouns,
independent of category features of the base (59).
HEAD

n[fem]/[class II]
2
n[fem]/[class II] X
-k ‘female’

5.3.2. The size suffix -k ‘dim’ is a noun modifier


Evidence that -k „dim‟ = noun modifier:
i) It does NOT change syntactic category (§5.3.2.1)
ii) It does NOT change grammatical gender (§5.3.2.2)
iii) It does NOT change inflectional class (§5.3.2.3)

5.3.2.1. No change in syntactic category



Affixation of the size suffix -k „dim‟ does NOT change the category of the base.
The size suffix -k „dim‟ can only attach to nouns and return nouns (60)-(62).

(60) N = N
a. caráp‟-in-a
b. caráp‟-in-k-a
scratch-NOM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
scratch-NOM-DIM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„scratch‟
„scratch (dim)‟

18
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c. * carap-k-a
scratch-DIM-N.SG
„scratch (dim)‟

-k

n
2

n
2
n
√carap-in

* V = V (the same is true for *A = A)
a. pr‟i-b‟ež-á-t‟
b. * pr‟i-b‟ež-k-a-t‟
VERB.PREF-run-TH-INF
VERB.PREF-run-DIM-TH-INF
„to run‟
„to run a little bit‟

(61)

c.

(62)

d.

*v
2
-k
v
2
v
√b'ežpr’i-

* V  N (the same is true for *A N)
a. ras-t‟er‟-á-t‟
b.* ras-t‟er‟-k-a
VERB.PREF-lose-TH-INF
VERB.PREF-lose-DIM-N.SG
„to lose‟
„somebody/something lost (dim)‟
c.

*n
2
-k
v
2
v
√ter’ras-

5.3.2.2. No change in grammatical gender



(63)

Affixation of the size suffix -k „dim‟ does NOT change the gender of the base (63)-(66).
The suffix -k „dim‟ can only attach to feminine and neuter nouns and return feminine and
neuter nouns, respectively (63)-(64).
fem = fem
a. ríb-a
fish-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„fish‟
c.

b. ríb-k-a
fish-DIM-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)
„fish (dim)‟

n[fem]
2
-k
n[fem]
2
n[fem] √rib19
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(64)

neut = neut
a. br‟úx-o
belly-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„belly‟
c.



(65)

n[neut]
2
-k
n[neut]
2
n[neut] √br’ux-

Its allomorphs -ok „dim‟ and -ek „dim‟ can only attach to masculine nouns. The suffixes -ok
„dim‟ and -ek „dim‟ do NOT change the gender of the base (65)-(66).
masc = masc
a. l‟és
forest.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„forest‟
c.

(66)

b. br‟uš-k-ó6
belly-DIM-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„belly (dim)‟

n[masc]
2
-ok
n[masc]
2
n[masc] √l’es-

masc = masc
a. vnúk
grandson.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„grandson‟
c.

b. l‟es-ók
forest-DIM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„forest (dim)‟

b. vnúč‟-ek
grandson-DIM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„grandson (dim)‟

n[masc]
2
-ek
n[masc]
2
n[masc] √vnuk-

5.3.2.3. No change in inflectional class



6

Affixation of the size suffix -k „dim‟ does NOT change the inflectional class of the base (67)(70). See also (63)-(64) above.
The suffix -k „dim‟ can attach to Class II and Class I nouns and return Class II and Class I
nouns, respectively (67)-(68).

There is x ~ š alternation in this word.
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(67)

Class II = Class II
a. s‟irot-á
b. s‟irót-k-a
orphan-N.SG (MASC/FEM; CLASS II)
orphan-DIM-N.SG (MASC/FEM; CLASS II)
„orphan‟
„orphan (dim)‟
n[class II]
2
-k
n[class II]
2
n[class II] √s’irot-

c.

(68)

Class I = Class I
a. m‟ás-o
meat-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„meat‟
c.



(69)

n[class I]
2
-k
n[class I]
2
n[class I] √m’as-

Its allomorphs -ok „dim‟ and -ek „dim‟ can only attach to Class I nouns. The suffixes -ok
„dim‟ and -ek „dim‟ do NOT change the inflectional class of the base (69)-(70). See also
(65)-(66) above.
Class I = Class I
a. zv‟ér‟
animal.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„animal‟
c.

(70)

b. m‟as-k-ó
meat-DIM-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I)
„meat (dim)‟

n[class I]
2
-ok
n[class I]
2
n[class I] √zv’er’-

Class I = Class I
a. č‟elov‟ék
person.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„person‟
c.

b. zv‟er‟-ók
animal-DIM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„animal (dim)‟

b. č‟elov‟éč‟-ek
person-DIM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)
„person (dim)‟

n[class I]
2
-ek
n[class I]
2
n[class I] √č’elov’ék21
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5.3.3. Summary
 The size suffix -k „dim‟ is a noun modifier (71a), while the non-size suffix -k „female‟ is a
noun head (71b).
n
2
X
n
-k ‘dim’

(71) a. MODIFIER

n
2
n
X
-k ‘female’

b. HEAD

NOUN MODIFIER

NOUN HEAD

Size suffix -k ‘dim’





Non-size suffix -k ‘female’





Table 7: The size suffix -k „dim‟ and the non-size suffix -k „female‟

6. Conclusions and further questions
6.1. Conclusions
 Homophonous suffixes in Russian have different syntactic structures: size suffixes are noun
modifiers (72a), while the non-size suffixes are noun heads (72b).
n
2
X
n
size suffix
-išč’ ‘aug’
-ec ‘dim’
-k ‘dim’

(72) a. MODIFIERS



b. HEADS

n
2
n
X
non-size suffix
-išč’ ‘place/site’
-ec ‘person’
-k ‘female’

Thus, homophonous suffixes differ not in one, but in two aspects: they have different
meaning AND different syntactic structure, leaving just the sound the same, as illustrated in
Table 8.

Homophones
Meaning
different
Sound
same
Structure
different
Table 8: Homophones have the same sound, but differ in meaning and structure
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6.2. Further questions
1. Does this property of homophonous suffixes hold cross-linguistically?
2. Does this property hold for all homophonous linguistic objects (e.g., also prefixes and
roots)?
3. Is it the fact that in order for two linguistic objects to be perceived as different, two out of
three aspects must differ? If so, then the following combinations must be possible:
Synonyms (??)
Meaning
same
Sound
different
Structure
different
Table 9: Synonyms have the same meaning, but differ in sound and structure
Antonyms (??)
Meaning
different
Sound
different
Structure
same
Table 10: Antonyms have the same structure, but differ in meaning and sound
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1. Objectives



Gender in Russian does not instantiate a uniform morpho-syntactic category and occupies
different positions in the syntactic structure.
Gender in Russian is distributed across three distinct syntactic positions:
Determiner (D), noun (n), and root (in the sense of Marantz 1997), as illustrated in (1).
D
3

(1)

D-GENDER

n
3

n-GENDER

root
3

root-GENDER

2. The Problem


There are three distinct types of nouns in Russian, as evident by grammatical agreement:
(i) Nouns that are semantically male or female always trigger masculine or feminine
agreement, respectively (2)-(3).

(2)

a. xoróš-ij
ot‟éc
b. * xoróš-aja
good-MASC.N.SG father.N.SG (MASC)
good-FEM.N.SG
„good father‟
„good father‟

ot‟éc
father.N.SG (MASC)

(3)

a. xoróš-aja
good-FEM.N.SG
„good mother‟

mát‟
mother.N.SG (FEM)

mát‟
b. * xoróš-ij
mother.N.SG (FEM)
good-MASC.N.SG
„good mother‟

(ii) Nouns that are NOT semantically male or female trigger either masculine or
feminine agreement, which is arbitrary in nature (4)-(5).
(4)

a. xoróš-ij
č‟elov‟ék
b. * xoróš-aja
good-MASC.N.SG person.N.SG (MASC)
good-FEM.N.SG
„good person‟
„good person‟

1

č‟elov‟ék
person.N.SG (MASC)
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(5)

a. vážn-aja
osób-a
b. * vážn-ij
osób-a
important-FEM.N.SG person-N.SG (FEM)
important-MASC.N.SG person-N.SG (FEM)
„important person‟
„important person‟
(iii) Nouns that are NOT semantically male or female and do NOT trigger arbitrary
agreement. Instead, their agreement depends on a Discourse referent (traditionally
known as „common gender‟ nouns), as illustrated in (6).

(6)

a. krúgl-ij
s‟irot-á
round-MASC.N.SG orphan-N.SG (MASC)
„orphan who lost both parents‟

(if it refers to a male Discourse referent)

b. krúgl-aja
s‟irot-á
round-FEM.N.SG orphan-N.SG (FEM)
„orphan who lost both parents‟

(if it refers to a female Discourse referent)

 The question arises: How can we explain the differences in gender across all three distinct
types of nouns in Russian, as shown in (1–6)?

3. Assumptions

(7)



I adopt a model of grammar in which syntax and morphology are analyzed as a single
engine, as in the framework of Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993, Halle
1997, Marantz 1997, etc.). In this model, words are built by the same principles as
phrases and sentencesby syntactic principles.



In the framework of Distributed Morphology, √roots have no category per se, but can
never appear “bare”: they have to be categorized by combining with a category-defining
function head, such as the “little” n, a, or v, to form nouns, adjectives, or verbs,
respectively, as shown in (7a-c).

a.

n
2
n
√Root
„noun‟

b.

a
2
a
√Root
„adjective‟

c.

v
2
v
√Root
„verb‟

4. The Proposal

(8)

The three types of nouns in Russian differ in terms of where gender is generated (8a-c).

a. TYPE I

D
b. TYPE II
D
c. TYPE III
D(male/female)
2
2
2
D
n
D
n[masc]/[fem]
D(male/female) n
2
2
2
n
√Root(male/female) n[masc]/[fem] √Root
n
√Root
„Semantic gender‟
„Grammatical gender‟
„Discourse gender‟
2
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TYPE I nouns („Semantic gender‟): Nouns of semantic gender are „male‟ or „female‟ as
part of the semantic information of the √root. Their grammatical agreement is determined
by their semantics (8a).
TYPE II nouns („Grammatical gender‟): Nouns of grammatical gender are NOT „male‟ or
„female‟ as part of the semantic information of the √root. Their grammatical agreement is
determined arbitrary (8b).
TYPE III nouns („Discourse gender‟ = traditionally nouns of „common gender‟): Nouns of
discourse gender are NOT „male‟ or „female‟ as part of the semantic information of the
√root. Their grammatical agreement is NOT determined arbitrary. Instead, it is
determined by the natural gender of the Discourse referent (8c).
Thus, gender in Russian is generated in different syntactic positions, as illustrated in (9).
D
3

(9)

D-GENDER

← DISCOURSE GENDER

n
3

n-GENDER

root
3

← GRAMMATICAL GENDER
← SEMANTIC GENDER

root-GENDER

5. Analyses
5.1. An analysis of TYPE I nouns (‘Semantic gender’)
 The noun ot’éc „father‟ is „male‟ as part of the semantic information of the √root (i.e., it
can only refer to a male individual).
 Its grammatical agreement is always determined by its semantic gender (10a-c).
D
2

(10) a.
D

n
2
n
√ot’ec „father‟
(male)

← SEMANTIC GENDER ‘MALE‘

b. xoróš-ij
ot‟éc
c. * xoróš-aja
good-MASC.N.SG father.N.SG (MASC)
good-FEM.N.SG
„good father‟
„good father‟



ot‟éc
father.N.SG (MASC)

The noun mát’ „mother‟ is „female‟ as part of the semantic information of the √root (i.e., it
can only refer to a female individual).
Its grammatical agreement is always determined by its semantic gender (11a-c).
3
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D
2

(11) a.
D

b. xoróš-aja
good-FEM.N.SG
„good mother‟

n
2
n
√mat’ „mother‟ ← SEMANTIC GENDER ‘FEMALE‘
(female)
mát‟
c. * xoróš-ij
mother.N.SG (FEM)
good-MASC.N.SG
„good mother‟

mát‟
mother.N.SG (FEM)

5.2. An analysis of TYPE II nouns (‘Grammatical gender’)
 The noun č’elov’ék „person‟ is not semantically „male‟ or „female‟ (i.e., it can refer to both
male and female individuals).
 Its grammatical agreement is NOT determined by its semantics. Instead, it is arbitrary in
nature. The noun č’elov’ék „person‟ triggers masculine grammatical agreement (12a-c).
(12) a.

D
2
D
n[masc]
← GRAMMATICAL GENDER [MASCULINE]
2
n[masc] √č’elov’ek „person‟

b. xoróš-ij
č‟elov‟ék
c. * xoróš-aja
good-MASC.N.SG person.N.SG (MASC)
good-FEM.N.SG
„good person‟
„good person‟


č‟elov‟ék
person.N.SG (MASC)

The noun osób-a „person‟ is not semantically „male‟ or „female‟ (i.e., it can refer to both
male and female individuals).
Its grammatical agreement is NOT determined by its semantics. Instead, it is arbitrary in
nature. The noun osób-a „person‟ triggers feminine grammatical agreement (13a-c).



(13) a.

D
2
D
n[fem]
← GRAMMATICAL GENDER [FEMININE]
2
n[fem]
√osob- „person‟

b. vážn-aja
osób-a
c. * vážn-ij
osób-a
important-FEM.N.SG person-N.SG (FEM)
important-MASC.N.SG person-N.SG (FEM)
„important person‟
„important person‟

4
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5.3. An analysis of TYPE III nouns (‘Discourse gender’)
 The noun s’irot-á „orphan‟ is not semantically „male‟ or „female‟ (i.e., it can refer to both
male and female individuals).
 Its grammatical agreement is NOT determined by its semantics, neither it is arbitrary.
Instead, it is determined by the natural gender of the Discourse referent.
 If it refers to a male Discourse referent, its grammatical agreement is masculine (14a-b).
D(male)
← DISCOURSE GENDER ‘MALE‘
2
D(male) n
2
n
√s’irot- „orphan‟

(14) a.

b. krúgl-ij
s‟irot-á
round-MASC.N.SG orphan-N.SG (MASC)
„orphan who lost both parents‟


(if it refers to a male Discourse referent)

If it refers to a female Discourse referent, its grammatical agreement is feminine (15a-b).

(15) a.

D(female)
← DISCOURSE GENDER ‘FEMALE‘
2
D(female) n
2
n
√s’irot- „orphan‟

b. krúgl-aja
s‟irot-á
round-FEM.N.SG orphan-N.SG (FEM)
„orphan who lost both parents‟

(if it refers to a female Discourse referent)

5.4. Summary
 Gender is generated in different syntactic positions in Russian, as illustrated in Table 1.
TYPE OF GENDER

FUNCTION OF GENDER

EXAMPLES

D-GENDER

Discourse gender

TYPE III nouns

n-GENDER

Grammatical gender

TYPE II nouns

Semantic gender

TYPE I nouns

root-GENDER

Table 1: Gender in Russia

5
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6. Cross-linguistic evidence
6.1. Strictly semantic systems1
 Nouns are assigned to gender according to their semantics. Given the meaning of a noun, its
gender can be predicted.
 Tamil and other Dravidian languages (e.g., Kannada, Telugu, Kolami, Ollari, Parji) use three
genders based on the meaning of a noun: masculine is for gods or male humans; feminine is
for goddesses or female humans; and neuter is for others (Corbett 1991: 9-10).
Criterion

Gender

Examples

Gloss

God or male human

[masculine]

aan, Civan

man, Shiva

Goddess or female human

[feminine]

pen, Kaali

woman, Kali

Other

[neuter]

maram, viitu

tree, house

Table 2: Gender in Tamil


Dizi (Maji) (Omotic language spoken by about 7, 000 people in the Kefa province of
Ethiopia) uses two genders based on the meaning of a noun: feminine is for females and
diminutives; masculine is for all others (Corbett 1991: 11).
Criterion

Gender

Examples

Gloss

Female or diminutive

[feminine]

dade, kieme, orce

girl, small pot, small
broom

Other

[masculine]

dad, kiemu, orca

boy, pot, broom

Table 3: Gender in Dizi


Halkomelem (Salish language spoken by a few speakers in British Columbia, Canada) uses
female gender for all females. Gender is unmarked for all others (Wiltschko, in press).
Criterion

Gender

Examples

Female

[feminine]

the slhálì, the álex,

the woman, the
sister

Other

unmarked

te swíyeqe, te álex

the man, the sibling

Table 4: Gender in Halkomelem

1

Partially semantic systems are described in full detail in Corbett 1991, pp. 13-30.

6
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6.2. Grammatical systems
 Nouns are NOT assigned to gender according to their semantics. Instead, the gender is
assigned arbitrary, as illustrated in Table 5.
Languages

House

Sun

Water

Moon

Russian

[masculine]

[neuter]

[feminine]

[feminine]

German

[neuter]

[feminine]

[neuter]

[masculine]

French

[feminine]

[masculine]

[feminine]

[feminine]

Table 5: Grammatical gender in Russian, German, and French


Given the meaning of a noun, its gender can NOT be predicted, as shown in Table 6.
Languages

House

Building

School

University

Russian

dóm
[masculine]

zdán’ije
[neuter]

škóla
[feminine]

un’ivers’it‘ét
[masculine]

German

Haus
[neuter]

Gebäude
[neuter]

Schule
[feminine]

Universität
[feminine]

French

maison
[feminine]

édifice
[masculine]

école
[feminine]

université
[feminine]

Table 6: Grammatical gender for nouns that denote buildings
6.3. Discourse systems
 Nouns are NOT assigned to gender according to their semantics. The gender is NOT
assigned arbitrary, either. Instead, it is determined by the natural gender of the Discourse
referent.
 In Lak, the noun ћakin „doctor‟ can take the patterns associated with gender I, gender II or
gender III, depending on whether the doctor is a man, an older woman or a younger woman
(Corbett 1991: 181)
Criterion

Gender

Examples

Gloss

Male

Gender I

ћakin

doctor

Older female

Gender II

ћakin

doctor

Younger female

Gender III

ћakin

doctor

Table 7: Gender in Lak
7
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In Archi, the nouns lo „child‟ and misgin „poor person‟ can take the patterns associated with
gender I, gender II or gender IV in the singular, depending on whether the Discourse referent
is a man, a woman or whether the gender of the referent is unknown/unimportant (Corbett
1991: 181)
Criterion

Gender

Examples

Gloss

Male

Gender I

lo, misgin

child, poor person

Female

Gender II

lo, misgin

child, poor person

Gender IV, sg.

lo, misgin

child, poor person

Unknown/unimportant

Table 8: Gender in Archi
6.4. Summary
 Cross-linguistic evidence supports the current proposal, as illustrated in Table 9.
TYPE OF GENDER

FUNCTION OF GENDER

LANGUAGES

D-GENDER

Discourse gender

Lak, Archi

n-GENDER

Grammatical gender

German, French

Semantic gender

Dravidian languages, Dizi, Halkomelem

root-GENDER

Table 9: Cross-linguistic evidence

7. Prediction from the analysis


(16)

In the presence of more than one gender, the higher gender can determine (override) the
lower gender, as shown in (16).
D
3
D-GENDER

← DISCOURSE GENDER

n
3

n-GENDER

root
3

← GRAMMATICAL GENDER
← SEMANTIC GENDER

root-GENDER
7.1. Grammatical gender can override semantic gender
 In German, the grammatical gender [neuter] can override the semantic gender „male‟ or
„female‟ (17)-(20).
8
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(17) German

D
2

a.
D

n
2
n
√mann „man‟
(male)

← SEMANTIC GENDER ‘MALE‘

b. ein
gut-er
Mann
c. * ein-e gut-e
Mann
a.MASC good-MASC.N.SG man.N.SG (MASC)
a.FEM good-FEM.N.SG man.N.SG (MASC)
„a good man‟
„a good man‟
(18) a. German

D
2
D

n[neut]
2
n[neut] √mann „man‟
-chen
(male)

← GRAMMATICAL GENDER [NEUTER]
← SEMANTIC GENDER ‘MALE‘

b. ein
gut-es
Männ-chen
c. * ein gut-er
Männ-chen
a.NEUT good-NEUT.N.SG man-DIM.N.SG (NEUT) a.MASC good-MASC.N.SG man-DIM.N.SG (NEUT)
„a good man‟
„a good man‟
(19) German

D
2

a.
D

n
2
n
√maid „girl‟
(female)

← SEMANTIC GENDER ‘FEMALE‘

b. ein-e
gut-e
Maid
c. * ein
gut-er
Maid
a-FEM good-FEM.N.SG girl.N.SG (FEM)
a.MASC good-MASC.N.SG girl.N.SG (FEM)
„a good girl‟
„a good girl‟
(20) a. German

D
2
D

n[neut]
2
n[neut] √maid „girl‟
-chen (female)

← GRAMMATICAL GENDER [NEUTER]
← SEMANTIC GENDER ‘FEMALE‘

b. ein
gut-es
Mäd-chen
c. * ein-e gut-e
Mäd-chen
a.NEUT good-NEUT.N.SG girl-DIM.N.SG (NEUT) a-FEM good-FEM.N.SG girl-DIM.N.SG (NEUT)
„a good girl‟
„a good girl‟


In Russian, the grammatical gender [masculine] can override the semantic gender „female‟
(21)-(22).
9
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(21) Russian

D
2

a.
D

n
2
n
√suk- „bitch‟
(female)

← SEMANTIC GENDER ‘FEMALE‘

b. xoróš-aja
súk-a
good-FEM.N.SG bitch-N.SG (FEM)
„good bitch‟
(22) a. Russian

c. * xoróš-ij
súk-a
good-MASC.N.SG bitch-N.SG (FEM)
„good bitch‟

D
2
D

n[masc]
← GRAMMATICAL GENDER [MASCULINE]
2
n[masc] √suk- „bitch‟ ← SEMANTIC GENDER ‘FEMALE‘
-ok
(female)

b. xoróš-ij
suč‟-ók2
good-MASC.N.SG bitch-DIM.N.SG (MASC)
„good male bitch‟

c. * xoróš-aja
suč‟-ók
good-FEM.N.SG bitch-DIM.N.SG (MASC)
„good male bitch‟

7.2.
Discourse gender can override grammatical gender
 This is illustrated on the example of „hybrid nouns‟: nouns that can take a mixture of
masculine and feminine agreements.3
 In Russian, „hybrid nouns‟ belong to declension I (masculine and neuter nouns) that denotes
professions, e.g., vráč’ „doctor‟, buxgált’er „accountant‟, upravdóm „house manager‟ (23).
(23) On-á
xoróš-ij/aja
vráč‟
she-N.SG (FEM) good-MASC.N.SG/-FEM.N.SG doctor.N.SG (MASC)
„She is a good doctor‟


In Russian, the discourse gender „female‟ can override the grammatical gender [masculine]
(24a-b).

(24) a. Russian

2
3

(Corbett 1991: 238)

D(female)
← DISCOURSE GENDER ‘FEMALE‘
2
D(female)
n[masc]
← GRAMMATICAL GENDER [MASCULINE]
ona „she‟ 2
n[masc] √vrač’ „doctor‟

There is a k ~ č’ alternation in this word.
See Corbett 1991, pp. 225-260 on the Agreement Hierarchy of „hybrid nouns‟.

10
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b. On-á
xoróš-aja
vráč‟
she-N.SG (FEM) good-FEM.N.SG doctor.N.SG (MASC)
„She is a good doctor‟


The remaining question: Why in „hybrid nouns‟ discourse gender can override grammatical
gender, while in other nouns this does not happen, as in (24)?
On-á
xoróš-ij/*aja
she-N.SG (FEM) good-MASC.N.SG/-*FEM.N.SG
„She is a good person‟

(24)



č‟elov‟ék
person.N.SG (MASC)

Possible answer: „hybrid nouns‟ have BOTH discourse, and grammatical genders. In this
way, they are unique in comparison to other Russian nouns (e.g., compare 25 and 26).

(25) a. Russian

D(female)
3

← DISCOURSE GENDER ‘FEMALE‘

D-GENDER(female)
n[masc]
3

← GRAMMATICAL GENDER [MASCULINE]

n-GENDER[masc] √vrač’ „doctor‟
‘hybrid noun’
b. On-á
xoróš-aja
vráč‟
she-N.SG (FEM) good-FEM.N.SG doctor.N.SG (MASC)
„She is a good doctor‟
(26) a. Russian

D
3
D

n[masc]
3
n-GENDER[masc]

b. * On-á
xoróš-aja
she-N.SG (FEM) good-FEM.N.SG
„She is a good person‟

← GRAMMATICAL GENDER [MASCULINE]

√č’elov’ék „person‟

č‟elov‟ék
person.N.SG (MASC)

11
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8. Conclusions


Gender in Russian is distributed across three distinct syntactic positions:
Determiner (D), noun (n), and root, as shown in (27).
D
3

(27)

D-GENDER

← DISCOURSE GENDER

n
3

n-GENDER

← GRAMMATICAL GENDER

root
3

← SEMANTIC GENDER

root-GENDER


Cross-linguistic evidence supports the current proposal, as illustrated in Table 10.

TYPE OF GENDER

FUNCTION OF GENDER

LANGUAGES

D-GENDER

Discourse gender

Russian, Lak, Archi

n-GENDER

Grammatical gender

Russian, German, French

Semantic gender

Russian, Dravidian languages, Dizi,
Halkomelem

root-GENDER

Table 10: Gender across languages
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ABSTRACT
This research is related to marine turtles and local culture in Ahobre, Ghana. The main
focus is on rebuilding the turtle-people relationship. Since marine turtle conservation
is one of the most important issues in the world, the Ghana Wildlife Society (GWS)
tries to implement conservation and educate coastal residents. However, data from
GWS has shown that there is not much evidence that their programme was promoted
successfully in Amansuri. Therefore, in order to resolve the continuing problem of
turtle meat consumption in local areas, I would like to search for deeper relations
between turtles and people which can remind people to think of their ancestors’
wisdom. During the fieldwork period, I used a semi-structured interview to ask 30
participants to gain individual data in Ahobre. I found that both of the ethnic groups
studied (Fante and Nzema) have very deep connections with marine turtles within
their cultures. Through local people’s attitudes towards marine turtle conservation and
their knowledge about turtles, lots of information revealed that local people have very
positive opinions about turtle conservation. Their abundant stories, ceremonies, and
songs unveil the profound cultural relations with marine turtles. This research
suggests linking culture and turtles together, so that through further education and
promotion of turtle conservation, people may respect and protect marine turtles
willingly. Some recommendations are also made as following for the future
development of turtle conservation: changing relevant policies or laws legislating to
marine turtle conservation, resolving socio-economic problems of poverty, helping
local people to develop their traditional turtle culture, and compiling environmental
education materials for both school pupils and adults.
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Introduction
The marine turtle, a prehistoric reptile, has existed for more than 100 million years
(The State of the World's Sea Turtles, 2006). There are about 7 species of marine
turtle (Mrosovsky, 1983), which are widespread globally from the temperate zone to
the tropics. However, due to the influences of human beings and their natural enemies,
they face a crisis of extensive extinction. Coastal dwellers consume turtle meat and
eggs and use them for medicine (Cobbold, et. al, 2006). Turtle shells are used for
decoration (anecdotally, when I was in Accra, I saw a turtle shell on the hotel wall).
At the same time, natural enemies such as crabs, marine mammals, fish and sea birds
slaughter large numbers of baby turtles. Pets such as dogs sometimes take baby turtles
as well. Finally, other effects such as pollution (industries), bycatch (what people do
not really need or untargeted creatures in the net), and disease (epidemic diseases
among sea turtles) raise the speed of turtle population decline.
In a marine turtle’s complete life cycle it almost never leaves the ocean. It swims,
feeds, and mates at sea. Only at the beginning of its life and when female marine
turtles lay eggs do they come onshore. However, due to the value of marine turtles for
food (including both meat and eggs), medicine, and commercial use (such as
decorations, utensils and speciality items like the rims of glasses made from the shell
of hawksbill which has been popular in Taiwan (Eckert and Eckert, 1996)), almost all
marine turtle species are classified as endangered in the IUCN Red List (IUCN,
2007).
In the past, the consumption of turtles was taken for granted and sea turtles were seen
as another sort of fish which appeared in nets. Such a huge marine animal provided
abundant protein for coastal people. However, because of the ignorance of sustainable
fishing practices, marine turtles had nowhere to hide. Fishermen’s nets, the collection
of eggs, pollution and other human factors all contributed to a rapid reduction in
marine turtle populations.
Another serious problem for the promotion of marine turtle conservation is
insufficient knowledge of conservation among the local population. It is not widely
known that some marine turtle species can protect fish from the slaughter of jellyfish.
The turtles eat jellyfish, maintaining the natural balance and providing a vital link in
the food web that prevents fish from being overexploited by jellyfish. In one village in
Ghana that I visited in the present study, one of the fishermen complained to me that
he sometimes catches a whole net full of jellyfish. This sort of event may happen
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worldwide now due to the increase in jellyfish populations (Lynam, Gibbons, Axelsen,
Sparks, Coetzee, Heywood, and Brierley, 2006). In the complex global food web,
once the population of any kind of flora or fauna has been diminished or exterminated,
the equilibrium of the ecosystem will no longer maintain a stable state. In this case,
the fishing industry will suffer from the increasing jellyfish population caused by the
lack of protection given to marine turtles.
In Ghana today, most people have been taught by the government or by
non-governmental organisations (NGOs) such as the Ghana Wildlife Society (GWS)
not to consume turtle meat and destroy their habitats. GWS implemented a plan called
the Amansuri Marine Turtles Conservation Project (AMTCP). This is a 6 year project
running from 2001 to 2006 to build up knowledge of marine turtle conservation for
community members and also to monitor marine turtle nesting activities around
Amansuri in the West Region of Ghana. However, according to the annual data from
GWS (GWS, 2006), there is no strong evidence to prove that during the past 6 years
the marine turtle population has significantly increased. So I argue that the AMTCP
has had limited impact on turtle conservation. According to this result, we try to find a
solution to deal with the current situation of conservation bottleneck.
The Relations between Conservation and Culture
When introducing the concept of conservation, especially to some indigenous groups,
it may be considered that this did not exist in their society, so it is assumed
re-education becomes necessary for them. However, whilst we try to educate the local
people, we may neglect the local knowledge and ancestral wisdom. Local people have
had dealings with the natural surroundings for centuries. They are familiar with the
land and live together with wildlife, vegetation and mother lands. Indigenous people
observe, learn, and consume knowledge by their experiences in getting along with the
nature. In the long term, part of their knowledge and culture may vanish but the rest
will be kept in their mind. This knowledge is preserved and passed on to the next
generation. This indigenous knowledge cannot be ignored. It may have great
influence in local communities, even to modern people.
In this study, the relationship between turtles and people has to be explored. This is
not only for the sake of promoting conservation but also to make people retrace their
ancestors’ steps. I hope that the inheritance from their ancestors will make tribal
people rethink and regain their ancestral legacy. Via this process, people can
understand their own culture easily. It is also beneficial to expand conservation work
through local people.
Motives and Objectives
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This study aims to find the relationship between turtles and people. Before that, we
must get a clear understanding of how marine turtle conservation is not only relevant
to turtle and conservation experts, but also related to local people. The protection of
marine turtles is the aim. However, the objective relates to local residents. When
conservation experts try to communicate with local people, they have to persuade
them that marine turtle conservation is so important because of various reasons.
Nevertheless, if these experts do not have a good understanding of the local customs
or culture, the conservation programme will soon fail because of cultural differences.
Moreover, it is believed that traditional values last many generations and can
influence human behaviour (Byers, et. al, 2001). Although time goes by, some sorts of
knowledge or conventions remain until the present day. By and large, when promoting
marine turtle conservation to the local people, besides re-educating people directly,
we may use another method to convince people to protect marine turtles and not
consume them. Hence, to understand the local culture and link this with conservation
is one of the possible ways to make people understand turtles better and to link marine
turtles with local community ancient customs and knowledge.
To be clear to understand research objects, research questions are as following:
1. How important are turtle meat and eggs in the local diet and economy?
2. What are the attitudes of local people regarding turtle conservation?
3. Does the marine turtle have any particular cultural meaning/significance for local
people based on folklore, myths, legends or other forms of knowledge?
4. What potential do local people see for generating tourism income from turtles?
5. What are the implications of local attitudes and meanings for turtle conservation in
the future?
Brief history of Research Site - Ahobre
Ahobre, in the local Nzema language, means ‘the visitors’ place’. It started with a
brief immigrant history both Nzema and Fante. The story took place about 150 years
ago, as described by a Fante chief in Ahobre No.2. Ahobre was a patch of farmland
along the seashore which belonged to a couple of Nzema women and their husbands
in about 1850. They lived in Takinta (about 15 to 20 minutes from Ahobre by foot)
and owned plenty of farmland and several houses in Ahobre. One day, some Fante
people from Elmina in the Central Region asked Mushia (the woman) if they could
settle on the farmland. The woman permitted this, so the first village was established
in 1850. After that, more and more immigrants moved into this village. Today, this
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community has been become a large village containing two main ethnic groups – the
Fante and Nzema - and other indigenes.
Nowadays, almost 4,000 people which are estimated population dwell in Ahobre
(Jomoro District Assembly, 2005). Ahobre has been divided into two parts because of
the increasing population. According to many informants’ dictations, Ahobre’s
abundance of fish has encouraged many people to move from their hometown to
Ahobre. Most of the migrants are from Elmina because most of them were Fante
fishermen and they often travelled far from home to gather fish. There is a festival
held every August in the fishing season known as Ahobre Akwaaba that celebrates
plentiful fish harvest. Moreover, during the fishing season, around 60 big canoes and
40 small canoes set sail at sea. A big canoe can carry approximately 25 people and
one small canoe can carry eight people. Around 1820 people (these are not migrants,
just fishermen) come from the Central Region – the Fante places. This festival is also
held in other communities with different names and forms. The fish harvest and
Ahobre Akwaaba brings a reputation which may attract more tourism.
Ahobre No. 1 is the original community which the ancestors of Fante people moved
to 150 years ago. Ahobre No.1 has a comparatively pure Fante population. Ahobre No.
2 is next to Ahobre No. 1 and has a greater population than Ahobre No. 1. There is a
huge grave yard, public toilets, hogs feed lots, and a dumping point between Ahobre
No.1 and 2. The population data is shown in Table 3-1. In the mixed society of
Ahobre No.2, there are Ewe, Fante, Ga, Nzema, Kusase and other ethnic minorities.
The Fante have the largest population here and the Nzema are the second largest
group.
Linking with Conservation and Culture
In general, people hardly ever associate conservation with culture because of the
differences between the fields. Conservation is a scientific concept with the purpose
of maintaining or protecting specific species. Conversely, culture is relevant to
humanity which implies social norms, values and material properties (Giddens, 1993)
that influence human behaviour, especially in traditional societies. There is some
evidence that traditional customs or cultures have some powers to force people to
behave themselves to achieve the aim of conservation. For instance, the conventional
spiritual values influence indigenes to protect their forest in Zimbabwe (Byers, et. al,
2001). The case is very helpful for protecting the original environment because of the
traditional respect or new concept that makes indigenous people start to protect the
surroundings.
Most of the ethnic groups have their own stories and legends. Through those stories,
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we may find some implications of their perceptions of any event happening around
them. As parts of local peoples’ cultures, those stories tell the origin of the ethnic
groups, the development of their motherland, and proceeding to their customs and
traditions such as marriage, funeral, ceremonies, and daily life. This customs with
ancestral knowledge has been passed down from to their offspring, teaching the
wisdom and experiences via stories.
Segal (2004) defines myth as a story that may seem self-evident to tribal people. It
can be expanded very broadly as a belief or credo (Segal, 2004). Indigenous people
rely on those stories or myths to deliver knowledge and educate their next generation.
Malinowski (1972) describes what he was trying to grasp the local view of myth:
‘… what is myth to the natives? How do they conceive and define it? Have they any
line of demarcation between the mythical and the actual reality, and if so, how do they
draw this line?’
Malinowski gives the ways for us to think about how to analyse the myths which are
collected from indigenous ideas. Each myth may imply something important or
contains messages that are full of meanings of education so that it can pass down to
tribal people and next generations. Each myth seems to have the cultural logic to
pursue indigenous people to believe where the wisdom from ancestors. Moreover,
between the myth and the reality, Geertz (1993) seems to give the best explanatory
comment that myths provide the special permission based on rationalization of social
institution and social privileges. The folklore, fairy tales, and myths create
imagination to what people form their ideas in their mind. As people continuously
talking, those stories become their beliefs and have passed down those knowledge to
the next generation.
Indigenous people, to be the masters of their land, have direct life experiences with
the surroundings. Their life relies on local resources and ecosystem to be the basis of
economy for a huge degree. Their cultural mechanism also enables them to make
sustainable use of the land and also lighten the influence of environment (Stevens,
1997, pp. 20).
It is, however, a pity that conventional culture is at a rapid declining rate (de Klemm,
1985, pp. 239) so some wisdom of conservational concepts may disappear. Since
modern or powerful cultures are strongly spreading to indigenous people, their
traditional culture suffers badly. In such circumstances, indigenous people accept new
concepts that gradually diminish cultural heritage.
Marine Turtle Conservation in Ghana
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We have discussed the status of marine turtle conservation in the world. Every
country knows that it is necessary to put more efforts into sea turtle conservation.
Moving onto marine turtle conservation aspect in Ghana and see how Ghana promotes
it in policies, practices, and results aspects respectively.
Three species of marine turtles exist in Ghana: green turtle, olive ridley, and
leatherback (GWS, 1994). It shows that there are abundant sea turtle resources along
Ghana’s coastline. However, it seems that not many policies and acts are related to
marine turtle conservation. According to Ghana Wildlife Conservation Regulation,
1971, there are three species of marine turtles which are listed on First Schedule:
Animals Completely Protected (Ghana Government, 1971). They are:
a. Hawksbill Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricatta)
b. Green or Edible Turtle (Chelonia mydas)
c. Leathery turtle (Dermochelys coriacea)
The two different data between GWS and Ghana Wildlife Conservation Regulation
show the gap between legislation and reality. It implies that the new legislation has
not been taken or ignored the reality. The Ghana government should co-operate with
local biologists to investigate. Meanwhile, the formation of policies and amendments
of the Wildlife Conservation Regulation should be tackled rapidly. It is apparent that
if we have the wrong policies or laws, we cannot enforce very smoothly due to the
wrong objectives. Certainly, under this situation, sea turtle conservationists may find
difficulties to promote conservation and policemen cannot ban illegal catch because of
unclear source of laws. That is to say, although local organisations play the role of
practice, the government also plays an important role in leading people.
According to Amdeep’s (2006) statement, marine turtle do not appear in official
records. Besides, the Wildlife Division Policy for Collaborative Community Based
Wildlife Management (Wildlife Division, 2008) provides no evidence of policies to
protect marine turtles. Both of these show the neglect of marine turtle conservation. It
is a serious crisis of sea turtle conservation that the society and the government do not
participate in conservation works entirely.
Despite many barriers, preservationists still put their efforts into marine turtle
conservation in Ghana. This kind of work is usually subsidised by non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) to train educational members and promote conservation
concepts. These NGOs such as the Ghana Wildlife Society have many projects to
promote in Amansuri, in the West Region. According to GWS’s data, there was an
educational activity aimed in 12 East Nzema communities to save the turtle and also
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relocating eggs to safer place in 2000 (GWS, 2000). During 1999 to 2000, a research
project was launched to record the number of turtles from Prampram to Ada Foah
(about 80 kilometres) in the Great Accra Region (Cobbold, et. al, 2006). During the
turtle nesting season, a total number of 7,700 turtles were recorded along Ghana’s
coastline but sadly 310 dead turtles also were found in the same area (GWS, 2000).
Among 7,700 turtles, there are three species of turtle which 48.5% were olive ridley,
47.7% were leatherback, and 3.8% were green turtle.
Moving onto the data in 2002, it shows that there were 2031 turtle activities recorded
along 76 kilometres coastline in Amansuri (GWS, 2006). The numbers and rates of
turtle were 90 leatherbacks (44%), 90 Olive Ridleys (44%), 17 Green Turtles (8%)
and 8 or 4% which could not be identified (GWS, 2006). The data shows that
although the location in Amansuri is different from the coast from Prampram to Ada
Foah, and total observational turtle numbers are not the same, we can see that the ratio
of species seems similar.
Research Methods
In the original ideas, I attempt to make the dissertation more descriptive, interpretative,
and ethnographic as quasi-anthropological format. It helps me to discuss with local
people and hear the explanations of their knowledge, life, environment, and culture. It
will provide me very complicated qualitative data but more complete viewpoints from
local residents. Thus, in the following sections, I will give the detail of why I chose
Ahobre, the methods of data collection, data analysis approaches, ethnic issues, and
research limitations.
About research samples, I chose to interview 30 people as a research sample. Fante
and Nzema people comprised the core of the population so I interviewed 16 Fante
people and 14 Nzema people. Besides the two groups of people, I would like to make
the comparison of ages, occupations, and genders to reflect my research questions.
Methodology 1: Participatory Local Appraisal
Participatory local appraisal (PLA) is mainly for studying indigenous or local
knowledge systems and is founded on rapid rural appraisal (RRA) and participatory
rural appraisal (PRA). It is a method that fieldworkers can learn from local knowledge
by systematic and semi-structured ways (Mitchell, 2002).
Besides books and journal papers, annual reports, survey results and other data can be
good sources for completing the research. At this time, I made a semi-structured
1

The original data showed ‘203’ seems wrong because of the plus proportion of each sea turtle species
are not matched. However, I keep the same number to show the original text.
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questionnaire to do interviews to local people. It contains questions that I would like
to ask but I also asked something which is inexistent in the questionnaire and local
people can answer me very freely and open-endedly. In addition, I observed local
activities such as fishing activity, people walking through noisy marketplace and so
on. Tried to have insight into something that was interested me or relevant to my
research.
Methodology 2: Thick Description
Thick description is usually used in ethnographic research. Because it reflects the true
life and culture of local people, thick description is valuable in qualitative research. It
loyally paints a true picture of local dwellers’ life and also provides precious academic
knowledge.
Thick description is a very useful technique of piecing local life together for readers.
In the following chapter, thick description will be used numerously to approach the
real state of the research site. I believe that this method also illustrates the dilemma of
conservation in local area.
Results and Discussions
The research in Ahobre No.2 conducted from mid May to mid June. When I was there,
I used the semi-structured interview questions (see Appendix I) to ask about the
opinions of marine turtle conservation and cultural issues among local people. I
interviewed 16 Fante people and 14 Nzema people. Local residents shared many
experiences with me. I really obtained abundant verbal and visual data with them.
Those first-hand data present as following. In this chapter, I will focus on the main
topics in chapter 1.3 and also tell what GWS have done to influence local people. The
quotation marks from informants have been slightly modified to correct the English,
when necessary.
How important are turtle meat and eggs in the local diet and economy?
The use of marine turtles in each ethnic group gives different results. In the question
3“how important is marine turtle meat and eggs in the local diet and economy?”(See
Appendix I, Part 1) I used a scale to test if local people got high or low score to see
the correlation between people and turtle intake. Fante people had an average 8.0
point and Nzema people had an average 9.0. Almost everyone gave the positive
answer of “turtle meat and eggs are important protein source” and some mentioned
the market price of marine turtle to prove the economic importance. The price
fluctuated to a very high degree. People distinguish the differences by size (small,
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medium, and large) and species (leatherback and the others). Some people said that
leatherback is bigger than other species of turtle so that the market price is higher than
other turtles. The price is from ¢ 20 to ¢100 for a leatherback and from ¢10 to ¢70 for
other species. In the aspect of market price, there were 6 Fante people and 3 Nzema
people gave the market price of turtle. It seemed Fante people understood the market
price of turtle more than Nzema people.
Because of the deficiency of demographical data, it is not easy to differentiate the age
groups. In the early survey, I categorised those groups as 15-25, 26-64, and 65 above
to search for interviewees. There was no difference between their cognition of sea
turtle preservation between the three age groups. According to question 3 (See
Appendix I, Part I) I asked, I realise that for the local diet and economy, marine turtle
still played an important role even though some people have the knowledge to protect
turtles from slaughter. Those data may imply that the age group of 31 to 50 considered
turtle highly as the source of food and economy because they are working age so need
more strength and economic source. Therefore, for health and financial reasons, they
have to have turtle meat consumption and sell turtle meat or eggs in the market. The
age group from 15 to 30 was the buffering age from schooling to working. They also
need more protein to maintain healthy body. As for the elderly group, they have less
consumption of turtle meat and eggs so that they consider it was less important than
the other two age groups.
Listening to local people’s ideas of ‘Conservation’
In the local languages, conservation has the same meaning as ‘banbo’ in Fante
language and ‘ezinzalε’ in Nzema language. ‘Banbo’ refers to ‘protect and save’ and
the root of ‘ezinzalε’ – ezin – means ‘go on, continue’. They are the closest concept to
conservation.
The question I asked to interviewees was “Would you please define ‘conservation’ in
your view?” (See Appendix I Part I, Question 1) Interviewees gave many interesting
answers that may be different from the general definition or a digression but still
provided valuable data for reference. Some people said very directly referring to
conserve marine turtles. For instance, “Release turtle will be my choice” said John.
Robert and another three people said: “when you see a turtle and kill it, it means you
do not conserve them. If you see a turtle and protect the eggs behind them that means
you conserved it”. Their opinion towards conservation seems to focus on “kill or not
kill”, “keep or take”. However, it is very close to the original meaning of conservation.
Albert and other 5 people answered: “protect something from any harm”. In fact,
conservation usually refers to endangered species that are needed to be protected in
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specific ways or rules. They gave the general idea, however, not very clearly. Lydia
depicted a slightly different outlook: “[conservation]…means protect animals. We live
in where we live and animals live in their habitats. Therefore, we should not use them
as meat and give freedom and let them go back”. It is much clearer than the previous
statements but it seems to dichotomise people and wildlife completely and also cut the
relations between the nature and human beings. Alima added: “…use animal in the
right time”. It says that in order to maintain their livelihood, indigenous people
certainly have to take something from the nature. However, it does not mean they can
exploit resources unlimitedly. Instead, “…use animal in the right time” may provide a
conservational direction or sustainable use strategies for them. ‘Open season’ has been
announced by governments in many countries. It can be a good method for
sustainable using local resources without too much exploitation on local environment.
Egyaɔ said: “conservation is to take big one and leave small one”. It is a good point
that we leave larva for future growth and take adults for the meat on our dining table.
It is one of the concepts of sustainable use.
Augustine and another eight people’s ideas sounded like building a zoo for animals:
“…is to make the house for animals to stay inside and they can’t go out without your
permission. Because once they go out and something bad may happen to them.
Keeping them in the cage, giving food, and sending them to veterinarian whilst
animals getting sick, that is conservation”.
He provided good viewpoints to start with ‘maintaining’ some animals through the
operating way of zoo even it may cause harm for marine turtles.
When I asked about their attitudes towards marine turtle conservation, almost every
narrator answered ‘yes’ to question 2 “Do you think marine turtle conservation is
important?” (See Appendix 1, Part1) except one Fante person who said ‘no’. Others
replied ‘yes’ with very high rate. However, it is very interesting to discuss the results
in depth. If you merely see the answer of ‘yes’, you will not understand the whole
situation and the implication of their answers. For instance, continuing with above
question, there were 4 Fante people who answered ‘yes’ but gave incredible answers.
James said: “Yes, conservation is important to me because it will not disturb me.” He
also answered: “I can catch turtle and get money from them. All of my family
members like turtle meat very much.” Robert agreed to conserve because of the
increasing of fish number. Kapiio said it is good to conserve because: “it can be the
source of meat”. Alima also answered: “we can make use of turtle as the source of
material” but she did not give specific usage. The above situations may imply several
kinds of answers: local people did not understand what conservation is; they knew
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what conservation was but interpreted what they thought conservation should look
like; or, we could say perhaps this kind of opinion contains the concept of ‘sustainable
use’. They did not think conservation is only to maintain and preserve some species
but can extend the range to use those resources sustainably.
In the conservational donation aspects, I asked local people two questions about:
“how much are you willing to pay for conserving the marine turtle? Please give the
amount and explain your answer. (¢/month)” and “how much would you pay for
releasing caught turtle? (¢/a turtle) ” (See Appendix I, Part 1, Questions 5 & 6).
Almost every Nzema replied s/he was willing to donate money to the NGOs monthly,
except a schoolboy. The price they were willing to pay was from the amount ranging
between ¢1 and ¢100. Five Fante people did not want to donate to conservation
efforts. The price they were willing to pay was from the amount ranging between ¢1
and ¢200 monthly. In the aspect of fee for releasing turtle, local people among two
ethnic groups tend to give money to the one who catches turtle. According to different
species and sizes, residences would pay the range of ¢2 to ¢100. It may not easy to
see the degree of how the villagers involved in turtle conservation because of the
fluctuated amounts. However, it shows that almost every interviewee has the
consensus of helping marine turtle conservation.
On the contrary, listen to the opposite opinion from a Fante elder – a fisherman, Egya
ɔ. He told me:
“It is not necessary to conserve marine turtles because God created them for human
beings to take…as I know, people catch and eat marine turtle everyday”.
He was strongly against conservation with his religion because he believed God
would provide. A group of people surrounded my interpreter and me whilst Egyaɔ
told me that. He was weaving net and doubted: “if I left turtle, who can compensate
for my net?” Obviously, from his point of view, we can realise that ‘belief’ has
influenced his idea about how people make use of the resources. People may take it
for granted because of some religious reasons. However, the second sentence implies
that what he has done was try to earn a living.
Does the marine turtle have any particular cultural meaning/significance for local
people based on folklore, myths, legends or other forms of knowledge?
- Language
Language is one of the most interesting and amazing event to represent the particular
culture of the nation. It interprets its unique expressions which only exist in their
culture and customs. Therefore, to understand a particular culture, language is one of
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the good ways to go through into their world.
It is very interesting to get in touch with the different cultural affairs, especially in
such kind of society like Ahobre. Most of the local people belong to Akan people so
that they have similar vocabulary and expression. According to local people’s opinion,
Fante and Nzema are very close languages but Fante people cannot understand Nzema
properly and, on the contrary, Nzema people can understand or guess what Fante
people say and can speak some Fante. The reason is probably because both language
are the dialects of Akan language but spoken in different geographical locations so
that they may communicate but with slightly difficulties. In Fante language, they have
two words to describe marine turtles. One is εpohulu and another is εfo. pohulu
refers to smaller turtles such as green turtles, olive ridley, hawksbill, loggerheads and
so on and εfo means leatherback. In other words, εpohulu represents other sort of
marine turtle species which are not belonging to Leatherback. That is because Fante
does not have other expressions of different types of marine turtle except leatherback.
It is amazing that when I checked the category of each marine turtle, I found that the
genus of leatherback is Dermochelyidae which is an independent category. Other
marine turtles’ genus all belong to Cheloniidae. That may imply their wisdom of
categorising turtles. Interestingly, the root of εpohulu can be divided into ‘εpo’ and
‘hulu’. ‘po’ means the sea and ‘hulu’ indicates ‘the movement of jumping’.
In Nzema language, there are two words to describe marine turtles as well. One is
‘Kawula’, another one is ‘Anwa’. It is the same as Fante language that the former
means the turtles which are not belonging to leatherback. The latter merely represents
leatherback. The root “wula” means “becoming bigger”. ‘Wa’ means ‘tying hair’.
In Fante group, some interesting phrases or words can always vividly represent their
local life. For instance, Isaac said:
“… whilst fishermen go fishing, they cannot talk about ‘εpohulu’ or ‘εfo’ because
once you talk about the word, turtles are conscious you are going to catch them and
escape so that you will not get your harvest. Therefore, whilst fishermen sail to the
sea, we say ‘kofikiti’ instead of ‘turtle’ to confuse the marine turtle. After us pulling
the net and getting turtles, we start to say the word ‘turtle’.’’
Robert added that:
“…if you find one in your net and mention its name, the turtle will vanish, in our
Fante language, we said: kofikiti wotri mu ɔkyl”. Besides ‘kofikiti’, Apofo said: “you
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can also use ‘εpomu kubie sin’ instead of calling marine turtle directly”.
Another fisherman James told the same thing but use the different expression to
represent turtle as ‘apewuti’.
The examples above tell the circumspection of their harvest. I think it can be
explained that local people use man power and rely on almost no machine to work
because of poverty problems. Moreover, besides the fishing season in August, they
cannot catch a good number of fish in the sea. Therefore, they take their harvest
seriously and worry they will not have any harvest. It may explain why they have so
many ‘nicknames’ for the marine turtle.
- Last ceremony and memory in Ahobre
An Nzema boy whose name is Albert told me about the story which was relevant to
his clan. It is also related to a ceremony. Here starts the story:
“My grandfather told me a story about a pregnant woman. She was one of my
ancestors. One day, the woman went to sea and was almost drowned in the sea. At that
moment, a marine turtle appeared at once and carried her on its back. After the
woman was rescued by the turtle, she came home and gave birth to a bouncing boy.
Every time when the boy went to the beach, the same turtle which came to his
mother’s rescue played with him. They became very good friends.”
It was a coincidence that I met Albert, whose clan has the tradition to worship marine
turtles. I think this is the only ceremony which is directly relevant marine turtles
locally. After his enthusiastic description of the ceremony, he led me to his house to
look around. I was also glad because I had the chance to note the details of the
ceremony resorting to written words. Because of changing of religion, their clan may
not hold the ceremony again possibly. The ceremony also has a moving story about
their clan. The details are described as following:
“The ceremony is called ‘kawula εrolε εlilε’. Whilst the ceremony was going to hold,
the head of the clan (my grandfather) asked three men to find a turtle, even if they
took more than 4 or 5 days. It didn’t matter. When three men got a turtle, they brought
it back home and placed in a small room. No one was allowed to enter the room
except the clan leader. When the leader came out the room, there was a piece of red
cloth tied to the neck of the marine turtle. During the ceremony, everyone wore
special clothes which had the pattern of marine turtle. The women cooked a big feast
for the clan to eat. After that, we all cried for the marine turtle at the end of the
ceremony…” He said continually: “…after the ceremony, three men would bring the
turtle back to the sea. It was not allowed to go fishing at the day. They started to fish
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in the next day and the turtle would bless them to get more harvest.”
After that, he led me to his clan house and showed me the place to put the turtle.
“…before we set the turtle into the room, we put the turtle into the place which is
called ‘nyangoale’ (a construction looks like a well).”
“We cried to the marine turtle because in our legend, one marine turtle has saved our
pregnant ancestor. If the turtle did not save the pregnant woman, our clan would not
exist anymore. That is why we cry for the turtle.”
Besides, Albert added:
“…because of this story, we use marine turtle to be the symbol to represent our clan.
It is forbidden to kill marine turtle. Once you kill a turtle, the leader of your clan will
not recognise your belonging. In our clan, we treat marine turtle as human being. No
one should kill or eat it.”
He told me that the leader of his family now is his father (his grandfather passed
away). His father does not allow anyone to go into the locked room which contains
the equipments for the ‘kawula εrolε εlilε’ ceremony. Therefore, it is a pity that I
cannot see the particular clothes and tools which prepared for the ceremony. In
addition, according to what Albert said, because of the change from their traditional
religion to Christianity, possibly, they will no longer hold the ceremony. In this case,
we may know how deep marine turtle conservation is involving in traditional belief
systems. However, the only (among all my interviewees) clan which has a specific
ceremony that is related to turtles directly will not display their tradition again. Is this
the diminishment of traditional culture? Or is it a cultural rebirth with exterior
culture?
What potential do local people see for generating tourism income from turtles?
Tourism, in many aspects, it is a good industry to bring outside money into a specific
community. However, according to Fante chief’s words, there were almost no tourist
came to Ahobre. However, he was very confident that tourism will generate income to
his community. The following sections will tell different comparisons of each group.
Whilst I asked interviewees “do you think the marine turtle is an important tourism
resources/ attraction? If so, does tourism generate income for conservation efforts?”
(See Appendix I, Part 1, Question 7), all Nzema narrators gave very positive answers
with the average scale of 10 (see Table 4-3) in 8 of 14 people’s answers. Fante people
seemed to have lower confidence that turtles could be tourism resources/attraction and
generate income in the level of 7.57 (see Table 4-3). Despite of different numbers of
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the average score from villagers, we can still find out that both two ethnic groups
were confidant of the tourism attraction of turtles and also marine turtle generates
income from tourism. Ekow told me about his idea.
“Marine turtle is a good example to learn something. Whilst I was a schoolboy, I
learned the concept of ‘zoo’ from book but never saw it before. I believe that if we
have the zoo, animals are there, schoolchildren can learn how the animals look like.
Yes, since we pay and then we can go into the zoo and see animals.”
What he tried to present is that he has the concept of operating a zoo. Marine turtles
can be very commercial resources for tourists having wildlife watching in Ahobre.
Local people can make their living from tourism.
Obviously, it is not easy to follow the same route to conserve other kinds of animals
to protect sea turtle and generating income from tourists. However, it also gives the
local people’s view about how they try to develop and improve their living
circumstances.
Conclusion
According to the data, most of the interviewees rated turtle meat and eggs in a high
score of Question 1 (Also see Appendix I, part I, Question 3). However, if discussed
deeply beyond the score, most of them stopped taking turtle meat or never had it.
GWS also promoted conservation concepts to them. That is to say, the numbers they
have given is a reflection of their social viewpoint. They answered the scores because
of they ate or bought turtle meat before, their family or relatives bought and sold turtle
meat, or they just saw it in the market or somewhere that people slaughtering it.
Therefore, it may summarise that some local people still eat turtle meat but the ratio is
gradually falling because of the re-education of GWS.
Generally, interviewees’ attitudes towards turtle conservation are positive. Most of
them agree and would even like to contribute (i.e. volunteering, providing places or
assistance), donate, and pay for conservation efforts. That suggests that local residents
not only have positive attitudes but also take action practically.
Via the process of interview, many people told me the stories, ceremonies, songs, and
some cultural events relevant to marine turtle. It may show the tightly connection
between marine turtle and people.
Implications: What are the implications of local attitudes and meanings for turtle
conservation in the future?
Marine turtle conservation is not a new fashion but has been promoted for a long time
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since people understand that selfish behaviour will lead to the extinction of the marine
turtle. As time goes by, the IUCN Red List cites three turtle species from endangered
to “critically endangered” and other species are still at risky situation. It is very
thought-provoking for people to look back on what we have done for conservation in
the past.
Through different verbal discussions, they may imply local people’s tendencies
towards sea turtle conservation. They gave positive or negative answers to the
questions I asked but it is good that local people and I started communication with
each other. Generally, every interviewee has some knowledge of marine turtle more or
less. Some people even have strongly willingness to devote themselves to do
conservation works or donate to the organisation. It seems that marine turtle
conservation promotes well due to GWS re-educates local people.
From the result of this study, we know that there is plenty of evidence which shows
marine turtle and local culture has some sort of connection. People live together with
marine turtles. From the direct use, natives consume turtle meat and eggs as their
important protein sources. Some people use turtle eggs and oil as medicine or a sort of
energy drink for villagers’ curing or freshening. The sea turtle carapaces are also
useful as rubbish containers, wall decorations etc.
Next, the culture of marine turtles started to go through indigenous lives. Through the
discussion and communication, marine turtles become a symbol which appears in
their language and parts of their arts. Those symbols can be the elements of myths,
folklores, sayings, riddles or other forms of knowledge that offspring inherit from
their forefathers. Marine turtles can be the main role of local people’s festivals,
ceremonies, or even their belief. Indigenes celebrate because of abundant harvest at
specific days. Local people have special ceremonies for marine turtle worship. In their
mind, sea turtles are the spirit or gods and if they worship with high devotion, marine
turtles will bless them and award them a harvest of fish. By and large, marine turtles
have involved many events in people’s life in depth.
However, the local culture is diminishing. The most apparent example is Albert’s clan
culture. Because of religion change, the traditional belief in marine turtle and the
specific ceremony possibly will not appear again in the future. That tells the risk of
maintaining traditional culture. To some extent, it also shows the relations between
turtles and human beings are becoming more distant. Moreover, if local people lose
their traditions, the world also loses the pattern of human mosaic. Therefore, to
conserve the culture and rebuild the turtle-people relations may be an important work
in the future.
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Recommendations
According to the consequences of this research, marine turtles are still in a critical
dangerous environment despite the efforts of conservationists to save them. Therefore,
the recommendations will be based on the research results to discuss the possible
methods. Recommendations will be introduced as following on wildlife policy,
socio-economic status, and the actions that local NGOs should take.
1.

Changing Relevant Policies or Laws Legislating to Marine Turtle Conservation

It is not easy, but to legislate relevant laws and policies clear are very important to
protect marine turtles. If the laws and policies are inadequate, how could
conservationists find the accurate direction to follow? Thus, I argue that the Ghanaian
government should legislate as quickly as possible. However, according to the
specific environment in a place such as Ahobre, laws and policies should include a
proviso. That is “Concern about local poverty status and consider sustainable use,
local people can have limited quota for turtle catch”.
2.

Resolving Socio-economic Problem – Poverty

During the survey, in my personal experiences, I saw plenty of poor communities
among Amansuri areas. I thought, in terms of the Western experience, people usually
develop themselves until they have a good standard living and then talk about
environment protection. Equally, local Ghanaian residents also look for development.
Therefore, to lower down the unemployment rate and create job opportunity are the
most important thing to do and also provide incentives for conservation.
3.

Helping Local People Developing Their Traditional Turtle Culture

Traditional cultures are very valuable heritages for local people. The existence of any
culture of the world is also precious legacy. Cultures contain ancestral wisdom that
has been passed down generation to generation. In particular, the turtle cultures in
Ahobre show the vivid local life. Therefore, government and local NGOs should help
local people to maintain and even develop their cultures. Afterwards, the unique
cultures which connect turtle-people relations can be preserved.
4.

Compiling Environmental Education Materials for both Pupils and Adults

Traditional knowledge usually contains something that implies the meaning of
harmonious life between human and the environment. According to the stories, songs,
and other materials, I suggest that authorities concerned, teachers, and GWS can
design some courses co-operatively such as music course or stories time for pupils at
school. Via those courses, we can introduce their surroundings and also promote the
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perceptions of marine turtle conservation. It will be easier for the promotion of
conservation if schoolchildren learn about it in interesting ways.
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Appendix I
Semi-structured Interview Questions
Part I. Marine Turtle Conservation
1. Would you please define “conservation” in your view?
2. Do you think marine turtle conservation is important? (use ordinal scale) Please
explain your answer.
3. How important is turtle meat and eggs in the local diet and economy?(use ordinal
scale)
4. If the marine turtle is important, in what ways do you contribute to conservation
efforts (i.e. donating, volunteering and so on)?
5. How much are you willing to pay for conserving the marine turtle? Please give the
amount and explain your answer. (¢/month)
6. How much would you pay for releasing caught turtle? (¢/a turtle)
7. Do you think the marine turtle is an important tourism resource/ attraction? (use
ordinal scale) If so, does tourism generate income for conservation efforts?
8. What is your attitude towards turtle conservation? Do you agree or disagree?
Why?
Part II. Cultural Issues
1. How important is the marine turtle in your culture? (use ordinal scale) Please
explain your answer.
2. In your culture, how do you use marine turtle in any kind of purpose?
3. Is marine turtle the totem of your village/ethnic group? If so, would you please
indicate which species of it?
4. Is marine turtle the symbolism of your life? (i.e. the decoration of fabric,
architecture, and utensils etc.)
5. Do you have marine turtle taboo? Please explain it.
6. Is marine turtle a superstition in your culture?
7. Do you have any festival or ceremony relevant to marine turtle? Please give the
detailed examples.
8. Do you have any saying or idiom about marine turtle? (i.e. kunduu kε kawula: you
looks like a turtle which is laying eggs because of the pose. )
9. Is the marine turtle associated with ancient myths or folklores in your community?
Please explain the meaning.
10. Do you have any song relevant to marine turtle? If so, may I get the whole lyrics?
Would you please explain what the meaning of the song is? What
11. Have the local people changed the behaviour they use the marine turtle as an
internal or external (tourism, conservation etc.) influences? If yes, please explain.
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Abstract
Research objectives
Accor
di
ng t
ot
he conceptof“
c
ommon poolr
esour
ces”(
CPR), the tribal
r
esour
cesi
sat
y
peof“
closed-access”CPR,i
nwhi
chawel
l
-defined indigenous
group possess property in common. If indigenous tribes can manage the CPR
in a self-governing way, through cooperation of tribal individuals and local
organizations to create collective interests, make good use of traditional
ecological knowledge, the communities may be able to prevent indigenes from
losing their land tenure to non-indigenes, so as to achieve the objectives of
sustainable tribal development. However, limited by the presumptions of
“
homo ec
onomi
cs”(
economi
c man)and “
r
ai
son d’
ét
at
”
(
ov
er
r
i
di
ng st
at
e
power), ignoring the fact that human agencies and natural resources will
interact with each other, CPR is often mentioned in danger of being overused,
such as the expression of "the tragedy of the commons" by Hardin (1968).
On the purpose to clarify the misread described above, this paper will examine
the CPR self-governing case in a Atayal community with Neo-Institutional
Economic approach. Focusing on the time period these CPRs utilization
t
ur
nedt
o“
communi
t
ydev
el
opment
”i
ssuef
r
om “
r
esour
cesc
onser
v
at
i
on”i
ssue,
this study will adopt the methods of empirical survey and in-depth interview,
and then examine the case from the framework of t
he “
Soci
al
-Ecological
Sy
st
ems”(
Ander
i
es,J
anssenandOst
r
om,2004). Three important questions
listed below are to be discussed:
1. How do the individuals conform to social norms, both formal and informal?
2. How can a group design rules which fit to the local CPR situation and
mai
nt
ai
nt
heor
gani
z
at
i
on’
sl
ong-term sustainability?
3. How do the Social-Ecological Systems (SESs) form and manipulate?

Proposed methodology
In order three questions mentioned above, this study adopted the following
methods:
* Professor, Department of Land Economics, National Cheng-Chi University. irene1@nccu.edu.tw
** PHD student, Department of Land Economics, National Cheng-Chi University.
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1. Methods of archival research
We collect thesis and documents concerning about CPR in Cinsibu Atayal
Tribes and government projects or regulations.
2. Methods of in-depth interview
Then we took in-depth interview method to talk to the leadership of the tribal
community, local organization to know the manipulation of forest protection or
eco-tourism, and tribal villagers will be included also.
3. Participatory observation research
Our observation research was done from July 2005 to July 2006. We attended
several activities, such as tribal meetings to know how the local organizations
promote the conservation program
4. Comparative analysis
After collect all the relevant data, we examine the case based on concepts of
social-ecological system, then we can deeply explore the process of forming
the social network to prevent from misunderstanding the local knowledge.

Discussion of expected outcomes
Based on the ground theory, the case study will adopt the methods of empirical
survey and in-depth interview, comparisons and analysis are applied in this
research to achieve outcomes listed below.
1. Based on the design principles of long-enduring CPR institutions proposed
by Ostrom (1990), we learn how to carry out the balance between the
ecology conservation and the indigenous tribe development by
self-governing CPR institutions.
2. By establishing social-ecological system, we can deeply explore the
process of forming the social network to prevent from misunderstanding the
local knowledge.
3. By probing the social mechanism inside the tribal activities, we analyze
how the mechanism form a strategy of using resources and discuss the
connection between such a strategy and CPR governance. Moreover, we
expect to sketch the boundary of the CPR and self-governing for the
reference to establish a system of CPR management.
4. Through the relevant examination and analysis of CPR, we expect to make
some recommendations to the government about how to promote the
3
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policies concerning about governing the CPR as well as how to empower
the indigenes to cultivate there self-governing capability.

Keyword:

Common pool resources, Social-Ecological Systems, Indigene, Atayal,
Self-governing
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1. Introduction
In earlier years, Taiwan's indigenes were farming by slash and burn, fishing,
hunting and gathering which breed a culture and the abundant life on the
motherland. Their traditional songs convey the deep feeling: "Land is the root
ofet
hni
cgr
oups’l
i
f
e,t
hest
r
engt
hofi
ndi
genouss
ubsi
st
ence;onl
yl
andcan
provide us survivability ". In other words, for indigenes the land resource1 is
not only the important production factors, but also the spiritual foundation for
cultural identity. As they share the traditional rule, the indigenous land can be
2
concei
v
edasaki
ndof‘
commonpool
r
esour
ces’
(
CPR)
. About the use of CPR,

indigenes have the ethic rules of the maintenance of natural environment to be
in accordance with natural resource use, management, implementation and
enforcement of the sanctions and on the basis of collective norms via the
norms to restrain the common behavior.3 However, the oppression of the
rulers in the past, been the impact of mainstream society and economic market,
the resources use in indigenous hometown are often unable to fit the local
ecological environment, and are against the indigenous environmental ethics.
Such a phenomenon is not only speed up the loss of indigenous land rights,
resulting in marginalization of indigenous areas, and often leads to local land
use over its limits and environmental disasters, in turn endangering the
sustainable development of CPR.
In addition, because of Taiwanese indigenes are situated on a long-term social,
political, and economic weakness, it makes the use of resources not only has
the responsibility to develop local economy but also provides the need of
indigenous survival and cultural succession. Besides, taking into account the
security of land, water and soil conservation, such multiple objectives cause
*This study is summarized from the special sponsored subject project of Executive Yuan, National
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Areas –Three Cases of Atayal Tribes in Jianshih Township, Hsinchu County.”(
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tNo:NSC
94-2621-Z-004-001, NSC 95-2621-Z-004-003) Would like to thank NSC. Yen, Ai-ching is the project
manager and Sun, Chih-Ti is the research assistant.
1
Because of various land use, land develops as people gathering places, cultivated land, hunting land,
and fisheries. The embodiments are communities, rivers, and forestry.
2
The so-called common pool resource (CPR) refers to a natural or man-made resource system that is
sufficiently large as to make it costly (but not impossible) to exclude potential beneficiaries from
obtaining from its use (Ostrom, 1990:30).
3
In Atayal society, for example, they consider that the land is alive. It owns its existing ethics. Human
beings are the guests of this land. If they break the natural rules of land existence, it equals killing the
life of land.
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in the past, due to centralization guidance, scientific management and elites
participant 'exclusive' governance patterns, rulers were lack of accurate local
information and local societies' participation that Taiwan mountainous
resource management policies can not achieve expected ideals and
sometimes even caused or accelerated the degradation of local resources. In
recent years, the new discovery tells that via self-governance model, some of
Taiwan's indigenous settlements or mountainous communities are devoted to
conservation and maintenance of CPR and has been considerable
achievements. The declaration of ‘
A New Partnership between the Indigenous
Peoples and the Government of Taiwan,’
opens cooperation relations between
indigenes and the government towards the practice of co-management
mechanism into the policy. This phenomenon, with international scholars
Wade (1988), Ostrom (1990), Bromley (1992) and other studies echoed
through the CPR self-governance model to address the plight of the commons4
to become a viable path; on the other hand, many CPR has been changed
from original purpose of ecological conservation to further communal
economic development. The use and management of CPR in indigenous
areas leads ecological conservation into the issues of developing tourism in
indigenous communities and faced with some new variables and challenges.
However, it is worthy of doing further observation and studying whether
self-governing can have long-run duration, whether there are a balance
between ecological conservation and economic development, and whether
self-governing can help indigenes getting rid of the loss of land resources in
the past and then achieve the goal of sustainable development of CPR.
This study selects CPR self-governing in Shin Kung and Cinsibu in Chienshih
Township, Hsinchu County5 asex
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Cinsibu belongs to Shiu-Luang village, Jianshie Township, Shinchu where is located in the southern
2 km of Smangus on the left side of Takekin Stream. The altitude is 1,720 m which is the highest
community of Atayal people with surrounded mountains and cloud. Cinsibu, in Atayal language,
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resources in the common purpose of maintaining the tribe was beginning to
have been given the promotion tribe look forward to the economic
development of tourism as the main area. By empirical investigation6 and
compar
i
son,weest
abl
i
sht
heanal
y
t
i
calf
r
amewor
kofl
ocal“
soci
al
–ecological
7
ecosy
st
em”, to observe the tribal forest protections and the development of
indigenous tourism, and how tribal self-governance of CPR respond to internal
and external interference, how its social and ecological interaction evolved,
how the group adapted to local conditions to develop rules regarding the
natural conservation and safeguarding the welfare of tribal people, so as to
provide design thinking for follow-up CPR management system.

2. CPR self-governing in Smangus and Cinsibu
2.1 Forest Protecting Action in Smangus and Cinsibu Communities
In the early period of Taiwan Retrocession Day, Forestry Bureau cut down lots
of cypress and exported to Japan. Forestry Bureau banned indigenes
accessing their traditional land that lead much forestry heritage to destruction.
It caused local people losing their survival land. Above description is also
happened i
n Smangus and Ci
nsi
bu Communi
t
i
es;i
nl
ocalpeopl
e’
s ey
es,
Forestry Bureau is the outside invader. They not only placed restrictions on the
use of ancient heritable land, but also destroyed forestry resources. Therefore,
they stood for indigenous land rights inherited before national existence and
doubted eminent domain and legality of governmental forest resource
distribution. Because of the negative interaction and distrust, there often have
many disputes between local people and officers of Forestry Bureau.
In 1986, whilst the virgin forest in Wu-Fung Township was nearly cut down and
Forest Bureau was preparing to lumber to the forest near Smangus,
Shiow-Lung Village, they were resisted by Smangus and Cinsibu indigenes in
Shiow-Lung Workstation. In the guidance of traditional consciousness and the
notion of communal property, local people unfolded strong public stress and
the determination of conflicting by force that made Forest Bureau ceased
6

The research methods and the respondents, please refer to attached table1 and 2.
Anderies, Janssen and Ostrom (2004) refer that self-governing CPR operate under the complicated
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interactive system to observe and analyse to show the outcome.
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lumbering plan. After that time, local self-governing organisation (self-defence
force) has been continued operating for the survival of cypress forest in
Smangus and Cinsibu.

2.
2SmangusandCi
nsi
bucommuni
t
i
es’t
our
i
sm devel
opmentandB
& B operation
In the recent years, the settlement of national park and cypress forest
conservation issues were gradually given weight to. At the same time, Cinsibu,
the remote community where is located in the Central Mountain Range, was
famous because of the report of Chinatimes which appealed on the stage of
Taiwan recreation and showed 'discovery' as its title: "there is a mysterious
original cypress forest in Cinsibu, Shin-Chu County, estimating at least 200 red
cypress and chamaecyparis. There are one fifth of the trees has been
announced as 'Taiwan Ten Giant Woods' by Forest Bureau. "The giant forest in
Taiwan is the prodigies of nature of the world... Nowadays, people in Cinsibu
still maintain traditional cultivated life. Agricultural products are the temperate
zone fruits and summer vegetables. Although the local folkways is intrepid,
once they obviate watchfulness to Han, they still preserve the most pure and
generous natural instinct of Atayal. Their strong consciousness of united and
loving their motherland helped forward their place as Taiwan's Sangrera."
(Page. 42, Chinatimes, 18th DEC. 1998)
Owing to the news Smangus and Cinsibu mount a stage of recreation and
tourism in Taiwan. It attracted numerous tourists crowding into Gien-She (尖石)
to proceed climbing or appreciate giant forest activities in local communities.
Therefore, this national woodland which has total area amounted to 88,160
hectares, connecting to Da-Tong Township, I-Lan and Fu-Shing Township,
Tao-uan, becoming the important local tourism resources. In addition,
community members show their cultural display, operating B & B and
ecological explanation to create newly income for communal development.
Nonetheless, as people crowd into communities, comparatively, tourists made
great impacts to local people's peaceful life and negative environmental
influence. For instance, from the news of giant divine trees has unveiled,
8
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rubbish such as aluminum cans, plastic bags, route marks, and vegetations
that were pulled down by tourists can be seen everywhere in every forest
paths. On the two sides of the paths to the giant divine trees, precious trees
that need hundred even thousand years to grow up to a forest and indigenous
vegetations were dug by tourists. Furthermore, because of community
dwellers lack of tactful speech, limited human force, and no adequate
arrangements for many tourists that they were set aside in the community,
local people have to receive much external cost. Moreover, as eco-tourism
became more and more popular and the government concerning about
environmental

issues,

many

planning

organizations

contacted

with

communities, addressing the idea of co-operating to send plans to the
government. Community members have conscious of local communal works
has been developed into the step of co-operating with governmental resources.
However, because of the public sector can not subsidize the church directly,
after discussion, local people thought that the best way is to establish
organizations to foster personnel training and create the opportunity of
employment.
Therefore, Cinsibu dwellers founded 'Atayal Communal Sustainable
Development Association'. In addition to zealous playing the role of negotiating
with each sector (including public and private sectors) and proceed forest and
rivers conservation, they also started to do the investigation of communal flora
and fauna towards the direction of eco-tourism and high quality sightseeing. In
2000, November, not only Catholicism but also Christian in Smangus and
Cinsibu put their efforts on building cypress forest path and set check point
there to declare their management right to their property by practical action
(Chen, Meng-li, 2003). In the early 2001, Smangus and Cinsibu convened
communal meeting to control total number of tourists, fine poachers who break
the rules (whether the one is an indigene or Han), and arrange tourists
accommodation.

In

the

communal

residents'

efforts,

local B

&

B

businesspeople combined with communal eco-culture. For example, divine
trees navigation, pounding up millet, traditional weaving teaching, and
agricultural inspection and experience etc. have provided tourists good cultural
experience and learning. These activities which harmonized with township
9
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office are also abundant the inner of B & B industry.
In the middle of 2006, Atayal culture films have been selected to take in
Cinsibu. In the subsidies of Ford Company and communal co-operation, Atayal
culture has been shown on the film. In the future, these films are expected to
attract tourists who are keen on Atayal culture as well as also preserves and
hand down to the next generation. Moreover, community strives for
maintaining and enhancing Atayal culture and ecology protection. It gives
substantial help to the community whilst the community focuses on the
development of cultural industrial tourism.

2.3 The Problems and Challenges that Smangus and Cinsibu CPR
self-governing confronting
As previous paragraphs, industries in Smangus and Cinsibu developed
vigorously because of the promotion of mass media. In order to handle large
number of tourists, shops and B & B opened. Due to the business opportunity
from tourists is fast and direct that makes the number of B & B grows up
promptly. Before the invade of typhoon Ely in 2004,eco-tourism industry in
Smangus and Cinsibu developed to the peak. In the only hundred population
community, there are 15 B & Bs in this community. However, it is worth noting
that due to the arrangement of B & B guests and the plan of eco-tourism are
not sound enough. Thus, there are some competitive conflicts of guests and
benefit. Furthermore, this study discovered that whilst community developed
tourism, it seemed to push forward local economy and industrial development.
In fact, it implied many problems such as the poverty gap increasing more and
the impact to communal ecology, culture, and living etc. On the other hand, the
problem of free-rider appeals on CPR operation that leads communal resource
management and industrial development proceeding to some problems of
ideal enforcement and benefit distribution. It causes the separateness and
wrestle of local self-governing organization.
The overview of the development context of Taiwan indigenous communities
shows that communal eco-tourism became the way of getting rid of poverty
that outside government and local societies envisaged for rural tribes.
10
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However, no matter what relative plan is good or not, this sort of economic
activity influences local economic framework, communal sovereignty, cultural
change,and ecol
ogi
c
alconsci
ousness
.The i
nf
l
uences’ex
t
entand depth
needs deeper observation. In this status, it is not difficult to see the
management process of communal CPR self-governing. This originally
mysterious community contains abundant Atayal tradition, natural landscape,
and communal resources. They spent a long time from self communal
const
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l
uenc
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’
spol
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impacts in different aspects; in the issues of communal co-operation, Smangus
and Cinsibu indeed were supported by external institution in some extent. In
the aspect of self-governing on forest resources, nevertheless, community
collides with in being external institution in certain extent –including Forest Act,
Regulations Governing Disposition of Forest Products of State-owned Forests,
Wildl
i
f
eConser
v
at
i
onActet
c
,r
est
r
i
ct
i
ngi
ndi
genes’useoff
or
estr
esour
ces.
Smangus and Cinsibu communities' communal workers began with lowest
cost to accumulate co-operational experience with local people; nowadays, in
the lead of media report, fashion of tourism, and capitalism, indigenes have to
confront institutional choices between natural conservation and economical
development. It is the main challenge for local resource management on the
lever of giving consider of ecological conservation and industrial development.

3. CPR Self-governing Analytical Framework in Smangus and Cinsibu
Communities
3.1 The Social-Ecological Systems in Smangus and Cinsibu Atayal
Communities
According to Anderies, Janssen, and Ostrom(2004), a SES is an ecological
system intricately linked with and affected by one or more social systems. The
t
er
m“
SES”wasusedt
or
ef
ert
ot
hesubs
etofsoci
alsy
st
emsi
nwhi
chsomeof
the interdependent relationships among humans are mediated through
interactions with biophysical and non-human biological units. There are four
elements in conceptual model, including resource (A in Fig. 1), resource users
(B in Fig. 1) , public infrastructure providers (C in Fig. 1), and public
infrastructure (D in Fig. 1); the latter combines two forms of human-made
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capital—physical and social (Costanza et al. 2001). Besides that, external
disturbance include biophysical disruptions (Arrow 7) (e.g. Floods), that impact
the resource (A) and the public infrastructure (D), or socioeconomic changes
(Arrow 8)(e.g. population increases) that have an impact on the resource users
(B) and the public infrastructure providers (C). Internal disturbances refer to
rapid reorganization of the ecological or social system induced by the
subsystems of the ecological or social system.
8
B
Resource users

1

C Public infrastructure

A
Resource

7

2

5

providers

6

8

D Public

4

infrastructure

Source: Anderies, Janssen and Ostrom（2004）

Fig. 1.

3

7

A conceptual model of a social-ecological system.

We use the SES conceptual model to build up the analytical framework of
self-governing CPR in Smangus and Cinsibu Atayal Communities, and
connotation of the entities is shown as Table 1, the relations of the
infrastructure providers are shown as Fig. 2.
Table 1: Entities in Smangus and Cinsibu communal socio-ecological system
Entities

Contents
The Cinsibu Forest is located at south of the communities, covering an area of
approximately 50 square kilometers; the area in Mount Kinagi to the south, Ma
Wang Shan to the northwest, Mount Bunujiali to the southeast, and Mount Ma

A. Resource

Yan to the north, about 2000 meters above sea level, have gathered divine tree
group. It is currently divided into three zones which woodland number 120 and

System

number 118 belongs to Forestry Bureau Dasi Office in Hsinchu. The land is
upon Fu-Shing Township in Taoyuan County and Datung Township in Ilan
County, which borders a total of 88,160 hectares of state-owned forest. It is the
most complete cypress forest that is called rarely seen Shangri-la.
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Due to Smangus and Cinsibu is located on the remote area, the originally not
exclusive forest public property has formedas‘
cl
osed-access’
CPRsy
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em t
hat
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;
B. Resource

external users includes the government and corporations who declare their

Users

rights in the current environmental acts and groups of people who steal forest
property. In the actions of protecting forest, local people used the manner of
declaring natural rights to oppose external users to exploit resource that makes
marginal revenue tending to zero. Local people became the real SESs
resource users.
* Shinchu County Atayal Community Sustainable Development Association: it
is the earliest local society. Besides promoting communal works, they
vigorously proceed communal construction and personnel training. However,
nowadays, capitalism rising and the re-establishment of communal images
that communal members face the conflicts and misgivings of resource
distribution and operational ideals. Moreover, religions in Smangus and
Cinsibu are different that the association’
s act
i
v
i
t
y and i
nf
l
uence weaken
gradually.
* Jinnagi Culture and Tourism Industrial Association: it established in May
2002, naming from the highest mountain in Smangus and Cinsibu. In the

C. Public
infrastructur
e providers

beginning, the association engaged in agricultural products. Recently, it
combined with communal culture and tourism industry. It focuses on B & B
i
ndust
r
ypr
omot
i
onandpr
oceedst
hegoalof‘
co-management and operating
separ
at
el
y
’
.
8

*MaKou Industr
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nJune2005,Ci
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MaKou’
as the squad name. It is different from eco-tourism operation ideas. MaKau
Industrial Squad takes establishing Atayal culture as their mission. They
opposes traditional land operating by outsiders or corporations to avoid Atayal
culture replaced by external cultures. Despite of no registration to the
government, MaKau Squad associates B & B businesspeople with communal
members to coordinate them together to promote communal economy,
ecology, cultural inheritance, and sustainable development.
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* Infrastructure: church construction, check points settlement,
railings establishment, paths construction, riversides paths
const
r
uct
i
on and so on.I
tal
so i
ncl
udes pat
hs’r
epai
r and
ecological gallery etc.
* Assistant construction: monthly forestry cleaning, weeding,
sweeping, gathering rubbish, patrolling, breeding fish, putting fry,
ecological restoration (transplanting pteridophyte, Japanese
Substantial
Capital

cherry trees, and maple trees), tourism plan and contact, local
culture and history tour guide, natural ecology tour guide, river
conservation and communal landscaping and cleaning, organic
agriculture popularising, wood and resources management and
eco-tourism plan, space plan and town image constructing,
cultural professional skill training, communal commentators

D. Public

training etc.
Subsidies: promoting remote area information service and stream

Infrastructur

protecting (employment plan of social multiple programmes) and

e

so on.
* Internal Institutions:
1. Informal: established habits, inner rules, and customs and
manners.
2.

Formal:

conservation

convention,

communal

security

convention, and MaKau convention.
Social
Capital

* External Institutions: The Indigenous Peoples Basic Law,
National Park Law, The Forestry Act, Wildlife Conservation Act,
Water Supply Act, Slopeland Conservation and

Utilization Act,

Soil and Water Conservation Act, Regulations on Development
and Management of the Lands Reserved for Indigenous People,
Water Act, and Fisheries Act etc.
* Plan and Projects: new hometown style construction plan,
healthy communal six stars plan key demonstrative communities.
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Shinchu County Atayal Community

Smangus

Sustainable Development Association (1999)

Cinsibu

Linkages with External Societies

‧ Jinnagi Culture and
Tourism Industrial
Association (2002),
‧ registered,
‧ 62 households,
‧ Implement project of
tribal industrial
development

‧ Cinsibu
Indigenous
Labour
Cooperative
Society (2005),
‧ registered,
‧ 80 households
‧ Implement engineering
works entrusted by
Forest Bureau

‧ MaKou
Industrial
Squad, (2005),
‧ none registered,
‧ 13 households,
‧ Cooperate with each
other to promote farm
products marketing and
Eco-tourism

‧ NGOs
‧ External Government
‧ Academic Units

Fig. 2 Smangus and Cinsibu Infrastructure Providers Relations

3.2 The Linkages of SESs Entities
In the SESs context, what are the correlations and interactions among four
entities in Smangus and Cinsibu communities? The collation can be
demonstrated by resource users and harvest rate (Fig. 1, line 1), resource
users and public infrastructure providers (line 2), public infrastructure providers
and public infrastructure real investment (line 3), ecological entities connection
(line 4 and 5), resource users and public infrastructure (line 6), bio-physical
collapse (arrow 7), and influences and impacts towards socio-economic
political change and other interruptions (arrow 8) as table 2 shown:
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Table 2 Links involved in SESs of self-governing on CPR in Smangus and Cinsibu

Links

Interaction
1. In the beginning of protecting forestry, inner users prohibit outside users to use
f
or
estr
esour
cesi
nSmangusandCi
nsi
bu’
st
r
adi
t
i
onof‘
neversel
l
t
hel
and’
andt
he
insistence of forestry sovereign rights. Under the premise, resource users achieve
the use way of low discount rate.
2. In the stage of environmental consciousness rising and ecotourism prevalence,

linkage1

the relations between inner resource users and forestry resource have been
changed from the meaning of sovereign rights declaration to the abstract of
tourism landscape. The resources users and resource harvest ratio can be
observed from tourism sideline income. Despite the way of resource use keeps
low discount rate, the use of resource (tourism landscape) also becomes one of
the important sources of income.
1. In the beginning of protecting forestry, the roles overlap of local users and public
infrastructure providers is very high.
2. Since Shinchu County Atayal Community Sustainable Development Association

Linkage 2

has established, resource users and public infrastructure providers had
demarcation. Despite most of the users are the main voters and labour force,
relevant resource providers, policy providers, administration providers, and
infrastructure providers are gradually play the role of local organisations and
external government..
1.In the beginning of protecting forestry, due to the local people did not often contact
with outsiders and users were public infrastructure providers, the inner institutions
suchas‘
Gaga’
andpr
i
nci
pl
eswer
ecommunalessent
i
alsoci
alcapi
t
al
.Becauseof
the lack of outside support, most of the real capital were basic infrastructure

Linkage 3

2. After that, due to the local people contacted with outsiders frequently, external
institution increasingly influenced the community. Moreover, environmental
protection and indigenous issues are highly respected gradually that the real
capital are not only provided and supported respectively by infrastructure but
governmental resource and projects.
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1. Infrastructure: it increases resource use benefit. However, part of the
infrastructure brings external cost of the communal landscape such as the
commercial opportunity and rubbish after the access of trail.
Linkage

2. Assistant construction: To increase resource sustainability such as green
landscaping, cleaning up the environment, and ecological restoration etc.

4,5

3. Projects, subsidies, and institutions: Projects, subsidies, and institutions will
influence resource harvest dynamic feedback structure and resource standard.
For instance, ecotourism planning, spatial image construction, and traditional
culture rebuilding etc. will affect the change of resource profit.
1. In the begging of protecting forestry, to base upon the demand of users, public
infrastructure is provided by users directly. The relations between supply and
demand are coordinated and close.

Linkage 6

2.After the development of tourism, resource users provide less public infrastructure
spontaneously. Public infrastructure is usually provided by organizations or
external governments.
3. The integration of ecological knowledge
1. Smangus and Cinsibu are hill communities. Whilst summer comes, typhoons,
flooding, and landslides happen very often. These disasters are not only insecure

Arrow 7
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and infrastructure.
2. After the development of tourism, the uncertain elements of natural disasters
cause great impacts to local industries.
1. In observing local protecting forestry movement, this study discovers that
economi
csy
st
em andpol
i
t
i
calel
ement
shav
echangeduser
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Arrow 8

level of public infrastructure and resource use discount rate.
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4. CPR Robustness Analysis
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Therefore, this case study proceeds the test of CPR systematic management
planning principles and results as follows:
Table 3. The list of design principles and institutional choice for
self-governing CPR in Smangus and Cinsibu

Design Principle

Assessment

Conservation stage

○

Development stage

－

Clearly Defined Boundaries

Proportional

Equivalence

between Benefits and Costs

Conservation stage

○

Development stage

○

Conservation stage

○

Development stage

－

Collective-Choice Arrangements

Collective-Choice Arrangements

Conservation stage

○

Development stage

○

Monitoring from outside

○

Monitoring from inside

○

Conservation stage

×

Development stage

×

Monitoring

Graduated Sanctions
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Conservation stage

×

Development stage

○

Conflicts from inside

○

Conflicts from outside

×

Sense of Identity

○

Empowerment

×

Nested Enterprises

Conflict-Resolution Mechanisms

Minimal Recognition of Rights to
Organize

5. Conclusion and Recommendation
In order to protect ancient forestry properties and communal water source,
dwellers who live in Smangus and Cinsibu challenge national dominance to
communal forestry resources by traditional property consciousness and
protested for their rights to Show-Luan workstation of Forestry Bureau. Such
voluntarily forest protecting activity makes cypress forest nearby Cinsibu still
survive to avoid the crisis of CPR depletion. Recently, by the influence of
eco-tourism being in fashion and media marketing, Smangus and Cinsibu
became the hot spots of tourism and recreation. Local resources users
organise themselves to set check points and control total numbers of tourists
and so on, through self-governing to declare their rights and ability to manage
communal resources. Simultaneously, they condense the capacity to negotiate
with the government by accumulating internal capital. Nevertheless, whilst
communal industries changing with socio-economic, the expected income of
protecting forest transfers from invisible satisfaction of achieving mission to
visible income of tourism and recreation as well as governmental subsidies,
resource subsidy and distribution are easily leading to disputes among internal
users. Moreover, on the main purpose of cultural prosper and developing
tourism, collective choice wrestle appealing on communal resources
management strategies because of original co-operation rules cannot
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adequately standardize communal situation, making personal choices
appealing differences and self-governing organisations splitting up.
This study focuses on the essence of CPR via a review of Smangus and
Cinsibu, making CPR study as a conversational tool between theories and
societies to explore the developing process and the final aim of indigenous
CPR conservational use. Whilst this study is under the framework of SESs of
cases t
hatt
he r
ev
i
ew of“
pr
i
nci
pl
es of designing the successful CPR
managementor
gani
sat
i
on”i
spr
ogr
essed,par
t
sofel
ement
sconnect
i
onsar
e
not to work. Therefore, this study suggests that some key conditions should be
possessed of if the blueprints of sustainable governance of CPR in Smangus
and Cinsibu are going to be established:
1. Strengthening the cross-scale linkages between SESs governance essential
factors: indigenous communal resources self-governing cannot escape
beyond the real society. There has close relations between self-governing
organizations and the external government. Continuity and stability of the
governance system is decided by the beneficial distribution of cross-scale
linkages via systematic ability to proof legitimation of control and the trust
between resource users and stakeholders. If the framework of cross-scale
linkages lowers trust, systematic strength will have problems.
2. Integrated multiple aims and speeding up delaminated business: whilst
self-governing aims becoming multiple aspects, the different arrangements
of ideas make self-governing norms more complicated and even cause
conflicts to split up. Thus, how to strengthen communal essence to integrate
multiple aims which hides contradiction and differences, via enforcement
and connection of delaminated business to unfold legitimation and
importance of communal self-governing, is the urgent mission of local CPR
management.
3. Strong Leadership: a (group of) leader(s) who is/are familiar with external
changing environment and is/are connected with local elites play(s) the
important role in CPR self-governing framework. Through her/his/their
influence(s), appeal, and the ability to absorb external information, to
medi
at
et
he i
nnerdi
s
agr
eementand c
onf
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ct
sof‘
par
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change’
,and t
ur
nt
oi
ntegrating, negotiating, and contacting individual
opinion to formulate necessary local rules efficiently.
4. Establishing Communal Co-management and Sharing Income as well as
Cost-sharing Institution: in the procedure of developing and modernising,
the thought of how to produce more revenue, deepening inner social control
and intervention of resources. It leads the problems of income distribution
and cost-sharing to conflicts, increasing transaction cost and even causing
organisation division. Hence, this study suggests that returns to the core
value of establishing co-management institutions responding indigenous
request. In the co-management, sharing, and co-flourishing communal
perceptions, communal subjectivity and humanity should be considered as
the threshold to ensure expected benefit and expected cost of resource
self-governing, and eliminating derivative differences of individual rationality
of‘
quant
i
f
i
cat
i
on’and‘
commer
ci
al
i
sat
i
on’suppl
yand demandl
aw t
o ask
maximum economic benefit. Only in this way, communities can build up
powerful communal resource sharing institutions. In the integration of
tradition of Gaga and the reality of socio-economic conditions, indigenes
obtain optional equivalence and proceeds communal CPR sustainable
development.
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Attached table 1. List of observation modes in research methods
Date

Freqencies

Research

Place

Respondent

method
2005/7

3

IDI

Jia le village

2005/7

1

IDI

Shin Kung

T002, T028, T029
T015

village
2005/7

1

IDI

Jianhsish

T001

township
2005/7

3

IDI

Yiogohon
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village
2005/7

2

IDI

Taipei city

2005/11

5

POR

Cinsibu village

T025, T027
T006, T022, T023, T026,
T030

2005/11

6

POR

Jia le village

T004, T018, T019,
T020, T027, T028

2005/11

3

IDI

Shin Kung

T007, T008, T016

village
2005/11

2

IDI

Zhudong

T013, T014

Township
2005/11

2

IDI

Jianhsish

T009, T010

township
2005/11

2

IDI

Yiogohon

T017, T025

village
2005/11

1

2006/2

1

2006/2

1

IDI
IDI

Taipei city

T021

Cinsibu village

T006

Yiogohon

T004

village
2006/3

1

IDI

Cinsibu village

T024

2006/3

1

IDI

Yiogohon

T002

village
2006/4

2

IDI

Cinsibu village

T006, T027

2006/4

2

IDI

Zhudong

T011, T012

Township
2006/4

1

IDI

Yiogohon

T030

village
2006/4

1

IDI

Taipei city

T025

2006/4

1

IDI

Taizhong city

T021

2006/5

1

IDI

Cinsibu village

T012

2006/5

1

IDI

Yiogohon

T027

village
2006/5

2

IDI

Taipei city

T025, T030

2006/7

2

IDI

Zhudong

T025

Township

T027

2006/9

1

IDI

Jia le village

T025

2006/9

1

IDI

Taipei city

T027

Note: Methods of in-depth interview: IDI
Participatory observation research: POR
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Attached table 2. The roster of respondents
Number of

Frequencies

respondents of interview

date of

Place of

interview

interview

Sex

Occupation
Local public officers

T001

1

2005/7

Jianhsih

male

public officers

T002

1

2005/7

Jia le village

male

local resident

2

2006/3

Yiogohon

T003

1

2005/7

Yiogohon

male

local resident

T004

1

2005/7

Yiogohon

male

Community workers

2

2005/11

Jia le village

3

2006/2

Yiogohon

2005/7

Yiogohon

male

local resident

male

Preist, Community

T005
1

2005/11

village
Cinsibu village

2

2006/2

Cinsibu village

3

2006/4

Cinsibu village

T007

2005/11

Shin Kung

male

local resident

T008

2005/11

Shin Kung

male

local resident

T009

2005/11

Jianhsih

male

public officers

T010

2005/11

Jianhsih

male

village leadership

T011

2006/4

Zhudong

male

Community workers

1

2006/4

Zhudong

female

local resident

2

2006/5

Cinsibu village

T013

2005/11

Zhudong

female

Community workers

T014

2005/11

Zhudong

male

village leadership

T015

2005/7

Shin Kung

male

local resident

T016

2005/11

Shin Kung

female

local resident

T017

2005/11

Yiogohon

male

local resident

T018

2005/11

Jia le village

male

public officers

T019

2005/11

Jia le village

female

public officers

T020

2005/11

Jia le village

male

public officers

1

2005/11

Taipei city

male

scholor

2

2006/4

Taizhong city

T022

2005/11

Cinsibu village

male

local resident

T023

2005/11

Cinsibu village

male

local resident

T024

2006/3

Cinsibu village

male

local resident

2005/7

Taipei city

male

local resident

T006

T012

T021

T025

1
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2

2005/11

Yiogohon

3

2006/4

Taipei city

4

2006/5

Taipei city

5

2006/7

Zhudong

6

2006/9

Jia le village

2005/11

Cinsibu village

female

preist

1

2005/7

Taipei city

male

local resident

2

2005/11

Jia le village

3

2006/4

Cinsibu village

4

2006/5

Yiogohon

5

2006/7

Zhudong

6

2006/9

Taipei city

1

2005/7

Jia le village

male

local resident

2

2005/11

Jia le village

T029

1

2005/7

Jia le village

female

local resident

T030

1

2005/11

Cinsibu village

female

scholor

2

2006/4

Yiogohon

3

2006/5

Taipei city

T026
T027

T028
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Robert Densmore Brill, M. A., J. D.
Independent Scholar of E. A. Poe

“Edgar Allan Poe: God of Words”
SUMMARY: This very brief paper will introduce the listener to the rarely discussed
genius of Edgar Allan Poe’s incomparable capacity of skill and talent for creating words
where none existed before for him to express a concept of his creation.
God, one is instructed before our brains have developed and one has learned to
1

think, “created the heavens and the earth, and the earth was without form, and void.”[ ]
God was the original creator, of everything! Let’s just say that is a fact! …Let’s just say
that. But to people who were not subjected to those explanations of the beginning of
things, the question arises, “Who created humankind’s ability to form the sounds of
speech?” “Who created words…pronounced differently all over the world. Who decided
on the parts of speech? Who decided the syntax of language? −Speech itself?
Where did all of this marvelous capability to communicate originate? Did it
arrive, instantaneously, at or by an utterance, the command of God? And why is God a
creation of the Ancient Hebrew, Abraham? Where was God when human kind began
hundreds of thousands of years before that? Did God create our voices, our words, and
our use of both the sounds and parts of speech to share our feelings and thoughts with
others? Certainly, read Socrates and Plato in the “West,” as well as Gotama Siddhartha
and Confucius in the “East” for their views, alien pronouncements of creation.
Let us leap a hundred-thousand years ahead from the approximate time that we
were brushing elbows with our closets biological species, the chimpanzee. We kept our
distance from them, and they from us because of grunts and flapping of arms and
pounding our chests, and mean, steely glaring eyes and looks and posturing. But look at
what we have learned to do with the unique capacity of human speech. Everyone knows,
for example, that if one sees a stranger, one can express an interest in possessing what the
other has of a gift or sale, or other functions of agreed exchange. But let’s just say that
the stranger wants what you have, but he is not going to give you anything for it: he is
going to take it without your approval: steal it, rob it, burglarize it, embezzle it, defraud
1

The Holy Bible, Genesis, 1, 1
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you of it, or whatever else the word is for getting something against another person’s
right of possession or will.
From this example of an encounter between two people we can set up an entire
collection of literature to discuss the use of words. What we do with words here creates a
substantial decision in the outcome of the encounter, even a fatal one. There is not much
eloquence in what has happened between these two humans. One is robbed of his
possessions, and another has succeeded in escaping with them.

All of that verbal

exchange is at a level of the low grade moron, the village menace, and the international
criminal. Those of us attending this Conference are seeking to understand and use the
very highest level of verbal and literary exchange and usage developed thus far..
What would be some of the purposes? I have personally never heard nor read of
any higher compliment and use of language than from Percy Bysshe Shelley.

He

deserves the full statement of his name. Many who read British Literature know of him
and his works, as we Americans do Edgar Allan Poe. However, Shelley’s great utterance
was, “…poets [are] the ‘unacknowledged legislators of the world.’”[2] However, it is his
coinage of the word legislators, as well as others, that concern us with Poe today.
Shelly died the year after Poe returned from Scotland, 1822. Nevertheless, dead
by the time Poe even began to write his own work, Shelly was one of the many English
ex-patriots who immigrated to Italy to be near a celestial brother, Gordon, Lord Byron.
These were the “Professors” of the Romantic Period (1798 to 1832). Their goal was to
live life as they decided, without dictation from a Pope, Archbishop of Canterbury, or
Calvinist Minister, as all were atheists. Language and the art of poetry were their degrees
of achievement.
It is a true statement that we “common people” must do something by which we
can earn our income, to pay our rent, buy food, take a little trip once in a while. But is
that “the meaning of life?” For the participants of the Romantic Movement, it appears
that without exception, each poet lived a life of poverty for the independence and
freedom to create art, for language, for the poetry that they could fashion.

Yes,

Wordsworth, stayed in the Lake District of England, and enjoyed the inheritance of his
deceased father after his estate was paid by the estate of his principle debtor. But even
Wordsworth had known extreme poverty in his early life.

2
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Therefore, it is since the birth of the original thinkers of Greece’s Hellenic
Period, and since, who have devoted their brilliance and genius that we have such a body
of words as came to Edgar Allan Poe, in his own fascination with them. It is my belief
that one acquires such a love of words because of one’s family influences. They are such
members of family as have and had a love of the limitless joy that comes with knowing
words, and how to use them to think concepts which one’s peers do not yet have. For
Edgar Allan Poe those family were his cousin, the Scots poet, Robert Burns, his own
adopted father-cousin, John Allan, and his cousin, and Poe’s uncle, Scots novelist, John
Galt. I have written chapters on each of these family members and their influence on
Poe’s own acquired value of language.
It was during the period after Poe’s mother, Elizabeth Poe, died of tuberculosis
in 1811, and during his residency in Scotland and England that were crucial to Poe’s
developing a love of words and poetry. From the time that he was entered into the very
exclusive academies of Irvine (Scotland) and Stoke Newington (London) in 1816, to his
departure from them five years later, in 1821, Poe was forced to read foreign languages.
In Scotland his hands would have been slapped by ushers with a rod if he erred; in
England his punishment would have been ridicule by the older scholars. By age eight, it
is well known that he could perform a fair translation of Greek, Latin, French, and Italian
texts. Moreover, at the time, English was still a foreign language to the Scots,[3] and
Scots was foreign to Poe’s Richmond American-English. Nevertheless, one excels at a
given subject because of enjoyment. Poe was simply enthralled by not simply the words
that he heard, but by the concepts in which the foreign language carried them. It follows
that expressions in the Greek and Latin languages ignited his passion for their ideas of
beauty and learning. He could never get enough.
Even easier for Edgar Allan Poe however, and to the delight and pride of his
family, were his superior memory, and his ease with mathematics, music, and art. Let us
inform you that he was the superior athlete as well. Of all subjects to which he become a
student, he has written to us in his poetry that he knew from an early age that he was
different than others, and preferred the company of learning words and language to any
other activity. I seek here only to interest you in further reading of his life and works, not
to answer questions raised.

3
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Now, we must spring ahead again to Edgar Allan Poe’s own use and creation of
words and the poetry out of which they are the artist’s palate. Let us take but one of his
short stories to demonstrate the creative genius of his mind. “The Murders in the Rue
Morgue” has utterly baffled readers and scholars since its first presentation to the public.
That was in his offering the story for publication and sale to Lea & Blanchard in his Tales
of the Grotesque and Arabesque.[4] They simply had no money to publish it, even
without any payment to Poe!
Almost all of his vocabulary would be familiar to the modern ear, but in 1841,
then as now, Americans, generally, did not know French. Moreover, his use of such
words and acumen, whist, draughts, and nebula in Orion were still unknown even by the
Ulster-Scots who populated and developed the American Colonies and states. Even
today, what young American student would know any of these words? Acumen is
common enough to those at the universities of the day. However, whist was a Scots’
word. Nebula he learned from his uncle John Galt, in Greenock, Scotland, and he, during
the Scottish Enlightenment, from the astronomers at the University of Glasgow. Poe
made occasional use and reference to phrases in Greek and Latin, but I think it was to
bedazzle his American reader. At the time, six years of public education would have
been a luxury for most. Add to the esoteric use of foreign phrases in his fiction were his
reference to the languages that he knew, and the entire story was mysterious.
However, further on, Poe used many other foreign words that were not even
familiar to the Scots. They were in fact Gaelic place-name from his ancestors’ Ayrshire:
Dun (castle), Moskoe (Fenwich Parrish), maelstrüm (the Corryvrechan, above Jura), and
Otterholm (in the Scottish highlands), to mention a few. There are simply enumerable
essays, articles, books, stories, even novels in which writers have attempted to decipher
what Poe said with words, rather well understood in isolation in English.
To date, no one has explained his “murders.” Like this student of Poe, others
have used his language and literary architecture to try and explain what he said, but no
one has been successful with telling their reader anything insightful. No one has said,
“Ah, hah, so that is what he meant; I get it!” One favorite anthology that I have is called,
The Purloined Poe,[5] in which famous scholars, such as Thomas Ollive Mabbott, submit
some offerings. Often these works of homage to Poe are so over-laden with academic
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trivia that the reader becomes impatient for the simply answer.
Finally, in frustration, one really well known Poe scholar, Burton R. Pollin,
Professor of English Emeritus of The City University of New York, has collected words
created and used by Edgar Allan Poe: POE, Creator of Words.[6] Professor Pollin is
now the President of the Poe Studies Association, and as knowledgeable of Poe and his
works as anyone living. I purchased his book at the Edgar Allan Poe Museum in
Richmond, Virginia, during our January 1997 visit, before we began our own research
project of Poe’s Scottish connections. It was autographed by the docent at the time,
Carolyn Washington Brown, who was completing her own Master of Arts degree in
English Literature.
This wonderful collection of Poe’s coined words, phrases, and so on runs to
ninety-five pages. Pollin records the 1,000 words that he and others discovered Poe is
known to have created, and most have become part of our American lexicon.[7] How
about the expression, ultra German? Consequently, here I can say only that Poe was
reported to be the creator of much of his own language. Fortunately, Pollin’s book can be
used to cross-reference words in Poe’s works to ascertain which were his or which were
Gaelic, Scots, or other foreign languages. Two brief examples are his use of the words
usher and tairn. Certainly, as said in his Eureka[ ], and restated by Mankowitz in his
biography, that I quote on my page 481[ ],“There he becomes god, his superb
intelligence having admitted him into the secrets of the universe, whereupon he cries,
‘Eureka! I have found it!’”[8]
Poe does have many other believers and followers than this author. Particularly,
the polished American novelist, Hervey Allen, whose biography, Israfel, we use
extensively. He reported, “…the blustering March day in 1831, when Poe ventured north
from Richmond to New York as the "father" and "God" of his own poetics,…,” and cites
his authority for saying so.[9] Allen has footnoted the belief in Poe’s creative genius of
original words with much writing of Poe’s first translator into French, the poet
Baudelaire. Baudelaire was the first to observe that, "For the first time Poe had written
poems which in conception, music, and content were wholly and peculiarly his own.”
[10]. I have used this quote as well, on our page 88.[11]
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A curious feature of Poe is to quote a word used by a writer, then ask for its user
to define it. Poe’s own definition defeats the user’s validity! [12] What his motive was
for this particular characteristic of his I do not know.

The paradoxes with Poe do not

end. Poe, “God” of words, stated that he believes in God? One simply must become the
“God” of one’s self. Life is a “do-it-yourself project.” Consequently, the conclusion is
that Poe is “God” of his own life-time and what it created.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

the Penguin Library, 224]
Allen, 250
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L A Stories: Producing a Magazine-Style Program
Featuring Your Liberal Arts School
Abstract:

This is a report on an arts and humanities program I proposed and am in
the process of creating for our University. It can be used as a simple
guide for creating your own program. The format is a half-hour magazinestyle series that provides enlightening programming while showcasing an
arts and/or humanities program.

Project Description:
In any arts and humanities program there is a wealth of personnel with expertise and creative
talent who can delight and educate an audience on a vast spectrum of subjects and issues.
Our Fulton School of Liberal Arts at Salisbury University is no different. Last semester I
proposed a magazine-style program to highlight the activities and expertise our campus has to
offer. FSLA Stories will consist of feature and recurring segments produced in conjunction with
departments and/or individuals throughout the Fulton School. All of the academic departments
are being invited to participate as well as many of our auxiliary programs. On our campus this
includes the Center for International Education, the Center for Conflict Resolution, the Writing
Center, the Nabb Research Center for Delmarva History and Culture, and PACE (the SU office
for Public Affairs & Civic Engagement). Together we will collaborate and bring our resources
together to create a program to be broadcast on our campus cable channel and the local
access channel. The same programming will be modified for our University’s website. Our
goals include evolving to have podcast capabilities and we aspire to eventually land a place on
Maryland Public Television’s schedule.
The first step in any production endeavor is to define your target audience and objectives. For
our FSLA Stories I came up with these:
Target Audience:

1. Members of our regional community
2. Visitors to our SU website, including Alumni
3. Channel and web surfers

Objectives:

1. Provide informative programming on a wide variety of topics
2. Provide a discussion forum (in the area of arts and humanities)
regarding issues relevant to our region
3. Showcase highlights of everyday activities and special events/forums
on our campus
4. Provide a calendar of upcoming events
5. Attract new students, faculty and staff
6. Give a “voice and face” to FSLA
7. Produce quality programming via our new studios

After creating this as my agenda, the next step was to create a formal proposal to submit to my
Dean. The proposal consisted of the above plus a description of the program with suggested
segments (with a sample rundown in the addendum), a list and description of personnel, a
suggested budget, and a timeline for the project. It was both an ideal and an unfortunate time
to propose the project. We had just cut the ribbon on our multimillion dollar Teacher Education
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and Technology Center which includes state-of-the-art production studios. Our fabulous HD
Studio was crying out for action. The campus needs to put it to use, and what better way than
to do a program which will promote the rest of the campus - - at least those in the arts and
humanities. On the other hand, the current economic climate is squelching grand schemes
and leaving us with shoestring budgets. But we are used to this.
The next sections are excerpted from the proposal I made to the Dean. Hopefully it will help
any one who wants to try a similar project at his/her organization. I tried to follow a basic grant
proposal format. After these sections you’ll find a progress report on the program I proposed.

Proposal: Program Format
This is a proposal for a series of episodes that will be produced during the academic semester.
The goal is to produce a new show every other week, eight shows per semester (as
considered a “season”) and sixteen shows per year. Of course it would not be realistic to start
off at this pace, especially given the personnel and monetary considerations, so this proposal
suggests starting off with a minimum of a pilot episode to be produced in the fall 2008
semester, then a monthly program in spring 2009, and finally inaugurating the first full season
in the fall of 2009.
There is a lot of flexibility in designing a magazine style show. I suggest loosely following the
approach used by CBS Sunday Morning. We could have a host who provides an overall
“tease” of all the segments in each show and then introduces each segment individually. All
the segments would be therefore free-standing, i.e., created autonomously. To maximize the
interest for the viewer, the majority of segments should be field productions with a lot of
support visuals as opposed to in-studio talking head segments. We could, however,
incorporate single person commentaries, demonstrations, a message from the Dean, and/or
occasional multi-person interviews. The host could have his/her own segment. We would also
include a calendar of FSLA events, and we could also air any promos that are produced for
upcoming events (or for the University itself).

Segment
Possibilities:

The following are short segments with a duration of 1-5 minutes.
1. FSLA Feature Story: A regular segment. Responsibility for this will
rotate through all of academic departments and they will decide what or
whom to feature. It could focus on a class or an individual, the activities of
a departmental club/organization/honor society, news on any topic that
affects the region, a demonstration on any kind of procedures, general
information related to a specific area of the discipline, etc.
2. Eye on the Arts: A regular segment that highlights a class and/or artist
on campus.
3. PACE Yourself: A regular segment that gives information/tips related
to the political times (e.g., hot public policy topics on national and regional
issues, voter registration issues, candidate platform comparisons, one-onone dialogues with visiting public policy speakers, etc.)
4. Vociferous: A regular commentary that could be produced by one
person, a number of people who rotate (with one assigned to each
episode), or a different person each time.
5. FSLA Calendar: A regular listing of upcoming SU arts and humanity
events and activities
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6. Hello, hola, nǐhǎo…: A monthly segment from the Center on
International Education highlighting an international student, a study
abroad experience, a Fulbright professor, a cross-cultural lesson (e.g.,
how not to be offensive when you attend the Olympics in China), etc.
7. The NABB Report: A monthly segment from the NABB Center on a
little known facet of Delmarva Culture and/or History.
8. Special Assignments: Occasional segments produced by ancillary
departments on campus with connections to the arts and humanities.
E.g., Career Services could do a piece on “what you can do with a liberal
arts degree” or “how to set up a resume for success,” the Alumni Office
might help produce a feature on some of our graduates making a
difference in our local community, the Writing Center might give a quick
lesson on the most common grammatical errors, etc.
9. Ad-Dean-dum: A closing message from the Dean on any subject
of your choosing. May include occasional dialogues with the President
and/or Provost on building expansion (plans for the new library or
performing center) or other subjects of community interest. A segment of
Ad-Dean-dum will be in each show. (I’m sure you may well choose to
change the name.)
10. FSLA Collaborative Expressions: A segment to end each show.
Original prose or a poem (written by a member of the SU community) set
to original music (composed and recorded by a member of the SU
community) and a montage of images (created by a member of the SU
community). This would be produced with collaboration between various
combinations of the English, Art, CMAT, Music & Theatre/Dance
Departments, the Writing Center, and/or the proposed Speech Center.
See Addendum A for a sample rundown.

Proposal: Project Personnel
1. Program Producer

Oversees entire program content and personnel
Creates show opening title sequence
Creates rundown for all episodes
Critiques all segments, accepts/rejects submissions
Writes the studio copy
Produces all studio segments
(could also be the host OR director)
Produces the calendar
Oversees all the graphics
Creates the closing credits for each show
Oversees postproduction
Could be the master editor
Oversees distribution
Perhaps pursues grants and sponsorships
Note: I suggest that this be part of a significant part of a fulltime staff member’s workload. The new hire’s title would be
Media Services Programming Producer and s/he would also
be responsible for overseeing all faculty/staff productions
campus-wide. Please see Addendum B for a suggested
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description of the duties and qualifications for such a
position.
An alternative idea is that a CMAT production faculty
member who takes on this role could be compensated with a
course download.
2. Segment Producers

7-9 per show
Works with Content Specialist to create features
Researches and organizes story
Shoots all the interviews and support visuals
Oversees/creates any graphics or special visuals
Edits segment together
Makes sure copyright laws are followed

3. Content Specialists

7-9 per show
Initiates story
Works with Segment Producer
Helps with research and organization of story
Sets up and conducts interviews
Suggests visual elements
May be on-camera reporter
Consults on editing process

4. Program Host

On-camera talent that guides the show
Could be the producer
Helps with writing scripts for open, segues & close

5. Studio Crew

1 Director (could be the Program Producer or advanced
student)
1 Audio Operator (student, unpaid position)
1 Teleprompter Operator (student, unpaid position)
1 Floor Manager (student, unpaid position)
2-3 Camera Operators (students, unpaid positions)
1 Studio Engineer/Technician (Ray Fantini or Mike Camillo)

6. Graphic Artist

Creates show logo
Creates templates for calendar and all internal text pages

7. Master Editor:

Assembles all the segments and segues into a program
Makes sure total running time is 29:30

Proposal: Project Budget
The following is an estimate of the projected expenses of creating SU’s L A Stories. This is
based on a bi-weekly schedule with two (2) shows per month, eight (8) shows per
semester/season, sixteen (16) shows per year. The Budget Summary section breaks this
down into the start up scenarios, i.e., the pilot show in fall 2008 and the modified season of 4
monthly episodes for spring of 2009. It culminates with the anticipated annual budget for the
full production schedule that will start in fall 2009.
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Show
Total

Personnel Expenses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Program Producer*
Segments: Producer and Content Specialist**
Host
Director
Graphic Artist
Master Editor

Season
Total

Annual
Total

(x8)

(x16)

$300/show
$300
$2400 $4800
$250/segment $2000 $16000 $32000
$50/show
$50
$400
$800
$50/show
$50
$400
$800
$30/show
$30
$240
$480
$75/show
$75
$600 $1200
Totals: $2505 $20040 $40080

*There are a couple of alternative ways this could be approached:
1. As mentioned earlier (under the description of this position), the duties of the
Program Producer could be a significant part of a Media Services Programming
Producer’s workload. Please see Addendum B for a suggested description of the duties
and qualifications for such a position.
2. A CMAT production faculty member could be compensated with a course download
**Producer is given a budget of $250.00 per each segment which they can decide how to
distribute, paying the content specialist and any ancillary personnel needed (e.g.,
videographer, editor, etc.)

Media Services Facility
Expenses*
1. Studio rental**
2. Field equipment rental***

Show Season Annual
Totals Totals Totals
(x8)

$7/hour x 3 hours/show
$21
$168
$10/hour x 24
$240
$1920
hours/show
(3 hours per segment)
3. Post production bay rental***
10/hour x 28 hours/show
$280
$2240
(3 hours per segment
plus
4 hours for master
editor)
Totals: $541
$4328
* It is hoped that a deal can be brokered to reduce these expenditures significantly.

(x16)

$336
$3840

$4480

$8656

**Studio rental charges are off Media Services’ current fee schedule which is about to change.
***Both of these items are not on the current fee schedule but are expected to be added so
these are estimates.

Miscellaneous (1 time) Estimated Expenses
1. Set design, materials and construction (internally lit columns, backdrop including $1200
place for logo suspension, etc.)
2. Set decoration and props (chairs, table, carpet, etc.)
$550
3. Logo design
$100
4. Logo panels
$200
Total $2050
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Budget Summaries
Pilot Budget Fall 2008
One time expenses (set, logo, etc.)
$2050
Personnel
$2505
Facilities
$541
Miscellaneous (DV tapes/DVDs/printing/copying/faxing/etc.)
$40
Start Up
Total $5136
Show
Modified Season Spring 2009
Personnel
$2505
Facilities
$541
Miscellaneous (DV tapes/DVDs/printing/copying/faxing/etc.)
$35
Spring 2009
Totals $3081
Show
Full Annual Budget Starting Fall 2009
Personnel
$2505
Facilities
$541
Miscellaneous (DV tapes/DVDs/printing/copying/faxing/etc.)
$35
Set/Prop/Lighting enhancements
Annual
Totals $3081

Season
(4 episodes)

$10020
$2164
$140
$12324
Season
(8
episodes)
$20040
$4328
$140

$12324

Annual
(16
episodes)
$40080
$8656
$280
$500
$49,516

Proposal: Supplemental Funding Possibilities
There are two obvious off campus possibilities to help us with our operational expenses:
Corporate Sponsorship
Mainstream commercial television allows for the selling of time to advertisers that makes
program production possible. However, our venue aspirations (PAC-14 and MPT) are not
allowed to sell time. We can pursue sponsors to underwrite our program. We can offer
potential sponsors that we will mention them in the script and site them in the credits. Local
companies might be willing to sponsor individual segments and/or the entire program. They
should be approached via (or in cooperation with) the SU Foundation.
Grants and Endowments
There are numerous grants we can apply for both locally and statewide. Some of the
organizations that have grant programs that we could apply to include: the Maryland
Humanities Council, the Salisbury Wicomico Arts Council, the Community Foundation of the
Eastern Shore, and the Gannett Foundation Grant Program. Although some of the maximum
funding amounts for these grants would be relatively small given our needs, they would be of
significant consequence when combined with others.
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The negative aspect of pursuing either of these types of funding is the time consuming nature
of the process. Here, again is where the need for a SU Media Programming Producer is
evident. (See Addendum B for the job description.) Fortunately the University Research
Services office is also ready to help.

Proposal: Project Timeline for Pilot
This project is a major undertaking, so as I suggested, the best way to proceed is to start with
the goal of producing a pilot this semester, monthly programs next semester, and then begin
regular production in the fall of 2009. Beginning with a pilot would be an excellent way to
entice sponsors and/or enhance applications for grants.
Project proposal submitted
.
Meetings and discussions .
.
Planning pilot
.
.
.
First show segments in production
Set construction completed
.
Studio segments shot
.
.
Postproduction completed .
.
First show airs
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
by August 15th.
through September 30th.
through October 15th.
through October 30th.
.
by November 1st.
.
on November 7th.
by November 11th.
starting November 13th.

Proposal: Summary
Bringing a project of this complexity to life involves numerous elements, and therefore,
challenges. At the same time the rewards would be great for the School, the University and
the local community. It would give us both a presence in the local media and be a wonderful
way for us to give back to the community by providing quality local programming. The ability to
send our program worldwide via the internet takes us beyond national eminence to global
eminence.
Some of the challenges:
1.

Finding a competent person willing to take on the Program Producer position. This is a
tremendous undertaking. My fervent hope is that a staff position will be created for a
Media Services Programming Producer. In my opinion this position is a necessity,
especially because of our fabulous new facility, and would prove a tremendous asset to
the campus at large. (Again, please see Addendum B for a possible job description for
a SU Media Services Programming Producer.)

2.

Getting Fulton School colleagues to be participate. This was one of the main
reasons I imbedded the stipends for the segments. The segment producers will rely on
these people to facilitate creating the segments. Although I do not anticipate the
content specialists as having to devote as much time to the segments as the producers,
their collaboration is imperative.

3.

Attracting competent segment producers. This was the other main reason I imbedded
the stipends. Even a 3-5 minute segment may seem like a relatively easy undertaking it
is not. I would equate producing one segment to be somewhere in between putting
together a conference presentation and writing a journal article. Although the
suggested stipends are very modest, I hope we can entice our media production
faculty, SU Media Services’ staff, and local off-campus professionals (especially our
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graduates at the local affiliates) to produce for us. The segments should be enjoyable
to work on and the stipend will, I’m sure, be a welcome supplement to their incomes.
4.

Keeping the segments up to the highest standards. Our show has to be informative,
visually dynamic, and tight/well paced. Choosing skilled segment producers and putting
the Program Producer in charge of quality control is vital. One way of insuring this is to
hold the segment stipends until the segments are approved. I suggest that we rely
primarily on production professionals to produce the segments, and invite only our most
competent advanced students to participate. Many of our production classes require
that the students put in outside hours working on programming. This show would be an
excellent venue for their edification. In addition to the studio shoot positions, I anticipate
that students would gain tremendous experience by taking on the role of production
assistants for the field shoots and editing sessions, experience that would be extremely
useful for their future careers. Segment producers would be strongly urged (if not
required) to have a student participate in each stage of the production.

5.

Funding the project. Although even the pilot is a significant investment, I’m sure we
could proceed and complete the first show even if on a shoestring budget. A few years
ago I produced 2 seasons of a somewhat similar show, Arts Scene, on a nonexistent
budget. The show was very successful and won a national award from the Alliance for
Community Media (the national organization for public access channels). We were an
all-volunteer crew (of mostly content specialists), we had a simple set (I either bought
items myself or brought them in from home!), and I did the vast majority of segment
producing (shooting and editing) myself. The first season I was on sabbatical and we
completed our first six episodes. The second season when I was back to a full teaching
load, we struggled to produce four more. I was not able to sustain the show beyond
these two seasons because of time constraints. So, while producing this show requires
significant funding, I’m sure it will also insure the longevity of the program. The bottom
line: while we may be able to get through the pilot on a shoestring budget (with a
volunteer crew and simple set), to sustain the program even through the modified spring
2009 season, we must receive significant funding.

Obviously, this is a project that I would like to be involved with - - I would be very willing to
oversee the creation of the pilot this fall, would be an enthusiastic member of a search
committee for a Media Services Programming Producer, and would help in any way I could to
get this up to its full (eight program) season. After that I see my role as being, at very least, a
regular contributor (producer) of segments.
With this proposal I am attempting to be as thorough as possible but also wish to leave you
with the (hopefully obvious) declaration: there is lots of room for flexibility. This is a
monumental undertaking but it is an exciting endeavor that could reap tremendous rewards for
our School including fulfilling SU’s core values: commitment to excellence, student-centered
learning, and community and civic engagement. We would have a voice in our community via
PAC-14 and the potential to connect with people around the world via our website. We could
certainly pursue other local access venues throughout the region and/or state immediately,
look into creating downloadable podcasts, and approach Maryland Public Television for a time
slot in their schedule when we have proved ourselves.
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Project Report/Update:
My proposal was met with enthusiasm by Dean Maarten Pereboom (Fulton School). He took it
to the head of the Salisbury University Foundation, Inc. (whose mission is “to accumulate
funds, by gift and investment, and to foster, encourage and enrich the activities, educational
programs, athletics and scholarships of SU”) and to SU’s Chief Information Officer (who
oversees IT/Instructional Technology). In early November Dr. Pereboom informed me that the
three entities had agreed that the pilot would be funded. The Fulton School, the Foundation
and IT would each promise $1500 toward the pilot, therefore we would have $4,500 with which
to work.
There was one immediate change placed on the project. They wanted the program to highlight
activities all over the campus, rather than just from the Liberal Arts School. I was open to this
stipulation.
As you saw in my proposal I had proposed hiring a fulltime “Programming Producer.” Part of
this person’s job description (again see Addendum B) was to produce FSLA Stories. S/he
would also produce other programming for the University, helping administrative and academic
departments with there projects. Since submitting the proposal I have heard mention of the
need for this hire in various related meetings. Obviously the possibility of having this person in
place for our pilot program is abandoned. (As far as I know hiring someone for this position is
still a distant dream.) I would find it impossible to assume the Producer’s role permanently
(given our teaching commitment) but I am willing to take on the Producer’s role for the pilot
episode.
With the Dean’s approval I started making formal invitations to individuals (on campus and off)
to form a steering committee for this endeavor. The on campus personnel that I contacted
included the Media Services Manager, the Technical Engineer, the Multimedia Technician, a
Graphic Designer/Web Specialist; two individuals from Public Relations; selected faculty
members from across campus; and, representatives from Career Services, PACE, the Nabb
Center, Alumni Affairs, and Health Services. The Dean made announcements at the Fulton
Chair’s meeting and to the Provost’s meeting for all the Deans. Off campus I contacted a local
professional broadcaster and alumni (a few of our graduates who are currently working locally
as professional videographers.) The response was most positive. The first meeting of the
steering committee was called and held on December 12th.
At the meeting I showed the group an excerpt of the Arts Scene program I produced a few
years ago and then summarized what I had in mind for this program. We then began
discussions about the title for the program, a host, content for the pilot, recurring segment
possibilities, and reworking the budget. And we approved the following revised schedule:
February 13: Rundown completed
Set design completed
March 9:
Segments completed (broadcast)
Set completed
March 13:
Studio shoot (host and any discussion/opinion segments)
March 20:
Program assembled (broadcast)
March 27:
Program approved for air
Program/segments reassembled (for internet)
April 3:
Website upload completed
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My budget proposal for the pilot had been $5136, a bit more than the $4500 we are to receive,
but I thought I could cut it down without too much sacrifice. My first reaction was to simplify the
set and perhaps work with what was already available in the studio. The Dean wisely nixed
this idea - - opting for the “if we build it, they will come attitude.” In other words, if we spend
money on the set then there is a greater chance we will see funding come our way for
additional episodes. I lined up a colleague in Theatre (and invited him to be a member of the
steering committee) as the set designer. He thinks he could have the design done by mid
January.
I am now in the process of re-working the budget, setting up 2-person production teams
(producer and content specialist), and coordinating the stories for the pilot. I have also started
a brainstorming correspondence (via email) among the steering committee members to settle
on our title and host. The Graphic Designer is set to start on our logo as soon as we settle on
a name. Last week my Theatre colleague showed me three quick sketches of potential sets
and I selected the one with the style I’d like him to elaborate on.
There is one potential obstacle to the project that surfaced just before the steering committee
meeting that I need to mention. A representative from one of the administrative offices told me
(off the record) that there is concern about the program as an official Salisbury University
sanctioned entity. Apparently anything that bears the University’s name and/or is produced
under its auspices is to be highly scrutinized by our Publications Department. My “deep-throat”
source was trying to warn me that I might run into problems when I go to air the program.
There is a talk show that comes from the administration and I have heard that it is intensely
scrutinized - - down to the font selection and placement of lower-third information. I was
expecting this issue to be voiced by a Public Relations representative during the steering
committee meeting. At the last moment this person could not attend and sent a replacement,
a subordinate. I did my best to relate to the committee what I had been told. I said that I had
hoped that this program would be one where departments across the campus collaborated to
put together a program - - where the Publications Department would take an active role putting
together the program rather than “policing” the program and demanding changes once it has
been completed.
One of the steering committee members has close connections with Maryland Public
Television. (You may remember that one of our long-term goals is for our program to be
picked up by them.) The committee member told us that MPT would not be interested in a
“Salisbury University” program. But if we tweaked our approach so that our program was
clearly not just for our school and region but brought forth programming of interest for the
whole of Maryland, then we would have something to offer MPT. This somewhat subtle
nuance emphasizes our objective # 1 “Provide informative programming on a wide variety of
topics,” and takes us from a program where SU is the story to one where the stories take the
main spotlight and SU peeks in from backstage. We amended our target audience to include
“residents of Maryland (and neighboring states).” The steering committee approved these
adjustments, and we hoped it would also help us with the concerns raised by Publications.
The PR representative said he would report back to his bosses. We have not had any
response from them.
Finally, I want to acknowledge that we are considerably behind the timeline of my original
proposal. This is frustrating. A lot of the time has lapsed just waiting for response to the
proposal and trying to coordinate schedules. Of course class work and other committee
obligations get in the way too. Recently (when I was whining about how long everything was
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taking) a colleague recalled a quote from one of our former administrators. The gist of it was:
“In academe it takes at least a full year to take any project from concept through completion. I
never understood why it takes longer than the human gestation period, but it does.” I sent out
my first correspondence to the Dean in mid-August. I feel optimistic that we will be able to
beat that 1 year mark, but we still have a long ways to go.
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Addendum B

SU Media Services Programming Producer
Primary Job Duties: Organize, oversee and produce electronic video projects for the
University. These duties include*:
-

-

taking a leading role in the creation of promos and other electronic video projects
for Salisbury University and all its offices, departments, and ancillary
organizations
pursuing funding opportunities
assisting in the development, production and distribution of all University
programming including educational and training videos
assuming the role of Program Producer (and anchor or director) for SU’s FSLA
Stories
producing video news releases and informational segments
supporting faculty and staff with their video projects
supervising and training of student interns assigned to SU Media Services and
student production assistants
organizing and maintaining SU online programming on the SU website
pursuing broadcasting opportunities for SU programming
maintaining a working relationship with the local access channel and local
network affiliates

Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree (Master’s preferred), 7 years in the professional
broadcasting/video production arena, and prior experience supervising and training production
staff.
Required Knowledge/Skills/Abilities: Candidates must demonstrate exceptional verbal and
interpersonal communication skills. The ability to organize and plan effectively, and the ability
to script, shoot, and edit (using Avid nonlinear editors) proficiently are also required. Evidence
of successful grant writing, scriptwriting, producing, shooting and editing skills is required.
Strong on-camera skills preferred. Good computer graphic and audio skills are also preferred.
Knowledge of the University and the local community, and connections with the local network
affiliates is highly desired.
Salary: The suggested base salary would start at $45,000, but it would be adjusted to be
commensurate with experience and qualifications.

*Additionally, this person could begin with carrying a one-course teaching load (most likely in
CMAT’s Media Production Track) until the multitude of projects coming their way prevented
them from having any time to teach.
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Leonard A. Polakiewicz

Horace Morse Distinguished Associate Professor
Of Slavic Languages and Literatures
University of Minnesota

‘An Unpleasantness’: The Rare Case of Violent Protest in
Chekhov’s Works

Early in his career Chekhov remarked: “The salt of life is to be found
in dignified protest.” 1 He embodied this thought in his portrayal of a number
of memorable characters who may be called protesters. Contrary to the
generally accepted view that Chekhov began writing in a protesting vein
following his famous trip to the Sakhalin Penal Colony in 1890, Dr. Grigorii
Ivanovich Ovchinnikov, the “doctor-protester” in ‘An Unpleasantness’
(‘Nepriiatnost’,’ 1888), as well as four other doctor-protesters, Drs. Kirilov
(‘The Enemies, 1887 [‘Vragi’]), Tsvetkov (“The Doctor,” 1887 [‘Doktor’]),
L’vov (Ivanov, 1887-1889 [Ivanov]) and Mikhail Ivanovich (‘The
Princess,’1889 [‘Kniaginia’]), were created in that spirit between 1887 and
1889.
The protester type is marked by an urgent desire to protest, to tell
someone off, although the degree of urgency differs from one individual to
the next. Invariably their protest falls short of Chekhov’s standard that it be
of a dignified nature. Furthermore, the individual’s protest is either primarily
1

Letter to his brother Alexandr, 20 February 1883, A.P. Chekhov, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem v 30ti tomakh, Pis’ma, Vol. 1 (Moscow: Nauka , 1974), 56. All quotes from ‘An Unpleasantness’ are from
Sochineniia, Vol. 7 (1985), 141-158, of this edition. Quotes from Chekhov’s other works are also from this
edition. In all cases they will be indicated in the text by volume and page numbers. Citations from
Chekhov’s letters are also from this edition and will be indicated by dates.
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2

the result of personal considerations, or the result of mixed personal/social
protest. 2 In every case, however, Chekhov focuses on the complexities of
human interaction.
Andrei Stepanov maintains: “Chekhov’s countless doctors, it seems,
are not united by anything except their profession: they can be indifferent
(Chebutykin, Three sisters),

principled (L’vov, Ivanov), indifferent and

principled simultaneously (Ragin, ‘Ward No. 6’), calm (Dorn, Sea Gull),
nervous (Ovchinnikov, ‘An Unpleasantness’), altruistic (Sobol’, ‘Wife’),
egoistic (Belavin, ‘Three Years’), good (Samoilenko, ‘The Duel’), and evil
(Ustimovich, ‘The Duel’), etc.” 3 The doctors Stepanov cites do indeed
possess the traits he ascribes to them, however, it is an oversimplification to
characterize them merely on the basis of these traits. More appropriately a
typology can be employed which not only demonstrates what unites various
groups of doctors, but also helps reveal more accurately the complex and
varied image of the doctor in Chekhov’s works. Thus, in addition to “doctorprotesters” identified in the present study, there is a discernible and sizeable
group of “unprofessionals” (Drs. Toporkov [‘Late Blooming Flowers,’1882
(‘Tsvety zapozdalye’)], Startsev [‘Ionych,’ 1898 (‘Ionych’)], Ragin [‘Ward
No. 6,’ 1892 (‘Palata No. 6’)], and Chebutykin [Three Sisters, 1900-01 (Tri
sestry)]), as well as a group of “idealists” (Drs. Nikolai Evgrafych [‘The
Helpmate,’

1895

(‘Supruga’)],

Dymov

[‘The

Butterfly,’

1892

(‘Poprygun’ia’)], Nikolai Stepanovich [‘A Boring Story,’1889 (‘Skuchnaia
istoriia’)], and Astrov [Uncle Vania, 1897 (Diadia Vania)], portrayed by
Chekhov.
2

Except for Dr. Tsvetkov’s protest which is the result of purely personal considerations, the protests of the
other doctor-protestors are the result of mixed personal/social considerations.
3
Andrei D. Stepanov, Problemy kommunikatsii u Chekhova (Moscow: Iazyki slavianskoi kul’tury, 2005),
196.
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Although the doctor-protesters emerge as a discernible type, we find
variation within this type. Dr. Kirilov’s protest surfaces during a tragic
moment in his personal life and turns into a personal attack colored by social
protest; Dr. Tsvetkov’s protest is purely personal, directed against a woman
who is socially his inferior and with whom he has had an affair for a number
of years; Dr. L’vov’s protest involves a member of the landed gentry, while
Dr. Mikhail Ivanovich’s protest involves a wealthy landowning princess.
Finally, Dr. Ovchinnikov’s protest is directed against a member of the
medical profession, a fel’dsher (medical orderly), who is subordinate to the
doctor. There is a similarity in the protests of Drs. L’vov and Ovchinnikov
in that they manifest themselves in an extreme form: one intends to cause
another man physical harm through a duel, while the other strikes his
subordinate. The protester’s attack generally takes his counterpart by
surprise; some, who are attacked, respond with opposition to the protester
while others do not.
The image of the protester that emerges is a disquieting one. All of
them manifest the most unattractive side of their personal and professional
demeanor in the process of protesting. In portraying them, Chekhov is
noticeably less objective in some cases than in others. The narrator is
explicitly critical of the protesting manner of Drs. Kirilov and Mikhail
Ivanovich and a number of characters criticize Dr. L’vov.

It is in the

treatment of Drs. Tsvetkov and Ovchinnikov that Chekhov’s objectivity is
best exemplified.
Another common link between the protesters is that in all of them,
protest is generated by pent-up feelings of resentment and frustration.
Furthermore, the intensity of each protest appears to be directly proportional
to the duration that those feelings had been harbored. In the case of Dr.
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Ovchinnikov, whose feelings had been suppressed quite a long time, the
protest is manifested in a very intense form. All of these protesters overreact
in their protest and in the process debase the virtues of honesty and truth.
To illustrate the unique case of a doctor’s violent protest in Chekhov’s
writing, 4 the present study focuses on Dr. Ovchinnikov’s psychological
makeup and the circumstances which precipitate his violent outburst. Dr.
Chekhov reveals his genuine medical understanding of Ovchinnikov’s
personality type, defined by modern clinical psychology as a “repressed
explosive personality” – a personality type which seems “[…] to have
difficulty expressing anger openly, usually behaves in an over-controlled
manner, and tends to guard rigidly against the open expression of
aggression, often in the face of extreme provocation, until, unexpectedly, it
acts out, often in a very violent manner.” 5
Dr. Ovchinnikov is Chekhov’s typical country zemstvo (elective
district council) doctor – overworked, exhausted, and driven to the breaking
point emotionally. He is surrounded by ill-trained, corrupt and semiintoxicated medical assistants (fel’dshers) 6 – a truly sad commentary upon
the prevailing medical conditions in provincial nineteenth-century Russia.
As a practicing zemstvo doctor himself, 7 Chekhov demonstrates his intimate
4

Ivan Voinitskii, a non-doctor, resorts to a violent protest in Uncle Vania, written eleven years following
the appearance of ‘An Unpleasantness.’
5
J.N. Butcher and C.L. Williams, Essentials of MMPI-2 and MMPI-A Interpretation (Minneapolis,
London: University of Minnesota Press, 1992), 166.
6
According to John Coope, Doctor Chekhov: A Study in Literature and Medicine (Chale, Isle of Wight:
Cross Publishing, 1997), 119-120: “One of the principal criticisms voiced by the leading zemstvo doctors
[was] against […] the reliance on feldshers. The word was derived from the German term ‘field barber’ or
‘field surgeon.’ They had been introduced into the Russian army by Peter the Great and by the nineteenth
century were the mainstay of medical care to the peasants. In the Viatka province for instance in 1883
there were seven medical centers manned entirely by feldshers, each of them serving 30,000 people and
covering an area of sixty five miles in diameter. […] They were dangerously ill-informed and frequently
brutal, authoritarian and alcoholic.”
7
During several months in 1884, Chekhov worked in the zemstvo hospital in Zvenigorod. In 1892,
following the appearance of ‘An Unpleasantness’ and after purchasing the estate in Melikhovo, he was
appointed honorary medical superintendent of his district in the fight against the cholera epidemic. V.V.
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familiarity with the subject as he offers a detailed, revealing and reliable
picture of deplorable conditions regarding medical practices and related
arbitrary judicial practices in Russia of his day.
While Dr. L'vov's protest helps precipitate Ivanov's suicide, Dr.
Ovchinnikov’s protest leads to violence perpetrated by the doctor himself.
His drastic form of protest includes both spiritual and physica1 violence.
There are undeniable mitigating circumstances present here which were
either absent or lacking in comparable intensity in the other situations (Dr.
Kirilov's case is an exception). Furthermore, the genuinely sensitive nature
of Dr. Ovchinnikov, as is evidenced by his profound and consuming sense of
guilt and by his sincere remorse for having insulted and physically abused
another human being (feelings which are alien to Drs. Kirilov and L'vov and
only superficially present in the case of Drs. Tsvetkov and Mikhail
Ivanovich), all combine to diminish his guilt appreciably. The correctness of
this view may be measured not only by the doctor's mental agony and his
expressed need for punishment, but also by the note of criticism of Tolstoi’s
doctrine of non-resistance to evil by violence, adumbrated here and felt
much more strongly in Chekhov's famous hospital story ‘Ward No.6’, for
which ‘An Unpleasantness’ may be considered to serve as a prelude.
From both a psychological and an artistic standpoint, of all doctorprotesters, Dr. Ovchinnikov is Chekhov’s most complex creation. He is no
Khizhniakov describes the conditions Chekhov faced during this period of his medical work: “Chekhov
worked under the worst possible conditions for a doctor. He did not have even a small hospital, nor an
assistant, nor the possibility of conducting the most basic analyses. Such medical practice depressed him.”
Quoted in: E. B. Meve, Meditsina v tvorchestve i zhizni A.P. Chekhova (Kiev: Gosudarstvennoe
meditsinskoe izdatel’stvo USSR, 1961), 122. In the 22 July 1892 letter to N. M. Lintvareva we find
Chekhov’s own description of his plight: “I am furious like a chained watchdog. I have twenty-three
villages and yet so far I haven’t a cot and will probably never get the medical assistant I was promised by
the medical council. I drive from factory to factory begging as if for alms for premises to shelter my future
patients. From morning until evening I am driving about and I’m already exhausted although the cholera
hasn’t yet appeared. Last evening I was soaked by a downpour, slept away from home, went home on foot
swearing all the time.”
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stranger to the reader for he has met him in an earlier well known story
entitled ‘Wolf’ (‘Volk,’ 1886). When we think of a doctor, we usually think
of the man who cures disease, alleviates pain, and reassures the patient. In
that story Dr. Ovchinnikov impresses us as being competent in all three
areas, albeit, admittedly only the last two skills are demonstrated in his
treatment of Nilov, a victim of a wolf-bite. Although the evidence is lacking
that the wolf was rabid, Nilov, who is known for his extraordinary strength
and courage, reveals that he too has an Achilles' heel, that he is emotionally
weak: he becomes terror-stricken in his anticipation of the onset of the
disease and eventual death. Desperately he cries out: "You're a physician and
you must help me!” (5, 44) And Dr. Ovchinnikov provides that necessary
help as he calmly, skillfully, and convincingly dispels Nilov' s fear. Having
been comforted and assured that he is in no real danger, Nilov recovers his
Herculean strength, and leaves in jubilation.
In ‘An Unpleasantness,’ 8 as we meet the same Dr. Ovchinnikov two
years later in that same zemstvo hospital, we are astonished at the marked
change he has undergone both physically and emotionally. The opening lines
of the story inform us that he is in poor physical health and that he is a
“nervous man” (chelovek nervnyi). The second of the two characteristics
generates a certain tension throughout the entire story. 9
8

The story was first published in the journal New Times (Novoe vremia), 3 and 7 June 1888, under the title
‘Life’s Trifle’ (‘Zhiteiskaia meloch’’). In a revised form it appeared in the collection Gloomy People
(Khmurye liudi), under the title ‘An Unpleasantness’ (‘Nepriiatnost’’).
9
The motif of “nervousness,” of “nervous people” figures prominently in Chekhov’s works. He mentions
in his correspondence experiencing “nervousness” personally on several occasions in 1888, specifically,
during the months he was writing ‘An Unpleasantness.” In the 11 or 12 March 1888 letter to F. O.
Shekhtel’ he complains: “My nerves are terribly unsettled, so that my pulse beats irregularly,” and to K. S.
Barantsevich, in the 17 May 1888 letter, he confesses: “Prior to my departure, my nerves became
unbridled, my liver became swollen, and in my relations with others I behaved foolishly, which I confess to
you.” Igor’ Sukhikh mentions these letters as he examines the motif of “nervousness” in Chekhov’s works
in his “Agenty i patsienty doktora Chekhova,” Zvezda 7 (2004): 140-50. Surprisingly and disappointingly,
he neglects to provide an analysis of ‘An Unpleasantness’ and its hero’s “nervousness,” while focusing on
some far less important works.
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The circumstances which have contributed to his physical and mental
decline are many. Eight years of continuous service in the hospital, under the
most trying conditions, are finally beginning to take their toll. Similar to the
hero of the play Ivanov (written a year earlier), he has become a
neurasthenic. To begin with, Dr. Ovchinnikov, like most of Chekhov's
zemstvo doctors--including Drs. Pavel Voznesenskii (‘Drama at the Hunt’
[‘Drama na okhote,’ 1884-85]), Stepan Lukich (‘The Looking Glass’
[‘Zerkalo,’ 1885]), Kirilov, Ivan Mikolaich (‘The Runaway’ [‘Beglec,’
1887]), Khrushchov (The Demon [Leshii, 1889-90]), Sobol' (‘The Wife’
[‘Zhena,’ 1892]), and Astrov (Uncle Vania [Diadia Vania, 1897]) – are all
extremely overworked physicians. Although they all love medicine, in
moments of physical exhaustion and nervous prostration they tend to share
Dr. Voznesenskii’s feelings: “Hamlet once regretted that the Lord of heaven
and earth had forbidden the sin of suicide; in like manner I regret that fate
has made me a doctor… I regret it deeply!” (3, 368). At one point, Dr.
Ovchinnikov betrays similar despair. 10 His hours are long and the demands
placed on his services are great. He is called upon to treat a wide variety of
illnesses. To say that the hospitals in Tsarist Russia, particularly rural ones,
were understaffed would be a gross understatement. According to one
source, conditions in some areas were nearly intolerable; for example: in the
Tersk oblast’ the ratio was 1/10 doctor per 100,000 inhabitants, while in the
10

As for Dr. Chekhov, we are reminded of his famous statement: “I feel more confident and more satisfied
with myself when I reflect that I have two professions and not one. Medicine is my lawful wife and
literature is my mistress. When I get tired of one, I spend the night with the other” (11 September 1888
letter to A.S. Suvorin). Actually, Chekhov had mixed feelings about both of his professions. In the 2
August 1893 letter to A. S. Suvorin he stated: “It is bad to be a doctor. It is terrible, boring and disgusting.
[…] A girl with worms in her ear, diarrhea, syphilis – Pah!” Several months later, in the 11 November 1893
letter to the same addressee, he noted: “Literature has become my vocation, and I have become attached to
it to such a degree that I have begun to despise medicine.” Five years later, in the 25 July 1898 letter to L.
A. Avilova, he wrote: “I am disgusted with writing and I do not know what to do. I’d take up medicine
with pleasure.” Unfortunately for Dr. Ovchinnikov, there appears to be no option to turn to a profession
other than the medical one.
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Yakutsk oblast’ the ratio consisted of one doctor per 27,000 inhabitants, per
156,000 square miles. 11 Needless to say, these conditions proved to be quite
taxing on many a doctor. Andrei Stepanov maintains that Chekhov’s doctors
“have one common trait: in the majority of cases, [they] do not treat anyone.
The reasons can be quite varied…”

In the case of Dr. Ovchinnikov,

Stepanov claims the doctor does not treat patients because he is
“overworked.” 12 The critic’s generalization is an overstatement which does
not withstand a test. He overlooks Chekhov’s many doctors who in fact do
treat patients:

Dr. Ivan

Adol’fovich treats Egor, and Dr. Toporkov’s

treatment of Marusia is given extensive description (‘Late Blooming
Flowers’); nameless doctor treats Klimov and his sister (‘Typhus,’ 1887
[‘Tif’] ); Dr. Mikhail Sergeich treats Vasil’ev (‘Nervous Breakdown,’ 1888
[‘Pripadok’]); Dr. Ovchinnikov alleviates Nilov’s fear of rabies (‘Wolf’);
Dr. Tsvetkov attends Misha who suffers from a brain tumor (‘The Doctor’);
Dr. Ivan Mikolaich treats Pavel’s boil (‘The Runaway,’ 1887 [‘Beglets’]); in
Nelli’s dream, Dr. Stepan Lukich, although himself gravely ill with typhus,
goes to treat her husband who suffers from the same illness (‘The Looking
Glass,’ 1885 [‘Zerkalo’]); Dr. Dymov treats a child which leads to his own
death (‘The Butterfly,’ 1892); Dr. Korolev attempts to alleviate Liza’s
depression (‘A Doctor’s Visit,’ 1898 [‘Sluchai iz praktiki’]); Dr. Koshel’kov
“saves Sasha’s life”(‘A Work of Art,’ 1886 [‘Proizvedenie iskusstva’] ), etc.
And when we first meet the extremely overworked Dr. Ovchinnikov, he is
making his rounds in the hospital, treating patients: he examines the
consumptive Gerasim, lances a patient’s abscess and bandages his arm, and
performs an operation on a peasant woman’s eye. Next, he sees forty-five
11

M.A. Shtern, “Tipy vrachei, ikh obshchestvennoe i material’noe polozhenie v izobrazhenii A.
Chekhova,” Vrachebnaia gazeta, No. 29 (1904), 852.
12
Stepanov, 196.
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ambulatory patients: he examines a woman who has difficulty conceiving a
child, an old man who has venereal disease, and three children, all suffering
from scabies. 13
Being overworked, however, is only one of Dr. Ovchinnikov's
problems. What distresses him even more are the various flaws inherent in
the zemstvo system. 14 Toward the end of the story, when he is no longer able
to repress his feelings of outrage at the system, in a half-suppliant, halfaccusatory, protesting tone, he informs the justice of the peace of his plight,
and by extension of the predicament of countless other zemstvo doctors:
You sit here and think that I'm boss at the hospital and can do
what I please! It's astonishing, your logic! Can I send the orderly
packing, if his aunt is employed as a nursemaid by Lev
Trofimych [chairman of the board], and if Lev Trofimych wants
such gossips and flunkies, as this Zakharych?" What can I do if
the zemstvo people wipe the floor with us physicians, if they
hinder us at every step? […] The Marshal of Nobility goes out of
his way to prove that we're all nihilists, he spies on us and treats
us as his clerks. […] And this crazy Semen Alekseich of yours
[…] calls us parasites out loud and to our faces and begrudges us
our salaries. Devil take him! I work day and night, I get no rest,
I'm needed here more than all these psychopaths, bigots,
reformers, and all the other clowns taken together! I have lost my
health in the course of work, and what I get instead of gratitude is
13

Stepanov (197), also makes the dubious claim that “in Chekhov’s texts there are practically no instances,
when the doctor is able to help the patient.” ‘Typhus,’ ‘Wolf,’ ‘Late Blooming Flowers,’ ‘The Runaway,’
‘A Doctor’s Visit,’ ‘A Work of Art,’ ‘An Unpleasantness’ and other works clearly disprove this claim.
14
Despite many flaws in the zemstvo system, Chekhov had a favorable opinion of it. In the 9 October 1888
letter to A. N. Pleshcheev, the same year he wrote ‘An Unpleasantness,’ speaking of his ‘Name Day,’ he
stated: “I don’t hide my regard for the zemstvo, which I like.”
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to have my salary thrown in my teeth! Many thanks! And
everybody thinks he's entitled to stick his nose into what's none
of his business, to teach me, to supervise me! (7, 153-154).
These are indeed intolerable conditions to suffer, conditions ripe with
opportunities for chronic stress, alienation, and burnout. We admire any
doctor who, in the face of such adversities, remains at his post and carries
out his duties. And there is ample proof that the conscientious Dr.
Ovchinnikov, quite the contrary to Dr. Ragin's practice, runs his hospital
well, as well, in fact, as Dr. Ivan Mikolaich does in ‘The Runaway.’
Dr. Ovchinnikov’s more immediate problem, however, arises out of
his relationship with his medical orderly, fel’dsher Mikhail Zakharych
Smirnovskii. The doctor’s above-quoted list of grievances not only identifies
the problem but also explains why he eventually finds himself before the
justice of the peace. Dr. Ovchinnikov's relationship with the orderly and its
consequences form the basis for most of the story.
Bearing in mind the hospital conditions plus the fact that Dr.
Ovchinnikov is a “nervous man,” the reader is less than surprised by the
event which takes place in the opening pages of the story. One morning as
he makes his rounds in the hospital accompanied by the orderly,
Ovchinnikov is struck by a “trifling circumstance” (pustoe obstoiatel'stvo),
the revolting condition of his orderly’s attire. He realizes that the orderly has
shown up for work with a hangover. It is stated that the doctor dislikes
Mikhail Zakharych; nevertheless, he makes every effort to check his
irritation. But when it becomes apparent that the orderly has failed to record
a patient's temperature, the doctor momentarily loses self-control and in the
presence of the patients reprimands him for both his drinking and his neglect
of duties. To complicate matters, Nadezhda Osipovna, the midwife, has
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failed to show up for work, though it is her duty to assist the doctor at the
dressings. Whether it is the actual state of affairs or not, the reader
recognizes that Dr. Ovchinnikov’s perception of the conditions in the ward
is colored at this moment by his strong antipathy toward the orderly. This is
revealed through the narrator's comment that it “started to seem” (stalo
kazat'sia) to the doctor that “the ward had not been tidied up […] and that
everything was messy” (7, 142), and by the doctor's equating in his mind the
orderly’s appearance with the appearance of the ward: “[and it also seemed
to him] that everything bristled, was crumpled, and was covered with fluff
like the orderly’s loathsome waistcoat” (7, 142). Dr. Ovchinnikov is again
tempted to protest, but restrains himself and continues his rounds. He wishes
to punish them somehow, but he betrays his helplessness as he reflects:
“Wait, I'11 show you […]! Although, what can I do? I can do nothing” (7,
142). This declaration of helplessness will subsequently become a major
motif. Moments later, however, he proves that he is capable of action.
Dr. Ovchinnikov’s inner tension mounts as the orderly fails to hand
him the proper scalpel. The degree of his irascibility is suggested by the
narrator’s comment that Mikhail Zakharych’s whispering to the nurses, and
other noises he had made, cause the doctor “a physical sense of irritation” (7,
143). The doctor “holds his breath” when he speaks, yet, ironically, the
orderly inadvertently breathes in the doctor’s face as he hands him the
scalpel. It provokes the doctor to demand that Mikhail Zakharych remove
himself from the hospital: “Go and sleep it off! I don’t want to talk to a
drunk” (7, 143). Embarrassed by such open criticism before others, the
orderly counters by telling the doctor he has no “right” to instruct him how
he should conduct himself privately, as long as he shows up for work. Four
times the doctor had managed to restrain his anger and his desire to protest.
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However, the subconscious need to release that accumulated tension
becomes so intense that he finally darts at the orderly and strikes him in the
face. Any attempt to assess the propriety of the manner of his protest must
necessarily concern itself with Dr. Ovchinnikov's mental state at that
particular moment, which the narrator describes in the following terms:
The doctor leapt to his feet and, without realizing what he was
doing, swung his fist and hit the orderly with all his might. He
did not understand why he had done it, but he felt great pleasure
[udovol’stvie] because the blow of his fist had landed smack in
the orderely’s face, and that a solid man, a family man, a
churchgoer, substantial, and self-respecting [thoughts which
foreshadow the doctor’s apology for the orderly before the justice
of the peace] had staggered, bounced like a ball and sat down on
a stool. The doctor had a passionate urge to hit him again, but
when he saw the pale, alarmed faces of the nurses clustered about
that

hateful

[nenavistnoe]

countenance,

his

pleasure

[udovol’stvie] died away, he waved his hand in a gesture of
desperation and ran out of the ward (7, 143; emphasis added). 15
This statement makes it clear that the form of Dr. Ovchinnikov’s
protest is unpremeditated; it is the product of a subconscious impulse
generated by his extremely agitated state. Jack Coulehan, a distinguished
physician, states that Dr. Ovchinnikov “presents advanced symptoms of
depersonalization. [Although] he is overworked […], he responds by
objectifying and dehumanizing his assistant, a response that threatens to
15

It was apparently not an uncommon occurrence for a medical orderly to be struck by a doctor. One of
Chekhov's more famous orderlies, Ergunov from ‘The Thieves’ (‘Vory,’ 1890), admits having experienced
similar treatment, and like Mikhail Zakharych, questions the way life is ordered, that is, that doctors
command more respect than orderlies: “Now, whose idea was it . . . that a doctor is senior to an orderly? . .
. Why shouldn't things be the other way round?” (7, 325).
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compromise the work that he was trying to protect.” 16 According to the
American Psychiatric Association, symptoms of depersonalization include:
“a sensation of lacking control of one’s actions, including speech. […] Other
common associated features include anxiety symptoms, depressive
symptoms, [and] somatic concerns” – symptoms discernible in Dr.
Ovchinnikov’s behavior. 17
He is perplexed by his own behavior, yet it affords him such
“pleasure” that he has a passionate urge to strike the orderly again. Dr.
Ovchinnikov's frustration is alleviated only momentarily, for the blow both
gratifies and horrifies him. When he runs out of the hospital he is still
dominated primarily by anger; he is still in a protesting mood, for when he
encounters the coquettish midwife, he anticipates further release of tension,
of “new pleasure”: “’Aha, the siren!’ the doctor said to himself . . . . And he
experienced pleasure [emu stalo priiatno] at the thought that he was about to
16

Jack Coulehan, ed., Chekhov’s Doctors: A Collection of Chekhov’s Medical Tales (Kent and London:
Kent State University Press, 2003), xxiii.
17
American Psychiatric Association, “Dissociative Disorders, 300.6 Depersonalization Disorder, Diagnostic
Features,” Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition DSM-IVTM, Fourth
Printing (Washington, DC: American Psychiatric Association, 1998), 488. In the original, journal version
of the story, following his bewilderment as to how he could strike the orderly, we are told: “His heart was
pounding, his guilty hand burned and was hiding itself under his apron (priatalas’ pod fartuk [as if
independent of his control]), and his eyes filled with tears” (Variants: 7, 533-532). The term
“depersonalization” was first used by Henri Frédéric Amiel in the 8 July 1880 entry in his journal, The
Journal Intime. It is doubtful that Chekhov was familiar with this term. He acquired most of his knowledge
about psychiatry after he had finished Moscow University medical school in 1884. There was the wellknown work of the St. Petersburg school of psychiatrists headed by I. M. Balinskii and I. P. Merzheevskii.
At Moscow University, A. Ia. Kozhevnikov taught a joint course on neuropathology and psychiatry. The
founder of modern psychiatry in Russia, S. S Korsakov (whom Chekhov eventually met), began teaching
the first course specifically devoted to psychiatry at Moscow University in 1887. Chekhov read specialized
literature related to psychiatry and quite likely was familiar with Korsakov’s teaching. The author
purchased the first edition of Korsakov’s Course on Psychiatry (Kurs psychiatrii) when it appeared in
1893. Various symptoms of the depersonalization disorder found in ‘An Unpleasantness’ reflect Chekhov’s
familiarity with the latest findings in psychiatry. Chekhov finished ‘An Unpleasantness’ 4 May 1888 and
began writing ‘A Nervous Breakdown’ 9 October 1888 of which he proudly wrote to A. N. Pleshcheev, in
the 13 November 1888 letter, the same day he completed the story: “It seems to me, as a medico, that I
described the psychic pain correctly, according to all the rules of the science of psychiatry.” We should
recall that, even earlier, in 1885, he wrote the story entitled ‘Psychopaths’ (‘Psikhopaty’). The terms
“psychopathy” (psikhopatiia), and “psychopath” (psikhopat) was first used in the famous Mironovich
court case in St. Perersburg in 1884. One of the principal consultants in the case was the psychiatrist Prof.
I. M. Balinskii. See: Meve, 57-58.
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give a piece of his mind to this mincing, self-infatuated, would-be dressy
creature” (7, 144). He protests her behavior which includes her being late to
work, failing to record the fever chart, and neglecting to maintain order in
the ward. Finally he informs her that she is fired. Although the doctor
derives “pleasure” from these incidents, as the title of the story suggests, the
end result for him is an emotional experience of enduring “unpleasantness”
(nepriiatnost’).
Soon after these incidents, however, the doctor experiences pangs of
conscience. Now he begins to feel shame and, like the orderly earlier, he
attempts to conceal it from the nurses and patients. This reversal of roles is
underscored by the parallel passages describing each man’s shame and the
similarity of the defense mechanism employed by each. The orderly, we are
told, experienced a “tremor” (drozh’) both in his hands and neck. And soon
afterwards, having been rebuked by the doctor, we learn that:
He was annoyed with himself and ashamed [emu bylo stydno]
because all the patients and nurses were staring at him, and to
hide the fact he was ashamed [chto emu stydno], he forced a
smirk and repeated: ‘What other kind of knives do you want?’ (7,
143).
Compare this with the doctor’s feelings immediately before and after
striking the orderly. The very next line that follows the description of
Mikhail Zakharych’s feeling of shame, informs us that the doctor has a
sensation of “tremor” (drozh') in his fingers and that he speaks in a
“tremulous voice” (drozhashchim golosom; 7, 143). The doctor’s effort to
conceal his shame from everyone upon his return to the hospital is conveyed
in these words:
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It was as though they understood that he was ashamed [chto emu
stydno] and pained, but out of delicacy they pretended not to.
And he, wishing to show them that he was not ashamed [chto
emu vovse ne stydno], shouted roughly: “Hey, you there! Shut
the door, it's drafty!” (7, 148; emphasis added).
Throughout the rest of the narrative, the word stydno (or one of its
variants) is used repeatedly in reference to Dr. Ovchinnikov. This is
understandable, for the doctor is an extremely sensitive man who is intensely
aware of his guilt. Gabriele Taylor points out that some sociologists draw a
distinction between ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ deviance. “Primary deviance
applies to those cases where a person accepts that he has done wrong but
does not think of this wrong-doing as affecting his overall standing as a
person. What he has done remains, in his own view, alien to what he really
is. The secondary deviant, however, now [considers] what he has done is
not alien to himself but on the contrary expresses what he really is. The
second view is appropriate to shame, the former to guilt.” 18
Dr. Ovchinnikov’s case is more complex and does not lend itself to
this simple distinction. He experiences both extreme guilt and shame. He
does accept that he has done wrong and thinks that his wrong-doing affects
his overall standing as a person in his own mind and especially in the eyes of
others. However, he does not consider what he has done as expressing what
he really is. He repeatedly maintains that he is a decent person and that what
he has done is completely alien to his true character. He reflects: “I never in
my life struck anyone before.” Next we learn: “He felt as though he had lost
his innocence forever. […] How had it happened that he, a decent fellow
18

Gabriele Taylor, Pride, Shame and Guilt: Emotions of Self-assessment (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1985), 89-90.
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(poriadochnyi chelovek), who had never struck even a dog, could have hit a
man?” (7, 147-148). He recognizes that his offense outweighs the orderly’s
since he is an educated man in a responsible position. Yet he is sensitive to
the point of weakness; there is something unhealthy about his sensitivity
which foreshadows his total inability to address properly or solve the
problem he has created. Significantly, it is the doctor who runs out of the
ward after striking the orderly, rather than the insulted orderly. As he reflects
afterwards, he thinks he acted like a “schoolboy’ (mal’chishka). Ironically,
a bit later, the orderly also thinks the doctor behaves like a ma’lchishka.
When the doctor returns to the hospital, everyone behaves “as though
nothing had happened and everything were all right” (7, 146); an atmosphere
which soon proves to be misleading. A brief description of beautiful nature
that follows, providing one of several occasions of psychological relief in
the narrative, contrasts with the less than beautiful human relationships
inside the hospital. The starlings mentioned appear to mock the doctor.
They are said to debate whether “to get scared or not,” then agree to get
scared and dart off “with a chirp, as if poking fun at the doctor who didn’t
know how to fly” (7, 147). The birds’ “debate” foreshadows the doctor’s
subsequent “debates” and, in contrast to the birds’ agreement for action,
foreshadows his not knowing how to arrive at any agreement, his “not
knowing how to fly.”
Expanding upon Aleksandr Chudakov’s interpretation of Chekhov’s
use of “irrelevant” details, 19 Vladimir Kataev states:
Chekhov’s purpose of introducing […] autonomous details,
actions, and events, is part of the new thinking that he embodied
in his work, i.e., his epistemological view of the world. When we
19

A. P. Chudakov, Poetika Chekhova (Moscow: Nauka, 1971).
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are taken aback by Chekhov’s ‘irrelevant details,’ this is because
we are always witnessing the juxtaposition of two different
visions of the world, two kinds of orientation. One vision belongs
to the self-absorbed hero, blinkered by his ‘definite view of
things’ and not noticing a great deal around him. The other is that
of the author: an incomparably broader vision, seeking to take
into account al the world’s richness and complexity…” 20
Thus, Kataev argues, “it is […] difficult to find any significant
connection between [certain] details [in ‘An Unpleasantness’] and the
requirements of plot and characterization,” details such as, “the squabbling
ducklings, the clerk’s ‘barge-man’s jacket with the bulging pockets,’ the
dead mosquito thrown into the slop-basin, etc.” 21 Yet, it may not be a stretch
to see some connection between these details and plot and characterization:
the “squabbling of the ducklings” may serve as an indirect comment on and
a contrast to the “squabbling” of the doctor and the orderly. One duckling,
attempting to swallow some gut, chokes on it while the other pulls at it and
also chokes on it. Neither finds satisfaction (pleasure) from the experience,
just as neither the doctor nor the orderly find any ultimate satisfaction from
their “squabble.” The ducklings’ “squabble” is resolved and terminates
quickly, the “squabble” between the doctor and the orderly is a protracted
one and, in the final analysis, endures unresolved. The clerk’s bulging
pockets may suggest his predilection for bribery. Ironically, the justice
informs the doctor that his clerk organized a drinking binge in his chamber
20

Vladimir Kataev, If Only We Could Know! An Interpretation of Chekhov, Harvey Pitcher tr. and ed.
(Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2002), 62. This is a translation of Kataev’s Proza Chekhova: problemy
interpretatsii (Chekhov’s Prose: Problems of Interpretation), published by Moscow State University
in 1979. The translated version is a substantial modification of the original text with certain chapters
eliminated, some abridged, and some new material added.
21
Ibid., 63.
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and that he, as his superior, did not dismiss him because he was concerned
that the clerk’s replacement would not be any different. He advises the
doctor that if the orderly were to be fired, his replacement could be the same
or even worse. The incident with the mosquito may be a foreshadowing of
the arbitrary administration of justice in this court (and remindful of the
doctor’s initial restraint and later giving in to violence against the orderly).
The justice first catches the mosquito and releases it; after becoming
irritated, he catches it a second time and kills it. 22 Compare this with: the
justice first advises the doctor to dismiss the orderly; soon after, he advises
him to do just the opposite.
Although Dr. Ovchinnikov and Dr. L'vov are poles apart in terms of
sensitivity, they are alike in that they over-respond to stimuli. L'vov overresponds in his sense of duty to protest. Ovchinnikov over-responds both in
his protest and in his efforts to rectify the insult he had visited upon the
orderly in the process of protesting, thus complicating the situation even
further. In his effort to justify his action, the doctor commits one folly after
another, and in the process, insults the orderly twice more. His anger does
not subside quickly. He reflects “angrily”: “'God, what people, what
people!’ he groaned. ‘They're no help, these enemies of the cause [vragi
dela]. I haven’t the strength to go on! I can't do it. I'm getting out'’” (7, 144;
emphasis added). Once again the doctor thinks of escaping the problem

22

A. P. Chudakov in his Mir Chekhova (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel’, 1986), 260, compares the detail of the
lawyer’s catching and releasing a moth several times in Anna Karenina with that of the justice’s catching
and releasing the mosquito in ‘An Unpleasantness,” and sees a principal difference between the two
authors’ “assignation of quality [read: “meaning,” L.P.] to such object details (kachestvovanie takikh
predmetnykh podrobnostei).” Chudakov maintains that in the lawyer’s case, the moth detail contributes to
the “cheerful lawyer’s characterization,” while “the mosquito detail lacks such a direct significance (ne tak
priamoznachima); its meaning and aims are more distant (bolee dalekie).” However, the critic does not
mention that the justice, significantly, catches the mosquito a second time and kills it, which does
contribute to his characterization and is consistent with his manner of dealing with the doctor’s problem.
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facing him, but lacks the strength of character to do this as well. His
irresoluteness becomes increasingly apparent as the tale unfolds.
From Dr. Ovchinnikov's anger, his pounding heart, his trembling and
his being on the verge of tears, it becomes evident that his frustration has not
really been alleviated; in fact, it soon increases as he makes an effort to
justify his violent protest. In Hans Selye’s, the renowned endocrinologist’s
terms, the orderly is the “stressor” effecting the doctor’s physiological and
psychological changes “that today [are] regarded as parts of the stress
syndrome.” 23 Chekhov here and in many other works described with
scientific accuracy the various manifestations of human stress. Despite
advising his brother Aleksandr in a May 10, 1886 letter, “In the sphere of
psychology […] best of all is to avoid depicting the hero’s state of mind.
You ought to try to make it clear from the hero’s actions,” Chekhov makes it
possible for us to follow the doctor’s thought processes from the beginning
to the very end. Aleksandr Chudakov observes correctly: “An emotional
inner dialogue, close to direct speech, dominates the narrative and lends it a
special, tense, intonational character.” He adds: “Dialogue and overt
monologue assume a role unseen until this point in Chekhov’s works. […]
Dialogues and monologues occupy […] the entire second part of ‘An
Unpleasantness.’” 24 The reader is presented a whole mélange of the doctor’s
thoughts enumerating the orderly’s faults: he was hired not on his own
merits but because of influence; he is ill-trained, knows little, and is unable
to apply the knowledge he has acquired; he is an unreliable, insolent,
unkempt, inveterate drunk; he takes bribes and steals and sells hospital
medicines; he practices medicine on the side using quack remedies which
23
24

Hans Selye, Stress Without Distress (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1974), 43.
Chudakov, Poetika Chekhova, 65-67.
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pose a danger to the patients’ welfare. Later this practitioner of disgraceful
quackery also proves to be a liar when he falsely accuses the doctor of
violating established medical practices. The orderly is guilty of offenses
which are likely indictable. We sympathize with the doctor whose work is
made more difficult by such a deplorable assistant.
The orderly has been employed at the hospital for three years and the
doctor has been cognizant of the orderly’s conduct. The question remains:
why has the doctor tolerated this conduct for such a long time without
confronting the orderly earlier, perhaps in a more professional manner? He
could also have filed a complaint against the orderly with the authorities. At
one point we are informed of the doctor’s conviction that the authorities
would dismiss the orderly. Later, both the justice of the peace and the
chairman of the board do indeed suggest this action. The answer lies in the
doctor’s lack of strength, his irresoluteness to deal with the problem
responsibly.
According to Vladimir Kataev, from the 1880s on, a major subject
about Russian life preoccupying Chekhov was that “the ordinary little
person [malen’kii chelovek] does not have the strength to find his
bearings.” 25 However, to identify Dr. Ovchinnikov as a “little person,” as
Kataev does, is a stretch. 26 The doctor is not an “ordinary” insignificant
person low on the social ladder. He is an educated intellectual, a doctor who
25

Kataev (If Only We Could Know…, 58), is using an excerpt from Chekhov’s comments expressed in his
5 February 1888 letter to D. V. Grigorovich regarding‘The Steppe’: “Russian life beats down the Russian
person so, that no wet spot remains, beats him down like a one-thousand-pood stone. In W[estern] Europe
people perish because life is cramped and stifling, in Russia because there is plenty of room to live… There
is so much space, that the little person does not have the strength to find his bearings…(malen’komu
cheloveku net sil orientirovat’sia…).” Chekhov’s statement reflects well his portrayal in ‘The Steppe’ the
plight of the Russian man living in the expanses of the Russian land.
26
Ibid., 58. It should be noted that in the original Russian text (Proza Chekhova…, 65), Kataev refers to
Dr. Ovchinnikov merely as “chelovek” (“person”), while Harvey Pitcher, the translator of the English text,
translates it as “little person” (“malen’kii chelovek”).
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holds a position of authority and responsibility. Kataev maintains: “What is
peculiar to Chekhov in each of his peasants, workers, and hardworking
intellectuals is the heavy burden of their working situation plus their
inability to understand the reasons for this correctly and their inappropriate
reaction.” He emphasizes: “What chiefly makes Chekhov’s character
unhappy is ‘not knowing why and for what reason’ everything in life
happens the way it does.” 27 Kataev concludes that Dr. Ovchinnikov’s
predicament illustrates Chekhov’s belief that: “Man is compelled to play a
role in life that is not his own and that he therefore cannot understand”
(emphasis added). 28
As a scientist, Chekhov was well aware of the notion of determinism
and, as Robert Louis Jackson notes, he had a deep “sense of the limits of
human will in interaction with the given.” However, as Jackson also notes
correctly, “this is only half the truth […]. Chekhov also recognizes […]
man’s involvement in his own fate, his ‘guilt,’ his responsibility for his
condition, and therefore, his responsibility before the present which he is
preparing for the future.” 29 To some extent, Dr. Ovchinnikov and Dr. Ragin
are alike. The narrator’s assessment of Dr. Ragin, “[He] much admires
intellect and integrity, but lacks the character and confidence to create a
decent, intelligent environment,” (8, 84), could also be applied of Dr.
Ovchinnikov. Moreover, Dr. Ovchinnikov does appear to “understand” his
role and his environment keenly and painfully as is evidenced by his two
27

Ibid., 54, 58. However, not all of Chekhov’s heroes, including some hardworking intellectuals, “fail to
understand the nature and cause of what had happened in their lives” (54). Dr. Toporkov (albeit late, ‘Late
Blooming Flowers’), Ivan Velikopolskii (‘The Student’), Alekhin (albeit late, ‘About Love’), Bishop Peter
(albeit late, ‘The Bishop’), and notably Nadia (‘The Bride’), whose life is “revolutionized,” all do arrive at
an “understanding.” Regretfully, it is either too late in each given situation to effect a change or, despite
their insight, their “understanding,” they fail to make the necessary change.
28
Ibid., 58.
29
Robert Louis Jackson, ‘Introduction,” Perspectives on Chekhov in Chekhov: A Collection of Critical
Essays. Robert L. Jackson, ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967), 11.
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monologues/protestations before the justice of the peace: his detailed
description of the orderly’s plight, and his lengthy and detailed protest
against the abusive zemstvo system which has contributed to his own plight.
The doctor’s basic problem is not a lack of cognition, of “understanding” his
role and his environment, but rather his weak character, his indecisiveness,
and his dilemma of not knowing what he wants as he confesses to the
chairman of the board. Therefore, by also “not knowing” how to effect a
change, to a large degree it is he who is responsible for his condition.
Drunken, insolent, dishonorable, ignorant orderlies were not
uncommon in nineteenth century Russian hospitals and clinics, and Chekhov
depicted a good number of these. Dr. Ovchinnikov’s description of orderly
Smirnovskii certainly places him in this category. But even when the case
against the orderly is the strongest and the justice of the peace advises the
doctor to fire him, the doctor reveals his humaneness and understanding of
Smirnovskii’s plight. He points out some of the deficiencies of a society
which breeds such people, thereby lessening the orderly’s guilt:
How can I fire him and take the bread out of his mouth, when I
know that he is a family man and has nothing? Where would he
go with his family? . . . We send him packing, scold him, strike
him in the face but we also ought to enter into his situation. He is
neither a peasant nor a master, neither fish nor fowl. His past is
bleak; at present he has twenty-five rubles a month, a hungry
family and a job in which he's not his own master. The future
holds the same twenty-five rubles and the same dependent
position, even if he holds on to his job for a hundred years. He
has neither education nor property; he has no time to read or to
go to church; [yet earlier, after striking the orderly, the doctor
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described him as a churchgoer] he doesn't profit by our example,
because we don't let him get close enough to us. So he goes on
living like that, day in, day out, till he dies, without hoping for
anything better, underfed, always afraid that any day he may be
evicted from the quarters the Government provides him with, and
that his children won't have a roof over their heads. Under such
circumstances, how is a man to keep from drinking, from
stealing? Under such conditions, how can he have principles? (7,
155).
These words suggest Chekhov’s effort to maintain objectivity, “to
balance the plusses and minuses” as he openly admitted doing in ‘The
Nameday’ written the same year – an approach which in that case he
admitted was “suspicious,” 30 and which we maintain is equally suspicious in
this case. The doctor’s words are a serious compromise of his own
principles. Although the orderly’s drunken state precipitated the doctor’s
violent protest, here the doctor in effect justifies not only the orderly’s
drunkenness but his stealing as well. However, the doctor’s strong, rather
false-sounding apologia for the orderly, appears to be done involuntarily as
is evidenced by the doctor's thoughts in the course of his speech: “’Devil
take it, I'm saying the wrong thing!’ he thought to himself, and it seemed to
him that he could not fix his mind on some one definite idea or sentiment.
‘It's because I'm shallow and don’t know how to think,’ he reflected” (7,
155). Actually, in his chaotic emotional state, he is unable to control his
mental processes. As was noted earlier, Dr. Ovchinnikov suffers from a
depersonalization disorder revealed here through the symptom of feeling a
lack of control of his speech; a feeling of being detached from his thoughts.
30

See 9 October 1888 letter to A.N. Pleshcheev.
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The following descriptions of the disorder also apply to the doctor’s
condition: “Brief periods of depersonalization are notably caused by severe
anxiety, stress, a lack of sleep, or a combination.” 31 Furthermore, “while the
individual with the disorder undertakes a specific action or task, a part of
him/her questions what he/she is doing.

This persistent ‘nagging’ an

individual endures with the disorder again produces more anxiety.” 32
Dr. Ovchinnikov’s above-quoted thoughts touch upon one of the basic
features of his predicament: his emotional makeup makes it difficult for him
to think rationally or act decisively. This is demonstrated repeatedly
throughout the story as he attempts to settle the issue between him and
Mikhail Zakharych. And as a member of the intelligentsia, the doctor,
through his example, suggests a broader problem, that is, the ineffectiveness
of this entire class. He is one of Chekhov's numerous feeble, spineless
members of the intelligentsia (miagkotelye intelligenty). They are
excessively sensitive, inclined to philosophizing and generally ineffectual in
action.
It appears Chekhov's views about the intelligentsia were inconsistent.
In his Notebooks (Zapisnaia knizhka I [Sochineniia: 17, 56]), we find the
remark that “when the intelligentsia thinks and feels honestly and is capable
of work . . . [it can be] the source of the strength and salvation of the
people,” while in the 22 February 1899 letter to I. I. Orlov he maintained: “I
have no faith in our intelligentsia, hypocritical, false, hysterical, ill-bred,
lazy; I have no faith in them even when they suffer and complain, for their
oppressors come from the same womb as they.” Dr. Ovchinnikov clearly
31

D. Simeon, “Depersonalization Disorder: A Contemporary Overview,” CNS Drugs 18 (6) (2004): 343354. In the original, journal version of the story , we learn that “the doctor spoke not in his own, but some
kind of shrill voice, and louder, than necessary” and that “a sleepless night strained his nerves” (Variants:
7, 533-534).
32
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depersonalization_disorder.
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does not fall into the category of the “hypocritical, false, ill-bred” or “lazy”
but he reveals his incapacity to cope with everyday problems which require
practical solutions. We are told that he commands a reputation for his short
papers on medical statistics and for his genuine interest in “problems of
everyday life” (bytovye voprosy), but the futility of his mental activity is
suggested by his chaotic “reasoning” as he seeks to find a solution to the
problem engendered by his protest.
His first solution amounts to a further protest, this time to the
authorities, demanding that the orderly be dismissed. Yet, he finds it difficult
to express his thoughts in proper form, 33 and the letter he composes is never
mailed. He is confident that the board would dismiss the orderly and under
no circumstances would dismiss such “an excellent man as Doctor
Ovchinnikov” (7, 145). But moments later he concludes that no change at all
will be effected by his complaint; that is, the orderly will remain and he will
not resign. Subsequent events prove him right.
Actually, Dr. Ovchinnikov yearns for a different outcome. He would
like the board to accept his resignation, and thus satisfy two of his inner
needs – a need for punishment and pity: “He dreamed of how he would
leave the hospital to which he had got accustomed, how he would write a
letter to the editor of The Physician, how his colleagues would tender him an
address of sympathy” (7, 146). He reminds us of Dr. Shelestov from
‘Intrigues’ (‘Intrigi,’ 1887) who has similar daydreams. Also, Dr.
Ovchinnikov's self-lacerating thoughts indicate that he suffers from a martyr

33

Stepanov (16), maintains that Ovchinnikov is one of Chekhov’s many characters who suffer from
inarticulateness, stating that the doctor is unable to communicate because of his “inability to control his
agitation” – a statement which, in view of his powerful protest to the justice of the peace, proves to be less
than correct.
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complex. 34 They suggest that he is in desperate need to ease his burden of
guilt. This leads him to imagine that he discerns approval of his action in the
indifferent face of a patient and that of the midwife. Finally, to justify his
action, Dr. Ovchinnikov feebly places the blame on the orderly.

He

rationalizes quite pathetically that the orderly had forced him to strike him
thereby disclaiming any responsibility for his action.
It is a curious progression of thought: starting from his own guilt, he
arrives at a feeling of disgust, as he imagines others rejoicing that the orderly
had been physically abused. Despite all these rationalizations, Dr.
Ovchinnikov's feeling of guilt is not ameliorated. At home a perceptible
change takes place in his reasoning. He ceases to blame the orderly and
begins wondering how he, a decent fellow (poriadochnyi che1ovek), could
have struck another human being. Throughout the story, the doctor seems
torn between his private feelings and his concern for his official image; a
fact which complicates his efforts to find a solution to his problem. He
cannot deny his hatred for the orderly, yet he knows that being in the
position of authority, he has committed a misdeed which makes him the
greater villain: “I struck him in front of people who look up to me, and so I
set them an abominable example” (7, 148).
Driven by his sense of guilt, he concludes that the orderly must be
given satisfaction. As he considers his possible options, he demonstrates his
impractical nature and a lack of systematic logical thought. Among the
alternatives, he considers a duel (as did Dr. L'vov), and an apology. He
rejects the first on the grounds that the orderly is a practical man
(prakticheskii chelovek) who quite likely thinks dueling is stupid. By the
34

We recall Chekhov’s advice to his brother Nikolai in an 1886 letter regarding how cultured people ought
to behave: “They do not disparage themselves to rouse compassion.”
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same token, we realize that he himself is an impractical man for having
considered this as one of the suitable options. Moreover, he either forgets or
is ignorant of the fact that normally duels take place between members of
equal social standing. He also rejects the second alternative because a public
apology will satisfy only his need for chastisement; it might be interpreted as
cowardice on his part, and it would spell the end of discipline in the hospital.
He even thinks of offering the orderly some money; a thought that not only
reveals his cloudy thinking but also diminishes somewhat our respect for
him by the very fact that he had even entertained the idea of such an option.
He rejects this possibility on moral grounds. Failing to arrive at the solution
himself, he attempts to shift that burden to the authorities. But this too
proves to be unsatisfactory, for he recognizes the ultimate futility of such an
action: the issue between him and the orderly is essentially a private matter.
Finally, he decides to follow the example of others who find
themselves in a similar circumstance. Contrary to Vladimir Kataev’s claim
that “Chekhov […] makes Ovchinnikov realize that orderlies […] have no
rights” (emphasis added), 35 the doctor concludes that the orderly ought to
exercise his legal right: “’Let him sue me. I am unquestionably guilty, I'll
put up no defense, and the judge will send me to jail. In this way the injured
party will receive satisfaction, and those who look up to me will see that I
was in the wrong.’ The idea appealed to him. He was pleased” (7, 149).
Thus, both the hurting he had done and the prospect of being hurt afford him
pleasure. The orderly does exercise his legal right and the doctor receives a
summons from the justice of the peace. To say that the orderly has “no
rights” is to overstate the situation. Even earlier, the issue of the orderly’s
rights surfaces indirectly. He declares to the doctor that the latter has no
35

Kataev, If Only We Could Know…, 56.
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“right” to instruct him how he should conduct himself privately. Later he
also reminds the doctor that he has no right to strike him, thereby asserting
his own right not to be struck by the doctor. The capricious and arbitrary
manner in which the orderly’s complaint is addressed is of course an
indictment of the authorities and not a question of whether the orderly
enjoys legal rights.
All of the alternatives contemplated by Dr. Ovchinnikov suggest that
his primary underlying motive is selfish, that is, although he rationalizes that
his main wish is to give the orderly satisfaction, his basic concern is how to
expiate his sin. His jubilation at having found a “just solution” as well as his
anticipation of purification from guilt, are symbolized by his bathing in the
pond immediately following his new insight. As he enters the water, he sees
“shoals of small golden crucians […] hurrying away from him,”
corresponding to his imagining that the problem has gone away, that it “was
settled” (7, 149). But that jubilation is short-lived as the orderly comes to
him and apologizes. Dr. Ovchinnikov is not only completely taken aback; he
is disappointed. An apology is the last thing he had expected, and the last
thing he wanted. Instead of humbling himself before the orderly, the latter,
the insulted one, humbles himself before him. The orderly appears to live up
to his surname, Smirnovskii, which suggests the adjective smirnyi (“quiet,”
“mild”) or even smirennyi (“humble,” “submissive”). Yet, Dr. Ovchinnikov
questions in his mind Mikhail Zakharych’s motives and decides that the
orderly has come to apologize not out of Christian humility but out of
calculation so as not to lose his job; an estimate which proves to be correct
as is evidenced by the orderly’s subsequent behavior. Nevertheless, by
refusing to accept the orderly’s apology, the doctor once again proves to be
impractical. Moreover, he is a hypocrite: he expects Christian humility from
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his adversary while himself behaving in an un-Christian, unforgiving
manner. Ironically, the orderly also thinks the doctor is an impractical man.
Worse yet, Mikhail Zakharych ceases to respect the doctor less because of
the content, the substance of his response, and more because of its form,
because of his personal weaknesses: his “nervousness” and “his jerky way of
speaking.” The orderly responds: “You’ve no right to use your fists on me.
You ought to be ashamed of yourself! Only drunken peasants fight, and
you're an educated man” (7, 150). With these words Mikhail Zakharych rubs
salt into the doctor's wounds as he reminds him of his guilt. Also, the doctor
realizes that they have exchanged roles from the time of the protest, for now
it is the orderly who instructs him as to the proper conduct for an educated
man. Moreover, it is doubly ironical that this inveterate drunk should
compare the ·doctor to “drunken peasants” (indirectly it is also a comparison
to himself) and imply that the doctor rates lower than they because while
their fighting can be overlooked, his cannot. These are painful words for the
doctor to hear, as he is fully aware of their implication, and it is for this
reason that anger and hatred fill his heart and for the second time in two days
he orders the orderly to get out. Following the orderly’s departure, Dr.
Ovchinnikov exclaims: “How stupid and vu1gar all this is!” (7, 150), words
which reflect his state of mind, and become a major leitmotif in the story.
Frustrated by his helplessness he wonders: “Is it possible that I am so badly
educated and know life so little that I can't solve this simple problem? What
shall I do?” (7, 151). The problem is that the doctor continuously and
increasingly complicates the problem.
Dr. Ovchinnikov’s search for a solution to his personal, private
problem and the various impractical options he considers remind us of the
equally impractical options considered by the “nervous” Vasil’ev in ‘A
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Nervous Breakdown’ (also written in 1888) to solve the social, public
problem of prostitution. Although the doctor is at a loss as to how to
extricate himself from his predicament, life intrudes upon him and forces
him to act. He learns that the orderly had lodged a formal complaint against
him with the zemstvo board. The content of that complaint proves the
orderly to be a base, dishonorable, slandering individual. He makes no
mention of the incident; instead, he accuses the doctor of failing to perform
his professional obligations. Ironically, one of his accusations is identical to
the one leveled against him by Dr. Ovchinnikov, that is, “treating patients in
a manner contrary to the accepted rules” (7, 151). The narrator's comment at
this point is quite interesting, for it applies to both the orderly and the doctor:
“the more stupid things a man does in his defense, the weaker and more
helpless he obviously is” (7, 151).
Dr. Ovchinnikov regards the summons from the justice of the peace
about the affair the height of absurdity, yet he is the one who had set the
wheels in motion. As he is on his way to the court, two small details from
nature are mentioned, a “windless morning” and an “overcast sky,” which
foreshadow his further disappointments. The hearing which he attends
proves to be a mockery of justice. Without asking any questions, the justice
of the peace sides with the doctor and advises him to dismiss the orderly.
Sensing a note of sympathy in the justice's voice, the doctor begins feeling
sorry for himself and launches into a second, this time a much broader
protest against the abusive system which has made his life miserable. From
the first protest, provoked by an immediate, specific problem of confronting
the drunken orderly, the story progresses to this second protest provoked by
a deep-seated, psychologically long-suppressed general problem which is the
root cause of the doctor’s distress and frustration. The first protest, the
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violent one, turns out to be is just the tip of the iceberg. The second protest,
although not a violent one, has the potential of a much greater and serious
violence. Dr. Ovchinnikov threatens: “I can't stand it any longer! A little
more, and I'll not only use my fists on people, I'll shoot at them. Get it into
your head, my nerves aren't made of iron. I'm a human being like you”
(emphasis added; 7, 154). Chekhov, the master of details, underscores the
deterioration of the doctor’s emotional state at this point through reference to
his tears: during the initial confrontation with the orderly he “felt tears
rising to his eyes” (pochuvstvoval na glazakh slezy ; 7, 143); now, during his
protest to the justice, “the doctor’s eyes filled with tears” (glaza doktora
nalilis’ slezami; 7, 154). 36 Having heard open criticism of the zemstvo board
and of himself, personally, the justice changes his attitude from sympathy to
neutrality and ultimately to criticism. The solution he proposes—which is no
solution at all—is not to resist evil at all: “We must put up with this evil” (S
etim zlom nado mirit'sia; 7, 154). This means that recognizing reality and
accepting it is all that one should do, for no change is possible. Although
there is explicit criticism in the story of Dr. Ovchinnikov's anger and his
resort to violence (we recall the doctor's self-criticism and the criticism
expressed by the orderly and the justice of the peace), there is also an
implicit rejection of the justice's position: “One must put up with this evil.”
Thomas Winner speaks of ‘An Unpleasantness’ as one of the stories which
is “sympathetic to the […] Tolstoyan injunction against giving vent to
anger.” 37 Although this is true, we perceive here, more importantly, an
unmistakable criticism of Tolstoi’s philosophy of non-resistance to evil and
36

In the original, journal version of the story, we find two additional references to the doctor’s teary eyes:
“he felt sorry for himself to the point of tears,” and “his eyes filled with tears” (Variants: 7, 532, 532-533).
37
Thomas Winner, Chekhov and His Prose (New York, Chicago, San Francisco: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1966), 63.
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all adherents of this philosophy. For it is precisely this attitude which has
largely brought about these conditions – conditions which Dr. Ovchinnikov
openly protests against, but which he himself has failed to oppose until now.
Thus, to adhere to the justice's view would mean to continue to permit these
intolerable conditions to exist.
It is true that Dr. Ovchinnikov is more sensitive than others, and tries
to affect change. Unfortunately, he is weak like the rest, and falls prey to
“evil” despite being aware that it is all wrong; that it is all “stupid.” The first
sign of his giving up the struggle is when he changes from the role of the
orderly’s accuser to his defender. However, it is his constantly shifting
perception and his irresoluteness of character that more or less seal his fate.
When the chairman of the board demands that the orderly apologize,
Ovchinnikov becomes horrified and, as is his habit, runs out of the room. 38
He is aware that the orderly is being insulted once again whereas he, the one
who craves punishment, gets off scot-free. Returning to the room he
announces: “Gentlemen, this is impossible! This is a comedy! It's vile! I
can't bear it! It's better to have twenty trials than to settle matters in this
vaudeville style” (7, 158). Nevertheless, it is the second time he refuses to
accept the orderly’s apology; a second time he behaves in an un-Christian
manner, thinking foremost about satisfying his own need. When the
chairman also suggests that the orderly be fired, Dr. Ovchinnikov rejects it
adding: “I don't know what I want, but to take such an attitude towards life,
gentlemen… Oh, my God! It's torture!” (emphasis added; 7, 158). He is
38

Effort to escape from the given situation or environment, a defense mechanism whose objective is to
“protect the ‘victim’ from negative stimuli” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depersonalization_disorder), is
yet another symptom of the doctor’s depersonalization disorder. Interestingly, when the doctor leaves the
hospital, goes home and lies down “facing the back of the couch,” it signifies his attempt to disconnect
from his environment, a form of withdrawal (futliarnost’) – a motif employed often by Chekhov. Recall
Dr. Ragin’s habit of doing the same.
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quickly silenced with the retort: ''”You're the one who is at fault in this
affair, aren't you?” (7, 159). We have two important developments here: the
doctor has reached what Valdimir Kataev calls an “epistemological dead end
(gnoseologicheskii tupik),” 39 and Vladimir Ermilov refers to as “a no way
out” (bezvykhodnost’), and that a third party, a legal authority, has
established that the doctor is at fault in this affair. After this the doctor gives
up. He joins them in a drink of vodka and bids them farewell. As he reflects
about all that had been said and done during the past week, he realizes that
in the official world there can be no solution to private questions; that any
official resolution of a problem which involves the personal guilt of the
offender or the insulted dignity of the offended, must necessarily be an
absurd one. In fact, the chairman of the board admits placing little or no
value on reason and principles in such matters and advises the doctor to do
the same. Once again Dr. Ovchinnikov experiences shame (even more
acutely than before as is evidenced by the thrice-repeated word stydno) as he
recalls his mistakes from the recent past: “He was ashamed of having
involved strangers in his personal problem, ashamed of the things he had
said to these people, and for having drunk vodka out of a habit of idle
drinking and idle living; ashamed of his dull, shallow mind” (7, 158;
emphasis added).
Although the story had opened with the problem of the orderly’s
drinking, ironically, it ends on a note concerning the doctor's feeling of
shame, about his own “habit of idle drinking and idle living.” But the doctor
need not be ashamed about his “dull, shallow mind,” for he is the only
sensitive individual in the story, one who realizes the essentially absurd
39

Kataev, Proza Chekhova…, 65; Vladimir Ermilov, “Chekhov’s Method of Depicting Reality,” 18601960 A. P. Chekhov (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing House, [1960]), 117.
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quality of relationships between people. In the seemingly normal world such
problems appear to be ignored; on the other hand, those who are sensitive to
them, such as the “nervous” Ovchinnikov type, prove to be too weak to
affect any change. Although this is demonstrated throughout the story, it is
felt particularly strongly in its closing paragraph, which, to a marked degree,
duplicates the scene of the opening paragraph, thus bringing the circle to a
close.
The doctor again is making his rounds accompanied by the orderly
who, as in the opening of the story, is stepping softly (miagko) and
answering questions softly (miagko). Everyone, including the midwife and
the nurses strive to maintain an effect of normality: “all [of them] pretended
that

nothing

had

occurred

and

that

everything

was

all

right,

(blagopoluchno)” (7, 158). Pretending that “everything is all right” is
precisely the problem in this situation and in life in general. The use of the
word blagopoluchno at this point heightens the irony as we recall the earlier
mentioned pretense that all was well in a situation where, in truth, quite the
contrary was true. And despite the apparent external normality, the return to
business as usual, the reader is well aware that a qualitative if not a
quantitative change has taken place. For nothing can undo the incident
between Dr. Ovchinnikov and Mikhail Zakharych. The final result is that the
orderly despises the doctor even more than before, while the doctor, with his
new consciousness, his “understanding” of his environment, is appreciably
worse off.
Although the prevailing circumstances appear to explain Dr.
Ovchinnikov’s outburst, they do not justify his form of protest. Chekhov’s
famous statement comes to mind expressed in the 4 October 1888 letter to
A. N. Pleshcheev, the same year he wrote ‘An Unpleasantness’: “I hate lying
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and violence in all their forms…. My holy of holies … is the most absolute
freedom – freedom from violence and lying, whatever forms they may take.”
The author is sympathetic to Dr. Ovchinnikov’s plight, yet he is clearly
critical of the doctor’s inability to control his anger and his indulgence in
behavior unbecoming a doctor, a scientist, or for that matter a decent human
being. On several occasions the doctor reveals his deep concern for the
image of his personal decency and integrity which in his mind have been
compromised in others’ eyes. We are reminded of Dr. Svistitskii’s
(Perpetuum Mobile, 1884), another protester’s, words: “Don’t forget that
you’re a human being, not an animal. It is all right for an animal to obey its
instincts, but you are the crown of creation” (3, 25).
Although Dr. Ovchinnikov's solution appears to be to work harder and
become totally engrossed in his work, (as Vania does in Uncle Vania) it is
only a temporary palliative, for the experience has left an indelible imprint
on his outlook on life: he has come to the conclusion that a large area of life
is governed by circumstances rather than reason or justice. Unlike the
Princess who rides off into the sunset murmuring “How happy I am!”, Dr.
Ovchinnkov can only repeat to himself: “It's stupid, stupid, stupid” (Glupo,
glupo, glupo…) (7, 158). The story ends on this muffled note of yet another,
a final protest, although we wonder how long it will be before we hear his
open protest again. When we do, it might very well be in the form of a
resounding gunshot. Yet, even then, perhaps as in Uncle Vania’s situation,
no genuine change will take place and life’s unbearable conditions will
continue as before.
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Of Ernest J. Gaines’s six novels, his last, A Lesson Before Dying, seemingly, is
his most compelling, for the story of Jefferson is a black American tragedy that raised
concerns about the justice and legal systems in America. Although Gaines first started
writing in 1956 with the publication of his debut short story, “The Turtles,” in Transfer
Magazine, it was not until eight years later that he published his first novel, Catherine
Carnier. After Catherine, Gaines followed it with Of Love and Dust in 1967, The
Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman in 1971, In My Father’s House in 1978, A
Gathering of Old Men in 1983, and A Lesson Before Dying in 1994. Similar to the
novelistic technique of his idol, William Faulkner, Gaines creates a unique southern
landscape and milieu to foreground all his novels and short stories. But although Gaines
idolizes Faulkner, he does not like the stereotypical depiction of black Americans as
nigger wenches, minstrels, mammies, rabble rousers, carousers, faithful and vicious
servants, and Uncle Toms in the novels of southern white writers. As an escape from the
all too familiar tableaux he perennially encountered anytime he picked a book to read in
Vallejo, California, Gaines started reading Russian authors and developed a great affinity
for the works of Turgenev and Tolstoy. For, Gaines believed that the experience of the
peasantry in Russia was akin to the black American experience, but whereas the Russians
gave an everyday, realistic account of Russian peasantry in their novels, southern white
writers only dwelt on the depiction of stereotypes of blacks as a way of keeping them
perpetually emasculated. As Valerie Babb points out, “The dearth of believable portraits
of black Americans and the desire to rediscover the lost voice and tales left in Louisiana
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became vital shaping influences on the form and subject matter of Gaines’s fiction” (3).
Gaines’s rediscovery of the lost voice and tales left in Louisiana is extant in all of his
novels, including A Lesson Before Dying, a novel in which focalization involves the first
person narrator, and he is very much part of the action as the protagonist and even shares
the central role with Jefferson, the protagonist.
Gaines’s characters are also common, and so his readers are able to identify with
some of the real life experiences his characters go through. To Gaines, it is seminal, even
crucial for him to refrain from romanticizing or idealizing his characters because like
Turgenev and many other black American authors before him, he is using the novel to
protest against some of society’s injustices and inequalities such as the one encountered
by Jefferson in A Lesson. Babb asseverates the commonality Gaines shares with
Turgenev and points out: “Like Turgenev, he does not idealize his rural characters, and
they encompass the range of human heroism and frailty. In the same way Turgenev uses
the experience of Russian peasants to argue the injustices of the feudal system, so does
Gaines use the dignity of his characters to expose the unfairness of his plantation world”
(13). Dignity is a universal theme, so although his stories are set in an idyllic and rustic
Louisiana landscape, the universality of his themes gives his novels a global appeal of
which A Lesson Before Dying is a dominant example. “His fiction explores many
considerations, among them the devaluation of black life (often illustrated through black
men who must seek their manhood or black women who have been victimized by
whites), the peculiar race and caste systems of Louisiana, and the ambivalence of
slaveholders’ descendents who are now burdened by their legacy” (Babb 12).
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Between his penultimate novel and his last was a time span of eleven years, the
longest period of abeyance in-between his novels. That was because as a tenure professor
at University of Southern Louisiana in Lafayette, Gaines had probably resolved to focus
on teaching, but a call to visit a death-row inmate in Louisiana in 1993 saw him
publishing A Lesson a year later. Like two of his previous novels, The Autobiography
and A Gathering, A Lesson Before Dying has been made as a television movie, which
received critically acclaimed reviews. To this end, I argue that Gaines’s A Lesson Before
Dying is a revisionist tale in realism in which language is used to emasculate, imprison,
and convict Jefferson of a murder he did not commit, and it is through language that his
manhood is restored as music and communal effort help in empowering him before he is
executed.
Realism is the portrayal of everyday life, the common, the average, or the
practical in literature. Many literary works by African Americans resonate with an
intense pragmatism of everyday experience. To many blacks in America, this lived
experience dates all the way back to the Middle Passage when black people were
forcefully removed from their continent and shipped to other continents. As part of their
diabolic strategy to rob the enslaved of their indigenous identity, language, culture, and
history, slave masters strongly forebode them to be educated. Compelled to develop new
modes of communication, the enslaved created their own vernacular from which sprang
new forms of expression in music to enable black America provide a unique cultural
repository for the nation. But the creation of the vernacular also created a unique situation
for the African American because, in addition, to the oral form of expression, the African
American also must know how to express him or herself in mainstream discourse.
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Coupling orality with American standard discourse is good, even great but should one’s
inability to engage in mainstream discourse be the basis of one’s guilt? Is mainstream or
written discourse the only medium through which reasoning can be articulated? Should a
member of a race that for over two centuries was deprived of formal education be blamed
for his or her inability to read and write? These are some of the issues Gaines seems to be
raising, addressing, and critiquing in his novel. To Gaines, that peculiar Louisiana dialect
should be an effective and equal means of expression in just the same way as Standard
English. In an address at Southern University in Baton Rouge, Gaines hankered for that
seminality and uniqueness of expression in his fiction: “…I wanted to hear that Louisiana
dialect---that combination of English, Creole, Cajun, Black. For me, there’s no more
beautiful sound anywhere” (qtd. in Babb 3). As Keats said, “A thing of beauty is a joy of
life forever,” so by yearning to hear that beautiful sound in his novels, Gaines seems to be
suggesting in A Lesson that Jefferson’s Louisiana accent is euphonic, so he should have
been heard in court and not have been excoriated by the prosecutor and the defense
attorney for his inability to speak Standard English.
In A Lesson, Gaines revisits realism, a narrative technique that first surfaced in
American literature after the Civil War. The setting of A Lesson, like in all of Gaines’s
fiction, provides a pragmatic, everyday life experience in Bayonne, Louisiana. At
Bayonne, black men seem to have no chance at all to progress in a community that
refuses to see them as equals. In effect, they are put in what Marilyn Frye labels the
double-bind in which they have been reified in time and space. In such situations, do they
keep running all the time as the Grandfather tells the narrator in Invisible Man and
Antoine Mathew reiterates it to Grant in A Lesson, or they must take their destinies into
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their own hands and break the yoke of oppression that has made them stagnant and
unprogressive by staying at one place? Gaines patterns the lived experience of the black
community in Bayonne after the stories, mores, and beliefs of Pointe Coupee parish
community in Louisiana where the author grew up. Gaines then meshed his childhood
experience with other facts regarding death-row inmates, lawyers, and sheriffs in
Louisiana in writing the novel. As Karen Carmean points out, “…Gaines blended factual
details, such as Louisiana’s portable electric chair and the day and time of all state
executions, with a created but representative experience regarding responsibility, justice,
and human dignity” (118). The representation of justice, dignity, and responsibility adds
to the novel’s realistic appeal.
Thematically, the novel is a pragmatic yarn about a man accused of a crime he
did not commit. Although he was convicted of the crime, his godmother refuses to let
him die with the internalization of mainstream society’s perception of him as a hog.
Grant Wiggins, the narrator, must help establish the manhood of Jefferson. In the end,
Grant is able to eradicate the scourge that tormented and tortured Jefferson to enable him
to face his executioners with courage and dignity. To that end, having been crucified for a
crime he did not commit, Jefferson becomes a Christ-like figure in the novel even as
Grant, although sarcastic initially when he is told to visit Jefferson in jail to help return
his identity to him, also learns a lot from the experience and forms a symbolic association
with Paul Bonin, one of the white prison guards who witnesses Jefferson’s electrocution.
The bond between Grant and Paul is symbolic of the hope for a social change in
Bayonne. Women also play key roles in the novel as they become the fulcrum on which
the axis of both Grant’s and Jefferson’s lives spin. In a state of hopelessness, women
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become the fountain of hope in the black community, and they ensure that even in agony,
oppression, and death, the dignity of the black man is not forsaken. Through his use of
Christian allusions and symbols, the blues, representation of modern sporting heroes, and
sustained sarcasm, Gaines deftly critiques white patriarchy, and he like Turgenev, uses
the novel as a medium to cry for justice and equality for the marginalized.
The plot chronicles events in the book within a six-month span—from October to
April. The novel details the lived experiences of twenty-one year-old Jefferson and his
teacher, Grant Wiggins. Jefferson is accused of killing a Cajun storekeeper, Alcee Gropè.
While awaiting trial, Jefferson’s godmother, Miss Emma and his aunt, Tante Lou task
Wiggins with the responsibility of helping restore Jefferson’s dignity before he is
executed. During the trial, the defense attorney referred to Jefferson as “a hog” because
of his intellectual deficiency. The prosecutor substantiates the importance of education in
a man’s life and chastises Jefferson on his inability to read. The prosecutor further
excoriates Jefferson for his dyslexic shortcoming and observes that he could neither read
the poetry of Keats, Byron, Scott nor the Constitution. The prosecutor surmised that
because of Jefferson’s inability to read and write, he is not a rational human, but he is a
“thing to hold the handle of a plow, a thing to load your bales of cotton, a thing to dig
your ditches, to chop your wood, to pull your corn” (Gaines 8). He ends his argument by
pointing out sarcastically, “Gentlemen of the jury, this man planned a robbery? Oh,
pardon me, pardon me, I surely did not mean to insult your intelligence by saying
‘man’—would you please forgive me for committing such an error?” (Gaines 8).
Ironically, after the patriarchal society effectively shut the doors of progress against black
Americans and created appalling conditions that emasculated black people educationally,
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civically, socially, and economically back then, the very lack of these necessities of life is
used as the premise on which Jefferson is sentenced to death. In effect, as Gaines
critiques the system for the unappreciation of the inherent power in Louisiana dialect, he
simultaneously seems to be appealing to blacks to take education seriously, for it could
save their lives.
However, it is the defense attorney who first calls Jefferson a fool and “a hog,” a
fool because he lacked the mordant intuition of a smart man to flee the scene after the
shootings, and he calls him a hog because he was greedy. As Anissa Janine Wardi
observes, “The attorney’s discourse of racial denigration reaches a climax as he
dehumanizes his client, proclaiming that putting him to death would be equivalent to
tying a hog down to the electric chair” (192). If Wardi accentuates that Jefferson’s
defense attorney thinks he is uncivilized , so he must not be put to death, Philip Auger
points out the importance of education in the novel: “…A Lesson Before Dying explores
the roles of social institutions such as education, law, and especially religion as they all
have a part in producing human dignity and self worth” (75). Jefferson had no education,
but it does not mean he, essentially, lacked dignity and self-worth which are key
components of black pride. Consequently, it becomes critical that Jefferson’s dignity as a
black man is restored before he dies.
Great American realists like Dean Howells, Henry James, Mark Twain, Frances
Harper, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, and Charles Chestnutt littered their novels with the
representation of common, everyday occurrences. So, we see Howells representing
cosmopolitan life in New York city in Hazards of Fortune; Twain and Harper represent
life during Reconstruction in Huckleberry Finn and Iola Leroy while Dunbar presents the
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dilemma of a faithful servant falsely accused of stealing his master’s money in The Sport
of the Gods as Chesnutt paints a vivid picture of the 1898 riot and confusion in
Wilmington, Delaware, in The Marrow of Tradition, a couple of years after Plessy
versus Fergusson sanctioned segregation as the law of the land.
Furthermore, in A Lesson, Gaines chronicles the delineation of the justice system
and how members of the black community in Bayonne deals with it as they ensure
Jefferson dies with some measure if dignity. Interestingly, the trial also epitomizes the
perennial tension that has existed between oral tradition and written discourse.
Underlining the lawyers’ arguments is the spurious assumption of the primitiveness of the
black man who, seemingly, cannot be transformed by the morès of Western civilization
and culture. But Miss Emma and Tante Lou refuse to accept the two lawyers’
characterization of Jefferson as uncivilized and hoggish just because he cannot write, so
Wiggins must prove them wrong with the utilization of one of the unique African
American forms of expression—Bayonne dialect.
If written discourse is the medium used in emasculating Jefferson, music in the
form of the blues and country song plays a keen and realistic role in helping Wiggins
transform Jefferson from a hog to a man of dignity. Wiggin’s weekly visits to the
courthouse where Jefferson is incarcerated pay off when he decides to buy a small radio
for him. On hearing that, Jefferson becomes inundated with excitement and laments that
he has not owned anything before. Grant, then, tells Jefferson to be nice to his
godmother, Miss Emma; Tante Lou, Reverend Ambrose, and the rest of the visitors. To
this end, music becomes the medium that Wiggins uses to reach out to Jefferson. Randy’s
blues songs remind Jefferson of his identity. One listens to the blues in moments of
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melancholy and solitude. The blues also is a cesspool of memories and resignation, so as
Jefferson plays his music, his humanity, his sensibility returns to him, and he does what
Grant tells him. Samuel Floyd explains that the blues and country music have a common
historical bond because of the fact that “prevailing musical interactions and influences in
nineteenth century America produced a black populace conversant with the music of both
traditions” (58). This syncretization of black and white musical genres, seemingly,
compelled Gaines to have his condemned protagonist listen to both the blues and country
music as a reminder to the patriarchal system in modern-day America that even, during
the halcyon days of slavery, the enslaved felt free to dance to the rhythm and beat of
European social dances like the cotillion and quadrille at slave balls. By listening to the
blues and country music, Jefferson is, psychologically, spatially dislocated to those days
when his ancestors were in symbolic chains, but they were never embittered. That is the
essence of black dignity, so Jefferson discovers his dignity after listening to the blues and
country music. Floyd explains that the blues illustrates an individual manifestation of
values that help in propitiating, mollifying, and restoring one’s power; it helps in taking a
man from sexual and social emasculation to a domain of deliverance, manhood, and
dignity.
Ironically, what Grant uses as the mediating power of exorcism to revive the
waning and wagging spirit of Jefferson, is seen as a demonic box by Rev. Ambrose
whose intention is to help placate the soul of Jefferson before he is executed. The clash
between Grant and Rev. Ambrose symbolizes a clash of values between modernity and
tradition, the old and the young. As Grant defends his decision to buy the radio for
Jefferson to enable him reach out to family and the community after every other means of
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persuasion had failed, Rev. Ambrose counters that encouraging him to pray would have
worked better than the radio. But for prayer to work, one needs to have faith in God, faith
in an omnipotent being. Jefferson lacks that inherent faith in God, so Wiggins resorts to
secular means, the mundane to get his attention. In this sense, Wiggins’s insistence that
he needed to be able to reach out to Jefferson first through secular music is key to
understanding how music and religion in a variety of ways complement each other, for
the blues is an improvisation of the Negro spirituals and work songs of the enslaved. In
the argument with Rev. Ambrose, an argument Tante Lou joins later on, Grant affirms
the importance of the radio to Jefferson: “That radio is there to help him not think about
death. He’s locked up in a cage like an animal—and what else can he think about but that
last day and that last hour. That radio makes it less painful” (Gaines 182). The radio’s
propitiation of Jefferson’s pain facilitates the removal of the hog spirit he internalized
after the trial, a demonic spirit that tormented him soon after his trial.
After music has mollified his nerves, Jefferson then expresses himself in the
vernacular in his diary to prove that he is also capable of exuding human emotions like
love and affection. To prove that Jefferson can use the vernacular to express his affection,
sensibility, and inner thought, Gaines devotes a whole chapter to him and his diary. The
vernacular as written discourse, provides Jefferson a forum to reclaim his dignity.
Through the diary, Jefferson is empowered as he gains the voice he was denied during his
trial to narrate his own experiences. The diary also gives Jefferson a newly found
expression that gives him the voice to express his love for Miss Emma and the rest of the
community. In the diary, Jefferson also records his transformation. He blames himself for
following Brother and Bear, knowing that they were not good human beings and
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confesses, “I been shakin an shakin but gon stay strong” (Gaines 233). During the trial,
Jefferson was not given a voice for the jury to hear his account of what transpired on that
fateful day in Grope’s store. The diary, however, effaces that void as Jefferson finds a
voice to lament that he has been shaking, but he would stay strong. Philip Auger points
out that white men are powerful not simply because they are positioned in architectural
structures of hegemony, but it is because their power is supported by the discursive
structures of ideology, law, and ultimately language itself which are designed to preserve
white forms of power (77). Whites use language to impose their power and express their
superiority; but Jefferson, through his use of the vernacular in written discourse, also
feels empowered, even if symbolically, and as Carmean avers, it “reveals a character
whose humanity grows through the process of writing” (121). Jefferson’s growth in
humanity helps in connecting him to Miss Emma, Tante Lou, Rev. Ambrose, and the rest
of the Bayonne community.
Through communal effort, Jefferson’s manhood is restored before his execution.
The women in the novel play a crucial role in ensuring that Wiggins reverses an earlier
decision that Jefferson is a hopeless case, and nothing anybody could do would result in
his transformation from a coward to a man of dignity. When Miss Emma asked Wiggins
to help ensure that Jefferson died like a man, he, like the prosecutors, initially felt that
Jefferson was a hopeless case. It is a feeling of hopelessness Antoine Mathew imbibed in
him when he was a young man, and he internalized it. In Wiggins’s moment of
resistance, Tante Lou insists Wiggins must visit Jefferson in jail to begin the
transformation process. “Years ago, Professor Antoine told me that if I stayed here, they
were going to break me down to the nigger I was born to be. But he didn’t tell me that my
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aunt would help them do it” (Gaines 79), is Wiggins’s sarcastic response to Tante Lou.
But Wiggins, eventually, agrees to give it a try. Furthermore, those on death-row are,
seemingly, not allowed regular visits, so Miss Emma and Tante Lou capitalize on their
positions as cook and laundress for the Pichot’s in getting a special reprieve from Sheriff
Sam Guidry for Wiggins to enable him to pay Jefferson regular weekly visits. The
reprieve to visit is granted in Henry Pichot’s house, a house built in antebellum America
to symbolize the fact that the rigorous patriarchal system practic0.
ed then is still in vogue in Bayonne. Further, the meeting with the sheriff takes
place in Pichot’s library to indicate the interpellation of antebellum ideology in the minds
of white descendents of former slave holders. Interestingly, Miss Emma and Tante Lou
dismantle, even if briefly, the walls of patriarchy as the two women insist, with some help
from Pichot’s wife, that the sheriff must allow Wiggins to visit Jefferson in jail.
Vivian, Grant’s light-skinned fiancée, is always there to motivate him so that he
does not renege in his efforts to help transform Jefferson. Anytime he felt he was not
making any progress, Vivian provides the inspiration that spurs Grant on. Vivian as part
of the community of women in the novel, also helps in propitiating, even mediating the
tension between dark-skinned black Americans and their light-skinned counterparts.
Gaines reminds readers of the colorism embedded in the caste system in Louisiana as
light-skinned Americans would rather do blue-collar jobs than sit in the same classroom
with dark-skinned Americans. In that sense, in a restaurant, two light-skinned males revel
and relish in the horrendous fate awaiting Jefferson, and they did not care if he was not
guilty of the crime. When Wiggins overhears them taunting and mocking Jefferson, he
accosts them, which results in a fight. The fight only ends after Vivian arrives on the
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scene. Furthermore, Vivian helps in empowering Wiggins as she makes love to him in the
open corn fields. The love-making scene is a feminist trope used to return the manhood of
black men, the manhood perjorated, emasculated, and deprived during slavery.
Moreover, Miss Emma’s pronouncement, “I don’t want him to die like a hog. I
want a man to go to that chair, on his two feet” (Gaines 13) is a resounding tone, a
declaratory statement that unabashedly represents the visceral and somatic feelings of
women in the novel and the rallying call that galvanizes them to topple patriarchy.
Behind that declaration, lies a solid determination of the women to keep the community
together in the face of white debauchery. As David E. Vancil points out, “Set against the
ineffectiveness of black men and the stupid blindness of white men is the sustaining
resilience of women, black and white. They provide the bedrock of family life and keep
the community unified even if imperfectly because of inequality” (490). William
Andrews, in a succinct way, asseverates Miss Emma’s resolve to help defend the dignity
of her race: “The folk has assumed over the years an identity based on progressive
struggle…the struggle to recognize and conserve its spiritual and heroic folk traditions”
(qtd. in Folks 266). In antebellum America, communal bond kept the enslaved fortified as
some of them quietly and fiercely resisted the institution of slavery as they rebelled
against it. Indeed, Harriet Tubman’s Underground Railway network that rescued over
300 men and women in bondage to freedom would not have succeeded without the
enslaved’s acceptance of the willingness to struggle collectively and the desire to
overcome that struggle collectively. The women revive that strong ancestral spirit in A
Lesson Before Dying. Wiggins refers to Tante Lou and Miss Emma as “boulder” to
imply the strength, vitality, and the indomitable spirit of the two women. Wiggins’s
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school children are also very much a part of the community as the women, so they too
play their role by connecting with Jefferson. They send him nuts and pecans while he
awaits his execution and make a fiduciary contribution toward the purchase of the radio
for Jefferson.
In addition to the use of language, music, and community in transforming
Jefferson, Grant must overcome his double consciousness for the transformation in the
novel to be complete. When Dr. W.E.B Du Bois wrote in The Souls of Black Folk that
“after the Egyptian and Indian, the Greek and Roman, the Teuton and Mongolian, the
Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil and gifted with second sight in this
American world—a world which yields him no true self-consciousness but only sees
himself through the revelation of the other world,” he was referring to the idea of the
double that constantly plagues individuals, making them listless and restless because of
the ambivalent feelings they experience at the same time. To his credit, Du Bois did not
simply expose the tension of double consciousness, he attempted to provide a solution to
that inevitable and ineluctable feeling. Du Bois suggests in The Souls of Black Folk that
to overcome, even transcend double consciousness, one needs to have a strong will power
and education. A powerful sense of the will results in people believing in themselves.
Belief in one’s self leads to self-esteem that brings about a desire to live confidently
without any frenetic zest and zeppelin ego to see one’s self only through the revelation of
the other world. To many African Americans young men, the idea of double
consciousness is a common, everyday feeling that depicts their lived experiences as
antipodes apart from the American Dream. Antoine Mathew expresses this ambivalent
feeling clearly to Wiggins who imbibes it, making him feel entwined and helpless in the
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static domain men of Bayonne feel incarcerated in. Wiggins is an educated teacher with a
college degree, but he feels reified as a teacher with no other options available to him just
because he is a black man in Bayonne. The young men of Bayonne believe that as black
men, there is no hope for them. Wiggins affirms this wretched feeling to Vivian: “We
black men have failed to protect our women since the time of slavery. We stay here in the
South and are broken, or we run away and leave them alone to look after the children and
themselves” (Gaines 166-7). But Miss Emma believes by dying as a sacrificial hero,
Jefferson could teach an invaluable lesson to black men to help bring about change. She
also believes in the ability of Wiggins to helping change the stereotypical image black
men in the South have about themselves.
Evidently, Wiggins has the education Du Bois proposes, but he lacks the will
power to complete Du Bois’s solution to the anathema of double consciousness. By
helping Jefferson regain his dignity, Wiggins helps him also to develop a powerful sense
of the will to enable him die bravely. Indeed, on the part of Wiggins, he must internalize
his own will power to enable him to refrain from seeing himself through the eyes of the
other world—white patriarchal society. As Wiggins points out to Vivian, “What she
[Miss Emma] wants is for him Jefferson and me to change what has been happening for
three hundred years” (Gaines 167). For three hundred years, blacks in Bayonne have felt
good only when they are told they are good by others, and they have felt estranged and
alienated when white patriarchy refuses to treat them like men and equal partners in
society’s prevailing opportunities. As Carmean notes, “Every time Grant meets with
Jefferson, he submits to a process in which he is conscious of his injured pride. Only
when he abandons his sense of personal sacrifice and injury does he make progress”
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(126). Miss Emma wants Grant and Jefferson to help stunt that negated feeling of the
double inherent in many black men in Bayonne.
Wiggins and other black men in Bayonne are in symbolic shackles because of
their perceived hopeless condition, which also reminds readers of the various aspects of
existentialism as preached by Soren Kierkegaarde, Karl Jasper, Jean Paul Sartre, and
Martin Heidegger. According to Kierkegaarde, existentialism is the philosophy of the
lonely man relying solely on God while Jasper’s existentialism is premised on the
philosophy of the lonely man relying on Christian principles; Sartre sees existentialism as
the philosophy of the lonely man in a godless and meaningless world relying solely on
himself to realize his potential. Yet still, to Heidegger, existentialism is the philosophy of
the lonely man haunted by Angst or fear. Through her faith in God, even as Wiggins is
haunted by fear that he cannot change Jefferson, Aunt Lou is of the firm belief that he
could, and she persisted until Grant started believing in himself that he really could. In
this mode, Jefferson’s transformation becomes reflexive as it begins the transformation of
Wiggins too. Wardi notes: “Grant’s eventual growth, in fact, is not precipitated by any
kind of societal development; rather, a personal transformation is realized through his
encounters with Jefferson. Only as a changed man, the text implies, can Grant himself
become a catalyst for social equality through education” (193). Grant’s initial reluctance
before accepting to play the role of transformer is explained by Auger: “Grant feels that
his role as an educator bears no promise of producing change either; he finds that he must
work to promote the dominant white-supremacist ideology—or not work at all. Grant is
doing the same work…. And Grant has come to share the same pessimistic conclusions
as well” (77). Further, Vancil also substantiates Wiggins’s initial reluctance: “Yet,
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despite his cultural sophistication, Grant is much like everyone else in wanting something
better. Only reluctantly does he assume the role of secular priest when his God-fearing
Aunt Lou asks him to help prepare …Jefferson…to meet his execution like a man, not the
unthinking hog he has been labeled by his white lawyer” (489).
Gaines also uses an overriding motif, voice, and ironic satire in portraying
realistic life in Bayonne in the immediate aftermath of World War II. A Lesson echoes
the imagery and tone of Claude McKay’s inspirational sonnet, “If We Must Die,” a poem
written after World War I in which McKay called on blacks, in the face of massive, overt
racism and rioting to shelve any traces of cowardice and defend themselves bravely and
courageously if attacked so that they would not end up dying like hogs. As McKay points
out in the poem, “If we must die, let it not be like hogs/ Hunted and penned in an
inglorious spot,…/ If we must die, O let us nobly die,/ So that our precious blood may not
be shed/ In vain.” Thus, Gaines uses the hog motif as the thread in weaving the fabric of
the story. From the day Miss Emma declared that Jefferson must not be allowed to die
like a hog, the gamut community works to ensure that Jefferson dies with dignity. The
voice in the novel, I argue, mimics Gaines’s own. Being the oldest of six children,
Gaines’s mother Adrienne had him when she was sixteen, and she had to return to work
just one week after giving birth. As a result, Gaines was cared for by his paraplegic
maternal aunt, Augusteen Jefferson. Like many young black men today, Gaines grew up
in what was then known as the “quarters.” While growing up, he attended school five
months in a year in a small church that also played the role of classrooms on weekdays
for black children in Countee Coupe parish. While white children attended school in the
parish nine months in a year, black children had the option of attending only five months
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in a year because they had to stop during the planting and harvesting season. Gaines is
married to Dianne Saulney who has children from a previous marriage. Although Gaines
was baptized at twelve, like Wiggins, he could not initially tolerate religion. He, however,
believes in God. “I believe in God, but with Christianity, the church—well, we have an
understanding,” Gaines once told an interviewer (qtd. in Berry 285). These traits are
reflected in Wiggins to make A Lesson truly a realistic novel.
The pronouncements of the attorneys in the novel are a classic example of the
repressive nature of the judicial system. It is important to see the dramatic morph of
Jefferson from a man to a hog based on the mere fact that the very person elected to save
him from the gallows, brands him as “hog”. In this sense, the legal system has become a
repressive machinery used to emasculate men before depriving them of their liberties. It
is also a system that perpetuates the myth of white supremacy. This is what Louis
Althusser labels RSAs (Repressive State Apparatuses). In “Ideology and Ideological
State Apparatuses,” Althusser’s maps RSAs, as comprising prisons, some legal
institutions, the police, and the military and labels them repressive machineries that
coerce and dominate individuals to interpellate certain codes or modes of behavior. These
repressive forces operate at the behest of the ruling class. However, if RSAs are used to
break the will and resolve of individuals to deprive them of their humanity, there are
ISAs (Ideological State Apparatuses) that utilize ideology and consensus to imbibe values
and virtue in individuals. Althusser maps the structure of ISAs to include religious
organizations, schools and educational institutions, families, trade unions, some legal
institutions, arts and sports. Auger affirms the operation of RSAs and ISAs in the novel:
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“[Henry} Pichot and the town’s patriarchal elite often take refuge in Pichot’s library, a
structure designed to surround one with the white-supremacist ideology presented in his
books; the sheriff is often behind his desk at the prison, and the group of white men who
declare Jefferson a murderer are found within the confines of the courtroom” (77).
Further, the entire legal system and political structure in Bayonne can be described as
hegemonic because the power structure rules by consent. Antonio Gramsci, an Italian
Marxist theorist, defines hegemony as an “arrangement of domination accepted by those
who are dominated. Ruling groups dominate not by pure force but through a structure of
consent, and culture is part of this structure that legitimizes current social arrangements”
(qtd. in Culler 50).
After preparing Jefferson to listen, Wiggins demystifies white notions of
superiority to him Wiggins tells Jefferson about heroic deeds and the fact that he is in a
position to go into the annals of Bayonne history as a martyr if he helps shatter the great
white myth. Wiggins focuses on the mystery and ambiguity of myth and tells Jefferson
that some white men have created a false sense of security for themselves by “believing
that they’re better than anyone else on earth—and that’s a myth. The last thing they ever
want is to see a black man stand, and think, and show that common humanity that is in us
all” (Gaines 192). Wiggins challenges Jefferson to become a hero by doing things for
those he loves, especially for his godmother, Miss Emma. In effect, Wiggins wants
Jefferson to view himself within a communal context. “A hero is someone who does
something for other people. He does something that other men can’t or don’t do. He is
different from other men. He is above other men. No matter who those other men are, the
hero, no matter who he is, is above them” (Gaines 191). After his pontification on the
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greatness of heroes, Wiggins then explains to Jefferson how he Grant Wiggins cannot be
a hero, because he, like many other black men, has been placed in a double-bind, a
dilemma in which he cannot extricate himself because he is controlled by white
patriarchy, and he is a teacher because as an educated black man, that is the only option
available to him. As he points out, “I have always done what they wanted me to do, teach
reading, writing, and arithmetic. Nothing else—nothing about dignity, nothing about
identity, nothing about loving and caring. They never thought we were capable of
learning these things” (Gaines 192). These philosophical lessons are geared toward the
enlightenment and edification of Jefferson even as they also contribute to the
transformation of Wiggins.
Wiggins wants Jefferson to know that white patriarchy has falsely accused him of
a crime he did not commit because they want a scape-goat to placate and mollify the
enraged nerves of other white folk. In this sense, he has become a sacrificial hero whose
name would be on the lips of everybody long after he is dead and gone. He would die
bravely and courageously and be buried with the knowledge that he died so that Wiggins
and the community would be liberated from the shackles of oppression some day. He did
not die like a hog “penned in an inglorious spot.” As Jeffery Folks points out, “By
focusing his narrative on the execution of an innocent man, and on the relationship of that
man to his own marginalized community that unjustly convicted him, Gaines is able to
explore the structure of communal association and to imply the possibility of social
change” (261). Sometimes, for social changes to take place, sacrifices have to be made,
and Jefferson is the individual Gaines puts the sacrificial altar on for changes to occur.
Before he is executed, however, Bonin who witnessed the execution affirms that
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Jefferson was the bravest man in that room as he walked up straight and sat in the chair to
be executed. Again Folks notes, “Jefferson’s individual heroism not only restores Grant’s
faith and gives the dying Miss Emma someone ‘to be proud of’; it lifts the community as
a whole beyond its habitual posture of ‘broken men’” (265).
Christianity is a realistic trope Gaines capitalizes on in the novel. Through his use
of Christian symbols and allusions, Gaines makes Jefferson look like a Christ-like figure.
First, Gaines enacts the Nativity scene in a play performed by Wiggins’s students. The
drama depicts the birth of Christ in which Mary is symbolized as a poor but humble
mother of Jesus wearing a crumpled blue denim dress, while Joseph is depicted as a man
with a hammer to indicate his profession as a carpenter and also his industry and
diligence. I suggest that Gaines makes these allusions and symbolisms to tie the suffering
of black people with Christ’s. The beatitudes speak of the poor inheriting the kingdom of
God, grace, mercy, and salvation. Jefferson, like Christ, was an innocent man falsely
accused to be executed. The day of his execution was also Christ-like. Like Christ,
Jefferson was executed on a Friday between noon and three o’clock. As Auger
substantiates, “Besides the obvious connection of this innocent man being put to death,
Jefferson’s death is timed by the town’s officials so as not to conflict with a religious
holiday as Christ’s death is timed so as not to coincide with the Jewish Passover” (80).
But more importantly, after Jefferson’s execution, Wiggins, by helping in the
transformation of Jefferson from a hog to a man, becomes a believer. This is symbolized
by the fact that at the end of the novel, he breaks down and cries and sheds tears.
Wiggins’s meltdown could be suggestive of a new being who has left behind the dated,
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tormenting thought of running all the time because he is a black man. He has come to
accept the fact that as a teacher, he has the power to bring about change through his
students. The change can occur only if Wiggins stays at one place to be an integral part of
the community and not by running all the time because patriarchy situates the perpetual
motility of the black man as his destiny. Furthermore, Wiggins‘s bond with Bonin is
symbolic of a possible change in the attitude of the white man toward the black man to
bring about a universal change as justice and equality are enjoyed by all, regardless of
one’s position on the social stratification ladder.
Another realistic trope is Gaines’s use of sports in the novel to portray everyday
occurrence in America. The symbolic alliance between Wiggins and Jefferson as well as
Bonin is prefigured early on in the novel with modern sporting icons in the persons of
Jackie Robinson and Joe Louis. Robinson is well remembered as the first African
American to break the race barrier in baseball when he was signed by the Brooklyn
Dodgers to play in the professional ranks. His association with the Dodgers opened the
floodgates for other black ball players to play in Major League Baseball. Indeed, such
was the popularity of Robinson in the League that he became a national icon—at least—
to black people. He was a beacon of hope to them, for he symbolized the potential of
what America could become someday and, for that matter, what Bayonne would become
in the future. As a result, anytime Robinson stepped out of the dugout to play, he became
the cynosure of all eyes, especially the eyes of black men. If Robinson symbolized
integration, Louis, the former heavyweight champion of the world signified hope for the
downtrodden. Toward that end, when he was dethroned by Europe’s Max Schmelling as
heavyweight champion of the world, the black community in Bayonne was thrown into a
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state of mourning and frenzy. But to the glory of black America, Louis regained the title
from Schmelling, and with it, the hope that he symbolized returned. Indeed, the iconic
greatness of Louis is starkly depicted in a scene where a man on death row being taken to
be executed somehow believed Louis could help save his life, so he kept crying, “Please,
Joe Louis, help me. Please, help me… “(Gaines 91). Sports in the novel, thus, becomes a
realistic medium of integration and hope for both races. Robinson and Louis were in their
day what Michael Jordan and Tiger Woods are to young people in the twentieth and
twenty-first century.
The intricate interweaving of realistic tropes such as dialect, the role of women in
the community, the hog motif, sports, and Christian allusions and symbols reveal Gaines
as a unique storyteller. Gaines mastery of storytelling compels Babb to comment
eloquently that Gaines’s does not have to resort to farewell speeches and melodramatic
action, conventional methods she regards as didactic and artificial, and that’s what makes
him the great. Even his shifting of point of view from first person narrative to Jefferson’s
diary in chapter twenty-nine to third person omniscient point of view in chapter thirty
helps the reader to follow the story’s development to the liberation of Jefferson, then to
its climax with his execution. Again, Carmean affirms: “Chapter 30 recounts execution
day through the varying impressions and actions of the Bayonne community. From
Sidney deRogers’s inattentiveness when the truck transporting the electric chair rumbles
into town to the callous comments of a white sales clerk, readers are asked to witness a
cross section of responses” (121).
Clearly, Gaines’ A Lesson Before Dying tackles many contemporary themes such
as patriarchy, identity, manhood, community, misrepresentation, importance of
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education, and dignity through the author’s use of language, community, the hog motif,
Christian symbols and allusions, music, and sports to depict the way in which the justice
system, sometimes in its zeppelin ego to convict, victimizes some innocent individuals.
This could also be a critique of the death penalty. Gaines is more concerned with the
restoration of Jefferson’s dignity as a black man in order to make him a role model for
young black men out there even as it serves as an admonition to them to beware of their
friends and to take their education seriously. In that sense, Jefferson’s destiny galvanizes
an entire community of race to fight for social justice. By having Russian authors such as
Turgenev and Tolstoy as his influence, Gaines borrowed from their experience of using
the novel to expose prevailing inequities, past iniquities, and misdeeds in hopes of
helping bring about change, not only the dismantling of white patriarchal structures but
also ridicule obnoxious practices like the caste system and colorism among African
Americans. Thus, Jefferson’s dies an innocent man, but it is an ironic salvation that,
possibly, might lead to a better Bayonne in the future.
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Metaphysics of Body: Unraveling Hegemony in Alice Walker’s Possessing the Secret of
Joy
Alice Walker’s novel, Possessing the Secret of Joy shares some similarities with
many texts written by black Americans, but it is uniquely different because its settings
include an African village where the story begins. The novel is rich in its intertextuality
as it engages other great American authors like W.E.B. Dubois, Zora Neale Hurston,
William Faulkner, feminist, bell hooks; and Austrian psychoanalytical theorist Carl Jung.
Besides its psychoanalytical framework and story-telling pattern with multiple narrators,
Possessing the Secret of Joy is also fore-grounded in Louis Althusser’s Ideological State
Apparatuses (ISAs) and Repressive State Apparatuses (RSAs) as well as Antonio
Gramsci’s hegemony theory. These theories exemplify themselves in the way the
protagonist in Possessing the Secret of Joy is convinced to succumb to genital mutilation
and how a journey into herself to remember long-repressed memories results in her
ability to liberate women of her village. Possessing the Secret of Joy is a modernist novel
in which hegemony, patriarchy, and feminism converge to expose an obnoxious practice
in an African village in expectations of dismantling the antiquated tradition that informs
the novel.

Among its numerous hernemeutical expositions, Modernism is, quitessentially, a
break away from tradition to find new modes of expression to make old things new.
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Modernism does not situate itself in rigid structures that lack dynamism and flexibility. In
other words, Modernism attempts to dismantle structures of religious dogmatism and
moral certitudes and strives to replace them with intellectual relativism where intellectual
subjectivity intertwines with compassion and individual brilliance to assist society to
progress. In Possessing the Secret of Joy, Walker reverses the African American mode of
story telling, and for the first time since the tumultuous sixties, she brings to the open a
dated African practice that was continuing to deprive women in the village where the
story is set, of their natural liberties. But the problem—female genital mutilation--extends
far beyond the narrow confines of the African village of Olinka where the story is,
initially, set. It is a critique of the tradition wherever it was and is practiced. Other
hermeneutic linings of modernism are fragmentation, anarchy, epistemological crisis, and
exposure of the naturalistic conditions that contribute to the annihilation of what Gayatri
Spivak labels the “subaltern” or the marginalized. In Olinka culture, women are
marginalized, and to compound the problem of their marginalization, they must conform
to institutionalized violence by way of having their genitals mutilated. In an essay on
modernism, Mark Sanders points out that “it is through the exchange of experience—
heightened and made communal through the aesthetic—that inter-ethnic understanding
and cultural integration can take place” (133). Sanders also points out that the cardinal
tool of exchange is art, and literature more specifically performs that function.
Dostoevsky put more succinctly when he said that first, art imitates life; then, life imitates
art and through art, life discovers its true meaning. This is exactly what Walker does in
Possessing the Secret of Joy. During the shooting of a movie in Kenya, Walker came into
contact with the practice of female circumcision. Feeling appalled with what she
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discovered, she decided to expose the practice through literature. In fact, Walker like
Franz Boas in deciding to represent the rite of passage of circumcision in Possessing the
Secret of Joy, “understood racial differences in behavior, custom, and outlook to be
products of different social environments and histories” (132).
In the protagonist, Tashi, we see a woman firmly grounded in the tradition of the
village as she defends their customs and chastises Blacks in the Diaspora for assimilating
Western culture and values. To announce her intention of creating something new,
Walker starts Possessing the Secret of Joy with, “This Book is Dedicated / With
Tenderness and Respect / To the Blameless/ Vulva. If the beginning of the novel is
informed by Modernist strand, the setting of the novel, the village of Olinka in Africa by
an African American woman marked the first time that it was done. The fragmented
individual is another Modernist trope, and we see Tashi, the protagonist exhibiting
elements of a fragmented subjectivity after she gave birth to a retarded son, a birth that
had its complications because of the shrinkage of her vulva after the mutilation of her
clitoris. Indeed, her gamut subjectivity is so tormented by her fragmentation that Walker
makes her become neurotic. However, through her madness, she is made whole again as
she retaliates by killing the woman in Olinka who performs the circumcision.
Indeed, making things new is not inimical to the black experience. In strategic
attempts to dismantle, distort, and disfigure the history of black people in the new world,
the enslaved, who were brought to America during the vicious epoch of slavery known as
the Middle Passage, were obviated from getting any formal education. Stripped of the
original languages they brought from Africa, the enslaved in the new world had to
recreate their own ways of communication from mainstream culture. This process of
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recreating, re-visioning, and remodeling their old languages and African music has since
antebellum America, made the black American a perennial modernist. Consequently,
long before Virginia Woolfe, Ezra Pound, and the early Modernists decided in the early
part of the twentieth century, a Movement that was popularized by Pound’s moniker to
“Make it New,” black Americans like Frederick Douglass, Paul Lawrence Dunbar,
W.E.B. DuBois, and Frances Harper had long begun finding new ways of expressing
themselves in their novels. In this sense, I suggest that black Modernism predates
mainstream Modernism, so when Walker published Possessing the Secret of Joy, she
only added her art to a large corpus of African American modernist writers that predated
her.
In spite of its modernist trope, however, critics view Possessing from a variety of
different narrative perspectives. Geneva Cobb Moore analyzes the novel from a
psychoanalytic point of view and avers that Walker “explicitly appropriates Carl Jung’s
archetypal patterns of the ego, the shadow, the animal/animus, and the Self in a
psychological process that promises individual harmony and wholeness for those
earnestly seeking self-knowledge and well-being” (111). Alyson R. Buckman
substantiates the hegemonic structure grounded in Olinka society and writes that “this
text [Possessing the Secret of Joy] functions as an example of revolutionary action
against the oppression of those colonized by the imperialistic gaze; the female body and
the African body are exposed as sites of colonization by power elites” (90). The Gaze
constitutes the men who control the system of hegemony that stifles women’s rights. Men
in the Gaze have their own interpretation of women and how they should live their lives.
In Olinka, the African leaders exercise their dominant phallic power to control the yonic
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aspirations of the women. So, women must have their genitals mutilated, and they must
have facial markers to symbolize their courage and bravery.
In Althusser’s “Ideology and Ideology State Apparatuses,” the French philosopher
and structuralist, makes an insightful foray into Marxist theory and presents some useful
exegesis of everyday terms as part of his contributions to the study of theory. Althusser’s
analysis provides profundity to the semiotics and semantics of Marxist theory even as it
facilitates its application to the interpretation and meaning of literature. In Althusser’s
discourse, he gives immanence to the state and describes it as a repressive force that
operates at the beck and call of the ruling class. Embedded in the state in order to make it
efficient are national functionaries Althusser describes as Ideological State Apparatuses
(ISAs) and Repressive State Apparatuses (RSAs). Althusser argues that ISAs depend on
the subtle manipulation of individuals to imbibe and accept certain modes of behavior
and ideas as the mores of society. Among these ISAs are religious institutions,
educational systems, families, legal institutions, political systems, trade unions, the
media, the arts, and sporting organizations. ISAs capitalize on the angst of what DuBois
described as double consciousness, the urge to see one’s self through the eyes of others,
to determine what constitutes acceptable behavior. Thus, as soon as a child develops
cognitive abilities, ISAs set in and begin to operate to mold, hone, and
shape the behavior and thought-process of that child. In the case of RSAs, coercion or
force as well as domination form the basis of their modus operandi. These can resort to
repressive means to execute the wishes of the ruling class. Among these forces of
repression are correctional facilities, the Military, the Police, and some legal institutions,
including the courts. In addition to Althusser’s ISA and RSA, another useful concept that
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I intend to apply to Possessing is Antonio Gramsci’s theory on hegemony, which he
describes as the “coordination of the interests of a dominant group with the general
interests of other groups and the life of the state as a whole” (Hall 423). The
quintessential operative here is consensus or ruling by consent. Although these terms are
more inclined to politics and the system of governance, they can equally be applied to the
protagonist, Tashi, in the way she develops and evolves in the novel as well as to the
village in which the story is initially set.
Temporality (time) and circumstance play crucial roles in transforming Tashi
from a cultural advocate to antagonist and liberator. Initially, Tashi buries herself in
cultural particularism in which she strongly defends the sanctity of the belief system
grounded in the tradition of her village, Olinka, but in America, reality sets in, and she
later puts her life at stake to liberate women of her village. Initially, Tashi is antagonistic
toward assimilation of Western values. As a result, when the story opens, she regards
black people in the Diaspora as “lost” because of their seeming assimilation of behaviors
that have made them become deracinated from the mother continent. In a conversation
with her friend and later, sister-in-law, Olivia, Tashi displays her sarcasm about Western
values: “You want to change us…so that we are like you? And who are you like? Do you
even know?” (Walker 23). When Christianity is hinted, Tashi retorts: “You don’t even
know what you’ve lost! And the nerve of you to bring us a God someone chose for you!”
(Walker 23). The village of Olinka is firmly rooted in their traditional beliefs of which
female circumcision is one of them. This callous practice is a process by which young
females of the Olinka village have their clitoris cut based on an antiquated belief that
cutting their clitoris would define their supposedly virtuous womanhood, which includes
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strength, power, chastity, and an ability to give birth to healthy babies. Walker notes that
“the other women…had all been initiated at the proper age. Either shortly after birth, or at
the age of five or six, but certainly by the onset of puberty, ten or eleven” (64). Ironically,
after labeling blacks in the Diaspora as “lost” because of their belief and faith in a
Christian God, Tashi sees her mother, Catherine, converting and becoming a Christian.
As a result, she refuses to allow Tashi to be circumcised. Catherine rebuffs a longstanding tradition of her people by refusing to have genital mutilation administered on
her daughter because she lost one of her daughters through circumcision, so she
apparently did not want to lose Tashi too .
But later, Tashi is convinced that getting a facial marker just like the other Olinka
women would signify her strength and prowess in much the same way as having genital
circumcision would turn her into a sacred Olinka woman who would not be disturbed by
libidinal transgressions, in addition, to getting married and having healthy babies. Female
fibulation, the people of Olinka believed, could also result in a woman absolutely
satisfying her husband during sexual intercourse. Walker succinctly captures Tashi’s
willingness to have the circumcision: “Now M’Lissa said, with a grimace of justification,
it was the grown up daughter who had come to her, wanting the operation because she
recognized it as the only remaining definitive stamp of Olinka tradition” (64). The stamp
of ideology can clearly be seen here as playing a remarkable role in Tashi’s decision to
have the genital mutilation performed on her even at a matured age. She has all along
entertained the idea that it is through circumcision that she can be in the same league with
other Olinka women who she viewed as “strong, invincible. Completely woman.
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Completely African. Completely Olinkan…terribly bold, terribly revolutionary and free”
(Walker 64). Tashi is eventually circumcised, but she soon realizes that her romanticized
expectations of life after circumcision are far worse than she had envisioned. Just like
consensus is needed for hegemony to occur, Tashi is consensual in the mutilation of her
body part because she wanted to be part of a large body of women who have had the
operation performed on them. But after her genital mutilation, life is never the same again
for Tashi. As Walker avers, “It now took a quarter of an hour for her to pee. Her
menstrual periods lasted ten days. She was incapacitated by cramps nearly half the
month, cramps caused by the near impossibility of flow passing through so tiny an
aperture” (65). Further, not only did Tashi have problems with her menstruation, she also
had problems having sexual intercourse.
The story of Tashi is a complex yarn of a typical African woman who gets
married to an African American pastor, Adam. Her traditional beliefs, marriage, and
sojourn in the United States give her a multiple identity and consequently multiple
perspectives from which she tells her story: first as Tashi, then Evelyn, Tashi-Evelyn,
Evelyn-Tashi, Tashi-Evelyn-Mrs. Johnson, and ends with Tashi Evelyn Johnson Soul.
After Tashi’s marriage, she realizes that she does not enjoy sexual intercourse because
her vulva has allegedly become too small. Compounding that problem is the fact that
when Tashi gave birth to her baby boy, Benny, he came out retarded because her vulva
was too small for the baby’s head to pass through without any incidents. In the U.S.,
Tashi realizes the freedom American women enjoy in relation to the blind walls of
oppression in which women of Olinka are gated. M’Lissa is the circumcision expert of
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Olinka, and she performs the fibulation in the village, including the ones performed on
Dura, Tashi’s sister, and Tashi herself.
Later in the novel, Tashi relapses into a psychological journey into herself where
she remembers the mutilation performed on Dura that claimed her life and decides to
revenge on behalf of her sister in order to prevent other Olinka girls from becoming fatal
victims of M’Lissa’s blade. In a flash-forward, Tashi captures her visit to the office of a
psychologist whose description mocks Carl Jung: “Olivia has brought me here. Not to the
father of psychoanalysis, for he has died, a tired, persecuted man. But to one of his sons,
whose imitation of him…will perhaps cure me” (Walker 11). Tashi projects her sister’s
pain, agony, and suffering on to herself and murders M’Lissa who curiously was aware
that one day, somebody would kill her for performing genital mutilation on Olinka
women.
In Possessing the Secret of Joy, the village of Olinka becomes the nation-state in
which the women and elders of the village by consent allow M’Lissa to perform the
genital mutilation on the girls because their political leaders believe it is the right thing
for the girls. M’Lissa, therefore, becomes the agent, the repressive force who performs
the mutilation because it is what the ruling class (the leaders) wants. This is hegemony at
its best although the women can be accused of being complicit in the pain and torture
visited on the young girls. We see the families as operating within the realm of ISA in the
novel because of the firm conviction they have implanted in themselves and in their
young girls that female circumcision is virtuous and that, every Olinka girl must go
through it in order to identify herself with Olinka nobility. The tradition that forms the
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basis of the belief system of the women becomes the deity or the Subject that guides and
manipulates the lives of their subject girls and women while RSA manifests itself in
M’Lissa and her blade as she acts on behalf of the dominant group, the leaders. Walker
describes Olinka in Marxist discourse as she points out that the border on the Olinka
village had become a haven for Olinka refugees who had fled to join minority black
tribes that hated the dominant Olinkans. (63).
Although Tashi willingly decides to have the circumcision, she still feels her body
is a corporeal entity that belongs to her and, therefore, nobody has the right to disfigure it.
For the disfiguration of her body, Tashi decides to dismantle the systems of hegemony
and the ideological and repressive state apparatuses that empower the Subject to
perpetuate its prowess on subject citizens through M’Lissa, their agent. In the end, Tashi
murders M’Lissa, and in spite of the fact that her punishment is to face the electric chair,
she is at peace with herself because M’Lissa would not be around to castrate other young
women again. Consequently, Tashi becomes Tashi Evelyn Johnson Soul because her
disparate identities have merged as her African tradition embraces Christianity hence the
name of Evelyn, which fuses with her status as a married woman symbolized by her
name Johnson. The convergence of Evelyn-Tashi-Johnson into one singular soul depicts
a woman at peace with herself. As Walker affirms at the end of the novel,
“RESISTANCE IS THE SECRET OF JOY” (281). Tashi describes her own execution in
figurative terms: “There is a roar as if the world cracked open and I flew inside. I am no
more. And satisfied” (281). Tashi is satisfied because the women supported her all the
way to the death chamber to indicate a unique female bonding in the book. She fiercely
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resisted hegemony in the state of Olinka by killing the supreme agent who put women in
the closet of “double-bind” in Olinka. To that end, Tashi decides to extricate herself from
the oppressive limitations of the state and M’Lissa by killing her in order to liberate other
voiceless Olinka women from the horrifying ordeal of female circumcision.
It is imperative to note that the practice of female fibulation travels far beyond the
peripheries of Olinka, for many countries in Africa are noted for subjecting their young
women to that dreaded practice. By turning it into a case study in her book, Walker
brought to the attention of the West in general, and blacks in the Diaspora in particular,
an ante-diluvian practice that has outlived its usefulness. By initially refusing to be
circumcised and then agreeing to it, Tashi has become the sacrificial lamb who has saved
the dignity of African womanhood. Published in 1992, the novel seems to be a critic of
the ethnic violence and genocide that were the bane of some African countries at the
time, including Rwanda. The tribal war between the Mbeles and the Olinkas symbolized
the ethnic violence in some other African countries that later extended to include Liberia,
Sierra Leone, and the Republic of Congo. Adam’s comments about the meanness of some
Christians is Walker’s way of criticizing Christianity, a religion she unfavorably views as
the one used to enslave black people. Although Possessing is not the first of its kind in
terms of its multiple character portrayals from disparate perspectives and narrative
conventions, it probably is the first novel of its kind written by an American with an
African female protagonist who matures to resist the oppression imposed on her and
other African women by domineering groups. In this sense, Walker’s novel becomes a
modern text that satisfies the requirements of realism.
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Possessing the Secret of Joy is viewed by some critics as a protest novel because
of its portrayal of primitive life and antiquated customs in a typical African society.
Unnerved by the process of genital mutilation during a visit to Africa, Walker decides to
capitalize on the power of written discourse to expose the obsolete practice. As Michel
Foucault posits in The History of Sexuality, “…Discourse can be both an instrument and
an effect of power, but also a hindrance, a stumbling block, a point of resistance and a
starting point for an opposing strategy” (qtd. in hooks 284). Critically, Foucault’s
mapping of discourse along the trajectory of power, resistance, and ground zero (a
starting point) for an antithetical strategy, seemingly, is Walker’s objective in Possessing.
Multiple appearances of some of the characters in previous Walker novels is suggestive
of the fact that Tashi’s ordeal in Possessing the Secret of Joy does not impact only
women of her small Olinka village; it, adversely, affects women all over the world. The
tremendous impact of the novel on other women elsewhere gives it a feminist
perspective, for any piece of work that challenges, even topples dominant male control in
patriarchal societies is considered feminist. Gerri Bates affirms the inherent feminism in
Possessing the Secret of Joy: “The novel explores phallic control of women’s lives and
the indoctrination of women to make the procedure a tradition, offering no options to
unsuspecting young women. Written from a womanist perspective, it shows how one
woman musters the strength to stand up and react to a situation…” (115). In a
commentary on The Color Purple, hooks asseverates that patriarchy in the novel is
“exposed and denounced as a social structure supporting and condoning male domination
of women, specifically represented as black male domination of black females, yet it does
not influence and control sexual desire and sexual expression” (285). Patriarchy does not
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control sexual desire and sexual expression in The Color Purple, but it clearly does in
Possessing the Secret of Joy. For the leaders of Olinka, fearful that an uncircumcised
woman could become sexually promiscuous and defile her marital bed with adultery,
make it incumbent on Olinka women to be circumcised before they are considered noble
women of their tribe. In the words of Donna Hasty Winchell, Walker’s “women achieve
psychological wholeness when they are able to fight oppression, whether its source is
white racism, their own black men, or their self-righteous anger. Walker’s overwhelming
concern is with the survival of a whole, of a people”(x). Evidently, Walker’s
quintessential motive in writing Possessing the Secret of Joy is to help liberate women
from the painful pangs of female circumcision.
It is, however, imperative to note that the problem of circumcision is not a
continental phenomenon because Africa is a multi-ethnic continent with each culture’s
mores, norms, practices, and taboos differing from culture to culture. Bates emphasizes
the non-monolithic nature of African societies with this observation: “Although within
the African continent there are amazing similarities in cultural practices, there are also
wide differences both in the agrarian communities and the thriving urban areas.
Advantaged Africans who gain access to Western education and knowledge adhere less
strictly to time honored practices…” (117). This is also an indication of cultural
relativism as the internalization of Western culture by Western-educated Africans help
them to make objective appraisals of practices that have outlived their usefulness and
need to be curtailed. Some Pan Africanists may view this as a post-colonial assimilation
that has resulted in an effacement of one’s traditional values and beliefs. But, the reality
is that a bad practice is a bad practice regardless of who objects to it, so if Western
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education helps the Africans who benefit from it to extricate their societies from the
antiquated claws of obsolete practices through enlightenment, acknowledgement, and
eventually denunciation of an atrocious tradition, it does, indeed, serve the people well.
Bates concurs with the powerful political message Possessing the Secret of Joy sends to
the rest of the world: “Walker’s novel focuses on one aspect of political life, female
genital circumcision, which is a primary component of the novel, not just background
fodder. This novel has extended political discourse on African customs of tribalism and
sexism and the complicity of African leaders, male and female in upholding the rituals of
female mutilation as passage into adult life” (119).
The influence of Western education on African societies and cultures spans the
length and breadth of the continent. In Kwame Anthony Appiah’s essay, “The
Postcolonial and the Postmodern,” he alludes to the prevailing impact of Western
education that evenly informs the curricula of indigenous African universities. He asserts:
“All aspects of contemporary African cultural life including music and some sculpture
and painting, even some writing, with which the West is largely not familiar—have been
influenced—often powerfully—by the transition of African societies through
colonialism…” “Post-colonial intellectuals in Africa, by contrast, are almost entirely
dependent for their support on two institutions: the African university—an institution
whose intellectual life is overwhelmingly constituted as Western and the Euro-American
publisher and reader” (119). Here, Appiah seems to be arguing that post-colonial African
intellectuals get their support from America and Europe, so that deprives them of the
renegade spirit required to overturn worn-out, redundant traditions as well as originality.
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While Appiah’s observation may be true to some extent, I argue that enlightenment,
whether it is acquired through colonial or postcolonial education, regardedless of whether
it is embedded in American or European idealism is of good value if it helps in
empowernment to topple or invert abominable practices like female genital mutilation..
The idea of colonialism and its spatial dislocation of Olinka women from
positions of liberation and empowerment is the concern of the protagonist, Tashi. Her
body, thus, becomes an instrument of colonization as well as de-colonization. When she
allowed M’Lissa to perform the circumcision on her, Tashi’s body became colonized and
M’Lissa became the colonizer. But after realizing that the reasons behind the
circumcision were masked in hyperbolic discourse, Tashi launches a personal revolution
to rid the village of Olinka of the oppression to which the women were subjected.
However, similar to the Western-educated Africans whose education provides them with
enlightened ideas to tumble obnoxious traditions that have outlived their usefulness,
Tashi’s awareness of the repressive nature of her culture only occurs after coming to the
United States.
While excoriating the village of Olinka for stifling the freedom of their women
through genital mutilation, one must not lose sight of the fact that Tashi, initially, decides
to defend her tradition because of the capitalist exploitation being perpetrated by an
English rubber manufacturer that precipitated the gradual disintegration of Olinka. To
Tashi, the English rubber manufacturer is an exploiter, so by resisting everything he
stands for—his culture, his beliefs, and his habits, it becomes resistance against English
acculturation of Olinka. Bates points out that “outsiders whose guiding principle is the
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profit motive derived from the natural resources available in the village threaten
traditional Olinka society because of their insensitive nature and determined motives”
(120). Tashi is apprehensive of the exploitation, so she fiercely resists in order to
“remain receptive to traditional tribal rituals…their only identity to Olinka” (120).
Tashi’s resistance comes in the form of allowing her clitoris to be mutilated. Several
years after the mutilation, Tashi comes to terms with the harsh realities of the
circumcision. She undergoes a psychoanalytical treatment under Mzee who uses a dream
sequence to discover that the raison d’etre of her pain and torture was the loss of her
sister Dura to genital mutilation when she was young. At the time, she was simply told
that Dura bled to death after the circumcision. Again, Bates notes that “Dura’s death
causes Tashi to develop a blood fixation, panicking at the sight of blood” (120).
According to Bates, Walker admits that the writings of Carl Gustav Jung
influenced her subjective therapy, which also informed Possessing the Secret of Joy.
Unlike Sigmund Freud, Jung focuses on dream sequence as coming from the collective
unconscious instead of the repressed unconsciousness of individuals as posited by Freud.
The collective unconscious then brings about a process Jung identifies as universal
symbols of the psyche observing that all individuals shift their center of gravity from the
ego to an integrated human he calls individuation. Because the human has become
integrated, he or she develops harmony and is at peace with him or herself as well as the
rest of the outside world. The Jungian approach was what Mzee used in Tashi’s healing
process. Indeed, the collective unconscious contains the gamut psychological experience
of the human race. In the case of Tashi, her collective unconscious uncovered specific
African archetypes important to her cure.
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When Possessing the Secret of Joy was first published, some critics praised it as
great work that could help liberate African women living in countries where fibulation
was still practiced. Others were not too receptive of Walker’s foray into previously
uncharted territory by any African American writer and thought she had gone too far by
exposing a tradition in which the women themselves believed in. The second group of
writers felt Walker had undone the romantic idealization of African traditions and
cultures that were largely in vogue during the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s in
which Walker herself featured prominently. The novel sees Walker exposing the
circumcision of young girls to advocate for its discontinuance, it also highlights the
emerging problem of AIDS in Africa at the time. According to Charles R. Larson, “It’s
the suffering of children, the wholesale mutilation of little girls that finally haunts us in
Walker’s daring novel” (29). Janette Turner Hospital emphasizes the modernist trope of
Possessing the Secret of Joy and claims: “The people in Ms. Walker’s book are
archetypes rather than characters as we have come to expect them in the 20th century
novel, and this is by defiant intention.” Hospital observes that the multiple narrators in
the book are not rendered as stream-of-consciousness monologues, nor are they made to
belong to distinct individuals. Instead, they are highly stylized, operatic, prophetic—and
powerfully poetic” (31).
Double consciousness is another trope that fits Tashi in the novel. In her decision
to go for the circumcision after her marriage to Adam, Tashi viewed herself from the
perception of the world around her, the Olinka community and decides to go for it
because she would be seen as a proud embodiment of her culture when she comes to
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America. This idea of the double is DuBoisian. But Freud also treats the double and gives
it the name, “The Uncanny.” The Uncanny to Freud, is the notion where one finds one’s
self transitioning between two juxtaposing options that frequently are in conflict with
each other. In situations where one is at home, but it is not all that homely, can also be
subjected to Uncanny interpretations. Tashi goes through these conflicting emotions in
the novel.
Further, in “The Politics of Black Feminist Thought,” Ishmael Reed reiterates
Maria W. Stewart’s challenge to black women to demystify the negative projections of
black womanhood so prevalent during the early part of the 19th century and denounce
gender and class oppression because they were at the base of black women’s poverty.
According to Reed, Stewart encouraged black women to define their identities on the
basis of self reliance and the spirit of independence. Reed reveals that “Stewart was one
of the first U.S. Black feminists to champion the utility of Black women’s relationship
with one another in providing a community for Black women’s activism and self
determination” (2). Walker in carrying her activism and intellectual fortitude to the
bosom of Africa to liberate women of Olinka, indeed, proves that she accepted Stewart
challenge to women to fight fiercely against class and gender oppression wherever they
may be. In the creation of Tashi, Walker imbued her with a revolutionary spirit as a result
of which she becomes the sacrificial heroine of her tribe. But while excoriating Olinka
community for allowing their women to be circumcised to reduce their desire for sex, it is
important to observe that this idea of negativity attached to sex dates all the way back to
biblical times where sex was mainly viewed as an instrument of procreation. Rubin Gayle
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points out that “in addition to sexual essentialism, there are, at least, five other
ideological formations whose grip on sexual thought is so strong that to fail to discuss
them is to remain enmeshed within them. These are sex negativity, the fallacy of
misplaced scale, the hierarchical valuation of sex acts, and the domino theory of sexual
peril…” (11). Indeed, Gayle also reveals that “Western cultures generally consider sex to
be a dangerous, destructive force.” It is these same negative notions about sex that drive
the Olinkas to mutilate their women. However, even if their practice dates all the way
back to antediluvian times or not, the sheer pain and torture victims of the rite of passage
go through render it an anachronism for the practice to be continued.
Many themes abound in the novel. Themes such as Africa, America, identity,
feminism, and psychoanalysis dominate Possessing the Secret of Joy. Of the characters,
Adam, the pastor, violates the Christian injunction of adultery and has a lover, Lisette
who bears for him another son who responds to the name, Pierre. But Walker also
portrays Adam as a passive observer because when he had an opportunity to excoriate,
denounce, and condemn the abominable practice of female mutilation, he calmly refuses
to do so. In a way, Walker creates Tashi to prove that women do not have to wait for men
to lead their struggles against oppressive social structures. Benny, the mentally retarded
son Tashi bears with Adam is a stark reminder of the young lives female circumcision
destroys. Dura is symbolic of the many young vulnerable girls who lose their lives after
going through the horrible practice. Dura’s death is an example to M’Lissa and her ilk
that it is wrong to disfigure God’s creation. Walker uses Hartford, a victim of AIDS to
throw some light on the origin of the pandemic in Africa. According to Hartford, the
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spread of the AIDS scourge in Africa was the result of the presence of some whites
whose attempt to use the green monkey in finding a cure for polio spread contaminated
vaccines to sections of the population in Africa.
It is also imperative to note that in creating Tashi, a woman scarred by genital
mutilation, Walker was perspectival and, suggestively, created a character that bears
some resemblance to her own ordeal when she was a child. Walker was blinded in one
eye when she was only eight years old. The blinding was a result of a haphazard shot
from her brother’s BB gun. Like Joy Hopewell in Flannery O’Connor’s “Good Country
People” who felt she was ugly after an accidental gun shot when she was ten left her lame
in one leg, Walker “felt her pretty, vivacious childhood self withdraw and disappear
behind a scar that loomed larger in her imagination” after the accident (Preface ix).
Walker is not a character or archetype in her works, but somehow a nexus of empathy
links the author with her protagonist in Possessing the Secret of Joy. Like Walker, Tashi
is scarred for life, but unlike Walker who buried her frustration into reading Shakespeare
and Russian novelists, Tashi becomes disenchanted with her pain and agony and leaves
her schizophrenic, only to be cured by the Jungian therapy of psychoanalysis.
Possessing the Secret of Joy, therefore, is not a simple novel interested in story
telling. It took on controversial issues of its day and critiques them in an effort to draw
people’s awareness to those problematic issues. From female genital mutilation,
psychoanalysis, identity, and AIDS, Walker supplied useful information to her readers in
the novel to create awareness of what was happening outside the peripheries of America.
By doing so, she joins the unique category of African American writers like Douglass,
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Harper, Dunbar, DuBois, Jean Toomer, Zora Neale Hurston, Langston Hughes, and
Sterling Brown whose works are considered Modern in African American canon.
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Abstract
William Brazenor, from Birmingham, England, arrived in Ballarat, Australia, only eleven
years after gold was found at Poverty Point in 1851 in Victoria. By 1852, due to a massive
worldwide gold rush, the town of Ballarat swelled to nearly 20,000 diggers working on the
goldfields. In 1862, Brazenor was the successful tenderer for the railway embankment into the
municipality, and the next year, Ballarat was proclaimed a borough. Architect and surveyor
Brazenor would reside in Ballarat until his death in 1916. During the depression of the 1890’s,
Brazenor and P.S. Richards, his junior partner, formed the most formidable architectural firm in
the city and the Western District of Victoria of Australia.
Brazenor’s own history in no way resembles that of any other provincial architects of the
era in the Australian colonies. Brazenor is now remembered for his numerous early industrial,
commercial, and residential designs, but moreover, it was “whom” he knew, rather than “what”
he designed – Brazenor knew everyone who was important. In an odd twist, the architect saw
great opportunity in the needs of the inhabitants early after his arrival and also became a publican
(running his own inn that also served as his architectural firm). At the same time, he became fast
friends with Australia’s poet of bush ballads and haphazard steeplechase rider, Adam Lindsay
Gordon, the elite of Ballarat and its sporting groups, and wealthy landowners in the Western
District, always in need of more impressive estates and outbuildings for their station runs. In
1867, Brazenor delayed the Prince of Wales’ formal entry into the City of Ballarat with
refreshments at his own inn. This imbroglio so angered the councilors that Brazenor was forced to
look elsewhere for work. However, by 1882, he returned to favor with a number of important
local commissions, such as the new design for the Ballarat Corporation Cattle Yards. This was a
fascinating period in the architectural record of Australian colonial history, and many of
Brazenor’s vernacular structures have survived to the present.

William Brazenor: Australian Colonial Architect
Vernacular Industrial Designs: 1862-1900
The Brazenors in England
Although born in England, the architect William Brazenor (fig. 1) was of Scottish
ancestry. He was born in Wem, Shropshire, England, in 1832 and baptised in the Noble Street
Presbyterian Chapel in 1833. 1 He was the eldest son of the seven children of Richard Brazenor
(b.1794/95), a saddler, who was born in Pontesbury. 2 Richard’s brother Thomas (b. 1792) was
also a saddler and lived nearby in Owestry, a Shropshire town known for its old racecourse. 3
William’s mother Mary (b. 1806/07) was born in Berriew in Montgomeryshire. 4
William attended the local schools in Wem and received a ‘liberal education’, though
there is no record that he attended the prestigious Shrewsbury School nearby. 5 The town he grew
up in was a mixture of old and new buildings, much like the rest of Shropshire, with two-storey
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office buildings closely constructed on High Street, the major thoroughfare through Wem.
Shropshire has numerous towns with aging half-timbered buildings alongside the more modern
Regency and Georgian buildings, such as the Old Hall and the New Hall in New Street. 6
Wem (or Wemme) came from a Saxon word meaning ‘marsh’ and was first mentioned in
the Doomsday Book as a ‘thickly wooded area’ with prevalent game for hunting. 7 A number of
dissenters resided in the area since about 1643, with the most notable among them, Richard
Baxter, ‘the famous dissenting minister’. 8 There were at least two Presbyterian buildings for
services at the time of William’s birth, and his parents selected the more modest chapel for four
of their six children’s baptisms. 9 After 1832, the government reforms afforded ‘more privileges
for Nonconformist Protestants ....’ 10

Figure 1. Architect William Brazenor. Source:
Warren Bert Kimberly, Ballarat and Vicinity
(Ballarat, 1894), p. 129. Courtesy of the Australiana
Research Collection, Central Highlands Regional
Library Corporation, Ballarat, Australia.

In the 19th century, Wem trade directories showed an increase in the trades of
wheelwrights, blacksmiths, and coachbuilders, plus numerous public inns, a brewing industry,
and an established mill. The increase of these trades and services was due to the expanding coach
service then developed through Wem in 1807. This was virgin countryside where horseracing and
hunting (coursing) were the most popular pastimes around Wem during the 19th century. 11 Thus,
William’s father probably made a fairly good living as a saddler during the first half of the
century in a town so dependent upon its equestrian-related businesses. During his childhood in
Wem, William became familiar with horses, racing, and the hunt – pastimes that would involve
him not only socially but also professionally as an adult.
Brazenor’s Architectural Apprenticeship in Birmingham
The Brazenor family moved to the small town of Harborne on Heath Road, a suburb of
Birmingham, sometime prior to the 1851 Census. 12 As early as 1828, another William Brazenor
(b.1789 in Pontesbury), uncle of the younger William, was recorded as living in Birmingham as a
victualler and saddler. 13 (Thomas Brazenor, another uncle, was also listed as a saddler in
Birmingham by the time of the 1851 Census. 14 ) It is possible that the senior Brazenor moved the
family near Birmingham to apprentice his son, William, with an architect in Birmingham, perhaps
on his older brother’s (William’s) advice. According to Professor Naddermier of the University of
Birmingham, the normal practice in Brazenor’s time was that the father would select an architect
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and apprentice his son as a pupil for approximately five years, with the capital sum set at £100 for
the master. At the age of fifteen, the pupil would generally start work for an architect who would
usually teach his apprentice by example. 15
In an architect’s office in 19th-century England, a master copy of a design was prepared
on cartridge paper in pen and ink. This document never left the office. The building contract was
then signed by the builder and the client. The drawing eventually would become the property of
the client or the Local Authority. Further copies of the master copy drawings were made on linen
and were used as working drawings. It would be the duty of the pupils to make these tracings as
part of their instruction. 16
In the 1851 Census of Birmingham, William Brazenor was listed as an assistant
architect/surveyor, thus having passed his indentureship as an apprentice. 17 Unfortunately, there
is no listing of his name as an apprentice or an assistant architect/surveyor in the records of the
Royal Institute of British Architects nor The Institution of Civil Engineers. 18 Yet, from a number
of accounts, we do know that Brazenor was involved as an architect/surveyor in Birmingham for
around ten years. 19
The Melbourne City Council
Conditions for architects and engineers in England in the 1850’s and 60’s were bleak.
Professional conditions did not improve much until the time of Joseph Chamberlain in the last
quarter of the 19th century. 20 Like so many others, Brazenor sought a better future and sailed for
Australia on the Lightning in 1857 as an unassisted passenger. 21 Between 1852 and 1857, over
100,000 immigrants from England came to Australia, and many of them were young
professionals, like Brazenor. 22 What is not known is if Brazenor had the promise of a job before
he left England. Upon his arrival, as one account asserts, Brazenor immediately secured a
position in Melbourne. He was hired as a draftsman ‘under the city surveyor of Melbourne ... with
the Melbourne City Council.’ 23
In 1857 in Melbourne, Brazenor probably worked for John Reilly, the City Surveyor. 24
He remained in this position for three years. 25 A year after his arrival in Australia, he married a
woman named Ellen in Melbourne. 26 While a draftsman in the office of the City Surveyor of
Melbourne, he may have worked on the following projects recorded for that office between 1857
and 1860 and signed by the City Surveyor, John Reilly: 27
21/09/1857, Block plan, Cattle Markets, Flemington (Abattoirs)
06/1858, Layout plan, Cattle Market, Flemington (Stock and Sale Yards)
28/06/1858, Street plans, Victoria Parade, Flinders Lane, and Gipps, Spring, and
Gisborne Streets, Melbourne
27/08/59, Elevations, Victoria, Swanston, and Albert Streets, Melbourne (City Baths)
27/08/1859, Ground plan, City Baths, Melbourne; 1860, Rough sketch, Yarding Gate,
Flemington (Cattleyards)
03/1860, Plans, streets for the City of Melbourne East, East Melbourne; 19/03/1860,
Map plan, City of Sandridge
24/11/1860, and Ground plans for Abattoirs (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), Flemington. 28

Flemington Livestock Yards (Melbourne)
We do know that during his three years with the City of Melbourne, Brazenor was
involved with drafting plans for the Livestock Market Yards at Flemington – often referred to as
the Newmarket Sale Yards in Racecourse Road, Newmarket. 29 In addition, he also received the
first prize for his plans, with a close friend Mr. S.G. Valentine, for ‘the Melbourne sheep and
cattle yards at Flemington’. 30 Two of the plans were included in Keith Vincent’s account of the
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livestock yards at Newmarket, On the Fall of the Hammer (1992); these early plans may resemble
those plans drafted by William Brazenor. 31
The Cattle Sale Yards near Doutta Galla (Doutigaller) became the site of the ‘new
market’ on the Old Geelong Road, which eventually became Racecourse Road. 32 It was located
out of the city as the central livestock yards, replacing numerous early-scattered yards. 33 Before
the Newmarket plan, livestock were sold at many locations, some not even suitable for such
purposes, such as taverns and bazaars, around the colony. One such structure, Kirk’s Bazaar
(Tattersall’s horse bazaar), had a curved roof similar to a few of Brazenor’s later designs in
Ballarat and the surrounding districts. 34 Crude sale yards were even found in the 1840’s on Queen
Street in the heart of Melbourne. 35
These early sale yards had few cohesive regulations, sporadic trading schedules, and
brought in undesirable related works, such as abattoirs and tanneries, too near the city centre and
residential areas. To solve the internal city dilemma, the members of the Melbourne Racecourse
donated lands near Flemington for proper yards and an abattoir. 36 Newmarket historian Keith
Vincent related that from 1857-59, a substantial portion of the early livestock yards were
designed and constructed. 37 From the scant information we possess, we know that Brazenor was
responsible for some of the designs at Newmarket during that period. He may have had previous
experience in England with livestock yard plans, and he may have visited the sale yards at the
Ryrie Street Market in Geelong for ideas for the Newmarket yards. 38
While working on the Flemington yards, Brazenor may have worked on various street
plans for the central business district of Melbourne and plans for the City Baths. In 1860, he may
have helped draft new plans for Sandridge as a suburb of Melbourne. 39 Because of growing
pressures by the Governor, Sandridge was considered to be one of the most important areas in
Victoria. 40 Due to this speculation, the City Council deemed it necessary to provide surveys in
1860.
According to family members, Brazenor also drafted the plans for the reclamation of the
Salt Water Lagoon area to the north of the Yarra Yarra River and to the east of Footscray (fig.
2). 41 Although the plans are undated, they were believed to have been drafted while he was
employed by the City Council. In 1841, Batman’s Swamp (as it was then called but renamed
Lake Lonsdale) was considered to be a beauty spot and a good hunting site; by November of that
year, the first (of many) proposals was presented for reclaiming the swamplands. Seven years
later in 1848, the renamed West Melbourne Swamp was considered to be an eyesore that was
putrid and unhealthy. Brazenor’s Salt Water Lagoon plan was drafted sometime between 1857
and 1861, and in 1864, a new course of the Yarra Yarra River was recommended to the Council.
Some thirty years after Brazenor’s plan, in 1889, little had been done to develop the area that had
revolted so many citizens of the surrounding community. 42

Figure 2. William Brazenor, plans for the reclamation of
the Salt Water Lagoon, West Melbourne Swamp, ca.
1857-61. Courtesy of W. Geoffrey Brazenor.
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Sometime in 1861, Brazenor resigned his position as draftsman for the City Council and
became a contractor. 43 During this brief period, he listed his address as Lygon Street. 44 It is
purely speculative, but Brazenor may have been compelled to resign his position because of
unethical practices. In a Report of the Public Works Committee, No. 25, from May 1860, William
Brazenor was reprimanded for designing a house for a Mr. Flannigan, ‘one of the Contractors of
the Corporation’. (In 1862, Brazenor and a Mr. Flannigan were the successful tenderers for the
railway yards at Ballarat.) As a result of this transgression, the laws of the City Council were then
amended to preclude its employees from freelancing as architects, draftsmen, or contractors in the
private sector. 45 Brazenor was absolved but upbraided for this infringement, and he may have felt
it prudent to leave such a constricting position around this time. 46
The Fountain Inn, Sandridge (Port Melbourne)
If Brazenor were the draftsman or surveyor for mapping the streets of Sandridge, it is
quite likely that he then met John Edward Crockford, brother of the Victorian Separationist
Edward James Crockford. In 1860, Crockford was purchasing land around Melbourne for future
development and found good real estate investments in Sandridge. 47 Between 1860-62, Crockford
had the first Fountain Inn designed at what is now the northeast corner of Crockford and Raglan
Streets in Port Melbourne. 48 It is possible that this is the bluestone hotel that Brazenor built in
Sandridge, known as the Fountain Inn. 49
The first hotel in Sandridge was developed by William Westgarth in 1840 at Brighton
Pier. 50 By 1858, strict controls came into effect for lodging houses, due to many shoddy building
practices and materials and desperately poor sanitary conditions. 51 Due to the Governor’s
speculation and its advantageous site for incoming immigrants and trade, more substantial hotels
were built in Sandridge in the 1860’s. 52
Crockford spent £2,000 for his Fountain Inn, a twelve-roomed brick hotel on the site of
the later hotel also known as the Fountain Inn. 53 There were bluestone stables on part of the hotel
property which were built at the same time. Also dating from the same period, a number of
bluestone warehouses were built in the vicinity. 54 It is also possible that Brazenor was responsible
for the stables, as well as the hotel, especially with his familiarity with stabling and horses in
England. He may also have been involved with the design of one or more of the nearby bluestone
warehouses, dating from the 1860-62 period, but there is no evidence to prove or disprove this
theory.
The Ballarat East and West Railway Yards
In late 1861 or early 1862, Brazenor was the successful tenderer for the ‘making of the
railway station yards’ at Ballarat. 55 This commission most likely involved the area connecting
both station precincts at Ballarat East and Soldier’s Hill (Ballarat West). It is possible that
Brazenor had been involved with railway works while in Birmingham since the London to
Birmingham railway was designed in 1837, engineered by Robert Stephenson: ‘the first great
railway of the Victorian age’. 56
Fourteen separate railway surveys were begun in 1855, and one of these was for the line
to Ballarat. 57 One year later, wealthy landowner and western-district grazier, William J.T. ‘Big’
Clarke, was ‘one of the strongest advocates of the Railway Construction Bill.’ 58 Clarke’s
intentions were not wholly noble; he and other graziers in Australia Felix would gain much with
reliable rail service near their vast holdings. Clarke alone would stand to increase his own coffers
if the railway went through his grazing station at Dowling Forest, near Ballarat. 59 (Clarke was
later responsible for a project on his property designed by Brazenor.)
The first call for a Victorian railway system was voiced in 1846, and by 1853 work had
commenced on the Melbourne to Geelong line. 60 In 1857, the year Brazenor arrived in Australia,
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the Geelong-Ballarat Railway Company was formed. 61 Initial tenders were called for in March
1858, and work began in November. 62 The proposed route from Geelong to Ballarat was
presented to the public and discussed in the Star the following year. 63
‘Brazener’ [sic] and a Mr. Flanagan (Flannigan?) ‘were responsible for the earthworks
and ballasting’, thus referring generally to the area leading into the two nearby railway stations. 64
(Almost certainly, this Mr. ‘Flanagan’ was the same contractor mentioned along with Mr.
Brazenor in the 1861 Melbourne City Council Minutes.) 65 Prior to the railway works, this area –
from Bridge Street to the Eastern Oval – had been the old gravel pits owned by one of the quartz
companies. 66 Understandably, there were numerous difficulties in planning the railway tracks and
services in this uncompromising site.
Official reports were regularly issued on the railway’s progress by engineers on the
Geelong to Ballarat line. 67 In one report on 6 December 1862, it was related that ‘Mr Brazenor
has nearly finished his contract at Ballarat East (station) and Mr. Barley has not commenced at
Ballarat West’. 68 There is no other mention of Mr. Barley concerning his task or progress in the
remaining reports. 69 It is speculative, but perhaps, Mr. Barley worked for Brazenor, or perhaps
Mr. Barley never began his proposed work at the Ballarat West station area and William Brazenor
may have finished the job.
One railway historian (specialising in the history of the Ballarat to Melbourne line)
believes that this work probably involved surveys and designs for the railway line’s approach into
these two stations, including the banking of the rail line into the West Ballarat (Soldier’s Hill)
station. 70 The earthworks projects in Ballarat East were ‘those going on adjacent to Ballarat East
station and opposite the Wellingtonia Company works’. 71 At Ballarat West, ‘the levelling of the
hill and the fitting up of the Gnarr Creek gully hollow – were moving along with great speed.’ 72
Another account detailed the earthworks projects around Lydiard Street at the time, including
metalling and rolling flat areas, kerbing, channelling, and forming drains. 73 This great physical
expenditure had been accomplished during an especially cruel Victorian summer in order to
ensure that the stations areas were on schedule for the grand opening. 74
On 1 April 1962, the Ballarat Star gave a preliminary notice of the celebrations to be
held for the ‘Opening of the Geelong and Ballarat Railway.’ 75 The next day, the same newspaper
reported that the station walls were beginning to go up in anticipation of the estimated 10 April
grand opening. 76 Two days later, the firm of Irving and Glover, associated with Brazenor in a
number of projects in later years, received the tender for the Ballarat East Goods Shed. 77 Around
the same time, William Barker was the successful tenderer as contractor for the Engine Shed. 78
Brazenor may have had something to do with the design of either or both of these sheds; a
predominant motif, repetitive arches, was to become his hallmark. Previously, S. Amess (Ames)
received the contract for the Ballarat West station. 79 The railway line officially opened on the
10th of April, but not without much worry to all concerned, including many of the gathered
dignitaries. 80 Finally, the engine pulled into the station and the line was officially pronounced
ready for passenger service. 81
Brazenor was to receive two other contracts for his successful tenders, both concerned
with the Ballarat Railway. In November 1862, he received £3,338-14-8 for one contract, and
£127-16-7 for a large contract in June 1863. 82 The railway goods station (Soldier’s Hill) was
finished on 18 December 1862, and around the same time, the carriage shed was also
completed. 83 The first contract may have had something to do with these structures. The only
other information we have available that may pertain to one or the other of these contracts is that
Brazenor was the successful tenderer for the ‘Government ... railway trucking yards’. 84
According to one railway authority, such a contract very likely meant that Brazenor provided
designs for the trucking sheds at the railway station and the surveying and planning of their
related access areas. 85 These also could have been the trucking yards for livestock loading or
unloading at the stations. We do know that Brazenor provided for ‘trucking yards’ in his 1882
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redesign of the Ballarat Cattle Corporation Yards (fig. 3). Unfortunately, the architects for the
early trucking services have not been specified in any of the contemporary documents.

Figure 3. Bluestone ramps at the
Ballarat Corporation Cattle Yards,
Ballarat, Victoria, re-designed by the
original architect, William Brazenor in
1882. Photo by the author.

Ballarat Corporation Cattleyards
In the early 1860’s, Brazenor received another contract, per his successful tender, for the
Ballarat Corporation Cattleyards. 86 One source places this contract at 1862. 87 Another source, an
Engineer’s Report for the cattleyards, puts the date back to 1861, perhaps referring to the date of
the tender. 88 John Ross’ Map of Ballaarat and Sebastopol clearly identifies an operational
cattleyards in 1868 in the Redan/Alfredton area of what would now be La Trobe Street. 89
One report of the area and its buildings in the 1980’s noted the ‘utilitarian landscape of
the cattle yards’, which have been upgraded at various intervals during the past 145 years since
Brazenor’s original plan. 90 In the 1880’s, Brazenor was contracted again, solely ‘to his design’, to
re-erect the cattle and sheep yards for the Corporation with more modern facilities. 91 A few of the
functional bluestone cattle ramps remain to this day from Brazenor’s designs in the 1860’s or
from the re-design in the early 1880’s. 92
Cattle Yards Inn
So successful was Brazenor with this venture that he decided to remain in Ballarat. Very
much the opportunist, he designed and built (for himself) a hotel directly across from the
cattleyards, just as the old Queens Head Hotel was situated across from the Ryrie Street Market
(saleyards) in Geelong. 93 In Geelong, ‘The saleyards were a meeting place for the country people,
and they travelled into town weekly to buy and sell stock, poultry and produce.’ 94 Brazenor was
well aware that a hotel business across from the yards would be a most successful venture to
supplement him as he established his architectural business (fig. 4).
Brazenor may have had some knowledge of the hotel business from his uncle and
namesake who was a victualler in Birmingham. 95 Most likely feeling quite comfortable with the
Ballarat atmosphere in relation to its business and leisure opportunities: a thriving area in need of
numerous functional buildings and offering the treats of horseracing and the hunt, Brazenor
permanently settled in Ballarat. By this time, Ballarat was no longer the tentscaped town of
Eugen (Eugene) von Guerard’s painting Old Ballarat as it was in the Summer of 1853-54
(1884). 96 In the 1860’s, Ballarat citizens were concerned with more permanent types of housing
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and businesses, and were already planning civic, ecclesiastical, scholastic, and welfare structures
in the community. 97

Figure 4. Ballarat architect/publican William Brazenor in
front of his Cattle Yards Inn, ca. 1862, artist unknown.
Courtesy of Wendy Elmes, Manager, Cattle Yards Inn,
Ballarat, Victoria, Australia.

Realising the need to provide weary drovers with food, drink and shelter, he seized upon
the opportunity to establish himself in two businesses: architecture and that of the resident
publican. Thus, he built the Cattle Yards Inn – an establishment, in the country tradition, that
included food, drink, and rooms for hire. 98 He also built suitable quarters for himself and Ellen,
his wife, at the hotel and resided there until 1914. 99
In 1851, the Government stated that liquor licenses could not be obtained for use on the
goldfields of Victoria. ‘Sly-grog’ shops arose despite the ruling. By 1853, the Government
rescinded its ruling and set forth that licenses could be obtained for selling liquor if the premises
were not any closer than one mile from mining sites. 100 The first three hotels were Bath’s Ballarat
Hotel (later Craig’s Royal Hotel), the George Inn (later the George Hotel), and the Unicorn. 101
(All three hotels are currently in business.) Nevertheless, sly-grog selling continued, even with
eager police support. (The police received commissions for the number of offenders they
apprehended.) 102
By 1854, one police magistrate suggested that granting licenses ‘in’ the mining areas
would produce more revenue and provide more control over the sly-grog offenders. Within days
following the development of appropriate legislation, over 100 applications were made for public
houses in the Ballarat mining districts. The era of the public house had come to Ballarat. 103
At the same time, there was a growing need for temporary housing for those destined for
the goldfields. During the 1850’s numerous cheaply built hotels were constructed all over
Ballarat. Many tented diggers were all too happy to give up their makeshift abodes for the
warmth and dryness of a room in one of the new hotels. In addition to the refreshments and
accommodations provided, these hotels also supplied some of the only recreation, culture, and
social life in the city. In a few instances, they also provided for political and religious gatherings
and saw the start of many of the local organisations that operate in Ballarat to this day. 104
To further spur the growth of hotels, the license fees were reduced by half in 1857, but
there were no regulations regarding the structures. 105 Some of the hotels in the 1850’s and 1860’s
exhibited elaborate facades which sheltered ‘tinder-dry collages of canvas, paper, hessian, calico,
and palings.’ 106 By 1869, there were approximately 500 hotels around the mining district, and one
of these was Brazenor’s Cattle Yards Inn. 107
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The Cattle Market Inn, as it was originally named, was situated on the south side of
LaTrobe Street, directly across from the cattle yards, also designed by William Brazenor, and was
first mentioned in the Star in 1864. 108 Its name changed by 1868 when it became the Cattle Yards
Inn. 109 (The Cattle Yards Inn is in existence today, although Brazenor’s original hotel was
destroyed by fire and replaced with a modern structure.) 110 The Cattle Market Inn was one of the
first public houses in the yards area, although the nearby Argyle was in operation by 1868. 111 In
1869, Sportsman’s Arms was operating on Park Street, perpendicular to Brazenor’s inn, on the
eastern side of the cattleyards. 112 The Newmarket Inn, also located on Park Street and what is
now Brazenor Street, was open to the public by 1870. 113 This public house became the Market
Inn by 1888 and is still in operation. 114
Brazenor’s Cattle Market Inn (Cattle Yards Inn) was a rustic wooden structure with a
long verandah on the front – a building type seen far more often in the country towns than in an
area bordering on a growing city. Undoubtedly, Brazenor’s design was meant to attract the
country drovers to his establishment and make them feel at home. The frieze above the verandah
carried the inn’s name in large block letters. There is no information concerning the original
structure, but a drawing made recently from a torn and fading photograph shows the verandah
with simple wooden posts and a tin-pitched roof without any external decorative features. 115
Outside the inn were the horse trough and hitching post.
The original building apparently had a public refreshments area and small rooms for a
few drovers. Perhaps there was even some type of kitchen structure or skillion in the rear.
Brazenor built a house in the back where he remained for most of his life, working as publican
and licensee at various times during the next fifty years. 116 He may have had his first architectural
offices on the premises, because there is no mention of professional offices for him in Ballarat
until 1888. 117
Through the years, up until 1914 when Brazenor and his step-daughters moved to Carlton
Street, Ballarat, many changes occurred in the design. The kitchens were enlarged many times,
especially when his two step-daughters were in charge of the menus for guests during this
century. 118 The number of guest rooms were increased, including more up-to-date facilities, and a
large meeting room served many organisations, especially side meetings for Brazenor’s own
interests: the Commercial Club, Hunt Club, Coursing Club, Agricultural and Pastoral
Association, and the Old Colonists’ Association. 119
Brazenor also kept large kennels for his renowned hunt dogs, rivalling those of Ben
Hepburn and the Learmonth brothers at Buninyong and later of Ercildoun (Ercildoune). 120 He
built a huge stables at the rear for his other interest – jumping horses, plus a training and exercise
area. 121 Also near the inn, he maintained a huge model market garden, apparently to service the
needs of his guests and family, but this venture was financially unsuccessful. 122 One former
Cattleyard Corporation employee recalls an elderly Brazenor’s live pigeons shoots in back of the
inn. 123 Brazenor seemed to manage his two careers, family, guests, interests and hobbies, and
social obligations for over fifty years from the Cattle Yards Inn.
Early Records in Ballarat
Many of William Brazenor’s early commissions in Ballarat, from 1865-80, seem to have
developed from fast-friendships forged at his hotel (the Cattle Yards Inn), and related businesses;
from his memberships in various local clubs and organisations; and from his affiliation with St.
Andrew’s Kirk (Presbyterian) in Ballarat. Unfortunately, the information we do possess
concerning his commissions is sparse, and the substantiating documents are scant. Brazenor’s
personal and professional histories from this particular period have been chiefly researched from
family narratives. Nevertheless, with these second-hand accounts, we are able to construct a fairly
accurate picture, although perhaps not altogether chronologically accurate, of William Brazenor’s
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architectural practice during his first thirty years in Ballarat following his arrival in the inland
Victorian city in 1862.
This was a practice where the social context was far removed from the prevalent ideals of
Anglican Christchurch (the recognised religion in the Australian colonies), and the serious,
committed, and established architectural environments that Percy Richards had experienced in
cosmopolitan Christchurch and with Melbourne architectural firms in the boom-crash era, such as
Beswicke, D’Ebro, Searell, Ballantyne, Purchas and Swyer, Crouch and Wilson, or Oakden,
Addison, and Kemp prior to 1893.
Ballarat’s Timber Millers and Merchants
It is quite possible that those people that he befriended first may have been in the timber
business. He needed to make contact with tradesmen in business for his initial projects of the
railway trucking areas, the cattleyards, and his hotel. The Learmonth brothers, Thomas and
Somerville, had the first timber operations around their initial run at Buninyong. 124 At this time,
he may also have befriended the Anderson brothers, John, James, William, David (Brazenor’s
friend), Robert and Thomas, who moved to Dean (near Ballarat) initially to enter mining and
began a timber business instead, but only after they had some mining success. 125 By 1861, they
operated two steam-powered sawmills around Bullarook Forest. 126 R. and C. Tunbridge,
established timber merchants, may have been friends of Brazenor’s from the early 1860’s. 127
Brazenor designed at least two buildings for R. Tunbridge in the 1880’s (figs. 5 and 6). These
three families were to become long-time friends of Brazenor’s, employing him to design various
buildings for their concerns over the next twenty to thirty years.

Figure 5. R. Tunbridge & Sons, Showroom (31
Lydiard Street South) and Warehouse
(Chancery Lane), Ballarat, Victoria, Australia,
1888. Courtesy of Robert Tunbridge.

Figure 6. Tunbridge & Sons, Showroom (31
Lydiard Street South), designed by William
Brazenor, 1888. Photo by the author.

The Anderson Family
Brazenor remained a close friend of the pioneering Anderson family throughout the 19th
century. 128 It is likely that their friendship grew from Brazenor’s timber needs for his various
early commissions, but the association was strengthened by the fact that both were Scots and
Presbyterians. Their friendship may have resulted in a number of commissions for Brazenor
around the Smeaton area. The Andersons probably also introduced Brazenor to one of their
Presbyterian ministers, the Rev. Charles Robinson, B.A., who may also have been responsible,
directly or indirectly, for at least one commission for Brazenor: the ‘Snizort’ homestead on the
road between Clunes and Creswick. 129
The Andersons’ timber business existed from the early mid-1850’s to around 1884,
mainly in the Wombat Forest region northeast of Ballarat. 130 They spent £9,000 on tramway
operations to their various area concerns, namely two milling sites and their 1866 mill at
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Barkstead. 131 There is a possibility that Brazenor may have helped them with the design (or
portions of the design) of this large mill, but the Andersons were also quite self-sufficient, having
built their own cottages in the area around Dean, constructing their own tramway, and perhaps
designing portions of their large five-storey bluestone flour and wheat mill (1861-62). 132
Other than the possibility of the sawmill at Barkstead, Brazenor was to have designed one
or more structures at Smeaton for the Andersons. 133 Since Brazenor was in Ballarat sometime
during 1861/62 (supervising the ballasting on the Ballarat East and West Station areas), it is quite
possible that he may have assisted with the design of the bluestone mill. Unfortunately, the
company ledgers (1863-77) and transactions (the latter were for 1883-84) of the Andersons do not
mention particular names of the architect(s) involved in their projects. 134 Of the other buildings at
the Smeaton site, Brazenor may have been responsible for designs for any number of the
buildings in the complex.
Anderson’s Mill, Smeaton: 1861/62
Flour and Wheat Mill. This is a five-storey rectangular bluestone building with a gabled
roof and symmetrical fenestration on the four upper floors. 135 It is recorded that John Anderson
designed the basic structure of the mill, but he most likely had some professional architectural
assistance. The mill was designed along the same lines as the mills John was familiar with in
Scotland. 136 Brazenor also came from an area in England with numerous mills. The design is
purely functional, and the exterior is similar to numerous other buildings of its kind constructed
during the early 19th century, basically of the Colonial Georgian style. 137
The quoins and Gibbs motifs around the doors, windows, and architraves on the front
elevation are common design elements Brazenor used for the next thirty years. The handwriting
on the plans is similar to the signature on the plans for the redesign of the Ballarat Cattle
Corporation Yards. 138 In particular, the capital ‘E’ for the word ‘End’ (‘End elevation’) is similar
to the ‘E’ used in the middle of his signature ‘BrazEnor’ on his 1888 marriage certificate. 139
1862
Oat Mill and Oat Kiln. Work began after April 1862. Brazenor may have been working
nearby on the railway line, trucking yards, or the Ballarat Corporation Yards at the time the oat
works were planned.
1866
Granary. Separate compartments were built which partitioned off certain areas. The floor
was timber (until 1945) and had a hatch (west end) for hauling grain up a raised walkway. Iron
fittings are on the posts of the external walls. One possible use for these fittings was for ‘tying
rods to support the walls against the pressure of the bags stored against them’. 140
1869
Office. This rectangular building is almost certainly an architectural design because of
the high quality of workmanship and architectural detailing, especially around the fenestrations
and the quoins. Of all the buildings, other than the stables, the bluestone office is the most likely
Brazenor design.
1876
Stables. A timber stables was built at the mill around 1876 and demolished in 1945. ‘It
had a corrugated iron roof, cast iron rainwater heads and weatherboard walls similar to the
Granary’. 141 It also had a large open end on the south for large horse-drawn vehicles. Knowing
Brazenor’s familiarity with livestock stables and yards, it is quite possible that this building was to
his design.

If Brazenor had a major part in the designs of the mill and surrounding buildings at the
Anderson’s Mill site, it is quite possible that he may have supplied similar designs for mills
(chiefly grain and woolen) and iron industries around Ballarat. Details of the architects connected
with such industrial buildings have not survived, but the historian William Bramwell Withers
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describes a few of these buildings in his second edition of the History of Ballarat in 1887. 142
Withers’ map of 1887 (an insert) shows the location of the woolen, flour, and iron industries in
the area, especially around Lake Wendouree, many of which would have required large stables
for their rigs.
The Learmonth Brothers
Brazenor undoubtedly coursed frequently with the Learmonths from his first days in
Ballarat. Thomas Livingstone Learmonth (1818-1903) and Somerville Livingstone Learmonth
(1819-1878) had been among the first ‘pioneers’ into the Western District, taking up land at
Buninyong and settling in the area to the northwest of Lake Burrumbeet in the flatlands below
Mount Ercildoun in 1838 (27 km west of Ballarat). 143 Because of the depression in the 1840’s,
the Learmonths diversified and began a number of small industries in the area, such as timber
milling at Buninyong. 144
By 1858, the first part of their homestead had been constructed. By 1866, an upper storey
was added, plus additions to the original portion, following the original idea for a manor home
resembling those on the Scottish border, complete with tower and prominent stepped gables. 145
The materials used consisted of granite quarried on the property and brick made in situ. 146 The
Learmonths ‘were basically their own architects (for the first portion) but they did have some
assistance from an unknown Ballarat architect’. 147
It is speculative, but the architect could have been Brazenor; he was friendly with the
Learmonths at that time (in addition to being a Scottish Presbyterian) and was familiar with
designing in brick and stone. In addition, the lack of any architect’s name could possibly point to
a young man who was then just establishing his practice in the area, such as Brazenor. Had any of
the other Ballarat architects, such as J.A. Doane (the Benevolent Asylum, 1862-69), C.D.
Cuthbert (Ballarat Hospital, south wing, 1866), or H.R. Caselli (the District Orphan Asylum,
1865-66), for example, been involved at Ercildoun, most certainly the information would have
been recorded. 148
Thomas Learmonth returned to England in 1868. 149 By 1872, during a time of great
difficulty, the Learmonths had disposed of all their Australian holdings. 150 Sir Samuel Wilson,
another prominent woolgrower, purchased Ercildoun and made very few changes to the
homestead during his time there (until 1881) except for adding an ‘e’ to the end of its name. 151 By
1887, Sir Samuel was the president of Brazenor’s own Coursing Club, with Ben Hepburn, as one
of the vice presidents. 152 However, his association with the Learmonths perhaps led to at least one
external commission. In 1866, it is possible that Brazenor designed the Mechanics Institute in the
nearby township of Learmonth.
Mechanics Institutes
Learmonth. The Learmonth Mechanics Institute and Free Library was the earliest of the
Mechanics Institutes with similar features that may have been designed by Brazenor. These
institutes generally were located in areas with large numbers of Methodists and Presbyterians
who did not want to conduct their functions in the social areas of the local pub or inn. ‘In tandem
with the temperance movement they (the mechanics institutes) would attract workers from gross
and sensual amusement to respectable and rational ones.’ 153 Furthermore, when the Ballarat
Mechanics Institute was formed in 1859, it affirmed that ‘the objects of this institute are for the
promotion of the moral, mental, and social improvements.’ 154 In short, these mechanics institutes
were gentlemen’s clubs without a license. 155
As a Presbyterian and a Scot, Brazenor may have seemed the ideal choice as the
architect, despite the fact that he was also a publican. The original hall had a long-curved, ironclad roof and timber walls and was built by George Dean of Learmonth. 156 It was formally
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opened by His Royal Highness, the Duke of Edinburgh, in 1867, when he was a guest of the
Learmonths at Ercildoun. 157
Miner’s Rest. Nearby, at Miner’s Rest, the attendees at a public meeting proposed the
idea of a Mechanics Institute one year before the Learmonth Mechanics Institute was begun. 158
Land was requested from the Crown for the Miner’s Rest site and confirmed in early 1866. 159 The
following year, trustees were appointed to discuss the possibility of a suitable structure. 160 It was
not until 1887, when William Brazenor submitted plans, that the Mechanics Institute was built for
an estimated £435-0-0. The builder of the hall was George Dean, the same contractor/builder
employed at the Learmonth Mechanics Institute. 161
The Miner’s Rest Mechanics Institute consisted of a public hall, library, and reading
room. The hall has a long-curved, iron-clad roof and timber walls in the same manner as the
Learmonth Mechanics Institute, before the addition of the front rooms that greatly altered its
original appearance. 162 Due to the similarity of the design of both buildings, it is very likely that
Brazenor, responsible for the Miner’s Rest Hall, was also the architect of the similar structure at
Learmonth.
Kingston. Around the same time, Brazenor may have been responsible for the Mechanics
Institute at Kingston, on the road to Smeaton – Anderson’s Mill. 163 Captain John Hepburn had
settled in the area in 1838, and the first sales of land were the same year for the area now known
as Kingston. John and Ben Hepburn both bought land on the north and west sides of neighbouring
Forest Hill and established their own mill on a creek. 164 The first Mechanics Institute there was
reported to have been built around 1848. 165 Yet, Kingston was still known as a ‘tent town’ by
1850, and the riches from the Kingston mines were still secreted in the ground. 166 In 1862, the
hall was used for the Kingston Common School, and on Sundays, services were held for the local
Church of England. 167 Two years later, in 1865, a ‘deeds and conveyance of land’ was recorded
for two adjoining properties, the first with the ‘original’ hall. 168
The new hall may have been constructed at this time, either in place of the old hall or
adjacent to it (in order to use the old hall for the time being) to fit the needs of a growing
community. The Kingston Mechanics Institute was a weatherboard rectangular building, with a
gabled iron roof (originally said to be shingled), pine-lined walls, and pine flooring. 169 It has had
numerous additions over the years to accommodate facilities and town needs; it was also used as
the town library, housing approximately 400 books. 170
The old hall was destroyed by fire in 1982. 171 Before the fire, the Kingston Mechanics
Institute consisted of a main hall (and large fireplace) and a supper room (about one-half the size
of the main hall). The front was plain, with two big doors that were unused on the side toward the
road. The southern side had an entrance porch and two large doors, with a ticket area and
cloakroom inside. 172 The style of the Kingston Mechanics Institute closely resembles the
Learmonth Mechanics Institute (despite the additions to both structures). Since Brazenor was
possibly in the area working at Anderson’s Mill in Smeaton and a close friend of Ben Hepburn
(through the coursing, hunt and turf clubs), it is quite likely that he would have been asked to
design a Mechanics Institute for nearby Kingston residents.
Bungaree. Brazenor may have been responsible for at least one additional mechanics
institute in the rural areas surrounding Ballarat. Some 17 km east of Ballarat lies the Shire of
Bungaree, with the township of the same name. Brazenor could have been responsible for the
design of the mechanics institute at Bungaree (most likely prior to 1879) and also may have been
responsible for the bluestone Old Stone School, Bungaree (now next to the railway line). 173
Similar to the mechanics institute at Miner’s Rest, this mechanics institute also had a
curved, iron-roofed hall. However, instead of a totally timber exterior, the hall had a rough-hewn
bluestone base with timber rising above the bluestone. 174 The Bungaree Mechanics Institute was
‘reputed to have the largest curved roof on a blue stone [sic] building at that time’. 175
Surprisingly, the three timber halls at Learmonth, Miner’s Rest, and Kingston stand to the
present, but the bluestone and timber Bungaree Mechanics Institute was twisted grotesquely off
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its foundation in a horrific tornado in July 1927. 176 Unfortunately, no records of the building nor
of the architect survived a 1934 fire in the Bungaree Shire offices, but area residents maintain that
their hall was very similar to the Miner’s Rest hall and that the curved roofs were the same on the
interior. 177 All that remains of the hall is a newspaper view following the tornado’s destruction.
Lorna Geddes, representing the Bungaree Historical Society, drew her remembrances of a section
of the building and the interior arrangement. In the 1930’s, a new hall was erected in Bungaree,
but records concerning its construction were destroyed in the 1934 township fire.
There is a very good case for William Brazenor as the architect of the Bungaree
Mechanics Hall other than its similarity to the Miner’s Rest Hall. Brazenor spent many years
(perhaps from the mid-1860’s to the turn of the century) at Dunnstown, the neighbouring town of
Bungaree, working on various commissions for Henry Brind of Brind’s Gin Distillery. 178 It is
possible that Brazenor, using bluestone in his work as a material at nearby Dunnstown, would
have been asked by Bungaree residents to design a hall, partially in the local bluestone.
Gordon Railway Station
To the east of Bungaree, the Gordon Railway Station also has a curved roof similar to
that of the Miner’s Rest and Bungaree Mechanics Institutes. 179 If Brazenor was the architect for
the Bungaree Mechanics Institute (while he was working at Dunnstown), it is quite possible that
he also designed the Gordon Railway Station. With his contacts in the Railway Department from
1862, this idea seems quite plausible.
District Markets and Saleyards
A number of other curved-roof structures in the Ballarat region may have been designed
by William Brazenor. These structures are all related as markets of produce or livestock in
Ballarat during the late 1860’s and 1870’s. The earliest structure was most likely at the livestock
pens and yards near the Ballarat West railway station. This was in the same area in which
Brazenor had been the successful tenderer for the formation of the railway embankment in 1862.
The commission may have come to Brazenor at the same time as the Ballarat Corporation Cattle
Yards (La Trobe Street, Alfredton) commission of c1862-64, or it may have been included in the
job description as a railway substation for the yards in Alfredton. The railway yards, pictured in
Wither’s 1887 ‘View of Ballarat, Victoria’, bordered on the corner of Grenville and Mair Streets,
to the northwest of the Alfred Hall (by H.R. Caselli, built for the visit of the Duke of Edinburgh
in 1867). 180 The main yarding structure closely resembles Brazenor’s design for the Miner’s Rest
Mechanics Institute, with the exception of timber skillions on three sides, running the length and
width of the barrel-vaulted central section.
The second curved-roof building was used specifically for livestock sales (a majority of
the sales were in equestrian stock) on Doveton Street, extending to Dawson Street, known as the
Ballarat Sale Yards. 181 Skillions were constructed on both sides the length of the building and
were used for holding pens, probably much like the structure near Alfred Hall and the Ballarat
West railway station. Wrought iron fences were on the front of each side arm of the building,
with large iron gates in the centre. 182
Across Doveton Street was Coles & Pullum’s Licensed Market (located on the site of the
present Target Store in the Central Square Shopping Centre), also referred to as O’Farrell’s
Livestock Bazaar or O’Farrell’s Saleyards. 183 This saleyard was closely connected to the Ballarat
Corporation Saleyards on La Trobe Street designed by Brazenor. 184 Thus, these buildings also
may have been designed by Brazenor as a supplemental contract to the Cattle Yards tender. The
classical motifs on the main bazaar building, such as the pediment, dentils, wide-rounded arch,
voussoirs, and prominent plain keystone, were motifs Brazenor used in his designs during the
1880’s and 1890’s.
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The fourth group of similar structures were located at Market Square, also noted on
Withers’ 1887 ‘View of Ballarat, Victoria’, in the area between Mair, Market, and Doveton
Streets, now the site of the Civic Hall (designed by H.L. Coburn in 1955) and the new Ballarat
Library. Market Square, officially opened for business in 1859, consisted of ‘little more than a
weigh bridge’. 185 The pens were not constructed until the late 1860’s. Free trade among produce
agents was the major agenda for rural farmers, even though the City wanted to stipulate that trade
be conducted through only two designated agents. 186 The curved-roof timber buildings (either
three or four, as noted by Withers) were constructed between 1862 and 1877, according to a study
of historical buildings in the area. 187 These buildings at the market (bear a striking resemblance to
the previously mentioned curved roof structures designed by Brazenor. S.G. Valentine
(Brazenor’s closest friend – in life and death – his plot is contiguous to Brazenor’s) was the
manager of the Produce Market area, and his long-time association and close friendship with
Brazenor, may further substantiate that Brazenor was the architect. 188 The Market (Haymarket)
site and old buildings were little used after World War II when the site was proposed as the
possible location for a central civic centre by Ballarat architect Cr. H.L. Coburn. 189
Lastly, Brazenor may have had something to do with the large showgrounds at Smeaton:
‘the Premier show in the whole of Victoria’ in 1871. 190 These grounds, located near the railway
from Creswick to Daylesford, were the site of the largest farm implement and machinery shows
in the area – the Smeaton National and Spring Show, as noted by the ‘Welsh Swagman’, Joseph
Jenkins, in 1873. 191 In addition to the grandstands, the showgrounds also had numerous stalls and
livestock pens and buildings. With his connections in the Agricultural and Pastoral Society and
his numerous friends in the Turf Club, Brazenor may have been the likely choice as the architect
for the various showgrounds structures. In addition, he may have been supervising any number of
buildings in the area (Kingston or Smeaton) for friends, such as Ben Hepburn or the Anderson
brothers. The showgrounds were relocated to Kingston in 1921, and one source discusses the
difficulty of disassembling the large grandstand. 192
Coursing and Turf Commissions
Brazenor did not advertise his architectural practice in the Ballarat trade directories until
the 1870’s. The majority of his commissions in the last half of the 1860’s and 1870’s apparently
came from connections with his hotel business and his leisure passions of coursing, the hunt, and
training and racing horses (fig. 7). With a father and uncles involved in saddlery, Brazenor must
have been familiar with equestrian events and stables throughout his childhood. Wem, his
birthplace, was historically known for its field hunts and races. It is possible that Brazenor
belonged to one of the hunt clubs during his years in Melbourne and befriended steeplechase rider
cum bush-poet Adam Lindsay Gordon at around the same time. 193

Figure 7. William Brazenor, ca. 1880. Photo courtesy
of W. Geoffrey Brazenor.
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Brazenor’s true love was in the chase, and it was said that he took ‘the most active part in
coursing and hunting than anyone in Ballarat’. 194 He coursed with many prominent men during
his early years at Ballarat, such as W.T.J. Clarke, the Learmonths, the Andersons, the Honourable
Philip Russell (Carngham), John Wilson (Trawalla), Alexander Wilson (Mt. Emu), Thomas Bath
(of Bath’s Hotel and at his homestead ‘Ceres’), and Ben Hepburn, the late Captain John
Hepburn’s (Smeaton) step-brother. 195 Through these men, he also may have been introduced to
James and Thomas Oddie of ‘Chepstowe’ in the Snake Valley near ‘Carngham’. 196 James Oddie,
the ‘great benefactor’ of Ballarat, may have been responsible for a number of commissions
directed toward Brazenor from the mid-1860’s to 1890. 197
In addition, Brazenor was on friendly terms with many of the notable men of Australia
Felix simply because of their mutual coursing and racing memberships. 198 Many of these men
had coursed for kangaroo before Brazenor’s time in the area around Buninyong. 199 In his seminal
account of the city, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present
Time, historian Withers noted that –
Ben Hepburn and others had coursed wallaby ... on the South Australian frontier, ...
Since that time there has been regular coursing ... at Ercildoune (home of the Learmonth
brothers and, by 1887, Sir Samuel Wilson) being now the club’s ordinary trysting place
(in 1887). 200

Brazenor was one of the founding members of the Ballarat Coursing Club (formerly
known as the Victoria Club); the club was established at the George Hotel in 1873. 201 Ben
Hepburn had the first registered dogs for the initial coursing meet at the Pentland Hills, but the
Learmonths and Brazenor also kept packs of dogs. 202 Brazenor’s hounds were famous for being
included in the ‘Ballarat pack’ (later sold to Thomas Chirnside of Werribee). 203
Ben Hepburn and Brazenor had a long association together through their memberships in
St. Andrew’s Kirk and the coursing and turf clubs. 204 Both men were famous for their horses,
Brazenor with his jumpers and Hepburn with his trotters. 205 Hepburn, noted as a ‘hard drinker
and womaniser’, had a windfall as a stock agent during the gold era and, by 1853, took over the
Glendonald Run, building a ‘good house’ at ‘Forest Hill’. 206 He also ‘pioneered and revelled in
all kinds of sporting clubs’. 207 By 1862, when Brazenor was new to Ballarat, Ben Hepburn was
an auctioneer/agent on Drummond Street (in 1865 on Lydiard Street), maintaining his various
clubs and leisure interests of horseracing and the hunt. 208 Brazenor may have received timely
information concerning possible architectural commissions from Hepburn and his considerable
connections. Because of their friendship and mutual interests, Brazenor may have been asked to
do the stables and the large kennelled area at ‘Forest Hill’. Yet, there were numerous other
builders around that could have completed the job, but probably none of them was as familiar
with the particular needs of racing horses and hunt dogs as was Brazenor.
Grandstands
In 1866, Brazenor was commissioned to draw up plans for a new grandstand at Dowling
Forest by the trustees of the Dowling Forest Racecourse. 209 At least two of these trustees were
close friends of Brazenor’s: Thomas Bath and W. Dunn, plus a number of the members, including
Ben Hepburn. (Bath’s hotel was the meeting place for ‘racing, hunting, and coursing enthusiasts’
and was frequented by many ‘horsey men’. 210 ) It is understandable that Brazenor, a member in
good standing of the Turf Club, would be asked to design a grandstand by his own club
membership. 211
The Dowling Forest property, consisting of 486 acres, was donated by W.J.T. Clarke to
the Ballarat and Creswick Race Club (later the Ballarat Turf Club) around 1855. 212 There had
been two small grandstands on the site prior to Brazenor’s 1866 design. In the early days of the
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course, there was a simple weatherboard and canvas structure which was shortly thereafter
replaced by a modest timber grandstand. 213 By 1866, the trustees decided that a more substantial
structure was needed and that their membership possessed the right man to design the new
grandstand. The club got into great difficulties financing this venture, and only solved their
problems when they created a scheme for fifty new life memberships, all for £25 each. 214 (A total
of £1250 was raised for the grandstand building fund.) By 1869, the club boasted 100 members,
each paying £5 annually. 215
Brazenor’s Dowling Forest grandstand was erected on the site of the annual Ballarat Cup,
the early rival of the Melbourne Cup. 216 Additional races there were held for the Ballarat
Handicap, the Champion Stakes, the Biennials, the Ballarat Derby, and the Grand National
steeplechase (1875) on the one and one-half mile course. 217 The functional grandstand was a
three gabled timber structure, with a central gable and gables at each end. Each gable was topped
with tall flagpoles, the largest being in the centre. The only decorative elements used in the gables
were semicircular windows, most likely more for ventilation than aesthetics. Twenty columns ran
the length of the grandstand, each with supporting brackets. Two side staircases and one central
one, perhaps with timber or iron-work balusters and railings helped attendees to get from the
course level to their designated areas. (A separate covered stand for the officials and reporters
was adjacent to the course.) These were the stands for the gentry and citizens, alike, but special
boxes would have been set aside for the Turf Club members. 218
In addition to the Dowling Forest Racecourse, the premier course west of Flemington, the
various Ballarat-district turf clubs also had their own courses and grandstands. 219 For example,
the Miner’s Racecourse, Sebastopol, was founded in 1863, and a new grandstand was erected
between 1883 and 1887. 220 The racecourse at Redan opened sometime prior to 1866. 221 The
favourite holiday turf was the Lal Lal Racecourse (located in the open area south of the falls),
especially for the New Year’s Day meeting. 222 Joseph Jenkins, the ‘Welsh Swagman’ recorded on
1 January 1878 that ‘This hailing of the New Year ... The Scotch and Irish regard it as a sporting
day. They assemble at Sal-Sal [sic.] falls where over 3,000 attend horse-racing.’ 223
Near Lal Lal, the grandstand at the Buninyong Racecourse is surprisingly similar to the
Dowling Forest grandstand, down to the placement of the steps, roof pitch, and brackets on the
pillars. 224 In addition, there were numerous area racecourses, such as those at Bungaree, Ballan,
and Snake Valley, to name only a few of the many courses. 225 All of the courses had grandstands
for members and visitors (some of these structures were more substantial than others, such as the
Buninyong grandstand. Brazenor, well placed in the Turf Club, could have designed some or all
of these grandstands because he was still designing grandstands by the turn of the century.
Some of the courses even had railway lines directly to their sites, such as Dowling Forest,
Lal Lal, Creswick, and Ballan. Two of Brazenor’s other designs, the Ballarat Corporation Cattle
Yards and Market Square also had railway sidings. 226 Perhaps these sidings to Brazenor’s
designed areas reflect the powerful position he held in the 1860’s and 1870’s. He may have been
the ‘chosen’ architect for numerous projects because of his social connections. Lastly, he may
have known a number of influential men, other than W.T.J. Clarke, in Melbourne (from his
contacts in the Melbourne City Hall), such as Thomas Higinbotham, engineer-in-chief of the
railways for the Public Lands and Works department. 227
In addition to these grandstands, Brazenor also may have designed the first grandstand at
the Ballarat East Oval. The club, formed in 1855/56, also hosted the Bowls Club, a tennis court,
and, in 1886, the South Ballarat Football Club. 228 There are no records concerning the grandstand
nor its architect, but a ‘new’ grandstand was planned in 1887. 229 The grandstand it would replace
was most likely designed in the 1860’s or 1870’s, and it is possible that it was another Brazenor
design. 230 Unlike Brazenor’s grandstand at the Dowling Forest Racecourse, the Eastern Cricket
Oval grandstand had two levels and a double level of arcaded arches, topped by a parapet
carrying numerous pennants. Brazenor was extremely fond of arcades and frequently used them
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on a number of his designs, for example, Kelsall’s Woolstore Warehouse, at the corner of Mair
and Lydiard Streets, in 1888 (fig. 8). He also set aside offices for himself in this warehouse.

Figure 8. Kelsall’s Woolstore Warehouse (and offices), northeast
corner of Lydiard and Mair Streets, Ballarat, Victoria, Australia,
designed by William Brazenor, 1888. Photo by the author.

Additionally he also designed arcades on the first floor of the new North Grant Hotel (figs. 9 and
10), the original having burned down by fire. Two of Brazenor’s close friends, Henry Brind and
Mr. Dunn, were avid cricket players there. 231 By the time the grandstand was commissioned, he
may have been working for either or both men at the Dunnstown Distillery.

Figure 9. Sketch of the North Grant Hotel, Peel
Street, designed by William Brazenor, 1894.
Courtesy of the Ballarat Brewing Company.

Figure 10. Backpacker’s Hotel (formerly the
North Grand Hotel and later the Bridge Mall
Inn), designed by William Brazenor for the
brewer J. Coghlan, 1994. Photo by the author.

Nearly a year and a half after John Coghlan’s timber North Grant Hotel burned down in
Ballarat, Montgomery’s Farmers’ Arms Hotel on Albert Street in Creswick succumbed to the
same demise. The owners, Mr. and Mrs. Montgomery, were absent from their hotel and personal
residence during the early morning conflagration, with Mrs. Montgomery already enroute to an
engagement in Melbourne. The family was only insured for £250 for the timber structure, leaving
furnishings, hotel plant, and fixtures without any coverage at all. 232 The architect selected for the
rebuilding of the Farmer’s Arms Hotel was William Brazenor. 233
The modest design for the new hotel must have been dictated by the Montgomerys’
available funds. As previously reported, little was realised from the insuring Victoria Company in
the way of recovering their losses. 234 The exterior design is obviously one of Brazenor’s, bearing
striking similarities to his earlier Mair Street carriage factories and the North Grant Hotel. He
specified similar banded work, string courses, and stilted segmental arched window treatments on
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all of these commissions. Due to Mrs. Montgomery’s lack of money, Brazenor did not design the
hotel with the customary parapet and sign hording announcing the premises to passersby,
probably assuming this matter would be dealt with as Mrs. Montgomery’s financial situation
improved.

Figure 11. Farmers’ Arms Hotel, Creswick, Vic.,
Australia, designed by William Brazenor, ca. 1896.
Photo by the author.

Bank for James Oddie
Nothing is known of Brazenor’s relationship with James Oddie. From all sources, both
oral and written, their association may have lasted from the 1860’s to their deaths in the 20th
century. The records we do have on both men show two very opposite personalities with
diametrical goals. Whereas Oddie was a staunch Wesleyan, an entrepreneur, and benefactor of
many early Ballarat institutions; Brazenor was, as well as being an architect, a publican and
passionate horseman: ‘a hearty, happy gentleman, full of good-will and laughter’. 235 Yet, later in
life, Brazenor was also interested in a number of philanthropic causes. 236 Thus, it is very hard to
establish their ‘friendship’ over such a long period of time, unless we are missing a major piece of
evidence. Yet, both men were consumed with an interest in Ballarat in the 1860’s.
Nevertheless, William Brazenor has been suggested as the architect Oddie selected for
his Ballarat Banking Company in 1865 in Lydiard Street North. 237 It is not known whether
Brazenor designed a new building or if he provided plans for alterations to an existing structure.
Very little is known of the building, and it may have been demolished when Oddie decided to
‘expand’ and move his banking concern to Dana and Armstrong Streets between 1868 and 1869.
At that time, he contracted Leonard Terry to design a two-storey bank. 238 Brazenor would again
work with Oddie, possibly designing a portion of the Ballarat Observatory in the mid-1880’s and
additions for the Wesleyan Church and Sunday School, respectively, in 1898 and 1899.
Brazenor’s Retirement
Two days before the turn of the century, Brazenor was hailed in the local newspapers as
one of the city’s leading architects. 239 On Saturday, 30 December 1899, the Evening Echo came
out with a full-page spread revealing ‘The Golden City: Some Leading Citizens’, featuring a
section on the city’s architects. 240 This was the highest accolade Brazenor was ever to receive
from his adopted city: the ultimate recognition for his dedication and services during the final
days of the century. Brazenor represented the ‘old guard’ among the architects honoured; also
hailed for their works were G.W. Clegg (later to be Percy Richards’ rival in the first decade of the
20th century), W.G. Kell and W.M. Miller (both who partnered with Clegg at various times), T.E.
Molloy (later of Barlow, Molloy, and Chandler), and J.C. Smith and W.E. Gribble (young
architects of Percy Richards’ generation). 241 Sadly missing from the list of ‘favourite sons’ were
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those important colonial architects who had passed on much earlier, such as Caselli (d.1885,
referred to as ‘one of the fathers of the city’, James (d.1888), and Piper (d.1895). 242 As expected,
a number of those entrepreneurs and professionals also pictured were frequent clients of
Brazenor’s firm – some with fathers who had been ‘original’ colonists, but very few who had
seen the district in its infancy.
Brazenor’s major contributions to the built environment in the district are his functional
and enduring industrial designs during the period when the ‘Golden City’ was in its infancy. He
may be best remembered for his boomtime commercial buildings and some extravagant area
homesteads, but he should also be remembered for contributing designs which lead to the
economical diversity and stability of a number of significant pioneering industries in the district.
In an effort to orient his professional and social interests in provincial Australia, William
Brazenor of Wem and Birmingham, like the stalwart diggers before him, found his own
‘goldmine’ in the city of Ballarat. He arrived in the area in 1862 with only the promise of
completing a tender for the Railway Department and remained for fifty-four years until his death
in 1916. 243
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manner not to his liking. He immediately took off the topper and coat and handed them to the gardenhand and ploughed
the entire area himself. Thus completed, he donned the topper and grabbed the coat, swearing the whole time, and
marched into his inn. Win Williams, letter, 7 February 1993.
123 Don McCoy, as told to Brian Langdon, Manager, Ballarat Livestock Selling Centre, telephone conversation, 4
April 1993.
124 Due to the depression of the 1840’s, the Learmonths, chiefly pastoralists, diversified. The first inhabitants at
Buninyong were Learmonth employees, wood splitters and sawyers. See H.J. Stacpoole, Gold at Ballarat, the Ballarat
East Goldfield: Its Discovery and Development (Kilmore, Vic., 1971), p.3. For further information concerning the
Learmonths at Buninyong, see Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time,
pp.1-3, passim. By the 1860’s, there were a number of sawmills around Buninyong. See Peter M. Griffiths, Three
Times Blest: A History of Buninyong and District 1837-1901 (Buninyong, 1988), pp.91-92.
125 Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.37. Also see the
Department of Conservation and Environment, Historic Places Section, Anderson’s Mill, Smeaton (Melbourne, n.d.),
p.15.
126 Department of Conservation and Environment, Anderson’s Mill: Smeaton, p. 12; Chris Smith, Historic Places
Section, Department of Conservation, Forests & Lands, interview, 15 January 1993. Also see, Department of
Conservation and Environment, Anderson’s Mill: Smeaton (brochure), (November 1988), p.3. The Andersons had one
mill at Adekate Creek (1861-67) during Brazenor’s early years in Ballarat. See the Department of Conservation and
Environment, Anderson’s Mill, p.13. Katrine Kelly, Australiana Librarian, Ballarat Branch Library, Ballarat, Vic., 3
March 1993. Katrine Anderson Kelly, Scrub Hill Church, A Pastoral History: 1869-1994 (Ballarat, 1994), pp.3-4.
Mary Rhyllis-Clark, ‘The Lure of Loatta’, in the Melbourne Age, 9 April 1994, p.3.
127 Unknown early publication (n.d.), provided by Trevor Booth, Registered Valuer, Booth & Lee Estate Agents,
Auctioneers, Valuers, Ballarat, from their files on the Tunbridges, interview, 21 December 1992. Booth & Lee Real
Estate now occupies part of the Tunbridges’ furniture warehouse designed by William Brazenor. R. Tunbridge’s first
timber business was on Main Street in Ballarat East. With the advent of the railway, Tunbridge, like so many other
merchants, moved to Ballarat West. See Bate, Lucky City, The First Generation at Ballarat: 1851-1901, pp. 112-13.
His new timber-supply store was located at the corner of Sturt and Doveton Streets around the time he may have
become acquainted with Brazenor. See also John Reid and John Chisholm, Ballaarat, Golden City: A Pictorial History
(Bacchus Marsh, 1989), p.28.
128 Win Williams, (Brazenor’s granddaughter), letter, 7 February 1993.
129 The Rev. Robinson came from County Antrim in Northern Ireland and was one of the longest serving Protestant
ministers in the Western District. See the file on Rev. Robinson in the Australiana Collection, Ballarat Library. Kelly,
Scrub Hill Church, pp.16-18.
130 ‘Besides their interests in flour and barley milling, (and) timber milling ... (the Andersons) invested in gold mining
companies.’ See John Anderson’s ‘Call Book’ for 1865-1907 in the Anderson Collection, University of Melbourne
Archives. Mary Ryllis-Clark, ‘The Lure of Loatta’ in the Melbourne Age, 9 April 1994, p.3.
131 Department of Conservation and Environment, Anderson’s Mill, Smeaton, p.13. In 1871, the ‘Welsh Swagman’,
Joseph Jenkins, noted that the Smeaton area was ‘a ruinous area from the continued exhaustion of the land’. See
William Evans, Diary of a Welsh Swagman: 1869-1894 (South Melbourne, 1975), p.23. In the early 1870’s, the
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Andersons had a 10-acre ‘replacement’ nursery at Dean to replenish the barren land. This was the largest nursery in
Victoria, and the Andersons also donated 2,000 sycamore trees to the water board for beautification. See the Creswick
Advertiser, 8 January 1872; also see Kelly, ‘Commemorating 125 Years of the Scrub Hill Church Building: Welcome
to ‘Loatta’ Dean Where It All Began’ (brochure), (Ballarat, 1994), p.2.
132 Kelly, Scrub Hill Church, pp.5, 12, and 15.
133 Chris Smith, Architect, Historic Places Section, Department of Conservation and Environment, letter, 1 September
1993. Brazenor’s step-son, Jack Brasener [sic], also worked at the mill as a clerk sometime between 1934 and 1943, per
the Department’s interview with Martin Richards of Blampied (held by the Department of Conservation and
Environment).
134 Chris Smith, interview, 29 August 1993 (concerning the Department’s notes on the Anderson diaries); and letter, 1
September 1993. Katrine Kelly, Australiana Librarian, Ballarat Branch Library, Ballarat, Vic., telephone conversation,
29 August 1993 (concerning the Andersons’ 1883-84 transactions). Dr. Mark Richmond, Archivist, University of
Melbourne Archives, telephone conversation, 30 August 1993 (concerning the Anderson diaries and journals in the
University’s collection). The author had access to these diaries on 16 September 1993. The books reviewed were: John
Anderson’s Share Register (1865), Andersons’ Call Book (1865-1907), and Andersons’ Bills Receivable (1865-67).
The latter book does mention four payments made to the building contractors Irving, Glover & Co.: No. 932, 29 March
1867, for £60.7.6; No. 72, 7 September 1867, for £20.3.7.; No. 40, 20 July 1867, for £23.18.0; and No.978, 1867, for
£58.8.0. Charles Fahey, historian and lecturer, History Department, La Trobe University, Bendigo, telephone
conversation, 9 September 1993. Mr. Fahey researched the Anderson company ledgers for the Department of
Conservation and Environment; he has found no specific mention of any architect paid for plans involving the
buildings at Anderson’s Mill.
135 Creswick Advertiser, 29 April 1862. This report mentions the physical appearance of the mill during its first year
in operation.
136 Department of Conservation and Environment, Anderson’s Mill, Smeaton, p.5.
137 Chris Smith, letter, 1 September 1993 (concerning the mill, plans, and diaries). The original plans and one sketch
are housed in the Picture Collection of the La Trobe Library. One of the rough plans is drawn on the back of a map of
Germany.
138 These two large drawings are kept at the Public Records Office, Laverton, in a box marked for the Ballarat
Corporation Cattle Yards, 7 December 1882.
139 W. Geoffrey Brazenor, letter, 14 December 1992.
140 Department of Conservation and Environment, Anderson’s Mill, Smeaton (brochure), p.3.
141 Ibid.
142 Ballarat historian W.B. Withers discusses the numerous iron foundries in the area, in particular the Phoenix
Foundry (1856). See Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, pp.29293. The Phoenix Foundry was located beyond Market Square and on a special railway siding that included the Square.
Graeme Reynolds, Ballarat railway historian, interview, 2 September 1993. The foundry roofline is similar to a number
of Brazenor’s rooflines for mechanics institutes and livestock buildings. See Bate, Lucky City, The First Generation at
Ballarat: 1851-1901, p.215 and the photo on the same page. The foundry may have been redesigned in 1870. See
Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.292.
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143 ‘The Livingstons of Haining and the Livingstone Learmonths of Parkhall’, from the Learmonth files, Australiana
Collection, Ballarat Library. The Buninyong property was managed by Thomas and Somerville Learmonth, but it was
actually owned by Christian Learmonth’s father, Thomas Learmonth, Sr. (1783-1869). Christian (Learmonth) Haig
(widow of General Felix Haig), ‘Family Notes (addressed to her sons and nephews)’, held by the Ballarat Library
(Australiana Collection), (n.d.), p.5.) Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present
Time, p.3. ‘The Story of Ercildoune’, Trust News (June 1985), p.14.
144 H.J. Stacpoole, Gold at Ballarat: The Ballarat East Goldfield: Its Discovery and Development (Kilmore, Vic.,
1971), p.3. Griffiths, Three Times Blest, p.8.
145 Ballarat Courier, ‘In & Out of Town’, 5 March 1994, p.10.
146 Stanley Moore, ‘The Learmonths of Ercildoune’ in the Melbourne Argus, 5 May 1934.
147 The plans of Ercildoun(e) were held by Fred Macrae (Thomas Livingstone Learmonth’s grandson), but they have
been turned over to Australia House. See the ‘Reminiscences of Fred Macrae’, excerpts from a letter to M.V.G. from
Fred Macrae, 26 December 1952, held in the Australiana Collection, Ballarat Library.
148 Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, pp.260-62. For additional
information on C.D. Cuthbert, see pp.244, 248, 268, and 266-67.
149 Ibid., p.212.
150 Haig, ‘Family Notes’, p.5. F.W. Cheshire, ‘St. John of God Hospital, Ballarat’, Witness to Things Past: Stone,
Brick, Wood, and Men in Early Victoria (Melbourne, 1964), pp.63-68. The Learmonths’ general manager of their Mt.
Egerton mine, William Bailey, was also in the Turf Club with Brazenor, winning the Victoria Derby twice and
establishing his own stables. Ibid., p.67.
151 Moore, ‘The Learmonths of Ercildoune’ in the Melbourne Argus, 5 May 1934. Ballarat Courier, 26 October 1984.
152 Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.305.
153 Alan Atkinson and Marian Aveling (Quartly) (eds.), Australia: 1838 in Australians: A Historical Library (Sydney,
1987), p.257. Also refer to the section on the establishment of the mechanics institutes, pp.254-59.
154 Ballarat Mechanics Institute, Objects of Instruction, issued 1859. The one-page leaflet is held in the archives of the
Ballarat Mechanics Institute. Also see Keith Davison, The Ballarat Mechanics Institute and the Influence of Henry Cole
Batten: 1859-1951, masters thesis, Department of Librarianship, Monash University, 1994.
155 See ‘Lost to Readers, Schools of a Past Art’ in the Melbourne Age, 17 April 1994, p.8.
156 Before the additions of two meeting rooms in the front of the building, passersby could clearly see the full length
of the curved roof. W.J. Loader, historian, telephone conversation, 9 April 1993.
157 W.J. Loader, Learmonth and District Historical Society, letter, 12 December 1992. Lloyd Jenkins, ‘Prince Alfred
Comes to Ballarat’, Another Five Ballarat Cameos (Ballarat, Vic.: Lloyd Jenkins), p.20.
158 Ibid., p.2. The meeting was held on 11 December 1865. Minutes of the Mechanics Institute, Miner’s Rest,
December 1865.
159 Ibid. The Commissioner of Crown Lands set aside Lot 85, Section B, from the unsold lands of the township.
Joseph Young, secretary of the committee for the Institute, received a letter stating that the lands had been
‘temporarily’ allocated for the Miner’s Rest Mechanics Institute on 5 February 1866.
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160 Ibid. The trustees included Thomas Parker Edwards (blacksmith, Miners Rest), James McIntosh (farmer, Mt.
Blowhard), John Blennerhassett (storekeeper, Miners Rest), John Dalgleish (farmer, Mt. Rowan), and Edmund Eames
(farmer, Miner’s Rest).
161 Ibid. Plans were submitted on 12 October 1887. Minutes of the Mechanics Institute, Miner’s Rest, October 1887.
162 W.J. Loader, telephone conversation, 25 March 1993.
163 Katrine Kelly, Australiana Librarian, Ballarat Branch Library, Ballarat, Vic., interview, 30 August 1993.
164 May Lawrence Townsend, ‘I Give You Kingston: 1838-1883’ (Kingston, Vic.: M.L. Townsend, 1983), p.9. Ian
Morrish, Kingston, interview, 5 September 1993.
165 Townsend, ‘I Give You Kingston’, p.24. This would have been quite unusual since the Ballarat Mechanics Institute
was not founded until 1859. See Jacobs, W., Lewis, N., Vines, E., and Aitken, R. Ballarat: A Guide to Buildings and
Areas 1851-1940 (South Yarra, Vic.: Jacobs Lewis Vines Architects and Conservation Planners in association with the
City of Ballarat, 1981), p.46; and Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present
Time, p.287.
166 Townsend, ‘I Give You Kingston’, p.11. For information on the Kingston mines, see Withers, The History of
Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, pp.227, 230, 234, and 360.
167 Townsend, ‘I Give You Kingston’, pp.11 and 25. The Kingston Church of England was completed in 1863. The
school was in the hall until 1865.
168 Ibid., p.24. Townsend states that the second (or empty) property was ‘most likely’ concerned in the deeds and
conveyance; however, Townsend does not support this claim with any evidence.
169 Ibid. The walls were lined with 6 ft x 1/2 ft pine boards. Ian Morrish, interview, 5 September 1993.
170 Jack Sewell, Creswick Historical Society, interview, 4 September 1993. Townsend, ‘I Give You Kingston’, pp.13
and 24. The number of books in its library dates from 1879 records.
171 Ibid., pp. 24, 50, and 51.
172 Ian Morrish, interview, 5 September 1993.
173 Win Williams, letter, 7 February 1993. The railway line from Ballarat to Gordon was opened on 7 May 1879. See
King and Dooley, The Golden Steam of Ballarat, p.182. Joseph Jenkins, the ‘Welsh Swagman’, working on the nearby
Warrenheip Station, recorded on 1 March 1878 that ‘Surveyors on the farm (are) deciding the course of a proposed new
railway track. Two routes (are) in view, both passing through this farm ... (toward Bungaree).’ See Evans, Diary of a
Welsh Swagman, p.77. If Brazenor also designed the Old Stone School at approximately the same time, he would not
have placed it directly next to the rail lines. Thus, both of these buildings may have been designed in the mid-to-late
1860’s or early 1870’s.
174 Lorna Geddes, president, Bungaree & District Historical Society, telephone conversation, 12 February 1993.
175 Win Williams, letter, 7 February 1993.
176 Weekly Times, 25 June 1927 (centrespread). Lorna Geddes, telephone conversation, 25 February 1993.
177 Ibid., telephone conversation, 5 March 1993. Don Murphy, farmer, Dunnstown, interview, 15 March 1993. Keith
Trigg, farmer, Bungaree and Millbrook, interview, 5 March 1993. The 1934 Bungaree Shire Offices fire destroyed all
shire records. Shire Engineer, Bungaree Shire Offices, interview, 5 May 1993.
178 Win Williams, letter, 7 February 1993.
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179 Graeme Reynolds, railway historian, suggested the idea that these buildings were all designed by the same
architect. Graeme Reynolds, interview, 9 November 1993.
180 Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.288. The Alfred Hall
was ‘the largest hall in the city’ in Withers’ time and was used for, among other things, staging dramatic presentations.
181 W.J. Loader, letter, 12 December 1992. Reid and Chisholm, Ballaarat, Golden City, p.91.
182 W.J. Loader, letter, 12 December 1992.
183 Reid and Chisholm, Ballaarat, Golden City, p.92. City of Ballaarat and Town of Ballaarat East Councils, Ballarat
Illustrated (Ballarat, 1917), n.p. Coles and Pullum were the stock and station agents for the saleyards.
184 The advertisement reads: ‘We conduct Sales every Tuesday at Corporation Yards of Fat Cattle & Fat Sheep. We
sell Pigs at our own Yards, O’Farrell’s Bazaar, every Wednesday. Horses, Store & Dairy Cattle at our own yards
O’Farrell’s Bazaar, every Friday’.
185 Bate, Lucky City, The First Generation at Ballarat: 1851-1901, p.171.
186 Ibid., pp.170-71.
187 Photograph H1754, La Trobe Library, as referred to in the Ballarat Conservation Study (vol. II, ‘Building
Inventory’), compiled by Jacobs Lewis Vines Architects (Ballarat, 1978), p.188.
188 Gordon Clarke, (relative of John Clarke, a one-time partner of S.G. Valentine), telephone conversation, 5 July
1993.
189 Ibid. Les and David Coburn, Ballarat architect and civil engineer (sons of Ballarat architect H.L. Coburn who was
articled to Percy Richards), interview, 3 December 1992.
190 The ‘Smeaton, Spring Hill and Bullarook Agricultural Association was formed in 1859 ....’ See Townsend, ‘I Give
You Kingston’, p.59.
191 Ibid., pp.53-54. The railway line opened in 1886. Evans, Diary of a Welsh Swagman, p.39.
192 McCallum, Ballarat and District, pp.13-14.
193 Sweely, “Adam Lindsay Gordon and the Architect William Brazenor of Ballarat,” in the Proceedings of the
Victorian Arts Society, Conference Papers, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 1995, pp. 173-77. The Melbourne hunt clubs
met on Saturday mornings and were attended by business and professional men, as well as a few women. See Susan
Priestly, The Victorians, p.110.
194 Kimberly, Ballarat and Vicinity, p.129.
195 For information concerning these men, see Withers, The History of Ballarat from the First Pastoral Settlement to
the Present Time, passim; in particular, see pp.290-91. Also see Joan Wilson, The Forgotten Goldfield, Snake Valley
(Ballarat, 1893), passim; for Russell, see pp.5, 15, 17, 13, 27, 29, and 41; and for the Wilsons, see pp.35 and 43.
Captain John Hepburn died in 1860 – at least one year prior to Brazenor’s arrival in Ballarat. Information from the
headstone of John Hepburn at Smeaton cemetery near Smeaton House; Hepburn died on 7 August 1860, as reported in
Evans, Diary of a Welsh Swagman, p.8. Brazenor may have been responsible for the stables at both Smeaton House and
Ben Hepburn’s homestead, but he was not responsible for Hepburn’s Mill (1841 –- ‘a capacious three-storey building
of brick and stone’. See the Creswick Advertiser, ca. 1860, in Lucille M. Quinlan, Here My Home, The Life and Times
of John Stuart Hepburn, 1803-1860: Master Mariner, Overlander, Founder of Smeaton Hill, Victoria (Melbourne,
Vic.: Oxford Univ. Press, 1967), p.95. John Hepburn’s residence was built by a Mr. Lake in 1848. See the Australiana
Room, Ballarat Library, for the Journal of Smeaton Hill, pp.144 and 148.
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196 Wilson, The Forgotten Goldfield, pp.7, 9, and 27. Win Williams, letter, 1 April 1993.
197 Bate, Lucky City, The First Generation at Ballarat: 1851-1901, p.227. Also see Anne Beggs Sunter, James Oddie
(1824-1911): His Life and the Wesleyan Contribution to Ballarat, masters thesis, School of Humanities, Deakin
University, 1989.
198 ‘Australia Felix’ was the term used to refer to the Western District large sheep runs, with spectacular grazing lands,
outside of Ballarat. The term was first used in Sir Thomas Mitchell’s report (1836). See Withers, The History of
Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.4. Elizabeth Wood Ellem, Victoria Felix: A
Celebration of the 50th Parliament of Victoria (Melbourne, 1985), p.1. Also see J.M. Powell, The Public Lands of
Australia Felix: Settlement and Land Appraisal in Victoria, 1834-91, With Special Reference to the Western Plains
(Melbourne, 1970), passim. One of Brazenor’s close friends was Thomas Chirnside of Werribee Park. See Kimberly,
Ballarat and Vicinity, p.129.
199 Spielvogel, ‘The Beginning of Ballarat’, Spielvogel Papers, vol. I, p.10.
200 Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.305.
201 Ibid. Kimberly, Ballarat and District, p.129. In addition to being a founding member, Brazenor held the position of
flag steward for a number of years.
202 Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.305; Priestley, The
Victorians, p.110; and Win Williams, letter, January 1991.
203 Kimberly, Ballarat and District, p.129.
204 Win Williams, letter, 1 April 1993. Ben Hepburn was a committee member of St. Andrew’s Kirk in 1862, along
with other men that Brazenor was involved with in a number of commissions: J.T. Irving, George Lorimer, R. Glover,
H. Weir, and G. Munro. See St. Andrew’s Kirk, Ballarat: Jubilee Souvenir: 1856-1906 (Ballarat, 1906), p.4. C.D.
Cuthbert was the architect of the Kirk, and the foundation stone was laid in 1862. The church was occupied in 1864.
See Jan Clarke, Sovereign City, p.53. Cuthbert was a prominent Ballarat architect during the 1860’s and moved his
family to Fiji around 1870. For further information and a brief list of his commissions in Ballarat, see The Ballarat
Historian, vol. 6, no. 9, May 1992, p. 6. Brazenor may have known C. (Charles) Cuthbert in Melbourne while he was
working for the Melbourne City Council, because a ‘Charles Cuthbert’ was located at 75 Smith Street, Collingwood, in
1859. See Sands and Kenney’s, 1859, ‘Architects and Surveyors’, p.231, La Trobe Library fiche 010.
205 McCallum, Ballarat and District, p.13. Bate, Lucky City, The First Generation at Ballarat: 1851-1901, p.24. By
1861, Ben Hepburn no longer had to go to Flemington to show his trotters. A specific trotters’ club was formed that
year at Ballarat at the Dowling Forest Racecourse. See Priestly, The Victorians, p.114.
206 Quinlan, Here My Home, pp.150 and 166.
207 Ibid., p.150.
208 John W. Butler (comp.), Birtchnell’s Ballarat, Creswick’s, Buninyong, Clunes, Smythes-dale, and Brown’s
Directory, For 1862 (Ballarat, 1862), p.61. F.M. Dicker (comp.), Ballarat and Ballarat District Directory, Including
Bungaree, Browns, Clues, Creswick, Smythesdale, and Scarsdale, For 1865-66 (Ballarat, 1866), n.p.
209 Spielvogel, Spielvogel Papers, vol. I, p.141.
210 Bate, Lucky City, The First Generation at Ballarat: 1851-1901, p.244; also see John Murphy, ‘The Ballarat Turf
Club’, The Historian (Ballarat Historical Society), vol. III, pp.21 and 24.
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211 McCallum, Ballarat and District, pp.13-14. In the Turf Club, Brazenor was best known for his jumping horses. It
is possible that Brazenor previously belonged to the Victorian Turf Club which held its meetings – in 1861 – at
Morton’s Hotel, Bourke Street West. See the Sands and Kinney Directory, 1861, La Trobe Library, fiche 002, p.379.
212 Spielvogel, Spielvogel Papers, vol. I, p.140. Races had been held unofficially by the group as early as 1853 ‘at the
back of Rose Hill’ (near Mt. Rowan). See Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the
Present Time, p.304; Spielvogel, Spielvogel Papers, vol. I, p.140; and Murphy, ‘The Grand Old Eastern,’ pp.21 and 24.
W.J. Loader, telephone conversation, 4 March 1993, concerning the formation of the Dowling Forest Racecourse.
Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.304. For additional
information on the Dowling Forest property, refer to Clarke, ‘Big’ Clarke, passim.
213 Spielvogel, Spielvogel Papers, vol. I, p.40. The second grandstand was built by men from the George Hotel with
the specific idea that only the George could sell refreshments during the races.
214 Ibid., pp.140-41.
215 John Murphy, from the Sands and McDougall Directory, 1869, p.24.
216 Priestley, The Victorians, p.113. The first racing assembly was in 1864.
217 John Murphy, from the Sands and McDougall Directory, 1869, pp.21, 24. Priestley, The Victorians, p.113.
218 Ballarat architect L.H. Vernon designed a block plan of the members’ stand for the Ballarat Turf Club in 1928.
John Vernon, architect, Vernon Collection, file 40. L.H. Vernon also provided drawings for additions and alterations to
the grandstand in 1936, Vernon Collection, file 135.
219 Priestley, The Victorians, p.111 and 114. The Flemington site had been in use since 1840. Trotting races, in
addition to the faster galloping races, originated at Flemington in 1859. It is possible that Brazenor, still living in and
working in Melbourne in 1859, met Ben Hepburn, famous for his trotters, during this period.
220 Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, pp.302 and 304. The first
meeting of the Miner’s turf group was in 1862; the following year, ‘Miner’s Reserve became Miner’s Racecourse’. See
Jenkins and Jenkins, The Golden Chain, pp.106 and 107. The Ballarat architectural firm of Clegg and Morrow
presented alterations and additions to the steward’s and jockeys’ rooms and a new grandstand for the Miner’s Turf Club
in 1922. John Vernon, architect, Vernon Collection, Ballarat, files 47, 80, and 104.
221 Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.221. Also refer to the
foldout map following p.232.
222 Ibid., p.304. M.W. Thorpe and Mary Akers, and the Buninyong & District Historical Society, An Illustrated
History of Buninyong (Buninyong, Vic: Buninyong & District Historical Society, 1982), p.64.
223 Evans, Diary of a Welsh Swagman, p.75.
224 Thorpe and Akers, An Illustrated History of Buninyong, p.52.
225 The course at Snake Valley was located on the same site as the current Snake Valley Golf Course. See Wilson, The
Forgotten Goldfield: Snake Valley, p.47. Priestly, The Victorians, p.113. Lorna Geddes, telephone conversation, 3 May
1993. Don Sheppard, Bungaree resident, interview, 5 May 1993. The Bungaree Racecourse was first located at the
present sporting oval but was relocated in a paddock on Geddes Road because of the low-lying wet ground at the oval.
225 Ballarat Star, 12 November 1879, p.2. King and Dooley, The Golden Steam of Ballarat, pp.182 and 183. The
Ballarat to Creswick railway line to the racecourse was completed in 1874; the Ballarat Racecourse to Dowling Forest,
1881; and Bungaree to the Bungaree Racecourse, 1900.
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The Market Square site acquired the railway siding that went to the Phoenix Foundry. Graeme Reynolds, interview, 2
September 1993. King and Dooley, The Golden Steam of Ballarat, p.182. This line opened in 1886.
227 Sands and Kinney, 1861, p.383, La Trobe Library, fiche 022.
228 Jim Murphy, ‘The Grand Old Eastern’, Ballarat Courier, Sport, 10 April 1993, p.70. Also see Bate, Lucky City,
The First Generation at Ballarat: 1851-1901, pp.166, 168, and 240. Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First
Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.303.
229 Ibid., p.303. Catherine Geary, librarian, Melbourne Cricket Club, letter, 18 February 1993. The ‘new’ grandstand
Withers mentioned above was demolished after 1950. See Murphy, ‘The Grand Old Eastern’, p.70.
230 Bate, Lucky City, The First Generation at Ballarat: 1851-1901, p.241 (caption).
231 Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, p.303. Kimberly, Ballarat
and District, p.230.
232 Creswick Advertiser, 31 August 1894.
233 ‘Contract and Commercial Supplement’, Australasian Builders and Contractors’ News (ABCN), 29 September
1894, p.i.
234 Creswick Advertiser, 31 August 1894.
235 Kimberly, Ballarat and District, p.129.
236 Win Williams, letter, 7 February 1993. Brazenor was a Life Governor of both the Benevolent Asylum and the
Ballarat Orphanage, as well as being instrumental in the foundation of Victoria Park on Sturt Street West in the 1890’s.
Brazenor was responsible for planting exotic trees in the park. Brazenor Street runs from his Cattle Yards Inn directly
into the back end of Victoria Park. Benevolent Asylum, annual books gift-giving records, passim. William Brazenor
contributed regularly to the Asylum.
237 Ben Lockyer, telephone conversation, 10 March 1993. Peter Mansfield, historian, Ballarat Library, telephone
conversation, 10 March 1993. The Oriental Bank of Ballarat occupied the site sometime in the late 1850’s to 1865. The
current address of the site is 17 Lydiard Street North. Withers, The History of Ballarat, from the First Pastoral
Settlement to the Present Time, p.302. Rate Records, City of Ballaraat, Public Records Office, 1858. The site was
section 4, allotment 4, with a 33-foot frontage, owned by the Gold Office for the Oriental Bank. In 1858, James Oddie
was listed as an agent in a building owned by a Mr. Taylor on Lydiard Street South: the fifth building in after a hay
store (on the corner of Lydiard and Dana Streets), a ginger beer shop, an unfinished shop, and a printing establishment.
See the records of the Ballarat Historical Society concerning Lydiard and Dana Streets.
238 Beggs Sunter, James Oddie, p.76; and the Melbourne Argus, 24 October 1868, p.3.
239 Sweely, ‘William Brazenor’s Goldmine’, paper presented to the Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and
New Zealand, Queensland University of Technology, 2 October 1994.
240 Ballarat Evening Echo, 30 December 1899.
241 McCallum, Ballarat and District; see specific alphabetical entries.
242 Ballarat Courier, 4 March 1884 (obituary of H.R. Caselli), and 19 November 1888 (obituary of E. James); Ballarat
Star, 11 November 1895 (obituary of W. Piper); and Ballarat Fine Art Gallery, Ballarat, The Vernon Collection,
introduction by Peter Vernon, exhibition catalogue, (Ballarat, Vic.: Ballarat Fine Art Gallery), 1992, p.3.
243 Ballarat Courier, 20 September 1916 (obituary of William Brazenor), courtesy of Katrine Kelly, Australiana
Librarian, Ballarat Branch Library, Ballarat, Vic., interview, 10 March 1993.
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An Architect and His Principles: A Comparison of AWN Pugin’s Written Words with His
Design Work at St. Augustine’s, Ramsgate, England.
Nineteenth-century English Gothic Revivalist, theorist and designer, AWN Pugin wrote
four books outlining the principles by which domestic and ecclesiastical structures should be
designed and built. He connected Gothic architecture with moral living and believed that by
reviving Gothic-style design characteristics he could lead his fellow countrymen away from the
moral decay represented by the paganism of Classical and neo-Classical design.
Pugin’s written architectural principles were compared with his design of St. Augustine’s
Church in Ramsgate, England. Because no patron or client was involved in the design process
we assumed Pugin allowed himself the freedom to design a “perfect” church and was more likely
to follow his own rules. Pugin’s major architectural principles were extracted from four books
that outline his theories; Contrasts, True Principles, Present State, and An Apology. The
historical method and a modified artifact analysis method were used to analyze the church and its
fittings for evidence of those principles.
We found that he closely followed his written principles in his design of the church. For
example, one of his principles explains how the plan of a church should be laid out, with chancel
separated from the nave using, among other architectural devices, a carved rood, or chancel
screen. At St. Augustine’s the rood screen originally separated the chancel from the nave.
Architects and designers who are also writers have the advantage of being able to
describe their own ideas in words and then create visual expressions of those ideas. By
examining both the words and the products of these exceptional people we can become more
aware of how the process of designing works. At St. Augustine’s what started out as Pugin’s
written descriptions of what “true” architecture should be became, in his talented hands, a
structure that truly represented his words.
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An Architect and His Principles:
A Comparison of AWN Pugin’s
Written Words with His Design
Work at St. Augustine’s,
Ramsgate, England
Kathryn L. Burton, West Virginia
University
and

Elaine L. Pedersen, Oregon State
University
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Nineteenth-century English Gothic
Revivalist, theorist, architect and
designer, AWN Pugin, wrote books that
outlined the principles by which
domestic and ecclesiastical
structures should be designed and
built.
 Linked Gothic architecture with moral
living
 Believed that the revival of gothic-style
design could lead his fellow countrymen
away from the moral decay represented by
the paganism of Classical and neoClassical design.
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 Pugin’s books outlining
architectural principles:
 Contrasts (1836,revised,1841)
 True Principles (1841)
 Present State (1843)
 An Apology (1843)
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Purpose Of The Study:
 To compare Pugin’s written
architectural Principles with
those he used in the design and
construction of St. Augustine’s
Church in Ramsgate, England
 Pugin designed and built the selffunded project on his own property
 May have followed his own
architectural principles more closely
because he was his own client
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Written Principles and Evidence:
 From Contrasts:
 “It will be readily admitted, that the
great test of Architectural beauty is the
fitness of the design to the purpose for
which it is intended, and that the style of
a building should so correspond with its
use that the spectator may at once
perceived the purpose for which it was
erected.”
 Pugin, Contrasts, 2d ed., b.
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St. Augustine’s Church, Ramsgate, England
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 Those familiar with Christian
Symbols would recognize the
following style characteristics
seen in the previous illustration:
 The cross
 The pointed arch windows
 Base of a steeple (Pugin designed
several different versions, but none
were ever executed)
 South porch entrance
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 From True Principles:
 “1st, that there should be no

features about a building which are
not necessary for convenience,
construction, or propriety. . .”
 Pugin, True Principles, B.
 For Pugin ‘convenience’ refers to creating a
floor plan that reflects the functions served by
space.
 Creating elevations that reflect the floor
plan
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Floor plan showing various spatial divisions
designed according to function
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 From Present State:

 “. . . Usually in the south aisle, a
stone font with a wooden cover
fastened with a lock, and near it an
ambry in the wall for oleum
catechumenorum and holy chrism.”1
 Pugin, Present State, 12.
1. An ambry is a box containing holy oils. Oleum Catechumenorum and holy
chrism refer to the ritual of baptism and the holy oils used during the
ritual.
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Detail of stone font

Baptismal font with carved
wooden cover in the southwest
corner of the church
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 From An Apology:
 “A tower for bells is required; and
this important feature of a church
was never omitted in England even
during the most debased period of
ecclesiastical architecture.”
 Pugin, An Apology, 26.
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Bell tower at St.
Augustine’s situated next
to the north sacristy
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Conclusion:
 Architects and designers who are also
writers have the advantage of being
able to describe their own ideas in
words and then create visual
expressions of those ideas.
 By examining both the words and the
products of these exceptional people
we can become more aware of how the
process of designing works.
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At St. Augustine’s what began
as Pugin’s written descriptions
of what “true” architecture
should be became, in his
talented hands, a structure
that truly represented his
words.
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